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RADIO

COMPETITION

RADIO compe+i+Ion with the screen, more especially by the
presentation of motion picture personalities, Is one of the
most serious and least discussed problems confronting
the production executives of Hollywood. The problem grows
as sponsors of radio time realize the ready made appeal of
screen famous people and bid for them in high figures.
Employment contracts made with players by at least one of
the largest organizations provide protection against radio invasion, but no star contract has ever yet been devised which
can control emotions and generally dollar pressure wins.
"No matter what the contract provides," observed the
master of hlollywood's biggest payroll, "It Is pretty hard to
say to a player that he can not take a fifteen minute job on
the air which will get him as much money perhaps as he earns
in the studio for a week's work."
But the exhibitor concern over the problem increases and
h^ollywood is aware that something probably shall have to be
done about it. Elimination of the radio by-product sale of
personality values would be more likely than not to add to
the screen's costs.
It is of interest to record the report that some time ago
the National Broadcasting Company, hungering for the services
of Miss Marie Dressier, made a hlollywood approach which
was met by Mr. Irving Thalberg by putting a price of $20,000
on each fifteen minutes of the star's time. That appears to
have concluded the negotiations in that case.
The much worn argument of the radio purveyors that the
broadcast creates and enhances star values is not very convincingly supported by the mad quest of star values from
other media of expression. The actual number of radio-made
names of national importance is relatively small.
AAA
FREEDOM

OF

THE

SCREEN?

THIS being so completely a commercial industry there can
be no fair objection to the recent settlement out of court
of a suit which attacked the right of the motion picture to
use as dramatic material and hold up to public view certain
aspects of a state penal system. In general abstract principle,
however, it is regrettable that all such issues cannot be fought
through the courts until the basic rights of the motion picture
as a medium of expression shall be established.
Patience must prevail. The screen has been at the issue less
than thirty years and It took five hundred years for the press
to get anywhere. Meanwhile, looking back over the decisions
that have been had in such cases, it seems that the judiciary
of the land tends to the notion that a medium which charges,

say, 25 cents a seat, in a theatre cannot possibly stand on equal
footing In freedom of expression with another medium, the
newspaper, which is put on the doorstep with the morning milk
for a few cents a day.
Aside from the Issues which have come to court the public
hears nothing of this very large problem of the screen. But in
the producing offices are records of a continuous flow of pressures and protests from all manner of special interests storming
and threatening against screen expositions of their methods, if
we do not want to use the word "rackets."
It is a commonplace that all villains of screen drama now
must be plain, non-sectarian Americans, to avoid International
complications and such fusses as Mexico, Japan and other
touchy peoples have raised. But it Is not so well known that
there Is a great list of interests, such as chain stores, cut-rate
ike, who have brought heavy organized
druggists and the
pressure to bear.
AAA
AMBITIOUS!

A. Lawthat Dr.
ing Hugh
hes toannounc
Lowell hasdispatc
ON
S. Johnson
General
written
WASHINGTrence
declining appointment by President Roosevelt to
the motion picture code authority asserts that the distinguished
Harvard scholar objected to the fact that his function was
only advisory and without vote. This would appear to be a
considerably emphatic declaration that Dr. Lowell and the
Motion Picture Research Council, which he represents, would
prefer to be having quite a hand in running the industry. All
of which leads us to the observation that there are many,
many more persons outside the world of the motion picture
who are willing to tell it what to do than there are in it.
AAA

still lives. Mr. James Cagney, between scenes
CANDO
on R
the Warner lot, observed the other day that there
could be considerable difference between art and stardom. The best actors in America are playing bits in Hollywood
today, remarks Mr. Cagney. This Is not an Indictment of the
screen, but rather a phenomenon concerned with the nature
of public tastes and mass emotions, the appeal of personality
over performance.
AAA
OLLYWOOD should be interested to know that "out
H in the sticks" exhibitors and their projectionists know
quite enough about the technique of sound to block out
of the tracks smut lines and wisecracks that they do not care
to submit to their audiences. This is standard procedure on
several circuits.
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CHANGES

ADVERTISING

KORDA

HONORED

When exhibitors construed "Garbo Returns," used in MGM ads on Miss Garbo's
new "Queen Christina," as indicating a
reissue, and complained, MGM eliminated
all such reference in advertising on the
film. . . .

To Alexander Korda has gone the first
Gold Medal of Merit, as an annual award
for best British direction, by the Institute
of Amateur Cinematographers, for his
work
on "The
Private
Life of produced
Henry VIII,"
starring
Charles
Laughton,
by

APPEAL

London Films, released In U. S. by United
Artists. The Duke of Sutherland, Institute president, presented the medal. . . .

AGAINST

CENSOR

American distributors are seeking from
the Ontario, Canada, government an appeal board of seven to review censorship
cuts. Contending they are entitled to such
review, distributors cite heavy loss in shipcharges. .on. prints later conping,demned
customs
in Ontario.
FOX

STORY

BOARD

A centralized story board of control has
followed Winfield Sheehan's return to
executive direction of Fox production on
the Coast. Sidney R. Kent, president, announced the change prior to his departure
for New York. The board: Mr. Sheehan,
the immediate producer, another executhe board's decision to
tive; in all
be final.
. . cases
.
"REUNION" CLEARED
Through the efforts of Mort Spring, assistant to Arthur Loew, MGM foreign
head, differences with the Austrian government over Metro's "Reunion in Vienna,"
have been satisfactorily settled, by adjustment of a misunderstanding. . . .

HONORING

HAL

ROACH

In a measure a commemoration of Hal
Roach's 20th anniversary as a comedy producer, MGM indicates thousands of exhibitors will play Roach product solidly
during the celebration week of January 8.
STUDIO

LEASING

Majestic is negotiating to lease
nett Coast studio, with decision
and other deals to wait until after
I. With eight of 12 still to go,
will make one each month. . . .
ROXY

the Senon that
January
Majestic

TO CENTER

COPYRIGHT BUDGET
At an Astor Hotel meeting last week
major distributors' sales heads approved
the annual budget of the Copyright Protection Bureau. An MPPDA attorney presided. The bureau has six division managers in the field, with Jack Levin as
operating chief. . . .
TWO EXHIBITOR MAYORS
H. E. Wilton, manager of the Strand,
a Famous Players theatre In Toronto, who
had served previously as an alderman,
has been elected mayor of Toronto for
1934. In Ottawa, Paddy Nolan, owner of
three theatres, Is also mayor. . . .
THEATRE FINED
Last week the Peru theatre, Peru, III.,
paid a $5 fine and costs for the appearance of a children's band at the theatre
for two days. Other theatres in the E. E.
Alger circuit have d.-opped plans for the
band's appearance. ...
BACHELOR

Giving the Roxy theatre on Seventh
avenue. New York, exclusive title to the
name, the RKO Roxy in Radio City last
v/eek officially became the RKO Center.

Eight masters of ceremonies will officiate when Mervyn LeRoy, Warner director, goes trembling to his bachelor dinner
at the Astor in New York this Thursday,
prior to his marriage to Doris Warner,
daughter of H. M., company president.
The masters: Several Marxes, Eddie Cantor, Jack Pearl, Jack Benny, Georgle Jessel,
Bert Lahr. . . .
COMPLAINT

NEW

VARIETY

CLUB

Becoming number five on the list, Detroit has organized a Variety Club with
J. E. Flynn, MGM, president; Ed Kirchner,
M. J. Caplan, vice presidents; David Nev/man, treasurer; Carl Shalit, secretary.
Headquarters: Book-Cadillac hlotel. Membership: 61. St. Louis Club membership,
90.
BREEN

DOUBLING

Joe Breen, MPPDA representative on
the Coast, is handling the duties of Dr.
during the letter's abJames Wingate,
sence In New York for censorship conferences. This In addition to Mr. Breen's
regular work. . . .
STARS

ON

THE AIR

Means of adjusting exhibitor complaints
anent radio broadcasting of screen stars
as theatre competition, has been discussed
at the Coast office of the MPPDA by
publicity heads, with no result, other than
it Is a home office matagreemen
ter. . . . t that

/;/
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DINNER

REFUSED

Judge John C. Knox in New York last
week refused Edward Hemmer's amended
complaint in his $250,000 suit against
Mary Pickford, claiming to be her manager, advisor, foster-father. Extraneous
matter led to the decision. The court
allowed 20 days for a new complaint. . . .
VENICE

EXHIBITION

Under way is the organization of the
Second International Exhibition of Cinematograph Art of Venice (Italy), by the
International Institute of Educational Cinematography, ofwhich Dr. Luciano de Feo
Is president of the executive committee.
A producer and distributor meeting will
feature the exhibition. . . .
FILM SELLS REALTY
The motion picture played a vital part in
the recent sale of two buildings of the
Harmony Mills property at Cohoes, N. Y.,
through A. A. Abbott & Co., New York
realtors, when films of the property demonstrated to an interested corporation its
value for their purposes. . . .
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Land

in Hollyivood

The motion picture theatres of the Hollywood region, themselves ultimate consumers of the studios' wares, have been
made an integral part of the machinery
of production, with amazing, amusing and
sometimes exciting Incidental consequences.
The exhibitor of the big rest-of-thecountry, who has heard so much of this and
that about the bitter issue of double bills,
will be perhaps amused to know that substantially every Hollywood production is
born to the screen as the added feature
of a double bill.
1+ is what might be loosely termed "the
pre-view system" but which is at least
three kinds of systems, legitimate and
proper and all fringed with racket manifestations including some downright abuses
and frauds.
The simon-pure, if you trust Simon, preview issimply a tryout showing of a motion
picture added to some theatre's bill at the
last show of the day, as it arrives at the
tentative end of the studio's final assembly
process. The staff laboring on the production attends, observes audience reactions
and then proceeds variously to modify or
approve the production or parts of it.
Sometimes when problems loom up there
are pre-previews for roughly cut versions,
followed by a final preview of the completed production, after which the master
print and matched negative go to New
York for processes of national distribution.
That ought to be all there is to the story,
but it is only the beginning.
Special Interests Want
To Do Something, and How!
A whole array of special interests, personal and institutional, at once become
factors of complication in this all Important
preview activity. They all want to do
something about it— and how they do
do it!
To the production staff, from the bit
players to the star and director, supervisor
and producer, the preview held maybe at
some obscure house on the San Pedro
waterfront, or by contrast flaunted boldly
at Hollywood's most gaudy cinema, is
vastly more important than, say, an opening at Radio City's Music Hall.
That this may be understood in all Its
fullness would require a study of the curious insularity, the shocking provincialism

Terry Ramsaye, editor of Motion
Picture Herald and now rambling
and exploring the motion picture
areas of the United States, has
come to a pause for a sojourn in
Hollywood. And like the Chinese
diplomat that he is, he begins his
series of articles about the picture
making and picture makers, by starting at the end, when the product is
done, with a story of the previews.
He is now deep in the maze of
the studios and week by week other
articles will follow. Producer attitudes, he finds, are at wide variance
with many of the accepted views of
the exhibitor market for their wares.
The conflict, no small part of it
hardly conscious, is expressed in many
reactions within the production machine. Subsequent articles will throw
light on the curious processes of adjustment and readjustment continuously in progress. The eternal issue
about who is running the motion picture industry is today as alive as
ever. Hollywood is sure it is boss.

of the motion picture's production community, Its patriotisms. Its rivalries. Its endless plots and chicaneries of studio politics,
Its hopes, ambitions and despairs — above
all, its overwhelmingly dominant timidities,
so III concealed under the pink cellophane
of All
Hollywood's
th ese are bravado.
factors that extend deeo
into the industry through their influence on
the wares of the screen, and our current
discussion of the preview brings up but one
of the many many types of symptomatic
phenomena. So much for the studio aspect
of the preview. All these forces count
in things that happen and do not happen
on the big preview night.
Maddest Film Public
Within 20 Miles of Studio
Next In Influence on the preview, this
curious microcosm of the Industry, is the
fan mad public and Its servant the exhibitor. The maddest of the motion picture publics In the world is made up of
the population within a twenty mile circle
drawn around Hollywood.
Part of this is

natural to the sort of Americans concentrated Inthis subtropic region by an array
of ethnic, geographic and social forces, including how cold It gets in Des Moines in
January, to say nothing of the annuity
drawn by the old lady from Dubuque. They
crochet antimacassars and collect autographs, real and rubber stamped.
Wh en an exhibitor can announce to this
public or any part of it that he is to have a
preview, he is guaranteed S.R.O. business
for that show and a line-up which advertises his house to all the surrounding
region.
The process of previeiv tryouts has been
so extensively applied and developed that
the guinea pig test audiences have beco?ne
positively professional, and proud indeed of
their function. Is it not indeed flattery
to be a member of the first audience in the
luorld to see these masterpieces, all fresh
with the dew of studio blossoming upon
them, and at the same time to sit in the
very same theatre right along with the star
goddesses of Beverly Hills and such potentates as the Warners, the Mayers, the Thalbergs, the Goldwyns arid the whositsl
The exhibitors of the region, upon whom
the production community descends to
make its guinea pig tests for about four
hundred pictures a year, know all about
this and use it. The manner of the using
depends on the variety of preview.
$200,000 in Bonuses
To Favored Houses
Returns from preview showings are naturally variable but It is the ordinary calculation that they add between $250 and
$300 to atres.
theThis day's
for most themeans receipts
that something
like
$200,000 a season is scattered in screen
bonuses among the favored houses.
Previews fall Into three general classifications:
THE SNEAK PREVIEW— a showi ng guarded with all possible secrecy from competing producers, from snooping reporters of one sector of the trade and
fa n press, and totally unannounced to
the audience save from the screen just
before the picture goes on. This secret
preview is frequently held as far as two
hundred miles away in some desert town,
or as far as San Francisco north or San

10
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Diego south. The. sneak preview is seldom a real secret, as will be presently
'
set forth.
THE PUBLIC PREVIEW— a showing of a
completed picture, finished in the opinion of its producers, advertised to the
public as a major studio preview but not
identified as to company, title or stars,
and to all and sundry in the industry,
with the exhibitor getting the film free,
of course, but reserving from two to four
hundred seats for the studio staff and
the press.
THE FAKE PREVIEW— which is not a preview at all but a questionable process of
showmanship, a connivance between a
Los Angeles exchange manager and an
exhibitor to foist the first run of a weak
picture, the presentation of some ancient obscure film, or the exploitation
of a foreign production upon the preview-hungry yokels. It will be seen that
even with the flood of production from
the Hollywood studios there are not
enough previews for Southern California's sunburned populace.
Sneak Preview Most
Constructive Process
The sneak preview is at once the most
important and constructive of the preview
processes, because it represents a genuine
laboratory effort to improve upon the production, or to fortify tottering convictions
on experimental elements of the picture.
It is out of these experiments that betterment can and often does come, for the
whole of the art.
But both the competition and avid word
mongers of the press are in eternal endeavor to discover and cover the secret or
sneak previews. Quigley Publications,
with Motion Picture Herald and Motion
Picture Daily, may cover but do not review for their pages these showings In
which the picture is to be considered still
in the process of making. The policy of
competing publications varies, from day
to day, as does that of the several secret
and semi-secret reviewing services sold to
exhibitors. The fan press generally, and
the "chatter writers" of the movie columns,
go strongly after the secret previews.
The process of discovering these previews consists in a simple and direct but
extensive web of espionage. Let us say
that the makers of the unborn drama have
elected to try It on the guinea pigs of Eggville up in Santa Rosa county. A reporter
on the Eggville Gazette knows that he can
have five dollars for a wired review sent to
certain Hollywood offices on any picture
previewed in his town.
The girl In the box office at the Eggville
Bijou-Empress knows that she is good for a
dollar, or maybe a favorable mention In the
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"... By some magic, the sort
of magic that one can fancy, all
the seven hundred members of
the Ivan Lebedeff Club, all ladies
who had been initiated by a kiss
on the hand, were in attendance
preview of Lebedeff's "Fol[at a low
the Ladies"]. The applause
was marvelous and when the preview cards . . . were delivered the
vote was seven hundred for Mr.
Lebedeff, unanimous."
Gazette, If she keeps the reporter advisee
of any preview scheduled.
Or it may not be the reporter at all.
There's one sizable California town where
the reports on the previews are all telephoned bythe second assistant soda jerker
at the drugstore across the street fronn the
theatre. He pays for his tips In chocolate
nut sundaes and his five dollars are net.
He cannot write a line, but he has his opinion on pictures, and a few productions have
had a national handicap innposed upon
them by the fact that this young man was
full of sodium bicarbonate the night of the
sneak preview.
To be sure, the producers seek to guard
against all this by the direct process of
asking promises from the writers or publications involved in the espionage method,
but some way something always slipped.
Too many Hollywood promises are held to
expire at sundown, which comes with a
bang in this latitude. The double, triple
and quadruple cross blooms like the poinsettia along the hedgerows here.
Indian Signal Fires
And Theatre Sky Signs
The public preview gets a standard line
of exploitation. It may be announced in
newspaper advertisements, it is sure to
have lobby and marquee announcements,
but the most typical of all is the sky sign.
In the days of long ago the California
Indians built signal fires on the hilltops,
telegraphing to the tribesmen across the
desert in flashes of flame or columns of
smoke cut into dots and dashes by a waving buffalo hide. The exhibitor uses the
same method. Atop every theatre in the
preview zone is a great navy type searchlight.
As twilight falls the Hollywood and Los
Angeles picture fans, the preview hunters,
scan the horizon for the sweeping pencils
of light that proclaim a showing of something hot from the studios.
A good busy preview night would make
the uninformed observer suspect that the
Japanese were about to make good on one
of Mr. Arthur Brisbane's promised air raids
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from Tokyo, or that the Aurora Borealls
had come south for the winter.
With their Fords roaring the preview
hunters go hurtling through the streets and
the suburbs to get in line at the preview
box office. Sometimes when the studio
grapevines are operating at full efficiency
theWithin
box office
line-up there
startsis atoften
6 o'clock.
the theatre
a better
drama in the reserved section than on the
screen. The house has more than likely
been planted with claques in behalf of the
star, in behalf of the director, the second
lead, the comedian, the art director, the
chief electrician, the sound engineer and
most any one who gets a credit line — to
say nothing of bit players who want applause to help them get one.
The applause starts with the main title
and waxes and wanes In decibels that scale
exactly the organization strength of the
player at that moment center stage.
The Bedeviled Reviewer
Must Discount Claques
It is from these public previews that a
preponderance of the reviews that reach
the trade and the fan magazine and syndicate
press reviewer
publichas
is written.
The the
bedeviled
to discount
claques and discriminate between the reaction of the patrons and the plan+s of the
reserved seat sections and claques as best
he may. Gus McCarthy of Motion Picture Herald's reviewing" staff in Hollywood resorts to a purchased seat in the
balcony, for escape and pe'-spe;tive,
usually fleeing the theatre and the sidewalk aftermath session by way of a fire exit.
With the showing over, the show just
begins. As the studio contingent flsws out
of the lobby the congratulations begin.
There are a few minutes then and there in
the life of every picture when it is the
world's greatest. All hands, that is to say
all the under-hand at least, fall upon star
and director and supervisor.
"Will make motion picture, history." "I
never
saw ada lib,
picture
unfilhooey.
tonight." Ad
Infinitum,
and ad
As this storm subsides either in a sidewalk conference, if blood pressure Is high,
or knotted Into a limousine if prudence
rules, the handful of executive workers involved begin to get at the facts, or seeming facts. If the picture limped, hell will
begin to pop, maybe for a hundred speeding miles back to Hollywood. There will be
rewrites, retakes, trims and cuts and rerecordings — and like as not another preview— a sneak preview.
The preview enthusiasm of the Los Angeles public was charmingly revealed not
so long ago when word got about of a
coming showing of "Broadway Through a
Keyhole," a Twentieth Century picture, at
The(Continued
Upt own on
theatre,
butpage,
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grapevine's
foUoiving
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date and
waspersons
a day
ahead.
' A line
a thouswaited
at the
box ofoffice
and
the management was busy for hours convincing the crowd that there was no preview that night.
When RKO took "Little Women" to
the Hollywood Ritz for preview, someway
all of Los Angeles fandom had heard about
it and favorably. There was a line-up of
some fifteen hundred, and at the insistence
of the audience the picture was run for a
second late performance just to satisfy the
preview customers.
An extreme case of preview manipulation is afforded in the amusing record of
the
the Ladies"
with
Ivan showing
Lebedeffof at"Follow
the Boulevard
Theatre.
By some magic, the sort of magic that
one can fancy, all the seven hundred members of the Ivan LebedefF Club, all ladies
who had been initiated by a kiss on the
hand, were in attendance. The applause
was marvelous and when the preview cards
— the forms upon which the fans are asked
to state their reactions — were delivered
the vote was seven hundred for Mr. Lebedeff, unanimous.
A favorite preview theatre for the pictures of the more Intelligent and alleged
"highbrow" appeal, Is the Westwood Village, not too far from the University of
Southern California, managed by Fred
Rappaport. With a nice eye for the
wealthy patrons of Bel Air, upper Santa
Monica and Beverly Hills, Mr. Rappaport
appears to be a highly successful booker
of preview product of quality, with a five
in a row last week. At Glendale, a suburb,
the Alexander theatre, managed by Hal
Neides, is a favorite for the previewing of
the sentimental or hear+s-and-flowers school.
When Winfleld Sheehan set out to preview his now world famous "Cavalcade"
he fled from the accustomed preview zone
and tried the picture out in the erudite
communities of Berkeley and Son Jose.
When the Universal brought the British
made "Be Mine Tonight" to the Hollywood
Ritz for preview, the audience gave an
alarming manifestation. The opening title
and the credits to foreign players swept
the house with a wave of disappointment
and not less than four hundred spectators
stormed out. But the audience which remained gave the picture an ovation and In
due season Universal presented the picture
at the Film-Art under lease for a run of
seventeen weeks. And since then the picture has come back for a repeat week.
The art and industry of the preview is
as complex as the rest of the industry, and
is a major manifestation In the design for
living and doing in Hollywood. Mostly if
the preview is a success Hollywood's
triumph is complete. The distributors and
exhibitors can do the working and worrying
after that.

By MARTIN

QUICLEY

Glancing backwards as we approach this year-end, what has happened In the case
of Paramount Pictures is something that stands out in sharp and luminous relief as a
development of consequence to the industry at large.
For many years the name of Paramount connoted something of vast importance
in the world of motion pictures. The institution behind the name played a leading role
In matters of production, distribution and exhibition. Upon the attrac+ion value of its
product many thousands of theatres throughout the world placed an enormous reliance.
To the public it meant a great column in the temple of the motion picture.
AAA
Then, in the latter part of last year and through the commencement of this year,
rumors of financial distress flew about the trade and lodged with the public. Eventually came the state of bankruptcy of the parent concern and certain of the subsidiary
theatre enterprises. This shocking development was not and could not have been rightly
Interpreted as an Isolated instance of distress with little or no consequences beyond the
interests immediately affected. The predicament of Paramount cast its shadow throughout the length and breadth of the industry, reflecting apprehension and even gloom
virtually throughout the business. One of the great pillars of the temple of the motion
picture was cracking under the strain.
However, it developed that those responsible for the administration of the Paramount interests had planned carefully and well in anticipation of the inevitable readjustments that had to be provided for. The activities concerned with production and
distribution were marshalled into subsidiary corporations in order to permit of uninterrupted operation and a continuity of management Irrespective of what complexities
the processes of the law would Introduce.
AAA
The arrangements which were provided succeeded significantly in keeping the
wheels of the distribution machine, both domestic and foreign, turning so that the
many thousands of theatres which needed their customary supply of Paramount product
could continue to be served. The studios, which on account of the difficulties and complexities inherent in the business of producing motion pictures faced an exceedingly
critical day with the coming of the bankruptcy, were not only kept functioning butactually succeeded In turning out a number of significant attractions.
Theatre companies which went Into bankruptcy or receivership were carefully
administered to the end that the necessary readjustments were effected with the
least possible hindrance to the distribution of the product and the regular flow of
attractions to the screen. Largely in the hands of local men of experience and reputation were left the difficult problems of leasehold and mortgage rearrangements and
this wbrk has proceeded to a point at which most of these local and sectional enterprises have either been reorganized or are about to be.
And thus the name of Paramount has survived in the world of motion pictures.
Quite obviously, however, what has been done has neither been an accident nor
has it been any easy accomplishment. Paramount Pictures during the past year faced
a critical test. In the face of many obstacles it'
has made such progress as to reflect
Ato afford no little satisfaction to the
Aas
much credit upon the management asA
well
Industry at large. The concern of the industry has been most pertinent. Had disaster
overwhelmed the Paramount Pictures group of enterprises, reverberations from it would
have raced into every quarter of the Industry. In fact, it may be said that the
rehabilitation of the industry at large has gone on hand in hand with the reorganization
and reconstruction which have taken place In. the Paramount Pictures group.
AAA
The Paramount personnel, in production and In distribution, have been under a
severe strain, not only on account of the formidable tasks facing them but also because
of impending uncertainties. All of this Imposed additional burdens and, consequently,
+he achievements which have been attained well merit an added measure of recognition.
The' progress which has been made by the Paramount Pictures group doubtlessly is
and has every right to be considered as a source of both satisfaction and encouragement to the management and to the personnel generally. The record of the past several
months may well be an Inspiration to the whole organization to carry on and through
to the goal of the complete reestabllshment of Paramount on its enviable plane of
former years.
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Protective Association

to Have

Agent at Every Screening Before the Board of Review and
the New York State Censors
Unauthorized use of copyrighted music in
motion pictures by cerfain small independent
producers, '"imwittingly" or otherwise, is
facing a concerted attack by the Music Publishers' Protective Association, a finish fight
this time. In the final analysis, it was said
this week by representatives of the publishers, the independent producers will benefit
by savings in court costs defending copyright
actions.
The means toward accomplishing the end
is an arrangement just made by the Music
Publishers' Protective group with the New
York State Censorship Board and the National Board of Review, through which
sources a check is obtainable on every motion picture publicly shown in New York,
and eventually throughout the country.
All independent productions reviewed
at National Board and at official censorship screenings, will be witnessed by an
Association member, and producers found
to be violating the law by using copyrighted music without paying royalties to
the publishers, will be given official warning to obtain a license. In the event they
do not acquiesce, they will be sued.
Thousands of dollars are lost annually to
the publishers through the unlawful use of
copyrighted music in certain independent
productions.
In the past, the MPPA said, it has been
found virtually impossible to make adequate
check-ups on the so-called small independents who, in many instances, have used musical selections with a flagrant disregard for
the proprieties of the copyright laws : who
have not cooperated with the association in
such matters as submission of cue sheets,
and who, more often than not, have adopted
a devil-may-care attitude in attempting to
"get away with something," according to the
publishers.
Losses in Lawsuits Also
Besides the losses in royalties, such activities are said to have cost the independents
and the music publishers many thousands of
dollars every year in law suits and prolonged legal battles.
To curb these losses, John G. Paine, chairman of the MPPA board, and Harry Fox,
who handles motion picture relations for the
association, have been working for several
months on a regulatory plan.
In the September 30 issue of Motion
Picture Herald the question of illegal
usage of music by independent producers
was discussed at length. At that time, Mr.
Fox announced the intention of the music
publishers to organize, if possible, the facilities of the state censorship boards to the
best advantage of the organization in stamping out these practices.
Mr. Fox pointed out this week that under
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TO

PLAN

A ''FINISH FIGHT"
Unlawful rise by independent producers, in parficular, of copyrighted
music, and the attendant annual loss
of thousands of dollars, both in revenue and as a result of prolonged legal
battles, has led the Music Viiblishers'
Protective Association to plan a "finish
fight" on the practice. In the long
run, the organization claims, the producers will Be better off to avoid violation, since in all probability the cost
of defending legal action by the association will be greater than the royalties assessed by the publishers.
a law passed in 1909, which prohibits anyone from making a mechanical reproduction
of .a copyrighted musical score without a
license, the music publishers, through their
protective organization, have complete authority to ask official intervention. This
they have done, with the result that after
January 1, 1934, the National Board of Review in New York will cooperate, likewise
the authorities of the censorship board, in
reporting all violations.
Cites Violations in Shorts
According to Mr. Fox, certain independent producers of short subjects are the most
flagrant violators of music copyrights, and
some travel pictures, with musical backgrounds for the countries they represent,
were called the greatest violators of all.
"This practice has been going on for three
years,"
Fox said,
worst
is that Mr.
we have
been "and
able the
to do
littleof orit
nothing about it. We seldom have any
trouble with the major companies, but the
small fellows — the men who jump in and
out of a town, make one film and then are
never heard from again — have given us a
lot of trouble."
The chief difficulty which the association leaders have encountered during the
past three years, Mr. Fox declared, has
been the tracing of small company product
in the field and it was primarily for this
reason that censorship cooperation was
asked.
Practically every film released for national
showing comes before the New York State
Censorship Board at some time or other,
and for this reason it is believed that such
"supervision" as the protective organization
is instigating will not be necessary in any
of the other states.
In a letter which Mr. Paine and Mr. Fox
sent out to all independent companies, the
fact was emphasized that since expiration
of the music license agreement under which
music was used in synchronism or timed relation with motion pictures, a vastly more
rigid supervision of pictures and synchronized music scores is being made abroad
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Executives Charge Constant
Breaking of License Law by
Independent Producers, with
Losses in Fees and Actions
and that the organization has been finding
an enormous accumulation of complaints
coming to its offices.
"In the various foreign territories," the
letter said, "there is a custom for motion
picture producers to give trade showings
of the pictures that they desire to exploit
or perform in such foreign territories. In
this country we have no such custom or
practice in any centralized spot, and therefore we cannot be as cooperative in working out clearances as we otherwise could
be and should be."
Mr. Fox explained that the National
Board of Review had accepted the organization's proposals provided the independents
themselves were notified and had no objections.
"This was purely a matter of form," he
said. "Already we have the assurances of
full cooperation of the censor and Board
groups.
Protective Measure, Says Fox
"The important thing to be remembered
by everyone concerned is that we are doing
this primarily as a protective measure and
not to create unpleasantness and dissensions
between ourselves and the film industry. It
is only fair play that our members should
receive what belongs to them in the way of
financial remuneration for their works, and
it is our business to see that this is effected."
The music publishers recently estimated
that a large majority of more than 200 independent features and short subjects in
production on the Coast and in New York
contained music for which no licenses had
been issued.
Now, it appears, the small companies will
have little or no choice in the matter. Music publishers' representatives will sit in on
every independent production screened in
New York State; a check will be made on
every piece of music used ; if licenses have
not been issued, the producers will be notified that unless this is done immediately,
lawsuits will be instigated.
At the present time and until the MPPA
announces its new rates for music reproducing privileges, producers are required to
pay flat taxes for the three types of music
used: visual and vocal, $150; visual and instrumental, $100, and background, $50.
The new rates in all probability will be
announced shortly after the opening of the
new year, Mr. Fox said.
Trade Show Dates Changed
Dates on the national trade showings of
the two 20th Century productions, "Gallant
Lady" and "Moulin Rouge" have been
changed to Jan. 3 and Jan. 9, respectively.
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Authority Post; Rosenblatt to Handle Compliance
Matter Until Plans Are Set
BULLETIN

John C. Flinn of Paramount, president of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers, was appointed secretary
of the Code Authority Wednesday
afternoon by the Secretaryship Committee. The choice was unanimous.
Mr. Flinn will not resign the AMPA
presidency but will take a leave of absence.
With the filing in the field of the first
complaints and grievances under the motion picture code in the past week, branches
of the industry were looking expectantly to
the Code Authority to put into motion the
vast intra-industry machinery to handle all
matters of dispute, and to effect compliance
with the code.
The Code Authority met last week in
New York for the first time and will meet
again January 4 to launch the setting up of
local clearance and zoning and grievance
boards.
Other significant developments included :
1. Formal refusal of Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell to serve on the Code
Authority.
2. Announcennent that Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt will handle all compliance matters until approval has been given to any plan
worked out by the Code Authority
dealing with such problems.
3. Announcement that forms for
signatures approving the code would
be ready for mailing to all exhibitors,
distributors and producers this week.
4. Explanations of the code by
many employers to their employees.
5. Additional exhibitor meetings to
discuss the code.
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell last Friday formally announced that he would not serve on the
Code Authority, citing his objections to block
booking. This practice, the Harvard University president-emeritus declared, compels exhibitors to accept large blocks of film from
distributors virtually without choice.
Cites Lack of Vote
Block booking, as such, is not mentioned in
the code, although exhibitor organizations conducted a bitter fight all through the summer
for a prohibitive clause. Distributors opposed
and offered the ten per cent cancellation
privilege.
"This monopolistic practice receives a certain
legal sanction in the code," Dr. Lowell said,
"and hence
position onto the
Code isAuthority
which
I feeltheconstrained
decline
virtually
that of a powerless onlooker at conduct which
I Dr.
can neither
Lowell change
pointed nor
out approve."
that he would have
"a voice, but no vote."
General Hugh S. Johnson, NRA Administra-
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SECOND ARTICLE ON
CODE NEXT WEEK
The second article in Motion Picture Herald's series translating the
motion picture code from the involved legal phraseology into a clear
working language, will appear in next
week's issue. The second article will
contain an analytical translation of
the labor provisions of the code that,
are applicable to distribution and
exhibition.
In subsequent issues the remainder
of the code will be translated, including trade practices, contracts, clearance and zoning, all in distribution
and exhibition. Production will be
treated separately in a later Issue.
In the first of the series, which
appeared last week, subjects treated
(all relating to distribution and exhibition) Included:
(1) Preamble. — Being a translation
of the general application of the
code.
(2) Definitions of the technical
terms used In the code.
(3) Administration of the code
within the Industry.

tor, attempted to persuade Dr. Lowell to reconsider and emphasized that the cancellation
privilege would to an extent eliminate some of
the socalled "evils" of block booking.
Remaining adamant. Dr. Lowell said :
"What is the use of a vote against a certain
majority? But if governmental representatives
are alert they can absolutely prevent abuse.
That the practice of block booking is a monopoly illegal by law I do not mean to assert, but
that the whole object of it is monopolistic I
think one would hardly denv ; and I am very
much interested
(Gen. power
Johnson's)
statement that you in
hadyour
no legal
to prohibit
it in the code, because it would seem to follow
that, no matter how much the representatives
of the government on the Code Authority
should condemn it, there would be no legal
power to stop it by any further amendment of
Lowell further disclosed that in his
theDr.
code."
correspondence with General Johnson he
had told him that exhibitors had complained to him that their right, under the code,
to cancel
ten per
of the easy
product
"Is
futile,
because
It Iscent
perfectly
for the
distributors to put In ten per cent of films
which the exhibitors are certain to reject
before
objectionable
From reaching
Washingtonthecame
announcementones."
that
division administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt will
handle directly all matters involving compliance until approval has been given to any plan
worked out by the Code Authority.
It is the Recovery Administration's practice
that compliance complaints go direct to Washington, where they may be referred either to
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Forms for Signatures Approving
Code Will Be Ready This
Week; Employers Explain
Code Clauses to Employees
the Code Authority or to such a body as is set
up by it, or to the National Labor Board.
Under plans worked out by General Johnson
all compliance problems ultimately will come
before Code Authorities, in line with the program of making all industries as self-governing
as possible.
Committees of the Code Authority, appointed
at its first session, were to begin functioning
this week, when members of the six committees
were to hold individual sessions and work out
plans for rules of Code Authority, methods of
financing, selection of a permanent secretary,
obtaining of signatures for code approval and
establishmjent of permanent headquarters.
It is now understood that parliamentary procedure will be the rule at all sessions of the
Code Authority. The committee on rules, which
met last week, announced Tuesday that this plan
was the most acceptable. The committee is comprised of W. Ray Johnston, M. H. Aylesworth
and Ed. Kuykendall.
All committees are expected to submit plans
for approval of the Code Authority at its January 4 meeting.
Clearance, zoning and grievance boards
probably will be set up throughout the
country to become operative late in January. All applications will be subjected to
a two-weeks investigation, in order that
allMr.
boards
will besaid
"above
reproach."late last
Rosenblatt
in Washington
week that printed forms for signatures approving the code would be off the presses in about
a week and mailed to all interests in 10 days.
All approvals must reach Washington by January 10.
Salary Questionnaires Rushed
Further, it was indicated at NRA headquarters that nearing completion is the draftingtionof questionnaires
for data for its investigaof salaries.
Ernployers and employees held several meetings in New York and other key cities to discuss the code. This was also true of exhibitor
organizations. In New York Joseph Bernhard,
managing director of Warner theatres, emphasized to zone managers the spirit and intent
of the code. He said the company aimed to
abide firmly by its provisions, with fair trade
practices in every situation.
In Memphis, Loew's southern theatre managers began a two-day conference, and in New
York several independent interests met to hear
Louis Nizer, secretary of the Film Board of
Trade, analyze the code.
The Independent Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Association of Delaware and Eastern
Shore of Maryland met in Harrington, Del.,
and signed.
The Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
adjourned their annual meeting in Indianapolis
without taking action.
Nathan Yamins, a member of the Code Authority and president of the Independent E.xhibitors of New England, announced that this
organization will take action before January 10.
Allied of New- Jersey has not acted as a unit,
the matter being rather for individual exhibitors
to decide, said Sidney Samuelson, president.
The New Jersey unit is not holding another
meeting
prior annual
to the Januarj"
The first
meeting 10of deadline.
the Theatre
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Owners of Oklalionia will be held in Oklahoma
City January 3.
Nineteen names have been submitted to Mr.
Rosenblatt by the Independent Theatre Owners
of Kansas City for membership on the code
zoning, clearance and grievance boards.
Offices of the Standing Connmittee of
the Code Authority will be opened in
Hollywood within the next six weeks, with
Mr. Rosenblatt supervising. This committee is designed to handle studio and production problems exclusively. With a secretary in charge, the branches will function
independently of the Authority members
in New York.
According to the code, the Standing Committee is to be representative of employers,
extras and the public. It is designed to effectuate the purposes and to interpret and supervise the terms of any provision made for extras,
and to pass on complaints, subject to review by
the administrator.
The second meeting of the Code Authority
in New York will last two vr three days.
Ask U. S. to Retain NRA Provisions
Embodying in permanent law the right of
labor to collective bargaining, and other provisions of codes enacted under the NRA, will
be demajided of Congress by the American
Federation of Labor.
The proposed measure, it was said in ah AFL
resolution, would accomplish the following, if
effected for federal licensing of companies doing an interstate business :
1. Prevent use of holding companies to hide profits, dodge taxation
and evade regulation.
2. Establish rules of fair trade practice.
3. Enforce a uniform accounting
system for each industry, adapted to
the various peculiarities of each industry.
4. Provide for collecting information on employed men, man hours,
payrolls and total volume of sales at .
six or three-month periods, thus aiding in national planning.
5. Give the Government notice of
all increases in capital stock.
6. Continue the right of labor to
bargain collectively, which is accorded
under the NRA.
On the other hand, General Johnson and
Senator Gerald Nye (Rep., N. D.), have been
conferring on the procedure for setting up a
new senatorial "grievance'' board to hear all
grievances of small businesses and advise accordingly with the NRA upon means of relief
where it is established that the small business
man is hampered by a code.
"Little NRA's" Urged by Johnson
In a telegram to all state governors. General
NRA's
them to setforupthe"little"
Johnson
to
obtain urged
legal cooperation
National Recovery Administration and for introducing
NRA principles into industries which were
essentially local.
Several weeks ago. a Tampa judge refused
to recognize NRA rights in a case of pricecutting, because the case was not brought into
court by a United States attorney and local
laws did not obtain. The new move would
avert such complications. However, the national codes would always take precedence over
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The issue of Motion Picture Herald carrying the text of the Code
for the Industry is now an exhibitor handbook, reports directly fronn
the field show.
A limited supply of copies of that issue, the Motion Picture Herald
of December 2, is available. Single copies are 25 cents. New subscriptions will include a copy of that issue. Address
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the local
NRAs.lawsGeneral
son wouldstate
insure"little"
that state
back upJohnthe
national code law.
Nine states, including New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Texas, Colorado, California, Wisconsin, Utah and ^^irginia, already have created
state organizations.
Not all the big code problems of the motion
picture industry and others will be brought in
the future to General Johnson. To speed up
action, the Administrator is said to be preparing to divide many of his administrative duties
among three principal aids — Col. Robert W.
Lea, assistant for industry, who participated
in some of the film code activities ; Edward
F. McGrady, assistant for labor, and Alvin
Rrown, NRA executive.
Complaints Filed
Claiming that RKO, Warner and Paramount
have canceled their contracts and refused service at the Market Square theatre on the complaint of unfair competition because he had a
ten-cent admission price from 6:30 to 7:30
nightly, Sam Barck, Cleveland exhibitor, filed
a protest last week under the code with the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America. Mr. Barck charges he is the victim
of unfair competition and contends that he runs
pictures last run in his zone, getting them more
than 100 days after availability.
Other complaints and grievances being filed
include a protest filed by the MPTO of Maryland against MGM and Fox for alleged serving of non-theatrical accounts in neighborhoods
where theatres are located.
In Milwaukee last week the practice of
offering prizes of baskets of groceries to
persons who chance to be seated in "lucky
seats" was ruled by Judge A. J. Hedding
to contain an element of lottery and was
deemed unfair competition. Charles Washlcheck, manager of the Pearl theatre, was
fined $25 for conducting a lottery.
In Kansas City the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees filed a complaint
with the National Labor Board at Washington
against the Dubinsky theatres, alleging a lockout of operators and violations of the blanket
and industry codes involving hours and wages.
Stage hands were pulled from theatres after a
lockout of operators about a month ago, it was
charged. Representatives of the lATSE went
to St. Joseph, where the trouble appeared, to
seek an amicable settlement.

British
Seen

New

York City

Themes
Advisable

The considerable amount of Hollywood
product, destined for the English market,
and yet wholly American in atmosphere and
theme, is to an extent responsible for the
recent advances made by English home product, in the opinion of James M. Beck, Jr.,
MPPDA representative in England, on his
departure for his post last week, after a
stay in New York.
American producers are losing an opportunity, he declared, in failing to give sufficient attention to the possibilities of the
British atmosphere, which he believes will
be equally acceptable in British and American market. The "intensely national" British feeling of¥ers a waiting market for entertainment that takes it into account. Mr.
Beck said.
"It occurs to me," he declared, "that
American producers may be missing some
good bets in not examining carefully enough
the picture possibilities of British history
and life. The elements of drama are there
and properly presented, they can be as acceptable to American audiences as they
would surely be to the important British
Six Million Attended
market."
Music Hall in First Year
Approximately 6,025,000 persons have paid
admissions to the Radio City Music Hall
in New York since S. L. Rothafel (Roxy)
opened the theatre to the public a year ago
Tuesday, December 27, it was announced
this week. In the same period approximately formances
2,050,000
people
have known
attendedas perat what
is now
the
RKO Center theatre, which rounded out its
first year December 29.
Opens Portable Circuit
Ray Raeburn has organized a portable
circuit in South Dakota, planning to cover
seven towns, each once a week.
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BIRTHDAY GREETINGS. By the many bagsful were received by
Marie Dressier on her sixty-second birthday anniversary. Here
the MGM star Is shown registering delight and gratitude over
a portion of the congratulatory messages sent her by admirers
of stations high and low, the world over.

HERALD

CEPCCTS

MODEL SCRIPT. Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, presenting to Mrs. Frances Taylor Patterson, of Columbia University,
the working script of "Lady for a Day," written by Robert Riskin
and used in producing this Columbia picture. It will serve as a
model in the course in photoplay composition.

press representatives at a reception arranged at Levy's in honor of the editor of
TERRY RAMSAYE IN HOLLYWOOD. Studio
Motion Picture Herald upon his arrival for a stay of several weeks, after a motor trip from New York. Left to right: Perry
Leiber, Carlisle Jones, Milt Howe, Barney Williams, Harry Brand, Russell Phelps, Johnny Miles, Cliff Lewis, Phil Gersdorf, Frank
Pope, Bill Pine, Troy Orr, Mark Larkin, Ham Beall, Lindsley Parsons, Jack Lewis, Joe Breen, Victor Shapiro, Ray Hoadley,
Mr. Ramsaye, Paul Snell, Don McElwain, Lon Young, Frank Perrett, Arch Reeve, Joe Sherman, Sam Cohn, Bill Thomas, Nate Dyches,
Milt W^tt. Others were Ed Selzer, Hubert Voight, Howard Strickiing, Tom Bally, Johnny Johnston, Eddie Eckels, Doug Churchill.
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CELEBRATES 20TH YEAR. In the
motion picture industry. Hal Roach
with two of his guests — Louis B.
Mayer, production chief of MSM,
and Will Rogers, Fox star — at a
dinner party given by the comedy
producer to commemorate a career.

TARZAN AND HIS MATE. Which
is to say, Johnny Weissnnuller and
Lupe Velez, who were recently married. MSM players both, they are
shown capering at the studio pool.
"Tarzan and His Mate" is his latest
picture, while hers is "Laughing Boy. '

ON SALES TRIP. Norton V. RItchey,
executive of the RItchey Export Corporation and of Monogram, who has
gone to Europe to negotiate deals
for the current Monogram output.

December

VACATIONING IN EAST. Claire Trevor on her arrival in New York the other day for a rest, following
completion of the Fox production, "Every Girl for
Herself," which was her fifth Fox picture since going
to Hollywood last May.

COMEDIENNE

RETURNS. Doroth/

DIx, Wampas Baby Star, who has returned to the Educational roster following abrief absence, resuming her
comedy career with two subjects.
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AUSTRALIA'S
Aussies Cailed World-Minded
Though Three Weeks from
U. S.; Attempt to Internationalize Pictures Called Mistake
by CLIFF HOLT
Sydney Correspondent
A short time ago I read in Motion Picture Herald Bernard Charman's intensely
interesting article dealing with the apparent
struggle of British producers in their attempt to invade the American market. His
remarks dealt chiefly with the American exhibitor's supposed prejudice against films
of British thought and background, whether
they be of English or American origin, as
in the case of "Cavalcade." At the same
time I read Terry Ramsaye's reply to this
article. Mr.thatRamsaye's
reply patron
was thatmight
the
contention
the American
be expected to be equally receptive of pictures with a British locale, as British audiences are of those with American atmosphere and color, did not take into consideration the very large differences in the world
attitude of the two publics. The American
"is not, and never will be the world-minded
person that the Englishman is in his tight
little isle," he went on. "It's the tightness
that makes the Englishman so. Every time
he leaves home for a few hours he is in
foreign parts."
If the lamb may address the lion — if a
contributor may presume to cross swords
with his editor — I would say that Mr. Ramsaye's reply doesn't go nearly far enough.
In fact, I don't think that it goes at all.
Accept American Pictures
Statistics will show that, proportionately,
Australian audiences accept American pictures of essentially American atmosphere
and color quite as much as, if not more than,
audiences of Great Britain. But could it be
said that our "tight little isle" makes us
world-minded ? Are we in foreign parts
every time we leave home for a few hours?
There are six to seven million persons
resident in Australia. It is safe to say that
not one-half of one per cent of that population moves outside the Australian coast
line from one year to another. Yet we are
interested in the story of an American
family, as in "Song of the Eagle" for example; we accept American humour, American habits, American fashions, as long as
they are presented in the form of entertainment. Having grown accustomed to it,
we no longer quibble at the American accent, which is as harsh to the people of
British dominions as is the British accent
to Americans. In short, we are apparently
world-minded though we are separated by
three weeks of travel by steamer to the
United States, six weeks to Great Britain,
and from four to eight weeks from the
other powers.
During my close connection with the Aus-
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QUALITY MORE VITAL
THAN THE BACKGROUND
"Generally it all boiled down to the
fact that the picture simply wasn't
good enough," is the conclusion
drawn by Cliff Holt, writing from
Australia relative to the lack of appreciation ofAmerican pictures in
England and its dominions, and vice
versa. "I have never found it necessary to excuse a picture solely because
of its foreign background," says Mr.
Holt as a residt of long study of successes and failures in the Australian
market. Furthermore, Mr. Holt insists, Australian audiences accept pictures essentially American in atmosphere even more readily than audiences
of Great Britain.

tralian industry over a number of years,
I have made an earnest study of the failures
and successes of each season, and I can
honestly say that I have never found it
necessary to excuse a picture solely because
of its foreign background. Generally it all
boiled down to the fact that the picture simply wasn't good enough. If a picture is
the goods, it should overcome every obstacle.
Yet I would have imagined that "Cavalcade" was one picture that must succeed
anywhere and everywhere. To my mind
there has never been an example of talking
picture art that even approached its standard. Despite this, American small town
audiences turned thumbs down on it. This
being so, the continual effort expended in
the achievement of internationalizing of
pictures is a waste of time. The studios are
aiming at a goal impossible of attainment.
British producers should concentrate on
production of entertainment, not bother too
much about the making of pictures designed
for world consumption, for who can say
what form such pictures should take ? Let
pictures of better entertainment value go
out and conquer the world by their quality,
as, sooner or later, they inevitably must.
V
Hoyt's Shows Profit
The improved condition of Australian industry and commerce is reflected in the
public balance sheet just issued by Hoyts
Theatres, Ltd. Against a loss of £ll,6i9
in the previous year, a profit of £25,283
was returned for the twelve months ended
June 10. Gross revenue, at £728.466, shows
a decrease of £216,782 compared with that
for 1931-32, but operating expenses have
been whittled down. With £49,426 brought
forward, there is available £74,709.
Payment to Picture Investments Pty.,
Ltd., in accQrdance with the /agreement
entered into with that company, requires
£4,200, and the dividend on guaranteed
"C" preference shares absorbs £750, leav-

Field of Amusement
and
Next;

Lower
Hoyt's

Import

Taxation,
Tariff Is

Shows

Profit

ing £69,759 to be carried forward. No dividend on ordinary shares is to be paid,
the directors stating in their report that, in
view of the company's liabilities and commitments, they are unable to recommend
any disbursement among the holders of
that class of the company's capital. The
report reflects great credit on the whole
company, and in particular Charles E.
Munro, in whose hands has rested the difficult task of steering it through a crisis.
V
For Australian Films Only
In the pi-esence of Federal and N. S. W.
political leaders, the Lord Mayor the other
day opened the Civic theatre in Sydney as
the first house set aside exclusively for the
presentation of Australian pictures. It is
far from a new theatre, having passed
through many changing fortunes during its
several years as the Haymarket.
In an introductory speech, Stuart F.
Doyle, managing director of General Theatres Corporation and Cinesound Productions— whose picture, "The Squatter's •
Daughter,"
show in
— said
that
£200,000 hadopened
been the
invested
the four
principal Australian studios, and next year
£190,000 would be spent in wages to players and technicians.
Those figures give a graphic idea as to
how much the Australian producing industry has grown, since F. W. Thring revitalized it three years ago. And as long as the
Australian public keeps patronizing Australian pictures as it is doing now, its expansion will continue. Backed by a prolific
publicity campaign — and either aided or
hindered by national partisanship or prejudice— "The Squatter's Daughter" is doing
business that only the most outstanding
product from overseas can command. Not
that this is a great film. Not that it is even
a film that would attract attention if set
among the more polished productions from
overseas. It is, however, refreshing in its
treatment of a popular old story.
To director Ken G. Hall, and the artists
and technical staff, who made "The Squatter's Daughter" under peculiarly difficult
circumstances, I should like to record this
tribute to a job well done.
Distribution Arranged
Robert Mintz of Exploitation Pictures,
Inc., has arranged distribution of "Enlighten
Daughter,"
first inroadshow
duction, Thy
for three
territories
the East proand
New England. "Drums O' Voodoo," all
negro film, is being handled by Sack Amusement Enterprises, San Antonio, and M. C.
Howard, Atlanta, in several southern states.
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AFTER

of Silents. Built in 1908

in New York's Bronx, Made
Modern Plant; Sound Production Starts January 2
The old Biograph studio, one of the
earliest of the motion picture's pioneer institutions, this week is reopening after a
six-year period of silence and inactivity.
The studio, located in New York's Bronx
sector, ^vas built in 1908 and for nearly 20
years thereafter contributed highly active
service to the industry as the workshop of
such luminaries of the earlier days and the
present as Sarah Bernhardt, D. W. Griffith, Mabel Normand, Mary Pickford, Mack
Sennett, Henry B. Walthall.
Under the roofs of this old home of silent
pictures, the scenes of the etTorts of some
of the most noted performers and directors
of the last decade were enacted — many of
them never to be forgotten. Now, completely remodeled and with stages equipped
with the finest sound recording systems and
soundproofed for perfect protection, it returns to the industry as an important factor
in the production of talking pictures.
Active from 1908 to 1927
The Biograph studios were closed in 1927
when the old First National company wound
up its affairs in the East and merged with
•Warner Brothers, subsequently combining
their activities in Hollywood. From 1927
until the present day the Biograph studio
remained dark, while all around it, in Hollywood and in New York, the hustle and
bustle created by the coming of sound raged.
After Mr. Griffith came such notables as
Florence Lawrence, "The Biograph Girl" ;
Arthur Johnson, James Kirkwood, Lottie
Pickford, Mary Pickford, Herbert Yost, Joe
Graybill, Jeanie Macpherson, Frank Powell,
Marion Leonard, Florence LaBadie and
John Barrymore.
For several weeks past the studio has
been the scene of concentrated activity. New
stages have been built ; heating and coolingplants of the most modern design have been
installed; dressing rooms, carpentr'y and
machinery shops and all the paraphernalia
necessary to the efficient conduct of a motion picture studio have taken their places
under the roofs of the institution. In addition a new administration building, directly
adjoining the studio, has been built.
R, H. Hammer Remains
In charge of these preliminaries has been
Robert H. Hammer, who is as much a part
of the studio as its foundations. He started
with the company in 1908 and was a former
vice-president and general manager of the
studio. Under
newanregime
Mr.
Hammer
will Biograph's
continue in
executive
capacity.
On January 2, Chester Erskine and his
production company move into the plant to
commence work on the first sound picture
■ever to be produced at Biograph. The production is"Frankie and Johnnie," probably

6

YEARS

w ith Tallulah Bankhead and Helen Morgan
in the starring roles.
Mr. Erskine probably will produce from
12 to 15 pictures within the next three
years at the Biograph plant.
On Wednesday of this week a gala party
marked the official reopening of the studio.
Among those present were ;
Red Kann
R. W. Altschuler
Fred Ayer
M. H. Lavenstein
C. L. Lootens
Lee S. Buckingham
Walter Brown
N. K. Loder
Richard Brady
Maj. I. E. Lambert
H. Lott
Pierre Boucheron
Ben Blake
Joseph
Harold Mayer
Menken
J. J. Brown, Jr.
Helen
Morgan
F. Murphy
C. D. Burrows
Colvin Brown
W. C. Bentley
A. J. Miller
Duncan McGuire
Willard S. McKay
H. Baker
O. Bele
J.
David Beberman
J. MacWilliams
Harold Collins
Oscar Neu
H.
G. Neu
C. Conklin
Lee A. Ochs
J. P". Case
Van Ness Philip
J.
R. W.
H. Coffman
Cochrane
Ralph Poucher
R. F. Perez
Jack Cosman
Martin
Quigley
James
Cron
Erno Rapee
R. Delson
W. H. Raybell
Henry L. Davis
Ben Erdman
N. E. Raymond
Arthur W. Eddy
J.
Rothenberg
F.
Rothenberg
Bernard
T.
C. FryF. Foster
Harry Frazee
H. B. Franklin
R. E. Fehse
Eddie Golden
Charles Goetz
Jack
Harry Goetz
M. Goetz
Raymond Gallagher
Raymond Gallo
Wallace Guerber
L.
BertGray
Glennon
H. Grey
M. Green
Philip A. Hunt
Julius
E. O. Haber
Heyl
Earle W. Hammons
Helen E. Hughes
Joe Horne
George Halbert
H. A. Huebner
W. Ray Johnston
Sydney
Jerome
H.
G. Knox
J. Kapp
T. W.
Music

Occupies

Bernard
Schultz
J.
J. Speiss
Jess
Smith
M.
Simon
S. Siegel
H. Smith
J.
A. Schneider
E. Satherley
M. J. Siegel
J.
E. Schwartz
H. Seifert
Douglas Simon
Harry Thomas
Nick Tronolone
Fred Tiepel
A. Tabb
A-Mike Vogel
A. J. Van Beuren
A. F. Wiseburn
Arthur Williams
C. D. Wooster
Sidney Wilmer
William Wentz
Richard Wallace
J. Wexler
H. J.
J. Yates,
Yates, Jr.
Sr.
H.
Yates

Two-Thirds

Of National's Broadcasting
Music occupied more than two-thirds of
the National Broadcasting Company's time
on the air during 1933, according to an
analysis of programs issued from the office
of M. H. Aylesworth, NBC president. The
company's broadcasts through its two coastto-coast networks of 86 stations total 330,540 station-hours for the year.
The remaining third of the network time
was taken up with literature, lectures, reports of outstanding events, women's and
children's programs, dramas, novelty broadcasts, physical training and religion.

1933

Holders

May

Loew

Shares

STUDIO

Get

30,

Final disposition of the 660,900 shares of
Loew's, Inc., common stock sold at auction
last week in New York to satisfy claims of
the holders of defaulted Film Securities
Corporation notes, was the subject of considerable speculation in Wall Street this
week. It was reported that there is great
likelihood that the block will be distributed
to the holders of the notes, most of whom
are Wall Street banking institutions.
The stock taken over by the noteholders
cannot be transferred to a third party without an order by the federal court, which on
Wednesday approved the sale of the stock
to a noteholders' protective committee.
It was revealed in reports filed late last
week that 16 film affiliates, directly or indirectly controlled by Fox Film Corporation, are among the affiliated units of the
Chase National Bank, holder of $4,000,000
of the defaulted Film Securities notes.
These units are listed as follows :
Wesco Corporation — Holding theatres and real
estate.
Fox Philadelphia Building, Inc. — Operates theatre and office building.
United American Investing Corporation — Holding company for foreign picture operations.
realty.
Fox Realty Corporation of California — Holds
Fox Eilm Realty Corporation — Holds realty.
Movietone Music Corporation — Controls copyrights.
Red StartrolsMusic
copyrights.Company, Inc. — Inactive; conMovietonews, Inc. — Produces news reels and
short subjects.
De Luxe Laboratories, Inc. — Develops and
prints motion picture film.
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises Corporation
— Operates motion picture theatres.
Fox Wisconsin Corporation — Operates motion
picture theatres.
Fox Film Federal, Inc., U. S. A., Shanghai,
China — Motion picture distributor.
Fox Film Export Company — Motion picture
distributor.
Fox Eiga Kaisha, Inc. — Motion picture distributor.
Fox
Film Corporation, Ltd. — Motion picture
distributor.
Fox Film Corporation of Texas— Motion picture distributor.
Meanwhile a denial came last week from
authoritative sources in Hollywood of a
rumor placing Electrical Research Products,
Inc., in control of Loew's. Erpi is said to
hold some $3,000,000 of Loew stock.
Argi
lument Resumed in
Realty Associates Case
Resuming the argument on the status of
the Realty Associates Corp., a bankrupt with
a large creditor claim against Paramount
Publix, Alfred T. Davison, counsel for the
corporation took the stand before Federal
Judge Marcus B. Campbell in Brooklyn Friday and told the court that money had been
posted for a claim of the federal government against the bankrupt and that the payment would have no effect on the corporation's offer to creditors. Judge Marcus,
earlier in the week had ruled that Realty
Associates must deposit with the clerk of
the court sufficient funds to cover a $849,000
consolidated
tax lien held by the government.
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Advance outlines of productions nearing
completion as seen by Gus McCarthy of
Motion Picture Herald's Hollywood Bureau
EASY TO LOVE
Warner
A sophisticated but subtle comedy romance
farce along the lines of "Goodbye Again,"
"EasybyToThompson
Love" isBuchanan,
adapted from
the stage
play
for which
the
screen play was written by Manuel Seff, who
worked on It"Footlight
Parade,"
and effort
by Carlof
Erickson.
is the first
directorial
William Keighley, who previously has been associated with the direction of "The Jewel Robbery," "Cabin in the Cotton," "The Match
King"
other Warner
The and
cast several
is composed
entirely features.
of wellknown
players. All, and the four leads principally,
Adolphe Menjou, Genevieve Tobin, Mary Astor
and Edward Everett Horton, are particuarly
well adapted to their smart, gay romancecomedy roles. In support, Hugh Herbert, who
rapidly is coming to the fore as a character
comedian with the prestige of "Goodbye Again"
and
"Convention
City"Greig
behind
Hobart
Cavanaugh
and Robert
carryhim,
the straight
contrasting fun-making roles. Minor parts here
are taken care of by Patricia Ellis, Paul Kaye
and Harold Waldridge.
Story is a rapid fire complicated situation
affair with sparkling dialogue and hectic action
providing the interpretative vein. Modern in
idea, the main locale is a big city hotel. Menjou,
married to Miss Tobin, arranges a rendezvouz
with
Astor,to Horton's
and lover
are wise
all that beloved.
is going Wife
to happen,
but
unwilling to believe that it could be true. All
naturally in hot water find the efforts of House
Detective Herbert and Clerk Cavanaugh further
tangling the situation with a line of nonsense.
In title, theme of story and cast names,
comedy atmosphere and complicated situations
there seems to be unusual opportunity for much
topical showmanship. Hokum, romance, drama,
comedy and action that the ordinary folk understand is the essence of the picture.
I LIKE IT THAT WAY
Universal
A romantic drama, this production deals with
the subject of the double standard. It was
directed by Harry Lachman, who recently comthe Sauber,
Next Best
Thing."
story ispleted
by "Paddy,
Harry
the screen
playThe
by
Chandler
"The Lewis,
Nuisance,"
and
JosephSprague,
Santley,whowithdidGene
who
worked
on
"Lady
for
a
Day,"
contributing
added
dialogue.
The cast is of exceptional quality with Roger
Prior, the singing star of "Moonlight and Pretzels," in the lead, supported principally by
Gloria Stuart, now in "Roman Scandals," Shirley Grey, who was featured in "Too Much
Harmony,"
Marsh names
and Noel
Madison. Other Marian
better known
are Onslow
Stevens, Lucille Gleason, Merna Kennedy, Eddie Gribbon, Mickey McGuire and Gloria Shea.
Dramatic human interest is contrasted with
early topical comedy, which is succeeded by the
thrill, glamor and excitement of gambling-night
club sequences, all of which establish the basis
for the emotional finale.
Prior, a love 'em and leave 'em guy, figures
its okay to follow the primrose path, but his
sister (Miss Marsh) should stick to the straight
and narrow, a condition she resents. He falls
for Gloria Stuart, night club luminary, who
travels under another more respectable identity,

and the first dramatic situation arises as, in
Prior's home, Miss Stuart, to save Miss Marsh,
reveals herself as Madison's love-nest companion. Conflict established, Prior checks up
Shirley Grey's tip and finds that his sister,
rather than being a time signal phone operator, is working in a club with Stuart. Realizing the true state of affairs, Prior goes to her
apartment, meets another man and, with suspense building forcefully, learns that Stevens
is Stuart's blind brother, through whom he finds
the way to the real Gloria.
Besides the lure of plot and power of cast
names, the show offers unusual media for novel
showmanship built around the high pressure
salesmanship school opening, the night club
sequence, a time signal gag and the dual
brother-sister angle.
SLEEPERS EAST
Fox
Based on Frederick Novel's story by the
same title which has been widely read, this
looks to be a fast moving, interest-holding action drama in intriguing and exciting locales.
The screen play is by Lester Cole, and Kenneth MacKenna is directing. A small but colorful cast merges old and new screen names with
Wynne Gibson, Preston Foster, recently seen
in "The Man Who Dared," Harvey Stephens,
the school teacher in "Worst Woman in Paris,"
Roger Imhof and J. Carroll Naish, the menace of "The Mad Game," sharing the credits
with Mona Barrie, Howard Lally and Suzanne
Kaaren, screen newcomers.
Motivated by murder, political destinies depending upon the efficiency of legal and extralegal forces, the entire cast is aboard an express
train, where Naish attempts to prevent Stevens
from bringing the key witness, Wynne Gibson,
to the scene of the trial. As human interest is
developed through romances between Miss Gibson and Foster and Mona Barrie and Stevens,
the engineer, Imhoff, unaware of the drama
on his train, combats the eccentricities of a
wheezy locomotive to wind up a glorious record
by bringing his train in on time. During an
accident which halts the train, Foster is shot
as he aids Miss Gibson to flee. She is caught,
however, and taken east to the scene of the
trial. Threatened by Naish with death, she is
on the stand when Lally kills himself in confession.
Stirring,
emotional
realism
is theagainst
picture's
keynote,
a quality
vividly
portrayed
the
dramatic romantic background. Cast names are
up to standard ; circulation of the original story
indicates potential audience-interest, and night
club, train and courtroom atmosphere permits
unusual exploitation possibilities.
ALL OF ME
Paramount
Again teaming the stars of "Design for Living," Fredric March and Miriam Hopkins, and
supporting them with George Raft and the
rapidly rising Helen Mack, Paramount has assembled an exceptionally strong name value
cast for "All of Me," a dramatic study of the
ways of love. Original story is by Rose Albert
Porter ; this screen play is by Sidney Buchman
and Thomas Mitchell, with James Flood, reparticularly forthe"Life
Modern membered
in premise,
storyBegins."
is one that
should have strong primary appeal to women

with tense realism accentuating the human interest plot. While dialogue will be depended
upon to carry the main interpretative motif,
action and atmosphere develop both dramatic
suspense and punch.
In story, Hopkins, wealthy girl, delays acMarch's
proposal
while
she studiesceptance ofthe
causesmarriage
of marital
unhappiness
that they may be eliminated in her own life.
In New York, slumming, the pair meet Raft
and Miss Mack, lower class folk, sincerely in
love. For lifting March's wallet, ex-con Raft
is jailed and
Miss Mack's Miriam
mother Hopkins,
has her imprisoned as incorrigible.
attracted
to
Raft,
tells
him
of
his
girl's
misfortune. In a prison break, Raft kills a guard and
later
away from police
the women's
prison.
HiddengetsinHelen
an apartment,
trail Miriam,
who still befriends the unfortunates, and as the
jail breaking pair are trapped. Raft and Helen
take their own lives rather than face the odium
of having their expected baby born in prison.
Realizing the devotedness of the pair who had
nothing to live for, Miriam knows the kind of
love that will guide her and goes to March.
Power and depth of plot and tempo of the
picture indicate that it's one of those unusual
problem plays, dealing in elements that interest
adults, elements which, when they catch the
public in proper mood, ordinarily prove popular.
FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE
Paramount
This weird thriller, an adventure in the Malay
jungles and in primitive human desires, which
is being directed by Cecil B. DeMille, is adapted
from
Robertson's
novel
from
which E.theArnot
screen
play was published
written by
Bartlett
Cormack and Lenore Coffee.
Five wellknown screen names, Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Boland, William
Gargan and Leo Carrillo, carry the principal
roles with Japanese and Oriental characters
supplying the native atmosphere. Typical of
DeMille pictures, "Four Frightened People" is
being produced on an unusual and spectacular
scale and moves with surprise succeeding surprise. Always a point of exhibitor and patron
interest, the DeMille technique is made more
alluring by the treatment given Miss Colbert,
which transforms' her from a prim school
teacher to an exotic, pulsating creature over
whom Marshall and Gargan fight.
Colorful, mood-establishing realism motivating, the four leads flee a plague-infested steamer
and are lost in the Malay jungle. The men
consider the old-maidish Miss Colbert and the
birth-control advocating Mary Boland are
liandicaps to chances for rescue. Guided by the
half-caste Carillo, they encounter many strange
adventures until Boland is captured by natives
and Carrillo is killed. Pushing on, the prim
Miss Colbert suddenly becomes desirable to
both Marshall and Gargan. Marshall's love is
real ; Gargan's
animal. Miss
bert, assuminginstincts
a nativearecomplex,
wishesCol-to
remain in the jungle.
They are rescued, however, and the locale
moves to U. S., where the characters assume
their original occupations. The picture takes
on a comedy and romantic atmosphere. It is
revealed that the natives were glad to be rid
of Miss Boland, who now lectures on the "Conquest of Sex inhisa adventures,
Malay Village
Gargan
radio-broadcasts
and;"Marshall
pirates Miss Colbert away from her classroom.

JAN. 6 — Paramount and exhibitors
celebrate New Year with record-breaking business on "Farewell-to-Arms".;
JAN. 25 — Baby Le Roy signs
contract with Paramount.

^>iiiiiriiH I.,,. £

FEB. 10 — Marx Brothers challenge Eli Culbertson
to bridge tournament. "Sign of the Cross" reported
to be breaking records ihroughout country.

.^

MARCH 4 — Roosevelt inaugurated.
Paramount Newsreel scores clean beat
on pictures showing inauguration.

MARCH 9-MAE WEST in
"She Done Him Wrong" sets all
time record run on Broadway
at Paramount Theatre.

APRIL 7 — Paramount world-wide
"Search for Beauty" contest starts
in 8 English-speaking countries.
Search for thirty perfect young
men and women to be giveiT_
opportunity in Hollywood.

MAY 17 — Bing Crosby signs
new contract with Paramount.

JUNE
16 —highs
Paramount's
"College
Humor"in
sets new
in summer
attendance
houses all over the country.

PARAMOUMT PICTURE

-'.

THE SOKE OF SOUAUG. 21 — Lanny Ross, radio star
of Maxwell House Hour, signs
contract with Paramount.

JULY 19 — "Song of Songs" opens at
Criterion Theatre, New York, inaugurating new entertainment season

SEPT. 6 — Ethel Merman,
stage and radio star,
signs contract to appear
with Bing Crosby in a Paramount musical picture,
"We're Not Dressing".

OCT. 6 — Paramount purchases big musical success.
Earl Carroll's "Murder at the

Vanities".

OCT. 12— Mae West smashes
house records all over the
country in "I'm No Angel".

NOV. 28— Claudette Colbert signs
new contract with Paramount.
Immediately cast for "Cleopatra"
by Cecil B. DeMille.
DEC. 29 — National release date i
"Design for Living". Women of
country get new ideas on love.
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Gaumont - British Auxiliary's
Profit for Year Indicates the
General Healthy Condition
of Production in England
by BERNARD CHARMAN
London Correspondent
About the tail end of an unexciting week
in London came the annual report of Gainsborough Pictures (1928), Ltd., a fullycontrolled producing subsidiary of GaumontBritish Corporation. The company has its
own studio, surprisingly tucked away in
the heart of a densely populated district of
North London, and contributes a useful
group of pictures annually towards the GB
lineup.
This year Gainsborough reports trading
profit of £22,968, which, on a paid-up capita) of just over £156,000, is fair business.
On the strength of this, the directors propose paying a dividend of 9 per cent on the
ordinary stock, indicating in some way the
general healthy condition of British production.
The accounts come down as simply as
this: Trading profit is £22,968, which,
after such minor adjustments as deductions
of interest, depreciation and so forth, leaves
a balance of £14,914, and to this is added
£1,793, brought forward from the previous
year's accounts. The dividend will absorb
£10,456, and £4,000 is proposed to be
placed to general reserve, leaving a final
balance to carry forward to the next account of £2,151.
Certain items in the balance sheet are
worth noting. Plant and equipment generally isvalued at £48,664; fihn rights and
stories are entered at cost as £1,542, and
film productions (less home bookings and
foreign sales) are put at £74,792. Of note
are the modest proportions of these figures.
The amount of £1,542 for all film rights
and stories shows tip very small in comparison with what Hollywood is reported to pay
for one story alone.
A slighthas
adjustment
in the
structure
taken place
in company's
the year,
through the resignation from the board of
Simon Rowson and W. J. Cell, who withdrew from the GB corporation following
the consolidation of interests recently announced. Gainsborough Films is controlled
by Michael E. Balcon, presiding genius over
the entire production activities of GB.
V

Oppose Government Plan
A rumpus has been raised this week by the
film
Federation
Britishproducers'
Industries.group
FBI of
takestheexception
to theof
fact that the postmaster general is setting up
a film producing and distributing organization
to work in the educational and non-entertainthe taxpayer's
employing
thereby
money mentin field,
a move
to enter
into competition
with
the private business firms operating this territory.
The curious situation of a Government department fostering a commercial undertaking

DIVIDEND

came about this way : There existed till recently a Government-sponsored organization,
known as the Empire Marketing Board, whose
function was to spread propaganda in favor of
Empire trade, and one of the activities of the
board was a small film unit, producing films of
a publicity type and maintaining a useful
library of subjects of instructional worth.
They use these films a lot in educational institutions.
What To Do?
A few months back the EMB ceased to e.xist,
and the problem of what to do with its readymade film unit was solved temporarily by appointing the postmaster general as its guardian.
Meanwhile the British Film Institute — whose
activities I have outlined on previous occasions— was making frantic appeals for control
of the EMB library as a nucleus for its own
proposed establishment. Postoffice authorities,
however, are adamant.
"What we have, we hold," they say in eflrect.
But why was all so deadly serious? To reassure myself, I visited H. Bruce Woolfe.
guiding hand of the Gaumont-British instructional and non-theatrical film interests. And
did he give me an earful !
Mr. Woolfe explained in detail how insidious
the
postmaster's
actually
was. He
said
the post
office wasmove
already
equipping
its own
studio, and, not content with producing propaganda films for its own purposes, was seeking
out commercial orders from private interests
anxious to have publicity films made.
This means, said Bruce Woolfe, that a Government department is interfering with private
business concerns ; prognosticated that it was
the thin end of the wedge towards a Government Film Bureau.
'And you know what that means," he emI shookphasized— "Italy,
at the Russia,
knees. Germany !"
There are questions to be asked in Parliament about it, I was told ; and that the Film
Institute (which the trade formerly sneered at
but is now looking to with some respect) is all
that stands between the trade and Government
interference.
There's something in all this, but somehow
Ishould
can't be.
be just quite as deeply impressed as I
V
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Open

Up ' Drive

Kansas City newspapers have launched a
campaign to "clean up" advertising copy and
art through their own censorship. Their
move is reported to be a recognition of plans
of the Advertising Council recently promulgated by the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America.
Theatre managers in Kansas City have
received certain specific instructions from
the advertising managers of local newspapers. In spite of this they are said to
feel that certain pictures ofYer only the sex
angle for box-office appeal. The newspapers,
however, have become highly critical of copy
and in at least two instances managers were
compelled to rewrite their ads following reStage presentations also come within the
jection.
purview of the newspaper censors. Where
managers feel there will be some doubt they
are submitting copy and art as early as a
month in advance.
Fox

IVill

Release

Lloyd's
Pictures
Coincident
with his return
to production
with the beginning of filming on "Cat'sPaw%" from Clarence Buddington Kelland's
Saturday Efening Post serial, Harold Lloyd
this week announced that he had entered
into a releasing contract with Fox Film.
The arrangements have just been concluded
by William R. Fraser, general manager of
the Lloyd Corporation, and Sidney R. Kent
and John D. Clark of Fox. Mr. Lloyd
formerly released exclusively through Paramount.
With returns
the production
of "Cat's-Paw,"
Mr.
Lloyd
to the Metropolitan
Studio,
his production home for eight years and
where he produced many of his greatest
successes.
Sam Taylor will return to Mr. Lloyd to
direct the picture after six years. He directed several of the comedian's best known
silent achievements.

Who's Up-Stage Now?
More "scrapping" between the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association and the Kinematograph Renters Society around the proposed standard contract — the British trade
"code" I wrote about in my last bulletin.
KRS is up on its dignity because of the
attitude expressed towards the plan by the
CEA in its official organ. It says there was
no need for the association to get up-stage, as
all discussions so far had been informal and
inconclusive.
But it's the Society that's up-stage now.
V
Simplified Tax Proposal
A prominent Manchester circuit operator,
H. D. Moorhouse, has propounded a plan to
simplify the Entertainments Tax position.
He suggests a flat rate of 10 per cent on all
forms of amusement, says it would clarify matters and also save the exhibitor a pocketful in
fiscal disbursements.

p. J. (Pete) Wood has been renamed as
business manager of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Ohio.
The new board of directors has selected
as a legislative committee the following:
J. Real Neth, Columbus, chairman; W. A.
Finney, Henry Bieberson, Sam E. Lind,
Martin G. Smith and Mr. Wood. Another
committee, composed of Mr. Wood, Mr.
Finney and Max Stern has been chosen to
redraft the constitution and bylaws.

Moley Gets New Post
Al Moley, formerly an independent booking agent, is now general manager of the
Springer and Cocalis circuit of New York.

Krumgold Rejoins MSM
Joseph Krumgold, formerly with MGM
and Paramount, has rejoined MGM to aid
in production in Europe.

Ohio

MPTO

Renames

IVood
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POTENTIAL
FILM
ANCLES'
Says DeCasseres of Play, '7 Was Waiting for You/' and
''Dr. Monica" He Calls 100 Per Cent Material If Done
With LaKue, Raft, Cagney, With No Punches Pulled
By BENJAMIN

I WAS WAITING
FOR YOU
There are a lot of good potential picture
angles in "I Was Waiting for You," a very
Frenchy sex-comedy by Jacques Natanson
adapted by Melville Baker.
There is in this slowly-paced, sophisticated libido mix-up, a fine example of the
difference between the idea of adultery in a
French play and of the same theme in an
American play. In the former adultery is
played naturally, as though it had always
been, like taxes and goulash. In the latter
it is always self-conscious — "Look, world,
we're sinning — zowie !" I like the French
technique.
This foursome in sex-cattery concerns
highly-bred persons, who are not beyond
employing a private detective who is disguised first as a cafe wall-flower and then
as a bedroom waiter in a hotel at Orleans.
The detective in the picture version will
jack up this play with melodramatic interest. It is rather tepid in the acting version.
He should be a dick with swank.
Then, again, "I was Waiting for You"
has a born part for Leslie Howard and
Herbert Marshall. It also will carry two
of the swankiest women you can name in
Hollywood. I'll say Genevieve Tobin for
one.
The story, which swings between Paris
and Orleans, and which opens in a fashionable cafe-bar in Paris, is simple. He is a
banker and she is his mistress. Now, his
mistress has a liaison with a Leslie Howard
fellow, who is also cheating his own sweetheart.
The two rather elderly persons who are
being cheated put the dick on their tracks.
Bedroom scene in Orleans. Caught !— but
who cares ?— that's the French touch.
All is finally forgiven, and the two rather
elderly persons themselves have an affair, or
rather renew an old one.
This is a picture for some highly sophisticated and Continental - minded director.
Moonlight (no pretzels) and sweet sin.
Played andante con tongue-in-cheek.
Picture value, 60 per cent.
DR. MONICA
"Dr. Monica," a play out of the Russian,
featuring the glamorous and dynamic Nazimova (whose work in "The Good Earth"
and "Mourning Becomes Electra" was up
with the classic best), is a story of three
women, what's buried in them, and how
they have it out — of their mouths.
In the play there are only the three women. But if there is to be a picture done
out of this play (and there are picture potentialities init), it would be good b.o. to
lug in three men from off-stage. Or, again,
it might be pictured with the three women
as is and the use of a telephone (ladies'
matinees — no pants admitted).
Monica, the chief Amazon with complexes, is a frustrated mother. She will

DECASSERES

PLAY RATINGS
FOR PICTURES
Stage plays discussed by Benjamin
DeCasseres, critic and essayist, in this
issue are given the following ratings
by hinr> in the light of potential screen
material:
"I Was Waiting for You" — 60 per
cent.

"Dr. Monica" — 100 or 12 per cent.
"Thoroughbred" — 50 per cent.
"Is
cent. Life Worth Living?"— 50 per
"It Pays to Sin" — ^zero.

"undergo" anything for a baby. Her lover
is a writer who drinks (true to form). I'd
rather like to see this fellow in the pictures
(combination of Cagney and Powell — eh?).
She's a pretty noble women any way you
look at her, is this Dr. Monica, and she
therefore gives me a pain in the right aorta.
The next female is a straight man-hater,
an "architect."
For picture partner sic Jack LaRue on
this second husky, and see what happens.
Jack'll snap her out of it, I warrant ye.
This girl, also, by the way, was jilted. But
it wasn't by a Jack LaRue or a Jim Cagney.
(Black her eye in the picture, boys.)
The last of this- trio is also a woman that
iiasn't been beaten enough. She also lost
her fellow, and so they all go into psychological obstetrics called "dialogue." Some
of this dialogue stinks (no, dear proofreader, not smells, stinks!).
Take this script with these three Yearners
and plant 'em opposite Jack LaRue, George
Raft and Jim Cagney. And no pulling of
punches ! That'll be a picture quoted at 100
per cent. Otherwise
Picture value, 12 per cent.
THOROUGHBRED
Here's a real horse opera. Not a Hoot
Gibson, either. It's all laid out on a Long
Island estate, and it's horses, horses, horses
— horses going east, and the east end of
horses going west.
"Thoroughbred," by Doty Flobart, stars
Florence Reed, formerly Madame Goddam,
of Shanghai, and once Lady Macbeth
(ouch!). It looks purty much as if Theodore Hammerstein, Denis Du For and Doty
had this thing put on for the picture trade.
And it will go into pictures without a doubt
— even if Clark and McCullough have got
to do it, with W. C. Fields playing the horse.
The central noise-maker is a woman who
is all horsey. She raises children like horses.
She has illegits, by butlers, stableboys and
everybody except Gandhi. (Let the scenarlaugh that off when they come to tackle
this ists
script.)
The love-aft'airs of the children will make

mediocre-cut-in-the-wood, vintage of 1913
picture stuff ; but the Pub. always eat it up.
To make matters more exciting, there's
the Futurity. The pure blood of her entry
is questionable here also, just as her children
are crossbred, socially speaking.
It's a nice stinking mess of putrified haggis, which will, somehow, get on the celluloids merely because the public enjoys a
horse-race and children sired by a sweet old
))utler out of some granddamn.
Picture value (after being scoured with
fUtto-rinso) , 50 per cent.
IS LIFE WORTH
LIVING?
Lennox Robinson, of the Abbey theatre,
Dublin — the little theatre that has made play
but no picture history as yet — brought on
his London hit, "Is Life Worth Living?"
He describes it as "an exaggeration in three
It is really a farce. As a play it is as
thin as a sandwich at a publisher's tea and
as unbelievable — even as a farce — as an
absinthe party by Canon Chase.
Locale is in a small resort in Ireland.
But the whole thing contains some going
picture material for a crazy comedy if the
acts."is changed to, say, some seaside relocale
sort near Hollywood.
The main scenes in the play are in a sitting-ro m inthe Seaview hotel. As there is
a barroom off-stage, the picture possibilities
loom, even if we have got to drink sitting
down or lying on our backs a la Mulrooney.
A company of actors put up at the hotel.
They are going to do Ibsen, Tolstoy, Strindberg and all the other classic Gloomy Guses.
Now, they take the town so completely
that the inhabitants begin to imitate the
heroes and heroines of Highbrow Drahma.
Things get so bad that the townsfolk and
the hotel inmates fire the lace-curtain,
camel's-hair gang of classicists out of town
and import a circus to restore the normal
Jife of the village (fine picture tag).
Mr. Robinson intended his play as a
gentle satire on the Abbey Players. It is
too gentle. This theme could be handled
rip-roaringly in pictures by the old Tenth
Avenue Gang of Mack Sennettarian scriveners.
Picture value, 50 per cent.
IT PAYS TO SIN
Louis Macloon, of Chicago, I believe, put
on this play done out of the Hungarian and
promptly done to death with a run of two
nights.
"It Pays to Sin" isn't worth much as
any kind of material. It's about a girl who
is pregnant. A doctor engages her in order
to study her case.
There's a scene in a night club, where
there is an attempt to go Mae Westy — but
not by a bosom-full.
Jane Starr, from the Coast, was in it.
But the vehicle was too pole-catty even for
the New York public.
Picture value. Double O.
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Price Is $1,800,000
Film

Cases

Up at I^Vilmington
Cases of a number of large motion picture companies and electrics, including Warner Bros. Pictures, The Stanley Company
of America, A. T. & T., Erpi, Western Electric, General Talking Pictures, Duovac
Radio, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing and Universal Sound Systems, were
listed on the December calendar of the
United States federal court at Wilmington,
Del. Eight cases, seven on the trial list and
one on the argument, are slated in equity.
The trial list follows :
Erpi, Western Electric, A. T. & T., represented by E. E. Berl against The Stanley Company of America, represented by William H.
Foulk and Hugh M. Morris.
Nakken Patents Corixiration, represented by
Hugh M. Morris against Universal Sound
System, Inc., represented by William T. Lynam, Jr.
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturitig
Company, represented by Hugh M. Morris
against The Hammond Clock Company, represented by E. E. Berl.
Harry Koplar, represented Richards, Layton and Finger against Warner Bros. Pictures,
Harry M. Warner et al., represented by Hugh
M. Morris.
The Stanley Company of America, represented by Hugh M. Morris against A. T. & T.,
Erpi, Western Electric, represented by James
R. Morford, C. L. Ward, Jr., and A. G. Logan.
Duovac Radio Corporation, represented by
Hugh M. Morris against A. T. & T., Erpi,
Western Electric, represented by Marvel, Morford, Ward and Logan.
General Talking Pictures, represented by
Hugh M. Morris against A. T. & T., Erpi,
Western Electric, represented by Marvel, Morford, Ward and Logan.
The argument case follows :
News Projection Corporation, represented by
Ward & Gray against Trans-Lux Daylight
Picture Screen Corporation, represented by
John Biggs, Jr.
Davis To Conduct

Band

AtMeyer
President's
Party producer of the
Davis, associate
RKO Van Beuren musical comedies, has
been selected to conduct his band at the
New Year's Eve party being given by President Roosevelt at the White House Saturday.
Mr. Davis also had the honor of playing
for ex-President and Mrs. Hoover at their
New Year's Eve party last year. Twenty
years ago Mr. Davis led his orchestra for
President Wilson and later led for President Harding.
Educational Appoints Pfaff
Harold Pfaff, former Toronto manager
for Canadian Educational Films, Ltd., has
been named Canadian representative for
Educational and will be associated with Empire Films, Ltd., now distributing for that
company. Mr. Pfaff succeeds James Travis,
former Educational manager in Canada.
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in Purchase

by Paramount Subsidiary; J.
Frank Freeman Is President;
Lynch Continues

as Executive

The corporate entity known as Publix
Enterprises, Inc., Paramount Publix theatre
operating subsidiary, passed out of existence
last week when its assets were acquired by
Famous Theatres Corporation, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the parent Paramount
company, for $1,800,000. Publix had been
in bankruptcy since last January, and its
transfer to Famous Theatres had been expected for some time.
At the time of the sale of its assets Publix
Enterprises comprised a circuit of some 214
theatres, many of them bankrupt and closed.
Referee Approves Sale
Approval of the sale was given Thursday
in New York by Federal Referee Henry K.
Davis when no other offers to purchase all
or part of the bankrupt subsidiary's assets
were received. A recent federal court appraisal of the properties involved placed
their value slightly in excess of $2,000,000.
The terms of the sale involve the payment of a cash sum amounting to $240,000
on the total price. Of this amount, expenses
for the administration of the Publix Enterprises' affairs during the 11 months of its
bankruptcy will be paid. The remainder,
amounting to $1,560,000, will be paid
through an adjustment of monies owed to
Paramount Publix and its subsidiaries by
Publix Enterprises. These indebtednesses
approximate $4,000,000, and are to be applied on the balance of the purchase price
on the basis of 35 cents in the dollar, to be
paid in five-year, five per cent notes of
Famous Theatres, or by the exchange of
one share of Famous' preferred stock for
each $200 of claims.
Freeman Named President
Publix Enterprises' assets are so closely
held by Paramount Publix, attorneys for the
company's trustees declared recently, that
about 98 per cent of the money involved in
the
"will revert
the Famous
control purchase
of the price
Paramount
Publixto
J. Frank Freeman, former general mantrustees."
ager for the S. A. Lynch Southern Enterprises, is president of the new Paramount
subsidiary. Mr. Lynch, who was called in
following the Publix Enterprises bankruptcy
to direct reorganization of the properties,
will continue as a director and executive officer of Famous Theatres, receiving 2,500
shares of the new corporation's total of
8,525 shares. In addition to this Mr. Lynch
is to receive a $50,000 one-year 6 per cent
note of Famous for his reorganization work.
Publix Enterprises originally was Southern Enterprises, and was acquired by Mr.
Lynch from Paramount several years ago.
Faber with National Screen
Robert Faber, formerly with Paramount,
has joined National Screen Service in an
editorial capacity.
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Jack Cohn and his family are on a holiday
cruise to Nassau, Jamaica and Panama.
John D. Clarke, general manager for Fox distribution, arrived in New York from Hollywood.
Arthur E. Rusica, manager for Fox in Chile,
arrived in New York from South America.
Sam and Bella Spewack, M-G-M writers, returned to Hollywood from New York.
Robert Z. Leonard, director, returned to Hollywood from a New York vacation.
Sarah Fedak, Hungarian actress, arrived in
New York from Europe.
Tim McCoy is spending the holidays in New
York.
Stacy Woodward is en route to the United
States from New Zealand where he has comthe latest ofreturned
the "Battle
for Life"
Harry C.pletedArthur
to New
York series.
after
an extensive survey of the west coast theatre
situation.
Walter Wanger, with P. J. Wolfson and
Allan Rivkin, arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
Jack White is spending the holidays on the
Coast.
Harley L. Clarke, Noel Coward and Frank
Lawton arrived in New York from Europe.
Monte
York. Brice arrived in Hollywood from New
FiFi
NewD'Orsay
York. is spending her honeymoon in
A. W. Smith, in charge of Eastern and Canadian sales for Warners, returned to New
York from a tour of New England exchanges.
Max
New Milder,
York. Warner's British chieftain, is in
Leslie Howard is en route to Hollywood to
resume work for RKO Radio.
George Brown. Columbia's publicity, advertising and exploitation director, is cruising in
Caribbean waters.
Joe Weil, recently appointed assistant to Carl
Laemmle, Sr., leaves for the Coast January
1 to take up his duties.
J. G. Bachmann, president of Preferred Pictures, is in New York.
Howard Dietz left New York for Hollywood.
William D. Shapiro is in Boston.
Josef
City. Berne, director, is in New York.
William Wyler left New York for Universal
Guy
United
Artists' Argentine
chief,
has Morgan,
returned to
his headquarters
after several
weeks in New York.
Francis Edward Faragoh, writer ; Edward
H. Griffith and Charles (Buddy) Rogers
are in New York.
Ben Bernie is in Miami. Walter Winchell
is still in New York.
George O'Brien and his wife. Marguerite
Churchill
are general
in New York
for New
Walter
Gould,
manager
for Year's.
United
Artists in Mexico, arrived in New York
from Puerto Rico.
Karl
McDonald,
American
division
manager, Warner's
returned Latinto New
York
from Jamaica.
S. N. Behrman is in New York.
Charles R. Rogers, producer, arrived in Hollywood from New York.
George Batcheller, Chesterfield president, is
in New York for the holidays.
Europe. Short, theatrical producer, sailed for
Hassard
Samuel Efrus left New York for the Coast
to start 12 new features for Amity Pictures.
George Weeks is in New York from the Coast.
Sidney R. Kent, Spyros Skouras and Walter R. Hutchinson, managing director for
Fox in England, returned to New York from
Hollywood.
Gene Raymond arrived in New York from
Holl3nvood en route to Europe.
Lou Metzger is planning a Florida vacation.
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By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
Crank

buck, noted motion picture explorer, is now in the same class with the
Greek god, Apollo, who is mythically accredited with slaying a monstrous python
which arose from the mud left after the subsidence of the deluge which Deucalion survived, and which dwelt in the caves of Mount
Parnassus, where Apollo slew him. Mr.
Buck accidentally met his python in the
dense Malayan jungle, some four weeks ago.
Although Mr. Buck cabled his friends in
New York almost a month ago, that he was
ready to sail from Malay, his return was
delayed by an encounter with a 24-foot serpent that attacked him when he was making
a final inspection of some traps set to catch
jungle game for transportation to this country for exhibitor use in connection with
"Wild Cargo," his new picttire coming up.
The python seized Buck by the shoulder
and started to entwine him in its powerful
coils. By an almost superhuman effort
Buck managed to free one arm, get out his
revolver and shoot the head off the reptile.
Buck was badly bruised and his shoulder
lacerated.
Mr. Buck is bringing back to Amedee
Van Beuren a young male Indian rhinoceros
which he captured in Nepal, in northern
India and last stronghold of the nearly extinct species. It is possibly the most valuable animal in captivity. Mr. Van Beuren
had better start giving thought to the housing of his prospective three-toed, horned,
powerful, herbivorous, thick-skinned perissodactyl.
V
When Metro's "Blonde Bombshell" reached
a neighborhood Buffalo theatre marquee, it
read thtosly :
JEAN HARLOW
BLONDE BOMBS HELL
V
A theatre in a small tozmi near Madison,
Wisconsin, billed Pararnount's western and
Walt Disney's cartoon this way :
THUNDERING HERD - THE THREE LITTLE PISS
And Joe Ryan, of the Publix Grand, at St.
Cloud, Minnesota, tells tus that a patron called
his office
to inquire whether "Mad GatJie" was
about
animals.
V
The country of Fredonia, which is governed
in "Duck Soup" by the "gentle" Marxmen,
soon becomes a shambles, which is to be expected, but Mayor Harry Hickey, of Fredonia,
New York, doesn't like the idea, and he so
protested
to the
brothersa :blot
"Thesince
name1817.of
Fredonia has
beenfourwithout
I feel it my duty as mayor to question your
intentions in using the name of our city."
Back cracked the Marxes : "Your Excellency :Our advice is that you change the name
of your town. It is hurting our picture. Anyhow, what makes you think you are mayor of
Fredonia? Do you wear a mustache, play the
harp, speak with an Italian accent or chase
girls like Harpo? Therefore, we must be mayor
of Fredonia, not you. The old gray mayor
ain't what he used to be."
V
Universal fought vigorously over the eliminations made recently in "Love, Honor and Oh,
Baby!" by Kansas censors. Among zvords of
alleged double meaning ruled out by the scissor-wielders were "spinach" and "creamed carrots," both spoken
a courtroomis scene.
Slim
Summerville,
as anin attorney,
questioning
Zasti Pitts, his client and also his sweetheart.
He asks her what "creamed carrots" means.
She replies, "I love you." This and other
sequences were cut. Maybe the censors in Kansas are prejudiced in favor of corn and alfalfa.

A NEW SLANT
ON HOLLYWOOD?
Neu/spapers as a whole have a very
definite opinion about Hollytvood. It
is not always too friendly, and frequently itridicules the movie colony
on the west coast. On sjich occasions,
much effort is expended by the industry to correct the unfavorable impression. Why, then, does a major
company send to the press of the
country such publicity:
"Hollywood is variously described as
'squirrelly,' 'lively,' 'a small town' and 'a
place full of big shots' by eight attractive
girls selected in eight American cities by
Charles R. Rogers to appear in the cast
of Pararnount's 'Eight Girls in a Boat.' "
The company's statement then
quotes five of the girls as follows:
'Hollywood is a nice place with plenty
of men,' said Eleanor Lovegren, of Boston.
'But why do all of them pretend they are
"big'No
shots".'
one in Hollywood seems to know
the
time . of
Detroit.
. . day,' said Mary Lou Fisher of
"Violet Foran, of Cleveland, admits she
is somewhat disappointed. 'Before I came
here I expected everybody to be squirrelly.
They are — and that's why I'm disappointed.' . . .
"Louise Lynn, of Los Angeles, characterizes Hollywood as a 'noisy small town
full of funny people.' ..."
Markabout
Hellinger
tells actor,
Hugh outWedlock's
story
a vaudeville
of work
for three years, who finally secured a week's
booking up-state. He was to get $250 for
the week, and he very naturally worked his
bloomin' head off. Strangely, he was a solid
hit.
At the end of the week, however, the
theatre manager decided to play a little joke
on the actor. So, instead of giving him the
$250, he handed him a check for two dollars
and fifty cents.
"What's this," howled the actor. "I'm
supposed to get $250 for the week, and you
hand me $2.50. What's the big idea?"
The manager scowled heavily.
"Listen, you," he retorted, "I've given you
what you're entitled to. Take it or leave it."
The hungry actor gulped.
"All right," he muttered, "I'll take it. But,
believe me, it's a helluva cut."
V
Katharine Hepburn will make a million or
more for RKO , and so the social register will
no longer list the lady among the blue bloods.
V
Hollywood's biggest producers and actors are
backing Hal Roach in a million-dollar horse
racing project in California. The list already
includes Darryl Zanuck, Joseph Schenck, John
Cromwell, Oliver Hardy, Chico Marx, Ralph
Farnum, Charles Brabin and Watterson Rothacker. Our correspondent in Hollywood tells
us that the racing plant will be conducted on a
non-profit basis for the dual purpose of encouraging the breeding of fine horses and to afford
clean sport for lovers of racing. Just a bunch
of altruists.

MOLLIE woodMERRICK
us that
charts its sex tells
appeal
in aHollymost
amazing fashion, cutting it up into sections
like a pie — rating each section at so much per
cent — listing the names of all the beauties
and non-beauties of filmdom in this huge collection, which is available to the casting
directors. The chart lists the eyes of the
star as only 15 per cent of the entire appeal.
The entire personality of the star, then,
represents the whole pie. The hips, lips may
range anywhere from zero to 50 per cent of
the principal. The charting starts with an
appraisal of the vocal characteristics, which
are rated 25 per cent of the whole. The figure is next, rating 20 per cent. Then come
the eyes, 15 per cent; posture, 15 per cent
and tears at 5 per cent.
Jeannette MacDonald is listed as "too
tall for
Dietrich's
legs
(whenweeping."
crossed) To
goes Marlene
40 per cent
of her
credit on the chart. Her next greatest asset
is "the way she leans against a door or piece
of furniture," which gets 25 per cent. This
immediately explains our wonderment about
the length of time which Marlene spends
sliding through doors — leaning up against
door-jambs with that far-away look in her
eyes. knew
She's it.registering sex appeal and we
never
And, so, another Hollywood secret has
penetrated the formidable censorship of the
movie colony. It is astonishing how successfully the producers and stars have been
keeping
concerning themselves
from the everything
public.
V
The Sacramento, Cal., Union learns that the
railroad brotherhoods "object very strongly to
the idea that railroad men are brutal and immoral"— as they are allegedly represented in
First National's "Wild Boys of the Road."
The editor of the Union suspects that the killing of a brakeman by the mob of boys in the
picturelynching.
may have been the cause of the San
Jose
Commented the editor : "Eye witnesses of
the San Jose lynching say that the scene in
the picture is very similar to that which was
translated to life in San Jose. Who can tell
wfhether or not this particular picture might
not have inflamed the mere boys who committed the San Jose tragedy."
"bull."
Cattle-gorically speaking, zve might call that
V
Having sold the idea to the cigaret people,
the boloney makers, and others, the Du Pont
interests of Delaware are now ready to wrap
coloratura sopranos in cellophane. All of
which should interest motion picture people
and broadcasters.
We are told that it has always been very
difficult to get a really good reproduction of a
coloratura soprano voice on the radio or on
sound-film. It appears that some mysterious
influence interferes with perfect recording.
Only recently came the idea to mute the
voice, and Phil Boutelje, chief adviser of music
for Pararnount's theatres, who had been won- ,
dering about the strange things of microphonic
reverberations to a coloratura soprano, thought
of cellophane.
Mr. Boutelje made a hood of the transparent material and within it he placed
a singer. She hit the highest notes and there
wasn't a single vibration. He believes that the
cellophane hood will do for the human voice
what the "mute" does for the cornet.
V
Detroit's police censor is just a zvee bit inHe okayed "The
Nudebut World"
shozmng at consistent.
dozvniown
theatres,
forbade forit
elsewhere in Detroit.
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With the new song hits that are now
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Chesterfield
Richard Thorpe directing Charles Starrett,
Shirley Grey and Ruth Hall in "Murder on
the
Campus". . from
original story by Whitman
Chambers.
.
V
Columbia
Leonard Praskins engaged to write screen
vehicle for Grace Moore. . . . Arthur Kober
borrowed from MGM to write adaptation for
"Twentieth Century". . . . Lou Holtz signed
for two short subjects. . . .
V
Educational
Olive Borden, Winnie Law and Joan Castle
cast in next Stoopnagle and Budd picture. . . .
Addie McPhail engaged for "Springtime and

The chart, based on Motion Picture Herald's tabulation of box office grosses,
compares the business done in each of twelve key cities during the three-weeks
period from December 2 to December 16, 1933, with the receipts In the same
cities for the corresponding period in 1932. The black bars indicate the business
for the more recent period, while the shaded bars show the gross for the 1932
weeks. The figure for the period In 1932 Is taken as 100 per cent In each city.

CLEANEST
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BEST,
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Radio

Aiming

SAYS

at Only

"Class A" Product, Says Executive Producer; Calls Percentage Best Plan with Talent
Declaring that motion pictures which
subordinate the socalled "sex angle" are the
ones which in the long run show the greatest financial returns to the producer, Merian
C. Cooper,
RKO last
Radio's
producer, announced
week executive
in New York
that RKO's 1934-35 schedule would be notable for its complete elimination of that
type of product as well as "quickies."
Mr. Cooper pointed out that all the greatest pictures have shown a surprising lack
of sex interest, and cited such films as
"Birth of a Nation," "The Covered Wagon,"
"The Big Parade," "All Quiet on the Western Front." He added : "And no one can
deny that those selfsame pictures returned
enormous profits."

PAY

COOPER

respect." Mr. Selznick was executive producer at Radio
sumption of that prior
office. to Mr. Cooper's asMr. Cooper also said that the new
schedule would call for a minimum of 40
pictures, with a possible maximum of 52,
depending entirely on the ability of the
studio to obtain the services of a sufficient
number of directors, featured players and
adequate stories. Another feature of the
company's policy will be a greatly increased
number of percentage arrangements with
stars, directors, producers and writers.
Sees Better Results

Regarding these percentage deals the
Radio producer said it had long been his
contention that in many instances studio
employees were grossly overpaid, but that
by the same token many were underpaid.
In order to eliminate this condition, he said,
the percentage arrangement is being
advanced wherever possible and is finding
more favor than ever before.
Mr. Cooper said that he personally would
Only Class "A" Pictures
not supervise any of the pictures on the
Speaking
specifically
aboutit would
RKO's be next
1934-35 program and that his plans conseason
schedule,
he declared
the
templated only executive direction over all
company's aim to produce only Class "A"
production activities.
pictures.
Quality pictures are obtainable only from
"We have tried to get away from the three elements, he said, and of these the
'quickie' type of production and we are most important is a good story. The other
doing it successfully to such a point, I two are production and talent ability. As
believe, that there will be no roonri for to stories, Mr. Cooper said that despite
varied criticisms of writers in Hollywood
such pictures on the 1934-35 schedule.
insofar as their ability to create original
At the same time I must give credit where
screen drama is concerned, it is his opinion
due — Dave Selznick started the trend away
from 'quickies' at RKO before I joined the that the writing caliber of the film capital is
company as executive producer. I am simply as high as in any literary center in the
trying to carry out what he started in this world.

V
Gypsies." ...
Fox
Lilian Harvey, Rudy Vallee and George
White
Herbert
Mundin chosen
elevated for
to "Scandals.".
stardom. . . .. .Henrietta
Crosman,
Irving Cummings and Hamilton MacLiberty
Fadden's contracts renewed. . . .
V
Dorothy Mackaill, Bill Boyd and June Collyer insigned
for "Cheaters," Phil Rosen directg. . . .
V
MGM
Mrs. Patrick Campbell selected for "Rip
Tide," starring Norma Shearer. . . . Fay Painter in "It will
Happened
William and
K.
Howard
direct. One
. . . Day."
Gary Cooper
Marion Davies assigned to "Operator Thirteen."
V
Monogram
Stephen Gross signed for "Beggars in Ermine," featuring Lionel Atwill and Betty Furness. . . . Barbara Sheldon engaged for "The
Lucky Texan," with John Wayne Bill Cagney, John Halliday and Vivian Tobin cast for
"Woman's Man." Edward Luddy will direct
V
Paramount
"The Trumpet Blows" to be directed by
Stephen Roberts. . . . Sylvia Sidney and Fredric
March assigned
"GoodandDame"
P.
Schulberg).
. . . GarytoGrant
Sylvia (B.
Sidney
given
leads in
Day Princess" (B. P.
Schulberg).
. . "Thirty
.
V
RKO Radio
Bert Lahr to star in two more two-reel
musical comedies. . . . Paul Kelly and Kay
Johnson additions to "Transient Love.". . .
Frank Morgan cast for "Success Story," J.
Walter Ruben will direct. . . . James Durante
engaged for "Strictly Dynamite. . . . Katharine
Hepburn to star in "Joan
V of Arc".
United Artists
Nunnally Johnson assigned to adaptation of
Ronald Colman's "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back" (20th Century). . . . Fredric March in
"The AfTairs of Cellini" instead of "Les Miserables" (20th Century). . .
V
Universal
Gloria Stuart in "The Countess of Monte
Cristo.". . . Roger Pryor joins "Interlude.". . .
Lowell Sherman to direct "Zest.". . . June
Knight's option renewed. ...
V
Warner-First National
Bebe Daniels will star in "Registered Nurse."
. . . Dorothy Burgess succeeds Margaret Lindsay in "A Modern Hero.". . . Aline MacMahon
given first starring role in "Fur Coats.".
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REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Queen Christina
(MGM)
Drama
Greta Garbo, in a brilliant historical drama,
in which romance, the romance of a queen for
a foreign ambassador, is the motivating force,
presents a sweeping opportunity for the exhibitor, which should be capitalized to the fullest
extent.
Immediately it is obvious that this latest production of Miss Garbo, her first since September, 1932, should stir unusual patronage interest, merely by the fact of its impending exhibition. With the ready-made selling of a Broadway two-a-day run behind it, the exhibitor,
when the general release arrives, should begin
his pre-seliing far in advance of his own playdates, promising a brilliant portrayal.
It is worth noting MGM's discontinuance of
the use of the phrase "Garbo Returns" in its
advertising
on "Queen
the cau-In
tion that similar
catchChristina,"
lines be with
avoided.
support of Miss Garbo, whose name in itself
should be sufficiently strong for any marquee,
are John Gilbert, Ian Keith, Lewis Stone, C.
Aubrey Smith, all good, strong names, and all
handling their roles in the expected powerful
fashion.
It is a production which should be found
equally acceptable as entertainment bv men and
women, the men to be drawn by indication of
the historical sweep and inherent drama, with
Garbo the dominating aueen : the women by the
romance which makes the queen, hemmed by
everlasting duty, a woman despite herself and
her sense of loyalty to position, inheritance and
her people. The selling should be along dig"quality" lines.
The picture
should but
havea
no wildnified,
ballyhoo,
no circus
exploitation,
campaign promising strong entertainment, an
unusual production, and done quietly, but emphatically.
In a sense a costume drama, the scene opens
in the 17th Century, with Gustavus Adolphus,
great Swedish king, dving on the field of battle
in the Thirty Years War. His child comes to
the throne. Queen Christina, under the guidance
of Lewis Stone, Chancellor. The scene moves
on to the young womanhood of the queen, set
against a background of the wintrv snow of
Sweden. Ian Keith, Lord of the treasury, is in
love with the queen, but she gives him scant
attention. Her people demand that she marry
Prince Charles, victorious general. She seeks
peace.
Dressed as a young man, with Aubrey Smith,
her
faithfulaccidentally
servant, shemeets
rides Gilbert,
out for Spanish
a jiay's
freedom,
ambassador, and they fall in love at a country
inn. She promises she will meet him again in
Stockholm, and she does when he comes to
present his credentials to the queen. They are
happy for a short time, until the jealous Keith
sets the people against the ambassador and she
is forced to give him his passport in order to
save his life. In a brilliant scene, when she is
expected, before the full court, to announce her
marriage to tine prince, she startles the assemblage by announcing her abdication in favor of
the Prince, and leaves the throne to accompany
Gilbert to Spain. But with a score to settle,
Gilbert meets Keith across the frontier, and
when she arrives on the boat which is to bear
them to a new happiness for her, she finds him
mortally wounded. He tells her of his castle on

a cliff, overlooking the sea, and dies. With her
face set to the wind, she leaves Sweden behind,
bound for that castle.
With this combination of drama, history and
the important romance, plus the manner of its
execution and the name Greta Garbo, with her
support, the exhibitor should concentrate his
efforts on maximum results. The picture should
not be considered to have sold itself without
exhibitor effort, but with that effort, selling in
dignified, emphatic style, it should be very much
worthwhile. It deserves the best spot in any
week. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by MGM. Directed by
Reuben Mamoulian. Produced by Walter Wanger.
Authors, Salka Viertel and Margaret P. Levino.
Screen play by H. M. Harwood. Dialogue by S. N.
Behrman. Musical score by Herbert Stothart. Art
director, Alexander Tolubofif. Photographed by William Daniels. Film editor, Blanche Sewell. Release
date undetermined. Running time 103 minutes.
CAST
Christina
Greta Garbo
Antonio
John Gilbert
Magnus
Ian Keith
Oxenstierna
Lewis Stone
Ebba
Elizabeth Young
Aage
C. Aubrey Smith
Charles
Reginald Owen
French Ambassador
Georges Renevent
Archbishop
David Torretice
General
Gustav Von Seyffertitz
Innkeeper
Ferdinand Munier

Fugitive Lovers
(MGM)
Drama and Comedy
First of the transcontinental bus stories,
"Fugitive Lovers" carries quite an assortment
of showmanship selling angles. Novel in
premise, motivated by exciting action and suspense running all the way through, the picture
mixes old fashioned dramatic hokum seasoned
with comedy with a unique romantic set-up and
tops off the combination with a picturization of
the famous Colorado blizzard-bus rescue episode
that won its youthful hero a trip to the White
House.
"Fugitive Lovers" has the production, entertainment and name values which make up the
good program feature for the regular rank
and file patronage. In spirit, the show is an
adventure yarn, the adventure diverting into
three channels, differing in idea but all preparing the ground for the thrill climax. Thus
a wide field of entertainment is covered, permitting many different ways in which to sell
the picture.
Here's the plot. To escape the attentions
of gangster Legs, showgirl Letty boards a
California-bound bus. But Legs tags right
along. Atmospheric sequences identify the other
passengers and spot Withington in a gagging
tipsy role. Passing through Eaton, Pa., a
jailbreak brings in the first nerve-tingling thrill
and brings the escaping convict, Porter, into
the picture. The two fugitives are mutually
attracted, and as the alarm is spread. Legs
senses that Porter is the wanted man. Comedy relief contrasting the drama, Legs makes
a hero of himself by dropping out of the competition. With every law agency set to get its
man, the bus resumes its trip, with Porter
mysteriously missing. In Colorado, a blizzard
raging, detective Daly is sticking close to Letty.
Porter appears. Warned of the trap, he and
Letty steal the bus. Stalled in the snow drifts,
he sacrifices his chance for escape by effecting

the rescue of a busload of frozen school children, an act of heroism that wins him a pardon.
Old fashioned action that generates human
interest and centers audience sympathy on the
boy
is theedges
picture's
keynote.
are aandfewgirlrough
here and
there, There
none
of which, however, detracts seriously from the
show's
values.
good
romance fundamental
to sell, and with
RobertThere's
Montgomery
and Madge Evans, two pretty good narr>es with
which to sell that quality. Also there are thrill,
adventure and the new idea of a speeding bus
locale. With Ted Healy and his stooges, there
is comedy
to talk
about. interest.
Lastly there's heroism
and
sacrifice
to intrigue
The fact that the big punch occurs during
a howling blizzard, with an atmosphere of
numbing frigidity, should be smartly handled,
particularly if the picture is shown during the
winter months when climatic conditions in many
sections might make audiences uninterested in
a picture
would on
makeits 'em
colder.
Play thethatpicture
ownfeelentertainment
merits, making exploitation contacts with bus
lines where advisable and ballyhooing the show
with strong lines that elucidate the title.
— McCarthy. Hollywood.
Produced producer.
and distributed
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Associate
Lucien by
Hubbard.
Screen play by
Albert Hackett, Frances Goodrich and George B.
Seitz. From an original screen story by Ferdinand
Reyher and Frank Wead. Recording director, Douglas
Shearer. Art director Arnold Gillespie. Interior
decoration by Edwin B. Willis. Photographed by
Ted Tetzlaff, A.S.C. Film editor WiUiam S. Gray.
Running time 78 minutes. Release date, Jan. 5. 1934.
CAST
Porter
Robert Montgomery
Letty
Madge Evans
Withington
Ted Healy
"Legs"
Nat Pendleton
Daly
C. Henry Gordon
Babe
Ruth Selwyn
Three Julians
Larry Fine, Moe Howard,
Jerry Howard
Eight Girls in a Boat
( Paramount — Rogers )
Drama
Woman appeal is the outstanding showmanship asset of this picture. It deals with the
subject of a young woman who loved intensely
and unwisely, a theme that usually stirs sympathetic responses in feminine hearts. While
action, natural to pictures of this type, is impressive and slowly tempoed, drama and pathos
accentuating the girl's fear, it is contrasted
against a background of youthful gayet}'. The
story is localed in an exclusive Swiss girls'
school, a setting not only permitting some beautiful photographic effects, but also making it
possible to introduce the girls selected in Paramount's nationwide contest to portray naturally
the atmospheric school, social and athletic life
motivating the picture.
When Christa discovers she is going to have
a baby, she shields her secret from everyone
save her lover, David. A young science student, he not only is not in a financial position
to marry, even though he wants to, but marriage would mean shelving his career. The
girl cannot pour out her heart to her father.
In private school practically all her life, she
hardly knows him.. Neither can the boy obtain her father's permission to marry.
In school the situation preys upon Christa;
she can think of nothing but her baby. Cruelly
disciplined in being forced to swim and dive
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by Hanna, athletic instructor, she reveals her
secret. The girls rally to her aid. All want
to do everything possible to make her path
easier. At first incensed toward David, they
listen to his plea and when they know he is
sacrificing his own ambitions to marry Christa
they are sure her future will be happy.
In nuany ways, save that it skips the stark
realistic melodrama, "Eight Girls in a Boat"
is Several
comparable
to "Bondage."
different
media may be adapted. In
creating feminine curiosity, lines that suggest
the human dramatic atmosphere of the picture
should be thoughtfully selected inasmuch as
story value rather than name power is the
best interest creating asset. While the title
is hardly expressive of the individual theme,
it should be utilized to the limit in capitalizing
the advance publicity surrounding the picture
in connection with the nationwide talent search.
Becauseyet ofnot the
intimate
too picture's
daring, it personal
might be nature,
a good
idea to adapt a direct mail letter or postcard
campaign among women patrons and use the
telephone to supplement this and newspaper
advertising. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Distributed by Paramount. A Charles R. Rogers
production. Producer, Charles R. Rogers. Directed
by Richard Wallace. Screen play by Casey Robinson.
From the story by Helmut Brandis. Adaptation,
Lewis Foster. Music by Arthur Rebner and Harold
Lewis. Lyrics by Sam Coslow. Musical Adaptation
Nathaniel Finston. Photographed by Gilbert Warrenton, A.S.C. Sound Earl Hayman. Art director
David Garber. Running time, 78 minutes. Release
date, Jan. 5, 1934.
CAST
Christa Storm
Dorothy Wilson
David Perrin
Douglas Montgomery
Hanna
Kay Johnson
"Pickles"
Barbara Barondess
Frau Kreuger
Ferike Boros
Storm
Walter Connolly
Paul Lang
James Bush
Smallman
Colin Campbell
Ho-tense
Peggy Montgomery
Elizabei.h
Margaret Marquis
Bobby
Marjorie Cavalier
Mary
Virginia Hall

she finds the money gone, collapses and dies
of a heart attack. The devoted husband commits suicide to be with her. Their deaths are
announced at the party when they fail to appear. Miss Tree has gone with Byron and the
money her husband won, and Miss Carlisle and
Ford conclude the film in the expected fashion.
The idea of a single setting in a boarding
house, recounting the tragedy and comedy in
lives of several persons, offers an opportunity
for active selling with numerous catchlines
clearly apparent from the nature of the story.
It is adult material, and should be acceptable
in any midweek spot. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed by
Albert Rogell. Assistant director, Arthur Black.
.Story by Lew Levenson. Screen play by Jo Swerling. Photographed
by Benjamin
engineer, Clifford McNally.
Film editor,Kline.
RichardSound
Cahoon.
Release
date.
October
20,
1933.
Running
time,
76
minutes.
CAST
Vic
Wallace Ford
Kitty
DorothyCarlisle
Tree
Edna
Mary
Lawton
Walter Connolly
Dr. Morgan
Willard Robertson
Ba.Nter
Walter Byron
Mrs. Lawton
Louise Carter
Gardner
Lucien Littlefield
Mrs. Conway
Maude Eburne
Cronin
Harry Holman
Lizzie
Fern Emmett
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Dassan
(First Division)
Travel Subject
There is considerable novelty and a chuckle
or two in this subject, devoted entirely to the
activities of the almost-human appearing yet
amusing inhabitants of an island somewhere off
the coast of Africa. It is entirely a private
domain, occupied solely by penguins, millions
of the creatures, living, loving, fighting, playing
before the camera of Cherry Kearton. Mr.
Kearton, naturalist and explorer, the producer
of the subject, is also listed as the cameraman,
East of Fifth Avenue
and the narrator.
(Columbia)
as seen
of the
Gods"
in The
New film,
York,
was with
only "Throne
36 minutes
in length.
Drama
It is also available, however, in a running time
In this one-set picture all the action takes of 51 minutes, making possible its employment
place within the confines of a boarding house
as either a long short-subject or a short longfeature.
somewhere "east of fifth avenue," in which
love and hate, drama and comedy, gossip and
The subject opens as the ship approaches the
secrecy have their vital share in shaping the island, the men landing on the long, flat sandy
lives of people, plain, ordinary people.
beach near which the penguins make their perThough the film is not strong in cast names
petual home. Interesting are the intimate views
of selling caliber, the picture has for sale an of the lives of the amusing creatures. A novel
interesting theme satisfactorily handled. Waland clever method of description is employed
lace Ford, Dorothy Tree and Mary Carlisle
when Mr. Kearton sits on a rock before a
have the leading roles, though the honors for tremendous gathering of the penguins while
performance and characterization rest virtually one stands away from the group, appearing
with Walter Connolly and Louise Carter, as to be conversing with him. Mr. Kearton anhis wife. Walter Byron, in a subordinate role,
he is taking
notes ofof the
the creatures,
penguin's
may be familiar as a name.
story of nounces
thethat annual
migration
Concentration on the theme and the complicavia the sea. On the screen are closeups in
tions which revolve about this focal point of handwriting of the notes Mr. Kearton is supseveral lives, should be the point of attack for
posed to be taking describing the animals
the showman.
by the migrating penguins, while folIn the house are Ford, young fellow with a "visited" lowing
pictures show them in the haunts of
strong instinct for the ponies ; Miss Carlisle,
other beasts. .Strangely enough, no matter how
onetime sweetheart about to have a child, it is far they may travel, the penguins never fail to
understood, with Ford the unwitting father;
find their way back to their own home island.
Connolly and Miss Carter, elderly couple, planAmusing are the scenes of the penguins playning a golden anniversary party, treating Miss
ing with barking sea lions in and out of the
Carlisle as a daughter, hoping to return to a water, and obviously enjoying themselves hugely. The small animals are incredibly fast when
cottage in England ; Byron, would-be poet, who
talks and thinks in flowery terms, and sundry
swimming under water and are able to stay
others. Bits of comedy by-play, often amusing,
under for a considerable length of time. During the migration the small penguins reach the
run through the development of the story, relieving the drama. Ford returns after a lengthy
island of the king penguin, the comparison beabsence, stunning Miss Carlisle with a wife.
ing an interesting one, in size and body stripMiss Tree, baby-talking blonde.
ing. The use of "Penguin Island" oarentheticThe elderly couple offer to take her with ally would
be advisable at the same time makthem to England, but she refuses to go, planing clear that it is not a screen adaptation of
ning to stay and see it through. The happy- Anatole France's famous work. This should
go-kscky Ford is in need of money_ to ap- be an entertaining subject for children, schools
pease his wife, who meanwhile is leaning con- consequently presenting a selling opportunity
siderably in Byron's direction. Miss Carlisle for the exhibitor. — Aaronson, New York.
gets him the money, borrowing it from the
Produced by Cherry Kearton. Distributed by First
elderly couple while Connolly is out and Miss Division. Photography and narration by Cherry
pockets
note,
the
finds
Connolly
Kearton.
Release date, December 22. 1933. RunningCarter asleep.
time,
36 minutes.
it, and goes out. When Miss Carter wakens.
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Th rone of the Cods
(First Division)
Travel Record
Dr. Dyhrenfurth noted explorer with a particular bent for climbing inaccessible mountain
peaks the world over, conducts the audience of
the screen through the preparatory trip and
the actual ascent of one of the highest peaks
of the Himalayas. Lowell Thomas, noted commentator, renders the accompanying narrative
in able fashion.
The film was seen in New York as a companion piece on the same bill with First Division's "Dassan." The "Throne of the Gods,"
though shown in this instance in 55 minutes
running time, is also available in 39 minutes
as a lengthy short subject.
Preliminary to the actual scenes of the ascent,
the picture depicts scenes here and there en
route to the base of operations. Covered
sketchily but in interesting travel fashion are
Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, the Ganges, the Suez
Canal. Interesting is the material concerning
the natives on the bleak steppes of Tibet, with
intimate views of the famous Tibetan monks
with their strange customs and wild ceremonial
dances.
The expedition toils its tortuous way through
the foothills before it reaches the point from
which the actual climb is to begin. Three
small groups of men begin the great effort,
fighting their way to the summit, facing the
obstacles of fierce winds, uncertain footing. A
landslide takes its toll of one guide, and blocks
the way. Slowly the group turns about, searches, and finds, another way up and begins again.
Attainment of the summit brings the picture
to a conclusion.
Featured are numerous high spots of interest,
including the accident in which Dr. Dyhrenfurth's wife slips into a crevice, hangs dangerously at the end of a rope to which her husband
clings, until she is drawn to safety. There is
thrill and drama inherent in the pictures of
the ascent, and some general interest of the
travelogue variety in the preliminary shots.
Schools might well be drawn to give support
to the film for its value as educational mateYork.rial, entertainingly presented. — Aaronson, New
Produced by Dr. Dyhrenfurth. Distributed by First
Division. Narrator, Lowell Thomas. Release date,
December 22, 1933. Running time, 55 minutes.

His Double Life
( Paramount )
Comedy-Drama
For the exhibitor selling this picture there is
unquestioned capital to be made of the return
of Lillian Gish to screen. There must be
innumerable patrons who will recall the great
days of Aiiss Gish, and sufficient interest should
easily be aroused in her appearance in a talking
picture. In addition there is the facile, entirely
attractive cleverness of Roland Young, curstage. rently appearing in a "hit" on the New York
The film, adapted from Arnold Bennett's
novel, "Buried Alive," and the stage adaptation of that narrative, "His Great Adventure,"
is the first to come from the new Eastern production venture of Eddie Dowling, and was
directed by Arthur Hopkins of the stage and
William DeMille. These facts, in some situations, may well make for valuable selling lines.
The individual exhibitor will be the best judge
of that.
Not to be taken too seriously at any stage,
the story is one of affable entertainment. It is
attractive, good humored and lively in a mild,
amusing manner, never growing very exciting
but extremely well done, especially by Mr.
Young and Miss Gish. The combination of the
two appears to be an e.xtremely happy one,
with both in the type of role at which they
always have been so expert.
The film opens in a picture gallery in London, with enthusiastic patrons of the arts exam-
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ining the works and establishing the fact that
the painter, Priam Farrel, has never been seen,
is physically unknown, being a shy, diffident
man whose greatest horror is publicly. Almost
slipping into a marriage, Young and his valet
o[>en their old home in London. The night they
arrive, the valet is taken ill, and before Young
can correct the situation, the valet is taken for
Farrel, he for the valet, and news of the death
of the great artist is broadcast over the world.
Young meanwhile has met Miss Gish, a patient,
spinsterish woman with whom the valet had
been corresponding with matrimonial intent.
They get along decidedly well.
Young, in a delightfully amusing scene, attends the funeral of his valet, being buried in
Westminster Abbey as Priam Farrel, and there
is nothing Young can do about it, for no one
will believe him. He is still Henry Leek, the
valet. He and Miss Gish are married, settled
and happy, until Young begins to paint again.
His former dealers, who had never seen him,
recognize his work, and when a lawsuit pertaining to the authenticity of the paintings,
sold as Farrels, comes up. Young is forced to
appear in court, in another amusing scene, and
prove himself the great artist. Escaping from
court, the two take ship for a country where
perhaps he is not known.
It is highly enjoyable comedy drama, without pretentiousness, done well and with two
excellent names heading the cast. The exhibitor
may well promise amusing light entertainment,
and should make the most of the reappearance
of Miss Gish, supported by Roland Young. The
situation, with Young retiring and shy, accidentally masquerading as his own valet, while
the valet is buried in the Abbe as the great
artist, should offer all sorts of opportunity for
jHiart selling of an intriguing sort. — Aaronson,
New York.
An Eddie Dowling Production. Distributed by Paramount, Directed by Arthur Hopkins and William De
Mille. Supervised by Ben Jacksen. Based on Arnold
Bennett's novel, "Buried Alive," and its stage adap"His Great
Screen
play by
Arthur tation.
Hopkins
and Adventure."
Clara Beranger.
Photographed
by Arthur Edeson. Recording engineer, Joseph Kane.
Film editor, Arthur Ellis. Release date. January 12,
1934. Running time, 68 minutes.
CAST
Alice
Lillian Gish
Priam Farrel
Roland Young
Duncan Farrel
Montague Love
Oxford
Lumsden Hare
Mrs. Leek
Lucy Beaumont
Witt
Charles Richman
Leek Twins
Oliver Smith, Philip Tonge
Henry Leek
Roland Hogue
Lady Helen
Audrey Ridgewell

two schoolgirls about whom the story is woven.
Home from school. Miss Battista finds her
father, a reformer, about to lecture on children's morals, her mother about to attend a
bridge. She goes to the home of her cousin,
Miss Barton, whose father is the wise doctor of
the narrative. When a wild school chum invites her out for the evening, she meets Edmund MacDonald, wealthy boy. She falls in
love with him, and as the result of an accident,
they spend the night together. The inevitable
happens, and meanwhile MacDonald has met
the cousin, asked her to marry him, and been
accepted.
Miss to
Battista's
asksheRawlinson,
the
doctor,
see the mother
girl, and
discovers the
truth. He urges MacDonald to do the right
thing, the boy refuses, and the doctor forces the
girl to tell her mother. She does, takes poison,
and dies. The concluding scene finds five persons in a living room in various poses of mourning, when the young brother of Miss Barton,
who had had an affectionate regard for Miss
Battista, enters with the announcement that he
has just killed MacDonald.
The picture can be sold for its theme, with
care in selling the title, and may be brought
favorably to the attention of clubs and similar
organizations for the lesson value it may be said
to contain. Somewhere in a midweek spot
would be the best playing position. — A.aronson,
New York.
Produced by Louis Weiss. Distributed by Exploitation Pictures. Directed by John Varley. From the
story by Ivar Abramson. Adapted by Arthur Hoerl.
Additional dialogue by Bob Lively and Betty Laidlaw.
Photographed by William E. Miller and Nicholas J.
RogaUi. Musical score by Lou Herscher. Film editor,
Patricia Rooney. Release date. January 15, 1934. Running time, 80 minutes.
CAST
Dr. Richard Stevens
Herbert Rawlinson
Ruth Stevens
Beth Barton
David Stevens
Charles Eaton
Alice Stevens
Claire Whitney
Gerald Winthrop
Edmund MacDonald
Daniel Stevens
Russell Hicks
Ethel Stevens
Ara Gerald
Lillian Stevens
Miriam Battista
Stanley Jordan
Jack Arnold
Margie
Eunice Reed
Wes
Wesley Barry
Mrs. Crosby
Audrey Maple
Mrs. Grainger
Lillian Walker
Dr. Palmer
Robert Emmett Keane

Enlighten Thy Daughter
( Exploitation )
Drama
In the nature of a treatise on the necessity of
parents bringing to the attention of their daughters at a reasonably early age the "facts of
life,"
"Enlighten
by
Louis
Weiss. Thy Daughter" was produced
The theme, one crowded with potentialities of
danger from the exhibition standpoint, is handled with a measure of restraint, avoiding many
of the pitfalls with particular care.
Herbert Rawlinson heads the cast, and is the
exhibitor's best name among the players. Wesley Barry, one time child star, is known perhaps, but his role is too unimportant to warrant
any conspicuous billing.
In the exploitation of the title, which actually
is, with
implications,
picture's
ing point,itscare
should be the
exercised
thatchief
it issellnot
made to imply anything off-color — there is nothing of the kind in the product. Let the title indicate exactly what the film is, a picturization
of the dangers that lie in wait for the unwary
young girl, unschooled in even an elementary
knowledge of what she should know, and what
she should avoid in her social contacts. It is
suggested that a screening should enable the
exhibitor to be in a better position to know
what he may do with the film from the selling
standpoint, and whether or not club and women's groups in his community might be contacted profitably for their support.
Beth Barton and Miriam Battista are the
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The Sin of Nora
( Majestic )
Drama

HERALD

Moran

A method of treatment which makes for something of aplication,
"nobringsbeginning
and no
ending" comabout almost
automatically
an
exhibitor problem in the selling of this picture.
It is throughout weighty drama of the more
tragic sort, with the few spots of humor interjected doing very little in the matter of relieving the tenseness of the story.
The narrative flits from one set of situations
to another and from one period of time to another, with great rapidity, making it difficult to
comprehend any sure directional flow in the
film. It is meant to be the recounting of the
high-lighting episodes of a girl's life as she is
being prepared for the electric chair for murder. Exploiting it from that angle, of the
doomed
"re-living," is the most feasible
attack forgirl's
the exhibitor.
The cast has several familiar names, without any outstanding personalities. The best selling names are Zita Johann, Alan Dinehart, Paul
Cavanagh, and perhaps John Miljan and Cora
Sue Collins, the child, though both these have
but minor roles. It is apparent, then, that selling the film must mean concentration on the
dramatic aspects of the story, with catchlines
built around the story's central theme and situations.
Early in the film is found the overlapping
situation of Miss Johann in the death cell for
the murder of a circus entertainer, and Dinehart, district attorney, confronted in his office
by an angered woman, the wife of the governor,
Cavanagh, and threatening exposure of the governor for certain letters, addressed to him, and
apparently coming from some woman. Dinehart, attempting to soothe her, begins to re-
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count the story of the girl. Miss Johann. The
film from that point in impressionistic sequence,
flashback and straight manner, conveys that
story, flashing again and again to the death
cell,
with occasional
pickupandof atDinehart's
voice,
and coming
several times,
the conclusion,
to Dinehart's office again.
Pieced together, the story is of Miss Johann,
adopted by the Morans when an orphaned child.
They die, she studies for stage dancing, goes
to a circus, is annoyed by Miljan, a performer.
Leaving the circus, she meets Cavanagh, then
being groomed for governor, they fall in love
and he establishes her in a home, no questions
asked. Dinehart interferes, the girl lies to save
Cavanagh's
career,
enters and
fight
Cavanagh kills
him. Miljan
She persuades
him intoa leave.
Miss Johann and Dinehart attempt to dispose
of the body, but she is apprehended. She keeps
the secret for love of Cavanagh, is convicted,
and he is persuaded not to pardon her when
she is sentenced to die. A letter which Dinereads to histo sister
tells too
of Cavanagh's
last
minutehart attempt
save her,
late. Cavanagh
is seen committing suicide. A time lapse between the suicide of Cavanagh and his wife's
knowledge of it, is left unexplained.
It is a difficult picture to sell, having comparatively little action and relieving humor, the
story being weighty tragedy. The dramatic
aspects of the story and the cast for what it
may be worth are the best selling points. It is
for adults, of course. — .\aronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Majestic. Directed by
Phil Goldstone. Story by Willis Maxwell Goodhue.
Adaptation by Francis Hyland. Photographed by Ira
Morgan. Recording engineer, Earl Grain. Film editor, Otis Garrett. Release date, December 13, 1933.
Running time, 65 minutes.
CAST
Nora Moran
Zita Johann
John Grant
Alan Dinehart
Gov. Crawford
Paul Cavanagh
Paulino
John Miljan
Mrs. Crawford
Claire Dubrey
Mrs. Watts
Sarah Padden
Father Ryan
Henry B. Walthall
Nora as child
Cora Sue Collini
Mrs. Moran
Aggie Herrine
Mr. Moran
Otis Harlaa
Mickey's Minstrels
( Columbia-Darmour)
Fast-moving and Novel
Forced to raise $10 in payment for Stinky
Davis' pup which their own trained dog sold,
Mickey McGuire and his gang first put together a hand-organ and follow this with an
ensemble appearance at an amateur show to raise
the dough. With Billy Barty dressed as a monkey, and a phonograph in a radio cabinet providing
the gag idea
for thedozens
first episode,
the gang's
experiences
provoke
of laughs.
The
situation is topped by a run in with regular
organ grinder which results in the contraption
being wrecked as only $5 is in the payoff fund.
Entering amateur night contest, gang stages
condensed minstrel show, after the cocky Stinky
and the tough organ grinder get the old-fashioned hook, to win first prize. Short is fast
moving and novel. It's okay for the regular
youngsters and carries plenty of bouncing fun
to amuse the adults. Should fit in well on any
program and be particularly valuable in connection with feature films that lack juvenile
appeal as a balancing medium. — McCarthy,
Hollywood.
Giant Land
(United Artists)
Excellent
One of the latest, and a lively, amusing cartoon, this finds Mickey Mouse in the land of
the beanstalk and the hungry giant. Extremely
clever and amusing are the pictures of Mickey,
caught in the giant's mouth, frantically dodging peas sliding off a knife, and the rush of
water which nearly drowns him as the giant
takes a drink. He escapes and cuts down the
beanstalk, sending the giant to China. The
youngsters should get a real kick out of it,
and the adults will enjoy it equally. — Running
time, 7 minutes.
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by AL FINESTONE
Kansas City Correspondent
Tom Mix, with a sublime faith in the
popularity of westerns as entertainment, is
striking out on his own in a venture that
will take him over the country half of the
year and keep him occupied with a film producing company the rest of the time.
The colorful screen cowboy reveals ambitious plans. For the last two and a half
years he has been busy perfecting a roadshow unit for outdoor exhibitions and theatres. Now he plans to include this in an
extensive organization, which will call for
eight or ten units traveling by motorized
caravan, offering "wild west" entertainment
at fairs, rodeos and in picture houses. If a
circus is demanded, that, too, will be available, as Mr. Mix will have enough cowboys,
Indians and specialty entertainers to provide
a full-fledged circus. The nucleus is already
intact; part of it is the "Tom Mix Roundup," now touring RKO theatres in the Middlewest. By fall Mix expects to have the
entire enterprise perfected.
Zane Grey To Write the Stories
Figuring importantly in his plans as part
of the organization will be production of
features with the flavor of the hard-riding,
rough-and-tumble, action-full westerns of
the silents. The first was to be in work late
this year, he said. Zane Grey will write
the stories and Mix will star. The two
will be partners in the producing company,
making four or five feature westerns a year
for independent release. They may establish
their own state rights exchanges.
Mix's 60,000-acre ranch in Arizona will
be utilized for exteriors and a Hollywood
studio will be leased for interior scenes. Negotiations are well advanced, he said. Mr.
Mix will supervise his own productions, but
an assistant producer now with a large studio will be a member of the executive staff.
The veteran of the range chafes under
inactivity and confesses to a scorn for indolence. He intends to keep busy the year
'round. In the spring he will go out with
his cowboys, Indians and horses, and after
exhibiting in theatres and at outdoor shows,
will return to his ranch in the fall and turn
out pictures for "the kids and grownup
kids," as he terms his audience. The equipment and personnel thus will be constantly
at work. His props are so built that they
can be broken down, transported and assembled on tour.
Blames Loss of Taste
"You've got to bring the kids back to the
theatre," he said. "In the days of the
silents, the youngsters flocked to the picture
shows because they presented the type of
entertainment that appealed to them. And
the kids brought father and mother.
"Now it'sstories,
all changed.
In the and
place
wholesome
decent romance
cleanof
action, the screens are glutted with sex and
sophistication that no parents want their
children to see. The theatre has lost its hold

Upholds
In

Zane

Grey, Sets Out to Corral Them
With Own Rodeo and Film Unit
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by ignoring the tastes of its best customers.
It is neglecting the coming crop of patrons."
Dialogue will be used sparingly in Mix's
pictures — just enough to carry the story,
"I've had a hard fight trying to keep my
roles clean,"
explained.
"They've
wanted
me to the
rob star
banks,
steal horses,
hold
up stage coaches, get drunk, cheat at cards,
smoke and do other things I didn't think I
should do."
Rejected Serial Contract
Mix said not long ago he was offered
$50,000
days' work
in a because
serial. He
rejected for
the 17contract,
he said,
he
was afraid the producer would jeopardize
his screen character.
"New York-bred directors and supervisors know New York and little else," he
commented. "They haven't been around,
haven't lived. That is why they wanted me
to do things that never should be done by
a hero in a western. That is the reason for
some of the ludicrous situations in pictures,
insisted upon by men who don't know what
it's all about."
When he was making westerns for major
companies, Mr. Mix said, budgets were set
at approximately $200,000, but, he declared,
so much was wasted on preparation and
incidentals and "the Hollywood habit of
calling in three or four writers to revamp
the script," that by the time shooting began,
the original sum usually had been whittled
down to $50,000 for actual production, and
a presentable picture had to be turned out
for that amount.
Preliminary plans for the company include also a series of educational shorts on
"wild west" subjects.
Erpi Wins Point
In Theatre Suit
Charges of invalidity of Electrical Research Products' standard theatre license
agreement because executed in pursuance
of a conspiracy between American Telephone and Telegraph, Western Electric
Company and Electrical Research Products
to create a monopoly in the sound reproducing business have been held to be immaterial and unresponsive to a suit brought
by Erpi to recover sums due under such
contract.
Iowa District Judge Smyth so ruled in
granting Erpi's motion to strike such
charges from the defense in the case of
Erpi against M. L. Dickson, operating the
Temple Theatre, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
RCA Victor Promotes Jones
Harry W. Jones has been appointed
sound supervisor of all RCA Victor's film
recording operations in New York. Mr.
Jones was formerly sound engineering advisor to Photopone sound licensees in New
York and Hollywood.
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The recent decision of the United States
circuit court of appeals in the suit against
Radio Engineering Laboratories for infringement effect,
of the DeForest
"feed-back"
patents is, in
an adherence
to its
position that this basic invention was made
by Major Edwin H. Armstrong, rather than
by Dr. Lee DeForest, according to an announcement from the Radio Corporation of
America recently. In the earlier litigation in this circuit the DeForest Company
was held to infringe a patent issued to
Major Armstrong in 1914, which was
owned by Westinghouse.
"The decision of this court seems in
sharp conflict with the decisions of the
Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia and the Court of Appeals of the Third
Circuit, each of which has held that DeForest is the originator of the feed-back invention," the statement declared. "Although
the Supreme Court of the United States
confirmed the decision of the Third Circuit,
the majority of the judges of the Second
Circuit are now of the opinion that in its
affirmance the Supreme Court did not decide
on matters of fact, but held its decision to
matters of law peculiarly applicable to interIt is anticipated
that the Supreme Court,
ference suits."
if requested, will grant a petition for a writ
of certiorari and thereby clarify the situation so that owners of the respective patent
rights and the radio industry may know
how to deal with conflicting decisions.
Majestic To Continue
Its Own Production
Majestic Pictures definitely will continue
the production of its own pictures, according to a statement issued last week by Herman Gluckman, president. In addition to
this the company also will continue to distribute nationally through its own franchise
holders.
Mr. Gluckman said that a successor to
Phil Goldstone, . who recently resigned as
production chief of Majestic, will be named
shortly after the New Year. Meanwhile,
Mr. Goldstone, in Hollywood, announced his
resignation from the Independent Motion
Picture Producers' Association, declaring
that henceforth he would confine his activities to the production of pictures for major
company distribution.
United Newsreel

Sets

20United
One-Reelers
for '34 this week it
Newsreel announced
would release 20 one-reel pictures through
state rights exchanges. Of this number, 13
will be entitled "Broadway Gossip" and the
remaining
seven, "American
The exploration
series willExplorers."
have as its
various subjects such important American
cities as Boston, Philadelphia, Washington,
New Orleans, New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles.
Reiner Joins MGM
Manny Reiner, formerly with Warner,
has ioined the advertising department of
MGM, at the home office.
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Breaking virtually every record for attendance at a motion picture industry gathering, more than 1,000 men and women, representative of every branch, crowded into the grand ballroom of the Astor hotel. New York, last Thursday, for the Christmas luncheon meeting of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.
With John C. Flinn, AMPA's president, in the chair, the proceedings were marked by speeches, music and other entertainment. Pleas
for contributions to The Film Daily Relief Fund were made by Will hi. Hays, Eddie Cantor, Louis Nizer, Cecil B. DeMille and Mr. Flinn.
Mr. Hays also voiced a note of optimism when he declared that the industry's employment had returned to its 1929 level with a
total of 300,000 now working in various industry branches.
Referring specifically to the Film Daily's conduct of its Relief Fund, and at the same time paying a tribute to John W. Alicoate, publisher and editor of the paper, Mr. Hays declared that the Fund is so well established as to make it unnecessary to organize an industry
relief fund in the East such as exists in Hollywood, which organization, he said, raised $150,000 last year.
It was pointed out that Film Daily's fund, established In 1927 to care for Indigent members of the industry during the holiday season,
had collected $4,300 last year and, through its efforts, not only had helped to relieve the financial condition of men and women in the
industry who had known better times, but also, through its administration, had been successful in obtaining employment for several of these.
Music entertainment was provided by Tommy McLaughlin and Little Jack Little, radio stars, and Mario Chamlee of the Metropolitan
Opera as well as Isham Jones and his band.
A group picture of the entire gathering, made by Drucker and Baltes, may be had for $1, either from the Film Daily Relief Fund,
1650 Broadway, New York, or Martin Starr, International Beauty Pageant, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York. Half of the proceeds from
each picture sold Is going toward the fund.
Mr. and
Fllnn's
on Arrangements
for the luncheon was composed of Marvin Kirsch, Film Daily; Bert Adier, Fanchon and
Marco,
Paul Committee
Benjamin, National
Screen Service.
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Superior's Westerns
Fourteen exchanges have contracted for
the sale of Superior Talking Pictures' Buffalo Bill, Jr., and Buddy Roosevelt western
releases, according to an announcement
from the company last week.
Among the exchanges which will distribute the series are : Arthur Greenblatt,
Inc., New York City; Amity Exchange,
Charlotte; F. F. Goodrovv Attractions, New
Orleans ; Mayfair Pictures Corp., Atlanta ;
Square Deal Film Exchange. Oklahoma
City ; Adams Film Exchange, Dallas ; Jerry
Abrams Film Exchange, Chicago ; Capital
Film Exchange, Indianapolis ; Century Film
Corp., Boston; Monogram Pictures Corp.
of Ohio, Cleveland ; Monarch Pictures
Corp., Pittsburgh ; Masterpiece Film Attractions, Philadelphia; Trio Productions,
Washington, D. C, and S. M. Berger &
Co., New York City.
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Among those seated at the speakers'
table at the AMPA's party were:
E. W. Mammons
Nathan Burkan
Geo. J. Schaefer
Robert Glllham
Ned Deplnet
Ralph A. Kohn
Ed
Kuykendall
Tony Canzonerl
Martin
Quigley
C. B. DeMille
Maurice Kann
Boris Morros
Jack Alicoate
Harry Hershfield
Arthur B. Graham
P. S. Harrison
J. J. McCarthy
Eugene Zukor
C. C. Pettljohn
Maurice MacKenzie
Robert Sisk
Louis Nizer
A. S. Friend
Sophie
Tucker
Chas. E.
McCarthy
hierman Robbins
Arthur Whyte
Major Edward Bowes
Rex Beach
Herbert Yates
Will H. Hays
Colvin Brown
Nellie Revell
Jack Cohn
Harold B. Franklin
Julius Tannen
W. Ray Johnston
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Schwartz Again Heads
Cleveland Exhibitors
Ernest Schwartz was re-elected to the
presidency of the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association last week. Albert
E. Ptak was re-elected vice-president, and
John Kalafat was re-elected treasurer. They
and G. W. Erdmann, secretary, were elected
to fill the expired terms on the directorship
of Meyer Fischer. Morris Berkowitz and
M. B. Horwitz.
Warner Club Banquet
Is Set for January 20
The fifth annual banquet and ball of the
Warner Club will be held at tlie WaldorfAstoria, New York, on Saturday evening,
January 20. Arrangements for the affair
are being handled by Al Schwalberg, president, and Harold Rodner, managing director of the club.
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The

BLUEBOOK

By

F.

H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 204.— (A) Just what Is meant by focal length as applies to a simple
lens? (B) You are handling a complicated optical system. Surely you should understand lenses at least fairly well.
So tell us just what is a 6.25-inch diameter, 6.50-Inch focal length plano-convex lens and exactly why is it 6.50
focal length? (C) Tell us why a condenser lens used in ordinary projection work cannot be made to focus its
light beam to a point. (D) Could the lens focus the beam to a point if It were properly corrected?

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 198 was:
(A) What is the first element of the projector optical train, and tuhat are its functions?
(B) IV hat is the second' clement of the projector optical train, and what are its functions? (C) What is meant in optics by the
term " pcrpendicidar," as zuhen it is said an
optical axis is perpendicular to the screen
surface? (C) Explain why (a) a light ray
passing through both surfaces of a lens perpendicular to it will not be bent or "refracted"also
;
(b) what, if any, light losses
zvill be sustained by such a ray?
The following made good, approximately:
C. Rau and S. Evans ; D. Danielson ; G. E.
Doe; P. Gaeth, Jr.; J. Wentworth ; K.
Dowling; H. Edwards; W. Ostrum ; W.
Lemke ; H. H. Menefee ; L. Vanbuskirk and
E. Kroll ; R De Totto ; C. Cummings and
T. Kelley; T. Van Vaulkenburg; E. Rymer
and B. L. Tanner; S. Carberry; D. L.
Sinklow ; G. Tinlin ; R. S. Conrad, H. E.
Daniels, R. K. Hart and L. Biello ; S. Neilson ; H. D. Schofield; D. N. Anderson and
H. May ; C. D. Carmody ; G. Farmann ; W.
and S. F. Love ; P. L. Lathrop ; R. Suler
and R. Wheeler ; T. H. and J. N. Williams ;
D. Little and J. H. Rathburn; G. Bagby;
O. L. Evans ; G. S. Bowers ; D. L. Howard :
R. McDonald; M. Scully and P. L.
Wheeler; B. Doe; R. H. Patterson and L.
H. Danville; H. Schontz and T. R. Richards ;D. C. Coates ; L. Hutch and D. Goldberg; H. B. Roth and A. Sarno; G. Johnson and N. T. Kane ; P. Jackson and B.
Diglah ; D. L. Mason and J. T. Ballinger ;
D. U. Granger ; O. L. Daris and M. Simms ;
P. R. Dual ; N. C. Nellinger and H. Pitchkey; N. Williams and R. S. Allen; P. H.
Harrison and G. H. Henderson; L. Jones;
L. D. Stellegos and G. Wayne; B. L.
Stephens ; S. Peterson and D. R. Bainbridge ; P. Conforti and C. F. Davis ; E. F.
Griffin and C. Abrams ; T. L. Edwards ; K.
Irwin ; B. Hers ; T. L. Albert and R. Leroy ;
F. T. Darnella; H. C. Lake; D. R. Peters
. and D. Holler ; H. C. Lake ; M. J. Conroy.
The answer to Section A of our Chicago
friend, G. E. Doe, has been selected as much
the best. He says, "The question might be

to

Question

No.

interpreted more than one way. I believe
that literally the light source might truly be
termed the first element of the train, though
probably that is not what F. H. had in
mind when the question was asked. In an
optical train using a two-lens condenser, the
collector lens would be the first truly optical element. Its function is to collect as
much of the light as is possible and to deliver itto the converging lens, all except a
small outer margin if the two lenses have
equal diameter, or all if the converging lens
has a - greater diameter than the collector
has, this latter for the reason that the collector sends forward, not a parallel, but a
diverging beam (see Figure 40 in the Bluebook). If the light collector is a mirror,
then it undoubtedly is the first optical element in the train. Its function may be to
collect light and reflect it either back in a
converging beam to the spot at the projector aperture, or in a parallel beam to a
thin, wide diameter condenser, which in
turn converges it to the spot.
"Or again, the first element might,
broadly speaking, be considered as the condenser as a whole, the function of which is
to collect the light and to converge it into
a spot at the projector cooling plate and
Brother Doe is right. We have been acaperture." customed to speaking of the condenser or
mirror as the "first element," hence the
manner in which the question was asked.
(B) There were in excess of 800 correct
answers to this one, as follows : The projection lens is the second element. Its function
is to receive light rays after they have
passed through the film, and to focus them
at the screen in an enlarged, magnified
duplication of the photograph impressed
upon the film.
(C) D. Danielson says. "In optics 'perpendicular' means at right angles to the
axis : in other words, at right angles to."
(D) T was surprised at the number of
correct answers to this one. However, on
the whole I believe our friend T. Van
Vaulkenburg perhaps has a bit the best of
it. He says. "This question is explained
somewhat differently by dififerent optical
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authorities so far as has to do with the actual reason for bending. What seems most
plausible is that one side of each ray (which
is considered as having area of cross section) strikes the second medium first and is
slowed down or speeded up, according to
whether the said second medium be more
or less dense than the first.
"Aside from that phase of the matter, a
light ray passing through both surfaces of
a lens perpendicular to them both, will not
be refracted, for the reason that rays of
light are refracted or 'bent' only when passing from one media to another at an angle.
Since there will, in the case named be no
angle, there also will be no refraction.
Might add that the greater the angle of
incidence upon the second media, up to the
point of total reflection, the greater will be
the refraction.
"As to (b), a ray passing through a lens
would lose from reflection at both surfaces,
and from absorption, in proportion to the
quality of the glass from which the lens is
made. Under the condition named the reflection loss would be less than it would be
were the ray passing through the lens at
Court
an
angle." Holds

Exhibitor

Must Pay Sound Lease
Judgment amounting to $678.94 with interest and cost has been awarded to Electrical Research Products, Inc., in its action
brought against the Landbar Amusement
Co., and Arthur Landsman, as an individual
and as operator of the Gem Theatre, New
York City, to recover unpaid installments
and liquidated damages claimed to be due
under lease of sound equipment.
Erpi announced this week that in the case
of Dunlap, et al vs. Stein, et al, decided by
the U. S. District Court for the Southern
district of Texas, it was held that the owner
of a theatre has no lien on sound reproducing equipment leased by a third party to a
tenant operator for a period of years. Erpi's
cross bill seeking recovery against Stein for
rentals for use of sound equipment in the
theatre during litigation also was allowed.
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The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended Decennber 23, 1933,
from I 12 houses in 19 nnajor cities of the country, reached $969,177, a decrease of
$143,355 from the total for the previous calendar week, ended December 16, when
I 18 theatres in 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,1 12,532.
(Copyright. 1933 Reproduction of material from this department without credit to Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Boston
Fenway

Current Week
Picture

2,900 25c-S0c
1,800 30c-50c

Gross

Picture

Previous Week

Gross

"If I Were Free" (Radio)
21,000
"From Headquarters" (W.B.) and 8,500
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

"Aggie(Radio)
Appleby, Maker of Men".. 21,000
"Ever
My Heart"
"Lone inCowboy"
(Para.)(W. B.) and 10,000

"Little(4thWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Women in His Life" (MGM)....
'My Lips Betray" (Fox).
"From Headquarters" (W.B.) and
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

23,000
18,500
31,000
8,500

"Little(3rdWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.).
"Ever
My Heart"
"Lone InCowboy"
(Para.)(W.B.) and..

26,000
21,000
36,000
10,000

3,500 30c-5Sc
3,000 25c

■'The Masquerader" (U. A.)
"The Mad Game" (Fox)

10,100
5,200

Great Lakei .... 3,000 25c-40c
Hippodrome
2,100 25c-40c
Lafayette
3,300 2Sc

"Berkeley Square" (Fox)
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
"Myrt and Marge" (U.)

5,800
6,100
4,800

"Her Sweetheart,
Christopher Bean"
(MGM)
"Solitaire
Man"
(MGM)
(3 days)
"Day (4of days)
Reckoning" (MGM)
"Little(2ndWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Walls of Gold" (Fox)
"The Invisible Man" (U.).

15,000
1,200
2,300
7,600
8,100

Keith'i
3,500 30c-S0c
Loew's State .... 3,700 35c-50c
Metropolitan
4,350 30c-65c
Paramount
1,800 30c-S0c
Buffalo
Buffalo
Century

Chicago
Chicago
4,000
McVicker't
2,284
Oriental
3,940
Palace
2,509
Roosevelt
1,591
State-Lake
2,776
United Artists .. 1,700
Cleveland
Allen
Hippodrome
RKO Palace
State
Stillraan

3Sc-68c
30c-60c
30c-60c
3Sc-75c
2Sc-S0c
20c-3.5c
30c-60c

3,300 20c-40c
3,800
3,100
3.400
1,900

30c-44c
30c-75c
30c-44c
25c-35c

Warner's Lake .. 800 25c-35c

"The Prizefighter and the Lady"
"Only(MGM)
Yesterday"
(2nd
week) (U.)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
"Little(2ndWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Private
Life
(U. A.) of Henry VIII"....

8,000
28,000
11,000
10,000
28,000
7,500

'Christopher
(1st week)Bean" (MGM)

15,000

4,000

"Chance at Heaven" (Radio)

2,750

3,500
15,000
5,500
2,700

5,000
17,000
11,500
3,800

1,500

"Hoopla" (Fox)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
"Cradle Song" (Para.) and
"To the Last Man" (Para.)
"Olsen's Big Moment" (Fox)

4,500

'House on 56th Street" (W.B.)..
'Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"Sitting
Pretty" (Para.)
(9 days)
'Chance at Heaven" (Radio).
'Little Women" (Radio)..
"Flaming Gold" (Radio).
"Christopher
Bean" (MGM).
(2nd week)

27,000
12,000
16,000
25,000
15,000

•Broadway
(U. A.)Through a Keyhole"..
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Women in His Life" (MGM) and
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"The Chief" (MGM) and "Fury
of the Jungle" (Col.)
"Ace of Aces" (Radio) and
"Midshipman Jack" (Radio)

15,500
13,000

1,900

High covers
andperiodLow
Gross 1133.)
(Tabulation
from January,
High 11-18 "Ace of Aces"
Low 3-11 "Topaze"
High 1-14 "Island of Lost Souls" and )
"Billion Dollar Scandal" \
Low 7-29 "Arizona
"She Had totoBroadway"
Say Yes" and jI
High 12-2 "Little Women"
Low 3-11 "When Strangers Marry"....
High 1-7 "Strange Interlude"
Low 3-11 "Men Must Fight"
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 2-25 "Deception"
"Dangerously Yours" and |)
Low 8-12 "Mary
"Flying Stevens,
Devils" M.D." and \1
High 12-9 "Dancing Lady"
Low 3-25 "Our Betters"
High 8-12 "Forgotten Men" and
"Easy Millions"
Low 12-16 "Solitaire Man" and
"Day of Reckoning"
High 4-15
11-4 "Rome
"I'm NoExpress"
Angel"
Low
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"...
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels".
High
12-2 "Myrt
"Only and
Yesterday"
Low 12-23
Marge"
High
9-2 "Goodbye
Again"
Low 4-29
"Central Airport"
High
10-14
"Too
Much
Low 7-1 "The Woman Harmony"
I Stole''
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High
9-9 "Below
"Morningthe Glory"
Low 5-27
Sea"
High
10-14
"Penthouse"
Low 3-4 "Luxury Liner"
High 12-23 "Flaming Gold"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding"
High 3-4
11-11"Infernal
"Private Machine"
Life of Henry
"Exposure"
Low
andVIII"}j
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"....
Low 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
High
12-2 "No
"Little
Women"
Low 8-19
Marriage
Ties"
High
8-19
"Tugboat
Low 6-24 "The Eagle Annie"
and the Hawk"
High
10-28 "Stage
"I'm NoMother"
Angel"
Low 11-18
and )
"Hell and High Water" J
High
10-28
"Footlight
Parade"
Low 12-23 "Ace
of Aces" and
"Midshipman
Jack" J|

Denver
2Sc-50e

"DisraeU"
(W. B.)
(25c-40c)

3,000

"The Invisible Man" (U.)

25c-40c

"Take a Chance" (Para.)

9,500

"The Way to Love" (Para.).

... 2,500

25c-50c
25c-40c
2Sc-40c

'Female" (F. N.)
'.
'Lady Killer" (W. B.)
'Blood Money" (U. A.)

6,000
13,000
3,000

"The World Changes" (F. N.)....
"Only Yesterday" (U.)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
(3 days)
"Jimmy(4 days)
and Sally" (Fox)

2,750

lSc-40c

"Fog"
'Master (Col.)
of Men" (Col.) and

4,600

Detroit

United Artists

, 2,700
, 5,100

15c-40c
15c-50c

"Alice(15c-50c)
in Wonderland" (Para.)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

5,200
12,400

"Little(2ndWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Tillie and Gus" (Para.)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.)

4,000

25c-S0c
25c-50c
2Sc-50c

"House on S6th Street" (W. B.).. 14,100
"Design for Living" (Para.) 9,100
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
11,300

"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
"Disraeli" (W. B.)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)

. 2,000

8,000
3,000
11,000
1,650
1,350
9,300
5,700
16,300
15.300
5,100
6.200

High
2-25"Smoke
"Cavalcade"
,
Low 4-8
Lightning"
"Broadway
Bad" and
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel".....
Low 6-3 "Mussolini Speaks," "Night of
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm"
High
8-12 "Tugboat
Annie"
Low 12-16
"The World
Changes"....
High
3-4
"42nd
Street"
Low 6-10 "Zoo in Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties"..
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole".
"Silver Dollar"
High 1-28 Secret of Madame Blanche".
"Sing,
Sinner,
the Ball"Sing"
and j)
High 9-16 "After
Low 3-18 " "Afraid to Talk"
"Tonight
Is Ours"
"I'm
No Angel"
(5 days)...
Low
High 5-15
1-21 ' College
Humor"
'To
the
Last
Man"
High 10-14 "The Kid From Spain"
'The Sign of the Cross"
Low
7-1
High
2-11 "'
Low 9-30
Low 3-25 '

22,000
11.000
_
15.000
6,000
28,000
12,000
23,000
11,000
44.500
26.500
17,000
8,000

31,000
9,800
27.200
8,000
16,100
3,500
5,400
11.100
5,100
4,800
75,000
22,000
20,000
5,000
50,000
10,000
37,000
14,000
16,009
6,200
15,500
4,500
27,000
6,800
12,000
30,000
26.000
1,800
4,200
26,000
2,900
5,000
10,000
9.000
1,500
2,500
10,000
16,000
2.500
1,950
14,600
18,500
3,000
3,750
7,000
2,000
16,500
15,400
3.700
3,100
32,300
23,700
7,300
24,100
5,400
17,400
4.100
4,400
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Kansas City
Apollo
Mainstreet
Midland

Gross Picture

Gross

1

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1933.)

11,460
10,000

High
Low
High
Low

9-9 "King
"DinnerKong"
at Eight".
4-1
3-25 "42nd Street" ...
4-15 "Grand Slam" .

14,600
36,65f
26,001.

"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Female"
(F. N.)
(4 days)
"Cradle(3 days)
Son?" (Para.)
"Myrt and Marge" (U.)
"Blood Money" (U. A.)

2,000
3,000

"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
"Little(2ndWomen"
week) (Radio)

2.000
3,000

High
Low
High
Low

2-18 "As
"StateHusbands
Fair"
12-23
Go"
8-19
"She
Had
Yes"
3-4 "The (2nd
Sign run)
of totheSay
cjross"..

8.975
12,000
7,000

4,000
4,000

'Laughing at Life" (Mascot) 4,000
'Women in His Life" (MGM).... 3.500

High
Low
High
Low

7-22 "College Humor" ....
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
8-12
12-16 "Tugboat
"Women Annie"
in His Life"

"Emperor
(2nd Jones"
week) (U. A.)
"The World Changes" (F. N.)
"Blood Money" (U. A.)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show).
"Olsen's
(Fox) nnd..
"Female" Big(F.Moment"
N.)

900
4.100
7,400
5.500

"Emperor
Jones" (U. A.)
2,500
(1st week)
"Little(2nd
Women"
(Radio)
6,000
week -8 days)
"The Prizefighter and the Lady".. 10,00(1
(MGM) (7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Sitting
Pretty"
(Para.)
(8 days
and Sat.
midnite show) 9,000

2,400

"Only (2nd
Yesterday"
week) (U.)

3.500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28"Sweepings"
"Ace of Aces"
5-20
1-7 "Strange Interlude"
4-15 "Perfect Understanding"
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
5-27 "Picture Snatcher"
2-11 "State Fair" .
7-1 "Lilly Turner"

2Sc-40c
50c-75c
25c-40c
15c-25c

"Elysia"
(4th (Foy)
week)
"Berkeley
Square"
(Fox)
(3rd week
-4 davs)
"The (MGM)
Prizefighter and the Lady"..
"Only Yesterday" (U.)

8.400
2,816
12,500
5,000

"Elysia"
(3rd (Foy)
week)
"Berkeley
Square" (Fox)
(2nd week)
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
"FuryCouldn't
of the Take
Jungle"It" (Col.)
and..
"He
(Monogram)

9,500
4,650
8,589
3,000

25c-40c
2Sc-40c
2Sc-40c
25c-40c

'Girl Without a Room" (Para.)....
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Private Life of Henry VIII"
(U. A.) (4th week)
b rom Headquarters"
"Disraeli"
(W. B.) (W. B.) and

19.750
3,900
7.000
8,000

"Design
Living" (Para.)
(2ndforweek)
"A Man's
Castle"
(Col.)
(2nd week)
"Private
Life
of
Henry
(U. A.) (3rd week) VIII"....
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)

15.500
3,700
8,500
9,000

a0c-25c
25c-40c
20c-40c
25c-40c
25c-75c

"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
"Little Women" (Radio)
'Cradle Song" (Para.)
"Elysia"
(2nd (Foy)
week)

1,500
7,500
7,000
5,500
2,000

"Meet the Baron" (MGM)
"Dancing Lady' (MGM)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
"Berkeley Square" (Fox)
"Bitter(2ndSweet"
A.)
week-3(U.days)
"Elysia"
(Foy)
(1st week-4 days)

1.500
8,000
6,500
6,500
600
700

3,000 25c-40c
1,100 2Sc
3,049 25c-40c
4,000 25c

Newman

1,800 25c-40c

Uptown

2,000 2Sc-40c

Minneapolis
Lyric
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum....
State
World

1,238
4,000
2.900
2.300
400

Montreal
Capitol

2,547 2Sc-75c

'Bombshell" (MGM)

10,000

"Havana Widows" (F. N.) and.... 7.500
'Ever in My Heart" (W. B.) (25c-60c)
"Maedchen in Uniform" (British).. 1.500
(2nd week) (25c-60c_)
'Worst(25cWoman
-65c) in Paris?" (Fox).. 8,500

"Maedchen
in Uniform" (British).. 2,000
(1st week)
"Bureau
(F. ofN.)Missing Persons" 10,500
"Take
Chance" (Para.)
9.000
"White a Woman"
(Para.) and
"The
of Hell"
(W. B.) and 5.000
'GoldenMayor
Harvest"
(Para.)
"Gow"(2nd(SaUsbury)
week-6 days)
"Dancing
(2nd Lady"
week) (MGM)
"House(2ndonweek)
56th Street" (W. B.)..
"King (10fordavs)
a Night" (U.)
■Hoopla" (Fox)
"Sitting
(2ndPretty"
week) (Para.)
"Girl (2nd
Without
week-3a Room"
days) (Para.)..

Imperial
Loew'f

1,914 25c-50c
3,115 25c-75c

Palace

2,600 25c-75c

Princeis

2,272 2Sc-6Sc

"I Loved a Woman" (F. N.) and 9,000
"Female" (F. N.) (25c-60c)
"Sing. Sinner. Sing" (Majestic)., 5,000
and "The Chief" (MGM) (25c-60c)

549 Zc-4Gc
4700 35c-$1.65
1,543 2Sc-85c
2,300 35c.85c
2,500 25c-75c
3,700 35c-99c
2^00 40c -65c

'Volga Volga" (Kinematrade)
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"House(3rdon week)
56th Street" (W. B.)..
"Criminal at Large" (Helber)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"His Double Life" (Para.)
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)..

New York
Cameo
Capitol
Hollywood
Mayfair
Palace
Paramoant
Rialto

CONT'D

1933

"Roman
(U. A.)
(2nd Scandals"
week)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)

1,100 25c-40c
2,800 25c-40c

Los Angeles
Criterion
1,610
Four Star
900
Loew'i State
2,416
2,00
0Lot
25c-4Angelei .... 3,000
0c
Paramount
3,596
RKO
2,700
United Artiiti .. 2,100
W. B. Downtown 3,400

—

30,

■•Roman
(U. A.)
10,046
(3rd Scandals"
week)
"From Headquarters"
"Disraeli"
(W. B.) (W. B.) and 9,000

^me*e
2,500 S0c-$1.65
V. B. Koliywood 3,000 2Sc-40c

Palace
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ifiuianapoiis
Apollo
Circle

PICTURE

2,000
28,665
8,600
7,600
9,800
19.200
8.500

2,500
37,293
13,140
11,400
10,300
19,800
5,100

RivoU
2,200 35c-99c
RKO Center .... 3,700 2Sc-55c

"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 3,900
(2nd week-3 days)
"Little(2nd
Women"
20,.S00
week) (Radio)

"Advice(1st toweek)
the Lovelorn" (U.A.) 12,780
"Little(1stWomen"
31,500
week) (U.)

RKO Mniic HaU SJ>45 35c-$1.65
Roxy
6.200 2Sc-55c
Strand
3,000 25c-$1.10

"Right to Romance" (Radio) 69,500
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
18.200
"Sin of Nora Moran" (Majestic).. 6.850

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
80,000
"Charming Deceiver" (Majestic).. 17.10O
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.) . 11,040
(2nd week-6 days)
"Sin (1of day)
Nora Moran" (Majestic)

High
12-2 "The
"Elysia"
Low 7-29
Devil's Brother"
"Tugboat Annie"
"Dangerously
Yours"
,
Low 3-11
High
8-19 "Samarang"
"Kiss of Araby"
and
High 7-22 'Important Witness" and
"Doubled and Redoubled" .
"No Man of Her Own".
'Animal
"King
of Kingdom
the Jungle" Low
3-18
Low 9-2
High
1-7 "
"Brief Moment"
,
Low
"The Bowery"
High 9-30
1-7 'Hello,
Everybody"
High 10-21 "42nd Street"
Headquarters" ]
High 12-23
3-25 "From
Low
and "Disraeli" J
Low 1-28 '
High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing"..
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Lovi 3-11 "CyadiTz"
High 3-11
4-29 "King
"Cavalcade"
Low
of the Jungle"
High 4-22 "Be Mine Tonight"
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"

2,500
2,000
9,500
3,000
11,000
3,500
4,000
30.000
21,000
4,900
20,000
2,80C
7,000
12,000
1.850
l,60r
28,300
8,000
2,200
30,000
6,200
10,000
11,600
19.000
21.000
1,700
3,900
8,000
1,000
3,000
14,000
3,000
8,000
2,400
3,500
1,000
13,500

High
12-2 "Private
of Henry
Low 12-23
"Havanain Life
Widows"
andVm"jI
"Ever
My Heart"
High
1-7 "Enlevez-Moi"
and "Cain"
7,500
Low 7-8
"Les Bleus d'Amour"
l4,S0U
High
1-21 "Turn
"The Mask
of FuClock"
Manchu"..
Low 9-30
Back
the
and
)
1,500
"Emergency Call" ) 4,000
High
2-18
"The
Sign
of
the
Cross"..
Low 12-23 and
"I Loved
a Woman" i) 15,500
"Female"
High 1-7 "The Kid From Spain" and / 7,500
"Speed Demon"
(
Low 12-23 and
"Sing,"TheSinner,
Sing" j)
Chief"
U.OOD
9,000
High
1-28
"Maedchen
in
Uniform"
5,000
Low
of Jazz"
High 8-5
12-9"King
"Dancing
Lady" (8 days)
9,208
Low 9-30 "Solitaire Man"
66,653
21,210
High
9-1 "Voltaire"
Low 10-21
"Ever in My Heart"
1,064
25,868
High
1-7
"The
Half
Naked
Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"
4,500
16.150
8,296
24,750
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High
10-21
"I'm
No
Angel"
83,450
4,900
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
15,600
High 4-15
5-20 "Destination
"Forgotten Men"
Low
Unknown" and 1 22,506
"The Fighting President" J
High
10-7 "The
"The Rebel"
Bowery^'
Low 8-5
High
1-7
"Animal
Kingdom"
Low 7-1 "Adorable"
and
)! 45.000
"Suoematural"
7,200
71,267
5.800
High
Women"
T^w 11-25
6-17 "Little
"Ann Clarver's
Profession".. 109.000
44,938
42,000
High 1-28
11-25 "Air
"The Hostess"
Invisible Man"
Low
Hieh 10-14 "Footlight Parade"
Low 12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"
9,100
7.50?
6,850
55.19(1
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10c-41c
10c-S6c
10c-36c

Midweit

1,500 10c-S6c

Omaha
Brandeis

1,200 2Sc-40c

Orpheum

3,000 25c-40c

Paramount
World

2.900 2Sc-S0c
2.500 25c-35c

Philadelphia
Aldiae

—

CCNT'DJ

Previous Week

Current Week
Picture

Oklahoma City
Capitol
1^
Criterion
1700
Libertr
1,500
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CrOBS

Picture

Gtm
2,500
4,400
1,000
900
5,000

High 11-11 "Penthouse"
Low 3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 11-18 "College Coach"
Low 3-11 "Clear All Wires"
High 9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 3-18 "The
Death Kiss"
and ))
"The Fourth
Horseman"
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,000
IJSO
11.008
1800
3,900
1,100
g.soo
1,400

"Professional Sweetheart" (Radio) 6,750
(25c-50c)
"As Husbands
6,750
(25c -50c) Go" (Fox)

"Little(2nd
Women"
4.500
week) (Radio)
"Take Mad
a Chance"
(Para.) and.... 7,250
"The
Game" (Fox)

10,750

''Cradle Song" (Para.)
6,500
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM) 5,250
and "Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

"Christopher Bean" (MGM)
6,750
"The Prizefighter and the Lady" 5,850
(MGM) and "Sing, Sinner, Sing"
(Majestic)

High 11-18 "One Man's Journey"
Low 11-25 "Double Harness" and \
Persons" (
High. 4-29
6-24 "I Loved°' Missing
You Wednesday"..
Low
"Sweepings"
High 6-10
7-22 "Reunion
"Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low
in Vienna"
High 6-3 "Peg
O* Understa
My Heart"
and )
"Perfect
Low 12-9 "Hoopla" andnding" }
\
"Manhattan Tower"
J

"Blood(5 days)
Money" (U. A.)

1,500
6,000
1,800
8,500
13,000
15.500
2,700
5,800
2,000
9,000
3,000

High 10-21 "The Bowery"
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
High
1-14 "Red Dust"
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"

12,000
4,800
4,000
1,500

High 9-2 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-7 "Breach of Promise"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High 8-5
4-22 "F."Cavalcade"
Low
P. 1"
High 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"..
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"

21,000
8,000
29.000
10,000
29,000
13,000
7,700
2,500
11,500
4.500
32,500
9,000

High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

10,000
4,500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-21 "Frisco Jenny"
3-11 "Whatl No Beer?"
12-9 "Little Women"
5-13 "No More Orchids"
10-14 "Rafter Romance"
11-18 "College Coach"

11.000
3.500
14.000
1,600
14.000
1,600

High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Madame Butterfly"

8,500
1,600

"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
"The Masquerader" (U. A.)
"My (4
Lipsdays)
Betray" (Fox)
"Berkeley
Square" (Fox)
(3 days)
"Kennel Murder Case" (W. B.)....

1,500
3,900
1,300
700
3,300

"The (MGM)
Prizefighter and the Lady"..
"Hoopla" (Fox)
"Wild (3Boys
days) of the Road" (F.N.)
"Horseplay"
(4 days) (U.)
"Only Yesterday" (U.)

Arcadia
Boyd
Earle

600 25c-S0c
2.400 40c-6Sc
2,000 40c-65c

Karlton
Keith'*
Stanley

1.000 30c-S0c
2,000 25c-40c
3,700 40c-6Sc

"King (4fordays)
a Night" (U.)
"Right(6 to
days)Romance" (Radio)
"The (6Chief"
days) (MGM)
"I Was(6 adays)
Spy" (Fox)
"Disraeli"
(6 days)(W. B.)
"Sweetheart
of Sigma
Chi"........
(Monogram)
(6 days)
"Sitting
Pretty"
(Para.)
(2nd week-4 days)

Stanton

1.700 30c-55c

"From(6 Headquarters"
(W. B.).... 6,300
days)

"Private Life of Henry Vm"..'..
(U.A.) (4th week-2 days)
"Advice(6 days)
to the Lovelorn" (U.A.)..
"Meet (6 the
days)Baron" (MGM)
(6 days)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"After(6 Tonight"
(Radio)
days)
"As Husbands
Go"
(Fox)
(6 days)
"Day (6of days)
Reckoning" (MGM)
"Jimmy(6 days)
and Sally" (Fox)
"Duck (2nd
Soup"
(Para.)
week-2
days)
"Sitting
Pretty"
(Para.)
(1st week-4 days)
"The (2nd
Invisible
week-3Man"
days)(U.)

'Footlight
Daughters" (MGM)...
(2nd week)
"Little(3rdWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men"..
(Radio) and "Ace of Aces" (Radio)
"My
(Fox) and
"TillieLips
and Betray"
Gus" (Para.)
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)

6.000
4,000
3,000
4,000
4,000

"Footlight
Daughters" (MGM)
(1st week)
"Little(2ndWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Kennel Murder Case" (W. B.) and
"Chance at Heaven" (Radio)
"Hoopla"a Chance"
(Fox) (Para.) and
"Take
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U.A.)..

6,000
10,000
2,000
6,000
5,000

"Cradle(3rdSong"
4,000
week)(Para.)
"In the Money" (Far Western) and 9,000
"What Price Decency ?" (Far Western)

"Cradle(2nd Song"
week) (Para.)
"Sixteen Fathoms Under"
(Monogram)
(U. A.) and "Bitter Sweet"
"Little Women" (Radio)
(2nd week)
"Take
(Para.) and
"I Was a aChance"
Spy" (Fox)
"The World Changes" (F. N.)....
"Advice(2ndto week)
the Lovelorn" (U.A.)..
"Female" (W. B.)

6,000
11,700
13,800
8,000
11.000
4,500
16.000

1,200

Portland, Ore.

. 1.912
, 3,000
. 2,040
. 3.008
United Artisti.. . 945

San Francisco
Columbia
Fox

40c-65c

2Sc-40c
25c -40c
25c-35c
25c-40c
25c-40c

1,200 50c-$l.S0
4.600 10c-3Sc

3,000
2,670
United Artists . . 1.200
Warfield
2.700

25c-40c
15c-40c
15c-5Sc
25c-50c
2Sc-90c

Seattle
Blue Mouse
950 25c-50c
Fifth Avenue ... 2,750 25c- 55c
Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum
Paramount

2,000
950
2,500
3,050

10c-25c
25c-50c
25c- 50c
25c-50c

Roxy

2,275 25c -50c

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period (ram January, ins.)

"Little(3rdWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Day
of
Reckoning"
"Havana Widows" (F.(MGM)
N.) and
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
"Thunder Over Mexico" (S.R.)....
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

4,000
1,200
8,000
11,000
14,000
3,300
S.OOO
5,500

10,500
4,000
7,000
8,500
14,000

"Little(3rdWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)

3,500
5,750

"Little Women" (Radio)
(2nd week)
"Christopher Bean" (MGM)

6,000
6,500

"East ofHunter"
Fifth Avenue"
"Thrill
(Col.) (Col.) and
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Day
Reckoning"(Para.)
(MGM) and..
"Whiteof Woman"
"As Husbands
Go"
(Fox)
(6 days)

3,500
3,250
5.50C
4.500

"S.O.S.
and
"FightingIceberg"
Parson"(U.)(Allied)
"Only (2nd
Yesterday"
week) (U.)
"Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men"..
(Radio) and "The Mad Game" (Fox)
"Jimmy(25c-55c)
and Sally" (Fox)

3,750
4.000
5,000
6,500

"Chance
at Heaven" (Radio)
(5 days)

3.500

"The (4Good
days) Companions" (Fox).. 2,250
"Myrt and Marge" (U.) and
2,500
"Broken Dreams" (Monogram)
(3 days)

High
Low
High
Low

4,750
16,500
5,000
13.250
5,800
7,500
4,500

4-8 "Should
Woman Tell?" and
"Speed a Demon"
9-9 "Sensation
"Important Hunters"
Witness" and
2-11 "The Mummv"
10-21 "My Woman''

1f 15,500
(f 7.000
25,500
8,000

High 10-28 'Tm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
High
1-7 "The
"The Wrecker"
Kid From Spain"
Low 8-26
High 11-25 "Hoopla"
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"

40,000
7,000
16,000
4,000
26,000
10,000

High 12-9 "Little Women"
Low 8-19 "The Rebel"
High 8-5 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-18 "From Hell to Heaven" and }
"Secret of Madame Blanche" j
High
7-29
"What Price
Low 6-24 "Uptown
New Innocence?"..
York"
High 11-11 "Footlight Parade"
Low 12-23 "If I Were Free"

8400
2,500
19,250
5,000
5,500
3,000
8,000
3,250

High
Low
High
Low

1-7 "A Farewell to Arms"
9,500
9-23 "F.
P. 1" and
I 4,000
"Aniakchak"
J
10-28
"Ladies
Love"
14,000
12-9 "A
Man'sMustCastle"
4,000
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In A-Mike Vogel's "Round Table" department of the Herald we note that cur
old college chum, Fred Hines of the Strand
theatre at Whitewater, Wisconsin, takes a
wallop at us in this fashion. "There is
hardly a week goes by that my good old
friend, Jenkins, does not ride sex pictures
in his colyum. Jaysee seems to forget the
fact that they are the ones that get the

GET

PICTU

money." Yep, Freddie, we do, and every
time we eat limburger cheese we put a
clothes-pin on our nose.
Fred also says he is opposed to the use
of the "circus ballyhoo" in exploiting pictures, but he goes on to say, "From every
exchange I select the matrices that show
theExcuse
most girls
with the
fewest
clothes."
us, Fred,
if we
snicker
a little
at that statement. Somehow it tickled our
funny bone. When we were having a de-

'EM by

Quickly

THERE

and

RAILWAY

Films and theatre equipment
of all kinds are best transported
by Railway Express. This service offers you — whether you
are the shipper or the receiver —
many features that are not found
in any other method of shipping.
Though Railway Express moves
at passenger train speed, there is
no limit to the size of the shipment.
Any object that can be carried in
an express car can be shipped by
Railway Express. Rates include
$50 liability on all packages, and
additional liability costs but a little.
Absolute safety and careful handling during transit are assured by
the experienced employees of the
Railway Express, and our system
of giving and taking a receipt guarantees delivery. Railway Express
Lot shipment plan offers exceptional savings in shipping costs.
Railway Express covers the
entire United States, operating over
213,000 miles of railways, using

Safely

EXPRESS

9,000 trucks and employing an
army of more than 50,000 skilled
people. The reputation of Railway
Express for safe shipment of all
kinds of merchandise is unsurpassed anywhere in the world.
Your local Railway Express
agent will gladly give you complete information and rates.
SERVING
FOR

THE

NATION

94 YEARS

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

December

CCLrUM

30,

1933

|@

liehtful visit with you last summer you will
recall that you told us that in your county
there were sixty roadhouses and that thirty
of them claimed that they would have to
close. Might we inquire why? Could it
be that the lack of public patronage was
responsible ?
Good luck Fred, old boy, we are for you
100 per cent and we thank you for the
many courtesies shown us last summer, but
be careful and don't get any matrices showing girls without any clothes at all. Dignified advertising, together with good product, is what has built the automobile industry to what it is today.
V
A farmer out here in our county shipped
a 580 pound hog to the Chicago market,
and after the commission firm had deducted
the freight, commission, yardage, feed, water,
et cetera, they remitted him a check for
thirty-eight cents, being the balance due
him. This transaction would hardly be sufficient inducement for that farmer to jump
out of bed and run a mile through the snow
barefooted to join the NRA parade. Some
people there are who claim that the farmers
get all the breaks. That's true, and that's
why they are all broke. Pork chops are
still five cents apiece, and eight pork chops
would pay for that farmer's 580-pound hog
and have two cents left to buy liver. At
the rate that farmer got for his 580-pound
hog it would take 10,000 hogs to pay some
too
much hog.
producer's
salary for one month, and that's
V
We note in a fan magazine short reviews
of 55 pictures rated from "Excellent" to
"Marvelous and Superb." We are glad to
note that they are making all good ones
nowadays.
V
From away down in Del Rio, Texas,
comes a letter from P. J. Poag, manager for
the R. & R. theatres in that town. Del Rio
is located on the banks of the Rio Grande
and it's just across the river from old Mexico where the boys go to get lickered up
and sing "Sweet Adeline." P. J. used to
be a Nebraskan. He operated theatres at
Gordon, Merriman, Hay Springs and Ainsworth,wentandupheandplayed
operas"
that
down the
the "rag
line between
Omaha, Neligh and the Black Hills. We
knew him in those days but we had lost all
track of him until we received his letter.
He tells us that fishing is fine down there
but we can't imagine what kind of fish they
have down there on those cactus plains. He
says he is madder than H because we never
come to see him. Well, that's his own fault
for not letting us know where he was. A
lotta boys have lost out for that same reason.
V
A speaker on the radio the other night
said that jazz music and crooning was the
highest type entertainment of today. Oh
yeah. That guy ought to go down to the
Zoo at least three times a week and feed
his relatives cocoanuts.
J. C. JENKINS
The Herald's Vagabond Colyumnlst
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Allied
OFFICER 13: Monte Blue, Lila Lee— Used "The
Man
from good
Monterey,"
feature,
and a time,
cartoon67
and done
businessanother
both days.
Running
minutes. Played Dec. 8-9. — Louis Peretta, Crescent
Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
Columbia
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: William Janney,
Dorothy
Appleby
— A butverywe good
They Just
talkeda
to
us about
color,
did western.
not see any.
good out of the ordinary western. — C. L. NileSj Niles
Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: Warren William, May Robson
—mass
Splendid
production.
"A" remarkably.
picture built Klot
for
entertainment
and Ait class
succeeds
the biggest box office hit of the decade, but a bettei
than average grosser. Played Oct. 1-2-3. — H. C. Monroe, Hollywood The.atre, Buchanan, Mich. General
patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren William
—We've
had Ilots
of biggerandgrosses
on who
many,came
manyto
pictures, but
personally,
all those
see this one, were unanimous in high praise for "Lady
For A mentDay"
the leading
piece ofmy real
this year.as Also
in expressmg
ownentertainopinion,
and
I
don't
often
do
that
in
reports,
it
the best
piece of direction on a good story, perfectlyiscast,
that
the talking screen has seen. Every one in the picture
did the best work of liis or her career. Running time,
ten reels. Played Nov. 26. — Henry Reeve, Mission
Theatre, Menard, Texas. Small town patronage.
MAN'S CASTLE, A: Loretta Young, Spencer Tracy
—Played this one right oS the b.at, first showing in
this state. It is a great picture for any town, anywhere, anytime. Running time, 78 minutes. Played
November 30. — L. G. Tewksbury, Opera House, Stonington, Maine. Small town patronage.
MAN'S
CASTLE,
Loretta
Tracy
—An
excellent
pictureA: that
did Young,
not do Spencer
any business.
Cold weather may have afifected it. Those that saw it
hked it.— C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General patronage.
MASTER OF MEN: Jack Holt, Fay Wray— Good
little
Saturday
crowdHarrison,
Played Dec.
D. E.picture
Fitton,forLyric
Theatre,
Ark. 12-13.—
Small
town patroriage.
MY WOMAN: Helen Twelvetrees— A program picture that seemed to please pretty well. Running time,
73 minutes. Played Dec. 8-9.— Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D.— Small town patronage.
POLICE CAR 17: Tim McCoy— Entertaining httle
program picture, of which there are many just like it
picgood, consistent
from thetures inbest
the producer
business.of Shake
hands withprogram
Columbia.
They are fair, squar.-; and they make good pictures.
Nuff sed. Played November 10-11.— H. C. Monroe,
Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich. General patronage.
THAT'S MY BOY: Richard Cromwell— A very good
football picture, but no draw at the box office. Prmt
Dec. 13.— Marion F.
Played Wyoming,
condition.
in fair
only
Bodwell,
Paramount
Theatre,
111. Small
town patronage.
Buck Jones— Good action
THRIU- HUNTER, THE:
but a disappointment to the
plenty of comedy,
and dyed-in-the-wo
ol Western fans, of which there are
real
may seem to some
still plenty, as strange as that
want Western stars m
Hollywood producers. asThey
such this (jne simply is not
Western pictures, and
C. Monroe,
in the running. Played October 13-14.— H.General
paTheatre, Buchanan, Mich.
Hollywood
tronage.
UNKNOWN VALLEY: Buck Jones— Pleased our
a
that ititswasn't
that they
so wellpicture.
audience
return.
. requested
Someforgot
real "cowboy"
Mrs
8-9—
Dec.
Played
minutes.
time, 69 Garden
Running Thomsen,
Theatre, Arthur, 111. Small
George
town
patronage.
First National
Bette Davis,
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS:
cleverly handled.
Lewis Stone— A very good pictureHowever,
I believe
Stone.
Lewis
on
trying
of
Kind
entire show.
he was on his feet only once during the
being a
picture
this
for
Pat O'Brien is responsible
Thorp, Gem TheaDec. 5-6-7.— Claud
show. Played
tre, Ryan, Okla. General patronage.
ss—
CABIN IN THE COTTON: Richard Barthelmebeen
people that hadn't F
An excellent picture. Drew
Marion
9-10.—
c.
Played^De
coming.
of
habit
the Paramount Theatre, Wyoming, 111. Small
in
Bodwell,
town
patronage.
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IN this, thepartment,exhib
nation serve one another with Information on the box office performance ,of product for their mutual benefit it is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1790 Broadway, New York
ELMER THE GREAT: Joe E. Brown— A very gocd
comedy-drama. Joe E. lirown very good in this one.
Was disappointed at the box office. Only did ordinary business. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount Theatre, Wyoming, 111. Small town patronage.
GOODBYE, AGAIN: Joan Blondell, Warren William
— ^Too much talk. Did a nose dive with us. Played
December 6. — L. G. Tewksbury, Oper,a House, Stonington, Maine. Small town patronage.
GOODBYE AGAIN: Warren William, Joan Blondell
— This picture has good stars, but is silly. If you play
it doubje feature it. Running time, 66 minutes. Played
Dec. 13-14. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Tlieatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
I LOVED A WOMAN: Edward G. Robinson— If the
Spanish war veterans knew what this picture was
about they would boost it to the sky. Let them know
about it and feel assured that this picture will back
up any promises you can make. — T. A. Woolson, Liberty Theatre, Washougal, Wash. Small town patronage.I LOVED A WOMAN: Kay Francis, Edward G.
Robinson — One of the best pictures I ever seen. Acting perfect. Story great. Satisfaction to all we got
to see it. Business terrible but if any of the pictures
are specials this one certaitily is in that class for
entertainment. Played Dec. 14. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro— A
deeply appealing picture that drew the best Family
Night house we have had in a long time. Worthy of
extra advertising and it will make good your promises.
While it is good juvenile entertainment, go after the
adults. It will make them think long after they leave
the theatre. Running time, 75 minutes. Played Dember 12 — M. patronage.
R. Williams, Texon Theatre, Texon,
Texas. ceRural
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro,
Dorothy Coouan — A very good picture, possibly the
truesting toand
ever madeall.pertainthe most
lives appealing
of young picture
boys. Pleased
Played
Dec.
8-9.—
Claud
Thorp,
Gem
Theatre,
Ryan, Okla.
General patronage.
Fox
ARIZONA TO BROADWAY: Joan Bennett, James
Dunn — Good entertainment. Good comedy relief by
Sammy Cohen. Played December 9. — L. G. Tewksbury, Opera House, Stonington, Maine. Small town
patronage.
ARIZONA TO BROADWAY: James Dunn, Joan
Bennett — This picture was well liked by those who
saw it. Poor business. Broke my Saturday's record.
Running time. 68 minutes. Played Nov. 25 — A. H.
Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small
town and rural patronage.
ARIZONA TO BROADWAY: James Dunn, Joan
Bennett — The actors worked hard to make an entertainment out of this, but it was a failure. Very
poor satisfaction. Good talent wasted. Just a picture.
Played Dec. 7-8. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
BERKELEY SQUARE: Leslie Howard, Heather
Angel — Entire
SomeMr.youHoward
can't understand. A very Enjrlish
peculiarcast.
picture.
is exceptionally good. If one goes to the show to see good
acting, this may please. Personally I enjoyed it for
a change. Comments from patrons going out, "Nuttiest thing I ever saw." Several left before it was

over.
Don't
overTheatre,
one day.Harrison,
Played Dec.
D. E.patronage.
Fitton,playLyric
Ark. 14-15.
Small—
town
BEST OF ENEMIES: Charles Rogers, Marian Nixon
— Good show. Audience very well pleased. Beer from
start to finish. They finally swim in it. Business
extra good, Played Dec. 7. — E. H. Malone, Community
Theatre, Hammond, Wis. General patronage.
BEST OF ENEMIES: Charles Rogers. Marian Nixon
—Just another picture. Did not draw for me. It will
do with another picture. Running time, 71 minutes.
Played Dec. 11-12. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre,
Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE: Warner
Oland— Played to better than ordinary Friday-Saturday business. Will entertain both children and grownups. Not the best Chan picture, but nevertheless
good. Title excellent and should do good subsequent
run business. Played November 3-4.— H. C. Monroe,
Holly wood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich, General patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers, Marion Nixon— Just
hang nessWill
Rogers'
namecustomers
into the are
marquee
good busiand well
pleased
the —results.
Not
up
to "State
Fair,"time,
but 75goodminutes
enough Played
to pleaseDecember
all who
attend.
Running
11-12.
Gunter, Royal Theatre, Blackshear, Ga.
Small —J.
townW.patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers, Vera Allen, Marian
Nixon— This is a far shot from "State Fair" as far as
business
is concerned.
"State
the succeeding
days, thisWhere
did not,
but Fair"
Rogersbuilt
has upa
following and the picture is good with a new actress
to us. Vera Allen, who was outstanding as the widow
that Rogers was strong for. She is plenty good in
this role. We got a bad break in weather, icy roads
and storm, that may account for some of the lost
business.—
A. E. General
Hancock,patronage.
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— Excellent Will
Rogers production, and should do very good business
wherever Will Rogers is popular. Supporting cast
good with exception of Andy Devine, who is excess
baggage throughout the picture. Played October 2930-31.
G. Monroe,
Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan.
Mich. — H.General
patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— This picture went
over big with me. Everybody pleased and asking
when the next Rogers film was coming. A good picture to big business. Running time, 76 minutes. Played
Nov. 22. — A. H. Edward, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
HELLO SISTER: James Dunn, Boots Mallory—
Poorest picture I have ever shown A few more like
it will lose both Fox and the unfortunate exhibitor
all their friends. A picture that should never have
been made. Running time, 75 minutes. Played Oct.
15-16-17.thur,—111.Mrs.
SmallGeorge
town Thomsen,
patronage. Garden Theatre, ArIT'S musical
GREAT comedy,
TO BEwith
ALIVE:
EdnastarMaywhoOliverGood
a singing
has a
decided foreign accent, but a pleasing voice however.
Has some good comedy angles too which help to put
it over. Fair business. Running time, 68 minutes.
Played December 4-5.— Wm. A. Crute, Victoria Theatre, Vancouver, B. C. Neighborhood patronage.
LIFEwesterns.
IN THE This
RAW:is better
GeorgethanO'Brien—
My audience
likes
the average.
Running
time,
62
minutes.
Played
Nov.
Mrs.
George Thomsen, Garden Theatre, Arthur,17-18.
111. — Small
town patronage.
MAN WHO DAREID. THE: Preston Foster, Zita
Johann — Lowest gross since July. However, the few
who saw the picture were pleased. Preston Foster
drew favorable comment. Running time, 71 minutes.
Played December 6-7. — J. W. Gunter, Royal Theatre,
Blackshear, Ga. Small town patronage.
MY WEAKNESS: Lilian Harvey, Lew Ay res— Mr
patrons enjoyed this breezy comedy very much. Lilian
Harvey is charming. Her English accent is not so
pronounced as some of our own American stars, who
have acquired theirs. Average business Running
time,
70 minutes.
PlayedTexas.
December
— M. R.
Williams,
Texon Theatre,
Rural 15-16.
patronage.
MY WEAKNESS:
Lilian Harvey—
America's WeakThe cutest
pictureness!s in aA glamorous
rapturous, new
spicystar.
romance
set to thing
lively inmusic,
fascinating! Played Dec. 10-11. — Horn & Morgan, Star
Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.
PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING: Janet Gaynor,
Warner Baxter — Fine for any theatre, large town or
small. If your town is strong for Gaynor, you should
clean up, as this is absolutely her best picture since
"Seventh Heaven" and "Daddy Long Legs." It
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makes tober
"Adorable"
like a sickHollywood
calf. Played
Oc15-16-17.— H. look
C. Monroe,
Theatre,
Buchanan, Mich. General patronage
PILGRIMAGE: Henrietta Crosman — More than ordinary entertainment. Here is a picture that combines hearty laughs with intense moments of emotion
and suspense. It is not a special the title will go
against anything other than mediocre business, nevertheles itis a picture you can get behind and recommend, for it will please the majority of patrons. Played
October
H. General.
C. Monroe, Hollywood Theatre,
Buchanan, 4-5.—
Mich.
PLEASURE CRUISE: Genevieve Tobin, Charles
Ruggles
A good
deal ofThey
criticism.
The
people do— Pleased
not wantsome.
smutty
pictures.
like some
in spite of the smut; they do not like any because
of it. Running time, 72 minutes. Played Nov. 1. —
Mrs. George Thomsen, Garden Theatre, Arthur, 111.
Small town patronage.
POWER AND THE GLORY, THE: Spencer Tracy,
Colleen Moore — 66 2-3 of our patronage said "wonderanotherobjections
25%, "swell,"
only ofa story
minority
statingful,"their
to this with
new type
telling,
narratage.
Vet.
the
film
hit
our
lowest
"low"
four months, with extra advertising used in an effortin
to brmg them in. It is decidedly not a picture that
will do any other than ordinary business in the hinterlands. Played November 19-20-21.— H. C. Monroe.
Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich. General Patronage.
POWER AND THE GLORY, THE: Spencer Tracy,
Colleen Moore — This is a splendid production; powerful, human! Showed it on a holiday and the attendance was encouraging. Pleased in general. Running time, 76 minutes. Played Nov. 30. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small
town and rural patronage.
SHANGHAI MADNESS: Spencer Tracy, Fay Wray
•— A splendid program picture. One of the best we
have liad lately. All that seen it mentioned it as a
good show, and that is rarely done on the crop of pictures we are playing nowadays. Played Dec 12-13. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
Town and country patronage.
WORST WOMAN IN PARIS?: Benita Hutne,
Adolpheture. Menjou
Nothing
was a said
against
this kills
picRan it the— night
before
holiday
and that
any picture. Menjou is no drawing card for me. I
think he is an accomplished actor, but that does not
draw the crowd. Running time, 78 minutes. Played
Nov. 29. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.

—Why Metro borrowed Dix for this picture is beyond
me. ingJust
waste of film
playtime. another
Played December
10. — and
Joe exhibitor's
Hewitt, Lincoln
Theatre, Robinson, 111. General patronage.

M-G-M
ANOTHER LANGUAGE: Robert Montgomery,
Helen ducer
Hayes
— This
is one the
picture
which of
the booze
proneglected
to insert
usualinamount
drinking and cigaret smoking. Great show. Business
good. Played
Nov. 12-13.
E. H Malone,
Community
Theatre,
Hammond,
Wis. — General
patronage.
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Otto Kruger, Madge Evans—
This is a faction
veryhere.—good
Gave goodTheatre,
satisBert program
Silver, picture.
Silver Family
Greenvile, Mich. Town and country patronage.
BOMBSHELL: Jean Harlow, Lee Tracy— For some
reason or other the attendance was e-xtremely disappointing. Idid a good business when I played Harin "Hold
Man" Harlow
— that't and
it; now
have lowit;and Gable
Lee Tracy
is theYcur
mouse.
Gable I
a wow! Harlow and Tracy a flop! I considered
"Bombshell"
a very
nice picture;
a lot.saw 1
heard
no adverse
criticisms
from theI liked
severalit who
it. I am itching to tell you my receipts but if I did
you would be positive that I get my film for nothing.
I am sorry, Harlow, but I am honor bound to tell
what the picture did for me, so my only advice to
you is, get yourself another partner if you want my
town to turn out in full. Played Dec. 9.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small
town and rural patronage.
CHIEF, THE: Ed Wynn— A lot of nonsense unof a figure
Wynn'sto put
reputation
and
ability. worthy
Metro
should ofbe Edashamed
out a bum
picture like this, and play it up as big and outstandRunning time, Lark
66 minutes.
Dec. 5-6.
M. W.ing.Mattecheck,
Tlieatre, Played
McMinnville,
Ore.—
Local patronage.
CHIEF, THE: Ed Wynn— Will get by as a Saturday picture.
PlayedArk.Dec.Small
9.— D.townE patronage.
Fitton, Lyric
Theatre,
Harrison,
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford— This one makes
up for lots of Metros late clucks. It sure is one
mighty sweet production. Crawford right back to her
good
Tone, Healy
and swell
all fitiely
cast. oldtime
Directorform.
RobertGable,
Z. Leonard
did one
job.
Story of the usual formula for musical type, but acting superb. Music great with wondrous scenes
throughout. A year ago this would have broken b. o.
records. As it is, it's a honey and should go over big
everywhere. Running time, 93 minutes. Played December 10-11.— Joe Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre^ Robinson.
111. General patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford, Clark GableVery good. The best that this pair have done, and
Gable is cast right in this one. He is not the great
lover and that is a break for him. Very spectacular
in the last reel are the dance scenes. — A. E. Hancock,
Columbia
ronage. Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General patDAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix, Madge Evans
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HELL BELOW: Robert Montgomery — Once again
Metro comes through with a real action picture, the
kind people like. Excellent scenes from the United
States Navy, and a picture that will build. Kids and
men will eat it up and so will most of the ladies. —
L. E. Mahoney, New Columbus Theatre, Columbus,
N. D. Mining country patronage.
LOOKING FORWARD:
Lionel Barrymore— Great
show, wonderful acting. Barrymore at his best.
English dialogue does not record well. Business poor.
Played Sept. 16-17.— E. H. Malone, Community Theatre, Hammond, Wis. General patronage.
MADE ON BROADWAY: Robert Montgomery,
Sally Filers — This is real good entertainment and appeals to all classes of patrons if they like MontSally Filers.
ThisRunning
is O. K.time.You68 can't
go wrong.gomery andAverage
business.
minutes. "Played December 6-7. — Wm. A Crute. Victoria
Theatre, Vancouver, B'. C. Neighborhood patronage.
MEN MUST FIGHT: Phillips Holmes, Diana Wynyard— A splendid story and a great cast but a little
too melodramatic to suit the best part of the audience.
However it is good entertainment and interesting.
Fair business only. Running time, 70 minutes. Played
Decembercouver, 4-5.—
Wm. A. Crute,patronage.
Victoria Theatre, VanB. C. Neighborhood
MIDNIGHT MARY: Loretta Young, Ricardo Cortez
—Very drinking
entertaining
for children
— too
much
and picture.
smoking. Not
Business
very good.
Played
Dec.
9
—
E.
H.
Malone,
Community
Theatre,
Hammond, Wis. General patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Lionel Barrymore, John BarryClark box
Gable—
Wonderful
that did
not
draw atmore,the
office
after thepicture
first show.
It died
and was one of our worst flops. Some called it the
best they have seen, but the majority knocked the
picture as they went out. Too many big stars and
the people expected too much of them. Flying pictures
will not draw. I called it great. Played Dec. 10-11.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville. Mich.
Town and country patronage.
PENTHOUSE: Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy— This
one pleased all patrons. I also think it is a fine show.
Business somewhat below average but this is due to
the holiday season being near at hand. Very little
of the Christmas funds finds its way into the theatre.
IffindI get
picturesHadof the
caliberthis
of "Penthouse"
I can
no fault.
I played
picture at another
time of the year, my business would have been above
average. Patrons were loud with their praise. Played
Dec 13. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum, Orwigsburg, Pa.
.Small town and rural patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers— A
fine musical show. The prettiest music all told in any
musical to date. Everyone liked it. — C. L. Niles, Niles
Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
SOLITAIRE MAN: Herbert Marshall, Elizabeth
Allen
A very
picture
a program
picture.
Good — story
and good
a great
cast.as Good
entertamment,
and gave satisfaction to all we got in to see it. No
drawing power, but will please if you can get them
in. — Bert Silver. Silver Family Theatre, Greenville,
Mich. Town and country patronage.
O'SulIivanSTAGE
— I mustMOTHER:
say a kindAlice
word Brady.
for thisMaureen
picture because
it drew about the average business and the patrons
made pleasing remarks about it. In these trying
times, we must be satisfied with such results and
give credit
to theTheatre,
picture.Orwigsburg,
Played Dec.Pa6. — Small
A. H. town
Edward, Orpheum
and rural patrona£;e.
STRANGER'S
RETURN,
Good
show for any
theatre.THE:
WouldLionel
like Barrymore—
to know if
tobacco companies furnish cigart gratis for stars to
advertise their brand of cigart. Drew above average.
Played Oct. 9-10. — E. H. Malone, Community Theatre,
Hammond, Wis. General patronage.
STRANGER'S
RETURN,
THE: Lionel
Barrymore—
This
is a worthwhile
production.
It pleased
all who
saw it. Did not break any records but was well received.
Average
business.
Played
Nov.
20.
—
Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. A.SmallH.
town and rural patronage.
STRANGER'S
RETURN,comes
THE:through
Lionel with
Barrymore—
Once
again Barrymore
a great
picture. It is a story of a wheat farmer, and there is
wonderful acting on the part of the entire cast. I
would class this one as a super-special. My audience
in North Dakota ate it up.— L. E. Mahoney, New Columbus Theatre, Columbus, N. D. Mining country
patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
—Plaster
A box theoffice
Spread
one.
townnatural.
well ahead
thenyourself
sit backonandthiswatch
them rental
roll infigure.
and you'll
money,
even with
at theit.
high
Almostmakerecord
business
Running
time,
87
minutes.
Played
December
Wm. A. Crute, Victoria Theatre, Vancouver, B.1-2. C.—
Neighborhood gatronage.
TURN BACK THE CLOCK: Lee Tracy— What a
flop! — and then another flop! I was thrilled when I

December

30,

1933

read that Lee was lost, because that would stop my
losses. I like him but then again how can I like anybody who ruins my box office? Answer that one!
Played Dec 2.— A. H. Edwards. Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
TURN BACK THE CLOCK: Lee Tracy— Clever
comedy. Tracy at his best. Played Dec. 6-7.— Horn &
Morgan, Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town
patronage.
WHEN LADIES MEET: Robert Montgomery, Alice
Brady — One of the best for better class patronage.
Business good. Played Oct. 28-29.— E. H. Malone,
tronage.
Community Tlieatre, Hammond, Wis. General paParamount
COLLEGE HUMOR: Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie— A
picture which pleased all classes. We were not able
to seat the people. Running time, 80 minutes. Played
Dec. 1-2—
thur, 111. Mrs.
SmallGeorge
town Thomsen,
patronage. Garden Theatre, ArCOLLEGE HUMOR: Bing Crosby— Played a little
old to to only fair business, due to heavy rain opening night. Can only rate it a little above the average
program class insofar as this town is concerned, although an entertaining little picture. Played October
20-21.— H. C. Monroe, Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan,
Mich. General patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Chester Morris—A splendid small town picture that we booked especial y for Thanksgiving, and we were glad of it. A
well told, down to earth story that cannot help but
please. Mr. Charles E. Rogers has proven himself
a producer of pictures that have that little something
called
and time,
that isseven
what reels.
picturesPlayed
and
theatres"entertainment"
are for. Running
Nov. 29. — Henry Reeve, Mission Theatre, Menard,
Texas. Small town patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen, Judith
Allen— We played this on Saturday night and they
liked it Good comedy and action. — C. L. Niles, Niles
Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen, Judith
Allen — A weak sister from any angle not worth running. Paramount slipped on this one and that's bad.
Did not do business and didn't deserve it so that's
even.
—
A.
Hancock.
Columbia Theatre, Columbia
City. Ind. E.General
patronage.
I LOVE THAT MAN: Edmund Lowe. Nancy Carrol — Lowe was clever and Nancy wasn't so hard to
take. Played Dec. 8-9.— Horn & Morgan, Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.
I'M Mae
NO ANGEL:
West—forCrude
comedy
with
West 100 Mae
per cent
actingandandlowcharacter
work. A picture that did not build up or gain by
word of mouth advertising. Do all your business on
the first day. Not fit for young folks. One of this
kind in a year is plenty. Running time, 88 minutes.
Played
Dec. 10-12.—
W. patronage.
Mattecheck, Lark Theatre,
McMinnville,
Ore. M.Local
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West, Cary Grant— Personliked not
it better
Himmany
Wrong."
Some allydid
like itthan
as "She
well. Done
A good
said
they had heard so much about Mae West they came
out of curiosity. They are now speculating how long
Mae will last. Some say two more pictures, others
three. This should make you some money if you do
not have to give it all to Paramount. Played Dec.
10-11 — town
D. E.patronage.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Mae asks us all to
"Comedo up
and seeeverywhere,
me some time"
and they do.
This
will
business
and anywhere.
We need
to comment on the merits or demerits. Mae West is
not in the business with those things in mind. Some
like her, Sosome
they ascomethe toWestian
see on vogue
both
counts.
why don't,
worry but
as long
is
on?
Running
time,
nine
reels.
Played
Dec.
5-7.
Henry
Reeve, Mission Theatre, Menard, Texas. Small—
town patronage.
MAMA LOVES PAPA: Charles Ruggles— A good
com.edy-drama
should
filledRunning
the house,
did
not. Pleasedthatthose
who have
saw it.
time, but72
minutes. Played Nov. 26-27-28.— Mrs. George Thomsen. Garden Theatre, Arthur, 111. Small town patronage.MAN OF THE FOREST: Randolph Scott, Verna
Hillie — Above the average western. Good recording,
well cast. Customers well pleased and played to good
business.
time, 60 minutes. Played Decem8-9.— J.Running
W. Gunter.
Ga. berSmall
town
patronage.Rjpyal Theatre, Blackshear,
SONGshould
OF SONGS:
Marlene
Dietrich—
Art for
sake
be kept in
the Little
Theatre
and art's
not
fostered on the movie-going public. Fair business,
many adverse comments, but very few walkouts. Not
a special. Did not hold up second and third days.
Played November 5-6-7. — H. C. Monroe, Hollywood
Theatre, Buchanan, Mich. General patronage.
TAKEnowhere
A CHANCE:
Dunn—
that ■
starts
and ends James
the same
place.A musical
Low, vulgar
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and suggestive with entertaitiment value 100 per cent
minus.
Running time,Lark
88 minutes.
Played Dec. 8-9Ore.—
M. W. Mattecheck,
Theatre, , McMinnville,
Local patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— Rate this as
the best program picture from Paramount this season.
Step on the gas and watch them comefin and go out
thoroughly satisfied. Will rate extrSi advertising.
Played November 15-16. — H. C. Monroe, Hollywood
Theatre, Buchanan, Mich. General patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott— An excellent
western melodrama. Sound extra good. Brought in a
few extra customers. Played Nov. 22-23.— Marion F.
Eodwell, Paramount Theatre, Wyoming, 111. Small
town patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Stuart Erwin— Zane
Grey pictures bring the people. I had them standing
outside waiting for the second show. Running time,
59 minutes. Played Nov. 24-25.— Mrs. George Thomsen. Garden Theatre, Arthur, 111. Small town patronage.
RKO
ANN VICKERS: Irene Dunne, Walter Huston— A
very good picture for any angle. Dunne has the best
role since "Cimarron." There are two rather gruein the
a hangman's
but
these some
arescenes
short
and prison,
bring out
the point noose,
that was
necessary to the story. Huston also was very good
in his role as always. A lot better than some that
RKO turned out last year.— A. E. Hancock, Columbia
Theatre, Columbia City, Ind General patronage.
ANN VICKERS: Irene Dunne— A mighty fine show,
but somehow did very little at the box office. Running time, 72 minutes.— Robert Schwall, State Theatre,
Ipswich, S. D. Small town patronage.
ANN
Dunne—Irene
This Dunne
is a wonderful showVICKERS:
for an adultIrene
audience.
a great
actress and rises to great heights in this one. This
is a sexy picture of prison reform and will build
patronage. Play it at least three nights and watch
TheaNew Columbus
jump.— N.L. DE. Mahoney,
receipts
tre, Columbus,
Mining country
patronage.
BLIND ADVENTURE: Robert Armstrong, Helen
Mack— Clever mystery in a London fog that is amusNov. 28-29.—
PlayedCuster,
63 minutes.
time, Garlock
RunningGates,
Hobarting. H.
Theatre,
S. D.
Small town patronage.
BLIND ADVENTURE: Robert Armstrong, Helen
Mack— Blind is right; the producer who made it , was
blind and
blind; the exhibitor who bought it wasbecause
they
those who saw it must have been blindRunning
time,
did not know what it was all about.
62 minutes. Played Dec. 8.— A. H. Edward, Orpheum
rural paTheatre,
tronage. Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and
CHANCE AT HEAVEN: Joel McCrea, Marian
one ot
Nixon— You have heard of and often longed for masses
pictures that the
those nice little program
the
like and one where you can stand at the doors. asWell,
crowd passes out and wait for compliment
here it is. An interesting and entertainm^g story of
afgas station operator and his lovePlay
a small
the small town girl and the city girl.
fairs withtown
New Columbus
this one and boost it.— L. E. Mahoney,
Theatre, Columbus, N. D. Mining country patronage.
realistic
DELUGE, THE: Peggy Shannon— A very
thrills^ done
presentation of tidal waves, storms and
out-does _ King
through expert photography that the
story is disKong" by a wide margin. However, Average
busiunhappy.
ending
the
and
appointing
December
Played
minutes.
60
ness Running time,
R. Williams, Texon Theatre, Texon, Texas.
M.
13-14—
Rural patronage.
WilsonShannon,
Peggysustained
THE: and
DELUGE,
My
interest.
the Lois
fair business
Drew
the first
climax comes duringafter
criticism is that the seem
that.
some
to
slow
might
and
few reels
Played Nov 24-25.— Hobart
67 minutes.
Running
Theatre. Custer, S. D. Small town
Garlock
H. Gates. time,
patronage.
Woolsey— Played
DIPLOMANIACS: Wheeler and many
adverse rethis one rather late,is asokaywe andheard
Wheeler and
typical
a
ports This picture
d is why
understan
can't
we
What
Woolsey feature.
like
Pictures
write their reports on good
exhibitors
ofhce. We hnd
this and base their reports on box
as
halt
not
are
to the skies
lots of pictures we boostafraid
of sonie
ot, on account
we are
good as those
pictures
the
to
according
exhibitors not reporting office.-L
E. Mahoney, New
merits instead of the box
Theatre, Columbus, N. D. Mmmg country
Columbus
patronage.
DOUBLE HARNESS: Ann Harding, Williani Powell
—Lots of adverse criticism and no business^ Running
H.
Nov. 12-13-^14
Played Custer,
minutes.Theatre,
time
Small town
S. D. .-Hobart
Gates. 74Garlock
.
patronage
HEADLINE SHOOTER: William Gargan, Frances
Played
Dee-Good Saturday picture. Plenty of action.
Opera. House, Stony,
G. Tewksbur
2.— L. Small
DecemberMaine.
patronage
town
ington.
Fr.-nices
SHOOTER: WilliamforGargnn.
HEADLINE fine
family night.—
action picture
Dee— A very Niles
General
Iowa.
,
Theatre,, Anamosa
C. L. Niles.
e.
patronag
MELODY CRUISE: Phil Harris, Charles Ruggles—
A great picture that was was wasted. Sent m answer
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ROLL OF REPORTERS
CONTINUES TO GROW
From Wisconsin, Oklahoma and
Michigan come new reporters to
"What the Picture Did for Me" this
week. Read the picture comment in
this issue from E. H. Malone, Community theatre, Hammond, Wis.,
Claud Thorp of the Gem at Ryan,
Okla., and H. C. Monroe of the Hollywood, at Buchanan, Mich.
By the way, Monroe sets something
of a new record. Remember last week
we commented on the fact that M. P.
Foster of the Granada at Monte Vista,
Colorado, celebrated his initiation into
the circle of commentators of the department bysending in reports on 20
pictures} Well, Monroe goes him one
better, or should we say four better.
Twenty-four reports from Monroe.
to emergency telegram. People were disippointed because they did not know it was to be shown. Should
be repeated. Running time, 75 minutes. Played Nov.
22.— Mrs. George Thomsen, Garden Theatre, Arthur,
111. Small town patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot, Betty Furness
— Did not see this picture, but comment and business
was fair. Running time, 71 minutes. Played Nov.
17-18.— Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer,
S. D. Small town patronage.
MORNING GLORY: _ Katharine Hepburn, Adolphe
Menjou — Any picture with Katharine Hepburn in it is
always a flop here and if I use her name in the advertising Ican't
get enough
in tothecover
the
power bill.
Nothing
in it topeople
interest
average
theatregoer. Running time, 70 minutes. Played Nov.
26-27 — Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer,
S. D. Small town patronage.
NO MARRIAGE TIES: Richard Dix— Bad— worseworst — and then some! Played Nov. 27.— A. H. EdOrpheumpatronage.
Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small
town andwards,
rural
ONE MAN'S JOURNEY: Lionel Barrymore— This
is truly
one ofin Radio's
best.Running
A swelltime,picture
if you
can
get them
to see it.
72 minutes
—Robert Schwall, State Theatre, Ipswich, S. D. Small
town patronage.
ONE MAN'S JOURNEY: Lionel Barrymore— Splendid picture for any situation. Barrymore finally gets
a picture that gives him opportunities. Running time,
72 minutes. Played Nov. 19-20-21.— Hobart H. Gates,
Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
ONE favorable
MAN'S comments
JOURNEY:on Lionel
Barrymore-Had
more
this picture
than many
for months. It's just the type of story for the orof folks.
but By
a picturedinary
thatrunwill
please Not
any adaysuperin special,
the week.
all
meanstre,play
it.—
L.
E.
Mahoney,
New
Columbus
Columbus, N. D. Mining country patronage.TheaRAFTER ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers— Just before
the holidays we must expect poor business. I had an
empty house except for a dog or two that strayed
into the theatre unknowingly. It seemed I was the
only one who saw the picture but I will say that I
often saw poorer pictures than this one. It interested
is "what the picture did for me." Runme, soning that
75 minutes.
Played
Dec. 9.— A.Pa.H. Small
Dedwards, time,
Orpheum
Theatre,
Orwigsburg,
town and rural patronage.
RIGHT TO ROMANCE, THE: Ann Harding— This
one
wentatover
with thesettings.
women. Running
Couldn't help
marvel
the big
elaborate
time, but70
minutes. Played Dec. 16-17.— Robert Schwall, State
Theatre, Ipswich, S. D. Small town patronage.
SWEEPINGS: Lionel Barrymore— A good picture.
Pleased all who saw it. Running time, 80 minutes.
Played Oct. 23-24-25.— Mrs. George Thomsen, Garden
Theatre, Arthur, 111. Small town patronage.
State Rights
FANTEGUTTEN: Norwegian Cast— This picture
obtained from Elliott Film Company, Mineapohs,
Minnesota. Here is the first all song and dance
All
strictly Norwegian feature we have ever played.
Norwegian dialogue. Norwegians will come for miles
around~and talk about it for months. What we would

likeE.to Mahoney,
know is New
where Columbus
we can get
more Columbus,
like it. —
L.
Theatre,
N. D. Mining country patronage.
United Artists
BITTER SWEET: Anna Neagle— As sour as could
possibly be shown on an American screen where real
folks who enjoy
down-to-earth
entertained.
Liberty
gave it fourentertainment
stars. If thatmust
meansbe
anything to your potential audience, don't advertise
the fact
them nothing
as we did.
four instarfuture
pictures willtomean
in yourLiberty's
advertising
if you do. Played November 1-2. — H. C. Monroe,
Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich. General patronage.
BITTER SWEET: Fernand Graavey — Good acting
and probably a sweet love story, but when nearly
fifty perit. cent
of your crowd
out town.
you can't
really
enjoy
for anywalksmall
picture gave Too
more foreign
dissatisfaction
here than
anyThispicture
I have ever had. Running time, 93 minutes. Played
Dec. 11-12. — Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer,
S. D. Small town patronage.
BROADWAY THRU A KEYHOLE: Constance
Cummings,
the musicalwe numbers and theRuss
chorusColumbo
are as— Some
good asof anything
have
seen but it does have its dull moments. Business
below average but all who saw it were satisfied but
not enthusiastic. Running time, 88 minutes. Played
December 10-11. — M. R. Williams, Texon Theatre,
Texon, Texas. Rural patronage.
MASQUERADER, THE: Ronald Colman— One of
the
bestgood
pictures
the year.
Colman's voice
does fair.
not
record
— veryofhard
to understand.
Business
Played Dec. 2-3. — E. H. Malone, Community Theatre,
Hammond, Wis. General patronage.
MASQUERADER, THE: Ronald Colman — The
money I made with "The Kid From Spain" I lost
in theing to me
showing
Masquerader."
I felt
it comand Iofwas"Theprepared
to stand the
shock
of a
great loss, but I found I could not battle the overwhelming onslaught of the stay-aways, and so down
I went in a mangled heap beneath the outraged ticket
booth. When the debris was finally cleaned away,
they tell me I was found limp and ragged, bruised
financially almost beyond recognition. Even my credit
would not recognize me and in a cowardly manner
ran away. My dear friends, wipe away the tears, and
if it is not too late, keep away from this big. black
wolf. Playing a dual part was great in the good
old days of King Baggot and Bill Hart. This is one
of the pictures that make the wise rrien exclaim, "The
is still
in its infancy!"
Dec.
5.picture
— A. H.industry
Edwards,
Orpheum
Theatre, Played
Orwigsburg,
Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
Universal
HER FIRST MATE: Slim Summerville, Zazu Pitts
— This team seems to have some following, but not
enough to gross more than ordinary business Picture only fair. Played Nov. 18;T9. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount Theatre, Wyom'ing, 111. Small town
patronage.
HER FIRST MATE: Slim Summerville. Zazu Pitts
— This combination will pull business as long as patrons
remember the first one or two comedy hits from this
comedy team, but not for long if Universal continues
to dish out hackneyed stufi such as this. It got the
laughs from a large Bargain Night audience, but
primarily
the team's
previousSummervilleefforts and
the fact because
that theofpatrons
considered
Pitts conducive to laughing. Should gross an excelfigure wherever
shown. Played October 11-12.—
H.
C.lent Monroe,
General
patronage.Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine—
They always like Summerville. Did well in spite of a
free high school play. Full of comedy. Cynthia Ann,
the horse, showed plenty of good horse sense. Running time, 70 minutes. Played Dec. 13-14— Mrs.
George
Thomsen, Garden Theatre, Arthur, 111.— Small
town patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Leila Hyams—
This is a good big comedy. Slapstick and lots of it.
Very funny, well produced and it certainly pleased
the natives here on a Saturday crowd. — Bert Silver.
Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and
country patronage.
INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Rains, Gloria
Stuart — A very fascinating picture. Well done and
gets business. Get behind it and you can put it
over.— C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General patronage.
KING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris, Helen
Twelvetrees— Pleased. A minister said, "One of the
best pictures ever brought to this town." Running
time.
78 minutes.
Playe'd Arthur,
Dec 6-7.—
Thomsen.
Garden Theatre,
111.Mrs
SmallGeorge
town
patronage.
LADIESentertainment
MUST LOVE:thatJune
Knight—
Very ordinary
musical
missed
considerably
being
of cast
balance
fair,
only
Kmght
a hit picture. June
nothing
to rave"
over.
TheMonroe.
show hasHollywood
no pullingTheatre,
power
H. C.
office.—
the box
at
Buchanan,
Mich. General patronage.

LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY!: Slim Summer-
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ville, Zasu Pitts — This pair in their comedies are getting to be just a plain pain in the neck. Pitts has
the same dumb action that she always has, and it is
wearing out with the audience. Universal has a yen
for this kind of pictures. They wore out the Cohens
and
with team
the same
and asSummerville Kellys
and Pitts
are ontypethestories
way out
far as
draw comes. — A, E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Leo Carrillo,
Mary Brian — A fair picture, but no special. Sound
only fair. Business a little better than average. Played
Nov. 25-26.— Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount Theatre,
Wyoming, 111, Small town patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: Margaret Sullavan, John
Boles — They advertise this one as "Bigger than Back
Street," and it is. They boosted Miss Sullavan highly,
and she deserved it. John Stahl directed "Back
Street"
did the
same towith
this one.
A perfectperfectly.
picture of He
its type,
a credit
all concerned,
and to the theatre that plays it. If the season of
1933-34 can find a few more to match "Lady For a
Day" mentand
a record
of advancewill be "Only
recordedYesterday"
that is truly
worthwhile.
Played
Dec. 3-5. — Henry Reeve, Mission Theatre, Menard,
Texas. Small town patronage.
RUSTLER'S
best western picture thatROUNDUP:
we have hadTomin Mix—
weeks.The Sound
very
good. mount
Played
6-7.— Marion
F. town
Bodwell,
ParaTheatre, Dec.
Wyoming,
111. Small
patronage.

4-5. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.

Mix—payer.
FarewellDid party
to RUSTLER'S
Tom Mix whoROUNDUP:
was always Tom
my rent
well
with this last picture of his and the western fans are
sorry to see him leave pictures. Good luck to Tom!
Running
60 minutes.
Played Dec. Pa.
1. — A.Small
H.
Edwards. time,
Orpheum
Theatre, Orwigsburg,
town and rural patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams
— Very good
football
just
as entertaining
to those
who story,
do notthat
care should
for thebegame
as those who do. Did not do average business for
fome unknown reason, of which the exhibitor today
has had many, try as we may to find the exact
remedy for business inconsistency. Played November
17-18.—
C. Monroe^
Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan,
Mich. H.General
patronage.
S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod LaRocque, Gibson Gowland
— Universal spent some money on this one evidently.
There is some magnificent shots of the Arctic. A fair
story, not much romance, but it has some thrilling
shots of icebergs exploding into the sea. I do not
think that it will be a top grosser on pictures but it
is highly educational in showing the immense ice
barrens of Greenland. It is different and it is my
opinion
that if you
can getTheatre,
them inColumbia
they will City,
like it.
A.
E. Hancock,
Columbia
Ind.—
General patronage.
Warner
FORTY-SECOND STREET: Dick Powell, Ruby
Keeler — Acellent.
veryBusinessgood
musical
exbetter
than production.
average, but Sound
not near
as
big asParamount
expected. Theatre,
Played Nov.
29-30. — III.
MarionSmallF.
Bodwell,
Wyoming,
town patronage.
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Dick Powell, Ruby
Keeler — Wonderful production, but after all the larger
towns around you have played it, and you have to
play it 50-50, all we had left was prestige. — T. S.
Woolson, Liberty Theatre, Washougal, Wash. Small
town patronage.
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Dick Powell, Ruby
Keeler, Joan Blondell, James Cagney — The prize flop
of
concerned.
It the
did season
a good insofar
businessas atmoney-making
the box officeis considering
the number of runs in larger cities before we run it.
but our books at the conclusion of the run showed
minus. Played October 8-9-10.— H. C. Monroe, Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich. General patronage.
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Ruby Keeler, Dick
Powell — Just so long as Warner Brothers furnish us
with pictures like this one, we will never join the
picketers asking for cheaper film rental. I would
rather pay $SD for a picture like this, than I would
$2.50 for others that some companies make us play
and that do about ten per cent as much business.
I am still old fashioned enough to think that if I can
spend two dollars to make five dollars, I would rather
do that
one dollar
make 25 have
cents.a real
It's
just
the than
way spend
you look
at it. toWarners
picture here and are entitled to a fair share of the
spoils. Don't cut off your nose to spite your face.
Lay —theL. d&ugh
on the line
cash in.Theatre,
You can't
miss.
E. Mahoney,
New and
Columbus
Columbus, N. D. Mining country patronage.
MAN FROM MONTEREY, THE: John Wayne— Fair
western picture. Better than average. Used "Officer
13,"
another
feature,Running
and a time,
cartoon57 minutes.
and donePlayed
good
business
both days.
Dec. 8-9. — Louis Peretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
MAYOR OF HELU THE: James Cagney— Did not
register at the box office for some unknown reason,
but not the fault of the picture. It is a fine picture
and
rightC. inMonroe.
Cagney's Hollywood
language. Theatre,
Played October
1819. — H.
Buchanan,
Mich.
General patronage.
SILK EXPRESS: Neil Hamilton— Fast moving picture, but not strong enough for single picture. Double this one. Running time, 61 minutes. Played Dec.
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Shorts
Columbia
THROUGH
Jarrett—
A ROAMIN*
very pleasant
musical THE
short.ROSES:
ProducerArt just
a bit
wrong on the young lady selected, but it made very
nice
contrasting
with been
"Ladyforgotten
For a Day."
bad short
would short
soon have
with thatA
picture. Running time, two reels. — Henry Reeve,
Mission Theatre, Menard, Texas. Small town
patronage.
SCRAPPY
Haven'tthathadcost
a badyouonemore,
yet.
Just
as good CARTOONS:
as lots of others
probably.—
Hobart
H.
Gates.
Garlock
Theatre,
Custer,
S. D. Small town patronage.
Educational
BLUE BLACKBIRDS: Moran and Mack— Good
comedy anytime when you need a two-reel short. A
good many laughs. Running time, two reels. — D. E.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town
patronage.
F;ARMERS'
Moran and
Mack—
This
pair will fatal
get laughsFOLLY:
from everyone,
particularly
the kids. Would rate as first class comedy. — H. C.
Monroe,
Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich. General patronage.
MGM
BALI: FitzPatrick Traveltalks— Not so good. My
patrons do not like traveltalks. Running time, ten
minutes.— Pa.
LouisGeneral
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown.
patronage.
DIRTY WORK: Laurel and Hardy— The best Laurel
and Hardy to date. Had our house in an uproar all
the time. A few more like this will put this pair
on top General
again.— C.
L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa,
Iowa.
patronage.
GIRL GRIEF: Charley Chase— Good comedy.— E. H.
Malone,
Community Theatre, Hammond, Wis. General patronage.
NOWcomedy
WE'LLthatTELL
ONE:someCharley
fair
contains
good Chase—
gags. ANotpretty
the
best, but good, nevertheless. Running time, 19 minA. Crute,patronage.
Victoria Theatre, Vancouver,
B. C.utes-— William
Neighborhood
RHAPSODY IN BREW: Colortone Musical Revues
— A slapstick comedy with no color. Sold as a Colortone Revue. Okay for what it is. — C. L. Niles, Niles
Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
SNEAK EASILY: Pitts and Todd— Below average
comedy. mond,
— E.Wis. H.
Malone,
Community Theatre, HamGeneral
patronage.
WILD POSES: Our Gang— Poorest Our Gang in a
long time. Outside of Spanky, the gang had very
little to do. Several grownups in this one could
hardly be called an Our Gang Comedy. — D. E. Fitton,
Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
THEIR FIRST MISTAKE: Laurel and Hardy— Best
comedy by this team in a long time. — E. H. Malone,
ronage.
Community Theatre, Hammond, Wis. General patParamount
BUNDLE OF BLUES, A: Headliners— Excellent
musical, and my audience certainly likes musicals.
Running time, ten minutes. — Hobart H. Gates, Garlock
Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
CAPTAIN HENRY'S RADIO SHOW: Headliners—
Just a dandy single reel of entertainment. Exceptionally good. Running time, one reel. — Henry Reeve,
Mission Theatre, Menard, Texas. Small town patronage.
CAPTAIN HENRY'S RADIO SHOW: Headliners—
Enjoyed immensely by radio fans. Only fair entertainment.— H. C. Monroe, Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich. General patronage.
CAPTAINthe HENRY'S
SHOW:
Headliners—
Perhaps
entertainersRADIO'
are not
all movie
actors
as some exhibitor recently complained, but the music
and singing is all so fine that you never think of that.
Some people watched it three times and enjoyed it.
Running time, 11 minutes. — Hobart H. Gates, Garlock
Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS: All Pictorials are
to our wayButof number
thinking,oneand ofbythe"our,"
Imighty
mean good
our audience.
new
series is extraordinarily fine one-reel production value.
An interesting style show, gorgeous bit of color work
on Rock Gardens, then three Negro jazz bands and
a reel that makes them talk. Running time, one
reel.
Reeve, Mission Theatre, Menard, "Texas.
Small— Henry
town patronage.
SAILORS, BEWARE: Walter Catlett, Eugene Pallette — A great two-reel comedy. Slapstick and real
comedy. Give it prefered booking. — C. L. Niles, Niles
Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
SAILORS, BEWARE: Walter Catlett, Eugene Pallette — Good comedy of slapstick sort, with hilarious
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ending that will keep them laughing for several sec"The End."—
C. Monroe,
Hollywood
Theatre,onds after
Buchanan,
Mich. H. General
patronage.
SCREEN SOUVENIRS (No. 6): These are a welcome short on any bill. The adult audience like
them for the memories they stir up, and the youngsters for the comedy. Running time, ten minutes.
Neighborhood patronage.
RKO
MURDER AT THE BRIDGE TABLE: Ely Culbertson— Seemed to be fairly well liked by the general
patronage.
fans noticab'e
their absence.
Running time,Bridge
21 minutes.
— M. W. by
Mattecheck,
Lark
Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
ON THE PAN:
Soglow'sso "The
King"
Cartoons—
These
hot.—patronage.
C. L. Niles,
Niles
Theatre,cartoons,
Anamosa,so far,
Iowa.not General
QUIET PLEASE: Edgar Kennedy. Florence Lake
—Niles.
Good Eminence
comedy. Theatre,
RunningEminence,
time, two
— A.town
N.
Ky.reels.
Small
patronage.
United Artists
BABES IN THE WOOD: Silly Symphonies— These,
as we all know, are the topnotch in short subject
value. They make any show a good one and a good
show one to talk about. Running time, one reel. —
Henry patronage.
Reeve, Mission Theatre, Menard, "Texas. Small
town
MAD DOCTOR, THE: Mickey Mouse— A very good
Mickey Mouse cartoon. Running time, eight minutes.
—Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Pa.
General
patronage.
PUPPY LOVE: Mickey Mouse— Another good
Mickey Mouse comedy that appeals to both young
and old alike. Running time, seven minutes. — William
A. Crute, borhood
Victoria
patronage. Theatre, Vancouver, B. C. NeighSANTA'S WORKSHOP: Silly Symphonies— One of
the best Silly Symphonies Walt ever made all-color.
Running
time, Mahoningtown,
eight minutes. —Pa.Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre,
General
patronage.
SILLY SYMPHONIES: These one-reelers in color
are marvelous and are an aid to any program. —
Hobart H. Gates. Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D.
Small town patronage.
Universal
ALL AT SEA: Mentone No. 2— Fair musical built
around entertainment by passengers at sea angle. —
H.
C. Monroe,
Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich.
General
patronage.
I KNOW Walter
EVERYBODY
EVERYBODY'S
RACKET:
Winchell — AND
E.xcellent
change from
routine stuff. — H. C. Monroe, Hollywood Theatre,
Buchanan, Mich. General patronage.
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS (No. 32): This is interesting which my patrons enjoyed. Running time,
ten minutes. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre,
Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
BOSKO'S MECHANICAL MAN: Looney TunesGood and funny. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
BOSKO, THE MUSKETEER: Looney Tunes— Just
aNiles
cartoon
and notAnamosa,
up to Bosko's
C. L. Niles,
Theatre,
Iowa. average.
General — patronage.
BOSKO'S NIGHT MARE: Looney Tune — An unusually good cartoon. Not a dull moment in it.
Running
time, 1 reel.
A. McConnell,
Einerson
Theatre, Hartford,
Ark.— B.Mining
country patronage.
BOSKO, THE SPEED KING: Looney Tunes— Average cartoon. Running time, one reel. — B. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre, Emerson, Ark. Mining country patronage.
WAY OF ALL FRESHMEN: Broadway Brevities—
This is a good musical and dancing short. The boy
and girl tap dancing act is a wow. They are the
best I have seen. Running time, 19 minutes.— WiUiam
A. Crute,borhood
Victoria
patronage. Theatre, Vancouver, B. C. NeighPARADES OF YESTERDAY: Pepper Pot— This is
a very interesting one-reeler, showing many of the
famous
parades
is madeit
of newsreel
shotsin ofhistory.
many The
years entire
ago. reel
However,
should take very well. Running time, 10 minutes.—
J. J. eral
Medford,
patronage. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. GenSEASONED GREETINGS: Lita Grey Chaplin—
Every Jr.,
one Strand
liked it.Theatre,
Running St.time,
20 minutes.—
J. E.
Ross,
George,
S. C. Small
town patronage.
SHUFFLE OFF TO BUFFALO: Merry Melodies—This isanother of the good cartoons Vitaphone
has made this season. Some excellent caricatures of
Eddie Cantor and Ed Wynn. Very good entertainment and pleased all. Running time, eight minutes.—
J.
J. Medford,
General
patronage. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
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PRODUCT

PLAYING

THE

BROADWAY

Week of December

23

CAPITOL
Santa's Workshop
United Artists
CRITERION
The Cure
RKO Radio
King Neptune
United Artists
HOLLYWOOD
Movie Memories
Vitaphone
Kissing Time
Vitaphone
Easy Aces
Vitaphone
Heart of Paris
Vitaphone
MAYFAIR
Freak Fish
General
Not the Marrying Kind .... Universal
Organloguing the Hits .... Master Art
PARAMOUNT
The Old Bugler
Paramount
Around the Calendar Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
The Night Before Christmas. United Artists
Strange As It Seems — No. 35. Universal
Grin and Bear It
RKO Radio
Who Said the Weaker Sex? . Columbia
RIALTO
Where's
Tiger? Paramount
Paramount
The Old That
Bugler
Around the Calendar Paramount
RIVOLI
London Medley
Fox
Three Little Pigs (Spanish) . United Artists
ROXY
Lullaby Land
United Artists
Jack and the Beanstalk .... Principal
STRAND
The Little Girl With Big Ideas.Vitaphone
Buddy's
Garden Vitaphone
The
Tune Beer
Detective
Vitaphone
Integrity Film Has Feature
On Life of St. Anthony
Integrity Film, headed by Davide Calcagni and Commander G. Clemente, have
obtained the American and Canadian distributing rights to "The Miracle Man of the
Centuries," a religious sound motion picture
based upon the life of St. Anthony of Padua.
General release date has not yet been set. It
will be distributed directly to Catholic institutions and theatres after it has been
roadshown in key cities.
The story was written by Rev. Father P.
Vittorino Facchinetti and was produced by
S. A. C. R. A. S. and reportedly under the
supervision of the Vatican. The production was directed by Count Giulio Antamoro.
Mr. Davide Calcagni, who is president and
general manager of the distributing company, has been cameraman for Fox, Metro,
Herbert Brenon and other producers.
U. A. Promotes Salesman
Sam Kramer, former United Artists
salesman in Cincinnati, has replaced Edward Benson, resigned, as branch manager.
Edward Goldstein, formerly with First National in New York, is in Mr. Kramer's
former position. Charles Stern, manager of
district number one, comprising the New
York, Boston and New Haven territory,
has moved his headquarters from Boston
to 630 Ninth avenue, New York.
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Ludwig Sussman staged a matinee in which
CHICAGO
donation of a book served in lieu of the regular
Plenty
of
"parties"
last
week
—
Christmas
admission price. After being renovated the
parties. Most of the Balaban & Katz theatres
books are distributed to various libraries.
had special programs for children as did many
V
neighborhood houses. On film row at the
An
exploitation
idea
in connection with the
Warner club room a gay party was held for
the grownups and children of members of the serial "Wolf Dog" has been evolved by Ben
Warner Club.
Judell's office. It consists of a dog parade at
V
which prizes are awarded for the most unusual dogs, for the funniest, scrawniest, handHerman Gluckman and William Shapiro of
somest or what have you.
Majestic Pictures held a sales meeting here on
V
their way to the East. Those attending included
J. Shad started the projectors grinding
Andy Dietz, St. Louis branch manager, A. L. at F.the
theatre, Indiana Harbor,
Zacherl and Carl Michil of Minneapolis, Dave
ChristmasAmerican
Day.
Brill, who is here from the home office, and
HOLQUIST
Percy Barr, local manager.
V
Louis Marks is reported to have acquired two
theatres — ^the Tivoli in Gary, Ind. and the Second Celebrity
Granada at Racine, Wis.
Cartoon Is Named
V
And speaking of Christmas parties, the local
Celebrity Productions, Inc., this week decided that the second cartoon in its new
United Artists has been swamped with requests
for prints of Disney subjects, many of these
ComiColor series will be an adaptation of
being shown to unfortunate children in such
theThe
famous
tale,series,
"The already
Little Redreleased,
Hen."
places as the Hospital for Dependent Crippled
first fairy
of the
Children,
Billings
Memorial
hospital
and
other
institutions.
is "Jack and the Beanstalk," which is being
given runs at the Roxy theatre. New York,
V
and in all RKO and Warner theatres in the
Lou Metzger had a chance to greet a number
Greater New York and Northern New Jerof friends on his way East last week.
V
sey territory. P. A. Powers, Celebrity presiHarry Rathner of Principal Pictures home
dent, isin New York after Coast conference
office was in town for a conference with Henri
with Ub Iwerks on the series.
Ellman.
V
Ben Cooney opened the Roxy theatre in Des Jack Levin Heads Charity
Plaines on Christmas Day.
Jack Levin, director of operations of the
V
Copyright
Bureau, was installed
Sam Halper of the Halsted-Van Buren The- as chairmanProtection
of the board of trustees of the
atre Corporation is sojourning in Miami, Fla.,
Simon Cohen Memorial Foundation, a
with his family.
V
Masonic organization, at the Astor Hotel,
New York, last week.
Harry Elwell of the Theatre Printing Company has added a line of new style theatre programs done in four colors to augment his Pollard at Radio City
regular sizes for the new year.
Bud Pollard Productions has leased office
V
space in the RKO Building at Radio City,
More than 2,500 books took up considerable
New York.
space in the lobby of the Adelphi theatre after
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1^ 231/2 hours L.A. to N.Y.— overnight to many important points makes
Air Express the country's fastest shipping service. Direct connections to
85 principal cities over the country's
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by fast, coordinated rail service to
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points. Low rates Include pick-up and
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on both shipment and delivery of ail
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J Protection at its best in any business is represented bygood management. Economic surveys have
repeatedly revealed that the principal cause of business failure is bad management. Few businesses are
so influenced by the factors of management as the
motion picture theatre. This is due to the nature of
the goods the motion picture theatre sells. The average store is extremely simple in comparison. That
store, moreover, is merchandising products that are
more or less essential to daily life. The motion picture theatre, on the other hand, is selling mental and
emotional stimulation, consumed on the premises —
rendered attractive and consumable only by the
mechanisms of the theatre itself.
5 These mechanisms are represented in the equipment of the theatre. And in the environment of the
theatre as well. Their planning, their supervision
call for constantly alert, shrewd management.
5 But management

cannot be shrewd

unless it is

informed. Direct personal experience supplies much
information. Yet few of those charged with the responsibility oftheatre operation can afJord to ignore
the experience of others. And in the motion picture
industry, as in other fields, specialists have been developed, whose position in relation to the average
theatre owner and manager Js akin to that of the
surgeon in relation to the general medical
titioner.

prac-

5 In addition to reporting the experience of the
average theatre operator, BETTER THEATRES selects
specialists in the various functions of the motion
picture theatre, to think about and to write about
its problems. Thus there is no reason why theatre
management, in any situation, need be otherwise
than expertly informed. Here is a world-wide publication edited as a timely guide to those who operate motion picture theatres. It completes the
service of Quigley Publications to the Motion
ture Industry.

Pic-

3etteK)hedtres

(lA ^igley T*ublication
1790 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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IS ON

Spurred on by the encouragement of the Industry's leaders
and Inspired by their own enthusiasm, a legion of managers
sweeps forcefully Into the early dawn of 1934 in a spirited race
for merited honors — the Quigley Awards. In the history of
motion picture exploitation, never has any project caught on
so quickly, not yet has any like project received such wide and
immediate endorsement.
At last the Importance of adequate exploitation is brought
out of the morass of Indifference and Indecision, and the showman responsible for the modeling of this tower of theatre
strength from the indefinite clay of unformed ideas is to receive his long delayed recognition.
Which Is as It should be. For without doubt, the successful
future of the motion picture theatre depends now, more than
ever, upon the efforts of skilled and patient showmanship.
Today, the leaders of the industry stand eye to eye in proclaiming their belief In the necessity of ingenious, hard hitting
exploitation as an integral part of profitable theatre operation.
The opinions from different quarters so admirably expressed
in last week's issue and on succeeding pages of this, make a
mighty voice that must reach the ears of all those in this business indifferent to, or ignorant of the dollars and cents value
of box-office exploitation.
With the first day of the New Year, the Quigley Awards
will be placed formally in competition. The representative
committee of high calibre judges assures the close attention
of the entire industry as hundreds of showmen everywhere gird
themselves for the Big Drive. Undoubtedly by their efforts,
will the high place of exploitation be sold more strongly to
sceptical purseholders, and by the same token gain for the
above showman his long deferred reward.
V

V

3

V

LET US RESOLVE
And now the time for the easily broken resolutions is upon
us, and so perhaps It behooves us all to make some, but of a
firmer consistency that will stand a bit of handling.
In hoping for a better break in 1934, let the manager
resolve to give as much in return as possible. To watch his
expenditures, to spend wisely, to make sure of the dollar value
of every ad and of every stunt. To strive for a perfect picture
on the screen, to insure cleanliness, comfort and safety. To
keep everlastingly at it for a healthier everyday gross.
And let the exhibitor resolve to treat his manager(s) with
every deserved consideration, to allow a day off a week and
vacations, to raise salaries wherever possible. To spend a

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

little extra on needed equipment and furnishings, to spend
more on advertising and exploitation. To appreciate showmanship and the showman responsible for it, and finally, to
realize that the job of managing requires at least as much skill
and experience as that of any other technical worker in the
motion picture industry.
With few expectations that the above will be adopted as a
universal theatre credo, we present It In keeping with the
season
year
hopesground.
that some few of these "seeds"
will fallofontheless
thanIn the
barren
V

V

V

BONUS FOR THE MANAGER?
For some months past, the Warner Theatre organization,
under the sponsorship of Mr. Joseph Bernhard, has been experimenting Indifferent spots with a system by which every manager in the Warner fold will have the opportunity of adding
to his salary In the form of a bonus based upon an Increase In
individual theatre receipts. Upon questioning, Mr. Bernhard
stated that though the idea was still In the formative stage,
nevertheless a permanent arrangement would be put into
effect within the next few months.
In other words, the manager's sales ability is to be tested,
and he is to be recompensed in the same practical manner as
is any other good salesman.
This is a natural step in the progress of the theatre management and should the Warner idea work out to the satisfaction of all concerned, we believe It only a matter of time until
the procedure Is adopted to any extent by other exhibitors.
However, there are easily discernible obstacles in the goal of
the above mentioned "satisfaction," which of course can be
avoided by skillful steering.
The advantages of bonus or percentage payments for managers have been considered by various theatre heads. It
should be encouraged and brought to pass; no other means
has ever been discovered to so profitably inspire and stimulate
sales ability, and many an exhibitor straining his vision In the
search for future profits, could do far worse than declare his
manager(s)
percentage.
We would"in"likeon toa see
the Warner Theatre plan go over,
for if it does, the manager's job will take on a new significance
and skilled showmanship more than ever will be at a premium.
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"Is this
Family Night,
Eddie?"
Click

Exploitation

On * 'Nora'* at Strand
In cooperation with the New York Strand
publicity department, Bert Ennis, Majestic
Picture ad chief, put on a nice advance for
the
opening
of "The Sin of Nora Moran"
at that
theatre.
Post cards were mailed to every local
member of the Society for the Abolition of
Capital Punishment, and these were signed
by the secretary, who indorsed the picture
and urged every member to see it, and it is
reported that many did. Prison wardens,

Handcuff Street Stunt

December

HERALD

correction officials, and other leaders in this
field were informed of the engagement, and
endorsements secured from them.
A street stunt that attracted continued attention consisted of a man and girl handcuffed to each other, working the prominent
streets of the city and department stores.
When inquiries were made by curious onlookers, small folders containing teaser copy,
with the title and theatre at the bottom,
were handed out by another girl who followed the couple (see photo).
A newspaper tieup was made with a
prominent fur shop specializing in star
models, by which a full page ad was carried
in the Sunday papers showing Zita Johann,
the star of the picture, wearing the various
fur styles. The copy of course included
mention of the picture, theatre and date.
Store
Plugs
"Short" Date
A
Month
in Advance
The biggest exploitation campaign ever
accorded a single feature in Milwaukee, was
the tieup between one of the leading department stores there and the Alhambra Theatre, according to Fred S. Meyer, M. P. T.
O. A. official, and operator of that house.
For a month in advance, the theatre advertising the toy department of the store with
a trailer and in return the store daily advertised "Merry Old Soul" as coming to the
theatre in all newspaper ads. In addition,
100,000 cards plugging the picture were put
out without expense to the Alhambra.
Mickey and Minnie Mouse were featured
heavily in conjunction with the various store
sales, being mentioned frequently. The
campaign was put over by Stan Meyer.
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Campaign
For
''Roman Scandals"

To the many other accomplishments of
Eddie Cantor, add that of ticket seller,
which function he undertook at the opening on Saturday, Dec. 23, of the New York
Rivoli, of his latest picture, "Roman Scandals." The announcement of this unusual
personal appearance was made well in advance and of course collected an enormous
crowd.
Hal Home's United Artists crew worked
overtime to insure coverage of every possible sales angle. Prominent among these
was a street bally in the form of a Roman
chariot drawn by two white horses, the
charioteer costumed in a golden helmet,
purple and red cape, accompanied on the
ride by a girl also dressed in Roman costume, wearing a large blond wig similar to
those used in the picture. (See photo.)
A special front was installed containing
a large sized scene-in-action display of a
chariot, with Cantor and a flock of girls
against a moving background operated by
rotating cylinders, which gives the chariot
the illusion of moving at a swift pace.
Thousands of large cardboard arrows
with copy reading, "All roads lead to
'Roman Scandals,' " with picture and date,
were sniped all over the city, each pointing
in the direction of the theatre. Tabloid
newspapers were^ distributed through department stores, Postal Telegraph offices
and handed out in the street bally.
A Cinema Shop tieup was made with
Macy's, in which a double window was devoted to costumes against a background of
sheet music and records from the song hits
of the picture. The Masury Paint Co. installed large window displays in over 200
windows of their retail branches, and Cantor's forradioover
sponsors
provided inwindow
ma5,000 windows
every part
of the terial
city.
For ten days in advance, announcements
were broadcast twice daily over the prominent networks, and a further tieup was put
on with Lux, wherein 1,000-line ads were
planted
newspapers
cide withinlocal
showings.in 40 cities to coinIn the above, no mention has been made
of the many publicity breaks in all New
York papers, planted by Lynn Farnol and
Karl Krug. However, this angle was fully
covered. The exploitation was handled by
Monroe Greenthal, under the supervision
of Hal Horne, aided by Manager Jack
Wright ofandthe Publicity
Director Jim McFarlane
Rivoli Theatre.

Rivoli chariot Bally
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Committee

Judges

Jz0ards

Selected:

Opening
Managers

Date

of

For

Jan,

EVERY CAMPAIGN TO
RECEIVE SAME BREAK
Too much emphasis cannot be placed on
the fact that the smallest town campaign
will receive the sarne consideration that
will be given those from the largest cities.
As far as the judges are concerned, skilled
exploitation from managers in neighborhood
and subsequent run houses is just as worthy
as any other.
Campaigns will be weighed carefully in
regard to how much was obtained for the
amount spent, and thus the small budget
will receive the same break as the unlimited
bankroll. The fact that prize winners in
the recent Round 'Table World's Fair contest included campaigns from every small
town is proof of the above facts. No one
should hesitate to enter. The field is wide
open.
As before stated, all product is eligible
for the awards. Productions from the independents as well as those from the major
studios are not only welcomed, but solicited.
Everyone has an equal chance.
The rules have been run in the two previous issues. They are simple and few.
Participants are requested to study them
and for the information of the few who
do not have those copies of the Herald, we
outline the requirements, and necessary information.
A Quigley Plaque will be presented each
month during 1934, starting Jan. 1, for the
theatre campaign selected by the judges as
possessing the highest merit of all those
submitted to the Managers' Round Table
Club, on pictures played during that month.
The Quigley Grand Award will be given
for the best campaign of the entire year.
Campaigns may be forwarded after the last

1

Marks

Campaign
Industry

Praise

Herald
Project
As heartening as the reaction from the
various producer home office executives,
are the enthusiastic comments from the field
on the Quigley Awards. Undoubtedly, in
the opinions of Round Tablers and other
showmen in every part of the country, the
project now being carried out, to present
plaques, monthly and yearly during 1934,
for the most meritorious exploitation campaigns put on by theatre managers, is a
splendid stimulant for the coming product.
However, the success of the idea depends
to a great extent on the cooperation given
by interested showmen, and from early reactions there seems to be no reason why
everything expected should not materialize.

Quigley

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Advertising
CLAYTON E. BOND, Exhibition
H. D. BUCKLEY. Exhibition
JOHN CLARK, Distribution
HOWARD DEITZ, Advertising
NED E. DEPINET, Distribution
OSCAR A. DOOB, Advertising
E. M. FAY, Exhibition
S. CHARLES EINFELD, Advertising
BERT ENNIS, Advertising
FELIX F. FEIST, Distribution
W. R. FERGUSON, Exploitation
JOHN C. FLINN, Exploitation
EDWARD FINNEY, Advertising
ROBERT M. GILLHAM, Advertising
JAMES R. GRAINGER, Distribution
BEN H. GRIMM, Advertising
PAUL GULICK, Publicity
HAL HORNE, Advertising
W. RAY JOHNSTON, Distribution
IRVING LESSER, Exhibition
JULES LEVY, Distribution
AL LICHTMAN, Distribution
CHAS.
tising E. McCarthy, Advertising
S. BARRET McCORMICK, AdverDAN MICHALOVE, Exhibition
GEO. J. SCHAEFER, Distribution
ROBERT F. SISK, Advertising
A. W. SMITH, JR., Distribution
HERSCHEL STUART, Exhibition
GORDON S. WHITE, Advertising
G. S. YORKE, Advertising

day of the month, including those on pictures
played the last days of one month and the
first days of the next.
Manager's name and theatre must appear
on all material, and concrete evidence of
all ideas must accompany campaign. Every
theatre manager of a theatre in the world
is eligible, including non-members of the
Club.
And now, friends, the best of good fortune, and as Joe Feldman, of Pittsburgh,
says, the winning campaigns "better be

good."

Drive
Heads

Accept
Places
Almost without exception, we are pleased
to report, have those leaders in the various
branches
to act upon
judges'
committee requested
for the Martin
Quigleythe Awards,
enthusiastically agreed to serve.
Their names and designations, set down in
the next column, are proudly presented to
the membership, for there is no doubt but
that this list represents a more than adequate selection of motion picture executives
willing to lend their efforts to choosing
those exploitation campaigns for which will
be presented the Quigley Awards.
DIFFERENT BRANCHES
CONTRIBUTE JUDGES
And we might state that the acceptances
of these gentlemen mean that they will
take an active part in the judging for they
all are convinced of the necessity of encouraging theatremen to give every ounce
of practical result-showing exploitation to
the product of the coming year.
The committee, at this writing, is very
representative. Distribution, advertising
and theatre
executives share places, as follows :
Five vice-presidents and general managers of film companies.
Five chain theatre heads and independent
exhibitors.
Five sales and distribution managers of
film companies.
Nine directors of advertising and publicity of film companies.
Four advertising and publicity managers
of film companies.
Two exploitation directors of film comTwo directors of advertising and publicity
of theatre chains.
panies.
The companies represented in this list,
arranged alphabetically, are as follows :
Educational Films, Fay's Theatres, Providence, R. I. ; Fox Films, Loew's, Majestic
Pictures, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures,
Monogram Pictures, Paramount Pictures,
RKO Distributing Corp., RKO Radio Pictures, Roxy Theatre Corp., New York;
Theatre Management Corp., New York ;
United Artists, Universal Film Exchanges,
Universal Pictures, Warner Bros. Theatres,
and Warner Bros. Pictures.
Thus independent producer and exhibitor
heads share places on the committee witli
major producers and chain circuit executives. A proper balance has been sought,
and this, we believe, we have obtained.
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Manager, Jcjfcrson
Springfield, Mass.
Among the most commendable ideas brought forth in the history of the exhibitor's branch of the motion picture industry is
the announcement of the Martin Oiiigley Awards.
What manager wouldn't cherish one of those aiuards and
proudly display his plaque? Another achievement for the Managers' Round Table Club.
FRANK BOUCHER
City Manager, Warner Bros.
Hagerstown, Md.
I think it is an excellent idea, one that should meet with the
instant approval of every manager. It should make them
strive for bigger and better campaigns. It should stimulate
a new interest in the proper handling of pictures. The Motion
Picture Herald and the Managers' Round Table Club are to
be congratulated on starting such an idea.
H. D. BUCKLEY
Yice-Frcsident
United Artists Corporation
I will be very happy to serve as a fudge in connection with
presenting the Ouigley Awards for meritorious theatre exploitation.
SAM ROBERT CHERNOW
Manager, Yorktown
New York City
It's a swell ideal Every theatre manager should do his
darndest to help put over the Martin Quigley Awards, for it
is to his benefit to have the idea go over with a bang. I, for
one, will do everything that I can to cooperate.
MITCHELL

CONERY

Manager, Kingston
Kingston, Pa.
Unquestionably every real showman will want to try to win
one of the Quigley Awards. With only twelve plaques being
issued yearly, it will indeed be an achievement for any man to
possess one of these awards of merit. Best wishes for the continued success of the Round Table.
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We believe your idea to present a Quigley Award for
stand-out exploitation campaigns is highly commendable and
Is certainly in the spirit In which this Industry should carr/ on
in these times.
It should stimulate the men on the firing line to give their
utmost at a time when every ounce of energy and imagination
is required to bring people into theatres.
Warner Brothers, of course will exert every effort to promote
the cause of exploitation, believing it to be vital to the welfare
of our industry in these exciting days of national recovery.
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AWARDS

JOE FELDMAN
Ad verfisi)ig Director
Warner Theatres, Pittsburgh
// the Ouigley Awards teach us the sense of care fid analysis
and scientific examination of the problem of reaching and attracting those who want to go to the theatre, the awards will
have done for the advertising profess/on in the theatre what the
Academy Awards have done for production.
If the awards can raise the standards of good taste in theatre
advertising, it will benefit not only the box office, hut will immediately slap an effective gag on the blue lips of the blue noses.
You may be sure I am keenly interested in watching the residts of your experiment and will urge managers in the theatres
here not only to try for the awards themselves, but to carefidly
analyze the winning campaigns. They'd better be good!
JOHN C. FLINN
Director of Exploitation
Paramount Pictures
I will be very glad to act on your committee of judges, and
appreciate very much the opportunity to serve.
ROBERT M. GiLLHAM
Advertising and Publicity Director
Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp.
I ivill be delighted to act as one of a committee of judges for
the Quigley Awards.
You may quote me as saying I believe the Quigley Awards
are a splendid idea and that I believe proper recognition has not
been given the excellent work being done by the theatre managers and advertising men in the smaller theatres around the
country. These men often work with limited appropriations and
do marvelous jobs on little or nothing.
JAMES R. GRAINGER
General Manager of Distribution
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.
I want to congratulate you on the idea of presenting silver
plaques for the most meritorious theatre exploitation campaigns. Nothing Is more universally needed in the motion
picture business today than practical, far-reaching showmanship. The Quigley Awards will place emphasis on this and so
do inestimable good.
I gladly
Invitation of
the Managers'
Round
Table
Club accept
to serve the
on kind
the committee
of judges
for the awards.
LEW

S. CHARLES EINFELD
Advertising and Publicity Director
Warner Bros. Theatres

December
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Manager, Academy of Music
New York City
The more I think of your idea, the better I like it and I will
certainly do my part in attempting to gain the highest honors.
Since we have the Academy awards for motion pictures, there
is no reason why the managers shotdd not be recognized for
their presentation of the attractions in the theatre. .1 know they
ivill get behind your move and cooperate with you 100 per cent.
I can truthfully say, without any hesitation, that the plan
will inspire the men so much so that they will not leave a stone
unturned in order to achieve the recognition which will mean
much coming from your medium which is read by practically
every manager in the field.
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SID S. HOLLAND
City Manager
Elkhart Amusement Co., Ind.
Yoiir sponsorship of the atvard of the Martin Onigley plaques
for 1934 exploitation as announced in the issue of the Herald
of Dec. 16, is ]ust another indication of the splendid cooperation
emanating from the offices of the Round Table Club. This latest
effort should certainly be appreciated by the boys in the field.
It is the first really significant and direct recognition of the
efforts of the exhibitor by the Motion Picture Industry.
I know I express the sentiment of every member of the organization in lauding this project and ti/ill personally bend every
effort to encourage the continuance of the Onigley Awards.
W. R. JOHNSTON
President
Monogram Pictures Corp.
I shall be happy to cooperate with you in connection with
your letter of December 13th
HARRY M. KALMINE
Zone Manager
Warner Theatres, Pittsburgh
I think the plan for Quigley P^iblications to offer an aivard
every month for the best advertising-exploitation campaign put
on by the theatre is an exemplary one. Just as the Academy
Awards in production have gone a long way toward raising the
standards of production and acting and have stimulated more
intensive research, so should this monthly award to the best
theatre campaign raise the standard of theatre advertising and
exploitation.
JULES LEVY
General Sales Manager
RKO Distributing Corp.
Am pleased to accept membership on the Committee of
Judges to decide the Quigley Award for the best theatre
exploitation campaign.
Am glad to participate because I have felt right along that
too much cannot be done toward advocating and urging
theatre owners and managers to carry on more aggressively
than before intelligent, unusual exploitation campaigns on the
worthwhile pictures. I feel certain that added effort in this
direction is bound to result in greater box office returns.
ROBERT F. SISK
Advertising and Publicity Director
RKO Distributing Corp.
I will be glad to serve as a judge for the Managers' Round
Table Club — since it will be a pleasure to go over whatever
exploitation stuff is submitted.
BEN H. GRIMM
Director of Advertising
Universal Pictures Corp.
Shall be glad to act on your committee of judges in the
matter of making Quigley Awards for the most meritorious
theatre exploitation campaigns.
Your plan should result in keen competition among showmen. Undoubtedly this will reflect in better box-office receipts
throughout the country, and on that score alone is an extremely
worthwhile project for any trade paper.
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AL LICHTMAN
Vice President — General Manager
United Artists Corporation
1 feel that your plan to aivard prizes for the most meritorious
theatre exploitation cavtpaigns will be a grand incentive for
stimulating business.
I shall be very happy to serve on yotir Committee of fudges.
CHARLES E. McCARTHY
Advertising and Publicity Director
Fox Film Corporation
Thanks very much for your invitation to serve on the Committee ofJudges for the Quigley exploitation awards.
I should be very glad to accept and I think you and your
paper are to be congratulated upon your enterprise in promoting proper exploitation of pictures.
S. BARRET McCORMICK
Advertising Director
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
Your plan of atvardittg, through the Managers' Round Table
Club each month, the Quigley plaque for the most meritorious
theatre advertising and exploitation is a very progressive and
commendable move on the part of Motion Picture Herald.
I am sure this will result in increased interest in their campaigns
by advertising and theatre managers throughout the country and
will help bring to the attention of the entire motion picture
industry the work of the many splendid creative minds that
are in it.
I thank you for the compliment of asking me to act as one
of the judges and it will be a great pleasure to serve.
With the compliments of the season and very best wishes for
the
all itscontimted
members. success of the Managers' Round Table Club and
DAN MICHALOVE
Assistant, S. R. Kent
Fox Film Corporation
It will be my pleasure to be able to serve on the Committee
of Judges which you are forming for the Motion Picture
Herald through the Managers' Round Table Club that will
present the Quigley Awards each month.
Managers who exploit pictures are those who create and
develop business.. Managers' Round Table Club has done a
great deal to impress upon theatre operators the benefits
obtainable from exploitation and the Quigley Awards should
stimulate more interest in what the Motion Picture Herald
is doing through its columns to help the theatre manager create
business.
RICHARD

L MOSS

Manager, RKO Hillstreet
Los Angeles, Cal.
I believe the Martin Quigley plaques for outstanding exploitation work shotdd prove a boon in the furtherance of the quality
of this type of theatre advertising.
Congratulations for being the first to inaugurate an award of
this type, and I am sure that the industry in general will benefit
from the improvement in the standard of exploitation.
These plaques should offer greater inducement and encojiragement to the men in the field, and I for one will try to ivin one
of them. The Mattagers' Round Table Club, the Motion Picture
Herald, and Mr. Quigley have added another accomplishment
*o the already long list for this publication.
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Voted by everyone present as the best
"get-together" yet held, the Managers'
Round Table Christmas gathering on
Thursday, Dec. 21, at the Brass Rail Restaurant, came to a reluctant close in the
early hours of the following morn as over
300 members and their friends sang "Auld
Lang Syne" to the accompaniment of Joe
Gershenson's Academy of Music orchestra.
From the time that the shindig started in
the beautiful Continental Grill of the Brass
Rail to the moment of closing, there was
something going on to thrill and entertain
the large attendance. As the managers entered they were greeted by club chairman
A-Mike Vogel, given Christmas presents
by Secretary Gert Merriam, and directed
to their tables by committeemen Bill Brown,
Marlboro Theatre, Brooklyn; Joe Salmon,
Riverside Theatre, New York, and LewPreston, Academy of Music.
As the boys were seated, waiters were
ready with plenty of hot meat and soothing
brew to keep the crowd occupied until the
entertainment started. And what entertainment ! Seemed like one of those all-star
benefit shows, all under the supervision of
Lew Preston, who not only acted as master
of ceremonies but supplied most of the
talent. Great boy. Lew.
The headliner, of course, was Eddie Cantor, in person, who came up to take a bow,
but remained to entertain the gathering,
doing over 25 minutes to a highly delighted
audience, and winding up with a song. Did
he go over ? Thanks, Eddie.
After the U. A. star, came a flock of
stage and radio names, every one a bellringer and a show-stopper. Who were they ?
Peek at the box in the next column. They
should go over as well in every date. After
a solid hour of entertainment, intermission
was announced while a lucky number contest was put on for a beautiful negligee,
donated by Bernard Waldman, of Modern
Merchandising Bureau. It was won by
Charley Steinman, of the Terminal Theatre.
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CHRISTMAS

AND HERE ARE
THOSE ACTS
Valaida Snow, Berry Bros., Buddy
Ralph, Roy Benson, Beth Chalis, Eddie
Miller, Hal Yotmg, William O'Neill,
Jesse ("Lazy Bone") Crier, Three
Long Brothers; Rich, Kaye & Eva;
Charles Chaze, Mel Klee, Jack Arthur,
Ben Alley, Roy Smeck, Michael the
Accordion; Rotmie, Van & Chapman;
Gene Austin, Roy Sax, Lester Allen;
Mario & Lazaren; The Sunshine; The
Interfering Waiters, Apple & Teller,
and many others.
Brooklyn, who promised to take it right
home. Okay, Charley.
Paul Binstock, Republic Theatre, Brooklyn, then took the floor and discussed the
idea of a Club dinner dance, to be held some
time in February, and it was voted to make
tentative arrangements for the gathering, to
which wives and sweethearts would be invited. Other Club matters were gone over,
and then the second half of the show was
put on until the wee hours of the morning.
The Club is also indebted to Al Hirshfield, Economy Novelty Co., for a flock of
souvenirs ; Morris Lieberman, for his snappy
silk banner, and to the home offices that
sent along a lot of gifts for the members.
And last but not least, Lew Preston and his
orchestra, that furnished the music.
Bill Levey, Riverhead, L. L, and Charley
Bassin, Mattapan, Mass., intended to be
present, but wired their last moment regrets.
Large delegations from the Randforce,
Skouras, Loew, Warner, RKO, S and S
and other metropolitan circuits were on
hand, as well as members from New Jersey
and Long Island. Here they are, alphabetically arranged :

Rubin Abrams
Saul Abrams
Nat Allentuck
Murray Alper
Mac Alster
Sam Alster
Murray
Alster
E. D. Ardvany
H. Artz
Mauray Ashmann
M.
J. Baranco
S. Backalish
H.
Barend
J. Baker
Fred Bartholdi
Bob Bartholdi
Irving Barman
Joe
Bernhardt
Theodore
Herb
Berg Bert
Al Bernstein
Paul Binstock
Sid Blumenstock
Billings Booth
Mort Bratter
William Brown
M. Bundt
E.
Burke
B. J.
Cable
Charlie Carroll
Victor Cassman
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Ben Friedman
R. Fuchs
Harold Funk
Marry
Gabriel
R.
C. Gelder
Godfrey
L. Goldfarb
S. Goldstein
Walter Goldstein
B. Goodman
E. W. Gould
Mort Green
B. Greenbaum
Hyman Greenberg
G. Greiger
JackHaeck
Griffiths
L.
R. Halperin
Paul Hamilton
Ted Hammer
B. Handler
Arthur Hass
Charles
Hill
Joe
Herman
William Hill
Al Hirshfield
Ted Hodes
Bert Hoffman
E. Hoffman

L. Hornzeich
Joe
Hoffman
Walter Jacobs
J.
BobCastorino
Clark
Seymour Jonas
Dave Julian
GeorgeCooper
Cooper
Max
Ed
Kane
B. Kaplan
E. S. C. Coppock
A. Kagan
E. Crawford
Jules Curley
A. Katz
M. Cwerling
Wesley Kent
George Davis
W. J. Daly
J.
B. Kimmis
Morris
Kinzler
M. Decker
Stanley
Kolbert
G. Krieger
A. DeSimone
Ed Edelson
S. Kulick
M. Epstein
J.
Barbara
Irv.LaLandis
Ira Escha
Gerald Evans
Sidney Larschan
Charles Larschan
B. Falk
L. Lehane
Irv. Leopold
J. Feldman
Jules
Field
S. P. Levine
L.
B. Fishkin
Flaherty
B. Le Vinson
{Continued on next page)
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Laby and Rose Promote
Paper Picture Section
Although George Laby has been at the
Victory, Holyoke, Mass. for the short period of three months, in this time he has
managed with the aid of Walter Rose of
the Strand Theatre there, to sell the local
paper on a regular theatre section. Previously, the ads were placed in the run of

Morris Lieberraan
Tommy Lowry
Lorenzo
Hank
L. McGary
E. McGraw
M. McMann
Monty MacLevy
C. Maloney
Nick Mann
J.
MancosiMarcovie
Howard
Nick Massaro

Jules
Reisman
Ben Reisner
J.
M. Reisner
Reisner
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Laurence Packs Streets
With Auto Giveaways
A Round Tabler who reports great success with automobile giveaways is Manager
H. L. Laurence, Capitol, Paris, Tenn., who
has recently completed three contests along
this line, which on the days of the drawing
have attracted as high as 5,000 people to the
theatre, the accompanying photo showing
part of the crowd at one drawing unable to
gain attendance and who awaited the results
Laurence's usual procedure is to secure
the cooperation of about 20 merchants in

THESE, TOO, WERE
AT THE PARTY

J.
C. Meyer
S. Michelson
B. Milstein
Harry Milstein
R. Monteith
Russ Moon
Nat Mutnick
Sam Mutterpearl
R. Neville
Ed Olmstead
Ben Ostrow
Earle V. Fatten
A. Perlmutter
J.
LewPincus
Preston

Laby's Attractive Display
the paper and cuts or publicity stories were
unknown. George and Walter first succeeded in getting a regular box listing the
theatres and attractions, after which further
progress was made, until now the theatres
receive the break they are entitled to in
the local newspapers.
Laby sends along some attractive photos
on his recent displays, one on "Shanghai
Madness"
(see photo)
beingattention.
good enough
to
attract plenty
of patron
The
steps are covered with metallic paper, available at little cost at the local paper mill,
and illuminated from below. The top step
has a plate glass surface, also indirectly
illuminated and a section of white glass behind the dates makes them stand out more
clearly. A small baby spot from a corner

TABLE

Joe
Sam Rinzler
Rinzler
Dave Rosen
Dan Ruffine
Joseph Salmon

BertSavage
Sanford
Z.
Louis Schnitzer
Harry Schwartz
A. Scott
Sayre Seeley
A. Senft
L Shapiro
B. Shitzer
M. Silvers
Charles Silver
Leo Silverstein
B. Snider
L. Somers
Perry Spencer
C. Steinman
A. Stayton
L. Steinmetz
Geo. Stoves
A. Strandt
R. Sullivan
S. Tarney
Tarfolski
E.
H. Trauman
Al Unger
Bob Ungerfeld
Eric Van Dyck
L. Varnelle
H. A. Visel
Bernard Waldman
J.
S. Ward
R. Weiser
L. Wertler
Sid Zimmerman

of the lobby further heightens the effect.
Another neat idea is a Mae West lobby
flash, made up to resemble a bedroom with
actual curtains, windows, rugs, etc. A cutout figure of Mae draped with an actual
dress and jewelry, was placed on a real
chaise lounge and upon the entire display a
rotocolor spot was played changing the
color combination six times a minute.
George gives credit for these art ideas
to his house artist, Felix D'Alessio, new to
the theatre, but with sufficient talent to
carry him far. Laby further reports that
he is doing all kinds of business on "Footlight Parade" and promises to send in his
campaign on this attraction.

TWO

SHOTS

TO

INSURE

Laurence's Crowd for Giveaway
various lines of business and states that
dividing the entire cost between them and
the theatre, the individual cost comes to
about $70 for each participant. In exchange
for this cooperation the merchants distribute
coupons with each sale, and on the day of
the prize draw, the winning coupon is selected of course from the stubs deposited
either at the theatre or at the stores.
This member is now working on what he
claims will be his biggest giveaway, a house
and lot with a house completely furnished,
which will be organized along the same
lines. The theatre "out" in all these contests of course is that the winner must be
at the theatre, inside or out, and must have
a paid admission ticket or stub of that date
in order to be eligible for the prize. Laurence states that the most interesting side
light on the benefits of these giveaways for
the cooperating merchants is that they are
responsible for many unpaid accounts as
coupons are given for each 25 cents sale
and also for amounts paid on old accounts.
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Bull."

Says Stan Barr
Though
theand"this
bull" campaigns,
stunt has
been
used on
off isin no
various
Manager Stanley G. Barr, Beacon Theatre,
Hopewell, Va., managed to dig up a new
angle on this old standby by using an actual
bull for a street gag on "Doctor Bull" (see
photo. ) . Realizing the possible dangers of
leading the animal through the streets,

by F. H. RICHARDSON
This concludes the series of tlyree
articles on projection by Mr. F. H.
Rjchardson, who has heejt kind enough
in his talks to point out in nontechnical language the essentials of
good screen vision and sound for the
information of the membership.
We are sure that all Round Tablers
appreciate this series, and will adopt
the suggestions offered in seeking tn
correct any projection faults. A perfect picture should be every manager's
ambition, and these tips ivill help to
obtain this desire.
Having- finally either determined there is
nothing wrong with our screen, or having
put it in order if there was, we will next
have the projectionist go over some things
very carefully. Of course, it is always possible the difference in illumination may be
due to difference in power of light source.
It is also very possible that the projectionist
of the other theatre may be utilizing much
more of the available light that is our own
man. That is a matter to be determined by
certain facts.
First, are we using a less or an equal
amperage? If the answer be less, then of
course that automatically answers our question in part at least, though it is no proof
that light is not being wasted. If our
amperage is essentially equal to that of the
other theatre, then if our screen surface is
equal to that of the other theatre in reflective power and (I almost overlooked this)
the two pictures of the same dimensions,
then certainly there is either a failure of
our projectionist to get the most in light
producing power from the current, or light
is being wasted somewhere, and that last
is a pretty hard nut to crack.
Check These Points
First, we will see to it that all lenses are
in good condition and scrupulously clean.
Dirty lenses waste plenty of light. Next,
remembering that a spot on the cooling plate
of unnecessary diameter is a terrible waster
of light, we will have the projectionist
reduce its diameter by degrees, watching
carefully for the point where discoloration
appears on the screen. This will of course
be done after the show, with white light
— no film. Having determined the smallest
spot diameter possible without injury to
screen illumination, we should question the
projectionist regarding the distance light
source to collector lens or reflecting mirror
and insist that he determine the practicability
of reducing it. Unnecessary distance light
source to collector lens or reflecting mirror
wastes much light, though insofar as concerns the mirror the distance is pretty well
a fixed quantity.
The next and last point of possible heavy
waste, coupled with unevenness of screen
illumination is at the projection lens. We
will therefore have our projectionist ascer-

tain whether or not the light beam is all
entering the lens. This he may easily do
in any one of several ways which he should
understand how to apply.
Having the light source to collector lens
or mirror and diameter of spot at minimum
and the light beam all entering the projection lens and all lenses clean, we may feel
certain we are using all of the available
light. There still remains the fact that
because of possible wrong carbon set or
wrong kind or size of carbons we may not
be getting the light we should and would
get were the fault or faults corrected.

Barr's "Bull" Bally
Stanley tendant
wisely
the bull's
regular atto ensurehired
his docile
participation
in
the stunt.
Of course the bally attracted all the attention, and more, that Barr desired, as he
reports it was the first time that most of the
folks had occasion to regard this species of
beast outside of a protected enclosure. Stanley rates a hand for endeavoring to inject
a different crowd appeal into this venerable
chestnut, but to others who wish to use the
gag, we might suggest that every possible
precaution be taken to eliminate any of the
possibly dangerous aspects.
Kuehn

Karp's Comely Chorines
Girls on Marquee
Top Karp's Campaign .
A campaign studded with many good selling slants was whipped across by Harry
Karp, managing director Rex Theatre, Oshkosh, Wis., on the first engagement in that
state on "The Road to Ruin," previously issued as a silent and now remade as a talking
version.
Enlargements of an endorsement letter by
the leading juvenile judge of Wisconsin
were blown up to three-sheet size, each display covered with stills and tie-up copy and
placed in some of the best locations in town.
Thousands of heralds were distributed house
to house under the supervision of supervisors to make sure complete coverage.
A feature of the lobby display was the
planting of a number of girls on the marquee (see photo), each holding a cut of
letter of the title. This was put on in advance of the special midnight show, and of
course helped to swell the throngs in front
of the theatre.
A sound truck bally covered all parts of
the city and neighboring towns, and as the
theatre has unlimited phone service, the
cashiers, starting early in the morning,
phoned to all subscribers in the phone book
until just before the midnight showing.
The above were the ideas that brought
the best returns and together with the added
billing and extra newspaper ads served to
round out the campaign, which, according to
Karp, resulted in a splendid engagement.

Puts Over

Click

"Footlight" Drive
Placing the life size cutout girl figures at
the head of every aisle under the spot where
the ushers usually stand was one of Rudy
Kuehn's neat ideas on the advance of
"Footlight Parade," these displays also being placed in other strategic spots on stair
landings and mezzanine. The entire advance
was moved to the outside on the opening day
and other flashes were planted in empty
windows and a banner hung over the street.
Other good outside stuff consisted of
bumper cards on all busses of the local
lines, which were promoted gratis, and an
effective float (see photo) carrying a loud
speaker which broadcast the song hits, covered the city and the adjacent territory.
These were just a few of the more striking ideas that Rudy put over among the
many others which made up a well rounded
campaign in which he was ably assisted by
Tom Edwards and Roy Reed of his staff.

Rudy's footlight Float
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GERMANY

Reports on Advertising

Activities of German
As Observed
by WARREN

on Recent

Showmen
Journey

A. SLEE

Despite the fact that Germany is not as
movie-mad as America, the showmen of the
various towns are on their toes continually
to take advantage of
every opportunity to
put it over. And
though a bit dif¥erI 'ent from ours, ' yet
1 their methods are
quite effective.
In Hamelin-town
(where the PiedPiper got his start)
I saw as an attractive front on Edw.
G. Robinson in "The
Little Giant" which
was unique for the
Warren A. Slee
head was enlarged
and body of midget
size with stills and litho paper splattered
around in generous way.
Wending my way through the little town
of Hildesheim, one of the oldest in Germany, much to my surprise, found a house
that was indeed up to date on selling the
picture from the front as well as through
the medium of a radio store in the vicinity.
The front was finished in a very flashy
manner using a maroon background with
a splash effect in orange that gave a dazzling effect around the display frames and
was sure a great eye-catcher. In this brilliant front were planted stills of Garbo and
Gable in "Susan Lennox."
Pictures Well Bally'd
In Hanover, the provincial capital, the
town was alive with showmanship on pictures both American and German that made
one sit up and take notice. Ballyhoos of
distinct and novel nature as well as theatre
fronts that teemed with selling copy, plus
throwaways handed out at every important
street corner in the downtown district.
However, it was in Hamburg that I had
the first opportunity to observe the activities
of both chain operators and private exhibitors who were surely up and at them with
every live means of advertising and exploitation. The UFA chain was particularly
impressive, their outstanding theatre being
the new UFA Palast, a beautiful modernistic building with a seating capacity of
about 4200. Through the kindness of Herr
Rudolf Schmidt, Kino-Direcktor, I was
escorted through this marvelous house and
found many things that were distinctly different from our ace houses, such as the front
lobby being used as a promenade with the
ticket booths situated in the center of this
huge oblong entrance. Displays in the modern trend were profuse.
While buying tickets or looking at the
displays, patrons were entertained by a
string ensemble, situated in the promenade
above that serves as both foyer and beer
garden, and which is gained by ascending
the huge staircase at either end of the lobby.
Before entering the theatre proper, patrons
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are requested to check hats and coats (ladies
too) so that the show may be viewed in
complete comfort.
The sound and projection were perfect
and the photography marvelous. Although
the show is not put on as smoothly as our
ace houses, it was interesting to note their
methods. After the "break" patrons were
ushered out by the check room and through
runways on either side of the house outside
the auditorium to the exits in the rear of

he effected a back stage dressing room lobby
display (see photo).
The house electrician hooked up the regulation lights around a mirror in the center of
the foyer, the mirror being covered with
silver paper so that the title and stars could
be lettered upon it. Bill then made a tieup
with a nearby cosmetic shop which supplied
the necessary makeup material as used by
professional performers. Screens were
placed around the exhibit to convey the
proper atmosphere, to which stills were also
attached to further sell the picture. The
actual cost to the theatre Brown reports
was less than one dollar.
As a Thanksgiving plug, this Round
Tabler promoted a local market for six live
turkeys which were given away at the theatre, the ganders being planted in a nearby
window with theatre poster copy a week in
advance.
Welcome back, Bill, and the above indicates that your accident has not slowed you
up. Come again soon, and in the meantime,
stav out of taxicabs.
Many Workable S+unts
In Freuler Press Book
Helen Harrison, talented publicity director of Freuler Films, is responsible for
a meaty press book, "Marriage on Approval," containing a number of workable
exploitation ideas and merchandising tieups that should do much in putting over this

UFA L'alast, Berlin
the theatre, thereby allowing waiting patrons
to walk right into a clear house.
The advertising and exploitation used by
this ace house is the same as that used by
the music halls and opera houses, the lithography being confined to the State controlled street kiosks. However, the lobbies
were filled with attractive water color art
work and a huge banner was flown from
an adjacent building announcing the premiere of Willy Fritch in "A Season in Cairo."
Brown's Lobby Sells
Background of Picture
Bill Brown, hustling manager of the
Marboro Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., whose
stuff appeared regularly in these columns
before his unfortunate accident last summer, is now well enough to again resume
activities and sends along a report on his
"Too Much Harmony" campaign, in which

Bill's "Harmonious" Lobby

production.
The publishers of the book from which
the story was taken had prepared a special
movie edition, each copy of which contains
a band plugging the picture. In addition, a
counter easel has also been prepared on
which a copy of the book is exhibited with
a still from the picture, and arrangements
have been made for book stores to use these
displays in tie-ups with local showings of
the picture.
A number of other sound stunts are also
suggested which together with the tie-ups
made with a number of prominent film magazines make up a well rounded campaign.
Snappy Showmanship
From 1 500 Town
For a town of 1,500 and a theatre with
only 200 seats. Manager Boyd F. Scott,
Palace, Crane, Texas, puts out a lot of
inexpensive but snappy exploitation that
would do credit to a much larger spot. He
sends along some samples of his recent activities that brought good returns.
On "Solitaire Man," Boyd had a man on
the street, dressed in black with eyes masked
handing out small cards reading "They are
looking
for me.
I amcompleted
the Solitaire
]\Ian."of
By the time
he had
a circuit
the main street, usually a curious crowd was
at his heels, the tip-off on the teaser being
explained when the procession came to a
halt at the theatre where advertising on the
picture was displayed.
Scott put out football score cards through
the season, distributing them at the local
park, the cards containing copy on his current attractions. He worked a neat prestuntheonpulls
"Doctor
Bull," and
and
from timescription
to herald
time,
pie eating
apple locally.
bobbing contests which are much in
favor
Being
member,
Boydhear
starts
very
well
and a nonewdoubt
we will
moreoft' from
him on his theatre doings in the near future, at least so we hope.
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I All the wise men of Hollywood
are agog over BORZAGE'S latest
I masterpiece for Columbia, based
I on the world famous novel by
Ferenc Molnar. They have tabbed
I this as one of the top-notchers of
I the New Year.
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Film Heads Plan Benefits
To Aid Duarte Sanitarium
A series of dinners in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles early next year, and
a benefit performance at the New Amsterdam theatre in New York, January 28, are
planned by prominent film people interested
in wiping out by March 1 the $140,000
deficit of the Los Angeles Tubercular Sanitarium at Duarte, Cal., near Los Angeles.
The organization, non-sectarian and taking patients regardless of their station or
position, has approximately 130 patients
from New York. The New Amsterdam
theatre benefit is being sponsored by Will
Hays, H. M. Warner, Adolph Zukor, Max
Steuer, Major LaGuardia, George Jessel,
Eddie Cantor, Jack Pearl and Daniel Frohman. The Milk and Egg League of New
York is the direct sponsor. Harry Charnas
is in charge of the entire affair.
Denies Move

to

Kill Allegations
Federal Judge Marcus B. Campbell in
Brooklyn last week denied a motion of Robert P. Levis, attorney for New York Investors, Inc., now in equity receivership, to
have certain allegations stricken from the
petition of Archibald Palmer to have the
concern declared bankrupt. The allegations
are to the effect that the corporation is insolvent. A trial to determine the corporation's solvency has been set for January 3.
Ohio Valley Exhibitors
Elects Willis Vance
The Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitors'
League, recently organized in Cincinnati to
replace the Greater Cincinnati Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association and the Allied
unit, last week elected its first officers.
Willis Vance was elected president ; Frank
W. Huss, Jr., vice-president; Harold Bernstein, secretary, and Charles Fine, sergeantat-arms. Trustees are, besides the abovementioned, H. O. Krent, Henry Levy, William Gerves, Leo Stephany and Sam Turk.
Universal Production
Is Now Half Completed
Universal has completed half of its current production schedule, it was indicated
by James R. Grainger, in charge of distribution, during a stopover at Chicago late
last week, en route to the Coast studio. He
will confer with Junior and Senior Laemmle
on product when he arrives, completing a
tour of Universal exchanges.

I When over ten million newspaper
. readers daily go wild over Riplev's
' "MINUTE MYSTERIES" there are
I sixty^ million waiting to follow
suit.:
Here's their opportutiity and |
yours — in these thrilling short reel y i
mysteryettes. . ^
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Miss Tucker in Majestic Film
Sophie Tucker will return to Hollywood
January 20 to start work on a feature for
Majestic Pictures. Jack Yellin, song writer,
is on the Coast preparing dialogue and music
for the film. Bert Ennis has appointed Martin Mooney to the exploitation staff at the
home office.
Warner Takes Cleveland House
Warner Brothers this week will assume
control and operation of the Hippodrome,
Cleveland, opening with Paul Muni in "The
World Changes." The policy is expected to
be straight pictures, on a weekly change
basis. The acquisition gives Warner control of two Cleveland first runs.

V an
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j Death

Champion

of

Exhibitors'
California theatre circles Rights
lost a colorful
and valuable figure in the passing of Thomas
D. Van Osten, secretary of the California
Theatre Association, whose death was recorded in a recent issue.
Advance man, band master, theatre manager, trade journalist and publisher, and
organizer of theatre owners' associations,
he became so closely identified with the industry that he was a veritable encyclopaedia
of information.
Born in Tioga, Pa., in the early years
of the civil war, Mr. Van Osten from his
early youth had worked around theatres,
bands, carnivals, circuses. While having
only a grammar school education he was at
one time advance man to the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmadge and also to Robert G. Ingersoll, with whom the famous cleric debated. He became interested in music, was
treasurer of Sousa's band and for several
years managed and directed bands in Savannah, Ga.
Some twelve years ago Van Osten organized the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Northern California which later merged
with the Allied Ainusement Industries. Two
years agocalized inthis
more the
loSan association
Francisco became
and became
present California Theatre Association.
Mr. Van Osten served all three organizations in three capacities, first as secretary,
second as legislative representative in Sacramento, and third as the publisher and editor
of the Pacific Coast Exhibitor-Bulletin.
This association, which is comprised of
all the major exhibitor groups in San
Francisco, had in Mr. Van Osten's publication its principal organ of expression. The
publication suspended after some eleven
Year after year Van Osten attended sessions of the California state legislature in
the
years.interest of the theatre industry. Eighteen
months ago some 22 anti-theatre-industry
bills were introduced, and all of them were
either nullified or killed outright through
his efforts. Perhaps his greatest service
was his organizing of the vigorous and
dramatic campaign which defeated daylight
saving in California. It was Van Osten
who for several years gathered together all
the heavy ammunition used in the publicity
campaign against daylight saving.
Four Start in Astoria
William Rowland and Monte Brice will
make four features at the Eastern Service
Studios, Astoria, Long Island, in conjunction with Lee Shubert, stage producer. The
four pictures will be based on Shubert productions and will be released through United
Artists. The first goes into production this
week.
Distributors Dissolve Firm
Jack Lyons and Basil Brady, independent
distributors at Buffalo, have dissolved their
partnership. Mr. Lyons will continue to
operate Buffalo Film Exchange. Mr. Brady
has taken over a number of Pathe rd'ssues.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut tov/ards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Running Time
ALLIED PICTURES
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Big Shakedown, The
Bette
DavisCortez
• Chas. Farrell • Jan. 6. '34 64
Features
Runnlns
Time
Ricardo
Title
Star
Rel. Date [Minutes Reviewed
Hazard
Edward Pnwell-Bette
G. Robinson
Feb. I7,'34
3, '34
Nov. 25
Fighting Parson, The
Hoot Gibson-Marceline Day May 22
70 June 3 Dark
of 1934
William
Davis Feb.
Fur Coats
Aline MacMahon
One Year Later
Mary Brian-Russell Hopton Aug. 25
69.... Aug. 12 Fashions
Picture Brides
Dorothy Mackaill-Regis Toomey . . Nov. I
68 Oct. 14 Heat Lightning
Aline
FarrellAnn MacMahon-Glenda
Dvorak - LyIe Talbot
Coming Feature Attractions
Journal of a Crime
Ruth Chatterton
Bungalow Court
Mandalay
Kay Francis- Ricardo Cortez. ... Feb. 10. '34
Massacre
R. Barthelmess-Ann
Dvorak Jan. 20, '34
..
Davy Jones'
Locker
Modern
Hero, A
Richard
Barthelmess
Midnight
Alarm
Open for Inspection
Registered
Nurse
Bebe E. Daniels-Lyle
Talbot
Very
Honorable
Guy,
A
Joe
Brown
Silk Trimmed
Wonder Bar
Al CortezJolson-Dick
PowellRicardo
Slightly Used
Fra
Dolores nci
Del Rio-Kay
s
CHESTERFIELD
Date
Features
Running Time
FOX FILMS
29. .Running Time
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed Features
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
..67 Dec. 2
By Appointment Only
Lew Cody-Aileen Prinale July
78
Title
Star
Rel.
90 Nov.
July 2218
..70 Nov. II As Husbands Go
Dance,
Girl,
Dance
Alan
Dinehart-Evalyn
Knapp.
.
.
.Sept.
Warner Baxter-Helen Vinson. ... Dec. 15. .
71 Oct. 14
I Have Lived
Alan Dinehart-Anita Page June
..69 Sept. 16 Berkeley Square
Leslie Howard -Heather Angel.. . Nov.
71 Aug. 5
In the Money
"Skeets"son - Warren
GallagherHymer
- Lois Wil- Nov.
Charlie
Chan's
Oland-HeatherYoung
Angel ... Sept.
..62
Devil's
In Love.Greatest
TheCase. .Warner
Victor Rogers
Jory-Loretta
July 21 . . .77.... Oct. 14
Man of Sentiment, A
Marian
Marsh
Owen
MooreDoctor
Bull
Will
Louise
Dresser
.74
3..
Wm. Bakewell
Sept.
Marian Nixon-Ralph Morgan . .Sept. 22..
..72... Nov. II F. P. I
Notorious But Nice
Marian Marsh-Betty Compson. . . .Aug.
.90 .Apr.
May 20
Conrad Veidt-Jill Esmond-Les..70
Rainbow Over Broadway ....Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dec.
lie
Fenton
July
96.
Good
Companions,
The
Jessie
Matthews
Edmund
Coming Feature Attractions
Gwenn
. Dec.
Murder on the Campus Charles Starrett-Shirley Grey
Hoopla
Clara
Bow-Preston Foster Sept.
Nov.
78.
Swan Song
JohnWindsor-Anita
Mack Brown Louise
- Claire
I
Was
a
Spy
Herbert
Marshall
Madeleine
- Ken.Sept. 23
Carroll - Conrad Veldt Dec.
neth Thomson
.68. .Nov.
Jimmy and Sally
James Ounn-Claire Trevor Nov.
Dec. 23
.65.
.75.
Last Trail, The
George O'Brien-Claire Trevor. ... Aug.
.62.
.75.
Life
in
the
Raw
George
O'Brien-Claire
Trevor.
..
.July
.79. .Oct. 28
COLUMBIA
Mad
The
- Claire Trevor - Oct.
.July 15
Man Game.
Who Dared,
The Spencer
Ralph Tracy
Morgan
Features
.60
.66. .Dec.
Running
Time
Preston
Foster-Zita
Johann
July
Title
Star
.74. Nov. 16II
.70.
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Mr.
Skitch
Will
Rogers-Zasu
Pitts
Dec.
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armstrong-D. ..Oct. 20.
My Lips Betray
Lilian Harvey-John Boles Nov.
.67
.Sept.
30
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayres
Sept.
.Oct.
.63
Before Midnight
June Collyer-Ralph Bellamy Nov.
.Sent. 282
.90.
Olson's
Big
Moment
El
Brendel
Nov.
Brief Moment
Carole
Lombard-Gene
Raymond.76.
Paddy,
the
Next
Best
Thing
...
Janet
Gaynor-Warner
Baxter.
..
Sept.
Donald Cook
Sept. IS.
.76. ■.July
..69.... Oct.
Pilgrimage
Henrietta
- Marian
Aug. 2622
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
Nixon - Crosman
Norman Foster
Aug.
. .76
DorothyFord-Walter
TreeConnolly- Oct. 20.
.Sept. 2
Power and the Glory, The Spencer Tracy-Colleen Moore Oct.
.68. . Dec. 9
(See Code,
"In theThe
Cutting Room,"
21.) Sinclair Dec. 30.
Shanghai Madness Spencer Tracy- Fay Wray
Aug.
.78.
Fighting
Buck Oct.
Jones-Diane
Smoky
Victor Eilers-Norman
Jory-lrcne Eentley
Dec.
Oct. 14
.70.
Fog
Mary
Brian
Donald
Cook
•
Walls
of
Gold
Sally
Foster
Oct.
.65
Reginald Denny
Nov. 22.
Worst Woman in Paris? Benita Hume-Adolphe Menjou. .. .Oct.
.69.
,.69
the Cutting Room,"
18.)
..60
Fury (See
of the"InJungle
DonaldNov.Cook-Peggy
Shannon Oct. 20.
Coming Feature Attractions
Hold
Press
..68
..66
ID.
King the
of the
Wild Horses Tim
Wm. McCoy-Shirley
Janney-DorothyGrey
Appleby. .. Oct.
Nov. 25.
Bottoms Up
PatJohn
Paterson
- Spencer Tracy Boles
...July
Lady for a Day
Warren William-Guy Kibbee- . .Sept. 13.
.102.
Carolina
Janet
Gaynor-Llonel
BarrymoreMay Robson-Glenda Farrell. ..Nov. 4.
..75
Robert Young -Henrietta CrosMan's Castle, A
Loretta Young -Spencer Tracy..
.
Dec.
(See
"In
tha
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
14.)
man Feb. 2.'34
Coming Out Party
Frances Dee-Gene Ravmond
Master of Men
Jack Holt-Fay Wray
Oct. 28.
. .68.
David Harum
Will Rogers-Louise Dresser
My Woman
Helen
- Wallace
Ford Twelvetrees
- Victor Jory
Oct. 5..
..73.... Oct. 21 Disillusion
Victor Jory - John Boles ■
Police Car 17
Tim McCoy-Evalyn Knapp ..Sept. 30
58 Nov. 18
Rosemary
AmesBrian Feb.
Feb. 23.'34
Shadows ef Sing Sing Bruce Cabot - Mary Brian. .... Dec. 3
65
Ever Since
Eve
George
O'Brien-Mary
Every
Girl
for
Herself
James
Dunn-Claire
Trevor
Feb.
16.9.'34
'34
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
18.)
Fox
Follies
(Ail
Star
Musical)
Straightaway
Tim
McCoy-Sue
Carol
Dec.
22
Thrill Hunter, The
Buck Jones-Dorothy Revler Sept. 30
58. ...Nov. 25 Frontier Marshal
George O'Brien-Irene Bentley. . . . Jan. I9,'34 66
Wrecker, The
Jack Holt-Genevieve Tobin July 10
72 Aug. 12 Only
I Am Girl,
Suzanne!
Lilian
Harvey-Gene
Raymond.
.
.Jan.
5,
The
Lilian Harvey-Charles Boyer'34
95.... Aug. 12
Coming Feature Attractions
Orient
Express
Heather
Angel-Norman
Foster. . .Jan. 12. '34
Fighting Ranger, The
Buck Jones-Dorothy Revler
"Scandals"
Rudy
Vallee-George
White-Jack
Haley-Alice Faye
It Happened One Night Clark Gable-Claudette Colbert
Lady Is Willing, The
Leslie Howard-Blnnle Barnes
SleepersAgainst
East
Wynne Burns-Kane
Gibson-PrestonRichmond
Foster. .. .Jan. 26.'34
Three
Death ....Marion
Let's
Fall
in
Love
Ann
Sothern
Edmund
Lowe
Line-Up.
William
Gargan-Marian
Nixon
Man
Trailer,The
The
Buck Jones-Cecilia
Parker
Murder
at Rexford Arms Ralph
Grey
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
Running Time
Ninth Guest
Donald Bellamy-Shirley
Cook-Genevieve Tobin
Features
No Greater Glory
Frankie
- Jackie Seari •
Date Minutes Reviewed
GeorgeDarro
Breakston
Title
Star
Rel.
Once to Every Woman FayRalphWrayBellamy
- Walter Connolly Easy Millions
Skeets Gallagher-Dorothy Burgess-Merna Kennedy
June
Party's
Over,
The
Marriage on Approval Donald Dillaway-Barbara KentSpeed
Wings
Tim
McCoy-Evalyn
Knapp
Phyllis
Barry
Nov.
Twentieth Century
John Barry.more
War of the Range
Tom Tyler
Sept.
Whirlpool
Jack Holt
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Black Cat. The
FIRST DIVISION
Bulldog Edition
East
Sudan
Running Time
Features
Green ofParadise
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Star
Title
Love After Thirty
Aileen
Pringle - Theodore Von
Big
Drive,
The
May
20.
Eltz
Dassan
Dec. 22.
My Wandering Boy
Eat
'Em
Alive
Nov.
3.
Red Man's Country
He. Kingof God
of Virtue Fernandel-Collette Darfeuil Dec.
Silent
Throne
Dec. 26.
22.
Sister ofArmy,
the The
Follies
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Page
GAUMONT-BRITISH
FIRST NATIONAL
Running Time
Features
Running Time
Features
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
I
Minutes
Reviewed
Title
Sept.
Star
Rel.
I
Bureau of Missing Persons. ..Bette
- Lewis Stone - Sept.
Baroud
in Morocco")Violet Loraine-Gordon Harker.
Britannia(Seeof "Love
Billingsgate
79'/2..0ct. 7
GlendaDavisFarroll
. Dec.
Channel Crossing
Constance
Cummings • Matheson
Lang
Convention City
Joan
Blondell-Dick
Powell
A.
.June
30..
.Oct.
..60.
Menjou
Mary
Astor
Dec.
..69.
Failing
for
You
J.
Hulbert-Cicely
Courtneidge.
88 Sept. 30
Female
Ruth Chattcrton
Nov. II..
Fire Raisers,
The
Leslie Hulbert
Banks
9. .
Goodbye
Again
W.
William
Joan
Blondell
.
.
.
.
Sept.
Ghost
Train,
The
Jack
..Dec.
I
68
Feb, 2825
Havana Widows
JoanLyle Blondell-Glenda
Ghoul, The
Boris Karloff
85 Oct.
TalbotFarrell- Nov.
It's a Boy
Edward
Everett Horton - Leslie
. .90.
I Loved a Woman
Edwardcis -G.Genevieve
Robinson-Kay
FranHenson
80
Sept.
30
Tobin Sent.
Just Smith
Tom Walls
Sept.
. . .62. .June
She
Had
to
Say
Yes
Loretta
Young
Lyie
Talbot.
...
July
King of the Ritz
Stanley Lupino - Gina Male...
88
. ..62. . Dec.
Son of a Sailor
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack Dec.
Love In Morocco
Rex Ingram
Dee. 1
67. Oct. 15. '32
...73. .Sept.
Wild Boys of the Road All Star
Oct.
(Reviewed
under
the
title
"Baroud")
Love
on
Wheels
Jack
Hulbert-Gordon
Harker
91
. . . 68 . .Nov.
World Changes, The
Paul Muni
Nov.
Lucky Number, The
Clifford
Mollison - Joan Wyndham
72'/3..Sept 9
. ..93.
Man from Toronto. The Jessie
Matthews
• Ian HunterComing Feature Attractions
Fred
Kerr
77
Bedside
Warren William
Jan. 27,'34.

62
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CHACT—CCNT'D)
Running Ti
inutes
ing
Time I
Reviewed22
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes ..Anr.
Title
Title
Rel. DateRunnM .54
Marry Me
Renate Muller-Harry Green
85.. me..June 10 Galloping
Romeo
Bob
Steele-Doris
Hill
Aug.
5
Night and
Day
Jack
Hulbert-Winlfred
77..
.63 ...
He Couldn'tRanch
Take It
Ray Bell
Walker-Virginia Cherrlll.. ..Dec.
15
.55
Orders
Is Orders
Charlotte
Greenwood • Shotter.
James . . Dec. 1
Rainbow
Rex
July 25
.56
Gleason
88i/2..Aug.
19
Rangers'
Code
Bob
Steele
Aug.
IS
.58
Prince of Wales. The
Riders of Destiny
John Wayne
Wayne-Cecilia Parker Oct.
10
Sleeping
Ivor Novello-Madelelne
Carroll
83 ....July
Sagebrush
Trail
John
Dec. 15
. . Mar. 1 81 Sensation
.70
There GoesCar
the Bride Jessie
Matthews
Dec. 1
79..
.58....
Hunters
Arline
Judge-Preston
Foster
Aug.
30
.Aug.
12
Waltz Time
Evelyn Laye
Oct. 1
81
Sixteen(See Fathoms
DeepRoom,"SallyDec.O'Neii-Creighton
Chancy . . . Jan. I. '34.. .57 ...
Woman in Command. The Cicely
- Edward
"In
the
Cutting
2.)
EverettCourtneidge
Horton
80
Skyway
K. Crawford-Ray
Aug. 15...
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, The. Mary
Carlisle-BusterWalker
Crabbe Oct.
. .65.
.76.
LIBERTY PICTURES
Coming
Feature Attractions
Ape.
The
Coming Feature Attractions
BeggarsSteel
in Ermine John
LionelWayne
Atwill
Running Time
Blue
Jane
Eyre
Date
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Lucky
Texan,LoveThe
John Wayne
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy IVIacltaillManhattan
Song
June Collyer
Mad
Honeymoon.
The
Mystery
Liner
Noah
Beery Keith
- Astrid Alwyn Cornelius
Quitter, The
School
Girls
West of the Divide John Wayne- Virginia B. Faire
Talte thefor Stand
Woman's Man
JohnMotteHalliday-Marguerite
de la Jan.
Wallace Ford
Two Heads on a Pillow
When
Meet
Richard Cromwell-Arline Judge.
WithoutStrangers
Children
PARAMOUNT
Running Time.Dec.
MAJESTIC
Features
Date Minutes .Aug.
Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. 22....
Features
23
Running
Ti
Alice
in
Wonderland
Charlotte
Henry
R.
Arlen
18....
7....
star
Title
72...
Rel. Date Minutes ..Sept.
Reviewed16
5
J. Oakie-Chas. Ruggles ..Dec. 17.... ....77...
.June
Charming Deceiver. The Constance Cummings
Dec.
4
, 87..
Big Executive
Ricardo Cortez- Elizabeth Young. -Aug. 17.... ....65...
75.. .Nov.
24
(Reviewed
under
the
title.
"Heads
We
Go")
Cradle
Song
Dorothea
Wieck-Kent
Taylor.
Nov.
.Dec.
..
.80...
Curtain at Eight
Dorothy
Mackaill
C.
Aubrey
.Nov.
1
1
Disgraced
Helen
Twelvetrees-Brue«
CllMt
-July
Smith-Paul Cavanagh Oct.
Duck Soup
Four Marx Bros
Nov.
.74.
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Saily Eiiers Jan.
Girl Without a Room
M. Churchill-Chas. Farrell-C.
9
.63.
.Sept.
25
Ruggles
under The
the title, Zita
"I Spy")
8.... ....75...
. ..65.. ..Aug. 19 Golden Harvest
Richard
Arlen-Chester Morris- Dec. 29....
Sin of(Reviewed
Nora Moran.
Johann-John Miljan Dec.
16IS
. ..73.. ..Oct. 14
Genevieve Tobin
..Sept. 22.... ....70... .July
Sing.
Sinner,
Sing
Paul
Lukas-Leila
Hyams
Aug.
.Nov. 25
Design for Living Miriam Hopkins-Fredric MarchYou Made Me Love You Theima Todd-Stanley Lupine Nov.
....88..
, ..74..
Gary Cooper
Dec. 27.... ....70... .Oct.
.July 29
Hell
and High Water Wynne
Richard
Arlen-Judith Allen
Coming Feature Attractions
. ..70...
6.... .....68...
87... .Dot. 87
Her Bodyguard
Gibson-Edmund
Lowe ..Oct.
July 21....
Divorce Bed, The
Edward Arnold-John Millan Jan. I5.'34.
I'm
Angel
Mae West-Cary
Grant Oct.
.Nov.
Lone No(5owboy
Jackie
Cooper
Dec. 1
.July
Mama Loves Papa
Charles
Boland- July 14.,..
MAYFAIR PICTURES
Lilyan Ruggles-Mary
Tashman
....72..
.
.
.
.62'/2
Man
of
the
Forest
Randolph
Scott-Verna
Hitlle
July
Features
Running
Midnight Club
Clive
Brook-George
Raft-Helen July 14.... ....70.. .Aug. 21
MinutesTii Reviewed
Vinson-Alison
Skipworth
Title
Star
Rel. [
... .
.July 26
One
Sunday
Afternoon
Gary
Cooper-Fay
Wray
Sent. 28II1....
Dance Hall Hostess Helen
Chandler-Jason
Robards..Sept. 2 Sitting Pretty
....85..
Edward Nugent
July I
JackRogers
Haley-Jack Oakle-Ginger Nov. 24....
.73.
.Dec. 2
....80..
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
Blue
Barbara
Kent
.68
I
Henry B. Walthall Sept. 15
Song aof Chance
Songs
MarieneDunn
Dietrich-Brian
Aherne..Aug.
....92...
.70 Aug.
Take
James
June
Knight
.70
Riot Squad
MadgeCarol-Nick
Bellamy-Pat
O'Malley June
"Buddy" Rogers - Lillian
.Aug.
.July
Siecret
Sinners
Sue
Stuart
Oct. 20
.62
Roth
Oct. 27.... ....82...
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dec. I
82... .Nov. 4
This Day and Age
Charles Bickford-Judith Allen.. .Aug.
Three-Cornered Moon
C. Roberti-Mary
Colbert- Richard
Arlen-Lyda Aug, 25....
72...
Boland
13
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
.Nov. 12
Thundering Herd. The
Randolph Scott-Judith Allen Nov. 24....
.Sent,
Features
Tiiiie and Gus
Alison Skipworth-W. C. Fields. .Oct. 4.... ....58'/j.
281816
Running Time
.Sept.
....57'/2.
the Last Man
Randolph Scott-Esther Ralston .. .Sept.
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
Title
.79.... .Sept.
Aug. 5 To
....70...
.Sent.
Too Much Harmony Bing
Crosby-Jack
Oakle-Lllyan
.July
15....
Another
Language
Helen
Hayes-Robt.
Montgomery
.
.July
28.
Tashman
Sept. 29....
.. ..87.. .Oct.
Beauty
for Sale
Otto Kruger-Madge Evans Sept.
....75... .Sent. 299
Torch Singer
Claudette
- Rleardo
Bombshell
Jean Harlow-Lee Tracy Oct.
Cortez - Colbert
David Manners
Sent. 8....
98..
Broadway to Hollywood..
Alice Brady - Frank Morgan Oct. 2
Way to Love, The
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak. . .Oct.
Madge CooperEvans-Eddie
Carole
Laughton- Nov. 20....
Jackle
Russell QuillanHardie25 White Woman
Chas.Lombard-Chas.
Bickford
84...
3....
72. . .
Fay Templeton - Jimmy Du- rante Sept. 15
. .Sept. 16• Coming Feature Attractions
....73...
9 Ail of Me
3.... . . . .66. . .. .. Dec.
Chief. The
Ed Wynn-D. Mackaill Nov. 24....
Fredric
March-Miriam
HopkinsDancing Lady
Gable ..Oct.
Nov.
94.. Nov. II
George Raft
Jan.
RichardCrawford-Clark
Dix-Madge Evans
Day of Reckoning Joan
27....
. . Nov.
Dec.
70..
Baby
in the Ice-Box Richard
Arlen-Sally Lombard
EiiersFeb. 16. '34.
Going
Hollywood
Marion
Davies-Bing
Crosby
Dec.
22....
.
.
Nov.
30
79.
.
Bolero
George
Raft-Carole
18
17....
Her Sweetheart
Marie Dressler-L. Barrymore. . . . Nov.
2.'34.
87.. ..July
Catherine
Dietrich-John Venable.
Lodge. .... .Mar.
Feb. 23-'34.
under the title "Christopher Bean")
Death Takesthe a Great
Holiday Mariene
Fredric March-Evelyn
8
Hold (Reviewed
Your Man
7.
.
.
.
Jean
Harlow-Clark
Gable
July
Eight Girls In a Boat
Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wilson 89..
S.'34.
Meet the Baron
Jack
- Jimmy Durante - Oct. 20....
65.. . . Nov. 4 Four Frightened People C. Doug.
ZasuPearl
Pitts
ColbertMontgomery
- H. Marshall - Wm. Jan.
Night Flight
H.Barrymore
Hayes - -J.C.Barrymore
L.
. .Aug.
. .
GarganSidney-Frcdric
- M. Boland
Gable - Robt. Oct. 6....
Dame
Sylvia
MarchJan. I9,'34.
19 Good
Montgomery
I2.'34
His Double Life
Roland Young-Lillian GIsh Jan. 26.
...91..
'34 68
Warner
Baxter-Myrna
Loy-Mae
Last
Round-Up,
Scott-Barbara Lombard
Adams.. Jan. I2.'34..
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas. Sent. 8....
2. '34. .
Man Who
Broke HisThe
Heart. The. Randolph
Preston Foster-Carole
..Sept.
>
Butterworth
...91..
Miss More
Fane'sWomen
Baby Is Stolon Edmund
Dorothea Lowe-Victor
WIeck-Baby McLaglen
Lo Roy . . Jan.
Prizefighter and the Lady. The MaxCarneraBaer-Myrna
I6.'34. . .68 Dec. 23
No
Feb.
Walter Loy-DempseyHuston
Nov. 10 . . .. 102.. ..Oct. 28 Search
for
Beauty
Buster
Crabbe-lda
Lupine
Feb.
Should Ladies Behave? Alice
Brady-Llonel
BarrymoreSix
of
a
Kind
c.
Ruggles
M.
Boland
W.
C.
..Nov.
II
Conway Tearlo
Dec. 1....
Fields - A. Skipworth - Burns
78..
(Reviewed
under the title, "The Vinegar Tree")
and Allen
Feb. 9, '34.
Solitaire
Man
Herbert
Marshall
Elizabeth
.
.Sept.
22...
....65..
16
Allan - Lionel Atwltl Sept.
Sons of the Desert.
Laurel and Hardy
Dec. 29 .. ...68 .
PRINCIPAL
Stage Mother
A. Brady - Russell Hardle - M.
Features
. .Sept.
29....
..July
O'Sullivan
F.
Tone
Sept.
Running Time
Storm at Daybreak
87.. ..July 1
Nils Asther-Kay Francis July 14. .
Tifia
star
82..
Rel. Date4 Minutes
Reviewed
Lionel
Barrymore
Franchot
..58
Stranger's Return. The.
Jaws
of
Justice
Kazan-Teddy
and
Richard
Terry
..
Dec.
4
.
89..
!5
Tone-Miriam Hopkins
July 21 ... .
Russia Today
Nov. 8
. .Aug. 16 Tarzan
..42
Oct. 2819
Tugboat Annie
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beerythe
Fearless
Buster
Crabbe
Aug.
II
..61
Aug.
12 Thunder Over Mexico Native Cast
..70 ...May
20
Nov. 15
Robt.
Young-M.Clarke
O'Sullivan ... .Aug.
.
.Sept.
2
Turn Back the Clock
Lee
Tracy-Mae
Aug.
....88.
Coming Feature Attractions
Women in His Life. The.
Otto
Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben Dec. 25....
S . . .7680..
Lyon
Desperate Trails
Kazan
Ferocious Pal. The
Kazan
King Avenger.
of the North
Kazan
Coming Feature Attractions
Lone
The
Kazan
Teeth of Steel
Kazan
Cat and the Fiddle, The Jeanette
MacDonald-Ramon Ne- Jan.
vapro
I9.'34.
(See
the Cutting Room,"MarieOct. Dressier-Wallace
21.)
Dinner at InEight
RKO RADIO PICTURES
BeeryLionellow - Barrymore
- Jean
HarFeatures
Madge Evans
- Karen
Running
Time Reviewed
Title
Star
Merley • Edmund Lowe - Lee
Minutes
Ace of Aces
Richard Dix . Elizabeth Allan - Oct.
Tracy Cast
- Jean Hersholt Jan. I2.'34. . . . 117
1 13 June
. .Sent.
Eskimo
Native
Nov.
Ralph Bellamy
After Tonight
Constance
Bennett - Gilbert Nov. 20....
Fugitive
Robt.
MontgomeryMadge Evans . Jan. 5.'34
Roland
HollywoodLovers
Party. The
(All Star
Musical)
74, . ..Oct. 28
July 10....
3.... .. ..71..
It Happened One Day
Lionel Barrymore-Fay Bainter
Aggie
Appleby
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrell...
Ann Vickers
Irene
Dunne
Walter
Huston
Laughing
Boy
Ramon
Novarro-Lupe
Velez
73.. ..Oct.
.Nov. 13....
Conrad Nagel
Men in White
Clark Gable-Myrna Loy
..July 8
14....
Bed of Roses
Constance Bennett-Joel McCrea .
Mystery of the Dead Police. .. Robt.
Montgomery - Elizabeth
72.. ..Sept.
Allan
Before
Dawn
Stuart
ErwinDorothy
Wilson...
4....
.Aug.
Oct.
.
. Aug. 3021
Blind Adventure
Robt. Armstrong-Helen Mack... .Aug.
Old
May
67.. ..Oct.
62..
QueenHannibal
Christina
Greta Robson-Jean
Garbo - JohnParker
Gilbert
Chance at Heaven
JoelMarian
McCreaNixon
- Ginger Rogers .
. Aug.
Rip Tide
Norma Shearer - Robert Mont60.. ..Get. 28
18...
Deluge. The
Peggy Shannon - Lois Wilson - .Sept.
gomery-Herbert Marshall
July
27....
..July
..
..70.
.
IS....
Tarzan
and His Mate J,Wallace
Weissmuller-M.
308
Double
AnnSidney
Harding-William
Powell... July 21....
Viva Villa
Beery-Fay O'Sullivan
Wray
„Flaming
.. Harness
..
68. .
Gold
BillO'Brien
Boyd Blackmer-Matt
- Mae Clarke - Moore.
Pat
. . ..74.
29
. . 62. ..Sept. 12
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
Flying Devils
Arline Judge-Bruce Cabot-Ralph
. . Dec. 142
,
Bellamy-Eric
Linden
Features
Running
Time
Flying
Down
to
Rio
Dolores
Del
Rio
Gene
Ray
14 . . ,
mond - Raul Rouiien .July
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Nov. 29....
19
Goodbye
Love
Charles
Ruggles
Avenger, The
Ralph Forbes-Adrlenne Ames ... Aug. 10
79 Oct. 7
30. ..July
Wm. Gargan - Frances Dee . R.
Broken Dreams
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. . .Oct. 20
68 Nov. 4 Headline Shooter
.
.
Dec.
28..,.
29
Devil's
Preston
Foster-Peggy Shannon. . .Aug.
68
.. ..65..
Irene
Dunne-Nils
Asther-Clive
Fightinq Mate
Texans
.....Rex
Bell
June 20
15
58 Aug.
July 2912 If I Were Freo!
^ ,
Bellamy-W.
Ford-G.
Ratoff... Dee.
Brook
. . . 66..
23
Fugitive, The
Rex Bell-Cecilia Parker July IS
56
16
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Time Reviewed
Time Rnlewtd
Star
Rel. Date Running
Mloutet
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Title
Star
K. Frances
HepburnDee- Jean
..July
Nov.
Palooka
Jimmy
- Stuart Erwin - Jan 26.'34.
Lupe Durante
Velez
.107.. .Aug,
- PaulBennett
Lukas
Nov. 24..
.Sept.
..65..
Bruce
Cabot-BettyFairbanks.
Furness
Sept. 22..
"In the Cutting Room,"AnnaDec.Neagle-Fernand
2.)
. .70..
K. Hepburn-D.
Jr.... Aug.
Queen,(SeeThe
Graavey
..73.. .Sept
Richard Dix-Doris Kenyon Aug. M..
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Warner
Mar. 2,'34
Lionel
Barrymore-Joel
McCreaDorothy Jordan
Sept. 8..
..70.. .Aug.
I . . ..72..
Ginger Rogers-Norman Foster. . .Sept. 22..
UNIVERSAL
..70.. . Nov.
Ann Harding-Nils Asther Nov.
Features
Robert Armstrong- Helen Mack. . Dec. 17..
..691/2
Time Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Bombay Mall
Edmund Lowe-Onslow StevensI. '34
Coming Feature Attractions
Shirley Grey
Jan.
Girl Meets Boy
Joel McCrea
,
By Candlelight
Elissa Barrymore-Bebe
Landi-Paul Lukas
18
70
78 Dec.
Nov. 232S
Hips. Hips. Hooray! Wheeler and Woolsey
Counsellor-at-Law
John
Daniels. ..Dec.
.. Dec. 25
13
62. ...July 29
Long Lost Father
John Barrymore- Helen Chandler
Don't
Bet
on
Love
Lew
Ayres-Ginger
Rogers
..July
20
62
Fiddlin'
Buckaroo
Ken Maynard-Cecilia
Maynard-Gloria Shea
"In The
the Cutting Room,"McLaglenNov. 18.)Karloff
II
65
Gun Justice
Ken
Parker July
Dec. 10
Lost (See
Patrol.
70.... July 22
Her
First
Mate
Summerville-Pitts
Aug.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
21.)
25
Man of Two Worlds
Francis Lederer- Elissa Landi
Horseplay
SlimLeilaSummerville-Andy
.70
Hyams Devine- Nov. 27.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
18.)
Meanest Gal in Town. The Zasu Pitts - Pert Kelton - El
Invisible Man. The
Claude
- Gloria Stuart - Nov. 30 . . .70... .Nov. 4
Wm. Rains
Harrigan
Brendel - James Gleason . Dee.
"Skeets" Gallagher
,
King
for
a
Night
Chester
Morris
Helen Twelve- Oct. 13....
trees - Alice - White
2
Rodney
Walter Huston- Frances Deo
78... .Sent
Ladies Must Love
June Knight - Neil Hamilton So You Won't Sing, Eh? ZasuWilliam
Pitts Gargan
- Pert Kelton . Nov. 9
3....
70...
Mary Carlisle-George E. Stone.. Sept. 16....
.Sept.
Love.
HonorandandPretzels
Oh, Baby!. .. Summerville-Pitts
Oct.
Success Story
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. -Colleen
Moonlight
Mary Brian-Leo Carrlllo Aug.
Moore - Genevieve Tobin
84... .Sept. 2
63...
Myrt
and
Marge
Myrtle
Dale
Donna
Damerell
Transient
Love
Irene
Dunne-Ralph
Bellamy
Ted
Healy
Dec.
4
9
. 68...
Trigger
Katharine Hepburn
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Margaret
(See
"In the Cutting Room."Jean Nov.Parker-Tom
18.)
Hume-Billie SullavanBurke Nov.
,, 105... .Sept.
.Nov. 25
Wild
Birds
Brown
.Sept.
23....
S.
0.
S.
Iceberg
Rod
La
Rocque-Gibson
Gowland
.
.Oct.
23
World Outside, The
Ann Harding
70.
.Sent. 23
6....
Saturday's
Robert Atwill-Paul
Young-Leila Lukas-Gloria
Hyams Oct. 9....
72..... .Sept.
Secret
of theMillions
Blue Room, The. Lionel
Stuart-Onslow Stevens
July 20.4 . ., . . . , 651/2 .
23
Strawberry Roan
Ken Maynard-Ruth Hall
Oct. 26.... ....6060.....
Trail Drive, Tho
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Sept.
SHOWMEN'S PICTURES
Coming Feature Attractions
Features
Beloved
John Boles-Gloria Stuart Jan. 22.'34 Dec. 23
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrow Dec. I.... ...71
60 June 10 Cross Country Cruise
LewKnight
Ayres - Alice White - June Jan. 15. '34
His Private Secretary Evalyn Knapp - John Wayne. .. .June 10 ...63
I2.'34 II
Like It That Way
Gloria Stuart-Roger Pryor Feb. 29.
Moth.
Sally
Jan. 24
I. '34. ...60.... Sept. 9 IMadame
'34
Police The
Call
Merna O'Neil-Paul
Kennedy-NickPage
Stuart July
70
Spy
Fay
Wray-Nils
Asther
Jan. 8.'34
...62
Public Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm. Collier, Jr Nov. I.... ...63
Midnight
0. P. Heggie-Sidney Fox Jan. 26.'34.
Sept. 16 Poor
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waycoff . .Sept. 24
Rich, The
Edna May
OliverEdward
Everett Horton
Feb. 5.'34.
Coming
Feature Attractions
Song for You, A
Marian Nixon-Jan Kiepura
Golden Head
Special
Investigator
Wynne
Gibson-Onslow
StevensAlan Oinehart
Mar. I2.'34.
5t. Louis Woman
Souls in Pawn
Two Clucks
Summerville-Pitts
Mar. I9,'34.
30
Special
Duty
"Wheels
of
Destiny
Ken
Maynard
Feb.
Unlimited
Within the Rock
WARNER BROS.
Features
Running Time Reviewed
STATE RIGHTS
Title
Star
Rel. Date1 Mlnuies
74.... Apr. I
Baby Face
Barbara Stanwyck
July
Rannlni Tlmi
Features
DistT
Captured!
.....Leslie
Howard-Doug.
Fairbanks,
19
72... .June 24
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Jr.
Paul
Lukas
Aug.
Title
Star
Carnival Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen Hollywood
75. ...Nov. 18
I5.'34. . ,65
College Coach
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nov. 4
- Lyio Talbot
Vincent
Disraeli (Reissue)
George Arliss
Dec. 28
Criminal at Large
Emiyn
Williams68....
.60
Cathleen
Nesbitt Helber Prods ..Jan.
88.
Dec.OctI4.'2921
Ever in My Heart
Barbara Stanwyck
Oct. 16
Footlight Parade
James
Cagney
Cougar, the King Killer. . Edwin
C. Hill - Jay Master Art
Ruby Kibbee
Keeler - -Joan
Dick Blondell
Powell ■- Oct.
Bruce
.Nov.
Guy
..101.
.63 ...Oct.
Dec.
Farewell to Love
JanAnsel
Kiepura- Heather Madison Picts... - Nov. 24 66 . . .Dee.
From Headquarters
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dec.
Film Parade
J. S. Blackton.. 55
Gold
Diggers
of
1933
Warren
William-Joan
BlondellAline
MacMahon-Ruby
KeelerFlaming Signal, The Marceline Day
Invincible
64
Dick Powell
Sent 2
98.... May 27
Get That Venus
Ernest
Truex - Jean Regent Picts
23....
Arthur
•■
Gene
Raymond
Dec.
9
68. .. Dec.
House
on
56th
Street,
Tho
Kay
Francis
Ricardo
Cortez
28....
Film Exchanse.... Nov. 29 65. ...Dec.
Gow
Nov. 2642
Kennel Killer
Murder Case James
WilliamCagney
Powell-Mary Astor Dec.
Oct.
Hell's
Holiday
(War Maritza
Film)
Superb Picts
77
.Dee.
Lady
9.... .. ..73. .Aug.
15....
Her Secret
Sari
'3 July
Collier, Jr- Wm. Ideal
Man
Monterey,
The John
Wayne-Ruth Hall July
57.
12
Mary from
Stevens.
M.D
Kay Francis
July 22....
72. .Aug.
.July
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond - T. Von
,=„ «.„
Narrow Corner. The
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr
July
.June 2224
Elt2
Progressive „.
Oct. ,7 59
Nov.
Voltaire
George
Arliss-Doris
Kenyon
Aug.
Important Witness, The. ..NoelDillaway
Francis- Donald
, , 15 64.... Oct
71.
Tower
July
70.
Coming Feature Attractions
....Nov. 18 90 Deo.
Mam'zelle Nitouche Janie Marese-Raimu. Protex
As
the
Earth
Turns
Jean
Muir-Donald
Woods
B'way-Hollywood 59 Sept.
All Star
Mr Broadway
Dragon Murder Case. The William Powell
Over
Vanderbilt Sept.
i'-i'-S7 57.
c2 ...Sept,
■••i""!
Easy to Love
Adolphe
Menlou
- Mary Astor - Jan. I3,'34.
Passionthe ofSeven
Joan ofSeas
Arc, The. Maria Falconneti Capital
Genevieve
TobIn
Reform Girl
NoelDillaway
Francis-Donald
„Oct..
Gambling Lady
Barbara Stanwyck
Tower
July 15 64 July
Harold Teen
HalPatricia
LeRoy -Ellis
Rochelle Hudson Harold Auten July 24 67....
Savage Gold
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch • June Lester
. _F. Scott
. „ _
„ -.^
Chaser. The
James
Cagney - Bette Davis... Jan. 20,'34.
58
Sept.
July IB Heir
Aua.
Hi.
Nellie!
Paul
Muni
24,'34.
Shepherd of the
^ .^^ „. .
,
7.. .60...
I've
Yourof Number
Joan
Blondell-Pat
Seven Hills. The
Faith Pictures. .. .Aug. 21..
MerryGotWives
Reno
Annbot
Dvorak - GlendaO'Brien
Farrell - Feb.
Sleepless Nights
Polly
Walker
StanMargaret
Lindsay-Lyle
Tal.65...
ley Lupino
Remington July
This Is America
Frederick
Radio Romance
DickGinger
PowellRogers
- Pat O'Brien man, JrUll- July 19..I . ..70.... July 29
Films Dec.
BeaconAlexander........
..70 Apr.
Dec. 222316 Upper World
lei
the Centur
Through
Warren
William
- Mary Astor ..47....
Ginger
Rogers
Truth About
Africa. The
Wm..76
Volga Volga
H. A. Shilettom Kinematradc Dec. 14... ..90....
Oct.
28
Wandering Jew, The Jacob Ben-Ami JAFA
Oct. 20...
Wine, Women and Song. . . Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I- _„,._,.,
Cody
E. Chadwick
70 „Dec
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Features
Running Time Reviewed
Star
Dist'r Film... Rel,
..JulyDats
22 Minutes
89.. Apr.
July 2922
Big Title
Attraction, The Richard
Tauber Bavaria
UNITED ARTISTS
Counsel's Opinion
Henry Kendall London Film....
Digging
Deep
Henry
Kendall.July
Time
Features
Wendy Barrio ...British Lion
Rel. Date Runninfl
Minutes
Title
...63.. . .Reviewed
Feeder
.July
.Oct.
Dec.
Aug. 9 Don Quixote
George ChallapinRobey British-United
Artists
.Sept.
93..
Girl
fromGoal.
Maxim's.
Tho. .. Richard
Frances Day
London Film...
Film... .June 17.
Anna Neaglo-Fernand Graavoy..
.July
Golden
Tho
Tauber
Bavaria
George Bancroft-Frances Deeof High Street. . Ivor
LeslieNovello
Fuller
Chick Chandler-Judith Ander- Nov. 17.... ....65.. . . N«v. 1918 Hawleys
- Ursula British Int'l
.Aug. 12
90. ..Oct. 237 I Lived with You
Bowery,
Jeans
Gaumont-British.
Wallace Beery - George Raft 13....
Ralph Lynn
British and Do! 85. . . Oct. 21 Just My Luck
27....
22! '.'....80..
Constance Cummlngs - Russ
minions
an
Keep It Quiet
Frank
.May 20
29....
.Sept
75. . .Sept.
BerthaPettingell
Belmore. - .. British Lion
Paul Robeson-Dudley DIgges... .Sept.
.. . .97.. . . Feb. 23 Maid of the Mountains. Tho. Harry Welchman
Ronald Colman-Elissa Landi Sept.
British Int'l
go. .Apr. 22
Nancy
Brown
.
85. . . Dec. 9 Men of Tomorrow Maurice Braddell
Eddie
- Gloria
London Film.
80. .Apr. 15
DavidCantor
MannersRuthStuart
Ettlng.- .Dec. 29....
25 Money for Speed John Loder - Ida Lu Paramount..July 15
pins - Cyril Mc- British-United
Coming Feature Attractions
Laglen
Artists
.67.
z'.'.'.'.
Never Trust a Woman Richard Tauber Bavaria Film...
.90
Affairs of Cellini. The
Fredric March
;.■•,_■••„■.••.-;•
On the Air
Davy BurnabyRegBorn to Bethe Bad
Grant
inald Purdell-Betty
Catherine
Great (T.) Loretta
Douglas Young-Cary
Fairbanks, Jr.Eliza- Feb. 23.'34.
Astell
British Lion
both Bergner
Mar. I6.'34.
Prince of Arcadia Carl Brisson
Gaumont-Britlsh,
.May 13
Gallant
Brook Jan. 5.'34.
Private Wives
Claude All ister- Betty
House ofLady
Rothschild. The Ann
GeorgeHarding-Clive
Arliss
.92.
Astell
...British Lion
Looking for Trouble Spencer Tracy - Jack Oakle .Oct 21
ConstanceBennett
Cummlngi
Radio YouParade
Moulin Rouge
Constance
- Franchot Feb. 9,'34. .71 Dec. 23 Song
Gave Me, The..Bebe Daniels-Victor British Int'l
.Oct 28
Tone Sten-Lionel
- T. Carminati
Varconi
Int'l
This Week of Grace Grade
Fields British
Radio
Nana
Anna
Atwill-Phil- Jan. I9,'34.
Wedding Rehearsal Roland Young London Film...
lips Holmes
Feb. I6.'34.
.84.

Title
Little Women
Midshipman
Jack
Morning Glory
No Marriage Ties
One Man's Journey
Rafter Romance
Right to Romance. The
Son of Kong

MOTION
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[All dates are 1933 unless
otherwise stated]
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Title
Rel- OaXe Min.
Butterfly
■•
[*•••
«
Tree. The
Other Christmas ••
ersal
Disp
Seed
MUSICAL
MOODS
„a
of the Hours
DanceLange
1— Hans
'
Ave Mar
2 — Dion
Kennedy ia
o
onka
Minnet
of
Waters
3 — Gus
Haenschen
/...•
n
Moo
Hula
A— Native Hawaiian Troupe
4
in A Flat Major
Waltz Lange
5—Hans
COLUMBIA
Title
R«'- Date Min.
KAZY KAT KARTOONS
ics
Ant
AntiqueShop.
rl.
The
Curio
House Cleaning
rl..
13.
Oct.
Krazy Spooks
Out of the Ether
IVV"
Stage
Krazy
eSept.za
""t iq iin..
ll
Museum
Whack's
LAMB'S GAMBOLS
^ ns.
Weep
and
'Em
Hear
LAUGHING WITH
BURY
c.nt 90
I rl
1— MED
In Morocco
t Oct. 25
2— In the Orien
Iri..
14
a Dec.
3 In South OF Americ
THE YEARS
MARCH
Sept.22
1— "Boss" Tweed Oct.
NoNo. 2—
Irl... .
6 9'/2
No. 3— Famous Crippon Oct. 20.
rl . .
se Perry
NoCa
4— Commander
rl..
24.
Oct.
an
Jap
Opens
MICKEY McGUIRE
COMEDIES
n,
.18
own Oct. 2714. .18....
1— Mickey's Touchd
.18
Show ■■■■Oct.
2— Mickey's Tent
30.
Nov.
Covered Wagon.
Mickey's Minstrels
43—— Mickey's
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
rl..
False Alarm
■ Nov
■ ■ ■ • • ;10.• •
s
od Babe
HollywoStru
Sept. 8 m..
ck
Movie Tale
Oct. 6 I rl..
s
Sandman Art Galler
y ■ •
Scrappy'
World's sAffair. The June 5 I rl..
MINUTE MYSTERIES
No. I— Death Attends a „ , . „9....
6 Irl..
Oct.
Par
Oct. 13
Fangs
Fast ty
2—
No.
Dies. ...Dec. 14
Clown
The
3—
No.
No.Went
4— When
Out the Lights
rl..
MUSICALS
No. I — Roamin Through
Nov. 16 2rls.
the Roses
No*2'—
Nov. 24 2 ris.
Jack Um^a
Osterman
GEO. SIDNEY AND
CHAS. MURRAY
^r's.
Radio-dough (Tent.)
SMITH AND DALE
2ris.
per 20 2 rIs.
Hold Your Tem
Oct.
Hot Daze
SUNRISE COMEDIES
Brother. Could You Spare
aKenMillion?
Sept. 13. . ..17.
Murray
Oct. 4.. ..20.
The
Entertainer,
Will Mahoney
29.. .19...
June
So
It Isn'tCraig,
SayRichey
Jr.
WORLD OF SPORT
18.. .1 rl.
Aug.
es
Flying
Hook andGlov
Line
July 28 1 rl.
In the Good Old Winter ,
,,
June
H
I >•r •. •.
Oct. 23
n .Oct.
Touchdow
Want aScotch
WeTime
6
.
Started.
the the Weaker Sex? Sept. 8 9Irl..
What Said
Who
...
EDUCATIONAL
through Fox Films]
[Distrib
Rel. Date Min.
Title uted
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES
Jan. 5. 34. 2rls.
Gypsy TheCustom • J"'/
An
Big OldSqueal.
20....
I.... -IS-"Sept. ?Doughnuts
Dunking
Dora's
Frozen Assets
|
His Weak Moment
?,?i' ,,
.20....
II.. ■W"'
Loose Relations June
Feb. 23, 34..2 rls.
Super Snooper, TheS
THINK
AS A DOG
Walking
the Dog
You and I and the Gatejiost . Aug. 2d
BABY BURLESKS
ca Oct. 6
Kid N Afri
4
Tix in Washington.. .June
Polly
Sept. 18
War Babies
BATTLE FOR LIFE
Beneath Our Feet June 25 9
BRAY S NATURGRAPHS
of the North June 4 7....
Giants
Wild Life at Home June IB I rl..
BROADWAY GOSSIP J"ne 18
No. 6
CORONET COMEDIES
Little Wifie Nov. 3
Git Along
Good Bad Man. The Dec. 8
DO YOU REMEMBER?
Old-Fashioned Newsreel. An . July 2

PICTURE

HERALD

December

30,

1933

)
CH ACT--CCNT*D
RELEASE
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Title
Rel. Date Min.
WILLIE
WHOPPER
MASTER
ART
FROLICS OF YOUTH
Play Ball
Sept. 16 7
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6
PRODUCTS
Spite Flight
Oct. II
14 8....
8
Pardon
Jan.
'34
Stratos-Fear
Nov.
What's MyTo Pups
Do
Nov. 26.
24
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
HODGE-PODGE
EDWIN C. HILL
Any Way to Get There July 16 9
PARAMOUNT
SERIES
Title
Capers
Clay
July
1.2. Human
Side
ofof the
News
10...
Sawdust inSidelights
June 30
4 10
Rel. Date Min.
Human
Side
the
News
10...
MERMAID COMEDIES
MELODY MAKERS
H EADLINERS
(Harry Langdon)
Bundle
of
Blues.
A
Sept. I 10...
Sammy
— With Eton
Hooks and Jabs
Aug. 25
Duke Ellington
Boys, Fain
N. Brokenshire
and
Leave It to Dad
Oct. 20
Evelyn
Hoey
7...
Captain
Henry's
Radio
Show.
Aug.
II. ...li...
Pop's Pal
Dec. 29
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
Stage
Hand. The
Sept.
8
Lanny Ross-Annette
shaw-Don
Voorhees HanHealy. Jack Fulton and
Tied
for
Life
July
2
IB
Little Broadcast. The Oct. 27 II...
Pickens Sisters
9...
Trimmed in Furs
Jan. 12,34. .2 rIs.
Benny
— With
Roy
Donald Novis ■ Arthur
MORAN AND MACK
Atwell.DavisCharles
Carlisle.
Tracy
- Lopez-Roy
Mills Bros.
COMEDIES
Martha
Ray
and
Jackie
Vincent
Blue Blackbirds
Aug. 18
Green
8...
Radio Roundup.
A Atwill Nov. 24
Gus
Edwards
—
With
Ralph
Farmers'
Fatal
Folly Sept.
15 18
Molasses
'n' - January
Kirbery. Four Minute
Freeze-Out,
The
Dec. 22
Mary Small
The PoetHot Hoofs
June
18
PrinceMen andFosterJohn— With
S. Young
9...
Three
XVaughn
Sisters Do LeathStephen
John
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Hundley, Nancy McCord
Rumba
Sept. 29 6...
Million Dollar Melody Oct. 27
VincentRhythm
Lopez
and Kelvin Keech
10,..
Poppin' the Cork
Dec. 15
Fields
and McHugh— With
ROMANTIC JOURNEYS
Station
T.O.T
Jan.
Jack
Osterman
and
PickWhere's
Tiger?. Dec. I9,'34..lr!.
22 10
Across the Sea
Oct. 20 li
Borrah That
MInnevitch
ens Sisters
9...
Canyon of Romance Dec. 8
HOLLYWOOD
ON
Carrie
Jacobs
Bond
—
With
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22
Edwin C. Hill. Ralph
PARADE
Kirbery and Lew White
SONG HIT STORIES
No. II
June 2.. 10....
ORGANLOGUES
Last Dogie. The
Nov. 17
No.
12
June 30.. 10....
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov.
24
Songs
the Hills
6...
No. 13
July 28..
Radioof Rubes
Helen Morgan
HOLLYWOOD
ON
Slow Poke
Sept. 22 1 rl. .
II....
Sally
7...
PARADE—
NEW
SERIES
Stepin Fetchit
Singin' Sam-Don Wallace
No.
I
Aug.
18..
STAR COMEDY
Night
of
Romance
7...
No. 2
Sept. 8.. II....
Donald Novis-Ann Leaf-John Young
SPECIALS
No.
Oct.
Tongue Twisters
7..,
No. 3
4
Nov. 13.
10. .. II....
Expectant
Father, The Nov.
Feb. 17
9.'34
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Mr.
Adam
5.'34.ll....
No.
5
Dec.
Ship
of
Dreams
7...
No. 6
Jan.
TERRY-TOONS
Ralph onKirbery-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech7...
Melody
Parade
ONE
REEL
ACTS
25
6...
Banker's
Daughter.
The....
June
IrvingAgain
Kaufman-Lew White
Beanstalk Jack
Oct. 20 6. . .
Detective
Tom Squad
Howard of June 9 II....
Home
8..
the Suicide
Fanny in the Lion's Den. ..July 22
23 6. . .
Nick
Lucas-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech
Fanny's
Wedding
Day
Sept.
Tintypes
6..
JazzToma Howard
La Crba
July 7 10
Grand Uproar
Aug. 25
Irving Kaufman-Lew
White
6 6. . .
Gypsy
A
Oct. I2,'34..6...
Don
Aspiazu PICTORIAL
Oriental
Phantasy
8..
Holland Fiddler,
Days
Jan.
PARAMOUNT
Charles Carlile-Lew White-Kelvin Keech
Hypnotic
Eyes
Aug.
No. 12 — Treasure Hunt —
Organ Festival
9..
In Venice
Dec.
Lew
King Zilch ...
June 23.II'34. .6.6.... .
Wings
Dick White-Ann
Liebert- JesseLeafCrawford
OneSummer
Over— Putwith June 16 10
Last Straw. The
Feb.
Lillian tingofRoth
Melody Tour
8..
Little Bov Blue
Nov. 30 6. . .
No.
13
—
Tableaux
in— Song
Wax.
Sylvia
Froos-Dick
LiebertOil Can Mystery. The July 9.'34..l
9
6...
—
Bird
Sanctuary
rl.
John
S.
Young
Owl and the Pussycat. The.. Mar. 9.'34
Makers of America July 14 10
Organlogue-ing the Hits
8..
Pick-necking
Sent.
Nick Lucas-Lew
WhiteRip Van Winkle
Feb.
PARAMOUNT
Herbert
Rawlinson
Robinson Crusoe
Nov. 17 6...
NEW SERIES PICTORIALSongs
of RawlinsonNations
Sunny
South. The
The
Dec. 26.'34..6...
29 6...
Carl lieWhite
Three Bears.
Jan.
No. I— Just a Little DressSongs of the Range
Village Blacksmith. The... Nov. 3 6...
ing— TheMills
Rock Garden — Aug. II ID
Irving
Art
White
TOM
HOWARD
No. 2 — On the Trail of the
PET Dickinson-Lew
SUPERSTITIONS
COMEDIES
Salmon
—
Trotting
the Sept. 8 10
I. Spilled Salt
10..
Champion — Johnny OutGreen,
Aces
July
9...
Phyllis
Barry-Geo.
LewisNo. 3— Dr. Roy Chapman
DivorceWild
Sweets
Nov. 30...
J.
Carrol
Naish
Andrews
September .Oct. 6 10
Honesty Pays, But Not
Morn — Harry— Armstrong.
Much
June 4...
No.— 4Manhattan
— Let's GoNocturne
Crabbing
Mouse Trapper. The Sept. 1 1 . . .
Static
Sept. 29...
Irvin S. Cobb — Nov. 3 10
METRO-GOLDWYNTORCHY COMEDIES
No. 5 — The Old Mill —
MAYER
Min.
(Ray Cooke)
Jack rator—
Frost.
SongMaster
MakersDeco-of Dec. I 10....
Torchy's
Loud
Spooker
June
25..
Rel.
Date
Title
Nation
Trying Out Torchy
July 23...
Nothe6
Oec. 29 10. . .
ALL-STAR SERIES
TREASURE CHEST
No! 7—
Jan. 26,'34. 10. . .
Crook'sScrews
Tour
Sept.
23
19
Day Dreams
Dec. 8...
Twin
Dec.
30
2rls.
THE SAILOR Oct. 27 7...
Shorts
Nov. 10..,
Yeast Is West
Nov. II
BlowPOPEYE
Me Down
Song of Vienna
Nov. 3...
CHARLEY CHASE
II Eats
My
Spinach
Nov. 20
17 7...
7...
What
Does
1934
Hold?
Dec.
15..
Yam What 1 Yam Sept.
Arabian Tights
June 3 20
Your Life Is in Your
Seasin's
Greetinks Dec.
8 7...
Hands
Sept.22..
Cracked
Iceman
Jan.
27.9....
'34. 21....
19
Wild Elephinks
Dec. 29
7...
Luncheon
at
Twelve
Dec.
Midsummer Mush
Oct. 21 21
SCREEN SONGS
Sherman Said It
Sept. 2 17
"Boilesk"
June
9
7...
FOX FILMS
COLORTONE
MUSICAL
REVUES
Watson Sisters Song. ...Oct. 13 7...
Boo,
Title
Rel. Date
Hello. Pop!
July I 17...
Down byBoo.the Theme
Old Mill Stream .July 21 7. . .
Min.
Nertsery
Rhymes
Aug.
26
20...
ADVENTURES
OF
THE
Boners Music. ... Nov. 10 7...
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
1 Funny
Like Boys
Mountain
Keg 0' Myin Heart
Nov. 30
II 20...
2 rIs
..9...
Eton
Rhapsody
Brew Sept.
Following
the
Horses!
Sept.
I.
Motor Mania!
....Sept. 29.
Keeps Rainin' All the Time .Jan. 12, '34. .7...
Symphony
in Suds
Jan. 6.'34..2rls
..9...
Conquest of the Air! Nov. 30. ..9...
FITZPATRICK
Gertrude
Scouring the Seven Seas!... Oct. 20. 9...
Sing,
Babies,Neisen
Sing Dec. 15
TRAVEL
TALKS
British Guiana
Dec. 23 9...
Answering
Riot Call!. ..Dec.
Baby Sisters,
Rose Marie
Filming thetheFashions
Nov. 22.
10 9..
Sing,
Sing June 3 7...
Day
in
Venice
Oct.
28
9...
Dutch Guiana. Land of
MAGIC CARPET
Three X Sisters
Stoopnocracy
Aug. 18 7...
Djuka
Sept.
2
10...
SERI ES
Italy,
Land of Inspiration. . Nov. 25 9...
Irl.
Stoopnagle
and
Budd
Mississippi
New Zealand
When
Yubaon the
PlaysTuba
the
Boardwalks ofShowboats
New York
Rumba
Sept. 16 7...
Papua and Kalabahai June 10 9...
Pagodas of Peiping Aug. 18
Mills Bros.
Scotland the Bonnie Sept. 30 9...
Shades
of
Cairo
Aug.
25
FLIP, THE FROG
The Desert Patrol
Sept. I 10..
Bulloney
8...
Outposts of France Sept. 15
No.SCREEN
12 SOUVENIRS
.10..
Glimpses of Greece Sept. 29
Chinaman's
Chance
8...
June 7.. .10..
No.
13
July
Paleface
8...
Playground of Pan
Oct. 13
Soda Squirt
7...
Elephant
SCREEN SOUVENIRS- .Aug. 25, .10...
Techno-cracked
8...
The
IslandTrails
of Malta Oct.
Nov. 27
3 10..
No NEW SERIES
A Day in Tokyo
Nov. 10 9..
..10...
GOOFY
MOVIES
Byways in Bangkok Nov. 24
A Whole Show in One Reel Sept. 9 9...
sept.22.
No. 32 ;;;;
No!
!!
Oct.
20.
Around the Acropolis Nov. 30
LAUREL
&
HARDY
No. 4
Nov.
17 10
10
Gem of the Sea
Dec. 15 9..
Busy Bodies ............. Oct. 7. .20....
No'
5
Dec. 15
Rural England
Dec. 22
Dirty Work
Nov. 25.
London Medley
Dec. 29
No.PARAMOUNT
6
Jan.
12,
'34,
10
MGM
MUSICAL
REVUES
SOUND
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5. '34
Beer and Pretzels Aug. 26 20 . ..
Tunisian Travels Jan. I9.'34
NEWS
Plane
Nuts
Oct.
14
20
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26.'34
Roast Beef and Movies. ... Dec. 2 2 rIs. Two Editions Weekly
Roaming of the
Netherlands. . Feb.
Feb. 16.9. '34
GRANTLAND RICE
ODDITIES
Cradle
Storms
'34
Bear
Hunting
Dec. 16
In Java Sea
Feb. 23. '34
.10...
Fine Feathers
Nov.
18 9Irl..
.11...
No.SPORTLIGHTS
I — What Makes a
MOVIE TINTYPE SERIEP
Handlebars
Aug. 26 10
Champion
Aug. 25.4.... . .10...
Happy
Warriors
Oct.
21
9
.11...
Where
Is
My
Wandering
No.
2
—
Sporting
Melodies.
.Aug.
Menu
Aug. 26 II
Aug. 18
No. 3— Water Lure
Sept.22...
ForBoy?
the Man She Loved .... Sept.
8
No.
4
—
The
March
of
the
OUR
GANG
Bedtime
Worries
Sept. 9 21
Oct. 24...
20. . . .10.
Slander's
Twin
DukesTongue
and a Duchess . Sept.22
Oct. 6
Wild Poses
19
No.Champions
Kennel the
Kings
Nov.
No.
65—— Around
Calendar, Dec.
22 I rl.
The
Great
Train
Robbery.
.
Oct.
27
SPECIAL
A Moment of Madness Nov. 4
Inflation
II....
No. 7 — Jumping Giants Jan. 26, '34, .10...
.Irl.
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
TAXI BOYS
SPORTS EYE VIEW
The
Extravagant
Wife
Jan.
5.
'34
.10...
Rummy,
The
June
10
18
Balance
June
The
Girl Dilemma
from the Country. Jan.
Thundering Taxis
June 24 16....
Over
the Jumps
July 2123.. .11...
Emma's
Feb. I9.'34
2,'34
The
Heart of Valeska
Straight Shooters
July 21.
TODD-KELLY
Love's
Old Sweet
Song Feb. 16, '34
Air
Dec. 23
2 rls.
TALKARTOONS
SPECIAL
SUBJECT
Backs Fright
to Nature
Nov.
14.... 20
Betty
Boop's
Big
Boss
June
2 7.
Beauty and the Bus Sept. 16 18....
Aniakchak
Aug. 18 28..
Party
Betty
Boop's Hallowe'en Nov. 3 7.

December

30,

193 3
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TItIa
Rel. Date MIn.
I Don
Heard
Sent.
1 7...
Redmond
Morning.
Noon
and
Night..
Oct.
6
7...
Rublnoff
Mother Goose Land June 23 7...
OldCabManCalloway
of the Mountains. .Aug. 4 7...
Parade of Wooden Soldiers. Dec. I — .1 rl..
Popeye, the Sailor July 7..., .7....
SheTWO-REEL
Wronged Him
Right... Jan. 5,'34, .1 rl..
COMEDIES
Barber.
The
July 28.. .2!....
W. 0. Fields
BigBennett
Fibber.StarThe
July 14.. .20....
Cold
Turlcey
Dec. I.. ..2 ris.
Joseph Cawthorne
Daddy
Knows
Best
June
16.. .22....
Walter Catlett
Ducl(y
Sept. I . . .19....
SidneyDear
Toler
Husband's
Reunion
July 7.. .19....
Sennett Star
JustBingan Crosby
Echo
Jan. I9.'3 ..2 rIs.
Knockout
June 23.. .19...
Sennett Kisses
Star
Marriage Humor
Aug. 18.. .19....
Harry Langdon
Meet the Champ
Aug. 4.. .21....
Eugene
PalletteWalter Catlett
OldChicBugler,
Jan. 5.'34 ..2 ris.
Sale The
On Ice
Oct. 6... .21....
Harry Langdon
One Awful Night Oct. 20... .21
Patlette-Catlett
Please
Dec. 15... ..2 rIs.
Bing Crosby
Roaming Romeo. A
Dec. 29... ..2 ris.
Harry Langdon
Sailors, Beware
Sept. 15... .18....
SeeCatlett-Pallette
You Tonight June 2... .21....
Sennett Star
.20....
Three
Leon Little
Errol Swigs Nov. 10...
PRINCIPAL
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Among
Maoris
Circle ofthe Life
of the Ant Aug. I 7...
Lion,of The
Feb. 4.'34..7...
City
Contrasts Nov.
19...
Cuba
Sept. 22
27.... 21...
Enough Rope
July I 9
Farmer's Friend. The Oct. 4 7...
From
Butterfly.
Great Cocoon
Raccoon toHunt.
The.... .Jan.
Sept. 7.'34..7...
I 20...
HerBee
Majesty, the Queen Dec. 1 6...
High Spots of New York. ..June I II...
Insect
Clowns
Mar. II
4.'34..7...
Kick-Off,
The
Oct.
27...
Newslaughs
— No.Underworld.
I .. Dec.
Dec. 20
9...
Queen
of the
6 7...
Wonders of the Tropics Dec. 13 32...
RKO-RADIO PICTURES
Title
Rel. Date Min.
BLONDE and RED
HEAD SERIES
Flirting In the Park Aug. 18... ,20....
Walking Back Home Dae, 8... .19....
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
(Re-Issues)
TheSERIES
Count
Nov. 17... .20
The Cure
Aug. 19. . .
The Fireman
Aug. 28... ,21....
CLARK
&
MeCULLOUGH
SERIES
l4'/i..
Fits In a Fiddle Oct. 20... .20....
Gay Nighties, The
June 23... .20....
Iceman's
Ball. The
Aug. 13...
Kickingin the
Around. .Aug.
4... .19....
.2 rIs.
Odor
the Crown
Court
Snug In a Jai
Nov. 2... .20....
CUBBY THE BEAR
CARTOONS
Cubby's
Picnic
Oct. 6...
World Flight
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
COMEDIES
How ComedieswithAreTinBorn
Sept. 30...
8... 19....
l8'/2..
Shakespeare
Ears.. June
Suits to Nuts
Dec. I... 19....
HEADLINER SERIES
No.
OutdoneList
Him. ..July
Na. S4—— She
Preferred
Oct. 21...
6... .20..
No. 6— Air Tonic
Dec. 22... .21..
MASQUERS COMEDIES
Abroad by
In Old
Kentucky.
Stolen
Gypsies,
or .. .Sept. 9...
Beer
and
Bicycles
July 14...
MICKEY McGUIRE
SERIES
Mickey's Big Broadcast
Mickey's
Disguise
MR. AVERAGE
MAN July 28...
COMEDIES
KENNEDY) (EDGAR
Good Housewrecking June 16... .20...
.20y2.
Grin and Bear It
Dec. 29... .20'/,.
Quiet Please
Aug. II... .21...
What
Fur?
Nov.
3...
MUSICOMEDIES
SERIES (Ruth Etting)
California Weather Dec. 15... .20'/2
Harvest Moon Girl
Knee Deep in Music Sept.22...
MY BRIDGE EXPERIENCES (Ely Culbertson)
Forced Response. A
Sept. 15... .17...
Murder ac the Bridge Table. Sept. I... .21...
Society Cheaters
Sept. 29...
What Not to Do In Bridge. Oct. 13... .15..
Trans-Atlantic
Bridge
Tricks
Oct. 27... .21..
Three
KnavesNEWSand a Queen. Nov. 10...
PATHE
Released twice a week
PATHE REVIEW
Released once a month

MOTION
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CHACT—CONT'D)
RELEASE
Mia.
Title
Rel. Date MIfU
Title
Rel. Data ...21....
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Big(Mentone
Casino, No.
The
Nov. 29.
No. 10 — Beau Bosko
7....
SOGLOW'S "THE KING"
4)
CARTOONS
No.
II
—
Bosko's
Mechanical
Man 7....
Fatal Note, The
Sept. 29 7
Gleason's
New Deal July 12. ...20....
No. 12 — Bosko the Musketeer
James
Gleason
No. 13 — Bosko's Picture Show
Marching Along
Oct. 27. ...27....
HisVince
FirstBarnett
Case
June 14. ...20....
On the Pan
Nov. 24 7
LOONEY TUNES (New Series)
Pals
in..
No.
Day
Meeting
Mazie
Dec.
20.
SPECIALS
...20....
No.MELODY
2I—— Buddy's
Buddy's
Beer Out
Garden 7....
7
Sterling Holloway
MASTERS
So This Is Harris Jan. I9.'34.28. . . . Mountain Music
The Alma Martyr
9
Jan. 3,' 34.. 2 ris. No.Fred10 — Waring
Louise Fazenda
and IsHis Familiar
Pennsylvanians
NotSterling
the Marrying
Kind Nov. 22. ...20....
STATE RIGHTS
No. II — The Name
Holloway
Leon
Belasco
and
Band
TOM
...19...,
On the Air and
No. 12— The Audition
20
SER I ESAND JERRY
No. I)Off Sept. 6.
Emerton's Band9
Phantom Rocket
July 21 I rl.. Open(Mentone
Sesame
Oct.
25.
No.Hannah
13 — A Willlams-Phil
Castilian Garden
...20....
Henry
Armetta
Puzzled
Pals
7
AMKINO
Sehor
Del Pozo's
Marimba(NewOrchestra
OutLouise
of Gas
Nov. 8. ...21
MELODY
MASTERS
Series)
Fazenda
AKilling
Day into Moscow
26
Hot fromandPetroorad
10....
Palsie Walsie
Jan. 31. 34. .2 ris. No.DaveI— Apollon
Live
17
Orchestra
Henry Armetta
Kino Displays
10
No.
2
—
Barber
Shop
Blues
9....
Pie
for
Two
Dec.
13.
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
Hopkins and
and Band
Band
....2 ris. No.Claude
James Gleason
3
—
Rublnoff
10....
Coocoo Capers
No. 4— Eddie Duchin and Band 10....
Stung
Oct. 18, ...18....
Flame of the Pacific
23
LouiseAgain
Fazenda
No.Harmonica
5— BorrahRascals
MInnevltch and His 10....
Terrors of the Amazon
29....
Supper
at
Six
Dee.
27
....2
ris.
CAESAR FILMS
(Mentone No. 5)
No. 6— Jack Denny and Band 10
■34..
2
ris.
Venezlana
I rl. . Trifle
Backward.
A
Jan.
17.
34.. 2 ris.
No. 7— Mills Blue Rhythm Band 10
Vince Barnett
FIRST DIVISION
MERRY MELODIES
Vaudeville
Jan. 24.
Delhi
..Nov. I5....I0....
(Mentone onNo. Parade
6)
No.Kisses
I— You're Too Careless with Your 8....
MyDavid
Side L.of the
Story
Sept.
22....
10
Warren
Doane
Brevity
Aug.
9
Hutton
No. 2—1 Wish I Had Wings 7
Where's
Elmer?
19....
Strange
Case
of
Tom
Mooney.July
21
23
No.
3
A Great Big Bunch of You....?....
Vince Barnett
IDEAL
„
.2 ris. No. 4—— Three's
a Crowd
7....
No.
5
—
ShantyStopWhere
Lives..?....
•»
ies
Gyps
Canal
No. 6— One
AheadSantaof Claus
My Shadow.?....
Evolution
»
No.
7
—
Young
and
Healthy
7
MIn.
Goofy Games
No. 8— The Organ Grinder ?....
Mystic
East. The
The
'g
VITAPHONE SHORTS
No. 9— Wake Up the Gypsy In Me 7
Next
War.
Zg
No.
I Like Off
Mountain
Music 77
Rel. Date
We're
on Our Way
No. 1011—— Shuffle
to Buffalo
INDUSTRIAL
„9
BIG Title
V COMEDIES
No.
12
—
The
Dish
Ran
Away
with the
No.
II
—
How've
You
Bean?.
June
24
The Silent Enemy
^0
Spoon
7....
Roscoe
(Fatty)
Arbuckle
INVISIBLE
No.
13
—
We're
in
the
Money
?....
No.
12—
An
Idle
Roomer
20.
Jack Haley
Snowman
10....
RESOLUTE
, ,
MERRY
MELODIES
(New
Series)
13— Nothing But the
No.PEPPER
1— I've POT
Got to Sing a Torch Song..?....
Itchy
» "»• No.Tooth
Aug. 19.. .19.
Jack Haley
MARYScratchy
WARNER
No. 21 — Inklings
.21.
BIG V COMEDIES
Berlin: Its Sports and Recreation B
No.
R'biing the
RoundWorldRadioin 8RowMinutes
No. 6
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolis 8
(New
Series)Water Daffy. . .Sept. 16. .
No. 2223 —— Around
No.Jack
i— Haley
Salt
Glimpses
of Germany
8
No.
2425 —— Stuck.
Fishermen's
Holiday
.20.
Green
Heart
of
Germany,
The
20
No.
Stuck,
Stucco
Springtime on the Rhine
No. 2— Close Relations Sept. 30..
No. 26 — Seeing Samoa
Arbuckle Oct. 21..
The
POT Donaldson
(New Series)
No.Roscoe
3— Gobs(Fatty)
of Fun
Trier.Mosel
Oldest City in Germany 5'*"
6
..21.
No.PEPPER
I— Walter
10....
Vintagers'
Festival
in
the
Palatinate.
..
10
George
Givot-Chaj-les
Judels
Turkey in the Raw.. Nov. 4.. ..21.
No.
2.
—
Admission
5c
10....
Winter in the Bavarian Alps
Ir . . No.Gus4— Shy
No.Rockwell
3— Rock-A-Bye-Bye,
with Dr
Young Germany Goes Skiing I rl..
.22..
II,,..
No. 5 — In the Dough Nov. 25..
P. A. POWERS
(Fatty)
No.
Laughs Dame
in theGleeLaw
8....
Jack and the Beanstalk 6
No.Roscoe
6— Here
ComesArbuckle
Flossie. Dec. 9 18
No. 5A—— Notre
Club 8....
Ben
Blue
No.
6
—
Harry
Warren
10
No. 7 — Tomalio
Dec. 30 21
No.
7 — Easy
Aces
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
UNITED ARTISTS
No.
Mischief 10....
10
Title
No. 8—
9— Little
Movie Miss
Memories
9....
Rel. Date MIn.
No.That?
8 — How D'Ya Like Jan. I3,'34.I8
No.
10
—
The
Tune
Detective
9....
MICKEY MOUSE
George
Givot-Charles
Judels
Sigmund
Spaeth
9. The Mad Doctor Jan. 20... .7...
No. II — Mississippi Suits
9,...
No.
9
—
Nervous
Hands
Feb.
3.'34.2I
10.
Mickey's
Pal
Pluto
Feb.
10...
.6...
Ben Blue
No.Block
12— The
Wrong W--";; Trail,.. 10
11.
The
Mollerdrammer
....Mar.
3...
and
Sully
No.
10—
Pugs
and
Kisses.
..
Feb.
17.'34.2I
.7...
12. Ye Olden Days Mar. 24...
BROADWAY BREVITIES
No. 13 — Song Hits, with Roy Turk II,...
13. The Mail Pilot June 5 7.
SPORT THRILLS SERIES
No.Stoopnaqle
8 — Sky Symphony
June 3
14. Mickey's
Mechanical
and
Budd
HUSING
Man
June 9 6...
No.RussII—Columbo
That Goes Double.. July 29
No.TEDI—
15.
Mickey's
Gala
Premiere.
June
30
7...
No.
2—
16.
Puppy
Love
Aug.
14
No. 3—
No.Jack18 —Dempsey
World's Champ July II
[7. The
Steeple
Sept. I 7...
No. 4— Old Time Sport Thrills
18.
Pet Chase
Store Sept.22
No.Ing22 —of The
Double-Cress- July 15 19
No. 5—
Columbus
(NEW
SERIES)
No.
6—
Nov. 15 7...
WORLD AVENTURES
2.1. Giant
Mickey Land
Shanghaied
No.Charles
23 — PieJudels
a la Mode June 19
E. M. NEWMAN
3. Playful Pluto
No. 24 — Crashing ttia Gat*.. July I
No. 2I—— Transportations
Dancing Around efthetheWorld
l.rl..
Atwellfor
SILLY SYMPHONIES
No.
World. . .10....
I rl. .
No.Ruth
23 — Etting-Roy
20.000 Cheers
No.
3—
An
Oriental
Cocktail
6. Babes in the Wood. Dec. 2.'32..8...
the
Chain
Gang
Aug.
12
19
No.
4
—
Curious
Customs
of
the
World..
1 rl..
7. Santa's Workshop Dec. 30.'32. .7. . .
Jerry
Bergen-The
Rolllckers-Plcken
Sisters
No. 5 — From Bethlehem to Jerusalem. . 10....
8. Birds
the Spring.
30.'32. .7.8.... .
No.Hugh
26— O'Connell-Anne
The "No" ManGreenway
Aug. 26.... 19
Father inLittle
Noah's
Ark .. .Dee.
Jan.
No.
6—
High
Spots
of
the
Far
East.
.
.
10.
...
10.9. Three
Pigs
May 27
26 8...
No. 7 — Main Streets
10....
BROADWAY BREVITIES
M.
Old
King
Cole
July
27
8...
No.
8—
Beauty
Spots
of
the
World
Irl..
12. Lullaby Land
Aug. 18 7...
(New Series)
No. 9— Workers of the World Irl..
13. Pled Finer
Oct. 6 7...
No. I— Use Your Imagina- tion Sept. 2 18
No.
Wonder Spots
World. ... Ii rt..
rl..
No. 10—
II — Costumes
of theof the
World
(NEW
SERIES)
Hal2—LeRoy-Mltzl
Mayfair
No.
1213—— Strange
Ceremonies
10..,.
I. The Night Before
No.
Rufus
Jones
for
No.
Top
of
the
World
10
Christmas
Dec. 15 8...
President
Sept. 9.... 20
MUSICAL WORLD JOURNEYS
Ethel Waters
NEWMAN the Pacific irl..
No.
3
—
Seasoned
Greetings.
.Sept.
23. .. .20
No.E, M.
I— Exploring
UNIVERSAL
Lita
Grey
Chaplin
No.
2 — Samoan Memories
Irl..
No.
4
—
Paul
Revere.
Jr....
.Oct.
7.
...21
No. 3— Heart of Paris
I rl..
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Gus Shy-Janet Reade
No.
4—
Italy,
the
Old
and
the
New
I
rl..
GOOFYTONE NEWS
No.Donald
5— Operator's
Opera. .. .Oct. 14 21...
No. S— Cannibal Islands
IH..
No. I
Aug. 28.. ..8...
Novls-Dawn
0'
DayEton
Boys
No.
2
Oct.
I..
No.
6
—
Spanish
America
I
rl..
.
.
I
rl
.
.10...
No. 3
Dec. 25
No. 6— 'TIS Spring
Oct. 28 19...,
OSWALD CARTOONS
PatriciaJenkins
EllisAllen
.1 rl.
Candy
House.
The
Jan. 15.'34.
No. 7— Yeast Is Yeast N«v. II 20...
Chicken
Reel
Jan.
1.'34. .7...
Confidence
July 31
Tom
Patrlcola
. I rl.
No. 8— The Wild West Nov. 18. ...23...
SEE^IALS
County
Jan.
Five andFair
Dime
Sept. 29.18'34. .8...
Reade-Ollve
Borden .Dee. 2 23...
No.Janet
9 — Girl
Trouble
(EACH SERIAL 12 EPISODES OF 2 RLS.)
Ham and Eggs , June 19 .6...
Mitchell
and
Durante
In the Zoo
Nov. 6 — .7...
Title
Rel. Date Min.
.8...
No.
10
—
Manhattan
ClockMerry
Old
Soul
Nov.
27
tale
Dec. 16 29...
Parking Space
Dec. 18... .Irl.
MASCOT
POOCH CARTOONS
Four
Norma Eton
Terrls-Boys
Hot and Cold
Aug. 14 I rl.
Fighting
with
Carson. .July 6. ...20...
No. II— Plane Crazy .Dec. 23 20...
Johnny
Mack Kit
Brown(each)
King Klunk
Sept. 4..., .9...
Noah Beery
Dorothy
Lee-Arthur
and
Nature's
Workshop
June
5
Morton
Havel
Pin Feathers
July 3 — .9...
Mystery
Squadron,
The
Dec.
23
No. 12— Kissing Time. ..Jan. 6.'34.22.
She Done Him Right Oct. 9 .7...
Bob Musketeers.
Steele
Three
The Apr. 7
RADIO STAR REELS
Jane
Froman21....
Georges
Metaxa
John
Wayne-Ruth Hall
The Old Timers
No.
13—
A
Little
Girl
with
Wolf
Dog,
The
Sept. 30
Louis Sobol
— No. 3
Big ideas
Rin Tin Tin, Mallory
Jr.-Frankie
Peeping
Tom
Sept. 20 17....
Oarro-Boots
Molly
Picon
.Ian.
20,'34.29.
Louis
Sobol
—
No.
4
No. 14 — Not Tonlflht,
Boswell Sisters. The Dec. 6 2.rls.
Josephine
Jan. 27.'34.2I...
Nick Kenny— No. 4
Frank
McHughSPECIALS
PRINCIPAL
Kitty Kelly
World's
Greatest
Thrills..
.Aug.
18
Tarzan. the Feeriess Aug. II 20...
No.
15
—
Private
Lessons
Jan. 10. '34. 21...
STRANGE AS IT
Buster Crabbe
(each)
O'Day .. Feb. 24.'34.I0...
.9....
SEEMS SERIES
No.Hal
16 —LeRoy-Dawn
Come
to Dinner.
HOW
TO
BREAK
90
No.
31
—
Novelty
Aug.
7
I rl . .
No. 32— Novelty
Sept. 4 ..9....
JONES
UNIVERSAL
No.
Oct. 20
9 , 1 rl . . No.BOBBY
I—— The
Grin
No. 3'!33—— Novelty
Novelty
Nov.
No.
2
Position
and Back May 15 9...
Gordon
Ghost City
Aug. 14 (each)
20...
No. 35— Novelty
Dec. 18 I rl..
Buck ofJones-Madge
Bellamy
Swing
June
10
No. 3 — HiD Action June 24
Perils
of
Pauline
Nov.
6
20...
.
I
rl
.
.
No.UNIVERSAL
36— Novelty
Jan.
22,'34.
COMEDIES
No.
Down Swing July
July 15
8
Evalyn ofKnapoRobert Allen
No. 45 —— Imoact
Phantom
the Air
May 22(each)
(1932-33 SEASON)
Tom
Tyler-Gloria
Shea
No.
6
—
Fine
Points
Aug.
5
10...
All(Mentone
at Sea
Sent. 20 21...,
LOONEY TUNES
No. 2)
Pirate
Jan. 29, '34.(each)
20...
RichardTreasure
TalmadgeNo.
Mare 8...\.
Big(Mentone
Benefit, No.The
Oct. 18 21....
Lucille
Lund
No. 89—— Bosko's
Bosko theKniqht
Sheep-Herder
3)
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30,

1933

the great
national medium
for showmen

Ten cents per word, money-order or check with copy. Count initials, box number and address. Minimum insertion,
$1. Four insertions for the price of three.
Contract rates on application.
No borders or cuts. Forms close
Mondays at 5 P.M. Publisher reserves right to reject any copy.
Address correspondence, copy and checks to
MOTION PICTURE HERALD. Classified Dept., 1790 Broadway, New York City

USED

CCUIPAiCNT

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
Chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Send for catalogue H. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, 844 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
NEW YEAR, BUT OLD PRICES — GREATEST
sale
Standard
— Simplex,^
Strong,ever.
Brenkert,
Forest, brands
Hertner.
Operadio, Peerless,
sacrifice
prices.
Lists
mailed.
S.
O.
S.
CORP.,
1600 Broadway,
New York.

TI^AININe

NEW

ECDIDMENT

BUY RCA PHOTOPHONE OUTRIGHT— LIBERAL
trades for old equipment on brand new Wide Range
RCA soundheads, entirely complete, originally $1,200.00;
now $295.00. Wire for details. S. 0. S. CORP.,
1600 Broadway. New York.
SACRIFICING NEW SUPERIOR TYPE X PROjectors with rear shutters, adapted to sound.
COXSACKIE MANUFACTURING CORP., Coxsackie,
N. Y.

$CH€€L$
TECHNICAL

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
Approved home-study training. Free Catalog.
THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE, 315 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

I^€$ITI€NS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST. BEST REFERENCES INCLUDing
New Western
York. Electric. Write, 143 DIDAMA, Syracuse,
PROJECTIONIST
YEARS'
Prefer
theatre where— 10
reliability
and EXPERIENCE.
good work are
appreciated. Will go anywhere. BOX 356, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.

WANTED

TC

CCCrS

"RICHARDSON'S HANT> BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best and most practical. Aaron Nadell's "Projection
Sound
Pictures."
Complete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksinformation
complete for
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, 1790 Broadway, New Yoris.

DKCEESSICNAL
SERVICES

SCOTT MOORE, ASTORIA 8-0073, RECENTLY
Guthrie McClintic's "Criminal at Large."

THEATRE

RRCCRAMS

GOLD STANDARD CASH PRICES FOR ANY
theatre equipment. Trades made. POSTOFFICE BOX
2042 DeSoto Station, Memphis, Tenn.

EEDGED

SrSTEMS

UseKNOW
BrysonEVERY
Theatre WEEK
Record HOW
Ledger YOU'RE
practical,DOING.
simple.
Special anteed
now satisfactory.
$2.00. Prepaid
cash with order.
GuarGEORGE if FOSDICK,
4417 Stevens,
Minneapolis, Minn.

ECDIRMENT

ALL TYPES OF PROJECTION, SOUND AND
theatre equipment for sale, cheap. Let us know your
wants and we will serve you. BOX 124A, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
JUST amplifiers,
TC« BAD^TRADE
oldBAD'
wornSOUND
soundheads,
speakers, forYOUR
new
Wide Fidelity devices, from $49.50 up, sold on trial.
S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
MANUFACTURERS' OVERSTOCK REFLECTOR
arcs — brand new low intensity, hylow types. BOX 357,
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
PEERLESS LAMPS $90.00 EACH; ROTH SINGLE
phase generator cheap; Strong rectifier $85.00.
THEATRE SOUND SERVICE, Rochester, N. Y.
'FDELIGHTED, WORTH THOUSANDS DOLLARS,
best
on market,"
Woolley,
Illinois.
You can
have Widesavs
Fidelity,
too. Saybrook,
S. O. S. CORP.,
1600 Broadway, New York.
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR
friends. Let us show you how to save money for
the year 1934. Bargain prices to all on guaranteed
equipment and supplies. CROWN, 311 W. 44th St.,
New York.
RERAIR

SERVICE

$10 PER UNIT WILL REBUILD COMPLETELY
your ticket
register.
One year
unconditional TICKET
guarantee. Factory
mechanics.
AUTOMATIC
REGISTER CO., 831 South Wabash Ave., Chicago.
RERRESENTATIVES

DUr

WANT USED THEATRE CHAIRS, ALL KINDS.
Also parts, accessories, etc. Send sample prepaid.
Advise quantity and price, etc. GENERAL SEATING
COMPANY, 2035 Charleston Street, Chicago.

GENERAL

THE BETTER CLASS AT THE LOWEST PRICES,
all cuts furnished by us. Delivery same day copy
received. THEATRE PRINTING CO., 720 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

ECLTRMENT
EXCHANGE

GOODBYE 1933— PREPARE FOR PROSPERITY—
look
take old
trade. around—
S. O. we'll
S. CORP.,
1600 equipment
Broadway, for
Newcash
York.or

WANTED
WANTED REPRESENTATIVES IN EVERY KEY
film center to roadshow a religious sound motion picture
to Catholics.
men entire
who understand appealing
non- theatrical
field and Prefer
can handle
bookings
and
exploitation.
Must
be
able
to
finance
t'nemselves and post bond {or territory. INTEGRITY
FILM CORPORATION, 220 West 42nd St., New York.
STATE
RIGHT
EXCHANGES
NEW FOREIGN PRODUCTION WITH WONDERful exploitation tie-ups now available for territorial
distributors,
great picture
non-theatrical
bookings
such as churches,
etc. Willfor sell
both theatrical
and
non-theatrical rights for cash and percentage. Everything ready for release. Reserve territory at once.
BOX 347, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
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HOLLYWOOD

NEW

LOOKS

BUSINESS

TO

ORDER

Terry Ramsaye, in Hollywood, finds the preponderance ofexecutive control of box-office
material sounding a new slogan, "Curtailnnent," calling for fewer pictures, longer runs

THE

TEN

MONEY

BIGGEST

MAKING

STARS

Herald poll of 12,000 exhibitors reveals showmen's own evaluation of leading box-office
stars of the past motion picture year;
163 players are nominated; feminine and
men
stars
share
eight
first places

DECODING

LABOR

THE

CODE

PROVISIONS

Second article in literal translation of
the motion picture code into the working
language of the Industry treats of clauses
on relations of employer and employee as
they affect distribution and exhibition
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LUCK

AND

WAHOO

A ND there is no final assurance that even a good plcZ-\ ture will be a success," observed Mr. Darryl Zanuck,
^ in a discourse on the plans and aims of Tv^^entieth
Century Pictures the other day. "The most we can do is to
improve the probabilities."
Which brings us to a moment's consideration of that fourth
dimension of the show business which is luck and pertains to
that factor in the fate of men and their works which Hollywood calls "the breaks."
concerns the uncontrolled, and
apparently uncontrollable, This
whimsies and minutiae
which are so
important in chains of consequence.
There's the interesting case of Mr. Zanuck, himself, for example. At the moment, for an assortment of reasons as complicated asthe screen-politics map of hlollywood, including
certainly his own special abilities, he is currently perhaps the
most discussed of production executives in the film makers'
capital. And now It amuses a writer who emerged from the
buffalo grass on the Kansas prairies, to record on this page
that the spectacular Mr. Zanuck was born at Wahoo, yes
Wahoo, in the sandhills of Nebraska. There positively is a town
called Wahoo. Also, while we can not say what relation the
fact establishes with Motion Picture Herald, the young man's
first connection with the art and Industry of the motion picture is said to have been as an usher In a theatre operated
by our own itinerant correspondent Mr. J. C. Jenkins, of
Neligh, also Nebraska. Parenthetically, just because so few
in the motion picture business in Hollywood or elsewhere knovv'
it, we record that this blue-eyed, pale tinted, polo playing
picture maker is of Swiss parentage. Along came the World
War service over seas, and on the "Stars and Stripes," with
that staff which included such personalities as Mr. Harold
Ross, editorial father of the New Yorker, and Mr. Alexander
Woollcott, one of the pet commentators of the metropolis.
After that "the breaks" for Mr. Zanuck found for him a
laborer's
the Los Angeles
San Pedro.
How job
this onCalifornia
waterfrontwater
does front,
exudealias
literature!
It exuded some more when Mr. Zanuck, muscle weary, took
escape by pen and essayed the short story. That took him
into the magazines and in time to the story department on the
Warner lot. The motion picture world knows most of the res1.
One thing led to another like a run in a stocking, and here he
is among the mighty of Hollywood, wagering millions on the
turns of public taste.
Concerning the element of "the breaks" it Is Interesting to
record that Mr. Zanuck agrees with the writer's oft-recorded
assertion that many of the industry's woes have grown out of
the precautions it has taken, and mechanisms It has created,
"to support its failures rather than exploit its successes."
"Profits on the hits have had to be so big, because they

have had to cover the bad ones — about ten weak pictures to
This is a glimpse of a new Hollywood policy in the making —
hit." to better "the breaks," to ordain better luck . . .
every
an
endeavor
and the motion picture never knows where it is coming from
. . . sometimes it's Broadway, sometimes Wahoo!
AAA
THE

SECRETARYSHIP

THERE has been a deal of bungling and misadventure in
the affairs of the Code, but anyway in one appointment
at least, the naming of Mr. John C. Flinn as executive
secretary of the Code Authority, there Is in the whole of the
motion picture industry an attitude of approbation.
Intimately known from Broadway to Hollywood, and waystations between, these many years, Mr. Flinn carries an honored repute. From the old New York Herald to FamousPlayers-Lasky to P. D. C, to Pathe and back to Paramount,
press agent, advertiser, distribution executive, producer — all
these labors have especially fitted him for a post which so
concerns all the industry.
AAA
SALESMANSHIP
SPEAKING of salesmanship, which we so frequently are, a
Yankee story related by Mr. Stuart Webb of Pathe comes
to mind as reminiscent of some of the tactics applied in our
own agile industry. It seems that one of those bland and supercompetent salesmen, so infernally competent that he was again
unemployed, discovered that a certain eastern cannery was
considerably overstocked with a pale white variety of salmon,
which neither the trade nor consumer would accept. The
slick salesman made a deal and took to the road. In a week
he had the stock cleaned out. The management called him
in for congratulations, reward and a question. "How did you
do it?" He was evasive, reluctant, careful. At last he confided that with a rubber stamp he had added to each label:
"Guaranteed not to turn red in the can."
AAA
WE

nominate for a Carnegie medal Mr. Maxwell Arnow,
casting director for Warner Brothers' studio, who had
the temerity to give the Associated Press a Christmas
weeV story naming his selection of the "ten brainiest women
In the movies." Mr. Arnow was leaving for a vacation, and
remarked that he "meets the stars on a business basis only."
Nevertheless he will be likely to get quite a party when he

gets back.
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ELIGIBLE SCRIBES
Checking the eligibility lists of Hollywood correspondents, studio publicity
heads, meeting at the MPPDA Coast offices, eliminated 24 foreign writers, leaving
31 entitled to credential cards for the
January I quarter. . . .
lATSE IN WASHINGTON
To be near NRA headquarters in the
event labor problems arise, the lATSE has
opened Washington offices at the Hotel
Hamilton, with Louis Krouse, executive assistant to President William C. Elliott, In
charge. . . .
AFFILIATES

At their Initial meeting in Columbus
last week, newly elected trustees of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio
voted to affiliate with the MPTOA. . . .
REOPENS

APPEALS SENTENCE
Request that he be relieved of serving
sentence of two to two and one-half years
in prison for soliciting a bribe from a
Gadsden, Ala., projectionist, will be made
by Elmer D. Jordon, former state senator,
at an Alabama appeals court hearing
January 18. . . .
FOX INCREASE
Fox has Increased Its program of Spanish features this season from four to nine.
First Is "Masquerade," featuring Raul
Roullen and Conchlta Montenegro, and
written by Paul Perez and William Kernell. . . .
ENNIS RESIGNS
Bert Ennis last week terminated a short
tenure as Majestic advertising and publicity director. As yet no successor has
been designated. . . .
ROGERS SIGNS
Five more feature pictures, at a remuneration of $125,000 each, are called
for under the new contract signed with
Fox by Will Rogers. . . .

HOUSES

Improved conditions In the territory
have led M. A. LIghtman, Memphis exhibitor, former MPTOA president, to reopen two houses and add one, bringing the
Maico total to 35. . . .
VETERAN PASSES
In Seattle General Hospital last week
died W. W. Armstrong, veteran in northwestern theatrical circles. Associated with
numerous film exchanges, Mr. Armstrong
had been a Seattle resident for 1 7
years. . . .
UNIVERSAL

HERALD
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CUTS RESTORED
Via cable from Europe, President Joseph
M. Schenck of United Artists ordered
restoration of salary cuts to more than
600 employees, effective January I , in
anticipation of better 1934 business. Possible issimilar action by other companies.
Christmas bonuses went to Columbia employe s. .. .

MPTO

PICTURE

DEAL

Understood in negotiation is a deal
whereby Universal would nationally release
features produced in the East by William
Rowland and Monte Brice with the financial assistance of Lee Shubert. . . .
OFFICERS SHIFTED
An official shift, effective In March, will
find Dudley Nichols succeeding Joe Manciekwlcz as secretary, and Ernest Pascal
succeeding Ralph Block, present acting
president, as treasurer, of the Hollywood
Writers' Guild. . . .
STUDIO EXPANDS
Studio expansion, In the form of four
new stages and a planing mill to be constructed this month at a cost of $ 1,500,000
Is planned by Warner. . . .

///

This

VV^ARNER ABROAD
Pushing production at its English studio,
near London, Warner has signed , Hoot
Gibson to make "The Cowboy of London," western, there. Laura LaPlante and
Reginald Denny will co-star in one, star
singly In two others, all under Irving Asher,
London studio head. . . .
ERPI DECISION
In the case of Ford et al vs. Electrical
Research Products, the Alabama supreme
court last week decided sound equipment
leased by a third party to the tenant operator of a theatre cannot be attached
by the landlord In suit to recover rental
owed by the tenant. Court agreed with
Erpi the agreement was one of lease and
license. . . .
HAS

Issue

Production leaders are looking to new
business order with fewer pictures
and longer runs, says Terry Ramsaye,
writing from Hollywood
Exhibitors name Ten Biggest Money Making Stars of 1932-33
De-Coding the Code — Second article
in Herald series treats of provisions
affecting relations of employer and
employee in distribution and exhibi-

MORALIST RESIGNS
As a result of friction developed within
the ranks of Boston's Watch and Ward
Society, after activity resulting in the suspension of the license of the Howard
theatre last summer, John C. L. Dowling,
president and director, has resigned. . . .
RODENT BUSINESS
United Artists, releasing the Disney
Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphonies cartoons, claims a canvass of 70 manufacturers of goods using the Disney figures,
reveals ! 0,000 people returned to work as
a result of the demand for such articles.

Page 9
Page 13

tion Page 55
Page 43

OWN

COMPANY

After 12 years as United Artists general manager in Continental Europe, Suy
Croswell Smith has formed Les Productions
Clnematographlque Internationales, 116
Champs-Elysees, Paris, to distribute American and other foreign films in France and
elsewhere on the continent. . . .
FOX FOREIGN HEADS
Fox foreign managers gathered in New
York last week for conferences on the

The Year 1933 passes in review
Film shares $131,335,125 higher in market value than a year ago

Page 34

FEATURES
Editorial
The Camera Reports
J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum
Asides and Interludes

Page 7
Page 19
Page 62
Page 21

year's product. With Clayton P. Sheehan,
general foreign manager, presiding, present were: Walter Hutchinson, Great Britain; Carlo Bavetta, France, Belgium,
Switzerland; Harry Gell, southern central
Europe; Arthur Ruscica, Chile; F. H. Harley, Brazil; Victor Schochet, Argentina;
Delbert Goodman, Far East. . .

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

Last week
in Hollywood
DS the" Marquis
N AWAR
ITALIA
de la Rosa, Italian consul in Los Angeles,
presented to King Vldor and Frances
Marlon, respectively director and author
of MGM's "The Champ," medals known
as the Viareggio prizes, awarded by the
Italian Art Commission for the best film
exhibited In Italy during the year. . . .
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What the Picture Did for Me
Showmen's Reviews
Managers' Round Table
Technological
Short Features on Broadway
The Release Chart
Box Office Receipts
Classified Advertising
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RAMSAYE

If Hollywood knows what it is talking
about,
the ahead
end ofis athereconstituted
"movie" eramotion
is at
hand and
picture show business.
Hollywood, in the words of its masters,
sees coming fewer pictures, fewer theatres,
longer runs.
Hollywood now has a new word-slogan,
"curtailment," an exciting sequel to "exclusive," "decentralization" and kindred
labels.
Hollywood believes sincerely that it Is
the motion picture industry, that production isthe be-all and end-all of the business
of the screen.
EXPECTS TO DEMAND
MORE OF GROSSES
Hollywood expects to demand an Increasingly larger share of the box office
grosses, and as completely as may be a
mastery over all of distribution and exhibition as mechanical tools and services
in the delivery of the product to the
public.
Hollywood sees and forecasts, as a part
of this development, the demise and failure of the super-cinemas with their vast
overheads, the closing of many of the
smallest theatres in the provinces, and the
reduction of playing time in many locations to one, two and three nights a week.
Some of Hollywood is outspoken, some
are cautious, apparently reluctant to be
convinced of the passing of the old order
forecast by their contemporaries.
None of Hollywood admit to a clear cut
idea of how the moves at hand will be
made, by whom first or where.
After all, the determinant is economic
pressure, dollar influence which even Insular, provincially isolated Hollywood must
yield to in time.
To speak with cold candor, as I prefer,
what Hollywood is now deciding about Its
labors of tomorrow Is its answer to the
fact that the cow of the status quo of
yesterday is dry, stockholders, bankers,
credit reserves can give no more.
Hungry bellies make Inspiration. Today
the purr of the projector is more Important than the stuttering of the ticker.
Less than a dozen men apparently rule
Hollywood as a production center. About
six men approximately do in fact, and one

WHAT LEADERS SAY
OF CURTAILMENT
LOUIS B. MAYER— "No longer do
'go to the movies'."
people justCOHEN—
EMANUEL
"Any movement toward the reduction of output should come from the selling
machines and the theatres, first."
SIDNEY R. KENT— Disagrees with
the idea and points to the great
array of theatres which must be
served.
JOHN CONSIDINE — "Television
can be the answer for the small
SAMUEL
locations."GOLDWYN — "Maybe
a year are enough."
fifty pictures
DARRYL
ZANUCK— "The program
production of the big companies
means that it has to strive for the
occasional hit . . . to make enough
money to take care of the losses
... on ten mediocre flops."
man tells the six, with varying degrees of
authority.
New York is a place to talk to on the
telephone and the rest of the United States
— and the world — is just the land where the
customers live.
A sharp reduction In the picture output,
expressed In various tentative figures, is
advocated by such production executives
as Louis B. Mayer of Metro-GoldwynMayer, who has come all the way along
from a 1907 nickelodeon in Haverhill,
Mass., to dominion over a complex pattern of Hollywood picture and related Interests, Samuel Goldwyn, who came Into
the industry with Jesse Lasky with the
birth of the feature film in 1912-13, and
Benjamin B. Kahane, executive head of
RKO production and long educated in the
whimsies of the show buying American
public in the Keith Albee Orpheum organization prior to the fusion of that vaudeville empire with the screen, and to name
another among the many, another who is
considerably independent and external to
what may be called the "Hollywood
Machine" or Mayerland, there is Phil Goldstone, one time exchangeman and more

recently of special power and local fame
for his financing of some seventy-five or
eighty percent of independent production.
There are many others, certainly a preponderance of the executive control of
box office material, who share, with varying degrees of candor, in this conviction
that prosperity and success for the screen
demands reduced production output.
SHOULD COME FROM
THEATRES, SAYS COHEN
There are to be sure others who, while
admitting the production and marketing
conditions which encourage the idea, are
not yet ready to declare conviction that
it should be an adopted policy. "Any
movement toward the reduction of output
should come, it seems to me," remarked
Emanuel Cohen, the production chief of
Paramount," from the selling machine and
the theatres, first. They ought to know.
The delivery of the product and the immediate relations with the public are their
responsibility
Mr. Cohen, and
it isfunction."
to be remembered, was
for many years engaged in the production of newsreels and related short material, an activity very closely integrated
with the "program" school of production,
prior to his coming to Hollywood to operate Paramount studios. This may or may
not have a bearing on his attitudes and
concepts. He has, however, been in Hollywood for only a year, and, as he remarked to me some weeks ago in New
York, "Hollywood may get me yet."
Also, It Is to be gathered that another
imposing executive, deeply impressed with
"program" experience In picture merchandising, Sidney R. Kent of Fox Pictures
Corporation, while recently in Hollywood
had some considerable discussions in executive pow-wows around the studios concerning this projected, or considered, reduction of product. The impression that
Mr. Kent seems to have left in Hollywood
is that he does not at all agree and points
with emphasis of responsibility to a great
array of theatres which he Insists must be
served.
In this connection it is to be observed
that Mr. Kent is an executive Importantly
entrusted by banking interests and stockholders toward the rescue, redemption and
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SEE

preservation of values in a motion picture
enterprise built on the status quo and involving tremendous investment. Going
businesses want to keep going, and not to
be made over.
The Hollywood or studio point of view,
the willingness with which it considers a
radical change of production pace, is
made the more understandable as one
looks sharply at the mechanism. Despite
all the publicity shouting about the great
production plant of Hollywood the physical
properties are in no instance sufficiently
of importance to weigh much in balance
of any big issue. When the executives, the
directors, writers and players are gone, the
studio is merely another shell and an array
of idle desks and sets
The merchandise of the screen is a
shadow and the real assets of production
organization are minds and states of mind
that make the shadows. Like the shadows,
they can flit about and pause where they
may. Further, certain charming intricacies
of technique by which many important
stars and players are being held under contract by agents, rather than directly by
producing corporations, a strange kind of
escrow, give the political alignment aspects
of the production map, what might, to use
a very delicate term, be called extraordinary elasticity. In other words the hand
is, or may be, quicker than the eye. The
checkerboard can be readjusted any morning by noon, if, when and as the dominant
players decide to play.
PLAN IS SURE TO
BE GIVEN APPLICATION
Come what may, while Hollywood Is
now merely talking discreetly in its inner
councils about reduced production and the
dictation of new exhibition policies, and
prices, it may be set down as a certainty
that in some degree the plan in varying
forms will be given application in the field.
Some aspects of the production reduction plan and its coupled program of intensive exploitation, are far from new. If
one cares to wander back into the pages
of motion picture history it is to be recalled that W. W. Hodkinson had such a
concept as early as 19 10 or 19 II in his days
with General Film, and that it gave rise
in time to Paramount, then the distributor
for Lasky, Famous Players, Bosworth and
sundry other feature product, a product
which very swiftly brought the rapid junking of the nickelodeon and the rise of the
screen theatre. Very much more recently,
last year in fact, Felix Feist of MGM, and
Al Lichtman of United Artists, sales managers both, sent up trial balloons in speech
and trade press, on what is to be recalled
at the moment as "the exclusive run."
Tentatively and in certain spots it was
tried, and was in those spots a dollar sue-
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HOLLYWOOD
CREDO
"Hollywood . , . sees coming fewer
pictures, fewer theatres, longer
runs. II
"Hollywood believes sincerely that it
Is the motion picture industry."
"Hollywood expects to demand an
increasingly larger share of the box
office grosses."
"Hollywood
sees . . . the demise and
failure of the super-cinemas . . .
the closing of many of the smallest theatres . . . and the reduction
of playing time In many locations. . .

cess, even if it did prove in terms of industry politics far from a triumph. The
exhibitor storm of protest gave the exclusive run movement pause, but the forces
back of the idea are still at work.
PUBLIC UTILITY FEELING
IS MORE THAN IMPLIED
Th is brings to consideration one somewhat delicately interesting aspect of the
production-exhibition picture. It is to be
admitted, even by the hardest and sternest of executives, that there is, and even
more strongly just now in a Code-colored
world, a more than implied feeling in many
important quarters that the motion picture
is. despite all contradictions, in some degree apublic utility. It follows that pressures against restrictions of "the right to
buy" by the old established concerns
which are looked upon as constituting the
industry would be viewed as violators of
an implied franchise for public service. It
is obvious that if they seek to limit the
availability of their wares much more closely than now there will be complaint a-plenty that they are taking something away
from somebody. But on the other hand
if a newly constituted organization, or
branch or component of an organization,
announced the making of an allegedly
new line of product for a special market
and offered it de novo to that special
market the same line of objection would
be less likely to be raised, or to prevail.
The trend, probably never to be carried
to one hundred percent materialization,
would inevitably be toward such a structure as the speaking stage had in the days
of its amusement dominance, when the
theatres of the land booked from a small
number of Broadway production organizations, including conspicuously Klaw & Erlanger, the Shuberts, Charles Frohman and
various minor and intermittent producers,
variously as they were enfranchised or
permitted to invade the precincts of the
majors. The local "exhibitor" of the speak-
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ing stage in those roadshow days was a
house manager.
To many, despite the fact they have
seen the career of the screen rise from the
beginning to this now more than promised
consequence
of sound
— "curtailment"
. ..
in sum of effect
the threatened
abandonment of the masses and the field of lowest
priced entertainment by the motion picabrupt.ture is likely to appear sensationally
But it is to be remembered that the
motion picture was brought into a world
and period which could give it no competition on price, no equivalent In availability,
no competition in its approach to the
great
common denominators of taste and
understanding.
Mr. Mayer, sitting at the head of the
big luncheon table in the executive bungalow on the Metro lot, made comment on
the change of the mo+Ion picture retail
market. He began when some sharp traders in Haverhill sold him "The Gem," nicknamed "Theago.
Germ" now nearly twentyseven years
The little nickelodeon was on the wrong
side of the street and it was dirty and had
an amazingly bad repute. He saved It
with paint, fumigation and a new policy
launched with Pathe's first version of "The

Passion Play."
PEOPLE
NO LONGER JUST
"GO TO THE MOVIES"

"The buying habits of the motion picture
public have changed and whether we like
it or not we know that no longer do people
just 'go to the movies.' They go out seeking attractions now, and only attractions."
"Then I assume," I suggested to Mr.
Mayer, "that you consider the day of the
house which did business on location
-and-

"Give me the attraction, the show they
policy Inis the
done."
want,
house around the corner in
the side street," replied Mr. Mayer. "They
will come and get it."
Across the luncheon table, listening with
obvious Interest, sat John Considine, of
the name brought to show world fame by
his father's association in the Sullivan &
Considine circuit. This young Mr. Considine brings a bit of scholastic color to
the motion picture, being a Rhodes scholar
in sequel to The University of California
and postgraduate work at Yale, and now
an MGM production executive.
_ "I'm inclined to think," I observed to
him, "that there is perhaps more of the
old established movie habit left than perhaps our current discussion has indicated,
and that somehow that Is going to continuevisio
to be nserved."
"Tele
Is going to take care of
that— It can be the answer for the small
locations, with Inexpensive program service," Mr. Considine urged.
He was in-
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sistent that television distribution for motion picture entertainment Is not so far
away. Whereupon we were off into a
debate about lumens and frequencies and
abstruse technicalities. Mr. Considine has
been to East Pittsburgh to see what the
laboratories have to offer and he feels assurance, and anticipation of early achievement of commercial practicality in television, Inwhich I can not share.
The ardent, vociferous, outstanding, not
to say exclaiming exponent of this Hollywood doctrine of "curtailment" is the exuberant Samuel Goldwyn, who is hammerand-tongs, hell-bent and whooping, in pursuit of an enunciation of his policies.
GOLDWYN AGREES WITH
SOME OF CONTEMPORARIES
No day's low descending sun sinks into
the Pacific that Mr. Goldwyn does not
toss off, with a subtle consciousness, a perfect gleaming samgoldwynism. His for
this
"I am from
determined
we
shall day
havewas:
a return
the boxthat
office
commiserate with the production investment."
Words have made Will Rogers, words
and only a few of them In telling spots.

"Less than a dozen men apparently rule Hollywood as a
production center. About six men
approximately do in fact, and one
man tells the six, with varying
degrees of authority. . . ."
Mr. Goldwyn has many words, but In the
telling spot he can deliver a goldwynism
that is far too good to be accidental.
Not so long ago in a Hollywood executive conference concerning a plan for
concerted action on some passing matter,
he arose to announce his utter disagreement and exclaimed: "You can include me
out of It." And they jolly well had to.
If you venture to twit him about it, Mr.
Goldwyn professes a violent annoyance
at such quotations. "It is not dignified."
But he can not spoil his technique by
agreeing to it. "Half the people out here
think I'm crazy anyway," he says in a not
too meek sort of way.
Anyway between the weiner schnitzel
and the coffee, served just abaft the concert grand piano In the Goldwyn suite, I
gathered that for once, on the subject of
"curtailment" Mr. Goldwyn agreed with
some of his contemporaries and friends in
Hollywood. "Agreed" is probably the
undiplomatic term. Like as not he invented
"curtailment" or holds a patent claim on
it.
One has to be cautious about such matters In the Goldwyn office. Mr. Goldwyn
and I started amiably disagreeing about
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" W hen the executives,
directors, writers and players
gone, the studio is merely
other shell and an array of
desks and sets. . . ."

PLAN

the
are
anidle

the rental figure for a Maxine Elliott picture at the Rialto on Broadway many and
many a year ago and his last shot in the
two decades of our argument is that under
my editorship Motion Picture Herald does
not in Its reviews denounce poor pictures
vigorously enough. It is here parenthetically recorded that I have never personally
reviewed any of Mr. Goldwyn's excellent
productions.
A perfectly terrific time was had while
simultaneously I tried to tell Mr. Goldwyn
about Motion Picture Herald's policy of
reviewing and
a picture
so that
reviewer's
opinions
reactions
were the
subordinated
to the function of telling the exhibitorreader enough about the picture as merchandise so he could make up his own
mind about it, while Mr. Goldwyn was telling me about Anna Sten.
Now this Anna Sten in "Nana" — that Is
again something, or it had better be something. Mr. Goldwyn discovered her In the
rotogravure section of the New York Times
In a still from a Soviet production of "The
Yellow Ticket" and has spent a year of
time and an alleged $410,000 teaching
her English, which Is to say Hollywood —
accepted America, and sorting out directors and stories. Taking the customary discount for cash and making It even $205,000, that is still a lot of money. Come to
think of it even $102,500 would also be a
lot of money.
THINKS HE SHOULD HAVE
50 PER CENT OF THE GROSS
Mr. Goldwyn, now engaged In the delivery of "Roman Scandals," thinks that he
ought to have fifty percent of the gross
take at the box office on the ground that
he takes the risks of production and asks
the exhibitor to pay for no failures.
And mindsspeaking
of "Roman
reme that when
he gets Scandals"
to New York
in a few days Mr. Goldwyn Is going to
have a pretty kettle of fish on his hands
about what to do about the large storm
of exhibitor protest about Eddie Cantor
competing with himself on the screen by
his radio performances. The answer Is not
yet, and If I had to make It I'd say just to
"include me out of it."
5 0 PICTURES A YEAR
ENOUGH: GOLDWYN
Anyway — and how that Sam Goldwyn
does invade one's space — he wants to see
nothing offered to the exhibitor and his

CERTAIN

public but hits — presumably Goldwyn hits.
"Maybe fifty pictures a year are
enough," cries Mr. Goldwyn In heat. He
is sure there are too many seats, too many
theatres, and that the customers do not
need them.
In his Hollywood office he operates a
complete motion picture company, including even a check list and card Index on
every theatre contract, even to the most
remote foreign parts. For Instance the
diligent Abe Lehr produced the figures,
comparatively compiled, on what an obscure little show In a Scotch village — a
Scotch sample especially produced for me
no doubt — has done with every Goldwyn
picture — and what the opposition did
against each. All the contracts seem to be
approved In Hollywood.
To demands
Mr. Goldwyn
policy
longer the
runs, "curtailment"
less of them,
fewer theatres, higher prices. He talks of
guarantees of exhibition profits to the
theatre that are distinctly reminiscent of
remarks that the late Lewis J. Selznick
made so successfully in the promotion of
Clara Kimball Young against program picture competition about 1917.
A turn to the right and down the patio
"The merchandise of the screen
is a shadow and the real assets of
production organization are
minds and states of mind that
make the shadows. Like the
shadows, they can flit and pause
where they may. . . ."
between the rose-bowered stucco walls
brings one to the office of Darryl Zanuck,
of Twentieth Century Pictures.
And here again, perhaps not entirely to
your surprise or mine, one finds another
exponent of the "curtailment" notion. Mr.
Zanuck says that he is now off on a newly
crystalized policy for the next season of
making only so many pictures as he can
reasonably assure himself are most likely to
be hits. It may be twelve, and "I hope
SAYS
HIT
it may OCCASIONAL
be less."
MUST PAY FOR LOSSES
"The program production of the big
companies means that it has to strive for
the occasional hit, the hit that will make
enough money to take care of the losses
or All
lackthis
of to
profits
on ten
mediocre
flops."
be sure
does
not represent
the final complete opinion of Hollywood
on "curtailment" and picture retailing.
More is to be heard, and said, soon. Meanwhile, in a cloud no bigger than a man's
hand appears at least two sixteen millimeter
film projects, Hollywood nurtured, which
just might have a bearing on exhibition In
lesser centers. Of which more presently.
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Doris

Alexander

Korda,

In

a Letter

to Quigley,

Sees English Prejudice '^Rather Imaginary"
Mr. Alexander Korcla, eminent British director, ifhose "The Private Life
of Henry VIII," produced for London Film, and released in the United States
by United Artists, earned him the Gold Medal of Merit of the British Institute of Amateur Cineinatographers for the best directorial work of the year,
believes that the prejudice of some English producers and papers against the
American market is imaginary and not based upon true facts.
A recent letter addressed to Mr. Martin Quigley, editor-in-chief and publisher ofMotion Picture Herald, amplifying that belief, folloivs:
About 18 months ago you wrote an article in the Motion Picture Herald dealing with British pictures and their relation to the American market. I took the
liberty of answering your letter and you were kind enough to publish my remarks
in your paper.
I agreed with you 100 per cent that the prejudice which some English producers and papers felt against the American market was rather imaginary and
not based upon true facts. I entirely agreed with you that any British picture or
pictures made outside of America had only to be good to capture the attention
of the American public.
I was surmising at the time I wrote the last letter but the reception which our
film, "The Private Life of Henry VIII," received from the American public and
press must do away with this delusion of prejudice forever. We are very grateful
for the wonderful reception which this picture received, and I take this opportunity
of expressing our gratitude and thanks to the motion picture critics of America
and we hope that In the future we may receive the same reception with similarly
good pictures.
It gives the greatest possible encouragement to the producers over here to
note how a British picture can be made a success over there. In the Future we
have to realize that if some of our pictures do not meet with the same success
the fault lies not in the prejudice of the American public and press but In the
pictures themselves.

Large

Loew

Block

Acquired
by A TT
The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company last week announced that it will
acquire 230,000 shares of the block of 660,900 shares of Loew's, Inc., stock, split up
ten days ago and purchased at auction by a
committee representing holders of $18,300,000 of defaulted Film Securities Corp. notes
on which the Loew stock was posted as
collateral.
A. T. & T. was the largest of these note
holders, with a total of $8,000,000. All such
holders now are turning their notes in to
apply on the purchase price for the stock.
They are to receive a number of Loew
shares in proportion to the amount of Film
Securities notes turned in by each. Chase
National Bank, with $4,000,000 of defaulted
notes, will receive approximately 115,000
shares; Dillon, Read and Hayden Stone &
Co., each with about $2,000,000, will receive
approximately 57,500 shares each, and the
remaining $2,300,000 of notes is held by 13
other banks and corporations, among whom
the balance of Loew stock, amounting to
some 200,000 shares, will be distributed.
Cohns' Mother Dead
Mrs. Bella Cohn, mother of Harry and
Jack Cohn of Columbia, died suddenly Saturday night at her home, 416 Fort Washington avenue, New York. She was 69
years of age. The funeral was held Thursday afternoon at the West End Funeral
Chapel and burial was at the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery, Cypress Hills.

Broadway
Theatre

Reel
Is

Closed

The Embassy theatre, newsreel house on
Broadway, New York, in the Times Square
district, ceased operation on January 1.
Inability to obtain suitable adjustment in
rental upon the expiration of a lease was
given as the reason for closing, in a statement from Truman Talley, vice-president
and general manager of Movietonews, Inc.
The Newsreel theatre may be reopened in
some other location, Mr. Talley indicated,
if a situation adaptable to the exhibition of
short subject programs is available.
The first of its kind, the Embassy, according to Mr. Talley, averaged well over 20,000
admissions each week, in some instances
running
highowners
as 30,000.
terms
under whichas the
of the ''The
theatre
wished
to continue the lease were considered excessive and the only alternative was to close
until such time as more satisfactory arrangesaid. ments can be made," Mr. Talley's statement
RKO Bond Payment Allowed
Payment of interest due January 1 on
outstanding Radio-Keith-Orpheum bonds
was authorized Tuesday by Federal Judge
Bondy in New York. The authorization
was granted on petition of William J. Donovan, attorney representing the Irving Trust
Company, receivers for RKO. Interest is
$100,512, at the rate of six per cent on
$1,825,208 in bonds outstanding on original
$6,000,000 issue.

To

Warner

Mervyn

6,

1934

Wed
LeRoy

(Pictures in Pictorial Section)
Doris Warner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry M. Warner, was married Tuesday
night to Mervyn Le Roy, director, at the
Waldorf Astoria, New York, in the presence
of 200 guests, including a party from Hollywood headed by Jack L. Warner, uncle
of the bride. The ceremony was performed
by Rabbi S. A. Fineberg of Sinai Temple,
Mt. Vernon.
The couple sailed Wednesday on a world
cruise. They will reside in Hollywood.
Guests at the wedding included:
Irving Asher, Ralph Adler, Mr. and Mrs.
Jules Brulatour, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bernhard, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Burger, Hope Burger, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bareford, Herbert
Copelan, Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Charnas, Milton Charnas, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Cantor, Louis
D'Arclay,
ChesterRabbi
Erskine,
Mrs. A.
S.
Charles Einfeld,
and Mr.
Mrs. and
Solomon
Fineberg, Herbert Frank, Mrs. Sam Feld, Mrs.
Leo Forbstein, Mr. and Mrs. Stanleigh Friedman, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Greenbaum, Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Goldstein, Mrs. Kate Goldman,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Goetz ;
Mr. Robert Goldstein, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Goldstein, Leonard Goldstein, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Goetz, Walter Goetz, Edna Goetz, Lou
Colder, Gwen Heller, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Halper,
Irene Heller, Mr. and Mrs. Halberstadt, Mr.
and Mrs. Will H. Hays, Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Holahan, Mr. and Mrs. Herb Harris, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Hyman, Mr. and Mrs. Isidore J. Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. A. Jacobs,
Lester and Lou Krieger, Celia Krieger, Morris
Levison, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Levy, Mr. and
Mrs. Isidore Levy, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Levy, Mr. and Mrs. Moe Levy ;
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Lesser, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Laskin, Mr. and Mrs. Al Lichtman,
Mack Levy, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Morris, Al
Manheimer, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Muni, Dr. and
Mrs. Waldo Mork, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Moses,
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Metzger, Albert Manheimer,
Courtland Mark, Max Milder, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam E. Morris, Mrs. Elsa Mark, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Michel, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nisenson,
Fritzi Ni senson, Ruth Nathan, Mr. and Mrs.
George
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Sadie
Jack Pearl,
Mr.
and Mrs.O'Brien,
Dave Robbins,
Rosenthal,
Joseph Rosenthal ;
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rapf, Mr. and Mrs.
Moe Rosenberg, Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Rutkin, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Rosenberg, Ruth
Rosenthal, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rodner, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Siegel, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Schlesinger, Mrs. Ad Schulberg, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stebbins,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Schneider, Louis Shurr,
Buddy Schulberg, Carl Siegel, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Starr, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sax, Mr.
and Mrs. Moe Silver ;
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Schwartz, Mr. and
Mrs. Gradwell Sears, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Smith, Jr. ; Philip Simon, Mr. and Mrs. Perce
Teeple, Lucy, Ethel and Abel Gary Thomas,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Ungerleider, Dr. and
Mrs. Jonas J. Unger, Betty Warner, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Warner, Major and Mrs. Albert
Warner, Mrs. Benjamin Wolf, Shirley Warner, Jack L. Warner, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Wolf, Ann Weiss, Elaine Whitelaw, Ruth Wilk,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Weil, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Wilk, Minna Wallis, and Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Zukor.
Dowling Back in Theatre
Eddie Dowling, actor-manager and motion
picture producer, returned to the legitimate
theatre this week when his production, "Big
Hearted inHerbert,"
opened at the Biltmore
theatre
New York.
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EXHIBITORS

MONEY
Final Rankings in Canvass of
12,000 Exhibitors Show Six
Women and Four Men As Box
Office Leaders of Past Year
[Survey standings appear on next two pages]
Exhibitors of America have spoken
their final word on the identities of the
"Ten Biggest Money Making Stars of
1932-33," in response to Motion Picture Herald's nationwide questionnaire,
an annual project in which the retailers
of the entertainment which is the motion
picture voice their decisions as to which
players have contributed most black ink
to the ledger pages of the counting room.
It is not the exhibitor's personal opinion
that is expressed. It is, rather, the box
office speaking through the exhibitor. The
question asked was this : "Please list the
10 players whose pictures drew the greatest
number of patrons to your theatre from September 1, 1932, to September 1, 1933."
Hence the replies — and 12,000 exhibitors
were polled — represent box office, not the
private likings of the theatre owner.
A double honor is paid Marie Dressier
in that vote. The serio-comedy star took
the lead in the early returns and maintained her hold upon first place throughout. And the triunnph of her appeal to the
entertainnnent-seeking millions was registered for the second successive year, with
a slightly larger percentage margin over
the runner-up than last season. Will Rogers
was winner of second place this year; Janet
Gaynor, runner-up a season earlier, carried
third in the current survey.
The following received the ten largest
number of citations, in the order in vvliicli
thev are listed :
I . Marie Dressier
2. Will Rogers
4. Eddie Cantor
3. Janet Gaynor
6. Jean Harlow
5. Wallace Beery
7. Clark Gable
8. Mae West
9. Norma Shearer
10. Joan Crawford
Those players, therefore, constitute "The
Ten Biggest Money Making Stars of 193233," for the full year from September to
September, in the estimation of the exhibitors themselves and from their careful
perusal of the box office totals. That vote
is a composite reflection of theatre receipts
regardless of geography or any other factor.
Ranked by Number of Citations
The final ratings are founded upon the
number of times a player was mentioned,
regardlessamong
of thattheplayer's
relative specified
position
ten nominations.
The
reason for this is that while opportunity was
given the exhibitor in the questionnaire to
name the players in the order of their box
office strength, some exhibitors replied that
the sequence they indicated was only ap-

PICTU

RE

PICK

10

MAKING

The

Winners

1. Mane

Dressier

2. Will Rogers
3. Janet Gaynor
4. Eddie Cantor
5.
6.
7.
8.

W allace Beery
Jean Harlow
Clark Gable
Mae West

9. Norma
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Shearer

10. Joan Crawford
[Complete rankings on next two pages]
proximately based upon actual box oflice
criteria individually, and a few definitely
commented that their selections were not
recorded in any order of relative importance
of players.
Another factor taken into consideration
was that the box office evaluations necessarily were based upon product, the exhibitors naming the stars of the 1932-33
pictures which had brought the box office
the cheeriest news. An element figuring in
such computation is the recognized fact that
the extent to which a film's draw can be
accredited wholly and completely to any
single player in the cast might vary between
communities and beween pictures. In another form of statement, then, the survey
names the ten players who appeared most
prominently in the casts of the 1932-33 pictures which drew the greatest attendance
to the theatres responding.
However, while not all the exhibitors
made their nominations in the exact order

TEAMS COMMENDED
BY EXHIBITORS
Janet Gaynor-W arner Baxter
Jean Harlotf-Clark Gable
Sally Eilers-James Dunn
Zasu Pitts-Slim Smnmerville
Robert Montgomery-Helen Hayes
Clark Gable-Joan Craxvford
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beery
Marie Dressier-Polly Moran
Bert Wheeler-Robert Woolsey
Jaynet
Gaynor-Charles Farrell
Marx Bros.
George Sidney-Charles Murray.
Ruby Keeler-Dick Powell
Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy
Charles Ruggles-Mary Boland
Jeanette MacDonald-Maurice Chevalier

BIGGEST

PLAYERS
Marie Dressier Repeats in First
Place; 163 Players Are Cited;
Will Rogers Takes Second and
Janet Gaynor Is Given Third
which the box office would direct, there unquestionably was considerable observance of
that plan of reporting. This prompts a secondary method of rating the players, under
a scoring system. Most important of changes
in final ratings under this second and unofficial plan of analysis is one that places the
Four Marx Brothers in tenth place. Under
this scoring system 10 points were credited
to a player each time he or she was named
in first position, 9 points for second place,
8 points for third ranking, and so on down
to one point for tenth place.
While the numerical list, that is, the one
first mentioned and based upon the number
of times a player was mentioned, constitutes the official system, a following out of
the second method of ranking showed no
changes in the three first places. However,
under the pointage plan the remainder of
the first ten were these, in order : Wallace
Beery, fourth ; Mae West, fifth ; Eddie Cantor, sixth ; Jean Harlow, seventh ; Norma
Shearer, eighth ; Clark Gable, ninth, and
Four Marx Brothers, tenth.
Men Ranked Higher This Year
Interesting comment of another nature is
disclosed in the pointage analysis. For example, in the cases of Miss Dressier and
Will Rogers, ultimate winners of first and
second places respectively, it was found that
the large preponderance of votes cast named
them for one or another of the three first
positions. In the 1932 survey Miss Dressler's citations for first ranking were almost
as many as for all the other nine positions
combined.
While among the first ten in the official
system, women players outnumbered the
men by six to four in the current surve}'
as against an even sharing of the positions
a year ago, actually the male players improved their ' ranking
It is places
more
than a coincidence
thatthis
the time.
first eight
alternated consistently between feminine
players and the men, and that a feminine
player won first and a male player second
Another development of interest is that
place.
in a rough classification of types of product
represented by the ten leading players,
the results are precisely the same as last
year, with five of the "biggest money
makers" appearing for the most part In
COMEDY-DRAMA, three in the more
serious DRAMA type of picture, and two
in COMEDY.
Through the list of 163 players variously
named by the responding exhibitors runs
the story that the public wants its comedy
and drama worked in together into its film
diet.
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Biggest

JANET

GAYNOR

Leaders by Sexes
Feminine
Marie Dressier
Janet Gaynor
Jean Harlow
Mae West
Norma Shearer
Joan Crawford
Male

74.4%
61.4%
40.6%
36.3%
33.3%
27.8%

Will Rogers
Eddie Cantor
Wallace Beery
Clark Gable

66.6%
60.1%
44.8%
36.5%

Leaders by Points
Folloti'ing is the list of 10 leading players
as rated according to a scoring system based
on specifications of the exhibitors as to their
relative position on the questionnaire; i.e., in
first, second and third place, etc., throughout
the 10 positions. For each listing in first
place, 10 points iverc awarded the candidate; for second place, nine points; for third
place, eight points, and so on.
The ranking by pointage is as follows,
the number referring to the points scored:
Marie Dressier
Will Rogers
Janet Gaynor
Wallace Beery
Mae West
Eddie Cantor
Jean Harlow
Norma Shearer
Clark Gable
Four Marx Brothers

4,062
3,238
2,589
1,766
1,573
1,451
1,335
1 ,260
1,175
957

Numerical Ranking
Following is a complete compilation of
the returns in the inquiry to determine "The
Ten Biggest Money Making Stars of 193233," the ranking here being according to
the number of times a player was mentioned
in any position in the returned question-

CLARK

GABLE

tiaires. The percentages refer to the number
of citations with respect to the total vote
cast by the participating exhibitors:
Marie Dressier
74.4%
Will Rogers
66.6%
Janet Gaynor
61.4%
Eddie Cantor
60.1%
Wallace Beery
44.8%
Jean Harlow
40.6%
Clark Gable
36.5%
Mae West
36.3%
Norma Shearer
33.3%
Joan Crawford
27.87o
Joe E. Brown
27.2%
Lionel Barrymore
24.9%
Four Marx Brothers
23.5%
Bing Crosby
23.3%
Bert Wheeler and Robt. Woolsey .. 19.7%
Ed ward G. Robinson
19.1%
Slim Summerville
18.8%,
Zasu Pitts
18.4%
Maurice Chevalier
18.3%
Fredric March
16.6%
Robert Montgomery
16.6%
Helen Hayes
15.2%

MAE

WEST

Wa rner Baxter
George Arliss
James Cagney
Lee Tracy
•
Sally Eilers
George O'Brien
Ann Harding
Marlene Dietrich
Greta Garbo
Richard Barthelmess
John Barrymore
Buck Jones
Paul Muni
James Dunn
Marion Davies
Ruby Keeler
Spencer Tracy
Tom Mix
Clara Bow
Kay Francis
:..
Claudette Colbert
Joan Blondell
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. ...
Barbara Stanwyck

'3.9%
'3.7%
12.2%
12.0%
10.6%
9.0%
8.9%
8.4%,
7.9%
7.8%
7.6%
7.5%
7.5%
7.2%
7-0%
6.5%
6.2%
6.1%
5.9%
5.9%
5.7%
5-6%
5.1%
5-0%

Walter Huston

4.77°

January
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Constance Bennett
Gary Cooper
Irene Dunne
Richard Dix
Jack Holt
George Raft
Charles Farrell
Charles Ruggles
Ruth Chatterton
,
Ronald Colman
Sylvia Sidney
Katharine Hepburn
Ken Maynard
Randolph Scott
Jack Oakie
Loretta Young
Ramon Novarro
Dick Powell
Harold Lloyd
Marian Nixon
Leslie Howard
Tom Keene
Mitzi Green
Warren William
Edmund Lowe
Johnny Weissmuller
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Makers

EDDIE CANTOR

NORMA

PICTURE

of

BEERY

JOAN CRAWFORD
4.5%
4.5%
4.3%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
3.6%
3-4%
3.4%
. 3.2%
2.9%
2.8%
2.8%
2.8%
2.6%
2.5%
2.3%
2.3%
2.1%
2.0%
1-8%
1.8%
i .7%
1.7%
1-5%
1-5%

Lew Ayres .
Jackie Cooper
Buster Crabbe
Elissa Landi
John Boles
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr
Al Jolson
Boris Karloff
William Powell
Fay Wray
Joan Bennett
Dolores Del Rio
Polly Moran
Kate Smith
AND WHAT OF THESE
MONEY MAKERS?
Various exhibitors, with a turn to
the whimsical as well as an eye to the
box office, proposed the following as
entries in the Money Makers listing:
Mickey Mouse Three Little Pigs
Bring 'Em Back Alive
King Kong
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JEAN HARLOW
The following players received less than
one per cent of the total vote cast:
Ralph Bellamy
Mae Clarke
El Brendel
GingerWayne
Rogers
John
Stuart Erwin
Charles Laughton
NancyMcCoy
Carroll
Tim
Hoot
Gibson
Joel McCrea
Mary Pickford
Sidney
Bill Cody
Charles Murray and George
Bob
Steele
Richard Arlen
Robert Armstrong
Buster Keaton
Betty Compson
Jackie Coogan
Ben Lyon
Ricardo Cortez
Mickey Mouse
Richard Cromwell
■•4% Edna May Oliver
4%
Frances Dee
Reginald Denny
RoscoeRobson
Ates
•4% May
Bill
Boyd
.4% George Bancroft
Madge Evans
Glenda Farrell
■2% Bebe Daniels
William Gargan
■2%
•2% James Durante
WynneGilbert
Gibson
John
.2% W. C. Fields
William Haines
■•22%% Cary
MiriamGrant
Hopkins
Phillips
Holmes
Arline
Evalyn Judge
Knapp
Kiepura
•0% Jan
Myrna Loy
••00%
Eric Lioden
% Tom Tyler
Rex
Bell
Carole Lombard
•0%
Paul Lukas
George Brent
Clive Brook
Jeanette MacDonald
Charles Chaplin
Sari Maritza
Lilian Harvey
Chester Morris
Edw. Everett Horton
Greta Nissen
Warner Oland
Guy
VictorKibbee
McLaglen
Chas. (Buddy) Rogers
Dickie Moore
Frank Morgan
Alison
Peggy Skipworth
Shannon
Jean Parker
Charles Starrett
Lewis Stone
Chic Sale
Gloria Stuart
Gloria Stuart
Lionel Atwill
Richard
Talmadge
Lyie Talbot
Clyde Beatty
Regis Toomey
Alice
Mary Brady
Boland
Helen Twelvetrees
Bruce CabotRobert Young
Lupe Velez
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REFUSING

Administrator in Letter Says
Lack of Vote Not Important;
Sees 10% Cancellation as
a Concession to Exhibitors
"distinguished
men"
whoBitter
standcastigation
aside and ofconjecture
the results
of codes on "purely academic considerations"
was last week voiced by Recovery Administrator Hugh S. Johnson in a letter to Professor A. Lawrence Lowell, President
Roosevelt's appointee to the film code authority, in response to his refusal to serve.
Culminating a correspondence in which
Dr. Lowell had given as his reasons for
refusing the appointment the inclusion in
the code of block booking provisions and
the lack of voting power by government
representatives, Mr. Johnson told Dr. Lowell
it was not a question whether the provisions
would work, hut a test.
Further, he declared, "this law is not
intended to put the responsibility for industrial management on government" and it is
not important that the government representatives on code authorities have no vote.
Mr. Johnson in his letter bluntly made it
clear that he has little patience with theories
postulated on as yet untried factors as well
as "kibitzers" who refuse to take an active
part
the Administration's
recovery
Thein Administrator
also made
it cleareffort.
that
he recognizes the ten per cent cancellation
provision to be a concession to the exhibitors not obtainable by force.
General Johnson's letter follows :
"Dear Mr. Lowell:
"Replying to yours of December 18.
"You say that your refusal is based first on
your statement that the block-booking clause is
monopolistic.
"All that my remarks on the limits of my
authority to stop block booking and blind buying
meant was that I cannot repeal the copyright laws
on which these practices are based, and which,
under our Constitution, were intended to create
a monopoly for writers and authors.
"But we did get a voluntary concession of a
10 per cent cancellation clause. This whole procedure is experimental. I was able to negotiate
this concession which I had no power to impose.
I could not get more because I was unable to
negotiate more. The question as to whether it
will do the trick or not will not be answered by
conjecture but by test — all I asked of you was that
you conduct the test. I thought you were the best
man to do it because you are well known to have
a poignant interest in the result.
"You object
alsovote.
becauseIt is
the not
government
sentative has no
importantreprethat
the government representative has no vote. He
would have in every case a veto. This law is not
intended to put the responsibility for industrial
management on government but to give government an absolute veto on what industry does. I
would not have it otherwise and neither, I think
(on more mature reflection), would you.
"I am sorry you feel as you do but I wish that
you and other distinguished men of science and
letters would get down into the sawdust with me
and govern this thing in the day-to-day tussle of
actual experience instead of standing aside and
conjecturing results on purely academic consideration."
With all important matters held up by the
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The on
second
articletranslation
in The Herald's
series
a literal
of the
Motion Picture Code into the working language of the industry appears
in this issue, starting on page 55.
This article treats of the labor provisions ofthe Code as they affect relations of ennployer and employee in
distribution and exhibition.
holidays, little of interest has transpired in
Washington during the past week with respect
to the motion picture code.
Mrs. Bagley "Refuses"
The only event of importance was the
announcement by Mrs. Fred P. Bagley, president of the Massachusetts Council of Women
and
Children on
in Industry,
had "refused"
appointment
the film that
codeshe authority.
At
Administration headquarters it was said Mrs.
Bagley had never been offered the position and
that she was merely one of some 30 or more
persons whose names had been suggested as
government representatives.
With the meeting in New York this week
of the Code Authority, it is expected that the
work of enforcing the code will get actively
under way. The Authority is ready to proceed
with the appointment of the 64 boards which
must be set up throughout the country. Later,
it is anticipated, the Authority will be asked
to work out some method of enforcing compliance with the code, but in the meantime all
complaints of non-compliance will go to Washington for consideration by Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, who will refer them
either to the National I^abor Board or such
other agency as seems to him best fitted to deal
with each particular problem.
Postponement of the January 11 deadline
for code signing for two weeks was expected to be announced.
The second meeting in New York of the
Code Authority, scheduled for January 4, was
preceded this week by meetings of committees
on financing, clearance, zoning and grievance
boards, to discuss plans for presentation to the
main body on Thursday. No definite action
was taken, however, and John C. Flinn, who
last week was named executive secretary of
the Code Authority, announced the Thursday
meeting would be presided over by Sidney R.
Kent. Mr. Rosenblatt will attend all Code
.\uthority meetings.
Flinn Continues as AMPA Head
Mr. Flinn announced late last week he would
continue his post as president of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, but gave no indication as to who might be selected to fill his
position at Paramount-Publix.
It was announced In Washington that
existing film zoning boards will be used
for the purpoies of the industry's code,
instead of mapping out new territories in
which local grievance and zoning boards
are to function.
Aside from the preliminary meetings of the
committees mentioned members of the Authority were concerned with the naming of alter-
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All Non-ComplianceComplaints
to Rosenblatt Temporarily;
Second Meeting of Authority
in New York This Thursday
nates for future meetings. On Tuesday it was
announced headquarters are to be established
in the RKO Building in Radio City. The headquarters committee, composed of Charles L.
O'Reilly, H. M. Warner and R. H. Cochrane,
were expected to report favorably Thursday.
Alternates Are Named
The naming of alternates for Code .Authority
meetings must have the approval of General
Hugh S. Johnson, NRA Administrator, it is
understood. W. C. Michel acted as alternate
for Sidney R. Kent at the last meeting, and
J. Robert Rubin for Nicholas M. Schenck.
R. H. Cochrane this week named Jack Cohn
as his alternate and Edward Golden is expected
to be named for W. Ray Johnston.
Assessments for the support of the Code
Authority and subordinate organizations,
paid by producerSj distributors and exhibitors, will constitute business expenses and
as such will be deductible from gross in
the preparation of Income tax returns, It
was learned this week in Washington.
The matter of free automobile parking space
for theatre patrons in relation to the code ban
on premiums, is expected to receive early attention. The question probably will be handled
by local grievance and zoning boards.
Verbal Agreement on Coast
Throughout the country, exhibitor and other
iirganizations were still discussing the code to
determine upon definite courses of action. The
Allied unit in Baltimore announced that regardnational
organization's
attitude
towardless ofthethecode
it is now
operating 100
per
cent under it.
Small actors and extras In Hollywood
were charging violations of the code. Specific charges were not made public, but
the Hollywood Picture Players Association
will file complaints against Warner, Paramount, Columbia, MGM and the Central
Casting Agency with Charles W. Grubb,
code compliance director. Sound men in
Hollywood vote Thursday and Friday on
collective bargaining representation.
Pat agreement
Casey's office
Hollywood
verbal
with insecond
assistant effected
directorsa
and script clerks, with a maximum S4-hour
week and a minimum scale of $44.50 with overtime of time and one-half on Sundays and
holidays for script clerks. The scales for
second assistant directors were not made known.
Nominations for zoning grievance and clearance boards for the Kansas Western Missouri
territory have been submitted to Mr. Rosenblatt
by the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association.
In New Orleans, Ed Kuykendall, president
of the MPTOA, is investigating, at the request
of the NRA, the first film buying complaint.
The complaint was made in a letter to President Roosevelt from .Al Yoeman, manager of
the Temple theatre, Meridian, Miss., charging
that RKO had taken product from him and sold
it to the Saenger circuit.
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Dr,

Lowell

to

Protect
Territory
Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., this week filed
incorporation papers in Denver for the purpose of protecting the territory of its members against invasion either by theatre
circuits or individual operators.
Charles R. Gilmour, the new organization's president, stated Tuesday that in the
future if anyone enters any of the "protected" cities where the company has theatres, Gibraltar immediately will start to
build or remodel buildings which will give
the newcomer "stiff competition." Approximately $250,000 has been deposited in a
Denver bank for this purpose, Mr. Gilmour
declared.
Under the corporate setup, 13 theatres
with a seating capacity of 9,746 in eight
cities are included. The company does not
plan to enter any but these eight cities
except on an exclusive basis. Each group
is organized in its own state, with Mr. Gilmour a vicepresident and director of each
corporation.
Officers, beside Mr. Gilmour, are: E. J.
Schulte, vicepresident, owner of Casper,
Wyo., theatres; Nathan Salmon, treasurer,
owner of Santa Fe, N. M., theatres; Everett
Cole, treasurer, owner in Alamosa and Del
Norte, Col. ; W. H. Ostenberg, chairman
of the board, owner in Scotts Bluff, Neb. :
and Thomas F. Murphy and Edward W.
Ward, owners in Raton, N. M., and Silver
City, N. M., respectively. All are on the
board of directors.
Mr. Gilmour was formerly manager of the
Warner-Denver exchange. Headquarters
are to be maintained in Denver, where all
booking and buying will be done.
Civil Works

MOTION

Administration

Studies Annusement Proposal
The possibilities of going into the amusement business are being studied by ofificials
of the Civil Works Administration at Washington. Little theatres, concerts and similar
entertainment for the working man have
been suggested to Harry L. Hopkins, head
of the administration, by Eva LeGallienne
and Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. Apparently picked up bodily from the Soviet Russian program, the proposal would feed the
overalled working man with entertainment
in the way of "deep" stuff — "Parsifal" and
"Mourning Becomes Electra."
Motion pictures have not been mentioned
as part of the program.
Group Protests Printing
Salaries, Theatre Receipts
The Theatre Owners Association of
North and South Carolina, in session at the
Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C, recently,
passed a resolution going on record as
severely criticizing and condemning the publication of the salaries of high-priced stars
and of motion picture box ofiice figures. It
calls such action detrimental to the industry.
The resolution requested that producers,
studio heads, publicity men and trade publications immediately discontinue the publication of such figures. Charles W. Picquet,
of Pinehurst, N. C, is president of the organization. The resolution was passed
unanimously.

By

MARTIN

Declines

QUIGLEY

Cerfain undesirable consequences have followed in the wake of the refusal of
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell to accept the President's invitation to serve as a government representative on the motion picture industry Code Authority.
Because of Dr. Lowell's distinction as an educator and as a citizen his interest in
and contact with the industry would have been welcomed had he seen his way clear
to accept the President's
puzzling one, due to the
pictures and the affairs of
In the announced reasons

invitation. The selection of Dr. Lowell, however, was a
fact that he professed little or no familiarity with motion
the industry. The correctness of this profession is attested
for his refusal to serve.
AAA

Dr. Lowell's Interest In the motion picture question, presumably, would have had tp
do with those phases of It which affect the public welfare, hils objective, it Is supposed, would have been to exert an influence for the betterment of the moral character of pictures.
He has predicated his refusal to serve largely on the grounds that the continuance of the practice of biock-booking would have rendered futile any efforts which
he might have put forth. In assuming this attitude, Dr. Lowell adds weight to our
Initial conclusion relative to his selection for the Code Authority which was that he
did not know enough about the subject matter to be of any definite use to the
public or to the Industry.
AAA
Dr. Lowell would have block-booking eliminated so that the exhibitor would
be called upon to assume full responsibility for the character of the pictures shown. In
other words, he would transfer full responsibility for the character of the product from
a handful of the principal producing executives to the many thousands of exhibitors
located in cities and towns throughout the land. He would drop the principle of eliminating the evil at the source and resort to an effort to have the necessary regulation effected at the many thousands of individual outlets to the public.
Had Dr. Lowell, at any point, given his customary thought and study to the question we are sure he would have reached a different conclusion.
AAA
It Is, of course, a fact that the practice of block-booking Involves certain arresting problems. In the industry there Is one school of thought entirely against it and
another which Is entirely for It. But In no correct sense Is it a question which should
have commanded the attention which it has received from Dr. Lowell because, obviously, his principal concern Is the maintenance of right moral values In motion pictures and, again obviously, the one place where this can and should be done is at
the source. Any other scheme multiplies the difficulties and minimizes the chances of
good results.
It would be very desirable to have the exhibitor completely responsible for what
he shows on his screen. In fact, there should not be at any time any interference
with the exhibitor's right to conduct his theatre, in all respects, just as he sees
fit, being held accountable only to his public and his public's laws. But the one
certain and effective way of regulating the character of the product is to regulate
it at the source which, of course, is in the studio.
AAA
Dispatches from Boston report that Mrs. Frederick H. Bagley, head of the motion
picture committee of the Massachusetts Civic League, has also declined appointment
to the Code Authority and for the same reason advanced by Dr. Lowell.
These declinations are unfortunate because they reflect adversely on the Industry in that they have resulted in certain unfavorable publicity which only serves
to confuse the public mind In that the refusals to serve are predicated on a misunderstanding ofthe objective to be reached and the best means with which It may be
reached. A little more real knowledge of the situation would have been helpful to
the public Interest and would have saved the Industry a criticism which Is not In
order.
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Harry Thomas, of First Division Pictures, was unanimously elected president of
the Federation of the Motion Picture Industry, Inc., national organization of independent
producers and distributors, at an executive
session of the board of directors at the Hotel
Astor in New York late last week.
W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram,
was elected vice president for distributors ;
I. E. Chadwick, vice president for producers; Jack Bellman, vice president for exchangesIrving
;
Mandel, vice president for
exchanges; Charles Glett, treasurer.
Elected to the board of directors were :
Mr. Thomas, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Glett, Bob
Savini, Mr. Chadwick, Nat Levine, Irving
Mandel, Jack Bellman, Pat Powers, David
J. Mountan, Trem Carr, Armand Cohen,
Claude Ezell, Harry Asher, Herman Glucksman, Larry Darmour, Bob Withers.
The executives committee includes: Mr.
Thomas, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Bellman, Mr.
Glucksman, Mr. Glott, Mr. Savini, Mr.
Powers.
On the membership committee are : Eddie
Golden, chairman; Mr. Savini, Mr. Bellman, Mr. Mountan, Mr. Chadwick, Mr.
Mandel, Mr. Ezell, Mr. Withers, Mr. Cohen,
Mr. Asher.
Mr. Thomas, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Glucksman, Mr. Glett, Mr. Powers and Mr. Levine
make up the finance committee.
Mr. Thomas also named a committee on
standards, which will endeavor to see that
a high ethical standard is maintained in production and advertising among independent
producers and distributors.
An office location will be selected this
week at 723 Seventh avenue. Alec Moss
was named permanent executive secretary.
A permanent financing plan was adopted on
Wednesday, calling for a producer assessment of $5 per negative reel release, and on
distributors of $2.50 per positive reel release.

$5,055,665

Year's

Radio
City Gross
The two Radio Citv theatres in New

York,
RKO Music"
RKO
Center,theformerly
calledHall
the and
RKOthe Roxy,
grossed a total of $5,055,665 for their initial
12-months' period of operation. With an
attendance of 6,025,000 in the year, the
Music Hall outstripped its smaller sister by
almost three to one in that respect. The
RKO Center, in that period, had an aggregate gross of $1,084,959.
The Center, never veering from its opening policy of films only, grossed $693,287 of
its year's total during the first 21 weeks of
operation, to May 25. On May 26, the
house switched from pictures and stage
presentations to films only, the theatre becoming part of the RKO metropolitan circuit, playing features day and date with
neighborhood de luxe houses.

PICTURE

HERALD

Wingate Sees Move
To Better Moral Tone
A new consciousness of the desirability of
improving the moral tone of motion pictures is apparent in Hollywood, according to
Dr. James Wingate, studio relations counsel
for the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, who said last week
that no new regulations or enforcement provisions are regarded as necessary.
"The cooperation of producers is definitely
better now than it was a year ago," Dr.
Wingate said. "There is a better realization of what is wanted in picture improvement and there is a greater willingness to
maintain it. This has been aided by the bo.x
office success of pictures like "Little
Women," which have demonstrated so
clearly that a clean picture can be a commercial success."
Dent

Theatres

IVins

Plan

Approval

The approval of corporate and financial
plans under which all capital stocks of all
subsidiaries of Dent Theatres, Inc., a Paramount Publix subsidiary, are to be sold to
a new corporation as yet unorganized, was
given last week by Referee Henry K. Davis
in New York after the arrival from Dallas
of Karl Hoblitzelle.
Mr. Davis approved the basic plan in
October, at which time it was announced
that the 54 Texas and New Mexico theatres
comprising the circuit would be operated
by Mr. Hoblitzelle for Paramount. Mr.
Hoblitzelle is to pay the Paramount trustees
$50,000 for all Class A stock of the operating corporation to be organized. All Class B
stock is to be held by Paramount, which
also receives two income debenture issues of
$700,000 and $800,000 each of the new corporation.
The new corporation, although not yet
organized, may be set up at once as a result
of Mr. Davis' order. The referee also approved the Paramount
trustees'
for readjustment of the bond
issue plan
of the
St.
Francis Theatre Bldg., San Francisco, now
in bankruptcy. Under the plan the building
will be leased for 99 years.
Adolph Zukor, Paramount Publix president, on Tuesday denied reports that Emanuel Cohen was resigning as production chief,
saying that Mr. Cohen had been advised
by his physician to take a short rest.
Famous Theatres Corporation, newly created subsidiary which took over the assets
of Publix Enterprises, has concluded a deal
with William Jenkins and Arthur Lucas for
the operation of the theatres now operated
by various subsidiaries in Atlanta.
The name of Theatre Management Company, stock of which is held by Paramount
trustees, was changed to Paramount Theatres
Service Corporation, at a stockholders' meeting Tuesday.
Einfeld Honored
S. Charles Einfeld, Warner Brothers'
advertising and publicity director, has been
invited by Henry L. Doherty, national chairman of the Birthday Ball for President
Roosevelt, to join the Stage and Screen
Division publicity committee for the ball
Jan. 30. Sam E. Morris, Warner vice
president, has accepted a general committee

post.
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of Review

''''Topaze''
Selects
As
Best
of Year
"Topaze," John Barrymore's RKO Radio
vehicle, was chosen as the best American
picture of the year, in the annual selections
by the Committee on Exceptional Photoplays
of the National Board of Review. The
period covered was from Dec. 20, 1932, to
Dec. 21, 1933. American and foreign films
were considered separately.
Other American pictures chosen were
"Berkeley Square," "Cavalcade," "Little
Women," "Mama Loves Papa," "The Pied
Piper" (cartoon), "She Done Him Wrong,"
"State Fair," "Three Cornered Moon" and
"Zoo in Budapest."
Foreign pictures selected were "The Private Life of Henry VIII," "Hertha's
Erwachen," "Ivan," "M," "Morgenrot,"
"Niemandsland," Quatorze Juillet," "The
Rome Express" and "Le Sang d'un Poete."

Former

Head

Pa

the Men

Liquor

Firm

Numerous former Pathe executives, headed by Joseph P. Kennedy, are now operating a liquor importing and distributing company known as Somerset Importers, Ltd.,
with offices at 230 Park avenue. New York.
Reports indicate that Mr. Kennedy is a controlling figure in the organization.
E. J. O'Leary, former Pathe general sales
manager, is president of the company.
Thomas Delehanty, former foreign manager,
is treasurer, and P. J. Scollard, former executive vice-president of Pathe, is president
of Interstate Distributing Corporation, an
allied firm holding New England territorial
sales rights. Ed Ballantyne, formerly in
charge of Pathe exchange operations, and
John MacAloon, former Pathe assistant
general sales manager, are associated with
Mr. Scollard.
Realty Men Indicted
The Brooklyn grand jury this week
indicted 12 men either directly connected
or affiliated with New York Investors, Inc.,
and its subsidiary, Realty Associates, Inc.,
on charges of misuse of mails and concealment of assets. An investigation has been
underway for some weeks.
Cut Erpi's British Rates
Electrical Research Products, Inc., this
week reduced its weekly service charges
throughout Great Britain by approximately
$1.30. This reduction brings the former
highest service charge of $24.52 per week
down to $23.22, and the lowest rate of $10.31,
to
$9.06.
Emanuel
on Coast Trip
Jay Emanuel, publisher of the Jay Emanuel Publications, leaves Philadelphia for a
combined business and pleasure trip to Hollywood on January 12 with Mrs. Emanuel.
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AN HISTORICAL NAME RETURNS. With the opening of
the new Biograph studio in New York. Above, at left, are
some officials and others of pronninence at the baptismal
rites, while above, at right, is pictured one of the two stages.
In the left-hand picture, reading from left to right, are:
Herbert J. Ya+es, president of Consolidated Film Industries; Robert
H. Hammer, vice-president of Biograph; E. A. Nicholas, vice-president of RCA Victor, which company installed the sound system;
Helen Morgan, screen and stage star; Chester Erskine, producer;
and Harry M. Goetz, president of Biograph.

SIGNED. Genevieve Tobin, who
has been signed to a long-term
contract by Warner Brothers, following completion of two new
pictures.

IN MUSICAL Alice Faye, who
will be opposite Rudy Vallee in the
Fox production of George White's
"Scandals."
She has sung with the
Vallee orchestra.

PHOTO-GRAFT. Doubling the
charm of Kathryn Sergava, Warner Brothers Importation to. be
seen soon in A! Jolson's "Wonder

PORT O CALL. Leslie Howard, en route from England to
Hollywood, via New York, as he dropped in on Ned E.
Depinet, distribution chief, and Phil Relsman, export manager, at the RKO Radio home office. Howard's next RKO
Radio picture will be "Of Human Bondage."

WILD GAL. No Jo in "Little
Women" Is Katharine Hepburn
here. But quite in the mood of
her next RKO Radio picture, a
mountain story called "Trigger."
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DAUGHTER OF H. M. WARNER WEDS. Miss Dons
Warner (at right), who became the bride of Mervyn Le Roy
(at left), Warner-First National director, In a colorful ceremony performed Tuesday evening at the Waldorf-Astoria
In New York. The rites were filmed with sound, and 200
guests attended the reception that followed. Jack L.
Warner, the bride's uncle, was best man. A gay prelude
was the "bachelor party" at the Hotel Astor (above), with
Mr. Le Roy toasted — and "roasted" — by 200 friends.

BOOK CHAPLIN FILM FOR TOKYO. Earl W. Kra mer, general
manager for United Artists In Japan, and representatives of the
Nippon Gekljo, largest theatre In the Japanese capital, following
signing of contract calling for a three-week run of "City Lights,"
beginning January 14, at a record rental.

ACTOR

STARS IN ART.

Lynton Wright Brent, Educational

player (left),
his occasion
painting, represented
"Orient," which
exhibited,
andwith
on the
here, has
was been
hung widely
at the
Roosevelt Hotel In Hollywood. The admiring friend at the right
Is Andy Clyde, Educational comedy star.
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INTEI^LUDES

By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
DRAYER, you can take it from Aimee Sem' pie McPherson Hutton, answers all questions. However the box-office problems of
New York's Capitol theatre and Philadelphia's
Stanley when the evangelist turned stage headliner were another matter.
Be that as it may, Sister Aimee, admitting
a "wonderful reception" during her brief experience on theshemotion
picture
stage,
doesn't
know whether
will try
again.
That,
she
says, is a moot question to be answered by
prayer.
We for
disagree
with to
Sister
Aimee ; that's
a question
exhibitors
answer.
Nevertheless Aimee insists that she'd have
*o pray about it before taking another vaudeville contract. "The Lord would send me an
answer," she said.
Interviewed at Kansas City by our operative
in charge of the corn and mule country, Alfred
Finestone, during a barnstorming tour of the
Middlewest, in which she expounded the Foursquare gospel, the second coming of the Lord
and the story of her life the flame-haired fundamentalist said she was grateful for the opportunity given her to preach her message to
theatre audiences. From the footlights and the
glare of the spotlight, she reached, she said, a
great
many people who hadn't been to church
in years.
Since that experience, Sister Aimee "confided" (for publication), she has received letters
from mpre than 700 persons who were converted in New York and Philadelphia by her
entreaties to accept the Four-Square gospel,
as exemplified by Sister Aimee and her Angelus
Temple at Los Angeles.
"It might not have been a profitable venture
from a theatre man's standpoint," she continued. "But it certainly was from ours. We
made hundreds of converts" (and hundreds of
dollars). "The people everywhere were
wonderful to us. I'd go out on the stage
trembling like a leaf and be met by kindness."
Imagine, Sister Aimee suffering from stage
fright !
V
Paramount struck a brand new note of
mystery the other day when it sent to the
press a special publicity statement, which
said:
"Cecil B. DeMille 'discovered' Sally Rand
several years ago."
Details of the discovery were not given."
V
A typical Hollywood studio location map
shows that
almost every
type of Without
world's scenery
exists
in southern
California.
traveling much farther north than Sajita Barbara, nor
further south than the borderline at Mexico,
Hollywood producers can find southern California locations which resemble Ireland, Alaska,
the Holy Land, Russia, the Black Forest of
Germany, rural England, French Riviera,
Italian villas, Holland, India, Flanders, "Wild
West,"
Austrian Main,
Tyrol, Japanese
South
Seas, Spanish
English village.
coast, Japan
(cherry blossoms), Italian coast, Arabian
desert, Alps, Malay coast, South America, Dead
Sea, the Sahara.
The alleged dissemination of Nazi propaganda in this country brings to the minds of
oldtimers the campaign started in Germany
some twenty years ago last week, to flood
the United States with motion pictures advertising Berlin as a good place to visit.
Every week a motion picture cameraman appeared at Berlin's old Hotel Adlon and
photographed the afternoon beer-and-knackwurst parties, later visiting the night cafes
and dancing places. Many a stein has been
lifted since then.

LALLAPAL002AS
FROM THE MAIL
Miss Juliet Loifell has placed between covers some of the weirdest
and most hilarious "nut" mail that
has ever made letter carriers roundshotddered. Ofie of the classical bits
of correspondence ivas that exchanged
between a bright young author and
a publishing house, as folloivs:
"How long should a novel be?"
[Answer)
"There is no statutory requirement,
but 85,000 words is a good average
length for a short popular novel."
(Wired reply to t/ie Editor:)
"THANK GOD I'M FINISHED."
MANY of the motion picture successes
emanating from the Burbank studios
of the Brothers Warner are the work of
young Mervyn LeRoy. On Tuesday evening,
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York, Dr. S.
A. Fineberg clamped the chains of matrimony on Mr. LeRoy and Doris Warner,
daughter of Harry M. Warner, thereby removing any doubt about the future motion
picture allegiance of the director.
In answer to an official invitation to attend a "Hell of a Big Blinger," we sauntered down to the Hotel Astor a few nights
before the nuptials, and, lo and behold, there
was Mervyn, imprisoned in an iron cage with
some 200 of his motion picture friends about
him enjoying his last good gasp of bachelordom.
Mervyn could take it— he had to.
Someone at the bachelor dinner discovered
a label in the beefsteak hats: "Made in Germany." Within two seconds every one of
the 200 hats and paper aprons were in shreds
on the floor.
V
Mike J'ogel, conductor of Motion Picture
Herald's "Managers' Round Table Club,"
■went to the studio party on the reopening of
the old Biograph plant in the Bronx, the other
day. Neatly clad in a long, dark ulster and
black felt fedora hat, he ivas the epitome of
sartorial perfection. As he made his exit through
the stage entrance, a small boy — one of scores
of admiring fans who had gathered to zvatch
the celebrities — shouted loudly: "Hey, guys!
Here comes Rubiiioff!" IVas Mike sore!
V
The Royal Family of King George of
England
Mouse. are exploiteers de luxe for Mickey
Sammy
Cohen, Artists,
of Hal sent
Home's
NewKing
Yorka
staff
of United
to the
photograph of the Mouse reading a copy of
the British Everyman's Magazine, which carried on its front cover a full-page picture of
His Majesty on the occasion of his birthday.
Sammy subtly conveyed the idea that the
drawing of Mickey would make a very interesting memento for the King s tiny granddaughter, Elizabeth.
Replied Buckingham Palace: "The PrivatemandSecretary
has United
received Artists
the King's
to thank
for comtheir
kind congratulations on the occasion of His
Majesty's birthday."

THE movie colony in Hollywood welcomed
' the other day Alice Leone Moats, a debuta,nte of our times, whose first job will be to
put ease into social dramas. Miss Moats is a
contributor and associate editor of Vogue and
the author of a sprightly book on etiquette,
entitled "No Nice Girl Swears."
Remembering the title of her book, the reporters popped a question :
"Miss Moats, shouldn't a heroine ever
"Women," she replied, "never have mastered
the art of swearing. As Mark Twain remarked,
'they
get
?" the words but they miss the tune.' "
swear
The young lady believes that it won't do to
get the movies too correct. "What I hope to
do," she
to inject
notes
of com-of
mon sensereported,
here and"isthere
into the
behavior
movie characters." Hollywood's stars will no
longer be seen pricking their fingers with their
fish forks.
Miss Moats was called to the Fox studio at
Movietone City by Jesse Lasky. The idea was
to have her be the official chaperone for a group
of co-eds who were to be taken to the coast for
"Debutante Party." She refused to be the chaperone.
"I have some pride," she said, "and I will not
be a chaperone. I do not approve of the girls
who come to Hollywood and go home with
diamond necklaces. But I most certainly do
not intend to go home Vwith a feather boa."
There was brought to our attention during the week a rather questionable piece of
motion picture theatre advertising, in which
large display lines convey the impression
that the theatre will be opened free to everyone in the town, for two days, as a Christmas gift to the populace from the management operating the New Weller theatre, at
Zanesville, Ohio. And, in considerably
smaller type buried inconspicuously in the
ad appears the line: "A nominal service
charge — 10c — is all that is asked."
The top part of the copy brought "Greetings" to the public, and said: "In token of
our appreciation of the splendid welcome you
gave this new theatre fourteen weeks ago,
and of your generous patronage ever since,
we are giving this unusual Christmas gift to
Zanesville — a free show for everyone —
FREE TO EVERYONE, ALL SEATS,
V
ALL TIMES."
Terry Ramsaye ivrites from Hollyivood,
ivhere he noiv is making a critical study of the
production capital, that the motion picture
colony just cannot assimilate the idea of legal
liquor, ivilh the bootleggers in those parts still
supplying both imported and domestice bottlings
to the old customers. But the abundance of the
supply, plus this and that, cut the usual traffic
to Tia Juana and Agna Caliente to a neiv loiv
during
holiday
reported.
"All
that the the
Mexican
hot season,
spots canhe offer
exclusively
iiozv are legalized gambling and open betting
on the horses," added Editor
Ramsaye.
V
From newspaperman John Chapman we learn
about Bob Sylvester's observations anent the
tranquil peace and dignity which late night
brings to the office buildings of Radio City.
Then, reports Bob, the lobby of one of the
large buildings, perhaps the others, too, is
almost deserted.
The marble floors shine ebony-like, broken in
patterns by the glint of golden metal strips.
Two uniformed employees are still on duty.
They stand toe-to-toe, shoulder-to-shoulder.
a.nd pitch i>ennies against the lines of the inlaid
floors in the heart of this great $250,000,000 development. At least, says Bob, they seem to be
pitching pennies. Maybe it's $10 goldpieces.
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SHOWMEN^S
REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Son of Kong
(RKO Radio)
Adventure Tale
There is considerable showmanship potentiality in than
this "Son
Kong,"
no toother
reason
the factof that
it isifa for
sequel
the
sensational "King Kong" of last season. For
selling purposes the exhibitor must know, however, that "Son of Kong" is not the motion
picture its father was, so to speak, by a considerable amount of sensationalism.
Three of the cast of the original are to be
found in this picture, Robert Armstrong, the
young promoter who found Kong; Frank
Reicher, his friend and captain of the ship in
which they went to the island, and Victor
Wong, Chinese cook and loyal servant of Armstrong. The others, new to the ways of Kong,
are capable, though there is comparatively little
marquee value attaching to their names. Helen
Mack is the girl in the case, John Marston, the
unscrupulous captain who draws them again to
the island.
The new mechanical Kong is virtually a
miniature of his illustrious cinematic parent,
and occasionally is made to look absurd, by an
occasional scratching of the head and rolling
of the eyes, thereby imparting a laugh to the
adventure story. He is aided and abetted, in
several pre-historic wrestling bouts, by a few
papier-mache monsters. The closing sequences
of the film are crowded with fantastic action on
the island, climaxed by an earthquake and the
death of the small Kong, but the early portions
of the film move slowly, taking too much footage getting to the island and the son of Kong.
Armstrong, pursued in New York by avid
process servers bringing tidings of suits for
damage wrought by King Kong during his
physical tirade against the big city, escapes to
the ship of his friend Reicher, and they sail,
with Wong, for trade in the South Seas. Unsuc es ful, ina tropical port they chance upon
Miss Mack and her father, Clarence Wilson, operating ahalf-hearted show. A drunken argument between Wilson and Marston ends in
Wilson's
and the
.\rmstrongdeath
befriends
Missburning
Mack, of
and the
whenshow.
he
meets Marston, who has a tale of treasure on
the Kong Island, they sail, Miss Mack later appearing as a stowaway.
When the crew mutinies in sight of the island.
Miss Mack, Armstrong, Reicher, Marston and
Wong are put ashore. It is only then that they
unexpectedly come across the son of Kong.
Armstrong and the girl save it from quicksand,
and then things, in the highly fantastic manner
of the tale, begin to happen. On several occasions, the little Kong saves them, and at the
conclusion, as Armstrong finds the treasure, an
earthquake tears the island to pieces. The un scrupulous Marston is killed, the others escape
in a rowboat, and as the island sinks, the son
of Kong, with Armstrong held aloft in his
huge paw, goes with it. Armstrong is saved,
and the group is rescued by a passing steamer,
he and Miss Mack deciding to share their portion of the treasure.
The exhibitor should sell the film along somewhat the samebe lines
as "King
though
care should
exercised
not toKong,"
promise
too
much of the sensational. The film is apt to be
found more entertaining by children than by

adults, so there should be a special effort
directed
New York.toward the youngsters. — Aaronson,
Produced and distributed by RKO Radio. Executive
producer, Merian C. Cooper. Directed by Ernest B.
Schoedsack. Story by Ruth Rose. Cliief technician,
Wiliis
B. Gibson,
Marcel
Delgado,O'Brien.
Carroll Technical
Shephird, staff,
Fred E.
Reese,
W. G. White.
Release date, December 22, 1933. Running time, 70
minutes.
CAST
Robert Denham
Robert Armstrong
Hilda
Helen Mack
Englehorn
Frank Reicher
Helstrom
John Marston
Chinese cook
Victor Wong
Mickey
Lee Kohlmar
Red
Ed Brady
Peterson
Clarence Wilson
Mrs. Hudson
Katharine Ward
Girl reporter
Gertrude Short
Servant girl
Gertrude Sutton
Chinese trader
James B. Leong
Native chief
Noble Johnson
Witch king
Steve Clemento
Process server
Frank O'Connor

The Last Round-Up
( Paramount)
Western
All the elements required to make a western
movie from start to finish are embodied in this
offering with plenty for the exhibitor to use in
exploitation, particularly the title, which in the
past six months has become a household word
in every hamlet, town and city, through its
continual broadcasting over the air. Again you
have the author, Zane Grey, whose tale of the
early west is adroitly transferred to the screen
from his novel "The Border Legion." The
return of Monte Blue also can lend well to exploitation possibilities without disappointing the
fans, as he does an attractive piece of work as
the leader of the gang, known as "The Border
Though Blue does not head the cast, his work
overshadows that of Randolph Scott and Barbara Fritchie, who come first and second to his
Legion."
in the casting roster. Others following are wellknown for their portrayal of western characters,
including Fred Kohler, Fuzzy Knight, Richard
Carle. Barton MacLane, Charles Middleton and
others.
Built on the tried and sure-fire formula, there
are villains, a hero and a girl, all concerned in
such action as cattle rustling, stage coach holdups, real he-men fights, marksmanship, fast riding and hair raising chases, with plenty of suspense, timed and executed in a manner that
should hold the interest of lovers of westerns
until the final fadeout.
Randolph Scott is the hero who by circumstances is forced to join up with Monte Blue,
leader of the gang of outlaws. Fuzzy Knight
is Blue's right hand man with Fred Kohler his
villainous pardner. Scott falls in love with
Barbara Fritchie, an old acquaintance of Blue,
under extremely menacing circumstances, but
in the end wins with some very tough fighting
and survivin? inanv dangerous raids staged by
the "Legion." The climax comes when the
outlaw band is trapoed in Virginia City and
practically annihilated, only four of the principal characters surviving. This battle is engaged in by some five hundred hard shooting
westerners, which gives the offering a somewhat
spectacular size and does not kid the audience,
as manv westerns do. in firing a lot of shots
and killing nobody. To the contrary, there is a

mark for every bullet and a reason for every
piece of action.
The exhibitor should give unstinted emphasis
to exploiting Zane Grey's widely read novel and
the better known song title of "The Last
Round-up," promising a western of magnitude,
thrilling with action, romance and the return
of Monte Blue. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by Henry Hathaway. Based on the story, "The
Border Legion," by Zane Grey. Screen play, Jack
Cunningham. Words and music of "The Last RoundUp" by Earl
BillySitar.
Hill. Art
Photographed
Sound.
directors, by
HansArchie
DreierStout.
and
Earl Hedrick. Running time, 65 minutes. Release
date, January 26, 1934.
Jim Cleve ;CAST
Randolph Scott
Joan Randall
Barbara Fritchie
Jack Kells
Monte Blue
Sam Gulden
Fred Kohler
Bunko McGee
Fuzzy Knight
Judge Savin
Richard Carle
Charley Benson
Barton MacLane
Sheriff
Charles B. Middleton
.Shrimp
Frank Rice
Rush
Dick Rush
Old
Man Tracy
"Buck"Bob Connor
Scarface
Miles
First
.'
SamCorbett
Allen
SecondMiner
Miner
Ben
Bartender
Jack M. Holmes
First Outlaw
Jim Corey
Second Outlaw
James Mason
The
ConnedyPoor
(Universal)

Rich

Where fast moving and novel hokum comedy
is appreciated, this picture has the necessary
story, cast and production values for a satisfying laugh show. Definitely in the family type
classification, its entertainment offering mijch
to amuse adults and youngsters of both sexes,
it is chock full of giggles and guffaws.
P'or straight-away showmanship purposes, the
names in the cast seem to be more important
than either title or story content. All the principals and practically every one of the supports
have always been identified with comedy, a fact
that should be stressed to the utmost. While
comedy is the outstanding feature, the romantic
angle is unusually treated and through it is
woven in the light dramatic suspense, the punchy
excitement of the anti-climax which develops
into a whirlwind of laughter and the human
interest finish.
The financially strapped Albert and Harriet
anxiously await the advent of Lord and Lady
Featherstone and their daughter Gwen, whom
Harriet hopes to marry to Albert in order that
the Spottiswood fortune might be restored. The
nobles, however, are in the same fix and have
the same idea about the Spottiswoods. As thev
bluff and deceive each other, comedy is high
and happy.
Abdul's both
attempts
take
Harriet Complicated
for a bit of by
blackmail,
partiesto
find out that the other has been four-flushing.
Then the whole outfit, inspired bv Andy, go
into the fried-chicken business and there is much
hanpiness all-around.
That's the outline, but the material with which
it is draped provides the real laughs. There are
the antics of Edward Everett Horton and Edna
May Oliver as well as the Featherstone family
as they mutually orepare to stick each other :
the situation in which Leila Hyams finds herself as a kitchen maid ; the fun that follows
Andy Devine's stealing of the prize goose and
Arbuthnot's frantic efforts to recover his prop-
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"Undisconnected wid de Fresh Air Taxicab Co. of America, Incorpulated," Andrew
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erty ; the near murder and the nutty sleuthing
of a batty detective..
The whole thing is all in fun — there isn't a
serious moment in it— which is a tip-off as to
how "The Poor Rich" should be called to
patron attention. Accentuate the comedy, make
the best possible use of the cast names by stressing their adaptability to their roles and get
over the idea that here's the kind of picture
that will amuse youngsters as well as oldsters.
—McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Produced
by Carl Laemnile, Jr. Associate producer. Dale Van
Every. Original screenplay by Ebba Havez and Dale
Van Every. Story by Ebba Havez, Photographed
by Johnny Mescall. Film editor, Robert Carlisle. Art
director, Charles D. Hall. Editorial supervision by
Maurice Pivar. Sound supervision by Gilbert Kurland.
Running time, 65 minutes. Release date, Feb. 26, 1934.
CAST
Albert
Edward Everett Horton
Harriet
Edna May Oliver
Andy
Andy Devine
Grace
Leila Hyams
Tom
Grant Mitchell
Gwendolyn
Thelma Todd
Lady
Featherstone
UnaE. O'Connor
Lord Featherstone
E. Clive
Abdul
John Miljan
Arbuthnot
Sidney Bracey
Station Agent
Jack Clifford
Tony
Henry Armetta
Motor Cop
Ward Bond

tirely unexpected, the truth comes out. The
son, alone with the inspector late at night, after
the girl had been saved from near strangulation, suddenly displays a gun, talks wildly, and
reveals sane.
that
he is theroom
"criminal
at large,"
inThe unopened
is padded,
he says,
and the footmen are his bodyguard. His fanatonly thought
perpetuating
the
line ical
of mother's
Lebanons.
The son,waswild,
kills himself
to end the film.
Without telling the conclusion, of course, the
exhibitor, with that knowledge of the plot,
should be able to concoct something in the
nature of intriguing catch lines in his selling,
which should bring patronaee. Combining that
with the Edgar Wallace origin, and not stressing the cast and the English production of the
film, is the best mode of selling. — Aaronson,
New York.
Produced in England by Gainsborough. Distributed
by Helber Productions. Directed by T. Hayes Hunter.
Adapted
Frightened
Story and from
stage the
play novel,
by Edgar"TheWallace.
ReleaseLady."
date,
January 15, 1934. Running time, 65 minutes.
CAST
Lord I.cbanon
Emlyn Williams
Lady Lebanon
Cathleen Nesbitt
Chief Inspector Tanner
Norman McKinncl
Sergeant Totty
Gordon Harker
Sergeant Ferraby
Cyril Raymond
Aisla Crane
Belle Chrystall
Dr. Amersham
D. A. Clarke-Smith
Gilder
Percy Parsons
Brooks
Finlay Currie
Kelver
Julian Royce
Studd
Eric Roland

leaves. Connolly catches them at it, Hghl
escapes, Tracy is wounded. When Hohl rings
the burglar alarm to trap Tracy, Connolly permits him to escape. Back at the colony, Miss
Rambeau saves Miss Young from Hohl, puts
him
harm's
way,hopanda freight
herself together,
as well.
TracyoutandofMiss
Young
she no longer fearful of train whistles, or her
man's departure.
It is strong, well turned drama, attentionholding, and surely entertainment. The walking sign activity of Tracy, in his working
moments, presents a grand opportunity for
street exploitation, which should attract considerable attention. The film is worth an exhibitor's best efforts. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed by
Frank Borzage. From the play by Lawrence Hazard.
Screen play by Jo Swerling. Assistant director. Lew
Borzage. Photographed by Joseph August. Sound
engineer, Wilbur Brown. Film editor, Viola Lawrence.
Release
minutes. date, November 4, 1933. Running time, 75
CAST
Bill
Spencer Tracy
Trina
Loretta Young
Fay La Rue
Glenda Farrell
Ira
Walter Connolly
Bragg
Arthur
Hohl
Flossie
Marjorie
Rambeau
Crippled Boy
Dickie Moore

A Man's Castle
( Columbia )
Drama
Down-to-earth drama, expertly handled, and
combined with much lively comedy, plus a
strong cast, both in performance and drawing
potentialities, offer a real opportunity for the
exhibitor in the village and the largest metropolitan center, and all the way in between, in
"A Man's Castle."
Around the premise that where a man hangs
his hat, where his loved ones are, is his home
and his castle, be it a literal castle or a shack
without a real stove, the showman should be
able to build intriguing advertising. Such devices as mailing pieces addressed to the homes
of the patrons, or the simulation of a brokendown shack erected in the lobby, might prove
of real selling value.
The cast is good, the names are strong, including Spencer Tracy, Loretta Young, Marjorie Rambeau, Arthur Hohl and Walter Connolly, and each fully merits major billing. The
fact that the entire action of the drama has its
place in a typical squatter colony of the type
which depression and unemployment brought
about, brings timeliness to the selling. In addition, the dramatic suspense imparted by the
continuous fear of Miss Young that her man,
Tracy, might at any moment take to the
freights, and leave her, symbolized by her fear
of the train whistle in the night, should be an
excellent source of selling material, especially
as directed to the women.
Throughout, the smart, crackling dialogue,
particularly as handled by Tracy, is a source of
enjoyment. Tracy, in full dress, befriends Miss
Young, penniless and contemplating suicide.
When she learns that his full dress is merely
his equipment for a walking sign, the shirt
bosom an electric signboard, it makes no difference to her. He takes her to his shack in the
squatter colony of unemployed and there, under
the stars, they live together. Connolly, widower, is a benign influence. Miss Rambeau is a
perpetual inebriate and Hohl a vicious inhabitant, with criminal tendency and a bright eye
on Miss Young.
With Tracy squeezing a small living where
he may, the two are happy, Tracy always the
tough lad with a bark much worse than his
bite, she in perpetual fear he will be attacked
by an incurable case of wanderlust. When she
is about to have a baby, Tracy marries her, via
Connolly. Fearful of being tied down, he arranges with Hohl to rob a safe at the factory
where Connollv is night watchman, in order to
leave Miss Young enough monev when he

There is considerable evidence, from the
technical standpoint, that this film was produced some years ago, during the silent era,
even if the sound were not in the form of a
dubbed musical score and accompanying dialogue to make the assumption a certainty. A
Russian story, it is understood the production
did not come from Russia, but was made elsewhere in Europe, by Unicinea.
What the average exhibitor might be able to
do with the film in the way of merchandising
is problematical, production values being weak.
The accompanying dialogue, which offers a
combination of a free translation of the lip
movements which pass for dialogue and an
explanation of the action, is in English, and
was prepared by Alexander Bakshy. In addition, a screen foreword builds a background
against which the action is carried on, and
sets the situation in respect to locale and time.
Sometime in the 17th century, the audience
is told, there lived a Cossack Robin Hood, who
stormed up and down the Caspian and Black
Seas, and ranged the Volga river, taking terrible toll of the landed gentry and merchants,
all subjects of the intolerant Czar. His band
was made up of Cossack serfs. His pillaging
was for the benefit of the poorer classes, the
downtrodden peasantry of the region.
The chieftain, Stemka Razin, pillaged a Persian city, and a henchman does the forbidden,
brings a woman aboard the ship. Stemka falls
in love with her, takes her for himself and
the feeling is reciprocated by the girl. The
lieutenant, in revenge, breaks open the water
casks, the crew is dying of thirst, when rain
comes and they are momentarily saved. But
another chance comes, and the same miscreant
betrays Stemka to the officers of the Czar, for
the freedom which is promised for betrayal.
When the men demand permission to bring
women aboard, since the chief has done so,
Stemka kills the girl he loves and heaves her
body over the side. The Czar's ships surround
Stemka's,
a fierce
ture of theandRobin
Hood.fight results in the capThere is blood and thunder aplenty, and considerable drama, all done in a rpanner reminiscent of the screen technique of yesterday. —
Aaronson. New York.
Distributed by Kinematrade. Produced by Unicinea.
Directed by W. Tourzhanski. Dialogue by Alexander
Bakshy. Narrative by Barrv Mahool. Running time.
76 minutes. Release date, December 14, 1933.
CAST
Stenka Razin
H. A. Shiettom
Zanib
Lillian
Hall-Davis
Ivan
Maurice
DeFast
Filka
George SerofF
Kolka
Stark Stettenberg

Criminal At Large
(Helber Productions)
Mystery
Two predominant factors, one a good selling
point, the other something of a problem, are
presented the exhibitor in bringing this murder
mystery film to his patronage. In the first
instance, the origin of the picture is one of
the prolific Edgar Wallace's yarns of dark doings in dark places, the novel, "The Frightened
Lady." The other point is the fact that the
film is an all-English imported production,
naturally with definitely English-accented
speech on the part of all members of the cast.
That being true, the exhibitor would perhaps
be better off to concentrate on the story itself
and its mystery implications, than on the production origin of the film.
For the same reason, there are no cast names
familiar to the American film audience, with
the possible exception of Gordon Harker, who
from time to time has played in American
pictures, and whose name should be known.
His role, however, is somewhat a minor one,
in which he contributes the comparatively small
amount of comedy to offset the natural drama
of the story.
The setting is highly conventional, that of
an ancient family seat, somewhere near London,
the home of the Lebanons. It contains all the
archaic furnishings and appearance common to
such houses in such motion pictures. The
group are the mother, Lady Lebanon, who rules
the household with a distinctly iron hand, her
son,
of thein the
"silly
Englishman"
type, tothemarry
girl
who lives
house
and is expected
the son, for whom she has little love. A
Doctor Amersham seems to have the run of
the house, and two tough looking, un-servantlike footmen, Americans, wander about.
When the chauffeur is found strangled on
an interior gallery of the house, Scotland Yard
takes a hand, including the inspector. Sergeant
Ferraby, played by Cyril Raymond, who befriends the girl, and Sergeant Totty, played by
Gordon Harker, in highly amusing fashion.
It is established that Lady Lebanon is an
intensely family-proud woman, and the two footmen are her conspirators in some fashion, that
the girl is terribly frightened of something and
that she remains only through the financial assistance of Lady Lebanon to her family. Dr.
Amersham seems to have some connection with
the Lady. When the doctor is found, also
strangled, on the lawn, the police go to work
in earnest, on the ground. Lady Lebanon refuses to open one room to the inspector.
Slowly but surely, the inspector and his men
ferret deeper and deeper into the mystery of
the strange household, until, in a manner en-
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Volga Volga
( Kinematrade )
Drama

January

Madame
(Universal)
Drama

6,

1934

Spy

Blue print woman spy stuff that follows the
standard specifications, "Madame Spy" is
localed in Austria and Russia in 1915. Atmospheric war shots color the picture and
romance that develops intrigue motivates the
action. All the technique of spy activity — ■
secret codes, methods of obtaining, concealing
and passing on information — are demonstrated,
accompanied by the usual thread of suspense.
While there is a certain thrill to the picture,
it is one that probably will excite the youngsters more than the grown-ups.
Maria, Russian spy, working as an Austrian
Red Cross Nurse, weds Captain Franck, ace
Austrian intelligence officer. In Austria.
Schultz and Weber uncovering an enemy spy
nest find that trail leads to Maria. She is
smart enough to elude the trap. Of all this
Franck is unaware. As Weber is killed, Schultz
tracks Maria to an unexpected meeting with
her brother Karl, who warns her to flee. Karl
is killed and Schultz falls victim to one of
Maria's co-workers. In Russia, Franck, anxious to erase the blemish from his record, again
meets his wife, who sacrifices love of country
to love of mate and makes it possible for him
to get out of the country. Then comes a conquering invasion and husband and wife are together a^ain, all the bitterness forgotten.
As a the
straight
commercial,
Spy"
affords
entertainment
value "Madame
of an intrigue
story. Practically everything that happens will
be anticipated. Romance is formula. Contrasting comedy is minimum, yet action and situations occasionally become exciting and thrilling.
Capitalize also on the drawing power of Fay
Wray and Nils Asther. — ;McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Produced
by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Associate producer Edmund
Grainger. Based on the German play "Unter False
Flagg-e"
by Max
Kimmicb.
Screen Photographed
play, continuityby
and
dialogue
by William
Hurlbut.
Edward Snyder. Film editor David Berg. Art director Charles D. Hall. Editorial supervision Maurice
Pivar. Sound supervision by Gilbert Kurland. Running time, 70 minutes. Release date, Jan. 8, 1934.
CAST
Maria
Fay Wray
Capt. Franck
Nils Asther
Schultz
Edward Arnold
Weber
,
John Miljan
.Seefeldt
David Torrence
Karl
Douglas Walton
Pahlke
Oscar Apfel
Peter
Vince Barnett
Sulkin
Robert Ellis
Lulu
. .'
Mabel
Petroskie
Alden Marden
Chase
Baum
Rollo Lloyd
Sorrell and Son
(United Artists)
Emotional Drama
As my earlier cable suggested, this is genuine
entertainment. On its powerful emotional appeal, the picture is one that should find a ready
acceptance by all audiences who understand
the English language. From the point of view
of production values it can be said right out
that if anything militates against this well-made
film in the American market it will only be its
foreign origin; for in all other respects it ranks
as gripping stuff.
Around two thousand persons gave it a rousing reception at its London preview, paying
tribute to the outstandingly good acting that
comes from its principals, from H. B. Warner
down.
The picture tells the story of Stephen Sorrell,
deserted by his wife and left workless, with a
young son to care for.
There are many moving sequences to the
film, beautifully handled by Director Jack Raymond, who has introduced a finely-judged restraint. Nothing could be more sincerely portrayed than the final moments, when the boy
has to make the awful decision that death is
all he has to offer his father. It should be
emphasized that H. B. Warner stages a definite
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comeback, his portrayal being even more memorable than the one he gave in the silent version. Hugh Williams, whom Fox has lately
snapped up, does a real job as the son, and
among
women Grahame,
to add Winifred
to the picture's
value arethe
Margaret
Shotter
and Ruby Miller, the last-named in a rich study
of an amorous innkeeper.
The discriminating showman should have
ample opportunity to make the maximum appeal to his feminine customers, by reminding
them
Warwick
and the
silent of
film,
and by Deeping's
stressing novel
the emotional
nature of the subject. The story should suggest its own catchlines. — Charman, London.
A British & Dominions production. Story by Warwick Deeping. Directed by Jack Raymond. Screen
play by Lydia Hayward. Photography by Cyril Bristow. Special photographic effects, by Lloyd Knechtel. Assistant direction, by James G. Kelly. Art
direction by Wilfred Arnold. Sound recording by J. S.
Dennis. Editing by Michael Hankinson. Gowns,
Geene Glenny. Musical director, Roy Robertson.
Dance music by Lew Stone and Band. Director of
productions,
Herbert Wilcox. Running time, 99 minutes.
CAST
Stephen Sorrell
H. B. Warner
Mrs. Stephen Sorrell
Margaret Grahame
"Kit"
Sorrell
Peter
Penrose,
Hugh
Mrs. Palfrey
RubyWilliams
Miller
Mr. Roland
Evelyn Roberts
Sir Richard Orange
Donald Calthrop
Mr. Porteous
Arthur Chesney
Buck
Wally Patch
The Sunny South
(Educational )
Good Cartoon
An amusing and lively cartoon in the TerryToon series, in which the animated pickaninies
and their colored mammy are happy picking
cotton until the dog catcher comes in pursuit.
She escapes with one in her arms, Simon Legree
after her. There is an amusing animated takeoff on Eliza crossing the ice, which ends in the
elimination of Legree and the safety of the
mammy. A good number. — Running time, 6
minutes.
Three Knaves
(RKO
Radio)
Interesting
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and a Queen

Ely Culbertson. famous bridge expert, in
another of his series, "My Bridge Experiences,"
should hold the attention of all bridge fans —
or fiends — and their number is legion. At a
garden party he explains the fundamentals, with
some amusing byplay among his audience. A
girl, pursued by three suitors, hears that the
bridge table may test the character of men, and
arranges that Mr. Culbert«on should play with
them so that she may decide. None of them
meets the requirements, but the game brings
out an interesting hand and the manner of its
playing. Special billing should bring results
at the box office. — Running time, 20 minutes.
Heart of Paris
(Vitaphone)
Interesting
E. M. Newman, in this number of the World
.Vdventures travel series, takes his audience
to Paris, up and down its main streets, into
the_ cafes, and around the town generally. Pictorially effective, and interesting, are the night
shots, Vvhile unexpected beauty occupies the
screen with scenes at Versailles at night, the
camera picking out the detail of the playing
fountain and fireworks brilliantly splashing the
dark sky. An interesting subject of its type. —
Running time, 10 minutes.
Organ Festival
(Master Art)
Appealing
There is general appeal in this subject of the
Organlogue series from Master Art Products,
with the appearance of four of the most noted
theatre and radio organists in the country, Jesse
Crawford, Ann Leaf, Dick Liebert and Lew

White. Each renders a popular selection, with
appropriate screen background framing the
words of the number. The organists are familiar and the subject fairly entertaining.—
Running time, 8 minutes.
Pugs and Kisses
(Vitaphone)
Good
Comedy
There is good comedy, and numerous laughs
in this comedy, featuring Charles Judels and
several others. The would-be "champeen"
fighter who can't keep away from the fair sex,
is hoaxed by his manager into running into
the fictitious
charming
"widow."
The
manager "husband"
pretends ofhe a has
been shot,
and
when the champ learns he has been kidded, he
fakes suicide and turns the tables. The dialogue and situation are amusing, the comedy
is entertaining. — Running time, 21 minutes.
Outposts
(Fox)

of France

Good
Indo-China, far Eastern colonial possession of
France, with its primitive native existence, its
beautiful scenery, its archaeological mysteries,
is the subject of this number of the Magic Carpet Movietone series, characterized by splendid
photography. Seen are palaces of the still extant
hereditary kings of the five provinces, the young
girls as court dancers, posturing with bodily
grace and little movement ; the annual regatta of
tribal canoes. Of uncommonly great pictorial
value, with a new use for the series, of dialogue,
rendered by Ed Thorgensen, the subject is
worthy of attention. — Running time, 9 minutes.
Plane Crazy
(Vitaphone)
Fair
Arthur and Morton Havel, two supposed
aviators operating a plane at so much per ride
at an air field notice the glory which comes
to a round-the-world flier and decide to share.
They hide away at a farm, turn up at the field
some days later and claim they have circled
the earth. A stowaway is Dorothy Lee. At a
dinner, they recount their adventures, the mention of each country affording an opportunity
for a few musical numbers, with voice and
chorus. The musical phases of the subject are
far superior to what is meant to be the comedy
dialogue and action of the two alleged aviators.
Only a fair subject. — Running time, 22 minutes.
Strange As It Seems,
(Universal)
Varied

No. 34

In this of the John Hix novelty series are
shown the Australian Koala bears, a hand ax
wood carver, electric eels, a slingshot William
Tell, the Bay of Fundy tide, Japanese cultivation of pearls, self-torture by Nigerian sunworshippers, and an armless boy's piano ;>laying
with his toes. Novel but mildly so. — Runnina
time. 9 minutes.
Tomalio
(Vitaphone)
Weak
One of the series of comedies starring the
late Fatty Arbuckle in the group made just
prior to his death, and not particularly laughprovoking comedy. Arbuckle and his straight
man have a difficult time persuading a mule to
take them into a Mexican town where they drop
into difficulties with a general whose chief
delight is killing people with his ever-ready
firing squad. Fatty, of course, saves the girl,
who is desired by the general. The efforts at
comedy appear rather labored throughout. —
Running time, 21 minutes.
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STARTING

WITH

OFF

TWO

SMASHES!

at a ter-

rific pace in pre-release run
at the Four -Star Theatre,
Los Angeles. Smash business building daily, hourly

I Am

Suzanne!
with

. . . with unparalleled wordof-mouth

and

newspaper

raves. Management

LILIAN

HARVEY

anticGENE

ipates sensational fourweek run.

RAYMOND

LESLIE

BANKS

Podrecca's Piccoli Marionettes. Story and screen
play by Edwin Justus Mayer and Rowland V.
Lee. Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
JESSE

COMING

UP.

A cast ablaze with talent ... a story

alive with love, drama, music, laughter ... a wisp of a
girl who bursts into sleepy Carolina, upsets tradition,
awakens

romance,

stirs up

excitement

everywhere.

Look for "State Fair" grosses ... or better!

L. LASKY

Production
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MARKET
Gains Made

Motion Picture Companies'
Bonds and Stocks on Curb Exchange, Year's Survey Reveals
By THE ANALYST
(Charts on opposite page)
Motion picture company shares on the
New York Stock Exchange entered 1934
with a market value $131,335,125 higher
than they were when the year 1933 began.
Corresponding gains were chalked up by
film company bonds and their stocks on the
curb exchange.
The rise, which on the stock exchange
ranged from one to more than 26 points,
reflected the general conviction that the turn
for the better already has been made. The
outlook for the industry, as with all business, was called the best in four years.
Widespread re-employment and the consequent bulge in the public's purchasing
power
theirtheeffect
on the Recovery
nation's boxoffices.hadWith
National
Act
and other Government recovery policies getting in full stride, prospects were enhanced
for better earnings by companies.
Motion picture stocks kept pace with
the leading Industrials, rails, oils and other
groups on the stock exchange, working
their way vigorously out of the slump of
last March, the time of the nationwide
banking suspension.
A late summer reaction ensued in conjunction with other sections of the list, but
as the end of the year approached the undertone was very steady, suggesting quiet support and a general disinclination to sell
holdings.
Company Stock Improvements
Aided by the most favorable earnings reports in the industry, Columbia Pictures
voting trust certificates were features of
trading on the stock exchange and closed
the year 14^ points higher at 24. The
stock rose in market value from $1,341,250
at the end of 1932, to $3,480,000 at the close
of 1933.
Warner Brothers common was another
big gainer in market value, which at the
end of 1933 totaled about $20,475,000, as
against $6,825,000 on Dec. 31, 1932. Eastman Kodak and Loew's, Inc., had big market value appreciations.
Paramount Publix common stock was removed from the listing following the appointment of receivers for the company
early in the year. In the autumn, Kuhn,
Loeb & Co., Paramount's bankers, announced the prospect of an early reorganization and reported favorable operating results.
Complete reorganization put Fox Film
Corporation back in its old status as a
strictly producing and distributing organization and caused the removal of the old
Class "A" stock and the listing of new
shares.
On Monday the Dow Jones Wall Street
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$131,335,125

VALUE

January

Industry enters new year with outlook considered best in four years
Market value of motion picture
shares $131,335,125 higher than on
January I, 1933.
Film stocks kept pace with leading
Industrials In working their way out of
slump of last March.
Prospects enhanced for better
earnings.
Steady undertone at end of year
suggests quiet support and disinclination to sell holdings.
Journal stated that the motion picture industry's prospects for the new year appeared
better than they have for a number of years
and that while the difficulties are not entirely solved, the results of extensive reductions in expenses, theatre rentals, production costs and general overhead, coupled
with a moderate improvement in theatre attendance, are now beginning to show in income accounts and should make possible
profitable results in 1934 for a majority of
the larger companies.
The advance In foreign exchanges, which
makes the dollar Income from European
and South American business much larger,
is one "extremely Important factor that will
step up earnings considerably In the first
quarter of the new year," the Journal
said. "Increase In the nation's payrolls
next year, due to the various government
expenditures, plus an Industrial upturn,
should prove of great benefit also."
The publication added that while the majority of companies reported losses for the
first half of 1933, practically all of them
operated in the black with the beginning of
the autumn season in their production divisions, and the final quarter of the year probably produced profits in theatre divisions for
nearly all important companies.
Film and Theatre Rentals
The Journal said that among the large
companies film costs in recent years ran
from $300,000 to $1,000,000 a film, while
theatre rentals were based on a 1929 level
of real estate values. When public income
finally felt the effects of the depression the
gross box office receipts were not suiificient
to show profits based on the old scale of
costs. To meet this situat4on "the amusement companies had to reduce overhead all
along the line," said the article, adding:
"Part of this could be accomplished quickly,
but to scale down studio costs required considerable time, while to obtain reduction on
rentals of theatres under lease required an
extended period of negotiation and could
not be done until the unfavorable results of
operation on the old rental level were plain
"Inventories, for example, are now runto all."

1934

HIGHER

THAN

FINANCIAL YEAR
IN RETROSPECT

6,

YEAR

AGO

Undertone Very Steady After
Summer Reaction, Indicating
Quiet Support and General
Disinclination to Sell Holdings
ning around $10,000,000 to $15,000,000 annually against inventories of more than
$25,000,000 annually in 1929 and in previous years," the Journal stated.
Dealing specifically with individual companies, the financial paper said :
"Warner is now operating with an inventory of around $9,000,000 against a high of
$29,000,000; Loew's is operating on about
$19,000,000 against a high of $27,000,000;
Fox at $10,000,000 inventories against $21,000,000 and Paramount at $16,000,000 or
less, against $24,000,000.
Calls Loew's Showing Best
"During the year the best showing was
made by Loew's, Inc., which reported a net
income of $4,034,290, equal to $2.15 a share
on 1,465,205 shares of common stock for the
fiscal year ended August 31, 1933, against
$7,961,314 or $4.80 a share in the preceding
year. Loew's current earnings are at a
tory. rate than a year ago and cash posihigher
tion is now the best in the company's his"Warner Bros., in spite of a funded debt
totaling over $92,000,000, larger than any
amusement company except Paramount, has
nevertheless been able to keep current finances on an even keel and has steadily reduced its obligations during the last few
years.
Fox Situation Cleared Up
"Fox Film Co. cleared up its financial
situation during the year by a recapitalization plan in which common stock was scaled
down one-for-five and the $30,000,000 bonds
held by verted
banking
interests
were The
in effect
coninto common
stock.
company
now has 2,508,910 shares of capital stock
and in recent months has been operating in
the black.
"Paramount-Publix Corp., the largest unit
in the industry, went into bankruptcy about
a year ago due to a series of complications
arising mainly out of the stock guarantees
given in connection with the acquisition of
properties which drained the company of its
cash. Although the parent company has
been in bankruptcy, operating subsidiaries
are still carrying on the business normally
and in spite of the manifest difficulties of
operating under these conditions the company has turned out its normal program of
successful films. Cash is being built up and
foreign mestic
business
is profitable as well as dofilm business.
"Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. is also in
bankruptcy but is apparently further from a
solution of its problems than Paramount. Its
Radio City properties are running profitably
but earnings from this source are not likely
to be large enough to make any important
difference in the company's affairs. Recent
improvement in quality of film productions
is a favorable factor."
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(All Quotations in 1933 Are as of December 30)454
354
754
55i
254
NEW
YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
18%
1154 3554
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57/8
1933
254
154
65/
— 5
5M
254
152%
5^
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18554 1931 23%
147/ 1932 1354
High
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281454 May
Net
Change
Stock & Dividends
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10454
Date 29 Low
Date
385^
+1454
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8954 Nov.
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23
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154
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2854
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1
877/ 354
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Jan. 4
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8
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Jan.
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Note: Paramount and General Theatres Equipment were removed from listing.
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1
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24
13/
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7
National Screen Service (1).
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+173/
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5
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%
%
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Sentry Safety Control
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June
9
Feb. 156
14
Technicolor
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+ 65^
293,400
Trans
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DPS
554 5/
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Mar.
22
June 136
1
1
4
4
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Universal Pictures
354
m.
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Feb. 16
6
1 3/
73/
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754
8554
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Date 18
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954
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Date 23
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1
1
3
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2
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$1,212,000
1
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1
3
6
+2254
252754 Mar. 27
July
30
Aug. 19
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40
+
1%
'/
1054
8054
30
Keith 6s '46
1,128^000
38
7854
35
90
48
89
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1454
993/ 70
Aug.
Mar. 17
605/
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Loew's 6s '41
924,000
19
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30
3454
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4354
Aug. 1972
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24
854
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24
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+1554
5
2
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5054
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'32
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24
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4
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Comparison of Valuations Close
1932 Stock Issues, 1354
Close
1933
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Approx.
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Stock
Vsiluation
1245^
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Columbia Pictures vtc
145.000
2854
Consolidated Film
530,000
$1,341,250
$3,480,000
795,000
1954
15
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400,000
1,325,000
17%
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136,875,000
Eastman Kodak
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Fox Film A
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13/ not listed4.687,500
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1.34
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Loew's.
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20
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1554
6
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18
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20.475,000
6.825,000
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Warner Bros
3,900,000
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1,596,500
630,875
$220,201,875
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$351,537,000
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RECEIPTS

Theatre receipts from I 14 houses in 19 major cities of the country for the calendar week ended Decennber 30, 1933, reached a total of $1,295,039, an increase of
$325,862 over the total for the preceding calendar week, ended December 23,
when I 12 theatres in 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $969,177.
(Copyright. 1933 Reproduction of material from this department without credit to Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Bolton
2,900 2Sc-50c
Fenway
1,800 30c-S0c

Current Week
Picture

Previous Week

Gross

Picture

"Son of Kong" (Radio)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)
and "Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

22.000
Ii,500

21.000
"If I Were Free" (Radio).
"From Headquarters" (W.B.) and 8.500
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

21.000
20,500
33,000
12,000

"Little(4thWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Women in His Life" (MGM)....
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
"From Headquarters" (W.B.) and
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

23.000
18.500
31,000
8.500

Gross

3,500
3,700
4,350
1,800

30c -50c
J5c-50c
30c-65c
3Oc-S0c

•■Counsellor at Law" (U.)
■■Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)."Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).,
and "Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

3,500
3.000

30c-55c
25c

■Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
14,700
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).... 7,500

"The Masquerader" (U. A.)
"The Mad Game" (Fox)

10,100
5,200

3,000
2,100
30O
3,300

2Sc-40c
25c-40c
25c -lOc
25c

■'The (MGM)
Prizefighter and the Lady"..
■'Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"Disraeli" (W. B.)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)

6,900
9,100
1,000
15,200

"Berkeley Square" (Fox)
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)

5,800
6,100

"Myrt and Marge" (U.)

4,800

Chicago
Chicago
4.000
McVicker'i
2,284
Oriental
3.940
Palace
2,509
Roosevelt
1,591
State-Lake
2,776
United Artitts .. 1,700

35c -68c
30c-60c
30c-60c
35c-7Sc
25c-50c
20c -3.5c
30c-60c

'Duck Soup" (Para.).
"Alice(25c-50c)
in Wonderland" (Para.)
'Design for Living" (Para.)
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
'Little(2ndWomen"
week) (Radio)
'Walls of Gold" (Fox)
'Roman Scandals" (U. A.)

30,000
12,000
1S,000
20.000
9,000
14.000
25,500

"House on 56th Street" (W.B.)..
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"Sitting
Pretty" (Para.)
(9 days)
"Chance at Heaven" (Radio)
"Little Women" (Radio)
(1st week)
"Flaming Gold" (Radio)
"Christopher
Bean" (MGM)
(2nd week)

27,000
12,000
16.000
25,000
15,000
15,500
13,000

Cleveland
Allen

3.300

20c -40c

2,500

30c- 44c
30c-75c
30c* 44c
25c-35c

Warner's Lake . . 800
Denver
Aladdin
1.500

25c -35c

'■Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

1,500

"Broadway Through a Keyhole"..
(U. A.) (1st week)
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Women
in His Behave?"
Life" (MGM)
"Should Ladies
(MGM)and
"The Chief" (MGM) and "Fury
of the Jungle" (Col.)
"Ace of Aces" (Radio) and
"Midshipman Jack" (Radio)

4,000

. 3,800

"Broadwav
(U. A.) Through
(2nd week)a Keyhole"..
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)

25c -40c

"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

3,500

"Disraeli" (W. B.)

3,000

1.500

25c-40c

"Tillie(4 and
days)Gus" (Para.)
5,500
"Alice(3indays)
Wonderland" (Para.)... . 2,500
"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
7,000
16,000
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
900
"Horseplay"
(3 days) (U.)
1,600
(4 days)

"Take a Chance" (Para.)

9,5U0

"Female" (F. N.)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
"Blood Money" (U. A.).

6,000
13,000

15c -50c
15c- 50c

'Son
of Kong"(U.)(Radio) and
'Horseplay"
'Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).
'Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

"The Mad Game" (Fox) and
"Rafter Romance" (Radio)
"Women in His Life" (MGM)
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)

5,200
12,400

25c-50c
25c-50c
25c-50c

"House on 56th Street" (W. B.).
'Design for Living" (Para.)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)

"Lady
"Take
"Hell
"Lone
"King

14,100
9.100
il.30C

Keith'i
Loew's State
Metropolitan
Paramount
BufFalo
Buffalo
Century
Great Lakei ....
Hippodrome
Hollywood
Lafayette

RKO Palace
State

Detroit

3,100
3,400
1,900

2,500
2,600
2,000

2Sc-50c
25c-40c
25c-40c

2,750

15c-40c

2,700
S.lOO
4.000
3,000
United Artist* . . 2,000

5,000
16,500
7,500
4,000

4,300
6,100
18,400
13,600
8.300
9,100

3,500
15.000
5,500
2,700

1,500

3.000

Killer" (W. B.)
a Chance" (Para.) and
and High Water" (Para.)
Cowboy"
(Para.)
for
a Night"
(U.) and

4.600

High covers
andperiodLow
Gross1933.)
(Tabulation
from January,
High
of Kong"
Low 12-30
3-11 "Son
"Topaze"
High 1-14 "Island of Lost Souls" and )
"Billion Dollar Scandal"
|
Low 7-29. "Arizona
"She Had toto Broadway"
Say Yei" and I)
High
12-2 "When
"Little Strangers
Women"
Low 3-11
Marry"..,.
High 1-7 "Strange Interlude"
Low 3-11 "Men Must Fight"
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 2-25 "Deception"
"Dangerously Yours" and 1(
Low 8-12 "Flying
"Mary Stevens,
Devils" M.D." and 11

22,000
11.000
15.000
6.000
2i.000
12.000
23,000
11.000
44,500
26.500
17.000
8,000

High 12-9 "Dancing Lady"..
Low 3-25 "Our Betters"
High 8-12 "Forgotten
Men" and (
)
"Easy Millions"
Low 12-16 "Day
"Solitaire
Man"
and
Ij
of Reckoning"
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 4-15 "Rome Express"
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels"
High 1-7 "Goona Goona"
Low 11-25 "Night and Day"
High
12-30 "Myrt
"Counsellor
at Law"
Low 12-23
and Marge"

31,000
9.800
8,000
3,500
27.200
5,400
16.100
5.100
2,600
400
15,200
4,800

High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High
10-14"The
"Too Woman
Much Harmony"
Low 7-1
I Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 10-14 "Penthouse"
Low 3-4 "Luxury Liner"
High 12-23 "Flaming Gold"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding"

75,000
22,000
20.000
5,000
SO.QDO
lO.OOO
37,000
14.000
16.008
6.200
15,500
4,500
27,600
6,800

High
11-11"Infernal
"Private Machine"
Life of Henry
Low 3-4
andVIH"iI
"Exposure"
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"....
Low 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
High
12-2 "No
"Little
Women"
Low 8-19
Marriage
Ties"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk"
High
10-28 "Stage
"I'm NoMother"
Angel"
Low 11-18
and )
"Hell and High Water" (
High 10-28 "Footlight Parade"
Low I?-30 "Jimmy and Sally"

12.000

High
2-25"Smoke
"Cavalcade"
r,ow 4-8
Lightning"
"Broadway
Bad" and
High
"I'm No Speaks,"
Angel"
Low 6-310-28
"Mussolini
"Night of
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm"
High
8-12 "Tugboat
Annie"
Low 12-16
"The World
Changes"....
High
3-4
"42nd
Street"
Low 6-10 "Zoo in Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties".
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole"
High
1-28 "Secret
"Silver ofDollar";
Low 3-18
Madame Blanche"
High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner, Sing"
Low 5-15 "After the Ball" and
"Afraid to Talk"
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low
7-1
"College
High 10-14 "I'm No Humor"
Angel" (5 days)..
Low 9-30 "To the Last Man"
High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain"...
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Cross"...

30,000
1,800
26.000
2,900
26,000
9,000
4,200
5,000
10,000
2,500
1,500
10,000
16,000
2,500
1,950
14,600
18,500
3,000
7,000
2.000
3,750

16,500
15,400
3,100
3,700
32,300
23.700
24.100
5,400
17.400
4.400
7.300
4,100
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Previous Week

Week

1

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1933.)

Picture

Gross Picture

Hollywood
Chinete
2,500 50c-$1.65
W. B. Hollywood 3,000 25c-40c

"Little Women" (Radio)
(5 days)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)

15,466
11,000

"Roman(3rd Scandals"
(U. A.)
10.046
week)
•■Disraeli"
(W. B.) (W. B.) and 9.000
■■From
Headquarters"

Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

High
Low
High
Low

9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
4-1 "King Kong"
3-25 "42nd Street"
4-15 "Grand Slam"

36,656
14.600
26,00(J
8,975

1,100 25c-40c
2,800 230-400

•■Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Design for Living" (Para.)

4.500
3.500

"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Female"
(F. N.)
(4 days)
"Cradle(3 days)
Song" (Para.)

2.000
3.000

High
Low
High
Low

2-18 "State Fair"
12-23 "As Husbands Go"
8-19 "She Had to Sav Yes"....
3-4 "The (2nd
Sign run)
of the (^ross"

7,000
2,000
12,000
2,500

3,100 20c-40c
2,000 25c-40c
3,000 25c-40c

-Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi"
(Monogram) (20c-40c)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)

4.000
4,500
4,.S00

"Myrt and Marge" (U.)
"Blood Money" (U. A.)

4.000
4,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

3-25 "Parachute Jumper"
6-10 "Below the Sea"
7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
8-12 "Tugboat Annie"
12-16 "Women in His Life"

15,000
.3,500
9,500
3,000
11,000
3,500

1.100 2Sc
3,049 25c-40c
4.000 25c

"S. O. S. Iceberg" (U.)
90C
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)... MSOOO
(25c-60c)
"Going(7 days
Hollywood"
and Sat.(MGM)
midnite show) -14.000

"Emperor
900
(2nd Jones"
week) (U. A.)
"The World Changes" (F. N.)
4.100
"Blood Money" (U. A.)
7.40C
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)

Newman

1,800 25c-40c

Uptown

2,000 2Sc-40c

"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)
*• 5 000
(7 days and Sat. midnite sho»f|^
"Timmy
Sally"(F.(Fox)
"Son of aandSailor"
N.) and 2 500

"Lady (7 Killer"
days and(W.Sat.B.)
midnite'.
show) 5,500
"Female"
(F.
N.)
"Olsen's Big Moment" (Fox) and.. 2.400

High
Low
High
Low
High
r..ow
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
21,000
5-20 "Sweepings"
4,000
1-7 "Strange Interlude"
30,000
4-15 "Perfect Understanding" 4,900
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
20,000
5-27 "Picture Snatcher"
2.80(5
2-11 "State Fair"
7.000
7-1 "Lilly Turner"
1.600

2Sc-40c
40c -50c
50c-7Sc
2Sc-40c
15c-25c

"Elysia"
(5th (Foy)
week)
"Waltz Time" (Gaumont-British)
"I Am(5 days)
Suzanne" (Fox)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"In the Money" (Chesterfield)
and "Fog" (Col.)

3,942
2,700
3,500
13,500
4,200

"Elysia"
(4th (Foy)
week)

3,596 25c -40c

"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Son of Kong" (Radio)
"Private Life of Henry VIII"
(U. A.) (5th week-4 days)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)

23,785
4,900
4,850
li.OOO

"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)....
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Private Life of Henry VIII"
A.)(W.(4thB.)week)(W. B.) and
"Disraeh"
"From (U.Headquarters"

19.750
3,900
7,000
8,000

"Take a Chance" (Para.)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Broadway
(U. A.)Through a Keyhole"..
"Elysia"
(3rd (Foy)
week)

1,600
9,500
6.500
6.500
1.800

"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
"Little Women" (Radio)
"Cradle Song" (Para.)
"Elysia"
(2nd (Foy)
week)

1,500
7,500
7,000
5,500
2.000

Indiana
Lyric
Palace
Kansas City
Apollo
Mainstreet
Midland

Los Angeles
Criterion
Filmarte
Four Star
Loew't State
Lot Anselei ....
Paramount

1.610
800
900
2,416
3,000

United Artiiti .. 2.100 25c-40c
W. B. Downtown 3,400 25c-40c

Gross

8,400

"Berkeley
Square"days)
(Fox)
2.816
(3rd week-4
"The (MGM)
Prizefighter and the Lady".. 12,500
"Only ■yesterday" (U.)
5.000

Minneapolis
Lrrio .'
Minneiota
RKO Orpheum....
State
World

1,238
4,000
2,900
2.300
400

Montreal
Capitol

2,547 25c-75c

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)

10,000

Loew'i

3.115 25c-7Sc

"My Lips Betray" (Fox)

11.500

"Havana Widows" (F. N.) and.... 7,500
"Ever in My Heart" (W. B.) (25c-60o)
"Worst(25c-65c)
Woman in Paris?" (Fox).. 8.500

Palace

2,600 2Sc-75c

Princeis

2,272 2Sc-65c

"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.) and 11,000
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
"Red-Headed Woman" (MGM) and 6,500
"Broken Dreams" (Monogram)

"I
Loved a(F.Woman"
(F. N.) and 9.000
"Female"
N.) (25c-60c)
"Sing. Sinner, Sing" (Majestic).. 5.000
and "The-Chief" (MGM) (25c-60c)

549 2Sc-40c
4,700 35c-$1.65
1,543 25c- 85c
2,300 35c-85c
2,500 2Sc-75c
3,700 35c-99o
2,200 40c -6Sc

"Throne of the Gods" (First Div.)
and "Dassan" (First Div.)
'Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)..
"Criminal
Large" (Helber)
(2nQ atweek)
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Chance at Heaven" (Radio)

3,000
45,242
8.973
6,100
10.450
53.500
8.50C

■'Volga Volga" (Kinematrade)
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"House(3rdon week)
56th Street" (W. B.)..
"Criminal
at
(1st week)Large" (Helber)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"His Double Life" (Para.)
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)..

2.000
28,665
8,600
7,600
9,800
19,200
8.500

Rivoli
2,200 35c-99c
RKO Center .... 3,700 25c-55c

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Little(3rdWomen"
week) (Radio)

4S.00'1
22.500

3.900
20.500

RKO Muiic Hall 5.945 3Sc-tl.65

"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Convention City" (F. N.)

95.000
28.500
14.23!

"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.)
(2nd week-3 days)
"Little(2nd
Women"
week) (Radio)
"Right to Romance" (Radio)
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
"Sin of Nora Moran" (Majestic)..

New York
Cameo
Capitol
Hollywood
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto

Strand

20c-2Sc
25c-40c
20c-40c
25c-40c
25c-75c

3.000 25c $1 10

69.500
18.200
6.850

High 12-2 "Elysia"
Low 7-29 "The Devil's Brother"
High 9-911-25
Jones"
Low
"The "Emperor
Rebel"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Dangerously Yours"
High 7-22 "Samarang"
"Kiss of Araby" and
Low 9-2 "Important Witness" and
"Doubled and Redoubled"
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
High 10-21 "The Bowery"
Low 1-28 "Hello, Everybody"
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 12-23 "From
Headquarters"
and "Disraeli"

12.000
1.850
3,950
1,800
28,300
8,000
)| 6,200
I
j 2.200
30,000
10,000
11,600
1,700
21,000
3,900
19,000
)) 8,000

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing".. 3,000
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
1,000
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
Imvi 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 4-22 "Be Mine Tonight"
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"

14,000
3,000
8,000
3,500
2,400
1,000

High 12-2 "Private Life of Henry VTII"
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain Mv
Widows"
)
Heart" and }
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Turn
Back theCall"aock" and ))
"Emergency
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"..
Low 12-23 and
"I Loved
a Woman" )i
"Female"
High 1-7 "The
Kid
From
Spain" and f(
"Speed Demon"
Low 12-23 and
"Sing."TlieSinner,
Sing"
)f
Chief"

13,500
7,500
14,500
7,500
15,500
9,000
12,000
5,000

High 1-28 "Maedchen in Uniform"
9 JOB
Low 8-S "King of Jazz"
Ijm
High 12-9 "Dancing Lady" (8 days).... 66,653
Low 9-30 "Solitaire Man"
21,210
High 9-1 "Voltaire"
25.868
Low 10-21 "Ever in My Heart"
8.296
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth".... 24,750
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"
4.900
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
16,150
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
4,500
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
83,450
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
15,600
High 5-30 "Forgotten Men"
22,506
Low 4-15 "Destination Unknown" and )
"The Fighting President" ) 5.800
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
4S.0C0
Low 8-5 "The Rebel"
7,206
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
71,26?
Low 7-1 "Adorable"
and
)
"Suoemattirar'
) 7,!92
High 11-25 "Little Women"
109,000
Low 6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession".. 44.9.^8
High 1-28
11-25"Air
"The Hostess"
Invisible Man"
42.000
Low
9.100
High 10-14 "Footlight Parade"
5.'
Low 12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"
6.S50
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Current Week

Theatres
Picture
Oklahoma City
Capitol
1.200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-S6c
Liberty
1,500 10c-36c

"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
(4 days)
"Myrt (3anddays)Marge" (U.)
"The Invisible Man" (U.)

Gross
3,500
8.000
1.200
900
4.300

Picture

HERALD

—

January

Vevious Week
Gnn

"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
"The Masquerader" (U. A.)
"My (4
Lipsdays)
Betray" (Fox)
(3 days)
"Berkeley
Square" (Fox)
"Kennel Murder Case" (W. B.)....

1,500
3,900
1,300
700
3,300

1,500 10c-56c

maha'
OBrandeis

1,200 25c-40c

Orpheum

3.000 25c -40c

"The World
Changes"
(F.N.) and .-,500
"Havana
Widows"
(F. N.)
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
6.500

Paramount
World

2.900 25c -50c
2.500 25c-35c

"Mr. Skitch' (Fox)
6,750
"Alice
in
Wonderland"
(Para.)
and
5,500
'Horseplay" (U.)

'Professional Sweetheart" (Radio)
(25c-50c)
'As Husbands Go" (Fox)
(25c-50c)
'Cradle Song" (Para.)
'Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
and "Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
Fox
Karlton
Keith's
Stanley
Stanton

1,200
600
2.4O0
2.000
3.000
1.000
2,000
3,700
1.700

40c-65c
25c-50c
40c-6Sc
40c -65c
3Sc-75c
30c-50c
25c-40c
40c-65c
30c-S5c

"Roman
Scandals" (U. A.)
(6 days)
"I'm (9No days)
Angel" (Para.)
"House(6 days)
on 56th Street" (W. B.)..
"Son (6of days)
a Sailor" (F. N.)
"Mr. (6Skitch"
days) (Fox)
"Cradle(6 days)
Song" (Para.)
"Jimmy(6 days)
and Sally" (Fox)
"AHce (5 indays)
Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Women
in
(6 days)His Life" (MGM)....

18.000
7,000
10,000
26,000
24,000
3,500
8,000
8,000
8,000

"Blood(5 Money"
days) (U. A.)
"King (4fordays)
a Night" (U.)
days)Romance" (Radio)
"Right(6 to
"The (6Chief"
days) (MGM)
"I Was(6 adays)
Spy" (Fox)
"Disraeli"
(6 days)(W. B.)
"Sweetheart
of Sigrma
Chi"
(Monogram)
(6 days)
"Sitting
(2nd Pretty"
week-4 (Para.)
days)
"From(6 Headquarters"
(W. B.)
days)

Portland, Ore.
Broadway
Music Box
Oriental
Paramount ......

1,912
3,000
2,040
3,008

25c-40c
25c-40c
2Sc-35c
25c-40c

5,000
3,000
3,000
10,000

"Footlight
Daughters" (MGM)... 6,000
(2nd week)
"Little(3rdWomen"
4,000
week) (Radio)

United Artiitl..

945

25c -40c

"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Little Women" (Radio)
"Alice in Wonderland' (Para.) and
"Olsen's
Big Moment" (Fox)
(8 days)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)

5,800

"Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men".. 3,000
(Radio) and "Ace of Aces" (Radio)
"My
(Fox) and
4,000
"TillieLips
and Betray"
Gus" (Para.)
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM) 4,000

4,600

10c-35c

"Fog" (Ind.)
(Col.) and "Puss in Boots" 9,000

"In the Money" (Far Western) and 9,000
"What Price Decency ?" (Far Western)

Golden Gate ..... 2.80O
Orpheum
3,000
Paramount
2,670
Strand
1,400
United Artists .. 1,200
Warfield
2.700

25c-40c
15c-40c
15c-55c
15c-35c
25c-50c
25c-90c

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Kennel
Murder Case"
B.) and
"The Thundering
Herd"(W. (Para.)
"Alice (5indays)
Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Thunder Over Mexico" (Principal)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

"Little Women" (Radio)
10,500
(3rd week)
"Day
"Havanaof Reckoning"
Widows" (F.(MGM)
N.) and 4,000
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
7,000

Seattle
Blue Mouse
950
Fifth Avenue ... 2,750

2Sc-S0c
25c- 55c

15,500
6.000
7,000
2.000
17,000
14.00U

1934

CCNT'Dl

Midwest

San Francisco
Fox

6,

6,750
6,750
6,500
5,250

4,000
1,200
8,000
11,000
14,000
3,300
5.000
5,500
6,300

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1933.)
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11-11"From
"Penthouse"
3-11
Hell to Heaven"
11-18 "College Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
Death Kiss"
and )(
"The Fourth
Horseman"

High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,000
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

High
11-18 "The
"One World
Man's Changes"
Journey"
Low 12-30
and Ij
"Havana
Widows"
High 6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
Low 4-29 "Sweepings"
High
7-22 "Reunion
"Gold Diggers
of 1933"
Low 6-10
in Vienna"
High 6-3 "Peg O* My Heart" and I
"Perfect and
Understanding" J
Low 12-9 "Hoopla"
f
'^Manhattan Tower"
(

10,750
3,500
16,500
5,000
13,250
5,800

High 12- JO "Roman Scandals"
Low
High 9-30
12-30 "Bitter
"Im NoSweet"...
Angel" (9 days).
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 9-2 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 12-23 ' Right to Romance"
High 1-7 "Breach of Promise"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High
4-22"F."Cavalcade"
Low 8-5
P. 1"
High
4-8
"42nd Carver's
Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann
Profession".
High
1-7
"Self
Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?".
High
11-25"The
"I'mSilver
No Cord"
Angel"
Low 6-10
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

18,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-21 "Frisco Jenny"
3-11 "Whatl No Beer?"
12-9 "No
"LittleMoreWomen"
5-13
Orchids"
10-14 "Rafter Romance"
11-18 "College Coach"

11,000
3,500
14,000
1,600
14,000
1.600

High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Madame Butterfly"

8,500
1,600

High
Low
High
Low

7,500
4,500

7,000
4,800
29,000
13.000
10,000
8,000
29,000
1,50(1
7,700
11,500
2l.0i>
4.500
2,500
32,500
10,000
4.500
9,000

4-8 "Should
Woman Tell?" and )( 15,500
"Speed a Demon"
9-9 "Sensation
"Important Hunters"
Witness" and 1f 7,000
2-11 "The Mummy"
25,500
10-21 "My Woman"
8,000

High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"

40.000
7.000

•Thunder Over Mexico" (Principal) 8,500
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
14,C-00

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-26 "The Wrecker"
High 11-25 "Hoopla"
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"

17,000
26,000
lO.OUO

"Little(4thWomen"
4.500
week) (Radio)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).... 7,000

"Little Women" (Radio)
(3rd week)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)

3,500
5,750

High 12-9 "Little Women"
Low 8-19 "The Rebel"
High
8-5 "From
"TugboatHellAnnie"
Low 3-18
to Heaven" and )
"Secret of Madame Blanche" (
High 7-29 "What Price Innocence?"..
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
High
n-n "If
"Footlight
Low 12-23
I Were Parade"
Free"

8,500
2.500
19.250
5,000
5,500
3,000
8.000
3,250

Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum
Paramount

2,000
950
2,500
3,050

10c-25c
25c-S0c
25c-S0c
25c-50c

"Before Midnight"
"Strawberry,
Roan" (Cql.)
(U.) and
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Lone
"The BigCowboy"
Brain" (Para.)
(Radio) and
"Son (6of days)
a Sailor" (F. N.)

4.250
4.000
6.000
5.500

"East ofHunter"
Fifth Avenue"
"Thrill
(Col.) (Col.) and
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Day of Woman"
Reckoning"(Para.)
(MGM) and..
"White
"As Husbands
(6 days) Go" (Fox)

3,500
3,250
5.50C
4.500

RoxT

2,275

25c-50c

"Right to Romance" (Radio)

5.000

(5 days)
"Chance
at Heaven" (Radio)

3.500

High
Low
High
Low

1-7 "A Farewell to Arms"
9.500
9-23 "F.
P. 1" and
i( 4,000
"Aniakchak"
10-28 "A
"Ladies
Love"
14,000
12-9
Man'sMustCastle"
4,000
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PASSES

IN

REVIEW

As the year 1933 passes into the limbo, a glance backward over the twelve-month, via the headlines from the
news, is gripped by three outstanding developments, in a sense all the culmination of four years of economic stress, and
partially the reflection, within this industry, of the New Deal and the Blue Eagle's attempt to combat depression. First,
the receiverships which told sharply the story of over-expansion. Second, and corollary, nationwide theatre decentralization, and third, the spread of the Eagle's wings over the motion picture, the Code, finally completed as the year drew
to a close. A brighter sky appeared to dawn on the horizon, reflecting an upturn in theatre grosses, as stronger product
issued from the studios in the new season. The story of the motion picture in 1933, in high spots, is unfolded chronologically:
JANUARY
January 3
Major distributors agree to origfinal proposal of
inaugurating- national appeal board for three-year
term
in placeearlier.
of one- year trial favored by some
distributors
Increasing interest of Rockefeller family in industry,
through Chase bank holdings, involving Fox and
Loew's,
in addition to RKO-Radio City association,
stirs speculation.
January 4
Radio City Music Hall grosses $106,400 in first week.
Lester Cowan, executive secretary of Academy, in
New York, to advance campaign for adoption of
standard 135'2-inch reel with four-inch hub, to carry
maximum of 1,700 feet of film.
M-G-M
Rome, plans
Arthur production
M. Loew ofsays.30 films in Paris and
M-G-M and Fox announce a new uniform contract
to go into efTect Feb. 1, with ratification of national
appeal board.
January 6
Operation of Radio City Music Hall turned over to
cabinet of seven headed by Harold B. Franklin.
Sam Katz, reported ready to enter 7th Ave. Roxy
operation, said to have dropped plan because of
uncertainty of film supply for house.
Wilmington court authorizes General Theatres Equipment to bring suits involving $3,500,000 against
William Fox and others.
January 7
John Hertz, Chicago financier, a power in ParaPublix for and
ye'ar,
resigns from
chairmanship
finance mount
committee
withdraws
Paramount.of
Move ascribed to conflict in authority between
Hertz and Zukor, with Paramount bankers seen
supporting Zukor.
January 9
Universal to hold negative costs to $100,000, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., announces.
January 10
Paramount Publix directors elect George Schaefer,
Sam Dembow, Jr., and Walter B. Cokell to memcommittee.bership on board and appoint all three to executive
January 12
M. A. Lightman,
president,
advised
Universal will makeM.P.T.O.A.
new standard
contract
available
"within month."
New York state supreme court holds owner of dramatic and silent picture rights to play owns talking
picture rights as well. Believed to be first ruling
of its kind.
January 13
Paramount will ofifer ney standard contract March 1.
Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman of Bank of America,
reports Wall St. "optimistic now."
January 14
Joseph M. Schenck will end activity as producer,
retaining presidency of United Artists.
RKO
1. to put new standard contract into efTect March
January 16
Federal reinstatement of war-time admission taxes
of 10 per cent on scales from 10 cents up seen
probable in Washington.
Will H. Hays says shorter American work week will
aid films.
January 17
Victoria Amusement Co. starts anti-trust suit
against major distributors, Warners and subsidiaries
in Camden, N. J., federal court.
January 19
Final drafts of new industry program including
establishment of national appeals board as supreme
court of industry for internal disputes sent to exhibitor units for study.
Balaban & Katz stockholders fail to reelect Sam
Katz to directorate.
January 20
Discussions of physical distribution merger among
majors seen halted for time.
Receivers for Fox New England circuit seek to have
Harry Arthur continues as operator.
January 23
Fox and Paramount change national release from
Sunday to Friday dates.

January 24
Bancamerica-Blair Corp. linked with RKO receivership.
West, receivership
ciatedAlfred
with banking
company. petitioner, is assoSkouras-Fox
theatre
operating
contract runs until
February, 1937.
Harry Arthui returns to 7th Avenue Roxy in adreceiver. visory' capacity. Howard S. Cullman continues as
January 25
Educational-World Wide selling and physical distributo be handleddecentralization
by Fox under offive-year
Publix tioncompletes
entire deal.
circuit,
resulting in turning over 90 per cent of operating
authority and duties to men in field.
Ancillary receiverships for RKO sought in Baltimore
and Newark.
lanuary 26
Fox Theatres linquishing
startoperation
partial
decentralization
move, drop
reof midwest
units. May
Fox Midwesco, Wisconsin unit, in entirety.
Lewis
illness.J. Selznick dies in Hollywood after lengthy
James C. Ritter, Detroit, exhibitor, elected president
of Allied States, succeeding W. A. Steffes. Abrara
F. Myers continues as chairman of board, general
counsel.
Survey reveals 5,895 theatres closed in U. S. on Jan. 1.
January 27
Paramount Publix conseTits to equity receivership
action. Adolph Zukor and Charles D. Hilles named
receivers. Paramount directors call move "protive" in interests
of company's
and
creditors. tecPublix
Enterprises,
theatre bondholders
subsidiary, files
petition in bankruptcy.
January 28
RKO
ship. consents to Alfred West petition for receiverOrpheum files petition in bankruptcy.
Publix Enterprises, bankrupt, revealed as holding
company for numerous circuit subsidiaries in all
parts of country.
January 30
Paramount
Publixon and
RKO executives
"re-birth"
of companies
healthier
basis, with seereceiverships
undertaking
reorganization
of
unprofitable
theatre
holdings.
January 31
Sam
Katz and John Zanft to Hollywood on production.
Irving Trust Co., RKO receiver and Orpheum Circuit trustee in bankruptcy, begins study of companies' financial structure.
FEBRUARY
February I
Irving Trust, trustee in bankruptcy for Publix Enterprises, beginscompany.
study of complex organization of
theatre holding
Fox inaugurates new standard contract.
RKO files receivership schedules showing total assets
with an estimated book value of $104,000,000 and
liabilities of $19,500,000.
February 2
George Toplifl named by Irving Trust Co. to direct
ruptcy.
administrative
work of Publix Enterprises bankLTniversal studying final drafts of standard contract
with view to putting it in efTect before March 1.
February 3
First Choice Pictures completes organization. To
operate on franchise plan with J. D. Williams,
Earl Hudson
tives at head.and other former First National execuDavid O. Selznick resigns as Radio production head.
Adolph Zukor and Charles D. Hilles to continue as
equity receivers for Paramount Publix for 30 days.
February 4
No merger for Warners, Jack L. Warner says at
Kansas City, en route to Hollywood. Company
plans 60 features for 1934.
Merilan C. Cooper named to succeed David O.
Selznick as Radio production head.
Ancillary reciver for Paramount Publix named in
Columbus, O.
[Chronicle

prepared

by Motion

Picture Daily.]

February 6
Publix
York. to retain only skeleton executive staff in New
Hollywood producers ask stars to agree to salary
cuts before exercising options.
Three-cornered rivalry involving Si Fabian, William
Small tionandof Fox
A. C.NewBlumenthal
for acquisiEngland under
circuitwayafter
$350,000
interest default on bonds.
February 7
New tax bills before state legislatures aggregate
300 to 400 millions. Industry disturbed.
February 9
Important banking and administrative interests form
RKO stockholders'
protective
Columbia
reports 13 weeks
profitcommittee.
of $220,027.
Canadian film revenue shows 30 per cent decline,
according
to
Col.
John
A.
Cooper
of Motion Picture
Distributors of Canada.
February 10
Universal Chain Theatres Corp. consents to friendly
receivership in Baltimore.
Monogramtures, withplans
to increase
numberwesterns
of quality
pic24 features
and eight
proposed
for 1933-34.
Warners
form 41 theatre units, incorporated in Pennsylvania. Home office denies decentralization move.
February I I
M-G-M
denies Thalberg
Irving Thalberg's
to be filled
by another.
on leave dueplace
to illness.
Elmer C.
Rhoden
heads
administration
of
Fox Midwest Circuit. Skouras retains operating control.
February 13
David O. duction
Selznick
signedon by
M-G-M
to speed
prowith no effect
status
of Irving
Thallberg.
Contracts of Paramount players and executives to be
switched from Paramount Publix, bankrupt, to
Paramount Prod., Inc., is report.
Screen writers may work on royalty basis. Plan
being
tried by Jesse Lasky at Fox.
Foxship.New England Theatres placed in equity receiverFebruary 14
Paramount
opposesCorp.
ancillary
receivership for
Paramount Pubhx
Distributing
in Ohio.
February 15
Major distributors, influenced by economy programs,
favoring small, regional sales meetings in place of
large
nationalcompanies.
confabs; $50,000 saving seen possible
for several
Michigan
banks
remain open. close throughout state. Theatres
Nine additional state legislatures take up bills aflfecting films, bringing total to 41 states.
February 17
Connecticut court authorizes foreclosure on Fox New
England houses in that state.
February 18
First report of RKO receives reveals company to be
in liquid condition with assets exceeding liabilities.
Irving Trust continued as RKO receivers.
Samuel ation
Goldwyn denies reports of Sam Katz associFebruary 20with United Artists.
Resignation of Edwin Loeb as studio arbitrator under
producer's
pact indication
designed to
end star
"raids,"
pact's
failure.and talent
Ohio
court seen
getsaspetition
for ofRKO
Distributing
Corp.
receivership.
February 21
Skuoras Brothers
begin decentralization of Fo.x Thecities. atres; national circuit to be operated from five
Ned
Depinet says Radio plans production of 50
next E.season.
February 23
Charles Rosenzweig resigns as Columbia general sales
manager; Abe Montague to fill post.
February 25
New York federal court dismisses long-pending
monopoly suit against Paramount filed by Edward
Quittner, Middletown, N. Y., exhibitor, who asked
triple damages in excess of $5,000,000. Appeal exMotion
Division of Department of Commerce
pected. Picture
estimates
19,042
in U.61,924
S. theatres in world; 36,955 wired;
February 28
Fox West Coast circuit of 50 houses file voluntary
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RECEIVERSHIPS

petition in bankruptcy in Los Angeles. Charles
Skouras and John Treanor made co-receivers.
Publi.x-B. & K. and Great States circuits fight re
ceivership action filed in Chicago.
MARCH
March I
Fox West Coast plans immediate disposal of all
unprofitable houses involved in bankruptcy.
March 2
Distribution executives report no unusual falling off
of
sales as result of theatre bankruptcies and receiverships.
Pacific Northwest Theatres reorganized with assets
sold to creditors for $450,00).
March 3
Industry
becomes goes
acute.on cash basis as bank holiday situation
Federal court at Chicago denies petition for receiver
for Publix-B. & K. and Great States.
March 4
First report of Paramount receivers shows company
in liquid position with assets of over $150,000,000 and
liabilities of about $48,000,000.
Charles E. Richardson resigns as Fox treasurer and
drops association with Chase Bank. Richard A.
Rowland
ele'Cted
director of company and member
of e.xecutive
committee.
March 6
Distributors granting broad credit as bank situation
throughout country continues serious, threatening to
close theatres.
Allied withholds action on the recommendation of
new standard contract to its members.
Fox West Coast begins turning back unprofitable
houses involved in bankruptcy.
March 7
Distributors'
and collection
reported
functioning credit
successfully
in face ofsystem
national
bank
holiday.
Production oflficials meet in Hollywood to consider
bank emergency effects, with studio shutdown expected to develop.
March 8
Production exe'cutives say studios will shut down only
"last resort."
AlasLichtman
says United Artists will have 18 or 20
pictures
on next new
season's
schedule.
Allied recommends
standard
contract to members in confidential bulletins.
March I I
Studio locals of lATSE refuse to accept pay cut; ask
for I.O.U.'s.
March 13
M-G-M rency
and situation
Fox because
withhold ofnewbankpicture_
releases.
Curclosings
throughout
country seen as reason.
March 14
Ten major distributors assure exhibitors of normal
product supply during bank emergency.
Industry executives see film aid in return of beer
with its accompanying employment aid.
March 15
Major companies
continue
programGraduated
by exempting all salaries
up topay$50cutweekly.
scale of cuts from 25 per cent up to 50 per cent
adopted for those over $50.
Paramount
ruptcy. Publix files voluntary petition in bankAlldown.
studios but Fox reopen following one day shutMarch 16
Federal court at Boston rules unauthorized picture
holdovers are violations of copyright laws.
March 18
Adolph
Zukor Publix,
and Charles
D. Hilles,
co- receiversunder
for
Paramount
continued
as conservators
company's
bankruptcy until April 3 when trustees
will
be elected.
March 21
Hollywood expects 85 per cent of studio workers
to accept pay cut.
March 23
Major circuits agree with vaudeville acts on 25 per
cent salary cut until Sept. 1.
March 25
Company heads discuss plans for ending salary cuts;
said to hinge on return of film receipts to pre-bank
holiday levels.
B. B. Kahane and Merian C. Cooper, president and
production head of Radio, announce 52 features in
$9,000,000 to $11,000,000 production budget for 1933-'34.
March 27
Studio union leaders gather in New York for discus ions of wage cut actions.
March 28
Mergers of physical distribution and reductions of
stars' salaries needed to help industry out of finan-
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cial plight. Will
H. Hays says in annual report
to MPPDA
members.
March 29
Leo Spitz, executive advisor in Paramount Publix
affairs for past year, resigns unexpectedly.
Paramount plans production of 62 features for new
season.
March 30
First runs in 20 key cities gross $34,555,000 in 24
weeks of country's "worst depression."
APRIL
April
I stockholder withdraws petition for comFox Film
pany receivership following completion of Sidney
Kent's plan for financial reorganization.
April
A ends 25-50 per cent salary cuts after four
Columbia
wee'ks.
Other companies expected to follow suit
soon.
Producing Artists, Inc., headed by Sam Katz, is
organized.
April
5 companies will end salary cuts by end of
All major
eight weeks period.
April
M-G-M 6 obtains temporary injunction restraining State
ofrequiring
New Mexico
from enforcing
newly e-nacted
distributors
to offer itspictures
for salelawto
highest Didder.
April
Screen8 Writers' Guild organized at Hollywood to
oppose further salary cuts.
House IofI Representatives balks move for hasty action
April
on Sirovich bill for investigation of industry.
April
United 12 Artists, Samuel Goldwyn Prod, and Hal
Roach Studios ordered by Academy to rescind pay
cuts for entire bank emergency period.
April
M-G-M,13 RKO' and Columbia also ordered to rescind
all salary cuts for full period.
April
Major 15company heads propose basic economy plans to
reduce industry overhead.
April
Darryl 15Zanuck resigns as production chief at Warners following dispute with company as to effective
date of rescinding salary cuts for studio employes.
Coast conference of major executives ends with note
of confidence
companies
versal decidedinonfuture.
ending Allsalary
cuts. but
Plan Unifor
production dictator and United Booking Office to
control star salaries abandoned.
April
Major 17companies agree in Hollywood to pool process
patents and stories and cooperate further on loans
of talent and studio properties to effect economies.
Artists' Service Bureau to be organized, with Jason
Joy in charge, to be "clearing house" for talent.
April
18 Publix creditors elect Charles D. Hilles,
Paramount
Louis J. Horowitz and Eugene W. Leake trustees
in bankruptcy of company.
April
Darryl 20Zanuck associates with Joseph M. Schenck in
new
Unitedproducing
Artists. company which will release through
Monogram to spetid $1,250,000 on new season production, boosting budget 30 per cent, Trem Carr
says.
April
22 of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences nears
Academy
open break with major studios following Conrad
Nagel's resignation from presidency.
April
24
Bondholders
sue to remove Paramount Publix trustees
in bankruptcy and elect new ones.
April
25
Monogram
convention. to double budget, W. Ray Johnston tells
Gloria cial
Swanson
D. W.Artists.
Griffith relinquish finaninterests inandUnited
April 26
Will H.tion Hays'
influence extetided to enforce produccode of ethics.
Columbia plans 32 to 36 features for new season.
April
27 Artists, new Sam Katz organization, reProducing
ported dickering for Shubert theatres.
April
Academy29 plans reorganization with producer representation limited to those not empowered to make
contracts with talent.
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EXPANSION
' ay 2
MAY
Richard3 A. Rowland resigns vice-presidency of Fo.x.
May
Paramount'stributionoperating
costs to be paid out of disof revenue only.
May 6
Film leaders conje'cture on possible scope of PresiRoosevelt's
plans foragreements.
rehabilitation of industry
under denttrade
association
May 8
Flood of bills introduced in 47 state legislatures affecting film industry seen subsiding with minimum
of adverse legislation having been enacted.
Reduction of 50 per cent on express rates for return
shipments of films from exhibitor to exchange is
obtained by MPTOA from Railway Express Agency.
May 9
Bankruptcy examination of Paramount Publix officers
begins with Ralph Kohn, former treasurer, testifying theatre losses hastened company's difficulties.
May 10
Bankruptcy
examination
of officers
Publixpresident,
Enterprises on with
Sam Dembow,
Jr., of
former
tracing
origin
of
company
to
former
Southern
Enterprises.
May I I
Victoria
Amusement
Co.'s and
anti-trust
suit against
producing,
distributing
exhibiting
companies28
opens
Warnerin onCamden,
stand. N. J., federal court with Albert
Addition
six westerns
Universal's planned.
new season
schedule ofmakes
total of 42to productions
May 13
Sirovich bill for investigation of industry defeated
by ■ two -to -one vote in House.
May 16
Paramount Publix trustees in bankruptcy file action
to have 1932,
company's
$13,200,000
credit transaction
March,
aside
as preferential
to , 12 par-of
ticipating set
bank creditors.
Congressman Patman of Te-xas asks Department of
Justice ^investigation of industry.
May 18
Federal licensing of industry to replace operation of
anti-trust
lawsplans.
under President Roosevelt's industrial control
May
20 E. Richardson elected Paramount Publix
Charles
trustee
witz. in bankruptcy, succeeding Louis J. HoroColumbia approves uniform contract. United Artists
and Warner remain only major companies which
have not approved.
May 23
Negotiations
and "Big end
Four"in
labor unions between
for new major
basic studios
studio agreement
deadlock.
May
24
Ed Kuykendall
succeeds M. A. Lightman as MPTOA
president.
May
26
George J.mountSchaefer
general manager of ParaPublix and made
subsidiaries.
Columbia reports nine-month net profit of $546,778 for
period which includes emergency bank holidays.
May
29 seen aiming at retention of large national
Paramount
circuit control in appointing S. A. Lynch to head
its theatre reorganization.
May
Film 31industry draws plans for participating of all
its trade organizations in drafting a code under
Federal industrial control.
Martin Beck
resigns post
in charge
vil e. Is succeeded
by Phil
Reisman.of RKO vaudeJUNE
June I
N. L. Nathanson elected president of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., succeeding Adolph Zukor, who is
named to chairmanship of board.
June 2
Annual loss of $10,000,000 suffered by distributors
through infringement of copyright law by illegal
showing of films.
June 4
Warner financial statement reporting loss of $3,442,325
for 26 weeks ending Feb. 25, 1933, compares with net
loss of $5,267,699 for similar period year before.
June 6
Court
ruling territory.
increases A. H. Blank's circuit's holding
in Omaha
(Continued on page 48)
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June 7
MPTOAtion inheads
on organization's
participadrawingconferring
up industry
code-.
June 8
Will Hays calls for general meeting of all branches
of industry to discuss preliminary code plans.
Cash status of Paramount reported satisfactory in
report drawn up by bondholders' protective committee.
June 9
George
Trt'ndle
starts deal to regain control of
Publi.x W.houses
in Detroit.
Allied States to take part in MPPDA meeting to
discuss code.
June iO
Decline of double features increases short subje'ct
production for 1933-1934 by 50 per cent.
June 12
United Artists plans to release from 35 to 40 in
1933-34.
June 14
MPTOA completes first draft of proposed industry
code.
Ffderal Court voids New Mexico law controlling film
sales.
June 15
Production and distribution codes to be drawn up in
New York.
Will H. Hays continues moves for three-way industry
code. Affiliated circuits gather in conference for
the first time.
June 17
President Roosevelt signs Industrial Recovery Act.
Fo.x to offer one new share for six of old and reduce
Class A and B stock under new finance plan.
June 19
Code draft near completion.
June 20
Battle looms on coast over agents' code.
June 21
First draft of distribution and exhibition codes made
public.
June 22
Industry prepares to tackle production code.
E. R. Tinker quits Fox for post with Fox West Coast.
June 23
Independents
ask ban on producer-exhibitor afTilialions
in code.
June 24
Independents
list 38 practices
drawing up tentative
code draft. judged "unfair in
June 26
Majors to concentrate on names instead of titles in
1933-34 way.
sales activities as annual conventions get
under
M-G-M to release 46 during 1933-34.
Fifty-two on Radio's schedule for new season.
June 27
Paramount will release 65 during 1933-34.
June 29
Announcements by major companies reveal musicals
are set for big come-back.
Universal to release 36 during 1933-1934.
June 30
Foxfor production
new season.to reach new high, with 54 announced
Policy of exclusive sales dropped by M-G-M and
United Artists after year's trial.
JULY
July I
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences asks
code rule on talent loans and steps to cut down
imemployment.
July 5
Gross
23-24. in keys $49,699,734 in ,i9 we'eks ending June
July 6
Exhibitor sentiment against dual biUing increasing
throughout
vey shows. country, "Motion Picture Herald" surParamount production on profitable basis now, testifies
Ralph A. Kohn. treasurer, at creditors' meeting.
July 7
Will Hays sounding out studios on code preparatory
to general meeting on matter.
July 8
Producers vote to go along with reorganization of
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
July 10
List of musicals planned by majors grows to 25.
Will Hays invites more independents to talk over
code.
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July 12
Frank C. Walker, vice-president of Comerford TheexecutiveRoosevelt.
secretary of the' Recovery
Council atres,
by namedPresident
July 13
Representatives of independent distributing organizations lay plans for agreements on working hours
and basic wage scale.
July 17
Text of new exhibition code released by MPTOA.
Thirty cents per hour set as minimum, with lowest
theatre wage $10.80 weekly.
July 18
James R. Grainger goes to Universal as general
sales manager, succeeding L. J. Schlaifer.
Paramount cash total up $3,520,620 in eight months,
trustees report.
July 19
Gewrge W. Trendle gets Pulilix in Detroit.
July 20
J. R. McDonough named general manager of RKO.
July 21
Universal budget up $1,000,000 for new season.
Preliminary code drawn up by Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
Warners report loss reduced to $1,579,448 during 13
weeks ending May 27.
July 24
Stockholders complete Fox refinancing plan with
approval of new issue to care for $38,000,000 debt.
July 25
All lATSE unions order general tieup of studios.
July 26
Colvin W. Brown, vice-president and general manager
of Quigley Publishing Co.. named assistant to
Frank
Council. C. Walker, executive secretary of Recovery
Sol A. Rosenblatt. New York lawyer, named by
codes. Hugh S. Johnson to hear all amusement
General
Studio strike fails to hold up production.
July
27 raise pay under blanket code.
WarndTS
July 28
lATSE making national move to influence code, questioning 70O locals on hours and wages.
Film leaders invited to talk code at conference sponsored
Ne'w York.by Federation of Motion Picture Industry in
July 29
Motion Picture Laboratory Association sets 40-hour
week and $15 wage minimum under blanket code.
AUGUST
August
I resume code talks at MPPDA office.
Distributers
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt in New
York for code talks with industry leaders.
August
2 code form is put into shape, ready for
Distribution
co-ordination with exhibitors.
Theatres here ask for NIRA concessions. Independents
set final code draft at meeting of Federation of
the Motion Picture Industry in New York.
August
3
Sol A. Rosenblatt
calls parley on code. Asks film
leaders to meet in New York and calls for a single
draft.
MPTOA
to cooperate on code, says Ed
Kuvkendall.
August
4
Trade groups
center moves on one code and take
up choice of men to meet Rosenblatt.
Arbitration
wins victoryInd.,in exhibitor,
L'. S. courtwinswhenpoint
Harryin
Mueller, Anderson,
suit against major distributors.
August
5
Independents,
majors settle most of code; disagree
only on dual billing opposition.
Loew 40-week net equals $2,583,527.
August
7 for hearing is NRA plan; MPPDA draft
•Single code
believed intended as basis.
August
Immediate9 code action is demanded by Rosenblatt;
S.
R. Kent,
present
drafts.C. L. O'Reilly chosen to coordinate all
August
Conferees 10agree on 12 code terms.
Irving
M-G-M.Thalberg reported agreed on new pact with
August
I I coordinating units speed agreements;
Three code
open buying, clearance terms settled for exhibition.
Code drafts reach joint conferences, headed by Kent
and O'Reilly.
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RESULT

August
14 of production code is begun by drafting
Formal draft
committee for preliminary presentation to Washington.
August
15
Distribution-exhibition
code coordination begun.
August
16 made vice-president of Paramount Publix
Ralph Kohn
to handle all theatres; seen replacing Sam Dembow,
Jr.. who may get upstate New York group.
August
17 star raiding, says Joseph M. Schenck as
Code to stop
he
returns to coast from New York code conferences.
Irving Thallberg states studio status is unimpaired
and he and Louis B. Mayer will divide authority
as in past.
August
18
Code ultimatum
is given. Unfinished business goes
to Washington, coordinators say.
Pat Case-y arrives from coast to meet with M. H.
Warner, N.regarding
M. _ Schenck,
Cochrane
studio S.labor.R. Kent and R. H.
August
21 completion; controversy on big issues.
Code nears
Exhibition committee disbands; controversial points
end at an impasse.
August
22
NRA demands
code draft immediately. Frame clauses
at late session in New York to comply with Deputy
Administrator
Rosenblatt'sfrom
order.management deal of
Harry
Arthur withdraws
Fox New England for own theatre interests.
Coast strike taken up by labor board.
August 23
Code incomplete. Adminstrator to get two drafts
joined
by one preamble. Writers form one code for
XRA hearings.
Fox clear as S. R. Kent is renamed president; personnel under new financing named.
August
24 go to NRA; coordination planned. ProTwo codes
ducers and distributors deliver one, theatres form
another. Sept. 12 set for public hearing.
Laboratories'
is filed
with NRA.
Studio strike Code
is ended
by NRA
Labor Board.
Audio Erpi unit, formed to produce. W. A. Bach,
president. No distribution set.
August 25
Open market buys are major code aim. Ed Kuykendall
se'eksseeking
to mergeunity
codes.for MPTOA-Allied. Rosenblatt
August
29 of two code drafts under way by Sol.
Coordination
A. Rosenblatt.
Milton Feld and David Chatkin form Monarch Theatres. Harry Katz affiliated and company operating five theatres in middle west.
August
Theatre 30supply men draw and submit own code,
calling for 40-hour week.
SEPTEMBER
September 2
Final
laboratories' and
code 12results
in 15increase
per centin increase
in employment
per cent
wages.
September 5
MPTOA, ITOA and Allied States plan individual
meetings
Washington Sept. 10 to consider tentative codeindraft.
Septsmber
6
W. Ray Johnson,
president of Monogram, predicts
loss of $28,000,000 through elimination of 225 features
if double featuring is banned by code.
September
8
Paramount Publix
paid bonuses of $2,250,000 to five
ranking executives during 1929, Ralph A. Kohn. former treasurer, testifies at bankruptcy hearing.
September I I
Allied
attempts
last-minute
of independent
exhibitors
to present
code organizing
views.
September
Hearings on 12code open in Washington.
September 13
Nopublic
"openhearings
shop" reveals.
to prevailAllunder
day of
groupscode,
havefirst
spokesmen
championing their views.
September 14
Cade labor committees
adjouin 12formajor
"closed
door"sought
discussions. MPTOA outlines
points
in code. Allied stresses inclusion in code of "right
to buy" clause.
Paramount
expected to retain large national circuit
of 500 to 600 houses.
(Continued on page 50)
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September 15
Industry accord on code predicted as public hearings
end. Sidney R. Kent asks "safeguards" for large
companies who will bear "brunt" of code cost.
September 16
Code labor negotiations in difTiculty as labor repreremain adamant.
hour week sentatives
for theatre
labor. Reports indicate 44Details of Paramount 1931 financing and bonus payments told by Ralph A. Kohn under examination
in bankruptcy proceedings.
September 18
Leaders adjourn code sessions unexpectedly to return
to New York.
September 19
Exhibition section of code making rapid progress.
Deputy Rosenblatt confers at White House.
September 21
Reports hold White House is directly interested in
new provisions for inclusion in code.
September 23
Code conferences resumed in Washington with right
to buy, double featuring, block booking and score
charges scheduled for immediate discussion.
Sime Silverman, publisher of Variety, dies at Los
Angeles.
September 26
Salary cuts of Paramount executives during 1932
revealed by Ralph A. Kohn.
September 29
Deputy Rosenblatt denies code contemplates star
salary reduction provisions.
Columbia reports net profit for year of $740,240. Fox
profit forization,first
$74,716. quarter following financial reorganSeptember 30
Distributors demand "right to sell" to whom they
they please, answering "right to buy" arguments.
OCTOBER
October 2
Code conferences delay new contract form.
Thity-hour-week is sought in A. F. of L. Report.
October 3
Production in the east reviving.
October 4
Cutting
of "nuisance" taxes planned at next
session down
of Congress.
Code reported complete and Code Authority set.
NRA rejects
tire industry.supply code as not representative of enOctober 5
Right to buy, score charges, duals out of code. No
reference to major points, including block booking,
stuns exhibitors.
limited powers. Code authority vested with unOctober 6
Spht develops in code parley, with independents opposing majors.
Reorganization of Publix units approved by referee.
October 10
Fight on Paramount receivership comes to an end.
October I I
Salary fixing idea dropped from code, declared to be
"85 per cent O.K."
Eddie Cantor denies newly organized Actors' Guild
plans to affiliate with Actors' Equity.
October 12
Harold B. Franklin resigns as RKO theatre head.
Dissatisfaction over code threatens delay. MPTOA
now set against signing code in present form.
October 13
Code authority
ernment reduced
representatives.to 10 film men and three govOctober 14
Penalties up to $10,000 are proposed to check payment
of huge salaries. Administrator Johnson hits high
salaries, calling
Paramount
Detroit them
houses"grotesque."
go to George Trendle as
a manager.
October 17
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith elected head of SMPE.
October 18
Code nears completion as third draft is written.
New company to take over control of Poli circuit.
October 19
J. R. McDonough named to posts in RKO subsidiaries
left cities
open show
by H.steady
B. Franklin's
Key
gains sinceresignation.
low in June.
New York censors banned 10 films in entirety and cut
317 in year ending June iO.
October 20
Code delayed for more conferences with dissatisfied
independents.
Martin Quigley urges advertising code of ethics be
given meaning in talk to AMPA.
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October 23
Await formal choice of code authority. Rosenblatt
pushes effort to complete code.
October 25
Consumers'
Advisory
Boardending
passesSept.
code.30 goes up to
Fox
profit for
half year
$330,777. 28
October
Major L. N. Thompson placed in charge of RKO theatres. N. J. Blumberg named general manager.

November 29
Code Authority includes: H. M. Warner, Nicholas
M. Schenck, Sidney R. Kent, George J. Schaefer,
Merlin H. Aylesworth, R. H. Cochrane, W. Ray
Johnston,
Ed Kuykendall,
Charles
L. O'Reiliy and
Nathan Yamins,
in addition
to Presidential
apF, pointees.
J. Wilstach,resentatMPPDA
advertising
and
publicity
repive, dies.

NOVEMBER

December I
Final code made public at Washington shows only
insignificant changes made in third draft.
December 2
First meeting of Code Authority expected at early
date toance andorganize
name 32 local grievance, clearzoning and
boards.
December 5
Industry
leadersmeeting.
voice objection to Executive Order
at MPPDA
December 6
Industry
self-control imperiled under code, asserts
Martin Quigley.
December 7
Code becomes law at 12:01 A. M. Last-minute attempt of producers to win delay meets with failure.
December 8
Industry leaders discuss code at White House. Deputy
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt denounces criticism
of code before it has been given a trial.
December 9
Executive Order expected to stand pending trial folPresident.lowing conference between industry leaders and
December I I
Self-regulation of industry assured. Industry leaders
announce acceptance of code after White House conference. Executive Order stands with interpretations.
Paramount equity receivership cost estimated at
December
$296,053. 12
Warners retain control of Warner Brothers with reelection of all directors at annual election.
December 13
Rosenblatt begins naming personnel of code boards.
December 14
Names
boards. sought to help choice of personnel of code
Better tone
of filmcouncil
advertising
new advertising advisory
headed credited
by J. J.to McCarthy.
December 15
Federal film cartel viewed as possibility.
Merian
Coopernetplans
to 52
for Radio's
next ended
year.
M-G-M C.reports
profit40 of
$1,326,827
for year
Aug. 31, as compared with $2,965,974 for preceding

November I
Hugh S. Johnson in session with Allied on code objections.
November 2
Hugh S. Johnson turns code over to Co. W. R. Lea.
Figure $5,000,000 cut in RKO loss, Irving Trust, as
receiver, reports to court, for eight months ending
Aug. 31.
November 3
MPPDA ducesigns
code, but
M. objections
P. Prors in Hollywood
holdsAssociation
back becauseof of
Loew
reports'V.net profit of $4,034,289 for year ending
on
Aug.Article'
31. a decrease of $3,927,025.
November 4
Independents expected to accept code.
November 6
Code details to White House. Administrator Johnson
clears Deputy Rosenblatt of charges against his
handling of the code.
November 8
Further halt in code as Col. Lea seeks data.
November 9
Year passing with but one adverse law.
Academy's
future'Levinson
in balance
Major Nathan
resign.as Lester Cowan and
November 10
Code
from shelved
western until
trip. Administrator Johnson returns
L. J. Schlaifer rejoins United Artists after two years.
Allied ousts Lester F. Martin of Iowa. Nathan Yamins
denies New England unit is signed.
John Hertz tells of Paramount finance deals at meeting of creditors of Paramount Publix before Referee
Henry K. Davis.
November 13
Warners report net loss for ye'ar of $6,291,748.
November 16
Hitlerite
in disappearance
from
Americance'nsorship
newsreels results
of German
clips.
November 17
MPTOA code analysis sees all but three of organizan's 37 originalviceproposals
included in final draft.
Emil E. tiotional,
Shauer,
dies suddenly. president of Paramount InternaIndependent
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Ohio organized.
Harley L. Clarke, former head of Genera! Theatres
Equipment, tells Senate stock investigation committee of $38,285,000
equipment
companies "mark
acsuiredup"by ofG. stock
T. E. ofin theatre
1929.
November 18
code.
Administrator
Johnson is "not satisfied yet"' with
Recognition
film field. of Russia believed not to open great
Creditors' claims against Fox West Coast, bankrupt,
aggregate $3,000,000.
November 21
Report lATSE curbing local unions. Move said to
be backed by A. F. of L. to end theatre violence.
November 22
Administrator
he wants. Johnson announces code is now in form
November 23
Deputy NRA Administrator says at Milwaukee code is
creating 25,000 ne-w jobs.
November 24
William Fox, testifying before Senate committee, says
he appealed to President Hoover and Louis B.
Mayer to help him retain control of his company.
Columbia net for quarter ending in September $241,778.
November 25
Kuykendall predicts union peace as result of code.
Col. Robert W. Lea chosen to head new Code Authority organization committee.
November 27
S. Z. Poli and Louis Sagal definitely set to resume
operation of Fox New England.
November 28
President Roosevelt signs code; names Marie Dressier,
Eddie Cantor and Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell to code
authority as government appointees.

DECEMBER

December 16
Loew's
U. S. District
year. stock sale
government
movesheldto upgetbyanti-trust
angles. Court as
December 19
Rotating head sought for Code Authority as against
permanent
chairman. Publix receivership assailed by
Cost
of Paramount
attorney for creditors.
Court allows sale of Loew's stock to go on.
December 20
Rosenblatt made head of new NRA division to deal
with amusement codes.
Film delivery men form national organization as National Film Carriers, Inc.
December 21
Winfield Sheehan again in command of Fox studio.
December 22
Court
approvesTheatres
sale ofCorp.
214 Publix Enterprises houses
to Famous
Employment at 1929 level, Will H. Hays tells AMPA.
December 22f
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell announces resignation from
Cody Authority.
December 26
Harold Lloyd closes deal for release of his future
pictures by Fox.
December 27
New film advertising copy praised for cleaner tone.
Code compliance up to Rosenblatt at the start. Will
handle code matters until Code Authority functions.
December 28
Hollywood to have office under Code Authority. John
Flinn named secretary, with ofifice in New York.
December 30
Harry Thomas succeeds P. S. Harrison as president
of Federation of Motion Picture industry.
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Columbia
END OF THE TRAIL, THE: Tim McCoy— Poorest
westeTn to ever flicker in my house.— E. A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
HOLD THE PRESS: Tim McCoy, Shirley GreyOnce a cowboy,
a cowboy.
You can't
anything
else outalways
of them.
The name
McCoymake
attracted
western
fans,
but
the'
title
scared
them
The title attracted the other class of patronage,away.
but
McCoy was a cowboy to them. Consequently we lost
out all around. McCoy was mighty poor in this.
There's
you have to
run D.it, E.
put Fitton,
it on
Saturday.action.
PlayedIf De'cember
19-20.—
Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: William Janney,
Dorothy
Appleby, pictures
Rex, the
Wonder
the
best outdoor
I ever
run. Horse
Should— One
pleaseof
anyone.
Played
December
16.
—
D.
E.
Fitton,
Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage. Lyric
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: Rex the Wonder
Horse— Columbia has turned out another honey for a
western. It will please any class of people and especially those who love horse flesh — and who doesn't?
There isn'tlives
a dull
in the
seven Running
reels and time,
Rex
certainly
up moment
to advance
notices.
seven reels. Played Dec. 21. — B. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren WiHiam,
GlendathisFarrell
They indon't
better them
pictures
than
one. — 100%
everymake
way.anyPleased
all.
Story great. Acting extra good. A wonderful star
and great cast. More like this and perhaps we can
stay in business after the public finds it out. Played
Dec. 24-25.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: Warren William. Guy Kibbee
— Regular
program
very ingood.
Ned
Sparks
and Guy
Kibbe picture
pleasedthat's
me most
this one.
Don't
expect
too
much,
is
my
advice
to
all
patrons
and exhibitors. It is true many a show is oversold
by
much publicity.
Don't 95oversell
pictureDec.to
yourtoopatrons.
Running time,
minutes.anyPlayed
27-28-29.— Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre,
Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
MAN'S
A: isSpencer
"Tracy, one
Loretta
Young
— Not CASTLE,
a special, but
a good picture,
you
can run on your best days, and your patrons will go
out pleased, but will not rave about it. For this
reason, cember
it's17-18.not
De— D. anEl.outstanding
Fitton, Lyricpicture.
Theatre,Played
Harrison,
Ark. Small town patronage.
THRILL
Veryonegood
stunt
picture.HUNTER,
The only THE:
thing Buck
wrong Jones—
with this
is,
in
one scene
a plane,
crashes.
In a Jones
scene cannot
later on,handle
although
it doesso nothe'
show him in another air scene until this, he handles
a plane like an expert. Even the kids noticed it. but
they all liked it, so why worry? Good for the Saturday crowd. Running time, 57 minutes. Played Dec.
15-16.
E. Ross,
Jr.. Strand Theatre, St. George,
S. C. — ^J.
Small
town patronage.
WHAT PRICE INNOCEINCE: Willard Mack, Jean
Parker — A wonderful picture, and should be playe"d in
every theatre, school and church in the land. A story
that will do the rising generation good. Wonderful
acting by the stars. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theater, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
First National
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Bette Davis.
Lewis Stone — This is a very good picture that is full
of action and fast moving. It is a comedy with the
background in the Bureau of Missing Persons. This
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DICTLCE
ME

Chesterfield
DANCE,
GIRL,stuff.
DANCE:
Evalyn
more
back stage
Talk, talk,
talk Knapp—
and no Some
sense
to
it.
You're
headed
for
the
rocks
if
you playwithit.
Sound recording not so good. More pictures
back stage stuff and you can all close up. Oh, for
the the
goodpublic
old days
movies!time,
They'll
back
if
says ofso.silent
Running
sevenbe reels.
Playedatre,Dec.
23.—
Edmund
M.
Burke,
Fort
Plain
TheFort Plain, N. Y.
IN THE MONEY: Lois Wilson. Warren Hymer—
Play this one and you'll be "out." Let some one
else
mustRunning
think I'm
please,playif it.
you You
like fellows
this one.
time,hard
sevento
reels. Played Dec. 19. — Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain
Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
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nation serve one another with information on the box office perfornnance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1790 Broadway, New York
is the type of entertainment that will please the average theatre-goer, but a few will not like it. The acting is good and in the supporting cast are Glenda
Farrell.
and Running
Allen Jenkins.
one
day to Pat
good O'Brien
business.
time, 78Played
minutes.
Played
Dec.
15.—
J.
J.
Medford.
Orpheum
Theatre,
Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
FEMALE: Another Ruth Chatterton picture. Different from the last, but not box-office. Short and
mildly entertaining. In my opinion Chatterton not
convincing as a big show business woman. — E. A.
Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small
town and country patronage.
GOODBYE AGAIN: Warren William— Just a fair
story. No drawing power. Entertainment value was
pretty
so goodGeneseo,
and not111.so Small
bad. — town
Jack
Greene, good.
GeneseoNotTheatre,
patronage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondell, Lyle Talbott—
I certainly overlooked my hand on this, which proved
to be the most entertaining picture we have played
in a long time. It seems that my patrons were wiser
than I, for not only was our theatre crowded but they
went away enthusiastic in praise of the production.
Take a tip and give this extra advertising. It will
more than make good all you promise. Played Dec.
19.— M. R. Williams, Texon Theatre, Texon, Texas.
Small town patronage.
Fox
ARIZONA TO BROADWAY: Joan Bennett and
James Dunn — Nice little picture but did not draw.
Those who saw it enjoyed it. Running time, 67 minPlayed Dec. 20-21.Pa.— Louis
Perretta,
Crescent
Theatre,utes.Mahoningtown,
General
patronage.
AS HUSBANDS GO: Warner Baxter— Very nice
picture
withcame
a bumto title
those who
see for
it. box-office
Why, oh draw.
why, doPleased
they
have studio janitors pick the titles? Played Dec. 25. —
Joe Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre, Robinson, 111. General
patronage.
BERKELEY SQUARE: Leslie Howard, Heather
Angel — Jesse Lasky still knows how to make pictures,
but he has lost the box office touch. This picture
will do about the same business that his first one,
"Zoo in
Budapest,"
you. Played
18-19.—
R.patronage.
B. Hippie. did
Bijoufor Theatre,
Pierre,Dec.S. 17D.
General
DOCTOR
sort ofdividend.
picture
will
always BULL:
assure usWillof Rogers—
a good This
box office
Rogers seems to get more and more popular. — Jack
Greene.
patronage.Geneseo 'Theatre, Geneseo, III. Small town
LIFE Saturday
IN THE night
RAW:fansGeorge
western.in
What
want. O'Brien—
Run a Awestern
the middle of the week and what happens, fellows?
Give us
of the time,
_ old seven
"101"
bison
dayswesterns!
played in Francis
this one.FordRunning
reels.
Played
Dec.
16.
—
Edmund
M.
Burke,
Fort
Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage. Plain
MAD GAME, THE: Spencer Tracy, Claire Trevor—
Whoever
put thiswho
one has
in "B"
classification
was mad.
In fact, anyone
anything
to do with
it is
mad. "This is an excellent picture to use General
Johnson's
elimination
clause
on.
—
R.
B.
Hippie,
Bijou
Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patronage,
POWER AND THE GLORY, THE: Spencer
Tracy, Colleen
Moore
Notwithstanding
all the
favorable comment
the— reviewers
gave this,
my unpatrans found it good entertainment, chiefly due to the

excellent performance of Spencer Tracy. Average
business.
— M. R.patronage.
Williams, Texon Theatre, Texon,
Texas. General
WARRIOR'S
Elissa
NothingLostto
this
one. Just aHUSBAND:
waste of film
and Landi—
good stars.
money.
Running
time,
68
minutes.
Played
Dec. 1819. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Pa. General patronage.
Gaumont British
WALTZ TIME: Evelyn Laye, Fritz Schultz— Good
picture, but did not get the money. Played Dec. 2021-22.—
E. W.patronage.
Gould, Costello Theatre, New York, N.
Y. Family
MGM
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Madge Evans— Very good
picture, but it has a bad title. My patrons were
afraid they were going to get bit until they saw it,
then they all came out and told us that they certainly enjoyed it. The acting of Madge Evans and
Una Merkel is very good. Get them in and they will
like E.it. Ross,
RunningJr.,time,
Dec. 13-14.
J.
Stand87 minutes.
Theatre, Played
St. George,
S. C.—
Small town patronage.
BOMBSHELL: Jean Ha low. Lee Tracy— Here is
anotpicture
that's Allhardplayers
to report
on. Generally
did
go over.
excellent
in their itparts.
Too many talking at the same time was a bad feature.
Would not run it on the best days. And only one
day if possible. Not a Saturday picture. Have asked
several how they liked it. since running. Have not
found one that liked it. Just time wasted. This and
"Night Flight" prove stars must have the story, with
good direction.
Played December
21-22.—
E. F'itton,
Lyric
"Theatre, Harrison,
Ark. Small
townD. patronage.
BOMBSHELL:
Jean Harlow, Lee Tracy— Very
good. Personally I did not think so much of it. but
the patrons liked it and business was good, so why
kick? Played Dec. 18-19.— J. E. Ross, Jr., Strand
"Theatre, St. George, S. C. Small town patronage.
Jean Harlow,
Lee patrons
Tracy— will
A good
fastBOMBSHELl.:
one that is interesting
and your
like.
Will draw a few extra on account of people thinking
this will be the last picture Tracy will appear in. —
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. Theatre, Chandler.
Okla. Small town patronage.
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Frank Morgai, Jackie
Alice and
Bradyjust
— Here
is one
sweetto
picture
with Cooper,
good acting
enough
music
make ries aitplotgo and
over.story
Colorwhich
sceneis ismorebeautiful.
Also
carthan most shows
have this day and age. Running time, 80 minutes.
Played Iowa.
Dec. Neighborhood
23-24.— W. T. patronage.
Biggs, Adair Theatre,
Adair,
BROADWAY
TO HOLLYWOOD:
Alice Brady,
Frank
— Youbehind
can guarantee
one and
not
be
afraidMorgan
to stand
it. A littlethis
draggy
to start
out with, but it more than makes up for it along
toward the last. Running time, 89 minutes. Played
Dec. 17.— B. A. McConnell. Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl. Jimmy Durante
— We played this one to packed houses on Christmas
Day. Most of the patrons thought it silly. Had very
few to say that they liked it. This picture lacks_ a
lot of being up to MGM standard. Take our advice
and play it on the weakest night if you play at all.
Jack
may tobepictures.
good on Less
the radio
but the
he doesn't
mean Pearl
a thing
of him,
better.
Running
time,
seven
reels.
Played
Dec.
25-26.
— Small
^J. E.
Ross,
Jr.,
Strand
Theatre,
St.
George,
S.
C.
town patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Helen Hayes, Clark Gable, John
Barrymore. Lionel Barry more — The absurdity of
casting the significant
screen's
in minor and Just
inroles madeleading
this artists
a disappointment.
imagine Clark Gable without a line of dialogue and
Lionel Barrymore suffering from fleas or worse. This
takes the prize for bad taste. Attendance below averPlayed Dec.
M. town
R. Williams,
Theatre,age.Texon,
Texas.17-18.—
Small
patronage. Texon
PEINTHOUSE: Warner Baxter and My ma Loy-p
can't
Why never
enough.
movie.
typestop
A gangster
movie
producers
makingThat's
them?
Exhibitors
seem to protest these type of movies. Can't see why
all
can't gangster
stand bytype
F. D. Roosevelt
to do
awayproducers
with screen
and give
clean
entertainment.
Running time,stories
ten reels.
Playedus
Dec. 16.— Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre,
Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
PENTHOUSE: Warner Baxter. My ma Loy— Warner Baxter has always been good here at the boxoffice. However, the warm weather this fall made
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any of the stars a poor draw, in a coal mining town.
But MGM did a fine piece of work when they put out
this picture. It should be good in any situation.
Running time, ten reels. Played Dec. 10. — B. A.
McConnell, Emerson, Hartford. Ark. Small town
patronage.
SMILING THROUGH: Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard— Not a special! Everyone spoke well of this one
that saw it. Good cast. It shows up the results of
war. Soldiers disabled. What price glory! Has
everything that makes a movie entertaining. Played
this rather late. Good print at that. Play it and
boost
Running
reels.
De^c.Fort
2021-22.— it.
Edmund
M. time,
Burke,tenFort
PlainPlayed
Theatre,
Plain, N. Y.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
— Good story, good acting. Pleased and drew above
the average. It is a pleasure to run a show like
this one. Your patrons leave the theatre with a
smile. Running time, 85 minutes. — W. T. Biggs,
Adair Theatre, Adair, Iowa. Neighborhood patronage.
TURN BACK THE CLOCK: Lee Tracy— Lee Tracy
good in this but certainly meant nothing in the boxoffice.
on thispicture
too old_isfashioned
and
people Metro's
get the paper
idea entire
dated back.
Picture has possibilities if you can find the key to
sell it. I Minn.
didn't.—Small
E. A.town
Reynolds,
Strandpatronage.
Theatre,
Princeton,
and country
WHEN LADIES MEET: Alice Brady, Ann Harding, Myrna Loy, Robert Montgomery — A splendid
picture. Great story and an all star cast. Gave great
satisfaction to the people we got to see it. Did not
draw but gave good satisfaction to them that seen it.
Played Dec. 21-22.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
Monogram
AVEINGER,
THE:
Ralph except
Forbes,forAdrienne
This is a very good picture
the fact Ames-;that it
is a little slow. It is a straight drama with quite a
bit of action in it. The story deals with a "frame
up"
on an Nothing
innocent big
man about
and his
whenmake
he isa
set free.
this,revenge
but will
good day
program
picture tofor aonegood
day'sbusiness.
showing. Running
Played
one
(Saturday)
time, 79 minutes. Played Dec. 16.— J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
BLACK BEAUTY: Esther Ralston, Alex Kirland
— This is a fine old story put over good. Pleased all
from six to sixty years old. A clean picture and entertain g.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
SPHINX, THE: Lionel At well. Sheila Terry— This
is a good entertaining picture. Crook story but not
gruesome. Some good comedy. All liked it. Played
on a double bill with Will Rogers in "Down to
Earth." Return engagement. Saturday show and a
good
they all
said. Played
Dec. 23.—
Bert General
Silver.
Silverone,Family
Theatre,
Greenville,
Mich.
patronage.
Paramount
COLLEGE HUMOR: Bing Crosby— A good picture
from almost any angle but not outstanding at the
box-office. Played Dec. 17-19.— E. A. Reynolds.
Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Genevieve
Tobin— This is a timely and prophetic picture and
pleased liams,
our Texon
patrons.
WilTheatre,Average
Texon, business.
Texas. — M.
SmallR. town
patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen— A picture of
the wheat belt and present day era of farm strikes.
Made an effort to sell to farmers and it meant extra
business. Ideal small town picture. — E. A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
HER BODYGUARD: Wynne Gibson, Edmund
Lowe — Went back and got a pickup which proved to
be a clever show and pleased. Running time, 65
minutes. Played Dec. 16-17.— W. T. Biggs, Adair
Theatre, Adair, Iowa. Neighborhood patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Yes, they came in
from everywhere to get another look at Mae. Some
expected toGoodsee entertainment.
what they didn't
others
satisfied.
Play see,
it and
boostwereit.
Dec. 13-14.—
Played
reels.
nine
time,
Running
Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain, Fort Plam, N. Y.
General patronage.
SONG OF SONGS: Marlene Dietrich— Why this is
supposed to be a great picture is beyond me. The
only interesting thing in it was the statue of her
didn't
The boysTheatre,
good. Geneseo
was Greene,
which Jack
highness,at that.—
royal looking
mind
Geneseo, 111. Small town patronage.
Randolph Scott— As good as they
PASS: Enough
SUNSET
story to make it a good
westerns.
make
that runs it.
picture for anybody, even the one Chaise
Theatre,
E. Laughhn,
L.
25-26.—
Dec.
Played
Senecaville, Ohio. General patronage.
THIS DAY AND AGE: Charles Bickford— A fine
picture, but they forgot to put women in it and a
without women don't do. — Jack Greene,
picture
Geneseo Theatre, Geneseo, III. Small town patronage.
THREE-CORNERED MOON: Claudette Colbert,
family comedy. DithRichard Arlen-Sold this as ita just
as an average picrate
and would
cult to ture.sellAll people
do well in their parts but there is
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THREE MORE WRITE
IN THIS ISSUE
From localities as far removed from
each other as Pierre, South Dakota,
and Schoharie, N. Y., covie this
week's new reporters to "What the
Picture Did for Me."
Read the reports from the following in this issue:
R. B. Hippie, Bijoti theatre, Pierre,
S. D.; L. E. Laughlin, Chaise theatre,
Senecaville, Ohio; and E. M. Scrihner,
Firemen's Hall, Schoharie, N. Y.
lots
very average.
little .action,
can't sayStrand
that
it is ofanydialogue,
better than
— E. A.andReynolds,
Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and country
patronage.
TO THE. LAST MAN: Esther Ralston— A good
western, not just a western., but a good one. — Jack
Greene, Geneseo Theatre, Geneseo, 111. Small town
patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie
— This is a very good comedy with plenty of good
music, pretty girls and a story that should please
everyone. There are two good dance numbers in this.
Black Moonlight seemed to be the best and drew
considerable comment. The other was the "Bucking
the Wind"
and star,
that business
also was should
very good.
WithPlayed
Bing
Crosby
as the
be good.
two days to big business. Running time, 75 minutes.
Played Dec.
J. J.patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford,
N. C. 18-19.—
General
RKO
ANN VrCKERS: Irene Dunne — Another supposed
big box-office draw, but the draw was from the b.o.
instead of to it. Irene Dunne good as usual but story
uninteresting. A few women liked it but men either
walked
or fell
asleep.Robinson,
Played Dec.
— Joe
Hewitt, out
Lincoln
Theatre,
111. 21.
General
patronage.
BIG BRAIN: George Stone, Fay Wray, Phillip
Holmes— A very good program picture. Story interesting and acting fine. Gave satisfaction. Played
Dec. 16th. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
CROSS FIRE: Tom Keene— An extra good western
that will cause thenj to tell one another what a good
picture it was as they leave the theatre. — H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. Theatre, Chandler, Okla. Small
town patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot, Betty FurVeryGould,
good. Costello
Went big.
PlayedNewDec.York,
16-17-18-19.
—ness—
E. W.
Theatre,
N. Y.
Family patronage.
PROFESSIONAL SWEETHEART: Ginger Rogers,
Norman Foster, Frank McHugh — A mighty good
entertainment. A good burlesque on the radio advertising racket. Well acted and very funny. The stars
and all the cast extra good. Pleased them all. Played
Dec. 21-22.--Bert Silver. Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
RAFTER
Rogers— good
Good story
picture and wellROMANCE:
liked by all.Ginger
Good comedy,
and good at the box office. Played Dec. 22-23.— L. E.
Laughlin, Chaise Theatre, Senecaville, Ohio. General
patronage.
United Artists
BOWERY, THE: Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper,
George Raft— A great picture. The stars wonderful.

Direction fine. We did not do the business the picture
deserved to do. This generation (out in the sticks)
never heard of the Bowery, don't know where it is
All weseengota liked
Ilocated.
never have
pictureit and
that said
I gotso.the'Personally
kick out
of that I did in this one. I say it is 100% entertainment. Played Dec. 17-18.— Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
KID FROM SPAIN, THE: Eddie Cantor-A good
musicalblahand the only relief from Cantor's never ending
blah
is when the bull steals the
Picture
did business and was well sold but picture.
personally was
not over-enthusiastic. — E. A. Reynolds,
Strand
Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and country
patronage.
ROBINSON CRUSOE: Douglas FairbanksDidMR.average
business on Friday and Saturday. No
more, no less.— E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre,
Princeton, Minn. Small town and country patronage.
Universal
INVISIBLE MAN: Claude Rains-A picture from
Universal that will do a grand business anywhere. I
played it too early and ran into a severe cold snap.
It has novelty and mystery and gets away from the
Frankenstein type. Plan on bringing it back. Step
Different
as a horror
and don't Iplay
on
E. A. Reynolds.
played.—picture.
haveit ever
thanit anything
Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
KING FOR A NIGHT: Alice White, Chester Morris—Somebody should tell the producers this is the
amusement business, and that horror
is not amusing.
It isn't will
amusing
to watch
of R.business
this
picture
do either.
PlayedtheDec.kind6-7.—
B. Hippie,
Bij ou Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patronage.
KING OF THE ARENA: Ken Maynard— Fair
western. Wonderful riding by Maynard. Played Dec.
20-21 -22.-E. W. Gould. Costello Theatre, New York,
N. Y. Family patronage.
LOVE, HONOR AND OH! BABY!: Zasu Pitts,
Shm Summerville— It had to come sooner or later.
Frorn now on this pair hit the Friday and Saturday
booking, with each picture getting weaker and
weaker. This team's admirers will have to catch
them on Friday and Saturday bookings. — E. A.
Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small
town and country patronage.
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Leo Carrillo.
Mary
hopeA you
enjoy that
Carrillo
gags
as wellBrian—
as I Idid.
musical
is a and
littlehisdraggy
in spots and still has a world of entertainment sandwiched in. I added extra effort and did "Kid from
Spain"
E. A. town
Reynolds,
Strandpatronage.
Theatre,
Princeton,business.
Minn. — Small
and country
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles, Margaret Sullavan — Just fair. Only two seductions and one bastard
child in this one. The women will get 3 good cry
out of it.— H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. Theatre,
Chandler, Okla. Small town patronage.
S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque, Gibson Gowland — Very good, especially as an educational picture.
Schools
very helpful.
Played
E. W.
Gould, Costello
Theatre,
New Dec.
York,r&-'17-18-19.—
N. Y. Family
patronage.
Warner
CAPTURED: Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.
man's picture.
A war
but no trench
or —airA action.
Plot takes
placepicture
in a German
prison
camp. Plenty of wholesale killing in spots and the
only woman in the picture is in about two minutes.
A Friday-Saturday booking and not extra business.
Leslie
good.Theatre,
Paul Lukas
well cast.
E. A. Howard
Reynolds.veryStrand
Princeton,
Minn.—
Small town patronage.
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Joan Blondell, Dick
Powell — A fine production. Drew only fair patronage.
Jack Greene, Geneseo Tlieatre, Geneseo, 111. Small
town patronage.
HARD TO HANDLE: James Cagiiey— We played
this a little old — but it's good and if I could just

^

it's colossal!
it's gigantic

it 's stupendous
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sell the picture to my patrons as well as lie sold
himself,minutes.
I'd soon Played
be on Dec.
Easy 15th.—
Street.
time,
eight
B. Running
A. McConnell,
Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town patronage.
I LOVED A WOMAN: Edward G. Robinson, Kay
Francis — A very good cast in this one also. A good
pictureness forforme.bigRunning
cities buttime,
it did
not do average
80 minutes.
Played busiDec.
22-23. — Louis Perretta. Crescent Theatre, Malioningtown. Pa. General patronage.
MAYOR OF HELL. THE: James Cagnty— This
sort of picture is perhaps very good stuff for some
towns.
It flopped
here.Theatre.
No faultGeneseo,
of the 111,
picture.
Jack Greene.
Geneseo
Small—
town patronage.
SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown— Sure, we want
Joe E. Brown in more pictures. Everybody likes Joe.
They
comes entertainment
to town there'sis what
just going
to be know
a goodwhen
show.Joe Clean
your
public wants and Joe E, Brown delivers the goods
and always makes a hit at the box-office. Play it.
Running
time,Burke.
eight Fort
reels.
Dec. Fort
24-25-26.
Edmund M.
PlainPlayed
Theatre,
Plain,—
1\. Y.
Short Features
Columbia
BEACH PARTY: .Mickey Mouse— One of the best
cartoons of this year. Although it is a reissue, got
moreE. laughs
thanStrand
the average
comedy.
J.
Ross, Jr.,
Theatre, two-reel
St. George,
S. C.—
Small town patronage.
BROTHER, CAN YOU SPARE A MILLION?:
Ken Murray — This two reels is just a waste of film.
Comedies such as this one should not be released. —
Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Pa. Town and city patronage.
ROAMING THROUGH THE ROSES: Art Jarrett
— A musical novelty. Good print and a good short.
Something a little different, well worth being part of
your
time, 18 Fort
minutes.
Edmundbill.
.M. Play
Burke.it.FortRunning
Plain Theatre.
Plain,—
N. V. General patronage.
WHACK'S
MUSEUM:
Plenty
good. Mae
West has Krazy
a few Kat
words Kartoons—
and is so
hot she melts down the boy friend and sets fire to the
rest of the Emerson
joint. Running
one Ark.
reel, — B.SmallA.
McConnell.
Theatre, time,
Hartford,
town patronage.
MGM
ASLEEP IN THE FEET: Zasu Pitts and Thelma
Todd— Two working girls trying to get along. Not
as funny as you would expect. Running time 18
minutes.— Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre.
Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
BACKS TO NATURE: Thelma Todd. Patsy Kelly
— Extra good. Plenty ot action and laughs. If this
team keeps
they Lyric
have started
I'm for them
strong.
— D. up
E. asFitton.
Theatre,out.Harrison,
Ark.
Small town patronage.
BEER AND PRETZELS: Colortone Musical
Revues— Part of it okay. As a whole not so good.
Too many talking at the same time in places. This
is the first Musical Revue. If this is a sample of
what their musical revues are to be, it's too bad.
Just
One song, Ark.
one dance.
Fitton,slapstick
Lyric comedy.
Theatre, Harrison,
Small— D.townE.
patronage.
HOLLYWOOD PREMIER: Colortone Musical
Revue — Another colortone revue which is good. They
please for me. Running time, 18 minutes.— W. T.
Biggs, Adair Theatre, Adair, Iowa. Neighborhood
patronage.
NATURE IN THE RAW: Charley Chase— Chase
is back again in this comedy, but he should sing a
little at least. Running time, 17 minutes. — W. T.
Biggs, Adair Theatre, Adair, Iowa. Neighborhood
patronage.
SPITE FLIGHT: Willie Whopper— Very ordinary
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—General
H. C. Monroe,
patronage.Hollywood Theatre, Buchanan, Mich.
SHORT
PLAYING

PRODUCT
BROADWAY

Week of December 30
CRITERION
The Cure
RKO Radio
King Neptune
United Artists
MAYFAIR
Hollywood Babies
Columbia
Mickey's
Tent
Show
Columbia
Zeus
Astor
PARAMOUNT
A Roman Romeo
Paramount
Wild Elephinks
Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
The Night Before Christmas United Artists
Strange As It Seems — No. 35 Universal
Grin and Bear It
RKO Radio
Who Said the Weaker Sex? Columbia
RIVOLI
London Medley
Fox
Three Little Pigs (Spanish) United Artists
STRAND
Jack Denny and Band
Vitaphone
Not Tonight, Josephine . . Vitaphone
Sitting on a Backyard Fence . Vitaphone
cartoon.
— D. patronage.
E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town
TECHNO-CRACKED:
Fhp the Frog— A fairly
good cartoon. Tlie robot man came near ruining
Flip, but he came out okay in the end. Running
time, one reel, — £. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre,
Hartford, Ark. Small town patronage.
TWICE TWO: Laurel and Hardy— Laurel and
Hardy can make comedies and this proves to be one.
Running time. 17 minutes. — W. T. Biggs, Adair
Theatre, Adair, Iowa. Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
BLOW ME DOWN: Popeye the Sailor— Will pass.
Years
ago make
remember
"Mutt Think
and Jeff"
cartoons?
Why not
some those
of them.
it over.
Paramount. What a team. ""Mutt and JefT" ! Get busy.
Running rime, seven minutes. — Edmund M. Burke,
Fort Plain Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE (No. 3): An out of
the ordinary Hollywood. Shows Jack Pearl, Marie
Dressier and others. Excellent reel. — C. L. Niles.
Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
MARRIAGE HUMOR: Harry Langdon— Good
comedy,
D. E.patronage,
Fitton, Lyric Theatre,
Harrison, lots
Ark.of laughs.
.Small —town
MEET THE CHAMP: Walter Catlett, Eugene
Pallette— Good slapstick and hokum. — E. A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
OLD cartoon
MAN OF
THE Cab
MOUNTAINS:
Boop—at
Good
showing
Calloway andBetty
his hoys
beginning. Excellent music and song interpretations.

RKO
CENTURY OF PROGRESS: Pathe News Special
Very interesting and pleasing. Running time, twenty
minutes.— Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. Town and city patronage.
SUITS TO NUTS: Harry Sweet and Harry GribIion— These fellows are always good. Here you see
them in the court room. Then the trouble starts at
the hotel.
of these
featuring them.Let's
Play have
it. more
Running
time,comedies
18 minutes.—
Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre, Fort Plain,
N. Y. General patronage.
WALKING BACK HOME: Blond and Red Head
Series— A very good comedy taken around gas stations. Two girls break into society — then out. Play
it. Running time, 18 minutes.— Edmund M. Burke,
Fort Plain Theatre, Fort Plain, N, Y. General
patronage.
United Artists
BIRDS IN THE SPRING: Silly Symphonies— Very
good. Play it. Everyone enjoyed this one. Something different. Running time, eight minutes.—
Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre, Fort Plain,
\. y. General patronage,
MICKEY'S GOOD DEED: Mickey Mouse-Christmas cartoon. Kids like Mickey. That's why they
come.
Mickey
Saturday's
programOnebrings
the Mouse
kiddies cartoon
out to onthe your
matinee.
Running time, eight minutes.— Edmund M. Burke, Fort
Plain Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
SANTA'S
WORKSHOP:
Silly Symphonies—
These
cartoons
are good
but an exhibitor
can feed his public
up on them by booking too many. Once a week is
plenty. Running time, eight minutes.— Edmund M.
Burke, Fort Plain Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General
patronage.
THREE LITTLE PIGS: Walt Disney— The wow
short of all times. More talked about than the biggest features in the last few years. Ran a special
matinee for kids. Had them sitting two in a seat
and some had to stand. Great stuff! — Jack Greene,
Geneseo Theatre. Geneseo, El. — E. A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre. Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
Universal
GLEASON'S NEW DEAL: Jim Gleason— A good
two-reel comedy. Funny:— Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
GOOFYTONE NEWS: About the only thing goofy
about this is, I think I must have been goofy when
I contracted for this series. If anything, they are
silly, not funny. Lay them on the shelf and thank
yourself. Running time, nine minutes.— J. E. Ross.
Jr., Strand Theatre, St. George, S. C. Small town
patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
ALMA MARTYR, THE: Fred Waring and His
Pennsylvanians — A nice band number in spots.
Nothing to rave about. One of the patrons said:
"I wish
had played
lady
who hedances
saves one
the good
show.number."
Running The
time, little
one
reel.
—
B.
A.
McConnell,
Emerson
Theatre,
Hartford,
Ark. Small town patronage.
EXPLORING THE PACIFIC: Musical World
Journeys
This is and
a verysomeinteresting
show-of
ing the —customs
scenes inone-reeler,
the islands
the Pacific. The last scene showing a Hawaiian
dance will please any type of audience. Running
time, nine minutes. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
HOT FROM PETROGRAD: Dave Apollon and
Band — A very good Melody Master. Running time,
ten
minutes. -Louis
Perretta,
Crescent "Theatre,
Mahoningtown,
Pa. General
patronage.
HOTsian FROM
Melody
music and PETROGRAD:
well done. Some
likedMasters-Rusit and some
did not.
An
average
filler.
—
C.
L.
Niles,
atre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage. Niles TheHOT FROM PETROGRAD: Melody Masters— Extra
good.
Silver Family
Theatre, Greenville.
Mich. — Bert
Town Silver,
and country
patronage.
I'VE GOT TO SING A TORCH SONG: Merry
Melodies — A very good cartoon. Anyone should enjoy
seeing
this cartoon.
Running time, eight minutes. —
Louis Perretta,
General
patronage.Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Fa.
Serials
Universal
PERILS
OF were
PAULINE:
Knapp—
The afirst
three
chapters
good butEvalyn
it is now
getting
bit
draggy. Have finished five chapters and will I be
glad
numbertime,twelve
finishes— J.up?E. I'll
won't.when
Running
18 minutes.
Ross,sayJr.,I
Strand Theatre. St. George, S. C. Small town
patronage.
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by JAMES
I. PREAMBLE— LABOR
AND
EMPLOYEES IN DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION
In this second of Motion Picture
Herald's series translating the entire
motion picture code from its complex
legal phraseology into a clear and comprehensive working language for the industry, the subjects treated are: (1) The application of the compulsory labor provisions to distribution and exhibition in
the field and at home offices, and (2) The
relation of the provisions for fair competition and trade prextices to distribution
and exhibition executives and managers,
who are employees.
Distribution and exhibition are being
treated together in this series ; code provisions affecting production will be discussed
later.
The effective date of the code was December 7th, and any company or person,
firm or corporation in distribution or exhibition which has not placed into effect all
of the compulsory labor clauses which are
applicable to the particular branch in which
it is engaged, stands in violation of the code,
and, if the violation is proven to be wilful,
the violator is liable to a fine of $500 per
day for each day of such violation.
While the labor provisions of the motion
picture code in their application both to distribution and exhibition contain many specific
requirements with which the employer must
abide, the basic pi-ovisions are as follows :

(a) The compliance by all employers indistribution and exhibition
with the maximum hours of labor,
minimum rates of pay and other conditions of employment which are
enumerated in the code for the various classes of labor and employees.
Requirements for maximum working hours are not applicable to the
so-called executive classes of employees, which includes managerial,
executive, advisory or persons with
duties of sole responsibility, or to
"white collar" groups receiving $35
collar"
more. s "White
per weekor orexecutive
less
receiving
workers
than $35 per week are bound under
the provisions of the maximum working hours stipulated in the code.
(b) The right of any and all employees to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of
their own choosing, without any interference whatsoever from any company, employer or company union.
(c) That no employee, or person
seeking employment, be compelled
by any employer to join any company union, or to refrain from join-
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The term "labor" as used in and for
the labor provisions of the motion picture code refers to those classes of
employees who are NOT of the managerial, executive, advisory or other
so-called "white collar" groups receiving $3 5 per week or more.
With regards the minim^tim wage
scales and the maximum ivorking
hours provided for in the motion picture code, employers in the industry
must hear in mind the purpose of the
National Industrial Recovery Act,
which is intended to encourage recovery by reducing and relieving unemployment, and therefore, employers
shall not interpret the code's claiises
for minimmn wages and maximum
hours to mean that they shall reduce
wages allowed, nor to increase working hours to conform with maxim uui
working hours allowed.

Ing, organizing or assisting any labor
organization of his own choosing, as
a requirement for employment in such
company.
(d) That labor classes shall have a
vote on the governing Code Authority when any question affecting
such class Is to be considered by the
Code Authority. Such vote shall be
by a single representative selected by
such class of employees Involved in
the question.
(e) The creation of arbitration procedure for adjusting disputes between exhibitor employers and employees.
In
distribution, no person under sixteen
years of age shall be employed; minimum
wages shall be $14 to $15 per xi/eek depending on the city; and maximum hours
shall be forty weekly. However, branch
managers of exchanges, or home office executives, or any others engaged in managerial, or executive capacity, or who are in
a position of sole responsibility, or other
"white collar" classes receiving $3 5 or more
weekly, are NOT affected by maximum
hour requirements. Nor are employees on
emergency or maintenance -work affected.
In exhibition, various wage scales are stipulated, according to the class of labor, and the
maximum working week is set at forty hours,
but the maximum working hours do NOT
affect theatre managers or home office executives or any others engaged in managerial, executive or advisory capacities or other "white
collar" classes receiving $35 or more weekly.
Among those whose wages and maximum
working hours are specifically established in the

code's compulsory exhibition labor provisions
are :
Attendants in
Oilers
Painters
Theatres
Billposters
Porters
Carpenters
Projectionists
The.\trical Stage
Cleaners
Doormen
Employees
Electrical Workers
Theatrical
WardElectricians
robe Attendants
Engineers
Ticket Sellers
Ticket Takers
Firemen
Matrons
Ushers
Office
Help (LowPaid Classes)
Watchmen
Also, other skilled theatre attendants or theatre mechanics or theatre artisans, except musicians, who shall have their minimum wages
and maximum working hours established as
heretofore by "prevailing labor agreements,
understandings or practices."
parts of to
the exhibition
code's laboralso
provisions
areTheapplicable
contain which
some
rather stringent rules and regulations governing the hours, wages and conditions of employment for stage players, both principals and
choruses of traveling or permanent show units,
and who perform at motion picture theatres in
any kind of act, stage show, vaudeville, presentation show, or the like.
The motion picture code, like all others
written under the NRA, Is an employers'
document. In which the employers and the
Industry are pledged to create fair competition and establish maximum hours of
labor and minimum wages, and to which
provisions the employers and the Industry
are legally bound, and all of the so-called
"burdens" of the labor and trade practice
provisions are placed on the shoulders of
the employers, and labor as a class has no
responsibilities.
However, the type of executive employee belonging to the managerial, executive, advisory
classifications, have a very definite responsibility
under the code. They probably are not affected
themselves by the wage or hour requirements,
but such
responsibilities
in connection with executives'
fair competition
clauses appear
to be
legally
clear.
The employee
manager of a motion picture
theatre must abide by the fair competition and
trade practice provisions in all of his relations
with an exchange and with another theatre,
.^nd the exchange manager must do likewise in
his relations with the theatre.
The skilled and unskilled workers in the socalled labor classes have no such responsibilities.
There can be no doubt as to the responsibilities of the exchange manager or distribution
executive, or theatre manager or theatre executive, because the code itself defines a distributor as including, without limitation, all persons,
partnerships, associations and corporations who
shall engage or contract to engage in the distribution of motion pictures. The code then
defines an exhibitor as including, without limitation, all persons, partnerships, associations and
corporations who shall engage or contract to
engage
ownershipof or
operation
of theatres forinthetheexhibition
motion
pictures.
If the exchange manager or distribution
executive, or if the theatre manager or exhibition executive, does not abide bv the fair
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competition and trade practice provisions,
and such person is found to have wilfully
violated such provisions, he would be liable
to a fine of $500 per day for each day's violation. He would probably be made a codefendant with the employing distribution
or exhibition company, but he could be
made a defendant individually.
The code, then, draws a fine line between
two groups of employees :
(1) The so-called executive class of
manager, executive, advisory or other
white collar worker receiving $35 per
week or more, and whose hours and
wages are not regulated by the code, but
who must conform with the fair competition and trade practice provisions of the
code ; and
(2) The skilled or unskilled labor
classes, engaged principally in exhibition,
whose wages and hours are stipulated in
the code, and who have no responsibilities
under the code.
Although the employees of the managerialexecutive-advisory groups are bound to the fair
competition and trade practice provisions, they
do not actually sign the acceptance blank. Nor
do employees of the unskilled or skilled, union
or non-union labor class. In some cases, large
unions in the theatre field have signed the code
as associations, but the NRA does not ask any
employee or any employee group to sign the
code, it being, basically, an employers' document.

mpt"
To "Atte
ed rate
Pledg
To
Arbit
Disputes
Those distribution labor provisions, which apply primarily to employees receiving less than
must be adhered to by each ex$35 weekly,
change in the field, not only by branches of the
major national distributors, but to all independent or state right exchanges as well, and,
also,
to
all
home offices
and to all
other firms, distributors'
company, persons,
or corporations
engaged in the distribution of motion pictures.
The labor provisions for exhibition, too, are
applicable not only to actual theatre operations
in the field, but also to home offices of circuit
and independent theatre companies and to any
person, firm, company or corporation directly
in the ownership or operation of moengaged
tion picture theatres.
Because the labor provisions of the code
are virtually all requirements to be met by
the employers, obviously there can be no
opportunity for violation of the code by
labor or employees v/ho, as previously
stated, have no responsibility or commitment under the code. However, there Is
one clause In which a specific requirement
Is made of labor, and that pledges both
employers and employees In exhibition to
attempt to arbitrate disputes. The word
"attempt," however, makes the clause all
too general to be certain In Its effectiveness.
The labor provisions of the code specifically
outline the procedure for the arbitration of disputes with labor in exhibition, but it does not
provide for arbitration of disputes between employees and employers in distribution, and this
because ^ere are no indeterminate hours and
wage scales in the distribution part of the code,
as there are in the exhibition section. In distribution, hours and wages for those below the
$35 a week class are definitely established, and
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A CONCENTRATED
TRANSLATION
The translation of the motion picture code by Motion Picture
Her.^vld from the legal phraseology
into a working language, is being done
in such a manner that all related subjects, regardless of their position in the
official draft, will be treated together.
To effect a practicable concentration of all related subjects, all angles
in the code pertaining to such subjects {for example: administration,
labor, trade practices, contracts, and
the like) , will be treated together.
either a distributor conforms with the schedule or he is violating the code.
When an e-xhibitor violates the labor provisions of the exhibition code with lower wages
and more hours than are specified, or when he
violates any other condition of employment
specifically mentioned in the code, the labor
class so offended may file a complaint either
with labor
the Code
with labor
the NRA's
local
board,Authority,
or with theor NRA
board
at Washington. In any case, the complaint will
probably be referred eventually to the NRA
local labor board nearest the scene of the dispute, and such local labor board will try to
adjust the argument by arbitration.
Until arbitration of the question is concluded,
both labor and the exhibitor agree not to strike
or efi^ect a lockout.
The code specifically limits the arbitration of disputes to hours and wages. In
cases of other violations by exhibitors of
conditions of employment, the NRA labor
board will seek to adjust the cause of the
complaint.
Where the exhibitor has abided by the labor
provisions of the code, and a dispute with theatre labor arises, the matter is then outside the
jurisdiction of the code and would be a personal conflict between the exhibitor and the
labor class.
The labor provisions of the code are not applicable to persons or companies, employees or
labor engaged in the fields of non-theatrical or
16 mm. motion pictures, or in television, where
such non-theatrical, 16 mm. or television companies are not operating in competition to a
regular motion picture theatre.
2. DEFINITIONS

OF

LABOR.

TERMS. DISTRIBUTION.
HIBITION

EX-

Oil page 24 of the December 21>rd issue
of Motion Picture Herald, in the first article
on the code translation, appeared definitions
of all technical terms which are used in the
various distribution and exhibition sections
of the code. Following are the definitions
of the technical terms which are specifically
mentioned in the labor provisions of the
code, and with w'hich all those interested
should be familiar:
1. "MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY" shall be
deemed to include, without limitation, the pro-
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duction, distribution, or exhibition of motion
pictures and all activities normally related
thereto, except as specifically excepted from
the operation of the code, as in the cases of
non-competitive non-theatrical and 16 mm. films,
television, and the like.
2. "DISTRIBUTOR" shall be deemed to include,
without limitation, all persons, partnerships, exchanges of national distributors and state righters, associations and corporations and companies which shall engage, or contract to engage in the distribution of motion pictures.
3. "EXHIBITOR" shall include, without limitation, all persons, partnerships, theatres and theatre circuits, associations, companies and corporations engaged in the ownership or operation
of motion picture theatres.
4. "EMPLOYEE" as used in the code shall be
deemed to refer to and include every person
employed by any distributor or exchange, exhibitor or theatre. However, in making the
working hour provisions applicable to distribution and exhibition, the code specifically says
that the maximum hours of labor which are
provided shall not apply to the so-called executive class, which incbjdes exchange managers
and home office executives, theatre and circuit
executives, or any other person engaged in any
executive or advisory capacity, or any other
capacity of distinction or sole responsibility
("white collar" workers) making $35 or more
per week. A $36-a-week clerk then probably
is of the so-called "executive" class for purposes of the code's labor provisions.
5. "LABOR" applies virtually to all skilled
and unskilled union or non-union workers in
theatres, or to distribution employees making
less than |35 per week.
6. "ADMINISTRATOR" as used in the code
shall be deemed to mean the National Recovery
Administrator (General Hugh S. Johnson).
7. "EFFECTIVE DATE," from and after which
all must abide by the labor and other provisions
of the code, was December 7th.
8. "POPULATION," for the purposes stipulated in the code as the basis for determining
certain wage scales and working hours for
theatre employees, shall be determined by reference to the 1930 federal census.
3. EMPLOYEES. LABOR AND
THE TRADE PRACTICES
Those classes of skilled or unskilled, unionized or unorganized labor — principally engaged
in exhibition — to which the code's maximum
hours and minimum wage scales are applicable,
and which do not belong to any of the managerial-executive-advisory clas es of employees,
have absolutely no responsibilities under any
of the clauses or provisions of fair competition
and trade practices in the code.
However, the executive type of employees of
the managerial-executive-advisory classes engaged, both in distribution and exhibition, and
principally involving exchange managers and
distribution executives, and theatre managers
and circuit executives, are bound under the
clauses of fair competition and trade practices
in the code. And, if they are personally held
to be in wilful violation of any such clauses
of fair competition and trade practices, they
are liable to a fine of $500 per day for each
day of the violation.
The exchange manager, in his relations with
a theatre owner, must abide by all of the fair
competition and trade practice clauses to which
his employer is bound. Likewise, a theatre
manager, in his relations with the exchange,
and with competitive theatres, must abide by
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all of the fair competition and trade practice
clauses to which his employer is bound.
All of the trade practice clauses and
provisions for fair competition between
distributors and exhibitors, and among distributors themselves, and among competing exhibitors, will be discussed in the third
article in this series translating the motion
picture code from the legal phraseology
into a working language of the industry.
Some of the clauses in the trade practice and
fair competition sections of the code specifically
mention exchange or theatre employees in connection with their conduct with one another.
Obviously, when a distributor employer
or an exhibitor employer violates the provisions oftrade practices or fair competition, and such employer's manager or executive employee has no control over the
violation by the employer, the manager or
executive employee is in no wise involved,
and, therefore, he is not liable to any penalties which may be levied if the violation is
found to be wilful.
To illustrate the exchange manager's responsibilitiesNo
:
salesmen or exchange manager shall wilfully require an exhibitor to take
more short subjects when negotiating a feature contract than are required by the provisions of the code. Too, the exchange manager may be held liable if he is personally and
wilfully responsible for violating that provision which compels each distributor to abide
by the regulations promulgated by the Code
Authority for the prevention of fire in the exchange. These two cases are but typical of a
score of other clauses which involve the distributor and his manager in the field.
In exhibition, besides conducting his relations with the exchange according to the trade
practice provisions of the code, and conducting his relations with competiting exhibitors according to fair competition clauses of the code,
the theatre manager may be held liable, for instance, ifhe personally and wilfully violates any
ban which may be placed on rebates locally.
This, likewise, is typical of a score of other
clauses which involve the theatre manager.
Exchange managers and distribution executives in the field, representing both major and
independent or state right distributors, and
theatre managers and circuit executives in the
field, are urged to study the trade practice provisions and the provisions of fair _ competition
mentioned, will be transwhich,lated inasthepreviously
next and third article of this series.
4. THE CODE AUTHORITY
AND LABOR
Because the Code Authority is Intended
as the general administrative agency of
the code to effect compliance of the industry with the code, and to interpret the
motion picture code law, relations between
distributors and exhibitors with their employees may come under the scrutiny of
the Code Authority.
Its judicial duties are like those of a supreme
court of appeals for all code matters, and,
therefore, labor or exhibitors may appeal to
the Code Authority from any decision made
by a labor arbitrafion board in any dispute
between the labor classes and exhibitors.
The Code Authority shall turn over to the
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Article

DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION— LABOR AND EMPLOYEES
(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Labor and
Employee Provisions to Distribution and Exhibition.
(2) DEFINITIONS of the Technical Terms Used in the Labor and Employee Provisions of the Distribution and Exhibition Sections of the Code.
(3) RELATION OF LABOR AND EMPLOYEES IN DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION TO THE PROVISIONS OF FAIR COMPETITION.
(4) THE CODE AUTHORITY and Its Relation to Labor and Employees In Distribution and Exhibition.
(5) GENERAL PROVISIONS Pertaining to Labor and Employees in Distribution
and Exhibition.
(6) WAGE SCALES AND WORKING HOURS FOR DISTRIBUTION AND
EXHIBITION.
A— DISTRIBUTION
(I) General. (2) Hours of Employment. (3) Minimum Wage Scales. (4)
Administration.
B— EXHIBITION
Theatre Employees Other Than Actors
(I) General. (2) Hours of Employment. (3) Minimum Wage Scales. (4)
Administration.
C— ARBITRATION FOR EXHIBITION LABOR
(1) Purposes. (2) Personnel of Boards. (3) General.
D— LABOR PROVISIONS FOR THEATRE ACTORS
Actor Employees in Vaudeville and Presentation Motion Picture Theatres
(I) General. (2) Hours of Employment. (3) Minimum Wage Scales. (4) Auditions.
(5) Rehearsals. (6) Transportation of Chorus.
(7) Wardrobe.
(8) Administration.
Trade practices, contractual relations, clearance and zoning and general and
miscellaneous provisions of the code which are applicable to distribution and
exhibition will appear in the third translation article in a subsequent Issue.
The application of the code to production will be discussed in later Issues.

NRA Labor Board, or to the NRA Compliance
Board, any violations by employers of the labor
provisions, and the NRA boards may ef¥ect
adjustment on their own, or call for arbitration, or prosecute the violators when such
violators refuse to cease and desist violating
the labor provisions.
The Code Authority, not having any
"police" powers, must place labor violations
in the hands of the NRA boards for adjustment or prosecution.
However, the Code Authority may decide on
important questions concerning the relations
between labor and employers, and, for this purpose, the code decrees that, as and when any
question directly or indirectly affecting any
class of employees is to be considered by the
Code Authority, one representative of such employee class, selected by the Administrator
from nominations made by such class in such
manner as may be prescribed by the Administrator, shall sit with and become for such
purposes a member of the Code Authority with
a right to vote. The membership on the Code
Authority of such representative of such class
of employees shall terminate automatically upon
the settlement of the question by the Code
Authority.
. The Code Authority may suggest changes in
any part of the code, including labor provisions,
and, after a hearing, the Administrator may
recommend that these changes be made, and, if
approved by the President, such changes may
be so ordered.
other employees inBasically, labor and allcome
in contact with
volved in the code may

the Code Authority in view of the broad, general basic purposes of the Code Authority,
which are to administer the code and its provisions, effect compliance of all branches, investigate violations and alleged violations of
any nature, and, after notice and hearing,
prescribe additional rules governing the conduct of distributors and e.xhibitors with their
employees.
The full significance of the Code Authority,
its relation to the code and to the industry,
and its purposes, personnel, procedure, jurisdiction, duties and other information pertaining to it, were discussed in Motion Picture
Herald, on December 23, pages 24 to 26.
5. LABOR AND EMPLOYEES.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
While the many and various requirements
for labor are outlined in the code in great detail, the basic relations between employers and
employees are told in three short paragraphs
in section one, "Article III — General Provisions," as follows :
(1) Employers
comply minimum
with the
maximum
hours shall
of labor,
rates of pay, and other conditions of
employment, approved or prescribed
by the President in the code.
(2) All employees shall have the
right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their
own choosing, and they shall be free
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from any interference whatsoever, or
any restraint, or coercion of employers of labor, or employers' agents, in
the designation of such representatives, and shall be free from any interference, restraint or coercion of
employers, or employers' agents in
other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining, or for
purposes of other mutual aid or protection.
(3) No employee, and no one seeking employment, shall be required as
a condition of employment, to join
any company union or to refrain from
joining, organizing, or assisting any
labor organization of their ov»'n choosing.
The labor provisions of the code do not
apply to persons or firms engaged in nontheatrical or 16mm. motion pictures or to
those engaged in television, where these businesses are not in direct competition with motion picture theatres : and, where they are in
direct competition with regular motion picture
theatres, then, the labor provisions are applicable to such non-theatrical, 16mm. or television companies.
6-A. LABOR PROVISIONS
FOR DISTRIBUTION

(1) QENERAL
The maximum hours of employment and
minimum wages stipulated in the distribution
part of the code does not apply to the socalled executive employees at exchanges or
distribution companies who are engaged in a
managerial or executive capacity, or in any
other capacity of sole responsibility, or in any
capacity of distinction who receive $35 per week,
or more. A clerk in a home office or in an exchange making $35 per week, or more, is conin this "executive" class for purposes sidered
of theto be code.
Nor do the ma.ximum hours of employment
and minimum wages stipulated in the distribution part of the code apply to any outside
salesmen, nor to employees on emergency,
maintenance, repair, or service work. Nor do
they apply to professional persons employed
in their profession, such as traveling auditors
who inspect the books of exchanges regularly
on home office assignment.
All other workers are subject to the maximum hours of employment and minimum wage
scales prescribed in the code, as outlined in
sections two and three below.
No person under 16 years of age shall be
employed in any exchange or distribution company, except where the state law provides a
higher minimum age, which higher minimum
age shall prevail.
(2) HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT
No employee in any exchange or engaged in
any distribution company shall work more
than forty (40) hours in any one week, except
those classes of employees mentioned in the
paragraphs above.
(3) MINIMUM
WAQE
SCALE
No employee shall be paid :
(a) Less than fifteen dollars ($15) per
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week in any exchange or distribution
company located in any city over 500,000
population or in the immediate trade
area of such city. Distribution companies
or exchanges located in the following
cities must abide by this provision of a
$15 minimum wage:
Baltimore
Milwaukee
New York
Boston
BUFF.^LO
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Chic.'^.go
St. Louis
Clevel.'^nd
Detroit
San Francisco
Washington
Los Angeles
(b) Less than fourteen dollars and
fifty cents ($14.50) per week in any
exchange or distribution companv located
in any city between 250.000 and 500,000
population or in the immediate trade
area of such city. Distribution companies
and exchanges located in the following
cities must abide by this provision of a
$14.50 minimum wage :
Atlanta
Kansas City (Mo.)
Louisville
Birmingham
Cincinnati
Memphis
Columbus
Minneapolis
Dallas
New Orleans
Portland (Ore.)
Denver
Indianapolis
Seattle
(c) Less than fourteen dollars ($14)
per week in any exchange or distribution
company located in any city or place up
to 250,000 population or in the immediate
trade area of such city. Distribution
companies and exchanges located in the
following cities must abide by this provision of a |14 minimum wage :
.\lbany
New Haven
Butte
Oklahoma City
Charleston
Omah.\
Charlotte
Portland (Me.)
Des Moines
Salt Lake
Jacksonville San Antonio
Little Rock
Sioux Falls
Tampa
The cities selected for the classifications
above are based on actual records of cities
and places where distribution companies and
exchanges are known to be located, as compiled by Motion Picture Almanac.
As specifically provided for in the code,
populations were based on the federal census
of 1930. Information on other cities and
places
census. may be had in the official 1930 federal
Some of the cities and places in the listings
above only have film "shipping centers," but
the employees of these sub-branches, are to be
given the same minimum wages, too.
Although not specifically mentioned in
the code, the Administration is vigorously
opposed to the lowering of wages to conform to the minimum allowed under the
code.

(4) ADMINISTRATION
The code does not provide for the arbitration
of disputes between employees and employers
in distribution, and this because there are no
indeterminate hours and wage scales in the
distribution part of the labor provisions. In
distribution, hours and wages for those engaged in capacities below the $35 a week class,
are definitely established, and either a distributor or exchange conforms with the schedule of hours and wages, or he is in violation
of the code.
However, the code does give all classes of
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employees in all branches of the industry the
right to bring a question for settlement before
the Code Authority, and such class of employees, including any class in distribution,
may have a representative on the Code Authority, such representative to have a right to
vote on the question. Upon determining the
question,
representative
of the employees'
class
shallthewithdraw
from membership
on the
Code Authority, his membership lasting only
during settlement of the question.
Violations by distributors or exchanges of
the wage and working hour stipulations may
be investigated by the Code Authority and
referred to the NRA compliance board or the
NRA labor board.
Distribution employees of the executive
or managerial classes will come in contact with the Code Authority, the Local
Grievance Board, Local Clearance and
Zoning Board and Local Contract Arbitration Board when any disputes arise either
among distributors or among exchanges,
and/or with theatres and exhibitors, such
disputes pertaining to the provisions in the
code for fair competition and trade practices.
Distribution executives and exchange managers should familiarize themselves with the
workings of the Code Authority and the local
Grievance, Clearance and Zoning and Contract
Arbitration Boards. Beginning on page 24
of the December 23rd issue of Motion Picture
Herald, in the first article of this series of
code translation, appeared an analysis of each
of these boards, including their purposes, personnel, procedure, jurisdiction and duties.
6-B. LABOR
FOR
THEATRE
ACTORS

PROVISIONS

EXHIBITION
EMPLOYEES

OTHER

THAN

The QE
maximum
L of employment stipulated
NERAhours
(1)
for
the various classes of theatre labor do not
apply to the so-called executive employees at
theatres, or theatre offices, who are engaged in
a managerial or advisory capacity, or to any
other of the "white collar" classes receiving $35
per week or more, or to employees engaged in
the performance of emergency duties. The
code's provisions for a 40-hour week do apply
to
executives
or $35
"white
receive
less than
per collar"
week. employees who
All other employees are subject to the specific
schedules of hours and wages which are stipulated in the code, and which are outlined in
subsequent
"Labor" classes
whose
wagesparagraphs
and hoursbelow.
are specifically
regulated by the code include :
Attendants in
Oilers
Theatres
Painters
Porters
Billposters
Projectionists
Carpenters
Theatrical Stage
Cleaners
Employees
Doormen
Electrical Workers
Theatrical
Wardrobe Attendants
Electricians
Ticket Sellers
Engineers
Ticket Takers
LTSHEES
Firemen
Matrons
Watchmen
Office Help (Certain
low paid classes)
Also other skilled theatre mechanics or thea-
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tre artisans, except musicians, who are not
provided for in the code in this respect.
By reason of the professional character of
their employment, the minimum wage and
maximum hours of employment for musicians
shall be established as heretofore by prevailing
labor agreements, understandings or practices.
No person under 16 years of age shall be
employed in any theatre (except as an actor),
provided, however, that where a state law
provides a higher minimum age, no person
below the higher minimum age specified by
t-hat state law shall be employed in that state.
The code specifically requires all employees and employers in exhibition io attempt to arbitrate all disputes. But, the
word "attempt" makes the clause somewhat uncertain, except in the arbitration
of disputes between the skilled labor classes,
such as projectionists, stage hands, electricians, and the like, and the arbitration
of schedules of hours and wages with
these skilled classes is specifically provided
for in the code, and is detailed in subsequent paragraphs below.

(2) HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT
No employee in any theatre or theatre company shall work more than forty (40) hours
in any one week, except those classes of employees mentioned in the executive or managerial groups making $35 per week, or more.
(3) MINIMUM
SCALE

PICTU

WAQE

Although not specifically mentioned in
the code, the Administration is vigorously
opposed to the lowering of wages to conform to the minimum allowed under tlie
code.
In cities and places having a population of
less than 15,000, all employees regularly employed in theatres as attendants, cleaners, doormen, matrons, office help, porters, ticket sellers,
ticket takers, ushers and watchmen, shall receive as their minimum weekly wage not less
than a twenty per cent (20%) increase over
the wage which was being paid to them as
of August 1, 1933. provided, however, that this
20 per cent increase over August 1 wages does
not require for these employees a wage in
excess of twenty-five (25) cents an hour.
This clause means, then, that all attendants,
cleaners, doormen, matrons, office help, porters,
ticket sellers ticket takers, ushers and watchmen employed in theatres in places and cities
of less than 15,000 shall not be paid less than
$10 per week for the specified week excent
where a 20% increase over the weekly wage as
paid on August 1, 1933, amounts to less than
$10 per week.
In cities and places having a population of
more thanployees15,000
less thanin 500,000,
regularlyand"
employed
theatres allas emattendants, cleaners, doormen, matrons, office
help, porters, ticket sellers, ticket takers and
watchmen (ushers are excluded in this group)
shall receive not less than 30 cents per hour,
which equals a minimum weekly wage of $12
for the maximum of forty hours per week they
are permitted to work.
In cities and places having a population of
more than SvJO,000, all employees regularly employed as attendants, cleaners, doormen, matrons, office help, porters, ticket sellers, ticket
takers and watchmen (ushers are also ex-
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CODE AUTHORITY
AND THE NRA
The motion picture industry's Code
Authority is the administrative and
interpretative governing board of the
code in the industry, and, in addition,
is charged with effecting compliance
of all those in the industry with the
code's provisions.
It has no police powers, but shall
report wilful code violations to the
NRA Compliance Boards, and these
Compliance Boards will then attempt
to end the violations, and, in case
they are imsuccessful in this connection, the Compliance Boards have the
pau'er to bring the matter to the
courts for settlement.
eluded in this group) shall receive not less
than 35 cents per hour, which equals a minimum weekly wage of $14 for the maximum of
forty hours per week they are permitted to
work.
With respect to employees regularly employed as ushers, in cities and places having a
population of more than 15,000, such ushers
shall receive not less than 25 cents an hour,
which equals a minimum weekly wage of $10
for the specified 40-hour week.
All billposters, carpenters, electrical workers,
electricians, engineers, firemen, oilers, painters,
projectionists, theatrical stage employees, theatrical wardrobe attendants, or other skilled
mechanics and artisans who are directly and
regularly employed in any theatre, shall receive not less than the minimum wage and
work no longer than the maximum number of
hours per week which were in force as of
August 23, 1933 as the minimum wage and
maximum working hours of organizations of
any similar employees affiliated with unions of
the American Federation of Labor. Such
scales of wages and hours of the American
Federation of Labor unions upon which the
code's requirements are to be based are for
the same kind of employees even though such
employees are not members of such A.F.L.
union, or members of a union not affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor. And, the
scales and wages upon which the code's requirements are to be based must be in accordance
with the which
American
union
scales and hours
existFederation's
for a particular
class of theatre or theatres in a particular location in a particular community.
Even though the code says that the
maximum working hours of the American
Federation's unions must be used as the
compulsory number of maximum hours under the code, it does not mean that the
maximum hours may exceed forty per week.
The forty-hour maximum holds for all labor
in exhibition, regardless. If the "prevailing scale of hours" is, however determined
to be less than forty, then in such cases
the maximum would be less than forty
hours. In other words, where the "prevailing scale of hours" is thirty-six hours per
week, then the maximum would be thirtysix hours per week.
With respect to the various classes of theatre

EXHIBITION

labor mentioned in this section, the code specifically states that the wage scales shall apply to
those who are "regularly" employed by theatres.
It would appear, then, that the specified wage
scales are not applicable to casual workers serving as temporary substitutes for a few days, and
to those working only occasionally, or not
regularly.
In the event that no prevailing scale of
wages and maximum number of hours existed
on August 23, 1933, in a community or location
with respect to any of the skilled labor classes,
such as carpenters, electrical workers, projectionists, and the like, then such dispute shall be
determined by arbitration. Or, if any dispute
should arise as to what was the minimum scale
of wages or maximum hours on August 23,
1933 with respect to any of the skilled theatre
workers, then such dispute shall also be determined by arbitration. The procedure for arbitrating these disputes between skilled theatre
workers and exhibitors is provided for in the
code, and is discussed in subsequent paragraphs
below.
Meanwhile, pending the determination of
such dispute, the scale of wages being paid by
the theatre or theatres, and the maximum number of hours then in force — if not more than
40 hours, which is the maximum — shall not be
changed so as to decrease wages or increase
hours.
And, pending the determination of any such
disputes, the skilled theatre employees are
pledged by the code not to strike, and the exhibitors are pledged not to lock out such emNor, in any event shall the duties of skilled
ployees.
employees,
such as carpenters, electricians, projectionists, and the like, directly and regularly
employed by the exhibitors as of August 23,
1933, be increased so as to decrease the number
of such employees employed in any theatre or
theatres
consent. in any community, except by mutual
All employees not specifically mentioned
in the code shall be paid not less thai
forty cents per hour, or $16 weekly as a
minimum wage. This applies to any and ail
employees in theatres receiving less than
$35 per week, and who are NOT mentioned in the following classifications:
Attendants in
Porters
Theatres
Projectionists
Billposters Oilers
Carpenters
Painters
Cleaners
Theatrical Stage
Doormen
Employees
Electrical Workers
Theatrical WardElectricians ROBE Attendants
Engineers
Ticket Sellers
Firemen
Ticket Takers
Matrons
Ushers
Office Help (Certain Watchmen
'
low-paid classes)
(4) ADMINISTRATION
When an exhibitor violates any of the labor
provisions of the code, by paying less wages,
or effecting a longer working week than forty
hours, or when he violates any other condition
of employment specifically mentioned in the
code, the labor class so offended may file a
complaint either with the Code Authority, or
with the NRA's local labor board, or with
the NRA labor board at Washington. In any
case, the complaint will probably be referred
eventually to the NRA local labor board nearest the locality of the dispute, and such local
labor board will try to adjust the argument
by arbitration.
The code specifically provides that settling of
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disputes between the skilled labor classes and
exhibitors, over wages and hours, shall be
attempted immediately by direct arbitration between both parties. And, it also provides for
arbitration when both parties fail to arrive at
what was the prevailing scale of wages and
hours as of August 23, 1933, or for arbitration
when no such prevailing scale exists. Details
of the construction of these local labor boards
follows :
6-C

ARBITRATION FOR
EXHIBITION LABOR

A. PURPOSES
1. To establish a prevailing scale of wages
and maximum number of hours, where no scales
or number of hours are specified, for skilled
labor directly and regularly employed by exhibitors, including: projectionists, billposters,
carpenters, electrical workers, engineers, firemen, oilers, painters, theatrical stage employees, theatrical wardrobe attendants and the
like.
2. To settle disputes between exhibitors and
any one or all of the classes of skilled labor
mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, regarding a minimum scale of wages and maximum
number of hours of labor.
B. PERSONNEL OF BOARDS
In questions arising with an organization of
any so-called skilled mechanics or artisans as
mentioned above and which is affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor, then the
personnel of such local Labor Arbitration
Board is to consist of a representative appointed
by the national president of such affiliated
union, together with a representative appointed
by the exhibitors, and in case of a deadlock,
both are mutually to appoint a third person,
or if they cannot mutually agree on a third
person, then the Administrator shall designate
such third person.
In questions arising with unorganized skilled
employees, or with an organization of such
skilled employees which is not affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor, then the
board shall consist of a representative of such
unorganized employees, or, as the case may be.
a representative appointed by the president of
such unaffiliated union organization or both, together with a representative appointed by the
national president of a similar organization
affiliated with the .A,merican Federation of
Labor, provided, however, that members of
such AFL affiliated union are regularly employed in said community by other exhibitors.
Also, the exhibitor, or exhibitors shall appoint
a representative, and if the various parties cannot agree they shall mutually designate an impartial person to determine the issue, or, if
the\- cannot agree to the designation of an impartial person, such person shall be appointed
by the Administrator.
C. GENERAL
With respect to all other disputes arising between employees and employers in exhibition,
the parties pledge themselves in the code to attempt to arbitrate all such disputes, for which
purpose a general arbitration system is provided elsewhere in the code. Such general
arbitration procedure was explained in the first
translation article in Motion Picture Herald
on December 23, page 38.
Labor Arbitration Boards will have no headquarters, being appointed locally by employees
and exhibitors as the necessity arises, and only
to arbitrate such dispute for which they were
appointed.
Meanwhile, pending the determination of any
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ARBITRATION

HIGHLIGHTS OF
FIRST ARTICLE
Some of the highlights of the first
article on the translation of the motion picture code from the complex
legal phraseology into a working language ofthe industry, and ivhich appeared in Motion Picture Herald
on December 23, follow.
Violation of any code clause is a violation of the law and is liable to a fine of
$500 forbeing
each a day
of violation,
offense
separate
violation.each day's
"Policing"
and
prosecution
powers are
in the hands of the NRA.
The fact that a person or firm signed the
President's blanket re-employment code of
last year does not remove the necessity for
signing the new film code, which supersedes the Presidential reemployment code.
Acceptance blanks were to be signed on
or before January I I to entitle a person
or firm to protection against unfair competition under the code's provisions.
The code is binding on all in the industry,
whether they sign or not.
The signature of one distributor or one
circuit is sufficient for all branch exchanges
of such distributor, or all theatres of such
circuit.
The code basically is intended to
promote fair competition in the industry and to eliminate unfair competition, and to provide minimum
wages and maximum working hours.
such dispute, the rate of wages then paid by
the exhibitor and the maximum number of
hours in force at that time shall not be changed
so as to decrease wages or increase hours.
Pending the determination of the dispute by
the arbitrators, the employees shall agree not
to strike and the employers shall agree not to
lockout such employees.
The Administrator, after notice and
hearing, may revise or modify any determination of any dispute over wages and
hours between skilled theatre labor and
exhibitors.
6-D LABOR PROVISIONS
FOR THEATRE ACTORS
ACTOR EMPLOYEES IN VAUDEVILLE
AND PRESENTATION THEATRES

L
QENERA
(1)
Presentation
and vaudeville and stage shows
at any vaudeville or motion picture theatre
shall include both permanent and traveling
companies of artists, but are not intended to
include : amateur shows, "rep"' shows, "tab"
shows, "tent" shows, "wagon" shows, "truck"
shows, "medicine" shows, "showboats," or burlesque.
A "traveling" company, as used in the code,
means a company or unit or group of artists
which move from theatre to theatre in one
town, or theatre to theatre from one town to
another, irrespective of locality.
Persons under sixteen years of age may be
employed as actors or principals or chorus per-

sons on the stage of a motion picture theatre,
provided, however, a state law does not specify
a higher minimum age, and where a state law
does require a higher minimum age, such minimum shall be employed in that state, and
provided further, however, where a role is to
be filled or appearance made by a child, an
exhibitor or independent talent contractor complies with the provisions of state laws appertaining to such appearances of children under
16 years of age.
An independent contractor as specified in the
code means a vaudeville or presentation booker
or
the artist's
theatre. manager who is not employed by
If in any city or place
Sunday performances by
not given, no performer
engaged to work in such
be required
on
Sunday. to perform or

where by custom
living actors are
or chorus person
city or place shall
give performances

It shall be an unfair trade practice for any
exhibitor or independent contractor to engage
any chorus person under any agreement which
would reduce the net salary below the minimum
wage provided for in the code, through the
payment of any fee or commission to any
agency (whether such fee is paid by the exhibitor or independent contractor or by the
chorus), or by any other form of deduction.
Wherever any unit, traveling company or
artist is required to give more than the regular
number of performances established in the
theatre in which they appear, said unit, traveling company or artist, and all artists and chorus
persons shall be paid for said extra performances pro rata.

(2) HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT
A— PRINCIPALS
Owing to the peculiar nature of the
stage presentation and vaudeville business
and the unique conditions prevailing
therein, the necessary policy and variations inthe operation of such theatres, the
changing nature of the entertainment, and
the fact that such entertainment is of a
character requiring the services of artists
of unique and distinctive ability who cannot be replaced, it is recognized in the
code that it is impossible to fix the maximum hours per week of artists appearing
in such theatres.
B— CHORUS
No singing or dancing chorus person shall
be required to work more than forty (40)
hours in any week, and there shall be one day
out of every seven during which the chorus
shall be released from work with pay. Working time shall include the entire time of a performance or presentation in which the chorus
appears in one or more numbers as an inall reof the presentation,
tegral
hearsal part
time excluding
dressing andand
undressing
time.
No chorus person shall be required to report
at a theatre before 9 o'clock in the morning.
On the day a chorus person is released with
pay, such chorus person shall not be required
to rehearse or report to the theatre or perform
any service. This provision for a free day
shall not applv to traveling companies.
Wherever on August 23, 1933, any theatre
cmploved chorus persons for a number of hours
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ACTORS'
PAY,
per week of labor less than the maximum
hours stipulated in the code, and listed above,
said lesser number of hours shall be deemed to
be, the maximum hours of labor with respect
to such theatres in this section of the code.
(3) MINIMUM
SCALES

WAQE

A— PRINCIPALS
{1) For performers with more than
two
theatrical
there
shall years'
be a minimum
wageexperience,
of forty dollars
($40.00) weekly net.
(2) For performers with less than
two years' theatrical experience, there
shall be a minimum wage of twenty-five
dollars ($25.00) weekly net.
(3) The minimum wage of performers employed on a per day basis shall be
seven dollars and fifty cents ($7.50) per
day net.
B— CHORUS
(1) There shall be a minimum wage
of thirty dollars ($30.00) per week in
any de luxe theatre.
(2) There shall be a minimum wage
of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) per week
in other than de luxe theatres.
(3) There shall be a minimum wage
of thirty-five dollars ($35.00) per week
in traveling companies.
Wherever on August 23, 1933, any
theatre paid a rate to chorus persons in
excess of the mininnum wages, stipulated
in the code, and listed above, said higher
wage shall be deemed to be the nninimum
scale of wages with respect to such theatres in this section of the code.
After the first two weeks of consecutive
employment, if a lay-off is necessary, the exhibitor or independent contractor shall pay
each chorus person not less than three dollars
($3.00) per day for each day of lay-off. In
connection with a traveling unit, after the first
two weeks of consecutive employment, if a
lay-off is caused on account of traveling, the
exhibitor or independent contractor shall be
allowed
days'of traveling
without
for
each
fourtwoweeks
employment,
west pay
of the
Rockies, and one day's traveling without pay
for each four weeks of employment east of
the Rockies.
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AUDITIONS,
GOVERNMENT
SUPPLY CODE

WILL
COPIES

Printed copies of the motion picture code may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C, and from the following district offices of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce:
Atlanta: 5 04 Post Office Building.
Birmingham: 2 57 Federal Building.
Boston: 1801 Custom House.
Buffalo:
Building. Chamber of Commerce
Charleston:
Chamber of Commerce
Building.
Chicago:
Suite 1706, 201 North
Wells Street.
Cleveland:
Building. Chamber of Commerce
Dallas:
Building.Chamber of Commerce
Detroit: 2213 First National Bank
Building.
Houston: Chamber of Commerce
Building.
Indianapolis: Chamber of Commerce Building.
Jacksonville: Chamber of Commerce Building.
Kansas City: 1028 Baltimore Ave.
Los Angeles: 1163 South Broadway.
Louisville: 408 Federal Building.
Memphis: 229 Federal Building.
Minneapolis: 213 Federal Building.
New Orleans: 22 5 -A Custom House.
New York: 734 Custom House.
Norfolk: 406 East Plume Street.
Philadelphia: 93 3 Commercial Trust
Building.
Pittsburgh:
Building. Chamber of Commerce
Portland,
Building. Ore.: 215 New Post Office
St. Louis: 506 Olive Street.
San Francisco: 310 Custom House.
Seattle: 809 Federal Building.

(4) AUDITIONS
A— PRINCIPALS
It shall be an unfair trade practice for any
exhibitor or independent contractor under the
guise of public audition to break in, try out,
or to require a performer to render service for
less than the minimum salary established by
the code. This shall not prohibit, however,
the appearance or participation of any performer inbenefit performances which have been
approved by the performer or by any bona
fide organization of the performer's own choosing.
B— CHORUS
It shall be an unfair trade practice for any
manager or independent contractor, under the
guise of a public audition, break-in, or try-out,
to require the chorus to render services for
less than the minimum salary established by
the code. This shall not prohibit, however, the
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appearance of the chorus or participation in
benefit performances which have been approved
by the chorus or any bona fide organization
of the chorus' own choosing.
(5) REHEARSALS
A— PRINCIPALS
Rehearsal period for principals shall be
limited to four weeks, and they shall be guaranteed two consecutive
weeks'
for
employment
for said four
weekscompensation
of rehearsals,
which shall immediately follow the rehearsal
period. In the event that any rehearsal over
four weeks is required, there shall be compensation for an additional consecutive week's playing time guaranteed for each week's rehearsal.
This shall not apply, however, to principals
owning their own acts.

REHEARSALS
B— CHORUS
No exhibitor or independent contractor shall
require for an engagement of only one week
any chorus person to rehearse in excess of five
(5) days, nor for an engagement of two or
more weeks to rehearse in excess of two (2)
weeks. Any such engagement shall follow
immediately such respective rehearsal periods.
The chorus shall not be required to rehearse
for more than forty (40) hours a week and
rehearsal shall be considered to be continuous
from the time the chorus is called on the first
day of rehearsal until the opening day. For
each additional week of rehearsal there shall
be compensation
for an additional week's consecutive employment.
Wherever a theatre augments the chorus by
employing additional chorus persons, such additional (5)
chorus persons
shall not rehearse more
than five
days.

OF
(6) TRANSPORTATION
CHORUS
Transportation of the chorus when required
to travel, including transportation from point
of organization and back, including sleepers,
shall behibitor orpaid
by thecontractor.
employer whether exindependent
If individual notice of contract termination
is given, the chorus shall only be paid in cash
the amount of the cost of transportation and
sleeper of the chorus and baggage back to the
point of origin whether the chorus returns immediately or not.

WARDROBE
(7) PRINCIPALS
A—
The exhibitor or independent contractor shall
furnish to every artist in a presentation unit or
traveling company (not including what is commonly known as a vaudeville act) and receiving less than fifty dollars ($50.00) per week,
without charge, all hats, costumes, wigs, shoes,
tights, and stockings, and other necessary stage
wardrobe, excepting street clothes.
B— CHORUS
The exhibitor or independent contractor shall
furnish the chorus, without charge, with all
hats, costumes, wigs, shoes, tights, and stockings and other necessary stage wardrobe.
(8) ADMINISTRATION
Arbitration of all disputes between principal players and chorus players with exhibitors or with independent contractors
of talent shall be in accordance with the
general arbitration provisions of the code,
and which were outlined in the first translation article in MOTION PICTURE
HERALD, on December 23rd, page 38.
The Code Authority may receive complaints
either from exhibitors or players with respect
to violations or alleged violations by an independent contractor of any of the foregoing
sections pertaining to talent in theatres, and,
after notice and hearing, and with the approval
of the Administrator, may prescribe rules and
regulations governing the future relations between exhibitors and independent contractors
found guilty of any such violations, or between
players and contractors.
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Neligh, Nebraska
DEAR HERALD:
Not long ago we received a letter from
a guy who expressed his regrets to learn
of our sickness, and a hope for our speedy
recovery. He closed his letter with this :
"Why is it that you are allowed so much
valuable space in the Herald with that colyum of yours when it is a waste of raw
material
nobodythatreads
Did we which
not know
he is?" a good friend
of ours, and quite a kidder, we might have
taken him seriously, since he was grazing
around pretty close to the facts. But listen
brother, did you know that —
Full many a flower doth bloom unseen
To shed its fragrance on the desert air,
VetThat
in that
vast more
expanse
millions
could'twotdd
bloom seem
out there.

done, but it won't be. Politics will see to
that. Politics is the bane of this country.
V
— or Owen Moore?

are hardly titles that will appeal to the better element of any community, and in a
great many cases are not representative of
the picture itself. The titles are selected for

There, it has finally happened, just what
we wanted to happen. They have published
a picture of Terry Ramsaye, editor of Motion Picture Herald, in the issue of Dec.
16th. When we first saw it we thought it
was a picture of Owen Moore. We hope it
isn't out of order to say that he is a very
handsome, intelligent looking gentleman, but
his bushy hair stands straight up like all
seven of 'em do on our gourd.
He writes the Herald from Nashville,
Tennessee and says that he was made a
Colonel by the head waiter in the hotel
when he handed him a tip of two bits, but
that he might have been made a General had
he have given him fifty cents. The next
thing we know the whole Herald staff will
be "Colonels" and there won't be any buck
privates to do the fighting, and then where
will we be ?
V
We heard a story on the radio today of
a school teacher who told her pupils that
they must write a verse to rhyme with some
girl's
name,so and
Johnnie chose the name of
"Nellie,"
he wrote:

their
should supposed
be put in "punch,"
the picturebutandthenot"punch"
in the
title. That is, if we know anything about it.
Some will say we don't. It's open for argument, and vou've got Vthe floor.

"/ once knew a girl named Nellie
JVho fell in the ivater up to her feet."
And the teacher stopped him and said,
"Why, Johnnie, that doesn't rhyme with
Nellie." And Johnnie said, "Well teacher.
I know it don't, but the water wasn't deep
V
enough."
On
Tone of Titles
We are glad to note that the producers
are insisting upon a higher moral tone and
a more artistic s,tyle of advertising for
their pictures, as reported in this magazine
by Mr. James P. Cunningham. The matter
of clean and dignified advertising has been
advocated by this journal ever since its
birth, and the next important step, after
cleaning the advertising and pictures themselves, isthe titles.
"The Royal Bed," "Merrily We Go to
Hell," "Illicit" and "Her Wedding Night"

that their reports on pictures in "What the
Picture Did for Me" have been a great help
to you in selecting the good ones and banning of the bad ones. We hope. Miss McKibbin, that you will have plenty of shamrock on St. Patrick's Day and that your
pigs will take first prize at the Donnybrook
Fair. Our guess is that if there is an Irishman in all Ireland who wouldn't be proud
to
you his
"Colleen"
he ought
at call
sunrise.
Hurrah
for Old
Ireland.to be shot
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The herald's Vagabond Colyumnist

Il'e would not say in idle jest
That those flowers were wasted, not at all,
For this we know, that He knozvs best
Who notes the sparrows ivhen they fall.
There now, you have positive proof of
the Darwin theory, how do you like that?
V
The Best Gift
Somewhere around seventy years ago we
started hanging up our stockings at Christmas time, and they have been reasonably
well filled ever since, but the best gift that
Santa ever brought us is the friendship of
thousands of exhibitors and friends from
here, there and everywhere. And if that
friendship has been merited, then our joy
is complete.
V
A few evenings ago we saw "What Price
Innocence," a picture that teaches a lesson
that every girl should heed. It lays the blame
for the delinquency of the daughter upon
the shoulders of the mother who failed to
warn her against the too common error,
and who wanted her daughter to "have a
good time." She had it, but at what a price.
This picture should be shown upon every
screen in the land for the lesson it teaches,
if for nothing else.
V
That old story is going around again about
the little boy who asked his father if cofferdam was swearing, and his father said,
"Why, certainly not, son, but why do you
ask?" And the little boy said, "Well, I heard
ma tell the hired girl last night that she
hoped she'd cofferdamV head off."
The Government has gone into the corn
business. They are paying the farmers 45
cents for their corn sealed up in the cribs,
and ifthetheystock
don'tfeeders
raise the
of porkbefore
and
beef
will price
be broke
they can catch their breath, for 45 cent corn
and 3 cent pork don't match up so good.
Anyhow, the Government will have alotta
corn.
V
There is only one way to do away with
the bootlegger. Keep the revenue off of
legalized liquor and the retail price down
so low that he can't operate. This can be
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Corona

The greatest value ever offered in a
practical portable typewriter. Four
rows of keys — types both capitals and
small letters. Beautiful, complete,
formerly $60, now only $45.
L. C. SMITH & CORONA
TYPEWRITERS, Inc.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Braric/j^s and Dealers in principal Cities
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Glen Miller of the Rialto theatre at Brighton, Colorado,
writes
and says,
Christmas
to you,
old dear.
If you"Merry
really
need pants let me know and I will send you
some." Thanks, old timer, but we have five
or six pair and we can cut one pair up into
patches and patch the others and that ought
to take us through until grass comes.
V
We have received letters from exhibitors
in England and Australia and now comes
one from Belfast, Ireland. Miss Elizabeth
A. McKibbin of the West End Picture
House, 108 Shankill Road, Belfast, writes
and says she hopes we will soon be hopping
around in April Shower. She says if we
will come to Ireland she will introduce us
to all her exhibitor friends and will assure
us a good time. Could anything be nicer
than that? Thanks, Miss McKibbin, your
letter is most highly appreciated, and we
will tell the exhibitors, as you requested,

McNary New Boston Censor
Mayor-elect Frederick W. Mansfield of
Boston has indicated he will appoint Herbert
L. McNary as city censor when he assumes
office.
He thewilloffice
become
third censor since
was Boston's
created, succeeding
Stanton White, nephew of the outgoing
mayor, James I\I. Curley, and was successor to John F. Casey.
Spanish Deal Effected
Arnocinema Export, foreign distributors,
this week announced the completion of negotiations whereby the company has acquired
the exclusive foreign rights to the United
Newsreel Corp. "Broadway Gossip" and
"American Explorer" series for distribution in Spanish speaking countries. Both
seriestiveare
tongue.to be re-synchronized in the naFox House Is Sold
M. S. Heath, Salem, Mo., has bought the
former Fox theatre in Liberty, Mo., and
will reopen it after alterations. The deal
cago.
was effected through Albert Goldman, Chi-
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HABIT

"Farmers are spending."
This is the cheering message from Kansas exhibitors who
report increased patronage due to the millions of dollars the
government has already pumped into that section of the wheat
country, where Al Finestone, Motion Picture Herald correspondent inKansas City states, "The farmers are spending the
money
as
fastsame
as they
Ditto the
gladreceive
tidingsit."from the Cotton States, the
Tennessee power project, and from many other sections where
the impetus of government loans is again speeding the long
unused machinery of spending.
How much the distribution of these funds will benefit individual theatres depends upon the efforts of exhibitors and
their managers. For there is this much for anxious showmen
to keep in mind. Now that these government funds are
accelerating the circulation of long absent payrolls, the habit
of show-going will have to be re-formed by many former
regular theatre patrons heretofore unable to attend the movies
through lack of ready cash.
How quickly and permanently this will come about depends
not entirely upon the quality of entertainment, but also upon
the skilled and patient showmanship that must play a major part
in again establishing a profitable path to the box-office.
V V V
THE

INDUSTRY'S

FRONT

CLUR

meeting
aid

and

LINE

weekly

OP

progress

DEFENSES

Before us we have a number of accounts of varied activities
from managers in the field. One tells of the successful campaign put on by Steve Boisclair for Sunday showings at his
Liberty Theatre, Herkimer, N. Y. Another encloses a front
page newspaper story from Salem, Mass., in which Phil Bloomberg Ispraised for his toy matinees at the Paramount Theatre
In conjunction with the Rotary Club. To a third is attached
press stories of free matinees at the Fox Strand, Topeka, Kan.,
In cooperation with a leading newspaper for children of the
unemployed; and a fourth details the special Saturday morning
children shows arranged by Manager George A. Jones, Loew's
Parkway, Wilmington, Del., sponsored by his local Federation of
Women's Clubs.
We also have before us a recent copy of Red Kann's Motion
Picture Daily, which carries a news story chronicling the efforts
of professional reformers made jobless by repeal, to attach
themselves
newmotion
meal picture
tickets industry.
by organizing "endowed"
attacks upontothe
Although we have no intentions of disregarding the possible
consequences of this not unexpected menace, nevertheless the
Invaluable good will and prestige being built up In the above
described campaigns and by hundreds of other showmen
engaged in similar civic activities, makes a strong line of front
line defense against the raids of hungry "blue noses."
V V V

BENEFIT

The responses from the field disclose a very significant reaction to the announcement of the Quigley Awards. While
appreciation is voiced of our determination to obtain recognition for talented showmanship, most interesting are the opinions of managers indicating that this project must benefit the
industry as a whole through the expected Improvement of
exploitation methods.
We quote briefly from some of their statements:
"The awards should raise the standard of theatre advertising and exploitation. . . .the plan should result in keen competition among showmen to create better exploitation .... will
help to bring the attention of the entire industry to the work
of the splendid theatre minds. . . .should make managers strive
for better campaigns. . . .should stimulate new interest in the
.... etc."
.... etcthe
etc realize
.... to
of pictures
handling
proper
That able
showmen
are quick
necessity, now
more than ever, of the highest advertising and exploitation
standards in the conduct of theatre operation, is more than
comforting. And that their thoughts are first for the betterment of showbusiness is something we refer to the studious
observance of other branches of the industry.

MANAGERS'

GET

TOGETHER

The complete success of the latest Managers' Round Table
Club party Is evident proof that managers need little urging to
come together in good fellow and enjoy themselves hugely.
Indeed, it is a grand and glorious feeling to be able' to throw
off the harness of theatre worries and routine for an evening
of festivities with brothers of the guild; to free oneself. If only
for a few hours, from the pressure of the daily grind.
We are pleased to know that managers in and around
Washington,
D. C,
are and
planning
a Round members
Table "get-together"
in January; that
Boston
Philadelphia
expect to do
likewise In the near future.
Frequent gatherings of this nature should be encouraged by
managers in every section of the country. They supply a
definite need. Interested members are requested to communicate with Club headquarters. We stand ready to offer every
assistance.
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VOGEL

Having studied and absorbed the
prelinninary announcements, the rules
and the splendid connnnents from all
quarters on the Quigley Awards,
managers everywhere are now buckling down to the serious business of
turning out January exploitation
campaigns for consideration by the
judges. And it is expected, from
early reports, that many entries will
reach Committee Headquarters in
time for the final selection of the
first month's winners.
As has been stated, the judges
will be changed monthly, and upon
each committee every effort will be
made to have representation from
the distribution, advertising and exhibition branches of the industry.
By so doing, it is felt that every
campaign will be judged on its
actual theatre merits, and the opinions of the judges from the distribution departm.ents will be of extreme importance in valuing entries
insofar as local conditions are concerned.
The Committee for the January
award has not yet been chosen, but
it is expected their names will be
announced in the next issue, at
which time we will also publish a
photo of the imposing yearly award.
Additional comment from managers and other industry leaders is
carried on the following page. In
keeping with the statements run in

ADDITIONAL
JUDGES

. . .

LEO BRECHER, Exhibition
GEORGE BROWN, Advertising
P. D. COCHRANE, Distribution
LOU GOLDBERG, Exploitation
EDWARD GOLDEN, Distribution
ARTHUR L. MAYER. Exhibition
SI SEADLER, Advertising
SPYROS SKOURAS, Exhibition
Upon their acceptance, the names of other
judges will be added to the Committee,
and published in subsequent issues.

previous issues, they represent a
true cross-section of thought as to
the worth of the Quigley Awards
In stimulating exploitation for 1934.
Some of these statements bring
up interesting points of discussion.
For instance, Round Tabler Louis W.
Orlove believes there should be
more than one award each month.
For the information of participants, this angle was discussed but
was not acted upon favorably, as
It was decided that one single award
would more truly represent the purpose of the plan, and that to present a number of plaques each
month would defeat this purpose.
The question of honorable mentions has also been brought up by

various members — in fact, as far
back as last summer when Round
Tablers Frank Boucher and Frank
LaFalce discussed with your Chairman a plan by which exceptional
exploitation would be recognized
In some such manner.
However, no further action has
been taken on this angle as yet,
and perhaps It will again be studied,
depending of course on the quality
of the campaigns received for the
Quigley Awards.
Other questions of Interest will
be publicized in the course of the
competition and It will be the purpose of the judges to settle each
point to the entire satisfaction of
all concerned.
In the meantime, we again call
the attention of all readers to the
rules and general information that
have been run in the last issues, and
these are referred to those managers who are not yet familiar with
the Award Drive and its regulations.
Every manager is invited to enter
this Interesting competition, and to
take advantage of the opportunity
to gain world-wide recognition
through the Quigley Awards.
We are informed that a number
of campaigns will reach Quigley
Headquarters within the next few
days.
Members, will yours be among
them?
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A. W. SMITH, JR.
General Sales Manager
Warner Bros. Pictures

GORDON S. WHITE
Advertising and Publicity Director
Educational Films Corporation

I think the establishing of the Quigley Awards for the best
exploitation campaigns of the month is an excellent idea and
should give an added stimulus to the men in the field. And
now, with so many millions of people steadily joining the ranks
of the re-employed, smart showmanship should bring added
dollars to the theatres.
I shall be very happy to act on the Committee of Judges
for the Quigley Awards.

I think the presenting of the Quigley Awards for the best
theatre exploitation campaigns is a good step for you to take to
encourage good work in the exploitation field, and to concentrate attention on such good work. Anything I can do to
cooperate with yon in carrying out this plan I will be glad to do.

PAUL GUUCK
Director of Publicity
Universal Pictures Corp.

Will be very glad to sit in on your Board for judging various
exploitation campaign stunts for the Quigley Awards. But will
not
judge any eye-wash campaigns — they must have box-office
results.

Will be very glad to serve on the committee of ]iidges for the
Round Table Club. Showmanship is the basis of this business
and clever instances of it can certainly be used by every manager
ivhen the occasion arises.

The Idea Is splendid and the Motion Picture Herald Is to
be congratulated for sponsoring It.

DON NICHOLS
Manager, Broadway
Charlotte, N. C.
i want to congratulate the Motion Picture Herald, Martin
Quigley and everyone who had a part in making the Martin
Quigley plaques possible. It is the greatest announcement for
the boys that I have seen in years, in fact nothing like It has
ever to my knowledge been attempted before.
These plaques will be something for the boys to really shoot
at and the winners will have something to cherish for the rest
of their lives.
IRVING

LESSER

Managing Director
Roxy Theatres Corporation, N. Y.
Yo2i tender to me an undeserved honor in asking that I act
as a judge for your monthly Quigley Awards and I hasten my
acceptance.
Motion Picture Herald always has rendered to the motion
picture industry an invaluable service, particularly to the managers throughout the country, and it always will continue to,
I know.

WILLIAM

H. RAYNOR

Managing Director
Brooklyn Paramount Theatre

LEON J. BAMBERGER
KKO Distributing Corp.
New York City
/ am heartily in favor of anything that may encourage theatre
managers and publicity men to demonstrate their ability as showmen. Therefore, it is indeed a pleasure to add my endorsement
and congratulations to the many already received by the Quigley
Publications since the announcement of the Quigley Awards.
These awards tvill be something worth working for, and I do
believe that the judges will have their hands full as a result of
the keen competition for them. There is no question but that
this activity tvill result in the far more intelligent selling of
various features to the public, with increased box office receipts
as a result.
LOUIS

W. ORLOVE

Manager, Uptown Theatre
Milwaukee, Wis.
Certainly was very happy to receive your letter. Yes, I
think the Quigley Awards announced in the December 16 issue
are great. I believe that there will be a number of the boys
who will find out now that they have something to work for.
I personally believe that there should be more than one award
per month, and I am also of the opinion that you will find
that the mail in the future will be doubled, I am for It lOOyo.

JOE S. SALMON
Manager, Riverside
New York City

LOUIS

B. METZGER

The idea of the Motion Picture Herald to award plaques
for outstanding exploitations of Individual theatres Is a most
excellent one and will be applauded by all showmen. Theatre
managers are human and when their ability and efforts are
appreciated, they are inspired toward greater efforts. There
is no doubt but that showmen appreciate this opportunity.

There is no doubt but that the Quigley Awards will bring
proper recognition to the talented, but heretofore neglected,
showman. The plan is worthy of the heartiest cooperation of
every manager, and I am confident that they will realize it to
be
decidedly
to theirsupport.
interest to give the Managers' Round Table
Club
their utmost

Managing Director, Spreckcls
San Diego, Cal.
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Win
Prizes

Manager Hank Lowry, Liberty Theatre,
Elizabeth, N. J., a long time member
of the Club is announced as the winner of
the first prize in the 14-week Recovery
Drive waged from Sept. 1 to Dec. 9, by
the Skouras Theatres in New York, New
Jersey, and on Long Island.
Seven manager prizes in all were awarded, and besides Lowry, these theatremen
finished in the order named. Second prize,
Ken Henry, Park Plaza, New York; third,
Hugh Finnegan, Rockland, Nyack, N. Y. ;
fourth, Harold Janecky, Jamaica, Jamaica,
L. I.; fifth, Walter Melvin, Valentine, New
York ; sixth, Leo Ardavany, Apollo, Jersey
City, N. J., and seventh prize to John Heinz,
Roosevelt, Flushing, L. I.
A special zone manager's award was made
to William White, New York and Bronx
head, that division finishing first among the
others, which included New Jersey, and the
two Long Island zones.
We are pleased to note that five of the
seven winning managers are members of
the Club, and frequent contributors to the
pages. Details of some of their winning
campaigns
will be published in subsequent
issues.

Louis Sylvester, the
artist wfio turned
this one out, must
have been in similar
position himself to
be able to transfer
to paper the feelings of the gentleman in the fore, as
capably as he has.

Congratulations to you all, gentlemen.
Wright Plugs Coming
Attractions in Big Ads
From out in Walla Walla, Wash., comes
a number of attractive newspaper ads created by Manager J. E. Wright, Liberty Theatre, who states that these displays of various sizes are pointed to revive movie interest for the winter season, and that results so far indicate that his efforts are
bearing fruit.
As the Liberty is part of the Mercy Circuit, the under line "Mercy's Movie Season"
is being carried in many of the ads with
further institutional copy tying in the drive
to the coming pictures. Although these displays range from three columns to full page,
Wright has wisely refrained from cluttering the ads with too much copy, using his
white space effectively.
All in all, they are a well conceived group
indicative of the showmanship being used
in that section of the country, which incidentally we covered out of Seattle some
years ago. Glad to have heard from you
again, "J. E.," and trust you will keep us
informed more regularly of your theatre activities from out there in apple land.
Salmon

pages devoted to plugging the program for
the coming week.
Salmon followed this with another smart
slant by reproducing on his front page a cut
of a letter from a patron praising the show,
the sound, the service and the prices. With
this, Joe ran copy to the effect that it was
one of the many letters he received from
satisfied customers, and also stated that criticisms were as welcome as compliments.
In addition to his unusual program, this
Round Tabler distributes many inexpensive
novelties, among the most recent of which
is a cardboard six-inch ruler given out at
all schools near by with the tie-in copy,
"Make it a rule to attend the Riverside," the
reverse side of which carries the theatre
name and attractions. The same idea was
also carried out on small blotters which
were also placed in stores, apartment houses,
hotels and post offices, within the theatre
drawing area.
This smart showman's continued advertising efforts might be cited as an example of
what can be done to put over a neighborhood theatre in a competitive situation.

Puts Out

Sock Programs
Though situated in a highly congested
district, at the corner of 96th St. and Broadway, in New York, Manager Joe Salmon,
Riverside Theatre, keeps right on the job
turning out a lot of snappy ideas that are
helping to turn much of his transient trade
into regular patrons.
For this, Joe depends to a certain extent
upon his regular weekly program, eight by
eleven in size and printed on coated stock,
the feature of which is the front page, which
is usually given over to some unusual ad
slant. For instance, a recent idea was the
word "Sale" in five-inch letters with copy
on the bottom stating, "See inside cover and
back pages for values," and the rest of the

The above clever street gag on "Turn
Back the Clock" is from Manager Harold
J. Murphy, Liberty Theatre, Olympia, Wash.
It was arranged by Jack Bailey of the
house staff, and brought forth many a
chuckle as it was ridden around town.

Zimbalist Stepping
St. Louis Territory

In

Although Al Zimbalist, zone ad director
Warner St. Louis Theatres, has been going
great guns since his advent into the new
territory, he finds time to sit down and
shoot along the details of a big Mickey
Mouse promotion put over with a local paper
to
the "Mouse" comic strip in
its inaugurate
columns.
Well in advance, the paper started a front
page teaser ad campaign winding up with
a full page advertising the arrival of Mickey
himself, in the person of an actor hired by
the paper and dressed in character. The
"star" was elaborately greeted on his arrival and taken around to all the division
local theatres, the car and all the other
expenses also paid for by the paper, and
daily stories carried which mentioned each
theatre and the time that Mickey would
In addition, the paper furnished thousands
appear.
of colored autographed photos of Mickey
which were distributed at all houses, and
also came across with talking trailers which
were shown over the circuit.
Al reports that in cooperation with the
different managers, he is putting over a
flock of money-getting stunts, one of the
latest being a promotion in which over $3,000 in jewelry is now being given away,
further details of which will be chronicled
upon receipt.
He also sends along a bundle of samples
of different campaigns from various showmen in his district which indicate those
Missouri managers are hitting a fast exploitation pace.
We know that the exploitation activities
of your division are many and varied, Al,
so let's have some more of your good campaigns which we will be glad to run for
the information of the membership.
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^'Convention

City"
Gags Lick Blizzard
As the picture opened a few days before
Christmas, Charlie Einfeld's Warner exploitation crew tied a holiday angle to "Convention City," at the New York Strand,
with what they labelled a Santa Claus convention in the lobby, by bringing together
a group of Kris Kringles recruited from
the city department stores and the Volunteers of America. And although the giftbringers had no direct tieup with the attraction, they succeeded in stopping crowds to
see what was going on, thus bringing attention to the picture in a novel manner.
An outside stunt that got plenty of notice
was a tieup with Postal Telegraph, in which
the world's largest telegram, a giant facsimile or a regular postal blank was made
up in banner form and posted on the front
of the Warner Theatre nearby, with Christmas greetings from the various stars in the
picture and further copy mentioning the
attraction, theatre and date. In addition,
the telegraph company printed regular size
blanks with the same copy and these were
inserted in every telegram delivered in the
New York area during the run.
A further telegraph hookin was in the
form of a special display card with an actual

Einfild'i "QonpentiDri ok^
scene from the picture, showing Adolphe
Menjou and Ruth Donnelly at a Postal
telegraph desk. These cards with the theatre credits were inserted in the backs of
telegram blank holders, in branch offices and
hotels around town.
A snappy street gag was a parade of bannered Atlantic City boardwalk rolling chairs
up and down Broadway. Passersby were
invited to ride free of charge and many
availed themselves of the invitation. The
accompanying photo shows one of the chairs
with a couple of the Santa Clauses.
For a week in advance, all Strand Theatre personnel wore silk badges duplicating
the form of those usually worn at conventions and imprinted paper carnival hats
were distributed to all patrons.
The lobby was designed to represent a
hotel during a convention. Underneath the
marquee was a lighted set piece, representing a train with the stars looking out of its
windows. In the mornings, before the box
office opened, the front of it was covered
with another set piece in the form of a revolving door with two of the characters illustrating acomedy bit from the picture.
Despite the unexpected blizzard that hit
the city during the early part of the run,
the many angles that were covered were
strong enough to attract plenty of business,
the Warnerites rolling up another high exploitation score to vie with their work on
previous attractions.
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On "Henry VIII"
The campaign on "The Private Life of
Henry VIII" put over by Manager Louis
Goldstein, Parkway Theatre, Madison, Wis.,
went over so well that it was reported to
have been held over for additional time.
Among the effective slants that Louis arranged was an especially prepared menu
cover used by all restaurants, with a lot of
clever copy that sold the picture's high
comedy, the front page of the cover given
over to theatre advertising.
Tire covers were used by all taxis and
a herald distribution covered the entire city
in a house to house campaign. Tieups were
also made with leading baking companies
whereby passes were wrapped in cake and
bread packages in return for which the
theatre received numerous window displays
and free newspaper ads.
As Madison is a college town, special
efforts were made to interest the students
who of course were familiar with the history of Henry VIII and no doubt this emphasis helped to bring in the turn-away
business the theatre enjoyed.
Marble Game Sells
Theatre Tickets
The deluge of various marble and pin
games which have been absorbing a lot of
nickels that otherwise might go for theatre
tickets was given a lot of thought by Manager Ted Schlosser, Vernon Theatre, Mt.
Vernon, Ky., and agreeing with that old
political adage, "If you can't beat 'em, join
'em," Ted got aboard the band wagon by
placing one of the machines in a prominent
store,atrerecently
paying winners off in thetickets.
Figuring a score that can be rolled up
on the average of once in every five efforts,
Schlosser gives a free ticket to those making that number of points, and as the regular
theatre admission is 25 cents, the five nickels
required to win a prize equal the amount
that otherwise would be paid admission.
Ted, of course, hopes that the local craze
will soon die down so that he may continue
to sell tickets in the conventional manner,
but while it lasts he is contenting himself
with, disposing of numbers of extra admissions through this method.
SWEET
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Garbo's '^Christina'*
Sets New
Fashions
In keeping with the importance of the
event, the opening of the new M-G-M Greta
Garbo picture "Queen Christina" at the Astor. New York, was signalized with a number of highly effective exploitation and advertising angles stressing the high points
of the picture.
The sign above the theatre said to be the
largest illuminated theatrical sign on Broadway, electric
carried thebulbs
singleoverword
"Garbo"likein
flashing
a massive
ness of the Swedish star. The sign is probably the simplest and one of the most effective used by M-G-M for an Astor presentation. The lobby design, done in modernistic
style combined the historical appeal of the
story with the modern treatment accorded
it and was highly praised by the "first
Fashion tieups with "Queen Christina"
were sought
by New
York's
leading
ment stores and
fashion
houses.
The departresult
nighters."
was an exclusive Cinema Fashion tieup with
Macy's, publicizing the type of gowns worn
by Greta Garbo in the film. The store gave
aused
special
to devoted
the fashions
in thewindow
picture display
and also
page '

Macy'i "Garbo" "Window
after page of costly advertising space in the
New York daily papers to reproductions of
special Garbo silhouette styles. This represented one of the most unusual fashion tieup worked out in New York on a new
screen production.
The newspaper advertising campaign was
accorded unusual treatment, being inaugurated with a number of distinctive teasers,
with the word "Garbo" and the opening
date. From this, the rest of the announcecopy. ments were made in larger ads, climaxed
with check art displays and regular theatre
Other exploitation angles of merit were
also used, and the press book stunts conceived by Bill Ferguson, were called upon
to round out a drive that sold the attraction
in strict accordance with its high standard
of presentation.

Flynn Stubblefield's street float on
"Moonlight and Pretzels" at the
Strand, Louisville (Ky.) got plenty of
attention by reason of the flock of
pretty gals who distributed baby
pretzels and displayed the cutout of
the giant pretzel atop the float.
Campaign was detailed recently.

Ace "Canned Goods" Mat.
In cooperation with his American Legion
Good Fellow Committee, Manager Frank
Goldquist, Web Theatre, Savanna, 111., put
on a Christmas canned goods matinee that
brought an attendance of more than 500
children and filled many baskets with food.
Frank reports that his hard-to-crack local
paper came across with some nice front
page stories, giving the theatre a fine break
for the job, praising Frank for his efforts.
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Says Round Tablet Yic Gauntlet t
Who Stresses Newspapers, Radio,
Billboards in His Ad Campaigns
And yet another blow at bally — at least
certain forms — is released by that well seasoned publicity expert, Vic Gauntlett, ad
head for the Evergreen State Amusement
Corporation, of Seattle, Wash. Vic has been
around plenty, has seen and done a lot in the
cause of exploitation. His interesting- observations are contained in the following :
Dear Mike:
Many years ago I wrote a series of articles
for the Motion Picture News on "Exploitation." The gist of these articles was that
you cannot sell a lemon as a peach. So,
naturally, I am in accord with the opinion
of Charles Bassin on exploitation and ballyhoo as published in your issue of Nov. 25.
For many, many years I have been handling publicity, exploitation and advertising
for motion picture theatres in the northwest. During that period I have used every
means of exploitation that was ever conceived in the show business from the sidewalks to the skies, and I must admit, although I have spent during that time
hundreds of thousands of dollars of theatre
money, that I could count on the fingers of
my two hands all the exploitation stunts
that clicked and really got money into the
box offices.

of the picture. They see the finish, sit
through a lot of shorts, possibly a stage
show or vaudeville and then after a half
hour, an hour or maybe longer they go back
and pick up the threads of the story as the
picture is again flashed on the screen. I
daresay if the manager would see the picture at the first showing as three-fourths
of his audience sees it, he would be less
hopped up and would then realize why the
comments are sometimes bad from his patrons, when he thought the picture was really
a knockout.
I do not mean by this that effort should
not be made to impress the public that you
have a great picture, that is if you know you
have one, but your enthusiasm can be transferred to the public by larger newspaper
advertising, by larger billboard posting and
by more radio plugs much better than by
spending a lot of money in foolish exploitation.
Thanks, Vic, and there will be more on
the siihject in our next.
ED

BEFORE

THE

BAR

This is a day and age in the motion
picture business where we are not showing
to amusement seekers, but we are showing
week in and week out in the theatres
throughout the nation, to amusement
critics.
How many times have theatre managers
and their aides viewed a picture and become
all "hopped" up over it, and this artificial
"hop" caused them to get over-enthusiastic
and spend many hundreds of dollars over
the budget to try and sell the public, who
was already informed by national publications, that the picture was not as hot as the
manager thought it was.
Either foolish exploitation must be discontinued orthe national periodicals carrying news and reviews on pictures run out
of business. The public today knows more
about screen attractions than half the managers who run them in the theatres.
There is one thing that theatre managers
lose sight of. They consistently refuse to
place themselves in the position of the public which has not yet seen the picture. Also,
they lose sight of the fact that the only pulling power they have in their favor is star
value and title value plus, with one or two
exceptions, the value of the reader interest
when the attraction is taken from a well
known and widely read book, such as "Little
Women."
I have often used the argument that only
25 per cent of the average theatre going
public see the picture as the manager and
his staff see it at a preview — by this I mean,
at a preview you see the picture from the
beginning to the end, while 75 per cent of
the audience enters a theatre in the middle

Above graphically explains Ed Hart's
lobby
on "Moonlight
on
the tieup
Plainfield
(N. J.) date.andLotsPretzels"
of the
folks, even the ladies, took advantage of
the offer to go before the bar and imbibe
the brew. Flasher attachment behind the
moon helped attract attention.
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ABOUT THE FORM ON
THE FOLLOWING PAGE
In Nov. 18 issue, we ran Joe Kinsky's
advertising
budget
form,Tabier
with
an article
from that
Round
about its uses. We quote further
from his article, in regard to the attendance form on next page which
Joe developed to check his business
and expenses. The chart is actual size:
"We have learned to operate by budget control, and feel that every manager should have some like means of
weekly, monthly and yearly expense
and income comparison. To m^et
this need I have developed this chart,
a complete breakdown of hourly, daily
and weekly business, and expenses in
all departments. Note that it carries
space for comparative figures foi' the
same week the previous year."
Parade

of Stars Features

Hunt's Dressier Date
Medford, Ore., with a population of
12,000, with three first and two second run
houses, presents a situation that requires
plenty of showmanship, and against competition of two outstanding attractions, Geo.
A. Hunt, of the Hunt Theatres, working
with Eino Hemmila, put over a campaign
on "Christopher Bean" that clicked.
As November was designated as "Marie
Dressier Month," and as Hunt was putting
on the Pacific Coast premiere on this picture, a Hollywood opening was a feature
of the campaign. Fireworks were shot from
the roof of the theatre, lobby lighting was
secured gratis from the local power company, the high school bands played in front
of the theatre, and local celebrities were introduced over the lobby microphone as whistles of the various industrial plants v/ere
turned loose to signify the opening.
The celebration culminated in a "parade
of the stars," in which pupils of a local
dancing school impersonated in costume the
various studio names. Eino states that to
his knowledge this is the first time the
parade idea has been used in this manner,
and that it made a very favorable box-office
impression on the crowds that lined the
streets for blocks near the theatre.
We remember Medford from the old days,
Eino. It sure is grand country, and good
show country, too. Regards to George.
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QUICK

SERVICE

CHARLIE DUTKIN, Parkslde, Camden,
N. J., in addition to his theatre duties,
finds time to act as "Uncle Charlie" on -a
weekly broadcast in which he sponsors a
theatre kiddie radio club with talent selected -from the membership. It's a smart
idea that helps to keep the theatre in the
limelight, at the same time providing a
lot of handy material for his amateur
shows. . . .

HERALD

IDEAS
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FOR
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ART

THE

THAT

WORK

THEATRE!

Here's another from the pen of Don Andorfer, Strand Theatre, Whitewater, Wis.
The head was reddish-purple with a reflected light of light green ; the name was
light blue; the title orange and the background in black. Sounds mighty good to us.

HERMAN STARR, Cove Theatre, Glen
Cove, L. I., is putting out a very distinctive
eight-page program, published weekly, that
does a neat job in selling the theatre. Recently, Herman ptit over a Hallowe'en ball
at the theatre in which a popular girl was
crowned queen of the harvest, and many
prizes given for unique costumes. . . .
BILL LEVEY, Capitol, Riverhead, L I.,
took active part in the recent celebration
of a county anniversary by acting on the
motion picture arrangements committee
and also furnishing a striking bannered
theatre float in an elaborate street parade.
The souvenir program acknowledged this
member's assistance and also of the help
given by the president of the Prudential
Circuit, of which the Capitol is a unit. . . .
A. C. STOCK, New Iroquois, Petrolia,
Ont., Canada, forwards a monthly cardboard program, distributed to his patrons
and also to his merchants. The card contains the days and dates of the month under
which are included the titles and stars
showing on the different days. . . .
MESA THEATRE, Grand Junction. Colo.,
puts out an interesting regular sized fourpage weekly newspaper with a lot of good
stories and art work on coming at+ractions.
The front page of one issue was given over
to publicity on a School Teachers' convention, held locally, for which event Universal's "S.O.S. Iceberg" was the feature. . . .
HERMAN KAHN, Highland Park, N. J.,
evidently spends lots of time in supervising
the comfort of his patrons, for he has been
receiving a number of unsolicited messages
of appreciation on his theatre and attractions. . . .
GEORGE A. MILLER, Hamilton, Hamilton, N. Y., also goes for a snappy fourpage weekly program with a load of interesting dope on what's what at his theatre. George put out a lot of the flashy
tabs on his recent showing of "Deluge"
with a flock of newsboys distributing the
special edition on the streets and from
house to house. . . .
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LOUIS LAMM,

Capitol, Elyrla. Ohio,

put over some neat stuff on "Bureau of
Missing
Persons"
by adding
different
twist
to the
newspaper
classifieda tieup
gag
with an offer of free tickets to the first
one discovering a missing name from one
of the ads on the want page. Beside a
two-column free ad, Lamm also promoted
a swell newspaper story by his police chief
describing how a local missing person was
found. . . .
SAUL L. (GOLDIE) GOLDSTEIN,
Ideal Theatre, Roxbury, Mass., is getting
out some snappy four-page newsette size
programs, well set up and nicely edited.
Beside the picture stories, Saul writes a
column under the title of "Goldie's Gossip,"
containing a lot of good selling dope. Not
being in reaching distance of a local paper,
Goldie puts out his own heralds on colored
stock distributed through stores and from
house to house. . . .

LIONEL
KM?I?YMOI?E
STRANGER'S
RETURN"
DONALD EDWIN ANDOVER, well
known poster artist. Strand Theatre,
Whitewater, Wise, who is responsible for
the poster on this page, adds further to his
fame by being commissioned to do a pencil
portrait of his Dietrich poster for a leading
London printer. The British merchant saw
Don's work in a trade paper, and requested
the original, but as it already had been purchased by the American Lead Pencil Co.,
Don is now making up another. Great work,
boy, and
hoping for more of the same
soon.
. . here's
.

B. C. TALLY, Carolina Theatre, Lumberton, N. C, put over a nice co-op page
on "Take a Chance," in which each merchant used a picture mat to make his ad
punchier, and also gave away a number
of free tickets with sales above a certain
amount which Tally reports brought in a
flock of extra admissions. . . .
LEO YOUNG, Isis Theatre, Lynchburg,
Va., sends in some nice flashes on his lobby
on "Flaming Gold" and "Deluge." Leo specializes in crowd-stopping fronts, and his
displays on the above are in keeping with
his usual good work . . .

CHARLES CURRAN, M. & P. Circuit
exploiteer, promoted a balloptlcon slide
outfit on "Bureau of Missing Persons" at
the Paramount and Fenway Theatres, Boston. The slides containing picture copy
were flashed from the theatre on to the
walls of a hotel across the street. Neat
Idea for a crowd stopper and could be
used to advantage In other spots. . . .
LOU GOLDBERG, Columbia exploitation chief, has arranged for the director of
dramatics at the New Jersey State Boys'
Home to use scenario material in condensed
form for the dramatic activities of the institution. The boys, 8 to 16, put on a show
each week. . . .
DALTON BURGETT, Capitol, Chautauqua, N. Y., put on a gag with his police
department and newspaper that returned
a lot of unusual publicity on "Bureau of
Missing Persons." He had a pocketbook
dropped on the street with a couple of
phony letters tying into the picture and a
kidnap gal angle. The paper went for a
long story on it, winding up by mentioning the picture and theatre and giving
Burgett credit for arranging the stunt. . . .
CHARLIE BASSIN, Oriental, Mattapan,
Mass., gets out a form each year, allowing
patrons to reserve certain seats on certain
days, his program changing twice a week.
As his entire orchestra is reserved for every
show, this stunt helps to biiild up permanent patronage. Charley, as you know, is
the lad who wrote that very interesting
article on "What's Wrong With Ballyhoo,"
in the Nov. 25 issue, and by the way, have
you read it?
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The chart, based on Motion Picture Herald's tabulation of box office grosses, compares the
business done during the first four weeks of Decennber, 1933, with the corresponding period of
1932 in each of twelve key cities. In each city, the gross for the week ending December 2, 1932, is
taken as 100 per cent. The twelve cities are Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Hollywood, Kansas City,
Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Portland (Ore.) and San Francisco.
Lesser Forms
New Company
Sol Lesser, president and general manager
of Principal Pictures Corporation, this week
announced formation of a new company to
be known as Principal Non-Theatrical Corporation. The business of the new company
will be to produce and distribute sound
pictures of feature length and short subjects
in 16 mm. width.
Alfred Cohen has been appointed general
manager of the new company, which is
incorporated in New York, with headquarters in the RKO Building in Radio City.
Mr. Lesser will be in charge of the western
affiliations in Hollywood, in addition to
duties as temporary president.
Keaton

Signed by Educational

For "Star" Comedy Series
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, announced this week the signing of
Buster Keaton for Educational's "Star Comedy" series.
E. H. Allen, production manager at Educational studios in Los Angeles, where
Keaton comedies will be made, plans to place
the first one in production about the first of
February.

Fox Studio Expansion To
Include Three New Buildings
Fox Film is accepting bids for the erection immediately of three new buildings at
the Coast studio, in a program of expansion.
Specifications call for a new assembly mill,
sound stage, a projection room and rerecording channel building. The total cost
of the improvements, including equipment to
be installed, will be approximately $200,000.
Skouras Unit Bankrupt
Central New York State Theatres Corp.,
a subsidiary of Skouras Theatre Corporation, last week filed a schedule in bankruptcy, listing liabilities of $174,270, and
assets of $9,293.
Frank Davis Promoted
Frank Davis, junior producer at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio, has been promoted to the post of general assistant to
Walter Wanger.
Schlesinger To Make 12
Leon Schlesinger announced last week
that he will make 12 "Merry Melodies" in
Cinecolor, delivering one each month during the next year for Warner release.

Fox West Coast Gains
Permission for Pooling
Referee Samuel W. McNabb at Los Angeles has authorized Fox West Coast to pool
certain of its houses with those of United
Artists in a single operating unit. The
order also permits Fox to effect compromises with creditors, taking approximately
$12,000,000 from listed claims of $39,000,000, and to issue loan certificates to the
total of $208,500 against the properties.
The first report and accounting of the
trustees covering the period to last July 29,
have been filed, along with the final receiver
report. The receivers have turned over to
the trustees the balance of $97,001 standing
at the end of their tenure, April 8. The
trustees' report shows a favorable balance
of $137,140, after disbursements of $1,805,002. ousLoans
theatres. are to conserve equities in variReferee McNabb decided this week that
trustees commissions and attorney fees will
be proportional to what the estate may bring
at auction or the valuation of properties,
when that is ascertained. The decision followed atrustees' request for $100,000. Mr.
McNabb offered each trustee $6,000 on account, which was refused. The case was
postponed to February 13.
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School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 205.— (A) What determines the focal length ot a simple lens? (B) Were
you to cut off a section of three glass balls, one 4, one 8, and one 6 inches in diameter, and polish the flat sides,
what would you have? (C) Will a lens focus any object having area to a pin point? (D) Just why does increase
in diameter of a projection lens tend to decrease its depth of focus? (I doubt any of you can get through on
that last one, but will watch with interest. Possibly some of you can dig up the answer.)

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 199 was:
(A) An error. Asked previously. (B)
Name possible sources of light loss in each
element of the projector optical train. {C)
Explain why line FA, Figure 25, page 125
of Bluebook, will not be refracted at all and
why it will lose a minimum of light through
reflection.
We have satisfactory answers from D.
Danielson; S. Evans and C. Rau ; T. Van
Vaulkenburg; G. E. Doe, P. Gaeth, Jr.; L.
Vanbuskirk and E. KroU; H. H. Menefee ;
J. Wentworth; H. Edwards; R. De Totto ;
D. Danielson and H. Pilson ; P. and F. H.
Dalbey ; G. R. Kelley ; J. Lansing and R. D.
Oberleigh ; L. N. Traxler ; G. Thompson ;
L. Hutch and D. Goldberg; H. B. and D.
Coates ; K. Greiner ; B. Hoskins ; Nic Granby; R. and K. Wells; O. L. Davis and F.
Sims ; D. Breaston and D. Haber ; E. L.
Richardson ; T. H. Morton and F. G. Klar ;
W. B. Banning; K. L. Hess; M. F. Fallon;
P. Felt; M. Spencer and D. T. Arlen ; H.
Grant; J. Williams and O. Allbright; D.
Kurts and D. Howard; D. L. Monehan and
L. B. Bryant; E. Kanley; D. Lally and F.
Ferguson; L. Jones and B. L. Banning;
D. L. Sinklow; K. L. Knight and M. Henderson P.
; Danielson and L. Jacobs ; S. N.
Tailor; J. H. Rathburn and D. Little; F.
and J. L. Hanson; H. R. Baldwin; J. Hendershot; L. G. Gergeson; W. A. Sampson
and H. K. Doliver; U. L. Danielson; L. D.
Rubin ; H. Franks : L. Thomas and D. D.
Davis ; F. B. Tomlinson ; D. U. Granger
and H. D. Mitchel ; B. J. Lyons and G. R.
Squires ; F. Harlor and G. Harrison ; A. L.
Dodson ; D. H. and L. B. Palmer ; R. Geddings and L. Grant; C. L. Cyrus and B.
Olmsby; T. M. Vinson; K. Ormie; L. M.
Richards; R. Schuley and M. R. Davidson;
F. F. Franks ; M. Henderson ; D. Singleton
and T. Dodge ; L. Thomas and D. D. Davis ;
M. U. Sampson ; G. Lathrope and M. L.
Tomlinson; J. B. Buckley; T. T. Golley;
H. D. Tyler ; R. L. Mitchel ; A. Wythe and
W. T. Granger ; F. L. Benton ; T. Malleby ;
T. L. Kenny; B. L. Johnson; E. Conners
and R. Dorfel.
Three queries came this week asking if it

to

Question

No.

was necessary to be a member of a union to
join the "Bluebook School." One small
town manager wanted to know whether or
not managers
are to
admitted.
don't care
what
you belong
(barringI gangs)
or
don't belong to, whether you are a projectionist or a manager, provided you send in
legible answers, with your name, address
and question number at top of first page
thereof. You really should, however, be a
subscriber to the Herald, so that you will
get it regularly each week and be able to
cut out the answers and file them in a scrap
book.
(B) Dale Danielson answers thusly :
"Beginning with light source for the sake of
completeness : Possible loss from an improperly formed crater or from a crater not
in proper relation to the collector in the
matter of angle. Damp or poor carbons.
Carbon of wrong diameter. Mazda lamp
having blackened globe or sagged filament.
"Condenser, dirty lenses. Pitted collector
lens surface, (c) Poor or discolored glass.
Wrong distance light source to collector
lens. Too-thick lenses. Improper spacing
of collector and converging lenses. Wrong
type of condenser for the work.
"Mirror. Not right diameter. Too far
from light source. Surface dirty. Reflection surface in poor condition.
"Rotating shutter. Blades unnecessarily
wide. Too many blades.
"Spot. Spot too large.
"Projection lens. Lens surfaces not clean.
Outer surfaces scratched or otherwise injured. Too small free diameter to admit
entire light beam.
"Port glass. Not clean.
"Any obstruction to light or optical train
notToin which
perfectbrother
alignment."
Danielson adds points
concerning the screen, but I hardly think
that could be included in the optical system, though of that I am not so sure. Possibly ifI bar that I should also have left the
light source aperture and shutter out as well.
(C)tion On
whole,toafter
examinaI am theforced
the careful
conclusion
that
Danielson has answered Section C the best
of any one. He says, "I am able to ofifer

199
several reasons why a light ray represented
by line FA will not be refracted. First of
all, the law of refraction tells us light is refracted when it passes obliquely from one
medium to another having different optical
density. "ObHque' is described as a slanting
line, neither horizontal nor perpindicular to
the surface in question. The reason for refraction of a light ray is that there is a
change in the velocity of light when passing
from one transparent medium to another of
different density, which takes place at the
surface where the change in density occurs.
With this in mind, we are able to understand that when a light wave motion strikes
the second medium obliquely one side will
come into contact before the other, and
therefore its action is retarded, while the
other side retains its normal speed until it
also enters the second medium.
"This action is the cause of refraction.
Once inside the second medium the action
will be in a straight line, provided the
medium be homogeneous throughout.
"In the ray represented by line FA, all
portions
are incident
the atsecond
medium at both
sides of upon
the lens
the same
instant of time, under which condition there
will of course be no refraction."
Photo League Announces
Registration for Class
The Film and Photo League of New
York this week announced the opening of
registration for a class in elementary photography. This class, like the Harry Alan
Potamkin Film School, is said to be a practical workshop planned to train those who
have no experience in this direction. Nominal fees are to be charged. Classes begin
January 5 at 116 Lexington Avenue, New
York.
Honor Photographer
Ernest B. Bachrach, head of the still department of Radio on the Coast, has been
awarded a diploma for "achievement of exceptionalSociety.
graphic studies," by the Royal
Photographic
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Running Time
ALLIED PICTURES
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Dark
Hazard
Edward
G.
Robinson
Feb.
3,
'34
Nov. 25
Features
Time Reviewed
Fashions
of 1934
William
Powell-Bette Davis Feb. I7.'34
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Fur Coats
Aline MacMahon
Fighting Parson, The
Hoot Gibson-IVIarceline Day May 22
70 June 3 Heat Lightning
Aline
FarrellAnn MacMahon-Glenda
Dvorak - Lyie Talbot
One
Later
IVIary Brian-Russell
63
Ruth Chatterton
PictureYearBrides
Dorothy
Maci<aill-RegisHopton
Toomey. . Aug.
Nov. 25
1
68 Aug.
Oct. 1214 Journal of a Crime
Mandalay
Kay Francij-Ricardo Cortez. ... Feb. I0.'34
Coming Feature Attractions
Massacre
R. Barthelmess-Ann
Dvorak Jan. 20,'34
Bungalow Court
Modern
Hero. A
Richard
Barthelmess
Davy
Jones'
Locker
Registered
Nurse
Bebe
Daniels-Lyle
Talbot
Midnight
Alarm
Very Honorable Guy, A
Joe E. Brown
Open for Inspection
Wonder Bar
Al CortezJolson-Dick
Ricardo
Silk Trimmed
Dolores PowellDelnci
Rio-Kay
Fra
s
Slightly Used
Date
15
CHESTERFIELD
FOX FILMS
Features
Running Time
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Features
Reviewed2218
22 > Minutes
78... .Nov.
.July
Title
Star
^
Title
Star
Rel.
29.
By Appointment Only
Lew Cody-Aileen Pringle July 7
67 Dee. Z As Husbands Go
Warner
Baxter-Helen
Vinson.
...
Dec.
90... .Oct. 14
Dance,
Dance
Alan
Knapp. . . .Sept.
1
70
Nov. II16 Berkeley Sauare
Leslie Howard -Heather Angel.. . Nov.
71...
I Have Girl,
Lived
Alan Dinehart-Evalyn
Dlnehart- Anita Page
June IS
69.. ..Sent.
Charlie Chan's Greatest Case.. Warner Oland-Heather Angel. . . Sept. 21
71... .Aug. 5
In the Money
"Skeets"son - Warren
GallagherHyroer
- Lois Wil- Nov. 7
Devil's
in
Love,
The
..Victor
Jory-Loretta
Young
July
62
Doctor Bull
WillMarian
RogersNixon-Ralph
- Louise Dresser
.......77... Oct. 14
Man of Sentiment. A
Marian Marsh • Owen MooreMorgan- . .Sept.
Wm.
Bakewell
Sept.
15
74
F.
P.
I
Conrad
Veldt-Jill
Esmond-Les90... . May 20
Murder on the Campus Charles Starrett-Shlrley Grey. ...Dec. 27
73
July 3.
96... .Apr. 29
Notorious But Nice
Marian Marsh-Betty Compson. .. .Aug. 5
72 Nov. II Good Companions. The Jessie lie
Matthews Fenton
• Edmund
Rainbow Over Broadway ....Jean Marsh-Frank Albertson Dec. 1
70
Gwenn
78. . . .Dec. 9
Hoopla
Clara
Bew-Preston Foster Sept.
Nov,
Coming Feature Attractions
I
Am
Suzannel
Lilian
Harvey-Gene
Raymond..
Jan.
Cross Streets
John Mack Brown - Claire
I Was a Spy
Herbert
Madeleine Dec.
.Sept. 23
Windsor-Anita
Louise - Thomson
KenCarroll Marshall
- Conrad • Veldt
neth
7S.... . .Dec. 23
Jimmy and Sally
James Dunn-Claire Trevor Nov.
68.
Last Trail. The
George O'Brien-Claire Trevor Aug.
COLUMBIA
62... .Nov. 4
Life Game.
In theThe
Raw ..Spencer
George O'Brien-Claire
Mad
- Claire Trevor.
Trevor -.. .July
65...
.Oct. 28IS
Features
Man
Who
Dared.
Tha
Ralph Tracy
Morian
Oct.
75... .July
Running
Time
Title
Star
Preston Foster-Zita Johann July
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
79... Dee. 16
Mr. Skltch
Will Rogers-Zasu Pitts
Dec.
.63
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armstrong-D. Oct.
70...
II
My Lips Betray
Lilian Harvey-John Boles Nov.
.Sept.
74... .Nov.
66...
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayres
Sept.
Before Midnight
June Collyer-Ralph Bellamy Nov.
.Oct 3028
.67
Brief Moment
Carole
Lombard-Gene
Raymond76...
Olson's
Big
Moment
El
Brendel
Nov.
Donald Cook
Sent. 8.... .69. ...Oct.
Paddy, the Next Best Thing. .. Janet Gaynor-Warner Baxter. .. .Sent.
.Sept.
2
Pilgrimage
Henrietta
- Marian
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
Connoily- Oct. 20...
Aug.
July 2622
Nixon - Crosman
Norman Foster
Aug.
DorothyFord-Walter
Tree
76 Dec. 30
76...
68... .Sept.
90...
2
Power and the Glory, The Spencer Tracy-Colleen Moore Oct.
Fighting Code. The
Buck Jones-Diane Sinclair Dee. 30 .. . .65
Shanghai Madness Spencer Tracy- Fay Wray
Aug.
Fog
Mary
Brian Denny
- Donald Cook - Nov,
Dec. 9
70... . Oct.
Reginald
Smoky
Victor
Jory-lrene
Sentley
Dec.
20.
14
Walls of Geld
Sally Ellers-Norman Fester Oct.
69...
the Cutting Room,"
IB.)
78... Oct. 14
Worst Woman In Paris? Benita Hume-Adolphe Menjoa. . . .Oct.
Fury (See
of the"InJungle
DonaldNov.Cook-Peggy
Shannon Oct. 22.
Hold the Press
Tim McCoy-Shirley Grey .Nov.
Oct. 25.
10.
King of the Wild Horses Wm. Janney- Dorothy Appleby
Coming Feature Attractions
Lady for a Day
.Warren William-Guy KIbbee . .Sept. 3
Spencer Tracy
Bottoms Up
PatJohn
Paterson
102....
May Robson-Glenda Farrell ..Nov. 4
Boies
75 July IS Carolina
Man's Castle, A
Leretta Young-Spencer Tracy.
Janet
Gaynor-Lionel
Barrymore
(Seaof"InMen
the Cutting Room,"
14.) Wray
. . .Dec.
Robert
Young-Henrietta
Cres
.Oct. 28
man
Master
Jack Oct.
Holt-Fay
My Woman
Helen
Twslvetrees
Wallace
Coming
Out
Party
Frances
Dee-Gene
Raymond
Ford - Victor Jory Oct. 5
73....
Oct.
21
.Fob. 2.'34.
Harum
Will Rogers-Louise Dresser
58.... Nov. 18 David
Police Car 17
Tim McCoy-Evalyn Knapp Sept. 30..
65
Disillusion
Victor Jory - John Boles •
Shadows of Sing Sing Bruce Cabot • Mary Brian Dec. 3..
Rosemary Ames
Feb. 23.'34
(See "In tha Cutting Room,"
18.) Carol
Ever Since
George Dunn-Claire
O'Brien-MaryTrevor
Brian. ... Feb.
Feb. 16.9.'34
Straightaway
Tim Nov.
McCoy-Sue
Dec. 22
Every
Girl forEve
Herself James
'34. .95.
Thrill Hunter, The
Buck Jones-Dorothy Revler Sent. 30
58 ..Aug,
..Nov.
25
Fox
Foliies
(Ail
Star
Musical)
12 Frontier Marshal
Wrecker, The
Jack Holt-Genevieve TsbiB July 10
72
.66
George
O'Brien-Irene
Bentley.
.
.
.Jan.
I9.'34
Coming Feature Attractions
.Aug. 12
Only Girl. The
Lilian Harvey-Charles Beyer
Fighting Ranger, The
Buck Jones-Dorothy Revler
Orient
Express
Heather
Angel-Norman
Foster.
.
.Jan.
I2,'34
It Happened One Night Clark Gable-Claudette Colbert
"Scandals"
Rudy
Vaiee-George
White-Alice
Faye-Jimmy Durante
Lady Is Willing, The
Leslie Howard-Binnie Barnes
Sleepers
East
WynneDec. Gibson-Preston
Foster. .. .Jan. 26,'34
Let's
In Love
Ann Sethern
■ Edmund Lowe
Line-Up,Fall Tiie
William
Gargan-Marian
Nixon
(See
"in
the
Cutting
Room."
30.)
Three
Against
Death
Marion
Burns-Kane
Richmond
Man
Trailer.
Tb»
Buck
Jones-Cecilia
Parker
Men of Tomorrow Frankie
- Jackie Searl GeorgeDarro
Breakston
Ninth Guest
Donald Cook-Genevieve Tobin
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
One Is Guilty
Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Grey
Running Time
Features
Once to Every Woman FayRalphWrayBellamy
- Walter Connelly Rel. Date Minutes
Title
Star
.80 Reviewed
Party's
Over,
The
Easy Millions
Skeets Gallagher-Dorothy Bur
.60
Speed
Wings
Tim
McCoy-Evalyn
Knapp
gess-Merna
Kennedy
Twentieth Century
John Barrymore
Marriage on Approval Donald
Dillaway-Barbara
Kent- Juno SO
WhirlDOOl
Jack Holt
Phyllis
Barry
Nov. 2217
War of the Range
Tom Tyler
Sept.
FIRST DIVISION
Coming Feature Attractions
Black Cat. The
Features
Running Time
Edition
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Bulldog
of Sudan
Big Drive, The
May 20
89 Jan. 28 East
Green Paradise
.58 ..Nov.
Dassan
■
Dec. 22 .36
Dec.
30
18
Love After Thirty
Aileen
Pringle - Theodero Von
.56.
Eat
3.
Eltz
He, 'Em
KingofAlive
of Virtue Fernandei-Colictte Darfeuil Nov.
Dec.
.55. ..Dec. 30 My Wandering Boy
Throne
God
Dec. 26.
22.
.58
Red Man's
Coming Feature Attractions
Silent
Army,Country
The
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Page
Sister of the Follies
FIRST NATIONAL
GAUMONT-BRITISH
Running Time
Features
Features
Running Time
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Big Shakedown. The
Bette
- Chas. Farrell - Jan. 6.'34 ..64
Baroud (Seeef "Love
In Morocco Violet Loraine-Gordon Barker.
RicardoDavisCortez
Britannia
Billingsgate
79i/j..Oct. 7
Bureau of Missing Persons. .. Bette
- Lewis Stone • S«pt 16... ..74.... Sept. 2 Channel Crossing
Constance
Cummings - Matheson
Lang
GlendaDavisFarrell
.
Dec.
Falling
for
You
Convention City
Joan
Blondell-Diek
Powell
•
A.
J.
Hulbert-Clcely
Courtneldge
88
Sept. 30
.60..
30...
Leslie Banks
.69.. .Oct.
Fire
The
Menjou
- Mary Astor
:Dec.
.June
Ghost Raisers.
Train, Tho
9...
Female
Ruth
Chatterton
Nov. II...
Jack
Hulbert
..Dee.
1
68
Feb. 2825
.66..
Ghoul.a Boy
The
Goodbye
Again
W.
- Joan Blondell.
. . .Sent.
Boris Karloff
85 Oct.
It's
Havana Widows
JoanLyleWilliam
Blondell-Glenda
FarrellEdward
Everett
Horton
Leslie
18...
Talbot
Nov.
80 Sent. 30
..90..
TemHenson
Walls
Just Smith
I Loved a Woman
Edwardcis -G.Genevieve
Robinson-Kay
Fran- Sect. 23
..Sept. 16 King of the Rltr
Tobin
Stanley
Lupino
•
GIna
Mais...
88
..June
17
She Had to Say Yes Loretta Young - Lyls Talbot. ... July 23...
15
Love In Morocco
.62..
Rex Ingram
Dec. 1
67. Oct. 15. '32
under the title "Baroud")
Son of a Sailor
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack Dee.
..68.. ..Dec. 9 Love (Reviewed
on Wheels
Jack
Hulbert-Gordon
Marker
91
7... ..73..
Wild Boys of the Road All Star
Oct. 25...
Lucky
Number,
The
..Sept. 30
Clifford Molllson - Joan WyndWorld Changes, The
Paul Muni
Nov.
.93.. . . Nov. 4 Man from Toronto. Tho.
ham
72>/!..Sept, 9
Jessie
Matthews • Ian Hunter •
Coming Feature Attractions
Fred Kerr
77
Bedside
Warren William
Jan. 27.'34.
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Running Time
15RunnM .ing
Time I
.54
inutes
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Title
Rel. Date
5
Marry Me
Renate Muller-Harry Green
85 Apr. 22 Galloping Romeo
Bob
Steele-Doris
Hill
Aug.
..63
Night
and
Day
Jack
Hulbert-Winifred
Shotter.
.
.
Dec.
1
77
June
10
..55...
He Couldn'tRanch
Take It
Ray Bell
Walker-Virginia Cherrlll.. ..Dec.
Rainbow
Rex
July 25
Orders Is Orders
Charlotte Greenwood - James
10
..56....,
..58
15
Gleason
88i/2..Aub.
19
Rangers'
Code
Bob
Steele
Aug.
15
Prince of Wales, The
Riders
of
Destiny
John
Wayne-Cecilia
Parker
Oct.
Sleeping
Car
Ivor
Novello-Madelelne
Carroll
83
July
8
Trail
John Wayne
Dec.
..58....
There Goes the Bride Jessie Matthews
Dec. I
79 Mar. II Sagebrush Hunters
I,I'34... ..70
Arline Judge-Preston Foster Aug. 30
Waltz Time
Evelyn Laye
Oct. 1
81 Aug. 12 Sensation
Sixteen Fathoms Deep Sally O'Neil-Creighton Chaney. . . Jan. 15 ..57 ...
Woman in Command, The. ... Cicely
Courtneidge
•
Edward
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
2.)
65.... Oct. 14
Everett Morton
80
Skyway
K. Crawford-Ray Walker Aug.
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, The. Mary Carlisle-Buster Crabbe Oct,
76...,
Coming
Feature Attractions
LIBERTY PICTURES
Ape,
The
Beggars
in Ermine John
LionelWayne
Atwill
Coming Feature Attractions
Blue Steel
Time Reviewed
Jane
Eyre
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Lucky
Texan,Utah,
The
John
Man
from
The
John Wayne
Wayne
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy Macl(aillJune Collyer
Manhattan
Love Song
Mad
Honeymoon,
The
Mystery Liner
Noah
Beery Keith
- Astrid Alwyn Quitter, The
Cornelius
School for Girls
West of the Divide..... John Wayne- Virginia B. Faire
Take the Stand
Woman's Man
JohnMotte-Wallace
Halliday-Marguerite
de la Jan. I0.'34
Two Heads on a Pillow
Ford
When
Meet
Richard Cromwell- Arline Judge,
WithoutStrangers
Children
PARAMOUNT
July
M InutosTime.Dec.
Rel. 1 Running
22
Features
Date
MAJESTIC
.Aug.
R. Arlen
Reviewed
Title
Star
18....
Alice in Wonderland Charlotte
Henry Ruggles
Features
me
J.
Oakie-Chas.
Running
Ti
.June
72...
Aug.
Title
star
75...
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
.Nov. 2394
17.... ....77...
Big Executive
Ricardo
Cortez-Elizabeth
Young
Charming Deceiver, The Constance Cummings
Dec.
Sept I a Cradle
Song
DorotheaTwelvetreei-Brueo
Wieck-Kent Taylor...
7 ... 65... .Nov.
87..
5.'S4.
.Dec. 2425II
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Heads
We
Go")
Disgraced
Helen
Ctkot
17....
Curtain at Eight
Dorothy
MackaillCavanagh
- C. Aubrey Oct. I
Duck
Soup
Four
Marx
Bros
....80...
Smith-Paul
.
..74...
I. '34..
.Oct. U
Eight Girls In a Boat Kay Johnson • Dorothy Wilson ■
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Sally Eilers Jan. 13
.Dec.
. ..63...
Girl Without a Room
M. Churchill-Chas. Farrell-C.
under The
the title. Zita
"I Spy")
8....
25169
.Dec.
30
Sin of(Reviewed
Nora Moran,
Johann-John Miljan Dec. I ...65...
78...
.Aug,
19
.July
Sing,
Sinner,Me Sing
Paul Lukas-Leila
Aug. 24 . ..73... Oct. 14 Golden Harvest
Richard Arlen-Chester Morris- Dec. 22....
29.... ....75... .Sept.
You Made
Love You Thelma
Todd-StanleyHyams
Lupine Nov.
. ..74...
.Nov.
.July IS
Design for Living Miriam
Hopkins-Fredrlc MarchGary Cooper
, . . July 27.... ....70...
Coming Feature Attractions
....88...
.Jaly 30
Divorce Bed, The
Edward Arnold-John Miljan Jan.
July 21....
87... .Get. •
....70...
6.... ....70...
Her Bodyguard
Wynne Gibson-Edmund
1.... ....68... .Ort. 7
Lone
Jackie
14...
MAYFAIR PICTURES
.Nov.
Mama Cowboy
Loves Papa
Charles C Ruggles-Mary Boland....62Va.
Features
....72... .July
Running
Tin
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Midnight Club
Clive Brook-George Raft H.3len
Dance Hall Hostess Helen
Robards July
28.... ....70... .Aui. 2*
EdwardChandler-Jason
Nugent
73... .Sept. 2
.July 21
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
Blue
•
Barbara
Kent
...85...
Sitting Pretty
Jack Haley-Jack Oakle-Glnger
II.... ....80...
I.. ....68...
Henry B. Walthall Sept. 15..
70...
2
24....
.Aug.
....92... .Doe. 1
Song of Songs
Marlene Dietrich-Brian Aheine.
Riot Souad
MadgeCarol-Nick
Bellamy-Pat
O'Malley June
.. ..70...
Secret
Sinners
Sue
Stuart
Oct. 20..
Take
a
Chance
James
Dunn
June
Knight
.Aug.
"Buddy"
Rogers
Lillian
I..
...82...
62 ..
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noei Francis Dec.
.Aug.
Roth
82... .July 4
.Aug," 5 This Day and Age
27....
Charles Bickford-Judlth Allen..
25....
Three-Cornered
Moon
C.
ColbertRichard
Arlen-Lyda
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
72... .Nov. 12
Roberti-Mary Boland
24.4....
...
Features
Running
Time
Thundering
Herd.
The
Randolph
Scott-Judith
Allen....
Star
Rel. Date
Reviewed
....571^,.
28 Minutes. . .Aug.
Title Language
Tillie and Gus
Alison Skipworth-W. C. Fields. .Sept.
.Oct.
....58'/j. .Nov.
.Sept.
Another
Helen Hayes- Robt. Montgomery . .July
Sent. 1618
the Last Man
Randolph Scott-EstherRIearde
Ralston..
. ..79.. . .Sent. 95 To
IS.... .. ..70... ..Sent
Beauty
for
Sale
Otto
Kruger-Madge
Evans
Sept.
Too
Much
Harmony
Bing
Crosby-Jack
Oakle-LIIyan
.
.
Oct.
...87..
7
Bombshell
.Jean Harlow-Lee Tracy Oct.
. ..98..
....75... .Sent. 29i
Torch Singer
Claudette
Broadway to Hollywood..
Alice Brady - Frank Morgan Cortez - Colbert
David Ma
_
.Oct. 29....
2
Madge
EvansEddie
Ctuillan8....
25
to Love, The
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak.
Jackie Cooper-Russell Hardie20....
15
.Get. SO
..S*«t • Way
White Woman
Carole
LaughtonFay Templeton - Jimmy Du- rante Sept. 3
Chas.Lombard-Chas.
Bickford
72...
2S
84...
. .89.. .. .. Dec.
Chief. The
Ed Wynn-D. Mackaill Nov. 24is!!'.',!....66..
73...
Nav. 9 Coming Feature Attractions
Joan
-Clark Evans
Gable ..Oct.
Nov. 27
Dancing Lady
3....
5,'34.. .. ..94..
All
of
Me
Fredric
March-MIrlam
HopkinsII
..70.. .. .. Nov.
RichardCrawford
Oix-Madge
Day
of
Reckoning
Dec. 30
Fugitive Lovers
22
Robt.
Evans.. Jan.
"In Ice-Box
the Cutting Room,"
Dec. Arlen-Sally
30.)
Dec. 16 Baby (See
GoingSweetheart
Hollywood
Marion Montgomery-Madge
Davies-BingBarrymore.
Crosby
Dec. 17 .. .78..
..79.. . . Ntv.
In the
Richard
Ellers
It Bolero
Her
Marie
Dressler-L.
. . . Nov.
...87..
..July
George
Raft-Carole
Lombard...
7
(Reviewed
under
the
title.
.Jean
"Christopher
Bean")Gable July
• Catherine the Great Marlene Dietrich-John Lodge... .Feb. 26.'34
Hold Your Man
Harlow-Clark
.
.
.89..
16.'34.
Takes a Holiday
Mar. 23,'34.
2,'34.
Meet the Baron
JackZasuPearl
■ Jimmy Durante - Oct. 20 . ..65.. ..N«v. 4 Death
Four Frightened
People C.Fredric
ColbertMarch-Evelyn
-M.H. Boland
MarshallVenablo.
- Wm. . ..Feb.
Pitts
Gargan
Night Flight
H. Hayes - J. Barrymore • L.
.
.Aug.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
91..
.Jan. I9,'34.
Barrymore
- C. Gable - Robt. Oct.
Sylvia Sidney-Fredric March
It Good Dame
Montgomery
6. .
2t Last Round-Up. The
Penthouse . . .
Warner
Baxter-Myrna
Loy-Mae
Randolph
Scott-Barbara
Adams
.
Jan. 26,'34 65
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas. Sent. 8 ...91.. ..3<st t Man Who Broke His Heart, The. Preston Foster-Carole Lombard
Butterworth
..Get,
2, '34.
Prizefighter and the Lady, The MaxCarneraBaer-Myrna
I6.'34.
Walter Loy-DempseyHuston
Nov. 101 .. 102..
No MoreforWomen
Edmund Crabbe-lda
Lowe-VictorLupine
McLaglen . . Feb.
Search
Beauty
Buster
Feb.
Should Ladies Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymore..Ntv.
C. Fields
Ruggles- A.- M.Sklpworth
Boland -- W.BurnsC.
...78..
II Six of a Kind
Conway Tearle
Dee.
(Reviewed
under the title. "The Vinegar Tree")
..Seat
and Allen
Feb. 9,'34.
Solitaire
Man
Herbert
Marshall
■
Elizabeth
22
...65..
16 PRINCIPAL
Allan - Lionel Atwill Sent.
Sons of the Desert.
Laurel and Hardy
Dec. 29 . . ...68 .
Features
Running TImo
Stage Mother
A. Brady - Russell Hardie • M.
..Sept.
29 . ..87.. ..Jily
TItIo
star
O'Sulllvan
F.
Tone
Sept.
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
.58
Storm at Daybreak
Nils Asther-Kav Francis July 14 ..82.. ..Jaly 1 Jaws of Justice
Kazan-Teddy
and
Richard
Terry
.
Dec.
4
.42....
Oct. 21
Lionel Barrymore - Franchot
Russia Today
Nov. 8.
Stranger's Return, The.
4 ...89.. . .Aug, IS Tarzan
..61.
...Aug.
Tone-Miriam Hopkins
July 21
Buster
Crabbe
..Aug.
II.
..70. ...May 2019
1612 Thunder theOverFearless
Tugboat Annie
Marie Dressier- Wallace BeeryMexico
Native
Cast
Nov.
15.
25
Young-M.Clarke
O'Sulllvan. ..Aug.
...88.. . .Sept. 2 Coming Feature Attractions
Turn Back the Clock
LeeRobt.
Tracy-Mae
Aug.
.. ...80..
Desperate Pal,
Trails
Kazan
Women In His Life, The.
Otto
Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben Dec. 8
.76
Ferocious
The
Kazan
Lyon
King
of
the
North
Kazan
Lone Avenger, The
Kazan
Coming Feature Attractions
Teeth of Steel
Kazan
Cat and the Fiddle, The,. Jeanette MacDonald-Ramon Na- var o Feb. 9,'34.
RKO RADIO PICTURES
(Seeat"InEight
the Cutting Room,"MarieOct, Dressier21.) Wallace BeeryDinner
Features
Llonellow ■ Barrymore
•
Jean
HarTime
Title
Star
Uadge Evans • Karen
Rel. Date Running
Minutes . .Sept
Reviewed
Morley - Edmund Lowe • Lee
Ace of Aces
Richard
DIx
■ Elizabeth Allan - Oct.
13 June
(2.'34.. 17....
Ralph
Bellamy
20...
Tracy
Jean
Hersholt
Jan.
Nov.
Eskimo
Native Cast
Jan. I9,'34..
After
Tonight
Constance
Bennett
•
Gilbert
2,'34.
Roland
Hollywood Party, The
(All Star Musical)
74.. ..Oct. 28
July
Nov. 10...
2S
It Happened One Day
Lionel Barrymore-Fay Balnter. . . Feb. 9.'34.
3...
AggieVIckers
Appleby
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrell..- .Nov.
71..
Laughing
Boy
Ramon
Novarro-Lupe
Veiez
Feb.
Ann
Irene
Dunne
Walter
Huston
73.. ..Get.
Conrad
Nagol
..July
Men In White
Clark Gable-Myrna Ley
Feb. I6,'34.
4...
Oct.
13...
2.'34.
72.. ..Sept. 308
Mystery of the Dead Polite. .. Robt.
Montgomery • Elizabeth Mar.
Bed
of Dawn
Roses
ConstanceErwln-Dorothy
Bennett-Joel Wilson...
McCrea . .Aug.
Allan
Before
Stuart
.Aug. 2112
Old Hannibal
May Rebson-Jean ParkerHis Jan. 26,'34.
Blind Adventure
Robt. Armstrong-Helen Mack... July 16.. .
. Dec. 30 Chance
62.. ...Get.
36
60..
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo - John Gilbert
10
at
Heaven
Joel
McCrea
Ginger
Rogers
Doub
Marian Nixon
. .Aug. 14
Rip Tide
Norma Shearer - Robert
Mont70..
l
.Sept.
July
e
..Get
gomery-Herbert Marshall
Deluge. Tho
Peggy Shannon - Lois Wilson Li
27...
.Segt. 16
IS...
68.. ...July
Tarzan and HU Mate. ........ J. Weissmuller-M. O'Sulllvan
21...
.
.
Sidney
Blackmer-Matt
Moore
.
f
Double
Harness
Ann
HardingWilliam
Powell...
B
Viva Villa
Wallace Beery-Fay Wray
Feb. 23, '34 e
74..
n - Pat
Flaming Gold
BillO'B
Boyd -rie
Mae Clarke
Sept.
29
... 62...
Rola
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
Flying Devils
Arline Judge-Bruce Cabot-Ralph Nov.
..July
nd Y
. . Dec. 2
Features
14. .
Running
Time
.
.
BellamyEric
Linden
o
.July
Flying
Down
to
Rio
Dolores
Del
Rio
Gone
Ray
u
mend
Raul
Roulien
n
g-7Ll
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
29...
TItIo
Star
79....
Oct
...
..80..
Goodbye
Lovo
Charles
Ruggles
It
l
28...
l
VIiss
Avenger, The
Ralph Forbes-Adrlenne iAmes....
Aug. 10
68.... Nov. 4 lanHeadline
Wm. Gargan - Frances Dee - R.
Broken Dreams
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper.
Fane'. .Oct. 20..
GIs Shooter
65...
.68.
..Aug.
IS
2t
.58.
Devil's
Mate
Preston
Foster-Peggy
Shannon.
.
.Aug.
20..
s
,.Doe.
..July
29
Brook
Bab 15..
If„ I. Were
Irene
Dunne-Nlls
Asther-Cllve
66...
Fighting Texans
Rex Bell
June
RatofT... . Dee. 1...
Ford-G.
Bellamy-W.
_ .
„,h Jan.Froal
23
Fugitive, The
Rex Bell-Cecilia Parker Julyy Is15..
Stol .56.
on
Doro
68
thea
WIec
Dec.
k3

75
January

6,

1934

MOTION

PICTU

RE

HERALD

CHART— CONT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
Title
Time
Running
Title
Star
Rel. Date [tunning
Minutes Reviewed
Rel. Dat*2.'34.
MImrte*TimeRavlew*tf
Star
Queen,
The Son.
....
Little Women
K. Frances
HepburnDee- Jean
Bennett
.Anna
Neagle-Fernand
Graavey Mar.
24...
Nov.
II
.
H.
B.
Warner
Sorrell
and
- Paul Lukas Nov.
.
.107...
. ..65... Sept. 16
Midshipman Jacic
Bruce Cabot-Betty Furness Sept. 22...
IHorning Glory
K. Hepburn-D. Fairbanks. Jr.... Aug. 18... . ..70... Sept
Aug, " UNIVERSAL
No Marriage Ties
Richard Dix-Dorls Kenyon Aug. II... . ..73... Auo.
One Man's Journey Lionel
McCrea- Sent. 8... . ..72...
F eatures
DorothyBarrymore-Joel
Jordan
. ..70...
Running Time
Rafter Romance
Ginger Rogers-Norman Foster. . .Sept.
Title
Star
Rel. DataI."34
Minutes Reviewed
Right to Romance, The Ann Harding-Nils Asther Nov. 22... . ..70... Nov.
Bombay Mall
Edmund Lowe-Onslow StevensSon of Kong
Robert Armstrong-Helen Mack. ..Dec.
. ..69'/2
ShirleyLandi-Paul
Grey
Jan. 18
.July
70
Dec.
By
Candlelight
Elissa
Lukas
..Dec.
Coming Feature Attractions
78 July
Nov. 2S2123
Counsellor-at-Law
John Barrymore-Bebe Daniels. .. Dec. 25
13
62....
Girl Meets Boy
Joel McCrea
Don't
Bet
on
Love
Lew
Ayres-Ginger
Rogers
..July
Hips, Hips, Hoorayl Wheeler and Woolsey
Fiddlin' Buckaroo
Ken Maynard-Gloria Shea July
..70...
Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Dec.
Long (See
Lost"InFather
JohnNov.
BarrymoreHelen Chandler. .Jan. I9,'34.
22
Her First Mate
Summerville-Pitts
Aug.
the
Cutting
Room,"
18.)
Lost Patrol, The
McLaglen-Karloff
Horseplay
SlimLeilaSummerville-Andy
Devlne- Nov. 27, ,., ..65 ..
Hyams
.Nov.
the Cutting Room,"
Oct. Lederer-Elissa
21.)
17.'.'.'
Man (See
of Two"In Worlds
Francis
Landi
Invisible Man, The
Claude
- Gloria Stuart - Nov.
Wm. Rains
Harrigan
13 ..70..
..70 . . Dec. 4
(See Gal
"In IntheTown,
CuttingTheRoom,"
Meanest
ZasuNov.
Pitts18.)• Pert Kelton • El
Kino
for
a
Night
Chester
Morris
•
Helen
Twelve. ..78..
2
trees - Alice White Oct.
Brendel - James (^leason 8.'34. ...70... .Sent
30
Ladies Must Love
June Knight • Neil Hamilton .Nev. •
"Skeets"Huston-Frances
Gallagher
Jan. I2,'34.
16
.Sept.
Rodney
Walter
Dee
25
Mary
Carlisle-George
E.
Stone..
Sept.
Love, Honor and Oh, Babyl. .. Summerville-Pitts
Oct. 3 . ..63... .Seot
So You Won't SinD. Eh? ZasuEdward
Pitts Everett
- PertHorton
Kelton Madame Spy
Fay Wray-Nils
Jan.
...84...
232
Moonlight
and Pretzels Mary
Brian-Leo Asther
Carrlllo Aug.
Success Story
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.-Colleen
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale - Donna Damerell - Dec. 4 ...68...
Moore ■ Genevieve Tobin
Ted
Healy
...70 . . Sept. •
Transient
Love
Irene
Dunne-Ralph
Bellamy
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Hume-Billie
Margaret SullavanTrigger
Katharine
Hepburn
9
Nov. 2S
6
Burke
Nov.
.'.'.' .Sept.
(See "In the Cutting Room,"
18.)
S. 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocque-Gibson Gowland . .Oct. 23 10.'.'...105...
Sept. 2323II
Wild
JeanNov.
Parker-Tom
Brown Jan. 26,'34.
..72... ..Sept.
Saturday's
Millions
Robert
Young-Leila
Hyams
Oct.
World Birds
Outside. The
Ann
Harding
Secret of the Blue Room, The. Lionel
Atwill-PaulStevens
Lukas-Gloria July
. ..70...
Stuart-Onslow
..65'/2.
. ..60...
Strawberry Roan
Ken Maynard-Ruth Hall
Oct. 26
4
.
.
.
20
....
Trail Drive, Tb*
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Sept.
SHOWMEN'S
PICTURES
Coming Feature Attractions
5.'S4.
Features
Beloved
John Boles-Gloria Stuart Jan. 22.'34..
I... ...71
Crosby Murder Case, The Wynne
Gibson-Onslow
Stevens- Mar.
Big
Race.
The
Boots
Mallory-John
Darrow
Dec.
.June
10
...60.
Alan
DInehart
His Private Secretary Evalyn Knapp • John Wayne. .. .June 10...
...83
LewKnight
Ayres - Alice White - June Jan. I5,'34.
Moth, Call
The
Sally
Jan. 1,'34
..Sept. t Cross Country Cruise
Police
Merna O'Neil-Paul
Kennedy-NIcKPage
Stuart July
24...
6260.
i
Like
It
That
Way
Gloria
Stuart-Roger Pryor Feb. I2.'$4.
Public Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm. Collier, Jr Nov. I...
63.
Ship «f Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Wayeoff . . Sept.
(See "In the Cutting Room."0. Dec.
30.)
23
Midnight
P.
Heggie-Sldney
Fox Jan. 29,'34.
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Poor
Rich.
The
Edna
May
Oliver-Edward
!!se'«t.'i6
ett
HortonEver- Feb. 28, '34.
24
Golden Head
3t. Louis Woman
Song
for Y*u, A
Marian NIxon-Jan KlenuraMar. I2,'34.
30
Souls In Pawn
t9,'34.
Two
Summerville-Pitts
WheelsClucks
of Deitlay
Ken Maynard
Feb.
Special
Duty
Unlimited
Within the Rock
WARNER BROS.
Runninc TIraa
Features
STATE RIGHTS
RevUwttf I
Title
Star
Rel. Dat*1 Minute*
74... .Apr.
RuMlli
Tin*
Features
Baby Face
Barbara Stanwyck
July 19
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
72....Jun*
24
Title
Star
Dlst'r
Capturedl
Leslie
Fairbanks, Aug.
Jr. -Howard-Doug.
Paul Lukas
Carnival
Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen Hollywood
4
75....N*». It
Vincent
..
Dvorak
Lyia
Talbtt
....Nsv.
.Jan. I5,'34...65
College Csaeh
O'lck Powell-Pat O'Brien-Ann
Criminal at Large
Emiyn
WilliamsCathleen
Nesbitt Helber Prods.
Disraeli
(Reissue)
George
Arliss
Dec.
68 Dec.Oet.I4.'2921
16
88.
Ever
In
My
Heart
Barbara
Stanwyck
Oct. 28
Cougar, the King Killer. . Edwin
C.
Hill
Jay
.60
Bruce
Master Art
Footlight Parade
James
Cagney
Joan
Blondell
Ruby
Keeler
Dick
Pawell
Guy Kibbee
Oct. 21
101. ...Oct. 7
Enlighten Thy Daughter. . Beth Barton-Miriam ...
,, _
.„ „
63 Dec. 2
From Headquarters
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dec. 2
Farewell to Love
JanBattista
Kiepura-Heather Exploitation Picts • Jan. I5.'34. . .80. . . . Dec.
Aline
MacMahon-Ruby
KeelerGold
Diggers
of
1933
Warren
Wllliam-Joan
Blondell..98.
...May 27
55
Dick Powell
Sent. 2....
General Picts...
e
Film Parad
Flaming
Signal, The Marcellne Day
Invincible
"*
Gene
Raymond
Dec.
Get That Venus
Ernest
Truex
Jean
Cortez - Oct. 23....
- Ricardo Astor
The... .l<ay
56fh Street,
onMurder
Arthur
Regent Plots •• -i 65.
• ...Dec. 9 House
. Dee.
Dee. 942
t.... ....73.68. ..Nov.
28....
Kennel Killer
Case
WilliamFrancis
Powell-Mary
Film Exchange.. •• Nov. 29 77....
Gow
Lady
James
Cagney
Dec.
.Aug.
28
22
July
8
PIcts
73.
Superb
Film)
(War
Holiday
Hell'sSecret
72.
15....
Man
Monterey.
The John
Wayne-Ruth Hall July
'3
Maritza
SariCollier,
Her
Mary from
Stevens.
M.D
Kay Francis
July 22....
.July 2212
.Aug.
Jr- Wm. Ideal
57.
Narrow
Corner,
Th*
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr
July
70. .Jun* 24
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond - T. Von Progressive
July 7... ...59.. . . Nov. 294 Voltaire
George Arllss-Dorls Kenyon ..Aug. S....
Eltz
71.
..July
IS...
Important Witnest. The... Noel
Francis-Donald
21
Coming
Feature
Attractions
..Oct.
.July 19. . . .....64..
Dlllaway
Tower
As
the
Earth
Turns
Jean
Mulr-Donald
Wood*
70..
..Sept
Nov. 18... ...90.. ..Dee. X Dragon Murder Cast, Th* William Powell
23 Easy to Love
Adolphe
Menlou
- Mary Astor - Jan. I3.'34.
Genevieve
TobIn
7... ...57.. . .Sept. 3
Over
the
Seven
Seas
■
••
yanderbllt
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
Passion of Joan of Art. The. Maria Falconnetl. . . .Capital
Gambling Lady
Barbara Stanwyck
Francis-Donald Tower
Noel
Reform Girl
..July 29
Harold Teen
HalPatricia
LeRoy -Ellis
Rochelle Hudson .July 15... ...64.. ..Oct.
Dlllaway
..
Auten
Harold
...
•
16 Heir Chaser, The
Gold
Savage
James
Cagney
- Bette DavisJan.
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch - June Lester F. Scott.
Paul Muni
l« HI, Nelllel
20.'34.
..Auf. 21 I've Got Your Number Joan Blondell-Pat O'Brien Feb. 24,'34.
7...
Shepherd of the
^Faith
... _,Picture*..
.
AnnWo
Dvorakod
- Glendas
.Au|.
. ..60.. ..July It Merry Wives of Reno
Margaret
Lindsay
-Farrell
Donald.........
Hills, The
Seven
.July 21. .. 6S..
Sleepless Night*
Pelly
- Stan- Remington
ley Walker
Lupin*
. . Dec. 2B16 Radio Romance
Dick
Powell
- Pat O'Brien Ginger
Rogers
..Apr.
...70..
Films...
Beacon
arl*t
C*irt
the
Through
Wm. Alexander.
.
Upper World
Warren
William
- Mary Astor Truth About Africa. The.
.76
....90.
..47..
Ginger
Rogers
14.
Dee.
Kinematrade
Shilettom
A.
H.
Volga
Volga
Oct. 20.
Jew, The Jacob Ben-Aml . . . . . J AFA
Wandering
22
Wine, Women and Seng. . . Lilyan
Tashman-Lew
^
Cody
1. E. ChadwIeK
70.
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Mad
Features
Runnino Time Reviewed
iso UNITED ARTISTS
nPIFeatures
Title
Star
Dlst'r Film R*l.
..JulyDat*
22 Minutes
89.. July 2*
cts.
Running
Time
Big
Attraction.
The
Richard
Tauber
Bavaria
itel. Dat*,
Minutes
Reviewed
Apr. 22
..•Title
Counsel's
Opinion
Henry
Kendall
London
Flln.
Star
_
63 Dec. 9 Digging Deep
Henry
Dee. 22.i.
.93.
Blane. . .Sept.
Lee Tracy-Sally
to the L*ve!*rn
AdviceNovSwee
.Aug. 2319
WendyKendallBarrla ...British Lion
Anna Neagle-Fernand Graavey.
t
Bitter .
Feodor
.July 8
Bancroft- Frances DeeGeorge
Blood Money
George ChallapinRobey British-United
Artists
. . N**. 18 Don Quixote
Oct. 148
Chick Chandler-Judith Ander
.July
66..
Nev. 17 ..65..
Girl
from
Maxim's.
Th*.
..
Frances
Day
London
Film...
-j;
son
..De
17.
Bowery, Th*
Wallace
Beery
George
Raft
13
7
Golden
Goal.
The
Richard
Tauber
Bavaria
Fllra..."jnna
..Oct.
.July 8
..90..
o.
Jackie Cooper - Fay Wray...
Hawleys of High Stre«t. . Leslie Fuller British Int'l...."
.Aug. 12
Broadway Thru a Keyhole
Constance
- Russ Oct. 27
.. .Oct.
I Lived with You
IvorJeans
Novello - Ursula
'
Gaumont-Brltlsh.
Columbo Cummlngs
- Paul Kelly
.Sept.
29
.
.85.
.
. . Dec. 9 Just My Luck
Ralph Lynn
British end 0*Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson-Dudley DIgget. .Sept. 5.'34..
1
..80..
.May 20
minions
Feb. 2125 Keen It Quiet
..86.
..75.. . .. ..SepL
Frank
Sept. 3
.Nov.
..97..
23
BerthaPettlngell
Belmore. - .. British Lion
Maid
of
the
Mountains,
The
.
Harry
Welchman
■
..85..
Roman Scandals
Eddie
Cantor
Gloria
Stuart
.Dee. 29
David Man
. . Dec. 9 Men of Tomorrew Maurice
.Apr.
Nancy Brown
Braddell. .. British
ParamountApr. 2215
London Int'l
Film. ,
80.
Money
for
Speed
John
Loder
Ida
LuComing Feature Attractions
80. .July IS
pine - Cyril Mc- British-United
Affairs of Cellini. Th*
Fredric March
Laglen
Artists
67
B*rn to B* Bad
Loretta Young-Cary Gri
Mar.
Never
Trust
a
Woman
Richard
Tauber
Bavaria
Film.
...
.Oct.
90
Catherine the Great (T.) Douglas Falrbank*. Jr.I6.'34..
On
the
Air
Davy
BurnabyReginald
Purdell-Betty
23
Oct 28
House of Rethiehlld. Th* George Arllsi
..
Astell
British Lien
ElizaLooking for Trouble Spencer Tracy - Jack Oakle
Prince of Arcadia Carl Britsan
Gaumont-Brltlsb 80
9,'34, .
Private
Wives
Claude
AIIUter-Betty
May IS
Moulin Roug*
Constance
- Franehot
. . Dec.
Astell
British Lien
I9,'34..
Tone - T.Bennett
CarmlnatI
.Oct 21
..71..
Nana
Anna Sten-Llonel AtwIII-PhliRadio
Parade
British
Int'l
70
Song You Gave Me, The. Bebe
Danlels-VIetor British Int'l
Oct. 28
VarconI
Palsoka
Jimmy
- Stuart Erwln This Week of Grace Grade
Fields Radio
9284
Lupe Durante
Velez
26,'34. .
Wedding Rehearsal
Roland Young London Film
(See "In the Cutting Room," Dee. 2.)
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[All dates are 1933 unless
otherwise stated]
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Butterfly
10
Seed
Dispersal
10
MUSICAL MOODS
1— Hans
DanceLange
of the
9
and Hours
Orchestra
2 — Dion
Ave Maria
7
Kennedy at the Organ
3 — Gus
Waters
of
Minnetonka
6
Haenschen and Orchestra
4 — Hula Moon
7....
Native Hawaiian Troupe
5_Wai:z in A Flat Major
4
Hans Lange and Orchestra
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date
Min.
KAZY KAT KARTOONS
Antique
Antics
I rl. .
Curio Shop, The
House Cleaning
■■ > r • •
Krazyof Spooks
Oct. 13
I rl..
Out
the Ether Sept.
5 T/i..
Stage Krazy
Nov. 13 1 rl. .
Whack's Museum
Sept.29 Irl..
LAMB'S GAMBOLS
Hear
'Em
and
Weep
2 ris.
LAUGHING
MEDBURY WITH
1—
In
Morocco
Sept.29
2— In the Orient Oct. 25 1 rl..
3_ln South America Dec. 14 Irl..
MARCH OF THE YEARS
No.
1— "Boss" Tweed Oct.
Sept. 22
No. 2—
6 9'/i.1 rl..
No. 3 — Famous Crippon
Case
Oct.
20
1 rl..
No. 4— Commander Perry
Opens
Oct. 24 I rl. .
MICKEYJapan
McGUlRE
COMEDIES
.
1— Mickey's Touchdown .. .Oct. 14 18
2 — Mickey's Tent Show Oct. 27 18
3— Mickey's Covered Wagon. Nov. 30 18
4— SCRAPPY
Mickey's Minstrels
CARTOONS
False Alarm
' rl. .
Hollywood Babes
Nov. 10
Movie Struck
Sept.
Sandman
Tales
Oct. 8
6 71/2..
Irl..
Scrappy's
Art Gallery
World's Affair.
The iune 5 Irl..
MINUTE MYSTERIES
No. I— Death Attends a
.9
Party
Oct.
No.
Fast Clown
Fangs
Oct. 14 .in..
No. 2—
3 — The
Dies. ...Dec.
No. 4— When the Lights
Went Out
I rl. .
MUSICALS
No.the I —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. IS 2rls.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack
2— Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2 rIs.
Osterman
GEO.
SIDNEY
AND
CHAS. MURRAY
Radio-dough (Tent.)
2rls.
SMITH AND DALE
Hold Your Temper
2 rls.
Hot Daze
Oct. 20 2 rls.
SUNRISE COMEDIES
Brother, Could You Spare
aKenMillion?
Sept. 13 17
Murray
Entertainer. The
Oct. 4 20
Will Mahoney
SayRichey
It Isn'tCraig,
So
June
29 19
Jr.
WORLD OF SPORT
Flying andGloves
Aug.
18 Irl..
Hook
Line
July 28
Irl..
InTime
the Good Old Winter June 17 1 rl. .
We Want a Touchdown Oct. 23 1 rl..
What
the the
ScotchWeaker
Started.
Who Said
Sex?. .Oct.
. Sept. 6
8 9Irl..
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed through Fox Films]
Title
Rel. Date
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES 2, '34.. Min.
2 rls.
An Old Gypsy Custom Jan. 9.. ..IB....
Big Squeal. The
July I 20
Dora's
Doughnuts Sept.
Frozen Dunking
Assets
Nov. 7
His Weak Moment
Oct. 13
Loose Relations
June II 20
Super
The Feb. 23, '34. .2 rls.
AS ASnooper.
DOG THINKS
Walking the Dog
Sept.29
You and I and the Gatejost .Aug. 25
BABY BURLESKS
Kid 'NTlx Africa
Oct. 6
Polly
in Washington. . .June
4
War Babies
Sept. 18
BATTLE
FOR
LIFE
Beneath Our Feet June 25 9
BRAYS NATURSRAPHS
Giants of the North June 4 7
Wild Life at Home June 18 Irl..
BROADWAY GOSSIP
No. 6
June 18
CORONET COMEDIES
Git Along Little Wifie Nov. 3...
Good Bad Man, The Dec. 8
Inventors. The
Feb. 2. '34
North
of Zero
DO YOU
REMEMBER? Jan. 19, '34
Old-Fasbioned Newsreel, An . July 2

PICTURE
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RELEASE
CHAKT—CCNT'D)
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Title
Rel. Date
WILLIE
WHOPPER
MASTER ART
FROLICS OF YOUTH
Min.
Davy
Jones'
Locker
Dec.
9 7...
Irl.
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6...
PRODUCTS
Play Ball
Sept. 16
Pardon
Jan.
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14
8...
What's MyTo Pups
Do
Nov. 26,'34
24...
Stratos-Fear
Nov. II t. ..
Title
Rel. Date Min.
HODGE-PODGE
16 9....
Any Wayin toClay
Get Th«re July
EDWIN C. HILL
SERIES
Capers
July 30
PARAMOUNT
Sawdust Sidelights June 4. ...10....
1. Human
Side
ofof the
Newt
10...
MERMAID COMEDIES
2.
Human
Side
the
News
10...
Title
Rel. Date
(Harry Langdon)
MELODY MAKERS
HEADLINERS
20...
25.
Hooks
Aug.
Min.
Sammy
Fain
—
With
Eton
Bundle
of
Blues,
A
Sept. I... .11...
.10...
Leave Itandto Jabs
Dad
Oct. 29..
Boys, N. Brokenshire and
Duke Ellington
Pop's
Pal
Dec.
Evelyn
Hoey
7...
Stage Hand, The
Sept. 8. .
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
Captain Henry's Radio Show. Aug. II...
Tied
for Life
July
.11...
Healy. Jack Fulton and
Lanny Ross-Annette
shaw-Don
Voorhees HanTrimmed
in Furs
Jan. 5.2..'34 18...
.2 rls
Pickens
Sisters
9...
Little Broadcast, The Oct. 27...
MORAN
AND
MACK
Benny
Davis
—
With
Roy
Donald Novis - Arthur
Atwell, Charles Carlisle.
COMEDIES
Tracy
- Lopez-Roy
Mills Bros.
Martha Ray and Jackie
Blue Blackbirds
Aug.
Vincent
Green
8...
, 15. .
Farmers'
Fatal
Folly
Sept
Radio Roundup,
A Atwill Nov. 24
GusKirbery,
Edwards—Four
With Minute
Ralph
Freeze-Out,
The
...Dec
22..
Molasses
Hot Hoofs
June 18..
Mary Small'n' ■ January
The PoetMen andFosterJohn— With
S. Young
9...
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Prince-Vaughn
Stephen
John
Three
X Sisters Do LeathMillion Dollar Melody Oct.
Hundley,
Nancy
McCord
Rumba
Sept.29 .6...
15.
f rl.
Poppin' the Cork
Dec. 27.
and Kelvin Keech
10...
VincentRhythm
Lopez
ROMANTIC JOURNEYS
Fields
and
McHugh—
With
8 1 1...
Across the Sea
Oct. 20....
Jack
Osterman
and
PickStation
T.O.T
Jan.
I9,'34.
Where's
Tiaer? Dec. 22
Canyon of Romance Dec. 22
ens Sisters
9...
Borrah That
Minnevitch
Enchanted Trail
Sept
Carrie
Jacobs
Bond — Ralph
With
HOLLYWOOD
ON
Edwin
C.
Hill,
SONG HIT STORIES
Kirbery and Lew White
PARADE
Last
Dogie,
The
Nov.
ORGANLOGUES
No. II
June 30
2
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov.
No.
12
June
Helen Morgan
Songs
the Hills
6...
Radioof Rubes
No.HOLLYWOOD
13 ON
July 28
Slow Poke
Sept .22.
Sally
7...
Step in Fetch It
PARADE— NEW SERIES
Singin' Sam-Don Wallace
STAR
COMEDY
SPECIALS
Night of Romance
7...
No.
I
Aug.
9.'34.
No.
2
Sept. 18.8.
Donald
Novis-Ann
Leaf-John
Young
Expectant Father. The Feb.
No.
3
Oct. 10.
13.
Tongue
Twisters
7...
Mr. Adam
Nov. 17....
No. 4
Nov.
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Ship of Dreams
7...
TERRY-TOONS
No. 5
Dec. 8.
Ralph onKirbery-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech7...
No. 6
Jan. 5,'34.
6...
Banker's
Melody
Parade
20
Beanstalk Daughter,
JackThe.... June
Oct. 25
ONE REEL ACTS
22 6.6.... .
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
23
Detective
Tom
Howard
of
Fanny in the Lion's Den. ..July 25
Home
Again
8...
the Suicide Squad June 9
Fanny's Uproar
Wedding Day Aug.
Sept.
Nick Lucas-Lew White-Kelvin Keech 6...
Grand
Tintypes
JazzToma Howaid
La Cuba
July 7
Gypsy
Fiddler,
A
Oct.
6
6...
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
I2,'34..6...
Holland Days
Jan.
Don Aspiazu
Oriental
Phantasy
8...
Hypnotic
Eyes
Aug.
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
Charles Carlile-Lew White-Kelvin Keech
In Venice
Dec. II 6...
Organ Festival
9...
No. 12 — Treasure Hunt —
King Zilch
June 23.'34..6...
Lew
White-Ann
LeafLast Straw, The
Feb.
Dick Tour
Llebert- Jesse Crawford
Wings
OneSummer
Over— Putwith June 16
Little Boy Blue
Nov. 9 6...
6. . .
Melody
Lillian tingofRoth
Oil Can Mystery, The July 30
9.'34..l
ts.'.'.'.'.e'.'.'.
8 rl.
No.— Bird
13— Tableaux
In— Song
Wax
Sylvia
LiebertJohn S.Froos-Dick
Young
Owl
and
the
Pussycat,
The.
.Mar.
Sanctuary
9.'34
Pick-necking
Sept
Makers of America July 14
Organlogue-ing the Hits
8...
Rip
Van Winkle
Feb. 17 6...
Nick Lucas-Lew
Robinson
Crusoe
Nov
Herbert
Rawlinson WhitePARAMOUNT PICTORIAL29 6...
Sunny South. The
Dec! 26.'34..6...
Songs
of RawlinsonNations
NEWI— Just
SERIES
Three Bears, The
Jan.
CarlileWhite
No.
a Little DressVillage Blacksmith, The... Nov. 3 6...
Songs of the Range
ing—
The
Rock Garden — Aug. II
Irving
Mills
TOM
HOWARD
Art
Dickinson-Lew
White
COMEDIES
No.Salmon
2 — On— Trotting
the TrailOutof the
the
PET SUPERSTITIONS
I. Spilled Salt
10...
4.
Aces
Wild
July
Champion — Johnny Green. Sept. 8
Divorce
Sweets
Nov.
Phyllis
Barry-Geo.
LewlsNo.
3
—
Dr.
Roy
Chapman
Honesty Pays, But Not
J. Carrol Naish
Andrews
— Armstrong
September .. Oct. 6
Much
June
Morn — Harry
Mouse Trapper, The Sept. .29!
No. 4— Let's Go Crabbing
Static
Sept.
—Irvin
Manhattan
Nocturne — Nov. 3
S. Cobb
TORCHY COMEDIES
METRO-GOLDWYN(Ray Cooke)
No.
5
—
The
Old
Mill —
MAYER
25.... 20....
Torchy's OutLoudTorchy
Spooker June
Jack ratorFrost.
— Song Master
MakersDeco-of
Trying
July 23.8. ...18....
the
Nation
Dec.
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
TREASURE CHEST
No. 6—
Dec. 29i
ALL-STAR SERIES
Air Maniacs
Dec. 15.
No.
7—
Jan.
26,'34.
Crook'sScrews
Tour
Sept.23
19
Day Dreams
Dec.
Twin
Dec. 30
2 rls.
POPEYE
THE SAILOR Oct. 27
Shorts
Nov. 22.
Blow
Me
Down
10.
Yeast
Is
West
Nov.
II
Song
ofDoesVienna
Nov.
II Eats
Nov. 20
17
CHARLEY CHASE
What
Dec 3.
Yam MyWhatSpinach
I Yam Sept.
Your Life
Is1934in Hold?
Your
Arabian
Tights
June
3.
...20....
Seasin's
Greetinks
Dec.
8
Hands
Sept, .22.
Wild Elephinks
Dec. 29
Cracked
Luncheon Iceman
at Twelve Jan.
Dec. 27,'34.I9
9 21
SCREEN SONGS
Midsummer Mush
Oct. 21 21
"Boilesk"
June 9
Sherman
Said It
Sept. 2 17
FOX FILMS
Watson Sisters
FITZPATRICK
Boo,
Boo.
Theme
Song
...
Oct. 21
13
TRAVEL TALKS
Title
Rel. Date
Down
by theBoners
Old Mill Stream July
British Guiana
Dec. 23 9
Funny
ADVENTURES OF THE
Colorful Ports of Call
I rl. . I Eton
Like Boys
Mountain Music. ... Nov. ID....
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
Day
Venice
.Sept. 1.. ...9..
Dutch in Guiana.
Land of Oct. 28 9
...9..
Keeps
Rainin'
All the Time .Jan. I2.'34.
Nov. 30..
D]uka
Sept. 2 10
Gertrude
Conquest
of theSevenAir!
Italy,
Land of Inspiration. . Nov. 25 9Irl..
Sing,
Babies,Neisen
Sing Dec. 15
Scouring the
Seas!. .Dec.
.Oct.
20..
...9..
22..
New
Zealand
...9..
Answering the Riot Call!.
Baby Sisters,
Rose Marie
Papua
and
Kalabahal
June
10
9...
Sing,
Sing June 3
Scotland the Bonnie Sept. 30 9
Three X Sisters
MAGIC CARPET
Stoopnocracy
Aug. 18
FLIP, THE FROG
SERIES
Stoopnagle
and
Budd
Mississippi
Showboats
Chinaman's
Chance
June
24
8
When
Yuba
Plays
the
Paleface
Aug. 12 8...
Boardwalks of New York
Rumba Bros.
on the Tuba Sept. 16
Soda Squirt
7
Mills
Pagodas ofof Cairo
Peiping Aug.
18
GOOFY MOVIES
Shades
Aug.
25
10...
SCREEN SOUVENIRS
The Desert Patrol
Sept. I
A Whole Show in One Reel . Sept. 9 9
No.
June
Outposts of France Sept. 15
LAUREL & HARDY
No. 12
13
July 97
Glimpses of Greece Sept.29,
Busy
Bodies
Oct.
7
20
Playground of Pan
Oct. 13
Dirty Work
Nov. 25 20
SCREEN
SOUVENIRSElephant Trails
Oct. 27,
NEW SERIES
MUSICAL COMEDIES
The Island of Malta Nov. 3 ..10.
No. I
Aug. 25. .
...9.
AByways
Day in
Tokyo
Nov.
10
Hello,
Pop!
July
I
17
No.
2
Sept.
in Bangkok Nov. 24
Nertsery Rhymes Aug. 26 20
No. 3
OcL 22..
20..
Around the Acropolis Nov. 30 .9.
No.
4
Nov.
17..
Keg
0'
My
Heart
Nov.
II
2
rls.
Gem of the Sea
Dec. 15
Rhapsody in Brew Sept. 30 20
No. 5
Dec. 15..
Rural England
Dec. 22
20
.
.
.
,
Symphony
in
Suds
Jan.
6,
'34..
2
rls.
No.
6
Jan.
12.
'34.
MUSICAL REVUES
PARAMOUNT SOUND
London
Dec. 29
'.'
Flemish Medley
Folk
Jan.
5, '34...!
20....
Beer
and
Pretzels
Aug.
26...
NEWS
Tunisian Travels Jan. I9,'34
Plane Nuts
Oct. 14...
Editions Weekly
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26.'34..
Roast Beef and Movies Dec. 2... .2 rls. TwoGRANTLAND
RICE
Roaming the Netherlands. . Feb. 9,'34...
ODDITIES
Cradle of Storms Feb. 16. '34
16....
SPORTLIGHTS
Bear Hunting
Dec. 18... .1.9....
rl..
In MOVIE
Java Sea
Feb.
23,'34
No.
I
—
What
Makes a Aug. 4....
Fine
Feathers
Nov.
TINTYPE SERIES
Champion
II...
Handlebars
Aug. .26....
10...
10...
No.
2
—
Sporting
Melodies.
.Aug.
25
Where Is My Wandering
Happy Warriors
Oct. 21... 10....
II...
No.
3—
Water
Lure
Sept.
22
Boy?
Aug. 18
Menu
Aug. ,26....
26 II9....
No.
4
—
The
March
of
the
For the Man She Loved... .Sept. 8
OUR GANG
.1 ri.
Champions
Oct.
20....
Bedtime
Worries
Sept.
9
21.
Slander's
Tongue
Sept.
22
No. 5— Kennel Kings Nov. 24
Twin Dukes and e Duchess . Oct. 4
6
Wild
Poses
19.
No. 6— Around the Calendar. Dec. 22 .110...rl.
SPECIAL
The
Great Train
Robbery. . .Oct.
Inflation
A Moment
of Madness
Nov. 2710
No.
7 — Jumping Giants ... Jan. 26,'34.
5.'34..
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 2,'34..
SPORTS EYE VIEW
TAXI BOYS
The Extravagant Wife Jan. I9.'34..
Balance
June 23
Rummy,
The
June
10
The Girl from the Country. Jan.
Over the Jumps
July 21.
Thundering Taxis
June 24
Emma's
Feb.
Straight Shooters
July 21
The
HeartDilemma
of Valeska
TODD-KELLY
20....
TALKARTOONS
Love's
Old
Sweet
Song
Feb.
I6.'34
Air
Fright
Dec.
23
.2 rls.
SPECIAL SUBJECT
Betty Boop's Big Boss June 2
Backs
Nov. 16
14... 18....
Beauty toandNature
the Bus Sept.
Aniakchak
Aug. 18.... 28...
Party
Betty
Boop's Hallowe'en Nov. 3
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CHACT—CONT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
Title
Rel. Date Mia.
Title
Rel. Date MIo.
Title
Ral. Data Mil
TItIt
Rel. Data MIn.
No. 10 — Beau Bosko
7
Big(Mentone
Casino. No.
The
Nov. 29 21..
I Don
Heard
Sent. 1 7...
SOGLOW'S "THE KING"
No. II — Bosko's Mechanical Man
4)
CARTOONS
Redmond
No.
12
—
Bosko
the
Musketeer
7....
Fatal Note. The
Sept. 29 7
Gleason's
New
Deal
July
12
20..
Morning.
Noon
and
Night.
.Oct.
6
7...
James Gleason
No. 13 — Bosko's Picture Show
RubinofI
Marching
Along
Oct.
LOONEY TUNES (New Series)
HisVince
FirstBarnett
Case
June 14 20..
On
the Pan
Nov. 27.
24...27....
7
Mother Goose Land June 23 7...
Pals
in..
OldCabManCallaway
of the Mountains. .Aug. 4 7...
No.
1— Buddy's
9 7
Meeting
Mazio
Dec. 20 20..
No.Garden
2—
Buddy's Day
Beer Out . .Sept.
SPECIALS
Oct. 21 7
Sterling
Holloway
Parade of Wooden Soldiers. Dee. I .1 rl,
MELODY
MASTERS
So
This
Is
Harris
Jan.
I9.'34.2S.
.
.
.
Popeye. the Sailor July 7 .7...
Louise Fazenda
Mountain
Music
Jan. 3,'34.I8..
No. 10 — The Alma Martyr
9
She Wronged Him Right... Jan. 5.'34. .1 rl.
FredII — Waring
and IsHis Familiar
Pennsylvanlans
NotSterling
the Marryino
Kind Nov. 22 20..
STATE RIGHTS
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Holloway
No.
The
Name
TOM AND JERRY
Leon Belasco and Band
Barber.
July 28... 21
On (Mentone
the Air No.
and t)Off Sept. 6 19..
W. C. The
Fields
No. 12— The Audition
20
Phantom Rocket
July 21 Irl..
Open
Sesame
Oct.
25
20..
BigSennett
Fibber,StarThe
July 14 — .20
Hannah
Williams-Phil
Emerton's Band9
Puzzled
Pals
7
Henry
Armetta
No.
13
—
A
Castillan
Garden
AMKINO
OutLouise
of Gas
Nov. 8 21..
Cold
Turkey
De«. I .2 ris.
Sefior
Del Pozo's
Marimba(NewOrchestra
Fazenda
MELODY
MASTERS
Series)
Joseph
Cawthorne
AKilling
Day Into Moscow
26
22...
No.
1
—
Hot
from
Petroorad
10
Live
17
Daddy
Knows
Best
June
16
Palsie
Walsie
Jan.
31,
'34.
.2
rl:
Henry Armetta
Dave Apollon and Orchestra
Walter Catlett
Kino
Displays
10
No. 2— Barber Shop Blues •
Ducliy Dear
Sept. 1 19...
Pie
for
Two
Dec.
13
21..
BEVERLY
HILLS
PICTURES
James
Gleason
Claude
Hopkins
and
Band
Sidney Tolar
Coocoe Capers
No.
and and
Band
10....
Husband's
Reunion
July 7 19...
Flame of the Pacific
23....
Stung
Oct. 18 18..
LouiseAgain
Fazenda
No.
435——— Rubinoff
Eddie
Duchin
Band
Sennett Star
Terrors of the Amazon
29....
No.Harmonica
BorrahRascals
Minnevitch
and His 10....
Just an Echo
Jan.
.2
rls
Supper
at
Six
Dec.
27
18..
10....
CAESAR
FILMS
(Mentone
No.
5)
I9.'34
Bing Crosby
Knocl(out
Kisses June 23... 19...
Venezlana
I rl. . Trifle
No. 6— Jack Denny and Band 10....
VinceBackward.
Barnett A
Jan. l7.'34.l9i/2
Sennett Star
FIRST DIVISION
No. 7 — Mills Blue Rhythm Band 10....
Marriage Humor
Aug. 18... .19...
Delhi
Nov.
15
10
MERRY MELODIES
Vaudeville
on
Parade
Jan.
24.'34.
.2
rls
(Mentone
No.
6)
Harry Langdon
My
Side
of
the
Story
Sept.
22.
.
.
.
10.
.
.
.
No.
1— You're Too Careless with Your 8....
Meet the Champ
Aug. 4... .21...
Warren Doane Brevity Aug. 9 19...
David L. Button
Kisses
Eugene
PalletteStrange
Case
of
Tom
Mooney.July
21
23
No.
2—1
Had Bunch
Wings
7....
Where's
Elmer?
Feb.
7.'34..2rls
Vince
Barnett
Walter Catlett
IDEAL
„
No. 3— A Wish
Great IBig
of You....?....
OldChicBugler,
Jan. 5. '34 .2 rls
No. 45—— Three's
a
Crowd
7....
■»
No.
ies
Gyps
Sale The
Canal
Shanty Where Santa Claus Lives..?....
No. 6— One
Evolution
a""
On lea
Oct. 6... .21...
Stop
Ahead
of
My
Shadow.
VITAPHONE
SHORTS
Goofy Games
;°
Harry Langdan
and Healthy 7....
7
No 78 —— Young
Mystic
East. The
The
Ig
One Awful NIaht Oct. 20.. .21...
No.
Title
Rel. Date MIo
The
Organ
Grinder
7....
Next
War.
„"
9—
Wake
Up
the
Gypsy
In
Me
7
Pallette-Catlett
No.
We're
on
Our
Way
BIG
V
COMEDIES
Please
Dec.
No. 1011—— Shuffle
.2 rls
I Like Off
Mountain
Music 7....
No.Roscoe
11 — How've
Bean?. June 24
INDUSTRIAL
to Buffalo
7
Blag Crosby
No.
(Fatty)YouArbuckle
Silent Enemy
30
Roaming Romeo. A
Dec 29. .2 rls. TheINVISIBLE
12
—
The
Dish
Ran
Away
with the
No.
12
—
An
Idle
Roomer
20
,„
Harry Langdon
Spoon
7
Jack
Haley
Sailors, Beware
Sept. 15... 18...
No. 13— Nothing But the
No. !3 — We're in the Money 7....
Snowman
lu....
RESOLUTE
. ,
CatlettPallette
19.
MERRY
MELODIES
(New
Series)
Tooth
Aug.
19.
.21...
Jack
Haley
SeeSennett
You Tonight
June 2...
Itchy Scratchy
3
No. 1— I've Got to Sing a Torch Seng.. 7....
Star
BIG V COMEDIES
MARY WARNER
POT
20...
Three
No.PEPPER
21— Inklings
Berlin:
Its
Sports
and
Recreation
8
(New
Series)
Leon Little
Errol Swigs Nov. 10...
No.JackI— Salt
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolis 8
No.
22
—
R'bling
RoundWorldRadioIn 8RowMinutes
Na. 6
Haley Water Daffy... Sep 16... 21....
Glimpses
of
Germany
8
No. 23 — Around the
30... 20....
No.Roscoe
2 — Close(Fatty)Relations
Green Heart of Germany, The
20
No.
2425 —— Stuck,
Fishermen's
Holiday
Arbuckle Sepi 21...
PRINCIPAL
Springtime on the Rhine
7
No.
Stuck,
Stucco
No. 3— Gobs of Fun Oct. 4... .21....
The
No. 26 — Seeing Samoa
Trier,Mosel
Oldest City In Germany 5-"6
Givot-Charles
JudelsNov
PEPPER POT (New Series)
Among Title
the Maoris Rel.
Aug. Date
1 MIn.
7...
21....
Gus4— Shy
No.George
Turkey
in the Raw..
Vintagers'
Festival
in
the
Palatinate.
..
10.
..
.
Circle of Life of the Ant
No. 1— Walter Donaldson
10
25...
Winter In the Bavarian Alps
I rl..
No.
Admission 5c
10
Lion,
The
Feb.
4,'34..7...
Young
Germany
Goes
Skiing
Irl..
.22....
No.Rockwell
32.—— Rock-A-Bye-Bye.
with Dr
City of Contrasts Nov. 22 19...
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
P. A. POWERS
II....
Cuba
Sept.27 21...
9...
.18....
No.
6
—
Here
Comes
Flossie.
Dec.
Jack
and
the
Beanstalk
6
No. 54—— Notre
Laughs Dame
in theGleeLaw
Enough Rope
July 1 9
Ben7 — Blue
No.
Club
88....
No.
Tomalio
Dec.
.21....
No.
Farmer's Friend. The Oct. 4 7...
Roscoe (Fat^) Arbuckle
No. 67 —— Harry
Warren
10....
30...
From
Cocoon
to
Butterfly.
..
Jan.
10,
'34.
.7...
UNITED
ARTISTS
Easy Aces
Great Raccoon Hunt, The... Sept. 1 20...
No.That?
8 — How D'Ya Like Jan. 13.'34.I8....
No. 8— Little
Title
Miss Mischief 10....
10
Rel. Date Min.
HerBee
Majesty, the Queen Dec. 1 6...
21....
Movie Memories
9....
No. 90—— The
George
Givot-Charies
JudelsFeb.
MICKEY
MOUSE
Tune
Detective
9....
No.
9
—
Nervous
Hands
High Spots of New York... June I II...
9. The Mad Doctor Jan. 20 6...
No.
Sigmund
Spaeth
3.
'34
Ben
Blue
insect
Clowns
Mar.
4,'34..7...
I7.'34.2I....
10.
Mickey's
Pal
Pluto
Feb.
10
7...
No.
10
—
Pugs
and
Kisses.
..
Feb.
No.
11
—
Mississippi
Suits
9,...
Kick-Oft. The
Oct. II 27...
11. The Mellerdrammer ....Mar. 3 6...
No.Block
12— The
Wrong Wrong Trail 10
BROADWAY BREVITIES
Newslaughs
— No.Underworld.
1 .. Dec.
Dec. 20
9...
12.
Ye
Olden
Days Juno
Mar. 24
7...
and Sully
Queen
of the
6 7...
No.
8
—
Sky
Symphony
June
13.
The
Mall
Pilot
5
7...
No. 13— Song Hits, with Roy Turk II
Wonders of the Tropics Dec. 13 32...
Stoopnagle and Budd
14. Man
Mickey's Mechanical
SPORT
THRILLS SERIES
No.Russ11 — Columbo
That Goes Double.. July 29
Juno 9 6...
TED HUSING
No.
15.
Mickey's
Gala
Premiere.
June
30
7...
No.
I—
No.
No.
18
—
World's
Champ
July
16.
Puppy
Love
Aug.
14
Jack
Dempsey
RKO-RADIO PICTURES
2—
No. 3—
17. The
Steeple
Sent. 22
1 7...
Title
Rel. Date Min.
No.ing22 ef
— The
Double-Cross- July
18.
Pet Chase
Store Sent.
19....
BLONDE
and RED
Columbus
4— Old Time Sport Thrills
15...
5—
HEAD SERIES
(NEW SERIES)
Charles Judels
No. 6—
Nov. 15 7...
Flirting in the Park Aug. 18 20...
No. 23 — Pie a la Mode Juno
No.
2.1. Giant
Mickey Land
Shanghaied
Walking Back Horn* B««. 8 19...
No. 24 — Crashing the Gate.. July
WORLD AVENTURES
3. Playful Pluto
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Etting-Roy
Atwellfor
12... 19. . . . No.E. M. NEWMAN
No.Ruth
25—20.000
Cheers
SILLY SYMPHONIES
SERIES (Re-Issues)
1— Dancing Around the World I. rl
the
Chain
Gang
,.
Aua.
The Count
Nov. 17
6. Babes in the Wood Dee. 2.'32..8...
No. 23—— Transportations
of the World...!10..rl
Jerry Bergen-The Rolllckers-Pii cken Sisters
The Cure
Aug. 19... .20..
7. Santa's Workshop Dec. 30.'32. .7. . .
An
Oriental
Cocktail
No.
19
No.
26
—
The
"No"
Man....
Aug.
The Fireman
Aug. 28... ,21..
No.
8.
Birds
in
the
Spring.
...
Dec.
30.'32.
.7.
.
.
4
—
Curious
Customs
of the World.. I rl
26.
.
.
1
Hugh O'Connell-Anne Greenway
Father Little
Noah'sPigs
Ark Jan.
No. 5 — From Bethlehem to Jerusalem. . 10. .
10.9. Three
May 27
26 8...
8...
BROADWAY BREVITIES
SECLARK
Rl ES & McCULLOUGH
No.
6—
High
Spots
of
the
Far East... 10..
1
1.
Old
King
Cole
July
27
8.
.
.
141/2..
No. 7 — Main Streets
10..
(New Series)
Fits in a Fiddle Oct. 20... ,20....
12. Lullaby Land
Aug. 18 7...
No. I— Use Your Imagina- tion Sept. 2...
8—
Beauty Spots
ofWorld
the World Irl
No.
Gay Nighties, The
June 23...
13.
Pied
Piper
Oct.
6
7.
.
.
9.
..
18....
9—
Workers
of
the
I rl
No.
20....
Iceman's
Ball.
The
Aug.
13...
Hal
LeRoy-Mltzl
Mayfair
(NEW
SERIES)
10—
Wonder
Spots
of the
World II rlrl
Kickingin the
Around. .Aug. 4... .219....
No.President
2 — Rufus Jones for
I. The Night Before
rls.
11
—
Costumes
of
the
World
Odor
the Crown
Court
Sept.
No. 12 — Strange Ceremonies
Christmas
Dec. 15 8...
10..
Snug In a Jug
Nov. 2... 20....
Ethel
Waters Greetings. .Sept .23... .20....
No.MUSICAL
13— Top WORLD
of the World
10..
CUBBY
.20....
No.LIta
3 — Seasoned
JOURNEYS
CARTOONSTHE BEAR
Grey
Chaplin
UNIVERSAL
NEWMAN the Pacific I rl
No. 4— Paul Revere. Jr Oct. 14.7.... . .21....
Cubby's
Picnic
1—— Samoan
Exploring
Rel. Date
No.E. 2M.
World Fli
ght Oct. 6 .
Title
Gus5— Shy-Janet
Reads
Memories
Irl
MIn.
No.
GOOFYTONE
NEWS
No.
Operator's
Opera.
..
.Oct.
.21...
34—— Italy,
Heart theof Old
Paris
I rlrl
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
No.
No. I
Aug. 28. ..8..
O'Day-Eton
Boys
No.
Donald
Novis-Dawn
COMEDIES
and
the
New
I
No.
2
Oct. 251.
19...
5
—
Cannibal
Islands
I r!
No.
How
Comedies
Are
Bom
Sept.
8...
No.
3
Dec.
No.
6
—
'TIs
Soring
Oct
181/2
.
28...
.19....
.10..
6— Spanish America
I rl
Shakespeare with Tin Ears.. June 30... 19...
.81/2.
OSWALD CARTOONS
PatriciaJenkins
EllisSuits to Nuts
Dec. I...
Allen
.
I
rl.
Candy House. The
Jan. 15. '34. .7...
No. 7— Yeast Is Yeast Nov 11... .20....
HEADLINER SERIES
Chicken
Reel
Jan. 31I, '34
Confidence
July
No. S4—— Preferred
She Outdone Him... July 21.. 20...
No.Tom8— Patrleola
The Mild West .Nov. 18... .23....
No.
. I rl.
List Get 6... 21...
SEI^IALS
County
Jan.
Janet
Reade-Ollva
Borden .Dec.
No. 6— Air Tonic
Five andFair
Dime
Sept. 29,'34.
18 .8...
Dee. 22...
No.
9
—
Girl
Trouble
(EACH SERIAL 12 EPISODES OF 2 RLS.)
Ham
and
Eggs
June
19
2... .23....
MASQUERS COMEDIES
.6...
Mitchell
and
Durante
.7...
In
the
Zoo
Nov.
6
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
.20...
Abroad by
In Old
Kentucky.
No.tale
10 — Manhattan Clock- .Dec. 16...
Merry Old Soul
Nov. 27 .8...
Stolen
Gypsies,
«r . . .Sent. 9 21...
Parking Space
Dec. 18 — .7. . .
.29....
Beer
and
Bicycles
...July
14
MASCOT
Norma Eton
Terrls-Boys
MICKEY McGUIRE
CARTOONS
SERIES
Fighting with Kit Caraon..Juiy 6.... 20
HotPOOCH
and Cold
Aug. 14..., .1 rl.. No.Four
II — Plane Crazy .Dec 23... 20....
Johnny
Mack Brown(each)
King Klunk
Sept. 4..., .9....
Mickey's Big Broadcast
Noah Beery
6.'34
.8....
Dorothy
Lee-Arthur and
Nature's
Workshop
June
5
Mickey's Disguise
Morton
Havel
July
28...
Pin Feathers
July 3 .9....
Mystery
Squadron.
Th«
Dec.
23
No.
12
—
Kissing
Time
Jan.
Bob
Steele
mr. average man
.22. . . . Three Musketeers, The Apr. 7
She Done Him Right Oct. 9 .7.. . .
Jane
RADIO STAR REELS
'k°e^5I'd¥,
GeorgesFromanMetaxa
John Wayne-Ruth Hall
The
Old
Timers
.20...
21....
No.Big13—Ideas
A Little Girl with Jan.
Good Housewretking June 16... .20'/2.
Wolf Dog. The
Sept. 30
Louis
Sobol
—
Na.
S
20,'34.29....
Grin and Bear It
Dee. 29... 20^2.
RIn
Tin Tin, Mallory
Jr.-Frankle
Peeping Tom
Sept. 20 17...
Molly Picon
Darro-Boots
Quiet Pleas*
Aug. II... .21...
Louis
Sobol
—
Na.
4
No.
14
—
Not
Tonight.
What
Fur?
Nov. 3..
27,'34.2I....
Boswell Sisters, The ..Dec. 6.. .2. rls.
MUSICOMEDIES
Nick Kenny— Na. 4
.2oy2.
SERIES (Ruth Etting)
Frank
McHugh21
SPECIALS
Kltty
Kelly
Californi
PRINCIPAL
a Weather Dec 15
No. 15 — Private Lessons...
World's Greatest Thrills. .Aug. 18.... 19..
Tarzan, the Peerless Aug. ll 28...
Harvest Moon Girl
"■
STRANGE
AS
IT
24.'34.I0....
Buster Crabbe
(each)
O'Day
10, '34
Knee
In Music
No.Hal16 —LeRoy-Dawn
Dinners I Hate...
SEEMS SERIES
MY Deep
BRIDGE
EXPERI- Stot.ii'.'.'.
.9...
HOW
TO
BREAK
90
No.
31—
Novelty
Aug.
7...,
ENCES (Ely Culbertson)
BOBBY JONES
rl.
No. 32— Novelty
Sept. 4 .1.9...
Forced Response. A
Sept. 15...
UNIVERSAL
No. 33— Novelty
Oct. 9....
9
Murder atCheaters
the Bridge Table. Sept
No.Swing
2 — Position and Back June
No. 34— Novelty
Nov. 20 .110...rl.
Society
Sent 29I...
Gordon
Ghost City
Aug. 14 (eaeh)
20...
24
No.
35
—
Novelty
Dec.
18...
Buck ofJones-Madge
Bellamy
. I rl.
No.
3—— Hip
Action
June
What Not to DoBridga
In Bridge. Oct 13 '
Trans-Atlantle
No.UNIVERSAL
36— Novelty
Jan.
22,'34.
Perils
of
Pauline
Nov.
6.
...20...
No.
4
Down
Swing
July
COMEDIES
Tricks
Oct. 27...
Evalyn ofKnappRobert Allen
No. 5— Impact
July
(1932-33 SEASON)
Three
Phantom
the Air
May 22(each)
No.LOONEY
6 — FineTUNES
Points Aua. 15 10...
PATHEKnaves
NEWSand a Queen. Nov. 10...
All
at
Sea
Sept.
20
21...
Tom
Tyler-GIorIa
Shea
(Mentone No. 2)
Released
a week
Pirate
Treasure
Jan. 29, '34.(each)
20...
PATHE twice
REVIEW
Big(Mentone
Benefit. No.The
Oct. 18 21...
No.
Bosko'stheKnight
Mare... ■ .■<5...
Richard
Talmadge3)
No. 8—
9 — Bosko
Sheep-Herder
Released once a month
Lucille Lund
8....
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CLASSIFIED

ADVECTISINe

the great
national medium
for showmen

Ten cents per word, money-order or check with copy. Count initials, box number and address. Minimum insertion,
$1. Four insertions for the price of three.
Contract rates on application.
No borders or cuts. Forms close
Mondays at 5 P.M. Publisher reserves right to reject any copy.
Address correspondence, copy and checks to
MOTION PICTURE HERALD, Classified Dept., 1790 Broadway. New York City

USED

ECUII^MENT

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
Chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Send for catalogue H. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, 844 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
700 new.
UPHOLST'ERED
CHAIRS SEATING,
REFINISHED722
like
PICTURE THEATRE
Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J.
CONVINCE YOURSELF— WRITE S. O. S. FOR
real lowdown on reflector arcs, amplifiers, generators,
chairs, rectifiers, anything. Ask for list. Trades
taken. Tremendous savings. S. O. S. CORP., 1600
Broadway, New York.

LEDGEK

SrSTEAiS

KNOW
Use
BrysonEVERY
Theatre WEEK
Record HOW
Ledger YOU'RE
practical,DOING.
simple.
Special anteed
now satisfactory.
$2.00. Prepaid
if
cash
with
GuarGEORGE FOSDICK, order.
4417 Stevens,
Minneapolis, Miim.

NEW

ECDIDMENT

A.C. CHANGEOVERS, 70 AMPERES AT ONEquarter of the cost. Let us know type lamp and set
now in use. Just the thing for theatres needing more
light. Also new A.C. lamps. CROWN, 311 W. 44th
St., New York City.
STILL GOING— TICKETS 1,5c ROLL, MOST
denominations
andCORP.,
colors, 1600
misprints.
supply. S. O. S.
Broadway,BuyNewa year's
York.

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
Approved home- study training. Free Catalog.
THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE, 31S Washington St., Elmira, New York.
PCSITICNS

WANTED

SACRIFICING NEW SUPERIOR TYPE X PROjectors with rear shutters, adapted to sound.
COXSACKIE MANUFACTURING CORP., Coxsackie,
N. Y.
RCA— EMBLEM OF PERFECT SOUND— YOURS
for a song — trade your old obsolete soundheads for
brand new RCA Photophones at small cost. S. O. S.
CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.

PROJECTIONIST. BEST REFERENCES INCLUDing Western Electric Write, 143 DIDAMA, Syracuse,
New York.
TECHNICAL
WILL LEASE OR MANAGE YOUR THEATRE.
Experienced showman in all its branches. Operated
white and colored theatres. Advise capacity, opposition terms. BOX 359, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
POSTER - ARTIST EXPERIENCED. HEADS
and figures specialty. Original. Reasonable salary.
DONALD E. ANDORFER, Room 17, Hotel Stephani,
Manitowoc, Wise.
PROJECTIONIST
YEARS'
Prefer
theatre where— 10
reliability
and EXPERIENCE.
good work are
appreciated. Will go anywhere. BOX 356, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
WANTED

TC

cur

BCCrS

"RICHARDSON'S HAND BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best and most practical. Aaron Nadell's "Projection
Sound Pictures."
Complete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksinformation
complete for
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, 1790 Broadway, New YorK.
PKCEESSICNAL
SERVICES
SCOTT MOORE, ASTORIA 8-0073, RECENTLY
Guthrie McClintic's "Criminal at Large."

RECTIFIER FOR LOW INTENSITY REfiector lamps must take care of changeovers. DIXIE
THEATRE, Glade Spring, Va.

THEATKE

WANT USED THEATRE CHAIRS, ALL KINDS.
Also parts, accessories, etc. Send sample prepaid.
Advise quantity and price, etc. GENERAL SEATING
COMPANY, 2035 Charleston Street, Chicago.

THE BETTER CLASS AT THE LOWEST PRICES,
all cuts furnished by us. Delivery same day copy
received.
THEATRE PRINTING CO., 720 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

THEATKES

WANTED

WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY, THEATRE IN
city of not less than 10,000, prefer South, but will
consider others if doing business, write stating locaopposition,
capacity,BOX film
360, contracts.
MOTION
etc., which
will be seating
confidential.
PICTURE HERALD.
CENEPAL

ECDIDMENT

DON'T
LAGsound,
BEHIND
YEAR—soundheads,
INSTALL
Wide
Fidelity
$179.70 THIS
up complete;
$49.50 up; unified control amplifiers. $50,00 up,
S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York,
MAIN DRIVING GEAR FOR SIMPLEX, RCA
or Western Electric $4,00, a necessity in every booth;
pad rollers 75c; exciter lamps, all sires, 6 for $3,50;
daily report pads, 500 sheets, $1.50; saddle mops, $3,60
per dozen; fan covers, rubberized, $8,00 per dozen.
Bargain prices on all accessories. CROWN, 311 W.
44th St., New York City.
"BEST
I KNOW"
wires
Paul TONE
Covey, AND
Beaver,EVERYTHING
Oklahoma. Wide
Fidelity
is yours for a song, S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway,
New York.
500 NEW LENSES AT SACRIFICE— ALL SIZES,
$6,75 up—TUREoldHERALD.
lens traded. BOX 358, MOTION PICSCDEEN
DESDI^EACINC
WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make
it likeCO.,new.
RE NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
DEDDESENTATIVES
WANTED
WANTED REPRESENTA'TIVES IN EVERY KEY
film center to roadshow a religious sound motion picture
to Catholics,
men entire
who understandappealing
non-theatrical
field and Prefer
can handle
bookings and exploitation. Must be able to finance themselves and post bond for territory, INTEGRITY
FILM CORPORATION, 220 West 42nd St,, New York,
STATE
RIGHT
EXCHANGES

DKCCRAMS
NEW FOREIGN PRODUCTION WITH WONDERful exploitation tie-ups now available for territorial
distributors,
great picture
non-theatrical
bookings
such as churches,
etc. Willfor sell
both theatrical
and
non- theatrical rights for cash and percentage. Everything ready for release. Reserve territorv at once,
BOX 347, MOTION PICTURE HERALD,
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KITTY CARLISLE
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
GARY
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EDDIE
CRAVEN
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DOROTHY
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JURY

CONSIDERATION of the preview methods applied in
Hollywood and discussed in a recent issue brings up
some proper questioning of the entire competency ot
Southern
public ofof the
the
States. to sit in judgment on the artUnitedCalifornia
in behalf
It need not be taken as an animadversion by the production
community, which went to hlollywood for the sunshine anyway,
when observation is made that various forces have concentrated abnormal and exaggerated types in the population of
the region extending at least fifty miles up and down the coast
from Los Angeles. It is the land of the cult and the ism, the
temples of this and that, the domain of Aimee and Dave,
Yogis, imported and Yankee, merchandisers of balloon juice
and balogney, purveyors all to worshipful wishers rusting in
the sunshine and hoping that belief and ritual in this and that
will give them in this refuge-zone all that they could not win
by merit and work in the eastern elsewhere from which they
fled with their infantile yearnings.
The dumb literalism of this concentration of American illiterates and voodooists obtrudes In many manifestations as
obviously primitive as the totems of the Andaman Islands.
First and foremost Is the absence of even the rudiments of
a power of abstract thought. A motor court, the west coast
appellation for the roadside caravanserai that is hotel-andgarage to these semi-nomadic tribesmen of the sage clad
canyons, is likely to be proclaimed, not by a tavern sign simply
announcing the institution, but by a full relief sculptured group,
including traveler and motor car — or in one fantastic example
by a ilfe-size model of a covered wagon and a group about
a campfire. Typical of the literalism of the region is a tremendously costly array of gasoline signs, made up of white
plaster full-relief and life-size models of racing cars mounted
on monumental pedestals. The first sight of one is likely to
give the eastern adult an impression that he is passing the
grave of some local hero of the racetrack. The typography
of the newspapers, even the best of them, lends to the notion
that there are no readers but merely subscribers who sit and
listen to the headlines scream while they get the thrill-news
by osmosis.
It is to audiences of such a commonality that the producers
of the motion picture distribute the prepaid postcards for
the recording of emotional reactions. It is from this audience
that they count the belly laughs, inventory the tears and
clock the applause. One thing is certain, at least: aiming for
bull's-eyes here they will never overshoot America.
As patent medicine merchandisers long ago learned, there
is a genus homo sap, not sapiens, which loves to write testimonials. The radio, the fan mail of the stars and fan magazines, the Vox Pop columns of the dally press, all these, are

full of kindred responses, more filled with the flavor of the
nut than the meat.
vote is cast
by America's
but ahead
of The
that box
voteoffice
hlollywood
lovingly
counts the millions,
totals cast
up by
the flattered few hundreds who write down their opinions on
the pre-vlew cards. Research reveals no instance In the history of Los Angeles previewing where the majority vote was
heavily against the production.
Yet the sagest of Hollywood producers will take issue with
a seasoned box office judgment concerning a picture and
reach to a top drawer to exhibit in exultation "the preview
A preview fan is an intensified type of local patriot. Some
pictures may be better than others, but they all are good.
They are part of "My California, my Golden State, my
cards."
Sierras,
my etc."
Anybody
who does not agree Is the kind of a guy that
would eat a Florida orange, and like It.
AAA
"PULLING

FOR

PARAMOUNT"
JUST as Motion Picture Herald was coming from the press
in New York the other day with Mr. Martin Quigley's
dissertation entitled "Paramount and Progress," the editor
sat In a San Francisco office, chatting with Mr. Herman
Wobber, now manager of Fox distribution in the great Pacific
coast empire, and before that for some twenty-one years in
the service of Paramount. Mr. Wobber was talking on the
same theme, the significance of the survival and success of
Paramount.
"That many years In an organization gives a sort of Interest
that goes out beyond the realm of ordinary business relation,"
observed Mr. Wobber. "So I have what might be called a
sentimental concern for Paramount, as well as a deep realization of the meaning of Its many, many years of consistent service to the industry. The well-being of Paramount continues to
be most important to the motion picture. It Is built Into the
foundations of the industry.
"And now functioning as a competitor, It is still important
that Paramount should deliver good product and enjoy success. Working In behalf of the Fox Film Corporation, I do not
want to follow inferior product from anybody's studio on
anybody's screen. The Interests of the Industry today demand
all of the good product that can be delivered. A good picture confers benefits that are shared by everybody In the
business.
"In spite of the problems of the period and the storms of
adversity, it will be found that Paramount's long career of
service has built a depth and quality of goodwill that stands.
"They are all pulling for Paramount."
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UNIVERSAL APPEAL
Pictures with international appeal, to
overcome foreign market handicaps, will
be Warner's aim, declared Jack L. Warner,
in charge of production, last week. "We
can no longer afford to produce pictures
for only American audiences." . . .
DENIED WRIT
The lATSE last week in Hollywood was
denied an injunction against the IBEW
(electrical workers), sought because of an
alleged collusive agreement between IBEW
and major studios. The superior court denounced lATSE for bringing the matter to

ON

ACCOUNT

With small payments occasionally, Howard S. Cullman, operating the Roxy in New
York, plans to settle the theatre's account
with New York City. Of $218,000 back
taxes owing, the receiver already has paid
$65,000. Reorganization plans for the
house are moving slowly. . . .

court, pointing to unions' perennial fight
against injunctions. . . .

VICTOR VICTORY
Set aside recently by the U. S. circuit
court of appeals in Virginia, was the claim
of David Graves George, of Richmond,
against the Victor Talking Machine Company, whereby he claimed authorship of
the famous folk ballad, "The Wreck of the
Old 97." . . .

BRITISH FILMS

CENSOR

IN U. S.

Saumont-Britlsh, large English producer,
is preparing films definitely .for the American market, says Arthur A. Lee, operating head of U. S. subsidiary, Gaumont
British Picture Corporation of America.
Heading the list: Leon Feuchtwanger's
"Power," Evelyn Laye in "Princess Charming." . . .
TAX CUTS NET
Blamed by Stoll Theatres Corporation,
London, is the amusement tax for its profit
of $406.45 for the year ended September
30, comparing with net of $87,9 I 7 the previous year. No sizable profits can be
expected until the law is changed, says the
company. . . .
UNION DECISION
Decision of Judge Collins in New York
for the defense in the action of projectionists' local 306 against the ITOA and
Allied Operators was last week construed
by defense counsel as upholding NRA
principles. Decision makes it unnecessary
for an exhibitor to reinstate a local 306
member or to cancel current agreements
with any union. . . .

DEAD

E. A. Dunlop, Ontario, Canada, provincial treasurer, in charge of theatre licensing, amusement tax collection, film censoring, died in Toronto last week. A possible
shift of censoring to the education department is disturbing exchanges, which fear
greater restriction. . . .

JUNIOR GUILD
Close to attainment of the status of
auxiliary unit of the Hollywood Screen
Actors' Guild is the Junior Actors' Guild,
with 800 of Its required 1 ,000 membership signed. As an auxiliary, the juniors
will have one member on the parent directorate, create its own arbitration
board. . . .
STUDENT ARRESTS
Paroled this week were 10 Columbia
University schoolboys, following disorderly
conduct arrests, when, as part of the uproarious welcome to a returning victorious
football team, they, among several hundred, "crashed" the Nemo theatre near
the campus, caused a rush injuring 20 when
someone shouted "Fire!" . . ,
CLEAR TITLE
To Fox this week was given full right to
the title "Lola Montez," announced by
MGM as a story for production, when an
arbitration board, with representatives of
Columbia, Paramount, Radio, Universal,
Warner, unanimously decided for Fox. . . .
MANCALL NAMED
Boone Mancall, formerly editor of a
technical motion picture publication, has
been appointed by E. H. Goldstein, general sales manager, as advertising and
publicity director of Majestic Pictures
Corporation, succeeding Bert Ennis, who
resigned last week. ...
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Must sign Code by January 31; 31 I nominated for field boards
NRA official proposes reopening of Code
hearings to revamp labor clauses;
General Johnson hints 32-hour week
among practically all industries
Industry man
won't
outgrow
builders,
HerWobber
tells its
Terry
Ramsaye,
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ST. LOUIS PROBLEMS
When on February 2 Harry Arthur and
Harry Singer Increase prices at the St.
Louis theatre, that city's price war of
three months will cease. Another problem,
shortage of product, replaces price as a
source of exhibitor insomnia. . . .

Likely next week is an MPTOA directors'
meeting, called by president Ed Kuykendall, to complete plans for the 1934 convention, probably in February. A midwestern or southern city may be chosen,
since opposition has been voiced to Los
Angeles. . . .

answering Hollywood's "curtailment" Page 13
Iheory
DeCasseres comments on screen possibilities of latest stage plays
Page 15
Bonuses for theatre managers may follow Warner experiment
Page 16

BRANDT RE-ELECTION
Definitely expected is the re-election of
Harry Brandt as president and the completependent
administration
of NewAssociation
York's IndeTheatre Owners
at

FEATURES
Editorial
The Camera Reports
Asides and Interludes

the February 7 election, since an opposition slate is lacking. . . .

MAYOR AT HAMILTON
Inadvertently report was made in these
columns in the issue of December 30 that
H. E. Wilton had been elected mayor of
Toronto. Mr. Wilton is the new mayor of
Hamilton, Ont., where he manages the
Strand theatre. . . .

what the Picture Did for Me
Showmen's Reviews
Managers' Round Table
Technological
Short Features on Broadway
Productions in Work
The Release Chart
Box Office Receipts
Classified Advertising

MPTOA

CONVENTION

Page 7
Page 17
Page 19
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Page
Page
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49
38
57
43
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37
65
44
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CHATEAU DEAD
Dead in New Orleans is Arthur Chateau,
Sr., 44, president of the local projectionists' union, leaving a son, Arthur Chateau,
Jr., and a widow. ...
IN FRENCH POST
With resignation of Max Laemmle in
charge of Universal's French affairs at
Paris, Max Friedland, Continental European
manager, has taken over the position. . . .
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Now that the machinery for administerpicture industry's NRA
the motion
code inghas
started to function, many important developments pertaining to distributors and exhibitors in the field and to producers in Hollywood are occurring daily.
This week's developments included:
1. Deadline for mailing signed acceptance blanks was extended from January
II to midnight of January 31. The Code
Authority received 2,500 acceptances
Monday and Tuesday, chiefly from exhibitors; 100 signed with reservations were
rejected and returned. 13,500 blanks were
sent to exhibitors and 6,500 to others.
2. Abram F. Myers, Allied chairman,
told Congressman Sirovich that independent exhibitors were being discriminated
against under the code and that Congress
must act. Sirovich said communications
reaching him indicated that independents
intend to petition all members of Congress
and might "march on Washington."
3. Warning was issued that acceptance
signatures made with reservations are
worthless, and that all are bound under the
code, whether or not they sign the blank.
4. Code Authority placed in work machinery for nationwide compliance.
5. Code Authority named committee to
prepare manual for 64 field boards. Next
meeting January 23 with R. H. Cochrane
chairman.
6. Members of 200 Code Authorities
throughout the country will be called to
Washington in February to hear plan of
General Johnson for handling of specific
complaints about code violations.
7. White House talked about the part
Federal Trade Commission will play in effecting code compliance.
8. National Recovery Administration
announces the beginning of the end of
overbuying by exhibitors.
9. Exhibitors and exchangemen in the
field suggest 311 candidates for posts on
32 Local Clearance Boards and 32 Local
Grievance Boards.
10. January 20 decided as last date for
filing names of board candidates, with
picking of boards set to start January 21.
11. Trade press selected as official medium for Code Authority announcements
and instructions to the industry at large.
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[A list of 31 I candidates proposed by exhibitors and exchangemen for membership on local Grievance and Clearance and Zoning Boards appears on page 10.
A reproduction of the acceptance blank is found on page I I.]
Decision of the Code Authority in New York to postpone the deadline for fiHng
acceptance blanks from January 11, as required by law, to midnight of January 31,
in order to give everybody in the industry sufficient opportunity to sign and return
the blanks, 20,000 of which were placed in the mail only last week, was perhaps the
most important code development of the week. A total of 13,500 blanks were sent
to theatres, and 6,500 were directed to producers, distributors, exchanges and others.
All In the industry are bound under the code, regardless of whether or not they sign
the acceptance blank. A signature on the blank guarantees the signer protection
against unfair competition. Non-signers are not entitled to the full benefits of the
code, which means that exchanges and exhibitors who do not sign can not file any
complaints with the Local Grievance Boards, although they may be made the subject
of a complaint filed by another party which does sign.
Qualified assents to the code carrying with them reservations of any nature whatsoever are not acceptable to the Code Authoritv, Ed Kuykendall, Code Authority
member and president of the MPTOA, said Tuesday.
ADVISING RESERVATIONS MAY CAUSE
SIGNATORIES DIFFICULTIES, IS V\/ARNING
"It is my firm opinion that any association or individual who advises exhibitors,
or anyone else in this industry, that they should send in an assent to the code with
any reservations whatsoever, is misleading those to whom they make the statement
and dall
in declared.
all probability is helping to get them into serious difificulties," Mr. Kuyken"Any serious minded person who is in any way anxious to be helpful to the exhibitors in this country would not give such advice. I know it to be a positive
fact that the only acceptable assent that can be received by the Code Authority
must be without any reservations whatsoever, and I sincerely advise exhibitors not
to jeopardize their interests by trying to evade the spirit of the code.
"The exhibitor's only procedure should be a whole-hearted assent, and then. If anything appears that is discriminatory or unfair, it should be taken up through the various
boards and the Code Authority as the law requires.
"Sign the regular, authorized form for code assent as sent out by the Code
Authority. No other is acceptable."
REPORTS NON-SIGNERS MAY FILE
PROTESTS DENIED BY ROSENBLATT
Reports that the NRA had issued a ruling to the efifect that non-signers of the
code would be at liberty to file protests against clearance and zoning schedules
were declared without foundation at NRA headquarters in Washington on Tuesday. Mr. Rosenblatt said he was without knowledge of such a ruling and that
the provisions of the code itself, requiring acceptance as a condition to obtaining
relief, have not been amended or suspended.
The Code Authority's own committee appointed to speed up the work of obtaining signatures to the compliance board, placed in work machinery for accomplishing this purpose. On this committee are: Nathan Yamins (Allied) : Ed Kuvkendall (MPTOA), and J. Robert Rubin (MGM).
On Wednesday night the Code Authority went into its session in the offices of
Harry Warner, at Warner headquarters in New York. This session was a continuation
[Confhiued on page 35]
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The Code Authority in New York this week made known the names of 311 exhibitor and exchange candidates for membership on the 32 Local Grievance Boards and
the 32 Local Clearance and Zoning Boards, as suggested by various individuals or .companies in the industry. Anyojte may suggest a candidate, but such candidate must be a
bona fide distributor representative or a bona fide exhibitor. The deadline for filing
suggestions for candidates is midnight on January 21. Any one of the candidates may
also be selected as secretary of a local board. The Code Authority ivill begin the final
selection January 21, subject to the approval of division administrator Sol. Rosenblatt.
The names of the first group o/ 311 candidates follow alphabet icaMy and by zone:
NEW YORK
W. J. Kubitzki
ALBANY
Elmer Shard
Lawrence Lehman
Willis Vance
Louis F. Blumenthal
William Benton
C. V. McVey
Maurice White
Lawrence S. Bolignino
Chris. Buckley
T
Harry Brandt
T
Jay
Means
Fred
Meyer
Leo Brecher
CLEVELAND
ATLANTA
Fred Meyn
Maurice Brown
H. C. Bissel
Louis Bach
Elmer Rhoden
Jack Haddem
Charles
Burton
Roy Le Craw
Leo Justin
Roy RobertsSchultz
F. D. Drew
Wm. K. Jenkins
Clarence
P. E. Essick
Hyman Rachmill
Ike Katz
Ward Scott
Rudolph Sanders
M. S. Fine
0. C. Lam
Harry
Taylor
Harry Schiffman
E. C. Flanigon
Albert G. Maxwell
T.
R.
Thompson
A. H. Schwartz
Matt Goodman
William Troog
R. B. Wilby
Fred Small
Henry Greenberger
Mi+chel Wolfson
William
Warner
Joseph
Suder
Herb
Greenblatt
T
E. E. Webber
Frank Gross
▼
BOSTON
Robert
Withers
NORTH AND SOUTH
Paul Gusdanovic
▼
Edward Ausin
J. Himmelein
CAROLINA
Ed Farrell
LOS ANGELES
Nat Holt
Sam Craver
E. M. Fay
M. B. Horwitz
Ben Berinstein
H. E. Everett
George A. Giles
John D. Kalafat
Lou Halper
Ira
FurmanGregg
Max L. Levenson
Murphy
John Kumler
George
Hanes
Walter B. Littlefieid
Nat Lafton
Harry Hicks
Montgomery Hill
Martin J. Mullin
M. A. Mooney
Jake Milstein
R. J.F. Ingram
H.
Kincey
Dan Robbins
George Ramsdell
Al O'Keef
J. F. Kirby
Phillip Smith
Carroll Peacock
J. Meyer Schine
Stanley Sumner
I. J. Schmertz
Rullsell Rogers
Charles W. Picquet
▼
Martin G. Smith
Howard Stubbins
Albert Sotille
BUFFALO
Nat Wolf
Jack Sullivan
▼
T
▼
Jack Berkowiti
OKLAHOMA CITY
CHICAGO
Phil Cadoret
MEMPHIS
R. M. Clark
W. H. Cadoret
Henry Herbel
Sol Davis
Page
Baker
Dr. Peter Cornell
▼
M. A. Lightman
M. Lowenstein
Thomas J. Hanrahan
DALLAS
Jimmy Rogers
Pat McGee
Charles Hayman
Bill Ruffln
H. H. Cluck
A.
Momand
Ned Komblike
T.
W.
Sharp
R. I.B. Payne
Don C. Douglas
Vincent J. McFaul
W. E. Sipe
Fred Pickrel
O. A. Englebrecht
Jules H. Michael
A. J. Suzore
L. F. Stocker
L C. Tidball
Dave Miller
Cecil Vogel
John Reed
Roy L Walker
Ralph R.
Talbot
Howard Waugh
Chas.
Zears
▼
Sidney Samson
Paul
Wilson
W.
B.
Zoellner
DENVER
J. Meyer Schine
▼
T
Joe Ashby
Leon Shafer
MILWAUKEE
H. T. Sixon
OMAHA
Wayne Ball
▼
Earl Bell
W. L. Ainsworth
Morgan
Ames
A.
M. Avery
L.
J. Finske
H. J. Fitzgerald
CHICAGO
J.
S.
Grauman
Henry Fredel
James Coston
Ralph Branton
Louis Hellborn
A. D. Kvool
Thomas
Burke
Phil Dunas
H. E. Huffman
H. J. Chapman
George
L.
Lovine
Edward Grossman
Fred
S.
Meyer
Jack Langan
Walter
Creal
Harry Day
Walter Immerman
Thomas E. Saxe
Jim Morrison
Felix Mendelssohn
A. N. Schmetz
Rick Ricketson
Nathan Dax
Chas. Reagan
Sam Shurman
Ed Schulte
Lou Reinheimer
Sam
Epestein
C.
W.
Trampe
▼
Jack Rose
August
Herman
H.
F.
Kennedy
D.
E.
Weshner
DETROIT
J. Rubens
T
C.
V.
McLucas
E. C. Beatty
Aaron Saperstein
MINNEAPOLIS
A. Mendenhall
Edwin Silverman
J. E. Flynn
Al Anson
Miss Regina Molseed
Simon Simansky
Ed Kirchner
Geo. O. Monroe, Sr.
Nate Wolf
Frank C. Brickley
Charles A. Komer
Geo.
F. Monroe, Jr.
Robert Peltier
▼
Jos. Friedman
C.
M.
Parkhurst
James
C.
Ritter
Henry Green
Chas. Prokop
CINCINNATI
J. L. Saxe
Roy
McMinn
Harold Bernstein
Gordon
Ruth
T
Carl H. Shalis
Mort Singer
Charles Fine
Lester Sturn
NEW ORLEANS
W. A. Finney
M. J. Stern
Geo. W. Trendle
Frank W. Huss
H. A. Taylor
J. Alsino
T
W.
W. Troxell
Joe
Barcelona
Stanley Jacques
KANSAS CITY
Harry Weinberg
William Keyes
Maurice F. Barr
Mrs. A. Baier
H. O. Krent
C. J. Briant
C. E. Williams
Luke Conner
A. F. Baker
T
Paul Krieger
Huston Duvall
1. Libson
George Baker
PHILADELPHIA
Allan Moriti
Bert Kiern
Wm. Benjamin
David Barrist
Arthur Cole
iR. E. Myers
Harry McLeod
Will
Shields
Ed
Dubinsky
Harry Bodkin
J. Real Neth
M. B. Comerford
F. C. Hensler
Rodney Touts
.J. Meyer Schine
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FIELD

THIRD ARTICLE ON
CODE NEXT WEEK
The third article in Motion Picture
Herald's series translating the nnotion
picture code from the complex legal
phraseology into a clear working
language,
will appear
in next
week's
issue.
The third
article will
contain
an
analytical translation of the trade
practice provisions of the code that
are
applicable to distribution and
exhibition.
In the previous two articles, the
subjects discussed — all relating to
distribution and exhibition — included: Issue of December 23, general application of the code, definitions of technical terms, administration of the code within the industry;
issue of January 6: wage scales,
working hours and all other provisions relating to labor and employees in distribution, exhibition.
Production will be discussed separately insubsequent issues.
In order to allow exhibitors and
exchangemen in the field, and others,
plenty of time for studying each of
the code translation articles, so that
they may
thoroughly digest the contents, the articles
are appearing only
on alternating weeks.
Herbert J. Elliott
Jay Emanuel
M. S. Landow
P. Mortimer Lewis
Robert Lynch
Robert Mochrie
Michael
J. O'Toole
Lewen Pizor
Milton Rogasner
Leon Schlesinger
Charles Segal
Philip Sherling
MorrisWilling
Wax
Joe
▼
PinSBURGH
A.
M. Bowles
Aaron
Goldburg
H. V. Harvey
G. C. Parsons
Barney Rose
Morgan T A. Walsh
PORTLAND, MAINE
M. J. Garrity
▲
PORTLAND, OREGON
Wm. Cutts
Miss Ruth Doyle
Ted Gamble
Homer Gill
George Phelps
Jackson
Oscar
Andrew Sasso
▼
ST. LOUIS
Lon Cox
Albert Critchlow
George S.Eigel
Collin
Espey

Harold Evans
Charles
Lito Hill Goldman
H. H. Horman
Clarence Kaiman
Oscar Lehr
S. E. Pirtle
George Thyson
Fred Wehrenberg
T
SALT LAKE CITY
John Gillette
Wm. F. Gordon
Ray Hendry
Robert Hill
C. E. Huish
JosephRobbins
Lawrence
Stan
Maurice Saffle
Charles Walker
T
SAN FRANCISCO
Irving C. Ackerman
George Goldberg
Ballentine
Aaron
George M. Mann
George Nasser
L. E. Tillman
Cliff Work
T
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Herman A. Blum
A. J. Brylawski
Walter
Coulter
Sam Galanty
Louis Garman
J. J. Payette
Robert Smeltzer
William S. Wilder
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"Raw Deal," File Protests
Against Cutting of Pay in
Line With 40-Hour Maximum
Reopening of hearings on the motion picture industry's code was proposed Tuesday
in New York by James F. Hodgson, regional NRA compliance board chairman, on the
ground that certain code clauses, especially
those pertaining to labor, did not permit
of adequate judicial procedure when complaints were filed.
Other labor developments of the week
were :
4 NRA is considering further re' ■ ducfion of working hours in pracHcally all industries, General Hugh S.
Johnson said Wednesday. A 32-hour
week may be necessary to absorb the
unennployed, he declared.
A decision handed down Mon2
• day by the supreme court of
the United States may have the
effect of invalidating contractual
relations during the period of national emergency.
O

Complaints were filed by op■ erators' unions against wage
cuts in proportion to reduced working hours and the subsequent increase in locals' financial burdens
through having to pay for overage
above the 40-hour maximum.
A Sol A. Rosenblatt, amusement
administrator, gave warning
that unions must not strike without
submitting disputes to arbitration.
Mr. Hodgson said that his only interest
was to "tighten loosely-drawn clauses which
are being contested heatedly by factions in
the industry." After having heard representatives of two unions and independent
theatre operators, the chairman said he was
unable to provide them with a decision on
the moot points because the code "was
drawn so loosely." The clauses to which he
referred are sections H and VI pertaining
to hours and wages for operators. These
clauses, while providing a 40-hour work
week, do not provide for cases where the
projectionists' unions and exhibitors have
contracts for longer work weeks.
He pleaded with theatre owners to observe the NRA spirit instead of the letter of
the code which he declared unsatisfactory.
Charge "Raw Deal"
Complaining of a "raw deal" from the remainder of the industry under the Code, motion
picture
projectionists'
in many
tions this week
were filing: locals
grievances
with secthe
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees in New York.
Disregarding the fact that through the reduction of weekly working hours many of their
members who have been unemployed for a considerable period are now being given jobs, the

Official

Form

for

Individual

Signing

Assent

to

Code

CODE OF FAIR COMPETITION FOR THE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

The undersigned hereby approves, adopts and assents to the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry as approved by the President
on November 27, 1933.
Signed this

day of

'■ , 193

, at

.— , —

.(Seal)
(Naoe of Injividual of CorpofaiionJ
Producer
CD
Chtci Ont Distributor . . . . □
Exhibitor
□
Answer the First and the Appropriate Remaining Hjiestion
(1) State business address:
(2) If exhibitor .state name and location of theatre.
and seating capacity.
(3)

If distributor state name and address of exchange.

(4^

If producer state name of brand of pictures.
This Assent Is hivalid if Qualified.
After signature return to "Code Authority Motion Picture Industry"
in the enclosed envelope.

Each Individual company, corporation, ■firm, exhibitor, producer and distributor in the
motion picture industry must sign the official blank of acceptance under the code, otherwise they
will not be protected by the government and the NRA against unfair competition.
The deadline for returning the accepted blanks has been postponed from January I I to
midnight of January 31.
All acceptances are to be returned to John Flinn, Secretary, Code Authority, RKO Building,
New York. Blanks are not to be sent to Deputy Rosenblatt, at Washington, nor to other NRA
offices.
If an acceptance blank is not returned by January 31, the exhibitor, distributor or producer
to whom it was sent will not be entitled to protection agajnst unfair competition.
Only 100 per cent approval of the code will entitle signatories to the full benefits of the
code. This means that acceptance with reservations will not be recognized.

unions charged that while the code reduces their
maximum work week to 40 hours, it has made
no provisions against the lowering of maximum
wages in accordance with the reduction of hours
and is "forcing" them to bear the burden of
payment for overage in hours beyond the 40hour maximum definitely stipulated in the code.
The operators also claimed that in many
other industry codes, while there are specific
provisions prohibiting work weeks of more than
40 hours, there are also clauses which prohibit
the reduction
of any wages whatsoever, regardless of hour reductions.
On Monday the supreme court of the United
States handed down a decision in a Minnesota
farm mortgage case which may have the effect
of virtual abrogation of all contractual relations
during the period of national emergency.

The code, under Article IV, Part I, Division
C. Section 6, definitely stipulates that no employee, regularly employed in a motion picture
theatre, shall work more than 40 hours weekly.
At the same time it sets up a minimum wage
scale as of Aug. 23, 1933. Nowhere, however,
is it stipulated that employers must not reduce
maximum salaries below what they were on
that date.
In many cases, it is understood, exhibitors have told the unions that they could
not pay for 49 hours and add the burden
of additional operators.
It is generally understood that this will be one
of the first important problems the Code Authority will be called upon to decide. It is fur(Contimied on following page, column 3)
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would then be in a position to prevent or

BetterBefore Actors'
Speaker ment
Association, Billed as
NRA Representative, Warns
Theatres To Add Vaudeville
Motion Picture Herald telegraphed General Hugh S. Johnson
at Washington asking if the threat
of William A. Charlton was made
with the authorization of the Administrator of the National Recovery Act or if it expressed the
Administration's policy. Up to
press time no reply had been received.
The motion picture industry has been
threatened with some "hot competition" unless vaudeville is added to the film programs
of motion picture theatres as a means of relieving unemployment among vaudeville
players.
This threat was leveled at the industry
late last week, during a meeting in New
York of the Actors' Betterment Association,
by William H. Charlton, billed as "editorial
and radio representative of the National Recovery Administration."
Mr. Charlton told the gathering that exhibitors must agree to give the public "flesh"
entertainment, or face the competition of
vaudeville programs at reopened theatres.
Few Absorbed by Films and Radio
"True, the motion picture business has absorbed a very small portion of both vaudeville and legitimate players, as has the radio
business, but this does not amount to a drop
in the bucket," declared Mr. Charlton.
"The situation that confronts vaudeville
actors," he continued, "is one that can only
be corrected and relieved by the reopening
of theatres now closed, or by the picture
houses agreeing
to give
the public 'flesh'
entertainment
as well
as photographs.
"I can very well understand the position
of the managers and owners of picture
houses, especially in the smaller towns, who
feel that they are under enough expense as
things are. but, unless they begin to make
plans for the addition of 'flesh-and-blood' entertainment on their programs, if the plans
that have been presented to me for consideration mean anything at all, it is almost a
certainty that they will soon find themselves
in for some hot competition."
"New Deal" for Theatricals
Mr. Charlton told the actors' association
that it is not for him "to prescribe what
shall or shall not be done, but from all the
indications at hand, and the information I
have received, it is my sincere belief that
the theatrical profession is about to hand
itself a new deal, and I know that if I were
a picture house manager, I would plan to sit
in on that deal. Whether or not I might add
any more chips to my winnings would not
be my only consideration : but I at least

control
any losses."
Because,
in his opinion, vaudeville is a
"distinct line of business separate and apart
from the picture business," Mr. Charlton
declared that "it would be unfair to argue
that theatres now closed shoul'd not be reopened with 'flesh' presentations because to
do so would create dangerous competition
for the picture houses."
"And it would be just as unreasonable,"
he added, "for vaudeville producers to ask
that picture houses now open be closed for
similar reasons."
Reopening Houses Proposed
The Actors' Betterment Association is understood to have recommended, some weeks
ago, that darkened theatres be reopened for
stage shows, possibly under subsidies of the
Civil Works Administration, to relieve unemployment among vaudevillians. Unofficial
theatrical sociation
observers
attending
the actors'
asmeeting pointed
out that
the NRA
stands ready to back any project to relieve
unemployment through the various emergency Government divisions.
The only other suggestion of this nature
which is known to have been made at Washington was that of Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt and Eva Le Gallienne, who, some three
weeks ago, suggested that the Civil Works
Administration conduct little theatres, concerts and similar entertainment for the
"working man."
Formed to Aid Employment
Speakers at the association's meeting
Thursday midnight at the Hotel Edison in
New York, included : Sophie Tucker, Bobby
Clark, of the team of Clark and McCullough ; J. J. Sullivan, an assistant district
attorney ; William J. Rapp, Victor Moore,
Elias Sugarman, Joe Laurie, Jr., and Jack
McLallen, besides William Charlton.
The association was formed, some months
ago, principally to alleviate unemployment
among vaudeville and stage players. New
officers elected last Thursday night were :
Eddie Cantor, honorary president ; Bobby
Clark, president ; Ted Lewis, first vice-president ;Victor Moore, second vice-president :
Pat Rooney, third vice-president ; Dorothy
Stone, fourth vice-president ; Charlie Mosconi, treasurer; Ralph Whitehead, executive
secretary.
Government Subsidy Granted
Definite indication that the government
will subsidize theatrical enterprises in order
to relieve unemployment was seen in the
granting of such a subsidy to Miss
Morelza Morrow, who will direct the
People's Theatre,
the American
new project,
under
the auspices
of the State Department
of Adult Education and in cooperation with
the Civil Works Administration.
The theatre will take over a large public
school building in West 40th street, New
York, and will operate a professional proTheatre" deand a "Little
companyThe training
ducing partment.
school department
will prepare a limited number of young
people
company.for membership in the producing

Prfrom
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tion
(Continued
preceding
paae'iists
ther believed that while the 40-hour maximum
will stand, projectionists, in order to protect
their wage scales now on contracts with exhibitors, will ask them to continue paying the
contract scales, with the provision that the
locals will continue to supply them with projectionists and pay the difference themselves.
Adjusting Boston Case
No complaints of wage cuts have been received by the Recovery Administration from
operators, Mr. Rosenblatt said Monday. Mr.
Rosenblatt added that wherever dissension had
been brought to his attention the situation was
being adjusted on the basis of conditions prevailing in each locality.
One of the few cases of complaint made public to date was the charge of James F. Burke,
business agent of the Boston operators' local,
who is reported to have said that his union "had
no men on the bench awaiting jobs" and could
not, therefore, supply the additional operators
necessitated by the shorter working hours. Mr.
Rosenblatt
reportedLocal
"satisfactory
In New York,
306 of theadjustment."
lATSE and
the Independent Theatre Owners of America
were continuing their efforts to establish a basic
wage scale for local theatres, but slight hope
for success was held.
Injunction Hearing Jan. 29
An argument on the temporary injunction
granted 306 last week to restrain the ITOA
and
Allied
Operators'
Union,theInc.,
from Motion
violating Picture
the industry
code,
will be held January 29. The local had
charged the exhibitor group formed the indein an effort
to "get
bers ofpendent
theunionunion,
and that
it rid
alsoof"hadmemincreased working hours and reduced wage scales
below the specified code scales. A permanent
injunction is being sought, together with
$1,000,000 damages, of which $250,000 is said
to be for actual damages and $750,000 for
exemplary damages.
Also in New York another union disagreement was started when officers of the American Federation of Musicians Local 802 became
alarmed over the stand of some 2,000 of its
members who. declared that they should refuse
to play with members of the Actors Equity
unless Equity abandons its opposition to Sunday shows.
The first labor dispute to be arbitrated in
Arkansas City territory under the industry code
resulted in a ruling favorable to union emthe code's
invoked
ployees.provision
The lATSE
riding
relating
to wage
scalesoverand
maximum hours as of Aug. 23, 1933, and it was
upheld.
In Chicago the operators' local was
warned by Mr. Rosenblatt not to strike
without submitting its wage dispute to
arbitration. He will meet them January 20.
In Hollywood and Los Angeles theatre men
and unions are experiencing difficulty in negotiating wage and hour agreements, with neither
side apparently willing to yield an inch.
Milwaukee exhibitors have reached a wage
withthe operators'
scaleoutagreement
any changes with
in wages
being paidunion
operators
in classes 1, 2, and 3.
In Minneapolis, after a three-day session, the
Allied labor committee and Twin City operators
get together on code wages and defailed cidedtoto relegate
the matter to arbitration.
Demands for recognition of Local 118, Building Service Employees' Union, and for a closed
comwages voiced
with were
a 40-hour
shop with mensurate
standards,
with NRA week,
members
by 1,500 ushers, janitors and doormen
of the new local in New York Tuesday night.
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by TERRY RAMSAYE
Written in San Francisco
A week ago I sat among the mighty
of Hollywood while they laid down the
new doctrine of "curtailment," while
they, or some of them, made light of
exhibitor showmanship and complained
of burdens of distribution. They forecast a new era for the screen art, an era
of all-hit pictures, shown for long runs,
higher percentages to the producer and
a general scheme for the industry which
would make it very like a new version of
the amusement industry as conceived by
Klaw & Erlanger and the Shuberts of
yesteryear. Hollywood says it is the motion picture industry.
Today in the first week of the New
Year, in San Francisco, where the exchange system of motion picture distribution was born, many and many a year
ago, I took counsel with Herman Wobber, a famously successful exhibitor and
long experienced top rank executive of
distribution, who disagrees exceedingly
with Hollywood and "curtailment," who
disapproves, in no mincing words, of
"pirate producers," and who sees the industry of today the creative result of
efforts of all its component branches, production, distribution and exhibition.
Mr. Wobber is today in charge of distribution affairs for the Fox Film Corporation in the big Pacific Coast domain, and
sits in the studio councils at times down
Hollywood way. He began at the beginning of the feature era in motion pictures
and was one of the founders of Paramount.
For twenty-one years he was in the service
of that organization through its rise,
through various mutations, from an idea on
paper to a third of a billion in assets.
In his desk at the Fox office in film
row in Hyde street, is a minute book of
the original Paramount concern, and
therein is notation of the closing of a
contract with Adolph Zukor and his
Famous Players company for their output of feature pictures for twenty-five
years, with negative costs limited to
$25,000 a picture, executed in 1914. And
in the same drawer is a letter on the stationery of the long forgotten and never
famous Fiction Pictures Corporation, in
which Louis Joseph Vance, who died but
the other day in New York, wrote somewhat bitterly that while all the literary
great of the nation were ready to accept

The exploration tour of the editor
of Motion Picture Herald into the
many realms of the endeavor that
is the motion picture, brings him this
week to San Francisco, birthplace of
the exchange system of distribution
as. well as of sundry other pertinent
ideas and activities of the industry.
And here in San Francisco, Terry
Ramsaye hears from Herman Wobber, famously successful exhibitor and
top rank distribution executive, some
words of disagreement with Hollywood's theory of "fewer pictures,
fewer theatres and longer runs."
advances for stories in terms of from
one to five hundred dollars, Peter B.
Kyne was asking the shocking figure
of one thousand dollars. That too was
in 1914.
Says All Branches
Helped Build Industry
With such background and an unbroken career of service, Mr. Wobber
may be presumed to speak with considerable conviction, and authority.
"The distributor and the intelligent exhibitor have had a great constructive
share in the building up of this industry,
and it is not going to outgrow them,"
was Mr. Wobber's answer to a summary
presentation of the Hollywood born idea
conveyed by "curtailment."
"The motion picture gained, and still
has a hold upon the public that no other
amusement has ever approximated. This
must be maintained and it can only be
done by a consistent flow of competent
product competently sold and presented.
"I know the policy of some 'pirate producers' who sally in with a picture now
and then at the most auspicious moment
and hurry away with a profit, but the industry was not built on such a policy and
it
not be maintained
a policy."
Mr.willWobber
ran over, as byonesuchwould
count
on the fingers of a hand, the names of a
number of producers.
"Did you ever see any of those fellows
put out a picture in the summer season
to help keep the houses open? Do they
try to build the industry, or, to merely

exploit it? They insist on the best weeks
of the season, the best days of the week,
and the long end of the deal.
Good Years, Not Just
Good Days, Raised Industry
"But the motion pictures as the dominant amusement institution has grown,
not by just good days or good weeks, but
The conversation turned to some recent expressions in the public press and
years."that the motion picture has
goodstatus
the
been acquiring on the printed page of
late.
Mr. Wobber cited an article in a national weekly bearing the name of a great
picture maker and containing a considerable criticism of distribution costs.
"Hollywood may sometimes not realize
that 'production' is not all that produces
and ber
creates
insisted. in this industry," Mr. Wob"There are many factors in distribution
activity which are really functions of production, but paid for as 'distribution.'
"Do you suppost, to take an analogy,
that Mr. Ford would send his dealers blue
prints instead of cars? But that is what
the picture producer does for the distributor. The distributor gets a negative
and supplies the prints, the films which
carry the product to the public.
Calls
Exhibitor's
Of Mind
Also a State
Factor
"A large part of the value of a motion picture is in the state of mind which
the exhibitor and his public enjoy concerning it, and that too is the distributor's
concern, and the exhibitor's. They
do the advertising.
"And to go back to the motor car example again. Let's suppose that Pennsylvania demands four-inch brake bands on
Fords. Would that be the dealers' problem, or the factory's? But the parallel
problem, censorship, falls on the distributor in the motion picture industry."
"Another thing that Hollywood ought
to understand by this time," continued
Mr. Wobber, "is how the hits are fattened by the selling force in the field at
the expense, on the books, of the run-of
the-mill pictures. Salesmen, branch managers and maybe even sales managers are
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not only human, but also sometimes
clever. When a great power in a company asks the boys to rally round his
pet picture, the boys are very likely to
give him results. They go out to the
exhibitor with increased demands and
prices for the pet production that the
boss wants decorated with a record gross,
and to get that gross they make concessions, maybe five dollars a picture, on a
long line of program contract product.
The result produces a handsomely contrasting figure for the picture with the
big gross on the books but it does not
record and reflect the real relation in box
office values, or the actual relative importance of components of the output to
the producer and distributor."
AAA
Double Bills and
Dragon Dancers
Just within the fortnight, San Francisco's downtown theatres, of which there
are, as elsewhere, too many, have started
cutting admissions, in an endeavor to
meet the increasingly difficult competition
of the neighborhood and suburban
houses. Double billing is raging and
rampant, and "dragon dancers" have been
brought in to augment the draw. The
dragon dancer is the San Francisco improvement on the fan dance, in which
the charming and vibrating torso of the
performer is clothed but not concealed
by a gauze on which is embroidered an
Asiatic dragon design extending by the
ingenuity of its design to the principal
points of interest. It gives quite an
effect.
AAA
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WITH ''CURTAILING"
"... The distribiitor and the intelligent exhibitor have had a great constructive share in the building up of
this industry, and it is not going to
outgrow them.
" . . . 1 know the policy of some
'pirate producers' who sally in with a
picture now and then at the most
auspicious moment and hurry away
with a profit, but the industry was
not built on such a policy and it will
not be maintained by such a policy.
"... Hollywood may sometimes
not realize that 'production' is not all
that produces and creates in this industry. .. . There are many factors in
distribution activity which are really
functions of production, but paid for
as 'distribution' ."
stands where Governor Leland Stanford
brought John D. Isaacs, engineer, to
evolve machinery to record and analyze
the gait of the racehorse, thereby, by the
whimsies of chance, conferring a spurious fame on that Eadweard J. Muybridge
who emerged with self -plucked laurels as
the alleged father of the motion picture.
And in a boarding house in San Francisco's Turk street, the late Harry Miles,
returning from adventures in Alaska,
ever so many years ago, hit on the idea
of rendering an exchange service of films
to the nickelodeons, on a rental basis,
relieving them of the expense of purchasing prints for every change of pro-

Speaking generally, prices, wages and
And there is the Golden Gate out across
admissions in San Francisco through
gram.
the bay, where Jack London sailed off in
depression days have been maintained
the Snark, bound for the South Seas, with
slightly above the averages for the West
a
lad named Martin Johnson, from Kansas,
and Far West.
aboard signed on as cook, which was the
San Francisco, aside from being the
beginning of a long and still continuing
great Pacific seaport, is the capital of a career in expeditionary and adventure films.
land of great production activity. CurThe cruise of the Snark came to grief and
rently what Washington is doing about
failure, but the cook has become a world
the monetary policy and its bimetalism
name in film adventure.
helps this region in its production of
AAA
both gold and silver, and beer and repeal
San Francisco takes its food and its
are once again making Pacific Coast hops
tremendously important.
liquors and wines seriously. Its prettiest
Not so long ago San Francisco had
women are indigenous, not the exotic imported models of the more southerly re200,000 persons "on the dole" and last
week the figure had been cut to somegions of the coast. Good cooking is genthing like 12,000, as a result of CWA
eral and the cuisine needs no boosting.
and kindred agency efforts.
However, it may be recorded in passing that the much vaunted abalone, a
AAA
shell fish, is more shell than fish and a
Rich In Memories
perfect dish of abalone has all the charm
Of Early Industry
of yesterday's pancake. Order clams
The region is rich in motion picture . bordelaise, which surprisingly enough
means steamed with garlic, and a cracked
memories.
Only a few miles away are
Palo Alto and the University which
crab instead. The abalone's home is on
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the rough side of the reef and he should
be left there until his shell is thick enough
to make pants buttons. The rest of him
is piffle.
Fisherman's Wharf, San Francisco, is
one of the great sights of America. Some
day a cameraman from New York will
discover it. The local talent of the screen
does not know it is a picture.
AAA
Next week, more of Hollywood, the
itudios and their mmates.

Virginia
Is

Group

Organizing

A group of Richmond and other Virginia
exhibitors recently met at the William
Byrd Hotel, Richmond, to discuss plans for
organizing a Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association. Morton G. Thalhimer was selected as temporary chairman
and Elmer Brient, of Loew's theatre, as secretary. Sam Bendheim, Jr., is acting as
treasurer until organization is completed and
permanent officers are elected.
It is the intention of the group to establish a permanent institution governed by a
constitution and by-laws modeled after similar organizations in other states. The membership will be provided with information
regarding the Code and the organization
will keep a watchful eye on legislative matters, as well as providing other services
customarily offered by such organizations.
The following exhibitors attended the
meeting : A. F. O'Brien, Richmond ; Sidney
Gates, Portsmouth ; W. S. Wilder, Norfolk ;W. D. Cole, Tappahannock ; F. W.
Twyman, Charlottesville; Ben Pitts, Fredericksburg ;Herman Rubin, Petersburg ;
Sam Bendheim, Jr., Richmond ; E. H.
Brient, Richmond ; E. J. Loth, Waynesboro Mr.
;
Haley of the Lichtman Theatres ;
Morton Thalhimer, Richmond, and Walter
Vincent, of New York, who pledged all
Wilmer and Vincent theatres in Virginia.
Radio City Lease
Appraisers Picked
Appraisals of the leases held by RadioKeith-Orpheum on the two Radio City
theatres, the Music Hall and the RKO Center, will be made by Edward J. Crawford,
vice president of Charles F. Noyes, Inc.,
and Robert Huntley, in charge of appraisals
for Joseph P. Day, Inc. United States District Judge Bondy made the appointments
on Wednesday.
Rockefeller Center, Inc., is seeking court
approval of a claim of $10,000,000 against
RKO for alleged breach of lease on the two
theatres, in addition to a claim of $5,000,000
for alleged breach of the lease on the RKO
Building. Appraisers retained for Rockefeller Center, Inc., are Russell V. Cruikshank, real estate man, and Louis B. Altruter of Morris S. Ely & Company.
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Declares Benjamin DeCasseres of Helen Hayes'
^'Mary of Scotland" ; Other Plays of Broadway Stage
Are Discussed as to Possibilities as Screen Material
By BENJAMIN

MARY OF
SCOTLAND
The great big fact that sticks out in Maxwell Anderson's "Mary of Scotland" (the
third Theatre Guild production of this season) is the superb physical and psychological interpretation of the title role by Helen
Hayes. It is the high point in her career :
ripe, penetrative, fascinating.
And if this outmoded and mouldy old
piece of stock history ever goes into pictures,
the one thing that will get it over, in my
opinion, will be Helen Hayes as Mary and
a supporting all-star cast as Elizabeth
(Ethel Barrymore?), Boswell (John Barrymore?), and Darnley (Leslie Howard?).
Of course, "Mary of Scotland" is all
great picture stuf¥ per se — if the public can
still be wheedled to a costume picture on a
threadbare historical theme that is so distantly pre-Bull Run.
Maxwell Anderson has whitewashed
Mary to a whisper. In the hands of Helen
Hayes she is a saint, practically.
Helen Menken played Big Liz and Philip
Merivale Bothwell ; and they were wooden.
Anderson's lines are too good for pictures.
Picture value {with all star cast), 80 per
cent.
STRANGE
ORCHESTRA
This play from London by Rodney Auckland was a flop, and I have been told that
it had already, before it was produced here,
been rejected for pictures by several producers.
It's rather crazy stuf¥ laid in a London
boarding house where the fag-ends of
Bohemia live out their more or less putrid
lives.
Lots of stabs at suicide. Girl going blind
is one of them. Loves a fellow she thinks
is a Rembrandt.
My advice to Hollywood is to go on rejecting "Strange Orchestra," which is not
even a broken saxophone.
Picture value, .000.
THE

H ERALC

SCORPION

Is the old Sudan stuff played out in pictures? If not, here in "The Scorpion," by
Bernard J. McOwen, are all the stuffin',
fixin's and some of the old bones of the
grand old thrill hokum that looks like good
b. o., with some Gary Cooper kind of actor,
or, maybe, Gary himself.
A British cavalry post in the Sudan.
Natives but no white woman in sight. Something must happen, and, as you suspect, it
does.
A plane crashes, and a woman walks on.
She is Illyana, the wife of Surgeon Major
Linton. She left him long ago when he was
up against it. She's the vamp type.
He gives her his bed ; but she is no sooner
sitting up than she is making eyes at Cap-

CAST'

DECASSERES

PLAYS RATED
FOR PICTURES
Screen potentialities of stage plays
discussed in this issue by Benjamin
De Casseres, noted critic and essayist, are portrayed as follows:
"Mary of Scotland"' — 80 per cent.
"Strange Orchestra" — zero.
"The Scorpion"^ — 60 per cent.
"All Good Americans" — 40 per
cent.
"Peace on Earth"^ — 8 per cent.
"Tobacco Road" — zero.
tain Roger Oken, the boss of the Britishers.
The Captain sends the rest of the company, including
hubby,
off for
on aa
fake trek,
so he Illyana's
can renew
himself
week or so. Roger is supposed to return
to England and marry (and does finally).
On the return from the expedition the
ruction begins. Native woman enters and
tries to poison Illyana. There is also an
Emir that the native woman kills.
And this opus rolls on to its usual end
(any end you want for pictures). It is
somewhat serviceable for the Baloney Circuit, as you see.
Picture value, 60 per cent.
ALL GOOD
AMERICANS
All good Americans go to Paris. So
runneth an old proverb. Maybe it's "die
in Paris"
critics
? ; but what's a proverb between
This play, a Left Bank comedy by Laura
and S. J. Perelman, depends mainly on
character work, with Hope Williams and
Fred Keating doing the chief chinning.
There is a thin enough yarn that might
be worked up into a credible picture story.
It would center on Pat Wells, a writer who
lives by his wits in and out of the Left Bank
American dug-outs.
Pat is a thorough-going but fascinating
louse. One of his ways of getting jack,
when he isn't pipe-lining it from women, is
cabling the customs authorities in New
York that in a certain woman's trunk will
be found a pearl necklace. His cut is 10 per
cent. Pat is, however, neatly whitewashed
in the end — for picture purposes.
The female lead is Julie Gable, a Paris
fashion writer for the New York papers
who loves this fellow in spite of all his
pediculosity.
All the stock American characters in
Paris parade past us when they are not
stewed to the occiput in cafes and at bars —
all that crowd of American writers and
artists who go to Paris to become Immortal
and wind up as bar-flies and shady Annies.
What reallj keeps the play alive is a

merry dialogue of wisecracks and penetrating observations.
From the picture point of view, there is
no action. It might make some headway
with the lovers of the Loose Life.
Picture value, 40 per cent.
PEACE
ON EARTH
George Sklar and Albert Maltz put on a
play that I liked — and which made a good
picture — called "Merry-Go-Round." It was
an expose of city politics and police framing. It was solid drama first and expose
afterward, as such plays should be.
Now these two Yale boys have reversed
the angle in "Peace on Earth" in a serious
attempt to blow up the war racket. They
have no more chance of doing this than I
have of selling my essay on Schopenhauer
to Motion Picture Herald.
The fault of these plays and pictures is
that no one believes them. When war comes,
I'll bet Messrs. Sklar and Maltz will make
for the first recruiting station. Not that
they are not sincere, but because the emotions and traditions always break down the
mental will. Peace on earth would be the
end of the race — a good job, maybe.
There are scenes and scenes and scenes —
strikes against war, revolt in a college, an
arrest for reading a piece of forbidden literature called the Declaration of Independence,
perjurers, profiteers and all the rest.
It's well done, is all tremendously exciting (on Fourteenth street) and will not get
into pictures except in Russia, which is
militaristic
know
it. to the backbone only they don't
Picture value, 8 per cent.
TOBACCO
ROAD
William Faulkner and Erskine Caldwell
are the high priests of sewage literature.
Both can write. Both are serious. Both
have unquestioned power. But they have
a nostalgia (yen to you) for that which
stinks in human nature.
Therefore 1 do not recommend "Tobacco
Road," a dramatization of Erskine Caldwell's novel of the same name, for pictures.
Not that I am prudish or lilylike myself;
but a mere photographic display of the perversions, piggishness, sex-caterwaulings and.
crimes of the clay-eaters of the South would
affect my digestion — and I believe the digestion of most picture audiences.
Like certain diseases, we know these
people exist. But I object to the stage or
the screen being an open clinic.
What kept "Tobacco Road" running was
the extraordinarily good performance of
Henry Hull. It is by general agreement the
best thing he has done. That he consented
to do this stinking fellow Jeeter proves he
is an actor first, last and all the time.
Picture value, O (I may be mistaken).
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Warner Brothers' theatre managers are
about to be made the subject of an experiment which may result in an appreciable
increase in the incomes of all national circuit managers. The possibility of such a
development appeared imminent this week
when Joseph Bernhard, Warners' theatre
executive, announced he expected the company's plans for the experiment would be
completed by February 1. The extent to
which the system may be adopted by other
theatre circuits is expected to depend largely
upon its success in the Warner organization.
Profit sharing in theatre receipts on the
basis of how much money the manager is
able to bring into the box office is generally conceded to be the first really
"comprehensive" plan yet considered, both
as an aid to increased business and better satisfied managers.
Considerable agitation on this point has
been under way for several months in the
theatre field. Managers have complained
of inadequate salaries and the impossibility
of increasing their incomes under existing
conditions. A few circuits from time to
time have offered bonuses for special selling drives. In most instances, however, this
method has defeated its purpose, it was
said, because managers were forced to unusual expenditures.
Brought Lavish Giveaways
Through these special drives the practice
of awarding large prizes, usually by means
of ticket stub drawings on theatre stages,
developed to such proportions that theatre
heads declared the practice an evil and
strenuous efforts were launched to curb it.
Unfavorable reaction of theatre owners was
directed to the awarding of expensive gifts,
such as automobiles, refrigerators and cash,
never contemplated in the time-honored custom of distributing small gifts and novelties
as door prizes. These practices now are forbidden in the motion picture NRA code,
which prohibits giveaways and premiums,
except in specific localities where 75 per
cent of exhibitors agree that the practice is
not unfair competition.
Although he is not yet prepared to make
a statement as to just what the proposed
bonus system will include, Mr. Bernhard
said it has been decided to institute the
plan as a permanent feature of Warner theatre management as soon as changes found
necessary in the present system have been
made. Warner theatre officials in the field
have been working on the plan since October
1, when it first was tried out in many theatres.
Other New York theatre executives
agreed that the bonus system has definite
possibilities, but would not be quoted, citing
uncertainty as to future business conditions
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One Plan Calls for Receipt by
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MANAGERS

WARNER

NEW QUOTAS DO
NOT AFFECT FILMS
The increased film import qjiotas
obtained from France and England by
the State Department are not regarded
by major company representatives as
having any immediate effect on
American exports. The first products
to benefit by the recently relaxed
quota regulations will be agricultural,
in line with the Administration' s
policy, it was pointed out this week.
The new French quota allowances
set aside the projected restrictions announced last September insofar as this
country is concerned and continue
the quota totals existing for the last
year and one -half, only 2 5 per cent
of which had been allotted to the
United States up to the time the new
quota allowances were announced.
and the reorganization now going on in
many of the larger circuits.
Executives are, however, of the opinion
that a percentage bonus system might
proveoffices.
a great
stimuluswould
to the
box
Managers
be nation's
spurred
on to greater effort, because a part of
every added dollar brought in at the
box office would go into their pockets.
As one theatre head said, "The theatre
would again become an institution, where
the manager is regarded by the community as something more than the man
who just stands at the door and looks
It is thought by many that the most workable plan would be one which provided for
bonus participation above a set figure of
profit. Thus the manager might receive 10
per grim."
cent of all intake in excess of 10 per
cent over grosses a year ago, for example.
This, they say, would allow for an appreciable stepping up of company profits and
also provide the manager with a considerably increased income.
Percentage on All Profit Proposed
On the other hand, a theatre manager
this week declared that "if the home offices
want to work this thing out in the right way,
the theatre manager should immediately become a salesman who ought to receive a
definite percentage of every cent of profit
without a quota. This could be worked out
on the old 'honor' system, with the home
office telling its theatre manager : 'Go
ahead; the percentage is yours and you'll
get
it from
every knows
penny this
of profit
you go
show.'
If the
manager
he will
out
and work his head off to bring in extra
money, even if they give him only one per
cent of the profit. Thus the theatre manager
canSome
make theatre
a greatexecutives,
deal more."however, are of

EXPERIMENT
Another Suggestion Is That
Manager Share in All Profits;
Both Aim at Higher Inconne
for Theatre and Manager
the opinion that a percentage of all profits
might not always "work out" as expected,
and that managers would be better off on
their salaries and a larger percentage of a
specified excess profit figure.
"Few persons realize," one theatre man
said, "just how complicated this thing is.
They seem to think that all we have to do is
stand up and announce that our managers
are going to get a percentage of profits.
It's got to be worked our mathematically,
with great emphasis on the situation and a
theatre's earning capacity."
The general idea has been tried by various theatre interests since 1922. Warner
has attempted it before and the Skouras
theatres inaugurated it for a short time two
years ago. In 1932 Paramount Publix
worked out a basis for profit-sharing in line
with box office receipts, but an unsettled
theatrical horizon necessitated dropping it.
Another factor is the question whether
theatre grosses have increased to such a
degree that inauguration of the bonus system nationally would be profitable.

Rockefeller
To House

Center

U niversal

Universal will remove its home office in
New York from the Heckscher Building at
Fifth avenue and 57th Street to Rockefeller
Center in the near future, it was announced
this week.
Three floors have been leased for a tenyear period, with the quarters expected to
be ready for occupancy late in March. It
will mark the third move of the general
offices since the company was organized in
1912, establishing offices in May in what
was then Film Row, in Union Square. In
December, 1912, the organization moved
with the times, to 1600 Broadway. On
October 1, 1924, the move to the Heckscher
Building, under a ten-year lease, was made.
All departments of the organization, including the business and assignment office
of Universal Newsreel, and cameramen's
headquarters will be at the new location.
The reel editorial offices will remain in the
laboratory building on West 146th street.
Virginia Censor Cuts
Total 386 During Year
The Virginia board of censors rejected
four features during the past year, later
passing two of them after reconstruction,
according to the annual report, just issued.
Of the total of 1,564 films reviewed, 386
eliminations were ordered in 115 films. Last
year 1,666 films were examined, eliminations totaling 282 in 74 films.
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MAPPING BRITISH SALES DRIVE. The British unit of United Artists Corporation gets together at the Savoy hotel in London and
prepares for an intensive selling campaign, under the chairmanship of Murray Silverstone, managing director. Guests of honor include Joseph M. Schenck, president of United Artists; Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president and general manager of foreign distribution; Alexander Korda and L. Toeplitz of London Films; Herbert Wilcox of British and Dominions; and Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. Mr.
Silverstone is In the center at the head of the table, Messrs. Schenck, Wilcox, Fairbanks at his right, Kelly and Korda at his left.

SOMETHING NEW. Buster Keaton and his sister,
Louise Keaton, are In comedy together at the
same studio, now that the solemn-faced fun-maker
has been signed by Educational for a series of
star shorts.

NEWS FROM HOME. Screen personalities from England now in the Fox family
in Hollywood get together over a newspaper from the homeland. Left to right
are Hugh Williams, Heather Angel, Reginald Berkeley, Pat Paterson and W. J.
Hutchinson, English representative of Fox Films, but now in America for a
short visit.
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BRIDAL PARTY. On a round-the-world
honeymoon cruise are Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn
LeRoy, following the wedding of Miss Doris
Warner, daughter of Mr. and hirs. hiarry
M. Warner of Warner Brothers, to Mr.
LeRoy,
Warner
ace
directorsoneon ofthethecost.
In thecompany's
bridal party,
after the ceremony, were (left to right):
Miss Betty Warner, Mr. and Mrs. hiarry
M. Warner, little Lita Warner, the bride
and groom, and Mr. and Mrs. Percy Teeple,
his parents. When the cruise-ship returns
in June, the young couple will make their
home in hlollywood. [Acme Photo]

TO MOSCOW.
Samuel Goldwyn,
after
bringing East the first print of "Nana," introducing Anna Sten, his new star from
Russia, is to go on to Moscow in April.
"Nana" is a United Artists release.

BACK ALIVE. Frank Buck, animal hunter and film producer, meets the press. Left
to right, front row: hielen Gwynn, Don Hancock, Marvin Kirsch, Mr. Buck, James P.
Cunningham, Sherwin Kane; rear row: Harry Blair; Sam Jacobson, Van Beuren Corporation; George T. Bye, Mr. Buck's personal manager; Phil Reisman, Amedee J.
Van Beuren; Amos Hiatt, Rutgers Nellson, Cresson Smith, Leon Bambercjer.
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By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
TUGBOAT ANNIE, alias Marie Dressier,
' flagged the midnight express the other
evening as it was thundering over the rails
near Gilroy, California, and saved, if not a
human life, at least a stalled automobile.
The famed Narcissus never staggered
through a Secoma night as bitter as that
which swept the countryside on that eventful
evening. Switch lights blinked in the blast.
Watchmen huddled to their shacks. Through
the night thundered the express, its front
light peering hazily through the gloom.
Through the storm came Raymond Taylor, grocery His
clerk,
in wheels
his little
Ermyntrude.
front
went "lizzie,"
into a
puddle. The lizzie snapped her tail and the
next instant Taylor was on the railroad
tracks jammed in a switch frog.
He frantically called for aid, and Carl
Wippener, employed at a local movie house,
responded. Together they shoved, but it was
useless. The old liz would not budge. In
desperation they phoned the station for red
flares. The station was out of them. Then it
was that the theatre man got an idea. Rushing to the theatre lobby, he jerked from the
billboard no less a personality than Marie
Dressier — a poster advertising the coming of
"Tugboat
rolled this
into a toball,
dipped it inAnnie."
gasoline,He touched
a match
it.
As the midnight express sounded down
the tracks he waved the fiery ball above his
head, desperately. It was the lone chance.
The eagle-eye on the Lark saw the flare,
whistled and slammed on his brakes. The
day was saved, and so was lizzie.
V
When Director W. S. Van Dyke, filming
"Laughing
for Metro,Arizona
visited for
the Navajo
Indian tribeBoy"
in northern
oudtoor
sequences,
thatmade
the Navajo
consists of hea discovered
small shelter
of skins,"bath"
into
ivhich are placed many hot stones. An Indian
remains in the shelter until he begins to perspire freely and then pours a bucket of cold
water over himself.
V
Our traveling J. C. Jenkins tells about a
farmer out in his county in Nebraska who
shipped a 580-pound hog to the Chicago market, and after the commission firm had deducted charges for freight, commission, yardage, feed, water and whatnot, they remitted
him a check for 38 cents, the balance due him.
If that farmer, as a result of that transaction,
jumped out of bed in the middle of the night
and ran barefooted a mile through the snow
and the wintry blasts to join an NRA parade,
Mr. Jenkins would be more than a little surprised. So would we.
Based on the rate paid the farmer by the
Chicago commission merchant, it would take
7,631,640 pounds of hog to pay some Hollywood
producers'
salary for one month — and that's
too much hog.
V
A hot news tip relayed from the corporate sanctum of RKO in Radio City, reveals
the fact that their star. Miss Ginger Rogers,
keeps a zoo right in her boudoir — 300 animals, lions, tigers, elephants and other denizens of the jungle and farmyard. "She
grooms them fondly and every day with a
silken dust cloth," they tell us. Just at this
point we were beginning to think things
when we discovered that the animals are
in ivory and jade.
V
Earl P. {Buzz) Briggs, of the State theatre
at Denver, can now marry and bury his patrons
as well as entertain them. Because of favors in
the form of passes for old members of the
Liberal Church, Mr. Briggs has been made a
bishop and
of divinity.
advance
overa adoctor
Kentucky
colonel. That's an

A^LDTIMERS
will week
remember
it wasboat14
years ago last
that that
a small
carrying David Wark Griffith and a party of
35 film folk and other notables set out from
Miami, Fla., for the 12-hour run to Nassau in
the Bahamas. Four days later they had not
been heard from.
There had been a severe storm at sea and
various rumors and reports started to circulate over the press wires of the nation,
reaching the proportions of page-one streamer
lines when the crew of a fishing boat arriving
at Miami, told a harrowing tale of a vessel
answering the description of the Griffith boat
which they had sighted in distress and pounding on one
Florida
coast.of the Keys ofif the storm-beaten
William Gibbs McAdoo, former Secretary of
the Treasury, and a business associate of Mr.
Griffith at the time through the United Artists
corporation, pulled some wires at Washington
and within an hour the entire course between
Miami and the Bahamas was being patrolled
by navy ships, submarine chasers, seaplanes and
launches of all kinds and description. But not
a trace of the Griffith boat was found.
Then, as dark came on the afternoon of the
fourth day, when it appeared that all had been
lost, there arrived in New York this cablegram
from the Bahamas :
"Our little boat became frightened on
the old pirate lane of the Spanish Main
and tried to find bottom. We argued
with her for four days on empty stomachs
and one glass of water daily, although
sponge fishers who rode bold pony boats
to our rescue gave us conch salad, but
that
us allisland.
patients of the black witch"
doctormade
of the
"We
are
now
safe
a beautiful country
worth the trouble to inreach.
"(Signed) VD. W. GRIFFITH."
Juliet Lowell tells about the package received
by an automobile accessory house in Virginia,
in which a customer inclosed a note saying he
was returning the shredded remains of four tire
covers ivhich had been advertised as "Extra
fine quality, well made for long wear."
"Please send me my money!' concluded the
exasperated customer, "I put them on my tires
and they ran only about four miles."
One of the funnier stories being told about
town — and supposedly authentic — concerns
the general belief that Roxy had ordered the
uniforms of his ushers made without pockets
to keep them from taking tips, and as a
result the various grades of gold-braided
generals and majors and plain privates of
the ushers' staff are compelled to wear their
handkerchiefs tucked up their sleeves.
A reporter was dispatched to the Music
Hall theatre, where he interviewed one of the
ushers, and found out that this is not so.
The ushers all have pockets, two in the
trousers and four in the vests, though none
in the coats. The pockets were discovered to
be all too small for a handkerchief, but
they're
plenty
large
seems that
Roxy,
whoenough
spent for
a lota ofdime.
moneyIt
for the uniforms, and put each usher through
five sittings, didn't want everything spoiled
by a lumpy handkerchief. "You see," remarked the usher, "we're Roxy's pride and
joy.
Naturally,
he doesn't
to bulge."
Now that Mr.
Roxy iswant
no uslonger
connected with the Music Hall, having resigned
this week, the management may be a little
less stringent with the Roxy ushers, and permit them to bulge a bit on occasion.
V
Radio's Edna May Oliver has a piano, for
zvhich she paid $900, and for ivhich she has
expended $14,100 for freight carting it around
the country with her.

SCANNING
Feg Murrey's
syndicated
of "Seein' Stars,"
we noted
that — series
In gambling scenes coins are coated with
rubber cement, as otherwise they would
make a loud metallic noise that would interfere with the dialog^ue. . . .
A clause in a contract recently signed by
Frank Borzage gave him two of Jack Warner's prize polo ponies. . . .
Ramon Novarro's real name is Jose Ramon Gil Del Segrado Corozan De Jesus Samieniego
rero. . . . y Ghrilan y Signeiros y GuerIn "The Road to Mandalay," the late Lon
Chaney used the lining of an egg coated over
an eyeball
ness in one toeye.give. . the
. appearance of blind"Chinese"
been
in China.Anna May Wong has never
Ruth Selwyn has her picture painted on
her golf balls, instead of her name. . . .
Peggy Hopkins Joyce owns a string of
pearls, now in Paris, which is so valuable
that she would have to pay $80,000 in duty
alone to clear it through an American
port.
. . . Bow is so fond of a pair of white
Clara
mice she has owned for two years that she
had them sent by airplane to New York to
meet her when she returned from Europe.
While standing on the shore at Santa
Monica, Cal., Jane Barnes had her purse
stolen by a sea gull, which disappeared out
over the ocean with it. . . .
Walt Disney once was fired because he
didn't have any good ideas. . . .
George Arliss got himself a black eye
falling out of his Pullman berth. . . .
"Our Gang'' is the oldest unit in pictures,
having been organized 13 years ago. Since
then, there have been four complete turnovers in its ranks because the youngsters
grew up.
Mr. Leo Meehan, in quest of a Hollywood
pet that zuould be entirely on the level, at last
elected a dachshund. He is the most amazing
pup. One can twist him into the shape of a
pretzel without a move or a protest. He stays
put
any attitude.
Terry Ramsaye thinks it's
the inHollyzvood
climate.
V
The success of the current Broadway musical
comedy,
"SheNewLoves
Me Not,"
editors of the
Yorker
to dig caused
up somethe facts
about Howard Lindsay, author of the play.
They learned that Lindsay has been an actor,
director and playwright for years. He was
the long-haired movie-scenario writer in
"Dulcy," of a dozen years ago, and during the
war he played in and directed one of the AEF
musical comedies for the boys in France. All
the actors were soldiers, of course, and, unfortunately for Lindsay, who was directing, they
all outranked him : he was a corporal and_ V the
cast was mainly sergeants. When they wouldn't
obey him, he took it up with a high-ranking
officer, who made Lindsay's stage orders army
orders, and if a sergeant didn't smile while singhaveLindsav
him court-martialed.
This ing,
wasLindsay
the could
most fun
has ever had.
\7
There's somewhat of a merry tingle to
many of the statements appearing in advertisements and editorial notices in Sound
and Shadow, published in faraway India.
For instance, the line in Warners' "Fortysecond Street" ad, which said: "Most lavish
production ever conceived by the miracle
minds
And of
theHollywood!"
humorously frank notice inserted
by Famous Pictures for "Sita Kalyanam,"
as follows: " 'Sita Kalyanam' makes a
definite landmark in Indian screen history,
because, for the first time, the entire cast is
taken from respectable and educated classes."
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'^(Excerpts of letter to Mr. Harry
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STUART
Morgan Farley, Ruth Hall, Albert Conti,
Dorothy Peterson, Edmund Breese, Richard Carle, Lucille Gleason, Mae Busch,
Jimmy Butler. Story by Paul Gangelin,
Presented by Carl Laemmle.
A B. F.Zeidman Production
Directed by
VICTOR
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SUSTAINED
Justice Manton
Second Motion

Denies Zirn's
to Oust Three

Trustees^ Also Endorses All
Actions
of
Referee Davis
The United States circuit court, New
York, on Monday denied the petition of
Samuel Zirn, attorney for a small Paramount Publix bondholders' group, to remove
the three trustees in bankruptcy, Charles D.
Hilles, Eugene W. Leake and Charles E.
Richardson. The decision was rendered by
Justice Martin T. Manton, who wrote in
an opinion that "there seemed to be no
reason for removal of the trustees."
Justice Manton's opinion further endorsed
all actions taken by Referee Henry K. Davis
in the conduct of the election of the trustees
and
in had
subsequent
procedure.
Mr. ofZirn's
request
also asked
the removal
Mr.
Davis.
"Full Performance of Duty"
The Zirn plea had alleged that Mr. Hilles
was disqualified for the trusteeship because
of his former association with the Bankers'
Trust Company, underwriter of a Paramount
Publix retinancing plan together with 11
other banks ; that Mr. Leake and Mr. Richardson, formerly in executive capacities with
Film Securities Corporation and Fox Film
Corporation, respectively, were disqualified
because of these associations. Justice Manton's opinion declared that, in his estimation, Mr. Leake and Mr. Richardson were
the more valuable to Paramount because of
their former motion picture connections.
Of Mr. Hilles, Justice Manton said that
"he seems to have acted in full performance
of his duty toward the creditors with regard
to litigation" to set aside the $13,200,000
refinancing plan of 1931 with which Mr.
Hilles' former bank was connected. Justice
Manton also found Mr. Hilles to be "accustomed to conducting large business af¥airs.
and has imposed upon him now a trusteeship
fraught with serious responsibilities, and has
exhibited all the marks of integrity of purpose in fulfilling that trust, and under these
circumstances should not be removed." The
court noted that "Mr. Hilles had severed his
directorship in the Bankers' Trust at once."
Zirn's First Action Denied
Mr. Zirn has been conducting a fight for
the removal of the trustees since last Spring.
His first action was denied by the United
States district court in New York. The action denied this week by the higher court
was heard a month ago. Mr. Zirn intends
taking the case to the United States Supreme Court.
Directors of the newly organized Paramount Publix subsidiary. Famous Theatres
Corporation, set up to take over the assets
of the bankrupt Publix Enterprises, this
week elected officers as follows : Chairman
of the board, Adolph Zukor ; president,
Ralph A. Kohn ; vicepresident, Frank Freeman ; vicepresident, Sam Dembow, Jr. ;
treasurer, Walter B. Cokell ; assistant treasurer, Paul A. Raiburn ; secretary, Austin C.
Keough.
No cash dividends will be paid to outside
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creditors of Publix Enterprises by Famous
prior to February 10, at which time a current offer to satisfy approved creditor claims
by an exchange of securities of Famous will
expire. Apprbximately $600,000 of such
outside claims already have been approved,
the largest being that of Commercial Investment Trust, Inc., for $345,000. Famous
offers to settle these claims through the issuance of one share of its preferred stock for
each $200 of claims. Thus the settlement
offered, on the assumed par value of the
stock at $100, would be on the basis of 50
cents on the dollar. Cash settlements are
to be on the basis of 35 cents on the dollar,
it is understood.
Seeks Closer Field Contact
A number of contested creditors' claims
still remain against Publix Enterprises, and
may involve litigation. Irving Trust Company will not withdraw as trustees until
these have been settled.
Paramount Publix is seeking a closer
field contact plan designed to bring various
of its theatre partners into closer relationship with the home office. Conferences were
scheduled to get under way in Atlanta on
Tuesday, when Ralph Kohn, president of the
newly formed Paramount Theatres Service
Corporation; Sam Dembow, Jr., and Frank
Freeman met with Robert Wilby, E. V.
Richards, Jr., Arthur Lucas, William Jenkins and Mike Kinsey.
Theatre Deals Completed
Paramount Theatres Service Corporation
is an outgrowth of Theatre Management
Company, a subsidiary which owned or operated no theatres, but acted as a service
unit to assist operators in the field. Control of the Fox, Paramount, Georgia and
Capitol theatres in Atlanta passed into the
hands of Lucas and Jenkins on January 2,
through a deal negotiated in New York by
which the theatres were acquired from
Valatenga Theatres, owned by Famous
Theatres. No change in management or
policies is to be made.
At New Orleans, Kennington-Saenger
Theatres, Inc., of which Saenger owns 50
per cent, was granted permission last week
to
ton.dispose of 150 shares to R. E. KenningIn Wilmington, Publix National Theatres
Corporation, a Delaware corporation, has
been dissolved. The certificate of dissolution was granted by the secretary of state
with consent of all stockholders.
McDonough on Coast
J. R. McDonough, general manager of
RKO, is in Hollywood to look over the
RKO Radio studio situation and discuss
production schedules and budgets with
B. B. Kahane,
president of RKO's production subsidiary.
With Twentieth Century
Bernard Simon was appointed last week
as eastern publicity representative of 20th
Century Pictures, according to an announcement from Joseph M. Moskowitz, treasurer.
Mr. Simon is a former newspaper man and
legitimate theatre press agent.

Hall
Of Music
J. R. McDonough, general manager of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation, on Monday announced the resignation of Samuel L.
(Roxy) Rothafel as managing director of
the Music Hall in Radio City. Mr. McDonough declared the resignation will have
no effect whatsoever on the policy of the
Music Hall or of the RKO Center, which
abandoned stage shows some months ago.
Mr. Rothafel said he was going South for
a rest.
Leo Leonidofif, who produced the Music
Hall stage shows before and during Roxy's
term as managing director, will continue.
Despite previous denials from Howard S.
Cullman, receiver for the Roxy theatre, to
the effect that Mr. Rothafel would return
to the scene of his first motion picture
"cathedral," Broadway immediately began
to conjecture over a possible Rothafel-Herbert Lubin combination to take over again
the original Roxy on Seventh avenue. This
brought an immediate denial from Mr. Cullman, who said :
"There is no change of any kind whatsoever contemplated in the management or
operation of the Roxy theatre. As receiver,
I have in no way discussed any plan that
would include the return of Mr. Rothafel,
nor have I been asked at this time to consider any proposition or plan that would include a change in the present management
It was generally believed the climax to
or
policy."
Roxy's
relations with the management at
RKO came about over disagreements as to
budgets for the Music Hall. Mr. Rothafel
defended his position in this matter when
he
Monday
budget
all times
was said
adhered
to. :At"The
no time
wereat the
stage
shows produced in excess of the budget
Regardless, an "RKO spokesman" was
allowance."
quoted later was
as saying
thatof Mr.
withdrawal
the result
his Rothafel's
failure to
keep the costs of his stage spectacles within
the budget limitations prescribed by the
management's theatre supervisory committee. It was also felt, he said, that Mr. Rothafel's "extravaganzas" were too long and
that "they lacked humor." Roxy's dislike of
supervision was considered to be another
factor in his withdrawal, it was said.
Mr. Rotliafel opened the Radio City Music
Hall in December, 1932. Immediately after
the first show he became ill, taking a leave
of absence for several months.
Paying a tribute to his associates at the
Music votedHall,
said:one"I ofamthem.
deeply
deto each Roxy
and every
I have
always been proud of their devotion and
loyalty to me. From my maestro, Rapee, to
the smallest page boy, I could so thoroughly
depend on their reliability and ability to
adhere to our standards of good taste and
artistic integrity that I felt free to leave the
theatre whenever circumstances demanded
Three of Mr. Rothafel's aides, Charles
Griswold, house manager of the Music Hall,
and his two assistants, Charles Dowd and
Lloyd Evans, also resigned this week. Herman Wittman, manager of the Palace, will
replace Mr. Griswold.
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Frank Buck, of wild animal fame, returned to the comparative safety of Radio
City the other day from the Malayan Peninsula, partly wrapped in bandages from unscheduled encounters with some of the less
friendly perissodactyl of the dark jungles.
Mr. Buck was ready to shape some hundred thousand feet of rough negative into
a feature motion picture of one-tenth that
length, which Amedee J. Van Beuren will
merchandise,
in mid-March. via RKO, as "Wild Cargo,"
The Buck caravan, which sailed down
New York harbor on a chilly evening last
March, is returning in three sections, the
first led by Mr. Buck ; the second, arriving
this week, comprising Nicholas Cavalerie
and Leroy Phelps, cameramen, and James
Naulty, business manager. The third is a
boat-load of rare animals. There is a gorilla
with a "wing" spread of nine feet, and there
is a young male Indian rhinoceros which he
captured in Nepal, in northern India. There
are only three others of its kind, according
to Mr. Buck, and they are all females, the
last one having brought $30,000 from the
St. Louis Zoo, many years ago.
The expedition covered northern India,
Ceylon, Sumatra and Malaya, always maintaining operating headquarters at Singapore,
from which the negative periodically was
shipped back to the States to avoid being
ruined by the tropical heat.
They filmed the capture of herds of wild
elephants, who are led by trained elephants
into a camouflaged corral, where they are
chained. They also shot the "Perahera," a
procession which takes place annually in
Kandy, in which thousands and thousands
of natives and hundreds of elephants take
part.
Mr. Buck was guest of honor at a luncheon given by his writer-friends at the
Tavern in New York last Thursday afternoon. Among those attending were Amedee
J. Van Beuren, president of Van Beuren
Corporation, producer of Buck's films ;
Bradley Kelley, of Station WINS; Ned
E. Dipinet, vice-president in charge of RKO
distribution ; Frank Snell, general manager
of Van Beuren ; Joseph Connolly, of KingFeatures ; Ursula Parrott, novelist ; Will
Durant, author ; J. P. McEvoy, humorist ;
George Bye, Mr. Buck's manager ; Clayton
Heermance, father of June CoUyer ; Harry
Hansen, book reviewer of the World-Telegram; Bugs Baer, New York American
columnist ; Delight Dixon, writer for the
Hearst publications ; Fred McConnell, vicepresident of Van Beuren; Rutgers Neilson,
of RKO Radio ; Charles Colebough, editor
of
Buck ofandtheR. Simon
L. Simon,
andCollier's;
M. L. Mrs.
Schuster
and
Schuster publishing firm.
Cohen Leaves Universal
Albert J. Cohen has resigned as scenario
head for Universal on the Coast to enter
production. Leonard Spiegelgass, former
Fox story editor, has succeeded him.
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President of New England Exhibitors Honored at Banquet;
O'Reilly and Myers Speak
Declaring that independent motion picture
interests are represented on the Code Authority only by a minority vote, but voicing
his confidence in "men like Sidney R. Kent"
and his faith in "the record" and President
Roosevelt, Nathan Yamins, president of Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of New England,
and a member of the Code Authority, declared Tuesday at a banquet in Boston in
his honor that independent hopes lay in the
combined efforts of W. Ray Johnston,
Charles L. O'Reilly and himself to champion
their
cause.
Mr. Johnston
and Mr. O'Reilly
also are
members
of the Authority.
Mr. Yamins indicated it would be the intention of these three independent members
to seek to move major interests on the Code
Authority to a sympathetic and lasting point
of view on all matters pertaining to independents. He said he was certain a fair deal
is assured the industry.
200 Exhibitors Honor Yamins
More than 200 independent and affiliated
exhibitors, together with many leading citizens of the state, including Governor Joseph B. Ely, met at the Copley-Plaza Tuesday night to do honor to Mr. Yamins for
his elevation to the Code Authority. There
was a general discussion of the code itself,
but the highlight was Mr. Yamins' address.
"I regard the code as a marvelous opportunity for the industry at large," he
said,
for the
particular.
I do "and
not view
the exhibitors
code in a inliteral
sense
because if I did I would be disappointed.
There are many fundamental principles important to independents which are lacking, and they should be there. Rather do
I view the code as the NRA's expression
of the New Deal. The code itself expires
on January I, 1935, but, regardless of that,
I say the day is gone when ruthless operation in business may disregard the rights
of the individual."
As a member of the Authority, Mr. Yamins said it was "properly his task" to drive
his opinions home to the other members
identified with major interests.
"I am not frightened because we can carry
only
the minority
vote," he
"I pin
my faith
on the record
anddeclared.
the President,
and am certain that if the majority vote
does not support those measures that should
be adopted, the code will be changed. That,
however, I do not think will be necessary."
Code for Small Interests: O'Reilly
Mr. O'Reilly declared there are "two fine
things about the code," one of these its
title, which states it is a code of fair competition, and the second, the fact that it was
promulgated to protect small enterprises.
He also expressed the opinion that the Code

YAMINS

Authority as a governing body will do
everything in its power to further fair trade
practices.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel to Allied States Association, with which Mr. Yamins' exhibitor group is affiliated, asserted
Mr. Yamins is the only completely indethority.
pendently minded person on the Code Au"You are one in 10 and you will find the
independents of the United States looking
to you and to you only to represent their
interests," he declared.
Sidney Samuelson, president of Allied of
New Jersey, also said the destiny of the
independents
was inincluded
Mr. Yamins'
hands.
Other speakers
Edward
Fay,
Providence ; George Gile, president of Allied Exhibitors of New England; Maurice
Wolf, MGM's Boston manager, and Walter Littlefield. Sol A. Rosenblatt, unable to
attend, sent a telegram.
Justice Lewis Goldberg was toastmaster
and Max L. Levenson chairman. Guests
besides Governor Ely included General
Daniel Needham, Massachusetts commissioner of public safety ; Mayor Joseph Hurley of Fall River ; Herbert McNary, city
censor ; Abe Montague, Columbia sales executive, and Joseph McConville.
Arrangements for the dinner were in the
hands of Edward Ansin, Irving Green,
Ralph Snider, George Ramsdell, Philip
Smith, W. H. McLaughlin, Carl Myshrall,
E. M. Lowe, William A. Viano and Frank
Lydon.
Kent

Decries

Lack

of

Names

Declaring that many of the past season's
finest motion pictures "failed to click" at
the nation's box-offices due to a lack of
names to draw the public, Sidney R. Kent
said this week that this and poor stories
constitute the two most important problems
facing the industry today.
The Fox Film Corp. president has just
returned to New York from a stay of several weeks on the west coast where he discussed company production for 1934.
Analyzing box office records for the past
year, Mr.
Kent said
fine pictures distributed
last that
year "abylotallofproducers
failed to click due to a lack of names to pull
in the public in a shopping market."
Mr. Kent is engaged in preparing a budget for company operations for the first
fiscal quarter of the year. He indicated recently that the budget, in addition to the
immediate progress of business, would be
determining factors governing possible restoration ofall or part of the salary cuts imposed on employees some time ago.
Oli ver Leaves RKO
Hal Oliver, engaged in special exploitation work for RKO, has resigned his position.
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With SYDNEY

FOX, O. P. Heggie, Henry

Hull, Margaret Wycherly, Lynn Overman,
Katherine Wilson, Richard Whorf,
Hunnphrey

Bogart, Moffat

Johnson.
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From the Theatre Guild play by Paul
and Claire Sifton. Directed by Chester
Erskin. Produced by All Star Productions,
Inc. Presented by Carl Laemmle.
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Sirovich Preparing to Revive
Inquiry Bill and May Include
Salaries and Code
tions If He Finds

NegotiaSupport

Because of tlie pressure of emergency
business pertaining to the Administration's
recovery plans, it is expected in Washington
that the motion picture industry will be
spared the usual attacks by anti-motion picture interests at this session of Congress,
or at least that the severity which has
marked such attacks in the past will be considerably lightened.
At least one mild skirmish is in the offing,
with the "antis" led by Representative Sirovich of New York, who at the special session last spring introduced a resolution for
a full investigation of the industry. Mr.
Sirovich is preparing to confer with a number of his colleagues on the advisability of
attempting to resuscitate his measure, and
may expand it to embrace an inquiry on the
code negotiations which preceded adoption.
Might Investigate Salaries
As soon as the pure food bill now before
Congress is disposed of, Mr. Sirovich will
endeavor to line up sufficient support for
application for a rule to bring his resolution
before the House, denied him last session.
As originally introduced, the resolution
provided for a probe of the "financial,
operative and business irregularities and
illegal actions by interests inside and outside the motion and sonant pictures industry," but it is probable that he will
consider inclusion of the question of motion
picture salaries and the events leading up
to approval of the code.
Addressing Congress personally. President
Roosevelt at the opening of the session last
week declared the "New Deal" was here to
stay and that in the recovery act, "though
the machinery, hurriedly devised, may need
readjustment from time to time," is to be
"a permanent feature of our modernized industrial structure" to continue "under the
supervision, but not the arbitrary dictation,
of government itself."
More Money for Film Activities
No further cut is to be made in the $85,000 fund for purchase and rental of motion
pictures by the Navy, and $165,000 is provided for the purchase of motion picture
and other recreational equipment. The specialties division of the Department of Commerce, with which has been incorporated
the former motion picture division, is to get
$28,065, as against $23,479 this year, while
the Department of Agriculture will receive
$61,806 for its motion picture production activities, as against a current appropriation
of $59,115.
Unable to prepare a revenue measure in
time for submission at the opening of Congress, the House ways and means committee, which last month held hearings on the
present tax law during which repeal of the

The hearing last month was designed
chiefly to discuss a subcommittee report on
revision of administrative features; the present series will go into the whole question
of excise taxes and miscellaneous revenue
matters. It is possible that further testimony
will be taken regarding the admissions tax,
although members of the committee feel the
subject was well covered December 21.

Fixed

Brooklyn

for
Group

Twelve men, indicted by the federal grand
jury in Brooklyn, New York, last month
following investigation of activities of New
York Investors, Inc., and affiliated companies, pleaded not guilty this week before
Federal Judge Moskowitz in Brooklyn and
were released under bail for further hearing
January 22.
The indictments charged conspiracy to
defraud bondholders and the New York
Stock Exchange, concealment of assets and
fraudulent use of the mails. Those indicted
allegedly concealed millions of dollars in
assets while aware that bankruptcy proceedings were pending against the companies.
Bail of $7,500 each was fixed for Frank
Fox, president of Realty Associates Securities Corp. ; Frank Bailey, chairman of the
I)oard of New York Investors ; William M.
Greve, president of New York Investors ;
Francis T. Pender, vice president of New
York Investors and president of Allied
Owners' Corp., and William H. Wheelock,
director of New York Investors and president of the Prudence Company.
Each of these men were indicted on three
counts and bail of $2,500 was fixed for each
count. Bail of $2,500 each was set for James
Graham, a director of Realty Associates
Securities Corp. ; James B. Fisher, another
director of that company ; Harry D.
Burchill, vice president of Realty Associates
Securities Corp. ; Eugene Moses, director ;
Gordon S. Braislin, another vice president ;
Otto E. Reimer and Henry S. Parker, chairman and secretary, respectively, of the bondholders' committee.
Stuber Notes Gain in
Eastman Kodak Business
An increase in the volume of business and
a consequent gradual increase in the working force, is reported by W. G. Stuber,
president of Eastman Kodak Company, in
Rochester.
"We see no reason why the improvement
in
businessandshould
saidgeneral
Mr. Stuber,
addednotthatcontinue,"
general
business "fqr the first three months of 1934
should be well above the first quarter of

1933."

1934

Plans
Adopts

SEEN

admissions tax was urged by legitimate theatre interests, has decided to make a thorough survey of the entire tax situation, and
to that end resumes its public hearings
Tuesday.

Bail

Code;

13.

Plan for Finances
An advertising code of ethics to govern
the independent producers, distributors and
state right exchanges belonging to the Federation of the Motion Picture Industry is
expected to be made known before the weekend. The Federation recently rejected an
invitation to participate with national companies under the regulatory plan for clean
advertising which those companies adopted,
and decided that it would draft its own rules
for eliminating the objectionable from advertising and publicity copy of Federation
members.
The Federation established temporary
headquarters at P. S. Harrison's offices,
1440 Broadway, New York, pending consummation of rental negotiations for space
at 723 Seventh avenue. Alec Moss, formerly
publicist for many distributing companies
in New York, is executive secretary.
A permanent plan for financing the work
of the Federation is said to call for an assessment on producer members of $5 a negative reel release, and $2.50 for each positive
reel release on distributors, with a $50
annual minimum in both cases.
''Cavalcade

Film

' IVins

Daily

Poll

"Cavalcade," the Fox production which
was set against a British historical background, won first honors in the annual poll
to ascertain the "Ten Best Pictures of 1933,"
conducted by Film Daily. A total of 384
motion cade"
picture
critics
received 304
votes.participated. "CavalThe nine others, with the name of the
producer in each case and the number of
votes polled, are: "42nd Street," Warner,
209; "Private Life of Henry VIII," United
Artists, 187; "Lady for a Day," Columbia,
173; "State Fair," Fox, 169; "Farewell to
Arms," Paramount, 167; "She Done Him
Wrong," Paramount, 158; "I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang," Warner, 156;
"Maedchen in Uniform," Filmchoice, 137;
"Rasputin and the Empress," MGM, 128.

ide
Mcf4
sad
Jame
De
on^ Coast
James S. McWade, who entered the motion picture business in its early days as a
contributing editor of the Film Index, and
was long identified with motion picture trade
journalism, died recently at the St. Ann
Sanitarium in Culver City, Cal., following
a long illness.
When the Film Index was purchased by
the Moving Picture World, Mr. McWade
went with it, becoming an associate editor
and western correspondent for the World,
a position which he occupied for many years,
with headquarters in Chicago.
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of Plays and Leading

Players Blamed on Films, Demands of Unions Called Most
Important

PICTURE

Factor

as Cause

by FRED AYER
Stock companies — once a national institution in the world of the theatre and the
training ground for the legitimate stage —
have reached such a low ebb of activity that
recovery even approximating the position
they once held is considered virtually impossible.
In 1927 there were 219 dramatic stock
companies, operating regularly on an average of six months in the year ; today, faced
with unprecedented competition, there are
but 22 — and these, with but few exceptions,
adjudge themselves fortunate indeed if they
are able to maintain a production schedule
which gives them 12 weeks of playing time
for an entire season.
A consensus of stock managers educes
three major reasons for the decline in
repertoire :
1. Shortage of plays.
2. The impossibility of developing
and keeping leading men and women
who will draw large audiences.
3. The unyielding stand of the
labor unions on salaries and other
matters.
For the shortage of plays and leads,
Hollywood is charged with being directly
responsible.
Many Companies Broken Up
The shortage of plays available for stock
use during the past three seasons meant the
closing down of numerous companies which
otherwise might have survived the depression. There were so few "smash hits" in
New York during this time that the dearth
of suitable material was appalling. Whenever a "smash" came along, the motion
picture companies immediately snatched it
up and transferred it to the screen before
stock rights could be released.
"And when stock rights were obtained,
in many cases, there was nothing to prevent
the picture companies from releasing a film
in a specific location at the same time the
stock manager planned a showing," said
Lester Al Smith, onetime president of the
now extinct National Dramatic Stock Managers Association, this week. "This, obviously, killed the chances of even opening
to good business."
As to the second contributing factor to
the decline of stocks, Mr. Smith pointed
out that prior to sound pictures, leading
men and women spent years developing
themselves to a point where they had a
large following among stock audiences.
Stock once was considered a life career for
many. Now, whenever a leading player
reaches the point where he becomes a
"name" in his community, Hollywood's
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Little Theatre Movement
THE 22 THEATRES
PLAYING STOCK

Chief Competitor;

Tumbling from a peak of 219
companies operating in 1927
are now only 22 theatres* in
larly:
these organizations function
CITY
Boston

stock
there
which
regu-

THEATRE
Copley
Peabody and

Baltimore
Auditorium
Birmingham
Jefferson
Cincinnati
Cox
Cleveland
Playhouse
Columbus
Hartman
Erie, Pa
Playhouse
Hollywood .
Playhouse and
El Capitan
Hartford
Club
Indianapolis
English
Kansas City
Orpheum
Lincoln
Temple
Louisville
Drury Lane
Milwaukee
Davidson
Montclair
Montclair
Montreal
His
Majesty's
Plainfield
Masonic
Temple
Trenton
State
Upper Darby
Playhouse
Utica
Majestic
*This list varies from time to
time, particularly around Christmas,
when several theatres opened for
stock and will, possibly, remain open.
lucrative offers lure him toward the Pacific.
As to union labor, Mr. Smith charged
that the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, the scenic artists' organizations and, in some instances, musicians'
unions, virtually have "held up" stock managers in their demands. This factor being
more responsible for actual forced closings
than any other.
"When times were good and everyone
was making money, the average stock manager did not worry particularly over these
demands," he explained. "They were accepted as a matter of course. But when
depression set in and the unions still maintained their scales and their demands for a
seemingly more than necessary number of
men on a stage during a performance, things
began to look bad. The difference between
six and nine men on the stage took on a
new significance — $270 per week extra ! Unfortunately the stage cannot get along without stage hands, so we had to put up with
this condition. We eliminated orchestras
because we had to. During this past season.

The "road," which probably has
suffered equally with the stock company during the rise of the motion
picture, will be discussed in a forthcoming issue.

See

Called
Leaders

Help in Circuit Decentralizing and Legitimate Code

however, the unions began to be a bit more
lenient with us, and I think the time will
come when they will be able to see things
from our point of view."
The terrific decline from the 219 operating companies of six years ago to the
present 22, has not resulted solely from
the competition of the far less expensive
entertainment offered by talking pictures,
authorities believe. They point out that
a temporary decline in this field shortly
after the talkers were put on the market,
was followed by a marked recovery and
even demand for stock presentations. Then
the bottom fell out.
In spite of this, practically every oldtime
stock manager "stuck with the game." Now
they are in bankruptcy. Most of these men,
discredited through no fault of their own,
now must post bonds with the Actors
Equity, the ganizations
lATSE,
scenic with
artists'
orand otherthegroups
whom
they must do business, before they are allowed to open a show. A man with $3,000
in hand might organize a stock company,
but under present conditions his $3,000
would be used up in bonds before he could
It is the contention of most persons who
open.
have dealings with the dramatic stock
companies that their chief competitor is
not the motion picture, but the Little Theatre movement, which has made considerably headway the last three years.
At the same time, this movement in a
sense is taken to demonstrate that the
public still wants stage drama.
According to Gus Diehl, head of the
Century
PlayTheatre
Company's
stock department,
the
Little
movement,
underway
more than ten years, never was expected to
attain such proportions as it has recently.
There are now 22,000 of these Little Theatres in the country, of which approximately
300 own arid operate their own houses.
Little Expense, Big Profits
With comparatively little or no overhead
expense these organizations are making
large profits. /_^Many old stock actors are
now turning to this field as directors, at
the same time organizing schools of the
drama as a sideline. Because most of them
are strictly amateur societies insofar as the
players are concerned, the playbrokers release rights at considerably lower rates than
to professional stock companies. The result is that where a stock company is in a
competitive situation with a Little Theatre
group, most of the "hit" plays have been
produced by these societies, and when such
an organization has played over half the
(Continued on page 30)

"Previewed

'Miss Fane's Baby' privately with about

thirty people in attendance. Everybody enthusiastic and positive it will be excellent box office
attraction." — Charles D. Skouras, Fox West Coast Theatre
"'Miss Fane's Baby' fine entertainment."
— Martin J. Mullin, M. & P. Theatres

"Everyone connected with this picture should take
bows for a grand entertainment. The picture is
one of those often talked of but rarely produced.
A combination

of suspense and feminine appeal

— with the stress on the former."
— Hollywood Variety

''Here is a great picture
— probably one of the
most timely and impressive stories ever brought
to the screen. Packed with
emotion -stirring value.
Poignantly realistic, it is
the type of thrillarousing

ing, sympathyentertainment

that should be tremendously popular with all
classes of patrons."
— Mot/on Picture Heratd

"Paramount has a hit in 'Fane's Baby Is Stolen'.
A picture that is timely, universal and appealing.
Preview audience

sobbed

unrestrainedly through

the whole thing and burst out with whole-hearted
applause

at the end when

Authentic, human

kidnappers are caught.

and dramatic."
— Hollywood Reporter

"Thrilling entertainment that leans heavily on the
heart side. This production is an ideal combination of up-to-the-minute sentiment with tense heart
interest and a suspense that —
holds
all Picture
the way."
Motion
Daily
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^Continued from {'aye 27)
available material there is not much chance
for the stock company, Mr. Diehl points
out.
"In 1929 talkies came into existence and
stock began to fall off, but it rallied shortly
after this and its real decline commenced
only with the general financial slump," he
said. "It is my belief that no matter what
people may say, the public did not go to
pictures to the exclusion of the stock companies. Most of them did not go to either.
I am certain that when people get a little
extra money again for amusement purposes
stock will come back — never, however, to
be compared with its condition prior to
1929."
Both Mr. Smith and Mr, Diehl see a
distinct benefit to stock in the reversion of
nnany closed theatres owned by motion
picture companies to their original owners.
The film companies bought many small
theatres in towns where stock was well established. Insome instances they did not
open them, but kept them closed with the
threat
of dire competition "unless," both
men charged.
Another factor which authorities believe
may return stock to a fair paying basis is
the
code,
whichlegitimate
forbids theatre's
the release
of atheclause
motionof
picture of a specific play until such time as
that play has had adequate opportunity to
enjoy a run and roadshowing. This, they
said, probably will be construed to include
stock companies, thereby eliminating one of
the three large factors contributing to their
decline.
Another development is the experiment
now being conducted by A. M. Oberfelder
of St. Louis, who has instituted a stock circuit covering four cities : Kansas City,
Indianapolis, Cincinnati and St. Louis. Each
company plays a week in each city and by
the time the circuit has been completed the
company has a new play ready for production.
"If this experiment works out it will open
a new field for stock and may be the beginning of a 'New Deal' in this branch of
amusements," Mr. Diehl declared.
Caravan

Tour To Exploit

20th Century's "Moulin Rouge"
In a tieup with the Socony- Vacuum Company, Twentieth Century plans a crosscountry, key city caravan tour exploiting
"Moulin Rouge," beginning February 1.
Special train will carry the unit between
cities, while buses will be used in each city.
Raspin To Make

Original

Civilized?"
We and
"Are
Story,
Edwin B.
Raschbaum
Sidney T. Pink
of Raspin Productions, Inc., are in Hollywood to begin production on an original
story, "Are We Civilized?" Harold Sherman, author of the story, accompanied them
to the Coast. The film will be directed by
Edwin Carewe. Release will be by Raspin,
which made "Explorers of the World."

THEATRES

250 PLAYERS NOW;
2,200 USED IN 1927
With but 22 stock companies active today there are only about 250
players working steadily in this field.
The average company has a working
nucleus of from 10 to 15 players.
Approximately 250 stage hands are
involved. One scenic artist is employed byeach company.
This is a far cry from 1927 when,
at the same average number of employed players and stage hands per
company, there were approximately
2,200 actors and 2,190 stage hands
employed.
Last year at this time there were
2! stock companies operating regularly. The year before, at a corresponding period of 1931, there were
37. In 1930 there were well over
100.
.

NRA
Scale

Forces
Up:

Low

Goldwyn

Declaring that in places where admission
prices are below normal they will have to be
increased in order to meet increased costs
under the NRA, Samuel Goldwyn said this
week in Chicago that labor and other costs
have mounted "so considerably that I don't
see how they can be absorbed unless admission scales are raised where they are low
Goldwyn specifically mentioned
present."
at Mr.
Loew's Midland in Kansas City, where a
25-cent top prevails, a scale far too low in
his estimation for the quality of the pictures shown. A year ago Mr. Goldwyn refused to allow the Midland to first run his
product at that price.
Mr. Goldwyn would not say whether he
thought increased production costs might
increase film rentals, but he made himself
quite clear when he said he had not changed
his mind on the subject of star raiding. He
reiterated his belief that stars should be
allowed to work where they see fit.
Monogram Increases
Schedule to 36 Films
W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram,
has completed plans to increase the production schedule for 1934-35 to 36 pictures.
No shorts will be included. The total compares with 20 features on the 1933-34 schedule. All production activity has been concentrated under Trem Carr, vice president
in charge of production, and his executive
staff, headed by Lou Ostrow.
H. B. Shaffer has been named publicity
director of the Monogram Seattle exchange,
replacing H. B. Sobottka.

1934

Theatres

Receiver

Chase

13,

Offers

Compromise

A proposed compromise agreement with
Chase National Bank of New York was
filed in Wilmington, Del., chancery court
Friday by United States Senator Daniel
O. Hastings, receiver for General Theatres
Equipment, Inc. The petition was set down
for a hearing February 23.
The Chase Bank has filed claims in the
receivership of General Theatres in an
amount in excess of $20,000,000 and the
plan provides that the bank is to reduce its
claim to $15,000,000, that the receiver is to
consent to allow the reduced claim and to
release all claims the corporation may have
against bank afiiliates.
To secure the $20,000,000 indebtedness
there are pledged, with the bank, securities
including the preferred stock of Film Securities Corp., which held the 660,900 shares
of Loew's Inc., sold at auction two weeks
ago, in connection with a loan of $9,700,000.
This preferred stock, it is declared has been
rendered valueless by the sale at auction of
the Loew stock held by Film Securities,
pledged to secure notes of Film Securities
now in default.
Chase National, in its annual statement
Tuesday, reported considerable progress had
been made in 1933 in safeguarding its motion picture interests. Earnings for the year
amounted to $25,298,094 before reserves o>nd
charge-offs.
Agreement Reported
In connection with the proposed agreement, Chase
is reported
to have protective
made an '
agreement
with
the consolidated
committee for the 10-year six per cenr
convertible gold debentures, due April 1,
1940, of General Theatres. The more important features of this agreement are that
the bank is to participate in the company's
reorganization, provided the details are
worked out in a manner satisfactory to the
bank, and is to turn over to the reorganized
company its secured claims, accompanied
by collateral securing them, in exchange
for shares of common stock of the reorganized company, to be issued on the same
pro-rata basis as to debenture holders and
other unsecured creditors. Chase also will
give to the reorganized company an option
to purchase at $15 a share approximately
325,000 shares of Class A stock of Fox
Film Corporation, good for one year, and
will lend to it a reasonable amount to cover
reorganization costs and working capital.
Fox West Coast Plans
Meanwhile, it is understood, plans for
the reorganization of Fo.x West Coast are
well underway in New York.
In Los Angeles, trustees' commissions and
attorneys' fees for the West Coast group
will be proportioned to what the estate might
bring at auction, it was announced.
In Wilmington, decentralization of Fox
Rocky Mountain theatres was continued
with incorporation of the Fox Iowa Theatre
Corporation, Fox Billings Theatre Corporation, Fox Rockhill Theatre Corporation,
and Fox Southwest Theatre Corporation.
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RECORDS

Total of 240 French Films
Estimated for This Season,
50 Per Cent Increase; 35
Outside

by PIERRE AUTRE
Paris Correspondent
Independent producers of France are setting the pace in a 50 per cent increase of
output which is expected to bring out of the
French studios 200 pictures this season,
while 35 to 40 French versions of foreign
films to be made in other countries will
swell to 240 the total of French talking pictures for 1933-34. In France, 110 pictures
had been turned out in the first six months
of the year, 70 more between July and the
current month. Now in all of 1929 only 52
pictures had been made, 94 in the following
year, 139 in 1931 and 157 last year.
Credit to the Independents
It must be said that nobody here was
expecting so many pictures this season from
the French companies. This success of
French production comes from the independent producers, who have made very
great effort, both in actual producing and
in getting capital. Many independents, with
expenditures otherwise cut to the bone,
have made one, two or three pictures each,
and in this way have achieved a revival of
French production.
They are more than 60 independent producing companies now in the French market. All these companies have worked all
summer and are now preparing new pictures.
Of what value are these pictures? It
might be thought that productions of this
kind, made in two or three weeks of studio
work, and with little money, would not be
satisfactory pictures. Results have shown
that most were rather good. It is true, of
course, that some of them, made in such
hurry in second-class studios, badly wired,
did not give much satisfaction. But the
average were really good, for the French
audiences' taste.
Most of the French pictures are adaptations of stage plays, with much dialogue,
little action. This kind of picture is called
here
photographic."
Nothingthanis
further"theatre
from the
American cinema
these picturese, but French audiences enjoy
them very much and cinema receipts confirm that. In French studios now you see
stage stars, stage authors, stage directors.
All the stage people have taken in their
hands the cinema work and every wellknown stage play, old or modern, is
adapted to the screen.
Of 384 pictures produced in France since
1929, the first days of the talkers, 171 were
adaptations of stage plays, 113 were original stories and 100 adaptations of novels.
Arnong these subjects, 119 were stories
written before the war and too old-fashioned
to give real interest.
It must be noted that Latin people prefer
the theatre to the picture.
Success of

FRANCE

LEADING

French

PRODUCTION

Available

Pictures

Distributors'

to March

October
For Exhibitors from
Pictures To Be Released from October to March
FRENCH TALKERS
O .2
DISTRIBUTORS
Made in

Armor
ACE (UFA)
Auteurs Associes
BGK
CID
Comptoir Fran9ais
cue
Cinedis-Gentel
Citac-Rasimi
Elte
Films de France
Fox Films
Eclair Journal
GFFA (Gaumont)
Gray Film
Guerlais (Pierre)
Haguet (Andre)
Haik (Jacques)
Hakim
Isis Film
Intercontinental
Luna Film
Lauzin (Albert)
Films G.L
Meric (Films)
Nalpas (Alex)
Osso
Paramount
PAD
Pathe-Natan
Petit
MGM
Rouhier
SELF
Seyta
Societe Parisienne
du Film Parlant
Tobis
United Artists
Universal
Warner Bros-FN

MO

2
3
I
6
4
3
3
I

DUBBINGS
ID

2

16

11
3

I
2
4
7
5
8
3
26

6
22
3

1

..
5
I
4
4
I
4

31
«
122
18
264
5
2
274
5
15

18
2

I

141 19

3168 3

French film production comes from the fact
that the French pictures are something between theatre and cinema.
Breaking the Routine
Some producers, some directors, such as
Julien Duvivier, Jacques Feyder, Maurice
Tourneur, have tried to get out of the routine of picturizing stage plays, and have
succeeded. But most of the directors, who
once were of the stage, have found it easier
to make theatrical films, very cheap and
yet seemingly sufficient for most French
patrons, especially the popular audiences.
There is still a danger in this method, a
danger of eliminating exportation of French
pictures except for Egypt, Belgium or

9
22
12
124

4
16
3
103
6
4
7
3
2
2
17
I
24
3
2
7
11
13
!
2
I
3
3
4
8

I

2
6
I
17
2
2
7
3
2
I

TOTALS

20

163

17

12
331
331

Switzerland, all countries of French lanSome French producers have recognized
guage.peril. Remain Pines, Marcel Vandal,
this
Charles Delac, Fox Film Europa, have tried
to make real pictures, as "La Chatelaine Du
Liban,"pictures
"Dans have
Les Rues,"
"L'Ordonnance."
These
more success
among the
educated classes.
Fox Film has gone further and will release two kinds of French productions :
First, Fox Europa productions. These,
with Erich Pommer directing, will be made
in the St. Maurice-Paramount studios. The
first, already completed, is "A Man Has
Been Stolen," with Lili Damita and Henry
Garat. The director is Max Onhuls, wlio
(Continued on page 34)
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The following corporations have filed charters recently in the Delaware State Department
at Dover, Del. ;
Greater Manhattan Corporation, to deal in
real estate and theatre business, listing capital
of $800,000. The incorporators are June K.
Bothman, Betty Black and Florence L. Levy
of Bronx, N. Y.
Standard Theatres Corporation, to operate
theatres and other places of amusement, listing
capital of $50,000. The incorporators are Roger
C. Clement, George A. Barry, New York, and
Ida Hannis, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hudson Theatrical Club, Inc., to foster, promote and encourage readings, recitals and exhibitions of music, listing no capital. The incorporators are J. Vernon Pimm, Albert G.
Bauer and Albert S. Roebuck of Philadelphia.
P. & S. Company, Inc., to deal in motion
picture films and other films, listing capital of
500 shares, no par value. The incorporators
are Warren Dubois, G. M. Kendrick and M.
A. Jack of New York.
International Opera Company, to conduct
operas, concerts, dramatic and musical performances, listing capital of 100 shares, no par value.
The incorporators are C. S. Peabbles, L. H.
Herman and Walter Lenz of Wilmington.
Middletown Theatres Company, to deal in
real estate, listing capital of 1,000 shares, no
par value. The incorporators are Ervin Snellenburg, Elva F. Gooding and Melvin Hopkins
of Dover, Del.
World Circus Company, Inc., to deal in shop
properties, circus properties, listing capital of
1,000 shares, no par value. The incorporators
are W. I. N. Lofland, Rebecca Dunn and Marian A. Lane of Dover, Del.
Associated Film Producers Corporation, to
deal in motion pictures of all kinds, listing capital of 1,000 shares, no par value. The incorporators are C. S. Peabbles, L. H. Herman and
Walter Lenz of Wilmington.
Universal Oddities, Inc., to operate amusement enterprises of all kinds, listing capital of
5,000 shares, no par value. The incorporators
are C. S. Peabbles, L. H. Herman and Walter
Lenz of Wilmington.
Cinaudagraph Corporation, to deal in motion
and talking pictures, listing capital of 200 shares,
no par value. The incorporators are Bernard
L. Miller, Irwin I. Greenfield and Marian R.
Shapiro of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Midas Camera-Projectors Corporation, to
deal in cameras of all kinds, listing capital of
2,000 shares, no par value. The incorporators
are J. T. Brennan, Frederic E. Bell and F. F.
Kane of New York.
Columbia Films, Ltd., to deal in motion picture films, listing capital of $50,000. The incorporators are Jack M. Nitzburg, Leonard
Kaufman and Leonard S. Picker of New York.
The Horsathon, Inc., to conduct amusement
enterprises, listing capital of $50,000 and 500
shares, no par value. The incorporators are
Robert A. VanVoorhis of Belleville, N. J.: R.
H. Toothe, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; A. M. Docken.
Sunnyside, L. I., N. Y.
Tulsa Broadcasting Company, to do a gen-of
eral broadcasting business, listing capital
$50,000. The incorporators are C. S. Peabbles, L. H. Herman and Walter Lenz of Wilmington.

Second "ComiColor"
Completed by Celebrity
"The Little Red Hen," second in the
series of "ComiColor Cartoons," was completed in Cinecolor this week by UB Iwerks,
at the Animated Picture Corporation studio
in Los Angeles. Arrangements are being
for simultamade by Celebrity Productions
neous first showings of the cartoon in New
York and Los Angeles.
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Showing
Increase
(Continued from page 31)

German picture, "Liebelei."
noted version
made
of the Fox Europa
Only atheFrench
picture has been produced. The next two
will be "Liliom." with Charles Boyer and
directed by Fritz Lang, and "Music in the
Air," from the Hammerstein and Jerome
Kern musical comedy, which will feature
Lilian Harvey and Henry Garat, with
French and English versions.
In the other hand, the French branch of
Fox will distribute French films produced
also in St. Maurice studios, by Fred Bacos.
This company, called SAPEC, already has
made two pictures, "Mitricule 33" and "Surprises of the Sleeping Car," which are very
good, but theatrical successes. Fox now is
building in Paris a studio for sound where
American Fox pictures will be re-recorded
and dubbed.
Only U. S. Company Producing
At the moment, Fox is the only American company producing in France. The two
important French companies, GFFA (Gaumont) and Pathe Natan, have decreased
their own production, but distribute pictures of independents, or pictures made
"half and half" with independents.
The releasing programs of the distribution companies in France for this winter
and the spring season, include 331 pictures,
168 of them French talkers and 163 dubbings. Here again the independents have
first place. Among the 26 Pathe Natan releases are 17 from independents, while only
three or four of the 17 French GFFA pictures were produced entirely by that company. French pictures released total as
follows by company :
Pathe
26
Fox
6
GFFA
17 Universal
4
Paramount
8
—
Total
61
GFFA and Pathe, with two large circuits
in Paris, have together only 43 pictures of
the 168 French. That also shows the importance of the independents.
Following are the totals of dubbings by
American companies :
raramou nt
22 United Artists
14
Universal
22 Warner-FN
12
MGM
18 Fox
II
Total
99
Columbia and RKO pictures are released
by French distributors such as CUC, Osso,
GFFA.
Here is a classification for all the release :
15
31 United Artists
13
12
Osso
26
2718
Pathe
12
10
GFFA
11
Haik
24
MGM
16 CUC
17
Fox
ACE
. . .232

Thus 232 pictures are released by 13 distributors. The 99 pictures remaining are
divided among 27 distributors.
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Ruth Etting returned from United Artists
studio in Hollywood to resume broadcasting.
Erik Charell, French producer, and Charles
BoYER, French actor, arrived in New York,
en route to Movietone City to work for Fox.
W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram,
was in Boston
timonial dinner.to attend Nathan Yamins' tesBert Sanford, Jr., eastern sales manager for
Erpi, left New York for survey of New
England and New York branches.
Carl Brisson arrived in New York from England, en route to Hollywood to work for
Paramount.
Al Christie returned to New York from
Hollywood to resume work on Educational
shorts.
Samuel Goldwyn arrived in New York from
Coast, and will leave for Russia shortly.
Irving Asher, Warners' foreign production
head, returned to New York from Burbank
studio, on his way back to London.
HARRi' M. Warner, president of Warners, and
Jack
L. Warner, vice-president in charge
studio.
of
production, left New York for Burbank
Sidney
Universal'sat assistant
sales
executive,
was vacationing
Palm Beach,
Fla. Singerman,
William Garg.an arrived in New York from
Coast.
Lou B. Metzger left New York for San Diego,
Cal., but returns to New York shortly en
route to Europe.
James R. Grainger, Universal's sales manager,
returned to New York from nation-wide exchange survey.
Charles Einfeld, Warners' advertising-publicity chief, left New York for Dallas, returning early next week.
Max Milder, Warner executive in England,
returned to London.
Francis L. Harley, Fox executive in Brazil,
arrived in New York from Rio de Janiero.
He was accompanied by Victor J. Schochet,
South American executive.
Sam Jaffe was due in New York from Hollywork. wood studio of Paramount, to resume stage
Saul Rogers returned to New York from
Pinehurst, N. C.
George
J. Schaeffer, Paramount executive,
was
attending
and Atlanta. managers' meetings at Dallas
William Rov^-land was due in New York from
Coast to confer with Columbia on RowlandBrice releasing deal.
Pat Garyn arrived in Florida from New
York.
John Hammel and Robert Gillham, Paramount home office executives, arrived on
Coast.
Nat Levine, head of Mascot, arrived in New
York from Coast.
Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of Jefiferson
Pictures, arrived in New York from Hollywood.
Arriving on the lie de France from Paris were :
Harpo Marx. Maurice Chevalier, Marcel
Vallee and Abram Frankel, French distributor.
Ben Berinstein, head of MPTO of Southern
California, arrived in New York from Los
Angeles.
Fay Bainter returned to New York from
Metro's Coast studio.
Paul Muni sailed for Europe.
GiFFORD Cochrane, of Krimsky-Cochrane,
sailed for West Indies.
GeorgeficeBrown,
of Columbia's
ofadvertising head
department,
returnedhome
to New
York from Caribbean cruise.
Walter Huston arrived in New York from
Coast.
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(Contintied from page 9)
of last Thursday's adjourned meeting, at
which preliminary discussion was held pertaining to rules of procedure, financing of
the Code Authority and official selection of
headquarters, which probably will be located
in the RKO Building on Sixth avenue at
Radio City.
At Wednesday's session a committee was
appointed to prepare a manual for the operation of the 64 field boards. On the committee are Charles L. O'Reilly, Nathan
Yamins, H. S. Bareford and J. Robert
Rubin. The next meeting, January 23, will
be presided over by Robert H. Cochrane.
At last week's meeting, J. Robert Rubin,
of MGM, substituted for Nicholas M.
Schenck, who was ill. Harold S. Bareford, Warner attorney, was on hand in addition to Harry M. Warner. Neither Eddie
Cantor nor Marie Dressier attended, nor
did Merlin H. Aylesworth, president of
RKO, who was attending a company directors' meeting.
Five permanent alternates were named:
For Sidney R. Kent, W. C. Michel, Fox,
alternate; for George J. Schaefer, Paramount, the alternate will be Austin
Keough, Paramount; for Harry M. Warner,
Harry Bareford will be the alternate; Jack
Cohn, of Columbia, will alternate for
Robert H. Cochrane, of Universal. The
remaining Code Authority members were
to name their alternates Wednesday night.
The rules committee is said to favor parliamentary procedure, although no definite decision was reported.
Although the machinery for effecting compliance with the code rapidly was taking form,
the Code Authority members appeared to be
in no hurry to rush through a permanent budget. It appeared that a tentative financing
schedule will first be approved by the Authority, and this will prevail until an accurate estimate of actual costs necessary has been arrived
at, and until a decision is made on the method
of taxing the industry for the support of the
Code Authority.
Under the code, each company, firm,
producer, distributor and exhibitor is
bound to contribute the assessed share,
assessments to be made by the Code
Authority. Failure to make such payments
will invalidate their protection against unfair competition. Each industry must support its own Code Authority in a manner
prescribed by the Code Authority.
Present estimates place the annual cost of
the Code Authority to this industry at between
$400,000 and_ $650,000. The principal reasons
for such a wide divergence in cost factors have
to do with the undetermined policy of whether
members of the local grievance and clearance boards and of the local grievance
boards who will represent the Code Authority
directly, will serve without remuneration : also,
whether there will be one paid secretary for
each board, or one for both, and, finally,
whether these boards will have their own headquarters, or will utilize present offices of the
various Film Boards of Trade, now located in
practically each exchange center.
The Code Authority will have one direct and
impartial representative, who cannot be a mem-
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OVERBUYING

SMUGGLING OF FILMS
NEAR-EAST PROBLEM
As the Near East territory of the
representatives of American distributors is increasingly farther from their
Egyptian headquarters, the ethics of
exhibitors and agents with whom they
do bttsiness in Syria, Iraq and Persia
have taken on a highly eastern tinge.
Representatives are faced imth seeing film rented for Iraq smuggled over
into Persia or Soviet territory for a
few showings, none of the receipts
reaching the American firm.
It appears that this problem might
present considerable business to the
Copyright Protection Bureau.
ber of the industry, on each of the 32 clearance
and zoning boards and on each of the 32
local grievance boards. The remaining members of each board, divided evenly as representatives of exchanges and of exhibitors, must
be bona fide members of the industry.
Cost Factors To Be Settled First
Meanwhile, until these undetermined cost
factors have been settled by the Code Authorit}' in New York, the complete cost of code
administration cannot be gauged, and until it
has been settled, the manner and method of
taxing the industry cannot be established, nor
can the amount which will be assessed each
individual producer, distributor or exhibitor.
At the session Wednesday night, it was decided definitely by the Authority that on the
23rd floor of the RKO Building at Radio City,
Sixth Avenue and 50th Street, would be the
headquarters for the Code Authority, in charge
of John Flinn, secretary. Sol A. Rosenblatt,
Division Administrator, will have offices there,
besides his NRA office at Washington, and
there will also be provided a special room for
hearing appeals from decisions of the clearance
and zoning, local grievance, or other boards
provided for in the code, and appeals from
which are also specifically provided for in the
document.
White House Considers Compliance
All future sessions of the Code Authority
will
ters. be held at the new permanent headquarGeneral compliance and complaint questions and a review of code activities to
date will be the subjects of discussion in
February when General Hugh S. Johnson,
NRA Administrator, will preside at Washington over a special meeting of all members of Code Authorities governing some
200 codes.
Mr. Johnson let it be known at Washington
that difficulty has been experienced by the NRA
in obtaining
"specific and
about
code violations.
Thisdefinite"
trouble,complaints
he said,
is largely confined to a half-dozen codes or so,
but he proposed to get all the Code Authorities
together in conference to develop a definite proThe question of code compliance was under
gram.
consideration at the White House, where much

CASE

thought was being given to the part to be played
by the Federal Trade Commission.
Conferences by the President with his
various advisers are believed to have resulted in a tentative program calling for
the submission of complaints on trade practices, prices and similar problems over
which the NRA has supervision, when they
cannot be handled by the Code Authorities, to the recovery administrator, General
Johnson. If by informal proceedings, the
Administration cannot settle the difficulty,
it will be referred, through the President,
to the Federal Trade Commission.
Apparently determined to act over the head
of General Johnson, if necessary, the Business
Advisory and Planning Council of the Department of Commerce has created a special committee to consider the effect of the industrial
recovery act upon small enterprises.
With Sol Rosenblatt, as division administrator of amusement codes, now acting in the
official capacity as direct Government representative in charge of organizing the motion
pictureance, industry's
machinery
code incomplithe Government
appears for
to have
mind
postponement of selection of the remaining two
official Government representatives on the Code
Authority, which are provided for in the code.
Neither of these three Government representatives will have a vote on the Code Authority,
but they will act as direct contacts between the
President and the NRA and the industry. If
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell, president-emeritus of
Harvard University, finally refuses to withdraw
his resignation as a Government member of
the Code Authority, it is likely that his successor will be appointed at the same time the
third Government representative, a woman, is
selected.
Coordinating Committee in New York
On the eve of his resignation as the NRA
chief in New York, Grover Whalen, who joined
a distillery corporation last week, placed in
motion a coordinating committee composed of
representatives of the 40 permanent Code Authorities in New York, of which the motion
picture's
Code
This status,
commit-is
tee, which will Authority
not have isanyone.
official
supposed to meet monthly to discuss common
problems involved in code administration and
enforcement.
Mr. Whalen explained that the committee
would serve as a clearing house for experiences,
particularly needed since many codes were
"rushed through swiftly." Through this committee, he suggested,
"we maycodes
moreweeffectively
serve the
industries whose
are administering, aswell as the National Recovery
Administration under whose aegis we are opOne of the most important developments to date, in so far as exhibitors are
concerned,
was the first definite step taken
erating."
by the NRA to eliminate the abuse of overbuying byone exhibitor to the detriment
of a competing exhibitor, in this instance,
the Saenger interests in the South relinquished 206 feature pictures to an independent, AlYoeman, operating the Temple
at Meridian, Miss., who, as a result, now
has sufficient product for his policy of four
changes weekly.
The National Recovery Administration made
much of the successful adjustment of Mr. Yoeman's complaint, issuing an official statement
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to the press of the countr}', in which it said
that "ehmination of one of the ancient abuses
in the motion picture industry is well under
way as a result of the operation of its code."
The industry "for the first time in its history is
able
to rid added.
itself ofAbout
this monopolistic
practice,"
the NRA
85 per cent of
all the
complaints reaching NRA headquarters from
exhibitors in the field, since the code was signed,
relate to the practice of overbuying, it was
said.
Division Administrator Rosenblatt asked Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president, and a Code
Authority member, to handle the Saenger situation, which was explained in detail by NRA.
311 Candidates Proposed
Exhibitors and exchangemen in the field lost
no time in taking advantage of the invitation
extended some few weeks ago by the NRA,
through Mr. Rosenblatt, to name candidates for
local exchange and theatre representatives and
secretaries of the 32 Local Clearance and
Zoning Boards and the 32 Local Grievance
Boards. As a result, the Code Authority in
New York had in hand up to Wednesday 311
names of candidates from which will be selected an equal number of representatives of
distributors and exhibitors.
For each of the two types of boards the Code
Authority will select four members : one representing national distributors and one representing independent exchanges ; one exhibitor
representing affiliated theatres and one exhibitor
representing unaffiliated owners. The 64 boards,
therefore, will have a total membership of 256
exchangemen and theatre owners.
The Code Authority stated that the industry
has until January 20 to submit the names of
further candidates. It is expected the total list
will exceed 500. Any one may suggest a candidate. Each candidate will be thoroughly investigated by the Code Authority and each candidate must be a bona fide exchange representative or a bona fide theatre worker and must
have signed the code acceptance blank.
Card-Indexing Candidates' Names
Secretary Flinn at the Code Authority is
card-indexing the name of each candidate by
zones. Suggestions must be sent to Mr. Flinn
at the Code Authority headquarters at Radio
City, and are not to be sent to Division Administrator Rosenblatt at Washington, nor to
any other NRA department.
On January 21, the Code Authority will commence the final selection of board members.
These selections must be approved by Mr. Rosenblat . Itis expected both the Clearance and
Zoning Boards and the Grievance Boards will
actually start functioning around March 1.
Meanwhile, the Code Authority will give full
publicity to all suggestions filed with it.
Ed Kuykendall was appointed last week to
be
the sixth
of theof Code
Authority's
committee
on member
the selections
members
for the
boards. Other members are: Sidney R. Kent,
Fox; Charles L. O'Reilly, TOCC of New
York ; George J. Schaefer, Paramount ; W.
Ray Johnston, Monogram ; Nathan Yamins,
Allied.
The governing Code Authority let it be
known in New York late last week that the
motion picture trade press will be the ofificial
medium through which the Code Authority will
make its announcements and issue its instructions to the trade at large.
With no slackening of the work of his office
at Washington apparent, even though the negotiating ofthe film code has subsided, Division
Administrator Rosenblatt this week increased
his executive stafif by the addition, as an assistant deputy administrator, of William H.
Doherty, wellknown Washington newspaper
man formerly with Universal Service. At the
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BKOOKLINE GETS
FIRST FILM HOUSE
The first motion picture theatre in
Brookline, Mass., was opened to the
general public a week ago. The Coolid ge Corner theatre is to be operated
by the Strand Theatres Corporation
and Clarence Robbins of Worcester is
to be manager. The theatre ivas designed by Frank Hayward and will
seat 1400. Its equipment includes
audiphones for the hard of hearing.
It is three years since Brookline, in
special election, let down the bars and
voted to permit erection of a theatre
in the town, said to have been the
largest in the country xvithout a
theatre.

same time, William P. Farnsworth, formerly
assistant deputy administrator, was promoted
to the post of deputy administrator, and immediately was assigned to the non-theatrical code
as his first assignment.
Regardless of the complex activities at Mr.
Rosenblatt's Washington office, every branch of
the industry is giving him "splendid cooperation," he said. "I can't praise the results too
highly." he added.
Business men of the nation, including exhibitors, who feel that application of the
Recovery Act has affected them adversely,
were invited to file full details of their
cases with a special committee appointed
by the Business Advisory and Planning
Council, at Washington, of which Gerard
Swope, who issued the invitation, is chairman.
It was said that the new committee, headed
by Henry S. Dennison, president of the Dennison Manufacturing Company, Framingham,
Mass., already has started to gather a variety
of cases where small companies in various trades
attribute damages to the effects of the Recovery Act. The committee was set up to
review and recommend definite practical measures to care for these situations.
Non-Theatrical Code Pushed
Moving to complete the codification of other
branches of the amusement industry, and allied fields not codified, the new deputy administrator, Mr. Farnsworth, started this week to
contact members of the non-theatrical motion
picture industry with a view to whipping their
agreement into shape so that a public hearing
can be held, probably at Washington next
month. Non-theatrical motion picture interests
are not governed by the motion picture code
unless and until it is proven they are operating
in direct competition with a regular motion
picture theatre.
On January 19, at the Mayflower hotel
in Washington, Deputy Administrator E.
A. Selfridge will hold a public hearing on
the NRA code for the seating industry.
The code will govern the manufacture of
certain theatre equipment, principally
seats.
Assistant deputy administrator John Powers
threw out the proposed code for poster ex-
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changes when representatives of producers and
poster exchanges failed to get together.
A hearing on the burlesque code was held
before Mr. Rosenblatt Wednesday.
Exhibitors Take Action
Southern California exhibitors belonging to
the
Theatre
Owners'
Association
sent Independent
the president
of their
association,
Be:i
Berinstein,
to
New
York
to
handle
code matters.
Allied in Illinois listened to a 14-page analysis by Abram F. Myers, national Allied chairman, in Chicago Wednesday. Illinois members
of Allied had been called to the Hotel Congress
by Aaron Saperstein, president, and were advised that one of three choices is open in
connection with the acceptance of the code.
Sign the code as it stands ; refuse to sign, or
sign with the reservation, prepared by Allied, of
leaving the matter open to court action.
Chicago Allied representatives demanded more
definite recommendations from their national
leaders.
It was understood that Mr. Myers'
lengthy code analysis contained a paragraph reading as follows: "You are not
required to sign the code in order to register protest against clearance and zoning
schedules before clearance boards or Code
Authority. Allied has obtained a ruling
from
the NRA
this MPTO
point." members held
Nebraska
and onIowa
a meeting at Omaha Tuesday and Wednesday.
C. E. Williams, president, was in charge.
Independent Theatre Owners of New England held a mass meeting in Boston Tuesday.
Oklahoma exhibitors belonging to the Oklahoma Theatre Owners' Association, indorsed
the code at a special session at Oklahoma City,
late last week. More than 70 attended.
At the weekly meeting of the Oregon Motion Picture Club, 25 exhibitors discussed the
code.
The MPTO of western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia met for code discussion at Pittsburgh late last week.
"No Chiseling," Says Schiller
E. A. Schiller, head of Loew's circuit, called
together 100 managers and assistant managers
in New York and told them that the corporation was 100 per cent behind the code and
"no
chiseling
be tolerated."
The meeting
was held at thewillAstor
hotel.
Before returning to New York to attend
Wednesday
night's meeting
of the practically
Code Authority, Mr. Rosenblatt
is understood
to have set up the machinery for investigating
the
socalled
situation
in "exorbitant"
the industry, or "excessive" salary

Actors'
Screen oyer
the independent
Meanwhile,
Guild
in Hollywood
became excited
the
weekend when they read the first official bulletin to producers
from the producers' representative. Pat Casey, concerning labor provisions. The bulletin had to do with the conduct
of the studios with regard to extras, and the
Guild wired Rosenblatt that "it is an insolent
In
the code."
attempt
the
casesbyofthebit studios
players toandevade
extras,
they said,
the code is being used to lower compensation
previously received.
Members of the Screen Writers' Guild in
Hollywood saw a hope of gaining their two
major objectives: collective bargaining and a
basic standard contract, when the Guild was
invested by Rosenblatt with authority to superof screen writers' reprevise the nomination
sentatives on code problems, which means virtual recognition of the Guild by producers.
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TITLE
FOX
**Bottoms Up"
"George White's 'Scandals' "
"David Harum"
"Fox Follies"

METRO-COLD WYN-MAYER
"Tarzan and His Mate"

WRITER AND DIRECTOR

Original screen play by David Butler and Sid
Silvers. Director: David Butler.
Directors:
Thornton Freeland and Harry Lachman.
Story by Edward Noyse Westcott. Director:
James Cruze.
Director: Hamilton MacFadden.

"Rip Tide"
"Viva Villa"

Novel
by Edgcumb
Conway.

"Old Hannibal"
"It Happened One Daj"

Story
by Dudley
and Lamar Trotti.
Director:
Charles Nichols
F. Riesner.
Novel by Marjorie B. Paradis. Director: William
K. Howard.

"Men in White"

Play
by Sidney Kingsley.
Boleslavsky.

"Baby in the Ice-Box" (T.)
"The Man Who Broke His
Heart"
RKO-RADIO
"Success Story"
"Transient Love"
"So You Won't Sing. Eh?"
TWENTIETH CENTURY
"House of Rothschild"

HERALD

IN

37
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CAST

Spencer Tracy, John Boles, Pat Paterson, Herbert
Mundin. Sid Silvers, Harry Green.
Rudy Vallee, Alice Faye, George White, Cliff Edwards,
Jimmy Durante, Adrienne Ames.
Will Rogers, Louise Dresser, Evelyn Venable.

Pinchon.

Director: Jack

Director: Richard

Johnny ton,WeismuUer,
O'Sullivan,
HamilPaul Cavanagh,Maureen
Doris Lloyd,
FrankNeilReicher.
Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall,
Lilyan Tashman, Ralph Forbes, Mrs. Patrick Campbell. Beery, Stuart Erwin, Fay Wray. Leo CarriUo.
Wallace
Katherine DeMille. Irving Pichel, George E. Stone,
Noah Beery, Jr.. Donald Cook.
May Robson, Lewis Stone, Mary Forbes. Tad Alexander,
Claude Gillingwater, Jean Parker, William Bakewell.
Lionel Barrymore, Mary Carlisle, Mae Clarke, Fay
Bainter, Tom Brown, Eddie Nugent, Maynard Holmes,
John
Tucker,ArledgCj
Dickie Edwin
Moore. Maxwell, Hilda Vaughn, Richard
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Jean Hersholt, Henry B.
Walthall, Otto Kruger, Elizabeth Allan, Wallace Ford,
C. Henry Gordon, Sarah Padden, Dorothy Peterson.

Story
by Manuel KomroflF. Director: Josef von
Sternberg.
Original story by Ruth Ridenour. Director:
Wesley Ruggles.
Original
Marion story
Gering.by William Lipman. Director:
Original story by James M. Cain. Director:
Casey Robinson.
Story by Frederick Schlick and Samuel French.
Directors:
William Cameron Menzies and
George Somnes

Marlene Dietrich, John Lodge, Olive Tell, Louise
Dresser. Gavin Gordon, C. Aubrey Smith.
George Raft, Carole Lombard, William Frawley,
Frances Drake, Sally Rand. Gloria Shea.
Sylvia Sidney, Frederic March, Russell Hopton, Jack
I^Rue, Noel
Bradley
Page. Francis, Kathleen Burke, Dorothy Dell,
Richard Arlcn, Sally Filers, Robert Armstrong, Grace
Bradley. Roscoe Ates. Charley Grapewin.
Preston Foster. Victor McLaglen. Dorothy Dell, Alison
Skipworth, David Landau, John Rogers, Micha Auer.

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Shooting
From the play by John Howard Lawson. Director: J.Walter Ruben.
Play
well.by Ann M. Chapin. Director: John CromOriginaliam Seiter.
story by Aben Kandel. Director: Will-

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Colleen Moore, Genevieve Tobin,
Frank Morgan, Walter Connolly, Nydia Westman,
Edward Everett Horton, Sterling Holloway, Allen
Vincent, Spencer Charters, June Brewster.
Irene Dunne, Constance Cummings, Ralph Bellamy.
Vivian Tobin, Kay Johnson, Charles Starrett.
Zasu Pitts, Pert Kelton, Ned Sparks, Edward Everett
Horton, Nat Pendleton, Matt McHugh.

Shooting
Shooting

Shooting

Original screen
by Adrian Johnson. Director: Lowell play
Sherman.
Original screen play by Nate Gatzert. Director:
Alan James.

Margaret Sullavan, Lowell Sherman.
Ken Maynard.

"Upper World"

Based
Carl Ed's
strip. Screen
by
Paul onGerrard
Smith.comicDirector:
MurrayplayRoth.
Based on a story by Damon Runyon. Director:
Ray Enright.
Story by Ben Hecht. Director: Roy Dei Ruth.

"Merry Wives of Reno"

Story and screen play by Robert Lord. Director:
H. Bruce Humberstone.

Hal LeRoy, Rochelle Hudson, Patricia Ellis. Hugh
Herbert, Hobart Cavanaugh, Guy Kibbee, Douglas
Dumbrille.
JoeBrody.
E. Brown, Robert Barrat, Hobart Cavanaugh. J.
Carroll Naish, Noel Madison, Arthur Vinton, Ann
Warren William, Mary Astor, Ginger Rogers, Theodore
Newton,
Henry O'lSIeill,
Andy Devine,
Dickie Edward
Moore.
William Gargan,
Robert Barrat,
Robert Greig,
Arnold.
Donald
Woods, Margaret Lindsay, Glenda Farreil, Ruth
Donnelly.

UNIVERSAL

"A Very Honorable Guy"

Shooting

Shooting

George Arliss, Boris KarlofiF, Loretta Young.

WARNER BROS.FIRST NATIONAL
"Harold Teen"

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter. Shirley Temple, Madge
Evans, James Dunn, Heather Angel, John Boles, Mona
Barrie, Herbert Mundin, Florence Desmond, Victor
Jory, Nigel Bruce, Ralph Morgan, Stepin Fetchit.

Screen
play byAl Sam
Mintz and Maude T. Howell.
Director:
Werker.

"Elizabeth and Mary"
"Honor of the West"

STAGE OF
PRODUCTION

Shooting
Story
Edgar Rice Burroughs. Director:
Cedric byGibbons.
Story by Charles MacArthur. Director: Edmund

PARAMOUNT
"The Scarlet Empress"
"Bolero"
"Good Dame"

RE

Shooting
Shooting

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
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SHOWMEN'S
REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
|||||||{
MA
irom the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Fashions of 1934
(First National)
Comedy Romance
This is an exploitation picture. The title tells
the whole showmanship story. For men and
women
speedy
comedy But
romance
emphatic it's
accent
on comedy.
for the with
women,an
it's more an
spectacular
exhibition
of elaborate,
ultra-new gorgeous,
modes, designs
and
styles in feminine
apparel.
There's
standby
entertainment, but for them is the bigger thrill
in its advance picturization of what they will
wear during the coming seasons. Novelty is the
keynote ; even the familiar old racketeer angle
has been given a new interpretation and the
equally familiar list of cast names is presented
in a different setting.
It's exploitable in a score of different ways.
The always favorable contacts with women's
stores, department stores, and so on, are naturals. And the exhibitor can go to his contacts
with the knowledge that he is going to give his
tieup a better break than ordinarily. In fact,
so strongly are the advantages on the side of
the exhibitor that he should find himself in the
position of being sought after rather than doing
the seeking, though he would be foolish to wait
for them to come to him. Not only should there
be contacts for window displays, fashion shows
on the stage, exhibits in the foyer and lobby,
designers working in store windows and in the
theatre, but there is every reason to go after
and revive the old full-page and double-truck
cooperative ads. In other words, the presentation of "Fashions of 1934" should also serve
as an inspiring
incentive
merchants to embark
on a for
realwomen's
businesswear
building
campaign.
Motivated by comedy and taking a topical
slant, the picture treats the exploits of suave
Nash, an idea-incubating promoter, who sees
a fortune in pirating exclusive Parisian styles
and peddling his loot to cut price merchants.
Stopped when Harry, driver for the exclusive
importer is fired, he proposes that they send
him to Paris so that they might get Parisian
styles for sale at the same time they are introduced in the fashion capital. The style parade
is on at once, and the romance between Nash and
Lynn, the designer, gets under way immediately.
Snap's comedy livens things up. Chiseling Nash
first
cuts reveals
himself in
Ward's as
ostrich
feather
business,
theonDuchess
an old
pal
from Hoboken and promotes Baroque into
financing a musical revue. In this sequence
Warners again come up with thrilling spectacle ;
the modernistically set fan dance number and the
silky flowing Venitian boat spectacle compare
more than favorably with any of their previous
eye-filling extravaganzas. In the finale, Nash, at
the point of being shown up as a super-crook,
has theBaroque
angle and
in forces
the Duchess'
identity
that
quiets
him to buy
the Revue
Elegance. Still continuing his pirating, he
sweeps Lynn out of the arms of her youthful
lover.
Take advantage of every personnel and production advantage in the show. Exploitation
which permits ingenuity to run riot and hesitates at nothing should be the atmosphere in
which the show is sold. There are countless
angles from which to work; all vivid and new.
How the chiselers cut in on the exclusive designers and importers is revealed. How the

designers adapt styles from old models is just
as effectively shown. And everything sparkles
with novel, light and gay entertainment. Renew
all merchandising contacts ; get the women
patrons into a mood that leads them to expect
something that will thrill them to their toes ;
sell the men on girl glamor and straight comedy romance ; emphasize the fact that the show
is a brand new idea. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Warner- First National.
Screen play by F. Hugh Herbert and Carl Erickson.
Adaptation by Gene Markey and Kathryn Scola. Story
by Harry Collins and Warren Duff. Numbers created
and directed by Busby Berkeley. Music and iyrics
by Sammy Fain and Irving Kahal. Dialogue director,
Stanley Logan. Directed by William Dieterle. Photography by William
Rees.andGowns
Orry-Kelly.
Art directors,
Jack Okey
Willy byPogany.
Film
editor. Jack Killifer. Music director. Leo Forbstein.
Running
time, 80 minutes. Release date. February 14,
1934.
CAST
.Sherwood Nash
Wiiliam Powell
Lynn
Bette Davis
Snap
Frank McHugh
The Duchess
Verree Teasdale
Baroque
Reginald Chven
Duryea
Henry
Jimmy
PhillipO'Neill
Reed
Joe Ward
Hugh Herbert
Harry
Gordon Westcott
Glenda
Dorothy Burgess
Glass
Etienne Girardot
Feldman
William Burress
Mrs. Van Tyle
Nella Walker
Telephone man
Spencer Charters
Caponelli
George Humbert
Jules
Frank Darien
Book-seller
Harry Beresford
Mme. Margot
Helen Freeman
Nana
( U nited A rtists-Goldwyn )
Comedy-Drama
Regardless of every other consideration, Anna
Sten is the outstanding showmanship asset of
"Nana." She is new, but she has been well
ballyhooed. Her name is known. In her debut
she appears in an intelligent picture intelligently
produced.
and for
"Nana"
answer the Anna
generalSten
demand
a newcertainly
screen
personality and a different style of entertainment. Both should prove valuable assets.
In portraying the voluptuous character of
Nana, title,
heroine
of Emile
Zola's
of her
the
same
which
suggested
the novel
picture,
striking allure, natural acting ability and talent
for combining romantic glamour with physical
realism, indicate that she possesses audience attracting qualities. She is adequately supported,
particularly by Lionel Atwell, Richard Bennett
and Phillips Holmes in the dramatic romantic
passages and by Mae Clarke, Muriel Kirkland
and Jesse Ralph who provide the active and
atmospheric comedy contrasts.
The production has been expertly handled.
The sexy savor of Zola's novel has been retained as the motivating element, but the action is more intimated than actual.
The locale is Paris, the time 1868. Nana, an
orphan, vows that she will not always be
poor ; that she will be rich a.nd famous. In
the company of a pair of Nymphs des Boulevards, Satin and Mimi, she attracts the attention of impresario Greiner who makes her
a star, darling of royalty, and his kept woman.
The love-light of love-sick Lt. Muffatt, the
"gilded fly," is reduced to the sidewalks again
by the jealous old Greiner, who resents her
affection for Muffat.
He, in turn, is exiled

to service in Algiers by his brother, Colonel
Muffat. Heartbroken, desperate, she is ready
prey. Not hearing from the Lieutenant, she
gives herself to the Colonel, whose influence
again makes her a star. Prussia declares war
on France.
Lieutenant's
regiment
is ordered home. The
Finding
Nana, Muffat
pleads
for
love, a love that she wants. But the Colonel
enters. Follows a dramatic brother-to-brother
denouement, which Nana hears. She solves
the problem by suicide.
As Anna Sten dominates the picture, she is
the value that should be concentrated upon.
There will be a ready temptation to compare her with Marlene Dietrich or Greta
Garbo. That should be ignored : it would
classify her as another imitator. She promises
so much in her own right as to merit introduction to the public excusively as herself.
Inasmuch as the picture is one for adult
consumption, the more attention given to exploiting her unusual personality and ability,
the better the chances for advancing woman
interest
and presentation
piquing male ofcuriosity.
an
unusual
a feminine"Nana"
star inis
a stronglyquentlyappealing
woman's
Conse-to
hearty efforts
should picture.
be exerted
stimulate feminine attention : remembering that
where women will go the men ordinarily follow. If possible, see the picture before playing it, for an understanding of its dramatic and
romantic charm. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Distributed by United Artists. Produced by Samuel
Goldwyn.
Suggested
by Emile
novel, Wagstaff
adapted
for the screen
by Willard
Mack Zola's
and Harry
Gribble. Directed by Dorothy Arzner. Dialogue
direction by Willard Mack. Musical score by Alfred
Newman.andThe
song,Hart.
"That's
Love," by
Richard
Rodgers
Lorenz
Art direction
by Richard
Day. Photography by Gregg Toland. Costumes by
Travis Banton, Adrian and John W. Harkrider.
Films edited by Frank Lawrence. Sound recorded hy
Frank Maher. Running time as reviewed. 85 minutes. Release date, Feb. 16. 1934.
CAST
Nana
Anna Sten
Col. Andre Muffat
Lionel Atwill
Greiner
Richard Bennett
Satin
Mae Clarke
Lt. George Muffat
Phillips Holmes
Mimi
Muriel Kirkland
Bordonave
Reginald Owen
Zoe
Jessie Ralph
Grand Duke Alexis
Lawrence Grant
Sabine
Helen Freeman
Finot....
.Ferdinand Gottschalk
Gregory
Hardie
Leon
Branch Albright
Stevens
Louis
Barry Norton
Estelle
Lauri Beatty
All of Me
(Paramount)
Dramatic Romance
Viewedmaticfrom
angle, "All of
Me" probably
is draromanticany
entertainment
with
more appeal to sophisticates than any other patronage class. In plot, a definite effort to engender human interest being continually exerted,
the story is a vivid analysis of a well bred
girl's
observation
the and
love acceptance
life of a couple
of a lower
social of
strata
of its
drama, desperation and tragedy as a guide to
her own matrimonial decision.
Adapted from a stage play, dialogue predominates over action, yet there is sufficient action,
particularly in the second half of the picture,
to maintain interest at a high peak. Premised
on an idea usually attractive to womanhood,
the picture is convincingly acted. Suspense,
tinged by dramatic realism, clothes the story
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in an atmosphere of uncertainty that makes anticipating the climax almost impossible.
While
the
title is is
hardly
to the
theme, this handicap
more relevant'
than offset
by
cast strength. Fredric March and Miriam Hopkins have been assigned difficult roles which
they handle in a way that should please their
admirers. However, Helen Mack, as the girl
who cared and dared, is the outstanding personage and the one whom audiences likely will
talk about. Miss Mack's performance not only
justifies plenty of exploitation in building advance interest in this picture, but will serve in
good stead in strengthening her draw in future
appearances.
Lyda, fearing the uncertainty of happy married life, delays her wedding tq Ellis. She and
Ellis eavesdrop on the crook Rogers and his
moll, Eve. A pair of outcasts, with every obstacle to happiness in the way, their love is
beautiful and sincere. With nothing to inspire
them other than their faith in each other, their
hopes
ings. make a mockery of all Lyda's forebodAs Rogers is jailed, Eve, soon to have a
baby, is placed in a detention home. Befriended
by Lyda, Rogers escapes after killing a guard
in her car. Eve is freed and the pair spend
a glorious night in the open as Lyda looks
on, studying their predicament as well as her
own. Returning to the city, the trio are trapped
by police, who follow Lyda to their tenement
room. To save Eve, after an emotional dramatic sequence, Rogers takes his own life as
the police pound on the door. Life no longer
meaning anything to Eve, she follows her man
to eternity. Lyda, learning the lesson of faith
and love, after first being cleared of complicity
in the jailbreaks, knows how she can make her
wedded life with Ellis sublime.
Story idea, cast names and novel story telling technique are the picture's outstanding showmanship assets.
of entertainment
that probably
willIt'sbe the
mosttypeeffectively
sold by
powerful straight-from-the-shoulder advertising
and publicity copy that strives to arouse the
maximum feminine curiosity. Concentrate on
accentuating the love story of a pair of youngsters who never had a chance but loved with
a faith that made ridiculous the fears of a
woman who had everything — money, social prestige and character — in her favor. While in the
beginning it was said that the show probably
would be more appealing to the sophisticates
and serious minded folk, there is an opportunity
to attract a more general interest by proper
realization and application of the human interest values at hand, plus determination to jurnp
out of the rut and do a. little showmanship
selling. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by
the play
"Chrysalis"
RoseJames
AlbertFlood.
Porter.Based
Screenon play
by Sidney
Buchmanby
and Thomas Mitchell; dialogue director, Thomas
Mitchell; photographed by Victor Milner; sound by
Martin Paggri: music by Ralph Rainger; lyrics by
Leo Robin; art directors, Hans Dreier and Bernard
Herzbrun. Running time. 61 minutes. Release date,
Jan. 19, 1934.
CAST
Don Ellis
Fredric March
Lyda Farrell
Miriam Hopkins
Honey Rogers
George Raft
Eve Haron
Helen Mack
Mrs. Farrell
Nella Walker
Jerry Halman
William Collier, Sr.
The Dean
Gilbert Emery
Miss Haskell
....Blanche Friderlci
District Attorney
Guy Usher
Nat Davis
John Marston
Guard
:
Edgar Kennedy
Lorraine
Kitty Kelly
Let's Fall in Love
( Columbia)
Comedy-Drama
This picture has the entertainment values
that should please the ordinary every-day theatre-goers. It's a picture of the picture making business, particularly the star-making phase.
Hollywood pokes fun at itself as many of its
eccentricities are bared. Amply tinged with
satirical and exciting comedy, in which Gregory
Ratofif in his familiar role as a harassed producer dominates the show, it additionally carries a novel romantic angle and a light
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dramatic twist. While one song is featured
it is not a musical.
It's the
of a walks
director
mentalstory
Swedish star
out whose
on him,temperaof his
search to find a substitute as the super-executive, with an eye on the mounting cost sheets,
bedevils him day in and out. He discovers a
girl in a circus carnival and places her in the
care of a Swedish family to make a Swede out
of her. The girl falls in love with him. The
producer is triumphantly gleeful when he convinces the pseudo-Swedish noble woman that
she would be a glamorous star. Then comes a
tremendous ballyhoo campaign that headlines
the
the
new nation's
sensationpapers.
to the The
pressparty
turnsintroducing
tragic as the
director's jealous fiancee exposes the brazen
fraud. The producer's wrath is stemmed by
New tionYork's
thatalltheovermissing
sensabe found,ultimatum
as the fans
the country
demand
that they
her. inThe
search discovers
the see
girl again
the director's
traveling
carnival, and this time it's love rather than
desire for career that brings them together
again.
Although the title hardly indicates the theme,
or links it to the Hollywood premise, that is
not a handicap. As Hollywood ribs itself, there
are laughs from beginning to end. Even when
the story turns realistic there is a thread of
satire that continually eases the dramatic trend.
Through that comedy, human interest is centered on the girl, director and producer. Therefore, while using cast names to their full power,
advance information that convinces patrons that
this is a picture of Hollywood fascination and
foolishness, fame and failure, happiness and
heartache, glory and gloom, giving each one a
comedy twist, should be the avenue to patron
interest. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Story and
screen play by Herb Fields. Director, David Burton.
Assistant director. Art Black, Cameraman, Benjamin
Kline. Sound, George Cooper. Associate producer,
Felix Young. Film editor. Gene Milford, Running
time, 73 minutes. Release date, Dec. 26, 1933.
CAST
Jean
Ann Sothern
Ken
Edmund Lowe
Max
Gregory Ratoff
Gerry
Miriam
Forsell
Tala Jordan
Birell
Nellie
Ruth Warren
Liza
Greta Meyer
Linda
Betty Furness
Ray
Art Jarrett
Svente
John Qualen
Barton
Selmer Jackson
Archie
Niles Welch
Agatha
Marjorie Gateson
Allan
Anderson Lawler
Mildred
Consuelo Baker
l^"""^
Sven Hugo Borg
Sweden,
Vikings

Land

of the

(Boyle)
Travel Feature
John photographers,
W. Boyle, one and
of Hollywood's
known
a member ofbetter
the
-American Society of Cinematographers, packed
up his camera, boarded the SS Kungshohn.
and journeyed to Sweden. For several months
he wandered the country of lengthy sunshine,
and the result, entirely in Cinecolor, is a feature-length travel subject of general appeal,
and considerable pictorial beauty.
Continuously in the background is true Scandinavian music, while Wilfred Lucas is interesting and occasionally amusing in his accompanying narrative description, often getting
behind his picture, so to speak, to present something of the significance of what is to be seen,
indicating the spirit of the people.
With the efl^ectiveness of the picture considerably enhanced by the excellent utilization of
color, and characterized throughout by photography of the highest order, the film should
have definite possibilities for the exhibitor
from the school angle. Enlisting the aid of
educational authorities should be a simple matter and civic groups may well be found receptive to a subject of unquestioned quality.
Where the exhibitor is able, by reason of loca-

39
tion, to draw upon a patronage of Scandinavian
ancestry,
he has
ready-made
Personal letters
froma the
manager "natural."
to the patrons
and concentrated selling should bring these people unhesitatingly to the box office to see their
native land pictured, beautifully, and sympathetically.
Opening on shipboard in New York, with
shots of New York's skyline and the Statue of
Liberty, the film has entertaining scenes of
life aboard during the voyage. Then in Sweden.
There is Stockholm, a modern city of the highest order, where street cars move noiselessly,
and city planning has obviously reached a high
point, yet having a certain old world quaintness which is appealing, a city often called the
Venice of the North. Contrasted, yet blended,
are scenes of the government-supplied workmen's cottages, the apparently complete absence of slums and metropolitan tawdriness.
Then into the country, via the engineering
feat which is the Gota Canal, through the
tranquil countryside, to the famed Saterglanten
weaving school for girls at Dalecarlia, and the
ancient festival of walled Visby, town on the
island of Gotland in the Baltic Sea. The native costumes of men and women alike, and
the obvious delight of the townsfolk in their
annual Maypole dance, lend color and charm
to the film. Gothenburg, where originated
Gothic architecture, with its medieval castles,
and stately ruins, offers an interesting contrast
of ancient and modern.
Always interesting, generally appealing,
beautifully photographed in natural color, it is
definitely a feature worthy of exhibitor attention. For the exhibitor with Scandinavian patronage, itis decidedly much more than that. —
Aaronson, New York.
Produced
Fog and distributed by John W. Boyle. Photographed by John W.by Boyle,
Ray editor.
Fernstrom. Narrative
Wilfredassisted
Lucas,by Film
Jean Michelson. Titles, M, G. MacDonald, Recording,
J, C, Westmorland, Folk music, Henry Krise, Musical synchronization, Dominic McBride. Photographed in Cinecolor, Running time, 70 minutes.

(Mystery
Columbia )
f )nce again the single setting, the restricted
locale, becomes the scene of murder, and in this
case not one but three murders, as the focal
points in a murder mystery picture which is
rife with opportunities for selling, especially to
those who have a fondness for mysteries, and
they are many.
The setting is unique, and it all happens upon
an ocean liner, somewhere in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean, bound for England, and completely shrouded in a dense, sticky fog. The
young scientific criminologist is aboard, numerous lively suspects, motives aplenty and a setting and atmosphere which makes more effective
the mystery motivation of the story.
The origin of the film presents to the exhibitor an almost ready-made pre-selling angle,
since the picture is an adaptation of the popular novel of the same title which ran serially
not long ago in the SaUtrday Etwning Post, and
undoubtedly has been read by thousands. The
value of a bookstore tieup becomes immediately
apparent, and considerable emphasis should be
laid on the origin in the selling of the picture.
The interest is sustained well throughout and
there is little probability that the audience will
be able to deduce the perpetrator of the triple
murder before the end of the film. Consequently
use of the "challenge" method of selling should
be of value in this instance. The atmosphere
also lends itself to exploitation to a marked
degree. Heading the cast is Donald Cook, with
Mary Brian in the feminine lead and Reginald
Denny and Robert McWade as the other well
known names.
When McWade, wealthy and irritable millionaire, ismurdered, his body found hanging
over the side of the ship just after a narrowly
averted collision in the dense fog. Cook, young
criminologist, is placed in charge by the cap-
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''The best that Columbia has had on its prosram for a long time. It reaches
the top spot in attractions and should bring in big returns for the theatres.
A

swell piece of entertainment.

Don't let the picture sneak in on you
or your audience; it should be ballyhooed to get the effects it deserves..''

—Hollywood

^
"Really something new

Reporter.

in film musical romances. It's good entertainment."
— Buffalo Courier-Express.

'Utterly charming entertainment, told and sung with captivating art."
— Atlanta Constitution.
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tain.
McWade's
personal
aboard Denny,
and attracted
to Aliss
Brian, physician,
with whomis
Cook is in difficulty romantically. Suspects include Helen Freeman, spirit medium, whom McWade shortly before discarded as a fake, two
servants of McWade, and even Cook himself, who
is revealed finally as the lost son of McWade.
When the ship's doctor attempts to perform an
and iMcWade's
is strangled,
he also When
autopsy,
body
disappears.
Miss Freeman
attempts
to reveal the murderer by a seance, she, too,
is murdered.
Cook, suspected himself, arranges for all inin the captain's
and with terested
theparties
aidto ofmeet
an elderly
stowaway office,
who
had witnessed the McWade murder, points to
the almost unsuspected Denny as the murderer.
Denny leaps over the rail to commit suicide,
and Cook and Miss Brian resume their romance
where it left off. Denny had been working with
Miss Freeman with a view to splitting McWade's n.oney.
It is mystery material open to lively selhng
picture'sis
reason
strong by
and mystery
activity, The
well,theinterest
up of
stands
origin.
well maintained and the picture has a fair
New York.
measure of suspense. — Aaronson,
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed
Rogell. From the popular novel and "Satby Albert
urday Evening Post" story by Valentine Williams and
Dorothy Rice Sims. Screen play by Ethel Hill anil
Camdirector, Arthur Black.Edward
Dore Schary.
Benjamin Kline. Sound engineer,
eraman, Assistant
date,
Release
Cahoon.
Richard
Film editor,
Bernds.
November 22. 193.1. Running time, 69 minutes.
CAST
Brown
Donald Cook
Mary
Mary Brian
Dr. Winstay
Reginald Denny
Holt
Robert McWade
Alva
Helen Freeman
Dickens
Samuel S. Hinds
Mullaney
G. Pat Collins
Captain
E<lwin Maxwell
Mrs. Tackson
Maude Eburne
Mrs. Bentley
Marjorie Gateson
Ship's doctor
Jlontague Shaw

not if he can help it. Junior, the only one besides Lois Wilson who can grasp the idea that
work has anything to do with money, is severely
injured in a motorcycle race which he entered
to try to earn $500. Gallagher finally bribes
Hymer to enter the ring — all he need do is stay
one round to collect. The fight starts, but the
promoter
he'llcommission
turn the whole
over
to thewarns
bo.xing
unless business
Hymer
begins to do something besides lumber into
clinches. Gallagher gets the champion to call
Hymer "You big ham," and it works so well
that Hymer knocks him out. Whereupon the
family apparently goes on where it left off.
little into the
oft'eraction.
in the Best
storyforitself,
notThere
nnuch ismore
the and
ex-

In the Money
( Chesterfield )
Comedy Drama
Here is a human story of what might happen
in a family of ne'er-do-wells when the absentminded-professor father's dividends cease rolling in and they're all "broke." However, instead of the wholesale "reforming" that might
be expected to result, they pin their future on
the success of a prizefighter, and he wins.
In Lois Wilson and Skeets Gallagher are
the names for board and paper, but Junior
Coghland should not be overlooked, and Warren Hymer might be familiar to the community
for the many pictures in which he has appeared.
The exhibitor may well promise some
sprightly lines. Into the comedy situation of a
"pug" gone Shakespeare has been written dialogue that proves a welcome surprise at times,
in brightening the limping places in the action.
There is a drag on production value at the
start, in the introduction of characters with
Gallagher as a sort of master-of-cerenionies.
The introduction is done all over again as the
colored laundress displays a garment of one
kind or another of each of the principals and
goes through the procedure of descriptive comment. All this might have been abandoned to
start the picture where pictures usually start,
at the start.
Lois Wilson, the eldest daughter, has her
hands full tryins: to keep a seniblan'-e of order
in the family of the chemistry-dabbling father,
but when the butcher boy brings back a bouncing check her troubles become acute. The
father hadn't given any thought to a letter from
the factory announcing it had gone into receivership.
Into the home, just in time for the breaking
of the cold facts upon the irresponsible heads,
comes Warren Hymer, pugilist idol of Babs, the
youngest sister, who is about to forfeit a $20,000 guarantee on a fight with the champion
because he has decided to play Shakespeare.
And then appears Skeets Gallagher, his quondam manager, who, incidentally, stands to lose
half of that guarantee as his own money, but
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hibitor's purposes is the fun in the dialogue,
and the names. — Rovelstad, New York.
Produced by Invincible Pictures. Distributed by
Chesterfield. Directed by Frank Strayer. Story and
screen play by Robert Ellis. Cameraman, M. A. Andersen. Sound
engineer,
Clark. 7,Film
Roland Reed.
Release
date, Pete
November
1933.editor,
Running
time, 62 minutes.
CAST
Mary (Lambie) Higginbottom Lois Wilson
Spunk
Hobbs
Gallagher
"Gunboat"
BimmsRichard "Skeets"
Warren
Babs
SailyHymer
Star
Professor Higginbottom
Arthur Hoyt
Dick
Junior Coghlan
("lenie
Erin
La Bissonier
Lionel
Harold
Waldrice
Lily
Louise Beaver
Bombay Mail
(Universal)
Mystery
With considerable atmosphere in excellent simulation of the authentic, this murder mystery
utilizes the almost time-honored device of the
single setting, in this case the fast express running from Calcutta to Bombay, known as the
Bombay Mail. It is fairly well executed mystery material, has the important entertainment
element of well-sustained suspense, its expected
quota of suspects, all likely murderers, each
with his reasonably good motive, and all set
against a background which is at least somewhat out of the ordinary for the type of story.
The lengthy cast is headed by a good name
from the box office standpoint, that of Edmund
Loew, as the Inspector of the British Criminal
Investigation Department. Several others,
though not outstanding as marquee material,
are known, and handle their roles competently,
including Onslow Stevens, Ralph Forbes, Hedda
Hopper, Jameson Thomas. Shirley Grey, one
of the two women in the cast, supplies the
subordinated romantic interest, and is herself
a suspect.
The unusual and single setting, the atmosphere of the piece and the numerous complications which are woven about the central
theme of the murder, afford the exhibitor an
opportunity for intriguing selling. Use should
be made as well of the old, but effective, method of challenging the patronage to solve the
mystery, guess the identity of the murderer.
Reveal numerous circumstances in the selling
and ask the patronage to test its powers of
deduction.
When Ferdinand Gottschalk, British governor of the Indian province, is murdered aboard
the Bombay Mail, Lowe, the inspector, comes
aboard and begins his investigation as the train
rushes through the night. As Bombay is
reached, the murderer is identified, but not before plenty of action, much plotting and counter
plotting, and another murder.
Aboard and possibly guilty are Miss Grey,
stranded vocalist ; Stevens, seeking a government concession for his ruby claims ; Forbes
and Thomas, secretaries to the governor ; Miss
Hopper, who
the has
governor's
John Davidson,
Indian
designs wife
on ; Stevens
and his
rubies ; Brandon Hurst, native scholar ; George
Renavent, expert on snake poisoning ; Walter
Armitage, a Maharajah, who is accompanying
the governor by request.
Calm, unruffled, apparently undisturbed by
what goes on, Lowe pursues his investigation.
The Maharajah, greeted at a way-station, is
murdered, the train thunders on its way, the
poison expert's pet cobra nearly kills another
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man, Stevens lends a thrill as he traverses the
top of the train to the compartment of Davidson, whom he suspects of having stolen his
rubies, the independent Miss Grey is alternately
a lively suspect and a frightened young girl,
and a revolver is found resting behind a whirling electric fan. Eventually Lowe reveals the
least suspicious of the train occupants, Ralph
Forbes, as the murderer, and Miss Grey and
Stevens conclude the film on a romantic note.
It is mystery fare with all the elements of
entertainment, and adaptable to lively mystery
selling. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Directed by
Edwin
L. Marin.
novel by
L. G. Bloch-by
man. Screen
play From
by Tomthe Reed.
Photographed
Charles Stumar. Release date, January 1, 1934. Running time, 68 minutes.
CAST
Inspector
Dyke
Edmund
Beatrice Jones
Shirley Lowe
Grey
John Hawley
Onslow Stevens
William Luiia Patson
Ralph Forbes
Xavier
John Davidson
Lady Daniels
Hedda Hopper
Civil Surgeon
Tom Moore
Martini
John Wray
Pundit Chundra
Brandon Hurst
Capt. Gerald Worthing
Jameson Thomas
Sir Anthony Daniels
Fredinand Gottschalk
Dr. Maurice Lenoir
George Renavent
Cuthbert Neal
Gary Owen
Burgess
Huntley Gordon
Edward Breeze
Herbert Corthell
Maharajah of Zungore
Walter Armitage
Anderson
Douglas Gerrard
Collins
Harry Allen
The Last Dogie
(Educational)
Good
.\ highly entertaining subject, featuring the
well known voice of James Melton as he sings
numerous cowboy songs in excellent style. The
setting is supposedly the bunk house on a ranch,
with additional cowboy voices and accompaniment with a guitar. Interspersed, with a background of the singing are scenes on the open
range, with cowboys plowing through huge
snowdrifts on the trail of strays. Among the
songs is the currently highly popular "The Last
Round-up." It is good number, well executed. —
Running time, 10 minutes.
Boslco's Picture Show
Amusing
(Vitaphone)
There is much cleverness, not a little amusement in this number of the Looney Tune animated cartoon series in which the little hero
puts oil a picture show. Cleverly caricatured
are various stars in burlesqued versions of pictures of note today. The adults will enjoy this
subject even more than the youngsters. A good
number. — Running time, 7 minutes.
Five and Dime
(Universal)
Amusing Cartoon
When Oswald, the animated, is caught in a
rain storm, he runs into the five and ten-cent
store, and there meets the salesgirl at the music
counter. They play and sing while the houseware and toys become active, until she is
fired — and the two are married. With the
popular song as theme melody, the cartoon is
amusing and entertaining. — Running time, 8
minutes.
Wild Elephink^
Amusing
(Paramount)
There is much amusing and enjoyable in this
cartoon which features Popeye the Sailor Man,
hero of the new series. In this case Popeye
and Olive Oyl are stranded on a wild island.
She is captured by a huge gorilla, and Popeye,
with the aid of his inevitable can of spinach,
vanquishes the gorilla and an annoyed elephant
with his pile-driver fists. It is silly but entertaining in cartoon style and the youngsters
especially should enjoy it.— Running time, 7
minutes.
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The

BLUEBOOK

By

F.

H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 206.— (A) In ordering projection lenses what data would you consider
it necessary to supply? (B) Approximately what percentage of light is lost through reflection fronn each polished
glass surface the light passes through? (C) What effect has an unclean lens surface on reflection losses? (D) What
effect has angle of incidence upon reflection losses?

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 200 was:
{A) Tell us what happens to a light ray in
passing from a medium of one density to a
medium of another density at an angle: (B)
Tell us what various effects increase of angle
at which a ray passes into a second medium
of different density has. (C) When a ray
enters a second medium as above, at what
point or points does the refraction take
place? (D) Quote the law under which the
action of lenses is based.
We have some rather weird and some
very good answers to these. The following
"rate" (as the navy men say) mention by
name : C. Rau and S. Evans ; G. E. Doe ;
D. Danielson; J. Wentworth; H. H. Menefee ; W. Lemke ; P. Gaeth, Jr. ; T. Van
Vaulkenburg; H. Edwards; D. Emmerson ;
R. De Totto; H. Polies ; J. J. Richmond;
L. A. Goldman ; K. L. Hess ; L. Hutch and
D. Goldberg ; K. L. Knight and M. Henderson; J.Williams and O. Allbright ; D.
and H. B. Coates; T. M. Vinson P. Felt;
J. Lansing and R. D. Oberleigh ; T. H.
Morton and F. G. Klar; D. Kurts and D.
Howard ; L. Jones and B. L. Banning ; U.
L. Danielson; G. Lathrope and N. L. Tomlinson; F. and J. L. Hanson; L. N. and
C. B. Traxler; M. F. Fallon; D. Breaston
and D. Haber ; G. Thompson; H. R. Baldwin; Nic Granby; H. Pilson and D. Danielson; W. Broadbent; D. Lally and F. Ferguson ;K. Griener ; L. Thomas and D. D.
Davis ; A. L. Dodson ; D. L. Sinklow ; R.
and K. Wells ; J. Hendershot ; D. U. Granger ;T. T. GoUey ; F. L. Sanderson ; B. J.
Lyons and G. R. Squires ; L. D. Rubin ; F.
H. and P. Dalbey; L. G. Gregeson; F. B.
Tomlinson ; M. Spencer and D. T. Arlen ;
R. Geddings and L. Grant; F. Harlor and
G. Harrison; H. Grant; T. Malleby; D. H.
and L. B. Palmer; M. U. Sampson; H. D.
Tyler; F. L. Granby; S. N. Tailer ; L. M.
Richards; O. L. Davis and F. Sims; F. F.
Franks; D. Singleton and M. Henderson;
J. H. Rathburn and D. Little; C. L. Cyrus
and B. Olmsby ; F. L. Benton ; D. L. Monehan and L. B. Bryant ; K. Y. Spencer, D.
L. Lode, B. R. Sanders and L. Jansen; W.

to

Question

No.

T. Granger and A. Wythe; K. Ormie; R.
Schuler and M. R. Davidson.
Note : Last week the correct answer of William Lemke, Chicago, accidentally was not included in the published lists. Apologies.
The answer of G. Lathrope and M. L.
Tomlinson to section A is best this week,
I think. It says : "A light ray passing at
an angle from a transparent medium of one
density to a transparent medium of another
optical density will be refracted in proportion to (a) the difference in optical density
between the two mediums and (b) the angle
at which the second surface is met. It is
refracted because of the fact that light
travels at different speeds in mediums of
ditf'erent
density.
speedglass,
is reduced
as
light leaves
air andTheenters
it having
greater optical density than air.
"Light, according to the latest theories,
is in wave form, which serves well in attempting to offer explanation of refraction,
when a light beam is incident upon a substance of different optical density than the
one it is then passing through, and the incidence is at an angle, it is apparent that
one portion of the light will contact the
second substance sooner than the other,
hence its speed will be altered before the
portion of light striking later. In this we
view the light beam as a whole for the reason that by so doing the thing is more understandable. The light then evidently will
be refracted by the alteration in speed. The
portion striking the second medium first will
be retarded as to speed, whereas the portion
still in the first medium retains its full speed.
"The action may be roughly compared
with a caterpillar tractor with one tread
traveling faster than the other. Once having
entered the second substance the speed, provided the substance be perfectly homogeneous, will be constant, and the ray path perfectly straight, until air is again encountered,
whereupon the action is reversed — assuming
the angle also is reversed as in a lens, and
the ray or light resumes its former path, or
if the angle be changed, then whatever path
is dictated by the differing angle."
Note : Doubtless the optical gentlemen will
pick holes in this answer, but broadh^ it is correct, well put and understandable. In theory

200

each ray of light is presumed to be of infinitely
small diameter, but to have area nevertheless.
However, to try to explain the action by saying
one side of each ray is incident upon the second
substance first, while quite correct, is taxing
the imagination of all but optical engineers
rather heavily. I therefore regard this answer
as far better for the purpose of this work than
trying to deal with separate rays. The result
is the same and far more understandable. —
F. H. R.
(B) William
Lemke
answers thusly:
"The
greater
the angle
of incidence
the greater
will be the loss of light through reflection,
therefore, one would not get as much light
into the second medium if the angle of incidence be heavy as if it be light, other con(C) ditions
Ourbeing equal."
old friends, Messrs. C. Rau
and S. Evans, answer : "Refraction takes
place wholly at the point of entrance to a
second homogeneous medium. There is, in
other words, no refraction except at point
of entrance of second medium."
J. Richmond
"Thein
law(D)
citedJ. reads
: "Light answers
rays willthus:
travel
straight lines through a medium of even
density,
but will
bent orof one
"refracted"
when passing
from be
a medium
density
to a medium of different density at an
One of our students asks : "While not intending any criticism, ma}^ I ask what benefit it is to a projectionist to understand such
things as are dealt with in question No. 200,
toangle."
which my answer is attached. Rather
seems to me to be a waste of time to dig
out the answer. Happy New Year, Old
Yes, Edwards, it may seem that way, and
doubtless does to man}^ However, it really
isTimer."
far from waste time. Projectionists handle lenses constantly. The basis of their
work is light projection. Look at it this
way : While the application may be in one
sense remote, don't you really think any
man who must work constantly with something should come as closely as possible to
a complete understanding of all its various
actions ? Don't you really believe that the
man who understands the thing or things he
must work with, can work better and more
efficiently than the man who does not?
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended January 6, 1934, from
110 houses in 19 major cities of the country, reached $1,357,374, an increase of
$62,335 over the total for the preceding calendar week, ended December 30, 1933,
when 114 theatres In 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,295,039.
(Cotvioht. 1933: Reproduction of material from this department zvithout credit to Motion Picture Herald expresslv forbidden
Current Week
Picture

Gro-iS

Previous Week
Picture
Gross

-By Candlelighf (L.)
"Lady Killer" (W.B.) and
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)

23.000
12.000

"Son of Kong" (Radio)
22.000
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).... 11,500
and "Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

• Flying- Dou-n to Rio" (Radio)....
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Havan Widows" (F. N.)
"Lady Without
Killer" a(W.Room"
B.)_and
"Girl
(Para.)

23,000
21.500
33,500
12,000

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)..
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)
and "Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

21,000
20,500
33,000
12,000

'Design for Living" (Para.)
26.t'00
•Wild Boys of the Road" (F. N.) 7,000
i nd '•Tillie and Gus" (Para.)

'Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
'Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).

14,700

25c -40c
25c -40c
25c-40c
25c

"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
17,900
'Take a Chance" (Para,)
9,400
'Farewell to Love" (Madison) 6'10
•Let's(25c-40c)
Fall in Love" (Col.)
9,100

"The (MGM)
Prizefighter and the Lady'
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"Disraeli" (W. B.)..

35c-68c
30c -60c
30c -6Uc
35c -75c
25c -50c
20c -35c
30c-60c

"Mr. Skitch" (Fo.x)
"Lady(8 Killer"
days) (W. B.)
••Design
Living" (Para.)
(2ndforweek)
"Flying Down to Riu" (Radio)
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"In the Money" (Chesterfield)...
'■Roman Scandals" (U. A.).
(2nd week)

"Duck Soup" (Para.).
"Alice(25c-50c)
in Wonderland" (Para.).
"Design(1stforweek)
Living" (Para.)
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
"Little Women" (Radio).
"Walls(2ndof week)
Gold" (Fox).
'Roman Scandals" (U. A.),

20c -40c

'By Candlelight" (U.)

Ih ea tres
Boston
Boston
Fenway
Keith's
Loew's State..
Metropolitan .
Paramount ...
Buffalo
Buffalo
Century
Great Lakes . .
Hippodrome ...
Hollywood
Lafayette
Chicago
ChicaKo

. 2.9tJU 25c -50c
. 1.800 3Uc-50c
.. .5.500
.. 5,700
.. 4.350
.. l.SOO

3.50(1 30c-55c
3.00O 25c
3.000
2,100
300
3.300
4.000
2,284

McVicker's
Oriental
3,9411
Palace
2.509
Roosevelt
1..5'»1
State-Lake
2,776
L'nited Artists. . 1,700
Cleveland
Allen
3.300
Hippodrome .
RKO Palace.
State
Stillman ....
Warner's Lake.
Denver
Aladdin

30c -50c
35c -50c
30c -b5c
,Wc-50c

3.800
3.100
3.400
1.9,10

30c -44c
.;0c-75c
30c -44c
25c-35c

800 25c -3 5c
1,500 2.5c -40c

43,000
14,000
lo.uOO
2i.0O0
lO.OOO
15.000
20.000

14,000
9,000
25,500

3.750

3,500

"As Husbands Go" (Fo.x).

11.000

Denver ...
Orplieum .
Paramount

2,500 25c-50c
2,600 25c -40c
2,000 25c-40c

17.000
14,000

Michigan
State
United Artists.

30,000
12,000
13,000
20.000

"The Prizefighter and the Lady".. 4,000
(MGM)
and "Public Stenographer'
(Showmens)
2,100
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

7,500
25,000
16,000

1,500 25c -40c

Fisher
Fox

'Counsellor at Law" (U,).

9,100
1,000
6,900
15,200

^st week)
. 2,500
"Broadway
(U. A.) Through
(2nd week)a Keyhole".
5,000
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
16,500
7,500
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.), ,
4,000
1,500

4,100

Denham

Tabor
Detroit
Downtown

7,500

i,000

(4 days)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.),..
(3
"A Man'sdays)
Castle" (Col.)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

2,500
5,500
7,000
16,000
900
1,600

(3 days)
"Should
Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
(4 days)
"Rex, King of Wild Horses" (Col.)

1,750
3.250

15c -40c

•The Invisible Man" (U.)

7.200

"Son
of Kong"(U.)(Radio) and
"Horseplay"

,. 2,700 lSc-50c
.. 5,100 15c-50c

"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox)

5.100
18,300

"Alice in Wonderlaiid" (Para.)...
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

4,300
6,100
18,400

"Going(15c-50c)
Hollywood" (MGM)
"Design
Living" (Para.)
(2nd forweek)
"Romanf2ndScandals"
week) (U. A.)

16.400
7,100
S.50O

'House on S6th Street" (W. B.I.
'Design for Living" (Para.).
(1st week)
"Roman(1st Scandals"
(U. A.).
week)

15,600
8,300
9,100

2,000 20c-25c
., 2,750

4,000 25c-SOc
3,000 2Sc-50c
2,000 25c-50c

(3 days)
(4 days)

High covers
andperiodLow
Gross 1933.1
(labuiation
from January,
11,000 ,
15,000
High 1-6-34 "By Candlelight"
Low 3-11 "Topaze"
23,000
High 1-14 "Island
Lost Scandal"
Souls" and j1
"Billion ofDollar
Low 7-29 "Arizona
"She Had totoBroadway"
Say Yes" and JI
' and / 28,000
High 3-11
12-2 "When
"Little Strangers
Women"
12,000
Low
Marry"
6,000
and j 23,000
High
1-7 "Men
"Strange
Low 3-11
MustInterlude"
Fight"
44,500
11,000
High
11-4
"I'm
No
Angel".
^.
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
26,500
High 2-25 "Dangerously
"Deception" Yours"
Low 8-12 "Mary Stevens. M.D.
17,000
"Flying Devils"
31,000
High 12-9 "Dancing Lady"
8,000
Low 3-25 "Our Betters" .•
Millions"
High 8-12 "Easy
"Forgotfen
Men" and J)
Low 12-16 "Day
''Solitaire
Man" and JI
of Reckoning"
3,500
8,000
9,800
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 4-15 "Rome Express"
27,200
5,400
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels" 16,100
1 .1
5,100
High 1-7 "Goona Goona"
400
2,600
Low 11-25 "Night and Day"
15,200
High
12-20
"Counsellor
at
Law"
Low 12-23 "Myrt and Marge"
4,800
High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High
Much I Harmony''
Low 7-110-14
'•The"TooWoman
Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 10-14 "Penthouse"
Low 3-4 "Luxury Liner"
High 12-23 "Flaming Gold"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding",
High
11- 11"Exposure"
"Private Machine"
Life of Henry
3-4
"Infernal
andVIII"j)
High
Low
High
10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"....
High 6-10
"Circus Queen Murder"
12- 2 "Little Women"
Low 8-19
"No Marriage Ties"
High
8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
High
Low 6-24
"The Eagle and the Hawk"
10"I'm No Angel"
Low 11- 1828 "Stage
Mother" and )
High
"Hell and High Water" \
10-28
"Footlight
Low 12- 30 "Jimmy andParade"
Sally"

75,000
22,000
20,000
50,000
10,000
5,000
14.000
37,000
16,000
15,500
27,000
6,800
12,000
30,000
1,800
2,900
26,000
4,200
26,000
5,000
9,000
1.500
10,000
2,500

High 4-8
2-25 "Broadway
"Cavalcade"
16,000
Low
"Smoke
Lightning"
Bad"and |I 10,000
High 6-310-28
"I'm NoSpeaks"
Angel"
Low
"Mussolini
"Night of ) 2,500
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" J 17,000
High 1-6-34 "Dinner at Eight"
1,950
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
3,000
High
3-4 "Zoo
"42ndinStreet"
18,500
3.750
Low 6-10
Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
2,000
7,000
High 12-9 "King for a Night"
4,000
Low 10-28 "Racetrack"
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties".
16,500
3,200
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stoje" .
"Silver Dollar"
3,700
High 1-28 "Secret of Madame Blanche" 15,400
3,100
"Sing, the
Sinner,
Sing"
"After
Ball"
and
)
High
9-16 "Afraid to Talk" j 32,300
Low 5-15
Low 3-18 ' "Tonight Is Ours"
23,700
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days).. 24,100
'College
5,400
High 1-21
17,400
the Last Man"
7,300
High 10-14 "To
"The Kid From Spain"
"The
Sign
of
the
Cross"
4,400
Low
7-1
'
High
2-11 '
4,100
Low 9-30
Low 3-25 '
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Previous Week

Week

Picture

Gross Picture

"Little(2ndWomen"
week) (Radio)
•■Madame Spy" (U.)

35,330
7.252

"Little(1stWomen"
week-5 (Radio)
days)

15,466

"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

13,000

"Lady Killer" (W. B.)

11,000

1.100 25c -40c
2,800 25c-40c

"Mr. (2nd
Skitch"
week)(Fox)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)

3,000
3,500

"Mr. (1st
Skitch"
week)(Fox)
"Design for Living" (Para.)

4.500
3.500

Indiana

3.100 j0c-40c

Palace

3.000 25c-40c

"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)

4,000
4,503
6,500

"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi"
(Monogram)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)

4.000
4,500
4,500

12,500

"Havana Widows" (F. N.)

18,000

21,000

8,500

"Going(7 days
Hollywood"
and Sat.(MGM)
midnite show) 14.000
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).... 5,000
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Jimmy
Sally"(F.(Fox)
"Son of aandSailor"
N.) and — 2,500

Hollywood
Chinese
Pantages

2,500 5t)c-$1.65
3,000 25c-55c

W. B. Hollywood 3,000 25c-40c
Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

Kansas City
Mainstreet

3.049 25c -60c

Midland

-t,000 25c

ISewman

1.800 25c-40c

Uptown

2.000 25c -40c

"If I Were Free" (Radio)
(7 days shows)
and Sat. and Sun.
midnite
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(7 days shows)
and Sat. and Sun.
midnite
"Design for Living" (Para.)
(7 days shows)
and Sat. and Sun.
midnite
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Sing, Sinner, Sing" (Majestic)..
(New Year's Eve midnite show)

9,700

Gross

Los Angeles
1.610
Criterion
900
00 Four Star
20c- Loew's State .... 2.416
40c
Los Angeles .... 3.000

25c-40c
50c-75c
25c-40c
15c-25c

"Elysia"
(6th (Foy)
week)
"I Am(2ndSuzanne"
week) (Fox)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
"Myrt and Marge" (U.) and
"King for a Night" (U.)

6,725
3,200
25,400
4,500

"Elysia" (Foy)
3,942
(5th week)
"I Am(1stSuzanne"
(Fox)
3,500
week-S days)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
13,500
'In
Money"
andthe"Fog"
(Col.)(Chesterfield) 4,200

....
Paratnount
RKO
United Artists ..
W. B. Downtown

3.596
2.700
2,100
3.400

2Sc-40c
25c -40c
25c-40c
25c-40c

"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)....
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

28,750
8,700
13,000
12,000

"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)
"Son of Kong" (Radio)
"Private Life of Henry VIII"....
(U. A.) (5th week-4 days)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)

23,785
4.900
4,850
12.000

Minneapolis
Lyric
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum..
State
World

1.238
4,000
2,900
2,300
400

' 20c-25c
25c-40c
20c-40c
25c-40c
25c-75c

"The
and midnite
the Lady"
(MGM)Prizefighter
(7 days and
show)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"The World Changes" (F. N.)....
(7 days and midnite show)
"Hoopla"
(Fox)
(7 days
and midnite show)
"The Red Head" (S. R.)

2,000
8,500
6,500
6,500
2,000

"Take a Chance" (Para.)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Broadway
(U. A.)Through a Keyhole"..
"Elysia"
(3rd (Foy)
week)

1,600
9,500
6,500
6,500
1,800

Montreal
Capitol

2.547 25c- 75c

"Duck Soup" (Para.)

8,000

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)

10,000

loew's

3.115^ 25c-75c

"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

11,000

"My Lips Betray" (Fox)

11,500

Palace

2,600 25c-75c

"Little Women" (Radio)

13,500

Princess

2.272 25c -65c

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.) and.... 10,500
"Master of Men" (Col)

"Alice
Wonderland"
"SittinginPretty"
(Para.) (Para.) and 11,000
"Red-Headed Woman" (MGM)
"Broken Dreams" (Monogram) and 6,500

Capitol
Hollywood
Mayfair

4,700 35c-$1.6S
1,543 25c-85c
2.300 35c-85c

"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
58,410
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.).. 8,287
(5th week)
"Smoky"
(Fox)
11,000
(10 days)

"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
45,242
"House(4thon week)
56th Street" (W. B.).. 8,973
"Criminal
Large" (Helber) 6,100
(2nd atweek)

Rialto

2,200 40c-65c

"A Man's Castle" (Col.)

15,600

"Chance at Heaven" (Radio)

Rivoli
Roxy
Strand

2,200 35c-99c
6,200 25c-55c
3,000 25c-$1.10

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
(2nd week)
"Son of Kong' (Radio)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)

40,280
39,235
21,205

"Roman(1st Scandals"
(U. A.)
week)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Convention City" (F. N.)

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1933.)
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

9-9 "Dinner at Eight"..
36,656
4-1 "King Kong"
14,600
1-7
"Handle
With
Care"
2-18 "Devil's
"Vampire Playground"
Bat" and
1j 13,000
4,100
3-25 "42nd Street"
26,000
4-15 "Grand Slam"
8,975

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

2-18 "State
Fair"
12-23
"As Husbands
Go"
8-19 "She Had to Say les
3-4 "The (2nd
Signrun)of the Cross"
3-25 "Parachute Jumper"
6-10 "Below the Sea"
7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
8-12 "Tugboat Annie"
12-16 "Women in His Life"

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
21,000
5-20 "Sweepings"
4,000
1-7 "Strange Interlude"
30,000
4-15 "Perfect Understanding" 4,900
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
20,000
5-27 "Picture Snatcher"
2,800
1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch"
8,500
7-1 "Lilly Turner"
1,600

High 12-2 "E.lysia"
Low 7-29 "The Devil's Brother"
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

7.(m
2,000
iz,uUiJ
2,500
15,000
3,500
9,500
3,000
11,000
3,500

12,000
1,850

8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
3-11 "Dangerously Yours"
7-22 "Samarang"
"Kiss of Araby" and
9-2 "Doubled
"ImportantandWitness"
Redoubled"and
1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
3-18 "King of the Jimgle"
1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
9-30 "Brief Moment"
10-21 "The Bowery"
1-28 "Hello, Everybody"
3-25 "42nd Street"
12-23 "From
Headquarters"
and "Disraeli"

28,300
8,000
)j 6,200
j/ 2,200
30,000
10,000
11.600
1,700
21,000
3,900
19,000
)) 8,000
«
High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing".. 3,000
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
1,000
High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
10,000
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
7,500
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
14,000
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
3,000
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
8,000
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
3.500
High 4-22 "Be Mine Tonight"
2,400
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen" 1,000
High 12-2 "Private Life of Henry VIH"
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain MyWidows"
and j(
Heart"
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Emergen
"Turn Back
Clock" and j
)
cy the
Call"
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"..
Low 12-23 "IandLoved
a Woman"
"Fema
le" )(
High 1-7 "Speed
"The KidDemo
From Spain"
n" and f)
Low 12-23 "Sing, Sinner, Sing" |
and "The Chief" J

13,500
7,500
14,500
7,500
15,500
9,000
12,000
3.000

High 12-9 "Dancing Lady" (8 days)....
Low 9-30 "Solitaire Man"
High 9-1 "Voltaire"
Low 10-21 "Ever in My Heart"
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"
Hiorh =-''0 "■P'orerotten Men"
Low 4-15 "Destination Unknown" and |
"The Fighting President" 1
High
12-30"The
"Roman
Scandals"
Low 8-5
Rebel"
High 11-25 "The Ini'isible Man"
Low 1-28 "Air Hostess" ...^
High 10-14 "Footlight Parade"
Low 12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"

66.653
21,210
25.868
8.296
24,750
4,900
22.500
5.800
48,000
7 ^X)
42.000
9 100
55,190
6.850

New York

8,500
48.000
28,500
14,231

The

Creation

Just as Shakespeare
HOLIDAY,"

of

a

Master

Picture

said "The Play's the Thing," we, the creators of "LEGAL

say the story's the thing.

We

believe our thenne one of the nnost

timely and powerful ever written for the screen.

Experience recalls that every notable money-making
Like "Covered

Wagon,"

attraction had a great story.

"Big Parade," "Ten Commandments,"

"Cavalcade,"

for a Day," and "Little Women" — "Legal Holiday" dramatizes
The screen architect, or director, is a most vital factor.

"Lady

a mighty theme.
The director of "Legal

Holiday" is a master builder of money- making pictures. His enthusiasm for our story
is boundless.

"It will be the greatest picture I have ever directed," he says.

The

Exploitation

The script is now receiving the finishing touches.
We

will announce

the name

of the director soon.

This is the 4th of a series of 12 Advertisements
The first appeared in the Herald, issue of Dec. 23rd
VY

^

T
A

F F i
M. M •

Special

Requires

Constructive

Though the story of "Legal Holiday"

Enthusiasm

is bigger than its individual stars, the cast

nnust fit their roles like gloves. There are several star-nnaking parts — the fortunate
actors who play thenn will find themselves

famous

over night, as did Valentino after

"The Four Horsemen."
Settings, sound, music and technical work must be the best money
Yes, Great Motion
showmen

whose

Pictures are created

experience enables them

ment value plus unlimited entertainmnt

will buy.

by the constructive enthusiasm

of master

to build pictures with supreme

entertain-

and exploitation possibilities.
(Signed) J. D. WILLIAMS

of

the

Year

1 934

D.*
A.
''After Depression

DISTINGUISHED

PICTURES

CORPORATION

1 1 West 42nd Street, New York
J. D. WILLIAMS, Night Address:
Edison Hotel, 47th St., West of Broadway
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Previous Weeic

Week

Picture
Oklahoma City
Capitol
1,200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-56c
Liberty
1,500 10c-36c

PICTURE

Gross

Picture

Gross

13,

1934

1

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1S33.)

"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Son (4of days)
a Sailor" (F. N.)
"S. O.(3 S.
days)Iceberg" (U.)
"Design for Living" (Para.)

4.100
8,000
1,500
700
6.000

"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
(4 days)
"Myrt (3anddays)
Marge" (U.)
"The Invisible Man" (U.)

3,500
8.000
1.200
900
4,300

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"....
11-18 "College Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
"The Fourth
Death Horseman"
Kiss" and J)
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

"Flying(25c-35c)
Down to Rio" (Radio)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.) and
"King for a Night" (U.)
"Design for Living" (Para.)
"Olsen's Big Moment" (Fox) and
"Master of Men" (Col.)

6,000
7,250

"The World
Changes"
(F.N.) and 3.500
"Havana
Widows"
(F. N.)
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
6.500

7,000
4,750

"Mr. Skitch' (Fox)
6,750
"Alice
in
Wonderland"
(Para.)
and
5,500
"Horseplay" (U.)

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11-18 "One Man's Journey"
12-30 "The
World
Changes" and It
"Havana
Widows"
6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
4-29 "Sweepings"'
7-22 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
6-10 "Reunion in Vienna"
6-3 "Peg
O' Understanding"
My Heart" and (j
"Perfect
12-9 "Hoopla" and
]
"Manhattan Tower"
(

.10,750
3,500
16,500
5,000
13,250
5,800
7,500
4,500

"Roman(2ndScandals"
(U. A.)
week-6 days)
"Duck (7 Soup"
days) (Para.)
"Little(6 Women"
days) (Radio)
"Girl (6Without
days) a Room" (Para.)..
"I Am(6 days)
Suzanne" (Fox)
"Should(6 days)
Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"As Husbands
(6 days) Go" (Fox)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
(6 days)
"Lady (6 Killer"
days) (W. B.)

14,500
6,500
30,000
26,000
28,500
3,500
7,000
22,000
8,500

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
(1st week-6 days)
"I'm (9Nodays)
Angel" (Para.)
"House(6 days)
on S6th Street" (W. B.)..
"Son (6of days)
a Sailor" (F. N.)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
(6 days)
"Cradle Song" (Para.)
(6 days)
"Jimmy(6 days)
and Sally" (Fox)
"Alice(5indays)
Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Women
in
(6 days)His Life" (MGM)....

18,000
7,000
10,000
26,000
24,000
3,500
8,000
8,000
8,000

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days)....
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-7 "Breach of Promise"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High 8-5
4-22 "F."Cavalcade"
Low
P. 1"
Low 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession'..
High
1-7 "Self
Low 11-18
"WorstDefense"
Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

18,000
4,800
6,500
1,500
30,000
8,000
29,000
10,000
29.000
13,000
7,700
2,500
11.500
4.500
32,500
9,000
10,000
4,000

"The World Changes" (F. N.) and
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"White Woman" (Para.)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)....
"Little(2nd
Women"
week) (Radio)
"Mr. Skitch" (Para.) and
"The Thundering Herd" (Para.)
"Roman(2nd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week)

6,000
2,500
8,000
2.000
6.000

"Going Hollywood" (MGM)

5,000

High 1-21 "Frisco Jennv"
Low 3-11 "What! No Beer?"
High 11-18 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-11 "Central Park"
High 5-13
12-9 "No
"LittleMoreWomen"
Low
Orchids"
High 10-14 "Rafter Romance"
Low 11-18 "College Coach"
High
11-18"Walls
"The Way
to Love"
Low 12-2
of Gold"

11.000
3,500
12,300
1,000
14.000
1,600
14,000
1,600
12,000
3,500

5,800

High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Madame Butterfly"

8,500
1,600

"Charming Deceiver" (Majestic) and 12,000
"Under Secret Orders" (Ind.)

"Fog" (Ind.)
(Col.) and "Puss in Boots" 9,000

Golden Gate .... 2,800 25c-40c
Orpheum
3,000 15c-40c
Paramount
2,670 15c-55c
Strand
1,400 15c-35c

"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)...
"By Candlelight" (U.) and
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)
"Design for
"Smoky"
(Fox)Living" (Para.) and
"Thunder
Over
(2nd week)Mexico" (Principal)

19,500
8,000
9,500
2,200

f) 15,500
JI 7,000
25,500
8.000
15,000
) 6,000
)
40,000
7,000

United Artists .. 1,200 25c-50c
Warfield
2,700 25c -90c

"Roman(2ndScandals"
week) (U. A.)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)

15,000
26.000

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Kennel Murder Case" (W. B.) and
"The Thundering Herd" (Para.)
"Alice(5indays)
Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Thunder
Over
(1st week) Mexico" (Principal)
"Roman
(U. A.)
(1st Scandals"
week)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

High 4-8 "Should
a Woman
and "Speed
Demon" Tell?"
Low 9-9 "Important
Witness" and
"Sensation Hunters"
High 2-11 "The Mummy"
Low 10-21 "My Woman"
High 10-14 "Ladies Must Love"
Low 12-30 "Kennel
Murder Case"
"The Thundering
Herd" and
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"

Seattle
Blue Mouse .... 950 25c-50c
Fifth Avenue ... 2,750 25c -55c

"Private
(U. Life
A.) of Henry VIH"
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)

5.500
8,500

Midwest

1,500 10c -56c

Omaha
Brandeis

1.^0 25c -40c

Orpheum

3,000 25c-40c

Paramount
World

2,900 25c -SOc
2,500 25c-35c

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
Karltoji
Keith's
Stanley
Stanton

1,200
600
2.400
2,000

40c-65c
25c-50c
40c-65c
40c-65c

1,000
2,000
3,700
1,700

30c-50c
25c-40c
40c-65c
30c-55c

Portland, Ore.
Broadway
....... 1.912 25c-40c
Liberty
1,800 25c-40c
Music Box
3,000 25c-40c
Oriental
2,040 25c-35c
Paramount
3.008 25c-40c
United Artists .. 945 23c-40c

4.000

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Little Women" (Radio)
(1st week)
"Alice in Big
Wonderland' (Para.) and
"Olsen's
(8 days) Moment" (Fox)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
(1st week)

3,000
3,000
10,000

San Francisco

15,500
6,000
7,000
2,000
17,000
14,000

"Little Women" (Radio)
(4th week)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)

4,500
7,000

Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c-25c
950 25c-50c
2,500 25c-50c

"Goodbye
Love" (Col.)
(Radio) and
4.250
"Hold the Press"
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio) 5,500
"Hell and High Water" (Para.) 6,500
and "Film Parade" (General)

"Before Midnight" (Col.) and
"Strawberry Roan" (U.)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Lone Cowboy" (Para.) and
"The Big Brain" (Radio)

4.250
4,000
6,000

Paramount
Roxy

3,050 25c-50c
2,275 25c -500

"The Fire Chief" (MGM) and.... 5.500
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
"Female"
(F. N.)
4,500
(6 days)

"Son (6of days)
a Sailor" (F. N.)
'Right to Romance" (Radio)

5,500
5,000

High
Low
High
Low

12-30"The
"Roman
Scandals"
8-26
Wrecker"
1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"....

17,000
4,000
26,000
10,000

High
12-9 "The
"LittleRebel"
Women"
Low 8-19
High 8-5 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-18 "Secret
"From Hell
to Heaven"
and )(
of Madame
Blanche"
High 7-19 "What Price Innocence?"..
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
High
11-11 "If
"Footlight
Low 12-23
I Were Parade"
Free"
(6 days)
High 10-21 "Bureau
of Missing Persons"
Low 12-16 "Aggie Appleby, Maker of 1
Men" and "The Mad Game" (
High 1-7 "A Farewell to Arms"
Low 9-23 "F. P. 1" and "Aniakchak"
High
10-28 "A"Ladies
Love"
Low 12-9
Man's Must
Castle"

8,500
2,500
19,250
5,000
5,500
3,000
8,000
3.250
9,000
S.OOO
9.500
4,000
14.000
4.000
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Chesterfield
DANCE, GIRU DANCE: Evalyn Knapp,
Dinehart — Good play. The only thing that was
was the singinp; of Evalyn Knapp. She is a
actress, but a poor singer. Running time, 72
November
7-8. — Grand Theatre,
kirk.utes.Ohio.PlayedSmall
town patronage.

Alan
weak
good
minDun-

Columbia
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell, Robert Armstrong. Dorothy Wilson — This is the kind of
play booking
the people
make any
mistake
by
thisenjoy.
play. You
We won't
had many
compliments
on it. Running time, 68 minutes. Played November 28-29.— Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. Small
town patronage.
AS THE DEVIL COMMANDS. Alan Dinehart.
Mae Clarke — Fair murder play. Presented in a
unique way. The plot was intensely exciting with
Mae Oarke stealing most of the scenes. Running
time. 68 minutes. Played November 4-5. — Grand
Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. Small town patronage.
BRIEF MOMENT: Carole Lombard, Gene Raymond
— A good program picture. Pleased all that saw it.
Runningmond Green,
time,Princess
69 minutes.
Played
Dec. 20-21.
Theatre,
Albertville,
Ala.— HamSmall
town patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: Warren William, May Robson — This picture has everything. One of the best
pictures we have ever played. Pleased 100 per cent.
We heartily recommend it. If you play this one boost
it to the sky. Otar patrons told us that it was the
best picture we had during the year. Running time,
102 minutes. Played Dec. 27-28. — Hammond Green.
Princess Theatre, Albertville, Ala. Small town patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: Warren William. May Robson — Does everything it is supposed to. Has a human
interest story in which May Robson proves she rates
with the best of them. Great story. Should appeal
to all. — Harry Pace, Broadway Theatre, Audubon.
Iowa. Neighborhood patronage.
WHAT PRICE INNOCENCE? Jean Parker, Willard Mack — Thought this one would be too strong
for my town but finally decided to run it on a Saturday night midnight show only to excellent busimade.
sex and
but
handledness.inBut what
such aa mistake
manner Ithat
the It's
fathers
mothers will come out and pat you on the back for
showing it. Play it on your regular dates. C. M.
Hartman, Liberty Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small
town patronage.
WOMAN I STOLE, THE: Jack Holt— Nothing to
it. Jack Holt don't seem to go over in Annawan.
People
can't seePhil
himBilliet.
as anColiseum
actor. Theatre,
Running
time,
68just
minutes.
Annawan,
Illinois. — Small
town patronage.
First National
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Bette Davis,
Lewis Understandable.
Stone, Pat O'Brien
— A liked
good picture'.
life.
People
it. PlayedFullDec.of
27-28. — Home Morgan, Star Theatre, Hay Springs,
Nebraska. Small town patronage.
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Bette Davis,
Lewis Stone, Glenda Farrell — Another good one. My
patrons liked it and told me so. — S, H. Rich, Rich
Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
FEMALE: Ruth Chatterton— Good picture. Miss
Chatterton is doing better lately. Give her good
stories and she will be OK. Mv patrons liked this
one.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
Town and rural patronage.
GOODBYE AGAIN; Warren William— It was very
cold the nights we ran this picture, and I was glad
most our patrons remained at home, for we will be
some time recovering from the effects of this one.
One gentleman remarked as he walked out on the
picture that he enjoyed the comedy (an old Charlie
Chaplin). Running time, 66 minutes. Played Dec.
27-28.— Mrs. R. D. Carter, Fairfax Theatre. Kilmarnock, Va. Town and country patronage.
GOODBYE
Joan Warners.
Blondell, \yarren
iam— The FirstAGAIN;
lemon from
Not muchWill-to
it.
I'd
say
trade
it
for
something
else
if possible.
S. H. Rich. Rich Theatre. Montpelier. Idaho.
Town—
and rural patronage.
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trems enown
the thea
itor'
of dethe
IN this, thepartment,exhib
nation serve one another with Information on the box office performance.of product for their mutual benefit It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1 790 Broadway, New York

WORLD CHANGES. THE: Paul Muni. Aline MacMahon — A very gripping story originating in Dakota
territory. Muni born on the prairie and stirred by the
urge to conquer for himself. Tlie story takes yoji
up to the present time, showing how his family
ruined his name and fortune. — Harry Pace, Broadway
Theatre, Audubon, Iowa. Neighborhood patronage.
Fox
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— This picture did tor
us a nice business, and pleased everyone. As it was
in
case of "Paddy
Bestwould
Thing,"
whenthe meeting
them onthetheNext
street,
say patrons,
to me,
"That
was
a
fine
picture
you
had
the
other
night."R.
Running
time,
77
minutes.
Played
Jan.
1-2.
—
Mrs.
D. Carter, Fairfax Theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. Town
and country patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— A real small town
picture. Not as many wisecracks as some Rogers
pictures, but more story. Best business on any
Rogersatre,in Carnegie,
some Okla.
time. — C.
M. town
Hartman,
Liberty TheSmall
patronage.
JIMMY AND SALLY: James Dunn. Claire Trevor
— Played for kids' Christmas party. Well received.
The
pairDec.
are good.
by withStar
any Theatre,
of 'em.
Played
22-23.— Dunn
Horne gets
Morgan,
Hay Springs, Nebraska. Small town pat''onage.
LAST
THE;
Georgein O'Brien,
ClaireNotTre-so
vor— One TRAIL.
of the best
westerns
a long time.
much riding and shooting, but more drama. Played
Dec. 23.—
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small
townD. E.
patronage.
Man who DARED. THE: Preston Foster, Zita
Johannof— AChicago.
picture It
portraying
of Mayor
mak
has but the
littlelifevalue
outsideCer-of
Chicago.
It's
another
of
the
many
Fox
substitutions,
and like most of them has no drawing or entertainment value. — S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre. Montpelier,
Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
MR. SKITCH:
is surely
a lightweight story for Will
Will Rogers—
Rogers, This
although
it drew
fine
on preferred holiday date. It pleased pretty well in
general, although the regular Rogers fans thought
the story
too light and
for him
and thing,
it was.it Just
hodge-in
podge of hokum,
another
was ashort
footage.
Played
Dec.
28-29.
—
Joe
Hewitt,
Lincoln
Theatre, Robinson, 111. General patronage.
My LIPS BETRAY: LiUan Harvey, John Boles,
El Brendel — Clever story. The picture was pert,
saucy. Well, why not? That is Lilian Harvey all
over. Played Dec. 25-26. — Horn & Morgan, Star
Theatre, Bay Springs, Nebraska. Small town patronage.
MY LIPS BETRAY: Lilian Harvey, Lew Ayres—
Ran this Xmas Day and pleased about 50 per cent.
Personallv. I prefer the American musical stars. —
C. H. McCroskey. Allied Theatre, Dermott, Ark.
Small town patronage.
MY WELAKNESS: Lilian Harvey, Lew Ayres— Nice
picture
to poor
and toMonday in some
time.business.
Will takePoorest
lots of Sunday
advertising
get
them
in.
—
C.
M.
Hartman,
Liberty
Theatre,
Carnegie.
Okla. Small town patronage.
MY WEAKNESS:
Harvey
Lew 100Ayres—
Excellent entertainment.Lilian
Pleased
as near
per cent
as a picture could. Give Miss Harvey more along
this line and she will reach the top. I played "Mv
Lips Betray" Nov. 19-20, and while it was OK. it
did not compare to "My Weakness."
Played Dec.

28-29.—
D. E. patronage.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town
PILGRIMAGE: Henrietta Crosman, Marian Nixon,
Norman Foster — This is one of the best pictures of
the year. Henrietta Crosman is a wonderful actress.
Plenty of laughs and plenty of tears. It will please
any audience. Running time, 91 minutes. Played
Dec. 29-30. — J. E. Weber, Princess Theatre, Chelsea,
Mich. Town and country patronage.
SAILOR'S LUCK: James Dunn, Sally Filers— A
mightyence.good
that first
kept reel
the family
laughingcomedy
from the
to the night
last. audiThe
kind of picture they want to see when shows are
few and far between for a good many patrons. Would
like one picture a week as good as this. Running
time,
minutes.
Played
Dec. 13-14.
— Gladys
McArdle.72 Owl
Theatre,
Lebanon,
Kans.
SmallE. town
patronage.
SHANGHAI MADNESS: Spencer Tracy— Did better
than I expected in a bad spot. It will be OK for
small towns. The producers should hire the men who
name our shorts and comedies to name our features.
The short namers are brainy and clever no end. —
Herman J. Brown, Majestic and Adelaide Theatres,
Nampa, Idaho. General patronage.
ZANE GREY WESTERNS: Regardless of the cast,
these Zane Greys are the thing for drawing power.
Extra good photography makes them look better than
average western and they will go on Sunday even
with big musical and comedy shorts programs in
small towns. They average an hour. Give them
a two-reel musical, news, cartoon, and any other
reels of comedy
and song^
they'll
say: "What
atwoprogram!"
Our patrons
likeandplenty
of musical
and
radio short subjects and we find it pays. — Dave Hess.
Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
ZOO IN BUDAPEST: Gene Raymond. Loretta
Young — Due to cold weather and poor title, this picture grossed less than the rental. It is. however, a
line story and if you can get them in, they will be well
satisfied. Running time, 80 minutes. — C. A. Jordan,
Opera House, Cogswell, N. D. Small town patronage.
MGM
BOMBSHELL:
Harlow.FullLeeof Tracy—
A great
Friday
and SaturdayJean_picture.
action and
pep.
My patrons are all strong for Tracy. I advertised it
as "The
keep people
thinking it wasBlond
a warBombshell"
picture. toRunning
time. from
98 minutes.
Played Dec. 8-9.— J. E. Weber. Princess Theatre,
Chelsea, Mich. Town and country patronage.
BOMBSHELL; Lee Tracy, Jean Harlow— Lee
Tracy yelling for ten reels, and Miss Harlow screaming back.
say yell
it's and
the loudest
ever made.
Holler
and I'llyell,
holler picture
back, quarrel
and
fight. If this is good entertainment 1 am still in
knee breeches. Beautiful sets, beautiful gowns, but
my patrons
just didn't
likeTown
it. — S.andH.rural
Rich.patronRich
age.
Theatre,
Montpelier,
Idaho,
THE: Edare Wynn—
pictureas
andCHIEF,
my audience
agreed EdthatWynn's
it will first
be just
well if he never makes another. His terrible voice
plus
silly story
and the
the audience
all-aroundwithno one
goodness
of thethepicture
surfeited
dose.
Many walkouts and that has been unusual for some
time. The
producers
have
the
idea
that
these
broadcasters are hot for the screen. A bad mistake to
make, especially for the box office and for the audience.— A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia
City, Ind. General patronage.
DAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix, Madge
Evans — Your audience. I think after running this one,
will be very much divided in their, opinions of its
merit. It is heavy drama with the saving grace of
Una Merkel and Stuart Erwin to provide what little
relief there is in the picture. If you ask me, Una
Merkel saves the picture as she has done in so many
of them that she has appeared in. There are some
very unpleasant scenes in the prison that are rather
depressing. Just a fair picture. — A. £. Hancock.
ronage.
Columbia Theatre. Columbia City. Ind. General patDAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix, Madge
Evans— Good average picture, but just program type,
biit
an evening's
entertainment.
The gives
whole satisfaction
cast is OK,forstory
good, photography
and
sound good. Played December 27.— S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
GOING HOLLYWOOD: Manon Davies. Bing Crosby— Very good and pleased 100 per cent. Would
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class thisDermott,
as a special.
C. H.townMcCroskc}',
Theatre,
Ark. —Small
patronage. Allied
HOLD YOUR MAN: Jean Harlow, Qark GableGood picture. Good business. Everybody happy. —
S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town
and rural patronage.

JENKINS' ILLNESS
DELAYS COLYUM

MARY
ly modernSTEVENS.
picture in M.D.:
which Kay
Kay Francis—
Francis Adogsdecidedsome
wonderful acting. Personally, I think some of the
dialogue could have been eliminated but it seemed
to please about 75 per cent. Glenda Farrell is a wow.
I do not see why she is not featured, for she is good.
Running
time, Owl
72 minutes.
Dec. Kans.
16-17. — Gladys
E. McArdle.
Theatre,Played
Lebanon,
Small
town patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
—seeWent
over fairly
well. Think
patrons him
wanted
the Baron
Munchausen
after hearing
on theto
radio. Tlae picture had a lot more in it than just
Pearl and Durante. Played Dec. 24-25.— D. E. Fitton,
Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small towjj, patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
— Another average picture. The Baron is no screen
star by a long way, and is very hard to understand.
Drew average business, but only pleased about 60 per
cent. Played December 22.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Helen Hayes, Lionel and John
Barrymore — This is a hit anywhere. The name and
cast is enough. Just advertise your playdate and
they will come. At least, that is what they did for
me, and how. Played Dec. 10-11. — J. E. Weber,
Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Helen Hayes, John Barrymore,
Lionel Barrymore, Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery
—It Here
a picture
that should
be asomehow
money did
maker.
has aisgreat
cast, great
story, but
not
hit
for
me.
I'll
watch
other
reports
on
this
one.
just goes to show that you must have something be-It
sides stars
picture.
It's Montpelier,
only fair entertainment.— S.to H.make
Rich.a Rich
Theatre,
Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
ONE MAN'S JOURNEY: Lionel Barrymore, May
Robson — Just a delightfully human every day story
that might have happened in Lebanon, Kan., and with
what I call an all star cast. Barrymore at his best,
which is very good indeed, and May Robson is fine.
The entire cast gives an excellent perforrnance and it
is the kind of show the small town wants. This is
my first RKO picture and if they are all as good as
this one, it will not be my last. Running time, 72
minutes.
Played Dec.
McArdle. Owl
Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan. 27-28.—
SmallGladys
town E.patronage.
PEG O' MY HEART: Marion Davies. Onslow Stesweet picture.
Marion
role.
Somevens— One
fine singing.
Play this
if youperfect
have innotheralready
done so. Drew above average and pleased 100 per
cent.
Lighter, Orpheum Theatre, Mellen, Wis.
Small— A.
townL. patronage.

The many
readerstoofbeJ. patient
C. Jenkins'
Colyum
are asked
this
week. The Herald's Vagabond Colyumnist — not so "Vagabond" while
illness is holding hinn to his bed and
April Shower is champing at all three
cylinders — was told by his sternvisaged Doc that he could not take
his pen in hand for a few days. But
perhaps it was just that wallpaper.
Jaysee would like to have his
readers write the Colyum this week —
write it in the form of letters to him,
at his home in Neligh, Neb. It is
hoped and expected that the Colyum
will appear again next week.

PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY. THE: Max
Baer, Myrna Loy — If the exhibitor who plays this will
call on each lady and convince them he ha_s the greatest love story, he will make no mistake. Greatest
sporting picture to date or ever made. Clean musical. High class. Should play it a week. — Harry
Pace, Broadway Tbeatre, Audubon, Iowa. Neighborhood patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Max
Baer, Myrna Loy, Walter Huston — Good picture. It
pleased
most ofMax
thoseBaer
present
and looking,
drew a good
average business.
is good
and knows
how to act as well as fight. I advertised for the
ladies to see it and they did, and liked it. Played
December 12.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
Jean under
Harlow,theClark
Insteadto
of SECRET
eliminatingSIX:pictures
code Gable—
ask Metro
give you a second run on this and you'll be surprised.
"The
stars. Gable
and that
Harlow,
was released,
so little
Beerymeant
alone little
was when
starred.it
Bring it back and collect. I did. — Herman J. Brown,
Majestic
and Adelaide Theatre, Nampa, Idaho. General patronage.
SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE?: Lionel Barrymore,
Alice
Brady talk.
— Got Basis
by. Pleased
Too much
for the fairly
story well.
good Overdrawn.
if you can
find it. Reminds one of the picture "When Ladies
Meet."
C. M.
Theatre. Played
Carnegie,Dec.Okla.24-25.—
Small
townHartman,
patronage.Liberty
STAGE MOTHER: Alice Brady— Good picture.
Gave complete satisfaction. — S. H. Rich. Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
TURN BACK THE CLOCK: Lee Tracy, Mae Clark
—Not so got
good as most
of Tracy's pictures.
_ Therepetition
tiresome.
about Plaved
sixty
five per cent. rather
Running
time, 80Please
minutes.
Dec. 24-25 — Gladys E. McArdle. Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.
Paramount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte HenryHere is a picture that has everything except entertainment. Wonderful cast, wonderful makeup, wonderful sets, photography and advertising helps, and
yet my patrons advised they did not like it, and it
did the smallest Saturday business for the year 1933.

I ran it red hot right at the height of the Hohday
season. It did not please ten per cent, and yet it is
everything it claims to be. It is too slow and too
much the same. Nothing to get excited about, and
yet the story was worked out in a perfect way. My
opinion is the picture will die in spite of its cast
and artistic sets, etc. I cut the run from three to
two days, and I honestly believe one day would be
enough. Played December 29. — S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
BEDTIME STORY, A: Maurice Chevalier— This
picture pleased those that saw it, but not many saw
it. Baby LeRoy was the real star of the picture and
how he steals it. — A. L. Lighter, Orpheum Theatre,
Mellen. Wis. Small town patronage.
BIG EXECUTIVE: Ricardo Cortez, Elizabeth
Young— Very amusing. Richard Bennett stole the play
with his humor. His witty sayings was what put the
play over. Running time, 72 minutes. PJayed November 14-15. — Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Oliio. Small
town patronage.
CRADLE
SONG: Dorothea
A sweet
ture, one exhibitors
need not Wieck—
be ashamed
to
Its box-office possibilities not so good. Played
26-27.—
D.
E.
Fitton,
Lyric
Theatre,
Harrison.
Small town patronage.

picrun.
Dec.
Ark.

CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— Beautiful story,
and a picture you should be proud to run. The Jazz
Houndsjority may
not liketheit. work
but the
overwhelming
will appreciate
of this
new star. maHer
work is perfect, but the story is the thing tnat niaKCs
this a great picture. It drew better than I really
expected. Played December 20.— S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Not as good
as
former sets,
releases.
picture
right,of
and the
beautiful
etc.. butIt'sit ahasbigonly
60 perallcent
the laughs the other pictures had. — S. H. Rich. Rich
Theatre. Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen, Judith
Allen — Best Arlen play that we have ever run. Our
patrons
throughout
the time,
play.
Give _ us enjoyed
more ofDick's
these. humor
Paramount.
Running
68
minutes.
Played
November
11-12.
—
Grand
"Theatre,
Dunkirk, Ohio. Small town patronage.
HER BODYGUARD: Edmund Lowe, Wynne Gibson— This is another one that will please your customers if you can get them up to your box office.
That was the hard job. — A. L. Lighter, Orpheum
Theatre, Mellen, Wis. Small town patronage.
I LOVE THAT MAN: Edmund Lowe, Nancy Carrol — Fair picture with only a fair draw at box office.
Title er,
seemed
tell them Mellen,
to stay away.
L. LightOrpheumto Theatre,
Wis.— A.Small
town
patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Great business. Picture itself
not as good
Done HimMany
Wrong."
Several
walkouts.
Manyas "She
not pleased.
said
they came out of curiosity but did not care to see
her again.
Mae Liberty
will hold
up in Carthe
small
towns. —Don't
C. M. believe
Hartman,
Theatre,
negie, Okla. Small town patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Wonderful box office
attraction, but picture not as good as "She Done
Him Wrong,"
but it Rich
gets the dough and that's something.—S. H.ruralRich.
Town and
patronage. Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
I'M storm,
NO ANGEL:
West—
Despite
snow
Mae WestMaetnade
a few
dollarsa terrible
for us.
The picture pleased and every one went home happy.

January

13,

1934

What more could we ask for. By all means, play it,
as it will
pleaseDec.10025.—
per Phil
cent.Billiet,
Running
time," Theatre,
87 minutes. Played
Coliseum
Annawan,
Illinois, Small
town patronage.
LADY'S PROFESSION, A: Alisan Skipworth, RoYoung — Not
muchWis.to it.Small
— A. L.
OrpheumlandTheatre,
Mellen.
townLighter,
patronage.
MAMA LOVES PAPA: Charles Ruggles, Mary
Poland- This one is good. It is good for many laug^hs
and was good for the box office. — A. L. Lighter,
Orpheum Theatre, Mellen, Wis. Small town patronage.MAMA LOVES PAPA:
Charles Ruggles, Mary
Boland— A good comedy. Ruggles and Boland a grand
pair and audience liked it. No extra business.— E. A.
Reynolds,
Strand patronage.
Theatre, Princeton, Minn, Small
town
and country
MAN OF THE FOREST: Randolph Scott— Out of
the ordinary western. It is different and it pleased
here in this town. It did not draw any extra busiA. town
L. Lighter,
Mellen, ness,
Wis.however.—
Sm.all
patronage.Orpheum Theatre,
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Gary Cooper, Fay
Wray— This is only a fair picture, nothing good about
it. Did not please our patrons and they did not hesitate to tell us. It is a romantic drama timed in the
late nineties and the locale is a small town. Cooper
and Fay Wray both turn in some good acting but
that was not enough to pull up the slow story. Played
one day to only fair business. Running time, 85
minutes. Played Dec. 14. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Gary Cooper, Fay
Wray — Read several good comments on this, but our
patrons thought it was terrible, and ,so was the secGary Cooper
Coopershould
as a bedentist
1905, onda night's
poor business.
part for him.
in rolesof
with more action. One day enough for this one.—
Dave eralHess,
Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. Genpatronage.
PICKUP:
George
Sylvia Sidneyit— Here
is one
that
is rather
old Raft,
but nevertheless
is certainly
worth picking up in case you have passed it. It will
please your patrons. Drew above average business
for us. — A. L. Lighter, Orpheum Theatre, Mellen,
Wis. Small town patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Ginger RogersDid all right for us, — Herman J. Brown, Majestic and
Adelaide Theatres, Nampa, Idaho.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Haley, Jack Oakie, Ginger tion.
RogersOld —andA young
picture liked
that itgave
satisfacand complete
told me so.
Not
only did they say they liked it. but many proved it
by coming back the second night and brought their
friends.Rich
RightTheatre,
up to the
minute entertainment.
— S. and
H.
Rich,
Montpelier,
Idaho. Town
rural patronage.
SONG Dietrich
OF SONGS:
Dietrich—
Fair play.
Marlene
was tooMarlene
cold and
impersonal
most
of the play. It held a good moral though. We had
a good patronage. Running time, 82 minutes. Played
November
25-26. — Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio.
Small town patronage.
SONG OF THE EAGLE: Charles Bickford and
Richard Arlen— An average program picture on the
subject of racketeering. Running time, 76 minutes.
Playedwell, Dec.
— C. town
A. Jordan,
Opera House, CogsN. D. 8-9.
Small
patronage.
SUNSET PASS: Randolph Scott and Tom Keene—
We consider
western.
The Running
extreme
cold
weather this
ruineda high-class
our business,
however
time, 64 minutes. Played Dec. 22-23. — C. A. Jordan,
Opera House, Cogswell, N. D. Small town patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, June Knight,
Buddy Rogers — Good musical comedy. Just enough
humor to make the play good. Paramount made a
great hit when they produced tjiis one. Running
time. 82 Dunkirk,
minutes.Ohio.Played
2-3. — Grand
Theatre,
SmallDecember
town patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, Jiine KnightNice picture to good business. — Herman T. Brown,
Majestic
and Adelaide Theatres, Nampa, Idaho. General patronage.
THIS DAY AND AGE: Charles Bickford, Judith
Allen — Cecil B. DeMille as usual uses a big cast this
time. It's
crowds
out the
the young
gangsters. high
Personallyschool
thought
it therunning
bunk, but
bunch
made first
the and
secondthatnight's
better than
means business
somethingten ondollars
Dec.
21 and 22. Sell it to the younger element only. —
Dave Hess, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
THREE CORNERED MOON: Claudette Colbert,
Richard Arlen, Mary Boland — Witty, dififerent. Fair
picture. Played Dec. 20-21. — Horn & Morgan. Star
Theatre, Hay Springs^ Nebraska. Small town patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields— Nice httle comedy drama toLiberty
Fields Theatre,
style to average
M.
Hartman.
Carnegie.business.
Okla.— C.Small
town patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields. Alison Skipworth, Baby LeRoy — Used one day. Xmas Eve. with
heavy program of musical and novelty shorts, and
went over OK. One day enough. If you remember
Fields what
and kind
Skipworth
in "Ifstuff
I Had
a Million."
vou
know
of slapstick
to expect.
Running

Campaigns must be fully documented with
proofs of activities, not merely a list of
them. .
5. Send
your M-G-M,
campaign1540to B'way.
"Fugitive
Contest,"
N. Y.Lovers
C.
6. T"he
judges
are;
"Chick"
Lewis,
Showmen's
Round Table; A. Mike Vogel, M. P. Herald;
W. R. Ferguson. M-G-M.

V/W

WHAT

CAPITOL,

N. Y. IS DOING

1— Teaser ad campaign in newspapers 8 days in
advance.
2— N.Y. Daily Mirror stunt :"aND THE FUGITIVE
LOVERS."
3— Teaser tack cards, teaser 1-sheets and three sheets.
4 — Special dodger for mailing and giveaway purposes.
5— Radio sketch WOR, Mon., Wed. &l Fri.
6— Tie-up with Greyhound Bus Lines.
7— Special teaser 24-sheet block posters.
8— Parade of busses with banners to Capitol opening
day.
9 — Camera on truck perambulator looking for
"Fugitive Lovers" in N. Y.
10— Special press stunts. Increased advertising budget.
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time, 58 minutes. — Dave Hess, Granada Theatre,
Monte Vista, Col. General patronapre.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth
—Here is a team that is a riot. It's a good evening's entertainment, and many told me they liked it
better
Annie."
It's aforrealit that
small ittown
picture than
and "Tugboat
you can take
my word
will
give complete satisfaction in any house. Played December 8.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier.
Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. G. Fields, Alison Skipworth — Good patronage. Our patrons liked this play
very much. Fields and Skipworth are an e.xcellent
comedian team. Any theatre that books this play is
bound to have satisfied patrons. Running time, 5754
minutes.
PlayedSmall
November
18-19. — Grand Theatre,
Dunkirk, Ohio.
town patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott— A good
western. Paramount puts a little extra of what it
takes in these Zane Grey westerns to make them
good. Tliey are all killed off. but it is action. — E. A.
Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small
town and country patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott, Esther
Ralston— A smashing Zane Grey western thriller. By
far tht best western we have played in many a day.
Those who like plenty of action and thrills will be
pleased with this one. Runnirier time, 70 minutes.
Playedtre. Dec.
15-16.—
Green,patronage.
Princess TheaAlbertville,
Ala. Hammond
Small town
TONIGHT IS OURS: Fredric March and Claudette
Colbert— A picture that will not please all classes,
especially in small towns. The cast is e,xcellent. Runnine time, 75 minutes. Played Dec. 15-16.— C. A. Jordan. Opera House, Cogswell, N. D. Small town
patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby. Tack Oakie
— Story, music, singing and dancing. Got lots of
laughs. Pleased our holiday patrons. Running time.
75 minutes. Plaved Dec. 25-26.— Hammond Green.
Princess Theatre, Albertville, Ala. Small town -patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— Here is one
of the greatest shows of the year. Has everything
in it, comedy, singing, pathos and anything else that
a good picture should have. By all means play this
picture causeand
it astypes
heavily
as any special
beit willadvertise
please all
of patrons.
Running
time, 72 minutes. Played Dec. 24.— Phil BjUiet, Coliseum Theatre, Anawan, Illinois. Small town patronage.
WAY TO LOVE. THE: Maurice Chevalier— A
pleasing picture which is all CTievalier.— C. M. Hartman. Liberty Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town
patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier. Edward
Everett Horton, Ann Dvorak— First Chevalier picture our patrons ever really liked and Horton is half
the reason. More real laughs in this one. Running
time, 83 mirmtes.— Dave Hess, Granada Theatre.
Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
WAY TO LOVE. THE: Maurice Chevalier— Not
as goodTheatre.
as the Montpelier,
first releases.Idaho.
Just fair.
H. Rich.
Rich
Town— S.and
rural
patronage.
WAY TO LOVE. THE: Maurice Chevalier, Ann
Dvorak— Good play. Funny and entertainment
throughout the play. It is one of the best plays that
M. Chevalier has starred in. Running time, 84 minNovember
Grand Theatre. Dunkirk,utes.Ohio.PlayedSmall
town 21-22.—
patronage.
ZANE GREY WESTERNS: Regardless of the cast,
these Zane Greys are the thing for drawing power.
Extra good photography makes them look better than
average western and they will go on Sunday even,
with big musical and comedy shorts programs in
small towns. They average an hour. Give them a
two reel musical, news cartoon, and any other two
reels of comedy and song and they'll say: "What a
program!" Our patrons like plenty of musical and
radio short subjects and we find it pays.— Dave Hess,
Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
Principal
TARZAN THE FEARLESS: Buster Crabbe— My
patrons felt that they got fooled by my running the
first four
episodes
as a but
feature
compare
with
Metro's
Tarzans,
we asdidit adoesn't
very good
biz
both nights. The subsequent chapter two-reelers held
up
fine
so
we
can't
kick.
But
don't
advertise
the
serial, ture,
they
fooled fo.r
a little
the trickbutfea-if
endingmay
in abetrailer
serialbychapters,
they keep coming for the serial, what else can you
ask?— Dave Hess, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista,
Col. General patronage.
RKO
ACE OF ACES: Richard Dix, Elizabeth Allen— T
suppose that the producers have to try the public
out as to what will hit, and RKO came out with a
war picture. That picture has some thrilling air sequences and should make a good Saturday picture,
but with bad weather and business down, it is hard
to see if they are ready for war pictures or not. but
mv guess is that they are not.— A. E. Hancock, Co-
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HER VOTES FOR
FIVE HIGH FILMS
Mrs. R. D. Carter of the Fairfax
theatre at Kilmarnock, Virginia, whose
reports to "'What the Picture Did for
Me" you have read month after month,
proposes "five high pictures for 1933"
and five for 1932.
Here are her choices for 1933:
"State Fair" {Fox) , "Paddy the Next
Best Thing" {Fox), "The Big Broadcast" {Par amount) , "Adorable"
{Fox), and
amount). "A Bedtime Story" {ParFor 1932: "Delicious" {Fox), "The
First Year" {Fox), "Devotion'' {Radio), "Rebecca of ^nnybrook Farm"
{Fox), and "Emma" (MGM).
Mrs. Carter adds that she is playing product of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Fox, Radio, Paramount, some Warners and some Universals.
lumbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
DELUGE, THE: Peggy Shannon. Matt MooreJust
another
If you don't
it.
Running
time,crow.
68 minutes.
Playedthink
Dec.so.27. play
— J. E.
Weber, Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich. Town and
country patronage.
DOUBLE HARNESS: Ann Harding, William Powell— A truly fine picture to mediocre business. Played
it late and under the guns of Christmas. Have you
sent in your eliminations under the new code this
morning? Hehl — Herman J. Brown, Majestic and
Adelaide Theatres, Nampa, Idaho. General patronage.
FLAMING GOLD: Bill Boyd, Mae Clarke, Pat
O'Brien
Played
a double
to a fair
gross.
is the —first
time asthat
I everbilldouble
billed,
and This
the
last. As my best patrons said, give us one picture
and some good shorts. I find a program lOO to 110
minutes is what they want. Running time. 53 minWeber, patronage.
Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich.
Townutes.— J.andE. country
HEADLINE SHOOTERS: Frances Dee. William
Gargan — Fair entertainment. A pleasing little story.
Something different. A one day picture. Running
time, 62 minutes. Played Dec. 15-16. — J. E. Weber,
Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
NO that
MARRIAGE
Dix— Just
film
RKO is TIES:
capableRichard
of putting
out. another
About
one more like this and you can bid Richard Dix
goodby.
oh why.
don't ofRKOdriving
do something
for
the smallWhy,
exhibitor
instead
him to the
poorhouse with these kind of pictures. Running
time. 73 minutes. Played Dec. 23.— Phil Billiet. Coliage. seum Theatre, Annawan. Illinois. Small town patronRAFTER ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers. Norman
Foster — This is one they could hang on the rafters.
Very light. Poor business. — C. H. McCroskey. Allied
Theatre, Dermott, Ark. Small town patronage.
Universal
HER FIRST MATE: Slim Summerville and Zasu
Pitts — Not as good as the other Pitts-Summerville
pictures. We have run them all. Pleased 70%.
Runningmond Green,
time,Princess
70 minutes.
Dec. 13-14.
Theatre,Played
Albertville,
Ala.— HamSmall
town patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville. Andy Devine—
Just as the name indicates, horseplay. It pleased
our Saturday crowd and drew the best Christmas
Eve crowd in many years. Played Dec. 24. — Joe
Hewitt,
ronage. Lincoln Theatre, Robinson, III. General patMOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Mary Brian, Leo
Carrillo
Good Running
musical time,
comedy.
You won'tPlayed
go wrong
on this — one.
68 minutes.
Dec.
18-19.— Hammond Green, Princess Theatre, Albertville, Ala. Small town patronage.
MY turePAL,
THE KING:
Tom Mix—
feafor a matinee
and evening.
Dec. I23,ranas this
an extra
attraction for the kiddies, and did they like it! Some
of them came twice, and most of them stayed for the
second show. If we could get a picture like this once
a month, the kiddies would come back to the theatre.
This feature cannot be beaten for children.— Gladys
E. McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town
patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles. Margaret Sulla-
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van — This is a very fine picture. Pleased all that
saw it. A picture that you ufill remember for weeks
to come. Running time, 105 minutes. Played De— Hammond
Green,
Princess Theatre,
Albertville,cember 11-12.Ala.
Small town
patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles, Margaret Sullavan — I would say this is a great big production in
«tory value, actors and artistry. You will make no
mistake in telling your folks this is one of the biggest pictures released by anyone this year. Marraret SuUavan is by far the finest star brought to
the screen in many a moon. You will see and hear
more of this star. Of course, John Boles is incomparable in this picture. Average business for four
days.—
W. R. patronage.
Brenner, Cozy 'Theatre, Winchester,
Ind. General
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles, Margaret Sullavan— Simply murderous at the box office, although
I liked it personally. Played Dec, 10-11-12.— R. B.
Hippie, Bijou Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams — TTie best iootball picture I ever looked at.
This is a 100 per cent, with a wonderful cast. Runtime, 72 minutes.
— J. andE.
Weber,ning Princess
Theatre, Played
Chelsea, Dec.
Mich.24-25.
Town
country patronage.
S. ICEBERG:
Rocque—
andS. aO.wonderful
picture.RodNoLaservice
willDidmakebusiness
more
for an exhibitor than Universal this year. Sign them
up if you
— Herman
Brown,General
Majestic and haven't
Adelaide already.
Theatre,
Nampa, J. Ida.
patronage.
TRAIL DRIVE: Ken Maynard, Cecilia ParkerBad weather on this one, and it is a good average
western. Perhaps above the average. Plenty of action. Glory be, the westerns seem to be coming
back. Rural town audience reaction only, not holding
any
briefs
for the larger
situations.
E. Hancock,
Columbia Theatre,
Columbia
City,— A.
Ind.
General
patronage.
Warner
COLLEGE COACH: Dick Powell— Ranks among
the best of football and college stories. — C. H. Mcpatronage. Croskey, Allied Theatre, Dermott, Ark. Small town
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck, Otto
Kruger— The best acted picture of 1933. The work
of Miss Stanwyck and Mr. Kruger is the best done
this year. Truly a wonderful picture. A story as big
and true as life itself. Take an extra handkerchief
when you see this one. You'll need it, and you'll say
it's a great
Rich,patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.picture.—
Town S.andH. rural
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell
—Again Warner Brothers ring the bell with the
greatest of all musicals. If you thought "Fortysecond Street" and "Gold Diggers of 1933" were
great, put the two together and you have "Footlight Parade." Acting perfect, settings beautiful,
pretty girls, good music and wonderful scenes and
acting. The waterfall number is the most spectacular
scene in the entire picture with marvelous settings
and beautiful girls performing in the water. The
honeymoon hotel number is equally as good but not
quite as sensational. And last but not least is the
Shanghai Lil number. This number brings out the
patriotic side with a company of sailors forming a
flag of the United States, then a picture of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and finally the emblem of
the NRA— the Blue Eagle— in all of its glory. We
broke the house record made on "Gold Diggers of
1933" first
by playing
capacity
for vicinity
three days,
"rhis was
the
small totown
in our
to play
this
and it drew much business from neighboring towns
in a radius of 50 miles. Start the New Year with
"Footlight Parade" and bank the profits. This is the
third big money-maker from the studios of Warner
Brothers and the
here's
continuedtime,
success
throughout
Newwishing
Year.themRunning
102
minutes. Played Dec. 11-12-13.— J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
FOOTLIGHT
Rubypictures,
Keeler—Warner getsPARADE:
a lot of James
money Cagney,
for their
but they are worth it. I think it will be one of the
best pictures of 1933-1934. Played to the best New
Year's
in three
The and
kind thank
that your
patrons gross
will call
you byyears.
telephone
you.
Running
time,
102
minutes.
PlayeJ
Dec.
31
-Jan.Town
1.—
J.
E.
Weber,
Princess
Theatre,
Chelsea,
Mich.
and country patronage.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: Tames Cagney, Joan
Blondell, Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell— The best of the
1933is.—musical
It's all that
WarnersIdaho.
say
it
S. H. productions.
Rich. Rich Theatre.
Montpelier,
Town and rural patronage.
HOUSE ON 56TH STREET, THE: Kay Francis,
Ricardo Cortez — Both excellent stars. The excellent
acting of Kay Francis well worth noting. The story
excellent. Patrons emphasized their satisfaction with
the picture. Business above average even though last
two nights, the town, which is only 800, was snowed
in. Played Dec. 25-26-27. Running time, 68 minutes.
—General
E. M. patronage.
Scribner, Firemen's Hall, Schoharie, N. Y.
Powell— A
CASE: William
KENNEL MURDER
ways is different. Has
in some
thatVan
mystery
Dine plot with some more
clever
the usualstory
smooth work by Powell. Plenty of interest, thrills
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and suspense in this one. Drew well and pleased all
who
saw Iowa.
it here. Neighborhood
— Harry Pace,patronage.
Broadway . Theatre,
Audubon,
MARY STEVENS, M.D.: Kay Francis— I'm like
Joe Penner
(I don'tGave
know).
did less
average
business.
it an Picture
extra push
but than
was
a wasted effort. The tail enders on Warners and
First National this year, in my opinion, were just
average pictures. Maybe we have been spoiled by
their better releases earlier in the season. — E. A.
Reynolds. Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small
town and country patronage.
MAYOR OF HELL, THE: James Cagney— A
Friday, Saturday picture. Lots of action and Cagney
and Darrow very good. A prison reform school for
kids with a story that is somewhat jumpy but has
entertainment for your action crowd. — E. A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
Jr.—
A NARROW
first rate CORNER,
entertainingTHE:
story. Doug
But Fairbanks,
why that title?
Ran it on the days that belong to action stories.
Action and entertainment was there all right, but
the title Geneseo,
kept many
Jack patronage.
Greene, Geneseo
Theatre,
111. away.
Small — town
TELEGRAPH TRAIL: John Wayne— One of the
best John Wayne pictures I have exhibited. Sure
went over with the western fans and thaj: means all
the kiddies. Running time, 55 minutes^ Played Dec.
20-21.—
Gladys town
E. McArdle,
Kan. Small
patronage. Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Short Features
Columbia
BROADWAY
MELODY:
Krazyto Kat
These
animal cartoons
are getting
be a Cartoon—
thing of
the past for small towns. Running time, eight
minutes. — Edmund M. fiurke. Fort Plain Theatre,
Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
MICKEY'S TOUCHDOWN: Mickey McGuire— I
don't think this went over so well with my patrons
as
of Mickey's
numbers.
the some
kids seemed
to enjoyprevious
the football
game. However,
Running
time, two reels. — B. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre,
Hartford, Ark. Small town patronage.
Educational
FARMERS' FATAL FOLLY: Moran and Mack— A
good slapstick comedy of the old type that brought
allnew "art-ic"
of theplease.—
hundred one,
than a like
more
talkinglaughs
kind.
D.
Carter,
FairfaxMore
Theatre, this
Kilmarnock,
Va. Mrs.
TownR. and
country patronage.
KRAKATOA: Special Subject— Very good for any
program.
shots ofof famous
ending with Shows
thriUingoldscenes
eruptionvolcanoes,
of undersea
Krakatoa. Much better than "Aniakchak." Will
pep uputes.—Dave
your Hess,
poor programs.
Running Monte
time., 25Vista,
minGranada Theatre,
Col. General patronage.
POLLY Tlx IN WASHINGTON: Baby Burlesks—
Cute. Good on any program if you can use this type.
— D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small
town patronage.
Fox
ANIAKCHAK: Special Subject— Not as interesting
as
but justfeatures
the thing
to make footage
with"Krakatoa,"
60 minute comedy
or westerns.
Usual
Alaskan stuff with a few hundred feet of descent into
valley nadaof Theatre,
"Ten Monte
Thousand
Smokes
Dave Hess,
GraVista,
Col. 1"—General
patronage.
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS: Personally, I think
this news reel is good, but what are mv thoughts
compared to the patrons? Give them a cartoon and
they eat it up, a news and they walk out. There
you are.— J. E. Ross, Jr., Strand Theatre, St. George,
S. C. Small town patronage.
MGM
BARGAIN COUNTER: Pitts and Todd — This
comedyage.team
usually
good. This
abovegetthea averThey doareattend
a bargain
sale and
shirt
at least. Running time, 18 minutes.— W. T. Biggs,
Adair Theatre, Adair, Iowa. Neighborhood patronage.
BEDTIME WORRIES: Our Gang— Good any day
with any show. Running time, 19 minutes.— T. E.
Weber,
Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich. Town country patronaite.
BEDTIME WORRIES: Our Gang— Here is a short
that "rolled them in the aisles."— C. M. Hartman,
Liberty
Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town patronage.
CROOK'S TOURS: All Star Series— Just fair. Running time, two reels.- D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre,
Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
DIRTY WORK: Laurel and Hardy— A fine, clean
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PRODUCT
BROADWAY

Week of January 6
CRITERION
The Cure
RKO Radio
King Neptune
United Artists
HOLLYWOOD
Movie Memories
Vitaphone
Kissing Time
Vitaphone
Easy Aces
Vitaphone
Heart of Paris
Vitaphone
MAYFAIR
The Boswell Sisters
Universal
What To Do
Fox
News Laffs
Beverly Hills
PARAMOUNT
A Roman Romeo
Paramount
Wild Elephinks
Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
Bubblin" Along
RKO Radio
Wrestling Match
RKO Radio
Strange as It Seems — No. 35. Universal
RIALTO
Sea Killers
Principal
Just Keeps Raining All the
Time
Paramount
RIVOLI
Three Little Pigs (Spanish) . Fox
London Medley
Fox
ROXY
Puppy Love
United Artists
Pop's Pal
Educational
STRAND
Jack Denny and Band
Vitaphone
Not Tonight, Josephine Vitaphone
Sitting on a Backyard Fence. Vitaphone
comedy.
Running Chelsea,
time, 20Mich.
minutes.
— J. and
E. country
Weber,
Princess Theatre,
Town
patronage.
FINE FEATHERS: Oddities— MGM Oddities are
all okay, and Mr. Smith is the best talker of them
all. Running time, nine minutes. — J. E. Weber.
Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich. Town country
patronage.
HELLO,
POP!;short
Colortone
Musicala welcome
Revues — Achange
good
colored
musical
that makes
on any program. Good comedy and some great dancDon't— William
hesitate A.about
one. Theatre,
Running
time,ing18scenes.
minutes.
Crute,thisVictoria
Vancouver, B. C. Neighborhood patronage.
ONE TRACK MINDS: Todd and Kelly— Not up
to the Pitts and Todd standard. However, a few
laughs in the second reel. Running time, two reels.
— B. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark.
Small town patronage.
NUTS:
Ted Healy—
couple
ofPLANE
more reels
in length,
it could Ifbethis
run was
£i.s a a feature.
Easily as good as Marx Brothers. Just as silly and
just as funny. Play this by all means and watch
them rollAudubon,
in theirIowa.
seats. — Harry Pace, Broadway
Theatre,
RHAPSODY IN BREW: Colortone Musical Revues
—Would be classed as good if they had left the fat
man what
out. heHe says
certainly
tiresome,
and you
hear
half theis time.
Running
time, can't
two
reels.
—
D.
E.
Fitton,
Lyric
Theatre,
Harrison,
Ark.
Small town patronage.
SCOTLAND THE BONNIE: FitzPatrick Travel
Talks — Very
— J. country
E. Weber,
Princess Theatre,
Chelsea,
Mich. good.Town
patronage.
SWING
Troupe—about
I think
Pete
Smith HIGH:
could haveCa donas
left outAerial
the remark
sex
appeal. That's just another of the things we exhibitors have to face and it's all uncalled for. The
Codonas
are really Running
good and they'reonenotreel.
responsible
for
Pete
A.
McConnell, Smith.
Emerson Theatre, time,
Hartford, Ark.— B.Small
town patronage.
Paramount
BORDER. THE: W. C. Fields— Not so good.— C. A.
Jordan, Opera House, Cogswell, N. IX Small town
patronage.
COLD
Joseph
Cawthorne—
Cawthorne
tried
hard TURKEY:
to give us some
laughs,
but it failed
here.

Nothing
objectionable,
funny. —town
D. E.
Fitton,
Lyric Theatre,
Harrison,nothing
Ark. Small
patronage.
DOWN BY THE OLD MILL STREARl: Funny
Boners toons
— The
song I ever
screened.
Carare goodbestandscreen
the singing
wonderful.
Running
time,
eight
minutes.
—
W.
T.
Biggs,
Adair
Theatre,
Adair, Iowa. Neighborhood patronage.
DUCKY DEAR: Sidney Toler — Good average comedy production.
C. Monroe,
Hollywood Theatre,
Buchanan,
Mich.— H.General
patronage.
GOOD cellent
OLDcartoon,MOUNTAIN
MUSIC: good.
Eton Boys—
and Eton Brothers
Good Exany
time you need a one-reel subject. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric
Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
I EATS
MY Lots
SPINACH:
Popeye
the Sailor—
good
cartoon.
of laughs.
Running
time, Extra
seven
minutes.
—
Phil
Billiet,
Coliseum
Theatre.
Ariawan,
111. Small town patronage.
LITTLE BROADCAST: Mills Brothers and Donald
Novisfirst
— Oneof ofthetheheadlines,
best shorts
year.ateThis
ray
and of
my thepeople
it up.is
Will stand extra advertising. Running tirne, eleven
minutes. — Phil Billiet, Coliseum Theatre, Annawan,
111. Small town *^atronage.
ONE AWFUL NIGHT: Eugene Pallette, Walter
Catlett — A good side-splitting comedy. Will get the
laughs. Running time, 2Q minutes. — Hammond Green,
tronage.
Princess Theatre, Albertville, Ala. Small town paPHARMACIST, THE: W. C. Fields— Fields has
always been a flop for me, but this comedy got
plenty of laughs. Running time, 16 minutes. — W. T.
Biggs, Adair Theatre, Adair, Iowa. Neighborhood
patronage.
RKO
AIR TONIC: Ted Fio Rito Orchestra— A very, very
nifty musical that went over with a bang. Our audience liked
it immensely.
— Toepatronage.
Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre,
Robinson,
111. General
PATHE NEWS: The local house has played Pa the
News each week since 1911, if I'm not mistaken. A
good
record toweek.
be proud
of. Sorry
wetendon't
play —it
twice
Running
minutes.
Edmundeach
M. Burke, Fort
Plain time,
Theatre,
Fort
Plain,
N. Y. General patronage.
United Artists
BUILDING A BUILDING: Mickey Mouse— This
is a very good cartoon comedy and one that will make
any audience laugh. One of the best Mickey Mouses
and here'stime,hoping
there are— J.many
more toOrpheum
follow.
Running
nine minutes.
J. Medford,
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
GOOD DEED: Mickey Mouse— One of the best
Mickey Mouse cartoons Walt ever made. Running
time, eight minutes. Louis Perretta, Crescent
Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. Town and city patronage.
SANTA'S
is the greatest
onereeler
that weWORKSHOP:
have ever had This
the pleasure
of screening
in our theatre and did the kids flock in! It is filmed
in gorgeous color and there is only one word that
can describe it— beautiful. Just as the name sugshows and
Santa's
where
the
toys aregests, it made
just workshop
the type of
shortallforof this
season. We played this three days, and many patrons,
young and old. saw it two or three times. Many
thanks to Walt Disney and United Artists for this
great short. Running time, eight minutes. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, O.xford, N. C. General
patronage.
THREE aLITTLE
PIGS:
Symphony—
absolutely
knockout.
All Silly
in color.
RunningThistime,is
eight minutes. — Hammond Green, Princess Theatre,
Albertville, Ala. Small town patronage.
Universal
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS: John Hix— Went over
fair. Some liked it, others did not. If they like this
believe-it-or-not stuff, it will go; if not, lay ofiF.
Running time, nine minutes. — J. E. Ross, Jr., Strand
Theatre, St. George, S. C. Small town patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
BYGONES: Ruth Etting— A fine musical short
that everyone liked. The best Ruth Etting I have
exhibited.
two reels.
— Gladys
McArdle, OwlRunning
Theatre,time,
Lebanon,
Kan.
SmallE. town
patronage.
BOSKO,
THE good
MUSKETEER:
Tunes—
This
is another
cartoon from Looney
Vitaphone
and
one thatticallywill
please
both
young
and
old
alike.
the entire series of these are good andPracwill
make excellent fillers. Running time, nine months. —
J. J. eral
Medford,
patronage. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, S. C. GenCASTILIAN GARDEIN, A: Melody Masters— A
very good musical short. — Bert Silver, Sih'er Family
Theatre, Green-i'ille, Mich. General patronage.
CRASHING THE GATE: Ruth Etting— A fine
two-reel brevity. Some very fine singing by star. A
good story and very interesting. Better than average
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snort subjects. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
DISH RAN AWAY WITH THE SPOON, THE:
Merry Melodies— Good. — E. A. Reynolds, Strand
Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and country
patronage.
EDDIE should
DUCHIN
Warners
makeAND
more BAND:
of these Melody
Melody MastersMasters.
I haven't played one poor one yet. This one is very
good. Running time, ten minutes. — Louis Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.

have the best musical two-reelers that we have
seen this
by Donald
is beautiful. Our year.
patronsThelikedsongit very
much. Novis
Running
time,
20 minutes. — J. E. Ross, Jr., Strand Theatre, St.
George, S. C. Small town patronage.
PAUL REVERE, JR.: Gus Shy— You need not be
ashamed
of this
one. Theatre,
Running Chelsea,
time, 21Mich.
minutes.
J. E. Weber.
Princess
Town—
country patronage.
ROCK- A- BYE-BYE. WITH DR. ROCKWELL:
Pepper
Pot — Just
fair. Theatre,
Running Chelsea,
time, tenMich.
minutes.
T. E. Weber.
Princess
Town—
country patronage.
RUFUS JONES FOR PRESIDENT: Ethel Waters
— A great two-reel subject. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
RUFUS JONES FOR PRESIDENT: Broadway
Brevities — Play this one. They will all enjoy it. Good
music and some good comedy and dancing. Running
time, two reels. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre,
Mahoningtown, Pa. Town and city patronage.
SALT WATER DAFFEY: Jack Haley— This is a
fairly good
slapstickplease
variety.
It contains manycomedy
laughs ofandthe should
the average
theatregoer. Haley is practically new here and does
not
over so well.
Running
time,Oxford,
19 minutes.
J. J.go Medford,
Orpheum
Theatre,
N. C—
General patronage.
SHANTY
WHERE
SANTA
GLAUS LIVES:
Merry Melodies — Cartoons are good but your patrons
don't like to see them on every bill. Why not show
one every two weeks ? Screen songs don't go over
at all. minutes.
Play them
if you M.
like Burke,
'em. Running
time,
eight
— Edmund
Fort Plain
Theatre, Fort Plain,
N. Y. General
patronage.
TO BUFFALO:
Merry
.\SHUFFLE
very funny OFF
cartoon
that went over
big.Melodies—
Running
time, one reel. — Gladys E. McArdle. Owl Theatre.
Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.
SHUFFLE OFF TO BUFFALO: Merry Melodies
— One of the best cartoons we ever played. — Bert
Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.
STRANGE CEREMONIES OF WORLD: World
.'\dventures — A very interesting and educational onereeler showing various ceremonies and customs of
the world. The Hawaiian dance at the end seemed
to be a great hit with our audience and many came
to see it twice. Running time, nine minutes. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
THAT GOES DOUBLE:
Musical Featurette—

GIRL TROUBLE: Broadway Brevities— Here is
another peach of a two-reel musical in color from
the Vitaphone boys. This one is exceptional. No
wonder some of the other producers ceased to release
this type of shorts. They simply could not keep up
the pace of Warner Brothers in this line. This man
Sammy Sax who has charge of these shorts is a
genius or he has a world of great assistants under
him. This short helped me greatly in building up a
good
showLincoln
where Theatre,
the featureRobinson,
was not 111.
so hot.
— Joe
Hewitt,
General
patronage.
HOW'VE YOU BEAN? Fatty Arbuckle— Not so
good as the other Arbuckle shorts but got ^ome
laughs.
Running
time,Lebanon,
two reels.Kans.
— Gladys
McArdle, Owl
Theatre,
SmallE. town
patronage.
I LIKE MOUNTAIN MUSIC: Melody MastersExtra good.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
I'VE GOT TO SING A TORCH SONG: Merry
Melodies— One' of the best. Pleased youne and old.
Running time, seven minutes. — J. E. Weber. Prinage. cess Theatre. Chelsea, Mich. Town country patronLAUGHS
IN aTHEtitle.LAW:
Pot—a What
short
and what
Not aPepper
laugh in
carload.a
Who wants to sit through ten minutes of nothing?
This is based on old laws and what could be done if
they were enforced. All in all, when you get it. save
the juice and leave it off. I wish I had. Running
time, ten minutes.— J. E. Ross. Jr., Strand Theatre,
St. George, S. C. Small town patronage.
NORTHERN EXPOSURE: Broadway Brevities—
A colored two-reeler that is fair. — E. A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre. Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
OPERATOR'S OPERA: Donald Novis. Dawn
O'Day—
A two-reeler
that is Must
worth say
top that
billing,Warners
worth
the admission
price alone.
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F. Morris, C.P.A.

Serials
Universal
CLANCY OF THE MOUNTED: Tom Tyler, Jacqueline Wells — Have run nine episodes of this serial
and it seems to hold the interest of the patrons,
especially the children. Good acting and beautiful
scenery. Stnall
— GladystownE. patronage.
McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan.
GORDON OF GHOST CITY: Buck Jones, Madge
Bellamy
— Have and
run three
oS with
fair business
keeps chapters.
building. Started
I believe
this
is one of the best serials we have ever olayed. Pleasing our serial fans. Will get the kids. — Hammond
Green.
Princess Theatre, Albertville, Ala. Small
town patronage.

Of "High Fidelity"
The Photophone Division of RCA Piiotophone, at Camden, this week completed an
elaborate brochure, 16 inches by 12 inches,
in several colors, which their salesmen in
the field will use for merchandising "High
Fidelity" sound reproducers, in addition to
the usual advertising and merchandising
campaigns.
Telling the story of "High Fidelity"
equipment, the brochure explains many of
the technical phases of the new-type reproducer and charts the cycle range which has
been extended below and beyond the cycle
range of the ordinary sound reproducer.

Kaplan Opens Iowa House
Leonard T. Kaplan, operating the Dakota theatre, Soo Falls. S. D., has opened
the State theatre in Waterloo, Iowa, seating 750 and equipped with wide range sound.

Prepaid

BOOKSHOP
QUIGLEY
1790 BROADWAY
NEW

Tells Story

New Firm To Produce in East
Fairhaven Production, Limited, has been
formed in New York to produce in the east.
The company is headed by H. H. Rogers,
Jr., with William Alexander as vice-president and general manager.

Details easy nnethods for recording receipts and
expenses — allowing for every innaginable item,
including taxes, insurance, depreciation, etc.
Sufficient to care for twelve months records.

$3.00 A COPY— Postage
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Another very good musical. These musical screen
acts are better than any stage vaudeville any small
town could ever book for their stage. That's that I
RunningTheatre,
time, Fort
18 minutes.
M. Burke,
Fort
Plain
Plain, —N.Edmund
Y. General
patronage.
THAT'S THE SPIRIT: Noble Sissle and band—
If they want real modern music and good entertaingive them State
this one.
Running
time,S. one
Robert ment,Schwall,
Theatre,
Ipswich,
D. reel.
Small—
town patronage.
USE YOUR IMAGINATION: Broadway Brevities
— Another good two-reeler added to Vitaphone BroadBrevities Series.
time, two reels.Pa.—
Louis wayPerretta,
Crescent Running
Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Town and city patronage.
USE YOUR IMAGINATION: Broadway Brevity—
Another good two reels added to Vitaphone Broadway
Brevities Series. Running time, two reels. — Louis
Perretta, Crescent, Mahoningtown, Pa. Town and
city patronage.
WAKE UP THE GYPSY IN ME: Merry Melodies
—A filler.— E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton,
Minn. Small town country patronage.
WALTER DONALDSON: Pepper Pot— Another
fine Pepper Pot from Vitaphone. Anyone should
enjoy
one. Running
ten minutes.Pa.— Louis
Perretta,thisCrescent
Theatre, time,
Mahoningtown,
Town
and city patronage.
WONDER SPOTS OF THE WORLD: World
Adventures — Some people may like these world
adventures but none of my patrons like them. Running time, ten minutes. — Louis Perretta, Crescent
Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. Town and city patronage.
YOUNG AND HEALTHY: Merry Melodies— A
really good cartoon. Plenty of music and action.
Running
time, one Ark.
reel. — B.
McConnell,
Emerson
Theatre, Hartford,
SmallA. town
patronage.

Pho+ophone
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Stanley Gets Refund
Over-assessments aggregating $74,103 for
1924 to 1928, inclusive, have been credited
to the Stanley Company of America by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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In last week's issue of Motion Picture Herald, beginning
on page 55, appeared the second of a series by our own James
P. Cunningham, on "De-Coding the Film Code," in which the
motion picture code is being translated from the complex legal
phraseology into a clear and understandable working language
of the business.
Read it! By all means, read it, and study especially those
parts which have to do with the responsibilities of theatre managers.
Quoting a paragraph from last week's article:
"If the theatre manager or theatre executive does
not abide by the fair competition and trade practice
provisions of the code, and if such person is found to
have wilfully violated any of these provisions, he
would be liable to a fine of $500 for each day's violation. He would probably be made a co-defendant
with the employing exhibition company, but he could
be made a defendant individually."
Watch that word wilfully, for it can be construed in various ways. Make sure your giveaways, free parking, and advertising of advance showings are handled in strict accordance
with the exact terminology of the code, as obtains in your
situation. Temper your natural enthusiasm with discretion and
stay away from all gags and ideas that hover near the code
border line.
If you are undecided on a campaign and cannot get a positive opinion, then lay off that particular stunt until you are
sure of your ground.
There is nothing in the code to repress any manager's desire
to put over his shows, but it does aim to do away with those
things in the industry that are unfair competition or unfair
trade practices.
Help put it over by strict compliance as concerns your theatre, and we'll all see better days.
V
V V
ADVERTISING "EGG" BASKETS
Judging from campaigns recently received, the number of
members becoming sold on the exploitation possibilities of
their short subjects, is steadily increasing.
Offhand, we can think of real big time stunts worthy of ace
feature attractions put over by Round Tablers Herman Bamberger, Paramount, Springfield, Mass.; Stan Meyer, Alhambra,
Milwaukee, Wis.; Eddie Sniderman, Proctor's 58th St., New
York City, and Al Zimbalist, Warner St. Louis ad director.
These showmen tied in with their newspapers, department

CLUB

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

stores, hotels and transportation companies for plenty of costless promotion on shorts that drew a lot of extra admissions
right
to thethecashier's
window.
No updoubt,
inspiration
for much of all this springs from
the various animated cartoons, whose characters are being
capitalized by smart merchandisers in many lines of business.
However, regardless of the source, the added exploitation
vigor being applied to the lesser features is highly commendable and might indicate that farseeing showmen are not placing all their advertising "eggs" in one basket.
V V V
BOX

OFFICE

GOOD

WILL

One of these days, your Chairman intends speaking a few
words on the indiscriminate pushing around a lot of theatre
managers receive by local organizations on the make, under
the
And those
wordsguise
will, ofin that
part, sadly
speak abused
of real term
good "good
will aswill."
engendered
by
Manager Paul O. Klingler, Rialto, Lewistown, Pa., in promoting
a series of Sunday afternoon concerts at the theatre under the
direction of his able organist, Clara Gregory.
The talent is purely local, contributed free of charge, as are
admissions to the theatre and the services of all concerned.
The programs are pitched to please all classes of music lovers
and the result is capacity attendance. Best of all, Klingler
states, is the wide favorable publicity which is building an
unestimable amount of actual box office good will.
Of course, Lewistown is not a Sunday town and that's the
real "snapper" in the idea. The many residents finding real
pleasure in attending the theatre on this day cannot help but
be impressed with the community benefits of regular Sunday
shows, and in due course of time Klingler will no doubt be able
to win sufficient approval to bring that about.
That, ladies and gentlemen, is good will, paying 100 cents
on every dollar.
V V V
Some issues back, we ran an "Honor Roll" which included a
few of the circuits giving their managers a regular day off
each week, the intention being to add other names as they
were received.
Sid Larschan now informs us that the J. H. & S. Circuit,
operating the Park, Ritz and Berkshire Theatres, Brooklyn,
N. Y., is also entitled to this honor.
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From the beginning, the thought behind
the Quigley Award project was to make it
universal, to strengthen exploitation appeal in every land, and to build up the
prestige of able showmen everywhere.
That this thought finds ready response from
showmen abroad is proven already.
For the second week of the Award drive
finds, as we expected, comment cabled
and mailed from the heads of various
foreign theatre and distribution departments of the major companies. These illuminating and encouraging statements indicate there is to be strong competition
from the members and other managers
across the water.
In fact^ it should be of interest to theatremen on this side to know that Kinematograph Weekly, the well known English picture trade paper, is sponsoring a
similar plan, as described briefly in J. C.
Graham's cable, set down in the next
column. Plans for similar projects In other
foreign countries are on the fire, we understand, and the Managers' Round Table
Club, of course, will cooperate wherever
possible to help put over these projects
in conjunction with the Quigley Awards.
CAMPAIGNS
NOW
BEING FORWARDED
Enthusiasm continues high among Round
Tablers In the United States, and in our
next issue further statements from members and other industry representatives
will be quoted. In addition to their encouragement, showmen state that campaigns now being planned and already
put over will be forwarded shortly and it
Is hoped that we can detail some of these
In the Club columns before they are
turned over to the judges. They should
prove very interesting reading.
Incidentally, for the information of those
still unfamiliar with the details of the
Quigley Awards project, complete information on this has been carried In the
Round Table Club columns In the last four
Issues of Motion Picture Herald. As stated,
these awards are planned to stimulate the
exploitation efforts of managers everywhere In the world; to bring their work
long deserved recognition.
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Schaefer,
To Judge
For

/. C. BAVETTA
Managing Director, Fox Films
Paris, France
1 congratulate the Quigley Puhlications for the splendid practical idea
in the thought of making awards for
improved exploitation.
This business lives on ttvo elements
— the making of a good picture and
the sale of it to the public through
proper publicity methods. All too frequently has a good picture been sacrificed by either lack of effort or ideas.
The Quigley Awards should go far
towards bringing out these qualities
and thus serve a common good.
H. J. GILL
District Manager, Fox Films
Central Europe — Vienna
The Quigley Awards may be of
particular interest to the managers
and exhibitors in the foreign fields in
that it will awaken this same sense of
responsibility towards the industry
which individuals in the domestic
field have been trained to appreciate
in the past and will appreciate more
so because of the newly initiated system of Quigley Awards.
J. C. GRAHAM
Managing Director, Paramount Films
London, England
Kinematograph Weekly here has
been sponsoring similar plan known
as Guild of Showmanship, awarding
thirty certificates yearly, also silver
trophy as Grand Award for best theatre exploitation campaigns in Great
Britain. British Paramount Theatres
ivelcome inauguration of proposed
Quigley international awards and will
gladly participate in such contests.
ARTHUR W. KELLY
Vice-President and General Manager
United Artists Foreign Department
Consider Quigley Awards public
spur in developing original merchandising campaigns that will promote
box-office prosperity throughout the
xvorld. Plan is striking testimonial to
enterprise and service rendered to industry byMotion Picture Herald.

Einfeld,

Mayer

January

Entries

First Month

Quigley Grand
Now on Display

Plaque;
Award
in Club

In the selection of the judging committee, It was hoped that foreign picture
leaders might be included, but owing to
the obvious difficulties the idea was regretfully abandoned. However, much favorable comment has been received on the
selection of the judges, a list of whom was
carried In our last Issue, and foreign managers may be assured that their campaigns
will be given equal consideration with
those from the United States.
The following three industry leaders
have consented to act as the committee
to select the campaign that, in their opinion, will merit the January Quigley Award:
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER
Vice-President and General Manager
Paramount Pictures
S. CHARLES EINFELD
Advertising and Publicity Director
Warner Bros. Pictures
ARTHUR L MAYER
Managing Director
RIalto Theatre, New York
They represent, respectively, the distribution, advertising and exhibition
branches of the business, and It is expected
that they will convene the first week in
February. Committees for the following
periods will be announced in the Round
Table pages early In each month.
QUIGLEY GRAND
AWARD
ON DISPLAY
Completed in the workshops of DIeges
& Clust, internationally known silversmiths
and trophy designers, the Grand Award
has been hung in the quarters of the Managers' Round Table Club, and will be on
exhibition there until further notice.
A description of the plaque (photo on
following page) may be of interest.
It is II inches wide by 14 inches deep,
mounted on heavy grain mahogany, size
12 inches wide by 15 Inches deep, all over,
with all lettering and details of design
finished in strong relief. The monthly
Awards are to be replicas of the Grand
Award, though smaller in size, and it is
expected that a picture of the January
plaque will appear in an early Issue.
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Motion Picture Herald Martin Quigley Grand
Award To Be Presented for the Outstanding Theatre Campaign Selected by the Judges
AS Possessing the Highest Merit of All Those
Submitted to the Managers' Round Table
Club
During
the
Entire
Year
of 1934
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Bunny

Bryan

Sends

Along Some News
The following welcome comment
from the field is reported by Round
Tabler Bunny Bryan, formerly skipper of the Belmont Theatre, Chicago,
and now publicity director for the
well-known Guy Lombardo and band.
Have been covering a lot of territory
since leaving the Belmont in Chicago to go
out ahead of Guy Lombardo and his Royal
Canadians.
Mike has asked me to shoot in observations obtained en route and here goes.
The one thing that seems to stand out is
the necessity for personal contacts with the
newspapers and the fact that there is usually
only one man on the theatre staff having
these contacts.
The exceptions I shall
MEET

FRANK

LARSON

Here's a shot of that smart showman,
Frank Larson, Paramount Theatre, Idaho
Falls, Idaho, one of the prize winners in
our World's Fair contest, alongside of some
snappy lobby stuff on "Moonlight and
Pretzels," one of the pictures plugged to
start Frank's "New Show Season."

HERALD

I kVVS\
IS IT ^ ^

GET THAT
OUT THERE
AN'
OFT
SNOW AWAY
FROM THE FRONT SO
PEOPLE CAVKdET in/

enumerate.
The laggards
— let's forget
In Cleveland
Knox Strachan
and them.
Lew
Wasserman can ramble into any of the
newspapers and be received on a friendly
man to man basis. The fine cooperation
extended them undoubtedly accounted for
the unusual publicity Guy received, publicity which gave us a record breaking
week. Bill Watson, the house manager is
equally well and favorably known to the
scribes. Just about a perfect setup, I'd say.
In Baltimore, Izzy Rappaport, the owner
of the Hippodrome and Ted Routson, who
was manager when we were there — Ted has
since been made the house publicity man
— have marvelous contacts.
They are really friends with the newspaper people. Again fine publicity breaks
and a long-standing house record broken
to Bill
be in
turn at
broken
by "Little
Women."
Ewing
the Earle
in Washington
smooths the way for any advance man and
Gene Fox and Jack Saef at the Metropolitan together
publicity
chiefwith
in Jack
BostonGoldstein,
are just RKO's
about
perfect to work with.
Our jump to the Ambassador, St. Louis
found Cullen Espy, George Tyson and M.
L. Plessner with great newspaper contacts.
These are but a few of the many live
wires we have come in contact with and
worked with on this tour. These men are
doing a real job because they are friends
with the press. They drop in and say
"Howdy" at the newspapers even when
they haven't something to plant.
Incidentally, you might be interested in
knowing that the Managers Round Table
is on file In every one of the theatres nnentioned. Ideas are the backbone of this industry and ideas are certainly to be found
in the Round Table pages.
Let me close with the season's greetings
to everyone and more dope from the coast
when we arrive there.
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Here Is A Corking
Calendar
Program
Some real showmanship is embodied in the
cardboard monthly calendar program gotten
out by W. F. Smith, Colonial, Clarion, Iowa,
and one of the best of its kind we have
seen in some time. The face is divided in
regulation calendar form, with the attraction
titles and copy neatly laid out and set up
according to their dates. Two boxes at the
top, on either side of the theatre cut, catch
the eye, the first with a bit of Christmas
verse and the other with a plug on the big
pictures of the following month.
On the reverse side is a five-column
"Screenland Gossip" page, with lots of
snappy studio news and interesting picture
dope. Space at top is left for names on
mailing list, and the entire thing is so well
done that it must bring in extra business.
Smith must be close to a good printer to
get as professional a job, and no doubt he
will be glad to send along copies of the program to interested members. You boys will
enjoy looking it over.
Lund Puts on "Tom Thunnb"
Wedding with Dressier Film
A "happiness" drive was the basis of
Round Tabler J. C. Lund's campaign to put
over "Christopher Bean" at the Kenosha,
Kenosha, Wis., one of the effective gags
used being a classified tie-up with a local
paper, in which passes were given to those
sending in an ad from the want page with
an explanation in not more than 100 words
on why that particular ad caused the greatest happiness. Not the least, of course, was

Lund's Tom Thumb Wedding
a number of large display ads on the contest contributed by the newspaper with cuts
of Marie and copy plugging the picture.
As a special Thanksgiving presentation,
Lund put over a Tom Thumb wedding, in
which 75 talented local youngsters particiEspeciallyindesigned
miniature
turepated.
was used
the stage
settingfurni(see
photo) and all the children were dressed in
costumes appropriate to the occasion. In
addition to the ceremony, many of the cast
put on special numbers under the supervision
of a local dancing school which supplied
most of the talent.
PA€rfiU
and
ttie
good-will
your
local merchants byofusing
^liicditi^
CldjUduWrite for free catalog
Mid details.
QUAUTY
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Sonny Gets Roxy
To Handle Benefit
aboutof for
a suitableat "name"
actCasting
as master
ceremonies
a charityto
benefit, Sonny Shepherd, that ever-stirring
Wometco showman of the Mayfair, Miami,
Fla., persuaded Roxy, then resting in the
resort city, to take over the job. That's
what we call salesmanship.
Together with Manager Jack Fink, of
the Capitol, where the benefit was held, and
Nelson Tower, head man at the Tower,

S. L. {Roxy) Kothafel and "Sonny"
these two Round Tablers handling the publicity and ticket sales, Sonny put on a successful show that turned 'em away. A few
days later, Roxy also took a hand in putting
over a Miami Christmas Fund show at the
Olympia.
Incidentally, Sonny reports that the boys
were sceptical of his ability to obtain the
services of the nationally-known showman,
and further backed up their opinions with
the wager of a dinner, which Shepherd
of course enjoyed immensely. Having
watched Sonny in action last winter, we
would think twice before "laying it on the
line", for he sure proved himself the fastest
kind of a promoter in rounding up a flock
of stuff for the Mayfair opening.
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CLU

B

The above gag is a good illustration of
the benefits of unusual bally, for Visger,
operating in a "dry" town, was smart
enough to realise that his boat would do
the trick, as he reports that "most of my
patrons have a high regard for anything
Incidentally, this is the first contribution
marine".
from
Donald, who is another of those hasty
stepping showmen from the Mercy Circuit
out there iin the Yakima Vane>.
Work For A Qiiigley Award!
McManus Speaks Before
200 Professional Women
In line with what other showmen are doing to obtain extra publicity on "The Prizefighter and the Lady," Manager John McManus, Loew's Midland, Kansas City, Mo.,
put on a special showing for one of the
leading newspaper sporting page columnists.
So impressed was the sport writer that he
gave the picture and the stage battle between Baer and Camera a sweet plug in
his widely read column, and John of course
tied right in with it by blowing up the
blurb and planting it in his lobby.
McManus hooked in his holiday celebration to "Going Hollywood," which was
playing at that time, by constructing in his
lobby a specially built animated Christmas
display, with an electric train bringing the
picture from Hollywood to Kansas City.
He concentrated most of his selling of this
attraction on the many musical numbers,
obtaining big displays in music stores and
by having the hits played by every prominent local orchestra.
Having quite a reputation as a speaker
on various phases of motion pictures, John
is much in demand and recently gave a talk
before 200 business and professional women
regarding the difficulties of winning motion
picture stardom. Of course, he used MGM
names as examples, another reason why
these stars are so well sold when they play
the Midland.
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Patrons Guess Weight
Of Giant Pretzel
Frank Boucher tops all the manager
pretzel-distributors with his tiein contest
on "Moonlight and Pretzels," Maryland
Theatre, Hagerstown (Md. ), in which prizes
were given to those who came nearest guessing the weight of a giant pretzel Frank promoted alocal bakery into making. Needless
to say the baker received a credit line.
The grandfather twist was displayed in
a prominent window with announcement of

Boucher's Guessing Gag
the prizes, which ran from the first award of
a monthly pass to ten pairs of free ducats
for other best guessers. Boucher sends us
a picture of the master dough creation
which, unfortunately, was over-developed
and therefore could not be reproduced. However, the accompanying photo shows one of
a series of other windows which were used
to sell the contest.
In addition, Frank had a girl in white
shorts on the streets who distributed thousands of the pretzels in imprinted envelopes
on the opening day of the local fair. The
newspapers came across with good stories
on the guessing gag, besides other good
publicity breaks on the picture.

"Work For A Quigley Award!
Visger Pulls Boat Street
Stunt in "Dry" Town
The profit-taking possibilities of marine
street stunts on "water" pictures in inland
locations have already been exploited by
many members, and the latest to endorse
this form of bally is Manager Donald Visger. Liberty, Kennewick, Wash., who used
it on "Her First Mate".
Kennewick is miles away from the nearest
body of boating water, and one of the city's
merchants has an attractive speed boat
which he transports to and from the lakes
via trailer. Don promoted the boat and the
trailer, constructed a small cabin of tagboard amidships, bannered the outfit with
"gag" copy from the picture, and sold the
attraction for a flock of laughs.
Boating flags made from regulation one
sheets were hung from the bow and stern
flag stalTs, the gunwales were plastered with
paydate strips, and a steamboat whistle was
planted atop the cabin, manned by a local
lad with a pair of husky lungs that stopped
plenty of traffic.
The outfit was towed around town and
in the neighboring area and parked in front
of the theatre at other times, where it
attracted the curious in sufficient numbers
to return a nice increase over the theatre's
usual business, so Visger reports.

WASHINGTON CHRISTMAS PARTY. Given by John J. Payette,
Washington zone chief, who played Santa Glaus to the office bunch
agers In the local Warner Club headquarters. That's John J., center,
front, and we also notice quite a few Round Tablers enjoying
Merry Christmas, folks, eh, what!

Warner Bros.'
and local manthird row from
the festivities.
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BALLYHOO

Members

Metropolitan, Washington, D. C.
I've read with no mean degree of interest
the many recent comments by various managers on ballyhoo, and after studying both
sides, one rather one-sided by Mr. Charles
Bassin and his supporters, many of whom
are personal friends of mine ; the other emphatically' presented
Mr. more
Sid Holland,
who has inclined
his by
thought
parallel
to mine with his suggestion "not to kill
ballyhoo,"
I might
add discussion
that neithercould
the pros
nor the cons
in this
kill
either medium of advertising generally if
they wanted to exist in this business.
I would agree generally with an exponent
of exploitation who would classify it as a
most important part of merchandising any
product, whether in this business or not, but
that it isn't always the most important. It
seems the discussion and some of the opinions held and expressed are comparable to
the age old argument of which branch of
motion pictures is the most important.
Analyze Public Taste
We are in a business, the success of
which is based largely upon our riding the
crest of the wave of popular fancy. Those
who guess or otherwise determine by sales
analysis the right trend of public fancy and
present to the public the thing desired at the
proper time are the most successful.
We are practically in a new business
every time we change a program and our
sales methods have to be adjusted accordingly. Fundamentally, the work is the same,
the appeal must be varied.
In my experience there have been times
when I felt that we were inclined to unsell
a patron already sold. I mean we occasionally frighten some of our patrons away by
cheapening the product with ballyhoo or
some other medium irrelevant to the selling
of the product. Likewise, symbolize the
article as a class one and thereby limit our
appeal to the most often lucrative mass
market.
A complete sales analysis of every picture
by the manager or advertising man will
often eliminate most of these mistakes, generally raise results financially and in good
will. As showmen, we can't employ only
standard mediums to sell every picture, but
we should exhaust every vendable point in
sales effort.
Conclusively, I neither support exploitation 100 per cent, nor do I desert it, for I
feel it is simply one of our most important
mediums and, if overdone, will cease to attract and more than likely will repel.

Campaigns;

Walter

January

STILL

Further Affirm and Deny Soundness

Joe Salmon

Walter Morris

HERALD

BATTLE

In Present -Day

Looks a bit like the argument grows
warmer as the boys still tangle over the
merits and demerits of Old Man Bally. Two
other Round Tablers have their say, one on
either side of the fence, and the author of
the original article again returns to the wars.
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of Bally

Morris Is for It,

Isn't, and Bassin Replies to Sid Holland

Joseph Salmon
Riverside, New York City
A decade of high pressure, untruthful and
exaggerated film presentations are — finis.
In the past, theatre managers were compelled to take the word of those who produced poor products and not the opinion of
the public who paid to see the pictures.
I heartily agree with the article by Mr.
Charles Bassin, that ballyhoo is behind us.
To sell the pictures —
1. Pictures of merit are essential.
2. Pleasant surroundings.
3. The good will of the patrons.
4. The greatest esset of any business and
A theatre manager should strive to
please his customers and an attractive and
inviting lobby so often will attract patronage. Good pictures speak for themselves.
A mediocre product will always require an
artificial and undignified publicity, which
theatregoers do not fall for today. Thanks
to the radio, the daily papers and motion
picture magazines, many movie patrons
know as much about the merits of pictures
as managers of theatres. So ballyhoo is
wasted on this type. The former methods
of promoting poor products are only expensive and are a waste of energy and though
often sold the picture, it lost a customer.
Producers should once or twice a year
have a convention of the managers of deluxe
houses of the United States who cater to
the public's
taste,
couldwould
taboonottheappeal
pictures which in
theirwhominds
to their clientele. These suggestions might
strike out the number of pictures not worthy
of screen showing. It automatically would
prove the boon not only of the producers
and theatre managers but the public as well.
I again want to express the. fact that in
my mind Mr. Charles Bassin is fully correct
in the statement he made against ballyhoo.

As part of his advance on "Little
Wonnen," Manager Larry Lehman,
RKO Mainstreet, Kansas City, Mo.,
used the above lobby blowup of the
Motion Picture Daily's Preview.

Charles Bassin
Oriental, Mattapan, Mass.
The hypnotic music of Elkhart's (the native city of band instruments) sour saxophones and tantalizing trumpets has apparentlyandparalyzed
Sid Indiana
Holland's
better judgment
the Old
Reprobate,
who
is not only my esteemed friend, but a damnably clever showman as well, unfortunately
finds himself lethargically helpless to recognize the new order of things.
Ballyhoo in its accepted sense is dead, and
dead it will remain until the present generations of our picture wise public likewise become inanimate and are replaced with an
unsophisticated posterity. We are moving
in a new cycle, and just as sure as we are
certain of the passing of the horse and
buggy in favor of automotive vehicles, we
can be positive that the heyday of ballyhoo
has long since passed.
Cease wondering, Sid, Sharlie vas dere
and has picked up not a few, but many of
the "mushroom" pamphlets and has thoroughly digested the contents thereof. If our
patrons do not take these publications seriously, how then has their circulation been
built up to five and one-half million copies?
Public Prefers To Buy
The hit-and-run days are over and we
must settle down to constructive methods.
Reiteration of the fact that a wary public
dislikes being sold and would prefer to buy
is necessary. The modern psychology is to
make the public buy what you are selling,
not to sell them what you want them to buy.
Truthfully, Sid, how many unwarranted
ballyhoo campaigns have you successfully
sold to your patrons? And on the other
hand, how many surprising grosses have
been brought to the box office by pictures
which you thought did not merit ballyhoo?
■ Who says the 24 sheet, the window card,
the radio, the mails, the newspapers, and
trailers must go ? Nothing of the kind.
They are our media of saturation, our tools
of coverage, but they must be used properly.
Sid reminds me of an accountant who,
given a group of figures to play with, can
firing forth any desired result much to the
satisfaction of the board of directors. In
this case, Sid has used words for figures
and as a result has brought forth a contradiction. Let mehis explain.
"He
must saturate
potential When
tradingI said,
area with
a forceful campaign engendering legitimate
sales fire," I meant that the showman must
tell the greatest number of people what is
playing, when it is playing, and where it is
playing. This can be done forcefully and
successfully without extolling the supposed
virtues of pictures that will knowingly be
a disappointment to your audience. And
again I say, just tell enough people what is
playing and, if the picture warrants their
attendance,
"they Ballyhoo
will tear molds
the doors
while Old Man
in hisdown"
well
deserved grave.
I vas dere, Sid, but vare vas you?
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Drive by Hendricks

OnThe "World
planting ofChanges"
the ten minute press book
broadcast over a leading station, and the
ten episode fictionised story of the picture
in one of his dailies were just a few of the
many good things put over by Manager Bill
Hendricks, Warner, Memphis, Tenn., on
"The World Changes."
xA. number of other tieups rate mention.
Very effective was one with the local "correct time" bureau, wherein the title of the
picture was mentioned on every call. To
interest art students, a contest was put on
with an important school for drawings best
depicting the picture's title.
Western Union was promoted to demonstrate ateletype machine in the lobby, and
with it, Indian smoke signals were also
displayed to explain the evolution of communication. Anight club not only put on
a revue named after the title, but advertised it and the picture widely, and yet
another tiein was made with a coffee firm
that served the beverage free at the theatre
in addition to advertising their brand with
the line, "The World Changes but Blank's
Coffee remains the same."
Window displays of various sorts were
obtained, these comparing the old and new
in various ways, such as the changes in
illumination from the time of old fashioned
lamps,ilar ideas.
styles in millinery, clothing, and simA street parade on the day before opening
climaxed the campaign, featured by entries
of old and new cars by local dealers, a stage

WIN
$15.00
5.00
3.O0
2.00
♦♦

A PRIZE
Cash— First I»rize
Cash -Second Prize
Cash— Third Prize
Cash— Fourth Prize

4

coach and modern bus by a local transportation line, old and new fire engines, radio
and oil dealers, dairy and bakery trucks,
all of which were heavily bannered.
Then a Hollywood opening on the night
of the preview, with all the atmosphere,
lights, broadcasts, local notables, to put
over this well executed drive to the big
results it deserved and earned. Bill is the
new head man at the Warner and obviously
is doing a great job
Work For A Qiiiglcy Award!
"Riverhead"

Bill

Stops to Breathe
That Riverhead, L. I., speed merchant,
Bill Levey, who keeps the wheels moving
at the Riverhead Theatre there, reports a
flock of gags and ideas he has been putting
over lately for the benefit of his town, and of
course, for his box office.
Bill's newest promotion was to get his
local paper to run a two-column ten-inch
Movie Guide once a week with all the theatres of the Prudential Circuit (for whom
Bill labors), the attractions at each house
and the dates. So if the folks miss a certain
picture in Riverhead, they can find it by referring to the box in the local paper. The
idea, of course, is carried in all house
programs in addition.
Editorial thanks in his local and nearby
papers were received recently by this member and the circuit heads for their work
in helping to put over a 250th birthday of
the county. Bill arranged for 17 houses in
the county to carry trailers on the big day,
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and also ran program ads tor a uiontn in
advance thus building up plenty of box
office good will in the many populous communities of that county.
Good returns were obtained from a throwaway "Entertainment Guarantee Bond" on
"Only Yesterday" in which the copy stated
that admission money would be refunded to
those who did not agree with the management that the attraction gave complete entertainment satisfaction.
Unemployment relief shows, special high
school shows, future star contests are some
of the other activities reported by Levey,
and although we do not hear from him
often, we sure hear from him all at once.
Work For A Oiiialey Award!
The spread
of the on
cartoon
short has
now
King"
"Little
Tieups
Many
added Otto Soglow's "Little King" to the
list of animated flickers, and managers booking these Radio single reels will no doubt
be interested in knowing that the stores are
capitalizing on this new popularity with
many items.
These consist of, among others, drinking
glasses and accessories in many styles,
humor books, women's compacts and greeting cards. In New York, Eddie Sniderman,
of Proctor's 58th Street Theatre, tied in
with
Bloomingdale's
department
store the
for nearby
a glassware
window tieup
on the
Soglow cartoon, and other like tieups are
available to other interested showmen in the
"Little King" press book or through Rutgers Neilson at the RKO home office.
Get Score Sheets From
The Lexington Herald Today
Every Score Sheet to EJe Judged on Merit Alone!
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A BRIDGE CO-OP FLASH. Anna Bell Ward, talenfed Round Tabler, rates a couple of extra bows for the above ace
"double truck" put over with one of her papers on a Culbertson short, at the Kentucky,
lot of
work, as 52 merchants, one for every card in the deck, had to be sold on the idea, butLexington,
it certainlyKy.wasIt took
wortha while.
The cut above explains all the details of this unique contest, and we recommend the Idea heartily for use elsewhere.
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Bloomberg Puts Over
Fourth Toy Matinee
The fourth annual toy matinee put on by
Manager Phil Bloomberg, Paramount,
Salem, Mass., resulted in an audience of
over 3,000 youngsters, who contributed
4,000 toys, books and games (see photo)
for distribution to the needy children for
their Christmas.
The story of the growth of the idea is a
sterling example of what showmen are doing
to make the holidays mean something to
otherwise underprivileged children. Phil is
a Rotarian, and in conjunction with that

Laurence Successful
With Amateur Shows
That showmen in the smaller communities, limited in their activities by small ad
budgets, are able to put over creditable box
ofiice campaigns has been amply proven,
and from Manager H. L. Laurence, Capitol, Paris, Tenn., comes further affirmation
of the above. Having no daily newspaper,
"H. L." nevertheless keeps his potential
drawing area well covered with a flock of
attractive heralds, novelty ads and snappy
weekly programs sent through the mails and
distributed house to house. The programs
are numbered, with passes given for those
that correspond with numbers posted in the
box office window.
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Orlove's Angles Cover
All Patron Classes
Things are evidently moving briskly at
the Uptown, Milwaukee, Wis., where Round
Tabler Louis Orlove is putting on a lot
of snappy stuff to keep his theatre pot
aboilin'. Louis goes after the adults as
strongly as he goes after the children, as
illustrated with a "Do you remember" newspaper letter contest in which passes were
given to those writing prize stories on the
history of the site of the theatre.
Orlove's recent cooking school demonstration on his stage attracted women in

Prominent among this showman's ideas
is his cooperation with the drama departments of the local schools, in which presentations are put on at the theatre as part of
the regular shows. The mimeographed
four-page programs for these children plays
are especially well done. Laurence also
works with his various fraternal organizations and reports successful showings of
amateur minstrel shows and musical comedy revues.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Moore
Bloomberg's Collection for Poor
organization, started the project in 1930.
All letters addressed to Santa Claus at the
post office were forwarded to Phil and
checked by the local welfare board. If warlaited, requisitions for the toys were then
is ued to each case.
The matinee was announced, through the
iuperintendent of schools, in every classroom of every local school, and platoons of
Sea Scouts cooperated by acting as doormen, collecting the toys and filling the trucks
which took the gifts to welfare headquarters for distribution.
The newspapers came through with a lot
of two and three column stories and cuts,
including editorial praise for the theatre and
also Bloomberg. All of which helps to build
up those valuable contacts that every showman finds very helpful when needed.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Largest Pretzel For
"Moonlight" Campaign
Naturally we take Joe Weil's word for it,
so when the Universal exploitation chief
advises us that the world's largest pretzel
was made up especially for the Buffalo
"Moonlight and Pretzel's" campaign, we
pass the information along to the membership. The giant pretzel idea was sold to a
baking company through the efforts of Manager John Carr, and Ad Chief Charles Taylor of Shea's Hippodrome Theatre, and
when completed was displayed in the lobby
with a card describing size and weight, and
also telling how many men it would feed
and how much beer would be needed to
match its size.
Through a tieup on Leo Carrillo, who appears in the picture, 250 grocers displayed
attractive windows plugging the date, and
every music store of course cooperated on
the song hits. All stores in a local shoe
chain also came in on the campaign and
of course much was made of the pretzel
giveaway as described in the press book.
Aiding the local showing was Albert S.
Nathan of the Universal exploitation staff.

Ties In High School

Orlove's Biblical Pageant

ToTwo
"College
Coach"
ideas featured
Manager B. F.
Moore's campaign on "College Coach" at
the LaRoy, Portsmouth, Ohio ; one a classified tieup and the other a special high school
night on the eve of an important local football game.
The want ad tieup, though similar to
many others, was distinguished by the size
of the free space contributed by the daily,
in which the picture and theatre received
sizeable billing, in exchange for which
Moore gave 20 passes to those whose names
were planted in the classified columns.
To the school event were invited the opposition teams, their coaches and the high
school band, which headed the groups of
football players in a street parade to the
theatre, in front of which a concert was put
on. Miniature metal footballs were distributed and, as part of the program, the coaches
gave pep talks which were followed by
school cheers and songs.
ROUND TABLE
A. E. Ableson
Ralph Allan
M. Augenblick
P. L. Baffes
Harry Berkmier
Henry W. Beuttel
L W. Bevel
B. N. Bisbee
H. F. Borrenson
J. D. Braunagel
D. M. Brotman
Max Chimes
W. G. Collins
M. E. Cowan
G. F. Crisman
C. W. Davis
Dave Davidson
C. L. Davis
Charles Dearth
Martha Deutsch
F. E. Drachmae
Elmer Field
C. L Flater
J. A. Greer

large numbers, the idea being very profitable to the theatre, as a local utilities company undertook all the expenses of the demcooking.
onstration to stress the use of electricity in
The youngsters, too, are fully taken care
of by this far-seeing showman who, by
newspaper coloring contests, free candy and
children's surprise parties, has worked up
a more than satisfactory patronage among
the kids not only of the neighborhood but
also from other sections of the city.
Orlove keeps in close touch with his
neighborhood organizations and encourages
them to put on dramatic and musical presentations atthe theatre. To circumvent the
pre-Christmas slump, three such affairs
were put on successfully. The first was a
male chorus of prominent professional men,
the second a biblical pageant by the Sunday
School pupils of the local Reformed Jewish
Temple
amateur (see
revuephoto),
with aandcasttheofthird
150. an NRA

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
M. F. Hanna
Lew Harris
1. M. Hirshblond
Ted Hodes
R. E. Holmes
F. H. Jones, Jr.
H. E. Jones
Arthur
Joseph Joy
Josack, Jr.
M. T. Kempenick
A. K. Lavender
Ralph
Larned
Bud Lawler
F. X. Lykes
Linn
Jack
K. E. McMahon
C. R. Marsh
Alexander Maus
Miller Meriwether
W. L Miller
J. E. Milstein
J. R. Minhinnick
F. E. Moree
L. E. New

H. E. Newberry
C. J. Olbrich
Dominic Reds
J. J. Revels
W. L. Reynolds
H. M. Rouda
F. J. Sarr
E. J. Saul
E. C. Schmadeka
B. F. Scott
IsserL. Singerman
T.
Smalley
C. R. Stoflet
W. L. Stratton
E. O.A. Stutenrofh
W.
Van Camp
Anna Belel Ward
Lawrence Waters
Laura Wernick
William Weiss
J. C. White, Jr.
G. R. Wilson
Gene Yarnell
T. S. Yeoh
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CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to

•)

which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Running Time
ALLIED PICTURES
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Mandalay
Kay Francis- RIcardo Cortez Feb. I0.'34
Features
Time Reviewed
Massacre
R. Bartheimess-Ann
Dvorak Jan. 20, '34
Tltl<
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutet
Modern
Hero. A
Richard
Barthelmess
One Year Later
Mary Brian-Russell Hopt*n Aug. 25
69 Aug. 12 Very
Registered
Nurse
Bebe
Danieis-Lyle
Talbot
Guy, A
Joe E. Brown
Picture Brides
Dorothy Mackalll-Regli Toomey . . Nev. 1
68 Oct. 14 WonderHonorable
Bar
Al CortezJoison-Dick
Coming Feature Attractions
Dolores Powell-Rlcardo
Delnci
Rio- Kay
Fra
s
Bungalow Court
Davy
Jonei'
Loeker
Midnight Alarm
FOX
FILMS
Open for Inspeetloo
Running Time
Silk Trimmed
Features
Slightly Uted
Date Minutes
78.... Reviewed
Nov. 18
Title
Star
Rel. 29
3
90 Oet
July 2214
As Husbands Go
Warner Baxter-Helen Vinson. ... Dec. 15
CHESTERFIELD
71....
Berkeley Sauare
Leslie Hoviard- Heather Angel .... Nov. 21
71. ...Aug. 5
Charlie Chan's Greatest Case.. Warner Oiand- Heather Angel .. .Sent.
Features
Running Time
Devil's Bull
In Love, The
Victor Rogers
Jory-Loretta
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
...77.... Oet 14
Doctor
Will
- Louise Young
Dresser - July
Marian
Nixon-Ralnh
Morgan
.
.Sept.
Title
Star
..
...90 May 20
Dee, II2 F. P. I
Conrad Veidt-Jiil Esmond-LesBy
AppointmentDance
Only
Lew
Cody-Aileen Pringle
July 7..
..67.. ..Nov.
..70..
Dance,
Alan
Koapp Sept.
I..
lie
Fenton
July
.Sept.
16
.
..96.... Apr. 29
I Have Girl,
Lived
Aian Dinehart-Evalyn
Dinehart-Anita Page
June 15..
Good
Companions,
The
Jessie
Matthews
•
Edmund
..69..1
Gwenn
Sent. 30.. ...78
In the Money
"Skeets"son - Warren
GallagherHymer
• Loii Wil- Nov. 7..
. . .85Dec. 9
..62 .
Hoopla
Clara
Bow-Preston
Foster
Nov.
Man of Sentiment A
Marian
Marsh - Owen Moore- Sent. 15
I Am Suzannel
Lilian Harvey-Gene Raymond.. Jan. 5.
Wra. Bakewell
74
I Was a Spy
Herbert Marshall - Madeleine
..75.... Sept 23
7.. ....60
Murder
en
the
Campn
Charles
Starrett-Shlrley
Grey....
Dec.
27
73
24..
CarrollDunn-Claire
- Conrad Veldt
.
.
Nov.
15..
...68. 'i^-n-e, 2315
Notorious But Nice
Marian Marsh-Betty Cempion. .. .Aug. 5
72
Jimmy and Sally
James
Trevor Dec.
Nov. 25..
Rainbow Over Breadway ....Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dee. 1
70
Last InTrail,
The
George
O'Brlen-ClaIre
Trevor.. .July
Aug.
.
..65.
Life
the
Raw
George
O'Brien-Claire
Trevor.
Oct
Coming Feature Attractions
..75. jQly
Mad
Tha
• Claire Trevor - Oct. 27..34 ....62.
■-■SI. 2815
Cross Streets
John Mack Brown • Claire
Man Game,
Who Dared,
The Spencer
Ralph Tracy
Morcao
10..
14..
Windsor-Anita
- KenPreston Foster-Zita Johann July 22..
nethLouiseThomson
Mr. Sklteh
Will Rogers-Zasu Pitts
Dee. 12,
.. ..70.
..79.
My Lips Betray
Lilian Harvey-John Boles Nov. 2*..
..68...
COLUMBIA
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayres
Sept. 1.. ...74....
Olson's
Big
Moment
El
Brendel
Nov.
17..
.72
Features
Orient
Express
HeatherGaynor-Wamer
Angel-Norman Baxter.
Foitar. ... .Sept.
. Jan. e..34 .. ...76....S0Pt
Runnlni Tins
2
Title
Star
Paddy, the
Next Best Thing. .. Janet
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
4.. . ..90.... July 22
IS..
Pilgrimage
Henrietta
Crssman
•
Marian
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armstrsng-D. Oct 20.
.63
8..
Nixon
•
Norman
Foster
Aug.
...78.
...Aug.
26
Before Midnight
June Coltyer-Ralph Bellamy Nov. 18.
. ..68.... Salt. 2
Power and Madness
the Glory. The Spencer
Spencer Tracy-Colleen
Moora Aug.
Oct.
.87
Shanghai
Tracy-Fay Wray
Brief Moment
Carole
. ..69.... Oet
Dee. 14t
..69....0(t.
DonaldLombard-Gene
Co«kRaymend- Sept.
Smoky
Victor
Jory-lrone
Bentley
Doe.
13.. ...70....
Walls af Geld
Sally Ellers-Norman Foster Oet 20..
East of Fifth Ava
Wallace
Ford-Walter
Ctnntily.
..78....
Oet.
14
..76....
Dee.
Dorothy Tree
Oet. 20
Worst Woman In Paris? Benita Hume-Adolpha Menjau. . . .Oct.
.65
Fighting Code, The
Buck Jones-Diane Sinclair Dee. 30.
Coming Feature Attractions
Fai
Mary
Brian
Donald
Csek
•
Reginald Denny
Ntv. 2220.
Wiliiams-Heien Twelve3D Ail Men Are Enemies Hughtrees
(Sea
"InJungle
the CuttlRi Roam,"
Nov.Cook-Peggy
18.)
Fury
sf
the
Donald
Shannon
OeL
Bottoms
Up
Pat
Peterson
- Spencer Tracy •
John
Boles
Hold the Prau
Tim MeCey-Shlrley Gray Oet 10.
.8*
King of the Wild Hanas Wm. Janney-Darathy Appleby. . .Nav. 25.
Carolina
Janet
Gaynor-Llonel
BarrymoraLady for • Day
Warren Wllllam-Quy KIbbaeRobert
Young-Henrietta Cros- Feb. 2.'S4.
man
102.. . ..July IS
May
Robson-Glenda
Farrall.
.
.Sent
IS
.64
Lefs Fall la Lava
Ann Sothern - Edmund Lowa Dec. 26
Coming Harum
Out Party
FrancesRogers-Evelyn
Dee-Gene Raymsnd
Will
Venable
Man's Castle,
A
LorettaHolt-Fay
Young-Spencer
Tracy. ...Nav.
9,'J4.
4
75. Jan.Dec.
^'349 David
Disillusion
Victor
Jory Ames
■ John Boles - Feb. 23.'34.
Master
of Men
Jack
Wray
Oct 28
68.
Rosemary
My Woman
Helen
Twelvetrees
•
Wallace
.73.... Oet 21 Ever Since Eva
Ford - Victor Jary Oet
George
Briaa.. ..Feb, 15, 'S4 68
Fex Follies
(Ail StarO'Brien-Mary
Musical)
Once ts Every Wanaa Fay Wray - Walter Connelly Frontier
Marshal
George
O'Brien-Irene
Bentley.
Raioh
Bellamy
Jan.
IS.'34
70
James Dunn-Claire Trevor .. .Jan.
Feb. 16. '34 95. .Aug. 12
Police Caraf Slag
17
58. ...Nev. 18 Hold That Girl
Shadows
Slat Tim
Bruce MeCoy-Evalyn
Cabot - MaryKnapp
Brian Sept
Dee. 30
3
65
Only
Girl, The
Lilian Vaiee-George
Harvey-CharlesWhite-Allee
Boyor
"Scandals"
Rudy
(See "In tha Cutting Room,"
IB.) Carol
Faye-Jimmy Durante
Straightaway
Tim Nov.
McCoy-Sue
Dee. 22
Wynne Gibson-Preston Fester. .. .Jan. 28,'34.
Thrill Hunter, Tha
Buck Jones-Dorothy Revler Sent. SO... ..58.... Nov. 25 Sleepers East
Wrecker, The
Jack Holt-Genevieve Tafell July 10... ..72.... Aug. 12
"In theDeath
Cutting Room,'*^
Dec.Burns3D.) Kane RIehmend
Three(SeeAgainst
Marlon
Coming Feature Attractions
Fighting Ranger, Tba Buck Jones-Dorathy Revler
It Happened
One Tha
Night Clark
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
.60
Lady
Is Willing,
Leslie Gabie-Claudette
Howard-Binnla Colbert
Barnes
Running Tina
Line-Up.
The
Wiiliara
Gargan-Marian
Nixon
Features
Man
Trailer,
The
Buck
Jones-Cecilia
Parker
.80 Reviewed
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Title
Star
Men of Tomorrow Frankie Darre - Jackie Searl •
Easy Millions
Skeets Gallagher- Dorothy BurGeorge
Breakston
Jan.
3I,'34,
gess-Merna
Kennedy
Ninth IsGuest
Donald
Cook-Genevieve Tebln.
. . . Jan. 25, '34 ,
Marriage en Appreval Donald
Dlllaway-Barbara
Kant- June SO
One
Guilty
Ralph Beiiamy-Shirley
Grey
Phyllis
Barry
Nov. 2217
Party's
Over,
The
War
of
the
Range
Tom
Tyler
Sent
Speed Wings
Tim
Knapp Jan. 20,'34
Twentieth
Century
John McCoy-Evaiyn
Barrymore
Coming
Attractions
Whirloool
Jack Holt
Black Cat Feature
The
Bulldog Edition
East of Sudan
FIRST DIVISION
Green Paradise
Running
Time
Features
Love After Thirty
Aileen
Pringle Theodora Von
Eltz
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
.36. ..Dec.
Title
Star
3018 My Wandering Boy
Dassan
Dee. 22.3.... .58
..Nov.
.56.
Red Man's
Eat
Silent
Army,Country
The
26.... .55.
He, 'Em
KingofAlive
of Virtue Fernandel-Coilette Darfeuil Nov.
Dec. 22....
Sister of the Follies
Throne
Gods
Dec.
Coming Feature Attractions
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Page
58
GAUMONT-BRITISH
Features
Running Tina
FIRST NATIONAL
Star
Title
Rel. Data Minutes Reviewed
Running Tina
Features
Baroud
(Sea
"Love
In
Moraeeo
BritanniaCrossing
of Billingsgate Violet Loralne-Gordon Harker.
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
79i/a..Oet 7
Title
Star
Channel
Constance
Curamlngs - Mathesen
Big Shakedown. The
Bette
DavisCortez
- Chas. Farrell • Jan. 8.'S4. ..64
Lang
RIcardo
tor You
J.LeslieHulbert-CIcely
Courtnoldga. 88. ...Sept. SO
Banks
Bureau of Missing Persons, .. Bette
• Lewis Stana • Sept. 16.. , ..74.... Sept 2 Falling
Fire Raisers, The
GlendaDavisFarrell
Ghost
Train,
The
Jack
Huibert
..Dee. 1
68. ...Feb.
.
.
Dee.
Convention City
Joan Blondell-DIck Powell • A.
Oet
Ghoul,
The
Boris Karioff
85
Oct 2825
It's a Boy
30... ..69.
Menlou
- Mary Astor
Dec.
..60. ...June 17
Edward
Everett Horton - Leslie
Female
Ruth
ChattertoD
Nov. II...
Henson
80
Sept
SO
Tom Wails
Goodbye Again
W. Wllllan • Joan Blaadall Sent. 9...
Just Smith
Havana WIdewa
Joan Blendell-Gltnda FarrellIS... ..62. ...Dae. 2 King of the Rltz
Stanley
Luplna
•
GIna
Mala
88
Love In Morocco
Lyle Talbot
Nov.
I Loved a Wanai
Edward
Roblnsan-Kay
Fran- Sept.
Rex Ingram
Dee. 1
67. Oct I5,'32
under tha title "Baroud")
cis •G.Genevleva
TebiB
23... ..90 Sept 16 Love (Reviewed
on
Wheels
Jack Huibert-Gorden Harker
91
San of a Sallar
Joe E. Brown - Johnny Mack
Lucky
Number,
The
.
Ciitford
Molllson
Joan
WyndBrown
Dae. 23... ..68.. Dee. 9
ham
72'/2..Sept 9
Wild Bays af tba Read All Star
Oet 7... ..73.. Sept.
Man from Toronto. The.
. Jessie
- Ian Hunter Warid Chaagas. The
Paul Muni
Nov. 25... ..93..
Fred Matthews
Kerr
77
.65 Nov. 304 Marry Me
Coming Feature Attractions
.
Renate
Muller-Harry
Green
85
Apr. 22
Night and Day..
.Jack
Hulbert-Wlnlfred
Shatter.
..Dee. 1
77. ...June ID
Bedside
War»M MfMfam
Jan. 27,'34
Orders
Is
Orders.
.Charlotte
Greenwood
Janes
Dark
Hazard
Edward G.Poweil-Bette
Robinson
Feb. I7,'34
3,'34 Nav. 25 Prince af Wales,
Fashions
of 1934
William
Davis
Feb.
Gleason
88'/j..Aug. 19
The.
Hit Me Again
Joan Blondeli-Ricardo
Cortez
Sleeping Car ...
Journal of a Crime
Ruth Chattartaa
'.Ivor ■Novoila-MadoielM Carraii .'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.'! '..83. !!".jiily " 8
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(THE
RELEASE
CHACT—CCNT'Ci)
Running Time
TIma Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Title
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
There Goes the Bride Jessie Matthews
Dec. 1
79 Mar. II Skyway
K.
Crawford-Ray
Walker
Aug.
IS
65
Waltz Time
Evelyn Laye
Oct. 1
81 Aug. 12 Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, The. Mary Carlisle-Buster Crabbe Oct. 1
76 Get, 14
Woman in Command, The. ... Cicely
Courtneldoe
Edward
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Everett Horton
80
Ape. The
.'.Aui.
BeggarsSteel
in Ermine John
LionelWayne
Atwill
Feb. 22,'34.
Blue
LIBERTY PICTURES
Jane
Eyre
Lucky
Texan,Utah,
The
John
Jan. 22.'34 56
Coming Feature Attractions
Man
from
The
John Wayne
Wayne
Time Reviewed
Manhattan
Love Song
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Mystery
Liner
Noah
Beery
Astrid
Alwyn
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy MackaillCornelius Keith
Mar. 15. '34
June Coilyer
West of the Divide John Wayne-Virginia B. Faire...Feb. I5.'34 7555
Mad Honeymoon. The
Woman's Man
JohnMotteHalliday-Marguerite
de la Feb. 7.'34
Quitter.
The
Wallace
Ford
School for Girls
'.'.'.72.'.
Take the Stand
Rel,
PARAMOUNT
Two Heads on a Pillow
Running
Time
When
Meet
Richard Cromwell- Arline Judge.
Features
Data Minutes Reviewed
WithoutStrangers
Children
Title
Star
17
Alice in Wonderland Charlotte Henry - R. Arlen - „
J. Oakie-Chas. Rugglet ..Dec. 22 ... .
•..Ntv.
• Jont 239
MAJESTIC
Big Executive
Ricardo Cortez- Elizabeth Young.. Aug.
...77..
..Ntv.
. . Dec. 244
Cradle
Song
DorotheaTwelvetreet-Brue*
Wieck-Kent Taylor.
..■ .Nov. 5,'S4.
7
65
Features
.
...80..
Disgraced
Helen
CakPt-July
TIma
Title
Star
Rel. Data Running
Soup
Four Marx Bros
Nov. 17
..Dee. 30
Charming Deceiver, The Constance Cummings
Dec. 8 Minutes
87 Reviewed
Sept. li Duck
8
Eight Girls In a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wilson (Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Heads
We
Go")
Doug.
Montgomery
..Jan.
.
.
.
78
.
.
Girl
Without
a
Room
M.
Churchill-Chas.
Farrall-C.
22
Curtain at Eight
Dorothy
MackaillCavanagh
- C. Aubrey ..Oct.
Smith-Paul
29 ...75.. . .Sept. 25169
Ruggles
Golden Harvest
Richard
Arien-Chester Morrls- ..Dee. 27
Divorce Bed, The
Edward Arnold-John Miljan Jan. I, "34. .74.
.63.... Get M
. . .70. . ..July II
Genevleve Tobin
..Sept.
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Saily Eilers Jan. I6.'34.
13 . .65. .
Design for Living Miriam Hopkins-Fredrlc March. . 88.. ..Oct
under The
the title. Zita
"I Spy")
21 ...70..
I2.'34..
..Nov. 25II
.Dec.
30
Sin of(Reviewed
Nora Moran,
Johann-John Mlljan Dec.
Gary
Cooper
•
.
Dec.
.Aug. It Hell and High Water Richard Arlen- Judith Allen ..Oct. e
Sing,
Sinner,
Sing
Paul
Lukas-Leita
Hyams
Aug.
.
. Dec. 30t
..73..
...70..
Her
Bodyguard
Wynne
Gibson-Edmund
Lowe..
.
July
,,0«t
You Made Me Lova Y*u Thelma Todd-Stanley Lupine Nov.
..Jily
..74.. Oct. 14 His Double Life
Roland Young-Lillian Qlsh Jan. 1 .. ..87..
y
..68..
I'm
No
Angel
Mae
West-Cary
Grant
Oct.
Lone Cowboy
Jackie Cooper
Dee.
.'.'.'. ..N««.
18."...68..
MAYFAIR PICTURES
Mama Loves Papa
Charles
Ruggles-Mary
BelandLilyan Tashman
July
. . Dee.
72.. ..July
Features
Running Time
Man of the Forest
Randolph Scott-Verna Hlllie July 28
14 . ...62</i.
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Midnight
Club
Clive
Brook-George
Raft-Helen
1 ...70.. ,.Aui. aII
Vinson-Alison
Skipworth
July
Dance Hall Hostesi Helen
Chandler-Jason
Robards
.73.... Sept.
Edward Nugent
July
Miss Sunday
Fane's Baby
It Stale*. ... Gary
Dorothea
Wieck-Baby
Le Roy... Sept
Jan. 12/34..
..68.. ..July 211223
■Am,
24 ....85..
One
Afternoon
Cooper-Fay
Wray
H«r ;'.-;-gotten Past
Monte
- Barbara Kent • Sept,
HenryBlue
B. Walthall
II
Sitting
Pretty
Jack
Haley-Jack
Gakla-Glngar
..70..
...80... ..Dm. 2
15... ..68..
Rogers
Nov.
20...
Riot Snuad
MadgeCarol-Nick
Bellamy-Pat
O'Malley June
. .70.
Song of Songs
Marlene Dietrich-Brian Aherne..Aua.
Secret
SInnert
Sue
Stuart
Oct. I... ..70..
.
..92... .July 18It1
Take a Chance
James
- June -Knight
What's ^our Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dec.
"Buddy"Dunn Rogers
LillianRoth
Oct 27 . .82... ..N*v. 4
This Day and Age
Charles Bickford-Judlth Allen.. .Aug. 25 . . .82... . .Aug.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Three-Cornered Moon
C.Roberti-Mary
Colbert- Richard
Arlen-Lyda Aug. 4 ...72...
..571/,, .Sapt
Boland
Running Tim*..Aug.
...58'/,.
..N*v.
tureMinutes RevUwed
Thundering Herd, The
Randolph Scott-Judlth Allen Nov.
Star
Rel. Date
FeaTitle
..Saat
.Sept
Alison Skipworth-W. C. Fields.. Oct. 138
. ..79.. ..Sept, 6 Tillie and Gus
Another Language
Helen Hayes- Robt. Montgomery . .July 28
24.
.
.
1
...87..
t
To
the
Last
Man
Randolph
Scott-Esther
Ralston.
.
.Sept.
13
...70...
Beauty
for
Sale
Otto
Kruger-Madge
Evans
Sept.
..Oct
15
7 Too Much Harmony Bing
Crosby-Jack Oakle-Lllyan Sept. 29
Bombshell
Jean Harlow-Lee Tracy Oct.
. ..98..
Tashman
...75... .8*Pt 2tt
Broadway to Hollywood Alice Brady - Frank Morgan •
Torch Singer
Claudette
- RIeirdo
Madge
EvansEddie
QuillanCortez
- Colbert
David Manners
Sept. 20
t
15
Jackie Cooper- Russell Hardlato Love. The
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak. . .Oct.
..•••L II• Way
. ..72. .. .Get. M
...84...
Fay Templeton - Jimmy Du- rante Sent.
White
Woman
Carole
Lombard-Chas.
LaughtonChas.
Bickford
Nov.
. .Dee. 9
3 ...73...
a
Chief, The
Ed Wynn-D. Mackaill Nov. 3 ...89..
..94.. ..N**. 28 Coming Feature Attractions
Dancing Lady
Joan Crawford-Clark Gable Nov. 24 ....66..
Day of Reckoning Richard Dix-Madoe Evans Oct. 27 . . 70.. ..Nov.
All of Me
Fredric
GeorgeMarch-Mlrlam
RaftHopkins- Jan.
Dinner at Eight
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beery19. '34.. .. .71 . .
Lionellow ■ Barrymore
- Jean
Har(See
"In ice-Box
the Cutting
Room."
Dec. Arlen-Sally
30.)
Madge Evans
- Karen
Baby
in
the
(T.)
Richard
Eilers Feb.
18 Bolero
.
.
Jnn*
Morley
Edmund
Lowe
•
Lee
George
Raft-Carole
Larabvd..
Feb.
5.'34..
10
Tracy - Jean Hersholt Jan. I2,'34. . ..113.. .. .. Dec.
Takes a Holiday Fredric March-Evelyn Venable. . . Mar. 2.'34
Dec. 3016 Death
Fugitive Lovers
Robt. Montgomery-Madge Evans. . Jan. 22
Four
Frightened
People C. Gargan
Colbert - -M.H. Boland
Marshall - Wm. Jan.
17
...78..
..N*v.
GoingSweetheart
Hollywood
Marion Dressier-L.
Davies-BinaBarrymore.
Crosby... Nov.
Dec.
. -.79..
...87..
Her
Marie
..July
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Dec.
30.)
Sylvia Sidney-Fredrlc March
under the title,Jean
"Christopher
Bean")Gable July 7 . ..89..
• Good Dame
26.'34
Hold (Reviewed
Your Man
Harlow-Clark
No Sin
Mae
West
Meet the Baron
JackZasuPearl
- Jimmy Durante - Oct. 20 ...65.. ..N*v, 4 itLastAin't
Round-Up,
The
Randolph
Scott-Barbara
Fritchie Jan.
Pitts
Man
Who
Broke
His
Heart.
The.
Preston
FosterVictor
McLagien
26.'34
65. Jan. 6. '34
8
Night Flight
H.Barrymore
Hayes - -J.C.Barrymore
- L.
Melody in Spring
Lanny Ross
..Aug.
Gable
Robt.
I6.'34.
No
More
Women
Edmund
Lowe-Vlctor
McLagien
..
Feb.
2.'34.
Montgomery
Oct.
Scarlet Empress. The
Marlene Dietrich-John Lodge. ... Feb. 23. '34.
...91.. ..8*Pt
Penthouse
Warner
Baxter-Myrna
Loy-Mae
Search for Beauty
Buster Crabbe-lda Lupino Fab.
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas.
C. Fields
Ruggles- A.- M.Skipworth
Boland -■ W.BurnsC.
t Six of a Kind
Butterworth
Sept. 8 . . .91 . .
and Allen
Feb. 9.'34.
Prizefighter and the Lady, The. MaxCarneraBaer-Myrna
.102.. ..Get. 2*It Trumpet Blows, The
Waiter Loy-DempseyHuston
Nov. 10
George
Raft
1
..N*v.
Should Ladies Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymore- Dee.
...78..
II We're Not Dressing Ring Crosby
Conway
Tearle
(Reviewed
under the title, Herbert
"The Vinegar
Tree")
PRINCIPAL
22 ...65.. ..8*pt If
Solitaire
Man
Marshall
Elizabeth
Allan ■ Lionel AtwIII Sept. 29
Features
Running Time
Sons of the Desert
Laurel and Hardy
Dec.
IS
...68 . ..Sept.
Title
Star
Rel. Date4 Minutes
Stage Mother
A. Brady - Russell Hardla • M.
29
58Reviewed
Jaws
of
Justice
Kazan-Teddy
and
Richard
Tarry.
.Dec.
..July
14
O'Sulllvan
F.
Tone
Sept.
8
42...
Oct. 2t
.87..
.
..82..
Russia
Today
Nov.
..July 1 Tarzan the Fearless Buster Crabbe
Storm at Daybreak Nils Asther-Kay Francis July
Aug. II
15 61.
70. ...Aug.
...May 20It
Stranger's Return, The
Lionel
BarrymoreHopkins
- Franchot July 21 ...89..
Thunder
Over
Mexico
Native
Cast
Nov.
Tone-Miriam
. . Aug. 16 Coming Feature Attractions
Tugboat Annia
Marie Dressier-Wallace BeeryDesperate Trails
Kazan
Young-M.Clarke
O'Sulllvan. .. .Aug.
Turn Back the Clock LeeRobt.
Tracy-Mae
Aug. 25 . , .80.. . .Sept. 2 Ferocious
'The
Kazan
King of thePal,North
Kazan
Women In His Lite, The Otto Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben
8
7B
Lone Avenger,
The
Kazan
Lyon
Dec.
12
Teeth
of
Steel
Kazan
It
Coming Feature Attractions
Cat and the Fiddle, The Jeanette
MacDonald-Ramon No- Feb.
RKO RADIO PICTURES
varro
Features
..117..
Running TIma
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
21.)
I9.'34..
..N*T.
Eskimo
NativeStarCast
Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Re'Hollywood
Party, The
(All
Musical) Jan.
...74... Sept 3012
Ace of Aces
Richard Olx • Elizabeth Allan •
It Happened One Day
Lionel Barrymore-Fay Balnter. . Feb.
20.
Laughing
Boy
Ramon
Novarro-Lupe
Velez
Feb.
Ralph
Bellamy
Oct
71. ...Get a
After
Tonight
Constance
Bennett
Gilbert
Men In White
Clark Gable-Myrna Loy
Feb.
10.
73.... Get a
Roland
Nov.
Mystery «f the Dead Pallee. . . Robt.
Montgomery - Elizabeth Mar.
3.
Aggie
Appleby
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrtll.
.
.
Nov.
Allan
72....8apt 30
2B.'S4
Ann VIckers
Irene Dunne - Walter Huston Old
Hannibal
May
Robson-Jean
Parker
Jan.
13.
.
.
Dec.
67....
July 8
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo • John Gilbert
14.
Conrad Nagel
Oct.
Bed
of
Roses
Constance
Bennett-Joel
McCrea.
July
62....
Get 21
Rip Tide
Norma Shearer - Robert Mont4.
60....
Aug.
Before
Dawn
Stuart
Erwin-Dorothy
Wilson.
..
Aug.
gomery-Herbert Marshall
Blind Adventure
Robt.McCrea
Armstrong-Helen
Mack..- .Aug.
Tarzan
and Hit ....
Mat*...... J.Wallace
Weissmuller-M.
.70... Get 14
Joel
- Ginger Rogers
30 Chance at Heaven
Viva Villa
Beery- Fay O'Sulllvan
Wray
Feb.
Marian
Nixon
.Oct
.74....
July III
.
68. ...Aug.
Deluge,
The
Peggy
Shannon
Lois
Wilson
■
18.
me
15..
21..
Sidney
Blackmer-MattPowell
Moore . July
Sept. 29..
.53
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
Double
Harness
Ann
Harding-William
Flaming Gold
Bill Boyd - Mae Clarke - Pat
Features
14..
O'Brien
. .62....S*it t
inutesTi ..Get
Rel. DateRunnM Ina
TItl*
Star
Arline
Judge-Bruce Cabot-Ralph Sent
Reviewed7 Flying Devils
Avenger,
The
,
Ralph
Forbes-Adrlenne
Ames
..
.
Aug.
10
.66Dee. 16
Bellamy-Eric
Linden
July
..79..
20 ..68..
.
.
Ntv.
4
Flying
Down
t*
RIa
Dolores
Del
Ria
Gene
Ray
•
Broken Dreamt
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. . .Oct. 29
..80....
..Aug.
It
. .56..
.68..
mond Ruggles
- Raul Roulien Nov.
Dee. 29..
Devil's
Mat*
Preston
Foster-Peggy
Shannon.
.
.Aug.
..65....Jaly
a
IS
Goodbye
Leva
Charles
FuBltive. The
Rex Beil-Cecilia Parker July 5... ..63 .
IS..
Headline Shaetar
Wm. Gargan - Frances De* - R.
Galloping Romeo
...Bob Steele-Doris Hill
Aug. 15... ..54..
a..
Bellamy-W.
F*rd-G.
RatolT
July
He
Couldn'tRanch
Take It
Ray Bell
Walker-Virginia Cherrlll.. ..Dec.
..68. ...Dm. ta
If I Were Fraal
Irene Dunne-NIls Asther-Cllv*
Rainbow
Rex
July
..55..
.107. ...NaT. II
Brook
Dee. I..
.56..
Rangers'af Coda
Bob Steele
Aug. 25...
15...
IS...
Little
Women
K.
Hepburn
■
Jean
Bennett
•
Riders
Destiny
Jahn
Wayne-Cecilia
Parker
Oct.
24.,
Frances
- PaulKaltaa
Lukai
Sagebrush Trill
, Jahn Wayne
Dec. 15... ..58..
Meanest Gal In Town. Th* Zatu
PItti De*
• James
Pert
• El• Nav.
...58..
.70.. .
Sensation Huntera Arline Judge-Preston Foster Aug. 30...
Brendel
GleattP
I,
'34
..57
Sixteen Fathoms Da*p Sally O'Nell-Crelghton Chaney. . . Jan.
"Skeets" Gallaghar
Jan. I2.'34.
62
(See "I* the Cuttlat Rmdi," Dee, 2.)
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CHAI3T--CONT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
ing
Tim
Runn
Rel.
Date
M
inutes Reviewed
UNIVERSAL
Title
Star
16
Midshipman Jack
Bruce Cabot-Betty Furness Sent. 22.8. . ..65.... Sept.
Running Time
July 29 Features
Morning Glory
K. Hepburn-D. Fairbanks. Jr.... Aug
.
..70....
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
No Marriaao Ties..... Richard Oix-Doris Kenyon Aug.
. ..73.... Aug. 12
Bombay
Mall
Edmund
Lowe-Onslow
Stevens.
..72.
One Man's Journey Lionel
Barrymore-Joel
McCreaSept. 59
l,'34 68
Dorothy Jordan
Sept.
ShirleyLandl-Paul
Grey
. ..70. Aug.
70.... Dee. 23
Rafter Romanes
Ginger Rogers- Norman Foster. . .Sent.
By Candlelight
Elissa
Lukas Jan.
Dec. 18
. ..70. Nov. 25 Cross
Right to Romance, The Ann Harding-Nils Asther Nov.
Country
Cruise
Lew
Ayres
Alice
White
June
Son of Kong
Robert Armstrong-Helen Mack... Dec.
Knight
Jan.
. ..69'/2.J
I5,'34 78
78.
John Barrymore-Bebe Daniels. .. Dec. 25
13
62. ...Nev.
...July 2829
Coming Feature Attractions
an. 6, '34 Counsellor-at-Law
Don't
BetBiickaroo
,on Love
Lew
Ayres-Ginger Rogers
July
20
62
Crime Doctor
Richard Dix
II
65
Fiddlin'
Ken
Maynard-Gloria
Shea
July
Finishing School
Ginger
Rogers - Frances Dee - Apr.
Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Dec. 10
70. ...July 22
Una Merkel
Mar. 6, '34.
Her First Mate
Summervilie-Pitts
Aug.
Green
Mansions
Dolores
Del
RioJoel
McCrea
Apr.
Horseplay
SlimLellaSummerville-Andy
70
Hyams Devlne- Nov. 27
Hips. Hips, Hoorayl Wheeler and Woolsey Feb.
I Love An Actress Lenore Ulric-Gregory Ratoff Apr.
Invisible Man, The
Claude
Rains - Gloria Stuart - Nov. 13
70.. ..Nev. 4
Wm. Harrigan
Long Lost Father
John Barryroore- Helen Chandler. Jan.
King for a Night
Chester
Helen Twelve- Oct. 30
"In Ths..
the Cutting Room,"McLaglen-Karloff
Nov. 18.)
trees Morris
- Alice- White
78.... Dee. 2
Ltst (See
Patrsl.
Feb.
Ladies
Must
Love
June
Knight
•
Neil
Hamilton •
25
70.... Sept •
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
21.)
Man of Twe Worlds
Francis Lederer-Ellssa Land! Feb.
Mary
Carlisle-George
E.
Stone.
Sept.
63.... Nev. II
Love, Honor and Oh, Babyt. . . Summerville-Pitts
Oct. 16
(See "InBondage
the Cutting Rnom."
18.)
Of Human
LeslieNov.Howard
Apr.
Madame Spy
Fay Wray-Nlls Asther
Jan. 3
84.
...Sent.6.'342
70. Jan.
.68.
Moonlight and Pretzels Mary Brian-Leo CarrlUo
Aug. 8,'34
Rodney
Walter Huston-Frances Dee Mar.
Stpt 9
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale - Donna Damerell - Dec.
So You Won't Sing, Eh? ZasuEdward
Pitts Everett
■ PertHorton
Kelton - May 4,
Ted Healy
Nev. 2923
Success Stsry
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.-Colleen
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Margaret
Hume-Billie SullavanBurke Nov. 9... ..105
. ..70... .Sent.
Moore - Genevieve Tobin Mar. 9,
S. 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocque-Gibson Gowland . .Oct. 23... . . 72.... Sept. 23
Transient
Love
Irene
Dunne-Ralph
Bellamy
Mar.
16,
Trigger
Katharine Hepburn
Mar. 30,
Saturday's
Robert Atwill-Paul
Young-LeilaLukas-Gloria
Hyams Oct. 20
Secret
of theMillions
Blue Room, The. Lionel
65'/»..Se»t
"In the Cutting Room,"
18.)
Stuart-Onslow Stevens...
^ July 26
60.... Sent. 23SO
8...
Wild (See
Birds
Jean Nov.Parker-Tom
Brown Jan. 26,
Strawberry
Roan
Ken
Maynard-Ruth
Hall
Oct. 4
60
Wild
Cargo
Frank
Buck
Feb.
23,
Trail Drive. The..... Ken Maynard-Ceellla Parker Sept.
World Outside, The
Ann Harding
Coming Feature Attractions
Beloved
John Botes-GIorla Stuart Jan. 22.'34 Dee. 23
Crosby
Murder
Case,
The
Wynne
Stevens- Mar. 5,'34 78
SHOWMEN'S
PICTURES
Alan Gibson-Onslow
Dinehart
Features
..71
Elizabeth
and
Mary
Margaret
Sullavan-Loweil
SherIVIan
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrow. . . • • Dec.
June 10
I2.'34
10.... ..60
Hit Private Secretary Evalyn Knapp • John Wayne. .. .June I5,'34.
..63
Honor
of
the
West
....Ken
Maynard
Moth, Call
The
Sally
..60 Sept. 9 I Like It That Way
Gloria Stuart-Roger Prysr Feb. 29,'34
Police
Merna O'Neil-Paul
Kennedy-NickPage
Stuart Jan.
July 24....
I....
..62
Public Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm. Collier, Jr Nov.
(See "In the Cutting Room,"
30.)
..63.... Sept. 16 Midnight
0. P.Dec.Heggle-Sldney
Fox Jan.
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waycoff . .Sept, 24
Poor
Rich,
The
Edna
May
Oliver-Horton
Edward Ever- Fob. 26,'34
65. Jan.
ett
Coming Feature Attractions
6,'34
I2,'34.
Golden Head
Song for You, A
Marian NIxon-Jan Klepura
I9,'34.
3t. Louis Woman
Two
Clucks
Summerville-Pitts
Mar.
Wheels
ef
Destiny
Ken
Maynard
Feb.
Seuls In Pawn
Special
Duty
Unlimited
Within the Rock
WARNER BROS.
Running Time
Features
Date Minutes
Rev!e««9i
74....A!!.r.
Title
Star
Rel. 1
STATE RIGHTS
Baby
Fiee
Barbara
Stanwyck
July
19
72....
June 24
ROMllI TlDlt
Features
Jr. -Howard-Doug.
Paul Lukas
Capturedl
Leslie
Fairbanks, Aug. *
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
75.... Kw. i£
Carnival Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen Hollywood
- Lyle Talbot....
College Coaeh
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nov. 16
88. Dec. l-^ras
Vincent
Disraeli (Reissue)
George Arliss
Dec. I3.'34 61
DIst'r Prods....- ..Jan. l5,'34...65.Jan. 6,'34
Criminal at Large
Emiyn
WilliamsCathleen
Nesbitt Helber
Easy
to
Love
Adolphe
Menlou
Mary
AsterGenevieve
Tobin
Jan.
Cougar, the King Killer. . Edwin
C. Hill - Jay Master Art .....Nov. 1 60
28
68.... Oet.
Bruce
Cutting Room,"Barbara
Dec. 3D.)
Ever (See
In "In
My the
Heart..
Stanwyck
...Oct.
Enlighten Thy Daughter. . Beth Barton-Miriam
l5,'34...80....Dec. 30 Footlight
Battista
Exploitation
Picts
•
-Jan.
Parade
James
Cagney
101.
Ruby Kibbee
Keeler • -Joan
Dick Blondsll
Powell •• Oct. 21
Farewell to Love
Jan Klepura-Heather
Guy
2
63.......Oct.
Dee. 72
55
Angel
Madison Picts...
Plots. ... Nov.
Film
Parade
General
From
Headquarters
Geo.
Brent-M.
Lindsay
Doc.
64
.98 May 27
Flaming signal. The Marcellne Day
Invincible
Gold Diggers of 1933 Warren
William-Joan BlondellAline
Keeler- Sent. 2
Get That Venus
Ernest
Truex - Jean Regent Picts
Dick MacMahon-Ruby
Powell
Arthur
. Dee. 9
23......
9..., ....73. .Nev.
Gene Raymond
. Dee. S4
- Dee. 28....
Cortez
Ricardo
Francis
Kay
The....
Hell's
Holiday
(War
Film)
Superb
Plots
77....
July
22
Street,
56th
....73.
en
House
Kennel
Murder
Case
William
Powell-Mary
Attar
Oct.
■.Aug.
Aug. 2912
Her Secret
SarlCollier,
Maritza
■
Wm.
Ideal
73
72.
15....
Lady Killer
James Cagney
Dee. 22....
Jr
2224
8....
Man
from
Monterey,
The John
Wayne-Ruth Hall July
5 ....70.57. .July
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond
T.
Von
.June
..Nev.
4
Mary
Stevens,
M.O
Kay
Francis
July
Eltz
Progressive Oct. 7 59..
Narrow Corner, The
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr
July
71.
Important Witness. The... NoelDillaway
Francis- Donald Tower
..Dot.
21
Voltaire
George Arllss-Dorls Kenyon ..Aug.
July IS 64..
Mad Age, The
Resolute Picts July 19 70.. ...July
. Dee. 29t
Feature
Attractions
Mam'zelle Nitouche Janie Marese-Ralmu. Protex
Nov. 18 90.. ..Sept 23 Coming
As the Earth Turns Jean Mulr-Donald Woods
Mr. Broadway
All Star
B'way-Hollywood
Murder Case, The Aline
WilliamMacMahon
Powell
Over
the Seven Seas
Vanderbllt
■ 59..
70.. ..June 3 DragonCoats
Passion of Joan of Art, The. Maria Falconnetl Capital
Sent. 7 57.. ..Sept. 16 Fur
Gambling
Lady
Barbara
Stanwyck
Reform Girl
Noel
Francis-Donald
Harold Teen
HalPatricia
LeRoy Ellis
- Rochelle Hudson Dillaway
Tower
July IS 64.. ..Oct. 21
Savage Gold
Harold Auten . ..July 24 67.. ..July 29 Heat Lightning
Aline
MacMahon-Glenda
FarreilSecrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch - June Lester F. Scott
Ann
Dvorak-Lyle
Talbot
..Sept
IS
34*.
58..
Heir
Chaser, The
James
Cagney - Bette DavisJan. '24,"
20,'34.
Shepherd
of
the
....
..Aug.
19
HI,
Nellie!
Paul
Muni
Seven Hills. The
Faith Pictures Aug. 7 60..
- AnnO'Rr-n
Dvorak
DickGinger
PowellRogers
- Pat
Sleepless Nights
Polly ley
WalkerLupino
- Stan- Remington July 21 65.. ..July 29 Hot Air
..Dec. 16 I've Got Your Number Joan Blondeli-Pat O'Brien. Feb.
Through
the
CentariM
Beacon
Films
Dec.
1
70..
Donald
Woods
Merry
Wives
of
Reno
Glenda
Farrell-Margaret
LindsayTruth About Africa. The
Wm. Alexander 47. ..Apr. 22
Volga Volga
H. A. Shilettom Kinematrade Dec. 20
76. Jan.Oct.6, '34
Warren
- Mary Astor 28 Upper World
GingerWilliam
Rogers
Wandering Jew. The Jacob Ben-Ami JAFA
Oct. 14 90....
Wine, Women and Seng. . . Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I. E. Chadwiek
Cody
70 Dec. 23
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
UNITED ARTISTS
Features
SUr Tauber.. London
Title
Features
„, „
Running 71
Time ;\gf_ 22
Richard
.63.Time.Aug.
Ael. Date Running
Minutes
Reviewed
Title
Star
.^1. R«l, ..,
Date Minutes
Revleve*
Henry
Kendall .. D '^t''Film.
Big Attraction,
.93. . Dee. 16 Counsel's
OpinionThe...
Advice
to
tbe
Lovelorn
Lee
Tracy-Sally
Blane
Dee.
I...
Bitter Sweet
Anna Neagle-Fernand Graavey. . .Sept. 22...
Digging Deep
Henry
KendallWendy
Barrle
Feeder Challapin British
Blood Money
^..George Bancroft- Frances DeeArtists Lion
July g
George Day
Robey.. British-United
Chick Chandler-Judith Ander- son Nov. 17 ..65.. . . Nev.
Don Quixote
Frances
London
Film...
"
14
Bowery, The
Wallace Beery - George Raft •
13
Richard
Tauber.
.
..Oet.
Maxim's,
..90..
1 Girl
Jackie Cooper
- Fay Wray
GoldenfromGoal,
TheThe.. Leslie Fuller ... British
Bavaria Intl....
Film..... jone 17.. '.'.'.'.B5. jujy g8
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance
Cummlngs
• Russ Oct. 27 ..85.. . .Oct. 21
Hawleys of High Street. IvorJeans
Novello - Ursula Gaument-Brltlsh.
au* 12
- Paul Kelly
Oet. 29
..Sept.
. . Dee. 239 1 Lived with You
Emperor Jones
PaulColumbo
Robeson-Dudley
DIgget Sept
5,'34..
.80..
Ralph Lynn ..
1
..86..
..Sept.
minions
80. ...May 20
..75..
Gallant
Lady
Ann
Harding-Cllve
Brook
Jan.
Just
My
Luck
.
.
Feb.
25
Masguerader,
The
Ronald
Colman-Ellssa
Landl
Sept,
British and Do..97..
Frank Pettlngell
23
Private Life of Henry VIII. The. Charles Laughton
No*. 3
Bertha Belmore. .. British Lion
..85.. . . Dee. 9 Keep It Quiet
Roman Scandals
Eddie Cantor - Gloria Stuart 29
Welchman
Maid of the Mountains, The Harry
David Manners- Ruth Enlng..Dee.
Nancy Brown . British Int'l.... go Apr. 22
Coming Feature Attractions
Men of Tomorrow Maurice Braddell
London Film.
go Aor. IS
Bern to BetheBad
Grant
John Loder - Ida Lu ParamountMoney for Speed
Catherine
Great (T.) Loretta
Douglas Young-Cary
Fairbanks, Jr.Eliza- Feb. 23,'34
Pino
•
Cyril
Me
British-United
Artists
67.... July 15
Bergner
Mar. I6,'34
Laglen
The
Fredric beth
March
Film Oct.
90
Richard
Tauber Bavaria
6Firebrand.
5 of Rethsehlld. The George Arliss
House
Never Trust a Woman.
Looking
TracyCummlngs
• Jack Oakle - Feb. 9,'S4
De for Trouble Spencer
On the Air
Davy
Inald Burnaby-RegPurdell-Betty British Lion
Constance
Mouline. 9Rouge
Constance Bennett • Franehot
CarlAstell
Brlsson
Gaumont-Brltlsh 80 Oet
Tone - T. Carmlnatl Jan. I9,'34 71. . Dee. 23 Prince of Arcadia.
Claude
Alllster-Betty British Lion
Astell
Nana
Anna Sten-Llonel Atwlll-PbllPrivate Wives
lips
Holmes
Feb.
ie.'34..
70.. ..May
Paleoka
Jimmy Durante - Stuart Erwin Radio Parade
Danlels-Vletor British Int'l
Lupe Velez
Jan. 26,'34.,
Sons You Gave Me, The. Bebe
VareonI
British
Int'l
84....
Oet
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
2.)
Grade Fields
Radio
This Week of Grace.
Queen,
Anna
Roland
Young London
Film 92. ...Oet.
Sorrell The
and Son
H. B. Neagle-Fernand
WarnerGraavey
Mar 2,'34 99. Jan. 6, '34 Wedding Rehearsal ...
.2
.D.ee

66..

.Ju.ly

...

m
Fail
ari

Bav

89..

9
ly2
.J.u

y.

January

MOTION

68

(THE
SUCCT
FILMS
[All dates are 1933 unless
otherwise stated]
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Title
Bel. Date MIn.
Butterfly
10
SeedMUSICAL
Dispersal
10....
1— Dance of MOODS
the Hours
9
Hans Lange and Orehestra
2— Ave Maria
7....
Dion Kennedy at the Organ
3 — Waters of Minnetonka 6
Gus Haenschen and Orchestra
4— Hula Moon
7....
Native Hawaiian Troupe
5— Waltz in A Flat Major
4
Hans Lange and Orchestra
COLUMBIA
Title
KA2Y
KAT KART00N8 Rol. Date Min.
Antique Antics
,
Autograph
Jan.
5. 34..lrl..
Bill Poster,Hunter
The
Nov. 24
rl..
Curio Shop. The
Dec. 15 I rl. .
House
Cleaning
! ■•
Krazy Spoolis
Oct. 13 Irl..
Out
of
the
Ether
Sept.
5
7'/j..
Stage
Nov
13 jr..
Whacli'sKrazy
Museum
Sept.29
Irl..
LAMB'S
GAMBOLS
_2 rls..
Hear
'Em
and
Weep
LAUGHING WITH
MEDBUBY
^
1— In Morocco
Sept.29 Irl..
2— In the Orient Oct. 25 Irl..
3— In South America Dec. 22 Irl..
MABCH OF THE YEARS
No.
I— "Boss" Tweed Oct.
Sept.22
No. 2—
6 9"/j..
1 rl..
No. 3 — Famous Crippon
Case
Oct. 20 1 rl..
No. A— Commander Perry
Opens
Japan
Nov. 3 1 I. .
fMICKEY
''wcnii-sMcGUIBE
' — A.ic'-jy';- Touchdown ....Oct. 14 18
2— Mlcl(o»'t Tent Show Oct. 27 18
3— Mickey's Covered Wagon. Nov. 30 18
4— ^CRAFP;
Mickey's •(Minstrels
II. '34. 18
CARTOONS Jan.
Auto
Show
Dec. 8 I rl. .
False Alarm
I rl. .
Hollywood Bsbes
Nov. 10
Movie
Struck
Sept.
8
7'/a..
Sandman Ta!o?
Oct. 6 Irl..
Scrappy's
Gallery Jan. I2.'34. . I rl. .
MINUTEArtMYSTERIES
No. I— Death Attends a
Party
Oct. 6 9
No.
Fangs
No. 2—
3— Fast
The Clown
Dies.... Oct.
Dec. 13
14 Irl..
No.Went
4— When
the
Lights
Out
I rl..
No.MUSICALS
5 — The Missing Clue
Irl..
No.the I —Roses
Boamin' Through Nov. 16 2rli.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack2— Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2 rls.
Osterman
No.GEO.
3— Lessons
in
Love
2 rls.
CHAS. SIDNEY
MURRAY AND
Radio-dough
22 rls.
Ten
Baby Fingers
rls.
SMITH
AND DALE
Hold
Your
Temper
2rli.
Hot Daze
Oct. 20 2 rls.
SUNRISE COMEDIES
Brother. Could You Spare
aKenMillion?
Sept. 13....I7....
Murray
Entertainer,
Oct. 4 2D
Will MahoneyThe
WORLD OF SPORT
Flying
Aug. 28
18 Irl..
Hook
andGloves
We Want
aLine
Touchdown July
Oct. 23 Irl..
1 rl..
What the Scotch Started ... Oct. 6 Irl..
Who Said the Weaker Sex7.Sept. 8 9
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed
throughRel. Fox
Title
Date Films]
MIn.
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES
An
Old
Gypsy
Custom
Jan.
12,'34.
Big Squeal. The
July 9 .218rls.
Dora's
Dunking
Doughnuts
Sept.
I 20
Frozen Assets
Nov. 17
His Weak Moment
Oct. 13
Super
The Feb. 23,'34. .2 rls.
AS ASnooper,
DOG THINKS
Walking the Dog
Sept.29
YouBABY
and I BURLESK3
and the Gatepost .Aug. 25
Gimme My Quarterback. .. .Jan. 26.'34
KidBATTLE
'N Africa
Oct. 6
LIFE
Beneath
Our FOR
Feet
June 25 9
CityCORONET
of Wax
COMEDIES Feb. 9,'34..l rl..
Git Along Little Wifle Nov. 3
Good Bad Man, The Dee. 8
Inventors, The
Feb. 2.'34
North
of Zero
DO YOU
REMEMBER? Jan. I9.*34
Old-Fashioned
Newsreel.
An.
July
2
FROLICS OF YOUTH
Merrily Yours
Oct. 8
Pardon MyTo Pups
Jan.
What's
Do
Nov. 26.'34
24
HODGE-PODGE
Any
Way
to
Get
There
July 30
16 9
Capers
in
Clay
July
MERMAID COMEDIES
(Harry
Hooks
and Langdon)
Jabs
Aug. 25

PICTURE

HERALD

January

13,

1934

I^ELEASE
CHACT—CCNT'C)
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
Rel. Date Mil,
Title
Rel. Date Mia.
Leave It to Dad
Oct. 20
Benny
DavisCharles
— With
Roy
Captain
Henry's
Radio
Show.
Aug. II II....
Atwell.
Carlisle,
Pop's Pal
Dec. 29
Lanny DonRoss-Annette
ShawVoorhees HanMartha Ray and Jackie
Stage
Hand. The
Sept.
8
8..
Tied for Life
July 2.... 18....
Little
GusGreen
Edwards—Four
With MInut*
Ralph
DonaldBroadcast,
Novis •The
Arthur Oct. 27
Trimmed
Furs
Kirbery,
MORAN in AND
MACK Jan. 5.'34..2rls.
Tracy
Mills
Bros.
Men andFoster—
John S. Young
9..
Vincent Lopez-Roy AtwIIICOMEDIES
Stephen
John
Radio
Roundup,
A .....Nov.
24 .1 rl.
Blue Blackbirds
Aug. 18
Hundley, NancyWithMcCord
Molasses
*n' - January
•
Farmers'
Folly Sept.
15 18
and Kelvin Keech
10...
Mary
Small
The
Poet
Freeze-Out.Fatal
The
Dec. 22
Fields and McH ugh— With
Prince-Vaughn
Three
X SistersDe LeathMUSICAL COMEDIES
Jack Osterman and PickRumba Rhythm
Sept.29 I rl.
Million Dollar Melody Oct. 27
ens Sisters
I..,
Vincent
Lopez
Carrie
Bond — Ralph
With
Poppin'
the Cork
I rl.
Edwin Jacobs
C. Hill.
Station
T.O.T
Jan.
ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS Dec. 15
Where's That TlierT Dec. I9,'34.
22 II...
Kirbery and Lew White
,
Across the Sea
Oct. 20 II
Borrah
Minnevitch
ORGANLOGUES
HOLLYWOOD ON
Canyon of Romance Dec. 8
Songs
the Hills
6..
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22
II...
PARADE
RadioofRubes
Mediterranean
Blues
Feb.
2,
'34.
.Irl..
II...
No.
I
Aug.
18
SONG HIT STORIES
Sally
7..
No. 2
Sept. 8
Singin' Sam-Don Wallace
Last Dogie, The
Nov. 17 Irl..
No.
Oct.
Night of Romance
7..
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov. 24 Irl..
No. 3
4
Nov. 13....
10 .1II...rl.
Helen Morgan
Donald
Novls-Ann
Leaf-John
Young
No. 5
Dec. 8
Slow Poke
Sept.22 Irl..
Tongue
Twisters
7..
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Stepln Fetchit
No. 6
Jan. 5.'34. II...
Ship of Dreams
7..
No.ONE7REEL ACTS
Feb. 2.'34. 10...
Travelling
AlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 2.'34..lrl..
Ralph onKirbery-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech7...
Jazz a La Cuba
July 7
STAR COMEDY
Melody
Parade
SPECIALS
Don Aspiazu PICTORIAL
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
PARAMOUNT
Home Again
8..
Expectant
Father. Tha Feb.
9.'34
10...
Mr.
Adam
Nov. 17
Nick
Lucas-Lew
WhIte-KetvIn
Keech
No.
12 — Treasure Hunt —
Tintypes
6..
TERRY-TOONS
Wings
of
Summer
—
Putting
One
Over
with
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
Lillian Roth
June 16
Banker's Daughter,
Oriental Phantasy
8..
Beanstalk
JackThe June
Oct. 25
20 66
No.— Bird
13— Tableaux
Wax
Charles Carlile-Lew White-Kelvin Keech
Sanctuary In— Song
Fanny In the Lion's Den. ..July 23 6
Organ
Festival
9..
Makers of America July 14 10...
Fanny's Uproar
Wedding Day Aug.
Sept.22
Lew
Grand
25
PARAMOUNT
Dick White-Ann
Liebert-JesseLeafCrawford
Gypsy Fiddler, A
Oct. 6 8
NEW SERIES PICTORIALMelody
Tour
8...
Holland
Days
Jan.
12.'34.
.8.
.
.
.
Sylvia
Froos-Dick
LlebertNo.
1— Just a Little DressHypnotic Eyes
Aug
John S. Young
In Venice
Dec. 15 8....
ing— TheMills
Rock Garden — Aug. II
Irving
Organlogue-Ing
the
Hits
8..
10...
Last Straw,
The
Feb.
No.Salmon
2 — On— Trotting
the TrailOutof the
Nick Lucas-Lew
WhiteLittle
Boy Blue
Nov. 23.'34.
30 .6
6
Herbert
Rawllnson
the
Oil Can Mystery, The July 9 8....
Melodies
of
Love
10...
Champion
—
Johnny
Green.
Sept.
8
Owl
and the Pussycat, The.. Sept.
Mar. 9.'34..lrl..
Carlile- Rawllnson- White
No. 3— Dr. Roy Chapman
Pick-necking
8
Songs
of
the
Range
Andrews
—
September
Rip
Van Winkle
Feb. 17..
9.'34
Morn — Harry Armstrong. .Oct. 6 10...
Art
White
Robinson
Crusoe
Nov
6 .
PET Dickinson-Lew
SUPERSTITIONS
No. 4— Let's Go Crabbing
Sunny South, Th»
Deo. 29 6
1.
Spilled
Salt
10..
—
Manhattan
Nocturne — Nov. 3
Three
Bears.
TheTh«...Nov.
Jan. 26.'34..6..
Irvin
S. Cobb
Village
Blacksmith,
3 8....
Phyllis
Barry-Geo.
LewisTOM
HOWARD
J.
Carrol
Nalsh
No.
5
—
The
Old
Mill —
COMEDIES
10...
Jack —Frost,
rater
Sona Master
MakersDeeo-et
Aces Wild
July 9 10
the Nation
Dec. I 10...
Divorce Sweats
Nov. 30
METRO-GOLDWYNNo.Trees
6— —Southward
Ho — Dee. 29 10...
Mouse Trapper, The Sept II
Gilda Gray
Static
TORCHY COMEDIES Sept.29 2 rls. MAYER
No.
7
—
Queer
Fish
—
Liquid
7...
Rel.
Date
Min.
10...
Title SERIES
( Ray Cooke)
7...
Air
— Lanny THERoss
ALL-STAR
POPEYE
SAILOR Jan. 26,'34. 7...
19...
Torchy's
Loud
Spookar
June
25
20....
Blow
Me
Down
Oct.
27
Crook's
Tour
Sept.
23....
Trying
Out
Torehy
July
23
18
Twin
Screws
Dee.
30
.2 rls.
TREASURE CHEST
II Eats
Nov. 20
17
Yeast Is West
Nov. II 19....
Yam MyWhatSpinach
I Yam Sept.
Air Maniacs
Dec. 15
rl.
CHARLEY CHASE
Day Dreams
Dec. 8
Let's
You
and
Him
Fight..
Feb.
16.
'34. .1.7...
Seasin's Greetlnks Dec. 8....
Shorts
Nov. 10
.7...
Cracked
.1
rl.
Luncheon Iceman
at Twelve Jan.
Dec. 27,'34.
9 21....
Song of Vienna
Nov. 3
21....
Sock-A-Bye,
Baby
Jan.
Wild
Elephinks
Dec. I9.'34.
29
MidsummerSaidMush
Oct. 21....
What Life
Does Is1934in Hold?
Dec. 22
SCREEN
SONGS
Your
Your
Sherman
It
Sept.
2 17....
Hands
Sept.22
Boo,
Boo.
Theme
Song.
...Oct.
13
FITZPATRICK
Down
Old Mill Stream July 21
TRAVELGuiana
TALKS
Funnyby theBoners
.9...
British
Dec.
23....
FOX FILMS
I Eton
Like Boys
Mountain Music Nov. 10
Colorful Ports of Call
I rl.
.9...
MIn.
Day
Venice
Title
I rl.
Dutch In Guiana,
Land of Oct. 28 10...
ADVENTURES
OF THE Rel. Data
Keeps
Ralnin'
Gertrude
NiesenAll the Time . Jan. I2,'34.
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
DJuka
Sept. 2
Let's
All
Sing
Like
the
Italy,
Land of Inspiration. . Nov. 25 .1 rl.
Following the Horsesl Sept. 1 9...
New Zealand
BirdiesBabies,
Sing
9.'34. 7...
Motor
Sept.29
9...
Sing,
Sing Feb.
Dec. 15
Scotland the Bonnie Sept 30 .9...
.9...
ConquestManlal
of the Air! Nov.
30 9...
Baby Rose Marie
.8...
Scouring the Seven Seasl...Oct. 20 9...
FLIP.
THE
FROG
Stoopnocracy
Aug. 18
Answering the Riot Call!... Dec. 22 9...
Paleface
Stoopnagle
Filming the Fashions Nov. 10 9...
Soda SquirtAug. 12 .7...
When
Yuba and
Plays Budd
the
MAGIC CARPET
Rumba
on
the
Tuba
Sept. 16 10...
GOOFY MOVIES
Mills Bros.
SERIES Showboats
A Whole Show In One Reel. Sept. 9
Mississippi
SCREEN
SOUVENIRS
20...
LAUREL & HARDY
Boardwalks of New York
No.
12
June
Busy Bodlat
Oct. 7.... 28...
No. 13
July 9....
7.... 10...
Pagodas ofof Cairo
Pelping Aug.
Aug. 25
18
Dirty Work
Nov. 25.... 17....
Shades
10...
MUSICAL COMEDIES
The Desert Patrol
Sept. I 10...
NEW
SERIES
SCREEN
SOUVENIRS10...
Outposts of France Sept. 15 9...
No.
I
Aug.
25
Hollo,
Pop!
July
I....
10...
Glimpses of Greece Sept.29
Nertsery Rhymes Aug. 26 20....
No.
2
Sept.22....
10...
Playground of Pan
Oct. 13
.2 rll.
No.
3
Oct.
20
Keg
0'
My
Heart
Nov.
II....
Elephant Trails
Oct. 27
Rhapsody In Brew Sept.30 20....
No. 4
Nov. 17....
20....
The Island of Malta Nov. 3 10...
No. 5
Dee. 15 .110...rl.
A Day in Tokyo
Nov. 10 9...
Symphony
Jan. 6. '34. .2 rU.
MUSICALIn Suds
REVUES
Byways
in
Bangkok
Nov.
24
No.
6
Jan.
I2.'34. 10...
Beer
and
Pretzels
Aug.
26
No.PARAMOUNT
7
Around the Aeroptlll Nov. 30
SOUND Feb. 9.'34.
Plane Nuts
Oct. 14 20....
Gem of the Sea
Dec. 15 9...
Roast Beef and Movies. ... Dec. 2 .2rl«.
Rural
Dec.
TwoNEWS
Editions Weekly
ODDITIES
London England
Medley
Dec. 22
29
GRANTLAND RICE
Bear
Hunting
Dec. 16.... .1.9....
rl..
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5.'34
SPORTLIGHTS
Fine
Feathers
Nov.
18...
Tunisian Travels Jan. I9,'34
No. I — What Makes a
Handlebars
Aug. 26 10....
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26.'34
Champion
Aug. 25
4 II....
Happy Warriors
Oct. 28...
21... .9....
Roamingof the
Netherlands. . Feb.
Feb. 16.9,'34
No.
2— Sporting
Melodies. .Aug.
Menu
Aug.
II....
10....
Cradle
Storms
'34
II....
No.
3—
Water
Lura
Sept.22
10....
OUR
GANG
No. 4— The March of the
In MOVIE
Java Sea
Bedtime
Worries
Sept.
9...
TINTYPE SERIESFeb. 23,'34
21....
Champions
Oct.
20
Wild Poses
.1
ri..
Where Is My Wandarlag
No. 5— Kennel Kings Nov. 24
19....
SPECIAL
Boy?
Aug. 18
Inflation
No. 6— Around the Calendar. Dec. 22 10....
For the Man She Loved .... Sept. 8
20....
.1
rl..
TODD-KELLY
No.SPORTS
7— Jumping
Slander's
Sept.22
Air
Fright
Dec. 23...
EYE Glantt
VIEW ... Jan. 26,'34.
Twin DukesTongue
and a Dgthm.Oct.
6
Backs
to
Nature
Nov.
14...
the Jumps
July 21.... I*....
The Great Train Robbery. . .Oct. 27
.2 rls. Over
Beauty and the Bus Sept. 16... 18....
A Moment of Madness Nov. 4
Straight Shooters
July 21 It....
WILLIE WHOPPER
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
TWO-REEL
COMEDIES
Davy
Jones'
Locker
Dec.
9...
.1
rl..
The Extravagant WIfa Jan. S.'34
Barber.
The
July
28 21....
Play Ball
Sept. 16... .7....
The
Girl Dilemma
from the Country. Jan.
W. Fibber.
C. FieldsThe
Spite Flight
Oct. 14...
Emma's
Feb. I9.'34
2,'34
BigSennett
July
14 20....
Stratos-Fear
Nov. II...
The
Heart of Valeska
Star
.2 rls.
Love's
Old Sweet
Song Feb. I6,'34
Circus Hoodoo
Feb.
SPECIAL
SUBJECT
Harry
Langdon
PARAMOUNT
Aniakchak
Aug. 18 28...
I... 19....
Cold Turkey
Dec. I6,'34
Title
.2 rii.
Rel. Date MIn.
JosephDear
Cawthorn
BETTY BOOP
Ducky
Sept, I...
MASTER ART
CARTOONS
Toler
GoldSidney
Nuggets
Feb. 2,'34 .2 rls.
Walter
Catlett
PRODUCTS
Betty
Beep's Hallowe'en Nov. 3..
Party
I Don
Heard
Sept. I..
Husband's Reunion July 7... 19....
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
RedmoBd
Sennett Star
EDWIN
C. HILL
SERIES
Morning.
Noon
and
Nlj|ht..Oet.
6..
JustBingan Crosby
Echo
Jan. I9.'34 .2 rls.
RublnofI
1. Human SIda of tha N««|
10...
Marriage
Humor
Aug. 18... 19....
OldCabManCalloway
of the Mountains. .Aug. 4..
2. Human Side of the News
10...
Harry
Langdon
MELODY MAKERS
Parade of Woedea Soldlart. Dee. I.. .1 rl.
Meet the Champ
Aug. 4... 21....
Poneye.
the
Sailor
July
7
,
Sammy
— With Eton
5,'34..2rls.
Walter
Eugene Catlett
PalletteBoys, Fain
N. Brokenshira
and
Red
Hot
Mamma
Feb.
2.'34..lrl.
Old Bugler. The
Jan.
EvelynFriend—
Hoey
..7...
SheHEAOLINERS
Wronged Him Right. ..Jan. 5.'34..l.7. rl.
Chic Sale
Cliff
With Pagsy
Bundle
Blues, A
Sept. I 10...
Healy, Jack Fulton and
OnHarry
lea
Oct, 6. ...21....
Duke ofEllington
Langdan
Pickens Sisters
9

January

13,

1934
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CHART— CCNT'C)
RELEASE
(THE
Title
Rel. DaU Mia.
TItl*
11*1. Data MlB.
TItl*
Rel. Data Mia,
TItl*
R«l- Dttt Mia.
The Name
Flam*
of
tho
Paclfl*
13
Vaudeville
Jan. 24,'34. .2 rls. No.LeonII—Belasco
On« Awful NIlM
Oct. 20.... 21....
(Mentone onNo. Parade
6)
and IsBandFamiliar
Terrors of th* Amazon
29....
Pallatte'Catktt
.
,
Warren Ooane Brevity Aug. 9 19
No. 12— The Audition
26....
PIMU
D«i. IS 2 rli.
CAESAR FILMS
Where's
Feb. 7,'34..2rls.
Emertoa's Band•
BIno Ciwby
„
^2 rli.,
Vonezlana
In..
Vince Elmer?
Barnatt
No.Hannah
13— A Wllllams-Phll
Castillan Garden
Roaming
Rome*.
A
Dm.
29
FIRST
DIVISION
Sefior
Del Pozo's
Marimba(NowOrebtstra
Harry Lanodra
MELODY
MASTERS
Series)
Delhi
Nov. 15.... 10....
Sailors. Bewara
Sept. 15. . . . 18. . . .
No.DaveI— Apollon
Hot fromandPetrograd
10....
MyDavid
Side L.of tho
Story Sept 22 — 10 —
Catlott-Pallette
Orchestra
HuttoD
Three
LIttIa
Swiw
Nov.
10.
...20....
VITAPHONE
SHORTS
No.
2
—
Barber
Shop
Blues
Strange
Case
of
Tom
MMBoy
.July
21
23
LeoD Erral
Rel. Data Mia.
Hopkins and
and Band
Band
IDEAL
Title
No.Claude
3— Rublnoff
10
Canal
Gypsies
BIG V COMEDIES
No. 4— Eddie Duchin and Band 10....
Evolution
No.
II
—
How've
You
Bean?.
June
24
No.
S
—
Borrah
Minnevitch
and
His
PRINCIPAL
Goofy Games
:S""
Roseoe
Arbuckle
Harmonica Rascals
10....
No.Jack
12 — Haley
An(Fatty)
Idle Roomer
Mystic East, Tho
'2
TItIo
Rel. Date MIn.
No. 6— Jack Denny and Band 10
Next War.
The
2J
No. 7— Mills Blue Rhythm Band 10. ..
Among
the
Maoris
Aug.
I...
..7...
We're
on
Our
Way
No.
13—
Nothing
But
tha
Circle of Life of tha Ant
No. 8— tsham Jones Mar. I7,'34. . I rl . .
Tooth
Aug. 19
INDUSTRIAL
Jack Haley
No. 9— Phil Spitalny . . . . Apr. I4,'34. . I rl. .
Lion.of The
Feb. 4,'34..7...
TheINVISIBLE
Silent Enemy
30
City
Contrasts Nov.
19...
BIG V COMEDIES
No.MERRY
10 — Vincent
Lopez May I2,'34. . I rl . .
.21.
MELODIES
Cuba
Sent. 22....
27 21...
.Sept
16..
No.
1—
Salt
Water
Daffy..
Enough Rope
July I 9 —
Snowman
10....
No.
1
—
You're
Too
Careless with Your 8
RESOLUTE
Kisses
Jack Haley
Farmer's Friend, The Oct. 4 7...
21.. .20.
Itehy
Scratehy
S
No. 2—1 Wish I Had Wings 7,...
.Sept.
30..
From
Coeeon
to
Butterfly.
.
.Jan.
I0,'34..7...
MARY
WARNER
No.
3
—
A
Great
Big
Bunch of You. ...7....
Great Raccoon Hunt, The... Sent. I 20...
Roseoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
..21.
HerBee
Majesty, the Queen Dee. 1 6...
No.
45—— Three's
a Crowd
Oct.
Berlin:
Sportsofanda Metropolis
Recreation 88
No.
Shanty
Where
Santa
Llves..7.7....
...
.Nov.
Berlin: Its
Rhythm
George
GIvot-Charles
Judels
No. 6— One Stop Ahead of Claus
My Shadow.
7...,
No.Gus4— Shy
Turkey In the Raw. Nov. 4.. ..21.
Glimpses
of
Germany
8
Insect
Clowns
Mar.
4.'34..7...
No.
7
—
Young
and
Healthy
7....
Klck-0«. The
Oet. 1 1.... 27...
Green
Heart
of
Germany,
The
20....
No. 8— The Organ Grinder 7..,.
Newslaughs—
No. I
Dec. 20 7...
9...
Dee.
Springtime
on the Rhine
7
(Fatty)
No. 9— Wake Up the Gypsy In Mo 7
The
Mosel
Queen
..18.
9.. ..22.
No.Roseoe
6— Here
ComesArbuckle
Flossie .Dec. 25..
No.
I Like Off
Mountain
Music.
Wondersof ofthetheUnderworld...
Tropics Dee.
Dee. 13.6 ...32...
Trier, Oldest City In Germany 6
No. 10—
II— Shullle
to Buffalo
7
Ben
Blue
Vintagers'
Festival
In
the
Palatinate.
..
10.
.
..
No. 12— The Dish Ran Away with th*...7.
Winter In the Bavarian Alps
I rl..
Roseoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
Spoon
Young
Germany
Goes
Skiing
I
rl..
..21.
No. 13— We're In the Money 77
RKO-RADIO PICTURES
No. 8 — How D'Ya Like
P.
A.
POWERS
MERRY MELODIES (New Series)
3.'34.2I..
Title
Ret. Date
That?
Jan.
I3,'34.I8
Jack and the Beanstalk 6
SO..
GIvot-Charles
No.
I— Sitting
I've Got onto aSingBacka Torch Song. .7....
Min.
AMOS
'N' ANDY
No.George
9— Nervous
Hands JudelsFeb.
No.
CARTOONS
Ben10 —Blue
Yard2 — Fence
I rl. .
I7.'34.2I....
UNITED ARTISTS
Lion Tamer, The
Feb. 2, '34.
No.
Puqs
and
Kisses.
..
Feb.
PEPPER
POT
No. II — Mushrooms
Feb. I4,'34..2 rls.
Rasslin'
Jan. 5. '34.
TItl*
Rel. Date Mln.
BLONDEMatch.
and The
RED
No.
21—
Inklings
Harry Gribbon
MICKEY MOUSE
HEAD SERIES
No.
R'bling the
RoundWorldRadioIn 8RowMinutes
No. 6
No. 12 — Ben Blue (untitled) .Mar. 24,'34. .2rls.
13. The Mail Pilot Jun* B 7
Flirting InBackthe HoM
Park Aug.
No. 2223—— Around
20..
No. 13— Ben Blue (untitled) .Apr. I4,'34..2rls
Walking
Baa. 18.... ,19..
14. Mickey's
Meehaalial
No.
24
—
Fishermen's
Heliday
No.
14
—
Corn
on
the
Cop...
Apr.
28,'34..2rls
Man
Juno
9
6
No.
25
—
Stuck,
Stuck,
Stucco
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
No.BROADWAY
15 — I Scream
No. 26 — Seeing Samoa
15.
Mickey's
Gala Pranlere.June
30 7
SERIES (Re-Issues)
BREVITIES May i9,'34..2rls
16.
Puppy Lav*
Aug.
The
Nov.
PEPPER POT (New Series)
17. Steeple
Chas*
Sept. 14
1 7
No.
II—
That
Goes
Double.. July 29
The Count
Cure
Aug. 17
19 20....
No. I— Walter Donaldson
10....
18.
The
Pet
Star*
Sept.22
Russ
Columbo
Tho Fireman
Aug. 28 21....
No.
Admission 5c
10....
(NEW
SERIES)
No. 32.—— Rock-A-Bye-Bye,
with Dr
No.Jack18—Dempsey
World's Champ. .. .July II
CLARK & MeCULLOUGH
1.
Giant
Land
Nov.
IS
7
Rockwell
II....
S E R I C8
2.
Mickey
Shanghaied
No.Ing22 of— The
Double-Cross- July 15 19...
No. 54—— laughs
In theGleeLaw
Fits In a FIddls Oet. 20.... 141/,..
3. Playful Pluto
.2 ris.
No.
Notre Dame
Club 88....
Charles Columbus
Judels
Hey Nanny, Nanny
Jan. I2,'34. 20....
SILLY SYMPHONIES
No. 6— Harry Warren
10....
No.
23
—
Pie
a
la
Mode
Juno
19
Iceman's
Ball.
The
Aug.
13
No.
78—— Easy
KickingIn the
Around. .Aug. 4.... .219....
6. SanU's
Babes InWorkshop
the Wood Dec.
Dee. 30.'32.
2.'32..8
N*. 24— Crashlag tk* aat*..July I
rIs.
No.
Little Aces
Miss
Mischief 10....
10....
Odor
the Crown
Court
7.
.7
Ruth
Etting-Roy
Atwell
No.
9
—
Movie
Memories
0....
Snug In a Jui
Nov. 2 20....
N«. 25—20.000 Cheers f*r
8.9. Birds
InNoah's
the Sprint
Dee. 30.'32.
.7
No.Sigmund
10 — TheSpaeth
Tune Detective 9....
Father
Ark
Jan.
27
8
the
Chain
Gang
Auo.
12
19...
CUBBY THE BEAR
10.
Three
Little
Pigs
May
26
8....
Jerry Bergen-The Relllckers-Plckon Slitors
CARTOONS
No. 1 1— Mississippi Suits
9,...
11. Old
KingLand
Colo July
Croon Crazy
Dec. 29 I rl.
No.Hugh
26— O'Connell-Anne
The "No" ManGreenway
Aug. 26. . . . 19. . .
12.
Lullaby
Aug. 27
18 8....
7....
No.Block
12— The
Wrong Wrong Trail 10....
and Sully
13.
Pied
Piper
Oct.
6
7....
Cubby's Picnic
Oct. 6.... ,7...
BROADWAY BREVITIES
No.
13—
Hits,
Cubby's
Flight Dec.
Aug. 25
SERIES)
I rl.
Galloping World
Fanny
I.... .7...
No.
1415 —— Song
Easy
Aces, with
No. Roy
2Turk II
Irl..
I.(NEW
Th* Night
Bafor*
(New Series)
rl.
Gay Gaucho, The
Nov. 3 1I rl.
No.
Pure
Feud
Irl..
Christmas
.Dec.
15
8
N*.
I—
Us*
Your
ImaginaNut Factory
Aug. (I . . . . I rl.
No. 16 — Radio Ramblers
Irl..
tion
Sept,
2
18...
No. 17 — Lulu McConnell
Irl..
Sinister Stuff
Jan. 26.'34.
Hal
LeRoy-Mltzl
Mayfair
No.
1819—— Good
OldReels
Days
Irl..
No. 2— Rufue Jones for
6RIBB0N-KENNEDY
UNIVERSAL
No.
Radio
i.rl..
President
.....Sept.
9
20...
COMEDIES
19...
Rel. Date
Jessei — Van
Ethel Waters
Ho* Comedies Are Born Sept. 8 19...
Title
Mln.
GOOFYTONE
NEWS
SPORT
THRILLS
SERIES
No. 3— Seasoned Greetings. .Sept. 23 20...
Suits to Nuts
Dee. I
TED HUSING
No. I
Aug. 28.... .8...
HEADLINER SERIES
No.
I—
No.
Oet.
No.LIta4— Gray
Paul Chaplin
Revere, Jr Oct. 7.... 21...
No.
2—
No. 2
3
Dec. 25I.... .110...
No. 4— Sha Outdone H In... July 21 20....
.8'/2.
Gus5— Shy-Janet
Read*
rl.
No. 3—
No.
5—
Preferred
List
Oct
6....
I
rl.
OSWALD
CARTOONS
No.
Operator'a
Opera.
..
.Oct.
14
21...
21...
No. S— Air Tonie
Dee. 22
No. 5—
4— Old Tim* Sport Thrills
Novls-Dawa
0'Danald
Day- Eton
Boys
No.
Candy House. The
Jan. i5.'34.
No. 7 — On Approval Jan. 5. '34. .2 ris. Chicken
Reel
Jan. 31
I,'34. .7...
No.WORLD
6—
MASQUERS COMEDIES
No.
6—
'TIs
Spring
Oct
28
19...
Confidence
July
AVENTURES
20....
Abroad by
In Old
Kentucky
PatriciaJenkins
Ellis.1 rl.
County
Jan.
Allen
NEWMAN
Five andFair
Dim*
Sept. 29,'34.
18 .8...
Stolen
Gypsies,
er .... Sept. 9
No. 7— Yeast Is Yeast Nov. II 20...
No.E. 5M.— From
Bethlehem to Jerosalea. . 10.. .
InMerry
the Old
Zoo
Nov.
6....
Beer and BIcyeles July 14.... 21....
.7...
.8...
Tom8— Patrieola
No.
6—
High
Spota
of the Far Eait...l0...
Soul
Nov. 27....
MR. AVERAGE MAN
No.
The
Mild
West.
.
..
.N,v.
18.
...23...
No.
7—
Main
Streets
10...
.7...
Parking
Space
Dec.
18
COMEDIES
Janet
Reade-Oliv*
Borden .Dee. 2 23...
No.
8—
Beauty Spot*
*fWorld
th* W*rld Irl.
Irl.
KENNEDY) (EDQAR
No.
9—
Girl
Trouble
Toy
Shoppe,
The
Feb.
I2.'34.
I
rl.
No.
9—
Worker*
of
tho
POOCH
CARTOONS
20>/>..
Mitchell
and
Durante
No.
10—
Wonder
SMts
*f
th*
W*rld....l
Grin and Bear It
Dee. 29... 20'/,..
Hot
and
Cold
Aug.
14
I
rl..
No. II— Ctstumes of th* World Irl.rl.
No.tale
10 — Manhattan Clock- .Dec. 18.... 29...
Quiet Pleas*
Aug. II... 21....
King Feather*
Klunk
Sept.
4 ,9....
N*. 12 — Strang* Ceremonle*
10...
What
FurT
Nov.
3...
Pin
July
3
MUSICALS
No.MUSICAL
13— Top WORLD
tf the World
10...
She
Done
Him
Right
Oct.
9
Four
Eton
Boys
Norma
TerrlsJOURNEYS
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5. '34
No. II— Plane Crazy Dec. 23 22...
RADIO STAR REELS
Ethel Waters
E. M. NEWMAN
21....
The Old Timers
No.
Exploring th* Paelfle II rl.
Dorothy
Lee-Arthur and
Hizzoner
Nov. 17 .
Morten Havel
No.
2I—— Samoan
rl.
Bert Lahr
Louis
Sobol
—
N*.
I
No. 3—
Heart of Memories
Paris
10.
Peeping Tom
Sept. 20 17....
No. 12— Kissing Tim* .J*n. 6,'34.22...
Strange
Case of Hennessy. . Dec. 8...
Louis
Sobol
—
N*.
4
Ciiff Edwards
No.
4—
Italy,
tho
Old
and
th*
N*«
i
rl.
Jane
FromanBoswell Sisters. The Dee. 6 .2.rls.
No. 5— Cannibal Islands
I rl.
MU8IC0MEDIES
No. 6 — Spanish America
Irl.
Nick Kenny— N*. 4
No.Georges
13— A Metaxa
Little Girl with
SERIES Weather
(Ruth Etting) ■ Dee. 15...
No. 7 — Jerusalem, the Holy City Irl.
SPECIALS
California
Big
Ideas
Jag.
20.'34.29.
..
19....
Molly
Picon
No.
Irl.
Harvest Moon Girl
World's
GreatestAS Thrills..
Aug. 18....
No. 89—— Picturesque
Slackers of Siam
the Jungle Irl.
No. 14 — Not Tonight.
Knee Deep in Musie 8ept.22... ii'/i:
STRANGE
IT
No. to — East Indies
I rl.
Josephine
Jan.
27,'34.2I...
SEEMS SERIES
MY BRIDGE EXPERIFrank Kelly
McHughNo.
Aug. 7.... ,.t....
ENCES (Ely Calbartson)
.1.9....
rl.. No.Kltty
No. 31—
32— Novelty
Novelty
Sept.
Fsreed atResponse,
Sept. 15...
15
—
Picture
Palace
...Feb.
I0.'34.2I...
No. 33— Novelty
Oet 9.... .9....
Murder
the BridieATable. Sept
I...
No.
16—
Dinners
I Hate
Feb. 24,'34.I0...
No. 34— Novelty
Nov. 20.... .10....
Society Cheaters
Sent. 29 .
SERIALS
No.
17
—
Business
is
a
No. 35— Novelty
Dee. 18 ...
What
Not to DoBridi*
In Bridge. Oct. 13...
(EACH SERIAL 12 EPISODES OF 2 RLS.)
Pleasure
Mar. I7,'34.
3.'34..2rls
Trans-Atlantle
No.UNIVERSAL
36— Novelty
18— Silver
Living
Mar.
.2 rls
Title
Rel. Data Mia.
COMEDIES Jan. 22.'34. .1 rl.. No.Dorothy
Trl'lu
Oct. 27... ,21..
Stone
Three
All(Mentono
at Sea
Sept 20 ,21...
No.Gertraude
19— Minstrels
Mar. 31, '34. .2 rls
PATHEKnaves
NEWSand a Queen. Nov. 10..,. 20..
N*. 2)
MASCOT
Neisen
Released
a wsek
Big(Mentone
Benefit No.
The
Oet. 18 .21....
No. 20 — Janet Reade (UnPATHE twice
REVIEW
3)
Fighting with Kit Carsoa..July 8. ..29...
(OMb)
Released once ■ month
Big(Mentone
Casino, N*.
The
Nov.
29 21....
No. 21 — Helen Morgan titled) Apr. 7, '34.. 2 rls
Noah Beery
Johnny
Mack Brown4)
SOGLOW'S
"THE
KING"
(Untitled)
Apr.
21,
'34.
.2
rls
CARTOONS
.2
rls.
Mystery
Squadron,
Tb*
Dee.
23....
No.Hat22 —LeRoy
Private Lessons .May 5,'34..2rls
Broadway
Feb. 14, '34.
Bob Steele
(MentoneVarieties
No. 7)
Fatal Note, Th*
Sept 29...
Three Musketeers, Th* Apr. 7
No.(Technicolor)
23 — Morocco Nights May I2,'34..2rl$.
Gleason's
New Deal Jaly 12 .20....
Jest
of Honor
Jan. 27...
I9.'34
John Wayna-Ruth Hall
James Glaasaa
Marching
Along
Oct.
Wolf Dog, Tho
Sent 30
20....
Meeting
Dec. 20.... ,18....
On
tho Pan
Nov. 24...
HOW TO JONES
BREAK 90 .July
SterlingMazi*
Holloway
Rin
Tin Tin, Mallory
Jr.-Fraakl*
Pals
BOBBY
.1 rl.
Darro-Boots
SPECIALS
Mountain
Music
Jan, 3,'34.
Louise Fazenda
No. 4— Down Swing . .
So TOM
This Is Harris Jan. I9.'34 28...
Not the Marrying Kind Nov. 22.... 20....
No.
.10.
SERIESAND JERRY
Sterling Hotleway
19....
No. 56—— Impact
Fine Points Jutv
Aug.
PRINCIPAL
On the Air and Off Sept. 6
Phantom Pals
Rocket
July 21...
LOONEY TUNES
Tarzan,
Feerless Aug. II. ..29...
(Mentone No. i)
Puzzled
20....
Buster the
Crabbo
No.
10
—
Beau
Bosko
7...
OpenHenrySesame
Oct. 25
VAGABOND ADVENTURE
(•uh)
SERIES
No.
II
—
Bosko's
Mechanical
Man
Armetta
.21....
No. 12 — Bosko the Musketeer 7...
OutLouise
of Gas
Nov. 8...
Antwerp
Sept. 10...
8...
No. 13 — Bosko's Picture Show
Fazenda
Cuba
Nov.
UNIVERSAL
LOONEY TUNES (New Series)
Palsle
Jan. 31, '34 ..2 rls.
Moorish Spain
Jan. I2,'34
Gordon of Ghost City Aug. 14 29...
HenryWalsle
Armetta
No.
9 7...
Buck ofJones-Madge
Bellaffly
(Msb)
PieJames
for Two
Dec, 13.... 21....
STATE RIGHTS
No.
2I—— Buddy's
Buddy's Day
Beer Out. ..Sept.
Perils
Pauline
Nov, 9, ,..29...
Gleason
AMKINO
Garden
Oct
21
7...
,18....
Evalyn
KnaopRobert
Allen
(aash)
Stung
Again
Oct.
18
A Day In Moscow
No. 3— Buddy's Show Boat. Dec. 9 ! rl.
Louise Fazenda
Phantom of the Air May 22
Killing to Live
No.MELODY
4— BuddyMASTERS
the Gob.. ..Jan. I3,'34..lrl.
Tom Tyler-Gloria Shea
Supoer
at Six
Dec. 27 18....
Kino Displays
(Mentone
N*. 5)
Pirate
Jan. 29.'S4.20.
,19'/,..
No.
to
—
The
Alma
Martyr
9...
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
RichardTreasure
Talmadge(each). .
Trifle
Jan. I7,'34
Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanlans
VinceBackward,
Barnett A
Lucille
Lund
Cooeo* Capers
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USEBD

ECUIPMENT

NEW

ECUII^MENT

THEATRES

WANTED

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
Chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Send for catalogue H. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, 844 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

SACRIFICING NEW SUPERIOR TYPE X PROjectors with rear shutters, adapted to sound.
COXSACKIE
MANUFACTURING CORP.. Coxsackie,
N. Y.

WILL LEASE OR BUY THEATRE, CITY OF
10.000. prefer south. Consider others if doing business. Write stating location, opposition, seating
capacity, film contracts. Information confidential.
BOX 360, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

700 UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS REFINISHED
like new, PICTURE THEATRE SEATING, 722
Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J.

RCA P H O T O P H C N E - OLD EQUIPMENT
traded — Powers or Simplex soundheads, original cost
$1,200.00. our price, $295.00. Up to $300 allowed on
worn nut soundheads. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.

GENERAL

SIMPLEX MECHANISMS REBUILT, $135.00;
complete tensity
equipment,
rebuilt Forest
Peerlessrectifiers,
low inlamps. $95.00 ;$175.00;
30 amperes
$75.00. Bargains all along the line. Let us hear
from you. CROWN. 311 West 44th St., New York.
SAVE TIME SCOUTING AROUND! REFLECTOR
arcs, amplifiers, generators, chairs, rectifiers, anything. Ask for list. Trades taken. Tremendous savings. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.

TI^AININe

SCUCCLS

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
Approved home-study training. Free Catalog.
THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE, 315 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

PCSITICNS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST
YEARS'
Prefer
theatre where— 10
reliability
and EXPERIENCE.
good work are
appreciated. Will go anywhere. BOX 356, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
R. C. A. PROJECTIONIST. NON-UNION:
Single, sober, quality work, minimum wages. Prefer
large town. Address'. H. BARKDOLL. Vinton. Iowa.
WANTEE)

TC

CUT

WANT USED THEATRE CHAIRS, ALL KINDS.
Alto parts, accessories, etc. Send sample prepaid.
Advise quantity and price, etc. GENERAL SEATING
COMPANY, 2035 Charleston Street, Chicago.
GOLD STANDARD CASH PRICES FOR ANY
theatre equipment. Trades made. POSTOFFICE BOX
2042 DeSoto Station, Memphis, Tenn.

CONVERT YOUR LOW INTENSITY LAMPS TO
A.C. with transformers, increasing light to 80 amperes pulling 13 amperes off the line. Very reasonable especially for theatres needing more light.
CROWN, 311 West 44th St.. New York.
"RESULTS
WONDERFUL,
SOUND FIRST
class!" says Hardman, Frankfort, Kansas. Why
don't
you
investigate
S.
O.
S.
Wide
S. O. S. CORP.. 1600 Broadway, New Fidelity
York. sound?
WIDE RANGE AC AUDITORIUM SPEAKERS,
$14.75; Monitor speakers, $3.75. Improved results
guaranteed. We ship on trial. THEATRE SOUND
SERVICE. Rochester, N. Y.

ECLIRMENT

COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT AND SOUND
equipment. New and rebuilt. Expert repair and
servicing. Guaranteed quality. Unusual prices.
Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY
CORP.. 3M W. 44th St., New York.
WHAT'RE YOU WAITING FOR?— S. O. S. WIDE
Fidelity sound $179.70 up complete; soundheads,
$49.50 up; unified control amplifiers, $50.00 up. S. O. S.
CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
SCREEN
RESLIREACINC
WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make
it likeCO.,new.
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

TECHNICAL

CCCr$
REPRESENTATIVES

"RICHARDSON'S HAND BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best and most practical. Aaron Nadell's "Projection
Sound
Pictures."
Compete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksinformation
complete for
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, 1790 Broadway, New York.

THEATRE

PRCCCAMS

THE BETTER CLASS AT THE LOWEST PRICES,
all cuts furnished by us. Delivery same day copy
received.
THEATRE PRINTING CO., 720 So. Dearbom
St., Chicago.

CENTAL

SERVICE

SOUND PROJECTION EQUIPMENT AVAILable
withnotoperator,
or week,All nontheatrical
and
theatres
sound day
equipped.
offers
considered.
V. HAYNES, Roscoe, N. Y.

WANTED
WANTED REPRESENTATIVES IN EVERY KEY
film center to roadshow a religious sound motion picture
to Catholics.
men entire
who understandappealing
non-theatrical
field and Prefer
can handle
bookings and exploitation. Must be able to finance themselves and post bond for territory. INTEGRITY
FILM CORPORATION, 220 West 42nd St., New York.

REPAIR

SERVICE

CHAIR BACKS AND BOTTOMS TO MATCH
yours. Write VENEER SERVICE, Box 430,
Des Moines, Iowa.
REPAIR AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKERS— COMplete reconditioning.
All orjobs
unconditionally
guaranteed to work as good
better
than new. Parts
and accessories for all makes. Rush service. Write
for
specialWacker
low prices.
INDUSTRIES,
75 East
Drive, ELECTRONIC
Chicago.
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Projection
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STERLING
modern

Arcs

Ashcraft
SUPREX

projection

i)rojection equipment

arcs

are

the

for the hve-wire

modern theatre operator. Tlie^^ are economical to
maintain . . . giving improved projection at lower
costs. Tliey lia\'e no comj)]icated carbon rotating
or feeding mechanism ... no contact shoes ... no
l>atfles . . . STERLING SUPREX uses the lowest
wattage, yet creates more

light per ampere

than

any other light source on a very low heat factor.
It is sturdy . . . simple . . . practical in design.
The Sterling Suprex Lamp is not an alternating
current lamp. It can be operated on small generators or rectifiers built for tite purpose.
45-50 Amps.

New York
Continental Theatres
Accessories. Inc.
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Observations
5 Projectionist groups have got
their objections in early to the
threat of reduced wages which
they see in the Code for the Motion Picture Industry. That portion of the craft which is working
under SO-hour-per-w^eek contracts
is naturally anxious to know just
how it is affected by the Code stipulation that no member of the
Labor branch of the industry shall
work more than 40 hours a week.
Shall this mean 40 hours at the
50-hour-per-week wage called for
in these projectionist contracts?
Or at a 40-hour-per-week wage?
Determination of these questions
cannot long be deferred, and may
be forthcoming ere these pages
are very old. The issue has been
rather vigorously raised, however,
and current excitement calls for
current comment.
First of all, it would seem to us
that the Code is very explicit in its
demand that projectionists, since
they are included in the Labor
classification, do not work more
than 40 hours a week. This stipulation fundamentally represents
the great purpose of the National
Recovery Act, under which the
Code was drawn. That purpose
is to create jobs. It is therefore
expected, with all the assurance
derived from the provision of substantial penalties, that projectionists now working 50 hours will
work only 40 hours, so that there
will be hours available for the employment of projectionists now unemployed.
We take it for granted that none
of the local unions quarrels with
that purpose. But who is to pay
the wages of the re-employed projectionists? The man now working under a SO-hour-a-week contract? Or the exhibitor? And
naturally, neither wants to!
This brings us to a consideration
of the contract itself. Under
NIRA,

the SO-hour-a-week

pro-

vision is invalidated by the 40hour mandate of the Code. Either
that, or contractual relations have
supersedance over the Act itself in
Constitutional law. For the projectionist to rest his case solely on
the existence of his contract, however, would be to raise an issue
which might well have ramifications and repercussions of very
critical character, in this industry
and perhaps elsewhere. In this
connection it is relevant to note
that the United States Supreme
Court has just upheld a Minnesota
Emergency Law of purpose similar to that of the national act, the
effect of which has been to modify
contracts.
5 Does any branch of the industry
care to be arbitrary, anyway? Can
it afford to? The issue is not one
involving projectionists alone, nor
theatre operators alone. It is an
industry issue which must be determined with the least ill effect on
the industry as a ivho/e.
We know from experience that
many a union member considers
the employer a selfish bargaindriver; and that many an employer has the same opinion of the
union. Thus there is the probability of a bad psychology, the fear
of one side that the solution may
prove a victory — perhaps a permanent victory — for the other.
Instead, the situation should be
viewed for what it is— an emerqency. Some projectionists are
fortunately employed, many others
are entirely without an income.
At the same time, some theatres
enjoy a measure of prosperity,
while others could not exist with
^nj substantial increase in overhead. The ideal solution would
take into consideration this wide
diversity of conditions and attempt
to correct the injustices that would
be bound to result from a blanket
ruling.

Otherwise — and for prac-

tical purpose, this may be necessary— some interests are going to
be hurt. How many, depends
upon the extent to which the few
are willing to make sacrifices for
the good of the many. Sacrifice is
not ordinarily a delight to human
But this is an emergency.
nature.
5 It is, as Mr. F. H. Richardsoa
has remarked to us, "a very comYet this
union manplicated
andmatter."
observer
of veteran
motion,
picture affairs (and a very fairminded one) takes the view that
inasmuch as the I. A. has approved the 40-hour-per-week proas written
in the Code, are
"it
would vision
seem
that denunciations
right now hardly in order."
"It might be remarked," F. H.
points out, "that some unions are
themselves penalizing working
members, compelling them to lay
off part of their time in order that
the work may be spread among
their many idle members. Moreover, I can personally vouch for
the fact that right here in New
York some very capable projectionists have been compelled to lay
off, while in some cases other men
far their inferior in ability have
been given the work this made
available.

"One thing is certain, however,
and that is, if projectionists are
penalized for working more than
40 hours a week, then the employers who permit them to should
be likewise penalized."
One thing more is certain: No
solution of broad benefit to the industry can come from an effort to
fan into flames those embers inherent in employer-labor relations
which may have come to glow in
this issue. Calm deliberation,
without factional bias, is here
called for — perhaps in a reopening of the whole matter so that this
situation, originally unlooked for,
[5]
may be specifically treated. — G. S.
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A N V COMPREHENSIVE
Study of the Motion Picture industry will
substantiate the claim that the exhibition
of motion pictures is a highly technical,
mechanical and scientific endeavor. The
high lights of progress have always resulted
from advanced scientific inventions and improvements. Without the developments of
scientists and engineers this industry would
not have come into existence, grown or
prospered.
This complicated equipment which has
been devised in laboratory and shop, has
been turned over to commercial organizations that apparently have little appreciation
of its delicacy and intricate detail. These
organizations generally operate such equipment for all there is in it, with little
thought to upkeep and repairs until it
breaks down. When a breakdown does
occur under conditions as outlined above,
excessive sums are spent to place such equipment in operation again.
It is truly rather astounding to realize
how indifferent the organizations that operate theatres are to the very real necessity of
maintaining properly that equipment of the
theatres which forms the foundation of picture exhibition. As a matter of fact, the
higher brackets of executives in the theatre
circuits actually seem to discount the idea
that proper maintenance is at all important,
seeming to believe that most anybody's
opinion is sufficient to solve engineering
problems. This point of view has been
substantiated by the drastic cuts made by
larger circuits in their engineering and
maintenance staffs, and consequently maintenance in theatres for the past eighteen
months has been nil.
The same opinion with regard to maintenance and engineering departments has
been, and still is, held by some theatre managers, particularly small circuit operators.
In all fairness it must be admitted that
maintenance and engineering departments
of circuits, as organized and operated in the
past, with their waste and red tape and
large fixed weekly charges saddled to each
theatre, were enough to lead many theatre
executives to wonder whether maintenance

ivas an evil — and if it was a necessary evil
at that ! But regardless of the rather unimpressive examples of engineering and
maintenance departments of the past, for
any theatre executive to hold the thought
for one minute that engineering advice and
maintenance service is unnecessary, is about
the height of short-sightedness and shows a
lack of appreciation of the backbone of motion picture exhibition.
A proper engineering and maintenance
organization
willin"earn
its own keep"of several times over
any organization
ten
or more theatres.
Any man who spends $150 for a watch
generally takes it to the best available
jeweler for overhauling and repair. The
same man invests anywhere from a hundred thousand to a million dollars in a circuit of theatres, then entrusts the upkeep of
those properties to the combination theatre
manager-purchasing agent, or a mechanic.
Most of those who are charged with this
responsibility are not fitted by training, education or experience. This is a paradoxical
situation that exists in a great many operating situations, and cannot be intelligently

MODERN

Jr.

explained except to say that the executive
who permits such a condition to exist fails
to appreciate, due to lack of application or
study of the situation, the tremendous
scientific aspect of the entire industry.
EFECT
OF FALSE
BOOKKEEPING
IT IS ALL too frequent
that the weekly profit or loss figures on a
theatre or theatres do not actually reflect
the real situation. During the past few
years, especially in circuit operations, ambitious managers, district managers and
division managers have neglected theatre
properties, valuable equipment and furnishings in order to increase an apparent but
actually a false profit, or to minimize an
apparent loss. Such practice has been aimed
at fooling some "higher-up" executive of
the particular organization.
Frequently this has led to withholding
the entry and the passing of legitimate bills
for obligations already incurred and services
performed that should rightfully be placed
in line for payment. Theatre statements
{Continued on page 28)

ILLUMINATED

FACADES

• On the opposite page, and also on the page imnnediately following it, are two
original designs for theatre facades that markedly lend themselves to the exploitation functions of the motion picture theatre. The facing material is glass, applied
m a new form of tile which may be readily fitted into a variety of forms and color
combinations and which, being highly translucent, may be made to glow with lighl
emitted by lamps set in channels immediately behind it. (See note on page 32.)
The two designs here presented, by Eberson & Kautzky, New York architects,
have been conceived with the existing, out-of-date structure in mind, as a means of
modernization, but of course the method Is as applicable to a new building.
The first creation shown (on the opposite page) Is called a Tower Design, and
has been adapted to meet common structural conditions of an existing theatre.
Construction is of veneer type, with the marquee conceived as an integral part of
the entire front. A depth of 8 inches In the whole facing is sufficient for illumination and access to the channels In the rear for lamp renewal.
The back wall Is curved, and in conjunction with a cylindrical tower, forms a
stage for cut-outs and other exploitation devices, which are made to stand out by
Illumination from the rear and proper floodlighting in front. Like the area above
it, the marquee is translucent. Lighting effects can be permanent, and according
to the requirements of the location, should be so contrived as to give the theatre
prominence and remove any cramped appearance derived from the presence of
much larger buildings on either side.
The sign work in this design can consist in either silhouetted lettering or neon
tubing, metallic and chromium-plated letters, or flat-painted multi-colored cut-outs,
which may be changed readily with each change of bill. An added feature would
be an illuminated non-slip glass floor in the vestibule.
The other design is called a Rainbow Scheme. This is created in modern straight
lines and incorporates slowly changing color effects in rainbow-like tones. General
construction suggested in this design is similar to that of the first conception
described, employing a veneer of variegated glass tiles with rear illumlnant channels. Further information is given on page 32.
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SITTING DOWN to lay out
a theatre advertisement means that the copy
itself has either been written in its entirety
or been comprehensively planned. Certainly the local appeal of the feature picture has been selected, and this has taken
form in a catch-line or opening paragraph,
or a general physical scheme for the proposed advertisement. Things are now ready
for paper and pencil.
The average theatre manager or the
member of his staff delegated to prepare
the newspaper advertisements for the
printer, will not want to make the layout
process very laborious. He is more a showman than an advertising man. But unless
he has his advertising prepared for him by
the central office of a circuit, or is always
able to find a complete advertisement suitable to his needs in the press book, he does
at times have to organize a selling message
in the words and forms of an advertisement.
Those who prepare advertising layouts
professionally use a paper known as tracing
tissue. In its good grades tracing tissue is
tough, yet is highly transparent. This
transparency permits the layout man to
outline an illustration readily right in the
spot of the advertisement where it is to go,
or to copy easily from any other similar
model certain typographical features which
he wishes to indicate to the printer — and
also to indicate to himself more clearly
what the advertisement is going to look
like.
As for pencils, we need not here insist on
the technically proper kinds. Suffice it
to point out that in taking instructions
from the simplest layout, the printer appreciates clarity and neatness, and will go
wrong less often when the drawn layout
possesses these qualities. Tracing tissue
causes even the medium-soft pencils to
write very black, hence should be used for
only the broader, bolder elements of the

layout. A medium-soft and a medium-hard
pencil will serve the average theatre layout
man in his purposes.
This part of the series consists principally in actual examples of advertising layouts,
especially prepared to illustrate certain selected points. They can scarcely be exhaustive, for there are many ways of treating the same advertising problem. They
are found on subsequent pages, with explanatory captions. One of these illustrates
a layout, with copy, as it might be sent to
the printer.
The first step in the preparation of such
a scheme for the printer is to outline the
shape and size of the advertisement on the
paper. The shape and size may be dictated
by previous arrangements with the newspaper of a more or less permanent nature,
or by specific factors in the advertisement
itself, such as the illustration or title.
Whatever it may be that determines the
size and shape of the advertisement, they
represent the absolute limits of the area in
which the layout man must work. There
can be no squeezing — and usually there
should be no expanding — after these limits
are set.
The size is of course partly determined
by the established column widths used in
the newspaper into which the advertisement is to go. In papers having eight
columns, column widths (with possible
rare exceptions) are 12
picas (2 inches), and
hence the widths of advertisements, measured in
.^tfHH
picas, are determined in
multiples of 12. Printers
refer to advertising widths
by the column, and depths
in inches. Thus an advertisement size would be
referred to as 5 inches on
one column, 10 inches on
two columns, and so on.
In arranging the typographical elements of the
advertisement it is usual
to employ the unit pica as
explained in a previous
article. Therefore the
layout man will have obtained from his printer or
similar source, a pica-rule.
Such rules may be procured with picas along
one edge and inches on
the other, so that the relationship between the
two units may be readily
compared. It would be
clumsy, however, to try
to measure blocks of type
in the average advertise-
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ment in inches, while printing practice
calls for line-measurement in ems.
After the size and shape have been outlined, the next step is to sketch in the
dominant element of the advertisement.
(Sometimes there is more than one, and
they must now be adjusted to each other.)
If this is a bold catch-line to be placed at
the top, it is in the interests of the selling
function of the advertisement to give this
element primary consideration, letting it
take the space and type-size best suited to
its purpose.
With the dominant element or elements
taken care of, the next step is to appraise
the pattern that has so far taken shape
and then to determine the sizes, forms and
locations of the other type elements possible in the remaining space. If not more
or less at the outset, then by this time the
whole general pattern of the advertisement
has probably been established. A point
to be remembered now is that the placing
of the subordinate elements will have a
very important effect upon the balance and
general attractiveness of the advertisement.
Too frequently these are placed without
proper consideration of their relationship
to the dominant elements — just so they get
in. Even a small block of light-face type
has its effect. The effort now should be
to continue the selling message with unity
of thought and typographical balance.

STAKIS SAT. I'. M
'FOOTLIGHT PARADE'
SI .NUAY - MONDAY

<GilR!A\!^AI[M
TONIGHT & FRIDAY
YOU CAN TAKE
THEIR WORD FOR IT!
"Well done by Miss Young
and Tone. The bad girls of
the wicked city cause various
emotions in the innocent
—small
Startown
Theater
— thatHayletsSprings,
us in."
Neb.
"A very good picture presenting the story from a different angle. Pleased the majority
is something
now." — which
Princess
Theater,
Lincoln Kansas.
WPIED FKUM M V- HEKALU
A U IfC^U
LATE NEWS EVE^'Ti
chask
A nnrn
U>W PRICES charlik
— 10c - 25e

An actual adveri-isement combining press book material with
copy composed locally. This was prepared by James A. Bittles,
manager of the Granada in Sreencastle, Ind., who wished to
quote from the Herald's "What the Picture Did for Me."
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The two layouts on the left-hand side of the page Illustrate
a certain lack of balance. Common examples, rather than
extreme ones, have been chosen. The average person laying out advertising would not be guilty of an extremely unbalanced layout, but It is not difficult to place minor ele-
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ments so that weights and lines are thrown out of gear. The
layout at the upper right is an attempt to improve the layout at its left, while the one at lower right indicates how
illustration and type may be out of line with each other,
yet, with the help of white space, be suitably balanced.
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In these layouts are illustrated a manner of
using pressbook material in the building of
advertisements with entirely new copy, or
added copy, and in a different form from
the original. In this case, as is usual, there
were plenty of mats available for various
sizes and shapes of advertisements. However, inthe two upper sketches is indicated
the construction of a layout employing a
shallow 30c mat in an advertisement considerably larger, with plenty of space for
local copy, including a top display line,
while the pressbook mat contained no message other than the star, the 'title and subordinate cast credits.
In the first of these two sketches, the mat
portion — which is attractively contrived —
was located as the first step, with provision
of space for some kind of catch-line. Many
ways were then open to arrange the rest
of the copy in the ample space below. The
treatment of this remaining space would of
course depend on what the advertisement
was to emphasize, how far In advance the
booking, and so on. The arrangement used
here merely for illustration employs a block
of type for possible descriptive purposes.
In dimensions permitting a size of type that
could be easily read even though light
enough to contrast with the larger, bolder
type at the left. Because the display line
and the type matter beneath the mat material Isof broken pattern, the name of the
theatre is extended evenly across the bottom. This also parallels the ad-wide effect
of the mat material.
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It may be well to point out that the mat
material Is placed fully as low In this layout as it could be for proper appearance.
Its weight Is such that to lower It farther
for the purposes of increasing the extent
of the display line or other introductory
material, would be to throw the entire
advertisement off balance. As placed, the
star and title, being at the optical center
of the space, are where they will be seen
at a glance.
The lower layout, designed for one-column use (here photographically reduced),
adapts a portion of the same mat material
used in the advertisement above. Thus is
indicated the possibility of occasionally
using the same mat material without seeming to be repeating it, and In different sizes
and shapes of advertisements. Pressbook
material frequently lends itself to this kind
of treatment even more readily than that
here used. Even though other copy than
that of the press book advertisement may
be wanted, such type matter as a handdrawn title may be preserved.
In this connection it should be remembered that mats themselves should not be
trimmed (unless by one who knows precisely what he Is doing), because If certain
elevations in the mat are out, so that the
valleys extend to the edge, the molten
metal used in casting the printing surface
from the mat will run out, and no metal
plate can be made.
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Here is illustrated a manner of adapting press book material solely for an illustration, in an
advertisement either more suitable in size and shape to local copy needs, or following the use
of the original press book advertisement in Its entirety. As reproduced here, the original
press book advertisement (at left) has been photographically reduced In size, and thus that
portion used In the layout above Is larger than the corresponding part of the original. The
method indicated here is to cut the plate straight across just above the type matter.
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Sketch of Paul
Muni as it appeared in press
book.
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Illustrated here are two simple layouts of different column-widths, making use of a
sketch offered in the press book. (The title of the picture here Is of course fictitious.)
This Illustration happens to be of Paul Muni, and was procurable in a variety of
sizes, In both mat and cut form. Both layouts Indicate how some elements may
be centered, and others flushed left or right, without precluding balance. This
calls for a nice adjustment of both spacing and type weights (the latter being not
so well illustrated here by the pencil lines.) Press book advertisements are of course
laid out more elaborately, and commonly Interlace the type matter with extensive
Illustrative matter, with or without the use of drawn letters. Such methods are not
available, however, to the average theatre which may have occasion to compose
Its own advertising, and hence the layouts here presented Involve only such elements as should be procurable in the newspaper plant.
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Here is indicated a layout sheet with instructions tor
the printer. Attached to such a sheet would be the
copy, clearly typewritten and covering every item
whether sketched in layout or not, and with instructions for setting each of such elennents, proper reference being made by means of a corresponding letter
of the layout.
Matter other than that to be set in type, need only
be referred to on the layout itself, as is done above.
No attempt is made here, of course, to present a
highly commendable ad pattern, or copy that would
meet the approval of the showman. This material
refers only to printing instructions, not exploitation.
This layout was designed to include a variety of
typographical elements for the purpose of Illustrating a variety of Instructions.
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For example, Copy A. If the type selected is Garamond Italic with an ornamental letter "A" as Indicated, Instructions will be, for example: "Copy A, set
24 pt Garamond italic caps with 48 pt swash Initial."
And immediately below the copy Itself would be given.
When the copy is written into the layout, the typesetting instructions, as well as those for other elements,
may be written on the layout sheet In the same manner that the copy references are written above. Only
when there is little copy in large space Is such a
method commendable. In many cases it would be
Impossible. In others the copy might not be clear.
One of the Instructions given here Is, "Our logo herewith." This refers to the established signature of the
theatre which has been cast In a solid piece of metal,
called a logotype, shortened in printing slang to logo.
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ALL THEATRE owneis and
managers have had controversies with
patrons over damage, loss and theft of
articles of M^earing apparel such as jewelry,
coats, hats, gloves, canes and umbrellas.
Usually, the value of the smaller articles
is too small to cause much trouble, but
very frequently the value of jewelry, fur
coats and the like is sufficient to result in
serious and expensive litigations.
Moreover, it is important that theatre
owners and managers shall conduct their
theatres in a manner likely to retain the
good will of patrons who suffer damage,
theft of smaller articles of wearing apparel.
The purpose of this article is to review
all relevant recently decided and leading
higher court cases in order that readers
may readily determine their legal obligations. Also, suggestions will be given with
respect to performance of certain duties
on the part of theatre owners, as display
of signs, instructions to employes, providing check-rooms, and the like, which in
event of suits will avoid liability and in
the majority of instances satisfy complaining patrons and therefore prevent litigation
and retain the good Avill of the patrons.
First, it is important to know that the
legal duty of the owner of a theatre to
safeguard his patrons' property is the same
as that of a firm or person who agrees to
take possession of another person's property for a profit. In other words, the laAv
on this subject is based upon the legal duty
of a paid bailee toward a bailor, the latter
being the owner of the goods, the former
the theatre owner.
Generally speaking, it is the legal duty
of a theatre owner to exercise ordinary care
to prevent patrons' loss or injury to articles
and clothing by the employment of trustworthy employes, giving proper instructions to them, providing check-rooms.
PAID AND
GRATUITOUS
BAILEE
CONTROVERSIES of this nature are decided by rules of the law pertaining to"bailment." Legally, the theatre
owner is a bailee, and the patron is a

bailor. A bailee is any person who has
legal possession of property belonging to
another, and the owner of such property
is the bailor.
Various courts have held that if a person
agrees to keep another person's property
without compensation the keeper is a gratuitous bailee who is liable for loss or injury to the property only where he positively isgrossly negligent. Therefore, there
is a fine line of distinction between the
degree of care required of a paid bailee and
a gratuitous bailee, and this distinction frequently is the chief consideration of the
courts in litigations involving the liability
of theatre owners for loss or injury to
articles belonging to patrons.
CASE
For example, in the recent case of Sanders V. Franklin (286 S. W. 925), the chief
point of discussion was the degree of care
required of a bailee who keeps another
person's property ivithout compensation.
The facts of this case are that certain property was left by its owner in the care of
a bailee who was not paid for his services.
In other words, the article was left for
safe-keeping without the owner either paying or patronizing the keeper.
Later, without knowledge of the bailee,
another person came upon the premises and
committed a theft. The owner thereupon
instituted legal proceedings to recover.
DECISION
It is interesting to observe that
held the bailee not liable, since
mony proved that the owner left
erty on the premises of the bailee
paid nothing for his services.
EFFECT
OF FEE

the court
the testihis propwho was

It is thus quite apparent that a theatre
owner is legally expected to exercise only
a slight degree of care in safeguarding articles of value against injury or loss, where
he receives no remuneration.
However, the higher courts have consistently held that a theatre oiuner who
charges admission fees is a paid bailee and
therefore is liable to his patrons for loss
or damage to their property resulting from
want of ordinary care on the part of the
theatre owner, or that of his authorized
employes. This law is applicable with respect to wearing apparel worn by the patron
or deposited in the theatre check-room.
WHAT
IS
ORDINARY
CARE?
SINCE IT IS well settled
law that a theatre owner is not liable for
the loss or injury to clothing, or other
articles of value, unless the testimony indi-
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cates that the loss or damage resulted from
"negligence" or "want of ordinary care"
on the part of the theatre employes, it is
interesting to interpret the legal meaning
of these terms.
Numerous courts have held that there is
no fixed rule by which a court may determine in every case what acts shall be considered negligence, and what shall constitute ordinary care. In other words, the
terms "ordinary care" and "reasonable
prudence," as applied to the care legally required of a bailee, cannot be arbitrarily defined. What may be deemed ordinary care
in one case may, under different surroundings and circumstances, be regarded as gross
negligence.
RULE
OF NE&LIGENCE
However, the usual rule for determining
whether a theatre owner is liable for negligence is: Did the theatre owner and his
employes exercise the same degree of care
to safeguard the patron s property as would
have been used by other reasonably prudent
theatre owners and their employes under
identical circumstances? If so, the theatre
owner is not negligent.
Whether or not a theatre owner has
bestowed upon the patron's property the
degree of care required by law is a question
ivhich must be decided by a jury after careful consideration of all details of the testimony. Also, in view of the outcome of
several leading cases, it is established law
that when a patron delivers clothing to
a theatre check-room employe and it is
returned in a damaged state, or not returned atall, it is presumed that the theatre
employe was negligent and the l;heatre owner has the burden of showing that the loss
or damage did not occur through negligence of the employe. If he cannot affirmatively prove at least that he exercised a
degree of care sufficient to rebut the presumption ofnegligence, he is liable.
CASE
For illustration in a late higher court
case on this subject (150 Atl. 408), it
was disclosed that the owner of goods sued
a bailee for loss caused by fire. The bailee
contended that before the owner of the
property was entitled to a judgment, it
was his duty to prove that the loss resulted
from negligence of the former. The lower
court sustained this contention and refused
to hold the owner of the goods entitled to
a recovery. But the higher court said :
DECISION
"The duty of the bailee under the common law was to take reasonable care ,of
the goods trusted to his charge. The modern law dictates that . . . proof of loss or
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injury while in the custodj' of the bailee
establishes a prima facie case against the
bailee to put him upon his defense."
The higher courts have consistently held
that a theatre owner is not liable for destruction byfire of clothing belonging to
patrons, provided he exercises ordinary care
to conduct his business in a reasonably safe
building.
LOSS
BY FIRE
The rule may be stated thus : It is the
duty of the theatre owner toward patrons
that he shall exercise due care and reasonable precaution to protect and preserve the
patrons' property against loss by fire; that
is, such care as an ordinarily prudent theatre owner is in the habit of exercising
toward property entrusted to him for safekeeping.
Obviously, a theatre owner would be
liable in damages for loss by fire resulting
from his negligence in failing to maintain
the theatre equipment in proper condition,
or if his employes failed to exercise care
in removing clothing from a check-room.
CHECK-ROOM
LIABILITY
A COMMON SOURCE of litigation arises when a patron's property, such
as wearing apparel, is lost or stolen, (1 )
where such property is retained in the control of the patron; or (2) where it is deposited ina check-room without charge; or
(3) where it is carelessly left by the patron
in a dressing room. Legal examples will
be given of each of these instances.
In the first instance, the theatre owner
never is liable for loss of clothing retained
in the patron's possession unless the theft
was committed by a theatre employe, or
the theatre employe was negligent in endeavoring tolocate the article after having
been informed by the patron of his loss.
Of course, a theatre owner is deemed negligent and liable for theft of goods by a
dishonest employee, particularly if the testimony indicates that the theatre owner or
his manager had reason to believe that the
employe was not trustworthy.
CASE
For instance, in a recent case (269 Pac.
459) the owner of goods sued a bailee to
recover their value which he contended had
been stolen. During the trial the patron
proved that upon different occasions goods
had been stolen from the bailee, and once
a room had been burglarized. Also, it was
proved that the bailee had been warned
that one of his employes had a bad reputation. In view of this testimony the court
held the bailee liable for the loss and commented upon this situation in the decision
as follows :
DECISION
"Persons depositing valuable articles with
him (bailee) expect that such measures will
be taken as will ordinarily secure the property from burglars outside and from thieves
within . . . and also that they will employ
fit men, both in ability and integrity, for
the discharge of their duties, and remove
those employed whenever found wanting
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in either of these particulars. An omission
of such measures would in most cases be
deemed culpable negligence so gross as to
amount to a breach of good faith, and constitute afraud upon the bailor."
EFFECTOF
POSTED
WARNINGS
ANOTHER IMPORTANT
point of the law is that a theatre owner
cannot be relieved from liability for loss
of clothing belonging to patrons, where
such loss results from negligence of theatre
employes, although signs are posted in the
theatre building reading "Not Responsible
for Loss of Clothing," or "Patrons Are
Informed Management Will Not Be Responsible for Lost or Stolen Valuables."

EMPLOYE

However, chances for liability may be reduced by a sign reading "Not Responsible
for Lost or Stolen Clothing, Unless Deposited in Theatre Check-Room." Moreover, any sign or notification placed in a
prominent location may be depended upon
to assist in retaining the good will of
patrons who suffer losses, because the attention of complaining patrons may be directed
to such a sign and feel thai it is something
of a forewarning.
EFFECT
OF CHECK-ROOM
It is well settled that a theatre owner
who provides a room and an employe for
checking and keeping the wearing apparel
and other valuable articles belonging to
{Continued on page 29)
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By M. MARVIN BERGER
MEMBER NEW YORK BAR
A GREAT proportion of suits involving theatres
arises out of situations in which patrons sustain Injuries through sonne defect
in theatre plants, such as faulty lighting, torn carpeting, etc. In deciding such
cases, the courts stress the duty of theatre owners and operators to keep their
premises In a safe condition.
But, as one court has put it, 'The duty of the proprietor of a place of amusement to exercise reasonable care for the protection and safety of his patrons goes
further than the mere provision of suitable premises."
One must never lose sight of the fact that injuries to a theatre's patrons may be,
and often are, caused by persons as well as Inanimate objects.
Take for example the case of an usher whose training has not Included emphasis
on the necessity of keeping his temper and patience with the guests of his theatre.
The usher, in trying to keep a standing crowd In order, becomes Involved In a
quarrel with an Impatient patron. Indulges In abusive language and finally yanking
the patron out of the line, strikes him and rushes him out of the theatre. The usher
is dismissed, but the customer sues the theatre owner for damages for assault and
for injured feeling and humiliation, and obtains a verdict.
The general principal of law In such a case is stated by one court in the following
language:
"Managers of theatres . . . who Invite the public to become their patrons and
guests and thus submlF personal safety and comfort to their keeping, owe a special
duty to those who may accept such invitation. Such patrons and guests have a
right to ask that they shall be protected from injury while present on such invitation and particularly that they shall not suffer wrong from the agents and servants
of those who have invited them."
The "wrong" mentioned by the court Is not necessarily limited to physical violence. Itmay consist In the use of uncivil and offensive language addressed to or
spoken about the patron.
There are several grounds for holding the employer liable for the misdeeds of
his employe with regard to patrons. The most Important grounds are:
1. The selection, or retaining in service, of employes who are Incompetent and
unfit to perform the services for which they were employed, where such Incompetency was the cause of the Injury.
2. Failure to Instruct the employe in the proper method of doing his work.
3. Expressly ordering the employe to do the act resulting In Injury to a third
party.
4. Ratifying of the act of an employe causing injury to a third person.
5. The most Important and most frequently used ground for holding an employer liable for his employes' acts is where the employe is acting In the line of duty
and In the service of his employer. Any negligent or wanton act performed by an
employe while so engaged In the course of his duty which results in injury to a
patron, even though the act causing the injury is an abuse, or In excess, of the
employe's authority; is sufficient to make the employer liable.
A carefully selected, well trained employe is always aware of the fact that In
dealing with his theatre's patrons, he acts, not as an irresponsible individual, but as
the representative of the operator of the theatre, and that if he loses his temper
and Insults or assaults a patron, his employer may be obliged to make good, and
he may lose his job.
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AS THE OFFSPRING of radio broadcasting technique, sound pictures
naturally began with standard radio tubes.
The rapid strides towards amazing fidelity
and tremendous volume soon demanded
not only the best tubes which the radio tube
industry had to offer, but finally special
tubes capable of meeting the most rigid
specifications. Indeed, standard radio tubes
could hardly be expected to qualify in such
particulars as minutely maintained characteristics, exceptionally long life despite
many hours of continuous service each day,
complete freedom from microphonics and
background noises even with fantastic amplification, and extra ruggedness for an
am.azingly reliable component upon which
rests the success or failure of any sound
system. After all, the impelling thought
is that "the show must go on" and the box
office receipts are at stake — two infinitely
more serious considerations than one family's enjoyment of a radio program.
Now please take note that these reflections in no way disparage present-day radio
tubes. The better grade receiving tubes
of today are quite remarkable considering
the lowest prices yet attained. But theatre
sound equipment is far more critical in its
requirements than any broadcast receiver ;
which means, in sum, that sound system
tubes must be made specifically for sound
systems by those specializing in this specific
field.
First and foremost, there is that major
specification to meet — a noiseless tube.
Noise is a constant enemy of good sound
equipment performance, and most of this
noise in the past has been traceable to
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tubes. Critically analyzed, tube noises may
be due to :
Microphonics — lack of rigidity in the
tube structure, especially the filament, permitting elements to vibrate sufficiently with
jarring of bulb, even under delicate impact
of sound waves, to introduce extraneous
noises and resonant howls in the loudspeaker rendition.
Poor welds — improperly joined metal
parts which, under vibration or jarring> or
even in normal handling, work apart and
introduce uncertain connections, causing
background noise and even momentary inter uptions inthe rendition.
Leakage between elements — caused by a
deposit of metallic particles of the usual
getter or even of sputtered metal parts
during production bombardment, on glass
press, spacers and other non-conducting
parts, thereby establishing a conductor
where there should be an insulator.
Poor socket contacts — due to dirty or
greasy tube prongs and even to improperly
soldered connections between tube leads and
prongs. What might pass for broadcast
reception turns up as an imperfection under
the enormous amplification and volume of
theatre sound equipment.
Hiss — caused by the loss of vacuum during tube life, this softness becoming evident
in the mushiness of the rendition and the
hissing background. A tube becomes soft
or with lowered vacuum when the elements
are, in actual operation, heated beyond the
production bombardment temperature, and
there is insufficient "keeper" or clean-up
action. The heated metal parts give off
gas, imbedded in the pores, which was not
driven out by the lower bombardment temperature. The particles of free gas interfere with the clean-cut flow of electrons.
Faulty filaments — the very heart of the
tube, providing the electronic flow or blood
circulation, must be uniform and sufficient
in emission, as well as permanently positioned. If the filament sags, especially
when the tube is mounted horizontally,
vital characteristics are altered. If emission varies, tube performance is seriously
affected. Also the scraping of oxide coating where the filament is supported by a
hook, is imperative.
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Other specifications are extreme ruggedness, utmost reliability, and a long, economical service life. The quest for the
noiseless tube to a large degree takes care
of the remaining specifications at the same
time.
In most theatrical sound equipment, the
following types of tubes are employed —
102D, 205D, 264B, 242A and 258A. Considering these types in turn :
The 264B, it should be noted, is not the
same as the 864. The 264B draws .3-ampere at IJ^ volts, while the 864 draws
.25-ampere at 1.1 volts. It has a plate
impedance of 13,000 ohms, compared with
15,000 ohms for the 864, and a slightly
less mutual conductance. In all equipment
specifying 264B tubes, care should be taken
that an 864 is not substituted, as performance is not the same.
This tube is highly important as it is employed in the head amplifier. It must be
positively non-microphonic. It incorporates
a delicate filament of just the right crosssection to compromise between electrical
and mechanical requirements. The elements are rigidly mounted to reduce microphonics. The filament must be permanently positioned, yet because of its small diameter it cannot be too tightly tensioned. A
hook with just sufficient springiness tensions
the filament. Where it hangs on the tension hook at the top, the oxide coated filament is scraped clean, for otherwise noise
will result. Great care is taken in the
manufacturing process to see that the oxide
coating is uniformly reduced, otherwise a
noise arising from the so-called "flickering
effect" will be apparent in the performance.
NEXT IN importance is the
205D in which the prevention of noise is
also highly important. A recent development in this type, as well as in other larger
types, is the introduction of a solid graphite
anode in place of the former metal plate.
Theturegraphite
anodea block
is a one-piece
strucmachined from
of solid carbon
which is treated by a process for the removal of binder, hydro-carbons, amorphous
carbon and other undesirable ingredients,
thereby reducing the mass to the pure carbon or graphite form. It is not to be con-
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fused with carbonized plates, or metal
plates coated with carbon.
The graphite mass acts as the black body
or heat radiator, dissipating the heat generated in the plate when the tube is in operation. This heat dissipation lowers the operating temperature of the plate and other
elements, eliminating troublesome grid and
secondary emission, as well as the warpage
of plate and other elements.
In this tube cobalt nickel alloy is employed for the filament so as to obtain
greater emission area and high mutual conductance, aswell as high tensile strength
when hot. This filament choice compensates for high current surges which are impressed on this tube in a rectifier position,
because of the capacity input to the filter
system. This tube is mounted in a horizontal position and the tensile strength
when hot prevents filament sagging.
In the 102D, again, freedom from noise
due to any cause is most essential. Particular precautions, as in the 205D may be
taken to prevent noise by scraping the oxidecoated filament at the hook support, by
firmly welding all elements and by thoroughly evacuating the envelope. Employing cobalt nickel for the filament has also
been found to help.
A recently developed type of 242A tube
has a thoriated tungsten filament, having
been brought out to replace the oxidecoated 2 HE. This 242A incorporates the
thoriated tungsten filament and graphite
anode, the latter acting as a "keeper" and
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dissipating the heat. The writer finds that
this feature eliminates the gas and short
life objections to earlier tubes. The increased heat dissipation is very readily noted
in the operation of the 242A graphite anode
tube. Arcing at the base experienced with
the 242A type, particularly when used as
a rectifier, is overcome by the use of highbreakdown-voltage glass in the stem.
The 242A tube is often used in parallel,
and a proper resistance parasitic oscillation
suppressor is mounted in the grid lead, making the tube entirely interchangeable
IN MANY sound systems
the mercury vapor rectifier used looks in
some respects much like the 866 rectifier.
It differs, however, in two essential details.
One is the base, which is a two-prong base
of special design. The other is the filament
which, while operating at 5 volts, is much
heavier and requires a drain of 7 amperes
for correct operation, as against 5 amperes
required for the 866 filament. The purpose of this heavier filament is to supply
the necessary current peaks which rise as
high as 1.4 amperes in sound equipment
due to the capacity input filter system used.
All in all, sound system tubes are not
just ordinary receiving tubes. They are
quite different. The relationship is comparable tothat between a standard or stock
automobile and a powerful racing car built
to withstand the grueling grind of the race
track. The greatest extravagance in which
theatres may indulge is inferior tubes.

HOW
I ADDED
AN
"AIR
By W. F. ROTH, JR.
OWNER, NEW PALACE THEATRE, GALLATIN, TENN.

WASHER

LAST SUMMER I installed
a home-made washed-air outfit to
use in connection with Arctic NuAir, which gave surprising results
at a total cost of $22.50.
My blower and fan house are
located just behind the building,
with three chutes extending from
the fan house down to about 4
feet of ground, one chute on each
side, and one at the back. The
water supply, a 52-gallon water
barrel, Is directly under the fan
house, with outlet at the bottom
Mr. Roth atop shipment of RCA sound equipment.
of the barrel through an auto
pump (second-hand), driven with
a '/4-h.p. motor, forcing water to each chute through 1/2-inch tubing. The tubing
Is placed up against the roofing of the chute, with 1/32-inch holes drilled in the
tubing at l/s-inch distances. The water sprays downwardly.
Care must be taken to get the spray far enough from the blower so that It
won't draw the water Into the fan. This distance must be judged by the speed
under which each particular blower Is operated In order to satisfactorily cool the
theatre.
At the bottom of each chute Is trough and gutter to catch the water from the
spray and return It to the barrel. In other words, you just use the water over
and over. However, It Is a good Idea to drain the barrel and refill with fresh water
every few days. In unusually hot weather you can put Ice in the barrel.
One must be sure to put a strainer In the barrel outlet, and also a cloth over
the top of the barrel, to keep all foreign matter from stopping up the holes In the
spray apparatus.
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FROM A PROJECTIONIST in
Illinois comes a letter which raises two
very important questions. It reads:
"There are times when every projectionist cannot help but wonder if it really pays
to deliver the best possible projection. This
question looms up largely when the equipment is sadly in need of a general overhauling, or of replacement of wornout
parts, and requisitions for the same fall on
totally deaf managerial ears.
"Repeated requests seem always to be
entirely out of place when it comes to asking for the expenditure of money for projection room replacements or repairs. If
we had the money that has been shoveled
out in the past ten years in the form of door
prizes, or spent for cheap sound outfits
when sound was new, and other wide-open
spigots of pure waste, we might, with that
money, much more than equip the finest
imaginable projection room with the very
best of equipment, and have plenty left
over to keep it in the very pink of condition.
"I find it utterly useless to talk to the
manager about such matters. The less I
say about them the better I get along with
him. Moreover, 'safety crews,' projectionists are finding out, are highly unpopular
with exhibitors. With them safety doesn't
apparently count for much.
"The matter of sound should have very
careful attention by every projectionist,
both as regards volume and quality. I have
been accustomed to keep myself informed
as to the best volume for various subjects
by occasionally stepping outside my projection room to listen. The management,
however, claims I have no right to this
privilege. May I ask who is to be held
responsible if the sound be too high or too
low if the projectionist who produces it is
not privileged to check up on it at least to
some extent?"
This man, whose name and exact location iswithheld for obvious reasons, is, for
the most part, right. The attitude he
criticizes represents mismanagement. No
successful exhibitor or manager would for
a moment tolerate it. It is just plain foolish to depreciate the quality of the one and
only thing a theatre has to sell to the
public.
The wise manager first of all makes sure
his projectionist has every reasonable thing
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necessary to enable him to get the best possible results, provided his equipment is kept
in first-class condition. He then demands
that he, the projectionist, make good by
getting every possible thing out of the films.
Money is most emphatically not saved by
refusing to permit proper repairs. It is
wasted, for the reason that friend box office
no longer has its maximum drawing power.
As to stepping outside the projection
room, however, our correspondent is wrong,
and his manager right. I say this with the
full knowledge that it is just about as unfair as anything well can be to expect projectionists who are unable to hear the sound
accurately and therefore are out of touch
with auditorium sound, to produce the best
results. If the sound is too high, too low
or otherwise punk, certainly the manager
has absolutely no right to attach blame to
the projectionist, unless the projectionist
knows something is wrong with the equipment and has failed to correct the condition.
We have many times directed attention
to the unfairness of this whole matter insofar as it applies to the one-man room. As
to the "safety crew," the recent elimination
of many second men was very largely the
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fault of the men themselves. Time after
time, I have called attention to the effect
of a manager stepping into a projection
room to find neither man really on the job,
neither man perhaps anywhere near the
working projector, both men perhaps engaged in animated conversation with a
visitor, or one reading a paper or book
while the other did something else not connected with the actual work of projection.
Therefore I don't blame the exhibitor. 1
place the blame where it belongs, upon the
men themselves. I have entered projection
rooms and found neither man near the
working projector, and not doing much of
anything else. I have had both men of a
two-man shift stand talking to me for
minutes, without even so much as glancing
at either the working projector or the
screen. As a result, there are many rooms
with only one man on duty, and many men
without any job at all. Had exhibitors and
managers always found one man right there
at the working projector and the other one
engaged in some duty — and a duty can
always be found if one really wants to find
it— I venture the assertion that the oneman question would never have been raised,
or at least not carried out with any degree
of success.
PAINTING THE
PROJECTION ROOM
CARL RASMUSSEN of Elgin, 111., inquires as to what color is best
for projection room walls. This is a matter which has been treated from time to
time in this department. Primarily, it is
very largely a matter of visibility of the
picture upon the screen. It is easy to understand that a man working in a well
lighted room, the walls of which are painted
white, would have a far less excellent view
of a screen some distance away than he
would have were the room unlighted and
its walls painted black. This is particularly
true when one must View the screen
through a relatively small opening in the
front wall.
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The lighted, white-walled room and the
unlighted black-walled one of course represent extremes, between which there is
plenty of room for variation. Time was
when I advocated dead black walls and
ceilings and as little light in the room as
possible. Observation ports were then invariably very small, and screens were relatively dimly lighted. Things are different
now and extremes are no longer so necessary. But were I myself still projecting, I
would demand a dark color on both walls
.^ nd ceiling, and as little light as possible in
lHc room. It did and would not bother me
at all. When working my mind is entirely
absorbed in my work, and whither or no
the surroundings are lighted or cheerful
matters very little.
Most projectionists, however, demand
light. They want things as cheerful as
may be, and under present-day conditions,
if the matter of light be not carried too far,
there is no great objection to it (except that
it tempts men not to watch the screen as
continuously as they should). Modern
practice is to cover the floor with a dark
battleship linoleum and to paint the walls a
rather dark olive green, with the ceiling
(and perhaps a border on the walls) any
preferred light color, such as buff or light
iination with olive walls and has been used
quite a little.
However, nine projection rooms out of
every ten are entirely too well lighted. It
may be all very nice for the men, but it
most emphatically is not good for the picture. There is no real need for a lot of
illumination. What there is should be
very carefully placed. Its direct rays
should not be permitted to fall upon the
front wall. A space at least 18 inches wide
all around the observation ports should be
painted a dead, non-gloss black, all of
which makes for two things; namely, visibility of the screen, and a tendency to
watch the screen because other things are
not so plainly visible.
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Paonia, Colorado,
December 26, 1933.
Wright-DeCoster, Inc.,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
Gentlemen:
I installed the Model 309 reproducer
with horn, rack and field supply over two
weeks ago and cannot help but write you
regarding the results. They are wonderful
and it is hardly believable that there
could be such a difference between the reproduction which I now have and what I
had before.
Yours very truly,

ge
l nranhas
and ful
hor
delr 309
Mouce
E rod
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ect
dir
com
tests within the past few months and
has yet to find an equal.

PAONIA THEATRE,
By: Tom Poulos.

The Model 309 reproducer,
the speaker with the patented corrugated leather spider that protects the
air gap from dirt, dust and grit of all kinds and also allows the cone great
freedom of movement.
Write us and we will gladly furnish you with proof of
the above facts, together with detailed information.
WRIGHT-DeCOSTER,
Inc.
2225 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
: :
ST. PAUL, MINN.
EXPORT DEPARTMENT: M. SIMONS & SON CO., 25 Warren Street, New York
Cable Address: SIMONTRICE,
New York
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RECONDITION?

THE BRENKERT A. C.
REFLECTOR LAMP

If you

I HAVE just examined
specifications of the new Model K Brenkert
reflector type alternating current arc lamp,
which is a handsome and apparently well
made piece of apparatus. True, I have not
as yet had opportunity of examining the
actual equipment itself. However, several pictures in my possession give an excellent idea of the equipment in all its parts,
and inasmuch as through the years every
piece of Brenkert equipment has been well
made and efficient, I may assume this will
be the same. Mr. Karl Brenkert made an
effort to arrange a theatre demonstration
of the light source for me while I was in
Chicago recently, but unfortunately it could
not be done in the time at my disposal. The
equipment in question is designed to handle
the alternating current projection carbon
developed recently by the engirieering department ofthe National Carbon Company.
The underlying idea is to secure screen illumination very similar in tone to highintensity (though of course not equal in
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was established to give the theatre owner and manager
practical advice in precisely those problems which have come
to the front as a result of current efforts to end the wornout, run-down condition that overtook thousands of theatre
properties during the depression. Planning the Theatre is
conducted by a licensed architect, Peter M. Hulsken. He
will give your inquiry his personal attention. Merely address it to
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Figure I.— Compensator transformer.

Figure 2. — End view of lamphouse.

Figure 3. — Interior view of lamphouse.
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light production volume) and to do this at
considerably reduced cost.
As compared low intensity light
sources, the carbon consum,ption will be
found to amount to quite a bit more. On
the other hand, no current rectification
equipment is required. Instead a small
compensator is supplied with the lamp, the
operating cost of which is quite low. It is
shown in Figure 1.
It may be used with 95 to 130, or with
190 to 260 volts. On its upper surface is
a knob, by means of which current flow
at the arc may be varied between 65 and
85 amperes, in fractional and very gradual ampere steps. Due to the high efficiency of the compensator as compared to
motor generators or current rectifying
devices, a saving in current is effected
over low-intensity direct current operation,
which compensates to considerable extent
for the higher cost of a.c. carbons. The
result is only slightly higher operating
costs for carbons and current combined,
over that for a 30-ampere low-intensity
direct current lamp.
The main equipment consists of a handsome appearing lamphouse, the ends of
which are of aluminum. It may be viewed
in Figure 2. Note that it carries all necessary controls in convenient reach of the
projectionist from working position. Also
on it are mounted the ammeter, and the
motor and relay of the arc control. Note
also the vent pipe of ample dimensions
equipped with controlling damper.
In Figure 3 we have an interior view
showing the lamp, which, be it noted, is
of simple construction, with most of its
working parts back of the large-diameter
mirror and therefore protected from high
temperatures. The mirror is elliptical, of
proper focal length, and of a diameter to
pick up an unusually large angle of light.
The mirror is of pyrex.
Just over the lamphouse door is a framed
screen, upon which an image of the light
source is projected. It has guiding lines
so that the projectionist may maintain his
light source (crater) in exactly the correct distance from mirror and note whether
or not it is burning properly. A compound lens system accurately focuses the
light source on this screen.
The Brenkert company says the new
light source cannot supply screen illumination equal to their high intensity type arc
operating at 75 amperes, but that it will
deliver more light to the screen than will
a low intensity operating at 30 amperes,
and also a very white light, from all of
which it is pretty evident the new a.c. arc
will seek its main field in the smaller
theatres where Mazdas and low-intensity
lamps now hold the fort.
Be it noted, however, that alternating
current arc light sources are automatically
barred where only low-cycle current (25
cycle) is available. I do not believe the
a.c. flicker will be objectionable on screens
where the current is 60-cycle, or even a
trifle less. I will watch the performance
of the a.c. projection arc as it comes more
and more into use and report to you fromi
time to time as to what success projection-
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ists have with it, as compared with what
we now have in use.

Would

THOSE CONTACTS:
WATCH
THEM!

To

Show

Of

Five

RECENTLY Projectionist
W. H. Flowers of the Plaza theatre in
Duquesne, Pa., wrote that he was using
certain equipment taking current through
a Hertner Transverter, and that when a
second arc was struck there was a momentary disturbance of the light. He asked
what was the matter, and not being certain, I immediately took the matter up
with John Hertner of the Hertner Electric Company, asking that he get into touch
with Mr. Flowers, find out what was
wrong and straighten the matter up. This
Mr. Hertner did. I now have a letter
from Mr. Flowers reading, in part, as
follows :
"My trouble was quickly remedied,
thanks to your action in writing Mr.
Hertner. He told me to look for trouble
in the relay located in the panel, saying,
'It flies up on open circuit, but should remain down when either one or two lamps
are in operation. When down, it shorts
out some resistance in the regulator. Its
contact should be positive and steady so
that no current fluctuations will occur,
which will be indicated by a voltmeter
across the contact points. When operating lamps, the voltmeter should show zero
at all times.'
"That was what Mr. Hertner told me,
and I got me busy. The voltmeter most
certainly did not show zero, so I immediately examined the relay contact and am
ashamed to say it was in bad shape. However, careful work with very fine sandpaper remedied this, making the contact
perfect, whereupon the first arc (Strong
Standard) burned perfectly, and when the
second was cut in, did not show the slightest bit of fluctuation. As soon as the second arc settled down, both ammeter needles
were rock steady, showing a drop of one
ampere each, whereas before it was from
three to four amperes drop.
"The trouble then was that the current
loss with two arcs in operation caused an
excess of current to be thrown into the
remaining arc when one was turned out.
One ampere added merely results in a very
slight normal brightening, scarcely perceptible whereas 3 or 4 amperes added
causes spitting or flickering. A small cure
for a large illness. Many thanks."
Many times I have warned projectionists
to carefully inspect all contacts on fixed
dates. Brother Flowers and all other projectionists should have on the wall of their
projection room a chart or schedule of inspection dates. [See article, "Projection
Routine and Inspection," August 26th
issue. — The Editor.] Certain inspections
should be made daily, others semi-weekly,
some weekly and so on. But unless they
be given a regular time the thing seldom is
done at the time it should be, or perhaps
not until trouble compels examination,
which is too late and not infrequently results disastrously.
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of course you wouldn't. Faster camera lenses,
better films and finer lighting stamp 1929 productions as out of date.
Changes just as great have taken place in projecting equipment.
The new Super-Cinephor Lens with the patented condenser system represents an achievement in lens building
that is as great a step in the propter projection of
pictures as have been the improvements in Photography.
Without this new lens you are handicapped. With
It you can show sharper, brighter pictures that are
clean right to the edge of the screen. You can rest
assured that no one is putting on a better show than
you are. Remember — just one more patron a day
pays for a Super-Cinephor in less than a year.
Complete details gladly sent on request.
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who
have found a new Clough-Brengle WideRange Amplifier is a sure way to "pack'em-in." Write today for description and
new low prices.
Kendall Clough — Chief Eugiiieer
The CLOUGH-BRENGLE
CO.
II30-A West Austin Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
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TUBES
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plate, having rigid six point
support insuring maximum
efficiency.
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tubes, rectifier tubes and
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A TRYOUT WILL CONVINCE YOU

Proiection Optics Co., Inc.
330 Lyell Ave., Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

Had brother Flowers had such a
schedule on his wall and paid strict attention to it, the trouble never would have
occurred. That same is true in nine projection rooms out of ten. Have regular
dates for examination. For example, on
Monday — examine wires inside lamphouse,
taking connections apart and cleaning
them ; examine all switches as to conditions, tightness, etc. ; examine condition of
intermittent sprocket teeth, also teeth of
other sprockets ; test film tracks at aperture for wear ; test lost motion in gear
train. And so on, through all the list of
things for weekly examination on Monday. It is a matter of "a stitch in time
saves nine" — and sometimes a great many
more, too ! Were I still in active projection work I certainly would make up such
a list and post it on my projection room
wall under glass. Just set a sheet of ordinary window glass, say 12 inches square
against the wall, held out from it by, say,
one-eighth of an inch, let it be open at
both ends, and slip the paper in back of it.
It is best that each staff make out its own
schedule, to meet its own conditions.
However, it is no earthly use to do this
and then forget it. Make a suitable inspection list, post it, pay strict attention to
it. You will thus avoid a lot of trouble.
OBJECTS TO
PUNCHED IN

NUMBERS
FILM

J. H. WEAVER, Pittsburgh
projectionist, pays us the compliment of
saying that our 'umble writings have given
him much aid through his ten years in the
"shadow business." He then asks:
"Why do some film companies punch
numbers at the beginning and end of each
reel of film? Such punchings usually are
located from 5 to 10 feet from title and
trailer. They are decidedly objectionable.
In one print I had recently, the punch
marks were between 5 and 6 inches long.
When reels are doubled up they cause two
flashes, though that is not true with all
makes of film so maltreated.
"Universal punch marks are so placed
that they do not show on the screen, yet
a while back one of them was the cause of
a film breaking, with the result that I was
handed that projectional abomination, a
white screen. The language I used would
not look well in print, and my remarks
concerning punching film would have to be
washed in strong disinfectant before being
broadcast. Even after the bath I'm afraid
it wouldn't go through the loud speakers
without considerable over-heating.
"Films very often crack at the punchings
after being run for a time. Have cut out
many of them that had started to crack.
The break is always across the film. It
therefore is likely to catch in the aperture,
or perhaps on an idler roller. If the numbers are really necessary, why not place
them along the side, like footage numbers?
"And now another thing: Some Universal films have a white dot at the side,
where the frame lines join. This often
sets up motorboat noise, which we just
love — mav the Creator forgive me for
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lying! There seems no legitimate reason
for their presence. I therefore move, Mr.
Chairman, that they be eliminated. [MoF. H. tion
R.]unanimously carried. So ordered. —
"On the standard prints, why cannot a
transparent line be placed on the ninth
sprocket hole from the start frame, as a
convenience in threading?
"Do you think the elimination of the
out-of-focus ef¥ect set up by sharp projection angle is very important? Have
solved it on short projection distance and
sharp angle, but have not tested the plan
elimination
on The
a large
scale." of a tendency toward
out-of-focus set up by projection angle distortion, would have very real value if it
could be done without introducing other
equally objectionable elements. However,
I think I may say that that can hardly be.
Depth of focus may be increased by reducing lens diameter, but that, of course,
means light loss. Since the effect depends
upon optical laws, it would seem rather
impossible to remedy it without lens
diameter reduction. As lens diameter is
increased, depth of focus is decreased. So
far as I know, that is inevitable.
As to the punch marks, they are for the
purpose of identifying film ownership. I
shall lay your objections before Universal
headquarters for consideration. I agree
that the white "dots" should not be there.
They would be harmless were only film
used that had them, since the mechanism
might be adjusted so that they would never
get into the sound light beam. But in
using films of different makes, it might well
be impossible to do this. What has been
the experience of other men in this respect?
Let me hear from you. If the trouble is
remedy. I should endeavor to procure a
general
HOW
TO PREVENT
EMULSION DEPOSIT
FROM Thomas F. Bochert,
chief projectionist of the Palace theatre
in Lancaster, Ohio, we have the following:
"This is my first letter, but hope it will
not be my last. Have read every one of
your articles and used your Bluebooks for
five years past. May I honor you with
the degree of Dean of Projection, which
I sincerely believe fits you on your record.
"Am writing to offer a bit of help on
the subject of film scratching, particularly
on the sound track and on the opposite side
of the film. I am sure what I have to say
will be welcomed by brother projectionists.
"Scratching the sound track usually occurs at the intermittent sprocket idler roller,
and for this reason : Both upper and lower
sprocket idlers should rotate freely, but the
film held to the intermittent sprocket by
idler rollers must stop and start 24 times
per second, which means either that the
rollers must do the same thing (which
seems rather impossible), stand still, or
possibly rotate at part speed. In either
event the tendency would be for them to
collect emulsion deposit, which is the chief
cause of scratches on film.
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"We have cured this trouble here by
turning down the inner side of the idler
roller flanges to a depth of 1/32 of an
inch, which acts to prevent it from bearing
on, or scratching, the sound track. We find
this adds no tendency of the film to jump
or run through unsteadily. Our experiment was applied to Powers projectors
only."
What this good brother means is that
he has turned 1/32 of an inch off the
inner "lip" of the idler roller, each end
of which has a slot in its center, thus forming two narrow faces at the roller end.
I am not prepared to say positively whether
the suggestion has value or not, but at
least it seems to have worked well at the
Palace. It therefore is laid before you
for consideration.
We welcome suggestions such as this
from practical projectionists. It costs little
for men who have discovered some stunt
that seems to be of benefit in practical
work, to send it in so that we may lay
it before thousands of brother projectionists in this and other lands. It gains a
man just exactly nothing at all to hug to
he has "dug up."
breast
his
On the
otherlittle
handthings
it does do a lot of good
to set them forth for the benefit of all.
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Projection

Facts

by

Brenkert
The BRENKERT

Alternating Current
ARC Control
An alternating current
projection
lamp screen
can maintain clear, mination
white
only if the illuarc
control
regulating
the
feeding of the carbons is very
accurate in operation.
The Brenkert arc control
of the Brenkert model K
lamp meets these exacting
requirements and has the
followingclusiveimportant
and exfeatures:
1. No adjustment necessary to compensate for temperature changes of the lamp. 2. Once adjusted,
always adjusted. 3. No contacts to clean. 4. Extreme feeding accuracy not impaired by lamp
mechanism being clean or dirty or oiled or dry. 5. Ruggedly constructed and always reliable. 6. A
revelation in fully automatic arc regulation.
YOU CAN HAVE PERFECT PROJECTION IN YOUR THEATRE BY SEEING THE
BRENKERT DISTRIBUTOR
IN YOUR
TERRITORY OR BY WRITING
DIRECT TO—
BRENKERT
LIGHT
PROJECTION
DETROIT
Engineers and Manufacturers

CO.
MICHIGAN

PROPER COLOR
FOR BORDERS

JOHN L. BRADLEY of London, England, writes, "I have found your
writings very helpful because you deal with
practical things and in a way that they
may be easily understood. Regarding screen
border, I would ask your indulgence in
answering this question: Is black best, or
is some tint of gray or some other color
tetter? I have, before presuming to trouble
you, made inquiries here, only to reap a
variety of opinions, apparently based either
tipon abstract theory or pure guess work.
May I hope to be favored with your
views?"
Many years ago, when I first entered
projection (1904), screens were not bordered. When first I began writing some
nondescript borders had come into use, but
were a very poor affair. Finally, after
studying the matter, I bought a lot of
cheap black cloth, and after the show
closed and the rest had all departed for
the night, I installed it, letting it extend
just a trifle into the picture — about half an
inch, as I remember it.
I was myself rather astounded at the
effect. So much so that I told the exhibitor about my experiment next day, asking
him to remain while I put it on again that
night. It never came down again, except
to install it on a proper frame. (Also, he
never paid me for that cloth!)
I then began advocating black as a screen
border, and soon the benefits were so obvious that it became the universal practice.
All of which is merely blowing my own
horn, of course, but perhaps not offensively
loud. And now as to your question:
Some of our scientific gentlemen have
lately raised objection to the use of black
for the reason that it tends to form too

's
Richardson
s
k
o
Handbo
on
Projection
IN THREE VOLUMES

Universally accredited as the best and most practical treatise ever published
on projection and the many problems daily confronting the man in the projection room. The remedy for hundreds of every day perplexing annoyances
is explained in detail and in simple language.
Volume 1-2 is devoted to the general subject of projection including its allied
activities, but without information on sound. Volume 3 deals exclusively with
sound. All three volumes are profusely illustrated and contain over 1400 pages
of information and helps. Each volume contains Richardson's famous Question
and Answer Series.
VOLUME 1-2 (one unit)
VOLUME 3
VOLUMES 1-2 and 3 (complefe . set)

:...$ 6.20
5.10
10.20

QUICLEY
BOOKSHOP
1790 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
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i_ WIDE RANGE
SOUND-ON-FILM

WHEN you buy Mellaphone Sound
nt,
proventellsatisbuy tions
Equipme
the
faction. Over 3000youinstalla
story. Buy outright on the weekly payment plan, easy terms. Full information
on request.
The choice of the United States Government

The "BESTOMATIC COLOR SPOT" Is • 5Mwatt ated
babycoW spot
motorcanoper-be
wheel writh
witha 7self-starting
colors. Colors
changed 1, 2, 3 or 6 times per minute by means
of a simple adjustment. Lamp adjustable for spot
or flood with ample cooling for 500-watt bulb.
Comiriete, less bulb, for A.C. M cycle, 110 volts,
$25.00. H'rite for literatart or see your dealer.
BEST
DEVICES
CO.
200 Film Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio
Motion Picture Patents My Specialtu
PATENTS
William N. Moore
Patent Attorney
Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.
The first important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with $10,
and I will examine the pertinent U. S.
patents and inform you whether you are
entitled to a patent, the cost and manner
of procedure. Personal attention. Established 35 years.
Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00
WHECE»$
THAT MCNET
1
Know the answer at a glance, right every
time. Stop the leaks; find out what pays
best and use it more. Know why you
made a profit or not. Know where profit
comes from. Send $10; money back if not
f
as representea.
EASY METHOD LEDGER SYSTEM
Seymour, Indiana

high a contrast, therefore to make the picture edges seem more highly illuminated
than the center. This objection, coming as
it does from the aforesaid scientific end of
things, is much voiced, and you, Friend
Bradley, may well have been treated to it
over there. At first glance the argument
seems reasonable. It would be reasonable,
too, were theatre screens evenly illuminated
as they should be. The fact is, however,
that screens are not evenly illuminated. If
you doubt it, have them measured with a
photometer. You may be amazed, as I was
when I, in conjunction with Jesse Hopkins, a fellow member of the Projection
Practice Committee of the S. M. P. E.,
measured a lot of screens in New York
City. It was found that in all classes of
theatres, the screen was far brighter in the
center than at the outer zones. The difference not infrequently was amazing. One
of our very best Broadway theatres measured approximately 15-foot candles (figures from memory) at center, and only
from 4 to 5 at the outer edges. Some
dropped even more than that at the outer
zones.
Granting that what the scientific gentlemen say is all quite true, insofar as has
to do with the sharp contrast tending to
make the outer zones seem brighter than
they really are, it really seems to me that
under the conditions that might be a very
decided benefit. What do you think?
My own view is that, provided the screen
be evenly illuminated all over its area (a
condition I doubt you will find in any
present day theatre), then some neutral
tint of perhaps gray would be better than
black for a picture border, in theatres in
which there is high screen illumination —
say, in excess of 10 or 12 foot-candles. For
theatres having low screen illumination,
below 10 foot-candles, I am not so sure
about it, even with uniform screen illumination.
Under present conditions of uneven
screen illumination, due entirely to imperfect projector optical trains, I certainly
hold non-glossy black to be best at the picture edge, though it may, and very possibly should be shaded off gradually in
neutral tints toward the outer edge of the
border. However, a strip from 3 to 4 inches
wide, of pure black, should border the picinches.ture, extending into the picture by 1 to 2
The reason for having it extend into the
picture is that the picture edge will not be
plainly visible on entirely non-gloss black,
therefore slight movements of the screen
image as a whole will not be so visible to
theatre patrons.
CHARACTERISTICS
OF

RCA-57

TUBE
I HAVE BEEN receiving
letters from theatre managers and projectionists asking whether the RCA-57 and
RCA-82 tubes are interchangeable with
tubes 50 and 81. They are not.
The RCA-57 is of a newer type, being a
triple-grid amplifier or detector, with a.c.
heater. Its complete characteristics are:
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Heater. — Coated uni-potential cathode :
Voltage, 2.5, a.c. or d.c. Current, 1 amDirect inter-electrode capacitances. — Between control grid (or cap of the tube)
pere.
and the plate, 0.010 micro-microfarads
(one micro-microfarad is equivalent to
1x10-12 farad). Between the control grid,
and the cathode and scren grid connected
together, 5.2 micro-microfarads. Between
the plate, and the cathode and screen grid
connected together, 6.8 micro-microfarads.
Overall length.— A 19/32 to 4 27/32
inches.
Maximum diameter. — 1 9/16 inches.
Base, 6-pin.
AMPLIFIER (class a).
Operating conditions and characteristics.
— Heater (with shield can), 2.5 a.c. volts.
Plate, 250 volts, maximum. Screen, 100
volts, maximum. Grid, — 3 volts. Suppressor, connected to cathode at socket. Amplification factor, greater than 1,5(X). (In
general, the amplification per stage in a
screen grid stage is determined by the mutual conductance and load impedance.)
Plate resistance, greater than 1 :5 megohms.
Mutual conductance, 1,225 micro-mhos
(conductance units). Cathode current cutoff, approximately 7 grid bias volts. Plate
current, 2 milliamperes. Screen current,
1 milliampere maximum.
DETECTOR
operating conditions as bidsed detector.— Heater, 2.5 volts a.c. Plate, 250 volts
maximum. Screen, 100 volts maximum.
Grid, — 6 volts, approximately. Suppressor,
connected to cathode at socket. Plate load,
250,000 ohms, or 500 h. choke shunted
by 0.25 megohm. (For resistance load,
plate supply voltage will be voltage at plate
plus voltage drop in load caused by specified
plate current.) Plate current, adjusted to
0.1 milliampere with no alternating current input signal.
To be noted is that in designing circuits
for use of the 57 as a detector, it is
desirable to work from the detector stage
directly into the power output stage.
Also to be noted is that the recommended
practice is to have no potential difference
between the heater and the cathode. If
this practice is not followed, the heater
may be made negative with respect to the
cathode by not more than 45 volts.
As to the RCA-82 tube, this is a fullwave mercury vapor rectifier. It is not
interchangeable with the RCA-280 (commonly referred to as RCA-80), which is
also
a full-wave
rectifier, but of the highvacuum
type.
THE CAUSE OF
CARBON
PENCILING
FROM THE New Jersey
State Prison comes a letter, certain excerpts
from which are taken, as follows:
"Have been an interested reader of your
departments in Motion Picture Herald
and Better Theatres for the past year.
Am an inmate in the New Jersey State
Prison. While here have learned motion
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picture projection. Was taught by another
inmate, a member of the New York City
projectionists' union who has been licensed
for 16 years. He has gone out into the
world of freedom again. We have two of
your books, one on projection and one on
sound. They have helped immensely but
do not seem to cover the problems I am
now confronted with.
"We have one Simplex projector, using
a.c. through a variable type transformer —
a.c. at the arc, I mean. Have had trouble
due to carbon penciling. This was overcome by using a larger diameter carbon.
After reading the chapter in your book devoted to carbons, I discovered the probable
cause. Upon connecting an ammeter and
voltmeter into the arc circuit I found we
were using 52 amperes at 32 volts, with
transformer working at its minimum, and
77 amperes at 33 or 34 volts at maximum,
which evidently was all wrong, as the
transformer name plate set its rating at 25
to 40 amperes at 110 volts.
"Examining the transformer I discovered we were using only two of the three
primary leads, the common, and one 110volt wire. I feel that the trouble, so far
as penciling is concerned, was due to the
fact that this other lead was not connected.
Will you kindly explain so that I may set
the matter before the proper authority correctly?"
Your description of the Edison transformer isnot sufficient to enable me to determine definitely just what that third wire
is for. There is a transformer which may
be used on 110- or on 220-volts, according to which leads are connected. However, I think you have one of the early
type transformers in which the amperage
was altered by making dif¥erent wire connections. J.H. Hallberg made one that
way in the early days, and, possibly Edison
did too. I cannot remember. However, the
matter is easily determined. You can use
only two of the three wires. Disconnect
one (either one) of the wires, and connect
the idle one. If the other wire is for 220volt circuits, then you will get only half
the former light. Possibly the arc won't
strike, though I believe it will. If it is
another 110-volt connection, you will get
a different amperage, presumably less. Connect in your ammeter when you try it out.
You cannot do any damage in any event.
Penciling means the carbon is overloaded.
It is too small in diameter for the amperage
being used.
As to the shutter, I see, though you do
not say so, you have an old style in-frontof-the-lens shu.ter. I would certainly recommend to the prison authorities the instal ation ofa rear shutter. It can and by
all means should be installed. It reduces
fire danger and film heating by more than
50%. It therefore makes for added safety
and longer life of films, and the projector
mechanism as well, since it then is not subjected to high temperatures. In the end it
will pay for itself many times over in the
saving effected.
As to the present shutter, I don't know
which edition you have of the Bluebook.
Presumably the fourth and the Sound
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volume, or fifth. If that is correct, turn to
page 620 and under "How To Trim Shutter Blade" you will see what should be
done. By substituting paper shutter blade
(which will last for weeks) you may experiment asmuch as you like, and still leave
your metal blade unaltered. If you find
you can make an improvement, then trim
the metal blade to the paper blade dimensions, and there you are. It is unlikely, but
possible, that you are using low-cycle current (say 25-cycle), in which case the flicker is inherent in the light itself, and there
is nothing you can do.
If you have some other edition than the
fourth, then here is what you should do:
Secure a sheet of stiff, thin cardboard, such
as business cards are printed on. Remove
your metal shutter blade and cut out a
paper one just like it, omitting the outside
ring, which is not necessary. Install the
paper shutter blade in place of the metal
one, having made a mark on the hub opposite one side of one of the blades before
removing the metal blade, so you can install the paper one without the trouble of
setting it.
Now gradually trim off say, 1/16 of an
inch from both sides of all blades and try
it out. If there is no travel ghost, remove
another like portion from all blade edges
and try it out. Keep this up until faint
travel ghost results, whereupon cut another paper blade with just a bit wider
blades — say, 1/16 wider — and see what
the results are as to flicker. If there is an
improvement, trim your metal blade to
conform to the dimensions of the paper one,
and — there you are. If there is no improvement you can do as you see fit about trimming the metal blade. If the result is as
good as it was, but no better^ — ^well anyhow you will get some more screen illumination bytrimming it down.
STATE USES
MOTION PICTURES
B. A. AUGHiBAUGH, supervisor ofVisual Instruction, Department
of Education, for the State of Ohio, hands
me a 15-page catalog listing films and slides
carried in the Visual Instruction Exchange,
owned and operated by the state. Dr. B.
O. Skinner, Director of Education, certainly has, as evidenced by the catalog, built
up a remarkable exchange containing a
large assortment of both 35- and 16-millimeter films, all on non-inflammable stock,
and a comprehensive collection of stereopticon slides, the whole dealing entirely with
educational subjects.
This catalog interested me particularly
because I had just listened to an address by
Donald P. Bean of the University of
Chicago, in which the view was expressed
that with proper, well planned procedure,
motion pictures can have very large value
in educational work. Certainly this view
must be well founded.
In the catalog certain books are listed
under the title, "Some Helpful Literature."
In this list "A Million and One Nights,"
by Terry Ramsaye, leads the rest. In projection, the Bluebook is the only one named.
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The

Question:

THE

CONDUCTED

WE ARE now building a
small theatre. It is to be a one-story
building, 100 feet long and 30 feet wide,
finished 16 feet high inside, with no balcony. The building is now under construction, and the thought occurred to me
that you might have some helpful suggestions as to planning the entrance, lobby,
seating arrangement, interior and stage.
In your opinion, is masonite suitable for
the interior, as that is what we are planning
to use? — A. H. C.
The Answer:
NOTING THE dimensions
of your theatre, I am afraid that the ceiling
height is too low. It would be better if
you could increase this to 18 feet at the
high part of the auditorium floor.
Beginning with the front of the theatre,
I suggest that you place two sets of 5-foot
doors in the center of the front elevation.
This will give you a lobby 12 feet wide
and taking off the thickness of the walls,
there will be left a space of 7 feet, 6 inches
in width on each side of the lobby. This
space being too small for store rooms, I
suggest that you plan for a women's room
on one side of the lobby, and for a men's
room and an oflSce on the other, these rooms
to open from the cross aisle or foyer, except
the office, which should open from the
lobby. Set the entrance doors about 8 feet
back from the front of the building, allowing space for a ticket booth in front of
the entrance doors.
Place another set of doors 10 feet back
from the entrance doors. This will give you
a 10 by 12-foot lobby. Make the ceiling
in the lobby at least 9 feet high. Over
this front part plan for the projection room
and be sure to provide for wash room
facilities in connection with same.
In the auditoriumi first provide for a
5-foot cross aisle leading to the wall aisles.
Plan for a center bank of 13 seats in the
middle of the auditorium, with aisles along
the side walls. Of course you can plan
for a center aisle and gain one more seat
in each row, but you know that a center
aisle is not advisable and the use of same
should be prevented if possible, as it takes
the place of the best seats in the house and
the frequent use of same interferes with
the vision of the audience, while the wall
aisles do not hinder at all.
For such a small house you do not need
a stage. An apron about 10 feet wide
will do. You can use this for small vaude-
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NOTE:
IN THIS department
Better Theatres will be
glad to answer questions pertaining
to the preliminary consideration involved inthe planning of a new theatre or in the remodeling of an existing one. Only requests for ideas will
be answered, since this department
cannot assume the practical functions
of an architect. All communications
intended for this department should
be addressed to "Better Theatres,"
1790 Broadway, New York. They
will be answered in this department. None will be answered by
mail. Although only initials will be
used in signing the questions published, itis a requirement that all letters bear the signature and address
of their writers. The replies will be
prepared personally by Mr. Hulsken,
who is a practical architect and a
member of the American Institute of
Architects.

ville acts if necessary. However, design
this as a proscenium arch. Place near the
stage in each side wall exit doors as required
by your State code. So far we have used
for lobby, apron and thickness of walls,
35 feet of the 100-foot length of the building, leaving 65 feet for seats. After taking
off at least 7 feet, 6 inches for space between the first row and apron, we find
that there is space for 23 rows, making
the total seating capacity 299 seats.
I find no objection to your using the
material you mention as it takes paint satisfactorily and if you employ someone who
is well familiar with applying this material,
you can obtain good results by using
beveled-edge design. The manufacturer of
this material will furnish you Avith tools
and designs.
Provide for as many poster cabinets in
front and in the lobby as possible.
A
The Question:
THERE ARE two independent companies who are interested in constructing modern
a
theatre in Panama City.
Both have asked me to request that you
furnish them with any information available regarding purchase of equipment,
chairs, air cooling systems, etc.
One company has already drawn up their

HULSIiEN,

A.

I. A.

plans for a theatre 150x50 feet, capacity
of 1,045 (438 seats on first floor; 369
seats in first balcony, to be used for better
class public; 238 seats for gallery). This
company owns the property on which they
plan to build their theatre. They are wellknown building contractors.
The other company proposes building a
theatre of about the same capacity as the
above mentioned one, but have not yet
drawn up their plans.
It would be appreciated if you could
supply these companies, also myself, with
information requested just as early as possible—J.R. N.
The Answer:
DESIGNING a motion picture theatre in a warm climate, such as
in Panama, is to me an entirely different
problem from that of designing an average
theatre in an ordinary climate. It is my
opinion that to enjoy a performance in
comfort in such a theatre one should eliminate all thoughts of excessive heat and
design the interior in such a way that
nothing will refer to high temperature.
The auditorium should be made as comfortable as possible, and an even temperature from 70° to 75° should be maintained.
The first consideration I would give to
the building would be to plan it so that
all roofs and walls would be properly insulated, so as to prevent the heat from the
sun to penetrate to the interior. The next
consideration would be to install a very
efficient air conditioning plant. Since I
think it would be nearly impossible to obtain water at 60° temperature, a refrigeration plant would have to be installed. Plan
for as many air changes per hour as possible, and provide for plenty of cool air
blast in the lobby and foyer. The direction
of this blast should be toward the entrance
doors, so as to prevent the warm air from
entering through the doors when opened.
When the building is properly insulated
and the air cooling plant in good operation
I do not think you will experience any
trouble in keeping the auditorium comfortable.
Further I suggest that all electric lighting be of the concealed type, as an exposed
light bulb suggests heat. Outside of the
proscenium arch I would eliminate all
drapes or fabric hangings, and whatever
there is to be used should be of a floral
design. The decorative treatment also calls
for a great deal of study. Use only real
light tones, as red and yellow make one
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think of heat. If decorative panels are
required I suggest you use a floral or a cascade or a snow capped mountain motif. A
modernistic design in line effect would also
be satisfactory.
Provide only the amount of doors necessary for the safety of the public and provide them with self-closing devices so that
no door shall be open any longer than necessary. For the seats I would not advise
the use of velour. Use leather or a glazed
fabric. As for floor covering in aisles or
foyer, I would advise use of rubber or cork.
A
On
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Modern

Marquee

With

Aluminum

Letters

Brings Quick Returns!
This modern marquee installation was designed,
built and erected complete by us, the work including new steel framing, soffit and roof. While
the Cinema was not originally built with a
marquee, the owners say that the new installation has not only enhanced its appearance, but
substantially increased box office receipts. It
will quickly pay for itself. Ask us for data on
signs or letters.
Ben Adler
Signs, inc.
STATE-LAKE BLDG., 190 N. STATE ST., CHICAGO
Phone: Randolph 4747

Decoration

so MANY readers have
sent inquiries relative to ways for decorating old and new theatres, that I feel
obliged to try to give a description of a
very inexpensive, but an effective modern
decoration scheme. This scheme will eliminate a great deal of painting, and in new
theatres, eliminate plastering of side and
rear walls, which item will mean a great
saving in the cost of construction. I want
it understood that I am not trying to discourage the use of paint or do away with
color treatments, but simply to describe a
very inexpensive way of renovation, which
can be done in the shortest time possible
and will change the atmosphere of a theatre
after remodeling.
Let us take as an example the plain side
and rear walls of an auditorium. To eliminate the plainness of such walls, I suggest
breaking up this wall surface by introducing wall sections divided by fluted
pilasters. Making these pilasters out of
natural wood or ornamental plaster
would be rather expensive, so I am going
to suggest a material which was once used
for only walls and roofs of factory buildings: namely, corrugated sheet metal. This
corrugation will give the effect of the modern interpretation of fluting. Cover this
metal with a thin material, such as flexwood of any kind of natural finish desired,
and the desired result will be like a real
wood pilaster. The effect can be enriched
by using natural wood bases and caps or
by placing wood strips horizontally at equal
distances, according to the lengths of the
sheets.
The panels between the pilasters could
be built out of a wood-grained material.
Of this product there are several kinds
manufactured, so one is not limited to a
certain choice. The best results will be
obtained by having the grain of the wood
mitred or placed in a checkerboard pattern,
each square to be from 24 to 30 inches in
width. The ceiling should be plastered
and should be decorated in a very light
soft tone, free from any ornamentation,
except a few shadowed borders along the
walls.
Indirect light fixtures should be used for
the wall panels, or a more effective but
more expensive way of lighting would be a
continuous band of concealed lights behind
obscure glass in the angle of ceiling and
walls. In place of wood-grained material
one could also use sound absorbing sheets

Adler

The Symbol of Perfection in Projection

Always

Improving

THE identification of "H & C" with
' Perfection in Projection Lighting is
the result of many years of research
and the active technical skill in the
manufacture of "H & C" products.
HALL & CONNOLLY,
INC.
24 VAN DAM STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.
Write for Illustrated Booklet
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or tiles, especially when the acoustic qualities of the house demand improvement.
However, this panel will need decorating.
These wall panels should be applied on
furring strips, which method will be a great
improvement for old houses where the walls
are covered wtih ornaments and where the
walls are not straight and plumb, and certainly will improve the acoustics. I am
sure that this scheme will make a very

The

pleasant effect and a total transformation
of any old theatre at a very low cost. The
cost of wood-grained material in imitation
or real wood runs from 5j4 to 35c per
square foot.
The effect of the above treatment can
be elaborated by the application of a wainscoting of mableized material, which is also
easily applied. Another very effective
scheme, which is also of a rather low cost,

Demands

should represent a true condition existing
at the time such statement is prepared.
When such statements do not include at
least a remark to cover the sadly neglected
maintenance condition, it cannot reflect the
whole truth.
Perhaps if the maintenance requirements
were considered there would be much less
to show as a net figure. But Avhy should
we fool ourselves? Delayed maintenance
means more expensive maintenance — patchwork maintenance and emergency maintenance means higher mainte?iance costs in
the end.
There are many theatres that are undoubtedly managed ably and honestly, but
there still remain enough exceptions to cast
the shadow of doubt and to make it worth
while to consider the question here of the
value of proper maintenance.
In examining the statements of any theatre in the light of the past and present depression intheatre attendance, it is very important to know how successful that manager has been in reducing expenses ; for it is
one thing to reduce expenses and still operate efficiently with a theatre and equipment
which has not been permitted to depreciate
faster than a normal rate, and quite another
to reduce expenses and permit both theatre
and equipment to fall to pieces.
It is those theatres which have been successful in regard to reduced expenses in
proper ratio to the physical condition of the
theatre and equipment, that will make the
best showing as the upturn in business
proceeds.
HOW
DEPRECIATION
SHOULD
BE HANDLED
ON MAINTENANCE SOme
discussion should be devoted to the item of
depreciation. The purpose of charging depreciation to expense is to distribute extraordinary costs of replacements equitably
over the useful life of the property or
equipment. The charge should be credited
to a depreciation reserve account against
which actual replacements are subsequently
charged.
Are there any depreciation reserves left
in the theatre business, did any ever exist,
where are they now?
Each theatre, depending upon type, construction, etc., and each item of equipment
should have its own rate of depreciation.
This rate is so established that the accumulated reserves, plus the secondhand value,

of Theatre
{Continued from page 6)

is to paint the walls and ceiling of the
auditorium as light as possible, then provide
for concealed lights with a cut-out cover
to throw designs on wall and ceiling. The
color scheme can be changed by using differently colored lamps or by changing the
gelatines in the cut-out covers. The only
drawback of this method is that to obtain
good results, the wall and ceiling have to
be perfectly smooth and even.
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should represent a sufficient amount in
dollars and cents to replace the property or
equipment when it is desirable to do so.
It follows from this that the less spent
on maintenance, the higher should be the
rate of depreciation. If this had been true
during the past three or four years, judging from the amounts spent on maintenance
there should have been some very handsome sums set aside as a depreciation reserve. This, of course, has not been the
case. However, there is a ratio between
expenditures for maintenance and the
amount set aside for depreciation which
will result in maximum life, highest efficiency, and greatest utility of both theatre
and equipment.
The annual depreciation charge is usually set at a fixed percentage of the gross
value of the property or the equipment, generally with no other maintenance consideration other than to repair breakdowns.
This established percentage is based upon
the premise that the replacement costs
would equal the initial costs. This is obviously not always the case. Any appreciable change in the unit costs from time to
time should necessitate a change in the annual depreciation rate in order that at time
of replacement there would be sufficient
money in the depreciation reserve to cover
the complete replacement. This change in
annual depreciation rate is most generally
established by a careful revaluation of the
theatre and equipment — in other words, an
accurate appraisal.
There is a great tendency on the part of
circuit operators to neglect adequate provisions for depreciation during periods when
box office grosses are declining. This is
always done in order to make a more
favorable showing on the operating statement. During such periods of declining
box office grosses there is also that great
temptation to cut down maintenance expenditures, and consequently the theatre
properties and equipment of this country
are in a deplorable condition at this time.
PROPER
PLACE
OF MAINTENANCE
TODAY MOST theatres, either through the inability of landlords to
get enough rent or because of receiverships
or bankruptcies, have been revalued and
readjusted downward during the past
eighteen months to a lower dollar and cents
scale in order to meet the condition of lower

box office grosses. But this revaluation
downward has only altered the financial
setup and has not corrected the deplorable
physical conditions that now exist. Too
many of those higher executives who have
been busily engaged in this revaluation
process seem to believe that this revaluation
has corrected all evils ; they seem to have no
knowledge of the absolutely dilapidated
physical conditions that need attention now.
Just as it was pointed out in a previous
article of this series, that this is a beginning
of a new era so far as the theatre manager
is concerned, so it will be a new era for
theatre maintenance in scope, conception
and organization. Maintenance should be
a branch of engineering and therefore tied
in definitely with the chief engineer of a
circuit or group of theatres; the chief
engineer in reality should be an executive
of the circuit with definite engineering
background and experience, capable of
meeting any technical or scientific problem.
The maintenance department should be
composed of a minimum number of men,
properly trained and with definite work
and responsibilities, allocated to them.
There should be no attempt to build up a
staff of mechanics or trouble shooters, nor
should any effort be made to send
mechanics on missions to distant towns
when the travel expense, salary, hotel and
meals make the cost of the job exceed what
it could be done for with local labor. The
maintenance department should be an
engineering service to every theatre manager, acontrol on maintenance expenditures,
an agent for allocating maintenance appropriations, and a means of checking work
done locally under the theatre manager.
The more up-to-date conception of maintenance should place it definitely as one of
the important functions of theatre operation
and management. In the past most any
detail that did not definitely fall as a responsibility ofsome other department, was
shunted over to the maintenance — in brief,
it was the "catch all" for any and everything. Consequently a department not recognized as on a par with other management departments, was looked down upon
by all, managers as well as executives.
There are many theatre operating and
management executives who know so little
about the mechanics or the technical side of
theatre management that they present an
extremely difficult situation in discussing
with them maintenance problems. Such
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executives, because of no engineering background, don't even want to make the effort
to understand, and hence say yes or no many
times, basing their decisions on the most
superficial facts. It is for this reason that
it is believed that ultimately the larger circuits will have an engineering officer of the
company — call him chief engineer or anything else-— who can be counted upon to
direct and control all phases of theatre operation that is based upon technical or
scientific facts.
The organization for maintenance should
never be intricate or numerous so far as the
circuit headquarters is concerned. The
maintenance department should be advisory
and supervisory, not a direct operating department, employing projectionists, electricians, upholsterers, painters, carpenters,
handymen, etc., on a department pay roll.
That particular type of labor should be
hired, paid for and charged to the theatre
as needed. Such a maintenance department
so organized so as not to saddle on each
theatre an appreciable weekly charge in
the form of overhead expense for an
elaborate department of skilled mechanics,
for which a theatre might not have use for
periods of several weeks at a time, could
and would be of definite value to a circuit.
It is to be noted that during this entire
discussion no attempt has been made to include purchasing, warehousing or the service of supplies to theatres. In many instances itis economical and a sound policy
to combine these functions with maintenance. But at this time it is not wise to
confuse the maintenance issue or to becloud
it by such considerations.
If the theatres of this country are to be

Duty

to

safe, free from fires, panics, and catastrophies; and performances are to be free from
interruption, maintenance is of primary importance noiv to every circuit and independent theatre. If the theatres are to reap
returns promptly with any marked improvement in theatre attendance, repairs
and renewals should be promptly cared for.
The year 1934 is going to bring that
improvement in theatre attendance if every
person connected with the motion picture
industry bends every effort toward that end.
The Motion Picture Industry is like one
giant organization (the Code has made it
so), with various units competing against
each other. Any marked improvement or
development by one unit will automatically
raise the standard of the whole industry.
All who find themselves actively a part of
this great industry in January, 1934,
should have the right to believe that they
are to be a part of this business for years
to come. This industry requires the help
of men and women of many temperaments,
ages and qualifications. All are important.
All should have the aim of creating in this
business the brightest futures possible.
Men and women of patience, perseverance and industry who are honest with
themselves and their organizations, have
every reason to be proud of this industry
and to believe that it holds for them the
satisfaction of all their desires. The time
has come when those who always ask,
"What is there in it for me?" will quickly
fade out of the picture.
This year is one of service, co-operation,
helpfulness and coordination. These are
the sign posts of progress and point the way
this year.

Protect
Patrons'
{Continued from
page 15)

patrons, may introduce this fact in a suit
to show that he has taken precaution to
furnish a place in which the valuables of
his patrons may be safeguarded. Also,
patrons who fail to take advantage of the
check-room cannot recover for lost or stolen
valuables unless, of course, it is proved
that the loss was occasioned by gross negligence of the theatre employes. Furthermore, itis apparent that where a proprietor
provides a suitable place in which to deposit
articles of value for safe-keeping, and a
patron, failing to take advantage of the
service, hangs his hat or other wearing
apparel on a hook, or places it in a vacant
seat, or leaves it in a dressing room, thereby contributes to a great extent to the
loss of the articles, resulting in non-liability
of the proprietor. Moreover, in cases of
this kind the burden is on the patron to
prove negligence of the theatre owner or
his employes, otherwise there is no liability.
CASE
For illustration, in the late case of Nolde
(164 Atl. 804), it was shown that a patron
left an expensive fur coat hanging upon
a rack in a room not having an attendant
therein.
The coat was stolen and the

Property

patron filed suit against the proprietor to
recover its value.
However, since the room in which the
coat was left was not intended for hanging
wearing apparel, except when the owners
of such apparel were in the room, the
higher court refused to hold the proprietor
liable, and said :
DECISION
"Neither actual nor implied bailment or
constructive custody having been established, there is no evidence of such negligence on the part of the defendant (proprietor). .. . The burden of proof upon
this point was upon the plaintiff (patron) ;
for it is only in a case of a bailment that
the burden is cast upon a bailee (proprietor) to account for the loss of the
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Genuine Brand New RCA
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CONDITIONING
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READY

CASE
In another case it was shown that a
goods."purchased all of the seats in a box
patron
for himself and a party of friends. A
usual curtain or portiere hung at the door,
and the walls of the box were supplied
with hooks intended for the use of patrons
{Continued on page 34)
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. . when you will be thinking ahead
on your requirements for proper conditions
during the warm months. If you have not
already sent in your request for the
charts, do so at once. Write:
BETTER
1790 BROADWAY
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News

AFFAIRS

and

Comment
necessary high and steady output. Through
the use of the test films and power level
indicator, the frequency characteristic, the
gain and the overload point of the sound
system can be readily determined.
It is disclosed that more than 1,700 exhibitors have signed the new Repair and
Replacement agreements offered by Electrical Research Products.

"SUPREX"
PROJECTION
• Development of the a. c. projection carbon has been accompanied by efforts to
adapt this very type of carbon to an improved d. c. projection arc. This phase of
the innovation has not had the publicity
accorded the use of this carbon directly M^ith
alternating current, yet it has already
stimulated a certain amount of experimental vv'ork on the part of lamp manufacturers.
According to the National Carbon Company, developers of this new type of projection carbon, the combination which will
probably be in most general use consists
of a 7-mni. x 12 copper-coated high-intensity positive, and a 6-mm. x 9 coppercoated cored negative. Lamps adapted to
the new carbon for use with direct current
by the term "Suprex."
distinguished
areSuch
a lamp has been placed on the
market by the Imperial Electric and Manufacturing Company of Los Angeles, under
the trade name of Sterling-Suprex. Tests,
according to the manufacturer, have indicated avolume of light 3^ times that
of the low-intensity lamp. The SterlingSuprex draw from 40 to 50 amperes, while
the arc voltage is 36.
This product was designed by C. S.
Ashcraft and is distributed by Continental
Theatre Accessories, Inc., New York ;
Western Theatrical Equipment Company,
San Francisco; Joe Goldberg, Chicago; B.
F. Shearer Company, Seattle ; and the
Brick Photoplay Supply Company, Los
Angeles.
LETTERS
ATTRACTION

• A complete line of cast aluminum attraction letters has been marketed by Ben
Adler Signs, Inc., of Chicago. These are
adapted to any type of sign using changeable letters, either of flat or of raised
glass. They are of rigid construction and
designed so as not to bend or break. All
letters are cast solid.

AMPLIFIERS
RANGE
WIDE
• Two new series of wide-range theatre
sound amplifiers have been introduced
by the Clough-Brengle Company of Chicago. One series is an a. c. line-operated
amplifier for use with any soundhead and
stage speaker system, providing a usable
peak output power of 27 watts. Single
and double channel models are available.
The other series is similar to the larger
amplifier except that it permits lower costs
for smaller houses where an undistorted
peak power of 15 watts is sufficient. Both
amplifiers supply p.e. cell voltage and exciter lamp current. Switching facilities
ailcw instant switching between projectors,
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Clough-Brengle amplifier.
and in dual-channel models, for quick
changeover to the spare amplifier.
These amplifiers may be connected directly to any 500-ohm stage speaker line.
However, they have special output ranges
to utilize the new dual speaker systems
high note or "tweeter"
having special
speakers
for wide-range reproduction.
TESTING SERVICE
• Service engineers of Electrical Research
Products are now supplied with new
testing apparatus for making measurements
on Western Electric sound systems to determine quantitatively the actual response
at various frequencies.
The new test apparatus consists of two
newly designed meters and a multi-frequency test film. One of these meters is
a combination d. c. voltmeter, ammeter
and ohmmeter, which permits the measurement of every d. c. voltage and current
used in the Western Electric sound system. In addition, it has a self-contained
source of voltage which permits its use as
an ohmmeter by means of which resistance
values can be quickly and accurately
checked.
The other meter is a combination a. c.
voltmeter and power level indicator. The
a. c. voltmeter will measure every a. c.
voltage used in the sound equipment. The
power level indicator has a range of minus18 to plus-56 decibels, so that it can be
used to measure the output of the largest
amplifier. These meters are portable.
Used in connection with these meters
is a new multi-frequency test film produced byEastern Service Studios, a licensee
of Erpi. Each of these films is especially
recorded and calibrated, and provides the

I NSTALLATIONS

• The steady increase in the amount of
equipment being purchased reflects a revived interest in normal theatre maintenance that at the same time reflects a
steady increase in patronage. To some
extent current installations represent new
theatres, but it is significant that most of
them reconditioning in some form. General reports cover most of the country and
a wide variety of equipment and furnishings, while at hand are special reports on
specific types of equipment. Among them
are listed the following theatre interests:
Curtain control equipment. — O. C»
Lam Amusement Company, Cedartown,
Ga. ; Larchmont, Larchmont, N. Y. ; Argonne, Belair, Md. ; Aldine, Baltimore ;
Little, Baltimore ; State, Richmond, Va. ;
Lyric, Lexington, Va. ; Tiger, Auburn,
Ala.; Virginia, Wellston, Ohio; Orient,
Dunmore, Pa.; Kingston, Kingston, N. Y. ;
Rex, Baltimore ; State, Harrisburg, Pa. ;
Lane, New York City; Old Howard, Boston ;Heights, New York City ; Yorktown^
New York City; Arden, New York City^
Alpha, Brooklyn ; Barron, Pratt, Kan. ;
Paramount, High Point, N. C. ; and
Heights theatre, Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Reported by the Fallen Electrical Company, Inc., of Akron, Ohio.
Air conditioning equipment. — Parkway,.
Minneapolis; Rialto, Dickinson, N. Dak.;
Lake Shore, Chicago; De Luxe, Chicago;
Strand, St. Paul; Villas, Cicero, 111.; Filler, Valley City, N. Dak. ; Paramount,
Bismarck, N. Dak. ; Capitol, Bismarck, N.
Dak.; Ritz, Newburgh, N. Y. ; World,
Minneapolis; Drexel, Chicago; Macklind,^
St. Louis; and Rio, Beaumont, Tex. Reported by United States Air Conditioning
Corporation of Minneapolis.
Sound reproduction equipment. — Palace,
Erwin, Tenn. ; Lyric, Beatty ville, Ky. ;
Photoplay, Grassflat, Pa. ; Orpheum, Nelsonville, Ohio ; the Family, the State, and
the Sorg in Middletown, Ohio ; Lyric^
Hamilton, Ohio; Oak Harbor, Ohio; Central Park, Birmingham, Ala. ; , Lyric, Gassaway, W. Va. ; Fraternity, Baldwinsville,.
Mass.; the Bijou and the Booth in Knoxville, Tenn. ; and the Liberty, Kalamazoo,
Mich. Reported by Cincinnati Time Recorder Company of Cincinnati.
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Following is a list of theatre projects
involving new constructions, remodeling
and re-equipping. This list has been compiled from the latest reports available on
January 9. The listing is arranged alphabetical y bystates. An asterisk indicates
information received since a prior report.
California
BELLFLOWER— Long Beach Building & Loan Association, corner First and
Locust, Long Beach. Will repair theatre
at 330 N. Downey Avenue. Architect, C.
E. Murry. Engineer, 6239 Newell Street,
Huntington Park. Cost $4,900. Population 6,700.
COMPTON— Lessee, R. D. Whitson
and Albert Hansen, 253 E. Compton
Boulevard. Architect, H. L. Gogerty, 221
E. Compton Boulevard. Seating capacity
850. Building new theatre. Marquee,
acoustic treatment, ventilating system,
gas-fired heating to be installed.
LOS ANGELES— Jeanette Bell, 715
Rives-Strong Building. Will repair theatre at 6523 Compton Avenue. Architect,
Jas. O. Sorrell, 1715 Stamford St., Santa
Monica.
Cost $8,000.
LOS ANGELES— Auditorium Company, 427 W. 5th Street. Will alter office
and theatre building to cost $1,300.
Builder, Mission Staff & Stone Company,
Inc., 1512 Knowles Street.
SAN
FRANCISCO— New Fillmore
Theatre, 1329 Fillmore Street. Remodeling interior and exterior of theatre. Architect, A. A. Cantin, 557 Market Street.
Connecticut
EAST HARTFORD— L e s s e e. The
Astor Theatre Company, 1175 Main
Street. Alterations to theatre to cost
:$3,500. Owner, L. B. Comstock, Comstock Building, East Hartford. Contractor, A. K. Beaton, 27 Garvan St., East
Hartford.
Georgia
ATLANTA— G. W. Hemphill, care of
A. F. N. Everett, architect, 301 Bona Allen Building. To erect theatre.
Illinois
MAYWOOD— Syndicate, care of F.
Koenig, architect, 143 S. Ninth Avenue.
To erect theatre building.
OAK PARK— Northern Trust Company, 30 S. LaSalle Street. Will erect
addition to theatre at 828 S. Oak Avenue.
General contractor, Zirwas Construction
Company, 1516 N. Hoyne Avenue, Chicago, 111. Population 64,000.
Maryland
BALTIMORE— Arnold M. Lohrfinck,
213 St. Paul Place. To alter and remodel
two buildings for a theatre at 1429-31
Pennsylvania Avenue. Architect, David
Harrison, 3735 Reisterstown Road.
Michigan
KALAMAZOO— W. C. Butterfield
Theatre Corporation, First National Bank
Building, Detroit, to convert store build-
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ing into theatre building. Architects,
Lerpy & Newlander, Pratt Building. Seating capacity 640. Aiissouri
Cost $35,000.
CHARLESTON— American Theatre,
care of O. W. McCutcheon, Blytheville,
Ark. Will remodel theatre. Cost $20,000. Seating capacity 500. Population
3,400.
ST. LOUIS— Hubery W. Guth, Architect, 1503 S. Grand Boulevard. To alter
theatre building and install new screen,
seats, sound and projection equipment.
Cost $20,000.
North Carolina
ASHEVILLE— C. L. & W. Theatres,
S. W. Craver, president, Patton & Lexington Avenues. Remodeling Strand Theatre
Building. Architects, Benton & Benton,
Wilson, N. C. Cost $25,000. To equip
theatre with sound.
Nezo Jersey
ATLANTIC CITY— Apollo Theatre,
Boardwalk, New York Avenue. Alterations being made to theatre. Owner, Theodore J. Lapres, Kentucky Ave. and Boardwalk. Architect, William H. Lee, 1505
Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Neiu York
BROOKLYN— J. Stern, 1971 -84th
Street. To erect theatre building at 1669-

83 McDonald Avenue. Cost $20,000.
Architect, I. Kallich, 375 Fulton Street.
GLOVERSVILLE — My ron Van
Buren, 31 West Pine Street, to erect theatre building. Seating capacity 2,000. Cost
$150,000.
MOUNT VERNON— Samuel Lerner,
354-4th Avenue, New York City. Alterations. Costing $30,000. Architect, Eugene DeRosa, Inc., 105 W. 40th Street,
New York City.
NEW YORK CITY— Owner, care of
Ben Schlanger, architect, 452 Lexington
Avenue. Alterations to building at 205-9
E. 57th Street for use as a theatre. Cost
.$30,000. Seating capacity 600.
Ohio
CINCINNATI— Monte Vista Theatre, 6214 Montgomery Road. Will install
new lobby, redecorate, new lighting fixtures, etc. Architects, Grunkemeyer &
Sullivan, 3717 Eastern Avenue.
Incorporations
McCutchen's Theatre, Inc., Charleston,
Mo. Capital $10,00. Stanley S. Dark
and others.
Riverside Operating Company , care of
Thomas E. Allen, 176 W. Wisconsin
Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. Thomas E.
Allen & others.
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Issue:

^ J. T. Knight, Jr. {The Demands of Theatre
Technology) is writing an indefinite number of
articles on the management , operation and maintenance of motion picture theatres exclusively
for this publication. Mr. Knight {who by this
time must have become familiar to most of our
readers) is in charge of maintenance for Paramount Publix theatreSj with which organization
he has been associated for a long period of years.
^ The tivo designs described under the title.
Modern Illuminated Facades, dnd reproduced
on pages 7 and 8, have been especially prepared
for Better Theatres by the architectural
firm of Eberson bf Kautzky, which is headed by
the ivell kttown motion picture theatre architect,
John Eberson. The type of glass tile forming
the basis of these design? is d new product recently brought out by the Sealed Joint Products
Co?npany, for whom the National Theatre Supply Company is acting as agents in the motion
picture theatre field.

^ The series on Constructing Theatre Advertising reaches, in this issue, the practical stage
of actual preparation. The present discussion,
and the accompanying examples, precede a presentation oftype styles and their application to
theatre advertising.
^ Leo T. Parker {Duty to Protect Patrons'
Property) is a regular contributor to Better
Theatres on legal phases of theatre operation.
He is an attorney-at-laiv with offices in Cincinnati.
^ V. C. Allen {Tubes in Theatre Reproduction) is in charge of developmental activities of
the Hygrade Sylvania Corporation , among whose
products radio and sound reproduction tubes
take prominent place. Executive offices are
maintained in Nezv York City, while tube manufacturing isconducted at Clifton, N. J. In
additon,
a lamp factory is operated at Salem,
Mass.
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Theatres" offers on this page an individual service to its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any
listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below and
"Better
Theatres"
Division
are
advertised
in this
issue. of Motion Picture Herald. Readers will find that many of the products listed by this

A
Accounting systems
Acoustical installations
Adapters, mazda
Advertising novelties
Advertising projectors
Air conditioning equipment
Aisle rope
Amplifiers
Arc regulators
Automatic curtain control
B
Banners
Batteries
Blocks, pulleys, stage-rigging
Bolts, chair anchor
Booths, projection (portable)
Bulletin boards, changeable
C
Cameras
Canopies for fronts
Carbons
Carpets
Carpet cushion
Cement, film
Cement for fastening chairs
Chairs, theatre
Change makers
Changeable letters
Changeovers
Color hoods
Condensers
Cutout machines
D
Dimmers
Disinfectants— perfumed
Doors, fireproof
Draperies
Drinking fountains

E
Earphones
Effect machines
Electric measuring instruments
Electric fans
Electric motors
Electric generating plants
Electric signs
Electric signal and control systems
Emergency lighting plants

Lighting systems, complete
Linoleum
M
Marquees
Mats and runners
Motion picture cable
Motor stands
generators
Music
o
Orchestra pit fittings, furnishings
Organs
Organ novelty slides
Organ lifts
P
Perfumers
Photo-electric cells
Plastic fixtures and decorations
Pop-corn machines
Portable projectors
Portable sound equipment
Projection lamps
Projectors
Projection room equipment
Public address systems
R
Rails, brass
Rectifiers
Reflectors
Regulators, mazda
Reels
Reel end signals
Reel cases
Resonant orchestra platforms
Rheostats
S
Safes, box office
Safes, film
Schools

F
Film cleaning machines
Film processing machines
Film rewinders
Film shipping cases
Film splicing machines
Fireproof curtains
Fireproof doors
Flashers, electric sign
Flood lighting
Footlights
Fountains, decorative
Frames, poster, lobby display
H
Hand driers
Hardware, stage
Heating systems
Horns
Horn lifts and towers
L

Ladders, safety
Lamps, decorative
Lamp dip coloring
Lamps, general lighting
Lamps, incandescent projection
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps,
Lenses reflecting arc

"BEHER THEATRES" DIVISION. Motion Picture Herald.
1790 Broadway. New York
Gentlemen: I should like to receive reliable information on the following items:
(Refer to items by name, as listed above)
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'.
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10
II
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Remarks:

Name
State

Theatre
Seating Capacity

City

Screens
Screen masks and modifiers
Screen resurfacing service
Seat covers
Seat indicators
Seats, theatre
Signs, directional
Signs,
Slides marquee
Shutters, metal fire
Sound equipment, complete
Sound heads
Speakers, dynamic
Speed indicators
Spotlights
Stage lighting equipment
Statuary
Stage scenery
Stage
rigging
Stereopticons
Switchboards
Switches, automatic
T
Tapestries
Tickets
Telephones, inter-communicatinq
Ticket booths
Ticket choppers
Ticket selling machines
Transformers
u
Uniforms
Upholstery materials
V
Vacuum cleaning aquipment
Ventilating tystemi
Vending machines
W
Wall coverings
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Duty
who desired to suspend coats, hats and
other outer wearing apparel thereon.
The patron hung his coat on one of the
hooks, and during intermission, visited other
parts of the theatre, leaving his coat on
the hook. While the patron was out of
the box, a stranger entered and tarried a
short time without objection on the part
of the patron's friends who were in the
box at the time. The patron's coat was
stolen, and he instituted legal proceedings
against the owner of the theatre for the
recovery of its value.
J E C IS IO N
However, the court held the owner of
the theatre not responsible for the loss of
the coat and explained that the manager
or owner of a theatre is not an absolute
insurer against the loss of his patrons' property, even though the property may comprise ordinary wearing apparel such as is
usually discarded by patrons who enter the
theatre. The court said further that in
this instance, as in other similar litigations,
a theatre proprietor is liable at most to
observe only reasonable care to insure the
safety of garments or other valuable property which is brought into the theatre by
patrons.
LOSS FROM
CHECK-ROOMS
A THEATRE OWNER is liable for wearing apparel stolen from a
check-room having an attendant therein,
unless it is proved that the loss resulted
from unusual circumstances.
CASE
AND DECISION
For instance, in Hines v. Riley (216
N. Y. S. 158), it was disclosed that a
fur coat valued at $850 was checked by
its owner in a check-room. The coat was
stolen and the owner sued to recover its
value. The court promptly held the owner
entitled to a recovery.
CASE
Also, in Honig (213 N. Y. S. 380), it
was shown that a State statute provided
that where wearing apparel is deposited
by patrons in the parcel or check-room and
a check is delivered therefor, and for which
no charge is exacted, the proprietor shall
not be liable beyond $100 "unless such loss
occurs through his fault or negligence."
In this case it was proved that the patron
received a check which failed to have written thereon that the value of the coat was
in excess of $100. However, the court
held the proprietor liable for full value of
the stolen coat, saying:
DECISION
"The further provision that, if a value
receipt is not issued 'he shall in no event
be liable beyond $100, unless such loss
occurs through his fault or negligence' is
wholly meaningless."

to

Protect
Patrons'
{Continued from
page 29)
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However, it is i?nportant to know that
if the check simply provided that the proprietor would be not liable for more than
$100 for the loss of a coat, unless an additional fee of 10 cents for each $100, value
of the coat is paid by the owner, the proprietor ofthe theatre would not have been
liable. (See the recent case of Healy v.
N. Y. C. [210 N. Y. 646] and Central v.
Pickering [O. S.].
CARE REQUIRED
BEFORE LOSS
THE FACT that a theatre
owner offers a reward for the return of
stolen property does not in the least reduce
his liability.
CASE
For example, in Southern v. Goldman
(84 So. 478), it was disclosed that through
negligence of the employes a patron's property was stolen. The proprietor advertised
that he would pay a reward to anyone
returning the articles or arresting the thief.
During the trial he endeavored to convince the court that he had made an attempt to recover the property and that for
this reason he should not be held liable.
However, the court held the proprietor
liable, saying:
DECISION
"Any diligence exercised by the defendant (proprietor) in seeking to recover
the property would not absolve him from
liability, and the fact that he had offered
a reward for the recovery or the arrest of
the culprit, was clearly immaterial."
HOW
TO
REDUCE
LIABILITY
IT IS WELL settled that a
theatre owner may lawfully reduce his
liability by having his patron sign receipts
limiting the valuation to a reasonable
amount, provided the articles are not lost
or damaged by negligence of the theatre
employes, and the theatre owner does not
know that the valuation of the property
exceeds the amount specified in the receipt.
However, where the patron merely
agrees verbally, or signs a written contract,
to relieve the theatre owner from, liability
for the loss or injury to the goods, the
theatre owner's liability remains unchanged,
unless the patron specifically agrees to relieve the theatre owner from liability for
losses resulting from a certain or specified
cause. Moreover, the fact that the contract contains a clause intended to relieve
the theatre owner from liability for a loss
resulting from his negligence does not prevent the patron from obtaining a judgment,
if the contract fails to clearly stipulate
against the actual cause of the loss.
In other words, it is well established
that a contract between a theatre owner
and a patron, by which the former is re-

lieved from liability for loss or injury to
the patrons's property, is valid only where
such contract clearly and unmistakably
specifies the reason causing the loss which
is shown not to have been the result of
negligence of theatre owner or employes.
UNSIGNED
RECEIPTS
ARE INVALID
ORDINARILY a negligent
theatre owner is not relieved of liability
for loss or injury to a customer's property,
although the receipts issued to the patron
include protective provisions intended to
effect this result. Limitations of the liabilities ofa theatre owner for loss or injury
to a patron's goods must be agreed to by
the customer or be part of the contract.
CASE
For example, in Cothren v. Kansas
(242 S. W. 167), it was shown that a
customer received from a bailee a receipt,
in effect, as follows :
"Our liability for either loss or damage
ivill not, under any circumstances, exceed
an amount te7i times our charge, unless a
special declared value is made on an article
by The
the
patron
to its

owner,
in writing.
. ."
proprietor
lost the . article,
and the
filed suit to collect an amount equal
value. The counsel for the proprietor argued that the printed notification
on the receipt limited his liability to not
more than ten times the charge for the
services to be rendered. Also, it was shown
that the patron had regularly received receipts, having printed thereon the same
notification, for two years. Nevertheless,
the court held the proprietor liable for the
full value of the merchandise, saying:
DECISION
"Limitations of liability, even those permissible under the law, must be contained
in or made a part of the original contract
of bailment, for that arises upon the delivery of the goods to the bailee, and the
latter cannot afterward impose conditions
nor limit his liability resulting from such
bailment. There was no showing of any
assent or agreement on the part of plaintiff
(patron) to any special contract of limited
liability. Her assent to any such agreement cannot be inferred. . . ."
GENERAL
LIABILITY
IN THE VERY recent case
of Lemnos Broad v. Spiegelberg (217 N.
Y. S. 595), the Supreme Court of New
York explained the rights and liabilities of
a bailee and owner of goods left in the
former's possession, saying:
"The responsibility of a bailee upon elementary principles, is for negligence. A
bailee is not an insurer. A bailee, unlike
an insurer, is liable only in the event of

neglect."
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In making the statement to you a year ago — "I will not tolerate a let-down in Motiograph Quality"
— I expressed that which has for over thirty years been a watchword in our organization.
It is gratifying to look back on the year 193 3 and realize that during this trying period, exhibitors
have expressed confidence in our standard of quality by volume purchases sufficient to enable us to carry
on our work and endeavors.
Surely this is a tribute to the merit and performance of our equipment.
This New Year is particularly promising to me because of the unquestioned upward trend of business recovery. It is this which has encouraged us to carry on new and important developments and
improvements which are shortly to be announced.

President
The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., Chicago
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— Gear machines to the last point of perfection. Muni gives the
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PERFORMANCE
IN TALKING
PICTURE HISTORY!

SELLERS:

— Limber up your fingers • "Hi, Nellie" will pull like a billion-volt dynamo
if properly sold

into it like real showmen

• Start telling 'em

now

about

"Hi, Nellie"

POSTERS: — Drape the town with the sensational line of Muni paper — a two
in advance won't be too much
ARTISTS:

now!

PUBLICITY AND
EXPLOITATION
MEN: -Here's a chance to do your
stuff • You can absolutely shoot the works — the show will back you up.
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BILL
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— Get the situation stills and character shots of Muni • Here's your
to spread yourself

With Glenda FarrellNed sparks— Directed by
Mer^cyn LeRoy
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To appear in Erik Charell's first American production . . . which will bring to
the fore all the mysterious glamour that
radiates from this magnetic personality.

Foremost romantic and dramatic personality of
the French stage and screen. Starred in the French

10

your

stage success : "Le Bonheur"; "Melo"; "Le Venin ";
"La Gallerie des Glaces". Starred in many motion
picture hits . . among others: Erich Pommer's
epochal "Liliom" in French.

Here to make productions typical of the
amazing vitality, originality and appeal
which characterize his sensational Continental successes.

Producer of "White Horse Inn", current hit of
all Europe (now in its 3rd year in Paris, its 2nd
in London). Max Reinhardt's associate in "The
Miracle". Successfully produced "The Merry
Widow", "The Three Musketeers", "Madame
Pompadour", many other hits, in Berlin's Grosses
Schauspielhaus.
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THE EXHIBITOR'S JOB
THE exhibitor interested in the preservation of the status
of his craft will be doing well to pay ever more heed to
his programming and more especially to the short and
incidental product which accompanies his feature picture presentations. The effort and trend being fostered by powerful
interests in Hollywood production, calculated to make the
exhibitor of about the rank of a house manager in the town
opera house presenting road shows, takes no cognizance of
the possible continuance of the motion picture as a definitely
local institution knit into its community life. The strength of
the theatre as an institution of and for its customers, and not
merely an amusement merchandise outlet, must be maintained
or the screen will lose a large part of the intimate hold upon
public esteem and attention upon which its greatness and
prosperities have been built. There is a capable but not too
articulate minority in Hollywood which understands this and
which is working toward increased output of competent productions at a level of costs which will permit the motion picture business to continue a business of the great masses.
AAA
SOMETHING

TO

DO

MISS MARY PICKFORD has long and amply won her
right and demonstrated her ability to do a good job
of attending to her own business, but, in spite of
that, The Pickford doing five shows a day as a Broadway
vaudeville attraction Inevitably gives occasion to some relevant
reflections.
The engagement is said to pay Miss Pickford some ten
thousand dollars a week. That may or may not be justification enough, or Inspiration enough. However, it is to be recalled that a few months ago Miss Mary In a chat with the
editor of Motion Picture Herald remarked that the screen
would be considerably better off "if we had all our money
taken away from us so we would have to work." Further, it
is most Improbable that another ten thousand, or several of
tens of thousands, should be really Important to Miss Pickford,
and one cannot perceive what contribution she can be to the
art and Industry of the screen in five-a-day on the stage.
According to the press. Miss Pickford explains it by saying,
"I must always be doing something."
There are many, many motion picture works yet to be done,
explorations of technique to be made. In which Miss Pickford
might quite as well serve the art, and mayhap her own Interests
as well. One is, or was, a project presenting her as the lone
human figure in a production of "Alice in Wonderland" with
accompanying cast by Mr. Walt Disney's facile cartoon pencil.
The rapidly evolving refinements of technique in both camera
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and recorder are giving the art of the motion picture Instruments of a capacity considerably greater In scope than Its
creative minds can yet utilize. There is plenty of work to do
for those who can afford to Invest their abilities and energies
without demand for Instant box office result.
Progress in the motion picture art has come mostly by falling upstairs, by the unexpected but successful eventuation of
a project which escaped Its authors and became something
else. The motion picture Is now near enough to maturity
among the arts to quit leaving everything to luck. No other
great technological system does.
AAA
OUT

OF

PUBLICITY

THE emergence of Mr. Pete Smith from publicity activities
Into a fullblown maker of short subjects for Metro-SoldwynMayer, an overlap dissolve that has been underway for a
year or so, suffices to remind one that exceedingly few of
the press agent attaches of the motion picture have adventured
Into production. Offhand, but one other conspicuous Instance
comes to mind: Mr. Ben Schulberg, who has been Identified
with the studio so long that his beginnings in the publicity
service of Famous Players are well near forgotten. Mr. John
Flinn, now executive secretary of the Code Authority, went
from publicity into various posts, including production, but in
the main has been a general executive. Generally, public relations have not led to studio relations.
AAA
JUST

A

PIPEFUL

THE solemn Associated Press — it used to be solemn — reports that Mr, Will Rogers got sick trying to smoke a pipe
In a scene on the Fox lot the other day. The W. C. T. U.
will doubtless be telling Mr. Will Hays to tell Mr. Joe Breen
to speak to Mr. Winfleld Sheehan about this debauchery of
American manhood by the movies.
Personal-like we think it is a lot of hooey. Mr. Rogers, the
polo playing Mr. Rogers, the wise cracking, movie actin', hoss
wranglin' son of Oklahoma, takes what we'd call a bum stance
when he permits publicity to rule him out of all qualification
for
the hot stove league of philosophy to which he so obviously
belongs.

If Mr. Rogers can't spit In a wildcat's eye with a cud of
natural leaf, at full gallop, from the
back of a piebald pinto,
the American public has been gypped. Mr. W. S. Hart, onetime hero of the wide open spaces, became a boy scout
example so sweet we couldn't stand It. We do not want
Mr. Rogers so pure.
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"The end of carelessly made pictures is
in sight. ... A good picture will always
be well, received by the public. . . . During
the past year the public has shown shrewd
taste. . . ." So spoke the veteran Cecil
B. DeMIIIe, Paramount director, last week,
reflecting on the present and future as he
celebrated 20 years of motion picture
effort. . . .

Unusual is the appointment of a woman,
Mrs. Hulda McGinn, former public relations director for the California Theatre
Association, as secretary and manager of
the association, succeeding the late
Thomas D. Van Osten. She is credited with
a principal part in the defeat of daylight
saving in the state last year. . . .
WARNER

SUCCESSOR

MARKET

Indications are that American film imports into Germany this year may fall below the low 43 of 1932-33 as a result of
the abolition of the double bill in German
houses, reports trade commissioner George
R. Canty. Little or no market is seen for
English versions. Slight compensation is
probable Increased rental because of dual
bill abandonment. ...
ANTI-TRUST

RKO

SUIT

Invoking the Clayton and Sherman antitrust acts, Detroit Neighborhood Theatres,
Inc., operating the Oriole, has filed suit
against Mid States Theatres, local booking combine, and its individual members,
asking $180,000. Triple damages are possible under the law. . . .

PRODUCTION

An expenditure of $4,000,000 will be
involved in the 17 productions Intended
for completion within the next three months
under the supervision of Merian Cooper,
in charge of RKO Radio production. . . .

The Olograph studio in New York may
be the scene of the making of two Reliance
features, for United Artists release. The
first, "Frankle and Johnnie," will be done
under Chester Erskine's direction, the other
awaits conclusion of negotiations. . . .
TAX

Kentucky exhibitors were shocked this
week when Governor Ruby Laffoon's tax
program was found to contain a ticket tax
scale of five cents for each 25 cents of
admission or fraction thereof. Rallying
is organized opposition to the proposed
impost. . . .

Safely to port in Boston after a stormy
passage has come the SS Steel Navigator,
with its wild cargo of Indian jungle beasts
captured by Frank Buck during the filmiing
of his "Wild Cargo," for Van Beuren, the
picture to be released In March by RKO
Radio. . . .
FOREIGN

EXPANSION

Expanding Its European distribution
facilities, RKO Radio, through Ned
Depinet, distribution vice-president, has
named Ambrose Dowling European manager, with headquarters In London. Phil
Reisman, general manager of foreign distribution, will accompany Mr. Dowling this
week to survey the field. . . .
DISNEY

HONORED

One more honor went this week to Walt
Disney, of "Three Little Pigs," when on
Wednesday in Philadelphia the Poor
Richard Club of advertising men and publishers awarded him its annual gold medal
for the outstanding achievement of 1933.
N/IIckey Mouse and the Silly Symphonies are
the collective reason. . . .

To effect closer cooperation between
home office and Coast publicity, Arch
Reeve, head of the Fox Coast publicity
department, and G. S. Yorke, advertising
manager at the home office, shortly will

With the strong influence of the new
Virginia MPTO brought to bear, exhibitors of the state are concentrating efforts
on the legislature in Richmond, in support
of repeal of the state blue laws. In opposition to a ten per cent amusement tax. . . .

AT BIOGRAPH

ASHORE

JOB TRANSPOSITION

LEGISLATION

"STILL" UNANIMITY
With the acquiescence of 20th Century,
Monogram and Majestic, all Coast producers now have agreed to submission of
all "stills" and advertising campaigns to
the MPPDA hlollywood office, for approval— or censoring. . . .

CARGO

TIEUP

The spending of $1,000,000 In advertising in all national media, over a twoyear period. Is Involved In a tie-up between the manufacturers of Coca-Cola and
Warner, featuring stars in full-page displays. Dealer cards are included with
Coca-Cola men contacting exhibitors. Advertising, publicity director S. Charles
Einfeld of Warner handled the negotiations. .. .

KENTUCKY

1934

WEEK

DE MILLE OBSERVES

GERMAN

20,

assume each other's post, Charles E. McCarthy, director of advertising and publicity, announced this week. . . .
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With reorganization of Allied Owners
Corporation almost set, bankruptcy referee Theodore Stitt in Brooklyn last week
ordered
droppedWilliam
from the
calendarunder
motion to remove
M. Greve,
indictment, as a trustee of Allied Owners,
a subsidiary of New York Investors. . . .
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Again
lastagainst
week Warner
the government's
antitrust action
Brothers, growing out of the acquisition of First National,
was postponed, this time until March 10.
Scheduled for trial in the U. S. district
court, the suit has been pending two
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POSTPONED

years. . . .
CLEVELAND

RELIEF

For the relief of needy members of the
industry will go the proceeds of the annual Cleveland film party, scheduled for
February 12. The Cleveland Film Board,
of Trade is sponsor. . . .
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ACTIVITIES
CODE

THIS

UNDER
WEEK

Highlights of this week's motion picture
code and related developments included the
following:
1. Government initiates intensive investigation of motion picture salaries above $ 1 5 0
per week, including "relatives," also of
grosses.
V
2. Code Authority receives 32 5 more
names of exhibitor and exchange candidates
for Local Grievance and Local Clearance
Boards. Total names now on file reach 6i6,
with deadline set for Saturday. Only board
secretaries to be paid.
V
3. Delay of Code Authority in naming
various local boards hurting exhibitors, it
was charged.
V
4. Six thousand code acceptance blanks
received from industry by Code Authority,
out of 20,000 mailed out, with deadline set
for January 31.
y
5. The first labor dispute under the code
was settled by arbitration of wages and
working hours of union projectionists in
Chicago theatres.
V
6. West Coast theatres charged by Federal Trade Commission with unfair practices.
V
7. Some organizations in field still meeting on code problems.
V
8. NRA appoints code committees for
studios.
V
9. Poster men were still at odds on their
code.
V
10. Vaudeville field decide to see Rosenblatt on code changes.
V V V
The third article of MOTION PICTURE
HERALD'S series translating the code from
the legal phraseology into a tvorking language for the industry appears on page 37.
The article this week translates the trade
practice provisions for distribution and exhibition, also clearance and zoning provisions.
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LAUNCHES

6,000

BLANKS

SIGNED

FILED

Initiating the most intensive investigation of salaries ever undertaken by the Government in any industry, Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt late last week mailed to
some 2,000 producers, distributors and theatre circuits a questionnaire requesting intimate business, earnings and salary details which heretofore have been held closely
within the motion picture Industry.
All salaries of $150 or more a week are to be studied by the National Recovery Administration Inthis investigation, ordered by President Roosevelt November 27 when
he signed the film code.
ALL RECEIVINQ $150 OR MORE
AS SALARIES WILL BE LISTED
Among the data to be brought to light will be the names of relatives of executives
and others receiving $150 or more a week who also are on the motion picture industry
payroll, and the compensation given In the form of cash and stock bonuses, rights to
stock and other ways.
While the Federal Trade Commission already has made a study of the salaries paid
officers and directors of film companies, Mr. Rosenbatt begins where the Commission
left off. The nature of parts of the questionnaire is expected to be something of a
shock in many companies, where it was expected that, at worst, the Recovery Administration inquiry would cover only the more apparent phases of salary payments.
Instead, the companies are required first of all to provide a condensed balance sheet
covering operations of the past three years, showing also the number of persons employed and the aggregate payroll for a large number of certain classes of employees.
The purpose of this Information Is to show to some extent the proportion of total
expense assignable to wages and salaries and also, by checking the return of a company against that of competitors doing about the same business, the Administration will
be able to determine whether It Is employing a disproportionate number of persons In
any department.
All this ties Into the second part of the questionnaire, which requires the names and
salaries of persons receiving $150 or more a week, and which Is accompanied by a form
on which the reporting company is required to show whether any such individual has
relatives also on the industry payroll — even though they may be employed by some other
company.
MUST SHOW FORM OF ANY
OTHER PAY THAN CASH SALARY
In the third part of the questionnaire, companies are required to show the form In
which any compensation other than regular cash salary has been paid, by means of
cash or stock bonuses, stock rights, etc.
When the questionnaires are returned to Washington — and one must be filed for
every affiliated company as well as for all the affiliates with the parent company as a
single entity — the Government will have at its command more information regarding
the industry than it ever heretofore has been possible to gather.
A comparison of salary payments with net earnings will show at once whether the
stockholders of the industry are being deprived of a fair return on their investment
by reason of excessive salaries.
Also, the information gathered In the Investigation obviously could supply the government with data with which It could check upon Income tax returns.
In attempting to control so-called excessive salaries In the motion picture Industry by
controlling the biddlng-up of salary offers to stars and executives, the NRA Incorporated In the motion picture code the following clause, Part 4, Article V of "Unfair Trade Practices":
"To avoid the payment of sums unreasonably In excess of the fair value of personal
services which results In unfair and destructive competition, the Code Authority shall have
power, with the approval of the Administrator, to Investigate whether In any case any
(^Continued on page 17)
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The Code Authority in New York this week made known the names of 525 additional
exhibitor and exchange candidates for membership on the 32 Local Grivance Boards and
the 3 2 Local Clearance and Zoning Boards. These nominees, together with the 311 publicly announced last week by the Code Authority, make a total of 636 exhibitor and
exchange candidates for the 256 exchange and exhibitor posts, which divided evenly, will
comprise the membership of two groups of boards, to be named by the Code Authority,
beginning January 21.
The last date for making nominations to these boards is midnight, January 20, and
anyone may make nominations, biit such nomination will not be honored unless the
nominee has signed the official code acceptance blank. No exchange man or exhibitor
will he permitted to serve on either board unless he has affixed his signature to the
acceptance blank.
The names of the second group of 325 exchange and exhibitor candidates who have
been named, in addition to those announced last week, follow alphabetically and by
zones:
ALBANY
Chester Fenyiessy
Jack Flex
Eph Charnisky
James Holden
Marian Hull
Jack Beck
Claude
Ezell
B.
Legg
n
1
1
L
•
1
C. G. Eastman
Rubin Frels
Helen Keller
Byron Inderbitzen
G. N. King
M. Marcus
Henry Frieder
Louis Markun
Leon Lewis
Stanley Kozenowski
R. C. Halligan
R. P. Merriman
A. W. Lilly
M. Harrington
Harry Markun
Jack Lilly
John Usborne
L. W. Marriott
Harry Hellman
D
L
k
J
MIL
_
_
E. K. O Shea
Charles Johnson
M. Mazur
1Bob Mclllheran
k J 1 II
crwin Price
Maurice Kronick
Charles Olsen
Leaman Marsnall
F. B. Saunders
ool Kdives
Lou Lazar
raul ocoTT
ivenneTn Kobinson
L. B. Soiilden
bernie Mills
Wm. ohieids lyler
A. C. Zaring
V/illis Sargent
w. underwooo
William
1 L Rosenthal
D Kaynor
i.L 1
t. Wm. lishKOTT
Jacob
▼
T
Nate Sanbar
T
KANSAS
CITY
DENVER
L J • ohulman
CL 1
Morns
CHARLOTTE
Burns Ellison
Earl Blackman
Morris bilverman
E. L. Hearne
H. A. Goodrldge
Harry McClure
William Smalley
P. H. Hoppen
T. A. Little
John McManus
Ray
J. E. Simpson
James R. Keitz
A CMone
LSmith
A.
Ray Wilson
L. C. Sipe
Earl Kerr
-1 \A/!l.
T
Charles
Wilson
Marian Wrenn
Harry Marcus
LiniE
ROCK
T
T
▼
James Augustine
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DETROIT
J. M. Ensor
A. C. Bromberg
Emma Abplanalp
Otto Bolle
L. F. Haven
M. C. Hov/ard
Ben Bartelstein
R. V. McGinnis
Ray Brauch
Andrew Cuser
Charles Hughes
G. W. Freudle
W. M. McGinnis
L. D. Joel
Henri Elman
David Idzal
W. M. Reeves
W. T. Murray
Harry Foster
James Rodgers
Audrey
Littell
E. W. Haferkamp
Captain J. A. Rebb
T.
W. Sharpe
Lester Matt
W. E. Sipe
Verne Langdon
Adolpn Samuels
James MInter
Fred Weis
Benjamin Lasker
Fred North
T
1. W. Mandel
T
Sam Sepolin
Jack Osserman
LOS ANGELES
Harlan Starr
BOSTON
Mrs. Paley
George Bromley
Tom Bailey
Roy Thompson
Taylor
Joe Leo
M. Rubin
Dan
Joseph Brennan
Lou Metzger
S. Schlaes
R. C. Cropper
George
Wilbur
Henry Zapp
William Rider ,
S. H. Selig
John Dervin
B. N. Sudell
Robert Whitson
Martha Ferris
▼
W. W. Wimquist
T
J. J. Jeffrey
DES MOINES
CINCINNATI
Frank Lydon
▼
Ralph Branton
William Chesborough
Tom Meighan
MILWAUKEE
Wayne
Dutton
Max Melincoff
Andy Hattesheimer
E. D. Lery
Ellsworth
John Adier
Joe
Herman Rifkin
Wesley Huss, Jr.
William Ainswor+h
S. D. Lee
S. J. Mayer
Al Somerby
B. K. Fischer
Sam
LInd
Ralph Synder
C. L. Niles
George
Fischer
William
Onle
Harold Stoneman
Louis Patz
H. S. Fitzgerald
T
F.
R.
Puffer
Tim O'Toole
Jack Frackman
Don Thornley
CLEVELAND
Martin Tuohey
John Homthaner
Maurice Wolf
Henry Greenleiger
E. J. Tilton
F. J. McWilliams
Nathan Yamins
Frank Gross
Leo Wolcott
Ed Maertz
Paul Gusdanovic
T
▼
J. E. OToole
Maurice
Kaplan
INDIANAPOLiS
BUFFALO
Harry Perlenitz
1. J. Schwartz
Thomas
Saxe
Nicholas Basil
R. R.Berry
Bair
Ace
Julius Schwartz
M. E. Comerford
W. Silcock
W. J. Bradley
Jerry Steele
Martin Thomas
Ralph Crablil
▼
Charles Wishicheck
Nikitos Dipson
Henry
Burton
DALLAS
Kenneth Collins
W. Weinshenker
Harry Dixon
Jack Yeo
1. B. Adelman
Earl Kunnyham
Albert Fenyiessy

TO
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MINNEAPOLIS
Bennle Berger
Sidney Blackmore
W. R. Frank
John J. Friedl
L. E. Goldhammer
A. A. Kaplan
0. A. Lee
H. O. Mugridge
Gilbert Nathanson
C. O. Roeder
Eddie Ruben
Al Steffes
J. Stern
T
NEW HAVEN
Leo Bonoff
R. W. Cobe
Jack Fishman
Morris Jacobson
Martin Kelleher
Arthur Lockwood
Leo RiccI
Kathryn Sullivan
T
NEW ORLEANS
Joseph Akina
Jack
DIschany
Guy Brown
Richard Frank
Fred Goodrow
1. J. Hanelson
Mrs. E. Junqua
Henry
Lazarus
E.
V. Richards
W. J. Salles
Leo Scheznayder
T
NEW YORK CITY
Jack Bellman
Jack Hattein
J. C. Kroesen
Harry
Pear
Leon Rosenblatt
Sol Saphire
H. H. Schwartz
Joseph Seider
Harry Thomas
T
OKLAHOMA CITY
H. J. Buchanan
Sam Caporal
Orville
Enloe
P. R. Isley
E. G. Kadane
W. P. Moran
▼
OMAHA
Calvan Bard
▼
PHILADELPHIA
Al Boyd
Al Blofson
A. J. DIFIori
GeorgeGreenberg
Gravenstlne
Jack
Oscar Neufeld
T
PinSBURGH
James Alexander
M. J. Cullen
William Davis
Emmaline Fineberg
Harry Fleishman
Frank Harris

20.

John Harris
Dr. C. E. Herman
HarryLefton
Kalmine
Lew
William Lipsie
John Maloney
Alexander Moore
A. H. Schnitzer
B. M. Stern
▼
PORTLAND, ORE.
George
Appleby
Harry Aiken
C. J. Fames
John
HowardHamrick
Mapes
Oscar Seltzer
Homer Sill
Ray Stumbo
Bob
White
T
ST. LOUIS
Harry Greenman
Dave Nelson
Barney
Rosenthal
Nat Steinberg
Francis Stout
T
SAN FRANCISCO
A. M. Bowles
Herman Cohen
Morris Gallos
Henry
H.
V. Goldenberg
Harvey
R. Harvey
Mel Hulling
M. L. Markowitz
G. C. Parsons
Bamey Rise
Floyd St. John
Morgan Walsh
T
SEAHLE
Paul Aust
Harry Black
Neal
Hugh East
Bruen
Albert Finkelstein
John Hamrick
A. H. Huot
Leroy Johnson
L. O.
Lukan
L.
J.Oxtoly
McGinley
Al
Al Rosenberg
L. N. Walton
T
TAMPA
Arthur Bromberg
L. D. Joel
M. C. Moore
Ben Stein
Mitchel Wolfson
▼
WASHINGTON, D. C.
M. Bendheim
Harry Brown
Max Cluster
George
Herman Gill
Hable
William Hicks
A. Lichtman
I. Rappaport
Willard Silverberg
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When Walt Disney and his production
staff came to an impasse in the lyrics of
"Three Little Pigs" they met the problem
by forgetting the words and finishing the
quatrain on the flute.
This sun-pickled afternoon that I have
set myself at the task of recording something of the life of Hollywood — and I mean
the life sociologically, biologically, ethnologically and in fact everything but logically— I wish I were a piccolo player, because suspect
I
that is the medium In which
it could be told best.
IT'S LIKE AN ASPIC
THAT NEVER JELLED
To put it up in one paragraph, there is
no life in Hollywood. It is like nothing so
much as an aspic that never jelled —
Hollywood is the only mining camp
which has operated on one gulch for a
quarter of a century, a process rendered
possible only by the continuous supply of
pay dirt forwarded by the home offices In
New York.
Twice In its history Hollywood was almost organized socially. First it was when
the Lasky lot was the center of the production universe, and second when Pickfair
loomed as a symbol of the success idyllic.
That is now all as long ago and far away
as the bells of Mandalay. Hollywood just
doesn't know who is who or why, today,
and it has not had anything more than a
notion since sound came along. If you
want to be safest and surest about who's
the whoest In Hollywood at any given time,
turn to the box office receipts pages of
Motion Picture Herald and read the key
city grosses. The top figure Is the top personality. The United States in all of its
major centers has built its social registers
on success, with Dun and Bradstreet the
real authorities behind them. The same
condition obtains yet in Hollywood, but
the sensitivity of the situation Is such that
to be absolutely assured of making no mistakes there ought to be a movie receipts
ticker set up In the lobby of the BeverlyWilshire hotel.
AAA
IT'S A REGION,
NOT A COMMUNITY
The social life of the motion picture community IsInextricably intermeshed with the
art life, the commercial life, the sex life
and the political life of the region — it Is a
region, not a community, because strive as
they may they cannot make a community
out of it.
One blessing of the depression is to be
recorded. With the glum years, by force

II

The editor of Motion Picture Herald, gripping his bulldog pipe between his teeth and donning a foreand-aft cap In the conventional
sleuthlan mode, set about ferreting
out the life of Hollywood, and the
accompanying article Is the definition with which he emerged.

of pressure expressed In the roars of the
angry mob the era of ostentation In its
more crass expressions appears to be over.
A decade ago Tom Mix snorted up and
down the by-ways In a car trimmed in embossed silver and Spanish leather, and a
downtown piano store displayed a Stelnway
concert grand plated with mother-of-pearl
to the order of Charlie Ray.
Then came the night a year or so ago
when the scintillant, haughty and mighty
in their glories of ermine and platinum and
Kimberly hardware poured out to a de luxe,
searchllghted, rnlcrophoned, rose petaled
world premier preview at the Pantages
theatre and had to flee into the lobby for
cover at the breaking of a barrage of unborn Plymouth Rocks. The hungry and
hopeless of the unemployed were annoyed
a lot. This became one of the classic unpublished stories of Hollywood, and it
sounds very like some of the Items which
eventually a few weeks ago led President
Roosevelt to make remarks about movie
salaries. Hollywood, which had staged Its
weddings and sound-cued its funerals, took
to cover and since — no picture, no society.
In its own struggling way Hollywood is
trying hard to have a life, to "be people."
One of the current evidences, strangely
overlooked by the palpitating fan writers, is
what might be called "the baby cycle." It
is becoming positively the thing to have
babies. Research, while leading to no absolute conclusions, tends to indicate that it
was none other than the vital Gloria Swanson who started the baby cycle.
This would scarcely be worth recording
in these pages if it were not that the exhibitor needs the background to let him
understand some of the curious qualities
of the wares that he gets to sell. It all pertains to a state of what might be called
mind if it could be focused. The manner
in which Hollywood tries to live with itself
has a lot to do with, and is considerably
indicative of how it works with itself, too.
The standard stock concept and assorted
stories of Hollywood as a sink hole of sin

by TERRY RAMSAYE
Written in Hollywood

are all very wrong. Hollywood has not got
enough social guts to be sinfcil In a big
way. It has Its sprinkling of amateur and
professional vice, all trivial. Its big. Imposing, extra-legal liaisons are robbed of
importance by their social acceptance.
Any American city can teach Hollywood
tricks, and I am not even Including New
York. The drug traffic, which got so much
publicity in the aftermath of sensational
journalism which followed the murder of
William Dean Tanner, alias Taylor, a decade ago, has all but vanished. It had a
flurry of awakening for a few minutes last
week when an Asiatic cargo got across
with its agents from TIa Juana, but it was
done within a few hours before a new
merchandising wave had begun. As for
liquor, Hollywood can not take it. The
reasons are largely climatic. Very little
sincere drinking Is done, even by experts
among the expatriates from New York.
They do not dare. Three highballs may
make a man sassy, and there is no such
man In Hollywood. Those who got snooted
and said "No" probably were all deported
long ago. On those rare occasions when a
motion picture Hollywoodsman gets tight
he hurries home by a back road and goes to
bed for fear he will have courage to tell
somebody what he thinks. That makes the
night life very brief.
The most outspoken man In Hollywood
Is Mr. Pat Casey, who never takes a drink.
Speaking entirely of the yes-system and
with absolutely no bearing whatsoever on
the drink topic, It may be recorded that
a few years ago the brilliant Mr. Arthur
Caesar reversed the rule, and proved it by
reversal — which is to say that he gave all
comers a verbal bust in the nose. He was
shortly employed at high salary and has
not been heard from since.
That reminds me of the time when in
the New York service of a considerable
but transient screen magnate, I was offered, accepted and given a large raise
In salary on a deal to quit making "quotable remarks"
the is
company's
administration. Theabout
principle
that if the
gag
man is to be gagged and muzzled he still
is entitled to his corn — but the ox must
not be gored.
Cite if you will the synthetically celebrated bout between Mr. Al Jolson and
Mr. Walter Winchell, and the even more
exciting outburst of Mr. Lee Tracy at
Mexico City. I say cite them if you will —
but all Hollywood knows and declares
them to be mere publicity frame-ups — one
of which got just a shade out of hand.
That, however, is not strictly in the pattern of our story; there's no time at the
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moment to go into all that Hollywood will
do to attract and amuse the customers.
There is a life In Hollywood lived by a
few of the saner, self-assured and established figures of the industry — and that can
describe only a few — that is very like the
life of any normal American city, but this
pertains only to homes that are islands unto
themselves in this Hollywood South Sea
archipelago, not a part or influence on the
picture map. Such a reserved American
life is typified by the L. B. Mayers, for
instance, and this despite the fact that the
name of Mayer is such a compelling factor
of influence extending deep into every
nuance of the Hollywood scene.
AAA
THERE'S NORMAL LIFE
ON "ISLAND" HOMES
Some among those of lofty fame in
Hollywood are almost recluses. Mr. Charles
Chaplin, once so much the life of the big
parties, is now rarely to be seen. His
"Kono," answers
major
Japanese
the
telephone
and domo,
relays messages, but Mr.
Chaplin sits by the fireside and plays the
fiddle. It was a matter of no little comment when Chaplin appeared at Darryl
Zanuck's "Bowery party" at the Vendome
cafe. He brought along Paulette Soddard,
of whom perhaps more later on the screen,
if, when and as there is another Chaplin
production.
"Bowery" ofparty
was enlivened with The
considerable
the jollity
of
the make-believers of Hollywood. For instance, Connie Cummings, Twentieth Century player, and Benn Levy, writer, rode a
tandem down the boulevard for the last
half dozen squares approaching the Vendome. Such cut-ups, in our village!
The cut-up spirit had a vogtie. Joan
Crawford threw a garden party and positively had "hot dog" stand. Movieland at
play is almost as fjiiiny sometimes as Southampton and Newport.
AAA
And mention of the Vendome brings up
consideration of the restaurant life of
Hollywood. The Vendome is the newest and
most costly menued and swank-laden of
the eating places. And while there is food
to be had at the Vendome, Its real significance pertains to other matters, elaborate ramifications of the invisible map of
Hollywood. The Vendome is about as
much a restaurnt as V/all street is a thoroughfare, or Tammany Hall is a benevolent association. All of which pertains to
another story for another time — "The
Politics of Hollywood."
Al Levy's restaurant is the oldest and
probably most atmospheric of Hollywood's
eating
operates
a policy
of goodplaces.
food Levy's
and ample.
Thereon one
may
find most any Hollywood figure most any
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. . There is a life in Hollywood lived by a few of the saner,
self-assured and established figures of the industry. . . . that is
very like the life of any normal
American city, but this pertains
only to homes that are islands
unto themselves. . . . Some among
those of lofty fame . . . are almost
recluses."
day, but the regulars are the old school
picture writers and their producer friends,
and the ranking publicity persons.
Like as not you will be seeing there such
a literary nector as Mr. Al Cohn, among
the first and nnost famous scenario craftsmen, now with Warners and, incidentally,
but importantly, also collector of the Port
of Los Angeles, second in tonnage for the
United States, in recognition of his sterling services to the Democratic party.
And there will be maybe Homer Croy,
now picture writer and formerly from
Booneviile, Missouri, subsequently of the
Hotel Judson colony in New York's Washington Square, where he became a humorist. The Judson was a funny place anyway.
There will be directors and players, without end — and with lots of It. It Is a handy
spot for Mr. Joe Breen of the Hays office
and
Casey,
producers'
laborEdward
boss,
and Mr.
Mr. Pat
Charlie
Sullivan
and Mr.
B. Derr, one time star of Bethlehem (Pa.),
who was pre-war, a master accountant and
while serving Mr. Joseph P. Kennedy saw
the light and took the other side of the
ledger to become a producer.
AAA
The assorted Brown Derby restaurants,
all growing out of a strange conceit of a
place shaped like a hat in Wllshire Boulevard In Los Angeles, now located also In
Hollywood and Beverly, are meeting
grounds for all manner of members of the
picture colony, with a large sprinkling of
stars great and lesser, and an adoring,
hopeful, autograph hunting fan fringe. The
Brown Derby chain Is under able publicity
administration attentions, and just to make
sure, "the press," meaning the army of
writers for the fan magazines and newspapers, are equipped with cards that entitle them to a fifty per cent discount on
the check. This of course pertains not to
our subject but to publicity — but everything in Hollywood pertains to publicity.
The food, if you are interested, in these
establishments Is above the Los Angeles
average, and the waitresses are better than
that. Most of them came out to break
Into the movies. There's one who has not
made the screen yet, but has two apart-
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ment houses to show for her efforts so far.
She
where.is the kind that would do well anyHollywood's nearest current approach
to
organized society
"ThefiveMayfair,"
dinner-and-dance
club Iswith
scheduleda
functions a year, and "all industry" but
hand picked membership. It began at the
Biltmore and is now holding its parties at
the Beverly-Wllshire In Beverly Hills, which,
Incidentally, makes a Sunday night party
possible. Los Angeles, you may understand. Isso completely under the domination of the weather-and-climate refugees
from the Bible Belt and the middle west's
Prairies of Propriety that there can be no
Sunday night dancing, not even at the still
Impressive
Hotel Ambassador's far famed
Cocoanut Grove.
AAA
NEAREST CURRENT APPROACH
TO ORGANIZED SOCIETY
The Ambassador is still a movie capital,
despite its years, and there the folk of
Hollywood are taken most seriously. I have
to record that breakfasting one afternoon
in the main dining room, where the acoustics of the serving pantry seem indiscreetly arranged, I was regaled with a
most acrimonious discussion between a
head waiter and various assistants because
someone on the Sunday night before had
been such an utter dumbbell as to serve
Mr. Julian Johnson, story editor of Fox,
with rye buns. It seem.s that the entire
world was supposed to know that Mr.
Johnson would have nothing but French
bread, and hell was to be had all over
the lot. It has long been known that Mr.
Johnson is the terror of headwalters from
Canoe Place, Long Island, to Point Loma,
but at the Ambassador they do It with
gestures and oratory.
Blushing the while, one might as well set
down that motion pictures and their people are not what one would say accepted
in the upper crust of Los Angeles. Los
Angeles, you know, supports its upper
crust on oil, citrus fruits and cattle. The
movie people are as badly off as though
they lived on the wrong side of the railroad tracks in Sedalia. A very few motion
picture persons are among the socially
elect of Los Angeles, but they are very
few. Film cement smells like banana oil.
Some of the most sparkling names In
movieland appear to have no social life
at
in Hollywood.
Miss English
Anna
Sten,allwho
has been so There's
busy taking
lessons from and for Mr. Sam Goldwyn,
preparatory
her two
appearance
that
for her to
whole
years In inthe"Nana,"
region
she has not been seen at a party. And
few can be more rare than Greta Garbo,
timid soul, sequestered In her pent house
a-top Sunset Towers. Also one does not
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discover Miss Mae West at the parties.
When Miss Mae's "I'm No Angel" was
previewed at Mr. Sid Srauman's classic
Chinese Theatre not one of Hollywood's
stars attended. That in Hollywood nneans
something, or is supposed to. If one may
judge of Miss West's disposition in the
matter, it would not be much of a speculation as to what she might say they could
do about it. As it is, her chief public appearances are at the prize fights, sitting
alongside, on the one side, of Mr. Emanuel
Cohen, Paramount's chief of production,
who has, one might remark, seemingly
more of an eye on the box office than on
Hollywood and its foibles.
Mr. WInfleld Sheehan, with a home of
vast splendors up in the hills, is on occasions the host of considerable functions,
but all so very quietly conducted. No reporter has yet overtaken a Sheehan guest
list. It may be set down in passing that
the stormy vitrolic Sheehan moods are no
longer a part of the Hollywood weather,
but the same non-committal blue eyes
sweep the scene, on the Fox lot and across
Hollywood. The technique may change
tint, but the basic system, never.
AAA
THE REAL TRIUMPH
OF ANY PARTY
For the touch exotic, consider the fact
that the real triumph of any Hollywood
party Is to win the attendance of Miss
Anna May Wong, the premier contribution of the Orient to the screen. Miss
Wong, one is told, was born in San Francisco.
Anna May Wong has a slant on the
world, but not in her eyes. They suggest
an Occidental seeing, recording for an
Oriental mind.
AAA
In Hollywood as elsewhere there is a
phase of social activity which takes its inspiration and movement from charitable
impulses. There is the Assistance League,
presided over by Mrs. Abe Lehr, which
serves luncheons, with society girls as waitresses, with also the tips going to the selected causes. And mostly unrecorded and
remarkably conducted without publicity
are the many benefactions of Miss Marion
Davies, who supports a clinic for children
and each Christmastide gives an exciting
party for the children of the worthy poor
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Studio. The whole
Metro lot was knee deep in kiddie cars and
Christmas baskets one day this December.
As might be expected In this effulgent
land of make-believe, clothes are important. For showmanship In clothes take LIlyan Tashman, who has hers done mostly
She's
a local couturier.
Greer,
by Howard
famous
too for
her glittering
emerald clips.
Lilian Harvey highlights the occasion with
a 22 karat diamond and Carole Lombard
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his polo In overalls, tough like, to take the

". . . Motion pictures and their
people are not what one would
say accepted in the upper crust of
Los Angeles. . . . Los Angeles,
you know, supports its upper
crust on oil, citrus fruits and cattle. . . . Film cement smells like
banana oil."
has a star sapphire about the size of a
colonial doorknob.
The diligence of racketeers, kidnapers
and bootleggers looking for something
else to do, has driven many of Hollywood's best gems into the safety deposit
box while paste copies make the appearances. Depression and market accidents
might have the same general effect, except that the originals would not be in the
box.
AAA
STUDIO FASHION DESIGNERS
ADD MUCH TO SOCIAL SCENE
The studio fashion designers, conspicuously Adrian of MSM and Travis Banton
of Paramount, contribute not a little to the
Hollywood social scene. They are likely to
be the hands that shape the garb of such
figures as Mae West, Joan Crawford and
Norma Shearer — and Jean Harlow, although of course studio Influences tend to
keep Miss Harlow in the pictorial role of
the "Blonde Bombshell," whether she likes
it or not, and she probably does.
The Hollywood version of the Prince of
Wales Is the dashing Mr. Bob Montgomery, who has a gold name plate on the
instrument board of his amazing car. It
bears his name, address and studio address.
It would be very difficult for Mr. Montgomery to get permanently lost.
Adolphe Menjou has the sophisticated
name of being the best dressed man
about, with his fifty suits and forty pairs
of shoes — only ten less than has Mr.
Albert Wiggin of the New York Chase
bank Wiggins.
Over on the Paramount lot the social

curse of too much gentility off'n it. Hollywood has quite a polo playing set, including such stalwarts as Spencer Tracy, Clark
Gable and Bob Montgomery. Mostly they
get all gashed up and there's a clause In
the playing contracts which forbid their
playing while on a picture. The soft spoken
Darryl Zanuck Is also an ardent player.
AAA
Another suburban manifestation is in
the movie life about Toluca Lake, where
the type of home might be called, after
the Spanish, the Hacienda. Among the
residents are such diverse personages as
Bing Crosby, the crooner; Charles Farrell,
romancer; Jack Oakie, the lad who made
Indian nuts famous, and Richard Arlen.
Most recent to join this colony is Al Cohn,
immortal for the script on the first of the
sound pictures, and some best sellers since.
Speaking of Mr. Cohn brings to mind the
Pacific Writers' Yacht Club, presided over
considerably by such salty persons as
Grover Jones and William Slavans McNutt. Brought to mind, you understand,
because Mr. Cohn Is collector of the port
and has a bearing on the traffic on the
high and low seas hereabouts.
AAA
THE LITTLE IVORY BALL
AND THE CAVIAR ITEM

about Hollywood that is called "ranching."
Among the ranchers, who would be suburbanites elsewhere, are Paul Muni, Richard
Dix and Bill Boyd. They take their open
air open. When they give a party It Is a
barbecue party, and a good one.
Out on the edge of things about where

Here and there, according to old Spanish custom, are places where the little Ivory
ball chases itself around over red and black
between the single and double 0. This Is
in no wise to be confused with the single
and double cross, emblems of Hollywood.
If one were in quest of night club thrills
in the region it is said that they would find
it in the Colony club, country, and the
Clover club. In the New York manner.
I am minded of the remarks of the most
famous motion picture banker of the West
Coast who has said, what little the Code
and the Blue Eagle may add to the cost of
production is trivial, as compared to what
the boys are losing on the fall of the marble and charging to the pictures.
It is set down in Hollywood gossip that
one able producer made $48,000 worth of
mistakes In contract bridge the other
night. But he raised hell over the caviar
item at a press luncheon, that same week.
Basically he was right, about the caviar.
AAA
Let us close the picture at Palm Springs.
A younger rajah, scion of a celluloid dynasty, sits with his feet a-wash In the
ripple of the cerulean pool, while grouped
about are the beauties of the court. He

you
starta for
Francisco
Is Will hundred
Rogers'
ranch,
tidySan
matter
of several
acres. Including a private polo field. Mr.
Rogers apparently likes his polo, but he
never ceases to be the showman. He plays

has a royal command to deliver: "Hey,
Bill, you go back to the studio tonight —
my Toother
will be
the stooge
power and
the down
glory tonight."
forever, of
such Is the Kingdom of Hollywood.

center
Cooper's
dressing
room
and he Isis Gary
no casual
dresser.
The current
glass of fashion In Hollywood, however, is
Mr. George Raft.
There is a marginal life around and
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Says DeCasseres of Howard Lindsay's ^^Sbe Loves
Me Not"; Several Other Current Stage Hays Given
High Ranking As Potential Material for the Screen
by BENJAMIN
SHE LOVES
ME NOT
As rare a case of chateau Y'quem at
a gravediggers' picnic is the bawling, thundertone unanimity of the New York critics
(including myself and Kelcey Allen) over a
play. But they just went nuts double plus
over "She Loves Me Not," a farce-comedy
by Howard Lindsay done from Edward
Hope's novel of the same name, with a warble or two by Arthur Schwartz and Edward
Heyman.
Played in picture technique — even with a
Paramount news-reel to help along the guffawing convulsions — to say this is a great
buy would be like saying your cat likes
eream.
From beginning to end it whirls, buzzes,
leaps, crashes and spoofs — spoofs the pictures (funnier than "Once in a Lifetime"),
spoofs Princeton, spoofs night-club murders,
spoofs Communism, spoofs the news-reel.
The laughs come so fast that you can't half
tell what they're pulling off next.
Locales : Philadelphia, Princeton New
York, Detroit and Washington (six stages
are running, sometimes simultaneously, in
"She Loves Me Not").
Opens in a Philadelphia night club. Girl
is doing semi-nude dance. Gangster shoots
a booze Big Shot. Panic.
Princeton. Dancer, wanted as a material
witness, shows up in the room of a student
plugging for exams. She is still half-nude,
with a cloak over her. Made her getaway
on a buss from Philly (grand pix stuff
here !) .
Students dress her as a boy. Stowaway
at Princeton. And the big hunt is on. Whole
nation wants to know what has become of
Curley Flagg.
Super-Sound Pictures get wind of her.
Trek to Princeton. The murderer also goes
there to bump her off, as she is too material
a witness.
Communists, Washington, society, everybody, in an uproar. The tempo gets faster.
Meanwhile, Curley's doing well at Princeton until the picture boys get her, with the
thug trying to kill her off. Here things happen too swiftly to describe.
All played in the key of Aw, whatterhell !
Picture value. 100 per cent.
THE DRUMS
BEGIN
Howard Irving Young, who used to
mould scenario mosaics at the old Astoria
studio, certainly knew whereto "The Drums
Begin" was bound when he wrote it.
It will make a corking, high-powered
melodrama, exciting, comic and noisy. Abbott & Dunning, the old maestros of many
successes, produced and Judith Anderson
starred as a post-war French spy.
What I think should be cut out of it in

DECASSERES
That's the high spot and the big trick in this

RATING OF PLAYS
AS SCREEN STUFF
Studying stage offerings of the day
in the light of motion picture possibilities, Benjamin DeCasseres, essayist
and critic, gives ratings as follows to
those commented upon this week:
"She Loves Me Not" — 100 per cent.
"The Drums Begin" — 90 per cent.
"The Dark Tower" — 80 per cent.
"Birthright" — 80 per cent.

the Hollywood gouging-machines is Howard's peace propaganda stuff. The only time
human beings really believe in peace is
when they are at war.
The Monarch Film Company is filming
a post-war drama in a French chateau. The
leading lady is a French woman, and as the
play goes along we find out that this woman
was a German spy during the real war and
it was by her dirty work that thousands of
her countrymen lost their lives.
Besides which, the chateau that is being
used by the picture company is the very
chauteau in which this Mata-Hari lived during the war.
The company employs both French and
German actors in the play, and here we get
a look in how "the drums begin," for both
nationals begin to pick open the old
wounds.
There is lots of comedy stuff, naturally,
in these filming antics. (But why are picture executives supposed to be nuttier than
directors, for instance?)
That's the woof and warp of this play.
It is tragic and comic in detail with the old
"Pagliacci" technique of a play within a
play.
It is an immensely clever and stimulating
picture idea, even though as a play it is at
times confusing and heavy-handed. But Out
Where the Brains Grow, in dear old Rolphland, I believe this Young opus will be
ironed out into a fine bit of entertainment
that no exhibitor will want to turn down —
with Dietrich, for instance, as the actressspy.
Picture value, 90 per cent.
THE

DARK

TOWER

Those old crocheters of entertaining
hokum, George S. Kaufman and Alexander
Woollcott, have fashioned in "The Dark
Tower" a melodrama that will make a splendid program picture for the thrill trade.
But it will need considerable building up
and an actor who can conceal for some sequences his identity even from the audience.

These cock-eyed jinks are laid in a house
play.
in East 48th street and in a suite in the
Waldorf. The dirty work at the cross-roads
is done in the Waldorf by Damon Wells
(Basil Sydney), a celebrated actor of the
Jack Barrymore breed.
His big stunt consists in disguising himself as a German play-backer with a broken
arm and a lame leg, luring the murderous,
degenerate husband of his sister — also a
celebrated actress — to the Waldorf, drugging him and then stabbing him to death in
a closet, taking off his disguise on a Fall
River boat and coming back to the house.
He is never suspected, of course.
The actress sister has been hypnotized by
her husband. So we excuse Damon for
doing
the dirty
deed,(Margalo
for didn't
it restoreto
the Great
Actress
Gilmore)
the Deah American Public ?
All this, with some wit, some skill and
much hooey-hooey, is written and played
with the tongue in the cheek.
When it goes into picture production (and
it certainly will with, I should say. Jack
Barrymore doing the lead) it should be
played fairly straight and the degenerate
qualities of the villain (Ernest Milton) cut
out with a hatchet. At least, sez I ; for if
there is one thing that pictures ought to
clear up it is the stage degenerate.
Picture value, 80 per cent.
BIRTHRIGHT
This is the third attempt to stage the
massacre of a civilization in Germany. And
"Birthright," by Richard Maibaum, is not
just "propaganda" (that bugaboo word that
has no meaning, for everything is propaganda of some kind) ; it is for two acts
splendid, tense, biting drama. Then it goes
off into a smear.
The story is of Germany today and is laid
around an upper middle-class Jewish family.
The daughter is engaged to a gentile. A
son is a Communist ranter. And it is he who
gets the whole family in trouble.
When the Mad Hatter becomes Chancellor, the Storm Troopers break in, kill the
old servant and are about to arrest the boy
howler when the latter shoots the captain
of the Nazi gang dead.
So they shoot the kid at dawn while the
family
prays. Theforgirl's
tries
to do something
the gentile
boy ; butlover
business
is business, you know.
Waving "propaganda" pish-posh aside,
there are picture values in this play of universal import, to Jew and non-Jew. If the
Russians can show their pictures here, as
they
why the
shouldn't
blast do,
against
whole Hollywood
crazy gamestart
goingto
on east of the Rhine?
Picture value {u'itli humor), 80 per cent.
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SEEKS A WOMAN.

For a role, be it

stipulated, in Columbia's "Twentieth
Century." Howard Hawks, director of
this John Barrymore vehicle. Is shown
as he reached New York in his quest.

EVERY ONE A WINNER. The lucky candidates in Paramount's "Search for Beauty," in
which 100,000 contestants were enrolled, hlere are the winners as they arrived in
Los Angeles, ready for roles in the Paramount production, "The Search for Beauty."
They represent every English-speaking region, and therefore every section of the world.
(The girls look rather short here, but that's because the young naen are standing on a rail.)

IN SHORTS. Montagu Love,
principal in many a feature,
who Is In two new Educational pictures, "The Doctor"
and "The Expectant Father."

LILLUMS. Rochelle Hudson,
who was selected by Warner Brothers for the principal
feminine role opposite Hal
LeRoy in "Harold Teen."

NOW A STAR. Aline MacMahon, a featured player in
many Warner Brothers productions, who has been promoted
to the rank of star, under a new contract recently signed by
her and Warners. Miss MacMahon's first starring vehicle
has already been scheduled, bearing the title "Fur Coats."

FATHER'S DAUGHTER.
Katherine DeMille, whose dad
is Cecil DeMille, and who has
been assigned an important
role In MGM's "Viva Villa."

HONOR GUESTS. (Below) Dolores Dei
Rio and Walter Huston at AMPA luncheon, shown with John Fllnn (center),
AMPA president, and Cedric Gibbons,
art director. Miss Del Rio's husband.
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IN BURBANK. Irving Asher, WarnerBritish production head, on the "Registered Nurse" set during his visit to
the Warner-First National studios.
Shown are Arthur Greville Collins,
Bebe Daniels, Mr. Asher, Director
Halliday.
Robert Florey, Lyie Talbot and John

IN WARSAW. J. A. Koerpel (center, with glasses), general nnanager
for United Artists in Continental
Europe, as he visited the Falanga
studio in the Polish capital. At his
left is Friedrich Fleminger, manager
of National Film Corporation, Warsaw distributor of U. A. product.

BACK TO STUDIO. Samuel J. Briskin, general manager of Columbia, is met by his sons, Jerry (left) and
Raymond, as he arrives in Los Angeles by plane, ending an absence from the production capital which
included several weeks in Europe.

AS OF 1934. Verree Teasdale as she
appears very contemporaneously
fixed-out in an evening gown of gold
satin, in the Warner- First National
production, "Fashions of 1934."

ON VACATION. Fredric March, Paramount star,
arriving in New York with Mrs. March (Florence
Eldridge), after a boat trip from Los Angeles, tovacation in the East and witness the opening of his
latest picture, "All of Me," at the Paramount theatre.

ON DECK. For a new production.
Maurice Chevalier Is shown arriving
in New York, come back from abroad,
to
star in "The
Merry Widow" for
Metro-Gold
wyn-Mayer.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

(Continued from page 9)
employer in the motion-picture industry has
agreed to pay any unreasonably excessive
inducement to any person to enter into the
employ of such employer. If the Code
Authority finds that such employer has done
so, the Code Authority shall have the power,
with the approval of the Administrator, to
impose an assessment against such employer
in the amount of the unreasonable excess
payment to such person, not, however, to
exceed the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000.00), and to make public its findings, but nothing in this PART shall in any
manner impair the validity or enforceability
of such agreement of employment. All such
assessments shall be paid to the Code
Authority for use by it in the Administration
of its functions."
Despite the popular impression that the control of excessive salaries was intended solely
for Hollywood's excessive star salaries and excessive producer salaries, the clause may be
made applicable to any salary payments above
$150 per week in any branch of the industry,
at any place.
Only employers received the questionnaire
blaiik which was mailed out last week by Mr.
Rosenblatt as part of the investigation. This
was sent to 2,000 producing, distributing and
theatre companies and subsidiaries.
The questionnaire follows :
SCHEDULE I
Gross receipts, investment, assets,
number of individuals employed and total
compensation for production, distribution
and exhibition — each separately — ^for the
years 1931, 1932 and 1933. with the following specific information asked for each
year, and separately for each of the three
branches:
Gross Receipts
Cost of Supplies and Materials
Total Capital Investment
Surplus and Surplus Reserves
Total Assets
Net Profit or Loss
Total Number of Employees, and
Total Compensation:
(a) Directors of Company
(b) Executives
(c) Supervisors
(d) Clerical, Office and Service
(e) Actors and Actresses (excluding
Extras)
f) Extra Players
g) Motion Picture Directors
h) Musical Directors and Musicians
i) Writers,
erary) Authors, Dramatists (Lit(j) Composers, Arrangers, Librarians
(Musical)
k) Artists and Sculptors
I) Scenic Artists and Designers
m) Costume Designers
n) Sound Engineers
o) Sound Technicians
p) Cameramen
q) Studio Mechanics
r) Laboratory Workers
s) All other employees
The questions "Total Number" and "Total

Compensation"
are groups
asked separately
for each
of
the foregoing
of employees,
and
separately for each year and separately for
each division of the industry : production, distribution and exhibition.
V
SCHEDULE 2
For each individual employee receiving an
aggregate compensation of $150 or more per
week, this part of the questionnaire asks the
companies to list each individual separately by
a number, in order to keep the identity of the
worker unknown. However, on another section are to be listed the confidential name and
number designation corresponding with the
number on Schedule 2. This information —
identities of numbers — will be detached from
the questionnaire immediately upon its receipt
at the office of the Administrator.
Besides the identifying individual number of
each individual employee, there must be written
the following information :
Position or Title
Weekly Cash Salary Rate
Cash Salary Received During Year
All Other Compensation Received During Year
Total Compensation
This information, likewise, must be listed
separately for each employee for each of the
years 1931, 1932 and 1933, and separately for
each division of the industry: production, distribution and exhibition. Then, in addition,
there must be listed a grand total of compensation from all branches where any one employee receives compensation from more than
one branch of the industry.
V
SCHEDULE 3
This part of the questionnaire is intended to
gain an analysis of all other compensation received by an employee during the year, as
follows :
Amount of Cash Bonuses, Commissions
and Other Cash Compensation in Addition to Salary.
Amount of Bonuses, Commissions and
Other Cash Compensation in Capital
Stock, Bonds or Other Securities
Amount of Subscription Rights for
Bonds, Stock or Other Securities, Including Special Options.
Amount of Any Other Compensation,
Remuneration, Gift, etc., Not Already
Listed.
Grand Total of All Compensation Other
Than Regular Cash Salary.
This information, also, must be listed separately for each employee for each of the years
1931, 1932 and 1933, and separately for each
division of the industry : production, distribution and exhibition. And, in addition, there
must be filed a grand total of compensation
from all branches where any one employee
receives compensation from more than one
branch of the industry.
V
CONFIDENTIAL NAME AND
NUMBER DESIGNATION
This blank says, "Designate below the names
of
individuals
who are listed by number" in
Section
3.
"This information is for identification purposes only and will be held in strictest confi-

DETAILED

dence, being available only to the division administrator incharge of the investigation" (Sol
A. Rosenblatt) "and to the chief investigator."
"This information will be detached from the
questionnaire immediately upon its receipt at
this office." (NRA.)
Besides the identifying name of each individual, to be listed beside the identifying number of such employee, there is another blank
headed : "Names of such individual's relatives
drawing compensation from the motion picture
V
industry."
GENERAL
INSTRUCTIONS
This blank says :
"Each schedule in the attached questionnaire
is set up to cover the three divisions of the
motion picture industry, or in other words, to
cover_
separately, production, distribution and
exhibition.

"Where an individual or a company was engaged in all three of the activities" each individual section — production, distribution, exhibition—"of the schedules should be filled out
cornpletely. In other words, if the individual
designated as 'Number 10' received a salary
or other compensation from each of the three
activities (branches), the amounts of such earnbe specified in the sections deahng
with ings
eachshouldactivity.
"On the other hand, if an individual received
a salary or salary and other compensation from
only one activity, or, for example, from
motion picture exhibition only, then only" that
section,
completed."Motion Picture Exhibition," should be

"If none of the individuals received an aggregate compensation of $150 or more a week,
so
office.indicate and return questionnaire to this

"Certificate of the correctness of this return
rnust"Name
be made below by an appropria
tive officer behalf of the company.te execu"CERTIFICin
ATION
"Street
"I hereby certify that the answers in the
schedules following are correct :
"Title of officer
"Name of Company

;'City many subsidiary or related companies
are"How
included in this report?
"If this report is completed by a subsidiary
or affiliated company, give name and location
of parent organization.
"This information will be detached from the
questionnaire
immediately upon its receipt at
this
office.
325 More Nominations to Boards
Exhibitors and exchangemen in the field continued during the week to send to the Code
Authority in New York the names of exhibitor and exchange representatives suggested
for appointment to the 32 Local Clearance and
Zoning Boards and 32 Local Grievance Boards.
In addition to the 311 nominees announced
by the Code Authority last week — the list appeared on page 10 of the January 13 issue of
Motion Picture Herald— the Code Authority
made known this week a second group of 325
nominations. Up to press time the Code
Authority had on hand, then, a total of 636
nominations from the field to fill the 64 exchange posts and 64 exhibitor posts on the 32
Local Clearance and Zoning Boards; and the
64 exchange posts and 64 exhibitor posts on
the 32 Local Grievance Boards. In addition,
the Code Authority will appoint its own representative on each board, who shall not be a
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member of the industry, but shall be the official contact between the board and the Code
Authority.
The Code Authority will commence on January 20 to make the final selections for both
boards, and these selections shall be subject
to the approval of Division Administrator
Rosenblatt.
A list of the second group of 325 exchange
and exhibitor nominees announced this week
by the Code Authority appears in this issue,
on page 10.
Code Authority
L. O'Reilly,
Nathan
Yamins, J.members
Robert Charles
Rubin and
Harold
S. Bareford, commenced meetings over the
weekend, as a committee, to prepare a manual
of rules and regulations for the 64 Grievance
and Clearance Boards, of which there will be
one each established in each exchange city.
Neither group of boards is expected to start
operations in the field before February IS, and
possibly not until March 1.
The clearance and zoning schedules
which will be drawn up by each Local
Clearance and Zoning Board will be applicable only to the 1934-35 season. It is
said that many grievances already have
been received by the Code Authority for
determination by the Local Grievance
Boards when they start functioning next
month.
The Code Authority let it be known that
only the board secretaries will be paid, and
that no remuneration will be made for the
services of the exchange and exhibitor representatives on the boards, nor to the Code Authority's
Each board own representative.
will elect its own chairman, and
it is expected that these chairmen will be
selected on a rotating system.
Minimum Expense Is Policy
In announcing the decision of the Code
Authority not to pay board members, except
secretaries, John C. Flinn, Code Authority secretary, sent the following wire to the Theatre
Owners of Oklahoma, at Oklahoma City, in
answer to an inquiry about salary payments
made by that organization:
"The Code Authority of the motion picture
industry has placed itself on record as unanimously approving the policy of performing its
duties and supervising the duties and functions
of Local Clearance and Zoning Boards and
Local Grievance Boards at the very minimum
of expense to the three branches of the industry
from which, under the code, the expense of
operation will be obtained. Members of the
Code Authority are devoting unlimited time
and effort without remuneration, but are prompted by a desire to render unselfish and earnest
service to the industry at large in support of
the Administration's National Recovery Act.
No provision is being made to pay fees or
salaries to any members of local boards appointed from the industry or from outside the
industry with the exception of the paid secretary."
statement
thatfrom
fees outside
would not
be Mr._
paidFlinn's
to board
members
the
industry clarified a misunderstanding that the
Code Authority's
own representative on each
board
might be paid.
Typical of the intense interest of exhibitors
in the field in the Local Clearance and Zoning and Local Grievance Boards was that
voiced in New York during the week by Ben
Berinstein, president of the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California, who came
East from Los Angeles to ascertain from the
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The last date for making nominations to
the boards is midnight, January 20, and
anyone may make nominations, but such
nominations will not be honored unless the
person who is nominated has signed the
official acceptance blank for the code. No
exchange man or exhibitor will be permitted to serve on either board unless he
has signed the acceptance blank.
Code Authority when the local boards can be
expected to begin functioning.
Mr. Berinstein made it clear that his exhibitors had no fault to find with the code
itself, but said that the delay of the Code
Authority in naming the boards is "demoralizing" exhibition and distribution, at least in the
southern California territory, resulting in admission slashes which may prove ruinous.
6,000 Code Assents Received
Some 6,000 code acceptance blanks had been
received by the Code Authority in New York
up to torspress
time, fromin producers
distribuand exhibitors
the field.andThe
Code
Authority mailed out two weeks ago about
13,500 blanks to theatres and 6^500 to producers, distributors, exchanges and others.
Newcomers in the industry will be given
forty-five days after their entrance into the
business to sign the code blank in order to be
assured of protection against unfair trade practices.
The Code Authority late last week finally
selected the 23rd floor of the RKO Building
on Sixth Avenue, at Radio City, as its permanent headquarters.
The Authority has not yet decided on the
manner and method of financing the administration of the code, nor on the amount which
it will assess each industry member, including
producers, distributors and exhibitors.
The next Code Authority meeting will be
held at headquarters in New York on Tuesday, January 23. R. H. Cochrane, of Universal, will preside, succeeding S. R. Kent,
in line with the rotating system for chairmen.
The United States Postal Department at
Washington this week refused to grant the
Code Authority the privilege of free postage.
While practically all other Code Authority members already have appointed
alternates, it appeared likely that alternates will not be named by and for
Nathan Yamins, of Allied of New England,
or
for Charles
L. O'Reilly,
of the in
Theatre
Owners
Chamber
of Commerce
New
York.
Nor will Mr. Rosenblatt have an alternate to act for him at Code Authority
meetings.
Mr. Rosenblatt leaves for Hollywood on Friday and for the first time the next Code Authority meeting on January 23 will witness his
absence by sending a copy of the minutes to
the NRA at Washington.
While in Hollywood, in the interests of the
Government's investigation of studio salaries,
Mr. Rosenblatt will call a general meeting of
the personnel of all studios at which he will
explain in detail the application of the code
to production and production workers.
Indirectly involving the NRA's motion picture code was the information regarding a
number of practices continued by West Coast
theatres, in California, in alleged violation of
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the Government's consent degree of August,
1930, which information was forwarded over
the weekend by the Federal Trade Commission
to the Department of Justice and the chairman of the Senate banking and currency committee at Washington. A copy of the report
was also sent to the National Recovery Administration, but officials of that organization
pointed out that the matters involved did not
involve the code and were, therefore, of but
passing interest to them.
Exhibitor Organizations Meet
In the field, exhibitor organizations were concode. tinuing their discussions of operation under the
In Chicago, Allied exhibitors, having been
unable to come to a decision on signing the
code at a meeting last week, were planning to
get together again within the next 10 days.
A large majority signed with reservations
at a meeting of the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association.
At Columbus, under a new ruling of the
Ohio MPTO, it was announced that future
bulletins will be mailed to members only.
Theatre Owners of Michigan were
to Allied
meet today.
In Kansas City, A. F. Baker, president of
the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association, was
awaiting a reply from Mr. Rosenblatt to his
invitation to address a mass meeting.
Sign
"With
Exceptions"
Allied
Theatres
of New Orleans signed the
code "with exceptions." Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, will hold a conference there
early next week.
No agreement was reached at Omaha at the
MPTOance and
meeting
zoning. last week on a plan for clearAt a meeting of 50 Oregon exhibitors and
exchange officials in Portland on giveaways
and lotteries,
it wasthree
decided
to filetheatres.
"friendly"
complaints
against
Portland
Abandoning the idea of formulating a state
code, the Inter-mountain Theatres Association
at SalttionalLake
industry City
code. decided to sign the naMr. Rosenblatt announced the following as
members of standing committees on studio labor
and extras :
Studio labor, other than extras: Pat
Casey, representing the producers; Al
Berres, international unions; Ed Smith, musicians'of
union; Labor.
Dick L'Estrange, California
Federation
Committee of 15 on extras: Dr. A. H.
GianninI, Mabel E. Kinney, Mrs. Una N.
Hopkins, Fred Pelton, Dave Werner, M.
H. Hoffman, B. B. Kahane, Pat Casey,
Charles Miller, Larry Steers, Lee Phelps,
Allan Garcia, Fred D. Burns, P. M. Friedman, J. Blockley Russell. Miss Kinney, M.
H. Hoffman, B. B. Kahane, Charles Miller
and Larry Steers are to comprise the exmittee. ecutive committee of the standing comIn Hollywood the lATSE won the studio
jurisdiction vote with a total of 448. The
American Society of Cinematographers received
93, and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, nine.
In Washington, faced with denunciation of
his code by film producers, George P. Aarons,
counsel for the National Poster Exchange Association, last week sought to withdraw the
poster code for an undisclosed amendment to
define the exact purpose of the trade. Permission was withheld by NRA officials.
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138,345

KONG

124,673

KING

JASPER
127,008

(played simultaneously at both
Radio tres,City
theatotal seating
capacity of 10,000,
total attendance
nearly 300,000)
CHRISTOPHER

STRONG
100,485

SWEEPINGS

132,739

THE

110,906

SILVER

MELODY

CORD

CRUISE

96,408

BED OF ROSES
PROFESSIONAL
SWEETHEART

1 13,806

DOUBLE

110,499

NO

112,207

HARNESS

MARRIAGE

MORNING

TIES
102,664

GLORY

ONE

MAN'S

ANN

ViCKERS

149,854

JOURNEY
144,713
133,182

AGGIE

APPLEBY

86,049

AFTER

TONIGHT

92,528

LITTLE

WOMEN
450,801
1st week 165,845
2nd week 138,863
3rd week 146,093
(Moved to Radio City
Center Theatre for 4
weeks, playing to an additional quarter million
attendance)

THE

RIGHT

FLYING

TO

ROMANCE

90,502
RIO
281,086
1st week 135,774
2nd week 145,312
(Moved to Radio City Center
Theatre for indefinite run)
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FOR

GREATNESS

actor of sufficient skill
and personal charm to endow
any character he portrays
with the loveTglow''
—Delehanty, N. Y. Post

FRANCIS

'Xharming"
—John s. Cohen, N. Y. Eve. Sun
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WORLDS

with Henry
Stephenson . . J. Farrell MacDonald
Directed by J. Walt&r R u h&n . . . A P and ro S . Bf-r ma n Production
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2,050,000,

Respectively,

Period; Day's Record

for

30,010

On Thursday, January 11, 1934, the
Radio City Music Hall celebrated the first
anniversary of its operation by RKO under
its present policy of screen and stage attractions, continuous performances and popular prices. The enterprise, eyed so dubiously by many showmen prior to its opening, had become a success in its first twelvemonth.
In mid-January, 1933, literally overnight,
the present policy was inaugurated at the
Music Hall. Since that date approximately
6,025,000 persons have paid admission to
the Music Hall. The attendance record for
a single day was set on Saturday, December
2, the seventeenth day of the record-breaking run of "Little Women," when 30,010
stepped to the box offices.
2,050,000 at RKO Center
During the same period the Music Hall's
sister house in Radio City, the RKO Center,
was moving along successfully. The Center,
now playing second run pictures and short
features at popular prices, was visited by
2,050,000 persons during its first year, making a total of over 8,000,000 to attend the
two Radio City theatres in Rockefeller
Center in the first twelve months of their
operation by Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
RKO Radio's "Little Women," holder of
all Music Hall attendance and receipts records, played three weeks at the Music Hall
to 450,701 people, then moving a block to
the RKO Center, it played another four
weeks. The picture was among the Box
Office Champions of November in Motion
Picture Herald's compilation, and led the
field in the listing of the December Champions. '
Many Notables Attended
In addition to those who attend the Music
Hall regularly each week, the theatre is a
magnet for visitors from outside the city,
many notables among them. General Balbo,
Senator Marconi, Ex-President Herbert
Hoover and scores of other wellknown figures have attended from time to time.
Beside feature pictures, the Music Hall
plays spectacular stage shows on what has
been called the best-equipped stage in the
world. Since the resignation of S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) they are staged by Leon Leonidoff as production director, with Erno
Rapee as director of music and Vincente
Minnelli as art director.
The Music Hall's permanent ensembles
include the symphony, under Mr. Rapee's
direction; the corps de ballet, directed by
Florence Rogge ; the choral ensemble led by
Leon Rosebrook, and the noted Roxyettes,
precision dancers, trained by Russell Markert. Among the notable productions offered
during the first year, were Ravel's "Bolero,"
"Blue Prelude," Rimsky-Korsakofif's "Sche-
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8,000,000

CITY

RKO's Music Hall and Center
Attendances 6,025,000 and

PICTURE

ATTENDED

HOUSES

IN

THEATRES OVERCAME
COLD, CLOSED BANKS
On at least two occasions during
the first year of the Music Hall operation the film-going public defied
highly unfavorable conditions to "see
theWhen
show.""Little Women" opened on
November 16, a long line braved
record cold weather. The official
weather report told of the coldest
November 16 in fifty years, but 23,073 persons attended for a new opening-day record.
Added to the cold of March when
"King Kong" played simultaneously
at both houses in Radio City, was the
bank moratorium. Yet an even 200,000 braved inclement weather and
the shortage of funds due to the bank
holiday to see "Kong" in a single
week.

herazade" and an adaptation of Delibes'
"Coppelia" ballet.
Walt Disney's "Silly Symphonies" have
their first New York showings at the Music
Hall. It was on the Music Hall screen
that the "Three Little Pigs" began their
amazing screen career.
Presented Showmanship Problems
Herman Whitman is manager of the
Music Hall, while Michael Cruise officiates
in the same capacity at the RKO Center.
Hall', with
its3,700,
6,200operatseats,
andThe
the Music
RKO Center,
with its
ing a block apart, presented great problems
in practical showmanship. Ten thousand
seats were added overnight to the Times
Square theatrical district. Prophets insisted
that amusement-seekers would not leave
Broadway and travel the long block to
Radio City on Sixth Avenue, but 8,000,000
persons proved them wrong in the first
twelve months.
With 20 RKO Radio features having figured in the year's playing time at the Music
Hall, many other productions from the company's studio are slated for the house, several in the "hold over" class.
Katharine Hepburn's fourth picture for
Music Hall time will be "Spitfire." John
Barrymore will make his second appearance
on that screen under the RKO banner in
"Long Lost Father," and Leslie Howard's
starring vehicle, "Of Human Bondage" will
be an attraction. Frank Buck's "Wild
Cargo," just back "in the can" from the
Malayan
jungles
"Green
Mansions,"
with
Dolores Del
Rio ;and
Joel McRae
; Richard
Dix in "The Crime Doctor" and Wheeler
and
in "Hips,
Hips for
Hooray"
are
RKO Woolsey
Radio films
scheduled
the house
during the new season.
Irene Dunne, who had the leading role in
two pictures at the Music Hal! during the

FIRST

YEAR

Large Seating Capacity of Two
Theatres Presented Showman
Problems;

20 Radio

Played on Music

Pictures

Hall Screen

past season, will be seen in
Love;" Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Story," recently completed, and
Karloff.
Patrol," with Victor McLaglen

"Transient
in "Success
"The Lost
and Boris

Hepburn Film Sets Records
Of all the stars whose films played the
Music Hall during its first year none shone
more brightly and for so many weeks as
did Katharine Hepburn.
Miss Hepburn had appeared in only one
picture,
of Divorcement"
in which
she made "AherBill
debut
in the John Barrymore
film, when the Music Hall opened. With
the release of "Christopher Strong" her
career became linked in a way with the
Music Hall. "Christopher Strong" played
the Music Hall the week of March 15, and
Miss Hepburn was seen by an audience of
slightly more than 100,000.
Her second screen appearance at the theatre was in "Morning Glory" and then
"Little Women." The total run of the three
Hepburn productions was five weeks, "Litthe tle
fiveWomen"
weeks.alone accounting for three of
"Little Women" at the Music Hall broke
all opening-day records and all week, twoweek and three-week records. The total
attendance for the three record weeks was
451,801. The Louisa M. Alcott classic then
moved in but a block away at the RKO
Center, and ran for four additional weeks
with the attendance thermometer registering 250,000.

"Topaze" National Board Choice
The first RKO Radio picture to play the
big house on Sixth avenue was "Topaze,"
a John Barrymore starring vehicle. It was
later chosen by the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures as the best American
film for the The
year supporting
1933. Harrycast
D' was
Arrast directed.
headed
Conti,
Frank
run.
played

by Myrna Loy, and included Albert
Reginald Mason, Jobyna Howland,
Reicher and Jackie Searle. "Topaze"
to 143,736 people during the week's

Announces

Development

Of New Type Sound Head
Wesley Trout, sound engineer of Enid,
Okla., has developed a new type of sound
head which, he claims, uses a new type of
optical system, two sprockets, new type of
curved, case hardened sound gate, and is
gear-driven. He claims Powers, Simplex,
Kaplan and Motiograph projectors can be
equipped with the new sound head. Mr.
Trout also has developed a new all a.c. amplifier, using all latest tubes, new tone-control and changeover device.
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Producers
Plan

Vote

to Continue

Academy
Services
At a momentous session of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in
Hollywood on Wednesday, Howard Green,
president, appealed to 40 producers and
members for support of a new life membership plan, inviting the producers to join as
corporate members, with a tax of $50 for
each completed feature to defray expenses
and carry on technical research, conciliation
and other Academy services.
The producers, favoring the plan, voted it
be made immediately effective. It was the
unanimous opinion of those present that the
new setup would lead the Academy to continue as a service organization.
A committee, on ways and means of continuance of the activity and financing, includes King
:
Vidor, chairman ; Irving Thalberg. Jack Warner, Cecil B. DeMille, Lewis
Stone, De Witt Jennings, Frank Capra,
Waldemar Young, John Nickolaus, John
Croinwell and Carl Dreher. A finance committee, to take care of existing obligations,
is composed of William Sistrom, George
Irving and Van Nest Polglase.
The indication, as seen in some quarters,
points to the practical transposition of the
Academy from a voice for creative workers
to the status of a service organization. The
belief has been expressed in Hollywood that
with producers supporting the Academy,
there is little likelihood they will recognize
any other organization, such as the Writers'
Guild or the Actors' Guild.

Hohlitzelle

To

Share

Staff
in Prof it

As a sequel to the proposed Warner bonus
plan for its theatre managers, announced
last week in the Herald, the hundred or
more employees of Karl Hoblitzelle, operating his 86 theatres in 30 Texas and New
Mexico cities, will participate in the profits
of their respective houses, it was announced
last week.
Mr. Hoblitzelle emphasized the need of
making the theatre in each community the
center of its activity.
"It is necessary that each theatre be operated with the greatest possible independence of the home office in Dallas," he said.
"It also is necessary that the managers and
others bring creative thoughts to their particular cities. The best way to obtain this
is to give each manager a pecuniary interest beyond his salary."
General Theatres Hearing
Date Is Now Feb. 1 3
Chancery court at Wilmington this week
advanced to February 13 the date for hearing the application of U. S. Senator Daniel
Hastings, receiver for General Theatres
Equipment, for authority to compromise
claims filed against General by the Chase
National Bank, of New York.
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Protest
New

Davis
'Reductions
Creditors of Paramount Publix voiced
their objections to U. S. District Judge
William Bondy on Wednesday when the report of Referee Henry K. Davis recommending 15 per cent reduction in the company's receivership cost was brought up for
approval. The court referred the case to
Judge John Knox for early decision.
Recommends $250,000 Be Paid
Mr. Davis' report recommended that approximately $250,000 of the $296,000 originally
asked for be allowed. The allowances, the
majority
which during
are attorneys'
fees,weeks
are for
expenses of
incurred
the seven
of
the Paramount Publix equity receivership,
from Jan. 26, 1933, up to the time the company went into bankruptcy in March.
The principal reduction recommended was
$25,000 from the allowance asked by Root.
Clark, Buckner & Ballantyne, attorneys for
the equity receivers. Mr. Davis recommended
payment of $100,000.
The allowance of Charles D. Hilles, coreceiver with Adolph Zukor, was recommended
at $25,000 instead of $30,000 asked by Mr.
Hilles. Mr. Zukor"s petition for $23,047 was
recommended to be paid in full. Also recommended was the payment of $41,000 of the
additional $59,784 asked by the equity receivers
for expenses incurred as ancillary receivers in
California and Illinois.
The $30,000 allowances asked by the law
firm of Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin, attorneys for Paramount, was reduced to $25,000
by
the
referee's
De
Gersdorff,
Swainerecommendation.
& Wood alsoCravath,
Paramount
attorneys, had an allowance of $15,000 approved in full by the report, but the allowance
(if Donovan & Raichle, attorneys, was reduced
to $4,000 from the requested $5,246. A $15,000
allowance
by attorneys,
O'Melvany,wasTuUer
.Myers, Losasked
Angeles
cut to&
$12,000 by Mr. Davis.
Operating on Profit Several Months
The remaining allowances asked were for the
most part smaller requests for law firms handling ancillary receivership affairs in Illinois,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Texas, Ohio, California and New Jersey, and approximated
$10,000.
On Friday the Paramount trustees reported
the company has been operating at a profit for
several months and has been aided materially
by foreign revenues benefited by current exchange rates. This report came as a result of
inquiries as to the activity of Paramount certificates on the Stock Exchange. The certificates
reached their highest level on the exchange on
Friday, rising 62^ cents a share to 2.62J4, on
a turnover of 117,500 shares.
Petitions for payment of $76,171 by the
trustee in bankruptcy of Publix Enterprises to
Paramount Publix, and $15,000 to Dan Michalove, former advisor to the trustees of the
bankrupt theatre subsidiary, will be acted on
January 22. The $15,000 asked by Mr. Michalove is in addition to $7,950 already paid him.
"ConniColor" Distribution
Covers 84% of Country
Eighty-four per cent of American territory is now being served on the P. A.
Powers-Celebrity Productions "ComiColor"
cartoon series under territorial rights contracts, the company announced last week.
Another well-known fairy tale, "The
Brave Tin
Soldier,"
put into production as the
third inhasthebeen
group.

New

a

Association

A new independent exhibitor unit in the
metropolitan area of New York is understood in the process of formation. A meeting was held last week at the Breton Hall
Hotel. A. H. Schwartz, Jack Springer
and Sam Cocalis, who attended the meeting, are said to be among the chief supporters of the new organization.
The Schwartz and Springer and Cocalis
circuits were recently suspended from the Independent Theatre Owners Association for
non-payment of dues.
The organization, if formed, would be the
third in the territory, the others being the
ITOA, of which Harrj' Brandt is president,
and the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce, with Charles L. O'Reilly as president. Major circuits as well as independent
are included in the membership of the
TOCC, the oldest group.

New

Radio

City

Nam
edand
s new
Off icer
Announcement
of the
officers
board of directors of Radio City Theatres,
winch controls and operates the Music Hall
and the RKO Center, was made this week
by Merlin Hall Aylesworth, president of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation. At the
same time, Mr. Aylesworth announced that
operation of the Music Hall will be vested
in the hands of an advisory board for the
time being, and no successor to S. L.
(Roxy) Rothafel is likely to be appointed
at The
present.
new directorate consists of Mr.
Aylesworth, J. R. McDonough, W. G. Van
Schmus, L. E. Thompson, Webster B. Todd,
Herman Zohbel, Joseph O. Brown, William
Mallard and Francis T. Christy.
Officers as announced are M. H. Aylesworth, chairman of the board; J. R. McDonough, president; W. G. Van Schmus,
vice-president and comptroller ; L. E.
Thompson, vice-president and acting general manager ; Herman Zohbel, treasurer,
and William Mallard, secretary.
Mr. Thompson will have direct charge
of the Music Hall and Leon Leonidoff will
be in general charge under him.
Meanwhile a plan of settlement of RKO's
claim of $2,094,665 against Keith-AlbeeOrpheum, proposed by the Irving Trust
Co., RKO receiver, was upheld this week
in a cuit
ruling
down by the U. S. CirCourt ofhanded
Appeals.
Under the receiver's plan. Stadium Theatres, Inc., a newly organized RKO subsidiary, takes over the-sclaim against K-A-0
and issues
its own stock to the RKO receiver in exchange.
U. A. Tour from Washington
The United Artists exploitation tour, the
Moulin Rouge caravan, advertising the 20th
Rouge," will start
film, "Moulin
Century
from
Washington
instead of New York, as
originally intended.
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(!) Directed by George Cukor. Executive producer: Merlan C. Cooper. Supervised by Kenneth
MacSowan. From the novel by Louisa May Alcoti.
Screen play by Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heernnan. Photographed by Henry Serrard. Cast:
Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Frances Dee,
Jean Parker, Paul Lukas, Edna May Oliver, Douglass
Montgomery,
Henry Stephenson. Released November 24, 1933.
LITTLE

WOMEN

RKO

Radio

(2) Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. David O. Selznlck, executive producer. John W. Consldine, Jr.,
associate producer. Screen play by Allen Rivkin
and P. J. Wolfson, from the book by James Warner
Bellah. Photographed by Oliver T. Marsh. Cast:
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Franchot Tone, May
Robson, Winnie Lightner, Fred Astaire, Robert
Benchley, Ted Healy, Floria Foy, Art Jarrett, Grant
Mitchell, Maynard Holmes, Nelson Eddy, Sterling
Holloway, Moe Howard, Jerry Howard, Larry Fine.
Released November 24, 1933.
DANCING

LADY

MCM

(3) Directed by Norman McLeod. From the story
by Lewis Carroll. Screen play by Joseph L. Mankiewicz and William Cameron Menzies. Music by
Dimitri Tiomkin. Music supervision by Nathaniel
Finston. Technical effects by Gordon Jennings and
Farciot Edouart. Masks and costumes by Wally
Westmore and Newt Jons. Settings by Robert
Odell. Phonographed by Henry Sharp and Bert
Glennon. Sound, Eugene Merritt. Cast: Charlotte
Henry, Richard Arlen, Roscoe Ates, William Austin, Gary Cooper, Jack Duffy, Leon Errol, Louise
Fazenda, W. C. Fields, Alec B. Francis, "Skeets"
Gallagher, Cary Grant, Lillian Harmer, Raymond
Ha+ton, Sterling Holloway, Edward Everett Horton, Roscoe Karns, Baby Leroy, Lucien Littlefield,
Mae Marsh, Polly Moran. Released Dec. 22, 1933.
ALICE

IN

WONDERLAND

Paramount

January

20,

1934
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With six productions listed, four rankings are represented annong the Box Office Champions for December. Among the four pictures sharing their positions with another, is the whimsical "Alice in Wonderland," which is tied with the forthright, though beauteous "Roman Scandals." "Little Women," also
a November Champion, rose to head of the class in December.

(3) Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Directed by
Frank Tuttle. Screen play by William Anthony McSuire, from an original story by George S. Kaufman and Robert Sherwood. Additional dialogue
and material by George Oppenheimer, Arthur
Sheekman and Nat Perrin. Songs by Al Dubin and
Harry Warren. Dances and production numbers
directed by Busby Berkeley. Art director: Richard
Day. Musical director: Alfred Newman. Photography of the numbers by Gregg Toland. Photography of the story by Ray June. Film editor: Stuart
Heisler. Sound recorder: Vinton Vernon. Cast:
Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting, Gloria Stuart, David
Manners, Verree Teasdale, Edward Arnold, Alan
Mowbray, Grace Poggi, Charles C. Wilson, Harry
Holman, Lee Kohlmar. Released Dec. 29, 1933,
ROMAN

SCANDALS

MY

BETRAY

United

Artists

(4) Directed by John BIystone. From the play, "Der
Komet," by Attila Orbok. Screen play by Hans
Kraly and Jane Storm. Dialogue by S. N. Behrman.
Music and lyrics by William Kernell. Photographed
by Lee Garmes. Dance direction by Sammy Lee.
Sound recorder: W. W. Lindsay, Jr. Art director:
Joseph Wright. Musical arrangement by Hugo
Friedhofer. Cast: Lilian Harvey, John Boles, El
Brendel, Irene Browne, Maude Eburne, Henry
Stephenson, Herman Bing. Released Nov. 10, 1933.
LIPS

Fox

(4) Directed by John M. Stahl. Suggested by the
book, "Only Yesterday," by Frederick Lewis Allen.
Screen play by Arthur Richman and George
O'Neill. Dialogue by William Hurlbut. Photographed by Merritt Gerstad. Cast: Margaret
Sullavan, John Boles, Billie Burke, Reginald Denny,
Jimmy Butler, Edna May Oliver, Benita Hume,
George Meeker, June Clyde, Oscar Apfel, Jane
Darwell, Tom Conlon, Berton Churchill, Onslow
Stevens, Franklin Pangborn, Walter Catlett, Noel
Francis, Bramwell Fletcher, Barry Norton, Arthur
Hoyt, Natalie Moorhead, Joyce Compton, Betty
Blythe, Grady Sutton. Released Nov. 6. 1933.
ONLY

YESTERDAY

Universal

THEATRES
Key City Territory

IN
( Theatres >
No.
453 Capacity
270,012

ALBANY
(Upper N. Y., Western Vt., and
Western Mass.)
612
ATLANTA
342,091
(Ala., Fla., Ga., parts of Miss., S. C.
and Tenn. east of Tenn. River.)
790,657
BOSTON
(Me., Mass. except extreme western 1,072
part, R. I., N. H. and all but extreme
western part of Vt.)
462
BUFFALO
(Western New York)
382
183,956
CHARLOHE
(N. C, S. C. and most of Tennessee)
915
663,845
CHICAGO
Jul ,/
(No. 111., No. Ind. and Eastern Iowa)
CINCINNATI
(Southern O. and parts of Ky., W.
■J71 \ A(\
Va., Ind. and Va.)
ODD
CLEVELAND
(Northern Ohio)
yjo
440,040
DALLAS
(Texas)
15/, too
DENVER
(Cel., west. Nebr., part of N. M.,
Black Hills of S. D.. parts of Tex.
and Wyo.)
DES MOINES
373
163,657
(Parts of la., 111.)
DETROIT
372,617
512
(Lower Mich.)
624
INDIANAPOLIS
296,323
(Most of Ind. and western Ky.)
686
KANSAS CITY
350,949
(Kan. and western Mo.)
443,345
LOS ANGELES
577
(Southern Cal. and parts of Ariz.,
Mex., Nev. and New Mex.)
235
MEMPHIS
112,839
(Ark., northern Miss, and west. Tenn.)
541
291.881
MILV/AUKEE
(Most of Wis. and upper Michigan)
863
MINNEAPOLIS
357,268
(Minn., west. Wis., parts of la., N. D.
and S. D.)
176
NEV^ HAVEN
170,817
(Connecticut)
477
213,484
NEV/ ORLEANS
(La., parts of Ala., Ark., Fla., Miss.)
NEV/ YORK
1,290,644
1,119
(Long Island, Greater N. Y. City,
N. Y. State as far north as Poughkeepsie, and northern N. Jersey)
410
OKLAHOMA CITY
197,367
(Oklahoma)
204,996
OMAHA
582
(Most of Neb., parts of la. and S. D.)
PHILADELPHIA
663,169
768
(Eastern Pa., so. N. Jersey, Delaware)
720
PinSBURGH
372,783
195
(Western Pa. and part of West Va.)
104,586
PORTLAND, ORE
(Most of Ore. and parts of Cal., Ida.
and Wash.)
484 269,590
ST. LOUIS
(Southern 111., east. Mo., part of Ky.)
203,173
54«
SALT LAKE CITY
(Parts of Utah, Ida., Mont., Nev.,
Ore., Wyo., Ariz., Wash., Colo, both
Dakotas)
SAN FRANCISCO
418
329,008
(Parts of Cal., Ore. and Nev.)
145,838
SEAHLE
268
Alaska and parts of Wash, and Ida.)
WASHINGTON, D. C
672
357,681
(D. of C, Maryland, parts Del., Va.,
and W. Va.)
Total January 1, 1934.
Total January 1, 1933..

18,371 11,028,950
.19,311 11,161,193

THE

UNITED

-Circuit TheatresAffiliated
130Unaffiliated
No. Capacity
No.
Capacity
103,816
50,938
32
125
119,407
120
75,009
157
159,235
210,635
147
66,437
39
56
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147,675

768

420,787

288
303
629

154,194

28,376
110,019

94,611
172,788

75
35

67,009
48,389

3

138.386

369

93

122,895

354

28

303.840

771

1U0,00^
1/' (\(V>
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7,299
419,639

99
61
78

22,562
42, m

312
373
510

4/4

46,310
65,084

528

210.028

589

365

205.473

482
230
446

39
21

22,050

477

81,511
217,881

44

23,474

744

266,785

103

468

75,097
545,162

379
455

35,169
29,075
246,250
81,269
11,178

29

90
52
19

10

oy

70,840
131,088

97
158
95

95
5

0^1
ol

144
04—
AAA

OOA

Zoy

1A
o4

11
44
43

18
158
219
130

42

5

47

71

75

146
133

122

1

18

1161

361

116

130,435

390

16,077

530

159,844

433
768

96,161

497 320,758
600 254,456

606

169

187

39.480 368

170.497 461

22

18.009

41

23,465

485

161,699

75,104 111

107.671

262

146.233

28,817 69

44,288

179

njzi

85,523 92

60,934

514

211.224

390

268
404
569

221

95
10
97

31

168
19
125

93
52

325,843

78,426

229

102

319

37,058
14,982

143

35

1,087
31,763

63

65
147

31

59.613 62

66

26

28
91

832
175

54

20
45

00
18

38

192,801

185

51,588

oo

220,317

21,746

38
95

86
37
1 ?i00

007
01
ol
^^0

71/II1
000

502
466

88,062

56

112.719

45

181

,— Closed Theatres-Theatres — \
Total
370
Sound Silent Sound Silent Closed
83
74
78
152
104
595
17
17
218
186
845
227
404
87

144

10,UU.i

15,460

9,582
51,950

46
23

STATES

355

11
43

196

13,443

00,"^v

01
22

15
92

129,909

Independent
Theatres
No. Capacity
291
115,258

14

32
20

34

20
32
149

67

149 216

0
114

20

0 28
52
114 178

52
62
23

76

21

97

158

82

155 237

27
58

27

14
0
103

45

0
1.4
102

72
147

1,954 2,586,643 2,846 2,493,382 13,571 5,948,925 15,652 2.719 1.979 2.656 4.635
2,266 2,937,644 3,189 2,561,726 13,796 5.585,830 15,231 4,080 2.170 3,725 5.895
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Approximately 42,000 motion picture theatres, of the world's total of 60,347, are
wired for sound pictures, according to the
United States Department of Commerce,
Motion Picture Division, which last week
completed its annual investigation of picture
houses in both hemispheres. The total of
all motion picture theatres was 1,577 fewer
than in the previous year, while those wired
grew by 5,000.
The figures, based on January 1 totals,
according to the department, show Europe
continuing in the lead with 29,693 theatres,
of which 20,933 were wired. The United
States is second, having 19,000 houses with
15,000 wired, according to the federal survey.
Following is a table of the world's theatres by countries :
WORLD THEATRES
Total and Wired
Country
Theatres
Europe
29,693
United States
19,000
Latin America
5,270
Far East
4,639
Canada
1,100
Africa and Near East
645
41,822
60,347
'4,000
EUROPE
Wired
Country
Theatres
*Germany
5,100!
England
4,672
4,4141
France
3,900
2,550
1,500
Spain
2,600
Italy
2,500
818
1,079
*Czechoslovakia
2,034
Russia
2,000
2,000
750
^Sweden
1,100
570
*Austria
850
Poland
759
400
353
Belgium
650
350
"Hungary
633
303
350
*Roumania
350
^Denmark
267
184
338
*Yugoslavia
310
*Switzerland
255
240
Netherlands
302
250
Portugal
*Norway
320
175
107
120
220
145
♦Finland . . .
109
*Bulgaria
10087
10793
Latvia
10080
Greece
44
Estonia
52
Turkey ...
10
Lithuania . .
7
Albania
80
53
*Exclusive German territory for sound equipment.
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AR6ENTINA
BRAZIL
Mexico
CUBA
COLOMBIA
CHILI
VCNtlUtLA
URUOUAYRICO
PORTO
PtRU
SALVADOR
BRWtST INDIES
PANAMA
GUATEMALA
COSTA RICA
BOLIVIA
ECUADOR
NICARAGUA
DOMINICAN fsr.
HONDURAS
JAMAICA
BCRMUDAS
PARAGUAY
HAITI
BR. GUIANA
BAHAMAS
DUTCH W. INDIES
SR. HONDURAS

150 9J
89 Ji
■ 30 6
I 25 /£
I 20 20
17 13

VILEST AFRICA
IRAQ.
MADAGASCAR

WORLD

EUROPE

SOUTH AFRICA
NORTH AFRICA
EGYPT

THEATRES
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SPAIN
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POLAND
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RUMANIA
• DENMARK
YUGOSLAVIA
• SWIT2ERUND
NETHERLAMOS
PORTUGAL
NORWAY
•• FINLAND
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TURKEY
LITHUANIA
ALBANIA
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on

Houses

Paramount Publix will bring together the
loose ends of the executive management of
its nationwide theatre decentralization system by means of a National Advisory Committee of Paramount theatre partners.
Formal announcement of the committee
was made over the weekend in New York
by Ralph A. Kohn. Members will be chosen
within a few days, territorially, by the partners of Paramount in the theatre business
in various sections. Under the company's
nationwide decentralized theatre operation
plan, the committee will be formed for the
specific purposes of exchanging information, confirming and corelating policies and
maintaining a closer contact between Paramount theatre partners and associates and
the home offices. The members of the committee will be in constant communication
with one another and with the home office
and will meet at least once every three
months with executives of Paramount's
theatre department.
According to present plans the committee
will consist of six members, each committeeman representing one of the five large geographical divisions in the United States and
one representing Canada.
E. V. Richards, of New Orleans, representing the Paramount partners in the
Southeast, was chosen by them as the first
member of this committee at a meeting in
Atlanta last week. Additional members will
be chosen by Paramount associates in the
Southwest, the Chicago territory. New England territory, the territory west of Chicago
and Canada. It is expected that the southwestern representative will be chosen at
Dallas, Texas, on Friday. N. L. Nathanson,
president of Famous Players Canadian Corporation, also will serve.
Meanwhile, Paramount has leased the St.
Francis theatre at San Francisco, from
Louis R. Lurie, for 99 years at a total rental
of $7,400,000, with Mr. Lurie agreeing to
replace the present structure with a new one
within two years.
At the same time, a sale of assets of the
bankrupt Publix Nebraska Company, Inc.,
for $14,000, was made known at Omaha by
the trustee, J. W. Denham. The purchaser
was Tristate Theatres Company, of which
A. H. Blank is president.
Most of the creditors of the A. H. Blank
Theatre Company of Nebraska have indicated their willingness to accept the comofifer to onpaytheclaims
the rate
about 20pany'scents
dollar,at which
wouldof
require about $1,038,000.
Means Re-Elected
Jay Means this week was re-elected for
the third time as president of the Independent Theatre Owners of Greater Kansas
City. Other officers, also re-elected, are
Charles Vaughan, vice-president; Charles
Potter, treasurer, and Mrs. A. Baier, secretary.
Loew Meeting Postponed
Stockholders of Loew, Inc., on Tuesday
postponed their meeting for a month because of inability to obtain a quorum.
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Missouri

Passes

Lowest

Sales

The special session had adjourned over
the holidays with three bills pending, inyear.
cluding the sales tax, which applies to all
forms of business. This bill, it is said, was
favored by the industry in preference to a
ticket tax, which called for a levy of one
and one-half cents up to 25 cents, and a
straight 10 per cent on all tickets above 25
cents. The other bill killed was a one-cent
footage
tax on all negative and positive
film.

E,

Killed

20.

Chicago

Union

Cleared

in

1934

Tiff

Tax

Missouri last week passed the one-half
of one per cent sales tax and at the same
time killed two other taxes affecting the
motion picture industry. Passage of the bill
is expected to settle the state's tax problem
until the regular legislative session next

Charles
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Mack
in Crash

Charles E. Mack, of the team of Moran
and
the "Two
Crows,"
was
killedMack,
last week
in an Black
automobile
accident
near Mesa, Ariz. With him were his wife
and a daughter, Mary Jane; George Moran,
the other half of the team, and Mack Sennett, the producer. All suffered minor cuts
and bruises.
In 1928 the team appeared in 16 weekly
broadcasts and made two pictures for Paramount and subsequently did several short
subjects for various companies. At the time
of Mr. Mack's death the team was working
on a series for Educational, three of which
had been completed.

?eks to Head
Coast G-B
Unit
Gaumont-British Pictures of America
will open a branch office in Los Angeles for
the handling of company product in West
Coast states, according to Arthur A. Lee,
heading the company in this country.
George W. Weeks, former general sales
manager of Paramount, will be in charge
of the new office. In recent years, Mr.
Weeks
field. has been engaged in the independent
Pictures which will be handled by the
new branch under Mr. Weeks' direction will
be those that are being distributed direct to
exhibitors by the company. Mr. Lee pointed
out that the deal will in no way affect
releasing arrangements with national distributors.
Decree in Erpi-Vitaphone
Suit Expected February 6
A decree in the long contested case of
Electrical Research Products, Inc., against
the Vitaphone Corporation will be handed
down on February 6 by the supreme court
of Delaware,
ton Tuesday. it was announced in Washing-

Under

a

IV ''.ek

Arhitration

With announcement from Washington
late last week that higher minimum wages
in all codes will be discussed at the meeting of code authorities in the Capitol next
month and that NRA might ask for a 32hour week throughout all industry, motion
picture projectionists were marking time
this week in their fight to obtain what they
consider more equitable terms in proportion
with the reduction in working hours.
High labor officials of the NRA are contending for increased wages in the event
that work hours are shortened.
A strike ordered by Chicago operators
was called off when the attention of union
officials was directed to that provision of
the code calling for arbitration and outlawing strikes or lockouts pending mediation.
Arbitration in less than a week effected an
agreement on virtually the same scale and
conditions as in effect last year, except as
the NRA affects working hours. Operators,
it is understood, will average from 35 to
40 hours of work per week, with wages
remaining at about $75 to $100.
On the heels of the Chicago settlement,
38 new complaints charging theatre owners
with NRA violations in working employees
more than 40 hours weekly were filed last
week with the regional labor board in New
York by Local 118. Building Service Employees Union. charges preferred by Local
Code violation
306, New York, against the Independent
Theatre Owners Association were heard
Tuesday before Assistant Deputy Administrator Farnsworth, who had been delegated
by Division Administrator Rosenblatt to
liear the case. Mr. Farnsworth referred the
matter to Mrs. Eleanor Herrick of the
Labor Compliance Board, and James H.
man.
Hodgson, regional NRA compliance chair-

U,

S.
To

Grants
Stage

Fund

Players

With the granting of a $28,000 fund to
alleviate unemployment among actors and
actresses of the legitimate theatre by the
Civil Works Administration, indigent members of the profession in New York this
week were storming the emergency headquarters at the
Association.
In the first
dayActors'
about Equity
1,000 players
were
seeking the 150 jobs available.
Preference was given those artists previously registered with the CWA and it was
understood that each player would receive
$25 weekly for two weeks of rehearsal, and
two playing weeks. Twelve plays are to be
offered free of charge in schools, auditoriums, hospitals and museums, beginning
January 30, under the auspices of the Board
of Education and Equity. Playwrights will
waive royalties for all such performances, it
is understood.
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In this third of Motion Picture Herald's series translating the entire motion
picture code from its complex legal
phraseology into a clear and comprehensive working language for the industry
the subjects treated are: (1) Provisions
for creating fair competitive and contractual relations and fair trade practices between distributors and exhibitors and
among distributors and among exhibitors ;
(2) Clearance and Zoning.
This is the final article pertaining to the
code's provisions and clauses for distribution and exhibition; code provisions affecting productioh will be discussed later.
The Local Grievance Boards in each
exchange center which are to be set up in
another week or two to administer the
trade practice and fair competition provisions of the distribution and exhibition
parts of the code will probably be ready
to hear grievances, or complaints of violations, of exhibitors and distributors on or
before March 1.
No exhibitor and no distributor which does
not sign the official blank of code acceptance —
without any qualifications — on or before midnight
of January 31, shall be entitled to protection
against unfair competition, nor shall it be entitled to file a complaint with the Local Grievance Board for relief from such unfair competition. However, and regardless, everyone is
boimd under the code whether or not they sign
and a distributor or an exhibitor may be made
a defendant in a case brought before the Local
Grievance Board even though it did not sign
the official acceptance blank.
The exchange manager and salesman
and theatre owner or manager who wilfully and Intentionally, directly or Indirectly, violates any of the trade practice
provisions of the code while dealing with
other distributors or exhibitors is liable
under the code, as is his employer, and
may be fined $500 for each day's violation of any trade practice clause. A detailed analysis of the relations to the code
of the excutlve or managerial type of distribution and exhibition employee appears
below, as Part 3.
The trade practice provisions for distribution
and exhibition which are treated below in this
article,
lows : as Parts 4, 5 and 6, are divided as folPART
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This is the third and final article in this series of MOTION
PICTURE HERALD'S translations of the code as the code pertains to distribution and exhibition provisions. Production will
be treated separately in subsequent issues.
The subjects treated in this
third article are: (1) Provisions
for creating fair competitive and
contractual relations and fair
trade practices between distributors and exhibitors and among
distributors and among exhibiZoning.tors; and, (2) Clearance and
These translations of the code
are not intended to interpret the
legal meaning of any clause or
code provision. The Code Authority and the NRA will be the
code's legal interpreters, no one
else.

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
( i)

Non-Theatrical Accounts
Tieing-In Shorts with Features
Divulging Box-Office Receipts
Fraudulently Transferring Assets
Rental Adjustments
Relief to Exhibitor from Designated
Playdates
(j) Withholding Deliveries for Defaults
(k) Selling Specials
( 1) Exchanges and Fire Regulations
(m) Distributor
Interfering with Relations of "Outside"
PART
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I. PREAMBLE— TRADE PRACTICES FOR EXHIBITORS
AND FOR DISTRIBUTORS

PICTURE
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TRADE PRACTICES FOR EXHIBITION
What the Exhibitor and Theatre Must Do
or Must Not Do
(a) Selective Service Contracts
(b) Overbuying
(c) Reduced Admissions, Rebates, Premiums,
Prizes, Lotteries, Giveaways
(d) Fraudulently
Transferring Ownership of
Theatres
(e) Advertising Conflicting with a Prior Run
(f) Interfering
with Theatre Leasing Negotiations
(g) Dawn
Midnight Shows; Prior Exhibition to
(h) Misouts on "Circuit Shipments"
PART 6
TRADE PRACTICES FOR DISTRIBUTION
AND EXHIBITION TOGETHER

TRADE PRACTICES FOR DISTRIBUTION

What Distributors or Exchanges and Exhibitors orTheatres Must Do or Must Not
Do Jointly

What the Distributor and Exchange Must
Do or Must Not Do
(a) Coercion; Intimidation
(b) Employees Interfering with Buying
(c) Substitutions

(a) Defamation of Character; Libel
(b) Threatening Legal Procedure
(c) Securing
Confidential Information by Unfair Means
(d) Payment of Excessive Salaries

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Optional Standard License Agreement
Arbitration of Contract Disputes
Fraudulently Breaching Contracts
Commercial Bribery; Giving of Gratuities
Disclosing
Box-Office Receipts
Privilege
Ten Per Cent Exclusion or Cancellation

(k)

tures
Proper Moral Standards in Motion Pic-

(1)

Properture Moral
AdvertisingStandards in Motion Pic-

Other Machinery
The code provides local machinery, besides
the Code Authority, for administering the code
provisions relating to distribution and exhibition.
These include Local Grievance Boards and, also
contract arbitration boards for the private arbitration ofcontract disputes between distributors
and exhibitors, and which contract disputes
arise imc^er an existing Optional Standard
License Agreement. The arbitration of such
contract disputes shall be conducted in accordance with the Optional Arbitration Clause of
the Optional Standard License Agreement, and
as modified by the code.
Clearance and Zoning Boards are now being
established to provide against clearance of unreasonable length in each exchange territory.
The Local Grievance Boards are now being
established to hear all other complaints and
grievances of exhibitors or distributors.
An appeal may be taken to the Code Authority from any decision of the Local Grievance
Board or Local Clearance and Zoning Board.
In the first two articles of this series on code
translation (appearing in the issues of December
23 and January 6), subjects treated embraced all
phases of the various boards for administering
the code in distribution and exhibition; labor
and employee provisions in distribution and
exhibition and an analysis of the general application of the code to both fields.
Must Pay Yearly Assessment
In addition to affixing a signature to the official acceptance blank to get protection from the
Local Grievance Boards against unfair competition, each distributor or exchange and each
theatre must pay whatever yearly assessment is
made by the Code Authority for the expense
of administering the code. A method of collecting such allotments, and the amount of such
allotments, will shortly be made known to the
industry by the Code Authority.
The Code Authority may, after notice
and hearing and with the approval of the
NRA Administrator and the President, add
such further trade practice provisions to
the code as it sees fit. Or, it may modify
any existing provisions as changes in circumstances or experience may indicate.
Proposals for modifications, eliminations
or supplementary provisions to the code
shall be submitted to the Code Authority,
which, after a hearing on the proposal,
shall report to the Administrator such
additional rules as they recommend for
the approval of the President.
The provisions of the code are separable, so
that if a court decision invalidates one clause
such decision in no way affects the validity of
the other provisions.
Nothing^ in the code shall apply to 16mm. or
non-theatrical companies, except when such

MOTION
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companies are operating as unfair competition
to regular theatres, and after the Code Authority establishes this fact, then such company
shall be made subject to the code.
Basically, the trade practices discussed in this
article are the laws and rules and regulations
for the governing of relations between distributors and exhibitors and among themselves.
2. DEFINITIONS

PICTURE

OF

TERMS

In order that each member of distribution and
each member of exhibition shall have a
thorough knowledge of the application of the
code to individuals, firms, companies, corporations or interests, in connection with the technical terms used in the code, a study of the
following definitions in the code as applicable
to distribution and exhibition, should be tnade :
1. ••MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY" shall be
deemed to include, without limitation, the production, distribution, or exhibition of motion
pictures and all activities normally related
thereto, except as specifically excepted from the
operation of the code, as in the cases of uncompetitive non-theatrical and 16mm films, television and the like.
2. ••DISTRIBUTOR" shall be deemed to include,
without limitation, all persons, partnerships,
associations and corporations who shall engage
or contract to engage in the distribution of
motion pictures.
3. •'EXHIBITORS' shall include, without limitation, all persons, partnerships, associations and
corporations engaged in the ownership or operation of theatres for the exhibition of motion
pictures.
4. ••EMPLOYEE" as used in the code shall be
deemed to refer to and include every person
producer, distributor, or exany above.
employedhibitor asby
defined
5. ••CLEARANCE" shall be deemed to refer to
that interval of time between the conclusion of
the exhibition of a motion picture at a theatre
licensed to exhibit such motion picture prior in
time to its exhibition at another theatre or theatres, and the commencement of exhibition at
such other theatre or theatres.
6. •'ZONE" as used in the code shall be
deemed to refer to any defined area embraced
within the operations of a local clearance and
zoning board
7. "AFFILIATED EXHIBITOR^^ shall be deemed
to refer to an exhibitor engaged in the business
of operating a motion picture theatre which
business is owned, controlled, or managed by a
producer or distributor, or in which a producer
or a distributor has a financial interest in the
ownership, control, or management thereof.
The mere ownership, however, by a producer or
distributor of any theatre premises leased to an
exhibitor shall not constitute any such theatre
or exhibitor an "affiliated exhibitor," or "affiliated theatre."
8. "UNAFFILIATED EXHIBITOR" shall be
deemed to refer to any exhibitor engaged in the
business of operating a motion picture theatre
which business is not owned, controlled, or managed by any producer or distributor, or in which
no producer or distributor has an interest in the
ownership, management or control thereof.
9. "ADMINISTRATOR" as used in the code
shall be deemed to mean the National Recovery
Administrator (General Hugh S. Johnson).
10. ••NON-THEATRICAL" shall be deemed to
refer to churches, schools, and other places
where motion pictures are exhibited, but which
are not operated in the usual and ordinary
course of the business of operating a theatre for
the exhibition of motion pictures.

3. EMPLOYEES.
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Those classes of skilled or unskilled, unionized or unorganized labor or workers — principally engaged in exhibition — which do not belong to any of the managerial-executive-advisory
classes of employees, have absolutely no responsibilities under any of the clauses or provisions
of fair competition and trade practices in the
code.
But, the executive type of employees of
the managerial-executive-advisory classes engaged, both in distribution and exhibition, and
principally involving exchange managers and
distribution executives, and theatre managers
and circuit executives, are bound under the
clauses of fair competition and trade practices
in the code. And, if they are personally held
to have wilfully violated any such clauses of
fair competition and trade practices, they are
liable to a fine of $500 per day for each day of
the violation.
The exchange manager, in his relations with
a theatre owner, must abide by all of the fair
competition and trade practice clauses to which
his employer is bound. Likewise, a theatre
manager, in his relations with the exchange,
and with competitive theatres, must abide by
all of the fair competition and trade practice
clauses to which his employer is bound.
All of +he trade practice clauses and
provisions for fair competition between
distributors and exhibitors, and among distributors themselves, and among competing exhibitors, are discussed in this third
article in this series translating the motion
picture code from the legal phraseology
into a working language of the industry.
Some of the clauses in the trade practice and
fair competition sections of the code specifically
mention exchange or theatre employees in connection with their conduct with one another.
Obviously, when a distrihutor employer
or an exhibitor employer violates the provisions oftrade practices or fair competition, and such employer's manager or executive employee has no control over the
violation by the employer, the manager or
executive employee is in no wise involved,
and, therefore, he is not liable to any penalties which may be levied if the violation is
found to be wilful.
To illustrate the exchange manager's responsibilitiesNo
:
salesmen or exchange manager shall wilfully require an exhibitor to take
more short subjects when negotiating a feature contract than are required by the provisions of the code. Too, the exchange manager may be held liable if he is personally and
wilfully responsible for violating that provision which compels each distributor to abide
by the regulations promulgated by the Code
Authority for the prevention of fire in the exchange. These two cases are but typical of a
score of other clauses which involve the distributor and his manager in the field.
In exhibition, besides conducting his relations with the exchange according to the trade
practice provisions of the code, and conducting his relations with competing exhibitors according to fair competition clauses of the code,
the theatre manager may be held liable, for instance, ifhe personally and wilfully violates any
ban which may be placed on rebates locally.
This, likewise, is typical of a score of other
clauses which involve the theatre manager.

Exchange managers and distribution executives in the field, representing both major and
independent or state right distributors, and
theatre managers and circuit executives in the
field, are urged to study the trade practice provisions and the provisions of fair competition
which, as previously mentioned, are translated
in this third article of this series.
4. TRADE

PRACTICES

FOR

DISTRIBUTION
WHAT DISTRIBUTORS AND
EXCHANGES MUST DO
OR MUST NOT DO
COERCION; INTIMIDATION
(Article V — D, Part 1)
A distributor must not threaten or coerce or
attempt to force any exhibitor to enter a contract for pictures or to pay higher film rentals
by the actual commission of any act which
would indicate that the distributor will build
a theatre, or acquire a theatre in competition
with the exhibitor's if the exhibitor refuses to
buy the distributor's pictures or refuses to pay
higher film rentals to the distributor.
The distributor must actually perform an
overt act with the thought in mind of intimidating or coercing the exkibitor ; that is, for example, the erecting of any sign on a vacant lot
or
on
any
distributor's
intention ofbuilding
building announcing
a theatre ortheopening
a theatre or opening a theatre in competition, or the
actual filing of plans, or actual commencing of
building or reopening or opening operations for
such purposes of intimidation.
However, an act must actually be committed
by the distributor, and no exhibitor has any
grounds of complaint against a distributor based
on any verbal threats to build or acquire a
theatre in competition, which threats were reputed to have been voiced by a film salesman
or exchange manager or other agent of the
distributor. This is intended to protect the
distributor against any unjust claims of an exhibitor who has no tangible evidence to offer
to prove he had been threatened or coercion
had been attempted in this connection.
Nothing in this clause shall in any way
interfere with the right of any producer
or distributor in good faith to build or
acquire a theatre in any location in any
place, competitive or otherwise.
Obviously, then, the exhibitor must definitely
show,
through
the the
distributor's
any such
act, that
distributorcommission
threatens of
to
build or acquire a theatre in order to intimidate
him.
DISTRIBUTOR'S EMPLOYEE INTERESTED
IN THEATRE WHO INTERFERES WITH
BUYING
{Article V—D, Part 2)
No employee of any exchange or of any distributor, ifsuch employee is interested financially or otherwise in a theatre running in competition with a theatre owned by another exhibitor, may use his position with his distributor or exchange employer to interfere with the
buying or contracting of pictures by such other
exhibitor. No employee of a distributor is considered to have an interest in any theatre affiliated with his distributor employer. A Metro
film salesman, for example, shall not be deemed
to have an interest in a Loew theatre. The
(Continued on page 42)
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interest of the distributor's employee must be
his own personal interest.
SUBSTITUTIONS
(Article V—D, Part 3)
No exhibitor is required to accept any motion
picture from a distributor which is substituted
for another feature picture which is marked in
the contract: "No Substitute."
Nor may the distributor substitute for a feature picture described in the contract as that
of a named star or stars or named director or
named well known author or named book or
named play, any other feature picture of any
other star or stars or director or well known
author or book or play.
The distributor shall have the right to
change the title of any feature picture,
and to make any changes or alterations
in or adaptations of any story, book or
play, as he sees fit.
A picture described in the schedule of the
contract as a "Mae Garbo" production, may
not be substituted by the distributor for a picture of any other star. Or, if stated in the
schedule that a picture is to be directed by Cecil
von Stroheim, there cannot be substituted for
it one directed by any other director. Or, if a
picture is described in the contract as from a
story by Sinclair Lewis — he being, of course,
a "well stituted
known
— there
may not
be subfor it a author"
story by
a different
author.
However, a distributor may substitute any
story, book or play which is not marked in the
schedule "No Substitute" and which is not described in the schedule as based upon a well
known story, book or play, and which is not
described in the schedule as based upon a story,
book or play by a well known author ; but in
case the distributor does so substitute, where
allowed by the foregoing to substitute a story,
book or play, it must then give notice of such
substitution by means of a paid advertisement
of not less than one-quarter page in a national
trade publication before the release date of the
motion picture in which such storv, book or
play substitution has been made. And, where
the distributor does substitute such story, book
or play, and the exhibitor refuses to accept
such substitution, the distributor must submit
the case to the Local Grievance Board, or to
arbitration if the Optional Standard License
Agreement is being used, if the distributor insists that the exhibitor accept such substituted
story, book or play.
In addition to having the right to change the
title of any motion picture contracted for and
to change, alter and adapt any story, book or
play, the distributor also has the right to change
any or all members of the supporting cast other
than the named star or stars ; and, as previously
stated, even the star or stars may be changed
unless the contract specifically provides that
the distributor is to deliver the picture as that
of a named star or stars.
NON-THEATRICAL ACCOUNTS
(Article V—D, Part 4)
No distributor shall enter into any contract
for motion pictures with, or otherwise furnish
motion pictures to any non-theatrical account
contrary to the ruling of the Local Grievance
Board in the territory if the Local Grievance
Board has determined and announced that to
contract with or supply pictures to such nontheatrical account would be unfair competition to a regular motion picture theatre.
The Local Grievance Board will decide
whether such non-theatrical competition is unfair as, if and when an exhibitor files a com-

AND

plaint with the Local Grievance Board about
such non-theatrical competition being unfair.
A non-theatrical account is a church,
school or other institution or public auditorium where motion pictures are exhibited
but which are not operated in the usual
and ordinary course of the business of
operating a theatre for the exhibition of
motion pictures.
However, in Section (b) of this non-theatrical clause, the code creates somewhat of a
contradictory situation by the provision that the
Local Grievance Board shall not prohibit the
making of motion picture contracts or the supplying of motion pictures for exhibition at army
posts, army camps, on board ships of the United
States Navy, on board any other ships engaged
in carrying passengers to foreign or domestic
ports, or at educational or religious institutions,
or at institutions housing "shut-ins," such as
prisons, hospitals, orphanages and the like.
In any case, where the exhibitor believes that
the supplying of film to such educational or
religious institution or church, has resulted in
unfair
his theatre,
he should
bring thecompetition
case before'with
the Local
Grievance
Board
in his territory, and if the board decrees that
such competition is unfair, it shall order the
distributor to desist from further relations with
ing.
such unfair competition to the theatre complainTIEING IN SHORTS
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WITH FEATURES

(Article V—D, Part J)
A distributor may require an exhibitor to
contract for a certain number of short subjects
as a condition of licensing of features. But
the distributor must not require any exhibitor
as a condition of licensing feature pictures t(j
contract for more short subjects in proportion
to
short contracted
subject requirements
thanthetheexhibitor's
features being
for bear to
the total number of features required by the
exhibitor during the year, in accordance with
the established policy of the theatre.
The purpose of this clause is to prevent the
distributor from overloading an e.xhibitor with
short subjects in order for the exhibitor to
secure the necessary number of feature motion
pictures. A distributor must not require any
exhibitor to buy more short subjects (excluding newsreels) than are needed to fill out the
program for the number of features the exhibitor buys from the distributor. This does
not prevent the exhibitor from voluntarily and
without coercion buying all of the short subjects he wants, however.
The purpose of this clause is to prevent the
distributor from overloading an exhibitor with
short subjects in negotiating feature picture
contracts. The distributor may compel the exhibitor to load up on shorts as a condition of
the feature contract in proportion to the number of shorts which he uses during the year.
For example : The distributor and an exhibitor are negotiating a contract for 40 features, and the exhibitor's requirements for the
year are 160 features and 400 shorts. The distributor, then, may require as a condition of
said contract that the exhibitor also take 100
shorts. (The 40 features being negotiated for
are one-fourth the number of features required
for the year — 160; then, one-fourth the total
number of 400 shorts required during the year
are 100, which the distributor may require the
exhibitor
contract. )to buy as a condition of the 40-feature
While the code specifically prohibits the distributor from forcing more than a proportionate number of shorts, it does not prohibit a
distributor and exhibitor from voluntarily and
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without relation to the contract for features,
contract
for more shorts than such proportionate number.
The question of fact involved and to determine whether coercion or persuasion was used
to secure a contract for an excess number of
short subjects is apparently in each separate
instance left to the Local Grievance Board to
determine on its merits and on the evidence.
No distinction is made in the code between
one-reel and two or more reel short subjects ;
each being considered one short. Which obviously means that a distributor may include all
two-reelers in the proportionate number of
shorts which he may require the exhibitor to
take.
Newsreels are not considered short subjects
for the purpose of this section of the code.
DIVULGING BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS
(Article V — D, Part 6)
A distributor must not divulge or knowingly
permit to be divulged any information received
in the checking of the receipts of its motion
pictures at theatres, except that the distributor
may disclose such receipts in any arbitration
proceeding or proceeding before a Local Grievance Board or in litigation, or for any government report, or N.R.A. or Code Authority reThe distributor, also, shall not authorize or
knowingly permit any employee or checker to
divulge such information about box-office receipts. But, the code does not make the diport.
vulging of such receipts by a checker or disemployee a violation
by the contrary
distributor where tributor's
the information
is divulged
to the instructions of, or without the knowledge of the distributor.
Nor does this clause prohibit a distributor
from divulging the number of admissions to its
motion pictures at any theatre.
According to the clause, a distributor shall
not publish in any advertisement the box-office
receipts of its pictures at any theatre, even if
such theatre is affiliated with such distributor.
FRAUDULENTLY TRANSFERRING ASSETS
(Article V — D, Part 7)
No distributor shall convey or transfer its
assets to another for the purpose of avoiding the
delivery to any exhibitor of any feature motion
picture contracted for by such exhibitor.
RENTAL ADJUSTMENTS WHEN
CONTRACT IS ON AVERAGE BASIS
(Article V—D, Part 8)
Where the exhibitor contracts for a group
of feature pictures and the average rental per
picture is stated in the contract, and the exhibitor fully performs the contract, then the
distributor must make a fair adjustment of the
rentals if all of the pictures in the group contracted for are not delivered by the distributor.
In compelling the distributor to make an
adjustment of the contract rentals if the contract specifically provides that the group of
pictures covered in the contract have been
bought in a group on the basis of an average
sum for each picture, and the distributor fails
to deliver within the period provided in the
contract certain of the pictures, this clause recognizes the fact that, as a result of any nondelivery of any of the pictures in the group,
the average price of the rentals paid by the
exhibitor for the pictures actually delivered
may become higher than the average sum which
was stated in the contract.
For example : An exhibitor signs a contract
with a distributor for 40 feature pictures for
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Being a translation of the connplex legal phraseology of the motion picture
code into the working language of the industry, in a series of articles, of which
this is the third and final article pertaining to the distribution and exhibition provisions. Production will be treated separately in later issues.
The three articles translating distribution and exhibition provisions were organized into several parts, as follows:
First Article — Appeared in Motion Picture Herald, Dec. 23rd
DISTRIBUTION — EXHIBITION — GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Code to
Distribution and Exhibition.
(2) DEFINITIONS of the Technical Terms Used in Distribution and Exhibition Sections of the Code.
(3) ADMINISTRATION of the Distribution and Exhibition Parts of the Code.
V V V
Second Article — Appeared in Motion Picture Herald, Jan, 6th
DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION— LABOR AND EMPLOYEES
(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Labor and
Employee Provisions to Distribution and Exhibition.
(2) DEFINITIONS of the Technical Terms Used in the Labor and Employee Provisions ofthe Distribution and Exhibition Sections of the Code.
(3) RELATION OF LABOR AND EMPLOYEES IN DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION TO THE PROVISIONS OF FAIR COMPETITION.
(4) THE CODE AUTHORITY and Its Relation to Labor and Employees in Distribution and Exhibition.
(5) GENERAL PROVISIONS Pertaining to Labor and Employees in Distribution
and Exhibition.
(6) WAGE SCALES AND WORKING HOURS FOR DISTRIBUTION AND
EXHIBITION.
A— DISTRIBUTION
B— EXHIBITION
C— ARBITRATION FOR EXHIBITION LABOR
D— LABOR PROVISIONS FOR THEATRE ACTORS
V V V
Third Article — Appearing in This Issue
DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION — TRADE PRACTICES
(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Trade
Practice Provisions and of Clearance and Zoning in Distribution and Exhibition.
(2) DEFINITIONS of the Technical Terms Used in the Trade Practice Provisions
of the Distribution and Exhibition Sections of the Code.
(3) RELATION OF TRADE PRACTICE PROVISIONS IN DISTRIBUTION AND
EXHIBITION TO MANAGERS AND EMPLOYEES.
(4) TRADE PRACTICES FOR DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION:
A— DISTRIBUTION
B— EXHIBITION
C— DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION TOGETHER
(5) ADMINISTRATION OF THE TRADE PRACTICES IN DISTRIBUTION AND
EXHIBITION.
(6) CLEARANCE AND ZONING.
an average rental of $100 per picture, or $4,000
for the group, with the rental prices to be allocated by the exchange as the pictures are released. In the process of allocating prices, the
exchange schedules 20 of the 40 features at
$150, and the remaining 20 at $50 per picture.
But, the distributor does not deliver the 40
features, but delivers only 30. The ten not delivered were of the $50 per picture group.
On the basis of the 30 pictures delivered, 20

of which were $150 per feature and 10 were $50
each, the total rental is $3,500 for the 30 pictures played and paid for. The exhibitor,
therefore, would be entitled to an adjustment
of $500, having paid $3,500 for 30 pictures,
which at the average stipulated rental of $100,
should only have cost him $3,000.
The clause recognizes the fact that disputes
or controversies concerning a fair adjustment
of rentals on such contracts are inevitable, and

PLAYDATES

specifies that in these cases the matter of adBoard in justment
thebe determined
territory. by the Local Grievance
This clause is not intended as a means of
adjusting rentals on any contract in which a
flat film rental is specifically scheduled for
each separate picture.
RELIEF TO EXHIBITOR FROM
DESIGNATED PLAYDATES
(Article V — D, Part 9)
No distributor shall require that any exhibitor exhibit specified motion pictures or class
of pictures in any specific day or days of the
week unless specifically provided for in the exhibitor's contract, and in no event if the rental
fee
flat for
sum such
only.picture or class of pictures is for a
On tains
a nopercentage
picture, ifforthea contract
definite agreement
Saturdayconor
Sunday playdate, the distributor cannot insist
on such a day or days of the week, nor can the
distributor refuse to accept a playdate on some
other day of the week if the contract contains
no definite agreement for such a Saturday or
Sunday playdate.
Where the rental is based on a percentage of the box office receipts, the distributor shall not require the exhibitor to
exhibit its motion picture on any specific
day or days unless it is so provided in the
exhibitor's contract.
For good and sufficient reason, the exhibitor
may be relieved from his contract obligation
to play a percentage feature picture upon any
designated playing day or dates, when the exhibitor believes that the subject and character
of the picture so designated are objectionable or
unsuitable for exhibition at the exhibitor's theatre on such designated day or days. For example : Relief may justifiably be sought from
the
playing
a so-calledwhen
"ultra-sophisticated"
feature on aof Saturday
children usually
attend the theatre in large numbers. Or, the
exhibitor may seek relief from the Local Grievance Board from the playing of a feature
entirely unsuitable for showing on established
"Family
Sundays. Nights," or at other times, especially
However, when such relief is granted by the
Local Grievance Board, certain rights are
granted the distributor.
When an exhibitor desires relief from
the playing of percentage features on
designated day or days, the exhibitor must
file such an application for relief with the
Local Grievance Board in the territory
within three days after receipt of the
notice of availability of such feature picture, and the application must state that
the only reason for seeking such relief —
and the only reason allowable under the
code — is that the subject and character of
the picture are unsuitable for exhibition at
the exhibitor's theatre on such designated
day or days of the week.
The distributor, if it so desires, may then
have the Local Grievance Board determine the
claim upon fortyi-eight hours' notice.
If the Local Grievance Board grants the exhibitor's application, the distributor has the
right to substitute for that designated day or
days another percentage picture if there still
be one under contract and if the percentage
terms are the same or similar to the terms of
the picture from which relief is sought.
The distributor may designate a later day or
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days, but different days of the week for the
picture upon which later date and picture shall
be shown.
The distributor, then, is entitled to the date
on which the objectionable feature was scheduled to be shown, and the Local Grievance
Board cannot turn that date over to another
distributor, provided, however, there remains
another percentage picture under contract between the exhibitor and the distributor in question.
If the Local Grievance Board shall sustain
the claim of the exhibitor, such award of the
Local Board shall not be deemed to apply to
any otner theatre in the same way nor shall it
be deemed to apply to any other location. Each
case must be tried and determined on its own
merits for each separate theatre in each locality.
In giving the distributor the right to date
in the picture objected to at a later day or
days of the week or at a later date or dates,
and where the petition of an exhibitor is granted
by the Local Grievance Board, the code also
gives to the distributor the right to move back
— but not ahead — all or any subsequent run
dates on the same picture. The exhibitor who
filed the complaint asking for relief from playing the picture on a designated day or days of
the week does not lose his protection on such
picture over subsequent runs because his petition was granted by the Local Board.
WITHHOLDINS FEATURE DELIVERIES
FOR DEFAULT !N SHORTS CONTRACTS
(Article V— D, Part 10)
Because an exhibitor refuses to date in short
subjects contracted for, the distributor distributing such shorts cannot withhold delivery of any
features under contract, provided, however, such
exhibitor has agreed to arbitrate all claims and
controversies arising under all existing Optional
Standard License Agreements.
Nor shall the distributor withhold delivery
of any short subjects under contract because the
exhibitor refuses to date in features contracted from the same distributor, provided,
also, that such exhibitor has agreed to arbitrate
all claims and controversies arising under all
existing Optional Standard License Agreements.
The clause also prevents a distributor from
forcing the dating of a short by holding up the
availability date of a feature, and vice versa,
again provided that the exhibitor has agreed
to arbitrate all claims and controversies under
all existing Optional Standard License Agreements.
SELLING SPECIALS
{Article V—D, Part 11)
A distributor must offer any special or additional productions — features in addition to the
number announced as its season's feature releases— to its regular exhibitor account before
offering such special features to such exhibitor's
competitor. A regular exhibitor account is one
who has bought more than 50 per cent of the
distributor's
season's two
product.
In cases where
exhibitors have each
bought 50 per cent of the season's feature
product the distributor may in its discretion
decide to which one of the two it will first
offer any such special production.
Such offers need not be made unless the
exhibitor has fully performed all contracts with
the distributor and is not in default under any
of the existing contracts.
FIRE REGULATIONS FOR EXCHANGES
(Article V—D, Part 12)
Each film exchange must abide by rules and
regulations to be promulgated by the Code
Authority for the prevention of fire, for the
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holding of fire drills and rigid monthly inspections, the inspection of prints, the storing of
inflammable film, the maintenance of testing
routine for sprinkler systems and fire extinguishers, the avoidance of smoking and other
cautions, methods and devices to protect the
lives of employees and the public and to insure
safety against fire, or fire hazards.
The exchange members of the Film Board
of Trade in each exchange territory now operate under a set of rules and regulations for
fire prevention, which rules and regulations were
formulated by the MPPDA. Independent exchanges have been operating under their own
rules, in many cases, but were not bound under
those which bind the Film Board exchange
members. From now on, however, all independent exchanges and exchanges of national
distributors will be bound under the same set
of regulations which will shortly be announced
by the Code Authority. It is expected that
these rules will be similar to the Film Board
regulations, which will probably be adopted by
the Code Authority as a model.
INTERFERING WITH RELATIONS OF
"OUTSIDE" DISTRIBUTOR
(Article V — C, Part 2)
No distributor, or distributor's employee, or
distributor's agent shall knowingly and intentionally, directly or indirectly, interfere with
existing relations between an outside or associated producer or outside or associated distributor and another distributor which is releasing the motion picture product of such outside producer or distributor, nor shall anyone
do anything to alienate or enticp any such outside producer or distributor away from the
other distributor nor shall anyone do anything
to create discord or strife between such outside
producer and distributor, for the purpose of inducing such outside producer or distributor to
breach or attempt to breach any existing contracts between the outside producer or distributor and another distributor releasing its product,
or to secure a change in the terms and conditions of any existing contract between any such
outside producer or distributor and another
distributor.
To effectuate this clause, no distributor shall
negotiate with or make any offer for or to any
such outside producer or distributor at any time
prior to sixty days before the termination of
any existing agreement between such outside
producer or distributor and the distributor which
is releasing such outside producer's or distributor's product, nor shall another distributor make
any offer to such outside producer or distributor
prior to sixty days before the date when the
outside producer or distributor shall fulfill its
delivery commitment to the producer or distributor with whom it has contractual obligations, whichever date is earlier.
5. TRADE
FOR

PRACTICES

EXHIBITION

WHAT EXHIBITORS AND
THEATRES MUST DO OR
MUST NOT DO
SELECTIVE SERVICE CONTRACTS
(Article V — E, Part 1)
Any exhibitor entering into a selective service
or selective buying contract for the exhibition
of pictures which contract permits the exhibitor
to select from the total number of pictures contracted for any number of less than 85 per cent
of such total and to reject the remainder as released shall by written notice to distributor re-
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ject each of such motion pictures not to exceed
the number which are permitted to be rejected,
within 21 days after the date of availability of
prints
booking,
the exhibitor's
failure for
to give
such and
noticeupon
of rejection,
each
of such pictures shall be deemed to have been
selected and the exhibitor must play and pay
for them.
The pictures to be rejected under the selective buying contract are to be rejected as the
pictures are released and the permission of rejection is cumulative, that is, if the selective
buying contract gives the exhibitor the right
to reject 10 out of 50 pictures, the exhibitor
may tireplay
last 10.all of the first 40 and reject the enThe practice of selective buying is usually
followed by the deluxe first run and subsequent
run theatres, which by their longer-run policy
are unable to use every picture released. The
21 -day clause which compels the exhibitor to
notify the distributor of rejection not later than
that period is to prevent the abuse of tying-up
product by selective contracts away from a
competing theatre that may need pictures on
the same "run." It is contemplated that the
provision will force the rejection of pictures
that are not going to be used as they may be resold to such competing exhibitor who may
need pictures.
The date of availability in the exchange territory may be determined as the date on which
the regular theatre exhibitions start in that
distribution zone and prints are available in the
exchange for screening.
OVERBUYING
(Article V — E, Part 2)
This is a general clause against the practice
of overbuying by an exhibitor and says that an
exhibitor must not contract for more motion
pictures than such exhibitor reasonably requires
for exhibition at his theatre with the intent
and effect of depriving a competing exhibitor
from contracting to exhibit such excess number of pictures. But the clause does not prohibit an exhibitor from contracting for a reasonable and sufficient number of motion picdelivery.
tures in order to protect himself against nonREDUCED ADMISSIONS, REBATES.
PREMIUMS, PRIZES, LOTTERIES,
THROW-AWAYS
(Article V — E, Part 3)
No exhibitor shall fail to maintain the minimum price of admission specified in any exhibition contract during the exhibition of any
of the motion pictures covered by such contract. This section shall not be deemed to prohibit exhibitors from reducing admissions as
they see fit, except as prohibited by a film contract.
No exhibitor shall, under any condition:
(a) Lower the admission prices publicly
announced or advertised for his theatre by giving rebates in the form of
(1 ) Lotteries,
(2)
Prizes, Script Books,
(3) Reduced
(4) Coupons,
(5) Throw-away tickets,
(6) Two-for-one admissions,
(7) By other methods or devices of similar
nature which directly or indirectly lower or tend to lower such announced
admission prices and which are unfair
to competing exhibitors or which tend
to deceive the public.
(b) Premiums and other things of value
which are given to all patrons, and therefore,
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are not lotteries, may be ruled out and exhibitors in any territory shall not use them at
their theatre only when and if 75 per cent of
the non-affiliated theatres and 75 per cent of
the affiliated theatres in any area fixed by the
Local Clearance and Zoning Board have both
declared in writing that such premiums shall be
prohibited in their territory. For purpose of
such declaration each theatre has one vote.
For example, four Loew theatres in a place
each have a single vote. Such declaration by
the exhibitors shall not become effective until
ninety days after it is made. This is to give an
exhibitor having contracts with a company
supplying them with the articles used as premiums, sufficient time to work out the contracts
or terminate such contracts.
This clause, in two sections, clearly establishes two different points: (1) No theatre in
any place under any condition may give rebates
in the form of lotteries, prizes, reduced script
books, cut-rate tickets, throw-away tickets, twofor-one admissions or other methods or devices
of similar nature which directly or indirectly
lower or tend to lower the announced admission
prices and which are unfair to competing exhibitors. The giving of anything of value, such
as a piece of silverware or chinaware, to each
and every patron (or to each one of a certain
class of patron, such as to all children or to
all women or to all men), when they purchase
their ticket, is not considered a lottery or a prize
giveaway, but is considered for purposes of the
code to be a premium and this practice is permissible unless and until 75 per cent of the exhibitors in the territory vote against it.
When an exhibitor is in doubt about the
status of any practice which comes under this
clause, he should consult the Local Grievance
Board for advice.
(2) The giving of rebates such as premiums
in the form of gifts or other things of value to
all patrons, or to each one of a certain class
of patron, which rebate is not otherwise definitely prohibited as a lottery under the foregoing paragraphs above, shall be deemed to be
prohibited only where 75 per cent of the exhibitors in an area vote against the practice.
The term lottery or prize, both of which
are absolutely prohibited, shall apply in a
general manner to the awarding or giving
away of anything of value when the matter of chance or skill involves such awarding. A premium to each tenth ticket purchaser, or other number, is a lottery and
is prohibited. Stage drawings are prohibited.
Exploitation and publicity contests for
"prizes" that require the purchase of an
admission ticket to participate or witness
would be prohibited as they tend to lower
the announced or advertised admission
price.
Also prohibited is any method or manner of
directly or indirectly lowering or tending to
lower the announced admission price when such
manner or method deceives the public. For
example, cut-rate tickets obtained by customers
from local merchants would entitle two persons
to enter the theatre for a single admission,
which in fact cuts the announced admission
price to one half, but another theatre patron
is charged the full admission prif-" because he
does not have a cut-rate ticket from a merchant. This would be deceiving the person who
pays the full admission as to the true admission
price, because he would not be aware of such a
possibility.
When 75 per cent of the exhibitors in an
area or territory or zone which zone or area
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PRODUCTION
CLAUSES
IN NEXT ARTICLE
Labor, trade practice and general provisions of the code which
pertain to studios and production
and producers, on both coasts,
will be treated in early issues.
is to be defined by Local Clearance and Zoning
Board, declare in writing that premiums shall
not be permitted in such area or zone, and in
case any exhibitor is found after notice and
hearing by the Local Grievance Board to have
violated any of the provisions of this clause as
to either rebates or premiums, and if the
exhibitor refuses to cease and desist from
the practice, the Local Grievance Board shall
have the right to order any and all exchanges
to refuse to service such exhibitor with film
until such exhibitor ceases and desists from
the practice.
FRAUDULENTLY TRANSFERRING
OWNERSHIP OF THEATRES
{Article V — E, Part 4)
No exhibitor shall transfer his theatre to
another exhibitor or company for the purpose
of avoiding uncompleted motion picture contracts and the clause specifically assigns to the
Local Grievance Board the power to hear and
determine any disputes arising under this clause
and the Board shall make findings of fact which
shall be binding upon all the parties concerned.
ADVERTISING CONFLICTING
WITH A PRIOR RUN
(Article V — E, Part 5)
An exhibitor having a subsequent run must
not advertise a specific picture prior to or
during the exhibition of that picture by the
exhibitor having the right to a prior run with
clearance over that subsequent run theatre. The
subsequent run exhibitor shall not start advertising such a motion picture until the prior run has
completed the exhibition of the picture, except
in cases where the subsequent run is within
seven days of the prior run, then the Local
Grievance Board may grant the right to the
subsequent run exhibitor to advertise upon the
screen of his subsequent run or to distribute
within his subsequent run theatre a printed program or mail such printed program to a list
of regular patrons. Such screen announcement and such printed programs shall be limited
to the bare announcement of the motion pictures which will be exhibited at the subsequent
run during the period of not more than seven
days immediately following the appearance of
the screen announcement or appearance of the
printed program.
Because this clause is aimed to abolish
the practice whereby a subsequent run exhibitor announces the coming of a picture
at his theatre at lower admissions than
that charged by the prior run while the
picture Is playing at the prior run, the
clause does forbid the exhibitor to mention In his screen announcement or on
his printed programs, which are released
to patrons within seven days of the exhibition of the picture at such subsequent run
theatre, the prices or scales of admission
which will be charged by such subsequent
run exhibitor.
Where a subsequent run exhibitor complains
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that the general prohibition of prior advertising
announcements on a specific picture or specific
pictures works aji unfair hardship upon him,
then the Local Grievance Board shall have the
right to hear such complaint and after determination of the facts presented, shall fix and
specify the number of days within which such
subsequent run exhibitor may advertise such
picture; provided, however, that should the
subsequent run exhibitor be granted permission
to advertise the picture at his subsequent run
theatre before the close of the prior run, he
shall not advertise the picture before the beginning of the run at the prior run theatre,
nor shall he have the right to advertise in any
way, shape, manner or form, or issue any statement that the prices of admission are or will
be less than the admission prices charged by the
exhibitor having the first or prior run of such
motion picture.
The code does not prohibit an exhibitor from
advertising generally all of the feature motion
pictures licensed by such exhibitor as a group,
but this general advertising shall not specifically
refer to any one of such pictures at any time
prior to its exhibition by any other exhibitor
having the first or immediately prior run thereof excepting as hereinabove provided. For example: An exhibitor may advertise the fact
that he is playing Paramount Pictures, but he
may not specifically mention any one of those
Paramount pictures prior to its run by a prior
theatre, except as hereinabove provided.
Again, clause is intended to restrain subsequent run exhibitors from unfair advertising
of this nature : "Why pay 25 cents to see a
picture at the
theatre when you can see
it at the
— — • theatre in a few days for
INTERFERING WITH THEATRE
15 cents." NEGOTIATIONS
LEASING
(Ar/icle V — E, Part 6)
Any person engaged in the industry must not
knowingly and intentionally, directly or indirectly interfere with pending negotiations between
an exhibitor and his landlord, or any other
party, pertaining to or affecting the possession,
operation or occupancy of a theatre then actually operated by such exhibitor or with rjspect
to any modification, renewal or extension of
any agreement affecting such theatre for the
purpose of preventing consummation of such
negotiations so as to deprive such exhibitor of
the continued operation, possession or occupancy of such theatre. This clause was written
after it became known that one circuit company supposedly secretly made a better offer
to the landlord of a theatre for which the
current operator was at that time negotiating
a new lease with that landlord. The higher
offer made by the outside circuit caused the
landlord to cancel negotiations which were being conducted with the current operator and to
open and eventually conclude negotiations with
the circuit company which made the higher
offer.
MIDNIGHT SHOWS; PRIOR
EXHIBITION TO DAWN
(Article V—E, Part 7)
No exhibitor shall exhibit a motion picture
previous to dawn of the first licensed and booked
day of exhibition withoutt securing express
written permission from the exchange.
MISOUTS ON
"CIRCUIT SHIPMENTS"
(Article YUI—Part 1)
An exhibitor when he forwards or delivers
a print of a motion picture to another exhibitor
at the request or upon the order of the dis-
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tributor, is for such purpose to be deemed the
agent of the distributor. This is for purposes
of holding the distributor responsible for the
act of his agent in case the print does not reach
the destination of the second theatre on scheduled time for scheduled exhibition.
6. TRADE

PRACTICES

DISTRIBUTION.

FOR

EXHIBITION

WHAT DISTRIBUTORS OR
EXCHANGES AND EXHIBITORS
OR THEATRES MUST OR
MUST NOT DO JOINTLY
DEFAMATION OR DISPARAGEMENT
OF CHARACTER; LIBEL
{Article V — A, Part 1)
A distributor or exhibitor must not defame
competitors by falsely imputing to any of them
dishonorable conduct or inability to perform
contracts or questionable credit standing, or by
other false representations or by falsely disparaging the grade or quality of their motion
picture or theatres. This does not, however,
prohibit a fair appraisal of a distributor's pictures in comparison with those of other distributors.
THREATS OF
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
(Article V—A, Part 2)
Distributors and exhibitors must not publish
or circularize threats of suits or any other legal
proceedings not in good faith in order to harass
or intimidate other distributors or exhibitors.
This is declared to be an unfair trade practice
subject to all of the penalties for violation of
the code.
SECURING CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION BY UNFAIR MEANS
(Article V — A, Part 3)
Commercial espionage is prohibited under the
code, which means that the securing of cor\fidential information concerning the business of
a competitor by false or misleading statement
or representations, by a false impersonation of
one in authority, by bribery, or by any other
unfair method, shall be deemed to be unfair.
The Local Grievance Board will investigate
such complaints to ascertain whether the code
has been violated, and if such a fact is established, the Board shall then report the case to
the Code Authority.
PAYMENT OF
EXCESSIVE SALARIES
{Article V — A, Part 4)
Pending an investigation, which is now under
way, a special Presidential order which accompanied the iinal approved code postponed for
ninety days, or, until February 26, this clause
of the code which is intended to stop the practice in all branches of the business, of paying
excessive salaries and bonuses for the services
of anyone. As a result of the investigation, the
government will decide whether the clause shall
not become effective, or whether it should be
suspended, or modified, altered or changed.
The popular impression is that the clause
involves only high priced salaries and payments to Hollywood stars and producers
and to family relations on the payrolls of
studios. True, it was aimed especially at
Hollywood, but, regardless, it may be
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made applicable to any employer in either
exhibition or distribution, as well as production, who pays an unreasonably excessive inducement in excess of a fair value
of the personal services to get an employee
away from another employer.
The clause says : "To avoid the payment of
sums unreasonably in excess of the fair value of
personal services which results in unfair and
destructive competition, the Code Authority
shall have power, with the approval of the
Administrator, to investigate whether in any
case any employer in the industry has agreed
to pay an unreasonably excessive inducement
to any person to enter into the employ of such
employer.
"If the Code Authority finds that such employer has done so, the Code Authority shall
have the power, with the approval of the Administrator, to impose an assessment against
such employer in the amount of the unreasonable excess payment to such person, not however, to exceed the sum of $10,000, and to
make public its findings, but nothing in this
Part shall in any manner impair the validity
or enforcement provisions of such agreement
of
employment."
words,
Code
Authority
may fine In
the other
employer
up tothe$10,000,
but the
Code
action shallornotworking
interfere with
the Authority's
continued contractual
arrangement between the employer so fined and
the employee.
OPTIONAL STANDARD
LICENSE AGREEMENT
{Article V— F, Part 1)
All distributors are required under the code
to have available for use by exhibitors a copy
of the Optional Standard License Agreement
(negotiated by exhibitors in 1933) and a copy
of the regular company contract form and the
exhibitor shall have the right to select either
form for use in contracting from the distributor
or exchange motion picture product. Unless
the distributor and the exhibitor otherwise mutually agree, the form of contract, then, must
be the Optional Standard License Agreement.
However, in case any condition or clause or
provision of the said Optional Standard License
Agreement conflicts or is inconsistent with any
provision or clause of the code, such conflicting
or inconsistent clause, condition or provision
shall be deemed amended to conform with such
similar provision or clause of the code, it being
the intention that the provisions of the code
shall govern.
Provisions of the Optional Standard License
Agreement which may differ with similar provisions of the code, and which automatically
are amended in the contract to conform with the
code, involve : Substitutions, prior advertising
rights, cancellations; adjusting of film rentals,
preferred playing time or designated playdates,
selective contracts, midnight showings, divulging box-office receipts, directions to an exhibitor
to forward prints and overbuying.
Individual distributors' sales policy provisions
may be tional
inserted
the "Schedule"
Standard in
License
Agreement,of the
but Opthe
code says that these, too, shall not be contradictory of, or inconsistent with any of the
Optional Standard License Agreement clauses
or provisions.
ARBITRATION OF
CONTRACT DISPUTES
{Article V— F, Part 2)
If the exhibitor desires arbitration under the.
Optional Standard License Agreement, he must,
in addition to signing the Optional Contract,
also sign the Optional Arbitration clause which
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is appended to the Optional Standard Licengg
Agreement, and in such cases, the Optional
Arbitration clause shall also be signed by the
distributor.
Also, the clause says that in cases where
exhibitors select to accept the Optional Arbitration clause of the Optional Standard License
Agreement, then such arbitration shall be in
accordance with the machintry for arbitration
which is specifically mentioned in the Optional
Arbitration clause of the Optional contract, except as the provisions of such Optional Arbitration clause may be modified by provisions of
this code.
By stipulation of the parties to any dispute
growing out of an exhibition contract, the number of arbitrators to be appointed by each party
may be reduced to one each, with the power in
two thus appointed, if they cannot agree upon
award, to appoint an umpire as provided in
said Optional Arbitration clause of the Optional Standard License Agreement.
The contract arbitration boards were
discussed in the first article of the series
in the issue of December 23.
When an exhibitor does not select the Optional Arbitration clause of the Optional Standard License Agreement, or when the exhibitor
and the distributor did not agree to arbitration
under any contract, then the code provides local
"General Arbitration" machinery for the use
of the exhibitor and distributor to determine
contract disputes by voluntary arbitration, or if
the dispute between the distributor and the exhibitor isnot over contractual relations and is
specifically under the jurisdiction of the Local
Grievance Board, such dispute would automatically be referred to the Local Grievance Board.
The purpose, personnel-makeup, procedure,
jurisdiction, duties and general comment both
on the Local General Arbitration Boards and
the Local Grievance Boards were discussed in
detail in the first article in this series of code
translations, on page 30 and page 38, respectively,
of the December 23rd issue of Motion Picture
Herald.
FRAUDULENTLY
BREACHING CONTRACTS
{Article V—P, Part 3)
Commercial fraud is prohibited under the
code and the clause so governing specifically
says that no distributor and no exhibitor must
induce another distributor or another exhibitor
to breach any existing contract covering the
licensing of motion pictures. For example :
When one exhibitor and a distributor's agent
"cooks up" a "scheme" to break a contract between that exhibitor and another distributor
in
order
have the the
product
of the
distributorto succeed
product
of "scheming"
such other
hibitor.
distributor in the theatre of the "scheming" exCOMMERCIAL BRIBERY;
GIVING OF GRATUITIES
{Article V— F, Part 4)
No distributor or no exhibitor must give or
offer a gratuity in order to procure advantages
that otherwise would not be procurable or to
induce an exhibitor or distributor not to deal
with other distributors or other exhibitors.
DISCLOSING
BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS
{Article V — F, Part 5)
No distributor or exhibitor shall make any
disclosure of box-office receipts for publication
except necessary reports to stockholders, credit
and governmental agencies, and to other like
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bodies. No exhibitor or distributor shall be
responsible for disclosures in violation of this
clause made by agents or employees of such
exhibitors or distributors who are not authorized to do so.
TEN PER CENT EXCLUSION
OR REJECTION CLAUSE
{Article V—F, Part 6)
The ten per cent exclusion or rejection
privilege which the code provides exhibitors
shall have, is given to exhibitors in the following cases:
If in the license agreement for the exhibition
of feature motion pictures the exhibitor has
contracted to exhibit all of the motion pictures
offered at one time by the distributor to the
exhibitor and the rental fees of all of these
pictures average not more than $250.
The exhibitor has the privilege to exclude or
cancel from such contract not to exceed ten
per cent of the total number of pictures in the
contract, provided the exhibitor :
(1) is not in default under such contract,
and
(2) shall have complied with all of the contract provisions for the exhibition of
such pictures at specified intervals.
The manner of exercising the ten per cent
exclusion privilege is as follows :
-1 The exhibitor shall give to the distributor
• written notice of each picture to be excluded
or cancelled within 14 days after the general
release date of such picture in the exchange
territory out of which the exhibitor is served.
Q The exhibitor may exclude without payment
^ therefor, one motion picture out of each
group of ten of the number of features snecified
in the contract provided he has paid for the
other pictures already played. The privilege
of the ten per cent rejection or exclusion
provision is cumulative, that is, if an exhibitor
contracted for 100 features of an average rental
of less than $250, it is not necessary that he
exercise the privilege after every ten pictures,
but may play the first 90 pictures and reject
the last ten.
3 If the rejection or exclusion privilege is
not exercised on the tenth picture in the
regular manner, but the exhibitor wants to reject ajiother picture before the tenth, he then
pays for such picture but does not exhibit it
at his theatre, and duly notifies the distributor
of such rejection. Such rental payment shall be
credited against such tenth or succeeding picture, as the case may be.
A Upon the failure or refusal of the exhibitor
"suchto license
complyagreement,
with any orterm
or condition
of
to comply
with any
arbitration award involving such contract, the
privilege of exclusion shall be revoked and the
exhibitor shall be liable for and pay to the
distributor the license fees of all motion pictures therefore excluded or rejected.
C If the license fee of any feature picture specified in the contract is to be computed in
whole or in part upon a percentage payment
arrangement, such percentage fee (for the purpose of computing the average license fee of
all the pictures licensed under such contract)
shall be determined as follows :
(a) Average the license fees of all of the
distributor's
featureat pictures
exhibited
uponthea
percentage basis
such theatre
during
period of one year prior to the term of such
license agreement.
(b)turesIfwere none
of theupon
distributor's
feature
exhibited
a percentage
basispicat
such theatre during such period of one year
before the term of the license agreement, then
average the license fees of all feature pictures of
all distributors which were shown upon a percentage basis during such period of one year
prior to the term of such license agreement.
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MANAGERS LIABLE
UNDER THE CODE
A theatre manager or exchange manager in the field who wilfully violates
any of the trade practice provisions of
the code in his relations with another
exhibitor or another distributor is
liable under the code and if the violation isupheld by the Local Grievance
Board, such manager is liable to a fine
of $500 for each day's violation.
(c) If the rental of any motion picture cancelled or excluded is to be computed in whole
or in part upon a percentage of the receipts of
the exhibitor's theatre, the sum to be paid by
the exhibitor as a condition of excluding a picture out of order shall be determined as follows :
(1) Average the gross receipts of all the
distributor's feature pictures exhibited at the
exhibitor's theatre during the ninety-day period
preceding
thesuch
exhibitor's
notice
of exclusion,
and apply to
average the
percentage
terms
specified in the license agreement for the picture
so excluded.
(2) If no feature motion pictures of the
distributor's were exhibited during said
ninety-day period, average the daily gross
receipts of the exhibitor's theatre for the
period of thirty operating days preceding
the exhibitor's notice of exclusion and
apply to such average the percentage
terms specified in the license agreement
for the picture excluded.
(3) In computing the number of feature pictures which may be excluded under the provisions of this clause, fractions of more than onehalf shall be regarded as one, but fractions of
less than one-half shall not be counted. For
example: An exhibitor with a contract for 42
pictures would be entitled to reject or exclude
four features; an exhibitor with a contract for
47 pictures would be entitled to reject or exclude five features.
PROPER MORAL STANDARDS
IN MOTION PICTURES
(Article Vll—Part 1)
Every one in distribution and exhibition, as
well as in production, is pledged and bound
under the code to give their combined strength
to maintain the best standards of morals in
motion pictures. And to that end the industry
and everyone in it is pledged and bound to
adhere to the regulations promulgated by and
within the industry to assure the attainment of
such purpose.
The Hays code of production morals standards is that established set of regulations promulgated by and within the industry to attain
such right moral standards.
IN ADVERTISING PICTURES
(Article V 11— Part 2)
Everyone in distribution and exhibition, as
well as in production, is pledged and bojjnd under the code to give their combined strength to
maintain the best standards of morals in advertising motion pictures in the trade and to the
public. And to that end the industry and
everyone in it is pledged and bound to adhere
to the regulations promulgated by and within
the industry to assure the attainment of such
purpose.
The Hays (Advertising Advisory Council un-
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der J. J. McCarthy) code of advertising morals
is the established regulations promulgated by and
within the industry to attain such right moral
standards in advertising. If an exhibitor or
distributor any place is in doubt about the propriety of the morals of any piece of advertising
and publicity he may submit it voluntarily to
the Advertising Advisory Council, at No. 28
West 44th Street, in New York, and the Council
will advise as to the propriety of such piece of
advertising and publicity and exploitation. In
any event, each individual person or company
or exhibitor or distributor is responsible for
its own advertising under this clause.
7. ADMINISTRATION
Administration
of the
motionto picture
provisions
which are
intended
promotecode's
fair
competition and eliminate unfair competitive
practices between distributors and exhibitors
and among distributors and among exhibitors
shall be vested in 32 Local Grievance Boards
and 32 Local Clearance and Zoning Boards
which will be established later this month, in
each of the exchange cities, and which shalj
administer the trade practice provisions in their
respective territories under the general direction
of the Code Authority.
In the first article of this series of code translations, starting on page 23 of the December
23rd issue of Motion Picture Herald, appeared acomplete and detailed analysis of the
purposes, personnel-makeup, procedure, jurisheadquarters' locations
general
comment diction,
both pertaining
to the CodeandAuthority
and to the Local Grievance Boards, Local Clearance and Zoning Boards and to Contract Arbitration Boards.
8. CLEARANCE

and ZONING

(Article VI — Part 1 — Sections 1 to 9)
(That part of the code translation
which follows and which analyzes that
section of the motion picture code
which pertains to clearance and zoning and Clearance and Zoning
Boards, appeared in the first article
of this series of code translations,
on page 31 of the December 23rd
issue of Motion Picture Herald.)
A. PURPOSES OF BOARDS
tory.
1. To provide against clearance of unreasonable length and/or area in any exchange terri2. To establish a schedule in each exchange
territory of fair, just, reasonable and equitable
clearance and zoning regulating the number of
days which must elapse between theatres in
their showing of the same motion pictures in
such territory, and which shall be binding upon
all distributors and exhibitors in that territory.
B. PERSONNEL
Selection of the names for the local Clearance and Zoning Boards which will be set up
by the Code Authority in each of the 32 key
exchange territories has not yet been completed
and the boards probably will not start functioning until about March 1.
The code specifies that each of the local
Clearance and Zoning Boards shall be appointed
by the Code Authority and shall consist of two
representatives of distributors, one of whom
shall be a representative of a national distributor with theatre affiliations and the other a distributor without circuit affiliations; and two
representatives of first-run theatres located in
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ON:

theatre operated.
FOX
Its aim: to get your ideas
as a practical showman ... on how to advertise,
exploit, publicize the three FOX

smash

musical

FOLLIES

BOTTOMS

UP

productions now being filmed for spring release . . .
FOX FOLLIES, BOTTOMS
UP, GEORGE
WHITE'S
All

SCANDALS.
three

are

WHITE'S
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LS
DA
AN
SC
musicals.

But

all three are different. Bear this in mind when
preparing your campaigns.

Each campaign should

be distinctive and different from the other.
READ

THESE

RULES*

1 The contest will begin on receipt of this letter and will
close February 17th. All campaigns must be in the office of
Charles E. McCarthy, Fox Film Corporation, 444 West 56th
Street, New York City, not later than that date.

3 Prizes on

EACH

of the above:

!• $100 for the best complete campaign

including

outdoor, advertising, exploitation, publicity.
2« ^50 for the best newspaper advertisingcampaign.
3« ^50 for the best outdoor
campaign.
* REMEMBER,

and

exploitation

that in order to qualify for any of

these prizes, each contestant must submit a complete
2 The contest will be open to all theatre managers and
their employees.
3

Each contestant must submit complete advertising, exploitation and publicity campaigns on each of the three pictures
in order to qualify for any prize.
»
4 Contestants who are not equipped to submit drawings or
layouts of their ideas may describe them in writing and be
assured of equal consideration by the judges.
5 No employees of the Fox Film Corporation will be eligible
to compete in this contest.
6 The Advertising and Publicity department of the Fox
Film Corporation under the direction of Charles E. McCarthy
will be the sole and only judge of the contest. Its decision
as to the winners will be final.
7 ^ The Fox Film Corporation shall have all rights to use
all or any part of the campaigns, submitted.

campaign

on all three pictures!

THE PRIZES will be distributed as soon as possible
after the winners have been determined. In case of a
tie, duplicate prizes will be awarded.
WATCH

for a letter addressed

everything you need to know
SHOW

for the contest.

your mettle as a showman.

your campaigns

now.

to you containing

Stare laying out

Don't wait!

Send them along at once to:
CHARLES

E. McCARTHY

Director, Advertising and Publicity
Fox Film Corporation, 444 W.

56th St., New York City
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BOARD

the territory, one of whom shall be an affiliated
exhibitor or manager, if there be one, and the
other an unaffiliated exhibitor ; and two representatives of subsequent-run unaffiliated theatres operating within the territory.
A seventh member of the Board shall be
appointed by the Code Authority and approved
by the Administrator and he shall be regarded
as the impartial representative of the Code
Authority and he shall have no direct or indirect affiliation with any branch of the motion
picture industry.
Authority's
sentative shall voteThe
on Code
any question
only reprewhen
the Board is deadlocked, and his vote shall
determine the question.
The local Clearance and Zoning Board
will select its own chairman by a majority
vote of its members, and any vacancy in
the Board shall be filled by the Code Authority, but only from the class of members
in which the vacancy occurred.
All members appointed to the Board by the
Code Authority shall be persons of good repute
and of good standing in the industry, and shall,
upon accepting the appointment, subscribe and
file with the Administrator an oath to fairly
and impartially determine whatever issue is
presented to the Board.
No Board shall contain in its membership
more than one representative of any one distributor or exhibitor, and if a member of any
Board ceases to belong to the class which he
represents on the Board, the Code Authority
shall declare him ineligible to continue on the
Board and shall fill the vacancy by designating
a representative of the same class.
C.

PROCEDURE-JURISDICTIONDUTIES
The jurisdiction of the local Clearance and
Zoning Boards shall be limited to matters of
clearance and zoning and such Boards shall
hear no questions other than those pertaining
to clearance and zoning matters.
Although the code says that each local Clearance and Zoning Board shall promptly after
its creation, and prior to January 1, 1934, and
prior to January 1st of each year thereafter,
formulate, prescribe and publish for its territory, schedules of clearance for the season
next ensuing, the schedules for the season 193435 cannot possibly be ready until about March 1.
However, the schedules cannot affect
existing 1933-34 exhibition contracts on
clearance and zoning, and few, if any, new
contracts will be negotiated from noiu mttil
after the 7jew schedules are prescribed by
the Boards in each territory.
The Boards will individually set up schedules
according to the requirements and conditions
which are peculiar to the particular territory.
The schedules may classify theatres by geographical zones or other classifications best suited
to local conditions, but each schedule shall be
intended for the sole purpose of fixing the maximum clearance in length of time and area after
the conclusion of the prior runs of such theatres.
Each Board may, after fair and reasonable
notice and hearing to interested exhibitors,
change, modify, or vary any part of the schedule
set up by it, provided that any such change or
modification shall not in any wise apply to,
affect, or modify any exhibition contract made
subject to, or in reliance upon, or pursuant to
any such schedule, without the prior written
consent of the parties to such contract.
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DUTIES

The decision of each Board shall be determined bya majority vote, and in case
the Board is evenly divided, such question
shall be submitted for determination to the
impartial representative of the Code Authority, whose vote shall determine the
question.
The decision of the Board and/or the Code
Authority's representative shall be in writing.
Each Board shall promptly publish the clearance and zoning schedules formulated by it,
and file a copy of such schedules immediately
with the Code Authority.
Within thirty days of publication of the clearance and zoning schedules, under specific code
law, any group of exhibitors, or any individual
theatre owner involved locally by the schedules,
may file a protest in writing with the Board
issuing them. Such Board shall then promptly
convene and give reasonable notice of hearing
to all those who are concerned, or who have an
interest in the proceeding, and the Board shall,
hear them and accept from them all relative
papers and evidence.
The Board shall have the power to make reasonable rules pertaining to the time, place and
manner of hearing.
The Board shall make its decision on the
protest within fifteen days from the filing of
the protest, or within three business days after
the parties involved shall have been fully heard,
whichever date is sooner.
Any party aggrieved by the decision of the
Board shall have absolute right of appeal to the
Code Authority, provided such appeal is filed
or mailed by registered mail, or delivered in
writing not later than five days after the decision on the protest by the local Board. The
local Board will then turn over all evidence
taken before it to the Code Authority.
All persons interested in the decision on
the appeal shall have the right to appear before the Code Authority and present additional evidence, and the Code Authority
shall make a decision within fifteen days
from and after the date of the hearing. The
Code Authority shall, however, first investigate the protest, review the evidence gathered in its investigation and consider the additional evidence, if any.
The code says that the requirements as to
these various steps hereinbefore prescribed
shall be mandatory in order to give full relief
before the buying season commences.
Each and every distributor and exchange and
exhibitor in each territory shall be bound by
the schedules drafted and/or decisions made by
any local Clearance and Zoning Board, and/or
decisions of the Code Authority upon any appeal to it.
Pending the final determination of any dispute or controversy over clearance and zoning,
all e.xisting exhibition contracts between the disputants shall continue to be performed in every
respect.
Factors To Be Considered
In Clearance Board Action
Each local Clearance and Zoning Board
when making any classification of theatres for
purposes of drawing a clearance schedule, or
when fixing the maximum period or area of
clearance in respect of any theatre, shall,
among other things peculiar to the requirements locally, consider and give due regard to
the following factors :
(a) That clearance to a very considerable
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extent determines the rental value of motion
pictures ;
(b) That exhibitions, or showings of the
same motion picture within the same competitive area at too short an interval after the conclusion of a preceding run or rtins, depreciates
the rental value of motion pictures; and
(c) That all such depreciations of the rental
values of motion pictures tend to reduce the
number of motion pictures produced, discourage
the production of motion pictures of quality involving large investments of capital, labor,
skill and enterprise and thereby tend to reduce
employment.
(d) That unreasonable clearance to a considerable extent affects the value of motion pictures for subsequent-run theatres.
(e) That unreasonable clearance depreciates
the potential return from motion pictures to
subsequent-run theatres.
(f) That unreasonable clearance as to time
and area diminishes the potential revenue to
the distributor from the subsequent-run exhibitor.
D.

HEADQUARTERS
LOCATIONS

- BRANCH

The Clearance and Zoning Boards will
operate and will have headquarters in the followinglected : exchange cities, in offices still to be seMemphis
Albany
Atlanta
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Boston
New Haven
Buffalo
New Orleans
Charlotte
New York
Chicago
Oklahoma City
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Omaha
Dallas
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Denver
Portland
Des Moines
Detroit
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
Indianapolis
Kansas City
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Seattle
Wasi
E. GENERAL
No exhibitor or distributor shall be entitled
to file any complaint or grievance or protest
under the clearance and zoning provisions of
the code, or under any other article of the code
unless such exhibitor or distributor shall have
signed the code in its entirety by January 31.
Evidence of such signature, duly executed,
shall be filed on a duly prescribed form with
the Code Authority. The Code Authority has
mailed to every exhibitor and exchange, distributor, producer or other corporation, firm or
company, a copy of the official form for execution by each separate exhibitor and distributor,
and the signature on this form binds the firm,
corporation or individual to agree to comply
with the code in its entirety and with all the
requirements of the National Recovery Act.
New companies or individuals engaging in the
motion picture business, or new theatre ventures
must sign the code within forty-five days after
commencing operations.
Change of ownership does not change the
clearance and zoning previously specified by the
Board for a particular theatre.
Also, any person, firm, theatre, exchange or
corporation who shall fail to pay promptly any
assessment or levy made by the Code Authority
for code administration expenses, shall not be
entitled to file any complaint, grievance or protest with the local Clearance and Zoning
Boards, or with the Code Authority under any
article or part of the code. They may, however, be made defendants in disputes, complaints
or grievances filed by another. The code is a
law binding every person or company in the
industry, regardless of whether they sign it or
pay their assessed share of code administration
expenses as prescribed by the Code Authority.
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OWMEN*§
REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Man of Two Worlds
(RKO Radio)
Drama
In an unusual picture RKO Radio introduces
to the screen a new personality, of whom they
have hopes in the starring direction. Francis
Lederer reached New York about a year ago
and rapidly, chiefly by reason of his appearance
in the starring role of the Broadway stage
play, "Autumn Crocus," attained a popularity
approaching that of a matinee idol. The exhibitor away from Broadway probably will find
Lederer more or less unknown to the rank
and file of his patronage, and that may even be
an asset in the selling this time. He should be
emphasized as a new screen personality, with
concentration on this as his first screen appearance and an indication of his rapid rise to popularity on the stage.
His slight foreign accent fits the work, from
Ainsworth Morgan's novel, "Man of Two
Worlds." There is, of course, the opportunity
for possible book store tieups which should not
be overlooked. Lederer is attractive physically,
capable and energetic in performance and possessed of a definite personality. He is worth
building for future appearances.
Supporting him are the good names of Elissa
Landi, Heniy Stephenson and J. Farrell MacDonald in particular, the last two especially
giving their customary excellent performances.
Lederer's is, however, the chief marquee name.
The title is open to exploitation, since it is
an
accurate carried
designation
of the after
story'sfalling
theme in:
an Eskimo
to London,
love with the picture of a girl, making frantic
efforts to "fit in," in his primitive manner, then
returning, broken-hearted and disillusioned, to
his Eskimo wife and the tribe of which he is
the leader. But concluding tragedy is offset by
his realization that Greenland is where he belongs, and where he will be happy.
Stephenson, in Greenland in search of animals for the London Zoo, and accompanied by
MacDonald, enlists the aid of Lederer, great
hunter of the tribe. The Eskimo becomes fascinated by a photograph of Miss Landi, Stephenson'stodaughter,
and leaving
at his urgent
taken back
London,
his wiferequest
and son.is
There the fascination grows and Miss Landi is
urged to assist in the fiction.
The story, in a sense novel, is interesting
material, and may well be sold in interesting
fashion, without any resort to exploitation of
the ballyhoo type, to which the picture does not
lend itself. Concentrate on Lederer, the new
star, and make an effort to intrigue the feminine portion of the patronage. The resume of
the story should suggest effective selling
angles.- — Aaronson. New York.
Produced and distributed by RKO Radio. Directed
by J. Walter Ruben. From the novel by Ainsworth
Morgan. Screen play by Howard J. Green and Ainsworth Morgan. Photography by Henry W. Gerrarc.
Film editor, George Hively. Sound recorder, John
Tribby. Release date, February 9, 1934. Running
time 92 minutes.
CAST
Aigo
Francis Lederer
Joan Pemlserton
Elissa Landi
sir Basil Pemberton
Henry Stephenson
Michael
J. Farrell MacDonald
Eric Paget
Walter Byron
Tim
Forrester Harvey
Dt. Lott
Ivan Simpson
Captain Swan
Lumsden Hare
Guinana
Steffi Duna
Olago
Sarah Padden
Knudson
Christian Rub
Natkusiak
Emil Chautard ■

LeCong
(Bennett Pictures)
Travel Novelty
Done entirely in color, with no dialogue and
subtitles interpreting the story and action, this
picture is a novel presentation of the people,
social and religious customs and folklore of the
Island of Bali. Against this background, a romantic and dramatic story plot is unfolded. A
well devised musical score colors both the
action and intent of the story.
Despiteit the
fact and
that held
"LeGong"
is a of
silent
picture,
aroused
the interest
an
audience that did not know it was going to see
a preview. That its novelty and charm was
appreciated was indicated by the enthusiastic
applause at the conclusion.
The plot is simple, but it has been so developed that it assumes dramatic and romantic
punches on par with the best of current story
adaptations. Poutou, native girl, is deliriously
happy when she finds Nyong awakening love
in her heart. Unafraid of the age-old tradition
that a maid who loves but is spurned is doomed
to shame, she sees her hopes swept away as
Nyong gives his affections to her sister Saplak.
Disheartened, she makes no effort to win the
boy back, but after her last temple dance, she
sacrifices her life. The finale is an elaborate
picturization of the Bali cremation rites.
Differing completely from the usual travelogue, aborigine
presentations,
"Le offered
Gong"
should prove
a pleasing
novelty when
in contrast to pictures of more modern and
familiar themes. Houses that offer unusual features on their programs should find it a more
than satisfactory attraction. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced by Bennett Pictures Corporation, Ltd.
Associate producer, Henry de la Falaise. Story told
by Henry de la Falaise and Gaston Glass. Photoby William
Howard
Greene. Schroeder.
Title-d by Hampton Del graphed
Ruth.
Edited
by Edward
Music
supervised by Abe Meyer. Orchestra directed by S.
K. Wineland.
Recorded by RCA Photophone. Running time, 55WITH
minutes.
ALL NATIVE CAST
The girl
Poutou
Her Father
Bagus
Her half sister
Saplak
The boy
Nyong-Nyong

Search for Beauty
(Paramount)
Comedy-Drama
Quite a different brand of amusing and exciting entertainment is revealed in this show.
The story premise is novel ; tying up a racketeer angle, which takes a ludicrous comedy
twist, with liberal dashes of health, beauty and
physique developing propaganda and ringing
in the thirty international contest winners in
a way that makes topical exploitation easy.
The leads have been so cast that the Olympic
"Buster"
Larry upon,
prestige of
championship
Crabbe can be effectively
capitalized
and
the newcomer, Ida Lupino, can be talked about.
There is an athletic twist in the beginning
as clip newsreel shots of the 1932 Olympic
games introduce the leads as models of physical and moral perfection. The comedy, romance and light drama, as well as the athletic
spectacle presenting the international beauties,
boys and girls, are developed as the promoting
Armstrong, Gleason and Gertrude Michael

attempt to cash in on the fame of Crabbe and
Miss Lupino as editors of a health magazine.
Moving along at a steady and coherent clip,
Williams promotes Swass into financing a
health magazine and sells Jackson and Barbara, Olympic champs, the idea of being editors. The kids fall for his glib line, but quickly
get wise that they're being used as tools in a
racket. Swapping their interest in the magazine for a health farm, the athletes quarter the
contest winners there.
Seeking to turn the spot into a mecca for
jaded ladies and playboys, Williams, Swass
and their giddy guests are given a thorough
working over by Jackson, Barbara and their
athletic cohorts, in sequences that are chock full
of amusement. The anticlimax is the revelation
of Reverend Rankin as a Department of Justice
agent, who shoos the promoters out of the picture and makes it possible for the now-in-love
Don and Barbara to rut. the health farm as a
haven selves
forup. real folk who want to build themAthletic and clean living propaganda sequences give the show a lot of interesting color
that permits recommending it to youthful patrons. The fast moving, comedy, light dramatic
and romantic phases are values that should be
capitalized to stir up adult curiosity. The
advance publicity received while the search for
beauty contests were under way should be revived and exploitation tieups that stress the
athletic atmosphere should be worked to the
limit. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by Erie Kenton. Story by David Boehm and Maurine
Watkins. Screen play by Frank Butler and Claude
Binyon. Dialogue by Sam Hellman. Based upon a
play by Schuyler E. Grey and Paul R. Milton. Photographed by Harry Fischbeck, A. S. C. Sound, Joel
Butler. Music by Ralph Rainger. Lyrics by Leo
Robin.
Dance
director,
Hans Dreier and
John LeRoy
Goodman.Prinz. Art directors,
CAST
Don
Jackson
Larry "Buster"
Barbara
Hiltojj
Ida Crabbe
Lupino
Larry Williams
Robert Armstrong
Sam Swass
James Gleason
Sally
Toby Wing
Tean Strange
Gertrude Michael
Toe
Bradley Page
Reverend Rankin
Frank McGlynn, Sr.
Miss Pettigrew
Nora Cecil
Mrs.
Archibald
Henderson-James.
.
Mr. Adolph KnockleT .Virginia
EddieHammond
Gribbon
Caretaker
"Pop"Henderson
Kenton
Mac
Del
Hemie
Phil Dunham
Fat Man in Bed
Harry Stubbs
Blonde in Bed
Ara Haswell
Formation Director
Tammany Young
1st Author
Vigne
2nd Author
Monya Andre
3rd Author ..^
Arthur Rankin
Cameraman
Charles Williams
Cement Foreman
William Norton Bailey
Prison Qerk
Earl Pingree
and
the 30 winners in the international beauty contest
chosen from England, Scotland, Ireland, Australia,
New
States.Zealand, South Africa, Canada and the United
West of fhe Divide
( Monogram )
Western
Cut much to the usual pattern of the action
type western, this none the less contains a
goodly quota of hard riding, fast fighting, gun
play and general excitement.
The popular John Wayne has the lead, sharing with his beautiful white horse the honors
of the chase. No opportunity is lost to permit
the powerful looking Wayne to make ample
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use of his fists, a factor which should lead to
plenty of approbation on the part of the juvenile
masculine portion of the audience. Virginia
Browne Faire makes an attractive heroine in
the expected western style, while the supporting cast contains such western film standbys as
Lloyd Whitlock, George Hayes, Yakima Canutt
and Lafe McKee.
Use ofof several
Wayne'sof name
comes familiar
foremost,to but
those
the others
the
patronage should not be overlooked.
Wayne, with Hayes, an oldtimer, returns to
the scene of the murder of his father 12 years
before, seeking the murderer and news of his
young brother, sole survivor besides himself
of the raid which killed his parents. Finding
a clue in letters on the body of Gatt Ganns, the
outlaw,
Wayne
assumes
the bandit's
identity
learn what
he can.
Following
directions
in oneto
of the letters, he meets Whitlock, bandit leader,
bent on taking McKee's ranch and incidentally
McKee's daughter to boot. Whitlock hires
Waynii to murder McKee during the night
theft
McKee's revealing
cattle. Wayne
them
in tineof without
his ownwarns
identity.

prisoner. After the youngsters are married,
Adam returns to finish his term or be eligible
for quick parole.
Sold as a picture that powerfully details all
the hardship and heartache of a pair of youngsters who alone and friendless and despite endless torment found the way to love, women,
both young and old should find much to interest them in the picture. There is plenty of
heavy emotion, a quality that under proper
handling usually interests feminine patrons.
The story is the value that should be accented
and the drawing power of Jean Parker, one of
the highlights of "Little Women," used to the
utmost. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Radio. Director, Elliott Nugent. Screen play by Josephine Lovett and
Joseph
March.Photographer,
From the play,Lucien
"Wild Andriot.
Birds,"
by DanMoncure
Totheroh.
Art directors, Van Nest Polglase and Charles Kirk.
Sound recorder, John L. Cass. Film editor, Arthur
Roberts. Musical director, Max Steiner. Associate
producer, David Lewis. Executive producer, Merian
C. Cooper, Running time, 74 minutes. Release date,
Jan. 26, 1934.
CAST
Mazie
Jean Parker
Adam
Tom Brown
Esthey
Zasu Pitts
Slag
Arthur Byron
Mrs. Slag
Beulah Bondi
Corie
Nydia Westman
Marshall
Willard Robertson
Sandy
Charley Grapewin
Milt .,
Emerson Treacy
Sheriff
Paul Nicholson

Wayne had befriended a youngster, Billy
O'Brien, from the ill treatment of a man at
the bandit hideout, and the youngster, at a
crucial moment, repays the kindness by warning his benefactor of impending danger when
the bandits are ordered to "get" Wayne.
Eventually, in a fast action finish, Wayne exposes Whitlock as the murderer of his father,
discovers the youngster to be his lost brother,
and saves the ranch for McKee. Wayne and
the daughter, Miss Faire, complete the picture
as anticipated.
There's plenty
of excitement
to stir the
enthusiasm
of the youngsters,
and entertain
the
adults. The weekend is the playing position. —
Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Monogram. A Lone
Star western produced by Paul Malvern. Directed
by R. N. Bradbury. Story by R. N. Bradbury.
Photographed by Archie Stout. Recorded by John
Stransky,
Release date, February 15, 1934. Running time.Jr.
54 minutes.
CAST
Ted Hayden
John Wayne
Fay Winter
Virginia Brown Faire
Gentry
Lloyd Whitlock
Dusty Rhodes
George Hayes
Hank
Yakima Canutt
Spud
Billy
Winters
Lafe O'Brien
McKee
Hutch
Blackie Whiteford
Red
Earl Dwxre
Joe
Dick Dickinson
Two

Alone

(Radio)
Melodrama
There are several demands for showmanship
resourcefulness in putting over this picture.
In the first place, cast names are none too
potent, the most powerful, Zasu Pitts, appearing in only short atmospheric comedy contrast
bits. The theme is melodramatic, the romantic
angles tending particularly to heavy drama.
While there is a strong effort to create human
interest and direct audience sympathy on the
two youthful leads, the unnatural cruelty and
inhumanity to which they are subjected gives
the picture a depressing rather than elevating
tone.
Localed on a farm, Mazie is the orphan
maid-of-all-work in the Slag household. Victim of all the heartlessness of Slag and Mrs.
Slag, her only friend is Marshall. Adam, fleeing reform school, finds refuge on the farm.
He and Mazie, alone in the world, are attracted
to each other. Slag, who has sinister interests
in the girl, becomes more brutal than ever in
his attempt to break up the Mazie-Tom romance. As Marshall has quit his job, the two
young follq, unable to bear conditions any
longer, run away from the farm. Caught by
Slag and brought back, Adam fights for the
girl and injures Slag. Marshall returns just
in time to prevent Mazie from committing
suicide, and it is revealed that he is her father.
Climaxing the drama, Adam is shot, as the
authorities arrest Slag for harboring an escaped
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Sons of the Desert
(MGM-Roach)
Comedy
Once again the usually amusing comedy
team of Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy venture into the feature field, this time under a
title which may be found somewhat misleading, since the "Sons of the Desert" is not a
reference to the comics tramping over trackless wastes of sand, but rather the inspiring
name belong.
of the society, or lodge, to which the
two
The picture approaches probably as closely
to slapstick as any feature comedy offered
in many a long day, and the two, especially
the corpulent Hardy, almost from beginning
to end, form the human targets for assorted
crockery and other kitchen utensils, hurled
with unerring accuracy by the good right arms
of their respective irate wives. In brief, the
feature, in story and execution, is neither more
nor less than rather usual two-reel comedy
material stretched — almost to the breaking
point — into feature length.
The picture is always perfectly obvious and
of the pie-heaving school of the comic, and as
such, at the showing at the Rialto theatre on
Broadway in New York, the audience gave
considerable and repeated evidence of definite
enjoyment, chuckling at frequent intervals,
laughing heartily on occasion. Let that be
something of a guide for the exhibitor in selling the picture.
Laurel and Hardy are . the draw names, of
course, with Charley Chase indulging in energetic antics in one scene, and Mae Busch and
Dorothy Christy as Mrs. Hardy and Mrs.
Laurel, respectively. Tieups with societies and
lodges in the community and street ballyhoo
of that nature are obvious, with possible use
of impersonators of Laurel and Hardy. The
women may be drawn to the theatre with a
play on the wifely tradition of reluctance to
permit husbands to attend lodge conventions
unchaperoned.
Laurel and Hardy take an oath to go to
the convention, but the wives raise somean objection,
Hardy's,
after
he hasthing ofread
Laurel aespecially
lesson in
the proper
superior conduct to be adopted by a husband
in dealing with a wife. What Mae Busch
does may readily be imagined. The two devise a scheme. Hardy plays sick and a doctor
is instructed to insist he go to Honolulu. It
works and they leave for the convention in
Chicago. Report comes that the boat from
Honolulu on which they were to return, has
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been wrecked, but the wives see a newsreel of
their hubbies in Chicago. When they discover
the situation they are in, the two make catastrophic efforts to hide in the attic, but are
forced to the roof in a howling storm, taken
by a policeman and returned to the tender
mercies of the wives. Laurel tells the truth
and is forgiven, but Hardy goes down for
the third time in a hail of crockery.
Slapstick comedy laughs there are aplenty,
to judge by the Rialto audience. Take what
selling advantage lies in the husbands-lodge
convention theme, and concentrate on the drawing power of the Laurel and Hardy names.
It is material for the entire family. Midweek
is suggested as a playing position. — AaronsoN, New York.
Produced by Hal Roach. Distributed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Original story, and continuity, by
Frank Craven and Byron Morgan. Directed by
William A. Seiter. Photography by Kenneth Peach.
Film editor, Bert Jordan. Release date, December
29, 1933. Running time, 68 minutes.
CAST
Stan
Stan Laurel
Oliver
Oliver Hardy
Mrs. Laurel
Dorothy Christy
Mrs. Hardy
Mae Busch
Charley
Charley Chase
Doc
Lucien Littlefield
Strange Holiday
(Paramount)
Melodrama
"Strange Holiday' is a rather daring picture.
It should be one of the most talked about experiments inthe line of unusual entertainment
since
talking
pictures: The
cameAngel
into ofvogue.
the strange premise
Death Here's
takes
on mortal form, living on earth for three
days to dip into its fleshpots in order to find
out what strange fascination there is in life
that impels humans to cling so tenaciously to
it, and to find out why mortals fear him so.
Thus the picture assumes all the wierd, eerie
thrill of "Frankenstein," "Dr. Jekyll" and "The
Invisible Man." Ghostly, it's not ghastly.
True, there is the awesome terror of the unreal. But there is no gruesomeness. Rather it
is a powerful, beautiful romantic love story of
the natural and supernatural. Likewise there
is a comedy contrast, resulting from the imagination-stunning situations and the sparkling
dialogue.
It does not look like an easy picture to sell.
It places a terrific strain on audience credulity.
However, in spite of its seeming drawbacks,
"Strange Holiday" has big time stuff. It's a
class picture. Previewed before a class audience, it held the folk in wrapt attention, even
won a resounding burst of applause. What its
fate will be with the ordinary theatre-goer is
a question answerable only by the showmanship
smartness of the men who will play it. Certainly the novelty of it all affords endless opportunities toaxouse the mass mind.
There is a strong interest-inciting commercial value in the title. Name values, with
Fredric March and Evelyn Venable, the girl of
"Cradle Song," and Sir Guy Standing, plus the
others, are above par. It is skillfully produced,
acted and directed in every phase so that the
delicate subject with which it deals never gets
out of control.
The story is that of Death reincarnated as
Prince Sirki. Only the Duke knows his secret.
Two women, Rhoda and Stephanie, are drawn
to him. It's sex, but not flamboyant sex.
Through Grazia he knows earthly love and she
knows ethereal affection. Motivated by unreal
realism, they want each other. The Duke
pleads with Death not to take the girl with
him. She wants to go; he wants her to go
with him and she does, willingly and gladly
when Death's three-day mortal existence expires. That's the story. It is no description
of the glamour which surrounds it.
The entire show is a daring topic, frankly
presented, totally unlike anything ever shown
before on a talking screen. Whether it is entertainment, amusing or otherwise, to be profitably appreciated is to be determined. It is
possible that its showing can be made a real

LOUELLA PARSONS
Universal Service

60
event. To insure that it must be seen from start
to finish. It is not the type of picture which
permits anyone to drop into the theatre at any
time and pick up the understandable story
thread. Frankly the picture must be word-sold.
Necessarily the reactions of the first audiences
will unusually influence the desire of others to
see the picture. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed by
Mitchell Leisen. From the stage play "Death Takes
a Holiday,"
by and
Alberto
Casella.
ScreenEnglish
play byadaptaMaxwell Anderson
Gladys
Lehman.
tion, nings.
Walter Sound,
Ferris.
Technical
effects
by
Gordon
Harold Lewis. Photographed Jenby
Charles Lang. Art directors, Hans Dreier and Ernst
Fegte. Running time, 78 minutes, when previewed.
Release date, March 2, 1934.
CAST
Prince Sirki
Fredric March
Grazia
Evelyn Venable
Duke
Lambert
Sir
Guy Alexander
Standing
Alda
Katharine
Rhoda
Gail Patrick
Stephanie
Helen Westley
Princess Maria
Kathleen Howard
Corrado
Kent Taylor
Baron Cesarea
Henry Travers
Eric
G, P. Huntley, Jr.
Fedele
Otto Hoffmann
Doctor Valle
Edward Van Sloan
Pietro
Hector Sarno
Vendor
Frank Yaconelli
Maid
Anna De Linsky
Above the Clouds
( Columbia )
Drama
Action, punch and an air thrill or two combine to give the exhibitor a fair amount of
salable material. The newsreel cameraman
comes in for his share of attention, and no opportunity has been ofneglected
impartThere
a "kick"
to the adventures
the reeltomen.
is a
bit of comedy here ajid there, and the expected
romantic interest, but with the efi^ort and final
success of the boy attempting to make good
as a cameraman as the motivation, the shooting
itself gives the film its entertainment punch.
For cast names on the marquee there are
Robert Armstrong, Richard Cromwell and Dorothy Wilson, while Edmund Breese and Louis
Alberni are well known and supply the greater
part of the comedy relief. The selling tack is the
behind-the-scenes method, with the reference to
the newsreel cameramen and their often risky
job, with emphasis on the action and thrill and
an indication of the romantic sidelight.
The film opens with Cromwell shown shooting stunt flying at an air circus from the wing
of one of the planes with a srnall camera, while
Armstrong, on the ground, is busily engaged
with a girl. Next a championship fight, at
which cameramen are barred, is taken by Cromwell with a camera hidden in a peanut basket.
Meanwhile, Cromwell meets Miss Wilson, stenographer inthe Globe offices, and the two are
attracted to each other. While Armstrong is
drunk during the filming of naval maneuvers,
Cromwell shoots a submarine disaster, only to
find the film has been ruined by Armstrong's
negligence. The boy is fired, but is promised
by Scoop that he will take him along on a
navy
dirigible
to Greenland
return.'
Finding
himselfflight
double
crossed, heandgets
his
chance when the new assistant returns for forgotten lenses, substitutes for him and fights it
out
with
Armstrong.
goes down
into the sea,
CromwellWhen
saves the'
theship
magazine
and
brings back pictures of the accident. Scoop
resigns, and Cromwell gets job and girl.
The youngsters should get a real thrill out
of the picture, and an effort should be made to
sell them. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed by
Roy William Neill. From the story by_ George B.
Seitz. Screen play by Albert DeMond. Assistant director, C. C. Coleman. Photographed by John Stumar.
Sound engineer. Paul Johnson. Release date, October
20, 1933. Running time, fi7 minutes.
CAST
Scoop
Robert Armstrong
Dick
Richard Cromwell
Connie
Dorothy Wilson
Crusty
Edmund Breese
Chandler
Morgan Wallace
Dolly
Dorothy Revier
Mother
Bessie Barriscale
Mabel
Geneva Mitchell
Speakeasy owner
Luis Alberni
Doyle
Sherry Hall
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Easy to Love
(Warner)
Comedy Romance
Sophistication streams from every bit of dialogue and each turn of action in "Easy to
Love." It is in the light of that fact that the
showman will fashion his call to patronage. It
is a sophisticated comedy romance farce, but
one which has a run of sprightly comedy in
situation as well as lines. While probably necessarily there would be considerable dialogue in
a picture of this kind, that very condition
proves a leavening factor in the production as
a whole, and should be capitalized in billing.
The title scarcely defines the picture in full,
but it has its intriguing atmosphere and can
be turned to advantage.
First of all in exploitation values, however,
come the names of the players. Here is name
after name worth while for the marquee. The
four principals are Adolphe Menjou, Genevieve Tobin, Mary Astor and Edward Everett
Horton.
It's a story of love nests and lovers, start
to finish, and secret alliances of husbands and
wives, within two families. Genevieve Tobin
finds that her husband, Menjou, is indifferent
to her. She sees the family physician first, then
engages a private detective, Hugh Herbert, but
it's her own sleuthing that provides the real
developments. Horton has been trying in vain
to win her and now she apparently accedes.
They go to find an apartment, ostensibly, enter
the wrong one, again obviously, and find Horton's wife, Mary Astor, Menjou having hidden
in a closet. Menjou hears all, as Genevieve intends he shall, and goes into a rage over her
apparent philandering. When they battle it out
verbally at home, their daughter, Patricia Ellis,
lets them know that she's quite up on such
matters, and then adds that she and Paul Kaye
have given up the idea of marriage, but are
going away together, anyway. The parents
trail them to a tavern-hotel and find them in
twin beds. Menjou summons a justice of the
peace for a fire-ax wedding, whereupon the
young folk, fully dressed, jump up and reveal
that
it's And
all a also
plot whereupon,
to bring the Mary
parentsAstor
to their
senses.
and
Horton decide they have been silly and go home
together.
It is strictly an adult menu. — Rovelstad, New
York.
Produced and distributed by Warner Bros. Directed
by William Keighley. Screen play by Carl Erickson
and Manuel Seff. Adapation by David Boehm. From
a play by Thompson Buchanan. Photography by
Ernest Haller. Film editor, William Clemmons. Art
editor. Anton Grot. Gowns by Orry-Kelly. Vitaphone Orchestra conducted by Leo Forbstein. Release
date. January 13, 1934. Running time. 61 minutes.
Carol CAST
Genevieve Tobin
John
Adolphe Menjou
Charlotte
Mary Astor
Eric
Edward Everett Horton
Janet
Patricia Ellis
Justice of Peace
Guy Kibbee
Detective
Hugh Herbert
Paul
Paul Kaye
Clerk
Hobart Cavanaugh
Andrews
Robert Greig
Elevator Boy
Harold Waldridge
Before Midnight
(Mystery
Columbia )
Well sustained mystery, with considerable
suspense, good performances and sufficiently
appropriate setting, are here. The device of a
recounting of the events long after they have
happened
is used to introduce the mystery, but
way.
little time is lost in getting the yarn under
Ralph Bellamy, police inspector, is the detective in the case, and presents virtually the
only name in the cast having valuable marquee quality. The others are all capable, but
not particularly strong in box office drawing
power, though June Collyer, Claude Gillingwater and Betty Blythe are of course known.
The title offers possibilities for advertising
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play, using it in a reference to the time the
feature will be shown each day and devising
catchlines built around it.
Numerous suspects serve to make the detective's task more difficult and confuse the
audience as to the identity of the actual killer,
permitting the exhibitor to use the method of
defying his audience to detect the culprit until
he is actually revealed, without fear of any
one succeeding. A case of voluntarily transposed identities, an important factor, leaves
the way open for selling lines on that basis.
When a young detective walks into the office of his chief and compliments himself on
solving a mystery, the chief tells him of the
Arnold case, pointing to it as a real problem.
Then the film swings quickly into the mystery. Bellamy is called to the home of William Jeffrey, who fears he will be killed, as
were his father and grandfather, basing his
belief on certain signs, including a pool of
blood on the floor. He is killed and Bellamy
discovers poison has been used, but cannot
uncover the manner in which it was injected.
Suspects include a shyster lawyer, who drew
the
millionaire's
who
had dead
treated
him andwill,
is ainyoung
love doctor
with Miss
Collyer, Jeffrey's ward ; Gillingwater, private
secretary
; Miss Blythe,
wife ;
and
a Japanese
servant.theAllsecretary's
had acceptable
motives.
Bellamy discovers that Jeffrey was originally the secretary and Gillingwater really
Arnold, the millionaire, and learns that fear
of death had led Gillingwater to the switch
of identities. With active byplay adding to
the suspense and the pace of the picture
throughout, Bellamy goes his way, picking up
a detail here, another there. The Japanese
servant is killed by a knife in the back just
as he is about to reveal the murderer to Bellamy. A diary, important in content, causes
further complication, as Miss Blythe and the
lawyer bargain with each other after Miss
Blythe has apprehended the lawyer attempting to steal it.
Finally Bellamy discovers that the pointed
self-filling lever on a fountain pen was the
means of injecting the poison which killed
Jeffrey, and learns that Gillingwater, or Arnold himself, killed the man he had delegated
to pose as Arnold. Bellamy, realizing extenuating circumstances, gives Gillingwater
the opportunity of committing suicide, in order
to save the girl from disgrace, and throws the
incriminating dairy into the fire. A flashback
to the opening setting, with dialogue explaining the final disposition of the persons involved, concludes the film. — Aaronson, New
York.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed
by Lambert Hillyer. Story and adaptation by RobQuigley.Meyer.
Photography
John George
Stumar.Cooper.
Film
editor.ert Otto
Sound by
recorder,
Release
date,
November
18,
1933.
Running
time,
63
minutes.
CAST
Trent
Ralph Bellamy
Janet
June Collyer
Fry
Claude Gillingwater
Mavis
Betty Blythe
Doctor
Arthur Pierson
Stubby
George Cooper
Smith
Bradley Page
Kono
Otto Yanaoka
Capt. Flynn ...
Joseph Crehan
Arnold
William Jeffrey
Italy, The Old and the New
(Vitaphone)
Interesting
There is considerable interest and a measure
of novelty in this number of the new travel
series from E. M. Newman, "Musical World
Journeys." The accompanying explanation has
been reduced to a minimum and replaced for
the most part by music, vocal and instrumenthe subject
matter.
"Venice,
with tal,
itsappropriate
Rialto to
Bridge
and canals,
its modern
transportation system, the famous glass blowers at work, is first depicted, then Alberobello,
a small, primitive village, where the inhabitants maintain themselves in quaint fashion.
.A.n interesting subject, well presentd. — Running time, 11 minutes.
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EVER sit in on a banquet while a toastmaster, with more
cracks to his hne than a syndicated colyumist, introduced
a speaker who was a washout? It happens often.
Think about your theatre the same way. You book a feature,
promote it, stunt it, advertise it to a fare-thee-well. And you
pack them. You're just like the toastmaster. You've got your
customers on edge, waiting for something swell.
And then ... up comes the speaker of the evening — your
sound — the most vital part of your show. And what do your
customers do?
If you have High Fidelity, they sit thrilled to the most perfect sound that money can buy. They listen to realism unrivalled
by life itself. In short they listen to natural sound, and they go
home, sold on your house, sure to come next week.
But, if you haven't High Fidelity . . . Well, why take the
negative angle? Some day in the interest of your box office, you
will have High Fidelity, and when you do you'll understand
and join in the enthusiasm of the hundreds of ear wise exhibitors
who are making money with their . . .
HIGH
RCA

FIDELITY
Stage presentations are on the rebound. If you plan to go in for
them, remember: Stage Sound must now be as good as Screen Sound,
or else . . . Sound Reinforcing is the answer and^ we MRi
have a completely standardized proposition to tell you
about. Mail this coupon.

VICTOR

PHOTOPHONE
Make

them ear happy ivith HIGH
PHOTOPHONE

RCA

VICTOR
Camden,

New
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CO.,
Jersey

Inc.
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I want further information about High Fidelity.
I want information about Sound Reinforcing.
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Address
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TECHNCLCeiCAL

The

BLUEBOOK

By

F.

H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 207.— (A) Disregarding condition of surface as to cleanliness, upon
what three elements does the amount of light reflected from a surface, or transmitted by it, depend? (B) Were
a sheet of chemically pure warer a foot thick, and a sheet of high-grade glass a foot thick, to be laid side by
side, from which would the greater amount of light be reflected, and in the interior of which would the illumination be highest — and why? (Note: No one will be penalized for failure on this last one, since only those
having a Bluebook would be able to dig out the answer without much searching.) (C) What
of incidence"? By "Refractive Index"?

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 201 was:
(A) Upon what various factors depends the
amount of bending of light rays when they
pass from air to glass, or vice versa f (B)
Explain just why ray C in accompanying
diagram is not bent at all in passing through
the lens; why ray C is bent more than ray
B ; why there will be a greater loss of light
in Ray C than in rays A and B; and what
may serve to alter the losses incident to the
passage of all three rays. (C) For all practical purposes, on what may projectionists
assume the amount of bending or refraction
of light rays passing through a lens, will
depend?
The following made good : G. E. Doe ;
S. Evans and C. Rau; J. Wentworth; D.
Danielson; B. Doe; H. H. Menefee; T.
VanVaulkenburg ; H. Edwards; R. DeTotto; H. D. Schofield; G. Tinlin; J. J. Richmon; P. Gaeth, Jr.; B. L. Tanner and E.
Rymer; B. Diglah and P. Jackson; L. D.
Stellegos and G. Wayne; C. D. Carmody ;
D. C. Coates; D. Goldberg and L. Hutch:
M. C. Mellinger and H. Pitchkey; B. Hers;
J. T. Ballinger and D. L. Mason ; D. Holler
and D. R. Peters; W. and S. F. Love; L.
Biello, R. K. Hart, H. E. Daniels and R. S.
Conrad: R. S. Allen and N. WiUiams; S.
Carberry; O. L. Evans; C. F. Davis and
P. Conforti; T. H. and J. N. Williams;
T. L. Edwards; H. C. Lake; K. M. Dart;
D. L. Sinklow; H. D. Schofield; D. U.
Granger; D. R. Bainbridge and S. Peterson D.
; Forman ; H. May and D. N. Anderson; P. L. Wheeler and M. Scully; J. H.
Rathburn and D. Little; G. S. Bowers; M.
J. Conroy; S. L. Jones and P. L. Sanborn;
R. Leroy and T. L. Albert ; P. L. Lathrop ;
G. H. Henderson and P. H. Harrison; T.
R. Richards and H. Schontz; G. Farmann;
D. L. Howard; B. L. Stephens; M. Simms
and O. L. Daris; G. Johnson and N. T.
Kane ; R. Wheeler and R. Suler ; G. Bagby ;
C. Abrams and E. F. Griffin ; L. Jones ; A.
Sarno and H. B. Roth ; P. R. Dual ; R. McDonald; L. H. Danville and R. H. Patterson; H. C. Lake; F. Darris and F. T.
Thompson ; F. T. Dannella ; T. L. Turk and

to

Question

No.

R. O. Davis ; T. Kelley and C. Cummings ;
D. H. Samuels and R. Byrker ; S. L.
Holmes, R. Dorfel and J. E. Smith.
Here is what G. E. Doe has to say about
Section A: "The factors upon which the
amount of bending rays will receive in
passing from air to glass, or vice versa,
are ( 1 ) the angle at which the ray meets
the medium into which it is to pass, and
(2) the refractive index of the glass, which
in effect means the difference in optical
density as between the two mediums. Glass
of different sorts, (flint and crown, for example) do not all have the same optical
Incidentally, a number of you, whom I
density."
have credited as correct, will do well to
examine the above rather closely.
(B) Messrs. D. Holler and D. R. Peters
say: "Ray C meets the glass surface at
right angles, or as opticians say, "perpendicular to its surface," hence there will be
no refraction, as the law governing such
matters says there will be no refraction
except the ray meet the surface at an oblique angle when passing from a medium
of one density to a medium of another
density. The loss to ray A would be slight,
and entirely due to reflection and absorption, the latter by the glass medium.
"Ray C is bent or refracted more than
ray B for the reason that it meets the lens
surface at a greater angle than does ray B.
Ray C will encounter more loss than eitlier
of the other rays for the reason that, due
to meeting the lens surface at a greater angle, the reflection loss will be greater.
Rays A and B will have greater absorption
loss than ray C because they must pass
through more glass, but absorption losses
are relative!}- negligible as compared with
losses by reflection.
"Losses incident to passage of all three
rays which may be altered by circumstances
are (a.) unclean lens surfaces, (b) poorly
polished lens surfaces, (c) excessive lens
thickness, (d) poor quality of glass, (e)
discoloration in lens, (f) alteration of angle
of incidence, (g) alteration in quality of in-

is meant by "angle

201
cident light, though possibly that latter is
not admissible."
(C) Messrs.
Evanslight
andrays
Rauwill
sayreceive
"The
amount
of refraction
in passing through any lens will largely depend upon the angle at which the lens surface is met, though the refractive index of
the glass itself has considerable effect."
NEED NOT FEAR
TO ANSWER
WRONG
D. Calladine of the Marpole theatre in
Vancouver, B. C., asks for the question and
answers mentioned in a recent issue, and
adds, "I am a second-class projectionist
working in the Marpole. Am hoping to get
a first-class license in June.
"I find the Bluebook very easy to understand. At first, with no knowledge of projection practice, it was difficult, but I soon
found that by reading any given section a
few times the matter became clear. The
question index also was a great help. By
reviewing each section and answering the
questions mentally, I kept my small stock
of knowledge up-to-date.
"Have often considered entering the Bluebook School, but have feared I have not yet
sufficient knowledge to make good in written answers. I really consider myself as
sadly lacking. Don't like being laughed at
any more than any one else. However, I
think I will take a crack at them, whether
theWhat
answers
right or
Mr. are
Calladine
hasnot."
said convinces
me that he will be a fine projectionist. We
need men who don't "know it all." There
are right now entirely too many of the knowit-alls. I commend him to the attention of
my union. Local 348 (honorary gold card
member). Calladine sent in one Bluebook
School answer which was a very good one.
However, he won't be in any degree
"laughed at" if some answers are wrong.
No one but I will know that and my laughter
is expended not on the man who tries and
makes mistakes, but on the ingrowing jackass who won't try.
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an automobile accident near Evansville, Ind.
Both are confined to a hospital. They were
headed
mishap. for a Florida vacation at the time of the
V
Frye and Mouench, who operate the Tivoli
and Colonial in Danville, have taken over the
Princess theatre at Centralia,
111.
V

tractive lobby display frames for Master Art
V
productions.
Boots McLaughlin, former manager of the
Glen Ellyn theatre at Glen Ellyn, has opened
the Idle Hour theatre Vat Rossville, 111.

CHICAGO
There's no depression with A. B. McCullom,
Sam Horowitz is the new branch manager
who operates theatres in Hoopeston, Fairbury,
at the United Artists exchange. Horowitz
Clinton, Paxton and Dwight. He has taken
Bros, have just completed installation
comes here from Kansas City, where he was of Ross
a modern Neon sign and new seats at the over the Star at Watseka, 111., and according
connected with the United Artists Mid West
to reports is spending $10,000 to put this house
Majestic, Joliet.
V
division. Steve Montgomery has been made
in Al shape for opening
V in February.
Great States is reopening the Rialto at
country sales manager.^
Film Row was saddened to learn of the
Peoria after an extensive remodeling program.
V
death of the mother of Lou Dreher, Fox
Janet Gaynor gave a party for the press at
guidthe
the Blackstone last Friday and under
F. J. Meehan of the home office was here for booker.
V
ance of Clyde Eckhardt entertained the critics. several days conferring with H. D. Charness
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Among others attending were
of Advance Film Company.
Jim Steininger has sold the Crane theatre
V
John Balaban and Mr. and Mrs. William K.
on Archer avenue to H. Burdine.
picnext
star's
Fox
Johnny
Mednikow
is
back
from
a
trip
to
e
diminutiv
The
r.
Hollande
HOLQUIST
ture is "Caroline." She has been visiting New York, bringing with him a line of at"dozens of cousins" here and is headed for a
brief vacation in New York.
V
Charlie Leonard of the United Artists home
office is in town in connection with publicity and
Lady," which
"Gallant
exploitation
opened
at the plans
UnitedforArtists
Wednesday.
V
A
STATEMENT
Allied exhibitors who failed to take any action on signing the code at a recent meeting
will get together again prior to the January
31st deadline. Aaron Saperstein is ernphatic
in declaring that this is one action in which the
association will not advise exhibitors one way
or the other.
V
OU no doubt have read of my resignaThe mother and father of Irving Stacel of
the Elston theatre suffered serious injuries in
tion from Radio City.
Because I am
SHORT

leaving for a brief rest it has been impossible to communicate with many of

PRODUCT
my

PLAYING

friends

in the motion

picture industry.

BROADWAY
Therefore,

Week of January 13
CAPITOL
Carrie Jacobs Bond
Master Art
CRITERION
The Cure
RKO Radio
King Neptune
United Artists
HOLLYWOOD
Samoan Memories
Vitaphone
Notre Dame Glee Club. .. .Vitaphone
Gypsy Caravan
Vitaphone
MAYFAIR
Meeting Mazie
Universal
March of the Years — No. S.Columbia
PARAMOUNT
Keeps Rainin'
All the
Time5.. Paramount
Paramount
Pictorial
— No.
Paramount
Hollywood on Parade — No. 5. Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
Strange Case of Hennessy. RKO Radio
Who Said the Weaker Sex? . Columbia
RIALTO
Sea Killers
Principal
Keeps
Rainin'
All
the
Time
.
Paramount
Paramount Pictorial — No. 5. Paramount
RIVOLI
London Medley
Three Little Pigs (Spanish)
ROXY
Pied Piper
Insect C!ov/ns
Static
STRAND
Picture Palace
Song Hits
Buddy's Show Boat

Fox
. United Artists
United Artists
Principal
Educational
Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Vitaphone

I am

taking this means

of expressing

to them my very great appreciation for the loyalty
and the warm personal friendship shown me.

To my staff, to the executives in the industry and
to all the other fine men and women in this business whom I am proud to call my frinds, I write
this note of thanks and gratitude for the pleasant
relations which have been my good fortune to
enjoy, and which

I am

sure will continue.

For the present all communications should be addressed to me at 115 Central Park West, New York
City.
Sincerely,
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Neligh, Nebraska
DEAR HERALD:
Well, boys, we are going to try it. We
don't know how far we will get, since we
are just able to sit up to this typewriter, but
if the piano, radio and other objects don't
get to chasing one another around the room,
as they have been doing, we might get
quite a piece.
Every old lady in the community has
"been
in to
see ustoand
hasnone
had ofa
positive
remedy
cureeveryone
our ills,
which we have taken because all of our
spare time is taken up by the Doc.
What worries us considerable is our inability to answer personally the many letters
we are getting from you boys. To do that
would require an able-bodied citizen who
was strong enough to throw a bull over the
fence by the tail with one hand, and this
ain't no bull. About all we can do is to
reply briefly to some of the letters here in
this Colyum. And if you fail to see your
name mentioned, just remember that space
and our ability to sit up and pound this
machine is the reason, but that your letters
are none the less appreciated, and because
we don't answer all of you personally is not
a sufficient excuse for your not writing.
We have been outside of the house just
twice since before Christmas, and then only
for a short time and with a guardian, and
that hasn't been so good, but you remember
that John McAmily said to Emet Bonlore,
when he was elected Justice of the Peace,
"Emet, they just can't keep a good man
down."
Our son and his wife from Wyoming
have been here with us for two weeks and
we are trying to hold them over for another
week, but thev think the Burlington railroad

Ann Harding and
dive Brook are

PICTURE

won't
When
years
game

run
we
ago
left

unless they are back on the job.
were state game warden some
we
thought
there the
wouldn't
be any
should
we quit
job, but
the

office is still open and the ducks', chickens,
grouse, geese and other game are still flying,
so you see that, in this day and age, where
one man
half as good as two, it don't
make
muchisn't
difference.
V
Foolish Fish
From away up north in northern Minnesota where the mercury has been down to
40 below this winter, Andy Anderson of the
State theatre, Detroit Lakes, our old cell
mate, writes us and says he wants us to
hurry up and get well and come up there
and catcli a lot of fish through the ice on the
lakes. Say, Andy, any fish that will bite
when it's 40 below must have a tapeworm.
However, we thank you for your invitation
and good wishes. Please remember us to
the Mrs. and Herb.
V
Down in Greenleaf, Kansas, is a guy who
runs the Elie theatre. We called on him last
fall and found him to be the busiest man in
Kansas. His name is Walter Hohlfeld.
Walter told us he would send us a check
to renew his subscription to the Herald.
He did, just sent it, and that's why we say
that those Jay hawkers are 100% plus.
Walter shoots straight from the shoulder
and seldom misses the mark.
V
Wichita, Kansas, has the best cameraman
west of Hoboken. He goes by the name of
F. A. Wesly. He writes us that he can't
get along
without
the Herald
of 'em
can),
and he
also says
he reads (none
our Colyum,

Ann est
Harding's
since
Holiday!

in "Gallant
Lady." This
picture is
box-office !
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which indicates that he can't be very busy.
Thanks,
F. A., for your renewal. Good
luck
to you.
V
If you ever go to Davenport, Nebraska,
stop and call on John R. Westcott, who
operates the theatre, and try and cool him
down. John is sore at us because we came
within 30 miles of him and didn't call on
him, but he sends in his renewal for the
Herald and says he can't get along without
it. He hopes we get better. So do we, John.
Thanks for your good letter and your renewal. May prosperity shine upon you.
V
Hollywood is on the job, too. Joseph N.
Quillan sends us a long letter and thanks
us for having said something in this Colyum
some time ago about his son Eddie. We
don't remember what it was, but we hope it
was something good and we doubt if it
was half good enough. Eddie is all right
and so is his father. Thanks, Mr. Quillan,
for your letter. Give Eddie our kindest
regards.
hope he makes a ten strike
everv
timeWehe plays.
V
W. M. Dennis of the American Seating
Company writes us from Phoenix, Arizona,
and says if we ever get down there to be
sure to look him up. He says he'll bet we
are a real guy. Tut, tut. Bill, you must
have been drinking. You bet we will. We
wouldn't
want to miss you. Good luck, oldtimer.
V
But Where Was Don?
Don Bloxham of the Iowa theatre at Sheldon, Iowa, says he saw our car in Sheldon
but didn't see us. Well, we were there,
Don, but where were you ? Don says he
likes the Herald immensely and our Colyum— well, we will omit that. Good boy,
Don, thanks for your letter.
V
We wish John Cosner of the Sun theatre
at Sargent, Nebraska, would behave himself.
He writes us about his fishing trips. Done,
no doubt, to cheer us up, but how can that
cheer us when we can't get out of the house ?
Shame on you, John, but you are all right
just the same. Good luck, old boy.
V
Well, that will be all for this time. We've
got to quit now before the furniture starts
whirling around again.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The HERALD's Vagabond Colyumnis+
General

W. A. Landau
Heights Theatre
New York City.

J. M. Se/der
Prudential Theatres
New York City.

Pictures Handle

Jungle Film, Sub-sea Novelty
General Pictures Exchange, Inc., will
distribute a jungle picture, "Found Alive,"
throughout New York's metropolitan area,
according to an announcement from Phil
Meyer, president, this week.
General Pictures also will distribute a
two-reel novelty, "Freak Fish of the Seven
Seas." The company also has acquired
distribution rights throughout New York
state
for thereleases.
Pyramid Productions' series of
12 feature
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ONE YEAR LATER: Mary Brian, Russell Hopton
— This play was fair. Mary Brian had almost been
forgotten here. Quite a few of the older patrons
liked her acting but the kids did not care for this
play. It was too sad. What we need now is laughter
and
gayety.
19-20. — Grand Theatre,
Dunkirk,
Ohio.Played
SmallDecember
town patronage.
v^oiumbia
ANNpicture.
CARVER'S PROFESSION:
Fay Wray— GaleVery
fine
fair. — Alyce
wood
Theatre, Business
Grand Rapids,
Mich. Cornell,
Neighborhood
patronage.
BRIEF MOMENT: Carole Lombard, Gene Raymond
— Good, but not the type picture for our community.
Business
terrible.Mich.
— AlyceNeighborhood
Cornell, Galewood
Grand Rapids,
patronage.Theatre,
CALIFORNIA TRAIL. THE: Buck Jones— This is
a very good western picture and one that will please
any western fan. Full of action and a good story.
This is one of the best westerns we have played in
some time,seems
but all
Jones'
are good
Columbia
to ofhave
the pictures
best westerns
on and
the
market. Played one day to a very good business
and pleased one hundred per cent. Running time,
67 minutes. Played Dec. 23.— J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
CALIFORNIA TRAIL, THE: Buck Jones— Fine
western.
Brought
in. — Alyce
Galewood
Theatre,
Grandthem
Rapids,
Mich. Cornell.
Neighborhood
patronage.
CHILD OF MANHATTAN: Nancy Carroll, John
Boles — A good picture marred by some poor recording.
Had a comedy that could not be used because of poor
recording. Very unfortunate when there is a full
house. Played Jan. 3-4.— Mrs. George Thomsen, Garden Theatre, Arthur, 111. Small town patronage.
COCKTAIL HOUR: Bebe Daniels, Randolph Scott
—a This
a very good
little Itpicture,
nothing big,
but
swellisprogram
picture.
is a comedy
romance
of a girl who preferred freedom rather than marriage
and a husband to protect her. but in the end she took
the husband. We certainly have had some excellent
features from Columbia, but the shorts are terrible.
Played one day to a very good business. Running
time, 74 minutes. Played Dec. 27. — J. T. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
EAST OF FIFTH AVENUE: Wallace Ford, Mary
Carlisle — This is a fair picture, poor entertainment.
It is a dramatic romance with a study of two kinds
of love. lumbia
^This
is not
to it,
the play
standard
Coand if you
mustupplay
it on afrom
bargain
day and get it over. We played it on our bargain
day. Practically our entire audience thought it a
poor picture. Business only fair. R.unnin<T time. 76
minutes. Played Dec. 22.— J. J. Medford. Orpheum
Theatre. Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
FURY OF THE JUNGLE: Peggy Shannon, Donald
Cook
is only the
fair entire
entertainment
the injungle
type.— This
Practically
picture isof set
the
iungle and did not go over well here. Columbia has
given us some good pictures this season, but here is
one that did not click at the box-office. If you have
to play it, put it on bargain day and get it over.
We played it on bargain day to onlv a fair business.
Running time, 68 minutes. Played Dec. 29.— J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: Rex the horseVery good picture. A dandy show for Friday-Satur65 minutes.
P. G.
Held. day.
NewIt's clean.
Strand Running
Theatre. time.
Griswold,
Iowa. —General
patronage.
MAN OF ACTION: Tim McCoy— Good western
that pleased Saturday night crowds. Nothing unusual, however. Business fairly good. Running time,
eight reels. Played Dec. 8-9.— Don R. Stevenson.
Star
age. Theatre, Williamson. N. Y. Small town patronMASTER OF MEN: Jack Holt, Fay Wray— A regular Jack Holt picture. Plenty of action. Running
time. 68 minutes.— P. G. Held, New Strand Theatre,
Gnswold, Iowa. General patronage.
MASTER OF MEN: Jack Holt-Just an ordinary
program picture. No business.— M. F. Bodwell, Paramount Theatre. Wyoming. 111. Small town patronage.
TREASON: Buck Jones — Used this one on bargain
■night with very good results. Sound on film ex;cellent. Played Jan.
3.— M. F. Bodwell. Paramount
Theatre. Wyoming. 111. Small town patronage.

s own
itor'
remen
the theat
of dethe
IN this, thepartment,exhib
nation serve one another with information on the box office performance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1790 Broadway, New York
WHAT PRICE INNOCENCE? Willard Mack, Jean
Parker — This is another of the sex pictures but with
restraint. However, it is a good picture and presents
a good moral. There is no vulgarity or cheapness,
but a straightforward story. This one should be
played in every theatre in the country. We played it
on a midnight show and most of the audience were
displeased because of the moral it taught. Business
good. Running time, 64 minutes. Played Dec. 24. —
J. J. eral
Medford,
patronage. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C, GenWHAT PRICE INNOCENCE? Jean Parker, Wil— This
kind ofof the
picture
don't— Alyce
mean aCornell,
thing
to us.lard MackJust
another
specials.
Galewood
Theatre,
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
WHIRLWIND: Tim McCoy— Splendid western that
brought three big houses and sent them away pleased,
which is more important than getting them in.
Played Jan.
5-6. —111.Mrs.Small
George
Theatre.
Arthur,
town "Thomsen,
patronage. Garden
WRECKER. THE: Jack Holt, Genevieve Tobin—
Here is another good picture from Columbia ; nothing
big, but good program material. It is a drama of
a different type from the usual Holt picture. Just
the type of show that will please the average theatregoer. A little action and excellent acting by the
leads. Included in the supporting cast are Sidney
Blackmer and George E. Stone. Played one day to
good business. Running time, 72 minutes. Played
January
5.— J. J.patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford,
N. C. General
First National
CABIN IN THE COTTON: Richard Barthelmess—
After seeing the trailer on this one, I was a little
bit scared that there was going to be too much
Southern dialect in it, to put it over up here in
North Dakota, where men are men, and women are
of it.
surprised,
agladgreat
show,I was
withagreeably
lots of action
and however.
a peach ofIt'sa
story.— L. E. Mahoney. New Columbus Theatre, Columbus. N. D. Mining and country patronage.
CENTRAL AIRPORT: Richard Barthelmess— The
best airplane picture that we have ever shown. Many
favorable comments from our patrons. Business only
fair. Played Des. 31-Jan. 1.— M. F. Bodwell, Paramount Theatre, Wyoming, 111. Small town patronage.
FEMALE: Ruth Chatterton, George Brent— Here is
a very good picture, really a surprise. It is not
gigantic, but is clean, clever entertainment from sta_rt
to finish. It is a comedy drama, and by far the best
picture in which Chatterton has starred. A few
more like this one and she will regain her popularity
again. Good entertainment for the whole family. We
played this Christmas day to a good business. Running time, 60 minutes. jPlayed Dec. 24. — T. T. Medronage.ford. Orpheum Theatre. Oxford, N. C. General patGOODBYE AGAIN: Warren William, Joan Blondell— Another good picture about a single man staying all night with a married woman. I would suggest that vou tie up with a cafe. Put in a display
with aa married
card reading.
you breakfast
have spentheretheins.tead
night
with
woman,"After
get your
of having her cook it like Warren William did in
'Goodbye Again' H.
now at the blank theatre." — H. G.
Stettmund,
Small town Jr.,
patronage.& S. Theatre, Chandler, Okla.
GOODBYE AGAIN: Joan Blondell, Warren William— Poorest feature Warner's have made. Plaved

it on Sunday and starved. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids. Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
I HAVANA
have no wayWIDOWS:
of knowingJoanthe Blondell,
drawing Lyle
power Talbot—
of this
picture
as
it
was
our
New
Year's
attraction,
we
were packed to the doors, but everyone who Iandtalked
to
said
it
was
swell
entertainment.
It's
as
full
good hearty laughs as any picture released by Warnerof
this year. The cast, sound, photography and story
are all A-1. Good picture. Played Jan. 1. — S. H.
Rich,
Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and
rural patronage.
LILY TURNER: Ruth Chatterton— Fair Chatterton
is poor
drawRapids,
for us.Mich.
— AlyceNeighborhood
Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand
patronage.
LITTLE GIANT. THE: Edward G. Robinson— Very
good entertainment that did average business. — Robt.
K. Yancey,
Paradise
Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general
patronage.
LITTLE GIANT, THE: Edward G. Robinson— An
excellent picture, but did not gross film rental in two
days. The worst business that we have had in
months. Played Dec. 25-26.— M. F. Bodwell, Paramount Theatre, Wyoming. 111. Small town patronage.
SHE HAD TO SAY YES: Loretta Young— Fair.
Title
poor.
Doesn't
mean Theatre,
a thing. Grand
No business.
Alyce
Cornell,
Galewood
Rapids,—
Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
Joe E.
Brown—old,
Played
oneTENDERFOOT,
as a Boy ScoutTHE:
benefit.
Although
I hadthisa
very
nice
print.
The
show
did
not
draw
at_ all.
Partly on account of adverse weather conditions.
Would
rate
it
about
an
average
for
Joe
E.
—
L. V.
ronage.
Bergtold, Opera House. Kasson, Minn. General patWILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro—
We First
use Warner's
on that
all their
as well
as
National, trailers
and find
theypictnr_es,
pay handsome
profits. F'rankie Darro in this picture gives a great
performance. By all means play it and boost it. —
L. E. Mahoney, New Columbus Theatre, Columbus,
N. D. Mining and country patronage.
YOU SAID A MOUTHFUL: Joe E. Brown— Did
not
as good
Great,"rates
but
thosethink
that quite
commented
likedas it"Elmer
better. theCertainly
as a very good comedy. For some unknown reason,
business was not good on this, but it did go over
very
— L. V.
Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson,
Minn. well.
General
patronage.
YOU SAID A MOUTHFUL: Joe E. Brown— Joe E.
Brown's best in a long time. Enjoyed by all, but atwas very small.
Played
Dec. 29-30.
Bodwell, tendance
Paramount
Theatre,
Wyoming,
111.— M.SmallF.
town patronage.
Fox
BEST OF ENEMIES: Frank Morgan— Easily the
best program picture Fox made last year. In fact,
I would rate it above most of their socalled specials.
Audience was simply delighted with it. I have noted
Frank Morgan as the star rather than Charles
Rogers and Marian Nixon. Those of you who have
seen this will back me up in this. Exhibitors playing
Fox product — if you haven't used this, get busy and
set it in in place of any of the new prograraers. —
L. V.eralBergtold,
patronage. Opera House, Kasson, Minn. GenBEST OF ENEMIES: Marian Nixon, Charles Rogput the Acting
chain up good.
at 7:30.
theers— Had
secondto house.
TrueCould
to not
life.seatA
pity that there was so much beer in it, but the human
appeal
reachesThomsen,
people's Garden
hearts. Theatre,
Played Dec.
29-30.111.—
Mrs. George
Arthur,
Small town patronage.
BEST OF ENEMIES: Charles Rogers. Marian Nixon— VeryCornell,
fine feature.
deserves
Alyce
GalewoodRogers
Theatre,
Granda break.
Rapids,—
Mich. Neighborhood patrona.ge.
CALL HER SAVAGE: Clara Bow— Too old to do
any business. I should have known better than set
this in at this date, but I believe better old and
good, than new and punk. It is a very food picture.
Robt.'
RailroadK.andYancey,
general Paradise
patronage. Theatre, Cotter. Ark.
DEVIL'S IN LOVE, THE: Victor Jory, Loretta
Young— Just another picture. No cast names and
no business. A one day picture or for use on double
program,
you Palace
use them.
Played
Jan, Tenn.
3-4. — W.SmallF.
Roth.
Jr., ifNew
Theatre,
Gallatin,
town patronage.
I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY: Warner Baxter,
Elissa Landi — Terrible. Land! is a complete washout.
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Business poor. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre.
Grand Rapids, Mich. NeiRhborhood patronage.
I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY: Elissa Lsndi,
Warner Baxter — A flop picture delivered in place af
and
the same report
price ason Gaynor-Farrell.
haven't
read ata favorable
this subject from I any
exhibitor— and I wonder why? Played Nov. 27-28.—
W. F. Roth, Jr., New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn.
Small town patronage.
IT'S GREAT TO BE ALIVE: Edna May Oliver,
Raul Roulien— Nothing to this. Too silly. Runnmg
time. 72 minutes.— P. G. Held, New Strand Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
IT'S GREAT TO BE ALIVE: Raul Roulien— Fairly good musical but suffers in comparison to some
of
new musicals.
Raulpoor.
Roulien
doesn'ttime,mean
thingthe here.
Business very
Running
eighta
reels. Played Dec. 15-16.— Don R. Stevenson. Star
Theatre. Williamson, N. Y. Small town patronage.
LIFE IN THE RAW: George O'Brien— One of the
most
Zane Grey's
brought
to are
the
screen.entertaining
We have played
them all,ever
so feel
that we
entitled to make that remark. This show has everything in it to make it a 100 per cent-er for the small
town.
"western
haters" when
pjaisedbuying
this
show. Even
One ofthetheusual
village
wisecrackers,
his ticket, asked: "Is this here one of them new
nudist
pictures?"—
V. Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson, Minn.
GeneralL. patronage.

lett —this
Catlett
shares
honorsOnewith
if any,
for
six reel
drunkthespree.
day Brenjlel.
will be enough,
and give them plenty of serious shorts. Fine for
double
RunningTheatre,
time, 63Monte
minutes.
— M. Col.P.
Foster, billing.
New Granada
Vista,
General patronage.
Henrietta
After reading
thePILGRIMAGE:
reviews oi various
small Crosman—
town exhibitors,
I ran
this with hesitance. Found it to be an excellent production and it pleased my audience very much. Secas much
first.
If youond donight's
not business
get what almost
you should
out ofasthisthepicture,
it is not the fault of the producer, as it will please
any
reasonable
Played Texas.
Dec. 29-30.
— M.townR.
Williams,
Texon audience.
Theatre, Texon,
Small
patronage.

LIFE IN THE RAW: George O'Brien— Great westem.
cent. George
O'Brien
and Zane
Grey Pleased
always 100
do. perMarvelous
scenery.
Business
was
not so good, however. Running time, seven reels.
Played Dec. 29-30.— Don R. Stevenson. Star Theatre,
Williamson. N. Y. Small town patronage.
RAW: George
Excellentof
forLIFE
small INtownTHEor country
patrons.O'Brien—
Held interest
our people all the way through. Good all-around
production. Played Dec. 9.— George Lodge, Green
Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del. General country
patronage.
IN subject,
THE RAW:
O'Brien—
toLIFE
see this
but itGeorge
drew well,
and Didn't
seemed getto
please all, so what else matters. Most all Zane Grey
subjects
popular
here. They're
clean^^ fullto
of
action,arewith
the necessary
amountalways
of romance
satisfy all comers. Played Dec. 22-23.— W. F. Roth,
Jr., New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn. Small town
patronage.
MAN WHO DARED. THE: Ralph Morgan. Zita
.Tohann — Didn't see this one as I knew I was going
to
reports)
carebetodisappointed
be personally,(bytoo.
Tried financially',
to put this so
one didn't
over
with an extra array of "ood shorts, but in spite of
it all, it estabUshed a new low for the sinkers of the
year. Cast it aside, as you can make more money
closed for two nights than by showing it. Played
Dec. 11-12.— W. F. Roth. Jr., New Palace Theatre,
Gallatin, 'Tenn. Small town patronage.
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers, Zasu Pitts— Exceptionally good, interesting, and enjoyed by all who
saw it. Shots in Yellowstone Park and Grand Canyon give it Tr..
a wonderful
background.
Stettmund,
H. & S. scenic
Theatre,
Chandler,— H.Okla.G.
Small town patronage.
OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT: EI Brendel, Walter Cat-

Gallant Lady
is not only
box-office,
but it also
gives Ann
Harding
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POWER AND THE GLORY, THE: Spencer Tracy,
Colleen Moore — Another big super-special that will
flop at any small town theatre anywhere. Why the
producers continue to produce these type subjects is
beyond me. Why can't someone introduce "What
the Picture
Me" towhat
all type
of thepictures
producers.
Maybe
they Did
could forvisualize
pay.
Playedtre. Jan.
1-2.—
W.
F.
Roth.
Jr.,
New
Palace
TheaGallatin. Tenn. Small town patronage.
SAILORS'
LUCK:Galewood
James Dunn,
Eilers—
Fair.
—Alyce
Cornell,
Theatre,SallyGrand
Rapids,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Janet Gaynor.
out had
to seeto this
one. Charles
Turned Farrell
people— ^They
away all
on turned
this one,
put
down
theshow,
aisle many
to takegood
carecomments.—
of what I Robt.
did. It's
achairs
great
little
K.
Yancey. Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and
ireneral patronage.
WARRIOR'S
HUSBAND:
Elissa but
Landi—
Fairly
i-'ood
for our patrons.
Some comedy,
somewhat
exaggerated. Just a medium production. Played
Nov. 18. — George
Lodge,country
Green patronage.
Lantern Theatre,
Claymont.
Del. General
ZOO IN BUDAPEST: Loretta Young, Gene Raymond— Good picture of its kind. Different from the
regular
run of pictures.
It's clean.
time,
78
minutes.—
G. Held,
New
Strand Running
Theatre, Griswold. Iowa. P.General
patronage.
MGM
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Madge Evans, Otto Kruger
— Good program feature. Didn't get any extra busines .—pids,
Alyce
Cornell, Galewood
'Theatre, Grand RaMich. Neighborhood
patronage.
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Alice Brady.
Frank Morgan— Very good. Had fine cast; helped
box office. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
CHIEF,
Wynn— one
Ran for
this low
one attendance
night and
broke
two THE:
house Edrecords,
mark and the other for walk-outs. The old P. T.
Barnum philosophy may have been true in its day
but you
can't have
fool them
morefromeventhisif column
you wanted
to.
I should
taken anya tip
and
paid off and shelved it. At that a certain portion of
my audience, perhaps 23 per cent, enioyed it very
much. Played January 1. — M. R. Williams. Texon
Theatre, Texon. Texas. Small town patronage.

The more pictures that we get
like "Gallant
Lady", the
longer the
life of our
exhibiting

a lease on
new activities.

L. RACHHIIL
Rachmil-Katz Theatres
Brooklyn New York

days.

J. KATZ
Rachmil-Katz Theatres
Brooklyn, New York
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LADY:Crawford
Joan Crawford.
Clarkhere,
Gable—
A DANCING
great picture.
bad slipped
but
this one certainly will not do her any harm anywhere.
A good musical with superb setting. — D. B. Fiske,
Fiske Theatre, Oak Grove, La. Small town patronage.
GOING HOLLYWOOD: Marion Davies, Bing
Crosby — Here is one fine musical picture. Also did
above average business. — Robt. K. Yancey, Paradise
Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general patronage.
HER SWEETHEART: Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore — Failed to click here. Comments unfavorable.
Second night business terrible. Not a bad picture
but
below average
for Dressier
Barrymore.
— D.
B. Fiske.
Fiske Theatre,
Oak and
Grove,
La. Small
town
patronage.
HOLD YOUR MAN: Jean Harlow, Clark Gable—
This is a dandy show, snappy, a little risque, but
just what the folks want. We did a nice business
and our patrons liked it. — L. E. Mahoney, New Columbus Theatre. Columbus, N. D. Mining and country patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante— Silly comedy. Would have made a fair two
reel comedy possibly. Business below average first
day.
anyoneTheatre.
came out
second
D. B. Hardly
Fiske. Fiske
Oak the
Grove,
La.night.
Small—
town patronage.
MIDNIGHT MARY: Loretta Young. Ricardo Cortez — Every minute of it was enjoyed. Held interest
for everyone. Business good. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Helen Hayes, John BarrymoreA lot of good stars wasted with no apparent reason
except for their box office value, and they will not
have that long unless they are kept out of picturei
in which they have nothing to do. As good an air
picture as any of them, but my people do not want
air
D. B.patronage.
Fiske, Fiske Theatre,
Oak pictures,
Grove. La.it seems.
Small — town
PENTHOUSE: Warner Baxter. Myma Loy— This
is a very good picture and one that pleased all who
saw it. This is a drama with romance with a story
twist that makes it different. This is the first picture
we have played from Metro's new group, but if the
others
are asHere's
good as this, they
it willwon't
be a disappoint
"banner year"
for
them.
the
exhibitors.
Played hoping
two days to good
business. Running time. 91 minutes. Played Jan. 1-2. — T. J. Medronage.Orpheum Theatre. Oxford, N. C. General ■'«'«•ford.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY. THE: Max
Baer. Myrna
Loy, respect.
Walter Huston
excellent
duction in every
Even —theAn ladigs
likedpro-it
in spite
of
the
fights.
Baer
has
a
wonderful
personality and this picture should go over big everywhere.
One of the best pictures I have run in a long time.
Business
Fiske, Fiske Theatre, Oak very
Grove,satisfactory.
La. Small— D.
townB. patronage.
STORM AT DAYBREAK: Kay Francis, Walter
age.
Huston — Did fair business. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhod patronSTRANGER'S
THE: Did
Lionel
—Good
cast and RETURN.
splendid story.
goodBarrymore
business.
Played Sept. 3-4-5. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
—They
Dressier
Beerybusiness
in a "whale"
show.
will and
get you
anywhereof aandgoodanytime.
Played December 14-16. — L. E. Mahoney. New Columbus Theatre, Columbus, N. D. Milling and country patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
—age.Good. Drags them in. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhod patronTURN BACK THE CLOCK: Lee Tracy, Mae
Clarke — This is a comedy drama of the most unusual
type. Tracy is the whole show, so if your patrons
like him this will go over big. Here his name means
nothing.
think ityears.
only Practically
fair entertainment whichPersonally.
goes back I twenty
the
entire picture takes place while Tracy is under the
influence of ether. Played on a midnight show to
good business. Running time, 80 minutes. Played
Dec. 31. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre. Oxford,
N. C. General patronage.
WHEN LADIES MEET: Ann Harding, Robert
Montgomery
— This
picturebutwasin aspite
littleofbitthis,
too itsophisticated for our
patrons,
went
over fine. Ann Harding is great, and Myrna Loy
gives a great performance. Fifty per cent of your
audience will say "It's great," and the other will say
"Not bad." — L. E. Mahoney. New Columbus Theatre. Columbus, N. D. Mining and country patronage.
WHEN LADIES MEET: Robert Montgomery. Ann
Harding— This is a fair picture of the comedy drama
type. The plot is the eternal love triangle. The
settings in this picture are entirely too much the
same. The two leading ladies stay in the same
room and talk about the same thing entirely too
much. The above is the comment of my audience
and personally I agree with them. Played one day
to a good business. Running time. 85 minutes. Played
Dec. 26.— J. J. Medford. Orpheum Theatre. Oxford.
N. C. General patronage.
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WHEN LADIES MEET: Ann Harding— Good picture. Too upstage
for Theatre.
our patrons.
business.—
Alyce Cornell,
Galewood
Grand 'No
Rapids,
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Monogram
BROKEN DREAMS: Randolph Scott, Martha
Sleeper — And still another good picture from Monogram, an independent
and they This
say an
independent cannot make producer,
a good picture.
is one
of the finest pictures we have played in many weeks
and one that pleased everyone who saw it. It is a
drama with an appealing story and good entertainment for the whole family. Buster Phelps practically stole the entire picture. Business good. Running time, 68 minutes. Played Dec. 20. — J. J. Medford,
ronage.Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patFLAMING PASSION: Another one of those sex
pictures. Just a fair picture for those that go for
this kind of stuff. Sound fair. Played Dec. 22. —
M. F. Bodwell, Paramount Theatre, Wyoming, 111.
Small town patronage.
HE COULX)N'T
TAKEwhat
IT: successful
Ray Walker,
Virginia
Cherrill
— Contemplating
achievement
in motion picture entertainment would follow present
specials, exhibitors will receive a most welcome surprise when screening
Take. It,"
and
will declare
it as one "He
of theCouldn't
finest comedy
productions created by Monogram to strike this territory,
which can assure keen competition with some of the
foremost major releases without giving ground to
its
Concentrating
chieflywriters
on Ray
recentrivals.
performance,
the screen
have Walker's
built sl
role similar to the last and inserted additional dialogue with snappy comedy giving him a wider range.
Playing opposite is the charming personality, Virginia
Cherrill, who deserves due credit for the manner in
which she upholds her portion of the SMSt. George
E. Stone and Dorothy Granger are the other main
factors in the film. Banishing all amateurism in their
newly acquired successes. Monogram is eiideavoring
to prove their
their brand
symbol but
"M. their
P. C."personal
does notguarantee
merely
indicate
symbol verifying all pictures produced by that corporation. The picture will stand the test to practical y al opposition, with some exceptions. Running
time. 65 minutes. Played January 7-8-9. — William
Dabb, Lyric Theatre, Shenandoah, Pa. Small town
patronage.
PHANTOM BROADCAST: Ralph Forbes— Best independent we have run. Fair business. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
SIXTEEN FATHOMS DEEP: Sally O'Neil, Creighton Ghaney it— This
is a fairtoopicture
type.
However,
is entirely
slow.of Itthe isaction
an action
drama tinged with romance and the locale is among
the sponge reefs and practically all of the action
takes place on or below the sea. This is the type
of show for Saturday in the small towns and will go
over good on Saturday. Hoping the next will be
better. Played to a good business. Running time,
57 minutes. Played Dec. 30. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford. N. C. General patronage.
SPHINX, THE: Lionel Atwill— Very poor mystery.
Holds no interest. No business. Played Nov. 29. —
Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
BIG EXECUTIVE: Ricardo Cortez, Elizabeth
Young
cleanRichard
programBennett
picture also
that turns
fell short
at
the— Aboxgood
office.
out
a splendid performance. Played Dec. 27-28.— W. F.
Roth, Jr., New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn. Small
town patronage.
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— This is one of
the sweetest pictures I have ever had the pleasure of
screenirig in this theatre. How&ver, in the small
towns it will not go over well without the help of
some church, preferably the Catholic church. The
story and acting is wonderful and although it will
not appeal to the masses, there are maiiv who appreciate apicture of this type. Played one day to
good business. Running time, 77 minutes. Played
Tan
4.—
J.
T. Medford,
N. C. General
patronage.Orpheum Theatre^ Oxford,
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— Too slow to
suit my people. Very poor business on a holiday
date. Some of the women liked it. She may be a
great actress, but she got a poor send-off for my
town. town
D. B.patronage.
Fiske, Fiske Theatre, Oak Grove, La.
Small
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck. Kent TaylorPoor play for this town. Too much Catholic stuff
for a small Prntpstant community. Might be a grreat
play m the city but a total loss here. Running time,
77 mmutes. Played December 26-27.— Grand Theatre,
Dunkirk, Ohio. Small town patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— These boys
are worn out in my town. Every one of their pictures does less business than the one before.- — D. B.
Fiske, Oak Grove, La. Small town patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— I do not
know whether I have reported on this subject before
or
but it
don't make
much difference
Thisnot,
picture
is average
entertainment,
and at anyway.
average
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THAT'S WHAT
THEY ALL SAY
"1 find the 'What the Picture Did
for Me' section of the Herald to be
of great value, especially since it has
been so greatly enlarged by the cooperation ofso many exhibitors, and
want to thank you for building up
this section for the exhibitor as you
have," writes D. B. Fiske of the Fiske
theatre at Oak Grove, Louisiana.
"In return for the benefit I have received from this section, I am listing
my criticism on a few pictures I have
played recently, with the hope that
other exhibitors may be benefited
W herewith Fiske sends in ten rethereby."
ports, appearing in this issue.
price would be satisfactory. The picture is fair, but
in my opinion not so good as the others. We lost
money on it because it did not draw, and only pleased
mildly. Played December 15-16.— S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre, MontpeHer, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
EAGLE AND THE HAWK. THE: Fredric March,
Carole Lombard — Few women patrons. This picture
had been run near us with plenty squawks^ as this is
just war air stuff, and not the thing for Fredric
March, Carole Lombard and Gary Grant. Would
say the fault is that the players are miscast, as far
as the box office is concerned, as their patrons expect
a love story well mounted with class. M. P. Foster,
New Granada Theatre. Monte Vista, Col. General
patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Marguerite Churchill,
Charles Farrell,
Charles
Ruggles Did
— A good
fair business
comedy
romance
with plenty
of laughs.
and pleased. A little hot in spots, but that seems
to be what they want. — D. B. Fiske, Fiske Theatre,
Oak Grove, La. Small town patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Chester MorGenevieve Tobin
from ris.
Paramount
that — isHere's
music another
to any fine
smallsubject
town
exhibitor.
It's
timely,
lively
and
a
great
entertainment. Boost it aplenty and you canpiece
standof
safely in the lobby after the performance. Our tenth
one from above company and not a lemon yet. Played
Jan. 5-6.— W. F. Roth, Jr., New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn. Small town patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Genevieve
Tobin — Great for rural patronage if you stress the
striking farmer wanting a "New Deal." As gopd as
r
"Gallant Lady?"
Say, it's a pleasure
to see a picture
with such

67
"The Stranger's Return," but not so much comedy.
Go after the farmers on this, they'll eat it up. —
M.
Foster, patronage.
New Granada "Theatre, Monte Vista,
Col. P.General
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Did the best business
of the year on this one. Whether they like her or
not they all come out to see her. The church people
clamor for clean pictures, but they all come out to
see Mae West and stay away from a clean, sweet picture likeOak
"TheGrove,
Cradle
D. B.patronage.
Fiske, Fiske
Theatre,
La. Song."—
Small town
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Here's one that will
start
and herkeepown'emandcoming.
Ole Grant
May isis
surely 'emin acoming
class all
this Cary
very good support. Good business and no kick.
That's
makes the living better. Played Nov.
30-Dec. what
1-2.—
Gallatin,
Tenn.W. F. Roth, Jr., New Palace Theatre,
LONE
Jackie Cooper—
Ran this
on Family NightCOWBOY:
and it pleased
everybody.
Better
than
averageiams,business.
Played
January
2.—
M.
R.
Texon Theatre, Texon, Texas. Small Willtown
patronage.
MAMA LOVES PAPA: Charles Ruggles— This certainly can rate no better than a satisfactory midweek
programer. Lots of laughs, and a few mentioned the
fact that they enjoyed it. Title should have drawn
in extra business. It didn't though. In fact, the
gross
off aMinn.
few points.
V. Bergtold, Opera
House, was
Kasson,
General— L.patronage.
MAN OF THE FOREST: Randolph Scott— This
drew more nice compliments than most of the socalled specials. Certainly a dandy outdoor picture
for all classe's. Even the highbrows were pleased.
Drew above average during the week before Christmas, which is usually one of the worst weeks of the
year. Zane Greys are always good bets, and this one
is
exceptional.
V. Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson,
Minn. General— L.patronage.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Gary Cooper, Fay
Wray—or Good
play, have
good done
patronage.
cold
we would
better.TheGaryweather
Cooperwasis
a great drawing card. This play was quite humorous
and that is what makes the hit these days. Running
time,
85 minutes.
PlayedtownDec.patronage.
12-13.— Grand Theatre,
Dunkirk,
Ohio. Small
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers—
A good musical show. Not as elaborate as some but
a pleasing story and good music. Everyone liked it.
BusinessLa. good.Small
— D. town
B. Fiske,
Fiske "rheatre, Oak
Grove,
patronage.
SONGture withOFonlySONGS:
Marlene ItDietrich—
good picfair business.
certainlyA looks
like
Paramount could give this star some masculine support once in a while. The statue scenes were a little
overdone I thought, and this is another for adult
consumption only. Played Dec. 4-5. — W. F. Roth, Jr.,
New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn. Small town
patronage.
SONG OF THE EAGLE: Charles Bickford, Richard
Arlen — Very well liked, but no draw. A very timely
subject.—
L. V. Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson, Minn.
General patronage.
SUNSET
used
this for PASS:
my fifthRandolph
anniversaryScott,
show Tom
here.Keene—
It doesI
not rate as high as most of the Zane Greys have

Every movie patron
will like it, because
it's a real quality

The greatest
Ann Harding
picture

production !

h u m o n

ever
produced.

appeal I

A. D. Hvool
General
Manager
Saxe CircuitWis,
Milwaukee,

L. K. BrinTheatre
New Garden
Milwaukee, Wis,

Len Howard
Princess Theatre
Milwaukee, Wis.
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tliis year.
Nothing
however. Being
heavilyparticularly
advertised wrong
it didwith
drawit, some
extra business. — L. V. Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson,
Minn. General patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, June Knight,
Cliff Edwards— Extra good musical with comedy. A
good number of popular songs they have all heard on
the radio. Did turn away business both nights. —
Robt. K. Yancey, Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark.
Railroad and general patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, June Knight, Clifl
Edwardsever,—a little
This istooa very
musicalfor comfdy;
howmuch good
comedy
the average
theatregoer. A light musical with a touch of rospectacleplays
thatandmake
a backstagemance,
story.comedy
CliffandEdwards
singsit one
song
that seemed to please everyone. We played this one
day, just before Christmas, to a good business and
pleased about 90 per cent. Running time, 82 minutes.
Played Dec. 21.— J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
TAKEnaughty
A CHANCE:
Dunn,on June
little
for some, James
depending
your Knight—
patronage,A
but
plenty
laughs.
and
Lillianthe'y
Rothgetsteal
the of
show.
June Cliff
KnightEdwards
fair, James
Dunn ordinary, good songs, very little revue dancing,
less
but weTheatre,
did good Monte
New Year's.
M. P. General
Foster,
New plot,
Granada
Vista,— Col.
patronage.
THIS DAY AND AGE: Richard Cromwell, Judith
Allen, Charles Bickford — The usual DeMille production. However, is more in keeping with present times.
A good lively production that demands attention,
though it failed to arouse any extra business here.
This new girl, Judith Allen, will "bear watching";
she's
very easyPlayed
on the eyes 18-19.—
and isW.turning
out some
fine acting.
F. Small
Roth,
Jr.,
New
Palace Theatre, Dec.
Gallatin, Tenn.
town
patronage.
THUNDERING HERD, THE: Randolph Scott,
Judith Allen — Good western but was far too short.
Randolph Scott and Harry Carey were the players
that held our
patrons' inteTest.
good
westerns.
Paramount.
Running Give
time, us57^more
minutes.
Played Dec. 9-10.— Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio.
Small town patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth — If you like a good comedy, here is the picture
for you. As funny as possible and will keep any
audience laughing throughout the comedy type, but
our patrons did not come out to see it. We never
have any business when we play comedies and this
was no exception. Played on bargain day to fair
business. Running time, 58 minutes. Played Jan. 3. —
J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
General patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott, Esther
Ralston — Another good one from Zane Grey. Randolph
Scott is turning out some very good western performances and it was good to see Esther Ralston of
the silent days back again. Played Dec. 15-16.— W.
F. Roth, Jr., New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn.
Small town patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Judith
Allen—thisGoodplayplayoverwithwitha good
cast.Jack
Bing's
singing
put
a bang.
Oakie
and
Skeets Gallagher were good likewise. We want more
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plays like this one. Running time, 72 minutes. Played
Dec.
16-17.— Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. Small
town patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert, Ricardo Cortez — This play was all right if they had left the sob
stufif out. We played it just before Christmas and
it did not make a hit. What Claudette Colbert should
have done was sing more and cry less. Running time,
72 minutes.
Dec. 23-24.—
Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. Played
Small town
patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Qaudette Colbert, Ricardo Cortez — This
Colbertthegirlgreat
sure acting
does kick
overofthea traces
and
unbridles
ability
great
actress which has hitherto been in the background.
This one you yell about in capital letters and it will
make 'em leave Played
home. Dec.
However,
entertainment.
29-30.— it'i
W. strictly
F. Roth,adult
Jr.,
New Palace Theatre. Gallatin, Tenn. Small town
patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier, Ann
Dvorak— Chock full of entertainment, but fell flat at
the
Just as isgood
as "A — Bedtime
as farboxasoffice.
entertainment
concerned.
Robt. K.Story"
Yancey, Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and
general patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier— This
is different from the usual type of Chevalier picture.
It
However,below
Chevalier
not ple-ased
popular allhereof our
and patrons.
business slightly
average.is
Played Dec. 27-28.— M. R. Williams, Texon Theatre,
Texon, Texas. Small town patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier. Ann
Elvorak— This is a good romantic comedy that is quite
different from the usual Chevalier picture. Most of
the comedy is of the slapstick variety, while there is
enough music to please the average Chevalier fans.
Ann Dvorak puts in some excellent acting. Good,
clean entertainment for the whole family. Played one
day to a good business. Running time, 84 minutes.
Played Dec.
J. J. Medford,
Oxford,
N. C. 28.—General
patronage. Orpheum Theatre,
WHITE WOMAI^f: Carole Lombard, Charles
Laughton, Charles Bickford — Good play as long as it
lasted but had an ending that few understood. Charles
play migiit
make
aLaughton's
hit in the acting
city butwasis superb.
no good This
in a small
community.
Running time, 73 minutes. Played Dec. 5-6. — Grand
Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. Small town patronage.
RKO
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN: Wynne
Gibson, Charles Farrell — The common ordinary run
of folks, who speak the American language and like
theircomedy
picturerelief,
fare a"asgoodis,"story
will and
like some
this swell
picture.
has
actingIt
by both Wynne Gibson and Farrell. I passed this one
up. but picked it up later and am glad I did. — L. E.
Mahoney, New Columbus Theatre, Columbus, N. D.
Mining and country patronage.
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN: Wynne
Gibson, Charles Farrell — A fair program picture which
pleased our patrons one hundred per cent. Nothin.g
exceptional, but Wynne Gibson, Charles Farrell and
William Gargan do good work. Average business.
Played Texas.
Dec. 31.^M.
R. Williams,
Texon.
Small town
patronage. Texon Theatre.
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ANN VICKERS: Irene Dunne— Excellent picture.
Irene Dunne wonderful in this. Her acting is so true
to life. More success to you. Miss Dunne. Bruce
Cabot not good looking enough to play opposite her.
It's clean. Running time, 72 minutes.— P. G. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
BED theOF four
ROSES:
Constance
Bennett but
— Hardly
worth
stars given
it by Liberty,
a real
entertaining little show that no one kicked on even
though it is sugge'stive in several spots. Several remarked that "it was a good show." Unless your folks
are very narrow, you don't have to be afraid of this.
— L. V. Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson, Minn. General
patronage.
BED OF ROSES: Constance Bennett— Bennett
may as well be dead as far as our customers are
concerned. Business terrible.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
BEFORE DAWN: Dorothy Wilson, Warner Oland
Thrilling mystery. Fair business. — Alyce Cornell,
Galewood
patronage. Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood
BLIND ADVENTURE: Robert Armstrong— Poor.
Story very weak. Also weak business. — Alyce Cornell, borhood
Galewoodpatronage.
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. NeighCHRISTOPHER STRONG: Katharine HepburnFair. Much too English to please pur customers.
No drawing power. Running time, 72 minutes. Played
Aug.
Cornell, Galewood
Rapids,9-10.—
Mich.AlyceNeighborhood
patronage.Theatre, Grand
DIPLOMANIACS: Wheeler and Woolsey— Not as
funny as previous releases, but music was grand.
Business good. Running time, 63 minutes. Played
Aug. 6-7-8— AJyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
EMERGENCY CALL: William Bovd— Fair little
action picture. Cold weather killed business. Played
Dec. 13-14.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand
Rapids. Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
FLAMING GOLD: William Boyd— Just an ordinary program picture without any pull at the box
office. Played Dec. 27-28— M. F. Bodwell, Paramount
Theatre, Wyoming, 111. Small town patronage.
FLYING DEVILS: Eric Linden, Arlene JudgeRan this three days. Did fine business.— Alyce Cornell.borhood
Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighpatronage.
HEADLINE SHOOTER: WiUiam Gargan — Fair
little action
picture.
Didn'tTheatre,
do anything
it.—
A]yce
Cornell,
Galewood
Grand onRapids.
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
LUCKY DEVILS: Bill Boyd— A stunt picture that
was very exciting and very interesting. Pleased our
patrons. I consider it very good entertainment.
Played Nov. 25.— George I-odge, Green Lantern
Theatre, Claymont, Del. General country patronage.
MELODY CRUISE: Phil Harris, Charles Ruggles
—Good musical comedy, if they only would have had
some good looking and acting guy in place of Phil
Harris.or He
sure is the
sing,
dance
do anything
else.bunk.
Just aHebigcan't
flop. act,
Running
tirne,
75
minutes.—
P.
G.
Held,
New
Strand
Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
MEN OF AMERICA: William Boyd— Very good.
Played Aug. 11-12.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
MORNING GLORY: Katharine Hepburn— Just so
much film as far as the box-office is concerned. A complete washout for small towns. While it was pretty
close to Christmas, I didn't think it would be as bad
as it was. Bizz terrible. Running time, eight reels.
Played
Dec. N.22-23.—
Stevenson,
Williamson,
Y. Don
Small R.town
patronage.Star Theatre,
NO MARRIAGE TIES: Richard Dix— This is positively the worst picture Dix has ever made. No business. Played Nov. 26.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
ONE MAN'S JOURNEY; Lionel Barrymore— An
excellent picture. Lionel Barrymore's portrayal of a
country doctor's life convincing and impressive.
Second night's
receipts
larger than the first. Played
Jan.
M. town
R.
Williams,
Texas. 3-4.—
Small
patronage. Texon Tlieatre, Texon,
ONE otherMAN'S
Lionel games
Barrymore—
Angood reasonJOURNEY:
why the hockey
are doing
a turnaway business. Just another picture glorifying
an unwed mother and her child. I would suggest that
you cut out the seduction scene in the fourth reel before you show it. People are tired of smut in pictures and that is why picture business is poor.— H.
G.
Stettmund,
Jr., H. & S. Theatre, Chandler, Okla.
Small town patronage.
SON OF KONG: Robert Armstrong, Helen Mack—
Certainly sensational, but not a pleasant subject.
Although I played this late I expected a lot of busicome.
houseit and
store ness
in thatthedidn't
county
with I a covered
handbill every
and still
did
not pull as much as several I have run this year that
Iof didn't
first. use
No aonesingle
came handbill
and saidon.theySecond
liked night
it. — L. half
V >
Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson, Minn. General
patronage.
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STRANGE JUSTICE: Marian Marsh— Fair. Good
for Friday and Saturday. Children liked it. Played
Dec. 9-10.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand
Eapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
United Artists
I COVER THE WATERFRONT: Claudette Colbert,
Ben Lyon — An exceptionally good picture that holds
one's interests from beginning to end. The story is
good for all classes and the picture dre-w a little above
average. It seemed good to see Ernest Torrence_ in his
last picture, and he surely did a wonderful job in this
picture.
S. H.ruralRich,
Rich Theatre,
Montpelier,Played
Idaho. Nov.Town24.—and
patronage.
MASQUERADER, THE: Ronald Colman— A remarkable high class picture. Acting, story, photograph,
sound, etc., all excellent. The cast all speak with
an English accent, and the story is laid in London,
but inclass
spite audiences.
of this it's aRonald
great picture,
please
high
Colman and
doeswillexcellent
■work. Played Jan. 1-2.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
Universal
BE MINE TONIGHT: Jan Kiepura— This foreign
picture hits and misses. There are those who like it
exceptionally well and those who will walk out on it.
The sin-ging (mostly in Itahan) is great. The beautiful
scenery is outstanding. The story fair, but these
foreign
pictures
appeal Montpelier,
to about five
per cent.
S. H. Rich,
RichonlyTheatre,
Idaho.
Town—
and rural patronage.
BIG CAGE, THE: Clyde Beatty— Fair. Draws the
children— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand
Eapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
DON'T BET ON LOVE: Ginger Rogers, Lew
-Ayres
Doesn't
a thing.
Poor Theatre,
story. Played
Dec. —13-14.
— Alycemean
Cornell,
Galewood
Grand
Kapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
FLAMING GUNS: Tom Mix— Very satisfactory.
Mix drew nice midweek business. — L. V. Bergtold,
Opera House, Kasson, Minn. General patronage.
HER FIRST MATE: Slim Summerville, Zusu Pitts
— This pair does business for us. Not up to standard,
but gets by. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
INVISIBLE MAN: Claude Rains, Gloria StuartHere's
that you never
like appeal
it before.to
Story isone interesting
and saw
well anything
told. Will
persons liking the horror type of picture. Follow
the press book in advertising it. — H. G. Settmund, Jr.,
H. & S. Theatre, Chandler, Okla. Small town patronage.
KING OF JAZZ: John Boles— I name John Boles
as the" star because of his excellent singing. A most
spectacular and beautiful production. Good enough
for any theatre in any part of the world. Beautiful
color
Played
Dec. 2. — Del.
GeorgeGeneral
Lodge, country
Green
Lanterneffects.
Theatre,
Claymont,
patronage.
LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY: Zasu Pitts,
SUm Summerville — This one is pretty raw. However,
it has it.its Cost
moments,
we above
won't program
either knock
toost
50 per socent
and didor
about everage business. The possibilities with this
pair are so good that it seems a shame that they
don't give
betterMinn.
material.
— L. patronage.
V. Bergtold,
Opera
House,them
Kasson,
General
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Mary Brian, Leo
Carrilloa— lot
Thisof seemed
please veryIt nicely,
as asit
drew
favorableto comments.
is classed
a musical comedy, but personally I do not think it
has enough comedy to take that rating. Played this
as
New Year's
and Opera
drew nearly
to the
splitourfigure.—
L. V. show
Bergtold,
House,up Kasson,
Minn. General patronage.
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Mary Brian, Leo
Carrillo — Fine picture. Did fine business. Better than'
average musical. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: Margaret Sullavan, John
Boles— A wonderful
very goodin picture.
Margaret
Sullavan
this. She It's
playsclean.
her part
great.
Give us more pictures with this little star in it.
It's clean.—
G. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold,
Iowa. P.General
patronage.
SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM, THE: Paul
Lukas, Gloria Stuart — A good mystery story. It
brought the people, and sent them home pleased.
Attendance held up. Running time, 65 minutes. Played
Dec. 31-Jan. 1-2.— Mrs. George Thomsen, Garden Theatre, Arthur, 111. Small town patronage.
Warner
BABY FACE— Barbara Stanwyck— Stanwyck does
lier best, which is swell, but story yells Jean Harlow.
Stanwyck isn't cut out for that type story. Business
good.—
Cornell, Galewood
3Iich. Alyce
Neighborhood
patronage. Theatre, Grand Rapids,
EX-LADY: Bette Davis— Beautiful gowns and
music. Story poor. Running time, 62 minutes. Played
Aug. 6-7-8.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand
Kapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

HAUNTED GOLD: John Wayne— Very good mystery angle made it e.Nciting. Fine for children mati-
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''BEST THING

HERALD

EVER

FOR EXHIBITORS"
The following, from L. E. Laughlin, Chaise Theatre, Senecaville, Ohio,
tells the whole story:
"I have had the theatre here closed
almost two years on account of depression {itis not over yet), but have
opened up and note that your MotionPicture Herald carries the good "What
the Picture Did for Me" again, and I
think that this is the best thing that
could be published anywhere to benefit the exhibitors.
"The small town ones, I suppose,
are benefited more than anyone else,
but can't see where it hurts anyone
connected with the business. So herewith you will find the comments on
two pictures and more will follow."
nee. Played Aug. 11-12. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
MAYOR OF HELL, THE: James Cagney-Cagney
sure goes over in our community. Picture fair.
Business good. Played Oct. 29-30-31.— Alyce Cornell,
Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
MYSTERY
OF THE WAX MUSEUM, THE:
Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray — Very good. Kept them on
edge the entire show. Fine photography. — Alyce Cornell,borhood
Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighpatronage.
TIGER SHARK: Edward G. Robinson— Played this
following the annual Legion show, and business was
far below average. However, we expected this. Picture is horrible in spots, but a real production nevertheles .—L. V. Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson, Minn.
General patronage.
20,000 YEARS IN SING SING: Spencer Tracy—
This failed to ple'ase, and the gross was far below
expectations. Had no favorable comments, and a
number of severe kicks. All in all, about the worst
flop of the past three months. Personally, I liked
the show, but what the exhibitor likes is of no consequence. L. V. Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson,
Minn. General patronage.
WORKING MAN, THE: George Arliss-This should
easily
any ofcritic's
"All America"
selection
one of make
the best
the year.
Several said
the bestas
picture they ever witnessed. Considering the small

20th Century
has delivered another
box-office
hit to United
Artists

in

a IIa n t

attendance, the number of fine comments it received
was without parallel. People had tears in their eyes
coming out, not because it was sad but because it
was so darn good. We take our hat off to this most
excellent production. — L. V. Bergtold, Opera House,
Kasson, Minn. General patronage.
69
WORKING MAN, THE: George Arliss— Best Arliss
we have run. He doesn't usually get any money for
us, but this will please the masses. Played Nov. 10-11.
—Mich.
AlyceNeighborhood
Cornell, Galewood
patronage.Theatre^ Grand Rapids,
World Wide
COME ON, TARZAN: Ken May nard— Picture poor,
but title got them in. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
CURSE OF A BROKEN HEART, THE: Sunrise
Comedies — This is undoubtedly the worst 18 minutes
of entertainment ever put on any two reels of film.
I had previously given the medal for the worst short
of 1932-1933 season to Vitaphone for their one-reeler,
"Breakwater," but now I know that worse can be
made and Columbia takes the medal. To top it off,
they put their name and trade mark on the end of
the film. If I had produced such a short as this, I
certainly would have left the name off. Play it and
see.— J. J.patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
General
FLOPtoon. HOUSE:
Scrappy
Cartoons—
Excellent
carOne of the best
we have
screened.
Running
time, one reel. — Don R. Stevenson, Star Theatre,
Williamson, N. Y. Small town patronage.
MUTUAL MAN, THE: Ha! Skelly— This is only
a fair comedy from Columbia. This is by far the best
two-reel comedy we have played from them, but then
it is nothing to talk about. Too bad Columbia cannot
make good comedies inasmuch as practically all their
features are good. Running time, 18 minutes. — J. J.
Medford, OrpheTim Theatre, 0.xford, N. C. General
patronage.
Educational
HOT HOOFS: Moran and Mack— Very good comedy. Pleased kids and adults. Running time, two
reels.—
Stevenson,
Star Theatre, Williamson,
N, Y. Don
SmallR. town
patronage.
KNIGHT DUTY: Harry Langdon— This is a fairly
good two-reel comedy with Harry Langdon and should
produce many laughs. It is of the slapstick variety
and very funny. Our entire audience seemed well
pleased and many laughed through the entire two
reels. Running time, 18 minutes. — J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
PAIR OF SOCKS, A: Moran and Mack— Dandy
comedy. Plenty of action. Kept house in constant
laughter. Running time, two reels. — Don R. Stevenson, Star Theatre, Williamson, N. Y. Small town
patronage.
TRYING OUT TORCHY: Ray Cooke-Better than

Yes, and
Ann Harding
delivers her
supreme
v/ork. Picture
has tremendous appeal.

Lady."

Edward Hileman
Capitol Theatre
Clairton, Penn.

Harry Browarsky
Bellevue Theatre
Bellevue, Penn.
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the usual Torchy comedies. Seemed to please. Running
two reels.
R. Stevenson,
Star Theatre,time,Williamson,
N. —Y.Don Small
town patronage.
MGM
ASLEEP IN THE FEET: Pitts and Todd— Fine.
Plenty
laughs. Running
18 minutes.
Cornell,of Galewood
Theatre,time,
Grand
Rapids, — Alyce
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
CALL HER SAUSAGE: Taxi Boys— Not as funny
as some they have made, but Ben Blue goes over.
Running time, 18 minutes. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
FISH HOOKY: Our Gang— Children liked this better than average. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
FLIP'S LUNCHROOM: Flip the Frog— The children enjoy Flip any time. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
HELLO, POP!: Musical Comedies— Not as good as
some we have run. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
ME AND MY PAL: Laurel and Hardy— Very fine.
Plenty of laughs.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
METRO SHORTS: Travel Talk subjects are very
good. Other Metro shorts are excellent. "Fine
Feathers" in color is wonderful. "Menu" very good.
"Scotland the Bonnie" fine. "Play Ball' cartoon good.
— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town
and rural patronage.
NATURE IN THE WRONG: Charley Chase— Fine.
One tre,
of Grand
Chase's
best.Mich.
— AlyceNeighborhood
Cornell, Galewood
TheaRapids,
patronage.
NERTSERY RHYMES: Ted Healy— A good Colortone revue — W. F. Roth, Jr., New Palace Theatre,
Gallatin. Tenn. Small town patronage.
TWICE TWO: Laurel and Hardy— This is about
an average
two wascome-no
dians alwaysLaurel-Hardy
go over with comedy.
us. and These
this one
exception. — L. E. Mahoney, New Columbus Theatre.
Columbus, N. D. Mining and country patronage.
WHAT PRICE TAXI: Taxi Boys— Plenty of laughs.
Running time, 20 minutes — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
BLOW ME DOWN: Popeye the Sailor— They are
all
they're Gallatin,
too short.Tenn.
— W.
F. good.
Roth, The
Jr., only
New trouble
Palace isTheatre,
Small town patronage.
CAPTAIN HENRY'S RADIO SHOW: Lanny Ross.
Annette Hanshaw. Don Voorhees — A fine short. Just
pleased
F. Roth,
New Palace Theatre.
Gallatin, all.—
Tenn.W. Small
townJr.,
patronage.
I YAM WHAT I YAM: Talkatoons— This is the
first ence
cartoon
Popeye arein really
our theatre
ate it up.of These
better and
than the
the audiones
last year and every one' seems to enjoy them, es-
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SHE REPORTS ON 58
FILMS IN ONE WEEK
Speaking about reports on pictures,
which occur occasionally in this department, here is something of a
record:
Miss Alyce Cornell, regular contributor from the Galewood theatre
at Grand Rapids, Mich., sent in comment on 5% pictures this week.
pecially the kids. Here's hoping the rest are as good
as this one. Running time, eight minutes. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
LITTLE BROADCAST, THE: Mills Brothers, Vinvent Lopez
fine
musical
short.andWeBand,
need Arthur
more of Tracy
them.— Here's
Too bada they
don't make a hundred or so of them. — W. F. Roth,
Jr.,
New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn. Small town
patronage.
MARRIAGE
Langdpn—
very
amusing
comedy HUMOR:
with plentyHarry
of action.
Give Aus more
of 'em.—
W.
F.
Roth,
Jr.,
New
Palace
Tlieatre,
Gallatin, Tenn. Small town patronage.
MEET THE CHAMP: Eugene Pallette, Walter
Catlett — A lively and novel comedy. Catlett and Pallette are a great pair.— W. F. Roth, Jr., New Palace
Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn. Small town patronage.
OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAINS: Betty Boop.
Cab Calloway — This is the hottest cartoon you've ever
seen.NewDon'tPalace
forgetTheatre,
to tell Gallatin,
'em aboutTenn.
it. — W.Small
F. Roth.
Jr.,
town
patronage.
OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAINS: Talkartoons—
Good cartoon. Nearly all these screen songs are outstanding and original. Plenty of laughs in all this
series. Very clever. Most of the Paramount short
subjects
are exceptionally
this year.
H. Rich,
Rich Theatre,
Montpelier,goodIdaho.
Town— S.and
rural
patronage.
RKO
FATAL
NOTE,
THE:
Soglow's
Carto ns— Fairly gooid cartoon.
Better "The
than King"
I expected
after seeing several of these. Running time, one reel.
— Don R. Stevenson, Star Theatre, Williamson, N.
Y. Small town patronage.
Clark coming
and McCullough—
Not
so FIT
hot. ASWas A a FIDDLE:
disappointment
from these two.
Nothing to it and only about a reel and a half of
that. Running time, 15 minutes. — Don R. Stevenson.
Star Theatre, Williamson, N. Y. Small town patronage.
FLOORWALKER,
THE:
Charlie Chaplin— The

"Gallant

Lady"

is a

great show! Already
have a great campaign
laid out for it !

Ralph Goldberg
City Manager for
Paramount, Orpheum &
World Theatres
Omaha, Neb.
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Chaplin comedies are very well liked. — Alyce Cornell,
Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
HEAVE TWO: Harry Sweet— Best we have had
from RKO in a blue moon. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
QUIET PLEASE: Edgar Kennedy, Florence LakeExcellent
sure can
'em laugh.
Running comedy.
time, twoKennedy
reels. — Don
R. make
Stevenson,
Star
Theatre, Williamson, N. Y. Small town patronage.
SHAMPOO THE MAGICIAN: Roscoe Ates, Hugh
Herbert —Rapids,
Very good.
Cornell Galewood
'Theatre,
(Irand
Mich.— Alyce
Neighborhood
patronage.
SILVERY MOON: Fables— Music 100 per cent. Very;
enjoyable.—
Cornell, Galewood
Rapids, Mich.AlyceNeighborhood
patronage.Theatre, Grand'
SO THIS IS HARRIS: Walter Catlett, Phil Harris— Book this three-reeler with a weak feature, and
in spite of it your show is made. This is a dandy
comedy, with music, girls, and lots of comedy by
Walter Catlett. Running time, 20 minutes.— L. E.
Mahoney. New Columbia Theatre, Columbus, N. D.
Mining and country patronage.
State Rights
HOT MONEY: Twenty interesting minutes of the
Oklahoma Urshel kidnaping trial and scenes incident
to the trial. For western states this is extra good.
Good photography, sound good and it pleased better
than
Eagle Running
and the time,
Hawk,"
and
drew our
what feature,
business"The
we had.
20 minutes.—M.
P.
Foster,
New
Granada
Theatre,
Monte
Vista, Col. General patronage.
United Artists
BIRDS IN THE SPRING: Silly Symphonies-This
is another good cartoon from the pen of Walt Disney.
It is filmed in gorgeous color and is very pleasing
and entertaining. The color process adds 100 per cent
to the entertainment value of this one-reeler. Running time,
eight N.minutes.—
J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum
Theatre,
Oxford,
C. General
MAD DOCTOR, THE: Mickey Mouse— Here is
another good cartoon and one that seemed to please
our entire audience. Many of the adults came back
to see it over. The first cartoons in this series were
not
so pleasing, Running
but the last
have minutes.
been exceile'nt
entertainment.
time,oneseight
— J. J.
Medford,
Orpheum
Theatre,
Oxford,
N.
C. Ge-nerat
patronage.
OLD KING COLE: Silly Symphonies— These welt
known stories do extra business. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
THREE LITTLE PIGS: Silly Symphonies— Here is
a short subject that you can advertise above your
feature—
any produced,
feature. It's
subject ever
and absolutely
if there everthe wasbesta short
fourstar picture here it is. The whole town is talking
about this cartoon and many are coming back the
second time to see it over. When you run this subject, try to get a good feature and good shorts, and
watch your old box oflPice bulge out like a bloated
cow. I rate this subject first of 1933.— S. H. Rich.
Rich Tlieatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural
patronage.
Universal
HOT AND COLD: Pooch Cartoons— Excellent
music. Grand. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Midi. Neighborhood patronage.
MERRY DOG, THE: Pooch Cartoons— Good Christmas number. Fine music. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
SHRIEK,
Oswald
double.
Very THE:
entertaining.—
AlyceCartoons—
Cornell,Valentino's
Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
BARBER SHOP BLUES: Melody Masters— This
is
good musical
with Good
Claudeentertainment
Hopkins and and
his
banda very
furnishing
the music.
just
one series.
likes. Running
Here's hopingthere the
are type
many that
moreevery
of this
time,
eight ford.minutes.—
J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, OxN. C. General
BORRAH MINNEVITCH AND HIS HARMONICA
RASCALS: Melody Masters— This is a good musical
one-reeler, with Borrah Minnevitch and his Harmonica Rascals furnishing the music. This is just
the type of entertainment our patrons want. Vitaphone has the best shorts on the market this season
and everyN. season.—
J. J.patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford,
C. General
BOSKO'S
SHOW:featuring
LooneyBosko
Tunes—
This
is a goodPICTURE
cartoon comedy
and
Honey. Some excellent caricatures of Laurel and
Hardy, Jimmy Durante and the Four Marx Brothers.
Personally, I am sorry the Bosko and Honey characters have been discontinued. Running time, eight
" minutes.
— J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford,
N. C. General
DISH RAN AWAY WITH THE SPOON, THE:
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Merry Melodies— This is a good cartoon comedy and
will make a good filler on any program. It brought
many laughs from our audience and pleased both the
youngsters and adults. Good entertainment and very
pleasing. Running time, eight minutes.— J. J. Med•ford,
.ronage.Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patHEART OF PARIS: Musical World Journeys— This
.is an excellent one-reeler, interesting and educational.
.Showing many scenes in the beautiful city of Paris.
The last few minutes show the most interesting spots
-at night, illuminated with electric lights, which makes
it more beautiful. Running time, nine minutes. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
HOT FROM PETROGRAD: Melody Masters— This
:is another of the musical one-reelers from Vitaphone,
ieaturing Dave Appolon and his orchestra playing a
few popular selections, and Nora Williams singing a
very popular song hit. If you want a good one-reeler,
get one from this series. Running time, ten minutes.
—J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
General patronage.
RAMBLING ROUND RADIO ROW (NO. 4)— Pepper Pot — This is another of the radio rnusicals, presenting some of the radio stars at work and play.
The'se are very good, but our audience is not familiar
with the majority of these stars. Why not present
the more popular and well known stars? Running
time, eight minutes.— J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
■Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
RUFUS JONES FOR PRESIDENT: Broadway
JJrevities — This is one of the best Broadway Brevities
I have ever had the pleasure of screening, featuring
Ethel Waters, famous Negro blues singer^ and tal•ented Sammy Davis, dancing, and with an all Negro
•cast. Full of pep and entertainment. Ethel Waters
sings "Rufus Jones for President," along _ with two
very popular songs, "Am I Blue" and "Underneath
-the
HarlemExtra
Moon,"
and ofthat
audience.
billing
thisalone
shortshould
should please
prove anyan
extra business getter. Vitaphone, let us have more
iits like this one. Running time, 19 minutes. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
^patronage.
SEA DEVILS: Pepper Pot— This is a one-reeler on
the type of sport thrills, showing different types of
fish in the ocean. If you are the fishing type you are
sure to like this; otherwise it is just a waste of film,
time
and money.
eight N.minutes.
— J. J.
Medford,
Orpheum Running
Theatre,time,
Oxford,
C. General
patronage.
SEASONED GREETINGS: Lita Grey ChaplinHere is a good musical comedy that is different. It
is full of music and Lita Grey Chaplin sings many
song hits. The new series of Broadway Brevities are
-plenty good and wonderful entertainment. Running
time, 18 minutes. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
•Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
THAT GOES DOUBLE: Russ Columbo— Very good.
— ^Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids,
-Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
20,000 CHEERS FOR THE CHAIN GANG: Broadway Brevities — These new Broadway Brevities are
-not
be compared
the ones
year.
Theseto subjects
have with
only been
fair released
and some last
of them
very weak. How can they build up a good reputation,
and then sacrifice it with a lot of poor pictures. I
-am in hopes they will improve. No color subjects this
year yet.Town
— S. and
.H. rural
Rich,patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho.
USE YOUR IMAGINATION: Hal LeRoy, Mitzi
Mayfair — This is a good musical comedy and one
that should please any one. Plenty of good music,
dancing and pretty girls. This is the first Broadway
Brevity we have played on the new contract, but they
seemminutes.—
better than
last year's group. Running time,
18
J. J.theMedford,
ford, N. C. General
patronage.Orpheum Theatre, OxUSE YOUR IMAGINATION: Broadway Brevity—
A pleasure to run a two-reeler like this. Singing,

Corona
Four

The greatest value ever offered in a
practical portable typewriter. Four
rows of keys — types both capitals and
small letters. Beautiful, complete,
formerly $60, now only $45.
L. C. SMITH & CORONA
TYPEWRITERS, Inc.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Branches and Dealers in Principal Cities
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dancing and comedy by real artists.— L. E. Mahoney,
New country
Columbus
Theatre, Columbus, N. D. Mining
and
patronage.
WALTER DONALDSON: Pepper Pot— A dandy
one-reeler, bringing back some of the old popular
songs composed by Donaldson. — L. E. Mahoney, New
Columbus Tlieatre, Columbus, N. D. Mining and country patronage.
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WARNING
TO

Lionel Atwill returned to New York this
week after a long sojourn in Hollywood.
Al Friedlander left New York for Washingtonsion
on the
first leg of a tour of First Diviexchanges.
Joseph M. Schenck left London for New
York.
Arthur M. Loew is en route for New York
from China via San Francisco.
Will
H. Hays plans to leave for Hollywood
shortly.
A. H. McCausland, representative of Irving
Trust Co., receiver for RKO, left New York
for Hollywood.
James R. Grainger is spending the week in
Toronto.
R. H. Bruce-Lock hart, author of "British
Agent," new Leslie Howard vehicle for
Warners, arrives in New York the end
of the month.
Carl Lesserman, assistant to Gradwell Sears
at the Warner home office, returned to New
York from Dallas.
Kay Francis left New York for Hollywood.
Lew Preston, managing director of the Academy of Music, New York, is in Florida for
his health.
Harry Greenman, resident manager of th';
Fox, St. Louis, is in New York on a vacation.
Solwood.
a. Rosenblatt left Washington for Holly •
George Weeks left New York for Michigan.
Janet Gaynor arrived in New York for a
short holiday.
Billy Wilkerson is in New York.
Maurice Chevalier left New York for the
MGM studios.
George O'Brien and his wife. Marguerite
Churchill, left New York for Hollywood.
Dick Brady and Herman C. Sievers of Elastman Kodak sailed from New York for the
West Indies.
Frederic March and his wife, Florence Eldridge, arrived in New York for a brief vacation.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., sailed for England.
Carl Brisson, Danish musical comedy star,
left New York for Hollywood.
Leon Schlesinger is in New York.
Ed Kuykendall will return to New York
next week for the Code Authority meeting.
He is taking a rest at his Columbus, Miss.,
home.
Randolph Scott returned to the Paramount
lot after a six-week sojourn in England.
Adolph Zukor left for his seasonal visit to the
Paramount studio in Hollywood.
Rube Wolf arrived in New York from the
Coast to take over his new job as master of
ceremonies at the Roxy.
Bert Sanford spent last week in Boston.
Barbara Stanwyck is in New York.
Felix Feist is out of town on a two-week vacation.
Grace Poggi, lithe and willowy dancer in
"Roman Scandals," was in New York en
route for a European holiday.
George J. Schaefer returned to New York
from Dallas.
J. R. McDonough, RKO general manager, left
New York for the Coast.
Milt Kusell, eastern captain in Paramount's
Victory Drive, left New York for a tour of
New England exchanges.
R. E. Griffith, operating Westland Theatres
Co., throughout Colorado, moved from Denver to Dallas where he is establishing offices.
He also operates R. E. Griffith Theatres,
Inc., in New Mexico and Texas.

EXHIBITORS

theatres
NT utnotices
througho
RECE
U. S. toconcerni
ng
alleged claims of patent infringement by the use of certain
sound equipment has created considerable anxiety among exhibitors
as to their legal protection.
Many similar attempts have been
made to victimize innocent exhibitors, to which we reply: —

Don't

You

Be

Hoodwinked
by

Wild

Stampedes

Sweeping
of the Trusts!

THE terrific inroads the S. O. S.
Corp. has made into the World's
market for Sound Equipment has
naturally disturbed the plans of the
large combines especially in face of
the tremendous savings shown in the
price of independently manufactured equipments. The best evidence
of this fact is today's use of S. 0. S.
Sound Systems in many thousands
of theatres throughout the world.
S. O. S. HAS THE FACTS
and Will Advise You
Grounded on long experience and under expert legal counsel, S. O. S. will
gladly guide you — if you will write
naming the type of equipment you
are using — whether Sound - on - Film,
Disc or both . . .
Just Address
— Service Board —

S.

O.

S.

1600 Broadway,

CORP.

N. Y. City
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended January 13, 1934,
from 116 houses In 19 nnajor cities of the country, reached $1,285,899, a decrease of $71,475 from the total for the preceding calendar week, ended January 6, when 110 theatres In 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,357,374.
(Copyright. 1933: Reproduirtion of mctrrial from this department without credit to Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Boston
Fenway
Keith's
Loew's State
Metropolitan
Paramount
Buffalo
Buffalo
Century
Great Lakes
Hippodrome
Hollywood
Lafayette
Chicago
Chicago
McVicker's
Oriental
Palace
Roosevelt
State -Lake
United Artists....
Cleveland
Allen
Hippodrome
RKO Palace
State
Stillman

Current Week
Picture

Gros:

Previous Week
Picture
Gross

2,900 2Sc-50c
1.800 30c- 50c

"Fog" (Col.)
23,500
"Havana Widows" (F. N.) and.... 10,000
"Hell and High Water" (Para,)

"By Candlelight" (U.).
"Lady Killer" (W.B.) and
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)

23.000
12.000

3,500
3.700
4,350
1.800

"Flying(2ndDown
week)to Rio" (Radio)....
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.) and
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)

"Flying(1stDown
week) to Rio" (Radio)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
'Havana Widows" (F. N.).
"Lady Killer" (W. B.) and
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)

23,000
21,500

30c-50c
35c-50c
30c-65c
30c-50c

21,000
22.000
31.000
9,500

3,500 30c-55c
3.000 25c

'Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.) and.
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)

6.800

3,000 25c-40c
2,100 25c-40c
300 25c-40c
3.300 25c

'Dinner
Eight" (MGM).
(2ndatweek)
'Hoopla" (Fox)

7.900
11.100
200

"Farewell
to Love"days)
(Madison).
(2nd week-4
'Bv Candlelight" (U.)
(25c-35c)

10.000

4.000
2,284
3,940
2,509
1.591
2.776
1.700

35c-68c
30c-60c
30c-60c
35c-75c
2Sc-50c
20c -55c
30c-60c

,1.300 20c -40c
3,800
3.100
3.400
1.900

30c -44c
30c-75c
30c-44c
25c -35c

Warner's Lake. . . 800 25c-35c
Denver
Aladdin
1,500 25c-40c

'Easy to Love" (W. B.)...
'Convention City" (F. N.).
'Design
Living" (Para.).
(3rd forweek)
'Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).
'Goodbye Love" (Radio)
'Roman Scandals" (V. A.).
(3rd week)

55,000
14,000
11,000
27,000
8,000
18,000
16,000

33,500
12,000

26.000
"Design for Living" (Para.)...
"Wild Boys of the Road" (F. N.) 7,000
i'nd "Tillie and Gus" (Para.)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
17,900
(1st atweek)
"Take a Chance" (Para.)
9,400
"Farewell
to
Love"
(Madison)
600
(1st week)
"Let's(25cFall-40c)in Love" (Col.)
9,100
'Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Lady(8 Killer"
days) (W. B.)
'Design
Living" (Para.)
(2ndforweek)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)...
"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
''In the Money" (Chesterfield)...
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.).
(2nd week)

43,000
14,000
16,000
2i,000
10,000
15,000
20,000

■Bombay Mail" (U.)
3,500
"House on 56th Street" (W, B.).. 5,800
"Rainbow
Over Broadway"
'0 500
(Chesterfield)
"Design for Living" (Para.) 10,000
''Girl Without a Room" (Para.) and 4.100
'Sixteen Fathoms Deep" (Monogram)
"Horseplay" (U.) and "King for a 2,500
Night" (U,)

"By Candlehght" (U.)
"Convention City" (F. N.)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"The Prizefighter and the Lady"..
(MGM)
and "Public Stenographer"
(Showmens)
"Son of a Sailor" (F, N.)

4,100
7,500
25,000
16,000
4,000

"Morning Glory" (Radio)

J, 500

•As Husbands Go"

3,750

(Fox)

2.100

Denham

1,500 25c-40c

"Design for Living" (Para,)

6.000

".Mice in Wonderland" (Para.) 11,000

Denver
Orpheum
Paramount

2.500 25c-50c
2.600 25c-40c
2.000 25c-40c

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Ann Vickers" (Radio)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)

17,500
11.000
5.500

Detroit
Downtown

"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Smoky"
(Fox)
(3 days)
(4 days)
"Should
Ladies Behave?" (MGM)

!.750 15c-40c

The (2nd
Invisible
week) Man"

5.300

"The (1st
Invisible
week) Man" (U.)

7.200

2.700 15c-50c
5.100 I5c-50c

'Sons of the Desert" (MGM).... 5.600
'Flying Down to Rio" (Radio).. 23.600

"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox)

5,100
18,300

'Conventi
on Citv" (F, N.)
(15c-40c)
Blood(15c-40c)
Money" (U. A.)..
'Roman
(U. A.).. ..
week) (I5c-50c)
(3rdScandals"

"Going(15c-50c)
Hollywood" (MGM)
"Design
Living" (Para.)
(2nd forweek)
"Romanf2ndScandals
week) " (U. A.)

16,400
7,100
8.500

Fisher
Fox

Michigan
4.000 25c-50c
State
3.000 25c-50c
United Artists... 2,000 25c-50c

(U,)

'0 500
3 200
5 100

17,000
14.000
1,000
1,750

High covers
andperiodLow
Gross 193J.)
(Tabulation
from January,
High
Low
High
Low

1-13-34 "Fog"
3-11 "Topaze"
1-14 "Island
Lost Scandal"
Souls" and
"Billion ofDollar
7-29 "Arizona
"She Had totoBroadway"
Say Yes" and

11,000
■• 23,500
I)
){
15,000
28,000
High 3-11
12-2 "When
"Little Strangers
Women"
Low
Marry".... 12,000
6,000
High
1-7 "Men
"Strange
11,000
Low 3-11
MustInterlude"
Fight"
44,500
High 3-11
11-4 "King
"I'm Noof Angel"
23,000
Low
the Jungle"
26,500
High 2-25 "Dangerously
Yours" and (I
"Deception"
Low 8-12 "Mary
M.D." and )I 17,000
"Flying Stevens,
Devils"
High 12-9 "Dancing Lady"
Low 3-25 "Our Betters"
High 8-12 "Easy
"Forgotten
Men" and j)
Millions"
of Reckoning"
Low 12-16 ■'Day
"Solitaire
Man" and fI
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 4-15 "Rome Express"
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels"
High 1-7 "Goona Goona"
Low 11-25 "Night and Day"
High
12-20 "Myrt
"Counsellor
at Law"
Low 12-23
and Marge"
High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High
Much I Harmony"
Low 7-110-14
"The"Too
Woman
Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 3-4
10-14"Luxury
"Penthouse"
Low
Liner"
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding".

31,000
8,000
3,500
9,800
16,100
8,000
27,200
5,400
5,100
2,600
15,200
4,800
75,000
22,000
20,000
50,000
10,000
5,000
14,000
16,000
37,000

6.200
18,000
27,000
6.800
4,500
High
11-11
"Private
Life
of
Henry
VIII"
12,000
Low 3-4 "Exposure"
I
"Infernal Machine" and
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"
30,000
1,800
High 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
4.200
26,000
High
12-2 "No
"Little
Women"
2,900
Low 8-19
Marriage
Ties"
High
8-19 "The
"Tugboat
Low 6-24
Eagle Annie"
and the Hawk" 26,000
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 11-18 "Hell
"StageandMother"
and f)
High Water"
5,000
9,000
High 10-28 "Footlight Parade"
10,000
Low 12-30 "Jimmy and Sally"
1,500
2,500
High
2-25 "Broadway
"Cavalcade"
Bad"and |) 10,000
Low 4-8
"Smoke
Lightning"
16.000
2,500
High 6-310-28
"I'm NoSpeaks"
Angel"
Low
"Mussolini
"Night of 1
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" f
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"...
1.950
17,500
Low 12-16 "The World Changes",
3.0O0
High
3-4
"42nd
Street"
18.500
3.750
Low 6-10 "Zoo in Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain" .
7.000
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
2,000
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties"
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole"
High
1-28"Secret
"SilverofDollar"
Low 3-18
Madame Blanche"
High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner. Sing"
Low 5-15 "After
Ball" and J1
"Afraid the
to Talk"
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low 7-1
High
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days)..
Low 1-13-34 "Blood Money"
High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Cross"....

16,500
3,700
15,400
32.300
3,100
23.700
7.300
5.400
3.200
24,100
17.400
4.100

January
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Theatres
Hollywood
Chinese
Pantages

2,500 50c-$1.65
3.000 25c-55c
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Previous Week

Current Week
Picture

Gross

Picture

Gross

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period trom January, 1933.)

"Little(3rdWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Women in His Life" (MGM)

19,250
7,330

"Little Women" (Radio)
(2nd week)
"Madame Spy" (U.)

35,330
7,252

High
Low
High
Low

W. B. Hollywood 3,000 25c-40c
Indianapolis
1.100 25c-40c
Apollo
2.800 25c-40c
Circle

"House on S6th Street" (W. B.).. 15,000

"Son of a Sailor" (F, N.)

13,000

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
2,500
"Private
Life
of
Henry
VIII"....
4,000
(U, A,)

"Mr. (2nd
Skitch"
week)(Fox)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)

3,000
3,500

Indiana

3,100 20c-40c

"Sitting

(Para.)

4,000

Lyric
Palace

2.000 20c-40c
3,000 25c-40c

"The (4World
days) Changes" (F. N.).... 3,500
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
(3 days)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
4,500
"Dinner
at
Eight"
(MGM)
4,000
(2nd week)

"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(1st week)

"Flying(25c-40c)
Down to Rio" (Radio) 11,000
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
12,200
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"House(7 days
on 56thandStreet"
(W_. B.)...
Sat. midnite
show) 6,000

Kansas City
Mainstreet

3,049 25c-60c
25c

Midland

4.000

Newman

1.800 25c -40c

Uptown

2.000 25c-40c

Los Angeles
1.610
Criterion
800
Filraarte
900
Four Star
Loew's State .... 2,416
Los Angeles .... 3,000

Paramount

"Mr. (2nd
Skitch"
week)(Fox)

4,000

High 2-18 "State Fair"
Low 12-23 "As Husbands Go"
High 8-19 "She Had to Say Yes"....
Low 3-4 "The(2nd
Signrun)of the Cross".,..
High 3-25 "Parachute Jumper"
Low 1-13-34 "The
WorldWidows"
Changes" and )f
"Havana

7,000
2,000
12,000
2.500
15,000
3,500

4.500
6,500

High
Low
High
Low

7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
8-12 "Tugboat Annie"
12-16 "Women in His Life"

9,500
3,000
11,000
3,500

"If I Were Free" (Radio).. 12,500
(7 days shows)
and Sat. and Sun.
midnite
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
21,000
(7 days shows)
and Sat. and Sun,
midnite
"Design for Living" (Para,) 9,700
(7 days shows)
and Sat. and Sun.
midnite
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
8.500
(1st week-7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Sing, Sinner, Sing" (Majestic)..
(New Year's Eve midnite show)
"Elysia" (Foy)
6,725
(6th week)

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
21,000
5-20 "Sweepings"
4,000
1-7 "Strange Interlud.e"
30,000
4-15 "Perfect Understanding" 4,900
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
20,000
5-27 "Picture Snatcher"
2,800
1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch"
8,500
7-1 "Lilly Turner"
1.600

High
Low
High
Low

12-2 "Elysia"
7-29 "The Devil's Brother"
11-25
"Emperor
Jones"
9-9 "The
Rebel"

Pretty"

"Elysia"
(7th (Foy)
week)
"Waltz Time" (Gaumont-British) . .
and "Film Parade" (Blackton)
"I Am(3rdSuzanne"
week) (Fox)
"Dancing
(2nd Lady"
week) (MGM)
"Love, Honor and Oh, Baby!" (U.)
and "Before Midnight" (Col.)

4,500
1,850
2,433
15,000
4,200

.... 3,596 25c-40c

"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
(Para.)
"Flying(2ndDown
week) to Rio" (Radio)
"Roman Scandals" (U, A.)
(2nd week-4 days)
"I'm No Angel" (Para.)
(3 days)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)..

22,000
5,400
10,500

"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.).... 28.750
"Flying(1stDown
week)to Rio" (Radio) 8,700
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
13,000
(1st week)

13.000

"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

12,000

High 3-25 "42nd Street"
19,000
Low 12-23 "From
Headquarters" ]( 8,000
and "Disraeli"

"Blood Money" (U. A.)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)
"I Am Suzanne" (Fox)
"The Red Head" (French)
(2nd week)

1,200
9,000
5,500
6,000
3,500

"The Prizefighter and the Lady"
(MGM) (7 days and midnite show)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"The World Changes" (F. N.)....
(7 days and midnite show)
"Hoopla" (Fox)
(7 days and midnite show)
"The Red Head" (French)
(1st week)

2,000
8,500
6.500
6,500
2,000

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing"..
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-13-34 "The Red Head"
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"

3,000
1,000
10,000
7,500
14,000
3,000
8,000
3,500
3,500
1,000

"Her
Bean"Sweetheart,
(MGM) Christopher ....
"Pour Eire Aime" (French)
"Hoopla" (Fox)
(15c-75c)
"Little(2ndWomen"
week) (Radio)

11,000

"Duck Soup" (Para.)

8.000

2,000
10,500

"Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

11,000

High 12-2 "Private Life of Henry VHt"
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain My
Widows"
and jI
Heart"
High 1-7 "Enlevez-Moi" and "Cain"
Low 7-8 "Les Bleus d' Amour"
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Turn
Back the
Clock" and ))
"Emergency
Call"
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"..
Low 12-23 "IandLoved
a Woman" )f
"Female"
High 1-7 "Speed
"The KidDemon"
From Spain" and ;)
Low 12-23 "Sing,
Sinner,
Sing" f)
and "The
Chief"

13,500
7,500
4,000
1,500
14,500
7,500
15,500
9,000
12,000
5,000

High 9-2 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 3-25 "The White Sister"
High 12-9 "Dancing Lady" (8 days)....
Low 9-30 "Solitaire Man"
High 9-1 "Voltaire"
Low 10-21 "Ever in My Heart"
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marrv"
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
High 5-20 "Forgotten Men"
Low 4-15 "Destination Unknown" and )
"The Fighting President" f
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-5 "The Rebel"

21,000
14,555
66,653
21,210
25,868
8.296
24,750
4,900
16,150
4,500
83.450
15,600
22,500
5,800
48,000
7,200

W. B. Downtown 3.400 25c-40c
Minneapolis
Lyric
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum..
State
World
Montreal
Capitol

1.238
4,000
2,900
2,300
400

20c-25c
25c-40c
20c -40c
25c-40c
25c -75c

2,547 25c-75c

"I Am Suzanne" (Fox)
(2nd week)
"Dancing
Lady" (MGM)
(1st week)
"Myrt and Marge" (U.) and
"King for a Night" (U.)

3,200
25.400
4.500

Imperial
Loew's

1,914 25c-50c
3,115 25c-75c

Palace

2,600 25c-75c

Princess

2,272 25c-65c

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.) and.. 9,000
"Master of Men" (Col.) (2nd week)

"Little(1stWomen"
13,500
week) (Radio)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.) and.... 10,500
"Master of Men" (Col,) (1st week)

1,012 55c-$2.20
4,700 35c-$1.65
1,543 25c-85c
2.300 35c-85c
2,500 25c-75c
3,700 35c-99c
2,200 40c-63c

"Queen Christina" (MGM)
(3rd week)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(2nd week)
"House on 56th Street" (W.B,)..
(6th week)
"Before Midnight" (Col.)
"Bombay Mail" (U.)
"Design
Living" (Para.)
(2ndforweek)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
(2nd week-5 days)
"Roman
(U, A,)
(3rd Scandals"
week)

"Queen Cninstina" (MGM)
19,000
(2nd week)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
58,410
(1st week)
"House(5thon week)
56th Street" (W. B.),, 8,287
"Smoky" (Fox)
11,000
(10 davs)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
12,500
"Design(1st for
week)Living" (Para,) 58,500
"A Man's Castle" (Col,)
15,600
(1st week)
"Roman
(U. A,)
40,2S0
(2nd Scandals"
week)

Rivoli

12,000
1,850
3,950
1,800

2Sc-40c
40c-50c
50c-75c
25c-40c
15c-25c

United Artists .. 2,100 25c-40c

New York
Astor
Canitol
Hollywood
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto

9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
36,656
4-1 "King Kong"
14,600
1-7
"Handle
With
Care"
2-18 "Devil's
"Vampire Playground"
Bat" and
)j 13,000
4,100
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
26,000
Low 4-15 "Grand Slam"
8,975

2,200 3,Sc-99o

10,500

18,700
41,533
5,816
7,000
11,500
39,600
11,000
24.832

High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
28,300
Low 3-11 "Dangerously Yours"
8.000
High 7-22 "Samarang"
"Kiss of Araby" and j) 6,2(X)
Low 9-2 "Doubled
"ImportantandWitness"
Redoubled"and jI 2,200
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
30,000
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"
10,000
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
11,600
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
1,700
High 10-21 "The Bowery"
21,000
Low 1-28 "Hello, Everybody"
3,900
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LTHEATCE
Current

Theatres
New York (Conllnued)
RKO Center
3,700 25c-S5c
RKO Music Hall. 5,945 35c-$1.65
Roxy
6,200 25c-55c
Strand
3,000 25c-$1.10
Okiahoma City
1.200 10c-41c
Capitol
Criterion
1.700 10c-56c
1,500 10c-36c
Liberty
Midwest
Omaha
Brandeis

1.50O 10c-56c

Orpheum

3.000 25c-40c

Paramount
World

2,900 2Sc-50c
2,500 2Sc-3Sc

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
KarltQB
Keith's
Stanley
Stanton

1.200 25c-35c

1,200
600
2,400
2,000

40c-6Sc
25c -50c
40c-65c
40c-65c

1.000
2,000
3,700
1,700

30c-50c
25c-40c
40c-65c
30c-55c

Portland, Ore.
Broadway ...... 1,912 25c-40c
Liberty
1,800 2Sc-40c
Music Box
3,000 2Sc-40c
Oriental
2,040 25c-35c
Paramount
3,008 2Sc-40c
United Artists .. 945
San Francisco
Filmarte

25c-40c

1,400 2Sc-40c
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January

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1933.)

Picture

Gross

Picture

Gross

"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)....
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Lady (2nd
Killer"
week)(W. B.)

12,000
68,800
28,200
14,505

"Little(4thWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Flying(2ndDown
week)to Rio" (Radio)....
"Son of Kong' (Radio)
"Lady (1st
Killer"
week) (W. B.)

22,000
97,000
39,235
21,205

High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
71,267
Low 7-1 "Adorable" and "Supernatural" 7,592
High 11-25 "Little Women"
109,000
Low 6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession"... 44,938
High
11-25
"The
Invisible
Man"
42,000
Low 1-28 "Air Hostess"
9,100
High 10-14 "Footlight Parade"
55,190
Low 12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"
6,850

"After Tonight" (Radio)
"Little Women" (Radio)
"Frontier
Marshall" (Fox)
(4 days)
"Bombay
Mail" (U.)
(3 days)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)

2,000
8,500
1,200
900
3,500

"Going HoUywood" (MGM)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Son (4of days)
a Sailor" (F. N.)
"S. O.(3 S.days)Iceberg" (U.)
"Design for Living" (Para.)

4,100
8,000
1,500
700
6,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

"Flying(2ndDown
Rio" (Radio)....
week-Sto days)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)..
(25c-50c)
"Dinner
at Eight" (MGM)
(25c-40c)
"Lady
Killer"(MGM)
(W. B.) and
"The Chief"

3,000

"Flymg(1stDown
week)to Rio" (Radio)

6,000

7,000
8,500
5,500

"Sitting
(Para.)
7,250
"King forPretty"
a Night"
(U.) and
"Design for Living" (Para.) 7,000
"Olsen's
Moment"
"Master ofBigMen"
(Col.) (Fox) and 4,750

High 11-18 "One Man's Journey"
Low 12-30 "The
World
Changes" and )J
"Havana
Widows"
High 6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
Low 4-29 "Sweepings"
High 7-22 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 6-10 "Reunion in Vienna"
High 6-3 "Peg
O' Understanding"
My Heart" and )f
"Perfect
Low 12-9 "Hoop'a" and
1
"Manhattan Tower"
S

10^750
3,500
16,500
5,000
13,250
5,800
7,500
4,500

"Roman(3rd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week-6 days)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
(6 days) {25c-40c)
"Little Women" (Radio)
(2nd week-6 days)
"Above(6 the
days)Clouds" (Col.)
"I Am(2ndSuzanne"
(Fox)
week-6 days)
"By (6
Candlelight"
(U.)
days)
"Wine,(Chadwick)
Women and
Song"
(4 days)
"Dancing
Lady" days)
(MGM)
(2nd week-6
"White(6 Woman"
(Para.)
days)

11,500
2,000
24,000
23,000
18,500
6,000
3,000
11,000
7,200

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
(2nd week-6 days)
days) (Para.)
"Duck (7 Soup"
'Little(1stWomen"
week-6 (Radio)
days)
"Girl (6Without
days) a Room" (Para.)..
"I Am(1stSuzanne"
(Fox)
week-6 days)
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
(6 days)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
(6 days)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
(1st week-6 days)
"Lady(6 Killer"
days) (W. B.)

14,500
6,500
30,000
26,000
28,500
3,500
7,000
22,000
8,500

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days)....
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-7 "Breach of Promise"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High
4-22"F."Cavalcade"
Low 8-5
P. 1"
High 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"..
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

18,000
4,800
6,500
1,500
30,000
8,000
29,000
10,000
29.000
13,000
7,700
2,500
11,500
4,500
32,500
9,000
10,000
4,000

"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM) and...
"S. O. S. Iceberg" (U.)
"Secret of the Blue Room" (U.).
"Flying(2ndDown
week) to Rio" (Radio)..
"Mary Stevens, M. D." (W. B.).
"Design
for Living"(Fox)(Para.) and.
"Orient Express"

5,700
2,200
4,000
2,000
4,000

6,000
2,500
8,000
2,000
6,000

"Dinner at Eight" (MGM).

5,800

"The
Changes"
"Son World
of a Sailor"
(F. (F.
N.) N.) and
"White Woman" (Para.)
"Flying
(1stDown
week) to Rio" (Radio)....
"Little(2nd
Women"
week) (Radio)
"Mr.
Skitch"
"The Thundering(Para.)
Herd"and
(Para.)
"Roman(2nd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week)

High 1-21 "Frisco Jenny"
Low 3-11 "What! No Beer?"
High
11-18"Central
"Fm NoPark"
Angel"
Low 2-11
High 5-13
12-9 "No
"LittleMoreWomen"
Low
Orchids"
High 10-14 "Rafter Romance"
Low 11-18 "College Coach"
High 11-18 "The Way to Love"
Low 12-2 "Walls of Gold"
High 3-11
8-19 "Madame
"Tugboat Annie"
Low
Butterfly"

11,000
3,500
12,j00
1,000
14,000
1,600
14,000
1,600
12,000
3,500
8,500
1,600

"The Red Head" (Ind.).
"Emperor Jones" (U. A.) and..<
"Riders of Destiny" (Monogram)

3,000

High 10-7 "Eat 'Em Alive"
Low 4-22 "Holzapfel Knows Everything"
High 4-8 "Should
a Woman
Tell?" fI
and "Speed
Demon"
Low 9-9 "Important
Witness" and ))
"Sensation Hunters"
High 2-11 "The Mummy"
Low 10-21 "My Woman"
High 10-14 "Ladies Must Love"
Low 12-30 "Kennel
Murder Case"
"The Thundering
Herd" and )}
High 10-28 "Pm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
High
12-30"The
"Roman
Scandals"
Low 8-26
Wrecker"
High 1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"....

6,300
1,300
15,500
7,000
25,500
8,000
15,000
6,000
40,000
7,000
17,000
4,000
26,000
10,000

High
12-9 "The
"LittleRebel"
Women"
Low 8-19
High 8-5 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-18 "Secret
"From Hell
to Heaven"
and ))
of Madame
Blanche"
High 7-19 "What Price Innocence?"..
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
High 11-11 "Footlight Parade"
Low 12-23 "If I Were Free"
High 10-21 "Bureau
(6 days) of Missing Persons"
Low 12-16Men"
"Aggieand Appleby,
"The MadMaker
Game"of ^f
High
1-7
"A
Farewell
to
Arms"
Low 1-13-34 "Dancing Lady" (2nd run)
High 12-9
10-28"A"Ladies
Love"
Low
Man's Must
Castle"

8,500
2,500
19,250
5,0(X)
5,500
3,000
8,000
3,250
9,000

14,000

"Flying(2nrlDown
week)to Rio" (Radio).... 14,500
"Cross
Country
Cruise" (U.) and 7,000
"Ace of Aces" (Radio)

Paramount
2,670 15c-55c
United Artists .. 1,200 2Sc-50c
Warfield
2,700 25c-90c

"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen" 9,000
(Para.) and "As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Roman(3rd Scandals"
(U. A.)
13,000
week)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
20,000
(2nd week)

"Flying(1stDown
week) to Rio" (Radio)...
"By Candlelight" (U.) and
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)
"Smoky"
(Fox)Living" (Para.) and
"Design for
"Roman(2ndScandals"
week) (U. A.)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
(1st week)

"Private
of Henry
(U. Life
A.) (2nd
week) VIII"
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

"Private Life of Henry VUI"
(U. A.) (1st week)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)

3,750
8,250

4,000

"Charming
Deceiver"
"Under Secret
Orders"(Majestic)
(Ind.) and 12,000

Golden Gate .... 2,800 25c-40c
Orpheum
3,000 15c-40c

Seattle
Blue Mouse .... 950 2Sc-50c
Fifth Avenue ... 2,750 25c-55c

1934

CCNT'Dl

Previous Week

Week

20,

19,500
8,000
9,500
15,000
26,000
5,500
8,500

Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c-25c
950 25c-50c
2,500 25c-S0c

"The Thundering Herd" (Para.) and 4,250
"His Private Secretary" (Showmens)
"Flying(2ndDown
week)to Rio" (Radio) 3,600
"From
Headquarters"
(F. N.) and 6,500
"Smoky" (Fox)

"Goodbye
Love" (Col.)
(Radio) and
4,250
"Hold the Press"
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio) 5,500
"Hell (1st
andweek)
High Water" (Para.) 6,500
and "Film Parade" (General)

Paramount
Roxy

3,050 25c-S0c
2,275 2Sc-50c

"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
(2nd run) (25c-55c)
"Bombay
Mail" (U.)
(6 days)

"The Fire Chief" (MGM) and.... 5,500
"My Lips Betray" (Fox)
"Female"
(F. N.)
4,500
(6 days)

4,000
4,000

1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"....
11-18 "College Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
"The Fourth
Death Horseman"
Kiss" and j
)

5.000
9.500
4,000
14,000
4,000
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DON'T SELL "BALLY" SHORT!
We define two types of able showmen. The first tends to
the conservative in his advertising, doing a sound job of selling along lines that more approximate dignity and utilizing
ballyhoo perhaps only when a cold analysis of its worth makes
such use advisable.
The second leans toward higher pressure, added excitement,
more color in the exploitation employed in addition to the
more conventional forms of theatre advertising, but is more
sympathetic toward ballyhoo exploitation.
Both types use commendable judgment and discretion based
on ability and experience; both obtain results. So, if we may
be permitted to speak our piece on the merits and demerits
of ballyhoo, we believe that the appeal of such advertising
in exploitation depends to an extent upon the temperament
of the individual manager who employs it; and if this be so,
then the box office possibilities of this medium should not be
neglected, nor should they be overestimated.
But never should ballyhoo be completely ignored, fan magazine critics notwithstanding. For surely your courageous showman is not prepared to lay down his arms at the first blast of
contrary opinion. If his attraction in his eyes has some measure
of box office worth, though self-appointed magazine prophets
cry "phooey," he is going to fight with every available weapon
— including ballyhoo — for his rightful share of business.
Fifteen years ago there were very few fan magazines to
influence opinion, and rare was the newspaper with a motion
picture critic. Nevertheless, patrons stayed away from poor
pictures in large numbers and stood, if necessary, to see the
better fare.
"Lay off the dogs" is as true today as we were taught it
in 1920. But go after those attractions you believe have
sufficient audience possibilities.
And don't sell "bally" short, for with all the abuse and punishment this form of advertising has been subject to, nevertheless we say it is as potent today as it was in the time of
P. T. Barnum.
V^V V
"INGENUITY IS THE MOTHER
"
Daily grows our admiration for the showmanship of the
manager at the helm of the small town theatre, for in these
situations, to paraphrase, "ingenuity is the mother of invention." Decidedly limited in advertising expenditure, the
smaller community theatreman must use most everything but
money to put over his campaigns; and, judging from the results that reach this department, he does a job, in many

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

instances, that could stand on its feet in a much larger spot.
So we are pleased to publicize in the following pages some
of the exploitation of Manager R. M. Thomason, Crystal Theatre, Ellis, Kansas, whose activities are quite typical of the
profitable effort expended by members in countless similar
situations.
Therefore, it is most appropriate at this time to express
our appreciation of this very good work in the small towns,
and to extend a sincere invitation to the "silent" showmen
in these communities to contribute to our pages for the information and benefit of the membership.
V
MOVIES

TAKE

A

V

V

BOW

A newspaper's editorial attitude on motion pictures and
motion picture theatres quite often depends upon the relations between editors and the local theatre managers. There
have been, and there are, numerous cases wherein the showman's diplomacy and good judgment, or lack of these qualities, had largely to do with what their papers said or did not
say about the screen.
Obtaining favorable comment from this source is of necessity a premier duty of the manager, and Round Tabler Harry
Botwick, skipper of the Paramount Theatre, Rutland, Vt., sends
along a lead editorial from the Kutland Daily Herald that
indicates how well he is discharging this duty.
Headed "Tribute to the Movies — Not Paid For," the editorial praises the motion picture in no uncertain terms, finishing with the following:
"With all their faults, and in spite of their critics,
the movies bring more surcease and more sunshine
into more lives than does any other single influence
in this modern world of ours."
That so conservative a newspaper "goes all the way" is
indicative of the very sound situation between the press and
theatre in Rutland, a condition that managers In less favored
locations should strive to duplicate.
V

V

V

In answer to the many queries, there is no limit to the number of campaigns individual managers may submit each month
for the Quigley Awards. Entrants are encouraged to forward
as many campaigns as they see fit.
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LOBBY

LAFFS!

Would Milt's
idea play to
capacity?

Maione

Hustles On

"Scandals" Campaign
Taking advantage of the many national
tieups, and putting on a number of local
gags,
State, Manager
Providence,H. R.H.L, Maloney,
executed Loew's
a well
rounded campaign on his showing of "Roman Scandals."
The cooperation of Cantor's radio sponsors resulted in a city-wide plug on the part
of all stores handling the product, the highlight being an elaborate display containing
40 X 60 theatre signs, posters and cutouts
of Cantor in the windows of one of the biggest markets. Other windows were secured
on a cosmetic hookup with many of the leading drug stores, and other effective hookups
were made with furniture and women's apparel stores.
The song hits were plugged on the radio
and in the music stores, thousands of tabloids were distributed, and a number of
other selling slants were put over to obtain
complete advertising and publicity coverage
on this attraction.
Work For A Quigley Aii/ard!
Bamberger Makes Store
Tieup On Short
The merchandising possibilities of Walt
Disney's "Lullaby Land" were exploited to
their fullest by that able showman, Herman
C. Bamberger, skipper of the Poli, Spring-

BambergeT*s "Short" Tieup

field, Mass., who worked up some very
smooth cooperation with the infant wear
department of one of his leading stores.
A special baby exhibit named after the
title of the short was installed in the store,
a large poster at the entrance calling attention to the showing at the theatre (see
photo). A similar artistic display was carried in one of the windows, adorned with
other Disney cartoon toy characters.
Besides this, the store also ran special
newspaper advertising calling attention to
the special displays and of course the picture, the entire cost to the theatre for all the
promotion being a short trailer announcing
the store, presentation, which was run immediately after "Lullaby Land."
Work For A Quigley Aivardl
Caldwell

Decorates

Phillips

January
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Clever Lobby Show
We are pleased to hear again from one
of our old members. Manager Ralph E.
Phillips, Paramount, Mitchell, S. D., previously at the State, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
who reports on some of his recent theatre
activities that brought extra admissions.
Foremost among these was an electrical
appliance show put on in cooperation with
the merchants of his city in which for an
entire week the lobby was given over to an
exposition of electrical labor saving devices
(see photo). In return, the participating
merchants plugged the showing with window displays, newspaper ads and heralds
distributed to all customers, the local papers
coming across with a lot of free space.
Ralph reports that over 5,000 attended the
free lobby show, a great many of which
also bought their way into the theatre.
A tieup with the local Kiwannis Club
on a Christmas tree toy matinee gave the
theatre a splendid prestige build-up which
included letters of appreciation from the
club officers, mention of which was also
carried in the local press.
To ward off his pre-Christmas slump, and
to save on advertising during that time^
Phillips hooked in with one of his local
papers on a want ad contest, in which cash
prizes and theatre tickets were given for
the best letters describing the advantages
of using the classified page. Large free ads
were obtained in advance and during the
contest stressing the prize theatre tickets,
and also the theatre attractions.
Seems like Brother Phillips is keeping
things stirred up out in that section of the
country, and we trust you will be more regular in your membership obligations, Ralph.

Light

Poles on "Dinner at Eight"
Obtaining permission to use city electric
light poles for theatre advertising is not the
easiest thing to put over in any city, and
Wally Caldwell, of Loew's Valentine, Toledo, Ohio, doesn't say what kind of magic
or pressure he used to hang rope streamers
from pole to pole, curb to curb, with four
one-sheet muslin banners back to back, tied
to each streamer advertising "Dinner at
Another splash along the same lines was
an 40-foot road show banner placed on the
Eight."
face
of an office building in the heart of the
city, and covering two floors of windovi^s,
all this topped with a transparent valence
that entirely surrounded the marquee.
Wally turned himself loose on windows
for this date by promoting three full windows in his leading department store on
men's and women's fashions, dinnerware,
etc., against backgrounds of large clock
dials containing the title in flittered script
letters. Other good window locations were
also secured, including that of a furniture
store which featured a dinner table set for
efght, with oil paintings and three sheet
poster cutouts as background.
Restaurants
used 5thetocards
serve
dinner from
7 so reading,
you can "We
see
"Dinner at Eight," a slick gag that has
been used effectively in other spots.

Phillips' Electric Lobby
Brenner and McKenzie

Hit

With
"Going
Hollywood"
Another
sprightly
campaign embracing
animated displays was that directed by Manager Joe Brenner, Loew's State, Boston,
Mass., together with MGM exploiteer, Bert
McKenzie,
on "Going ofHollywood,"
which
lifesize
enlargements
Davies andin Crosby
used in shadow boxes against a circulating,
revolving and colored background.
A combination radio and victrola was
placed in the lobby, and the Crosby records
from the picture played at intervals, the
Brunswick record people also planting their
regular advertising strips, including theatre
copy, in all their retail outlets. The stores
further cooperated with window displays
which carried the title pages of the song
liits and theatre posters.
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AWARD

Theatremen on both sides of the water
continue to comnnent enthusiastically upon
the Award project, and below we are
pleased to quote from the late mails.
V

V

I shall be very happy to serve on the
Committee of Judges in connection with
the Quigiey Awards for the most meritorious theatre exploitation campaigns.
I think the idea is a very good one and
should be productive of excellent results
to all participants.
V

V

LIONEL H. KEENE
Southern Representative
Loew Theatres, Atlanta, Ga.
I am happy to express myself on the very
commendable Managers' Exploitation Contest sponsored by Martin Quigiey and the
Managers' Round Table Club, am with you
heartily on this and even venture to state
that one of Dixie's boys of the Loew organization may deserve the big Award.
More power to you!
V

V

V

WALTER GOULD
General Manager, United Artists
Mexico
The importance of the Quigiey Awards
to foreign showmen cannot be overestimated because the Motion Picture Herald
exerts a tremendous influence in film circles throughout Central and South America. Ilook for spirited rivalry among the
more enlightened exhibitors of Mexico for
the honor of winning one of the plaques.
V

V

TABLE

CLUB

INTEREST

Rules

and

V

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, President
Fox West Coast Theatres

V

ROUND

V

ENRIQUE BAEZ
General Manager, United Artists
Brazil
The Quigiey Awards are a challenge to
\\ne showmanship spirit of exhibitors the
world over. They will promote a keen and
healthy spirit of competition that will act
as a spur to greater merchandising achievements. Itis human nature to want to beat
the other fellow. Besides, a contest inevitably brings to light outstanding examples
of individual accomplishment. It has been
said, men are like apples in a barrel riding
over a bumpy road — the big ones always
come to the top. My congratulations to
Motion Picture Herald and Managers'
Round Table Club for sponsoring a movement that Is certain to raise the level of
showmanship In every quarter of the globe.

Information
A QUIGLEY AWARD will be presented each month during 1934 for
the theatre exploitation campaign selected by the judges as possessing the
highest merit of all those submitted
to the Managers' Round Table Club
on pictures played between the first
and last days of that month. . . .
THE QUIGLEY GRAND AWARD
will be presented to the theatre manager submitting, in the opinion of the
judges, the campaign possessing the
highest merit on any picture played
between January 1 and December 31,
1934. . . .
CAMPAIGNS shmild be forwarded as
soon as completed, but may be forjvarded after the last day of the
month, provided they are on pictures
played during that month. This includes pictures played on the last days
of one month and the first days of
the following. . . .
EVERY THEATRE MANAGER
everywhere is eligible for the Awards,
including non-members of the Club.
Campaigns from foreign lands will be
given extra time to provide for mailing time. . . .
MANAGERS may enter more than
one campaign each month, and may
enter as many as they see fit during
the entire year. . . .
EVERY CAMPAIGN will receive the
same break. Managers with small
budgets will receive the same consideration asthose with large appropriations. Remember, "it's not bow
much, but how good." . . .
QUIGLEY AWARDS COMMITTEE
1790 Broadway
New York
RUDOLPH A. KUEHN
Manager, Fabian
Hoboken, New Jersey
News of the Quigiey Award is headline
copy to every member of the Round Table
Club and all managers. The opportunity
for this rea! recognition should not be
passed up, and you can count upon me to
do my best to cooperate through 1934.
Best of luck and all wishes for success.
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A. J. SONOSKY
Manager, Capitol
Aberdeen, S. D.
I believe the Quigiey Award idea to be
a meritorious one, indeed. Good showmen are everlastingly trying for accomplishment, Ifor
f
no other reason than the
personal satisfaction of doing a good job.
They do a job for the love of doing, in
an enthusiastic and responsive manner,
whether they receive credit or a pat on
the back, or not. However, they are not
adverse to such credit, and these Quigiey
Awards will certainly be cherished by the
winners as a visible proof of superior accomplishment.
V V V
HARRY M. SUGARMAN
Manager, Egyptian
Los Angeles, Cai.
It is indeed a progressive step and most
certainly opens a field of recognition to
the alert and thinking managers.
It is their opportunity to express themselves and receive recognition of such expression, and like the director, the story
writer, and other members of our industry
whose names are synonymous with selfexpression, so, too, can theatre managers
become recognized as leaders in their
phase of a business depending upon personality and self-expression, of which exploitation ithe
s
most lucrative of the various phases of self-expression In theatre
operation.

V V V
AL ZIMBALIST
Advertising Director
Saint Louis Amusement Co.
Count us In and start polishing the pages
for our campaigns. Saint Louis Warner
managers hereby affix their willingness to
actively participate in the Quigiey Awards
drive. Watch our smoke!
V

V

V

MORRIS ROSENTHAL
Manager, Majestic
Bridgeport, Conn.
At last the theatre manager is coming
Into his own. After all these years his work
Is no wto be recognized along with the
national and distributor's exploitation men.
It seems like Irony that the men in the field
who have been instrumental in selling some
of the producers' mistakes to the public
for years are the last persons to receive
recognition.
I for one feel that these awards to be
given by the Motion Picture Herald will
do much to stimulate activities In the field
year after year.
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Hammond

Plants Plane

InSam
Lobby
on "Skyway"
Hammond,
whom the membership
will recall as one of the World's Fair prize
winners has
in our
last summer's
exploitation
contest,
transferred
his activities
from
the Criterion, Anderson, S. C, to the Cavalier, Norfolk, Va. He sends us a report on
one of his last campaigns at his previous
assignment in which he put over a number
of snappy ideas on his showing of "Skyway."
For lobby display, Sam promoted a lot of

Saw's Practical Plane
flying accessories from his local airport and
posted paper in the surrounding area, inviting the folks to come and see the exhibit.
To embellish this, a plane was borrowed
from a local flying enthusiast, the ship being planted in front of the theatre (see
photo) where it was used during the run of
the picture, the total cost coming to $15.
During the rush hours the ship was towed
around town with a banner on the fuselage
calling attention to the picture. At prominent corners the motor was cranked and
handbills distributed to the crowds which
gathered. Besides its use as a street stunt,
the plane was flown over the city and nearby
towns at low altitude and passes attached to
many parachutes were dropped over various
locations. Sam reports that as a result of
all this activity, the picture played to over
5,000 paid admissions, which is something
to enthuse over in any town the size of Anderson.
One of the first things that this Round
Tabler put over in Norfolk was a Thanksgiving "potato" show for the benefit of local
charities. Admission was two sweet potatoes
and nine barrels of the yams were turned
over to the Salvation Army.

HARDING ART GOES
In "Gallant Lady" and
famous names, Howard
Mats of this fine art, in

PICTU

RE

Dick and Ken Speed

H ER ALD

Up

On "Invisible Man"
"The Invisible Man" was evidently quite
in demand by the time the picture arrived
at the RKO Hillstreet, Los Angeles, Cal.,
due to the efforts of Manager Dick Moss
and Publicity Chief Ken McGaffey, who had
the town running ragged with a host of
unusual slants.
Announcements of the engagement were
made to all local drama critics and columnists, with telegrams
from "Invisible
Man,"
and window
cards covered
the downtown
area advertising $10,000 reward for his
capture, dead or alive. Masked girls were
used
on the
handing
out prizes
"Beware"
heralds,
copystreets,
of which
offered
for
best
suggestions
on capturing
the "man."
Lobby
background
was in keeping
with
atmosphere of picture, with all lights
changed to green. All poster work carried
out the eerie effect, with a cutout figure next
the boxofifice highlighting the atmosphere of
the picture.
A still lobby-guessing contest was one
of the features of the plugging of "Right
to Romance," in which a number of stills
from Harding's previous pictures were
posted, and patrons invited to test their
memories by guessing the names of the
attractions.
The Culbertson bridge short on the same
bill was tied in to a free bridge school at
one of the department stores, the theatre
advertising the school and the store carrying
theatre credits in their advertising. Bridge
rules were distributed to all patrons, and
one of the papers ran a theatre box under
the daily Culbertson syndicate bridge lesson.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Students Study "Emperor
Jones" Picture Script
In cooperation with United Artists, the
National Council of Teachers of English,
through the regional committees on photoplay appreciation, are continuing the "Emhigh conducted
school students'
contest peror
nowJones"being
in highcriticism
schools
throughout the United States, as a part of
senior English study for high school students.
As the picture has not yet been shown
in many spots, there is still opportunity for
managers who have dated the picture to contact their local high school English teachers
for the purpose of making this tiein in
which many prizes are being of¥ered for the
best student criticisms.
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Old Time Bike
Stops Some Traffic
From new member Newell Howard, publicist of the Ulman and the New Theatres,
Salisbury, Md., comes a neat campaign on
"Little Women" that he reports did swell
business day-and-date at both houses in the
face of bad weather and tough opposition.
A novel bally was an old timer high wheel
bicycle, ridden by a trick cyclist. To the
bike was attached a two-wheel trailer carrying an inverted "V" sign, and the outfit
illustrated in the accompanying photo shows
why a lot of attention was attracted on the
streets and in the nearby towns.
Newell also put over the press book sampler contest to good returns, as the folks

Ne well's High-Bike Gag
down in his section are skilled in this kind
of needlework and went for the idea in
pleasing numbers. The inclusion of a number of other stunts rounded out the drive.
Howard states that he is happy to pass
along his street gag to those who haven't
used it, and is ready to furnish further details to any member wanting more information. Nice spirit, brother.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Dancin' the "Carioca"
If a lot of theatres playing "Flying Down
to Rio" do not tie up with their local ballrooms on the new dance in the picture, the
"Carioca," it won't be the fault of Leon J.
Bamberger,
of RKO
sales over
promotion
staff,
who has
alreadyRadio's
contacted
2,000
leading dance halls throughout the country.
Broadsides giving all details, including a
description of the dance steps and shots of
the various positions posed by Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers of the cast have been
sent to the ballroom people, with instructions regarding the tiein with the local theatres dating the attraction.

CLASS. United Artists' Hal Home invited a group of top line artists to a showing of Ann Harding
the above illustrates some of the art Impressions inspired by the picture and created by these
Chandler Christy, Diego Rivera, McClelland Barclay, James Montgomery Flagg and Hayden Hayden.
various sizes, are now available for advertising and publicity.
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WOMAN'S

MAN

JOHN HALLIDAY WALLACE FORD
KITTY KELLY MARGUERITEdelaMOTTE
Based on Adela Rogers St. John's magazine story. Supervised by Ben Verschleiser.
nirArt*»H hv FHwnrH I iirlxA/in
BEGGARS
1 i

LIONEL
JAMES

IN

ATWILL
BUSH

ERMINE

BETTY

HENRY

FURNESS

B. WALTHALL

Based on the novel by E^sther Lynd Dayi
Supervised by W. T. Lackey. Directed by
Phil Rosen.
MYSTERY

ASTRID

LINER

NOAH BEERY
ALLYN
CORNELIUS

KEEFE

Based on Edgar Wallace's mystery-thriller.
Supervised
by Paul Malvern. Directed by
William
Nigh.
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Stanley, Camden, N. J.
Manager Joe Murdock, working with
Floyd Fitzsinimons, district publicist, went
after the factories in that section and had
a lot of single dollar bills wrapped in imprinted cellophane which were included in
the regular payrolls, the "picture" money
being exchanged for regulation dollars. The
boys also used a lot of "girl," lobby and
street stuff and also put on a regular Hollywood opening.
Warner, Los Angeles, Cal.
Lou Halper, Warner West Coast theatre
head, and his staff put over some real sock
stuff, including a special newspaper section
of solid pages of cooperative ads, all of
which of course plugged the picture. Harry
Maizlich promoted a number of well known
orchestra leaders and picked musicians from
their bands to entertain from a stand erected
in front of the theatre.
At the opening, a broadcast was arranged
from a blimp cruising above the theatre,
and a parade which marched up Hollywood
Boulevard included a squad of marines and
many of the girls who appeared in the picture, a number of whom, in costume, rode
on a special float, designed by Frank Murphy, Warner Bros, electrical engineer.
Metropolitan, Houston, Tex.
Manager E. E. Collins and Warner Exploiteer Allen Glenn take the bows for this
campaign. Unusual was the erection of a
huge turntable on a marquee opposite the
theatre, upon which at various times a group
of girls formed tableaux, lighted at night
with spotlights from the Metropolitan.
The stocking window stunt was also put
on in a leading apparel store, wherein the
window was so covered that only the girls'
legs could be seen as they paraded. A "pick
your star" newspaper contest was also promoted in which readers were asked to select attractive girls from a layout and to
list the qualities they thought the girls must
possess to attain stardom.
Paramount, Rutland, Vt.
Here Round Tabler Harry Botwick put
on the sort of campaign he is noted for on
the bigger attractions, and the following
stunts are taken from his 10-page report
that included a six-sheet pasted on lobby
floor for two weeks in advance, 1,000-watt
flood lamps illuminating lobby.
Tieup with leading store returned 30-inch
free display ad, window displays and free
imprinted balloon distribution to children.
Heralds and balloons also distributed to
capacity house on midnight preview of at
traction preceding "Footlights."
Unusual broadcasting idea was put on
opening day when patrons were admitted
half hour in advance to listen to special
broadcast from stage set to resemble studio.
Wire was run from pick-up arms of house
non-sync to remote control amplifier on
stage which picked up half-hour broadcast
on picture from local station. The gag was
well advertised and went over tremendously,
the entire cost to Botwick being only $9.
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Street Float Features
Ken's "Lady" Campaign

Over

"Foo+ligVit" Slants
The boys out in the field are still striking
fire with their broadsides on "Footlight Parade" and the following from various spots
are the highlights of some of the individual
campaigns.

January

Club

Calendar
FEBRUARY
1st

Clark Gable's Birthday
1893S. Flag Raised in Hawaii —
U.
Ground Hog Day

3rd

Woodrow Wilson Died— 1924
Horace Greeley Born — 1811
Mendelssohn (German Composer) Born — 1809
Col. Lindberg's Birthday— 1904
1788 Ratified Constitution —
Mass.

4th

6th
7th
8th
9th

Ken Taylor, the youthful Uvalde, Texas,
showman responsible for the effective campaigns at the Strand Theatre in the home
town of Vice-President Garner, sends in
some interesting exploitation on his showing of "Lady for a Day" which contain a
lot of good box office angles. He describes
at length his adaptation of the press book
barrel stunt, planting the gag in front of

Aaron Burr Born — 1756
Ramon Novarro's Birthday
Charles Dickens Born— 1812
John Ruskin Born — 1819
General Sherman Born — 1820
—Charles
1867 Ruggles' Birthday
Nebraska Admitted to Union
Ken's "Lady" Street Float

10th
12th
14th

15th
16th
17th
18th
22nd
25th
26th
27th

Ronald Colman's Birthday
William H. Harrison (9th President) Born—
Roosevelt
Natl.1773Memorial Day
Daniel Boone Born — 1734
Thomas Edison Born — 1847
Abraham Lincoln Born — 1809
St. Valentine's Day
Ariiona Admitted to Union —
1912
Stuart Erwin's Birthday
John Barrymore's Birthday
N. J. Abolished Slavery — 1804
Destruction of Maine — 1898
Al Jolson's Birthday
Chester Morris' Birthday
I st Telephone Exchange Opened
Mary Brian's Birthday
J. Harold Murray's Birthday
Adolph Menjou's
Jefferson
Davis Birthday
Inaugurated
Pres. of Confederacy — 1861
Jimmy Durante's Birthday
Geo. Washington Born — 1732
James Russell Lowell Born —
1807
Victor Hugo Born — 1802
Zeppo
William Marx's
Cody Birthday
(Buffalo Bill)
Born— 1845
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
Born— 1807
Joan Bennett's Birthday
Franchot Tone's Birthday

That jazz flivver gag sure went the
rounds
selling
the
above isin one
of "College
the latestHumor"
received,andfrom
Eddie Haley, Fitchburg Theatre, a Round
Tabler, of Fitchburg, Mass.

a nearby vacant store, that he reports garnered lots of attention.
Ken constructed an ingenious street float,
in which he tried to carry out the idea of
an apple vendor in front of an office building. The accompanying photo shows the
result. He promoted a fruit cart, filled it
with apples, and not being able to find an
old woman
to act
as the
"Apple
went
ahead and
dressed
up one
of hisAnnie,"
house
stafY in black skirt and blonde wig.
Evidently, the difficulties that beset showmen in the smaller towns do not discourage
this manager, for although he may not be
able to accomplish what he originally sets
out to do, nevertheless the results are very
interesting, if not aesthetic. We are happy
to have heard from Taylor again, and trust
he will
keepsection
us informed
of what's
what
down
in his
of the Lone
Star state.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Don Malloy's Many
Newspaper Tieins
In many instances, the neighborhood
newspapers published in various sections of
the bigger cities have potent drawing power,
and Manager Don Malloy, Shakespeare, Chicago, 111., capitalizes on these extra patronage possibilities with a flock of strong hookups in the Outlook, the leading paper in the
Oakland
section of Chicago, where the theatre is situated.
Prominent among the tieups is a weekly
co-op page, in which passes are given in a
misspelled word contest, with the theatre
and attraction of course given a strong plug
in the center of the layout. In addition, free
tickets are also given each week to a list
of names selected at random from the neighborhood.
Don himself conducts a film chatter column in the paper containing interesting dope
on his coming releases, and draws liberally
upon his press books for ideas that the paper
can utilize.
The amount of space this Round Tabler
grabs off every week indicates that the sheet
evidently goes for picture stufif as a source
of extra advertising. It's good selling.
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INDIVIDUAL PICTURE SERVICE . . . Complete newspaper ad mat campaign (10 to II ads) on all feature pictures released by the Major Producing and Distributing Companies. . . . Sent in accordance with your
specific titles and play dates or rendered in accordance with national
release dates.
GENERAL SERVICE . . . Shipped at regular intervals and includes a
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KoMfid T abler in Community of 2,000 Describes a Few
Ideas That Have Kept Up His Grosses During Slump
Weeks; Details Plans for Clever Animated Displays
The limitations of advertising budgets,
especially in the smaller towns, have brought
out many ingenious ideas put across at little
cost. The ideas listed on this page from
Manager R. M. Thomason, Crystal Theatre,
Ellis, Kan., population 2,000, though not
necessarily original, are presented for the
information of other progressive members
in like situations. We refer readers particularly to the successful and inexpensive animated displays and their description.
Weekly Football Night
Midweek business being off during first
few weeks after school started, Thomason
tied up with coach and principal of high
school for football pep meeting at theatre
one night a week during playing season.
Students were allowed reduction of five
cents from regular prices, with team as
guests. School also furnished extra appropriate stage entertainment.
This not only brought business back
above normal, but gained further good will.
School Drama Club Tieup
Recognizing the drawing potentialities of
his high school dramatic club, Thomason
worked out an arrangement by which the
amateur thespians presented their plays at
the theatre. In return, a slight reduction
was made in admission prices on pictures
selected by school officials that of course
were run in addition.
Animated Displays
Consistent use of animated displays, simple in construction and operation, have
proven profitable for this member and a
description of the barrel used as a street
bally on "Three Cornered Moon" (see
photo) no doubt will prove interesting.
The barrel was painted green with black
hoops. A square cardboard box topped with
cutout was lettered on all sides and revolved slowly. The animation was created

A seasonal lobby display took the form
of a three-plane picture of a g'roup of
camels in the desert and flashing star in a
blue sky background. Blue bulbs were used
for sky effect, red for the camels and brown
covered bulbs for the sand, all lights hidden
in the base or behind each plane. The star
was cut out and a five-watt bulb in a cigar
box with a flasher in circuit to supply the
twinkling effect.
A snappy
New Year's
display
a silhouette ofa sailing
vessel with
bluewas
waves
in
one plane, a yellow moon for the background
plane and cutout waves painted in blue green
for the front plane. The lights on each of
these planes were the same color of the
paints. Around the moon were suspended
flittered cutout letters with the following
copy,
"Happy
for 1934,"
a pocket
knife and
screw Sailing
driver being
the main
tools.
Animated Barrel Gag
with an ordinary broomstick used as the
shaft, belted to a small fan motor, oscillating type, on the bottom of the barrel, which
supplied sufficient power.
Trailer Peep Show
Below is illustrated and described another
animation built into the theatre advertising
auto trailer. It was very well done, gathered
continuous crowds both in Ellis and in the
surrounding towns, and Thomason states that
the entire cost was not over 50 cents.
Holiday Ideas
As the city operates its own electric light
system, a tieup was made for strings of
light to cover the front of the theatre for
Christmas decorations, current being supplied by tapping of¥ from the power lines.
The interior of the theatre was decorated
with fireproof crepe paper streamers and
colored lights.

Preston's Auction
Gag Helps Poor
Round Tabler Bill Preston, formerly at
the State, Quincy, Mass., shoots along a
two-column ad from his new assignment at
the Arcadia, Portsmouth, N. H., that gives
all
details of this
his "Auction
Night" it
stunt.
Billthemodernizes
slant by calling
the
"N R A Way," the copy going on to say
that he pays full price to local merchants
for live turkeys, ducks and chickens which
are to be auctioned off to patrons for what
they are willing to pay, the proceeds of the
sale going to the local needy.
It's a two-way gag that should please, as
Bill gets a capacity crowd interested in the
inexpensive poultry, and the good will is
helped by the donation to the town relief
fund. Topping it all, Preston announces
himself as the auctioneer, which insures a
good show, this old timer knowing how to
keep the folks amused and entertained.

TRAILER "PEEP SHOW." Here is Thomason's trailer show referred to above, and detailed drawings of animation. When
button is pushed, in rear door (A), lOO-watt bulbs (E) light up and motor (S) starts, turning cardboard disc (F) with stills
passing slowly behind cutout space (C). Stationary transparent cut-out-date letters In space (D). Where motor Is not available, electric fan may be used by removing blades and placing belt on shaft.
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(Left) G. BRAINOS, General Manager,
Crystal Palace, Brussels, Belgium, forwards
this shot of his clever street bally on
Doublepatte and Patachon, a Danish pair
of Connies very popular in his country.
Brainos' lobby front on this attraction is
also very attractive and registers big.

Brussels' Street Stunt

(Right) VITTORIO MALPASSUTI, Motion Picture hierald correspondent, Rome,
reports the free beer lobby idea at the
Cinema Barberini, Rome, Italy on "Evviva
la Birra" meaning "What! No Beer?"
Evidently, Italian picture patrons went for
it with the same enthusiasm shown over
here.
V V V

Free Beer in Rome

{Left) E. P. RANG A, Regal, Lahore,
India, did a lot of traffic-stopping with this
gag on "Girl Crazy" which he reports
brought in a lot of business. Incidentally,
"E. P." had to get around a lot of Government regulations to put this on, and managed to do quite well at that, what}

Kanga's Horse-Drawn Flivver

{Right) GC/ARANY THEATRE, Porto
Alegre, Brazil, is the scene of this "Kid
From Spain" opening where the natives, no
doubt under the Cantor influence, came
out in mobs to see the Brazilian premier of
the picture. The advance campaign on this
attraction was executed along American
lines.
V V V

Brazil Wants Cantor

(Left) BARCELONA, Spain, in addition
to song titles, produces some mighty smart
exploitation, as proven by these accompanying photos. The shot above illustrates
the slick street bally on "A Bedtime Story,"
and A! Dean reports the chap at the head
cleverly Impersonated Chevalier at prominent corners.

Barcelona Goes Chevalier

(Right) The boat below, advertising "The
Sign of the Cross," was used on the Barcelona waterfront where it was seen by an
estimated quarter of a million people every
day. A bow to the unnamed explolteers
responsible for these clever gags,
V

V

Spanish Water Bally

V

{Left) DUBLIN, Ireland, rcould naturally gofor "Cavalcade," but the long line
in front of the Grand Central Theatre in
the Irish metropolis indicates a heap of
attendance, borne out by Maurice Ahearn,
who states that the attraction played to capacity houses for weeks.

Dublin Likes "Cavalcade"

(Right) SIDNEY f. HOBBS, managing
director, Empire, Coventry, England, tied
up with his leading merchants to feature
jig saw puzzles of stars who were booked
to play the theatre. The idea was one of
Sidney's contributions in a circuit-wide
managers' stunt campaign, and it certainly
sells the theatre and pictures.

Sid Hobbs' Puzzle Window
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rOM OLSEN
has just been appointed district manager over
Bellefontaine and Piqua, Ohio, for Schine. Tom
was last with Everqreen Amusement Co. in Seattle.
V
MRS. SADIE ULMAN
manager of the Ulman Theatre, Salisbury, Md.,
has taken over the New Theatre of that city.
V
FRANK MINES
-former RKO Palace manager, Cleveland, has been
transferred to the Keith East 105th Street house.
V
GEORGE HENGER
former zone manager for Warners Brothers, Oklahoma City houses, has been named city manager
for Standard Theatres, Inc., there.
V
MORRIS EPSTEIN
has been promoted from assistant manager of the
Walker Theatre, Brooklyn to the manager of the
Culver Theatre.
V
1^. E. HOOK
of Aliceville, Ala., has opened a new house and
'has Instituted a contest to secure aV suitable name.
CARL GRAY
IS the owner and manager of the new Eastside
Theatre, Panama City, Fla.
V
E. POLLOCK
has opened the Lake Theatre at Upper
V Lake, Calif.
MORGAN WALSH
for years a film exchange manager at San Francisco, has taken over the Mission Theatre at Sacramento, Calif.
V
NICK SAHATI
has succeeded J. Fred Miller as manager of the
Paso Robles Theatre, Paso Robles, Calif.
V
MARTIN ELLIS
1s the manager of the newly reopened Broadway
m Camden, N. J.
V
BILL GALLAGHER
formerly of the closed Arcadia, Wilmington, Del.,
has been transferred to the Lansdowne In Lansdowne, Pa.
V
LOVEL DURNFORD and
GRANT WINTERS
are the managers of the Owl Theatre In Covelo,
Calif.
V
J. FRIEDMAN
has taken over the Liberty in Suffern, N. Y., and
will reopen It as the Strand.
V
RALPH MORGAN
has succeeded CLIFF BOYD as manager of the
Strand in Cincinnati, Ohio, while HAPPY MEININGER is the new manager of the RKO Capitol.
V
TOM LOVE
has reopened the Crystal at South Superior, Wyo.
V
RALPH PHILLIPS
has succeeded BERT KLINE as manager of the
Paramount In Mitchell, S. D., while FRED WEIMER,
former assistant at the hluron in Huron, S. D.,
takes over Phillips' old duties. V
GILBERT JOSEPHSON
: is managing the Monroe, Monroe, N. Y.

TONY STERN
has changed managerial seats with EARL OCHSENBEIN, who goes from the Liberty to the Victoria In Wheeling, West Va.
V
FORNEY BOWERS
for several years manager of the Union Opera
house in New Philadelphia, Ohio, has been named
manager of the Orpheum In McKees Rock, Pa.,
succeeding LESTER HUTCHINSON.
V
DICK CRUSIGAR
has been transferred from Warners Alhambra,
Canton, O., to the Plaza at Sandusky.
V
W. E. DRUMBAR
is at the helm of the new Joy Theatre at Knoxville, Tenn.
V
GEORGE E. PORTER
has acquired the Foley Theatre, Foley, Fla.
V
W. L. CHAPIN
has purchased the Lyric in Mcintosh, S. D., from
S. D. MEYERS.
V
TED NICHOLAS
former motion picture critic for the Indianapolis
News,tre there.
has been made manager of the Lyric TheaV
MARC BOWMAN
is managing the Roxy at Seattle, Wash., succeeding RAY SRUMBACHER.
V
EARLE WRIGHT
suceeds VERNON REAVER as manager of the Poli
in New Haven, and BEN COHEN leaves Hartford
to go to the College In New Haven.
V
WALLACE ALLEN
has
N. Y.joined Warners as City Manager in Elmira,
V
M. W. HOOPES
has acquired the Royal Theatre, Panora, la., and
reopened it.
V
LARRY RDCH
formerly with Warners Grand In Camden, N. J.,
is now managing the newly opened Broadway there.

CLUB
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LEONARD KAPLAN
is manager of the State In Sioux Falls, S. D.
V
C. H. SCHREIBER
has been transferred to the Palace Theatre In
Columbus, Ohio.
V
FRED BRONTE
has reopened the Yuma Theatre in Yuma, Colo.,
for the winter.
V
RAY KATZENBACH
has purchased the Emeroson, Brush, Colo., from
JOHN ANDERSON.
V
GERALD GALLAGHER
has left the Fox In San Diego to take over the California there.
V
MAX BRONOW
former assistant manager to BILL HUFFMAN at
Valley
Stream Is back in Philly at the Eureka in the
same capacity.
V
HAROLD GARFINKLE
may now be found managing the newly reconconstructed RIalto Theatre; in Ne\yark, N. J.
Cumup some time, Harold.
V
ALAN RAPPAPORT
has been transferred from the Princess in Camden,
N. J., to the Grand In Vineland, N. J.
V
WILIAM GALLAGHER
former manager of the closed Arcadia, Wilmington, Del., may
Lansdowne,
Pa. now be found at the Lansdowne,
V
FORNEY BOWERS
has returned to the Union Opera House In New
Philadelphia, Ohio, after having pInch-hit for
LESTER
Rocks, Pa.HUTCHEON at the Orpheum In McKees
V
PAUL BERNARD
is the new manager of the Arena, New York City
neighborhood house.
V
RALPH GOLDBERG
is now city manager of all the Tri-States Theatres
In Omaha.
V
C. E. RICHARDSON
has acquired the RIalto Theatre at Adel, la., succeeding O. Benson.
V
W. J. WERNER
has
Minn.opened his new Le Seur Theatre at Le Seur,
V

Managers' Round Table Club, Motion Picture
Herald, 1790 Broadway, New York. • Send
postpaid the number of pins noted below, for
which payment is enclosed at $1.00 each
(Actual pin is yg of an inch in diameter.)
MEMBER
THEATRE
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

HOW MANY?

C. LYLE
is
the skipper of the new Rio Theatre at Enid,
Okla.
V
W. A. BURTON
has purchased the RIalto Theatre at Wesslngton
Springs, S. D.
V
W. D. FULTON
skipper of the Colonial and Southtown Theatres.
Kansas City, recently rented offices In the Zoglln
Building on Wyandotte Street.
V
CHARLES BURKEY
owner of the Summit Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.,
celebrated the twentieth anniversary of his theatre
last week. He Is one of the oldest exhibitors in
the point of service in Kansas City territory, it Is
said.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as Information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
which release dates have not been assigned, are listed In "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
■distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
ALLIED PICTURES
Title
Star
Modern Hero, A
Richard Barthelmess
.
Running Time
Registered
Nurse
Bebe E. Daniels-Lyle
Talbot
I'eatures
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Very
Title
Star
Honorable
Guy,
A
Joe
Brown
3. '34.
69.... Aug. 12 Wonder Bar
•One Year Later
Mary Brlan-Russell Hopten Aug. 25
Al CortezJolson-DIck
Dolores Powell
Del -Ricardo
Rio- Kay
68.... Get. 14
Picture Bridet
Dorothy Mackaill-Regit Toemey . . Nov. 1
Francis
Mar.
Coming Feature Attractions
Bungalow Court
FOX FILMS
Running Time
Davy Jenei'
Leeker
Midnight
Alarm
Features
Open
for
InipettiM
Date
Minutes
29
78.... Reviewed
Nov. 18
Title
Star
Rel.
Silk Trimmed
As Husbands Go
Warner Baxter-Helen Vinson. ... Dee. S
Slightly U«ed
90. ...July 2214
7i....0et.
Berkeley Sguare
Leslie Howard -Heather Angel. ... Nov, 15
71 Aug. 5
Charlie Chan's Greatest Case.. Warner Oiand-Heather Angel. .. .Sept. 21
CHESTERFIELD
Devil's Bull
In Love, Th*
Victor
Jory-Loretta
July
Doetor
WillMarian
Rogers
- Louise Young
Dresser
- .Sept.
.Features
Running Tine
Nixon-Ralph
Morgan.
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
.90. ...May 20
F. P. I
Conrad Veldt-Jill Esmond-LesTitle
Star
lie Fenton
.July 28... 77.68
..67...... Nov.
Deo. 112 Frontier Marshal
23
....
By Appointment Only
Lew Cody-Alleen Pringle July 7.. .. ..70..
O'Brien-Irene
Bentley. . . . Jan. I8,'34. .85
Dance,
Dance
Alan OInehart-Anlta
D I nehart- Evelyn Page
Kiapp. . . .Sent.
I.. . ..63 Sent. 16 Good Companions, The George
0eL
...Apr.
Jessie Matthews
• EdmOBt
I Have Girl,
Lived
Alan
June 15..
14 28
Gwenn
Sept. 5,'S4.
. . .Dee.
In the Money
"Skeett"son • Warren
GallagherHymer
■ LoU Wil- Nov. /..
Hoopla
Clara Bow-Preston Foster Nov.
...Sept 9
Suzannel
...Lilian Harvey-Gene Raymond. . Jan, 24
. 62. Jan. I3,'34 I1 Am
Man of Sentiment A
Marian
Marsh
Owea
Moore.
.
.
Dee,
Was a Spy
Herbert
Madeleine Dee.
Wm. Bakewell
Sept. 15..
23
Carroll Marshall
• Conrad • Veldt
.73
Murder
Carapui Charles
Starrett-Shirlev
Grey. ....Dee.
.74
and Sally
James Dunn. Claire Trevor Nov. 25
72.... Nov. 11 Jimmy
NotoriousonButthe Nice
Marian Marsh-Betty
Cempson.
. . Aug. 27..
5..
Last Trail, The
George O'Brien-Claire Trevor. ,. .Aug. 7
70
62.
...Nov,
4
Rainbow Over Broadway Joan Marsh-Frank Aibertson Dee. 1..
Life Game.
in theThe
Raw
George O'Brien-Claire
Coming Feature Attractions
Mad
Spencer
Tracy
- Claire Trevor.
Trevor -.. .July
Man
Who
Oared,
The
Ralph
Morgan
Oct.
Cross Streets
John
Mack BrownLouise
• Claire
75.... July 18
Preston Foster-Zita Johann July 14
Windsor-Anita
- Kenneth Thomson
Mr, Skltch
Will Rogers-Zasu Pitts
Dec. 10 65. 79.... Nov. II
iMen Forget
My Lips Betray
Lilian Harvey-John Boles Nov. 29 ..74....
Sept S8
. Oc...Cot
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayres
Sept. 17 70. 66.
28
t2
COLUMBIA
Olson's
Big Moment El
Brendei
Nov. I2,'34 ...72
8
D
Orient Express
Heather
Angel-Norman Foster. . .Jan.
o
1
76....
Seat
2
e
.
Paddy, the Next Best Thing. .. Janet Gaynor- Warner Baxter. .. .Sent.
Features
Running Time
18July 22
Pilgrimage
Henrietta
Crosman
• Marian
Star
Title
18
90....
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Nixon
•
Norman
Foster
Aug.
8
78....
Aug. 28I
.Above the Clouds
R. Cromweil-R. Armstrong-D.
68....8opt
Power and the Glory, The Spencer Tracy-Colleen Mooro Oct. 4
20IS ...67 .
Shanghai Madness Spencer Tracy-Fay Wray
Aug. 8
. ..63 .
Nov.
69
Dee. 149
Smoky
Victor
Jory-lrene
Bentley
Dee.
iBrief Moment
Carole Lombard-Gene Raymond70....Oet
Sally Eilers-Norman Foster Oct. 13
S . ..69.. ..Oct. 7 Walls of Gold
78. ...Oct 14
.Oet 20
Worst Woman In Paris? Benita Hume-Adolphe Menjou. .. .Oct. JO
.
.
Dee.
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
Ford-Walter
CanneiiyDorothy Tree
15 Coming Feature Attractions
65 .
30 ...76..
Fighting
Code, The
Buck Jones-D
All Men Are Enemies Hugh
Williams-Helen Twelvetrees
Fei
Mary
Brian Donald Coek • Nav.
Bottoms
Up
Pat
Peterson
- Spencer Traey •
30
69.
Jan.
I3.'34
.
..88
.
John
Boles
Fury (f the Jungle
Donald Cook-Peggy Shannon... Oct. 25 . ..60 .
Xold the Press
Tim McCoy-Shirley Grey
Carolina
Janet Gaynor-Llonel BarryraoroOct 10 ...80 . ..July
'King ef the Wild Hartts Wm. Janney-Derethy Appleby. Nov.
Robert Young-Henrietta Cros- man Feb.
iLidy fer a Day
Warren
William-Guy KIbbee2.'»4.
May Robsaa-Glenda
Farrell. . Sept. IS . .102..
Harold Lloyd-Una Merkel
64. Jan. 13. 34 Cats-Paw. The
iLet's Fall In Lev*
Ann Sothern - Edmund Low* .N«v. 26
.
Coming
Out Party
FrancesRogers-Evelyn
Dee-Gene Raymond
4
. . Dee.
28
David
Harum
Will
Venable
g Devil Tiger
Master of Men
Jack Holt-Fay Wray
Kane Richmond-Marlon Burns
9,'34.
5 , , ...68..
■My Woman
Helen
- Wallace
Ever Follies
Since Eve
George StarO'Brien-Mary
Briaa. . . . Feb.
. ..73.. ..Oct 342118 Fox
Ford Twelvetrees
- Victor Jory
(All
Musical)
'Once to Every Wimaa Fay Wray • Walter Connolly '
Hold That Girl
James Dunn-Claire Trevor Feb.
i5,'34.
30 ....70
I Believed In You
Victor
Jory Ames
- John Boles • Feb. 23,'34.
..58.... ..Nov.
Rosemary
3
...65
.95.... Aug. 12
'Shadows *f SIna 8lM
Bruce Cabot Only
Girl,
The
Lilian
Harvey-Charles
Boyer
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. IB.)
"Scandals"
Rudy
Whito-Alleo
Faye-Valee-George
Jimmy Durante
22
SO
Wynne Gibson-Preston Foster. .. .Jan. 28,'34.
10 ....60
..58... . .Aug,
. Nov. 25 Sleeper* East
ThrIM
12
(See "In the Cutting Room,'*^ Dec. 30.)
.
..72..
Coming Feature Attractions
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
Fighting
The Clark
Buck JonesDorothy Revler
Features
Runnlni Tim*
It HappenedRanger,
One Night..:
Gabie-Claudette
Colbert
Lady Is Willing, The
Leslie Howard-Blnnie Barnes
Rel, Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Llne-Up,
The
William
Gargan-Marian
Nixon
Marriage on Approval Donald Dillaway-Barbara Kent.80
Mao Trailer, Th*
Buck Jenes-Ceellla Parker
Men af Tomorrow Frankia
• Jackie Searl • Jan.
Barry
Nov. 2217 V6,'34.'.60
War of the Range
TomPhyllis
Tyler
Sept.
George Darrs
Breakston
3I.'34.
Coming
Attractions
[Ninth Guest, The
Donald Cook-Genevieve Tebin Jan. 25.'34.
Black Cat, Feature
The
<One Is Guilty
Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Grey.
Bulldog
Edition
Party's
Over. The
East of Sudan
Social Register
Colleen Moore-Alexander KirkGreen Paradise
land
Jan. 25,'34
Love After Thirty
Alleen
Prlnglo • Theodoro Von
Twentieth
Century
John
Barrymore-Caroie
Lombard
Eltz
Whirlpool
Jack Holt
My Wandering Boy
Red Man's Country
FIRST DIVISION
Silent
Sister ofArmy,
the The
Follies
Running Time
Features
Title
SUr
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Daasan
,
Dee. 22
..Se
Dee.
30
GAUMONT-BRITISH
3
56 Nov. 18
•Eat
26
58
He, "Em
KingofAlive
of Virtue Fernandel-Coilette Darfeuil Nov.
Dec. 22
TIno Reviewed
55.... Dee. 30 Features
Throne
Gods
Dee.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Runnlni
Minutes
.58
Coming Feature Attractions
Aunt Sally
Cicely Courtneidge-Sam Hardy.
82
Baroud
In Meroceo violet Loralne-Gordon Barker.
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Pag*
Britannia(See
of "Love
Biillngsgat*
79!/2..0et 7
Channel
Crossing
FIRST NATIONAL
Constance
Cummlngs - Matheson
Lang
Falling
for
You
Features
Running Time
J.
Hulbert-Clcely
Courtneldgo
88 Sept. SO
Leslie Banks
Fire Raisers. The
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Jessie
Matthews
Friday
the
13th
Big ShakadowB, The
Bette
DavisCortez
- Chas. Farrell - Jan.
Ghost
Train,
The
Jack Hulbert
Dee. 1
68.... Feb. 25
Ricardo
«.'S4. . . . 64 . . .Sept.
Ghoul,
The
Boris Karioff
85.... Oct 28
it's a Boy
Bureau of Missing Persons... Bette
- Lewis Stono • Sept. 16
2
Edward
Everett
Norton
Leslie
GlendaDavisFarrell
89 Sept SO
..74.. . . Dec. 9 Just Smith
Convention City
Joan Blondeil-Dick Powell - A.
TomHenson
Walls
30 . ..69..
Menjou
- Mary Astor
Dee.
King of the Ritz
. .June 21 Love
Stanley
Lupino
■
GIna
Male
88
Female
Ruth
Chatterton
Nov. II . ..80.. ..Oct.
in Morocco
Goodbye Again
W. William • Joan Blondall. . . Seat. 9..... . . .66..
Rex Ingram
Dee. 1
67. Oct I5,'32
(Reviewed
under the title "Baroud")
Havana Widows
Joan Blondell-Glenda Farrellon Wheels
Jack Hulbert- Gordon Harker
91
18 ...62.. ..Dee. 2 Love
Lyle
Talbot
Nov.
Lucky Number. The
Clifford
Moillson
Joan
WyndI Loved a Womaa
Edward G. Robiaioa-Kay Fraa1617 Man from Toronto. The.
ham
72'/a..8opt 9
• Genevieve Toblo
Jessie
- Ian Hunter Massaer*
R.elsBartheiraesi-Ann
Dvorak Sept.
Jan. 20,'34.
Fred Matthews
Kerr
77
1 .
Marry Me
Sen of a Sailor
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack Dee. 23
9
Renate
Muller-Harry
Green
85
Apr. 22
.
Dec.
Night and Day..
Jack Hulbert-Winifred
77 June 10
7 ...73.. .Sept. 4 Orders
Wild
of theThe
Road All
•ct.
Is Orders.
Charlotte
Greenwood - Shatter.
James .. Dee. 1
World Boys
Changes,
Paul Star
Muni
Nov. 25 ....68..
..93.. .Nov.
Prince of Wales. The
Gieasen
88'/j..Aug. 19
Coming Feature Attractions
..65 .
30 Sieeplno
Bedside
Warm
MT-MCam
Jan.
There (3nesCar
the Bride Jessie Matthews
Dark Hazard
Edward G. RoblnsoB Feb. 27.'34
3.'34
72
Nov.
25
Doe.
1
79
Mar. 11
Turkey
Time
.'M'.'.'.
Carroli
Fashions of 1934
William Pewell-Bette Davis Feb. I7.'34
Ivor N'oveiro-Made
78. Jan. I3,'34 Waltz Time
Tom
Walls-Ralph ieYno
Lynn
71'.Joiy " 8
Hit Me Again
Joan Bleadell- Ricardo Cortez
Evelyn
Laye
Oct
1
81
Aai.
tZ
Woman
In
Command.
Tho....
Journal of a Crime
Ruth Chatterton
..
Cicely
- Edward
Mandalay
Kay Francis- Ricardo Cortez.. . Feb. i0.'34.
EverettCourtneldgo
Norton
80

86
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LIBERTY PICTURES
Coming Feature Attractions
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy
MackaillJune Collyer
Mad Honeymoon, The
Quitter. The
School
Girls
Take thefor Stand
Two Heads on a Pillow
When Strangers
Meet
Richard Cromwell-Arline Judge.
Without
Children
MAJESTIC
Features
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel.
Charming Deceiver, Th« Constance Cummings
Deo. Date8 Minutet
87 Reviewed
Sept 18
(Reviewed
under the title, Dorothy
"Heads We
Go") - C. Aubrey
Curtain
at Eight
Mackalll
I
Smith-Paul Cavanagh ..Oct. I,'34...
Divorce Bed, The
Edward Arnold-John Miljan Jan. I5,'34... ,.63....0<t. 21
Morning After. The
Ben Lyon-Sally Ellen Jan. 13
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"I Spy")
. .65 Aug,
Dec.
Sin e( Nora Moran, The Zita
Johann-John Mlljan Dec. I
..73....
Sing, Sinner, Sing
Paul Lukas-Leila Hyams Aug.
You Made Me Lave Ytu Thelma Todd-Staniey Lupine Nov. 24 ..74....me Oct.
MAYFAIR PICTURES
Features
Running Tl ■.'.ABiVi
Rel, Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Dance Hall Htsteit Helen
Chandler-Jason
Robards
..Sttt 2
Edward Nugent
July I.
.73.
Her Fersotten Past
Monte
- Barbara Kelt - Sept. 1
HenryBlue
B. Walthall
68..
IS
70..
Riot Squad
Bellamy-Pat
O'Mallay June
70..
Secret
Slnnera ....Madge
Sue Carol-Nick
Stuart
Oct. 20
70.
What's Yeur Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dee. i
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Features
Running Tint
Revltwtd
Title
Star
Rel. Data Mlnutei .Asf.
.79. .Sept. •t
Another Language
Helen Hayes-Robt. Montgomery . .July 28... ..87.
Beauty
fer
Sale
Otto
Kruger-Madge
Evans
Sent.
I....
.Oet.
7
Bombshell
Jean Harlow-Lee Tracy Oet. 13....
Broadway to Hollywood Alice
Brady
Frank
Morgan
Madge CooperEvans-Eddie
Jaekie
Russell QuillanHardleFay Tempteton - Jimmy Du- rante Sept. 15.... ..89. .S«ft •
.Dee. 9
Chief. The
Ed Wynn-D. Mackalll Nov. S
.Nt«. 28II
Dancing Lady
Joan Crawford-Clark GabI* Nov. 24.... ..94.
. .70. .Ne*.
Day of Reckoning Richard Dix-Madge Evans Oet. 27....
Dinner at Eight
Marie
Dressier-Wallace
BeeryLionel Barrymore - Jean Harlow - Madge Evans - Karen
Morley - Edmund Lowe • Lee
I2,'34..
Tracy
- Jean Hersholt Jan.
.113.. ..Jant
5,'34.. ...117..
..Ntv. 18li
Eskimo
....Native Cast
Jan. I9.'34..
. . Dee.
...78..
22
Fugitive Levers
Robt. Montgomery-Madge Evans.. Jan. 17
Dec. 3016
..Ntv.
GoingSweetheart
Hollywood
Marion Dressler-L.
Davles-BIngBarrymore.
Crosby... Nov.
Dec.
. ..79.. ..Jihr
...87..
IS
Her
Marie
under the title,Jean
"Christopher
Bean")Qable July 7 ...St..
8
Hold (Reviewed
Your Man
Harlow-Clark
..Htn.
Meet the Baron
Jack
- Jimmy Durante - Oct 20 ......
ZasuPearl
Pitts
4
..Aai.
.Night Flight
H.Barrymore
Hayes ■ -J.C.Barrymore
• L.
•
Gable - Rebt.
Montgomery
Oct.
It
...91..
Penthouse
Warner
Baxter-Myrna
Ley-Mae
..•••t
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas.
Butterworth
Sept, • ...91..
t
Prizefighter and the Lady, The. MaxCameraBaer-Myrna
.102.. ..Ott
2t
Walter Loy-Demp<«yHuston
Nav. le
..NtV.
Should Ladies Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Bamrnere- Dee. 1 ...78..
Conway
Tearle
II
22
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"The
Vinegar
Tree")
Solitaire Man
Herbert
Marshall
Elizabeth
..Stilt
...as..
Allan • Lionel AtwIII Sent
IS
Sons of the Desert
Laurel and Hardy
Dee.
..Stpt
29 ...87.. ..Jibr
Stage Mether
A. Brady - Russell Kardie - M.
Tone Sept.
Storm at Daybreak NilsO'Suliivan
Asther-Kay- F.Francis
July 14..... . ..82.. ..Jity 1
Stranger's Return, The
Lionel
Barrymore
Franchot
4 ...89..
Tone-Miriam Hopkins
July 21
..Ahi. 11
Tugboat AinU
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beery. ..88.. ..Stpt It122
Robt.
Young-M.
O'Suliivan.
..
.Aug.
25
Turn Baek the Clatk Lee Tracy-Mae Clarke Aug.
. ..80..
Women In His Life, The OttoLyon
Kruger-lsabel Jewell>Ben Dee. 8
. 78
Coming Feature Attractions
Cat and the Fiddle, The Jeanette MacDonald-Ramen Nevarro
Feb. S,*S4..
(See "InParty.
the The
Cutting Ream,"(AilOct.
Hollyweed
Star21.)Musical)
It Happened One Day
Lionel Barrymore-Fay Balnter. . . Feb. 2,'84.
Laughing
Bey
Ramon Gable-Myrna
Novarro-Lupe Lay
Velez Feb.
Feb. ie.'34.
9,'S4.
Men
In
White
Clark
Merry Widow, The
Maurice Chevalier
Mystery «f the Dead Pallet. .. Robt. Montgomery ■ Elizabeth
Allan
Operator Thirteen
Marion
Davies Mar. 2,'34. , .103 Dee. 30
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo • John Gilbert
Rip Tide
Norma Shearer - Robert Montgomery-Herbert Marshall
Tarzan and Hit Matt.
J. Weissmuller-M. O'Suliivan
Viva Villa
Wallace Beery- Fay Wray
Feb. 23,'34.
You Can't Buy Everything May Rebson-Jean Parker Jan. 2S.'34.
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
Features
Running Time
TItIt
Star
Rel Dateto.. Minutes ,Oet
Reviewed
Avenger, The
Ralph Ferbes-Adrlenna Ames.... Aug. 20.. ...79.. .AM.
.Nt*.
Broken Dreams
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. . .Oct. 20.. ...68..
...68..
...56..
Devil's Mate
Preston
Foster-Peggy
Shannon. . .Aug.
Fugitive.
The
Rex Bell-Cecilia
Parker
July IS..
S.. ...54
Galloping Remee
Bob Steele-Doris Hill
Aug. 15
He Cenldn't
It........John
..Ray WalkerVirginia Cherrlll Jan.
Dec. 22.'34 63
56
Laeky
Texan. Take
The
Wayne
...5S
Ralnbsw Ranch
Rex Bell
July 2S
IS 56
Rangers'
Cede
....Bob
Steele
Aug.
10 58
Riders tf Destlay
John Wayne
Wayne-Cecilia Parker Oct.
Sagebrush
Trail
.....Jehn
Dec. IS 70
58 Dae. 23
Sensatitn Hentert
Arilne Judg'-Preston Foster Aug. SO
I,'34 57
Sixteen
DeepReam."SallvDee.O'Neil-Crelghton
Cheney. . .Jan.
(See Fathoms
"in the Cuttlaa
2.)
Skyway
K. Crawford-Ray
Walker Aug. IS... ..65
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, The.Marv Carlisle-Buster Crabbe Oct. I... .76. ...Oet
Coming Feature Attractions
Ape. The
Beggars
In Ermine John
LionelWayne
AtwIII
Feb. 22,'34
Blue Steel
Jane Eyre

HERALD

January

20,

1934

CHACT—CCNyD)
Title
Title
Time Reviewed
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Loudspeaker.
The
....
.
Ray
Walker
.John
Wayne
Man from Utah, The..
Allyn
Manhattan Love Song..
Mystery Liner
Noah
Beery
Astrid
Cornelius Ktlth ..
Numbers of Monte Carlo.Mar. 15, '34.
West
of
the
Divide
John
Wayne-Virginia
B. Faire...Feb.
55
Woman's Man
JohnMotteHalliday-Marguerite
de la Feb. I5,'34
Wallace Ford
7,'34 64
Rel.
PARAMOUNT
Running Time
Data
Reviewed
.Dec.
Features
IS.. Minutes .Aug.
Title
Star
Alice in Wonderland Charlotte Henry - R. Arlen •
22
16
7
,
..75...
J. Oakle-Chas.
Rugglet
All of Me
Fredric
March-Miriam
Hopkins- Dec. I9,'34.. ,..72...
...71.
Jan.
I3,'34
.June
.Nov.
GeorgeCortezRaft
.Jan. 17..;;; ....77...
. .65... . Dec. 23•4
Big Executive
RIcardo
Elizabeth Young. -Aug.
Nov.
Cradle
Song
Dorothea
Wieck-Kent Taylor.
Nov. 6.'S4. . . .80. . . ..Dee.
Disgraced
Helen Twelvetraei-Bratt
Cabtt.... -Juiy
25
Duck Soup
Four Marx Bros
Nov. 17
Eight Girls in a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wilson 8 , ..78...
Montgomery
Girl Without a Roam
M. Doug.
Churchlll-Chas.
Farrell-C. ..Jan. 22 ,. . .76. . . .Sept. 9
.July
29
Ruggles
Golden Harvest
Richard
Arlen-Chester Morris- Dee. 27
.
.
.70.
.
.
Genevieve
Tobin
.Sept.
.Nov. 24IS
.Dec.
Design fer Living .....Miriam Hopkins-Fredrlc March....70...
..88... .Oct
..70...
.July
Gary Cooper
Dec. 21
Hell and High Water Richard
Arlen- Judith Allen. .... Oct
.Nov.
I2,'34...
30
..87...
6 ...68...
Her
Wynne
Gibson-Edmund GIth
Lowe.. .-July
301
His Bodyguard
Double Life
Roland Young-Lllllan
Jan.
.July
.Ott.
7
I'm
Angel
Mae West-Cary
Grant Dee.
Oct. 1 ...68...
25
Lone NoCowboy
Jackie
Cooper
Mama Loves Papa
Charles Ruggles-Mary Baland. Dee.
Lilyan Tashman
July 14, . ,..S2'/,. .Aug.
Man of the Forest
Randolph
Scott-Verna Hlllie July
I2,'S4..,
.July 21
Midnight Club
Clive
Brook-George
Raft-Helen
1 ...70...
Vinsen-Alison
Sklpworth
......July 28
n
Miss Sunday
Fane's Baby
Is Stolen. ... Gary
Dorothea
Wieck-Baby
Le Ray. ...Jan.
... ..68...
.85... .Dai. 2823
One
Afterneen
Cooper-Fay
Wray
Sept
Sitting Pretty
JackRogers
Haley-Jack Oakle-Glnger Nov. II ,...80...
»
Song of Songs
Mariene Dietrich-Brian Aherne..Aug. 24..... , ..92... .Aug.
.July 1
Take a Chance
James
June •Knight
"Buddy"Dunn -Rogers
Lillian..82...
27 ..82... .Nov. 4
Roth
Oet 25
This Day and Age
Charles Bickford-Judith Allen... Aug.
.72... .Nov.
Three-Cornered Moen
C.Robertl-Mary
Colbert-Richard
Arlen>t^da
Bolan>1 Aug. 24.4 , . . ..58'/,. .Stpt 12
,..57'/,. .Seat
Thundering Herd, The
Randolph Scott-Judith Alien Nov.
Tiliie and Qui
Alison Skipworth-W. C. Fieldi..Oct IS
13.,.. ,..70... .Sett IS
8
To
the
Last
Man
Randolph
Scott-Esther
Raisten
.
.
.
Sept
IS
Too Much Harnony BIng
Crosby-Jack Oakle-Lllyan Sept. 29 ,..75...
Tashman
.8«lt
2»t
Torch Singer
Claudette
- Rleartfa
Cortez - Colbert
David Mannert
Sept 20 ..72...
..84...
Way to Lave, The
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak. ..Oct 3
.Oft Stf
White Woman
Carole
Laughten- Nov.
Cbat.Lombard-Chat.
Biekford
..73...
Coming Feature Attractions
Baby
in the Ice-Box (T.) George
Richard Raft-Carela
Arlen-Sally Ltmbard.
Eilert. . . Feb.
Feb. 23.'S4
Belero
23.'.14
Cleopatra
Claudette Colbert
Four Frightened People C. Gargan
Colbert - •M.H. Boland
Marthall - Wm. Jan. 26.'S4 95
(See "In the Cutting Room," Dec. 30.)
Good Dame
Sylvia Sidney- Fredrle March
It Ain't No Sin
...Mae West
Last Round-Up, The
Randolph Scott-Barbara Fritchie Jan
Man Who Brake Hit Htart. The. Preston Foster- Victor McLaglen 26,'34 65. Jan. 6,'34
Melody In Spring..... Charlie
BolandLanny Ruggles-Mary
Ross
ie.'34.
No MoreEmpress.
Wemen
Edmund Dietrich-John
Lowe-Vletor McLaglen.
2,'34,
Scarlet
The
Mariene
Lodge... .Feb.
Feb. 23,'34.
Search for Beauty
Larry
("Buster")
Crabbe
Ida
Lupino
Feb.
Six ef a Kind
C. Fields
Ruggles- A.- M.Sklpworth
Beland -- W.Bums0.
2,'34,
and Allen
Mar.
Strange Holiday
Fredrle March-Evelyn Venable. . . Feb. 9,'34.
Trumpet Blows, The (T.) George
- Adolphe Menjou FrancesRaftDrake
We're Not Dressing Blng Crosby
PRINCIPAL
Features
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
.58
Title
Star
Jaws
ef
Juitlce
Kazan-Teddy
and
Richard
Tarry
■,
Dec.
4
.42....
Russia Teday
Nov. 8..
.61.... Oet
Aug. 28It
Tarzan the Fearlett Buster Crabbe
Aug. II..
.70... May 20
Thunder Over Mexico Native Cast
...Nov. IS..
Coming Feature Attractions
Desperate
Trails
Kazan
Ferocious Pal,
Tha
Kazan
King Avenger,
of the Narth
Kazan
Lone
The
Kazan
Teeth of Steel..
Kazan
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Running Tint
Features
Rel. Date Minutes Revltweit
Titia
Star
, .Oet
.Sept
Ace af Aeet
Richard
- Elizabeth Allai • Oct. 20....
StII
Ralph DIx
Bellamy
74...
.. .71..,
After Tonight
Constance
Bennett • Gilbert
2S
Roland
..Oet
Nov.
July 10....
73..
3.,..
IS
72...
Aggie
Appleby
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrall..- .Nov. 13....
14....
Ann VIekert
Irene
- Waiter Huston
..Sept St
..July
ConradDunneNagel
Bed tf Reset
Constance Bennett-Joel MeCraa .
..62...
.Aug. 8
4.... ......60...
Before Dawn
Stuart Erwin-Dorothy Wllien... .Aug.
67.. ,.Ott
.Aug. 18....
.Oet
Blind
Adventure
Robt.
ArmstrongHelen
Mack...
Chance at Heaven
JoelMarian
McCreaNixon
- Ginger Rogers ....70... ,..July
.Aug. 1416
.July
July
O'Brien
Deluge, The
..Peggy
Shannon
Lets
Wilson
•
.
Sept
....68..,
27....
IS....
Blackmer-Matt
Moore.
21.... . . ..74.. ,.8t*t t
Double Harneu
AnnSidney
HardingWilliam Peweil...
Flaming Gold
Bill Btyd - Mae Clarke • Pat . Sept. 29 .. ..62...
21
Flying Devils
ArlBellamyI ne JudgeEric
-BruceLinden
Cabtt- Ralph Nov. 14....
..Dec. I
.July 29....
Flying Down to Rio
Doleres
Del
Rio
Goat
Ray
•
80.. . .Jiriy
mend - Raul Roullen
Goodbye Love
Charles Ruggles
.. ..65..
Headline Shooter
Wm. Gargan - Frances Dee - R. Dec. 2t....
..Btt. II
Bellamy-W.
Ferd-G.
Ratolf...
If I Were Freel
Irene
Dunne-Nils
Asther-Cllve
88., ..NtV. ts
Brook
.Nov.
Little Wemen
K.Frances
HepburnDee- Jean
- PaulBennett
Lukas - . . . .Jan. 24.... .. .107..
Long Lost Father
John Barrymore- Helen Chandler.
I9,'34
(See Gal
"in IntheTown,
CirttinaTheRoom."
Nov.
Meanest
Zasu
Pitts18.)-■Gallagher
Pert Kelttn
"Skeets"
Brendel
James
Gleaton- ElI2,'34.
2t
II

8
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Time Reviewed
22. Running
UNIVERSAL
Rel. Date
Minutes
TItl*
Star
..65 Sept. 16 Features
MldshipmaB Jack '
Bruce Cabot-Betty Furnew Sept IB..
70 Aug.
July 29
.73....
Mvning Gl*ry
K. Hepburn-D. Fairbanks, Jr... .Aug.
Running
Time Reviewed
..Sept 12
Minute*
Title
Star
Rel. Datel.'34...
No Marriage TIat
Richard Oix-Doris Kenyon Aug, II..
Beloved
John Boles-Gloria Stuart Jan. 22.'34 82.... Dec. 23
..72.. . . Aug.
One IMan't Jraniar Lionel
McCrea- Sept. 8..
OorothyBarrymore-Joel
Jordan
Bombay Mail
Edmund Lowe-Onslow Stevens18
..70.. . Nov.
I..
Rafter Romioet
Ginger 3
Rogers-Norman Foster. . .Sept. 17...
.70.... Do*. 23
ShirleyLandi-Paul
Grey
I5.'34.. .78
. ..70..
Right to Romance, The Ann Harding-Nils
Asther Nov.
By Candlelight
Elissa
Lukas . Jan.
Dec. 13
.68. Jan. I3,'34
Son of Kong
Robert Armstrong-Helen Mack... Dec. 22
Lew Ayres - Alice White - Juno
691/2. Jan. 6,'34 Cross Country Cruise
25
.78....N*V. 21
Knight
Jan.
Coming Feature Attractions
Counseller-at-Law John Barrymore-Bebe Daniels. .. Deo.
62.... July 2t
Crime Doctor
Richard Dix 4
Don't
Bet
on
Love
Lew
Ayres-Ginger
Rogers
..July
Apr. 6,'34.
20
62 .July n
II
65
Finishing School
Ginger
Rogers
Frances
Dee
Fiddlin'
Buckaroo
Ken
Maynard-Gloria
Shea
July
Una Merkel
Mar. 23.'34.
Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Dec. 10
70.
Green Mansions
Dolores Del Rio- Joel McCrea Apr. 27,'34..
Her First Mate
Summerville-Pitts
Aug.
2,'34.
Hips,
Hips,
Hoorayl
Wheeler
and
Woolsey
Feb.
Horseplay
Slim
Summervilie-Andy
Devlne27
70 .Nov.
2,'34.
I Love An Actress Gregory Ratoff
Apr. 20.'34.
Lella Hyams
Nov.
Invisible Man, The
Claude
Rains
- Gloria Stuart - Nov. IS
Keep
'Em Rolling
Walter Huston-Frances Dee Feb.
Mar.
.Dm.
70.
Loit Patrol,
The
McLaglen-KarlofI
Wm.
Harrigan
I6,'34.
King for a Night
Chester
Helen Twelve- Oct. 30
tho Cutting Room,"
Oct. Lederer-Ellssa
21.)
78.
trees Morris
- Alice- White
Man (See
of Two"In World*
Francis
Landl Feb. 9,'34.
Ladies Must Love
Juno Knight - Nell Hamilton 25
70.... Sept. 8
(See "InBondage
the Cutting Room,"
18.)
Of Human
LeslieNov.Howard
Apr. I3.'34.
Mary Carlisle-George E. Stone.. Sept.
16
63. ...Nov. II
Love,
Honor
and
Oh,
Babyl.
..
Summerville-Pitts
Oct.
So You Won't Sing, EhT ZasuEdward
Pitts Everett
- PertHorton
Kelton - May 4,'34.
.84.... Sept. 1
Madame
Spy
Fay
Wray-Nlls
Asther
Jan.
3..
Suteaso Story
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.-Colleen
9.'34.
Moonlight
and
Pretzels
Mary
Brian-Leo
Carrllio
Aug.
Moore - Genevieve Tobin Mar. 16. '34.
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale - Donna Damorall - Dee.
. ...68....S*pt 8
Ted Healy
Transient Levo
Irene
Dunne-Ralph
Bellamy Mar.
Jan.
4... .70.105....N*V.
23...
Trigger
Katharine
Hepburn
Mar. 30.'34.
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Margaret
Sullavan6Sent.
,'3 212S
Hume-Bllllo
Burke
Nov.
0...
...70....
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Nov.
18.)
20.
26.
'34
74
8...
S. 0. S. Iceberg
..Rod La Rocque-Gibson Gowland. .Oct.
Two Alone
Jean
Tom Brown Jan.
. ..72.... Sept4 23
Wild
Cargo
Frank ParkerBuck
Feb. 23.'34
Saturday's
Robert AtwIII-Paul
Young-LeilaLukas-GIorla
Hyams Oct.
.65Va..Se»t 23
World Outside, Tho
Ann Harding
Secret
of theMillions
Blue Room. The. Lionel
Stuart-Onsiow Stevens
July
60.... Sent 88
Strawberry Roan
Ken Maynard-Ruth Hall
Oct. 26
4
60
Trail Drive, Tba.. ..Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Sept.
SHOWMEN'S
PICTURES
Coming Feature Attractions
Features
I
Countess of Monte Cristo. . . . . FayPryor-Patsy
Wray - PaulKelly
Lukas - Roger
Blo Race. Tho
Boots Mallory-John Darrow. . . . . Dec. 10.... ...71
.
..60....JUDO
10
Hli Private Sotretary Evalyn Knapp • John Wayno Juno I5.'34. ...03
Crosby Case, The
Wynne
Gibson-Onslow
Stevens- Mar. 5,'34 78.
Alan
Dinehart
Moth.
Tho
Sally
O'Neil-Paul
Page
Jan.
I ...62
...60.... Sept. 8 Elizabeth and Mary
Polica Call
Merna Kennedy-Nick Stuart July 24....
Margaret
Sullavan-Lowell SherMan
Public Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm. Collier. Jr Nov.
...63 Soit. 16 Honor of tho West
I2.'S4
Ship of Wantod Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Wayeoff. .SopL 24.
Ken Maynard
I Like It That Way
Gloria Stuart-Roger Pryor Feb. 28.'34
Coming Feature Attractions
Golden Head
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
St Louli Woman
Midnight
0. P. Heggle-Sidney Fox Jan.
Souls In Pawn
Poor Rich. The
Edna May
Edward Ever- Feb. I9,'
ettOliver-Horton
Special
Duty
34
r2,'34;;!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
tJnIimited
Song for You, A
Marian Nixon-Jan Kiepura
Two Clucks
Summerville-Pitts
Mar.
Within tlie Rock
Wheels of DestlV
Ken Maynard
Feb.
65. J
STATE RIGHTS
an
TIM
WARNER
BROS.
6,'34
Rnnninf. Tim*
Features
Features
Minute*
Reviewed
Rol.
Data
Date
Minute*
Revle*e8
Title
Star
Dist'r
1
74....
Apr. I
Title
Star
Rel.
Carnival Lady
Boots Mallory-Allen _
15
69
Baby
Face
Barbara
Stanwyck
July
Vincent
Hollywood
•
O"'
19
72....JUB*
24
l5.'34...65.Jan.
6.'34
Criminal at Largs
Emiyn
WilliamsCapturedl
Leslie
Fairbanks, Aug.
Jr. -Howard-Doug.
Paul Lukas
...75. ...Nov. 18
Cathleen
Nesbitt Helber Prods ..Jan,
.60
Cougar, the King Killer.. Edwin C. Hill - Jay
- Lyie Talbot.
College Ceaeh
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nov. I3.'34
Bruce
Master Art ...--Nov. I
61 I4.'29
. .88.000.
(Reissue)
George Arllss
Dec.
Enlighten Thy Daughter. . Beth Barton-Miriam
34... 80.... Dec. 30 Disraeli
Easy
to
Love
Adolphe
Menjeu
Mary
Aster- Jan.
Battista
Exploitation
PIcts
Jan'5.
Genevieve
Tobin
Farewell to Love Jan Klepura-Heather
28
68.... Get 21
I2.'34.
Angel
Madison Picts.
Plets. ..... • -Jan-Nov. 1224 . .55 Do*. 2 Ever (See
"In the
Cutting Room."Barbara
Dec. 30.)
In My
Heart
Stanwyck
Oct
Fiin Parade
General
Get That Venus
Ernest Truex - Jean
Footiight Parade
James
Cagney
101.
Ruby Kibbee
Keeler - -Joan
Dick Blondell
Powell -- Oct. 21
Arthur
RegentExchange.
Plots .. .No*.
•■ 2B
Guy
.65 July
Dee. 229
2
63.......Oct.
Doe.
Gow
Film
.77....
.73
From
Headquarters
Geo.
Brent-M.
Lindsay
Dee.
Hell's
Holiday
(War
Film)
Superb
Picta...
Her Secret
SariCollier.
Maritza
Gold Diggers of 1933 Warren
William-Joan BlondellAllne
Keeler- Sent 20,'34 75 . . IMay 27
Jr- Wm. Ideal
Dick MacMahon-Ruby
Powell
2
98.
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond - T. Von Progressive Oct. 7
.59.... Nov. 4 Hi. Nelllel
. .73..
.68.. . . Deo. 9
..73..
Eltz
Paul
Muni
Jan.
23....
. . Nev. 14
Gene
Raymond
Dee.
Important Witness. Tho... NoelDlllaway
Francis- Donald Tower
..Doe.
.64.
...Oct
21
9....
Cortez
28....
- RIcardo Astor
The....'<ay
July 16.
56th Street
onMurder
House
..Aug. 28
15....
Kennel Killer
Case
WilliamFrancis
Powell-Mary
Oct.
.55
Le Gong (Dance of the
James
Cagney
Dec.
..57..
..Aug. 12
Virgins)
Bennett Picts 13. .70 July 29 Lady
..72.
.
..7I....Jaly
22....
Man
from
Monterey,
The
John
Wayne-Ruth
Hall
July
Mad Age, The
Resolute PIcU July
8.... ...70 June 2224
.90....D00. t Mary Stevens, M.D
Kay
Francis
July
Mam'2elle Nltoucha Janie Marese-Raimu. Protex
Nov. 18
Narrow Corner, The
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr
July
.59
Sent 233 Voltaire
Mr. Broadway
All Star
B'way-Hollywood
George Arllss-Dorls Kenyon Aug. 5....
.70....
Over
the Seven Seas
Vanderbilt
•
.57.... June
Sept. IS Coming Feature Attractions
Passion of Joan of Are. The, Maria Falconnetl Capital
Sspt. 7
Reform Girl
Noel Francis-Donald
the Murder
Earth Turn*
Wood*
.64.... July
Oct. 2>21 As
Tower
July 24IS
Dragon
Case, The Jean
WilliamMuir-Donald
Powell
,
.67
Savage GoldDillaway
Harold Auten July
Fur
Coats
Aline
MacMahon-Paul
KellyMar. 3I,'34.
Gambling
Lady
Barbara
Stanwyck
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Buseh - June Lester F. Scett u.
.58....Seit I* Harold Teen
HalPatricia
LeRoy Ellis
- Rochello Hudson Shepherd of tho
.60....ADi. It Heat Lightning
Seven Hills. Tho
Faith Picture* Am. 7
Aline
MacMahon-GIenda
Farrell- Mar. 24,'34.
I0,'34.
Ann
Dvorak-Lyle
Talbet
Sleeples* Night*
Polly ley
WalkerLupino
■ Stan- Remington July 21
.05....
July
20
Heir
Chaser.
The
James
Cagney
Bette
Davis
Mar.
Sweden, Land of the
Ginger
Rogers
Hot
Air
...Dick
Powell
Pat
O'Brien
Vikings
John W. Boyle
.70.
.70Jan.Apr.
Dec.13, '342216 I've Got Your Number Joan Blondell-Pat O'Brien Feb. 24,'34.
Through
tho Contarlo*
BeaconAlexander
Films Dee. I
.47....
Truth About
Africa. Tho
Wm.
Donald
Woods
Merry Wives of Reno
Glenda
Farrell-Margaret
LindsayVolga Volga
H. A. Shilettom Kinematrade Dee. 14
.90.
...Oct.6,'3428 Upper World
.76. Jan.
Warren
- Mary Astor Wandering Jew. The Jacob Ben-Ami JAFA
Oct. 20
GingerWilliam
Rogers
Wine, Women and Sons. . . Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I. E. Chadwiek
.70. .Dee. 23
Cody
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
UNITED ARTISTS
Features
Time
Features
DateRuBnlni
Mlaate*
Running
Time Reviewed
Title
Star Tauber.. .Bavaria Film. Rel.
Minute*
Richard
July 28
.London Film.. ..July 22. .....89.. Revle«*<
Title
Star
""J*
63
Dec.
9
Big
Attraction.
The.
Henry
Kendall
..
Opinion ..
Advice
to the Lovelorn Anna
Lee Tracy-Sally
Blano
pee. 22.I.
93. ...Am. 19 Counsel's
Apr. 22
Bitter Sweet
Neagle-Fernand
Graavey. . .Sept.
Henry
KendallDigging Deep
Wendy Barrio .British Lion...
Blood Money
George Bancroft-Frances Dee..Nov. 18 Don Quixote
Feeder
Challapin
17..
.65..
Chick
Chandler-Judith
AnderDist'r
British-United
son
George Roboy Artists ...
2123
Get
Jily 148
Bowery, The
Wallace Beery - George Raft •
Maxim's.
Jaly 8
IS..
.90.. ..Oct 7 Girl
GoldenfromGoal,
ThoThe. .. Frances
Richard Day
Tauber London
Bavaria Film
Film
Jackie
Cooper
Fay
Wray
Get.
S.
.Jane
17.
.85...
27..
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance Cummlngs • Russ
Hawleys
of
High
Street. . Ivor
LeslieNovello
Fuller
British Int'l.
.85..
I.
Columbo
•
Paul
Kelly
Oct.
I
Lived
with
You
Ursula
.Oct.
.
.Sept.
July
8
Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson-Dudley DIgges.. . .Sept. 29
. . Dec. 239
Jeans
Gaumont-Brltlsh.
.80..
Gallant
Lady
Ann
Hardlng-CMve
Brook
Jan.
Just
My
Luck
Ralph
Lynn
British
and
De.75..
.
.
Feb.
Ah.
12
minion*
80....
.86..
34..
25
Masguerader, The
Ronald Colman-EIIssa Landl Sept.
Moulin Rouge
Constance Bennett • Franchot
Keep It Quiet
Frank
. .Sopt
. Dee.
34. .97..
BerthaPettlnsell
Belraere. • .. British Lion
Tone - T. Carmlnati Jan.
.
M«f 20
.71..
23 Maid of tho Mountain*, The. Harry
Private
Life
of
Henry
VIII.
The.Charles
Laughton
Not.
Welehman
Roman Scandals
..Eddie Cantor - Gloria Stuart •
Nancy
Brown
British
Int'l....
80....
.
.
Dee.
9
21.
.85..
David Manners- Ruth Ettlng..Dee.
Men of Tomorrew Maurice Braddell ... Paramount22
London Film.
80.... Asr.
Coming Feature Attractions
Air. IS
Money for Speed John Loder - Ida LuBern
to
Be
Bad
Loretta
Young-Cary
Grant
Feb.
23.'
pine - Cyril Mo-Britlsh-Uiltod
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back. Ronald Colman-Loretta Young
34.
Laglen
Artists
,..87.... illy IS
Catherine the Great (T.) Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.- ElizaNever Trust a Woman Richard Tauber Bavaria Film Oct
98 ...
„,
.
beth
Bergner
Mar.
16,'
Firebrand. The
Frcdric March
On the Air
Davy
Burnaby-Reg34.
Inald
Purdoll-Botty
House of Rothschild. The George Arllss
Astell
British Lien
Looking for Trauble Spencer
TracyCummlMs
- Jack Oakle - Feb. 9. 'S4
Prince of Arcadia Carl Brissen
Gaumont-Brltlsb. 88.... Get 28
Constance
Private Wives
Claude
All
laterBetty
Nana
Anna Sten-Llonel AtwIII-PhllAstell
...British Llea
llps Holmes
85. Jan. I3,'34 Radio Parade
Paleoka
Jimmy
Durante - Stuart Erwin • Feb. 16,' 34
May tl18
British Int'l
78 Oct
Lupe Velez
Jan. 28,' 34
Song You Gave Me. The. . BebeVareonI
Daniels- Victor British Int'l
84....
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Dec.
2.)
Oct
28
This
Week
of
Grace
Grade
Fields
Radio
92
Queen, The
Anna Neagle-Fernand Graavey
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Warner
Mar. 2.' 34
99. Jan. 6.'34 Wedding Rehearsal ....... Roland Yeuni London Film

88

MOTION

[All dates are 1933 unless
otherwise stated]
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Title
Ral- Oitt MIn.
Butterfly
'J
Seed
Dispersal
10...••
MUSICAL MOODS
1— Dance of the Hours
9...
Lanae and Orchestra
2— Hans
Ave Maria
Dion Kennedy at the Orsan
3 — Waters of Minnetonka 6...
and Orchestra
4— Gus
HulaHaenschen
Moen
Native Hawaiian Troupe
5— Walt2 In A Flat Major
4...
Hans Lange and Orchestra
COLUMBIA
Title
KAZY
KAT KARTOONS Rol. Date MIn.
Antique
Antics
.......
rj. .
Autograph
Jan.
5, 34.. I rl..
rl.
Bill Poster.Hunter
The
Nov. 24
Curio Shop. The
Dec. 15 In..
House
Cleaning
vv:;13 !1 rl..
i"
Krazy Spooks
Oct.
Out
of
the
Ether
Sept.
5
7'/».
Stage Krazy
Nov 13 r ...
Whack's Museum
Sept.29 1 rl..
LAMB'S
_2 ris.
,
Hear
'Era andGAMBOLS
Weep
LAUGHING
WITH
MED
BURY
1— In Morocco
Sept.29 ,Ir , ..
2— In the Orient ...Oct. 25 Irl..
3— In South America Dec. 22 Irl..
MARCH OF THE YEARS
No.
I— "Host" Tweed Sept.22
No. 2—
Oct. 6 9'/j..
1 rl..
Ne. 3— Famout Crlppon
Case
Oct. 20 1 rl..
No. 4— Commander Perry
Opens
Nov. 3 II..
MICKEYJapan
McGUIRE
COMEDIES
1— Mickey's Touchdown OcL 14 18
2— Mickey's Tent Show Oct. 27 18....
3— Mickey's Covered Wagon. Nov. 30 IB....
A— SCRAPPY
Mickey's Minstrels
II.'34.I8
CARTOONS Jan.
Auto
Show
Dec. 8 I rl..
False Alarm
I rl. .
Hollywood Babes
Nov. 10
Movie
Struck
Sept.
8
7'/a..
Sandman Tales
Oct. 6 Irl..
Scrappy's
Gallery Jan. I2,'34..l rl..
MINUTEArtMYSTERIES
No. I— Death Attends a
Party
OcL 6 9....
No.
Fast Clown
Fangs
No. 2—
3— The
Dies.... Oct.
Dec. 13
14 Irl..
No.Went
4— When
the Lights
Out
in..
No. 5 — The Missing Clue
Irl..
MUSICALS
No.theI —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. 16 2rls.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack2— Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2rls.
Osterman
No.GEO.
3— Lessons
in
Love
2 rls.
CHAS. SIDNEY
MURRAY AND
Radio-dough
Ten
Baby Fingers
22 rls.
rls.
SMITH
AND DALE
Hold Your Temper
2 rit.
Hot Daze
Oct. 20 2 rls.
SUNRISE COMEDIES
^
Brother.
Could
You
Spare
D"^ 17....
" V9
a Million? Sept. 13....
Ken MurrayThe
Entertainer.
Oct. 4 20
Will Mahoney
WORLD OF SPORT
Flying Gloves
Aug. 18 1 rl..
Hook and Line
July 28 I rl..
It's
Sport
in
Any
Lnaguage
We Want a Touchdown Oct. 23 II rl..
rl..
What the Scotch Started. . .OcL 6 Irl..
Who Said the Weaker Sex?. Sept. 8 9
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed
throughRel. Fox
Title
Date Films]
MIn.
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES
An
Gypsy The
Custom Jan.
Big OldSqueal.
July I2.'34.
9 .218rls.
Dora's
Doughnuts Sept.
1 20
Frozen Dunking
Assets
Nov. 17
His Weak Moment
Oct. 13
Super
The Feb. 9. '34.. 2 rls.
AS ASnooper.
DOG THINKS
Walking the Dog
Sept.29
YeuBABY
and IBURLESKS
and the Gatepost .Aug. 25
Gimme My Quarterback. .. .Jan. 26.'34
KidBATTLE
'N Africa
OcL 6
FOR LIFE
Beneath Our Feet June 25 9....
CityCORONET
of Wax
COMEDIES Feb. 9.'34. . I rl. .
Git
Wifle Dec.
Nov. 8
3
Good Along
Bad Little
Man, The
Inventors, The
Feb. 2, '34
North
of Zero
DO YOU
REMEMBER? Jan. I9,'34
Old-Fashioned
Newsreel.
FROLICS OF
YOUTHAn . July 2
Merrily Yours
Oct, 6
Pardon MyTo Pups
Jan.
26.'34
What's
Do
Nov.
24
HODGE-PODGE
Any Way to Get There July 16
Capers in Clay
July 30

HERALD

January

20,

1934

)
CHAKT— CCNT'D
CELEASE
Title
Rel. Date MiR.
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
Title
Rel.
Date
Mia.
Benny
— With
Roy
MERMAID COMEDIES
Captain Henry's Radio Shew .Aag. II II
Atwell,DavisCharles
Carlisle,
(Harry Langdan)
Lanny
Martha Ray and Jackie
shaw-DonRoss-Annette
Voorhees HanHooks
Aug.
Green
Little Broadcast. The OcL 27 II
Leave and
It to Jabs
Dad
Oct. 25
20
Gus
Edwards—
With
Ralph
Donald
Nevis
- Arthur
Pop's
Dec.
29
Klrbery, Four MlRUte
Stage forPal
Hand.
The
Sept.
Tracy
Mills Bros.
Men and John 8. Young
*■•'
Vincent - Lopez-Rey
AtwIIITied
Life
July 8
2 18....
Stephen
— WithMeCord
John
Radio Roundup. A
Nov. 24 Irl..
Trimmed
Furs
Hundley,FosterNancy
MORAN in AND
MACK Jan. 5.'34..2rls.
Molasses 'n' January •
and Kelvin Keech
10...
COMEDIES
Mary
Small
The
Poet
Fields
and
McHugh—
With
Blue Blackbirds
Aug. 18
Prince- XVaughn
Three
SistersDe LeithJack ens
Osterman
and PickSister*
Farmers'
Folly SepL
15 18
Rumba
Rhythm
Sept.29 6
Freeze-Out.FatalThe
Dec. 22
Vincent
Lopez
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Carrie
Bond — Ralph
With
Edwin Jacobs
C. Hill.
Million Dollar Melody Oct. 27
Station
T.O.T
Jan.
rl. .
Klrbery
end
Lew
White
Where's
That
Tlgert
Dec. I9,'34.
22 . I(rl..
Poppin'
the Cork
ORGANLOGUES
Borrah
MinnevltchON
ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS Dec. 15
HOLLYWOOD
Songs
of
the
Hills
6..
Across the Sea
Oct. 20 II
Radio Rubes
PARADE
Canyon
Dec. 8
Sally
7..
No.
I
Aug. 18
II
Enchantedof Romance
Trail
Sept.22
No. 2
Sept.
8 II
Slngin'
Sam-Don Wallace
Mediterranean
Blues
Feb. 23.'34. . I rl. .
SONG HIT STORIES
No.
3
Oct. 13
II
Night
of
Romance
7..
Donald
Novis-Ann
Leaf-John
Ysuno
No.
4
Nov.
ID
II
Last Degle, The
Nov. 17 10
Tongue
Twisters
7..
No.
5
Dec.
8
II
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov.
24
Irl..
Helen Morgan
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
No.
6
Jan.
5,'34.ll
Ship of Dreams
7..
SlowStepinPoke
SepL
22
Irl..
No.
7
Feb.
2,'34.
.
I rl. .
Fetchit
ACTS
Ralph onKirbery-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech7..
JazzONEa LaREELCuba
July 7 10
Melody
Parade
Trav'lling
AlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 2.'34..lrl..
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Don
Aspiazu
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
STAR
COMEDY
Home
Nick Again
Lucas-Lew WhIte-KeWIn Keech 8..
SPECIALS
No. 12 — Treasure Hunt —
Tintypes
6..
Expectant
Father. Th» Feb.
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Mr. Adam
Nov. 23,'34
17
Wings
OneSummer
Over— Putwith June 16 10
Oriental Phantasy
8..
Lillian tingofRoth
TERRY-TOONS
Charles
Carllle-Lew WhIte-KeWIn Keeeh
No.— Bird
13 — Tableaux
ID— Song
Wax
Banker's
Daughter,
The
June
25
6
Sanctuary
Organ
Festival
9..
Beanstalk Jack
Oct. 20 6
Makers
of
America
July 14 10
Lew
White-Ann
LeafFanny
inWedding
the Lion'sDay
Den... Sept.22
July 23 6
Dick Llebert- Jesse Crawford
PARAMOUNT PICTORIALFanny's Uproar
Melody Tour
t..
Grand
Aug. 25
NEW
SERIES
Sylvia
LlebertGypsy Fiddler, A
Oct. 6 8....
John S.Froos-DIck
Young
Ne. I— Just a Little DrestHolland
Days
Jan.
I2.'34. .6. ...
Organlogue-ing the Hits
8..
Ing
— TheMills
Rock Garden — Aug. II... .10 ...
Irving
Hypnotic
Eyes
Aug
Nick
Lucas-Lew
WhiteIn Venice
Dec. 15 (....
No.Salmon—
2 — On Trotting
the TrailOutof the
Herbert Rawllnson
the Sept. 8 10
Melodies of Love
Last
The
Feb. 23.'34.
Champion — Johnny Green.
Little Straw.
Boy Blue
Nov.
30 .6
6
Carlile- Rawllnson- White
No. 3 — Dr. Roy Chapman
Oil Can Mystery, The July 9 6....
Songs of the Range
Andrews
— Armstrong.
September .OcL 6 10
Owl
and the Pussycat, Th>..Mar.
Art
White
Morn— Kerry
Pick-necking
Sept. 9.'34..lrl..
8
PET Dickinson-Lew
SUPERSTITIONS
No.
4—
Let's
Go
Crabbing—
Rip
Van
Winkle
Feb.
9.'34
I. Spilled Salt
10..
Robinson Crusoe
Nov. 17 6
—Irvin
Manhattan
Nocturne
S. Cobb
Nov. 3 10
Sunny South. The
Dee. 29 6....
Phyllis
Barry-Gee.
LewisJ. Carrol Nalsh
No. 5 — The Old Mill —
Three
Bears,
TheThe... Jan.
26.'34.
.6..
..
Village
Blacksmith,
Nov.
3
6....
Jack ratorFrost,
TOM HOWARD
— Song Master
MakersDeco-ef
COMEDIES
the Nation
Dec. I 10
METRO-GOLDWYNAces
Wild
July
9
10
No.Trees
&— —Southward
Ho — Dec. 29 10
Gilda Gray
Divorce Sweets
Nov. 30
MAYER
Mouse Trapper, The Sept. II
No. 7— Queer Fish — Liquid
Title SERIES
Rel. Date MIn.
Static
ALL-STAR
Air—
Lanny THERoss
TORCHY COMEDIES Sept.29 2 rls. Crook's
POPEYE
SAILOR Jan. 26. '34. 10
Tour
Sept.
23.
...19....
Blow Me Down
Oct. 27 7
(Ray Cooke)
Twin
Screws
Dec.
30.
....2
rls.
II Eats
MyWhatSpinach
Nov. 17 77
Torchy's OutLoudTorchy
Spoeker June
25 20
Yeast
Is West
Nov. II.
Yam
I
Yam
Sept.20
Trying
July
23
18
CHARLEY
CHASE
TREASURE CHEST
Let's
You
and
Him
Fight.
.Feb.
34.19..
Air Maniacs
Dec. 15
Seasin's Greetlnks Dec. I6.'34.
8 . 7I rl. .
Cracked
Luncheon Iceman
at Twelve Jan.
Dec. 27,'9. ..21..
Day Dreams
Dec. 8
..21.,
Sock-A-Bye,
Baby
Jan.
I9,'34.
. 7I rl. .
Midsummer
Mush
Oct.
21.
Shorts
Nov. 10
Wild
Elephlnks
Dec.
29
Sherman
Said It
SepL 2. ..17..
SCREEN SONGS
Song of Vienna
Nov. 3
FITZPATRICK
What
Does Is1934in Hold?
Deo. 22
Boo,
Boo. Theme
Oct. 21
13 77
TRAVEL TALKS
Your Life
Your
Down
Old Mill Song....
Stream .July
British
rl..
Hands
Sept.22
Funnyby theBoners
Colorful Guiana
Ports of CallDec. 23. .1......
I Eton
Like Boys
Mountain Musle Nov. 10 7
Day
Venice
.9....
Dutch In Guiana.
Land *f Oct. 28. .10...
FOX FILMS
Keeps
Ralnlr.'
All the Time. Jan. 12. '34.. 7
Gertrude
Nlesen
Dluka
Sept.
2.
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Let's All Sing Like the
Italy, Zealand
Land of Inspiration. . Nov. 25. ..I rl.
New
ADVENTURES OF THE
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
Scotland the Bonnie SepL 30. ..9...
BirdiesBabies,
Sing
9,'34..irl..
Sing,
Sing Feb.
Dec. 15
7
Following the Horsesl Sept. 1 9....
FLIP, THE FROG
Baby Rose Marie
Motor Manial
Sept.29 9
Paleface
Aug.
12.
Stoopnocracy
Aug.
18
7
Conquest of the Airl Nov. 30 9
Soda Squirt
Stoopnagle
Scouring
20 99
When
Yuba and
PlaysBudd
the
GOOFY MOVIES
Answering thetheSeven
Riot SeasI...Oct.
Calll...Dec. 22
Rumba Bros.
on the Tuba Sept. 16 7
Mills
A Whole Show In One Reel. Sept. 9.
Filming the Fashions Nov. 10 9....
LAUREL & HARDY
MAGIC CARPET
SCREEN SOUVENIRS
Busy
Oct. 25.7. ...20....
SERIES
No.
June
...20....
Dirty Bodies
Work
Nov.
No. 12
13
July 9...
7 10
ID
Pagodas of Peiping Aug. 18
Shades of Cairo
Aug. 2S
MUSICAL
COMEDIES
...17....
NEW
SERIES
SCREEN
SOUVENIRSThe Desert Patrol
Sept. I 10...
Hello,
Pop!
July
I.
No.
I
Aug.
Outposts
Sept. 13 9...
Nertsery Rhymes Aug. 26. ...29....
No. 2
SepL 25
22 10
10
Glimpses ofof France
Greece Sept.29
....Zrl*.
Keg 0' MyIn Heart
Nov. II. ...28....
Playground
of
Pan
Oct.
13
No.
3
OcL
20
10
Rhapsody
Brew
SepL30.
Elephant Trails
Oct. 27
No.
4
Nov.
17
10....
t rie. No. 5
The Island of Malta Nov. 3 10...
Dec. 15 10
Symphony
in Suds
Jan. 6.' 34...20....
MUSICAL
REVUES
A Day in Tokyo
Nov. 10 9...
No.
6
Jan.
I2.'34.I0
Beer
and
Pretzels
Aug.
26.
Byways in Bangkok Nov. 24
No.PARAMOUNT
7
SOUND Feb. 9,'34..l rl..
Plane Nuts
OcL 14. .20....
Around
Nov.
NEWS
Roast
Beef and Movies. ... Dec. 2. ..2rlt.
Gem of the
the Acropellt
Sea
Dec. 30
15 9...
Two
Editions
Weekly
ODDITIES
Rural England
Dec. 22
6RANTLAND RICE
London Medley
Dec. 29
Bear
Hunting
Dec. 16.
..9. fl..
SPORTLIGHTS
Fine
Feathers
Nov.
18.
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5. '34
No.
I — What Makes a
.10.
.11.
Handlebars
Aug. 26.
Tunisian Travels Jan. 19. '34
Champion
Aug. 4 II
Happy
Warriors
Oct. 26.
21.
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26.'34
No.
2—
Sporting
Melodies. . Aug.
Menu
Aug.
Roamingof the
Netherlands. . Feb.
Feb. I6.'34
9.'34
..0.
No.
3—
Water March
Lure
SepL 25
22 10
10
OUR GANG
Cradle
Storms
No.
4
—
The
of
the
Bedtime
Worries
Sept.
9.
MOVIE TINTYPE SERIES
.21.
.10.
Wild Poses
Champions
Oct. 20 II
Where Is My Wandering
No. 5— Kennel Kings Nov. 24 10
SPECIAL
Boy?
Aug. 18
Inflation
No. 6— Around the Calendar. Dec. 22 1 rl..
For the Man She Loved. .. .Sept. 8
TODD-KELLY
Slander's
Tongue
Sept.22
No.SPORTS
7— Jumping
.20....
Twin Dukes and a Duehess.Oct. 6
Air
Dee. 23,
EYE Glanti
VIEW ... Jan. 26.'34. . I rl. .
..2 rls. Over
BacksFright
to Nature
Nov.
14, .18....
The Great Train Robbery. . .Oct. 27
the
Jumps
July 21 10
A Moment of Madness Nov. 4
Beauty
and WHOPPER
the Bus Sept. 16,
Straight Shooters
July 21 II
WILLIE
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Davy
Jones'
Locker
Dec.
9.
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5, '34
..7....
..I
rl..
Barber,
The
July
28.... 21
Play Bail
SepL 16
W. C. Fields
The
Girl Dilemma
from the Country. Jan.
'34
Spite
Flight
Oct.
Emma's
Feb. 19,2.'34
..8....
Big Fibber. The
July 14 20
The
Heart of Valeska
Stratos-Fear
Nov. II14 ..0....
Sennett Star
Love's
Old Sweet
Song Feb. I6.'34
Circus
Hoodoo
Feb. I6,'34. .2 rls.
SPECIAL
SUBJECT
HarryTurkey
Langdon
Aniakchak
Aug. 18 28...
PARAMOUNT
Title
Cold
Dec. 1 2 rli.
Joseph
Cawthorn
Rel. Date MIn.
BETTY BOOP
Ducky Dear
Sept. I 19
MASTER ART
CARTOONS
Sidney Toler
GoldWalter
Nuggets
Feb. 2,'34..2rls.
Catlett
PRODUCTS
Betty
Beep's Hallowe'en Nov. 3 7...
Party
Husband's
Reunion
July 7 19
I Don
Heard
SepL 1 7...
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Sennett Star
Redmond
EDWIN
C.
HILL
SERIES
JustBIngan Crosby
Echo
Jan. I9.'34. .2 rls.
Morning. Noon and Night. .Oct. 6 7...
RubinofT
1. Human Side of the News
10...
Marriage Humor
Aug. 18 19
OldCab
ManCalloway
of the Mountains. .Aug. 4 7...
2. Human Side of the News
10...
Harry Langdon
MELODY MAKERS
Meet the Champ
Aug. 4 21
Parade of Wooden Soldiers. Dee. I Irl.
Sammy
— With Eton
Pooeye. the Sailor July 7 7...
Boys, Fain
N. Brokenshire
and
Eugene Catlett
PalletteWalter
Red
Hot
Mamma
Feb.
2,'34..lrl.
Evelyn Hoey
7...
OldChicBugler,
Jan. 5, '34.. 2 rls.
SheHEADLINERS
Wronged Him Right. ..Jan. 5,'34..l rl.
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
Sale The
On lee
Oct. 8.... 21
Healy.
Jack
Fulton
and
Bundle
Blues, A
SepL I.... 10...
Harry Langdon
Pickens Sisters
9...
Duke ofEllington
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CliACT— CCNT^t)»
RELEASE
(THE
Title The Name Is Familiar
Rel. DaU Mia.
Title
Ral. Data Mia.
Title
Rel. Dat* Mia.
R«l- 0»ta Mia.
Flame
at
the
Paclfle
23
Vaudeville
Jan. 24,'34. .2 rls. No.LeonII — Belasco
Oet. 20.... 21....
and Band
(Mentone onNo. Parade
6)
Terrors of the Ama2en
29....
_
„
,
No. 12— The Audition
28
Warren Doano Brevity Aug. 9 19
CAESAR FILMS
Dee. IS 2 rie. Venezlana
I rl. . Where's
Eaiertoa's BandI
Feb. 7,'34..2ris.
_
Vince Elmer?
Barnett
No.Hannah
13 — A Wllllams-Phll
Castlllan Garden
FIRST DIVISION
Dee. „
29 _2 rli.,
Sefior
Del Pozo's
Marimba(NawOreheatra
Delhi
Nov. ri 10
„ . 15 IB
MELODY
MASTERS
Sarlas)
Sept.
MyDavid
Side L.of the
No.DaveI— Apollan
Hot fromandPetragrad
10
HuttenStery Sept 22 10
Orchestra
Strange
Case
at
Tom
MMnay
.July
21
23
Nov. 10. ...20....
VITAPHONE
SHORTS
No.
2
—
Barber
Shop
Bluas
I
IDEAL
„
Title
Claude
Hopkins andand Orchestra
Band
Rel. Date Mil
Canal Gypsies
No.
3
—
Rubinoff
10
BIG V COMEDIES
No. 4— Eddie Duchin and Band 10
Evolution
*J
Goofy
Games
;J
No.Roseoe
II — How've
YouArbuekl*
Beaa7.June 24.
No. 5— Borrab Minnevltch and His
(Fatty)
PRINCIPAL
Harmonica Rascals
10
Mystic
East.
The
'2
An Idle Roomer
Next War. The
*5-- - No.Jack12 — Haley
No. 6— Jack Denny and Band 10
Title
Rel. Date MIn
.20.
We're
on
Our
Way
»....
No.
7—
Mills
Blue
Rhythm
Band
10.
..
No.
13—
Nothing
But
the
INDUSTRIAL
Among the Maoris Aug. 1 7..
No. 8 — Isham Jones Mar. t7,'34. . I rl. .
Tooth
Aug. 19.
TheINVISIBLE
Silent Enemy
30
Clrtle of Life ef the Ant „. .
Jack Haley
No.
9—
Phil
Spltalny
.
.
..
Apr.
14.'34.
.
I
n.
.
Lien.of The
Feb. 22
4.'34..7..
BIG V COMEDIES
.21.
No.MERRY
10— Vincent
Lopez ....May I2.'34. . 1 rl . .
Snowman
10....
City
Contrasts Nov.
19..
MELODIES
RESOLUTE
. ,
(New
Series)
Cuba
Sept.27
21..
No.
I
—
You're
Too
Careless
with
Your
Itchy
8 rls. No.JackI— Salt
Kisses
8
Enough Rope
July 1 9..
Haley Water Daffy. . .Sept. 16. .20.
MARYSeratchv
WARNER
No.
2—1
Wish
IBig
Had Bunch
Wings
7
Farmer's Friend. The Oct. 4 7..
No.Roseoe
2 — Close(Fatty)Relations
Sept.30.
Berlin:
Its
Sports
and
Recreation
8....
No.
3
—
A
Great
of
You
7
From
Coeaen
to
Butterfly.
.
.Jan.
I0,'34..7..
Arbuekl*
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolis 8
Great Raccoon Hunt. The... Sept. 1 20..
No.
45—— Shanty
Three's Where
a Crowd
7....
No. 3 — Gobs of Fun Oct. 21.....21....
Her Majesty, the Queen
Glimpses
of
Germany
8....
No.
Santa
Claus
Llves..7
Givot-Charles
JudelsNov. 4. ...21....
Green Heart ef Germany, The
20
Bee
Dee. 1 6..
No. 76—— Young
One Stopand Ahead
of My Shadow. 7...
Gus4— Shy
No.George
Turkey
In the Raw..
Springtime on the Rhine
7
No.
Healthy
7 >
insect
Clowns
Mar.
4.'34..7..
The
Mosel
8....
Klek-Otr. The
Oet. 11.... 27..
No.
8
—
The
Organ
Grinder
7
No.
5
—
In
the
Dough
Nov.
25.
Trier,
Oldest
City
In
Germany
8
No.
9
—
Wake
Up
the
Gypsy
In
Mo
7
Newslaughs—
No. I . .Dec.
Dec. 20
9..
...22..
(Fatty) Arbuckts
No.
I Like Off
Mountain
Music 77
Queen
6 32..
7..
Vintagers'
Festival
In theAlps
Palatinate. .. 10.I rj..
.. . No.Roseoe
Here Comes Flossie. Dec. 9.....18..
No. 10II—— Shuffle
to Buffalo
Winter Germanv
In the
Bavarian
Wondersof ofthetheUnderworld.
Tropics Dec. 13
Ben6— Blue
Young
Goes
Skiing
1
r!..
No. 12— The Dish Ran Away with the
No. 7— Tomallo
Dec. 30.. .21....
P. A. POWERS
7
Roseoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
Jack and the Beanstalk 6
No.Spoon
13 — We're
In the Money
No. 8 — How D'Ya Like
MERRY
MELODIES
(New SeHas) 7
RKO-RADIO PICTURES
That?
Jan.
I3.'34.
18,
.
.
.
No. 1— I've Got to Sing a Torch Song.. 7
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
George GIvot-Charles Judels
UNITED ARTISTS
No.Yard2 — Fence
Sitting on a Back
AMOS 'N' ANDY
No.Ben9— Blue
Nervous Hands .....Feb. 3. '34. 21
1 rl. .
Title
Ra). Date Mln.
CARTOONS
I rl.
PEPPER POT
MICKEY MOUSE
No.
10—
Pugs
and
Kisses.
..
Feb.
I7,'34.2I
Lion Tamer, The
Feb. 2, '34. I...
No.
21—
Inklings
.7...
No.
11
—
Mushrooms
Feb.
14.
'34.
.2
rls.
13.
The
Mall
Pilot
Juno
5....
Rasslin'
Jan. 5.'34.
No.
R'bling the
RoundWorldRadioIn 8RowMinutes
No. 6
BLONDEMatch.
and The
RED
Harry Gribbon
No. 2223—— Around
14. Man
Mickey's Meehaaloal
HEAD SERIES
June 9....
No. 12— Ben Blue (untitled) .Mar. 24.'34. .2rls.
No.
24
—
Fishermen's
Holiday
Flirting In the Park Aug. IS 20...
No.
13—
Ben
Blue
(untitled)
.Apr.
I4.'34.
.2
rls.
No. 25 — Stuck. Stuck, Stucco
15.
Mickey's
Gala Pranlers . June
Walking Back Has* Dm. t .19...
16.
Puppy Love
Aug. 30
14
No.
1415—— Corn
on the Cop... Apr.
26 — Seeing Samoa
17. Steeple
Chase
Sept.
1
No.BROADWAY
1 Scream
May 28,'34.
ig.'34. .2.2 rls.
rls. No.PEPPER
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
POT (New Series)
BREVITIES
18.
The
Pet
Store
Sept.
22
SERIES
(Re-lisues)
21...
No.
I— Walter Donaldson
10
No.
II
—
That
Goes
Double..
July
29
(NEW
SERIES)
The Count
Nov. 17 20...
Russ Columbo
No.
2.
—
Admission
5c
10
1. Giant Land
Nov. IS. . ..
The Cure
Aug. 19....
No.Rockwell
3— Rock-A-Bye-Byo,
with Dr
No.
18—
World's
Champ.
..
.July
II
The Fireman
Aug. 28 21...
Jack
Dempsey
II
2.
Mickey
8hanghalt4
Jan.
I5,'34.
3.
Playful
Pluto
CLARK & MeCULLOUGH
No.Ing22 —of The
Double-CrossNo. 54—— Notre
Laughs Dame
In theGleaLaw
SILLY SYMPHONIES
SE Rl ES
Columbus
.... July 15 19
No.
Club 8....
8
..
Charles
Judels
6.
Babes
In
the
Wead
.
.
.
.
.
Dee.
2.'32.
FlU In a Fiddle OcL 20.... 14'/,
No.
6
—
Harry
Warren
10
.2 rls.
7. Santa's Worksho* Dee. 30.'32.
No. 23 — Pie a la Mode June 19
No.
78—— Easy
Aces
10....
Hey
Nanny,
Nanny
Jan.
12,
'34.
8.
Birds
In
the
Spring
Dee.
30,'32,
No.
24
—
Crashing
tha
Gat*..
July
I
20.
.
.
.
No.
Little
Miss
Mischief
10
Iceman's
Ball. The
Aug. 13
Father Little
Noah's Pigs
Ark Jan.
Kickingin the
Around. .Aug.
4 .219....
No. 9— Movie Memories
•
Atwellfar
10.9. Three
May 27
26....
No.Ruth
25 — Ettlng
20.000-Roy
Chears
rls.
Odor
the Crown
Court
No. 10 — The Tune Detective 9
11. Old
KingLand
Colo July
the Chain Gang.. Aug. 12 19
Snug In a Jug
Nov. 2 20. . . . 12.
SIgmund
Spaeth
Lullaby
Aug. 27
18....
No. II— Mississippi Suits
t
Jerry Bergen-The Rolllekars-Pleken SIttars
13. Pied Piper
Oet. 6....
CUBBY THE BEAR
No.Hugh
26— O'Connell-Anne
The "No" ManGraenway
Aug. 26 19
No.Block
12— The
Wrong Wrong Trail 10....
SERIES)
CARTOONS
and Sully
1.(NEW
The Night
Bsfer*
Croon Crazy
....Dec. 29 .1.7....
rl..
BROADWAY
BREVITIES
Christmas ..
Dec. 15
No.
13— Song
..
Cubby's Plcnle
Oct. 6.... .7....
(New Series)
No.
Easy Hits,
Aces. with
No. Roy
2Turk II.
Irl..
2. The China Shop Jan. I5.'34.
Cubby's
Flight Dec.
Aug. 25....
No. 141615——— Pure
Feud
Irt..
No. I— Use Your Imagina- tion Sept. 2.. .18.
Galloping World
Fanny
I .1.1 ri..
No.
Radio
Ramblers
Irl..
rl..
Gay Gaucho, The
Nov. 3
No. 17 — Lulu McConnell
Irl..
UNIVERSAL
Nut Factory
Aug. II .1 rl..
No.Hal2—LeRoy-MItzl
Rufus JonesMayfalr
for
No.
18—
Good
OldReels
Days
Irl..
TItl*
Rel. Date Mln.
Sinister Stuff
Jan. 26,'34. . I rl . .
President
Sept. 9.. ...20....
No.
19
—
Radio
I.rl..
GOOFYTONE NEWS
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
Ethel
Waters
Jessel
—
Van
No.
I
Aug.
28...
COMEDIES
No. 3 — Seasoned Greetings. .Sept.23. ...20....
SPORT
THRILLS SERIES
.8...
TED HUSING
No.
Oct.
How Comedies Art Born Sept. 8 19....
No.LIta4— Grey
Paul Chaplin
Revere. Jr Oct. 7. .21...
No. 2
3
Dec. 25I... .110....
No.
I—
Suits to Nuts
Dec. I 19....
rl..
No.
2—
OSWALD CARTOONS
Gus5— Shy-Janet
HEADLINER SERIES
.8>/i..
17....
Operator's Reade
Ooera. . . .Oct. 14. .21...
No. 3—
rl.. No.0°Donald
No. 4— She Outdone Him... July 21..., 20....
Candy House. The
Jan. 15.'34. .1.7....
No. 4— Old Time Sport ThMlls
Day- Eton
Boys
Novls-Dawn
21
No.
5
—
Preferred
List
Oet.
6
Chicken
Reel
Jan.
1.'34.
No.
5—
Confidence
July
31
No. e— Air Tonic
..Dec. 22... .2 rls.
No.
6
—
'Tis
Spring
.Oct.
28.
No.
6—
.8....
County
Fair
Jan.
29,'34.
No. 7 — On Approval Jan. 5. '34,
.1 rl..
WORLD
AVENTURES
Five
and
Dime
Sent.
18
PatriciaJenkins
ElIIs..19.
Allen
MASQUERS COMEDIES
In
the
Zoo
Nov.
6
.7....
E.
M.— From
NEWMAN
20....
Abroad
In
Old
Kentucky.
..
.Sept.
9
No.
5
Bethlehem to Jerusalem .. 10
(Technicolor)
...20...
Merry
Old
Soul
Nov.
27
.8....
No.
7
—
Yeast
Is
Yeast
.Nov.
II.
Stolen by Gypsies, or
No. 67—— High
of the Far East... 10
Parking Space
Dec. 18 .7....
No.
Main Spots
Streets
10
Beer and Bicycles July |4 21....
Tom8— Patrlcola
.1
rl..
No.
The
Mild
West.
....
Nov.
18.
Toy
Shoppe.
The
Feb.
I2.'34.
No.
8
—
Beauty
Spots
ofWorld
the World IIrl..
rl..
MR. AVERAGE MAN
POOCH
CARTOONS
...23...
Janet
Reade-Olive
Borden .Dee. 2.
No.
9—
Workers
of
the
COMEDIES
(EDGAR
Hot
and
Cold
Aug.
14.
.
..
No.
9
—
Girl
Trouble
.1 rl..
No. 10— Wonder Spots of the WoHd I ri..
...23...
KENNEDY)
King
Ktunk
Sent.
4
Mitchell
and
Durante
No.
II
—
Costumes
of
the
World
Irl..
.9....
No. 10 — Around the Clock. De|.. |g.
Pin Feathers
July 3
20'/, .
Grin and Bear It
Dee. 29... 20!4.
No. 12 — Strange Ceremonies
10
She Done Him Right Oct. 9 .9....
.7....
Quiet Please
Aug. II... 21...
No.MUSICAL
13— Top WORLD
of the World
10....
Norma
Terris-BoysCrazy .Dec. 23. ...29...
RADIO
STAR
REELS
JOURNEYS
What
Fur?
Nov.
3...
21....
No.Four
II — Eton
Piano
MUSICALS
The Old Timers
.22.
E.
M.
NEWMAN
Louis
Sobol
—
N*.
8
No.
ExploringMemories
the Pacific Irl..
Dorothy Lee-Arthur and
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5, '34. 20...
Ethel Wafers
Peeping Tom
Sept. 20 17...
No. 2I—— Samoan
Irl..
Havel Tlma .Dec. 16.
No.Morten
12— Kissing
Hizzoner
Nov 17 21 '/2.
Louis Sisters.
Sobol — Na.
4
No. 3 — Heart of Paris
10..
Bert Lahr
Bosweil
The
Dec. 6 .2. rls.
21 '/j.
No.
4—
Italy,
the
Old
and
the
New
I
rl..
.22.
Jane
FromanNick
Kenny—
No.
4
Strange
Case
of
Hennessy.
.
Dec.
8
No.
5
—
Cannibal
Islands
Ir!..
Georges
Metaxa
Cliff Edwards
No. 13— A Little Girl with
SPECIALS
No.
67—— Spanish
America
Irl..
MUSICOMEDIES
No.
Jerusalem,
the
Holy
City
Irl..
Big Ideas
Jan. 20.'34.29
World's Greatest Thrills.. .Aug. 18
SERIES (Ruth Ettlng)
No. 8 — Picturesque Slam
Irl..
STRANGE
AS IT
No.Molly
14 —Picon Not Tonight,
California Weather Dee 15 . 20'/j.
No. 109—— Slackers
of the Jungle Irl..
SEEMS
SERIES
2l'/j.
No.
East Indies
I rl..
......
Knee Deep In Musie Sept.22...
Josephine
Jan.
27.'34.2I
No.
31—
Novelty
Aug.
7....
MY BRIDGE EXPERIFrank
McHughNo. 32— Novelty
Sent. 4.... . I rl . .
Kltty Kelly
ENCES (Ely Culbortson)
No. 33— Novelty
Oct. 9....
17...
(Technicolor)
Forced Response. A
Sept. IS.. 21...
No.
34—
Novelty
Nov.
20....
.10....
No.
1516 —— Come
Pictureto Palace
...Feb. I0.'34.2I
No. 35— Noveltv
Dec. 18...
Murder at the Bridge Table. Sent 1 . 21...
SEI^IALS
No. 17
Dinner.
Society Cheaters
Sept. 29... IS...
.1 rl.. No.
No. 36— Novelty
Jan. 22.'34. .in..
— Business
Is a.. Feb. 24,'34.I0..
(EACH SERIAL 12 EPISODES OF 2 RLS.)
What
Not
to
Do
In
Bridge.
Oct.
13...
No.
37—
Novelty
Feb.
I9,'34.
Pleasure
Mar. 3. '34.. 2 rls.
Trans-Atlantic Bridge
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
UNIVERSAL
COMEDIES
21...
No.
18
—
Silver
Living
Mar.
17,
'34.
.2
rls.
Tricks
Oct.
27...
All(Mentone
at Sea
Sept. 20 .21...
Dorothy Stone
20...
Three
Knaves
and
a
Queen.
Nov.
10...
No.
2)
MASCOT
PATHE NEWS
No.Gertrude
19— Minstrels
Mar. 3I,'34. .2 Ms.
Big(Mentone
Benefit. No.
The
Oct. 18 .21....
Niesen
Released
a week
3)
Fighting with Kit Carson.. July 6 20 ..
No. 20 — Janet Reade (UnPATHE twice
REVIEW
21....
Big
Casino.
The
Nov.
29
Johnny
Mack Brown(each)
Released once a month
(Mentone No. 4)
Noah Beery
No. 21 — Helen Morgan titled) Apr. 7,'34..2rls.
.2 ns.
SOGLOW'S "THE KING"
Mystery
Squadron,
The
Dec.
23
Broadway
Varieties
Feb.
I4.'34.
CARTOONS
(Untitled)
Apr. 2I,'34.
.2 rls.
(Mentone No. 7)
Bob Musketeers,
Steele
.7...
Private Lessons ...May
5.'34..2ris.
Fatal Note. The
Sept.29 .. .7...
Three
The A or. 7
Gleason's
New Deal July 12... .20.... No.Hal22 —LeRoy
James Gleasoa
Jest
of Honor
Jan.
John Wayne-Ruth Hall
.7...
Marching
Along
Oct I9.'34
27... .7...
Meetinq
Mazie
Dec.
20....
No.
23
—
Morocco
Nights
May
I2.'34..2ns.
20....
Wolf
Dog,
The
Scot. 30
(Technicolor)
.18....
Sterling Holloway
On
the Pan
Nov. 24...
Rln
Tin Tin, Mallory
Jr.-Frankle
HOW TO BREAK 90
Pals
Darro-Boets
Mountain
Music
Jan. 3.'34.
.1
rl.
SPECIALS
BOBBY
JONES
Louise
Fazenda
4— Down Swing
July 8
Not the Marrying Kind Nov. 22 20 ... . No.
So TOM
This Is Harris
Jan. 19. '34, 28...
No.
Sterling Holloway
PRINCIPAL
SERIESAND JERRY
No. 56—— Impact
Fine Points Julv
Aug. 15
5 10
On the Air and Off Sept. 6 19....
in..
(Mentone
No.
I)
Phantom
Rocket
July
21
Tarzan.
the Peerless Aug. 1 1.... 28...
LOONEY
TUNES
20....
VAGABOND ADVENTURE
OpenHenrySesame
Oct. 25
Buster Crabba
(each)
No. 10 — Beau Bosko
7
SERIES
Armetta
IO'/2.
No. 12II —— Bosko
Bosko'stheMechanical
Man 7...
7...
.21....
Out
of
Gas
Nov.
8
Antwerp
Sept.
8
101/2.
No.
Musketeer
Louise
Fazenda
Cuba
Nov. 10...
UNIVERSAL
13 — Bosko's Picture Show
7....
Moorish Spain
Jan. 12. '34 10...
Paisie
Jan. 31. '34. .2 rls. No.LOONEY
TUNES (New Series)
HenryWalsle
Armetta
Gordon of Ghost City Aug. 14 20...
STATE RIGHTS
21....
No.
I
—
Buddy's
Day
Out
.
.Sept.
9
7
PieJames
tor Two
Dee.
13
Buck Jones-Madge Bellamy (each)
Gleason
No.Garden
2— Buddy's Beer
AMKINO
Perils of Pauline Nov. 8 29...
Oct. 21 7
Stung
Again
Oct. 18 18....
.28.
Evalyn ofKnapp-Robert
Allen (eatk)
AKilling
Day Into Moscow
Louise
Fazenda
No.
3
—
Buddy's
Show
Boat.
Dec.
9
Irl..
Phantom
the Air
.17.
Live
Supoer
at Six
Dec. 27 18....
No.MELODY
4— BuddyMASTERS
the Gob Jan. I3.'34..in..
Tom Tyler-Gloria
Shea May 22
.10.
Kino Displays
(Mentone
Na. 6)
l9'/2..
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
Pirate
Jan. 29.'S4.20...
No. 10 — The Alma Martyr
9
Trifle
Jan. I7.'34.
RichardTreasure
Taimadge(oaeh)
Vines Backward.
Barnett A
Coocoo Capers
Lucille
Lund
Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanlans

Title
One Awful Nliht
Ptilette-Catlelt
Please
BIng Crtiby
Roaming
Romeo. A
Harry Beware
LangdM
Sailors.
Catlett-Pallette
Three
Leei Little
Errel Swigs
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CLASSiriED

Ten cents per word, money-order or check with copy. Count initials, box number and address. Minimum insertion,
$1. Four insertions for the price of three.
Contract rates on application.
No borders or cuts. Forms close
Mondays at 5 P.M. Publisher reserves right to reject any copy.
Address correspondence, copy and checks to
MOTION PICTURE HERALD, Classified Dept.. 1790 Broadway, New York City

USED

ECUIPMENT

NEW

ECUIPMENT

THEATRES

WANTED

SACRIFICING NEW SUPERIOR TYPE X PROjectors with rear shutters, adapted to soiind.
COXSACKIE
MANTFFACTURING CORP., Coxaackie,
N. Y.

WILL LEASE OR BUY THEATRE, CITY OF
10,000, prefer south. Consider others if doing business. _Write stating location, opposition, seating
capacity, film contracts. Information confidential.
BOX 360, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

700 UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS REFINISHED
like new. PICTURE THEATRE SEATING. 722
Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J.

CONVERT YOUR LOW INTENSITY LAMPS TO
A.C. with transformers, increasing light to 80 amperes pulling
13 amperes
off theneeding
line. Very
able
especially
for theatres
more reasonlight.
CROWN, 311 West 44th St., New York.

LEASE OR BUY THEATRE. MINIMUM POPUlation 4.000, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia.
BOX 306, Kershaw, S. C.

SIMPLEX MECHANISMS REBUILT, $135.00;
complete equipment, $175.00; rebuilt Peerless low intensity lamps, $95.00; 30 amperes Forest rectifiers,
$75.00. Bargains all along the line. Let us hear
from you. CROWN, 311 West 44th St., New York.

BALANCE BUDGETS — BUY THESE — ELECtrie colorwheels, $12.98; replacement tubes for RCA,
W. E., etc., 40% off; tickets, misprints, rolls of
2,000, 15c; carbons 60% off; sound screens, 39c ft.;
many others. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New
York.

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
Chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spothghts, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Send for catalogue H. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, 844 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

TECHNICAL
TRAINING

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
Approved home- study training. Free Catalog.
THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE. 315 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

PCSITICNS

WANTED

COMBINED MANAGER-PROJECTIONIST. BEST
references.
years' last N.place.
143 Dadima Five
St., Syracuse,
Y. Reasonable. MP,
CALIFORNIA EXHIBITORS— DO YOU NEED AN
experienced
projectionist?
Young, married,
able. References.
PROJECTIONIST,
4331 dependHardy,
Inglewood, Calif.

WANTED

T€

CUy

WANT USED THEATRE CHAIRS, ALL KINDS.
Alio parti, accessories, etc. Send sample prepaid.
Advise quantity and price, etc. GENERAL SEATING
COMPANY, 2035 Charleston Street, Chicago.

KENTAL

CCCrS

SCUCCLS
"RICHARDSON'S HAND BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best and most practical. Aaron Nadell's "Projection
Sound Pictures."
Compete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksinformation
complete for
QUIGLEY BOOKSHaP. 1790 Broadway, New York.
THEATRE

RRCGRAyHS

THE BETTER CLASS AT THE LOWEST PRICES,
all cuts furnished by us. Delivery same day copy
received.
THEATRE PRINTING CO., 720 So. Dearbom
St., Chicago.
ECUIRMENT
EXCHANGE
S. O. S.— WHEN IN DISTRESS — WE PAY
"spot" gains
for galore.
anything
got — trades
barS. O.you've
S. CORP.,
1600 taken,
Broadway,
New York.
THEATRES
FOR SALE: $3,500.00 CASH WILL BUY
theatre, no opposition, Ohio town of 4,000. Rental
$75.00 monthly, lease. BOX 361, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

GENERAL

EGDIRMENT

WHAT'S YOURS SHOULD BE YOURS— BITV
outright
RCA complete
priced right;
S. O. S. $49.50
Wide
Fidelity —sound
$179.70famous
up; soundheads,
up; portable soundfilm, complete, $195.00; amplifiers,
$50.00 up: S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New
York.
COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT AND SOUND
equiptpent.
New and rebuilt.
repairprices.
and
servicing. Guaranteed
quality.Expert
Unusual
Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY
CORP., 334 W. 44th St., New York.
"SPLENDIDLY CONSTRUCTED, EXCELLENT
reproduction!" says Powell, Wellington, Ohio. You
can't
to be without
O. S. 1600
WideBroadway,
Fidelity
sound, afford
from $179.70.
S. O. S.S.CORP.,
New York.
SCREEN
RESDREACING
WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make
it likeCO.,new.
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED
WANTED REPRESENTATIVES IN EVERY KEY
film center to roadshow a religious sound motion picture appealing to Catholics. Prefer men who understand non-theatrical field and can handle entire bookings and exploitation. Must be able to finance themselves and post bond for territory. INTEGRITY
FILM CORPORATION, 220 West 42nd St., New York.
REPAIR

SERVICE

SERVICE
RRINTINC

SOUND PROJECTION EQUIPMENT AVAILable with operator, day or week, non- theatrical and
theatres not sound equipped. All oflfers considered.
V. HAYNES, Roscoe, N. Y.

SERVICE

100 WINDOW CARDS. 14 x 22, 3 COLORS, $3.25
F.O.B. BERLIN PRINT, Berlin, Md.

REPAIR AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKERS— COMplete reconditioning. All jobs unconditionally guaranteed to work as good or better than new. Parts
and accessories for all makes. Rush service. Write
for special low prices. ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,
75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago.
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UNSOLVED
WRITER

It's question whether the motion picture
business will learn to write or the writers
will learn the motion picture business, says
Terry Ramsaye, writing from Hollywood

ELIMINATION
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IS

CLAUSE

ARGUED

Rosenblatt rules that 10 per cent cancellation privilege is effective as of
December 7 on contracts signed prior
to that date; Distributors indicate protest; Code Authority is sued by Allied
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OP

PATENT

APPEALED

Manufacturers back sound equipment
in appeal from ruling; Defendants deny
infringement of Tri-Ergon patents; Exhibitors given assurance following warnings of possible court actions
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CAMPAIGNS!
FULL
CITIES'
REPRODUCING^
Box-office history was made in Atlanta, Richmond, Norfolk, Miami and five other prerelease "Eskimo" engagements. The press book
help you get the same thrilling results.

if

TIE-UPS!
''ESKIMO'^
NATIONAL
BIG
30
Special window cards, streamers, banners, etc., available for marvelous merchant
on Lipton's Tea, Norge Refrigerator, Remington
Eskimo Pie and 22 more equally big.

if

gives photos, facts and figures that will

15

SMASHING

Typewriter,

ADVERTISING

Thrill ads successfully used

Strike, Atwater

Lucky

NEWSPAPER

in pre-release engagements.

SERIAL,

RADIO,

Kent,

PAGES!
The

greatest variety, covering

every angle of this epic picture, including "Strange Moral Code of Eskimo." FULL
CO-OP- ADVERTISING
lay-out.

if

tie-ups

PRESS

PAGE

SECTION!

"Eskimo" serial story iifi 12 nerve-tingling, illustrated chapters. Also newspaper cartoon
strips. Complete Radio Thrill Continuity. Full-page Educational Plan. Publicity covers
every conceivable angle of picture.

if

ADDED

ACCESSORIES

IN

Giant Pictorial cut-out letters, combination
Circus Heralds. Jumbo Display Cards. And
to full line of posters and accessories.

if

SEE

PAGE
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FULL

COLORS!

marquee hangers and door-knob novelties,
100 other exploitation devices in addition
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REPUTE

IN HOMETOWN

REGARDLESS of what mayt prove to be the practical outcome of the movemen for profit sharing In theatre
receipts by managers, there is immediate significance in
its refreshing recognition of the importance of the manager as
a component of the merchandising system. There should be
exultation over in A-Mike Vogel's Round Table section.
Thus 1934 is giving us a very different story, a swing back
from the movement that started a few years ago for the
complete chaining of the chains with everything shipped in
the can from New York and the manager reduced to a clerk
who clipped press books and filled out report forms.
The betterment of the status of the manager is a direct
contribution to the national goodwill of the motion picture
industry. In general the standing of the motion picture in any
community is identical with the standing of its dominant exhibitors and managers.
New York corporations are just alien corporations in the
typical American city, but if the local representation is real
representation the motion picture can and does get a hometown deal, at the hands of the local public and its government.
Here, again, the motion picture industry is just as strong as
its personnel, and no stronger. Its only power is manpower.
AAA
HOUSING

THE

PRESS

the country as a whole the American newspaperman, the working reporter and editor, is the most
miserably officed person of creative status engaged In
the service of Industry and the commonweal. There are
grandiose newspaper structures aplenty, and sometimes In their
initial years they start handsomely with well located and
equipped editorial rooms. But after the place has been shown
off by the publisher, and as the general manager and his real
estate agents get to work, the editors and reporters are moved
steadily and progressively into less and less desirable space to
make way for cash paying tenants. The editorial rooms very
shortly wind up on the dark side of the building as close as
possible to the street noises.
The reasons are obvious. The real newspaperman can work
anywhere and he Is vastly more concerned with what is on page
one of the paper than anything else In his life. As for the
rest of It, he can, and does, take it.
All this is commonplace and well enough known in the craft,
but it Is with some sensations of curious pain in various parts
that we record. that the same curse of casualness and inferential
scorn seems to have descended on the press departments of
motion picture companies, even in ornate Hollywood.
To find the publicity department at any studio, enter by the
ACROSS

main gate, bear straight ahead to the center of the lot and
look for the worst bungalow In sight. That will be It. All about
will be the deluxe executive offices with their period — and what
periods! — furnishings and gem topped push buttons, the star
dressing rooms and bungalows, the directors' sanctums, etc.,
etc., but in the press department there is metaphorical sawdust on the floor and a clutter across the shabby old desks
which would make you suspect that the night city edition of
something had just galloped to press.
It would be Interesting to make experiments to discover If
good copy could be written In a good office.
JOHNSTON

AAA
ANNIVERSARY

am Pict ofis Monogr
presiden
ON,n, this
JOHNST
WRAY
tures Corporatio
week
observing the
twentieth anniversary of his entrance into the
business that Is the motion picture. It was on January 23,
1914, that he became confidential secretary to Charles J.
Hite, then president of Thanhouser Film Corporation. He
formed Rayart Pictures in 1924, and In February of 1931 organized Monogram Pictures, with Trem Carr, later developing a cooperative arrangement with exchangemen to produce
and sell, each exchangeman a franchise holder paying a
pro rata part of production costs, holding a stock Interest
in the company and sharing in the profits. How well that
plan succeeded Is attested by the increasing of the production budget by one-third for the 1933-34 season. Mr. Johnston was selected by the National Recovery Administration
to represent the independent producers, distributors and
exchanges on the Code Authority. His position of leadership in the group he represents Is In itself a high tribute to
his personal prestige and to his business Integrity and ability.
AAA
Chesapeake & Ohio's "Annie," the "kick girl" in the
THEroad's
current advertising, is not going to be a publicity
success. She has no allure. It would be nice though if the
Lackawanna would bring back Miss Phoebe Snow, who, all in
white, rode on the Road of Anthracite. Phoebe played In one
of the early Industrial motion pictures, and it was while working on the Lackawanna picture that Edwin S. Porter, Edison
cameraman, got his notion for "The Great Train Robbery."'
AAA
ANEW application of photography to navigation brings
now the fog camera which can "see ten times as far as
the human eye." We've known that about the camera
for a long time. That's why they are taking Sally Rand out of
the theatre to put her under the movie lens.
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The unique idea of Hal Roach, MSM
comedy producer, to overcome producers'
problem of hew faces, involves establishment of a Coast bureau, where "hopefuls"
may pass each day in review before casting representatives, in a manner similar to
the familiar police lineup. Producer Roach
plans a record of 24 comedies, two features at his studio during the next six
months. . . .
SOLUTION

A possible solution of player salary agitation, declared Fredric March in New
York last week, lies in percentage agreements for leading players, with percentage
based on gross. The actor sees a 5,000
membership for the Actors' Guild by summer's end. . . .
PICTURE

GROUPING

Contending: "Rigid censorship cannot
solve the problem of better pictures,"
Lowell Lawrance, Kansas City Journal-Post
film critic, is urging in addresses before
local film units the grouping of pictures to
meet the demands of child and adult suitability. .. .
QUITTNER

HERALD

APPEAL

LAEMMLE'S 67TH
Universal executives, players, directors,
writers turned cake-eaters one day last
week at the studio to assist President Carl
Laemmie in disposal of a 67-pound birthday pastry, one pound for each year. Business associates were guests at the Laemmie
home that evening. ...
HORWITZ

RELEASE

Some 3,000 Houstonltes gave enthusiastic welcome to Will Horwitz, once exhibitor leader, on his release after serving
seven months at Leavenworth for operation
of a lottery in connection with a radio
station at Reynosa, Mexico. . . .
DOUBLE

COLONEL

Twice a colonel Is Lionel H. Keene,
southern representative for Loew Theatres
at Atlanta, being on the staffs of Governor Talmadge of Georgia and Governor
Ruby
of Kentucky, noted colonelmaker. Laffoon
...
RADIO

PRODUCTION

Back at his desk as vice president of
RKO Radio production, Merian C. Cooper
last week announced immediate production
of 17 new films, to cost $4,000,000, and
employing 3,500 persons in all branches.

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey on Friday will hear the action of Edward Quittner seeking to determine the content of
the record to be submitted to the U. S.
circuit court of appeals, in furtherance of

PERSPECTIVE

"The transmission and reproduction of
speech and music in auditory perspective,"
was an important feature of the winter
convention of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers in New York on
Wednesday. Sound, by this method, is
virtually given three dimensions. . . .
ASC

STUDIO

DEAL

Expected this week was ratification by
the American Society of Cinematographers on the Coast of a five-year working
agreement with major studios, announced
by new business manager Allan Watt. The
agreement: closed shop for ASC members,
lATSE scale. ...
HEADS

27,

1934

ATLANTANS

Named president of the Atlanta Theatre
Managers' Association at the last regular
meeting was E. Whitaker, manager of the
Fox theatre there. . . .

CENSORSHIP
Concerted opposition from theatre owners and the local press has greeted a proposed Birmingham, Ala., ordinance which
would require all shows (including films) be
previewed by the amusement Inspector before exhibition. The Birmingham News
heads its editorial, "A Fantastic Idea of
Theatrical Censorship." . . .
GOLDWYN-ITOA
At last Wednesday's session of the
Independent Theatre Owners Association
In New York, the ban against Samuel Goldwyn's product was lifted, after Mr. Goldwyn personally explained his independent
production plan, and agreed to allocate
prices according to the classified run of
theatres in each situation. . . .
"OBSCENE" STILLS
A fine of $500 and 90 days (suspended
on probation) was the portion of James
Keough, manager of the Adams, Detroit,
for displaying obscene lobby stills on
"Elysia, Valley of the Nude." Similarly, W.
H. the
Kinnear,
showing guilty,
"This asked
Nude leniency.
World"
at
Rivoll pleaded
SCHOOL

ON

AIR

Unusual in radio is the plan of executives of Station KSO, Des Moines, Iowa,
whereby "vacation lessons" were brought
to school children of the city during the
January holiday, under the supervision of
educational heads. . . .

Mr. Quittner's appeal following dismissal
of his $5,200,000 triple-damage monopoly
suit against major companies last spring.
AUDITORY

January

WEEK
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ETHICAL
In

This

Issue

Writer and studio are at loggerheads
and nothing can be done about it,
says Terry Ramsaye, writing from
Hollywood
Distributors protest Rosenblatt decision
that 10 per cent elimination clause
is effective on all releases after December 7, 1933, if signed prior to
that date; Allied sues Code Authority
Sound equipment manufacturers deny
infringement of Tri-Ergon patents
FEATURES
Editorial
The Camera Reports
J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum
Asides and Interludes
DEPARTMENTS
What the Picture Did for Me
Showmen's Reviews
Managers' Round Table
Technological
Short Feature News
Chicago
The Release Chart
Box Office Receipts
Classified Advertising

Page 9

CODES

The committee of the Federation of the
Motion Picture Industry (Independents) assigned to draft codes of ethics for production and advertising, last week recommended that members utilize the facilities
of the MPPDA codes and the boards now
enforcing them. If approval follows, virtually the entire Industry will be under the
MPPDA ethical codes. . . .

Page 19

FOX

Page 12

In accordance with final Interpretation
of the contract of William Sistrom, Fox
has surrendered all prints, accessories, etc.,
on "The Crooked Circle," produced by
Mr. Sistrom last year for World Wide.
The producer will seek release elsewhere....

Page 7
Page 29
Page 58
Page 35
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Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
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Page

59
40
65
64
54
54
73
48
78

SETTLEMENT

MUSICIANS' WORK
Varying the stagger plan in use in New
York, the musicians' unions of Chicago last
week arranged that some 300 unemployed
members shall work one full week In every
four, whereas in New York a daily basis
brings the same result. . . .
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to write or writers will learn film business

By TERRY RAMSAYE
Written in Hollywood
Motion picture production, meaning
Hollywood, is today more concerned about
writing and writers than ever before in its
fevered experience. It is a consequence
of sound, becoming more and more apparent as the sound-picture medium explores its field of material.
Hollywood is dissatisfied with the writer.
The writer is dissatisfied with Hollywood.
"The writer,
system"anddoesthenotwriter
know does
how to
the
nothandle
know
his art from his elbow about "the system."
Current Excellence
Fruit of Miracle
The current excellence of much of the
product in which the work of the writer Is
so heavy a component Is a fruit of miracle
wrought at vast travail and expense.
Nothing can be done about it save to
leave the future to the fires of the crucible
of experience, while the amusement buying public pays for the fuel. Hollywood is
so infernally busy making pictures that It
has neither time nor energy to study the
process by which It is done. Its technique
and technology will always develop by the
same tortuous processes by which the roots
of a mountain tree seek nourishment and
moisture In the crooked crevices of the
rock. Everything must be done for today,
and tomorrow must take care of Itself when
it gets to be today. Plainly the motion picture industry in terms of production is
about as short sighted as most American
industries, all competition driven.
In the old golden days of the silent picture a very sleek, smug, effective technique
was evolved. The better directors achieved
a working manner and polish of treatment
backed by a certain assured competency
of script writers that gave the flow of top
grade product a sheen of quality that carried with it a certain minimum of success,
almost regardless of content. The level of
performance was comparable, one might
observe, to the highly enameled finish of
the word-wares offered by such program
production media as the Saturday Evening
Post or the Cosmopolitan or Red Book.
Even poor stories were and are well written,
and in the silent days that was true of the
screen's story telling, too.
Further, the elasticity of the silent film,
with its almost unlimited capacity for undergoing re-cutting and re-titling, was such

What about the ivritcr? the roving
editor of Motion Picture Herald
asked himself, and straightway began
"what - about - ing" Hollywood itself,
as the most directly interested party
of the second part. What Hollyiuood
told him, and the conclusions that he
reached, are set forth in the accompanying article.
that mistakes made on the set could be
rectified In the ediring, and a better story
might reach the screen than the writer and
director saw. Now that the picture has
acquired the spoken word It Is as hard to
make over as It Is to unscramble an egg.
What Is shot Is, and there you are.
In the silent days, i-oo, the director who
was not pleased with the script could if he
liked shoot sequence after sequence, or a
whole picture, "off the cuff." With the
Intricacies of sound and dialogue, with
every motivation nailed to the documentary outline of the script, this cannot be
done with anything that resembles success. Some of the "quickie" type picture
makers still do it, and the process is made
more than evident in the resultant product.
The truth is that the motion picture industry is at last being forced to become
literate. This Is a just sequence of getting
mixed up with words. Language is after
all a complicated thing, unless you are able
to goldwyn your way through it and let the
quips fall where they may.
The real question now Is whether the motion picture business will learn to write or
whether some writers will learn the motion
picture business.
When the issue is worked out It will be
somewhat like the duel of the hoop snakes
at WInsted up In Connecticut — wherein
you will not be able to tell "t'other from
which," because one swallowed the other.
What is left, technologically, will be still
the picture business, which takes them all
after the manner In which the cormorant
let the eel loop the loop until he was tired.
Executive Authority
Full of This and That
Executive authority In Hollywood, which
Is always either thunderlngly authoritative
or else oily with evasions In public expres-

sion, is as would be expected full of this
and that about writers, not being sure the
while what it might best say.
However, exception and expression Is to
be had from Winfield Sheehan, production
chief of Fox Pictures Corporation, who
never yet has had a cigar store built behind him on the supposition that he was a
wooden Indian.
"Writing for the screen," in the opinion
of Mr. Sheehan, "has too many of the asThis pectssame
Mr. racket."
Sheehan, now known for
of a plain
so many years as a motion picture executive In sales, distribution and production,
did, a few may remember, earn his very
own living for some several years as a
writer, when the New York World was a
newspaper. He has not forgotten entirely
what the business was like. He finds now
a whole category of problems that writers
bring
with them to the motion pictures,
including:
Writers whose minds are bounded by the
two
sides of the proscenium arch of the
theatre.
Writers who do not know the camera.
Writers who do not know sound.
Writers who were reporters and have not
knmun drama by instinct, training or observation.
Writers who tvere press agents thrown
into picture construction by propinquity.
Writers of fiction who knoiv not talking dialogue or dramatic action.
Writers who strive only to extend their
working time at so much the week.
Writers who are at heart lawyers, always
hiiilding something for a claim or suit.
"We need," says Mr. Sheehan, "a training ground for writers, who are today so
important to the screen. What a fine thing
it would be if a few first rank writers could
see the merit of coming out here and learning the motion picture first. If a competent writer would come here and say,
'Give me a living salary for six months until Ifind out what it is about,' he could
at the end of that time be prepared to do
work that would be a credit to himself, and
a profit to him and the picture producer,
This day I was Mr. Sheehan's guest, and
so I did not Inquire at what studio and how
and when a writer, with hat in hand, could
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hope to get a hearing on any such plea.
To be sure, if he had been at that moment
on the Fox lot and two paces behind us,
he might have made the deal. Otherwise
there is no imagining how he might even
have got on the lot.

PLATOONS

matter who won. And a galley slave the
writer has to be, In the present state of
the art. For money he will do it, but he
does not know about why or how. That
Is why there is a writer problem.

Tinne of Good Script
Now Four Months
An indication of the rising importance
of the writer in the process of film fabrication isreflected in Mr. Sheehan's observation that the typical time of script preparation for a good picture is now four months.
"The actual shooting or recording of the
job is now reduced to a relatively simple
expedite process," he remarked. "But the
real thinking Is done on paper."
Kenneth Macgowan of the Radio studios
whinnsically finds the studios adding to their
problem of nnaterial by trying to solve them
by the importation of writers of novels and
plays.
"We bring the writer out here, to work
on the screen version of his story, or some
other writer's story and we take him out of
production for maybe a year," Mr. Macgowan observed. "If he had stayed at
home the motion picture Industry would
have had available at least one or perhaps
two other books or plays from his hand.
Meanwhile he Is out here trying to learn
another business and creating nothing.
"This process cannot go on forever."
AAA
Writers Employed
By the Platoon
The slow adjustment of the motion picture to the writing problems which It presents Is reflected In the painstaking operations on the Metro lot, where writers are
employed by platoons and it Is not unusual
to have six able authors engaged at the
same time on a story. There Is a yarn current that writing costs to the total sum of
$300,000 have piled up on a single story,
— and a finally acceptable version has not
been achieved, yet. That of course may be
either a problem In bookkeeping or in writing, or both.
AAA
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Unite
Orleans

Independent and affiliated exhibitors of
the entire New Orleans distributing territory, including part of Mississippi and Alabama, named temporary officers of a new
joint organization, at a code meeting at the
Jung hotel Sunday. Complete representation with the Code Authority was an announced object of the association.
McLeod Temporary President

3^ 061

Amusement

Firms
Report Net
Although 8,802 amusement corporations
filed tax returns for the year 1931, only 3,061
showed net income for the year, the Internal Revenue Bureau disclosed in Washington last week.
Statistics compiled by the bureau show
that these 3,061 corporations had a gross
income for the year of $388,961,000, net income of $35,749,000 and net losses for previous years of $3,166,000. Total income tax
collected from these corporations amounted
to $3,496,000. The 4,657 amusement corporations showing no net income had a
gross income for 1931 of $735;980,000 and
a deficit of $61,152,000. The remaining
1,084 corporations were inactive and had no
income.
Analysis of the amusement returns showed
that 234 were filed by film producers, 54 of
which reported gross income of $29,696,000
and net income of $2,698,000, paying a tax
of $318,000, while 145 had a gross income
of $412,252,000 and a deficit of $11,372.
Thirty-five producing companies were inactive. Returns were filed by 2,387 picture
theatre corporations, 1,167 of which, vvith
gross income of $276,519,000 and net income of $26,005,000, paid a tax of $2,638,000, while 72 were inactive, and 1,148, with
gross income of $208,133,000, showed a deficit of $21,582,000.

Thrown Into Hopper As
Nameless Contributors

Hays, Johnson Address
Colunnbus Variety Club
Addressing the third annual banquet of
the Variety Club of Columbus at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel on Sunday, Will H.
Hays and General Hugh S. Johnson predicted acontinued improvement in all business throughout the country.
Over 400 guests, including outstanding
legal, political and theatrical personalities
from Columbus and many sections of the
Middlewest heard Mr. Hays and the recovery Administrator speak. The banquet was
broadcast over the Columbia System.

A basic fact that Hollywood has not yet
seemingly discovered is that writers are
accustomed to seeing their stuff in print.
Writing for the screen they never do.
They are not used to and never can accustom themselves to being thrown into the
hopper and ground into the grist as nameless contributors to a photoplay which is
inevitably a potpourri. It is not to be
fancied that a galley slave ever had a deal
of pride In the race between triremes, no

Arkansas Independents
Form New Organization
Approximately 40 independent theatre
owners of Arkansas met at Little Rock last
week and organized the Independent Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, with T. W. Sharp of
Little Rock as president.
Other officers elected included Roy Morrow of Malvern, vice-president, and J. F.
Norman, England, Ark., secretary-treasurer.

Harry _ McLeod, owner of the St. Charles
theatre, in New Orleans, was named temporary president; S. Higginbotham of Baton
Rouge, first vice-president; Joe Barcelona,
Baton Rouge, second vice-president; Charles
Laurie, Franklin, La., third vice-president. Six
directors chosen included the three vice-presidents and Ed J. Myrick and Joe Alsina of New
Orleans and Philip Sliman of New Iberia, La.
Ed Kuykendall, president of the MPTOA,
answered a barrage of questions on the Code.
A few were left for decision of the Code
Authority.
Other Speakers
Other speakers included Norman Carter, attorney for the Saenger receivership; Howard
McCoy, Abe Berenson of Bogalusa, Henry
Lazarus of the Coliseum of New Orleans and
secretary of the local Allied unit, Sidney Harp
of Donaldsonville, J. A. Dicharry of the Lincoln theatre. New Orleans, and E. J. Wilkes
of Paramount.
Others in attendance were :
Miss E. Janqua, Bell theatre ; George Heck,
Fioritos Dream; Vick Meyer, Orpheum; Rodney Toups, Loew's State ; Ed J. Myrick, United
Theatres ; Manny Jacobs, United Theatres ; Levere Montgomery, Affiliated Theatres ; Morris
F. Barr, Saenger; Gaston Bureau, Saenger;
A. E. Gross, Cortez ; R. J. Brunet, Imperial ;
Ed Thomasie, Gretna; I. Harrelson, Bijou; M.
S. Hemstreed,
MonaMiller,
O'Rourke,
St.
Charles;
Mr. andQueen
Mrs. ;Jake
Lafayette;
A. J. Bethancourt, Houma, La. ; Aleck Schulman and Harry Schulman, Plaza; Tony Demharter, Peacock; Mrs. W. Janqua, Bell; F.
Ruffino, Gayety ; C. Chandler, Roxy ; Warren
Salles, Garden ; Ted Fonseca, Ashton ; A. Sliman, New Iberia, La. ; A. Berenson, Bogalusa,
La. ; Fred Fabre, H. Loisel, Reserve, La. ; Guy
Brown, R.K.O. ; Jimmie Briant, MGM ; Paul
Tesier, Universal ; Vic Moran, Bromberg.

Ohio
D

Exhibitors
iscuss

Merger

For the purpose of consolidating all Ohio
motion picture exhibitor interests in one
united body in an effort to repeal the state
amusement tax, P. J. Wood and other officials of the MPTO of Ohio conferred at
Cleveland last week with representatives of
the Cleveland Exhibitors' Association and
Independent Exhibitors' Association of
Ohio.
Convinced that only by means of a united
front and with the complete cooperation of
all exhibitors in the state can relief be obtained from what they consider excessive
taxation, the conferees decided to select a legislative committee representing all factions to
cooperate with Mr. Wood, who will conduct
the exhibitor fight for repeal of the tax.
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DEMAND

COST

Advisory
Contact

OF

NEW

OWNERS

Group

to

Operating

Partners
ofPuhlix
With establishment of a national theatre
advisory committee and investment of its
operating partners in the field with almost
unlimited control over their theatres, the
Paramount Publix theatre situation took on
a new aspect this week.
The advisory committee will meet with
Ralph A. Kohn, head of the theatre department, at least once every three months. Its
duties include confirmation of national policies and the establishment of closer contacts
between operating partners and home office.
N. L. Nathanson and E. V. Richards, representing Canada and the South, respectively, already have been named to the
committee, and the remaining three will be
chosen from Chicago, Boston and the IowaNebraska territory.
Karl Hoblitzelle, Paramount partner at
Dallas, was selected by all the company's
operating partners in the Southwest as their
representative on the committee.
Herschel Stuart was reported this week
as being about to sever relations with Paramount. It was stated he has received offers
from Fanchon & Marco.
Irving Trust Company, as trustee in bankruptcy for Publix Enterprises, was authorized this week by Referee Henry K. Davis
to pay $76,171 to the trustees of the parent
company for services rendered by various
real estate, accounting and auditing staffs of
Paramount. Mr. Davis also authorized Irving Trust to turn over to Famous Theatres
Corp. various Publix Enterprises documents
in line bywith
the recent purchase of Publix's
assets
Famous.
U. S. District Judge John M. Woolsey
on Friday will pass on the Paramount Publix equity receivers' petition for allowances
approximating $250,000.
Cinematographers Ratify
Producer Agreement
Four hundred members of the American
Society of Cinematographers Tuesday in
Hollywood ratified the five-year pact negotiated with 11 major producers.
The agreement, which calls for wage
scales in existence prior to the studio strike
last summer, gives straight overtime for
contract men for anything over 16 hours,
with first men rated at $12.50 an hour and
seconds and still men $6.25. Assistants receive $3.25 an hour for overtime. Aerial
men get $25 a flight, with $50 a day as a
maximum.
General Register Moves
General Register Corporation's offices and
showrooms are now in the Loew's State
Building, 1540 Broadway, New York.
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Building Service Employees'
Group, Representing Unskilled
Theatre Workers, Asks Raise
in Minimum

Salary

Scales

Demands to be made upon New York
theatre owners by the Building Service Employees' Union, if granted, will cost theatres
in the New York territory $6,988,800 annually in wage-increases on the salaries of
unskilled theatre workers, such as ushers,
janitors, cleaners, ticket sellers and porters,
it is estimated.
The offensive is being launched in the
New York territory as the first step in a
nationwide
campaign to
a "newtheatre
deal"
for
the thousands
of effect
unskilled
workers.
Important to the movement of the BSEU
is the protection accorded employees, even
guaranteed, by the Administration through
the NRA to bargain collectively and to
unionize. The motion picture code, like all
others, specifies a minimum hourly wage
scale. Employers are bound to pay that
minimum hourly wage scale as specified in
the code, but this does not necessarily mean
that a higher minimum wage scale cannot
be demanded by employees.
Based on Code Provision
In any event, it appears that the very foundation of the structure of the BSEU's demands
for higher minimum wages is based on that
part of the code which guarantees employees
the right to bargain collectively with employers.
Specifically the scales as they are to be presented to theatre owners in the New York
territory, probably Thursday, demand an average increase of 30 cents per hour on a 40-hour
week for each unskilled employee, apportioned
as follows :
1. Ushers
45 cents per hour
2. All Others:
Attendants
Cleaners
Doormen
Matrons
Porters
Ticket Takers
Ticket Sellers
Janitors
3. Head Janitors
(Watchmen)

60 cents per hour
75 cents per hour

Present Minimum 30 Cents
At the present time, the average minimum
wage for these unskilled workers in motion
picture theatres is supposed to be 30 cents per
hour for the 40-hour maximum work week as
stipulated in the motion picture code. The new
BSEU scales, computed on the basis of an
average hourly wage increase demanded for
these 10 classifications, multiplied by some
11,200 such employees possibly working in New
York's mands
motion
theatres,
these
deare rnet, picture
might bring
the if
total
annual
salary increase at New York theatres up to
$6,988,800.
Whether or not the new unskilled theatre
workers' union is successful in accomplishing
these demands still is a matter for speculation.
However, BSEU officials in New York indi-

MAY

ANNUALLY
cated this week that if the demands are not met,
a strike among members will be called.
The thingpicture
presented would look somelike this thus
:
Average minimum hourly wage
provided in motion picture code for
unskilled motion picture theatre
workers employed in towns of 15,000 population or more
30c
Average minimum hourly wage demanded by BSEU for such unskilled workers
60c
Increase in average minimum hourly
wage for unskilled motion picture
theatre workers demanded in New
York by the BSEU
30c
Weekly increase in individual wages
demanded by the BSEU for maximum work week of 40 hours
$12.00
Estimated number of unskilled workers now employed in 1,120 New
York motion picture theatres (on
basis of estimated average of
about 10 of such unskilled workers
employed in each theatre)
11,200
Estimated possible weekly increase
in wages for such 11,200 unskilled
theatre workers, on basis of above
computations
$134,400
Estimated possible annual increase in
wages for such 11,200 unskilled
theatre workers
$6,988,800
Theatres Asked to "Bargain"
The new minimum wage scale demanded by
the BSEU was voted at a meeting in New
York of its Local 118, and will be presented
to theatre owners in the metropolitan area
within the next week. Letters have been sent
by the local to the theatre men asking them to
designate representatives to meet with them to
"bargain."
If the plans and the scales of the New York
branch are successfully accomplished, other
BSEU locals throughout the country undoubtedly will embark upon a similar program, with
similar demands.
It was said Wednesday by Charles C. Levey,
secretary and treasurer of Local 118, that the
New York branch now has a membership approximating 3,500, and late in December the
organization had reported considerable progress in the work of banding together unskilled
theatre labor in Chicago. Seattle, St. Louis and
San Francisco, among other cities.
Local 118 also is asking, in addition to its
wage scale demands, a six-day week.
Last December circuit executives and theatre
operators throughout the country were evidencing little if any concern over the existence
of the new union.
However, several cases have come up recently
in New York, when at various times Local 118
has brought to the attention of the Regional
Labor Board instances of dismissal of unskilled theatre employees for alleged union activities— in other words, entering the membership of the local. In virtually every instance
this labor board, functioning under Ben Golden,
has ordered the reinstatement of the employees
in question.
An official of the local said Wednesday that
he considered the new wage scales more than
equitable, pointing out that the average for
many of the classifications was considerably
lower than scales existing in many of the
country's
1929, aswhen
times theatres
received as inmuch
$25 ushers
weeklysomeand
janitors and watchmen were getting anywhere
between $25 and $-10
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Denial of Infringement on TriErgon in Present Sound-onFilm Attachments Is Made
After Warning

to Exhibitors

Denial that present sound-on-film attachments infringe any Tri-Ergon patents has
been issued by sound equipment manufacturers in response to letters received from
American Tri-Ergon Corporation by exhibitors, warning them of the flywheel decision handed down by Judge Albert W.
Johnson in federal district court in Scranton, Pa. Appeal of the decision has been
filed in the third court of appeals in Philadelphia, to be heard on a date yet to be set
by the court.
The device involved is a flywheel which
acts as a balancing medium between the
soundhead and the projector. This, it is
contended, represents an infringement of
Tri-Ergon patents, which are controlled in
the United States by William Fox. This
contention was upheld in the district court
suit brought by the American company and
Tri-Ergon Holding A. G. of St. Gall,
Switzerland, against the Wilmer & Vincent
and Altoona Publix theatre interests, the
decision enjoining the defendants from further use of reproduction equipment installed
in their houses. Some of these houses have
RCA Victor equipment, others Western
Electric. All theatres referred to in the
decision are operating, however, pending
final decision of the suit, which may ultimately have to travel the long road to the
United States supreme court.
Alleged Infringers Not Specified
All sound-on-film attachments employ
some kind of balancing device between the
soundhead and projector, but no statement
is forthcoming from Tri-Ergon as to the
number of manufacturers whose product it
regards as infringing. Of approximately
13,000 theatres in the United States now
operating with sound-on-film equipment,
about 9,250 have either Western Electric or
RCA Victor systems, leaving about 4,000
operating installations to various other
makes. A number of theatres among this
latter group also received the warning form
letter issued by Tri-Ergon, which stated :
"This letter is to give you further notice
of United States Letters Patent No. 1,713,726, granted May 21, 1929, and owned by
us, which we claim is being infringed by
the machines you have been and are nowusing in your theatre to reproduce sound on
film sound pictures."
Charge "Gouging Attempt"
After referring to the Johnson decision,
the letter concluded :
"We intend to take all necessary steps to
protect our rights under this patent and to
prevent the further infringement thereof."
It is this letter which has brought manufacturers of sound equipment generally to
the defense of their product, charging that
an attempt is being made "to gouge American exhibitors." Issuing their own letters
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PATENTS

EQUIPMENT
in reply to the Tri-Ergon warning, they
declare either that the patents cited are invalid or that they do not apply, and that
exhibitors are in any case protected by thencontracts.
One RCA official, in a personal statement, referred to the Tri-Ergon action as
an attempt "of Fox to 'hold up' the entire
industry
on oneinformation
small patent."
No definite
is available as to
the size of the royalty fee Tri-Ergon would
seek if its charge of infringement were to
be ultimately upheld, but rumors of "dickers" indicate a sum characterized as "ridiculous." The American company maintains an
office at 10 west 47th street, New York.
Advocates Complete Ban
On U.S. Films in Mexico
Jose U. Calderon, Mexico City exhibitor
and official of the Mexican Exhibitors'
Union, on Monday advocated a consolidation of Mexican production, exhibition and
distribution interests under a central board
to "protect the home industry against foreign producers who see an opportunity to
make pictures in Mexico at lower cost than
elsewhere."
"Outside
producers
are tributaries
preparing an
invasion to convert
us into
of the
cinema magnates of the United States unless
our borders are hermetically sealed," Senor
Calderon declared. "Mexico should have
her own cinema industry. If other countries
want our pictures, let them have them made
by Mexican producers, but they should not
be permitted to send more expeditions to
establish studios or laboratories in our coun-

Censor's
nia ion
Virgi
Resignat
Asked
The
try." resignation of Mrs. Emma Speed
Sampson as a director of the Virginia State
Board of Motion Picture Censorship, was
asked last week by Attorney General John
R. Saunders. No reason was given.
Mrs. Sampson, an author of note and
widow of Henry A. Sampson, a former New
York sports writer, had been a member of
the board since its creation in 1922, having
first been appointed by Governor E. Lee
Trinkle. Later the board was placed under
the jurisdiction
attorney vested
general'sin
office
with power ofof the
appointment
that official.
Disney Joins MPPDA
Walt Disney Productions has joined the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America. The total of producer and distributor members is now 25.

IS

APPEALED

Fox

IVest

Coast

Realignment
Due
Reorganization of Fox West Coast is expected to be completed about February 15,
when Spyros Skouras is due in Los Angeles
from New York for final conferences with
his brother, Charles, and the receivers, according to reports from the Coast this week.
When the plan is worked out it is understood about six theatres will be turned over
to Fanchon & Marco under a special agreement.
Reorganization plans for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses are expected to be completed
by February 18, the date on which the present six months' receivership terminates. If
plans are not completed by that date a move
will be made to continue the receivership.
Four more of the circuit's Greater New
York houses have been turned back to original owners recently by Simon Fabian and
Irving Trust Co., co-receivers.
While the circuit court of appeals at New
Orleans was ruling favorably for Fox Film
on a judgment awarded Fox for $3,372
against John Jones, of Fort Worth, Texas,
for an alleged balance due on a film contract, Supreme Court Justice Bonynge in
Brooklyn was denying the application of
Jennie Wyand, a bondholder, for an order
to compel the Continental Bank and Trust
Company to account for money allegedly
ing.
taken in connection with Continental's management of the Fox Brooklyn theatre buildThe complainant charged that the bank
has no right to carry on a theatre business
and that she and other bondholders holding
bonds under a mortgage of $6,000,000 executed September 1, 1926, are entitled to an
accounting.
She alleged that Fox Theatres Corp. executed a32-year lease in September, 1926, to
amount to $17,700,000, and that Fox quit
the house Jan. 1, 1932, and that no action
has been taken to recover the balance due
from Fox.
Kaufman,

Sherwood

Sue

Goldwyn on Cantor Story
George S. Kaufman and Robert E. Sherwood, playwrights, have brought suit
against Samuel Goldwyn, producer, for the
$25,000 they declare he promised them for
the story of the Goldwyn production,
"Roman Scandals." Mr. Goldwyn contends
they provided only a rough draft and declined to work it into aceptable shape. Eddie
Cantor starred in the film.

"Your papers are a precious aid for me in choosing the right pictures for my house and I hope they will help me in the future, too, to
make good entertainment." — MAX
Vienna, Austria.

REIZES, co-owner. Burg Kino,
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of larger ads from
15 page ad section
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Circus
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in
9 successful
prerelease engagements.

GIANT LETTERS! Electrical lettered title over
marquee, the largest ever used in Houston. See
campaign book for renting.

BALLYHOO! Pretty girls dressed as Eskimos rode
through Miami streets. Note cut-out letters (available from press book).

DOG SLED GETS PUBLICITY! Mel Washburn,
columnist on New Orleans Tribune dashes through
traffic. Dog team gets crowds and newspaper space!

LIBRARIESI

Officials of Richmond

libraries recognized educational values of "Eskimo."
Go after the young folks too. There's millions of 'eiri !

CHAPTER I
MALA, MIOBTY
HUNTER OF
THE ARCTIC.
The little Eskimo village seethed
with
From itshide,
dozenmen.or
more excitement.
tents of walrus
women and children rush^ out at
the shout:
The
dogs
are weary"Mala
with returns!
their burden

ABOVE:Tire

schools and

covers kept

the name "Eskimo'* constantly before the public.
{See press book.)
LEFT: Photoplay novel of
picture, used in book-store
and drug-store windows.
Special window cards. (See
press book. )

Aba, Mala's
gentle young
followed
by toddling
Uplk. wife,
th^ir
four-year*old
spn, set out to meet
ofthe
geese!"
returning
hunter,
his
step-son,
Orsokldok,
agedyears
fifteen,
and than
his
son
Puala, four
younger
Orsokldok. They had traveled many
weary
the went
inland
lake
where themiles
wild togeese
to molt,
and where they had fallen easy victimslageto the
skill. welcome
The vilturned hunter's
out In eag^r
to their leader, and the fresh supply of meat to their
fast-dlmlnlshing
larder. meagre and
Neither Mala nor Aba spoke aa
they
met,
Vkit
they
quietly
at each other with smiled
understanding
affectionlievedasher husband
the youngof matron
rethe geese
slung
over
his
shoulder,
easing
his
burden, for he was also carrying
his kayak.
The villagers gathered around tho
returning procession, as Aba and
Naterk,sisted Mala's
aged
mother,
asbegan
relievingby the
the dogstwo
ofboys,
theirstolidly
burdens.
The
E}sklmos
watched
the
unloading
of
the
game,
striving
neither to show their Interest in
such Mala
a greatwouldhaulshare
nor with
their them
hope
that
the result of his foray. Aba proudly
held up one of the fattest of the
"How would we fill our bellj^^
without
Mala,thethewifely
mightypraise
hunter^
Mala met
with
awhoscofT.finds"Oh,a Idead
am just
a
poor
goose now man
and
geese. •
Then,gan distributing
without ostentation,
he
the carcasses be-of
the geese
amongthemhiswith
viUagei-s.
men
received
quiet The
then "

"Awar sooit!" he exclaimed, ftnd
began running down the hiUsid;^,
>ack
the sooiti"
village, <" shouting
'Awarl toAwar
Walrus!
Mala,
hearing
that
crV.
came
out
orBighisonesl").
tent to meet the boy, shouted
Quick
orders
to
the
yillagera,
who
ran to carry them out. Aba brought
aoutspear,
a harjiHson,
arrowsto
of the
tent andbowgaveand them
Mala
who
slung
them
on
hla
as he questioned Orsokldok back
and
flung
the villagers.
Men more
and orders
women towere
running
about, getting ready for the walrus
hunt:
dogs,leapedcaught
the excitesnarling.ment,
and ran,by yelping
and
Mala and his stepson led the way
to the shore, followed by men and
womenspears,Theharpoons,
lines and bearing
bladder buoys.
women
began unlashing
a longbottom
umiyakup andon
several
kayaks
lying
the shore. lashed to stone pillars;
the men tended to their harpoon
lines, listening sharply to distinguish Mala's orders In the hubbub
of Aaexcitement,
the boats neared the large Ice
pan
on
part ofmore
the walrus
herd, thewhich
men laypaddled
slowly

The hitiiter.'i on the tie rushed the nalrus herd.

FLASH HOUSE FRONT! The entire tront masked
with Special Northern Setting. Note real reindeer
head plaque in front. State, Norfolk, flash front
sells the show.

FREE!

12 CHAPTER

SERIAL!

Each

in

stallment is 2 columns wide by about 18 inches deep and complete mats of type and
illustrations are furnished, together with
advance ad material. Order through M-G-M
Exchange.

VIVID THEATRE FRONT. Spectacular selling out
front in New Orleans, Big electric letters on marquee.
Plenty of live pictures and copy brought eager crowds.

TAXI TIE-UPS. Norfolk got both the Yellow and
Diamond taxis to use special radiator cards with
copy "Take a Yellow to Eskimo, etc."

NEWSPAPER
STUNT!
Girls dressed as Eskimos visit
polar bear at local zoo in
Houston and get special press
stories.

Colored

Door-Knob

Hanger

14 Feet

Wide

Ready for
Hanging !

HANG

IT!

14' LOBBY, MARQUEE, AND STORE TITLE STRIPS. For suspension under marquee,
anywhere in your theatre, tie-up windows, along stairway and balcony railings, etc.
Each letter is 22 inches by 28 inches, lithographed in 3 colors on heavy board, die-cut
and strung. Total width about 14 feet. Ready for hanging. Successfully used in all prerelease engagements.

200 TIRE COVERS IN ATLANTA. Grand
Theatre, Atlanta, gets city-wide coverage with tire
covers on 200 cabs!

TIE-UP. St. Peters High
ESKIMO SCHOOL
School, New Orleans, jammed for lecture and
"Eskimo" stunts.

LEFT:
Trick Herald
STARTS FRIDAY
25c
10:30 E
TILL 6W
P.M^'S
LO

printed on
wall-paper.

RIGHT:
Newspaper
ad, part of
unusual
campaign.
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'rHa vc Vengeance
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WINDOW

tie-ups

one
Here's with
GALORE!
from
Norfolk
Goodyear Rubber!

A strange primiave people who practice
an even stranger moral code —Willingly
they share their wivea. yet (all if one is betrayed— Stark dratna of passion in the raw.
WORLD'S
Popular
PREMIERE
Direct from
its $2.00 aPrice
Seat Broadway
Engagement at the Ailor Theatre, N. V. 3^

Where They Will Be On Display
Friday and Saturday Between
2 and 3:30 O'Clock
We arc able to effer this exhibit
through the courtesy of MetroColdwyn-Mayer whose latest sueceu,
"Eskimo" Will Be Seen At Loew's
Theater For One Week,
Bejinning Friday
ADS PLACED BY
DEPARTMENT
STORES. Above
from Louisville is one
of m any giving
"Eskimo" free space.

ANOTHER LOBBY FLASH ! This is the largest
front ever constructed at the Olympia, Miami. It
brought the business!

DOGS
GET PUBLICITY! Scene from New
Orleans, where principal of Girls High School takes
ride. Newspapers loved it!

PLASTERED!
Busy

street

Miami,

corner

store

in

front

secured for pictorial dis'
play. Note also the 56sheet board atop building. You can do it too!

BELOW: Post-card used
for special mailing to
teachers, women's clubs,
and all educational outlets.

ESKIM

a

great

Metro-

Qoldwyn-Mayer
attraction

hacked

hy

showmanship.
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Rosenblatt Decides Cancellation Privilege Is Effective on
Releases After Dec. 7, 1933,
on Contracts Signed Before
BULLETIN
Allied's board of directors at
press time was in secret session
at the Hotel Warwick, New York.
According to Abram Myers, general counsel, they were to meet
without interruption throughout
Wednesday night and on Thursday. It was reported they were
discussing the code and other
matters.
Decision by Division Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt that the 10 per cent cancellation privileges accorded the exhibitor in the
motion picture code shall apply to all pictures released after December 7, 1933 — the
date when the code when into effect — on
contracts between exhibitors and distributors
signed prior to that date, startled the distribution branches of the industry over the weekend and rumblings of court reprisals from
this branch were heard.
Major distribution executives on Tuesday
asked the Code Authority to go direct to the
NRA legal department for a definite ruling
on Mr. Rosenblatt's decision. William P.
Farnsworth, deputy administrator acting as
alternate for Mr. Rosenblatt at the Authority session Tuesday, said he would take the
matter up with General Johnson in Washington the end of this week.
Further adding to the already somewhat
complicated functionings of the Code Authority, there was filed on Saturday in U. S.
District court, New York, a suit charging
that the industry's code is contrary to the
National Industrial Recovery Act and directly attacking certain procedure of the
Code Authority itself. Members of the Code
Authority were named defendants.
Affects Every Theatre
The Rosenblatt decision is one of vast importance to the exhibition branch of the industry in that it affects every theatre in the country which complies with the code and which
is thereby entitled to make eliminations in contracts to the extent of 10 per cent of the pictures contracted for.
A number of inquiries from exhibitors received by Mr. Rosenblatt as to whether they
would benefit by the clause on contracts effected
prior to December 7, prompted him to make the
decision.
That Mr. Rosenblatt had no authority to
rule that the cancellation clause — (Explained in the Herald's "De-Coding-theCode" Instalment of January 20, page
52) — would apply on all releases after December 7,is the opinion of major company
legal departments. These attorneys contend that the question of whether or not
the clause is retroactive is not settled in
the code itself and, therefore, Is a matter
of contract to be decided by Individual
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CLAUSE

ELIMINATION

FOUGHT

BY

DISTRIBUTORS

company policy. If attempts are made to
enforce and apply this interpretation to
contracts made prior to December 7, major
distributors, it was Intimated, will take the
matter to court. Sales executives declared
they stood to lose a large volume of rentals if the Rosenblatt ruling were to be
enforced.
In Washington, however, it was said this
week that provisions of the code definitely preclude any objections to the ruling, and it was
pointed out by NRA officials that Part 1, Section F (Distributors-Exhibitors) provides that
the socalled optional standard licensing agreement shall continue to apply, except that any
provision in conflict or inconsistent with any
provision
be deemed
amended
to
conformof the
withcode
the "shall
provisions
of this
code,
it being the intention that the provisions of this
code
En shall
route govern."
to Hollywood, Mr. Rosenblatt declared
in
Kansas
"it
makes no difference City
when onan Monday
exhibitorthat
signed
a contract or when it was approved."
"If he has signed the code and fully complies

The
The

Code
Past

and
Week

Highlights on the motion picture
front this week were as follows:

sAdmlnl
on latt
Rosenb
that
DecisionSolbyA. Divisi
1 • trator
the 10 per cent cancellation privilege under the motion picture code
shall apply to all pictures released
after December 7, regardless of
whether a contract was effected
prior to that date.
filing of a suit In U. S. DIs2 • The
trict Court, New York, by Allied
States Association against the Code
Authority
the Industry's
NRA codeandto stating
be contrary
to the
National Industrial Recovery Act.

g from NRA headquarWarnin
3 . ters
to all Industry that antitrust laws of the United States still
are In full force and that monopolistic practices are not permitted "even
under the provisions of codes."
AuthorCode ions
Announ
4 • Ity
to
263 moreby nominat
of cement
local grievance, clearance and zoning boards, bringing total to 899.
Departure of Mr. Rosenblatt for
• Hollywood to discuss production
viewpoints on various phases of the
code and to probe talent and starraiding at the expressed behest of
President Roosevelt.
5

Code

Authority Challenged

Allied Court

in

Action, Charg-

ing Industry's Code Is Contrary to the Recovery Act
with the provisions governing cancellations, he
is entitled to 10 per cent eliminations after
December 7," Mr. Rosenblatt stated. "If the
distributors want to bring suit, that is their
privilege, but I haven't heard of any."
Another Important development on the
motion picture front this week was the issuance by the NRA of a warning to all
Industries now operating under codes that
the provisions of the anti-trust laws of the
United States are still In full force and
effect and that monopolistic practices are
"not permitted, even under the provisions
Complaining that the film code is contrary to
the
National Industrial Recovery Act for the
codes."
of
reasons
that it was not applied for by any representative group of the entire industry; that
by its terms and necessary effect the code is
designed to promote monopolies and to eliminate and oppress small enterprises and that it
will operate to discriminate against them, and
that the code does in fact permit monopolies
and monopolistic practices, the Allied .States
Association on Saturday opened fire on the Code
Authority with a formal bill of complaint filed
in United States district court, New York.
The suit was not unexpected, as Allied had
been threatening to sue somebody over the
code, even before it was signed by the President.
The bill asks an injunction restraining the
Code Authorityl from requiring assents to the
code without qualifications and, in the event
this is denied, asks that the court adjudge sections of the code to be unconstitutional and
tions.
restrain the body from enforcing these secThe suit was brought in the name of the
Congress Theatre, Inc., Newark, N. J.,
owned by Reuben L Haas, a member of
Allied of New Jersey. It was filed by Norman H. Samuelson, a brother of the Allied
of New Jersey president, Sidney E. Samuelson, as attorney for the complainant. The
face of the complaint lists, In addition to
Norman H. Samuelson, the name of Abram
F. Myers,
"of ofcounsel."
Mr. Myers
general counsel
the national
Allied IsStates
Association.
Defendants to the suit are members of the
Code Authority, specifically, Sol A. Rosenblatt,
Merlin H. Aylesworth, Sidney R. Kent, George
J. Schaefer, Nicholas M. Schenck, Harry M.
Warner, Robert H. Cochrane, W. Ray Johnston, EdYamins
Kuykendall,
L. O'Reilly,
than
and JohnCharles
C. Flinn.
Despite Nathe
fact that Mr. Yamins' exhibitor organization.
Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of New England,
is affiliated with Allied, his position on the
Code Authority obviously necessitated including his name as a defendant.
In support of its various charges the bill
alleges that the code confers upon the Code
Authority, which, it is said, is dominated by
the major producers of motion pictures, the
power to injure and drive out of business^ the
independent motion picture theatres competitive
(^Continued on page 34)
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NOMINATED

The Code Authority in New York this week made known the names of 263 additional
exhibitor and exchange candidates for membership on the 32 Local Grievance Boards and
the 32 Local Clearance and Zoning Boards. These nominees, together with the 32 5 picblicly announced last week by the Code Authority, and 311 the week before, make a total
of 899 exhibitor and exchange candidates for the 256 exchange and exhibitor posts,
which divided evenly, will comprise the m embership of two groups of boards, to be named
by the Code Authority, which began this tvork Monday morning.
The last date for making nominations to these boards was midnight, January 20.
The names of the third group of 261 exchange and exhibitor candidates nominated in
addition to those announced previously, folloiv alphabetically and by zones:
Ed. Rowley
LOS ANGELES
ALBANY
Milton Guggenheimer
Victor Bunz
Harry C. Arthur, Sr.
Henry Seilheimer
Raymond Willie
Miss Jane Halloran
Milton B. Arthur
T
T
M. J. Kallett
Robert Gumbiner
CHARLOTTE
DENVER
Tony Ryan
H. H. Everett
Ray Peterson
Duke W. Dunbar
John
Redmond
▼
J. J. Grady
Arnold
Schaak
ATLANTA
T
Mrs.
Walter
GrifRth
W. Anderson
H. J. Siler
M.
S.
Hill
DES
MOINES
Hobart Swan
Sherwood L. Astin
R. J. Ingram
John Anderson
John M. Bromberg
J. F. Kirby
T
W. E. Banford
Willis J. Davis
Albert Sottille
Tom Brown
MEMPHIS
John Evans
Jack Arnold
Hale Cavanaugh
T
John Ezell
T.
A. Ballas
Cecil
Cupp
R.
M.
Copeland
CHICAGO
Alpha Fowler
H. L. Cohen
Jake Cohen
John
Dittman
George E. Fuller
A. J. Diebold
James Fushanes
Jimmie Hanlon
John Eaton
Abe Frankel
J. Goldberg
Love B. Harrell
W. B. Fulton
Grace Gannon
John J. Jones
Lionel H. Keone
L. F. Haven
Julius Geertz
Alex Manta
Ernest Morrison
W.
S. Tyson
Jack Miller
Harry Hiersteiner
Sam Moscow
J.
F.
V.
U.
Young
T. W. Willingham
Young
Dave Prince
Wesley Mansfield
Lester
F.
Martin
Mrs. Alonzo Richardson
▼
Paul Zerilla
Leone
Matthews
Ralph Smith
CINCINNATI
D. V. McLucas
T
Tony Sudekem
Prof. E. V. Hollis
N. C. Rice
MILWAUKEE
Hon. Geo. W. West
Floyd D. Morrow
Frank D. Rubel
T
R. J. Baldwin
Joe Weaver
T
BOSTON
R. S. Guiterman
A. C. Gutenberg
George Weigman
CLEVELAND
Merton Carr
Ben Koenig
▼
A. G. Constant
J. M. Casey
Wm. Erbb
R. T. Smith
Mrs. Georgia Moffitt
DETROIT
John J. Ford
▼
L. F. Thurwachter
Priscilla
Ackerman
COLUMBUS
Francis Lydon
T
C. R. Beechler
Max Stearn
J. J. McGuinness
MINNEAPOLIS
Sam
Brown
Thomas J. Meehan
T
Leo
Blank
Harvey Campbell
DALLAS
Victor J. Morris
Ben Blotcky
Sam Decker
S.
G.
Howell
Franklin F. Plimpton
Mabel M. Dietz
Fred DeLodder
A. D. Rudenstein
P. K. Johnson
Everett Dilley
Joe Dennison
G. A. Luchesse
▼
William
Hurlbut
James
Donahue
BUFFALO
E. S. Kinney
R.
William Glaser
MissJ. O'Donnell
Laura Roberts
Emma Abplanalp
William London
Fred V. Holzapfel
W. S. McLaren
Jack Lorentz
Louise Miller
Frank Manske
Alex Schreiber
L. Rubenstein
A 'TIMID SOUL"
Frank Watske
P. M. Sprott
Lew Wisper
SHOCKS AUTHORITY
T
▼
NEW HAVEN
A timid, retiring gentleman carryWilliam J. Brennan
INDIANAPOLIS
ing a brief case entered the Code AuArthur Bennett
George Cruzen
thority meeting in New York TuesFrank Carey
B. E. Hoffman
day and was asked, bhintly, who he
Walter Easley
I. J. Hoffman
tvas. The gentleman responded that
Oscar Fine
Adolph
Johnson
Edward G.
Levy
he was an alternate, but declined to
Junius Fushaneas
Albert
Pickus
Ross
Garver
state for whom. However, the digniLouis M. Sagal
J. Goldberg
fied Authority members decided he
J. L. Shulman
I. M. Halpern
might be William P. Farnsworth, depProf. W. A. Sturges
Roy Harrold
Samuel Weiss
utizing for Sol A. Rosenblatt, who
George
Heliotes
Arthur Howard
had not yet arrived.
▼
Alex Manta
As the meeting was called to order,
NEW ORLEANS
Ernest Miller
George E. Fuller
the "timid soul" suddenly went into
Sam W. Neall
Mrs. J. B. Heinie
action. Stepping briskly round the
Maurice Rubin
T
Robert
Scherer
room, he handed each member of the
NEW YORK
Monty Solomon
Code Authority a neatly folded piece
Arthur Abeles
H. P. Vonderschmitt
Leo Abrams
U. V. Young
of paper — a summons in the AlliedCongress Theatre, Inc., suit regarding
Harry Charnow
Arthur
T
Julius
the constitutionality of the motion
Irving Dollinger
KANSAS
CITY,
MO.
picture code!
Fred W. Falkner
Robert V. Marchbank
June Medcalf
Harry Friedman
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J. Louis Geller
Reuben L. Haas
Harry K. Hecht
Wm. A. Landau
David Loew
Arthur
Mayer
Charles Moses
C. C. Moskowitz
F. Thomas Murray
Lee Newbury
Lee A. Ochs
Walter Reade
Sam Rinzler
I. A. Roth
Edward Rugoff
Sidney E. Samuelson
EdwardScully
Schnitier
Wm.
Miss Lillian Silver
George
Skouras
David Snaper
Charles Steiner
Jack Steinman
Thomas J. Valentino
Joseph
Robert Vergesslich
Wolff
Harmon Yaffa
OMAHAT
RayB. Felker
B.
Holdridge
Richard Koch
1. N. Kuhi
DeanF. Martin
G.
Nye
Henry Monsky
A.
Person
WillW.Singer
T
PHILADELPHIA
George P. Aarons
Reese B. Harrington
William Heenan
Earl W. Sweigert
T
PinSBURGH
Harry Goldstein
J. Horvitz
RobertR. F.
Klingensmith
Carl
Mapel
Geo. H. Sallows
T
PORTLAND,
Howard Duffy ME.

Must

27,

William Frieday
J. T. Howard
T
SALT LAKE CITY
Harry David
Charles
Epperson
Irving Schlank
T
ST. LOUIS
Ben Cammack
Lou Elman
Steven Farrar
Jos. Garrison
C. D. Hill
W. E. Horsefield
Leo F. Keiler
C. T. Lynch
Mrs. Grace Rodgers
Miss Lila B. Schofield
M. Schweitzer
T
SAN FRANCISCO
Charles
A. Caballero
Miss Claire
Foley
Miss Rowena Foley
R. A. McNeil
T
SEAHLE
John Danz
George
Ed Lamb Endert
Roberta B. Lynch
T
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Carter Barron
Rudolph Berger
Jerome Cohan
J. B. Dashiel
Samuel Flax
Thomas
Goldberg
Wm. P. Herbst
John Hiser
Harry Hunter
Robert
Kanter
Sidney Lust
Hardie Pacy
Meakin
Walter
Phillip Miller
E. A. Plummer
J. Louis Rome
Louis Schneider
Carl Schwartz
Samuel Soltz
Samuel Wheeler

Keep

Standards:

High
Hays

Asserting that successful pictures in the
future will be those that keep pace with
higher, not lower, entertainment demands of
the American public, Will H. Hays arrived
in Hollywood on Sunday for a short stay.
"Many observers of film progress are
pointing to the possibility that a vast public
may soon be ready for the treasure house of
great comedy and drama that lies in a poshe said.sible Shakespearean cycle on the screen,"
"Errors of taste or judgment will be
chalked up as such," Mr. Hays concluded,
"regardless of many more errors which are
avoided. The task of self-education, therefore, remains as great as ever. It is safer
to overrate than to underrate public intelli-
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ENTIRE
Says Benjamin DeCasseres
Suggests Blanche Bates for
Lake" ; Other Broadway
By BENJAMIN

THE

FIRST APPLE
This big town of ours tends more and
more to become Hollywood's dog-town.to But
resometimes there are pleasant things
cord. All dogs do not make bolonej. Some
make tasty Airedale chops.
In the latter class I place the reappearance on the speaking stage of Conrad Nagel
in a charming, picture-angled rnodern comedy by Lynn Starling, perfectly directed by
Bela'Blau, called "The First Apple" (and
there's, too, a corking title!).
Nagel as a successful Greenwich Village
writer, a romantic fellow and a thoroughgoing gentleman of a disappearing type, was
very fine. He has one of the clearest voices
on the picture or speaking stage and no
one's diction is more perfect. It compares
late E. H, Sothern's.
with the
favorably
The comedy
is refreshing. It opens on
a rainy evening in a doorway in Greenwich
Village. Sylvia Carson (Irene Purcell —
more than good) finds herself juxtaposed to
Gilbert Carey (Nagel). Can't get a taxi.
Ensues the best dialogue since "The Affairs
of Anatole."
To his room to hear him "play Brahms."
Came the dawn — "the first apple," for Sylvia.
Sylvia's
in Newseduction
Jersey
three
monthsswanky
later. home
The Brahms
is now a beautiful memory. Sylvia is engaged to a fine picture comedy part, a thickheaded, husky, namby-pamby fellow from
South Dakota (Albert Van "Dekker played
it superbly and for great gusts of laughter).
The mother of Sylvia is a kind of Aimee
McPherson, who is spoofed unmercifully by
the playwright (Nana Bryant in all her
towering splendor).
Of course, romantic Nagel-Carey finally
gets back into Sylvia's house. And now
begins a complicated comedy mess between
Carey, Sylvia, her mother and the South
Dak. thick-head that provided the audience
with many merry ha-has. Spring Byington
added to the gayety of the performance.
(The spud from S. Dak. marries Ma.)
The dialogue is about the best of the
season: short, sharp, cutting, penetrating.
"The First Apple" will make a sparkling
picture. Ship the whole cast West with the
script.
Picture value, 90 per cent.
JEZEBEL
Owen Davis is the progenitor of this
elderly piece of sausage, which, however,
is going to make purty good porterhouse
out in Hollywood.
It will take a strong youse-all cast and a
heap of Southern cornmule-I-reckon accents to land this big b. o. ; but I cakalate
that after some tolerable finiggling it might
turn out right-smart after all.
As you-all gues, Jezebel is a pre-Civil
War tale, at the time when duels, mint-
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of ''The First Apple";
Screen Version of ''The
Stage Plays Reviewed

DeCASSERES

RATING STAGE PLAYS
FOR SCREEN USAGE
Mr. Benjamin DeCasseres, essayist
and critic of note, rates several of
the current plays of the Broadway
stage as follows as screen material:
"The First Apple"— 90 per cent.
"Jezebel" — 75 per cent.
"The Lake"— 70 to 80 per cent.
"The Locked Room" — 15 per cent.
juleps, hoop-skirts, contented negro slaves
and sideburns were the vvrhole whoopee setup of the Fair Southland.
Miriam Hopkins got the long-distance
call to star in "Jezebel." I prefer the
glamorous Miriam on the screen. But as
a Southern vamp of the vintage of 1853 she
certainly looked grandly romantic in Guthrie McClintic's production and Donald Oenslager's settings. She will probably do this
American costume play in pfctures also.
The story is full of good old-fashioned
picture material, affording an opportunity
to portray the pre-Lincoln South, with a
background of a great yellow-fever epidemic and maybe a little Mexican War
boom-a-laddie booms.
Julie Kendrick, a rich Southern (near
New Orleans) belle, , comes home from
Yankee-land (New York) to find that her
old flame, Preston Kendrick (her cousin),
has married a damned Yankee girl.
Julie is a pretty bad type of "aristocratic
lady." She can't .take it, so she vamps the
husband, causes a duel and a death, drives
all of the I-reckons (except the slaves)
away from her and even dances in her gorgeous gowns a hoe-down hotcha with her
slaves.
The climax comes when Preston gets the
yellow
jack.South.
He's to be taken to the Molokai of the
Well, out of this Jezebel pops a Clara
Barton (yes-siree !). Julie waves the wife
aside and Goes Forth, amid the wailing of
the slaves, to nurse Marse Preston on Lazaretto Island (handkerchiefs for the ladies,
please) .
But I missed the jingle of the sazarac.
Picture value, 75 per cent.
THE

21

LAKE

Well, the big noise came, we saw, and it
not only did not conquer, but so far as I
am concerned (and nearly all the critics
were of the same mind) it did not conquer
by a very long, long shot. All the more
do I grieve over this because it was a Jed
Harris production, and this man is among
our few Big Shots.
The trouble was both in the play and

with Katharine Hepburn. Miss Hepburn
gave postively the worst stage performance
I have seen in years. This excellent screen
actress, this young woman who fitted perfectly into her part as an Amazon in "The
Warrior's Husband," fell down frightfully
in the part of Stella Surrege, a horsey,
high-spirited English girl who has no value
or meaning at all as a character in a play.
Miss Hepburn's voice cut me to pieces
like a buzz-saw. She acted like a mechanical doll wound up for screaming sentences.
Blanche Bates as a cynical aunt and Lionel Pape walked off with the show. I advise Miss Hepburn to stick to pictures.
The play is dull English-stuff, with a
theme as threadbare and forced as any I
can
remember in thirty-five years of steady
theatre-going.
The set-up is an English household with
a dominating mother (played completely out
of key by Frances Starr), a husband who
is henpecked to absolute non-resistance
(Lionel Pape — superb), and the daughter
Stella.
The latter is in love with one man, but
for some reason which only a Yogi knows,
marries another. The wedding (a real Jed
Harris stage triumph), After the wedding
Stella and her new husband (Colin-Clive)
go for a drive. Car skids into a lake
which the mother had made in the woods
(guess
Ibsenian
I cari't)
and
the the
Happy
Man issymbolism
killed. —Great
woe
among the wedding guests.
That's all. I suppose in the sixth act or
so Stella gets over her grief and has an
afifair with her real lover. (Now, I want
Mae West to do "Camille.")
I see no great picture stuf¥ in this muchtouted play even with Miss Hepburn doing
it. It might have a great b. o. value, however, with Hepburn fans. And don't forget
Blanche Bates — she can make thjs picture.
Picture value {with Katharine Hepburn),
60 per cent, and zvith Blanche Bates, 80 per
cent.
THE LOCKED ROOM
As the worst mystery play of any season
since my baldness came upon me is "The
Locked Room," by Herbert Ashton, Jr., I
present to that young (presumably) gentleleek. man my annual bouquet of cabbage and
First of all, the situation is practically the
same as a certain Van Dine story, "The
Kennel Murder Case," if my rnemory serves
me. A man is found dead in his library,
shot and stabbed, with the door locked on
the inside.
But Mr. Ashton is no Van Dine. Every
inch of old hokum is worked to the limit.
It is amateur stuff that has been done
many times in pictures a thousand times
better.
Picture value, 15 per cent.
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Pizor

Re-elected

MPTO
By Penn
Lewen Pizor was re-elected to the presidency of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern Jersey and Delaware at a meeting in Philadelphia Tuesday.
Others elected were Michael Egnal, vicepresident ; George Lessy, treasurer ; George
Aarons, secretary. A board of managers
to fill vacancies includes Milton Rogasner,
Ben Fertle, Joe Conway and Ed Jeffries;
advisory board, Charles Goodwin, Jay
Emanuel, A. B. Smith, Morris Spiers, Morris Wax, George Kline, Herb Elliott, I. Z.
Hirschblond, Charles Segal, Sam Somerson, John Bagley, Elliott Goldman, Si
Myers, Luke Gring, Norman Lewis, Jack
Brown, I. Borowsky, Fred Leopold and
Dave Milgrim.
Lacking Support, Picture
Club Plans Reorganization
Charging indifferent support of the New
York Motion Picture Club by the local industry, areorganization plan, which would
hold membership to a possible maximum of
130, was advanced at a meeting Wednesday,
by Lee Ochs, president.
Actual reorganization plans will be furthered by a committee, the personnel of
which was not revealed by Mr. Ochs. One
definite decision of the meeting was to construct abar in the Club's quarters.

First of Columbia's
Regional Meets Held
The first of two regional sales meetings
planned by Columbia Pictures Corporation
was held on Saturday when the eastern
division convened at the home office. Distribution plans, and exploitation, advertising
and publicity campaigns were discussed.
The second meeting, for the western
division, is to be held in Chicago on January 29, with several members of the eastern
division, in addition to home office executives, attending.
Lovelace Named Fox Story
Editor at the Home Office
Hunter Lovelace, story agent, has been
named editor of the Fox story department
at the home office. John Mock, former assistant to Julian Johnston, is now head of
the reading staff in New York.
William Crawford, former assistant to
Jack Gains at the Coast studio, is to be
located in the east as general representative
of the studio. Joseph Pincus continues as
talent scout and head of the screen test department in New York.
Debrie Has New Tripod
Andre Debrie, Inc., has announced a new
rolling tripod, which is said to be an improvement on the "dollies" used, since it
can be operated by the cameraman himself.
London Circuit Moves
Bernstein Theatres, Ltd., English circuit,
has moved its London offices to 36 Golden
Square, London, W.l. The company has
theatres in various parts of the country.
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NINE CAMPAIGNS
IN PRESS BOOK
Nine completed campaigns on prerelease dates already put over in
various spots distinguish MGM's outof-the-ordinary "Eskimo" press book.
The wealth of advertising and exploitation material includes full explanation and numerous photos of
fronts, street ballys, contests, grade
school promotions, tieups and window
displays in stores handling the thirty
nationally known products tied into
the picture.
Many pages of display ads used on
these dates are carried, as are a
twelve-chapter newspaper serial, radio
broadcast continuities and cartoon
strips. Numerous useful accessories
are also illustrated.
It is indeed a "giant" piess book
and showmen who have dated
"Eskimo" should have little difficulty
in arranging satisfactory box-office
campaigns from these overflowing
pages. — A-MiKE Vogel,
MGM
Assigns Pete Smith
To Short Subjects Exclusively
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has contracted
with Pete Smith, head of the studio advertising department, whereby he will devote
his time exclusively to short subject work.
As a result of the audience response to
shorts handled by Mr. Smith during the
past season, in most of which he delivered
the explanatory remarks, the output of
shorts for the coming year will be increased,
according to the company.
Howard Dietz, director of advertising and
publicity for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, while
at the studio, engaged Frank Whitbeck
to head the studio advertising department.
The studio publicity department will continue as a separate unit with Howard
Strickling in complete charge.
Fornn Coast Film Council
The California Congress of Parents and
Teachers has formed a motion picture council at San Francisco. Mrs. E. A. Benson has
been named temporary chairman and Mrs.
Arthur B. Allen secretary. Better films will
be the organization's objective.
Handle Loew Publicity
Perry Spencer has been placed in charge
of publicity at all Loew theatres in the
Bronx, New York, with the exception of
the Paradise, handled by Henry Spiegel.
Eddie Dowden handles Brooklyn and
Queens.
Brothers Work on Series
H. L. Woodard, scientist and noted research chemist, has joined his brother, Stacy
Woodard, who is producing Educational's
"Battle for Life" series. Mr. Woodard is
leaving shortly for South America.
Lord Joins CaStle
George F. Lord, advertising and sales
executive, has joined the staff of Castle
Films, producers of business motion pictures.
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Disapproves

of

Radio

i934

City Leases

Federal Judge William Bondy on Monday in New York refused to approve leases
on the Music Hall and RKO Center theatres in Radio City negotiated between Irving Trust Company, as receiver for RKO,
and Rockefeller Center, Inc.
The leases are for the current year and
City.
aggregate $973,000 in rentals. Also included is the RKO office space in Radio
Jack Shapiro and Lou Blumenthal, who
recently acquired the Casino theatre, have
taken over the Cameo from RKO.
New

St. Louis Theatre

Set-Up Seen Near
As a result of the reorganization plans
of Skouras Brothers for the Central States
Theatres Corp., now well under way, a
change in the St. Louis theatre set-up is expected in the near future. Central now controls three theatres and currently is in
receivership. A date for the sale of the
three to satisfy $5,920,500 in outstanding
first mortgage bonds in default will soon
be set.
Following the reorganization, Skouras
will in all probability make a deal with
Fanchon & Marco to turn over one of the
three theatres, the Missouri, on a partnership basis. Fanchon now operates the St.
Louis and may also acquire the Fox.
Warner Brothers, currently are reported
to be financially interested in the reorganization of Central States, and it is expected
that Skouras may negotiate a deal with
them to operate the Ambassador, one of the
three theatres to be put up for sale. This
would leave Skouras with but one theatre,
the Grand Central.
Prepare Special Air Camera
Bell & Howell, equipment manufacturer
of Chicago, has prepared a special motion
picture camera for Sir Hubert Wilkins,
noted explorer. It is designed to permit the
making of a continuous map of the terrain
during a planned 3,000 mile air dash across
the south polar region.
Foreign Deal Set
Negotiations for the distribution of four
Monarch productions in Chile were completed this week between C. Gonzales of the
Reliable Film Exporting Co., and Thomas
Garcia of Santiago. The pictures will be
distributed throughout Chile after Spanish
super-imposed titles have been interpolated.
Modern Studio for Cairo
A modern film studio, with plans calling
for two stages, a sound room and laboratories, isbeing erected in Cairo, Egypt, by
the Societe Misr pour le Cinema et la Theatre, with the assistance of the Banque Misr.
Fox Studio Building Started
Fox has started construction on the
fourth building in the Coast studio expansion program. A sound stage, the new
building will cost more than $200,000 when
equipped.
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JOHNSTON

President of Monogram Pictures Started in Film Business Twenty Years Ago as Business Secretary of Thanhouser Under Hite; Formed
Completing his first twenty years
in the motion picture business, W. Ray
Johnston, president of Monogram Pictures
Corporation, on Tuesday started his third
decade as a leading film distributor.
On the morning of January 23, 1914,
when the European powers were commencing to discern heavy war clouds, a tall and
lean lowan, just turning the voting age,
walked into the rather sparsely furnished
office of Charles J. Hite, at the historical
old studios of Thanhouser at New Rochelle,
Westchester County, New York. He had
sought out Mr. Hite, who was then president of Thanhouser Film Corporation, at
the suggestion of Wilbert E. Shallenberger,
who later built up Arrow Film Company,
but at the time was associated with Mr.
Hite in the Thanhouser, Majestic, New
York, Motion Picture, Mutual and Keystone
film companies.
Next morning young Mr. Johnston was
at work on the somewhat general utilitarian
duties of business secretary of the Thanhouser company, a position he held until the
death of Mr. Hite, a few months later.
Mite's passing brought Edwin Thanhouser
back to the company which he had started,
and he sent Kay Johnston from the business
office of the company out on to the stage
of its studio to learn about acting as a part
of the picture making business. Six months
of that and young Johnston was ready to
handle the newly opened studio of Thanhouser at Jacksonville, Fla.
But while secretary of Thanhouser, Mr.
Johnston also had been named assistant
treasurer of Syndicate Film Corporation,
distribution channel for Thanhouser's "Million Dollar Mystery," which established a
record gross of $1,600,000 for serials. He
also had aided in production of "Beating
Back," starring Al Jennings, notorious Oklahoma bandit, who ran for governor of his
native state.
Managed Theatres, Too
For a touch of theatre operations, Johnston was sent to manage two houses owned
by the same interests of Hite in New Rochelle, and turned them into moneymakers.
Mr. Johnston handled the Jacksonville
studio until the summer of 1916, when he
was brought back to New Rochelle and
made assistant treasurer of the main studio,
a position which he held until 1917, when he
finally accepted a standing invitation of W.
E. Shallenberger to join the independent
Arrow company. He became vice-president
and general sales manager of Arrow.
In January of 1924, Ray Johnston left
Arrow and formed his own company^, Raya.rt Pictures Corporation, which in the silent
days was a leading contender for top spot
in the independent field. In 1931 the distributors ofhis product in the field joined
with the Johnston producing and distributing affiliates, in the formation of Monogram
Pictures Corporation.
Today there are 37 affiliated Monogram

Arrow, '24, Monogram,

W. RAY JOHNSTON
exchanges, with wide circulation in all foreign countries. Pathe Films, Ltd., releases
Monogram in England, while Empire Films,
Ltd., handles its producst in Canada.
A decade ago, at the time of widespread
theatre speculation and acquisition and construction, an independent producer-distributor usually was identified as one that owned
no theatres. The independent had to deal
almost exclusively with those theatres which
had not come under control of the large producer-owned circuits.
W. Ray Johnston, who was making many
silent features under the company and brand
name of Rayart, allied himself with Trem
Carr, independent producer in Hollywood,
to make 24 cowboy thrillers in silent form,
to service the thousands of theatres which
appeared to be in need of this kind of
product while the large companies were trying to learn the intricacies of the new talker
technique and were acquiring equipment and
rebuilding their studios.
On the impetus of this transaction Mr.
Johnston called in his distributors from the
field and formed a new cooperative distributing organization, whereby his production
and sales divisions on both coasts^ together
with these independent exchanges, merged
to produce and sell a talking picture program of 28 Monogram features.
Each exchangeman was constituted a
franchise holder in his particular territory,
paying a pro-rata share of the cost of each
feature, holding a stock interest in the parent company, and also sharing in its profits.
Monogram Pictures has expanded until
now the company plans 36 features for 193435, an increase of 16 over the current
season.
W. Ray Johnston was born in Bristow,
Iowa, on Jan. 2, 1892. When he was 3
years old, the Johnstons migrated to Janes-

'31

ville, Iowa, where he was graduated f'\.m
high school in 1908. At 16 he entered
Waterloo (Iowa) College of Commerce,
earning his tuition by morning and evening
work in the maijing room of the Waterloo
Daily Reporter. He became assistant to
Paul Swift, circulation manager of the Reporter, who is now with Warner Brothers.
Mr. Johnston left the newspaper business
to become secretary to the president of the
Citizens Gas and Electric Company of
Waterloo, and then for several years was
secretary to F. F. McElhinney, a local banker, and later secretary of Western Realty
and Investment Company of the same city.
At 19 he was placed in charge of a sales
force of 35 men and a construction crew
of several hundred, building community
mausoleums in Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska
and Kansas.
The position which W. Ray Johnston
holds in the field of independent motion picture production and distribution is reflected
by the decision of the National Recovery
Administration to select him as the representative on the Code Authority of the independent producers, distributors and exchanges.
Miss Summerville,
Comedienne, Dead
Amelia Summerville, noted comedienne of
the eighties and nineties, died this week in
the Roosevelt Hospital, New York. She
was 71 years of age. With the advent of
talking pictures, Miss Summerville, who
had had many years' experience on the
stage, found a field in voice culture among
film stars.
In 1924 Miss Summerville was engaged
to play with Lillian and Dorothy Gish in the
motion picture "Romola," and later appeared in "The Great Deception," with Ben
Lyon and Aileen Pringle. She also played
character roles with Marion Davies and
others. Miss Summerville, whose husband,
Frederick Rummels, died several years ago,
is survived by a daughter and a sister.
Monarch

To Distribute

Four $100,000 Specials
John R. Freuler, president of Monarch
Productions, returned to New York last
week and announced the company will release four $100,000 "specials," to be produced by National Players, Ltd., on Monarch's 1933-34 schedule.
Variety Critic Dies
Alfred Rushton Greason, reviewer of
plays and pictures for .Variety, died last
week at the Park West Hospital, New
York. Known to the industry and theatre
world as "Rush," Mr. Greason had served
on the publication for 28 years. Funeral
services were held Tuesday. He is survived
by his widow.
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Operating Net for 13 Weeks
Is $105,752, After Charges
and Write-off of $105,752;
Current Assets Up $ 1 , 1 32,000
Tangible evidence that the management of
Warner Brothers' Pictures, Inc., has made
definite progress in emerging from the
profitless period of the depression era was
disclosed over the week-end when the company reported a net operating profit of $105,752, after all charges and taxes, depreciation and amortization, for the quarter ended
Nov. 25, 1933. There was a net operating
loss of $1,746,761 for the same 13 weeks of
1932.
Actually, the net profit from operations
was $1,933,356, but this was reduced to
$105,752 by write-offs for amortization and
depreciation and by provisions for federal
income taxes. In addition to the operating
profit of $1,933,356, the company realized a
net profit of $655,262 from the retirement
of optional six per cent convertible debentures and bonds of subsidiary companies,
after deducting federal income taxes thereon.
Current Assets Up $1,132,000
The balance sheet of the company indicated total current assets of $15,141,000, as
against current liabilities of $12,506,165.
During the quarter, current assets increased
$1,132,000, while current liabilities increased
only %i7,72S.
Included among current assets were :
Cash, $2,462,000; notes receivable, $72,308;
current accounts, $1,558,369, of which the
principal amount, some $1,113,000, are due
from trade customers.
Also, the company had on hand inventories of more than $11,050,000, as follows:
Released productions, at cost, less amortization, $4,541,000; productions completed, but
not released, at cost, $3,215,000; productions in work, at cost, $2,182,000; raw materials, accessories, supplies, at cost, less reserves, $461,000, and rights and scenarios
tinproduced and production and royalty advances, $647,000, which figure is after provision for reserves for the items therein.
Total Assets 169 Millions
Total assets of the Warner interests were
placed at $169,000,000.
Fixed assets reported were : Properties
owned and equipment, at cost less reserves,
including reserves for depreciation, $115,598,000; properties leased and equipment
leased, at cost less reserves, including reserves for depreciation and amortization,
$23,906,000.
Deferred charges on the asset side of the
ledger were listed at $1,105,371; goodwill
was evaluated at $8,531,000; deposits to secure contracts were valued at $2,093,000, and
investments and advances to subsidiary companies, and miscellaneous investments totaled
$2,416,000.
Current liabilities were: Notes payable,
$243,000 ; purchase money obligations, $795,655 ; accounts payable, $6,072,000 ; sundry
accruals, $3,595,000; due to affiliated companies, $112,000; royalties payable, $1,288,000; reserve for federal income tax, $132,-
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000 ; advance payments of film, deposits and
the like, $266,000.
Other liabilities included : Remittances
from foreign subsidiaries, held in abeyance,
^543, 000 ; purchase money or contractural
obligations and notes payable maturing
serially after one year, $1,194,000; proportion of capital stock and surplus of subsidiary companies applicable to minority stockholders, $647,000; deferred income, $1,573,300 ; reserves for contingencies, $945,000.
Capital Representation
Capital was represented by:
Capital stock :
Authorized —
7,500,000 shares of common of
$5 par value each.
103,107 shares of preferred
without par value,
(Liquidating value $55
per share; entitled to
cumulative dividends
at the rate of $3.85 per
share per annum)
Issued and Outstanding —
3,801,344 shares of
common ...$19,006,722
103,107 shares of
preferred .. 5,670,885
(Dividends paid to
Mar. 1, 1932)
■
Capital Surplus $24,677,607
56,325,484
Less Deficit per $81,003,092
Deficit Statement.. 18,785,989 $62,217,102
Profit and Loss Statement
The profit and loss and deficit statement
for Warner Brothers' Pictures, Inc., and all
subsidiary companies, for the 13 weeks :
Net Income before providing for amortization and depreciation, interest and mis$ 7,182,676.24
Deduct : cellaneous charges
Amortization of film costs
(exclusive of depreciation
of studio properties) $ 3,931,094.64
Amortization and depreciation of all properties 1,809,103.66
Interest and discount exProvision for investments in pense 1,320,582.88
afifiliated companies
66,218.89
Provision for Federal Income taxes
18,500.00 7,145,500.07
Net Profit before other income
and
minority interests' share
of profits
$ 37,176.17
Add — Other income:
Interest
and discount
earned
$ 51,866.21
Dividends received from
aiTiliated companies
10,750.01 62,616.22
Net Profit before minority interests' share of profits
$ 99.792.39
Add — Proportion of net loss
applicable
to
minority
stockHolders
5,960.47
Net Profit from Operations
for the thirteen weeks ending
November 2Sth, 1933, carried
to deficit
$ 105,752.86
Deficit, August 26, 1933 $19,547,005.06
Deduct :
Profit
on optional
redemtion of
6%
convertible
debentures and
bonds of subpanicssidiary co m - $768,762.54
Less — Provision
for Federal
Income taxes
thereon
113,500.00 655,262.54 18,891,742.52
Deficit, November 25. 1933,
carried to balance sheet
$18,785,989.66
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Colunnbia
Lois Wilson and Tom Ricketts added to "No
Greater Glory." . . . George Breakston cast for
"Night Bus." . . . Hardie Albright, Vincent
Barnett and Edward Ellis engaged for feature
roles in "The Ninth Guest." . . . Leila Bennett,
Rebecca Watson and Frank Rylee join "Once
to Every Woman." . . . Paul Gurst, John Miljan, Harold Huber and Greta Meyer given roles
in "The Line Up." . . . John Barrymore engaged
tor lead in "Twentieth Century." . . .
V
Fox
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell to make
two co-starring pictures. . . . Heather Angel
given lead opposite Nigel Bruce in "Murder in
Trinidad," from novel by John Vandercook. . . .
Hamilton MacFadden succeeds Edward Sutherland in directing "Fox Follies." . . . Paul Marto direct Lilian
in "Lottery
....tin Thelma
Todd Harvey
and Suzanne
Kaaren Lover."
added
to "Bottoms Lip." . . . Vivian Oakland, Eddie
Gargan and Spec O'Donnell join "David Harum," starring Will Rogers. . . .
V
MGM
Clark Gable and Myrna Loy assigned leads
in "Men in White," with Jean Hersholt and
Elizabeth Allan. . . . Wallace Beery and Jackie
Cooper teamed in "Cabby." . . . Jeanette MacDonald to star in "The Duchess of Delmonico's," Harry Beaumont will direct. . . . Tay
Garnett to direct "China Seas." . . . Lulu VoUmer, Margaret Hawkins, Clare Kummer, James
Forbes and Harry Segall added to scenario
staff. . . .
V
Monogram
Noah Beery, Astrid Allwyn, Ralph Lewis and
Boothe Howard in "Mystery Liner," William
Nigh directing. . . . V
Paramount
Eddie Craven, stage actor, signed for "Sailor
Beware." . . . Ben Bernie given role in "The
Great Magoo." . . . Charles Ruggles and Mary
Bolandman toMcLeod
appear
in "Melody
in Spring,"
Norto direct.
. . . Victor
McLaglen,
Carole Lombard and Preston Foster assigned
to "The Man Who Broke His Heart," from
the play by Frederick Schalick. . . . Wells Root
will adapt "The Trumpet Blows." . . . Frank
Partos will adapt "Little
V Miss Marker." . . .
RKO Radio
Wynne Gibson and Nils Asther assigned to
"The Crime Doctor," next Richard Dix vehicle.
. . . George Nicholls, Jr., and Worthington
Miner to co-direct "Devil's Disciple," Lester
Cohn to write screen play. . . . Zasu Pitts, Eldward Everett Horton, Nat Pendleton, Pert
Kelton and Roy D'Arcy assigned to "So You
Won't Sing, Eh?" . . . Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Colleen Moore, Henry Kolker, Genevieve Tobin
and Walter Connolly in
V "Success Story." . . .
United Artists
George Arliss, Boris Karlofif, Loretta Young
and Robert Young head cast of 75 in "House
of Rothschild" (20th Century).
...
V
Universal
William Wyler to direct "Golden Fleece." . . .
R. C. tractSherriff,
screen writer, given new con. .. .
V
Warner-First National
Alan Dinehart added to "A Very Honorable
Guy," starring Joe E. Brown. . . . Bette Davis
given lead in "Hit Me Again." ... J. Carroll
Naish joins "Upper World." . . . Ann Dvorak
cast in "Hot Air," with Dick Powell and Pat
O'Brien. . . . Donald Woods in "Merry Wives
of Reno." . . .
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CEDCCTS
DEBUT IN MAKING. (Below) Fay Balnter, long
a star on the Broadway stage, who has her
first screen role opposite Lionel Barrymore in
"This Side of Heaven," which just has been
completed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

CELEBRATE. The 67th birthday of
Carl Laemmie, Universal head, with
a 67-pound cake. Besides Mr. Laemmie
are shown Peggy Terry, Lois January,
Dean Benton, James Scott, Hugh Enfield, Chef Sam Lain, Ken Maynard,
Vince Barnett, Margaret Sullavan,
Boris Karloff, Andy Devine, Carl
Jr., Alice White, Lowell Sherman.

BE SEEIN' YOU. Said Mitzi Green's school
chums the other day as she left New York
for the RKO Radio stud io In Hollywood,
They'll be seein' her soon in "Finishing School,"
in which she will have a featured role.

ARRANGED SUCCESSFUL BANQUET. Those in charge of the fifth annual dinnerdance of the Warner Club, organization of Warner Brothers home office employees,
which was held at the Waldorf-Astoria with 1,600 attending, including Warner
executives. Pictured
are Steve Trilling, vice-president; Jules Levy, past president; Ruth Welsberg, above
vice-president; Harold
Rodner, and Al Schwalberg, president.
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SIGNED. (Below) Joan Wheeler as she
arrived in Los Angeles with a long-term
Warner contract. Her first role will be
in "hHot Air," featuring Dick Powell and
Ginger Rogers.

VETERANS ALL. Even including the veteran actors,
hienry B. Walthall and Lionel Atwill. Shown with them
are some of the 40 disabled war veterans whom Trem
Carr, vice-president of Monogram in charge of production, engaged to appear in "Beggars in Ermine,"
in which Walthall and Atwill are starred.'
IN ZOLA CLASSIC. (Left) Anna Sten,
whom Samuel Goldwyn imported from
Russia to star in his picturization of
"Nana." The production, a United Artists release, plays Radio City Music
Hall the first week In February.

TO MAKE PICTURES HERE. Erik Charell (left), director; and Charles Boyer, player — both prominent In
European production- — as they reached New York
en route to Movietone City. Charell's first Fox picture will feature Boyer in a prominent role.

"THE DOCTOR." A famous painting, now hanging in the Tate Gallery in
London and widely reproduced, as it comes to life in a new production In
Educatlonal's Song Hit Story series. Helen Morgan is the mother, Herbert
Rawlinson the father, and Montagu Love the doctor. The picture bears the
same name as the painting.
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Radio Corporation of America has announced its total of shareholders as 287,813 on
December 30, 1933, a gain of 180,731 over the
year before. . . .
Eugene W. Castle has announced the appointment ofPaul F. Stacy to the New York
office of Castle Films. . . .
Mo Wax is completing a film version of
Ibsen's play, "An Enemy of the People," working as a free-lance script writer. . . .
Emanuel Brown, general manager and
Ernie Geyer, publicity director, have resigned
from Empire Films, Ltd., Toronto. Mr. Brown
has been succeeded by Arthur W. Perry, former Ontario branch manager. . . .
Sam Horowitz, former district manager for
United Artists at Kansas City, has been named
Chicago branch manager following the discontinuance ofhis former position. . . .
Joe Morrison, radio singer, made his last
appearance on the Major Bowes Capitol "Family" broadcast Sunday, before leaving for the
Coast to begin work under a Paramount contract. . . .
Members of Projectionists' Local 306, New
York, have formed an American Legion Post,
the Rahman-DeBella Post, with Arthur J.
CosTiGAN as commander. . . .
Metropolitan Pictures Corporation, Detroit, commercial producers, has installed the
new Super Silent Parvo camera, manufactured
and distributed by Andre Debrie, Inc. . . .
B. C. Fassio, president of Shamrock Pictures
Corporation, Detroit, has sold world rights to
"Fighting Priest," produced by Golden Arrow
Productions to Inter-American Film Corporation. Powers Pictures will distribute in
Michigan. . . .
Warner has permitted Dick Powell, player,
to contract for his appearance on a Columbia
Broadcasting System national hookup for 13
weeks, on the Old Gold hour. . . .
Nat Cherin, president of Principal Film
Exchange, Inc., has purchased New York and
northern New Jersey rights to "Dawn to
Dawn" from Archie Mayer of Du-World
Pictures, Inc. . . .
Independent Film Distributors, Inc., has
opened offices in Hollywood, with the territory
being handled by Stanley Simmons and Willie Smith. Bruce Johnson has the San Francisco area. . . .
Edward Poland, 79, actor and for many
years poet laureate of the Lambs Club, New
York, died last week at his home on Peaks
Island, near Portland, Me. . . .
Film Lectures To End
The close of the semester at Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N. J., will conclude the
series of Wednesday evening lectures on
"Publicity Through Motion Pictures" given
by Edward Stevenson, until recently president of Visugraphic Pictures. Mr. Stevenson now is associated with Crosby Gaige,
theatrical producer.
Air Shipments Speeded
Film shipments to the Coast are being
speeded through operation of a new air
express service. An arrangement between
companies calls for transference from Transcontinental and Western Airways to American Airways at Columbus, Ohio.
Robert P. Barr Dead
Robert P. Barr, father of Maurice F.
Barr, district manager of Saenger Theatres,
Inc., New Orleans, died in that city last week
at the age of 76 after an illness of two
months.
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Arthur W. Kelly of United Artists, Honne, Says Benefit from
Russian Relations Depends on
Marketing 20 to 30 a Year
Word that the British motion picture industry plans to invade the story market of
the world, not excepting Hjollywood, to
further the internationalization of their
films, was brought back to New York this
week, from London, by Arthur W. Kelly,
vice-president of United Artists in charge
of foreign distribution.
Mr. Kelly sailed out of New York harbor early last July, to be gone about six
weeks. He remained away six months and
during that time traveled more than 50,000
miles, visiting the principal motion picture
and business capitals of Europe, besides
Egypt and India.
"The British industry does not feel that
it is on a par with the American industry,
but it is only a question of months before
it will be," said Mr. Kelly. "The British
industry's plan is to invade the world's film
story market, which means Hollywood, too.
They have decided, like America, that they
cannot depend on their own nationals as
sources
for material."
The challenge
of the British film industry
to Hollywood is rapidly taking form, according to Mr. Kelly, who explained that good
pictures can be made in England at a fraction of the Hollywood cost. He said that in
England "they are courageously going
ahead, enlarging their studios, augmenting
their technical personnel, and strengthening
their star-director-producer lineup."
Mr. Kelly pointed out that there would be
an increasing interchange of talent between
Hollywood and London in 1934. He assisted while in Europe in launching production plans of the British and Dominions
Film Corporation and London Films, whose
product United Artists is distributing the
world over.
Conditions on the Continent are improving, Mr. Kelly said, and film business is
benefiting, "but the public abroad, like the
public at home, is shopping around for entertainment, with musicals and comedies
getting the best play."
Must Express Itself Freely
Of the Russian situation Mr. Kelly said :
"The American industry can be benefited
by the recent resumption of diplomatic relations between Russia and the United
States only providing that the American industry can express itself freely motion picture-wise inRussia."
"Personally," he added, "I believe the
Russian language and their philosophy of
life would not permit the distribution of any
great quantity of American pictures in that
country. We have no plans for breaking
into the Russian market, and could not do
so unless we were allowed to distribute at
least twenty to thirty pictures there per
Mr. Kelly reported that the British were

MART

"thrilled" by the reception given in the
United States to their version of "The Private Life of Henry the Eighth."
Money Situation Still a Help
He said the money exchange situation
•continued to exert a beneficial influence on
American business in foreign countries.
The United Artists executive declared
that in Europe, Egypt and India, American
films were being received better than they
were two years ago. Admissions, while
considerably off in general^ nevertheless
have held up exceptionally well in comparison with the slump which was experienced
in the United States.
In studying the manner of merchandising
programs in foreign countries, Mr. Kelly
observed that gradually the foreign exhibitor is becoming cognizant of American
methods of exploitation and showmanship.
"However," he added, "their exploitation
in many cases consists almost entirely of
decorating the fronts of their theatres with
one sheets to 24 sheets of at least twelve
different pictures at the same itme." They
have not yet learned to concentrate on the
current attraction, and the situation obviously creates confusion, he said.
"Practical showmanship ideas are being
successfully staged in France, especially in
Paris, but in some cities police regulations
interfere," he added. "However, the tendency on the Continent appears to be toward
the development of American exploitation
and showmanship methods."
Canada Used 25,000,000
Feet of Film Last Year
Canadian film statistics, announced by
Colonel John A. Cooper, head of the distributors' organization, reveal that 700 theatres in the dominion used 25,000,000 feet
of film last year, all of it printed in Canada,
giving
employment in one factory and two
laboratories.
Approximately 1,000 people were employed in laboratories, exchanges and allied
enterprises last year, while those employed
in theatres totaled more than 5,000. The
total annual payroll last year was $10,000,000. The estimated investment in exchange
buildings and theatres is approximately
$75,000,000.
Normal

Admission

Scale

Is Urged in Kansas City
Undeterred by previous failures, the Independent Theatre Owners and Fox Midwest are again attempting to bring about
some semblance of normality in admission
price scales and to stem the trend toward
price cutting by Kansas City theatres.
With Loew's Midland's 25-cent top still
the bone of contention. Fox Midwest has
joined the independent suburbans in making
overtures to E. A. Schiller of Loew's. Several months ago Loew's offered to raise its
price at the Midland if the subsequent runs
would eliminate double bills, giveaways,
two-for-ones and other premium practices.
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PROTESTS

(C ontinucd from ('age 19)
with the theatres owned and operated by such
producers, and that in so doing the code attempts to authorize a practice that has been
condemned by the courts as monopoHstic in
various suits and proceedings by private individuals and by the Federal Government.
The bill of complaint further recites that
the defendants, composing the Code Authority, are seeking to induce, persuade
and coerce independent exhibitors to waive
all rights under the anti-trust and other
laws by executing unqualified assents to
the code on a form devised by them as a
condition to the right of such independent
exhibitors to participate in the benefits of
the code or to file complaints thereunder.
In furtherance of their policy and plan the
defendants are charged with sending out
through the executive secretary of the Code
Authority, John C. Flinn, letters and forms
containing unwarranted and misleading statements as to the time and manner in which assents to the code must be executed, and as to
the provisions of the code itself.
The latest statement from the Code Authority
as to the time by which code assents must be
executed is January 31. A letter of assent, bearing a postmark dated not later than midnight of
this date in any part of the United States, is
thus acceptable to the Code Authority.
As a result of the alleged arbitrary and unwarranted actions and rulings of the defendants, itis stated that the complainant and other
independent exhibitors similarly situated will
be compelled to execute unqualified assents to
the code on or before the aforementioned date,
or else lose all rights, benefits and privileges
under the code and the NRA program.
Attacks Johnson's Interpretation
Among the qualifications which the complaint
desires to attach to its assent to the code is
one which relates to the interpretation which
General Hugh S. Johnson gave to the Executive Order approving the code a few weeks
ago. The complaint charges that the NRA
Administrator, at the behest of the defendants, attempted to emasculate certain provisions
of President Roosevelt's order designed to protect the independent exhibitors against the allegedly oppressive action of the major producers who are said to have been put in control
of the Code Authority.
Further, it is alleged that the major producers are given absolute control over clearance and zoning which is defined to be the
amount of time that elapses between the showing of a picture in a first run theatre and_ the
availability of that picture for exhibition in a
subsequent run theatre in the same competitive
area.
As the value of a picture depends in a
large measure on its newness, the power
given the major producers, it is alleged, includes the power to greatly injure the complainant and even drive it out of business.
The complainant then alleges that its theatre is in a competitive area with three
Warner Bros, theatres, all of which now
take
house. clearance over the complainant's
The drafting and enforcement of clearance
and zoning schedules by joint action of the producers in the alleged interest of their owned
and controlled theatres has been condemned in
the complaint as a monopolistic practice.
The Congress Theatre, Inc., declares that it
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According to an order of the
postoffice department sent last
week to Denver, Col., daily papers and other publications there,
any mention of a lottery held in a
theatre will be considered sufficient reason for the barring of the
publication from the mails.

is in sympathy with the Administration's recovery program ; that it executed the President's
emergency re-employment agreement and that
it displays the Blue Eagle, and that it desires
to cooperate in the motion picture code so far
as it can without waiving its legal rights and
placing its business and property allegedly at
the mercy of the defendants.
Asks Injunction
The bill of cornplaint stipulates, however, that
if the court shall be of the opinion that the
Code Authority has acted within the scope of
its authority under the code, an injunction
should be awarded against the enforcement
of the code on the ground that it is not warranted by the Recovery Act and is contrary to
the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, or
at least such parts of the code as are said to
ness.
threaten the complainant's property and busiDefense of the Code Authority and the code
itself against the Allied action is expected to
be a government function to be undertaken
either by Attorney General Homer S. Cummings or by Donald R. Richberg, head of the
NRA legal department. Further proof of this
possibility was seen in the statement of Mr.
Rosenblatt
upon his arrival Tuesday in Hollywood.
Mr. Rosenblatt refused to comment on the
case other than to say that all comments and
answers will be filed by the Government and
that the NRA has its own legal forces in conjunction with the Attorney General.
899 Nominated to Boards
The fin<il list of applicants for nomination to
posts on the 32 Local Grievance Boards and the
32 Local Clearance Zoning Boards was received by the Code Authority this week, swelling the total to 899. The final list contained
263 names. Sunday night was the deadline for
sending in suggestions for the boards and a
barrage of final recommendations was received
over the week-end.
Although the deadline as set was for
Sunday night, the Code Authority announced last week there would be no deadline for sending in protests to the proposed nominations for membership on the
boards. Exhibitors, producers and distributors may send in comment or suggestions
at any time they wish and will be welcomed. Ithas been reported that already
50 protests to some of the suggestions
have been received.
At the session Tuesday, Mr. Kent, Mr.
O'Reilly, Mr. Schaefer, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Yamins and Mr. Kuykendall, the committee on
local boards, announced they would start Friday on selections, continuing until completing
selections for all zones, to be presented to the
next meeting of the body, February 9.
Mr. Johnston, Felix Feist and Mr. Schaefer
were named a committee on fire regulations for
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exchanges. A committee of seven was appointed late Wednesday by R. H. Cochrane
to investigate protests of allegedly unfair conditions from vaudeville interests and artists.
It included : E. A. Schiller, Loew's ; Sam Dembow, Jr., Paramount ; Leslie Thompson, RKO ;
Joseph Bernhard, Warners ; George Skouras,
Jack Partington, Fanchon & Marco; Henry
Chesterfield, National Variety Artists; Ralph
Whitehead, Actors' Betterment Association;
Charles Maddock and Marty Forkins, vaudeville producers.
meeting.
athan Yamins will be chairman of the next
Headquarters will be established permanently in the RKO Building at Radio City.
When an exhibitor registers a grievance with
the board, he will be checked to see whether
he has a legal right to make the complaint.
Only parties signing the assent without qualification may forward complaints to the local
boards. Assent forms last week were sent into
all United States territories, including Hawaii,
Alaska, Puerto Rico, the Canal Zone and the
Virgin Islands. It is expected that Mr. Rosenblatt will be asked to accept these as valid inasmuch as they cannot possibly be in the mails
on or before January 31.
Approximately 5,000 assents had been
card indexed at that time, and while this
was less than half of the 13,500 originally
sent out, the Code Authority figures that
more than 3,000 theatres are open less
than six days a week. Many of these operate only two days weekly and are not
expected to send in compliances. This
would bring the number down to 10,300
possible assents, of which approximately
80 per cent, or 7,500, is expected to be
tallied by the end of the month.
Meanwhile, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president and Code Authority member, this week
launched an attack against the assertion recently made by Allied that exhibitors can express qualified assents to the code without forfeiture of any of the benefits to be derived
under it.
"Independent exhibitors are amazed at Ed
Kuykendall's
as a head
propagandist,"
clared Sidneyactivity
Samuelson,
of Allied deof
New Jersey,
Tuesday.
"Certainly
appointment to the Code
Authority
shouldhis have
had
a restraining influence upon his outbursts. By
his continued intemperate, unjustified and unfounded attacks he has convicted himself in the
eyes
of independent
Rosenblatt
on Coastexhibitors."
Mr. Rosenblatt arrived on the Coast on Tuesday for the purpose of conferring with the
personnel of various studio groups, including
labor and creative forces, getting facts and
enlightenment on the Hollywood situation. From
these he will form deductions for a background
of future guidance in the administration of the
code. In Chicago last week he said definitely
that an investigation of star-raiding would
comprise a considerable part of his Hollywood
mission, saying that assignment came direct to
him from the President.
In Kansas City, Mr. Rosenblatt had professed
complete ignorance of objections, if any, against
the current NRA investigation of industry salaries, and said he had not heard of the general
opposition expressed by company executives in
the mid-western city to the searching salary
questionnaire.
Producers in Hollywood Tuesday decided to
await an invitation from Mr. Rosenblatt for
any conferences he might desire, and will appoint committees then.
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By JAMES CUNNINGHAM

es' messages of
R ofarehousewiv
NUMBE
THE
ce which
condolen
supposed to have been
received byi Rudy Vallee as a result of_ the
indihis marital troubles,
airingwillof need
newspape
cate thatr Fox
the assistance of the
federal troops, state militiamen, state troopers,
Boy Scouts, policemen and Texas Rangers to
keep order in the lines of housewives who will
storm the theatres of the country to see Rudy
in "Scandals," coming up.
They tell us that Vallee woke up the other
morning in his seven-room apartment on Central Park West to such an avalanche of teleas would require the sercondolences
vices of graphic
a dozen
secretaries working 48 hours a
which, ofofthecourse,
day—
do
because
NRA. the secretaries couldn't
Former New York Magistrate Hyman Bushel, Rudy's lawyer, who spent seven weeks
in Hollywood helping the crooner do his stuff
at Movietone City, himself was snowed under
with telegrams, most of them also from housewives. There were even some gifts of honiemade delicacies. You know, jars of raspberries
and the like.
Some of the heart-rending "build up stuff
that they're handing out to the sob sisters about
Rudy would even bring tears to the eyes of an
exhibitor.
"My heart goes out to that boy," said Mr.
Bushel very, very sadly. "And how he can sing
now. It would tear your own heart out."
"That boy is so sincere, and works so hard.
I have seen him walk out of his office with
he added. Flaunting a brave
eyes,"
his an
tears
smile inover
aching heart, eh Hyman?
If the housewives of the country really knew
romance, according
of Rudy's tragic
the storyBushel,
they would hardly be able to
to Mr.
crooning at all. The women of
Rudy'swould
standnation
the
be swimming in a sea of
tears, he intimated. Exhibitors might do well
to take Mr. Bushel's tip and buy some flood
insurance for their theatres when they book in
"Scandals."
V
Sid Skolsky repeats the yarn about the
prodigy who was granted an audiboy violin
ence one day with Mischa Elman. Elman
was to tell him if he really was as good as
his friends claimed he was. The boy played
in Elman's room, and played beautifully, but
while playing he twisted and screwed up his
face.
After the youngster finished, Elman said
to him: "You play magnificently, but those
faces you make, they would scare any audience. Those faces, my boy, are the only
thing that prevents you from giving a concert. Why do you make them?"
"Can I help it," replied the lad, "if I hate
to hear music?"
V
At the entrance to the "ritzy" Ravenswood
Apartments in Hollywood, where Mae West
occupies a luxurious suite (thanks to Paramount), there stands in regal splendor a sixfoot doorman, attired in the weighty uniform
of at least a Nicaraguan general who looks
like 220 pounds of the sturdiest Ail-American
football guard that ever pushed a pigskin carrier down the gridiron. The big trouble of his
young life is the handling of goofs who arrive
on the scene, excitedly, to accept Mae's invitation to "Come up 'n' see me, some time."
Occasionally these playful souls leave peacefully when the doorman spreads his wings
across the entrance, but frequently they must
be lifted bodily and bounced out of the place
on to the pavement. It is then that they learn
that
it's sudden
not the stop
ride when
through
thatground.
hurts,
but the
theyspace
hit the
"About 400 guys come bustin' in here every
month
man. pulling that stuff," lamented the door-

BEFORE LEAVING NEW YORK,
shortly, for a trip to Russia to study the
literary progress of the Soviets with the idea
Gold-a
Samuel way
Mr. under
"a certain
buying
of
to get
plansplay,"
producer,
wyn,
colossal advertising campaign to introduce
the voluptuous Anna Sten, his newest discovery, as an English-speaking person.
Asked how he knew about the mysterious
"certain play" that he's going to buy in Russia, Mr. Goldwyn replied:
"We
read in Hollywood.
We read
Mr. Goldwyn
signed the young
lady,a lot."
who
hails from Kiev, Russia, about two years ago,
even though she could not speak English.
Since she has been in Hollywood, Miss Sten
has
"Nana,"
due inappeared
a week. inSheonly
spentonethepicture,
rest of the
time
learning English from Mr. Goldwyn.
Monsieur Emile Zola's "Nana" is a story
of I'oiseaux de nuit — or, to those who don't
know French: Nymphs des Boulevards.
In order to put Anna in "Nana" across in
great advertising style, Mr. Goldwyn demanded the other day that the United Artists
home office give "Nana" a press-book like
the one created by RKO for "Little
On the day that Goldwyn arrived in New
York
from Hollywood, he was greeted by a
Women."
galaxy of photographers from the newspapers,
who were gathered on the Grand Central's
"upper
boyscan,
fromtheUnited
Artists level."
handed One
Samof athefilm
idea
being to have him photographed with the
"first print" of "Nana" — the caption to read:
"Samuel Goldwyn arrives from Hollywood
with a million dollar picture."
But he was wary. He refused to pose
with the can. Just then somebody carelessly
stumbled over the container which supposedly held the first print of "Nana." The
cover flew open and out popped seven copies
of Motion Picture Herald.
V
"The Camera
Prizefighter
shows
Prima
kicking and
\Max the
BaerLady"
all over
the
place. For eight rounds he hits Maxie with
everything
the referee
City studio.butThen
Myrna and
Lay Metro's
goes to Culver
Baer,
tells him
loves him,
for her
sake,
do she
something
aboutand it.won't
Maxhe,promptly
gets up off the floor and pops Primo with such
gusto during the next tzvo rounds that the fight
is declared a draw. When questioned later,
according to Harry Evans, the judges confided,
"Sure Camera won. But could we spoil the
Jack Dempsey and Jess Willard were in the
picture,
too. But Jack doesn't care much for
movie?"
motion picture acting. "It's no good" he said.
"I
feel
funny
standing
trying
to_ act.I
Jess Willard was
with upme.there
I said
to him,
said, 'Jess, how do you feelf and he looked at
said, 'I feel pathetic' " all
those cameras and Hannah
Williams — is
Mrs. Dempsey —
through with theatricals, too, reported Jack,
zvho added, "She said she'd rather be a mother
than Greta Garbo."
V

Kind"
ly calledto"Women
"And Be My
title changed
its original
hasThehadplay
Love." "If it is sold to the films," opines
Franklin Adams, "the chances are that the
title will be 'Come Live
V With Me.' "
On Saturday he lunched with Al Cohn, on
Monday with Harry Cohn and on Tuesday
with Manny Cohen, so on Wednesday, before
returning to New York, the Hollywood office
presented Terry Ramof
saveQuigley
with anPublications
ice cream cone.

THE FACT THAT Sol A. Rosenblatt, moI tion picture code administrator for the NRA,
was appointed a Kentucky colonel has already
been told to the industry, but a little incident
pertaining to his new title has not.
It appears that Mr. Rosenblatt was blissfully
ignorant of the colonel-making prowess of the
Blue Grass State's big, bald-headed, ruddycheeked
Governor,
Laffoon,
create
a Kentucky
ColonelRuby
at the
drop who'll
of a hat.
And so, to hear Newspaperman Johnny
O'Donnell tell it, reporters entering Mr. Rosenblatt's Washington office the other day found
bility.
Rosenblatt wearing the expression of a man
on whose shoulders rested a great responsi"Here's a little item for you, boys," he began modestly.
"Governor
Laffoon
of
Kentucky
has just
made me Ruby
a member
of his
staff
the rank
of Colonel."
Thewith
reporters
looked
at one another with a
Well, what-the-hell-of-it expression. Rosenblatt glanced about. As Schnozzlc Durante
would
say, one
"was ofI mortified."
Finally,
the reporters saved the day
when he introduced to Rosenblatt some of the
reporters who are Kentucky Colonels, too.
"Don't worry, pal," he advised Rosenblatt as
he
on Laffoon
the back.Colonels
"We'll
all patted
have a him
goodcomfortingly
time when the
hold their convention next summer. We're
holding it in Soldiers' Field, Chicago. (Capacity, 100,000.) Don't forget
your uniform."
V
Harpo, the speechless member of the Marxmen, zvho recently returned from a stage appearance at Moscow, tells about the difficult
time he had getting into Russia. "I crossed the
Polish border at some place or other — I can't
spell it— and, of course, I had with me a lot
of stuff I used in my act: 300 knives, the red
wigs, the harp, a rubber automobile horn and
some cans of gasoline. They thought I was
mad, and I think they wanted to put me in a
padded cell. We talked a>id talked and they
finally let me by after I had signed an affidavit
that I was harmless." V
While Radio's "Rodney" company was on
location recently at Fort Meyer, Virginia,
several days of bad weather delayed production. The sun finally arrived one morning,
but only for five-minute intervals, dodging
cloud banks most of the time. Suddenly the
sun came out in a blaze. They had to work
quickly, and did, for a few seconds, until
they were interrupted by two horseback riders who drove up right in front of the
camera.
"Look out! Get out! of the picture,
willya!"
shouted
the director.
woman
rider turned
toward
him and The
the director
almost fainted. It was Mrs. Franklin Delan©
Roosevelt, wife of the President of the
United States.
V
Michel [Moke, of New York's Post, asked
Katharine Hepburn for her estimate of her
first
"The lady
Lake,"replied
Broadway
stagenight
play,appearance
and the in
young
in a
shrill, strident, staccato:V "I was lousy!"
Paramount still is trying to coax aboard outbound ships the foreign lassies who didn't win
out
in
the Only
"Search
scramble
for
contracts.
two forof Beauty"
the fifteen
have left,
and with some of the remainder under age, the
company's headache is becoming more acute. The
Immigration Department, checking up on the
alieninggirls'
permits,
now inis Hollywood,
complicatmatters.expired
Determined
to stay
the girls are making themselves hard to find.

C

This is a front
10, 1933, issue
of any paper
this unsolicited

page spread from the Sunday section of the December
of the St. Louis Post Dispatch, with the largest circulation
in the Mississippi Valley. That a newspaper should run
is an indication of the great public interest in this picture.
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PARAMOUNT'S
SHOW
PICTURE
FOR

SHOWMEN

Directed
with LARRY
IDA LUPiNO
JAMES
TOBY

by Erie Kenton
"BUSTER" CRABBE
ROBERT ARMSTRONG

GLEASON
WING

ROSCOE

KARNS

and the 30 International

"Search for Beauty" Contest Winners,
Flower of the world's feminine beauty and
stalwart youth.
THE

'SEARCH FOR BEAUTY"was participated inby 900 theatres in the United
States, 36 theatres in Great Britain, 40

theatres ' in Australia, 45 theatres in New
Zealand, 15 theatres in South Africa, and
the Canadian Legion of the British Empire
Service League.
The publicity and exploitation attendant to
this "Search" has pre-sold this picture to the
thousands of people who are interested in
those who entered the contest.
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While

of Filnn Exports,

Improving Quality; Understanding ofNeeds Urged

[ By Special Berlin Correspondence ]
The German market has always been a
trying one for the American trade. This
is not only admitted by George R. Canty,
trade commissioner for film affairs in Central Europe, but also by any other representative of the American film companies
in Germany.
The German kontingent, in its inception,
was aimed directly to defeat the possibility
of any material progress of foreign film
interests in Germany ; it was so skilfully
drawn up that it reduced this market for
American film product to one of limited possibilities, and then only by dint of the hardest kind of effort.
The advent of the talking picture, which
in itself created a sufficient barrier to foreign film distribution, had the further effect of rendering the distribution of American pictures profitless, save in the case of
really exceptional films.
Reconstruction of the film industry under
the Hitler Government, whereby authority
is centralized in the Film Chamber, whereby waste and lost motion are automatically
eliminated, and only the serious minded
are permitted to remain in the film trade,
seemed at first to offer a brighter future
for the American companies. This was
not to be, however, for the official rearrangement which restricted exhibitors to
single-feature programs cost the American
trade its regular source of revenue from
second-feature bookings on double bills,
of their English talkers with superimposed
titles in German, and dubbed versions.
Though the law recently has been amended permitting the showing of films in a
length not exceeding 1,600 meters as second
features, this will prove of little benefit to
the American companies inasmuch as too
few American films can be reduced to this
size (1,600 meters equal to 5,240 feet) and
still do justice to their entertainment content. This hits the American film in the
provinces particularly hard, as there many
foreign pictures have been shown as second
feature.
Admission Price Law Helps
There is one law, however, which seems
to help in the distribution of American
made films in Germany: it is the regulation
of admission prices. It prevents sharp competition between various exhibitors, and
guarantees a steady income for the renting
company.
It is obvious that in almost every country the fans who prefer key theatres are
different from the public which attends
minor halls. There is sometimes unjust
bias against foreign made films among the
patrons of the key theatres. The rest of
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WELLS' FIRST FILM
TO DEPICT FUTURE
True to his imaginative form, H. G.
Wells has decided to produce, as his
first jiiotion picture, a visualization of
civilization 150 years from now. He
remarked in London this tueek, after
seeing Universal's version of his "The
Invisible Man," that he believed^ a
wonderful picture should result from
a glance into the future. The new
film, ivhich will depict an era in which
the machine will be dominant, will be
produced at the Elstree Studios in collaboration with Alexander Korda, who
directed "The Private Life of Heftry
VIIL" About £60,000 is to be spent.
A suggested title is "Whither Man-

kind."
the
dice. population is free from any such prejuSome days ago a German film renting
company started distribution of a sensational American trick film, not in a big hall,
but in 30 minor cinemas in Berlin and 15
houses in the province. The first reports
on attendance showed a big success, indicating the best hope for American companies
rests in unusual methods.
Reasons for Reduced Markets
Everybody knows that the American film
companies did a lot to uphold their prestige
in the foreign countries and that they maintained their offices under the most strenuous
and difficult conditions. It is not their fault
that the prospects for their films in other
countries have declined more and more.
In some cases it was the intention of the
Governments to curtail the predominance
of American films. In other cases it was
the arrival of the talking picture and the
lack of a sufficiently good dubbing method.
And, last but not least, this diminution in
popularity of American films abroad was
due to the inability of some foreign managers to judge the necessities and peculiar
situations. It has often been declared, and
quite a number of cases are available to
prove the truth of this statement, that for
every country one category of pictures or
another is unsuitable for distribution.
We have seen exceptionally good
American films in Germany and, sorry to
say, very poor pictures, spoiling the high
standard of the American film Industry.
Films have been shown here which, after a
run of three or four weeks, disappeared
and did not even bring In their distribution
costs and the fees for Importation.
It is unwise to bring films into countries
only because they have not yet been written
off Ih the country of origin. They are spoiling the exploitation value of other films and
will only increase the distribution costs of
tlie renter. American trade representatives

COMPANIES
Restricting Progranns to One
Feature Declared Blow to
CompaniesWhichHad Source
of Revenue in Double Bills
in Germany have been asked, "Why don't
you bring us more pictures like 'Hell Divers'
and 'Bring 'Em Back Alive,' " with much
action and little dialogue. Instead of complying with the particular demands of the
German market, the country has been overstocked with films which have not been very
successful. Wouldn't it be wiser to export
fewer pictures but more successful ones to
Germany instead of increasing the number
of films and reducing at the same time their
box-office value?
German-French Accord
Take the German-French film relations
as an example. These two countries with
a considerable film industry have always
been eager to enlarge their mutual film exAnd yet the'
number ofGermany
French pictureschange.
distributed
throughout
has
always been a very smajl one. But the
career of French pictures in Germany has,
in most cases, been very successful. I refer
to
les Toits de Paris,"
"Lepictures
Million"like
and "Sous
"La Maternelle."
The fact that German and French film
producers for many years have created a
so-called "Gemeinschaftsproduktion" (joint
production) has doubtless facilitated the
signing of the French-German film pact.
Both these countries are aware that the
dubbing of pictures is not sufficient to create
and maintain steady and successful film relations. There is a constant exchange of
stars and directors between Paris and Berlin. The French and the German film industry are connected by so many channels
that the film pact is nothing but the natural
outlet for these relations.
This film agreement, for the first time In
the history of the film relations between
both countries, has been signed by the
diplomatic leaders of each country and,
viewed from the American standpoint, is
nothing but a preferential treatment of
French films in Germany and vice versa.
What will American film companies do
under these circumstances? Leave things
as they are and lose ground more and
more in Germany, finally leading to a withdrawal from the German market, as has
been the case in Czechoslovakia? Or try
to obtain the same treatment?
Czechoslovakia has 1,900 theatres with
almost 50 per cent silent houses. A loss of
this market is, therefore, not so important
for American film companies, although
discussions and conferences between the
Czech Government and U. S. trade commissioners were held for more than a year.
But Germany has more than 5,000 cinemas,
3,800 of them wired. A reduction of this
market would lead to a considerable weakEurope. ening of the American film position in
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Felix F. Feist, MGM general sales manager,
is en route to the Coast, with stopovers
planned.
Sol a. Rosenblatt, division administrator,
and Harold S. Bareford, alternate on Code
Authority, arrived in Hollywood.
Gabe Yorke left for the Coast to take over
new publicity duties at the Fox studio.
Victor J. Schochet sailed to resume duties as
managing director for Fox in Argentina and
Uraguay.
Janet Gaynor is vacationing in New York.
Joseph M. Schenck and Arthur W. Kelly,
United Artists executives, arrive from England this week.
Robert Gillham, Paramount advertising executive, returned to New York.
Cedric Gibbons arrived in Hollywood to supervise editing of MGM's "Tarzan and His
Mate." With him was his wife Dolores
Del Rio, RKO Radio star.
Jacob Wilk, Warner eastern story editor, arrived in Hollywood for story conferences
with Jack Warner.
Ambrose Dowling and Phil Reisman, RKO
Radio foreign executives, left New York for
Europe.
William K. Howard, MGM director, arrived
in New York by boat from the Coast.
Eric Charell and Charles Boyer, new Fox
director and player, respectively, arrived at
the studio.
Jesse L. Lasky, Fox producer, is vacationing
briefly in Havana, accompanied by his son,
Jesse, Jr.
Major Albert Warner, vice president of
Warner Brothers, and Mrs. Warner, are
en route to Hollywood from New York by
boat.
Earl Carroll, stage producer, left New York
for the Paramount studios, accompanied by
11 showgirls who will play in the film version of "Murder at the Vanities."
John R. Freuler, president of Mtonarch Productions, arrived in New York.
Arch Reeve left the Coast to assume new
duties in the Fox home office advertising
department.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., leaves Hollywood late
this week for New York, en route for a
European vacation.
Dale Van Every, Universal associate producer, arrived in New York to gather material
for a newColumbia
picture, "Where
Browm."
Harry Cohn,
Pictures isexecutive,
has returned to the Coast from New York.
George J. Schaefer, Paramount executive, has
returned to New York from conferences with
southern exchange heads.
J. H. Seidelman, foreign general sales manager for Columbia, sailed late last week for
Europe.
Sylvia Sidney, accompanied by Mrs. Marion
Gering, wife of the Paramount director, arrived in New York for a vacation.
Pandro Herman, RKO Radio producer, and
Ned E. Depinet, vice president in charge of
distribution, left New York for Hollywood.
William F. Barrett, president of AmerAnglo
Corporation, sailed on his annual trip to
Europe.
Harry E. Nichols, field service representative
for Motion Picture Herald, is contacting
the trade during a tour of Tennessee.

PLAN

THEATRE

CWA
Opens First Office and
150 Actors Get Jobs, While
Thousand Apply; Subsidy
Plea Carried to Other Cities
Actual launching of a movement proposed
a few weeks ago to effect a New Deal for
the American Drama — ^through establishment of National or State theatres as they
exist
in virtually every European country —
is
underway.
On the lecture platforms of civic organizations of every type and description, interested parties are making pleas for governmental subsidy of the legitimate theatre.
22,000 Little Theatres
Exhibitors see in this move a serious
competitor, if it succeeds. They point to
the 22,000 Little Theatres — semi-profesional in many instances — which might be
turned into regular theatres, operating on
regular schedules of production. Of these
22,000, some 300 are in highly modern
theatre buildings, with all the latest technical and electrical equipment.
The movement for government subsidy of
the legitimate theatre comes at a time when
unemployment of actors is reported to be
the greatest among highly specialized professions.
In New York last week the Civil Works
Administration opened its first offices to
deal specifically with this field. More than
1 ,000 actors and actresses called on the
first day; 150 of them got jobs.
In Washington recently Mrs. Franklin
D. Roosevelt expressed herself in favor of
governmental supervision of the legitimate
stage. This, climaxing a series of private
discussions with Miss Eva Le Gallienne,
actress-manager, was caught up by various
persons throughout the country, and made
the subject of tirades against the motion
picture and in support of re-creation of the
theatre.
Lecturing to Civic Groups
Miss Le Gallienne, touring the country
with her repertoire, has been making as
many as five lectures to different groups in
a single city. Particularly has this been
true of the Middle West, where the theatre
has suffered extensively the last five years.
In Milwaukee, probably one of the most
"drama-minded" cities, the actress delivered
at least three lectures.
Ten years ago, Milwaukee supported at
least one English-speaking stock company
— and for periods two — and at the same
time a German stock company. Roadshows

The fourth article on the legitimate theatre, describing the recent
improvement "on the road," will appear in an early issue.

FOR

UNDERWAY
and grand opera played successfully each
season. Yet, for the past six years, stage
people have called it "the worst show town
in Milwaukee,
America." with more than half a million
population, has been termed one of the
wealthiest cities in proportion to its size,
but now, instead of its once popular dramatic companies, the citizens are supporting
successfully several Little Theatres. Notable
among these is the Wisconsin Players — a
pioneer in its field — which was started a
dozen years ago by Zona Gale and Laura
Sherry, both prominent in theatrical and
literary circles, and now presided over by a
professional director, Boris Glagolin. This
group has a standing company and often
has used the "guest star" system.
Seen as Possible Nucleus
Other theatres operate along similar lines
in such key cities as Cleveland, Detroit, St.
Louis and Chicago, where the famous Goodman Theatre reigns unchallenged. It is
among these theatres that motion picture
circles see the potential competition of a
National Theatre movement.
The Actors' Betterment Association recommended some weeks ago that darkened
motion picture houses be reopened for
vaudeville presentations and legitimate stage
shows under CWA subsidies.
Late last week Douglas Wood, a stage
actor who arrived in Hollywood to make his
first appearance in talking pictures, made a
plea for establishment of a Government-subsidized legitimate theatre in the film capital
itself. Mr. Wood is a member of Actors'
Equity Association.
"Hollywood, eternally crying for trained
talent and worthy material for its pictures,
would
declared.profit by such a move," Mr. Wood
Would Set a Standard
"A national theatre in Washington, subsidized by the Government, with a permanent company presenting the plays of
Shakespeare and the modern playwrights,
inevitably would inspire the growth of
municipal theatres in other cities. The national theatre would set a standard, with
the company making an annual tour of the
larger cities. Associated with the national
theatre, a school of playwrighting, acting,
scenic and costume designing and lighting,
a museum and a national library, would
mean infinite good to the cause of drama in
theSuch
wholea country."
Government-fostered theatre, in
Mr. Wood's opinion, would be a "decentralized theatre, a legitimate theatre belonging more to the creative artists, the dramatists and the actors, and less to speculative
realIn estate
interests."
New York
ten plays began rehearsals
in vacant theatres, offices, school auditoriums and even in hotel rooms as the unemployed actors' project of the CWA got
underway. Two more plays were scheduled
to get under way for rehearsal early this
week, completing the initial repertoire of
the Government's non-profit dramatic enterprise.
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SHOWMEN'S
REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Hips, Hips, Hooray
(RKO Radio)
Musical Comedy
In a bright and nonsensical comedy of the
musical variety, Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey,
RKO's
favorite
teamfairly
of comics,
tbe
exhibitor
a show
which
sits up ofifer
and
begs to be exploited, in the feminine direction
particularly.
Having to do with the selling, and promotion
(a la Wheeler and Woolsey) of beauty preparations for women, including lipstick and numerous etceteras, every drug store, cosmetic shop
and store carrying other weapons of feminine
decoration should be wide open for exploitation. Placards, samples, window displays,
models are all possible methods.
An excellent opportunity is presented, as
well, for something in the nature of a local
community beauty contest on the stage. Furthermore, Wheeler's incessant eating of bananas
opens the way for a novel tieup with local fruit
dealers.
The group of Wheeler and Woolsey and Dorothy Lee for romantic interest with Wheeler,
has attained a considerable popularity from
past performances and will stand all the marquee trimming the exhibitor can give the combination. In addition, in this case, Thelma
Todd adds a blond physical attractiveness
which adds considerably to the general appearance. Ruth Etting, though she has only a few
moments on the screen in an opening sequence,
nevertheless is effective in rendition of a new
song, and warrants billing.
The songs, incidentally, may be used to good
advantage, in reproduction over loudspeakers
from the marquee or in the lobby. They are
attractive and tuneful, and have that something
which is called "catchy."
Miss Todd's business, Maiden America, is
doing poorly, despite the efforts of scantily clad
girls in store windows and the like. Miss Lee,
one of the girls, finds her sales ruined by two
lipstick-selling fakirs. Wheeler and Woolsey,
and when Wheeler falls in love with her, she
persuaded them, thinking them big business
men, to aid Miss Todd. Woolsey falls with
amusing force for Miss Todd, who does what
she can to assist his descent.
GeorgeherMeeker,
Misscompetitor,
Todd's manager,
robbing
to aid her
with whomis
he is working. When Wheel_er and Woolsey
meet Miss Todd and Miss Lee, they decoy
a security broker out of his office and take
it over. When he returns they make a hasty
exit, accidentally taking a bag similar to the
one they brought, but containing $100,000 in
securities. Two dumb detectives go on their
trail, and when things become warm, they depart. Miss Todd has entered a car in a crosscountry race hoping to gain by the publicity
if it wins. The pair discover the car when
the drivers, hired by Meeker, abandon it, and
continue the race, with obstacles overcome by
maneuvers utterly ridiculous, but equally, entertaining. Of course, they win, and the two detectives, who had followed them, are shocked
by the knowledge that Meeker, back in New
York, has confessed theft of the securities from
the pair before they could return them.
Lively, tuneful and highly enjoyable comedy,
plus pretty girls in two effective routine numbers, plus the Wheeler and Woolsey team.

should provide an abundance of exploitation
possibilities. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by RKO Radio. Directed
by Mark Sandrich. Screen play by Harry Ruby, Bert
Kalmar and Edward Kaufman. Music and lyrics by
Harry Ruby and Bert Kalmar. Dance director. Dave
Gould. Art directors. Van Nest Polglase, Carroll
Clark.
Editor, director.
Basil Wrangell.
Photog-rapher.
.'\bel. Music
Max Steiner.
Release David
date,
February 4, 1934. Running time, 68 minutes.
Bert CAST
Bert Wheeler
Bob
Robert Woolsey
Ruth Etting
Ruth Etting
Miss Frisby
Thelma Todd
Daisy
Dorothy I^e
Beauchamp
George Meeker
Mulligan
James Burtis
Sweeney
Matt Briggs
Mr. Clark
Spencer Charters
This Side of Heaven
(MGM)
Comedy-Drama
Motivated by human interest and via a series
of well knit episodic situations, this family type
picture details the one day unusual events in
the life of the Turner family. It accents that
American family psychology which convinces
each individual that his or her problems, ambitions, romances and dramas are the most vital,
that the troubles of others are merely imaginative figments. As the show unfolds, it runs
the range of emotional entertainment from comedy to tragedy. It has the values, in names,
story and production that recommend it to all
classes of theatres.
As usual in this type picture and particularly
when Lionel Barrymore dominates, tempo is
rather slow ; still there are gripping moments
when action and dialogue are fast and thrilling.
With unique camera technique establishing a
logical continuity, the various episodic sequences
are complete in themselves, yet all build interest and suspense that converge in the anticlimax and establish a sympathetic interest in
the finale.
Airs. Turner, Francene, is thrilled to Ip^rn
that a moving picture company has bought her
first novel and offered her a Hollywood contract. Though her husband and family are important, they are subordinate to her big opportunity. Martin learns that he is the innocent accomplice of an embezzler ; a tragedy
that must be kept from his family. School
teacher Jane can think only of her forthcommarriage to Walter.
(and there's
muching production
value inPeggy
the portrayal
by
Mary Carlisle), soon to be off to college, is
madly in love with Hal, which takes her to the
verge of eloping only to have some strange
feeling send her dashing home. Seth, his father's pal, dreams only of making a prep school
frat, has his hopes dashed, meets an accident
and lands in the hospital. Birdie, the rnaid,
principal comedy relief, is the tie that binds
all together.
Each one sees his hopes or fears altered.
Martin, to save his family, seeks the easiest
way out, only to be called to the hospital
where doctors revive him. Reporter Vance
traps the real embezzler and sidetracks selfish,
conceited Walter in Jane's affections. As the
family reunite at dinner their reactions to the
day's events, which awaken each to a realization that he's not the only pebble on the beach,
are summed up in Martin's prayer of thanksgiving.
The picture is always down to earth enter-

tainment. Laughs are many, precipitated by
the normal human reaction to consider lightly
the misfortunes of others, and there's an occasional tear or two. The picture is full of that
color which every family knows in some phase.
It's the kind of show which permits you to
invite audiences on the "laugh at your own
troubles" premise. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by William K. Howard. Produced by John
W. Considine, Jr. Adapted by Zelda Sears and Eve
Greene. From a novel by Marjorie Bartholomew
Paradis. Screen play by Edgar Allan Woolf and
Florence Ryerson. Musical score by Dr. William
Axt. Recording director, Douglas Shearer. Art director, Fredric Hope. Interior decoration by Edwin
B. Willis. Photographed by Hal Rosson, A. S. C.
Film editor, Frank Hull. Running time, 76 minutes.
Release date, Feb. 2, 1934.
Martin TurnerCAST
Lionel Barrymore
Francene Turner
Fay Bainter
Jane Turner
Mae Qarke
Seth Turner
Tom Brown
Birdie
Una Merkel
Peggy Turner
Mary Stevens
Carlisle
Walter
Onslow
Hal
Henry Wadsworth
Vance
EMdie Nugent
William Barnes
C. Henry Gordon
Freddie
Erickie Moore
Comedy
Six of a Kind
(Paramount)
This is a carnival of nonsensical comedy.
Rarely has this reporter seen a crowd so enthusiastic inthe appreciation of screen amusement as was the preview audience. Clocking the
laughs was impossible ; they came so fast and
furiously. There's fun in the basic story;
there's more fun in the atmospheric specialties
which embellish it. Tersely, "Six of a Kind"
is just the kind of hilarity that one would expect from a cast which features Charles Ruggles, Mary Roland, W. C. Fields, Burns and
Allen and Alison Skipworth, who ad-lib and
improvise just as much as they stick to the
script.
The whole thing is elemental, almost a throwback to silent day technique, when everything
was built for laughs. All the foolishness is
dished up on a silver platter and you grab
what you can before the next insane situation
demands attention.
While the central theme plot carries through,
with Mr. and Mrs. Whinney on an auto trip
to California celebrating their twentieth wedding anniversary, which they hope will be
marked by all the romance of their original
Niagara Falls honeymoon, the asides and interludes actually take the play away from it.
Burns and Allen have an entirely new line of
foolish chatter and gags. Fields in a pool table
sequence, wherein he can't control the cue,
leaves the audience limp. A Grand Canyon episode is full of the comedy thrill reminiscent of
Harold
Lloyd's
First."andOther
mirth
classics are
the "Safety
lost telephone
the phone
conversation between Mary Boland and a bedeviled classified ad solicitor. So, too, vvith the
situation which has Ruggles suspected of stealing $50,000 from the bank in which he works,
all of which gives Fields the opportunity to be
a very theatrical wild west sheriff, rather dumb
but very willing to prove his ability.
For comedy variety, the show is an all-laugh
natural. Even the attempted serious moments
only serve to intensify the hilarity. It has the
comedy denoting names to lure the patrons. On
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top of that it has the entertainment vaUies to
more than please. Introduce it to your patrons
as a picture that will make them forget all their
worldly cares. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by Leo MeCarey. Story by Keene Thompson and
Douglas MacLean. Screen play by Walter DeLeon
and Harry Ruskin. Protographed by Henry Sharp.
Sound, Eugene Merritt. Music, Ralph Rainger. Art
directors, Hans Dreier and Robert Odell. Running
time, 65 minutes. Release date, Feb. 9, 1934.
CAST
J. Pinkham Whinney
Charlie Ruggles
Flora Whinney
Mary Boland
Sheriff John Hoxley
W. C. Fields
George Edward
George Burns
Gracie DeVore
Gracie Allen
Mrs. K. Rumford
Alison Skipworth
Ferguson
Bradley Page
Trixie
Grace Bradley
Gillette
William J. Kelly
Sparks
James
Steele
Dick Burke
Rush
Butch
Walter Long
Mike
Leo Willis
Joe
Lew Kelly
Tom
Alp P. James
Doctor Busby
Tammany Young
Clerk in newspaper office
Paul Tead
A tourist
George Pearce
Girl clerk (Safety Deposit) Verna D. Hillie
The
tourist's wife
Florence Augustin
Enright
Cop
William
Woman
Kathleen Burke
Clerk (Phillipsburg Hotel)
Irving Bacon
Drunk
Phil Dunham
Porter
Marty Faust
Starter at airport
Lee Phelps
Gillette's secretary
Neal Burns

Coming Out Party
(Fox-Lasky)
Dramatic Romance
In this dramatic romance, a familiar story is
told against a novel background. Primarily sophisticated class entertainment, it is given a
situation atmosphere that may excite mass interest. Elaborately produced, dialogue and action are fairly balanced. Because of the subject— a wealthy debutante in love with a poor
orchestra violinist and loving him in a way that
women understand better than any one else — it
is
women's many
picture.
Likewise,
is aessentially
show thata suggests
unique
ways byit
which feminine curiosity may be aroused.
Joy, the girl, loves Chris. He knows the gap
in their social status never can be bridged. Her
mother, Mrs. Stanhope, can think only of plans
for the girl's presentation to the 400. Her fachief interest
is incomedy,
his yachts.
As situationther'sbusiness
develops
contributed
by
a super-Emily Post in arranging details in the
person of Mrs. Vanderdoe, and Harry Gold,
band impresario, the romance becomes complicated as Mrs. Stanhope tries to rope in the
blue-blooded dissolute, Wolverton. The girl
alone with her problem, has her dreams of happiness dashed when Chris sees her in the company of drunken Wolverton at a roadhouse.
Later
in Chris' room,
pleading
for herself,
love
is consummated.
As the
boy goes
to Chicago,
the girl discovers she is to have a baby. Drama
and suspense builds, and at the coming out
party, Joy elopes with Wolverton. Chris cancels a European trip, arrives at the party and
effectively pleads with Stanhope to consent
to an annulment which will pave the way for
his marriage to Joy.
There's a definite human interest punch to
the picture, portrayed in a realistic and convincing fashion, with Frances Dee reaching new
heights. The exciting and glamorous background presents unusual possibilities for exploiting the commercial value of the title. A sound
advance campaign should be calculated to intrigue the most of feminine curiosity. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Distributed by Fox. Produced by Jesse L. Lasky.
Running time, 80 minutes. Release date, March 2, 1934.
CAST
Joy Stanhope
Frances Dee
Chris Hansen
Gene Raymond
Mrs. Vanderdoe
Ahson Skipworth
Troon
Nigel Bruce
Harry Gold
Harry Green
Mr. Stanhope
Gilbert Emory
Mrs. Stanhope
Marjorie Gateson
Jimmy Wolverton
Clifford Jones
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Palooka
(UA-Reliance)
Comedy in Pugilism
This picture should not be publicized as a
prizefight picture. That's a paradoxical statement, inasmuch as the show's entire atmosphere
is brewed in an aura of fighters, fake champions, framed fights, dumb clucks, chiseling
managers and slug nutty hangers-on. Actually,
it is a character comedy, tinged with a hue
of human interest that makes it at once a
raucous, rowdy laugh-provoker and a sentiment stirrer. Action is both hectic and draggy :
sometimes dialogue becomes quite torrid. Yet
if all production and cast name values are to
be fully capitalized upon, selling it as comedy
appears to be the most effective way.
Joe, son of the oldtime champ, kayoes a
highly publicized contender in a roadside brawl.
Preliminary sequences establish the human inMayme,
boy'sinmother,
as Petepathis
one whoterest infinds
moretheallure
the primrose
than domestic ties. The yokel under the eloquent slangy wing of Knobby wins the championship ina framed bout with McSwatt as that
worthy collapses from drunken exhaustion. In
steps the vampish siren Nina to bedazzle the
poor chump Topical
and the and
boy colorful
traces hisfungiddy
father's
footsteps.
ensues.
Joe
is tricked into another bout with McSwatt.
Mayme and Anne, country sweetheart, arrive
in town, Joe becomes quite Max Baerish, but
Mayme finally gives Nina the works. Pete in
the meantime has returned and, sensing all the
frameup racket, he trains the boy. But the
pace has been too fast for Joe. In the ring
McSwatt belts him dizzy to regain his title,
only to have Joe chill him in a dressing room
fracas for making uncomplimentary remarks as
to
family
tree.reunited
Then it's
back Joe
to the
Petehisand
Mayme
again,
and farm
Anne ;
in double harness, and the flaming Nina dropping in on the happy gathering, with husband
Joe proudly exhibiting their surprising heir.
There's a lot of flamboyant comedy in "Palooka" and there are just as many angles with
which to sell it without resorting to the prizefighter angle. Names, all the way down the
line, are exceptional, and it should be noted that
William Cagney, brother of James, is making
his screen debut in this show. The picture was
suggested
the Ham
Fisher strip
"Palooka"
cartoons, andbywhere
that comic
is popular,
showmen have a neat tieup with newspapers. —
McCarthy, Hollywood.
A United Artists release. Produced by Reliance
Pictures. An Edward Small production. Directed by
Benjamin
Stoloff.
Screen Kober.
play by Additional
Jack Jevne,
Gertrude Purcell
and Arthur
dialogue
by Ben Ryan and Murray Roth. Art director. Albert
D'Agostino.
Assistant
director,
Joe Karl
Cooke.Zint.
_ Photography by Arthur
Edeson.
Sound,
Film
editor. Grant Whytock. Running time, 83 mintites.
Release date, Jan. 26, 1934.
CAST
Knobby Walsh
Jimmy Durante
Nina Madero
Lupe Velez
Joe Palooka
Stuart Erwin
Mayme Palooka
Marjorie Rambeau
Pete Palooka
Robert Armstrong
Anne
Mary Carlisle
Al McSwatt
William Cagney
Trixie
Thelma Todd
Doc Wise
Franklin Ardell
Whitey
Tom Dugan
Slats
Guinn Williams
Blacky
Stanley Fields
Riders of Destiny
( Monogram )
Western
Exhibitors in "What the Picture Did for
Me" have recorded the star of John Wayne
rising high on the western horizon. In "Riders
of Destiny" Wayne adds a likable something
with his softly drawled cowboy song and his
Besides the star, there are a number of well
guitar.
known names — George Hayes, familiar in outdoor pictures ; Cecilia Parker, as the girl interest; Al St. John and Heinie Conklin for comedy. A happy choice for the villain was Forrest
Taylor.
To the name values may be added the title.

perhaps not too pertinent but nevertheless
41
provocative of interest. The story also, while
starting out cut close to pattern, and making
too obvious the hints that Wayne is a Secret
Service agent, takes a new turn in the descriptive treatment of the opening up of the stream,
by the dynamiting of a well which is at the spot
of the headwaters of the river. The explorations of the tiny finger of water down the dry
riyer bed, gradually more bold, the geese and
cattle and the rancher himself plunging into
the cooling pools, should have a special pull for
audiences in towns where the patrons know that
the original source of drinking water is something besides a faucet.
Wayne is crossing the bleak hills, singing
and strumming, when he sees a man fall in the
sand. It's the sherifi^. He goes for help but on
the way helps Cecelia Parker escape after she
has robbed the stagecoach. It develops that the
team of drivers are in league with Taylor,
water and land baron, who has been engineering the theft of money payments intended for
the girl's father, Hayes, and this has been her
way to protect their mail. Taylor has built a
dam and is raising the water tax to prohibitive
figures in order to make the ranchers sell their
land to him. Wayne hears a rushing sound
fromidea.
out He_
the advises
well at the
the ranchers
girl's ranch,
and Taygets
an
to sign
lor's contract if he'll add the clause that his
land is forfeit to the communitv if he ever
fails to supply them with water.
It's real Friday-Saturday fare, with a lot in
it for the youngsters. — Rovelstad, New York.
A Lone Star Western. Producer by Paul Malvern.
Distributed by Monogram. Story and direction by R.
N. Bradbury. Photography by Archie Stout. Release
date, October 10, 1933. Running
CAST time, 58 minutes.
Sandy
John Wayne
Fay Denton
Cecelia Parker
Denton
George Hayes
Kincaid
Forest Taylor
Bert
Al St. John
Stage driver
Heinie Conklin
Slip
Morgan
Earl McKee
Dwire
SherifT Baxter
Lace
Massacre
(First National)
Drama
The drama — and tragedy — of the American
Indian of today, depicted as restricted to his
western reservation and under the thumb of the
often unscrupulous Indian agent, is the somewhat crusading theme of this drama, which has
a full quota of action, its fair share of romance
and cast names which provide promising values
for the exhibitor.
It is under no circumstances to be considered
a western feature, from either the title or the
Indian subject matter. Sell it as straight drama,
not overlooking the action content and utilizing
the selling angle of an expose of the treatment
of the tattered remnant of the once mighty
tribes
tinent. which ranged the North American conIt might be
well were
if 'thenotpicture
given of
the
browbeaten
Indian
represented
to the
patronage as a true picture. Rather ignore any
such phase, and concentrate on the dramatic
action, the romance of the young Indian who
remembered his heritage and returned to aid
his people in their fight for decent treatment.
The exhibitor's selling should gain impetus
from the use of such names as Richard Barthelmess, Ann Dvorak, Dudley Digges, Claire
Dodd, Arthur Hohl and Sidney Toler. The
use of the Chicago World's Fair locale in the
opening sequences lends a certain timeliness,
since the Fair should be still fresh in mind.
In those sections where the Indian is a familiar
figure, the exhibitor himself will know best
how he may derive the maximum result from
the picture.
Barthelmess,
startheof amorouslya World's
Fair
wild west high-priced
show, eludes
inclined Miss Dodd, to return to the reservation for a visit when he is informed his father
is ill. He meets the attractive Miss Dvorak,
Indian clerk in the office of Digges, the reserva-
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Morgan Farley, Roth Hall, Albert Conti, Dorothy Peterson, Edmund Breese, Richard Carle, Lucille Gleason,
Mae Busch, Jimmy Butler. Story by Paul Gangelin.
Directed by VICTOR
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tion agent. Quickly he learns of the depredations practiced, with the Indians as victims,
by Digges, Hohl, reservation doctor, and Toler,
undertaker. When Toler attacks his small sister, Barthelmess tows him dragging behind
his car, leaving him on the road. At his trial,
under the thumb of Digges, the Indian judges
condemn him, but Miss Dvorak aids his escape
and he goes to Washington to present the case
of the ill-treated Indian to the Indian ComHenry O'Neill,
his friend.
A Senate
investigationmissioner,
hears
Barthelmess,
a federal
trial
is opened, and the sister, star witness, is kidnaped. The Indians storm the jail, free Barthelmess, and he goes after the girl. Her testimony frees the defendant, and Digges, who
had attempted to shoot Barthelmess during the
pursuit, is thrown from office with his henchmen. IBarthelmess accepts the post of Indian
agent at the reservation and Miss Dvorak decides to share his responsibility.
Rapid-paced, strong drama, with a touch of
comedy here and there, "Massacre" offers plenty
of showmanship opportunity. The title can be
used in numerous ways to draw attention, and
the cast will be of value. It merits extra attention from the exhibitor. — Aaronson, New
York.
A First National production. Distributed by Warner
Bros. Directed by Alan Crosland. Story by Robert
Gessner and Ralph Block. Screen play by Ralph
Block and Sheridan Gibney. Photography by George
Barnes. Film editor, Terry Morse. Art director, John
Hughes. Release date, January 20, 1934. Running
time, 69 minutes.
CAST
Joe Thunder Horse
Richard Barthelmess
Lydia
Ann Dvorak
Quissenberry
Dudley
Norma
ClaireDigges
Dodd
Dickinson
Henry O'Neill
Dawson
Robert
Barrat
Dr. Turner
Arthur Hohl
Shanks
Sidney Toler
Sam
Clarence Muse
Scatters
Charles Middleton
Chairman
Douglas Dumbrille
Cochran
Wallis Clark
Grandy
William V. Mong
Jennings
DeWitt Jennings
Adam
James Eagles
Senator Beale
William Davidson
Missionary
Frank McGlynn
Senator Woolsey
Henry Kolker
Jennie
Agnes Narcha
The Lucky Texan
( Monogram )
Western
There is a novelty or two in the way of
action in this western, starring John Wayne,
for those patrons who continue as devotees of
the perennial western, and there are many of
those, by all accoiuits. Young Wayne is popular, has his following, and may well be capitalized in the selling. The fact that the story is
cut more or less to pattern need not matter,
since it has a new turn here and there which
the audience should find intriguing.
Supporting Wayne are Barbara Sheldon,
who makes an attractive heroine ; Yakima
Canutt, Gordon DeMaine, both hardy oldtimers
among western players, who must be known
among western fans, and George Hayes, who
comes very close to tucking all the honors in
his hip pocket, by reason of a particularly
expert handling of his role. He is also responsible for the bit of comedy which crops up in
welcome fashion here and there.
The title is lively and should look well on
the marquee beside the name of John Wayne.
There may be an opportunity for somewhat
unusual western exploitation in the situation
which finds Hayes masquerading as a woman
in order to save Wayne from trial for a murder which he not only did not commit, but
which was not committed at all. Such street
exploitation should draw rather uncommon
patronage attention to a western.
Wayne arrives to live with Hayes, old friend
of his father, on the ranch, which is, however,
devoid of cattle, chiefly as a result of the niaraudings of rustlers. The two open a blacksmith shop and await the coming of Hayes'
niece, Miss Sheldon. They accidentally discover gold, keep their own secret and bring
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their dust and nuggets to Lloyd Whitlock and
Canutt for cash. The assayers are eager to
horn in on the claim, but are successfully
evaded by the miners. When the local banker
is shot and robbed in his office, Hayes is held,
but Wayne reveals the gambling son of the
sheriff as the attacker. The niece arrives and
she and Wayne find each other attractive.
Whitlock and Canutt trick Hayes into signing his ranch over to them and when he goes
to his claim they follow, shoot him and leave
him for dead. He sends his dog to fetch Wayne,
is rescued and hides out as Whitlock and
Canutt accuse Wayne of murdering him. As
the trial proceeds, an elderly woman enters,
reveals
guilty and
pair, aand
as Hayes.
The twotheescape
wild"herself"
and novel
chase
follows, with the two on a handcar, Wayne on
his horse and Hayes in a rattletrap car. It ends
as expected. The other novelty finds Wayne
pursuing
sheriff's
via a swift
ride downthea guilty
sluiceway,
ridingson,
a forked
stick
in the rushing water.
As indicated, there is some opportunity for
selling a little beyond the conventional presentation of a western. The film has sufficient action
of the expected variety, both for the youngsters
and the western fans among the adults. The
week-end is the time to play it. — Aaronson,
New York.
Proauced and distributed by Monogram. A Lone
Star western. Produced by Paul Malvern. Directed
by R.leaseN.date, Bradbury.
by R. N. Bradbury. ReJanuary 22, Story
1934.
CASTRunning time, 56 minutes.
Jerry Mason
Betty
Jake Benson
Harris
Cole
Sheriff
Sheriff's
son
Banker

John Wayne
Barbara Sheldon
George Hayes
Lloyd Whitlock
Yakima Canutt
Gordon DeMaine
Edward
Earl Parker
Dwiro

I Am Suzanne!
(Fox-Lasky)
Comedy-Drama
The rather delightfully ingenuous Lilian
Harvey, who in a comparatively short time has
attained a considerable popularity, brings excellent production value into this romantic
comedy drama, where she has ample opportunity to present her appealing personality.
The exhibitor should concentrate his effort to
a large extent on the selling of Miss Harvey,
since he can feel certain she will meet with
the favor of his audience.
The romance of a boy, the son of a declining family of puppeteers, and a girl, young
premiere danseuse in the Revue de Paris, is
the motivating force of the picture, and should
be used to full advantage in drawing the attention of the feminine portion of the patronage. The picture has charm and unquestioned
entertainment value. Perhaps the most unusual
feature of the film is the inclusion, with remarkable effect, of Podrecca's Piccoli Marionettes, handled with consummate skill, presented with a lavish treatment, and offering
a splendid opportunity to draw the children
into will
the house.
Clean
a hound's
film
meet with
no as
obstacle
with tooth,
respect the
to
juvenile attendance. Its romance is completely
unsophisticated, its cast adapting themselves
wholeheartedly to the mood of the narrative —
and of Miss Harvey. She is at her best here,
and the exhibitor will make no mistake in emphasizing that fact to his patronage.
In completely satisfactory support, and also
of worth for the marquee, is Gene Raymond,
while Leslie Banks, excellent English actor,
gives a highly entertaining and amusing characterization asthe not too scrupulous, shabby
baron who is Miss Harvey's manager.
Raymond
bending every
to modernize his little ismarionette
show effort
in order
to meet
the competition of the gay and popular Revue
de Paris, down the street, where Suzanne is
the star attraction. At the Revue, Raymond
sees Suzanne, determines to make a puppet of
her to boost his business, and incidentally falls
in love with her. Banks, fearing he will lose
his meal ticket if she falls in love, opposes
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Raymond's attempt to have her pose for him,
but she does so anyway. Banks persuades her
to become engaged to him, and when Raymond
remonstrates with her, she slips in her tightrope act and injures her leg. Banks turns elsewhere, but Raymond watches over her recovery, with the aid of a noted doctor, at his home,
the puppet theatre.
She recovers, but is continuously confronted
with the obstacle to their romance presented
by Raymond's
devotion
his marionettes.
He
addresses
her wood
and tosawdust
namesake, but
refrains from opening his heart to her. In a
fit of rage she shoots the puppet. Banks takes
her back, and at the reopening of the Revue,
of which the puppet show is a part, she falls
into a dream, and delightfully the screen depicts the dream of her trial before a court of
marionettes, for the crime of shooting a puppet.
She is listless, until Raymond comes to encourage her. She dances to success, the puppets share it, and the manager of the Revue
hires them both, with the careful baron deducting a quite unfair share of the contract.
With the marionettes as an unusual novelty
feature, the picture offers delightful entertainment. Miss Harvev warrants concentrated selling effort, and the entire family should be
urged to attend. — Aaronson, New York.
A Jesse L. Lasky production. Distribution by Fox.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee. Story and screen play
by Rowland V. Lee and Edwin Justus Mayer. Photography by Lee Garmes. Sound by E. C. Ward.
Settingsman.byMusical
Maxdirector,
Parker.Louis
Costumes
by Rita Dance
KaufDeFrancesco.
director, Sammy Lee. Release date, January 5, 1934.
Running time, 85 minutes.
SuzanneCAST
Lilian Harvey
Tony
Gene
Baron
LeslieRaymond
Banks
Mama
Georgia Caine
Fifi
•
Geneva Mitchell
Dr. Lorenzo
Halliwell Hobbes
Luigi
Murray Kinnell
Manager
Edward Keane
Satan
Lionel Belmore
Podrecca's Piccoli Marionettes

A Woman's Man
(Monogram)
Comedy Drama
Real entertainment
any exhibitor's
audiences
is abundant value
in thisforshow.
A timely,
topical story runs the full course of drama, romance, comedy and all the up-to-date elements
of popular screen fare. It is well mounted, with
plenty of Hollywood color, the locale in which
it is set, catchy action counterbalancing smart,
attention-holding dialogue.
Based on a Cosmopolitan Magazine story by
Adela Rogers St. John, the picture not only
brings back an old favorite star in the person
of Marguerite De La Motte, but offers a more
than satisfactory cast with John Halliday, Wallace Ford and Kitty Kelly featured. Although
there is a definite prize-fighter tinge to the
show, it has been made so subordinate to the
hectic Hollywood personality and studio atmosphere that there should be no worries that
it's too much of a he-man picture and not
enough
of a woman's
picture.situations
On the contrary,
the
romantic
and dramatic
establish
it
as
a
better
than
usual
women's
show,
having a sport and excitement flavor for while
men.
Gloria, a tempestuous star and source of endless trouble to her director, Cleary, walks out
on her picture despite the pleadings of every
one, particularly the comedy pleas of her pal
and maid, Molly. Sly love-making with a Max
Baer prototype, near-ring champ, Joe Flynn is
her objective. Both rabid headline hunters,
their romance is never a secret and a continual
threat to both careers. At the moment Joe's
morefight
important
he's plenty
trainingto for
ais big
and hisinasmuch
manageras has
do
keeping his mind on his work without Gloria
butting in. Arranging a situation that turns
the lovebirds sore at each other. Manager Pete
gets Joe in the ring, where he is taking a sound
shellacking. Gloria is among the missing, which
is okay with Joe, but when she does make a
grand entrance he figures she's just there for
publicity purposes, and while he's dreaming of
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what he'll do, he's walloped into ignominious
defeat.
the thing
lovers
theIt's
realjust
matters
of factto ofawaken
life andthebring
aboutto
one.
every
for
laugh
a
the happy ending that is
From beginning to end, the show is audience
entertainment, with lots of new "inside" Hollywood angles and in-the-studio scenes, and just
enough inside sport lowdown. There's a love
story that's both comic and dramatic. It moves
with zip and snap, there not being a draggy
minute. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Monogram. Supervised
by Ben Verschleiser. Directed by Edward Ludwig,
From the Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Adela
Roeers St. Johns. Adapted by Frances Hyland. Photographed by Joseph Valentine. Recorded by John
A. Stransky, Jr. From Lindsley Parsons' Balsley and
Phillips
Recording
System. Running
Trem Carr,
in charge of production.
time,vice-president
64 minutes.
Release date, Feb. 7, 1934.
CAST
Tom Cleary
John Halliday
Gloria Jordan
Marguerite De La Motte
Joe Flynn
Wallace Ford
Molly Evans
Kitty Kelly
Roger Pently
Jameson Thomas
Pete Miller
Tommy Dugan
Rjlph Mallon
Wallis Dark
Walter Payson
Don Douglas
Crane
Leigh Allen
Assistant Director
George Mayo
Fight Announcer
Harry Green
Joe Ferrera
Jack Perry
Blonde
Billee Van Every
Cross Country Cruise
(Universal)
Drama
Melodrama, romance, comedy and a murder all
have their moment or moments in or about the
fast-moving, modern covered wagon, the crosscountry bus, traveling from New York to the
Pacific coast, in virtually a one-set picture, in
which fast pace is maintained throughout. The
film is definitely entertainment, and should be
equally acceptable in small theatre or metropolitan situation.
The bus itself, one of the Greyhound fleet,
opens the way obviously for tieups with that
company and with motor transportation lines
generally. They may be sold the idea of carrying placards on their vehicles advertising the
picture, and effecting exploitation ideas at
the instance of the exhibitor. The exhibitor's
own use of hired buses for selling the film is
equally apparent.
The reasonably salable cast is headed by Lew
Ayres and June Knight, while in support are
chiefly Alan Dinehart, Minna Gombell and
Eugene Pallette. Ayres and Miss Knight handle the romance, and become involved in the
murder ; Pallette, with the assistance of Robert
McWade, takes care of the comedy, and the
melodrama bobs up here and there in the interests of greater excitement. The murder is by
no means a mystery affair, but it is left to
Ayres to reveal ingeniously to the law that Miss
Knight, under suspicion, could not have done
it, and that Dinehart could have — and did.
There is sufficient diversity of characterization
and general excitement.
Aboard are wealthy playboy Ayres, who,
sent to a Northwest lumber camp, chooses the
bus in avid pursuit of the accidentally encountered Miss Knight, who is involved with Dinehart. Dinehart travels with his wife. Miss
Gombell, though Miss Knight thought him unmarried. Pallette is the orating rotarian, who
describes the passing points of interest in loud
tones, and thereby gets on the nerves of
gouchy McWade. Alice White vamps the successive drivers for her fare, and when that
peters out goes to work on Pallette, who turns
out to be a bigamist.
The four-sided affair becomes complicated
when, at a Denver stop. Miss Gombell comes
upon Miss Knight and Dinehart. He kills his
wife with an arrow, and arranges the body as
part of a window display. Detectives swoop
down on the bus, and in a schoolhouse in an
Indian village, Dinehart throws suspicion on
Miss Knight, and Ayres does his mental calisthenics. Dinehart escapes with the bus and Miss
Knight, and an airplane is deliberately set
across the road. The crash sends the bus into
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AT ''CATHERINE"
"Catherine the Great" was hailed as
a masterpiece at its London preview
last week. It is magnificently mounted
and photographed and superbly acted,
with Elizabeth Bergner and Donglas
Fairbanks, Jr., reaching great heights.
It is a worthy successor to "The Privateclared
Lifetoof
VIII"powerful
and is debe Henry
even more
in
entertainment value. The film is a
beautiful production that drives home
Britain's challenge to the world. It
will amaze America. — Charman,
London.

the ditch, and Dinehart goes where all philanderers should go. The romance conclusion is as
anticipated.
It is lively action material with plenty of
attention-attracting exploitation possibility, and
is worth exhibitor effort in a punchy selling
campaign. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Directed by
Eddie Buzzell. Story by Stanley Rauh. Screen play
by Elmer Harris. Photography by George Robinson.
Release date, January 15, 1934. Running time, 78
minutes.
CAST
Norman
Lew Ayres
Sue
June Knight
May
Alice White
Steve
Alan Dinehart
Nita
Minna Gombell
Bronson
Eugene Pallette
Murphy
Arthur Vinton
The Grouch
Robert McWade
The Italian
Henry Armetta
Jim (bus driver)
Hugh Enfield
Sid
James Conlin
The Old Maid
Ara Haswell
The Sick Man
Dick Stevens
Toots
Peggy Terry
German Girl
Herta Lind
School Teacher
Jean Fen wick
Wife of Henpecked Man
Kay La Velle
Straightaway
( Columbia )
Drama
Straight action drama of the motor speedway,
leaning in the direction of the melodramatic,
"Straightaway" rates as lively entertainment
for youngsters and grownups.
Racing motors, crooked work on and off the
track, spills and crashes and incidental romance are woven into the film yarn, which
holds its pace from start to finish, with the
inevitable climax at the famous Indianapolis
speedway, where several kinds of races, including the automobile, are won in the interests
of entertainment and the right kind of conclusion.
Tim McCoy is the one — and only — name of
real strength for the marquee in the small cast.
The youngsters should respond to the McCoy
name, which indicates that the exhibitor should
lose no opportunity to tie in that name with the
thrill of the automobile races.
McCoy, with his brother, William Bakewell,
whom he is training as a driver, quit their employer when he asks McCoy to slow down in
a race in order that the son of the employer,
also in the race, may have the honor of finishing first. At the same race there is the indication that Francis McDonald, driving for the
father of Sue Carol, is not getting the most
out of the car he is handling. When that is
proved, with the aid of McCoy, McDonald is
fired, and McCoy is hired in his place. Miss
Carol's father builds a new car and McCoy
arranges that his brother should drive it while
he takes the other. The boy, Bakewell, burns
up the track in race after race and is hailed as
the boy-wonder. He asks Miss Carol to marry
him, but she, in love with McCoy, refuses him.

making him good material for the crooked McDonald to work on.
Before the race preliminary to the Indianapolis meeting, McDonald gets Bakewell drunk
and next day McCoy warns McDonald and his
employer's son, in their cars, to play straight
during the race. When they attempt to ride
Bakewell off the track McCoy rides McDonald
through the wall, both crashing. Before McDonald dies, he implicates McCoy, who is offered
the alternative
of to
pulling
Bakewell'shears
car
at Indianapolis,
or going
jail. Bakewell
of it and tries to save his brother, but McCoy
rides with him as mechanic, and forces him
to win in the expected kind of finish. Miss
Carol obtains a confession from one of the
conspirators, and McCoy is free to complete
the picture on the romantic note with her.
Action melodrama of the motor speedway, the
picture should be sold as just that, with an
extra effort to bring the youngsters in with a
promise of one of their popular stars in the
kind of thrill they like, as well as the adults
who like action in their rhotion pictures. Play
it at the
New
York.weekend as the best spot. — Aaronson,
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed by
Otto Brower. Story and screen play by Lambert
Hillyer. Assistant director, Frank Geraghty. Photography by Dan Clark. Sound engineer, Glenn Rominger. Film Editor, Otto Mayer. Assistant producer, Irving Briskin.
1933. Running
time, 60 Release
minutes. date', December 22,
CAST
"Tim"Reeves
Dawson
TimSue McCoy
Ann
Carol
Billy Dawson
William Bakewell
"Hobo"
Ward-Bond
Rogan
Francis McDonald
Pirate Treasure
(Universal)
Action Serial
One thing the exhibitor may assure his cusis thatserial.
they'll Richard
find an abundance
action intomersthis
Talmadge of
is the
hero and he does keep things moving, with
the aid of a generous assortment of villains.
The three first chapters bring forth little in
the way of unusual locale ; that is being reserved for the later episodes on the treasure
island itself. But the six opening reels do include flying leaps from rooftops and through
awnings, plungings from one speeding auto to
another, through a skylight down upon the
backs of the ruffians, and a ride in a careening
auto off a dock. The fact that the developments
are over-obvious in spots and may present a
problem mental
of credulity
doesofnotaction
alter and
the fundaaccomplishment
speed.
Lucille Lund enters into the spirit of it all as
the feminine interest. — Two-reel episodes.
Little Miss Mischief
(Vitaphone)
A splendid, and highly unusual subject, this
Splendid
depicts, with appropriate musical score and
complete absence of dialogue, the delightful
bits of mischief a baby girl falls into in a day
about the house. Mother and father are indicated only by feet, legs and hands, as baby with
her large black cat as companion, keeps mother
continuously on the jump. As she finally lies
asleep in her cradle, the subject ends. It is a
beautiful novelty, characterized by excellent
photography, and chiefly enhanced by reason
of the perfectly natural appearance and delightful "cuteness" of the child. Worth special billing.— Running time, 10 minutes.
Buddy's Show Boat
(Vitaphone)
Cartoon Action
There's not a dull moment in this Merrie
Melody cartoon comedy in which the Villain
literally bumps up against his just desserts.
He's bound up in a long elastic rope, one end
fastened to an electric switch, Buddy's pals
pulling the other end, and snapping him like
a7 suspender
minutes. against the sparks. — Running time,
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended January 20, 1934,
fronn I 13 houses in 19 major cities of the country, reached $1,169, 117, a decrease
of $1 16,782 from the total for the preceding calender week, ended January 13, when
116 theatres in 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,285,899.
(Copyright. 1933: Reproditciion of material from this department without credit to Motion Pictum Herald expressly forbidden)
Current Week
Picture

Theatres
Boston
Boston
Fenway
Keith's
Loew's State
Metropolitan
Paramount
BufFalo
Bufifalo
Century

Grois

Previous Week
Picture
Gross

2,900 25c-50c
1,800 30c-50c

"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.) 20,000
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.) and 9,000
"Olsen's Big Moment" (Fox)

"Fog" (Col.)
23,500
"Havana Widows" (F. N.) and.... 10,000
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)

3,500
3,700
4,350
1,800

"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's Baby Is Stolen" ....
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.) and
"Olsen's Big Moment" (Fox)

"Flying(2ndDown
week)to Rio" (Radio)....
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
"Havana Widows" (F. N.) and
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)

30c-50c
35c-50c
30c-65c
30c-50c

19,000
20,000
31,500
9,500

21,000
22,000
31,000
9,500

3,500 30c-55c
3,000 2Sc

■'Going Hollywood" (MGM)
13,500
"The World Changes" (F. N.) and 7,000
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)

22,000
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.).
"Havana Widows" (F. N.) and.. 6,800
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)

Great Lakes ....
Hippodrome
Lafayette
Chicago
Chicago
McVicker's
Oriental
Palace
Roosevelt
State-Lake
United Artists....

3,000 25c-40c
2,100 25c -40c
3,300 25c-35c

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Blood Money" (U. A.)
"Above the Clouds" (Col.)

13,800
12,000
7,500

"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(2nd week)
"Hoopla" (Fox)
'By Candlelight" (U.)

7,900
11,100
10,000

4,000
2,284
3,940
2,509
1,591
2,776
1.700

35c- 68c
30c-60c
30c-60c
35c-7Sc
25c-50c
20c-35c
30c-60c

"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)
"Master of Men" (Col.)
"Roman
(U. A.)
(4th Scandals"
week)

40,000
12,000
27,000
22,000
8,500
16,500
8,000

"Easy to Love" (W. B.)
"Convention City" (F. N.)
"Design
Living" (Para.)
(3rd for
week)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)....
"Goodbye Love" (Radio)
"Roman(3rd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week)

55,000
14,000
11,000
27,000
8,000
18,000
16,000

Cleveland
Allen

;.30O

20c -40c

"Blood Money" (U. A.)

2,800

"Bombay Mail" (U.)

"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"His
Double
"Smoky"
(Fox)Life" (Para.) and..

4,700
18,000
11,000
4,000

"I Was a Spy" (Fox)

2,000

Hippodrome
RKO Palace
State
Stilhnan
Warner's Lake...

3,800
3.100
3.400
1,900

30c-44c
30c-75c
30c-44c
25c -35c

800 25c-35c

3,500
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)..
20,500
5,800
"Rainbow
Over Broadway"....
(Chesterfield)
"Design for Living" (Para.) 10,000
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.) and 4,100
'Sixteen Fathoms Deep" (Monogram)
"Horseplay"
Night" (U.) (U.) and "King for a 2,500

Denver
Aladdin

1,500 25c-40c

"One Man's Journey" (Radio).... 3,500

'Morning Glory" (Radio)

Denham

1,500 25c-40c

"Girl Without a Room" (Para.).. 6.000

"Design for Living" (Para.).

3,500
6,000

Denver
Orpheum
Paramount

2,500 25c-50c
2,600 25c -40c
2,000 25c-40c

"Roman(2ndScandals"
(U. A.)
week-5 days)
"Convention
Citv"
(F.
N.)
(25c-50c)
"Rafter(3 days)
Romance" (Radio)
"Midshipman
(4 days) Jack" (Radio)

6,000
14,000
1.050
1,700

'Roman Scandals" (U. A.).
(1st week)
"Ann Vickers" (Radio)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM).

17,500
11,000
5,500

2,750

15c •40c

"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)

6,100

"The (2nd
Invisible
week) Man" (U.)

, 2,7Q0
5,100

15c-S0c
15c-50c

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)

4,000
. 3,000
State
United Artists.. . 2,000

25c -50c
25c -50c
25c -50c

"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)..
(15c-50c)
16,500
"From Headquarters" (W. B.)
4,100
(15c-50c)
"Dinner at Eight' (MGM)
8.500

Detroit

Fox

5,200
19,700

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)...
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio).
"Convention City" (F. N.).
"Blood(15c-40c)
Money" (U. A.)
(15c-40c)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.).
(3rd week) (15c-50c)

5,300
23,600
5,600
20,500
3,200
5,100

High covers
andperiodLow
Gross1933.)
(Tabulation
from January,
High 1-13-34 "Fog"
Low 3-11 "Topaze"
High 1-14 "Island of Lost Souls" and I
"Billion Dollar Scandal"
|
Low 7-29 "Arizona
"She Had totoBroadway"
Say Yes" and ))
High 12-2 "Little Women"
Low 3-11 "When Strangers Marry"....
High
1-7 "Men
"Strange
Low 3-11
MustInterlude"
Fight"
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 2-25 "Dangerously
Yours" and )(
"Deception"
Low 8-12 "Mary
Stevens,
"Flying Devils" M.D." and J)

23,500
11,000
15,000
6,000
28,000
12,000
23,000
11,000
44,500
26,500
17,000
8,000

High 12-9 "Dajclng Lady"
Low 3-25 "Our Betters"
High 8-12 "Easy
"Forgotten
Men" and j)
Millions"
Low 12-16 "Day
"Solitaire
Man"
of Reckoning" and j1
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 4-15 "Rome Express"
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels"
High 12-20 "Counsellor at Law"
Low 12-23 "Myrt and Marge"

31,000
9,800
8,000
3,500
27,200
5,400
16,100
5,100
15,200
4,800

High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High 10-14 "Too Much Harmony" ....
Low 7-1 "The Woman I Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 10-14 "Penthouse"
Low 3-4 "Luxury Liner"
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain" ....
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding"

75,000
22,000
20,000
5,000
50,000
10,000
37,000
14,000
16,000
6,200
18,000
4,500
27,000
6,800

High 11-11 "Private Life of Henry VIH"
Low 3-4 "Exposure"
"Infernal Machine" and |
)
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"....
High 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
High 12-2 "Little Women"
Low 8-19 "No Marriage Ties"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk"
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 11-18 "Hell
"StageandMother"
and |7
High Water"
High 10-28 "Footlight Parade"
Low 12-30 "Jimmy and Sally"

12,000
1,800
30,000
2,900
26,000
4,200
26,000
5,000
9,000
2,500
10,000
1,500

High
2-25 "Smoke
"Cavalcade"and ) 10,000
Low 4-8
"BroadwayLightning"
Bad"
j
16,000
2,500
High
10-28
"I'm
No
Angel"
Low 6-3 "Mussolini Speaks" "Night of 1
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" ]
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
17,500
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
3,000
High
3-4 "Zoo
"42ndin Street"
1,950
Low 6-10
Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
18,500
7.000
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
3,750
2,000
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties".
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole" .
High 3-18
1-28"Secret
"SilverofDollar"
Low
Madame Blanche"
High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner. Sing"
Low 5-15 "After
Ball" and J1
"Afraid the
to Talk"
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low
High 7-1
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days)..
Low 1-13-34 "Blood Money"
High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain" ....
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Cross"....

16,500
3,700
15,400
3,100
32,300
23,700
24.100
17,400
3,200
5,400
7,300
4,100
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Previous Week

Current Week

Theatres

HERALD

Picture

Gross Picture

2,500 50c-$1.6S
3,000 25c-55c

"Little(4thWomen"
week) (Radio)
"By Candlelight" (U.)

17,500
5,000

W. B. Hollywood 3,000 25c-40c

"Convention City" (F. N.)

14,000

7,330
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.).. 15,000

1,100 25c-40c
2,800 25c-40c

"Frontier
Marshal" (Fox)
(20c-40c)
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)

2,000
3,500

'Counsellor at Law" (U.)
2,500
"Private
(U. Life
A.) of Henry VIIF'.... 4,000

Indiana

3.100 20c-40c

Palace

3.000 23c-40c

"House(4 days)
on 56th Street" (W. B.).. 3,500
"Bedside" (F. N.)
(3 days)
"Bombay Mail" (U.)
4,500
"Fugitive
Lovers" (MGM)
9,000
(25c-55c)

"The (4World
days) Changes" (F. N.).... 3,500
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
(3 days)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
4,500
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
4,000
(2nd week)

3,049 25c-40c

"Counsellor at Law" (Radio)

"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)

Midland

4,000

Newman

1,800 25c-40c

"Roman(7
"Eight(6

Uptown

2,000 25c-40c

"I Am Suzanne" (Fox)

3,600

"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
(2nd week)

4,000

1,610 25c-40c
800 40c -50c

"Road to Ruin" (First Div.)
"Waltz(2ndTime"
week) (Gaumont-British)
"I Am Suzanne" (Fox)
(4th week-4 days)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"The Last Round-Up" (Para.)....
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Fm (2nd
No Angel"
week) (Para.)

1,800
1,500

4,500
1,850

895
16,000
23,725
5,850
13,000

"Convention City" (F. N.)

12,000

"Elysia"
(7th (Foy)
week)
"Waltz Time" (Gaumont-British)..
(1st week)
and "Film Parade" (Blackton)
"I Am(3rdSuzanne"
week) (Fox)
"Dancing
Lady" (MGM)
(2nd week)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
"Flying(2ndDown
week) to Rio" (Radio)....
"Roman(2ndScandals"
(U, A.)
week-4 days)
"I'm No Angel"
(Para.)
(1st week-3 days)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)..

"Kennel Murder Case" (W. B.)....
"Design for Living" (Para.)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Waltz Time" (Gaumont-British)..

1,700
9,000
6,000
6,000
3,000

Hollywood
Chinese
Pantages

Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

Kansas City
Mainstreet

Los Angeles
Criterion
Filmarte

Four Star
900
Loew's
State
2,416
-40c
Paramount
.... 3,596
RKO
2,700
United Artists .. 2,100

25c

50c-75c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c -40c
25c-40c

W. B. Downtown 3,400 25c-40c

6,000

Scandals"
A.)^show) 20,000
days
and Sat.(U.midnite
Girls ainndSat.
a Boat"
(Para.)show)
. . 5,900
days
midnite

Minneapolis
Lyric
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum..
State
World

1,238
4,009
2,900
2,300
400

Montreal
Capitol

2,547 25c-75c

"Dancing Lady" (MGM)

Imperial
Loew's

1,914 25c-50c
3,115 25c-75c

"Pour Etre Aime" (French) 1,800
'Should(2ndLadies
week")Behave?" (MGM).. 10,500

Palace

2,600 2Sc-75c

Princess

2,272 25c-65c

"Oily Yesterday" (U.) and
11,000
"Love,(15c-75c)
Honor, and Oh, Baby!" (U.)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.) and.... 6,500
"Master of Men" (C^ol.) (3rd week)

New York
Astor
Capitol
Hollywood
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto

1,012 55c-$2.20
4,700 35c-$1.65
1,543 25c-85c
2,300 35c-85c
2.500 25c-75c
3,700 35c-99c
2,200 40c-65c

"Queen(4thChristina"
(MGM)
week)
"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
"Disraeli"
(W.B.)
(Reissue)
"Myrt and Marge" (U.)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
(3 days')
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)..
"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)....

17,800
,32,876
4.200
1,800
9,300
36,800
14,000

Pivoli

2,200 35c-99c

"Roman(4th Scandals"
week)

17.100

20c-25c
25c-40c
20c-40c
25c-40c
25c-75c

(U.A.)

12,000

"Little(3rdWomen"
week) (Radio)
"Women in His Life" (MGM).

Gross
19,250

11,000

"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
12,200
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"House(7 on
(W_. B.)...
days56thandStreet"
Sat. midnite
show) 6,000

2,433
15,000
22,000
5,400
10,500

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1933.)
High 9-9
Low 4-1
High
1-7
Low 2-18

"Dinner at Eight"...
"King Kong"
"Handle With
"'Vampire
Bat" Care".
and
"Devil's
Playground"
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 4-15 "Grand Slam"

36,655
14,600
13,000
26,000
. 4,100
8,975

High 2-18 "State Fair"
12,000
Low 1-20-34 "Frontier Marshal"
High 8-19 "She Had to Say Yes".... 7,000
Low 3-4 "The(2nd
Signrun)of the Cross"
2,000
15,000
2,500
High
3-25 "Parachute
Jumper"
Low 1-20-34
"House
on 56th
Street" 1f
and "Bedside"
3,500
11.000

High
Low
High
Low

7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"...
8-12
12-16 "Tugboat
"Women Annie"
in His Life".

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
5-20 "Sweepings"
1-7 "Strange Interlud.e"
4-15 "Perfect Understanding"
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
S-27 "Picture Snatcher"
1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch"
7-1 "Lilly Turner"

30,000
20,000
4,900
2,800
8,500
1,600

High
Low
High
Low

12-2 "Elysia"
1-20-34 "Road to Ruin"
11-25 "Emperor Jones"
9-9 "The Rebel"

12,000
1,800
3,950
1,800

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
3-11 "Dangerously Yours" ...
1-7
of Her
Own".
3-18 "No
"KingManof the
Jungle"...
1-7
"Animal
Kingdom"
9-30 "Brief Moment"
10-21 "Hello,
"The Bowery"
1-28
Everybody" ...

28,300
30,000
10,000
8,000
11,600
1,700
21,000
3,900

3,000
9,500
3,500
21,000
4,000

13,000

High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 12-23 "From Headquarters"
19,000
and "Disraeli"
"Blood Money" (U. A.)
1,200 High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing"..
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
8,000
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
9,000 High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
3,000
10,000
Low
12-23
"Sitting
Pretty"
14,000
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio) 5,500 High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
7,500
1,000
3-11 "Cynara"
3,000
"I Am Suzanne" (Fo.x)
6,000 Low
High 3-11
4-29 "King
"Cavalcade"
3,500
Low
of
the
Tungle"
"The (2nd
Red week)
Head" (French)
3,500 High 1-13-34 "Tlie Red Head"
8,000
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen". . . . 3,500
13,500
1,000
"Her
Cliristopher 11,000 High 12-2 "Private Life of Henry VIII"
Bean" Sweetheart,
(MGM)
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain MyWidows"
and
\
Heart" J
"Pour Etre Aime" (French) 2,000 High 1-7 "Enlevez-Moi" and "Cain"
7,500
(1st week)
7-8 "Les Bleus d'Araour"
4,000
"Hoopla" (Fox)
10,500 Low
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu".. 14,590
(lSc-75c)
Low 9-30 "Turn
Back
the
Clock"
and
}
"Emergency Call" ) 1,500
"Little Women" (Radio)
10,500 High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross".. 15,500
(2nd week)
Low 12-23 "IandLoved
a Woman" j) 7,500
"Female"
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.) and.. 9,000 High 1-7 "Speed
"The KidDemon"
From Spain" and |)
'Master of Men" (Col.) (2nd week)
9,000
Low 12-23 "Sing.
Sinner,
Sing" f) 12,000
and "The Chief"
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
(3rd week)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(2ndatweek)
"House on 56th Street" (W.B.)..
(6th week)
"Before Midnight" (Col.)
"Bombay Mail" (U.)
"Design
Living" (Para.)
(2ndforweek)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
(2nd week-5 days)
■Roman
(U. A.)
(3rd Scandals"
week)

18,700
41,533
5,816
7,000
11,500
39,600
11,000
24.832

High 9-2 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 3-25 "The White Sister"
High 12-9 "Dancing Lady" (8 days)....
Low 9-30 "Solitaire Man"
High 9-1 "Voltaire"
Low 1-20-34 "Disraeli" (Reissue)
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marrv"
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
High
5-20 "Destination
"Forgotten Men"
Low 4-15
Unknown" and )
"The Fighting President" f
High
12-30
"Roman
Scandals"
Low 8-5 "The Rebel"

21,000
5,000
14,559
66,653
21.210
25,868
4,200
24,750
4,900
16,150
4,500
83.450
15,600
22,500
5.800
48,000
7,200
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Oklahoma C?ty
Capitol
1.200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-S6c
Liberty
1,500 10c-36c

—

January

CONT'D

Previous Week

Current Week

New York (Continued)
RKO Center
3,700 2Sc-SSc
RKO Music Hall. 5,945 3Sc-fl.65
Raxy
6,200 25c-S5c
Strand
3.000 25c-$1.10

HERALD

Gross

27,

I 934

1

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1S33.)

Picture

Gross Picture

"Flying(2ndDown
week)to Rio" (Radio)....
"Man of Two Worlds" (Radio)....
"I Was a Spy" (Fox)
"Easy to Love" (F.N.)

10,900
58,000
30,500
9,271

"Flying(1stDown
week) to Rio" (Radio)....
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Lady (2nd
Killer"
week)(W. B.)

12,000
68,800
28,200
14,505

High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
71,267
Low 7-1 "Adorable" and "Supernatural" 7,592
High 11-25 "Little Women"
109,000
Low 6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession"... 44,938
High 11-25 "The Invisible Man"
42,000
Low 1-28 "Air Hostess"
9,100
High 10-14 "Footlight Parade"
55.190
Low 12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"
6,850

1,800
6,500
1,100
900
2,500

"After Tonight" (Radio)
"Little Women" (Radio)
"Frontier
Marshall" (Fox)
(4 days)
"Bombay
Mail" (U.)
(3 days)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)

2,000
8,500
1,200
900
3,500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"
11-18 "College Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
"The Fourth
Death Horseman"
Kiss" and )
)
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11-18 "One Man's Journey"
12-30 "Havana
"The World
(Changes" and Jj
Widows"
6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
4-29 "Sweepings"
7-22 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
6-10 "Reunion in Vienna"
6-3 "Peg
O' Understanding"
My Heart" and )f
"Perfect
12-9 "Hoopla"
and
))
"Manhattan Tower"

10,750
3,500
16,500
5,000
13.250
5.800
7.500
«.500

Midweit
Omaha
Brandeis

1,500 10c-56c

"The World Changes" (F. N.)....
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)....
"The (4Bigdays)
Shakedown" (F. N.)....
"I Was(3 days)
a Spy" (Fox)
"Massacre" (F. N.)

1,200 2Sc-3Sc

"A Man's Castle" (Col.)

3,750

Orpheum

3,000 25c-40c

8,000

Paramount
World

2,900 25c-40c
2,500 25c-3Sc

"Counsellor at Law" (U.) and
"Berkeley Square" (Fox)
"Going Hollywood" (MOM)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(6 days) (25c-40c) (2nd run)

"Flying(2ndDown
week-5to Rio"
days) (Radio) 3,000
"House(25c-50c)
on S6th Street" (W. B.).. 7,000

7,750
3,250

"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Lady Chief"
Killer"(MGM)
(W. B.) and
"The

8,500
5,500

"Roman(4th Scandals"
(U. A.)
week-4 days)
"Alice(6 indays)
Wonderland" (Para.)...
"Little(3rdWomen"
week-8 (Radio)
days)
"Bombay
Mail" (U.)
(6 days)
"Orient Express" (Fox)
(6 days)
"By (Znd
Candlelight"
(U.)
week-6 days)
"Mr. (6Skitch"
(Fox)
days)
"Flying(6 days)
Down to Rio" (Radio)....
"Convention
(6 days) City" (F. N.)

4,000
3,800
14,000
33,000
15,000
3,200
7,000
11,000
7,500

"Roman(3rd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week-6 days)
"Sitting Pretty" (Para.)
days) (25c-40c)
"Little(6 Women"
(Radio)
(2nd week-6 days)
"Above(6 the
Qouds"
(Col.)
days)
"I Am(2ndSuzanne"
(Fox)
week-6 days)
"By Candlelight" (U.)
(1st week-6 days)
"Wine,(Chadwick)
Women and
Song"
(4 days)
"Dancing
Lady"
(MGM)
(2nd week-6 days)
"White(6 Woman"
(Para.)
days)

11,500
2,000
24,000
23,000
18,500
6,000
3,000
11,000
7,200

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days)....
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High 8-5
4-22"F."Cavalcade"
Low
P. 1"
High 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Aim Qirver's Profession"..
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

18.000
4.800
6.500
1,500
30,000
8,000
33,000
10,000
29,000
13.000
7,700
2,500
11,500
4,500
32,500
9,000
10,000
4,000

"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
"Right to Romance" (Radio)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox) and. ..
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(2ndatweek)

6,500
3,500
2,500
5,000

"Fugitive
"S. O. S. Lovers"
Iceberg" (MGM)
(U.) and
'Flying
Down
to
Rio"
(Radio)...
(2nd week)
"Mary Stevens, M. D." (W. B.)..
"Design
for Living"(Fox)
(Para.) and..
"Orient Express"

5,700
4,000
2,000
4,000

5,000

"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(1st atweek)

5,800

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11,000
3,500
14,000
1,00
14,000
1,600
12.000
3,500

3,000
14,0(K)

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
KarltQs
Keith'*
Stanley
Stanton

1,300
600
2,400
2.000

40c-65c
25c-50c
40c-6Sc
40c-6Sc

1.000
2,000
3.700
1.700

30c-50c
2Sc-40c
40c-65c
30c-55c

Portland, Ore.
Broadway ...... 1512 2Sc-40c
Music Box
3,000 25c-40c
Oriental
2.040 25c-35c
Panmonnt
3,006 25c-40c
United Artists
San Francisco
nimarte
Fox

945 25c-40c
1,400
4.600

25c-40c
10c-35c

"The (2nd
Red week)
Head" (Ind.)
1,600
"Fury
of the(U.)
Jungle" (Col.) and 12,000
"Horseplay"

"The (1st
Red week)
Head" (Ind.)
"Emperor
Jones"
A.) and
"Riders of Destiny"(U.(Monogram)

Golden Gate .... 2,800
Orpheum
3.000

25c-40c
15c -40c

14,000
5,000

"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio) 14,500
(2nd week)
"Cross
Cruise" fU.) and 7,000
"Ace of Country
Aces" (Radio)

Paramount
2,670
United Artists .. 1,200
Warfield
2,700

:Sc-55c
2Sc-50c
25c-90c

"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
"Women in His Life" (MGM) and
"Rafter Romance" (Radio)
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)..
and "Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
"Roman Scandals" (U.A.)
(4th week)
"Lady (1st
Killer"
week) (W.B.)

8,000
7,000
19,000

"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen" 9,000
(Para.) and "As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
13,000
(3rd week)
"Dancing
Lady"
(MGM)
20,000
(2nd week)

Seattle
Blae Mouse . .. 9S0
Fifth Avenue .. 2,750

2Sc-50c
2Sc-S5c

"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.).. 3,500
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
9,000

"Private Life of Henry VHI"
(U. A.) (2nd week)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

3,750
8,250

Liberty
Ueiic Box
Orpheum

2,000
950
2,500

10c-2Sc
25c-50c
2Sc-50c

"Cross Country Cruise" (U.) and ,'',500
"Sixteen Fathoms Deep" (Monogram)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.).. 4,000
"Convention City" (F. N.) and
6,000
"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen" (Para.)

"The Thundering Herd" (Para.) and 4,250
"His Private Secretary" (Showmens)
"Flying(2ndDown
week)to Rio" (Radio) 3,600
"Smoky"
(Fox)
"From Headquarters"
(F. N.) and 6,500

Paramount
Rooty

3,050
2,275

2Sc-50c
25c -50c

"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM) 4,500
and "Orient Express" (Fox)
'Beloved" (U.)
4,500

"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
(2nd run) (2Sc-5Sc)
(6 days)
"Bombay
Mail" (U.)

4,000
4,000

1-21 "Frisco Jenny"
3-11 "What I No Beer?"
12-9 "No
"LittleMoreWomen"
5-13
Orchids"
10-14 "Rafter Romance"
11-18 "College Coach"
11-18"Walls
"The of
WayGold"
to Love"
12-2
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Madame Butterfly"

8,500
1,600

High 10-7 "Eat 'Em Alive"
6,300
Low 4-22 "Holzapfel Knows Everything" 1,300
High 4-8 "Should
a Woman
and "Speed
Demon" Tell?" J) 15,500
Low 9-9 "Important
Witness" and j1 7,000
"Sensation Hunters"
High 2-11 "The Mummy"
25,500
Low 10-21 "My Woman"
8,000
High 10-14 "Ladies Must Love"
15,000
Low 1-20-34 "Women
in
His
Life"
1
and "Rafter Romance" J 5,000
High 10-28 "Pm No Angel"
40,000
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
7,000
High
12-30
"Roman
Scandals"
17,000
Low 8-26 "The Wrecker"
4,000
High 1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
26,000
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake".... 10,000
High
12-9 "The
"Little
Women"
Low 8-19
Rebel"
High
8-5
"Tugboat
Low 3-18 "From Hell toAnnie"
Heaven" and I
"Secret of Madame Blanche" )
High
7-19 "Uptown
"What Price
Low 6-24
New Innocence?"..
York"
High 11-11 "Footlight Parade"
Low 12-23 "If
I Were Free^'
(6 days)
High 10-21 "Bureau of Missing Persons"
Low 12-16 "Aggie Appleby, Maker of \
Men" and "The Mad (3ame" )
High 1-13-34
1-7 "A"Dancing
Farewell Lady"
to Arms"
Low
(2nd run)
High
10-28
"Ladies
Must
Love"
Low 12-9 "A Man's Castle"

8,500
2,500
19,250
5,000
5,500
3,000
8,000
3,250
9,000
5,000
9,500
4,000
14,000
4.000

m

c

0

\

b>0
I Am

wt
Suzanne!
ith

LILIAN
And "Cavalcade"

holds

the Radio City Music Hail
attendance

record

GENE

HARVEY
RAYMOND

LESLIE

BANKS

Podrecca's Piccoli Marionettes. Story and screen
play by Edwin Justus Mayer and Rowland V.
Lee. Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
JESSE

L. LASKY

Production
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Board's

National
Annual

PICTURE

Gathering

For

Feb.

8-9

"Times and the Films" will be the keynote of discussion at the tenth annual conference of the National Board of Review,
to be held at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New
York, starting on the morning of Thursday,
February 8, and adjourning with the nineteenth annual luncheon on Saturday, February 10, which Sol A. Rosenblatt will attend.
The complete program follows :
Thursday, February 8 :
10:00 A.M. Warner Brothers' Private Theatre, 10th floor, 325 West 44th Street. Meeting with the review committee of the National Board to review an unreleased film.
2 :00 P. M. Registration, Hotel Pennsylvania,
Seventh Avenue and 32nd Street.
2 :30 P. M. Topic : "A Quarter Century of
Organized
Motion Picture
Saluta,tion
by presiding
officer:Interest."
Prof. LeRoy
E. Bowman, Child Study Association of
America, executive committee. National
Board of Review.
"The National Board of Review — Its
Functions,
Today" —National
Wilton
A. Barrett,Yesterday
executive and
secretary,
Board of Review.
"The Problems of Motion Picture Review— How It Should Focus in Order to
Reflect Public Opinion and Perform the
Necessary
Critical
Function"
Frances
Taylor
Patterson,
instructor
in —photoplay
composition, Columbia University.
"The Films and the Community — What
Has Been, and Can Be, Accomplished, and
How to Organize a Community for a
Specific Purpose" — Isabelle Kennedy, secretary of the Federation of Social Agencies, Pittsburgh.
"The Supporting Church Interest in
Community
Picture
Organization"
— Dr. Worth Motion
M. Tippy,
executive
secretary,
Department of the Church and Social Service, Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America.
"The Response of the Producer to the
Cooperative
Public Effort" — A prominent
industry representative.
8 :30 P. M. Special Conference showing of an
unreleased film. Auspices, Committee on
Exceptional Photoplays, National Board of
Review.
Friday, February 9:
10 A.M. Hotel Pennsylvania. Topic: "Motion
Picture Research and Appreciation." Presiding officer: Dr. A. A. Brill, executive
committee. National Board of Review.
"What Can Research Prove?" — Dr.
Frederic M. Thrasher, associate professor
of
educational sociology. New York University.
"How Research Can be Related to the
Community Effort Pertaining to Motion
Pictures" — Mrs. Marguerite E. Schwarzman, director, The Children's Laboratories
and Instructor, New York University, Institute of Education.
"Motion Picture Appreciation in the
High Schools" — William Lewin, chairman,
Committee on Photoplay Appreciation, The
National Council of Teachers of English.
"The Writers' Viewpoint on Films in
Relation to Children" — To be announced.
"The Place of Research in Visual Instruction"— Dr. F. Dean McClusky, first
vice-president, Department of Visual Instruction, National Education Association,
Director, Scarborough School.
12:45 P.M. Nineteenth Annual Luncheon, Hotel Pennsylvania. Toastmaster: Dr. George
W. Kirchwey, chairman. National Board
of Review. Special speakers : Bishop Fran-

The chart, based on Motion Picture Herald's weekly tab'jiation of box-office
grosses, compares the business done in the three-weeks period from the week
ending December 30, 1933, to the week of January 13, 1934, indicated by the
black bars, with the previous three-weeks period from December 9 to December
23, 1933, represented by the shaded bar at 100 per cent.
cis J. McConnell, of New York, leading
churchman and educator. Hon. Sol A.
Rosenblatt, NRA Administrator of the
motion picture code. John Collier, commissioner. Bureau of Indian Affairs, one
of the founders and first secretary of the
National Board of Review. Other speakers
prominent on the stage and screen and in
national life.
8 :30 P. M. Guest showing of a special film
to
delegates by Committee on Exceptional
Photoplays.
Saturday, February 10 :
10:00 A.M. Hotel Pennsylvania. Presiding
officer: Isabelle Kennedy. Conference Business: (a) Summary. (b) Resolutions,
Round Table Discussion, conducted by
leaders from the community field.
Paramount Injunction
Suit is Transferred
The injunction suit to restrain Paramount
from continuing to lease and exhibit "Alice
in Wonderland" has been transferred from
the supreme court in New York to the
federal court, on application of the defendant. The court has permitted Samuel Kantrowich, plaintiff, to apply to the federal
court to. have it returned, however.
Mr. Kantrowich claims to own the right
to use the name for motion picture purposes. He declared it had been taken originally by William M. Young, who made a
film of "Alice in Wonderland" in 1914.
Warners Planning Benefit
The Warner Bros. Artists Bureau is lining up talent for the annual all-star benefit
for
the
Milk Poor,
and Eggto League
Tubercular
be heldof atNewtheY ork's
New
Amsterdam Theatre January 28. Jack
Pearl, Eddie Cantor, George M. Cohan, Abe
Lyman, George Jessel, Bob Hall, Joe Penner, Milton Berle, Ed Sullivan and "The
Voice of Experience" are among the headliners of the stage, screen and radio to appear.

Loezv

Consolidates

4 Radio

Stations

Loew's. Inc., last week took steps to
strengthen its position in the field of radio
broadcasting with the consolidation of four
New York stations into one, all operating
under station WHN. On Thursday three
former stations, two of which have been
under Loew control for eight years, in addition to WHN, which Loew's has owmed
for ten years, virtually ceased to exist. They
are stations WRNY, WQAO and WPAP.
months
WRNY ago.
was bought by Loew's about six
Under the new set-up, which is under the
direct supervision of Major Edward Bowes,
a director of both Loew's and its production subsidiary, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the
program schedule will consist largely of
music.
It is Major Bowes' idea to get away from
the stereotyped radio program. In addition, the usual form of commercial announcements from advertisers will be completely eliminated and programs are to be
arrangedselves by
the outside
station interference
executives themwith no
from
advertising agencies.
One of the features of the program is a
15-minute talk twice a day on highlights
of the programs playing at the 61 Loew
theatres in Greater New York. In the afternoon 15 minutes is devoted to news from
the
wood.Metro-GoldAvyn-Mayer studios in HollyOfficers of the station, beside Major
Bowes, are R. T. Kidder, in charge of
sales : G. R. Wyndham, chief engineer : Lester Edwards, public relations counsel, and
Perry Charles ( who acts as director of programs.

ASIA'S

FIERCEST

CLASH

CLYDE

IN

JUNGLE

MORTAL

BEASTS

COMBAT

E.

DEVIL

ELLIOTT
director
''BRING

TIGER

of
eyes like balls of
fire . . . fangs like
murderous daggers

'EM

ALIVE"
BACK
surpasses himself in
this roaring torrent
of sensational excitement!

ACTUAL

. . . powerful, crafty,
terror-inspiring . . .
mad with thirst for
human blood.

SIGHTS

THRILLS...

15

!!!

. . . ACTUAL

HITHERTO

SOUNDS

UNWITNESSED

TREMENDOUS

THRILLS

. . . UNPARALLELED
BY

ANY

LIVING

MAN

REAL

!!!!!

GENUINE!!

Three lone humans. ..in
Asia's darkest jungles
. . . pitting their puny
strength against a
maelstrom of ferocious
beasts. Snarling tigers
...breath-crushing
pythons . . . steel - jawed
crocodiles . . . lions . . .
hyenas... bears. . . giant
lizards . . . leopards . . .
other animals... knowing one law; Kill or be
killed!

THE

RAVES

mm

BEGIN:

"This travel film is a pip for
thrilling animal combats in the
jungle. There are so many exCINCH

ploitation angles that IT'S A
TO CORRAL THE

CUSTOMERS with just a little
smash. Clyde Elliott made this
film in the heart of tropical
Asia. IT'S A SWELL FILM
AND ONE OF THE BEST OF
ITS KIND."

says M. P. DAILY

AUTHENTIC!
From

the black heart

of Asia's
jungles
amazing
at death

impenetrable
comes this
saga of beasts
grips in the

struggle for life. You
hear their actual
CIRCUS
FOR

A

IT

SMASH

CLEAN-UP!
Plaster the town with posters!
Smack the newspapers with
big ads! Flood the dailies with
publicity! Turn your front into
a jungle! Daze the town with
stunts! FOR HERE YOU
HAVE THE GREATEST
ANIMAL SENSATION YET
MADE...AN UNSTOPPABLE

battle cries re-echo
through the forest . . .
sounds that haunt you
for days!
Directed

by

CLYDE

E.

ELLIOTT
director
"BRING

of
'EM

MOP-UP!

oroduc

production

Edited by Trumem
Talley
ALIVE"
BACK
Story by James O. Spearing.
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SHORT
PLAYING

CHICAGO
Efforts are under way to have Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt spend a day in
Chicago on his return from the West Coast
about a week hence. Mr. Rosenblatt passed
through town last Friday on his way to Hollywood and a delegation consisting of Jack Miller, Eddie Silverman and Emil Stern met him
at the station. While waiting for the Chief to
pull out, he was whisked to the Stevens Hotel
where he talked informally with visitors.
V
The sister of Steve Montgomery, country
sales manager at United Artists, was buried
in Elgin last week.
V
Bill Weinshenker of the Judell Milwaukee
office has been getting a great kick out of
saying hello to friends along the Row while
spending a week here in connection with the
new Judell ComiColor cartoons.
V
When the Universal building lobby became
packed last Monday on account of a heavy
rain around noontime, the Judell office put on
a quick screening of the first of the Comics
and a packed house took advantage of the
chance to sit down and see the film while waiting for the rain to stop.
V
Andy Dietz of the St. Louis Majestic office
was in town for conferences with Percy Barr.
Dietz has just been appointed supervisor over
the Chicago, Minneapolis and St. Louis Majestic branches by Herman Gluckman.
V
Si Griever has acquired distribution in this
territory of "Savage Gods."
V
Roy Alexander has taken over the Tivoli
theatre at Gary, Ind.
V
The name of the Lyric theatre at 718 W.
47th street has been changed to the Showbock
and the house taken over by Joe Alexander.
V
Aaron Saperstein was all prepared to put on
some fireworks at the national Allied directors'

High

Speed

^ 231/2 flours LA. to N.Y.— overnight to many important points makes
Air Express the country's fastest shipping service. Direct connections to
85 principal cities over the country's
leading air routes are supplemented
by fast, coordinated rail service to

VIA
RAILWAV RPRESS
uanct

meeting in the East over the attitude of some
local exchanges on the 10 per cent elimination
clause.
A record crowd turned out for the United
Artists
Sten. trade showing of "Nana," starring Anna
HOLpUIST

FoX'

Educational

Leaders

Discuss

Fewer
One-Reels
The sales and executive heads of the FoxEducational interests met at the home ofSce
in New York last week to outline the first
tentative numerical draft of short subject
product for 1934-35, and the principal discussion centered around the advisability of
reducing the number of one-reel subjects
in the new season. Present at the session,
held last Wednesday afternoon, were John
D. Clark, Fox distribution chief; E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational, and
Jack Skirball, of Educational.
Although Educational has an exclusive
franchise to supply the Fox distribution machinery with short subjects, Fox Movietonews this season contributed two groups
of single reelers : Magic Carpets and Thrills
of a Newsreel Cameraman. This arangement was said to be by mutual consent.
However, with the trend growing toward a
reduction in the number of single reelers, it
appears that both Movietonews and Educational will each have fewer one-reel subjects on the Fox release schedule in 1934-35.
Mr. Hammons on Tuesday denied reports
that
where.Educational intends to distribute else-

27,
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PRODUCT
BROADWAY

Week of January 20
CAPITOL
Davy Jones' Locker
MGM
HOLLYWOOD
Italy, the Old and the New. Vifaphone
Easy Aces
Vitaphone
Isham Jones and Orchestra . Vitaphone
MAYFAIR
Meeting Mazie
Universal
March of the Years — No. S.Columbia
PARAMOUNT
Soclc-A-Bye Baby
Paramount
Jumping Giants
Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
On Approval
RKO Radio
Moorish Spain
RKO Radio
RIALTO
Sock-A-Bye Baby
Paramount
Gold Nuggets
Paramount
Hollywood on Parade-No. 7. Paramount
RIVOLI
Mickey Shanghaied
United Artists
Hinoner
RKO Radio
ROXY
Chicken
Universal
The Inventors
Educational
STRAND
Nervous Hands
Vitaphone
The Mississippi
Vitaphone
Little Miss Mischief Vitaphone
Pine Succeeds Flinn
William Pine, of the Paramount Coast
staff, will replace John C. Flinn, now Code
Authority ploitation
secretary,
exdepartmentinatthethecompany's
home office.
William Thomas, Mr. Pine's assistant, will
have charge of the Coast office, but Mr. Pine
will supervise both offices.
Jacob Genell Dead

... Low

Rotes

23,000 other Railway Express Agency
points. Low rates include pick-up and
delivery in leading cities and duplicate receipts give a positive check
on both shipment and delivery of all
shipments. Call your Railway Express
Agent for full details on rates and
Hme schedules.

1
Division • Railway Express Agency, Inc.

Jacob Genell, 45, a former New York
exhibitor, died last week. He was formerly
a partner in the Genell, Pekelner and Horowitz circuit. He is survived by his widow
and two daughters.
Kandel Buys Picture
M. J. Kandel, president of Ideal Pictures
Corporation,
has bought
Ghosts,"
three-reeler produced
by "Golden
Bob Tansey
and
A. Lane. The film will be distributed in the
state rights market.
Garrett Gets Cuba Post
Charles Garrett, formerly connected with
Pathe in the United States, has been aptures inpointed
Cuba.representative for RKO Radio PicTrans Lux To Pay Dividend
Trans Lux Daylight Screen Corporation
last week declared its first dividend of 10
cents per share, payable February 15 to
stockholders of record February 1.
T. J. Grady Dead
T. J. Grady, 52, well known in Richmond
theatrical circles, died at his home at West
Point, Va., last week.
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Venice

PICTURE

COMEDY
at

Exhibition

by VITTORIO MALPASSUTI
Rome Correspondent
All the important American film companies will be represented at the Second
International Exhibition of Cinematography
to be held in Venice next August on the
occasion of the Biennial Exhibition of Art,
it has been indicated by Frederick L. Herron, of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America. He has also indicated the possibility of American stars visiting Venice during the exhibition.
The exhibition is considered of great importance to the European market. Benito
Mussolini has offered as awards two gold
cups, one to be presented to the producer
whose product is adjudged the best, the
other to the director of the best picture.
New series of cartoons from Max
Fleischer and Walt Disney will be part of
the American exhibit. Douglas Fairbanks
will be present as sponsor of a new edition
of "Zorro," produced by London Films of
England, and directed by Alexander Korda.
The general committee of the exhibition
includes : Don Gabriel Alomar, Spanish ambassador to Italy; I. W. Brown, Great
Britain; Luciano de Feo, Italy; Charles
Delac, France; Will H. Hays, United
States; Nikolaus Kozma, Hungary; Hajime
Matsuhima, Japanese ambassador to Italy ;
Richard Ordynsky, Poland ; Walther Plugge,
Germany; Vladimiro Potemkine, Russian
ambassador to Italy ; D. Van Staveren, Holland; G. A. Witt, Austria.
All communications concerning the exhibition should be addressed to the Secretary's Office, Biennale, Palazzo Ducale,
Venezia, Italy.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Afflicted of
Each Week

Brooklyn Guests
of 175 Theatres;

Lionel Barrymore and Marie
Dressier Are Favorite Players
Comedy motion pictures are the favorite
entertainment among the blind of Brooklyn,
N. Y., who each week are guests of 75
theatres in that borough, as part of a movement sponsored by the Brooklyn AssociaPoor. tion for Improving the Condition of the
The returns on a questionnaire sent out
by Arthur C. Meinert, social service director
of the Exchange for the Blind of the Brooklyn Association, gives comedy 60 per cent
and romance, 58 per cent, with two of the
screen's oldest players, Marie Dressier and
Lionel Barrymore, taking the lead in popularity among the sightless picture-goers.
John Barrymore and Helen Hayes take
second place in their estimation.
Entertain 175 Each Week
Each week 175 sightless men, women and
children — each with an escort or guide — are
guests of the Momart, Strand, Paramount,
Fox theatres, and the Loew, Century, RKO
and Randforce circuits.
Mr. Meinert sent out the questionnaires
to get expressions of opinion from the blind
after one year of theatre attendance, during
which time approximately 8,500 complimentary admissions to Brooklyn theatres
have been handed out. In their comments
it is interesting to note that the blind guests
constantly speak of "seeing" the various
actors. Frequently they are said to comment on the quality of an actor's voice,
which makes them hear, or "see" better.
One young woman expressed this when she

FAVORITE

OF

BLIND

said, "I do not care for anything I cannot
see with my ears."
Helped
Over to"Silent
Spots" motion picAccording
Mr. Meinert,
tures are more thrilling to the blind than
they are to persons gifted with sight. The
stories they see are limited only by their
imaginations, he says, whereas other patrons
are bound by what is flashed on the screen
before their eyes. Motion pictures have,
of course, become a source of pleasure to
the blind only since the inception of sound.
The guides who accompany the blind guests
each explain
week help
"over
silent having
spots"
and
thethem
action
in the
theatres
stage shows.
Name Their Favorites
Unusual interest is attached to the judgment of actors by sightless people because
they largely are the result of voices alone.
They represent an audience that is practically untouched by publicity or advertising.
Among the blind the masculine screen favorites, aside from the two Barrymores, are
George Arliss, Wallace Beery, Will Rogers,
Walter Huston, Warner Baxter, Robert
Montgomery and Clark Gable. Among the
feminine players, the favorites are, in the
order of their popularity after Miss Dressier and Miss Hayes, Janet Gaynor, Norma
Shearer, Greta Garbo, Mae West, Kay
Francis, Claudette Colbert and Joan Crawford.
Almost every individual receiving a questionnaire replied, Mr. Meinert said last
week, and not one of them failed to express
appreciation for the pleasure that has thus
come to him.
"If it were not for these tickets," one
blind man wrote, "I would be deprived of
my only pleasure."
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STARRING

PERSONALITIES

PRODUCT^

super 'entertainment

to m^^^

Together for the First Time
CLARK

GABLE

&

CLAUDETTE

COLBERT

//"IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT"
with Walter Connolly — Roscoe Karns
Screen Play by Robert Risliln
Cosmopolitan Magazine Story by Samuel Hopkins Adams
A

FRANK

CAPRA

PRODUCTION

*
The screen's mightiest soul-stirring triumph!
"NO
GREATER
A FRANK
BORZAGE

GLORY"
PRODUCTION

From the world. famous novel by FERENC MOLNAR
Screen Play by Jo Swerllns

JOHN

BARRYMORE

CENTURY''
//'20th
with CAROLE LOMBARD
A

HOWARD

HAWKS

PRODUCTION

From the stage success by Ben Hecht and Charles JitacArthur
★
A spectacular kaleidoscopic story of life and love

A

"RED
SQUARE"
LEWIS
MILESTONE
PRODUCTION
Screen Play by Laurence Stallings
★

ELISSA

LANDl

&

JOSEPH

in "SISTERS UNDER THE
with Frank Morgan

SCHILDKRAUT
SKIN"

From the powerjul dramatic story by S. K. Lauren
Screen play by Jo Swerllns>
Directed by David Burton.
ir
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Neligh, Nebraska
DEAR HERALD:
We are up again and we are going to try
and write this column. It may be a little
disjointed; it may be a weak sister and it
may sound like the ravings of a Fiji
islander ; we don't know, and if you read it,
it must be upon your own responsibility, for
we will betcha that the guy who is pounding
the brass drum in our ears used to belong
to a circus band.
V
We are in receipt of a letter from our
good friend F. A. Van Husan and he tells
us that he has opened a sales room at 214
No. 15th street at Omaha to handle theatre
equipment. Van used to sell us service several years ago, and if he is as square now
as he was then the exhibitors will be thoroughly satisfied with his service.
The only fault we could ever find in Van
was that he snores in his sleep. Outside of
that he's all right.
V
Eddie Can Bowl, Too
We have a long letter from Mr. Joseph F.
Quillan of Los Angeles in which he thanks
us for some comment we made some time
ago on the performance of his son Eddie.
Eddie, you know, is a screen star, and he
is the kmd of a player we enjoy. Not only
that, but he comes from an excellent family,
and Hollywood should have more like him.
He's young,
but further
he has than
a brilliant
before
him, and
that, hefuture
can
bowl alike
nobody's
business. Eddie comes
from
theatrical
family.
V
A letter comes to us from our old friend
Mrs. Georgiana V. Higgins, of Crawford,
Neb. Georgiana says she has been reading
the Herald for 25 years and that she always turns to our column first, which was
probably a little bull for us, but thanks just
the same, Georgiana. She claims to be the
oldest exhibitor in the business. Her looks
don't prove it. She says she hopes we will
be outto for
seem
havetheanyspring
regardfishing.
for theShe
fish doesn't
at all.
We hope we will be, too.
V
An exhibitor showed us a letter yesterday
from a corporation in New York which
claimed that they owned the patents on
sound on film, and that they had recovered
judgment against two exhibitors in a Pennsylvania court for infringement on their
patent, and stating that this exhibitor was
infringing on their patent and that they intended to protect their rights.
We don't know anything about the merits
of their claim, but if they can recover from
the exhibitors who have bought these sound
equipments in good faith it would seem that
the patentee of a corn plow could recover
from the farmer who used it to grow corn
for profit. A few years back a lot of exhibitors were soaked anywhere up to $1,500
for infringement of a copyright, something
they knew nothing about. It begins to look
like the exhibitors were being made the
goats in this picture business. According to

this letter it would seem that every one using
sound on film is infringing on their patent.
V
Speaking of Goats —
But speaking of goats, there was an
article in the paper recently of a fellow
who secured a job on the farm for his
friend. This friend knew there were a
number of animals on the farm, so he went
to the library to get some books on animals
to study up. Then he went out to the farm,
but turned around and came back and called
his friend
up and
told farm
him he
wasn't hequalified to work
on the
because
had
been out there and had seen an animal he
never heard of before. His friend asked
what kind of an animal it was and he said
it looked like a sheep, but it had long grayish whiskers and was bare at its top end,
and the fellow said, "Why, that wasn't an
animal ; that was the farmer." . . . We have
always contended that the public looked upon
the farmer as the goat.
V
We heard a young fellow crooning on the
radio today. He was sobbing a love song.
We will bet you that he is moon-eyed, lisps
when he talks and tries to eat olives with
a fork. What puzzles us is why somebody
don't shoot him.
V
Our good old friend and fellow steinhyster, Gus Harms, sales manager for the
Scott-Ballantyne Co., theatre equipment
dealers of Omaha, sends us a letter together
with a check for a subscription to the
Herald for E. R. Linderman of the Orleans
theatre at Orleans, Neb. He says that Mr.
Linderman is new at the show business and
of
course couldn't get along without the
Herald.
course,
he couldn't,
we get
don'talong
see
howOf the
equipment
businessandcould
without Gus. The fact is that he is about
the swellest guy that Omaha has any right
to brag of. Thanks, Gus ; have one on us.
Folks, don't expect us to answer your letBERLIN SEES
NAZI PICTURE
The most pretentions motion picture thus far produced by the Nazicontrolled industry in Germany,
"Hans Westmar — One of Many," the
story of Horst Wessel, Nazi martyr,
had its premiere in Berlin recently
before a large audience which included
the former Crown Prince, Friedrich
Wilhelm. The film is said to portray
the four-year struggle between Reds
and Brown Shirts for mastery of Berlin. At the conclusion, Nazi troops
are seen parading through the Brandenburg Gate after The
Hitler's
appointment as chancellor.
audience
rose
to its feet and gave the Nazi salute.
Franz Wenzler has the principal role.
The film is understood to be quite obviously Nazi propaganda.
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ters direct. It is about all we can do to
write this column, but they are appreciated
nonetheless, and we would be glad to answer
vou if we could.
V
Gordon, Neb., is away out "where the
West begins" and from Gordon comes a letter from Mrs. Clyde Pace wanting us to
hurry up and get well and come out there.
We visited them last fall for a short time
and had a swell time and saw a swell theatre which Mr. and Mrs. Pace operate. She
says she nearly wore the Herald out looking for our column this week, which proves
the necessity of the Herald having good
binding, which it has. She says she would
like to report to "What the Picture Did for
Me," but that she does not buy the pictures.
Tkat don't matter ; she helps to operate
them. Come on with those reports, Mrs.
Pace, and thanks for your good letter.
The exhibitor is sitting between two fires,
the producers and the public. If they will
give him good pictures at reasonable prices
and the Government don't hamper him with
a lot of red tape, he will be able to run his
own business without interference. That's
our guess on it.
V
Well, folks, this is about as far as we can
go this time, so tune in on the radio and try
that for a while, but don't believe all they
tell you about breakfast food, gasoline, motor
oil, automobiles, coffee, cure-all remedies,
etc., etc., etc., for it is apt to be a lotta bull.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The herald's Vagabond Colyumnist
Principal Expands Abroad
Principal Pictures has opened four new
_V
branches abroad, according to Sol Lesser,
returned last week from a six-weeks tour.
The offices and managers are: London, J.
A. McGilley; Paris, Jack Barnstyn; the
Hague, L. Barnstyn; Berlin, L. Hubsch.
Berlin will handle adl eastern European
sales.
AMPA Seeks Expansion
The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, New York organization, is inviting
membership from the field as far west as
Chicago and east to Boston, in an expansion
campaign recently decided upon by the board
of directors.
Preferred in Radio City
Preferred Pictures, Inc., has leased office
space on the seventh floor of the 31 -story
RKO building in Rockefeller Center for
immediate occupancy.
Century Circuit Moves
The Century
Inc., tothisRadio
week City
removed its New Circuit,
York offices
from 152 West 42nd st.
Publicity Staff Changes
Robert Burkhardt has resigned from the
Warner Coast publicity department and Don
Carlson has joined the staff.
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Chesterfield
I HAVE UVED: Anita Page, Alan Dinehart— A
very lent
goodwork.picture
with Anita
Page doingRunning
some excelWill satisfy
any audience.
time,
67 minutes. — S. Reif, Comhusker Theatre, Hastings,
Neb. General patronage.
NOTORIOUS BUT NICE: Marian Marsh, Donald
Dillaway, Betty Compson — A good show with Marian
Marsh and Betty Compson doing excellent work. Very
good
for Comhusker
mid-week show.
Running
time, Neb.
72 minutes.
S. Rief,
Theatre,
Hastings,
General—
patronage.
RAINBOW OVER BROADWAY: Joan Marsn,
Frank Albertson
Regular
Good of
pho-a
tography.—Recording
veryprogram
good. movie.
Not much
musical.
any it.
box Running
ofSce records.
expect tooWill
muchnot ifbreak
you play
time, Don't
seven
reels.
Played
Jan.
6.
—
Edmund
M.
Burke,
Fort Plain
Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
Columbia
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell, Dorothy Wilson — A good newsreel slant, and should appeal to the general class of theatregoers. My patrons
seemed
enjoy it.Hartford,
Played Jan.
McConnell,
Emerson toTheatre,
Ark. 4--B.
SmallA.town
mining
patronage.
BEFORE MIDNIGHT: Ralph Bellamy, June CoUyer — Fair program picture, but not suitable for holiday trade. Fairly well liked. Running time, 66 minutes. Played
Dec. Ga.
25-26.—Small
J. W. town
Gunter,
Royal Theatre,
Blackshear,
patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: William Janney,
Dorothy Appleby — A better than average western,
and it will get you some extra business without spending all P.
yourMusselman,
profits forPrincess
advertising
accessories.
Mayme
Theatre,
Lincoln,—
Kan. Small town patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: William JanDorothyoneAppleby
— Still
again, ney,first
company
thenthey
the make
other. 'emHasoverno
drawing power at the box ofiFice if you play it on any
night except Saturday. Exhibitors should speak out,
then the producers would know what the majority
wanted
makeRunning
'em money.
I say,reels.
make Played
more
musical that
pictures.
time, seven
Dec. 30.— Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre,
Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: WilHam Janney,
Dorothy Appleby, Rex — If you like real, honest to
gooodness entertainment, this will please all classes.
Wonderful
acting byBestallFriday-Saturday
actors, Indians business
and don'tin
forget
the horses.
three months. Columbia is regular. Played Jan. 5-6.
—Small
J. W.townGunter,
Royal Theatre, Blackshear, Ga.
patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren William—Hats of to Columbia for a picture of this type.
Patrons
comedy should
and praised
the
rest raved
of theabout
stars.Ned I Sparks'
think Liberty
have
given this picture double four-star, for it certainly
warrants every bit of it. Our western fans certainly
ate it ford,
up.—
A. McConnell,
Emerson
Theatre, HartArk. B.Small
town mining
patronage.
Loretta Young,
SpencerthisTracy
— MAN'S
Not so CASTLE,
good. AnyA: showman
who classes
one
with
"7th
Heaven"
is
'way
off.
Rough
talk by Tracy
and others should be forbidden by all producers.
The
public don't care to hear it. Loretta Young is very
good
this, that's
all. Play
one 31day,
Runningin time,
eight reels.
Playedit Dec.
Jan.fellows.
1-2.—
Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre, Fort Plain,
N. Y. General patronage.
POUCE CAR 17: Tim McCoy, Evalyn Knapp^
Plenty of action in this one. McCoy is gaining in
popularity here, and Columbia is certainly delivering
some sweet pictures for the small town. Running
time, 58 minutes. Played Dec. 30.— B. A. McConnell,
Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town mining
patronage.
WRECKER, THE: Jack Holt, Genevieve Tobin—
A mighty good program picture. Story entertaining.
Gave good satisfaction. Played Jan. 5.— Bert Silver,
Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and
country patronage.
First National
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Bette Davis,
Lewis Stone, Glenda Farrell — Should please every one
in any theatre. Well done. Lewis Stone and Pat
O'Brien
very fine
actingDec.in 29-30.—
this picture.
Running
time, 74 do
minutes.
Played
Louis Perretta,
Crescent
ronage. Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patBUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Lewis Stone—

MCTUCE

E€D

ME
AMATEUR DADDY: Warner Baxter— Excellent
picture, with Warner Baxter at his best. — Lee Brewerton, Capitol Theatre, Raymond, Alberta. Small
town patronage.

detor's
remenown
the theat
of the
IN this, thepartment,exhibi
nation serve one another with infornriation on the box office perfornnance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1 790 Broadway, New York

This one pleased and drew fairly well. Lots of stories
in it to keep the interest up. Entirely different from
ordinary run of pictures. Played Dec. 18. — Alviu A.
Hables,
Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small
town patronage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondel— A program picture that drew well and pleased most of them. Kind
of raw in spots, but went over very nicely. Played
Dec. 24-25.— Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King
City, Cal. Small town patronage.
I LOVED A WOMAN: Edward G. Robinson— I just
can't
who This
is, inis mygoodopinion,
as good
as anysellonthis
the star,
screen.
entertainment,
but it is a trifle slow and the title scares them away.
—Kan.
Mayme
Musselman,
SmallP. town
patronage.Princess Theatre, Lincoln,
LITTLE GIANT, THE: Edward G. Robinson— Witha doubt to
thiskeep
star's
enough
clean outcomedy
the best
house picture.
in good Just
humor.
My
patrons are still talking about it.— Lee Brewerton,
Capitol Theatre, Raymond, Alberta. Small town patronage.
SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown— This is a riot
from start to finish. Not a dull moment. Entertaining all through. This guy has got the country people
all for him. The picture gave 100 per cent satisfaction. Icall it one of his best. Qean, and entertaining
and very funny. Played Jan. 7-8. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie DarroWell liked by a better than ordinary crowd. Good
trailer on this helped. Had a number of good comments, and the picture held up for the second night.
One objectionable scene, but otherwise good entertainment. Played Jan. 3-4.— Mayme P. Musselman,
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town patronage.
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro— Another good one from First National. Weather was
against me, but picture pleased most of them that
came. Played Dec. 21-22.— Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy
Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
WORLD CHANGES, THE: Paul Muni— This picture starts out big, and drops in entertainment value
every reel. This should be one of the greatest pictures of the new group, and would have been by changing the story and taking out the objectionable scenes.
The whole trouble is the fault in showing Miss Astor
going mad, and dying before your eyes. It is the most
hideous scene yet shown in pictures. Men and women
will be forced to close their eyes, and children should
never see and hear this insane scene. The same thing
holds good for a couple of suicides, almost before your
very
eyes. If this
whatit.youMywant
for an
entertainment,
thenis run
advice
is toevening's
screen
this picture, and cut these two or three bad spots.
If this can be done, you will have a great picture.
The cast is wonderful, and a great story, but spoiled
by inserting scenes that should never appear in any
picture. It is to be hoped that Warners will take
these mad scenes out and give the exhibitors a chance
to get something the second night. It will be a flop
in its present shape, because it shocks you in about
three scenes. Played Jan. 7-8-9.— S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre,
ronage. Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patFox
ADORABLE: Janet Gaynor, Henry Garat— Not so
hot.
havea washout.
played "Paddy"
first. ThisCapitol
new
FrenchShould
star is
— Lee Brewerton,
Theatre, Raymond, Alberta, .'^mall town patronage.

BERKELEY SQUARE: Leslie Howard— Wonderfully acted and beautiful picture for adults. The
younger
will not
as it'sC. tooBolduc,
deep
for them.crowd
Running
time,appreciate
88 minutes.this— Leon
Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE: Warner
Oland— Same like allee lestee Chan pictures. No business second night. Gland deserves better stories.
Running time, 70 minutes. Played Dec. 18-19. — J. W.
Gunter, Royal Theatre, Blackshear, Ga. Small town
patronage.
GOOD COMPANIONS, THE: Jessie Matthews, Edmund Owen — If you just have to run this one, do so
to a dark house and save yourself getting the worst
razzing
yourbylife.
startgetleaving
the
first reel,of and
the They'll
time you
to reeloneight
the
house
will
be
entirely
empty.
By
reel
10
you've
pulled out all your hair, and the customers are at
home cursing you and themselves for a spoiled evening. Iplead with tears in my eyes and a flat pocketbook
fromRoyal
making
refunds—
don't run Ga.
this Small
one. — J.town
W.
Gunter,
Theatre,
Blackshear,
patronage.
HOLD ME TIGHT: James Dunn, Sally Eilers— Not
as good astheless."Bad
Girl,"a but
entertainment,
neverWould make
finegood
picture
with a western.—
Lee
Brewerton,
Capitol
Theatre,
Raymond,
Alberta.
Small town patronage.
HOOPLA: Clara Bow — Story centers around a carnival. Rather rough, but young folks especially enjoyed it. Running time, 78 minutes. — Leon C. Bolduc,
Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
INFERNAL MACHINE: Chester Morris, Genevieve Tobin — A fair comedy picture. Crazy, lots of
hokum and some funny situations. Gave general satisfaction on a double feature bill.— Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
JIMMY AND SALLY: James Dunn— Fair. Dunn
and Sally Eilers were a good team, but when they
are separated they do not draw. Running time, 70
minutes.—
Leon C.patronage.
Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway,
N. H. General
LIFEern, andINwillTHEplease
RAW:90 per
George
real westcent.O'Brien—
It will Aplease
even
the
ones
who
do
not
like
this
type
of
entertainment.
Lee Brewerton, Capitol Theatre, Raymond, Alberta.—
Small town patronage.
BETRA'V':
Lilian Harvey—
of MYgoodLIPS
reports
on this picture.
It was Had
sent atonumber
us instead of "Jimmy and Sally," but no one complained
because they
were Theatre,
really entertained.
MaymeSmall
P. Musselman, Princess
Lincoln, —Kan.
town
patronage.
MY LIPS BETRAY: Lilian Harvey— Lilian Harvey is a very good and entertaining little star, and
this picture was amusing and well liked. Running
time, 79 minutes. — Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre,
Conway, N. H. General patronage.
PADDY, THE NEXT BEST THING: Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter — Splendid, great picture, best yet,
were the comments from the customers as they left
the theatre. Business good. Gaynor at her best.
Baxter as usual carrying his part in great style.
Running time, 76 minutes. Played Dec. 26. — J. W.
Gunter, Royal Theatre, Blackshear, Ga. Small town
patronage.
PLEASURE CRUISE: Roland Young— Had to use
Tom Mix western with this one to make it go over.
Running time, 72 minutes. Played Dec. 27-28. — Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
POWER AND THE GLORY, THE: Spencer Tracy,
Colleen Moore — A picture that held interest, heavy
drama, liked by some and not by others. Second
night's
a littleprogram
better offerings.
than the first.
same asbusiness
for average
Tracy,Business
Ralph
Morgan and our little favorite Colleen Moore were
all excellent. Running time, 77 minutes. Played Jan.
8-9.—
D. Carter,
Theatre, Milmarnock,
Va. Mrs.
Town R.and
country Fairfax
patronage.
SAILOR'S
Brought
more LUCK:
laughs James
in my Dunn,
theatre Sally
than Eilers—
I have
heard for quite a while. Will please all. If you
have not run it, do not fail to. The censors left
plenty. Crescent
Do not beTheatre,
deceived.
Played
J. M.
Ensor,
Little
Rock,Jan.Ark.1-2. —General
patronage.
SMOKY: Victor Jory — A very good western, slowed

60
up some by flashbacks to the offstage voice, but
more than enough action to keep the action lovers at
the edge of their seats. Clean and very good for the
family.
time, sixPrincess
reels. Played
5-6. —
Mayme Running
P. Musselman,
Theatre,Jan.Lincoln,
Kan. Small town patronage.
SMOKY: Victor Jory, Irene Bentley, Will JamesVery goodinterested.
story of Gave
the horse
Smoky's tolife.
Keeps
audience
free matinee
grammar school children for
Christmas
gift, and allthey
all
thoughtC.it Bolduc,
was wonderful.
60 minutes.
Leon
Majestic Running
Theatre,time,
Conway,
N. H.—
General patronage.
STATE FAIR: Will Rogers— Did just half the busi"Too Busy toto doWork"
nor average
was it nearly
good. nessExpected
a littledid,above
business,as
but
didn't
do
even
average.
Can't
understand
this one would do so much for others and fallwhyso
flat for Aak.
me. — Robert
Theatre,
Cotter,
Railroad K. andYancey,
generalParadise
patronage.
TOO BUSY TO WORK: Will Rogers— This one is
one real show and packed my house both nights.
Grab this one and make up for some of the ones you
lost your shirt on. — Robert K. Yancey, Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general patronage.
MGM
ANOTHER LANGUAGE: Robert Montgomery,
Helen Hayes — Very good story of its kind, but the
wrong
to do Cotter,
any business.
Robert and
K. Yancey,
Paradisekind
Theatre,
Ark. —Railroad
general
patronage.
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Otto Kruger, Madge Evans
— This one not so hot as entertainment and worse at
the box-o£fice. Advise to use on one day. Una Kerkel brings time.
some laughs,
but they're
between.
Running
minutes.
Jan. Shoals,
2-3.too— H.far
Newbury, Y. M. C. 87
A. Theatre,
Ware
S. E.C. Small
town patronage.
Harlow—
this, inbuta
allBOMBSHELL:
I could see inJean
it was
Jean Some
Harlowlikedflying
rage in most every reel, and Lee Tracy shooting off
wisecracks. Running time, 98 minutes. — Leon C. Bolronage.duc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patBROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Frank Morgan,
Alice Brady — Did not see this one, but all remarks
were very satisfactory. Good at box office on our
first one day run. Running time, 90 minutes. Played
Jan. 1.—S.H. C.E. Small
Newbury,
M. C. A. Theatre, Ware
Shoals,
town Y.patronage.
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Alice Brady.
Frank
Morgan
A fine
movie of
from the
gay — 90s
to making
of the
soundvaudeville
pictures lifein
Hollywood. Splendid acting by Frank Morgan, a real
trouper. MGM should make more of this type. The
public
wants
pictures.
Let'sRunning
boost this
and play
it. musical
Every one
Hked it.
time, one10
reels.
Played
Dec.
31.
—
Edmund
M.
Burke,
Fort
Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage. Plain
CHIEF,starTHE:
Ed Wynn—
I thinkLotsEd ofWynn
picture
is a good
radio artist.
laughs asanda
about 50 per cent said it was good. Too much hokum
and not enough story to be good entertainment. All
hands worked hard enough to save it, but the patrons
gave ver,
me Silver
a funny
when they
went out.Mich.
— BertTown
SilFamilylookTheatre,
Greenville,
and country patronage.
CHIEF, THE: Ed Wynn— Not too much drawing
power, Nothing
and won't
manystarts
of the
radio
fans.
to it please
until EdveryWynn
to broadcast in the last reel. Used plenty of other shorts to
make itPrincess
seem like
a long Lincoln,
show. — Mayme
P. Musselman.
Theatre,
Kan. Small
town
patronage.
CHIEF, THE: Ed Wynn— Another cluck. "Meet
the Baron,"
Chief," Ed
"Night
run
in third "The
rate houses.
WynnFlight"
about should
as funnybe
as a crutch. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood Theatre,
Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.
CHIEF,
Ed It
Wynn—
enjoyed thisTHE:
picture.
will Most
appealof tomy allpatrons
who like
comedy in their film (are. Running time, 67 minutes.
—Leon
Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H,
General C.patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable—
This is certainly a great picture. We have not played
a picture in a long time that gave better satisfaction
to all. The star great and all the cast fine. A picture that satisfies all nowadays must be good, and
this
the trick
PlayedGreenville,
Dec. 31 -Jan.
Bert
Silver,didSilver
Familyhere.
Theatre,
Mich.1. —Town
and country patronage.
LADY:
Crawford,
Gable—
A DANCING
musical hit.
Great Joan
musical
numbersClark
in last
two
reels. We made these in colors by using our spot
light colored wheel close to projection lens (amber
and green). Try it, fellows. Business good. Glad
to see Winnie Lightner again in this one. Hope she
still stays in pictures. Folks like her. Boost it. Running time, 10 reels. Played Jan. 3-4-5. — Edmund M.
Burke, Fort Plain Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage. ,
DANCING
LADY—settings
Joan Crawford—
Very ensembles.
good musical with beautiful
and gorgeous
— Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H.
General patronage.
DAY OF RECKONING:
Richard Dix, Madge

MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

Evans — AGavegoodfairprogram
picture.but A didgoodnotstory
acted.
satisfaction,
draw wellat
the box-office. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
HER SWEETHEART: Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore— Pardon me for reporting on this one before
we play it, but with two great stars together how can
this be anything but good. Folks tell me they saw it
out-of-town and they said it was real good. Play
it. Played Jan. 11-12.— Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain
Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
HER SWEETHEART: Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore —ness.Only
an average
picture
to average
Metro had
better find
something
better busithan
this
for
Dressier
or
it
won't
be
long
before
her name
will not mean a thing. Give her more comedies
with
more
laughs;
that's
whatEllinwood
the public
wants nowadays.
—Kan.
Warren
L.
Weber,
Theatre,
Ellinwood,
General patronage.
HER SWEETHEART
(CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Marie
Better
DressierDressier
heads —the
lists than
of all"Tugboat
the movieAnnie."
stars inMarie
my
people's
estimation.
Running
time,
87
minutes.
— Leon
C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General
patronage.
HER SWEETHEART (CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore — Here is a mighty
nice piece of merchandise. Bad weather hurt, but all
we had break
were insatisfied,
decent
weather and
this that's
picturesomething.
should packWith
thema
in.
The
title
change
(from
"Christopher
Bean")
hurt
some because we used them both on our December
and
January
calendars.
Played
Dec.
31-Jan.
1-2.—
Mayme P. Musselman, Princess Theatre, Lincoln,
Kan. Small town patronage.
MEETsense, butTHE
BARON:
Pearl-A
lot business
of nonthey liked
it, andJackit drew
average
on Friday and Saturday. There is a lot of comedy,
some
it is entertaining
they liked
it. —
Maymesmut,
P. but
Musselman,
Princess andTheatre,
Lincoln,
Kan. Small town patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl— Fair entertainment. Running time. 70 minutes. — Leon C. Bolduc,
Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
MIDNIGHT PATROL: Laurel and Hardy— About
the weakest one from this pair. Hardly worth playArk. ing.—Robert
RailroadK.andYancey,
general Paradise
patronage.Theatre, Cotter,
PENTHOUSE: Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy— One
of the best pictures released by Metro in a good
while. Will stand lots of advertising. Baxter and
Loy especially good. Running time, 89 minutes. Played
Dec. 29-30.— H. E. Newbury, Y. M. C. A. Theatre,
Ware Shoals, S. C. Small town patronage.
PENTHOUSE: Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy— A good
program picture to no business. I think the public is
fed up on gang pictures, but the title misled them
in this instance. Maybe this would have done more
lousiness with a more exciting title. — Warren L. Weber,
Ellinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Max
Baer, Myrna Loy — I call this a mighty good picture,
and it did a very good business for us at Christmas
time, usually a washout. The fight could have been
shortened, and it would have helped. Nothing but
praise, and with a fair rental, we actually showed a
profit.
Used— Mayme
"Fight Card"
from pressPrincess
book and
they
sure
helped.
Musselman,
Theatre.
Lincoln,
Kan. Small P.town
patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Max
Baer, Myrna Loy — Everything to spell A-1 entertainment tlemen
in this
picture.
well asis atheboxing
genwill more
than The
enjoyladies
this.asThere
match between Camera and Baer which will make
vou hold on to your seat. Running timCj 102 minutes.
—Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H.
General patronage.
SONS
OF THE ofDESERT:
Fair
entertainment
the cornedyLaurel
type.andManyHardygood
hearty laughs, and worth running in any theatre. My
idea on a picture of this type is to double bill it, and
advertise it as a big double feature attraction, and
it will please, and make money. These boys have
quite a following, and they are clever. Running time.
68 minutes.
PlayedIdaho.
Jan. 4-5.—
H. Rich,
Theatre, Montpelier,
Town S. and
rural Rich
patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
—Not as good as "Min and Bill," but will please
every
well asParadise
get you Theatre,
some extra
money.
Robert oneK. asYancey,
Cotter,
Ark.—
Railroad and general patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
—small
America's
in this
town sweethearts
natural. Notscore
an another
adverse round^
criticism
and
plenty of praise. Running time, 88 minutes. Played
Dec. 25.— B. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Railroad and general patronage.
WHEN LADIES MEET: Robert Montgomery,
Myrna Loy — Just another picture that failed to get
any extra
business.
Robert K.andYancey,
atre, Cotter,
Ark. —Railroad
general Paradise
patronage.TheMonogram
SKYWAY: Kathryn Crawford, Ray Walker— This
is a mighty good program picture. Better than the
average. This man Walker is clever. All the cast
was
good Theatre,
and story
entertaining.
— Bert
Silververy
Family
(Sreenville,
Mich.
TownSilver.
and
country patronage.
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Paramount
BIG EXECUTIVE: Ricardo Cortez, Elizabeth Young
— Very good programer. Gave very good satisfaction
business.
Played
9.— C. patronage.
W. Mills, Arcade Theatre, Sodus,
N. Y.Dec.Family
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— Beautiful picture with the finest acting by all the cast. If you live
in a Catholic community, advertise this to the limit.
Miss Wieck plays a nun. Every one who saw this
praised it highly. Running time, 77 minutes. — Leon,
C. Bolduc,
Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— This will
please the fans who go in for slapstick comedy.
Running
time, 70 minutes.
— Leon C.patronage.
Bolduc, Majestic
Theatre, Conway,
N. H. General
FAREWELL TO ARMS, A: Gary Cooper, Helen
Hayes — Perfect production, but not very well received
by rank and file. The intelligentsia thought it grand.
Accidental babies give most of my folks the jitters.
Played Dec. 1.— Frank Sabin, Majestic Theatre,
Eureka, Mont. Small town patronage.
GAMBLING SHIP: Gary Grant, Benita HumeGood picture with a fair cast. Gives a line on the
gambling ships that are just outside the line. Some
comedy and fair amount of action. Gangster story
with a little different theme. Running time, seven
reels.cessPlayed
5-6. — Kan.
Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
PrinTheatre, Jan.
Lincoln,
town patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Charles Farrell, MarChurchill —good
I canfaironlyat say
for this time,
feature,75
and not guerite
a very
that.fairRunning
minutes.
—
Leon
C.
Bolduc,
Majestic
Theatre,
Conway,
N. H. General patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Genevieve
Tobin — This is a natural. The best rural picture we
have had in a long time. One hundred per cent satisfaction. Business below average because of icy high30. — patronage.
C. W. Mills, Arcade "Theatre,
Sodus, ways.
N. Played
Y. Dec.
Family
GOLDEN HARVEST: Chester Morris, Richard
Arlen, tureGenevieve
— A business
better than
that will doTobin
extra
out ordinary
here in picthe
wheat country. Acting excellent and the story should
please the city people as well as the farmers. Be
sure to run this on Saturday. — Warren L. Weber,
ronage.
Ellinwood
Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patHELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen— Very
good little
program
picture.
Running
time, Conway,
70 minBolduc,
Majestic
Theatre,
N. H. utes.—Leon
GeneralC. patronage.
HELLO, EVERYBODY: Kate Smith-Sure fire entertainment for my Sabin,
town. Majestic
Kate's a swell
guy. Eureka,
Played
Dec.
— Frank
Theatre,
Mont. 15.Small
town patronage.
HER
Gibson— ThisBODYGUARD:
went over withEdmund
a bangLowe,
with Wynne
tny Sunday
night crowd. As far as I can see, this picture does
not show much, but somehow it manages to furnish
pretty good entertainment. Business average through
engagement.
H. Brenner,
chester, Ind.— W.
General
patronage. Cozy Theatre, WinRoland
TheHISbestDOUBLE
I can sayLIFE:
for thisLiUian
pictureGish,
is that
it hasYoung—
about
seven thousand feet of film. There is but little entertainment, and but few laughs. It is neither good nor
bad. It's just film. Many of my regular patrons
walked how
out during
the this
run. type
I'd like
to hear
from
others
they like
picture.
Running
time, 68 minutes. Played Jan. 4-5.— S. H. Rich, Rich
■Theatre, MontpeHer, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West, Gary Grant— This
brought a little extra business, but made no special
splash in our town. Will still gamble my money
on the clean comedy dramas. This is not bad except
by suggestion
and the atmosphere
of "wickedness"
with
which the producers
have surrounded
Miss West,
purely
a matter
publicity.Parker,
Played S.Dec.D. 17-18.
P. G. asEstee,
S. T.of Theatre,
Small—
town patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Mae West has been
so widely exploited that the people want to see her
once anyway. Lots of my people said they did not
care for "I'm No Angel." She appeals to high school
students and a few men, but the ladies keep away.
Running time, 88 minutes. — Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic
Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE: Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
W. C. Fields— This one still seems to have plenty
of kick left at the box-office, although is just a
little disappointing due to being advertised as a musical andTheatre,
has veryCotter.
little Ark.
music. —Railroad
Robert and
K. Yancey.
Paradise
general
patronage.
KING OF THE
JUNGLE:
entertainment
for all.
They Buster
liked itCrabbe—
fine. Plenty
Clean.
That's the main thing. Played Dec. 8.— Frank Sabin.
Majestic Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Small town patronage.
LONE
COWBOY: and
Jackie
Cooper—
picture for Paramount
a very
good Jackie's
one. — LeefirstBrewerton, Capitol Theatre, Raymond, Alberta. Small town
patronage.
MAMA LOVES PAPA: Charles Ruggles— Good lit-
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P. MusMaymeSmall
laughs.—Kan.
number ofLincoln,
with a Theatre,
tie picturePrincess
town
selman.
patronage.
NO MAN OF HER OWN: Clark Gable, Carole
Lombard— The usual story of another blonde mama
with a yen for whoopee. She made the grade in the
Not for adolescents. Played Dec.
loveliest
22.—
Frankpajamas.
Sabin, Majestic Theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.
SHE DONE HIM WRONG: Mae West— Personally,
I class this as only fair entertainment, although it
played
you haven't
business.
did
this far
one,above
do soaverage
now and
make Ifyourself
some dough.
the dough.— Robert K. YanA little old, but still gets Cotter,
Ark. Railroad and
Paradise Theatre,
generalcey,patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Ginger RogersVery good musical. If the directors would only leave
in
"wisecracks"
socalled
and (this
out
most suggestive
of the newscenes
pictures
applies
to all companies), now that depression is lifting up, the family
trade would come back, and we'd all be happy. RunBolduc, Majestic TheLeon C. patronage.
90 minutes.—
ningatre,time,Conway,
N. H. General
SUNSET PASS: Tom Keene, Randolph Scott— This
is a very good western and did a little better than
average Friday and Saturday business. Tom Keene
isnotwell
liked more
by ouroutdoor
"people"
and it'sThea kids
shamewillhe miss
will
do any
pictures.
Jan. 5-6. —
Played
minutes.
65
time,
Running
him.
Mrs. R. D. Carter, Fairfax Theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
Town and country patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, June KnightSome
othersthedidn't
like touch.
it. I
thoughtraved
it wasabout
okay,thisbutandlacked
finishing
Musical numbers just fair. Clifif Edwards was the
Warren
hit of the show. Running time, 84 minutes.—
EUinwood Theatre, Ellinwood. Kan. GenL. Weber,
eral patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn— Fair musical program. We read a lot about Hollywood directors turning overtures, abut Inewhaveleafyetby toomitting
in picsee it.vulgar
They scenes
will insist
on
spoiling a beautiful picture by scenes which you can
almost
call
"naked
girls."
This
is
why
parents
keep
their children away from our theatres. Running time,
82 minutes.— Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth— Very good comedy that failed to do average
business. You'll please your patrons, but may have
trouble getting them in.— Robert K. Yancey, Paradise
Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, AHson Skipworth — Real entertaining comedy drama. Pleased
weekend crowd. Played Dec. 21-22.— P. G. Estee, S.
T. Theatre, Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.
TONIGHT IS OURS: Fredric March, Qaudette Colbert— Let me think. Oh, yes, this was another bedroom drammer. Beautiful sets, perfect cast, fine ending. Played Dec. 29.— Frank Sabm. Majestic Theatre,
Eureka, Mont. Small town patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie
— An extra good one from Paramount that pleased
all, as well as got some little extra business. Some
very good
Kancey.
Theatre, Cotter,tunes.—
Ark. Robert
RailroadK. and
generalParadise
patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott— One of the
best Zane Grey westerns we have played. A Zane
Grey
storydoes
doesn't
get thebusiness.
money — itRobert
once did,
this one
average
K. although
Yancey,
Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general
patronage.
RKO
BED OF ROSES: Constance Bennett— This picture
satisfied about 50 per cent of the people we drew to
see it, but we did not draw very many. This star has
been
in so manywithbetter
don'tSilver,
fit thisSilver
kind
of character
our stories,
patrons. she
— Bert
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
EMERGENCY CALL: William Boyd— A very good
program picture. Gave good satisfaction. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and
country patronage.
IF I WERE FREE: Clive Brook, Irene Dunn— A
fair program picture to small house. Many came out
dissatisfied. A good picture for bargain day. Running
4. — H.S. C.
E. Small
Newbury, time,
Y. M. 65C. minutes.
A. Theatre,Played
Ware Jan.
Shoals,
town patronage.
LITTLE from
WOMEN:
Katharine
Hepburn—
Splendid
production
all angles.
Brought
nice business,
not only from regulars, but from those who come
infrequently. Running time, 114 minutes. Played Dec.
30Jan. town
2.— P.patronage.
G. Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small
LITTLE
Katharine everywhere.
Hepburn— AnTruly
excel-a
lent movie.WOMEN:
Meets satisfaction
box office hit. Clean entertainment for old and young.
Of old-fashion
course, we stories.
always have those who
don't
care
for
bringmovies.
people into the theatre thatNevertheless,
seldom go they
to the
That's why it pays. Rjunning time, 114 minutes.
Played Jan.
Edmund
M. Burke,
Fort Plain
Theatre,
Fort7-8-9-10.—
Plain, N.
Y. General
patronage.
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CONTRIBUTORS
COAST TO COAST

There are no geographical limitations to representation among contributors to "What the Picture Did
for Me," as witness these additions this
tveek to the department:
S. Keif, Cornhusker theatre, Hastings, Neb.; Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy
theatre, King City, Calif.; Leon C.
Bolduc, Majestic theatre, Conway,
N. H.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— It is all
they say about it. Drew an entirely new crowd to
the theatre. Pleased and made many new friends
for the screen. Played Dec. 26-27. — Alvin A. Hables,
Reel
ronage.Joy Theatre, Kink City, Ca!, Small town patRAFTER ROMANCE: Norman Foster, Ginger
Rogers — Satisfactory light comedy entertainment that
did fair business for this day and time right after
the holidays. Running time, 74 minutes. Played Jan.
3-4. — Mrs. R. D. Carter, Fairfax Theatre, Kilmarnock,
V^a. Town and country patronage.
RIGHT TO ROMANCE, THE: Ann Harding— A
very pleasing picture with no draft at box office here.
Ann Harding
does not
much very
in this
although her pictures
are mean
generally
good.town,
Played
Dec. 20.—
A. Hables, Reel Joy, King City, Cal.
Small
townAlvin
patronage.
SON OF THE BORDER: Tom Keene— Stacked
them in on a one-day showing on Saturday. Good
westerns linwood
stillTheatre,
get Ellinwood,
the dough. Kan.
— Warren
L. Weber,
ElGeneral
patronage.
Remington
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS: Polly Walker, Stanley Lupino —ofA the
very ordinary
good comedy
that isGood
very music.
much
out
run musical
of pictures.
Will satisfy any audience. Running time, 66 minutes.
— S. eral
Reif,
Cornhusker Theatre, HastingSj Neb. Genpatronage.
United Artists
ARROWSMITH: Ronald Colman, Helen HayesTragic, but very, very good. Colman and Hayes are
top notchers. Play it if your crowd appreciates a
perfect cast. Played Jan. 5. — Frank Sabin, Majestic
Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Small town patronage.
MR. average
ROBINSON
CRUSOE: Douglas
Fairbanks^
Good
entertainment.
Much better
than
'"Around the World in 80 Minutes." Doug hops all
over the ations.
IslandBeautiful
as usual.
ManyHisclever
and situscenery.
mangagsFriday
got
away, but the girl Saturday seemed content to stay
with
Dougis just
and I'd
Dougparrot
made said
a good
swap.
picture
whatsay Montpelier,
the
— Okay.
— S. The
H.
Rich,
Rich Theatre,
Idaho.
Town
and
rural patronage.

day one night date. I used this on my best days and
took
■ Running
time, Ellinwood,
70 minutes.Kan.
— Warren
Weber,a flop.
Ellinwood
Theatre,
GeneralL.
patronage.
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INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Rains— A thriller,
but not a horror picture. There is comedy and susand keepsrecommend
your audience
minute.pense
I highly
it to entertained
all types of every
audiences.
Running time, 70 minutes. — Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic
Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Rains, Gloria
Stuart — One of the most different pictures ever made.
It will please and make them wonder, if you can get
them in. No business. — Lee Brewerton, Capitol Theatre, Raymond, Alberta. Small town patronage.
INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Rains— A very
pleasing
of itsoftype,
did not draw
ple herepicture
are afraid
horrorbut pictures.
This asonepeo-is
not a horror picture, but the title led them to believe
it29.—was,
draw Reel
any Joy
too well.
PlayedKingDec.City,
28Alvinso did
A. not
Hables,
Theatre,
Cal. Small town patronage.
KING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris, Helen
Twelvetrees — This is a very fine picture. The star
great and story entertaining. Gave good satisfaction.
—Town
Bert and
Silver,
Silver patronage.
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
country
KISS BEFORE THE MIRROR: Ralph Morgan,
Nancy Carroll — Received more favorable comment on
this one than any picture for past 12 months. Rian
it old, but it is good at any age. Terrible weather
ruined business, but think I could make money to run
it again. What a great actor is Ralph Morgan. Rtmning time, 68 minutes. Played Jan. 3-4. — J. W. Gunronage.
ter. Royal Theatre, Blackshear, Ga. Small town patLAST action
TRAIL,in THE:
George was
O'Brien,
Claire Trevor
— The
this picture
wonderfully
timed
and gave plenty thrills to a good Saturday crowd.
O'Brien at his best with good performances by supcast. Played Dec,
J. W. patronage.
Gunter, Royal
Theatre, portingBlackshear,
Ga. 22-23.
Small— town
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Mary Brian,
Roger Prior — Consider this one of the good musical
comedy dramas of the season. Pleased. However, we
had to trim some of the advertising accessories. Why
they put
the mystery.
stuff they Picture
did on was
this clean.
picture Played
is another out
Hollywood
Dec.
24-25.—
P.
G.
Estee,
S.
D.
Theatre,
Parker,
S. D.
Small town patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna Damerell — Clever comedy drama with some nice music
and dancing. These two radio stars seemed to please.
Played
Dec. 29.—
G. Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker,
S.
D. Small
town P.patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale and Donna
Damarell — Lots of entertainment in this picture and
talent enough to have made a great special, but it
seemed thing.
as Gaveif fair
the satisfaction.
director had gone
Could afishing
not calloritsomegood
or could not call it bad. People said it was pretty
fair. Played Dec. 26. — Bert Silver. Silver Family
Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna
Damarell — Glad I had this on for one day only. Very
poor showleave
withoutplenty
of smut.
the
producers
the dirt.
Played Why
Dec. can't
30. — Alvin
A. Hables,
Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small
town
patronage.

PALMY DAYS: Eddie Cantor— Now here's the kind
of picture that clicks. I know all pictures can't be
"Whoopees"
or "Palmy
Days."
It'sSabin,
old, Majestic
but it's
aTheatre,
humdinger.
1. — Frank
Eureka,Played
Mont. Jan.Small
town patronage.

RUSTLERS' ROUNDUP: Tom. Mix— This is the
first
Mix western
sure going
play more.
It went I've
over played
big withandtheamchildren
and veryto
well with the adults. Played December 27-28. — Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.

WHOOPEE: Eddie Cantor— This is the second
showing at my theatre. Done good business. Don't
be afraid to play it. It's 90 minutes of entertainment.
Running time, 90 minutes. Played Dec. 25-26. — Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.

SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams at— This
one office.
pleasedDidgenerally
extra
the box
not thinkand sopulled
much aoflittle
the
football game but it was at least different. The hero
did not win a game, but he should have. — Warren L.
Weber,patronage.
Ellinwood 'Theatre, Ellinwood, Kansas. Genertal
STRAWBERRY ROAN: Ken Maynard— Drew the
usual number of Maynard fans to normal business.
Played
C. W. Mills, Arcade Theatre, Sodus,
N. Y. Dec.
Family23.—patronage.

Universal
AIR MAIL: Ralph Bellamy, Pat O'Brien— A 14months-old subject that outgrossed a new one, "Power
and makes
the Glory."
If the picture
really good,
its
age
little difiference
with ouris people.
And this
was a good picture. Some told me it was the only
"air-picture" they liked. Running time, 82 minutes.
Playedatre,Jan.
10-11.—Va.Mrs.Town
R. D.andCarter,
TheKilmarnock,
countryFairfax
patronage.
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Lowe, Shirley Grey.—
A very good mystery picture, all but the snake. Any
time they put these things in a picture it queers it
with me. I have never played a picture where snakes
helped the entertaining value of the picture and most
of our patrons mention it. This picture was well
acted and gave general satisfaction. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family
Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and
country
patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine—
Plenty of laughs and pleased 90 per cent. Business
satisfactory.
16.— C.patronage.
W. Mills, Arcade
Theatre, Sodus,Played
N. Y. Dec.Family
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine—
A pretty good comedy, but this pair means nothing
at the box office. This might go over okay on Satur-

STRAWBERRY
Kenwhen
Maynard—
If this
you
show
westerns then ROAN:
I would say
you show
one you are going to give your folks a treat. Besides
a lot of real cowboy entertainment, this one steps out
and has some real honest to goodness horse fights.
While I do not know much about hoss fightin', this
looks nessmighty
Better
average busilast threereal
daysto ofme.week.
— W. than
H. Brenner,
Cozy
Theatre, Winchester, Ind. General patronage.
TRAIL DRIVE,
as poor a western
No pep. Nothing
awake.— Alvin A.
City, Cal. Small

THE: Ken Maynard— Just about
as I have played in a long while.
to keep the Saturday night fans
Hables. Reel Joy Theatre, King
town patronage.
Warner

COLLEGE COACH: Dick Powell, Ann DvorakGood picture that did not draw at all. Everythmg
for the fan, but not enough fans to do a theatre any
good. Football pictures do not draw here. Played
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Jan. I. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King
City, Cal. Small town patronage.
MAYOR OF HELL. THE: James Cagney, Madge
Evans —the
A wonderful
of theaverage
reform business
school that
holds
interest ofpicture
all. Did
for
Sunday and Monday. — Robert K. Yancey, Paradise
Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general patronage.

PICTURE SNATCHER: James Cagney— They all
liked this one and came to see this boy do his stufif.
Cagney is
gainingTheatre,
popularity
veryArk.
fast. Railroad
— Robert and
K.
Yancey,
Paradise
Cotter,
general patronage.
PRIVATE DETECTIVE 62: William Powell— A
very good detective yarn with Powell carrying a role
that he can fill very creditably. Some good comedy
and clever deductions. You can promise good entertainment, and itPrincess
will drawTheatre,
averageLincoln,
or better.
— Mayme
P. Musselman,
Kan.
Small
town patronage.
PRIVATE DETECTIVE 62: William Powell— Powell
stages a comeback in this one. My patrons liked this
very much. — Lee Brewerton, Capitol Theatre, Raymondj Alberta. Small town patronage.

MOVIE STRUCK: Scrappy Cartoons— A dandy cartoon. Running time, eight minutes. — P. G. Held, New
Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
OUT OF THE ETHER: Krazy Kat Kartoons— Just
about before
the bestthatcartoon
we havecouldeverdance,
run. and
I didn't
know
Kate Smith
how
she does! Running time, one reel. — B. A. McConnell,
Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town mining
patronage.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (No. 1): This is a very good
and interesting reel of former picture stars in some
of their hits. Running time, ten minutes. — Alvin A.
Hables. Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small
town patronage.
AVE WANT A TOUCHDOWN: World of Sport—
This is the best two-reeler we have had from Columbia, which is not saying much. Running time, two
reels.
Alvin town
A. Hables,
Reel Joy Theatre, King City,
Cal. —Small
patronage.
WHAT THE SCOTCH STARTED: World of Sport
—in Atown
very andgoodonegolf
reel, but
we projectionist.
have only twoRunning
golfers
of them
is our
time, atre,
tenKingminutes.
—
Alvin
A.
Hables,
Reel
Joy
TheCity, Cal. Small town patronage.
WHAT THE SCOTCH STARTED: World of Sport
— Good short with golf as its theme. — Mayme P. Muspatronage.selman, Princess "Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town
Educational
HIS WEAK MOMENT: Andy Clyde— Very poor
comedy.
No laughs.
Bolduc, Majestic Theatre. Conway,
N. H. — Leon
GeneralC. patronage.
MERRILY YOURS: Frolics of Youth— Very poor

HERALD

OPERATOR'S BOUQUET
TO MGM SOUND CREW
"I have been connected with the
show business for the past nine years
and this letter is purposely meant
to especially congratulate MGM on
their recording facilities," writes Wallace Davis, projectionist at the Royal
theatre. Tarpon Springs, Fla., signing
himself as a "booster for more MGM

PARACHUTE JUMPER: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—
Just a dandy action picture. Got a little over average
business. — Robert K. Yancey, Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general patronage.

Short Features
Columbia
DEATH ATTENDS A PARTY: Minute Mysteries—
This is good compared to a lot of single reels released.
Will please.
ten minutes. —Pa.
LouisGeneral
Perretta.
CrescentRunning
Theatre,time,
Mahoningtown,
patronage.
ENTERTAINER,
THE:sawWillan Mahoney—
A whole
show
in itself. I never
entertainment
that
could do so many things and keep you entertained. I
wish he had played the accordion more. Running
time, two reels. — B. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre,
Hartford, Ark. Small town mining patronage.
HOT DAZE: Smith and Dale — Good comedy. Seemed
to please everyone. Running time, two reels. — B. A.
McConnell, Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small
town mining patronage.
HOT DAZE: Smith and Dale— Terrible. Why do
they put such as these comedies out. Not even a good
filler. Running time, two reels. — Alvin A. Hables,
Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
MARCH OF THE YEARS: A novelty filler that
they won't
walkLincoln,
out on, —Kan.
MaymeSmall
P. Musselman,
Princess Theatre,
town patronage.
MICKEY'S TOUCHDOWN: Mickey McGuire Comedies— We have not had a good comedy from Columbia
this season. Their one-reelers are okay, but they
just have not the two-reelers that click. Running
time, two reels. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre,
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
MINUTE MYSTERIES: Have played two of these.
Seem interesting enough, but have had no comments
vet from the patrons. Running time, one reel. — Alvin
A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small
town patronage.
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"The most perfect sound available
here
in this house is received from
product."
MGM. The MGM sound crew know
their kilocycles all right and should be
personally recognized and commended
by the MGM officials with all pride
they have in store for them."
comedy.—
Leon C.
Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway,
N. H. General
patronage.
Fox
AROUND THE ACROPOLIS: Magic Carpet Series
—Just another trip down the main drag in Athens.
Saw
"Grik" boys Princess
and someTheatre,
old buildings.
Maymea few
P. Musselman,
Lincoln,—
Kan. Small town patronage.
TWIN DUKES AND A DUCHESS: Movie Tintype
Series — A Tintype that was no better or worse than
the last one. — Mayme P. Musselman, Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town patronage.
MGM
ARABIAN TIGHTS: Charles Chase— Very good
Charley Chase comedy. — Robert K. Yancey, Paradise
Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general patronage.
BEER AND PRETZELS: Musical Revue— A Colortone Revue without the color or the revue. Just four
guys tisesliding
adver-P.
color likearound
I didinandsomegetsoapsuds.
the razz.Don't
Mayme
Musselman. Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small
town patronage. (Note: MGM no longer is using the
brand narne Colortone Musical Revues. The subjects
now are in two classifications. Musical Revues and
Musical Comedies, according to their content. — Ed.)
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BOO, BOO, THEME SONG: Screen Songs— Good.
Running time, eight minutes. — P. G. Held, New
Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
BOO.C. BOO.
THEME
SONG:
ScreenConway,
Song— Fair.—
Leon
Bolduc,
Majestic
Theatre,
N. H.
General
patronage.
BUNDLE OF BLUES, A: Duke Ellington— Good
musicalatre, number.
Yancey,
TheCotter, Ark.— Robert
RailroadY. and
generalParadise
patronage.
BUNDLE OF BLUES, A: Duke Ellington— A very
good single with this famous colored band playing
their arrangement of "Stormy Weather." Okay for
any day ofWeber,
the week. Running time, ten minutes. —
Warren
General L.
patronage. EUinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.
CAPTAIN HENRY'S RADIO SHOW: Lanny Ross,
Annette Hanshaw, Don Voorhees — An extra good
radio reel. Good variety of subjects that pleased
everybody.
— S. and
H. rural
Rich, patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. Town
HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE (No. 2): Fair.— RobertroadK. Yancey,
and general Paradise
patronage.Theatre, Cotter, Ark. RailHOLLYWOOD ON PARADE (No. 12): This reel
is no good. Some of this series are very good, but
thi sone should be shelved. — S. R. Rich, Rich Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
I EATS MY SPINACH: Popeye the Sailor— Another
filler. Music very good, so is Popeye. Will satisfy.
Play it. Running time, eight minutes. — Edmund M.
Burke,eral Fort
patronage.Plain Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. GenI HEARD: Betty Boop— Kiddies like Betty. Enough
said. mund
PlayBrke,
'em.FortRunning
time, eight
— Ed-Y.
Plam Theatre,
Fort minutes.
Plain, N.
General M.patronage.
I YAM WHAT I YAM; Popeye the Sailor— Very
good. — Railroad
Robert K.andYancey,
Ark.
general Paradise
patronage.Theatre, Cotter,
LITTLE BROADCAST, THE: Mills Brothers— Extra
good. — Railroad
Robert K.andYancey,
Ark.
general Paradise
patronage.Theatre, Cotter,
ONE spooky
AWFULcomedies.
NIGHT:When
Eugene
them
you Pallette—
play oneOnethenof
another they're all alike. For me, I can't call this
stufT funny at all. Where are our comedies? Running time, 18 minutes. — Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain
Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
PARAMOUNT ON PARADE (No. 4): Fair and
very poor
recording.
C. Bolduc,
atre, Conway,
N. H.— Leon
General
patronage.Majestic TheSTOOPNOCRACY:
Stoopnagle and Budd—
Good nut
cartoon.
— Robert and
K. Yancey,
Ark.
Railroad
general Paradise
patronage.Theatre, Cotter,

CROOK'S TOUR: All-Star Series— A pair of English comedians
thatwascouldn't
even make War.
a funny
face.
No wonder
there
a revolutionary
— Mayme
P. Musselman, Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small
town patronage.

WATER LURE: Grantland Rice Sportlights— These
sport pictures by Grantland Rice are always a_ hit
with
patrons. Play 'em,
fellows.Fort
Running time,
eight the
minutes.—
Burke,
atre,
Fort Plain,Edmund
N. Y. M.General
patronage.Plain The-

HELLO,numbers
POP!: great.
Ted Healy
Boys—
colors.
Musical
Ted and
Healyhisand
his Inboys
try
to
be
funny
but
the
Four
Marx
Brothers
have
f;ot
beat for entertainment. Play it. Running time,him18
minutes.— Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre,
Fort Plain, N. Y. Genera! patronage.

WHEa^ IT'S SLEEPY TIME DOWN SOUTH:
Boswell Sisters — In colors. Song reels don't take.
Patrons sit through it and don't sing, so why make
'em.
Songreels Day,
made also
of patriotic
for Armistice
Day, Memorial
song reelssongs
for Palm
Sunday,
Easter Day, would go over great if producers would
make
'em, having
some time
wellknown
the
lead. These
are the only
song reelssinger
come take
in good.
Think that over, Mr. Producer. Running time, eight
minutes. — Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre,
Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
WHEN YUBA PLAYS THE RUMBA ON THE
TUBA: Mills Bros. — Okay, but why does Paramount
have to spoil the excellent music of the Mills Bros,
with some silly cartoon work? My _patrons_ would
rather see them in a straight act, doing their stuff
in theren L.full
reel. Ellinwood
Running time,
nine Ellinwood,
minutes. — WarWeber,
Theatre,
Kan.
General patronage.

MUSH AND MILK: Our Gang— These comedies
are always in demand. _ Everybody likes them. Adds
to
program.
time, 18Fort
minutes.
— Edmund
M. anvBurke,
Fort Running
Plain Theatre,
Plain,
N. Y.
General patronage.
PLANE NUTS: Ted Healy. Had a nice ensemble
number and a few laughs. — Mayme P. Musselman,
Princess
ronage. Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town patRHAPSODY IN BREW: Musical Comedies— Just
fair. Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N.
H. General patronage.
SHERMAN SAID IT: Chariey Chase— Anv time
Charlie gets his quartet going, that is a big success
whether
it is Princess
funny or Theatre,
not. ThisLincoln,
is both. Kan.
— MaymeSmallP.
Musselman,
town patronage.
THUNDERING TAXIS: Taxi Boys — Another
Taxi Boys comedy that will be no better or worse
than the last one you played. — Robery K. Yancey,
Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general
patronage.
WRECKETY WREC3IS: Taxi Boys— A real good
slapstick comedy that took well with my patrons.
Running time, two reels. — B. A. McConnell, Emerson
Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town mining patronage.

Paramount
BOO. BOO, THEME SONG: Screen Songs-One
of the best cartoons. — Robert K. Yancey, Paradise
Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general patronage.

RKO
PATHE NEWS (No. 45): Gives important events of
1933. your
Everyprogram
exhibitoralive,
knows
'|Newsreels"
make
especially
in thesealways
days
of
national
recovery.
Running
time,
ten
minutes.
Edmund M. Burke, Fort Plain Theatre, Fort
Plain,—
N. Y. General patronage.
SUITS TO NUTS: Gribbon, Kennedy— A good slapstick comedy that pleased all. Lots of action in this
one.
time, Ware
20 minutes.
Newbury,
Y. M. Running
C. A. Theatre,
Shoals,— H.
S. C.E. Small
town
patronage.
United Artists
BABES IN THE WOOD: Silly Symphonies— This
is a colored Silly Symphony and is very good in entertainment and in color. Running time, eight minutes.— Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
Silly Symphonies—
One areof
theFATHER
best of NOAH'S
the colorARK:
cartoons.
These subjects
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first class. My advice to every exhibitor is to run
these Silly Symphonies— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
LULLABY LAND: Silly Symphonies— Better than
Pigs," but didn't
get Theatre,
enough publicity.
—"Three
MaymeLittle
P. Musselman,
Princess
Lincoln,
Kan. Small town patronage.
MICKY'S
Mickey andMouse—
good.
Had GALA
all the PREMIER:
stars caricatured,
how Very
they
enjoyed_
Mickey's
show.
He
rolled
them
in
the
aisles.
—Kan.Mayme
P.
Musselman,
Princess
Theatre,
Lincoln,
Small town patronage.
MELLERDRAMMER, THE: Mickey Mouse— See
Mickey— Mayme
put on P."Uncle
Tom's Princess
Cabin." Theatre,
It is really
funny.
Musselman,
Lincoln, Kan. Small town patronage.
OLD KING COLE: Silly Symphonies— All of these
Disney Silly Princess
Symphonies
are very
good. —Kan.
MaymeSmallP.
Musselman,
Theatre,
Lincoln,
town patronage.
YE OLDEN DAYS: Mickey Mouse— Good cartoon
with usual number of laughs. — Mayme P. Musselman,
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town patronage.
Universal
CONFIDENCE: Oswald Cartoons— A very good cartoon well done. Running time, seven minutes. — Louis
Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
MERRY DOG, THE: Pooch cartoons— Christmas
cartoon with the big bad wolf playing Santa Claus.
Toy soldiers come to life and drive Mr. Wolf away.
Musical recording very good. Will please the kiddies.
Running time, eight minutes. — Edmund M. Burke,
Fort Plain Theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y. General patronage.
ON THE AIR AND OFF: Nick Lucas— Only a fair
musical number. The first part is very draggy and
silly.— Warren L. Weber. Ellinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kans. General patronage.
WARREN DOANE BREVITY: One of the best
shortsvilleI've
everareseen.
number
acts that
rich.A Play
this ofonebigandtimegivevaudeyour
patrons a treat. Running time, 19 minutes. H. E.
Newbury, Y. M. C. A. Theatre, Ware Shoals, S. C—
Small town patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
ABE LYMAN AND BAND: Melody Masters— Good
band act. — Mayme P. Musselman. Princess Theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. Small town patronage.
BARBER SHOP BLUES: Oaude Hopkins and Band
— These colored boys can strut with the best of them.
Had a good tenor and some real tap dancers. — Mayme
P. Musselman, Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small
town patronage.
BARBER SHOP BLUES: Claude Hopkins and
Band — A very fine single reel with plenty good dancing
by a colored band. Running time, one reel. — Alvin
A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small
town patronage.
BORRAH MINNEVITCH AND HIS HARMONICA
RASCALS: Melody Masters — Very clever. What
these boys can't do on a "mouth organ" just can't
be done. Book it just for your own amusement, it's
worth the money. — Mayme P. Musselman, Princess
Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town patronage.
BUZZING AROUND: Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle—
Very good. Plenty of laughs. Running time, 18 minG. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold,
Iowa. utes.—P.
General
patronage.
CLOSE RELATIONS: Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle—
Just another poor comedy. Warners' acts and musicals please, but their comedies are terrible. Running
time, two reels. Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre,
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
CLOSE RELATIONS: Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle—
Lot of laughs in this one. Will please children the
most. Running time, 19 minutes.— Louis Peretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
DAY WITH DICK POWELL, A: Dick PowellThis advertises "Footlight Parade." If you play it
be sureningtotime,follow
up with— "Footlight
Parade."Crescent
Runten minutes.
Louis Perretta,
Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
GOBS OF FUN: Big V Comedies— A very poor
comedy. Not a laugh in a carload. Running time, 20
minutes.— Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King
City, C^l. Small town patronage.
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hot.
a fair Griswold,
Melody Master.
P. G. Held,
New
StrandOnly
Theatre,
Iowa. —General
patronage.
HOT FROM PETROGRAD: Dave Apollon and
Orchestra — Great stuff! Stringed instrument band
with a female whistler, and do they go? A very
good cess
musical
number. — Kan.
MaymeSmall
P. Musselman,
PrinTheatre, Lincoln,
town patronage.
HOT FROM PETROGRAD: Melody Master— A
very excellent one-reeler, as are all of the Warner
band acts. Should fit in on any program. Running
time, ten minutes. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood
Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.
HOT FROM PETROGRAD: Dave Apollon and
Orchestra — Very good Russian band numbers. — Leon
C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General
patronage.
LAUGHS IN THE LAW: Pepper Pot— A one-reel
filler. Something diiierent. Might please some. Running time, one reel. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB: Pepper Pot— A wonsubject. one
Extrareel.good
with A.
the Hables,
"College Reel
Coach."
Runningderfultime,
— Alvin
Joy
Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
OPERATOR'S
OPERA:
Brevities—
Pretty
good.
Much better
than Broadway
most of the
new Brevity
subjects. This new series are not to be compared to
1933 releases. — S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
PAUL REVERE, JR.: Gus Shy— My fans thought
this a very good comedy. Not many belly laughs, but
lots of chuckles. Running time, two reels. — Alvin A.
Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small
town patronage.
RUBINOFF AND BAND: Melody Masters— Can
this their
boy stuff.
fiddle? WeHere's
a real
they with
sure
do
colored
the band
violin and
number
red gelatin in the shutter port and made a beautiful
scene. — Mayme P. Musselman, Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town patronage.
RUBINOFF AND ORCHESTRA: Melody MastersIf you have this on your contract, by all means feature it bignumbers
when youout.play
it, asQ it'sBolduc,
one of Majestic
the best
musical
— ^Leon
Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
RUFUS JONES FOR PRESIDENT: Ethel Waters
—toAnother
good musical
that knows
how
make them.
Pleased from
most theof firm
the bunch.
Running
time two reels. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre,
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
SALT WATEJl DAFFY: Jack Haley— A good two-

reel musical comedy and will please young and old.
Running Mahoningtown,
time, two reels.Pa.— Louis
Perretta,
Crescent
Theatre,
General
patronage.
SEASONED GREETINGS: Lita Grey Chaplin— A
very good musical number that everyone liked. She
sings three numbers that are okay. Running time, 20
minutes. — Warren L. Weber, EUinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.
SPRING: All
Broadway
One Jenkins
of the best
of 'TIS
the Brevities.
in color,Brevity—
with Allen
and
Hugh Herbert. This one v/ill be a hit on any program. R.unning time, 19 minutes. — Warren L. Weber,
Ellinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.USE YOUR IMAGINATION: Hal LeRoy, Mitzi
May fairthat
— How
this pair
dance in1 your
Here ads.
is aPlenty
tworeeler
deserves
specialcanbilling
of good music and dancing. Running time, 20 minutes.— Warren
L. Weber,
Ellinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General
patronage.
WAY OF ALL FRESHMEN, THE: Broadway
Brevities — Here is a knockout.— Robert K. Yancey,
Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general
patronage.
WAY OF ALL FRESHMEN, THE: Mitzi Mayfair,
Hal LeRoy — Very good dancing reel. Running time,
20 minutes.—
G. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. P.General
patronage.
WONDER SPOTS OF THE WORLD: World Adventures— Fair. — P. G. Held, New Strand Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
Serials
Mascot
THREE MUSKETEERS, THE: John Wayne, Ruth
Hall — We have just finished this serial and will say
that it held up fair. We had plenty of them on the
last two nights, and I believe that it did more than
and
other P.shorts
would havePrincess
done at Theatre,
the same Lincoln,
price. —
Mayme
Musselman,
Kan. Small town patronage.
Universal
GORDON OF GHOST CITY: Buck Jones, Madge
Bellamy — First and second chapters good. I hope
it keeps on getting better. Running time, each chapter 18 minutes.— P. G. Held, New Strand Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
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HARRY WARREN: Pepper Pot— Very good.
Everyone liked this one. Running time, ten minutes.
—Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Pa. General
patronage.
HEY, POP: Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle— This fellow
certainly has made some good comedies for Warner
Brothers. Too bad this fellow had to die just as he
was staging a comeback.— Robert K. Yancey, Paradise Theatre, Cotter, Ark. Railroad and general
patronage.
HOT COMPETITION:
Melody Masters— Not so

QUIGLEY

BOOKSHOP

1790 BROADWAY
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YORK
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The

BLUEBOOK
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H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 208.— (A) Suppose you proposed installation of a lens and had limited
light supply. How would you go about calculating the light loss at each surface of the lens? (B) What is the variation in light loss at the surface of a lens with various angles of incidence? (C) Does the reflection loss within
angles 0 to 30 annount to much? (D) Name the refractive index of Crown and Flint glass and which would give
the greatest amount of refraction. (E) Upon what depends the loss through absorption of light passing through
glass? (Note: If you haven't a Bluebook, say so, and I'll not examine your answer too closely — though I really
should, for you should have the book.)

Answer
Blnebook School Question No. 202 was :
(A) Explain why light rays are refracted
or bent when passing at an angle from a
medium of one density to a medium of another density. (B) Jtist what is meant by
spherical aberration in a lens? (C) Explain its effect. (D) What quality of a lens
produces chromatic aberration?
The following answers are accepted
(though some are not what could be classed
as perfect, while some are excellent) : G. E.
Doe ; C. Rau and S. Evans ; T. Van Vaulkenburg ; D. Danielson ; H. H. Menefee ; J.
Wentworth; H. Edwards; P. Gaeth, Jr., R.
DeTotto ; J. J. Richmond ; D. Goldberg and
L. H,utch; D. Calladine; D. Haber and D.
Breaston; O. L. Davis and F. Sims; M. F.
Fallon; F. H. and P. Dalbey; K. Ormie;
C. B. and L. N. Traxler; P. Felt; M. U.
Sampson ; D. T. Arlen and M. Spencer :
D. and H. B. Coates; W. Broadbent; F. G.
Klar and T. H. Morton; K. L. Hess; O.
Allbright and J. Williams; D. Howard and
D. Kurts; D. Little and J. H. Rathburn;
D. L. Sinklow; J. L. and F. Hanson; M.
Henderson and K. L. Knight ; B. R. Hanson F.
; L. Sanderson ; K. Y. Spencer, D. L.
Lode, J. Jansen and B. R. Sanders; G.
Thompson ; T. M. Vinson ; L. R. Spooner
and G. Johnson ; L. Grant and R. Geddings :
B. L. Banning and L. Jones; R. D. Oberleigh and J. Lansing; P. H. Cupero; K.
Griener ; M. R. Davidson and R. Schuler ;
Nic Granby ; A. L. Dodson, F. L. Benton ;
U. L. Danielson; T. T. Golley; L. B. and
D. H. Palmer : A. Wythe and T. Granger ;
S. L. Jacobs, C. Haugan and J. Turner ; D.
U. Granger ; N. L. Tomlinson and G.
Lathrope; H. R. Baldwin; L. D. Rubin, S.
T. Mitchell: D. Lally and F. Ferguson; F.
L. Granby; G. R. Squires and B. J. Lyons;
L. G. Gregeson; L. B. Bryant and D. L.
Monehan ; L. Thomas and D. D. Davis ;
L. M. Richards; T. Malleby; D. Danielson
and H. Pilson; G. Harrison and F. Harlor;
R. and K. Wells ; S. N. Tailer ; J. Hendershot; M. Henderson and D. Singleton.
Be it noted that the excellence of answers
slowly increases, evidence that our "stu-

to

Question

No.

dents" are either learning to study, or are
making a more serious effort to dig out the
correct answer for themselves. Some who
sent answers for a long while without even
one that could honestly be included in the
published list as even approximately correct,
are now included in the list regularly. Be it
also noted that those published are not always 100 per cent correct. But were I to
refuse to accept answers that, while not
really exactly correct, are sufficiently correct
to show that a real effort has been made, it
might discourage the one involved, so I
sometimes am a bit blind — though not too
blind, mark you well !
We will let D. Danielson talk on Section
A, though others have made very excellent
answers including very explanatory illustrations. I would like to use them but we
have too little space. Danielson says :
"Light rays are refracted when passing
obliquely from a transparent medium of one
density to a transparent medium of another
optical densityj because of a difference in
speed at which light travels in mediums of
different densities. This speed is inversely
proportional to the optical density. We may
consider that a ray of light has some area
because of the wave motion, although this
area may be infinitesimally small. Suppose
we draw a line at right angles to the axis
of the ray. Some section of this line will
strike the second medium's surface before
other portions. If this ray strikes at an
angle — no matter how small the angle — and
if the second medium has a greater optical
density, the speed of the ray of light in this
medium will be reduced. Thus, if one section of the ray has its speed reduced previously to other portions, it will have the effect of altering the course normal for the
(B) Messrs. Rau and Evans say,
"Spherical abberation is that quality of a
simple, uncorrected lens which causes it to
focus rays passing through it at difYerent
ray." from its principal axis at different
distances
distances from its optic center."
(C) G. E. Doe answers thus: "The ef-

202

fect of spherical aberration insofar as applies to practical projection is: (1) It
causes a breaking up of the crater image
focus at or near the film plane, which formerly had large value because of the unevenness of illumination of the light source.
This fault has, except in case of straight
high intensity arcs, been largely overcome
by gradual improvement in the electrodes
(carbons), so that now the evil effects of
spherical aberration far outweigh its one
good effect, save only in the one case noted.
(2) It causes rays from the outer zones of
the converging lens or mirror to be so misdirected that they largely fall upon the cooling plate instead of the aperture, thus causing unnecessary light loss, though to some
extent causing the aperture light to be whiter, since outer converging lens rays carry
more or less chromatic aberration. (3) It
causes a portion of the rays passing through
the aperture to be so misdirected that they
fall outside the projection lens, which, of
course, means additional light loss."
(D) J. isWentworth
says, prismatic
"Chromatic
aberration
due to a partial
effect set up when rays pass through a lens
at a heavy angle. By this effect the white
rays are partially separated into the primary
colors, as they are when passing through
a prism of glass."
Appeal Court Upholds Erpi
In Aleograph Infringement Suit
The Second Circuit Court of Appeals in
New York upheld Western Electric in the
Aleograph infringement suit on sound
equipment in a decision handed down last
week, according to Erpi, which said the
court sustained the ruling of Judge Inch of
the district court that Western Electric
equipment does not infringe on the Aleopatent.
The graph
decision
is similar to ones previously handed down by courts in Dallas
and New Orleans in a corresponding case
brought
against Electrical Research Products.
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When is it all going to stop? We mean the indifferent kicking around a lot of capable managers are receiving, having
their salaries cut until they bleed white, forced out of a living
to make room for showmen(?) willing to work for whatever is
offered by shortsighted, inconsiderate exhibitors. A number of
these instances have been called to our attention recently and
the following is an instance that might be termed typical.
Round Tabler John Doe, which isn't his name, dropped into
headquarters a few days ago to announce he was looking for
a job. He had literally been compelled to quit a spot where
he was capably running an important theatre and doing publicity for two others of the same circuit — and doing it well,
we might say.
Having already taken two cuts, this member figured he'd
about touched "salary bottom," when he was requested to
take a further cut, or else . The salary offered was insufficient to keep his family above water, so he had to quit and
now must join the ever-growing army of good managers on
the loose through no fault of their own.
The situation is serious and something must be done to convince exhibitors responsible that in replacing showmen with
cheaper help, the very foundation of theatre operation is
being shaken.
We have stated, and again we repeat, that the manager
is the most important employee in the theatre. He more than
anyone else Is capable of obtaining bigger grosses and cutting expenses, and exhibitors who think otherwise are wrong —
100 per cent.
Turning loose a good man for an uncertain one, over a
question of a living salary, Is one of the saddest mistakes of
today's show business. Grosses suffer, rentals suffer — the entire
industry takes it on the chin. And that's dangerous.
We plead with exhibitors to view this situation fairly. Protect your investment by protecting your manager. Any other
policy must mean slow strangulation, which eventually will cut
off the very life breath of theatre operation.
V
V V
PREMIUMS

AND

SO

FORTH

Once again we call your attention to the sound job Jim
Cunningham is doing on "De-Coding the Filnn Code" in the
Motion Picture Herald, and advise you to study carefully the
entire article on "Trade Practices for Exhibitors and for Distributors" starting on page 37 of the January 20 issue. Many
of th ese clauses concern
the manager. For your own protec-

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

tion, you should be familiar with them.
Particularly Clause 5, on page 46, on "What Exhibitors and
Theatres Must Do or Must Not Do," and especially Part 3^
that specifies the limitations of reduced admissions, rebates,
premiums, prizes, lotteries and throwaways.
Dally we receive campaigns that include some form of what
the code designates as a "lottery" and therefore is now
Illegal and has been since the President signed the code. So,
if you are contemplating any tieups that skirt the code boundaries, putthem aside until you are absolutely certain you are
on firm ground.
For the information of our readers, the Motion Picture
Herald has established a code question and answer department and you are invited to make frequent use of this service.
Your queries will be answered quickly and correctly by Jim
Cunningham, thus insuring you against any mistakes.
So again we say, study the article and if you are in doubt
as to any of its clauses, we're standing by.
V V V
STARS

GREET

PUBLIC

Starting from Washington next week, United Artists is sending forth a caravan over the land to stop at a number of
spots in time to participate In the local campaigns on "Moulin
Rouge." Most interesting is the fact that over twenty Hollywood stars have joined up and will lend their personalities to
the ballyhoo on the picture.
This makes an interesting commentary on the present-day
reactions of the studioites to the personal appearance stuff.
Not so long ago, stars shrank from direct contact with their
public, but now comes a realization that such events are not
only in good standing, but quite helpful in building up many
a box-office draw.
V

V

V

To our oft repeated statement that this is to be an exploitation year, comes further substantiation in the contests
sponsored by various producers. Paramount started it with
"I'm No Angel," then Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer swung into line
on "Fugitive Lovers," and now Fox joins up by offering prizes
for suggestions on three coming musicals.
By every indication, It's a great exploitation year!
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Chet Heiskell, a no//
contributor to this
department, is not
connected witii the
industry but submits
this as an interested
spectator.

Big

Bus

Tieup

For

ff
''Fugitive Lovers
A 10-day "search" contest put on with
the New York Mirror, and a street parade
of Greyhound busses were two of the highspots of the New York campaign for "Fugitive Lovers" at the Capitol Theatre.
The newspaper tieup was an elaboration
of the identification idea, with two 'fugitive
lovers," a boy and girl, making the rounds,
visiting the leading stores, and appearing
at dif¥erent places where readers were requested to spot them, daily cash prizes and

"Fugitive" Bin Tieup
free tickets being awarded to those who
made the proper identification.
In addition to the daily advance parades
of the busses in many sections of the city,
each of these conveyances carried banners
advertising free rides to the theatre, copy

of course including mention of the attraction as well. Individual busses were also
stationed at many of the local terminals,
from which many who accepted the advertised invitation were carried to the Capitol.
It is expected that many members will
compete for the $200 in prizes M-G-M is
offering for the best campaigns on "Fugi5th. tive Lovers." The contest runs until March
Work For A Quigley Award!
Radio Contest

Tops

Suits' Campaign
A radio contest that sponsored a best
letter contest was one of the most effective
ideas in the campaign for "Blood Money"
put on by Manager R. H. Suits at the
Colonial, Reading, Pa. The stunt consisted
of offering listeners free tickets for the
outstanding hundred word letters on "The
Best Way to Wipe Out Racketeers." This
was put on a week in advance of the opening, and each night the radio station devoted
time to broadcasting letters received in the
contest, requesting winners to call at the
theatre for the free tickets offered as prizes.
Many of the most prominently located
stores in town were tied in for window displays that music
included
men's inand
wear, sheet
displays
five women's
and ten
cent stores, and restaurant tieups were also
made by which imprinted menu cards were
used.
The press book cross ^yord puzzle was
planted in one of the newspapers and another gag that helped was the placing of
novelty invitations in the key boxes of
rooms in all leading hotels.
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Some of Ken Henry's
Ideas
Prize Winning
To the many excellent ideas publicized in
these
columnsto onadd"The
we
are pleased
the Invisible
gripping Man,"
stage and
screen trailer for the presentation put on
recently by Ken Henry, fast moving skipper
of Skouras' Park Plaza, New York City.
Ken dressed one of his ushers in a radium
suit, and blacking out the entire house had
his "invisible man" walk from the wings
toward the screen, while over the house
P. A. system, Henry announced that an invisible man was at large in the theatre, that
he was on the stage, and that he was on the
screen.
With this last, flash box placed on stage
apron at left burst, as trailer hit the screen
against a green gelatin background, at the
completion of which all house lights were
put on. It was something very unusual in
the way of trailers and Ken reports that the
house buzzed plenty after each presentation.
On "My Lips Betray" a tieup was made
with a prominent character analyst who
was presented from the stage during the
date and also gave free readings in the lobby.
Analyses charts illustrated by various features of prominent stars were distributed
and instructions given to women patrons on
how to compare the characteristics of their
own physiognomies with those of the stars.
Personal contacts were made with the
principals and teachers of all nearby public
and parochial schools to sell the merits of
"Little Women," and in addition to personal
announcements in all classrooms which included the theatre and date, thousands of
"Little Women" cards were distributed to
the children, who were requested to fill in
their names and birthdays and by presenting the cards
the torun
of "Little
Women"
would during
be entitled
a free
admission on their birthdays, the theatre keeping
a file of these cards for checking purposes.
What featuring
with special
Christmas
shows
Tonychildren's
Sarg marionettes.
New Year's eve extra entertainments and a
host of other effective ideas, this Round
Tabler is keeping things humming in that
section of the city, and that he is doing business is attested to by his winning of one of
the main awards in the recently completed
Skouras Circuit drive.
Work For A Quigley Award!

E. M. {"Doc") Howe and Maxwell
Shane promoted this parade of Saturday Evening Post delivery boys as
on "Saturday's
part of theat campaign
Millions,"
the Paramount,
Los Angeles. How yuh been, boys?
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With ''Gallant Lady"
A lot of good stuff has already been put
over by managers in various spots on the
new Ann Harding "Gallant Lady." From
the campaigns received, we have selected
some of the highlight ideas:
Loew's Midland, Kansas City, Mo.
Round Tabler John McManus put over
a neat campaign on this attraction, tieing it
in with his "Loew's Thirtieth Anniversary"
celebration. Featured was a co-operation
with the Postal Telegraph, in which lifesize cutouts of Mac's "Anniversary Girl"
holding a plaque advertising the picture
were planted in all Postal windows.
The lobby was extreme class, done in
subdued soft tones to appeal to the woman
draw, and the front was done more colorfully in a white background with black and
red lettering.
Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
The campaign in this spot leaned strongly
to the class displays, with a number of excellent windows in exclusive shops, and
other angles along this line. Particularly
good was the James Montgomery Flagg
drawing of Ann Harding planted in one of
the Sunday papers for a neat three-column
break at the head of the movie page.
Loew's State, Providence, R. I.
Opening right after the advance showings
of some of the new model 1934 cars, a
hookup was made with the Plymouth dealers,
with stills of Ann Harding in one of that
company's
many
spots in thecars,
showplaced
rooms inand
alsoprominent
given to
the sales force as selling ammunition.
Window and other hookups were made
with a candy store chain using displays in
nine locations, exclusive jewelers carried
stills in their windows, and other like tieups
were made with banks, travel agencies,
beauty parlors and five and tens.
Browning Sets Campaign
For "Miss Fashion of 1934"
In accordance with Warner Bros, plans
to ballyhoo each of its key city premieres
of "Fashions of 1934," Harry Browning, M.
& P. Circuit ad chief, has already launched
a "Miss Fashion of 1934" of New England
contest along the following lines.
The advance campaign includes advertising and publicity in newspapers of Boston,
Providence, New Haven, Springfield, Worcester and Portland. The winners in each of
these cities will be known as "Miss Fashion
of 1934," with the final elimination to be
held on the stage of the Metropolitan Theatre in Boston, where "Fashions of 1934"
is scheduled to open January 26.
The final winner will make a tour of New
England, stopping for personal appearances
in each of the circuit's theatres, in conjunction with the picture's openings. The girl
will make this trip in one of the leading
1934 automobiles, which will be tied in with
the contest. She will lead an automobile
parade in each city and will be presented
to the mayor and other leading officials at
special social festivities. Department stores
will be contacted for special cooperative ads
heralding the opening of "Fashions of 1934"
with the girl to display the gowns donated
by the cooperating store.
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There is still time, but only four days of it, for managers to put over
their January campaigns they wish to forward to the Managers' Round
Table Club for consideration by the judges for the first Quigley Monthly
Award. Four days remain in the first month of the first competition of
its kind in motion picture history — the Quigley Monthly and Yearly Awards
for the best 1934 theatre exploitation campaigns submitted by managers
anywhere in the wide world on any product, major or independent, domestic or foreign.
Entries have already been received, and many managers are now waiting
until they complete campaigns on pictures playing during these last days
of the month, and on those running over into the first days of February. As
the rules state, campaigns may be forwarded after the last day of January, providing, of course, they are on January playdates.
COMMITTEE
DEADLINE

DECIDES
FOR

FEB.

JANUARY

10 WILL

BE

CAMPAIGNS

As it is the policy of the entire project to extend every consideration
to entrants, the judges have decided that Feb. 10 will be the deadline for
all campaigns from the United States and Canada, thus allowing sufficient
time for entries from far-off points. And to properly judge entries from
foreign contestants, these will be considered for the Award during the
month they are received.
The above information, we trust, answers the question of the time element brought up by a number of interested managers, and should allow
them now to concentrate their efforts during the remaining days of the
month on their Award campaigns.
PRODUCERS'
EXPLOITATION
CONTESTS
CAMPAIGNS
ELIGIBLE FOR AWARDS
All campaigns entered by managers in contests such as M-G-M's "Fugitive Lovers," may also be entered for the Quigley Awards. Managers
participating in both should send duplicate campaigns, one to the Awards
Committee, and one to the producing company.
Another manager states that he runs third choice of first run pictures,
following two other local houses of the same circuit, and says he doesn't
have much to work on for an Award campaign. He asks what to do.
The answer to this is that the judges will give the fullest consideration to
any campaign handicapped in any manner by local conditions over which
the manager has no control. This does not mean that entrants are encouraged to exploit any attraction, but it does refer to pictures that have
enough strength to justify a campaign.
but how
We're
for the
send in

Remember,

"it's not how much,

good"!
getting some great campaigns. Showmen are contesting keenly
honor of being the first winner, and what an honor it will be. So
those campaigns, and may the best man win!
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Oliver Builds Flash
Display for Four Dollars
From Charles J. Oliver, Sharum Theatre,
Walnut Ridge, Ark., comes a photo of his
very striking display on "Strange Interlude" (see photo) constructed at a cost of
$4 and some courtesy passes for the vi^indow
space. Charlie did all the work himself and
describes the construction as follows. The
display was 22 feet long, built of four pieces
of beaverboard, the side panels six feet by
four feet cut in a modernistic design with
room enough for five stills in each.
The background piece was 12 feet long by
four feet high with a pencil sketch on each
end of the stars, their names lettered in between. The fourth piece was placed about

Oliver's Striking "Interlude" Display
12 inches in front of the background with
the title in beaverboard letters and secured
to the display with the play dates beneath.
Oliver promoted some silver leaf from the
druggist with which he half framed the pencil sketches, giving the entire display a very
expensive look.
Work For A Quigley Award!

"Annie" Boat Plugs
Picture for Ed Hart
Inland towns were deluged by the sudden influx of floating tugboats serenely
propelled up and down the main streets on
floats as exploitation on "Tugboat Annie."
Ed Hart, the Plainfield (N. J.) Tornado,
now falls into line with his unique (?) craft
to exploit the picture at the Strand.
Intent on making his bally as realistic as
possible, Ed copped the boat whistle from
his organ, placed smoke bombs inside the
funnel to produce steam and hung out a real
clothes line, as can be noted in the accompanying photo. The ?tunt, as was expected,
produced its full quota of excitement and
gathered crowds in front of the theatre,
where it rested between trips.

Hart's "Tugboat" Bally
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Criticisms

Mag.
Wrong

by V. T. TOUCHETT
Manager, Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, Wis.
Upon
reading
CharlieI reluctantly
Bassin's wellmarked
written article
on Bally,
his paper 100 per cent. I agreed with
Brother Bassin but I couldn't help feeling
his article reeked with defeatist psychology.
I, who had formerly subscribed to two of
these so-called cinema periodicals began
buying every one I could find. Lo, and
behold! What did I find? Pictures like
"Berkeley Square" and others too numerous to mention were universally praised and
recommended, but how many exhibitors had
to get out the wheelbarrow to do his banking while playing them. On the other hand,
pictures panned in the same magazine have
broken records at the box office. Furthermore, let us look over the list of best pictures for the year. Are they all box office?
Not by a hat-full. Mr. Screen Scribbler's
opinions should not mean as much to your
patronage as your own, unless of course you
make it that way, by hooking the public.
There are enough good pictures made
that if all of them made money we could
afford to break even on the mediocre type,
and take a dive for the poor ones. But it is
flopping on the good ones that makes an
exhibitor want to tear his hair out. As I
see it, the reason for these undeserved failures does not lie with the failure of Mr.
Screen Scribbler to sell it for you, but with
the failure of Mr. Exhibitor backing up Mr.
Screen Scribbler's reports.
I agree with Mr. Bassin, when playing a
"natural" such as "Dinner at Eight," that
ballyhoo is superfluous, and that it is only
necessary to spread the news to as many
people as possible. But all good pictures
are not "naturals" and I'm darn sure it is
necessary to make a fuss about them if you
hope to get the customer excited enough
to push his hard earned dollars through
that little cage on your front sidewalk.
I do not believe in this "biggest, greatest,
another Seventh Heaven" form of advertising on every picture, but I do believe in telling the world when I have got something
big,I agree
and keeping
still Bassin
when Ithat
haven't.
with Mr.
the sins of
over ballyhoo are far greater in number than
those of under ballyhoo. I also agree that
generally we wear too much clothes, but am
far from an advocate of Nudism.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Kane Gives Theatre Party
For Student Traffic Cops
While putting on those excellent campaigns for his attractions which have been
publicized frequently in these columns,
hustling Tom Kane, manager Fox-Sequoia,
Redwood City, Cal., passes up no opportunity
to cement his good will relations. A recent
instance of this was a theatre party to
which . were invited, as Kane's guests, a
number of students from the local McKinley Intermediate School, who act as voluntary traffic officers and give a great deal of
their time in order that school children
may be protected on the streets.
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Various Ideas Put Over
OnFrom
"Little
Women"
the many
excellent campaigns on
"Little Women" are selected some of the
major stunts and tieups put over in various
sections of the country, and these are set
bership.
forth below for the information of the memBoyd, Easton, Pa.
Embassy, Allentown, Pa.
A. R. Boyd, operator of the Boyd in Easton and Embassy in Allentown, arranged a
tie-up in which a volume of "Little Women"
was given away in exchange for any three
cloth bound books which were brought in
by patrons and distributed among the city
hospitals.
Carolina, Charlotte, N. C.
Manager Eugene W. Street hooked up
with the classified page of one of the local
papers in which every person bringing in
a cash classified ad for seven insertions
received a free ticket to the picture. Street's
newspaper ads were diversified by addressing copy each day to different groups, such
as school teachers, women clubs, junior
league members, etc.
Orpheum, Memphis, Tenn.
Manager L. R. Pierce placed a special
newspaper ad that took the form of a letter
addressed to RKO Radio which stated that
40,000 residents demanded that the picture
be held over, and extended congratulations
on the calibre of the picture.
Palace, Rochester, N. Y.
The management of this theatre cooperated with one of the local papers on a special
invitation to teachers to attend a preview,
the invitation going out on the letterhead
of the paper. Direct contact was also made
with
citizens.women's clubs, libraries and leading
West, Galesburg, III.
Manager T. J. McSpadden secured endorsements from leading citizens and prominent merchants which were used in a page
coop ad. Photographs of civic officials and
prominent educators were used with their
endorsements and in addition a number of
stores took space to recommend the picture.
Paramount, Hamilton, Ohio
A Western Union tieup based on the press
book jumbo wire stunt was secured for this
campaign. Facsimilie wires from Katharine
Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Frances Dee and
Jean Parker were made up by the local
Western Union office and delivered house to
house by uniformed messengers.
Work For A Quigley Award!

Good "Goodbye" Bally
Manager W. J. McLaughlin and Publicity
director Teddy Trust of the Brooklyn (N.
Y.) Strand hooked into the famous Coney
Island Mardi Gras parade with a bannered
sound truck made up to resemble a float,
decorated in the orthodox parade fashion,
to advertise the showing of "Good Bye
Again." On the top rode a camera man,
who took pictures of the passing throngs.
It was announced that these pictures would
be shown at the theatre the following day
and Teddy reports a decided increase in
business resulted.

January
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"Fashions" Lobby Stunt
McConnell's Workshop
Turns Out Nice Front
As his first contribution to the Club columns, Manager B. A. McConnell, Emerson,
Hartford, Ark., describes quite a snappy
campaign on "42nd Street," accompanied by
a shot of his effective front (see below).
In advance, the title was planted on the
roof of the theatre in wood letter signs with
the word "Coming" below, and this being
unusual advertising for the community, attracted lots of attention and occasioned
many queries, which of course helped the
showing. McConnell reports that the front
as pictured was built entirely in the theatre
workshop. Extra 24s were put out on this
engagement and on the opening day lettered
arrows pointing toward the theatre were
tacked to telephone and electric poles.
At a heavily advertised dance held on the
night the picture opened, the sponsors were
tied in to distribute small lapel buttons lettered with the picture and theatre which
were redeemed at the theatre box office for
10 cents on the purchase of admissions. In
exchange, the dance promoters tied this into
all their publicity which helped the gross.

McConnell's Nice Work
Pence Gets Front Page
Breaks on Benefit Shows
Of course, those canned goods and toy
matinees are put on by managers without
any thought of profit to the theatre besides
good will, but Ted Pence, Messner Theatre,
Attica, Ind., managed to pile up quite an
armload of theatre publicity on the two shows
he put on for the benefit of the local Good
Fellowship Club Christmas Fund, an annual event, in cooperation with one of
Ted's papers.
Plenty of front page stories and cuts resulted, all of which of course plugged the
theatre. And best of all, in appreciation of
the splendid support given by Pence, the
papers made liberal mention of the coming
attractions at the Messner.
Sounds like "bread cast upon the waters."
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"Fashions of 1934"
With every seat reserved for an especially
invited list of stage and screen stars. Wall
Street leaders and Park Avenue society
prominents, Warner Brothers formerly
opened "Fashions of 1934" at the New York
Hollywood Theatre with one of those ace
campaigns engineered by advertising and
publicity chief Charlie Einfeld, and executed by his fast-stepping crew.
The lobby and rotunda of the theatre
were decorated entirely with a display of
ostrich plumes, this tying in with the background of the story, the idea being carried
out further with life size cutouts of the girls
in the picture, the cutouts framed in real
plumes (see photo above).
One of the featured lobby stunts was a
fashion parade in which 12 models, reported
to have been brought on from the studios
for this occasion, displayed the Orry-Kelly
gowns which are shown in the picture. In
addition to modeling, the girls posed for
designers from the Traphagen School of
Fashion, this tieup being made to give the
public an insight into clothes designing and
creation (see photo above).
Other lobby tieups that commanded attention included a hookup with Mallinson's
silks whereby this company decorated the
lobby with vari-colored silks, and an exhibit of fashion statuettes sculptored in soap
was displayed by Vogue magazine.
Every woman present received an ostrich
plume-handled pen, a tag on each of these
plugging the picture and date. A further
souvenir was a recipe booklet furnished by
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co., which carried
fashion shots from the picture as well as
favorite recipes of Warner stars.
Newspaper Co-op Page
Russeks, the New York department store,
besides underwriting the lobby style show,
cooperated by putting on an elaborate newspaper and store campaign to advertise the
new fashions shown, this store being included in a co-op page in the New York
American that included ads of other Fifth
Avenue stores handling fashion accessories
shown in the picture. The co-op page carried the title in an eight-column streamer
at the head of the page, and other generous
space was given to plug the attraction.
An advance hookup that was effective
took the form of a radio broadcast on the
program of Pebeco, featuring a contest witli
prizes given to those naming a member of
the cast described on the air, in this case
William Powell.
The lobby decorations were in keeping
with the atmosphere of the picture, the color
scheme being apple green trimmed with silver, chromium and copper. To ensure that
the picture would be sold as an inside story
of clothes designing, the newspaper advertisthe "extravaganza"
rathering played
than up
dwelling
too heavily onangle,
the
fashion slants.
In addition to all the above, prominent
fashion editors, designers and stylists were
shown the picture in advance at special, previews, resulting in much publicity in fashion
columns and fashion magazines.
Adequate newspaper and outdoor billing
rounded out this well executed campaign,
which was in line with the excellent work
to be expected of the capable Warner ites.

"Fashions" Ostrich Plume Cutouts
Cleary and Duffey Plug
British Picture
An intense campaign to advertise the
showing of the British-made "Soldiers of
the King" at the Princess, Montreal, Can.,
by Manager Tom Cleary and his colleague,
Cecil Duffey, went over big enough to bring
forth editorial comment in all the leading
Montreal newspapers in addition to photos
of the outstanding tieups. One of these, illustrated below, shows the famous Canadian
Grenadier Guards, which regiment paraded
through the principal streets to the theatre.
Note the splendid lobby flash and also the
crowd held out for the next performance.
Incidentally,
that's
ner coat to left
of Tom
ticket himself
booth. in the dinOther tieups included half-sheet cards
which were displayed in the windows of
every British firm, and a British Week was
also arranged in which cooperating merchants displayed goods manufactured in the
Old Country.
Cleary also sends along pictures of his
stunts on some of his recent attractions, an
animal lobby on "Tarzan" featuring stuffed
animals gathering large crowds.

Gtiards Theatre Parade
Panama Theatre Plants
Neat Newspaper Page
An unusual angle in newspaper cooperation is reported from the Cecilia Theatre,
Panama,
Day C.andB. Age."
It was
based on on
the "This
fact that
DeMille
had
selected sons of internationally known stars
for parts in the new picture. With this
knowledge, the newspaper was sold on running a page story on the successful careers
of sons of well known local Isthmians.
The story was given a streamer across
the entire page, the tieup being explained
by the two column subhead, which read,
"Local Names Recalled Upon Reading
Lists of Movie Men's Sons Selected for
New Picture," with theatre credits.
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St. Louis Showmen

ENJOY

YOUR

JOB

Managing a theatre is strictly a business proposition, as all of us are willing to
concede without argument. But having admitted it, there the comparison with
the marts of trade ends.
The theatre manager who doesn't carry around with him an atmosphere of
enjoying his job is beaten before he starts. The only thing we have to sell is the
conviction that within the theatre dwells amusement, joy, escape, illusion, adventure, glamour, romance. Don't expect them to bring it in! It's our job to see
that they take it out with them — and come back for more. If we don't naturally
think in superlatives, write upper-case, talk in staccato headlines, dream exploitation,
and just
MaetheWest,
isn'tbusiness
it possible
we ought
ware or generally
tea, and go
leave
theatre
to those
who todo?be selling tires, tinTheatre-going is variously regarded as a luxury; a necessity, to be eked out at
almost any sacrifice; an escape from reality; a time-killer, the road to knowledge;
or, just somewhere to go tonight. It is and ought to be as far removed as possible from the churning, grinding and defeats of the world of reality.
It is an axiom of selling-strategy that the only way to get people to do a thing
is to make them want to do it. Once the theatre manager faces this fact and
orients himself to it as the Arab orients himself to Allah and the East, he will
forever cease expecting them to come to his show merely because he wants them
to.—
Fox West
CoastMont.
Theatres "NRA," by JOHN TREWHELA, Manager,
JudithFrom
Theatre,
Lewiston,

Caldwell Hitting Big
On Toledo Campaigns
The contest possibilities on "Dancing
Lady" recently detailed in these pages were
fully realized by Round Tabler Wally Caldwell, Loew's Valentine, Toledo, Ohio, who
tied in with his Kresge stores, Crosley
Radio and many of the other participants in
this nation wide contest.
Celebrating the Marie Dressier birthday
and plugging "Christopher Bean" at the
same time, Wally hooked in with the circulation department of his leading store,
which placed a specially costumed girl in
the lobby to distribute invitation cards, each
good for a week's reading of one book free
of charge, with picture credits on reverse
side. The store also devoted an entire window to the birthday greetings and the picture (see photo), the book being actual twosheet size. In addition, a huge four-decker
birthday cake was furnished by a leading
bakery, and pieces distributed to patrons.
This member used some shrewd psychology in selling "Prizefighter and the Lady"
by putting on a special preview to which
he invited women's club leaders and in his

Rouda Details Two
Effective Ideas
From the Roseland Theatre, a Chicago
neighborhood house, comes some good ideas
executed"
by Manager
H. M. Rouda on two
of
his recent
attractions.
For "Picture Snatcher," Rouda had one
of his ushers, who closely resembled Cagney, on the street with a camera taking
pictures of passersby, and after each shot
presenting a small card with copy to the
effect that if the person photographed
found his or her photo posted in the lobby
of the theatre, a free theatre ticket would
be forthcoming. Copy of course included
mention of attraction and theatre, with
credits on the reverse side for a nearby
photographer who paid for the cards.
"H. M." worked the open letter idea on
"Wild Boys of the Road" with a twocolumn ad in his neighborhood paper, in
which he stated that his personal endorsement of a picture was rarely bestowed, but
that he felt that this feature was one of the
most unusual that it had been his privilege
to see in the past ten years, and that his
patrons owed it to themselves to see it.
In his letter to Club headquarters, this
member states that he feels he should be
penalized for not reporting his activities
more often, and promises to observe his
membership obligations more closely in the
future. A very healthy attitude, say we.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Lamm

Caldwell's Birthday Book
publicity stressing the fact that during the
New York engagement women patrons outnumbered the men.
However, he did not neglect the sporting
element and announced the picture at local
athletic contests, fights, etc., and distributed
thousands of the novelty fight tickets.

27,
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With "Roman Scandals"
The proximity to the famous AnhauserBusch breweries made it possible for Manager Harold W. "Chick" Evans to promote
four blue ribbon prize winning horses from
the brew manufacturers for a chariot bally
on the streets for three days in advance of
his
showing
of "Roman
Scandals" at Loew's
State,
St. Louis,
Mo.
Not only did the Anhauser people supply
the horses, but also the working parts for
the chariot which was driven about town
by a horseman in correct Roman costume,
accompanied by two girls dressed as Roman
slaves distributing imprinted samples of
gum promoted by Homer H. Harmon, publicity director, who was aided in the general
campaign by Maurie Davis, U. A. exCantor's radio hour was also tied in to
ploiter.
the advance campaign, the theatre buying
time on the air just ahead of Eddie's proand inice return
the star's
mentgram,
of its
cream, fora local
dairy endorseplugged
the picture on the air, in addition to making
spot announcements of the engagement during the daily broadcasts a week in advance.
Grocery stores in all sections of the city
carried "coffee" window strips put out by
Chase & Sanborn which mentioned the star,
picture and theatre, and similar tieups were
made with Philco Radio, a drug chain with
a cosmetic tieup, and a hat company plugging an Eddie Cantor cap. All music stores
were hooked into the song hits and thousands of post cards were promoted from the
local sheet music distributor and sent to the
names of a mailing list obtained from a
local legitimate theatre. Another prominent drug chain distributed photograph inserts in all outgoing packages, and on one
sheets, pennants and menus plugged a sundae named after the star.
Cantor's St. Louis' Jewish public was
also contacted through the medium of
placards printed in Yiddish and thorough
publicity in two local Jewish papers. Four
page tabloids were distributed in downtown
office buildings; the Lux tieup ad planted
on the opening day with theatre sniping
underline, and all this in addition to the
many publicity breaks secured resulted in
what was reported to be one of the most
complete campaigns put over in this territory in some time.
Work For A Quigley Award!

Benefits Theatre

With Community Show
Tying up with the Glenville Corner Club,
an organization of 75 neighborhood merchants, for a community Christmas fund
benefit show, Manager Julius Lamm, Uptown, Cleveland, Ohio, built up some extra
good will but not at the expense of his box
office, for the event was sponsored on a
percentage basis, assuring the theatre a
good take as well as the needy.
Each of the merchants received a quota
of tickets to sell to customers, each store
carrying window displays advertising the
show. Lamm's local newspaper carried a
two-column front page story and gave the
theatre further publicity.

Life-size cutouts of Eddie Cantor
and Ruth Etting featured this music
window on "Roman Scandals" arranged byzone chief, H. M. Addison,
and M. Ravenscroft, for the date at
Loew's State, Cleveland.
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(Left) IRVING DASH KIN, Savoy. Jamaica, N. Y., is the first to send along a
Christmas lobby display, and very snappy
says we.
a fireplace
and and
deco-a
rated treeThere's
inside miniature
house,
coating
of left
snowwhooutside.
Irv himself on the
created That's
the idea.
(Right) DICK MOSS and KEN McGAFFEY, RKO Hillstreet, Los Angeles. Cal.,
put over this ace premier for "Man's
Castle." They had a flock of celebs, giant
floods and all the other props that stopped
traffic. Messrs. Newman, Pritchard and
Voight of Columbia cooperated.
Dash kin's Holiday Display

V

V

V

Dick and Ken "Go Hollywood'

(Left) F. P. KISLINGBURY, Metropolitan, San Francisco, Cal., paraded this bally
between halves of a big time football game
before 30,000 fans, the first time any theatre was permitted to advertise at the local
stadium. Stunt resulted in a holdover at all
three theatres it advertised.
(Right) GEORGE KRASKA, Loews,
Canton, Ohio, pulled this goofy street bally
on "Duck Soup" in advance and during the
run, and we can believe him when he says
it stopped a lot of traffic. Notice the live
ducks resting, or are they posing, George"?
Gag sure is in keeping tuith the picture.
30,000 Fans Greet "Pigs"

V

V

V

''Duck Soup" Duck Bally

(Left) MACK McCARTY, Centennial,
Warsaw, Ind., covers a lot of ground with
this shot. Marquee carries current attraction, 24 board advertises another, and
float plugs a third. Mack says he had to
do a lot of hard work to get permission
to erect the 24. It should stop plenty of
passing feet.

Mack's Three-Way Plug

(Right) JULIUS LAMM, Uptown, Cleveland, Ohio, put on a football night for
"College Coach," having local teams and
coaches marching to theatre on opening
night with school band that gave a concert In front of theatre. That's Julius on
the right, sizing up his swell stunt.
V

V

Thafs Julius on the Right

V

(Left) BOB MENCHES, Liberty, Akron,
Ohio, put this 54 foot banner across the
entire front of his house. He says it caused
so much gawking that a couple of collisions
happened while the drivers were catching a
load of the flash. Relettering is done by
coating with white, and lettering over.

Menches' S 4-Foot Banner

(Right) JACK GOLDSTEIN, RKO ad
chief, Boston, Mass., got himself some star
mention on a soap tieup with "Only Yesterday" that resulted in a flock of prominent
windows to advertise the date at the Keith.
Plenty of theatre copy in this display. Just
about steals the tvindow, doesn't it?

One of Jack's Many Windows
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WORKED

page the
tabloid
calledTheatre,
the "Theatre
for
Majestic
East Gazette,"
St. Louis,
111. The boys not only do a good job of
selling their coming attractions, but also
lend their pens to a lot of witty gags and
contests in the best newspaper tradition.
Outside advertising is carried which helps
to keep the sheet self-supporting, 5,000
of which are distributed weekly. . . .

JOE SALMON, Riverside Theatre, New
York, resorted to an old, but still effective,
gag on his showing of "I Loved a Woman."
He passed out cards marked "Season Pass"
in black type with the following copy
above, "Don't let the" and this copy below, "without seeing." Catch on? Joe
says it really fooled some of the people. . .

I. J. CRAITE reports a splendid canned
goods matinee for his Thanksgiving show
at the Fort Theatre, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. The
local papers thought enough of it to run
front-page stories before and after the
event, in which over a thousand packages

W. A. CRUTE, Victoria, Vancouver, B.
C, planted practical airplane wings and tail
rudders on his marquee to bally the "Phantom of the Air." Heralds were distributed
at all schools with copy to the effect that
the "Phantom" was coming and would drop
prizes frcnn the air. A tieup with a local
aviation school nearby supplied the ship and
pilot. ...

of food were brought to the theatre in exchange for admissions. ... •

This "Hoopla" poster is the work of
Don Andorfer of the Strand In Whitewater, Wis. The figure: natural colors, with
the costunne decorated in metallics. The
lettering was black, the circles alternato
red and yellow, with a black background.

PETE EGAN, able skipper of the Palace,
Calgary, Alberta, Can., Is getting a lot of
sweet newspaper breaks on his annual
"Vegetable Matinee," which he stages this
year on December 9th for the relief of
the needy. Local Rover Scouts are cooperating In collecting the various garden
produce brought to the theatre by children
who are admitted without charge. . . .
JACQUES SHELLMAN, working with
his chief, MORRIS A. MECHANIC, New
Theatre, Baltimore, Md., promoted a special
Clara Bow handicap at a nearby racetrack
to aid the second week's showing of that
star in "Hoopla" at his theatre. Nine local
debutantes sponsored horses in the race for
which a special prize was given. The gag
brought front-page mention in all local

MORRIS KINZLER, Roxy, New York,
ad head, worked out the details of a
benefit show and dance on the stage of
the theatre, arranged by his chief, HOWARD S. CULLMAN, for the benefit of the
building fund of the Walden School of New
York. . . .

papers. . . .
HAROLD LEE, Schine's Babcock, Bath,
N. Y., sends along some of his recent two
color four page programs advertising the
coming week's attractions. Very little copy
is used, most of the space being devoted
to display advertising, and well done, too.
we must say. . . .

LEON M. MUMFORD, Roth-Strand Theatre, Summit, N. J., broke the front page
of his local newspaper with a story on his
annual Christmas party for the Board of
Health baby clinic. Novelty was given the
performance with a showing of the "Great
Train Robbery"
in 1904
addition to the restproduced
of the show.
Leonin also
netted a couple of other good breaks with
a story on his new projection equipment
and an article on the beginnings of sound
pictures. . . .
THOMAS D. SORIERO, Tucson, Ariz.,
Fox division chief, worked out an effective
idea with his showing of "One Man Journey" by fading in and out with the "Three
Little Pigs" short in the third reel of the feature, while Dorothy Jordan in the action of
the story recites the story of the three piglets. Thus by this snappy instance of showmanship, Tom worked up a general box office response to a picture he previously felt
would appeal only to the better element in
his town. . . .

27,

MILTON D. LEWIS and LELAND E.
STANSELL are putting out a snappy four-

JACK WRIGHT, manager, and }1M
MACFARLANE, ad head, Rivoli Theatre,
New York, got an unlooked for break on
their showing of "Henry VIII" with a three
column, 15 inch department store ad, plugging nexv styles in millinery, with credit
given to the picture for their inspiration. . . .

THOMAS A. PHELAN, Mayfair, Asbury
Park, N. J., sends along an effective lobby
shot on "I'm No Angel" which takes the
form of a half moon with a cutout figure
of the star against the background, and
stills as a border. Sorry it was torn, Tommy,
so that we cannot reproduce it in the
columns. . . .

January

With this photo we introduce a new contributor, C. M. Griefenburg of the Elks
Theatre in Rapid City, S. D. The background
was done in black, head in white, yellow,
orange, red, brown, and measured 3'/2''<7'/2'-

HARRY M. SUGARMAN, Egyptian
Theatre, Los Angeles, tied up traffic in
front of his theatre for three hours in a
tieup with his Studebaker agency with a
driverless car gag wherein the machine was
operated by radio from a remote control
car, from which loud speaker plugged opening of "Broadway Thru a Keyhole." . . .
JOHN J. FRIEDL, Publix Northwest division chief, with his local staff In St. Paul,
sponsored a number of Saturday morning
toy matinees at the seven Publix houses in
cooperation with the local parent-teacher
associations. As usual, the price of admission to children was one or more toys
in good condition for distribution among
needy children. . . .
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as Information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
which release dates have not been assigned, are .listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
ALLIED PICTURES
Title
Star
.72 Nov. 25
Features
Running Time
Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Dark
Hazard
Edward
G.
Robinson
Feb.
3,
'34..
.78.
Jan. i3,'34
Fashions
of 1934
William
Powell. Bette Davis
Feb. i7,'34..
25
69
One Year Later
Mary Brian-Russell Hoptcn Aug.
Hit
Me Again
Joan Blondell-Warren
William
68.... Aug.
Oct. 1214 Journal
Picture Brides
Dorothy Maokaill-Regit TMoey. Nov. 1
of a Crime
Ruth Chatterton
Mar. 10, '34..
Coming Feature Attractions
Mandalay
Kay Francis- RIcardo Cortez. ... Feb. I0.'34..
Bungalew Court
Modern
Hero.Nurse
A
RichardDaniels-Lylo
Barthelmess
Apr. 21,
28. '34..
'34..
Registered
Bebe
Talbot
Apr.
Davy Joies'
Leckar
Very Honorable Guy, A
Joe E. Brown
Midnight
Alarm
Open Trlnmad
for InsMstlM
Wonder Bar
Al CortezJolson-DIck
RIcardo
Dolores PowellDel RioKay
Silk
Francis
Slightly Used
Running Time
FOX FILMS
CHESTERFIELD
29.. Minutes
Features
Date
78
Nov.
Features
Running Time
90.... Reviewed
July 2218
Title
Star
Rel. 21..
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
71. ...Oet. 14
As Husbands
Go
Warner
Baxter-Helen Vinson. . . .Dee.
Title
Star
. Des.
S..
71. ...Aug. S
Berkeley Square
Leslie Howard -Heather Angel.. . .Nov. 15..
By AppelBtnient
Only
Lew
Cody-AIIeen
Priogit
.July 7
67..
Charlie
Chan's
Graatest
Caso.. Warner
Gland-HeatherYoung
Angel. .. .Sept
Cress
Streets
John
Mack BrownLouise
• Claire
..77.
...Oet 14
Devil's
In
Love,
The
Victor
Jory-Loretta
July
Wlndsor-Anlta
•
Ken. .67.
Doctor Bull
WillMarian
RogersNixon-Raioh
- Louise Dresser
I
neth Thomson
Jan. 22,'34..
Morgan- Sept 22.. . ..66 , . May 20
..70.. . Nov. 1 1 F. P. I
Dance, Girl, Dance
Alan Dlnehart-Evalyii Kiap» Sept.
Conrad
Veldt-Jill
Esmond-LesIn the Money
"Skeeti"son • Warren
GallagherHymer
• Lelt Wil- Nov.
lie
Fenton
July 28. . . . ..96.... Apr. 2S
Marshal
O'Brien-Irene
Bontley. . . . Jan.
Man of Sentiment A
Marian
Marsb
•
Owta
Moore- Sept. 7
62. Jan. I3.'34 Frontier
Good Companions,
Tho George
Jessie Matthews
• Edmund
..85Dec. 9
...78
Wm. Bakewell
30...
15...
Gwenn
5.'34
Murder on the Campus Charles Starrett-Shlrley Grey.... Dee. 27... ,.73
.74 . . Nov. 1 1 Hoopla
Clara
Bow-Preston Foster Soot
Nov. t9.'34
Notorious But Nice
Marian Marth-Betty Csmpson. . . . Aug. 5... ..72.
I Am Suzannel
Lilian Harvey-Gene Raymond.. Jan. 24...
Rainbow Over Broadway Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dee.
15... .. ..75....
I Was a Spy
Herbert Marshall - Madeleine
..68.... Sept
Dee. 2323
..70
Coming Feature Attractions
. ..60
CarrollDunn-Claire
• Conrad Veldt
Jimmy and Sally
James
Trevor Dec.
Nov. 27...
Should Women Forgive? Emma Dunn-Charley Grapewin25...
. ..65. ...Oct.
Barbara Weeks-Wm. BakeLast Game.
Trail, Tht
The
George O'Brlen-ClaIra
Trevor Aug.
Dec. 28IC
22... ...70
well
Mad
Spencer
Tracy-ClairePitts
Trevor
Oct.
10... . ..79.... Nov. II
Mr. Skltch
Will Rogers-Zasu
Dec. 28...
.. ..72
..74.... Sent
My Lips Betray
Lilian Harvey-John Boles Nov.
Oet 2838
COLUMBIA
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayret
Sept. I... ...66....
...76
Sept
2
Olson's
Big
Moment
El
Breodel
Nov.
Features
Running Time
Orient Express
Heather Angel-Norman Foster. . .Jan. 17...
Title
Star
Rel
Paddy, the Next Best Thing. .. Janet Gaynor-Warner Baxter. .. .Sept I2.'34 ...90
July
22
...76
Aug.
28
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwelt-R. Armstrong-D. Oct Date Minutes Reviewed
Pilgrimage
Henrietta
- Marian
Nixon - Crosman
Norman Foster
Aug. 18... . ...68....Sopt
2
.69
67. Jan..Oct20,'34 Power and the Glory, Tho Spencer
Before Midnight
June Collyer-Ralph Bellamy Nov. 20
Tracy-Colleen Moore Oct. 8...
18
63.
Jan.
20,'34
Brief Moment
Carole
Lombard-Gone
RaynondShanghai Madness Spencer Tracy- Fay Wray
..Aug. 4...
Donald Cook
Sept
69.. .Dee.
Sleepers East
Wynne GIbson-Pretton Foster. .. .Jan.
...69 Dec. 9
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
(See "In the Cutting Room," Dec. 30.)
26.'34
8... ...70.... Oet 14
DorothyFord-Walter
Tre«Connolly- Oct. 20
76.
Smoky
Victor
Jery-lrano
Bentley
Dec.
Fighting Code. The
Buck Jones-Diane Sinclair Dee. 30
Walls of Gold
Sally Ellers-Norman Foster Oct 13... . .78. ...Oet. 14
65
Fog
Mary
Briao Danny
Donald Cook - Nov.
Worst Woman In ParlsT Benita Hume-Adolpho Menjou. . . .Oct. 20...
Reginald
Coming Feature Attractions
20
68
22
69.
Jan.
I3,'34
Fury of the Jungle Donald Cook-Peggy ShasDon Oct 2B
60
All Men Are Enemies Hugh
Williams-Helen TwelveHold the Press
Tim McCoy-Shirley Grey Oct
trees
66
King of the Wild Horses Wm. Janney-Dorothy Appleby. . .Nov. IS
Bottoms Up
Pat Paterson - Spencer Tracy Lady for • Day
Warren Wllllam-Guy KlbboeIS
102....
July
IS
May Robsea-Glenda Farr«II...Sapt
JohnGaynor-Llonel
Boles
Carolina
Janet
Barrymore- Apr. i3,'34.
Let's Fall In Lev*
Ann Sothero • Edmund Lowo Dec. 26
64. Jan. I3,'34
Robert Young- Henrietta CrosMan's Castle,
A
LerettaHolt-Fay
Yoang-Spencer
Tracy.. ..Nov.
4
75. Jan. _i'34
9.'34
Master
of
Men
Jack
Wray
Oct
man Feb. 9.'34
2,'34.
The
Harold Lloyd-Una Merkel
My Woman
Holon Twelvetroe* • Wallace
28
68....Dee.~ 9 Cats-Paw.
16.2,'34
'34 80 ")
Out
Party
Frances
Dee-Gene
Raymond
Mar.
Ford - Victor Jory Oet 8
73.... Oct 21 Coming
David Harum
Will Rogers-Evelyn Venable Mar.
Once to Every Woman FayRalph
WrayBellamy
• Walter Connolly - Jan. I5.'34 70
Devil Tiger
Kane Richmond-Marion Burns... Feb.
58.... Nov. 18 Fox
Police Car 17
Tim MeCoy-Evalyn Knapp Sept 30
Ever Follies
Since Eve
George
Brian Mar.
Feb. I6.'34
30. '34 65 .Aug.
(All StarO'Brien-Mary
Musical)
3
65
Shadows of Sing Slug Bruce Cabot - Mary Brian.... Dee. 22..
Held That Girl
James Dunn-Claire Trevor Feb. 23.'34
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
18.)
.60
I Believed In You
Victor
Jory Ames
- John Boles - Feb.
Straightaway
Tim McCoy-Sue Carol
Dee.
Rosemary
.58.... Nov. 25
Thrill Hunter. The
Buck Jones-Dorothy Rorler Sept SO..
Only Girl, The
Lilian Harvey-Charles Boyer
Coming Feature Attractions
"Scandals"
Rudy Vallee - George White Don't
in Love
Moore
Alice Faye-Jimmy Durante.. ..Apr. 27.'34.
FightingFallRanger,
The Grace
Buck Jonos-Dortthy
Revlor
It
Happened
One
Night
Clark
Gable-Claudotta
Colbert
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
Lady Is Willing, The
Leslie Heward-Blnnlo Barnes
Running.80Time
Features
Line-Up,
William
Qargan-Marlan
Nixon
Man Trailer,The
Tho
Buck Jenet-Oeellla
Parker
.60 Reviewed
Rel. Date Minutes
Title
Star
Ninth
Guest, Glory
The
Donald
No Greater
Frankle Cook-Geaevlevo
Darro - Jackie Tobln.
Searl •. . .Jan. 3I,'34.
Marriage on Approval Donald Dlllaway-Barbara Kont. Guilty
_ .
GeorgeBollaray-Shlrley
Breakston
Barry
..Nov.
War of the Range
TomPhyllls
Tyler
Sept. 2217
One Is
Ralph
Grey
Party's
Over,
Th
Coming
Feature
Attractions
e
Sisters
Under
the
Skin
Elissa
Landi-Joseoh
Schildkraut
Black
Cat
Tho
Social Register
Colleen
Moore-Alexander KirkBulldog Edition
land
5.'34.
East of Sudan
Speed
Wings
Tim
McCoy-Evalyn
Knapp
Feb.
Green Paradise
Storm at Midnight Tim McCoy ...
Love Past Thirty
Aileen
Pringle - Theodore Von
Eltz
Twentieth
Century
John
Barrymore-Caroie
Lombard...'..'.!
Whirlpo
ol
Jack Holt
My Wandering Boy
Red Man's
Silent
Army,Country
The
FIRST DIVISION
Sister of tho Follies
Features
Running
Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
„Dassan
TIUo
Star
GAUMONT-BRITISH
..36
Dec. 3018
Dee. 3.
Running Time
5858Nov.
Features
Eat
26.
He, 'Em
King Alive
of Virtue Fernandel-Coiiette Darfeull Nov,
Dec, 22.
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
55
Dee.
3D
22.
Throne of the Gods
Dec.
AuntTitle
Sally
Cicely Courtneidge-Sam Hardy.
. 82
May
Coming Feature Attractions
Baroud
In Morocco Violet Loraino-Gordon Harker.
Britannia(See
of "Love
Billingsgate
..79i/j..Oet 7
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Pago.
Channel
Crossing
Constance
Cummlngs - Mathesen
Lang
FIRST NATIONAL
Falling
for You
J.
Hulbert-Clcely
Courtneldgo 88 Sept. SO
Leslie
Banks
Fire Raisers.
The
Features
Running Time
Jessie Matthews
Friday
the
13th
Reviewed
Jack
Dee. 1
68
Feb. 2825
Title
Star
Rel. Date 34 Minutes
Ghost
Train,
Tho
Ghoul,
The
Boris Hulbert
Karloff
85 Oct
65
Bedside
Warren
William
It's a Boy
Edward
Everett
Horton
Leslie
Big Shakedown, The
Bette Davis
- Chas. Farroll - Jan. 27.':
80 Sept. SO
64
TomHenson
Walls
RIeardo
Cortez
6.':34 .74....
Smith
Bureau of...
Missing Persons... Bette
- Lewis Stono - Jan.
Sept 2 Just
GlendaDavisFarroll
Sopt 16
Stanley
Lunino
GIna
Male
88
King
of
the
RItz
"Baroud")
In Morocco
Convention City
Joan Blondell-DIck Powell - A.
Dec. 1
67. Oct I5,'32
.69
Dee. 219 Love (Reviewed
under the title Rex Ingram
Menlou - Mary Aster
Dec. 30.
.66.... Oct.
Jack Hulbert-Gordon Harker
91
Lovo on Wheels
Female
Rutb Chattertoa
No». II
.66
June
17
Lucky Number, The
Clifford Molllson - Joan Wyndgoodbye
Again
W.
- Joan Blondoll..
Havana Widows
Joan William
Blondell-GloBda
Farroll- . Sept. t.
ham
72'/i..8ept 9
62 Doe. 2 Man from Toronto. The.
Jessie
- Ian Hunter 18,
Nov.
Talbot
Lyio
...
, ^ a Wenii
,1 Loved
Fred Matthews
Kerr
77
Edward
G.
RobinsonKay
FranMarry
Mo
..98
Sept.
16
els - Genevieve Tobln Sept 23.
Renate Muller-Harry Green
85 Apr, 22
Night and
Day..
Massacre ..
R. Barthelmess-Ann Dvorak Jan. 20, 34 69
Jack Huibert-Wlnlfred Shatter. . .Deo. 1
77 .July
June 10
Orders
Is Orders.
Son of a Sailor
Joe E. Brown - Johnny Mack
The.
Charlotte
Greenwood - James. .88'/i . .Aug.' ^19
73....
Dec.
9
,..„j
_
.
Brown
Dec.
23
Gleason
Prince
of
Wales,
68 Sept. 30
Wild Boys of tho Road All Star
Oct 7
83. ...Nov. 4 Sleeping Car ...
World Ckaago*, The
Paul Monl
tun. 25
Ivor Novello-Madelelna Carrall
83.
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Time Reviewed
Running Time
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
4
Title
Star
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
There Goes the Bride Jessie Matthews
Dee. 1
79 Mar. II Coming Feature Attractions
Turkey Time
Tom Wallr-Ralph Lynn
71
BeggarsSteel
In Ermine John
LionelWayne
AtwIII
Waltz
Evelyn Courtneidge
Laye• Edward Oct. 1
81 Aui. 12 Blue
Feb. 22.'34.
Woman Time
In Command. The.... Cicely
City
Ray Walker
Everett Horton .
80
House Limits
of Doom. The
Jane Eyre
Loudspeaker,
The
Ray Walker
LIBERTY PICTURES
Man
from Love
Utah.
The
John
Wayne
Manhattan
Song
Coming Feature Attractions
Mystery Liner
Noah
Beery Keith
- Astrld Allyn •
Running
Time
Cornelius
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Numbers of Monte Carlo
I5.'34.
Feb. I6,'S4
55. Jan. 20,'34
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy
MackalllWest
of
the
Divide
John
Wayne-Virginia
B. Falre. Mar.
June Collyer
Woman's Man
JohnMotte-Wallace
Haillday-Marguerite
do
la
Mad
Honeymoon,
The
Ford
Feb. 7,'34.
Quitter.
The
Sehool (or Girls
Take
the Stand
Jack LaRue-Thelma Todd
PARAMOUNT
Two Heads
on a Pillow
Running.64 Tine
When
Strangers
Meet
Richard Cromwell-Arllne Judge.
Features
Without Children
Data Minutes Reviewed
Star
. - R«l
AliceTitle
in Wonderland Charlotte
Henry - R. ArltP
tt
75.... Dee. 16
MAJESTIC
J.
Oakle-Chas.
Ruggle*
All of Me
Fredrlc March-Mlrian Hopklni- Dee. ig,'34 71. Jan. I3,'S4
Features
Running
Time
It
72.... Aug. i
Star
George Raft Yeung •..Jan.
Title
Big Executive
RIcarde
Rel.
17
77. ...Nov. 4
Charming Deceiver, The Constance Cummings
Dae. Datee Minutes
Dorothea Cortez-Ellzabetk
Wieck-Kent Taylor .Auf.
Nov. 29
87.... Reviewed
Salt I* Cradle Song
tt Nov. 25
Design
for
Living
Miriam
Hopkins-Frodrle
Mareh(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Heads
We
Go")
Curtain at Eight
Dorothy
Mackaill
•
C.
Aubrey
Cooper
Dec. 17 to.... Nov. II
Smith-Paul Cavanagh Oct.
Duck Soup
FourGary Marx
Bros
Nov.
Eight Girls In a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy WlllOD Divorce Bed, The
Edward Arnold-John Miijan Jan. 1.'34.. . ..63....0lt
.74.
M
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Satly Eilert Jan. IS.'34..
Four Frightened People C. Doug.
ColbertMontgomery
- H. Marshall - Wm. Jan. 28,'S4 7 95
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"I
Spy")
13...
Dec. 30It
8....
Gargan
- M. Boland
Jan.
Sin ot Nora Moran, The Zita Johann-John Mlllan Dee. I... ...65
. ..75.... Aug,
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
Sing,
Sinner,
Sing
..Paul
Lukas-Leila
Hyams
Aug.
.75Dee.Doe.
M. Churchlll-Chas. Farrell-C.
You Made Ma Lov« You Thelma Todd-Stanley Lupine Nov. 24.... ..74....0tt. 14 Girl Without a Room
30 239
Ruggles
Dee.
27
22 ..70.. ..Sept.
Golden Harvest
Richard
..Get
21
GenevieveArlen-Chester
TobinMorris- Sept. I2,'34...
MAYFAIR PICTURES
..68..
. . Dec. 307
.87.
...Got
Hell
and
High
Water
Richard
Arlen-Judlth
Allen
Oct
.
.70..
His Double Life
Roland Young-LIIIIan Qlth Jan. I
Features
Running Tine
I'm
Angel
Mae
West-Cary
Grant
Oct. 28.'34... .68 Nov. 25
Rel. Date Mliatoa Reviewed
Title
Star
Last NoCowboy
Round-Up.
The
Randolph
Scott-Barbara
Fritchie . .Jan.
Dance Hall Hosteii Helen
Chandler-Jason
Robards
6
I
.68....
Dee.6,'34n23
.Am,
..65.
Jan.
Lone
Jackie
Cooper
Dee. I2.'S4...
.July
73.... Sept J
Edward Nugent
July 1
Miss Sunday
Fane's Baby
li Stolen. ... Gary
Dorothea
Wleck-Baby
Le Roy. ...Jan.
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
- Barbara Kelt • Sept I
.Da*.
One
Afternoon
Cooper-Fay
Wray
Sept
...68.
HenryBlue
B. Walthall
...70.
.85.
Sitting Pretty
JackRogers
Haley-Jack Oakle-Olnger Nov.
Secret SInnert
Sue Carol -Nick Stuart Oct. 20
...80..
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dae. I
Song
of
Songs
Marlene
Dietrlch-Brlan
Aherne..ABg.
,..70.
Take a Chance
James
Dunn Rogers
- June •Knight
. ..92..
.82.
...Nov.
"Buddy"
Lillian•
.82....
July tt4
Roth
Get
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
This
Day
and
Age
Charles
Bickford-Judith
Allen..
.Aug.
Features
RuBilag Tine
C. Robertl-Mary
Colbert- Richard
Arlen-Lyda Aug. 27..
4
72.... Aug It
Reviewed5 Three-Cornered Moon
Title
Star
Ral. Date MInutet
Boland
.Aug.
.79.. .Seit
Another Language
Helen Hayes-Robt. Mentgomery . .July 28....
Thundering
Herd,
The
Randolph
Scott-Judlth
Allen
Nov. 21..
I
I....
24
58'/,
..87..
13
571/^.. Nov. It
Beauty
(or
Sale
Otto
Kruger-Madge
Evans
Sent.
Tillle
and
Gut
Alison
Sklpworth-W.
C.
Fields.
.Oct
Bombshell
Jean Harlow-Le* Tracy Oct. IS.... ..98.. .Get 7 To the Last Man
70.... Sept It
Randolph Scott-Esther Raistea. . .Sept. IS
Broadway to Hollywood Alice Brady • Frank Morgan •
Too Much Harnony Bing
Crosby-Jack,
Oakle-Lllyan Sept. 2t
Tashman
75....8ept
I
Madge
Evans-Eddie
QuiliaiTorch Singer
Claudette
- RIearde
Jackie Ceoper-Rusiell HardleCortez - Colbert
David Manner*
Sent t
72.... Sept 2
Fay Templeton - Jimmy Du- rante Sept IS.... ..89. .U$L • Way to Love, The
Maurice Chevaller-Ann Dvorak... Get 20
84.... Seat SO
.Dee. ( White Woman
8....
Carole
Laughton- Nov.
Chief, The
Ed Wynn-D. Mackaill Nov. 24....
.Net.
UII
Chas.Lombard-Chas.
Blckford
3
73.... Get 28
Dancing
Lady
Joan
Crawford-Clark
Gable
Nov.
.Nov.
..94.
.
.70.
27....
Day of Reckoning Richard Dix-Madne Evans Oct
II Coming Feature Attractions
Dinner at Eight
Marie Dressier-Wallace BeeryLionellow • Barrymore
- Jean
HarBolero
George
Lombard. ... Feb. 23,'34
Madge Evans
- Karen
Cleopatra
ClaudetteRaft-Carolo
Colbert
Morley • - Jean
Edmund
Lowe • Lee Jan. I2,'34..
. . .Jna
Good
Dame
Sylvia
Sldney-Fredrlc
March
Tracy
Hersholt
..113.
.
.
.
Nov.
'34. . ..117. . . . Dec. It If I'm Alive Tonight George
MenjouEskimo
Native Cast
Jan. IS,5,'34..
FrancesRaft-Adolphe
Drake
Fugitive Lovera
Robt. Montgomery-Madge Evans.. Jan. 22
.
.
.
Dee.
16
.
..78.
GoingSweetheart
Hollywood
Marlon Dressler-L.
Davies-BIngBarrymore.
Crosby... Nov.
Dec. 17 . ..79. ...Nov. 16 ItManAin't
Who NoBrokeSin
HI* Heart. The. Mae
PrestonWest
Foster- Victor McLaglen
Her
Marie
...87.
Melody In Spring
Charlie
Boland(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Christopher
Bean")
Lanny Ruggles-Mary
Ross-Ann Sothern
30
...Ntv.
Meet the Baron
Jaek
Pearl
Jimmy
Durante
4
Zasu Pitts
Oct 20 ...65.
No More Women
Edmund Lowe-Victor McLaglen.. Feb. I6.'34
Scarlet Empress, The
Marlene Dietrich-John Lodge... Feb. 23,'34
.Night Flight
H.Barrymore
Hayes - -J.C.Barrymore
• L.
...AM.
•
Larry ("Buster") Crabbe - Ida
Gable ■ Robt.
18 Search for Beauty
Montgomery
Oct.
Lupino
Feb. 2.'34 75. Jan. 20,'34
...91.
She
Made
Her
Bed
Sally
Eilers-Rlchard
Penthouse
Warner
Baxter-Myrna
Loy-Mae
C. Fields
Ruggles
BolandArlen
•• W,Burns0. Feb. 23,'34
...8«pt • Six of a Kind
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas. Sent. 8
- A.• M.Sklpworth
Butterworth
and Allen
Feb. 9,'34 65
Prizeflghter and the Lady, The. MaxCarnera-Walter
Baer-Myrna Ley-DempseyHuston
Nov. 1 . ..91. ...Get IS16 Strange
FredrlcCrosby-Ethel
March- EvelynMerm
Venable
78. Jan. 20,"34
Were NotHoliday
Dressing Bing
an
Should Ladles BehaveT Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymore...NtT.
II
Conway Tearlo
Doe.
...78.
(Reviewed
under the title, Herbert
"The Vinegar
Tree")
PRINCIPAL
...Sept
Solitaire
Man
- Elizabeth Sept 22
Allan -Marshall
Lionel AtwIII
Features
2< ...85.
Running Time
Sons o( the Desert
Laurel and Hardy
Dee. 29
Star
Rel. Date4 Minute*58
Reviewed
Stage Mother
A. Brady • Russell Hardia - M.
. ..Sept20,'34 Jaws Tltl*
Jan.
of
Justice
Kazan-Teddy
and
Richard
Terry
..
Dec.
O'Sulllvan - F. Tone Sent.
.
..87.
42....
Oct 28
Russia
Today
Nov.
8.
...Illy
Stranger's Return, The
Lionel
Barrymore
Franchet
. ..89.
15 Tarzan the Fearle** Buster Crabbe
Aug. II. .. ..6I....AHg. It
Tone-Miriam Hopkins
July 21
Nov. 15. .. ..70....May 20
4
. . .Aug, 12 Thunder Over Mexico Native Cast
Tugboat Annie
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beery. . .Sept. 162 Coming Feature Attractions
O'Sulllvan. .. .Aug.
Turn Back the Clock LeeRobt
Tracy-Young-M.
Mae Clarke
Aug. 25 ....88.
Desperate Trails
Kazan
..80.
. 76
Women In His Lite, The OttoLyon
Kruger-isabel Jewell-Ben Dec. 8
Ferocious Pal, The
Kazan
King
of
the
North
Kazan
You Can't Buy Everything May Robson-Jean Parker Jan. 28,'34.
Lone Avenger, The
Kazan
Teeth ef Steel
Kazan
Coming Feature Attractions
Cat and the Fiddle, The Jeanette
MacDonald-Ramon Novarro
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Rel.
(See "InParty,
the The
Cutting Room,"(All Oct.
Hollywood
Star21.)Musical)
Features
Laughing
Bey
Ramon
Novarro-Lupe
Velez
MinutesTime.Sept
Date Running
TItIa
star
Men In White
Clark Gable-Myrna Ley
Reviewed
Ace
of
Ace*
Richard
DIx
•
Elizabeth
Allai
•
Mystery of the Dead Peilee. . . Robt.
Montgomery
•
Elizabeth
Ralph Bellamy
Oct 20 . , 74. .
30
Allan
.Get
Constance
Bennett - Gilbert Nov. 10.... .. . .71... .Get. 2814
Operator Thirteen
Marlon Davies
Roland
103.... Dee. SO After Tonight
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo - John Gilbert Feb.
73..
AggieVIcker*
Appleby
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrell..- .Nov.
Rip Tide
Norma Shearer - Robert
Mont-Marshall
.Aug. 13....
.Aug. 28
Ann
Irene
- Walter Huston
gomery-Herbert
ConradDunneNagel
Oct. 3.... .. ..72... .Sept.
2.'S4 76
.Aug.
Tarzan
and
Hit
Mate
....J.
Weissmulier-M.
O'Sulllvan
Aug. 3021
4.... .. . .60..
Before Dawn
Stuart Erwin-Dorothy Wilson...
62.. ■.Get
This
of Heaven Wallace
Lionel Barrymore-Fay
Balnter. ■ . Feb.
12
Blind Adventure
Robt Armstrong-Helen Mack...
Viva Side
Villa
Beery-Fay Wray
.July
Chance at Hoaven
JoelMarian
McCreaNixon
- Ginger Rogers 18.... .. ..70.. Get
Deluge, The
Peggy Shannon - Lois Wilson • .July
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
. ,74..
IS.... ....68..
Sidney
Blackmer-Matt Moore - Sept. 2127....
Features
Double
Harness
Ann
Harding-William
t
Running
Time
O'Brien
Flaming Gold
Bill
Boyd - Mao ClarkePowell...
• Pat Nov. 29
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Aug. 20.
10 ..7i» Get 7 Flying Down to Rio... Dolores Del Rio - Gene Ray •
July
29.
.
.
.
.Dee.
Avenger,
The
Ralph
Forbes-Adrlenno
Ames
Broken Oreami
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. . .Oct.
mend - Raul Roulien .July
..68.... .Nev.
Am. II4
80.. .Dm. 16
Devil's Mate
Preston Foster-Peggy Shannon. . .Aug 20.... ...54
Goodbye Love
Charles Ruggles
. . ..65..
Galloping Romeo
Bob Steele- Doris Hill
Aug. 8.... ...63
Headline
Shooter
Wm.
Gargan - Frances Dee - R.
28....
15....
He
Couldn't
Take
It
Ray
Walker-Virginia
Cherrlll..
..Dec.
..56
22.'34.
Bellamy-W. Ford-G. Ratoff...
2919
Lntky
The
John
Wayne
Jan.
If I Were Freel
Irene
Ounne-NIit Asther-Cllve
Brook
RainbowTeian.
Ranch
Rex Bell
July 25.... ..55
66...
.58
ts
Jan.
Nov.
Rangera'
Code
Bob
Steele
Aug.
Little
Women
K.
Hepburn
•
Jean
Bennett
10.... ..58..
15....
1....
Riders ef Destiny
John Wayne
Wayne-Cecilia Parker Oct.
Frances Dee - Paul Lukas....
II
Sagebrush
Trail
John
Dec. 15.... ..58.
Lest Father
John Barrymore- Helen Chandler.
..70.. .Dee. 23 Long (See
Sensation Hunter*
Arllne Judge-Preston Foster Aug. SO....
"la IntheTown,
CuttingThe....
Room,"ZasuNov.
18.)• Pert KeitOB • El
I9.'34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep Sally O'Nell-Crelghton Chaney. . . Jan. I, '34. ..57 .
Meanest Gat
Pitt*
"Skeets"
Brendel • Gallagher
James Gleason (See "In the Cuttlpg Boom."K- Dee.
2.) „ Walker
,„ ,.
Skyway
Crawford-Ray
Aug.
...65.. .Oat 14
Sweetheart of Slgna Chi. The. Mary Carllsle-Buster Crabbe Get 15..
I.. . ..76..

'
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RELEASE
CHACT'-CCNT^D
)
Running Time
UNIVERSAL
TItIf
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
65.... Sept. 16
Midshipman Jack
Bruce Cabot-Betty Furoau Seot 22
70.... Aug.
July 2912 Features
Mornlna Glory
K. Hepburn-D. Fairbanks Jr.. ..Aua. 18
Running Time
73....
No Marriaoo Tits
Richard DIx-DorIt Kenyon Aug. II
Title
Star
Rol. Date
One Man's Journey Lionel
McCret- Sept. 8
72....Seot 9 Beloved
22. '34Minutes
82.... Reviewed
Dec. 23
John
Boles-Gloria
Stuart
Jan.
DorothyBarrymore-Joel
Jordan
1
70 Aug. 5 Bombay Mall
Edmund
Lowe-Onalow
StevensRafter Romance
Ginger Rosers-Norman Potter. . .Sept. 17
70.... Nov. 25
Right to Romance. The Ann Harding-Nllt Asther Nov.
Shirley
Grey
Jan.
I,
18
70....
Dee. 23
By Candlelight
Elissa
Landi-Paul
Lukas
Son
Kong
RobertParker-Tom
Armstrong-Helen
Mask. ..Dec.
22 . .74.Jan.
691/2. Jan. 20,'34
6,'34 Cross
. Jan. I3
Country Cruise
Lew Ayres
- Alice White
• June ..Dec. I5,'34 6878
Two ofAlone
Jean
Brown
Jan. 26,'34...
Knight
Jan. 25
78....Nrf.,'3428
6,'34.,
Coming Feature Attractions
Counsellor-at-Law John
Barrymore-Bebe Daniels. .. Deo.
20
62
Crime Doctor
Richard Dix
Apr.
Fiddlln'
Buckaroo
Ken
Maynard-Gloria
Shea
July
II
65
Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Dec. 10
Finishing School
Ginger
- Frances Dae - Mar.
78.... July 12
BruceRogers
Cabot
Her First Mate
Summervl lie- Pitts
Aug.
23,'34.
Horseplay
SlimLellaSummervl
lie-Andy Devlne- Nov. 27
Green Mansions
Dolores Del Rio-Joel IHcCrea.. . .Apr. 27,'S4.
2,'34.
78
Hyams
Hips, Hips, Hoorayl Wheeler and Woolsey Feb. 2,'34.
Invisible Man. The
Claude
Rains
- Gloria Stuart - Nov. IS
I Love An Actress Gregory RatofI
Apr. 20,'34.
78.
...New. 4
Wm.
Harrlgan
Keep Patrol.
'Em Rolling
Walter
Huston- Frances Dee Feb.
Mar. I6,'34.
King for a Night
Chester Morris • Helen TwelveLest
The
McLaglen-KarlofI
9.'34. .
30
78.... Dae. 2
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
21.)
. ^
treesKnight
- Alice
White
Ladies
Must Love
June
- Nell
Hamilton - Oct 23
Man of Two Worlds Francis Lederer-Ellssa Landl Feb.
70.... Sent 8
Mary Carlisle-George E. Stone. .Sept
Of
Bondage
Leslie
Howard
Apr. I3,'34.,
16 80
63. ...Nov. II
4,'34. .92. Jan. 20.'34 Love, Honor and Oh, BabyI...Summervllle-Pins
Oet 2»,'34
SingHuman
and Like
It
ZasuEdward
Pitts
Pert
Kelton
Madame Spy
Fay Wray-Nlls Asther
Jan.
Everett Hortsn May
70. Jan. 6,'S4
Midnight
0. P. Heggle-Sldney Fox Jan. 8,'S4
3
84....8«Pt.
2
Spitfire
Katharine Hepburn
Mar. 30.'34.
Moonlight and Pretzels Mary Brian-Leo Carrllle Aug. 4
"Trigger." "In the Douglas
Cuttino Room."
Nov.Jr.-Colleen
18.)
68....StPt 8
9.'34.
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle Dale - Donna Damerell Success(SeeStery
Fairbanks,
Moore - Genevieve Tobin Mar. 16. '34.
„ , Yesterday
„ . ^
Ted
Healy
Dec. 8
Only
John
Boles-Margaret
Transient
Love
Irene Dunne-Ralph
Mar. 23.'S4.
105..
Benita
Hume-Blllie SullavanBurke Nov.
Wild
Carge
Frank
BuckBellamy Feb.
70......NtT.
Sent 2523
S. 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocque-Gibson Gewland..Oot 23
World Outside. The
Ann Harding
9
72.... Sept 23
Saturday's
Millions
Robert
Young-Leila
Hyams
Oct.
Secret of the Blue Room, The. Lionel
AtwIII-PaulStevens...^
Lukas-GIorIa July 20
85'/a..Se8t 23
Stuart-Onslow
80....Sept 30
Strawberry Roan
Ken Maynard-Ruth Hall
Oct 26
SHOWMEN'S
PICTURES
4
60
Features
Trail
Drive.
Tha
Ken
Maynard-Cecilia
Parker
Sept
....71
.
I. ....a .
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrew. . . ■ ■ Dae. I5.'34.
Moth,
The
Sally
O'Neil-Paul
Page
Jan.
24.... ....60..
Police
Call
Merna
Kennedy-Nick
Stuart
July
....62 . .Sept "t Coming Feature Attractions
Public Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm. Collier, Jr. Nov.
Wray - PaulKelly
Lukas - Roger Mar. I2,'34...
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waytofl..Sept 24... ....63.. .Sett 16 Countess of Monte Cristo FayPryor-Patsy
Coming Feature Attractions
Crosby Case. The
Wynne Gibson-Onslow StevensGolden Head
3L
Woman
Mar. 3,'34
Elizabeth
Margaret
Sullavan-Lowetl
Sher- Mar. 5,'34 78
^„ ^ and^ Mary
„
Alan Dinehart
SsulsLouis
In Pawn
man-Mrs. Leslie Carter
Special
Duty
Honor
of
the
West
Ken
Maynard
Unlimited
Within the Rock
I Like(SeeIt "In
ThattheWay
GloriaDec.Stuart-Roger
Pryor Feb. ii'si'.'..
Cutting Room,"
30.)
Love Rich,
Birds,The
The
Summerviile-Pitts
Poor
Edna
May
Oliver-Edward
Ever- Mar. I2.'34...
STATE RIGHTS
„ for
. You,
„ A
.
ett Horton
Feb. 26,'34 65. Jan. 6,'34
Song
....Marian
Nixon-Jan Klepura
iMlas TiM
Features
Rel. Date Mlaute* Reviewed
Wheels of Dettlar
Ken Maynard
Feb. 19, '34...
Title
Star
Carnival Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen
15 69
Vincent
Hollywood . . . .Deo.
.Jan. l5.'34...65.Jan.
Dlst'r Prods.
Criminal at Large
Emiyn
WilliamsCathleen
Nesbitt Heiber
6.'34 WARNER BROS.
Cougar, the King Killer. . Edwin
C. Hill • Jay Master Art
1 60
Bruce
Running Time
Enlighten Thy Daughter.. Beth Barton-MIrlam
. . . Nov. l5,'34...tO....Dee. 30 Features
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Battista
Exploitation
Plots
■
■
Jan.
Title
Star
.72 June 24
.55
Farewell to Love
Jan Kiepura-Heather
Leslie
Fairbanks. Aug.
Jr. -Howard-Doug.
Paul Lukas...
.75... Not. 18
Angel
Madison Plets.
Plets......-.Nov.
24... .66. . . Dm. a Capturedl
Film Parade
General
.Jan. I2/34
Get That Venus
Ernest
Truex
•
Jean
Dvorak
Lyio
Talbot.
........
Nov.
College
Ccach
Dick
Powell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann
I3.*34..
Arthur
Regent Plets
" Dee.OctI4,'2g21
.88.
(Reissue)
George Arliss
Dec.
Gow
Film Exchange.. •• Nov. 2t 65.... Dee. 9 Disraeli
Easy to Love
Adolphe
Menjou
- Mary Aster • Jan. 28
Genevieve
Tobln
Hell's
Holiday
(War
Film)
Superb
Plets...
77....
July
22
.61.
Jan.
.Oct.20,'34
Her Secret
SariCollier,
Maritza
Ever In My Heart
Barbara Stanwyck
Oct.
Jr• Wm. Ideal
73
.101.. .Dee.
..63..
Footllght Parade
James
Cagney
Joan
Blondell
•
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond
T.
Von
Ruby Kibbee
Keeler - Dick Powell - Oct
.68.
Guy
Eltz
Progressive ..Oct. 7 59....Ntv. 4
Important Witness. The... Noel
Francis-Donald Tower
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Oee.
Dlllaway
July It 64 Oet tl From Headquarters
98.. ..May 27
Gold Diggers of 1933 Warren
Wliliam-Joan
BlondellLo Gong (Dance of the
Aline
Dick MacMahon-Ruby
Powell Keoler- Sent 20.'34 75
Bennett Plets
55. Jan.July20,'3429
MadVirgins)
Age, The
Resolute
PleU July 10 70....
Paul Muni
Jan. 23
68....
Mam'zelle Nltouche Jania Marese-Ralmu. Protex
Nov. 18 90 Dee. I HI, Nelllel
73.... Dee.
Nov. >4
Raymond
- Ricardo Cortez - Dec. 28
Mr. Broadway
All Star
B'way-Hollywted
59 June
Sept 233 House on 56th Street, The KayGeneFrancis
9
73....
Dee.
Over
the Seven Seas
Vanderbllt
70
Kennel Killer
Murder Case James
WilliamCagney
Powell-Mary Aster Oct.
70 June 242
Passion of Joan of Are. Ike. Maria Falconnetl Capital
S«pt 7 57 Sept. 16 Lady
Dee. 5
Reform Girl
Noel
Francis-Donald
Voltajn*
George
Arllss-Dorls
Kenyon
Aug.
Dlllaway
Tower
July IS 64.... Oet 21
2..
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Buseh • Juno Lester F. Scott
58 8«gt 16 Coming Feature Attractions
Shepherd of the
the Earth Turns
Jean
Mulr-Oonald
Woods Apr. I4,'34
William
Powell
Seven Hills. The
Faith Pictures. .. .Aug. 7 60.... Aug. 18 As
DragonCoats
Murder Cast, The.
Fur
Aline MacMahon-Paul Kelly
Sleepless Night*
Polly Walker
•
Stanley
Lupine
Remington
July
21
65
July
2t
Gambling
Lady
Stanwyck
Sweden, Land of the
Gentleman
from San Francisco Barbara
PatTaibot-Margaret
O'Brien-Bette
Davis-Lyle Mar. 31. '34.
Lindsay
ATeen
Vikings
John
W. Films
Boyle
70.
Jan.Dee.I3,'3416 Harold
Through
the
Centurlea
Beacon
Dee.
1
70
Hal
LeRoy
Rochelle
Truth About Africa. The
Wm. Alexander 47 Apr. 22 Heat Lightning
Patricia EllisHudson • ..Apr. 7,'34
Aline
Farrell- Mar. 3.'34
Volga
Volga
H.
A.
Shilettom
KInematrade
Dee.
14
76.
Jan.
6,'34
Wandering Jew. The Jacob Ben-Ami JAFA
Oct 20 SO. ...Oct 28 Heir Chaser, The.
Ann MacMahon-Glenda
Dvorak -Lyie Talbot
Wine, Women and Song. . . Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I. E. Chadwisk
James Cagney - Befte Davis... Mar. I7.'34
Cody
..78... .Dee. 23 Hot Air
Dick
PowellRogers
- Pat O'Brien •
Ginger
I've Got Your Number.
UNITED ARTISTS
Joan
Biondell-Pat
O'Brien
Glenda
FarrellMargaret
Lindsay- !! Feb. 24,'34"
Merry Wives of Reno...
Donald
Woods
Running Time
Features
Warren
William
Mary
Aster Upper
Wortd
Ginger
Rogers
Ael. Data Mlautet
Title
Star
63.... Reviewed
Dec. 19189
Advice
to
tbo
Lovelorn
Lee
Tracy-Sally
Blane
Dee.
I
..9S....Aot.
Bitter Sweet
Anna Neagle-Femand Oruvey. . .Sept 22
Blood Money
George Bancroft- Frances Dee..Nov.
Chlek Chandler-Judith Ander- son NtT. 17 ..65..
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Bowery, The
Wallaee Beery • Qeorge Raft IS ..90.. ..Ott 237 Features
Jackie
Cooper
Fay
Wray
Oet
27
...85.. . Oct
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance Cummlngs • Russ
Columba - Paul Kelly Oct 5,'34...
Title
SUr Tauber..
. Dee. 21
Richard
Time
Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson- Dudley DIgget. . . .Sept. 28
...75..
.80.. .. .Sept.
Big Attraction,
The.. .
D„, .,
C.I
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
..86..
9 Counsel's
1
Gallant Lady
Ann Hardlng-Cllve Brook Jan.
Henry
Kendall
.. London
Fllns....
71 RevlewMl
Anr 99
.
.
Feb.
Opinion
Feodor
Challapln
Masguerader,
The
Ronald
Celman-Ellssa
Landl
Sept
Artists
Don
Quixote
George DayRobey..
I8.'S4...
Jyly 3
Moulin Rouge
Constance Bennett - Fraichot
Frances
....
.
.Sept
.
Dae.
23
Tone - T. CarmlnatI Jan. S
..71..
London
Film....
"Oet
..97..
from Maxim's.
The.. Richard Tauber. . Bavaria
23 Girl
Dr. 14a
Private Scandals
Life of Henry VIII, The. Eddie
Charles Cantor
Laughton
/i....«
The
British-United
Film Jui,,
\i'.'... ..ki..V.ia\i
Leslie Fuller ... British
Roman
- Gloria Stuart • Nov.
Int'l
25 Golden Goal.
....
es July 88
of
High
Street.
Ivor
Novello
Ursula
David Manners-Ruth Ettlng..Dee. 29 ..85.. . . Dec. 9 Hawleys
Jeans
I Lived with You
Gaumont-Brltlsh.
lua 19
Ralph Lynn
Coming Feature Attractions
minions
Just My Luck
British
and DaBorn
to
Be
Bad
Loretta
Yeung-Cary
Grant
Fab.
23,'S4
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back. Ronald Colman-Loretta Young
80.
...May
20
- British InPI
Maid of the Mountains. The Harry
Catherine the Great (T.) Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.- Eliza80 ...Apr. 22
NancyWelchman
Brown
Maurice
Braddell..
.
both
Bergner
Mar.
ie,'S4
Men of Tomorrow
Firebrand, The
Fredrlc March
London Film
80 Aor. 15
House
The Spencer
George Arliss
John Lodor ■ Ida Lu ParamountMoney for Speed
Lookingof forRothschild,
Trouble
TracyCummlngs
- Jack Oakia - Mar. 9.'34
British-United
..July 18
Laglen
Constance
pIno - Cyril Me. Artists
67.
Nana
Anna Sten-Llonol AtwIII-PhllRichard
Tauber Bavaria Film Oct
90
Never
Trust
a
Woman
28
Carl
Briison
„Palooka
, ,
lips Holmes
2,'34... . 85.Jan. I3,'34 Prince of Arcadia
Gaumont-Brltlsh. 80. Oct
Jimmy
- Stuart Erwin - Mar.
May
13
Radio Parade
Lupe Durante
Velez
Feb. I6,'34 85
British
Int'l
70.
VareonIDanlels-Vletor
...
Song You Gave Me. The. Bebe
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dee.
2.)
Grade Fields
Ouoen, The
Anna Neagle-Fernand Graavey
British
Int'l
84 Oet.
Oet 2821
Radio
92
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Warner
Mar. I6,'34
.99. Jan. 6,'34 This Week of Grace.
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FILMS
[All dates are 1933 unless
otherwise stated]
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Butterfly
10
Seed
Dispersal
10
MUSICAL MOODS
1— Dance of the Hours
9
Hans Lange and Orchestra
2— Dion
Ave Maria
7
Kennedy at the Organ
3— Waters of M i nnetonl(a 6 . . . .
Gus Haenschen and Orchestra
4— Native
Hula Hawaiian
Moon
7
Troupe
5— Hans
Waltz Lange
In A and
FlatOrchestra
Major
4....
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date Min.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Hold Your Temper
2 rls.
Smith and Dale
Hot Daze
Oct. 20 2 rls.
Smith and Dale
Radio-dough
2 rls.
Sidney and Murray
Ten Baby Fingers
2 rls.
Sidney
and Murray
KA2Y KAT
KARTOONS
Antique Antics
I rl. .
Autograph
Jan.
5,'34..lrl..
Bill Poster.Hunter
The
Nov. 24
I rl..
Curio Shop, The
Dec. 15 Irl..
Hsuse Gleaning
I rl. .
Krazyof Spooks
Oct. 13
Irl..
Out
the Ether Sept.
5 7Vj..
Southern Exposure
Irl..
Stage Krazy
Nov. 13 1 rl..
Whack's Museum
Sept. 29 Irl..
LAMB'S GAMBOLS
Hear
"Era and Weep
2 rls.
LAUGHING
WITH
MEDBURY
1— In Morocco
Sept.29 Irl..
2—
3— In
In the
SouthOrient
America Oct.
Dec. 25
22 Irl..
Irl..
MARCH OF THE YEARS
No.
I—
"Boss"
Tweed
Sept.22
9Vi..
No. 2—
Oct. 6 1 rl..
No. 3— Famous Crippon
Case
Oct. 20 I rl..
No. 4— Commander Perry
Opens
Japan
Nov. 3 II..
MICKEY McGUlRE
COMEDIES
Touchdown
Oct. 27
14 18
18
2—1— Mickey's
Mickey's Tent
Show Oct.
34—— Mickey's
Covered
Wagon.
Nov.
30
18
Mickey's Minstrels
MINUTE
MYSTERIES Jan. II, '34. 18
No.Party
I— Death Attends a Oct. 6 9
No.
Fangs
No. 2—
3 — Fast
The Clown
Dies.... Oct.
Dec. 13
14 Irl..
No.Went
4— When
the
Lights
Out
in..
No.MUSICALS
5— The Missing Clue
Irl..
No.theI —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. 16 2 rls.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack
2— Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2 rls.
Osterman
No.SCRAPPY
3— School for
Love
2 rls.
CARTOONS
Auto Show
Dec. 8 1 rl..
False Alarm
I rl. .
Hollywood Babes
Nov. 10
Movie
Struck
Sept.
8
714
Sandman Tales
Oct. 6 Irl..■■
Scrappy's Art Gallery Jan. I2,'34. . I rl . .
Scrappy's
Irl..
SUNRISETelevision
COMEDIES
Brother, Could You Spare
■KenMillion?
Sept.
13....17....
Murray
Entertainer,
Oct. 4 20
Will MahoneyThe
WORLD OF SPORT
Flying Gloves
Aug. 18 Irl..
Hook and Line
July 28 Irl..
It's
Sport
in
Any
Language
We Want a Touchdown Oct. 23 I1 rl..
rl..
What the Scotch Started. . .Oct. 6 Irl..
Who Said the Weaker Sex7.Sept. 8 9..
Winter Thrills
...1 rl..
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed
throughRel. Fox
Title
Date Films]
MIn.
ANDY
CLYDE COMEDIES
An
Old
Gypsy
Custom
Jan.
I2,'34.
Big Squeal, The
July 9 .218rls.
Dora's
Dunking
Doughnuts
Sept
I. ...20....
Frozen Assets
Nov. 17
His Weak Moment
Oct. 13
Super
The
Feb. 9,'34..2rls.
AS ASnooper,
DOQ THINKS
Walking
theand Dog
Sept.29
You
and
I
the
Gatepost
.Aug.
25
BABY BURLESKS
Gimme My Quarterback. .. .Jan. 26,'34
KidBATTLE
'N Africa
Oct 6
FOR LIFE
Beneath Our Feet June 25 ■
CityCORONET
of Wax
COMEDIES Feb. 9,'34..l rl..
Git
Along
Little
WIfle Dec.
Nov. 8
3
Good Bad Man, The
Inventors, The
Feb. 2, '34
North
of Zero
DO YOU
REMEMBER? Jan. I9.'34
Old-FROLICS
Fashioned OF
Newsreel.
YOUTHAn. July 2
Merrily Yoort
Oct. 6..
Pardon My Pup»
Jan. 26.'34..
What's
To Do
Nov. 24
HODGE-PODGE
Any Way to Get There July 16
Capers In Clay
July SO
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II...
Title
Rel. Date MlB.
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
Rel. Date Mil.
MERMAID COMEDIES
Benny
DavisCharles
— With
Roy
Captain Henry's Radio Show .Aug. II
Atwell,
Carlisle,
(Harry Langdon)
Lanny Ross-Annette
shaw-Don
Voorhees HanMartha Ray and Jackie
Hooks
Aug.
Little Broadcast, The Oct. 27
Green
8
Leave Itandto Jabs
Dad
Oct. 25
20
Gus
Edwards—
With
Ralph
Donald
Novis
- Arthur
Pop's Pal
Dec.
KIrbery, Four Minute
Stage
Hand, The
Sept. 29
8
Tracy
- Lopez-Roy
Mills Bros.
•
Vincent
Men
and
John
S.
Young
S
Tied for Life
July 2 18
Radio Roundup, A AtwIII Nov. 24
John
Trimmed
In AND
Furs
Jan. 5. '34.. 2 rls. Stephen
Hundley,Foster—
NancyWithMcCord
MORAN
MACK
Molasses
.1 rl.
COMEDIES
and Kelvin Keech
18
Mary Small'n' • January
The PoetFields and McHugh— With
Prince- XVaughn
De LoathBlue Blackbirds
Aug. 18
Three
Sisters
Jack
Osterman
and
PickFarmers'
Fatal Folly Sept.
15 18
Rumba
Sept.29
ens Sitters
8....
Freeze-Out
VincentRhythm
Lopez
Carrie
Bond— Ralph
With
MUSICAL The
COMEDIES Dec. 22
.1.1 rl.
Edwin Jacobs
0. Hill,
rl.
Million Dollar Melody Oct. 27
SUtion
T.O.T
Jan.
I9,'34.
KIrbery and Lew White
Where's
That
Tliert
Dec.
22
Poppin'
the
Cork
Dec.
15
Borrah
Minnevltch
ORQANLOGUES
ROMANTIC JOURNEYS
II...
Songs
the Hills
6
HOLLYWOOD ON
Across the Sea
Oct 20 II....
RadioofRubes
II...
PARADE
Canyon of Romance Dec. 8
Sally
7....
Enchanted Trail
Sept22
No.
I
Aug. IS II...
SIngIn'
Sara-Don
Wallace
No.
2
Sept
8
Mediterranean
Blues
Feb. 23,'34. . 1 rl. .
Night of Romance
7
SONG HIT STORIES
No.
3
Oct. 10....
13....
DonaldTwisters
Novlt-Ann Leaf-John Young 7
No. 4
Nov.
Doctor Dogie,
The
Feb. 23,17'34. .110rl . . Tongue
Last
The
Nov.
No. 5
Dec. 8 .1II...rl.
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov.
24
Irl..
Helen Morgan
Ship of Dreams
7
No. 6
Jan.
5,'34. II...
No.
Feb. 2,'34.
10...
Ralph onKIrbery-Lew
Whlte-Kelvln Keech7
Slow
Sept.22 Irl..
ONE7REEL ACTS
Melody
Parade
SteplnPoke
Fetchit
Jazz a La Cuba
July 7
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
Trav'lling
Don
Asplazu
AlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 2,'34..lrl..
Home Again
8
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
STAR COMEDY
Nick Lucas-Lew Whlte-Kelvln Keech 6
SPECIALS
Tintypes
No. 12 — Treasure Hunt —
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
Expectant
Father. The Nov.
Feb. 16.17
'34
Wings
Oriental Phantasy
8
OneSummer
Over— Putwith June 16
Mr.TERRY-TOONS
Adam
Lillian tingofRoth
Charles Carllle-Lew Whlte-Kelvln Keech
10...
No.— Bird
13 — Tableaux
la— Song
Wax
Organ Festival
9
Banker's
Daughter,
The
June
25
S
Sanctuary
Lew
White-Ann
LeafBeanstalk Jack
Oct. 20 6
Makers of America July 14 10...
Dick LlebertJesse Crawford
Fanny In the Lion's Den... July 23 6
Melody
Tour
8....
PARAMOUNT
Fanny's Uproar
Wedding Day Aug.
Sept.22
NEW SERIES PICTORIALSylvia8.FreesGrand
25
John
YoungDick LlebertNo.
I— Just ■ Little DresiGypsy Fiddler, A
Oct. 6 6
Organlogue-Ing
theWhiteHits
8
Holland
Days
Jan.
I2,'34. .6....
Ing
— The Rock Garden — Aug. II
Irving
Nick Lucas-Lew
Hypnotic
Eyes
Aug
Herbert
Rawllnson
No.Salmon
2— On— Mills
the Trail Outof the
the
In Venice
Dec. 15 9....
10. . .
Trotting
Melodies
of
Love
Last
The
Feb.
Carlile-Rawllnson- White
Champion
—
Johnny
Green.
Sept 8 10...
Little Straw,
Boy Blue
Nov. 23.'34.
30 .6.6 . .
Songs of the Range
No.
3
—
Dr.
Roy
Chapman
Oil Can Mystery, The July 9 •
Art Dickinson-Lew
White
Andrews
September .Oct. 6
Owl
and the Pussycat The. .Mar.
Morn— Harr>— Armstrong.
Rhapsody
in Black
Irl..
10...
Pick-necking
Sept. 9,8'34.. I rl..
No.
4
—
Left
Go
Crabbing
GaryRawlinsonWhite
Rip
Van
Winkle
Feb.
9.'34
PET SUPERSTITIONS
Robinson Crusoe
Nov. 17 8....
—
Manhattan
Nocturne
—
Irvin
S.
Cobb
Nov.
3
1.
Spilled
Salt
10
Sunny South, The
Dee. 29 6....
10...
LewltThree
Bears.
TheThe... Jan.
No. 6 — The Old Mill —
J.Phyllis
CarrolBarry-Geo.
Nalsh
Village
Blacksmith,
Nov. 2e.'34.
3 .8....
•
Jack —Frost,
rator
Song Matter
MakenDeeo-ef
TOM
HOWARD
COMEDIES
the Nation
Dec. 1 10...
SheSPECIAL
Whoops to Conquer
2 rls.
Aces
July
9.... 10 .
Zasu Pitts-Billy BevanNo.Trees
6— —Southward
Ho — Dec. 29 10...
Gllda Gray
DivorceWild
Sweats
Nov. 30
Daphne Pollard
No. 7— Queer Fish— Liquid
Mouse Trapper, The Sept 1 1
Static
Air—
Lanny THERest
26,'34. .7...
POPEYE
SAILOR Jan.
TORCHY COMEDIES Sept. 29 2rli.
METRO-GOLDWYNBlow
Me Down
Oct. 27 10...
(Ray Cooke)
II Eats
Nov. 20
17 .7...
Torehy's OutLoudTorchy
Spooker June
25 20
.7...
MAYER
Yam MyWhatSpinach
I Yam Sept
Trying
July 23
18
.1.7...
rl.
TREASURE CHEST
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
Let's
and Him Fight. .Feb.
ALL-STAR SERIES
Seasin'sYou Greetlnkt
Dec. 16,8'34.
Air Maniacs
Dec. 15
Day
Dreamt
Dec. 10
8
Crook'sScrews
Tour
Sept.
23 19
Sock-A-Bye,
Baby
Jan.
Wild
Elephlnks
Dec. I9,'34.
29 .7...
Twin
Dee. 30
Shorts
Nov.
SCREEN
SONGS
Yeast
Is
West
Nov.
II 22rlt.
rls.
Song of Vienna
Nov. 3
CHARLEY CHASE
Boo,
Boo,
Thome
Song.
...Oct.
13 .7...
What
Does
1934
Hold?
Doc.
22
Your Life Is In Your
Old Mill Stream .July 21
Cracked
18. . . . Down
Funnyby theBoners
Luncheon Iceman
at Twelve Jan.
Dec. 27.'34.
9 II....
Hands
Sept 22
I Eton
Like Boys
Mountain Music Nov. 10
Midsummer Mush
Oct 21. ...21....
Sherman
Said It
Sept 2.... 17....
FOX FILMS
FITZPATRICK
Gertrude
Nlesen
Keeps
Ralnin'
AU the Time. Jan. I2.'34. . I rl.
TRAVEL TALKS
Title
Let's All Sing Like the
.7...
British Guiana
Dec. 23 8....
ADVENTURES
OF THE Rel. Date MIn.
Colorful Ports of Call
I rl.. Sing,
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
BirdiesBabies,
Sing
Feb.
9.'34.
Sing
Dec.
15
Day
In
Venice
Oct
28
8....
Following the HorsesI Sept 1 9....
Baby Rose Marie
Dutch Guiana, Land ef
Motor Manlal
Sept 29 9...
Stoopnocracy
Aug. 18
DJuka
Sept. 2 18
Conquest of the Alrl Nov. 30 9...
Stoopnagle
Italy,
Land
of
Inspiration.
.Nov.
25
Irl..
When
Yuba and
PlaysBudd
the
Scouring the Seven SeasL. Oct. 20 9...
New Zealand
8
Answering
the
Riot
Calll...Dec.
22
9...
Rumba Bros.
en the Tuba Sept. 16 10...
Mills
Scotland the Bonnie Sept 30 9
Filming
Fashions Nov. 10
..
MAGIC theCARPET
FLIP, THE FROG
SCREEN SOUVENIRS
SERIES
Paleface
Aug.
12
8
No. 12
June 9 10...
Pagodas ofof Cairo
Pelping Aug.
Aug. 25
IS
Soda
Squirt
7
No. 13
July 7....
GOOFY
MOVIES
Shades
The Desert Patrol
Sept. I 10...
A
Whole
Show
In
One
Reel.
Sept.
9
9....
NEW SERIES
SCREEN
SOUVENIRSOutposts of France Sept. 15 9...
LAUREL & HARDY
10...
Glimpses of Greeee Sept.29
No. I
Aug. 25
Busy
Bodies
Oct. 23.7 ...28....
20
Playground of Pan
Oct. 13
10...
Dirty
Work
Nov.
No.
2
Sept
22....
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Elephant
No.
Oct
10...
The
IslandTrails
of Malta Oct.
Nov. 27
3 10...
No. 3
4
Nov. 20
17.... .110...
Hello,
PopI
July
I
17
A Day In Tokyo
Nov. 10 9...
Dec. 15.... rl.
Nertsery Rhymes Aug. 26. , . .28. . . . No. 5
Byways in
Nov. 30
24
Keg
0'
My
Heart
Nov.
II
2rto.
No.
6
Jan.
I2.'34. 10...
Around
the Bangkok
Acropella Nov.
Rhapsody In Brew Sept. 30 28
No.PARAMOUNT
7
Gem of the Sea
Dec. 15
SOUND Feb. 9.'34.
Symphony
Jan. 6.'34..trls.
MUSICALIn Sudi
REVUES
Rural
England
Doc.
22
London Medley
Dec 29 . .
Beer and
Pretzels Oct
Aug. 26
TwoNEWS
Editions Weekly
Plane
Nuts
14 20
28
Flemish Folk
Jan. I9.'34
5.'34.. ..
GRANTLAND RICE
Roast
Beef
and
Movies.
...
Dec.
2
2
rls.
Tunisian
Travels Jan.
ODDITIES
SPORTLIGHTS
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 28,'34
No. 1 — What Makes a
Bear
Hunting
Dee. IS
Irl..
Roamingof the
Netherlands. . Feb. 9.'34
Champion
Aug. 25
4 II...
Fine Feathers
Nov.
IS 8...,
Cradle
2— Sporting Melodies. .Aug.
MOVIE Storms
TINTYPE SERIESFeb. 16,'34
Handlebars
Aug. 26. . . .18. . . . No.
10....
No.
3—
Water
Lure
Sept
22....
II....
Where Is My Wandering
10....
Happy
Warriors
Oct 28
21 II....
8
No. 4— The March of the
Menu
Aug.
Boy?
Aug. 18
OUR GANG
Champions
Oct. 20 .1 ri..
For the Man She Loved .... Sept. 8
No. 5— Kennel Kings Nov. 24
Bedtime
Worries
Sept 8 21
rl..
Slander's
Sept.22
No. 6— Around the Calendar. Dec. 22 .1.110....
Wild Poses
18
Twin DukesTongue
and a Duthtis.Oct.
6
rl..
TODD-KELLY
The Great Train Robbery.. .Oct 27
No.
7—— Jumping
Giants ... Jan.
26.'34.
Air Fright
Dee. 23 2 rls.
A Moment of Madness Nov. 4
No.
8
Horse
Power
Feb.
I6.'34.
SPORTS EYE VIEW
Backs to Nature
Nov. 14 20
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
Beauty
and WHOPPER
the Bus Sept. 16 18
Over the Jumps
July 21 10....
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5,'34
WILLIE
Straight
Shooters
July
21
The Girl from the Country. Jan. I9.'34
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Davy
Jones' Locker Sept.
Dec. 16
9 71 rl..
Emma's Dilemma
Feb. 2,'34
II....
Play Ball
21...
Barber,
The
July
28
Love's
Old
Sweet
Song
Feb.
I6.'34
W. C. Fields
Spite
Flight
Oct
14 88
TheSPECIAL
Heart of SUBJECT
Valeska Mar. 9,'34...
Strates-Fsar
Nov. II
BigSennett
Fibber.StarThe
July 14 20....
AnIakchak
Aug. 18 28...
rls.
Circus
Feb. I6,'34. .219....
Harry Hoodoo
Langdon
PARAMOUNT
MASTER ART
Cold
Turkey
Dee.
I
.
.
.
.
Rel. Date MIn.
JosephDear
Cawthorn
Title BOOP
BETTY
Ducky
Sent. I .2 rls.
PRODUCTS
CARTOONS
Sidney Toler
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
GoldWalter
Nuggets
Feb. 2,'34. .2 rls.
Catlett
Betty
Beep's Hallowe'en Nov. 3 7...
HUMANNEWSSIDE OF
Party
THE
I Den
Heard
Sept. 1 7...
Husband's
Reunion
July
7
Redraead
Sennett
Star
HILL) in
.2 rls.
Morning,
Noon and Night. .Oct 6 7...
1. (EDWIN
Roosevelt C.Family
Rublneff
Just
an
Echo
Jan.
19,'34.
BIng Crosby
America
I rl .
Marriage
Humor
Aug.
IS....
Old
Man
ef
the
Mountains.
.Aug.
4
7...
2. A Visit to West Point
1 rl.
19....
Cab Callewty
21....
3. MELODY
Carrie Jacobs
Bond
Irl.
MeetHarrythe Langdon
Champ
Aug. 4
Parade ef Wooden Soldiers. Dee. I Irl.
MAKERS
Poneye.
the
Sailor
July
7
7...
Sammy
FainBrokenshire
— With Eton
Walter
Eugene Catlett
Pallette.
Boys,
and
Red Hot Mamma
Feb. 2,'34..lrl.
Evelyn N.Hoey
7...
OldChleBugler,
Jan. 5.'34. .2 rls.
SheHEADLINERS
Wronged Him Right. ..Jan. 5,'34..l rl.
Sale The
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
Oa
It*
Oct 8.... 21....
Bundle
of
Bluet.
A
Sept
I....
18...
Healy, Jack
Fulton and
Duke Ellington
Harry Laigdw
Pickens
Sliters
8...

77
January

27,

Titis
one Awful NItht
Paliatti-Catlett
PIsata
Blag Croilw
R«amlng
Roaeo. A
Harry Beware
Unodeo
Sailors,
Catlett-Pallette
Three
Le*l Llttlt
ErrtI Swlai

MOTION

1934

(THE
R«l- Data Mid.
Oct. 20.... 21....
^
Dee. 15 2. rli.,
_
Dee. „
29 «2 rli.,
^Sept.. 15 IB
Nov. 10.... 20....

PRINCIPAL
Title
Rel. Date Mia.
Among ofthe Life
Maoris
Circle
of the Ant Aug. 1 7
Lion.of The
Feb. 22....I9.
4.'34..7....
City
Contruts Sept.
Nov.
Cuba
27 21 ...
Enough Rope
July 1 9
Farmer's Friend. The Oct. 4. 7
From
Butterfly.
Great Coeoon
Raccoon toHunt,
The.... .Jan.
Sept. I0,'34..7....
I 20
Her Majesty, the Oueen
Bee
Dee. 1 6
Insect Clowns
Mar. 14.'34..7
KIck-Off.
The
Get.
1.... 27....
Newslaughs—
No.Underworld.
I . .Dec.
Dec. 20
Oaeen
of
the
6
79
Wonders of the Tropics Dec. 13 32
RKO-RADIO PICTURES
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
AMOS
'N' ANDY
CARTOONS
, 1 rl.
Lion Tamer, The
.Feb.
.Jan. 2.'34.
5,'84. I...
Rasslln'
Match.
The..
BLONDE and RED
HEAD SERIES
18. 20...
Flirting
Park Aug
Walking InBaekthe H*a«
Bm.
19. . .
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
SERIES
(Re-Issues)
19...
20.
The Cure
Aug
The Fireman
Aug. 28. 21.
The Count
Nov. 17..
9.'34.2I .
TheCLARK
immigrant
j.
Jan.
&. McCULLOUGH
SERIES
Fits in a Fiddle Oct. 20. . l4'/a..
.2 ris.
Hey
Nanny,Bail.Nanny
Jan.
Iceman's
The
Aug. I2.'34.
13 20....
21....
InKicking
the DevilCrown
Dog Around.
House... .Aug.
Feb. 2.'34
4 .219....
ris.
Odor In the
the Court
Snug
In
a
Jui
Nov.
2 20....
CUBBY
THE
BEAR
CARTOONS
Croon Crazy
... Dec. 29 I rl..
Cubby's PIcnIe
Oct. 6 ,7....
7....
Cubby's
World
Flight
Aug. 25....
Galloping Fanny
Dec.
1.... I ri..
rl..
Gay Gaucho, The
Nov. 3 II rl..
Nut Factory
Aug. 11 I rl..
Sinister
Stuff
Jan.
26.'34.
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
COMEDIES
19....
Hav
Ar« Born Sept.
Suits Comedies
to Nuts
Dee. 8I 19....
HEADLINER SERIES
17....
No. 4— She Outdone Him... July 21.... 20....
No. 65—— Air
Preferred
List Oct
8.... 21....
No.
Tenle
Dee. 22
.2 ris.
No.MASQUERS
7— On Approval
COMEDIES Jan. 5, '34.
Abroad In Old Kentucky... .Sept. 9 20.
Stolen by Gypsies, sr
Beer
Bicycles
MR. and
AVERAGE
MAN July 14
COMEDIES (EDGAR
KENNEDY)
..
Grin and Bear It
Dee. 29 20'/,
Quiet Pleas*
Aug. II 2oy,..
21....
What
Fur?
Nov.
3...
MUSICALS
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5, '34.
Ethel Waters
.2 ris.
Henry
the Ape
Jan.
HIzzoner
Nov. 26.17'34 21 1/2..
Bert Lahr
Strange
Case of Hennessy. . Dec. 8....2II/2.
Cliff Edwards
MUSICOMEDIES
SERIES (Ruth Etting)
California Weather Dec. IS.. 20!4..
Knee Deep in Musle SeDt.22 2l'/>..
MY BRIDGE EXPERIENCES (Ely Culbertsen)
Forced Response. A
Sept. IS 17...
Murder at the Bridge Table. Sept. 1 21...
Society Cheaters
Sept. 29... 21.. .
What Not to Do In Bridge. Oct. 13... 21...
15...
Trans-Atlantle
Bridg*
Tricks
Oct. 27...
Three Knaves and a Queen. Nov. 10 20...
PATHE NEWS
Released twice a **ek
PATHE REVIEW
Released once a month
SOGLOW'S "THE KINS"
CARTOONS
.7...
Fatal Note, The
Sept. 29 .. .7...
Jest
of
Honor
Jan.
I9.'34
.7...
Marching
Along
Oct. 27...
On
tha Pan
Nov.
24... .1.7...
rl.
Pals
SPECIALS
So TOM
This AND
Is Harris
Jan. I9.'34
JERRY
SERIES Rocket
Phantom
July 21 .1 rl.
VAGABOND ADVENTURE
SERIES
Antwerp
Sept.
8... 101/2
101/2..
Cuba
Nov. 10...
Moorish Spain
Jan. I2,'34 10...
STATE RIGHTS
AMKINO
A Day In Moscow
Killing to LIva
Kino Displays
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
Coecea Capers
Flame at the Paelfle
Tarrsra af tba Amazan

2(.
17.
10.
SS.,
It.

PICTURE

HERALD

CHAKT— CONT'D)
RELEASE
TItIa
Rel. Data
Title
Rel. Data Mia.
TItIa
No.LeonII — Belasco
The Name
IsBandFamiliar
and
JackCELEBRITY
and the Beanstalk
6....
Mia
No. 12— The Audition
2»....
FIRST DIVISION
VITAPHONE SHORTS
Delhi
Nov. IS 10
Emerton's BandMlB.
No.Hannah
13 — A Wliiiams-Phll
Castilian Garden
9
Title
Rel. Date Mia.
MyDavid
Side L.of Huttan
the Story Seat. 22 10
Sefior
Del Pozo's
Marimba(NewOrchestra
BIG V COMEDIES
MELODY
MASTERS
Series)
Strange Case of Tom Maanay.July 21.... 23
No.Roscoe
II — How've
You
Bean?.
June
24
No.DaveI— Apollen
Hot fromandPetrograd
10
Arbuekie
IDEAL
Orchestra
No. 12 — An(Fatty)
Idle Roomer
20. ..
Canal Gypsies
i|
No. 2— Barber Shop Blues
8
Jack
Haley
Evolution
*5""'
Claude Hopkins and Band
No. 13— Nothing But the
Goofy Games
jj
No.
3
—
Rubinoff
and
Orchestra
10
Tooth
Aug.
19
.
..19,.,.
Jack Haley
Mystic
East, Tha
'2
No. 4— Eddie Duchio and Band 10....
Next War.
2J
No.Harmonica
5— BorrabRascals
Minnevltch and His 10
BIG V COMEDIES
We're
on OurThe
Way
9
INDUSTRIAL
(New
Series)
No.
6
—
Jack
Denny
and Band 10
No.
I—
Salt
Water
Daffy.
.
.Sept.
16
21
TheINVINCIBLE
Silent Enemy
30
Jack Haley
No. 7— Mills Blue Rhythm Band 10 ..
No.
2
—
Close
Relations
Sent.30
20
No.
8—
Isham
Jones
Mar. I7,'34. . I rl . .
Snowman
10....
RESOLUTE
. ,
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuekia
No.
9— Phil
Spltalny
. . . . Apr.
i4,'34.
No. 3— Gobs of Fun Oct. 21 21
Itchy
Scratchy
S
ris.
No.
10—
Vincent
Lopez
May
i2,'34. .. II rl.
rl . ..
MERRY
MELODIES
MARY WARNER
GIvot-Charles
JudelsNov. 4 21
Gus4— Shy
No.Kisses
I— You're Too Careless with Your B
No.George
Turkey
in the Raw..
Berlin: Its Sports and Recreation B
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolis B
No. 2—1 Wish 1 Had Wings 7....
No.Roscae
5— In (Fatty)
the Dough
Glimpses
of Germany
B
Arbuekia Nov. 25.... 22..,.
No, 3— A Great Big Bunch of Yeu....7
Graen Heart
of Germany, Tha
20
No.
6
—
Here
Comes
Flossie.
Dec.
9
IB
No.
4—
a Crowd
7
Springtime
on the Rhine
No.
5—— Three's
ShantyStopWhere
Santaof Claus
Lives..7
The
Mosel
87....
Ben
Blue
No.Roscoe
7— Tomallo
Dec.
30
21
No.
6
One
Ahead
My
Shadow.
Trier, Oldest City In Germany 6
(Fatty) Arbuekie
No, 7 — Young and Healthy 7..,.
7
Vintagers'
Festival
In theAlps
Palatinate. .. 10
No,
The Organ
Grinder
No. 8 — How D'Ya Like
Winter In the
Bavarian
iri..
No. 89—— Wake
Up the
Gypsy In Me 77
That?
Jan.
I3,'34.
IB.
.
.
.
Young Germany Goes Skiing
irI..
George GIvot-Charles Judels
No.
10— I Like Off
Mountain
Musle 7. ..
No.
to Buffalo
No.Ben9— Blue
Nervous Hands Feb. 3,'34.2I
No. II12—— Shuffle
The Dish Ran
Away with the 7
UNITED ARTISTS
No.
and Kisses. ..Feb.
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
No.Spoon
13 — We're in the Money 77
No. 10II —— Pugs
Mushrooms
Feb. I7,'34.2I
i4,'34. .2 ris.
MERRY MELODIES (New Series)
MICKEY
MOUSE
Harry
Gribbon
No.
I— I've Got to Sins a Torch Song.. 7
13. The Mall Pilot Juno S 7...
No.Ben12 —Blue
Foiled Again Mar. 24,'34. .2rls.
No. 2— Sitting on a Baek
14. Man
Mickey's Mechaaleal
Yard
I rl, .
June 9 8...
Mo, 13— Ben Blue (untitled) Apr. I4,'34. .2 ris. No. 3— Fenca
Na.
1415—— Corn
on the Cop... Apr.
28.'34.
.2.2 rts.
PEPPERPettin'
POT in the Park. Jan. 27.'34..1 rl..
15.
Mickey's
Gala Premiere June
30
7...
16.
Puppy
Love
Aug.
14
No.
I
Scream
May
I9,'34.
ris.
No. 21 — Inklings
BROADWAY BREVITIES
17. The
Steeple
Sept. 22
1 7...
No.RussII — Columbo
That Goes Double., July 29
No.
R'bling the
RoundWorldRadioin 8RowMinutes
No. 8
18.
Pet Chase
Store Sent.
No. 2223 —— Around
(NEW
SERIES)
No.
24
—
Fishermen's
Holiday
No.Jack18—Dempsey
World's Champ July ii
1. Giant Land
Nov. IS 7...
No. 25 — Stuck, Stuck, Stucco
No. 26 — Seeing Samoa
2.3. Mickey
....Jan. I5,'34..7...
No.Ing22 of— The
Double-Cross- July IS )9. ..
Playful Shanghaied
Pluto
Columbus
PEPPER POT (New Series)
SILLY SYMPHONIES
Charles
Judels
No. I— Walter Donaldson
10
6. Babes In the Weed Dee. 2.'32..8...
No. 23 — Pie a la Mode June 19
No.
2.3—— Rock-A-Bye-Bye,
Admission 5c
10...
7. Santa's Werkshoa Dec. 30.'32. .7. . .
Na. 24— Crashing tha Oata July I
No.
with
Dr
8.9. Birds
In
the
Spring.
...
Dec.
30,'32.
.7.
.
.
Atwellfar
Rockwell
11. ..
Father Little
Noah'sPigs
Ark Jan.
No.Ruth
25 — Ettlng-Roy
20.000 Cheers
10. Three
May 27
26 B...
8...
No. 54—— Notre
Laughs Dame
In theGleeLaw.Club B
the Chain Gang
Aug. 12 19..,.
11. Lullaby
Old KingLand
Cole July
No.
Jerry Bergen-The Rolllekers-Plcken Sisters
12.
Aug. 27
18 8...
7...
No. 6— Harry Warren
10 —
No.Hugh
28— O'Connell-Anne
The "No" Man. Greenway
. . , Aug. 26. . . . 19. .
13. Pled Piper
Oct. 6 7...
No.
78—— Easy
Aces
...10
No.
Little
Miss
Mischief
10...
(NEW
SERIES)
BROADWAY BREVITIES
1. Tha Night Befora
No. 109—— The
MovieTune
Memories
No.
Detective 9..,.
9
Christmas
Dec. IS 8...
(New
Series)
Sigmund
Spaeth
No.tlen
I— Use Your Imagine- Sept. 2 IB
2. The China Shop Jan. I5,'34..8...
No.
II—
Mississippi
Suits
B, ...
No.Block
12— The
Wrong Wrong Trail 10
No.Hal2 —LeRey-Mltzl
Rufu* JonesMayfair
for
and
Sully
UNIVERSAL
President
Sept. 9 20
No. 13 — Song Hits, with Roy Turk II
ntia
Rel. Date Ml
Ethel Waters
No,
Aces, No, 2
Irl..
GOOFYTONE NEWS
No. 3— Seasoned Greetings. .Sept. 23 20
No. 1415—— Easy
Pure Feud
I rl..
Na. I
Aug. 28.... .8. . .
LIta
Grey
Chaplin
No.
16
—
Radio
Ramblers
Irl..
No.
4
—
Paul
Revere,
Jr
Oct.
7
21
Ne. 2
Oct. I.... 10...
No.
17
—
Lulu
McConnell
1
rl..
No. 3
Dec. 25
No.
IBGood
OldReels
Days
Irl..
No.Gus5— Shy-Janet
Operator's Reads
Opera. .. .Oct. 14 21
No.
19
—
Radio
i.ri..
No.OSWALD
4 CARTOONS Jan. 29.'34. .1.1..81/2.
I rl.
rl.
Jessel
—
Van
Novls-Dawo
0'Donald
Day- Eton
Boys
rl.
SPORT
THRILLS SERIES
Candy House. The
Jan. I5.'34.
TED HUSING
No. 6— 'TIs Soring
Oct. 28 19
Chicken
Reel
.Jan.
Confidence
Julv 31I, '34.. . .7...
Patricia
EllisAllen
Jenkins
No.
2—
No.
I—
■
County
Fair
Feb. 5. '34. .8....
No. 3—
Dime
Sent.
No.(Technicolor)
7— Yeast Is Yeast .Nov. II 20
InFivetheandZoo
Nov. 18
6 .7....
No. 5—
4— Old Time Sport Thrills
Merry Old Soul
Nov. 27.... ..8....
No.
Tom8— Patrieoia
The Mild West. .... Nov. IB.... 23....
No.WORLD
fr—
Parking Space
Dec. 18 .7.I rl. .... No.Janet
AVENTURES
Reade-Olive
Borden Dee. 2. ..23
ToyPOOCH
Shoppe,CARTOONS
The
Feb. 26. '34.
No. 9— Girl
Trouble
E.
M.— From
NEWMAN
.1
rl.
Mitchell
and
Durante
Hot and Cold
Aug. 14
No.
5
Bethlehem to Jerusalem. . 10
No.
10
—
Around
the
Clock.
Dee.
16...,
29....
King Kiunk
Sent 4 .9...
No.
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ADVEKTISING

the great
national medium
for showmen

Ten cents per word, money-order or check with copy. Count initials, box number and address. Minimum insertion,
$1. Four insertions for the price of three.
Contract rates on application.
No borders or cuts. Forms close
Mondays at 5 P.M. Publisher reserves right to reject any copy. Address correspondence, copy and checks to
MOTION PICTURE HERALD. Classified Dept., 1790 Broadway. New York City

USED

E€Uir>MENT

SOUND TRUCK— CHEVROLET PANEL TRUCK
1932, run only 5,000 miles; 4 speakers mounted on top,
batteries, generator, double turntable, public address
and microphone, $700.00 complete. Cost over three times
asking price. CROWN, 311 West 44th St., New York.
AFTER INVENTORY SALE — BUY AT YOUR
own figure. Standard brands — Simplex, Peerless,
Strong, Brenkert, Forest, Hertner, Operadio. Sacrifice prices. Lists mailed. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Catalogue H free. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
BARGAIN: COMPLETE REBUILT SIMPLEX
projectors. Also 75 to 150 ampere Hertner generator,
good as new. JOE GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.

NEW

ECLIIDMENT

CONVERT TO A.C. AND SAVE MONEY.
Theatres pulling 30 amperes and needing more light
will find this just what they want at the opportune
time, at a very small cost. Give us size of theatre,
generator and all information possible. Will advise
complete advantages and savings. CROWN, 311 West
44th St., New York.
NEW GOOD— ALL SOUND SYSTEM FOR POWers machines. Sacrifice. BOX 363, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.
THEATRES
FOR SALE: $3,500.00 CASH WILL BUY
theatre, no opposition, Ohio town of 4,000. Rental
$75.00 monthly, lease. BOX 361, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

USED THEATRE CHAIRS, LOWEST PRICES
largest stock, all kinds, parts for all chairs.
GENERAL SEATING COMPANY, 2035 Charleston
Street, Chicago.

THEATRE

2 STRONG HIGH INTENSITY REFLECTOR
lamps complete, $300. Very fine condition. Guaranteed. JOE GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

THE LARGEST PROGRAM PRINTERS IN THE
Middle West now offer four-page two-color programs on enamel paper, folded and delivered in the
Central States at the following prices: 5.000, $8.75;
3.000. $6.75; 2.000, $5.75; 1,000, $5.00. THEATRE
PRINTING CO., 720 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

SIMPLEX AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER,
condition good as new, less than 50,000 tickets sold
on
List price
$275.00—
W. same.
C. BURGERT,
Tampa,
Fla.first call $100.00 cash.
700 UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS REFINISHED
like new. PICTURE THEATRE SEATING, 722
Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J.
TI^AININS

RIGHT HERE — WE'LL TAKE IT — LOOK
around
— we'll
take1600
old Broadway,
equipment New
for cash
S. O. S.
CORP.,
York. or trade.

$CH€CL$

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
Approved home-study training. Free Catalog.
THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE, 315 Washington St., Elmira, New York.
WANTED

TC

CUr

GOLD STANDARD CASH PRICES FOR ANY
theatre equipment. Trades made. POSTOFFICE BOX
2042, DeSoto Station, Memphis, Tenn.

SERVICE

REPAIR AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKERS-COMplete reconditioning. All jobs unconditionally iruaranteed to work as good or better than new. Parts
and accessories for all makes. Rush serrice. Write
for special low prices. ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,
75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago.
BEST GRADE REPAIR WORK. PRICES RIGHT.
Free relief heads. Prompt service. GUERCIO &
BARTHEL, 908 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
LESDeER

CENTAL

SYSTEMS

SERVICE

SOUND PROJECTION EQUIPMENT AVAILable
withnotoperator,
or week,All nontheatrical
and
theatres
sound day
equipped.
offers
considered.
V. HAYNES, Roscoe, N. Y.

WANTED

WILL LEASE OR BUY THEATRE, CITY OF
10,000, prefer
if doingseating
business. Writesouth.
statingConsider
location,others
opposition,
capacity, film contracts. Information confidential.
BOX 360, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
LEASE OR BUY THEATRE. MINIMUM POPUlation 4.000, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia.
BOX 306, Kershaw, S. C.
WILL LEASE THEATRE IN MIDDLE WEST.
Prefer close to Chicago. State, seats, opposition,
equipment, condition, film contracts, etc. Information
confidential. BOX 362, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
GENERAL

ECDIRMENT

DON'T WORRY — BUY WITH SAFETY — GET
facts
haven't $179.70
downed up.
us. S.S. O.
O. S.S.
Wide— patent
Fidelitymonopolies
sound complete,
CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.

PRCGRAMS

ECDIRMENT
EXCHANGE

REPAIR

THEATRES

UNCLE SAM SAYS YOU MUST KEEP BOOKS.
Bryson's 20original
Theatre $3.00;
RecordSpecial
Ledger,
favorite
years, regular
Now.popular
$2.00.
Prepaid if money accompanies orders. Dealers
wanted. GEORGE FOSDICK, 4417 Stevens. Minneapolis, Minn.

COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT AND SOUND
equipment. New and rebuilt. Expert repair and
servicing.
Guaranteed
quality.
UnusualSUPPLY
prices.
Trades
considered.
EMPIRE
THEATRE
CORP., 334 W. 44th St., New York.
"ABSOLUTELY ENCHANTED, REALLY MARvelous
sound,"WidesaysFidelity,
Valarino,too,Caracas,
Va. You
have S.O.S.
from $179.70.
S. O.canS.
CORP.. 1600 Broadway, New York.
WHO'S AFRAID OF THE BIG BAD TRUSTS—
you can still buy S. O'. S. Wide Fidelity sound, $179.70
up. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
SCREEN
RESHREACING
WE RESURFACE YOOJR OLD SCREEN AND
make
it likeCO.,new.
RE-NTJ
SCREEN
SURFACE
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Are..
Chicago.
TECHNICAL

BCCrS

"RICHARDSON'S HAND BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best
andPictures."
most practical.
Aaron Nadell's "Projection
Sound
Compete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksinformation
complete for
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, 1790 Broadway, New York.
PRINTING

SERVICE

100 WINDOW CARDS, 14 x 22, 3 COLORS, $3.25
F.O.B. BERLIN PRINT, Berlin, Md.
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28

NRA extends final da+e for affixing signatures
28 days on request of Code Authority; Naming of members of local boards gets underway
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READ

DAILY

VARIETY

REGULARLY

for

terse,

dependable

ports on coming
Take

2 minutes

to read

these

re-

pictures!

2 typical examples

Variety Daily's accurate, expert, on-the-spot

analyses of

studio output, and you'll see why you, too, need
practical, helpful daily news service!

"I've

Got

of

Your

this

Number"

"As The
Earth
Turns"
Warner Bros, production and release. Directed by AI
Green. From the novel by Gladys Hasty Carroll. Supervised by Robert Lord. Cast: Donald Woods, Jean Muir.
Russell Hardie, 20 others. Previewed at -Warners' Beverly,
Jan. 25. Running time, 72 mins.

Sam Bischoff production for Warners' release. Directed
by Ray Enright. Cast: Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien,
Glenda Farrell, Allen Jenkins. Eugene Pallelte, 11 others.
Previewed at Warners' Hollywood, Jan. 19. Running. time,
67 mins.

"Warners has made an outstanding picture of
Gladys Hasty Carroll's best seller, 'As the Earth
Turns.' It is a triumph for all concerned from the
director and supervisor to the least bit player. And it
has that rare quality of picture-making which combines fine artistry with the universal heart appeal
which is box office insurance. It should make a
barrel of money, despite the fact that it has no draw
names.

"A fast, exciting, robust . . . comedy through
which a cast of pulling names romps for a sustained
laugh fest, is this tale revolving around the adventures of two trouble shooting telephone repair men.
I've Got Your Number' has money written all over
it. With canny showmanship it stirs together exciting, novel, romantic and melodramatic elements in
just the right proportions with the laugh substance
to get the widest audience appeal.

"Greatest contribution to the picture's calibre is
probably
Al Green's
inspiredfrom
direction.
Screen
seldom if ever
seen children,
four years
old has
to
14, handled with such charm and naturalness. Older
players are also piloted for striking results. . . .

foi "Even
comedy.the melodrama ... is played to the hilt

"Blondell, O'Brien and Farrell swagger through
the top spots with plenty gusto, leaving a trail of
guffaws, while Allen Jenkins does the best job of
his career. . . .

"Honesty, sincerity, effective simplicity graced
with laughter keynote the production — a design laid
down
in Ernest
Pascal's
excellent
which
keeps the
story close
to vital
humanadaptation,
relationships.

"Lines are racy and toy ludicrously with the
double entendre through the novel use of telephone
and switchboard technical terms commonly understood.

"JeanMuirgives a topping performance, rounded
and mellow, as the simple, maternal girl who reluctantly gives her heart to Donald Woods, who also

"Direction of Ray Enright and screen story treatment by Warren Duff and Sidney Sutherland get
away from the commonplace and usual routines in

plays his part with fine feeling."
— Variety Daily. January 26.

getting laughs and maintain breezy freshness."
— Variety Daily. January 20.
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Dick Powell
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Kay Francis
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Michael
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i
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Busby Berkeley
Robert Florey
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Daniel Reed
G. W. Pabst

are

TODAY-

James Cagney
Edward G. Robinson
Al Jolson
Bette Davis
Ricardo Cortex
Warren
William
Hal LeRoy

"'
Pat O'Brien
Glenda Farrell
Ruth Donnelly
Veree Teasdale
Kathryn Sergava
Allen Jenkins
Marjorie Lytell
Enrico Caruso, Jr.
Theodore Newton
Henry O'Neill
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Alfred E. Green
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Arthur Grevllle Collins
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to

Frank Borzage
Mervyn LeRoy
Raymond Enright
Murray Roth
Frank McDonald
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SHIRLEY
Diminutive

bundle

cuteness . . . who
show

in "Fox

of dimpled

all but steals the

Follies." A brilliant

little actress with a brilliant future

FOX'

TEMPLE
...unspoiled. ..sincere. ..loving and
lovable. Your

audiences

will take

her to their hearts in "Fox Follies"
and

her

other

FOX

pictures.
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I 1,028,950 SEATS

MR.

DECIDED encouragement is to be had from the reports
of the Film Boards of Trade in thirty-one key cities
showing the return to operation of 1 ,260 theatres in
1933 — leaving the United States now but 1,979 sound equipped
houses still dark.
An incidental figure of the report, to be found among the
statistics on the subject presented in a recent issue of Motion
Picture hierald, is the total of I 1,028,950 seats now in service.
This figure stands up a certain conspicuousness against the
many inflated figures of the past about daily motion picture
attendance. Six capacity audiences a week would take in half
of the entire population of the country. Evidently there are
enough seats, now.
But, there are not enough good seats. Too many of the
eleven millions of seats are in "white elephant" theatres of
grandiose capacity but unfitted both physically and financially
for service as institutions for the public's entertainment. The
correspondence of "Better Theatres" indicates clearly enough
a trend which will express itself In smaller theatres ranging in
seating capacity from 600 to 1,500 seats, as recovery gathers
momentum and the exhibition business sets about bringing its
equipment up to date and replacing houses now in a process
of obsolescence.
Both distribution and exhibition are still not a little confused
and bedevilled by the problems that were made for them
by promoters and bond peddlers in the easy money days. The
theatres which were built, not primarily for the exhibition of
pictures but in support of real estate projects and to create
something to be sold by glib young men whose sole business
was selling, are certainly not today assets of the motion picture industry.
The current nationwide condition, which finds the big down
town theatres prospering only when they get outstanding hits,
and better class suburbans doing rather better on the average,
week after week, means something — and it does not mean,
as some of our Hollywood experts Insist, that the output ot
the industry must be whittled down to a figure which suits
their convenience.
AAA

THE first sign of spring in New York is the annual arrival
of Mr. Samuel Goldwyn, on from Hollywood fresh and
sprightly, a full two months ahead of the first flight of
northbound ducks and the first gleam of the trout lilies on
the meadows of Long Island.
Mr. Goldwyn is in town again, at the Waldorf again, with
poignant words again, about Hollywood again.
year's of
arrival
was Picture
coveredHerald,
by thewhopersonal
attentions
of Last
the editor
Motion
recorded
among

JUST a few things in Hollywood are poisonously right. For
Instance, the office of Mr. Sam Marks, story editor for
Metro-Soldwyn-Mayer,
is Immediately adjacent to the big
studio
Incinerator.

FTER exhaustive research, an association of educators
finds that children have opinions about motion picA
tures. So what?
AAA

AAA
IT seems that Mr. Charles Lindbergh has given a low-winged
monoplane to the American Museum of Natural History.
This probably will lead some future archeologist to remark
that there never was such an animal.
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February 3, 1934

IS IN TOWN

the observations of Mr. Goldwyn his declaration, thus:
. . . That the motion picture producing community has
delivered as well as it has, with a practically netv medium
under world conditions as they are, with two sets of problems, its own and the reactions to the problems of the rest
of the world, is certainly a miracle. A good job is being
done and it will get better.
This year Mr. Red Kann, editor of our nimble contemporary.
Motion Picture Daily, went over to the Waldorf to do the
listening. And so in a recent issue of that paper we find Mr.
Goldwyn quoted as saying:
. . . Unless Hollywood wakes up to the world around it
and refashions its production methods along qualitative,
not quantitative, lines, it stands in grave danger of losing
its supremacy as the picture making center of the world.
. . . The executives in this industry are committing suicide
and are lacking in the vision to see it.
Mr. Goldwyn also complains about what he sees as a dearth
of intelligence in his Hollywood. He says that last year he
thought there were "enough brains around to turn out fifty
real standout attractions a year" but today he does not think
"the combined production brainpower of the industry can make
of this screen maestro's laments is that there are not
thatOnemany."
enough stories, not enough writing talent — and he's had to go
to Russia for a player — Miss Anna Sten. But one does not discover that Mr. Goldwyn or his contemporaries are scouring
the world for the brainpower to increase the output. That
would be competition.
AAA

THE Utilities Research Commission of Chicago finds that
plants respond and react mostly to the red end of the
spectrum, in Illinois greenhouses. If the experts would take
a look at Hollywood they would find several motion picture
plants that seem to be aware of nothing but the "long-green."
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WEEK

ENGLISH FILMS FOR U. A.
Returned to New York from England,
President Joseph Schenck of United Artists
announced London Films will make eight,
British and Dominions 12 for U. A. release,
with exchange of players Involved. Arthur
W. Kelly, heading foreign distribution, in
with Mr. Schenck, leaves for Australia
shortly. He established 14 U. A. foreign
branches. Twelve additions will be made
to the company selling force. . . .
SCREEN

PICTURE

CREDIT

Inaugurating the new Fox policy of tagging features with screen credit to the
producer, the name of WInfleld Sheehan,
heading production, will appear among the
credits of "Carolina," set for early
release. . . .
WRITERS' COMMITTEE
Named to a committee of the Coast
to determine writers' deWriters'mands Guild
on screen credit are: Sam Ornltz,
Alice Duer Miller, Lester Cohen, Winifred
Dunn, Arthur Kober, John Fish Goodrich. . . .

ACADEMY "COMEBACK"
Foreseeing a Coast Academy comeback,
the Actors' Guild is bending every effort
toward 100 per cent membership. With
a promise of a "comprehensive period of
activity," the Academy technicians' branch
plans a revival. Major Nathan Levlnson,
who resigned as technicians' chairman, has
resumed his post. The annual awards banquet will again be held. New committees
and sub-committees have been named. . . .
INDEPENDENT MERGER
Still under discussion on the Coast, led
by I. E. Chadwick, Is the proposal that
independent producers there merge with
the eastern Federation of the Motion Picture Industry, also Independents. Trem
Carr, Sam Wolff are a temporary commit e . . . .
NEW MGM SCHEDULE
An expected 52 features will comprise
the MGM 1934-35 feature schedule, for
the formulation of which Nicholas M.
Schenck, Felix Feist, Louis B. Mayer and
Irving Thalberg shortly will go Into conference atthe studio. The shorts total is
expected to approximate last year's. . . .
RESIGNATION
III health has forced the resignation of
Mrs. Thomas A. McGoldrick, of Brooklyn,
as chairman of the motion picture bureau
of the International Federation of Catholir
Alumnae, a division she founded ten years
ago. Mrs. James F. Looram has succeeded
Mrs. McGoldrick. ...

"DRUNKS. NEAR DRUNKS"
Firmly, but courteously, the proprietors
of a resort in far-off, tranquil Tahiti warn
their "clientele," via poster, that for their
protection "drunks, near drunks, would-be
drunks, acting drunks," are "strictly not
tolerated." This from George Bowles,
sojourning there, once a part of the business of motion pictures. . . .
CENSORSHIP
The elimination shortly of censorship
boards in the six states In which they exist
was prophesied last week by Roger Baldwin, secretary of the American Civil
Liberties Union. A bill to abolish the New
York board will be offered the legislature
this week, he said. . . .
TEACHING FILM AID
From the Bureau of Education of the
U. S. Interior Department is expected to
come shortly to administration officials a
proposal for government loans to educational Institutions to finance the purchase
of film equipment. . . .
MPTOA DATE
Returns to date from a canvass of members indicate the 1934 annual MPTOA
convention will be at Los Angeles, April
10, reports Ed Kuykendall, organization
president. . . .

RUSSIAN

Out into the Sunday hush of the St.
Nicholas Russian Cathedral in New York,
from the Very Reverend Nicholas Kedroff,
last week resounded a prayer (molleken)
for Anna Sten, born in Kiev, Ukraine, and
making her screen debut in Samuel Goldwyn's "Nana," United Artists film opening
this week at the Music Hall. . . .
FIRE PREVENTION
To Mrs. Georgia D. Moffett, secretary
of the Cleveland Film Board of Trade, has
gone the first award in a campaign among
film exchanges conducted by the National
Fire Prevention Week Committee. . . .
MAE

NRA postpones deadline for signing
code assent blanks to February 28;
naming of local boards gets under-

FEATURES

Editorial
The Camera Reports
J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum
Asides and Interludes
Box Office Champions of 1933
DEPARTMENTS
What the Picture Did for Me
Showmen's Reviews
Managers' Round Table
Technological
Short Feature News
The Release Chart
Box Office Receipts
Productions in Work
Classified Advertising

IN WAX

ceremony
Waxworks,
Mae West,
Tliley, was

at Madame Tussaud's famed
when the life-size figure of
Paramount star, made by John
officially welcomed. . . .

ELLIOTT TO CHINA
To the banks of the Yangtse in China
Clyde
E. Elliott, who
"Devil will
Tiger"
In
Indo-China
for directed
Fox release,
go
shortly, there to photograph the entire
action of a new Fox feature, a story of the
natives. . . .
CENSOR

Before the eyes of the Swedish censor,
headed by Dr. Gunnar Bjurman, have
passed 50,000 motion pictures since September I, 1911. Half are of American
origin, while 80 per cent were American
before talking films. Producers show better
judgment than before, says Dr. Bjurman
at Stockholm. . . .

Issue

Stage appealing to film industry to
join in fight against free radio shows
The Hollywood Scene — by Victor Shapiro
Allied elects Samuelson; files code protest at Washington
More than 90 per cent of 1933 Box
Office Champions were indorsed by
12 national reviewing groups

WEST

From London, via NBC short wave radio,
last Friday was broadcast the unveiling

BUSY

Inway This

PRAYER

Page 9

OPPOSE

Page 13
Page 14

Railroad, truck line and express company representatives last week in Kansas
City opposed before the Missouri Public
Service Commission the Exhibitors' Film
Delivery and Service Company request
for a state permit to operate an irregular
truck line for delivery of film to theatres.
A ruling is pending. . . .

Page 18
Page 15
Page 7
Page
Page 40I I
Page 23
Page 16
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

67
33
73
41
59
81
45
44
86

TRUCK

SCREENED

LINE

SHAKESPEARE

An initial proposal meeting with favor
from diversified interests, the Central Information Bureau for Educational Films, English organization, plans, with financing
through a National Trust Fund, to produce
Shakespeare on the screen. The fund
would be non-commercial. Prints would be
available to educational interests in Great
Britain and the United States. . . .
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The motion picture code and activities pertaining to its administration
and machinery continued during the
■week to occupy front-page position
in motion picture headlines, xvith several important developments affecting
producers, distributors and exhibitors,
as follows:
1. GENERAL
On This Page
(a) NRA postpones deadline for filing
accepfance blanks from January 31 to
February 28.
(b) NRA lawyers took under advisement
distributors'
prot«st
against making elimination privilege
retroactive.
(c) Code Authority committee tentatively selected personnel for 64 local
Clearance and Grievance Boards, pending
Administrator's approval.
(d) Code Authority had received 6,000
acceptance blanks out of 20,000.
2. ROSENBLATT IN HOLLYWOOD
See Page 14
(a) Division Administrator Rosenblatt
v/as in Hollywood learning how complicated
are the problems of Hollywood.
(b) Confers with producers over talent
"raiding" and production costs.
(c) Discusses employment conditions with
players, writers, directors, technicians, extras, cameramen and others.
3. THE ALLIED SITUATION
See Page 18
(a) Allied-Congress Theatre suit against
Code and Code Authority postponed in
New York until February 20th.
(b) Allied executives file affidavits upholding charges.
(c) NRA was studying suit, and indicated that it will defend all Code Authority members.
(d) Senator Borah received a telegraphic
protest against the Code and the Code
Authority, from directors of Allied, signed
by Abram Myers.
4. UNFAIR RADIO COMPETITION
See Page 13
(a) Stage asks motion picture Code
Authority to cooperate in battle against
broadcasters over free admissions to programs at radio studios.
(b) MPTOA to apeal direct to broadover alleged
"unfair"
practices,casterswith
a protest
to becompetitive
launched
with Code Authority if radio interests refuse to end such practices.

BOARDS

5. DE-CODING

THE CODE
See Page 54
MOTION PICTURE HERALD'S fourth
article translating the Code from the legal
phraseology into a working language; the
first article on production: (a) General
Application of Code to Produce; (b) Definition of Terms; (c) Administration of
Code in Production — Boards, Committees,
etc.

Authority;
for
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Johnson Sets Back Assent Date
Another code highlight of the week was
Congressman
Sirovich's will
statement
ton that a conference
be heldat Washingwith Administration leaders in a week or two regarding the black booking situation.
Meanwhile, it was made known in New York
that 6,000 of the 20,000 acceptance blanks have
been signed and received by the Code Authority.
And that approximately 200 grievances and
complaints against unfair competitive practices
in distribution-exhibition have been received
from the field.
Extension until February 28, midnight, of the
deadline for filing the acceptance blanks was
ordered on Monday by Hugh S. Johnson, NRA
Administrator, following receipt of a request
for such an extension from the motion picture
Code Authority in New York. The Code Authority acted over the weekend as a result of
representations for an extension from independent producer-distributor members of the
Federation of the Motion Picture Industry, and
from independent exhibitors in New York who
are members of the Independent Theatre
Ov/ners' Association. Both groups said they
had not had sufficient time to study the code,
while the ITOA added that it had been waiting
to hear from Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt regarding an interpretation of the

Code

Personnel

and

Zoning

Except

The vaudeville committee of the Motion Picture Code
present suggestions to the Code Authority on February 9
the motion picture code to take care of vaudeville actors
decision was reached after a mass meeting of the vaudeville
day at the Astor hotel, New York.
Producers, distributors and exhibitors of
motion pictures have been given another 28
days to sign the official blank of acceptance
of the industry's NRA code. The National
Recovery Administration at Washington this
week ordered that the deadline for affixing
signatures to the assent blank be extended
from January 31 to midnight of February
28, within which time all assents from the
field must be postmarked in order to assure
the producers, distributors or exhibitors protection against unfair competition under the
code's provisions.
At the same time, the NRA was studying
a protest against making the 10 per cent
elimination clause retroactive ; the Code Authority was continuing its work of selecting the personnel of the 64 field boards for
distributors and exhibitors ; standard rules
for fire prevention at all exchanges were
drafted, and the NRA came forth with some
documentary evidence that their codes as a
whole were
benefiting the "little fellow" in
business
at large.

28;

Four

Authority will
for changes in
and labor. This
field Wednes-

'egal phases
of the
code'sforlabor
provisionswere
for
theatres.
Other
requests
an extension
received from various quarters.
The code originally specified January I I
as the deadline for the filing of code acceptances, but this was later set back until
January 31, as a result of a reconnmendatlon for such an extension made to the Administrator bythe Code Authority.
The Administrator indicated willingness this
week to grant the second postponement of the
deadline for another month, but it was said at
NRA headquarters that no further extensions
will be granted. That means that each producer, distributor and exhibitor, or other
company, firm, corporation or partnership engaged in the motion picture industry must postmark its acceptance blank, duly executed, by
February 28 in order to be entitled to file complaints or grievances under the code and to be
protected under the code against unfair competitive trade practices.
It was pointed out again that blanks to which
signatures have been affixed with reservations
of any nature are not valid. No one is compelled to sign the blank, but unless he does, he
will not be entitled to any code privilege. And
even if he does not sign the assent blank, he is
legally bound to abide by all code provisions,
regardless.
Protest Eliminations Decision
The Code Authority sent out 13,500 assent
blanks to theatres and 6,500 to producers, distributors, exchanges and others. Some 6.000
signed assents had been received by the Code
-Authority in New York up to press time.
The recent decision of Division Administrator Rosenblatt to the effect that the 10 per cent
elimination privileges accorded exhibitors in
the code shall apply to all pictures released after
December 7, 1933 — the date when the code went
into effect — on all contracts between distributors and exhibitors signed prior to that date,
was, as expected, challenged this week, presumably by distributors, who asked General
Johnson for a ruling.
However, it is not expected that Mr. Johnson
will attempt to settle the matter until Mr. Rosenblatt returns to Washington from Hollywood,
probably late next week. In any event, it was
pointed out at Washington that the section of
the code giving exhibitors the right to eliminate
10 per cent of any block of pictures under contract, also stipulates that contracts be amended
to conform with the code's provisions wherever
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such contract conflicts with a code provision.
The point to be determined is whether the
elimination clause was intended to apply to pictures previously contracted for but not released
until after December 7, the effective date of
the code.
It was indicated this week at Washington
that lege
thematter
NRA's
ruling inthethedecision
elimination
priviwill confirm
of Division
Administrator Rosenblatt that the privilege is
retroactive as described above. Meanwhile.
NRA lawyers were studying the matter during
the week.
Mr. Rosenblatt was still in Hollywood talking
with producers and studio workers about the
general production situation as it affects talent
"raiding" production costs and conditions affecting workers. (For details of Mr. Rosenblatt's Coast conferences, see page 14.)
Decide on Tentative Field Boards
The Grievance
Code Authority's
selecting
Local
Boards committee
and LocalforClearance
and Zoning Boards in each of the 32 exchange
centers, practically completed its work this
week, with the selection of tentative personnel
for both divisions of boards for all cities except
Boston, Chicago, Detroit and Philadelphia.
The special Code Authority committee in
charge of the selections, and comprised of SidR. Kent, Fox;
L. O'Reilly,
New
York ney TOCC;
GeorgeCharles
J. Schaefer.
Paramount;
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram ; Nathan Yamins. Allied, and Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA, met
almost continuously throughout Friday and Saturday, in New York, for purposes of setting
up these boards.
The connnnittee will decide on selections
for the rennaining four boards on February
8, and on February 9 the entire two slates
will be brought up before the Code Authority for its approval and for the approval of Mr. Rosenblatt. Identities of the
candidates selected by the committee from
among names of 906 exhibitors and exchangemen submitted by both factions in
the field, will not be made known until
finally approved both by the Code Authority and by the Division Administrator. The
committee's selections may be changed at
the meeting February 9, and others substituted.
The deadline for submitting nominations to
the boards — which will be comprised of 128 exhibitors and 128 exchangemen — was at midnight
of last Saturday. In the issues of January 20
and January 27, Motion Picture Herald published the names of 899 candidates. Since then
the Code Authority has made known the names
of seven additional candidates, as follows : W.
Burton Smith, Atlanta ; Mrs. Kenneth Richardson, Charlotte ; Lester J. Fountain and Floyd
Rice, Los Angeles ; Joseph S. Skirboll and Art
Levy, Pittsburgh, and Bruce Johnson, San
Francisco.
Each of the 32 Local Grievance Boards will
have a paid secretary, and such secretary in all
probability will serve the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board in that exchange city. The secretaries will be selected locally by the boards.
Rules of procedure and a method for selecting alternates for both branches of boards in
the field will be determined on February 8 by
the special Code Authority committee in New
York.
More than 200 complaints and grievances are
now on file from exhibitors in the field at Code
Authority headquarters and will be forwarded
to secretaries of the 32 boards as soon as they
are set up. All complaints are acknowledged
by Executive Secretary John C. Flinn.
Meanwhile, in New York, there developed
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CONFERENCE

GOVERNMENT
MAY
BUY EQUIPMENT
The non-theatrical motion picture
industry — which is not bound under
the regular film code — was asked this
week by the NRA to speed up the
completion of its code in order that it
delay.
may be passed upon without further
The desire to conclude consideration
of this agreement is based on suggestions that the Government may make
loans to educational institutions for
the purchase of sound equipment for
visual education. This move results
from the representations of the educational picture producers that there
is a lack of equipment in schools
which makes production practically
impossible, while the equipment producers charge they cannot sell projectors becatcse there is a lack of film
product. To cut the so-called "vicious
circle" it has been suggested that the
Government make loans for the purchase ofequipment.
some speculation, as a result of the extension to
bebruary 28 of the deadline for assents, over
the likelihood of the Local Grievance Boards
and Local Clearance and Zoning Boards being
set up before March 1, at the earliest.
Reason for the speculation is that with governmental approval of the assent extension, and
in view of the fact that all members of the local
boards must have signed the assent blank, the
Code Authority may not be able to determine
whether all board selections have signed the
assent blank until the deadline on February 28.
At the Code Authority the impression prevails
that the boards will be announced after the
Feb. 9 session inasmuch as most exhibitors want
the 64 boards established as soon as possible.
The longer the boards wait, the more delay
there will be on grievances and formulation of
new zoning schedules, it was pointed out.
Code Authority Moves February 13
The temporary headquarters of the Code Authority, located on the sixth floor of the Paramount Building in Times Square, New York,
will finally be moved on February 13 to the
permanent quarters on the 23rd floor of the
RKO Building, at 1270 Sixth Avenue, Radio
City, New York.
At the Code Authority meeting on February
9, a special committee, composed of W. Ray
Johnston ; Neil Agnew, representing George J.
Schaefer ; J. S. MacLeod, representing Felix
Feist, and Arthur Dickinson, of the MPPDA,
will present for ratification a standard set of
rules and regulations for fire prevention at
exchanges in the field. The regulations will be
binding on all exchanges, whether independent
or of major company affiliation.
The fire rules will be essentially the same
as those which have been in effect in exchanges
of Hays distributor members for the past eight
Efforts to secure a Congressional study of the
years.
motion picture business, including the film code,
are being made by unnamed independent motion
picture interests, it was indicated by developments at the Capitol this week.
Protests of independents, presumably Allied,
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against the code have been the subject of correspondence between Representative Sirovich, of
New York, and Recovery Administrator Johnson, it was disclosed by the New York Congressman, who also has written to Mr. Johnson
protesting against Division Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt, receiving in return from Mr.
Johnson a strong defense of Rosenblatt, in
which Rosenblatt was declared to be a capable,
fair and hard-working member of the administration in whom the Administrator has unbounded confidence.
Followingit Mr.
Rosenblatt's
from
California,
was disclosed
by return
Congressman
Sirovich, a conference will be held between the
two, possibly with other administration officials
and members of Congress participating, on the
subject of block booking to determine whether
changes should be made in the copyright act
in order to permit the outlawing of block
booking.
The conference was suggested by General
Johnson, Mr. Sirovich declared, adding that it
probably was an outgrowth of the situation
arising when President-Emeritus Lowell, of
Harvard University, refused appointment as a
Government representative on the Code Authority because of his objection to the exclusion
of a ban on block-booking in the agreement.
Sentiment is also being massed behind the bill
introduced during the special session by Congressman Patman of Texas, providing for the
establishment of a motion picture commission,
with powers of censorship, to control the industry, itwas said. However, it is not believed
that any action will be taken on the measure
this
session,desire
in view
Presidentconfine
Roosevelt's
expressed
that ofCongress
itself
to matters of major importance, in order that
the session mav not be unduly prolonged.
DesDite adoption of the film code and the
Senate investigation of Wall Street, agitation
for a full investigation of the industry has not
died down in Congress, it was said. Members
of the House interested in the subject are
shortly to meet with Representative Sirovich to
consider whether to push his resolution of investigation. Congressman Sabath of Illinois,
the New York member said, is urging action
on the resolution.
The NRA and the "Little Fellow"
The NRA at Washington set out through two
different channels during the week to correct
an impression that the NRA codes have been
harmful to the "little fellow" in business.
Oneures inmethod
was States,
an analysis
the United
which,of itbusiness
was saidfailby
the Administration, shows a marked decline in
commercial mortality in the last six months of
1933. as against the records for the same periods in 1932 and 1928. The Administration
found there were fewer failures among small
business than in the larger groups.
Inasmuch as no codes became effective bereemployPresident's
the become
and not
1, 1933. did
forement
July agreement
effective
until
August 1, the NRA could not, it was pointed
out, have contributed to business failures prior
to July 1.
At the same time. General Johnson, after a
discussion with the President, anlengthy nounced
at Washington that the NRA will^ set
to aid the
business
underboard
the various
codes."little man" in
up a special
60 Likely from Paramount
Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount,
was to leave Hollywood Thursday for New
York. It appears that the customary 60
features will be forthcoming from the company on the 1933-34 schedule.
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VISITS STUDIO. But no screen contract SHOOTS

HERALD

REPCCTS

CUBAN

MILITARY CHIEF. With his trusty camera,

was being negotiated, we're told, when Bill Terry, Giants' pilot. Thus did Fernando Delgado of Fox Movietone News recognize
called at the Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn the other day. He the importance in Cuban affairs these days of Colonel Fulgencio
is shown with Sam Sax, studio head.
Batista, a leading figure in the island republic's "new deal."
SIGNED. (Left) Leah Ray, radio
singer, who has been engaged
by Educational for feminine
leads. Her first is a Christie
comedy with music.
CAST. (Right) A new portrait
of Elissa Landi, who has been
assigned the role opposite Joseph Under
SchildkrauttheinSkin."
Columbia's
"Sisters

LOUISIANA EXHIBITORS HEAR KUYKENDALL ON CODE. Representatives of independent and affiliated theatres shown
with MPTOA head during meeting in New Orleans at which NRA provisions for film industry were discussed. Organization was also
begun of a new body to include both independent and affiliated theatre interests, with Harry McLeod as temporary president.
The announced object of the association was complete representation with the Code Authority. Attending were exhibitors from
the entire New Orleans distributing territory.

12
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HAS CONTRACT. Jay
Lloyd, who came to the
MGM studio as a tire salesman and remained as a
player, following screen test.

SIGNED FOR MORE. A late studio study of
Ann Sothern, who has been given a longterm contract by Columbia, as a result, It Is
said, of her work In that producer's "Let's
Fall in Love."
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HOMECOMING TRIO. Arriving in New York from
Europe. Arthur W. Kelly (left), manager of foreign
distribution, returned from a seven-months business
trip. Joseph M. Schenck, head of UA and 20th Century, was vacationing, while Edna Reid arrived to star.

NRA FILM ADMINISTRATOR AT STUDIO LUNCHEON. Sol A. Rosenblatt as the
guest of Warner Brothers on the Coast. Left to right: Sam Schneider, Sam BIshoff,
William Koenig, Morris Legendre (assistant to Mr. Rosenblatt), Harold Bareford,
Mrs. Rosenblatt, Jack L. Warner, Mrs. Bareford, Mr. Rosenblatt, Jacob Wilk, Robert
Lord, Hal Wallis, James Segman, Henry Blanke and Lou Edelman.
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STAGE
ON

ASKS
FREE

Protest From

Actors'

INDUSTRY

RADIO

Use of New York Theatres for
Broadcasting of Programs
With Free Admission Brings
Equity

Encroachment of radio broadcasting com-panies in the field of theatrical entertain•ment, through presentation of free attractions in New York's legitimate theatres,
this week evoked protest from the Actor's
Equity Association, through its official representative onthe Legitimate Theatre Code
Authority, and from the MPTOA.
As a sequel, the motion picture Code
Authority Is to be asked to cooperate with
that of the legitimate theatre in an effort
to curb this allegedly unfair competition
by the broadcasters.
Acquisition by broadcasters of theatres
seating in many instances fully as many
persons as the average first run motion picture house, and subsequently producing
"glorified" radio shows, is the prospect
which precipitated the protest of the legitimate houses.
Exhibitors for three years have protested
against film star radio broadcasts, then only
in the studios and with a necessarily limited
audience capacity. Now, the demand upon
the broadcasting studios, especially in New
York, for free admission to such star broadcasts, has brought expansion.
CBS Acquires Theatre
The National Broadcasting Company in
its new Radio City headquarters has space
sufficient to accommodate almost any reasonable number of free admissions, but in
spite of this it still maintains a studio theatre on the New Amsterdam roof — the
scene of the famous old Midnight Frolics.
Columbia Broadcasting System, housed in
considerably less spacious quarters than is
NBC, last week took over the Hudson theatre and announced its intention to utilize
the house regularly for broadcasting purposes.
MPTOA In Arms Over Radio Practices
Vigorous protests sent directly to 35 key
radio stations of the country will be made
on behalf of exhibitors of the country by the
MPTOA, against unfair radio competition
of broadcasters in permitting large audiences
to attend broadcasts as guests of the studios. If relief is not granted directly, the
MPTOA intends taking its complaint to the
Code Authority of the radio industry.
The action by the MPTOA is being taken
as a result of nationwide reports received
from exhibitors in the field on radio broadcasting practices believed by exhibitors to
be unfair competition to theatres.
Many of the MPTOA members reported
that thousands of free passes to broadcasts
are being handed out weekly, and the exhibitors charge that many of these would
otherwise attend theatres for entertainment.
Numerous instances of theatres and halls
being rented for broadcasts, in many parts
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STARS OF FILMS
ON THE RADIO
Among motion picture stars xvho
appear more or less regtilarly on radio
programs are Eddie Cantor, Will
Rogers, Bing Crosby, Rudy Vallee
and Chic Sale. Txvo regtdar programs,
"Forty-jive Minutes in Hollywood"
and "Raymond 'Paige's California
Melodies," sponsor one motion picture
celebrity each broadcast, usually in
the form of an interview.
The "Hall of Fame" program on
Sunday nights alternates each week
with a motion picture star, an opera
and a legitimate stage star. On this
program already have appeared Katharine Hepburn, Douglass Montgomery
and Wheeler and Woolsey, with Mae
West and several other luminaries
scheduled for early broadcasts.

of tlie country, and audiences admitted w ithout charge were also reported, according to
Ed Kuykendall, president of the MPTOA.
This constitutes unfair competition "in the
sense of any code," said Mr. Kuykendall.
Film and Stage to Join in Battle
Paul Dullzell, alternating for Frank Gilmore, president of Actors' Equity, on the
legitimate Code Authority, suggested last
week the appointment of a committee composed of Mr. Gilmore, Marcus Heiman and
William C. Elliott, president of the lATSE,
to confer with members of the motion picture Code Authority and seek their cooperation in approaching the radio Code Authority on the question. This group will sit in
on a joint discussion with the film group
at its next meeting February 9.
Would Halt All Free Shows
Although the action was prompted by
the CBS acquisition of the Hudson theatre,
the theatre group will seek to put an end
to all free admissions to radio broadcasts,
Mr. Heiman said this week.
Last year the protest of exhibitors against
free radio programs came to a head when
sponsors of national programs requested
their listeners, through the medium of newspaper advertising, to stay at home and listen
to specified' programs.
This year, several programs direct from
Hollywood have served further to disturb
the peace of mind of the small exhibitor
particularly. Where a majority of such
stellar radio attractions were confined
largely to Sunday nights when business was
apt to be poor anyway, they now are
spread out through the entire week, usually
at hours when a patron normally would be
In the motion picture theatre.
Thousands cram the studios of both national networks in New York alone every
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Film Code Authority Asked to
Cooperate With Legitimate;
Parallels the Exhibitor Protest
On

Broadcasting

by

Stars

night, with the average daily turnover for
the two estimated at 20,000. These individuals do not have to pay any admission
fee.
While it is considered possible in some
measure to combat this situation by prohibiting film artists under contract from
accepting broadcasting engagements during
these film contracts, the radio has built up
a sufficiently powerful array of names who
are radio stars in their own right to make
such procedure virtually meaningless. In
way.
any event, the producers appear to have
made no effort to curb the practice in this
CWA Actors' Pay Cut
Meanwhile, the newest possible competitor to the motion picture, the Civil Works
Administration project for setting up national and municipal theatres throughout
the country to alleviate unemployment
among legitimate actors, received something
in the nature of a setback this week when
all salaries were reduced 23 per cent, after
only
of thethe
project's
Forthree
the weeks
time being
CWA existence.
plan has
been confined only to New York City, and
it was here that 11 out of the 12 stage directors of the CWA plays held a protest
meeting objecting to the cut which affected
them and 150 players who are to participate in the 12 presentations. Also attending the meeting was Paul N. Turner, Actors' Equity counsel. It is understood that
Mr. Turner had been requested to draw up
a complaint to be signed early this week by
the directors and by the 150 performers.
Copies of the complaint are to be forwarded
to the local and national headquarters of
the CWA.
According to Mr. Gillmore, only two
of the 12 directors voiced objections to the
reduction. Mr. Gillmore hoped that some
way would be found to adjust their grievances. Up to date all those engaged in
the CWA dramatic productions, it was said,
had been paid only once — on January 18.
This included compensation for the previous two days. The lowest salary is $25
a week and the highest is $35. Salaries of
19. CWA employees were reduced January
all
Midland Investment
Settlement Impending
Signatures to a settlement of the receivership suit against the Midland Investment
Company of Kansas City are to be affixed
this week, and the action is expected to be
dismissed Friday, when it comes up for
hearing in circuit court there. The announcement was made bv attornevs for Herbert
M. Woolf, M. B. Shanberg and F. H. Reid,
the plaintiffs.
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Scene

SHAPIRO

SOL A. ROSENBLATT, NRA Division
Administrator, was learning this week
how complicated are the problems of
Hollywood. Ten days on the production
front in California and Mr. Rosenblatt was
still reviewing an almost endless line of
extras and stars, production generals and
corporals, writers, agents and technicians,
creative workers and non-creative workers,
sound men, singers, cameramen, free-lance
players and whatnot, who paraded in a
steady stream before him with their special
problems in picture making.
He has talked with the studio executives
on star raiding and production costs and
with the various classes of workers with
regards to conditions of employment; he
has heard suggestions for improving relations between workers and the studios,
and on more than one occasion was told
by various working groups that something
should be done about alleviating the unemployment situation in certain production
quarters.
Mr. Rosenblatt denied vigorously New
York reports which had reached Hollywood
saying that his visit to Hollywood was primarily to fix maximum salaries for players,
directors and executives. He said these reports were "ridiculous," but indicated that
his observations on the salary problem will
be submitted in a report to the Administration when he returns to Washington next
week.
Talks About Morals and Films
Mr. Rosenblatt spent practically all of
Tuesday this week studying the machinery
of the Central Casting Office and of the
Hollywood branch of the Hays organization. He said he was amazed at the precision and work involved in handling the
extras by the C. C. O., and said that the
work of the Hays branch in handling the
censorship question locally, both in script
and stills, was "startling and constructive."
He passed out compliments, too, on the manner in which Mrs. Winters' department of
the producers' group handles reports for
the various women's clubs.
He indicated that he lacked a realization
that the various divisions could function for
the best interests of every one, elevating the
moral standards of pictures, particularly at
this time when many reform movements are
active.
"Securing closer association between the
producers and the principal public and civic
bodies toward higher moral standards is of
vital importance to the welfare of the industry and the execution of any code," said
Mr. Rosenblatt. "All persons involved in
picture making should give this situation
their utmost attention. Only three weeks
ago, a leading national religious organization went on record as 'going after immoral' pictures first, and prohibition secOn Tuesday night, Mr. Rosenblatt made
ond."

a hurried trip to the Western Association
and motion pictures, with every conceivable
of Motion Picture Advertisers (WAMPA),
reform body taking upon themselves the libwhere he delivered his first public address
erty to attack mo^tion pictures. The less
since he arrived in Hollywood from the grounds demonstrated to agitate this critiEast. His audience comprised several of the
cism, the better for us. Some of these comtop-line producers and numerous press •plaints are justified," he added, "but I don't
agents and newspapermen.
believe in government regulation or other
interference of censorship. There is a proper
"Nowhere have I encountered so many
people so diversified in their interest to
way for coping with the situation ourselves."
make one thing, and that is screen enterTo the
daily newspapers'
criticism
of his
social
activities,
Mr. Rosenblatt
answered
tainment," Mr. Rosenblatt told the WAMPA
that
each
event
has
been
just
so
much
more
gathering. "And who," he added, "are at
work — and that much more direct informathe same time eagerly striving to better contion. Saturday he was at Agua Caliente,
ditions for the welfare of the entire industry. They have come to me willingly with
followedSunday
by dinner
their problems and laid their cards on the home.
night heatwasMarion
guest atDavies'
Louis
table.
B.
home,
and henight.
conferred with
I. E.Mayer's
Chadwick
Monday
"The motion picture code," he continued,
"is the most flexible document if evidence
V
is proven where certain clauses are impracThis
NRA
Thing
tical. It can be changed. The motion picture industry is no different from any other
While we're on this NRA thing, we might
industry where some members of it want to
do wrong. But the majority, wanting to do as well tell you about Hal Neides, who
guidesatrethe
destinies for
of the
thein Glendale
Fox Alexander
West Coast.
tlieSpeaking
right thing,
for will
thegovern
benefitanyofcode."
the press
Friend Hal kncw's how to keep his house
agents, the Division Administrator said : in
the black by having plenty of previews.
"Press agentry in the motion picture busiSo
the other night when we heard he had
ness is its only craft not taken care of in
a
"sneaker,"
we took the long ride over, in
the code with regards minimum wages, and
this because press agents are the caliber of loyalty to our duty and responsibility. Our
appearance stunned Hal, but before we
people who can take care of themselves.
However, with regard to the code, they can
could sayAllowed."
"Hello," heNow,
said "N.R.A.
Re-'
who says— No
managplay a vital part for the general welfare of viewers
ers can't think for themselves?
the industry in connection with clean advertising and curtailing misrepresentations to
Rotund Arch Reeve, who goes to New
Mr. Rosenblatt told the WAMPA that
public."
the
York
in place of Gabe York, here to suche is emphatically against sex pictures. He
ceed Arch as studio publicity manager at
said that in the past three weeks he has
Fox Movietone City, was farewell wined
received no less than 6,500 letters asking
and
dined the other night, under the guidfor the abolishment of sex in films, and he
ance of Generalissimo Joe L Breen. Arch,
said he also received a six-page petition,
who
has spent only about 15 years with
single spaced, with each signatory adding
Paramount and Fox, was roundly ribbed,
and
forty-one;
to
six
from
his age— ranging
with "Nobody ever heard of you" as the
his occupation — from laborers to bankers,
spirit of the evening.
picmotion
in
sex
against
protesting
all
and
V
tures.
"From my observation today," he said, What Ho, Scout!
"everybody has two businesses, their own
What d'ye make of this ? Darryl Zanuck,
erstwhile Warner Bros, production chieftain, now functioning similarly for 20th
Century,
makes Fairfax
"Advice heart
to thethrob
Lovelorn,"
with
a Beatrice
column
RIBBEK RIBBED
as its big angle, and Warners come up with
Vhice Barnett, for years Holly"Hi, Nellie," another newspaper yarn incorporating the same feature. Warners
wood's ace "ribber" in the guise of
preview "I Got Your Number" and the
anything from a punch drunk pug to
Albert Einstein, has come a cropper.
next night 20th Century unveils "Looking
for Trouble." Both are telephone stories.
Barnett, in his spare time, essays to be
How many lads and lassies has either fellow
an actor with pretty good success
in the other company's bailiwick? Maybe
it's dramatic coincidence!
{remember "Scarf ace") . Out at Universal the other day a director caustically criticized everything the sterling
The "back-to-the-farm" movement brought
actor attempted. It took the comout two pictures last week. Before a chosen
bined efforts of everyone on the lot
to convince the ribber he was being
few. Win field Sheehan took the lid ofi
ribbed.
Janet Gaynor's "Carolina," and Jack L.
Warner held a sneaker on "The Earth
Turns" that every reviewer in town caught.
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of Final Winners

Receive Sup-
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Ninety-four per cent of picture.

PREVIEW

Increasing Percentage of Ap^
I L
D
• • r»
proval by Previewing Groups
Parallels Better Filnns Councils'

port
of 12 National Groups
r
^

^^hich
won ranking
as ^^o-x^o^
^cWord
-ofTVKE liEKAi.D
s Box Office
Champions
'
vi Mouth
ixiv^uin Advertisinq
/-vuvci iiaiiivj
for 1933 also received the indorseNinety per cent of Motion Picture ^^^^^
national previewing groups.
the opportunity to utilize agencies alHerald s Box Office Champions for 1933,
nineteen bicturts in thi^ ''^^^^ existing for organizing word-ofincluding the month-by-month Champions i i^ere were nineteen pcttires m this
a constantlv
growing
conbidnuy erowine
duvciuMug
' advertising—
in- number
, eight
and
vear classification
entire year,
j u ^i
the eniire
■ ■ of which■ were
for rne
±winnpr^ lor
final winners
of
civic units aactively
tViA nnai
cr.A tne
engaged m the
were among the productions which had had T''f,, ^^/^^ "^'^ organizations as
criticism of motion pictures
the indorsement and active support of the for "family" entertainment, ten for
12 national groups previewing motion pic- adults, and only one was considered Women and the Preview
tures.
unsuitable.
„
.
Seven to ten years ago it was generally
For each of the past three years there
agreed that 45 per cent of the box office
has been a steady increase in the percentgross was conditioned by what women said
age of Champions approved by these groups,
the pictures they had seen. At that
a'^°"t
pictures,
19
the
of
out
18
for
indorsement
per
82
to
with 80 per cent in 1931, a gain
cent in 1932 and 90 per cent for the year were rated as follows: Family— "Caval- ^ime women talked only about the pictures
just past. Concomitant with that closer cade," "Little Women," "42nd Street," 'liey had seen, but today, long before a picparallel of Box Office Champions and selec- "Tugboat Annie," "Be Mine Tonight," "Kid ture arrives at a theatre, women are repeattions of the previewing organizations is the From Spain," "The Bowery" and "Lady what the previewers have said to them
fact of word-of-mouth advertising by 3,000 for a Day." Adult— "I'm No Angel" (from about the picture to come ; saying it to the
Better Films Councils. Twenty-five thou- one group only), "Gold Diggers of 1933," neighbor, over the air, in the press, on
sand leaders of community organizations "State Fair," "Maedchen in Uniform," library bookmarks and in the schools,
who have demonstrated an active interest in "Rasputin and the Empress," "Animal Paralleling the pronounced Indorsement
the work of the Councils, receive preview Kingdom," "Private Life of Henry VIII," given by the women's previewing groups
reports
'The
King," while
^ ^ each
^ month
, . , 1 1 ,^1 .
.
Sign Match
of the Cross,
one at
picture
not r"Cavalcade"
i
.l j"Bax xi
x ±i Tonight/'
"Dinner
Eight,"
and
Mine
87 Per Cent of Monthly Champions indorsed by any group was "Sailor Be 1°' ^''f'?P\^^^ ^^.^ ^^^t ^^^^
Qood "
°^ T"® three pictures appearing more

month-bythe Herald's
monthly Champions than twice
On the H^'s
Sa~ofT^^^
,
pas^;rr\^the
list of inChampions
compilations. Of these, 33 were indorsed by ^^^tings, 12 pictures appeared more than month
the committees for family entertainment ; 37
^niee pictures appeared three Augmenting the women's organizations
for adults, and nine were not recommended, . iq^,^,
. °
and preview groups are 17,000 teachers of
making 87 per cent of the approved pictures ^^^^
^^^^
lie Mine ionight. English cooperating in the program of the
for the year.
The "Selective" Patron
Photoplay Committee of the National Coun, „ .
•
X lo^i
u
cil of Teachers of English and the new
Ot the tinal Champions tor 1933, pub^^^^ makes a winner at the box Eastern Preview Committee of the Federalished In this Issue, 13 received champion- office, more and more exhibitors are agree- tion of Women's Clubs. These two organi$hip rating and six were cited for honor- ing that part of the solution lies in gaining zations, although they came into the field
able mention. Of this number, the pre- the "selective" picture patron to add to the at a comparatively late date, sent out the
following word about "Little Women":
viewing groups approved eight for family, socalled "fan" audience.
ten for adults, and one was not recom- On the other hand, as they point out, it is "Don't miss it, and take the whole family."
making a total of 94 per cent thing to know what makes a Box Office And "Little Women," which opened at the
mended
as Novemkte Box
New ofYork
Music24,Hall
to know
quiteoutanother
Champion
the total 1Box
• Therefore,
r
.1
. . Office
.1 to
make a and
winner
of a picture
the how
ex- ber
wasin one
the as1933
Office
approved.
Champions for the year, combining the ^-^.^^^
3^11
Champions.
month-by-month winners and the year s
Yov years "passing the buck" for the failfinal Champions,
had more than 90 ^res and claiming the glory for the winners ^|
,
w/
per cent indorsement of the committees has been called the favorite three-cornered NeW Jersey
Women rrorm
and clubs.
"indoor Ifpastime"
of the
picture
in- film Studv Federation
.
. .
dustry.
the picture
was motion
a natural
success,
_ Of the 12 national previewing groups only ^
^ production achievement, said the At a meeting in East Orange last week,
eight see all pictures released and it is on studios • but if a failure that too was to be a group of New Jersey women, interested
this basis that the following tabulation is charged to production ' said' the' sales and ^'"^ presentations of an educational nature
made. In addition to the past year, a break- advertising departments of the distributors, ^^r adults and children, formed the Finer
down of the previous two years also is pre- ^j^^ ^.j^^ exhibitors blamed both. And in the Films Federation of New Jersey. Seventysented. The letter "F" designates the num- background available to all three branches, attended, from various neighboring
ber indorsed "for family" ; "A" for adults,
'
' towns. The session was held under the ausand "no," disapproved for all ages :
pices of the better films committee of the
Women's Division of the local Chamber of
A. Approved No
F.
1930-31 season to October. 1931.. 9
4
13
2
"Little Wopien," which had its pre- Commerce and Civics.
januaS to A^ii 1932....:.
■ 11
8
19
0
miere at New York's Radio City
Officers elected included: Mrs. Leon H.
.fuTy^o%ctiLr!''i9?,2:;:::::;:::: 7
9
i"
4
Music Hall on November 24, speedily Mclntyre, chairman; William O. Ludlow,
c^tober to December. 1932
7
14
21
4
^
December vicc chairniau ; Mrs Jay Zeamer. secretary,
The
treasurer
E. Denton,
Mrs Ruthaims
third
far
tied
and
champions
|
\l
Tuiy
to October :::::;::
9t
10
19
2
.,r „t .
J
i» ■ place
^1
Organization
at complete
state-wide
&o\r."::::::;:
October to December
,
I
]1 1
^^^^
Forty-second Street
in the representation, the raising
motion picture
1933 Totals . . .
33
37
70
9
final annual Box Office Champions. production standards, and of
the formation of
The Champions for the year, receiving ii;^^===:=;:=^====
film study groups.
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I'm No

Cavalcade:

Angel: Paramount

Fox

• Ruggles.
(I) I'M NO
ANGEL:
Wesley
Original
story,Directed
screen byplay
and
dialogue by Mae West. Continuity by Harlan
Thompson, with suggestions by Lowell Brentano.
Music by Harvey Brooks. Lyrics by Gladys du
Bois and Ben Ellison. Photographed by Leo
Tover. Sound, Phil G. Wisdom. Art directors,
Hans Dreier and Bernard Herzbrun. Cast: Mae
West, Cary Grant, Edward Arnold, Ralf Harolde, Russell Hopton.

• (2) CAVALCADE: Directed by Frank
Lloyd. From the play by Noel Coward.
Screen play by Reginald Berkeley. Continuity
by Sonya Levien. Assistant director: William
Tummel. Director of dialogue: George Hadden. War scenes by William Cameron Menzies. Art director: William Darling. Photographer: Ernest Palmer. Cast: Diana Wynyard,
Clive Brook, Ursula Jeans, Herbert Mundin,
Una O'Connor, Merle Tottenham, Irene Browne,
Beryl Mercer, Frank Lawton, John Warburton,
Temple Piggott, Margaret Lindsay, Billy Bevan,
Mary Forbes, Lionel Belmore.

Tugboat

Annie: MGM

•

(2) GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Directed
by Mervyn LeRoy. Supervised by Ray Griffith. Numbers created and directed by Busby
Berkeley. Screen play by Erwin Gelsey and
James Seymour. Music and lyrics by Harry Warren and Al Dubin. Dialogue by David Boehm
and Ben Markson. Based on a play by Avery
Hopwood. Photographer: Sol Polito. Art director: Anton Grot. Cast: Warren William,
Joan Blondell, Aline MacMahon, Ruby Keeler,
Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee, Ned Sparks, Ginger
Rogers, Clarence Nordstrom, Robert Agnew,
Tammany Young, Sterling Holloway.

• (3) LIHLE WOMEN: Directed by
George Cukor. Executive producer: Merian
C. Cooper. Supervised by Kenneth MacGowan.
From the novel by Louisa May Alcott. Screen
play by Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heerman.
Photographed by Henry Gerrard. Cast:
Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Frances Dee,
Jean Parker, Paul Lukas, Edna May Oliver,
Douglass Montgomery, Henry Stephenson.

• (3) 42ND STREET: Based on the novel by
Bradford Ropes. Screen play by Rian James
and James Seymour. Directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Photographer: Sol Polito. Art director: Jack
Okey. Songs by Al Dubin and Harry Warren.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Bebe Daniels, George
Brent, Ruby Keeler, Una Merkel, Guy Kibbee,
Ned Sparks, Dick Powell, Ginger Rogers.

Rasputin and the Empress: MGM

Animal

•

Honorable

(4) BE MINE TONIGHT:
Directed by
Anatol Litwak. Story by I. V. Cube and .
A. Joseph. Adaptation and dialogue by John
Orton. Music by Mischa Spoliansky. Lyrics
by Frank Eyton. Cast: Jan Kiepura, Magda
Schneider, Sonnie Hale, Edmund Gwenn,
Athene Scyler, Betty Chester, Aubrey Mather.

• (4) TUGBOAT ANNIE: Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. From the Saturday Evening Post
stories by Norman Rellly Raine. Adapted by
Zelda Sears and Eve Greene. Additional dialogue by Norman Reilly Raine. Art director:
Merrill Pye. Photographed by Gregg Toland.
Cast: Marie Dressier, Wallace Berry, Robert
Young,
Willard
TammanyMaureen
Young, O'Sullivan,
Frankie Darro,
JackRobertson,
Pennick,
Paul Hurst.

Kingdom:

THE

RKO

Radio

Mention

MATCH KING
First National

DINNER

AT EIGHT
MGM

SIGN

OF THE

Paramount
CROSS

^
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42nd

Diggers of 1933: Warner

Street: Warner
• (6) RASPUTIN AND THE EMPRESS: Directed by Richard Boleslavsky. Author:
Charles MacArthur. Photographer: William
Daniels. Musical score by Herbert Stothart.
Film editor: Tom Held. Cast: John Barrymore, Ethel Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore, Ralph
Morgan, Diana Wynyard, Tad Alexander, C.
Henry Gordon, Edward Arnold.

• (7) ANIMAL KINGDOM: Directed by
E. H. Griffith. From the play by Philip
Barry. Screen play by Horace Jackson. Photographed by George Folsey. Cast: Leslie
Howard, Ann Harding, Myrna Loy, Neil Hamilton, William Gargan, Henry Stephenson,
Ilka Chase, Leni Stengel, Donald Dillaway.
State Fair: Fox

Maedchen

in Uniform :Krimsky-Cochran
• (7) THE KID FROM SPAIN: Story by
William Anthony McGuire, Bert Kalmar
and Harry Ruby. Music and lyrics by Bert
Kalmar and Harry Ruby. Directed by Leo
McCarey. Dance numbers by Busby Berkeley.
Art director: Richard Day. Musical director:
Alfred Newman. Photographer: Gregg Toland.
Cast: Eddie Cantor, Lyda Roberti, Robert
Young, Ruth Hall, Noah Beery.

Kid from Spain: United Artists

Honorable

Mention

SAILOR BE GOOD
RKO Radio
THE BOWERY
United Artists

LADY FOR
Cotumbias

A DAY

Henry VIH: United Artists
• (5) STATE FAIR: Direcfed by Henry King.
Motion picture version of a novel by Phil
Stong. Adaptation and screen play prepared
by Paul Green and Sonya Levien. Photographed by Hal Mohr. Film editor: R. W.
Bischoff. Sound recorder: A. L. Von Kirbach.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Will Rogers, Lew Ayres,
Sally Eilers, Norman Foster, Louis Dresser,
Frank Craven, Victor Jory.

• (5) MAEDCHEN IN UNIFORM: Produced
in Berlin by Carl Froelich Studios. Distributed
in the United States by John Krimsky and Giftord^ Cochran. Directed by Leontine Sagan.
English text by Donald Freeman. Artistic supervision by Carl Froehlich. Cast: Hertha Thiele,
Dorothea Wieck, Emilia Unda. Hedwig Schlichter, Ellen Schwannecke.

e (7) PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY VIII: Directed by Alexander Korda. Story by Arthur Wimperis. Dialogue by Arthur Wimperis
and Lajos Biro. Photographed by Georges
Perinal. Sets designed by Vincent Korda. Cast:
Charles Laughton, Robert Donat, Lady Tree,
Binnie Barnes, Elsa Lancaster, Merle Oberon,
Franklin Dyall, Miles Mander, Wendy Barrie.

• (Honorable Mention) THE MATCH KING:
Directed by Howard Bretherton. PhotobyRobert
Kurrle.
Cast:Harold
WarrenHuber.
William, Lili graphed
Damita,
Glenda
Farrell,
. . . DINNER AT EIGHT: Directed by George
Cukor. Photographed by William Daniels. Cast:
Marie Dressier, John Barrymore, Wallace Beery,
Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymore. . . . SIGN OF
THE CROSS: Directed by Cecil B. DeMille.
Photographed by Karl Struss. Cast: Fredric
March. Elissa Landi, Claudette Colbert. . . .
SAILOR BE GOOD: Directed by James Cruze.
Photographed by Charles E. Schoenbaum. Cast:
Jack Oakie, Vivienne Osborne, George E. Stone.
. . THE BOWERY: Directed by Raoul Walsh.
Photographed by Barney McGill. Cast: Wallace
Beery, George Raft, Jackie Cooper, Fay Wray.
. . LADY FOR A DAY: Directed by Frank
Capra. Photographed by Joseph Walker. Cast:
Warren William, May Robson, Guy Kibbee,
Glenda Farrell.
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CONGRESS

New Jersey Allied President
Succeeds James Ritter; Myers
and Blunn Reelected; Plan to
Name National Cabinet of 24

Allied Said to Have

Telegraphic protest against the Code Authority and operations of distributors under the Code was received at Washington
Wednesday by Senator Borah of Idaho from
Abram P. Myers on behalf of the national
board of directors of Allied States. The
telegram was inserted in the Congressional
Record by the Senator.
The Allied Board invited the Senator's
attention "to a device resorted to by the
Code Authority for the motion picture industry to defeat the remedial measures not
involving change in law." That body, it
tvas explained, "dominated by major producers, requires that independents file unqualified assents to the code as a condition to
participating in any degree therein, thereby
waiving all rights and approving in advance
everything this code authority may do. We
have filed stiit to test their right to do this
and are advised defense of the proceeding
will be handled by NRA, thus making it
appear we are opposing the Government."
Major producers also were charged in the
telegram with violating code provisions
against forcing of shorts and "protecting
themselves by stamping on the contract
that the exhibitor has agreed to purchase
an excess number and requiring exhibitors
to initial the clause."
"We greatly deplore that efforts to enlist
interest of General Counsel Richberg elicited
only condescending and evasive letter from
acluded.
subordinate attorney," the telegram con-

Authority busy on code matters in New
York, NRA officials in Washington this
week appeared not especially concerned over
Allied's recent legal attack on the sanctity
of the motion picture code.

Sidney E. Samuelson, president of Allied
of New Jersey, was elected late last week
to the presidency of the national Allied
States Association at the organization's
board meeting at the Hptel Warwick in
New York. Mr. Samuelson succeeds James
C. Ritter, of Detroit.
Abram F. Myers, former member of the
Federal Trade Commission, was re-elected
to the post of general counsel, and Herman
Blurti, of Baltimore, again was named
treasurer.
With plans for the invasion of every state
in the union in which there is no Allied
affiliated exhibitor organization, the Allied
directors adjourned last Friday after a
three-day session, the nature of which from
the beginning had been veiled in secrecy.
Under the expansion plans Allied will set
up a national cabinet: of 24 to work with
Mr. Samuelson to effect nationwide representation. Units in the territories where
there is no state Allied branch, will be established simultaneously, but the first step
will be the appointment of six vice-presidents of the national association — one each

Effected

Tieup with Research Council
To Raise $200,000 to Fight
Block Booking, Blind Selling

Members of the administration's legal
staff were studying the suit, actually filed by
the Congress Theatre, of Newark, in New
York, in which members of the Code Authority, as well as Mr. Rosenblatt, were
named defendants. Whether the Government would defend the Authority members,
it was said, would depend upon the circumstances. There was some question as to how
far the Authority members are Government
officials ; under most codes, such members
are elected by the industry, but in the film
code they were named by the President,
although representive of the industry.
Exhibitors in the Minneapolis territory,
numbering 137, voted Tuesday not to sign
SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON
the Code acceptance without reservations.
The Government will defend Mr. Rosenfrom the eastern section, middle west, northblatt, aGovernment official, and will dewest, Rocky Mountains, west coast and the
fend the code itself. With respect to the
south.
Division Administrator, it was pointed out
Each vice-president thus appointed will
;
that
Government representatives on
set up a regional cabinet of three exhibitors'" code the
authorities have no vote and any
and each vice-president will be directly responsible tothe national board of directors,
action they might take is purely negative,
this group to comprise the national cabinet.
so that they could not be named together
Allied units in Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
with the industries' members in any suit
Detroit, New Jersey and Pittsburgh called
meetings this week to discuss the results of brought, but only with respect to their
activities as officials of the recovery adminthe New York conferences.
istration.
From Boston early this week came word
that Allied is supposed to have effected a
General Johnson said that in all suits
tie up with the Motion Picture Research
against Code Authorities the AdministraCouncil to raise $200,000 in order to
tion will study carefully all circumstances
and will defend Code Authority members
finance a two-year campaign for "the elim- only if convinced the actions complained
ination of block-booking, blind selling and
of are in strict conformity with the proto provide for trade showings and advancevisions of the code. It was said that any
Code
Authority
which exceeds its powers,
ment
of
the
motion
picture
art."
The
Allied directors last week are understood
or abuses its privileges and position on the
Code Authority and gets into legal difficulto have indorsed the Council's policies,
which, as reported from time to time in
ties, will be left to fight its own way out.
MOTION PICTURE HERALD,, have been
Hearing on Suit Postponed
largely "anti-motion picture industry" and
dealt specifically with alleged "moral corMeanwhile, in New York, attorneys both
ruption" through the motion picture of the
for
the Code Authority and the Allied-Connation's children.
gress theatre interests decided on Tuesday
Attending the three-day Allied directors'
to
postpone
preliminary hearing on the case
meeting in New York were : Nathan Yauntil February 20, in order to serve Dimins. Fall River, Mass. ; Aaron Saperstein,
vision Administrator Rosenblatt, who was
Chicago ; Fred Herrington, Pittsburgh ; en route
to Hollywood when other Code
Walter Littlefield, Max Levenson, Edward
Authority members were served.
Ansin, Boston ; J. P. Adler, Milwaukee ; H.
At the same time it appeared that a second
M. Richey, J. C. Ritter, Detroit; Ray
suit
was about to be filed against the code
Branch, Hastings, Mich.; Al Steffes, MinneapoliMr.
s ; Blum, Baltimore ; Willis Vance, and the motion picture Code Authority, by
Fred Herrington, Pittsburgh, and W. A.
Fred Strief, Cincinnati ; M. B. Horowitz,
Cleveland ; Abe Stone, M. Harrell, Albany ; ("Al") Steffes, Minneapolis, both Allied
William C. Smalley, Cooperstown, N. Y. directors. This turned out to be nothing
more than affidavits signed by each subH. A. Cole of Texas did not attend.
stantiating the claims in the Congress theWith Division Administrator Sol A.
atre action.
Rosenblatt on the west coast and the Code
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PARAMOUNT

BANKRUPTCY
Company

PICTURE

Expecfs To Be Discharged from Bankruptcy in

Half Year; General Reorganization Virtually Completed
After one year of operation under receivers, trustees and a federal referee, Paramount Publix last week estimated that at
least 90 per cent of its finance problems have
been solved and that the company may well
be discharged from bankruptcy within the
first six months of the current year.
The tenth month of the bankruptcy ended
January 26. One year before. Paramount
consented to a friendly equity receivership
only a few hours after its most important
theatre holding subsidiary, Publix Enterprises, filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy. Eight weeks later, on March 14,
the parent company itself went into bankruptcy.
Realty Reorganizing Underway
Steady progress is being made preliminary
to clearing up the various problems, most
involving reorganization of real estate holding companies. Publix Enterprises has been
completely reorganized and its assets sold to
Famous Theatres Corporation, subsidiary
created for the reorganization.
Another important matter pending concerns the Paramount-Broadway Corporation,
owner of the Paramount Building and
theatre, which has $8,870,000 bonds outstanding. This probably will be reorganized
soon on a basis to permit the parent company to operate the theatre without loss,
according to the Wall Street Journal.
A general reorganization plan for Paramount Publix is understood to have been
virtually completed by Sir William Wiseman, former member of the Paramount
directorate and an associate of Kuhn, Loeb
& Co., former Paramount bankers working
in conjunction with Dr. Julius Klein.
Sir William's plan is to be advanced on
behalf of the bondholders arid other creditors as soon as sufficient progress has been
made on adjustment of creditors' claims
against the company, which are said to
approximate $250,000,000. A great majority of these claims, it was pointed out last
week, will be disallowed, expunged or compromised.
New Company, Reported Plan
It is understood that the plan is to call for
the formation of a new company, to be
owned by Paramount, which will buy up the
assets of the bankrupt estate.
The reorganized company probably would
not take over theatre subsidiaries in receivership due to their unprofitable operations, unless the fixed charges or the real
estate funded debt, or both, could be scaled
down to a point where the theatres could be
operated without a loss, in the opinion of
the Wall Street Journal. If these various
theatres were taken over by bondholders
under foreclosure, it is considered doubtful
if they could be successfully operated indewithout Paramount's
the Journalpendently
continues,
while onfilm
theoutput,
other

IS

NEAR

hand Paramount needs these houses as an
outlet for its product.
At the time of its receivership Paramount
revealed liabilities of $47,826,890 and assets
of approximately $150,000,000. Cash on
hand at that time was $399,545. On Sept.
30, 1933, the third report of the Paramount
Publix trustees in bankruptcy showed cash
on hand aggregating $2,074,480. Autumn
and winter distribution receipts are said to
have more than doubled that cash figure,
bringing the company's cash position to
approximately $5,000,000. In addition to
this there is a federal tax refund for the
year 1929 amounting to $7,275,000.
No Outside Financing
No outside financing of any sort has been
resorted to by the company during the past
year, virtually all revenue coming frotn the
distribution department. Distribution receipts were aided greatly by tl]te decline of
the dollar and its resultant increase in
revenue from foreign distribution, which
was estimated to have doubled over the year
previous.
' .
At the same time the company's theatres
have been reorganized to an extent where
they have not required exorbitant cash demands on the parent company or its operating subsidiaries. This reorganization, involving decentralization of theatre operations
by creating operating partnerships in the
field, is regarded as a cornerstone of the
new Paramount operating structure.
Famous Theatres is now in charge of all
former Publix Enterprises houses, which
are being operated directly by it or by
operating partners. A number of the houses
have been disposed of entirely and creditors
have been offered a choice of settlement of
valid claims on the basis of 33 cents on the
dollar or a share of stock in Famous Theatres for each $200 of approved claims.
A reorganization plan to end the bankruptcy of the Saenger circuit in the south,
without public sale of assets, is nearing
completion.
Attorneys' Claims Opposed
Elihu Root, Jr., of counsel for the Paramount receivers, told Federal Judge John M.
Woolsey that the equity receivership of
Paramount Publix was the "most difficult,
most complex and most harassing occupation, considering the length of time, that I
have ever been in." Mr. Root's statement
was made at a hearing on the application for
fees and expenses during the equity receivership. Judge Woolsey gave the attbrney
a week for the filing of briefs.
"Paramount would have lost its entire
business to competitors overnight if the
equityRootreceivership
Mr.
declared. had been mishandled,"
The receivers are asking for payment of
$218,000 fees incurred during the two
months' receivership period last winter.
Opposition to the payment of any such
fee was voiced by Saul E. Rogers, attorney
for a Paramount bondholders' group, on the
grounds that the court was without authority
to grant an allowance because, he charged,
the equity receivership was an improper
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A LONG TIME
BETWEEN SHOWS
It took him a long, long time, but
W . A. Dickson, Mace, Ind., resident,
finally went into Crawfordsville one
night recently, and saw the show, films
included, at the Strand. It was the
first motion picture Mr. Dickson had
ever seen, and the first theatrical performance hehad witnessed in 20 years.
Mr. Dickson will be 87 next birthday. When Guy Hammitt, Strand
manager, asked him how he liked motion pictures, the answer was, "Fine.
I never missed a word." Four compliwere Mr.intention
Dickson'sto reward formentary
his passes
expressed
see
a lot of talking pictures in the future.
procedure and Paramount should have applied only for bankruptcy.
Counsel for the Central Hanover Bank,
a creditor for $1,400,000, declared that,
while not wishing to oppose payment of the
fees, they recommended careful scrutiny by
the court of the "substantial" allowances
asked by Mr. Root for the receivers, and
Goldmark & Colin, Paramount attorneys.
Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantyne has
petitioned for $125,000, and Goldmark &
Colin for $25,000 for counsel fees.
Others To Be Named to Board
The remaining members of Paramount's
new national theatre advisory board will not
be named before additional meetings with
partners following the return of Ralph A.
Kohn to New York this week. Thus far
the appointees are N. L. Nathanson, representing Canada ; Karl Hoblitzelle, the Southwest, and E. V. Richards, Jr., the South.
Paramount this week will resume operation of the Brooklyn Paramount theatre
which, since September 1, has been operated
by Mort Shea. The theatre will operate
under
Morros. the general supervision of Boris
Approval of a mutual cancellation of
claims by Paramount Publix, Walter Reade
and Frank V. Storrs, theatre lessors, involving an estimated $500,000, was given
late last week by Referee Davis. Reade and
Storrs had filed claims against Paramount
aggregating $250,000, growing out of a
1930 agreement by which Paramount leased
16 New Jersey theatres from the claimants.
Paramount filed counter claims against
Reade and Storrs for a corresponding
amount on the same agreement; resulting, in;
the mutual cancellation 'action. .
, '
Decision Reserved in Qui^-tner Case
Decision on a motion to permit consolida-.
tion of the record for,th6 appeal of the Edward Quittner anti-trust action against Paramount and large distributors, was reserved
Tuesday by U. S. District Court Judge Francis CalTey, New York, who gave Graham
and Reynolds, counsel for Quittner, and the
attorneys for the defendants 10 days in which
to file additional briefs.
Sam Morris Convalescing
6am E. Morris, vice-president of Warner
Bros., is recuperating in the Sydenham hospital. New York, from an operation he underwent there last Tuesday.
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INTERLUDES

By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
VWE have in hand a copy of the Radio City
^ theatre program which arrived at that theatre from the printers only a few hours before
S. L. Rothafel had that run-in with the RKO
management which resulted in his resignation.
In the program is a message from Roxy on the
occasion of the first anniversary of the Radio
City Music Hall. It is addressed to the public, and says, in part, over Roxy's signature :
"At this time, on behalf of our entire staff, I
want to . . . tell you that you have got to love
us just a little, because we love you so much."
We do hope that Mr. Rothafel isn't fickle.
Which reminds us of what Marek Windheim, the Polish opera singer, told Joseph
Mitchell, New York newspaperman, about his
first experience in New York after arriving
from Poland.
It seems that Mr. Windheim sang in Brooklyn and then sang for Roxy. "The reason I
sang for Roxy," he said, "is that my English
was very bad and an American told me the
two best ways to learn English are to marry
an American or work in an American theatre.
I decided to work in Roxy's chorus and learn
English. In four weeks I came out with a
good knowledge of Russian."
V
Paramount says that a thousand years of research and the best scientific brains of four nations contributed to one scene, lasting but a
few moments,
"Search
Beauty."
metically, in
then, how
manyfor eons,
brainsArithand
nations for any eight-reel feature?
V
Mr. Alfred Finestone, Esq., newspaper
correspondent extraordinary in the wheat
belt of Kansas City and thereabouts, takes
issue with our recent paragraph about the
Paramoimt publicity department claiming for
Cecil Blount DeMille the "honor" of discovering Miss Sally Rand several years ago,
long before the young lady made the front
pages with her fan dancing.
"Sally City
was commercial
discovered by
'dinky'
Kansas
filma lab
somelittle
12
years ago, when she posed as a model for
film ads," writes Al. "Later she went to
vode and the stage and then took a 'flyer' in
films. DeMille may have discovered her then,
but it took the World's Fair to 'reveal' her."
Walt Disney and Sally worked together
at the same Kansas City commercial laboratory. In those days Sally was known as
Billie Beck.
Coincidentally, Chicago's city fathers will
not invite Sally back for the reopening
of the
fair in June. They probably have the young
lady's best interests at heart, refusing to
mterrupt
her budding motion picture career
on the Paramount lot in Hollywood.
V
Mr. L. A. Vickrey, operating the DeFunack
theatre, at DeFunack Springs, Fla., is ingenious, to say the least. He has just finished wiring his three local drug stores for sound. From
the booth of the theatre, music is sent directly
into the drug stores, interspersed with
announcements from the theatre about current and
coming attractions.
V

Radio's
on lengthy Dolores
trips. NotDel inRio
the takes
traditiher
onallunch
shoe along
box,
however. Flying into Kansas City the other
day, en route to New York, her husband, Cednc Gibbons, removed a fruit jar from pocket
of his overcoat. It contained spiced,a stewed
apples, which Miss Del Rio consumed, while
friend husband had to be contented with ham
and eggs at the airport "coffee pot."
V
"Modest
is a virtue, and actors have it,"
■^avs
Fox ypublicit
y. Of course, of course.

IN DAYS

OF

OLD. WHENREEL NAMES WERE REAL NAMES'APPEL
LILA LEE
- - . AUGUSTA
LILLIAN BOHNY
BILLIE DOVE BRIMMER
RICHARDWINDSOR
DIX - ■ ERNEST
- OLGA CRONK
CLAIRE
FLUGRATH
SHIRLEY MASON - -LEONA
ARNOLD KAISER
NORMAN KERRY CAROLE LOMBARD - - JANE PETERS
JACK GILBERT - - - JOHN PRINGLE
COLLEEN MOORE-KATHLEEN MORRISON
FLORENCE VIDOR - - FLORENCE ARTO
SALLY PHIPPS - - - BERNICE BUETLER
NANCY DREXEL - - DOROTHY KITCHEN
JEANEHE LOFF - - - - JAN LOVE
EDV^IN CAREV/ ----- JAN FOX
SALLY O'NEIL - - CHOTSEY NOONAN
STEPIN FETCHIT - - - - JOE PERRY
NICK STUART - - - NIKOLAS PRATA
MACK SENNEH - - MICKALL SINNOH
BRUCE CABOT - - JACQUES DE BUJAC
MONTE BANKS - - - MARIO BIANCHI
GILBERT ROWLAND-DEALONZODAMOSO
DOLORES DEL RIO-LOLITA DE MARTINEZ
RICARDO CORTEZ - - - JACK KRANTZ
MAE MURRAY - - - MARIE KOENIG
SUE CAROL - - - EVELYN LEDERER
GILDA GRAY - MARIANNA MICHOLSKA
RAQUEL TORRES - - PAULA OSTERMAN
DON ALVARADO - - - - JOSE PAIGE
MADGE BELLAMY-MARGARET PHILLPOH
EVALYN BRENT - - - - BEHY RIGGS
FORD STERLING
GEORGE STITCH
LUPE VELEZ - GUADALUPE VILLA LOBOS
By Feg Murray, King Features

D has unPOLLAR
MR. JOSEPH
of the less seriearthed for theP.delight
n
minded
a neat half-doze lallapaloozas
ous
from the court calendars of 1933, as follows:
The proceedings against American cowboy
films in the movie houses bordering the
Hungarian Great Plain, so the herdsmen
would no longer neglect their work to dream
of Hollywood movie heroes.
The Chicago petition to vacate the injunction forbidding the petitioner to communicate with her divorced husband. "He won
our last argument fourteen months ago, and
I can't get over it. All I want is a chance
to clear my record," she said.
The unsuccessful suit brought by a Hollywood movie extra to recover $50 pay instead of $20 when he discovered himself in
a closeup of the film.
The suit filed by the Eskimo girl who won
the first beauty contest held inside the Arctic
Circle, a suit against the metropolitan newspapers that failed to mention her in their list
of the year's great events.
The suit that a Chicago wife brought
against her husband to recover the $2,000
she had paid to various taxi-drivers during
the year for delivering the inebriated husband to their home C. O. D.
The action brought by a New York businessman against the telephone operator who
kept telling his customers that his line was
out of order, and who transferred the calls
to her father, a business rival of the plaintiff.
V
With the likelihood of Congressional nullification of the 10 per cent federal ticket tax becoming more remote each day, exhibitors of the
country are beginning to learn that taxation
zvith representation is no good, either — Boston
tea parties of the 1774 vintage to the contrarv.

TALE-TELLING is a pastime and an art
traditionally the outgrowth of long, lonely
evenings by winter firesides in places where
there are no movie houses just around the corner and no radio set in the front parlor.
Nevertheless, Broadway still has its folk
tales — tall yarns that originate mysteriously —
even though the thought of legend and folklore in connection with the bright lights of
Broadway seems fantastic in itself.
What appears to be the most recent addition
to the town's folklore deals with a ghost reported to be haunting the subways and playing nerve-shattering pranks on those staying
out late of nights.
It seems that two middle-aged ladies went
to a Broadway picture palace one evening and
found themselves at a few minutes after midnight in a subway station nearby, waiting for
a train to take them to their suburban homes.
There were only a few others on the platform,
and among them was an elderly man, tall, welldressed and very nervous. His constant pacing
brought him close to the ladies several times,
and they were deeply struck by his pale, haggard face. They commented upon it to each
other.
Soon, the subway train rolled into the station, and the horrified women saw the man jump
from the platform directly under the wheels.
They screamed, and one of them fainted.
After the excitement had subsided a bit, a
search revealed that there was no mangled body
on the tracks — nor any faintest sign of one.
Yet both of the ladies swore they had seen the
man hurl himself into the path of the roaring
train. Maybe it was something they et.
V
France again refused to honor her war debt
payment to th-e United States, and at about the
same time the Rockefellers erected over the
entrance to La Maison Francaise, at Radio
City, a lO-ton bronze plaque symbolic of tlte
friendship between New York and Paris.
V
Thoughts of the Week Department:
"It robe
is easier,"
RKO,
"for studio gown,
wardwomen to says
drape
a voluminous
such as one worn by Thelma Todd in 'Hips,
Hips Hooray' (advt.), than it is to properly
fit the picture's chorus girls in their abbrecostumes." they said, "is because the
"The viated
reason,"
chorines' garbs are so very scanty that they
must be painstakingly fitted exactly so — with
no room to spare for guess work!"
V
Harold Brooks Franklin's offices are so high
up in the tower of the RCA Building at Radio
City — on the 54th floor — that he says he can
see a storm coming down from the north so
far away that he has plenty of time to go home
for his rubbers and get back to the office before
the storm hits.
V
Domestic Note (from Paramount): "Gary
Cooper is not exempt from the changes marriage effects in a man's life. One of his most
prized personal possessions, the flaming yellow Deusenberg so familiar to all in the film
capital, has made its appearance on the Hollywood boulevards painted a dull, conservative grey."
Sinclair Lewis ivalked out on a banquet because newsreel camieramen tried to photograph
him while he was eating. Maybe Lewis
thought they were making sound pictures.
But, at that, being an ex-news man, he should
have obliged the boys with a few celery
crunches. Or a soup solo.
,V
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COMEDY'

Critic, of

'^Big-Hearted Herbert"; Other Plays Current on
Broadway Are Discussed From the Angle of Camera
By BENJAMIN
BIG-HEARTED
HERBERT
Here is the raw material for a neat picture comedy. It is dramatic, clean and sometimes hopelessly inane. It would never break
any box-office records ; but having that quality of recognition — of "Why, I know a
family like that!" pull — which always gets
underneath the skins of the Family Bosom
audiences of the We-are-just-folks circuit, it
might pay to do it with a comedian of the
kidney of J. C. Nugent, who as a grouchy
head of a big family walks off with the show.
"Big-hearted Herbert" is from a story by
Sophie Kerr. The Kalness family — middleclass decidedly — and their friends are up
against Papa Herbert Kalness, fat, fatheaded, scowling, apoplectic, growling, nagHe's a
ging, bragging,
"self-made"
bladder.agin everything.
He is against the boys going to Harvard
or eating bananas. He's against his wife's
stylish friends — he orders them out of the
house as they are about to sit down to
dinner.
So the wife and children turn the tables
on him. They dress as slovens and forget
their table manners when he brings an important customer and his dainty wife to
dinner. It works. Big-hearted Herbert is
tamed to a blubber.
In its present form it is burlesque ; but it
has the elements of a big comedy-drama ; or
it may be played Mack Sennett style. The
audience enjoyed it uproariously.
Picture value, 65 per cent.
OLIVER

OLIVER

Do you remember Paul Osborn's "The
Vinegar Tree" ? Well, if you know the excellent from the commonplace, you of course
voted that comedy, both as a play and a
picture, a corking fine piece of work.
"Oliver Oliver," by the same brilliant Mr.
Osborn, is not as variegated in its comedic
possibilities or as penetrative in its character work as the first work ; but it is, for all
that, an exceedingly enjoyable and often
hilarious bit of aristocratic hokum.
picture
"Oliveror Oliver"
is For
a dainty
bit possibilities,
for Mr. Lubitsch
one of
his school. It is high class. Ritzy, sophisticated, as brittle as a Dresden china teacup,
and with intelligent dialogue-twirlers will
do much to lift pictures another notch into
the mythical ermine-spats-monocle dimension.
It's a week-end saga. Guests of Constance
Oakshot (Ann Andrews — blondly sparkling)
and her son Oliver (Bretaigne Windust —
suave, sophisticated, an epigram-hurler) are
another fellow, still another fellow from
Ohio, and Judith Tiverton (Alexandra Carlisle— grumpy, satiric, superb — and her
handsome daughter Phyllis (Helen Brooks),
the latter the bone of contention, as she is

DECASSERES

CURRENT PLAYS
AND FILM VALUE
Plays of the Broadway stage discussed by Benjamin DeCasseres this
week are rated by him as follows in
the light of their potential value as
screen material:
"Big Hearted Herbert" — 65 per
cent.
"Oliver Oliver" — 60 per cent.
"Half-Way to Heir'--40 per cent.
"The Gods We Make" — 30 per
cent.
"Growing Pains" — 60 per cent.
"Under Glass" — 25 per cent.
rich, and the Oakshots are down to their
last claret-cup.
The rivalry between the other fellow and
Oliver, the manipulations of the mother to
get "the richest man in Ohio," and the racy
verbal harpooning of one another as they
sit around are all there is to this bit of
fluff ; but it kept the audience amused.
It's the sort of thing that I, personally,
cannot see too much of on the screen — done
by an intelligent director — and Herbert Marshall-Leslie Howard-Genevieve Tobin-Alison Skipworth?
Picture value (/ regret to say) is not over
60 per cent.
HALF-WAY
TO HELL
The title, of course, spells Hollywood.
And this lurid, hard-breathing melodrama by
Crane Wilbur will undoubtedly make a
grand old-timer for the lovers of melodrama.
The thrills will have to be slicked up a bit.
At present the play, which quickly folded,
has plot-laryngitis and dialogue-arthritis.
But that's where the scenarists come in.
It's all about Captain Zebulon Brant, a
hijacker, who is going to die. He buys an
island off of the mainland somewhere.
He gets his relatives to yield up their jack
to him and puts it all in a chest.
Inviting his kin to the island, he begins
to knick 'em off one by one. There are
axes, arrows, a lunatic, a Chinaman — they
all Do Their Part.
There is no mystery in this play, but Hollywood's choicest will no doubt fix that up.
Picture value, 40 per cent.
THE

GODS

MAKE
One of the most hopeless plays of the
season, "The Gods We Make," produced by
a John Cameron and writ by the unknown
Messrs. McCall and de Lozier, circles

around the panic of '29 and some moneyed
women.
Picture possibilities are more potential
than actual. It may make one of those things
that Alan Dwan used to do in five days and
that
Jimmy Cruze said he could do in fortyfive minutes.
Dick Webster, Texas Oil Johnny. Wife
won't divorce him.
Merle Cavendish is having engine trouble
with the market and with her swain (Lloyd
Hughes, of the old Vine street lot). Lloyd
sends Merle to hospital.
Now there is a four-cornered mazumaand-sex catch-as-catch-can between Webster, Merle, Lloyd and Ara Gerald, with a
grand expose scene in which Ara saves
Webster, the Texas oil snorter, from ruin.
Can be whipped into shape for the old
guard 10-cent trade.
Picture value, 30 per cent.
GROV/ING

PAINS

A pleasant little picture with some exciting sex-primpings and much of flaming,
adolescent, dumbbell youth can be made from
this comedy — "Growing Pains" — ^byAurania
Rouverol, with Junior Durkin (now decaying into early manhood) as the star.
It's all about a whole raft of mercurial
kids in a Northern California university
town who are just beginning to explore the
secrets of necking in the gloaming, drinking
rowdy punch and beating the traffic cops
with the new Ford. And there's a gorgeously beautiful find for Hollywood in
Xean
The Rouveral.
father especially, a bookish university
prof., is full of the meat of droll comedy,
for he hasn't the slightest idea what all this
hell-raising
is about. A nice
Roland Youngsex-jittering
part.
A picture (and a play) not to be taken
seriously, but made for speed, fun and the
generation
Just Awakening. There's a good
dialogue base.
Picture value, 60 per cent.
UNDER GLASS
Eva Kay Flint and George Bradshaw
wrote "Under Glass," and so far as pictures
go it would make one of those smart, sophisticated plays that are often of doubtful b. o.
value.
Gizzard of the story is a young married
couple, Tony and Steve (Stephanie to nobody), who are always picking on one another. They live
her afather's
house. He
is a widower
andin has
few blue-ribbons
himself from the necking paddock.
There is not much action stuff in this unblushing opus, but for picture purposes the
dialogue
bobbed. will have to be manicured and
It's all cheesy to me ; but such things do
get on the screen.
Picture value, 25 per cent.
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BRITISH

INDUSTRY

BENEFITS

Industry's Suspicions Melt
Away as Organization Outlines Aims; Test Will Come
in Practical

Operations

by BERNARD CHARMAN
London Correspondent
Aims and objects of the British Film
Institute are outlined for the first time in
a brochure just issued from its headquarters.
Ever since the first vague proposals to create such an organization (about 18 months
ago), the trade has been wondering what
it was all about, and for lack of information became suspicious.
Now it is made apparent the Institute is
not the leech, hanging on to the industry
for what it can bleed out of it, that it
formerly was taken by some to be. Their
new pamphlet disposes of all that, and indicates that the Institute can both directly
and indirectly be of much service to the
motion picture business, though there's a
question whether the position is made clear
enough.
Cites Ways It Can Help
From what I subsequently learned from
Reginald V. Crow, secretary of the organization, there are ways in which it very
definitely can assist the trade, by encouraging a new type of patron into the theatre and by testing the public pulse to find
out exactly what type of entertainment the
man in the street wants. Basically, of
course, the activities of the Institute lie
chiefly in the educational and "cultural"
field, and so far as that application of the
film is concerned nobody can deny its value.
Some of the work on which the Institute
is now engaged includes the dissemination
of advice on apparatus, supply of films and
so on to schools, educational bodies and
similar groups ; publication of a quarterly
magazine and a monthly bulletin of films
suitable for educational purposes or of unusual merit; preparation of a permanent
catalogue ; cooperation with the producers
of non-theatrical films by actual presence
on the studio floor in an advisory capacity ;
building up among the public a body of
opinion in support of films which possess
artistic or unusual merit; and a host of
other activities.
1+ was the contention of Reginald Crow
that the present succession of mediocre
talking pictures is driving patronage away
from the theatres. He contends there are
plenty of pictures being produced that are
definitely of unusual merit, and which,
judged by the standards of the cinema
public, are not box office — product like
"Morning Glory," "Berkeley Square" and
"Power tures,and
tool) the Glory." (And what picNow, says Mr. Crow, there is definitely
a public that has been driven away from
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AIMS OF BRITISH
FILM INSTITUTE
The function generally of the British
Film Institute is "to encourage the
use and development of the cinematograph as a means of entertainment and instruction." In detail, the
objects are defined as follows:
To act as a clearing house for information on all matters affecting
films at home and abroad, particularly as regards education and general culture.
To influence public opinion to appreciate the value of films as entertainment and instruction.
To advise educational institutions
and other organizations and persons
on films and apparatus.
To link up the film trade and the
cultural and educational interests of
the country.
To encourage research into the
various uses of the film.
To establish a national repository
of films of permanent value.
To provide a descriptive and critical catalogue of films of educational
and cultural value.
To advise Government departments concerned with films.
To certify films as educational,
cultural or scientific.
To undertake similar duties in relation to the British empire.
motion pictures by their mediocrity which
would appreciate subjects such as those outlined, but who, having lost interest in motion pictures, are now out of touch. Through
the Institute it is considered this section of
the public could be reabsorbed into the
cinemas.
Closer Check on Requirements
Further, by enrolling these folk in the
ranks of the Institute, a closer check could
be maintained on the requirements of the
public, and assistance in the selection and
presentation of material therefore could be
given the producers.
As I see it, the argument means the development would have a snowball effect, at
the same time swelling the ranks of the
box office customers, building up the quality of future entertainment and educating
the whole mass of the people to a higher
sense of appreciation.
Obviously this is a most laudable aim.
As an ideal it is one that will have universal support. Question is. exactly how
practicable is it?
The plan of the Board of the Institute is
to invite members of the public to become
subscribers at an annual fee of twenty-one

INSTITUTE

Seeks to Bring Back to Theatre
Patrons Driven Out of Touch
by Mediocre Pictures; Subscription System Planned
shillings (say five dollars) and to embrace
adult educational bodies and other sections
of the community concerned with cultural
development. It is calculated that a membership of well over a million persons may
be built up this way — a very appreciable
body of opinion where the motion picture
theatre is concerned.
Wants to See Practical Benefits
My personal attitude is that it will be no
easy matter to persuade the normal man or
woman to cough up such a subscription ;
the average person is unwilling to pay out
money unless he can see some practical advantage accruing from it.
To me, there seems to be a snag there in
the plans. I don't want to be hyper-critical
of the venture merely because it is something new ; I believe the potentialities of the
Institute may be tremendous ; but, like
Doubting Thomas, I want a more practical
demonstration and more convincing proof
before I can go all out for it.
willAndviewthat,it. I imagine, is how many others
V
News Highlights
Talk of Gamount-British employing Technicolor for their big musical spectacle
"Chu Chin Chow" (unconfirmed). . . .
Complete motion picture theatre shutdown
threatens in the Irish Free State, due to
dispute over conditions of employment in
renting offices. . . . More silly questions in
the House of Commons on an ad valorem
tax on imported films ; getting short shrift.
. . . Lady Astor asking in the same assembly if the Home Secretary would contemplate transferring the Film Censorship
to Government control. . . . BIP have
bought "Dubarry," London stage success,
for immediate production. . . .
V
Universal announce plans for British
production.
S. F. Ditcham, London chief, has completed negotiations with Julius Hagen for
product
studio. to be made at the Twickenham
The first production is an adaptation of
the Edgar Wallace thriller, "The Man Who
Changed
His Name,"
Twickenham
studio launched
is one oflast
ourmonth.
most
progressive
independent
units
;
not
big,
but
efficient.
Oolumbia Declares
Preferred Dividend
Columbia Pictures Corporation has declared the regular quarterly dividend of 75
cents per share on the preferred stock, payable March 1 to stockholders of record
February 15.
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California Houses
The rumbles of the earthquake which visited southern California last March, with
a loss of life close to 150 and a property loss
estimated at $50,000,000, are still being
heard throughout the state and a reconstrucway. tion program entailing expenditures that
greatly exceed this property loss is underThe state legislature, at the 1933 session,
passed measures affecting the construction
of public buildings, and rulings h^ve since
been made making it mandatory upon school
boards to place school buildings in an earthquake proof condition. In many communities, splendid school structures have been
closed and use is being made of tents.
Professor Bailey Willis, noted earthquake
and geological authority of Stanford University, declares that there are thousands of
buildings in California that are as much of
an earthquake menace as public schools and

The chart, based on Motion Picture Herald's weekly compilation of box-office
receipts, indicates the fluctuations in business for three eastern cities during the
eight-weeks period from December 2, 1933, to January 20, 1934. In each city,
the gross for the week ending December 2 is taken as 100 per cent for that city.

Loans

of Talent

Seen

Increasing

Facing an inevitable increase in costs due
to the NRA, producers will be more susceptible to loaning their contract players to
other studios when they are not needed on
the home lot, reports from Hollywood declared late last week.
The practice of interchanging contract
players from one studio to another is said
to have become more open during the past
two months than ever before in the history
of Hollywood. It is said that this practice
has hit the free-lance player badly, since
every contract player loaned out means just
one less job for the independent actor.
Zanft Files in Bankruptcy
Petition in bankruptcy was filed this week
in U. S. Court, New York, by John Zanft,
former vice-president of Fox, who listed
liabilities of $244,216, and assets of $168,729.
Rogers Talks of New Setup
Budd Rogers, sales head of Liberty Pictures, of which M. H. HofTman is president,
reported this week that a new national distributing organization is being formed.

Chase
Loezv

Liquidates
Shares

Block

Chase Securities Corporation is understood to have liquidated approximately
150,000 shares of Loew's Inc., a common
stock acquired by foreclosure of notes of
Film Securities Corporation. Chase National Bank or its affiliated company held
a portion of these notes which were incidental to the refinancing of Fox Film
Corporation some years ago.
Security for the Film Securities notes was
660,900 shares of Loew stock, which were
sold at auction in December and distributed
in the following principal amounts : A. T.
& T., 330,000 shares ; Hayden, Stone & Co.,
82,500; Dillon, Read & Co., 82,500, with
the balance being held in small scattered
accounts.
Argunnents Heard on Lloyd Reissues
U. S. District Court Judge William
Bondy, in New York, reserved decision
Tuesday after hearing arguments in the suit
of Embassy Pictures against Pathe to restrain Pathe from interfering with Embassy's distribution of some Harold Lloyd
reissues, and also arguments in a counter
action brought by Pathe against Embassy.

urges inthat
a general
building
survey' atbe
made
every
community,
with special
tention to theatres and places of public
gathering.
Professor Willis places low frame and
stucco buildings in the sound class, along
with large office buildings and large theatres. Between these two classes of publicly used structures is a wide gap filled with
buildings that present a constant danger in
earthquake zones. He lists 500 in San
Francisco and more than 2,000 in Los Angeles in the latter class, with hundreds in
smaller communities.
Last summer a survey was made of buildings on Market street, San Francisco, including theatres of many sizes and types of
construction. Out of 450 buildings examined, 74 per cent were found to require
reinforcement. Theatres were found to average a higher percentage of safety than
buildings used for other purposes^ but few
were given a perfectly clean slate. In most
instances, these were found to be safe for
occupants but to present unnecessary hazards to those who walk the streets from
parapet walls, signs and decorative features.
A survey of theatres throughout California has been proposed in order that these
may be made earthquake resistant to the
greatest possible degree. Professor Willis
suggests that the survey be made at
once and that the responsibility be placed on
the owners by notifying them of the facts.
Designs for reinforcing weak structures are
being developed by engineers and public
opinion is being aroused to demand safety
in public and semi-public buildings. If plans
of state officials are carried out, theatre
owners may be required to have safety certificates before being permitted to operate.
J. S. Grauman

Dead

J. S. Grauman, 48, operating four Wisconsin houses, and director of the Wisconsin MPTO, died in Milwaukee this week.
vive.
His widow, three sons and his mother surITOA Dinner February 2!
The first dinner and ball of the Independent Theatre Owners Association, New
York, will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel February 21.
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Eightpence a Foot is Compromise; Tax Removal Saves
Industry £30,000 a Year
By CLIFF HOLT
Sydney Correspondent
Motion picture business is looking up in
Australia. Two decisions of the federal government of the Commonwealth have been
factors in that development.
One was the agreement to reduce the tariff
on imported film to eightpence a foot, from
the one shilling a foot imposed eight months
earlier.
Second was the decision of the Government to evacuate the field of entertainment
tax, which means a saving of 30,000 pounds
a year to the industry. Theatre men of
Sydney say the reduction will be passed on
to the public. The removal of the tax is a
direct help to city theatres, but it has no
direct effect on suburban houses, as it applies only on tickets costing 2 shillings 6
pence and over.
The tariff reduction followed a lengthy
debate covering practically every phase
of the business, and came as a compromise to the Senate's recommendation
that it be brought back to the original
scale of fourpence. Tiie industry was not
entirely satisfied with the final verdict,
recognizing that it represents 100 per cent
increase over the duty that obtained a
year before, but realizing also that an
eightpence levy is better than a shilling
a foot. Appeal had been made for sixpence limit.
A feature of the debate was the number of
amazingly misinformed statements made,
some of them being so incorrect as to appear deliberately distorted.
British Competition
The Minister for Customs, Mr. White,
who supported the motion for a duty at
eightpence, argued for another inquiry along
the lines of the Royal Commission of 1928,
which sat for several weeks, spent many
thousands of pounds, and got nowhere.
He admitted, however, that there first would
have to be some alteration in the Constitution, as the Federal Government has no
control over general matters affecting the
picture business, this power being vested in
the States. "It would be beneficial if the
States transferred their powers," he said, "so
that Federal Parliament could legislate on
all phases of production, exhibition and
distribution. The industry is particularly one
that lends itself to Federal control." He
also mentioned the possibility of introducing
a ^quota, while refusing to recommend it
without further investigation. Another
speaker said an ad valorem duty should be
substituted.
To my mind, the only speech worth reporting at any length is the unexpected contribution made by Mr. Thompson from the

TAX

ELIMINATION

CHEER

electorate of New England. Mr. Thompson
subsequently crossed the floor of the House
to vote in favor of the sixpence a foot
amendment.
He declared :
'T contend that the matter should be considered not only from the amusement, but
also from the economic point of view. I
shall not pose as the authority on the merits
of moving pictures, but, from what I have
seen, I am satisfied that for all-around production merit, British pictures which are
sent to Australia are not in the same class
as Americai; productions. . . . I do not
agree that we should tax every American
industry doing business in this country.
Each industry should be dealt with on its
merits. If we flog the American picture industry there will undoubtedly l)e an unhappy
Nevertheless, Thompson's arguments
reaction."
failed to sway the majority, and an agreement on the eightpence duty was reached on
the voices.
Up to the Distributors
That verdict means that the Australian
distributors of American film, who undertook to carry the burden themselves if the
duty was kept down to si.xpence, will have
to go into a huddle again and decide upon
a new policy. Should they decide to carry
the load, they will be wishing an additional
£47,000 a year on their own backs. The exhibitors, and in turn the public, will have
to pay; and whoever cares to study the following facts will doubtless be inclined to
agree.
Between 1930 and 1932 Australia's film
importations from all sources dropped
from 35,971,000 feet to 16 million feet.
Between 1928 and 1932 the tariff varied
from one penny and a half a foot to fourpence a foot, and the amount of revenue
collected declined from £296,273 in 1930
to £58,101 in 1932.
The sum collected in amusement tax was
£76,670 in 1930, but only £28,543 was obtained in 1932. In that time taxable attendances fell from 6,671,000 to 2,142,734.
Gross film sales were £2,095,077 in 1930,
but only £1,391,059 in 1932.
In 1930 the eight Australian branches of
American distributing companies made net
profits amounting to £170,000. These
turned into losses of £22,000 In 1931,
£41,000 In 1932, and £27,000 in 1933.
V
The opinion expressed by Customs Minister Forde, that it would be better if the
States transferred film powers to the Com"I closed my theatre last September and thought I would not
want the Herald any longer, but
find it is the most missed magazine in the house." — S. D.
LEAHY, New Lyric Theatre,
Harbor Springs, Mich.

OF

AUSTRALIA
States Cling to Control

Over

Films Despite Customs Minister's Plea for Federal Rule;
3 Premieres; Newsreel Record
monwealth, draws attention to a situation
that has long been a sore point with the
Federal Parliament. Its inability to legislate
on motion picture affairs was really the
reason underlying the failure of the 1928
Royal Commission, because, except for such
questions as censorship — which is a Customs, and a Commonwealth matter — the
Federal administration lacked the power to
act on the Commission's recommendations.
Evidently exhibitors in Queensland agree
with Mr. Forde and believe that the Commonwealth, acting as a unity, could do more
for them than the States can do individually,
for they recently sent a deputation to Premier Forgan Smith of Queensland, and
asked him to revive the old question at the
next Premier's Conference. Premier Smith
agreed to do so ; but so have other premiers
in the past and still the States refuse to surrights.administrations
It's difficult involved
to say
which ofrenderthetheir seven
would make a bigger mess of the job.
V
Three Premieres
Three Sydney premieres are worth talking
about. The first was that of "Dinner at
Eight" at the St. James. This town hadn't
seen a marquee containing such a galaxy of
starring talent since "Grand Hotel," and
rolled along according to expectations. The
second was "Gold Diggers of 1933," at the
.State. It coined some terrific money in its
first week, though business since suggests
that it won't clock as much as "42nd Street"
in its subsequent runs. Australia goes crazy
for musicals when they're scarce, but give
them two or three in a short space of time
and they soon cry enough. "Footlight Parade" will have to be good to earn the grosses
obtained by its two predecessors. The third
place of honor belongs to the locally-manufactured "The Squatter's Daughter," which
is proving big box office.
V
Newsreel Record
American newsreel men, priding themselves on the faculty of shooting the news
while it's hot, and of getting it on the screen
while it's still sizzling, may not be above
learning a thing of two from the unit which
turns out the Fox Australian Movietone
newsreel each week. Every year there is a
race among the newsreel men to reach the
screen with a start-to-finish film in sound
of the Melbourne Cup, and for 1933 Fox
cantered home a winner by some hours.
This year Fox Movietone determined to
have its film showing in Sydney — 600 miles
from Melbourne — on the same night that the
race was run, and with the aid of the internationally famous airman. Sir Charles Kingsford Smith, they did it. Less than seven
hours after the winner. Hall Mark, flashed
past the post, a complete reel was showing
in four Sydney theatres.
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Starring

gloria

stuart

(of "Moonlight and Pretzels" fame), with
roger'pryor
MARIAN
MARSH
Shirley Grey, Onslow Stevens, Lucille Gleason,
Mickey Rooney, Eddie Gribbon, Memo Kennedy,
Mae Busch. Story by Harry Sauber. Screenplay
by Chandler Sprague and Joseph Santley.
Dances staged by Max Scheck. Songs by Conrad,
Mitchell and Gottler Directed by Harry Lachman.
A Stanley Bergerman
— Another

Production

success from
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Settlement

Is Set for Feb.

$7,338,000

jlll

Advertising

Taxed

in 71/ issouri

National, as well as local advertising copy,
placed in Missouri papers, is subject to the
recently enacted sales tax of one-half of one
per cent, under a ruling by the attorney
general in Kansas City. Thus, advertising
placed by home office departments of theatre circuits or New York agencies will fall
under the levy. Since the newspapers will
pay the tax direct to the state, it is believed
thev will add the amount of the tax to the
bill
The first tax to be paid by Missouri theatres on gross business, as well as other
service taxed, will be due and payable February 15, covering sales and services during
the last fifteen days of January. Exhibitors
will receive tax returns early in February.
Picture hotises will absorb the tax, because
no way can be found to pass it on.
Returns to the state auditor must show
the sales of tickets for the month. Overpayments may be credited to the amount due
for the following month or months. If the
tax for the month is not paid by the fifteenth
of the following month, it bears interest at
the rate of one half of one per cent a month
until paid. In addition, a penalty of 10 per
cent of the tax is added for delinquency. If
the tax is not paid by the end of the month
after becoming delinquent, it is the duty of
the attorney general to file suit to collect.

Sees

March

Ending

Objectionable

Ads

All objectionable advertising copy of
major producers and distributors and affiliated theatres is expected to be out of circulation by the end of March, according to
J. J. McCarthy, head of the advertising
advisory department of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America.
Mr. McCarthy stated this week that a
complete "whitewashing" of major company
advertising material could not be expected
before that time, due to the fact that pictures
released prior to December 1, when his department began to function, would be getting general playing time up to that point,
being sold and exploited with advertising
material prepared for them prior to that
date.
Theatre Sues Companies
Legal departments of Fox, Warner and
United Artists said late last week they had
not been served with papers in the $250,000
anti-trust suit brought against them by the
Nithold Brothers Corporation, owner of
the Palace, Morristown, N. J. Roth Amusement Company, Morristown, also is named
as a defendant.

IN

YEAR

Net Loss Brought Down to $3,356,552 in One Year; Assets
Written Down to $69,799.2 1 9;
Theatre Loss MoreThan Halved
Radio-Keith-Orpheum, in equity receivership for one year on Saturday last, has
reduced its 1932 net loss of $10,695,000 to a
net loss of $3,356,552 for 1933.
No plan for company reorganization to
end the receivership status has been announced, but it was reported last week that
the receiver, Irving Trust Company, might
make application for a discharge from that
capacity early in June.
At the time of its receivership, Jan. 27,
1933, RKO listed liabilities of $19,500,000
and assets with a book value of $80,500,000.
Assets at that time included a $75,000,000
investment in subsidiaries, with cash in the
bank reported at $122,106.
The prelude to this report was the 1932
net loss of $10,695,000, which showed the
company had an operating deficit for the
year of $11,600,000. The first report of
Irving Trust as receiver noted that when it
took over the RKO administration it came
into possession of only $2,846 in actual cash.
Assets Written Down $69,799,219
In one year from the date of its receivership, RKO has written down its assets to
$69,799,219. Cash, in current and working
assets, approximates $2,500,000. Theatres
which had been operating at an average
weekly loss of $30,000 at the time of the
receivership, had the loss approximately
halved for the first three-quarters of 1933,
with an indicated progressive improvement
still being noted. In addition adjustment of
rents- on numerous leases, already has
brought reductions aggregating more than
$250,000 annually.
Also at the time of the receivership there
were 162 theatres under RKO operation.
Today there are 104, after 58 were dropped
by the company and Irving Trust.
In addition to loss in circuit operation
there was a loss of $134,000 for the first
nine months of 1933 on the two Radio City
theatres, the Music Hall and the RKO
Center. After changes of policy and personnel, including reduction of operating
costs, the two theatres are now reported to
be averaging a monthly net of $75,000.
$24,285,143 in Claims
Creditor claims approximating $24,285,143
have been filed against RKO, exclusive of a
contested claim for $15,000,000 filed by
Rockefeller Center for defaulted rents and
construction costs, but approximately $17,400,000 of the total claims filed against
RKO are for rentals, and all of them are
being contested by the receiver in hearings
before a special master.
RKO is continuing its operation out of
distribution and other corporate revenue,
making no outside loans. Activities of the
production and distribution branches are
said to have been maintained at a normal
level.

15

Reorganization of Fox West Coast Theatres is expected to be completed by February 15, after more than six months of
delay. One of the chief contributors to the
tardiness of the West Coast reorganization
has been the working out of a satisfactory
settlement of claims, involving almost
$500,000, held by M. B. Shanberg and Herbert M. Woolf against Fox Midland Theatre Co. The inability of New York attorneys for Fox West Coast, Chase National
Bank and other major creditors to agree on
the terms of the Midland deal has been reported from time to time as the chief cause
of delay in the West Coast settlement.
The stay in the Fox Midland proceedings
obtained by Mr. Shanberg and Mr. Woolf.
and other actions they have pending in federal court in Kansas City have had the
effect also of delaying proceedings in the
Fox Rocky Mountain Theatre Co. case.
Because a settlement has been expected,
motions by Shanberg and Woolf in federal
court to discharge the Fox Midland receiver and return the properties to their
control have been repeatedly continued for
hearing and will be dismissed when signatures are affixed to the agreement. These
actions seek to eliminate the partners as
creditors and reinstate them as holders of
prior liens on the properties involved, by
which they claim they are entitled to $486,927, with interest, as the balance of the
original price of $3,476,866 on the theatres
sold to Fox West Coast in 1929.
The forthcoming quarterly report of Fox
Films, minus Wesco, is expected to show
a profit of over $1,000,000.

Public

J Reaction

Called

Uncertain

The reaction of the public to motion pictures is more uncertain at the present tmie
than ever prior to the depression, Carl
Laemmle, Universal president, declared in
Hollywood last week. Audiences are more
discriminating today, he said.
With censorship, local politics and community prejudice as factors of importance,
the success of pictures is difficult to determine in general, he indicated. Films of
today are better than they have been at any
time during the past 25 years, declared the
executive, who predicted novelty films would
be popular this year, and "honest realism
and frankness will mark new pictures."
"There will never be a place for vulgarity," Mr. Laemmle said. "No censorship can possibly be as severe as that practiced in the studios today. We have more
'don'ts' in our code of ethics than any three
Mr. industries."
Laemmle and Carl Laemmle, Jr..
other
arrived in New York this week for several
weeks of discussion on 1934-35 product.
Universal will produce at least 14 features
abroad. With European representatives in
New York, young Laemmle canceled his pro"Sutter'sGold,"planned
posed trip abroad.
as a major
attraction,
will head the new
schedule.
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REVIEWS
$HOWMEN*$
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Carolina
(Fox-Sheehan)
Romance
A fine and clean story, drama-tinged romance
motivating, is paralleled with valued acting, direction and presentation, and Janet Gaynor and
Lionel Barrymore head an exceptional cast.
"Carolina" looks to be all-audience entertainment. Departing noticeably from current trends,
an atmosphere of charming and simple sincerity predominating, the show calls upon many
emotions. It is dramatic without being theatric ;
it develops an inspiring love theme, and through
sentimental and mind-clouded Barrymore it introduces aunique story-telling technique.
Actually the picture is a sympathetic study
in character contrasts, wherein the traditional
pride of the Old South conflicts with the aggressive ambition and determination of the Yankee North. Personalities interpret the theme.
The aristocratic elder Connellys, Misses Connelly and Bob, interpret the first relation;
Joanna, winsome, courageous and sympathystimulating, the second. Buffeted between the
two, loyal to one and in love with the other,
is Will, scion of the old order.
Localed in Carolina, timed in the early years
of the 20th century, the production is rife with
faded
of thrill
the glorious
Cause,"
vibrant dreams
with the
of a new"Lost
agricultural
and industrial empire. Against this background
revolve the historical drama and romance, love
interest, comedy, made uproarious by the character of Scipio (Stepin Fetchit), tragedy of
disillusionment, music and specialty and color.
At once a prestige builder and a class and mass
feature, the show is full of that quality, properlybutdone,failed
that toHollywood
ised
deliver. has so often promThe story in every phase reaches right in
to the heart, and audience sympathy is always
directed into the proper channels. The love
story that unites the easygoing Southern boy,
Will, with Joanna is heart-touching. So is the
determination of Joanna to carry on her late
father's
of planting
new crop,
tobacco.
Equally plan
arresting
is the aproud
determination
of Mrs. Connelly to preserve old traditions.
Audiences should thrill to old Bob, eternally
living in the days of Fort Sumter and the triumph of Manassas ; seeing Joanna as she is,
but visioning her as the girl he loved and lost
so long ago. As negro choral chantings feature and the Joanna-Will love is born, a surging martial note is struck as time turns back,
the Southern heroes appear again and Bob once
more dances with the girl of his dream. There
is menace to the Joanna-Will romance, too. Mrs.
Connelly is determined that it shall not be and
the wealthy Virginia is introduced to lure Will's
affections that their marriage might restore the
threadbare Connelly fortunes. Conflict arises as
the frightened, fighting Joanna denounces the
woman who stands between her and her love
dream and ambitions, a conflict intensified when
Will subjugates family loyalty to love, and
made inspiring as Bob, again the old soldier,
reconciles the spirit of the Old South and the
New North ere he parades in martial style to
self-destruction.
There is beauty in the climax. After love has
ascended over spite, fear and bitterness, Mrs.
Connelly reiterates the whole tale to the children of Joanna and Will.
As this show is unusual, it should be sold

in unusual style. In name, story and production
values, it has everything any one should desire.
It's family entertainment, for the youngest
youngsters, the moderns and the oldest adults.
— McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Fox. Produced by
Winfield Sheehan. Directed by Henry King. Screen
play
by Reginald
Berkeley.
From "The
House
Connelly"
Paul Aiken.
Green.
Photography
by Hal
Mohr.of
Sound by by
Joseph
Settings
by Jack
Otterson.
Costumes by Rita Kaufman. Musical direction. Louis
De
time, 95 minutes. Release
date, Francesco.
Feb. 2, 1934.RunningCAST
Joanna
Janet Gaynor
Bob Connelly
Lionel Barrymore
Will Connelly
Robert Young
Mrs. Connelly
Hfnrietta Crosman
Allen
Richard Cromwell
Virginia
Mona Barrie
Scipio
Stepin Simpson
Fetchit
Richards
Russell
Harry
Ronnie Cosbey
Jackie
Jackie Cosbey
Geraldine
Almeda Fowler
Jack Hampton
Alden Chase
Jefferson Davis
Roy Watson
General Robert E. L«e
John Elliott
General Leonidas
"Stonewall"Polk
Jackson John Webb
Dillion
General
J. C. Fowler
General Beauregard
Andre Cheron
The Lost Patrol
(RKO Radio)
Drama and Romance
This is a great showmanship picture, one that
will test the mettle of every exhibitor who plays
it. It's great, first because it dares transgress
the most sacred production tenet, telling a romantic and dramatic story without a woman in
the cast. It's daring because it confines its
action to one locale, a tiny oasis in the sunscorched Mesopotamian Desert, where the allman cast lives and dies a heroic saga that every
women should love, one to move the heart and
mind of every man.
It is hardly to be questioned that "The Lost
Patrol" will be one of the year's most discussed
pictures, not alone for the subject and treatment, but for the interest-creating and sustaining
color, punch and thrill. The reaction of the
preview audience visibly indicated that the picture made a deep impress upon women, but
don't make the mistake of taking for granted
that because the show will be roundly talked
about, it will be easy to sell.
In the heart of the desert, the commanding
officer
succumbs
to cavalry
an unseen
Arab
sniper's
bullet and
a British
patrol
is lost.
As
invisible menace threatens, Sanders reads the
burial service and the Sergeant takes command.
Hours of aimless wandering build a suspense
of fear, uncertainty and thrill before an oasis
is found. There ensues the gripping drama,
emotion stirring romance of men who live to
die. In an atmosphere electric with mystery,
the never seen Arab foe picks them off one by
one. Young Mackay, talking only of his mother,
a boy living with his fabled Kipling heroes, is
first to go. Sanders, a religious fanatic, begins
to crack under the terrific strain of hearing men
mock his God. Primal instincts rise. Two
would
fight tobeauty
death. asThere's
contracted
with poetic
Brownthrill
describes
his
earthly likes. Hale talks of his wife and little
"nipper." Morelli recalls his music hall career
and his partner, the girl he loved. Bullets take
more toll. Two old troopers set out to summon help; they are returned dead, victims of
Arab atrocity. Hope of the few survivors
blooms and dies as a plane appears, only to

have the aviator sniped as he steps from the
cockpit. The flaming beacon of a machine gun
fired by the Sergeant attracts attention of a
distant detachment. The Sargeant, Sanders and
Morelli are left. Crude cross in hand, fanatic
Sanders martyrs himself to his heavenly ideal.
Morelli is riddled as he tries to save the man
whose mouthings have driven him to madness.
Only the Sergeant lives to mow down a group
of marauding Arabs and greet the relief.
That's the story, bare of the sock that is in
dialogue and action. "The Lost Patrol" is not
stock merchandise. It's a courageous picture ;
one that courageous, resourceful showmen
should welcome. Real showmen will get the
spirit of its bigness and daring, the humanity
of its drama, the heart-interest of its romance,
the thrill of its great adventure. Broadcast, in
advance, the unusual appeal of this picture to
bothmenmenwhoanddared
women.
Tell and
them joke;
it's ato story
of
to laugh
talk
of women, wives, the girls they loved ; the life
they knew and hoped for as death stood just
ahead. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Radio. Executive producer. Median C. Cooper. Associate producer, Clifif
Reid. Directed by John Ford. Screen play by Dudley
Nichols. Adaptation by Garrott Fort. From the
story. "Patrol," by Philip MacDonald. Art directors.
Van Nest Polglase and Sidne'y Uliraan. Music director.
Max Steiner. Photographer, Harold Wenstrom. Sound
recorder. Clem Portman. Editor, Paul Weatherwax.
Release date, Feb. 16, 1934.
CASTRunning time, 75 minutes.
Sergeant
Victor McLaglen
Sanders
Boris Karloff
Morelli
Wallace Ford
Brown
Reginald Denny
Quincannon
J. M. Kerrigan
Hale
Billy Sevan
Abelson
Sammy Stein
Cook
Alan Hale
Pearson
Douglas Walton
Bell
Brandon Hurst
Mackay
Paul Hanson
Lt. Hawkins
Neville'Wilson
Clark
Aviator
Howard

Hi, Nellie
( Warner Bros.)
Mystery
In thisRomance
newspaper picture, all the hokum
virility, staccato action and dialogue, semimystery, contrasting romance and menace commonly associated with such type entertainment
is paraded again. New faces, locales and novelty oftiallyset-up
appearcharacter
; yet "Hi,drama.
Nellie"Motivated
is essena one-man
by a meaty he-man atmosphere, the character ot
screen fare that usually gets a rise out of the
male contingent, woman appeal is thin inasmuch as the romantic love-interest angle is
subordinate to the other punchy elements. Seconding the primary newspaper theme is the
dramatic exposure of a different gangster
racket into which the thread and finish of the
basic plot is woven.
Definite interest in the show begins immeBrad, dynamic
editor,
demoteddiately.
for laying
off a managing
bank looting
yarnis that
other newspapers played up sensationally. Salt
is rubbed in the wounded pride as the publisher,
Graham, Anathema
assigns himto tohiswrite
the soul
"Lovelorn"
column.
sturdy
as this
job
carries bythethedainty
Nellie"
sobriquet,
sharpened
keen "Hi,
kidding
of Gerry,
its
former conductor and attractive, Brad dogs it
for a while. With his erstwhile ace reporter.
Shammy, under personal instructions to stick
on the Canfield disappearance case, constant
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WITH AN ALL-COMEDIAN CAST including:
Thelma Todd, Leila Hyams, Andy Devine, Grant
Mitchell, John Miljan, Uno O'Connor. Produced
by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Screenplay by Ebba Havez
and Dale Van Every. Presented by Carl Laemmie.
Directed by EDWARD SEDGWICK
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derisive prodding arouses the newspaperman
instinct in Brad and he fills the Lovelorn column with a human interest sock that makes it
a miraculous circulation builder. As Shammy
uncovers a lead, Brad, out on a broken-heart
repairing mission, stumbles across the story
behind the Canfield story.
The yarn moves into a graveyard where
Brad, by means of photographs, proves that
Canfield was killed by gangster bank looters
and
he didn't
the people's
money.
His that
original
theory flee
on with
the story
proven correct.
Brad is restored to his managing editorship
post and Dawes, his personal villain, is awarded
the "Hi, bearable
Nellie"
job afterthinks
Gerry,that
suffering
unmental agony,
Brad will
sentence her to the post.
plenty isofonexciting
the show
andThere's
the comedy
the sameaction
plane.in Naturally
the personnel and sequence drama builds suspense which should prevent all but the most
analytical to anticipate the finale. Authenticity
of backgrounds and logical plausibility of story
make for realism. Fit this combination of production values and the cast names with that of
Muni
in
advance publicity. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Warner Bros. Screen
play by Abem Finkel and Sidney Sutherland. Based
on story by Roy Chanslor. Photography by Sol Polito.
Film editor. Bill Holmes. Supervisor, Robert Presnell. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Art director, Robert Haas. Gowns by Orry-Kelly. Running time, 75
minutes. Release date, Jan. 20, 1934.
CAST
Brad
Paul Muni
Gerry
Glenda Farrell
Shammy
Ned Sparks
Brownell
Robert Barrat
Grace
Kathryn Sergava
FuUerton
Hobart Cavanaugh
Graham
Berton Churchill
Dawes
Douglas Dumbrille
O'Connell
Edward
Ellis
Hellwig
Paul Meek
Kaye
Durkin
Donald
Rosa
Dorothy LeBaire
Mrs. Canfield
Marjorie Gateson
Sheldon
George Meeker
Leo
Harold Huber
Nick
Allen Vincent
Sue
Pat Wing
Nathan
Frank Reicher
Danny
George Chandler
Marinello
George Humbert

Looking for Trouble
(UA-20th Century)
Comedy-Drama
Here'srealism
mass and
stuff.hokum
Comedy,
romance,
drama,
thrill,
; a novel
background
for the melodrama that smacks of the grand old
ten, twenty and thirty cent variety, topical
gags, action and speedy dialogue. Yet the
accent is always on the comedy.
popular entertainment,
sufficientlyandworthy
of It's
appreciation
on its production
cast
merits, but, offered as it is as a tribute to the
spur and safety-belted telephone company
"trouble
shooters,"
it has
the addedpossibilities.
advantage
of
cooperative
contact
exploitation
The show covers a lot of ground, still the
basic theme is always present. All the wisecracking and comedy asides to focus interest
on the central plot.
Joe, ace trouble shooter in a metropolitan
phone exchange, finds himself teamed with
Casey, perpetual ribber, who used to be the big
shot of the Asuza office. Romance is quickly
introduced,
but jealous
Joe can't Ethel
keep from
quarreling with
temperamental
even
though Casey and Maizie set a swell example
as to the most approved methods of billing and
cooing. On a trouble shooting expedition, Joe
unearths a wire tapping stunt that convinces
him that Dan, the man for whom Ethel is now
working and whom she is using to arouse Joe,
is a snake in the grass villain. As Joe and
Casey endeavor to unearth the skullduggery,
which
plan bonds,
to swipetheya paltry
$2,000,000
worth is
of Dan's
negotiable
are captured
by
the yeggs. Trussed up, Joe manages to get the
fire department on the job by knifing the fire
alarm wire in time to save the loot, as Casey
is seriously burned.
But the excitement is only beginning. Dan
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is found dead in his apartment. Ethel is suspected and it looks bad for her until Joe remembers Pearl, Dan's gay girl pal. In some
manner he learns that she's hiding out in Long
Beach, and after calling several thousand numbers, he finally gets her. Just as he's about to
pound the truth out of Pearl, what should happen but an earthquake. Pearl scoots and so does
Joe, but a wall falls on her before he catches
up. More thrill as he and Casey dig her out of
the debris, and Joe, in a maze of hot wires,
gets his workset attached to a clear line over
which Pearl speaks her confession to the cops
before she departs this world.
This picture is like a satisfying sandwich ;
a good opening and closing with plenty of
entertaining meat in between. It looks to have
the varied patron-interesting qualities to arouse
attention at the beginning, hold it all the way
and wind up with a kick-off. It has the material for all adults, and for the youngsters.
Full advantage should be taken of the natural
telephone company contact. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
A United Artists release. Produced by Twentieth
Century. A Darryl F. Zanuck production. Director,
William Wellman. Associate producers, William
Goetz and Raymond Griffith. Original story by J. R.
Bren. Screen play by Leonard Praskins and Elmer
Harris. Photographer, James Van Trees, Sr. Film
editor. Pete Fritch. Art directors, Richard Day and
Joseph
Ne-wman.9,
Running Wright.
time, 80 Musical
minutes.director,
Release Alfred
date. March
1934.
CAST
Joe Graham
Spencer Tracy
Ethel
Constance Cummings
Casey
Jack Oakie
Dan
Morgan Conway
Maizie
Arline Judge
Pearl
Judith Wood
Regan
Paul Harvey
Max
Joseph Sauers
Martin
Franklin Ardell

The Women
(MGM)
Drama

in His Life

The rapid-moving story of a highly successful
criminal lawyer, whose somewhat colorful past
contains a bitter pill of memory, eventually
swallowed for a permanent cure, helps make
this film strong drama, containing considerable
which is entertainment for audiences of almost
any type. The over-melodramatic enters in one
of those saved - at - the - last-moment-from-thechair sequences, but for audiences which like
their hairbreadth escape conclusions, that should
be satisfying.
It is of definite importance that the exhibitors concentrate efforts to overcome the wariness the menfolk might have because of the
title. Impress the fact that, though the feminine
element is a strong motivating factor in the
proceedings,
is actually
the a lawyer's
own
personal
battleitwith
himself and
past he could
not forget.
A strong build-up of the elements of the
narrative in the selling is particularly advisable, since the cast contains little of outstanding
attention-attracting personality. The lead is
taken by Otto Kruger, and that excellent former stage player turns in a fine performance.
He is worth considerable attention from the
exhibitor for future appearances, though at the
moment it is probable his name will excite little
attention of itself. For the rest, there are Una
Merkel, in what is virtually a minor role, Ben
Lyon, Roscoe Karns, Isabel Jewell, and C.
Henry Gordon.
Kruger, busy, thirsty, immensely successful
criminal attorney, is urged by Lyon, his junior
partner, to take a case for Irene Hervey, whose
father is unjustly accused of murdering her
step-mother. Kruger, too much engrossed with
Miss Jewell, his latest, ignores the request, even
after having promised when the girl unwittingly
did him a favor. At all times there remains
with him the memory of the wife who deserted
him ten years before. Suddenly, after agreeing
to undertake the case, he sees a picture of the
murdered woman, and discovers her to be his
former wife. He collapses, and goes bareheaded
in a howling rainstorm to her grave, developing pneumonia and barely pulling through. The
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father meanwhile has been found guilty and
sentenced to death. An appeal is taken, but
the original verdict is sustained. Driven by
what he considers a debt which must be paid,
Kruger enlists the support of the capable Miss
Jewell, and together they trap Gordon, gangster leader, who knew the murdered woman,
into a confession. The last inoment telephone
call to the governor saves the condemned man
just as Kruger
the' attendant
is throwing
the fatal
switch.
and Miss
Jewell, Lyon
and
Miss Hervey, Karns and Miss Merkel, Kruger's
leg-man and secretary, respectively, all plan
almost simultanous marriages.
Making full use of the narrative, and the
melodramatic conclusion, where it will be of
value, the exhibitor will have to sell the story
principally, making clear that the film is not
exclusively
woman'stoo picture.
role hardly awarrants
emphatic Miss
billing,Merkel's
though
her name is perhaps the most popular. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Associate producer. Lucien Hubbard. Directed by
George B. Seitz. Original screen story by F. Hugh
Herbert. Art director. Eddie Imazu. Interior decoration by Edwin B. Willis. Photographed by Ray
June. Film editor, Conrad A. Nervig. Release date,
December 8. 1933. Running time, 76 minutes.
CAST
Barringer
Otto Kruger
Simmons
Una Merkel
Roger
Ben Lyon
Catherine
Isabel Jewell
Lester
Roscoe Karns
Doris
Irene Hervey
Tony
C. Henry Gordon
Worthing
Samuel S. Hinds
Mrs. Steele
Irene Franklin
Molly
Muriel Evans
Curly
Raymond Hatton
Information Girl
Jean Howard
Paul
Paul Hurst

Four Frightened
(Drama
Paramount-DeMille)

People

What obviously was meant to be something
of a psychological study of the reactions of four
eminently civilized, and diverse, characters when
confronted with the terrors and the inconveniences of an enforced trek through the jungle
on a South Seas island, has somehow missed
that objective, yet remains reasonably effective
entertainment.
A Cecil DeMille production for Paramount,
the film is from a novel by E. Arnot-Robertson, a fact which is worth noting, but in all
probability will mean comparatively little to the
exhibitor's patronage. The title is somewhat
unwieldy, but may be used to good advantage
when coupled with the names of Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Boland and William Gargan, all of which should look well on
the marquee. The only other name of any value
is that of Leo Carrillo, a native who wears a
civilized tie and fancies himself a white man,
to his eventual undoing.
The technical values, as might be supposed,
are excellent, the settings actually having been
filmed in Hawaiian jungles. Pictorially, the
production is highly effective. Hence it might
be well, on the whole, to ignore the intended
psychology, and let the picture stand by itself,
without implication, relying on cast and situation to carry it over with the patronage.
Our four frightened people are Miss Colbert,
very old-maidish, be-spectacled school teacher;
Marshall, serious-minded, unworldly chemist ;
Miss Boland, ex-wife of a British Government
officer, whose garrulously wagging tongue never
ceases talking nonsense : Gargan, loud-bragging
correspondent, whose self-assurance is for the
most part vocal.
These four, escaping from a tramp steamer
when bubonic plague breaks out, make their way
to
shore, toengage
"white
man"to
Carrillo
guide the
themservices
throughof the
jungle
the nearest port. As they struggle along. Miss
Boland provides much byplay, via dialogue,
Gargan assumes a noisy authority, which annoys
and the and
longMarshall
suppressedreceive
inhibi-a
tions ofMarshall,
Miss Colbert
devasting wallop. The party is lost, attacked
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by hostile natives, and Carrillo, declaring they
never will harm a white man, finds it true, but
also discovers they do not believe him. He dies.
Miss Boland is taken as security for promised
salt, and the remaining three do the Robinson
Crusoe. Miss Colbert, blossoming into a real
woman, excites the respect and desires of the
two men. She loves Marshall, ignores Gargan.
Eventually they reach freedom. Gargan is heard
broadcasting his adventures, Marshall divorces
his wife and mother-in-law, and takes Miss
Colbert
the
film. from behind her teacher's desk to end
There are unquestioned entertainment values
in the picture, and these should be sold for all
they are worth. The locale permits of a lobby
dressing which should win attention, and the
comedy and dramatic situations implied in the
story should not be overlooked, tied in with
the leading player names. There is selling opportunity here. — Aaron son, New York.
Directed and produced by Cecil B. DeMille Distributed by Paramount. Photographed by Karl Struss.
Screen play by Bartlett Cormack and Lenore Coffee.
From the novel by E. Arnot- Robertson. Art direttion by Roland Anderson. Release date, January 26,
1934. Running time, 95 minutes.
CAST
Judith Jones
Claudette Colbert
Arnold Ainger
Herbert Marshall
Mrs. Marsdick
Mary Boland
Stewart Corder
William Gargan
Montague
Leo Carrillo
Mrs. Ainger
Nella Walker
Native chief
Tetsu Komai
Native boatman
Chris Pin Martin
Native
Joe De La Cruz
First Sakai
Minoru Nisheda
Second Sakai
Teru Shimada
Third Sakai
E. R. Jindas
Fourth Sakai
Delmar Costello
The

Death

Parade

(A. L. Rule)
War Pictorial
Colonel Albert L. Rule, whose film "The Big
Driye" proved a sensation as a pictorial record
of the World War, based on official and authentic pictures made by various government photographers, provides the exhibitor with similsir
material in "The Death Parade," which was
given its world premiere at the Great States
Palace theatre, Danville, 111. In "The Death
Parade" Col. Rule emphasizes another aspect
of the war — the sinking of ships on the high
seas. Great ships are shown in striking closeups
for frequently
Davy Jones'
locker as survivors
fightheaded
for life,
unsuccessfully.
"The the
Death
Parade"of isgreat
all that
itsPictorially
name signifies,
unfolding
sea
and land battles being revealed in explanatory
dialogue by Col. Rule, who achieves dramatic
tenseness in his telling by a straightforward
narrative.
America's
war of
seems
been
allotted
less part
than initstheshare
the to77have
minutes,
but this rnay be an illusion due to the heavy
action in which the doughboys are pictured.
Otherwise "The Death Parade" is a noteworthy
companion
picturenow
to that
"The stories
Big Drive"
and
should be timely
of strained
relations in the Far East and of building up
to naval treaty strength are again on the front
pages. — HoLQuisT, Chicago.
The Mystery Squadron
(Mascot)
Action Serial
If the remaining episodes of this new 12chapter serial from Mascot maintain the standard of the initial three, seen last week, there
should be plenty of thrill, action and general
excitement for the youngsters and even a bit
of lively, if highly fictitious entertainment for
the adults.
"Big masculine
Boy" Williams,
Jack
MulhallBobareSteele,
the good
names
heading the cast and Lucile Browne handles
the romantic angle in fairly attractive fashion.
The three chapters, "The Black Ace," "The
Fatal Warning" and "The Black Ace Strikes,"
detail the preliminary excitement in which a
mysterious squadron of airmen are bent upon
destroying or preventing the completion of a
power project. Mulhall is the superintendent,
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Steele and Williams two stunt fliers employed
to combat the squadron and uncover the identity of the Black Ace, leader of the marauding
band. There is an exciting display of air stunting, dog fights in the air and spectacular crashes.
The serial has promise, particularly for the
youngsters. Each episode runs approximately
20 minutes.
What's To Do
(Educational)
Amusing
In the "Frolics of Youth" series, a group of
high school pupils have their complications in
and out of school. It is amusing material, and
contains
a few laugh's,
youngsterof defeats the wealthy
snob forastheonepresidency
the
student organization, then the defeated candidate arranges that the victor's father be given
aeventually
job in another
city. the
Theaidyoungster's
dayandis
saved with
of his pals,
it
is
all
rather
good
fun.
—
-Running
time,
17
minutes.
The Seventh
(Monogram )
interesting

Wonder

One William
of the Pizor
Monogram
PortDeane
o' Call
series
from
in which
H. Dickason renders the accompanying description in
interesting fashion. The camera is trained upon
the streets and countryside of Panama, then
concentrates for the most part on the magnificent engineering feat which is the Panama
Canal. It is an interesting pictorial and verbal
description of the great waterway of which
every one knows but which comparatively few
have seen. — Running time, 10 minutes.
Mickey Shanghaied
(United Artists)
Good Cartoon
Mickey, our animated hero rodent, and Minnie, his sweetheart, are shanghaied in this entertaining and clever new cartoon. When the
peg-legged piratical captain goes after Minnie,
Mickey works himself free and after amusing
cartoon antics, vanquishes their captor. A good
Mickey Mouse subject. — Running time, 7 minutes.
Keeps Rainin' All the Time
(Paramount)
Entertaining
With Gertrude Niesen of the radio as the
featured vocalist, this screen song number renders the title song of current popularity. The
subject is entertaining, with the animated cartoon pleasing and the bouncing ball hopping
about in its accustomed energetic style. — Running time, 7 minutes.
Buddy's Day Out
(Vitaphone)
Fair
The animated youngster. Buddy, takes his
girl on a picnic on his day off, and is also
forced to take her little brother. As expected,
the brother does his best to wreck the party and
succeeds quite well, caught in a runaway automobile and enjoying himself immensely. The
animation has been bettered in numerous cartoon subjects and the subject matter is not
in any way unusual. — Running time, 8 minutes.
The Boswell Sisters
(Universal)
Entertaining
There is popular entertainment in this number of the Radio Star series produced by Monte
Brice for Universal release. Selling possibilities rest in the personalities of the radio trio,
definitely air favorites. Nick Kenny, radio columnist, who is a far better writer than screen
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personality, is supposedly interviewing the stars.
Asked for their greatest thrill, the picture recounts the story
of Connie's
encounter aswith
circus lion,
revealed
at the conclusion
purea
fiction. The sisters, of course, render several
numbers effectively. — Running time, 21 minutes.
Song Hits
(Vitaphone)
Roy
Compositions
ThisTurk's
one-reel
jPepper Pot musical consists
primarily of a re-singing and playing of Roy
Turk's music numbers, but it lacks spontaneity.
One
brightening
is a dance team's
stepping
to one oftouch
his compositions,
and a fast
bit
of surprise turn appears for relief at the close
when the girl reporter reveals that she is really
a deputy serving a summons on the song
writer. — Running time, 11 minutes.
Pie for Two
(Universal)
Two Interesting Reels
Jimmy Gleason and his pal, in the business
of making a living with the least legitimate
work, are attracted to a sprightly home by
apple pie. The young widowed mother is having a real job keeping the two youngsters
from the "over the hill" busybodies. Both the
visitors fall in love with their hostess, and
Jimmy
learns
He leaves
themhe'sa been
roll ofpleading
bills outhisofpal's
the case.
sock
and returns to the open road. Not much comedy after the opening sequence, but every minute interesting. — Running time, 21 minutes.
The Freeze Out
( Educational )
Fair
There is a fair measure of amusement in this
Moran and Mack comedy, in which the "Two
Black
Crows"
operate
a saloon somewhere
in
the North,
dressed
appropriately.
When a fight
starts one of them is knocked out and dreams
of a meeting with the devil, which is amusing.
Bulldozed into a poker game when one of
them returns from a prospecting expedition
with real gold, they play it in their own peculiar
style. Those who like the comedy blackface
team should find the short enjoyable; others
will find a laugh or two. — Running time, 19
minutes.

/
Borah Minnevitch and His
Harmonica Rascals
(Vitaphone)
Good
The highly entertaining Borah Minnevitch
and his nondescript collection of "harmonica
rascals" are fully as enjoyable on the screen
as on the stage, and they are well known.
Billing the subject should bring results at the
box office. In the setting a summer camp, with
tents, breakfast over the fire and a practice
session on the harmonicas, the gang "does its
stuff" in good style. A worthwhile selling number.— Running time, 10 minutes.
Air Maniacs
(Educational)
Fair
The title of this subject is close to the mark
with reference to the subject itself. With
Vince Barnett at the air field making a nuisance of himself attempting to be the amateur
photographer, and John T. Murray directing
operations, Frank "Spooks" Clark and Roy
"Baldv" Wilson, stunt pilots, go through all
their tricks in the air. Barnett accidentally finds
himself hooked to the tail of a plane when it
goes up, the pilot bails out and Barnett is left
in the lurch, so to speak. He crashes, of
course, after crazy air antics. With the exception of the air thrill it holds, the short holds
little real comedy. — Running time, 16 minutes.
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Neligh, Neb.
DEAR HERALD:
A couple of weeks ago Ernest Rovelstad
of the Herald said that we wanted you exhibitors tohelp us edit this colyum by writing us direct to Neligh, Nebraska. Quite a
number of you have done this but there are
a whole lot of you who are so doggone
indifferent you haven't done it, and whose
fault is it? Indifference is one of the things
that has brought on this depression.
This morning the mercury stood at zero.
The sun is bright and the weather clear, and
if we had a little snow it would be a good
rabbit day, but since we haven't any snow,
and since our physical condition prohibits
us from going outside of the house, it looks
like beans and sowbelly for us.
When we try to type this we have to guess
at a lot of it. The letter '"G" is apt to look
like the letter "S," and if some of the words
are spelled wrong it will be up to the typesetter to correct them. And speaking of
typesetters, did you know that he is one of
the most important individuals there is in
the newspaper profession? If it wasn't for
him where would our orthography and syntax be ? Jevver think of that ? Someday
we hope the government will erect a monument to his memory, and if we ever go back
to New York we are going to buy him a
glass
buttermilk, and we don't care what
it costsof either.
V
As to Greenbacks —
And then there's another thing, as Andy
Gump told Min, Arthur Brisbane says that
instead of issuing yellow-back interest-bearing bonds, the government should issue noninterest bearing greenbacks to get money to
carry on their various activities. We agree
with
Arthur,
but then
it won't
any
difference
to Art
whether
we domake
or not.
If the government's security is good behind
bonds, why isn't it good behind greenbacks ?
V
We are in receipt of a letter from our
old friend, G. Larkum Scott, Professor of
Music at Spokane, Washington. G. Larkum
teaches the young hopefuls, and the larger
folks of Spokane, how to toot tlie horn and
finger the ivory. At one time he directed
one of the largest bands in the world, a
collection of bands numbering in all 200
at a Shrine convention at Los Angeles.
G. Larkum used to park his dogs under our
table and stow away liver smothered in
onions in such quantities that it made him
skinny to carry it around. He dwindled
down to 210 without his socks on. We'd
like to write him direct, but Abner, we
just can't do it right now.
V
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore, theatrical
folks of Plainwell, Kansas, wrote us and
said, "What's the matter with your colyum
last week ? Hurry up and get well and don't
omit your colyum again, and hurry back
here and have some more quail." We were
snowed in there some time ago and had to
stay there for three days before we could
get out, and they fed us on quail. Could
anything be nicer? They are the kind of

Jayhawkers who make Kansas one of the
best states in the Union, outside of Nebraska.
V
The Rosebud country in South Dakota
has been the grasshopper region for two
years. Mr. and Mrs. C. Gehlsen of Burke
write to know if we are afraid the hoppers
will bite
us istothe
come
up there
see reason
them. why
No. we
folks,don't
we
are not afraid of the hoppers, it's just because this is a big country and it takes a
lot
of
time
to get
it, butof we'll
be ingive
to
see you. Good
luckover
to both
you, and
our regards to Ira Hewitt.
V
An Open Letter to James Cagney
Dear Jimmy : We have seen you in a
number of pictures and we are giving it as
our unbiased opinion that you are par excel ent, so to speak, and our judgment is that
there are but few out there in that flooded
district and earthquake zone who can hold
a candle to you.
Please give our regards to our good
friends Marie Dressier and Louise Fazenda,
and tell all the girls we are still thinking
about them.
V
For the past three or four months business seems to be on the upgrade. Several
exhibitors have written us that their business has shown a marked improvement.
Walt Bradley, who operates the Moon theatre here, is now taking home pork chops
instead of soup bones. If the boys can hold
on until grass comes thev ought to be all
right.
V
Well. Ernie, it will be up to you now
to fill out this colyum. This is as far as we
are able to go now. We've got to go and
drink a glass of buttermilk, etc., etc.
COL J. C. JENKINS.
The Herald's Vagabond Colyumnlst
Charters
These

Lost

To

Companies

Failure to pay taxes assessed against them
and due by them under the laws of Delaware
for over a period of two years, have caused
the loss of charters by 140 film, theatre,
amusement, radio and electric companies
from all over the world. Governor C. Douglass Buck repealed the certificates of incorporation at Dover following a report from
Pierre S. duPont of Wilmington, the tax
commissioner. The following charters have
been rescinded :
DeForest Spanish Phonofilm Productions, Inc.,
Fischer's Paramount Theatre Corp., Forrest
Theatre Corp., Equity Theatres, Inc., Faultless Pictures, Inc., International Motion Pictures Corp., Hollywood-Argentina Cinema
Corp., Holy Land Film Co., International
Talkies Corp., National Talking Pictures
Corp., Pacific States Theatres, Inc., Penn
State Theatres, Inc., Picturetone, Inc., Sevilla
Film Corp., Religious Films. Inc.. Sound Pictures, Inc., Superior Film Corp., Talkiefilm
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Corporation
of America, Talking Film Corp.,
Corp ;
20th Century Film Co., United Theatres
Corp., Vaudephone Corp., United Amusement
Enterprises, Inc., Warner Electric Products
Acker Amusement Corp., American Projecting Co., Bennings Theatre Corp., De Luxe
Film Co., Inc., Luna Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., Majestic Theatre Co., Milford Theatre
Co., Paramount Holding Corp., Pennsy Theatre Co., Seaside Park Amusement Co., Spiro
Film Corp., Suburban Theatres Corp., Tallahassee Amusement Co., Inc., Talk-O-Vision
Theatres
of America, Inc., Theatre CorporaAmerica
tion of; America, Vocafilms Corporation of
V
Western Amusement Co., Amusement Business Corp., Carmichael Amusement Co., Carolina Shows, Inc., Electrical Entertainer Corp.,
Fifth Avenue Playhouse of Chicago, Inc., Fifth
.A.venue Playhouse Groups, Inc., Cinephone
Equipment Corporation of Pennsylvania, Cinema erating
Products
Corp.,Amusement
Crandall's Corp.,
Theatres
Co., Cronin
H. Opand
W. Projector Corp., Hollywood Screen Star
Style Corp., Guelph Amusement Co., HarringCorp.ton Theatre, Inc., Hamilton Amusement Company of America, Mission Beach Amusement
National Syndicated Theatres, Inc., New
Broad Street Theatre Co., Park Amusement
Co., Parkway Company, Inc., Phono-Kinema
Syndicate, Inc., Radio Corporation of Oklahoma, Reeltone Corporation of America,
Ruty Amusement Corp., Inc., Seville Studios,
Inc., Sonoraphone Corp., Television Corporation of America, Theatre Advertising Co., Two
Treys Amusement Corp., U. S. Broadcasting
Corp., Viso Record Corp., Walk Miller Enterprises, Inc., Widescope Camera & Film Corp. ;
Arcade Recreation Co., Inc., American Concert Courses, Inc., Cohen Amusement Co., Color
Animation Corp., Crystal Dramo-Film Players,
Inc., Electric Equipment Co., Frieda Hempel,
Inc., Han-A-Phone Co., Inc., of Washington,
D. C, Han-A-Phone Company of America,
National Radio and Broadcasting Corp., Oratorio Music Drama Productions, Inc., Paragon
Electric Corp., Pennsylvania Grand Opera Co.,
Pen and Picture Corp., Radiogram Corporation
of America, Radio Service Corporation of New
York, Recording Laboratories of America, Inc.,
Reproducing Corp., Scott Radio Corp., Speak0-Phone Corporation of America ;
V
Theatre Factors, Inc., Theatre Confections,
Inc., Tropical Electric Co., Synchrophone
Corp.. Synchrotone Corporation of America,
Sportland, Inc., United States Electric Corp.,
Universal Electric Corp., Vulcan Record Corp.,
Wade Radio Corp., Wagner Radio Broadcasting, Inc., Wagner Enterprises, Inc., Triangle
Motion Sign Corp., Radio Corporation Stores,
Inc., Radio Stores of America, Inc., Radio
Stores Corp., Radio Utilities Corp., Radio Ventril-O-Fone Corp., Scanlon Electric Manufacturing Co., Slagle Radio Co., Mutual Telegraph
and Radio Corp., National Electric Utilities
Corp.,
Co., Inc., Ortho Photo
ProductsNeon
Corp.Electrical
;
Hantzas Electric Corp., Inverted Radio Products, Inc., Independent Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Inc., Liberty Industrial Electric Corp., Chicago
World's Fair Advertising Co., Cinematic Accessories Co., Central Electric Co., Coliseum
Corp., Consumers' Photo Products Co., Cuba
Chautauqua Resort Association, Duquesne Garden Arena Co., East and West Telephone Co.,
-A^ero Electric Corporation of America, Aidyne
Radio Corporation, .American Amplifier Co.,
Animated Color Advertising, Inc., Anselite
Electric Manufacturing Co. Al-In-One Radio
Corp., Aero Electric Corp.
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The

BLUEBOOK

By

F. H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 209.— (A] Approximately what is the range of angles of incidence of
light rays upon the projection lens rear surface? (B) Does the reflection loss due to the range of angles above
referred to, amount to much as compared with incidence that is perpendicular to the lens surface? (C) Is the
loss of light between the surfaces cemented together in the front end of the projection lens, equal to the loss
of uncemented surfaces. (D) What is the ratio of loss through absorption in various grades of glass? (E) What
is the total loss in a flint glass lens of 1.61 refractive index?

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 203 was:
(A) By what means are lenses corrected
for chromatic and spherical aberration?
(B) Just why does a lens pin-point of
surface offer an entirely different viewpoint
from every other pin-point on the same
lens? (C) Assuming a glass to have perfectly even density, will or will not a ray
of light travel in a perfectly straight line
from surface to surface, once it has entered
the lens? (D) Why is it imperatively necessary to perfection of action that lens surfaces he optically perfect and perfect in
curvature?
The following made good : S. Evans and
C. Rau ; G. E. Doe ; D. Danielson ; J. Wentworth; H. Edwards; T. Van Vaulkenburg;
P. Gaeth, Jr.; H. H. Monefee; R. De
Totto ; D. Calladine ; D. Emmerson ; W.
Broadbent; G. Thompson; F. Sims and
O. L. Davis; D. L. Sinklow; C. B. and
L. N. Traxler; T. Malleby; D. Little and
J. H. Rathburn; K. Griener; F. G. Klar
and T. H. Morton; M. U. Sampson; A. L.
Dodson; D. Haber and D. Breaston; H.
Grant; R. D. Oberleigh and J. Lansing;
P. Felt; S. N. Tailer; G. Harrison and F.
Harlor; M. F. Fallon; U. L. Danielson;
M. Henderson and D. Singleton ; K. Ormie ;
B. L. Banning and L. Jones; F. and J. L.
Hanson ; N. L. Tomlinson and G. Lathrope ;
S. M. Trandle; L. B. and D. H. Palmer;
D. Danielson and H. Pilson; J. J. Richmond; L. G. Gregeson; D. T. Aden and
M. Spencer ; F. B. Tonlinson ; M. R. Davidson and R. Schuler ; G. R. Squires and B. J.
Lyons; L. Daniels; D. D. Davis and L.
Thomas ; Nic Granby ; J. Hendershot ; F. L.
Granby; F. Ferguson and D. Lally; F. H.
and P. Dalbey; D. Howard and D. Kurts;
K. Y. Spencer; R. and K. Wells; H. D.
Tyler; T. T. Golley; L. M. Ricards; A.
Wythe and T. Granger; B. Olmyby and
C. L. Cyrus; L. Grant and R. Geddings;
F. L. Sanderson; A. M. Krumm and C. H.
Hutchinson; H. R. Baldwin; D. L. Lode;
F. F. Franks; L. D. Rubin; L. D. Bryant
and D. L. Monehan; L. Jansen and B. R.
Sanders; K. L. Knight; D. and H. B.
Coates; O. Allbright and J. Lansing; L.

to

Question

No.

Hutch and D. Goldberg ; L. A. Goldman ;
F. P. Dillon; T. Haugan and J. Turner;
F. Davis ; R. E. Holmes.
We will let G. E. Doe answer Section A.
He says, "For the most part corrections for
both aberrations are made by combining
flint and crown glass and difYerent lens
curvatures, though spherical aberration may
be corrected by lens curvatures alone."
G. E.in Doe
says, of"Since
surfaces,
save(B)alone
the case
lenseslens
having
one
flat surface, present curved surfaces at every
point, it follows that each pin-point will
present a different angle to all other pinpoints on the lens, even those next adjoining, therefore each pin-point of such curved
surface will act upon light rays differently
from all other pin-points on the same lens.
(C) Evans and Rau say. "Assuming
glass to have perfectly even density, once a
ray of light has entered, it will travel in a
perfectly straight line from surface to

"It has
surface."
J. Wentworth
(D)shown
been
in previous answers
answers thus:
to questions
that, except for possible variations in glass
density, refraction is due wholly to the angle
at which light meets a lens surface, and that
refraction takes place only at such surface.
Should these surfaces be either optically imperfect or not of true curvature, then the
light rays would not be refracted as was
intended. There would probably be some
change in reflection losses, and in a sense,
if the condition be a bad one, limited diffusion would be set up.
GOES ABOUT IT
THE RIGHT WAY
From a new Bluebook School student,
Bernard S. Englander of Philadelphia, Pa.,
comes this most interesting communication :
"Dear Pop : I am newly enrolled as a
member of the Bluebook School, but one
who will hereafter answer every question,
for the reasons that I want to see exactly
what I do know, and to investigate and study
that which I do not know. And the best
way to commit it to memory is, I find, by

203
writing it down, which operation the answering of your questions necessitates if
answers are to be sent in.
"In answering Sections B and C of Question 206, all my data was taken from pages
142 to 144 of the Bluebook, and my answer,
based upon them, seems to have been incorrect. Take Figure 36 for example ; The
incident light is, of course, 100 per cent.
The losses are four per cent by reflection at
first surface ; five per cent by absorption ;
and four per cent loss at the second surface.
The losses then would be four plus five plus
four per cent, but let us consider for the
moment only the two reflection (surface)
losses. Would there first be a loss of five
per cent of the total light ; and then four
per cent of the remaining light? Or would
it be eight per cent of the total incident
light? If the latter, then reflection losses
would be four per cent of the initial 100 per
cent, and four per cent of the remaining 96
per cent. In other words if a polished surface reflects four per cent of the original
light, refractive index being 1.51, then at the
second surface the loss, disregarding loss by
absorption, would be only 3.8 per cent of the
total
light. lossAmdisregarded,
I correct ?"you are
Withincident
absorption
quiet correct. Friend Englander. With absorption loss included, the losses at the
second surface would be four per cent of
what remained after four per cent of the
original 100 per cent if incident light had
been subtracted, and then five per cent of
what remained. In other words, there would
be three successive subtractions ; namely,
four, five and four per cent.
The real purpose of the Bluebook School
is to induce projectionists and those aspiring
to become such, to study. In my estimation
it would be unwise to risk discouraging men
by omitting their names from the published
list unless there be very good reasons for so
doing. If a man who has regularly "made
the grade" fails badly on some question, I
omit his name that week and usually write
him personally, pointing out the failure and
suggesting that he make greater effort to
avoid errors in future.
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ill LtC*
EDWIN CAREWE PRODS.
"Are We Civilized?"
COLUMBIA
"Sisters Under the Skin"
"Storm at Midnight"
FOX
"Bottoms Up"
"Fox Follies"
** A 11

*AT^ A f ^ H'ti**miPc

"Three on a Honeymoon"
"Murder in Trinidad"
LIBERTY PRODS.
"Take the Stand"
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
"Tarzan aad Hit Mate"

Story by Harold
Care we.

Sherman.

man. by Harold Shumate.
Story

Director: C. C. Cole-

Novel
by Richard Aldington.
Fitzmaurice.
Director: James Tinling.

Director: George

Sally Filers, Charles Starrett, Henrietta Crosman, John
Mack Brown, Zasu Pitts, Irene Bentley. Cornelius
Keefe, Howard Lally.
Victor .Tory, Heather Angel, Nigel Bruce, Roger Imhof.

Director; Louis King.
Novel
Rosen.by Earl Derr Biggers.

"Men tn Wkite"

Play
by Sidney
Boleslavsky.

*'In Old IjOuisiana"

Original screen play by
Director: George Seitz.

Pinchon.

Kingsley.

Johnny ton,Weismuller,
O'Sullivan,
HamilPaul Cavanagh,Maureen
Doris Lloyd,
FrankNeilReicher.
Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall,
Lilyan Tashman, Ralph Forbes, Mrs. Patrick Campbell.
Wallace Beery, Stuart Erwin, Fay Wray, Leo Carrillo,
Katherine
IrvingL-OOK.
Pichel, George E. Stone.
i\<jiiii
occry,DeMille.
jr., lyonaiQ

Director: Jack

Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Jean Hersholt, Henry B.
vvaiLiiaii, \.7no jvrugcr, niiizaDem i\Han, Wallace foru,
C. Henry Gordon, Sarah Padden, Dorothy Peterson.
Robert Young, Jean Parker, Nat Pendleton, Ted Healy,
Isabel Jewell, Maude Eburne, Joseph Cawthorne.

Director: Richard
Lucien Hubbard.

Story
by Frederick
and Samuel
Directors:
William Schlick
Cameron
MenziesFrench.
and
George Somnes.
Story by Frank Leon Smith. Screen play b.v
Benn W. Levy. Director: Norman McLeod.

"Come On, Marines"

Original
story by Philip Wylie.
Hathaway.

"The Trumpet Blows"

Adaptation
by W^allace Smith. Director:
Stephen Roberts.
Original
by Walter Hall Smith. Director:
Norman story
Taurog.

"Hit Me Again"

Jack LaRue, Thelma Todd, Gail Patrick, Leslie Fenton,
Russell Hopton, Vince Barnett, Sheila Terry, Oscar
Apfel, Jason Robards, Bryant Washburn.

Director; Phil

Novel
by Edgcumb
Conway.

"Finishing School"
UNIVERSAL
"Elizabeth itiid Mary"
WARNER BROS.FIRST NATIONAL
"The Fortune Teller"

Spencer Tracy, John Boles, Pat Paterson, Herbert
Mundin, Sid Silvers, Harry Green.
Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter. Shirley Temple, Madge
Evans, James Dunn, Heather Angel, John Boles, Mona
Barrie, Herbert Mundin, Florence Desmond, Victor
Jory, Nigel Bruce, Ralph Morgan, Stepin Fetchit.
Hugh Williams, Helen Twelvetrees, Mona Barrie.

Original screen play by David Butler and Sid
Silvers. Director: David Butler.
Director: Hamilton MacFadden.

"Viva VaU"

RKO RADIO
'The Crime Doctor

Elissa Landi, Joseph Schildkraut, Frank Morgan..
Robert
Graves, Montague
Shaw, Henry Kolker,
Samuel Hinds.
Tim McCoy, Billie Seward, Joseph Creehan, Francis
McDonald, Kane Richmond, Ward Bond.

Original
story by S. K. Lauren. Director:
David Burton.

Director: Henry

Preston Foster, Victor McLaglen, Dorothy Dell, Alison
Skipworth, David Landau, John Rogers, Micha Auer.
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William Farnum, Anita Louise, Frank McGlynn, Oscar
Apfel, Stuart Holmes, LeRoy Mason.
,

Director: Kdvvin

"Ri» Tide"

"We're Not Dressing"

IN

A CP

Story
Edgar Rice Burroughs. Director:
Cedric byGibbons.
Story
by Charles MacArthur. Director: Edmund
Goulding.

PARAMOUNT
"The Man Who Broke His
Heart"
"Melody in Spring"
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STAGE OF
PkODUCTION
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Shooting
Shooting
Editing
ShootinK
Editing
Editing
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Lanny Ross, Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, George
Meeker, Hari.
Ann Sothern, Helen Lynd, Wade Boteler,
Wilfred

Shooting

Richard Arlen, Ida Lupino, WilUam Frawley, Dorothy
Dell, Toby Wing, Leo Chalzell.
GeorgeineRaft,
DeMille. Adolphe Menjou, Frances Drake, Kathar-

Shooting

Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman, Carole Lombard, George
Burns,White.
Gracie Allen, Raymond Milland, Jay Henry,
Bud

Sbcoting
Shooting

Screen
plav by Jane Murfin. Director: John
Roberston.
Story by stead.
Louis Witzenkorn and David HempNicholls, Jr. Directors: Wanda Tuchock and George
Story by Adrian Johnson.
Screen play by
Arthur Caesar. Director: Lowell Sherman.

vyLLL,
j.^iut^cl,
\^or.Illlc
WOOO, INIIS
OttoAsther,
TCrniret*
C^nr^nnt^ VjrilTlin,
/^viffl+V, JUQItn
TtiAt^\-i WTi^r^jA
"KTilt
Ada Cavell.
Ginger
]\Iitzi Rogers,
Green, Frances
Marjorie Dee,
LytellBruce Cabot, BilHe Burke,

Book and lyrics by Harry B. Smith. Screen
play by Manuel Reachi, John K. Butler.
Continuity, Betty Reinhardt. Spanish diaMcGann.logue, Miguel de Zarraga. Director; William
Play by F. Hugh Herbert. Adaptation, F. Hugh
Herbert
Florey. and Carl Erickson. Director: Robert

Enrico Caruso, Jr., Anita Campillo, Germaine de Neel,
Luis Alberni, Antonio Vidal, AJphonsa Pedroza,
Marcella Nivon, Emilio Fernandez, Francisco Moran,
iv^^ati
f J.Pan!
dui Ajiiib,
odntos, T,'»vi,"i;',
j2.miiia Jjeovaiii,
Rosa
P^llic ijita
T it^ **i;,r,+/-ic
T oz-v,,-,!!,
Letty Rev
Nivon.

Shooting

Joan Blondell, Warren William, Edward Everett Horton,
AFrank
^"iiivLeonard
ivxi.
J.X ugii,Carey.
sialic
ufjim, JT/^an
oan \A7^^tm^eif
wneeier, \Ttrtri-ni-^
virgmia
ATpHno^li
f^lair*, DnHH
Sale,

Shooting

Aline MacMahon, Paul Kelly, Ann Dvorak, Patricia
Ellis, Philip Faversham, Mayo Methot, Henry O'Neill.
Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien, Ginger Rogers, Henry
O'Neill,
Allen Jenkins,
Cawthorne,
Grant Mitchell,
Johnny JoeArthur,
Grace Joan
Hayle.Wheeler,
Donald Woods, Bette Davis, Lyle Talbot, Margaret
Lindsay,
O'Neill, Robert
bert, Henry
Douglas Dumbrille,
Gordon Barrat,
Westcott.Hugh HerWilliam Powell, Kay Francis.

Shooting

"Fur Coats"

Story by Ann Garrick.

Director: Al Green.

"Hot Air"

Story by Paul Finder Moss and Jerry Wald.
Director: Ray Enright.

"A Gentleman from San
Francisco"

Story
by George
Dieterle.

"The Key"

Based on the play by R. Gore-Browne and J. L.
Hardy. Director: William Keighley.

Dyer.

Director: William

Shooting
Shooting

Margaret Sullavan, Lowell Sherman Mrs Leslie Carter.
Shooting

Shooting
Shooting
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THEATRE

RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended January 27, 1934, fronn
I I I houses In 19 nnaior cities of the country reached $1,1 96,9 1 7, an increase of $27,800
over the total for the previous calendar week, ended January 20, when I I 3 theatres in
19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,169,1 17.
(.Copyright. 1933 Reproduction of mctrrial from this department without credit to Motion Pictubs Herau) expressly forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Boston
Fenway

Gross

Previous Week
Picture
Gross

"As Husbands Go" (Fox).
20,000
"Convention Citv" (F. N.) and.... 8,000
"His Double Life" (Para.)

"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.) 20,000
"Eight
a Boat" (Fox)
(Para.) and 9,000
"Olsen'sGirls
Big inMoment"

Picture

2,900 25c-50c
1,800 30c -50c

Current

Week

3,500
3,700
4,350
1,800

30c-50c
35c-50c
30c-65c
30c-50c

"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
"All of Me" (Para.)
"Convention City" (F. N.) and
"His Double Life" (Para.)

18,000
18,500
39,000
9,000

"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
"Eight
a Boat" (Fox)
(Para.) and
"Olsen'sGirls
Big inMoment"

Buffalo
Buffalo
3,500
Century ......... 3,000

30c-55c
2Sc

"All of Me" (Para.)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.) and
"Olsen's Big Moment" (Fox)

14,800
6,500

"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
13,500
"The World Changes" (F. N.) and 7,000
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)

Great Lakes .... 3,000
Hippodrome
2.100
Lafayette
3,300

25c-40c
25c-40c
2Sc-35c

"Roman(2nd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week )
"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
"Shadows of Sing Sing" (Col.)
and "Sweetheart
(Monogram) of(5 Sigma
days) Chi"
(25c)

7,300
9,700
5.400

■'Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
(1st week)
"Blood Money" (U. A.)
"Above the Qouds" (Col.)

13,800
12,000
7,500

35,000
12,000
16,000
20,000
7,500
16,000
19,000

"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(1st week)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)
"Master of Men" (Col.)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
(4th week)

40,000
12,000
27,000
22,000
8,500
16,500
8,000

5,200
19,500
10.500
4,100

"Blood Money" (U. A.).
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Smoky"
(Fox)Life" (Para.) and..
"His
Double

:.800
4,700
18,000
11,000
4,000

2.150

"I Was a Spy" (Fox)

2,000

Keith's
Loew's State
Metropolitan
Paramouat

Chicago
Chicatro
McVicker's
Oriental
Palace
Roosevelt
State-Lake
United Artists....

4,000
2,284
3,940
2,509
1,591
2,776
1,700

35c-68c
30c -60c
30c-60c
35c-7Sc
25c-50c
20c-35c
30c-60c

'Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
'As Husbands Go" (Fox).
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(2ndatweek)
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)
"Bedside" (F. N.)
"Worst Woman in Paris" (Fox)...
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)

Cleveland
Allen

3,300

20c-40c

"Beloved" (U.)

3,800
3,100
3.400
1,900

30c-44c
30c-75c
30c-44c
25c-35c

Warner's Lake... 800
Denver
Aladdin
1,500

2Sc-35c

"Hi, Nellie" (W. B.)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)..
and "Broken Dreams" (Monogram)
"Orient Express" (Fox)

25c-40c

'By Candlelight" (V.)

4,000

"One Man's Journey" (Radio)...

25c -40c

'Miss (Para.)
Fane's (6Baby
days)Is Stolen"

4,500

"Girl Without a Room" (Para.).

Hippodrome
RKO Ealace
State
Stillman

Denham
Denver
Orpheum
Paramount
Detroit

1,500
2,500
2,600
2,000

25c -50c
25c -50c
25c-40c

. 2,750

15c-40c

. 2,700
. 3,100
, 4,000
. 3,000
United Artists.. . 2,000

3,000

"Little(8 Women"
(Radio)
15,000
days)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
13.000
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U.A.) 3,000

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.).
(2nd week-6 days)
"Convention City" (F. N.)..
"Rafter(3 days)
Romance" (Radio)..
"Midshipman
(4 days) Jack" (Radio).

15c-S0c
lSc-50c

"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
5,100
"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen".. .. 5,600
(Para.) (15c-40c)
. . 22,400
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)

"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.).
'Counsellor at Law" (U.)...

15c -50c
2Sc-50c
2Sc-50c

"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(2ndatweek)

"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.).
'From(15c-50c)
Headquarters" (W B )
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(1st week)

18,700
6.200
. . 8.300

19,000
20,000
31,500
9,500

3,500
6,000
6,000
14,000
1.050
1,700
6,100
5,200
19,700
16,500
4,100
8,500

High covers
andperiodLow
GrossinS.)
(Tabulation
from January,
High 1-13-34 "Fog"
Low 3-11 "Topaze"
High 1-14 "Island
Lost Scandal"
Souls" and (f
"Billion ofDollar
Low 7-29 "Arizona
"She Had totoBroadway"
Say Ves" and )
High 3-11
12-2 "When
"Little Strangers
Women"
Low
Marry" —
High 3-11
1-7 "Men
"Strange
Low
MustInterlude"
Fight"
High 3-11
11-4 "King
"I'm Noof Angel"
Low
the Jungle"
High 2-25 "Dangerously
Yours" and ()
"Deception"
Low 8-12 "Mary
Stevens,
M.D." and ()
"Flying Devils"

23,300
11,000

High 12-9 "Dancing Lady"
Low 3-25 "Our Betters"
High 8-12 "Easy
"Forgotten
Millions"Men" and ))
Low 12-16 "Day
"Solitaire
Man" and J)
of Reckoning"
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 4-15 "Rome Express"
High 6-34 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels"
High 12-20 "Counsellor at Law"
Low 12-23 "Myrt and Marge"

31.000
8,000
9,800
8.000
3.S0O
27,200
5,400
16.100
5.100
15,200
4,800

High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High 10-14 "Too Much Harmony" ....
Low 7-1 "The Woman I Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 3-27 "Below the Sea"
High 10-14 "Penthouse"
Low 3-4 "Luxury Liner"
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain" ....
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding"

73.000
22,000
30.000
5.000
30.000
10,000
37,000
14,000
16,000
6,200
18,000
4,300
27.000
6,800

High 11-11 "Private Life of Henry VIU"
Low 3-4 "Exposure"
"Infernal Machine" and J
)
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"
High 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
High 12-2 "Little Women"
Low 8-19 "No Marriage Ties"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk"
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 11-18 "Hell
"StageandMother"
and ))
High Water"
High 10-28 "Footlight Parade"
Low 12-30 "Jimmy and Sally"

12,000
1,800
30,000
2,900
26,000
4,200
26,000
5.000
9,000
2,500
10,000
1,500

High 2-23 "Cavalcade"
Low 4-8 "Broadway
"Smoke Lightning"
Bad"and Jj
High 6-310-28
"I'm NoSpeaks"
Angel"
Low
"Mussolini
"Night oif j
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" f
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
High
3-4 "Zoo
"42ndinStreet"
Low 6-10
Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"

10,000
2,300
16,000

High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties"
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole"
High 1-28 "Silver Dollar"
Low 3-18 "Secret of Madame Blanche"
High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner. Sing"
Low S-13 "After
Ball" and )
"Afraid the
to Talk"
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low
High 7-1
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days)..
Low 1-13-34 "Blood Money"
High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain" ....
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Cross"....

13,000
12.000
28,000
6.000
23,000
44,500
U.OOO
26.300
17,000

17.500
1,950
3,000
18,500
3730
2,000
7.000
16,500
3,700
15,400
32,300
3.100
23,700
3.20O
5,400
17,400
24,100
7,300
4.100
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tTHE/lTKE
Theatres

PICTURE

RECEIPTS--

Hollywood
Chinese
Pantages

2,500 50c-$1.65
3,000 2Sc-5Sc

W. B. Hollywood 3.000
Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

25c-40c

-'The Big Shakedown" (F, N.).

'Convention City" (F. N.).

Indiana

3.100 20c-40c

Lyric
Palace

2.000 20c-40c
3,000 25c-40c

"Son (4of days)
Kong" (Radio)
"Easy (3todays)
Love" (W. B.)
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)

2Sc

Midland

4.000

Newman

1.800 25c -40c

Uptown

2.000 25c-40c

Los Angeles
Criterion
rilmarte

1.610
«»

Minneapolis
Lyric

"Convention
N.) show)
(7 days City"
and Sat.(F.midnite
(25c-60c)
"Fugitive
Lovers"
(MGM)
(7 days
and Sat.
midnite show)
"All of Me" (Para.)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Goodbye Again" (F. N.)
(5 days)

.000
2.500
4.000

"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"All of Me" (Para.)
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)
(5 days)
"I'm (3rd
No week)
Angel" (Para.)
"The Big Shakedown" (F. N.)...

1.238 20c-25c

"Jimmy(2 days)
and Sally" (Fox)
•Miss (Para.)
Fane's (5Baby
days)Is Stolen" ..
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)

Minnesota
4.000 25c-40c
RKO Orpheum.. 2.900 20c-40c
State
2,300 2Sc-40c
World
400 25c-75c

"Frontier Marshal" (Fox)
"'Let's(20c-40c)
Fall in Love" (Col.)

17,500
5.000
14.000
2,000
3,500

6,000
10.000

"'House(4 days)
on 56th Street" (W. B.).. 3,500
"Bedside" (F. N.)
(3 days)
"Bombay Mail" (U.)
4,500
"Fugitive
Lovers"
(MGM)
9,000
(25c-55c)

19,500

"Counsellor at Law" (Radio)

10,500

"Roman
(7
"Eight
(6
"I Am

3.500

6.000
1,700

25c-40c "Angkor" (Warner and Purdon).. 6,400
2,700
40c- 50c "July 14" (Rene Clair)
25c -40c
2Sc-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c

Loew's State
2,416
Paramotint
. ■ . ■ 3,596
2.700
United Artists .. 2,100
W. B. Downtown 3,400

Gross

"Little(4thWomen"
week) (Radio)
"By Candlelight" (U.)

"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"All of Me" (Para.)....

3.049 25c-40c

Gross Picture

"Little(5thWomen"
19,00C.
week) (Radio)
'•Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM) 6,650

1,100 2Sc-40c
2,800 25c-40c

Kansas City
Mainstreet

CONT'D

Previous Week

Current Week
Picture

February

HERALD

9,200
16,865
1.800
9,000
7.000
500

6,000

Scandals" (U. A.)
20,000
days and Sat. midnite show)
Girls in a Boat" (Para.). . 5,900
days a ndSat. midnite show)
Suzanne" (Fox)
3,600

"Road to Ruin" (First Div.)
'Waltz Time" (Gaumont-British) 1.800
(2nd week)
1,500
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
16.000
"The Last Round-Up" (Para.).... 23,725
(2nd week)
"Convention CTity" (F. N.)

5,850
13,000
12,000

"Kennel Murder Case" (W. B.)....

•Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"Waltz Time" (Gaumont-British)
(2nd week)

5,500
5,000
3,500

"'If I Were Free" (Radio)
"'Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Waltz Time" (Gaumont-British)..
(1st week)

9.000
6,000
6,000

2,547 25c-75c

"Design for Living" (Para.)

11,500

Imperial
Loew's

1,914 2Sc-50c
3,115 25c-75c

•Fanny" (French)
■Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

2.000
12,000

Palace

2.600 2Sc-7Sc

Princess

2,272 25c-6Sc

"The Invisible Man" (U.) and.... 10,000
"You Made Me Love You" (Majestic)
"The Lady
"Fog"
(Col.)Is Willing" (Col.) and.. 7,500

"(5n!y Yesterday" (U.) and
'Love, Honor, and Oh, Baby!" (U.)
(15c-75c)
'Roman Scandals" (U. A.) and
6,500
"Master of Men" (Col.) (3rd week)

4,700 35c-$1.65
1.543 25c-85c
2.300 35c-85c
2,500 25c-7Sc
3,700 35c-99c
2,200 25c-65c

"Eskimo" (MGM)
'"Fashions of 1934" (W.B.)
""Sixteen Fathoms Deep"
(Monogram) (11 days)
'"Design for Living" (Para.)
'"Miss (Para.)
Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
'"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)

28,094
17,309
15,300
13,200
53,000
10,500

"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)...
"Disraeli"
(W.B.)
(Reissue)
"Myrt(3 and
days)Marge" (U.)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)..
"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)....

3?,876
4,200
1,800
9.30O
36,800
14,000

2.200 35c-99o

""Gallant Lady" (U.A.)

31,390

"Roman Scandals" (U.A.)...
(4th week)

17.100

RivoU

High and Low Gross
(TabulatioD covers period from Januarjr, lt33.)
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
4-1 '"King Kong"
1-7 "Handle With Care"
2-18 "Devil's
"Vampire Playground"
Bat" and
))
3-25 "42nd Street"
1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown"

36,656
14,600
13,000
4,100
26,000
7.000

High 2-18 "State Fair"
Low 1-20-34 "Frontier Marshal"
High 8-19 "She Had to Say Yes"....
Low 3-4 "The(2nd
Signrun)of the Cross"....
High 3-25 "Parachute Jumper"
Low 1-27-34 "Easy
"Son ofto Kong"
Love" and ))

7.000
2.000
12,000
2.500
15,000
3,500

High
Low
High
Low

7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
8-12 "Tugboat Annie"
12-16 "Women in His Life"

9,500
3,000
11,000
3,500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
5-20 "Sweepings"
1-7 "Strange Interlude"
4-15 "Perfect Understanding"....
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
5-27 "Picture Snatcher"
1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch"
7-1 "Lilly Turner"

21,000
4,000
30,000
4.900
20,000
2,800
8,508
1.600

High 12-2 "Elysia"
Low 1-20-34 "Road to Ruin"
High 11-25 "Emperor Jones"
Low 9-9 "The Rebel"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Dangerously Yours"
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
High 10-21 "The Bowery"
Low 1-a "Hello, Everybody"
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown"

12.000
1,800
3,950
1,800
28,300
8.000
30,000
10,000
11,600
1,700
21,000
3.900
19,000
7,000

High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-27-34 "Waltz Time" (2nd week)
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"....

10.000
7,500
14,000
3,000
8,000
3,500
3,500
1,000

High 12-2 "Private Life of Henry VHT'
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain MyWidows"
Heart" and J)
High 1-7 "Enlevei-Moi" and "Cain"....
Low 7-8 "Les Bleus d'Amour"
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Turn
Back the
)
"Emergency
Call"Clock" and }
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"..
Low 12-23 "IandLoved
a Woman" J)
"Female"
High 1-7 "Speed
"The KidDemon"
From Spain" and J)
Low 12-23 "Sing.
Sinner,
and "The
Chief"Sing" })

13,500
7,500
4,000
1,500
14,500
7,500
15,500
9,000
12,000
5,000

High
12-9 "Solitaire
"Dancing Man"
Lady" (8 days)....
Low 9-30
High 1-20-34
9-1 "Voltaire"
Low
"Disraeli" (Reissue)
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
High 5-20 "Forgotlen Men"
Low 4-15 "The
"Destination
FightingUnknown"
President"and \J
High
12-30"The
"Roman
Scandals"
Low 8-5
Rebel"

66,653
21,210
25,868
4,200
24,750
4,900
16,150
4,500
83,450
15.600
22.500
5.800
48,000
7.300

3,000

Montreal
Capitol

New York
Capito!
Hollywood
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto

1

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing".. 3,000
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
1,000
1,700

1,500
8,000

3, 1934

12.000
"'Pour Etre Aime" (French)
(2nd week)
"'Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)..

1.800
10.500
11,000

1
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&

BARNUM

BELL-RINGING

Give
get

it all youve
you

all you

got.
can

THIS

SMASH!

. . it will
take!

Your showman's blood will tingle when
you see this box-office clean-up . . .
THE
MOST
THRILLING
ANIMAL
PICTURE

EVER

MADE

. . . a-glitter

with every possible selling angle. Book
it and boost it for an S.R.O. sensation!

THEY'LL

NEVER

THESE

FORGET

THRILLS:

The lion . . . king of beasts . . . battle the
tiger . . . monarch of the jungle . . . roaring,
snarling, ferocious . . . vicious teeth rending living
flesh in an unforgettable struggle for supremacy.
Hundreds of mammoth Indian elephants
in fear-crazed stampede . . . crashing giant
trees . . . trampling human life . . . crushing everything before them.
The crocodile and the tiger in a frenzied
fight for life ... lashing, whirling, churning
the jungle waters into a deadly scarlet foam.

Directed

by

CLYDE

E.

ELLIOTT
director of
BRING

'EM

Story
by Jiunes ALIVE'
O. Spearing
BACK
Edited by Truman Talley

The hero-explorer trapped in the relentless, life-smothering coils of a 40-foot
python . . . and his miraculous escape.
The "Devil Tiger" himself . . . eyes like
balls of fire . . . fangs as sharp as ice-picks
. . . powerful, crafty, terror-inspiring . . . his black
heart haunted by the Evil One himself . . . mad with
the thirst for human blood.
These and a score of other sensational
thrills . . . each more amazing than the last
. . . actual sounds and scenes that will burn themselves into your memory forever.
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CTHCATKE
Theatres

PICTURE

CCCEIPTS--

RKO Music Hall. S,94S 3Sc-$1.65
Roxy
6,200 25c-65c
Strand
3,000 25c-$1.10
Oklahoma City
Capitol
1.200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-56c
Liberty
1.500 10c-36c

February

CONT'D

Previous Week

Current Week

New York (Continued)
RKO Center
3.700 25c-55c

HERALD

3, 1934

J

Picture

Gross

Picture

Gross

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1933.)

"Sitting
Pretty" (Para.)
(4 days)
"White(3 days)
Woman"
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)....
"Massacre" (F.N.)

11,200

'Flying Down to Rio" (Radio).
(2nd week)

in.900

High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
71,267
Low 7-1 "Adorable" and "Supernatural" 7,592

73,000
20,000
18,659

'Man of Two Worlds" (Radio).... 58,000
'I Was a Spy" (Fox)
30,500
'Easy to Love" (F.N.)
9,271

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

"Sons of the Desert" (MOM)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Easy(3 todays)
Love" (F. N.)
"Smoky"
(Fox)
(4 days)
"All of Me" (Para.)

2,600
9.000
700
1,100
4.200

"The World Changes" (F. N.)....
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)
"The (4Bigdays)
Shakedown" (F. N.)....
"I Was(3 adays)
Spy" (Fox)
"Massacre" (F. N.)

1,800
6,500
1,100
900
2,500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

6,500

"A Man's Castle" (Col.)

3.750

7,500

"Counsellor at Law" (U.) and
"Berkeley Square" (Fox)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(6 days) (25c-40c) (2nd run)

8,000

11-25 "Little Women"
6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession"...
11-25 "The Invisible Man"
1-28 "Air Hostess"
10-14 "Footlight Parade"
12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"

109,000
44,938
42,000
9,100
55.1!*)
6.850

1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"....
11-18 "College Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
"The Fourth
Death Horseman"
Kiss" and ))
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11-18 "One Man's Journey"
12-30 "Havana
"The World
Changes" and )(
Widows"
6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
4-29 "Sweepings"
7-22 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
6-10 "Reunion in Vienna"
6-3 "Peg O' My Heart" and )
"Perfect Understanding" 1
12-9 "Hoopla" and
)
"Manhattan Tower"
(

10,750
3,500
16,500
5,000
13,250
5,800
7,500
4,500

Midwest
Omaha
Brandeis

1,500 10c-56c

Orpheum

3,000 25c-40c

Paramount
World

2,900 25c-40c
2,500 25c -3Sc

"If I (25c-60c)
Were Free" (Radio)
"Sons of the Desert" (MGM) and
"Eight(8 Girls
days) in a Boat" (Para.)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
"Bombay Mail" (U.)

1,200
fiOO
2,400
2,000
3,000
1.000
2.000
3,700
1,700

"Gallant
Lady" (U. A.)
13,500
(6 days)
"Women
in His Life" (MGM).... 4»)
(2 days)
"Design
for Living^' (Para.) 14, COO
(8 days)
(6 days)
"A Man's
Castle" (Col.)
22,000
"Sleepers East" (Fox)
11,000
(5 days)
(30c-65c)
"Beloved"
(U.)
3,000
(6 days)
"I Was(6 days)
a Spy" (Fox)
6,500
"Hi, (6
Nellie"
(W.
B.)
10.500
days)
"Massacre"
6,500
(6 days)(F. N.)

"Roman(4th Scandals"
(U. A.)
week-4 days)
"Alice(6 indays)
Wonderland" (Para.)...
"Little(3rdWomen"
week-8 (Radio)
days)
"Bombay Mail" (U.)
(6 days)
"Orient(6 days)
Express" (Fox)
"By (2lnd
Candlelight"
(U.)
week-6 days)
"Mr. Skitch" (Fox)
(6 days)
"Flying(6 days)
Down to Rio" (Radio)....
"Convention City" (F. N.)
(6 days)

4,000
3,800
14,000
33,000
15,000
3.200
7,000
11,000
7.500

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days)....
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High
4-22"F."Cavalcade"
Low 8-5
P. 1"
fligh 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"..
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

18,000
4,800
6J0O
1,500
30.000
8,000
33,000
10,000
29,000
13.000
7,700
2,500
11,500
4,500
32,500
9,000
10,000
4,000

"Mvrt and Marge" (U.) and
"Women in His Life" (MGMI
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)..
"After
Tonight"
"Horseplay"
(U.) (Radio) and
"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
(Para.) and "Smoky" (Fox)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(3rd atweek)

7.000
4,000
3,400
4,000

"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
"Right to Romance" (Radio)
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox) and
"Girl Without a Room" (Para,)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(2ndatweek)

6,500
3,500
2,500
5,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-21 "Frisco Jenny"
3-11 "Whatl No Beer?"
12-9 "Little Women"
5-13 "No More Orchids"
10-14 "Rafter Romance"
11-18 "College Coach"
11-18 "The Way to Love"
12-2 "Walls of Gold"
8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
3-11 "Madame Butterfly"

11,000
3,500
14,000
1.600
14,008
1,600
12.000
3,500
8,500
1,600

"Maker of Men" (Col.) and
"Police Car 17" (Col.)

11,000

"Horseplay"
"Fury
of the(U.)
Jungle" (Col.) and 12,000

"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio)..
"Bombay Mail" (U.) and
"His Double Life" (Para.)
"House on 56th Street" (W.B.) and
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"Beast of Borneo" (Ind.)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
(5th week-4 days)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)

13.000
6,000
8.500
3,000
3.500
19.500

"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
14,000
"Women in His Life" (MGM) and 5,000
"Rafter Romance" (Radio)
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.).. 8.00O
and "Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
"Roman Scandals" (U.A.)
(4th week)
"Lady Killer" (W.B.)
(1st week)

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

4-8 "Should
a Woman
Tell?") J
and "Speed
Demon"
9-9 "Important
Witness" and ()
"Sensation Hunters"
2-11 "The Mummy"
10-21 "My Woman"
10-14 "Ladies Must Love"
1-20-34 "Women
in His
Life" If
and "Rafter
Romance"
10-28 "I'm No Angel"
12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
7-22 "Back to Nature"
1-6-34 "Thunder Over Mexico"
12-30 "Roman Scandals"
8-26 "The Wrecker"
1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"....

15,500
7,000
25,500
8,000
15,000
5,000
40,000
7.000
6,000
2,200
17,000
4,000
26,000
10,000

"The Invisible Man" (U.)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)

3,750
10,000

"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.).. 3,500
"Havana Widows" (F. N.)
9,000

"You Made Me Love You" (Majestic) and "Fighting Code" (Col.)
"House(2ndon week)
56th Street" (W.B.).-.
"His Double Life" (Para.) and..
"The Big Shakedown" (F.N.)
"Fugitive
Lovers" (MGM)
(20c -30c)
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.) and..
"The Last Roundup" (Para.)

3.750
3,000
4,500

"Cross Country Cruise" (U.) and 3.500
"Sixteen Fathoms Deep" (Monogram)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.).. 4,000
(1st week)
"Convention City" (F. N.) and.... 6,000
"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen" (Para.)

8.500
4.,500

"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM) 4,500
and "Orient Express" (Fox)
"Beloved" (U.)
4,500

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
E«rle
Fox
Karlton
Keith's
Stanley
Stanton

1.200 25c-35c

«)c-65c
25c -50c
40c-65c
40c-6Sc
35c-75c
30c-S0c
25c-40c
40c-65c
30c -55c

Portland, Ore.
Broadway ...... 1512 25c-40c
Music Box
3,000 2Sc-40c
Oriental
2,040 25c-35c
Paramount
3,008 25c-40c
United Artists .. 945 25c-40c

7,500
5,000

4,600

7,750
3,250

5,000

San Francisco

Golden Gate .... 2,800 25c-40c
Orpheum
3,000 15c-40c
Paramount
2,670
Strand
1,400
United Artists .. 1,200
Warfield ........ 2,700

15c-55c
15c-35c
25c •50c
25c-90c

Seattle
Blue Mouse .... 950 2Sc-50c
Fifth Ayenue ... 2,7K) 2Sc-55c
Uberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c-25c
950 2Sc-50c
2,500 25c- 50c

Paramount
Roxy

3,050 25c-50c
2,275 25c -50c

7,000
19.000

High 8-19
12-9 "The
"LittleRebel"
Women"
8,500
Low
2,500
High
8-5
"Tugboat
Annie"
19,250
Low 3-18 "From Hell to Heaven" and )
"Secret of Madame Blanche" ) 5,0B0
High 7-19 "What Price Innocence?".. 5,500
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
3,000
High 11-11 "Footlight Parade"
8,000
Low 12-23 "If
I
Were
Free"
3,250
(6 days)of Missing Persons" 9,000
High 10-21 "Bureau
Low 1-27-34 "His
Double
Life" and )f 4,500
"The Big
Shakedown"
High
1-7
"A
Farewell
to
Arms"
9,500
Low 1-13-34 "Dancing Lady" (2nd run) 4,000
High 10-28 "Ladies Must Love"
14,000
Low 12-9 "A Man's Castle"
4,000
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Reprisal
Aimed

Levies
at France

Moving to revise the tax laws further,
the ways and means committee of the House
at Washington last week adopted provisions
intended to obtain more revenue from
American commercial operations in foreign
countries, with a special vote to levy reprisal taxes against the subsidiaries in the
United States of the concerns of those countries that discriminated against American
branches in taxation. The committee made
it abundantly clear that the reprisal tax is
to be aimed specifically at France.
American companies and individuals in
France, especially film concerns, have been
the target for a variety of taxes and import
quotas the past two years, and while indications are that films will be benefited only
incidentally, if at all, for the time being,
the ultimate effect probably will mean the
lifting of the discriminatory import quotas
to an appreciable degree, film circles believed.
Earlier in the week the ways and means
committee approved a revision of the income tax rates designed to bring in an additional $36,000,000 annually in revenues.
Thus, motion picture executives and
workers would be taxed at the rate of 4
per cent on net incomes over $4,000 and
less than $6,000, and graduated up to 59
per cent on taxable incomes of over
$1,000,000, which, with the normal 4 per
cent rate, brings the total on the incomes
in excess of $1,000,000 to 63 per cent.
Columbia

Sales Staff

Ends Chicago Session
Columbia field and home office executives concluded a two-day conference in
Chicago early this week, after a discussion
of product expected for the rest of the current season. Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign
general sales manager, held a three-day session in London, at which he told the assembled English sales force that business
in that country is showing an upward trend.
He will visit all Continental exchanges before his return in March.
At the Chicago meeting were : Abe Montague, general sales manager ; Jerry Saffron,
west coast division manager ; Max Roth,
mid-west division manager, and Lou Weinberg, Lou Astor, J. W. McFarland and
Joe McConville from New York. Also
present were the following branch managers: Harry Taylor, Kansas City; Clarence
Hill, St. Louis; Joe Levy, Des Moines;
Frank Chapman, Omaha; Ben Marcus,
Minneapolis; H. C. Chapman, Detroit; C.
H. Shalit, Detroit; H. Bissell, Cleveland;
A. Moritz, Cincinnati, and Marty Sullivan,
Indianapolis.
McAdoo

Luncheon

Set to

Launch Moulin Rouge Tour
Senator William Gibbs McAdoo, of California, will give a luncheon at Washington
on Friday for visiting Hollywood screen
stars, as the first in a series of affairs which
will attend the start of the Moulin Rouge
Caravan, the nationwide tour of which will
advertise Twentieth Century's film, "Moulin
Rouge,"
which opens in New York next
week.
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ENGLISH REPORTER
CORROBORATES MIX
In a sense corroborating the belief
expressed by Tom Mix in a recent interview pMished in Motion Picture
Herald, that the juvenile is a potential audience warranting extra exhibitor effort, one K. H. B., writing in
"The Southend Times," English daily
newspaper, describes his experience in
an accidental attendance at a "kids'
matinee" at a local theatre. He found
the audience, he recounts, utterly fascinated, and most thoroughly enjoying
itself, ready at a moment's notice to
hiss the villain to the point of extinction, or roar warnings to and approbation for the sorely beset hero.

Famous
Sell

Artists
U.

A.

Film

Considerable attention was drawn recently to the novel manner in whi^h United
Artists
the filmand
"Gallant
in whichadvertised
Knxv Harding
Clive Lady,"
Brook
are starred. Six famous artists were invited to a preview, and each asked to draw
a picture which would indicate the manner
in which he believed the film should be sold.
The six were James Montgomery Flagg,
Howard Chandler Christy, McClelland Barclay, Diego Rivera, Bradshaw Crandall and
Hayden Hayden. The results, which were
paid for at the artists' usual rates, were
used in advertising the picture, with reference to the artist, and appropriate copy
woven about the illustration in each case.
Another group of artists is understood to
be actively at work already in a similar
manner on "Moulin Rouge" produced by
Twentieth Century and to be released by
United Artists. The work of the artists in
the "Gallant Lady" campaign has been
adopted by United Artists as the keynote for
all advertising on the picture.
Roxy Celebrates First
Year Under Cullman Hand
Late last week the Roxy theatre in New
York celebrated its first anniversary under
the guiding hand of Howard S. Cullman,
operating receiver for the house. One year
ago the theatre discarded elaborate stage
presentations with films in favor of a variety bill, and inaugurated a new low price
policy. The theatre reports a consistent
increase in receipts and attendance during
the past year, the last report of Mr. Cullman showing an operating profit. Mr. Cullman turned over his $100 weekly CWA
salary to the compensation department, CWA
headquarters announced.
Amity Exchange Formed
John M. Crinnion, head of Amity Pictures, has announced an arrangement
whereby Ben Schwartz, Henry Horowitz
and Sol H. Kravitz will distribute the company's product through the New York
Amity exchange, at 630 Ninth avenue.
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Censors

Named

3, 1934
Are

in Spokane

Perhaps the largest censor board in the
country has been named in Spokane, Wash.,
by Commissioner of Public Safety Colburn.
The board of nine serves without pay, and
Commissioner Colburn, as official censor,
bases his final decisions on their report.
The volunteers are Mrs. Edna M. Ahlin,
Lucia P. Davenport, Mrs. Hjelma B. Nelson, Mrs. B. F. Westmore, Mrs. D. E.
Crowley, Rev. John F. Blake, Rev. Francis
E. Reese, E. W. Jorgenson, Louis Wasmer.
A bill, now in the hands of the House
printer, at Boston, provides for the creation
of a censor board of five in Massachusetts,
"to supervise" the showing of pictures in
the state. One woman, one clergyman and
three others would comprise the board.
Every deletion ordered by the Virginia
board of censors costs approximately $55,
exclusive of the expense involved for disrributors in shipping, re-shipping, cutting and
editing, the board's financial report reveals.
The board has averaged one deletion per
day during the 11 years of its existence.
Film People, Firms
Receive Tax Refunds
Many companies and individuals in or
connected with the motion picture business
were included in the list of those who benefitted by income and estate tax refunds declared by the bureau of internal revenue.
The list included : Universal Film Manufacturing Corp., $55,547.01 and $36,331.14;
Jack G. Leo, $5,868.34; Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., $7,969.94; Wilmer and Vincent
Theatre Co., $1,033.65 ; Balaban and Katz
Corp., $3,761.22; Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., $9,897.31 ; Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
$2,440.25; David M. Loew, $3,135.65;
Loew's, Inc., $3,470.31 ; Rosindale Rialto Theatres, Inc., $1,119.80: Richard A. Rowland,
$8,962.76; United Artists, $1,940.08; United
Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 152 West 42d
St., $3,985.02; United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 729 7th Ave., $1,213.04; Universal Pictures Corp., $5,416.02; Walter Wanger, $1,283.23; Warners-First National
$2,006.20.
Burkey Anti-Trust Suit
Withdrawn in Kansas City
The anti-trust suit of Walter O. Burkey,
former Kansas City exhibitor, against 14
distributors and the Kansas City Film
Board has been withdrawn upon payment
of a small penalty and court costs by the
defendants. In exchange for the cash settlement, Mr. Burkey has dropped his motion for a new trial, filed after a federal
court jury last year found there was no
conspiracy.
Burkey sued for $136,000 damages,
charged monopoly and conspiracy to force
him out of business, and attacked block
booking, arbitration and the former standard exhibition contract. The suit was the
first of its kind in this territory. Distributor defendants were Famous Players-Lasky,
Paramount, First National, Fox, MGM,
Warner, Educational, Tiffany, RKO, Pathe,
United Artists, Universal, Vitagraph, and
one independent. Midwest Film Distributors.
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DE-CODINC

by JAMES
I. PREAMBLE — PRODUCTION AND GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION
on in
"De-Coding
Code"
is This
the article
fourth
Motion thePicture
Herald's series and begins the translation of the Production part of the code
from the legal phraseology into a working language. Distribution and exhibition were treated together in the first
three articles, which appeared in the issues of December 23rd, January 6th,
January 20th.
Production likewise will be treated in
three articles, as follows :
1. Preamble — Being a Translation of the
General Application of the Code to
Production.
Technical Terms Used in the Production Section of the Code.
Administration of the Production
Section, Committees, Boards.
2. Labor and Employee Provisions which
are Applicable to Production.
3. Trade Practices for Production.
Every producer and studio and film laboratory or company, firm or corporation, association or partnership engaged in production or
contracted to engage in production is legally
bound under the code — ^starting December 7th,
the date of enactment — regardless of whether
or not they sign the acceptance blank provided
by the Code Authority, on or before midnight
of Eebruary 28, which is the revised deadline
for affixing signatures to the acceptance blank.
Qualified assents are not valid : the blanks must
be signed without any reservations in order to
be valid.
Failure of any producer, studio or film
laboratory, or firm, company, corporation,
association or partnership in production or
contracted to enqage in production, to
abide by any and all code provisions,
again regardless of whether or not it has
signed the code assent, is a violation of
the code. The fine for each wilful violation arate
is $500.
violation. Each day's offense is a sepEach producer, studio or film laboratory, or
firm, company, corporation, association or partnership in production is bound not only under
the specific clauses relating to production, but
is also legally bound under the general provisions of the code which are applicable to the
industry as a whole.
The fact that a producer, studio or film laboratory or other unit engaged in production had
signed
the
President'searly
blanket
reemployment
code for all industries
last year,
does not
remove any responsibilities of the employer
from abiding by the requirements of the motion picture code. The President's code was
merely a temporary agreement in an emergency and is superseded by the motion picture
industry's
own code
now provisions
in effect. in the code
Besides certain
general
which are applicable to the industry as a whole,
there are numerous sections pertaining specifically to production alone. Basically, these sections are twofold: (1) Labor provisions govern-
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This is the first article of the
translation of the PRODUCTION sections of the motion picture code from the complex
phraseology of the law into a
working language of the industry.
Treated in this article — which
was preceded by a series of three
articles on distribution and exhibition— are the following production subjects of the code :
Preamble — General Application.
Definitions' of Terms Used.
Administration in Production.
In the second article of the production series labor provisions
will be translated. Trade practices will be the subject of the
third, in their relation to the production of motion pictures.
ing wage, hour and working conditions for
employees in production; and, (2) Trade practice clauses governing relations among producers and between producers and creative
talent or workers.
The mediums for administering the code in
the production field are the Code Authority
and certain standing and special committees
to be appointed by the Code Authority. The
standing and special committees, for Actors,
Agents and Agencies, Directors, Extra Players,
Free-Lance Players, Technicians and Writers,
are specifically created by the code to govern
the relations between these classes and the
producers.
Besides efi^ecting general administration of
the code, the Code Authority will determine
directly those complaints of unfair trade practices which do not come under the specific supervision of the various standing committees
mentioned in the paragraph next above. This
procedure regarding the handling of certain
trade practice complaints by the Code Authority is unlike the procedure provided for trade
practice complaints in distribution-exhibition,
where Local Grievance Boards in each of the
exchange territories act for the Code Authority in such matters.
There is no method or system provided in
the production section of the code for the arbitration of disputes between the employing
producers or studios and skilled labor and
mechanics. The production provisions state
specifically that certain definite wage scales and
schedules of working hours shall prevail, and
if such scales are not paid by the studios or
such working hours are not made effective, then
the producer or the studio is violating the code,
and the Code Authority shall take action to
correct the situation, probably through the
local Labor Compliance Board of the NRA.
The code does not give the Code Authority,
or any of the boards or committees appointed
by the
it, any
"police"
powersAuthority
to prosecute
of
code.
The Code
itself,violators
or the
boards or committees which it appoints, are
intended to effect administration of the code
and if any provision or clause of the code is
violated, and the Code Authority or its boards
or committees are unable to end the violation,
then the established NRA or other govern-

mental agencies in charge shall have the power
to effect compliance by prosecution or otherwise.
Among other things, the NRA could
take away the Blue Eagle displayed by the
violator, secure an injunction in the courts,
have the courts fine the violator, or cite a
violation to the Federal Trade Commission.
The Department of Justice is available, too,
and, besides, the NRA has its own legal
staff.
As was pointed out in the first article translating the distribution-exhibition provisions of
the code, it should be remembered that public
opinion might easily be an exerting influence
to keep a theatre or producer or distributor in
line with the code. This is especially important
in the motion picture business where the opinion of the masses has always been an important
factor.
All Production Units in All Cities
Are Bound Under Code Provisions
The motion picture code provisions which
are applicable to production set up no geographical boundaries insofar as compliance is concerned. Producers, studios and film laboratories or other companies engaged in production in New York, or any other place, are
bound under the code equally as much as their
colleagues in Hollywood.
As previously stated, every producer, studio
and film laboratory, or other company engaged
in production must abide by all of the provisions of the code even though it does not sign
the official blank of code acceptance, but if any
such producer, studio or film laboratory, or
other company engaged in production fails to
sign the blank of acceptance on or before midnight of February 28, or only signs the blank
with reservations (which holds the signature
invalid), then such producer, studio and film
laboratory, or other production company shall
not be entitled to protection against unfair
competition. However, any production company which does not sign the agreement to
comply with all the requirements of the code
and the National Recovery Act, may be made
the defendant of any charges of unfair competition brought against it by another production company which has signed the official
blank.
New producers, new studios and new film
laboratories or other new companies or firms
engaging in the motion picture business shall
have a period of forty-five days after they start
functioning in which to sign the acceptance
blank, and if they do not sign within that
period, then they shall not be entitled to the
protection and benefits of the code, nor shall
they be entitled to file any complaints of unfair trade practices.
All in the industry are bound under the
code to pay such levy or assessment that
may be ordered by the Code Authority
for expenses in administering the code.
Any producer, studio or film laboratory, or
firm, company, corporation, association or partnership in production which shall fail to pay
promptly any such assessment or levy made by
the Code Authority for code expenses, shall
not be entitled to file any complaint or grievance
nor shall it be entitled to any protection against
unfair competition.
However, as in cases of failure to sign the
acceptance blank, failure to pay any assessment
or levy made by the Code Authority does not
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CODE SIGNING IS
PUT BACK TO FEB. 28
The Code Authority was granted
permission this week by the NRA to
extend the deadline for signing code
acceptance blanks from midnight of
January 51 to midnight of February
28. It ii/as said that no further extension ofthe date will be made.
Previously, the NRA had extended
the deadline date from January \\ to
January 3 1 .
Each producer, studio, firm, corporation, association, company and
partnership engaged in production or
contracted to engage in production
mtist sign the official blank of code
acceptance. Signatures affixed with
reservations are not acceptable. Each
blank must be signed without reservation in order to be valid.
All are botmd under the code, regardless ofwhether or not they sign
the acceptance blank.
relieve any producer, studio or film laboratory,
or other company in production, from liability
to prosecution under the code, or in case the
production company loses any decision in any
code action, such production company which
failed to pay the assessment for code upkeep
shall not have the right to appeal the decision
to the Code Authority.
The Code Authority shortly will determine
the total amount necessary during 1934 to defray the expenses of the administration of the
code, and soon after it will determine the manner and means of collection and the amount to
be collected from each of the three branches
of the industry.
One corporate signature for a producer
or a studio will be sufficient for the various
units of such producer or studio.
Each individual producer, studio or film laboratory members of any associations or organizations, such as the Academv. the Hays
organization. Film Laboratory Association or
of either the independent or the major producers association, or of other such org^anizations, must sign the code acceptance blank individually, even though the association or organization hereinabove described, has signed
the document. The signatures of such associations do not bind the members.
Non-Theatrical Production
Units Are Not Involved
Although the Administrator (General Hugh
Johnson) says in the code, "It is believed that
this code as now revised presents a great advance in dealing effectively with the problems
of thissionsindustry,"
the code and
of the to
provithereof are expressly
madeallsubject
the
right of the President, in accordance with the
National Recovery Act passed by Congress, to
cancel or modify from time to time any order,
approval, license, rule, regulation, provision or
clause of the code, or any condition of the code
or any conditions imposed on the President upon
his approval of the code.
Also, the Code Authority is invested with
the right to suggest changes in the code, and,
after a hearing, such changes may be effected
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with the approval of the Administrator and the
President.
The code basically is intended to promote fair
competition in the industry and in each of its
three branches, and to eliminate unfair competition, and to provide minimum ^vage scales
and maximum working hours to aid unemployment.
Nothing in the production parts of the code
shall be deemed to apply to the production of
9mm or 16mm films, or to slide films, or to
non-theatrical films which are designed primarily for educational, scientific, industrial, commercial, selling or other non-theatrical purposes, or to television of motion pictures ; provided, however, that such non-theatrical motion
picture activities are not being conducted in
competition to an established motion picture
theatre. And, if found to be unfair competition to an established motion picture theatre, the
Code Authority shall promulgate rules and
regulations governing such unfair competition
of such non-theatrical or 9mm or 16mm interests, and such rules and regulations shall become a part of the motion picture code.
The Code Authority has three general functions: judicial, legislative and administrative.
In production, the Code Authority is in effect
a general board of general administration, and
is a board of appeals to review the decisions
and findings of any boards or comrnittees
which it may appoint for production administration, ifan appeal from such decision is provided for in the code for the type of case
involved.
As a legislative medium the Code Authority,
on request and after a heariijg, may prescribe
additional rules of conduct for production,
which, when approved by the President, become
a part of the code. In this manner the code may
be corrected, amplified and amended.
From an administrative standpoint, the Code
Authority is charged with the general administration of the code, and shall appoint for the
production field any committee or committees
which it deems advisable in order to effectuate
the purposes of the code, and the Code Authority shall delegate power and authority to
such committees.
The Code Authority embraces definite representation for the creative talent of production, in the persons of Marie Dressier and
Eddie Cantor. Provision for other production
representation in connection with certain special
matters are also made in the code. These are
explained later in this article in the part which
discusses the Code Authority in detail. Also
treated in this article are the various special
comrnittees and standing committees for actors,
agents and agencies, directors, extra players,
free-lance players, technicians and writers.
The legal interpretation of the code rests
with the Code Authority in the industry, and
with the NRA, no one else.
While the entire production section of the
code which pertains to labor and employees will
be treated separately in detail in the secoiad
article of the production translation, appearing
in a subsequent issue, it might be well to mention at this point the certain basic labor requirements towhich all producers, studios and
film laboratories, or firms, companies, corporations, associations and partnerships engaged in
production must abide. These follow :
compliance
all employers
/J The
duction
with thebymaximum
hours inofprolabor, minimum rates of pay and other conditions
of employment, contractual and otherwise, which
are specified for the various classes of labor,
employees
chanical. and talent, both creative and meThe right of any and all employees to
organize and bargain collectively through
representatives of their own choosing, without

TOO MANY PICTURES,
SAYS CECIL DE MILLE
Contending that program pictures
are nearing the end and that the unit
system of production is the plan which
would eliminate cycles and result in
more quality product, Cecil B. DeMille
in New York declared there are far
too many pictures produced.
The producer, in scoring mass production, said that one man cannot
read 52 stories a year and realize their
true merit.
any interference whatsoever from any producer,
studio or company, or company union.
That no employee, or person seeking employment, becompelled by an employer to
join any company union, or to refrain from
joining, organizing or assisting any labor organization ofhis own choosing, as a condition
for employment by such employer.
That \abor classes in production, as in
the other branches, shall have a vote on
the governing Code Authority when any question affecting such class is to be considered by
the Code Authority. Such vote shall be by a
single representative selected by such class of
employees involved in the question.
Production executives and executive
workers employed by a producer, studio
or film laboratory or by any other production company, have certain definite responsibilities under the code.
No such production executive or executive
worker shall in the regular course of his business activities wilfully violate any of the provisions of the code. And, if such production
executive or executive worker is found to have
wilfully violated any code provision or clause,
he shallviolation.
be liable to a fine of $500 for each day's
wilful
Employees do not sign the code because the
motion picture code, like all others under the
NRA, is basically a document for employers
for compliance by employers.
If, In the administration of the code, it
shall be found by the NRA Administrator
that there Is not sufficient representation of
any employer class on the Code Authority,
the Administrator shall have the right to
add members from any such class to the
Code Authority.
As is generally known throughout the industry, the Presidential order which accompanied
the code postponed the enactment, at least temporarily, ofcertain production clauses, pertaining to writers, authors and dramatists, and to
excessive salary payments to all workers in the
industry, pending an investigation which is already Administrator
under way under
of the These
Division
Sol supervision
A. Rosenblatt.
phases will be explained in a subsequent translation article.
Besides providing minimum wage scales and
maximum working hours for some eighty
classes of skilled and unskilled laborers and
workers in production, the code also specifies
wage scales,
working schedules
other as
con-a
ditions of employment
for extraandplayers,
class, and free-lance players, also as a separate class.
The provisions of the motion picture code,
like all other such documents, are separable, so
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subsisting contract with any producer, but
also any prior contract with such producer,
or with any parent company or subsidiary
or predecessor corporation of such producer,
provided that the employment under such
prior contract is continuous.

Code

PRODUCTION
Being a translation of the complex legal phraseology of the PRODUCTION
sections of the motion picture code into a working language of the industry.
In three previous articles, a translation was made of all of the code's provisions which pertain to distribution and exhibition, which two branches were
treated together. These distribution-exhibition translations appeared in the following issues of MOTION PICTURE HERALD: December 23, January 6, January 20.
(An index of the distribution-exhibition subjects appeared on page 43 of the
January 20 issue.)
The production section of the motion picture code will likewise be translated
in three articles, with the first article appearing herewith. A summary of the
subjects treated in this first translation article follows:
V V V
First Article
PRODUCTION— GENERAL

ADMINISTRA

TION

(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Code to
Production.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS Used in the Production Section of
the Code.
(3) ADMINISTRATION of the Production Parts of the Code:
Purposes, Personnel, Procedure, Jurisdiction, Duties of the Following:
CODE AUTHORITY
SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR ACTORS
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR AGENTS AND AGENCIES
STANDING COMMIHEE FOR DETERMINING OFFERS TO
CONTRACT TALENT
SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR DIRECTORS
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR EXTRA PLAYERS
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR FREE-LANCE PLAYERS
SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR TECHNICIANS
SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR WRITERS

that if a court decision should invahdate one
clause or provision, such court decision would
in no way afifect the validity of other clauses
or provisions.

4. "EMPLOYEE" shall be deemed to refer
to and include every person employed by any
producer, studio or company engaged in production.

2. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
In order that each member of the production
branch of the motion picture industry shall have a
more thorough knowledge of the application of the
production provisions of the code, a study of the
following general definitions of the code that are
applicable to production should be made:
1. "MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY"
shall be deemed to include, without limitation,
the production, distribution or exhibition of
motion pictures and all activities normally
related thereto, except as specifically excepted from the operation of the code, as in
the cases of uncompetitive non-theatrical and
9mm or 16mm motion pictures, television, and
the like.

5. "OUTSIDE OR ASSOCIATED PRODUCER" shall be deemed to refer to a producer of motion pictures, including features,
short subjects, and/or cartoons, and which
producer operates his or its own production
unit independently of, though in conjunction with, another producer or distributor
under whose trade name or trade mark the
productions of said outside or associated producer are released and distributed.
6. "ADMINISTRATOR" shall be deemed
to mean the National Recovery Administrator (General Hugh S. Johnson).
7. "AGENT" as used in the production
provisions of the code shall apply to any person— including firms, companies, associations,
corporations or partnerships — who, directly
or indirectly for a fee or other valuable consideration ofany nature, procures, promises
or undertakes to procure employment for
any person for or in connection vdth the
production of motion pictures.
8. "CONTRACT" as used in the provisions
pertaining to contractual relations between
creative talent and producers or studios, shall
be deemed to mean and include not only any

_ 2. "PRODUCER"
shallpartnerships,
include, without
limitation,
any persons,
associations, firms, companies and corporations
who shall engage in or contract to engage in
the production of motion pictures.
3. "LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION" shall
be deemed to refer to theatrical performances
of dramatic and musical plays performed on
the stage by living persons.

3. ADMINISTRATION
PRODUCTION

OF

CLAUSES

A. PURPOSES
1. General administrative agency of the code.
2. Judicial : A supreme court of appeals and
review for code matters and from certain decisions of code boards and committees, when
such appeal is provided for in the codej the
medium for interpreting the motion picture
code law.
3. Legislative : To legislate changes, modifications or additional provisions to prevent untices. fair competition and destructive trade pracB. PERSONNEL
1. Representing affiliated producers-distributors-circuits, with a right to vote :
Merlin H. Aylesworth,
Sidney R. Kent, Fox.
George J. Schaeffer,
Nicholas M. Schenck,
Harry M. Warner,
National.

RKO.
Paramount.
Loew's-MGM.
Warners- First

2. Representing unaffiliated producers-distributors-exhibitors, with a right to vote :
Robert H. Cochrane, Universal.
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA.
Charles
L. O'Reilly,
New York TOCC.
Nathan Yamins,
Allied.
3. Representing the NRA and the Administration as "impartial" members, non-voting:
Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt,
in charge of amusement codes.
The code provides for two other administrative representatives on the Code
Authority,
but these have not yet been
named.
4. Representing creative talent in Hollywood,
non-voting members :
Marie Dressier.
Eddie Cantor.
When any question affecting any class of
employee in production is to be considered by
the Code Authority, such class shall be entitled
to have one representative sit on the Code Authority, but only for such purpose as involves
that particular class of employees. Such representative shall have a right to vote on the
specific question and shall be selected by the
NRA Administrator from a list of nominees
submitted by members of the particular class of
employees involved.
The Administrator has the right to add members to the Code Authority from any employer
class in the industry, if, in the administration
of the code, it shall be recommended by a majority of the voting members of the Code Authority that there is not sufficient represenjation
on the Code Authority of such employer class.
The code recognizes six distinct employer
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groups in the industry as being entitled to representation on the Code Authority as voting
representatives of such employer groups, as
follows ; Affiliated producers, affiliated distributors, affiliated exhibitors ; and unaffiiliated producers, unaffiliated distributors, unaffiliated exhibitors.
Although the affiliated and the unaffiliated voting members of the Code Authority each have five votes, the whole ten
votes are broken down as follows: affiliated
producers-distributors-circuits, five votes;
unaffiliated producer-distributors, two votes;
unaffiliated exhibitors, three votes.
In case of the absence, resignation, ineligibility or incapacity of any of the regular voting
producer-distributor-exhibitor members of the
Code Authority, then an alternate of the same
general class of employers, designated by the
member, shall act for him. The alternate must
be a bona fide executive and the absent member
must certify him as such to the Code Authority,
and the Code Authority, by a vote of a majority, has the right to reject such alternate
and require that the member designate another
alternate. Virtuallv every regular voting Code
Authority member has already appointed a regular standing alternate and these have been accepted by the Code Authority as permanent
alternates, and also have been accepted as such
by the Administrator.
Neither Marie Dressier nor Eddie Cantor may
have an alternate on the Code Authority, and
both of these non-voting members representing
creative talent are supposed to participate in
Code Authority meetings only when questions
are being discussed pertaining to the classes
which they represent.
If any member of the Code Authority is unable, for any reason, to designate his alternate,
such alternate may be selected by the Code Authority and shall be subject to the Administrator's approval, but such alternate must be from
the same general employer class as the member for whom he was appointed.
A member of the voting employer class of
the Code Authority shall automatically become
ineligible to continue as a member when he
ceases to be a bona fide producer executive, or
distribution or exhibition executive, as the case
may be, and his successor will be named from
the same general employer class, by the Code
Authority. The selection shall be subject to
the Administrator's approval.
No individual production, distribution or
exhibition company or firm or organization
or unit may have more than one voting
representative on the Code Authority at
the same time.
No member of the Code Authority shall sit
on any matter which directly involves his own
company or his own interests, and which does
not involve his company or interests as a class
or in a group. When matters come up which
directly
a member's
company
interests,involve
the Code
Authorityownshall
designateor
an alternate of the same general class, but the
alternate shall not be connected with the company of the ineligible member.
The Code Authority is empowered at any
time for any reason to appoint boards, committees or sub-committees to effectuate the code,
and to vest in such committees or boards any
power and authority within the scope of the
powers and authority granted to the Code Authority under the code. However, the appointment of such boards or committees by the Code
Authority shall not relieve the Code Authority
of any of its responsibilities under the code.
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A CONCENTRATED
TRANSLATION
The translation of the production
section of the ^notion picture code by
Motion Picture Herald, from the
legal phraseology into a working language, isbeing done in such a manner
that all related subjects, regardless of
their position in the official draft, will
be treated together.
For example, to effect a practicable
concentration of all related production subjects, all angles in the code
pertaining to boards and committees
for administering the production provisions, are treated together, and
tuhere they have a relation to subsequent articles they will also be mentioned in the discussion of such other
subject.
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will be given the secretaries of the Local Grievance Boards and the Local Clearance Boards.
The Code Authority may elect its own chairman at its own meetings, and has decided upon
the system of alternating chairmen.
The three non-voting members of the Code
Authority who will represent the NRA and
the government on the Code Authority, and of
which Sol Rosenblatt is the only one of this
group appointed to date, shall not have any
direct, personal interest in the motion picture
industry, nor represent any interest adverse to
the interests of those engaged in the industry,
and are to be the official contacts on the Code
Authority of the National Recovery Administration. There may not be more than three
such government representatives on the Code
Authority, and they must "carefully avoid the
fact or appearance of dictation or coercion" and
shall function as "co-workers in an undertaking of public interest, concerned only in the
faithful administration of the code." Specifically, their duties may be summarized as follows :
•1 Refer with recommendation to the Ad' ■ ministrator those matters rhentioned in the
code as being subject to review and/or approval
of the Administrator.
Q

Any action taken by such committees or boards
appointed by the Code Authority shall be subject to review by the Code Authority for its
approyal, if the Code Authority so decides, or
where the code specifically states that such action of a board or committee be approved by
the Code Authority.
Much of the actual detail work of the Code
Authority will be done by committees of Code
Authority members, although it is not necessary
that members of any committee appointed by
the Code Authority be members of the Code
Authority. The Code Authority at any time
for any reason may remove from any committee
appointed by it any member of such committee.
The Code Authority is supposed to coordinate
the duties of the various committees which it
appoints with a view to promoting joint and
harmonious action upon matters of common
reason.
The broad general powers of the Code Authority to appoint committees are given to it
to further effectuate the purposes of the code.
Although, as previously stated, the Code
Authority may appoint any number of committees, the code specifically provides the following committee for effectuating the pr_oduction provisions :
Special Committee for Actors.
Standing Committee for Agencies.
Standing Committee for Determining
Status of Offers Made to Talent Under
Contract.
Special Committee for Directors.
Standing Committee for Extra Players.
Standing Committee for Free-lance
Players.
Special Committee for Technicians.
Special Committee for Writers.
Members of the Code Authority do not receive salaries, nor do the committee members
nor members of sub-committees or boards, but,
in addition to the appointment or removal of
any such board or committee member, the Code
Authority has the right to fix the compensation of any person or number of persons whom
it may employ
to assist it in any
capacity
soever in the administration
of the
code.whatThe
Code Authority's secretary is paid, and salaries

Recommend
the matters
NRA division
istrator such toother
as in hisadminjudgment are important to the welfare of the industry, or to the public interest, or to the consumers or employees affected by the provisions of
the code. Code violations may be included in
such recommendations.
3 Through
the to
CodeandAuthority
secure
plete assent
compliance
withcomall
provisions
of
the
code
by
each
individual
unit
of the industry.
A
Assist the Code Authority in connection
" with the preparation of recommendations
for
necessary
modifications, and
additions
to theinterpretations,
code.
5

Warn and guard the Code Authority, and
■ through it, the industry and any units in
the industry, against threatened deviations from
the code or non-observance of its terms or
action contrary to the principle of the National
Recovery Act.
of the
scrutinize
Constantly
6 ■ code
not perrnit or
doesoperation
that it the
and see
promote monopolies nor tend to eliminate or
oppress small enterprises.
7 Advise with the Code Authority in seeing
■ that its affairs are handled in a cooperative and fair manner with respect to all units
under the code, making sure that the provisions
of the code are strictly adhered to with an
equitable and fair settlement of all matters
covered by the code pertaining to the interests
of the general public, consumers or employees.
—DUTIES
C. PROCEDURE— JURISDICTION
The Code Authority may make at any time
such rules and regulations as to meetings and
other procedural matters as it may determine
and shall outline the procedure to be followed
by the boards or committees which it appoints.
In administering the code, the Code Authority shall, to such extent and in such manner
as may seem most useful, utilize the facilities
of the various national, regional and local trade
associations and organizations in the industry.
Typical of the associations referred to in the
code are these which are active in production :
Motion Picture Producers' Association, American Society of Cinematographers, the IndeAssociation,
Picture Producers'Arts
pendent Motion
and Sciof Motionon Picture
the Academy (Contitmed
page 60)
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Week of January 27
CAPITOL
Midsummer Mush
MGM
British Guiana
MGM
CRITERION
Goofytone News — No. 4 ... Universal
HOLLYWOOD
Italy, the Old and the New . Vitaphone
Easy Aces
Vitaphone
Isham Jones and Orchestra. Vitaphone
MAYFAIR
Curio Shop
Columbia
Git Along Little Vv'ifie Educational
Dance Parade
Capital
PARAMOUNT
Red Hot Mamma
Paramount
Screen Souvenirs — No. 5 . Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
Bedlam of Beard
RKO Radio
Three Bears
Educational
Sport in Any Language .... Columbia
RIALTO
Screen Souvenirs — No. 7 ... Paramount
She Wronged Him Right. . . Paramount
Horse Power
Paramount
RIVOLI
Mickey Shanghaied United Artists
Hizzoner
RKO Radio
ROXY
Steeplechase
United Artists
Broadway Gossip
Beverly Hills
An Old Gypsy Custom .... Educational
STRAND
Nervous Hands
Vitaphone
The Mississippi Vitaphone
Little Miss Mischief Vitaphone
Diamond

Named

To Head

Famous Music Company
Lou Diamond has been elected president
of Famous Music Corporation, it was announced last week by Paramount, which
recently acquired complete control of the
company. Other officers named were Walter
B. Cokell, vice president ; Norman Collyer,
secretary, and James S. Polk, assistant secretary. Mr. Diamond, Mr. Polk, Mr. Cokell
and Sidney Justin were elected to the board
of directors.
Trl-Ergon Hearing Feb. 2
The sound patent infringement case filed
against New York independent exhibitors
and distributors by Tri-Ergon has been
scheduled for hearing on February 2 in the
appellate division of the New York state
supreme court. The new hearing is the result of an appeal by Tri-Ergon against dismissal of the suit in a lower court.
Announce Nev/ Register
The National Ticket Register Company
has announced that their new silent register is to be known as the American Silent
ticket register. George Meade, general
manager of the Standard Ticket Register
Corporation, has arranged for his company
to handle the new American Silent.
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Promoted

By Ross Service
Harry Ross, president of the Ross Federal Service, theatre checking organization,
has announced the following promotions in
that organization:
Walter Brown, manager of the Chicago
office, appointed Midwest division manager,
with supervision over Chicago, Des Moines,
Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis, Milwaukee
and Indianapolis.
Arthur Kane, manager of the Los Angeles office, appointed West Coast division
manager with supervision over the branches
in Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Denver and Salt Lake City.
Max Ungerman, manager of the Denver
office, transferred to Atlanta as manager.
Joseph Page, manager of the Indianapolis
office, transferred to Denver as manager. J.
E. Jolly, manager of the Atlanta office,
transferred to Indianapolis as manager. Mr.
Page, named Denver manager, was the first
employee of the Ross Federal Service.
John T. Jackson
Is Dead in Michigan
John Thomas Jackson, 68, former theatre
owner of Coldwater, Mich., and head of the
Jackson Unit Display System, recently was
killed instantly when he was struck by an
automobile while crossing the street.
Funeral services were held January 23.
John T. Jackson, a son, will continue the
business. Mr. Jackson is survived by his
wife, son and a brother. He had sold the
theatre, taken over in the early years of
the century, in 1919, when he founded the
Jackson Display Company.
Entire Series Booked
For Fox West Coast
The entire cartoon
series ofseries
Celebrity
Productions'
ComiColor
has been
booked
for the Fox West Coast circuit by Jack Drum,
manager of Allied Exchanges for Southern
California. In addition to the Fox group the
series has been booked into the Hollywood
Theatres circuit and all Warner theatres
in Southern California with the exception
of two.
Included is a day and date run in two representative first-run theatres, Loew's State
in Los Angeles and the Four Star in Hollywood.
International Photographers
Elect Strenge as President
The International Photographers of the
Motion Picture Industries, Local 644, has
elected F. Walter Strenge as president.
Other officers elected include : Harry W.
Smith, vice president; Frank G. Kirby,
treasurer; Tom Hogan, secretary; O. V.
Johnson, business representative; F. Landi,
sergeant-at-arms
; Ray Foster, three-year
trustee.
Del Ruth Leaves Warner
After serving for 10 consecutive years as
a director for Warner-First National, Roy
Del Ruth resigned last week and established
new headquarters at 20th Century.
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ences and the various actors' and writers'
guilds, and others.
Directly, or through any committee or board
which it may appoint, the Code Authority shall
be engaged in all activities pertaining to the
administration and effectuation of the code. It
shall assist the NRA and the Administrator
and the Division Administrator in administering the provisions of the code, in making investigations as to the functioning or observance
of any and all of the provisions of the code,
either at its own instance or on the complaint
of any person, and shall report to the Administrator on such matters of investigation.
The Code Authority shall have the right
to make independent investigations, directly orthrough a committee, of violations
or alleged violations of the code by any
branch of the industry as a whole or by
any person, employer, producer, studio or
film laboratory engaged in the industry.
The Code Authority is empowered to collect
at any time from members of the industry any
and all data and statistics required by the President or the NRA when such requests are reasonably pertinent to the effectuation of the
policy of the National Recovery Act. The
Code Authority, while it has the power to collect such data or statistics, may only dissemamong the industry's
of theinate
information
compiled,members
and in nosummaries
instance
shall the Code Authority make any individual
identification of any person, firm, company, producer or studio to whom the information relates,
nor shall the Code Authority disclose individual parts of the information collected, but,
sumshall only release
stated, information,
as previously
maries of the whole
and no such
information or statistics pertaining to any one
member of the industry shall be revealed to
any other.
The Code Authority may also be asked
by the NRA to gather statistical information for, and to be turned over to any government agency.
The Code Authority may initiate and consider any recommendations for new regulations
or provisions or clauses, including those pertaining to trade practices, and may change any
trade practice clauses in the code, after a hearing and with the approval of the President and
the Administrator.
After due notice to the industry and a hearing, the Code Authority may prescribe such
additional rules and regulations or provisions
governing the conduct of producers and studios
among themselves and with each other and
with their employees. Such new rules and regulations or additions or changes to present code
provisions must be submitted after the hearing
to the Administrator and then to the President,
and, if approved, shall constitute additional
rules under the code, and any violation of them
shall constitute a violation of the code. Such
regulations or additions are inand form
new rules_
tended to take
as changes in circumstances
or experience niay indicate the necessity for
further preventing unfair trade competition and
other unfair and destructive industry practices.
Unlike distribution-exhibition, in which fields
Local Grievance Boards shall hear charges of
unfair trade practices, the Code Authority, in
production, will determine directly certain complaints ofunfair trade practices which are not
matters to be handled by one of the committees
to be appointed in Hollywood to govern the
relations of producers with certain classes of
creative talent for which the code specifically
creates committees. An appeal may be made
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SOME GENERAL CODE
HIGHLIGHTS FOR ALL
The code contains some general provisions which are applicable to every
company or employer in each of the
tlyree motion picture branches: production, distribution and exhibition.
These general provisions follow:
Wilful violation of any code clause is a
violation of the law and is liable to a fine
of $500 for each day of violation, each
day's offense being a separate violation.
prosecution
powers are
in "Policing"
the hands and
of the
NRA.
The fact that a person or firm signed the
President's blanket re-employment code of
last year does not remove the necessity for
signing the new film code, which supersedes the Presidential re-employment code.
Acceptance blanks are to be signed on
or before February 28 to entitle a person
or firm to protection against unfair comthe code's
The codepetitionisunderbinding
on all inprovisions.
the industry,
whether they sign or not.
The code basically is intended to
promote fair competition in the industry and to eliminate unfair campetition, and to provide minimum
wages and maximum working hours
and fair working conditions for employees.
to the Code Authority from any decision of such
committee.
Trade practices involving the relations of
agents or agencies with producers, studios, actors, writers, directors and technicians shall be
governed by an Agency Coriimittee consisting
of agents, producers, and one actor, writer,
director and technician, and such committee shall
be appointed by the Code Authority and the
Administrator.
The Code Authority shall also appoint
a standing committee which shall have full
power and authority to determine the
good faith of any offer made to a creative
worker by a producer, in certain instances,
as explained later.
The Code Authority may order that no producer employ a creative worker who shaH have
been found, after notice and a hearing, to have
refused without just cause to render services
under any contract of employment, but such
order shall be approved or rejected or modified
by the Administrator. And, if any producer
violate such approved order by engaging any
such person who has wilfully and without cause
violated a contract, then the Code Authority
may place any restrictions it may deem proper
upon the distribution or exhibition of motion
pictures produced by the offending producer.
The Administrator, however, shall approve such
ruling by the Code Authority.
Should it be determined at any time upon a
fair showing, after due notice, that a set of
fair trade practices should be adopted governing the relations between producers and any
one of the following classes : writers, directors,
technicians, actors and agents, the Administrator and the Code Authority shall appoint a special committee for that purpose and the producers and the class interested in such matters
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shall have equal representation on any such
committee.
In its capacity as a judicial branch of motion picture code administration under the
NRA, the Code Authority shall be the industry's medium for interpreting the motion picture
code law, either
on its own initiative, or when
asked to do so for specific cases, or upon
appeal of a complaining or defendant party in
any case or matter decided by any one of the
boards or committees. The NRA and the
Administrator and the Division Administrator
(Sol Rosenblatt), may also render any code
interpretations.
Although the Code Authority is intended to
effectuate compliance of the code, its powers
end when "policing" is necessary to effect compliance either with the code or with the Code
decisions.
Authority's
the
NRA and and
for the "policing"
matters Actual
prosecution are
federal judicial branches. The NRA may bring
to court any persons refusing to comply with
Code Authority decisions or persons refusing
to stop code violation. The Code Authority
shall report such matters to the NRA and/or
the Administrator or Division Administrator
or to the NRA Compliance Boards, locally or
at Washington, or the NRA or Administrator
or Division Administrator may turn over such
matters to the NRA Compliance Boards or to
the Federal Trade Comrnission or to the federal
offending.in charge of prosecuting persons so
branch
D. HEADQUARTERS,
BRANCHES

SUB-

The Code Authority will have its headquarters in New York in the RKO Building, 1270
Sixth Avenue, at Fiftieth Street, in Radio City.
These quarters are in charge of John C. Flinn,
secretary of the Code Authority. It is expected
that the Code Authority will have an office in
Hollywood, and an executive officer in charge.
E. GENERAL
The Code Authority shall, at an early date,
prescribe to producers and studios, and to all
other companies in the industry, the manner
and means of collecting funds necessary to pay
the expenses of the Code Authority in administering the code.
The amount necessary shall be budgeted by
the Code Authority and fairly allocated among
the three branches of the industry and assessed
against all of the members of production, as
well as distribution and exhibition. The Code
Authority had not yet decided on the manner
of allocation, nor the amount necessary, but the
code law definitely says that any person who
shall fail to pay promptly any assessment or
levy made by the Code Authority, for purposes
of administering the code, shall not be entitled
to file any complaint under any Article or Part
of the code.
Whether those who do not sign the blank
of code acceptance shall be compelled to pay
their allocated part of code expenses was still
a matter for the Code Authority to decide, although everyone in the industry is bound to
the law and letter of the code, regardless of
whether they sign or not, which would indicate that, inasmuch as the provision for assessments is a definite clause in the code, they
would be subject to such assessments even
though ducer,
theystudiodon't
sign. In any
or company
and event,
other each
firmspro-in
the industry will be notified in due time as to
the amount which they shall contribute.
Although not specifically mentioned in the
code, the Administration has effected a federal
NRA system to aid Code Authorities generally
to adjust complaints of code violations by pro-
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FOR

CONTROL
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Production folk in Hollywood, and elsewhere, are urged to save for
future reference the entire series of three articles, which begin in this issue,
and in which the production parts of the motion picture code will be translated from the complex legal phraseology into a clear working language.
They are also intended to explain the code's purposes and its application
to those in the industry.
Any individual request to MOTION PICTURE HERALD for further
information of an explanatory, but not of a legal interpretative nature, will
be answered immediately. The Code Authority, and no one else, will
interpret the legal meaning of the clauses and provisions of the code.
The translation in MOTION PICTURE HERALD is only a translation, and not a legal interpretatipn of the meaning of the clauses.

SPECIAL
FOR

COMMITTEE

ACTORS

A. PURPOSES
To draft further trade practices specifically
to govern relations between producers or studios and actors, if and when the Administrator determines, upon a fair showing, and after
giving notice, that such additional trade practice regulations should be adopted.
B. PERSONNEL
The producers and the actors shall be entitled
to equal representation, and although the code
does not mention specifically the number of
such representatives who shall be appointed to
this special committee, it appears likely that
the membership will consist of five producers
or producers' representatives, to be appointed
by the Code Authority, and five actors, to be
selected by the Administrator or Division Administrator from nominations submitted by actors in an equitable manner prescribed by the
Administrator.
0. PROCEDURE— JURISDICTION
—DUTIES
The committee shall not be a permanent or a
standing committee, but shall be a special, temporary committee and shall be created only for
the specific purpose of drafting additional fair
trade practice regulations governing relations
between producers and actors, if and when the
Administrator determines, upon a fair showing,
after notice, that such additional trade practices
should be adopted.
The operation of this committee shall not be

AGENTS

large any information that is required to be
made public.

ARTICLES SHOULD BE
FILED FOR REFERENCE

viding for supplementary code cooperation of
the National Recovery Administration in the
48 states with all Code Authorities and their
boards and sub-committees.
The plan provides complaint adjustment machinery for any industry while such industry is
organizing its own machinery and Code Authority and boards, or wherever the Code Authority finds complaint machinery too costly to
maintain, or wherever it needs government aid
in enforcement.
The new system is not equipped with prosecution powers, but it will cause to be instituted
proceedings by _proper governnient agencies
against wilful non-compliance with codes.
Twenty-six district NRA compliance directors already have been named in the field and
these will be augmented by 22 more in order to
make available a director for each state. Branch
offices will be established in many of the larger
cities.

ALL

superseded by the Code Authority's power to
prescribe, after notice and hearing, any additional rules for trade practices. It appears,
then, that the work of this special committee
would take precedence over the Code Authority
in the specific matter of drafting further trade
practicesducers governing
and actors. the relations between proThe special committee shall make findings of
fact and shall make such recommendations to
the Administrator as it may deem proper if the
committee is unanimous, otherwise separate
recommendations may be submitted by any
number of committee members, or one set of
recommendations may be submitted by each of
the two groups of producers and actors, together with a report that the comrnittee has
disagreed.
The committee of producers and actors shall not hold any hearing or proceeding without due notice and a full and
fair opportunity to all interested parties to
appear and be heard.
A complete transcript of all testimony and
arguments shall be made by the committee during all hearings and proceedings, and such
transcript shall be certified by the committee
to the Administrator, and the committee must
accompany such certified transcript to the Administrator with the recommendations of the
members of the committee, which recomrnendations must also be certified by the committee.
The Administrator shall approve, reject or
modify such recommendations, or any number
of them, and may conduct such further investigations and hearings as to him may seem
necessary or advisable.
The order of the Administrator shall be
final.
The committee, subject to the approval of
the Administrator, shall have authority to require all producers to furnish such information
as may be desired to effectuate the drafting of
any additional trade practices.
The committee shall have full power and
authority to prescribe reasonable rules of procedure for determining all matters of dispute
or controversy which may properly arise before
such committee in connection with this work
of drafting additional trade practices.
At the same time that the findings or recommendations and report of the committee shall
be sent to the Administrator, such findings or
recommendations and report shall be_ made
public in such manner as may be determined by
the Administrator. Since this clause was written, the Code Authority has decided that the
motion picture trade press shall be the official
medium for disseminating to the industry at

D. GENERAL
The production section of the motion picture
code contains many specific provisions for regulating relations between producers and actors.
(These will be enumerated in detail in the third
article of this series translating the production
section of the code, in a subsequent issue.) In
addition to these specific regulations governing
producer-actor relations, the code recognizes the
possibilities of the necessity of effectuating
further trade practice regulations as changes
in conditions or experience in administering the
code, indicate, and, because the code, like all
others, has as its basic intentions the creation
of fair competition and the establishment of
fair trade practices governing the relations between employers and employees, the code creates
several mediums for the drafting and adoption
of any additional rules and regulations and
trade practices that appear to be necessary.
The President is one such medium. The Administrator, the NRA and the Code Authority
are others. The Agency Committee, described
below, may also set up rules of fair practice
governing relations between producers and actors, and, of course, the Special Committee for
Actors hereinabove described, is intended for
the same purpose.
No such additional rules and regulations or
trade practic_es may be effected, however, without a full hearing and notice to the interested
parties or branches of the industry.
STANDINQ
COMMITTEE

FOR

AQENTS
& AQENCIES
A. PURPOSES
To draft and administer fair trade practices
among agents or agencies and for agents or
agencies in their relations with the producers
or studios and in their relations with their
clients : actors, writers, directors, technicians.
B. PERSONNEL
The Agency Committee shall consist of ten
members, five of whom shall be producers or
producers' representatives, to be appointed by
the Code Authority, and the other five to consist of one agent, one actor, one writer, one
director and one technician, and this second
group of istrator
fivefrom isnominations
to be selected
by the for
Adminsubmitted
each
of the classes named, respectively, by the agents,
the actors, writers, directors and technicians,
and these nominations are to be made by these
individual classes in such equitable manner as
may be prescribed by the Administrator.
—DUTIES
C. PROCEDURE— JURISDICTION
The Agency Committee was created basically
to create fair trade practices among agents or
agencies and for agents or agencies in their
relations with the producers or studios and
in their relations with their clients : actors,
writers, directors, technicians, and, in this connection, the code specifically mentions certain
trade practices which shall govern agencies,
and. in addition, gives the committee power to
draft additional rules and regulations and trade
practices as the necessity arises.
Trade practices specifically mentioned in the
code for agents total five, and any producer
who, directly or indirectly, transacts any_ business relating in any form to the production of
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motion pictures with any agent or agency who,
under the procedure hereinafter set forth shall
be found by the Agency Committee to have violated any one of the five provisions, then such
producer shall be in violation of the code. All
agents and agencies in motion picture production shall be bound under these five provisions,
or any others which may be added from time to
time in the prescribed manner. The five agency
provisions now in the code are as follows :
•1 No agent or agency shall give, offer or
' ■ promise to any employee of any motion picture producer any gift or money or gratuity to
influence the action of such employee in relation to the business of his employing producer
or studio. This is intended to prevent payment
by an agent to a production executive of any
sum for the securing of special privileges or a
contract or a film engagement for the actor,
writer, director or technician client of the agent,
in the company or the studio of such production executive.
2 No agent or agency shall alienate or en• tice, or shall attempt to alienate or attempt
to entice, any employee under written contract
of employment, from such employment, or to
try to induce or advise without justification
any employee to do any act or thing in conflict
with
obligation
to performwithin
good such
faith employee's
any contract
of employment
any purchaser or studio, whether such contract
or obligation to the producer or studio be oral
or written.
3

No agent or agency shall knowingly make
• any materially false representation to any
producer or studio in negotiations with such
producer or studio for or affecting the employment or contemplated employment of any actor,
director, writer or technician represented by
such agent.
A No agent or agency shall violate or evade
or shall attempt to violate or attempt to
evade, directly, or indirectly, any provision in
this section, or any provision in Part 5 of
Article V of the code, which has to do with
the socalled practice of "talent raiding." (Note:
Pending further investigation, this Part 5 of
Article V was suspended by order of the President when he signed the code last November.)
5

No agent or agency shall fail or refuse
• to register as an agent, in the event and
when such registration is decided upon by the
Agency Committee, and no agent or agency
shall transact business as an agent or agency
after his resignation shall have been revoked,
canceled or suspended, in the event that such
registration procedure is decided upon by the
Agency Committee.
Another provision in the film code, affecting
both producers or production executives and
agents or agencies, says that it shall be an unfair trade practice, and, therefore a violation
of the code, for any producer, or any employee
of a producer, directly or indirectly to engage
in, carry on, or in any way be financially interested in or connected with the business of an
agent or agency, without making known such
fact to the Agency Committee within twenty
days from the effective date of this code — Decembe—r 7 or if such interest is acquired following Decernber 7th, then such producer or producer's employee shall make known such fact
to the Agency Committee within ten days after
the acquisition of such interest.
The Agency Committee shall require after
the acquisition of such interest that public disclosure of such acquisition of interest be made
in a manner as it may deem advisable. Also,
the Agency Committee shall make such further
rules in connection with this section of the code
as it sees fit, and such further rules shall be
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CODE AUTHORITY
AND THE NRA
The ^notion picture industry's Code
Authority is the administrative and
interpretative governing board of the
code in the industry, and, in addition,
is charged with effecting compliance
of all those in the industry with the
code's provisions.
It has no police powers, but shall
report wilful code violations to the
NRA and the NRA will then attempt to end the violations, and, in
case it is unsuccessful in this connection, the NRA has the power to bring
the matter to the courts to settle.
In order to administer the code provisions governing relations between
producers and agents, writers, directors, technicians, contract players, extras and free-lance players, the code
creates special or standing committees
for each of these classes, and the producers and each class shall have equal
representation on such committee.
The structure and modus operandi of
these committees are the subjects of
this first article on the translation of
production provisions of the code.
subject to the approval of the Administrator
before finally effectuated.
With regards further trade practices
for agents or agencies which shall be necessary from time to time, the code specifically says that the Agency Committee
may, after due notice and hearing, and
with the approval of the Administrator,
set up rules and fair trade practices governing agents.
Also, the Agency Committee is empowered to
set up rules and fair trade practices governing
relations between producers and agents, writers,
actors, directors and technicians. The Agency
Committee must give notice of such impending
additions or changes, and a hearing must be
held, and such additions or changes must be approved by the Administrator.
The operation of this Agency Committee
shall not be superseded by the Code Authority.
It appears, then, that the work of this committee would take precedence over the Code
Authority in the specific matters of governing
relations between agents and producers, actors,
directors, writers and technicians.
In order to effectuate this part of the code
pertaining to agents or agencies and their relaform terms and conditions for all agents and
and technicians, the Agency Committee has the
power to recommend to the Administrator uniform terms and conditions for all agents and
an appropriate procedure for the registration
of all agents and agencies with whom producers
may transact business relating to the production
of motion pictures, and the Agency Committee
may ,also
recommend
to the for
Administrator
uniform terms
and conditions
the suspension,
revocation, or cancellation of any such registra("license").
Suchtion recommendations
of the Agency Com-
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mittee, together with the recommendations of
each or any individual Cornmittee members,
shall be submitted in writing, together, to the
Administra.tor. And then the Administrator,
after such notice and hearing as the Administrator may prescribe, may approve or reject or
modify such recommendations. Upon approval
by the Administrator, such recommendations
shall have full force and effect as provisions
of the code and any violation of such approved
recommendations shall constitute a violation of
the code.
No agent shall be deprived of the right
of registration without affording such
agent a full and fair opportunity to be
heard, and no agent shall be deprived of
the right to register even after having
been heard by the Agency Committee
without the approval of the Administrator.
Should the Agency Committee decide at any
time to provide for the registration of agents,
as described in the foregoing, then all persons
regularly transacting business as agents at such
time shall be entitled to registration as a matter
of course, provided, however, application is
made for registration to the Agency Committee within thirty days after the Agency Committee decides upon effecting registration of
such agents.
The Agency Committee shall have power and
authority to prescribe reasonable rules of procedure for the determination by it of all matters of dispute or controversy which may properly arise before the committee, such as disputes
or controversies among agents or between
agents and a producer, actor, director, writer or
technician.
The Agency Committee shall make findings
of fact concerning any dispute or any matter
coming before it pertaining to the relations
of agents among themselves or pertaining to
the relations of agents and producers, actors,
directors, writers and technicians. And the
Agency dations
Committee
shall make assuchit recommento the Administrator
may deem
proper if the Committee is unanimous, and if
the committee is not unanimous in its recommendations, then separate recommendations of
any number of members may be submitted to
the Administrator, together with a report that
the Committee has disagreed.
No hearing or proceeding of any nature, in
this connection, shall be conducted by the
Agency Committee without due notice and a
full and fair opportunity shall have been given
to all interested parties to appear and be heard.
A complete transcript of all testimony and
all arguments of all hearings and all procedure
shall be made by the Agency Committee and
such transcript shall be certified by the Agency
Committee, and the Committee shall also certify the recommendations of the members of
the Committee, and such transcript and such
recommendations shall then be sent to the
Administrator. The Administrator shall _ approve, reject or modify such recommendations,
or any of them, and the Administrator may
conduct such further investigations and hearings as to him may seem necessary or advisable.
The order of the Administrator shall be final.
The Agency Committee, subject to the approval of the Administrator, shall have authority to require all producers to furnish such information as may be desired to effectuate the
provisions of this part.
D. GENERAL
The term "agent" or "agency" as used in
the foregoing shall apply to any_ person, including firms, companies, partnerships, corpora-
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tions or associations, who, directly or indirectly,
for a fee or for other valuable considerations,
procures, promises to procure, or undertakes
to procure employment for any persons for or
in connection with the production of motion
pictures.
The production section of the motion picture
for regulatingprovisions
contains
code
and agents, actors,
producers
betweenmany
relations
directors, writers and technicians. (All production trade practices will be enumerated in
detail in the third article of this series translating the production section of the code, to
appear in a subsequent issue.) In addition to
such relathese specific regulations governing
tions, the code recognizes the possibilities of
further trade practhe necessitx.of effectuating
tices as changes in conditions or experience in
administering the code indicate, and, because
the code, like all others, has as its basic intentions, the creation of fair competition and the
establishment of fair practices governing the
relations between employers and employees, the
code creates several mediums for the drafting
and adoptionand of any additional rules and regulations trade practices that appear to be
necessary. The President is one such medium.
The Administrator, the NRA and the Code
Authority are others. The Agency Committee,
described in the foregoing, may also set up
rules of fair practice governing relations between producers and agents, actors, directors,
writers and technicians. The special committees
for actors, writers, directors, technicians are
others that are intended for the same purpose.
STANDINQ
COMMITTEE

FOR

DETERMININQ
TO CONTRACT

OFFERS

TALENT
Because the President believed that further investigation isrequired with respect to problems generally affecting unfair competitive methods for the
services of employees of producers rendering services
of an artistic, interpretative, technical, supervisory or
executive nature, (such unfair competitive methods
known as star "raiding" or talent "raiding") , the Executive Order of the President, accompanying the approved code, suspended from operation Part 5 of
Article V of Division B, which pertains to such tinfair competitive methods.
_ Meanwhile,
this Part
of thebecome
production
section of the code
shall5 not
effective
pending further report from the Administrator,
after investigation, as to whether such provisions should be indefinitely suspended or modified, altered or changed, or whether they shall
become effective at all. Such investigation is
already under way in Hollywood and is being
made by Division Administrator Rosenblatt.
Writers, authors and dramatists are not
included in this clause, but all other contract talent is included, such as players,
stars, actors, directors, studio executives,
supervisors, producers, technicians and
others of the contract classes.
In addition to providing a method and means
whereby one employing producer shall or shall
not make offers to such talent as described
above and under contract by another employing
producer, when such contracts are nearing expiration, this part of the code also authorizes
the Code Authority to appoint a standing committee which would have full po^ver and author-
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ity to determine the good faith of any offer
made to contract talent by a producer. However, because of the uncertainty of the future
of this clause regarding the final form it will
take and the manner in which it will operate,
including the standing committee, publication
of the details of the modus operandi of this
committee is being postponed until such time
as the Administrator definitely decides the
future of the code clause described in outline
hereinabove.
SPECIAL
FOR

COMMITTEE

DIRECTORS

A. PURPOSES
To draft further trade practices specifically
to govern relations between producers or studios and directors, if and when the Administrator determines, upon a fair showing, and
after giving notice, that such additional trade
practice regulations should be adopted.
B. PERSONNEL
The producers or studios and the directors
shall be entitled to equal representation, and
although the code does not mention specifically
the number of such representatives who shall
be appointed to this special committee, it appears likely that the membership will consist
of
five
producersby ortheproducers'
representatives,
to be appointed
Code Authority,
and five
directors,, to be selected by the Administrator
or Division Administrator from nominations
submitted by directors in an equitable manner
to be prescribed by the Administrator.
C. PROCEDURE—
JURISDICTION
—DUTIES
The committee of directors and producers
shall not be a permanent or a standing committee, but shall be a special, temporary committee and shall be created only for the specific
purpose of drafting additional fair trade practice regulations governing relations between
producers and directors, if and when the Administrator determines, upon a fair showing,
and after giving notice, that such additional
trade practices should be adopted.
The operation of this committee shall not
be superseded by the Code Authority's power
to prescribe, after notice and hearing, any additional rules for trade practices. It appears,
then, that tjie work of this special committee
would take precedence over the Code Authority
in the specific matter of drafting further trade
practices governing the relations between producers and directors.
This special committee shall make findings
of fact and shall make such recommendations
to the Administrator as it may deem proper if
the committee is unanimous, otherwise separate
recommendations may be submitted by any
number of committee members, or one set of
recommendations may be submitted bv each
of the two groups of producers and directors,
together with a report that the committee has
disagreed.
The connmittee of producers and directors
shall not hold any hearing or proceeding
without due notice and a full and fair opportunity to all interested parties to appear and be heard.
A complete transcript of all testimony and
arguments shall be made by the committee
during all hearings and proceedings, and such
transcript shall be certified by the committee
to the Administrator, and the committee must

DIRECTORS

accompany such certified transcript to the Administrator with the recommendations of the
members of the committee, which recommendations must also be certified by the committee.
The Administrator shall approve, reject or
modify such recommendations, or any number
of them, and may conduct such further investigations and hearings as to him may seem necessary or advisable.
The order of the Administrator shall be final.
The committee, subject to the approval of the
Administrator, shall have authority to require
all producers to furnish such information as
may be desired to effectuate the drafting of
any such additional trade, practice regulations.
The committee shall have power and authority to prescribe reasonable rules of procedure
for determining all matters of dispute or controversy which may properly arise before such
committee in connection with this work of
drafting additional trade practices.
At the same time that the findings or recommendations and report of the committee shall
be sent to the Administrator, such findings or
recommendations and report shall be made public in such manner as may be determined by the
Administrator. Since this clause was written,
the Code Authority has decided that the motion
picture trade press shall be the official medium
for disseminating to the industry at large any
information that is required to be made public.
D. GENERAL
The production section of the motion picture
code contains many provisions for regulating
relations between producers and directors.
(These will be enumerated in detail in the third
article of this series translating the production
section of the code, in a subsequent issue.) In
addition to these specific regulations governing
producer-director relations, the code recognizes
the possibilities of effectuating further trade
practice regulations as changes in conditions or
experience in administering the code indicate,
and, because the code, like all others, has as its
basic intentions the creation of fair competition
and the establishment of fair trade practices
governing the relations between employers and
employees, the code creates several mediums
which are empowered to draft and adopt any
additional rules and regulations and trade practhat appear
to be necessary.
The Presidentticesis one
such medium.
The Administrator,
the NRA and the Code Authority are others.
The Special Committee for Directors is another,
as described in the foregoing.
No such additional rules and regulations or
trade practices may be effected, however, without a full hearing and notice to the interested
parties or branches of the industry.
STANDINQ
COMMITTEE

FOR

EXTRA
PLAYERS
A. PURPOSES
For the drafting and administration of rules
and regulations to be adopted by casting agencies
and producers with respect to their treatment
of and with respect to their relations with extra
players ; to investigate conditions of employment for extras with a view to making recommendations tothe Administrator; to effectuate
the code provisions which pertain to extras and
their relations with producers and casting agencies ;to supervise and to interpret the terms of
any provisions made for extras, and to_ receive
and pass on any complaints and grievances
made by extras against casting agencies and
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producers or studios; and to cause a reclassification of extras and extra talent.

essential story dialogue, such extra player shall
not be deemed to be an extra player for that
part, and shall become a bit player, and his
compensation for such part or bit shall be fixed
by agreement between such player and the producer for whom the part or the bit is undertaken, but the minimum compensation to such
part player or bit player shall not be less than
$25 for such part or bit. This means that
whenever any extra player speaks any dialogue,
regardless of how little, such player automatically becomes a bit player for purposes of that
particular performance, and the performance of
such bit by an extra player shall not cause the
extra player to lose his registered standing as
an extra player.

B. PERSONNEL
The Code Authority or Administrator shall
appoint a committee of a permanent nature, and
to be representative of producers (employers),
extra players and the public, and such standing
committee shall be empowered to appoint subcommittees for any purpose. Members of the
standing committee appointed by Division Administrator Rosenblatt are : Chairman, Mrs.
Mabel Kinney, California Industrial Welfare
Commissioner ; Representing Producers : Fred
Pelton, B. B. Kahane, M. H. Hoffman, Pat
Casey and J. P. Normanly ; Representing Casting Directors : Phil Friedman and Dave Werner ;Representing Actors Equity : Charles Miller ;Representing Extra Players : Allan Garcia,
Larry Steers, Lee Phelps, J. B. Russell, Una
Hopkins and Fred Burns.
C. PROCEDURE— JURISDICTION
—DUTIES
The production section of the code has a special division intended to regulate conditions of
employment for extras. It says that a standing
committee shall be appointed to provide for
rules and regulations to be adopted by all casting agencies, and producers, and such standing
committee shall effectuate the purposes of the
provisions pertaining to extras, and shall interpret the terms of any provisions made for extras
and shall supervise the same, including those
provisions already incorporated in the code, and
shall receive and pass on any complaints or
grievances involving extra players, especially
those pertaining to conditions of their employment, and shall otherwise aid in effectuating
the extra provisions of the code, subject to review by the Administrator. All activities of
the standing committee, or of any sub-comrnittees appointed by it, shall be subject to review
by the Administrator.

PROVIDED

2 Atmosphere people shall be paid a minimum of $5 per day, and any extra player
who is registered may accept atmospheric work
without losing or jeopardizing his registration
as an extra player.
Crowd players shall be paid a minimum
of $5 per day, provided that this minimum shall not prevent the employment of large
crowds under special circumstances at a rate
lower than the minimum. In other words, the
minimum of $5 per day each for crowds may
be lowered if such reduction will permit of the
employment of larger groups.
4 Transportation to and from locations
shall be paid to extra players by the producer. There shall also be paid to extra players for interviews and fittings the payments
provided for in Order 16-A of the Industrial
Welfare Commission of the State of California ;
except that in the event that any interview extends beyond one and one-half hours, the extra
player, even though he is not engaged, shall
receive not less than one-fourth of a day's pay
— or $1.88 — and, if any interview shall extend
beyond two hours the extra player shall receive
an
day's pay
for
everyadditional
additionalone-fourth
two hours ofor a fraction
thereof.
3

Such standing committee under the supervision of the Code Authority or the
Administrator shall cause a reclassification
of extra players and extra talent, to be
undertaken, based upon the following
qualifications for such extras:

In addition to any other conditions
which it deems necessary, the standing
committee for extra players shall provide
for specific working conditions, and shall
supervise
such working conditions, as follows:

(a) Extra players shall be those who by experience and/or ability are known to be competent to play group and individual business
parts and to otherwise appear in a motion picture in other than atmospheric or crowd work.
(b) Atmosphere people who are not to be
classified as dependent on motion pictures for a
livelihood, but who may be recorded, listed, and
called upon for occasional special qualifications
not possible of being filled from tlie regular
registered extra players.
(c) Crowds not classified, including racial
groups, location crowds where transportation is
unpractical and crowd assemblies of a public
nature.
Among other conditions specified in the extras part of the code to come under the direct
supervision of the standing committee for extras
is a minimum pay scale for extra players, atmosphere people and crowds, such minimum pay
being as follows :

(a) In casting bureaus and casting agencies,,
casting and employment by interviews of women
and children shall be done by women casting
officials and men by men.
(b) No person shall be employed as an extra
player or atmosphere worker who is a dependent
member of the immediate family of any regular
employee of a motion picture company, or any
person who is not obliged to depend upon extra
work as a means of livelihood, unless the exigencies ofproduction, reasonably construed, require an exception to be made. And further,
no one shall be employed as an exfra player
or atmosphere worker on account of personal
favoritism.
The purpose of this clause is to spread the
work for extras, and it was made known in
Hollywood last week that a special sub-committee, to be appointed by the standing committee
for extras, will supervise the regulation of this
clause, and make thorough investigations of the
extras' employment situation with a view to
making recommendations for changes, even if
changes in the code are found to be necessary
or advisable.
(c) beA eight
day's hours,
work with
for anovertime
extra inas any
state
shall
provided
by the existing requirements of the California
State Industrial Welfare Commission.
(d) No person coming under the classifications of extra player or atmosphere worker

players shall be paid a minimum
Extra
(1 \
$7.50 per day, with this minimum to
/ of
be graded upward according to the character
and importance of the work, the performance
and the personal wardrobe required.
salary for Class A "dress"
The isminimum
people
to be $15 per day, provided, however,
that if an extra player^ who is employed as an
extra, is required to play a part or bit with
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(excepting crowds) shall be permitted to work
in more than one picture for the same day's
pay, including overtime.
(e) Rotation of work for all registered extras shall be established by the standing committee for extras to such reasonable degree as
may be possible and practicable.
(f) No person who is not a registered extra
player shall be requested by a studio casting
office from any outside casting agency, and each
registered extra player shall be provided with
a card for identification; suitable regulations
for carrying out this provision shall be adopted
by the standing committee for extras.
D. GENERAL
The standing committee for extra players,
as described in detail in the foregoing, made its
first report, the other day, to Division Administrator Rosenblatt, in Hollywood, and on the basis
of this report Mr. Rosenblatt recommended the
appointment by the standing committee of various sub-committees to look into problems affecting extras. Mr. Rosenblatt added that should
this procedure fail to correct the situation pertaining to extra players, then changes would be
made in the code to effect such remedial measures. It was the opinion at the meeting of
the standing committee for extras that provisions in the code pertaining to such players
were adopted before conditions could be properly analyzed, and that now such investigations
as are necessary will be made. The sub-committees started work immediately.
STANDINQ
COMMITTEE

FOR

FREE-LANCE

PLAYERS

A. PURPOSES
For the drafting and administering of rules
and regulations governing working conditions,
minimum adequate compensation and the relations between producers or studios and casting
agencies with so-called free-lance players receiving compensation of $150 or less per week;
to investigate conditions of employment for freelance players with a view to making recommendations tothe Administrator; to effectuate
the code provisions pertaining to free-lance
players and their relations with producers and
casting agencies ; to supervise and to interpret
the terms of any provisions made for freelance players, and to receive and pass on any
complaints and grievances made by free-lance
players
against casting agencies and producers
or
studios.
B. PERSONNEL
The Code Authority or the Administrator
shall appoint a standing committee for freelance players, to be representative of the producers (employers), the public and free-lance
players. The committee may appoint sub-committees.
—DUTIES
C. PROCEDURE— JURISDICTION
The committee and/or the Code Authority,
after investigating present conditions pertaining to free-lance players, shall undertake and
provide for rules and regulations to be binding
upon all producers with respect to free-lance
players who are not of the extra classifications,
but who do receive compensation of less than
$150 per week, and this standing committee of
producers-public and free-lance players shall
effectuate any provisions of the code pertaining
to free-lance players and shall interpret the
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medium for disseminating to the industry at
large any information that is required to be
made public.

PROVISIONS ON LABOR
TO BE EXPLAINED
NEXT
The compulsory labor provisions of the code in production will
be explained in the second of this series of articles in which the legal
phraseology of the production provisions of the code is being translated
into a working language.
These labor provisions probably are more important at the moment
than the trade practice clauses and provisions in the code which are intended to create fair competitive relations between producers.
terms of any provisions made for free-lance
players, and shall supervise these provisions
and shall receive and pass on any complaints
and grievances made by free-lance players
against producers or studios, and shall otherwise aid in effectuating the free-lance provisions, subject to review by the Administrator.
AH activities of this standing committee for
free-lance players, or of any sub-committees
appointed by it, may be subject to review by
the Administrator.
Such standing committee for free-lance players, under the supervision of the Code Authority and/or the Administrator, shall make full
investigation with respect to all working conditions of such free-lance players, and shall
undertake and provide for, by the rules and
regulations hereinabove provided for, with respect to hours of employment, rotation and distribution ofwork to such reasonable degree as
may be possible and practicable, and minimum
adequate compensation for such free-lance
players.
SPECIAL
FOR

COMMITTEE

TECHNICIANS

A. PURPOSES
To draft further trade practices specifically
to govern relations between producers or studios and technicians in production, if and when
the Administrator determines, upon a fair showing, and after giving notice, that such additional trade practice regulations should be
adopted.
B. PERSONNEL
The producers or studios and the production
technicians shall be entitled to equal representation, and although the code does not mention
specifically the number of such representatives
who shall be appointed to this special committee,
it appears likely that the membership will consist oftives,five
to be producers
appointed orbyproducers'
the Code representaAuthority
and five production technicians, to be selected
by the Administrator or Division Administrator from nominations submitted by production
technicians in an equitable manner to be prescribed bythe Administrator.
C.

PROCEDURE— JURISDICTION
—DUTIES
The clause creating this special committee of
of studio mechanics of the socalled labor groups,
of studio mechanics of the socalled labor groups,
skilled or unskilled (electrical workers, property
men, carpenters and the like), whose wages are
specifically provided for in the code, but it does
refer to production technicians such as camerarnen, sound experts and the like.
The committee of producers and technicians
shall not be a permanent or a standing committee, but shall be a special, temporary committee and shall be created only for the spe-

MENTIONED

cific purpose of drafting additional fair trade
practice regulations governing relations between
producers and production technicians, if and
when the Administrator determines, upon a fair
showing, and after giving notice, that such additional trade practice regulations should be
adopted.
The operation of this committee shall not be
superseded by the Code Authority's power to
prescribe, after notice and hearing, any additional rules for trade practices. It appears, then,
that the work of this special committee would
take precedence over the Code Authority in the
specific matter of drafting further trade practices governing the relations between producers
and production technicians.
This special committee shall make findings of fact and shall make such recommendations tothe Administrator as it may
deem proper if the committee is unanimous, otherwise separate recommendations
may be submitted by any number of committee members, or one set of recommendations may be submitted by each of
the two groups of producers and production technicians, together with a report
that the committee has disagreed.
The committee of producers and production
technicians shall not hold any hearing or proceeding without due notice and a full and fair
opportunity to all interested parties to appear
and be heard.
A complete transcript of all testimony and
arguments shall be made by the committee during all hearings and proceedings, and such
transcript shall be certified by the committee to
the Administrator, and the committee must accompany such certified transcript to the Administrator with the recommendations of the
members of the committee, such recommendations also to be certified by the committee.
The Administrator shall approve, reject or
modify such recommendations, or any of them,
and may conduct such further investigations and
hearings as to him seem necessary or advisable.
The order of the Administrator shall be final.
The committee, subject to the approval of
the Administrator, shall have authority to require all producers to furnish such information
as may be desired to effectuate the drafting of
any such additional trade practice regulations.
The committee shall have power and authority to prescribe reasonable rules of procedure
for determining all matters of dispute or controversy which may properly arise before such
committee in connection with its work of drafting such additional trade practice regulations.
At the same time that the findings or recommendations and report of the committee shall
be sent to the Administrator, such findings or
recommendations and report shall be made public in such manner as may be determined by
the Administrator. Since this clause was written, the Code Authority has decided that the
motion picture trade press shall be the official

D. GENERAL
The production section of the motion picture
code contains many provisions for regulating
relations between producers and the creative production workers. (These will be enumerated in
detail in the third article of this series translating the production parts of the code, in a
subsequent issue.) In addition to these specific
regulations, the code recognizes the possibilities of the necessity of effectuating further trade
practice regulations as changes in conditions or
experience in administering the code indicate,
and, because the code, like all others, has as its
basic intentions the creation of fair competition
and the establishment of fair trade practices
governing the relations between employers and
employees, the code creates several mediums
which are empowered to draft and adopt any
additional rules and regulations and trade practices that appear to be necessary or advisable.
The President is one such medium. The Administrator, the NRA and the Code Authority
are others. The Special Committee for Technicians, as described hereinabove, is another.
No such additional rules and regulations or
trade practices may be effected, however, without a full hearing and notice to the interested
parties or branches of the industry.
SPECIAL
FOR

COMMITTEE

WRITERS

A. PURPOSES
To draft trade practices specifically to govern relations between producers or studios and
writers in production, if and when the Administrator determines, upon a fair showing, and
after giving notice, that such additional trade
practice regulations should be adopted.
B. PERSONNEL
The producers or studios and the writers
shall be entitled to equal representation^ and,
although the code does not mention specifically
the number of such representatives who shall be
appointed to this special committee, it appears
likely that the membership will consist of five
producers or producers' representatives, to be
appointed by the Code Authority, and five
screen writers, to be selected by the Administrator or Division Administrator from nominations submitted by screen writers in an equitable
manner to be prescribed by the Administrator.
—DUTIES
C. PROCEDURE—
JURISDICTION
"Because the President believes that writers,
authors, and dramatists are engaged in purely
creative work," those production code provisions with respect to problems generally affecting unfair competitive methods for the
services of writers, authors and dramatists were
ordered by the President not to become effective with respect to such screen writers,
dramatists and authors.
However, the clause creating the special committee for screen writers would, if the need
arises, permit of the appointment of such a
committee to draft any trade practice regulations necessary or advisable to govern relations
between the producers and the screen writers,
authors and dramatists.
The committee of producers and screen writers shall not, then, be a permanent or a standing committee, but shall be a special, temporary
committee and shall be created only for the spe(Continued on following page, column 3)
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Quill Pen of Georgia's Governor
In 1818 Gave the Savannah Its
Start; Films

Upset

A chill wind blew through the streets of
Savannah, Georgia, one morning toward the
end of the year. The date, exactly, was
December 19, 1818. Governor Rabun, of
Georgia, dipped a quill into his heavy brass
inkwell, scrawled his name on a document
before him — and thus began what has been
called the oldest theatre in the United States
continuously in operation since its founding,
changed in structure but still occupying
its original site.
That document was a charter, approved
by the legislature, for the corporation to be
known as Stockholders of the Savannah
Theatre, and marked the culmination of
efforts in that direction by public-spirited
citizens of the city underway since 1816.
On March 1, 1819, the first trustees were
elected, including Alexander Telfair, James
Morrison, J. P. Henry, James Bilbe and
Peter Guerard. The city of Savannah subscribed for 20 shares at $4,000, while the
par value of the stock, fixed by the charter,
was $300 per share.
Deplored "Steeple" Hats
On Bull Street, facing Chippewa Square,
a trust lot had been conveyed to the company. On this site the Savannah theatre
was erected. Sharply critical was one "Sam
Touchstone," writing in the Gazette of the
opening night performance late in December, 1818, but critical more of the audience
than of the comedy play, "The Soldier's
Daughter," in several acts and numerous
scenes. Bitterly did "Mr. Touchstone"
complain of the headdress worn by the
gentler sex in the audience, which, he
freely declared, "might be mistaken for the
steeple of the new brick church." Annoyed also was our critic with those patrons
who caused the crackling of peanuts and
the general rude conduct in the galleries that
night.
The designer of the building is said to
have been William Jay, responsible for many
of the most beautiful architectural achievements of which the old Savannah could —
and did — boast. A writer of the period, one
"Peregrinus," described the building carefully. There were two rows of boxes, supported by sixteen castiron fluted columns,
with gilt capitals and bases. Golden eagles
and green wreaths on a white background
decorated the lower tier, while a crimson
pilaster with gold decoration was between
the boxes.
Cooper Also There
Crimson draperies contrasted with the
white ceilings. The box seats were covered
with crimson and the pit seats boasted
green, with orange velvet cushions. Fashions, in theatres as in other things, have
indeed changed. The drop curtain, painted
in far-off New York, was notable for its
highly elaborate symbolical design of the
muses, with the addition of figures of Ben
Jonson, Colley Gibber, Shakespeare and
some of his characters.
A farce, "Raising the Wind," followed
"The Soldier's Daughter" at the Savannah,

Tradition

with players who came over from Charleston handling the roles, and headed by Mr.
Phillips. He sang in no less than six operas,
part of the company's repertoire, before he
returned to Ireland, and his company continued at the theatre until the end of the
season, April 5, 1820. The great tragedian,
Thomas Althorpe Cooper, then in his prime,
succeeded Mr. Phillips, but he made only a
few appearances.
The first manager of the Savannah theatre was a Mr. Selfert, whose wife, an
actress, entertained Mr. Selfert's patrons
with performances of Lady Teazle, Juliet
and other famed roles. The usual program
nightly was a double-bill, with an opera
and a farce, or a tragedy and a comedy.
No mention is made of the admission price,
and speculators, it is thought, had very
little opportunity. Sharing honors on the
program were two somewhat conspicuous
playwrights popular at the time, one Sheridan, the other Shakespeare by name. There
is definite, irrefutable evidence, also, that
Mr. Phillips actually sang some popular
melodies as well as the classical opera, for
it is noted that one winter night in 1819,
while the wind howled outside, he moved
his audience deeply with the touching strains
and lyrics of a notable ballad of the day,
"May We Never Want a Friend Nor a
Bottle
to Savannah
Give Him."theatre, as to all things,
To the
came many changes in the long full century and more since that day when Governor Rabun of Georgia quilled his name on
an act of the state legislature. War, fire,
pestilence swept the community, but still
the Savannah theatre stood. Physically it
changed from time to time, as materials —
and fashions — gave out. No longer is the
legitimate drama enacted upon the beaten
boards of that stage. Science, and the dramatic art which came in its wake, have replaced the drama of yesterday. Today, still
crowded with tradition, the home of memories, the talking motion picture holds sway.
Fred G. Weis is the Mr. Selfert of the
moment, and still the Savannah theatre entertains the citizens of Savannah. Basically,
only the medium has changed.
Ella Connolly Dies
Mrs. Ella Connolly, mother of Walter J.
Connolly, died at her home in Cincinnati last
week after an illness of one week. She was
74 years of age.
AMPA Elections Changed
The annual elections of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers' officers has
been changed from May 1 to October 1.
The fiscal year opening also has been shifted
from September 1 to April 1.
M. B. Golden Dead
M. B. Golden, 72, former operator of
theatres in London, Ohio, died last week
in Richmond, Va. He had been in the
amusement business for 35 years, having
started his career in the Ohio town.

(Continued from preceding page)
cific purpose of drafting such additional fair trade
practice regulations governing relations between producers and screen writers, if and
when the Administrator determines, upon a fair
showing, and after giving notice, that such additional trade practice regulations should be
adopted.
The operation of this committee shall not be
superseded
by the
CodeandAuthority's
powera_ddito
prescribe, after
notice
hearing, any
tional rules for trade practices. It appears, then,
that the work of this special committee would
take precedence over the Code Authority in the
specific matter of drafting trade practices governing the relations between producers and
screen writers.
This special committee shall make findings
of fact and shall make such recommendations
to the Administrator as it may deem proper
if the committee is unanimous, otherwise separate recommendations may be submitted by any
number of committee members, or one set of
recommendations may be submitted by each of
the two groups of producers and screen writers,
together with a report that the committee has
disagreed.
The committee of producers and screen writers shall not hold any hearing or procedure
without due notice and a full and fair opportunity to all interested parties to appear and
be heard.
A complete transcript of all testimony and
arguments shall be made by the committee during all hearings and proceedings, and such
transcript shall be certified by the committee
to the Administrator, and the committee must
accompany such certified transcript to the Administrator with the recomrnendations of the
members of the committee, such recommendations also certified by the committee.
The Administrator shall approve, reject
or modify such recommendations, or any
of them, and may conduct such further
investigations and hearings as to him seem
necessary or advisable.
The order of the Administrator shall be final.
The committee, subject to the approval of the
Administrator, shall have authority to require
all producers to furnish such information as
may be desired to effectuate the drafting of any
such additional trade practice regulations.
The committee shall have power and authority to prescribe reasonable rules of procedure
for determining all matters of dispute or controversy which may properly arise before such
committee in connection with its work of drafting such additional trade practice regulations.
At the same time that the findings or recommendations and report of the committee shall
be sent to the Administrator, such findings or
recommendations and report shall be made public in such manner as may be determined by the
Administrator. Since this clause was written,
the Code Authority has decided that the motion
picture trade press shall be the official medium
for disseminating to the industry at large any
information that is required to be made public.
California Exhibitors
Questionnaire
Urge
At a meeting last week in San Francisco,
called by the Independent Theatre Owners
Association of Northern California, with
200 present, resolutions were passed putting
the exhibitors on record as urging the local
Clearance and Zoning board, to be appointed
shortly, to send a questionnaire to exhibitors
in the territory to determine sentiment on
various problems.
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ripple in the public imagination. — A. E. Hancock,
tronage. Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General paColumbia

Columbia
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell, Dorothy Wilson — A Rood action picture from Columbia.
— C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General
patronage.
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Robert Armstrong, Dorothy Wilson— Made us a good Saturday program.
Playedson, Ark.
Dec. Small
30.— D.town
E. Fitton,
patronage.Lyric Theatre, HarriCIRCUS
MURDER:
Adolphe
Played
this QUEEN'
one one day.
It did not
do so Menjou—
good yet
it's a fair picture. Running time, 68 minutes. Played
Jan.
3.—
Louis
Perretta.
Crescent
Theatre,
Mahoningtown. Pa. General patronage.
FOG: Mary Brian, Donald Cook— Very ordinary,
and
money.
them kid
you. they
The wanted
scenes extra
were all
foggy.—Don't
C. V.letHunerberg,
Princess Theatre, Parkersburg, Iowa. General patronage.
KING OF THE WIU) HORSES: Rex, William
Janney, Dorothy Appleby — Broke all kid records, and
drew enough adults to help us pay for some of these
so called specials. If your crowd is intelligent enough
to enjoy westerns, get plenty of paper on this and
make yourself some money. Our landlord would
like to see us get 12 a year like this. Running time,
66 minutes. — G. Carey, Strand Theatre, Paris. Ark.
Family patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: William Janney,
Dorothy Appleby — Extra business on 10 cent nite.
Don't atre,
passParkersburg,
this up. —Iowa.
C. V. General
Hunerberg,
Princess Thepatronage.
LADYadvance
FOR Aballyhoo
DAY: May
Robson—
some
because
the This
title will
doesstand
not
convey the true type of story to the pa_tron. My bet
is that had the title been "Apple Annie, or a Lady
for
wouldto anyone
have sold
itself it,much
better,
and athisDay,"
is myit tip
playing
to play
up
"Apple
Annie."
Played
it
too
close
to
Christmas
make any money, but it is good. Running time, to97
minutes. Played Dec. 22-23.— Wm. A. Crute, Vicronage.toria Theatre, Vancouver, B. C. Neighborhood patCASTLE,
A: SpencerA Tracy,
— AMAN'S
splendid
entertainment.
little Loretta
too sexyYoung
perh
a
p
s
.
I
don't
know
why,
but
it
was
a
flop
at the box
office even with extra advertising. — C. V. Hunerberg,
Princes Theatre, Parkersburg, Iowa. General patronage.
MAN'S CASTLE, A: Spencer Tracy, Loretta Young
— These sex pictures are driving my trade to their
firesides. This is a great picture, and truly Mr.
Borzage can be proud of the performances of all the
cast, but there are so many ways to entertain people
without
these "baby"
Mon-75
day matinee,
then thesituations.
toboggan.Business
Runninggoodtime,
minutes. Played Jan. 15-16-17. — J. W. Gunter, Royal
Theatre, Blackshear, Ga. Small town patronage.
MASTER
MEN:if Jack
Holt,Holt
Fay fans.
Wray—In Very
good
pragramOFpicture
you have
fact,
it's oneberg,ofPrincess
JackTheatre,
Holt's best
pictures.
—
C.
HunerParkersburg, Iowa.V. General
patronage.
POLICE CAR 17: Tim McCoy, Evalyn Knapp^A
good performance by all of the cast. Plenty action
and good story. However, my audience likes Tim
best in a cowboy suit. Business good. Played Jan.
12-13.—
Gunter, Royal Theatre, Blackshear, Ga.
Small J.
townW. patronage.
POLICE
Tim McCoy—
cleanest,
best
acted, CAR
best 17:
directed
and all This
aroundis the
entertaining
picture
we
have
run
in
a
long
time.
Tim
McCoy
ter in this than any western he has made, was betthe
opinion of our patrons. By all means, play it. Running
time.
60
minutes.
Played
Jan.
11.
—
Arauzu
Theatre, Inc.. Inman, S. C. Small town patronage.
POLICE
17: kind.
Tim McCoy.
good
pictureCAR
of this
I bought Evalyn
it for aKnapp—
western.A
Better watch those or you'll get in b^ad with your
western
fans.— G. Carey, Strand Theatre, Paris, Ark.
Family patronage.
RAIN OR SHINE: One picture stands out more
prominently than all other Columbia's the last two
years,
and that
is "Rain
or Shin^."
a typically
true one
to life
story and
it made Ita was
hit.
Some came three nights to see it. Why not make
more of these types. — H. O. Ekern, Rex Theatre.
Thompson Falls, Mont. General patronage.
SO THIS IS AFRICA: Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey — This picture is a mighty good example of the
real value of "What the Picture Did for Me." I
iDOoked
it solelymade
on money
"exhibitors'
Nearlyit
every exhibitor
with itreports."
and reported
very, very suggestive. I finally bought it, trusting

N this, the exhibitor's own department, the theatremen of the
nation serve one another with infornnation on the box office performance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Bid for Ue
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1 790 Broadway, New York
to maketoo some
and dirt.
that the
customers
kick
muchmoney,
on the
Result
: third wouldn't
highest
gross in 1933. Yes, it is very, ver^ suggestive. — L. V.
Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson, Minn. General patronage.
WHIRLWIND.
THE:fromTimColumbia.
McCoy— This
good
western picture
Full isofanother
action
and thrills and sure to please the average western
fans. In addition to the regular action of the western
picture, this one adds a tough wrestling match and
some good bronc riding and steer bulldogging. Play
this and let your patrons tell you how good it is.
Business very good. Running time, 68 minutes.
Played N.
Jan.C. 6. General
— J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford.
First National
GOODBYE AGAIN: Warren William, Joan Blondell — What a pity to waste such a cast on such.
Warners must be forgiven, with so many consistently
good pictures, for permitting such as thi_s to come
through.
Drawing
— J. E, Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre,
Detroit,power,
Mich. none.
Neighborhood
patronage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Lyle Talbot — A good little picture, nothing big,
but pleases well. Good for any date, especially a
preview.
3-4. — patronage.
Claud Thorp, Gem Theatre, Ryan.Played
Okla. Tan.
General
HEROES FOR SALE: Richard Barthelmess— What
a pity to kill a star like he once was. Pass it up.
Sordid. Running time. 76 minutes. Played Jan. 3-4.
— G. Carey, Strand Theatre, Paris, Ark. Family
patronage.
I LOVED A WOMAN: Edward G. Robinson, Kay
Francis — Mighty good entertainment. Well acted.
Holds attention from beginning to end. Of course, it
depends on type of picture one likes. Had one party
say it was the best picture he ever saw. Played Jan.
2-3.—
E. patronage.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small D.town
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro, Rochelle
This isteach
a greata picture
for bothto young
and oldHudson
and —should
good lesson
every
young boy or girl in the country. Every father and
mother in the country should take their children to
see this picture. The trailer from Warner Brothers
sold this picture for us. I cannot understand why
every producer does not make his own trailers. Best
business on Wednesday in two years. Running time,
68
minutes.
PlayedN. Jan.
10. — J. J.patronage.
Medford, Orpheum
Theatre.
Oxford.
C. General
Fox
ADORABLE:
Gaynor,Christmas
Henry Garat
ing picture. GoodJanet
business
Eve —andA pleasnight.
IEnglish
have seen
better
roles for Gaynor.
Henry
is hard
to understand,
and there
are Carat's
lots of
better looking and acting troupers walking the streets
of
Hollywood.
Dec. 24-25.—
Adams,
Mason
Theatre. Played
Mason, Mich.
Small Roy
town W.patronage.
ARIZONA TO BROADWAY: Joan Bennett, James
Dunn — A pleasing program picture that will satisfy.
Running
time. 68House,
minutes.
PlayedN.Nov.
Jordan, Opera
Cogswell,
D. 17-18.
Small— C.townA.
patronage.
AS HUSBANDS GO: Warner Baxter. Helen Vinson.deserves
Warner Oland
the mill
Baxter
better— Trite
than run
this ofone.
The stuff.
old story,
wives abroad, falling for the charmer, husband to_ the
rescue and so it goes. Just another that leaves no

BEST OF ENEMIES: Marian Nixon, Charles Rogers— This is the first time I have ever reported twice
on a show. I sent my other report in a day or two
after running, but have had so many excellent comments onAnyitexhibitor
since thatthat
it isdiddeserving
special
tion.
not use ofthis
(it ismen-on
last
set please,
it in onimmensely,
his best nights.
Tbis year's
is one group)
picture should
that will
every
patron
in
your
house.
—
L.
V.
Bergtold,
Opera House,
Kasson, Minn. General patronage.
DEVIL'S IN LOVE, THE: Victor Jory, Loretta
Young — Loretta Young is well liked in my theatre
and
this because
picture with
"Lifeboth
in yery
the Raw,"
whichI Iplayed
shouldn't,
they are
good.
Running time, 71 minutes. Played Jan. 4-5. — Louis
Perretta.
Crescent
Theatre,
Mahoningtown,
Pa.
General patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— Extra business and
everyone pleased. I think the story from which this
was taken created extra business. — C. V. Hunerberg,
age.
Princess Theatre, Parkersburg, Iowa. General patronF. P. picture
1: Conrad
is one
foreign
that Veidt,
is OK.JillItEsmond
has a —lotHereof action,
and the idea of the floating platform in the middle
of the Atlantic is of interest to everyone, because
it will soon be a reality. It lacks a great deal of
being a four star picture, but still it's worth running,
and will please. Played Jan. 12-13. — S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre, Moutpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
HOOPLA: Clara Bow — Story is good. Censored;
hurt picture in spots. Business good. Running time.
79 minutes. Played Jan. 15-16. — Perrv L. Lessy, Diaronage.
mond Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. Neighborhood patHOOPLA: Clara Bow— Our patrons liked it. Good
entertainment.
Played
7-8. — town
D. E. patronage.
Fitton, Lyric
Theatre,
Harrison,
Ark. Jan.Small
Qaraof Bow
My people
didn'tIt like
asHOOPLA:
well as some
her —previous
efforts.
will this
get
by,
though.
—
C.
V.
Hunerberg.
Princess
Theatre.
Parkersburg, Iowa. General patronge.
I . AM SUZANNE:
Lilian
Harvey—
A mighty
fine
production.
A little slow
getting
started
but mighty
fine entertainment of the lighter type. Was afraid
of the satisfaction to the male (adult) element. However, they liked it. It was unusual in its theme.
Did not draw but guess this Harvey girl is not well
enough known yet. However, those who do know
her like her. Running time, 101 minutes. Played
Jan.
7-8. — Joepatronage.
Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre. Robinson.
111. General
I AM SUZANNE: LiHan Harvey, Gene Raymond
— If it is the unusual that will get you business
that
"Suzanne."
ideas, picture
and thisispicture
may hit.Jesse
It is Lasky
puppetshasthatbold
do
most of the dancing and inasmuch as these are rarely
seen ting
in this
the picture
a chance
getbusiness.country,
The music
is catchyhas and
there isof some
good chorus work in the picture, and the puppet work
is good. The kids will go for plenty. If there was
any criticism it was that there was a little too
much of it in the picture. But it is different. We
had a few walkouts on it; it drags in a few places.
— A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,
Ind. General patronage.
THE: entertainment
George O'Brien—
While itwhois
a LAST
western,TRAIL,
it is good
for anyone
likes a good lively show, with an appeal that makes
it
good Lodge.
for any Green
small Lantern
theatre. Theatre,
Played Dec.
25. —
George
Qaymont,
Del. Small country patronage.
LIFEGreyIN western
THE RAW:
George toO'Brien—
Zane
which seemed
please allAverage
western fanp Running time. 62 minutes. Played Dec. 8-9.
—patronage.
J. C. Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General
LIFE IN THE RAW: George O'Brien— Did you
ever see a George O'Brien flop? Well. I never did.
This one is a nice western picture. Well done. Runningretta,
time.Crescent
62 minutes.
Jan. 4-5. —Pa.
LouisGeneral
PerTheatre, Played
Mahoningtown,
patronage.
GAME,different,
THE: having
Spencerto Tracy._
— MAD
Something
do withClaire
the Trevor
kidnap
racket. Tracy is always good. — C. V. Hunerberg,
Princess Theatre, Parkersburg. Iowa. General patronMY LIPS BETRAY and MY WEL\KNESS: Lilian
Harvey — Very nice musical shows. Good. Fair business and customers pleased. Watch out for "I Am

68
Suzanne." It's a frost. However, if your people
like puppet shows, it's okay. Too bad to spoil UUan
Harvey's Parkersburg,
record with this.
— C. V.General
Hunerbertr.
Princess
Theatre,
Iowa.
patronage.
MY and
WEAKNESS:
LiUan ofHarvey.
Lew Ayres— One
hour
thirteen minutes
real entertainment,
and
what a splendid actress is LiUan Harvey. Supporting
cast good. Competition from weather kept me from
making money, but no fault qL the picture. Running
time, 73 minutes. Played Jan. 8-9. — J. W. Gunter,
Royal
age. Theatre, Blackshear, Ga. Small town patronMY WEAKNESS: LiUan Harvey— If you desire
some
musical
you with
can't the
do catchy
wrong
on thisniceone.sweet
It can
stand comedy
a build-up
theme
song
"Gather
Lip
Rouge
While
You
May"
and
this will put over the new English star in the picture, for she certainly pleases, both with looks and
voice. Running time, 74 minutes. Played Dec. 27-28.
— Wm. A. Crute. Victoria Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
Neighborhood patronage.
MY WEAKNESS and MY LIPS BETRAY: Lilian
Harvey — Very nice musical shows. Good. Fair business and customers pleased. — C. V. Hunerberg. Princess Theatre, Parkersburg. Iowa. General patronage.
OLSON'S BIG MOMENT: El Brendel— A dandy
slap-stick comedy.
all onParkersburg,
dime nite. — C.
Hunerberg.
PrincessPleased
Theatre,
Iowa.V.
General patronage.
PADDY. THE NEXT BEST THING: Janet Gaynor. Warner Baxter — A very sweet picture, the ladies
love it. but it is more qf a parlor society jrama than
the light comedy one is led to believe, so does not
go
your but
patrons
like Gaynor,over
you with
can the
sell children.
it by theIf star,
the customers
here were not very enthusiastic over the story on the
whole. Fair business. Running time, ,75 minutes.
Played Des. 15-16.— Wm. A. Crute, Victoria Theatre.
Vancouver, B. C. Neighborhood patronage.
PILGRIMAGE: Norman Foster. Marian Nixon— A
picture with such drama that in spots vou will feel
tears
downof your
your patrons
cheeks. will
It's love.
a change
picturestrickling
that lots
Playedin
with
a
Charley
Chase
comedy
and
went
over
Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie Theatre. Durant. big.
Miss.—
General patronage.
PILGRIMAGE:
Norman
This
picture has theMarian
things Nixon,
that make
a reallyFoster—
great
picture. Of course, if they look for a wishy washy
love story, this is not it. But the ending will be so
much to their liking that they will forget the sad
part of it. Drawing power real good. The best
midweek business in several weeks.— J. E. Stocker.
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neighborohood
patronage.
POV/ER AND THE GLORY. THE: Colleen Moore.
Spencer contest
"Tracy — Isecond
class this
as OK.
on a
beauty
night,one and
they Put
all came.
Running time, 90 minutes. — Walter Odom & Sons,
Dixie ITieatre, Durant. Miss. General patronage.
ROBBERS'
ROOST: George
O'Brien—
good
ern to average
Played
Dec. A8-9.Small
— RoywestW.
Adams,
Mason business.
Theatre. Mason.
Mich.
town
patronage.
SHANGHAI MADNESS: Spencer Tracy. Fay Wray
— Have read adverse reports on this, but I thought it
a very good picture for one day, Saturday or Pal
nights.
Our Lyric
people Theatre,
liked it.Harrison,
Played Jan.
— D.
E. Fitton,
Ark.9-10.Small
town patronage.
SHANGHAI MADNESS: Spencer Tracy. Fay Wray
— This picture will please much better in the sticks
than in the cities. Plenty of action. Running time,
72 mnutes. Played Dec. 29-30.^C. A. Jordan, Opera
House, Cogswell. N. D. Small town patronage.
SMOKY: Victor Tory. Irene Bentley — An offScreen
voice tells most of this story and it is a very good
picture for any Friday and Saturday. The horse is
wonderful. It is not strictly a western. Rather a
story of the horse that resembles the Old Black
Beauty that was released years ago. But the picture
will please
if they— A.likeE.animals.
story that
goes
with
it is good.
Hancock,"TheColumbia
Theatre,
Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
SMOKY: Victor Jory. Irene Bentley — A horse picture, and a dandy. Play this up if you have the action fans. ersburg.
— C.Iowa.V. General
Hunerberg.
Princess 'Theatre, Parkpatronage.
■TOO BUSY TO WORK: Will Rogers— One of
Will's
best.themHe back
always
here,ipeans
and play
this
will bring
nextdraws
time. good
By all
it. Running time. 80 minutes. Played Jan. 9.
—patronage.
Amuzu Theatre. Inc., Inman. S. C. Small town
WALLS OF GOLD: Sally Eilers. Norman FosterNot the very best. But a good picture. Best draw
the first night showing. Name of this picture attracted attention in lobby, and the posters I used
were very attractive also. That got them in the
first night showing. But the picture, we all know,
must have class to draw big second and third nights.
Running time, 85 minutes. — Walter Odom & Sons.
Dixie Theatre, Durant, Miss. General patronage.
WALLS OF GOLD: Sally Eilers. Norman Foster
Drew a few who had read the story. Men walked
out on it. The old, old story of a rich old man
with a young wife. Just more talk about having
babies. Another two days lost for us. Runnincr
time, 70 minutes. Played Jan. 8-9. — G. Carey. Strand
Theatre. Paris. Ark. Familv patronage.
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DEADWOOD
Tomworst
Tyler—
my severest critics said itPASS:
was the
he One
ever ofsaw.
However, it got them in on the Saturday before Christmas, which is a tough spot for any picture. Played
Dec.
W. patronage.
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason,
Mich. 22-23.—
SmallRoytown
MGM
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Madge Evans, Otto Krugei-—
cannot
findwomen
much and
faultthey
on please
this one.
It's
full You
of good
looking
my men
folks, and they do things that please the female
folks. I'dOdom
say we
have Dixie
what Theatre,
we want Durant,
in this Miss.
one.
—Walter
& Sons,
General patronage.
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Madge Evans— Just fair
and subject matter old. Running time, 88 minutes.
Played
Jan. 10-11.—
Mattecheck, Lark Theatre.
McMinnville.
Ore. M.
LocalW. patronage.
BOMBSHELL: Jean Harlow, Lee Tracy— When you
see this one you will be disappointed and you will
never want to see another like it. We never can
get people to come to our theatres playing pictures
like this. Running time, eight reels. Played Dec. 28.
—General
Walter patronage.
Odom & Sons, Dixie Theatre, Durant, Miss.
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Alice Brady,
Frank Morgan — Great. As nice a show as you ever
want. Grand entertainment. Running time, 90 minPlayed Jan. 12-13.—
W. Mattecheck,
Theatre,utes.McMinnville,
Ore. M. Local
patronage. Lark
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Alise Brady,
Frank Morgan — Good enough for any theatre is what
I think of this one. Running time, 75 minutes.—
Walter Odom
& Sons, Dixie "Theatre, Durant, Miss.
General
patronage.
CHIEF. THE: Ed Wynn— It is just Ed Wynn. No
support, no story, just the Fire Chief in his regular
line. We played it one night, Saturday, with strong
shorts,likeandit. got
that not
like like
Wynnit.
will
and away
thosewith
thatit.do "Those
not will
Too bad they did not spend some money on this besides Wynn. — C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa,
Iowa. General patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford. Clark Gable—
A splendid show. Will please everybody. Running
time. 100 minutes. Played Jan. 7-9. — M. W. Mattecheck, Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable—
Iwillhaven't
betteryoupicture
thanGivethisit one.
You
do yourplayed
part awhen
play it.
the NRA
signature
and
call
it
the
four
star
class
picture.
It's
worthy of the highest class of boost. Running time,
85
minutes.
—
Walter
Odom
&
Sons,
Dixie
"Thestre,
Durant, Miss. General patronage.
DAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix, Madge Evans
— This is very good entertainment. Miss Una Merkel
is splendid as well as Stuart Erwin. Wou.ld not recommend for your
best days.
_ PlayedArk.
Jan. Small
4-5. — D.townE.
Fitton. Lyric
Tlieatre.
Harrison,
patronage.
DINNER AT EIGHT: Marie Dressier. John Barrvmore, Lionel Barrymore, Jean Harlow, Wallace Berry
— This picture would make a number of "Hollywoods
on Parade." Each star has their bit to do, and do
it well.
super- After
specialsI put
with upme myis
just
like Running
my gameMetro's
of poker.
money I struggle to get it back. And I didn't on
"Dinner at Eight." Running time, 87 minutes.
Played Jan. 10-11-12.— C. H. McCroskey, Allied Theatre, Dermott, Ark. Small town patronage.
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HER SWEETHEART (CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Mane Dressier. Lionel Barrymore— I do not know
what to say about this picture. We got a fairly
yvell filled cash register from the two nights run on
it.
You won'twithseemuch
dress-up
it and
won't
be bothered
music;folks
no in
songs
and you
no dance
halls. But you will get enough of talk to last you till
the cows come home. Running time, eight reels. —
Walter Odom
& Sons. Dixie Theatre. Durant, Miss.
General
patronage.
HER SWEETHEART: Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore—Thought this much better than "Tugboat
Annie." Seemed to please all that saw it. Played
Dec. son,
31. Ark.
-Jan.Small
1.— D.town
E. Fitton,
Lyric Theatre, Harripatronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl. Jimmy Durante
—Fair. The Baron, Durante and Ted Healy and
stooges can do better. Plenty of laughs, but after
25 minutes or 30 minutes becomes tiresome, gunning time. 65 minutes. Played Jan. 19-20.— Perry L.
Lessy. Diamond
borhood patronage.Theatre, Philadelphia, E^. NeighMIDNIGHT MARY: Loretta Young— Nothing more
than a program
Business not up to the
average.
Ricardo picture.
Cortez plays
his usual role. If
you can get them in. it will please 50 per cent. Running time. 76 minutes. Played Tan. 9-10.— J. C. Darst
Dante Theatre, Dante. Va. General patronage.
PENTHOUSE: My ma Loy, Warner Baxter— This
picture
will please in parts but there
in it
that are slow. Nothing but light fun,areno parts
to
It. nothing real, just a picture. Running feehng
time,
minutes.— Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie Theatre. Dur-91
ant. Miss. General patronage.

PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY. THE: Myrna
Loy. Max Baer. Walter Huston. Jack Dempsey— A
very fine piece of entertainme
time, 102
minutes. Played Jan. 1-4.— M. nt.W. Running
Lark
Theatre. McMinnville. Ore. Local Mattecheck.
patronage.
PRIZEJ=-IGHTER AND THE LADY. THE: Jack
Max Baer—
Dempsey. Myrna Loy, Walter Huston.
It is a big boxing picture along the line we have
Well,
seen before.
It has got so now we cannot make this
class of pictures a good draw for our boK office the
second night. Shoot it big for the first night showing and send it back home. Keep up hopes and smile
for better pictures iust around the corner.
Runriing
time, nine reels. Played Jan. 9.— Waltej Odom
&
Sons, Dixie Theatre. Durant. Miss. General patronage.
SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE?: Alice Brady, Lionel
Barrymore— There is a lot of
t in this
picture. My patrons liked itentertainmen
very much. Alice
Brady talks a little too much, but it's a good storv
and will please in large and small towns alike. Played
Tan 12-13.— S. H. Rich. Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
patronage.
Idaho. Town and rural
SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE?:
Brady. Lionel
Barrymore. Conway Tearle— If you Alice
want your patrons
talked into boredom, this is your picture.
Dialogue
and that is all. While there are a few laughs
and
It IS supposed to be comedy-drama, the laughs do
action.
of
kind
any
of
lack
the
for
up
make
not
is smartly produced and that is about all. It willIt
flop the second day. or
it did for us, verv
badly. We had a numberanyway,
walk out on it, and that
town picture bv
small
a
not
is
It
good.
so
not
IS
any means. Too slow.— A. E. Hancock.
Columbia
Theatre. Columbia City,
Ind. General patronage.
SOLITAIRE MAN: Herbert Marshall. Elizabeth
Allan— This one failed to register at my theatre.
When they do not chck at the box office we lose
money, and yet we have to pay for them just the
same. Pictures like this one make a theatre
man
say,
sell out and quit if I could. We little
theatrewellmenI would
have lots of money invested putting in the
finest equipment money can buy and yo_u know if we
live we must have the best pictures. Ask Mr. Kuykendall
whybadhe pictures
sold someand ofthat
his would
theatres.be "his
Partanswer
of it.
I bet, was
Running time, eight reels.— Walter Odom & Sons.
Dixie Theatre. Durant; Miss. General patronage.
STAGE MOTHER: Alice Brady, Franchot ToneIt IS a wonderful picture but we got a bad print,
and did not satisfy those that came. Running time,
nine reels.— Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie Theatre,
Durant, Miss. General patronage.
STRANGE INTERLUDE: Norma Shearer, Clark
Gable — Shame on you, Leo. Terrible flop. Barely
brought film rental. Another cat in the bag. Tell
us
about the next one, please.— H. O. Ekern, Rex
Theatre, Thompson Falls, Mont. General patronage.
STRANGER'S RETURN, THE:
Miriam Hopkins— Here is one of theLionel
best Barrymore.
pictures of
the year with Lionel Barrymore at his best. It is a
comedy and drama of rural American life and is
clean entertainment for the entire family. The story,
acting and direction are perfect. The excellent supporting cast includes Franchot Tone and Stuart
Erwin. Picture excellent, but business for one day
only fair. Running time, 89 minutes. Played Jan. 11.
—J.
J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
General
TODAY WE LIVE: Joan Crawford, Gary Cooper.
After the first night I stuck my head out of the
door to see if they had all gone home. I expected
anything because I know they did not get their
money's
worth.—General
H. O. Ekern,
Rex Theatre, Thompson
Falls, Mont.
patronage.
TUGBOAT

ANNIE:

Marie

Dressier, Wallace
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was andtruly
a credit
ABeery
very— Yes,
good this
picture
a good
crowd.to— Leo's
H. O. efforts.
Ekern,
Rex Theatre, Thompson Falls, Mont. General
patronage.
TURN BACK THE CLOCK: Lee Tracy— IN ot up
to expectations. Fair comedy. Running time, 80
minutes. Played Dec. 24.— M. W. Mattecheck, Lark
Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
MajesticJean Hersholt, Jackie
HEARTS OF HUMANITY:
Searl — This picture has good story and cast, but
poor directing and recording. Ran it one day,
Wednesday, Jan. 10, and made almost enough to pay
the usher.
Running
time, 65Okla.
minutes.Small
— R. town
H. Russ,
Camera
Theatre,
Stillwater,
and
college patronage.
Paramount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte HenryVery finely done from a story and production standpoint but not satisfactory to adult trade. I did better
than expected but believe it was because it had
powerful child appeal and I purposely did not run a
kids' matinee with the result that parents came at
night
with 111.
the children.
Joe Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre,
Robinson,
General —patronage.
COLLEGE HUMOR: Jack Oakie, Richard Arlen,
Bing Crosby — One of the worst box-office flops I ever
played. With ideal winter weather conditions on a
three-day run, this did not do nearly average two-day
business.
Severalit remarked
that over-rated,
they didn'tandcarea
for it. I think
is very much
program price is every bit it is worth. One grand
disappointment! — L. V. Bergtold, Opera House,
Kasson, Minn. General patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Fredric March, Gary
Cooper, Miriam Hopkins — Who would have ever
thought of casting March and Cooper in a comedy?
Can ofyoutheimagine
"Dr. Jekyll These
and Mr.
jumping
out
jack-in-the-box.
starsHyde"
are too
good
to use in comedy, as they are both out of place. The
picture is just fair entertainment but draws a little
above average because of the cast. Edward Everett
Horton
is very picture
good, and
story iscast.
okay.Played
It's
just
an average
with the
a splendid
Jan.
14-15.—
S.
H.
Rich,
Rich
Theatre,
Montpelier,
Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Gary Cooper, Frederic
March, Miriam Hopkins— Great. A dandy. Spicy,
but no one will object. Done in a nice way. Running time, -91Lark
minutes.
Jan. 14-16.
— M.Local
W.
Mattecheck,
Theatre,Played
McMinnville,
Ore.
patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Gary Cooper, Frederic
March, Miriam Hopkins — Here is something really
new in pictures. Your patrons may not think so
much of a girl who loves two men, but they will rave
about the brilliant dialogue and masterful direction.
Gary Cooper and Fredric March as comedians will
bring the house down. Business good. Running time,
88 minutes. Played Jan. 14-15-16.— R. H. Russ, Camera
Theatre, Stillwater, Okla. Small town and college
patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— We have
never been able to put the Four Marx Brothers over.
Struck the worst weather oi the year and did very
well, considering. Everybody that saw it liked it,
especially
kids. — C. patronage.
L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.the General
GIRL IN 419: James Dunn— One of the best program pictures made by Paramount last year. The
story plot is exceptionally good and just about the
right amount of comedy mixed in to make this an
unusually entertaining picture. It is certainly worth
subbing for a new show for exhibitors that did not
play
— L. patronage.
V. Bergtold, Opera House,
Kasson,it last
Minn. season.
General
GIRL IN 419: James Dunn— Nothing big, but it
pleased a one-night crowd. Running time, 70 minutes.
— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col.
General patronage.
GIRL IN 419: James Dunn, Gloria Stuart— A program picture with a so-so cast that drew better than
some of the so-called specials and pleased 100 per
cent.
pass— C.it A.
up. Jordan,
RunningOpera
time,House,
74 minutes.
Played Don't
Jan. 5-6.
Cogswell, N. D. Small town patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Charles Farrell—
Disappointed. Not well received. Subject matter
poor.
time,Lark
74 minutes.
Jan. 5-6.
M. W. Running
Mattecheck,
Theatre, Played
McMinnville,
Ore.—
Local patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Marguerite Churchill,
Charles Farrell — ^Well acted, but tell me who wants
a mess of stuff like this. Did not please and did not
draw. Good
placed
bad spots.
It can't
much
you. actors
— Ned
Pedigo, inDeLuxe
Theatre,
Garber,do
Okla. forGeneral
patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen— Did not
draw at all. I think our farmers are so full of their
own tobacco problems that they were not interested
in those of the wheat farmers. However, it is an
extra good picture with Elizabeth Patterson and
Roscoe Ates as the hired girl and hired man supplying tip top Ky.
comedy.
— A.town
N. Miles,
Eminence Theatre,
Eminence,
Small
patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen— Stress
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the comedy in this and take the sting out of the
"Hell."
so bolster
it up withA fair
goodprogram
musical picture,
shorts, but
etc.short,
Running
time,
68 minutes.— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte
Vista, Col. General patronage.
I'M has
NO real
ANGEL:
Mae West,
Grant—
Mae
West
personality,
and doesGaryperfect
acting,
but more than that, she has box office plus. Running
time, 87 minutes. Played Dec. 4-5-6-7 to capacity
house.—
R. H.andRuss,college
Camera
Theatre, Stillwater, Okla.
Small town
patronage.
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE: Peggy Hopkins
Joyce,
W. C. Fields
— A musical
comedy
with but
a good
cast. Sub-zero
weather
ruined our
business,
the
picture pleased. Running time, 80 minutes. Played
Jan.
1.—
C.
A.
Gordon,
Opera
House,
Cogswell,
N.
D.
Small town patronage.
LONE COWBOY: Jackie Cooper— A fine producand a splendid
Cooper. Not
a regulartionwestern.
Runningvehicle
time, for
59 minute^.
Played
Dec.
20-21.— M. W. Mattecheck, Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
LONE COWBOY: Jackie Cooper— Here is a dandy
Saturday picture. Grownups as well as children will
enjoy it. Clean. Played Jan. 6. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric
Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
MIDNIGHT CLUB: George Raft, Clive Brook,
Helen Vinson — An excellent picture, taken from every
angle. Good entertainment. Helen Vinson one of
the most pleasing feminine stars that has ever graced
our screen. Business 90%. Running time, 70
minutes. Played Dec. 31-Jan. 1-2.— R. H. Russ,
Camera Theatre, Stillwater, Okla. Small town and
college patronage.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Gary Cooper— You
can't want a better picture than this. The role fits
Gary to a "T," and Fay Wray and Frances Fuller are
outstanding.
Played audiences.
it Christmas Running
week to fair
ness and pleased
time,busi-85
minutes. — A. N. Miles, Eminence Theatre, Eminence,
Ky. Small town patronage.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Gary Cooper, Fay
Wray — A pleasing, slow-running, sleepy story built
around nothing. Would not please over fifty per cent.
It's not the kind. Has nothing outstanding. Gary
Cooper
good. — Ned
Pedigo, DeLuxe Theatre, Garber,
Okla. General
patronage.
PICK UP: Sylvia Sidney, George Raft— A real
show. Will suit 90 per cent of the cash customers.
Business off, but no fault of the picture. Running
time, 75 minutes. Played Nov. 10-lL— C. A. Jordan,
Opera House, Cogswell, N. D. Small town patronage.
SIGN OF THE CROSS: Fredric March— Saved
this for Christmas. First night business was fair,
but with 20 below on both the second and third nights,
the final gross was very, very bad. It is a great
production but will not please the majority. Several
remarked that it had too many cruel scenes. I trust
that Paramount's class "A" pictures this year will
go over better than they did here last season. — L. V.
Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson, Minn. General
patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers,
Jack Haley — This is another musical with comedy
and drama, sUghtly different from the usual type of
musicals.
of Sally
Rand'smuch
fan
dance at theTheendinterpretation
is elaborate and
will create
talk. There are many popular song hits in this.
Good entertainment for the whole family and will
please any average audience. Played two days to
good business and pleased about 90 per cent. Runtime, 80 minutes.
Jan. N.
8-9.—C.J. J.General
Medford, ningOrpheura
Theatre,Played
Oxford,
patronage.
SONG OF SONGS: Marlene Dietrich— This is a big
picture done in a big way. I doubt if a big part of
moviener patrons
are ready
the manshown in this.
True,to itaccept
is a nudity
marble instatue,
but
none the
less
the
conservative
element
will
be
what shocked with the nudity element in this. someAside
from that it is holding drama with a happy ending.
Drawing Detroit,
power Mich.
average.Neighborhood
— J. E. Stocker,
Myrtle
Theatre,
patronage.
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TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, June KnightDrew well and pleased all. All any showman asks.
Running time, 82 minutes. Played Jan. 1-2. — G.
Carey, Strand Theatre, Paris, Ark. Family patronage.TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, June KnightProved a good Christmas attraction. Folks hked it
very much. More story than most musicals, but also
enough music to satisfy those who want it. Running
time, 82 minutes. Played Dec. 25-26.— A. N. Miles,
Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town
patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, Cliff Edwards,
June Knight
good little
some Jan.
extremely—funnyVery
comedy.
Fair musical
busines.withPlayed
12-13.— Roy W. Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich.
Small town patronage.
THIS DAY AND AGE: Charles Bickford, Judith
Allen — An interesting, timely picture, well produced.
Went over nicely, but got no money. It had no big
stars. A director's name don't mean a big lot at
box office. — Ned Pedigo, DeLuxe Theatre, Garber,
Okla. General patronage.
THREE-CORNERED MOON: Claudette Colbert,
Richard
Arlen, who
Maryplays
Boland
A half-crazy
and
a mama
the— stock
market. family,
Good
comedy, all nonsense. Pleased the majority of those
who saw it. Business 100%. Running time, 77
minutes. Played Dec. 23-24-25.— R. H. Russ, Camera
Theatre, Stillwater, Okla. Small town and college
patronage.
THREE-CORNERED MOON: Claudette Colbert,
Richard
Arlen — This
pictureoffering.
will not Running
create talk,
is a satisfactory
program
time, but76
minutes. Played Jan. 12-13.— C. A. Jordan, Opera
House, Cogswell, N. D. Small town patronage.
THUNDERING HERD, THE: Randolph ScottVery good. Running time, 59 minutes. Played Dec.
30.—
W. patronage.
Mattecheck, Lark Theatre, McMinnville,
Ore. M.Local
THUNDERING HERD, THE: Randolph Scott,
Judith
— Zane Grey
Paramount
together
make a Allen
combination
hard toandbeat.
This is excellent
and our Saturday night crowd ate it up. — C- L. Niles,
Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
THUNDERING HERD, THE: Randolph Scott,
Judith Allen — Entertaining western from Zane Grey
tale. Doti't
it hadbutanyit pleased.
more thrills
than glad
the
original
silentthink
version,
Always
to see the old-timers who helped put this over —
Harry Carey, Raymond Hatton, Monte Blue and
Noah Beery. Running time, six reels. Played Jan.
12-13.— P. G. Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— Here is a
prize package in the amusement line. It has practically everything one could ask of a good movie. Go
after it, bring them in, the picture will deliver what
your patrons want. Drawing power a little above
average. Neighborhood
— J. E. Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit,
Mich.
patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott, Esther
Ralston, Buster Crabbe — Splendid. It has everything.
One of the best that we have ever run. You can lay
to this one with all you have. A swell story. Plenty
of action and produced right up to the minute. They
don't
better asin the
westerns
than come
this onto
one.
There come
is an any
innovation;
characters
the screen there is the name of the player and his
character designated at the bottom. Frankly, I think
that this is a good idea. I know that many people
are puzzled as to who the cast is in a lot of pictures.
Someone who is mentioned in the cast but is new
to them and they like to know who they are when
their work stands out. Esther Ralston is back and
did a nice piece of character work and she can ride
like nobody's
business.
A. E.General
Hancock,
Columbia
Theatre,
Columbia
City,— Ind.
patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott, Esther
Ralston—
mighty finePleased
bunch about
of entertainment.
Well
acted
andA directed.
all of the folks.
For a western it was a dandy. — Ned Pedigo, DeLuxe
Theatre, Garber, Okla. General patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott— Another
good drawing card. A little different slant on an
outdoor picture with Kentucky feud story. Running
time, 65 minutes. — M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre,
Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Jack
Oakie— Very good. Two good dance numbers and
of course Bing Crosby croons. Bad weather cut attendance, sleet storm. Seems one gets the bad breaks
when they have a good picture and good weather
with the clucks. — A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre,
Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Judith
Allen — Good story and grand comedy. Drew very
well considering that all tobacco markets in the state
are closed. The farmers commented on Judith Allen.
Running time, 75 minutes.— A. N. Miles, Eminence
Theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.
TOOcal. MUCH
HARMONY:
Bingof Crosby—
Nice musiGood business
for the time
year. Played
Dec.
15-16.
—
Roy
W.
Adams.
Mason
Theatre,
Mason,
Mich.
Small town patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Stuart Erwin, Raymond Hatton — A cross between a Zane Grey western
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and a Mack Sennett comedy. Good entertainment,
and pleased more than the average. Running time,
59 minutes. Played Jan. 5-6. — R. H. Russ, Camera
Theatre, Stillwater, Okla. Small town and college
patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier, Ann
Dvorak — Our
thought
this cleverboudoir,
and entertaining. Waspatrons
free from
objectionable,
etc.
Played Jan. 6-8.— P. G. Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker,
S. D. Small town patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier— A
dandy picture. Entertainment from start to finish. —
D. E. Fitton. Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small
town patronage.
Principal
TARZAN THE FEARLESS: Buster Crabbe— The
picture really is a serial, but the first one comes in
eight reels and is supposed to be a feature. Then
there are eight chapters that run from there on. I
ran the first one four days and broke all box office
records since I went into sound, December 11, 1930.
and
chapter
held but
up equally
as well.
Don't
see
how next
a person
can help
make money
if they
advertise same. I gave away 1,000 Tarzan Bars the first
two days, and it is sure a money-maker. — Ned Tweeden, Princess Theatre, Fargo, N. D. General patronage.
RKO
ACE OF ACES: Richard Dix— Drew better than
expected, and seemed to please. — A. IM. Miles, Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN: Wynne
Gibson, Charles Farrell — Just fair. A little rough for
the average female patronage. Running time, 68
minutes. Played Dec. 13-14.— M. W. Mattecheck,
Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
KINGDOM:
theANIMAL
four stars
come in ? Ann
ThereHarding—
is no Where
connectiondo
between the ratings given in Liberty and the box
office receipts. Give us comedy, music and action. —
H. O. Ekern, Rex Theatre, Thompson Falls, Mont.
General patronage.
VICKERS:
Dunne—twoVerywomen
good.to Great
forANN
women.
Had on Irene
an average
every
man. Great business. Running time, 71 minutes.
Played Jan. 17-18.
L. Lessy, patronage.
Diamond Theatre,
Philadelphia,
Pa. — Perry
Neighborhood
OF ROSES:
Constance
Bennett—
Not uphaveto
theBEDstandard
for Constance
Bennett.
It would
been much more satisfactory if I had got a good
print.soItgood
may here.
be thatHadConstance
Bennett comments.
doesn't go
over
few satisfactory
Running
time,
67
minutes.
Played
Jan.
2-3.
— J. C.
Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
BEFORE DAWN: Stuart Erwin— Very good thrill
picture for Friday or Saturday, but poor photography,
all interior dark scenes, and poor recording, sounded
boomy. — Ned Pedigo, DeLuxe Theatre, Garber, Okla.
General patronage.
CROSS FIRE: Tom Keene— Just a good mixture
of everything that makes a good picture for a small
town— comedy, fighting, action and melodrama. Played
Dec. 30. — George Lodge, Green Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del. Small country patronage.
DIPLOMANIACS: Wheeler and Woolsey— These
boys are still good, but they haven't any chance to
demonstrate in this picture. It's a lot of half-baked
gags
that better
don't stories
get over.
better
get some
soon Bert
or theyandwillRobert
be through
before
they
realize
it.
Played
Jan.
1.
—
Roy
W.
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town
patronage.
DOUBLE HARNESS: Ann Harding, William
Powell — A very good picture, and Ann Harding and
William Powell make a good co-starring attraction.
Running time, 74 minutes. Played Dec. 5-6. — J. C.
Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio, Gene
Raymond — Great entertainment and pleased our people
very much. Music and photography the best of the
musicals. Has plenty of novelty and action. Get
behind
— C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General it.patronage.
GOODBYE LOVE: Charles Ruggles, Verree Teasdale — Mediocre picture, only partially redeemed by
work
Ruggles.
wasted ofpiece
of filmDouble
and a edged
wasted "wisecracks."
evening for theA
patrons. Played Jan. 5-6.— P. G. Estee, S. T. Theatre,
Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.
KING KONG: Robert Armstrong— Picture greatly
exaggerated, but that was only secondary. It brought
the business. People are looking for something
unusual these days and this was one of them. — H. O.
Ekern, Rex Theatre, Thompson Falls, Mont. General
patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— The masterpiece of the year. We never played a picture
that so universally pleased. We are playing it back
a second
time.Anamosa,
Don't pass
up. — C. patronage.
L. Niles,
Niles
Theatre,
Iowa.this General
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— Very fine
and well liked, especially by women. Brought out
a lot of people who seldom attend the theatre. Run-

MOTION

SEVEN
START

PICTURE

HERALD

CONTRIBUTORS
THIS WEEK

Seven — count 'em, seven — new contributors to "What the Picture Did
for Me" make their reportorial bow
in the department this week. From
Montana to Virginia and from Philadelphia to Oklahoma come these latest exhibitor reporters. They are:
Perry L. Lessey, Diamond theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa.; R. H. Russ, Camera
theatre, Stillwater, Okla.; Ned Tweeden, Princess theatre, Fargo, N. D.;
Margaret R. VandenBerg, Crescent
theatre. Grand Haven, Mich.; J. C.
Darst, Dante theatre, Dante, Va.; H.
O. Ekern, Rex theatre, Thompson
Falls, Mont.; and C. V. Hjinerberg,
Princess theatre, Parkersburg, Iowa.
Hunerberg's letterhead carried the
following: "No depression here. Still
alive and healthy. We can't show all
the pictures so we show only the best."
ning time, 115 minutes. Played Dec. 25-29. — M. W.
Mattecheck, Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local
patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— The popularity of the book brought out good business, and
the picture pleased about 80 per cent. Well directed
picture.
However,time,Miss
voice Jan.
is terrible
to
me. Running
107 Hepburn's
minutes. Played
7-8-9.
—Small
C. H.townMcCroskey,
patronage. Allied Theatre, Dermott, Ark.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— Almost
broke the house record. The grandmothers will come
out with one ticket and four kids under six to see
it, and all the women folk and girls will rave, but
the
men is won't
crazygoabout
family
going,be they
too. it,Onebut ofsince
the the
leastwhole
expensive in advertising we ever ran. Just tell them
when and where — they know more about the picture
than you do. Held up fine for four days. Running
time, 115 minutes.— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre,
Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot, Betty Furness — Very fine production. Everyone seemed to like
it. Running time, 70 minutes. Played Dec. 22-^. —
M. W. Mattecheck, Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore.
Local patronage.
MORNING GLORY: Katharine Hepburn— This is
not a small town picture, and in spite of all the advertising Hepburn is getting, did not draw the average
gross, and heaven knows the average is low enough.
The small town exhibitor should have a SO per cent
concellation privilege on every contract in order to
take out the very numerous pictures unsuitable for
the "sticks."
— L.patronage.
V. Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson,
Minn.
General
PROFESSIONAL SWEETHEART: Ginger Rogers,
Norman Foster — My people are getting very critical.
A year or two ago they would have called this good,
but they criticized it quite a bit. Played Jan. 14-15. —
Roy W. Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small
town patronage.
RAFTER _ ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers, Norman
Foster — A nice, entertaining picture of light comedyromance. Pleased, but had no draw. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town
patronage.
RIGHT TO ROMANCE, THE: Ann Harding— This
was one of our best liked pictures. Romance, lovely
clothes, splendid acting and everything that goes to
make up a modern love story made it thoroughly
enjoyable.- — A. N. Miles, Eminence Theatre, Eminence,
Ky. Small town patronage.
A fairandpicture
andSWEEPINGS:
a fair crowd. Lionel
Give usBarrymore—
more comedies
more
musicals. Give us pictures closer to home. Give us
more pictures of the Wheeler and Woolsey type, clean,
wholesome entertainment, but not the type of "So
This sonIsFalls,
Africa."
O. Ekern,
Rex Theatre, ThompMont.— H.General
patronage.
United Artists
BITTER SWEET: Anna Neagle, Fernand Graavey
—it Take
advice.payIf foryou're
have
under mycontract,
it andlucky
handenough
it back.to First
night 75 per cent of my patrons walked out. Just a
waste of film. Hope my patrons forgive me. Running time,Theatre,
93 minutes.
— Margaret
Vandenberg,
Crescent
Grand
Haven, R.
Mich.
General
patronage.
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BOWERY, THE: Wallace Beery. George Raft,
Jackie good
Cooper—second
A wonderful,
pictureRunning
and drawing
power
and thirdfinenight.
time,
nine
reels.
—
Walter
Odom
&
Sons,
Dixie
Theatre,
Durant, Miss. General patronage.
BOWERY, THE: Jackie Cooper, Wallace Beery,
George action,
Raft — Aandnatural.
Has stars
plentylikeof Beery,
rough Raft
and
tumble
with three
and Cooper, what more do the patrons want for their
money.
Therewithis this
something
wrong time,
if you95 don't
over
the top
one. Running
minutes.go
Played Dec. B.18-19.—
A. Crute,patronage.
Victoria Theatre,
Vancouver,
C. Wm.
Neighborhood
BROADWAY THRU A EYHOLE: Constance
Cummings, Russ Columbo, Paul Kelly — -Well, it is
O.K. Lots of good things in it. Give it two stars
and pass it on. It will click three nights good at
your box
office.Dixie
Running
eight Miss.
reels. — General
Walter
Odom
& Sons,
Theatre,time,Durant,
patronage.
MASQUERADER, THE: Ronald Colman, Elissa
Landi it— It's
one star
playingRunning
a double
But
drewa apicture,
fair crowd
for me.
time,part.75
minutes. — Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie Theatre,
Durant, Miss. General patronage.
MASQUERADER, THE: Ranald Colman, Elissa
Landi — Ronald does some great dual role acting in
this picture, but it was just a little sophisticated for
this district and especially Christmas holidays, so
that
do anything
extrathewithsmall
it. suburban
Suit the
large wecitydidn't
houses
better than
houses, unless you are in a classy residential suburb
where the people appreciate highbrow stories. Running time, 77 minutes. Played Dec. 25-26. — Wm. A.
Crute,hoodVictoria
patronage. Theatre, Vancouver, B. C. NeighborPRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY VIII, THE: Charles
Laughton — Wonderfully acted and wonderfully photographed. In fact, a great picture from a production
standpoint. Some liked it and some did not. Not
much
in a Iowa.
small town.
— C. patronage.
L. Niles,
Niles drawing
Theatre, power
Anamosa,
General
RAIN: Joan Crawford — With Joan Crawford losing
her drawing power, and being so old, this was a flop
here, alsoofwerain,wereso in
middle
a three weeks'
overdose
the the
people
wereof naturally
fed up
on rain in general and the title may have been
against it. Running time, 94 minutes. Played Dec.
20-21. — Wm. A. Crute, Victoria Theatre, Vancouver,
B. C. Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
DON'T BET ON LOVE: Lew Ayres, Ginger
Rogers — A very good production that proved to be
very entertaining to our people. Not a big picture
but good for the average town patrons. Played Jan.
6.Del.— George
Lantern Theatre, Claymont,
SmallLodge,
countryGreen
patronage.
A NIGHT:
Morris— Positively
theKING
best FOR
audience
picture IChester
have exhibited.
It has
everything, and if by chance there is anyone who
does not like this picture, take it from me, they are
screwy.
Chester
does himself
ing in this,
the Morris
whole cast,
in fact.some
It isreala actreal
picture.
Big
enough
for
any
house.
—
Ned
Pedigo,
DeLuxe Theatre, Garber, Okla. General patronage.
LADIES MUST LOVE: June Knight, Neil Hamilton— A lightweight musical comedy. Fair biz. Played
Dec.
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason,
Mich. 17-18.—
SmallRoytownW. patronage.
LOVE,
AND OH,
Suraville,
ZasuHONOR
Pitts — Another
greatBAB-^!:
audience Slim
satisfying
comedy from Universal. They like Summerville and
Zasu
Pitts.—
C.
L.
Niles,
Niles
Theatre,
Anamosa,
Iowa. General patronage.
LOVE, merville,
HONOR
OH, aBABY!:
Slim SumZasu Pittsin.
—AND
Gave
date
and it drew
them
The this
moral tough
of thismidweek
opera seems
to be that if a guy is old enough, ugly enough and
rich enough, it is all right to shake him down for a
hundred grand. Slim Summerville better go on an
18-day diet or some of these days he is going to be
Fat Summerville. Played Jan. 9-10. — Roy W. Adams,
Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
LOVE, HONOR AND OH BABY!: Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts — Two good performances being ruined
by too many productions. They do their part, but
too much of anything gorges, and my customers are
getting foundered on this pair. Played Jan. 17-18. —
J. W. patronage.
Gunter, Royal Theatre, Blackshear, Ga. Small
town
LOVE,
AND stars
OH, BABY!:
SlimtheSummerville, ZasuHONOR
Pitts — These
always get
dough.
By far the best drawing card of the season. Long
live Summerville and Pitts.— Ned Pedigo, DeLuxe
TTheatre, Garber, Okla. General patronage.
LOVE,ville, HONOR
OH, BABY!:
SummerZasu Pitts — AND
Did good
business Slim
on this
one.
First
one
of
the
Summerville
and
Pitts
team.
It's
just a picture. Nothing extra about it. Running
time,
63
minutes.
Played
Jan.
1-2.
—
Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General
patronage.
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Mary Brian, Leo
Carrillo — Well, it is really good. But like all others
it seems too much of a mockery, too much makebelieve. They turn it all into fun. You cannot get
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them to thrill you. No melody, no feeling to them.
They come in the theatre, see it, go out and forget
it. Nothing in this kind of picture to give them a
heartache, to make them want to see it over again.
Running& Sons,
time, Dixie
eight Theatre,
reels. Played
10. — General
Walter
Odom
Durant,Jan.
Miss.
patronage.
MOONLIGHT
AND PRETZELS:
Leo Carrillo,
Mary Brian — This picture has everything to please
any kind of patrons. Excellent show with plenty of
action, comedy and everything necessary to make it
aGreen
good Lantern
production.Theatre,
Played Claymont,
Dec. 16.— George
Del. Lodge,
Small
country patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna Damerell — The radio stars, and what a flop. Put it on
off Hunerburg,
night, and bePrincess
'way off
when they
go out.
—your
C. V.
Theatre,
Parkersburg,
Iowa. General patronage.
OUT ALL NIGHT: Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts
^On account of a bad print on the first showing, I
brought this back and did a satisfactory business on
a bargain night. This is easily the best picture so
far turned out by this popular combination. — L. V.
Bergtold, Opera House, Kasson, Minn. General
patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams — Played on Saturday and Sunday and the only
"football" picture ever to gross expenses. "Mighty
fine picture,"
all said.—
G. Carey, Strand Theatre,
Paris,
Ark. they
Family
patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams— Good football picture. Business just so-so.
Played Dec. 29-30.— Roy W. Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM, THE: Lionel
Atwill, Paul Lukas, Gloria Stuart— A good mystery
story. Drew well and pleased us and our patrons.
Running
time, 65 Paris,
minutes.Ark.Played
Jan. patronage.
6-7.— G. Carey,
Strand Theatre,
Family
S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque, Gibson Rowland— Years ago "Uncle Carl" used the slogan, "Use
the
you."or Looks
grand staff
old
man brains
forgotGodthatgaveslogan
maybelikehistheoffice
never heard of it or they would not have released
this picture during the zero and sub-zero season.
Picture okay of its kind, but what little chance it had
at the box-office
aglimmering
near-zero
weather
whereas itwent
would
have donewith
a whole
lot
better in hot weather and helped our cooling plants
cool 'em off. And now comes Metro with "Eskimo."
— Joe Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre, Robinson, 111. General
patronage.
STRAWBERRY ROAN: Ken Maynard, Ruth Hall
—celluloid.
Visualizing
world'sdominates
popular the
cowboy
songregion
into
Ken the
Maynard
western
with his finest outdoor accomplishment since his
entrance in the motion picture field. The story
centers chiefly around wild horse habitat with battles
royal between the breed for supremacy of the mesa,
and contains a human angle chuck full of action,
uproarious comedy, with a touch of good western.
Music ment
which
add outdoor
to the appeal
of all Hall
entertainseekers will
of the
field. Ruth
holds
the feminine spotlight with her usual top notch performance with an able cast supporting. This undoubtedly is the finest western material Universal has
released in years. One hour of guaranteed clean cut
entertainment. Universal has achieved further success
and are on their way to another big year of progress
in motion picture entertainment. Running time, 60
minutes. Played Jan. 12. — William Dabb, Lyric Theatre, Shenandoah, Pa. Small town patronage.
TERROR TRAIL: Tom Mi.x— This very good
western drew the best bargain night business I have
had for several months. Played the same week as
"College Humor" and on a Wednesday night did
more than twice as much business as "College Humor"
did on Sunday night. "Strange as it seems" or
"believe Minn.
it or not."
— L. patronage.
V. Bergtold, Opera House,
Kasson,
General
Wa rner
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck— A
very good picture, several favorable comments, no
kicks on this picture.
Just31-Jan.
a real1-2.—good
entertainment.
Played Dec.
Claudevening's
Thorp,
Gem Theatre, Ryan, Okla. General patronage.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: James Cagney, Joan Blondell. Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell — A very elaborate
picture. Personally I did not like it as well as
or "Gold
I"Forty-second
ran this in veryStreet"
bad weather
and Diggers
therefore ofno 1933."
extra
business. Played Jan. 7-8-9.— Claud Thorp, Gem
Theatre, Ryan, Okla. General patronage.
FORTY-SECOND STREET: Warner Baxter, Bebe
Daniels — This is an excellent musical picture and
seemed to please very well. Running time, 89
minutes. Played Dec. 1-2.— J. C. Darst, Dante
Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Warren William— A
very good musical picture with an excellent cast,
good story, good dancing, good music, beautiful settings, but still it lacked that certain something which
"Forty-second
Street"
Running
98 minutes.
Played
Dec. 29-30.—
J. C.had.
Darst,
Dante time,
Theatre,
Dante,
Va. General
patronage.
HAUNTED GOLD: John Wayne— A good western
■with plenty of action and comedy. Played Jan. 16-17.
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—Roy
W. Adams,
Small town
patronage.Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich.
I AM A FUGITIVE FROM A CHAIN GANG:
Paul Muni — Although this is an old picture, it was
very satisfactory and pleased the majority. The
sound and photography okay as well as story and
acting. This picture should go over good in any small
town.
Running Dante
time, 90
minutes.Dante,
PlayedVa.Jan.General
5-6. —
J.
C. Darst,
Theatre,
patronage.
LAWYER MAN: William Powell— Fair picture.
Not much business. Played Dec. 10-11. — Roy W.
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town
patronage.
LIFE OF JIMMY DOLAN, THE: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.— Fair picture. Fair business. Played Jan.
7-8.—
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich.
Small RoytownW. patronage.
20,000 YEARS IN SING SING: Spencer Tracy,
Bette Davis — Although this picture is old it is an
excellent one and seemed to be liked by practically
everyone. Played Dec. 15-16. — J. C. Darst, Dante
Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
ALL'S WET THAT ENDS WET: World of Sport
—Niles,
A veryNiles
good sport
reel with
plenty ofIowa.
action. General
— C. L.
Theatre,
Anamosa,
patronage.
HOT DAZE: Smith and Dale— A better title would
have been "Fire Sale," with the director firing the
alleged
comics Theatre,
before the
picture Ga.
started.
— J.town
W.
Gunter. Royal
Blackshear,
Small
patronage.
LOVE IN TENTS: Smith and Dale— Positively
terrible. — M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte
Vista, Col. General patronage.
MICKEY'S
SHOW: Mickey
Clever
as wellTENT
as entertaining.
One ofMcGuire—
the few
McGuires that is good. Clever Slae West gag. Good
for all classes. Running time, 17 minutes. — Perry L.
Lessy,hoodDiamond
patronage. Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. NeighborMICKEY'S TENT SHOW: Mickey McGuire— A
great two-reel comedy for Saturday night. — C. L.
Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
STRANGE CASE OF POISON IVY: Sunrise
Comedies — Again Columbia gives the public another
comedy, and poor is hardly the word to express
this one. If you have seen this you will agree with
me. Running time, 18 minutes. — J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
Educational
BEANSTALK JACK: Terry-toons— A good short
anywhere Ark.
you putSmall
it. — town
D. E.patronage.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre,
Harrison,
BOY, OH BOY! Andy Clyde— Andy Clyde's are as
goodC. asDarst,
any they
time, 21patronage.
minutes. —
J.
Dante,make.
Dante,Running
Va. General
GIT ALONG LITTLE WIFIE: Taylor HolmesJust fair. Running time, two reels. — D. E. Fitton,
Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
LEAVE IT TO DAD: George Bickel, Johnny Harron. Fern here,
Emmett,
Janeover
Dalein— Although
players
are
unknown
it went
good shape.
Several
good laughs.
reels.town
— D. patronage.
E. Fitton,
Lyric
Theatre, Running
Harrison,time,
Ark. twoSmall
MIDSUMMER MUSH: Charley Chase— About on
a par with others. Good. Running time, two reels.
for Owners
Motion

and

Managers

Picture

Theatre Accounting
Tells all the facts about your
business each week — receipts,
film costs, advertising, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc.
Lasts a full year and you do
not need to be a bookkeeper to
use it.
A complete, concise aid to
profits at the cost of a blank
book.
l^LEY BOOKSHOP
SO 00 QUINEW
YORK,DWAY
N. Y.
1790 BROA
iJ

71
—town
D. E.patronage.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small
WILD ELEPHINKS: Popeye the Sailor— Good. Up
to standard. Running- time, one reel. — D. E. Fitton,
Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
Fox
ADVENTURES OF THE NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN: My patrons like them. Newsreel clips. Treat
of a complete and different thrill subject each time.
Running
time, ten
minutes.
M. P. Foster,
Granada
Theatre, Monte
Vista,
Col. — General
patronage.
MAGIC CARPET SERIES: The only scenics worth
running, if you must run scenics. — M. P. Foster,
Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronMOVIE TINTYPE SERIES: Terrible— too long.
Paramount's
Souvenirs
have ofseveral
age.
subjects
to theScreen
reel, but
ten minutes
a 1910 oldtime
Edison
drama drive people nuts. Not old enough to be really
funny,
minutes.
M. P.
Foster, either.
Granada Running
Theatre, time,
Monte ten
Vista,
Col. —General
patronage.
MGM
BACKS TO NATURE: Thelma Todd, Patsy Kelly
— Here is a comedy with plenty of good laughs. These
girls are very good. — S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
BEAUTY AND THE BUS: Todd and Kelly-Good
comedies are so scarce that it is a pleasure to get
one like this. Is entitled to a good spot on your
program. patronage.
— C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General
BEER AND PRETZELS: Ted Healy and Stooges
—Good
Verydance
funny.
this, youHealy
won'tandregret
trio Feature
in this subject.
stoogesit.
are a great combination. Running time, 18 minutes.
—Neighborhood
Perry L. Lessy,
Diamond Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
patronage.
DIRTY WORK: Laurel and Hardy— Chuck full of
laughs from start to finish. Just a dandy comedy. If
you have a weak feature put this with it and you
will
get by.Idaho.
It's a Town
riot. — and
S. H.rural
Rich,patronage.
Rich Theatre,
Montpelier,
DIRTY WORK: Laurel and Hardy— A good comedy.
Lots ot Lyric
laughsTheatre,
and that's
what Ark.
we want.
— D.townE.
Fitton,
Harrison,
Small
patronage.
FLIP THE FROG SERIES: They please as well
as
Mickey
C. Darst, Dante Theatre,
Dante,
Va. Mouse.
General— J.
patronage.
FREE WHEELING: Our Gang— The Gang up to
some new tricks that register 100 per cent with both
young and old alike. The trick taxi in this is good
for a few laughs by itself. Running time, 20 minutes.
— William A. Crute, Victoria Theatre, Vancouver,
B. C. Neighborhood patronage.
HAPPY WARRIORS: Oddities— Very good Oddity.
Plenty of laughs with Pete Smith. Clever reel. Running time, nine minutes. — Perry L. Lessy, Diamond
Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
MAIDS A LA MODE: Pitts and Todd— A fair
comedy, but I've seen better Pitts and Todd comedies
than this one. Running time, 19 minutes. — William
A. Crute, borhood
Victoria
patronage. Theatre, Vancouver, B. C. NeighMR. BRIDE: Charley Chase — For a Chase comedy
this is poor and too suggestive to the point of being
vulgar. Had some customers who objected to our
showing A.
suchCrute.
a comedy.
19 minutes.William
VictoriaRunning
Theatre,time,
Vancouver,
B.C.—
Neighborhood patronage.
NERTSERY
RHYMES:
best
of the Colortone
ReviewsMusical
so far.Comedies—
This oneTheis
a riot of beauty and comedy. Give it your preferred
time, and if you have not played it, go back and pick
it up. Ted and his Stoogies furnish the comedy and
the girls setIowa.
the balance.
C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre,
Anamosa,
General — patronage.
NERTSERY RHYMES: Musical Comedies— This is
one of the best musical comedy shorts we have had
the pleasure of witnessing. 100 per cent entertainRunning time.
18 minutes.B.— William
A. Crute,
Victoriament.Theatre,
Vancouver,
C. Neighborhood
patronage.
BALL:Lyric
W'illie
Whopper—
A goodArk.
cartoon.—
D.PLAY
E. Fitton,
Theatre,
Harrison,
Small
town patronage.
TAXI BARONS: Taxi Boys— Fair comedy, but the
patrons are not over-enthusiastic about these Taxi
Boys comedies, and they will have to be much better
before they will like them. Running time, 18 minutes.
— William A. Crute, Victoria Theatre, Vancouver,
B. C. Neighborhood patronage.
THUNDERING TAXIS: Taxi Boys— A fair Taxi
Boys comedy,
using
old tried
and time,
true
comedians
in this
one a tofewput more
it over.
Running
18 minutes. — William A. Crute, Victoria Theatre,
Vancouver, B. C. Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
AROUND THE CALENDAR: Grantland Rice
Sportlights— A single reel sport that makes a good

72
filler.
— C.patronage.
L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General
CAPTAIN HENRY'S RADIO SHOW: Lanny
Ross, Annette Hanshaw — A swell one-reeler. Many
stayed to see it a second time. — C. A. Jordan, Opera
House, Cogswell, IM. D. Small town patronage.
CAPTAIN HENRY'S RADIO SHOW: Lanny Ross,
Annette
Don doing
Voorhees
extraWent
good over
reel
of variousHanshaw,
radio stars
their— Anstuff.
fine. Running time, 11 minutes. — A. N. Miles, Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.
KENNEL KINGS: Grantland Rice Sportlights— An
excellent sport reel that will please all dog lovers,
and who does not like a dog? — C. L. Niles, Niles
Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
MEET THE CHAMP: Eugene Pallette-Mostly
funny.—
Roy patronage.
W. Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich.
Small town
MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT: Betty Boop,
Rubinoft and Band — I consider this the most outI've seen
months.
will
the peoplestanding
whocartoonenjoy
good inmusic
enjoy Not
the only
way this
overture is played, but the cartoon drawings are
unusually clever also. Please, Paramount, why can't
you and Mr. Rubinoff combine on "Poet and Peasant,"
"Barber of Seville," "Merry Wives of Windsor" and
otherMiles,
overtures.
seven minutes.
— A.
N.
EminenceRunning
Theatre,time,
Eminence,
Ky. Small
town patronage.
PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS: Just about like
Pathe Reviews, some are good, others only fair. — M.
P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL (No. 4): Just the average pictorial. — C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa,
Iowa. General patronage.
PLEASE: Bing Crosby — Very good comedy with
just
singing. however,
They don't
Crosbyenough
too common,
or hewant
will tolosemake
his
drag in features. Running time, two reels. — P. G.
Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D. Small town
patronage.
THE SAILOR:
Betty Kids
Boop eat
CartoonNoPOPEYE
better cartoon
on the market.
it up.
Running time, eight minutes. — C. A. Jordan, Opera
House, Cogswell, N. D. Small town patronage.
SCREEN SOUVENIRS (No. 7): These old-time
reminders are always good for a few laughs and the
patrons go for them every time, no matter what
the rest of the bill may be. Running time, ten
minutes. — William A. Crute, Victoria Theatre, Vancouver, B. C. Neighborhood patronage.
eyeSEASIN'S
is runningGREETINKS:
Mickey MousePopeye
a closetheraceSailor—
with Popour
people. This the best one so far. Play it on Sunday.—C. L. Niles, Theatre, Anamosa, Oowa. General
patronage.
SEASIN'S
Another
good GREETINKS:
Popeye cartoon. Popeye
Running the
time,Sailor—
seven
minutes. — A. N. Miles, Eminence Theatre, Eminence,
Ky. Small town patronage.
WALKING THE BABY: George Burns, Gracie
Allen— Where this is liked it will go. About the
same as their other releases. Running time, nine
minutes.— C. A. Jordan, Opera House, Cogswell, N.D.
Small town patronage.
WATER LURE: Grantland Rice Sportlights—
Another sport that makes a good filler.— C. L. Niles,
Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
WATER LURE: Grantland Rice Sportlights—
Grantland Rice Sportlight of swimming, diving, surfboat riding and other water sports. Very entertaining. Running time, ten minutes. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.
WHEN YUBA PLAYS THE RHUMBA ON HIS
TUBA: Mills Brothers— Fair. Mills Brothers heard
throughout entire cartoon. See them only two
minutes of entire reel. Running time, nine minutes.
— Perry L. Lessy, Diamond Theatre, Philadelphia,
Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
WOODEN SOLDIERS: Betty Boop Cartoons— A
very clever cartoon that will please the grownups as
well as the kids. Deserves your best cartoon dates.
— C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General
patronage.
RKO
CAMPUS CODES: Sunrise Comedies— This one is
not so good. You can get by with this one. Running time, two reels. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
CENTURY OF PROGRESS: A good picture of
the
Fair.Mason
It seemed
be an Mich.
attraction.
Roy World's
W. Adams,
Theatre,to Mason,
Small—
town patronage.
GALLOPING FANNY: Cubby, The Bear Cartoons
— A dandy cartoon from RKO and the house was a
roar of laughter. — C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
PATHE REVIEW (No. 6): The making of champagne in France, a London penthouse and a good
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quartet singing
a "hill-billy"
song made
very
enjoyable.
Running
time, ten minutes.
— A. this
N. Miles,
Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town
patronage.
RUNAWAY BLACKIE: Fables— Very ordinary
cartoon. Running time, seven minutes. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town
patronage.
THROWN OUT OF JOINT: Harry Sweet, Harry
Gribbon — I sure like to see Sweet make comedies
with weGribbon.
They comedian
sure makesuch'emas good.
too
bad
lost a great
Harry It's
Sweet.
— Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Pa. General patronage.
United Artists
FATHER NOAH'S ARK: Silly Symphonies— This
is a good
in beautiful colorcartoon
and is comedy,
excellentphotographed
entertainmentall for
both
young and old. Producers say that the public does
not want color, but it is the very life of these shorts.
Running Theatre,
time, eight
J. J. patronage.
Medford,
Orpheuni
Oxford, minutes.
N. C. —General
LITTLE
wasTHREE
a repeat
run forPIGS:
this oneSilly
and Symphonies—
it is almostThisas
much of a draw as Mae West. They seem to share
the honors as the best box office draws. Running
time, seven minutes. — William A. Crute, Victoria
Theatre, Vancouver, B. C. Neighborsood patronage.
MICKEY:
Mickey them
Mouse—
As good
as TOUCHDOWN
ever. Mickey sure
keeps making
bigger
and
better
than
ever.
Running
time,
seven
minutes.
William A. Crute, Victoria Theatre, Vancouver, B.C.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
BIG BENEFIT, THE: Mentone No. 3— The kids in
neighborhood put on a benefit show to raise money
for a swimming pool. Very cleverly done and very
entertaining.
21 minutes.
— A.townN.
Miles,
Eminence Running
Theatre, time,
Eminence,
Ky. Small
patronage.
BIG BENEFIT, THE: Mentone No. 3— If you want
a comedy to please children as well as the adults,
play this
time, two reels. —Pa.
LouisGeneral
Perretta, one.
Crescent Running
Theatre, Mahoningtown,
patronage.
FIVE AND DIME: Oswald Cartoons— This is a
very fine Oswald cartoon. Let's have more of them.
Running
time, Mahoningtown,
eight minutes. —Pa.Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre,
General
patronage.
IN THE ZOO: Oswald Cartoons — Don't miss runcartoon.
big and
laughOswald
when gives
the
moths ningeatthis the
fur off There's
the black a bear,
the bear a hair tonic that restores the fur. Running
time, seven minutes. — A. N. Miles, Eminence Theatre,
Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.
MERRY OLD SOUL: Here is a fine cartoon and
out
the ordinary.
Book Anamosa,
it on your Iowa.
best nights.
C. L.of Niles,
Niles Theatre,
General—
patronage.
MISTER MUG: James Gleason— A great comedy
with Jimmie Gleason. A clever story and cleverly
done.
Pleased
grownups
and alsoIowa.
the kids.
— C.
L.
Niles,
NilestheTheatre,
Anamosa,
General
patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
BARBER SHOP BLUES: Claude Hopkins arid
Band — This is the second time we have played this
band act. When they make them any better, we
wish to know about it. — C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre,
Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
C'EST
PARIS:
Broadway
Brevity—
An excellent
color
musical.
Pleased
about 100
per cent.
So far
all Broadway Brevities have been satisfactory. — J. C.
Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
I LIKE MOUNTAIN MUSIC: Melody Masters—
A good musical cartoon, using magazines and movie
stars for the background. Good entertainment. Running time,Vancouver,
seven minutes.
A. Crute,patronage.
Victoria
Theatre,
B. C.— William
Neighborhood
SEASONED GREETING: Lita Grey Chaplin— Here
is another very good Broadway Brevity from WarRunningMahoningtown,
time, two reels.Pa.
— Louis
Perretta,
Crescentners.Theatre,
General
patronage.
SPEAKING OF OPERATIONS: Pick and Pat—
A dandy two-reel musical minstrel show. Running
time, two reels. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
WE'RE IN THE MONEY: Merry Melody-This
is a good cartoon comedy of a department store with
music and lots of laughs. The caricature of Laurel
and Hardy and impression of Mae West get the
majority of laughs. Good entertainment for the
whole family. Running time, eight minutes. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
Serials
Universal
PERILS OF PAULINE: Evalyn Knapp, Robert
Allen
— Apparently
just Mason,
anotherMich.
serial. Small
— Roy town
W.
Adams,
Mason Theatre,
patronage.
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Al Jolson and Hal Leeoy, Warner players,
left Hollywood for New York.
Joseph M. Schenck, president, and Al LichtMAN, general manager of distribution for
United Artists, left New York for Hollywood.
Harry Wilcoxon landed in New York from
England and was en route to Hollywood to
start on "Cleopatra" for Paramount.
Dolores Del Rio, her husband, Cedric Gibbons, and MiTzi
from New
York. Green arrived in Hollywood
Pandro Berman, associate Radio producer, and
Ned Depinet, RKO executive, landed in New
York from Europe.
George Clark, ASC attorney, visited in Denver en route to Hollywood from New York.
Madeleine Carroll, British star, under contractruaryto10.Fox, will arrive in Hollywood FebEd MUND Goulding, MGM director, arrived in
Hollywood from New York.
May Robson starts a series of personal appearances at the Capitol, New York, begirming
Friday, February 2.
Martha Sleeper, MGM player, left New
York to fill an engagement at the Belasco
Theatre, Los Angeles.
Lionel Barrymore starts a personal appearance tour in Baltimore, Februarv 2.
Ralph
Coast. Kohn returned to New York from the
Paul Muni arrived in Moscow.
Howard Dietz will return to New York from
the Coast shortly.
John B. mountNathan,
general' manager
Parain Central America,
is in New forYork.
Arch Reeve arrived in New York from the
Coast to take over his new duties in the Fox
home office advertising and publicity department.
Robert E. Sherwood, playwright, was en route
to the MGM studios to take up a writing
assignment.
RiCARDO Cortez arrived in New York.
David Manners returned to the U. S. from
England.
John W.eign Hicks,
head forof Europe.
Paramount's fordepartment,Jr.,
sailed
George Bancroft, Dorothy Dunbar, James,
Lucille and Russell Gleason, Antonio
Moreno, Leo Carillo, Hoot Gibson, Eddie
QuiLLAN, Jack Mulhall, Creighton Hale,
Ben Turpin, Roscoe Ates, Anna Q. Nilson, Nancy Welford, Doris Hill, Mary
Carlisle and John Hundley are among the
players who have arrived in New York to
start 20th
Century's
tour.
Bernard
Gottlieb,
head"Moulin
of the Rouge"
MGM Mexico
office, returned to his headquarters after several weeks in New York.
Michael Balcon, British producer, is to arCity. rive in New York from London shortly.
Dale Van Every left New York for Universal
Fredric March left New York for the Coast.
Sylvia Sidney is in New York.
William K. Howard is in New York.
Norma Talmadge sailed for Europe.
Joseph Seidelman arrived in London from
New York.
Eddie
arrived in New York for a
brief Mannix
stay.
Ben Jackson, former studio manager for Fox,
returned to Hollywood from New York.
Harry Thomas, head of First Division, left
New York for Florida.
Edgar Selwyn, MGM director, is in New
York.
Bert Sanford, eastern division sales manager
tory.
of Erpi, returned to New York after a week
in the western and central New York terriJohn Hicks, Jr., Paramount vice-president,
and Owen Moore, actor, sailed for Europe.
Harry E. Nichols, Motion Picture Herald
field representative, is contacting the trade in
the Louisiana and Tennessee territory.
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BATTLES

In an unsigned letter received a few days ago, a manager
takes us to task for not fighting more vigorously the battle
against long hours and "seven day" weeks.
For this correspondent's information, the back files of the
Managers' Round Table Club pages should be sufficient answer
to his complaint. In the issue of Aug. 12, 1933, page 63, under
the heading, "A Call to Arms," we expressed ourselves as follows: "If yours is a situation that needs assistance, if you know
of a case that calls for attention, write us immediately. Communications will be held In confidence, names will not be
divulged. These reports will constitute the ammunition with
which we will wage the battle." We emphasized this again in
the following issue, that of Aug. 19, but the responses from
managers in the field for one reason or another were unfortunately too few to do any good.
And, although our unknown correspondent commends us for
being the only publication with sufficient courage to fight in
behalf of the forgotten manager, he also states that it is too
bad that we could not carry through.
With this last, we must disagree. We can carry through and
will, providing managers supply the evidence, for it would be
decidedly less than wise to plead before the code board without the backing of an adequate number of "abuse" cases.
We've been fighting for the managers right along, but no
battle can be won decisively without sufficient ammunition.
Words alone won't do It.
And for that matter, neither will anonymous letters.
V
ADVERTISING

VIA

V

V

RADIO

During a recent conversation with a visiting member from
Ch icago, he stated that In his opinion showmen as yet have
not hit upon many effective methods of selling theatre tickets
over the radio. And while he agreed that commendable progress had been made in the past few years, it was his contention
that in comparison to other proven angles of motion picture
theatre advertising and exploitation, radio In general was returning few dividends.
Up to a certain point, there is a lot of truth in what this
manager says, but we cannot agree with him unreservedly.
Among the campaigns received by this department, quite a
few include radio tieups that possess the elements of box
office merit, which inclines us to the belief that eventually this
medium will lead to more concrete returns at the cashier's
window.
However, discussion of this subject In the Club columns by

€

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

"air-minded" managers Is to be encouraged, and we are
pleased therefore to present, in this Issue, some radio observations by Round Tabler Morris Rosenthal, who is bringing more
than local attention to his theatre via the wave-lengths. His
article rates thorough analysis.
Radio has grown to mammoth proportions and, as an aid
to increased theatre attendance, should not be disregarded
wherever these facilities are available.
V
CONTESTS

IN THE

V

V

CODE

Among the code hairs and knots to be split and untied, Is a
definite ruling on contests of one kind and another. Though
the code is specific, there seems to be some uncertainty in
official minds regarding final disposition of what has for many
years played an Important part in theatre exploitation.
There are contests — and contests, as no doubt the theatremen among the code authorities realize, and this thought may
have much to do with the hesitation in making a hard and fast
decision. But whatever the reason, we do not incline to the
absolute abolishment of all contests, although there are certain
methods of prize awarding that theatres can well do without.
The question should be given further study before definite
commitments are made.
V
THAT

"ESKIMO"

V

V

EXPLOITATION

The campaigns already put over on the pre-release engagements of "Eskimo" are not only distinguished for their general
box office effectiveness, but mark a distinct step forward in
actual aid to the manager who Is to play the picture.
This is distinctly Indicated, first, in the excellent press book
containing the actual "meat" of the above mentioned campaigns, and second, the special "Eskimo" exploitation section
in the January 27 issue of the Herald, that certainly must
advance the cause of strong ticket-selling promotion In the
mind of every showman at all concerned with the future of the
industry.
We have stated frequently In these pages that if 1934 Is to
be a big year for motion pictures, the finest brand of showmanship must be displayed to bring it about.
The M-G-M broadside is much more than a gesture in this
direction.

February
Educational
Exhibited
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Idea
at Roxy

Something distinctly out of the ordinary
in tieups has just been put over at the Roxy,
New York, in the form of a finger painting
exhibit sponsored by many prominents for
the benefit of a children's fund and to which
many leading artists have contributed canvases composed in this medium of painting.
An
accurate replica
of an artist's
studio
was constructed
in the balcony
foyer of
the
theatre where an artist was in attendance
every day to demonstrate and explain finger, or (as
it is100also
known) paintings
"brushless"in
painting.
Over
completed
this medium were displayed in the main
foyer, the collection including a wide variety of subjects from the work of fouryear-old children to the compositions of
mature artists.
Noted educators, including Angelo Patri,
cooperated enthusiastically as they feel that
finger painting is a valuable educational
medium for children and is now being used
in many progressive schools.
Showmen on the alert for different school
tieups might investigate the possibilities of
this idea, and no doubt Morris Kinzler,
Roxy ad chief, will be willing to send along
the details to all interested members.
Work For A Quigley Award!

Two

Ace

South American

United Artists Campaigns
A neat campaign on "Samarang" in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, was turned out by Enrique Baez, United Artists' manager, who
used a number of ideas from the press book
and the New Yorl-c campaign to bring a lot
of attention to his show.
Two novelties proved to be much in demand; one, the press book "Java-knees"
grass skirt card, and the second, "Samarang" love pearls, which were attached to
the cards, the copy explaining that they
would bring luck in love. Baez reports the
South American temperament being what
it is, these cards were much in demarld.
A high spot of the campaign was the
inauguration of the "Samarang Club," first
put over in New York and reported in the
Club columns. The beaches adjacent to Rio
de Janeiro made this idea very appropriate
and it was followed through with publicity
through the newspapers, letters on special
letterheads to leading citizens, and other
ideas that gained it wide notice.
Another United Artist representative to
secure a lot of publicity breaks is Guy P.
Morgan, general manager in Buenos Aires,
Argentine, who helped sponsor a diploma
to Walt Disney from the Academy of Fine
Arts in Buenos Aires. The idea was worked
out in cooperation with a leading evening

paper which also put on a Mickey Mouse
puzzle contest, the opening shot being a
four-column full cartoon of Mickey himself
announcing the event, with many readers reported tohave taken part.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Boucher

Plants Some

"Havana Widows" Presents
Come Right Off the Boat
Taking full advantage of the early publicity on national repeal, members are tieing
this in to their advance on "Havana Widows" by the distribution of those candies
containing something "very nice," and advertising the giveaway as "right off the boat."
This
was plugged
in Kennedy,
ads and dealers'
heralds gag
by Exploiteer
A. J.
for the
date at the Spreckels, San Dieo, Cal., a local
candy manufacturer supplying the sweets
and advertising the handout at the theatre.
Two classified hookups were made, the
first a holiday rhyme contest, in which
readers were required to add a last line to
a published rhyme, this to be selected from
the ads on the page. The other was the
"find your name in the ads" gag, both returned plenty of free theatre advertising.

Ace Front Page Stories
Much front page publicity was forthcoming when Frank Boucher contributed the
use of the Maryland Theatre and a special
program for Hagerstown's Christmas fund
for needy children. The program was arranged by the local Girl and Boy Scouts
and the children of course were admitted in
return for a toy or package of some food
product.
On "Prizefighter and the Lady" Frank
put over a smart idea by getting one of the
leading local sport columnists to devote his
entire column a few days in advance of the
showing to a blow by blow description of
the Carnera-Baer fight in the picture, as
though it were being reported from the ringside. Following this was an explanation
that the battle could be seen in the picture,
the title, theatre and date being mentioned.
This strikes us as a rather ingenious idea
in selling the attraction to local sport fans
and Boucher is to be commended for putting it over so effectively.

This attractive ti/indoiv was one of
the many secured by Manager Joe
Di Pesa in his advance campaign on
"Roman Scandals," Loeiv's State, Boston. Note the prominent position of
the stills and theatre credit card.
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Ace

Lobby

Gags

on
MANAGERS

Deep "
6 Fathoms
With a most unusual action lobby display, that not only filled the sidewalk but
spilled out into the street, Manager Leo
Justin and Ad Chief Stockton Leigh
smashed over Monogram's New York premiere of "Sixteen Fathoms Deep" at the
Mayfair Theatre, to a gross that is reported
to have made it possible to hold over the
picture.
The front consisted of a large tank into
which a professional diver submerged and
performed, and besides this an elaborate
miniature of an undersea scene was also
exhibited, controlled by an electrical
mechanism which caused the figures to animate. Other water angles were a display of
diving suits, nautical equipment, sponges
and plaques of giant fish, besides an unusually attractive poster and cutout display
with the billing set in colored relief letters.
Many window and dealer tieups were
made in principal sections of the city, one
of the most prominent being a large Fifth
Avenue window in the offices of the Southern Pacific Railroad in which were reproduced blowups of the principal characters
in full colors, theatre credits and stills set
against the background of grey tones cut to
resemble giant waves.
Work For A Quigley Award'.
Sell Policy Change
In Four Day Drive
Putting
over a campaign
four days'
notice
to advertise
a change on
of ,policy
was
the recent job put over successfully by
Manager Moe Baranco and Ad Chief Lou
S. Hart at the Audubon, New York City. It
was a sweet selling drive that evidenced
quick returns, the new vaudeville and picture combination proving a draw and bringing patrons from far away points in Bronx
and Westchester County, in some cases 20
miles from the theatre.
With the new policy running smoothly,
these showmen turned their attention to the
proper exploitation of "Little Women." Featuring this campaign was the planting of
over 1,000 poster cards in the new Independent Subway which runs through many
sections of the theatre's drawing area. This
unusual break was secured free of charge
with the promise of a future contract, and
being the first local theatre to break space
in the new subway created more than passing comment.
An effective window display and contest
was tied into a nearby Woolworth store
with a package of new "New Movie" magazines carrying a Hepburn cover picture.
The package was displayed in the window
and prizes awarded to those guessing nearest the exact number. Other prominent windows were also secured and all neighborhood
libraries distributed imprinted book marks.
An extensive mailing list was contacted,
programs distributed house to house, imprinted paper napkins were utilized freely
by neighborhood restaurants, and framed
midget window cards were placed in many
ace locations.
Excellent newspaper publicity was secured
in the Harlem and Bronx sections of three
New York papers, and extra billing was
employed to spread the news of the date.
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10

VOGEL

And now the spotlight swings to the second month's Quigley Award,
for the best campaign selected by the judges on any picture played during February. Quite a few of the members and other showmen who have
already sent in their January entries assure us that they will be heard
from again in February, and during the following months also. Which is
sound thinking, as there are twelve plaques to be given, one a month,
plus the Grand Award, and the competition is open to managers
everywhere in the world on any product, major or independent, domestic or foreign.
Twelve big opportunities to garner a Quigley Award, so managers who
would like to send entries on January pictures may still do so, as the deadline for the first month's award is yet a week away, February 10.
CAMPAIGNS ALREADY
RECEIVED FROM
SHOWMEN
IN 19 DIFFERENT STATES
The response from the field indicates that managers all over the nation
are right in the thick of the fight, and striving for the honor of being the
first to win worldwide recognition for their showmanship. And worldwide
it will be, for unusual publicity will be given the winner.
At this writing, entries have been received from the following states,
covering the country from east to west, and north to south: Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Colorado, Virginia, Wisconsin, New York, Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida, Kentucky, Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, Illinois, Missouri, Montana, New Jersey, California and West Virginia.
WINNERS WILL BE HIGHLY
IS OPINION OF COMPETING
That in addition to the Awards,
corded them, the winners of the
fortunate recipient of the Grand
according to the opinion of a well
ing for the prizes.

REWARDED,
MANAGER
and the unusual distinction to be acmonthly plaques and of course the
Award will be otherwise rewarded,
known Round Tabler, who is compet-

"I'm going to work very hard to win at least one of the Awards," he
states, "because if I do I know that it means an immediate raise of from
ten to twenty dollars, and a much larger house to manage. And although,"
he continues, "no definite promises have been made by my superiors,
I know these will be forthcoming."
The certainty of this member's statement is borne out by the attitude
of numerous theatremen and other industry leaders who see in the Quigley
Awards a ready opportunity for advancement. And as many of these
leaders are on the Committee of Judges, what better opportunity does
a showman ask to show his ability.
Seven days to the January deadline! Look for the first winner in the
issue of February 17, and more power to you all!
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Analyzes

Radio Advertising for Pictures
And Details Broadcast Methods
by MORRIS ROSENTHAL
Manager, Majestic, Bridgeport, Conn.
A good many exhibitors go to the expense of buying radio time and paying good
money for several 50-word announcements
daily, mention the
name of their attracI
tion and the stars
and then forget about
it. The chances of
listeners hearing this
message are perhaps
one in 720 minutes,
figuring the average
small town station to
operate 12 hours
daily. Where the station operates more
hours, the chances
diminish. No exhibitor w^ould think of
Morris Rosenthal
using billboards five
minutes daily and then covering them up the
balance of the day. In order to get his full
value he uses them 24 hours daily.
When considering how to use the radio
to my advantage some years ago I decided
that I must have a message of great appeal
to the majority of listeners to make them
want to hear this message. From the number of fan magazines and syndicated studio
chatter I decided to become an air columnist and give the public information condensed, brief enough and interesting enough
to make it worth their while to listen in. I
then sold the station on the idea and the
Film Chatterer became a standard part of
their weekly broadcasts. The first few
broadcasts were done very quietly with no
ballyhoo and then we commenced to put little contests in the program with offers of
theatre tickets for prizes. I tied in last
month with a Sunday paper to exploit the
10 best pictures as a contest with a trip to
New York to the winner. .
Idea Proves Quick Hit
Fan mail began to pour in. One week, two
and the next week perhaps five letters, until one week the mail ran into several hundred. People commenced to stop me on the
street and congratulate me on the type of
program. Then as opportunity presented itself, where I ran a musical picture I had
a guest soloist sing the theme number of the
picture. I use only two outright plugs during a 15-minute broadcast period and that
only for the current show. As my show
opens on Friday and my broadcast is the
same night at 7:45, it gives me an opportunity to sell the show and it has been proven
that a good many listeners will leave for the
theatre immediately after my broadcast if
my sales talk has been effective.
Due to the popularity of the program the
local station will cooperate in other ways
with the theatre. Short radio scripts on
some picture. Bands plugging the theme
songs from a musical that I will play in a

In this article, "Rosy" inaugurates
what we anticipate ti/ill be an informative series on what members are
doing on tie-ins with their radio stations to sell more tickets. The second
article, to be published in an early
issue, is from the able pen of Manager John McManus, Loeti/s Midland,
Kansas City, and others will follow.
Showmen who have used, or are using,
the radio as part of their advertising
and exploitation are invited to forward
their experiences, which of course will
be chronicled for the benefit of interested managers. — A-Mike Vogel.
week or two. Soloists using these numbers
in advance. A few passes do the trick. I
keep on good terms with the radio editors
and get mention in their columns whenever
I play radio names, eitHer in shorts or in
features.
At the present time my program is broadcast over two stations, Bridgeport and New
Haven, and it benefits theatres in both cities
from an actual check up with other theatre
managers. This coming week I am on a
statewide program to deliver a talk on Motion Pictures and the Community. Radio
has been to me a means of reaching unknown people weekly. We give it the same
careful attention that we would some special
ballyhoo. This despite the fact that radio
does not cost our theatre a penny.
Free Orchestrations
Help
Trewheia's
If Johnny
Trewhela Date
decorates all his
mailing envelopes in the same manner as
the one recently received by this department,
then a lot of folks out in that section of the
country are being continuously reminded of
the attractions at the Fox Judith, Lewistown, Mont. In bold, red crayon, the front
of the envelope is lettered, "See other side"
and completely covering the reverse side is
flaunted the following, "You know — Always
a good show at your Judith — The Wonder
As usual, this able Round Tabler is crackTheatre."
ing the front page of his newspaper with
some good box ofiice stunts. A recent story
detailed Trewheia's cooperation in helping
to
overNew
a local
Ball, in whichof
he put
wired
YorkPrinters'
for orchestrations
the
songthem
hitsover,
of "Footlight
Parade,"to and
turned
free of charge,
the
dance orchestra. The picture opened at the
Judith erous
the gesture
day after
the ball,
so John's
certainly
helped
to tiltgenhis
gross, besides adding to his prestige.
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Fashion Tieups for
"Gallant Lady" Date
Two facts are confirmed in the recent
campaigns on "Gallant Lady," the first, that
Ann Harding's pictures drawn by prominent artists and illustrated in last week's
issue, are grabbing off a lot of newspaper
space, and the second, that Ann certainly
makes a grand fashion model.
The last is mentioned because of the
ace
made with atMacy's
on the
New tieup
York engagement,
the Rivoli,
in
which the store announced the opening of
its Cinema Hat Shop with a four column
full ad in the New York papers, illustrated
with six different poses of the star wearing
the new hats. A further hookin on this
angle was a display in three prominent
Macy windows, the ads and the displays of
course, giving big mention of the picture,
theatre and date.
The slant was plugged further with over
30 other fashion windows in prominent
stores in different exclusive shopping centers of the city, colored enlargements of the
Harding drawings and stills from the picforming the background of these variousturedisplays.
All the F & W Grand stores in the city

HP:
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Cosmetic Display in Store
co-operated by decorating the booths of a
cosmetic display with stills from the picture,
the center of each given to a large theatre
poster, as can be seen in the accompanying
photo. The newspaper ads on this attraction also brought attention, the art and copy
being highly delicate in appeal, effectively
selling the picture. Sounds as though a
pretty thorough campaign was put on.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Hendricks

Lands Feature

Story
on "World
Changes"
A two-week
advance advertising
and publicity campaign and a traffic-gathering street
parade, portraying the old and the new,
were highlights of the campaign Bill Hendricks staged to put over "The World
Changes" at Warner, Memphis, Tenn.
The parade was the direct cause for a
swell story in one of the leading newspaper columns and came about in this
fashion : An old time pump engine retired
from the Memphis fire department for over
20 years was resurrected for the parade and
the driver engaged for this special occasion
was the same one who had guided this horsedrawn vehicle when both were in active
service years before.
The stage was therefore set for an interview with this old time fireman and Hendricks lost no opportunity in selling the
idea to the columnist, who gave it plenty of
space, including full theatre credits.
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"Eskimo" Campaigns
Click Down South
A good deal of ace exploitation on "Eskimo" is reported from some of the early
southern engagements where Billy Ferguson, MGM exploitation chief, has been
working with theatremen in different spots.
Below are some of the outstanding ideas put
over in Miami, Louisville, New Orleans,
Norfolk and Houston.
Olympia, Miami, Fla.
Manager Francis Falkenburg turned loose
a flock of stuff that caught the attention of
the tourists and residents of this resort city
and which no doubt helped them to forget
the heat. A flash lobby front got a lot of
notice with lighted six-foot letters atop the
marquee and a cutout box in the lobby which
carried copy on a roller operated by an
electric motor.
Stills were frozen in ice cakes and placed
in front of the theatre, and a unique street
bally that stopped many a foot was that of
four dark complexioned girls dressed in
white fur Eskimo outfits, visiting every
prominent spot in Miami and on the beach,
and riding up and down the main streets
atop a bus promoted on this campaign (see
photo).
The telephone gag was used effectively
by planting a squad of operators in a prominently located store and having them call
various numbers. Set pieces and stills from
the picture were used as store decorations
and crowds were attracted to see this flash
exhibit. Six-inch silk Eskimo badges were
worn for a week in advance by ushers,
cashiers, porters, soda jerkers and bellboys in various hotels, and a strong billing
and newspaper campaign rounded out this
well executed drive.
Loew's, Louisville, Ky.
Manager Walter D. McDowell distinguished his engagement by the presonal appearance of Captain Volney Phifer and his
penguins, also Earl Hammond and his dog
train, Phifer making appearances on the
stage and also showed the penguins at a
nearby University and in local department
stores. The dog train made a swell street
bally and the papers ran pictures of it in
which local prominents were shown in the
driver's seat.
The telephone tieup detailed above was
also used here, and loudspeakers were
hooked up so that passersby could hear the
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girls phoning subscribers regarding the picture play dates and highlights.
Post cards were mailed to a select list of
local teachers and club women and announcements ofthe appearances of Phifer
and Hammond were sent to a list of dog
lovers. Mail boxes in all leading hotels
were stuffed with heralds which were also
distributed through the residential districts.
Work For A Quigley Atuardl
Miniature Home of Author
Used as Display
A reproduction in miniature of the home
of Louise Alcott, creator of "Little Women,"
was a very unusual sales angle that was
used to good effect by Manager J. C. Lund,
Kenosha, Kenosha, Wis., in his campaign on
this picture, both interior and exterior being shown through the courtesy of the local
library association, who displayed this very
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Marie Dressier
Taylor
"Sweethearts"
Practical showmanship was evidenced in
the Buffalo campaign on "Her Sweetheart,"
"Christopher Bean," wherein Manager C.
G. Taylor of Shea's stressed the sweetheart
angle in most of his advertising.
For instance a tieup with a local candy
company resulted in thousands of candy
kisses placed in envelopes with copy to the
effect that they were given by the world's
sweetheart, Marie Dressier. The confections were distributed a day in advance by
a number of pretty girls on the main streets
and in the lobby of the theatre.
The A. & P. Stores were tied in to a special sale on their Sweetheart soap, also
using special window displays in all Buffalo
stores, "Sweetheart" copy was the theme
of a tieup with all florists, the same idea
being carried out with a number of leading
jewelry stores.
On "Blond Bombshell," Taylor put over
a very good "Whoozit" contest with one of
his local papers to plug the classified columns. For the benefit of those who have not
used it, the contest takes the form of a
number of questions which are answered
in the classified ads, each question starting
with the word, "Whoozit." For instance,
"Whoozit adjusts sewing machines for 75
cents," etc.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Payne Plants Features

Lund's "Miniature" Display
interesting exhibit (see photo) for a month
in advance with posters announcing the engagement.
Editorial comment, rarely given in favor
of local motion pictures, was another highlight of Lund's campaign. The editorial
went to great lengths to justify attacks on
certain types of pictures, but found nothing
but praiseurged
to give
to "Little
Women"
and
strongly
all readers
to see
it, ending
with these words: "It will be an influence
for good in this community, an example of
the movies meeting the highest ideals of the
In exchange for the cordial cooperation
industry."
of the library authorities, Lund presented
five copies
the good
book for
to special
the children's
branch,
this ofbeing
stories
in the papers mentioning the picture.

OnVery
"World
Changes"
intelligent
use was made of his
newspaper publicity by Manager Earle
Payne, Mary Anderson, Louisville, Ky., on
"The World Changes" by the planting of
two special features which sold the background of the story.
One was two column story illustrated by
clippings taken from the back files of the
paper, these detailing the General Custer
massacre, the discovery of gold in Alaska
and the shooting of the late President McKinley. This all was tied into the story of
the picture with the title, theatre and date
carried in the head.
Payne got another sweet break with a
four column cut and story that carried an
interview with an old time Louisville bootmaker who described many of the events
that had taken place in the 60 odd years
he had spent in that city, the heading for
this spread being, "Venerable Philosopher
Tells How World Changes."

ESKIMO-ING
Above,
shot ofcity.
streetCenter
bally photo
in Miami,
above,
clad girls
bannered bus whichDOWN
made SOUTH.
all Important
spotsleft,'
In Isthea resort
showsdescribed
department
storefurhookup
made atop
by Manager Rodney Toups for date at Loew's State, New Orleans, wherein 2,000 children were invited to see the Hammond
Alaskan dogs and Phifer penguins. To right. Is a flash of Loew's State front, Norfolk, where Manager Allen Sparrow
did a snappy job. Note real reindeer head and fur clad cashiers. Ushers were also dressed in character.
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DEAR MIKE:
I amputwriting
you inin the
regard
to a regarding
man who him,
hookedit might
me on save
some some
merchants'
tickets, and
you
would
a notice
Herald
other exhibitor
the ifsame
trouble that I am having.
A man by the name of Alexander and his wife made a contract with me to sell the merchants
tickets, and he agreed to put cards in their windows to let the public know they could get them
there. He was to get all the money he collected from them.
After he got through selling, he left town and didn't even leave me a list of the merchants
he sold. Now I find that he promised them all a trailer on the screen about their place of business, and it has certainly put me in a mess, as I can't afford to have the trailers made, and
wouldn't run a large number of them if 1 could. Also, he didn't put any cards in their windows.
But the main thing is that he never mentioned trailers to me, but did to all the merchants he
sold. He was traveling in a Hudson sedan and, if possible, I would like to let my brother exhibitors know about him.
by

Reopening the Midwest Theatre in Oklahoma City, Okla., with "Footlight Parade,"
City Manager George Henger, Manager J.
M. Schoeppel and Roy Brewer, art department head, cooperated in a campaign that
did full credit to their efforts.
Due to the importance of the event, permission was secured to hang a large banner
across the street in front of the theatre, and
in addition every bus and street car was

3, 1934

Reid Puts On Many
"Bowery" Slants

The following
letter from
Tom forEdwards,
Theatre,
Eidon,
speaks
for itself.
Exhibitors
are requested
to watch
the man Eldon's
referredOzark
to and
to notify
Tom Mo.,
in case
he shows
up.

Strong Campaign
Oklahoma Crew

February

Brown
Constructs
For
Lobby
Display "Peep Show"
The title of the picture gave Bill Brown
his inspiration for an effective lobby idea
when he built his campaign on "Broadway
Thru a Keyhole" around a "peep show" for
the date at the Marboro, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bill had his house artist construct a large
box of compo board and on the two sides
and front cut out a number of keyholes in
different positions, the general color scheme
being dark blue.
On the inside of the back board was
placed an insert surrounded by star stills,
and the other sides inside the box were

A campaign vying in effectiveness with
many of those put on in bigger spots was
whipped across by Manager Kenneth Reid,
Loew's Broad, Columbus, Ohio, on "The
Bowery," in which novel street ballys, tieups and displays were judiciously mixed to
attract attention from every quarter.
Thousands of cards in laundry packages
were distributed, as were copies of the
press book "Bowery Gazette" ; bumper cards
were placed on all taxis and 200 confectionery stores carried window streamers on a
Coca Cola hookup. All empty stores in the
downtown area were also secured, their windows decorated with cutouts and posters.
Three attractive street ballys were arranged, the first with two men dressed in
old time police uniforms who patrolled the
main streets with theatre signs on their
backs. The second bally was a sound truck;
and yet another was an old time bannered
hook and ladder fire truck, with driver in
character (see photo).
All radio stations were promoted to
broadcast old tim.e songs and mention of
picture and theatre, night clubs put on
Bowery night and the opening of the picture
was signalized
wood" treatment.with an appropriate "Holly-

papered with copies of Walter Winchell's
column. A blinker system of vari-colored
lights supplied the illumination, and the
only lettering on the outside was "peep
show" in white tinsel cutout letters.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Some

MiJwcst Reopening Front
placarded with the attraction and date. Further, alarge banner 9 feet by 15 was erected
at the top of the marquee, and extra paper
of all sizes was posted in the city and within the entire trading area.
Special tieups were made with all music
stores, in which the song hits were advertised with extra newspaper displays and
windows that included cutout figures of the
girls and stars. A similar hookup was made
with the leading department store in addition to a pretentious flash inside the store.
Besides this, the store also imprinted and
distributed 20,000 heralds at no cost to the
theatre, sales people placing these in every
outgoing package.
An out-of-the-ordinary front was used,
efforts being made to duplicate as near as
possible the display put on by the New
York Strand, and many comments confirmed
the opinion that this was the most elaborate
flash yet used by any local theatre (see
photo).
Extra newspaper space was taken, radio
announcements were made and numerous
other gags were put on by this active crew
to properly inaugurate the reopening of the
attractive house, for which these keen showmen rate an extra bow.

Good

Reading

Slants
on date
"Henry
VIM"
For their
on "The
Private Life of
Henry VIII," Charlie McLeary and Bob
Etchberger, Loew's Regent, Harrisburg, Pa.,
featured their campaign by planting the
press book drawing contest in one of the
papers, this being given generous publicity.
The book angle was also emphasized by
a tieup with local libraries whereby special
imprinted bookmarks were distributed in
every branch, and a tieup with the leading
news agency obtained inserts in many
current magazines. An interesting cooperation was effected with some of
the production stills showing the banquet
scene, whereby two prominent restaurants
gave entire window displays to these shots
in conjunction with food displays.
WASHINGTON
PARTY
Wire has just been received from Walter
Morris, chairman of the Washington gettogether arrangements committee, that the
Managers' Round Table party is definitely
set for Saturday, February 17th, starting at
11:30 p.m. at the Club Michel, 14th and
Thomas Circle, N.W., Washington, D. C.
The affair will be stag and the price, including dinner and beer, $1.50, with plenty
of swell free entertainment provided by
Carter Barron and Guy Wonders.
All managers are invited, including nonmembers, and if you are within reaching
distance of the Capital, come over and have
the time of your life. Forward reservations
now to Walter Morris, Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D. C.

Reid's Truck and Ladder Gag
Women

Praise Boston

"Prizefighter" Preview
To ensure favorable reactions from his
woman patronage. Manager Joe DePisa,
Loew's State, Boston, Mass., aided by Bert
McKenzie, MGM exploiteer, arranged a preview on "Prizefighter and the Lady" to
which were invited representatives of
women clubs as well as sport editors and
picture critics. An immediate result was a
hearty letter of endorsement from the head
of one of the most important woman's
groups which was blown up for lobby disSport columnists of course came across
play.
handsomely with praise, including a rave
from Bill Cunningham, nationally known
sporting authority, all of which were given
suitable lobby flash.
Style angles were not neglected, a fur
tieup netting a radio broadcast and fur window display built around Myrna Loy, and
other fashion windows were secured as well
as displays in many sport goods stores. Hat
and shoe merchants used the tieup stills on
Baer and Camera and full newspaper coverage was obtained, as besides the many breaks
in the English papers, the Italian and Jewish press carried many stories on the two
fighters, and endorsing the picture.
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Ace

George Tyson and Christy Wilbert
thought up this one on "Only Yesterday," at the Ambassador, St. Louis.
Bo+wick and Wilson
Put On Toy Matinees
Even the toughest newspapers are now
opening up to theatres putting on Christmas
shows for the needy, one of the latest instances being the swell publicity obtained
by Round Tablers Harry Botwick, Paramount, and Harry Wilson, Grand, both in
Rutland, Vt, in their local papers.
For two weeks before the parties, there
was daily mention of the coming events,
a food and toy show at the Paramount, and
a food matinee at the Grand, culminating
in two-column stories and cuts showing the
contributions in the lobbies of the theatres.
The gifts were made up into baskets and
distributed through the Red Cross and Salvation Army lists. The deliveries were
made by the trucks of the Rutland Daily
Herald and transportation was also furnished by other interested merchants.
The generous cooperation given by Botwick and Wilson indicate why they rate the
many breaks they receive from their papers.
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Capital Opening

On "Footlight Parade"
An extensive campaign that culminated
in one of the most brilliant previews the
night before the formal opening was executed by Frank LaFalce, Washington Warner Bros. Theatres ad chief, with the aid
of Bill Ewing, Maurice Blouin and Manager
Walter Morris of the Metropolitan, where
the picture was shown.
The event was advertised well in advance in all newspaper copy, and special
tickets made up on velour finished stock
were placed on sale two weeks ahead of the
date in all local houses of the circuit. Many
leaders in Washington political and social
circles were present, the opening being covered by all Washington papers with reporters and photographers. During the evening, messenger boys paraded the streets
carrying jumbo congratulatory telegrams
from the stars. (See photo.)
Tieups were many and effective and included windows in numerous prominent
stores. Leading orchestras played the song
hits in hotels, ballrooms and over the radio,
music stores gave full endorsement and
ballyhoo records were distributed in shoe
shine parlors, radio stores, etc., for use on
their amplifiers.
Gum stickers were placed upon outgoing
mail from all Warner theatres for two weeks
in advance, novelty bottle openers were distributed at soda fountains, and a laundry
tieup was made for extensive package stuffing. In addition to extensive newspaper
publicity, two contests were also planted.

Work For A Qiiigley Award'.

M-G-M

Issues Unusual

Press Book on "Eskimo"
Packed with plenty of punch is that MGM
"Eskimo" press book, in size, quantity and
quality of selling ideas topping anything in
this form that has been turned out lately.
The book is in two sections, one entirely
given over to exploitation, turned out by
Billy Ferguson's department and the second section devoted to publicity, display
ads, posters, accessories, etc., each page
the approximate size of a one sheet.
The first pages of the exploitation section
are devoted to reproductions of the tieups
of the various nationally advertised brands
of products as used in the picture, with the
names in red lettering for easy identification; then follows a number of pages filled
with pictures and descriptions of the stunts
put over on nine pre-release engagements.
Besides all this, there are an additional
number of ace tieup ideas, including an entire page detailing a plan for grade school
educational promotion.
Many of the display ads are duplicates of
those used on the pre-release dates and the
publicity stories are fashioned along the
lines of those most in demand of newspapers.
Posters and accessories are illustrated in full
color and the books include various samples
of advertising tieups available to managers
who have dated the picture.
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LaFalce'^s Oversized "Telly"

To the left above is the Fox Judith,
Lewiston, Mont., where Round Tabler
Johnny Trewhela holds forth.
British Member
Over

Good

Puts

Co-op

Page

Though single and double truck pages
have served as stock exploitation ideas for
many years on this side, the snappy co-op
page put over by H. B. Harris, General
Manager, Exchange Kinema, Lincoln, Eng"Goodreceived
Companions,"
the from
first
one weland, onhave
in some istime
across the water. Eight merchants share
the page, with the center given to the theatre ad and a three column story of the
Harris contributed to the recent chilpicture.
dren's Christmas fund, an annual event in
his city, by distributing 200 tickets in the
holiday baskets for "Alice in Wonderland,"
the Exchange being one of the few theatres
in England having a print for Christmas
week. Local papers made mention of this
on the front page, together with a plug for
the picture from Harris himself.
We are pleased to have heard again from
this progressive British Round Tabler,
whose effective campaigns have been previously chronicled in the Club columns.
Further, it is interesting to know that the
advertising and exploitation being put over
by our brother members across the water is
rapidly becoming more skilled and effective.
It was not so long ago that foreign theatremen lacked experience in putting over campaigns along American lines, but today they
are whipping across a lot of stuff that is on
a par with some of our best over here.

MANAGEMENT
To the manager who is frantically running around in the hope of improving unsatisfactory
business .... attempting to help matters with the pitiful remedy of "putting out another
thousand heralds" . . . why mince words? Let's be honest with ourselves and place the blame
of
shamefulof results
it belongs. MANAGEMENT .... that's what makes or breaks the
backbone
theatre where
operation.
Somewhere
this vast
is a ourselves
man who tocana manage
your wetheatre
successfully.
Let's
subscribe
to thatin idea,
and business
then humble
point where
find out
what is really
wrong with us. We will come to the realization that the major portion of our business troubles
can be traced to three sources: I— Wrong thinking, or lack of any thought; 2 — Something you
are doing that you should not do; 3 — Something that you haven't done at all.
Let's take stock of ourselves .... let's look our managerial shortcomings squarely in the
face . . . frenzied showmanship methods are an evil of the past. It is the fellow who analyzes
his business, who has confidence in his courage and ability, who will pull through and make a
mark for himself now.
Quit thinking of yourself in the terms of a theatre manager . . . actually, you are a big
business man, a highly specialized merchant charged with the selling of the world's most perishmerchandise,
pictures. andPut Hell
a price
tag it
of 'profit' success
on everyin picture
is charged
to youable....
then motion
move Heaven
to sell
the showthatbusiness
is a
matter of applied thought.
Turn over a new leaf in the administration of your theatre
no matter what you
have done in the past, no matter how you are thinking, do something you haven't done before
and Do It Now-from "THE ST. LOUIS SHOWMAN," by LETO HILL. ZONE
MANAGER, WARNER THEATRES, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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J. SAYER SEELY
assists Bob Ungerfeld at the RKO Regent
Theatre, a nabe house In upper New York
City, We're looking forward to this member going places and doing things and
unless we miss our guess he'll be handling
a house of his own before very long. It
was nice to have seen you at the gettogether, Sayer, and be sure to drop in
and say hello whenever you're down this
way. Best regards to Bill and Don.
V
JOSEPH KINSKY
believe it or not, but Joe has just signed
on the dotted line. He is city manager for
the Tri-State Theatres Corporation, with
headquarters in the Capitol Theatre Building, Sioux City, la. We're sure he needs
no Introduction to these pages, because
we've already published some of his excellent campaigns. This is simply a formality,
Joe, and we thank you for the nice things
you say about the Club.
V
WALTER A. DYNAN
may be found managing the Bell Theatre
in Scranton, Penna. Scranton sure Is a gogetting town so far as showbusiness Is concerned and some of our finest members
hail from there. Don't consider your duty
ended now that you've joined, Walt, remember It goes still further. We expect
to have your contributions.
V
C. J. BOLENDER
manages the Grand In Lisbon, Ohio, and
he's the first member we've had from that
city, so we're expecting things. We're glad
of the opportunity of acknowledging your
application
and that
hopegoes
you'llto send
of the material
make usupsome
this
department each week. Shoot along the
dope, Bolender, on what you are doing to
boostline.
the box-office and we'll pass It along
the
V
JACK TIERNAN

ANY
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LONGER?

A. M. DELGADO

is the manager of the Compania Cinematografica India In Venezuela and between him and Mr. Rivero if we don't know
how things theatrical are going down his
way, New
we'll Year
be sorely
for
the
make disappointed.
a resolution toSokeep
us informed, will you?
V
STANLEY W. KRINER
manages the Fox Sunklst Theatre in Pomono, Cal., and doubtless basks in that
well-known sunshine while we freeze here
in the throes of a young blizzard. Well,
Stan, you have plenty of brother members
in your city who have contribtued for some
time, so you'd better join the parade and
get busy.
V
WILLIAM J. FLANAGAN
is up in Hartford, Conn., where he manages the Lyric Theatre. Hartford is a
great showtown. Bill, and we number many
active members from up there. Your application Isreceived with Interest, because
we'd like to see a little friendly competition go on from Hartford. So, let's hear
from you as soon as you can get something in to us.
V
JOSEPH ANGER
is another lad to join from Hartford. Joe
is managing the Astor Theatre there and
sends his subscription along at the same
time. Joe meet Bill and Bill meet Joe,
unless you both know one another already.
If you don't, we introduce the two of you
across the round table and hope that
things will begin to hum up there.
FOR

MEMBERSHIP
MANAGERS'
ROUND
TABLE CLUB

Is the manager of the RKO Capitol In Cincinnati, Ohio, and
he'sforstill
another newto
Club member
in line
Introduction

Please enroll me in the Club and send
me my framed certificate.

the rest of this organization. Meet the
rest of the boys, Jack, and then prove to
them that you Intend to do your share of
good work by sending along some showselling ideas. What was that last stunt you
pulled that helped boost trade? Send It
on and leave the rest to us.
V
A. V. RIVERO

NAME

Is the general manager of the Compania
Cinematografica India at Caracas, Venezuela and he subscribes and applies for
membership at the same time. The boys
are always interested in the activities of
our foreign membership and we hope to
hear from you soon.

POSITION
THEATRE
ADDRESS
CITY

JOIN
GEORGE

GOMEZ

APPLICATION

February

STATE

DATE OF BIRTH
(Mail to1790
Managers'
Table Oub,
Broadway,Round
New York)

3, 1934

NOW

MILLER

may be found managing the Eagle Theatre
on Third Avenue, New York City. The
Eagle is a neighborhood house In a condistrict and
we'rebe sure
all yourin
brother gested
members
would
interested
reading how you keep everybody happy
and coming to the house. Don't you ever
get up this way, George? The latch is always off and you're welcome.V
JOHN T. WARD
assists R. D. Reed at the Central Theatre
in Newark, N. J. He was recently promoted from doorman to his present job
and from all accounts he will go far. The
Central is a Warner house and since they
are an up and coming lot over there In
Newark,
we're
In
the right
way.sure he'll learn showbusiness
V
JAMES B. McNALLY
sends along his subscription and asks to be
enrolled as a member at the same time.
Jimmy manages the Lyric Theatre in Fitchburg, Mass. Do you know Eddie Haley at
the
If youalldon't
overshould
and
meetFitchburg?
him, you know
you goboys
know oneforanother
and the Club's a great
medium
just that.
V
HARRY SCHULMAN
assists Maurice BUss at the Boston Road
Theatre in the Bronx section of New York
City and he comes well recommended by
Maurice. Well, Harry, you've got a good
teacher in your boss and we are hopeful
of receiving plenty of fine material from
your house now that the two of you are
active members. What say?
V
FRANCISCO BAHAMONDE
is the general manager of a chain of five
theatres known as the Habana-Deliclas in
Ponce, Puerto Rico, and we have several
brother members in Puerto Rico. As a
matter of fact, one of our most active
men there, Mr. Gelabert, who is in
San Juan, writes and tells us he's paying
Club headquarters a visit sometime in
March. Well, we don't know how far
San Juan is from Ponce, but maybe the
two of you could get together and make
the trip. What do you say?
V
H. GREENBERG
Is another youngster to join us from
Brooklyn, N. Y., where he manages the
Sumner Theatre. I guess we have about
every Brooklyn manager tied up as a
member of the Club, Greenberg, and
they're
active
to step aonpretty
the gas
andbunch.
send You'll
along have
your
campaigns;
you signed
know on
yourtheduty
doesn't
end
with having
dotted
line;
you've got to let the rest of us know what
you're doing.

February
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Productions 3
are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
which release dates4
have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise
Running specified.
TInia
Title
Star
Rel.
Date
Minutes Reviewed
ALLIED PICTURES
Wild
of th»The
Rrad Paul
All Star
Oct. ZS
7
68 Sept.
World Boya
Chansei,
Muni
Nov.
93
Nov. 304
Features
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Coming Feature Attractions
Oie
YeirBridei
Later
Mary
Aug. 23
69
Fashions
of 1934
William
Powell-Bette Davis
Fob. I7.'34 IB.Jaa. 13,'U
Me Again
Joan Blondcll-Warren
William
Picture
DorothyBrian-Russell
Maokalll-RegltHeptM
T*«a«y..Nov.
1
68 Aug.
OcL 1214 Hit
Journal of a Crime
Ruth Chatterton
Mar. I0.'34
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Busgalew Ceurt
Mandalay
Kay FrancisRIcardo Certaz. . . . Anr.
Feb. 28,
10. '34
"34
],',
Modern
Hero,
A
Richard
Barthelmess
Davy JOROs'
Leeker
Registered
Nurse
BeboE. Daniels-Lyle
Talbot Apr. 21,
'34
Midnight
Alarm
Very
Honorable
Guy,
A
Joe
Brown
Open for lasMetlea...
Wonder Bar
Al CortezJolson-DIck
811k Trlmned
Dolores Powell
Del -RIcardo
Rio- Kay
Francis
Slightly Used
FOX FILMS
Running Time
CHESTERFIELD
Features
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Running Time
29
78....
Nov. 2218
Features
Title
Star
Rel. S
«0..,,Jnly
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed As Husbands
.95
Go
Warner Baxter-Helen Vinson. ... Doe.
Title
Star
Berkeley
Square
Leslie Gaynor-Llonet
Howard-HeatherBarrymoroAngel. ... Nov. 2.'S4. .7l....0et.
.July 7
67. ...Dee.
By Appalatmeit
Oily
Lew
Cody-Alleen
Prlngle.
Carolina
Janet
Cress
Streets
John
Mack BrownLouise
- Claire
Robert Young-Henrietta
Cros.77. ...Oat
WIndsor-Anlta
- Kenman
Fob. 22....
15.... .68
...67.
neth
Thomson
Jan.
22,'34..
..70.
.Nov.
II
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case..
Warner
Oland-Heather
Angel
Sept.
Daiee, Girl. Dante
Alan D Inehart- Evelyn Knapp. . . .Sept. I
Doctor
Bull
Will
Rogers
Louise
Dreiser
Ii the Meaey
"Skeets"son - Warren
OallaoberHymer
- Lois Wil- Her.
Marian Nixon-Raloh Morgan . .Sent. I9,'34.
8..,, .96..,.
.78 Apr.
Dec. 299
Marshal
O'Brien-Irene
Bentloy. . . . Jan. 30.5.'34.
62.74
Jan. I3,'34 Frontier
Man ef Sentiment, A
Marian
Marsti - Owen Moere • Sent. 15..
Good Companions,
The George
Jessie
Matthews
- Edmund
...
Wra. Bakewell
Gwenn
Sent.
73
Murder
Campus Charles
Starrett-Shlrley
Grey Aug.
Dee. 27...
Clara Bow-Preston Foster Nov.
6..
.85.
72.... Nov. II IHoopla
.75....
NeterleusenButthe Nice
Marian Marsh-Betty
Cempsen
.68Jan.Soot
Dee.27,'3423
Am Suzannel
Lilian Harvey-Gene Raymond.. Jan. 15....
24.... .60
Quitter, The
Emma
Dunn-Charley
GrapewlnI Was a Spy
Herbert
Marshall
Madeleine
Barbara
Weeks-Wm.
BakeCarroll - Conrad Veldt Dec.
well
Feb. 5,'34.
.65 Dee.
Oct. 2816
Jimmy and Sally
James Dunn-Claire Trevor Nov. 25.... .70
Rainbow Over Breadway Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dee. 1.... .70
22....
.79....
Nev. 38II
27....
Last
Trail,
The
George
O'Brlen-ClaIro
Trevor
Aug.
.7
2
Mad
Game, The
Spencer
Tracy-ClairePitts
Trevor Oct.
16.... .74.... Sept
Coming Feature Attractions
Mr. Skltch
Will Rogers-Zasu
Dec. 29....
.68. ...Oct 28
Birds of a Feather John
MilianOwsley
- Shirley Grey My
Lips
Betray
Lilian
Harvey-John
Botes
Nov.
Monroe
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayres
Sept. 17... .76.... Sent 2
Olson's
Big Moment EiHeather
Brendel
Nov. I2.'34.
I.... .90 July 22
COLUMBIA
Orient Express
Angel-Norman Foster. . .Jan.
Paddy, the Next Best Tbing. .. Janet Gaynor- Warner Baxter. .. .Sept. 18.... .78
68.... Aug,
Sept. 262
Features
Running Time
Pllsrimage
Henrietta
- Marian
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Nixon - Crosman
Norman Foster
Aug, 4... .69
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armstreng-D
8....
Power and Madness
the Glory, The Spencer
Spencer Tracy-Colleen
Moore Aug.
Oct. 26.'34.
Oct.
Shanghai
Tracy-Fay Wray
67.
Jan.
20.'34 Sleepers
.Oat20,'34
.69 Dee. 9
Before Midnight
June Collyer-Ralph Bellamy Nov. 20
East
Wynne
Gibson-Preston
Foster.
..
.Jan.
18
63.
Jan.
Brief Memeat
Carole
.70.... Oct 14
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
DonaldLombard-Gone
CookRaymond- Sept
13....
.78 Oct, 14
Smoky
Victor Ellers-Norman
Jory-lrene Bentley
Dee.
East ef Fifth Ave
Wallace
Walls
of Gold
Sally
Foster Oct.
.76.... Deo.
DorothyFord-Walter
TreeConnolly- Ott. 20.
20....
Worst
Woman
In
ParlsT
Benita
Hume-Adolphe
Monjou.
.
.
.Oct.
.65
Fighting Code, The
Buck Jones-Diana Sinclair Dee.
6,'34.
Coming Feature Attractions
Fei
Mary
Brian Denny
- Donald Cook - Nov. SO.
22....
Jan.
Reginald
20. . . . .69.
All Men Are Enemies .Hugh
Williams-Helen Twelve- Apr.
trees
2B.... .68 .... I3,'34 Bottoms Up
Fury
ef
the
Jmgle
Donald
Coek-Peggy
ShanaeB
Oct.
PatJohn
Paterson
- Spencer Tracy - Apr.
Hold the Press
Tim McCoy-Sblrley Qrey Oct
Boles
23.
'3
9.
King ef tbo Wild Heme Wra. J aaney- Dorothy Appleby. ..Nov. IS.... .86
'34
4
I3.'34.
<k
.Cats-Paw,
The
Harold
Lloyd-Una
Merke!
M
Lady far ■ D«r
Warren WflllaB-Quy Klbboe.l02....jBly 15 Coming Out Party
Franres Dee-Gene Raymond Mar. 16. '34
May
Robsoa-aienda
Farrell..
.Sept.
Jt
;
Constant
Nymph.
The
Victoria
Hopper-Brian
Aherne.
.
.
Mar.
Lefa Fell la Lett
Ann Sothors • Edmund Lowe Doe. 28
64. Jan. I3.'»4 David Harum
Will Rogers-Evelyn Venable . . . . Mar.
Mai'e Castle, A
Lorotta Young-Spencer Trasy Nev. 28
4
75.
j,'S48 Devil Tiger
804.J 65
68. Jan.
...Dn.
Kane Richmond-Marlon Burns... Feb, 30.'34
I6.'3
Master
'
Mod
Jack
Holt-Fay
Wray
Oct
;
an.") 34
My
Helea
- Wallaee
Ever Follies
Since Eve
George StarO'Brien-Mary
Brian. ... Mar,
Feb. 23,'
(All
Musical)
Ford Twelvetrees
- Viator Jery
Dot. I.... .73. .Oat 21 Fox
27.'
Held That Girl
James Dunn-Claire Trevor Feb.
.rnth Guest, The
Donald Ceok-Qenevlevo Tebli Jan. 3I,'34. .69.
3
4
I Believed In You
Victor
Jory Ames
• John Bolee • Feb.
Onee to Every Wemaa FayRalphWrayBellamy
• Walter Connelly • Jan. IS,'S4 70
Rosemary
..SS .Naf. It Murder In Trinidad Heather
Angel
- Victor Jory » Mar, 23, '34.
Pellae Car 17
Tim McCey-Evalyn Knapp ..Sept M
Preston
Foster
.Aug. 12
Shideve ef 8In Slif Brsoe Cabot - Mary BriM... ..Dot. S... ..S8.
Odd Thursday
Warner Baxter- Rosemary Ames. ..May I8,'34.
(See "la the CuttlBl Room,"
II.) Carol
Only
Girl.
The
Lilian
Harvey-Charles
Bnver
Straightaway
Tim Nev.
McCey-S«e
Dee. 22...
.60.
Jan.Nev.27,'3425 "Scandals"
.58....
Rudy
- George Durante..
White • . .Aor.
Thrill Hanter, The
Buck Jonas- Dtretlor Ra*ler Sept SO...
AliceVallee
Faye-JImmy
Coming Feature Attractions
Three
On
a
Honeymoon
Sally
Eilers-Johnny
Mack
Brown.. Mar. 27.'34.
Don't
FallRanger,
In Love
Grace
Moore
I6,'34.
Fighting
The
Buck
Jones-Dersthy
Revler
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
It Happened One Night Clerk Sablo-Claudette Colbert
Lady
!•
Wllllad.
Tba
Leslie
Howard-Blaale
Bargee
Running.60Time
Features
Llae-Up. The
William Gargaa-Marlan NUen
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
Title
Star
Maa Trailer. The
Baok Jeaes-Ceellla Parker
No Greater Glory
Fraakle
Darra
•
Jackie
Sevl
Marriage on Approval Donald Dlllaway-Barbara KentOeoroo BrosJistoa
,80
Barry
Nov, 2217
Dae It Gallty
Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Ony
War of the Range
TomPhyllls
Tyler
Sept,
Party's Under
Over, the
The
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Sisters
Skin Elissa Landi-Josenh Schlldkraut
Black
Cat
The
Soalal Register
Colleen
Moore-Alexander KirkBulldoi Edition
land
East of Sudan
Speed atWings
Knapp Feb. 9,'34
Green Paradise
Storm
Midnight Tim
Tim McCoy-Evalyn
McCoy-Billie Seward
Twentieth
Centary
John
Barrymoro-Carole
Lombard
Love Past Thirty
Alleen
Prlngle • Theodore Von
•
3
4
Eltz
Whirlpool
Jack Holt
My Wandering Boy
Red Man's Country
FIRST DIVISION
Silent
Sister ofArmy,
the The
Felllee
Running Time
Features
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
Title
SUr
.36 Dee. 30
Dasaan
^
Dee,
GAUMONT-BRITISH
Eat
Nov. S
56. .Nov. 18 Features
Running Time
He, 'Em
King Alive
ol Virtue Fernandel-Collette Darfeull.
.Dee.
....55..
30
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
May 22....
AuntTitle
Sally
Cicely Courtneidge-Sam Hardy
82
Coming Feature Attractions
58 .
Barsud (Seeof "Love
In Morocao Violet Loralne-Gordon Harker.
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Page.
Britannia
Billingsgate
79'/i..Oet 7
Channel
Crossing
Constance
Cummlngs • Matheson
Lang
69
FIRST NATIONAL
Falling
for You
J.Leslie
Hulbert-Clcely
Courtneldge. 88 Sept. SO
Banks
Tine
Fire Raisers,
The
Features
Rel. Date Running
Jessie
Matthews
Reviewed
Title
Minutes
Friday
the
13th
Star
Jack Hulbert
Dee. I
68 Feb. 25
Ghost
Train,
The
Ghoul.
The
27.'34
Boris Karlofl
Feb. I5,'34 85 Get 28
Big Shakedown. The
Bette Davis - Chas. Farrall
It's a Boy
8. '34.
Edward
Everett
Horton
Leslie
Bureau ef Missing Peraont. .. Bette
- Lewis Stone •
TomHenson
Walls 80 Sept SO
18.... ...64 . . .Sept. 252 Just Smith
GlendaDavisFarrell
....74.. . .. Nov.
Dec.
Stanley
86
King
of
the
RItz
Convention City
Joan Blondell-DIck Powell - A.
"Baroud")Lupine • GIna Male
9 Love In Morocco
30....
3.'34.
Doe. 1
67. Oct. I5,'32
.June
(Reviewed
under the title Rex Ingram
.Oct
II . ..72..
69..
Love
on
Wheels
Jack
HulbertGordon
Harker
91
Female
Ruth Chatterton
Clifford
MoIIIson - Joan Wynd60.. .Dee. 17 Lucky Number, The
Goodbye Again
W. William • Joan Blendell... .Sent. ».... .. ..66..
ham
72Vi..8ept i
Havana Widows
Joan Blondell-Gleada Fairell2 Man from Toronto, The.
18....
Jessie
Matthews
- Ian HunterNov.
62..
Fred
Kerr
77
21
I Loved a Woman
Edward G. Robinson-Kay FranMarry
Me
23...
.Sept. 16
Renate Muller-Harry Green
85 Apr. 22
....90..
Night and
Day..
Jack Hulbert-Wlnlfrod
Shetter.
. . Dee. 1
77 June 10
Mattaare
R. Barthelmoss-Ann Dvorak....
....69. Jan..Dec.27.'34 Orders
Is Orders.
Charlotte
Greenwood
James
20,'34
Sen ef a Sailor
Joe E. Brown - Johnny Mack
9
23.... ...73..
Gleason
88>/i..Aug. 19

82
,'34
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Time Reviewed
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Prince of Walet. The
Coming
Feature
Attractions
July II8 Beggars In Ermine
Sleeping
Ivor Novello-Madelelne
CarrollDec. 1 ..83
LionelWayne
AtwIII
Feb. 22,'34
.Aug.
There GoesCar
the Bride Jessie
(Matthews
79 .Mar.
Blue Steel
John
Turitey
Time
Tom
Walls-Ralph
Lynn
71
City
Limits
Ray Walker
Waltz Time
Evelyn Laye
Oct. 1
81
House
of
Doom,
The
Woman in Command. The. ... Cicely
- Edward
Jane Eyre
EverettCourtneidge
Norton .
80
Loudspeaker,
The
Ray Walker
Man from Utah,
The
John
Wayne
Manhattan Love Song
LIBERTY PICTURES
Mystery Liner
Noah Beery - Astrid Allyn •
Cornelius Keith
Mar. I5,'34
Coming Feature Attractions
Numbers of Monte Carlo
Running Time
West of the Divide John Wayne-Virginia B. Faire...Feb. I5,'S4 55. Jan. 20,'34
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy MackalllJune Collyer
PARAMOUNT
IMad
Honeymoon.
The
Quitter, The
Running Time
Features
School for Girls
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Take
the Stand
Jack LaRue-Thelma Todd
Alice in Wonderland Charlotte Henry - R. Arlen •
Two Heads
on a Pillow
22
75... Dec. 16
J. Oakle-Chas.
Ruggles
When
Meet
Richard Cromwell-Arline Judge.
All of Me
Fredric
March-Mlrlam
Hopklni- Dee. I9,'34 71. Jan. I3,'S4
WithoutStrangers
Children
George Raft
..Jan. II
72.... Aug. 5
Bio Executive
Rlcardo
ElizabethTaylsr
Ysung..Aug.
MAJESTIC
Cradle
Song
Dorothea CortezWieck-Ksnt
Nov. 17...... ..77.. ..Nov. 4
Design
for
Living
Miriam
Hopkins-Frtdrle
March8S Nov. 25
Features
Time Reviewed
Cooper
Dee. 29
17 80. ...Nov. II
Title
Star
Duck Soup
FourGary Marx
Bros
Nov.
Rel. Date Running
Mlnutet
Charming Deceiver, The Constance Cummlngs
Det
t
87.... Sett II Eight Girls In a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wllisn •
B.'S4 78.... Det. 30
(Reviewed
under the title. Dorothy
"Heads We
Go") - C. Aubrey
Four Frightened People C. Doug.
ColbertMontgomery
• H. Marshall • Wn. Jan. 26,'S4 95
Curtain
at Eight
Mackalll
Smith-Paul
Cavanagh Oet. I....
Gargan
M.
Bolaad
Jan.
"In atheRoom
Cutting Room,"
30.)
Divorce Bed, The
Edward Arnold-John Miljan Jan.
U
Girl (See
Without
M. Dec.
Churchill-Chas.
Farrsll-C.
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Sally Ellen Jan. I5,'34. .74.
75... Sept
Dec. 23*
Ruggles
Dee. * ..70....
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"I
Spy")
Golden Harvest
Richard
Arlen-Chester
65
Dee.
SO
Sin of Nora Moran. The 2ita Johann-John Mlljan Dee. 13
Genevleve ToblnMorrlt- Sent. 22
.70...
.Oct
21
I2.'34..
1
7S....AUI. IS Hell and High Water Richard
27
Sing,
Sinner,
Sing
Paul
Lukas-Lella
Hyarai
Aug.
Arlen-Judlth Allen
..68 Dec. 30
63.... 74.... Oet 14 His Double Life
You Made Me Love Yen Thelma Todd-Stanley Lupins Nov. 24
Roland Young-Lillian
Qlth Oet.
Jan.
.
.87....0st
7
Oet
I'm
Angel
Mae
West-Cary
Grant
Oct 28,'34..
MAYFAIR PICTURES
Last NoCowboy
Round-Up,
Ths
Randolph
Scott-Barbara
Fritehle . .Jan.
1
Nsv.
25
I..... ..68
I2.'S4..
Lone
Jackie
Cooper
Dee.
a
..as....
Dee.6,'342a23
Features
..65.
Jan.
..85....
Aug.
Miss Sunday
Fane's Baby
Is StolSB Gary
Dorothea
Wleck-Baby
Ls R«y.. ..Seat
..Jan.
Rel. DataRunning
MlnutuTin Reviewed One
Title
Star
Afternoon
Cooper-Fay
Wray...
Dance Hall Hosteti Helen
Chandler-Jason
Robards
.8«Rt
2
2,'34
Search for Beauty
Larry
("Buster") Crabbe - Ida . . Feb.
..Jvbr
Edward Nugent
July 1
73.
Lupine
. 75. Jan. 20,'342
II ...,80,.,
Sitting Pretty
Jack Haley-Jack Oakls-Olngsr
Her Forgotten Patt
Monte
- Barbara Kent • Sept 1
24
HenryBlue
B. Walthall
68.
,.DSS. 1
Rogers
Nov.
Song aof Chance
Songs
MarleneDunn
Dletrich-Brlan
Aherne..Ano.
Secret Slnneri
Sue Carol-Nick Stuart Oet. 20
70.
Take
James
• June •Knight
,.,92,,, ..July 16
What't Your Racket?.... Regis Toomey-Noel Francle Dee. 1
70.
"Buddy" Rogers
Lillian■
4
Roth
Oet 26 ...82.., .,.Ntv.
...82... .Aug.
This Day and Age
Charles Bickford-Judlth Allen... Aug. 27
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Three-Cornered Moon
C. Robertl-Mary
Colbert-Richard
Arlen^Lyda
.
.
72..
Running Tina
Features
Boland
Aug.
..57'/,, ..Nsv.
. .Sspt II
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Reviewed Thundering Herd, Ths
Randolph Scott-Judlth Allan Nov. IS ...58'/,.
...Sapt
IS
1 MInutee
Alison Skloworth-W. C. Fields.. Oct. 24
,.Sept
. ..87. ...Oet »7 Tlllle and Gus
Beauty
for
Sale
Otto
Kruger-Madge
Evans
Sept.
4
To the Last Man
Randolph Scott-Esther Ralttoo . . . Sept. IS ...70.. Sept
Bombshell
Jean Harlow-Lee Tracy Oet.
. ..98.
Too Much Harmony BIng
Crosby-Jack
Oakle-Lllyan
Broadway to Hollywood Alice
Brady
Frank
Morgan
8 ...75... Stat 1
Tashman
Sept. 29
Madge Evans- Eddie Bulllanta
Torch Singer
Claudette
- RIeards
Jackie Cooper- Russell Hardle...U9L
Cortez - Colbert
David Manners
Sept.
}
Fay Templeton • Jimmy Du- rante Sent, IS
.
.
84...
SO
.Oet
t
Way
to
Love.
The
Maurice
Chevalier-Ann
Dvorak.
.
.Oct.
.86. ..... .Dee.
s . . .89.
S White Woman
Carole
Lombard-Chas.
Laughton- Nov. 20 . ..72...
Chief, The
Ed Wynn-D. Mackalll Nov. 24
Nov.
Chas.
Bickferd
taIS
3
Dancing Lady
Joan Crawford-Clark Gable Nov.
... Nn. 25II
. ..73...
Day of Reckoning Richard Dix-Madge Evans Oct 27 .. ..94.
. 70.
Coming Feature Attractions
Dinner at Eight
Mario Dressier- Wallace BeeryLionellow - Barrymore
■ Jean
HarBolero
George Raft-Carole
LombardWii-.... Feb. 23.'34
Madge Evans
- Karen
Claudette
Colbert - Harry
Morley - Edmund Lews - Lee
coxln
JUBt 1018 Cleopatra
I2,'34..
Tracy
Jean
Herthsit
Jan.
...
Not.
.
.113.
..117.
5.'34,.
On. Marines
Richard Arlen-lda Lupino
Eskimo
Native Cast
Jan. I9.'34..
Dec. 30IS Come
Good Dame
Sylvia Sidney- Fredric March Feb. I6,'34
Fugitive Lovers
Rebt. Montgomery-Madge Evans . Jan. 22
... Nsv.
Dec. 16 itManAin't
NoBrokeSin
Mae
West
17 .. ..78.
Going
Hollywood
Marlon
Davles-BIng
Crosby
Dec.
..79
Who
His
Hsart.
The.
Preston
Foster- Victor McLaglen
Her Sweetheart
Marie Dressler-L. Barrymore. ... Nov.
...87.
Melody
in
Spring
Charlie
Ruggles-Mary
Bolandunder the titis,Jack
"Christopher
Bean") Durante Lanny
Ross-Ann Sothern
Meet (Reviewed
the Baron
Pearl
Jimmy
No More Empress.
Women
Edmund Dietrich-John
Lowo-Vlctor McLaglen.
. Feb, 23.'34
Zasu Pitts
Oct. 20 . . 65. ...N«T. 4 Scarlet
The
Marlene
Lodge
.Night Flight
H. Hayes - J. Barrymore • L.
She Made Her Bed
Sally Eilers-Richard Arlen
...Aag.
t
Barrymore
C.
Gable
■
Rebt.
Six of a Kind
C. Fields
Ruggles- A.- M,Sklpworth
Boland -■ W.BurnsC.
Montgomery
Oct.
...91.
Penthouse
Warner Baxter-Myrna Loy-Mae
•
and
Allen
Feb. 9.'34 65.
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas.
.
..Stpt
Butterworth
Sept,
Fredric
March-Evelyn
Venable
78. Jan,
Jan. 27.'34
20,'34
. .91.
Trumpet Holiday
Blows, The
George
Raff-Adolphe
MenjouIt1 Sb-ange
Prizefighter and the Lady, The. MaxCarneraBaer-Myrna
Loy-Dsmptey...Oet
10
Frances
Drake
ta We're Not Dressing Bing Crosby-Ethel Merma
Waiter Huston
Nov. 1
102.
n
Should Ladles Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymore- Dee.
...78. ... Nrr. II
Conway
Tearle
PRINCIPAL
(Reviewed
under
ths
title,
"The
Vinegar
Tree")
...Sept la
Solitaire Man
Herbert Marshall - Elizabeth
22
Allan and
- Lionel
AtwIII Sept
Features
...65.
Running Tims
Sons of the Desert
Laurel
Hardy
Dee.
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
..58
Stage Mother
A. Brady - Russell Hardls - M.
.Jan.Sept.
20,'3416 Jaws Title
of
Justlcs
Kazan
-Teddy
and
Richard
Tarry
.
Dec.
4.
..87...
O'Sulllvan • F. Tone... Sept. 29
..42....
Oet
Russia Today
Nov. II.8.
..61
Aug. 2SIB
This
Side
of
Heaven
Lionel
Barrymore-Fay
Balnter.
.
.
Feb.
2,'S4.
Tarzan
the
Fearless
Buster
Crabbe
Aug.
..76.
Jan. 27.'34It
Tugboat Annie
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beery. 70 ...May 20
.88....Aai.
Thunder
Over
Mexics
Native
Cast
Nov.
15.
Young-M.Clarke
O'Sulllvan. .. .Aug.
4
.80.... Sept. X Coming Feature Attractions
Turn Back the Clock LeeRobt.
Tracy-Mae
Aug. 25
Women In His Life, The OttsLyon
Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben Dec. t
Desperate Trails
Kazan
78
Ferocious Pal. The
Kazan
You Can't Buy Everything May Robson-Jean Parker Jan. 20,'34 85
King of the North
Kazan
Lone
Avenger,
The
Kazan
Coming Feature Attractions
Teeth of Steel
Kazan
Cat and the Fiddle, The Jeanette MacDonald-Ramon Novarro
Feb. I6,'34
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Oct.
21.)
RKO
RADIO
PICTURES
Hollywood Party, The
(All Star Musical)
InLaughing
Old Louisiana
Jean ParkerRobert Young
Features
Running Time
Boy
Ramon
Novarro-Lupe
Velez
Date Minutes
Men In White
Clark Gable-Myrna Loy
Star
.74.. . Reviewed
Sept 30
Ace Tltls
of Aces
Richard
DIx ■ Elizabeth Allii • Rel, 20...
Mystery of the Dead Pdlee. . . Robt. Montgomery • Elizabeth
10,,.
Allan
Mar. 2, '34
Ralph Bellamy
Operator Thirteen
Marion
Davies
Constance
Bennett - Qllbert Oct
,,Oet 28
. . Dec. SO After Tonight
..Oet
.
.71.
Queen
Christina
Greta Garbo
Gilbert
2S
Roland
Rip Tide
Norma
Shearer- John
- Robert
Mont- Feb. 9,'34 103.
...73.
.72.
Aggie
Appleby
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrsll. - . . Nov,
Nov,
Ann VIekers
Irene Dunne
- Walter Huston
..Sept 30
gomery-Herbert
Marshall
Mar.
9.'34
3...
Oet 21It
Tarzan and HU Mate J. Weissmuller-M. O'Sulllvan
ConradErwin-Dorothy
NagelWilson. .. Oct,
.,Oet.
.Aug.
Before Dawn
Stuart
Aug, 4,,, . .62. ..Aug.
Viva Villa
Wallace Beery-Fay Wray
Feb. 23. '34
Blind Adventure
Robt.McCrea
Armstrong-Helen
Mack. - .. Aug. 13,,,
Chance
at
Heaven
Joel
•
Ginger
Rogers
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
18...
.70. .
MarianShannon
Nixon
Deluge. Ths
Peggy
- Lois Wilson • Oct. 27...
Features
Running Time
IS...
.68..
Sidney
Blaekmer-Matt
Moore..
Sent,
TItIt
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Flaming
Gold
Bill
Boyd
•
Mae
Clarke
•
Pat
. .53..
10
79....
Oet J4
Avenger, The
Ralph Forbes- Adrlenne Ames. Aug. 20
O'Brien
Sept, 29...
68.,..Ms».
Broken Dreamt
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. . .Oct 20
Flying
Down
ts
Rle
Dolores
Del
Rio
Gene
Ray
•
29...,
.66
..SO
Dec. 16
68....A«i. IS
mend • Raul Roullen Dec.
Devil's Mate
Preston
Foster-Peggy
Shannon. . .Aug.
.Dss.
S
54
Galloping
Romee
...Bob
Steele-Dorls
Hill
Aug. 15
Goodbye Love
Charles Ruggles
Nov. 10,...
2,'34.
63
HIpt.
Hipt.
Hoorayl
Wheeler
and
Wooltoy
Feb.
He
Cenldn't
Take
It
..Ray
Walker-Vlrglnia
Chsrrlll..
..Dec.
25.
Luky TsMB, Ths
John Wayne
Jan. 22.'34 ..55...
56. Jan. 27,'34
If I Were Fresl
Irene Dunne-Nllt Asther-Cllve
68. Jan. 27,'34
Rainbow Ranch
Rex Bell
July
.56
Brook
Dee.
.Nov.
Little
Women
K.
Hepburn
•
Jean
Bennett
I9.'34
63
Rangers'
Cods
Bob
Steele
Aug.
15....
24
107.
10.... ..58.
Riders sf Destiny
John Wayne
Wayne-Cecllla Parker ..Dec.
Oet. 15....
Frances
Dee - Helsn
Paul Lukat
Nov.
,.58....Dse.
Jan. 27, '3423 Long Lest Father
Sagebrush
Trail
John
John
BarrymoreChandler
.
.
Jan.
.
.70
Sensation Hunters
Arline Judge-Preston Foster Aug. I,'34. ..57
(See Gal
"In IntheTown.
CuttingTheRoom."
Nov.
Meanest
... ZasuBrendel
Pitts18.)-• Pert
Sixteen Fathoms Deep Sally O'Nell-Crelghton Cheney. . .Jan. SO....
James Keltsp
Gleassn- El■ Jan. I2.'34 62
.65..
(See "In ths Cuttlw Rsem."K. Dee.
2.)
"Skeots"
Gallaaher
I
IS
Skyway
Crawford-Ray
Walker
Aug.
.76..
.Oct
14
65....
Midshipman Jack
Bruce Cabot-Bettv Famtss Sept. 22
Sweetheart ef Sloai* Chi. Tfcs.Marv Carlisle-Butter Crabbe Oet
II
70... Sept
July 291612
Morning GIsry
K. Hepburn-D, Fairbanks. Jr.,,, Aug, 18
73....
Aug.
Woman's Man
JohnMotteHalliday-Marsuerlts
ds la Feb. 7.'34.
Wallace Ford
No
Marrlags
Tl«
Richard
Dlx-Dorls
Kenysi
Aug,
64. Jan. 27, '34
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RELEASE
CHACT—CCNT^D
)
Time Reviewed UNIVERSAL
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Star
,'34...
Lionel
MeCrta- Sent. 8
72....Sept 9 Features
OorothyBairymore-Joel
Jordan
I
70 Aug. 5
Ginger Roeers-Norman Fottsr. . .Sent. 17
Running Time Reviewed
70....
Nov.
25
Title
Star
Rel.
Ann
Asther
Nov.
22,'34Minutes
82.... Dec. 23
Beloved
John Boles-Gloria Stuart Jan. Date
RobertHarding-Nllt
Armstrong-Helen
Mack. ..Dec.
22 ..74.Jan.
691/2. Jan. 20.'34
6,'34 Bombay
Mall
Edmund Lowe-Onslow StevensJean
Parker-Tom
Brown
Jan. 26.'34...
Shirley
Grey
Jan.
.70....
Dee. 23
By Candlelight
Eiissa Landi-Paui Lukas Dec.
.68. Jan. I3.'S4
Cross Country Cruise
Lew Ayres - Alice White - June
Coming Feature Attractions
Knight
Jan.
Alien Corn
Ann Harding
I5,'34 77.
Jan. 27, '34n
78....NCV.
6,'34..
Counsellor-at-Law John Barrymore-Bebe Daniels. .. Dee. 25
Crime
Otto Kruger-Corinne
Griffith
II 65
Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Dec. 10
FinishingDoctor
School
Ginger
- Frances
Dee - Apr.
70.... July n
BruceRogers
Cabot
Mar. 23.'34.
Her First Mate
Summerville-Pitts
Aug.
Horseplay
SlimLellaSummervllle-Andy
27,'S4..
Green
Dolores Del
Rio- Joel MeCrea. . . . Apr.
2,'34.
.70
Hyams Devlne- Nov. Z7
I Love Mansions
An Actress Gregory
Ratoff
Apr. 20,'34..
Invisible Man, The
Claude
Rains
- Gloria Stuart- Nov.
Keep
'Em
Rolling
Walter
HustonFrances
Dee....
Mar.
.Dee.
Wm.
Harrigan
.70. .Ns*.
I6,'34..
Lot Patrol. Tha
McLaglen-KarlofT
Feb. 9.'34..
King for a Night
Chester
Morris
- White
Helen Twelve- Oct 30
the Cutting Room,"
Oct. Lederer-Ellssa
21.)
IS
trees
Alice
.78.
Man (See
of Two"In Worldt
Francis
Lindl Feb.
8.'S4... .70....8ept 9
25
..June Knight - Nell Hamilton •
Of Human Bondage Leslie Howard
Apr. 4,'34. . ..92. Jan. 20,'34 Ladles Must Love
Mary Carlisle-George E. Stone . .Sept. 16
.63....NeT. II
Sing and Like It
ZasuEdward
Pitts Everett
- PertHorton
Kelton - May I3,'34..
Love. Honor end Oh. Babyl. . . Summervllle-Pltts
Oet
Madame Spy
Fay Wray-Nlls Asther
Jan. 29,'34... .80
Spitfire
Katharine Hepburn
Mar. 30, '34. .
.84....
.70.
Jan.Sept.8,'S42
Midnight
0.
P.
Heggle-Sldney
Fox
Jan.
(SeeDynamite
"Trigger." "In the Norman
Cutting Room." Nov. Durante
18.)
Moonlight and Pretzeie Mary Brian-Leo Carriilo Aug. 3
Strictly
.68....8e»t
9
Myrt and Marge
..Myrtle
Dale
Donna
Damerall
Su«cesi Stery
Douglas Foster-Jimmy
Fairbanks, Jr.-Colleen
Ted Healy
Dec. 4
Moore • Genevieve Tobin Mar. 9, '34
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Hume-Biliie
Margaret Sullavana
105....
Ntv.
2S
Transient Love
Irene Dunne-Ralph Bellamy Mar. I6,'34
Burke
Nov.
70.... Sept
Wild Cargo
Frank Buck
Feb. 23,'34
S. 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocque-Gibson Gowiand . .Oct. 23
9
72....
Sept 2323
Saturday's
Millions
Robert
Young-Leila
Hyams
Oct.
26
60....SeBt
30
60
Strawberry Roan
Ken Maynard-Ruth Hall
Oct 4
Trail Drive, Tha
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Sept.
SHOWMEN'S PICTURES
Features
Coming Feature Attractions
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrew. . . . . Oet. 1
71
Wray - Paul Lukas - Roger
Moth, Call
The
Sally
I5.'34 60.
83 ..Sept. S Countess of Monte Cristo FayPryor-Patsy
Police
Merna O'Neil-Paul
Kennedy-NickPage
Stuart Jan.
July 24
Kelly
Crosby Case, The
Wynne Gibson-Onslow
Stevens- Mar. I9.'34
Public Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm. Collier, Jr Nov. 1 . ..63....8«lt
62
16
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waycoft . . Sept 24...
Alan
Dinehart
Elizabeth and Mary
Margaret Suiiavan-Lowell
Sher- Mar. 5,'34 78. ...
Coming Feature Attractions
man-Mrs. Leslie Carter
Golden Head
Glamour
Constance Cummings - Paul
St. Louis
Woman
Mar. 3. '34
- Russ Coiumbo Apr. 2. '34
Souls
in Pawn
Honor of the West
KenLukasMaynard
Special
Duty
I Like(SeeIt "In
ThattheWay
Gloria
Stuart-Roger
Pryor Feb. I2,'S4
Unlimited
Cutting Room," Dec. 30.)
Within the Rock
Let's
Be
Ritzy
Lew
Ayres
Mar. 26. '34
Love Rich,
Birds,Tha
The
Summerviiie-Pitts
6.'34
Poor
Edna May Oliver-Edward Ever- Mar. I2.'34
ett
Horton
Feb. 26,'34 65. Jan.
STATE RIGHTS
Song for You, A
.....Marian NIxon-Jan Kiepura
Wheels of DestlKT
Ken Maynard
Feb. i9,'34
Features
Tlae Reviewed
Minutes
Rel. Date ■alM
Title
Star
Carnival Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen Hollywood . . . ..Dee. 15 69
Vincent
WARNER BROS.
DIst'r Prods., '...Jan. l5.'34...65.Jan. 6,'34
criminal at Laroi
Emiyn
WilliamsRunning Time
Cathleen
Nesbitt Helber
.60
Features
Rel. Date Minutes Revlewe*
Cougar, the King Killer. . Edwin
0. Hill • Jay Master Art
. Nov. I .
Bruce
Title
Star
.72.... June 24
4..
Capturedl
Leslie
Fairbanks, Aug.
Enlighten Thy Daughter. . Beth Barton-Mlrlam
Jr. •Howard-Doug.
Paul Lukas
.
..75.
.. Net.
Battista
Exploitation
puts.Jan.
I5,'34...80
Dee.
30
Farewell te Love
Jan Kiepura- Heather
- Lyie Talbot...
. .88. Dee. 14,
Ceaeb
.....DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nev.
Angel
Madison Plets. ..• Nov. 24 . . . . .66. . . . Dee. 2 College
iS..
Disraeli
(Reissue)
George
Arliss
Dec.
I3,'34 .68....
61. Jan.Oet20.'3421
FilmThatParade
Plots. ... -Jan. I2.'34..,55
Get
Venus
Ernest
Truex - Jean General
Easy to Love
Adolphe
Menjou
- Mary Astor - Jan. 28
Genevieve
TobIn
Arthur
Regent Plets
Barbara Stanwyck
Oct
Gow
Film Exchange. . ..Nov. 29 65 Dee. 9 Ever in My Heart
.Dee.
.Oct.
Footlight Parade
James
Cagney
Hell's
Holiday
(War Marltza
Film)
Superb Pleti... 77. ...July 22
Ruby KIbbee
Keeler • -Joan
DUk Blondell
Powell •• Oct
101..,
Her Secret
Sari
63...
Guy
Collier, Jr• Wm. Ideal
73
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Doe.
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond • T. Von Progressive Oet. 7 59 Hn. 4 From Headquarters
Eltz
Gold Diggers of 1933 Warren
Wllllam-Joan BlondellAline
Keeler- Sent 20.'34
7598..... May 27
Dick MacMahon-Ruby
Powell
Important Witness. Tha... NoelDlllaway
Francis- Donald Tower
2
July It 64. ...Oat tl
Le Gong (Dance of the
Hi. Nelllel
Paul Muni
Jan. 2S
. . Ner.
68.
Dee. 49
Raymond
73.
Bennett Plets
55. Jan.July20,'3429 House on 56th Street The.... KayGeneFrancis
- Ricardo Cortez - Dee. 28
. Dee. 241
MadVirgins)
Age, The
Resolute
Plot* July 19 70
9
73. ...June
Kennel
Murder
Case
William
Powell-Mary
Astor
Oct.
Mam'zelle Nitouthe Janie Marese-Ralrau. Protex
Nov. IS 90 Dee. I Lady Killer
...James Cagney
Dee.
70.
Mr. Broadway
All Star
B'way-Hollyweed
59 June
Sept 233 Voltaire
George Arllss-Dorls KeoyoB. . . . . . Aug. S
Over
the Seven Seas
Vanderbllt
70
Passion of Joan of Are. The. Maria Falconnetl Capital
Sept 7 57 Sept. 16
Reform Girl
Noel
Franels-DoBaid Tewer
Dlllaway
July IS S4 Oet 21 Coming Feature Attractions
As the Earth Turae
Jean Mulr-Donald Woods Apr. 14,'34.
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Buseh - June Lester F. Seett
and Bonds
Davis Mar. I7,'34.
38 Salt 16 Blondes
Dragon Murder
Case. The James
WilliamCaoney-Bette
Powell
Shepherd
of
the
Fur
Coats
Aline
MacMahon-Paul Kelly
Seven Hills. The
Faith Pictures Aui. 7 60 Aui. 19 Gambling Lady
Stanwyck
Sleepless Nights
Polly Walker
- Stan- Remington July 21 05 July 29 Gentleman from San Franelsco, Barbara
Donald
BetteLindsay
Davis- Lyie Mar. 3I.'34.
ley Lupine
A
Talbot-WoodsMargaret
Sweden, Land of the
Coin' to Town
James
Cagney-Bette
HalPatricia
LoRoy
-Ellis
RocheileDavis
Hudson- Apr. 7,'34
Vikings
John
Boyle
70.
Through
the Centuries
BeaconW.Alexander
Films
Dee. 1 47
70Jan.Apr.
Dec.13, '342216 Harold Tees
Truth About
Africa. The
Wm.
Heat Lightning
Aline
MacMahon-Glenda
Farrell- Mar. 3.'34.
Ann
Dvorak-Lyle
Talbot
Volga Volga
Shilettom JAFA
Kinematrade Oet
Dee. 20
14 90
76. Jan.Oete.'3428 Hot Air
Wandering
Jew, The H.
JacobA. Ben-Ami
Ginger
Rogers
Dick
Powell
Pat
O'Brien
Wine, Women and Seng. .. Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I. E. Chadwlek
Cody
70 Dee. 23 I've Got Your Number Joan Biondeli-Pat O'Brien Feb. 24,'34.,
Key, The
KayDonald
Francis-Wiiiiam
Powell
Merry
Wives of Rene
Glenda
Farrell-Margaret
LindsayWoods
UNITED ARTISTS
Upper World
Warren
- Mary Aster GingerWilliam
Rogers
Running
Time Reviewed
Features
Minutes
J*'- DateI.
Dec. 19It9
AdviceTitle
to the Levelern Lee Star
Tracy-Sally Blane Dee.
93.63...Aug.
Bitter Sweet
Anna Neagle-Fernand Graavay. . .Sept 22.
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Blood Money
George Bancroft-Frances Dee.65.. ..Net.
Chick Chandler-Judith Ander- son Not. 17..
..Oct 23 F eatures
Bowery, The
Wallace Beery - George Raft .90..
Star
Bavaria
Film..... July 22
„,
Running 89....
Time Reviewed
July
IS..
7 Big Title
Jackie Ceoper
- Fay Wray
Oet 27..
Attraction. Tha Richard Tauber London
Files.......
71 .Apr. 2229
»
MlBotee
Art
.
.
Oet
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance
Cummlngs
Russ
ists
Counsel's
Opinion
Henry
Kendall
21
Columbo - Paul Kelly Oet
British-United
July
.July
.
.Sept.
.85..
Don Quixote
Feodor
Geerge ChallapinRobey
.80.. . . Dec.
Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson-Dudley DIgges. . . .Sept 29
London Film...
Gallant Lady
Ann Hardlng-Cllve Brook Jan. 8.
.86.. . . Feb. 9 Girl from Maxim's. The... Frances Day
.75..
Masguerader,
The
Ronald
Colman-Elissa
Landl
Sept
I
Golden
Goal.
The
Richard
Tauber
Film June i7...'!!!85gs .Oct
Moulin Rouge
Constance Bennett - Fraaehot
British
of High Street. . Leslie Fuller Bavaria Int'l
. Dee. 23 Hawleys
. .Sept
Tone - T. CarmlnatI Jan. 10, S4. .97..
.Aug.
.71..
.May
I
Lived
with
You
Ivor
Novello
UrsuU
Jeans
23
Private Life of Henry VIM, The.Charles Laughton
Nov. S.
Gaumont- British.
Roman Scandals
Eddie Cantor - Gloria Stuart •
Ralph Lynn
.85.., . . Dee. 259 Just My Luck
minions 80.
British end DoDavid Manners-Ruth EttlBa..Dee. 29.
Maid of the Mountains. The. Harry Welchman - British Int'l
Coming Feature Attractions
80. .Apr.
Nancy Brown
....
July
Born
Be Bad
Feb. 23,':
Men of Tomorrow Maurice
Braddell...
Bulldogto Drummond
Strikes Back. Loretta
Ronald Young-Cary
Colman-LorettaGrant
Young
London
Film
80. .Apr.
Catherine the Great (T.) Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.- ElizaParamountMoney
for
Speed
John
Loder
Ida
Luboth Bergner
Artists
Firebrand, The
Fredric
March-Constance Ben- Mar. 16,':
pine • Cyril Me- British-United
Laglen
.80.
nett
Bavaria Film Oct
.67. Oet 28
.90
House of Rothschild. The George Arliss
Never Trust a Woman Richard Tauber Gaumont-Brltlsh.
Looking for Trouble Spencer
Tracy
•
Jack
Oakle
•
Prince
of
Arcadia
Carl
Brisson
'34
80
Radio Parade
Constance Cummlngs
Mar.
.70.
May 13
Nana
Anna Sten-Llonol Atwlll-PbllRed Wagon
Charles
Bickford
RagueiNissen
Torres. . British Int'l
16.
„Palooka
, ,
lips
Holmes
Mar.
Greta
34. . . . BS.Jan. I3,'34
Jimmy
• Stuart Erwln - Fob.
Lupe Durante
Velez
Song You Gave Me. Tho. . Bebe
British
int'l.
VareoniDaniels-Victor
34 83. Jan. 27,'34 This
aueen.
The
Anna
Neagle-Fernand
Graavey
British
Int'l
84
Week of Grace Grade
Fields
Sorrell and Son
Radio
92 ... Oct
Oet. II28
H. B. Warner
Mar. 16
•34. . . . .99 .ja'n'. '"8.''34
TItl*
One Man's JoHTMr
Rafter Romane*
Right
toKong
Romancg, The
Son
Two ofAlone

MOTION

84

(THE
SHORT
EILMS
[All dates are 1933 unless
otherwise stated]
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Titis
Rol. Date MIn.
Butterfly
10
Seed
Dispersal
10....
MUSICAL MOODS
1— Danee of the Hour»
9
Hans Lange and Orchestra
2 — Ave Maria
J
Dion Kennedy at the Organ
3— Gus
Waters
of
MInnetonka
6
Haenschen and Orchestra
4 — Native
Hula Hawaiian
Moon
7
Troupe
5— Waltz In A Flat Major
4
Hans Lange and Orchestra
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Hold
Your
Temper
2 rll.
Smith and Dale
HotSmith
Daze
Oct.
20
2 rls.
and Dale
Radio-dough
2
rls.
Sidney and Murray
TenSidney
Baby and
Fingers
2
rls.
KAZY KAT Murray
KART00N8
Antique Antlee
....... I rj..
5.'34..lrl..
Jan.
Autograph
Bill Pester.Hunter
The
Nov. 24
r ..
Curio Shop. The
Dec. 15 Irl. .
House
Cleaning
!
Krazyof Spooks
Oct. IS
I rl..• •
Out
the Ether Sept.
5 7Vt.SouthernKrazy
Exposure
Stage
Nov 13 !■■!••
r..
Whack's Museum
Sept.29 Irl..
LAMB'S
GAMBOLS
_
Hear
'Em and Weep
2rl».,
LAUGHING
WITH
MEDBURY
. ,„
,1 r, . .
l_ln Morocco
Sept.29
2— In the Orient
Oct. 25 1 rl..
3— In South America Dec. 22 Irl..
MARCH OF THE YEARS
No.
i— "Bosc" Tweed Sept.22
No. 2
Oct- 8 19</...
rl..
No. 3 — Famouc Crippon
Caee
Oct. 20 1 rl..
No. 4— Commander Perry
Opens
N«v. 3 1 I..
MICKEYJapan
MeGUIRE
COMEDIES
1— Mickey's Touchdewa Oct. 14 18
2— Mickey's Tent Show Oct. 27.... 18
3— Mickey's Covered Wagon. Nov. 30 18
4— MINUTE
Mickey's Minstrels
MYSTERIES Jan. II,'34.I8
No. I— Death Attend* a
Oct.
6 9....
No.Party
2— Fart Faagt
Oct. 13
1 rl..
No. 3— The Clown Diet.... Dee. 14
No.Went
4— When
the
Lights
Out
I rl..
No.MUSICALS
5— The Misting Clue
Irl..
No.theI —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. 16 2 rls.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack2— Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2rlt.
Osterman
No.SCRAPPY
3— School for
Love
2 rls.
CARTOONS
Auto Shew
Dec. 8 1 rl. .
False Alarm
I rl. .
Hollywood Babes
Nov. 10
Movie
Struck
Sept.
8
7*/i..
Sandman Tales
Oct. 6 1 r1..
Scrappy's Art Gallery Jan. I2,'34. . I rl. .
Scrappy's
Television
Irl..
SUNRISE COMEDIES
Brother. Could You Spare
a Million? Sept. 13. .17....
Ken Murray
Entertainer. The
Oct. 4.....20....
Will
WORLDMahoney
OF SPORT
Flying
Aug.
rl.
Hook andGloves
Line
July 28 .1Irl..
It's
Sport
Ina Touchdown
Any Language
I1 rl..
We
Want
Oct.
23
rl..
What the Scotch Started ... Oct. 8 Irl..
Who Said the Weaker SaxT.Sept 8 9
Winter Thrills
I rl..
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed
throughRel. Fox
Title
Date Films]
MIn.
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES
An
Gypsy The
Custom Jan.
Big OldSqueal.
July I2.'34.
9 .218rit.
Dora's
Doughnuts Sept.
I 20
Frozen Dunking
Assets
Nov. 17
His Weak Moment
Oct. 13
Super
The Feb. 9,'34..2rls.
AS ASnooper,
DOG THINKS
Walking the Dog
Sept.29
You and I and the Gatqjiost . Aug. 2S
BABY BURLESK8
Gimme
Quarterback. .. .Jan.
KidBATTLE
'N MyAfrica
Oct 26,'34
6
FOR LIFE
Beneath Our Feet June 25 9
CityCORONET
of Wax
COMEDIES Feb. 9.'34..l rl..
Git Along Little Wllle Nov. 3
Good Bad Man, The Dee. 8
Inventors, The.., Feb. 2,'34
North
of Zero
DO YOU
REMEMBER? Jan. I9.'34
Old-Fashloned
Newsreel.
FROLICS OF
YOUTHAn.July 2
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6
Pardon MyTo Pups
Jan.
What's
0*
Nov. 2e.'34..
24
HODGE-PODGE
Any
Way
to
Get
There
July
IS •
Canere
In
Clay
July
SO
MERMAID COMEDIES
(Harry
Hoekt
end Langdoa)
Jabs
Aug. 25

PICTURE
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RELEASE
CHART—CONT'D)
Title
Rel. Date
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
Rel. Date Mia.
GusKirbery,
Edwards—Four
With Minute
Ralph
Leave It to Dad
Oct. 20
Hi-De-Ho
Feb. 23, '34. I ri.
Cab Callaway
Pop's
Pal
Dec.
29
Little Broadcast The Oct 27 .Mia.
Men and John S. Young
6
Stage Hand. The
Sept. 8
Donald
Novis
Arthur
Stephen
Foster—
With
John
Tied for Life
July 2.... 18....
Hundley, Nancy McCord
Tracy
- Lopez-Roy
Mills Bres.
•
Trimmed
Furs
MORAN In AND
MACK Jan. 5,'34..2rls.
VincentRoundup,
and Kelvin Keech
18....
Radio
A AtwIII Nov. 24
COMEDIES
Fields and McHugh— With
I ri..
Jack ens
Osterman Sisters
and PickBlue Blackbirds
Aug. 18
Molasses
'n' ■ January
>. ...
Mary Small
TheLoathPoetFarmers' Fatal
Felly Sept.
15 18
PrinceVaughn
Do
Carrie
Jacobs
Bond
—
With
Freeze-Out,
The
Dec.
22
Three X Sitters
Edwin C. Hill. Ralph
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Kirbery and Lew White
Rumba
Sept.29
Million Dollar Melody Oct. 27
VincentRhythm
Lopez
ORGANLOGUES
Peppin'
the Cork
ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS Dec. 15
Songs
of
the
Hills
8....
.1 ri.
Radio Rubes
Station
T.O.T
Across the Sea
Oct. 20 II
Where's
That
Tloerl Jan.
Dec. I9.'34.
22
Borrah
Minnevltch
Sally
7....
Canyon of Romanes Dec. 8
HOLLYWOOD
ON
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22
Singin'of Sam-Don
Wallace
PARADE
II...
Romance
7....
Lost Race. The
Apr. 23,'34.
I3.'34. .. II rl.
. Night
Donald
Novls-Ann
Leaf-John Young
No.
I
Aug.
Mediterranean
Blues
Feb.
rl.
.
No. 2
Sept 18 II...
SONG HIT STORIES
Tongue Twisters
7....
No. 3
Oct
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
ri.
Doctor
The
Feb.
23.'34.
I rl. . Ship
No. 4
Nov. 5.'34.
0.... .1II...
of Dreams
7
Last
Oogle,
The
Nov.
17 .10
No.
5
Dec. 8.... II...
Ralph
Klrbery-Lew
White-Kelvin
Keech
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov.
24
Irl..
Helen Morgan
No. 6
Jan. 3.... . I ri.
Melody on Parade
7....
IrvingAgain
Kaufman-Lew White
SlowStepinPoke
Sept.22 Irl..
No. 7
Feb. 2,'34. . I ri.
Home
8
Fetchit
No. 8
Mar. 2.'34. .1 ri.
Nick Lucas-Lew Whita-Kelvin Keech
Trav'Iiing
AlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 2.'34..lrl..
No.
9
..,
Mar.30.'34.
Tintypes
,
8....
No.ONE10
Apr. 27, '34.
STAR COMEDY
REEL ACTS
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
SPECIALS
Oriental Phantasy
8
JazzDona Asplazu
La Cuba
July 7 ...
Charles Carlile-Lew White-Kelvin Keech
Expectant
Father, The Nov.
Feb. 16,17
'34
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
Organ Festival
9
Mr.TERRY-TOONS
Adaro
Lew
No. 12 — Treasure Hunt —
Dick White-Ann
Llebert-JetteLeafCrawford
Banker's
Melody Tour
8....
Beanstalk Daughter.
JackTke June
Oct. 25
20 66
WIngt
ofRoth
OneSummer
Over— Putwith June 16
LilllaD ting
Sylvia
LlebertFanny In the Llei't DtR...July 23 8
John S.Froos-DIek
Yeuns
10...
No.— Bird
13 — Tableaux
la— Seng
Wax
Fanny's
Weddloa
Day
Sept.22
Sanctuary
Organlogue-lng the Hits
8
Grand Uproar
Aug. 25
10...
Makers
of
America
July
14....
Nick
Lucas-Lew
WhiteGypsy Fiddler, A
Oct. 6 8
Herbert Rawllason
Holland
Days
Jan.
I2.'34. .6. . ..
Melodies
of Love
PARAMOUNT PICTORIALHypnotic
Eyet
Aug
Carliie-Rawllnton-Whita
NEW SERIES
In Venice
Dec. 15
Songs of the Range
Ne. I— Just a Little DressJoe's Lunchwagon
Apr. 6.'34..lrl..
Art DIcklnson-Lew
White
ing— TheMills
Rock Garden- Aug. ii.... 10...
Last
Straw,
The
Feb.
23,'S4.
.8
Irving
Rhapsody
in
Black
Irl..
Little Boy Blue
Nov. 30 8
10...
No.Salmon
2— On— Trotting
the TrailOutef the
Gary- RawlinsonWhite
Mad Can
House.
A The July
Mar. 23.'34.
the
SUPERSTITIONS
Oil
Mystery.
9 . •I rl. . I. PET
Champion — Johnny Green. Sept. 8 10...
Spilled Salt
10
Owl
and
the
Puttyeat,
ThcMar.
9.'S4..lrl..
No. 3— Dr. Roy Chapman
PIck-neckIng
Sept. 8
LewisAndrews
— Armrtreng.
September .Oct. 6
J.Phyllis
CarrolBarry-Gee.
Nalsh
Rip
Van Winkle
Feb. 17
9.'348....
Morn — Harry
Robinson
Crusoe
Ne».
SPECIAL
No.
4— Lefs Qe Crabbing
She Whoops to Conquer
2 rls.
Sunny South. Tha
Dee. 29 8....
—Irvin
Manhattan
Noeturno — Nov. 3 10
Zasu
Billy BevanThree
Bears,
TheTN...Nov.
Jan. 28,'34..8..,.
S. Cebb
DaphnePittsPollard
Village
Blacksmith,
S 8
TOM HOWARD
No.
5
—
The
Old
Mill —
COMEDIES
Jack rFrost,
ator — SongMaster
MakersDeco-*t
Aces Wild
July 9 18....
METRO-GOLDWYNthe
Natlos
Dec. I 10
Divorce Sweets
Nov. 30
Mouse Trapper, The Sept. 1 1
No.Trees
6— —Southward
Ho — Dec. 29 10
MAYER
Gllda
Gray
Static
Sept.
29
2
rls.
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
No. 7— Queer Fish— Liquid
TORCHY COMEDIES
ALL-STAR SERIES
(Ray Cocke)
Lanny Ross
Jan.
26,'34.I0rl..
.20....
Crook's
Tour
Sept.23.
No.Air—
8—
Feb. 23.'34..l
.19....
Torchy's OutLoudTerchy
Spoektr June
25. .!8....
Twin
Screwe
Dec. 30.
Trying
July
23.
POPEYE
THE
SAILOR
..2
rls.
Yeast
Is
West
Nov.
II.
TREASURE CHEST
It....
Blow Me Down
Oct. 27 7
CHARLEY CHASE
Air Maniacs
Dec. 15
Cracked Iceman
Jan. 27, 34...2 rls. Can
YouMy Take
It
Apr. 27,'34.
Day Dreams
Dec. 8
I
Eats
Spinach
Nov.
17 .77I ri. .
Luncheon
at
Twelve.
Dec.
9.
21....
Shorts
Nov. 10
I Yam What I Yam Sept.20
Midsummer Mush
Oct. 21. II....
Song of Vienna
Nov. 3
17....
Let's onYoutheandFlying
Him Trapeze,
Fight. .Feb. I6,'34. . I rl, .
Sherman
Said It
Sept. 2.
What Life
Does Is1934In Hold?
Dec. 22
Man
FITZPATRICK
Your
Yoor
The
Mar.
TRAVEL TALKS
.8...
Hands
Sept.22
Seasin's
Greetlnks
Dec. 30,8'34.. 7I rl..
British Guiana
Dec. 23. .1 rl.
Colorful
Ports of Call
Sock-A-Bye,
Baby
Jan.
Wild
Elephlnks
Dee. I9.'34..lri..
29 7
FOX FILMS
Day
Venice
SCREEN SONGS
Dutch In Guiana,
Laad af Oct. 28. .8...
Boo,
Boo.
Theme
Seng.
...Oct.
13 7.,..
Title
Rel.
Date
Mil.
DJuka
Sept. 2. .18...ri.
ADVENTURES OF THE
Down by the Old Mill Stream .July 21 7
Italy,
Land ef lisplratlea. . Nav. 25. ..I
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
Funny
Boners
.9...
New
Zealand
..9...
I Eton
Like Boys
Mountain Music Nov. 10 7
Following the HorsesI Sept. I...
Scotland the Bonnie Sept. 30.
Motor Manlal
Sept.29...
..8...
FLIP. THE FROa
.9...
Conquest
of the Alrl Nov.
30... .9...
Keeps
Ralnin'
All the Time. Jan. 12, '34. .7
Gertrude NIesen
Paleface
Aog. 12. ..8....
Scouring the Seven 8easl...0ct. 20 9.
Soda
Squirt
..7....
Answering the Riot CallI...Dec. 22 9.
Lazy
Bones
Apr. i3.'34. . I rl . .
GOOFY
MOVIES
Borrah
Minnevitch
Filming
Fashions Nov. 10 9.
Let's All Sing Like the
A LAUREL
Whole Show& InHARDY
0ns Real. Sept. 9.
MAGIC theCARPET
SERIES
BirdiesBabies,
Sing
9,'34..IH..
.20....
Busy
Bodies
Oct. 7. .17....
Sing,
Sing Feb.
Dec, 15
7
Pagodas ofof Cairo
Pelplng Aug.
18
Dirty
Work
Baby Rose Marie
Shades
Aui.
MUSICAL
COMEDIES Nov. 25. .28....
The Desert
Patrol
Sept. 25
I.... 10.
Stoopnocracy
Aug.
18
7
Hello,
Pepl
July
I.
Stoopnagie end Budd
Outposts
Sept. 15 9.
Nertsery Rhymes Aug. 26. .20....
Glimpses ofof France
Greece Sept.29
..trie.
Tune
and Sing Mar. 9,'34..lri..
LannyUpYuba
Ross
Playground ef Pan
Oct. 13
.28....
Keg
0'
My
Heart
Nov.
II.
Rhapsody
In
Brew
Sept.
30.
When
Plays the
Elephant
.20....
Rumba
on
the Tuba Sept. 16 7
The
IslandTrallt
of Malta Oct.
Nov. 27
3 IS.
.2
ri*.
Symphony
Jan. 6.'
MUSICALIn Suds
REVUES
Mills
Bros.
A Day In Tokyo
Nov. 10 9.
Beer
Pretzels... Aug.
Byways in Bangkok Nov. 24
SCREEN
SOUVENIRS June 9 10
Plane and
Nuts
Oct. 26.
14. .26....
Around the Acrepells Nov. 30
12
Roast
Beef
and
Mevles
Dec. 2. ..2 rls. No.
Gem
of
the
Sea
Dec.
15
8.
No. 13
July 7 10
ODDITIES
84
Rural England
Dec. 22
Bear
Hunting
Dee. 18.
London Medley
Dee. 29
..8....
..I
ri..
NEW
SERIES
SCREEN
SOUVENIRSFine
Feathers
Nov.
18.
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5.'34
Handlebars
Aug. 26. .10....
No. I
Aug. 25 10
Tunisian Travels Jan. I9,'34
No.
Sept
Happy
Warriors
Oct 28.
21. ..8....
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26,'34
No. 2
3
Oct 22
20.... 10....
10....
.11....
Menu
Aug.
Roaming
the
Netherlands.
.
Feb.
9,'34
No.
4
Nov.
17 10....
.
.
I
rl
.
.
Roping
Wild
Bears
Jan.
13.'
Cradle
OUR GANG
No. 5
Dee. 15 10
MOVIEof Storms
TINTYPE SERIESFeb. I6,'34
Bedtime
Worries
Sept. 9. .21....
Where Is My Wandering
No. 7
6
Jan.
.. .
Wild Poses
No.
Feb. I2,'34.
9,'34, .110.ri..
Boy?
Aug. 13
.18....
TODD-KELLY
8
Mar. 6.'34.
9.'34. .. II rl.
ri. ..
For the Man She Loved .... Sept. 8
..2 rls. No.
Air
Fright
Deo.
23.
No.
9
Apr.
Slander's
Sept.22
.20....
PARAMOUNT
SOUND
Twin DukesTongue
and a Dneheas.Oct.
6
Babes
the Goods Feb.
Backs toin Nature
Nov. 10,'
14. .19....
NEWS
The Great Train Robbery. . .Oct. 27
Beauty
and
the
Bus
Sept.
16.
.18....
Two Editions Weekly
A Moment of Madness Nov. 4
WILLIE
WHOPPER
GRANTLAND RICE
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
Davy Jones' Locker Dee. 9. .1 rl.
The Extravagant Wife Jan. S,'34....
No.SPORTLIGHTS
I — What Makes a
Hell's
Fire
Jan.
6.' ..I ri.
The Girl from the Country. Jan. I9,'34....
Play
Ball
Sept.
16.
Champion
4 II
..7...
Emma's Dilemma
Feb. 2,'34....
No.
2
— Sporting Melodies. Aug.
Aug. 25
10
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14.
Love'sHeart
Old Sweet
Sono Feb.
Stratos- Fear
Nov. II. ..8...
No.
WaterMarch
Lure
..8...
The
Valeska
Mar. I6.'34
9,'34
No. 3—
4— The
of the Sept.22 10
SPECIAL of SUBJECT
Champions
Oct. 20 II
Aniakchak
Aug. 18 28.
PARAMOUNT
Title
No. 5— Kennel Kings Nov. 24 10
No. 6— Around the Calendar. Dec. 22 1 rl..
Rsl. Dats MIn.
BETTY BOOP
MASTER ART
No.
7— Jumping
Giant* Jan.
CARTOONS
No. 8—
Horse Power
Feb, 26.'34..lri..
I6.'34. . I rl. .
PRODUCTS
No.
9—
Flying
Bodies
Mar.
23,'34.
.. II rl.
Betty
Beep's
Hallowe'en
Party
Nov. 3 7...
Rel. Date MIn.
No.
10—
Animal
Antics
Apr.
I3.'34.
ri. ..
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Title SIDE OF
Ha!
Ha! Hal
Mar.
2.'34..l
ri.
HUMAN
I
Heard
Seat
1
7...
Barber,
July 28.... 21....
THE NEWS
Don Redmond
W. C. The
Fields
(EDWIN C. HILL)
Morning. Noon and Night.. Oct 8 7...
BigSennett
Fibber.StarThe
July 14 20
1. Roosevelt Family In
RublnofI
America
I rl.
OldCabManCalloway
of the Mountains. .Au(. 4 7...
Circus
Hoodoo
Feb. I6,'34. .2 rls.
2. A Visit to West Point.
I rl.
Harry
Langdon
Parade of Wooden Soldiers. Dee. I Irl.
3. Carrie Jacobs Bond
Irl.
Cold
Turkey
Dec. 1 2 ri*.
MELODY MAKERS
Popeye. the Sailor July 7 7...
Joseph
Cawthorn
Ducky
Dear
Sept
I 19
Sammy
Fain
—
With
Eton
Red
Hot
Mamma
Feb.
2.'34..lrl.
Boys. N. Brokenshir* and
Sidney Toler
SheHEADLINERS
Wronged Him Right. ..Jan. 5,'34..l ri.
Evelyn Hoey
7...
Walter
Catlett
Gold Nuggets
Feb. 2,'34..2rl*.
Bundle
Blues. A
Sept. I 10...
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
Duke ofEllinoton
Healy. Jack
Fulton and
Husband's
Reunlen
July 7 19
Pickens
SIrters
8...
Sennett Star
Captain
Henry's
Radio
Shew.
Aug.
II
II...
Benny
— With
Rey
Lanny
JustBIngan Crosby
Echo
Jan. I9.'34..2ris.
shaw-DonRoss-Annette
Voerheet HattAtwoll,DavisCharles
Carlisle.
Marriage
Humor
Aug. IS 18....
Martha
Ray
and
Jackie
HenryCollege
Burbig
Crazy
Mar. I6,'34. . I rl.
Harry Langdon
Green
8...

February

3,

I 934

(THE
Rtl. Datt Mia.
jitl,
AuB. 4. 21....
Champ
the
Meet
Eugene
PalletteWalter Catlett
Apr. 6. 34. .2 ris.
Dealers, The
NewPallette-Catlett
.2 ris.
Mar
Bridge
NoLeonMoreErrol
, I6.'34
. ,,,
5.34.. 2 ris.
Jan.
The
OldChicBugler,
Sale
••••
e
le
OiHarry
Lanadaa
« . ,« 21....
AwtuI Nliht Oct. 20... 21....
OnePallette-Catlett
Pleaee
.2 rit.
Blng Cretby _
Dee. 29 — .2 ri>.
A
Romeo,
Roaming
Harry Langden
Sept. 15 18....
Bewaro
Sailors,
Catlett-Palletta
Nov. 10.... 20....
Swill
Little
Three
Lata Erral
Up Franklin
and Down
Mar. 2.34 .2 ris.
Panaborn
PRINCIPAL
Title
Rei. Date Mia.
....Aug. 1 7...
Maorit
Among ofthe Lite
CIreie
of tha Ant
7...
Feb. 4. 34..19...
Lien, The ta Nov
M....
City ef Contrai
Sent.27....2l...
Cuba
Enough Rope ....^ July 1 9...
Fanner's
Friend.
The^....Oct.
From
Coeoon
to Butterfly.
. .Jan. 10.4.....7...
34.. 7..
Breat Majesty,
Raccoon the
Hunt.auaen
The... Sept. I 20...
Her
Bee
Of. I B...
Insect
Clownt
Mar. 14.'34..7..,
Kick-Oft.
The
got
1.... 27..
Newslaugh— No. 2
Dee. 20
9..
liueefl
of
the
Underworld...
Dee.
8
7...
Wonders af the Trepiet Dee. IS 32..
RKO-RADIO PICTURES
Title
Rei. Data
Ml*.
AMOS
-N"OONS
ANDY
CART
^^ ,
,
Lion Tamer. The
Feb. 2.;34. ,i rl..
Rasslln'
Jan. 5,'34.ll....
BLONDEMatch,
and The
RED
HEAD SERIES
Flirting In the Park Aug. 18. ..20..
Walking
Back CHAPLIN
HoM
■«•• ■• ..19. .
CHARLIE
SERIES
(Ro-lssuei)
The Cure
Aug. 19. .20.
The Fireman
Aug. 28 21
The Count
Nov. 17 21
TheCLARK
Immigrant
^..Jan.
19.'34.2i . . . .
& McCULLOUGH
SERI E8
Fits In a Fiddle Oct. 20. ...I4y,. .
Hey
Nanny,Ball.Nanny
Jan.
.2 ris.
iceman's
The
Aug. I2.'34.
13 20
inKicking
the Devil
Dog Around.
House... .Aug.
Feb. 2.'S4.2I
the
Crown
4
19....
Odor In
Court
2rll.
Snug
In atheTHE
Jug
Nov. 2 20
CUBBY
BEAR
CARTOONS
Croon Crazy
,...Dec. 29 Irl..
Cubby's PIcnIe
Oct. 8 7
Cubby's
World
Flight
Aug. 25
Galloping Fanny
Dec.
I 7....
Irl..
Gay Gauche, The
Nov. 3 1 rl..
Nut Factory
Aug. II 1 rl. .
Sinister
Stuff
Jan. 20.'34. . 1 rl . .
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
COMEDIES
How Comedies Ara Born Sept. 8. .19....
Suits to Nuts
Dee. 1. .19....
HEADLINER SERIES
17..
No.
4—
She
Outdone
Him.
..July
No. 5— Preferred List Oct. 21.6. .20..
No. e— Air Tenic
Dee. 22 21.
No.MASQUERS
7— On Approval
COMEDIES Jan. 5, '34.. 2 ris.
Abroad In Old Kentucky. .. .Sent. 9 20
Stolen by Gypsies, ar
Beer
Bicycles
MR. and
AVERAGE
MAN July 14 21....
COMEDIES
(EDQAR
KENNEDY)
Grin
and
Bear It
Dee.
29 20yt..
tO'/t..
Quiet
Please
Aug.
What
Fur7
Ntv. 11
S....2I....
MUSICALS
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5,'34.20
Ethel Waters
Henry
the
Ape
Jan.
.2 ris..
Hlzzoner
Nov. 26,'34.
17. . . .2l'/i.
Bert Lahr
Strange
Case
of
Henneuy.
.
Dec.
8
2i'/2-Cliff Edwards
MUSICOMEDIES
SERIES (Ruth EttlBg)
California
Dee. IS.. ..20'/,..
Knee Deep Weather
In Musle Sept.22..
..2iy,..
MY BRIDGE EXPERIENCES (Ely Culbertaan)
Forced Response, A
Sept. 15.. .17.
Murder at the Bridge Table. Sent 1 .21.
Society Cheaters
Sept.29 21..,
What Not to De In Brldia.Oet. IS IS
Trans-Atlantie
Bridaa
m^'^'
Tricks
Get. 27....
21....
Three
Knaves
and
■
Queen.
Nov.
10
20....
PATHE NEWS
Released
a wtek
PATHE twice
REVIEW
Released once a meatk
SOGLOW'S "THE KING"
CARTOONS
Fatal Note. Tha.., Sent 29. ...7....
Jest
of Honor
Jan.
Marching
Along
Oct. I9.'34..7.
27 7
On
the
Pas
Nov.
24 Irl..
7....
Pais
SPECIALS
So TOM
This Is Harris Jan. I9.'34.28...
SERIESAND JERRY
Phantom Rocket
July 21 Irl..
VAGABOND ADVENTURE
SERIES
Antwerp
Sept.
8 lO'/i..
Cuba
Nov. 10
lO'/j.,
Moorish Spain
Jan. 12.'34.i0
STATE RIGHTS
AMKINO
A Day in Moscow
28...
Killing to LIv*
17...

MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

CHACT"CCNT'D>
RELEASE
Title
Rei. Date Mia.
Title
Rei. Data Mia.
No.
34—— Rublnoff
and Orchestra
10
VITAPHONE
SHORTS
Kino
DIsplayt
H-.No.
Eddie Duchin
and Band
Title
Mia.
BEVERLY
HILLS PICTURES
No.
5
—
Borrah
MInnevitch
and His 10....
Rei.
Data
Coocoo
Capers
ii""
Harmonica Rascals
10
BIG V COMEDIES
Flame of the Paelfle
XS...
No.Roseoo
II — How've
YouArbacklo
Boaa7.Juna 24
No. 6— Jack Denny and Band 10
Terrors ef the Amaioa
It...
(Fatty)
No. 7— Mills Blue Rhythm Band 10....
CELEBRITY
No.
12—
An
Idle
Roomer
20.
No.
Isham Jones Mar. I7,'34. . 1 rl. .
JackFIRST
and the
Beanstalk 8...
No. 8—
DIVISION
9— Phil Spitalny . . .. Apr. I4.'34. . I rl. .
No.Jack13—Haley
Nothing But tka
10—
Vincent
....May
Tooth
Aug.
19....
19.
Delhi
Nov. 15.... 10...
Tin Hat Lopez
Harmony.
May I2.'34.
I2.'34. .. I1 rl.
rl. ..
Jack Haley
Abe11— Lyman
MyDavid
Side L.of the
Stonr Sept
HuttOB
, . 22. . . . 10. . .
BIG V COMEDIES
No.
No.
12—
B.
A.
Wolfe
July
7,'34..lrl..
No. 13 — D. Mendoza and
(New
Series)
Case of Tom Moanoy.Jaly 21.... 23...
IDEAL
Strange
Ne.Jack
I— Salt
Haley Water Daffy. . .Sept 16. .. .21 .
Canal
Gypsies
Vitaphone
Band
Aug. 4,'34..lrl..
MERRY MELODIES
Evolution
No. 2— Close Relations Sept 30......20....
No.l<lssei
I— You're Too Careless with Your 8....
.28....
Goofy Games
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckit
..8....
No. 3— Gobs of Fun Oet 21. ...21....
Mystic
East The
The
No.
I Had Wings 7....
No. 3—2—1A Wish
Next War.
George
Glvet-Chariaa
JudolsNov. 4 21
Great Big Bunch of You.. ..7....
.28.
No.
Gus
Shy
No.
4
—
Turkey
in
the
Raw..
4
—
Three's
a Crowd
7....
We're
on
Our
Way
"
INDUSTRIAL
„
5— Shanty Where
Santa Claus LIve)..7....
No.Roscoe
5— In (Fatty)
the Dough
67 —— Young
One Stopand Ahead
of
My
Shadow.
TO....
Silent Enemy
TheINVINCIBLE
Arbuckia Nev. 25 22
Healthy 7....
7
No. 8— The Organ Grinder
No. 6— Here Comes Flossie. Dee. 9 18
IB....
RESOLUTE
, ^.
wman
No.
Sno
9—
Wake
Up
the
Gypsy in Ho 7....
7
Ben
Blue
No.
No.
7—
Tomalio
Dee.
SO....
21
1 Like Off
Mountain
Musle 77
Itehy
MARYScratchy
WARNER^ „
.»
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckia
No. 10II—— Shuffle
to Buffalo
No. 12— The Dish Ran Away with tht
ion B-..No. 8 — How D'Ya Like
Recreat
and
Sports
Its
Berlin:
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolia 8
That?
George Givot-Charies JudeisJan. I3.'34.i8
No.Spoon
13— We're
in the Money
77....
Glimpses of Germany
.J
MERRY
MELODIES
(New
Series)
Green Heart of Geraany, The
20
No.
9—
Nervous
Hands
Feb.
3.'34.2I
Ben
Blue
No.
I—
I've
Got
to
Sing
a
Toreh
8«Bi..7....
7
on the Rhino
Springtime
No.Yard2— Fence
Sitting on a Bask
The
Mosei
;
No. 10—
and Kisses. .. Feb.
I7.'34.2I
I rl..
11— PuQS
Mushrooms
Feb. I4,'34.
.2 ris.
in Qernany. ........ .8. .. . No.Harry
City
Oldest
Trier.
Gribbon
No.
3—
Pettin'
Vintagers'
Festival
In
the
Palatinate.
..
10.
..
.
PEPPER
POT in the Park. Jan. 27,'34..l rl..
Winter in the Bavarian Alps
rl..
No.
12—
Foiled
Again
Mar.
24,'34.
.2rU.
Ben
Blue
No.
21—
Inklings
Young Germany Goes Skiing in..
R'bling the
RoundWorldRadioin 8RowMinutes
No. 8
Mo. 13— Ben Blue (untitled) .Apr. i4,'34. .2 ris. No.
No. 2223—— Around
Ne.
1415—1
— CornScream
en the Cop. ..Apr.
28.'34.
.2.2 ris.
UNITED ARTISTS
No.BROADWAY
May
ig,'34.
ris.
No.
24
—
Fishermen's
Holiday
BREVITIES
No. 25 — Stuck. Stuck. Stucco
Title
Rei. Date Mil.
No.RussII—Columbo
That Goes Double.. July 29
No. 26 — Seeing Samoa
MICKEY MOUSE
POT Donaldson
(New Series)
13. The Mail Pilot Juno 8 .7...
No.PEPPER
I— Walter
18
No.Jack18—Dempsey
World's Champ July II
14. Mickey's
Meohuleal
No. 2.3—— Rock-A-Bye-Bye,
Admission 5c
IS....
Man
J""* »■••• .6...
No.
22
—
The
Deubie-CrosiNo.
with Dr
15.
Mickey's
Gala
Pronlera.June
30
ing
of
Columbus
July
15
19.
..
Rockwell
li....
.7...
16.
Puppy
Love
Aug.
14
Charles
Judols
Ne.
Laughs Dame
in theGleeLaw
17. Steeple Chaso
Sept. I
No. 23 — Pie a la Mode Juno 19
No. 45—— Notre
Club 1....
8....
18. The Pet Store Sept 22
No. 24— Crashlai tka Oatt..July I
No.
6
—
Harry
Warren
10....
(NEW
SERIES)
Ruth
Ettlng-Rey
Atweli
Ne.
7
—
Easy
Aces
10....
1. Giant Land
Nov. 15....
No. 25—20.000 Cheers for
No. 8— Little Miss Mischief 10
2.3. Mickey
Shanghaied
the Chain Gang
Aug. 12 19
No. 9— Movie Memories
8....
PlayfulSYMPHONIES
PlutoJan. 15.34.
Jerry Bergen-The Rolllckers-Piekon Sisters
SILLY
_
Ne. 10 — The Tune Detective 8
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USEID

ECUII^MENT

CONVERT YOUR OBSOLETE SOUND SYSTEM
to Wide Range brand new heads for Simplex and
Powers from $S3.00 up. Investigate our other items
at special prices. Consulting engineering services
gratis. Let us advise vou. NEW ENGLAND
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORP., 356
Worthington St., Springfield, Mass.
2 STRONG HIGH INTENSITY REFLECTOR
lamps complete, $300. Very fine condition. Guaranteed. JOE GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Catalogue H free. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

NEW

ECUIPMENT

COMPETITORS WONDER — WRITE S. O. S.
for real lowdown on reilector arcs, amplifiers, generators, chairs, rectifiers, anything. Ask for list.
Trades taken. Tremendous savings. S. O. S. CORP..
1600 Broadway, New York.
TI^AINING

SCIiCCLS

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT
and theatre advertising. Big opportunities for trained
men. Catalog free. THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITTTTE. .115 Washington St., Elmira. N. Y.

LEASE OR BUY THEATRE. MINIMUM POPUlation 4.000, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia.
BOX 306, Kershaw, S. C.

TRAILER REEL HOLDERS. ALUMINUM DISC
and hub for convenience in rewinding and sliding of?
your trailers. An item necessary in every booth.
mPriceWest$1.00
44thprepaid,
St., Ntw check
York. with order. CR0W1*J,

GENERAL

RCA— EMBLEM OF PERFECT SOUND— YOURS
for a song — up to $.100.00 allowance. Trade your old
obsolete soundheads for new imused RCA Photophones
at small cost. S. O. S. CORP.. 1600 Broadwav, New
York.

FOR no
SALE:
$3,500.00
BUY
theatre,
opposition,
Ohio_ CASH
town of WILL
4,000. Rental
$75.00 monthly, lease. BOX 361, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

re

cur

WILL BUY USED THEATRE CHAIRS, PARTS,
accessories, all kinds. Write GESCO, 2035 Charleston
Street, Chicago.
STATE
RIGHT
EXCHANGES

THEATRE

BUY S. O. S. WIDE FIDELITY NOW— UPSET
the patent monopolies. Don't be stampeded, when
$179.70 buys so much. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT AND SOUND
equipment. New and rebuilt. Exi)ert repair and
servicing. Guaranteed quality. Unusual prices.
Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY
CORP., 334 W. 44th .St., New York.
"VERY SATISFACTORY SOUND, EASILY INstalled."
writes,is Brunker,
O. S.
Wide
Fidelity
yours York.
fromWainright,
$179.70. S.Alta.
O. S. S.CORP.,
1600 Broadway.
New

RRGGRAMS

THE LARGEST PROGRAM PRINTERS IN THE
Middle West now offer four-page two-color programs on enamel paper, folded and delivered in the
Central States at the following prices: 5.000, $8.75;
3.000. $6.75; 2.0OO, $5.75; 1.000, $5.00. THEATRE
PRINTING CO.. 720 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

SERVICE

REPAIR AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKERS— COMplete reconditioning.
All orjobs
unconditionally
anteed to work as good
better
than new. guarParts
and accessories for all makes. Rush service. Write
for special low prices. ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
75 East Wacker Drive. Chicago.
BEST GRADE REPAIR WORK. PRICES RIGHT.
Free relief heads. Prompt service. GUERCIO &
BARTHEL. 908 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
RENTAL

NEW FOREIGN PRODUCTION WITH WONDERful exploitation tie-ups now available for territorial
distributors,
great picture
non- both
theatrical
bookings
such as churches,
etc. Willfor sell
theatrical
and
non-theatrical rights for cash and percentage. Everything ready for release. Reserve territory at once.
BOX 347A, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

ECLIIRMCNT

TWO POWERS 6B PROJECTORS LOW INtensity lamps, rectifiers, complete $300.00. 602 Phillips
Ave., Toledo, Ohio

REPAIR
WANTED

WANTED

COUPLE MILLION LEFT— TICKETS 15c ROLL,
most denominations and colors, misprints. Buy a
year's
supply. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway,
New York.

THEATRES
BARGAIN: COMPLETE REBUILT SIMPLEX
projectors. Also 75 to 150 ampere Hertner generator,
good as new. JOE GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.

THEATRES

PATENT MONOPOLIES BACKING DOWN— BUY
S. O. S. Wide Fidelity sound with confidence, $179.70
up. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.

SCREEN
RESHREACING
WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make it likeCO.,new.
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
TECHNICAL

BGCrS

"RICHARDSON'S HAND BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best and most practical. Aaron Nadell's "Projection
.Sound Pictures."
Complete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksmformation
complete for
OUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, 1790 Broadway. New York.

SERVICE
PRINTING

SOUND PROJECTION EQXnPMENT AVAILable with operator, day or week, non-theatrical and
theatres not sound equipped. All offers considered.
V. HAYNES, Roscoe. N. Y.

SERVICE

100 WINDOW CARDS, 14 x 22, 3 COLORS, .$3.2S
F.O.B. BERLIN PRINT, Berlin, Md.
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A Yarn from Here

to Hollywood
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PERFORMANCE
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COUGH

DROPS

MMiil

It takes healthy throats to sing such ecstatic praise as this for Paul Muni

in

"Hi, Nellie!" But good old Smith Brothers will get these talented larynxes
back in shape in plenty of time for plenty more raves for Robinson in
"Dark

Hazard,"

"I've Got

REGINA

CREWE

Your

Kay

Francis

Number,"

in "Mandalay,"

"Wonder

in N. Y. AMERICAN-

"Wuxtry ! Wuxtry ! There's a good picture on Broadway !
Vivid as this morning's headlines. What a show Muni gives !
A pretty mixture of comedy and melodrama, with one
supplementing the other in fast, actionf ul sequences building
excitingly to a slam-bang cHmax. You eliminate all gamble
by seeking screen fun at the Strand."
WANDA

HALE

in DAILY

JOHANESON

in DAILY

Bar," and "As The

WILLIAM

BOEHNEL

and

O'Brien

in

Earth Turns."

in WORLD-TELEGRAM-

"One of the best. A rollicking and exciting frolic. A lusty
spoof as well as an exciting melodrama. Fast and diverting
amusement. Muni turns in a grand performance."
MORDAUNT
HALL in N. Y. TIMES"A series of melodramatic fireworks. Will undoubtedly
prove entertaining."

NEWS-

"A treat for Paul Muni fans. Holds your interest to the fadeout. *Hi, Nellie' is swell entertainment."
BLAND

Blondell

MIRROR-

"Hilarious comedy. Splendidly acted. Fun and excitement
aplenty. Will entertain anybody."
EILEEN CREELMAN in EVENING SUN"The Warners, those masters of melodrama, have turned out
another of their rapid-fire, high pressure yarns and registered
another sure hit. An hilarious galloping comedy."

ETAION

SHRDLU

in FILM

DAILY-

"Swell performance by Paul Muni and ace direction by
Mervyn LeRoy. Entertainment that should be box-office
anywhere. Refreshingly different from most of his previous roles. He'll be liked in it."
AL SHERMAN in MORNING
TELEGRAPH"'Hi, Nellie,' hurrah for Paul Muni! are Broadway's new
catch phrases. To say more is merely to heap praise upon
praise. 'Hi, Nellie' is as superior to its predecessor as an
Al Jolson is to any of his many imitators."

Hi, Nellie' will certainly make its
Mark on the Trade."
—(Signed) Trade and Mark
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who invites love . . . yet challenges conquest.
Audiences will welcome her dramatic brilliance
in "I Believed in You" ... her first for FOX.
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WILL

WILL ROGERS has been paid a considerable sum
of money by the motion picture business and the most
recent exhibitor polls Indicate that he has attained a
considerable box-office draw.
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that when Mr. Rogers
MR.

broadcasts at 9 o'clock on Sunday evenings over a nation-wide
network, he diverts from the motion picture theatre a certain
number of cash customers.
The other Sunday evening, ballyhooing the Rockefellers, oil
and the radio, Mr. Rogers stated that he had just completed a
motion picture, but that he was going to be an exception to
the rule and not tell his radio audience the name of the picture
because he had been "paid for the picture."
It would seem to be only a slight matter of reciprocity to
the 7,000 odd exhibitors who play Mr. Rogers' pictures if he
had not been so eccentric and had, at least partly, compensated for his diversion of their customers by helping the next
Rogers picture in announcing Its title.
Perhaps Mr. Rogers doesn't realize that the large sum he
draws as salary in motion pictures is based upon the box-office
draw of Mr. Rogers, and that regardless of the 7,000 exhibitors
who help build Mr. Rogers into a box-office attraction, anything that Mr. Rogers himself can do to enhance his box-office
value contributes toward the continuance of his handsome
salary.
AAA
"EXIT

DON JUAN"
HEN Lord Ashley Instituted divorce proceedings in
London the other day and charged her Ladyship with
undue friendship with Mr. Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., who
was also served with papers, it appears that no demand was
made for damages. That was, one would feel, ungallant of my
Lord Ashley. Curiously enough, the press cables say that the
service of the papers delayed Mr. Fairbanks sailing for Spain
to look up locations for "Exit Don Juan" — a title, by the by,
that Lord Byron never would have approved.
The blight that has fallen on the gardens of Pickfair, the
new unhapplness that is the lot of Miss Mary Pickford and the
endless flow of fanfare gossip would only a few years ago have
been counted a disaster In the world of the screen, an impairment of the status of the Industry. Today screen America has
no sweetheart, only a bevy of "girl friends." Today no one is
so beloved as "Our Mary" of yesteryear, and none is so magnificently charming as the brave Douglas, tender and true.
And oh, the pity of it!
About a year ago Mr. Fairbanks, pensive and not too happy
with his experimentations in expeditionary pictures, sat at a
window high up in the Sherry Netherlands in New York and

speculated about his screen days ahead. "I wish," he remarked
In a fit of burning frankness, "that there was some far av/ay
happy island where movie stars could go when they are through
here and before they die."
That "far away happy isle" Is most evidently not Great
Britain. And that's a pity, too.
AAA
WHOSE

CAKE?

IT is not so long ago that the Industry got over the acute
headache generated by sundry experiments in advertising
on the amusement screen, under the euphemistic label of
"sponsored pictures." Currently there Is no little annoyance
of exhibitors who find starred players of the screen giving the
box office competition on the free radio programs.
This makes the launching of a venture by which a newsreel
of old good name lends, or rents, that name to the radio proceeding. motion of a patent medicine seem an amazingly obtuse proConsciously or unconsciously this step is being taken In imitation of the pattern of radio exploitation of certain newspapers, being once more a reiteration of the basic error of
concept which considers the newsreel a news medium instead
of the vaudeville derivative of current events which it is.
Practically nothing that is true of the newspaper is true of the
newsreel.
Also it was long ago set down that "You can not eat your
cake and have it." Of course Miss Nina Wilcox Putnam got a
laugh by saying that it was never written by anyone who had
tried eating cake in bed, but she was making capital out of a
lot of crumbs. And so!
AAA

CURRENT advertisements of a new gadget for the aid
of the deaf, headline: "Now the talkies talk to deafened
through bones of head." That is ^STT^ry well. What
we object to is the persistent making of pictures aimed to
communicate only with the boneheads that have working ears —
and "hear not."
AAA

ted. It Is now
demonstra
WITHfairly Roxy
clear and
that Harold
one of having
the really
decisive things to do
around RKO is to resign to Mr. J. R. McDonough,
now saranoffly occupying the seat of general management. He
Is In a fair way to become known as Joseph-the-Acceptor.
AAA
America is trading surplus
pigs for British whisky. Thanks to
repeal, most of our blind pigs are surplus now.
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FLEXIBLES AGAIN
Again from Al Lichtman, United Artists
distribution chief, last weekend came advocacy ofthe flexible admission idea which
stirred the industry for a while months
ago. Passing through Kansas City en route
to the Coast, Mr. Lichtman expressed undiminished faith in the policy of raising
prices where the merit of the film warrants. . . .
FRENCH INVASION
Inner New York circles are discussing
the most completely organized drive yet
developed for invasion of the American
market by French producers. Reported:
proposal of the Important Chambre Syndlcale for a two-year subsidized distribution outlet here. Further report links
Robert Hurel, now here, with the proposal. . . .
ROWLAND ON HIS OWN
Following dissolution of production partnership with Monte Brice, William Rowland
has Incorporated Rowland Productions,
Inc., at Dover, Del., and leaves for the
Coast shortly to begin production on his
own. ....
FILM DATELINES
Last week, in annual convention at Santa Barbara, the California Newspaper
Publishers' Association registered a protest, planned a plea that wire services reduce the percentage of Hollywood (film)
datelines. In favor of other Coast cities,
which go out from Southern California to
the nation's press. . . .
CENTRAL AMERICA
The development of more stable political
conditions, increase of wired houses, are
two chief reasons for the belief expressed
last week on a New York visit by John B.
Nathan, Paramount Central American
manager, that 1934 should be a good year
In that territory for American motion pictures. Audiences there still prefer American films, he said. . . .
NUDES DISAPPROVED . .
The nude, masculine or feminine, in picture or in person, will grace no stage or
screen In the theatres of Gadsden, Ala.,
decreed the city fathers via an ordinance
passed last week. One p.m. is the opening
moment for film programs on Sunday. No
films may be shown between midnight and
10 a.m. any day, said they. . . .
SMPE SESSION
To Chalfonte Hall, Atlantic City, the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers will
go this year for its annual spring meeting,
April 23. . . .

SOCIAL FACTOR
The motion picture as an important social and educational factor in American
life will occupy a course of study at New
York University for the academic year
1934-35. Jointly sponsoring the course are
the National Board of Review and the
School of Education. Dr. Frederic M.
Thrasher will conduct the course. . . .
A SERVICE RECORD
Last week Arthur Cole, office manager
at the Paramount Kansas City branch,
completed 20 years of service in one office,
which should be some sort of record.
Starting in 1914 with the Feature Film
Service Company, the evolution of the
business finds him a Paramount employee
in the same office. . . .
ARKANSAS EXHIBITORS
Its first semi-annual meeting will be held
by the newly organized Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas, at Little Rock,
February 11-12. No national organization
affiliation is planned for the immediate
future. Officers: T. W. Sharp, president;
Ray Morrow, vice president; J. F. Norman,
secretary-treasurer. . . .

MAYER REELECTED
Re-elected president of the Association
of Motion Picture Producers on the Coast
for the third time last week was Louis B.
Mayer, with Jack Warner continuing as
first vice president. Winfield Sheehan was
elected second vice president, and Fred
Beetson secretary-treasurer. Joe Breen was
placed In charge of all matters concerning
production and advertising codes. . . .
KODAK WINS POINT
Granted to Eastman Kodak Company
by the supreme court at Washington this
week was a review of a lower court decision holding Charles B. Gray had a recoverable claim for patent infringement
against the company on a "transmitting
mechanism."
vice in 1919. Mr.
.. . Gray patented the deMONTAGUE GLASS
Last week, at the age of 56, Montague
Glass, author, died at his Westport, Conn.,
home, of embolism. So ended the career
of the creator of Abe Potash and Mawruss
Perlmutter, cloak and suit merchants typical of their kind, who, always likable, found
a wide popularity. In 1923 First National
produced Carr
"Potash
Alexander
and and
Sam Perlmutter,"
Bernard, andwithin
1926 United Artists presented George K.
Sidney and Carr in "Partners Again." . . .
FILM RELIEF
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America — by Terry Ramsaye
One-third of product is delivered by
majorson is companies
as half-way
of seareached, after
late start
Pathe News enters radio advertising
Children's film tastes agree with adults',
survey in Pelham, New York suburb,
indicates
Hell-raisers' advice is not wanted by the
Code Authority, says R. hi. Cochrane,
of Universal, a member
Rosenblatt action on excessive salaries
and talent "raiding" is awaited
FEATURES
Editorial
The Camera Reports
J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum
Asides and Interludes
The Cutting Room
The Hollywood Scene
DEPARTMENTS
What the Picture Did for Me
Showmen's Reviews
Managers' Round Table
Technological
Short Feature News
Chicago
The Release Chart
Box Office Receipts
Productions in Work
Voice of the Industry
_
•
Classified Advertising
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Approximately 16,000 ill and unemployed film persons were aided last year,
with an expenditure of $150,000 by the
Motion Picture Relief Fund, according to
Marion Davies, Its president. . . .
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Page 15

SEEKING STORIES
From John D. Clark, Fox general sales
Page 17 ■ manager, has gone word to his staff that
Winfield Sheehan, heading production, will
welcome title and story suggestions. In
Page 18
Dynamo, sales organ, Mr. Sheehan notes
Page 23 the
stars.types
... of stories he wants for various
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PLAN APPROACH
The manner of representation before the
expected Code authorized zoning board
was the object of a meeting of independent Florida exhibitors at Bartow recently.
A committee, rather than appearance in a
body, seemed to be the preference. . . .
AVON

FREEDOM

By courtesy of the owner of the Park
theatre, Clair Meachum, residents of the
village of Avon, near Rochester, will again
have
Sunday
request,
formershows.
owner Despite
William the
W. villagers'
Farnum
refused. ...
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"AMERI
A Yarn from Here to Hollywood
and Back

By TERRY RAMSAYE
Written on Broadway
D
LJaCK at the desk again in a great
cllffside of a building looking down on
Broadway, Columbus Circle and Central
Park. This expedition has been through
some nine thousand miles of these
United States, from Pismo to Pima to
Pecos, and from Accomac to Hackensack,
from Hollywood to Hoboken, if you please.
Two months of "the road" and another
month of what I have sometimes called
"the motion picture's creative community,"
brings me to the interesting conviction that
the motion picture makers are strangers in
and to this country of ours.
It is most unlikely that any major executive now charged with the principal burdens of the industry which has the presumptive responsibility for supplying the
American masses with dramatic entertainment on the screen, has seen any more of
the United States than the Hudson Palisades from the Century, the Chicago loop
and LaSalle street between trains, the
Union Station in Kansas City and the Indians infront of the Harvey hotel In Albuquerque.
Across the land is to be discovered a
great wide motion picture market which is
being served with dramatic merchandise
ordained by impulses and hunches gleaned
in New York hot spots, from the sophisticated dramas of the minority theatre, and
from the high pressure agents of purveyors
of story wares by-producted from the
fields of the printed page addressed to the
small public which reads.
In Hollywood for these pages I recorded
the plaint and argument of Important motion picture personages, the rulers of the
kingdom of celluloid, for curtailment of
product, a reduction of the camera* output
to a list of such pictures as they might conveniently make with an assured market.
This argument for curtailment comes from
a desire to take it easy In the process of
milking the status quo. It does not reflect
the spirit on which the Industry was built,
and It does not reckon with the creative
force of the unserved market.
PUBLIC WILL BE SERVED
A first hand contact with a considerable part of this America brings with great
force a conviction that the public, the motion picture public, will be served, that Its
buying power will not be denied, and that
this same force of demand which created
the motion picture will remake It— more to
the shape of heart's desire.
The producers of the motion picture In-

The editor of Motion Picture
Herald, after 9,000 miles of contact
with the buyer and seller of the motion picture commodity in the field as
well as the maker of that commodity
at the studio, digs into the pockets of
those first-hand and immediate experiences, and some of those observations are duly recorded on this and the
following page.
dustry do not hear from this great American market. It Is Inarticulate In the extreme. All that movleland hears Is what Is
being done with and about such wares as
It delivers to this market In Its present
peculiarly constricted concept of what Is
merchandise. The box office receipts of today do not reflect what the public is willing
to spend for motion pictures. They merely
record what this public is willing to spend
for the pictures that It Is getting now.
Curiously enough this same Hollywood
hears little from and asks nothing of the
distribution forces which contact the exhibitor. The exhibitor often has no words to
say it, but he does have a notion about what
his people want and he can identify it when
he sees it. He does tell his notions to the
selling people he meets, but the word never
gets back.
Hollywood researches to the depths of history and the museums for information and
authenticity to distort on the screen. You can
find out in Hollywood offices how many buttons Napoleon had on his coattails, what Cleopatra had for luncheon, why Christopher
Columbus left home, and how Lee combed
his hair at Appomattox — but Hometown.
U. S. A., is terra incognita and the customers resident there are nobody's business.
They can take what they get and like it.
The producer who will set about discovtunity. ering America will find a land of opporAAA
MISBRANDmG
k>lEAN WHILE just for the recordthere is a town called Pismo. It's in
California and its fame rests mostly on a
seafood soup, a rather excellent one, made
of the Pismo clam, and locally called a
chowder. If Pismo persists in that nomenclature Passamquody, Maine, ought to bring
a suit for misbranding. Chowder can not be
made of anything but the cold water Atlantic clam. And Pima is a desert town where
there is so little to do about anything that
they make candy out of cactus. Pecos as
you all know is- in the great empire of

Texas, and "west of the Pecos" means
something exciting in landscape and song
and story of the riders of the purple sage.
It looks like a grand country to write about.
AAA
M OW that it is all over, from Hollywood
^ to Hoboken, let it be set down in print
here and now that while there is no local
boosters' club to shout about there's one
very pleasant place on the map called New
York, where they have everything and think
nothing of it.
From West to East, here are some notes
on the Elsewhere :
Just before you come to the hell-fevered
town of Yuma on the Arizona-California
border, eastbound, is a great reach of rolling
desert dunes, some ten or more miles wide
and stretching over the border from the Mohave south deep into Mexico.
Quite a few years ago this strange, eerie
desert was the scene of spectacular motion
picture activity, in the making of "Beau
Geste," a masterpiece of the silent days,
supervised for Famous Players - Lasky by
Julian Johnson, who, while not precisely a
native son, might be called for movie purposes the discoverer of this empire of sand.
Lie was in California before the movies
arrived.
AAA
EL PASO DEL NORTE
AT

El Paso you look out the windows of
the towering Hilton hotel into the
Sierra Blanca on the north of the town and
across the alleged silvery Rio Grande into
Old Mexico on the south. And Old Mexico
is
right. It looks older, and dustier than
Time.
William Paxton is the motion picture personage of the city, operating a v/hole array
of Hoblitzelle houses and being quite a citizen about town the while. He shows the
sights to the visiting picture personages and
takes them for a ride over to Juarez, the
city over the border, named for a Mexican
hero of a long time ago. Mr. Paxton's car
is as good as a customs pass, but the Juarez
liquor is if anything a little inferior to the Tia
Juana bottlings. A prescription is recommended in El Paso, since Texas is, after a
manner of speaking, dry.
A profit sharing plan for the Hoblitzelle
circuit employes had put a bright smile into
most of El Paso's box offices.
AAA
FIFTEEN KINDS OF STEAK
A T Midland in West Texas rises the pre* tentious Hotel Scharbauer, where husky
cattlemen sit about the lobby in the elegance
of high-heeled boots with decorative multi{Contimied on page 11)
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And All Large Companies Say
They Will Have Available All
Pictures They Promised at the
Beginning of the Season
More than one-third of all feature pictures promised to exhibitors for 1933-34 by
the nine largest producing and distributing
companies were actually delivered by February 1 as the current season approached its
half-way mark. Despite the fact that the
selling season got under way almost two
months later than previously, due to the
economic situation and the resultant complications of theatre decentralization, these
companies to date have delivered 156 out of
a promised 423 features.
Current season distribution did not start
until after September I, allowing the distributors until the same date in this calendar year to complete and deliver the current schedules. Thus, from the first of
February, they have approximately seven
months leeway and, according to sales
executives in New York, without question
should deliver all remaining pictures within
that time.
By the middle of October major companies had sold approximately 50 per cent
of total product and although the selling
year was one of the slowest to get under
sail, it had increased its tempo until at that
time practically all major companies reported sales substantially greater than they
were for the corresponding period of 1932.
What They Have Done
Companies this year found themselves
selling in a competitive field to theatres
formerly affiliated with the parent company
with which deals heretofore were closed
automatically in New York. As a result,
field sales forces were placed in a position
of their greatest importance since 1925, and
selling was slowed up materially. Actual
distribution of new season product usually
was well along by September 1 in earlier
years ; this season it was only just beginning at that time. The following figures
give a comprehensive idea of just what has
been accomplished since then :
No.
Delivered
Feb. 1
Announced
16
Fox
52
26
*MGM
46
28
14
Monogram
16
Paramount
65
26
16
RKO Radio
51
Universal
36
Warners:
First National. .
8
30
149
Warners
11
49
fColumbia
United Artists
36
156
423
Totals
* In addition to two on 1932-33
t Including 12 westerns and six
The listings show Fox
hold the record for current
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DELIVERED

AFTER

FOX AND MONOGRAM
HAVE DELIVERED HALF
Fox and Monogram are the only
two large companies which Lrave delivered half of their 1933-34 pictti-res.
Universal has delivered 16 out of 5 6
up to the same date, February 1.

tion of total announced, each having delivered half of their schedules before the
season is half finished.
Studios Slow Down
The consensus among sales executives in
New York was that with seven more months
in which to complete the current output all
remaining features will be delivered, provided production schedules on the Coast are
maintained. Reports from Hollywood this
week indicated studio activity was considerably below normal, with only 28 features
in work as against 22 features in preparation to start within two weeks. Already
completed and in the cutting rooms were
47 features.
MGM had five features in work, leading
the field among the larger companies. The
company also had one feature in final preparation, while 12 features were reported in
the cutting room.
Paramount followed as a close second
with six features in work, two in preparation and four in the cutting room ; Warner
had four in work, three in preparation and
nine in the cutting room ; Fox, three in
work, three in preparation and five in the
cutting room ; Columbia, three being made,
one preparing and three cutting ; RKO
Radio, two in work, six preparing and five
before the cutters, while 20th Century, releasing through United Artists, had one
in preparation, another in the cutting room,
but none in work.
Six productions were to go before the
cameras at Fox Movietone City this week,
bringing the current running schedule to a
total of 16 features either completed, cutting or preparing.
Warners to Deliver 60
A. W. Smith, home office sales executive,
said of Warner activities :
"We had 60 pictures set for 1933-34 and
we will deliver every one of them. We can
and will do it, although it may mean late
selling again as it did last year."
If one company's schedule is not maintained, thereby necessitating another late
selling season, all companies probably will
be given a similar opportunity to "clean
up" their remaining 1933-34 pictures. All
companies belonging to the MPPDA this
last year agreed not to start selling until
"it appeared advisable."
MGM officials declared that while the
company might not complete its distribution
schedule by September 1, production execu-

LATE

START

156 Pictures Delivered by February IOut of 423 Promised
by Nine Companies; Fox and
Monogram Lead with Half
tives are making every effort to maintain
a program to allow for delivery of one
feature a week until that date. This would
place the entire 46 in the hands of exhibitors
by that time, there being 30 weeks remaining with 16 pictures already delivered.
Eddie Golden, Monogram sales director,
said Monday that the company would complete its schedule by the middle of the summer at the latest, while John D. Clark of
Fox indicated that unless unforeseen circumstances arise that company would be in
a position by summer time to lay its final
plans for 1934-35 product.
Columbia is a little behind schedule, but
expects several immediate releases, distribution executives said.
Discuss 1934-35 Plans
Several large companies have begun planning next season's product. United Artists
contemplated 36 features for next season,
including 12 from 20th Century, four from
Samuel Goldwyn, four from Reliance, 14
from dontheFilmscompany's
British
affiliates, Lonand British
& Dominions,
and
two from an independent source not yet
selected, according to Joseph M. Schenck,
president.
Universal will produce a minimum of 14
features abroad next season, eight in London
and six in Paris, with prospects that the
total may be increased. Story conferences
on Universal's 1934-35 program already
were well underway in New York, between
Carl Laemmle and his son and R. H. Cochrane and James R. Grainger.
MGM's 1934-35 program, scheduled for
discussion following the arrival in Hollywood of Nicholas M. Schenck this week,
was expected to include 52 features.
Fox also was contemplating at least 52
features for 1934-35.
German

Industry Shows

Marked Upward Trend
The low point in attendance and gross
receipts in German motion picture houses
was reached in July, but these are now
showing a definite upward trend, according
to Department of Commerce reports. In
small cities and towns returns during the
July-September quarter showed an improvement as compared with the corresponding
period for 1932.
Not on Amsterdam Roof
National Broadcasting Company has not
maintained any theatre studio since moving into Radio City, New York. In an
article in the issue of February 3 it was
stated that NBC continued to maintain a
studio theatre on the roof of the New Amsterdam.
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(Continued from page 9)
colored tops and broad, costly Stetsons in
tones of cream and tan.
There are fifteen kinds of steak on the
menu of the Scharbauer dining room, and
the top of the list is the "K. C. Sirloin,"
meaning of course Kansas City — which is
way down east from Midland.
In this there is a subtle, perhaps not entirely conscious admission that it takes the
belt
yellow
good
to make
real dent
meat.of the
The Midwest's
cactus cladcorn
ranges
of the big southwest produce only the
chassis of a steer. The feed lots of Kansas,
Iowa and Illinois put on the finish that
makes him beef.
A favorite of the region appears to be
what is designated as a "chicken fried
steak." Careful knife-and-fork research
seems to indicate that it is a bit of round
that has been hammered to a pulp on the
block, soused in flour and simmered done
clear through. The result is good, but it is
not steak, nor yet chicken.
AAA
DIVIDING SUNDAYS
Vy/HEN you come to Sonora you are deep
^ into south Texas and right smack
in the middle of the big, big range
country, where from here to yonder is always a day's ride.
Sonora is a proud little cow town of 1,900
population. It has an illumined arch to welcome you and to say that it is indeed the
heart of the cattle region. It has its celluloid opera, too. the La Vista theatre, operated by Fred Lehn, with 350 seats and an
untiring demand for action drama picturing
the life of the great open spaces.
The Sunday shovv' issue of Sonora has
been neatly settled. The La Vista puts on
a Sunday matinee and no show at night to
interfere with the goings of the churchly.
With less than two thousand residents,
Sonora boasts an all night restaurant, caring
for the ever moving cowmen, riding over
their great domains by motor. Coffee at
dawn in Sonora is recommended. They put
enough beans in the pot.
AAA
"MAKING" HISTORY
A PPROACHING New Orleans down in
* the Teche in the Acadian French region
of Louisiana a sign post in one village
boasts that "Here Henry W. Longfellow
wrote his immortal poem about Evangeline."
In the first place there was no Evangeline and in the second place Mr. Longfellow
never saw Louisiana.
And all that serves to remind me that in
a few hundred years Evangeline will have
passed entirely out of myth into fact, and
that the facts will be proven by the statue
of Evangeline, erected near Grande Pre in
Nova Scotia, by the initiative of Mr. John
Murray Gibbon, publicity agent of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The Canadian Pacific
got quite weary of having the sight-hungry
tourists demanding relics of Longfellow's
heroine and went in a business-like way
about supplying them. A lot of history and
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"... Some nine thousand miles of
these United States . . . brings me to
the interesting conviction that the
motion picture makers are strangers
in and to this country of ours. . . .
"This argument for curtailment . . .
does not reflect the spirit on which
the industry was built, and It does not
reckon with the creative force of the
unserved market. . . .
"The producers who will set about
discovering America will find a land
of opportunity. ..."
religion gets substantiation by force of the
same tourist demand.
And yet critics carp about what the screen
does to history.
AAA
IT BOILS DOWN TO "E. V."
klEW Orleans was not quite complete as
' ^ I loitered through, because E. V. Richards was reported "out of town." In this
case "out of town" meant Mr. Richards was
somewhere west in Texas concerned with
some outpost of his dominion. New Orleans
and the Gulf CoastJ-pn the east as far as
Sparks and oh the West as far as Hoblitzelle
is Richardsland on' the motion picture map,
you should know. What happens moyiewise
in'that
region he ordains, or knows or,_approves, largely.
In the words of one bright young man on
New Orleans film row: "If you sift out anything in this business down here, when you
get all through yoti-'ll have E. V. left."
Just now the Louisiana situation is getting a flow of new enthusiasm from Harry
McLeod, a Chicago advertising man, who
has appeared on the scene to operate the
historic St. Charles theatre. Mr. McLeod
makes no pretense to tradition of showmanship, but he is applying what he deems to
be, and is proving, ideas of salesmanship to
the public.
At the moment it appears that admission
prices in New Orleans are going to be
raised a trifle and that maybe some of the
astonishingly destructive cutthroat lotteries
of the neighborhood theatres will be eliminated. Some New Orleans theatres, generally speaking, have been busy through
the depression giving away premium merchandise rather than selling pictures, if the
testimony of local observers is to be taken
at par.
AAA
ANTOINE'S

OYSTERS

I N New Orleans there are groceries that
' warrant comment. The city is accustomed
to good food on the average and when you
get above the average there is eating fit to
write about. There's Arnaud's for instance,
where one can get an after dinner drink so
spectacular that they turn out the lights to
let it blaze.
If a choice has to be made, the premier

ABALONE

dish of New Orleans is Oysters Rockefeller
at Antoine's down in the heart of the old
French quarter. Hardly second would be
pompano ban fcinme, and there is grave
question if the crayfish soup is not entitled
to second place.
The general subject of seafood gumbos,
as prepared in New Orleans, is also a suitable and proper subject for extended research. Something tells me that next winter
the motion picture situation on the gulf
coast is going to require my attention for
quite a period.
It is pleasant to remark, also, that New
Orleans does not seemingly suffer from the
loud speaker local booster. New Orleans
takes its likker, its climate and its food in
its stride, and if you like it you are welcome.
They do not inject it into the visitor.
AAA
ABALONE

AND

WAGON

IRON

AT which juncture Harry E. Nichols,
*^ formerly of California, and now itinerantly adventuring through the South to
let the exhibitors renew their subscriptions
to this able journal, broke into my quarters
at the Hotel Roosevelt, to defend the abalone.
It appears that somewhere a week or two
back I made all too casual reference to the
gustatory values of that univalve denizen of
the Pacific reefs.
"You've got it all wrong," declaimed Mr.
Nichols. "You have to prepare an abalone
right. First you put it on a flat rock and
beat it out flat and very tender with a
wagon iron or a piece of motor spring. Then
it Nevertheless,
gets relaxed and
to cook."
I am fitvoting
against the abalone. If one has to beat a taste into it with
a wagon iron, I'll do the relaxing myself and
open a can of beans. The Nichols system
is so strenuous that it produces an appetite
that leaves the consumer without judgment.
The abalone shell makes a fair ash tray.
ENTIRE

, A A A
TOWN WIRED

IFstreet
you of
should
be rolling
down intheFlorida
main
De Funiak
Springs
and chance to be assaulted abruptly by the
voice of, mayhap, Miss Mae West, inviting
you to "come up some time," or to hear the
cooing Miss Harlow, the strident Mr.
Beery, the belligerent Mr. Cagney, be in no
wise alarmed, it is just a movie promotion.
It seems that for some years DeFuniak
has, after a manner of speaking, been entertained by the ingenuities of one young Mr.
Lionel Vickery. He was a radio expert in
his boyhood, and now he is a grown-up of
twenty-one and married.
Mr. Vickery is now on the staff of J. E.
Churchwell's DeFuniak theatre and in that
connection he has achieved his greatest
work to date. He has in fact wired practically the whole town for sound.
From the projection room of the theatre,
sound wire leads run from the amplifiers
to cone speakers located in no less than
three open-front drug stores in the village.
At the will of the operator the dialogue and
(Continued on following fcge, column 3)
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locally added line on the billing announcing
that "this picture presents more stars than
any other movie ever made." So you see
Waycross seems to have the same basic
idea that young Mr. David Selznick seems
to have had when he made it.
AAA
NEWS TO D. W. GRIFFITH

Dick Sufherland Dead
Dick Sutherland, 55, for years a character actor on the screen and before that on
the stage, died at his Hollywood hotel late
last week of a lieart attack.

Unit

A new exhibitor unit, to be known as the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, was
the result of a two-day meeting of independent Ohio exhibitors at Columbus this week.
The sponsors are Nat Charnas, Toledo ;
Henry Greenberger and M. B. Horwitz,
Cleveland exhibitors' association ; Elmer
Shard, Charles Sine and Willis Vance,
Delaware, O. ; John Schwalm, Hamilton ;
Sam Lind, Zanesville ; C. S. Pfister, Troy ;
L. F. Eick, Martin's Ferry ; Max Stearn and
J. Real Neth, Columbus.
It was announced that the following
would resign as officers and directors of the
MPTO of Ohio : Mr. Lind, Henry Biberson,
Jr., Martin Smith, Mr. Schwalm, Mr.
Pfister, Mr. Eick, Mr. Neth and Mr. Stearn.
P. J. Wood, business manager of the
MPTO of Ohio, also let it be known that
he would resign. Members of the association
agreed that membership shall be restricted
to independent theatre owners of Ohio. A
statewide mass meeting of all Ohio independents was scheduled for February 15 at
Columbus to elect officers and directors.

PASSING through Waycross in Georgia
on a Saturday — the Lyric theatre is playing "Fighting Cowboy," starring Mr. Buffalo Bill, Jr., and, to our infinite delight, is
following this bill with "Dinner at Eight."
You will understand that Saturday is farmer's day in all such towns in Georgia, and
farmer's day calls for westerns.
But, by what fancy do Mondays call for
"Dinnertionalatanswer
Eight?"
The Waycross
promois embodied
in the naive
and

And on Broadway, Anna Sten, from Russia, in a Zola story, both brought to
America and the screen through the port
of Hollywood.

Ohio

Exhibitor

Its Exhibitors
(Continued from preceding page)
music of any picture running can be thrown
all over DeFuniak, and through a microphone in circuit it can be interlarded with
announcements and comment from the
booth.
In DeFuniak there is no peace and one
might just as well go to the theatre, because
there is no escaping the program anyway.
AAA
SAME BASIC IDEA

THE next and last stop is Norfolk, in Virginia, where Buchanan's will do a very good
job of any dish that comes out of the productive waters of the Chesapeake — and plain
broiled lobster is recommended.
AAA
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Carl

And

UP above Savannah just a few miles, on
the coastal highway, is a tiny road sign
pointing the way shorewards to "The Hermitage Plantation." is in the ruined relic of
The Hermitage
what was indeed a great plantation in the
days before the war — what the South prefers to call "The War Between the States."
There are the crumbling walls of a great
southern mansion, and some quarter of a
mile of slave cabins, a slave yard with its
old auction block, and all about giant vistas
of hoary, moss bearded live oaks that can
remember when.
The bent caretaker and collector of the
tourists' fees has a charmingly inaccurate
lecture on the establishment. Its real history is history enough, but he has embellished it with a curious account, entirely
fictional, about how there D. W. Griffith
got the inspiration for the making of "The
Birth of a Nation" and returned in years
after to photograph the picture on the spot.
This will be a lot of news to Mr. Griffith.
AAA

February

Trumbull

CARL LAEMMLE
50

Years

Laemmle

Since
Arrived

It was a chill, wintry day, that January
28, 1884, when two young men left the
little town of Laupheim, Germany, en route
to the S.S. Neckar, sailing from Bremerhaven for New York. It was no more
pleasant when the two, with another young
pair, sailed on the Neckar January 31, with
something less than $200 among them.
The boys took to their berths, and spent
thirteen weary days prostrate. On February 13, the Neckar was outside New York
harbor, winter fog-bound for 24 hours. On
the 14th the fog cleared, and the boys staggered to the deck for their first glimpse of
the Statue of Liberty, through a chill rain.
The four boys and their futures: Leo
Hirshfield made a fortune in candy and
gelatine. Julius Hilder took to "notions"
and founded one of New York's largest
importing houses. Julius Klugman found
furs extremely lucrative. The fourth young
man of 17 was one Carl Laemmle, who
in the ensuing 50 years became somewhat
conspicuously known in the motion picture
industry, then not even a dream.
Next week the anniversary of that memorable voyage on the S.S. Neckar will be
recalled by the president of Universal Pictures Corporation.

Named

ToMPPDAPost
Walter Trumbull, veteran newspaperman
and syndicate writer, last week took over
his new duties as publicity director for the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America.
Mr. Trumbull recently served as the introducer of radio talks by Louis McHenry
Howe, one of President Roosevelt's secretaries. His publicity duties at the MPPDA
office
be confined, it is understood, to
nationalwillpublicity.
New Orleans Better
Films Council Formed
The New Orleans Council for Better
Films has been formed to promote better
motion pictures, and is a reorganization of
the Better Films Committee of the Louisiana
Cooperative Educational Association. The
officers are : Mrs. A. S. Tucker, president ;
Mrs. Joseph E. Friend, Mrs. Henry AIcus
and Miss Lottie Miller, vice presidents ;
Mrs. W. J. Cousins, secretary; Mrs. John
E. Regan, treasurer ; Mrs. Allen Johness,
program chairman; Nicholas Bauer, educational chai rman, and H. S. McLeod, motion picture industry chairman. Board members are: Mrs. Arthur Nolte, Mrs. Charles
Behre, Mrs. Reuben Chauvin, Mrs. James
W. Resily, Mrs. P. A. Blanchard, Mrs. F.
Gordon Eberle and Mrs. Idabel Giefers.
To Continue Showmens Films
D. J. Mountan, president of Showmens
Pictures, Inc., announces that he has reinstated the Showmens production contract
with Screencraft Productions, Inc., and that
the balance of Showmens program will be
produced by Screencraft Productions, Inc.
Production on "St. Louis Woman" will be
started next week.
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COAST FAREWELL PARTY. Gathered to wish God-speed to Arch Reeve, head of the Fox studio publicity department, who
switched places with Gabe Yorke, similarly placed at the home office. At the Beverly hHills hotel in hlollywood, colleagues and press
honored Mr. Reeve. Among them, starting at the lower left may be identified: Bill Pine, Paramount; Don MacElwain, MGM; J.
Leroy Johnson, Universal; Barrett Keisling, MGM; Joe Breenf MPPDA; Colonel James WIngate, MPPDA. At the head, center table,
are Harry Brand, United Artists; Joe Cunningham and Mr. Reeve.

HISTORIAN.
Herbert George (better known as
H. G.) Wells, who, with Alexander Korda will make
a picture for London Films, on that company's set
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., star of "Catherine the
Great," which United Artists is releasing here,

BRITISH AGENT.
In person, and in New York. R. H. Bruce Lockhart, English
envoy to Russia during the World War, whose autobiographical account of his
adventures, "British Agent," is to be adapted for the screen by Warner, with
Leslie Howard as the star. Mr. Lockhart is in the United States on a lecture tour,
during which he will recount his adventures In diplomacy.
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VETERAN. (Below) Of the newsreel.
Leon FranconI, one of Pathe News' first
editors, who is participating in the
opening of the Embassy Pathe News
theatre on Broadway this week.

IN ACTION. On the set at the Monogrann studio,
where, with everything set to shoot, Kitty Kelly,
Marguerite de la Motte and John Halliday rehearse
a scene for "Woman's Man," while Ben Verschleiser,
supervisor, squats in the foreground, and director Edward Ludwig, seated, watch proceedings.
YOUNG CHARM. (Left) As exemplified most attractively by a girl who
made the steep grade to screen popularity and success. Miss Jean Parker,
who was most recently seen in "You
Can't Buy Everything," a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture.

VACATION. Clark Gable, star of Metro-GoldwynMayer, arriving this week at the Grand Central Station, New York, with Mrs. Gable, for his first vacation
In several years. He has come to rest — and sign
autographs.

MODERN CARAVAN. The "Moulin Rouge" Caravan, starting a coast-tocoast exploitation tour in the interests of the United Artists-Twentieth Century film, receiving the good wishes of the government, so to speak, as Postmaster General Farley signs a menu card at Washington for Anna Q. Nilsspn,
as Roscoe Ates, Mary Carlisle, William McAdoo and Speaker Ralney look on.
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CAMERAS MISS A
GREAT CAT FIGHT
what would haiT been a fbrill'nig
film sequence luas sadly missed by the
cameras on Monday in the Public
Auditorium at Cleveland , where Clyde
Beatty, famous animal trainer, who
made "The Big Cage" for Universal,
was performing with his cats in the
Al Siraf Grotto Circus. At a preliminary rehearsal, one Sa?nmy. huge male
lion, went berserk, fastened his teeth
in the throat of a young female, and
despite Beatty' s courageous efforts, refused to let go until $400 worth of
lioness rolled to the floor of the cage,
dead. When the trouble started,
Beatty, armed only with whip and
blank cartridge revolver, herded the
four other cats to one side, and ivaded
into the thick of the fight. He
prodded and pushed, attendants turned
streams of water on the battle, but
Sannny would not let go. When the
battle was over, Beatty urged the
others into their quarters, changed his
clothes, and returned to put his cats
through their paces at the regular
perf ordnance.
Kastner Is United Artists
Managing Head in Europe
Lacy W. Kastner has been appointe;!
managing director for United Artists in
Europe, with headquarters in Paris, succeeding J.A. Koerpel, resigned, according
to an announcement from Arthur W. Kelly,
vice president in charge of foreign distribution.
Mr. Kastner joined United Artists in
Paris in 1928 and for the past few years
has been sales manager of the French organization. Mr. Kelly also announced that
Emanuel Silverstone, recently connected
with the United Artists office in Panama,
has been appointed special representative
for London Films, the British producing
affiliate of United Artists. He will make
his headquarters at the United Artists home
office.
Columbia,

United Artists

End Brazilian Arrangement
Columbia is terminating its agreement
with United Artists whereby' that company
distributes Columbia product in Brazil.
Columbia has named Emilio Alcoste manager of the exchange which is to be opened
in Brazil shortly under the supervision of
Clarence C. Margon, in charge of Soutli
American sales.
Columbia has closed a deal with Foy Productions, whereby it will distribute "'Called
on Account of Darkness," featuring Wallace Ford, Dickie Moore and Barbara
Kent.
To Pick Baby Stars
The Wampas, Coast advertising organization, will select baby stars, an annual
affair, on February 27. Nominations close
February 13.
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NEWS

RADIO
Independent Production of Metrotone Newsreel Again Denied; Pathe News Operating
Embassy; Movietone

Staff Cut

Came a stirring this week, after a long
somnolence, in the world of the newsreel.
Pathe News almost simultaneously erupts
on Broadway and on the air, with a commercial radio tieup, in the first screen alliance with merchandising since the subsidence of the "sponsored" picture wave
which rolled up and crashed against the wall
of exhibitor opinion just before "decentralization" overtook the circuits.
At the same time there was the perennial
winter flowering of the report that the
Hearst Metrotone Newsreel would depart
from its production alliance with Fox Movietone News and engage in the independent
production of its news negative. As is annually customary, the report was dismissed
and denied on all sides. Meanwhile within
the Movietone organization there were some
reductions and readjustments of personnel.
Persons familiar with newsreel operation
were inclined to doubt that either concern
would be interested in a step calculated to
markedly increase negative costs, especially
in a period when newsreels are struggling
to maintain grosses.
Pa+he News on 13 Stations
Pathe News is scheduled to break forth on
the air through the Yankee network in NewEngland and some three additional stations,
thirteen in all, on an arrangement for the
use of the news sound track, especially
edited, in behalf of Absorbine, Jr., a rubbing
lotion, February 18, assuming the signing
of contracts which have been in preparation
some weeks.
The commercial aspects of the deal in behalf of Absorbine Jr., are confirmed at the
office of Irwin Wasey & Company, advertising agents. The project is said to have
been born in the mind of Nick Dawson of
the firm of Dawson-Butcher-Nontague,
radio producers, and according to "Radio
Art" now acting as the agents of Pathe
News.
Meanwhile Pathe News came to Broadway
in its own, or approximately its own, theatre, by succession to the Einbassy Theatre,
abandoned as the Fox newsreel theatre a
month ago. The Embassy opened as an allnewsreel theatre under the auspices of the
Fox organization during the regime of
Courtland Smith, promoter of Movietone,
and now the president of Pathe News, Inc.
It was in the nature of a national sensation
for some weeks, doing a capacity business at
25 cents the seat. Across the land a score
of kindred projects were born, but with no
myriads of tried Broadway feet to suoport
them, and mostly they died aborning. Meanwhile Mr. Smith moved on, in the earliest
stages of the era of revolutions in the Fox
corporation, and engaged in the promotion
of the Trans-Lux turnstile newsreel theatre
project which is now mostly history. Presently, before Trans-Lux had demonstrated

ENTERS

ADVERTISING
itself as an idea so completely as now, Mr.
Smith became president of Pathe News in
the Hiram Brown era of administration of
RKO picture interests, immediately after
that concern acquired Pathe's topical pictures department along with assorted other
production assets.
The Embassy reopened under the Pathe
News banner Wednesday last with various
ceremonial accompaniments, appropriate to
the occasion despite the extra dry policy of
the newsreel management. Leon Franconi,
famous first film editor for the Pathe concern in America, and reputed first editor of
Pathe News, was a figure on the occasion
as the guest of honor.
Ten Dropped at Fox Movietone
The official announcements failed to make
specific the relation between Pathe News,
Inc., and the theatre, adding to the possible
questioning by heading the publicity as
jointly issued "from F. C. Wood, managing
director" of the theatre "and Rutgers Neilson, Pathe News." In newsreel editorial
rooms it was the current story that three
employees of the Pathe reel, W. French
Githens, assistant editor, Harold Wondsel,
editor, and Tom Chalmers of opera and
stage, also of the editorial stafT, were participants in the project with some major
backing coming from the fortune of Ogden
Hammonds, real estate, and one time ambassador toSpain. Mr. Githens was an attache in the embassy, and there, incident to
Fox
he metMovietone's
the movies. pursuit of King Alfonso,
At the Fox Movietone production plant
staff readjustments brought the reassignment of some members and the dismissal of
about ten others, including Kenneth Upton.
Charles Peden, James McKee, sound men,
Beverly Jones, film editor, James Lillis,
camera and contract man, George Altman
and Joseph Rinehart, cutters, Rody Green
and John Tonda, cameramen, and Linn McManus, lecturer.
Five Leave Fox Staff
Thornton Sargent and Paul - Snell have
resigned from the Fox Coast publicity department, bringing the total of resignations
to five since Gabe Yorke arrived to take
charge. Harry Brundidge, Kay Mulvev
and Bertha Jancke resigned earlv. Frances
Deaner and Mel Riddle have joined the
department.
Recommends Payment
Payment of claims totaling $41,000
against Rhode Island Theatres, Inc., operating houses in Providence, Pawtucket,
Woonsocket and Newport, >yas recommended by Kirk Smith, receiver, in a report
filed with Judge Churchill in superior court,
Providence, last week.
Vitaphone To Build
Warner will close the Vitaphone studios
in Brooklyn shortly while , a new sound
stage is being erected. Production will be
stopped for five weeks.
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Scene
McDONOUGH AT RADIO
ACADEMY'S

by VICTOR

SHAPIRO

THK current focus of interest, not to say
excitement, this week is the Radio lot.
Merian C. Cooper, high flying and far
wandering chief of production, who has been
bacl< from the East, the South, and the
Northwest and the Hawaiian Islands for
just a fortnight or so, arriving — as we pause
for breath — in the midst of the visitation of
Joseph R. McDonough, Saranoff-crowned
general manager from New York — has resigned. So far this makes three large resignations that the accommodating Mr. McDonough has accepted — Harold B. Franklin,
Samuel Lionel Rothafel and now Mr.
Cooper. At this rate, one might assume, the
operating problems of the corporation are
being rapidly eliminated by evaporation.
O/ course, tfxre is not, after all, anything
necessarily utifriendly in the parting with
Mr. Cooper. He is yet likely to be a contributor to the output of Radio under its
nou -to-be-adopted plan of unit production.
His persoml production successes, including
notably "King Kong," have given indication
of his value as a novelty and specialty producer, and that is likely to be the line
of his continuing picture activity.
Hollywood does not know about this Mr.
]\rcDonough and — be is not telling them.
Aylesworth Goes to Coast
Meanwhile, further palpitations of interest
are responding to the tidings that, as these
lines are written, Mr. M. H. Ayleswortli,
head of National Broadcasting Corporation,
and incidentally president of RKO, is now
on his way out to Hollywood to take a hand
in or a look at, or both, the new alignments
on the Radio lot.
The impact of Mr. McDonough, who
wears his hat with collegiate nonchalance,
and talks, if any, as crisply as a credit manager on a hard Monday, appears calculated
to bring to Hollywood a new message — that
motion pictures are looked u pon in some quarters as merchandise. It is also to be gathered that it is the McDonough view that
sales organizations and the customers should
have something to say about the goods. This
naturally is a somewhat devastating invasion of the sanctity of the "creative community."
The McDonough thinks fast and talks
tough.
The Aylesworth thinks fast and talks fast,
but soothingly.
The Radio lot will get apparently quite a
little of each, and some of it will spill over
into general Hollywood.
And among those who are alert in this
picture making land, all have their eyes and
ears toward what anybody connected with
"the electricals" is doing or saying. Some
are aware there is to be a tomorrow, and the
end is not yet.
B. B. Kahane, head of the picture producing corporation, presiding at the studio.
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ELISSA LANDI'S CLOCK
ALL HAIL TO CORNELL
says the lot will go entirely unit production.
In statu quo ante remain Pandro Berman,
Kenneth McGowan and Lou Brock. There
will be some additions, presently to be selected and announced.
According to a report heard over a firstclass transom, there have been moments
when David O. Selznick, now flourishing on
the MGM lot, would have been willing to
consider a return to Radio. But the stethoscope discovers no murmurs that would tend
to indicate such a happening.
However, most anything might happen on
Gower street — has happened, in fact.
The future film activities of Mr. Cooper
will be conditioned somewhat by the state
of his health, which has been none too good
for the last year. It is understood that he
has a deal, somewhat tentative, for the making of "The Last Days of Pompeii." He is
also much interested in the really alluring
possibilities of a production based on the
life and career of the incredible Cecil
Rhodes, precisely the type to appear to the
adventuresome Mr. Cooper. There remains
in the background, too, Cooper's friendship
with Jock Whitney and assorted associated
millions, some part of which are available
for sporting screen possibilities with the
Muack of thrill and adventure in them.
V
Somebody injected a few quarts of adrenalin or something during the week and the
BEFORE A CRANK
COULD BE TURNED
Two productions which have received extensive pre-exploitation campaigns before a camera crank was
turned have been canceled indefinitely in the past week. First,
Columbia's "Red Square," for which
Lewis Milestone and Laurence Stallings spent considerable time in Russia
gathering facts for story background,
has been shelved for the time being
because Jack Cohn, in charge of distribution, declared the present market
could not show a profit for a threequarter - million - dollar negative. T/je
other picture is "Strictly Dynamite,"
which Radio has been ballyhooing for
the last three months, capitalizing on
the good fortune of being able to
feature jimmy Durante. Now that
Schnozzle cannot find time to sandwich this production in between his
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer pictures,
"Strictly Dynamite" is indefinitely
shelved after considerable expenditure
on story and preparation. {There is
?io significance in the juxtaposition of
the two titles.)

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, supposed to be in the last stages of
rigor mortis, suddenly began to leap around
again. The recently resigned Technicians
Branch, emulating the prodigal son, returned
in toto. Don Gledhill, given a healthy salary
boost, is thrilled to know that his job as
executive secretary is an actuality rather
than an illusion. And heartened by the Sol
A. Rosenblatt fiat that the outfit is some
pumpkins in the industry, after all, the
whole personnel is full of vim and vinegar
again. Enthusiasm is merely a bush league
description of the meeting which appointed
the Annual Awards Committee to prepare
for the March 15th banquet when the picture that did amount to something during
the period August 1, 1932 to December 31,
1933, will be announced.
Eiissa Landi's Time Clock
Temperament,
particularly
it's
hacked
up by a legal
document, when
can start
the fireworks sputtering. The other day,
while working at Columbia in "Sisters Lender the Skin," icy Eiissa Landi, who has
(lone quite a bit of hopping and skipping
around in recent pictures, heard the 6 o'clock
whistle toot, and to the stamping accompaniment of a hot, energetic foot, announced it
was a day as far as she was concerned. Protests and that good old "die for dear old
Rutgers" appeal couldn't make a dent in the
frigid Landi determination to hie herself
homeward. To one and all who had anything to say, she issued a blanket invitation
to meander up to Harry Cohn's office and
take a peek at her contract, which emphatically stipulates her working hours. Conjecture is rife as to who carries Elissa's personal time clock.
the invisible
man. The consensus is that it's
Whenever Katherine Cornell hits town,
rumors pop. Last season she was to sign
with every major studio in the village, but
didn't. It's no different this year. Irving
Thalberg, it is said, wants her to star in
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street." Radio
would like to co-star the lady with Francis
Lederer. Columbia and Warner Brothers,
it seems, have approached La Cornell with
lucrative offers. Not t© be outdone, Mr.
Darryl Zanuck also is alleged to be desirous
of luring the noted stage celeb to the 20t!i
Century banner. Hail, all hail Cornell !
V
The brothers Warner and MGM seem to
be handing out most of the screen breaks
when it comes to the younger players. While
most of the other lots in town are dropping
their
youthful
prospects,
Warner's
put
five new
ambitious
youngsters
on thehasdotted
line in the past two weeks, and what's more,
they are being used. Now MGM comes to
bat with announcement that the cast for
"Star Express" will include every starlet
on the lot.
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of New

York Suburb Find Pupils'
Opinions on Pictures Tally
Almost 100% With Own
By FRED AYER
That the motion picture industry thus far
has cultivated only a very small portion of
its potential field in entertainment suitable
to the needs of children is the contention
of the Parent-Teachers Association of Pelham, New York. Under the auspices of
Joseph C. Brown, Pelham superintendent of
schools, the Association two weeks ago
completed a comprehensive survey of the
trends of motion pictures, including short
subjects, and
and youth
the tastes
the community's
children
in thisof direction.
Between 1,300 and 1,400 questionnaires
were sent out to all Pelham school children
above the fourth grade, specifically requesting such information as the types of pictures preferred, favorite actors and actresses,
the number of times weekly each child attends a motion picture theatre and which
pictures the child liked best of all ever seen.
Two Classes of Previews
In addition, the Association divided itself
into previewing groups of five persons each
and witnessed each picture shown in the
territory during the month of December
and registered opinions on their suitability.
The judgment of the children on the same
pictures was then taken and compared with
the opinions of the adults.
The results
of the :adults' previewing were
recorded
as follows
1. Out of 78 pictures shown during that
time in the territory, including features and
shorts, 17 portrayed scenes of horror and
violence;
Fifteen dealt almost "exclusively"
with2. sex;
3. Seven were objected to on the basis
of vulgarity;
4. Six pictures dwelt upon unpunished
crime;
5. Twenty-eight showed intoxication as
a form of amusement;
6. Twenty-two had scenes of sexual misconduct.
Of the 78 pictures, 34 were features. No
cartoon comedies were reviewed in this
manner.
The records of expression of the children's
opinions on the same pictures showed that
their tastes follow more closely those of
their adult advisors than similar surveys in
other sections would have us believe.
The one variation from the voiced opinions of the adult previewing groups in Pelham was the selection by boys of both the
grade schools and the high school of "The
Invisible Man" as being among the "best
pictures they had ever seen." The adults
rated this picture objectionable for youths
and children, as a "horror" picture.
Girls of both classifications rated "Little
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Girls of Grade
WHAT'S A PELHAM?
HERE'S THE ANSWER
Just as many have inquired "What
are Yonkers?" the exhibitor may ask
tuhat precisely a Pelham is.
Pelham is a suburb of New York,
4 J minutes from Broadway. It is the
home of such persons as William
W. Hawkins, vice-president of the
Scripps-Howard papers; Robert J.
Bender, vice-president of the United
Press; Orison McPherson, illustrator
of the Saturday Evening Post and a
hockey player of some note. William
L.
Chenery, aseditor
of Collier's,
lives
in Pelham,
does John
J. McGraw,
former manager of the New York
Giants.
Pelham, in Westchester County, has
a population of 2,05 3. The popidation
of the tlnee Pelham s — Pelham proper,
Pelham Manor and North Pelham — is
11,851.
In Pelham proper there are five
churches of various denominations;
seven schools, one newspaper and one
bank {closed). Social, cultural and
educational activities outside of
church associations and school clubs
are centered in the Manor Club.
Pelham is one of the ivealthiest and
most influential centers of cultural
life in New York State.
Women" first of those they liked best and
the parents concurred 100 per cent in this
choice.
■"The survey really had its inception when
various of our members read 'Our Movie
Made Children,' published last summer under the auspices of the Motion Picture Research Council," Mr. Brown said. "We decided itwould be as well to test our children
on the strength of that book and find out
whether or not everything in it could possibly be accurate. No two people among
us could come to complete agreement on
the contents of the book, so this survey is
theAmong
result." the many things that the controversial "Our Movie Made Children"
stated was that "Love" occupied 29.6 per
cent of all motion picture themes : "Crime,"
27.4 per cent, and "Sex," 15 per cent. The
findings of the Pelham group agreed with
these figures.
"The question was whether or not we
were getting pictures in our theatres which,
as judged by the parents, were objectionable to our children," Mr. Brown said.
"These figures certainly speak for themAsked whether he considered crime picselves."tures tended to incite children to criminal
conduct, Mr. Brown declared it was almost
solely a matter of environment.
"If a child is brought up in a sordid

STUDY
and High School

Women"
Rate "Little
Groups
First; Boys
in Each
Class
Favor "Invisible Man"
atmosphere practically anything might sway
him. I believe definitely that crime pictures, especially those which show the
criminal in a favorable light, are certain to
have an unfavorable affect upon those children who by nature are criminals. However, it seems to me that it is stretching
quite a considerable point to say that crime
pictures
affect all
children."
The survey
showed
that of boys in the
grade schools the favorite actresses, in order
of their approval, were Katharine Hepburn,
Janet Gaynor and Ruby Keeler. The favorite actresses of grade school girls were
Katharine Hepburn, Ruby Keeler and Marie
Dressier. Favorite actors of both grade
school boys and girls were Clark Gable,
Richard Dix and Joe E. Brown.
Boys Like Westerns
The grade boys, in giving their preferences of types of pictures, rated westerns in
first place and comedy second, while the
girls gave first place to comedy and second
place to stories with love interest. In neither
grade nor high school voting among boys
were "love" pictures considered of sufficient importance to be placed at all.
Favorite pictures of both boys and girls
in the grades, also listed in the order of
their rating, were: "Little Women," "The
Invisible Man," "Son of Kong," "Duck
Soup," "Flying Devils." "Bring 'Em Back
Alive." "Wings," "Tarzan of the Apes."
"The Prizefighter and the Lady," "Dancing
Lady." "City Lights" and "Cavalcade."
In the high school classifications, the
favorite actresses of the boys were Jean
Harlow, Marie Dressier and Ruby Keeler.
The boys' favorite actors were Lionel Barrymore, John Barrymore and James Cagney.
How High School Pupils Voted
The high school girls liked best Leslie
Howard, Bing Crosby and Robert Montgomery, while their choice of favorite actresses showed preference for Katharine
Hepburn, Joan Crawford and Norma
Shearer. Out of 500 girls in the high school
voting not one mentioned Mae West, nor
was she mentioned by any of the grade
school children.
"Best pictures ever seen" by the high
school boys were, in the order of their
approval, "Duck Soup," "Footlight Parade,"
"The Invisible Man," "Ace of Aces,"
"Cavalcade" and "Wings."
The girls"Footlight
chose "LittleParade,"
Women," "Dancing
"Smilin'
Thru,"
Lady," "Cavalcade" and "42nd Street."
While the survey had its origin in the
Pelham territory, other sections of New
York's Westchester Count}" are making
plans to conduct similar experiments. Scarsdale and Bronxville being among these.
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COCHRANE
Every Member of Local Boards
Must Be Above Suspicion If

Say

So, but Be Sure You're Right,
Declares Member, Pointing
Out Need of Going Slowly

Code 'Is To Be Worth a Rap,'
Declares Universal Executive

Af the invitation and instance of
Motion Picture Herald, Mr. Robert H. Cochrane of Universal Pictures
Corporation, a member of the Code
Authority, has written a discussion of
the status, attitudes and aims of that
newly constituted organization. It is
of interest to observe that Mr. Cochrane is especially qualified in various
respects and that he is, it chances, in
nowise concerned tvith circuit theatre
operations or any relation to exhibition other than as a distributor of
motion pictures. The article with
which Mr. Cochrane has responded to
the Herald's invitation is a document of typical Cochrane candour.
—TERRY RAMSAYE

of such cases that the whole trouble arose
from a misunderstanding, due largely to
the fact that the exhibitor wanted to buy
for as low a price as he could and the
fact that the Universal salesman wanted
to sell for as much as he could. In all
of a quarter of a century I have found
only a handful of cases where either the
exhibitor or the Universal agent was completely wrong. Nearly every case was
susceptible to decent adjustment, with
nobody hurt very badly.
Yet in nearly every case, someone has
tried to prove that one side or the other
was dirty, low. villainous and unforgiveable.

By R. H. COCHRANE
Member of Code Authority and
Vice-President of Universal Pictures Corp.

So, as a member of the Code Authorrity, I am going to judge the various
problems of this business on their real
merits, rather than on the manufactured
charges of anyone who makes his living
out of stirring up trouble. I believe that
nearly every quarrel between exhibitor
and distributor can be cleared up by a
mutual
of
facts.understanding — an honest review

As a member of the Code Authorit}',
I have received many suggestions to the
effect that the Code Authority should
"immediately" set up the local zoiiiiig
and clearance boards and the local grievance boards. This is easy to say. Every
member of the Code Authority has realized from the very start that the organization of these local boards was vitally
important, and that no time should btlost in doing it.
So, no time has been unnecessarily lost.
Hundreds of names were suggested for
the boards. Man)- of these names have
been challenged by someone or another.
It took time to get the names in in the
first place ; it took more time to consider
the objections to some of them and it
took still more time to select the right
members for the various local lioards.
MUST BE ADMINISTERED
BY HONEST LOCAL BOARDS
Everybody knows that if the Code is
to be worth a rap, it must be administered
by honest local boards. Every member,
like Caesar's wife, must be above suspicion. Try to pick out members enougli
for 64 local boards who would live up
to this qualification, and see whether you
can do it hurriedly.
The Code Authority is pioneering. It
does not want to make mistakes. It prefers to function too slowly rather than
carelessly. It has already been served
with papers in lawsuits which show on

JUDGING ON MERITS,
NOT FALSE CHARGES

R. H. COCHRANE
their face that the Code Authority is going to be criticized for its acts even before itcommits any acts.
There cannot be any nnan in Ihe nno+Ion
picture business so dumb as not to know
that on the -fringe of the business there
are certain men who make their living out
of fault-finding. Unless they stir up dissension and raise hell in general, they have
little or no excuse for drawing their
salaries.
The real trouble between distributors
and exhibitors is not real at all, but synthetic. It is manufactured by men who
cannot live on harmony but who make
their living out of creating discord.
For example, in all the years I have
l)een an executive of Universal, we have
had no troubles with exhibitors which
could not be cleared up by a full understanding of each other's motives and
problems. A very few times in the past
cjuarter of a century, I have received
complaints from certain trade paper editors or heads of exhibitor organizations,
claiming
one ofa Universal's
offices hadthatworked
hardship onbranch
some
exhibitor. I have always investigated
every complaint right down to the last
analysis.
I have found in at least 99 per cent

I believe that the Code can be administered fairly, honestly and decently. I
think that is exactly what will happen when
the Code is given a fair chance to operate. But I do not believe this highly
desired end can be attained unless every
member of the Code Authority shuts his
ears to outsiders and decides every question on its absolute merits.
In conclusion, let me say this — and I
speak only for myself and not for any
other member of the Code Authority :— ■
Don't rush the Code Authority. Don't
judge it in advance. Don't impugn its
motives. Don't give it any suggestions
unless you are willing to assume as much
responsibility for the results as you would
if irresponsible
you were a member
it
advice. of it. Don't give
We are living under a new deal. We
don't know just what it means. We are
trying to find out. We are trying to get
rid of the evils which have vexed the
industry. We are not being paid for
this. W'e have a responsibility to the
whole trade. If you haven't an equal
responsibility, keep your criticisms to
yourself. When we make mistakes, say
so, but
sure you're isright
! That's
the
Codebe Authority
trying
to do. what
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"RAIDING"
Separate Local Boards Asked
LOST: ONE CODE
for Northern New Jersey and
VIOLATION PENALTY
for Jacksonville Area; 870
William Cuffs, pioneer Vorfland
Total Nominations Received
{Ore.) exhibifor, made hasfc to call
at the NRA offices in answer to their
All was quiet during the week along the
letter advising him that he had been
motion picture code front. It was princifound guilty of violating a provision
pally a case of watchful waiting.
of the code pertaining to operating
Exhibitors and exchangemen were coola lottery in his house.
ing their heels in anticipation of the Code
1 am,"search
said
Authority's final selections for the local
Mr."Well,
Ctitts.gentlemen,
There was here
a hurried
boards which will serve as the code machinery for distribution and exhibition in
among the files to find the penalty for
the field.
violation but none could be fotmd,
Hollywood was, privately, more than a
nor any NRA official with authority
little bit anxious to learn what recommento enforce it. The case rests, temdations Mr. Sol Rosenblatt would make to
porarily.
the NRA with regards to the suspended
excessive
clauses. salary control and talent "raiding"
The NRA at Washington and the Code
Authority in New York were, respectively,
hoping that the industry would speed along
the salary questionnaire and code assent
blanks.
Allied in some places was withholding
code acceptance blanks pending disposition
of its suit against the Code Authority,
scheduled to be heard February 20.
The distributors' home offices in New
York, too, were waiting for something : a
final decision from the NRA regarding retroactivity of the 10 per cent elimination
privilege to December 7 on contracts
signed previous to that date, but carryingreleases subsequent to December 7.
Rosenblatt Back from Coast
The fate of the temporarily suspended clauses
pertaining to curtailment of excessive salary
payments
and with
prevention
of "raiding"
in Hollywood rested
Division
Administrator
Sol
A. Rosenblatt, who returned to the Capital
Monday.
Mr. Rosenblatt made one outstanding observation and that concerned the wide difference of opinions held between executives on the
west and east coasts.
Morris Legendre, his assistant, intimated
during their stopover at Kansas City last
weekend, that the code provisions governing
talent "raids," and control of excessive salaries,
may "possibly" become effective as a result of
Mr. Rosenblatt's first hand inquiries.
However, clauses
"it is not
that these
two
suspended
will certain
be retained
in their
present form," added Mr. Legendre.
It is expected, also, that Mr. Rosenblatt's
final report will recommend changes in the
working conditions of Hollywood talent and
labor, and, possibly, changes in the clauses.
Royalty Basis Discussed
As to a royalty payment basis for talent, Mr.
Rosenblatt restricted his comment, but his
assistant said: "The question is difficult to
decide because block booking enters into it."
First results of the salary questionnaire sent
last month to all companies — producers, distributors, circuits — will be available early in
March, it was predicted this week by Mr.
Rosenblatt.
Addition of two new local boards for Clearance and Zoning and two Grievance boards
bringing the total to 34 each, loomed when it
was announced by the Code Authority that

requests had been received from exhibitors in
the northern New Jersey and Jacksonville, Fla.,
territories that problems be handled in their
respective areas.
The committee on appointments to boards,
consisting of John D. Clark, Charles L.
O'Reilly,
George
J. Schaefer,
W. Ray Johnston, Nathan
Yamins
and Ed Kuykendall,
were
to meet Thursday to decide on this question and
to prepare its final report on nominations to
all local boards for presentation to the Code
Authority session in New York Friday. Nominations totaled 870, with 370 posts to be filled.
The committee has set up tentatively 28 of the
34 zones for approval. Names still were coming
in despite the January 20 deadline. New York
led with 54 nominations. Following is a cityby-city recapitulation of nominations :
City
Nominees
Albany
25
Atlanta
35
Boston
36
Buffalo
37
Charlotte
18
Chicago
36
Cincinnati
22
Cleveland
28
Columbus
I
Dallas
;
25
Denver
18
Des Moines
31
Detroit
38
Indianapolis
37
Kansas City
27
Little Rock
9
Los Angeles
26
Memphis
21
Milwaukee
3!
Minneapolis
29
New Haven
19
New Orleans
23
New York
54
Oklahoma City
17
Omaha
35
Philadelphia .
27
Pittsburgh
22
Portland, Me
4
Portland, Ore
15
St. Louis
29
Salt Lake City
12
San Francisco
24
Seattle
17
Tampa
5
Washington
37
TOTAL
870
One hundred nominations had been received
for the 68 impartial outside representatives, one
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Authority Mennbers, Except Rosenblatt, Expected to
Retain Own Counsel in Allied

Suit; 7,000 Code
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for each of the 68 boards. Included are bankers,
lawyers, heads of mercantile companies, heads
of utility corporations and others.
Efforts will be made to start some of the
boards functioning around March 1. A number
are expected to be approved bv both the Code
Authority and Mr. Rosenblatt on Friday.
In at least one large city, it was understood
that exchange managers had forwarded requests
to the Code Authority asking their names be
eliminated from boards.
Nathan Yamins, Allied's representative on the
Authority, is understood to have opposed membership recommendations from Boston.
U. S. Aid in Suit Doubted
Alembers of the Code Authority named in the
pending Allied-Congress Theatres suit in New
York were expecting governmental aid in the
matter of legal representation.
On Wednesday, however, it was indicated
at Washington that Code Authority members,
other than Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, who will receive government legal
counsel, will be expected to retain their own
private counsel. A decision on making an appropriation to cover the cost of defending individual
members will be made at Friday's meeting of the Authority.
Morris Legendre said Tuesday in Washington that he believed Allied has a definite basis
for its suit against the Code Authoritv and
Mr. Rosenblatt.
NRA officials in the Capital declined to make
any final decision on the Rosenblatt ruling on
the 10 per cent cancellation clause which would
make it retroactive to December 7 on all pictures released after that date, although they
might have been contracted for prior to that
time.
Seven Thousand Code Assents Filed
At press time on Wednesday, the Code
Authority in New York had received about
7,100 code assents. There were still about
13,000 to be filed before the deadline, February 28.
It appeared that hundreds of Allied members were withholding their signed blanks until
the Allied-Congress Theatre suit against the
Code Authority is disposed of. It comes up
in New York district court February 20.
Taking time out for a meeting on the trucking code, Mr. Rosenblatt said on Monday that
the film Code Authority in New York probably will retain its own counsel to defend the
Allied-Congress Theatre suit, but that a special
assistant to the U. S. Attorney General, aided
by
a member
the code.
NRA's legal staff, would
defend
him andof the
Resignation of Deputy Administrator William P. Farnsworth as a member of the legitimate theatre Code Authority, efYective February 6, was taken to be the first step toward
making effective the recently enunciated determination of Administrator Johnson to end
Code Authority service by deputy or division
administrators of his NRA staff. Mr. Farnsworth will be succeeded by Robert K. Straus,
son
Paris.of the present American Ambassador at
In view of that action, it was believed that
Mr. Rosenblatt will resign from the film Code
(Continued on following page, column 3)
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Secretary - Treasurer of Building Service Union Calls New
York First - Runs' Attitude
"More Than Favorable"
Wage scales for unskilled motion picture
theatre employees are now being negotiated
between the Building Service Employees
Union and several of New York's first-run
theatres, including the Paramount, Roxy and
Rialto. In addition, the new proposed contracts were submitted to Skouras, Randforce,
Loew's,
RKO, Manhattan,
& Cocalis. Consolidated,
Century Springer
and Lee
Ochs circuits.
According to Charles C. Levey, secretary
and treasurer of Local 118, BSEU, no strike
of ushers, doormen, ticket sellers and janitors, all of whom comprise the membership
of the union, is believed necessary in order
to obtain satisfactory wage and hour schedules for these classifications. Such a strike,
however, was called at the Paramount, Stapleton, S. L, Wednesday, when 17 employes
walked out. The house was immediately
picketed by the local.
Musicians Seek Autonomy
Another important development in the
union situation this week, while not specifically directed at motion picture theatres,
was the beginning of a fight to dethrone
Joseph N. Weber as "czar" of the American
Federation of Musicians. A turbulent meeting was held by more than 3,000 members
of the Associated Musicians of Greater New
York.
The musicians voted unanimously to conduct a referendum on March 12 at which
the more than 15,000 members of its local
802 will be asked whether they favor local
autonomy.
The local has organized an emergency
council which charges that members have
been misrepresented by union officials in
negotiations with government agencies to
relieve unemployment. The council also says
the union has been exploited for the benefit
of a few musicians favored by the officials.
The meeting Monday was private, but report had it that the delegates first voted to
demand repeal of a 1 per cent tax recently
imposed upon gross earnings for support of
the organization. A. H. Nussbaum, who
heads the executive committee of the emergency council, declared the union in the past
has attempted in vain to force officials to
take action to open legitimate theatres on
Sundays, abolish a "kickback" racket to
return part of the musicians' salaries to theatre managers or contractors for theatre
orchestras, and also to cease cooperation
with motion picture theatres and broadcasting studios which used "canned" music to
the disadvantage of professional musicians.
A United States Senate special sub-committee on crime is investigating the union's
charges.
The conviction of Sam Kaplan, former
head of Local 306 of the L^TSE and MPO,
and his ouster from the lATSE were affirmed this week by the appellate division of
the New York state supreme court. A lower
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court several months ago gave Kaplan a
prison sentence of six months on charges
of coercion of members.
An order making the order of the court
of appeals the order of the supreme court
in a dismissal of an appeal by three receivers was written last week by Justice Lydon,
thereby bringing to a close the receivership
action involving Local 306. The receivers
were denied commissions of $7,500 and
counsel fees of $3,000, and were further
made to bear the burden of $900 in disbursements.
Prospects of opposition to any possible
changes in the stage talent code provisions
appeared Tuesday night when a special subcommittee appointed by the motion picture
Code Authority convened at the New York
Athletic Club.
Eddie Cantor, Administration representative on the Code Authority, and Mrs. Dorothy Bryant, secretary of Chorus Equity,
gave notice Tuesday that they would oppose
any move by the subcommittee to decrease
m.inimum wages or increase maximum hours
of stage talent from the code provisions.
Mr. Cantor was quoted as saying he would
resign from his Code Authority post if adverse changes resulted.
After a four-hour session at the Hotel
Astor in New York late last week, at which
were discussed probable changes in the vaudeville code as a section of the motion picture code, bookers, producers, agents and
actors were agreed on one point only : that
vaudeville had seen better days. The meeting was called by the motion picture Code
Authority.
The center of a controversy which has
been raging for several weeks between vaudeville personnel and motion picture theatre circuits and houses having stage shows
and acts, is the $7.50 a day and $40 a week
minimum wage section of the code. Several
theatre men have declared they cannot pay
this wage as well as traveling expenses.
Executive Order Explained
Several committees were appointed by the
meeting to investigate the matter and report
to the Code Authority on February 9.
National Recovery Administrator Hugh
S. Johnson and Donald R. Richberg, NRA
general counsel, this week issued a statement declaring that because of the erroneous
interpretation by the press of the Executive
Order of the President, which empowered
the National Labor Board to supervise the
conduct of elections to determine employee
representative in certain cases, explanations
as to what is and what is not covered by the
order would be forthcoming, as follows :
1. The Executive Order provides a
method whereby any group of employees
may select by majority vote representatives
to act for them in relations with employers.
2. Such selection does not restrict or
qualify in any way the rights of minority
groups of employees or of individuals in
dealing's with employers.
3. Affirms right of employees to organize and bargain collectively.
4. Employees' representatives in company
unions are to be chosen by the employees
and not by employers.
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Authority, although probably not until its activities are well underway. Mr. Farnsworth is
expected
for a time.to remain on the radio Code Authority
However, the resignation of a deputy or division NRA administrator from any Code Authordustry.
ity will in no way lessen their supervisory
powers over the code applicable to that inSeeks NRA Officials' Records
Deputy and division administrators and others
of the NRA were involved in another Washington situation during the week when a
resolution under which would be made known
the business history of all officials of the NRA
was introduced in the Senate, on Tuesday, by
Senator Nye, of North Dakota. The information sought would develop any cases where
negotiations on codes have been in charge of
officials who formerly had interests in the industries under discussion which might influence their decisions. Information also would be
asked regarding the members of all Code
Authorities and their business connections.
A new NRA Blue Eagle insignia has been
developed for the codified industries, and will
be distributed in the film industry soon by the
Code Authority.
The Code Blue Eagle will differ from the
present recovers- bird by having the letters
"N.R.A." between its wings in blue instead of
red. and by the words under its talons "Code
(trade
industry
Each orposter,
in registration
addition to number)
identifying1934."
the
code under which it is issued, will bear the
registration number of the firm, corporation or
individual entitled to display it. Until the new
insignia
continue is
to received,
be shown. the old Blue Eagle will
"This eagle will be the consumers' assurance
that the employer, manufacturer or merchant
who displays it is operating under a code which
not only guarantees his workers decent working hours and decent living wages, but also
binds the employer to the maintenance of a
rigid
fair practices in competition,"
Generalstandard
Johnsonof explained.
Creditors Get Two Per Cent
Creditors of the Skinner Brothers Manufacturing Company, Inc., St. Louis, will
receive a dividend of two per cent under
a circuit court order. Total claims against
the company total $407,245, The company
manufactured heating and ventilating systems for theatres.
ITOA Continues Radio Ban
The Independent Theatre Owners Association, in New York, voted last week to
continue its ban on Radio, following a
meeting with Jules Levy, general sales manager, and Robert Wolf¥, New York exchange head. Mr. Levy said he would cooperate with owners individually. Harry
Brandt
week. was reelected ITOA president this
Would Regulate Billboards
Two bills introduced into the New York
legislature at Albany last week would
create a state billboard bqreau for taxation
and regulation.
Reuben Cohen Dead
Reuben Cohen, 75, long associated with
the industry on the Coast, and a corresponddent for Variety and Billboard, died in San
Francisco recently.
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Supreme Court Reverses Chancery Ruling; Vitaphone Not Justified in Repudiating Arbitration Obligation

Warners' Vitalegal battle between
Tlie phone
Corporation and Electrical Research
Products, Inc., involving some $50,000,000
damages, claimed by Warners for certain
royalties allegedly due Vitaphone from
sound, and which started before an arbitration board in New York State a few
years ago, and then suddenly shifted to Delaware courts, was returned to the New York
arbitration board Tuesday by a ruling of the
Delaware state supreme court at Dover
which reversed the ruling of the court of
chancery of Wilmington.
With Judges Richard S. Rodney, Charles
S. Richards, W. Watson Harrington,
Daniel M. Layton and David J. Reinhardt
sitting, the Delaware high court handed
down an opinion holding that the lower
chancery court in Wilmington should have
refused to assume jurisdiction in the accounting suit filed by Vitaphone against
Erpi and held that the lower court erred
when it overruled Erpi's plea that all matters involved in the litigation should be submitted to arbitration in New York, and also
that the lower court erred in ordering the
defendant, Erpi, to file an answer > to the
bill of complaint. It was a reversal of the
ruling handed down by Chief Justice James
Pennewill, who also sits with the supreme
court but had ruled in chancery.
Holds Arbitration Had Not Failed
The opinion of the supreme court adds that
the arbitration proceedings which had been in
progress for four years until Warners brought
the case to court, have not wholly broken down
and failed in their purpose and that Vitaphone
was not justified in repudiating the obligation
to arbitrate entered into by it, and having done
so, is entitled to no relief from the courts in
Delaware. Vitaphone alleged breach of three
royalty contracts by Erpi.
The court revealed in the opinion that
the arbitration as far as it had gone in
New York prior to Vitaphone's withdrawal
had cost Erpi $450,740 and Vitaphone
about $300,000, which they had admitted.
Arbitrators were being paid at a rate of
one thousand dollars a day during the proceedings, plus expenses.
In the 3S-page typewritten opinion, handed
down this week, in which English law and cases
of many kinds are cited, the court goes into
extensive quotation of cases in which parties to
contracts come into court with "unclean hands."
The opinion reads in part :
"This rule and the doctrine of "unclean
hands"
it is based,
would notwasapply,
however,uponif which
a contract
to arbitrate
not
repudiated arbitrarily and unreasonably, and,
therefore, without good and sufficient cause.
"By reasonattempts
of thatto fact
(Warners)
justifytheitscomplainant
failure to
abide by its contract to arbitrate its pending
disputes in this case, and its appeal to the court
below for relief, by the contention that the
arbitration proceedings have broken down and
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Shows Arbitration Already Had
RULING "GRATIFYING,"
DECLARES ERPI
Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
in commenting on the Delaware supreme court decision in the Vitaphone
case, had the following to say:
"The decision entered by the Delaware supreme court is very gratifying. About a year and a half ago the
Vitaphone Corporation fried to abandon the arbitration proceedings it had
started against Electrical Research
Products, Inc., in New York and to
try in the Delaware courts the matters which had gone to arbitration and
on which a large part of the evidence
had been taken. The decision seems to
clear the way for the resumption of
the hearings before the arbitrators.
We are ready to go forward and hope
the evidence remaining to be presented
to the arbtirators can be completed
and issues decided promptly."
have absolutely failed to accomplish their pur"This contention is based on two grounds :
pose.
"1. Because of the great expense and delay
in disposing of disputes in proceedings that
were started in 1928 and which involved claims
amounting to several million dollars.
"2. Because Mr. Frank J. Hogan, like Mr.
Samuel Untermyer, has resigned as an arbitrator, and if those proceedings are to continue
the great mass of testimony already taken before him would, therefore, have to be reheard
by a new arbitrator, appointed to succeed him."
Court Cites Resignations
The court said that Samuel Untermyer, the
first arbitrator, resigned April 11, 1930, after
32 sessions of the Arbitration Board as then
constituted. The court cited that the inference
from these allegations was that a large part
of the controversy had been settled before his
resignation. The court pointed out that Frank
J. Hogan, Washington attorney, who was engaged in the trial of cases involved in complicated issues, was named as arbitrator to succeed Mr. Untermyer.
The court continued to relate how because
of Mr. Hogan's extensive legal practice some
difficulties in continuing the arbitration proceedings ensued. It was cited, however, that
on
June
9,
1932,thencomplainant's
counsel
stated
that they were
unable to agree
definitely
on a date on which the hearings might be resumed, but would communicate with respondent's counsel next day.
"On June 10th, 1932," the court's opinion
reads, "the complainants wrote each of the
arbitrators requesting them to resign and indicating their willingness to proceed with the
At this point the court recited that there not
submission."
only had been 32 hearings before the original
arbitrators, but also 30 hearings before the last
board of which Mr. Hogan was a member and
that 4,079 pages of typewritten testimony had
been taken before the last board of arbitration
in New York.
The court then said that the arbitration proceedings already had cost Erpi $450,740 and

Cost Erpi $450,740 and Vitaphone $300,000; Vitaphone
Charges

Royalty

Violation

that itwareiscourt"expressly
alleged"
that if this
the would
Delashould retain
jurisdiction
be a total loss to the respondent.
The court went on to say :
"There were delays in concluding the arbitration proceedings, but they are always inevitable in proceedings of that nature where lawyers in active pra,ctice are selected arbitrators
and the volume of testimony to be taken, as in
this case, is great. As a matter of fact, so far
as the records show, it seems the delays were
almost entirely caused by the arbitrators selected by the complainant.
"It is clear that under the original contracts
of May, 1927, the complainants had agreed to
arbitrate the matter in dispute covered by the
allegations of its bill.
"The resignation of Mr. Untermyer after the
mass of testimony had been taken before him,
and the great expense incurred, is to be regretted; butcontracts
even were,
after inthateffect,
the original
tration
confirmedarbiby
subsequent agreements and Mr. Hogan was
appointed to take his place. There was a time
limit for making the award in the original contracts, but there was no such clause in any of
theAt subsequent
this point agreements."
it was brought out that according
to
complainant's
letter their
of Juneresignation,
10, 1932,
to the the
arbitrators,
requesting
the amount paid them including expenses
amounted to $105,159.
In conclusion the court said :
"In view of our conclusion that the arbitration proceedings, in question, have not
wholly broken down and failed in their
purpose, so far as a Court of Equity is concerned, the complainant was not justified in
repudiating the obligations entered into by
it; and having done so is entitled to no
relief from this court.
"The facts supporting this conclusion appear
in
the of
respondent's
but regardless
the
merits
the defenseplea,
therein
relied on, itof does
not make that plea subject to the criticism that
it raises more than a single issue.
"Our conclusion therefore is that the court
below should have refused to assume jurisdiction of this case and committed an error when
it overruled the respondent's plea and directed
it to answer the complainant's bill.''
Sought to Upset Decree
Counsel for Erpi had sent the case to the
supreme court at Dover in an effort to upset
a decree handed down by chancery court at
Wilmington last August. The decree would
have required Erpi to file answer to the suit
filed against it by Vitaphone.
The supreme court heard argument at Dover
October 25.
Erpi argued that chancery had erred in not
holding that, Vitaphone is barred from prosecuting the action under three agreements entered into between the two and that Vitaphone
is compelled to submit all disputes to arbitration in New York under the state arbitration
law.
Vitaphone charged Erpi violated their agreements by charging producers licensed by Erpi
to use talking motion picture apparatus at $500
a reel royalty instead of eight per cent of their
gross profits derived from the use of licenses.
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YEARS

OF

Tenth Annual Meeting Marks
25th Anniversary of Board;
Adnninistrator Rosenblatt Invited to Speak at Luncheon
A review of 25 years of public interest in
motion pictures will feature the annual conference and luncheon of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures which was to
open a three-day session at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New York on Thursday.
The conference, attended by motion picture study groups and Better Films workers
from all parts of the country, marks the
25th anniversary of the founding of the National Board and the 10th annual conference.
Under the general topic, "The Films, the
Times and the Public," the work of the conference will be divided into two sections,
"A Quarter of a Century of Organized Motion Picture Interest," and "Motion Picture
Research and Appreciation."
Previews Selectively
The National Board of Review is the organization which, through several hundred
trained, volunteer citizen reviewers, previews on a selective basis all entertainment
films to be shown to the public. The label,
"Passed
by the
National
of Review,"
is
familiar
to all
motionBoard
picture
patrons.
Apart from its reviews of films, the National
Board is concerned with the development of
the motion picture along educational and social lines of usefulness. The board, more
than 20 years ago, inaugurated a Better Films
movement and has steadfastly opposed legal
censorship of the screen, holding that the
solution of the film problem — if it be a problem— lies in selection, not censorship.
In reviewing "A Quarter Century of Organized Motion Picture Interest," the delegates to the 1934 conference will consider
"The National Board of Review: Its Functions, Yesterday
Today," How
"The ItProblems
of Motion
Pictureand Review:
Should
Focus in Order to Reflect Public Opinion
and Perform the Necessary Critical Function," "The Films and the Community :
What Has Been, and Can Be Accomplished,
and How to Organize a Community for a
Specific Purpose," "The Supporting Church
Interest in Community Motion Picture Organization" and "The Response of the Producer to the Cooperative Public Effort."
To Attend Special Showings
Under the second topic, "Motion Picture
Research and Appreciation," addresses will
be heard on "What Can Research Prove?",
"How Research Can Be Related to the Community Effort Pertaining to Motion Pictures," "Motion Picture Appreciation in the
High Schools," "A Writer's Viewpoint on
Films in Relation to Children" and "The
Place of Research in Visual Instruction."
Two special showings of films will be
given under the auspices of the National
Board's Committee on Exceptional Photoplays. On one evening the delegates will
view a program of experimental films, and
on the other evening they will preview a
new, unreleased film of artistic importance.

GROWTH

Speakers on the Conference program include Professor LeRoy E. Bowman, of the
Child Study Association of America; Dr. A.
A. Brill, famous psychiatrist; Mrs. Frances
Taylor Patterson, Columbia University, instructor in photoplay composition ; Dr.
Worth M. Tippy, executive secretary, department of the church and social service.
Federal Council of Churches of Christ in
America; William Lewin, chairman of the
committee on photoplay appreciation. National Council of Teachers of English ;
Gretta Palmer, Women's Page editor of the
Nezt} York World-Telegram; Dr. F. Dean
McClusky, of the National Education Associations Department of Visual Instruction ;
and Isabel Kennedy, Secretary, Federation
of Social Agencies, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Celebrities at Luncheon
Celebrities of stage and screen will be presented to the conference at the National
Board's 19th annual luncheon on Friday,
at which Dr. George W. Kirchwey, former
Dean of Columbia University Law School
and Chairman of the National Board of Review, will preside. Among the special
speakers at the luncheon are Bishop Francis J. McConnell of New York; So! A. Rosenblatt, NRA Administrator of the motion
picture code ; John Collier, commissioner of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs ; Elmer Rice,
noted playwright, and Terry Ramsaye, film
historian and editor of Motion Picture
Herald. A summary and round table discussion will bring the conference to a close
on Saturday.
Roxy Denies Theatre
Personal Appearance
S. L. Roxy Rothafel denied this week that
he had signed a contract to appear on the
stage of the Paramount theatre in New
York with his "Gang." Mr. Rothafel, still
resting in Miami, issued his denial by telephone despite the fact that Boris Morros,
managing director of the Paramount, previously had confirmed the contract.
Mr. Morros' office on Wednesday declared that "no negotiations will be settled
until Mr. Rothafel is back in New York."
MPTOA Picks Los Angeles
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America will hold its annual convention,
probably in the middle of April, in Los
Angeles, Ed Kuykendall, president, announced Wednesday. The exact date will
be decided by the executive committee within
the next few days.
Moss Joins Paramount
Alec Moss has joined the New York exploitation department of Paramount. He
will assist Robert M. Gillham, director of
advertising and publicity, and Bill Pine, exploitation head.
Veteran Exhibitor Dead
Julius Greenstone, 72, one of the organizers and a past president of the Rochester Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association,
died in that city recently.
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Lauds

Investment

Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman of the
executive committee of Bank of American
National Association, and long interested
in the motion picture, sees the film business as the "best in the world" and it "will
always be a good business for legitimate
capital investment." The banker expressed
that belief on his return to Hollywood late
last week from New York.
"The best and most recent indication of
the
stability,"onhe uninterruptedly
said, "is that
everyindustry's
studio carried
during the depression, while plants in other
industries were being dismantled and abandoned. This industry's rewards from enterprise and intelligence
are great."
pointed
out that
in few industries
is He
it possible
for such success in a comparatively short
time as that achieved by Twentieth Century Pictures.
"Years ago," he continued, "when the
industry was growing, I preached against
its going into the stock jobbing business
and branching out into alien fields. The
crash came and my warnings were justified. If the film industry stays in its own
field and cultivates its own vineyards, it
will reap success because it is sound, stable
and legitimate. I have full faith in the industry, and I have confidence in its future,"
he declared. "When the industry emerges
from its receiverships and bankruptcies it
will rest on a foundation of unparalleled
solidity."
Loew's 12-Weeks Net
Doubles 1932 Period
Loew's Inc., in a consolidated earning
statement for the 12 weeks ended November
23, 1933, just issued, reports net profit,
after subsidiaries' preferred dividends, depreciation and taxes, of $1,594,608, which
compares with a net for the corresponding
12 weeks of 1932. of $741,910.
Operating profit for the 1933 period
equalled $2,732,607, while for the 12 weeks
of 1932 the operating profit was $1,756,815.
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, subsidiary, has declared a quarterly preferred
dividend of 1% per cent payable March 15,
to stockholders of record February 23.
Sussman Heads Paramount
Central American Sales
Jerome P. Sussman has been named Paramount general manager in Central America
and the northern republics of South
America, succeeding John B. Nathan, who
is in New York.
T. X. Jones, for several years a member
of the home office accounting staff, has
Paramount's
of left
been
auditingplaced
forces inin charge
Paris. He
with Mr.
Hicks late last week.
Cold Detains Hays
Will Hays was forced this week to postpone his return to New York from Hollywood on account of a severe cold. Mr.
Hays was in the Queen of Angels Hospital,
where his condition was described Tuesday
as not serious.
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By JAMES CUNNINGHAM

MR. ARTHUR COLE, office manager for
the Paramount exchange in Kansas City,
having on February 1 completed 20 years of
uninterrupted service with the same company
in the same office — thereby establishing somewhat of a record— the other day recalled some
incidents that made the business appear to be
at least a little bit more enjoyable in the days
of its pioneers.
One happening recalled by Mr. Cole had to
do
Famous who
Players'
manager,
one with
A. first
D. Flintom,
wasdistrict
possessed
of a
terrific temper. One morning the vibration of
a machine at which Cole was working jarred
loose some plaster from the office ceiling below.
The debris found a resting place on Mr. Flintom's bald head. Flying into a rage, the district manager pushed all the buttons on his
desk and the entire staff rushed in.
Mr. Flintom ended up a vociferous lecture
on the total lack of intelligence of his staff by
ordering Mr. Cole to get a new crew from the
"booby hatch" at nearby Hutchinson. Taking
his boss at his word, Cole wrote the superintendent of the state insane asylum as follows :
"If you have any especially dumb people
or half-wits in your institution, send thenn
in to us. Our district manager wants a new
crew. And if you have one that is particularly not bright, send him along. We want
a new district manager,
V too."

HOLLYWOOD'S
'TURPLE CIRCLE"
Since there has been so much comment on the mean annual temperature
of the pictorial art emanating from
Hollywood in the promotion of the
motion picture,
all stills are now
submitted to a bespectacled examining committee
at the Hollywood
branch of the
•'Not Hot"

Hays
Those
that office.
are passed
and permitted in
circulation for the edification of the
masses and the decoration of advertising receive an official imprint from
the stamp reproduced here. It is the
motion picture industry's equivalent
of the purple circle on the packing
hotcse ham, reading: "U. S. Inspected."

Mary Pickford tells how she was once
"handsomely insulted" by an offer to appear
opposite Charlie Chaplin, back in the old
days when Charlie was just coming along in
two-reelers.
"What! — play opposite that mustached little pie thrower? Mary Pickford in a pie picture? Sir, never," was her outraged reply.
"I shouldn't at all mind working in a pichim now,"
she added,
beforeture vnth
Charlie
got around
to "except
finishingthatit
they'd probably be wheeling me on the set
in an old lady invalid's chair."
V
What Rumania needs is a good loud broadcast of Walt Disney, with the basses and baritones bearing down hard on the chorus of
"Who's Afraid of the Big, Bad Wolf?"
The case has just been reported from Chisneff in Rumania that a peasant woman named
Chicbanu had been treed by wolves as she was
coming home across the snow-covered fields.
She is said to have been rescued from the
tree in a state of collapse, having shivered there
all night, listening to the wolfpack serenade
on the ground below.
V

While a group of fans, reporters and news
photographers thronged axound Clark Gable
at the Kansas City station, last Saturday night,
someone informed the reporters that the gentleman nearby arrayed in black and white
checked coat, brown checked trousers and twotone grey shoes was Sol A. Rosenblatt, rewood. turning from a scouting expedition to Holly"Who's that guy?" they inquired, as Gable
smiled and the flashlights boomed and the autographs were autographed.
Such is fame!
As Sol A. Rosenblatt, en route to the West
Coast, got off the Santa Fe Chief during a
short stop at Kansas City about two weeks ago,
a redcap, message in hand, was paging "Mr.
The Code Administrator stopped in his
Rosenthal."
tracks.
"Rosenblatt?" he inquired.
"Are
you with the Hoover people?" the porter asked.
Rosenblatt laughed as he turned away.
"No, I'm a Roosevelt man."

The "Moulin
Rouge"in publicity
United
Artists arrived
New Yorkcaravan
Tuesdayof
afternoon. The roster of players aboard — including, among others: Antonio Moreno, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Creighton Hale, Ben Turpin, Mary
Carlisle, Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Dunbar —
sounded more like it was a stunt for "Bring
'em Back Alive."
V
Arriving in Hollywood from an extended
European jaunt, Al Rosen, independent producer, said he is going ahead with plans to
produce "The Mad Dog of Europe," about
Hitler. He told about the decree passed by
the Nazis, while he was abroad, purporting
to prohibit Jews from swimming in the same
pools with Nazis, because the Nazi high
command contends that mixed swimming
might contaminate the Nazis. Rosen differs;
he said mixed swimming might contaminate
the Jews.
V

Someone on Broadway dug up the yarn
the other day about the noted lawyer, Max
Steuer, and a certain Hollywood film mogul,
whom Mr. Steuer defended in a famous
plagiarism case. The decision was finally
handed down in their favor, and immediately
Lawyer Steuer wired the Hollywood executive: "Justice Has Triumphed."
Back wired the film mogul: "Appeal the
V
Fred Ayer broke through the daze of being
a Case."
week-old papa long enough to note this billing on a theatre front :
AFTER TODAY
TOMORROW
TOMORROW
ONLY YESTERDAY
V

Says the Cincinnati Enquirer : "Fine feathers
make fine birds — also fan dancers."

The discovery in Hollywood of a new
"star" named June East proves that it's a
small country after all. But Mae West got
there first.

COOLIES
Kaifeng,
China,
go to
the moviesin for
a while.
The cannot
only picture
house in town was closed the other day when
its manager and the entire staff of sixteen teaboys
serious(ushers)
charges.were lodged in jail en masse, on
It seems that a visiting Chinese General mislaid his hat in the theatre, and when the house
staff failed to find it, the Governor of Honan
Province decided to put them all behind the
bars. The reason given was that the Governor
felt he had lost "face." The next time it happens the theatre employes probably will lose
their heads.
Over here, theatre ushers are protected by
Mr. Rosenblatt and the film code.
V
Motion picture companies which run up
and down the scale of adjectives in describing crooners appearing in their musical productions, would rather skip the remarks
made the other day by Walter Johannes
Damrosch about the crooner-type of songster, who, in the opinion of Mr. Damrosch,
is a man who thinks he sings but who
"sounds more like a love-sick cat on a back
Mr. Damrosch, conductor of the New
York Symphony, has been vdelding a baton
almost since the day he was born, some 72
years ago, at Breslau, Prussia. Whenever
hefence."
hears "Hi Ho, Everybody" crooned on
the radio, he thinks of his Electra by
Sophocles and gets sick.
V
Sammy Cohen flashes word from the foreign
department at United Artists that their "Private Life of Henry
the Eighth,"
been soldin
for showing
in every
importanthascountry
Europe, except Russia. Money zvas not available in the Soviet and so they offered the company, in exchange for the- picture, a generous
supply
HO deal.of caviar, leather and vodka. There was
V
Proctor Fyffe ("Ted") Cook nominates as
the hero of the motion picture world Mr. Mose
Katzwitz, "film executive, whose example of
fortitude in living up to the code is nothing
short of an inspiration and causes us to gasp
in surprise and admiration." In order to set
the pace for unselfish economy, advises Mr.
Cook, "Mose voluntarily dismissed his grandmother, who for seven years had been on the
payroll of Faultless Film Corporation at a
salaryloftiness
of $35,000
a year." Such magnajiimity ;
such
of purpose.
V
General
Johnson
hangs
NRA's success
on
compliance ; Allied StatestheAssociation
is just
trying to hang compliance.
V
One of O. O. Mclntyre's prize stories about
Hollywood "inflation" is an echo of the late
Harrison Fisher's yarn of the small, unknown and unimportant bit actor on the
Coast, who, after speaking a single line in
two successive features, became puffed wnth
the divine afflatus. Swaggering down Hollywood boulevard one day, a gentleman rushed
up and nition
pumped
his hand.
The actor's
was vague.
He parried
whenrecogthe
stranger recalled their many happy hours
in the old days and finally high-tonsilled:
"I seem to remem-bah you, but, tell me, just
who"Listen,
are you?"
you soandso," he snorted, "I'm
V
your
brother!"
Asked
by a nezospaper interviezver whom he
considered the best dressed woman in Hollyzvood. Jacques Jjinvin, French creator of styles
and perfume, sJirugged his shoulders, and said:
"I do not speak English."
Jacques knozvs his Hollyzvood.
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Roxy

Receivership

Almost

The chart, based on Motion Picture Herald's compilation of box office grosses,
shows the variations in receipts from the first-run houses in three mid-Western
key cities during the nine-weeks period from December 2, 1933, to January 27,
1934. In each city, the gross for the week ending December 2 is taken as
100 per cent for that city.
Harris New

President

Of Variety Club Group
John H. Harris was elected president of
the new national organization of Variety
Clubs at a convention in Pittsburgh last
week. It was voted to hold a similar meeting in the fall. Cleveland, Buffalo and Albany were accorded permission to form
clubs.
Other officers elected were : first vicepresident, M. R. Clark, Columbus; second
vice-president, John J. Maloney, Pittsburgh ;
secretary, William Gehring, Cincinnati ;
treasurer, James G. Balmer, Pittsburgh; directors J.
; E. Fontaine, Cleveland ; J. E.
Flynn, Detroit; Alvin Wolf¥, St. Louis;
George Tyson, St. Louis ; and Harry Goldstein, Pittsburgh.
"New York" Street Set
Demolished After Decade
Demolition of the old "New York" street
at the Metropolitan studios in Hollywood,
which got under way last week to make way
for the new Electrical Research Products*
$500,000 construction program, awoke many
memories of the earlier days of the motion
picture.
Built in the early twenties, the street first
was used by Harold Lloyd as the principal
set of several of his comedy-thrillers. The
last company to use the set was Monogram's
"Beggars in Ermine."
Monogram will move its administration
headquarters from its present one-story
structure to the two-story building originally occupied by Howard Hughes.
Superior Plans Twelve
Superior Talking Pictures, Inc., plans
production of 12 feature westerns during
the current season. Buddy Roosevelt and
Buffalo Bill, Jr., will be starred, each in
six. Four have been finished, two with each
star. Distribution has been arranged
through independent exchanges.

Paramount

Promotes

Six

Of Sales Organization
Paramount has promoted six men on the
sales staff. James J. Donahue has moved
from the managership at Salt Lake City to
Minneapolis, succeeding Chester A. Roeder,
who has been transferred to San Francisco.
Harold E. Pickett, Oklahoma City manager,
has gone to Dallas. Charles G. Epperson,
Salt Lake City salesman, has been named
manager there, and Sidney R. Sampson,
Dallas salesman, is heading the Oklahoma
City office. Gerard Westergren, advertising
sales manager at Washington, has gone to
the home office, and Stanley R. Chase, ad
sales clerk in Washington, has been raised
to ad sales manager there.
Columbia Dinner-Dance
Scheduled for March 10
Hoping to chalk up one more to its list of
successful social events, the Columbia Club
of Columbia Pictures Corporation will hold
its fourth annual dinner-dance at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, on March 10.
Reservations may now be had by communication with Miss Jeanne Dressier, president
of the Columbia Club.
Trampe Re-elected
Charles Trampe, Mid- West Film Co., has
been re-elected president of the Milwaukee
Film Board of Trade. Other officers named
include A. N. Schmitz, RKO, vice-president; Sam Shurman, MGM, secretarytreasurer, and L. George Ross, Columbia,
sergeant-at-arms.
Wilson Leaves Parannount
Paul Wilson, manager of the Paramount
exchange in Memphis, this week resigned
the post. He has made no plans for the
future. W. F. Bugie, exchange sales manager, has been named to succeed him.
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at an

End

The receivership status of the original
Roxy theatre in New York probably will be
lifted within the next 10 days or two weeks,
according to a statement issued last week
by Howard S. Cullman, operating receiver.
Under the Cullman direction the house has
found such prosperity that this action is
considered justified, the announcement said.
At the present time four reorganization
plans are under consideration, with N. L.
Nathanson, A. C. Blumenthal, S. L. (Roxy)
Rothafel and Herbert Lubin currently reported as instigators of the separate refinancing plans. It is believed the first bondholders' committee has not yet come to any
decision as to which plan is most acceptable.
"Any authoritative statement as to a reorganization ofthe Roxy Theatres Corporation will be issued by the Roxy Theatres
Corporation's first bondholders committee,
Louis H. Pounds, chairman, or by that committee's attorneys, White & Case, when, as
and if any plan meets with their approval.
The committee has no statement to make
with respect thereto on any plan of reoron at this time,"
the statement
issued by Mr.ganizatiCullman
last week
stated.
At the offices of White & Case, Carlos
Israels said last week : "No reorganization
plan has been closed as yet, but it is likely
one will be approved within a week or ten
Child Sues Paramount
OnRichard
"One Washburn
Sunday Child,
Afternoon"
author, has
filed suit in New York federal court against
days."
Paramount,
alleging the film "One Sunday
Afternoon," adapted from the stage play of
the same title, was "stolen" from a short
story of his
"The Evening
Avenger,"
published
in thecalled
Saturday
Postfirst
in
1919 and later included in a book of short
stories, titled "The Velvet Black."
Mr. Child seeks an injunction and accounting tothe amount of $1,000,000. Louis
Phillips of the Paramount legal department
last week denied the charges, declaring one
story does not infringe on the other.
Ve+e Stewart Film Board Head
Vete Stewart, manager of the Portland,
Ore., Warner office, was elected to the
presidency of the Portland Film Board of
Trade at the annual election last week.
Other officers elected were Lou Amscher,
MGM's Portland manager, first vice-president ;Frank Clark, Paramount manager,
second vice-president ; Howard Mapes, Star
Film Exchange, treasurer, and Ruth Doyle,
secretary.
Fornn New Connpany
J. D. Trop and Randolph Crossley have
formed Pinacle Productions, Inc., to release
a series of 12 one-reel Stan Laurel revivals,
and one
"Chloe."
made
for feature,
additional
features.Plans are being
Joins National Screen
Arthur Brilliant has joined the production
staff of National Screen Service, it was announced last week.
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^SUREST-FIRE
STUFF
OF
THE
SEASON'
Thafs the Verdict of Ben]amin DeCasseres, Critic and
Essayist, on
Current Are

False Dreams, Fareivell"; Other Flays
Discussed from the Hollywood Angle

By BENJAMIN
FALSE DREAMS,
FAREWELL
This play by Hugh Stange is a kind of
"Grand Hotel" of the sea. It is the surestfire picture stuff of the present season. With
an all-star cast and a competent scenarist
and director, it will be a picture on which
exploitation will be, practically, unnecessary.
It will sell on sight.
"False Dreams, Farewell," is in thirtyfour scenes. Although the stories do not tie
up as in the case of "Grand Hotel," there
are enough drama, humor and sex-antics out
of which to make several pictures.
The SS Atlantia, New York to Southampton. Maiden voyage. She is not sound.
Her owner is forcing the captain to make
Europe in three days and a half to save
the company financially. The captain is
financially hamstrung with a sick wife.
On board there are a celebrated picture
actress ; an American writer going to Sweden for the Nobel prize (a humorous drunk
in the hands of Millard Mitchell) ; a doctor
who has a "sure" cancer serum (Glenn Anders) and his wife, whose face is disfigured
because she saved his life in a lab. experiment (Lora Baxter) ; a priest on his way
to Rome to receive the Red Hat — he is
accompanied by an old atheist millionaire
friend, dying of cancer ; a famous Broadway
columnist and his wife (who are radioed
from America that their daughter has been
killed in an automobile accident). And
others, others, others.
The high spot in this furious medley of
persons and ambitions is the love-making
between the picture star and the cancer
medico and the murder of the wife by the
doctor after she tells him she has tracked
him for months and then breaks the precious bottle of serum.
Another high spot is the radio room and
the battle between the owner and the captain as the boat sinks.
For sink it does — with the atheist praying to God, the priest granting absolution
to him and to all who were filled with contrition, and the band playing "Nearer, My
God, to Thee." (Memories of the Titanic!).
Picture value, 100 per cent.

WEDNESDAY'S
CHILD
Potter & Haight, a new producing firm,
pulled a big one in "The Double Door." In
"Wednesday's Child," by Leopold Atlas,
they put on the most original play of the
season, a play of parents versus a child that
is human, thought-provoking, delicately
toned, and one that I'll wager made many a
person in the audience wince.
It, moreover, brought us as a star the best
boy actor I have ever seen, Frank M.

DECASSERES

RATINGS OF PLAYS
AS FILM MATERIAL
Broadway plays analyzed for potential screen contents in this issue by
Mr. DeCasseres are given the following percentages by hinn:
"False Dreanns, Farewell" — 100
per cent.
"Wednesday's Child"— 40
per cent.
"Conne of Age" — 40 per cent.
"Re-echo" — 50 per cent.

Thomas, Jr. He is also the handsomest, the
most manly-boyish (about 11) and the most
intelligent. If he isn't Hollywoodbound as
this appears, then I'll eat my bronze Buddha.
The Phillips family — mamma, papa and
Bobby. Now, Mamma Phillips plays around
with another fellow while Papa Phillips is
on the road. Bobby, too thoughtful for his
years,
knowswhich
what'smangoing
on. father
The boys
do
not know
is his
; their
remarks lead to a fight and then poignant
tears
Bobby's
And onthen
comespart.
the denouement late one
night. Bobby is soundly sleeping and is
awakened by a terrible fight — physical as
well as verbal — between papa and mamma.
Papa has found out.
Divorce proceedings. Novel court scene.
Bobby on the stand. Judge awards Bobby
six months of the year to the mother and
six to the father. They both love him, but
he is in the way. They both marry and
Bobby is packed off to military school, where
he will learn to grow up as the notwanted child. At 12 he already has had a
mouthful of humanity.
There are no "villains" in this play. It is
just Life. It brings home one of the most
terrible of problems : What does a sensitive
child really think of its adulterous and remarrying parents ?
I may be mistaken, but to me it would
make a fascinating picture, a worth-while
picture
; but,sayknowing the public pretty well,
I can only
Picture value, about 40 per cent.
COME

OF

AGE

"Berkeley Square," both as a play and as
a picture, was an instance of the most expert
welding of the past and the present into a
piece of fascinating super-hokum. It is a far
better job technically than Mark Twain did
in a "Connecticut Yankee."
But Clemence Dane's play, with rhyme
and music, "Come of Age," presented by

Delos Chappell, starring Judith Anderson,
is about the clumsiest attempt I know of
along the same lines. It has, of course, picture potentialities, but with the immense
success of "Berkelev Square" in the picture
consciousness it will hardly, I think, be even
a good second.
In the first scene we are present at the
death of Thomas Chatterton (1770), the
English poet who committed suicide at 18
after being three days without food.
Death and he are in a confab. But while
they rhyme, time flows into 1933, and we
bob up in Mayfair. Chatterton has made a
flesh. with Death to get himself back in the
pact
London. Cocktails flow. Chatterton is
the lover of The Woman (Judith Anderson).
There are intrigues, rivalries and much that
is commonplace
in pictures today — sex, drink
and
jealousy.
In the end Death calls for Chatterton
again because he told his secret to a woman— a violation of the pact.
There is some terrible "music" now and
then, and it is all ineffective and meaningless so far as dramatic possibilities go,
whereas "Berkeley Square" is fantistically
probable and spotted with humor.
A new English actor, Stephen Haggard,
who plays Chatterton, will undoubtedly go
Hollywood. He has the "gift."
Picture value, 40 per cent.
RE-ECHO
"Precedent" was a powerful satire on the
Mooney case. Its author, I. J. Golden, hit
the floor when he tried to show what a Big
Bad Wolf the banker is in "Re-Echo," produced by Carol Sax.
The picture possibilities, however, in this
play are far more apparent to me than in
the first and better play, "Precedent."
Thurston Hall's Richard Lord is a ruthless superman of viazuma. It seems in his
youth he wanted to be a poet or something
terrible, and his parents squashed that. So
he becomes an incarnation of the Forty
Thieves, one who would even make Signor
Pecora falter in his righteous tracks.
Now, Lord has a son who is going to
pull the same trick on his father that his
father pulled on his. He's "re-echo," you see.
So while the old man juggles Presidential Cabinets, smashes rare ornaments like
old Edwin Forrest and squeezes all his
rivals to skinned rabbits, the son is not only
going strong for Swinburne but almost
actually falls in love with his father's wife
number 2 — desire under the skyscrapers.
Well, mates, nothing happens. The old
man is broken and the boy sticks to sonnets.
Angles here for some heavy picture work
for the old Wolf of Wall Street of the HollyLove ? wood studios — what's his name? Montagu
Picture value, 50 per cent.
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Saving of 14 Millions to Paramount Publix and Theatre
Subsidiaries in Future Rent
Is Now Forecast
Clainns
Property owners whose tenants go irito
bankruptcy do not have a provable claim
as creditors for the difference between the
sum due under a lease and the amount likely
to be realized from re-renting the property
when the trustees have disaffirmed the lease,
the United States supreme court ruled on
Monday, thereby saving Paramount Publix
and its theatre subsidiaries more than $14,000,000 in future rent claims.
The supreme court's ruling removed one
of the chief obstacles to Paramount's reorganization plans and brought the company
considerably closer to a discharge from its
bankruptcy status. Approximately $11,000,000 in future rent claims are said to be on
file against Paramount, with additional
claims in the same category totaling $3,500,000 against the bankrupt Publix Enterprises.
Fox Theatres May Benefit
Fox Theatres subsidiaries now in bankruptcy also are expected to benefit from the
ruling. Data on rental claims against Fox
were not available. RKO has approximately
$20,000,000 in rental claims against it but
inasmuch as the company is in equity receivership the court's ruling does not apply.
Subsequent dismissal of all future rent
claims against Paramount Publix is believed assured down
by thisinweek's
decision,with
which
was handed
connection
an
action brought against United Cigar Stores,
a bankrupt, by New York and Omaha landlords who leased properties to the chain
store company. Certain leases involved were
repudiated when the company went into
bankruptcy and the landlords filed claims
against Irving Trust, United Cigar Stores'
trustees in bankruptcy, for rent on the unfulfilled portions of the leases.
The supreme
court's
ruling
upheld
decisions of the lower
federal
courts
in New
York, which had held that the bankruptcy
relieved lessors of liability under broken
leases and that trustees in bankruptcy could
not be held responsible for losses of rent
caused by repudiation of such leases.
Richards Acts in Peninsula Case
The landlords contended that many concerns went into bankruptcy merely to break
leases, and charged that this was particularly true of chain organizations. The tenants countered with the assertion that landlords could not prove specific damages from
leases broken in bankruptcy because the
properties vacated easily could be rented.
Meanwhile, in New Orleans. E. V. Richards, receiver for Saenger Realty Company,
last week applied to Federal Judge Wayne
G. Borah for relief from its contract to
guarantee $492,000 in notes for Peninsula
Theatres, Inc., which was formed several
years ago as a Saenger subsidiary to take

over the Florida theatres of Universal
Chain Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.
In a supplementary petition, Mr. Richards
asked for permission to reorganize Peninsula, and to take 500 $100 par value preferred shares of a new company and all the
Class A common in return for an advance of
$10,000.
Saenger Realty showed a net loss of $18,350 from March 2, 1933 to September 30,
during Mr. Richards' receivership. The
operating loss for the period was $13,485,
and to this was added $4,865 for receivership expenses.
Total income was $233,696 and total expenditures were $247,180, including $49,630
set aside as a reserve for loss on bad debts.
This left the cash balance on hand at $51,335 September 30.
Samuel Zirn, attorney for ParamountPublix bondholders, moved in New York
to carry actions involving the bankruptcy
to the supreme court. One is on his attempt to force removal of the trustees and
the other his eiTort to have the company declared an involuntary bankrupt, when it
consented to friendly receivership.
Walter Cokell on Tuesday told Referee
Henry K. Davis he recalled no discharges
of relatives of Paramount executives after
preparation of such a list for John Hertz,
then finance committee chairman.
Beecroft

Reorganizes

St. Petersburg Studios
Reorganization of the Sun Haven studios
at St. Petersburg, Fla., has been completed,
with Chester Beecroft named as chief executive. Mr. Beecroft was formerly production manager for Cosmopolitan Studio, and
has held similar positions with Charlie
Chaplin,
banks andMarion
others. Davies, Douglas FairIt is planned to start production January
22. Mr. Beecroft has already named as
studio personnel : Frank Gatteri, assistant to
Mr. Beecroft; Fred V. Blair, general manager ;Harry G. Smith, scenai^o editor ;
William A. Dawson, Richard Harrity, assistant scenario editors ; Rondo Hatton, publicity director.
Wyler Forms Company
Robert Wyler, former Universal director,
has organized a company for the production
of pictures, to be operated under the name
of Wyler Productions, Inc. Papers for the
incorporation were filed in Albany this week
by G. Richard Davis.
Cohen at Sennett Plant
Maury Cohen, producer of Invincible pictures on the Coast, has left the Universal studio and will produce at the Mack Sennett
plant.
Gloria
Swanson with MGM
Gloria Swanson has signed a one-picture
contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, with
options for two more.
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signed...
Columbia
Robert Riskin, author-scenarist, and Ann
Sothern, player, given new contracts. . . . Ralph
Remley, Harry Todd and Vincent Sherman
complete cast of "One Is Guilty." . . . Elissa
Landi opposite Joseph Schildkraut in "Sisters
Under the Skin." . . . R. William Neill to direct
Jack Holt in "The Whirlpool."
...
V
Fox
Sally Eilers and Charles Starrett given leads
in "Three on a Honeymoon." . . . Harold Lloyd
picks
Una Merkel
George Baxter,
Barbier Rosemary
for "The
Cat's-Paw."
. . .and
Warner
Ames and Rochelle Hudson assigned to "Odd
Thursday," James Flood directing. . . . Helen
Twelvetrees opposite Hugh Williams in "All
Men Are Enemies." . .V.
MGM
Samuel Hinds and Minerva Urecal added to
"Old Hannibal," featuring May Robson. . . .
.\gnes Anderson and Ruth Channing join
"Stars on Stripes." . . . Ben Hecht will do
screen
of "The
Prisoner
Nelson adaptation
Eddy to have
principal
role. .of. .Zenda,"
Robert
Young and Jean Parker get leads in "In Old
Louisiana,"
Gordon. . . . with Lsabel Jewell and C. Henry
V
Monogrann
Joseph P. Stanley to direct "The Loudspeaker," starring Ray Walker. . . . William Nigh
to direct "Numbers of Monte Carlo," Norman
Houston's
of E. Phillips Oppenheim's
novel.adaptation
...
V
Paramount
Richard Arlen and Ida Lupino awarded leads
in "Come on Marines," Henry Hathaway directing. . . . Jane Hinton will adapt "Lovers in
Quarantine" in collaboration with Harry Ruskin. . . . Harry Wilcoxon assigned to "CleoLawrence
write . screen
play
and Cecilpatra,"B.Vincent
DeMille
will todirect.
. . Preston
Sturges will write screen play for Sylvia Sidney's "Thirty Day Princess" (B. P. Schulberg). . . . Joan Marsh cast for "Murder at the
Vanities." . . .
V
RKO Radio
Richard Dix and Irene Dunne will co-star in
"Stingaree." . . . Wheeler and Woolsey in
"Blarney Smith," with Ginger Rogers and William Gargan. ... J. Walter Ruben to direct
Clive Brook in "Family Man." . . . Bruce Cabot
and Billie Burke in "Finishing School," with
Ginger Rogers and Frances
Dee. . . .
V
United Artists
Frances Dee, Constance Bennett and Fredric
March in "The Fire Brand" (20th Century)
Loretta Young given feminine lead in "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back"
V (20th Century). . . .
Universal

for "Glamour,
Cummings
Constance
. . . Russ"
Paul Lukas.
and chosen
Russ Columbo
with
Columbo given male role in "Bachelor Wife.". . .
Mrs. Leslie Carter signed for "Elizabeth and
Marv." . . . Edward Ludwig assigned to direct
"If i Was Rich." . . . Douglas Montgomery
Sullavan for "Little Man,
teamed with Margaret V
What Now?" . . .
Warner-First National
Aline MacMahon, Patricia Ellis and Mayo
Methot join "Fur Coats." . . . Lyle Talbot added
to "The Golden Gate." . . . Richard Barthelmess
to star in "One Man Woman." . . . William
Powell ...and Kav Francis to co-star in "The
Key."
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Madeleine Carroll, Gaumont-British star, arrived in New York en route to the Fox studio
in Hollywood.
Robert Montgomery arrives in New York
next week for a month's vacation.
Colleen Moore is in New York for a brief
visit.
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey left New
York for the Coast.
Lou Diamond, head of Paramount's short subject department, left for Hollywood to confer with shorts producers on current product.
Rouben Mamoulian arrived in New York
from Hollywood.
Clark Gable is vacationing in New York.
M. H. Aylesworth returned to New York
from a Chicago business trip.
Felix Feist is stopping of? at western key
spots en route to the Coast.
Achmed Abdullah, writer, arrived in New
York from Hollywood via the Grace Line.
Henry King is in New York.
Frank McCarthy, Universal eastern district
manager, is in Miami.
Nicholas M. Schenck sailed from New York
for Hollywood.
Sol a. Rosenblatt is expected to return to
Washington from Hollywood this week.
Lynn Farnol is going on a European trip the
end of the month.
Arthur Loew arrived in San Francisco from
Singapore.
Budd Rogers, general sales manager for Liberty Pictures, left New York for a threeweek tour of the west.
Adolph Zukor planned to leave Hollywood for
New York late last week.
Phil Goldstone arrived in New York from
Europe.
Halsey Raines is vacationing in the South.
Nat Spingold is having a Miami holiday.
Al Jolson arrived in New York from Hollywood.
John C. Graham, London representative for
Paramount, is taking a West Indian cruise.
Jeff Lazarus, chairman of the Paramount
studio editorial board, arrived in New York.
Margaret Sullavan flew into New York for
a short visit.
Max Baer arrived in Hollywood from New
York.
L. J. Schlaifer returned to New York from
a tour of United Artists' exchanges.
Jack Miller of the Chicago Exhibitors Association, isresting in Miami.
Joe Hummel, foreign general sales manager
for Warners, left Australia on a round-theworld business trip.
United Artists Shifts
Field Sales Positions
Sam Horowitz, formerly United Artists
district manager with headquarters in Kansas City, has been named manager of the
Chicago office, succeeding Thomas Montgomery, who continues as salesman. Jack
Goldhar, recently district head at Detroit,
is now assistant to the western division
manager. Charles Stern, former New York
district manager, is assistant to the eastern
division manager. Haskell Masters, Canada,
and E. J. Smith, Los Angeles, have retained
their posts as district managers.
Irving L. Price Nominated
Irving L. Price is one of the nominees
from the Buffalo territory for the local
grievance and clearance and zoning boards
under the Code. The name, as announced,
appeared in the January 20 issue as Erwin
Price.
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SERIES

GOVERNMENT
Senator Copeland Understood
To Have Fathered Idea of
52 One-Reel Pictures for
Civic and Theatre Use
The screen may be used to show the
120,000,000 people of the country how their
financial contributions toward government
are used in its administration. President
Roosevelt is understood to have approved
the idea.
Senatorial interests in Washington,
headed by Senator Royal S. Copeland (N.
Y.), who is understood to have fathered
the plan, are convinced that a series of onereel films, produced with an entertainment
appeal under government supervision and
portraying the activities of the government
bureaus, would give to America's millions
a better understanding of how the government functions.
Film Company Would Make Them
These pictures would be produced by
some one of the motion picture companies.
At least one of the large corporations already has been approached.
Basically, the idea is to show how the
functioning of government bureaus affects
the people. Of importance, too, is the
Washington opinion that such a series of
subjects would tend to allay criticism of
the enormous current government expenditures and aid the administration program
for rehabilitation. In addition, the films
would be used in the educational program
to be carried on at the Civilian Conservation Corps camps.
The producing company would be asked
to do the whole job without any expense
to the government. It would be given assurance of full government cooperation.
$100,000 Estimated Cost
It has been estimated that $100,000 would
do the job, making available about $1,900
for each of 52 one-reelers planned. Available to the producer would be the facilities
of the government bureaus and agencies.
The company would make available silent
prints for the estimated 30,000 non-theatrical and educational and civic institutions
and organizations equipped with silent projectors, and these would each pay a proposed rental of fifty cents a release, or $26
for the entire 52. films, to be released one
each week. Sound prints also would be
made available for the 14,000 regular theatrical accounts, and these would each pay
a proposed rental of one dollar a release,
or $52 for the group. If only half of both
groups screened the subjects, there would
be a gross of $754,000 on this basis.
The films would be treated in a regular
story narrative style, with entertainment
Interested with Senator Copeland in the
appeal.
movement is M. F. Leopold, supervising
engineer of the motion picture section of
the United States Bureau of Mines of the
Department of Commerce.
The Bureau

ON

BUREAUS

claims to have one of the largest and most
authentic libraries of educational films on
American industry in existence, with extensive demand frorn educational, civic, religious and business institutions and organizations for the Bureau's 3,000 one and
two reel subjects.
In 1933, the Bureau of Mines motion
picture bureau provided its films free, except for transportation charges both ways,
for 53,865 showings attended by 5,000,000
During the 15 years in which the Bureau
persons.
has carried on this work, American industries are said to have appropriated more
than $1,000,000 to make available, through
government channels, this large film library.
Use of 16 mm. subjects is double that of
the 35 mm. films. Although the entire expense of producing these films and of providing prints is paid for entirely by the
cooperating agency or industry, the agreement is that there shall appear in the pictising.ture no trade name, trade mark, or other
material that may be construed as adverBroadway Subsequents
In Dual, Price Battle
The spread of the double feature policy
at 15 cents admission at Broadway subsequent run houses in New York, has resulted
in what is virtually a price war, further
aggravated by the current shortage of
Loew's New York, once exercising a
product.
practical monopoly in Broadway subsequent
trade, has switched this week from a daily
change to three each week, with an admission drop from 25 cents to 15 cents.
The Cohan and Globe are double featuring revivals at 10 and 15 cents. Numerous others on the street are following
a more or less catch-as-catch-can policy,
none of them reported doing consistently
good business.
Bell Telephone's
1933
Earnings
Are $42,000,000
Earnings of the Bell Telephone System
for 1933, including the Western Electric
Company, were at the rate of approximately
$5.30 a share on American Telephone and
Telegraph Company stock, compared with
$5.90 a share in 1932, according to an announcement made by the company this week.
Electrical Research Products, Inc., and Bell
Laboratories also are subsidiary companies.
Cash distribution was again approxiless to
the all
5 per
cent federal mately
tax on$42,000,000,
dividends
stockholders
except domestic corporations.
U. S. Sues Fairbanks
The United States attorney's office has
begun suit in New York against Douglas
Fairbanks, for $72,186.94, plus interest from
eralleged
basedto on
1932,made
27, refund
January roneous
the anactor
on his
income taxes for 1927, 1928 and 1929.
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Exploiting

United Artists — 20th Century
Film Is Dined in Washington
Prior to Motor Calvacade
The "Moulin Rouge Caravan" tour of exploitation for 20th Century Pictures and
United Artists, to herald the presentation in
key cities of the film, "Moulin Rouge," starring Constance Bennett and Franchot Tone,
got away to a flying start last Wednesday in
Washington, D. C, where the caravan was
officially launched on a nationwide tour that
will carry it through the principal cities of
the nation and back to California.
Included among the members of the caravan, in addition to eight chorus girls, are
such stars as Anna Q. Nilsson, Antonio
Moreno, Roscoe Ates, Creighton Hale,
Dorothy Dunbar, Mary Carlisle, Jack Mulhall, Nancy Welford, Ben Turpin and John
Hundley. The group is traveling in a fleet
of specially decorated motor cars.
Feted in Washington
The "Moulin Rouge Caravan" actually got
under way from Washington on Friday, but
on Wednesday, the stars reached the capital
by train from California and paraded from
the Union Station to the Shoreham Hotel.
Following their arrival, the stars appeared
in the grand ballroom of the hotel for a
dinner dance and at midnight attended a
premiere of the picture. A big sendoff was
given the Caravan on Friday noon at a
luncheon in a private dining room of the
capitol attended by California Congressional
representatives.
On Saturday the group arrived in Baltimore and was officially greeted by Mayor
Howard Jackson and other city executives.
A luncheon at the Lord Baltimore Hotel
followed, with a broadcast of the proceedings over radio station WBAL. Afterward
the Caravan paraded through the streets of
the city, and, despite the exceptionally cold
weather, thousands of people turned out.
In the evening a large dinner for the stars
was attended by the mayor.
Crowd Defies Snowstorm
On Sunday the Caravan reached Wilmington three and one-half hours behind schedule
due to a severe snowstorm, but a crowd of
over 40,000 waited to see the parade of stars.
They were greeted in the Delaware metropolis by Mayor William C. Speer.
Monday saw the "Moulin Rouge" troupe
in Chester, Pa., stopping for only a short
time and then proceeding to Philadelphia,
where they were greeted by the mayor.
After the reception the Caravan paraded
down Chestnut Street to Gimbel Brothers
department store where they attended a
private luncheon of store officials, after
which they inaugurated a fashion show and
the opening of a newly built cinema shop.
During the afternoon a full-fledged parade
was staged through the principal streets of
the city and in the evening a special dinner
in honor of the stars was held at the Cafe
Marguery.
On Tuesday the Caravan arrived 'n New
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York to be greeted by the president of the
board of aldermen, Bernard S. Deutsch.
In the evening a supper dance was held at
the Hotel New Yorker for the stars and
trade and fan magazine press.
After resting in New York for three days
the Caravan will proceed to New Haven,
Hartford, Providence, Boston and Albany,
after which the troupe is expected to start
its trek through upper New York state, continuing from there to the west coast.

Bill

JVould

Film

Help

Unemployed

Unemployed in the motion picture industry, like the jobless in all other lines of
business, would receive unemployment insurance in the future, if a Congressional
measure, introduced this week, is passed.
The unemployment insurance, to be
financed by a tax of 5 per cent of the employers'by
payrolls,Senator
is provided
for in
bill
introduced
Wagner
of a New
York. The measure was prepared following conferences with Secretary of Labor
Perkins.
Every person or organization employing
10 or more persons would be subject to the
tax. Provision is made for credit of contributions to employment insurance funds
which may be required by the laws of any
state.
Academy Names Committees
In Charge of Annual Awards
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences on the Coast has named committees in charge of the various annual awards.
Awards and committee members are: producers— E. H. Allen, Emanuel Cohen,
Harry Cohn, Walt Disney, B. B. Kahane,
Winfield Sheehan, Irving Thalberg, Walter
Wanger and Jack L. Warner ; actors —
Lionel Atwill, Warner Baxter, Marion
Davies, Leslie Howard, DeWitt Jennings,
Mary Pickford and Lewis Stone ; directors
— Lloyd Bacon, Frank Capra, Cecil B. DeMille, Frank Lloyd, Robert Z. Leonard,
Mervyn LeRoy, Norman Taurog, King
Vidor and Henry King; technicians — John
Arnold, George Barnes, Carl Dreher, Harris
Ensign, Robert Haas, Frederic Hope,
Nathan Levinson, Wesley Miller, J. M.
Nickolaus, Max Parker, Van Nest Polglase
and James Wilkinson; writers — Jack Cunningham, Howard Green, Grover Jones,
William Slavins McNutt, Jane Murfin,
Robert
Riskin, Carey Wilson and Waldemar
Young.
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INCOCPOC4TED
Twelve motion picture and radio companies were chartered at Dover, Del., during
December. To the following were issued
certificates of incorporation :
Southeastern Pictures Corporation to deal
in motion picture films, etc., listing capital of
1,000 shares, no par value. The incorporators
are C. S. Peabbles, L. H. Herman and Walter
Lenz of Wilmington.
AsKLAMiss Theatres, Inc., to operate theatres and other places of amusement, listing
capital of $1,000. Incorporators: James B.
Field, John I. Dugan of New York and Robert
F. Wilson, Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Texas Consolidated Theatres, Inc., to operate theatres listing capital of $10,000. IncorporatorsC.
: S. Peabbles, L. H. Herman and
Walter Lenz of Wilmington.
Historic Films, incorporated to conduct a
general motion picture and talking picture business listing capital of 1,000 shares, no par
value. Incorporators : Robert Roberts, Adolph
Heimback, Juan Miranda of New York City.
For Importing into China
General Film Exchange, Inc., to import
into China motion picture films listing capital
of 100 shares, no par value. Incorporators :
Robert A. Van Voorhis, Belleville, N. J., R.
H. Toothe, Brooklyn, N. Y., and A. M. D-^cken
of Sunnyside, L. I., N. Y.
Bushar, Inc., to operate theatres and other
places of amusement listing capital of $25,000.
Incorporators : Grace Stevenson of New York,
Robert H. Shields of Brooklyn, N. Y., and T.
H. Dugan, Jr., of Peekskill, N. Y.
Texas Theatre Realty Company to operate theatres listing capital of $1,000. Incorporators :C. S. Peabbles, L. H. Herman and
Walter Lenz of Wilmington.
Cascabel Amusement Company to carry
on a leasing amusement business listing capital
of 250 shares, no par value. Incorporators :
Benjamin Seligman, Hannah S. Topkis and
Emilie V. Topkis of Wilmington.
Rutland Enterprise, Inc., to operate theatres and other places of amusement listing
capital of 200 shares, no par value. Incorporators :H. E. Grantland, T. L. Fray and C. S.
Peabbles of Wilmington.
Radio and Television
Philco Radio and Television Corporation
of Illinois to deal in radio and television receiving and broadcasting equipment listing capital of $1,000. Incorporators: Edward B. Hodge,
Jr.,
Edward A. Collins, Jr., and Philip Dechert
of Philadelphia.
Philco Radio and Television Corporation
OF California to deal in radio and television
receiving and broadcasting equipment listing
capital of $1,000. Incorporators: Edward B.
Hodge, Jr., Edward A. Collins, Jr., and Philip
Dechert of Philadelphia.
Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation,
a Delaware corporation, changed its name to
Lares Theatre Corporation, N. Y.
Believe Banking Houses
Have Sold Loew Blocks
Hayden, Stone and Dillon, Read & Company, Wall Street financial houses, are believed to have disposed of their block of
165,000 shares of Loew stock in the open
market within the past week, during which
190,300 shares changed hands.

Kennebeck Promoted
John E. Kennebeck has been named managing director of Paramount Film Service
Limited of Australia, New Zealand, Java
and the Straits Settlement. He succeeds
William J. Clark, resigned.

Columbia Signs Miss Lillie
Columbia has signed Beatrice Lillie for a
series of feminine Jimmie Durante pictures. Miss Lillie returns from Europe
shortly and will go directly to the studio.
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outlines of productions nearing

completion as seen by Gus McCarthy of
Motion Picture Herald's Hollywood Bureau

SCARLET
Paramount

EMPRESS

For Marlene Dietrich's first appearance since
"Song of Songs," Paramount has selected a
story based on the personal diary of the Russian Empress, Catherine the Great. The screen
play is by Manuel Komroff and Miss Dietrich
again will be directed by Josef von Sternberg.
Elaborately produced, massive sets contrasting
with gorgeous costumes reflecting the semiOriental court splendor, the substantiating story
merges historical fact with romance and drama.
Forerunner of several pictures of this type,
the idea, departing radically from any tinge of
modernism other than effectiveness of presentation, restores a glamor to the talking screen
missing since the introducion of sound. Created
in the atmosphere of bigness, neither time nor
expense has been spared to assure that objective.
The cast supporting Miss Dietrich is extensive,
with John Lodge, Sam Jaffee, Louise Dresser,
C. Aubrey Smith, Ruthelma Stevens, Olive Tell
and Gavin Gordon in the principal roles.
The story, one of intrigue, jealousy, desire
for power and rank, features mighty conflict between two ambitious women. As Princess
Sophia of Germany, a court marriage is arranged between Miss Dietrich and Grand Duke
Peter (Sam Jaffee) of Russia, and she is pompously escorted to the land of the Czars by John
Lodge and presented to dissolute Jaffee, who has
eyes only for his mistress, Ruthelma Stevens.
Married in great state, she repulses her husband,
carries on her liaison with Lodge, and becomes
the object of the jealous enmity of Empress
Elizabeth (Louise Dresser). Surviving the
Empress' humiliation, which brings upon
Dresser's death, a son is born, but Jaffee scorns
to recognize him as his child. As Jaffee seeks
to murder Miss Dietrich and place Ruthelma
Stevens on the throne, the troops and populace
revolt. Jaffee is strangled by Gavin Gordon,
another officer with whom Miss Dietrich has
carried on an illicit romance, but her seizure
of the throne is the occasion of much rejoicing.
The story, cast and production values are
backed
by the
is theshould
picture's
keynote.upEven
the novelty
costume that
bugaboo
be
an asset here. Though splendid spectacles are
common — witness the recent musicals — the difference here is so great that fanning up unusual
pre-showing interest should be easy.
I BELIEVED IN YOU
Fox
A new personality, Rosemary Ames, who
seems to have the looks, ability and personal
magnetism for potential stardom, makes her
screen debut in this modern social romance. In
the story, written by William Anthony McGuire, screen play by William Conselman,
Miss Ames is directed by Irving Cummings,
who first directed Janet Gaynor, and is supported by John Boles and Victor Jory.
Novel color characterizes the basic romantic
plot and its accompanying dialogue, action and
locales. Modern in idea and treatment, the
story centers in Greenwich Village and deals
dramatically with its odd-minded habitues.
Miss Ames, sympathetically attracted to the
crusading
panies himworkingman's
to the Village.friend
At a Jory,
sidewalkaccomrent
party, wealthy and philanthropic Boles sees the

girl. Amused by her theme that "these folks
never
a chance,"
he agrees
to finance
them
for sixhadmonths.
Despite
her hopes,
the various
artists, painters, writers, etc., prove washouts,
and even Jory, her ace in the hole, goes haywire with another girl. Her illusions shattered,
she is ready to give herself to Boles, who will
accept only her thanks. But during the experiment, Miss Ames has been writing a social
study book, which when it is accepted for publication proves she is the only worthwhile
member of the funny lot. Tending the royalty
check to Boles as repayment of his investment,
he pleads love, but she insists on going on alone,
holding out the hope that sometime in the
future they may meet again.
Story value is unusual. McGuire and Conselman have demonstrated their ability to do
the different and so has Cummings.

SCANDALS ■
Fox
As an elaborate girl musical extravaganza,
the attendant story being given a romantic
and light dramatic twist, this picture endeavors
to incorporate all the glamour, music, settings
and related productive values that have made
the annual "Scandal" presentations such popular metropolitan successes. Produced under the
supervision of George White, creator of the
idea, the story is written by Thornton Freeland and directed by Harry Lachman. Music
numbers, of which ten are featured, are by
Irving Caesar, Jack Yellen and Ray Henderson.
For the cast, Rudy Vallee and Alice Faye,
both of whom headlined the New York shows,
are in the leads. Straight picture personalities
in support are Jimmy Durante, Adrienne Ames,
Cliff Edwards, Gregory Ratoff Gertrude Michel
and Warren Hymer with White also figuring prominently.
of original
beauties
constituteScores
the chorus
for "Scandals"
song and
dance numbers.
Supplementing the motivating story is a
series of eight lavish and colorful spectacles,
presented in the super-elaborate style that made
their stage appearances the talk of Broadway.
These dance-group numbers are directed by
George Hale. For picture purposes the Vallee,
Alice Faye, Adrienne Ames romance is secondary to the picturization of the color of the
"Scandal" stage presentations. Established as
an institution,
rivaling
the "Follies,"
familiar
to millions,
a value
to which they
must are
be
added the radio popularity of Vallee as well
as the pull of the picture personalities. The
showmanship possibilities are readily evident.
All kinds of exploitation ideas from radio contacts to teasers are in line.

WONDER BAR
Warner-First National
This looks like something exciting, for as a
girl-musical spectacle feature it begins several
jumps ahead of where "Gold Diggers" and
"Footlight Parade" left off. Here are the primary considerations. The cast is outstanding,
with Al Jolson, Kay Francis, Dolores del Rio,
Ricardo Cortez, Dick Powell, Ruth Donnelly,
Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert, Robert Barratt.
Henry O'Neil, Hal LeRoy, Fifi D'Orsay and
Merna Kennedy, and others. The show "Won-

der Bar" was an international success ; with
Jolson in the lead it played big American cities
from coast to coast. Screen play for the Frakas-Herczeg opus was prepared by Earl Baldwin, remembered for "Life Begins," "Doctor
X" and "Wild Boys of the Road." Lloyd
Bacon, who made "Footlight Parade," directed.
Music and lyrics are by Warren and Dubin,
who
did thoseareof by"Footlight
Parade."and Dance
arrangements
Busby Berkeley
what
was seen in "Footlight Parade" and "Roman
Scandals" is just a sample of what to expect.
The story, a continental romance drama,
tinged with mystery, is located in Paris in
Wonder Bar night club, but is secondary to
the accompanying spectacle. So secretive have
the producers been regarding plans that only
the most meager details have leaked out. Two
big ones
are featured Milky
— "Don'tWay
Say Good
Night"in
and
a sensational
sequence,
which the principals and hundreds of chorus
girls and boys are presented on a revolving
turn-table, with gigantic mirrors creating the
illusion that thousands appear. Backgrounding
this trip through the stars, Jolson sings "Going
to Heaven on a Mule," supported by a choir of
200 voices. With Jolson, always the entertainer, and Powell singing, Dolores del Rio
and Cortez dancing, Kay Francis and Henry
Kolker for dramatic and romantic lure, Ruth
Donnelly, Kibbee, and Hugh Herbert for
comedy, Barrett for menace, all this and feminine beauty, songs and dancing built for sensations, the picture looks like a showman's idea
of paradise.
VIVA VILLA
MGM
Here's the material from which showmanship
naturals are made. Pancho Villa, 20th Century
Mexican Robin Hood, glamorous, glorious, terrifying. Boy and man ; peon, avenger, bandit,
soldier, general, president ; the worshipped idol
of his followers — hated scourge of his enemies.
The picture is produced on epic scope, crammed
with the color, punch and thrill of the man and
his career; a subject as fresh and exciting as
it was in the days when Villa rode.
It is based on a novel by Edgcomb Pinchon
and O. B. Stade, the screen play written by
Ben Hecht, noted for his vigorous realism as
in "Front Page" and "Scarface," Hecht has
embellished historical fact with the appealing
sweep of legend. For the screen has been
evolved a romance of adventure, a saga of fervid patriotism, heartless cruelty, tender chivalry. The story of a man and his amazing
raids, of a man who knew and married many
women, but loved only one, of a man whose
flaming spirit re-created a nation.
Wallace Beery is Villa ; the role should fit
him just as did that of Butch in "The Big
House" and "The Champ." The cast is composed entirely of familiar screen names, listing
Leo Carrillo, Fay Wray, Stuart Irwin, Donald
Cook, George Stone, Joseph Schildkraut, Katherine DeMille (C. B.'s daughter, making her
screen debut), Henry B. Walthall, Francis
Bushman, Jr., and Henry Armetta in support.
The picture was made almost in its entirety
in the locales that Villa rode to fame. Its bigness is demonstrated by the marching thousands,
barefoot, ragtail revolutionists, men and women who followed their idol. There's a mighty
thrill in every line of "Viva Villa."
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WHY
HOPING THERE
BE NO MORE!

NOT

WILL

To THE Editor of the Herald:
The enclosed article is an editorial in this
week's issue of the Blackshear Times, and
although such articles are damaging to my
box office, this editor expresses the sentiment of 80 per cent of the show-going people
in this section.
The editorial article, captioned "And Baby
Makes Three," was as follows :
stupidity
of moving
pictureThey
producers
is ["The
often beyond
human
conception.
get on
one subject and keep on it until people get so
fed up they quit going to the movies. At present the directors are specializing in pictures in
which the stork plays a leading part. The hero
doesn't do right by Little Nell, and she whispers in his ear, and he says, 'You don't shay
she !' Andfeetsheof replies,
hundred
film roll'It's
by true.'
and theAnd
storka few
has
come and gone and Little Nell is shown fondling
her precious bundle of pink or blue . . . and
the gawk who plays the hero role stands by and
says : 'Ah ! Whoozis, now I will take the
straight and narrow path. I will give up robbing banks
the
pathetic
partandof start
this stealing
type of milk.'
picture And
is that
the stork invariably arrives in advance of the
Ed.]
We hope there will be no more." — •
minister.
With so many ways of entertaining the
public without offense, it is pure suicide to
the business for the producers to keep cramming these "Baby Situations" down our
throats, and I'm no moralist, either, but I
have three children, and aside from being
bad for them, we get too much of a good
thing sometimes. We have suffering with
us always; why not let us get entertainment
at a picture show.
If this is just a little toward helping rid
our pictures of a serious menace to the
business, then I'll feel glad to have been a
wee contributor. — J. W. Gunter, Royal
Theatre, Blackshear, Ga.
COMMENDS WORK OF
ADVERTISING COUNCIL
To THE Editor of the Herald:
As a newspaper publisher for 30 years, as
an exhibitor for 12 years and as a lawmaker
for several years, I write you endorsing the
statements and sentiment of J. J. McCarthy
and others, contained in the enclosed pamphlet which I have marked. (The pamphlet
was a reprint of an article which appeared
in Motion Picture Herald issue of December 16, and concerned the Advertising Advisory Council, which is headed by Mr. McCarthy.—Ed.)
A year or more ago a document was circulated called the Will Hays' New Commandments on reforms in motion picture
creations (code of Advertising Ethics).
However, the reforms on eliminating sex
and indecent exposures of nude women, bedroom scenes, bath scenes, etc., have never
materialized and the indecent advertising of
some real good pictures has done a lot of
damage to small town exhibitors.
I will cite just one example which injured
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my business this month and I wrote the
Ed.)
exchange
of my injury. (The actual functioning of the Council began following the
experience of which Mr. Byars writes. —
The picture was really good, I consider,
and was sold as a special. But the advertising was rotten. A cutout of a nude woman
was shown on their window card and nude
women were the background of all their
press sheets. I refused to put out some of
the advertising after I had purchased it.
When a small town exhibitor does his utmost to keep his show clean and convince
the critical public that he has regard for
moral integrity, it is humiliating to be compelled to put up lewd advertising or none
at all, when perhaps the show itself is
OK. The divorce courts and double marriages around Hollywood, emblazoned on the
front pages of every newspaper and magazine in the land, create enough prejudice
against the picture world, without misleading advertising from the printers and engravers.
If the sentiment of Mr. McCarthy is really
carried out, the entire industry v/ill be
greatly benefited. — G. E. Byars, state congressman and operator of the Valley Theatre, Valley, Neb.
MONEY MAKERS
THE EAST SIDE

OF

To the Editor of the Herald:
I'm sending you a list of "the 10 biggest
money-making
players": on the East Side of
New York, as follows
1. Eddie Cantor. 2. Mae West. 3. Marie
Dressier. 4. Edward G. Robinson. 5. James
Cagney. 6. Wallace Beery. 7. Janet Gaynor.
8. Paul Muni. 9. Marx Bros. 10. Joe E.
Brown.
It doesn't seem possible that such brilliant actors as Barrymore and Arliss should
not draw. Also Rogers (second best on your
list) when played in "Dr. Bull" on the East
Side was not even mentioned on any marquee. We preferred
Marian
Nixon.
been managing
East Side
theatres
now I've
for
five years and I know the public's taste
mighty well. — Robert Soffer, New Delancey Theatre, New York City.
JENKINS
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DID!

To the Editor of the Herald :
Since poor old Jaysee is sick, I lay awake
all night trying to think up some foolishness. When I finally dropped off to sleep,
my mind was in a turmoil and I dreamed of
my old and new datebook (red figures and
all). The next morning my nightmare continued long enough for me to wallop the
accompany nonsense out of my typewriter.
If I had owned a two-color ribbon I would
have indicated the "klucks" in red. — M. L.
Hart, Iris Theatre, Edgemont, S. D.
The "accompanying nonsense" :
The "Air Mail" pilot flew "Over the Hill"

into the "Golden West." He had lost his way
in the "Rain" and had been "Out All Night."
Looking down on "Wild Horse Mesa" a few
hours before, we had seen some animals in a
"Big Cage" and remarked to "Private Jones,"
the "State Trooper" who flew with him, 'Well,
"So This Is Africa." But now the weather had
cleared, and "Palmy Days" were again in order
by the time he swooped "Down to Earth."
"Hello, Everybody," he called as he climbed out
of his plane. After reporting to the office, he
jumped into his car and headed for "Forty
Second Street." There he met "Cynara," an
"Adorable" "Kid from Spain." "Well, Mr.
Robinson Crusoe," she asked, 'Where have you
been: working?' 'No,' he answered "I've been
"Too Busy to Work." I stopped off at the
"State Fair" for a few hours, combining "BusiShenessconvinced
and Pleasure."him that she was not just a
little "Gold Digger of 1933" so he took her for
a walk. A few bottles of beer in the "Moonlight and Pretzels," and he said tenderly, "Be
Mine Tonight." She answered, 'Don't be feeding me that "Bedtiine Story," you don't want
any "Second Hand Wife." He begged her not
to break his heart. "Handle With Care," sweetheart, you are the real thing, not just my "Lady
for a Day." In other words, you are my
"All American" girl. What do I care if you
are widow, "What Price Innocence?" I'm just
a "King of Jazz" myself, "I'm No Angel." And
so Meeting
"They Just
Had to
a friend
on Get
the Married."
street one day, he
asked, 'Where are you staying?' 'I'm at the
"Ambassador, Bill," answered the friend. But
when he went to his own apartment to greet
his little bride, he found her in the arms of
his friend enjoying a "Kiss Before the Mirror." He hated to believe that "She Done Him
Wrong," but he decide that if she broke the
"Seventh Commandment," he would just step
out with some of the "Wild Boys of the Road."
Down on the dock he met "Tugboat Annie" and
he asked her what she was doing there. "Oh,
didn't
you know,
"I Cover
the him
Waterfront,"
she
answered.
She politely
asked
what he was
doing now, and he answered sadly, "Hallelujah, I'm a Bum." Yesterday I felt as though I
was "Above the Clouds," but today I am
"Below the Sea." His home no longer needed
him, and he couldn't think of it any more as
'A Man's Castle," so he took a "Night Flight"
all the way from "Broadway to Hollywood."
Realizing that there would be a "Day of Reckoning," he visited a friend's "Penthouse," picked
up a "Beauty for Sale" and was "King for a
The next morning, he happened to "Meet the
Baron," and the baron asked when he had arrived in town. "Onlv Yesterday," he answered.
I have been on a "Cross Country Cruise," on
myNight."
"Strawberry Roan," and my wife forgot to
"Love, Honor and Oh Baby." But "Ladies
Must Love," I guess, because I arrived at "Midnight" "By Candlelight." There was my "Beloved" with an "Invisible Man." I almost lost
my head and blew up like a "Bombshell," but
decided to forget "Gun Justice," since she was
"Ever in My Heart."
Maryland MPTO
Election March 15
The annual election of the MPTO of
Maryland will take place at Baltimore
March 15, according to Herman Blum,
president. Nominations for new officers have
already been filed, the present group having
been renominated.
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TITLE
COLUMBIA
"Sisters Under the Skin"
"Whirlpool"
FOX
"All Men Are Enemies"
"Three on a Honeymoon"
"Murder in Trinidad"

WRITER AND DIRECTOR

W€Cr

STAGE OF
PRODUCTION

CAST

Shooting
Original
story by S. K. Lauren. Director:
David Burton.
Story by Howard Emmett
Roy William Neill.

Rogers. Director:

Novel
by Richard Aldington.
Fitzmaurice.
Director: James Tinling.

Director: George

Director: Louis King.

Elissa Landi, Joseph Schildkraut, Frank Morganj
Robert
Graves, Montague Shaw, Henry Kolker,
Samuel Hinds.
Jack Holt, Lila Lee, Allen Jenkins.

Shooting

Hugh Williams, Helen Twelvetrees, Mona Barrie.

Shooting

Sally Eilers, Charles Starrett, Henrietta Crosman, John
Mack Brown, Zasu Pitts, Irene Bentley, Cornelius
Keefe, Howard Lally.
Victor jory. Heather Angel, Nigel Bruce, Roger Imhof.

Shooting

Story by Robert
Strayer.

LIBERTY PRODS.
"Take the Stand"

Novel by Earl Derr Biggers.

E. Wolfe.

Director: Frapk

John
Miljan,
Hamilton.

Shirley

Grey,

Monroe

Owsley, Hale
Shooting

Director; Phil

Story
Edgar Rice Burroughs.
Director :
CedricbyGibbons.
Story
by Charles MacArthur. Director: Edmund
Goulding.

Jack LaRue, Thelma Todd, Gail Patrick, Leslie Fenton,
Russell Hopton, Vince Barnett, Sheila Terry, Oscar
Apfel, Jason Robards, Bryant Washburn.

"Operator 13"

Original screen play by Lucien Hubbard.
Director: George Seitz.
Original
Robert W. Chambers. Di- •
rector: story
Raoul byWalsh.

Johnny ton,Weismuller,
O'Sullivan,
HamilPaul Cavanagh,Maureen
Doris Lloyd,
FrankNeilReicher.
Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall,
Lilyan Tashman, Ralph Forbes, Mrs. Patrick Campbell
Robert Young, Jean Parker, Nat Pendleton, Ted Healy,
Isabel Jewell, Maude Eburne, Joseph Cawthorne.
Marion Davies, Gary Cooper, Stuart Erwin.

"The Show-Off"

Original
Riesner. by George Kelly. Director: Charles F.

Spencer Tracy, Madge Evans, Lois Wilson, Al Edwards,
Claude Gillingwater, Sterling Holloway.

"Rip TMe"
"Louisiana"

PARAMOUNT
"The Man Who Broke His
Heart"
"Melody in Spring"

Story by Frederick Schlick and Samuel French.
Directors: William Cameron Menzies and
George Somnes.
Story by Frank Leon Smith. Screen play by
Benn W. Levy. Director: Norman McLeod.

"Come On, Marines"

Original
story by Philip Wylie. Director: Henry
Hathaway.

"The Trumpet Blows"
"We're Not Dressing"

Adaptation by Wallace Smith. Director:
Stephen Roberts.
Original story by Walter Hall Smith. Director:
Norman Taurog.

"You're Telling Me"

Screen play by Paul Jones and J. P. McEvoy.
Director: Erie Kenton.

RKO RADIO
"The Crime Doctor"
"Finishing School"

UNIVERSAL
"Let's Be Ritzy"
"Glamour"
WARNER BROS.FIRST NATIONAL
"Fur Coats"

Shooting

Shooting

INVINCIBLE
"Birds of a Feather"

METRO GOLD WYN-MAYER
"Tarzan and Hit Mate"

IN
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Preston Foster, Victor McLaglen, Dorothy Dell, Alison
Skipworth, David Landau, John Rogers, Micha Auer.

Editing
ShootinR
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Shootinj
Shooting

Lanny Ross, Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, George
Meeker, Ann Sothern, Helen Lynd, Wade Boteler,
Wilfred Hari.
Richard Arlen, Ida Lupino, William Frawley, Dorothy
Dell, Toby Wing, Leo Chalzell.
GeorgeineRaft,
DeMille. Adolphe Menjou, Frances Drake, Kathar-

Shooting

Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman, Carole Lombard, George
Burns,Errol.
Gracie Allen, Raymond Milland, Jay Henry,
Leon

bnootmg

W

(~* 'P'lpld'?

Tnan

A/Tarcln

T arrv

Shooting

Shcoting

""Rucffir" faViViR
Shooting

Screen
play by Jane Murfin. Director: John
Roberston.
Story by Louis Witzenkorn and David HempNicholls,stead.Jr. Directors: Wanda Tuchock and George

Otto Kruger, Karen Morley, Judith Wood, Nils Asther,
Ada Cavell.
irititTfi- KncTpfc nfQtii^^>c
"Rfii^*! 1"^^ T"»rtt- "Rili:** T?,,.-l^«
Marjorie Lytell.

Play
by William
Edward
Ludwig. Anthony McGuire. Director:
Novel by Edna Ferber. Director: William Wyler.

Lew Ayres.

Shooting

Shooting
Shooting

Constance Cummings, Paul Lukas, Russ Columbo.
Shooting

Story by Ann Garrick.
George

Director: Al Grtdi.

"A Gentleman from San
Francisco"

Story
by
Dieterle.

Dyer.

Director: William

"The Key"

Based on the play by R. Gore- Browne and J. L.
Hardy. Director: William Keighley.

Aline MacMahon, Paul Kelly, Ann Dvorak, Patricia
Ellis, Philip Faversham, Mayo Methot, Henry O'Neill.
Donald Woods, Bette Davis, Lyle Talbot, Margaret
Lindsay,
HenryDumbrille,
O'Neill, Robert
bert, Douglas
Gordon Barrat,
Westcott.Hugh HerWilliam Powell, Kay Francis. Warren William.

Shooting
Shooting
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$HOWMEN*S
REVIEWS
This deparfment deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

As the Earth Turns
(Warner Bros.)
Romance, Drama, Comedy
The real story of the lives of those
who wrest a frugal living from rugged
Maine soil is the actuating motif of this
picture. Told in simple, sincere manner,
the dramatic and romantic values are enhanced by comedy that serves to maintain
and recreate interest when the heavier fundamentals threaten to become oppressive. Dealing with real persons and actual conditions and
telling its story in a manner that reflects careful preparation and definite authenticity in characterization, the show is full of heart appeal.
While solemnity marks the telling, understandable, non-theatric realism endows it with a
color that should be appealing to metropolitan
audiences, and because it so truthfully mirrors
every day farm life, with all its hopes and ambitions, desires, disappointments and tragedies, it
should prove unusually attractive in the smaller
communities.
Its time covers the turning of the four seasons. City bred Stan Janowski brings his father
and little brothers and sister into rural Main
at the height of a blizzard. The homelife of
the Mark Muir family is that of a hardworking
fairly prosperous farmer. Presided over by Jen,
who manages diplomatically to keep peace between Mark's second wife, Cora, and her
daughter,
Doris, andis Mark's
own contrasted
children, their
contented existence
tragically
with
the home life of brother George Muir's brood.
Lazy, perpetually a victim of the misfortunes
that befall the careless, this group is always
next door to starvation, a condition which convinces Mil that her only hope for happiness is
to desert her husband. Spring and the marriage of Ed and Emily sees romance flowering
for Jen and Stan. Summer, hot and dry, sees
Stan's and
cropsmother.
fail, a As
discouraging
bloweffective
to his
father
an interlude,
in the story's delineation, sequences picture the
unsuccessful efforts of love-starved Doris to
find happiness with young Ollie. Real romance
strengthening between Jen and Stan, the harvest
season rolls on ; full barns for Mark, empty
ones for the Janowskys and George. The hardships of winter force Stan to take his elderly
father and mother back to Boston. There as a
jazz band violinist he obtains funds with which
he can re-embark on his agricultural ambitions.
Spring again, and as he returns to Maine, his
love path with Jen is severed as Doris lures him
into taking her to a country dance. His barns
destroyed by fire during his absence at the
party, his romance with Jen shattered, Stan is
about to take Doris to Boston, the goal of her
dreams, when his eyes are opened to a greater
love which impels him with the help of Jen to
start from scratch, rehabilitate his properties
and plant anew the seeds of happiness.
An atmosphere of humanness permeates all
the entertainment elements of "As the Earth
Turns." Essentially it is family type, but there
is plenty of contrast to arouse interest of all
classes. The book upon which it is based enjoyed a remarkable sale in large cities, and as
the picture authentically preserves the punch
and emotional color, the readers should help
with word of mouth advertising.
Whether farm stories have been successful
or not in your theatre, proper handling of the

assets contained in this picture should insure
its making the grade. While the cast lacks any
outstanding names, the fact of the featuring of
several new personalities, particularly Jean
Muir and Donald Woods who are fine in their
parts as Dorothy Appleby is outstanding in hers,
makes it possible to talk about different new
[1 layers. The advance campaign should ring
with homespun sincerity.— McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Warner Bros. From
the book by Gladys Hasty Carroll. Screen play by
Ernest Pascal. Director, Alfred E. Green. Art director. Robert Haas. Gowns by Orry Kelly. Photoplay by Byron Haskins. Film editor, Herbert Levy.
Music by Leo Forbstein. Running time, 72 minutes.
Release date, April 14, CAST
1934.
Jen
JeanWoods
Muir
Stan
Donald
Ed
Russell Hardie
Margaret
Emily Lowry
George
Arthur Hohl
Mil
Dorothy Peterson
Mark
David Landau
Cera
Clara Blandick
Ollie
William Janney
Doris
Dorothy Appleby
Mrs. Janowsky
Sarah Padden
Mr. Janowski
Egon Brecher
Manuel
David Durand
John
Wally Albright
Junior
George Billings
Maria
Cora Sue Collins
Esther
Marilyn Knowlden
Bunny
Dorothy Gray
Betty
Javere Gibbons
Louisa
Gloria Fisher
Sister
Joyce Kay

Keep 'Em Rolling
( Radio )
Here's an action drama built around the affection atough, hardboiled, but very sentimental
artillery man has for his horse. With its army
background and atmosphere (the entire locale
being Fort A'lyer, Virginia) the entire production isfull of a combined martial humanness
that made the story on which it is based,
"Rodney," by Leonard Nason, so popular in the
Saturday Evening Post. The kids probably will
appreciate it most, yet adults of both sexes, particularly horse-lovers, should find much
to satisfy them.
Covering a period of years from the time
Rodney comes to the post as an untamed steed
to
his oldisageattached
when he's
just a Thinking
workhorse more
nag,
Huston
to him.
of the horse than he does of Army regulations,
his own love life or anything else, Huston is
promoted and busted with equal regularity.
During the War, a short shot, Rodney saves a
gun that saves a brigade of doughboys and
Huston is decorated. After the war, both oldtimers are living in another age and Rodney
is
reduced
laborabout
job tounder
Huston's
charge.
Withto thea horse
be condemned,
Huston going A.W.O.L., steals him as Frances
Dee sarcastically berates her sweetheart.
Shayne, the inspector, would consign the veteran
hero charger to the glue-factory. Huston,
caught by the M. P., is returned, and upon
orders of the Secretary of War, Rodney is
honorably retired in charge of Huston as the
entire personnel of Fort Myer passes in review.
The picture is a natural for contact propaganda tieups with Army posts, recruiting offices
and National Guard outfits.
The campaign should bid strongly for ju-

venile patronage and seek to arouse the interest
of ex-service men. Likewise, reference should
be made to the Nason story. — McCarthy,
Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Radio. Directed by
George Archainbaud.
the Albert
story Shelvy
"Rodney"
Leonard
Nason. Screen From
play by
Levinoby
and F. McGrew Willis. Photographed by Harold
Weinstrom. Running time, 72 minutes. Release date,
March 2, 1934.
CAST
Benny Walsh
Walter Huston
Marione
Frances Dee
Julie
Minna Gombell
Capt. Deane
Frank Remley
Conroy
Corbert
Ralph
Randall
G. Pat Collins
Major Parkmson
Robert Shane
Frontier Marshal
(Fox)
Western
A film of the western variety, this very
definitely is an outstanding example of that
school of the motion picture. Fox obviously
has expended extra effort in its production,
in bringing this well above the average of the
hardy perrennial. It is strong in story value,
of its kind, is extremely well staged, and above
all, is expertly cast.
It is a crackerjack for those exhibitors, and
there are many, who have western audiences.
They may well promise something unusually
good among westerns. The children should go
for it in their usual style, which brings up
another point. The feminine saloon owner is
of the Mae Westian type, very definitely, which
may not be too pleasing to the parents of the
youngster patronage, but at the same time she
has audience sympathy all the way, and turns
out to be the real heroine of the story.
Audiences other than western followers should
also find real enjoyment, real entertainment in
the film, and they should be objectives of the
campaign.
As the unexpected marshal of the outlaw infested town of Tombstone, Ariz., in the "good
old days,"dramaticGeorge
his melorole in his O'Brien
expected handles
fine style.
With
such supporting names as George E. Stone, who
supplies excellent comedy ; Irene Bentley, an
attractive half of the romantic interest ; Berton
Churchill, as undercover bandit chief, and
mayor of the town; and Ruth Gillette, who,
though unknown, shows decided cleverness as
the saloon proprietor, much may be done.
Since the film is adapted from incidents in
the novel by Stuart N. Lake, mention of the
origin might well be of selling value, with an
effort made toward book store tieups.
O'Brien, riding into Tombstone in the dude
dress of the day, in accidental company with
Miss Bentley, daughter of the local banker,
and Stone, store owner, encounters a situation,
is deputized by the mayor on the spot, and
brings
a drunken,
shooting
the saloon.
Chiefly to
be near "bad
Miss man"
Bentley,from
he
accepts permanent appointment as marshal, and
begins to learn things about the town and its
mayor. Miss Bentley's father had been murby Churchill,
andabout
O'Brien
has his
own
ideas asdered to
what to do
it. Miss
Gillette
make a play for him, but he is all gone in the
direction of Miss Bentley.
O'Brien makes a friend of Alan Edwards,
notorious bandit, who also contrives to be a
secondary hero of the yarn. Eventually, after
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complications packed with action and plenty of
excitement, O'Brien is framed by Churchill, but
escapes. He kidnaps Miss Bentley from danger,
with the aid of Miss Gillette, Edwards and
Stone, and returns to prove his innocence and
trap Churchill. The mayor, cornered, gets the
drop on the group. Miss Gillette steps in front
of O'Brien, getting the bullet meant for him,
and dying, as Churchill is killed by Edwards.
Miss Bentley and O'Brien conclude the film as
e.xpected.
It is action-filled, western material, above the
usual quality for the type. It is salable to
western fans certainly, and likely to others.—
A.\RONSON, New York.
Produced and distributed by Fo.x. Directed by Lew
Seiler. Adapted from incidents in the novel by Stuart
N. Lake. Screen play by William Conselman and
Stuart Anthony. Photographed by Robert Planck.
Sound engineer, Bernard Fredericks. Settings, Duncan Cramer. Musical director. Arthur Lange. Reutes. lease date. January 19, 1934. Running time, 66 minCAST
Michael
Wyatt
George
Mary Reid
Irene O'Brien
Bentley
Abe Ruskin
George E. Stone
"Dec" Warren
Alan Edwards
Queenie LaVerne
Ruth Gillette
Hiram Melton
Berton Churchill
Oscar Reid
Frank Conroy
Ben Murchison
Ward Bond
Judge Walters
Edward LeSaint
Editor Pickett
Russell Simpson
Jerome
Jerry Foster

I've Cot Your
(Warner)
Comedy Drama

Number

There is a full measure of highly salable entertainment inthis action-filled comedy drama,
with the comedy predominating. Chuckles alternate with laughs all the way, while the central action, concerning the_ capture of a gang
of fast moving crooks, has punch. It is a yarn
of the adventures, romantic and otherwise, of
a couple of telephone trouble hunters, and the
pace never flags.
The obvious, and probably e.xcellent, tieup is
open with the telephone company of the community. If the point be raised that the two
troublemen do a bit of wire tapping on the
side, which is supposed to be contrary to the
best telephone practice, it may be indicated that
the wire tapping was done in the interests of
justice and was definitely an emergency action.
There is also a lively opportunity for tieup b>personal invitations to patrons via the telephone.
The names are of excellent marquee quality,
with Joan Blondell and the always likable, wisecracking Pat O'Brien sharing the leads, the
increasingly popular Allen Jenkins proving an
entertaining
foil for
O'Brien,
Farrell and Eugene
Pallette
doingand
theirGlenda
fair share
to liven the proceedings generally.
O'Brien and Jenkins go their blithe way.
hunting
not fearful
neglecting
the
feminine trouble,
element, O'Brien
Jenkins, the
satellite,
and Pallette, their boss, tearing his hair at
their escapades. Amusingly they break up a
seance, illegally ultizing telephone wires, and
Miss Farrell, mystic, does her best with
O'Brien.
saves his
Henry
O'Neill,
broker, whoHe offers
services
if andwealthy
when
needed. O'Brien meets Miss Blondell, hotel
telephone operator, and pursues her until he gets
a date, which he means to make permanent.
She falls for the rapid tongue of Gordon
Westcott, and is the unwitting assistant in
crooked work, which causes her to lose her
job. O'Brien lands her another with O'Neill,
and again Westcott and his gang get to work,
with the result that $90,000 in negotiable securities is slickly lifted, and Miss Blondell.
forced to hide out, is implicated, finally arrested.
O'Brien,
Jenkins'viaassistance,
doesandsome
undercoverwith
detecting,
his test set
the
centi*al office switchboard, and locates the gang.
He is caught by them but his tester gives the
alarm to Jenkins, with the whole repair gang
responding with flying fists to capture the
gang. The laugh finish finds O'Brien and
Miss Blondell preparing to retire after their
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marriage, when his pals break in and make his
life miserable.
The production, besides its other inherent entertainment qualities, has something of a novelty in subject matter. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Warner Bros. Directed by Ray Enright. Story by William Rankin.
Screen play fjy Warren Duff and Sidney Sutherland.
Photography
Arthur time.
Todd.68 Release
ary 24. 1934. byRunning
minutes. date. FebruCAST
Marie
Joan Blondell
Terry
Pat O'Brien
Bonnie
Glenda
Farrell
John
Allen Jenkins
Flood
Eugene Pallette
Nicky
Gordon Westcott
Schuyler
Henry
O'Neill
Dooley
Hobart
Cavanaugh
Loretta
Renee Whitney
Madison
Wallis Clark
Turk
Robert Ellis
Turner
Douglas Cosgrove
Joe
Selmer Jackson
Crystal
Louise Beavers
Ed
Tom Costello
Welch
Charles Wilson
KirWand
Clay Clement

The Lady is Willing
(Columbia )
Near-Farce
Here is a British picture with a star whom
American audiences already know very well.
But the Leslie Howard of this film is a very
different personality from the one who played
in "Secrets," "Berkeley Square" and "The Animal Kingdom." Here he becomes virtually a
farceur, and makes a darn good job of it to
boot. Because he obviouslv reveled in a part
giving him unlimited scope for tomfoolery, there
is a refreshing note to the film, and it develops
a strong comedy character which should insure
laughs in districts where the dialogue will not
be found too heavily English.
Howard appears as a crazy detective, urged
on by three victims of a crooked Continental
financier to get back for them the money they
have lost in worthless stock. To do this he
masquerades as a country doctor, complete
with bushy beard, but in the process of weaving
hisHoward
spells falls
financier's
doesin alove
neatwith
andtheamusing
piecewife.of
work, and is supported by a team of players
who enter heartily into the fun of the show.
Binnie Barnes (one of the successes of "Henry
VIII," incidentally)
delightfully
in the
woman
role, and, a,s shows
it is a up
certainty
Hollywood
will get her eventually, it is possible she may
have marquee value. The financier is played by
Cedric Hardwicke — Sir Cedric to you !— and
this again is a rich piece of characterization.
andthethetagscomedy
nature of
theHoward's
story seemname
to be
for exploitation
purposes, while the title again might put ideas
inProduced
some folk's
heads. — Charman,
by Columbia
in London. London.
Eng. Directed
by Gilbert Miller. Screen play by Guy Bolton. Photographed by Joseph Walker. A. S. C. Recorded by
Edward Bernds. Edited by Otto Ludwig. Art direction by Oscar Werndorff.CASTRunning time. 76 minutes.
Albert Latour
Leslie Howard
Gustav Dupont
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Helene
Barnes
ProfessorDupont
Menard
Sir Binnie'
Nigel Playfair
Welton
Nigel Bruce
M. Pignolet
W. Graham Browne
Valerie
Kendall Lee
Brevin
Claude' Howard
AUister
Dr. Germont
Arthur
Maid
Virginia Field
Butler
John TurnhuU

You
(MGM) Can't
Drama

Buy Everything

May Robson,
trouper"popularity
who recently
hasMiss
achieved
a richly"old
deserved
and
here has her second starring role, offers a splendid performance in something of a reincarnation
of the more notorious than famous Hetty Green
of financial memory. In a living illustration of
the evils that grasping wealth may bring, and
an interpretation of the picture's title, the star

again demonstrates her ability to hold audience
attention.
With good support, chiefly in the person of
Lewis
it ismaystillwellMiss
and the Stone,
exhibitor
makeRobson's
mention picture,
of her
past performances, with an indication that she
will not fail to win a whole-hearted approval
in this instance. Mary Forbes, William Bakesetup.
well
and the attractive young Jean Parker also
offer familiar cast names for a strong marquee
The title is somewhat unwieldy, but offers
an opportunity for effective selling lines, with
most to be made of the motivating theme, that
wealth is no substitute for love, and that forgiveness and understanding may bring more
happiness tocumulated
friends
family than all the accontents ofandvaults.
Miss Robson, dressed as though practically
destitute, leaves her son at the hospital after an
accident, as a free clinic patient, then makes
her way to the bank, storms at Gillingwater, its
president, and withdraws all her money because
Stone has become associated with the institution. Stone, it is understood, earned her undying hatred years before when he jilted her at
the altar.
Her son is graduated from college, and she
thrusts him into the bank which she dominates,
virtually the wealthiest person in the country.
The boy, Bakewell, has ambitions in the direction of authorship, but they are scotched.
At a house party, Bakewell meets Miss Parker,
Stone's daughter, and the two fall in love.
Though the mother fights and storms, vilifies
Stone and wails at her son, the two are married.
In the panic of 1907, she contrives to ruin Stone,
and Bakewell, returning, brands her for what
she is and leaves. The shock of his revelation
dazes her and she wanders from the bank vault
into the street, contracts pneumonia and is
nursed by Miss Forbes. A general reconciliation takes place, even Stone is begged for forgiveness.
Localed in the New York of the early years
of the century, there is an exhibitor opportunity for appropriate exploitation, which should
be particularly effective with the older generation, who readily will recognize the day
and age. Technically executed excellently, the
film's atmosphere has the undeniable stamp of
authenticity. It is a picture the entire family
may be invited to see. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by Charles F. Riesner. Original screen play
by Dudley Nichols and Lamar Trotti. Adapted by
Zelda Sears and Eve Green. Musical score by Dr.
William Axt. Art director. David Townsend. Interior decoration by Edwin B. Willis. Wardrobe by
Dolly tor,Tree.
Photographed
Len January
Smith. Film
ediBen Lewis.
Release bydate.
26. 1934.
Running time. 85 minutes.
CAST
Hannah
May Robson
Elizabeth
Jean Parker
Burton
Lewis Stone
Kate
Mary Forbes
Dr. Lorimer
Reginald Mason
Donny. as a man
William Bakewell
Donny, as a boy
Tad .Alexander
Flagg
Walter Walker
Sparks
Reginald Barlow
Banker
Claude Gillingwater
Catherine the Great
(United Artists)
Historical Drama
The obvious manner in which to sell "Catherine the Great" is as the successor to "Henry
VIII." So far as criticism is concerned, however, that is no fair standard by which to judge
it. for while in certain respects this latest London Films production is easily superior to its
predecessor, in others the first-made picture
wins the contest. In production values generally, in its gorgeous mountings, superb photogbrilliant acting,
indeed, raphy
be andconsidered
as the "Catherine,"
finest picture may.
that
has yet come out of a British studio. But as
regards dramatic content and appeal to the
imagination, it is not so certain that the claim
would be justified.
Nevertheless, it is true to sa}' that the film
gives an even clearer indication than any that
have preceded it of the potentialities of British
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production.
Once onthea foolproof
London P'ilins
can
lay their hands
story unit
(maybe
the
forthcoming
"Zorro"
film
will
provide
that),
they are going to produce a picture that will
be a world-beater. In all other respects they
can justly claim to have equaled Hollywood
at its best.
The e.xhibitor who plays this subject, therefore, need not hesitate to make a song about it
and promise his customers powerful entertainment, with young Douglas Fairbanks turning
in just about the best performance of his life.
As the film also introduces, in Elizabeth Bergner, a young actress who will undoubtedly take
her place with the great ones of the screen,
it does not lack for points to enhance its appeal. There are, in addition, the settings representing al the glamor of the dissolute Russian
Imperial Court, which combine with the intriguing nature of a story centered on the ambitious wife of a lunatic Czar to provide ample
material for seductive copywriting. It is a
subject that deservedly can be played up big.
For the cities the picture has all the makings
of a b. o. clean-up.
The plot shows the development of Catherine
from the shy German princess who becomes the
bride of the Russian heir, to the masterful ruler
of the Empire, her great love for her mad husband subordinated to her will to do her country
service. In this way it presents a remarkable
canvas for Miss Bergner, whose sensitive and
delicately conceived portrayal makes a vivid
and living thing of something that otherwise
lacks basic dramatic vitality. Doug Junior for
his part gives a robust performance that assists
the illusion, and there is a third member of
the cast. Flora Robson, whose acting is no less
of the classic order.
Dr. Paul Czinner, the director, has infused
a smart pace into the story, bringing out the
best in each sequence by means of his skilled
handling of his characters and crowds. The
picture's
photography,
many
beautiful too^
sets, emphasizes
witli effectivetheshots
from
surprise angles. — Charman, London.
Producedductionsbyand distributed
Alexander by
Korda
for London
ProUnited
Artists.Film
Directfd
by Paul Czinner. Assistant director, Geoffrey Booth by. Story and dialogue by Lajos Biro, Arthur Wimperis and Melchior Lengyel. Scenario and continuity
by Arthur Wimperis and Marjorie Deans. Photography by George's Perinal. Camera work by Robert
Lapresle. Supervising editor. Harold Young. Edited
by Stephen Harrison. Musical compositions by Ernst
Toch. fectsSettings
by Vincent
Architectural
efby A. Hallam.
SoundKorda.
supervision
by A. W.
Watkins. Costumes by John Armstrong. Musical direction by Muir Mathieson. Production manager,
David B. Cunynghame. Release date. March 16, 193^.
Running time. 91 mmutes.CAST
Grand Duke Peter
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Catherine
Elizabeth Bergner
Empress Elizabeth
Flora Robson
Lecocq
Sir Gerald du Maurier
Princess Anhalt-Zerbst
Irene Vanbrugh
Katushienka
Joan Gardner
Countess Olga
Dorothy Hale
Countess Vorontzova
Diana Napier
Gregory Orlov
Griffith Jones
Bestujhev
Gibb McLaughlin
Ogarev
Clifford Heatherley
GoudovitcVi
Lawrence Hanray
Colonel Karnilov
Allan Jeaves
Good

Dame

( Paramount-Schulberg )
Dramatic Romance
Loaded with the atmosphere of carnival
grifters, gambhng card-sharps, purse snatchers,
cooch dancers, hard guys, small town cops and
courts, all presented with flamboyant realism,
this dramatic romance with Sylvia Sidney and
Fredric March in the leads, has plenty of action, but the character of the show necessitates
slow tempo, permitting audiences to anticipate
thrill sequences before they reach the screen.
Outstanding patron appeal feature lies in the
human interest and sympathy accruing to the
girl, innocently a part of the hectic goings on.
While watching card-sharp Mace, Lillie, fired
Mace's pursebag to
loses herSpats.
chorus
snatchinggirl,
confederate.
The swag is split.
Mace stumbles upon Lillie, listens to her tale of
woe, chop-sueys her with her own dough and
fixes a job for her with Bluch's girl show. The
good dame has no ear^for Bluch's propositions
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VALUABLE DEPARTMENT,
SAYS STANLEY CHAMBERS
Valuable to the exhibitor, well written and tvith intelligent information,
is the way Stanley Chambers, noted
showman, now of the Fox Grand theatre at Topeka, Kan., sums up his
high estimation of this department,
"Showmen^s Reviews." Mr. Chambers, who rose to distinction in the
world of the theatre while at Wichita,
Kan., is an experieiiced showman
whose many successful campaigns
have served as models for theatrcmen
not only in the Middle West but
throughout the field of exhibition.
As a city manager, too, his executive
ability has been well known.
Mr. Chambers writes to the editor
of Motion Picture Herald as follows:
"Want to take this opportunity to
tell you how I enjoy reading your
'Showmen's Reviews' column. It gives
a lot of interesting information on
the new product, also ideas relative to
the box office possibilities. It is a
valuable department for the exhibitor
and an asset to the publication, well
written with intelligent information.
"Thought you might enjoy hearing from someone once in a while who
appreciates your efforts in putting out
a real publication for the showman of
today.

Newsy and meaty. Thanks,"

and
forced isintoa raid.
the "blow-off"
part of but
the
show.is There
Lillie is pinched,
Mace pays
her Bounced,
fine with Lillie
Bluch's
dough that
Spats
swiped.
is followed
by
Mace when Bluch gets wise that he used his
money to clear Lillie. Stuck in the small town,
Lillie, sensing the manliness beneath Mace's
tough e.xterior, gets him to turn his house-tohouse peddling racket into a half-way legitimate
enterprise and as Mr. Cupid gets in his sly
work, real love begins to blossom, not without
complications, however. In the arms of the law
for socking an apartment house manager, it
looks like an iron cell for Mace until Lillie
jumps in with a dramatic love plea which
softens
sentence. the judge's heart and a marriage is the
The title and name values look to be the
outstanding showmanship asset, supplementing
rapidfire information of the picture theme. The
natural draw of March and Sylvia Sidney
should be capitalized upon to the utmost, while
those of Jack LaRue. Russell Hopton and Kathleen Burke should not be overlooked. The
show's value as a juvenile attraction is hampered by the sexy flair given the premise. —
McCauthy, Hollywood.
Paramount release. Produced by H. P. Schulberg.
Directed by Marion Gering. Original by William R.
Lipman. Screen play by William R. Lipman. Vincent
Lawrence. Frank Partos and Sam Hellman. Sound
by Jack Goodrich. Photographed by Leon Shamroy.
A.S.C. Art directors. Hans Dreier and W. B. Ihnen.
Running time. 72 minutes. Release date, Feb. 16, 1934.
CAST
Lillie Taylor
Sylvia Sidney
Mace Townsley
Fredric March
Bluch Brown
Jack LaRue
Puff Warner
Noel Francis
"Spats"
Edwards
Russell
Regan
BradleyHopton
Page
Fallon
Guy LTsher
Zandra
Kathleen Burke
Scanlon
Joseph J. Franz
Cora
Miami Alvarez
Elmer Spicer
Walter Brennan
Judge Goddard
John Marston
Mr. Hill
James Crane
Judge Flynn
William Farnum
Emily
Patricia Farley
Stella
Florence Dudley
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Public Stenographer
(Drama
Showmen's Pictures )
As straight dramatic material, "Public Stehas its title
moments,
but they
are rather
far between. nographer"The
idea might
present
to the
exhibitor a possibility of a contest of some
nature built around stenographers or their
work. Otherwise, it is largely conventional material.
The best name for marquee flash is that of
William Collier, Jr., and the support includes
such familiars as Lola Lane, Richard Tucker,
Bryant Washburn and Al St. John, for one sequence of comedy. The roles of Tucker and
Washburn are both minor, and will not warrant too emphatic billing.
A speeding automobile, with a motorcycle
policeman in hot pursuit, is the only sequence
having a resemblance to punch action.
Miss Lane is the public stenographer in a
hotel, living with Esther Muir, the telephone
operator. Miss Lane accidentally meets Collier, son of an engineering contractor, who is
in difficulty because he will not entertain the not
too ethical proposition of his competitors,
Washburn and Jason Robards, on government
contracts. Miss Lane is pursued by Robards,
but falls in love with Collier, a feeling which
is reciprocated. The Collier firm is underbid
on a contract, and a leak in the direction of the
White companyi is suspected. When Collier
suddenly leaves town without notifying Miss
Lane after she assumes they are engaged. Miss
Muir takes Miss Lane's notebook, filled with
company statistics which Collier had dictated
from time to time, and sells it to Robards.
Collier returns, and the two girls make a
frantic and finally successful effort to destroy
the transcript of the notes, and recover the notebook, without Collier being any the wiser. The
two are reconciled, and the film concludes in
the expected fashion. A dialogue reference to
the unaccountable collapse of a bridge constructed bythe Collier company represented an
opportunity for real action punch in the picture.
The film may be found reasonably satisfying
in a midweek position. There is nothing in it
for the youngsters. — Aaronson. New York.
A Scre'encraft Production. Distributed by Showmen's Pictures. Directed by Lew Collins. Supervised
by Alt Alt. Story by Ellwood L'llman. Adaptation
and
continuity
by Joe O'Donnell
and Lew time,
Collins.62
Release date. November
1, 1933. Running
CAST
minute's.
Ann McNair
Lola Lane
Jim Martin
William Collier. Jr.
Lucille Weston
Esther Muir
Fred White
Jason Robards
Jerome Eagan
Duncan Renaldo
JamesHe'ndricks
Martin. Sr
RichardWashburn
Tuckei-"
Mr.
Bryant
Country Hick
Al St. John
Dete'ctive
Al Bridge
Sixteen Fathoms
(Monogram)

Deep

Drama which is chiefly melodrama of the
program action school, this offers undersea material of interest, the anticipated romantic complications and something of the processes involved in the gathering of the sponge from the
floor of the sea.
Selling will have to be along more or less
conventional lines with regard to the story
itself, but the concern of the story with the
sponge divers offers an opportunity for lobby
display of
appropriate
hibition ofthe
diving
suits and paraphernalia.
other apparatus,Ex-if
available, with sponge formations and the like,
should be instrumental in attracting a measure
of pedestrian attention. The title has a ring of
action which should not be neglected. The fact
that the film was adapted from an American
Magazine story may be of selling value.
Sally O'Neill heads the cast, while opposite is
the son of the late Lon Chaney, Creighton
Chaney, performing acceptably as the yOunc
lover of Miss O'Neill, overcoming obstacles to
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and
"boss"
trade rest
of the
plans and
the boat
defeat
save his
his sponge
girl. The
of the
names in the cast are probably quite unknown.
Chaney seeks to purchase a sponge boat,
planning on the annual auction to bring him
enough money to enable him to marry Miss
O'Neil. daughter of the perpetually inebriated
saloonkeeper. George Regas. who virtually runs
the town, arranges that Chaney get the only
available boat, lending him the money, but
planning that he shall be highly unsuccessful in
his expedition with the fleet to the sponge beds.
He sends Maurice Black, one of his henchmen,
as a member of the crew to see that Chaney
does not have too much good fortune. The
obstacles begin to appear with surprising regularity, and the crew becomes unruly.
The girl, ashore, learns that Regas is behind
the reported bad luck of Chaney's boat and uses
a speedboat to warn him. After a fight Chaney
forces Black to take his turn on the bottom, but
Black's air line becomes fouled. Chaney, despite his knowledge
of and
Black's
goes down
to save him,
Blackcrookedness,
confesses.
Regas'
men
are
beaten
in
another
encounter
when they start for home, and Chaney arrives
barely in time for the auction, coming out on
top, while Regas passes out of the picture.
"Sixteen Fathoms Deep" should be sold as
straight action melodrama, played perhaps to
best advantage in a midweek position. The
youngsters, boys especially, should find a thrill
in the undersea action sequences. — Aaroxson.
New York.
Produced and distributed by Monogram. Directed
by Armand
on the Adaptation
American Magazine story bySchaefer.
Eustace Based
L. Adams.
by A.
B. Barringer. Screen play by Norman Houston. Photography by Archie Stout. Recorded by John A.
Stransky, Jr. Release date, January 1, 1934, Running
time, 57 minutes.
CAST
Rosie
Sally Chaney
O'Neil
Joe
Creighton
Savanis
George Regas
Nick
Maurice Black
Mike
Jack Kennedy
Old Athos
Lloyd Ingram
Young Athos
George Nash
Cimos
Robert Kortman
Sculpiii
Si Jenks
Kargas
Constantine Romanoff
Martin
Richard Alexander
Crockett
Russell Simpson
Aleck
Philip Kieffer
Gordon
Jean Gehrung
Chinchin
Raul Figarola
Hell on Earth
(Aeolian Pictures)
Drama
Frankly and avowedly a cinematic plea for
peace, "Hell
on Earth" values
nevertheless
considerable in production
of thehashighest
order. Whether the mass audience is apt to
appreciate the work is problematical, but those
large city theatres which devote their screens
to
a large
to showingto "class''
foreign
pictures
haveextent
here something
sell.
Adapted and
fromdirected
Leonhard
Frank's Trivas,
book and
produced
by Victor
the
film utilizes but little dialogue, and that in four
languages. English, French, German, and a
bit of Jew-ish are heard, while the opening sequences contain flash scenes in England, France,
Germany and Russia.
Symbolizing the utter futility of war, the
complete distortion of human values and common sense which war brings, reduced to the
individual components of war, five men, the
German, the Frenchman, the Englishman, the
Negro vaudeville star, and the Jew, uniform
gone, stricken deaf and dumb by shell-fire, are
cast by the fortimes of battle into the same
deserted dugout between the enemy trenches.
There, actually under the guidance of the Negro,
who speaks three languages, they come slowly
to the realization that they have no personal
grievances, that they have absolutely no reason
for destroying each other.
Opening sequences picture the flirtatious
young Frenchman and his sweetheart, the German carpenter and his family, the quiet Englishman, just become a father; the Negro, doing his turn in Paris ; the Jewish tailor being
married. Each is seen again in the leave-taking,
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then the martial music of mobilization fading
into the din of warfare and the attack — then the
five in the dugout.
As they assist one another, and are entertained by the Negro, they unconsciously arrive
at an understanding, an understanding of their
own brotherhood, a glimpse through the uniform. Interspersed are impressionistic flashes
of the war going on outside, all about them.
Finally, when the smoke from their cook stove
has drawn fire from both lines, and their position is in danger of devastation, they climb
from their dugout, set their faces toward the
trenches, and march side by side. Toward
which trenches, toward what fate, is left entirely to the imagination of the audience.
It is strong, significant drama, ably produced
from the technical standpoint, excellently portrayed by its cast. Peace organizations have
indorsed it, community groups might be induced
to come to its support. — Aaronson. New York.
Produced
and directed
Victor theTrivas.
uted by Aeolian
Pictures.by From
originalDistribstory
by Leonhard Frank. Music by Hans Eisler, Adaptation by Victor Trivas and Leonhard Frank. Release
date, January 27, 1934. Running time, 70 minutes.
CAST
The Russian Jew
Wladimir Sokoloff
The German
Ernst Busch
The Frenchman
Georges Peclet
The Englishmn
Hugh Douglas
The Negro
Louis Douglas
The Jewish Bride
Elizabeth Lennertz
The German's
Wife
Renee Rose
Stobrawa
The
French Girl
Mai
The Englishman's Wife
Zoe Frank
Palsie Walsie
(Universal)
Fun, but Too Long
There are moments of hilarity in this Henry
Armetta comedy but if they had come closer
together some weak spots might have been
subtracted, Mickey Daniels is the son and
Sally Star
the girl,
Armetta's
Lillian
Elliott,
convinces
him that
he shouldwife,
inform
his
son of the ways of life, all of which the boy
knows better than papa. Armetta, Mickey and
Sally wind up in a night club, and when Armetta's wife finds them there she winds them
all up around the chandeliers, fistically speaking. Scarcely a novel development. — Running
time, 20 minutes,
Hizzoner
(RKO Radio)
Good Comedy
There are more than a few laughs, and an
amusing situation, in this, featuring the well
known radio and stage personality, Bert Lahr,
comedian. Nominated for mayor because his
sponsor had declared he would run any man he
found dumber than the rival candidate, Lahr
makes a radio appearance, and becomes tangled
with his wife and a girl put in his hotel room
to frame him. The Lahr mannerisms are amusing, and his radio name should make the subject
w^orth
minutes. exhibitor attention. — Running time, 21
Red Hot Mamma
(Paramount)
Amusing
An entertaining little filler, of the Betty Boop
cartoon variety, is this subject, in which Betty,
chilled by the wintry blasts, sleeps on the rug
before the fire. She dreams of descending to
the abode of the devil, for an entertaining few
minutes. — Running time, 7 minutes.

the )Cork
(Poppin'
Educational
Good
With Milton Berle, stage comedian, running
the comedy end of the subject, this number, of
the musical variety, hits a timely note with its
repeal reference. One of the Jack White productions, ithas the yarn of the clowning college
boy, Berle, who plays his tricks to win the
favor of his sweetheart. Most of the tricks are
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at the expense of the mother-in-law-to-be, ending with her, a prohibitionist, becoming slightly
inebriated at a restaurant, thanks to Berle. The
chorus work is entertaining and two song numbers, "Poppin' the Cork" and "Here's Looking
utes.
a,t You," are tuneful. — Running time, 24 min-

(Vitaphone)
Entertaining
Honeymoon

Ho-l"el

One of the new Merry Melodies series, this
is done in Cinecolor, which serves to enhance
the effectiveness of the cartoon work. Against
a background of the particular theme song,
"Honeymoon Hotel," the animated boy and girl
are married and reach the hotel room on their
honeymoon. With amusing cartoon antics, the
subject is highly entertaining of its type, — Running time, 7 minutes.
Mountain Music
(Universal)
Action Comedy
Louise Fazenda is willed a country store
up in the moonshine hills and the only customers are two families at feud-heat. The new
owner shushes them all out of the place when
the first new outbreak flares up, and then
summons them all to a barn-dance peace party.
But both families send suitors, in plots to get
the store, and then there is a fight, the owner
getting away just in time in her flivver. The
maximum comedy possibilities were somewhat
impaired by the over-burlesquing of the hillcharacters, but
an abundance of
action. billy
— Running
time.there's
18 minutes.
Jumping
Giants
(Paramount)
Excellent
As Grantland Rice spins the yarn in this
number of the Sportlight series, the camera
is trained on a small yacht, off the coast, first
in the east, then in the west, as the big-fishermen ply rod and reel. It is almost guaranteed
to bring gasps from the audience, as the huge
fighters struggle with frantic strength in a desefi^ort to and
free thrilled
themselves.
will be perate
amazed
as theThefishaudience
makes
great leaps high out of the W'ater, and one, free,
rushes out to sea, making gigantic leaps in his
headlong flight. A good subject. Running
time, 10 minutes.
The Inventors
( Educational )
Lively Comedy
Stoopnagle and Budd, comics of unquestioned radio popularity, appear in this comedy
subject as the inventors, along the lines of the
Rube Goldberg machinations. They demonstrate
their inventions to three scientists, including
the upside-down dresser for the prevention of
collar button rolling, the hat-racks which leave
the brims fastened securely to the wall, and the
like.
They lecture
a girls'
school,
build
a mechanical
man atwhich
raises
havocand among
the visiting school board and the attractive students. The names of the pair should make
special billing worth while on the subject. —
Running time, 20 minutes.
Amusing
Buddy's Show
(Vitaphone)

Boat

An amusing animated cartoon, in which
Buddy docks his showboat at a Mississippi
town. He and Cookie entertain the natives,
until the tough deckhand captures the girl.
Buddy goes into animated action, and hangs
the villain over the paddle w-heel, with disastrous results. Will fill a spot on any bill. —
Running time, 7 minutes.
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RECEIPTS

Theatre receipts from I 12 major houses in 19 key cities of the country for the
calendar week ended February 3, 1934, totaled $1,188,071, a decrease of $8,846
from the total for the previous calendar week, ended January 27, when I I I theatres in 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,196,917.
(Copyright. 1933: Reproduction of mattrial from this department without credit to Motion Pictuii Herald expressly forbidden)
■ s.noo
Theatres
Current Week
Previous Week
Gross Picture
Picture
Gross
High covers
andperiodLow
Gross 1133.1
Boston
(Tabulation
from January,
Boston
2,900 25c -50c
18,000
"As
Husbands
Go"
(Fox).
"King for a Night" (U.)..
20.000 High 1-13-34 "Fog"
Low 3-11 "Topaze"
•. 11,000
Fenway
1.800 30c-50c
"Hi, Nellie" (W.B.) and.
"Convention City" (F. N.) and.,.. 8.000 High
1-14 "Island
Lost Scandal"
Souls" and Ii 23,500
"His Double Life" (Para.)
"Orient Express" (Fox)-.
"Billion ofDollar
Low 7-29 "Arizona
"She Had totoBroadway"
Say Ves" and J)
.... 18.000
Keith's
3,500 30c -50c "Beloved" (U.)
17,000 "I Am Suzanne!" (Fox).
15,000
High
12-2
"Little
Women"
.... 18,500 Low 3-11 "When Strangers Marry"
28,000
Loew's State 3.700 35c -50c "Eskimo" (MG.M)
18.000 "Gallant Lady" (U. A.).
12,000
High
1-7 "Men
"Strange
Interlude"
Low
3-11
Must
Fight"
Metropolitan
4,350 30c-65c
23,000
.... 39,000
6,000
44.500
"Search for Beauty" (Para.) 33,000 "All of Me" (Para.)....
High 3-11
11-4 "King
"I'm Noof Angel"
Paramount
1,800 30c -50c "Hi, Nellie" (W. B.) and
Low
the
Jungle"........
City"
(F.
N.)
and
9,000
8,50U "Convention
U.OOG
High 2-25 "Dangerously
Yours" and Ii 26,500
"His Double Life" (Para.)
"Orient Express" (Fo.x)
"Deception"
Low 8-12 "Mary
Stevens,
M.D."
and
1
"Flying Devils" ) 17,000
Buffalo
Buffalo
3,500 30c-SSc
"All of Me" (Para.)
14,800
•Flying Down to Rio" (Radio) 15.8(X)
8.000
High 3-25
12-9"Our
"Dancing
Lady"
31.iiO0
25c
Betters"
9,800
Century
3.000
•Lady Killer" (W. B.) and
6,500 Low
'As Husbands Go" (Fox) and.
"Olsen's
Big
Moment"
(Fox)
High
8-12
"Forgotten
Men"
and
)
5.700
'Emperor Jones" (U. A.)
"Easy Millions"
) 8,000
Low 12-16 "Day
"Solitaire
Man" and )) 3,500
of
Reckoning"
Great Lakes
3.000 25c -40c
'Roman(2nd Scandals"
(U. A.)
7,300
•Eskimo" (MOM)
7.500
week)
High 11-4 "Fm No Angel"
27,200
Hippodrome
2.100 25c-4nc
5.400
'Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
9.7CO Low 4-15 "Rome Express"
'Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 12.200
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933" 16,100
Low
8-26
"Moonlight
and
Pretzels"
5,100
"Shadows
of
Sing
Sing"
(Col.),
Lafayette
3,300
•Cross Country Cruise" (U.) and 6,90ij
25c
5,400 High 12-20 "Counsellor at Law"
15.200
'East of Fifth Avenue" (Col.)
and "Sweetheart
(Monogram) of(5 Sigma
days) Chi"
Low 12-23 "Myrt and Marge"
4,800
Chicago
35,000
ChicaKO
4,000 35c-68c
'All of Me" (Par
42.000 "Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
75,000
4-29 "Central Airport"
22.000
"As
Husbands
Go"
(Fox)
30c-60c
■'Miss
Fane's
Baby
Is
Stolen"....
10,000
12,000 Low
McVicker's
2,284
(Para.)
High 10-14 "Too Much Harmony" .... 20,000
Low 7-1 "The Woman I Stole"
5.000
Eight" (MGM).
Oriental
3,940 30c-60c
(2ndatweek)
■Dinner
Eight"days)
(MGM)
15.000 "Dinner
50.000
16,000 High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
(3rd atweek-9
Low
12-16
"A
Man's
Castle"
10.000
20.000
Palace
2,509 3Sc-7Sc
'Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 22,000 "Let's Fall in Love" (Col.).
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
37.000
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
14.000
'Bedside"
(F.
N.)
Roosevelt
1,591 25c -50c
7,500 High
'Going Hollywood" (MGM)
9.000
10-14 "Penthouse"
16.000
Low
3-4
"Luxury
Liner"
6.300
'Worst
Woman
in
Paris"
(Fox).,.
16,000
State-Lake
2,776 20c-35c
•Love, Honor and Oh, Baby!" (U.) 17,000
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
18,000
'Gallant
Lady"
(U.
A.).
Low
2-18
"Lucky
Devils"
4..S0n
United Artists.... 1,700 30c-60c
(1st
week)
'Gallant
11,000
19,000 High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain" .... 27.000
(2nd Lady"
week) (L'. A.)
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding" 6,800
Cleveland
Allen
to the Lovelorn" (U. A. 3,00n "Beloved" (U.)
3.300 20c -40c ".■Advice
High 11-11 "Private Life of Henry VIII" 12,000
(9 days)
Low 3-4 "Infernal Machine" and )
3,000
"Exposure"
f 1,800
.., 3,800 30c-44c
"Hi, Nellie" (W. B.)
5.200 High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue".... 30.000
High 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
2,900
RKO Palace , , 3,100 30c-75c "Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio). 22,500 "Counsellor at Law" (U.)
19,500 High
12-2 "Little Women"
26.00f
Low
8-19
"No
Marriage
Ties"
4.200
., 3.400 30c-44c "Eskimo" (MGM)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
10..SO0 High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
26.000
.. 1,900 25c-35c "Sons of the Desert" (MGM) and. 8,000 "Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.).. 4,100 Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk" 5,000
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
9,000
"Lone Cowboy" (Para.)
4,01)0
and "Broken I>reams" (Monogram)
Low 11-18 "Hell
"StageandMother"
and () 2,500
High
Water"
4.600 "Orient Express" (Fox)
Warner's Lake. . 800 25c-35c "Massacre" (F. N.) ...
High 10-28 "Footlight Parade"
10.000
1.500
2.150 Low 12-30 "Jimmy and Sally"
Denver
Aladdin
1,500 2Sc-40c
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.).
"By Candlelight" (U.J
4.000 High 2-25 "Cavalcade"
10,000
Low 4-8 "Broadway
"Smoke Lightning"
and j) 2,500
3,500
Bad"
•■All
of Me" (Para.)
Denham
1.500 25c •40c
7,500 "Miss (Para.)
Fane's (6Baby
days)Is Stolen" 4.500 High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
16.000
Low 6-3 "Mussolini Speaks" "Night of t
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" ( 1,950
8.003 "Little Women" (Radio)
Denver
2,500 25c-50c ••Eskimo" (MGM)
15,000 High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
17,500
(8 days)
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
3.000
Orpheum
2.600 25c-50c ■■Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)..
16,000 "Going Hollywood" (MGM)
13.000 High
3-4 "42nd Street"
18,500
Low
6-10
"Zoo
in
Budapest"
3,750
Paramount
2,000 25c-40c ■'Little Women" (Radio)
'Advice to the Lovelorn" (LT.A.) ;,ooo High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
3.000
7,000
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
2,000
Detroit
2,750 15c -40c
'.-Xggie Appleby" (Radio) and.
5,100 "Bombay
(U.)(Fox)
and
5.100 High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties"
16.500
"Jimmy andMail"
Sally"
'Olsen's Big Moment" (Fox)
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole"
3,700
(Para.)
. 2.700 15c-40c
'Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
6.200 "Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen".... 5.600 High 1-28 "Silver Dollar"
15,400
Low 3-18 "Secret of Madame Blanche" 3.100
'Carolina" (Fox)
5,100 15c -50c
19,40) "I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
22,400 High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner, Sing"
32,300
Low 5-15 "After
Ball" and f
) S,400
"Afraid the
to Talk"
4,000 ISc-SOc
■.\11 of Me'^ (Para.).
15,300 "By Candlelight" (U.)
18,700 High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
23,700
Low 7-1 "College Humor"
7,300
25c-50c
'The (15c-50c)
Big Shakedown" (F. N.)..
3,000
4.300 "Dancing Lady" (MGM)
6.200 High 10-14 "I'm No Angel" (5 days).. 24.100
Low
1-13-34
"Blood
Money"
3,200
United Artists.. . 2,000 25c-50c
'Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
11.103 "Dinner(2ndatweek)
Eight" (MGM)
8.300 High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain" .... 17.400
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Cross".... 4.100
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Current Week
Picture

Hollywood
Chinese
Pantages

2.500 50c-$1.65
3,000 25c-S5c

W. B. HoUywood 3,000 25c-40c
Indianapolis
ApoUo
Circle

"Little(6thWomen"
week-4 (Radio)
days)
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
"Massacre" (F. N.)

Gross
8,411
5,160
8,000

February

HERALD

—

CCNT'Dl

Previous Week
Picture

Gross

9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
4-1 "King Kong"
1-7 "Handle With Care"...
2-18 "Devil's
"Vampire Playground
Bat" and
I
"
)
3-2S
"42nd
Street"
1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown"

36,656
14,600
13,000
4,100
26.000
7,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

2-18 "State Fair"
1-20-34 "Frontier Marshal"
8-19 "She Hadrun)to Say Yes"....
3-4 "The(2nd
Sign of the Cross"
3-25
"Parachute
Jumper"
1-27-34 "Easy
"Son ofto Kong"
Love" and ()

7,000
2,000
12,000
2,500
15,000
3,500

6,000
10,000

High
Low
High
Low

7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
2-3-34 "Sons of the Desert"
12-16 "Women in His Life"

9,500
3.000
12,500
3,500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
21,000
S-20 "Sweepings"
4,000
1-7 "Strange Interlude"
30,000
4-15 "Perfect Understanding" 4,900
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
20,000
5-27 "Picture Snatcber"
2,800

"The Big Shakedown" (F. N.).... 7,000

"She (20c-40c)
Done Him(Revival)
Wrong" (Para.).. 2,000
"Four (20c-40c)
Frightened People" (Para.) 3,500

"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"All of Me" (Para.)

2,500
4,000

Indiana

3.100 20c-40c

"Long(5 Lost
days) Father" (Radio)

3,500

3,500

Lyric
Palace

2,000 20c-40c
3.000 2Sc-40c

"Beloved" (U.)
"Sons (Z5c-S5c)
of the Desert" (MOM)

6,000
12,500

"Son (4of days)
Kong" (Radio)
"Easy to Love" (W. B.)
(3 days)
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)

3,(M9 25c-60c

"The Invisible Man" (U.)
15,000
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Eskimo" (MOM)
10,700
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's Baby
6,000
days IsandStolen"
Sat.
midnite (8show)

"Convention City" (F. N.)
19,500
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Fugitive
(MGM)
(7 daysLovers"
and Sat.
midnite show) 10^500

"I Was a Spy" (Fox)

1,900

"Goodbye
Again" (F. N.)
(S days)

"Angkor"
(Warner and Purdon) . .
(2nd week)
"July (2nd
14" week-1
(Rene Qair)
day)
"I Was(6 days)
a Spy" (Fox)
"Eskimo" (MGM)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)....
"I'm No Angel" (Para.)
(4th week-1 day)
"Gallant
Lady" (U. A.)
(6 days)
"Massacre" (F. N.)

5,000
2,204

Midland

4.000

25c

Newman

1300 25c -40c

Uptown

2,000 2Sc-40c

Los Angeles
Criterion ........ 1.610 25c-40c
Filoiarte
SOO 4De-50c
Four Star
900
Loew's State .... 2,416
Paramount
.... 3,S96
RKO
2,700
United Artisti .. 2.100

50c-75c
25c-40c
25c-40c
2Sc-40c
25c-40c

W. B. Downtown 3.400 2Sc-40c
Minneapolis
Lyric

"All of Me" (Para.)
6,000
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
1,700

High 1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch"
Low 7-1 "UUy Turner"

8,500
IJWO

"Angkor"
(Warner and Purdon).. 6,400
(1st week)
"July (1st
14" week)
(Rene Oair)
2,700

High
Low
High
Low

12-2 "Elysia"
1-20-34 "Road to Ruin"
11-25
"Emperor
Jones'*
9-9 "The
Rebel".....

12,000
I3W
3,950
1,800

6,450
20,400
17,894
3,800
11,500

"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"All of Me" (Para.)
"Let's(5 Fall
days)in Love" (Col.)
"I'm (3rd
No week)
Angel" (Para.)

High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Dangerously Yours"
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
High 10-21 "The Bowery"
Low 1-28 "Hello, Everybody"

28,300
8,000
30,000
10,000
11,600
1700
21,000
3,900

7,000

"The Big Shakedown" (F. N.)....

High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 2-3-34 "Massacre"

19,000
TflOO

9,200
16,865
1,800
9,000

7,000
SOO
1,500
8,000
5,500
5,000
3,500

"Eskimo" (MGM)
"Convention City" (F. N.)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.)..
"By Candlelight" (U.)

7,000
5,500
6,000
3,000

"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
(2 days)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's (5Baby
days)Is Stolen"
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
"The Invisible Man" (U.)...
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)
"Waltz(2ndTime"
week) (Gaumont-British)

2,547 2Sc-75c

"Going Hollywood" (MGM)

10,500

"Design for Living" (Para.)

11,500

Loew's

3,115 2Sc-75c

'Mr. Skitch" (Fox)

12.000

Palace

2,600 25c-7Sc

Princess

2,272 2Sc-65c

"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen".... 12,000
(Para.)
"Conquering Sex" (MGM) and.... 10,000
"Day of Reckoning' (MGM)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.) and
6,500
"Girl Withovjt a Room" (Para.)

1.238 20c-25c

Minnesota
4.008 25c -40c
RKO Orpheum.. 2,900 20c-40c
State
2,300 25c-40c
World
400 2Sc-7Sc
Montreal
Capitol

New York
Capitol
Hollywood
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount ......
Rialto
RivoU

4,700 35c-$1.65
1,S43 2Sc-85c
2,300 35c -85c
a,S0O 2Sc-7Sc
3,?Q0 35e-99c
2,200 2So-6Sc
2,200 35c-99c

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, Un.)
High
Low
High
Low
High
'•Low

"Little Women" (Radio)
19,000
(5th week)
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM) 6.650

1,100 25c-40c
2.800 25c -40c

Kansas City
Mainstreet

10. 1934

"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 1,500

"Women in His Life" (MGM).... 22,941
"Fashions
of 1934" (W. B.)
7,240
(2nd week)
10,500
"Frontier Marshal" (Fox)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio).... 13,200
"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 38,000
"The Ghoul" (Gaumont-British) .. 18,500
and "Ross-Petrolle Fight" (Garden)
"Gallant
23,901
(2nd Lady"
week) (U. A.)

"The Invisible Man" (U.) and.... 10,000
"You Made Me Love You" (Majestic)
"Fog" (Col.)
"The Lady Is Willing" (Col.) and.. 7,500

'Eskimo" (MGM)
"Fashions
of 1934" (W.B.)
(1st week)
"Sixteen
Fathoms
(Monogram) (11Deep"
days)
"Design for Living" (Para.)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)

28,094
17,309
15.300
13,200
53,000
10,500

"Gallant Lady" (U.A.)
(1st week)

31,390

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing"..
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-3-34 "Eskimo"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
Low 3-11
of the
Jungle"
High
1-27-34"King
"Waltz
Time"
(2nd week)
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"

3,000
10.000
1,000
7,000
14,000
3,000
8,000
3,500
3,500
1,000

High 12-2 "Private Life of Henry Vni"
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain My
Widows"
Heart" and JI
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Turn
Back the
"Emergency
Call"Clock" and J)
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"..
Low 12-23 "IandLoved
a Woman" ))
"Female"
High 1-7 "Si>eed
"The KidDemon"
From Spain" and ))
Low 12-23 "Sing,
Sinner,
and "The
Chief"Sing" J)

13,500
7,500
14,500
7,560
15,500
9,000
12,000
5,000

High 12-9 "Dancing Lady" (8 days)....
Low 9-30 "Solitaire Man"
High 9-1 "Voltaire"
Low 1-20-34 "Disraeli" (Reissue)
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"....
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
High 5-20 "Forgotlen Men"
Low 4- IS "Destination Unknown" and 1
"The Fighting President" )
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-5 "The Rebel"

66,693
21,210
25,868
4,200
24.750
4,900
i6,lS0
4,500
83,450
15,600
22,500
5,800
48.000
7,300
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Current Week

New York (Continued)
RKO Center
3.700 25c-S5c
RKO Music Hall. 5,945 3Sc-$1.65
Roxy
6,200 25c -65c
Strand
3,000 25c-$l.lU
Oklahoma City
Capitol
1,200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-S6c
Liberty
1,500 10c-36c

Picture

Gross

■Design(4 days)
for Living" (Para.)
"Eight(3 Girls
days) in a Boat" (Para.)
•As Husbands Go" (Fox)
'Beloved" (U.)
■Massacre"
(R. N.)
(2nd week)

10.800
74,00)
25,000
12,570
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HERALD

—
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CCNT'Dl

Previous Week
Picture
"Sitting
Pretty" (Para.)
(4 days)
"White(3 days)
Woman"
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
"Massacre" (F.N.)
(1st week)

Gross

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1133.)

11.200

High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
71,267
Low 7-1 "Adorable" and "Supernatural" 7,5W

73,000
20,000
18,659

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11-25 "Little Women"
6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession"...
11-25 "The Invisible Man"
1-28 "Air Hostess"
10-14 "Footlight Parade"
12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"

109,000
44,938
42,000
9,100
55,190
6,850

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Easy(3 todays)
Love" (F. N.)
"Smoky" (Fox)
(4 days)
"All of Me" (Para.)

2,600
9.000
700
1.100
4.200

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"....
11-18 "College Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
"The Fourth
Death Horseman"
Kiss" and ))
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

6.500

10.750
3,500
16,500
5,000
13,250
5,800
7,500
«,500

Midwest
Omaha
Brandtis

1.500 10c -56c

'House on 56th Street" (W. B.) .. 3,100
•Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
3,200
•'Lady(4 Killer"
(W.
B.)
1,250
days)
•Midnight" (U.).
700
■•I Am(3 Suzanne!"
(Fox)
4,000
days) '

1.200 J5c-60c

"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio).. 8.500

"If I Were Free" (Radio)

Orpheum

3,000 25c-40c

Paramount
World

2,900 25c-40c
2,500 25c-35c

••Fugitive Lovers" (MGM) and
7.2'50
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.) (25c-35c)
"All of Me" (Para.)
6,250
"Roman(2.Sc-40c)
Scandals" (U. A.)
6.00O

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM) and 7.500
"Eight(8 Girls
days) in a Boat" (Para.)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
7,500
"Bombay Mail" (U.)
5,000

High 11-18 "One Man's Journey"
Low 12-30 "The
World
Changes" and )(
"Havana
Widows"
High 6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
Low 4-29 "Sweepings"
High 7-22 "Gold EHggers of 1933"
Low 6-10 "Reunion in Vienna"
High 6-3 "Peg O' My Heart" and )
"Perfect Understanding" I
Low 12-9 "Hoopla" and
)
"Manhattan Tower"
)

••Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
(2nd week-6i days)
"Dancing
Lady" (MGM)
(8 days)
••Dinner
at Eight" (MGM)
(6 days)
"Going(6 Hollywood"
(MGM)
days)
•'Carolina"
(6 days)(Fox)
"Bedside" (F. N.)
(6 days)
"I Am(6 Suzanne!"
(Fox)
days)
"Fashions
of
19.14"
(W. B.)
(8 days)
••Counsellor
at
Law"
(U.)
(6 days)

8,000
3.600
13.000
18.000
28.000
3,500
7.500
14,00(1
8,000

"Gallant Lady" (LT. A.)
13,500
(1st week-6 days)
(2
days)
"Women in His Life" (MGM).... 400
"Design
for Living" (Para.) 14,000
(8 days)
(6 days)
"A Man's
Castle" (Col,)
22,000
"Sleepers East" (Fox)
11,000
(5 davs)
"Beloved"
(U,)
3,000
(6 days)
"I Was(6 days)
a Spy" (Fox)
6,500
"Hi, (6
Nellie"
10,500
days) (W. B.)
"Massacre" (F. N.)
6.500
(6 days)

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 9-30
High
1-6-34"Bitter
"Duck Sweet"
Soup" (7 days)....
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High 4-22 "Cavalcade"
Low 8-5 "F. P. 1"
High 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"..
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

18,000
4,800
6.500
1,500
30,000
8,000
33,000
10,000
29,000
13,000
7,700
2,500
11,500
4,500
32,500
9,000
10,000
4.000

"Convention
City"N.)(F, N,) and
••Massacre" (F.
"The Invisible Man" (U.)
••From
'•GoodbyeHeadquarters'
Love" (Radio)(W. B.) and
"Master of Men" (Col.)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox) and
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)
"Moulin Rouge' (U. A.)

6,000
3,800
3.000
2,500
5,000
5,000

"Mvrt and Marge" (U.) and
7.000
"Women in His Life" (MGM)
"House on 56th Street" (W. B.).. 4.000
"After
Tonight"
3,400
"Horseplay"
(U.) (Radio) and

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-21 "Frisco Jenny"
3-11 "WhatI No Beer?"
12-9 "Little Women"
5-13 "No More Orchids"
10-14 "Rafter Romance"
11-18 "College Coach"

11,000
3,500
14,000
1,600
U.OOO
1,600

"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
(Para.) and "Smoky" (Fox)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(3rd atweek)

4,000
4,600

High
Low
High
Low

11-18 "The Way to Love"
12-2 "Walls of Gold"
8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
3-11
"Madame Butterfly"

12.000
3,500
8.500
1,600

"Rainbow
Over Broadway"
(Chesterfield)
and "Woman's Man" (Monogram)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Beloved" (U.) and
"Aggie Appleby" (Radio)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
and "Hi, Nellie" (W. B.)
"Forgotten Men" (Jewel)
"Private
(U. Life
A.) of Henry VHI"....
"Convention City" (F. N.)

11,000

"Maker Car
of Men"
(Col.) and
"Police
17" (Col.)

11.000

11,500
7,000
11,000
3,000
10.500
18,000

"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio).. 13,000
"Bombay Mail" (U,) and
6,000
"His Double Life" (Para.)
"House on 56th Street" (W.B.) and 8,500
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM)

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

4-8 "Should
a Woman
Tell?"
and "Speed
Demon"
9-9 "Important
Witness"
and
"Sensation Hunters"
2-11 "The Mummy"
10-21 "My Woman"
10-14 "Ladies Must Love"
1-20-34 "Women
in His
Life"
and "Rafter
Romance"
10-28 "I'm No Angel"
12-23 "Sitting Pretty"

J) 15,500
)) 7,000
25,500
8,000
15,000
)f 5,000
40,000
7.000

"Lady Killer" (W, B,)
"Dinner(2nd atweek)
Eight" (MGM)

4,000
6,500

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
Karltoa
Keith's
Stanley
Stanton
Portland, Ore.
Broadway ..
Music Box
Oriental
Pantages
Paramount
United Artists ..

1,200
600
2.400
2.000

■«>c-6Sc
25c- 50c
40c -65c
40c-65c

1,000
2.000
3.700
1.700

30c-50c
25c-40c
40c-65c
30c- 55c

1.912
3,000
2.040
1.700
3,008
945

25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-35c
25c-35c
25c-40c
2Sc-40c

San Francisco

Golden Gate .... 2,800 2Sc-40c
Orpheum
3,000 15c-40c
Paramount
2,670
President
1.600
United Artists .. 1,200
Warfield
2,700

15c-55c
15c-50c
25c-S0c
25c-90c

Seattle
Blue Mouse .... 950 25c-50c
Fifth Avenue ... 2.750 25c-55c

"Roman
(U. A.)
(5th Scandals"
week-4 days)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)

3,500
19.500

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-26 "The Wrecker"
High 1-6-34 "Dancing
Lady"
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"....

3,750
iO.OOO

High 8-19
12-9 "The
"LittleRebe
Women"
8 500
Low
l"
2.500
High
8-5
"Tugboat
Annie"
19
250
Low 3-18 "Secret
"From Hell
to Heaven" and )
of Madame
Blanche" ) 5,000
High 7-19 "What Price Innocence?".. 5,500
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
3000
High 11-11 "Footlight Parade
"
8 000
days)
(6
Low 10-21
12-23 "Bureau
"If I Were
Free"
3',2?.0
High
of Missing
Persons" 9,000
Low 1-27-34 "His
Double
Life"
"The Big
Shakedow
n" and )f 4.500
High 1-13-34
1-7 "A "Dancin
Farewell
to
Arms"
9 500
U>w
g Lady" (2nd run) 4,000
High 10-28 "Ladies Must Love"
14 000
Low 12-9 "A Man's Castle"
4.'ooo

Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c-25c
950 25c-50c
2,500 25c-50c

"Horse
(U,) and
4,250
"Police Play"
Call" (Showmens)
"Gallant Lady" (U, A.)
6,000
"Eight
Girls
in
a
Boat"
(Para.)
5.500
and "Massacre" (F. N.)

"The Invisible Man" (U.)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(1st atweek)
"•^ou Made Me Love You" (Majestic) and "Fighting Code" (Col.)
"House(2ndon week)
56th Street" (W.B.)..
"His Double Life" (Para.) and..
"The Big Shakedown" (F.N.)

Paramount
Roxy

3,050 20c-30c
2.275 25c -50c

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)
7.500
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.) and 4,500
"King for a Night" (U.) (15c-25c)

"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
8.500
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.) and.. 4.500
"The Last Roundup" (Para.)

3,750
3.000
4.500

17 000
4,000
26,000
10.000
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WABASH
ON
WEEK
THE
================
^^
tion of Musicians. Wayne King will provide
CHICAGO
the music and an important floor show is
Film Row is on its toes awaiting announcescheduled. Tickets are $1 each with theatres
ment of the personnel of the local grievance
using a special trailer inviting the public.
and zoning boards. Local exchange managers
V
are keeping their fingers crossed, hoping they
Harry Goldberg, formerly with Warner and
will not be chosen. Some have even gone so
Kducational, has joined the sales staff of B. N.
far as to request they be excused since their
names have been sent in. Generally, they view Judell, Inc.
V
it as an ungrateful task and are well satisfied
Del Goodman, in charge of Fox foreign
to let someone else take both the honor and branches,
who has a wealth of friends in the
the work.
industry here, is stopping off for a visit on his
V
way to the West Coast. Goodman has been in
C. C. Pettijohn of the MPPDA made a hur- foreign parts for the last three years. He is
ried trip to town last Saturday for a meeting
with members of the Film Board of Trade at accompanied
vear-old baby.by Mrs. Goodman and their twothe Congress hotel. A general discussion and
V
exchange of ideas was had on code ramificaGuercio
&
Barthel
report
installation of comtions.
plete projection equipment at the Lyric, WinA
Ind., and the Crescent, Louisville, Ky.,
Van Nomikus is putting plenty of sugar into through chester,
their recently opened Indianapolis
the remodeling of the Parkway theatre, which
branch.
he will open in several weeks.
HOLQUIST
V
Cress Smith and Walter Branson are making
Theo. Hays Heads Committee
a swing around the RKO
V mid-western offices.
Theo. L. Hays of Minnesota Amusement
George
Taif
has
joined
Henri
Ellman's
CapiCompany
was chairman of the Ball and Entol Film Corporation as salesman in Indiana
tertainment Cornmittee for the Franklin D.
and Illinois.
Roosevelt Bail for the benefit of the Warm
V
Mike Kahn is the new branch manager here Springs Foundation for Crippled Children,
for Majestic Pictures, succeeding Percy Barr. given at the Minneapolis Auditorium on
Kahn has been on the Fox sales stafT.
Tuesday, January 30. W. A. Stef?es and
V
i^dmund R. Ruben were among the viceJack Miller is vacationing at Miami.
chairmen. John Branton presented a collecV
tion of excerpts from newsreels with the title
One of the few — if not the only theatre in
President Speaks." Members of the
these parts to operate 24 hours a day is the "Our
Minneapolis Stage Hands Union donated
Indiana, at 43rd and Indiana, managed b> their
services.
Harold Jacobs. The doors never close.
V
Flan Shorts Series
Jack Cohn flew here from the West Coast
and is becoming such a consistent flier he is
Jefferson Machamer, cartoonist, will prothinking of acquiring his own plane.
duce a series of six one-reel comedies based
V
on his "Gags and Gals" section in the Nen'
George Madison is remodeling the Logan
York Sunday Mirror. D. L. Carter, formerly with Paramount and Universal, will
Square theatre while Henry Bambaro is making preparations to open the Windsor theatre,
be associated in the venture. Production will
Laramie and Lake, within the next two weeks.
be
at the Photocolor Studios, Irvington-onV
Hudson.
J. J. McFarland opened the Showbox, 47th
and Halsted street, last Saturday. It formerly
To Film Wild Birds
was called the Lvric.
F. R. Dickinson, vice president, and
V
Alfred M. Bailey, director of the Chicago
With butchers, bakers and candlestick makAcademy of Sciences, will leave shortly on
ers altogether too numerical at various trade
expedition to the Vershows. United Artists' current invitation to the a photographic
milion Parish, Louisiana, to film ducks and
"Palooka" preview reads that admittance will
geese for the Academy film library. Bell &
be refused to any holder of the invitation except the one whose name is designated.
Howell camera equipment will be cniplo}'ed.
V
Manny Levine has been added to the Fox
Mirror Starts Shorts Series
country sales staff following the resignation of
Mirror Productions, subsidiary of ShamMike Kahn.
rock Pictures Corporation, Detroit, has
V
Tom Gilliam of Warners reports that the started production on a series of 13 onereelers, titled "Ye Old Time Illustrated
CWA program is proving a real help to exhibjtors in smaller communities where plenty of Songs," each reel including three songs.
.Subsequent subjects will be in color.
fofk are employed on government work.
V
Fairhaven Company Formed
Henri EUman of Capitol has ac(|uired
Fairhaven Productions, Ltd., has been
"Guilty
Parents,"
a
sex
drama,
for
Illinois
and
Indiana.
formed in New York for eastern producV
tion. H. H. Rogers, Jr., is president and
William Alexander vice president.
Various units of the local industr)- are giving
their support
a "Daysballroom,
of '49" "dance
to be
held
at the to.dragon
Wednesday,
Takes Jewel Product
February 14, for the benefit of Chicago patients
C. Gonzalez of Reliable Film Export
at the Los Angeles free tuberculosis sanitarium.
James Coston is chairman. Groups active in the Company has arranged to handle all foreign
distribution of Jewel Productions output.
affair are MPTO of Illinois, A41ied, Moving
Picture Operators union, Chicago Theaarical
The
first are "Forgotten Men" and "The
Protective. Film Board and Chicago FederaJungle Killer."
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BROADWAY

Week of February 3
CRITERION
Goofy+one News — No. 4. . . . Universal
HOLLYWOOD
Italy, the Old and the New . Vitaphone
Easy Aces
Vitaphone
Isham Jones and Orchestra . Vitaphone
MAYFAIR
Curio Shop
Columbia
Git Along, Little Wifie .... Educational
Dance Parade
Capital
PARAMOUNT
Circus Hoodoo
Paramount
Horse Power
Paramount
Let's You and Him Fight. . Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
The Gay Gaucho
RKO Radio
RIALTO
Screen Souvenirs — No. 7 ... Paramount
She Wronged Him Right. . . Paramount
Horse Power
Paramount
RIVOLI
Mickey Shanghaied
United Artists
Hizioner
RKO Radio
ROXY
Good Bad Man
Educational
Pet Shop
United Artists
New York Daze
Principal
STRAND
Business Is a Pleasure Vitaphone
Those V/ere the Days Vitaphone
Buddy the Gob
Vitaphone
To Handle Boyle Picture
John W. Boyle, producer of "Sweden.
Land of
the Vikings,"
has
named
Associated
Cinemas inof Cinecolor,
America, Inc.,
154 West 55th street, New York, to handle
distribution on the film throughout the
LInited States and Canada. Mr. Boyle will
handle California, Washington and Oregon
personally from Hollywood.
Flax Gets Astor Franchise
Flax Bros, this week took over the franchise for all product produced by Astor
Pictures Corp., including twelve three-reel
"Bud 'n' Ben" westerns; twelve two-reel
"Flash" thrillers, and "Killers of the
Chaparral," a two-reel special, for distribution in Maryland, the District of Columbia.
Delaware and Virginia, through their Liberty Film Exchange in W^ashington, D. C.
Miss Knoedler To Produce
Leonie Knoedler, daughter of the head of
the Knoedler Art Galleries, has organized
Leonie Knoedler Motion Picture Productions, Inc., to produce features on the life of
the American Indian. The first, "Pueblo,"
will go into production in March at Santa
Fe, N. M.
Crinnlon Buys Two
John M. Crinnion this week announced
purchase of "I am from Siam," a subject
portraying ancient ceremonial customs of
the royal family, and "Men of Ships," which
describes New- York's waterfront. Both
will be distributed by Amitv Pictures Corp.
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I

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 210.— (A) What is the total approximate loss in light passing through
cennented surfaces of flint and crown glass? (B) What may we safely assume to be the loss per single lens, or
per two cemented lenses? (C) Is the amount of light passed by all similar lenses the same? (D) Describe the
process of Image forming by lenses. Bluebook owners may find assistance in figure 30, page 132, Volume I,
but try to set the matter forth as fully as you can. There Is considerable to It, you know.

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 204 ivas:
(A) Just what is meant by focal length, as
applies to a simple lens? (B) You are
handling a complicated optical system. Just
what is a 6.25" diameter, 6.50" focal length
piano convex lens and why is it 6.50" focal
length. (C) Tell us why a condenser lens
such as is used in ordinary projection work
cannot be made to focus its light beam to a
point. (D) Could the lens focus the beam
to a point zvere il properly corrected?
The following made good : S. Evans and
C. Rau ; G. E. Doe ; T. VanVaulkenbui g ;
D. Danielson; H. H. Menefee; J. Wentworth ; H. Edwards ; H. Lemke ; P. Gaeth,
Jr.; B. E. Englander ; R. DeToto; D. Calladine ; G. Tinlin ; R. Suler and R. Wheeler ;
P. Jackson and B. Diglah; L. Hutch and
D. Goldberg; T. H. and J. N. Williams;
L. F. Evans; S. L. Holmes; W. and S. F.
Love; D. L. Sinklow ; D. Little and J. H.
Rathburn; O. L. Dairs and M. Simms; B.
Doe; O. L. Evans; N. Williams and R. S.
Allen; C. Cummings and T. Kelley ; D. L.
Mason and J. T. Ballinger ; R. S. Conrad ;
H. E. Daniels, R. K. Hart and L. Biello; P.
Conforti and C. F. Davis ; P. L. Sanborn
and S. L. Jones; S. Carberr)^ D. C. Coates ;
T. L. Albert and L. Leroy; H. C. Lake:
C. D. Carmody ; G. S. Bowers ; F. T.
Thompson and F. Daris ; J. E. Smith and
R. Dorfel; T. L. Edwards; E. F. Griffin and
C. Abrams; P. L. Lathrop ; P. R. Dual; G.
Tohnson and N. T. Kane ; R. O. Davis and
T. L. Turk; H. May and D. N. Anderson;
H. Pitchkey and M. C. Mellinger; D. R.
Peters and D. Holler; H. D. Schofield; D.
Forman ; D. L. Howard ; R. Byrker and
D. H. Samuels; M. Scully and P. M.
Wheeler ; H. Schontz and T. R. Richards ;
B. L. Stephens; T. M. Orichson and Son;
R. McDonald ; H. C. Lake.
Again I would suggest that some I have
included in the list will do well to examine
these answers carefully. (A) P. Gaeth, Jr.,
answers this one as follows :
"Focal length as applies to a simple lens
is the distance in inches from the optical
center of the lens to the image it 'forms,'
when the image is in sharp focus and the

to

Question

No.

light rays which the lens refracts to form the
image
as one
parallel
lines." Many
Gaetharehasreceived
erred in
particular.
made the same error. What is it ?
D. Danielson answers as follows. The
answer lacks one word of being correct.
What is it? "The focal length, as applied
to a simple lens, is the distance from the
center of the lens to the point at which
parallel rays are brought to the sharpest
focus. It is dependent upon the refractive
index of the lens which in turn hinges upon
the optical density and the angle of incidence
so that with parallel rays it is dependent
upon
the curvature
of the correctly.
lens surface."
J. Wentworth
answers
He says:
"The focal length of a simple lens is the
distance from its optic center at which it
will focus parallel rays of light to the sharpest possible focus, sharp focus being imby reasontheof three
spherical
aberration."
T have possible
printed
answers
to show
what great care is necessary in the wording
of answers. Undoubtedly both Gaeth and
Danielson know the correct answer, but
were not sufficiently careful in covering all
angles of the matter.
(B) G. Tinlin says: "A 6.26" diameter,
6.50" focal length piano convex lens is a
lens that is (1) six and one half inches in
diameter. (2) Piano (flat) on one side and
convex on the other. (3) Will focus a distant object as sharply as its faults, the chief
one of which is spherical aberration, will
permit, 6.50 inches from its optical center.
That latter is what makes it a 6.50" focal
lens."
length
(C) H.
says: an
"Anobject
ordinary
denser lensEdwards
cannot focus
such conas,
for example, an arc light crater, to a point,
for the reason that the object itself has
area; also since such a lens has the fault of
spherical aberration it could not do so even
were the object itself a point."
says: "No. Unless the
H. Lemke
(D)source
light
itself be a pin point, a lens will
not focus the light beam to a pin point. A
crater aWays has area, therefore a properly
corrected lens could not focus it to a pin
Messrs. P. Jackson and B. Diglah answer

point."
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thus : '"That would depend. If it be parallel
raj's that were being focused, they would,
we believe, have their point of origin in some
object, and since every object must have
area, no lens, corrected or otherwise, could
focus its image to a point, though it might,
were the object small enough, be approximately apoint. On the other hand, were
such a lens completely corrected — an impossible thing we believe — it could focus a point
'object' to a point"
Now, gentlemen, that answer shows real
understanding of the whole matter. It is
what I would call 100 per cent perfect. They
are correct in saying such a lens could not be
completely corrected, for the reason that
when so corrected it would no longer be a
plano-convex lens.
Klangfilm's New Equipment
Seen Patent Protection Aid
In the course of pending negotiations between the German Cinema Owners Association and the Klangfilm G.m.b.H. to clear
existing patent difficulties and to stop the
further use of sound reproduction apparatus
not entirely protected by patents, Klangfilm
has agreed to the suggestion of the exhibitors to market a special sound film reproduction apparatus for theatres up to 400 seats,
purchase of which may free theatres nowusing unpatented equipment without arrangement with Klangfilm, according to reports from a German trade publication.
Further, theatre owners who already
liave made arrangements for a settlement
with Klangfilm on account of patent difficulties, may free themselves from the payment of future fees through purchase of the
new installation, which consists of a soundhead attachment, amplifier and loud speaker
at a cost of approximately $477.
Museum Sends 27,160 Films
The Visual Education Service of the
.A.merican Museum of Natural History, New
York, sent out 27,160 films last year, which
were seen by more than 9,000,000 persons.
F. Trubee Davison, president, announced
last \\-eek. The films went to 37 states.
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DEAR HERALD:
We have lieard considerable about "Dinner at Eight," and when it was showing at
the Moon Theatre the other night we got a
car to take us down town and bring us back.
This picture has a wonderful cast — Marie
Dressier, Wallace Beery, Alice Brady, Lionel and John Barrymore, Mae Robson, Jean
Harlow and a number of others. We understand that a lot of folks enjoyed the picture.
Personally, we prefer our dinner at 6. Dinner at 8 is too late for us common folks. We
generally
go to bed at 8 and we can't sleep
on a full stomach.
It has been our observation in our 20
years' experience in the business that quite
frequently when they put an exceptional big
cast in a picture it is done to bolster up a
weak story. Some of 'em do that. There
should be a big sign in every studio in Hollywood reading. "It's the Story That
V
Counts."
This is a wonderful country for opportunity. Merit will count. We knew a fellow
who worked in a blacksmith shop for 15
years, and he got to be a pretty good blacksmith, too, but he gave up his job and got a
position crooning love songs on the radio.
As Opie Ried's John McAmlie said, "They
can't keep a good man V down."
We heard a pretty good story the other
Jay. A portly lady went into a crowded
atreet-car and crowded herself down between
some of the passengers and fussed around
for quite a while trying to find her pocketbook to pay her fare. Finally a gentleman
sitting next to her said, "Excuse me, lady,
but 1 will pay your fare." To which she
became very indignant and said, "Well, I
guess not. You mind your own business."
And the man said, "I beg your pardon, but
you misunderstand me. The reason I offered to pay your fare was because you have
unbuttoned my suspenders
three times."
V
Business out here in the short grass
country has shown a decided improvement in
the last six months. This is due perhaps to
two things: the rise in the price of cf)rn
from 10 cents to 32 cents, and partially perhaps to the various activities of the Government in putting men to work. Several hundred idle men have been put to work on
various projects, some of which are constructive, and at Government expense. We
don't know just when the payday will Ije to
refund this money, but when it comes we
hope we will be fishing.
V
Those parties they held the other night
to celebrate the anniversary of our President's birthday and to raise money for the
Warm Springs, Ga., hospital for infantile
paralysis were certainly for a worthy cause,
and our regret is that we weren't able to
have a part in it.
V
Why is it necessary to go to tiie expense
of a long trial when the criminal admits himself that he is guilty? Over in England the
accused is presumed to be guilty until he
proves himself innocent. Here our laws pre-

sume a man to be innocent until the state
or Government proves him guilty, notwithstanding he already has signed a sworn
statement admitting his guilt. What better
evidence could be asked than a sworn statement by the guilty one himself?
Our boneheaded legislators and petticoat
congressmen have passed some laws that
would not be a credit to a pupil in the kindergarten department. And still they pass
them.
V
We are told that a fellow townsman took a
10-dollar gold note to the bank recently to
have it changed and the bank would only
give him six dollars in change for it. W'e
don't know whether this was under instructions from the Government or not. If it was.
it makes us wonder who is paying the advanced price in gold that the Government
has established. This is the first instance
we have ever heard of where a 10-dollar
bill wasn't worth 10 dollars. Maybe the dollar has been depreciated.
We kick because the foreign countries do
not pay us what they owe us. If a man's
"promise to pay" is good on a note, why
shouldn't the Government's "promise to reon a bill
be good? Which makes us
wonder deem"some
more.
V
If it wasn't
listening
to President
Roosevelt,
Boak forCarter,
Edwin
C. Hill,
Lowell Thomas, Floyd Gibbons and Amos
'n'
Andythethey
take asthewe radio
and throwit into
creekcould
as far
are concerned.
V
This is the season of the year when basket
ball, bridge parties, high school entertainments, whist clubs, birthday parties and
other festivities combine to make it tough
on the theatres, but in spite of that they seem
to be holding their own and doing better
than for some time. But speaking of birthours comes
on February
That's
the davdays,bv
which you
reckon all 28.
things.
V
Excepting a few days when the mercury
took a nosedive down around zero, the boys
have been playing golf about all winter. And
when they go and play golf and we have to
stay in the house you may be assured that
we are sick. Our being sick makes it a
whole lot easier on the boys. Why go to
Florida or California?
V
It will soon be time now to let people
know that you are operating a theatre. Get
some paint and doll up the front ; get some
three-sheet boards and set them around
town : a well posted 24-sheet not only draws
the public's attention to your show, but lends
dignity to your theatre. Let people know
you are in the business. Merely opening the
house at show time does not constitute theatre business. If you don't advertise your
show you might as well lock up and go fishing. A lot of 'em have.V
An exhiliitor asked us once why we
thought it was necessary for him to have the
Herald. We asked him if he took a daily
newspaper and he said he did, and we asked
him what for. He said he didn't know, as he
never read it. We got in our car and drove
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away. That was the day of the big snow.
Trying to operate a theatre without the
Herald is like trying to understand a woman singing on the radio. Nobodv has yet.
V
Doc changed our medicine, and now our
wife has to strap us in a chair, put a clothespin on our nose and threaten to hit us on
the hand with a hammer to get us to take it.
We are going to recommend this remedy to
some
how. crooners. We've got to get even someIf after reading this you feel as tougli
as we do, we both ought to be arrested.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The herald's Vagabond Colyumnist
Takes Chadwick Picture
Syndicate Exchange, Inc., has acquired
New York and northern New Jersey distribution rights to "Wine, Women and
Song," I. E. Chadwick production, with
Lilyan Tashman. It is the first of four
Chadwick productions which will be distributed in the United Kingdom by Gaumont-British.
Monarch Product in Chile
Thomas Garia Company of Santiago will
distribute four Monarch productions in
Chile. They are "The Fighting Gentleman," "Kiss of Araby," "The Penal Code,"
"The Savage Girl." B. N. Judell has acquired Midwest distribution rights to Monarch's current schedule.
Astronomer Making Filnn
Ru Roy Sibley, astronomer and geologist,
has in preparation a popular film on astronomy, titled "Looking Through Great
Telescopes." Bell & Howell equipment is
to be used, the film to be released in silent
and
sound versions, in 16 mm. and 35 mm.
widths.
Acquires Selling Rights
Anthony Lucchese, of Gold Medal Film
Company, Philadelphia, has acauired rights
to Exploitation Picture's "Enlighten Thy
Daughter," for eastern Pennsylvania, southr
ern New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.
Marcy Connpany Formed
Marcy Productions, with M. A. Marks
as president, has been formed to release
"Public Stenographer,," "The Big Race"
and "The Moth." Nine others will be handled during the year.
Goldsmith Plans Four
Ken Goldsmith, in Hollywood, plans a
series of four outdoor features, starring
Jackie Searle, Lobo, a dog, and Bingo, a
horse. Production will begin March 1.
Opens New Orleans Exchange
Nat Baskett has opened the Kansas City
Film Exchange in New Orleans to distribute Mayfair product in Missouri, Nebraska
and Iowa.
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Columbia
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell— This is
quite a thrilling picture. Will go very good on a
mid-week spot. Pleased my people. Running time.
67 minutes.
— HaroldRural
Smith,
Dreamland Theatre, Carson City, Iowa.
patronage.
DANGEROUS CROSSROADS: Chic Sale, Diane
Sinclair— This is one of the best httle pictures we
have played from any company this season. A good
story with plenty of action and thrills. There is
nothing big about this, but it is a good program
picture and should please any audience. Just the
type of entertainment that should appeal to all classes
of people and should do a big business. Played one
day to good business. Played Jan. 12. Running time,
62 minutes. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford,
N. C. General patronage.
FOG: Donald Cook, Mary Brian— Pretty good mysdrama. Running
time, Iowa.
67 minutes.
— P.patronage.
G. Held,
StrandteryTheatre,
Griswold,
General
FOG: Pleased
Donald allCook,
Maryit. Brian—
drama.
who saw
RunningGoodtime,mystery
seven
reels. — Sammie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton,
Ala. Small town patronage.
FURY OF THE JUNGLE: Donald Cook, Peggy
Shannon — Too slow for week-end business, and in some
parts it was very gruesome. All right for midweek
bargain night. Business fair. Running time, 68 minutes. Played Jan. U. — Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon
Theatre, Mount Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: WiUiam Janney,
Dorothy
is anhisunusual
the Ufe ofAppleby
a wild— This
stallion,
capturepicture
by andepicting
Indian
boy and his loyalty to this boy. A very good picture
that should go over in the small towns in fine shape.
Drew me some extra money and pleased. Running
time, 66 minutes. — Harold Smith, Dreamland Theatre,
Carson City, Iowa. Rural patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: Rex— What a
surprise this was! Very well received and good outdoor picture. Running time, 66 minutes. Played Jan.
5-6— Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Tlie.atre, Custer, S. D.
Small town patronage.
OF THE
HORSES:
VVilliarawent
Janney—
A KING
wonderful
horseWILD
western.
Our patrons
wild
over this one. Patrons asked me why they carted
away the horse in high powered trucks when the
government buyers were buying horses, for, "apparently," the Civil War. But, get this one anyway you
can
Columbia
your people
like N.
westerns.
Tony from
Balducci,
Avon ifTheatre,
Canastota,
Y. —
MY WOMAN: Helen Twelvetrees, Wallace Ford—
AHartmen,
very good
program
pictureCarnegie,
that pleased.
M.
Liberty
Theatre,
Okla.— C.Small
town patronage.
NIGHT OF TERROR: Bela Lugosi, Sally Blane—
Ran
"terror-mystery"
class this
are forthemidnight
kind weshow,
likesince
for the
midnight
shows. It
was very Harrison,
good. Played
D. E.patronage.
Fitton, Lyric
Theatre,
Ark. Jan.
Small20. —town
WOMAN I STOLE, THE: Jack Holt— The best
picture Holt has made in a long time. Running time,
66
minutes.Dallas,
PlayedTexas.
Dec. 25.General
— Albertpatronage.
S. Rains, Queen
Theatre,
First National
BIG SHAKEDOWN, THE: Charles Farrell and
Bette Davis — With the repeal of prohibition and the
evacuation of beer barons and racketeers. First National have centered the spotlight on the counterfeit
cut-rate drug products racket, re-enacted and admirably performed by foremost stars of the screen.
Charles Farrell and Bette Davis, new combination
love team, compose the romantic termination with
flawless performances. Ricardo Corter, Glenda Farrell and Allen Jenkins have roles suitable to their
individual talents, and do favorably in their respective
types, with a well balanced supporting cast completing
the bill. Sidney Miller, one of our local boy talent,
portrays a minor role which reveals a steady progress
in carving his way tt> a successful screen career.
Clever injections of comedy throughout keep the entertainment on an even keel. The usual production
and entertainment value found in all products released
through the First National sector. Played Jan. 17-18.
—Theatre,
Running Shenandoah,
time, 65 minutes.
Lyric
Pa. SmallWilliam
town Dabb,
patronage.
CENTRAL AIRPORT: Richard Barthelmess — A
very good picture and pleased a better than average
crowd. Sally Filers has a following here and this
didn't hurt her any because she does some good work.
I'd hang up a picture of her, it I had one, in my

N this, the exhibitor's own department, the theatrennen of the
nation serve one another with infornnation on the box office performance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1790 Broadway, New York

lobby. —coln,Mayme
P. Musselraan,
Princess Theatre, LinKan. Small
town patronage.
ELMER THE, GREAT: Joe E. Brown— Went big
for me. My folks like Brown and also baseball.
Hence, a perfect combination. — Sammie Jacksonj. Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.
ELMER
Joe E.fans
Brown—
will eat thisTHEone GREAT:
up. Baseball
will Brown
also getfansa
great kick out of it. Played to* good business and a
well pleased crowd. Played Oct. 7-8. — W. J. Carter,
ronage. Theatre, Croswell, Mich. Small town patMaxine
FEMALE:
Ruth Chatterton—
Another support
fine picture
from
Ruth Chatterton
with excellent
from
the entire cast. Had a good attendance the first night
in spite of sleet and the second night was good. Ruth
is a good bet here and this is one of her best. Running time,Owl
60 minutes.
6-7. —Small
GladystownE.
McArdle,
Tlieatre, Played
Lebanon,Jan.Kan.
patronage.
FRISCO JENNY: Ruth Chatterton— Previous reviews on this one from "What the Picture Did For
Me"
mostlyto inplease
the negative.
We took
a chance
and itwere
seemed
our customers.
Played
Oct.
3-4.—
Small W.townJ. Carter,
patronage.Maxine Theatre, Ci-oswell, Mich.
MASSACRE:
Richardfrom
Barthelmess,
Ann Dvorak—
This
is a fine feature
First National.
Step on
this and it will make you some dough. It pleased
100 per cent. — J. W. Lauritson, Idan-ha Theatre, Soda
Springs, Idaho. Small town patronage.
SAILOR:
Joe E.Eve)
Brown—
onSONone OFday A only
(Christmas
and Played
did a this
fine
business in face of all the church entertainments.
Would ofcallcomedy
it one and
of Joea nice
Brown's
best Good
pictures.
Lots
littlevery
story.
for
Sunday, or any day. Running time, eight reels.
Played Dec. 24.— R. W. Hickman, Lyric Theatre,
Greenville, 111. General patronage.
WORLD CHANGES, THE: Paul Muni— Here is a
fine picture. Good story, well acted but from some
cause was almost a complete flop at the box oflfice.
Paul Muni is a swell actor and if you can get them
interested, they will like this one fine. Played too
close to Christmas. Running time, nine reels. Played
Dec. 17-18.—
R. W. patronage.
Hickman, Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General
Fox
BERKELEY SQUARE: Leslie Howard, Heather
Angel — Another one of those strictly English pictures.
Many more like this and we would have to throw
up the sponge. Business bad. Running time, nine
reels. Played Dec. 5-6.— R. W. Hickman, Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General patronage.
BERKELEY SQUARE: Leslie Howard, Heather
Angel — Played this on a Sunday and Monday._ The
children suffered in agony and cheered wheTi it was
all over. But it held the attention of the adults. Box
office,' so
astota, N. so.—
Y. Tony
GeneralBalducci,
patronage.Avon Theatre, CanBEST OF ENEMIES: Buddy Rogers, Marian Nixon
— Ran this family night and it was wow. Funny and
clean, just the combination I want for family night.
Perhaps a little too much beer, but it is a good show
at that. Entire cast is fine. Running time, eight
reels. Played Jan. 10-11.— Gladys E. McArdle, Owl
Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.

CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE: Warner
Oland — some,Very
picture
little good
tirebut willgoodplease
the for
mostmid-week.
of them. A Drew
business.
—
Harold
Smith,
Dre'amland
Theatre,
Carson,
Iowa. Rural patronage.
CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE: Warner
Oland — These
are always
fit for
family
trade. pictures
Did average
business,clean
but and
the picture
was not as amusing in dialogue as the others in this
series. No kick about this one. Running time, 72
minutes. Played Dec. 22. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum
Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural
patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— Clean and very good
entertainment. The people are always sure to see
good pictures with Rogers acting. Played Sept. 2829-30. — Spero D. Latchis, Latchis Auditorium, Brattleboro, V^t. General patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— Best Rogers to date.
Drew excellent business. Played Jan. 7-8. — E. H.
Malone, Community Theatre, Hammond, Wis. Small
town patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— Just fair. Hope his
next is better. — Harold Smith, Dreamland Theatre,
Carson, Iowa. Rural patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— Not quite the big
picture you would expect from Will but nevertheless
very
Human
down-to-earth
that people
like. good.
Highbrow
and lowbrow
alike. stuff
The whole
town
does business when Rogers is starred at our house.
Played Jan. 19-20.— Horn and Morgan, Star Theatre,
Hay Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.
F. P.is an
1: Jill
This
old Esmond,
picture butConrad
very Veidt,
good. Leslie
A hardFenton
picture—
to advertise, but those we did get to see it spoke very
highly of it. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
HOOPLA: Clara Bow — My better class of patronage
will not turn out for pictures of this type. The story
insults the intelligence of the average patron. When
Clara shows all she has you will have trouble with
the ignorant masses who glory in passing audible remarks; you know — the smart-dumb kind. Running
time, 73 minutes. Played Jan. 8. — A. H. Edwards,
Orpheum
Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and
rural patronage.
HOOPLA: Clara Bow — Boys howdy. If you want
to get an eyeful just watch Clara Bow in this one.
It's the "Barker" all dressed up with Clara turning
in
a swell
bit ofinto
entertainment.
It looks
trying
to break
the nudist colony
but like
they she's
will
like it. Running time, eight reels. Played Dec. 3-4. —
R. W.eral Hickman,
patronage. Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. GenHOOPLA: Clara Bow, Richard Cromwell — A record
crowd came to see "Hoopla," which, in a small town,
isn't bad. Thought it would be too much "Bow backstage carnival dancing"
whereand men
only hurt
are the
allowed,
but these
only First
flashes
ture in theweremain.
Clara did
Bow notpicture
herepic-in
quite some
— Tony Balducci,
astota, N. Y.time. General
patronage. Avon Theatre, CanHOOPLA: Clara Bow — Business about 50 per cent
above normal and patrons were well satisfied. Be
sure and exclude
the time,
children
this is Played
adult entertainment. Running
78 as
minutes.
Jan.
23-24.— W. J. Powell, Lonet Theatre, Wellington, Ohio.
Small town and rural patronage.
I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY: Warner Baxte-r,
Elissa Landi — Heard so much adverse criticism on
this one that I was afraid to show it and so I put it
on the Saturday before Christmas. Contrary to all
expectations
had very
satisfactory
business.
ever, when I Iasked
how the
picture was
enjoyed Howthey
all said the same, "Gee. 'The Three Little Pigs' was
wonderful." I suppose the cartoon brought the crowd,
and yet that assertion may be vey unfair to the feaRunning time,
75 minutes.
— Played
Dec. 23.Pa.—
A. H. ture.
Edwards,
Orpheum
Theatre,
Orwigsburg,
Small town and rural patronage.
JIMMY AND SALLY: James Dunn— This is a
dandy little program picture. Pleased my people more
than "Take a Chance" in which Dunn is starred.
Should go over on any date. Running time, 66 minutes.
—Rural
Haroldpatronage.
Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson, Iowa.
LAST outTRAIL,
O'Brien—
The patrons
turned
pretty THE:
well forGeorge
this one
and business
was
above average. Had a Laurel -Hardy comedy and this
may have helped. It's an action picture of the better
type. Running
time,
60 minutes.
Jan. 6.Pa.—
A.
Edwards,
Orpheum
Theatre, Played
Orwigsburg.
SmallH. town
and rural
patronage.
THE: Spencer
Claire
Tre^^orit
—AMADbetterGAME,
than average
program Tracy.
picture.
I billed
to chime w-ith the kidnapping cases headlining the
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daily papers today and was received by the greatest
crowd I have had on a Saturday night. Played it on
a weekend, and was a good spot for this picture. Fox
has produced a high percentage of real pictures this
year soBalducci,
far, and let's hope that they will keep it up. —
Tony
eral patronage. Avon Theate, Canastota, N. Y. Gen-

WALLS OF GOLD: Sally Eilers, Norman Foster,
Ralph Morgan— Eilers only fair. Morgan and Foster
very good. Well received. Good entertainment.
Played Jan. 7-8.— Horn and Morgan, Star Theatre,
Hay Springs, Neb. Small town patonage.
WARRIOR'S HUSBAND, THE: Elissa Landi,
David Manners— A fantastic production with excellent
music and scenes and a lot of comedy. I got a poor
print and this hurt the se'cond night attendance.
Seemed to please my patrons, with the exception of
the complaints about poor prints. Wish Fox would
get some inspectors who would really inspect films
before they send them out.— Gladys E. McArdle, Owl
Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.

MAD GAME, THE: Spencer Tracy, Ralph Morgan
— Not a bad sort of picture. Interesting to the end.
Business rushing past the door. Used special advertising but could not get them in. Played week before
Christmas. Running time, 74 minutes. Played Dec.
18-19.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg,
Pa. Small town and rui'al patronage.
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers, Zasu Pitts— While I
cannot ofsayallthishiswaspictures)
his bestthis(as is"State
Fair" for
stands
ahead
a natural
the
small towns. Everybody went out feeling like they
had been entertaine'd. Personally call it excellent.
Miss Desmond f^ne. Played Jan. 21-22.— D. E. Fitton.
Lyric Theate, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
MY LIPS BETRAY: Lilian Harvey, John Boles—
A snappy little picture that drew a nice Sunday and
Monday business. Lilian Harvey is cute and John
Boles will draw the ladies. He only sings one song
which is hardly enough to satisfy. Business good.
Running
eightTheatre,
reels. Played
Dec. 10-11.
R. W.
Hickman,time,
Lyric
Greenville,
111. —General
patronage.
MY UPS BETRAY: Lilian Harvey, John Boles—
A dandy production. Business above aveage. Good
singing, good story, good acting. You need not hide
after showing this one. Running time, 79 minutes.
Played Jan. 15.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre.
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
MY WEAKNESS: Lew Ayres, Lilian Harvey—
Cannot class
thisimagine
as a biganyone
show. being
Just fair
ment. Cannot
so entertaindumb as
Lilian Harvey was in this one. Did not draw. Played
Dec. 23-24-25.— E. H. Malone, Community Theatre,
Hammond,, Wis. Small town patronage.
WEAKNESS:
Ayres—
This
is MYa swell
show. GoodLilian
musicHarvey,
and noLewrisque
dancing
scenes. Can be played any night of the week and
will satisfy. Patrons liked the show but they were
so few that it was a pity to run the show. However,
it was not the fault of the picture. Played week before Christmas and that kills any picture. Running
time, 74 minutes. Played Dec. 20.— A. H. Edwards,
Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and
rural patronage.
OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT: El Bre'ndel, Walter Catlett— Full house with plenty for the second show but
on bargain night. They seemed to get a kick out of
this,
in spots.
don't believe
is strong
enoughnight.
for
anything
but a I double
bill or itelse
a bargain
Running
time,
seven
reels.
Played
Jan.
17-18.
—
Mayme P. Musselman, Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
Small town patronage.
OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT: El Brendel— I was afraid
of this picture as the reports on it were somewhat disap ointing. In my theatre, howevtT, it did a very
satisfactory business and pleased almost one hundred
per cent.
minutes.Wellington,
Played Jan.Ohio.
1920.—
W. J. Running
Powell, time,
Lonet 66Theatre,
Small town and rural patronage.
SHANGHAI MADNESS: Spencer Tacy, Fay Wray
—Plenty of action. Made a good Saturday picture.
Running time, 68 minutes. Played Dec. 23.— Albert S.
Rains, Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas. General patronage.
SMOKY: Victory Jory— A swell horse western.
Many thought it not as good as the book by Will
James.tween But
because
of and
the many
comparisons
bethe screen
version
the book.
I knew that
for once my patrons were well satisfied. James' comalongsideTheatre,
"Smoky"Canastota,
were very
good. General
— ^Tony
Balducci,mentsAvon
N. Y.
patronage.
SMOKY: Victor Jory, Irene Bentley, Will JamesExcellent Saturday show. The story of Smoky from
the time he was foaled until old age. Story told
by Will James. Grownups will e-njoy it. Played Jan.
20.— D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small
town patronage.
SMOKY: Victor Jory, Irene Bentley, Will James—
The best
An ideal
day nightanimal
show. picture
Small ever
townmade.
exhibitors
shouldSaturget
behind this and make themselves some money. Unfortunately, Idid not know how good it was until
I saw it the first night's showing in my theatre, and
then
was country
too late.patrons
You'llif have
go out
sell
it to ityour
you to
expect
to doandmore
than normal business, as the book has not been so
widely read. Running time. 65 minutes. Played Jan.
5-6.— W. J. Powell, Lonet Theatre, Wellington, Ohio.
Small town and rural patronage.
WALLS OF GOLD: Sally Eilers, Norman Foster—
AM. good
pictureLiberty
to better
than Carnegie,
average Okla.
business.Small
— C.
Hartman,
Theatre,
town patronage.
WALLS OF GOLD: Sally Eilers, Norman Foster—
This
picturefrom
followed
and isNota far
bettera
production
every"Hoopla"
standpoint.
exactly
family picture but the story had a moral to it. No
adverse criticisms from the patrons. Running time,
70 minutes. Played Jan. 10.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and
rural patronage.
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MajesticJean Hersholt, Jackie
HEARTS OF HUMANITY:
Searle — One of the finest pictures it has ever been our
privilege to run. Pictures of this type make friends
for the theatre. Running time. 70 minutes. Played
New
E. E.andWarner,
House, Augusta,
Wis. Year's.
Small — town
countryOpera
patronage.
WORLD GONE MAD, THE: Pat O'Brien, Evelyn
Brent — A dandy picture. Just the right kind of a
story at just the right time. Play it by all means.
Your best people as well as the rougher element will
say "It'sJan.a dandy
Running time,
minutes.
Played
— E. picture."
E.andWarner,
House,80 Augusta,
Wis. Small 7.town
country Opera
patronage.
MGM
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Madge Evans— Just another
picture. Played midweek. — E. A. Reynolds, Strand
Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town patronage.
BLONDE BOMBSHELL, THE: Jean Harlow— Ten
reels in a mad house. A wrangle from start to finish.
Business poor. A few liked it. — C. M. Hartman,
Liberty Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town patronage.
CHIEF, THE: Ed Wynn — This is good comexly and
a family picture. Some regular patrons stayed away
because Business
they do not
Ed Wynn's
over isthea
radio.
was like
average,
but if style
laughter
criterion to go by, then "The Chief" was O.K. Running wards,
time, 66Orpheum
minutes.
Jan. 13. — Pa.
A. H.Small
EdTheatre,Played
Orwigsburg,
town and rural patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable—
This
picture certainly
didn'tJoan
do the
business
thatlostit
was reasonable
to expect.
seems
to have
her draw and Clark Gable has been miscast and
shuntedbeen."
off toItminor
so many
that he's
"has
took parts
too long
to get times
this thing
goinga
and too many people have see-n the same old wings
so many times that they are tired of them. There are
two or three big numbers in this that are pletity good,
but they don't save the picture for Joan. "Wasn't
she uglymake
in this?"
I don't know
many itpeople
heard
that comment.
We how
plugged
plenty,I
but didn't do much better than any ordinary program
would
have Princess
done. Played
Jan.Lincoln,
14-15-16. —Kan.
MaymeSmallP.
Musselman,
Theatre,
town patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable— If
it wasn't for MGM I would have been out of business
long ago. Not only do they give us good pictures but
they
don't Latchis,
want to take
all. Auditorium,
Played Dec. Brattleboro,
12-13-14-1516. — SpeTo
Latchis
Vt. General patronage.
DAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix, Madge Evans
— Here is a good picture for Satuday or any one day
engagement. Hardly think it would stand up for two
days or more. Richard Dix turns in a nice bit of
acting. Played just before Christmas and business
not so good. Running time, eight reels. Played Dec.
23.—
R. W.
Hickman, Lyric 'Theatre, Greenville, 111.
General
patronage.
DAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix, Madge Evans
— Personally I cannot say anything against this picture. We had bad weather and receipts were e-xceptionally
did notit notice
any walk-outs
but
perhaps thatlow.
was Ibecause
was raining
fast. At any
rate the cash customers did not pay the cost of the
overhead, let alone any film bills. Then, too, it fol"Cliristopher
Bean"several
whichpoor
drewnights
abovefollowing.
average
and thislowedalways
means
Running
time.
70
minutes.
Played
Jan.
22.
—
Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. A.SmallH.
town and rural patronage.
DINNER AT EIGHT: Marie Dressier. Billie Burke.
Jean Harlow, Wallace Beery. John Barrymore, Lionel
Barrymore — A really big picture with a great cast.
Much better than "Grand Hotel." Acting is excellent
and the story interesting throughout. Still not a small
town picture unless you have more of the class of
people who appreciate such entertainment than I have.
Business
disappointing.—
D. B. patronage.
Fiske, Fiske Theatre, Oak was
Grove,
La. Small town
DINNER AT EIGHT: Marie Dressier, Wallace
Beery, Jean Harlow, Billie Burke, John Barrymore,
Lionel some
Barrymore
This is Metro's
drew
extra — business.
To me,bigthepicture
pictureandis
cheaply constructed. No big sets, not many people.
About the only thing that would indicate a big outlay
of money would be the high price stars and Jean Harlow's negligees. Running time, 110 minutes. Played
Jan. 17-18-19.—
R. W.patronage.
Hickman, Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General
FAST WORKERS: John Gilbert, Mae Clarke— This
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is very poor entertainment. Just the type of picture
that ruined John Gilbert and still Metro gives him
more like it. One more and what little popularity he
has will be gone. Played one day to fair business.
Played Jan. 17. Running time, 66 minutes.— J. J. Medronage.
ford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patHER SWEETHEART (CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Mane Dressier, Lionel Barrymore— Here is a better
picture
Annie." for
We making
ran itmoney,
under
conditionsthan
that "Tugboat
were not favorable
but I say it's a dandy picture. Changing the name
from "The Late Christopher Bean" to "Her Sweetmay have
had patrons
something
do with
the small
business,heart"but
if your
like toMarie
Dressier,
they
will not be disappointed. The whole cast is perfect,
good
story,
good
sound.
Played
Jan.
21-22-23.—
S.
H.
Rich, patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and
rural
HER SWEETHEART
(CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore — This is a fine show
but the humor is not broad enough to sink into the
masses. The humor is subtle, the acting is great and
everything is fine but somehow the masses do not get
it. I knew for weeks in advance that business would
not equal "Tugboat Annie." Business far above average. Running time, 87 minutes. Played Jan. 20. —
A.
Edwards,
Orpheum
Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa.
SmallH. town
and rural
patronage.
HOLD YOUR MAN: Jean Harlow, Clark GableTwo good stars in a mighty fine picture. Running
time, 90 minutes. Played Jan. 13.— Albert S. Rains,
Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas. General patronage.
LOOKING FORWARD: Lionel Barrymore, Lewis
Stone — Played this one late. It is an exceptionally
fine production worthy to show in the finest theatre.
A clean picture and not exaggerted. Pictures like
this would bring patrons to the theatres that now
stay away. Fully 50% of the present day pictures
insult the intelligence of the average person. Not so
with "Looking Forward." Did not do a rushing business but it pleased. Nothing trashy about it. Runningwards,
time, Orpheum
70 minutes.
Dec. Pa.
28. — A.
EdTheatre, Played
Orwigsburg,
SmallH. town
and rural
patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jimmy Durante, Jack Pearl
— All I can say is that I showed this picture on New
Year and I had good business matinee and night. In
addition to a good turn-out, the patrons seemed to
enjoy the picture. Jimmy Durante is still popular and
justly so. Zasu Pitts is always welcome. Nothing
outstanding about Jack Pearl; Jimmy pushed him
through the picture from start to finish. Remember
Jimmy
made "Hell Running
Below" time,
an outstanding
money
making production.
65 minutes. Played
Jan. 1. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
—Good at the box office and got a lot of laughs.
Some liked it and some, including the proprietor, did
not.tle tooWent
the young folks
but atime,
litsilly over
for thegoodmorewithconservative.
Running
65 minutes. Played Jan. 13-14.— Gladys E. McArdle,
O^vl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.
MIDNIGHT MARY: Ricardo Cortez, Loretta Young
—An underworld picture that got the money. Played
Dec. 31. — Albert S. Rains, Queen Theatre, Dallas,
Texas. General patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Hele'n Hayes, John Barrymore,
Lionel Barrymore, Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery —
A man's
picture.
didn't take
to it.Theatre,
Average business.
— C. Tlie
M. ladies
Hartman,
Liberty
Carnegie-, Okla. Small town patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: John and Lionel Barrymore,
Clark
Helenshould
Hayes,
stars inGable,
this one
makeRobert
money Montgomery
for you, but— The
the
picture is poor entertainmeTit. I hope that the day
will come soon when the producers learn that it takes
more than stars to make a good picture. This may
go over well in the large towns, but here it is just
another program picture that nobody wants to see.
Played two days to only a fair business. Played
Januaryford, N.15-16.—
J. J. Medford,
C. GeneTal
patronage.Orpheum Theatre, OxNIGHT FLIGHT: Helen Hayes, John and Lionel
Barrymore, Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery— Busilarnesshere.betterThethancastaverage.
studded Aeroplane
with star titles
names arealsopopuhad
its bearing on the attendance. To me the parts taken
by the Barrymores seemed too minor and commonPrint was
in pooroutfit
condition
someonrea-all
son or place.
other
my sound
must and
be for
turned
the way to make the dialogue audible with any MGM
picture, and I have one of the two best makes on
the market. Running time, 80 minutes. Played Dec.
29.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg,
Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
PENTHOUSE: Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy— A picture that holds the interest of the patrons from start
to finish. Good cast, good story, good photography
and good at the box office. This kind of picture is
worth
or three
so-called
"specials"
that
in
lots two
of cases
are ofjustthe special
prices
and special
flops.
Running
time,
91
minutes.
Played
Jan.
20-21.
—Gladys E. McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan.
Small town patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Myrna
Loy, MaxwithBaer,
Walter
Huston—
Did saya itvery
business
this one,
although
I will
was poor
the
fault of the title. If you can get the patrons to ignore
the prizefight title and come in, they will enjoy this
production. My patrons do not fall for prizefight or
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football pictures any more than they fall for Chinese,
Japanese or costume pictures. I knew I. was licked
with this one when I heard the adverse criticism
about the advertising. Running time, 102 minutes.
Played Dec. 30.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
RASPUTIN AND THE EMPRESS: John, Ethel
and Lionel Barrymore — Got more people on this picthan expected
but didn't
pleaseformany.
Too long
and ture
heavy
for anyone
looking
entertainment.
Running time, 127 minutes. Played Jan. 18. -Albert
S. Rains, Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas. General
patronage.
STAGE MOTHEIR: Alice Brady— A mighty fine picture. Star great and wonderful support. Story very
entertaining. Pleased them all.— Bert Silver, Silver
Family
Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
STAGE
MOTHER:
Alice that
Brady,
O'SuI-at
livan—
A very
good picture
was Maureen
not so good
the box office. Alice Brady hard to understand. Good
music and gorgeous settings. The Rainbow dance is
exceptionally good. Generally liked by those who
came. Running time, 87 minutes. Played Dec. 30-31Jan.
GladystownE. patronage.
McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan. 1.—Small
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
—You're always sure to see a good picture with Marie
and Wallace. Played Aug. 15-16-17-18-19.— Spero D.
Latchis,
Latchis Auditorium, Brattleboro, Vt. General patronage.
Monogram
RIDERS .OF DESTINY: John Wayne— Dandy.
Hope Monogram keep him in good stories. — Harold
Smith, Dreamland 'Theatre, Carson, Iowa. Rural
patronage.
SENSATION HUNTERS: Arlene Judge and Preston Foster— Still effective from their last inoculation
of success. Monogram are striving toward elevated
regions with drama that will appeal to the majority
of cinema followers, and will meet with a stamped
approval of all critics in attendance. The film is
based represented
on the storyby "Cabaret"
by Whitman
Chambers,
well
a stellar cast
with Arlene
Judge,
Preston Foster and Marion Burns occupying the limelight, with perfect performance and with well balanced
under cast. Good humorous comedy and two timely
song hits well executed are important while the direction is under the capable reign of Charles Vidor.
Monogram's last year prophecy has hit the stride and
they give
all Jan.
indications
living uptime,
to their
standard. Played
14-15-16.of Running
67 minutes.
—William Dabb, Lyric Theatre, Shenandoah, Pa.
Small town patronage.
Pathe
BIG MONEY: Eddie Quillan— Played the re-issue
of
Money"
EddieSaturday.
Quillan. Ran
thisPathe's
picture "Big
for two
days starring
Friday and
The
audiences'
reactions
toward
this
picture
good and everyone liked it and enjoyed it.were
It isvery
too
bad that pictures with box office stars such as Mr.
Quillan are not available more often than they are.
In that event the exhibitor always welcomes a re-issue.
Eddie Quillanandin "Big
was What
assisteda bytrioRobert
Armstrong
JamesMoney"
Gleason.
that
makes! Business for the two days was very good. I
am looking forward for more Quillan pictures. He is
the type of star that appeals to both young and old and
what more could a fellow ask for.— G. Vaveris, Strand
Theatre, Johnstown, Pa. General patronage.
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CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— A good picture
of its type. Best to sell through churches, P. T. A.,
or
Women's
Average
business.
Jan.
23-24-25.—
E. A.Club.
Reynolds,
Strand
Theatre,Played
Princeton,
Minn. Small town patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Miriam Hopkins, Gary
Cooper,
March — toA doverythegood
comedythis^ butcasta
little tooFredric
sophisticated
business
deserves in my town. Should go over better in a
larger town. Business average. — D. B. Fiske, Fiske
Theatre, Oak Grove, La. Small town patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Drew good and
pleased fairly well. People wanted to hear the brothel's play.
I believe
this is Theatre,
their poorest
picture.
Harold
Smith,
Dreamland
Carson,
Iowa.—
Rural patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Bros.— Each picture they
make gets worse. Means nothing at the B.O. and
following
nicethebusiness
"Little
wonders why
producerson wish
such Women"
trash off oneon
poor unsuspecting exhibitors. Running time, 69
minutes.
Played
Jan. 7-8.—
Broadway Theatre,
Centerville,
S. D.E. E.
SmallHolmquist,
town patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Bros.— The nuttiestcraziest picture I ever saw, yet there was a laugh
every
It's rapid
did notminute.
have many
ladiesfire,
the some
first good
night,singing.
but lotsWeof
kids,
second
night
very
few
ladies.
Belie've
the largest
percentage of men have ever shown to. Played
Jan.
25-26.—
D.
E.
Fitton,
Lyric
Theatre,
Harrison,
Ark.
Small town patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Bros.— Harpo doesn't
and Chico doesn't tickle the ivories. So what? A
specialtre, disappointment.
E. A. town
Reynolds,
Strand TheaPrinceton, Minn. —Small
patronage.
EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT: Kay Johnson, Dorothy
Wilson — Much divided opinion on this. Some liked it,
especially the fair sex. and some did not. Guess the
title was deceptive. Personally liked it, but it was
the biggest box office flop in months. Running time,
80 minutes. Played Jan. 14-15.— Joe Hewitt, Lincoln
Theatre, Robinson, 111. General patronage.
WITHOUT
A ROOM:
If GIRL
your town
likes Ruggles,
this Margaret
picture willChurchill—
go over.
If they don't, it won't. A rather weak story, but
Ruggles makes
a very
entertainment. Wentit over
fine pleasant
for me. —evening's
Harold Smith,
Dreamland Theatre, Carson, Iowa. Rural patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen— Boy what a
swell picture for a country town like mine. — C. M.
Hartman, Liberty Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small
town patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen, Judith
Allen — A mighty good program picture. My people
like Arlen so it drew good and satisfied. It is nothing
big,
shouldDreamland
make a Theatre,
good weekend
program.
Haroldbut
Smith,
Carson City,
Iowa.—
Rural
patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— In my opinion this is
a much better picture than her previous one. Drew
very good business for me and every one seemed to
enjoy it. Running time, 87 minutes.— Harold Smith,
Dreamland Theatre, Carson City, Iowa. Rural patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Good picture, but
didn't
please allSpero
classes.
Some complained.
Played
Nov. 20-21-22.—
D. Latchis,
Latchis Auditorium,
Brattleboro, Vt. General patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Here is a picture that
even outthe
most one
fastidious
Miss West
a doubt
of the enjoyed.
most versatile
stars isonwiththe
screen today. This pleased every class. Played it on
a mid-nite show on Saturday and then Sunday and
Monday. When a picture holds up well for three days

Paramount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry— Exits kind.
A great
children's
turecellent
but theproduction
adultsof liked
it also.
No one
should picbe
disappointed in it for everyone should know what to
expect from the story. More of a novelty than entertainment. Business very satisfactory. — D. B. Fiske,
Fiske Theatre, Oak Grove, La. Small town patronage.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte HenryPlayed this with high school basketball team behind
it. Child's entertainment only. Very disappointing.
Playedtre, Jan.
24-25.—
Holmquist,
Broadway TheaCenterville,
S. E.D. E. Small
town patronage.
BIG EXECUTIVE: Ricardo Cortez, Elizabeth
Young, Richard Bennett— Fast. Paramount almost
made a hit out of a program picture. Played Jan.
12-13.— Horn and Morgan, Star Theatre, Hay Springs,
Neb. Small town patronage.
BILLION DOLLAR SCANDAL: Constance Cummings,
Armstrong
Here'sDome.
a good
showing Robert
the scandal
of the —Teapot
We picture
played
it plenty old, but good for any audience that has not
seen it. Played Sept. 23-24.— W. J. Carter, Maxine
Theatre, Croswell, Mich. Small town patronage.
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— Don't let anyyou cleanest
into saying
not a fine
picture.
one oneofkid the
and this
veryis best.
If you
are inIt'sa
Catholic community, get them interested. The picture
will please not only the Catholics, but every other
creed. Did a fairly good business for me. Running
time, nine reels. Played Dec. 14-15.— R. W. Hickman,
Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General patronage.
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in this, it's
to time,
be good.
All compliments,
no com61
plaints.gotRunning
87 minutes.
Played Jan.
2021-22.— Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre, Mount Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.
LONE COWBOY: Jackie Cooper: This picture ideal
for Friday and .Saturday. Much better than average
western. Great entertainment for youngsters. Played
Jan. 12-13.— E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town patronage.
LONE COWBOY: Jackie Cooper— Ran this on Saturday and it pleased 100 per cent. Business above average.—D. B.patronage.
Fiske, Fiske Theatre, Oak Grove, La.
Small town
MIDNIGHT CLUB: George Raft— Can't say much
for the story, but Raft is all right. Made a good Saturday picture. Running time, 70 minutes. Played
Jan.
Albert patronage.
S. Rains, Queen Theatre, Dallas,
Texas. 20.—General
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Gary Cooper.— Different. Interesting. Very good entertainment. People like
change. Hay
PlayedSprings,
Jan. 5-6.Neb.
— HornSmall
and Morgan, the
Star Theatre,
town
patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Ginger Rogers, Jack Oakie,
Jack Haley— Pleasing musical. Nothing lavish, but
good entertainment. Played Jan. 14-15. — E. E. Holmquist, Broadway Theatre, Centerville, S. D'. Small
town patronage.
SUNSET PASS: Tom Keene — Westerns seem to be
the dessert of our audience. Played two Tom Keene
pictures to best week of any during the year. "Cheyenne^W.
Kid," J.
an Carter,
RKO' release, was the other played this
week.
Small — town
patronage. Maxine Theatre, Coswell, Mich.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn— This drew quite
a little criticism. Some liked it and some didn't. I
don't believe it is a picture that will be generally
liked.
Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson,
Iowa. — Harold
Rural patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: Jimmy Dunn, June KnightHit and sonally.
miss However,
musical
didn'tofappeal
me per-it,
the that
majority
patronsto liked
so maybe I am wrong. Played Jan. 21-22. — E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town
patronage.
THUNDERING HERD, THE: Randolph Scott, Judith Allen — Who said westerns were dead? Paramount
and Zane Grey never miss. This is a big western
above average, with some beautiful shots. Take my
word
it, Rich,
it's a Rich
good outdoor picture. Plaved Jan.
19.
— S.for
Town
andH. rural
patronage.Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth,
Baby LeRoy — Plenty of fun which attracted a little
larger than normal audience. Played Jan. 6. — C. W.
Mills, Arcade Theatre, Sodus, N. Y. Family patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: Alison Skipworth, W. C. Fields
— W. C. Fields at his best. If your patrons like
Fields give it a good spot. Running time is short,
but a lot of good comedy throughout. Plaved Jan.
19-20.— E. A. Reynolds, Stand Theatre, Princeton.
Minn. Small town patronage.
TORCH
Qaudettegood.
Colbert-Okay.
Noth-72
ing to raveSINGER:
about. Business
Running time,
minutes. Played Dec. 31-Jan. 2. — Hobart H. Gates,
Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
TORCH
SINGER:
picture, Claudette
at her Claudette
best. GoodColbert—
story Excellent
well received.
Played Dec. 31-Jan. 1. — Horn and Morgan, Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott— They killed
off most everybody in the picture which seemed to
please' the audience. A wild and woolly western. Business good.
13. — patronage.
C. W. Mills, Arcade
Theatre,
Sodus,Played
N. Y. Jan.
Family
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott— Played
this to the biggest Saturday in two years. Even
in a western. Paramount gives you stars, good sound,
good photography and a marvelous story, and some
of these vital points are missing in a lot of so-called
"Specials." Running time, 70 minutes. Played Jan.
20. — Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre, Mount Vernon. Ky. Small town patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby— If your
patrons like Bing Crosby, this will give excellent satisfaction. It's clean. Running time, 75 minutes. — P. G.
Held, Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie
—andI guess
heard
songs itover
wantedevery
to seeone this
one,thebecause
doesthea radio
good
business. Running time, 75 minutes. Played Jan. 1516.— Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D.
Small town patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier— Chevalier with Edward
Everett does
Hortongoodmakes
this good
entertainment and always
business.
Played
midweek.—
E.
A.
Reynolds,
Strand
Theatre,
Princeton.
Minn. Small town patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier, Ann
Dvorak— A deviation from Maurice Chevalier's usual
pictures. Slippery highways cut into the attendance.
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but the feature satisfied. Played Jan. 1.— C. W. Mills,
Arcade Theatre, Sodus, N. Y. Family patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier— One of
the worst drawing stars we have. His stuff never
goes over here. Played Jan. 14-15.— Horn and Morgan,
Star
ronage.Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town patWHITE WOMAN: Carole Lombard. Charles Laughton. A two-year-old baby could talk any language
better than Laughton did. Business no good and
didn't deserve any. Played Dec. 16.— R. W. Hickman,
Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General patronage.
WHITE WOMAN: Carole Lombard— Just fair. A
good double feature show. Charles Laughton very
hard to understand.— Harold Smith, Dreamland Theatre. Carson, Iowa. Rural patronage.
RKO
ACE OF ACES: Richard Dix, Elizabeth Allan-^A
man's picture. Good acting and some wonderful airplane scenes, but a little too brutal for some. A good
sermon against war. Running time, 74 minutes. Plaved
Jan. non,
17-18.—
Gladystown
E. McArdle.
Kan. Small
patronage. Owl Theatre, LebaAGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN: Wynne
Gibson. Charles Farrell— Rather warm in spots where
it certainly does not help to build up the picture busiRunning time,
minutes.
PlayedWis.
Jan. Small
14.—
E. E. ness.
Warner,
Opera 73House,
Augusta.
town and country patronage.
AGGIE APPLEBY, <MAKER OF MEN: Charles
is absurd. Jokes
Farrell, Wynne Gibson— This picture
are cracked about dead parents; such jokes are never
funnv. Absolutely no moral to the whole sloppy
woman living with man promiscumarried
story. ouslyA is the
highlight of the story. The box office
Janet Gaynor
proves that the big business done with Gaynor.
PerJanet
Farrell was duehe tomeant
and Charles
nothmg at the
sonal y. Ilike Farrell. but Running
minutes.
72
time.
picture.
this
in
box office
Orpheum Theatre.
Played Jan. 24.— A. H. Edwards.
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
ANN viCKERS: Irene Dunne— This was to be
white
I will say they were
one of RKO's big specials.
this class and put it in
enough to withdraw it from fellows
they should have
the B class. To be regular
ditched it entirely. I was expecting at least aver.ige
business, but the reputation of this picture travelled
to an empty house.
before it. consequently I played
Walter Huston making love to Irene Dunnehomeis rightlv
talent
a
high school boy min roles
compared to a mav
fitted^ for
be all right
show. Huston
speaks his lines.
his type, hut as a lover he merely
time, 71 minutes. Played Jan.
Another flop. Running Orpheum
Theatre, Orwigsburg.
H. Edwards.
17.- A.Small
Pa.
town and rural patronage.
Just fair
BED OF ROSES: ConstancetheBennett—
Saturday nisrht
entertainment. Would please
Community
crowd. Plaved Dec. 30-31.— E. H. Malone.patronage.
Theatre, Hammond, Wis. Small town
BLIND ADVENTURE: Robert Armstrong. Helen
Mack— .^ very entertaining picture. They all said
not expect any "jore.
thev liked it and so we couldnowadays,
will be
they Theatre.
don't like a picture Silver Family
It they
sure to tell of it.— Bert Silver,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
CHANCE AT HEAVEN: Ginger Rogers. Joel McCrea— When some one referred to this picture as a
I was
sweet, clean little show I fell over backwards.
considering this one for Christmas and how lucky
I was that I was warned in time not to play it. In
mothers and sons, fathers andanddaughmv community
their
ters, brothers and sisters, respectable girls
attend the theatre. Lucky indeed
gentlemen friends
was the fact that I played this one two nights to
of the picture was
The first part but
an emptv house.without
the last several
question;
sweet and clean
reels were positivelv raw and disgusting. Pampering
to a baby and
birth
giving
her
about
a spoiled girl
and still more baby-commg;
then more baby-comingroughnecks
illiterates pass
and
that
iust the stuff
loud remarks about. To cap the climax the baby dis"Birth
I think title
legitimately.
is born
before ithave
Control" appears
would
at least
been an honest
for
patrons would then know at least what
picture;
this
to expect. Sweet and clean? Anything but; and I
am warning you to be careful on what nights vou
play
that is.
you towns.
cater toIf family
trade".this_ This
one isit;poison
for iflittle
you play
one
keep your lights very low or else you are going to
see some very red faces on the respectable class of
patrons — and iustlv so. Running time. 71 minutes.
Played Dec. 26-27.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theronage. atre. Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patCHEYENNE KID: Tom Keene— Westerns seem to
be the dessert of our audience. Played two Tom Keene
pictures
week of release,
any during
"Sunsei Pass."to abest
Paramount
was the
the year.
other played
this week. Played Sept. 26-27.— W. J. Carter, Maxine
Theatre. Croswell. Mich. Small town patronage.
CROSSFIRE: Tom Keene — We seem to have extra
good
on Keene
pictures.
We don't the
like appetites
to show
them crowds
too often;
it tends
to overcrowd
for westerns. Played Oct. 17-18.— W. J. Carter. Maxine Theatre. Croswell, Mich. Small town patronage.

SEVEN "CUB'' REPORTERS
JOIN THIS WEEK
Seven new contributors, and each
from a different state, have their first
reports in "What the Picture Did for
Me" this issue, attesting both the constant increase in exhibitor cooperation
in the objectives of the department
and the widespread extent of that cooperation geographically.
Read the reports of the following,
cub reporters yes, but also experienced
exhibitors:
J. W. Lauritson, Idan-ha theatre,
Soda Springs, Idaho; G. Yaveris,
Strand theatre, Johnstoiun, Pa.;
Antonio C. Balducci, Avon theatre,
Canastota, N. Y.; Sammie Jackson,
Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.;
Spero D. Latchis, Latchis Auditorium,
Brattleboro, Vt.; E. E. Holmqtiist,
Broadway theatre, Center ville, S. Dak.;
and E. E. Warner, Opera House,
Augusta, Wis.
CROSSFIRE: Tom Keene— The best Tom Keene yet.
Plenty of action, pleased a good crowd on Sunday.
Running time, 60 minutes. Played Jan, 14, — Albert S.
Rains,
ronage. Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas. General patDOUBLE HARNESS: Ann Harding— Was afraid of
this one. Found it to be a fine picture. Many said
it was best show they had seen in weeks. Played
Jan. 14-15.—
H. Malone,
Community Theatre, Hammond, Wis. E.Small
town patronage.
DOUBLE HARNESS: Ann Harding, William Powell
—andExcellent
performance
Ann dialogue.
Harding
William dramatic
Powell. Just
a little tooof much
Business fair. Running time, 74 minutes. Played
Jan. 9-10.— Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre. Mount
Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.
FLAMING GOLD: Bill Boyd, Mae Clarke— A very
fine Saturday picture and good enough for any day.
Something really to it, and plenty thrilling. Running
time, 63 minutes. Played Jan. 20. — E. E. Warner,
Opera House, Augusta, Wis. Small town and country patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio, Fred
Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Gene Raymond — The best
musical I have run since "Whoopee." Pleased 100
per
get amylittle
"hot"like.at
times,cent.
but The
that dance
seems numbers
to be what
patrons
This picture should go over big everywhere. A bi.g
special if there ever was one. Good music, beautiful
girls, .elaborate sets. Astaire is great. — D. B. Fiske,
Fiske Theatre, Oak Grove', La. Small town patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Gene Raymond, Do
lores Del Rio — What a honey this one is. Following
the avalanche of musicals this is a wow. Draw big
and comments from patrons more glowing than any
in a long, long time, which only goes to prove that
they will go over if they give them something good.
Entire cast perfectly cast. Gene Raymond never before so good. Ginger Rogers and Del Rio excellent.
Raul Roulien, this time cast in a characterization of
his own native land, was perfect. Last, but not least,
comes Fred Astaire, who just about steals the show.
Watch him from now on. After many headaches. RKO
has finally given us two pictures, thus far this
season,coln but
are both111.pictures.
— Joepatronage.
Hewitt, LinTheatre,theyRobinson,
General
HEADLINE SHOOTER: WilHam Gargan, Frances
Dee — Starts with bathing beauties, ends with gangsters.
Plenty of action in this one. Running time, 60 minutes. Played Jan. 21. — Albert S. Rains, Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas, General patronage.
IF I WERE FREE!: Irene Dunn, Clive BrookGood program picture. I only wisli that these actors
and actresses would speak the American language.
The public is getting tired of hearing that English
slant what no one can understand. Running time, 67
minutes. — P. G. Held, Strand Theatre. Griswold. Iowa.
General patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— Undoubtedly one of the sweetest pictures of the season. Excellent cast and superb acting. Comments very favorable from the older people, but less so from the
younger set. Business disappointing. However, this
is a picture which should be shown in every theatre
in the country for the prestige of the theatre and
the industry as a whole will be greatly enhanced by
such a picture. — D. B. Fiske, Fiske Theatre, Oak
Grove, La. Small town patronage.
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LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Frances Dee, Paul Lukas— The greatest picture
for entertaining lOO per cent. Some people came two
and three nights to see this one, the first time we
ever had this happen. We did the biggest business
we have done in this house in over a year and every
one praising the picture as best they ever saw. As to
the picture, all I can say is, it is great. Need more
like it. Played Jan. 14-15-16.— Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— A box office wow and one mighty fine picture. One of the
biggest women box office draws in the history of picThe men
will because
like' it the
afterfairthey
and
they do tures.
come
on this
sex come,
will make
them come. Story just made to order for Hepburn
and
a hard
time will
making
another start
like it.a
The they'll
success have
of this
picture
undoubtedly
cycle of this type of picture, but the successes will
be few and far between. Running time, 115 minutes.
Played inson,Jan.
17.— Joepatronage.
Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre, Rob111. General
MELODY CRUISE: Phil Harris, Charles RugglesPlayed rather late, but my patrons liked it better
than any picture shown recently. One objection — Phil
Harris. Running time, nine reels. — Sammie Jackson,
Jackson
ronage. Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town patMELODY CRUISE:
musical comedy that
big;
a program
W. J.just
Carter,
Maxine
town
patronage.

Charles Ruggles— A fairly good
pleased our audience. Nothing
picture. Croswell,
Played Oct.
Theatre,
Mich. 21-22.
Small—

MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot, Betty Furness — Here is a honey from RKO which not only
pleased but brought capacity crowds, and better still,
the people talked about it and brought many more
the next day. Bruce Cabot does some very good work
here and was favorably received. The story, with
Annapolis
movesAvonwellTheatre,
and should
"hit"
anywhere. — background,
Tony Balducci,
Canastota,
N. Y. General patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot, Betty Furness
— Itan this one on Christmas and again showed "Three
Little Pigs." Needless to say, "Three Little Pigs"
was the
drawing card,
"Midshipman
Jack"
gave
satisfaction.
It isalthough
clean, wholesome
entertainment with a strong moral. Running time, 71 minutes. Played Dec. 25.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theronage. atre,
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patGLORY:
let
meMORNING
say anything
about Katharine
this if I Hepburn—
can help Don't
it. The
RKO exchange in Albany might hear me and raise
ray rentals. But I plugged this picture, played it
late, and it broke every house record in the year. I
personally
care cooling
for the and
picture,
although ifHepburn was didn't
something
refreshing,
you
know what I mean. But what I thought and what it
did at the box office were two different things. Play
this picture
plug "Hepburn."
— Tony patronage.
Balducci.
Avon
Theatre,andCanastota,
N. Y. General
MORNING GLORY: Katharine Hepburn, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. — One of the worst pictures that ever
played in my theatre. The picture means nothing,
business was nothing and nothing from nothing leaves
nothing.
Running Orpheum
time, 74 Theatre,
minutes. Orwigsburg,
Played Jan. 2.Pa.—
A.
H. Edwards,
Small town and rural patronage.
PROFESSIONAL SWEETHEART: Ginger Rogers,
Norman Foster — Rated as a wow, but just ordinary
entertainment. Will please your customers, however.
Played Oct.
J. Carter,
Croswell,
Mich.28-29.—
SmallW. town
patronage.Maxine Theatre,
RENEGADES OF THE WEST: Tom Keene— This
is a good western picture, full of interest and plenty
of action and thrills. Our audience as a whole did not
like this picture, but personally I think it just as good
as any western can be. It is a little old, but then
the age of westerns does not matter. Tom Keene is
a good drawing name in our town and business good
for one day. Played Jan. 13. Running time, 55 minJ. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
Generalutes.—J.patronage.
SON OF KONG: Robert Armstrong, Helen Mack—
An awful
from get"King
Kong."
publictime,
expects moreletdown
than they
in this
one. The
Running
70 minutes. Played Jan. 12-13.— E. E. Holmquist,
Broadway Theatre, Centerville, S. D. Small town
patronage.
TOMORROW AT SEVEN: Chester Morris- Boys
and
dramathethatlastwill
keep
them girls,
on thehere's
edge a ofrealtheirmystery
seats until
minute.
If your customers like mystery, step on this one.
You can face your customers when they go out.
Played Oct. 24-25.— W. J. Carter, Maxine Theatre,
Croswell, Mich. Small town patronage.
United Artists
BOWERY, THE: Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper,
George Raft— What a honey. Pleased every one,
young and old. Lots of action and quite a bit of
music.
acting.
Running
time. Custer,
90 minutes.—
Hobart Splendid
H. Gates,
Garlock
Theatre,
S. D.
Small town patronage.
BROADWAY THRU A KEYHOLE: Russ Columbo.
Constance Cummings — Wish I had stepped on this
more as people ate it up. Some came all three
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nights. Excellent music. I think it is lots better
than "Too
Much Running
Harmony,"time.but85 it's
not asPlayed
well
known,
of course.
minutes.
Jan. 7-8-9. — Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
EMPEROR JONES: Paul Robeson— Got by. Some
like it real
escapetheinseventh
the forest
dragged
prettywell.
bad, Robeson's
so I eliminated
reel
after the first showing and it made a better show
without any one noticing the change. Played Dec.
22-23.— Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D.
Small town patronage.
HALLELUJAH,
I'M could
A BUM:
Jolson—
didn't
know
that one picture
be so Alpoor.
This I rhythmic dialogue sounds like a glorified nursery rhyme.
The first day, business was pretty good, as it was
Sunday, but Monday receeipts did not take care of
the electric juice. If you bought it, eat it or do
anything
you like with
it, but
it. Running
time, 90 minutes.
Played
Jan.don't
14-15.play
— Edw.
L. Ornstein. \^ernon Theatre, Mount Vernon, Ky. Small
town patronage.
Universal
BY CANDLELIGHT: Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas—
A splendid entertaining picture. Gave extra good
satisfaction. Played Jan. 12. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
BY CANDLELIGHT: Paul Lukas, Elissa Landi^
Just an average program picture. The story is weak
and the
actionin ismonths.
slow. Ran
to theLukas
poorest
day business
Landiit and
haveSun-no
drawing power here. — D. B. Fiske, Fiske Theatre, Oak
Grove, la. Small town patronage.
BY CANDLELIGHT: Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas—
Fair picture if your people like this type. Played Jan.
22. — Sammie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
Small town patronage.
COUNSELLOR- AT-LAW: John Barry more— A good
picture well made, with Barryraore doing a good job.
as the counsellor. No extra business, howc er. Played
Jan. 14-15. — E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton. Minn. Small town patronage.
LO'VE:
Ayres,
— DON'T
From theBETtitleON you
wouldLewthink
this Ginger
one wasRogers
one
of
those
mushy
love
pictures.
It's
one
the pleasfinest
racetrack stories you have ever had ofthe
ure of showing. Pleased our audience and to good
business. Played Nov. 7-8. — W. J. Carter, Maxine
Theatre, Croswell, Mich. Small town patronage.
GUN JUSTICE: Ken Maynard— Good western and
nice photography. Running time, 60 minutes. Played
Jan. ter,10-11.—
Hobarttown
H. patronage.
Gates, Garlock Theatre, CusS. D. Small
HER FIRST MATE: Zasu Pitts, SHm Summerville
—least
This blame
team does
not draw asat Iall think
here. that
I can'ttheyin the
my patrons,
are
painfully silly, and every one of their pictures are
the same. Universal should find a new story for them.
Business fair. Running time. 70 minutes. Played Dec.
31-Jan.
— Edw.Small
L. Ornstein,
"Vernon Theatre, Mount
Vernon, 1.Ky.
town patronage.
HORSE PLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine—
If you like Summerville, picture okay. Plenty of
comedy. Did not take in expenses. Running time,
seven reels. — Sammie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala- Small town patronage.
HORSE PLAY: Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts— Not
so hot. This guy Summerville never did make money
for me. His pictures are too silly. Running time.
70
minutes.
— P. G. Held, Strand, Griswold, Iowa.
General
patronage.
LADIES MUST LOVE: June Knight— A spletidid
program picture. Good story, fine singing and acting. Gave good satisfaction. Better than the averSilver Family
Theatre, Greenville,
Mich.age.— Bert
TownSilver.
and country
patronage.
LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY!: Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts— A little raw in spots, not bad. The
courtroom scene saved the show. Here is a real comedy team and if the vehicles hold up, they should
continue to draw good business for a long time. Business good.
Played
20. — C.patronage.
W. Mills, Arcade
Theatre,
Sodus,
N. Y.Jan.Family
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Mary Brian, Leo
Carillo — Wonderful picture, but my patrons liked
"Melody
Cruise"Theatre,
best andFlomaton,
told me so.
— Sammie
son, Jackson
Ala.
Small Jacktown
patronage.
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Leo Carrillo,
Mary Brian — Will please your German people. A
fair to good musical comedy. Did not consider it very
big. Played Nov. 4-5. — W. J. Carter, Maxine Theatre,
Croswell, Mich. Small town patronage.
ONLY YESTERADY: John Boles, Margaret Sullavan — What a swell picture this is. Will rank as one
of the ten best of the year. A great picture for New
Year's and
it justwillright.
break anyby
records,
but Ithehitpicture
please Didn't
all. Directed
John M. Stahl, who has never made a failure. Running time, 11 reels. Played Dec. 31-Jan. 1. — R. W.
Hickman, Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General patronage.
JONES:
Lee Tracy—Good
Excellent
OnePRIVATE
of the best
from Universal.
businesspicture.
to a
we'll pleased crowd. Step on it; it's worth advertis-
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ing. Tracy at his best. Played Aug. 8-9.— W. J.
Carter, Maxine Theatre, Croswell, Mich. Small town
patronage.
SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM, THE: Lionel
Atwill, Gloria Stuart — Another mystery drama that
keeps your audience in suspense until the last minute. A good picture for any day of the week. The
kind
talk about
after.Croswell,
Played Mich.
Nov. 11-12.—
Carter,theyMaxine
Theatre,
Small W.townJ.
patronage.
S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque, Gibson Gowland — A great picture of its kind, but did not do so
well at the box office. Running time, 70 minutes. —
P. G. Held, Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General
patronage.
TRAIL DRIVE, THE: Ken Maynard— Poorest picI have played
this star.
go City,
over
here. —tureHarold
Smith, from
Dreamland
Theatre,Didn't
Carson
Iowa. Rural patronage.
Warner
BLESSED EVENT: Lee Tracy— Had more favorable comments on this than any picture I've ever
played.
— Samuel
Flomaton,'NufAla.said.Small
town Jackson,
patronage.Jackson Theatre,
COLLEGE COACH: Dick Powell— An excellent picture that drew me capacity business. Seemed like
old times to put out the old SRO sign. Picture should
please
— Harold
Smith, Dreamland Theatre,
Carson, anywhere.
Iowa. Rural
patronage.
FROM HEADQUARTERS: George Brent— A nice
little program picture that will go over all okay for
a one-night showing. Would not suggest a longer
run. Patrons seemed to like it. Running time, seven
reels. Played Jan. 2-3. — R. W. Hickman, Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General patronage.
GIRL MISSING: Ben Lyon, Mary Brian— A good
mystery drama that keeps your customers in suspense until the last few seconds. A good picture for
any day of the week. Have had some very good pictures from Warners this season. Played Oct. 10-11.
—Small
W. J.
Maxine Theatre, Croswell, Mich.
townCarter,
patronage.
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Warren William, Joan
Blondell,
RubyandKeeler,
Powell how
— Thiswell
is ait second
run for us.
I am Dick
surprised
drew.
People came back the second time to see it over and
thoroughly
enjoyed
It's a great box
bet.
Itime.
am not
sure office
butit.what
back office
thegroup.
third
Bestso box
pictureI'llonruntheit Warner
Played Idaho.
Jan. 19-20.—
H. rural
Rich, patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
Town S.and
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Dick Powell, Ruby
Keeler — Although I did not play this picture until
late, it proved a good draw and pleased exceptionally
well. A picture worth playing in any house. Running
time, 98 City,
minutes.
Dreamland Theatre,
Carson
Iowa.— Harold
Rural Smith,
patronage.
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933: Warren WilUam, Joan
Blondell, Ruby
Powell—
this
Christmas
day. DidKeeler,
capacityDick
business
withPlayed
it. It was
really worth every cent of the film rental and the
overage, lowingas thempeople
came out
thanked me Warners
for alto witness
suchanda spectacle.
have the product, their prices are right, and they are
the friends of the small exhibitor. Running time, 90
minutes. Played Dec. 24-25. — Edw. L. Ornstein, Verronage.non Theatre, Mount Vernon, Ky. Small town patHAUNTED GOLD: John Wayne— Pleased Saturday
night patrons. Blue Washington makes the picture.
Give us more like it. — Sammie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.
LADY KILLER: James Cagney— A very fine program picture. I think it is his best. Lots of action
and very interesting story. Splendid cast gave good
for Owners
Motion
Tlieatre

and

Managers

Picture
Accounting

Tells all the facts about your
business each week — receipts,
film costs, advertising, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc.
Lasts a full year and you do
not need to be a bookkeeper to
use it.
A complete, concise aid to
profits at the cost of a blank
book.
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
1790 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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satisfaction.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
PARACHUTE JUMPER: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—
A very good picture with Douglas Fairbanks, jr.
Good business to satisfied audience. Played Nov. 1415.— W.town
J. Carter,
Small
patronage.Maxine Theatre, Croswell, Mich.
WORKING MAN, THE: George Arliss-Another
good picture from Warners with Arliss. Step on it.
It's sure to please your Arliss fans. Warner has
turned hard
out tosome
good pictures
but Oct.
it's
awful
get advertising
from this
them.year,
Played
14-15.—
W.
J.
Carter,
Maxine
Theatre,
Croswell,
Mich.
Small town patronage.
Shorf Features
Columbia
BROTHER,
CAN YOU SPARE A MILLION:
Keri Murray— This is a takeoff on the Morgan investigation. Personally, thought it was poor. Running
time, 18 minutes.— Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre,
Mount Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.
OUT OF THE ETHER: Krazy Kat Kartoons-A
good
G. Held, Strand Theatre, Griswold,
Iowa. cartoon.—
General P.patronage.
SAFE IN JAIL: Sunrise Comedies— This is a fairly
good two-reel comedy. I had previously come to the
conclusion that Columbia could not make a good tworeel short, but this is an exception. However, nothing
too good about it, but better than all the others put
together. Running time, 18 minutes.— J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
UM-PA: Musicals— Just fair.— Harold Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson City, Iowa. Rural patronage.
Educational
BIG
SQUEAL,
THE:
Clyde— are
Andytired
Clydeof him.
isn't
the comedian he used toAndy
be. People
Running time, 18 minutes. — Albert S. Rains, Queen
Theatre,
Dallas, GOSSIP
Texas. General
patronage.
~ is
BROADWAY
(No. 4):
If the show
crowded run a Broadway Gossip. It will calm the
house. Running time, nine minutes. — Albert S. Rains,
Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas. General patronage.
DIVORCE SWEETS: Tom Howard— Fair. Not bad.
Nothing extra.— D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
FARMER'S FATAL FOLLY: Moran and Mack—
A very good comedy. Shown to a full house on
New Year's,tinuously.—this
comedy Lonet
kept Theatre,
them laughing conW. J. Powell,
Ohio. Small town
and rural
patronage. Wellington,
FROZEN ASSETS: Andy Clyde— Andy Clyde always amusing. This comedy made thetn laugh. Running time, 19 minutes.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.HONESTY PAYS, BUT NOT MUCH: Tom Howard— Who said that Tom Howard was a screen comedian ? This short and the balance of his are poor.
Running time, eight minutes. — Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre, Mount Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.
LAST DOGIE, THE: Song Hit Stories— Exceptionthis on still
a New
and
now ally
andgood.thenRana patron
speaksShear's
about program
it. Splendid
recording and excellent singing. An outstanding
short.— W. J. Powell, Lonet Theatre, Wellington,
Ohio. Small town and rural patronage.
MILLION DOLLAR MELODY: Musical Comedies
—Only
a dented tin can.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum
ronage.
Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patPOPPIN' THE CORK: Musical Come'dies— This is
without doubt the best musical comedy ever made—
and I have played them all. Boys, this is a "knockout."
26 minutes.
H. Malone,
CommunityRunning
Theatre,time,
Hammond,
Wis.— E.General
patronage.
SUNNY SOUTH, THE: Terry-Toons— Fair.— D. E.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town
patronage.
MGM
BACKS
TO
NATURE:
Todd-Kelly—
A refreshing
comedy. MGM has the comedies,
no doubt
about it.
Running time, 20 minutes.— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum
Theatre,
ronage. Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patBEER AND PRETZELS: Musical Comedies— See
report onpheum"Rhapsody
in Brew."—Pa.
A. H.
Edwards,
OrTheatre, Orwigsburg,
Small
town and
rural patronage.
CROOK'S TOUR: All-Star Series— A comedy that
seemed to be enjoyed by all. Running time, 19 mins.— A. H. town
Edwards,
Orphe-um
Theatre, Orwigsburg,
Pa. uteSmall
and rural
patronage.
DIRTY WORK: Laurel and Hardy— The best comedy produced to date. Running time, 20 minutes.— A.
H.
Orpheum
Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small
townEdwards,
and rural
patronage.
FINE FEATHERS: Oddities— Another swell short
from MGM. Running time', nine minutes. — A. H. Ed-
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waras, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small
town and rural patronage.
FEATHERS:
Oddities—
Odditycolors.
that
isFINE
a knockout.
Beautiful
birdsAnother
in natural
The comments by Pete Smith are clever and interesting. These' Oddities have been consistently good.
I now use them to strengthen my weak programs. —
\V. J. Powell, Lonet Theatre, Wellington, Ohio. Small
town and rural patronage.
HANDLEBARS: Oddities— If you want something
refreshing, something novel, here it is. The Oddities
of MGM cannot be beaten. Running time, 10 minutes.
— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa.
Small town and rural patronage.
LUNCHEON AT TWELVE: Charley Chas^This
is a fine comedy. It is well that MGM entered the
comedy wards,
field.Orpheum
Running
time, Orwigsburg,
19 minutes. — A.
EdTheatre,
Pa.H.Small
town and rural patronage.
ME AN'
MY PAL:
and Running
Hardy— time,
Poorest10
Laurel
and Hardy
comedyLaurel
to date.
minutes. — E. H. Malone, Community Theatre, Hammond, Wis. General patronage.
MENU: Oddities — Here is a reel that will bolsteT
up your program. Done in color. It is not only pleasing to the eye, but very interesting. The off screen
talk is e.xceptionally clever. These MGM Oddities are
fine. Not one dull moment in any of thera. Running
time, 10 minutes. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
MIDSUMMER MUSH: Charley Chas^A real funny
comedy with Charley Chase at his best. You must
go a long way to beat this one. Running time, 20
minutes. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
PLANE NUTS: Ted Healy and Stooges— Lots of
comedy in this one. MGM makes them right. Running time, 19 minutes. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum
Theatre,
ronage. Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patRHAPSODY IN BREW and BEER AND PRETZELS: Musical Comedies — I wonder where the producers get the idea that tlie slopping of into.xicants is
funny or welcomed by decent people. Tlie riff-raff
may enjoywithdrinking
scenes, but
can't must
continue
business
the riff-raff.
Our weefforts
be di-in
rected toward the decent population. Get them in and
the others will follow. I consider my theatre at least a
bit better than a grog shop, and while I cannot afford to shelve' a picture, I do not advertise beer or
brew on my programs, in my lobby or anywhere else.
I want the good will of the people that are respected
and it is mighty difficult to explain the junk that will
cree'p into pictures. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theronage. atre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patSTRATOS-FEAR: Willie Whopper— The poorest
cartoun I ever showed. Running time, nine minutes.
— A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa.
Small town and rural patronage.
STRATOS-FEAR: Willie Whopper— Fair.— D. E.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town
patronage.
TWICE TWO: Laurel and Hardy— Another Laurel
and Hardy comedy that my patrons liked, even if I
did not. They go over fine here. Running time, two
reels.
Gladystown
E. patronage.
McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan. — Small
TWIN SCREWS: All-Star Series— This comedy was
much lietter than the average. The second reel is
e.\ceptionally
good.Wellington,
Many goodOhio.
laughs.Small
— W. J.
Powell,
Lonet Theatre,
town
and
rural patronage.
WHOLE SHOW IN ONE REEL, A: Goofy Movies
— My people dotertainment.
notSome do,
get but
the drift
of thismirth
style is
of enif audible
the
go-by, then these singles are disappointing. Running
time, ten minutes. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
WRECKETY WRECKS: Taxi Boys— Seemed to go
over, which is all the long suffering exhibitor wants.
Best Taxi Boys short I have run. Running time, two
reels. — Small
GladystownE. patronage.
McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan.

MEET THE CHAMP: Eugene Pallette— Got more
laughs than any comedy in years. Pallette as the
champ is a riot. Running time, 20 minutes. — Albert
S. Rains, Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas. General patronage.

Paramount
BARBER, THE: W. C. Fields— Fields is always
good
hereGarlock
and thisTheatre,
got plenty
of them.
Hobartfor H.laughs
Gates.
Custer,
S. D.—
Small town patronage.
CAPTAIN
HENRY'S
Lanny reel.
Ross,—
Annette
Hanshaw,
Don RADIO
VoorheesSHOW:
— Fine single
Harold Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson, Iowa. Rural patronage.
I HEARD: Betty Boop — Betty Boop cartoons are
always good. — Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre,
Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
LITTLE BROADCAST, THE: Headliners— This is a
very good single reel. Worth running on any program. Running time, nine minutes. — Edw. L. Ornstein. Vernon Theatre, Mount Vernon, Ky. Small
town patronage.
MARRIAGE HUMOR: Harry Langdon— Good slapstick and well received. — Hobart H. Gates, Garlock
Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
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MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT: Betty Boop—
This
is a Iowa.
very good
P. G. Held, Strand,
Griswold,
Generalcartoon.—
patronage.
PLEASE: Bing Crosby — A veTy good two-reel comedy.— Harold Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson,
Iowa. Rural patronage.
POPEYE THE SAILOR CARTOONS: These cartoons are excellent and bring extra business. — E. A.
Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small
town and country patronage.
SAILORS, BEWARE: Eugene Pallette, Walter
Catlett— Good.— Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre,
Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
STATION T. O. T.: Headliners Series— Not much.
Just a bunch of kids showing off. Running time,
seven minutes. — E. E. Holmquist, Broadway Theatre,
Centerville, S. D. Small town patronage.
THREE LITTLE SWIGS: Leon Errol— You can't
go
wrong— Albert
on this. S.It'sRaine,
very Queen
good. Running
minutes.
Theatre, time,
Dallas,18
Te-xas. General patronage.
RKO
AIR TONIC: Headliner Series — A dandy musical
short. quist,
HelpsBroadway
fill out
a weakCenterville,
program. — S.E. D.
E. HolmTheatre,
Small
town patronage.
CALIFORNIA
Etting—
musical comedy is WEATHER:
worth while Ruth
showing.
RuthThisEtting
has a fine voice and the comedy is all right. Running
time. 19 minutes. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
CUBBY'S
PICNIC:
the and
Bear sadCartoons—
These
are only
imitationCubby
cartoons,
ones at
that. Running time, nine minutes. — A. H. Edwards.
Orpheum Theatre. Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and
rural patronage.
FLIRTING IN THE PARK: Blonde and Red Head
Series — Pretty fair. — Hobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
FORCED RESPONSE, A: Ely Culbertson— This is
the first of the series that I played. I want no more.
If I can't togettakeridmyof loss
themandin shelve
some way,
will be
compelled
them. I Running
time, 19 minutes. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
HOW COMEDIES ARE BORN: Gribbon-Ke'nnedy
Comedies — Terrible. Not one smile in the whole load.
Running time, 20 minutes. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum
Theatre,
ronage. Orwigsburg. Pa. Small town and rural pat-
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GOOFYTONE NEWS (No. 1): Didn't seem to
please, although I personally liked it fine.— Sammie
Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town
patronage.
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS SERIES: These are all
good,
as strange
as itMinn.
seems.—Small
E. A.town
Reynolds,
Strand
Theatre,
Princeton,
and country
patronage.
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS: Does not please my
patrons.—
Jackson,
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Sammie
Small town
patronage.
VAUDEVILLE ON PARADE: Mentone No. 6—
Knockout two-reeler. Could use a lot of shorts of
this ton,
type.—
A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre,
Minn. E.Small
town and country
patronage. PrinceVita phone
ALMA MARTYR, THE: Fred Waring and His
Pennsylvanians— Good.— P. G. Held, Strand Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa. General patronage'.
BOSKO IN DUTCH: Looney Tunes— This is a good
cartoon comedy presenting Bosko and Honey in Holland, the land of the windmills. Some good ice skating by Bosko. A very pleasing one-reeler. Run this
one and listen to the audience laugh at Bosko. Running time, eight minutes.— J. J. Me^iford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
DAY WITH DICK POWELL, A: Dick PowellExcellent
for selling
"Footlight and
Parade."
is not onlymedium
sales talk,
but entertainme'nt
comedy.It
Running
time,
eight
minutes.—
Edw.
L.
Ornstein,
ronage.non Theatre, Mount Vernon, Ky. Small town VerpatJACK DENNY AND BAND: Melody Masters—
Another
good with
number
the "Melody
of musicals,
Jack ofDenny
and his Master"
orchestra series
furnishing the music and they play several popular numbers. If you have not bought this series, get in touch
with your exchange immediately. Running time, nine
minutes.—
J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford,
N. C. General
RUFUS JONES FOR PRESIDENT: Ethel Waters
—musicals.
VitaphoiieThey
are certainly
to be every
congratulated
on their
hit the mark
time. This
one
IS
Harold
Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson,
Iowa.fine.—Rural
patronage.
SITTING ON A BACKYARD FENCE: Looney
Tune— This is a good cartoon comedy on the new
contract and is sure to please both young and old.
Many laughs
and will
somegiveexcellent
hoping
Vitaphone
us moredrawings.
like this. Here's
Good
entertainment and will make an excellent filler. Running time, eight minutes.— J, J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
THAT GOES DOUBLE: Russ Columbo— A good
two-reeler with quite a lot of comedy and some good
music. Skating number especially good. Running
time, two Kan.
reels.—Small
Gladys
McArdle, Owl Theatre,
Lebanon,
townE. patronage.
THE NAME IS FAMILIAR: Broadway BrevitiesVery good. Enjoyed by all. Running time, eight
minutes.—
P. G.General
Held, patronage.
Strand Theatre, Griswold, Griswold, Iowa.

MICKEY'S APE MAN: Mickey McGuire— These
Mickey
are okay,
but after
preaching for McGuire
two yearscomedies
to the RKO
exchange,
I find
that
ithavedoesat noleast
goodoneto patch
ask them
for
a
print
that
doesn't
to the foot. Very good
entertainment.
Running time.
20 minutes.
Edw.SmallL.
Ornstein, Vernon
Theatre,
Mount
Vernon, —Ky.
town patronage.
SO THIS IS HARRIS: Phil Harris— A very good
musical
30 Texas.
minutes. —General
Albert
S. Rains,comedy.
Queen Running
Theatre, time.
Dallas,
patronage.
SUITS TO NUTS: Gribbon-Kennedy Comedies—
Another flop from RKO. The one who conjures up
their comedies must certainly have a quaint, remote sense of humor. Running time, 20 minutes. —
A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa.
Small town and rural patronage.
WHAT FUR?: Edgar Kennedy— Not so bad for
Edgar. He has cut down on his noise a bit and this
isEdwards,
an improvement.
Running time,
20 minutes.
H.
Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg,
Pa.— A.
Small
town and rural patronage.

RKO
LAST FRONTIER, THE: Creighton Chaney— Very
old, but it sure keeps the crowds coming. Running
time, two reels each chapter.— Sammie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.

United Artists
MICKEY'S
Mouse—
another Mickey PAL
MousePLUTO:
cartoon. Mickey
This one
shouldJustplease
every one, especially the kids, but not as good as
some of the others. Personally, I am disappointed
in this series of shorts. There are many others on the
market better. Running time, eight minutes. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
NOAH'S ARK: Silly Symphonies— Not "Three Little Pigs"legious.
by Fables
anyor means.
Somehow
it seemed
fairy tales
are okay,
but sacriwhen
Disney uses Bible subjects — well, it does not seem
exactly all right, especially when he brings prayer
and supplication into burlesque situations. No good.
Running time, 10 minutes. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum
Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
Universal
GLEASON'S NEW DEAL: James Gleason-Gleason
is
for a laugh
this S.
wasn't
hot.goodRunning
time, in18anything,
minutes. —but
Albert
Rains,so
Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas. General patronage.

Universal
CLANCY OF THE MOUNTED: Tom Tyler, Jacqueline Wells— A good serial that brought enough
extra business to more than pay the rental. Wonderful scenery and is clean. Can recommend this for
children and was liked by adults.— Gladys E. McArdle,
Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.
GORDON OF GHOST CITY: Buck Jones, Madge
Bellamy— This proved a good serial and held business all the way through. Jones very popular here.—
Harold patronage.
Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson City, Iowa.
Rural
PERILS OF PAULINE: Evelyn Knapp, Robert Althe fourth
and ita isgood
holding
interest len—Am
very onwell.
Believe chapter
it will prove
serial.—
Harold
Smith,
Dreamland
Theatre,
Carson
City,
Iowa,
Rural patronage.
PERILS OF PAULINE: Evelyn Knapp, Robert
Allen— First two chapters of this serial were very
slow. It seems that the characters have found themselves. These Universal serials sure draw at the box
office, though.— Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre,
Mount Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.

WAY OF ALL FRESHMEN, THE: Hal LeRoy,
Mitzi Mayfair— Very good dance act. Good for a
change. Running time, 19 minutes.— Albert S. Rains,
Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas. General patronage.
WAY OF ALL FRESHMEN, THE: Hal Leroy,
Mitzi Mayfair.— Vitaphone sure puts out the short
product. This one was entertainment from start to
finish. Excellent. Running time. 20 minutes.— Edw.
L.
Vernon Theatre, Mount Vernon, Ky.
SmallOrnstein,
town patronage.
Serials
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"THERE IS EXULTATION"
From the beginning we have emphasized, editorially and
otherwise, the importance of the manager in the successful
operation of the industry. Time and again have we proclaimed
there can be no happy future for the motion picture until this
importance is recognized.
Terry Ramsaye lends further strength to this opinion in his
lead editorial, issue of Jan. 27, wherein he discloses — in the
course of his extensive travels — there are many indications that
the manager is slowly but surely being allowed his proper
"place in the sun."
We quote from Mr. Ramsaye:
"Regardless of what may prove to be the practical outcome
of the movement for profit sharing in theatre receipts by
managers, there is immediate significance in its refreshing
recognition of the importance of the manager as a component
of the merchandising system. There should be exultation over
in A-Mike Vogel's Round Table section."
There is exultation. There is also firm conviction that in spite
of themselves, self-centered, narrow-visioned, fumbling executives, of necessity are coming to realize the desperate need of
allowing the manager sufficient latitude in thought and operation, without which the exhibition of the motion picture cannot endure.
V
MORE
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In our tour in New England last week, we visited with
that fast-stepping showman, Jack Goldstein, RKO Radio advertising chief, who in the course of conversation observed
that in the future he intended entering more seriously and
actively into the Club affairs. The reason he gave is so
sound, that we are repeating it for the benefit of other members inclined to be laggard in their support.
"The Managers' Round Table Club," he stated, "is the only
real clearing house in the business for the manager. Whatever
he may want to know, do or have done in regard to his theatre
work, his surest and quickest source of aid is Club headquarters.
The Club pages are crammed with a lot of good stuff on what
showmen are actually doing to boost their grosses, and I make
It a point to read it carefully each week.
"Therefore I feel that this organization has well earned my
earnest support, and I Intend paying my dues In the form of
more
regular contributions
to the
pages."
Theatremen
who have been
taking
the many Club services
for
granted might do far worse than follow this member's
example.
V
DISCOVERING

degree upon the "selling" ability of the individual manager.
The showmanship, initiative, personality and general business
ability of the manager are, in a sense, as essential to the
theatre's success as the attractions.
And if this be so, we would like to see put into effect a plan
suggested recently, by which the capable showmen would be
compensated on the same basis as are salesmen in other lines —
a flat percentage, this to apply to all profits above the house
"nut." Without doubt, such a plan of profit sharing will inspire
managers as nothing else can. For the real showman, it means
an opportunity to prove his actual value In terms of dollars
and cents, which In itself should almost guarantee a better
financial return for his employer.
Many smart exhibitors would no doubt welcome a workable
plan of this nature, and now that the ice has been broken with
the announcement of profit sharing in Warner Brothers and

*

Interstate Theatres, we look forward to the time when managerial ability will be judged by other standards than now
obtain in too many situations.
V V V

SHARING

In the final analysis, the condition of any theatre's profit
and loss statement over a period of time rests, to a great

S

€LUR

meeting
aid

R

V
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MANPOWER

The major prize winners and those upon whom the Honorable are
Awards announced
were bestowed
Paramount's
"I'm No are
Angel"
contest
in thisin issue.
Also published
the
highlights of the two winning campaigns. We are pleased to
have been In on It, and to have noted that the competition
drew such high calibred representation from the field.
But of far greater significance to us is the statement made
by Paramount's ad head, Robert F. Gillham, to the effect that
the stuff shown in many of the entries indicated a fine supply
of extra manpower that may be very useful to Paramount.
We recall to the modest showman In the field who steers
away from contests of this sort, the venerable saying that has
to do with hiding one's light under a bushel.
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Gags

Sell

**Hh Nellie'' Opening
Much of the advertising selling strength
of the picture being in the title, the Warner
exploiteers laid of¥ from circusing the opening of "Hi, Nellie" at the New York Strand.
Thousands of teaser snipes with the title
in red script and nothing else were spotted
everywhere throughout the greater city ten
days in advance, and a special record with
the expression "Hi, Nellie" as shouted by
six different voices were planted in strategic
Broadway spots. The same gag was used
in all local Warner houses for weeks ahead
between curtains, and repeated with a sound
truck working the main streets.
Three-inch stickers printed black on yellow, with copy saying, "Paul Muni Is Coming in a Big One" were used on all Strand
letterheads, envelopes and programs for
some time ahead of the opening. The title
as a greeting phrase was further plugged
by 1,500 Warner employees among friends.
Window tieups and hookins with fan
magazines also rounded out the campaign.

front in six-foot cutout letters, the color
scheme in red, black and white, with a huge
head of Muni done in full palette.
Further newspaper breaks were secured
with pictures of Sid Skolsky, New York
news columnist, shown with Ned Sparks,
one of the leads and this can no doubt be
duplicated in any other spot where this
column is syndicated.
Work For A Onigley Award!
Lederer Club Convenes
For Music Hall Date
A club idea that sounds promising is a
recently inaugurated international Francis
Lederer Club, members of the New York
Chapter being on hand to see "Man of Two
Worlds" at Radio City Music Hall, after
the performance convened for a meeting.
Rutgers Neilson reports that foreign
l)ranches of this organization wired congratulatory messages to the star on the
general release date of his first American
picture. Among the cities being represented
were London, Prague, Berlin, New York
and Chicago.

BOSTON

Strand "Hi "NcJic" front
and the song hit of the picture was plugge 1
by music stores and by orchestra leaders
in hotels and on the air. The lobby flash
also came in for attention ( see photo ) with
the title and star punched out across th?

Feature

LAFFS!

Here's one we
believe needs no
caption !

Teaser

Ads
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PARTY

Tuesday night, March 6, has been selected by the Boston nnembers 'For their
Managers' Round Table Club "Get-Together," as reported by the following comnnittee chairmen:
Jack Goldstein, RKO, General Committee; Joe Di Pesa, Loew's, Publicity; Gene
Fox, Metropolitan ad chief, and J. J.
McGuiness, Massachusetts Allied Theatre
head, in charge of entertainment; Harry
Browning, M. & P. Circuit ad head, and
Charles Bassin, Oriental Theatre, in charge
of arrangements.
The place and cost will be announced
shortly, and a large attendance is expected.
Circuit heads and division managers have
endorsed the project, these including: Martin J. Mullln and Sam Pinanski, M. & P.
Theatres;atre;Max
of E. RKO
M. Loew's
TheCharlesFinn,
Koerner,
Theatres,
among others.
Further details will be carried in next
week's issue.

N. Y. ''Nana'' Date
Featured by a newspaper teaser campaign that plugged the new star from many
angles, and followed by an out of the ordinary advertising series of display ads,
United Artists' "Nana," starring Anna Sten,
had its New York premiere at Radio City
Music Hall, with a number of smart salable
angles whipped across by the combined ad
staffs of the Music Hall, United Artists and
Sam Goldwyn offices.
The teaser campaign took the form of a
number of large ads in which each day a
new picture of the star was used, emphasizing a different angle of her personality. The
size of the ad increased until on the opening
day almost half pages were taken.
Tieups with a number of leading merchants included a number of ads plugging
the star in conjunction with hat, dress and
fur styles, and many Fifth Avenue windows
were secured for similar hookins. Book
shops displayed special cards created by
Rockwell Kent, which were also used to
publicize the novel.
Possibly the best newspaper break was
secured with a story carried by many of the
dailies which reported that congregations of
Russian churches in the city were praying
for the success of the star, who was brought
from Russia by Sam Goldwyn.
Work For A Ouigley Award!
Dempsey

Wires

Plug for

"Prizefighter and Lady"
Salt Lake City being Jack Dempsey's
home town, Manager Jack Marpole of the
Paramount in that city, arranged for telegrams to be sent by the former champ to
the leading local fight promoter, plugging
"Prizefighter and the Lady" in advance of
the date. The wire was read from the ring
between bouts, with mention also being made
of the theatre and date. As Dempsey plays
quite a part in the picture, this idea went
over very well, sport writers also publicizing it in their stories.
The special preview was put on for sport
writers,
of women's
clubsof
and
otherrepresentatives
notables, and another
feature
the campaign was a parade of hundreds of
boys comprising the Junior Traffic Police,
made up of honor school students who, with
all the local Liberty magazine carriers,
marched to the theatre headed by police.

CARAVAN. The start of the "Moulin Rouge
Caravan" making a coast-to-coast tour of
key cities to exploit the picture. Atop bus
are a number of picture stars who are making the trip in special limousines.

February
Winners
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Announced

In ''Anger' Contest
William Hollander and his ad crew, for
their efforts at the Oriental Theatre, Chicago, and Wm. L. Hendricks for his work
at the Strand, Oshkosh, Wis., receive the
two major awards in Paramount's "I'm No
Angel" advertising, exploitation and publicity contest, as announced by Robt. F. Gillham, Paramount ad head.
Though Eddie Levin handles the Oriental
in Chicago, all of Hollander's staff worked
on the campaign, and it was therefore agreed
that other prize provision be made so that
all could share equally in the award.
Bill Hendricks, now at the Warner, Memphis, Tenn., landed the small city prize for
the excellent campaign he put over while
manager of the Strand in Oshkosh. Some
of the highlights of his efforts and those of
the Hollander staff are publicized on a
following page of this issue.
Honorable Mention Awards
As many other entries were given high
rating by the judges, Gillham announces
that personal gifts from Mae West will be
forwarded to those whose campaigns have
been selected for honorable mention. They
are as follows :
H. F. Arnold, Indiana, Terre Haute,
Ind. ; Geo. Baker, Newman, Kansas City,
Mo.; Paul Binstock, Republic, Brooklyn,
N. Y. ; Robert Blair, Saenger, New Orleans, La.; Harry Botwick, Paramount, Rutland, Vt. ; E. Brodie, Paramount, Haverhill, 'Mass.;
Dan J.Burgum,
Greenville,
Miss.;
J. Cahill,Paramount,
Brockton,
Brockton, Mass. ; J. L. Cartwright, Empire,
Daytona Beach, Fla. ; I. J. Craite, Fort,
Fort Atkinson, Wis. ; E. V. Dinerman, Albee, Cincinnati, O. ; Gene S. Fox, Metropolitan, Boston, Mass. ; Vic Gauntlett, Fifth
Avenue, Seattle, Wash.; Harold Gross,
Regent, Battle Creek, Mich.; Marvin S.
Harris, Irvin, Bloomington, 111. ; S. S. Holland, Warner, Elkhart, Ind.; E.- M. Hart,
Reade's Plainfield, Plainfield, N. J.
Bill Jenner, Fox California, San Bernardino, Cal. ; Johnny Jones, Ritz, Shawnee
Okla. ; Bob Kelley, Majestic, Houston
Tex. ; Joseph Kinsky, Capitol, Sioux City,
la.; L. Lamm, Capitol, Elyria, O. ; Frank
Larsen, Paramount, Idaho Falls, Ida. ; Sid
Lawrence, Avon, Watertown, N. Y. ; Lee
Levy, Colonial, Allentown, Pa. ; J. E. McCammon, Dickinson, Chillicothe, Mo. ; Eddie Mitchell, Princess, Honolulu; John L.
Mitchell, Genesee, Waukegan, 111. ; Mr. and
Mrs. Moulder, Criterion, Sapulpa, Okla. ; J.
J. Musselman, Rialto, Louisville, Ky.
Harry L. Royster, Century, Rochester.
N. Y. ; J. J. Rosenfield, Paramount, Omaha,
Neb.; Morris Rosenthal, Majestic, Bridgeport, Conn. ; Adolph Sievers, Fargo, Geneva,
111.; Arden Strange, RKO Palace, Columbus, O. ; George F. Sharp, Fox Wilson,
Fresno, Cal. ; George Sargent, State, Portland, Me.; H. N. Schrodt, Majestic, Centerville, la. ; Bernard Thomas, Loew's State,
Memphis, Tenn. ; J. Clayton Tunstill, Saenger, Pine Bluff, Ark.: Chas. B. Taylor,
Shea's Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y. ; E. E.
Whitaker, Fox Theatre, Atlanta, Ga. ; R. W.
Waterson, Tivoli, Michigan City, Ind. ;
Anna Bell Ward, Ben Ali, Lexington, Ky. ;
A. F. Weiss, Jr., Olympia, Miami, Fla. ;
George P. Zeppos, Rex, Wheeling, W. Va.
Honorable mention has also been awarded

DEADLINE
February Tenth marks the date set by the judges — the "deadline"
for January exploitation campaigns forwarded by managers to be considered for the first month's Quigley Award. There has been a gratifying
response in the number of entries received from every section of the
country, from small towns as well as big cities.
As already noted, the following well-known executives, representing
three different branches of the industry, have consented to act as the
Committee of Judges to determine the campaign that in their opinion
will merit the January Award:
GEORGE

J. SCHAEFER,

S. CHARLES
ARTHUR

Vice-President and General Manager,
Paramount Pictures

EINFELD, Advertising and Publicity Director,
Warner Bros. Pictures

L. MAYER,

Managing Director. Rialto Theatre,
New York

It is expected that the January winner will be announced in the February 17 issue, at which time the winning campaign will be publicized
in detail for the information of the membership.
The competition for the next Award, that of February, is now being
waged briskly and, from indications, wi!l be even more spirited than the
first-month battle. Remember that every manager everywhere in the
world is eligible for these Awards and that campaigns may be entered on
any picture of any product, domestic or foreign.
for the following theatre campaigns in which
managers have neglected to include their
names : Flynn, Burlington, Vt. ; Ritz, Denison, la. ; Saenger, Mobile, Ala. ; Ambassador, St. Louis, Mo. ; Strand, Jonesborq,
Ark. ; Paramount, Greenwood, Miss ; Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. ; Stanley, Utica,
N. Y. ; Sheboygan, Sheboygan, Wis. ;
Loew's, Canton, O. ; Palace, Morrilton,
Ark. ; Paramount, Lynn, Mass. ; Paramount,
Springfield, Mass. ; Warner, West Chester,
Pa. ; Strand, Loweljl, Mass. ; Paramount,
Syracuse, N. Y. ; Liberty, Portland, Ore.

GOOD AD. The above is a shot of one of
Erie Wright's ace ads on "Roman Scandals" at the Poli, New Haven, Conn. The
original ad was three colunnns on 100 lines,
selling the star and return date very
effectively. We like it!

Magicians' Society
Guests of Rosenthal
Money evidently is quite free in Bridgeport, Conn., according to the quarter-sheet
teaser snipe card put out by Manager Morris Rosenthal, Majestic Theatre in that city,
the card containing copy ofTering $50,000
forThe
the theme
captureof ofthethestory
"Invisible
Man."
was well
carried
out in an advance lobby stunt, in which a
rocking chair was kept in continuous motion by being geared to a windshield wiper
motor, with copy on a card alongside telling
of "The Invisible Man" in the chair. The
laughable goldfish bowl gag was also used,
wherein chemicals were placed in the water
to cause a ripple effect, announcement being
made that the "invisible" goldfish could be
actually seen twice daily only, the idea gathering the curious in large numbers.
Another angle that worked out very effectively was a large black box placed in a
store window in which a man dressed in
black performed various feats of illusion.
The only things visible from the street were
cutout title letters painted in white and a
chair painted white in front and black in the
rear which when turned around quickly gave
the effect of immediately disappearing.
Rosenthal also put over a special preview
for the local branch of the Society of American Magicians, the guest of honor being the
national secretary of the association. The
event landed a good story in the newspapers
which quoted the secretary on the possibilities of actually making a human being invisible, the copy of course including full
theatre credits and plugging the picture.
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New England Showmen
Plenty of Ingenuity

in

Lining Up Effective Campaigns
That Are Selling Many Tickets
by A-MIKE

VOGEL

Taking a four-days stving up through
New England, yotir Chairman in quick succession visited the members in Bridgeport,
New Haven, Hartford, New Britain and
Boston. Much was seen, and below is set
down briefly an account of the editorial
ramblings through some of these spots.
Morris Rosenthal, Majestic, Bridgeport,
sums up neatly the improvement in grosses,
as follows :
"Five months ago, the cheaper balcony
seats went clean an hour before the orchestra filled. Today both floors sell evenly, as
the former balcony patrons now have money
enough to sit downstairs, and the balcony
is occupied with those who for the first time
in months have money to spend for the
movies."
What with factory wheels again turning,
and with government funds putting money
in circulation, Bridgeport showmen are
cheerful and working hard to get their share
of this new dough.
For instance Matt Saunders, skipper of
the Poli, and locally active for many years,
put plenty behind a recent campaign on
"Flying Down to Rio," and cashed in on
a healthy newspaper campaign. Matt's lobby
is plenty big, as are all those in the Poli
houses, but he keeps it handsomely decorated
through the brush of his able artist, Johnny
Buyk.
Town Flesh-Hungry
The above mentioned Rosenthal also has
a staunch helper in the person of art head
John Fogarty, who is turning out some distinctive air brush lobby stuff. These showmen have built their own photographic
workshop, and are turning out some neat
enlargements at little cost for much less than
they would have to pay in the open market.
More about this in a later issue.
The town is hungry for flesh shows, states
Manager Cuneo, of the Globe, who bases his
opinion on the turnaway he is doing with
amateur nights and revues put on by the
pupils of the theatre's dancing school.
Eddie Dolan, of the Lyric, former legit
house, also thinks "vaud" would do business, and another vote in this direction
comes from Edgar Lynch, helmsman of the
Warner Cameo, one of the first houses in
America to have talking equipment.
Edgar, however, manages to get his share
of business as is, having done big on "Little
Women" with a lot of ace angles, which will
all be publicized in an early issue. Mike Carroll, his assistant, is now learning to snap
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pictures of Lynch's ideas for the Round
Table pages. Incidentally, Edgar broke into
showbusiness years ago while he was in the
army and stationed in Panama. It's quite
a story, and it may appear soon in these
This first visit in years to Bridgeport left
pages.
a decidedly pleasant impression, so far as
the managers and their theatres are concerned. The boys not onlv seem to take
a lot of pleasure in running their houses
efficiently, but are continuously on their toes
to try anything new that will react favorably
upon the box office, and this thought also
came to mind in visiting the members in
New Haven.
New Haven Bullish
One of the main industries of this spot
being Yale University, Ben Cohen of the
College,ofmakes
good use
the debates
"studes" with
for
many
his stunts,
suchof as
chorus girls from the stage, a stunt with
which he has promoted a lot of breaks in
the papers, usually tough to picture stuff.
Ben has been in and out of New Haven, and
has the local situation sized up well.
It seems that when money was much
easier, the "A" houses could usually depend on profitable business, but today theatre men say that the house with the attraction gets the breaks, with the "B" stands
profiting through lower prices.
Ace Showmanship
Jack Sanson is inclined to agree but
nevertheless is credited with doing a lot to
bring attention to the Roger Sherman, although he modestly gives the credit to his
Warner pictures. Personal and family illness has not slowed up this member, and his
campaigns are doing much to keep the town
picture conscious.
Walter Lloyd, over at the M. & P. Paramount, gets a general ace buildup from the
rest of the showmen in this stand, and although he refrains from overuse of the
personal pronoun, his level headed and clear
thinking showmanship has done much to
keep the theatre-pot boiling quite merrily.
Details of his recent campaigns, as well as
those of the other members in New Haven
will also be carried in these pages. Walter
has much worth repeating to say on showbusiness of today.
Erie Wright at the Poli, a comparative
newcomer to the town, has already added
his bit to the general high level of exploitation. One of his ads on "Roman Scandals"
is reproduced in this issue and other things
he has done will be brought to the attention
of the membership. It's all good. Erie campaigned around Pittsburgh and other spots,
knows where to go and how to do it.
As in Bridgeport, the boys are working
together to make the town more theatreconscious, and it was good to hear the nice
things each manager had to say about the
other fellow.
(Next Week — What was seen and
done in Hartford, New Britain and
Boston.)
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Promotes

Shanghai
Windows
Shanghai, China, being, quite a cosmopolitan city, takes quite readily to modern theatre exploitation methods, as indicated by
reports from Beverly Griffith, Fox China
manager, who forwards some recent instances of advertising activities.
Pictured below is a decidedly class window on the Shanghai engagement of "My
Lips Betray." Note, the especially baked
cake in front of the theatre card, this confection creating a lot of attention and gathering agoodly number of the curious. The
rest of the display is in keeping with the
atmosphere of the picture.
Quite an extensive campaign was also
put on for the Shanghai showing of "Cavalcade," featured among the many angles being a large window in the leading tobacco
shop advertising "Cavalcade" cigarettes,
with stills from the picture used as border
decoration and tastily arranged.
From such visual evidences of foreign
exploitation, it is apparent that theatre men
in other parts of the world are rapidly
learning the ropes, turning out stuff that in
many cases is on a par with picture advertising on this side.

Smart Shanghai Window
Benjii Gets Many Calls
On "Mr. Skitch" Teaser
A return of over a thousand phone calls
is reported by Manager Ed Benjii, Orpheum, Kenosha, Wis., on the calling-card
gag
of his the
"Mr.card
Skitch"
date.he Itused
was in a advance
teaser idea,
containing only the title, the phone number of
the theatre and handwritten copy as follows: "Called, and you were out. Sorry to
have missed you," Ed distributed these
cards to homes and in office buildings, and
in answer to the many phone calls the theatre cashier announced the picture and
date, also adding information about story.
Benjii also put over a nice co-op page,
in which each ad included a pictorial reproduction of some prominent American scene,
familiar to tourists and sightseers. Money
prizes were given to those identifying the
landmarks, name of merchant in whose ad
each
located.appeared, and state in which each is
Ed states that as a result of these two
ideas business was above average on the picture and therefore he is passing these along
for the information of the membership.
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"Alice" Photos Help
To Build Good Will
Add Harry Botwick's name to the Hst of
smart showmen who almost automatically
take advantage of every opportunity to further good will among local students. This
Round Tabler, who is turning out a lot of
fine campaigns for the Paramount, Rutland,
Vt., after his date on "Alice in Wonderland"
gathered all the stills and other photographic material on the picture and presented them to the junior and senior high
schools. Harry says this material was accepted with many thanks and added to the
school libraries, much valuable institutional
publicity forthcoming.
The accompanying photo illustrates special
side wall display on "Little Women," made
up for the theatre by a well known artist
spending the winter in Rutland. The background was light blue with black charcoal
etching and the four heads were pencil
drawings on cream paper on beaver board
frames. The dates and title plaque were
of beaver board, lettered in soft contrast. It
was lighted with baby spots, and was reported to have attracted more attention than
any display Botwick has yet used.
Incidentally, this member reports the use

Side Wall Art Work
of an oldtime gag, the planting of 100 "snow
birds" made possible by a snow storm during the run of "Alice." These were stuck
into snowdrifts in various parts of the town
and attracted sufficient attention to make
them worthwhile.
Damen

Promotes

British

Fan Magazine Contest
A city-wide tieup that is causing plenty
of buzzing has been put over by Dillon
Damen, British advertising and publicity
manager for Warner Brothers, who has promoted Film Weekly, a popular London fan
magazine, to run a "Choose Your Star"
contest, in whiqh nine featured Warner
players are listed and readers asked to place
these players in what they consider the
chronological order of ability for stardom.
The winners are selected from the lists
of those entrants which correspond most
nearly with the correct order as decided by
the total voting. To give the idea further
publicity, a special trailer showing scenes in
which these players appear was shown in
many London and provincial theatres during the run of the contest.
The magazine also distributed heralds
each week, further plugging the idea and
thousands of replies are reported.
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WASHINGTON

TABLE

PARTY

Ace "Get-Together" Arranged
by Members in Capital Zone
at Washington's
$1.50 Per Head

Club Michel;
Covers Cost

Starting at 11 :30, on Saturday night, Feb.
17, and continuing from then on. Round
Tablers and their friends in the Capital City
district will put on their Managers' Round
Table Club "Get-Together" at the elaborate Club Michel, 14th and Thomas Circle,
N. W., Washington.
A great time is promised, and a great time
will be had. The various committees are
working hard and fast to make this an
event to be long remembered, and judging
from the reservations reported, few managers in Washington, and within reaching
distance, will fail to be on hand Feb. 17 to
enjoy themselves and to meet their friends.
The party is to be strictly "stag."
Good food, plenty of brew, headline entertainment in an atmosphere of conviviality
and good fellowship — at a price within
reach of all. One dollar and fifty cents is
the cost per head, and immediate reservations are suggested, to be made through
Round Tabler Walter Morris, Metropolitan
Theatre, Washington, D. C.
Committees Now Working
Morris heads the arrangement committee
in Washington, and Round Tabler Frank
Boucher, Maryland Theatre, Hagerstown,
is taking care of details in Maryland and
Virginia. Other prominent showmen who
are lending their aid are Elmer H. Brient,
Loew's Theatre, Richmond, Va. ; Benjamin
T. Pitts, Pitts Colonial Theatre, Fredericksburg, Va. ; J. Louis Rome, Associated Theatres, Baltimore, Md., and Carl B. Sherred,
Paramount Strand, Cumberland, Md.
Round Tablers Carter Barron, Loew's
Fox, and Guy Wonders, Warner Washington Theatres, are handling the entertainment, and that means plenty of real big time
acts to entertain the guests. Frank LaFalce,
Washington Warner ad chief ; Hardie
Meakin, RKO Keith head, and Rodney Collier, of the Rialto, are doing the publicity.
Harry Hunter, Paramount exchange manWALTER

MORRIS,

ROUND

FEB.

ager, is looking after the attendance from
the local exchanges, thus insuring a good
turnout from the film men. Harry is endeavoring to secure guest tickets for the
golf addicts who will arrive early Saturday,
or expect to stay over Sunday.
From every report, nothing is to be left
undone to make this event outstanding. A
number of prominent guests have been
invited, including Messrs. J. J. Payette,
Washington Theatre zone head; Stephen A.
Early and Marvin H. Mclntyre, the White
House secretaries ; A. Julian Brylawski,
Washington M.P.T.O.A. president, among
others.
However, the committee promises no
speeches, no formality, just a good time.
"Come as you are," they say, "and remember if you can't get away for the start of
the
party,
it willcan
run possibly
for a longmake
time."
Every
manager who
it is
not
only urged to attend, but to make his reservation now by using the blank below.
Work 'Ear A Quigley Award 1
Laurence Puts on Annual
Charity Matinees
The details of his 15th annual series of
toy and Christmas toy and old clothes
matinee, put over in conjunction with the
Red Cross, are given by Manager H. L.
Laurence, Capitol, Paris, Tenn., who states
that these events brought greater returns
this year than ever before, the two matinees
netting hundreds of packages of various
kinds of food and clothing sufficient for the
needs of his local charity and church cases.
"H. L." also states that his New Year's
eve midnight show went over splendidly
with nearly a thousand tickets sold in twenty
minutes, and many hundreds turned away
for lack of space. For this occasion, a stage
band was imported, in addition to which a
vaudeville performance was given, after
which the stage was cleared and the audience invited to dance.
Although there is nothing original in the
idea, it was new in this situation, and the
fact that it brought the theatre plenty of
valuable advertising is sufficient proof that
an idea no matter how old is good if it
works and it certainly did for "H. L."

Chairman

Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D. C.
Enclosed find $

17

for

reservations ($1.50

per the
head)
the Managers'
TableCircle,
Club N.
"Get-Together"
to beD. held
at
Clubto Michel,
14th andRound
Thomas
W., Washington,
C,
on Saturday, February 17th, starting at 11:30 P.M.
NAME
THEATRE
CITY & STATE
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POSTERS

Artist Gives

Opinions on WJjat Can Be Done
To Make Posters Sell More Tickets
by DONALD ANDORFER
Straiicf, Whitewater, Wis.
You may have heard it said that a poster
artist in the theatre vi^as merely a luxury.
This is not true ; the poster artist is today
a necessity and his
posters should be
first, last and always
a sales medium.
Your artist can
sell the show with
one good illustration
in place of a lot of
copy. In an early
article on Ballyhoo
in the Herald one
manager stated that
"illustrative descriptions are ideal —
many verbal ones
Donald Aiidorfer
are asinine" ; he has
put in present day
vernacular what a Chinese philosopher
wrote centuries ago, i. e., "One picture is
the
of a attract
thousandmore
words."
The ifposter
can equal
and will
attention
it is
seven-eighths illustrated and one-eighth
copy.
Many theatres have what might be termed
a "newspaper" front. They tell one-half
the story and then add superlatives and adjectives and stills by the score. Some emphasis on the picture's merit naturally
makes the public dubious and doubtful of
the veracity of the statements. What is more
important, we are advertising to crowds who
are more or less in a hurry to reach their
home, work or some other destination and
they will remember an attractive picture
longer than a sign covered with words
which they are not likely to stop and read.
Why tell them the story on our fronts?
Let them come inside and see it. A rule
among outdoor advertisers is to limit the
message from two to 14 words and this rule
should apply to theatre advertising also.
At the present time, the public is beginning to tire of musicals and the theatre that
has been showing most of the musicals will
do well to place emphasis on the romantic
or humorous angle of the next musical that
comes along. This change will give your
artist an opportunity to use a different sales
angle and will revive the box office receipts.
Artist Must Create Punch
The poster artist must decide on the sales
punch for his display. The manager should
do nothing more than send up a press sheet
and a few stills and remarks on the possible
local reaction to the type of picture ; beyond
this point, the artist should be permitted to
work alone. After all, we have spent a great
amount of money to learn our profession
and we read books and magazines on advertising and keep in touch with all the new
ideas in our game. This is our business and
we should know what will and will not sell
a picture.

This is the first of the articles on
better posters, contributed by Don
Andorfer, xifhose excellent work has
appeared frequently in the Club pages.
This Round Tabler has same decided
opinions oti xvhat should and should
not go in a lobby display, contending
that the right kind of art is necessary
today to get patrons off the street and
into the theatre. Theatre artists who
agree or disagree with Don and would
like to say something on the subject are invited to contribute their
thoughts which, of course, we will be
glad to publicize.

I know a theatre manager who at one time
was a sign painter and when he employed
a young theatre artist he insisted on his
doing sign lettering and expressed his desire to have only lettered signs covered with
stills. What a break for a trained poster
artist
! Needless
to say. the fellow didn't
stay on
the job long.
In the northern part of this state is a
theatre
who with
literally
the front manager
of his theatre
still so"plasters"
that the
lobby is not visible through the doors ! During conversations with acquaintances I had
made I brought up the subject of movies
and everyone I talked with said they detested going to this theatre. Most of them
remarked it was like going into a sign shop.
They preferred the opposition theatre,
which employed a poster artist who created
in\iting lobbies.

Creates
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Sock

Display for 35 Cents
Coincidental or otherwise, it seems that
some of the most effective animated displays received recently by the Club have
been on "Footlight Parade," and the latest,
by Manager Johnnie Manuel, Kenton, Kenton, Ohio, not only packs a wallop, but tops
the others in regard to cost, the whole idea
being put through, according to Johnnie,
for the startling sum of 35 cents.
As the accompanying photo shows, the
fliash is in the form of a miniature stage,
complete in every detail including footlights,
border lights, back drop and tormentors.
The 15-inch cutout figures in the center
are mounted on an endless belt that moved
that section of the display from one side of
the stage to the other.
Of course, the photo cannot do justice to
the striking arrangement or the special light-

Manuel's Fine Display
ing, but the idea was good enough to keep
a large crowd around it in advance of the
showing and during the date.
Our thoughts on the added box office
strength of animated displays have often
been
in these
columns, and
Manuel's
flash voiced
is another
confirmation
of the
worth
of this form of advertising. Incidentally, the
small sum spent was made possible through
the salvaging of most of the material from
other
Warner theatres in this Round Tabler's zone.
Work For A Qttigley Award!

Suggests Fewer Signs

Capital Showmen

Put

At one time I attended a theatre that
advertised a coming attraction with exactly
ten signs each having the same copy and
devoid of any design or illustration ! If a
coming attraction must be announced with
several signs, which should never exceed
four in number, let the artist vary the copy
on each poster and use different illustrationsfor
; instance, one poster might portray
the star of the picture, another a forceful
screen from the picture, etc. This makes for
variety, which is always interesting.
So, Mr. Theatre Manager, let us use
larger illustration, less copy and fewer stills.
We can cut expense for you in this manner
and bring in more money at the box office.
The theatre that looks like a photo gallery or
a sign shop must lose prestige and patronage, but the theatre with sensible, original,
clever seat-selling posters will grow to bigger and better
so let'sa start
off right.
Give things,
your artist
chancethe toyear
do
his part in selling the show.

Over President's Party
Showmen in Washington got together and
put over a big campaign for a benefit show
at Loew's Fox in honor of President Roosevelt's birthday, the proceeds of the event going to the President's Warm Springs' fund.
Heading the arrangements committee were
John J. Payette, Washington Warner Theatres' zone chief, and working with him
were Hardie Meakin, RKO ; Lou Browne,
Loew's ; Frank La Falce, Warner Bros. ;
Rodney Collier, Universal ; Carter Barron,
Loew's, and Guy Wonders, Warner Bros.
1934 CALENDAR
CORRECTIONS!
Holders of Booking Calendars please
make the following corrections:
February lAth — Ash Wednesday.
April \st — Easter Sunday.

February
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Highlights of "I'm No Angel"
Prize Winner Campaigns
In the two drives put over by the Paramount contest winners it hardly seems that
any possible ticket selling angle was neglected. Literally, these winners utilized
hundreds of different ideas, and proved they
did with tear sheets, samples of all other
advertising and photographs illustrating all
stunts. As it would be manifestly impossible
to detail everything they did, the following
will touch upon those slants which returned
the biggest dividends.
Oriental, Chicago, III.
Bill Hollander and his staff, headed by
Eddie Levin, Oriental publicity chief, started
well in advance to plug the special world
premiere on the night before the scheduled
opening. Besides all manner of publicity
breaks in all newspapers, fashion layouts
and West pictures were planted in women's
sections of the papers, including a full page
spread of costume designs, with serialized
West life story and series of West stories,
written by Gary Grant, getting much space.
Radio breaks were secured on prominent
hours as far as three weeks in advance.
West street bally was promoted into
American Legion parade, as described in a
previous issue, department stores featured
West gowns in windows and large ads with
orginal West gown from picture displayed,
and many other shops tied in in this fashion.
A "Diamond Lil" ball, given by the Ghicago
four hundred, resulted in many breaks, pictures landing in all roto pages. Many local
ballrooms put on special West parties, all
ads including proper theatre mention.
Strand, Oshkosh, Wis.
Bill Hendricks put on his prize winning
campaign at this theatre before moving on
to the Warner, in Memphis, where he is
now stationed. Actually, he lists over a
hundred various things to promote the showing, and the following are some that got the
most attention :
A continuous crowd gatherer was a loudspeaker behind three sheet cutout West poster, cashier with mike, plugging the picture
and continuing bally frequently during the

Hendrick's Dictaphone Gag
day. "West" voice test put on in lobby with
dictaphone (see photo) into which patrons
were invited to speak, the "come up and see
me" line for prizes.
House artist worked in lobby on West
poster, tying in nickname contest for tickets,
and department store cooperated on West
letter contest, using many ads to put it
over. A traffic stopper was a girl in bed in
furniture window with copy that she was
resting up for the wisecracks in the picture.
Street bally with West impersonator in
swank car with chauffeur handing out
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heralds was used, and special West night
put on at leading night club advertised in
newspapers. Linoleum mats were lettered
and placed all over town and further bally
was West girls on street carrying lettered
parasols and distributing candy in imprinted
bags.
Telephone chain call idea was effective
with cashiers each calling five friends and
asking them in turn to call five others about
the picture, this tying up telephone exchange in 15 minutes. Radio show in foyer
landed full page co-op ad, each plugging picture. Glever cards with theatre ad were
given out at football game with copy saying, "Throw this card in the air when Oshkosh makes the first touchdown."
Girls riding bicycles, each carrying one
letter of star and picture, paraded down the
street, and plane was promoted to tow hundred foot theatre banner over town and surrounding country. A Hollywood premiere
was put on opening night which featured
a "West walk" contest on the stage.
Splendid newspaper cooperation was secured in town and in all neighboring cities,
Hendricks landing much valuable free space
in art and stories. He rolled up an amazing
number of ace box office stunts and without
doubt he, and the Oriental Theatre boys, are
fully entitled to the prizes.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Warnerites

issue Ace

Press

Book on "Fashions of 1934"
Another one of those highly practical
press books, which also manages to be very
attractive, has been put out by S. Gharles
Einfeld, Warner advertising and publicity
chief and his staff on "Fashions of 1934."
Bound in a blue and black cover, which carries snappy designs selling the theme of the
picture, the body of the book is composed
of over 40 pages, leading off with explanation and photos of 23 stunts used on the
New York campaign.
Other ideas that should sell extra tickets
include Actionized serials for newspaper use,
full page Sunday feature article, complete
material for 10, 20 or 30 minute broadcasts,
pages on pages of exploitation slants of
every kind, and a special ten page insert of
ads of all sizes that sell the picture from
every possible angle.
There is enough material in this book to
suit the demands of showmen in most any
size situation, large or small.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Sell Co-op Page in Both
A.M. and P.M. Papers
Working with Manager Ray Hendry,
Gapitol, Salt Lake Gity, Hal Elias, MGM
exploiteer, whipped across an effective number of stunts on the showing of "Ghristopher
Bean" in that city, one of the slants being
a large compo book placed in the lobby,
the pages of which were, illustrated with
stills and copy from the picture, and patrons
invited to turn the various pages, which
they did in large numbers. A co-op page
that
helpedincluded
a lot scenes
consisted
merchants'
ads which
takenof from
different Dressier pictures with passes given to
readers who turned in correct lists of the
names of the pictures and the players shown.
Incidentally, this was the first time a co-op
page was sold in Salt Lake Gity which appeared in both morning and afternoon
papers. That's real promotion !
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ATTENTION —
Two new direct services for managers
have been added to the contents of
"Better Theatres," beginning with the current issue, that appears as Section Two of
today's Motion Picture Herald.
One is "Maintenance Tabs," the other is
titled "Electrograms," and both give the
manager a lot of timely advice. Sedge
Coppock, well-known Round Tabler, of the
Paramount, Stapleton, N. Y., speaks on
dressing up the theatre and show; and, of
course, Jack Knight writes another helpful
article on modern theatre operation.
There is pelnty of "meat" in these articles and new features. Don't miss them.
Jake Again Trots Out the
"Upside-Down" 24 Sheet
Late reports from Waterloo, Iowa, indicate that "everything is rosy with Rosenthal," to use the well known slogan that
identifies the Iowa Theatre, in that city,
where Jake Rosenthal keeps the folks excited with his activities.
A recent stunt on "Little Women" was
the venerable gag of posting 24 sheets upside down, and Jake says that half his town
called take.
upThe to
bill poster's
misrestreport
of thethe
campaign
was along
more conservative lines, imprinted photos
of Hepburn being sent to all school teachers
in the city and surrounding territory and
indorsements by the Mayor and clergymen
used as lobby blowups and in ads.
The picture was given an unusual distinction by the attendance in a body of a
large group of nuns together with a prominent clergyman who brought his entire
choir to see the show. Jake also registered
with a neat lobby stunt, in which a group
of local youngsters dressed in the garb of
the four "little women" welcomed the
patrons as they entered the foyer.
As a result of all these ideas, Rosenthal
reports excellent business, and also sends
along a shot of himself with Tom Mix, who
recently appeared at the Iowa.

Jake hi Person, and Tom Mix
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Bevel Stepping Fast
Down in Tennessee
From Harrinian, Tenn., comes a welcome
reportcess inofthat
L. W.
Bevel's doings at the Prinsituation.
Most important was the personal appearance of the former "Freckles" of the Our
Gang Comedies, and Bevel, realizing the
possibilities of this booking, unusual for a
town the size of Harriman, went to work
to get the extra business needed to make the
engagement successful. Complete coverage
of every town within drawing distance was
accomplished, and heralds plugging the date
were distributed in every situation, and from

Bevel and "Freckles"
the way "L. W." is smiling as he congratulates "Freckles" (see photo) indicates that
the advertising was not in vain.
Bevel put out a herald for his New Year's
Eve show that — to say the least — attracted
plenty of attention. In his copy he planted
the words, "murder, fire and police," these
tieing in with the rest of his message, in
red and large caps against the other copy,
printed in black and smaller. For instance,
he says he is guilty of "price murder" in
offering his show at "fire sale" prices, etc.
The herald was six inches wide by 18 deep.
ROUND TABLE
Sam J. Aaron
K. L. Adams
Alvah Barber
Harry Black
C. J. Bolender
George Bronson
Mrs. Gerald Brownfield
Bernard Buchanan
Claude D. Burrows
Mrs. 1. C. Byersley
Archie Connolly
J. C. Combs
Joseph W. Crockett
V. M. Cummings
Samuel Daskalakis
Laurie J. Derenzy
Eddie Forester
Saul L. Goldstein
Ben Gross
Edgar B. Hands
Paul H. Harrell
Milton S. Harris
Lou S. Hart
G. Otto Hartsoe
Homer R. Hisey
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Good Will Contacts Bring
Booth Extra Business
In a recent issue, we publicized the activities of Manager Billings Booth in putting over a number of profitable benefits
on a percentage basis with many of his local
organizations at the Jefferson, Springfield,
Mass. These valuable contacts, no doubt,
had much to do with the choice of the
Jefferson as a meeting place for the county
Parent-Teachers Association, Booth having
effected many such cooperations with various P. T. A. units.
In addition, this aggressive Round Tabler
was also selected to speak before the Springfield Motion Picture Council, his subject being "Production, Distribution and Bookings
of Motion Pictures," this being included in
a front page newspaper story, copy including mention of the fact that Billings is a
charter
member of the Managers' Round
Table Club.
As a further result of these organization
tieups, the Council selected many of the
neighborhood theatres in Springfield of the
Winchester Circuit, of which the Jefferson
is a part, in which to show Friday and
Saturday programs of endorsed pictures, this
also clicking for two-column front page
spread.
Word Building Contest
Among other of Booth's recent ticket
selling ideas is noted a word contest which
he reports very successful. It was in the
form of a competition in which many tickets
were awarded to those making the most
words out of the name "Jefferson Theatre."
The "snapper" in the idea was that the
words had to be listed on a regular contest
blank only given to those attending the
show.
From the first week of the contest, business showed a notable increase and the idea
went over so well that even the English
department of the Junior High School endorsed the idea and got behind it to put it
over. On the night that the prizes were
awarded, the usual procedure was followed
in requiring participants in the contest to
be in the theatre or to hold a paid ticket for
the show. Booth says that the only expense
to the theatre was the cost of printing the
blanks, a not too costly item.

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
Earle M. Holden
Russell N. Hurt
G. W. Jinks
Johnny J. Jones
Jack Kleinman
Albert Knopp
Dan E. Krendel
George E. Langness
H. A. Larson
Harold C. Lee
W. A. Lee
Perry L. Lessy
Jack Litto
Otis V. Lloyd
J. Ellison Loth
John F. Mackenzie
Charles V. Martina
Walter W. Murphy
Roy L. Patterson
Paul D. Rainsberger
M. J. Reed
W. Horace Reese
Joseph Rosenfield
John A. Ryan
Raymond E. Salisbury

G.
Sampson
IsraelW. Schancupp
Edward Selette
J. Warren Sever
Fletcher L. Shea
John D. Shutz
Lloyd E. Sinclair
Warren A. Slee
Lynn
EdwardSmith
Spengeman
M. J. Stockwell
Bernie J. Stone
George F. Strandt
Morris Swartz
Earle M. Tate
Ken Veach
Harry Wade
Mrs. A. T. Waldron
Thomas Wall
Rodney White
F. H. Whittemore
Ernst Williams
A. M. Wilson
Herman G. Wilson
Rudy Zaiowitz

February
Mexico

City Goes

10, 1934
Strong

For "Gold Diggers"
A campaign
thatputwent
in
many
respects was
over "Broadway"
successfully by
Filipo Mier, Warner Bros. Mexico manager, forMexico
"Gold Diggers"
at the Cine Palacio, in
City.
For a street ballyhoo, Mier had four
girls of different nationalities, German,
French, Mexican and American, parade
through the main streets of the city distributing heralds and small photos of the
chorus girls in the picture. The girls wore
signs on their backs reading, in Spanish,
"I'm one of the Gold Diggers," and the
heralds were in the form of Mexican pesos.
The photographs that were distributed con-

Mier's "Digger" Front
stituted a tieup with one of the big stores
in Mexico City, whereby the store paid half
of the cost of the photos in return for half
the space on the back which was devoted to
store advertising.
The song hits were of course plugged
on all radio stations and a novel contest
was sponsored whereby prizes were given
to listeners in for the best Spanish translation of the words of the American songs,
this last bringing in hundreds of replies.
American and English residents were
contacted with special mailing cards, and at
the annual Foreign Club ball held a few
days in advance of the opening, Mier arranged an effective pavilion with posters
and stills announcing the picture, also to
play the song hits for the dancing.
The accompanying photo of the front of
the theatre indicates that the above campaign returned gratifying dividends and
Mier is to be congratulated for whipping
over this campaign in fast American tempo.
Work for a Qidgley Award!
Taylor Promotes

Many

Windows
on Buffalo
"Scandals"
Merchants in
are certainly well
sold on the benefits of cooperative theatre
window displays to judge from the number
obtained by Manager C. B. Taylor, of Shea's
Great Lakes Theatre, on "Roman Scandals."
Eight leading music stores, including department stores selling music, broke out with
flash displays, all using the ballyhoo record
between recordings of the song hits.
Thesorstieup
Cantor's
radio in
coffee
sponresultedwith
in cards
displayed
all stores
selling this brand and in addition life size
cutouts of the star were also used by the
merchants.
picturecopy
an
entire front Kresge's
window, gave
builtthearound
which read, "Enjoy a Roman Holiday at
Kresge's, and Then See Eddie Cantor, in
'Roman Scandals', etc. and etc."
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor nnay have a short-cut towards such
infornnation as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to

which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unlessRel.otherwise
Running specified.
Time
Title
Star
Date
Minutes Reviewed
ALLIED PICTURES
Loved
Wonal
Edward
Robinson-Kay
Fraa Sent. 23
cIs ■ G.Genevieve
Tobin
90 Sept. 16
Features
Tine Revieved
Mandalay
Kay Francis- RIcardo Cortez. . . . Feb. I0.'34 65
TItIs
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Massacre
R.
Barthelmess-Ann
Dvorak
Jan.
20.'34
69.
Jan. 27,'34
One
Year
Later
Mary
Brian-Ruuell
HeptM
Aug.
25
69
Aug.
12
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack Dec. 23
Picture Bridee
Dorothy Maekalll-Reoli Te«Bty..Nov. 1
68 Oet 14 Son of • Sailor
73 Dec. 9
Wild Boys of the Road All star
Oct. 7
68 Sepi. 30
World Changes. The
Paul Muni
Nov. 23
93 Nov. 4
CHESTERFIELD
Coming Feature Attractions
Running Time
Features
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Hit Me Again
Joan Blondell-Warren William
Title
Star
..
Journal of a Crime
Ruth Chatterton
Mar. I0.'84
..67. ...Dee.
By
Appointment
Only
Lew
Cody-Alleen
Pringia
July
7
Modern
Hero.
A
RichardDanlels-Lyle
Barthelmess
Apr. 21,
28. '34
'34
Cross Streets
JohnWIndsor-Anlta
Mack BrownLouise
• Claire
Registered
Nurse
Bebe
Talbot
Apr.
Very
Honorable
Guy,
■ Ken*
.Joe E. Brown.
.67
,
Wonder
Bar
. AlCortezJolson-Dick
nethOinehart-Evalyn
Thomson
Jan. 22.'34.
.70 Nov.
Dance, Girl, Dane*
Alan
Kaapp. . . .Sept.
I
Dolores Powell
Del -RIcardo
Rio- Kay
Francis
In the Money
"SkeeU"son - Warren
GallagherHymer
- Lois Wil- Nov. 7..
.62. Jan. I3.'34II
Man of Sentiment A
Marian
Marsh - Owen Moore - Sept. 15.. ...74
FOX FILMS
Wm. Bakewell
Running Time
..73
Murder
Campus Charles
Starrett-Shlrley
Grey Aug.
Dee. 27..
Features
5..
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
..72.... Nov.
Notoriouson Butthe Nice
Marian Marsh-Betty
Compsen
Title
Star
29
78 Nov. IB
Quitter, The
Emma
As Husbands Go
Warner Baxter-Helen Vinson.. .Dee.
95.
3
90.... July 22
BarbaraDunn-Charley
Weeks-Wm.GrapewlnBake- Feb.
.65
Berkeley Square
Leslie Howard -Heather Angel.. .Nov. 2,'34,
well
5.'34.
.
Feb.
...Oet. 3,
I....
.70
Carolina
Janet
Gaynor-Llonel
BarrymoreRainbow Over Broadway Joan Marsh-Frank Albertsoa Dee.
Rohert
Young-Henrietta
Crosman
Coming Feature Attractions
15
..71
14
22
Charlie
Chan's Greatest Case.. Warner
Oland-Heather
Angel.. - .Sept.
Birds of a Feather John
MiljanOwsley
- Shirley Grey •
Sept.
Doctor Bull
WillMarian
Rogers
- Louise Dresser
Monroe
. ..77 ...Oit
Nixon-Ralph
Morgan .Feb.
7.
COLUMBIA
Ever SinceMarshal
Eve
George O'Brien-Irene
O'Brien-Mary Bentley..
Briai.. .Jan. I9.'34
8 . ..68
'3
Frontier
George
Good
Companions.
Tha
Jessie
Matthews
Edmund
Features
. ..98 .. .. .Apr.
Running
Time
Nov.
Jan.
6,'S4..
Title
Star 4
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
. 85 .Dec. 299
..78
30
Hoopla
Clara Bow-Preston
Foster....
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell
Armstrong-D.
I
Am
Suzannel
Lilian
Harvey-Gene
Raymond..
Oct
20
67.
Jan.
. . .Sopt
.Dee.27,'3423
24
Herbert
Madeleine .Aug. 27
Before Midnight
June Collyer-Ralpb Bellamy Nov. 18
63. Jan. 20.'34
Jan.
FashionsI ofWas a Spy
Carroll Marshall
- Conrad - Veldt
15
Brief Moment
Carole
..75.
20,'34
2314
1
9
.
.
68
DonaldLombard-Gene
Cook Raymond- .Sept 8
34
...Oet. 7 Jimmy and Sally
James
Dunn-Claire
Trevor
25
..79
William George
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
Ford-Walter
Connolly
Last
Trail,
The
O'Brien-Claire
Trevor..
...Oct
Powell-BTracy-Claire
..65 .. .. .. Dee.
Nov. 282818
...Dee.
Game. The
Spencer
Dorothy Tree
Oet.
ette DavPitts
22
10 ..70.
isTrevor...
28
, 30 Mad
Mr. Skitch
Will Rogers-Zasu
Fighting Code. The
Buck Jones-Diane Sinclair Dee.
Feb.
...Sept 38II
My Lips Betray
Lilian Harvey-John Bolee
Fog
Mary
Briaa
Donald
Cook
17
78
..74.
.
Jan.
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayres
13,'...Oct
Reginald Denny
Nov. 20
. M. .Sept 28
. ..66.
69. Jan.
88
Olson's
Big Moment El
Brendei
Fury
Jungle
DonaldMcCoy-Shirley
Cook-Peggy Shaanen
Oct. 22
72
Orient the
Express
Heather
Angel-Norman
Foster.
25
60 I3.'34 Paddy,
I2,'34,
.
Hold ofthethePress
Tim
Grey Oct.
.Sept.
...July
. .Aug. 2
Next Best Thing. .. Janet Gaynor- Warner Baxter.. .Jan.
88
King of the Wild Hortos Wm. Janney- Dorothy Appleby. .. Nov. 10
6 . ..76. ....8o»t
Oct. 18
Pilgrimage
Henrietta
Crosman
- Marian
Lady far ■ Day
Warren Wllilara-Guy Klbbee4
..68.
..90.
22
Nixon
Norman
Foster......
...76.
IS 102.... July 15 Power and the Glory, The Spencer Tracy-Colleen Moore...
. 69
Robson-Glenda
Farrell . . . Sept
Lefs Fall In Leva
AnnMaySothern
- Edmund Lowe
Dec. 28
64.
Jan.
I3.'S4
2S,'34
,
.
Shanghai
Madness
Spencer
Tracy-Fay
Wray
. . . Dee. 2
Man's Castle,
A
LorettaHolt-Fay
Young-Spencer
Tracy Nov.
Wynne Gibson-Preston Foster.. .Jan.
4
75. J an.Dee.
^,'349 Sleepers East
68....
Dee.
Master
of Men
Jack
Wray
Oet 28
...Oct 9
..70.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,''
Dec.
30.)
My Woman
Helen
Tweivetrees
Wallace
13
..78.
8
.73...
Ford
Victor Jory Oct 5...
Smoky
Victor Eliers-Norman
Jory-lrene Bentley
of Gold
Sally
Foster... .Oct 20 ...69. ...Oct. 14
Ninth Guest. The
Donald Cook- Genevieve Tobin Jan.
.69... Oct 21 Walls
Worst Woman In ParlsT Benita Hume-Adolphe Menjou..
Once to Every Womaa FayRalphWrayBellamy
- Waiter Connolly - Jan. 3I,'S4
70
Coming Feature Attractions
SO.
Pelleo Car 17
Tim McCoy-Evalyn Knapp Sept I5.'34
**
.Nov.
18
All
Men Are Enemies Hugh Williams-Helen Twelve- Mar.
s.
65
..58.
Shadows of Slig Slag Bruce Cabot - Mary Brlai Dee.
Bottoms Up
PatJohn
Paterson
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
18.)
62
Boles
Spencer Tracy - A nr. 2,'34..
Speed
Wings
Tim
Knapp Feb.
6.'34
Straightaway
Tim McCoy-Evalyn
McCoy-Sue Carol
Dee. 22...
Cats-Paw,
The
Harold
Lloyd-Una
Merkel
14
.60. Jan.Nov.27, '3425 Coming Out Party
TkrIII Hunter, The
Buck Jones-Dorothy Rovler Sept SO...
.58....
Frances Dee-Gene Raymond ... . Mar. m.'M ..80.
Coming Feature Attractions
Constant
Nymph,
The
Victoria
Hopper-Brian
Aherne.
Jan.
27.'34
.Mar.
David
Harum
Will
Rogers-Evelyn
Venable...
Don't
In Love
Moore
DevilFollies
Tiger
Kane Star
Richmond-Marlon
Burnt. .Feb.
FightingFallRanger.
The Grace
Buck Jonos-Dorothy
Revlor
Fox
(All
Musical)
It Happened One Night Clark Gable-Claudetto Colbert
Feb.
Hold That Girl
James Dunn-Claire Trevor
Lady Is WIIIIm, Tko
Leslie Howard-Blnnio Bwnos
76
I Believed In You
Victor Jory - John Boles • Feb.
Line-Up,
The
William
Gargan-Marlaa
Nixon
Murder
Man Trailer, Tha
Buck Jonas-Cecilia Parker
,
Mar.
Rosei
Most Precious Thing in Life... Karen Morley- Richard Cromwell
Trinidad ...Heather
- Victor Jory - . May
PrestonAngel
Foster
No Greater Glory
Frankie
- Lois Wilson GeorgeDarro
Breakston
Odd Thursday
Warner Baxter- Rosemary Ames.
One Is Gnilty
Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Grey
,
Only
Girl, The
Lilian Vallee
Harvey --Charles
"Scandals"
Rudy
George Beyer...
White Party's Under
Over, the
The
Sisters
Skin Ellssa Landl-Joseph Schlldkraut
Alice
Faye-JImmy
Durante.
.. .Apr.
Soeial Register
Colleen
Moore-Alexander
KlrkThree
On
a
Honeymoon
Sally
Ellers-Johnny
Mack
Brown..
Mar. 27.'34.
23,'34
land
Storm
at
Midnight
Tim
McCoy-Blllie
Seward
COCIII
CO
Cll
A
CC/'^/^l
A
TCC
Twentieth
Century
John Barrymoro-Caroio
Lombard
rKCULCK
rlLM
AOOL/*->iA I CO
Whirlpool
Jack
Holt
Running Tlat
Features
12
Rel. Data Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
DU WORLD PICTURES
.60
Love
Past
Thirty
Alleen
Pringit
Theodora
Von
F eatures
Eltz
Marriage aa Approval.. ...... Donald
Dlllaway-Barbara Kont- • Sept.
Jan.
Time Reviewed
Nov. 27.'34. .80
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Title
Star
Phyllis
Barry
■'
62
War of the Range
Tom Tyler
Death Over Shanghai Else Elster-Ralf Osterman Dec. 15
Queen of the Underworld Hans Albers - Charlotte Susa Wera Engeis
Jan. 5.'34
GAUMONT-BRITISH
Coming Feature Attractions
Running Tlao
Features
Fantomas
Jean Gallard
Feb. 15, '34 59
Rel. Data Minutes82Ravlewed
Title
Star
FIRST DIVISION
Aunt Sally
Cicely Courtneldge-Sam Hardy..
Baroud (Seeof "Lava
la Maroeto")
Features
Running Time
Britannia
Bllllagsgatt
.Violet
Loralna-Gardoo Marker.
79i/i..Oet, 7
TIUo
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Channel Crossing
Constance
Commings • Mathetoa
Lang
••. ..69
Dastaii
u
De*. 22
36 Dec. 30
Eat
S
56.... Nov. 18 FallingRaisers,
for You
J.
Hulbert-Cleely
Ceurtaeldga
!. . .88..'.'.8o»tI'M
Tha
Leslie
Banks
He, 'Em
KingofAlive
ofthe Virtue
Fernandel-ColleHe Darteull Nev.
Dee.
58
Throne
Gods
Doe. 28
22
55 Dee. 30 Fire
Friday Train.
the 13th..
Jessie Hulbert
Matthews
Ghost
The
Jack
..Dee.
1
68 Fob. 25
Coming Feature Attractions
Ghoul, The
Boris Karleff
.....Fob. I5.'34 85 Oet 28
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Pago May
*34 58
It's a Boy
Edward
Everett
Hertoa
Laslla
Henson
80 Sort SO
Just Smith
Tom Walls
FIRST NATIONAL
King
of
the
RItz
Stanley
Luplna
•
Glna
Male
88
Rel.
Running Tin
Features
Love In Morocco
Rex Ingram
Dee. 1
67. Oet I3,*32
Minutes Reviewed
Title Warren
Star William ...
under tha title Jack
"Baroud")
Jaa. Date
Levo (Reviewed
on Wheels
Hulbert- Gordon Harkor
91
27.'34
65
..
Bedside
Lucky Number, The
Clifford
Molllson - Joan WyadBig ShakedawB. The
Bette
DavisCortez
- Chai. Farralt
RIcardo
ham
72"/,.. Sort. »
.84
Man from Toronto, The Jessie
Matthews
• Ian HunterJan. •,'S4. . ...74....
Bureau of Misting Portoit. . . Bette
Davit
LewIt
StOM
.
Fred
Kerr
77
Sept
Glenda Farroll
.., Sopt 18....
Marry Me
Renate Muller-Harry Green
85 Apr. 22
Convention City
Joan
Blondell-DIck
Powell • A, Dee. SO
. .89 Dee.
Night and
Day
Jack HulbertWinifred- Shatter.
77. ...Juno 10
Meniou
Astor
Orders
Is Orders
Charlotte
Greenwood
Jamot ..Dae. 1
..72.... Nov.
Dark Hazard
Edward
G.- Mary
Robinson
Feb. S.'34..
II
Gleason
SS'/i.-Aug. 19
Female
Ruth Chattertoa
Nov. • . . .60
Oct.
Prince of Wales. The
.66 June
Geodbye
Again
W.
• Joan Blaadall
Sleeoino
Car
Ivor
Novello-Madeleino
Carroll
S3 Mar.
July II8
Havana Widows
Joan William
Blondell-Qlonda
Fairell- Seat. IS
.Doe.
There Goes the Bride Jessie Matthews
Dee. 1
79
Lyla Talbot
No*.
..62.

74
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(THE
CCLEASC
CH ACT—CONT'D)
Time Reviewed
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Blue Steel
John Wayne
Turkey
Time
Tom
Walls-Raipli
Lynn
71
City Eyre
Limits
Ray Walker
Waltz Time
Evelyn Laye
Oct. 1
81 Aug. 12 Jane
Woman in Command, The Cicely
- Edward
Loudspeaker,
The
Ray
EverettCourtneidge
Horton . 80
Man from Love
Utah, Song
Ths
John Walker
Wayne
Manhattan
Mystery Liner
Noah
Beery Keith
- Astrid Allyn LIBERTY PICTURES
Cornelius
Numbers of Monte Carlo
Coming Feature Attractions
Mar. I5.'34.
Star
Packer,
The
John
Wayne
Time Reviewed
West of the Divide John Wayne-Virginia B. Fairs., Feb. 1B.'S4 55. Jan. 20.'34
Title
Star
Date Running
Minutes
Clieaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorotiiy IMacl(ailtJune Coliyer
PARAMOUNT
Mad Honeymoon.
The
Quitter,
Tiie
Time
Features
School for 6irU
Rel. Dats Running
Minutes Reviewed
Tltls
Star
Dee.
Take
the Stand
Jack LaRue-Thelma Todd
Two Heads
on > Pillow
Alice In Wonderland Charlotte
Henry
R.
Arlsn
J. Oakle-Chas. Rugglss Jan. 22.... . . .75 Dec, 16
When
Moot
Richard Cromwell-Arline Judge.
WithoutStrangers
Children
IB..,.
All of Me
Fredric
GeorgeMareh-Mlrlam
Raft Hopkins- Aug.
Aug.
Nov. I9.'34. ....72....
I3,'S4S4
Big Executive
RIcardo Cortez-Ellzabeth YsungMAJESTIC
...Nov.
17.... ....77.71. Jan.
29...,
Features
Design for Living Miriam Hoskins-Fredrle Mareh- Dee.
88. ...Nsv. 25
Running Tims
Title
B.'S4. ...80. ...Nsv. 11
Nsv. 17....
Rel. Date8 Minutsi
star Cummings
Soup
Four Marx Bros
Charming Deceiver. Tho Constance
....Dee.
87.... Reviewed
Salt It Ouck
Eight Girls In a Boat KayDoug.
Johnson
■ Dorothy WlllSB - Jan.
. ..78.... Dec. SO
(Reviewed
under the title. Dorothy
"Heads We
Go") - C. Aubrty
Montgomery
Curtain
>t Eight
Mackalll
Four Frightened Psopis C. Gargan
Colbert - -M.H. Boland
Marshall • Wm, Jan.
Smith-Paul
Cavanagh Oet H.'34
1
74..
Divorce Bad. Th*
Edward Arnold-John Milian Jan. I.'34 83.. .Oct II Girl Without a Rosn
M. Churchill-Chas. Farrsll-C. Dse.
....75-. -.Dee. 9
Morning After. The
Ben Lyon-Saliy Ellers Jan.
8....
Golden Harvest
Richard Arlen-Chester Morrli- Sept.
under The
the title, Zita
"I Spy")
70.... Sept.
65
Dee.
SO
22....
Sin of(Reviewed
Nora Moran,
Johann-John Milian Dee. 13
Jan.
Dse.
Oet 1123
1
7S....Aui.
■•
27.... ...70-...
Oet I2.'S4.
Sing,
Sinner,Ms Sing
Paul Lukas-Lelta
Aug. 24
74.... Oet 14 His Double LIfs
...68.... Dec. 307
You Made
Lave Y*B Thelma
Todd-StanleyHyams
Lupino Nov.
Roland Young-Lillian Olih
...87....0st
I'm
Angel
Mae
West-Cary
Grant
MAYFAIR PICTURES
1.... ...68. ...Nsv. 25
6....
Last NoRound-Up.
Ths
Randolph
Scott-Barbara
Fritehie . Jan. 2e.'S4.
Oct.
, ...65.
. . .88Jan.Dee.6,'3423
Features
Sept
Running
Time
I2,'S4.
Feb.
Miss
Fane's
Baby
Is
Stslsi.
,..
Dorothea
WIeck-Baby
Ls
R«y.
. ...85....Aag. It
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Dance Hall Hostel) Helen
Robards July I
1....
Larry ("Buster") Crabbe • Ida
...73. .Swt 2 Search for Beauty
EdwardChandler-Jason
Nugent
. 75. Jan.
20.'342
....80.
...Dse.
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
Blue
■
Barbara
Kent
Sitting
Pretty
Jack
Haley-Jack
Oakls-Qlnger
Rogers
Henry B. Walthall Sept I
....68..
..70..
9,'34..
Six of Kind
Secret Sinners
Sue Carol-Nick Stuart Oet 20
C. Fields
Ruggles- A.- M.Sklpworth
Boland •• W.BurnsC. Nov. 24.
.
.
.
12
...70.
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dee. I
and Allen
Feb. II
.92....
July
.65. Jan.
27,'34I
.July
Song
of
Songs
Marlene
DIetrlch-Brlan
Aherne
.
.
Aag.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
■.Nsv.
Aug. 18
Take a Chance
James
Dunn Rogers
- Juns -Knight
"Buddy"
Lillian• .Aug.
Features
Running Tims
. . --82--.
4
Oct
Roth
MInutss . .8s(t
Rsvlswsd1 This Day and Age
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Charles BIckford-Judlth Allen.
Charles
13
Beauty
(sr Sals
Otto Kruger-Madge
Evans Sent
C.C. Colbert- Richard Arlsn-Lytfa Nov. 27....
.87.. ..Oet 7 Thrse-Cornered Mssb
.98..
25.... .....82...
Bombshell
Jean
Harlow-Lee Tracy
Oet.
.-57'/,.
.
.
72...
.Sspt
Broadway to Heltywsed Alics Brady - Frank Morgan 244....
RandolphSklpworth-W.
Scott-Judith C,Alton...
Madgs Cooper-Russell
Evans-Eddls QulllanAlison
Flsldo .Oct
....58'/,. .Nsv. 18
.Sept.
Jackls
HardisRandolph
Scott-Esther
Ralsten.
..••■t
Fay Tenpletsa - Jimmy Du- rante Sent 15...
BIng Crosby- Jaek Oakla-Lllyan Sept. IS.... ....70... .Sspt
89..
Sspt 1
•
.66.. ..Dee.
3...
9
Chief. The
Ed Wynn-D. Mackalll Nov. 24...
29.... ....75... .Sspt 19
Torch
Singer
Claudette
Claudette
Colbert
■
RIeards
.94.. ..Net.
U
Dancing Lady
Jean Crawford-Clark Gabis Nsv. 27...
.Oet
2
8....
.70.. ..Ns*. 11
Day
Reckoning
Richard
DIx-Madge Evans
MaurlcsLombard-Chas.
Chevalier-AnnLaughtsnDvorak..
20....
se
Dinnerof at
Eight
Marls Dmsler-Wallacs
Beery- Oct
Carole
72... .Oet a
.. .84...
IS Whits Woman
Lionellow • Barryrasrs
Jean
Har3..,.
Nsv.
Hadgs Evans - Karsn
....73...
..Jim 18 Coming Feature Attractions
Morley - • Jean
Edmund
Lows - Lee Jan.
Tracy
Hershelt
I2.'34..
..Ne«.
..lis..
5.'34.. ..117.. . . Dee.
Balers
George
Raft-Carals
LsmbiNWil-. . . . Feb. 23.'S4
Eskimo
Native Cast
Jan. 1».'S4..
Cleopatra
Claudette
Colbert - Harry
Fugitivs Lsvsrt
Robt. Montgomery-Madge Evans- -Jan. 22
coxin
..Dse. 16
..Nov.
17 . ..78..
Going
Hollywood
Marlon
Davles-BIng
Crseby
Dec.
..79..
Come
On,
Marines
Richard
Arlen-lda
Lupine
...87..
Her Sweetheart
Marie Oressler-L. Barrymore. . . .Nov.
Death Takes a Holiday Fredric March-Evelyn Venabis
78. Jan. 20.'34
under the title.Jaek
"Christopher
Bean") Durante SO
(Reviewed under the title. Sylvia
"Strange
Holiday") March Feb. I6.'34 72
Meet (Reviewed
the Baren
Pearl
•
Jimmy
Sldney-Frodrle
Zasu Pitts
Oct 20 ..•5.. ..N«r. 4 ItGoodAin'tDame
Night Flight
H.Barrymore
Hayes - •J.C.Barrymore
- L.
Man Who NoBrokeSin
Hit Heart Ths. Mae
PrestonWest
Foster-Victor MeLaglen
..All.
Gabis - Robt.
Melody In Spring Charlie
BolandMontgomery
Oct • . . .
01..
Lanny Ruggles-Mary
Ross-Ann Sothern
Penthouse
Warner
Baxter-Myma
Lsy-Mae
No
Mors
Womsn
Edmund
Lews-Vlctsr
MeLaglen.
. Feb. 23.'34
..•sot
•
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas. Sept.
Empress. Ths
Marlene Dietrich- John Lodge
..■1..
9 Scarlet
Butterwsrth
She Made Her Bed
Sally Ellers- Richard Arlen
..Oet a■• Trumpet
102..
Prizeflghter and the Lady. The. MaxCiameraBaer-Myrna
Lsy-Dempssy9.'S4..
Blows. The
George
MenlouWalter Huston
Nsv.
. .Dee.
FrancesRaft-Adolphe
Drake
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo • John Gilbert Feb. 10 .
We're Not Dressing Bing
Crosby
- Ethel
Merman
..NtT.
Should Ladles BehavsT Allcs
Brady-Llsnel
Barrymsrs.103..
Carole
Lombard
Leon
Errol
11
Conway Tsarls
Dse. 1 ...7«..
You're Tellins Me
W.("Buster")
C. Fields-Joan
Marsh-Larry
(Reviewed
under
the
tltls,
"Ths
Vlnsgar
Trse")
Crabbe
Solltair* Man
...Herbert
• Elizabeth Sept. 22 ..85.. .-Seat 18
Allan and
•Marshall
Lionel
AtwIII
Sons of the Desert
Laurel
Hardy
Dec. 2S . . . 68. Jan. 20.'S4SO
PRINCIPAL
Stage Mother
A. Brady ■ Russell Hardis • M.
29. . -87..-.8s9t. 18 Features
Running Tims
O'SulIlvan
F.
Tone
Sept.
Tltls
Star
This Side sf Heaven Lionel Barrymore-Fay Balnter. . . Feb. 2,'S4. .76. Jan. 27.'S4
Rel. Date Mlnutei Reviewed
Ferscious
Pal,
Ths
Kazan
Tugboat Annie
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beery-88....Aog.
11
4.
Feb. 2.'34
55
of Jostles
Kazan-Teddy and Richard Terry.. Dec,
Young-M.Clarke
O'SulIlvan. .. .Aug.
.80....8s*t. 2 Jaws
58
Turn Back the Clock LeeRobt.
Tracy-Mae
Aug. 25.
Russia Today
Nov. 4
8
42....
Oet aII
Women In Hit Life, The Otto Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben
Tarzan
the
Fearles*
Buster
Crabbe
Aug,
II
...Aug.
I
.76.
Feb.
Lyon
Doc.
3.'34 Thunder Over Mexico Native Cast
Nov. 15 61.
-85
70.... May 70
You Can't Buy Everything May Robson-Jean Parker Jan. 26.'34.
Coming Feature Attractions
Coming Feature Attractions
Desperate Trails
.....Kazan
Cat and the Fiddle, Ths Jeanette
MacOonaldRamon
NoKing Avenger.
of ths Nsrth...
Kazan
varro
Feb. 16,'34.
Lone
The
Kazan
Teeth of Steel
Kazan
(See "InParty,
ths Tb»
Cutting Rsom,"(AllOct.
Hollywood
Star21.)Musical)
Laughing
Boy
Ramon
Novarro-Luoe
Velez Mar. 2.'34.
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Louisiana
Jean ParkerRobert Young
Men In White
Clark Gable-Myrna Loy
Features
Mystery ef ths Dsad Psiles. . . Robt.
Montgomery
•
Elizabeth
Date Running
Allan
Feb. 23. '34.
MinutesTims Reviewed
Title
Star
««'•^
Operator Thirteen
Marion Davies
Ace
of
Aces
Richard
DIx
Elizabeth
Allan
„
.Sspt SO
Rip Tide
...Norma Shearer - Robert MontRalph Bellamy
gomery-Herbert Marshall Mar. I6.'34.
After Tonight
Constance
Bennett - Gilbert Oct a....
71.. ..Get
74..
Show-off, The
Spencer Tracy-Madge Evans Mar. 23.'34.
.Oet a
10....
Roland
Nov. 3....
Tarzan and Hie Mats... 1. Weissmuller-M. O'SulIlvan
Aggie
Appleby
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrell. • . -Nev.
73..
Ann Vlckera
Irene Dunne
• Walter Huston
_.
Viva Villa
Wallace Beery-Fay Wray
Mar. 9.'34...
..Sept. SO
4.,..
72..
ConradErwin-Dorothy
NagelWilson. .. -Oct
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
Before Dawn
Stuart
-Aug. 13....
62.. ..Oct
.Aug. 2111
...60.,
Blind
Adventure
....Robt
Armstrong-Helen
Mack.
...Aug.
Features
Chance at Heaven
Joel McCrea • Ginger Rogers • _ . 18.... ...70..
Running
Tims
Tltls
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
MarianShannon
Nixon
.Oet
Aug. 10
79.... Oet 7 Deluge. The
.....Peggy
- Lois Wilson • -Oct
Avenger, Ths
Ralph Forbes-Adrlenns Ames
.Aug. 1411
...68. ...Nsv. II4 Flaming Gold
....68..
Broken Dreams
..Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. . .Oct 20
27....
Sidney
Blackmer-Matt
Moore..
Sent
...68....An8.
.
IB....
Bill
Boyd
Mae
Clarke
Pat
.
.
.53..
Devil's Mats
Preston
Foster-Peggy
Shannon. . .Aug.
B... ...54
Galloping
Romeo
Bob Steele-Doris
Hill
Aug. 15...
O'Brien
Flying Down to Rio
Dolores
Del Rio - Gene Ray • ..Sept
...63
He Couldn't
Take
It
Ray WalkerVirginia Cherrlll Jan.
Dec. 22.'34
.. ..8066Dec. 16
20
mond - Raul Roullen Dee. 29....
Lneky
Texan.
Ths
John
Wayne
Jan. 27,'34 Goodbye Love
...55
Charles
Ruggles
Nov. 10...
Rainbow Ranch
Rex Bell
July 25... ...56.
2.'34. .. 68. J an. 27,'34
...56
Hips,
Hips,
Hoorayl
Wheeler
and
Woolsoy
Feb.
10...
Rangers'
Code
Boh
Steele
Aug,
15...
If I Were Fresl
Irene Dunne-Nils Asther-Cllve
.Dst. »
Riders of Destiny
John Wayne
Wayne-Cecilia Parker Oet.
27,'3423 Little Women
Sagebrush
Trail
..John
Dee. 15... ...58.
58Jan.Dee.
Nov. It
K.Brook
Hepburn - Jean Bennett - Dee. 24, , . . .. ..68..
107Sensation Hunters .,
..Arline Judge-Preston Foster Aug. SO...
.57 .
I. '34 .70..
B .3 .
Frances
Dee • Helen
Paul Lukas
Nov.
Sixteen Fathoms Deep Sally O'Nell-Crelghton (^aney. . . Jan.
Long
Lost
Father
John
BarrymoreChandler
■
.Jan.
(See "In ths Cutting Room,"K. Dec.
2.)
I9.'34.
.65
(See
"In the Cutting Room,"
Nov. 18.)
9.'34
Skyway
Crawford-Ray
Walker Aug. 15...
.76.... Oet
Man
of Two
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. The. Mary Carlisle-Buster Crabbe Oct.
. 92. Jan. 20,'34
Meanest
Gal Worlds
In Town, The ...Francis
Zasu PittsLederer-EIIssa
- Pert KeltonLandl
- El Feb.
'Oman's Man
JohnMotteHalllday-Marguerite
do
la
Brendel • Gaitaghsr
James Gleason - Jan.
Wallace Ford
Feb. 7.'3<
...62
..
"Skeets"
.64.
Jan.
27,
'34
t.
.Sept
Coming Feature Attractions
Midshipman Jaek
Bruce Cabot-Betty Fnrnatt Sept. I2.'34.
.July 2918
Morning
Glory
K.
Hepburn-D.
Fairbanks,
Jr...
.Aug.
22....
Aoe. The
Ed Lowry-Verna Hillie
..70..
No Marriage Ties
Richard Dix- Doris Kenyon Aug. II.... .... ..73..
65.. .Aug. 12
Beoaars In Ermine
Lionel AtwIII
Feb. 22.'34
18....

2

2
,
February
iO,
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75

4

July

..
m. .
iFail
var
.Ba

(THE
RELEASE
CHACT— C€NT'D)
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
UNIVERSAL
72....Sept 9 Features
One IVIan'i Jgursnr Lionel
MeCrea Sept 8.
DorothyBarrymore-Joel
Jordan
70
Aug.
S
Running Time
Rafter Romanea
Ginger Rogers-Norman Foiter. . .Sept. I.
Riglit to Romance. The
Ann Harding-Nils Asther Nov. 17
70 Nov. 25 Beloved
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Revlgvotf
John
Boles-Gloria
Stuart....
..Jan.
Son of Kong
Robert Armstrong-Helen Miek. ..Dec. 22
OO'A.Jan. 6, '34 Bombay
Mall
Edmund Lowe-Onslow StevensI
Two Alone
Jean Parlcer-Tom Brown ...Jan. 26. '34. ... .74. Jan. 20.'34
82.68.... Dee.
Shirley Grey
Jan. I.'34.. ...70
...Dec. 2323
By Candlelight
Elissa Landi-Paul Lukas Dec.
Cross Country Crulie
Lew Ayres - Alice White - June
Coming Feature Attractions
18 ..70 Jan. I3,'34
Knight
Jan.
Alien Corn
Ann Harding
..78 ...Nov. 18
Counsellor-at-Law John Barrymore-Bebe Daniels. .. Dec.
Crime
Otto Kruger-Karen
IMorley
Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Dec. 25
FinishingDoctor
School
Ginger
Rogers - Frances
Dee ■ Apr. 6,'34
...July27,'3422
10
Jan.
Her
First
Mate
Summerville-Pitts
Aug.
Bruce Cabot
Mar. 23.'34
Horseplay
Slim Summerville-Andy DevlneGreen Mansions
Dolores Del Rio- Joel McCrea Apr. 27,'S4
70
Lolla Hyams
Nov.
I Love An Actress Gregory Ratolf
Apr. 20.'34
68
....
1 Like It That Way
Gloria Stuart-Roger Pryor Feb. 27
Keep 'Era Rolling
Walter Huston-Frances Dee Mar. 2,'34. ..72
(See Man.
"In the
Cutting Room."
Dec. Rains
30.) - Gloria Stuart Lett Patrol, The
McLaglen-Karloft ,
Feb. 16. '34. . .75. Feb.
I2.'34..
70
Invisible
The
Claude
Of
Bondage
Leslie
Howard
3. '34
..7080 ...N»». 4
SingHuman
and Like
It
Zasu Pitts
- Pert Kelton - Apr. I3.'34.
Wm. Morris
Harrlgan
King for a Night
Chester
- Helen Twelve- Nov. 30
Edward
Everett
Horten
May
4.'34.
..78 . . . Ooe. 2
IS
trees
Alice
White
Oct
Spitfire
Katliarine Hepburn
Mar. 30.'34.
..63
Ladies Must Love.. June Knight - Nell Hamilton (SeeStery
"Trigger," "In the Douglas
Cutting Room."
18.)
...Seat 9
Suceest
Fairbanks,Nov.Jr.-Colleen
Mary
Carlisle-George
E.
Stone
.
.Sept.
25
Love. Honor and Oh. Babyt. . . Summervllle-Pltts
Oct 16 ..84 ...Nov. II
Moore - Genevieve Tobin Mar. 9,'34.
Madame
Spy
Fay
Wray-Nlls
Asther
Jan.
..70
Transient
Love
Irene Dunne-Ralph
I6,'34.
..68 ...Seat. 2
Midnight
0. P. Heggie-Sldney Fox Jan. 4
Wild
Cargo
..Frank
BuckBellamy Mar.
Fob. 23/34.
3 .
Moonlight and Pretzeli Mary Brian-Leo Carrlllo Aug. 29.'34.
...Sept6.'349
Jan.
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale
•
Donna
Damerell
Tod Healy
Dee.
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Margaret
SullavanB
...NtT. 2523
.105 ...Sent
Hume-Billie Burke
Nov. 23
SHOWMEN'S PICTURES
S. 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocque-Gibson
Gowland . .Oct.
Features
..70
26
...Sept 2330
..72 ...Sopt
Saturday's
Mlllloni
Robert
Young-Leila
Hyams
Oct.
S
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrev. . . ■ . Dec. I5.'34. ...71
...S3 ..Sept.
Strawberry Roan
..Ken Maynard-Ruth Hall
Oct.
Moth, The
Sally
O'Neil-Paul
Page Jan.
Trail Drive, Ths
Ken Maynard-Ceeilla Parker Sept A ... Rn
...60.
Police
MernaLane-Wm.
Kennedy-Nick
Public Call
Stenographer
Lola
Collier,Stuart
Jr. July
Nov. 24.... .62
..60
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian- Leon WayeofI . . Sept 24
63 Bert. 16 Coming Feature Attractions
5.'S4.. ..78.
Coming Feature Attractions
Ifl.'.^i
Countess
of
Monte
Cristo
Fay
Wray
Paul
Lukas
Mar.
Golden Head
•
Crosby Case, The
Wynne
Steveni- Mar.
3t Louis Woman
Mar. 3/34
Alan Gibson-Onslow
Dinehart
Seuls In Pawn
Elizabeth and Mary
Margaret Sullavan-Lewell
SherSpecial
Duty
man-Mrs.
Leslie
Carter
Unlimited
Glamour
Constance Cummlngs - Paul
Within the Rock
- Russ Columbo Apr.
2. '34..
Honor of the West
KenLukasMaynard
Apr. 16,'34..
Let's
BeBirds.
Ritzy
..Lew
Ayres
Mar. 26.'34..
Love
The......
Summerville-Pitts
STATE RIGHTS
Poor Rich, The
Edna May Oliver-Edward Ever.65. J an. 6/34
Feb. 2S,'34..
InnlM
TiM Reviewed Song for You, A.... .....Marian ett
Features
NIxon-JanHorton
Klepura
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Wheels of Dostlar ........... Ken Maynard
Feb. I9.'34..
Title
Carnival
Lady
BootsStar
Maliory-Ailen Dlst'r
..69.
15....
••Dee.
Hollywood
Vincent
8,34
Jan.
.65.
.
34.
15.
..Jan.
WilliamsEmiyn
Criminal at Large
Cathleen
Nesbitt Helber Prods
WARNER BROS.
Cougar, the King Killer. . Edwin
C. Hill - Jay Master Art
Features
Bruce
1 60
Time RevieweS
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Death Parade, The (War Film) Henry Zapp ...
77. Feb. 3,34
Title
Star
72....
June 24
Enlighten Thy Daughter. . Beth Barton-Mlrlam
Leslie
Fairbanks, Aug.
Jr. -Howard-Doug.
Paul Lukas
Exploitation Plots •••Ian.„
l5,'34...80....Dec.
30 Capturedl
..75... Nov. 18
Farewell to Love
JanBattlsta
Kiepura-Heather
„
Angel
Madison Plets. ..•• Nov. 24. . . . . .66. . . .Doe. I College Coach
- Lyie Talbot...
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nov.
e Truex - Jean General Plets. ... -Jan. 12, 34. ..55
Flln ThatParad
Disraeli (Reissue)
George Arliss
Dec.
Get
Venue
Ernest
.88.
Dec. 20.
I4.'29
61. Jan.
'34
Easy
to
Love
Adolphe
Menjou
Mary
Genevieve TobInAstor ■ Jan. I3.'S4
Arthur
Regent Plets ■• ■• • ■• ■
28
68.... Oct 21
Film Exchange. .• .Nov. 21 65 pee. 9 Ever In My Heart
Gow
21..
Barbara
Stanwyck
Oct
101.
.
Hell's Holiday
(War Film)
Superb PIcti
77.... July 22
Footlight Parade
James
Cagney
. Oct.
Her Secret
SariCollier.
Marltza
Ruby KIbbee
Keeler • •Jean
Dick Biondell
Powell •• Oct
Jr- Wm. Ideal
'3
Guy
.63.. . Dec.
Her splendid FoIly "-'yffi T".•"I""Progressive Oct 7 59.... N«. 4 From Headquarter! ...(3eo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dee. 2..
. May 27
Gold Diggers of 1933 ....Warren
Wllllam-Joan BlondellAline
Keeler- Sept 2
important WItnee., The... N«I_^l^^nel..Don.ld^^^^^
Dick MacMahon-Ruby
Powell
98 Feb. 3,'34
„
^,
„
20.'34 75.
Le Gong (Dance of the
••••f*"' Muni.............. Jan.
Dee. 8
VIraIn")
Bennett PleU
55. Jan.July20.'3429 HI. Nelllel
Raymond
JO....
- Ricardo Cortoz - Dec. 23. ...... .68. ..Dec.
19 90.
. .iuly 18
KayGeneFrancis
The....
56th Street
onMurder
Age. Thi:
Mad
Mam'zelle
NItouehe Janle Marese-Ralmu. Resolute
ProtexPlot... ..Nov.
...Deo. 8 House
Kennel
Case
.....William
Powell-Mary
Astor
Oct
28
73.
.Nov.
.June
2442
Killer
James Gagney
Dec. 9
76.
Mr. Broadway
All Star
B'way-Hollyweod
59....Sopt
233 Lady
Over
the
Seven
Seat
Vandorbllt
■
70.
...Juno
Voltajne
George
ArlissDoris
Kenyoe
Aug.
5
7U.
Passion of Joan of Are, TlM. Maria Falconnetl Capital
Sept 7 57 Sept. IS
Reform Girl
NoelDillaway
Franolf-Donald
, , IS
,. S4 Oct
«...21
Tower
July
Coming Feature Attractions
the and
EarthBonds
Tura* Jean Mulr-Donald Woods Apr. I4,'34 72
Secret! of Hollywood MaeWalten
Buseh - June Lester
. F.
_
« Son. i«IS As
Scott
58
Blondes
Davis Mar. I7.'34
WilliamCaaney-Bette
Powell
Dragon
Murder
Caee, The..... James
Coats
Aline MacMahon-Paul Kelly
*''8e«'n"'HMI.?The
Faith, Picture..
.. .Aug.
7 60.... Aug. 91,18 Fur
Gambling
Lady
Sleeplesi
Nights
Polly
Walker
Stan„
^
,
,
Stanwyck
ley Lupine
Remington July 21 65 July S> Gentleman from San Franelseo, , Barbara
Donald
Woods-Bette
Davis-Lyle Mar. 31, '34
Sweden, Land of the
m70. Jan.
1,. 1013, <ia34
Talbot-Cagney
Margaret Lindsay
A
Boyle
James
John W. Films
Goin'
to
Town
Vikings tt
70.. ..Dee.
Harold Tees
Dee. 1 47
BeaconAlexander
the Centurl
Through
HalPatricia
LeRoy -Ellis
Rochelle Hudson • ..Apr. 7/34...
Apr. ZZ16 Heat
Wni.
Africa. The
Truth About
Lightning
6.'34
Jan.
76.
14
Doe.
Aline
MacMahon-GIenda
Farreil- Mar. 3.'34... 63
Kinematrade
ShIIettora
A.
H.
Volga
Volga
Wandering
Jew. The Jacob Ben-Ami JAFA
Oct 29 90 Oct 28
Ann
Dvorak-Lyle
Talbot
Wine, Women and Song. . . Lilyan
Tashman-Lew
„. ^ , ^
n 23„ Hot Air
Cody
I. E. Chadwick
70. ...Dee.
Dick
PowellRogers
- Pat O'Brlea •
Ginger
I've Got Your Number.
Joan
O'Brien
Feb. 24,'34 6B.
Kay Blondell-Pat
Francis- William
Powell
Key, The
Glenda
Farrell-Margaret
LindsayMerry
Wives
of
Reno...
Donald
Woods
UNITED ARTISTS
Upper World
Warren
• Mary Astor •
Running Time
GingerWilliam
Rogers
Features
.63.. Reviewed
MlButoa
Title
Star
"•}•
..Aug.
.
.Dee.
9
.93..
Advice
to the Lovelorn Lee
Blane.
Dee. 22.1.
19
Bitter Sweet
Anna Tracy-Sally
Neaglo-Fernand
Qraavoy. . .Sept
Blood Money
George Bancroft- Frances Dee..Nn.
.65..
Chick Chandler-Judlth Ander18 OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGI
son
17..
.90.. ..Oct 237 Features
i3..
Bowery. The
Wallace
Beery
George
Raft
Time Reviewed
Star Tauber
Title
Dlst'r Rel. Data Riaalng
Mliitea
Jackie Cooper - Fay Wray Oct. 27.
Richard
Broadway Thru > Keyhole Constance
Cummlngs
- Russ Oct.
.85.. ..Oct
21 Counsel's
London Film
71 Apr. 22
Big Attraction,
The...
Oolumbo
Paul
Kelly
Henry
Kendall
Opinion
.
.Sept.
.80..
British-United
Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson-Dudley Dlgget.. . .Sept 29.
. .Dec.
Feodor
ChallaplnArtists
July
George Day
Robey ..London
.75..
.86.. . . Feb. 9 Don Quixote
Gallant
Lady
Ana
Jan. 5.'I.
Frances
Film...
Oct 148
Masquerader.
The
RonaldHardlng-Cllve
Colman-EIIssaBrook
Landl Sept
..Sopt
Leslie
Fuller
. . Dec. 23 Girl
from
Maxim's.
The..
Moulin Rouge
Constance
Bennett
•
Franchot
.British
Int'i
68
July
8
34.
Hawleys of High Street. IvorJeans
Tone - Laughton
T. CarmlnatI Jan.
.97..
Novello - Ursuh I. Gaumont- British.
2325 I Lived with You
Private Life of Henry VIII, The. Charles
Nov.
Aug. 12
.71..
Ralph
Lynn
Roman Scandals
Eddie
- Gloria Stuart
•
29.
.85.. ..Dec. 9 Just My Luck
DavidCantor
Manners-Ruth
Ettlng..Dee.
minions 80 May 20
. British and DoMaid of the Mountalai, The Harry Watchman Coming Feature Attractions
Nancy
Brown
.
.
.
British
Int'i
80.
...Apr. 22
Born
Be Bad
Fell. 25,':
Men of Tomorrow Maurice Braddell.. London Film
Bulldogto Drummond
Strikes Back. Loretta
Ronald Young-Cary
Colman-LorettaGrant
Young
34.
80 Apr. IS
ParamountCatherine the Great (T.) Douglas beth
Fairbanks,
Jr.ElizaMoney for Speed
Bergner
Mar. IS,
John Loder • Ida Lu- British-United
9. 34.
Firebrand. The
Fredric
March-Constance Benpine • Cyril Me- Artists
Laglen
nett
67.... July IS
Richard
Tauber Bavaria Film Oct
90
Never
Trust
a Woman.
House of Rothschild. The George Arliss
Carl
Brisson
Prince
of
Arcadia....
Gaumont-Brltlsh. 80 Oct 28
Looking for Trouble Spencer
Tracy
•
Jack
Oakle
•
Radio
Parade
Constance Cummlngs
Mar.
34 80. Feb. 3,
British Int'i
70 May 13
Red Wagon
. Charles
Nana
Anna
Atwlll-Pbll- Mar.
Raquel Bicktord
Torres
lios Sten-Llonel
Holmes
16. 34... ..BS.Jan. 13,
Greta Nissen . . British Int'i
Palooka
Jimmy
Durante
Stuart
Erwin
•
Song You Gave Me. The. . Bebe
Lupe Velez
Feb.
34..... 83. Jan. 27.
VarconIDaniels-Victor
...
Queen, and
The
Anna
Graavey
British
Int'i
84.
This Week of Grace Grade Fields
Sorrell
Son
H. B. Neagle-Fernand
Warner
Mar. 16,
Radio
92 ...Oct
Oct 2821
'34. . . • .99'. ja'n". "(i.
89

y29
Jul
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l,'34.
RELEASE
CHART—CONT'D)
Title
1
Rel.
Title
Title
Rel. Date Min.
. Apr. DateI.'34. .1. 1 rl.
2. A Visit to West Point.
..1
rl..
5.
The
Peacock
Throne.,.
BABY
BURLESKS
Min.
.1 rl.
rl.
SHCCT
6.
..1 rl..
1.'34, Min.
Gimme
Quarterback. .. .Jan.
26,6
'34
.Aug. I,'34.
MELODY MAKERS
KidBATTLE
'N MyAfrica
Oct.
I,'34.
.1
rl.
l,'34.
FOR LIFE
I.'34.
Sammy
Fain
—
With
Eton
I,'34.
FILMS
Boys, N. Brokenshirs and
The
First
Paradise....
I.'34,
CityCORONET
of Wax
Feb.
9,'34..1
rl..
Sent.
COMEDIES
,,7..,.
10.
. 1 rl.
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
II, Adventure Isle
.Oct.
Git Along
Little The
Wifle Nov.
3
.1 rl.
[All dates are 1933 unless
12. Queen of the Indies. . . .Nov.
Good
Bad Man,
Dec, 8
Healy, Jack Fulton and
.1 rl.
13,
A
Mediterranean
Mecca
.
Dec,
Inventors.
The
Feb.
2.
'34
7.
Benny
DavisCharles
— WithCarlile,
Roy
.1 rl.
North
of Zero
Jan. I9,'34
Atwell,
otherwise
stated'^
FROLICS
OF
YOUTH
8.
PARAMOUNT
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Title
Martha Ray and Jackie
Managed
Money
Feb,
23.
'34.
,2
rls.
9.
Rel.
Date
Min.
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6 2 rls.
Green
8
BETTY BOOP
GusKirbery,
Edwards—Four
With Minute
Ralph
Butterfly
10
My
Pups
Jan. 26,'34, .2 rls.
SeedMUSICAL
Dispersal
10 ... . Pardon
CARTOONS
What's
To Do
MERMAID
COMEDIES Nov. 24 17
MOODS
Men andFosterJohn— With
S, Young
9
(Harry Langdon)
Party
Stephen
John
1— Dance of the Hours
9
Betty
Boon's Hallowe'en Nov. 3.
Hundley, Nancy McCord
Hooks Itandto Jabs
Aug. 20
25 22 rls.
rls.
Hans Lange and Orchestra
Ha! Ha!
Mar. 2.'1.
IHa!Don
Heard
Sept.
Leave
Dad
Oct.
and Kelvin Keech
10
2— Ave Maria
7....
Redmond
Dion Kennedy at the Organ
Fields
McHughWith
Pop's Hand,
Pal
Dec.
Morning,
Jack and
Osterman
and PickRubinoff Noon and Night. .Oct. 6.
Stage
The
Sept, 29
8 22 rls.
rls.
3— Gus
WaterHaenschen
of MinnetonI"'
6
and Orehettra
ens Bond
Sisters
9...,
Trimmed
Furs
MORAN in AND
MACK Jan. 5, '34,, 2 rls,
OldCabManCalloway
of the Mountains .Aug. 4.
Carrie
With
4— Native
Hula Moon
7
Edwin Jacobs
C. Hill. — Ralph
COMEDIES
Hawaiian Troupe
Parade of Wooden Soldiers . Dec. I. ..7...
Kirbery
and Lew White
Blue Blackbirds
Aug. 18 2 rls.
5— Hans
WaltzLange
in A andFiatOrchestra
Major
4
ORGANLOGUES
Farmers' FatalThe
Folly Sept. 15 18
Red Wronged
Hot Mamma
Feb. 5,'
2,' . .8...
Songs
6
Freeze-Out,
She
Him Right... Jan.
Radioof the
RubesHills
MUSICAL COMEDIES .Dec. 22 19
HEADLINERS
COLUMBIA
Bundle
Blues, A
Sept. I. .11...
Million Dollar Melody Oct. 27
Sally
7....
.10...
Duke ofEllington
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Singin' Sam-Don Wallace
Poppin'
the Cork
Dec. 15
BROADWAY COMEDIES
ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS
Night
of
Romance
7....
Captain
Henry's
Radio
Show.
Aug,
II,
Hold
Your
Temper
2
ris.
Across
the
Sea
Oct,
20.,..
1
1....
Donald
Novis-Ann
Leaf-John
Young
..I rl.
Lanny Ross-Annette
shaw-Don
Voorhees HanSmith and Dale
Canyon of Romance Dec. 8 Irl.. Tongue Twisters
7....
Hot Daze
Oct. 20 2rls.
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22 Irl..
..1 rl.
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Crazy
College
Mar,
16,'
Henry
Burbig
Smith and Dale
Ship
of
Dreams
7.
.
.
.
Race, The
Apr. 13, '34. . I rl..
Playful
2 rIs. Lost
Hi-De-Ho
Feb,
23.'
Ralph
Kirbery-Lcw
White-Kelvin
Keech
Mediterranean
Blues
Feb.
23.'34.
.
I
rl
.
.
Walter Husbands
Catlett
Cab
Calloway
SONG HIT STORIES
Melody on Parade
7 . . . . Little Broadcast. The Oct. 27, .11...
Radio-dough
2rls.
IrvingAgain
Kaufman-Lew White
Doctor.
The
Feb.
23.'34.
.10
I rl. . Home
Sidney and Murray
Donald Novis - Artliur
Last
Dogie,
The
Nov.
17
Ten Baby Fingers
2 rIs.
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov. 24 Irl..
Nick Lucas-Lew White-Kelvin Keech 8. . . .
Tracy - Lopez-Roy
Mills Bros. Helen
Morgan
Sidney
and
Murray
Vincent
Tintypes
6....
Radio Roundup, A Atwell Nov. 24. .11...
KRAZY KAT KARTOONS
Poke
Sept. 22 1 rl. .
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
Antique Antics
I rl . . Slow
Stepin
Fetchit
Oriental Phantasy
8....
Molasses
Mary Small'n' - January
The PoetCharles Carlile-Lew White-Kelvin Keech
Autograph
Jan. 24
5,'34..lrl..
AlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 9.'34..Irl..
Bill Poster.Hunter
The
Nov.
I rl. . Trav'lling
PrinceOrgan Festival
9....
Three XVaughn
SistersDe LeathCurio Shop. The
Dec. 15 Irl..
STAR
COMEDY
Lew
SPECIALS
House Cleaning
I rl . .
Rumba
Sent. 29 6...
Dick White-Ann
Liebert-JesseLeaf-Crawford
VincentRhythm
Lopez
Krazy Spooks
Oct. 13 Irl..
Melody Tour
8....
Expectant
Father. The .Feb.
I6.'34
Mr.
Adam
Nov
17
Out
of
the
Ether
Sept.
5
71/2..
Station
T.O.T
Jan.
Sylvia S.Froos-Dick
LiebertSouthern Exposure
irl..
John
Young
TERRY-TOONS
Where's
That
Tiger? Dec. I9.'34.I0...
22 10...
Stage
Krazy
Nov.
13
I
rl.
.
Borrah
Minnevitch
Beanstalk
Jack
Oct.
20
6
Organlogue-ing
the
Hits
8....
HOLLYWOOD
ON
Tom Thumb
I rl . .
Fanny's
Wedding
Day
Nick
Lucas-Lew
White.Sept.
22.
....I
rl
PARADE
Herbert
Rawlinson
Whack's
Sept.29 Irl..
Grand Uproar
.Aug. 25
I rl ' Melodies of Love
LAMBS Museum
GAMBOLS
No. I
Aug. 18 II...
Gypsy
Fiddler.
A
Oct. I2,'34.
6 '6
No. 3
2
Sept.
8 II...
Hear
'Em and WITH
Weep
2rls.
Carlile- Rawlinson- White
Holland
Days
.Jan.
.6I . rl. "!! Songs
LAUGHING
No.
Oct. 13
II...
Hypnotic
Eyes
Aug.
of the Range
MEDBURY
No.
4
Nov.
10
II...
Art
Dickinson-Lew
White
In Venice
Dec. 15
6...'.
12—— InIn the
Morocco
Sept.29
Irl..
No.
5
Dec.
8
11...
Rhapsody
in
Black
Irl,.
Joe's
Lunchwagon
.Apr
6,
'34
I
rl
Orient Oct. 25 Irl..
No.
6
Jan.
5.'34,I1...
GaryRawlinson
-White
Last Straw,
The
Feb,'
3 — In South America Dec. 22 Irl..
Little
Boy Blue
Nov. 23,'34.
30 ,6.8..,
PET SUPERSTITIONS
No, 7
Feb. 2.'34.1l,..
4— MARCH
Among the
Nordics
Irl..
I, Spilled Salt
10
Mad andHouse,the Pussycat,
A The. Mar.
23,'34.
, IIrlrl. .
No, 8
Mar. 2.'34..1 rl.
OF THE
YEARS
Owl
Mar.
9,
'34
No,
9
Mar.30,'34..1
Phyllis
Barry-Geo,
LewisPicknecki
ng
sept,
J,
Carrol
Naish
8
No.
I
—
"Boss"
Tweed
Sept.22
91/2..
I
rl
No.
10
Apr.
27, '34.. I rl.
rl.
PARAMOUNT
PICTORIAL
No.
2—
Oct. 6 I rl. . Rip
Van Winkle
.Feb,
9.'34 , 61 rl
SPECIAL
Robinson
Crusoe
Nov
17
No.Case
3 — Famous Crippon Oct.
She
Whoops
to
Conquer
2
rls.
,
No. I— Just a Little Dress20 I rl. . Sunny South. The
Zasu Pitts-Billy Bevan29 .g!6 . !!
ing— The Mills
Rock Garden — Aug. 11. .10...
No.Opens
4— Commander
Three
Bears.
TheThe., 'Dec,
Jan.
Irving
Oaphno Pollard
Japan Perry Nov. 3. ...II....
Village
Blacksmith.
Nov 26.'34.
3 6
No.Salmon
2 — On— Trotting
the Trail Outof the
the
TOM HOWARD
No. 5—
Jan. 24.'34. . I rl. .
COMEDIES
Champion
—
Johnny
Green.
Sent. 8. ...10...
No.MICKEY
6—McGUIRE
Jan. 24.'34. . I rl. .
METRO-GOLDWYNDivorce Sweets
Nov, 30
rls.
No. 3 — Dr. Roy Chapman
COMEDIES
Mouse Trapper, The Sept.
II, ., 22 rls
MAYER
Andrews
—
September
Morn
—
Harry
Armstrong.
Oct. 6. ...10...
1— Mickey's Touchdown ....Oct. 14.... 18....
TREASURE CHEST
Static
Sept, 29 2 rls.'
Title
Rel. Date Min.
2 — Mickey's Tent Show Oct. 27 18
No. 4— Let's Go Crabbing
Air Maniacs
ALL-STAR
SERIES
Dec
15
.
16
34—— Mickey's
Mickey'5^ Minstrels
Covered Wagon. Jan.
Nov. 130
18....
—
Manhattan
Nocturne
—
Irvin S. Cobb
.Nov. 3 II...
Dec 8
Crook's Tour
Sent. 23 19
1,'34. 18, . . . Day Dreams
MINUTE MYSTERIES
Mixed Screws
Nuts
Feb.
17.'34.I9
No. 5 — The Old Mill —
Shorts
Nov.'
Twin
Dec.
30
2
rls.
No.Party
I— Death Attends a Oct. 6 9
Song of Vienna
Nov. 10.3 .
Jack ratorFrost.
Yeast Is West
Nov. II 2 rls.
— Song Master
MakersDeco-of .Dec. 1 II...
the Nation
Your
Life 1934
Is inHold?
Your Dec. 22.'.'.'.".'.'."
No. 2 — Fast Fangs
Oct. 13 Irl..
CHARLEY CHASE
What
Does
Hands
Sept.22
No.
3
—
The
Clown
Dies
Dec.
14
1
rl
.
Cracked
Iceman
Jan.
27.'34,I9
No.
6
—
Southward
Ho — Dec. 29.. ..10...
Luncheon at Twelve Dec, 9 21
Trees — Gilda Gray
No.Went
4— When
the Lights
MidsummerSaidMush
Oct, 21
21
Out
I rl. .
No.
7
—
Queer
Fish
—
FOX
FILMS
Sherman
It
Sept,
2
17
No.MUSICALS
5 — The Missing Clue
I rl
Air — Lanny RossLiquid Jan. 26. '34. 10...
TitleOF THERel. Date
FITZPATRICK
No. 8—
Feb. 23.'34..1 rl.
TRAVEL
TALKS
ADVENTURES
No.theI —Roses
Roamrn' Through Nov. 16 2rls.
No.
9—THE SAILOR Mar.23.'34..l rl.
Min.
British Guiana
Dec. 23 91 rl..
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
POPEYE
I rl.
Art Jarrett
Colorful
Ports
of
Call
Blow Me Down
Oct. 27.... .7...
Following the Horses! Sept. 1 9...
,7...
Day in Venice Oct. 28 9
No.Jack2 — Osterman
Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2 rIs.
Motor Mania!
Sept.29 9...
Can
You
Take
It
Apr.
27.'34.
I
Eats
My
Spinach
Nov.
17
Dutch
Guiana.
Land
of
Conquest of the Air! Nov. 30 9...
Oiuka
Sent. 2 10
I Yam What 1 Yam
Sept. 20
No.Lou3 — Holtz
School for Romance 2rls.
Scouring the Seven Seas!. ..Oct. 20 9...
Italy.
Land of Inspiration, . Nov. 25 9..,,
Irl..
Let's onYouthe andFlying
Him Trapeze,
Fight. . Feb. 16. '34. ,7...
Answering the Riot Call!.,. Dec. 22 9..,
I rl.
New Zealand
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
Man
Filming
the
Fashions
Nov.
10
9
Scotland the Bonnie Sept. 30 9
Auto Show
Dec. 8 Irl..
.6...
MAGIC CARPET
The
,,..Mar.
30,'34.
FLIP,
THE
FROG
Seasin's
Greetinks
.Dec
8., . .7...
Aw, Nurse
( r|
SERIES
Paleface
Aug, 12 8
Sock-A-Bye,
Baby
Jan.
Pagodas ofof Cairo
Peiping Aug.
18
False
Alarm
rl ," Shades
Wild Elephinks
Dec, 19.'34.
29 .7...
Soda Squirt
7
Hollywood
Babes
Nov. 10 IIrl..
Aug.
25
SCREEN
SONGS
MOVIES
Movie Struck
Sept.
8 71/2
The Desert Patrol
Sent. I 10...
A GOOFY
Whole Show
in One Reel .Sept. 9 9
Boo.
Theme Song
7...
Sandman
Tales
Oct. 6
Irl
Outposts of France Sept. 15 9...
I Eton
LikeBoo,Mountain
Music Oct.
Nov. 13
10. ...lo...
LAUREL
& HARDY
of Greece Sept.29
Scrappy's Art Gallery Jan. 12.'34. . I rl . . Glimpses
Boys
Busy
Bodies
Oct. 7... .20....
Playground of Pan Oct. 13
Scrappy's
SUNRISETelevision
COMEDIES Jan. 29,'34..lrl
Dirty
Work
Nov.
25...
,20,.,.
Keeps
Rainin'Niesen
All the Time, Jan, 12. '34. 10...
Elephant Trails
Oct. 27
Gertrude
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Brother. Could You Spare
The Island of Malta Nov. 3 10...
..2.2 rls,
aKenMillion?
Sept. 13 17
Jail
Birds
in
Paradise
Feb.
24,'34
Lazy
Bones
A Day in Tokyo
Nov. 10 9...
rls.
Murray
Borrah
Minnevitch
Keg 0' MyRhymes
Heart Aug,
Nov. 26....
II... 20... . Let's All Sing Like the Apr, I3,'34, . I rl.
Byways the
in Bangkok
Nov. 24
Nertsery
Entertainer.
The
Oct 4 20
Around
Acropolis Ijov.
30
Rhapsody
in
Brew
Sept.
30
20...,
Will Mahoney
BirdiesBabies,
Sing
Feb. 15
9.'34..8...
Gem
the Sea
Dec.
15 9...
Sing , Dec
9...
WORLD OF SPORT
Rural ofEngland
Dec. 22
Symphony
in REVUES
Suds Jan. 6,'34 ,2 rls, Sing,
MUSICAL
Flying Gloves
Aug. 18 I rl. .
Baby
Rose
Marie
London Medley
Dec. 29
20,..,
Beer
and
Pretzels
Aug.
26
Stoopnocracy
Aug.
18
7...
20,,.,
Flemish Folk
Jan.
5. '34
Plane
It's
Language
Stoopnagle
Budd Mar. 9. 34.. 1 rl.
We Sport
Want ina _Any
1 ouchdown
Oct. 23 IIrlrl
Tunisian
Travels
Jan, I9.'34
Roast Nuts
Beef and Movies. .,, Oct.
Dec, 14
2 .2 rls. Tune
and and
Sing
LannyUp Ross
What the Scotch Started... Oct. 6.. I rl
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26,'34
ODDITIES
Who Said the Weaker Sex?. Sept. 8 ..9
.1
rl..
Roaming the Netherlands. .. Feb. 9,'34
WhenRumbaYubaon the
PlaysTuba
the Sept. 16.
Bear
Hunting
Dec.
Cradle
Storms
Winter Thrills
I j-j '
Fine Feathers
Nov. 16
18 9
MOVIEof TINTYPE
SERIESFeb, I6.'34
10...
Mills Bros.
Handlebars
Aug.
26
ID
Where Is My Wandering
DU WORLD PICTURES
'34,10,..
SCREEN SOUVENIRS
Happy Warriors
Oct. 21 9
10...
Title
Boy?
.Aug, 18
Rel. Date Min.
Menu
Aug,
26
II
10...
NoI
Aug.
25.
For the Man She Loved. .. .Sept. 8
SEMI-FEATURES
2
Sept.22.
Roping
Wild
Bears
Jan. I3,'34. , I rl , , NoAND SHORTS
OUR
GANG
Slander's
Tongue
Sept.22
No.
Oct.
Twin Dukes and a Duchess . Oct. 6
Bedtime
Worries
Sept. 9 21
.35. .
No. 3
4
Nov. 20.
17. 10...
Dawn
Dawn
The
Great ofTrain
Robbery. .Oct.
27
Wild Poses
19
Julie toHayden-0.
M. Ness Dec 25
No. 5
Dec. 15. ...10...
A
Moment
Madness
Nov.
4
TODD-KELLY
.26.
LotFrederic
in Sodom
Dec 25
No. 7
6
Jan. 12.'
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
34..
rl.
Haak
Air Fright
Dec, 23 2 rls.
34.. II1 rl.
rl.
No.
.Feb.
9.' 34..
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5, '34
Babes
Goods Feb.
No(Traveloaue)
Woman's Land
No.
8
Mar.
9,'
45....
Backs into theNature
Nov. I0,'34,I9
14 20..,.
The Girl from the Country. Jan. I9,'34
No.
9
Apr.
6,'
PARAMOUNT
SOUND
Beauty
and
the
Bus
Sept.
16
18
Emma's OldDilemma
Feb, 16,2, '34
'34
NEWS
WILLIE WHOPPER
Love's
Sweet Song Feb.
EDUCATIONAL
TwoGRANTLAND
Editions Weekly
TheSPECIAL
Heart of SUBJECT
Valeska Mar. 9,'34
Davy Jones' Locker Dec. 9 Irl..
RICE
Hell's Ball
Fire
Jan.
6,'34..17rl..
SPORTLIGHTS
Aniakchak
Aug. 18. . . .28. . .
...II...
Play
Sept,
16
[Distributed
through
Fox
Films]
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
No.
I
—
What
Makes a .Aug. 4, ...10...
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14
8....
Champion
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES
MASTER ART
Stratos-Fear
Nov. II 8....
No,
Melodies, , 1Aug! 25 ...10...
An Old Gypsy Custom Jan. I2.'34..2rls
No. 23—— Sporting
Water Lure
Sept.22
PRODUCTS
MONOGRAM
Dora's
Dunking Doughnuts Sept.
No,
4
—
The
March
of the .Oct. 20 ...10...
Frozen Assets
Nov. 17.I . . 20...
.2 rIs
...II...
...10...
Title
Champions
Rel.
Date
Min.
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
Hello.
Mar. 30.'34.
rls.
No. 65—— Around
Kennel theKings
.....Nov.
24 34.11...
HUMAN SIDE OF
PORT
0'
CALL
SERIES
His WeakProsperity
Moment
Oct.
13 .22 rls.
No.
Calendar
Dec
22
THE
NEWS
1. The Seventh Wonder. .. Dec. I Irl..
No.
Super
The Feb. 9,'34. 2 rls
Giants ....Jan 26 34.11...
HILL) in
AS ASnooper,
DOG THINKS
2.3. City
of Memorial
the Sun Jan.
I.'34.
. .Irl..
. I rl . . No. 87—— Jumping
Horse Power
, Feb 16
. (EDWIN
Roosevelt C. Famity
Walking the Dog
Sept.29
Love's
Feb.
1.
'34.
America
I
rl.
You and I and the Gatepost .Aug. 25
4. Children of the Nile... Mar. I.'34..lrl..
(THE

February

10, 1934

Title
Rel- Date ..IMin.rl..
No.
Flying Bodies
No.TWO109—— REEL
Animal
Antics ..... .Mar.
Apr. 23.'
13,' ..I rl..
COMEDIES
Circus
Hoodoo
Feb.
16.' .21....
Harry Langdon
Cold Turliey
Dec. I. .19....
Josepii Cawthorn
Ducky
Sept. I. .19....
SidneyDear
Toler
GoldWalter
Nuggets
Feb. 2.' .18....
Catlett
JustBingan Crosby
Echo
Jan. 19.': .20....
Marriage Humor
Aug. 18. .19....
Harry Langdon
Meet the Champ
Aug. 4. .21....
Eugene Catlett
PalletteWalter
NewPallette-Catlett
Dealers. The
Apr. 6.' ..2 r(s.
NoLeon
MoreErrolBridge Mar. 16.' ..2 ris.
OldChicBugler.
Jan. 5.' .20....
Sale The
On Ice
Oct. 6. .21....
OneHarry
AwfulLangdon
Night Oct. 20. .21....
Pallette-Catlett
Please
Dec. 15. .22....
Bing Crosby
Roaming Romeo. A
Dec. 29. .21....
Harry Beware
Langdon
Sailors.
Sept. 15. .18....
Catlett-Pallette
Three
Little
Swigs
Nov. 10. .21....
Leon Errol
UpFranklin
and Down
Mar. 2,' ..2 rIs.
Pangborn
PRINCIPAL
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Among
Maoris
Circle oftheLife
of the Ant Aug. I 7
Feb. 22
4,'34..7
CityLion.of The
Contrasts Nov.
19
Cuba
Sept.27 21
Farmer's Friend. The Oct. 4 7....
From
Butterfly.
Great Cocoon
RaccoontoHunt.
The.... Jan.
Sept. IO.'34..7
1 20
HerBee
Majesty, the Queen
Dec. I 6....
Insect Clowns
Mar. II
4. '34..27
7....
Kick-Off.
The
Oct.
Ncwslaugh
2
Dec. 20
Queen
of —theNo.Underworld.
.. Dec.
6 79
Wonders of the Tropics Dec. 13.... 32
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Title
Rel. Date Min.
AMOS
'N' ANDY
CARTOONS
Lion
Tamer. The
Feb. 2.'34..lrl..
Rasslin'
Jan.
5, '34. 1 1
BLONDEMatch.
and The
RED
HEAD SERIES
Flirting in the Park Aug. 18 20
Walking Back Home Dec. 8 19
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
(Re-Issues)
TheSERIES
Cure
Aug. 19 20....
The
Fireman
Aug.
21
The Count
Nov. 28
17 21....
TheCLARK
Immigrant
Jan.
19,'34.2I
& McCULLOUGH
SERIES
Fits in a Fiddle Oct. 20 l4'/2..
Hey Nanny,
Jan.
.2 rIs.
Iceman's
Ball.Nanny
The
Aug. I2.'34.
13 20
In the Devil
Dog House
Feb. 2.'34.2I
Kicking
the
Crown
Around.
.Aug.
4
19
Odor in the Court
2 rIs.
Snug in a Jug
Nov. 2 20
CUBBY THE BEAR
CARTOONS
„Dec. „„29 1 rl..
Croon
Crazy
Cubby's Picnic
Oct. 6 7....
Cubby's
World
Flight Aug.
Galloping
Fanny
Dec. 25
I 7Irl..
I rl..
Gay
Gaucho,
The
Nov.
3
Nut Factory
Aug. It I rl..
Sinister
Stuff
Jan. 26.'34. . I rl . .
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
COMEDIES
How Comedies Are Born. .. .Sept. 8 19
Suits
to Nuts
HEADLINER
SERIES Dec. I... .19....
No. 5— Preferred List Oct. 6 20
No. 6— Air Tonic
Dec. 22 21
No.MASQUERS
7— On Approval
Jan. 5,'34..2rls.
COMEDIES
Abroad in Old Kentucky Sept. 9 20
MR. AVERAGE(EDGAR
MAN
COMEDIES
KENNEDY)
Grin and Bear It
Dec. 29 201/2..
Quiet
Aug.
20'/2..
What Please
Fur?
Nov. 1 3.1 ...21....
MUSICALS
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5,'34.20
Ethel Waters
Henry
Jan. 26,'34. .2 rIs.
Bert theLahrApe
Hizzoner
Nov. 17. . . .2l'/2 . .
Bert Lahr
Strange
Case
of
Hennessy.
.
Dec. 8....21'/2..
Cliff Edwards
MUSICOMEDIES
SERIES (Ruth Etting)
California
Weather
Dec. 22.
15 . . .2l'/2
iO'/z..• .
Knee
in Music
Sept.
MY Deep
BRIDGE
EXPERIENCES (Elv Culbertson)
Forced Response. A
Sept. IS 17
Murder at the Bridge Table. Sept. I 21
Society Cheaters
Sept. 29 21.. .
What Not to Do in Bridge.. Oct. 13 15
Trans-Atlantic Bridge
Tricks
Oct. 27 21
Three
KnavesNEWSand a Queen. Nov. 10.... 20..
PATHE
Released twice a week
PATHE REVIEW
Released once a month
SOGLOW'S "THE KING"
CARTOONS
Fatal Note. The
Sept.29 7
Jest
of Honor
Jan.
I9.'34. .7.7,,. . ..
Marching
Along
Oct.
On the Pan
Nov. 27
24 7
Pals
I rl!'.
SPECIALS
So This Is Harris Jan. I9.'34.28

MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

77

RELEASE
CHART— CCNT'O
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Title
Rel. Date MIn
No. 13 — A Castilian Garden
9
VAGABOND
ADVENTURE
Palsie
Jan. 31. '34. .2 rls.
HenryWalsie
Armetta
SERIES
Seiior
Del
Pozo's
Marimba
Orchestra
MELODY
MASTERS
(New
Series)
Pie
for
Two
Dec.
13
21
Antwerp
Sept. 10
8 ilO'/i
James Gleason
No. I— Hot from Petrograd 10
Cuba
Nov.
lO'/j..■ . Stung
Dave Apollon and Orchestra
Oct. 18 . . . 18
Moorish Spain
Jan. I2.'34.10
LouiseAgain
Fazenda
No.Claude
2 — Barber
9
HopkinsShopand Blues
Band
Supper
at
Six
Dec.
27
18
STATE RIGHTS
(Mentone No. 5)
No.
34—— Rubinoff
and Orchestra
10
No.
Eddie
Duchin
and
Band
10
AMKINO
Trifle
Jan. I7,'34. 191/2 . .
VinceBackward.
Barnett A
No.Harmonica
5 — BorrahRascals
Minnevitch and His 10....
A Day in Moscow
26
Killing to Live
; 17
Vaudeville
on
Parade
Jan.
24.'34. .2 rls.
(Mentone
No.
6)
No.
6
—
Jack
Denny
and Band
Kino
Displays
18....
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
No. 7 — Mills Blue Rhythm
Band 10
10
Warren Doane Brevity Aug. 9 19..
Where's
Elmer?
Feb.
7,
'34..
2
rls.
No.
8
—
Isham
Jones
Mar.
17. '34.. I rl..
Coocoo
Capers
'
Vince
Barnett
Flame of the Pacific
23
No.
9—
Phil
Soitalny
Apr.
I4,'34.
.
Terrors of the Amazon
29.. 1,.
No. II10 —— Tin
Vincent Lopez May I2,'34. . I1 rlrl.. ..
No.
Abe Lyman Hat Harmony. May I2,'34. . I rl. .
JackCELEBRITY
and the Beanstalk 6
VITAPHONE SHORTS
FIRST DIVISION
No.
Wolfeand July 7.'34..1rl..
Rel. Date
No. 12—
13 — B.D. A.Mendoza
Delhi
Nov. 15 10
Title
Min.
MyDavid
Side L.of Mutton
the Story Sept. 22 10
Vitaphone
Band
Aug. 4, '34. .Irl..
BIG V COMEDIES
MERRY
MELODIES
No. 13— Nothing But the
No.
of My Shadow. 77
Strange Case of Tom Mooney .July 21 23
Tooth
Aug. 19. . 19.
Jack Haley
No. 76—— One
YoungStepandAhead
Healthy
IDEAL
No.
Canal
Gypsies i 28
9. . . .
BIG V COMEDIES
No. 89—— The
WakeOrgan
Up theGrinder
Gypsy in Me 77...
Evolution
.21.
No.
10
—
I
Like
Mountain
Music 7....
(New
Series)
Goofy
Games
8
No.JackI— Haley
Salt Water Daffy. Sept. 16.
No. II12 —— The
ShuffleDishOff Ran
to Buffalo
Mystic
East.The
The
10
No.
Away with the 7 ..
Next War,
26
No.Roscoe
2 — Close
Spoon
7....
We're
on Our Way
9
(Fatty)Relations
Arbuckle...Sept.30 20..
No.MERRY
13 — We're
in the Money
INDUSTRIAL
MELODIES
(New Series) 7
No. 3 — Gobs of Fun Oct. 21. ..21.
The Silent Enemy
30
George Givot-Charles Judels
No. 21—— Sitting
I've Got onto aSingBacka Torch Song.. 7
INVINCIBLE
No.
No.Gus 4—ShyTurkey in the Raw . Nov. 4. ..21.
Snowman
i
10....
Yard Fence
I rl. .
RESOLUTE
No. 3— Pettin' in the Park Jan. 27.'34. . 1 rl. .
No.Roscoe
5 — In(Fatty)
the Dough
Itchy
Scratchy
3 rIs.
No.PEPPER
4— Honeymoon
Hotel.. Feb. 17. '34.. I rl
Arbuckle Nov. 25 22. . .
POT
MARY
WARNER
No. 6 — Here Comes Flossie . Dec.
.18...
Berlin: Its Sports and Recreation 8....
No. I— Walter Donaldson
10
Ben Blue
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolis 8
No. 2— Admission 5c
10....
No.
7
—
Tomalio
Dec.
30
21
.
.
.
Glimpses
of
Germany
8
No.
3
—
Rock-a-Bye-Bye,
with
Dr.
Roscoe
(Fatty)
Arbuckle
Green Heart of Germany. The
20
Rockwell
II
Springtime
on the Rhine
No. 8— How D'Ya Like
No. 4— Laughs in the Law
8....
The Mosel
87....
That?
Jan.
I3.'34.
18.
.
.
.
No.
5
—
Notre
Dame
Glee
Club
8
Trier, Oldest City in Germany....! 6
George Givot-Charles Judels
No. 6— Harry Warren
10....
Nervous Hands Feb. 3. '34. 21
No.
7
—
Easy
Aces
10....
Vintagers'
Festival
in theAlps
Palatinate. .. 10.I rl..
.. . No.Ben9—Blue
Winter
in the
Bavarian
No.
Little Memories
Miss Mischief 10
Young Germany Goes Skiing
1 rl..
No. 98—— Movie
9....
No. II—
ID— Mushrooms
Pugs and Kisses. . . Feb.
17.
'34. 21
No.Sigmund
10 — The Spaeth
Tune Detective 9
No.
Feb.
I4.'34.
.2
rls.
Harry
Gribbon
UNITED ARTISTS
Rel. Date Min.
No.Ben12 —Blue
Foiled Again Mar. 24,'34. .2 rls.
Title
No.
II12 —— The
Mississippi Wrong
Suite
9....
No.Block
Trail 10
MICKEY MOUSE
and Wrong
Sully
No.
13—
Ben
Blue
(untitled)
.Apr.
I4.'34.
.2
rls.
13. The Mail Pilot June 5 7...
No.
Hits, No.
with 2
Roy Turk II
No. 14 — Corn on the Cop. . Apr. 28. '34. .2 rls.
14. Man
Mickey's Mechanical
No. 1413—— Song
Easy Aces.
I rl..
June 9 6...
No.BROADWAY
15—1 Scream
BREVITIES May I9,'34. .2 rls.
No.
15—
Pure
Feud
IIrl..
rl. .
15.
Mickey's
Gala
Premiere.
June
30
7...
No. 16 — Radio Ramblers
No. 25 — 20.000 Cheers for
16. Puppy Love
Aug. 14
No.
17—
Lulu
McConnell
Irl..
the
Chain
Gang
Aug.
12
19
17.
I 7...
No.
Days
18. Steeple
The Pet Chase
Store Sept.
Sept. 22
Rollickers-Picken
No. 1918—— Good
Radio OldReels
IIrl..
rl..
No.Jerry
26— Bergen-The
The "No" Man
. Aug. 26 Sisters
19
Jessel
—
Van
1.(NEW
Giant SERIES)
Land
Nov. 15 7. . .
Hugh
O'Connell-Anne
Greenway
No.
20
—
Charles
Ahearn
Irl..
BROADWAY BREVITIES
2.3. Playful
Mickey Shanghaied
....Jan. IS. '34.. 7...
No. 21 — Little Jack Little
Irl..
Pluto
(New Series)
No.
22— Dad
RadioMinds
Reel the
No. Baby
2
No.tion
I— Use Your Imagina4.SILLY
CampingSYMPHONIES
Out
Feb. I6.'34..7...
No.SPORT
23—
IIrl..
rl..
THRILLS
SERIES
Sept. 2 18...
Hal 2 —LeRoy-Mitzi
Mayfair
TED HUSING
6. Babes in the Wood.... Dec. 2. '32. 8...
No.
Rufus
Jones
for
7. Santa's Workshop Dec. 30. '32. .7. . .
No. I—
President
8. Birds
the Spring
Dec. 30.
'32. .7...
No. 2—
.Sept. 9 20.
Father inLittle
Noah's
Ark.... Jan.
No. 3—
No.Ethel3 — Waters
Seasoned Greetings. Sept. 23. .20.
10.9. Three
Pigs
May 27
26 8...
8...
No. 5—
4— Old Time Sport Thrills
11. Old King Cole July 27 8. . .
No.
No.Lita4—Grey
PaulChaplin
Revere. Jr. ...Oct. 7. ..21.
12.
Lullaby
Land
Aug. 18
7. , .
No.
6—
13.(NEW
Pied Piper
Oct.
6
7...
WORLD ADVENTURES
14. ..21.
SERIES)
No.Gusy5 — Shy-Janet
Operator's Reade
Opera Oct. 28.
E. M. NEWMAN
1. The Night Before
O'Day-Eton
Boys
Donald Novis-Dawn
No.
5 — From Spots
Bethlehem
Jerusalem.
Christmas
Dec. IS 8...
No.
of theto Far
East... . 10.
10 .. .
No.
6
—
'Tis
Spring
Oct.
2. The China Shop Jan. I5,'34..8...
No. 67 —— High
Main Streets
10
.19.
No.
the World II rl..
PatriciaJenkins
EllisAllen
UNIVERSAL
No. 8—
9— Beauty
Workers Spots
of theof World
rl..
No.(Technicolor)
7 — Yeast Is Yeast Nov.V. 1 1 .
No. II—
10— Costumes
Wonder Spots
of World
the World Irl..
Irl..
Title
No.
of
the
GOOFYTONE
NEWS Rel. Date
. .20.
Tom
Patricola
No. 12 — Strange Ceremonies
10....
No. 8— The Mild West... Nov.
No. 2
I
Aug.
No. 13— Top of the World
10
No.
Oct. 28.I.... .
Borden Dec.v. 18. . .23.
MUSICAL
WORLD JOURNEYS
No.Janet9— Reade-Olive
Girl Trouble
No. 3
Dec. 25. . . . I rl.
E.
M.
NEWMAN
.23.
No.OSWALD
4 CARTOONS Jan. 29.'34 . I rl.
and Durante
No. 2I—— Samoan
ExploringMemories
the Pacific II rl..
rl..
No.Mitchell
10 — Around
the Clock.. Dec. 16. ...29.
No.
..8'/2.
I rl.
Candy
House.
The
Jan.
15.
'34
No. 3— Heart of Paris
10
Four
Eton
Boys
Norma
TerrisChicken Reel
Jan. I, '34 . I rl.
No. 45—— Cannibal
Italy, the Islands
Old and the New II
No. II — Plane Crazy
pg,. 23 22
County Fair
Feb. 5.'34
No.
Irl..
Five and Dime...' Sept. 18...
Dorothy
Lee-Arthur and
No. 6 — Spanish America
1 rl..
Morton
Havel
.22.
.
Gingerbread
Boy
Mar.
12.
'34.
No. 7 — Jerusalem, the Holy City Irl..
No. 12 — Kissing Time
Dec.
In the Zoo
Nov. 6. . .
No. 8 — Picturesque Siam
Irl..
Merry Old Soul
Nov. 27...
No. 109—— Slackers
of the Jungle II rl.
rl..
Jane FromanParking Space
Dec. 18...
No.
East
Indies
16.
No.Georges
13— A Metaxa
Little Girl with
ToyPOOCH
Shoppe.CARTOONS
The
Feb. 26,'34
No. II — Central America
Irl.. .
Big Ideas
Jan. 20.'34.29. . .
No. i2 — Dark Africa
Irl..
Hot and Cold
Aug. 14. . . , ..9...
1 rl.
Picon Tonight,
No. 13— South Sea Islands
Irl..
King Klunk
Sept. 4... .7...
No.Molly
14 — Not
SheRADIO
Done Him
Right
Oct.
9...
STAR REELS
Josephine
Jan. 27. '34. 21 . . .
21 . . .
Frank
McHughThe Old Timers
Kitty Kelly
Louis Sobol — No. 3
SERIALS
(Technicolor)
Peeping
Tom
Sept. 20. . . 21...
17...
(EACH
SERIAL 12 EPISODES
OF 2 RLS.)
No. 15 — Picture Palace . .Feb. I0.'34.2I..
Louis Sobol
— No. 4
Title
Rel. Date
Min.
No.
16
—
Come
to
Dinner.
Boswell Sisters, The Dec. 6 ..
No. 17 — Business Is a . Feb. 24.'34. 10. .
Nick
Kenny
—
No.
4
SPECIALS
Pleasure
Mar. 3. '34. .2 rls.
FIRST
DIVISION
No. 18 — Silver Living Mar. 17. '34. .2 rls.
Young Eagles
.Aug. 18 19. . .
World's
GreatestAS Thrills.
Dorothy Stone
STRANGE
IT
No. 19 — Let's Play Post
SEEMS SERIES
Ofhce
.....Mar. 3l,'34..2rls.
No. 31— Novelty
Aug 7 .1 rl..
MASCOT
Jean Sargent
No.
32—
Novelty
Sept.
4.9.... . . .9....
Fighting with Kit Carson ... July 6.... 20
No.Lillian
20 — Story
Conference.. Apr. 7,'34..2rls.
No.
33
—
Novelty
Oct.
Johnny
Mack Brown(eacii)
Roth
Noah Beery
No. 34 — Novelty
Nov. 20 10....
21 — Morocco Nights .. Apr. 21. '34. .2 rls.
No. 35 — Novelty
Dec. 18... . .1 rl.. No.(Technicolor)
Lost
Jungle.
The
Apr.
1,'34.20
Clyde Squadron,
Beatty
No. 36 — Novelty
Jan 22. '34 rl.. No.Hal22 —LeRoy
Private Lessons . . June 5. '34.. 2 rls.
Mystery
The Dec. 23....(each)
20....
No.UNIVERSAL
37— Novelty
COMEDIES Feb. 19.'34 ..I21...,
Bob Steele
(each)
HOW TO BREAK 90
Three
Musketeers.
The Apr. 7
All(Mentone
at Sea
Sept.
20
.
BOBBY
JONES
No. 2)
■Wolf
JohnDog.
Wayne-Ruth
No. 4— Down Swing
July
I rl.
TheHall Sept.30
Big(Mentone
Benefit. No.
The
Oct. 18 2121... . No.
5 — Impact
July IS . Irl.
3)
Rin
Tin
Tin.
Jr.-Frankie
Darro-Boots
Mallory
No.
6
—
Fine
Points
Aug.
5
10
Big(Mentone
Casino, No.
The
Nov. 29
LOONEY TUNES
4)
No.
10
—
Beau
Bosko
7
BornSterling
April Holloway
First Mar. I4.'34 .2 rls.
PRINCIPAL
No. 12II —— Bosko
Bosko's theMechanical
Man. ...... .7.7...... .
No.
Musketeer
Tarzan.
Fearless Aug. II. ...20
Broadway
Feb. I4.'34 .2 rls.
(MentoneVarieties
No. 7)
Buster theCrabbe
(each)
No.
13
—
Bosko's
Picture
Show
7....
LOONEY TUNES (New Series)
FullHenry
Coverage
Feb. 28, '34 .2 rls.
Armetta
No. I— Buddy's Day Out. .Sept. 9 8
UNIVERSAL
Meeting
Dec. 20 20....
No.Garden
2 — Buddy's Beer
Oct. 21 7
SterlingMazie
Holloway
of Ghost City
Aug. 14 (each)
20
No. 3— Buddy's Show Boat May I2.'34. . I rl. . Gordon
Mountain
Music
Jan. 3,'34. 18....
Buck Jones-Madge
Bellamy
Louise Fazenda
No.
4
—
Buddy
the
Gob.
.
.
.Jan.
rl. . Perils
of Pauline Nov. 6 20
No. 5 — Buddy and TowserI3.'34. . II rl..
20....
NotSterling
the Marrying
Kind
Nov.
22
Evalyn ofKnappRobert Allen
Holloway
No.MELODY
6 — Buddy's
Garage
Irl..
Phantom
the Air
May 22 (each)
20
MASTERS
On (Mentone
19....
the Air No.
and I)Off Sept 6 20....
Tom Tyler- Gloria Shea
(each)
No.Fred10 — Waring
The Alma
Martyr
9
and
His
Pennsylvanians
Open Sesame
Pirate
Treasure
Jan.
29.'34.20
Oct. 25
Richard Talmadge- (each)
No. II — The Name Is Familiar
Henry Armetta
Lucille Lund
Leon Belasco and Band
OutLouise
of Gas
Nov. 8 21....
No. 12— The Audition
20
Vanishing
Shadow. TheInce
Apr. 23, '34.(each)
20
Fazenda
Onslow Stevens-Ada
Hannah Williams-Phil Emcrton's Band

iiiiii|||iiiiii|||
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lUSEI)

ECUiPMENT

USED THEATRE CHAIRS. LOWEST PRICES,
largest ERAL
stock,SEATING
all kinds,
parts for2035all Charleston
chairs. GENCOMPANY,
St.,
Chicago.
2 STRONG HIGH INTENSITY REFLECTOR
lamps complete, $300. Very fine condition. Guaranteed. JOE GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Catalogue H free. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

REBUILT SIMPLEX
COMPLETE
BARGAIN:
projectors. Also 75 to 150 ampere Hertner generator,
new. JOE GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash
good asChicago.
Ave.,
MONARCH'S SPECIAL BARGAIN
PATRONIZE
Rebuilt projectors, generators, rectifiers,
counter:
arc lamps, Mazda lamphouses, screens,
reflector
sound heads. All
chairs, lenses, portables, amplifiers, trades
completed.
theatre equipment. Satisfactory
Expert projector repairing and service. Established
SUPTHEATRE
MONARCH
list.
Free
years.
25 PLY CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
SAVE TIME SCOUTING AROUND! REFLECTOR
generators, chairs, rectifiers, anyarcs, amplifiers,
thing. Ask for list. Trades taken. Tremendous
CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
S.
O.
S.
savings.

IDCSITICNS

W

NTEt)

12 YEARS'by THEATRE
ENGINEER,
ELECTRICAL
a national
now employed
experience,
maintenance
projection and
sound,
as
organization
theatre nance
supervisor, desires connection
some
withmaintetheatre organization as purchasing, maintenance,
and technical advisor. BOX 364, MOTION
supervisor, HERALD.
PICTURE
LICENSED PROJECTIONIST. BUYER-BOOKER.
Seven vears' experience. Age 24. Salary or percentage.' PHARIS EDWARDS, Charleston, Tenn.
SOUTHERN MANAGER AND EXECUTIVE OF
fifteen vears' wide theatre experience and now in
fifth year as general manager with northern independent circuit, desires to negotiate for another
southern position. Finest references both offered
and required. BOX 365, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.
TRAINING

SCnCCLS

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT
and theatre advertising. Big opportunities for trained
men. Catalog free. THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE, 315 Washington St., Elmira, N. Y.

NEW

E€Ult>MENT

CONVERT YOUR OBSOLETE SOUND SYSTEM
to Wide Range brand new heads for Simplex and
Powers from $83.00 up. Investigate our other items
at special prices. Consulting engineering services
gratis. Let us advise you. NEW ENGLAND
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORP., 356
Worthington St., Springfield, Mass.
TRAILER REEL HOLDERS. ALUMINUM DISC
and hub for convenience in rewinding and sliding off
your trailers. An item necessary in every booth.
PriceWest$1.00
311
44thprepaid,
St., New check
York. with order. CROWIS',
TRADE WITH
"OLDMostRELIABLE
Established
25 years.
complete MONARCH."
stock theatre
equipment, sound accessories, supplies. Money saving
prices. Our central location assures snappy service.
Catalog free. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
.'
COUPLE
MILLION andLEFT—
15c Buv
ROLL,a
most
denominations
colors,TICKETS
misprints.
year's supply. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New
York.
THEATRES
FOR SALE: $3,500.00 CASH WILL BUY
theatre, no opposition, Ohio town of 4,000. Rental
$75.00 monthly, lease. BOX 361, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.
THEATRE

RCCGCAMS

THE LARGEST PROGRAM PRINTERS IN THE
Middle West now offer four-page two-color programs on enamel paper folded and delivered in the
Central States at the following prices: 5.000, $8.75;
3,000, $6.75; 2,000, $5.75; 1.000, $5.00. THEATRE
PRINTING CO., 720 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.
I^EPAII^

SERVICE

BEST GRADE REPAIR WORK. PRICES RIGHT.
Free relief heads. Prompt service. GUERCIO &
BARTHEL, 908 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

THEATRES

WANTED

LEASE OR BUY THEATRE. MINIMUM POPUlation 4.000, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia.
BOX 306, Kershaw, S. C.
GENERAL

ECUIRMENT

DON'T WORRY— RUN THE RASCALS OUTS. O. S. Wide Fidelity sound, $179.70 up complete:
soundheads. $49.50 up; unified control amplifiers, $50.04
up. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT AND SOUND
equipment. New and rebuilt. Expert repair and
servicing. Guaranteed quality. Unusual prices.
Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY
CORP., 334 W. 44th St., New York.
TWO POWERS 6B PROJECTORS LOW INtensity lamps, rectifiers, complete $300.00. 602 Phillips
Ave., Toledo, Ohio
"PERFECTLY SATISFIED, SPLENDID SERvice!" says St. Anselms Abbey, Manchester, N. H.
Why
youS. investigate
O. S. WideNewFidelity
Sound? don't
S. O.
CORP., 1600S. Broadway,
York.
SCREEN
RESUREACING
WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make it like
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
CO.,new.
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
TECHNICAL

BCCrS

"RICHARDSON'S HAND BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best and most practical. Aaron Nadell's "Projection
Sound Pictures."
Complete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksinformation
complete for
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, 1790 Broadway, New York.
PRINTING

SERVICE

lOO WINDOW CARDS, 14 x 22, 3 COLORS, $3.25
F.O.B. BERLIN PRINT, Berlin, Md.
REPRESENTATIVES
WANT FRANCHISE HOLDERS IN EVERY
state in U. S. to handle distribution of theatrical
and non-theatrical pictures. Catholic feature now
ready
for and
release.
unless able
finance
franchise
post Don't
bond answer
for territory.
Send tocomplete
data in first letter. BOX 347A. MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

WANTED

TC

DDT

WANT GOOD USED SPRING BOTTOM Upholstered seats. Must be cheap for cash. Send
sample will pay transportation back. ELLINWOOD
THEATRE, Ellinwood, Kans.
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TO MY MANY
FRIENDS IN THE THEATRE INDUSTRY
On December Ist, IS33
, ! joined the International Seat Corporation as' Vice President in
charge of sales, after severing a connection of sixteen years. This step J^as important inasmuch as the product :o which I brought my experience and happy associations was comparatively new.
The nationally knownthojt
c air I sold in the past was, to my belief, and stilLMs the best in its class,
But I now state, wi res
hesitation and with sincere enthusiasm, that^The U 16, with FLOATING COMFORT, ma
d jstrthe
y dawn of a new era in theatre seating. /In simplicity of construction and beauty of un
and
carriage.
it is as far advanced over present pfquipment as the "airflow"
auto is over the horse t design,
The growth of any In
is measured by the continuous perfec^don of Its product. Outside
of the steel back pane
and steel bottom board to replace venee'rs, which were specified and
adapted by Paramoun seven years ago, theatre chair design has orogressed little in the past
twenty years.
With the designing of
the Uindustry
16 by has
automotive
enginep'^rs on ahead
the principles
of unit construction, the theatre hair
jumped body
twenty-five/years
of its present
day
Iproduct.
would be happy to
room in the Paramoun have you inspect the FLOATING c/OMFORT of the U 16 at my show
Building,
or at the offices of our representatives if you were unable to
at the Astor

INTCRNATICN/IL SEAT CCCI3CI5ATI€N
A subsidiary of Union City Body Co.
PARAMOUNT BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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JOHII rtiimritiHiii, f.ii.li.«.
182 TaONGATE.
Gl-ASGOW, C.I
Dscambar 22th 1933.
notion Picture Ssrald ,
1790 Broadway,
Nn York.
At. Better Theatrea
Gentlomeni ■>
page 11 of waDie.s«w 16/33
Theatre", the
articles The Reading
Carlton onModernized,
that "Better
in tlie parragraph
about
acoustic, there is a material call Sabintte ^good for better sound.
Would you be please inform where to have some infonnation
about the price, how to use it etc?
Thanking vary nucb, we beg to remain

"Better '^I'.eatres" Division,
I'lOtion
.'ioture Hprald,
1790 Y05K,
Broi.dnay,
IWiT
u. :. A.
Oeitlemen,
'obliged national
if you v.ould.
this requestI cbsll
to thebe apents,
Theatreforward
Tu'ir.ly
Oompanyj ofi'orglass
, further
If possible,
sanMes
tilesparticulars
produced byand.
Scaled
Joint
Products
'Company Cection"
as illustrated
in v ur Illuni
Januaryiated
"B?tter ''healras
under Modern
Pacauec,
Your- laiil'iuilv.
faiihrully

Very Xnily Yours

EXHIBITOR

ARCHITECT

IN REPLY PLEASE REFER TO
If. 1. lioJannet

. . . and
such

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY MINISTER OF HOSPITALS
TOEOHTO,
January 18, 1934.
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Gentlemen:
The Hospitals Division of this Deuartment
is la the market, at the present moment, for a silent
motion picture screen.
it would be apOTeoiated if you
will kindly advise the beat type. and class of screen to
use^ and where this screen may te purchased.
Tours very trul
Hospitals
Better Theatre Division,
1790 Broadway Ave,,
K3.V XOHZ,
V.S.A.

WI15:D1J3
GOVERNMENT

Better
World

Theatres

Headquarters
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Observations

5 Further defining the new position in the industry won by the
theatre manager — a position in
keeping with the training and
energy his responsibilities today
demand — is the adoption by a
number of theatre groups of a
bonus plan, by which the manager
shares financially in the prosperity
of a theatre according to the success he brings to it.
And need it yet again be pointed
out that such success does not come
alone from the playing of pictures
having noteworthy box office virtues, or merely from the gift of
shrewdness in the arts of exploitation? In the first place, pictures
are made in Holl5rwood, not in the
manager's office, and there will always be a percentage which will
require, if not defy, an inspired ingenuity in those who would exploit them. The successful manager is he who can keep the box
office level from too many deep
dips by selling, not only the picture, but his theatre; and who can
keep the property operating effectively without waste in time and
money.
Management in this sense — in
today's sense — is not mere exploitation. It is fiscal and technological supervision as well. And
it is this kind of management
which well deserves to participate
in the profits of proprietorship.
Incidentally, the bonus plan was
suggested many months ago by
Mr. J. T. Knight, Jr., in one of
his early articles in BETTER
Theatres.
5 Because to cool the theatre during the warm months is the most
obvious recommendation of modern air conditioning, this function

in theatre operation suggests itself
most readily as we dare to think of
spring. Yet it really is, of course,
an all-year-round affair.
Today it is appreciably different
from the time when summer cooling became the boast of our million-dollar theatres. And the
developments in the science of air
conditioning have also placed its
mechanical means within reach of
houses far more economically
planned. Well indeed that this is
so, for the public today is learning
about air conditioning, for offices
and homes as well as theatres — and
that the better theatres have it.
The public is becoming air conditioning-conscious, ait
s were, because at last the research work
devoted to it has developed a
good-sized industry. In a recent
address, Mr. H. F. Hildreth, representing Westinghouse, explained
this prominence thus:
''First, it should be remembered
that literally millions of dollars
have been expended in the necessary research work to uncover the
facts and principles of the subject.
"Second, because of the fact that
at last somebody is actually doing
something about the weather, naturally everyone would talk about
it, write about it, cuss it, discuss it
and what not! I think I might
say with perfect safety that few
subjects in our memory have
had the publicity, good and otherwise, that air conditioning has.

For identification of writers and
editorial notes on articles in Better
Theatres refer to Among Contributors toThis Issue, on page 32.

"Third, the demand is here, the
market is ready, and with proper
engineering and applications, air
conditioning just cannot be kept in
Hildreth further declared
theMr.
background."
that the engineering principles and
facts of air conditioning now are
"as nearly accurate as is humanly
"In a large sense," he said, "the
publicity given has been entirely
justified,
possible." and we can now safely
say that air conditioning has
reached the stage where it can be
considered as a self-liquidating
investment."
5 The name of Dr. A. N. Goldsmith has been suggested among
those worthy of representing the
theatre in the motion picture Code
organization. He is certainly all of
that. An engineer of international
affiliations, widely experienced as
an organizer, energetic in all his
activities, he has also demonstrated
a deep, constructive sympathy in
the affairs of the motion picture
theatre since the presidency of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers added these to his many interests.
He has sought for example, to
make the Society more intimately
useful to the motion picture industry, to carry its activities to the
rank and file. He has attended
every meeting of the Practical
Projection Committee. The theatre's daily job he judges not too
small for the technologist's pains.
And this very attitude suggests
that he would bring to the Code
deliberations not only a proper
knowledge of the theatre, but full
appreciation of those who do the
theatre's work. — G. S.
[5]
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DID YOU ever have an expensive hat or suit Avhich you wore a great
deal, but soon found yourself tired of, although itwas still serviceable? Sure you
did. So have all of us, and so do we come
to feel about other things. And that's how
your patrons feel about your theatre. A
woman puts a new bit of trimming on an
old hat, and she is proud of herself and
quite as pleased with her appearance as if
the hat were new. Why can't we do the
same thing to our theatres?
It is extremely simple to perk up the
house a bit to relieve the stereotyped impressions your patron gets as he sits in the
auditorium of your theatre watching a
show. After all, your policy probably consists in an almost constant repetition of the
same type of show — feature picture, newsreel, comedy, cartoon, etc., and yet you undoubtedly realize that variety and change
and novelty amounts to the essence of this
business. I am convinced that false economy practiced at the sacrifice of the creation of different atmospheres for the presentation of a show, is costly and will have a
telling effect upon gross business, all other
things being equal.
If you are married, I'll wager anything
that you have barked your shins on a chair
that happened to be in a different place,
simply because your wife got tired of seeing
the furniture in the usual order and shifted
the layout of the room. She wanted a
change. We all need change, and certainly
the common meeting place of the people,
your theatre, should reflect the necessity of
change.
SMALL
REPAIRS
OF
BIG EFFECT
IN THE paragraphs below
I offer some simple ideas for freshening the
appearance of your house at a minimum
cost, plus a few thoughts on a new use for
existing idle equipment in your theatre.
BOX OFFICE
The first point of impression is the box
office. Why not have a second set of
draperies of inexpensive material for use in
summer.
Are the wall? of the box office
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clean, or are they covered with scribbled
telephone numbers? Fifty cents worth of
paint and a porter's time can very simply
solve this problem.
How about the ticket chopper? Every
patron entering the theatre walks past the
chopper and cannot help but glance at it.
If it is painted, why not change the color
scheme occasionally with ten-cent store
lacquer?
STAIRCASE
The lobby probably does present a changing appearance because of the difference in
posters and the positions of easels. But
how about the grand staircase just off the
lobby going to the balcony? It is a safe
bet that the carpet on the leading edge of
the steps is worn. It is a very simple trick
to loosen the carpet on the entire stairway,
and push it down 4 or 5 inches, thus putting
a new surface of carpet on the tread of the
steps and hiding the worn spots. This little
plan has probably been used before, and I
am sure you will agree with me that while
not as effective as new carpet, of course, it
creates a decided improvement.
HANDRAILS
The handrails naturally become worn by
constant use. If they are finished with varnish, itis simple enough to sandpaper them
and put a little varnish on. If you like to
putter around the place yourself, why not
try it sometime? (The exercise won't do
you a bit of harm!) Otherwise have an
usher who takes pride in the appearance of
the theatre in which he works, do the job.
If the handrails are painted you have a little
different problem. I have found that two
coats of good lacquer, covered by another
coat of clear lacquer, gives a serviceable
wear-resisting finish.
LOBBY WALLS
Possibly the walls beside the stairs are
covered with finger prints. Try removing
them with a weak solution of Ivory soap
and water. In places where the wall is
chipped or scratched, temporary touchingup can be done with a bit of water color.
Even show card colors from your poster
artist will do the trick.
IMPROVEMENTS
THAT
COST
LITTLE
IF YOU HAVE read this far
in this article, you probably have one of
two impressions. First, you may have decided by now that this discussion is lot of
old-maidish nonsense, or it may have served
to remind you that patrons, who make the
existence of the theatre possible, would have
their pleasure enhanced if they were not annoyed with things in the appearance of thea-

SHOW

COPPOCK

homes.tres that they would not tolerate in their
Some people, of course, criticize modern
theatres and say that they are over-decorated and in bad taste, but you and I know
that over-decoration is deliberate because
motion picture theatres in general are supported by the "masses" and not by the
"classes." The bulk of the people that
make up your audience possibly are tired
of the drab appearance of their own homes.
They are seeking color, illusion, splendor
and glamour, and the least expensive way
that they can find it is through a visit to
your theatre. Certainly that should be
sufficient reason for making a conscientious
effort to maintain the appearance of the
house, and in maintaining that appearance,
to effect enough changes so that people
seeking relief from drabness will not be
treated to a similar monotony, in both the
appearance of the theatre and the stereotyped character of the show when they come
to your playhouse
FURNISHINGS
WTiy not shift the furniture around a bit ?
Move the furniture from the balcony foyer
downstairs to the orchestra floor. Shift
things around in the lounge. Put new ash
trays in the women's lounge, and make a
slight change in the lamping of the
chandeliers. All of these things cost practically nothing but a little effort, and the
resultant effect will be sufficient reward for
a little back-bending.
If the walls
andpainted,
women'sit
lavatories
are notofofthe
tile,men's
but are
is extremely simple to achieve new effects
by repainting these walls and possibly by
trimming them with a simple stencil design

MR.

COPPOCK
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that you can get for 25c in any, progressive
paint store.
AUDITORIUM
FLOOR
The other day I happened to be checking
loose seats in the theatre and noticed that
the concrete floor, which had been painted
some two years ago, was becoming a bit
shabby. Truthfully, we were not in a position to repaint the entire floor at that time,
but we were able to paint a strip of floor
on each aisle in the width of two seats. The
change in the appearance certainly justified
this expenditure. If an usher is seating
with a flashlight, the patron naturally looks
at the floor to avoid stumbling. Your
carpet, of course, is clean, but when the
patron turns into the aisle to be seated, the
contrast between a clean carpet and a
shabby floor isn't any box ofBce help.
Cement paints have been developed that
will dry over night.
ADDING
INTEREST
TO
THE SHOW
I PERSONALLY believe that
the greatest possibilities for the relief of
sameness about your theatre is in the presentation of the program itself. Those houses
that are fortunate enough to be equipped
with a Brenograph (Brenkert effects projector) have almost unlimited possibilities
to color up a program, but the theatres that
are not so equipped are in the majority.
For those theatres which have effect
projectors, almost unlimited change is possible. Instead of just putting a background design on the screen, why not occasionally divert the beam with the mirrors
on the front of the lamp and put a design
on the sides of the proscenium arch or on
the organ grilles or ventilator grilles at the
sides of the front of the auditorium?
SHORT SUBJECTS
If your stage happens to be equipped with
a light colored traveler curtain, pillars of
solid color or any simple design will become
effective in adding atmosphere to a short
subject. Pages and pages could be written
suggesting stunts to do with the Breno-
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graph, but I believe that the houses that
need dressing up in the atmospheric presentations of their programs (because they are
apt to lack it now) are those that are not
equipped with an effects projector. Any
theatre that has two old incandescent spotlamps, whether they be from the stage or
permanently mounted on the balcony rail,
can achieve remarkable effects for the ornamentation ofthe show.
Regular sciopticon condensers and objective lenses for these spotlights to convert
them into stereopticons, are expensive. Any
High school student with a rudimentary
knowledge of optics can plan for you a
sciopticon mounting for these spotlights.
Possibly a discussion of the arrangement in
our theatre will be sufficient for you to see
a way to make a similar device.
A sheet-iron tube about 30 inches in
length, was fitted on the front of the spotlights, with a slit near the back where a
slide or metal stencil could be placed. An
objective lens was fitted into the far end of
the tube. The tube itself was made of two
sections that telescoped so that the distance
from the back of the tube to the objective
lens could be changed. Obviously such construction isnecessary in order to focus for
a sharply projected image. We were able
to equip completely two 1,000-watt spotlamps with these mountings for $6 each.
Now for the use of these sciopticons.
APPLYING PROJECTORS
Mount them on the balcony rail where
they are out of sight, and where you probably already have an electric outlet. Any
poster shop with a cut-awl can cut out a
simple design from shim brass, thus giving
you a stencil that can be slipped into the
slot at the rear of the lens tube. To color
the effect, of course, a sheet of gelatine may
be slipped in next to the stencil. A simple
design that we have effectively used for the
presentation of the newsreel consists merely
in closing the traveler curtain to the sides
of the screen, using a shim brass stencil of
a cameraman and camera projected on the
traveler curtain for the entire newsreel.
To create further atmospheric effect, pro-

things. ... a second set of box
... among
office
drapes other
for use in summer. . . . touching up
walls where plaster is chipped, with water color or
poster paint. . . . shifting the furniture from one foyer to another. ... a bit
of trimming for the lavatories achieved with a two-bit stencil. . . . paint for
the concrete floor beneath the aisle chairs (this fools 'em into thinking the whole
floor is painted!) . . . spotlighting impressive features of the auditorium decorative scheme before the first performance and during intermissions. . . . using
the effects projector to give the screen program color and novelty. . . . for
example, designs along the proscenium arch or at the organ or ventilator grilles.
. . . special interpretive lighting effects for the short subjects, using your effects
projector. ... or if not fortunate enough to have one, using one made by adapting your spots. . , . two old incandescent spotlamps will do, attaching projecting
device made along lines of that used at the Paramount theatre in 'Staten Island
and described In the accompanying article. . . . and developing a library of
stencils for projecting effects with color gelatines. . . . using the opened traveler
as a screen for lighting effects. ... or using the apron and sides of the stage, If
wide enough, for seasonal settings, lighted by simple arrangement of spots. All
of these "tricks of the trade" Mr. Coppock and his staff have used at the Paramount theatre in Stapleton, Staten Island, New York, one of the most successful
of Paramount Publlx houses, and others may find them as effective.
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scenium strip lights, or a hanging spot from
the grid, or another spot from the balcony
rail, covered this section of the traveler
with a background color of blue, while a
piece of amber gelatine was placed over the
stencil of the cameraman. If you carry out
this idea, I am sure you will be agreeably
surprised at the pleasant effect created, and
the touch of color that is added to the drabness of a black-and-white screen show.
If the mechanical description above
hasn't been sufficient for you to picture in
your mind the construction of this type of
sciopticon, I am sure you will understand
the plan quite clearly if you will merely
look at the construction of any simple
stereopticon of the type used in schools for
the projection of educational slides. Naturally, the focal length of the lens used is
dependent on the distance of throw and the
size of image you desire. Single stereopticon
lenses cost only a few cents and are exchangeable. Inusing these sciopticons for
six months, we have built up a library of
brass stencils of the following designs :
cameraman, triangles, moon and stars, dogs,
horseheads, campfire, bathing girl, golfer,
diamonds, baseball played with bat, cowboy, etc. Hundreds of other designs will
suggest themselves to you. The flexibility
feature of such apparatus is itself extremely
valuable, as to the place upon which the
image may be projected, the size of the
image, its color from the use of gelatine, and
its low-cost construction.
The public is definitely color-conscious.
Automobiles used to be sold on their
mechanical perfection, but today the color
of their bodies is an important factor.
Fountain pens are colored, glassware is
colored, there is color everywhere, and why
shouldn't people coming to your theatre to
release themselves temporarily from a drab
existence, also enjoy color ?
SEASONAL SETTINGS
Another simple little stunt to add atmosphere and color to a film presentation is
possible if your stage is quite wide and there
is an unused space on the apron at each
side of the screen. By placing a baby spotlight in the foots, and hanging another spot
out of sight directly overhead, miniature
seasonal settings can be simply lighted.
Why not borrow fountains from the local
florist? How about a simple harvest scene
{Continued o?i page 34)
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ANY Discessiox of mechanical and electric maintenance must of
necessity emphasize the three words, lubrication, cleanliness and adjustment. Practically, these three words cover the entire
problem.
Full appreciation of the technical significance oflubrication, cleanliness and adjustment by the manager, and the conscientious effort on the part of the engineer
or theatre handy-man to put them into
practice, will save money and the inconvenience ofsudden breakdowns.
Lubrication is certainly the most important element in mechanical maintenance.
Poor and insufficient lubrication will result in ineffective and costly operation even
of the finest equipment. The old saying,
"It's not the first cost but the upkeep,"
must have been the reaction of a man
who did not appreciate the importance of
proper lubrication.
The purpose of oil as a lubricant is to
keep sliding or rotating surfaces apart.
The oil forms a film between the two
metal parts, which minimizes wear and
reduces friction, thereby eliminating the
excessive heating of the metal parts. Under
the microscope, the smoothest bearing surfaces of a well-built machine is made up
of ridges, hills and valleys. A cross-section of this same surface will appear as
a saw-tooth edge. When two such surfaces are rubbed together, or one rotated
upon the other, the high spots tend to
wear down. Continuing this action at
even nominal speeds will soon develop excessive heat. In the incident of axles, the
heat expands the metals causing the axle
and the bearing to stick, commonly referred to as "freezing."
SELECTION
OF
PROPER LUBRICANT
WATER,
GREASE, oil,
graphite or soapstone might be used to
lubricate these two surfaces. The action
of a lubricant is to fill up the valleys and
to form a film between the two surfaces.
Until such lubricants are "broken down,"
or are lost by leakage to the point where

the high spots of the metal come in contact again, the process of lubrication might
be said to have been accomplished. From
this discussion it follows that one of the
primary qualities of a lubricant is the
keeping of a film between moving parts.
HEAVY PARTS
In cases of heavy moving parts, the pressure tends to increase the rate of breakdown of the lubricant. Hence the film
strength or the resistance to breakdown is
one of the qualities to consider in selecting
a proper lubricant. The necessity of having this quality eliminates water from being considered a good and satisfactory
lubricant.
VISCOSITY
Possibly the next most important quality of a good lubricant is that it must not
run out from between the bearing surfaces.
This depends to a great extent upon the
viscosity of the oil or grease, and the effect
that heat has upon the viscosity. The viscosity of any fluid is the resistance offered
by the fluid to the flowing motion of its
particles. A liquid that flows as easily as
water is said to have a low viscosity,
whereas one that flows like thick molasses
has a high viscosity.
If reducing the wear between two surfaces with the smallest amount of lubricant
is all that is necessary, it follows that it
only would be necessary to use the thickest oil or grease possible. But heavy oils
and greases do not necessarily greatly reduce friction. Therefore a medium must
be arrived at in selecting a proper lubricant for a particular part of a machine.
The proper oil will reduce friction and
wear to a minimum, should not run out of
the bearing too freely and should not break
down rapidly.
EFFECT

OF
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This briefly and very generally covers
the subject of those qualities necessary to
keep in mind when Selecting a proper
lubricating oil. Cheap or reclaimed oils
should not be used, they are very expensive
in the long run. It is recommended to
use the oil and grease products of a reputable producer or refiner. Most of the
larger oil companies have on their staffs
lubricating engineers who will visit theatres and advise on proper grades of oils
for each particular job. This service is
rendered without charge. Also, the manufacturers of equipment are always glad
to give advice as to the proper oils and
greases to be used on their machines.
CLEANING
THE EQUIPMENT
CLEANLINESS of mechanical and electrical equipment is second in
importance to lubrication and is of much
more importance in reducing wear and
increasing prolonged life and performance
than generally realized by some managers.
Dust may be removed from motors, generators and fans best by the use of an
electric blower. These blowers are especially designed with a long rubber nozzle
for getting air pressure into places that
are difficult to reach in any other way.
Such blowers are comparatively inexpensive and should be in every theatre.
REMOVING GREASE
Thick grease or thick and hardened oil
can be removed by using kerosene or gasoline. Metal bearings of bronze or babbitt
should be cleaned from time to time. When
these bearings are cleaned certain grooves
will be noted. These are oil grooves and
should be carefully cleaned so that they

TEMPERATURE

Attention is especially directed to the
fact that temperature is a very great influence on viscosity. It is for this reason
that lighter oil (lower viscosity) is used
in motor cars in winter than in summer.
It follows that the oil used in motors or
ventilating fans or pumps so located that
they are affected by the seasonal change of
temperature, should be lubricated with
lighter oils and greases in winter than in
summer. Specifically, a fan and motor located in a penthouse on the roof is subjected to the freezing temperatures of
winter. The motor may not be able to
carry the starting load if a heavy body oil
is used. However, in warm weather this
same fan and motor is subjected to the
highest temperature. At such times the
heavier oil will prove most yatisfactory.

electrogram
ARMATURE PROTECTION— After
making any necessary repairs on
fields or armature windings, use a
liquid insulation
to "Ajax" No.
air
drying
varnish, equal
red protective
880 or "Slyptal" 1201 laquer (General Electric Company) or other reliable brand. Slyptal or asphaltum
paint are especially fine for use when
a machine Is subjected to batter/
acid fumes. — M. R.
•

Write us your electrical problem. An expert reply will be
promptly Electrographed.
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won't be clogged with sediment or dust that
has worked its way into the oil. These oil
grooves are for the purpose of permitting
a free passage for the oil when accelerated
by the rotary motion of the axle, and the
oil from these grooves feeds in between
the bearing surfaces. Such grooves also
assist in retaining the oil in the bearing
and retards the loss of oil through leakage. On some machines there are definite
rings or packing provided to protect against
the loss of oil through leakage.
On other types of machines the bearings
are fed oil by oil rings which obtain their
oil from an oil bath or oil well through
which the ring passes. In this type of
bearing it is essential that the lubricating
oil in the well be kept at the proper height,
otherwise the bearing will not receive the
necessary amount of oil.
Glass oil cups and grease cups are provided on many types of machines. These
should be kept filled and properly adjusted
at all times for protection against dry bearings. Most bearing boxes and bearing oil
wells are provided with dust caps or covers
for the purpose of keeping dust from getting into the wells or bearing boxes. It
has often been noted that such covers have
been removed or lost, and replacement of
these covers is necessary; often satisfactory
substitutes can be made right in the theatre.
ADJUSTING
THE EQUIPMENT
ALL EQUIPMENT should
be kept in proper adjustment. An improper adjustment of the parts of a machine has a direct effect upon the rate of
wear on the various parts and the performance ofthe machine as a unit. Loose
bolts and nuts, belts too long or too short,
foundation bolts loose, or worn bearings,
all should be taken care of just as soon
as discovered. Delays in all matters of
adjustment in the parts of a machine always indicate excessive wear and strain,
which in turn mean large expenditures for
maintenance and repairs.
USE OF FUSES
With particular reference to all electrical equipment, protection against overload is provided for by fuses. A great
responsibility rests upon the manager and
the electrician to see to it that circuits and
equipment are not over-fused. Over-fusing jeopardizes the equipment; it is liable
to become damaged before the excessively
large fuse link would melt, thereby breaking the circuit.
The cheapest and most usual circuit
breaking device is the fuse. All fuses consist of a link or wire of fusible metal encased in a cartridge or plug, usually referred to as cartridge or plug fuses, depending upon the form. The fuse link is
most generally of lead-zinc or tin alloy.
All fuses are installed in the electric circuit to be protected in series.
All fuses are in some way plainly marked
with their predetermined, safe carrying
load. When a burned out, or "blown"
fuse, is removed, replace it with a fuse of
the same rated capacity. When more than
the rated load passes through the fuse,
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VENTILATING FAN (replying to J. M.
O.): Your theatre with 209 seats should
have installed a fan capable of delivering 5,225 cubic feet of air per minute.
This is figured at the rate of 25 cubic
feet of air per seat per minute. The
cubic content of your theatres is 58 X
23 X 12, or 16,008 cubic feet. This
means that with a fan delivering 5,225
cubic feet per minute you should get a
complete air change every 3I/2 minutes.
We recommend a forward curved
multivane fan, which operates at a low
peripheral speed, combined with large
capacity and quietness while in operation. It Is also recommended that the
fan be directly connected to the driving
motor. Delivery of air at the point in
your theatre indicated on the sketch
should be satisfactory. A pressure will
be built up In the auditorium, and air
will be forced out of the entrance doors.
Some consideration must be given to
the installation of directional louvres at
the point where the air enters the auditorium. These are necessary so that
proper distribution of air may be had
and each person will get his share.
Write to any of the standard ventilating fan manufacturing companies
and give them the following data and
ask for their prices and terms on the
equipment. We are sure that you can
install it with local labor. Tell them:
1 . Cubic feet of air per minute re2. Static pressure required (about I
quired.
Inch would be sufficient for you).
3. Type of motive power available.
4. Noise must be at a minimum, because blower must be installed within
feet of delivery point of air
into auditorium and will only have approximately feet of duct run.
5. As the whole installation must be
as Inexpensive as possible, a constantspeed motor is desirable.
In the construction of the ducts, keep
them large; if they are to be made of
sheet metal, line them with some sound
absorbing material.

there is heat enough generated at the fuse
link to melt it, thereby breaking the circuit, resulting in saving the equipment
from damage due to over-heating.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
The general practice of all fuse manufacturers, except in certain exceptions, and

YOUR QUESTIONS: These pithy paragraphs, presented under the title,
"Maintenance Tabs," will henceforth
be a regular feature of Better Theatres, prepared by J. T. Knight, Jr.,
to supplement his more comprehensive
discussions of theatre operating problems. The purpose of "Maintenance
Tabs" is to give the theatre owner and
manager authoritative practical service
in the daily operation and maintenance
of their properties. Your questions are
therefore invited. They will be promptly answered in these columns with identification only by means of initials, in
addition to answers to Inquiries, "Maintenance Tabs" will offer advice on
operating and maintenance topics selected byMr. Knight.
CLEANING FLUES: All boilers are provided with flue cleaning openings
through which the heating surface can
be reached by means of brushes or
scrapers. The flues of coal burning
boilers should be cleaned once each
week to keep the surface free from
soot or ash. Oil-burning boiler flues
should be examined frequently to determine when cleaning is necessary.
CRYSTAL FIXTURES: The crystals on
lighting fixtures are best cleaned by
dusting with a soft air blast from an air
hose, orthen
brushed
a soft
duster;
applywith
alcohol
withpainter's
a soft
camel's hair brush. Finally polish each
crystal
with a soft rag or a dry camel's
hair brush.
THERMOMETERS: Dial type thermometers which operate on the principle of
different coefficients of expansion of
two metals riveted together and coiled
similar to the main spring of a watch,
are not good for use in theatres. The
length of time during which they give
accurate reading is usually very short.

usually indicated on the fuse label, is to
design their fuses to take a 10% overload
for an indefinite period. All fuses should
"blow" when overloaded 25%. There are
other devices for protecting electric circuits and the connected equipment, known
as circuit breakers. Most types of circuit
(Continued on page 27)
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A

985-SEAT

THEATRE

COST

• Illustrated here is a new theatre with a capacity of 985 on a single floor,
built at a cost of approximately $40,000. The theatre is located in
Brockton, Mass., and was recently opened under the name Modern. A
modern design, effected through the use of modern materials and patterns,
characterizes the architecture and plan. The architects were Eisenberg &
Peer of Boston. The Modern is a single-floor house in a building measuring
62 X 132 feet, with a lobby entering at right angles, measuring 25 x 65
feet. The building is of brick, erected around a steel frame, with the
roof framed in steel bowstring trusses and a steel and concrete roof deck.
The roof is insulated with 3/4-inch "Insulite" board over which is a five-ply
built-up roof. All interior partitions are of gypsum and cinder block
reinforced with steel. The front of the building is faced with artificial
limestone, with a granite base, and is trimmed with porcelain metal. The
plan includes lounges of simple modern design and furnishings. The auditorium has Celotex wall surfaces, on which modernistic patterns are stenciled. Of the total cost, $27,500 represents the structure, and $9,500 the
equipment. The shell of the building cost $ I 6,000, $3,500 went for heating
and ventilating, $1,200 for decorating, and $1,600 for lighting and wiring.

THAT

$40,000
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DISCUSSION HAS frequently arisen with respect to the right of a
theatre owner to restrict the lower floor
of the theatre exclusively for one classification of persons, such as the white race.
A careful review of the leading higher
court cases discloses that the courts have
consistently held that a place of public
amusement is a private business which is
not governed by rules governing common
carriers or other kind of business affected
with a public duty. Therefore, in the
absence of state laws or regulations, the
proprietors are not, as in the case of common carriers, obligated to admit anyone
who may apply and be willing to pay for
a ticket, but may admit or exclude persons
at their pleasure. Moreover, if anyone
applies at the ticket office of a theatre
and desires to purchase tickets of admission
and is refused, he has no right of suit
against the proprietor of a theatre for such
refusal.
Also, it is important to know that in
the absence of a statutory regulation, a
theatre proprietor may make such rules
and regulations for the conduct of the
business as he sees fit, and he may segregate
or exclude persons of all classes or races
and admit only whomsoever he desires. In
other words, a ticket of admission to a
theatre in the absence of a statute requirement is a mere license and revocable at
the will of the proprietor.
When the right of revocation has been
exercised, if a ticket holder attempts to
enter, or if, after having entered, he refuses
to leave, he becomes a trespasser. He may
be prevented from entering or may be removed after having entered, with such
force as is necessary for the purpose, and
it makes no difference whether the ticket
is one for general admission or for particular seats in a designated portion of the
house. Where, however, a ticket is sold
to a purchaser, whether white or colored,
and the theatre proprietor refused to permit
the purchaser to occupy the seat or portion
of the house called for by the ticket, no
more force can be legally used than is
necessary to prevent the pTirchaser from
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entering or occupying the seat or the portion of the house called for by the ticket.
Therefore, the purchaser is not subjected
to abusive or insulting or offensive language, or otherwise by improper treatment,
else the theatre owner may be liable in
damages.
However, as above stated, in the absence
of statutory regulation a theatre owner
is not liable in damages for failure to refuse a patron, who has purchased a ticket,
to enter the theatre providing the value
of the ticket is refunded to the purchaser
and he is refused admission to the theatre,
or ejected therefrom with the least amount
of force necessary under the circumstances.
CASE
For example, in the latest higher court
case involving this point of the law, De
La Ysla V. Publix Theatres Corporation
(26 P. [2d] 818, Salt Lake City, Utah),
it was disclosed that four Filipinos purchased four tickets to the Victory theatre
and paid $1.40 therefor. The Filipinos
presented the tickets to the usher and as
they were about to enter the lower floor
called for by the tickets, the head usher
halted them and showed them to the balcony, to which the Filipinos objected and
demanded an explanation. The head usher
stated, "It is the rule of the house that
we are not allowed to seat you Filipinos
on the lower floor by reason of your race
Filipinos filed suit against the theandThecolor."
atre owner and asked the court to grant
a judgment of $4,000 damages as a result
of such racial discrimination in the presence
of many persons at the theatre at the time.
The Filipinos contended that they were
entitled to a judgment for damages because
they were put to "shame, great embarrassment, mortification, ridiculed and humiliated thus causing them great disgrace, mental sufferings and humiliations of their perdignities." to observe that the lower
It issonal
interesting
court refused to hold the theatre owner
liable and dismissed the suit. The Filipinos
appealed to the higher court which stated
the following important law:
DECISION
"Their only remedy is for breach of
contract, and the measure of their damages
the amount paid for the tickets and other
legal and pecuniary damages sustained by
them as a direct and proximate result of
the breach ; but, in such cases, no recovery
may be had for compensatory or punitive
damages for disappointment suffered by
reason of having been denied admission
or for humiliation or mental suffering and
the like. . . . Considering the case from

CASES

LEO

T. PARKER

the viewpoint, as we do, that the only
legal damages for the alleged breach of the
contract stated in the complaint was the
purchase price paid for the tickets, and
regarding all other alleged elements of
damage as irrelevent and for which, under
the allegations of the complaint, no recovery on the alleged breach of contract
can
CASEbe had, how stands the case?"
Also, in another higher court case, Taylor V. Cohn (47 Or. 538), it was shown
that a negro purchased tickets to a theatre
to occupy boxes. On presenting themselves and the tickets they were informed
that "it is a rule of this house not to allow
negroes to occupy boxes and you will have
to The
exchange
yourrefused
tickets."to exchange the
negroes
tickets and were thereupon requested by
the theatre owner to leave the theatre. The
purchaser of the tickets filed suit against
the theatre owner to recover damages alleging that he was greatly disappointed,
disturbed in mind, and humiliated, etc.
Since no statute regulated the operation
of theatres in this respect the higher court
held the theatre owner not liable, and
quoted the law as follows:
DECISION
"The case as presented by the plaintiff
has not a single tortious feature. He
had purchased tickets, calling on their face
for seats which he insisted on having, and
it was the duty of the defendant to give
them to him ; but his failure to perform
that duty was simply a failure to perform
his contract with the holders of the tickets,
and for such failure the remedy, as in any

electrogram
OIL LEAKS — For stopping oil leaks
from the oil well of a motor or generator, which Is caused by a flaw,
sand hole or crack In the casting:
Clean the part thoroughly with gasoline or carbon tetrachloride. Purchase a mixture of litharge and
glycerin from a drug store, or cast
Iron cement from a hardware store,
or a tube of "Permatex" from an
auto supply store, and apply a thin
coating to casting.
*

Write us your electrical problem. An expert reply will be
promptly ElectronrapSed.
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other simple breach of contract, is in assumpsit for damages for the breach. . . .
The proprietor of a theatre is a private
individual, engaged in a strictly private
business, which, though for the entertainment of the public, is always limited to
those whom he may agree to admit to it. . . .
When he sells a ticket, he creates contractual relations with the holder of it, and
whatever duties on his part grow out of
these relations he is bound to perform, or

YOU'RE

respond in damages for the breach of his
contract, if it is of that only that complaint
canSaid
be made."
the Oregon court further :
"It is clear, therefore, that plaintiff cannot maintain an action in tort against the
defendant (theatre owner) to recover damages for the wrongful refusal to permit
him to occupy the seats purchased, nor for
the humiliation or inconvenience attending
such refusal."

SPECIAL

BOSS

POLICE

OF

By M. MARVIN BERGER
MEMBER NEW YORK BAR
IN MY ARTICLE in the January 13th issue, I
referred generally to the fact that a wilful or negligent act committed by the
employe of a theatre operator in the line of his duty, which resulted in injury or
humiliation to a patron, would generally make the operator liable to the patron.
That statement applies to all the employes of a theatre operator alike, with but
one possible exception. The one limited exception to this rule Is a special police
officer.
A number of theatres, especially those located In large towns and cities, make
It a practice to employ special police officers or constables to maintain order
on the premises. Generally such an officer Is appointed by local authorities and
Is authorized by them to exercise the duties of a peace officer, being paid, however, bythe Individual employing him.
Let us now assume that John Jones Is employed as a special officer at a
theatre. His duties are to maintain order, restrain boisterous patrons and generally to guard his employer's property. While engaged In his duties at the
theatre he hears an argument taking place at the box office and finds that a
patron who has bought an admission. Is protesting to the cashier that he has not
received his correct change. Jones Intervenes In the quarrel, and falling to
placate the patron, loses his patience and bodily ejects the patron, inflicting
serious Injuries upon him. The customer sues the theatre operator for assault
and recovers a verdict.
For the benefit of those who think that a special policeman Is a privileged
character, let me explain that the verdict In the above case Is completely justified
by law. To quote a leading case, "The weight of modern opinion is that where
private persons, with the consent of the state, employ Its police officers to represent them, and to do special work for them In protecting and preserving their
property and maintaining order on the premises, and such officers are engaged
in the performance of their duties to their employers and are acting within the
scope of their powers and duties, they become and are the servants and employes
of such private persons, and for negligent and wanton acts committed by them
In the line of their duty, and when engaged in the performance of such duties,
to the injury of others, their masters or employers are liable."
By this statement it must not be understood that the employer of a special
police officer Is liable for all the acts committed by him. The decisions hold
generally that a special officer acts sometimes as a public officer and sometimes
as the servant of the person employing him.
As a public officer, such a special policeman bears the duty of preserving the
public peace and arresting offenders.
As the servant of the person employing him, his duty Is to protect his employer's
property and to maintain order upon the premises and to carry out the work
assigned to him by his employer.
For any wanton or negligent Injury to a third person, committed by the officer,
while so engaged In his master's business, his employer Is liable.
However, Insofar as the officer acts as a public servant, charged with the duty
of maintaining law and order, such as arresting a person for disorderly conduct,
he does not act as his employer's servant. For Injuries to a third person, while so
officially engaged, his employer is not liable.
In any given case, the question whether the doer of the act complained of, was,
at the time acting In his official capacity or within the scope of his employment
as a servant Is sometimes hard to determine. Ordinarily the question Is left for
the jury to decide.
Theatre operators employing special police officers, should drive home to them
■the very Important fact, that up to the point where they are forced to make an
arrest of a patron, they must forget that they wear shields and uniforms — or risk
their employer's money and their jobs.
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On the other hand, it is well to observe
that some states have enacted statutes which
prohibit theatre owners, and other owners
of public places of business, from refusing
to admit any patron on account of his
race, creed or color. Under these circumstances atheatre owner may refuse admission to any one who violates any rule
which he may have adopted, such as refusing admission to all persons who are
intoxicated or unclean (158 N. Y. S.
867) ; improperly dressed (78 N. Y. S.
1109) ; mixed party as a colored person
and a white person (103 Misc. Rep.
[N. Y.]). Moreover, the theatre owner
is not liable where an ordinary emploj^e
refuses admission to a patron because of
his color, and the evidence indicates that
the proprietor did not authorize the employe to do so (142 N. Y. S. 515).
LANDLORD
RETAINS
$ I 7,5 0 0 DEPOSIT
A LANDLORD is entitled to
recover damages and take possession of
theatre premises, where the tenant fails to
pay rent in accordance with the lease contract. Also, under certain circumstances,
the landlord may be entitled to retain in
his possession any amount of money which
the tenant places on deposit for the purpose
of guaranteeing payment of rent, or if
such deposit is made in view of the good
will of the theatre business previously established bythe landlord.
CASE
For illustration, in Burns & Schaefifer
Amusement Company v. Conover (168
Atl. 304, Red Bank, N. J.), it was disclosed that the owner of a theatre building
entered into a lease with a theatre operator
as tenant at a rental of $10,000 a year
for a term of ten years. By the terms
of the lease the theatre operator agreed
to keep the interior of the premises in good
and proper repair, not to make any alterations without the written approval and
consent of the landlord, and that it would
"use the premises demised herein only for
the moving picture or theatre business during the duration of this lease." There were
also these clauses: ". . . . The party of the
second part (theatre operator) agrees to
pay, and does hereby pay, at the making
of these presents, the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars, the receipt of which
is hereby acknowledged, in consideration
of the good will of the party of the first
part (landlord) and as a guarantee for the
prompt payment of said rent. . .
After the theatre operator had operated
the theatre for a period of time he failed
to pay the rent in accordance with the
lease contract. The landlord took possession of the theatre building and retained
the $20,000 deposit.
The theatre operator filed suit to recover the $20,000. The landlord refused
to refund the deposit contending that
$2,500 was due for rent and that he had
been required to expend considerable
money in restoring the premises because
of the tenant's
violation
of 00)
its obligation
(Co?itinued
on page
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MAYFAIR

A

LANE:

THEATRE'S

UNIQUE

CAFE

A SIDEWALK CAFE and a
tropical lounge are now established features
of the Mayfair theatre in Miami, Fla. Gay
umbrellas in many colored stripes provide
comfortable shade over bright orange-andblack wrought-iron tables and chairs which
line the parkway in front of the theatre.
As many as 25 guests can be accommodated
while waiting for friends, and before and
after a performance. All this is quite
unique, of course, and very successful, as
we shall see.
Mayfair Lane, the tropical lounge, which
is reached from the lobby, was introduced
about a year ago. As many as 100 persons
may be served at a time in this lounge.
Hot or iced tea and col¥ee is available at
all hours. The management declares that
fully 30 per cent of the patrons stop in the
lounge for refreshments. A hostess is in
attendance at all times, and colored maids
in neat uniforms serve from a kitchenette.
One of the special attractions offered by
the theatre is a place where individuals or
clubs may entertain. A woman may want
to entertain a group of friends at bridge,
to be followed by a "movie." She may
have the use of the lounge for the afternoon or evening at absolutely no cost.

Playing cards, tallies, and pencils are furnished by the management if she does not
bring her own, and hot or cold refreshments are served at such time as she may
call for them. At the close of the game
she ushers her guests into the theatre. On
the way out they stop for another cup of
tea. If this hostess wants to add sandwiches or cake to the tea, then she is privileged to bring them with her, and the
maids will serve whatever she provides.
Or if she prefers, the theatre hostess will
arrange for a caterer to furnish light refreshments. All that this costs the one
entertaining, aside from extra refreshments,
is a ticket for each of her guests. This
service is proving popular with clubs, and

Above is a view of the theatre entrance
and the sidewalk cafe adjoining, just inside of which is located the unique lounge
called Mayfair Lane, which, in the other
picture on this page, is shown as it frequently functions, as the scene of parties.
ing.
many of them are taking advantage of
such an easy and unique way of entertainOff this lounge, is a small patio where
several tables have been placed and which
offers a more secluded spot for those who
prefer more privacy.
Notices of parties in Mayfair Lane, with
the names of guests, are given the society
editors of local papers, and of course this
helps to advertise the Mayfair theatre.
Conversely, Miami merchants gladly supply the tea, coffee, sugar, cream and wafers
for the advertising given them by a dignified credit line on a wall poster.
The Mayfair is not a large theatre — it
seats only 400 — but it is one of the most
successful of the Wometco group, and a
measure of its popularity is attributed to
its Mayfair Lane and Sidewalk Cafe. To
let the manager of the Mayfair himself —
Mr. Sonny Shepheard — report on this
unique service and how it works:
"Upon entering the theatre patrons are
ushered through this lounge, and the hostess and the maid are there to take care of
any patrons desiring to wait for friends, or
to wait until the feature is over or to
play a rubber of bridge.
"The hostess encourages attendance at
the matinee by getting people to play
bridge. She phones people and arranges
parties for them. The only cost to the
theatre is the salary paid the hostess and
the maid."
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RECENT CONVERSATIONS
with a considerable number of exhibitors
and projectionists indicate a wide diversity
of knowledge and opinion as to the technique of sound reproduction in the theatre.
There seems to be no such difference of
opinion, however, on the fact that good
sound is a considerable factor in determining the receipts at the box office. Because
this is true, it is to the interest of the exhibitor and projectionist alike to appreciate
the factors that contribute to good sound,
according to standards today, in the theatre,

The Audible

NO I
"
IAN J1

Spectrum
BASS CLARINETKETTLE DRUM,

as well as the faults that cause sound of
poor quality. Some of the considerations
here discussed may have been brought to
the attention of exhibitors and projectionists previously, but the whole subject is important enough to bear such repetitions as
are necessary, especially in the light of conditions today.
The early Greeks determined that sound
was the result of vibrations in the air and
that the rate of the vibration determined
the pitch of the tone. It is highly improbable, however, that these physical considerations had any great part in the development
of the musical scale as we know it today.
Rather, it may be presumed that the scale
developed along purely artistic principles,
and that the true physical nature of musical
sound was investigated long after the arts
of harmony and orchestration vi^ere being
practiced to a degree of excellence attained
by the early masters.
In spite of the fact that the dictionary
defines an art as an applied science, it frequently happens, in technical history, that
the art precedes the science, the latter becoming the stepping stone to greater devel-
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opments in the already existing art The
same idea might be facetiously applied to
the sense of hearing, for it is only in the
last two decades that any very scientifically
accurate facts have been learned about the
nature of the human ear (in spite of the
eons that this venerable sound device has
been in use!). At this point we proceed to
the actual nature of the human ear in relationship topitch, and to intensity (loudness) in order to form some sort of a basis
for the electrical and acoustical aspects of
sound reproduction.
THE IDEA of pitch is best
expressed by means of the chart in Figure 1.
For simplicity, the keyboard of the piano is
used with actual frequencies or rates of
vibration opposite the keys. It will be noted
that Middle C of the keyboard has a rate
of 256 vibrations per second, while
(one octave above) has a frequency of 512,
or twice as many vibrations. In the same
way the octave below Middle C, or C^, has
a rate of 128 vibrations. If one will follow out the scale as marked it will be apparent that the frequency rate of the sound
doubles for each octave, as is seen by tracing
out the C's, for example, which appear as
32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1,024, 2,048, and
4,096, the latter being the highest fundamental tone that appears on the keyboard of
the piano. In order to give the range of
pitch encompassed by other musical devices
in terms of the frequency scale, they are
shown graphed above the keyboard drawing
in Figure 1.
This fact of the frequency of vibration
doubling for every octave of the scale is an
important matter electrically for it permits
the use of carefully calibrated oscillators for
plotting the performance of the various
units entering into a sound system, as well
as the plotting of the results against a graph
scale that is not only logical mathematically,
but also assigns increments of equal proportions tothe various octaves of the scale.
This is the logarithmic scale and is the
horizontal scale that has been used in plotting the curves in Figure 2, which shows
in a pictorial manner some of the performance characteristics of the human ear.
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This curve depicts data taken by Fletcher
on a great many individuals, and averages
are plotted for the group. The lower curve
indicates the value for the sound pressure
necessary for the average individual to just
perceive the sensation of sound at any frequency within the range of audibility. The
upper curve of Figure 2 indicates the value
of sound intensity that causes the average
individual the sensation of feeling — that is,
very loud tones along the curve which cause
the ear to tickle or which actually give pain
to the listener.
It is interesting to observe that at 1,024
cycles (two octaves above Middle C) the
ear has an intensity range of almost 10 million times — that is, the ratio between the
lower intensity that can be perceived, and
the loudest tone that does not cause discomfort to the ear. It will be noted also that
the range of loudness decreases as the pitch
or frequency becomes rather low or extremely high, so that a point is reached at
either end of the scale where the ear perceives sound at the same level at which discomfort occurs. This fact rather defines the
limits of audibility as seen by the curves, to
the range between 20 and 18,000 cycles per
second. While the most modern equipment
does not aim to cover such an enormous
range of tones, due to very practical considerations aswell as to the fact that certain of these frequencies do not contribute
in great measure to the reality of tone,
nevertheless the figures above indicate that
the ear is a device having larger capabilities
than is often realized, being capable of responding to tones over a range of almost ten
octaves and to changes of volume of some
millions of times in a portion of the pitch
range. Further studies by several investigators disclose that within that range these
are approximately one-half million combination values of pitch and loudness that are
within the discriminatory powers of the
ear, and it should be noted that this figure
applies to pure tones as distinguished from
complex tones, such as are emitted by most
musical instruments and the voice.
WE SHOULD note that the
chart of Figure 1 applies only to the pure
tones emitted by the various instruments.
Thus we see that actual keys are present
in the piano for frequencies of 27 to 4,096
cycles per second. Actually, when any particular key is struck, not only the marked
frequency or fundamental tone is heard, but
harmonics or musical overtones of the instrument aswell. It is well known that it
is the presence and relative intensities of
these overtones that establish the character of tone and individuality of the various instruments. The overtones are likewise of equal or even greater importance in
the definition of the speaking voice as well
as in the reproduction of that class of
sounds known as noises. In the latter
classification are such sounds as the clatter
of horses' hoofs, the clapping of hands, the
sound of rain, gun shots and the characteristic sounds of other mechanical devices.
The presence and importance of certain
of these harmonics add greatly to the complexity ofsound reproduction in the theatre.
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EARDLEY BELL,
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NATURALRESTFUL

SOUND
that
correctly reproduces the new wide range
recording.
You are not gambling when you order the
new Wright-DeCoster model 309 full range reproducer and horn. You must be satisfied or
your money will be refunded. We object to
any theatre owner keeping our new full range
equipment if he is not thoroughly pleased.
Write for complete information. Our Engineering Dept. will be glad to make suggestions
if you write, giving complete detailed description of your theatre and sound equipment.
Wright-DeCoster, Inc.
2225 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
EXPORT DEPT.: M. SIMONS & SON CO.
25 Warren St., New York
Cable Address: Simontrice, New York

JR.

Wellman, Iowa.
Gentlemen:
Your model 309 full range
reproducer and horn, installed by Mr. Irving Synnes
in my theatre, "THE ALAMO," at New London, Iowa,
are giving very good results.
They have increased our attendance considerably and
many patrons tell us they
have never heard any better
sound.
Truly yours,
Eardley Bell, Jr.

VIEWPOINT

One-third more light than \
the low intensity D.G. arc
is projected by the new
lamps designed especially for
these carbons. They provide for
full length carbons, correct feed
ratio, dependable arc control.
Operate directly from transformer.
NATIONAL CARBON ;
Carbon Sales Division
;^>COMPANY,
INC.
Clevelond, Ohio
PROJECTOR

READ
EQUIPMENT AFFAIRS
to keep in touch with the
latest developments in theatre equipment. This department ispurely a news
service.

New patronage is attracted by the increased brilliancy and snow white quality
of screen illumination provided by this light as compared
to the low intensity D.G. arc.
This greater box office value adds
only 2c per hour to present cost.
Unit of Union Carbide and i ■ i j i
Carbon
*^
Branch
SalesCorporation
Offices: NewI M York
Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco
CARBONS

Overcome
Odors"
— by "Crowd
a turn of the
switch
PLEASES — REFRESHES — DEODORIZES
Per-fu.
soliddeodorants.
form, replaces
... at toa eliminate
saving . .all.
all
spraysinodors.
and
obnoxious
Controlled Guaranteed
electric
dissemination.
Disseminator
. . . S3.
50
I lb. Per-fuYour(enouah
30 tofloral
45 days)
choice forof nine
odors. . . . S5.00
PER-FU COMPANY
OF HOLLYWOOD
1210 N. FAIRFAX AVE., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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You

Want

Don't
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You?
Figure 2

SYNCROFILM gives you your best
chance to get it. Wide range is the
demand of patrons. They go to the houses
offering it, in preference to theatres with
older equipment. Improvement in box
ofRce receipts always follows Syncrofilm.
Why deprive yourself of this advantage
when a small investment in Syncrofilm will
give you the last word In sound reproduction?
When you choose Syncrofilm you get the
benefit of the many years of experience
that have made Weber Machine Corporation the largest independent manufacturer
of sound equipment in the world. Long
life, freedom from trouble and perfect reproduction are engineered into every part
of Syncrofilm.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money
back. Write right now for free leaflet on
Model D.
WEBER
MACHINE
59 Rutter St., Rochester,
Export Office: 15 Laight Sf., New
Cable Address: Romos, New
Represetifafhes in all principal

CORP.
N. Y.
York City
York
cities.

rtrbt in the recording of such effects on the
film, and second in the reproduction of such
sounds at proper intensity in the theatre.
The exhibitor is well aware of the improvements that have been made in film
recording itself. The advent of noiseless
recording and the reduction in the granular
formations of the emulsions, have gone far
to permit the recording of about an octave
more of these important overtones than was
possible in the early days of sound-on-film.

Tabulation Showing
Threshold of Hearing.
Whisper
Residential Noises . . , .
Office Noises
Automobile
Conversation
Street Traffic
Train
Machine Shop
Thunder

yet when she goes forth in the roadster the
noises of the crowded business intersection
must be sufficiently loud to create an illusion of realism to the audience. Some comprehension ofthe change in volume of these
two possibilities rnay be better appreciated
by reference to the data in Figure 3, where
it is seen that these two effects represent a
power ratio of 2^/2 million times.
Thus, summarizing, we see that the
human ear is capable of responding to an

Relative
Intensity of
Approxinnately
the
Various Sounds
1.0
Relative Power Level
Relative Pressure
4.5 Level
1.0
20
20
400
140
70
630
. ■

7,000
30,000
120,000
500,000

5,000
20,000
400,000
50,000,000
1 ,000,000,000
I 5,000,000,000
250,000,000,000

Figure 3
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and
PRO.JE%
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UNITS

giving universal
satisfaction

A TRYOUT

WILL CONVINCE

YOU

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
330 Lyell Ave., Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

Before the advent of recordings of this type
it was manifestly impossible for the exhibitor to extend the range of his reproducing
equipment without getting more extraneous
noises and "static" than he had contracted
for. With these considerations out of the
way, as they are in a large degree at the
present time, the exhibitor who has not investigated the progress that has been made
in reproducing equipment is robbing his
program of much of the realism that is
latent in the film.
In addition to the extension of the range
of pilch on the film we must take due regard of the improvement in volume range
of the recordings. A good show, of course,
demands that when the heroine of the subject whispers, it shall be truly a whisper,

astounding range of both pitch and intensity. These capabilities must be exercised
if the auditor is to leave the theatre with
the impression that he has seen a good show.
It will be the purpose of a future article
to discuss more explicitly some of the improvements that have been made in the
apparatus for sound reproduction that make
possible the realization of the desired effects
that can now be attained with the improved film.
[This is the first of a group of araticles on
changes in methods and apparatus of sound
reproduction, as observed and appraised by
an engineer doing development work in
this field. A note on the author appear.^
on page 32. — The Editor.]
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RICHARDSON'S
AND

LOW
TOWN

WAGES:

ANSWERS

A

THEATRE

TO

COMMENT
INQUIRIES

SMALL
PROBLEM

FREQUENTLY 1 am appealed to by small town and village projectionists who either complain that their
pay is too low, or inquire what it really
should be. Before me lies a letter from a
small town projectionist down in Virginia,
part of which reads:
"I am asked to project two shows a night
without a helper. Must work every night
except Sunday. It is required that I take
care of the sound equipment, test its tubes,
adjust its optical system and make all necessary repairs, for all of which I receive $12
per week. Minimum living cost here is
$7 for room and board. It would cost in
excess of $30 per month to have an RCA
service engineer check up the equipment
once a month.
"I have spent very real money and sincere effort in fitting myself to do the work
properly. (Incidentally I not only have
your Bluebook, but have studied it to my
benefit, be it said.) The owner claims he
cannot pay more, but I feel the sum is too
low. I am dissatisfied, often feel I don't
care whether I put on the best show possible or not. Perhaps I should not feel
that way, but if the exhibitor wants really
good work, should he not be willing to pay
at least reasonably for it ? May I ask what
you think about the matter?"
At first glance $12 per week seems absurdly low— outrageously so, in fact. However, it must be remembered that only the
evening hours are involved. This man has
all day to himself, unless possibly a short
while spent in attending to the equipment.
However, while fully realizing the financial
troubles of the small town exhibitor, I
would say that two shows per evening
should be well worth at least a wage of
$1.50 per show, or $18 per week. Even
that will seem absurdly low to city men,
but this is not a city, and theatre revenue
in small towns is limited.
It is seldom good business policy to pay
wages so low that the projectionist has
really just cause to feel dissatisfied. If
that is done it will almost certainly be
found impossible to get a man who will
take the best care of the equipment and put
on the best possible show. In the end
such a policy will certainly work out to
financial loss rather than gain.
Put bluntly, it is poor policy to be too

niggardly in the matter of pay, even in a
village. Excellence in projection work
means much to the box office, and the exhibitor or manager foolish enough not to
understand that fact will certainly in the
end be the financial goat.
As to not feeling like putting on the best
show possible, while I can thoroughly understand the feeling, still it won't do. Put
on the best show you can— or quit putting
one on at all!
SEEK
ON

INFORMATION
CODE

SCALE
FROM TWO MEN who sign
themselves "Chief Operator and Assistant
Operator," comes a letter reading, in part:
"We know you are about the only one
we can turn to for reliable information.
We work in a town of 10,000 population.
The boss gets rid of the Herald and
Better Theatres before we get a chance
to see them since the N.R.A. came. We
would very much appreciate your kindness
if you will take the time to drop us a line
wiseing us up on remuneration for operators. We receive $15 and $13 a week."
Other Articles
In addifion to the material on this
page,issue
Mr.also
Richardson's
columns of
this
contain:
Describing New Changeover Device.
Page 18
Projection Group Discusses AC Arc.
Page 19
Proposing Reels of 1,500 Feet
Page 20
Case of Buckled Film or Worn Parts.
Page 20
Lubrication of H.I. Lamps. Page 20
Projectionists to Pay License Fee. . .
Page 2 1
Tall Flame of No Screen Value
Page 21
The Range of Audibility. . .Page 22
Spending Much to Save Little
Page 22
Projection In Chicago
Page 22

It would really seem that projectionists
would have sufficient enterprise to have the
Herald and Better Theatres for themselves. There are many reasons why projectionists themselves should subscribe. In
the first place, this is the paper that, in its
component part, the old Moving Picture
World began almost 25 years ago the
struggle for recognition of projection as
something more than merely "operating a
machine," and for at least sufficiently increased pay to attract to the profession men
of superior ability. That fight was begun
about the time the I.A. entered the field,
and was carried on vigorously years before
the union organization had any real power.
But length of service is not all. The
service of the Herald and Better Theatres to the profession of projection, and
to the cause of the projectionist, is continuous. It is not only comprehensive, it is
responsible, without fear or favor, to the
best interests of the entire industry. The
motion picture, as something to be sold to
the public as entertainment, is the primary
concern of these publications. And since
the value of projection to the motion picture is fully realized, years of effort and a
great deal of money has been spent in
efforts to elevate projection to the level of
a profession, to provide good working conditions for the projectionist, and to instruct
the men in the technics of their craft.
These correspondents have been given the
information they sought. But had they been
subscribers to the Herald and Better
Theatres themselves, instead of depending on the subscription of the theatre, they
would have had the information without
asking for it.
PROJECTION ON
A SMOKE SCREEN!
ROY J. ARNTSON, projectionist of Minneapolis, has had a rather
weird projection experience, which he describes in a recent letter. He writes:
"It has been quite some while since I
have sent in 'Bluebook School' answers, but
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here I am again. Have read and digested
your articles regularly. The sincerity of
your purpose and success of your endeavor
is evident. I know it will continue.
"In a recent article I made note of your
request for reports on condition of films received. Attached are two clippings taken
from Warner's stock. These numbers were
punched throughout the entire production.
Seems to me this is a direct invitation to
the projectionist to punch holes, or to do
whatever he may please to the films. Such
emasculation certainly is prima facie evidence that the company cares nothing for
the effect of punch marks on theatre
screens.

I am in error, is the invention of a San
Diego projectionist. The inventor and
sponsors are unknown to me, and I have
not personally inspected and tested the device. Mr. Stickney says:
"The many articles appearing recently
on automatic changeover devices are interesting. While a few depend upon mechanical-electrical action, most efforts are centered upon a photoelectric tube, which is set
into action by a cue photographed upon the
film.
"Most projectionists are more or less
familiar with the various present methods
employed for changeover. However crude

"Incidentally, Columbia prints fail to
have the number ahead of the first reel,
though it is on all subsequent reels. Why
not on the first?
"And now for an oddity that happened
recently in our theatre. So far as I know
it is in a class all to itself. One night at
about 10:30 I had the amazing experience of seeing four distinct, separate pictures, each on a screen in our theatre,
whereas there is but one screen, really. It
reaches almost to the theatre ceiling, however. What happened was this :
"The theatre is heated by ducts placed in
three openings along the ceiling center line.
That is to say, the heat is forced down into
the theatre through these openings. That
night some one who did not understand
the furnace was sent down to fire up. He
did not manipulate certain dampers correctly, with the result that from the ceiling
opening next the screen, a cloud of pure
white smoke billowed out, forming a screen
upon which the picture showed up distinctly. An instant later the same thing
happened at the second opening, and then
at the third. The characters were plainly
visible on each screen, that on the real one
being most distinct. The effect lasted but
a short while. The smoke gradually diffused and the picture went back where it
belonged, the 'ghosts' fading slowly from
sight before our eyes, the last one to go
room."
the projection
next seemed
one have
being
Thisthemust
rather ghostly,
fading out in the air. I'd like
those
to
havescenes
seen it myself.
As to the film punching, I am forwarding
the clippings to the general manager of
Warner theatres. I am very certain Warners are not to blame and don't want any
such thing done to their films. The marks
doubtless are punched by some exchange.
Whoever is responsible should be most emphatically advised that such film butchery
is highly undesirable. If exchanges can
mutilate film with hundreds of punch holes
and thus force projectionists either to cut
them out or to project them to the screen,
then they certainly have absolutely no legitimate kick coming if the projectionists
themselves butcher up films with changeover marks.
DESCRIBING

NEW

DEVICE '
CHANGEOVER
FROM J. K. STICKNEY of
San Diego, Calif., has come a description
of a new changeover device, which, unless

Automatic changeover device. See text.
some of them may be, still they have served
the purpose, though not always well, hence
the introduction of a machine to perform
the ofKce will be compelled to run a severe
gauntlet of criticism.
"The Standard Release Print was hailed
by many as a means for eliminating various changeover marks placed upon film, to
its injury, by projectionists. However, it
was found to have faults, the chief one of
which is refusal of producers and exchanges
to adopt 2,000-foot reels, which operates to
induce inmany
projectionists
up'
reels,
which
operation to
four'double
or more
frames are lost in removing the trailer,
making the splice and replacing the trailer
when the run is finished, thus eventually
destroying the changeover signal on each
alternate reel.
"To assure perfect changeover under conditions that make visible changeover signals
unnecessary and eliminate all cause for film
damage, a new changeover device is offered,
which we will describe in all its essential
features.
"This device consists of two trip mechanisms, one for the upper reel of each
projector, and the changeover unit illustrated in the accompanying photograph.
In addition are the requisite switches con-
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trolling the two projectors and dowsers.
"The trip mechanism is built into each
upper reel and its hub and so arranged that
the reel may be installed in, and removed
from, the magazine in the usual manner.
This change can be easily made by the
projectionist himself. With the trip mechanism in place no cue mark or anything
else impressed upon the film is necessary.
The device utilizes a small lever as its
means for operation. It is inserted between
layers of the film and moves clear thereof
when uncovered in process of projection,
this movement mechanically operating a
switch in a cabinet located entirely away
from the film.
"This switch is in series with one arm of
a magnetic switch and a low voltage magnetic coil located within the changeover
unit illustrated. There is a separate coil
for each projector. By connecting the
switch, the arm of the magnetic switch and
the magnetic coil in series, the device is
prevented from functioning except when
the projector is in operation.
"In the changeover unit is located
a small motor which runs continuously,
driving a shaft extending in back of the
panel of the mechanism. Along the length
of this shaft are a pair of clutches and controls, one for each contact drum, which
latter are located on the front of the
panel referred to. The entire unit is
mounted in a small cabinet, which may be
mounted at any convenient point on the
projection room wall.
"In action, as the trip mechanism lever
in upper reel is released by unwinding of
the film, one of the magnetic coils is energized, which puts the proper clutch on
motor shaft into operation, causing contact
drum on the face of the panel (under wire
guard) to make one complete revolution,
whereupon the clutch automatically disengages and the drum becomes stationary,
the device automatically setting itself for
the next changeover.
"When the contact drum rotates it
moves clockwise and engages the first contact, which operates a locking magnetic
switch, thus automatically starting the idle
projector. The next contact (invisible in
photo) automatically closes the dowser of
the working projector and opens that of the
other.
"The third and last contact opens the
locking magnetic switch controlling the
projector being cut out of operation. Sufficient time is allowed between the first two
contacts to permit the idle projector to attain full speed. The film is all wound
down into the lower magazine before the
projector being cut out finally comes to
rest. The time relation between the dowser controlling contact and other contacts
may be altered by the projectionist.
"In rewinding, the projectionist inserts
the trip lever of the mechanism at proper
distance from end of film, which location
may be governed by standard release print
cues if present. When the reel is in place
in the upper magazine the device is ready
and requires no further attention by the
projectionist. The reel may be inserted
and removed without disturbing the device
because of the fact that the circuit operating
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it is complete only when the projector is in
actual operation. Also by opening a small
switch, the device may be made inoperative
and manual control substituted."
The foregoing description is wholly by
representatives of the inventor. I can see
but one real objection to its adoption ; namely, that it tends to make it still easier for
the projectionist to stay away from the
working projector where he belongs every
minute it is in operation. I do not care
to express any views one way or the other
until I have actually seen the device in
use in practical projection and checked up
on its performance. That it will do as
claimed I can see no legitimate reason to
doubt. The question then resolves itself
into, Do we want it done? Some while
ago I would have answered with an emphatic no. Today I am more or less in
doubt. There are so very many one-man
rooms now, and in them the projectionist
certainly has more than enough to do. In
such projection rooms an efficient automatic
changeover might be of great assistance.
PROJECTION GROUP
. DISCUSSES A.C. ARC
THE LAST MEETING of the
Projection Practice Committee of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, was
graced by the presence of more than twenty
men, including Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, president, and Sylvan Harris, manager of the
S.M.P.E. ; an invited delegation from the
National Carbon Company, including E. L.
Geib, manager of its arc department ; and
Mr. Lad, of India, who was a most interested spectator. He addressed the committee briefly.
The 4-hour committee session was almost
entirely devoted to discussion and investigation of the merits of the new type a.c.
arc light source and its accompanying equipment, supplemented by a lengthy and varied
practical projection demonstration by Rudy
Miehling, who has developed an "adapter,"
which can be applied to any of the present
standard low-intensity equipments. After
a lengthy discussion and the demonstration,
it was the consensus of those present that
with proper equipment, properly handled,
the new light source gave an even distribution of light on the screen, that the light
was of pleasing tone, and that it provided
higher screen illumination than was possible
with the smaller type of low-intensity now
in use, at an added operation cost of only
about Ij^c. per hour.
It developed that the whole secret of
successful work with the new arc lies in
very close arc regulation, which Mr. Miehling's adapter accomplished within Yi^-YoXt.
That is to say, when the arc voltage rises
as little as ^4 -volt, the mechanism gets busy
and gives Mr. Positive Carbon a boost
ahead.
What we heard and saw at that meeting
was still another proof of the high value
of the work of the Projection Practice
Committee, if further proof were needed.
The committee is to be congratulated upon
the excellent record established. It is well
handled by Chairman Rubin and Secretary
Hopkins, and its work has been greatly
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than low-intensity lamps, at slight extra operating costs.
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The BRENKERT "K" Lamp is quiet, dependable, and a revelation in truly
automatic operation.
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Universally accredited as the best and most practical treatise ever published
on projection and the many problems daily confronting the man in the projection room. The remedy for hundreds of every day perplexing annoyances
is explained in detail and in simple language.
Volume 1-2 is devoted to the general subject of projection including its allied
activities, but without information on sound. Volume 3 deals exclusively with
sound. All three volumes are profusely illustrated and contain over 1400 pages
of information and helps. Each volume contains Richardson's famous Question
and Answer Series.
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PRIOR MARCH 10th

PROPOSING
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AT DISCOUNT PRICE.

"MAGIC
WEATHER"
COOLING
EQUIPMENT
MEETS THE DEMAND FOR
HIGH QUALITY AT LOW COST
•
FOR COMPLETE PRICES
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BALLANTYNE CO.
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•
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES

LARGEN SOUND
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aided by the presence of Doctor Goldsmith,
who is present at every meeting. The committee consists of H. Rubin, J. Hopkins,
J. O. Baker, T. C. Barrows, G. C. Edwards, J.J. Finn, C. Flannagan, S. Glauber, C. Greene, H. Griffin, W. C. Kunzmann, R. H. McCullough, P. A. McGuire,
R. Miehling. V. A. Wellman and myself.
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the true anastigmatic projection lens
which improves the
image quality and
gives increased angular
covering power.
BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY
679 St. Paul St.. Rochester. N. Y.
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1,500 FEET
THERE IS SOME movement
on foot looking to sane consideration of the
very large percentage of projectionists who
demand 2,000-foot reels of film. Some
proposal has been given the proposition of
fixing the reel length at 1,800 feet, though
as yet no definite action has been taken by
any responsible body.
Unbiased examination of both sides of
the 2,000-foot-reel squabble provides convincing evidence that there is some right
on both sides of the argument. The producers and exchanges have valid objections
to the 2,000-footer. Projectionists have
very valid objections to the 1,000-footer.
But just why the 1,800-foot reel? Why
not split the difference and adopt a 1,500foot reel, gradually displacing the present
smaller and larger carrying reels as the
present lengths pass out of use.
Certainly the producer and exchange
men could advance no very valid objection
to that length. It is neither long nor heavy
enough to be cumbersome. The length
would fit in well with present established
practice of productions in 1,000-foot
lengths. Four reels Avould carry 6.000 feet
of film.
LUBRICATION
OF H. I. LAMPS
JOHN
L. STANHOPE, of
Portland, Me., asks, "What do you regard
as the best means of lubricating moving
parts of high-intensity lamps? Should the
parts be cleaned after each projection of a
When all is said and done I know of no
better, more efficient lubricant for hot, movfilm?"
ing parts, or to prevent screws, etc., subjected to high temperatures from sticking,
than just plain high-grade powdered graphite, asupply of which should be in every
projection room. Mix it with kerosene
and lubricate the parts with the mixture.
The kerosene will of course quickly evaporate, leaving the parts coated with graphite.
Caution : Graphite is an excellent conductor of electricity, therefore care must be
taken to avoid getting it either dusted or
smeared on insulations.
To lubricate screws, remove and dip
them in the mixture, then replace. If well
coated you will find they will not stick
when it is time to remove them again.
Moving parts of high-intensity lamps
need only be cleaned once each day, but
the job should be done thoroughly. Remove
the carbon contacts (positive) and clean
them thoroughly, using Crokus cloth by
preference. In the event arcing may have
caused swelling of the metal at any point,
use a fine file to remove the "hump." In
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doing this be sure to keep the part as nearly
as possible exactly flat, or even with the
rest of the metal. If it be a bit too high,
arcing in other places will result. If you
get the spot too low, you will have, in effect, reduced the carbon contact by that
much. It is a job calling for very careful
work.
Crokus cloth is best for such work, rather
than harder abrasives, though it is true at
times conditions may compel the use of the
latter. Be very cautious, however. Excessive use of sand or emery paper, even the
finest available, will wear the surface down
slightly, perhaps sufficiently to induce fine
arcing, and a tiny arc soon grows to a
larger one, as )'ou well know.
CASE OF BUCKLED
FILM OR WORN
PARTS
THE FOLLOWING letter has
been referred to me by E. W. Kundert of
the Empress theatre in Beresford, S. D.
The letter is addressed to Messrs. Ryan &
Kundert
and states, Facility,
"This station
[Veterans Administration
Hot Springs,
S. D.] is having certain trouble and asks
your help. We operate a twice-a-week
motion picture show. The projectors were
installed in 1931. We now have W.E.
sound and Simplex projector mechanisms.
Mr. Clarence N. Danielson is our very
efficient projectionist.
"There has been criticism from one who
attends our shows that certain things can
be done with films as they are being projected, but Projectionist Danielson and myself hold it cannot be done. In order to
ascertain who is right in the argument, we
are trying to get viewpoints of different
projectionists as to their own experiences.
A letter answering the following questions
would be appreciated.
"(1) During times when there are strips
of film that show up clear and in sharp focus on the screen, whereas other parts are
blurred and apparently out of focus, is there
any possible way, using the focusing screw,
that the blurred part may be cleared up?
"(2) If this can be done, would it be
practicable for the projectionist to alter the
focus for a strip of film, say, 100 feet long?
"(3) Does light intensity afTect the clear
cutting [definition] of screen image?
"(4) Should it be necessary to alter the
focus every time a new reel of film is
threaded into the projector?
"(5) Is it not true that focus, framing,
etc., should be checked at the beginning of
each reel, and that it should not be necessary to make any further change during
the (projection
of that
1 ) Hardly.
The reel?"
effect is due either
to working projector parts or to film that is
buckled. When the out-of-focus effect appears, have the projectionist open the lower
magazine door and drop a scrap of paper
into the film roll. When it again disappears, repeat the operation. Then when
rewinding, stop when the paper marker
appears and stretch some of the film between the markers tightly on some flat surface. If it lies perfectly flat, then the
fault is not in the film, but in worn aperture plate tracks and tension shoes, both
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of which must be renewed. You may test
the shoes and plate tracks with a steel
straightedge. For reasons too lengthy and
two well known to justify using space to
explain here, the film must lie perfectly
flat over the projector aperture (see page
638, volume 2 of Bluebook). If it does
not, the film image will be more or less
blurred, according to the amount of buckle.
(2) The film cannot be focused sharply
all over the screen if it does not lie perfectly
flat over the aperture.
(3) No.
(4) Most emphatically no.
mark the "check." The
Yes, but
h should
be threaded exactly
film(5)photograp
in frame, and the position of the lens for
one film should be its position for the next
one, unless something is radically wrong.
PROJECTIONISTS TO
PAY LICENSE FEE
THE ORDINANCE Under
which New York City projectionists have
been licensed for many years without any
payment has been amended. On December
31st all licenses expired and could be renewed only upon payment of a fee of $10.
New licenses or renewal of licenses allowed
to expire by non-payment of the $10 fee,
will cost $15. If a license is permitted to
lapse in excess of 30 days, the guilty one
must stand re-examination.
All very well, perhaps, though based
upon present licenses issued, the resultant
income should be in excess of $50,000,
whereas the whole cost of the license bureau
cannot possibly be more than a fraction of
that sum, and any considerable excess above
cost amounts to charging the citizen for the
privilege of earning a living for himself and
family.
Put in another way, it would seem reasonable that each branch of labor should
pay the actual approximate cost of such examination and license as may be necessary
for the protection of the public, and to keep
out men of inferior ability. No reasonable
kick on that. But a license fee to be just
must be based upon actual cost of such
action by the city, and as has been intimated, unless there is a very, very large
falling off of applicants, a $10 and $15 fee
is outrageously excessive.
Another thing: If the city charges a fee
for examination and license, then it is only
fair, just and honorable that the examination be such as will keep out men of inferior
ability. It must, in common fairness, be
such as will debar men from entering the
profession of projection until they are able
to prove themselves to be competent.
TAIL FLAME
NO SCREEN

OF
VALUE

MANY PROJECTIONISTS
have the mistaken idea that light emanating
from the arc tail flame has value in screen
illumination. This I have on several occasions declared to be wrong. The matter
recently came up in a letter from the supervisor of projection of a theatre chain, who
spoke of light from tail flame as having
laree screen illumination value. I advised
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Sound-on-Film

him he was in error, whereupon he indicated Ihad "better study up on the subject,
as II then
evidently
it." the
laid did
the not
wholeunderstand
matter before
Scientific Bureau of the Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company. Here is the reply prepared by Mr. Alan A. Cook :
"The conclusion on the subject of light
from the tail flame, as expressed in your
letter of January 10th, seems absolutely
correct to me. The projector optical system is designed to focus the crater floor of
the arc at the aperture plate, and any area
outside the crater is practically useless, insofar as screen illumination be concerned."
THE RANGE
OF AUDIBILITY
J. L. MATTEWSON, of Minneapolis, Minn., asks, "Will you advise me
as to the range of pitch, in cycles per second, of various voices and instruments? The
information will be highly appreciated by
one of your years-old readers, who wishes
to Iyoureferred
every happiness
the coming
the question
to Dr. year."
A. N.
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no less. The entire circuit has
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Goldsmith, president of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, who answers as
follows :
Male voices, in speech, cover from 100 to
8,500 cycles. Female voices, in speaking,
cover from 190 to 8,500 cycles. Various
instruments range as follows :
Violin 190 to 8,500 cycles; French horn
85 to 6,000; base drum 50 to 1,050 cycles.
The high and low limits of audibility
among human beings are 20 to 17,000
cycles.
JAMES P. CHALMERS
90 YEARS OLD
MANY
OLD TIMERS will
still remember James P. Chalmers, founder
of the Moving Picture World and one of
the pioneers in motion picture periodical
publication, who met an untimely death
through accident many years in the past.
I am sure it will please you all to know
that his father, James P. Chalmers, who
was one of the Chalmers Publishing Company in Moving Picture World days, still
is with us. Mr. Chalmers just celebrated
his 90th birthday anniversary and is now
talking confidently of what he proposes to
do during the ne.xt 20 to 25 years.
In the name of all those of early motion
picture days, I wish Mr. Chalmers many
more years may be added to his life.
SPENDING MUCH
TO SAVE LITTLE
I AM in receipt of an intermittent sprocket from an Ohio projectionist
who says, "I hand you an intermittent
sprocket removed from one of my projectors. Itwas three full months before I was
able to get permission to even remove the
movement from the mechanism, and then
only after the sprockets on each projector
were equally bad was I permitted to send
it to the shop, a distance of less than a halfmile from the theatre.
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"The screen image did a St. Vitus
The gears are so very badly worn
can rotate the shutter one sixth of
plete turn without the motion being
the main driving shaft. Such is

dance.
that I
a comfelt in
projec-

The sprocket teeth are very badly worn
indeed. They present visual evidence of
managerial foolishness. Were it possible to
assemble the facts, I would be very willing
tion !" good money that those two
to wager
sprockets have cost the theatre $100, at the
very least calculation.
But what I am unable to understand is
the statement that the projectionist was
"not permitted" to remove the intermittent
movements from the mechanisms. May I
ask who prevented it? By what right did
anyone prevent it? The business of a manager is to manage the theatre. One of his
duties is to employ a competent projectionist, and to know that he is competent. If
he is unable to form intelligent judgment in
so vital a matter, then he is himself incompetent as a manager. However, having fulfilled his duty in that respect, that ends it.
It is his business to manage the theatre. It
is equally the business of the projectionist
to manage the projection equipment placed
in his charge. The manager has the right
to demand results. He has the right to
discharge a projectionist if he believes he is
wasting current or supplies, but before he
declares a thing to be waste it is well that
he know exactly what he is talking about.
This manager has compelled the use of
two sprockets long, long, long after they
should have been discarded. In so doing he
has made it impossible to project a decent
picture.
Is that good businessf
PROJECTION
IN CHICAGO
AT THE OPENING SeSsioH
of the last S. M. P. E. convention, the
body was addressed by Mr. C. F. Strodel
of Balaban & Katz, one of the great Midwest theatre circuits owning and operating 35 theatres in and around Chicago.
After his entertaining and enlightening address, Mr. Strodel and this writer had a
conference of considerable length, during
which I remarked somewhat as follows:
"Mr. Strodel, it has always seemed to
me extremely foolish for companies operating many theares to employ projectionists
without making any real effort to determine their qualifications to assume such a
responsible position. The projectionist takes
charge of thousands of dollars worth of
equipment, which is both complicated and
in some of its parts highly sensitive. The
length of its life will, within reasonable
limits, depend upon the care with which it
is handled and the ability and knowledge
applied to the handling. By ignorance and
carelessness the useful life of this equipment may be very materially shortened and
the bill for replacements and repairs very
largely increased.
"Not only this but you must depend upon
the knowledge and skill of these men to
reproduce faithfully and bring out the full
entertainment value of the productions for
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which you pay huge sums of money each
week in rentals. Without the application
of skill and knowledge, you very well know
the entertainment values of any production may be very largely decreased.
"Why then, is it, Mr. Srtodel, that your
company makes no real efTort to cause applicants for the position of projectionist in
your theatres to pass a competent examination as to their ability?
Mr. Strodel's answer rather amazed me.
He agreed with me thoroughly but made
the point blank assertion that it could not
be done. His reasons for saying that, I do
not care to set forth without his consent.
If they are valid reasons, then the thing is
disgraceful to the point where I could not
myself be an exhibitor. If I were one I
certainly would close my theatre permently before I would permit any one, regardless of whom he might be or what his position might be, to prevent me from examining, or having examined any man it was
proposed I should employ.
Later, at Mr. Strodel's invitation and
through his courtesy, I visited a few of the
Balaban & Katz Loop theatres; also two
of those operated by Jones, Linick & Shaefer, and 1 was much gratified at the excellence of the projection. I first visited the
4,000-seat Chicago theatre on State Street,
where I met Manager R. C. Bruder, who
paid high compliment to the projection
staff and to Jack Schaefer, head of the
sound department.
Sound here must have been quite a problem. The Chicago has an auditorium 125
feet wide, and the sound distribution is remarkable in its perfection. Away over to
one side and half-way down front, at a
literally terriffc angle to the screen, the
sound was excellent, with some but very
little fade-away.
Up in the projection room I was privileged to meet and talk with the two men
then on duty, though unfortunately I am
unable to now recall which two it was.
The staff consists of Glenn Sweeney, Harry
Ragen, Seth Noble, Joseph Karmazin and
Martin Johnson. Judging by the excellence
of both screen and sound results. Local 110
is to be complimented upon having such
excellent men in her membership. The
screen image is of approximately correct
dimensions, the screen light distribution
excellent. My only criticism holds equally
true of all theatres visited, namely: Picture distortion due to 'way-up-yonder projection room location.
From the Chicago theatre I went to one
of Jones Linick & Schaefer's smaller
theatres, the Randolph, of which R. Ryan
is manager. I stopped only long enough to
note that the picture size, lighting and light
distribution were excellent, but that the
sound was not as clear as it should have
been. I did not try to analyze the trouble,
time being very limited. The Randolph
projectionists are H. Zeigelmaier, S. Dakoski and L. Zalewski.
I next visited the Balaban & Katz Oriental theatre, managed by Ben Bloomfield.
The Oriental seats 3,200. Picture size,
screen light distribution and brilliancy all
excellent, as also was the sound and its
distribution. Simplex-Super projectors and
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Western Electric sound equipment are
used. The projection staff is composed of
J. Dickstein, Richard Morris, Louis Herman, Leslie Linnick, Frank Freiwald and
Harry SchoU.
At Balaban & Katz, United Artists I
met J. F. McDonald, assistant manager,
S. B. Soible, the manager, being absent.
The theatre seats approximately 1,700. The
projection angle is far beyond that approved
as maximum by either the Society of Motion Picture Engineers or the Bluebook of
Projection. The screen image therefore is
very badly distorted. Projectionists Ray
Horrall, Sam Spiro, Frank Barch and Edward Moore seem to be doing excellent
work, but of course they have no power to
correct distortion due to placing the projection room close to the high theatre ceiling. The equipment consists of Simplex
projectors and Western Electric sound.
Both the Oriental and United Artists theatres have three projectors. The last named
has the best projection room, once one gets
to it, of the three Balaban & Katz theatres
named, though they are all fairly good.
At the Roosevelt theatre on State Street,
I merely glanced in. Both picture and
sound seemed quite creditable.
Having learned that my old friend, Sam
Levine, general manager for Jones, Linick
& Shaefer about 1906 to 1910; was on the
managerial staff of one of their theatres, I
looked him up and we spent a few moments
talking over old times, after which I visited
the Orpheum, on State Street, which was
opened about 1906 or 1907. It then was
the very last word in swank motion picture
theatres. I met B. Anderson, manager,
climbed up to the old projection room I had
not entered for fully a quarter of a century,
shook hands with H. Schafner, projectionist. Not one darned thing had been
changed except the equipment and a few
feet added to one end to accommodate
sound equipment. It is just as cramped
and crowded as of yore. However, considering the conditions, Brother Schafner
seemed to be getting excellent results.
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electrogram
CURRENT METERS— An alternating
current meter of the moving vane
type, and a direct current meter of
the permanent magnet type, will
both indicate the same on straight
direct current, such as supplied from
a direct current power line or a well
designed motor-generator. On pulsating direct current, such as supplied from a bulb type rectifier, the
a.c. meter would Indicate a higher
reading. This means that the indicated value on a rectifier meter
would be under the actual value.
The same thing would be true when
measuring the arc voltage, when the
power came from a bulb type rectifier.
•
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Projectors, Screens, BoothsJ
Opera Chairs, Spotlights,
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LIGHTING

COSTS

"In electric illumination," it is stated,
"there are three factors which one may
juggle by using lamps of diflFerent voltage
rating, to obtain the desired balance or
economy. These are (1) lamp life, (2)
current consumption, and (3) illumination
produced. We may increase lamp life and
reduce current consumption, but the illumination efficiency will be greatly reduced
and, in the long run, we shall be paying
more for the light obtained. Or we may
reduce lamp life, increase current consumption somewhat, and obtain a higher percentage of illumination, thereby saving money
in the long run. It is in the intelligent balancing of these three factors, therefore, that
we can get the most light for our electriclight-bill dollars.
"In this connection the accompanying
chart tells the general story at a glance.
Taking 100% as the average, we note that
when a good lamp is operated at its rated
voltage, the life, light and wattage will be
100%, or the stated ratings of the reputable
lamp manufacturer. But if we should operate the same bulb at 5 volts under the
rated voltage, the wattage drops to 93%,
the light drops even more to 86%, while
the life shoots up to 182% or almost
double the normal life. The other side of
the picture is seen when the bulb is operated

150%-

Circuit voltage same
~ as rated voltage

AFFAIRS

and

Comment

at 5 volts higher than- the rated voltage.
Now the wattage increases to 107%, the
light much faster to 117%, while the life
is cut to 56%.
"The deduction to be made from this
graphic presentation is that the illumination efficiency is highly responsive to the
operating voltage and wattage consumption,
while the lamp life reacts even more to such
changes. Short lamp life with high quality
bulbs is usually due to severe over-voltage
operation, although severe vibration or jolts
may also cause premature demise of ordinary lamps not designed for such service.
"To obtain economical electric illumination, therefore, the consumer should make
certain that the light bulbs are operated at
least at rated voltage, and, for maximum
efficiency, at a few volts (say 3 volts)
above voltage, so as to obtain that greater
illumination efficiency at some sacrifice in

• An instructive bulletin on the cost of
illumination has been issued by the Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, through its
lamp division in Salem, Mass. Prepared
by Robert S. Bolan, chief engineer, the
bulletin names and discusses the factors
through the manipulation of which illumination costs may be to some degree con
trolled.

200%

News

STENCH
ERADICATO
R
lamp life."
• Chemical for the purpose of dispelling
odors created by the flinging of stench
bombs has been made available by the Molnar Laboratories of New York. A firstaid material is supplied, with sprayer and
instructions for use, while further means
is available for complete eradication of the
smell.
TUBE

DEVELOPMENTS

• Advancements in the electrical industry
during 1933 are reported in a review of
the year by John Listen of the General
Electric Company, and from it have been
selected sections concerning electronic tubes,
which not only have become standard instruments ofprojection, but are finding uses
in other parts of the theatre. Thus in the
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Circuit voltage HIGHER ^
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at varying voltages.

field of this magical modern device during
1933:
"Several new control-type Thyratrons
were developed, the most important design
features embodied in these tubes being inert-gas filling and the shield-grid principle.
"Inert-gas filling results in a tube which
is independent of ambient temperature effects and which is suitable for intermittent
operation, as the characteristics are constant
even when the voltages are first applied to
the tube.
"In the shield-grid Thyratrons, the
shield grid protects the discharge from extraneous charges and shields the control
grid from both the anode and the cathode.
This allows an extremely small control grid
having low interelectrode capacity and low
electron-emitting properties. The overall
result is the reduction of grid current to a
one-hundredth part of that usually encountered in corresponding three-electrode
Thyratrons, with corresponding reduction
in the grid power required. Also, because
of the low control grid capacity, the fourelectrode tube is less affected by transients
in the output.
"Among the new units are a three-electrode tube having a one-half ampere current
rating and inert gas filling; two half-ampere (average anode current) shield-grid
tubes, one being mercury filled and the
other gas filled ; and two shield-grid mercury-filled Thyratrons having average ratings of 2.5 and 6.4 amp. respectively.
"A 100-amp. metal Thyratron is suitable
for controlled rectifier use in the 250 and
600-volt commercial fields.
"A new phototube is a vacuum type with
a sensitivity nearly equal to that of the
conventional gas-filled types, and because
of the high vacuum its stability during life
is a great deal better. It was designed
primarily for applications where the maximum in sensitivity and stability are both
essential. A relatively higher infra-red
sensitivity, small size, and convenient
mounting are added advantages.
"Interest in the generation of electrical
oscillations at frequencies of many millions
of cycles per second resulted in the production of two vacuum tubes of the three-electrode type for these frequencies.
"The ultra-short-wave oscillator tube
was designed for use as an 'electronic oscillator' where the frequency of oscillation is
a function of the time of transit of the
electrons. An output of approximately one
watt can be obtained at frequencies of 700,000,000 cycles per second.
"The design of three-electrode, watercooled vacuum tubes was carried to unusually small dimensions to obtain relatively
high output power at very high frequency.
The filament leads are located at the top
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and the grid lead at the bottom. Outputs
of several hundred watts can be obtained,
at frequencies as high as 300,000,000 cycles
per second, using two of these Pliotron
tubes in a balanced circuit.
"The use of graphite as an anode material was extended. Graphite has a number of advantages over the materials commonly used in the past for the manufacture
of anodes, and these new anodes approach
black-body radiation in their ability to dissipate heat. Therefore increased factors of
safety have been obtained in the operation
of these tubes.
"A new Kenotron tube designed for use
as a half-wave rectifier is a two-electrode,
high-vacuum radiation-cooled tube having
an inverse peak voltage rating of 20,000
volts and a peak current rating of 100
milliamperes. In a circuit using a combination ofthese tubes, an output voltage of
approximately 15,000 volts can be obtained
with a direct current of approximately 25
milliamperes through a resistance load."
NEW
TYPE CHAIR
• A chair for theatres and other public
seating installations designed on the principle of unit construction, with interchangeable parts, has been brought out by
the International Seat Corporation, recently formed as a subsidiary of the Union
City Body Company of Union City, Ind.
J. George Feinberg, Avho is well known in
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Infernational Seating Corporalion's "V-16" chair.
theatre circles, having spent years in the
seating industry, is vice president in charge
of sales of the new concern. The chair is
being marketed under the trade name of
"U-16."
The chair is constructed in a number of
fitted parts for the announced purpose of
facilitating installation and lessening maintenance costs. The cushion is detachable to
permit replacement readily or to allow
fumigation.
The chair is built of pressed sheet steel,
while the end standards may be of cast
aluminum, cast iron or pressed steel, as the
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purchaser prefers. There are no exposed
bolts, nuts or screws.
An interesting feature of the chair from
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gORDDO
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TUBES
Featuring the new carbon
plate, having rigid six point
support insuring maximum
efficiency.
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William N. Moore
Patent Attorney
Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.
The first important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with $10,
and I will examine the pertinent U. S.
patents and inform you whether you are
entitled to a patent, the cost and manner
e. Personal attention. Estabof procedur
lished 35 years.
Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

so as to provide proper margin of safety.
"Flexible asbestos cloth curtains without
the steel frame, when subjected to pressure
from the stage side, were found to bind
against the proscenium wall with serious
probability of failure to close under fire
conditions. Tests of the asbestos cloths
from which the curtains were made showed
that all suffer serious loss of strength after
subjection to flame or high temperature."
NEW INSTALLATIONS
RECENT installations of
major classes of motion picture theatre
equipment have been reported as follows:
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to 30"
focus.
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CLEVELAND
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International seating in Roxie theatre, Los Angeles— a view showing chair back construction.
the point of view of traffic in the theatre, is
the location of the seat, when raised, in relation to the standards. This is such that
the occupant, upon rising, can stand well
between the standards, allowing an incoming patron quite a liberal passageway.
CURTAIN
TESTS
• Theatre owners, managers and architects will be interested to know of a recent report of the U. S. Bureau of Standards regarding proscenium curtains. The
report foUoAvs a number of fire tests, and
is as follows :
"Many municipalities and a few States
have enacted regulatory laws and have
placed theatres and opera houses under
police supervision because of loss of life in
theatre fires. Most of these laws require
an asbestos cloth curtain, or one of other
incombustible materials, to close the proscenium opening between the stage and the
auditorium, but many of the essential details are not given. The lack of information needed in formulating code requirements led to an inquiry by the Bureau into
the fire-resistive properties of theatre proscenium curtains. After examination of
the structure and operation of many installations in 3 cities, fire tests were made on
sections of 6 different types of curtains of
about one sixth the area of those usually installed intheatres. Two of these were steel
curtains with asbestos board insulation on
the stage side, and four were made of asbestos cloths. One curtain made of a single
ply of heavy wire-reinforced asbestos cloth
and another made of two plies of plain
asbestos cloth of the best commercial quality and usual weight, were both found to
be deficient as barriers against smoke and
fire. Curtains made of two plies of cloth
with steel frames to hold the plies apart
provided protection against a severe fire for
a period of about 15 minutes. Both types
of steel curtains gave protection for a half
hour or more and indicated reliability for
the protection of persons and property.
Most auditoriums are so designed that an
audience filling it can make their exit within 5 minutes, but proscenium curtains
should give protection for a longer period,

Stage furnishiriffs.—Marti theatre, Santurco, Puerto. Reported by Tiffin Scenic
Studio of Tiffin, Ohio.
Marquee and letters. — New Garden
theatre, Milwaukee. Reported by Metal
Products Company of Milwaukee.
Amplifiers. — Manhattan, Cleveland;
Falls, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. ; Majestic,
Plymouth, Wis. ; Fort, Fort Atkinson,
Wis. ; Fenway, Fennimore, Wis. ; Star,
Sheboygan, Wis. ; Magee, Evansville,
Wis. ; Bonham, Prairie du Sac, Wis. ;
Pastime, Kiel, Wis. ; Home, Lisbon, Wis. ;
Shawano theatre, Shawano, Wis. ; Old
Trail, St. Clairsville, Ohio ; Jubilee, Buffalo, N. Y.; Star, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Artistic,
Buffalo, N. Y. ; and Park, Lackawanna,
N. Y. Reported by Webster Electric Company of Racine,
Wis. Chicago; Empress
Seating.— Argmore,
Chicago; Lyric, Mt. Vernon, Ohio; Or
pheum, Rockford, 111. ; Family, Gary, Ind.
Central, La Porte, Ind. ; Palace, Green
ville, Ky. ; Momence, Momence, 111.
Southern, Oak Park, 111. ; State, Waterloo
la. ; Bell, Bellwood, 111. ; Parrott, Alma
Neb. ; Douglas, Chicago ; Karlov, Chicago
West Colonial, Galesburg, 111. Reported
by General Seating Co. of Chicago.
Sound reproducing equipment. — Dickinson, Ellsworth, Kan. ; Crystal, Arapahoe,
Neb. ; Lyric, Gregory, S. Dak. ; Milwain,
Bardwell, Ky. ; State, Central City, Neb.;
Neson, Omaha, Neb.; KMMJ theatre.
Clay Center, Neb. ; Thomas P. Shannon,
St. Paul, Kan. ; and Menelaus and Wilson,
Blockton, la. Reported by Scott-Ballantyne Company of Omaha.
MAZDA
PROJECTION
• Reviewing recent developments in
various branches of the electrical industry, the General Electric Company notes
changes made in Mazda projection lamps.
It is stated that improvements have made
possible screen illuminations twice as high
as those of two years ago.
All of these lamps show improvement
in wattage per unit of source area — that is,
in concentration of source. Means have
been introduced for the better control of
bulb blackening, and a marked advance
has been achieved in the wattage for a
given size of bulb.
A new feature is the rating of lamps
for this service at 100 volts. The line
voltage, by means of a small rheostat and
a voltmeter provided in the equipments,
is reduced to 100 volts, thus giving satisfactory life and candlepower performance
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from the lamps in service. Special forming
and heat treatment of the filaments were
developed to reduce warping or twisting
of the coils, making it possible to place
the coils much closer together, and a new
type of supporting structure was provided
for mounting the filament.
In the biplane lamp, one grid of coils
is placed before the other and so staggered
that an almost solid rectangle of light is
presented to the lens. The potential advantages of a biplane construction for the
higher wattage equipments of each class
had long been known ; but it was not until
the new filament treatment and mounting
had been perfected that the full advantages
of the biplane source could be realized.
Biplane construction is now incorporated
in five of the new lamps : in 500-, 750-, and
1000-watt sizes.
BY
WAY
OF NEWS
• Offices have been opened in San Francisco at 34 Golden Gate Avenue, by the
Robert E. Powers Studios, theatre decorators and furnishers.
New offices have been taken by the
Hygrade Sylvania Corporation in Chicago.
The new address is 612 N. Michigan
Avenue. This company also announces the
appointment of W. F. MacWilliams as
representative for the State of Ohio, with
headquarters at 1783 Eleventh Street,
Cleveland.
W. H. McBride, former sales manager

Maintenance

of Alpha Claude Neon Corporation in
Pittsburgh, has joined the Web-Lite Company of Pittsburgh in the same capacity.
The Web-Lite Company manufactures
electrical advertising display devices
If Smith leases a theatre from Jones, and
then acquires sound equipment on a lease
basis, Jones cannot obtain a lien on the
equipment if Smith fails to pay his rent.
This was the decision handed down the
other day by the United States District
Court of Texas, Southern District, in litigation brought by Messrs. Dunlap and
Schnorenberg, owners of the Bijou theatre
in La Feria, Tex. The house had been
leased to E. F. Stein, who acquired Western Electric sound equipment for the house.
The landlords charged that Stein did not
meet his payments on the lease, and they
sought a landlord's lien on the sound equipment, contending that the agreement
represented a conditional sale instead of a
lease, but the court held that all title remained in Electrical Research Products.
Sales rights in ten territories have been
obtained by Sperry Products Company of
Brooklyn, for the theatre air conditioning
equipment of the United States Air Conditioning Corporation of Minneapolis. The
territories are Maine, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Washington, D. C, Maryland and Eastern
Pennsylvania. The product includes the
Kooleraire and Arctic Nu-Air systems.

of Theatre
{Continued from page 9)

breakers may be set for any pre-decided
load within certain limits. When so set,
a circuit-breaker will open the moment
that the set load is exceeded.
There are various electrical hook-ups;
some require fuses while others require circuit breakers. Sometimes both are used.
The blowing of a fuse is a danger signal
and definitely indicates that there is a
wrong condition somewhere in that particular circuit. It therefore follows that all
equipment connected in that circuit should
be checked and examined before placing a
new fuse in the circuit.
Here are some of the more common
conditions that will cause a fuse to "blow" :
(1) ground of the circuit, (2) loose connection (thereby increasing the resistance
of the circuit), (3) overloaded conditions,
(4) dampness (sometimes inside a conduit), and (5) short circuits.
All of these conditions constitute real
dangers not only to some piece of equipment but might cause a fire in the theatre.
If there are electrical conditions within
the theatre that are not thoroughly understood, there should be no hesitancy in calling alicensed electrician to correct and explain that condition.
A sufficient supply of fuses or renewable links should be on hand in the theatre,
conveniently located so that there will be
no unnecessary delay in the replacing of
fuses. The question might be asked, which
are most desirable "one-time" fuses or re-
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Machinery

newable fuses? In the plug fuses up to
30 amperes, the "one-time" fuse is very
satisfactory. Fuses of 30 amperes and
above of the cartridge type are most economical ifthey are of the renewable link
variety. However, unless there is an electrician in the particular theatre, or the
manager is especially watchful, the renewable link fuse becomes a danger — a danger
because of the temptation to over-fuse by
putting two or more fuse links in one
cartridge, thereby raising its capacity two
or three times, whichever the case might
be. Some renewable cartridge fuses are
so designed and manufactured that it is
extremely difficult to put in more than one
fuse link. This type is very desirable.
THE
CARE OF
MOTOR-GENERATORS
MOTOR-GENERATORS perform such an important function in most
theatres that it is extremely important to
give them proper care and attention. Generators are designed to change alternating
current to direct current, or the reverse.
They are generally designated a.c. or d.c.
generators, especially specifying the output
side of the generator. Theatres are only
concerned with the d.c. type of generator.
The input or alternating end of a d.c. generator never seems to cause much trouble,
and if the bearings are kept well oiled
with a proper grade of oil, and the oil
wells and bearings are washed out with
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kerosene every three or four months, and
at the same time the whole machine is
blown out thoroughly to remove all dust,
there will be no annoyance from this end.
The output or d.c. end seems to cause
more trouble. The bearings, brushes,
brush holders and commutator must have
regular careful, and skilled attention. The
brushes must be of proper composition ; a
spare set of brushes should always be on
hand. This is an insurance against prolonged breakdowns which is well worth
while. Communicate with the manufacturer of the generator if there is any question as to kind or quality of brushes. In
writing with reference to a generator, always refer to it with all the data shown
on the name plate. With this data the
manufacturer can immediately identify it.
FITTING
OF BRUSHES
The fitting of brushes in the holders
and to the curvature of the commutator is
important. This should not be attempted
by any one other than a skilled electrician.
The commutator must be kept free from
oil, carbon or copper dust ; in brief, kept
clean. Most difficulty in connection with
the commutator and brushes is indicated
by excessive arcing between the commutator and the brushes. It does not take long
to damage seriously a generator set when
the brushes and commutator are arcing.
This arcing is generally caused by the collection ofcarbon or copper dust with some
oil on the commutator bars, and as the
armature revolves this oily paste is carried
into the grooves between the commutator
bars by the brushes. In this way a shortcircuit is established between the bars of
the commutator. The commutator bars
are separated from each other by thin
sheets of mica. These mica separations
must of necessity be kept below the top
Recent

surface of the bars, thereby forming shallow grooves between the bars. The grooves
must be kept clean. The commutator
should be cleaned every other day.
TROUBLE
FROM ARCING
Many times the commutator surface becomes rough or uneven. This may be the
result of age with a long period of "wear
and tear," but generally it results from
excessive arcing which has not been
corrected immediately. There are times
when this condition has become so bad
that there is no other solution other than
to dismantle the generator and send the
armature out to a shop and have the commutator turned down on a lathe. When
this commutator roughness is only slight it
may be corrected or greatly improved by
the use of sandpaper. The use of sand
paper or stones on the commutator must
positively not be attempted by any except
a highly skilled electrician.
The following are the more general
causes of arcing between the brushes and
the commutator : ( 1 ) improper fitting of
brushes, (2) high mica, (3) copper or
carbon dust in commutator grooves, (4)
overload, or (5) short-circuit.
REGULAR
INSPECTION
IN ALL THE foregoing
discussion with regard to the lubrication
of bearings, most specific reference was
made to motors or generators ; however,
the same care and cleanliness should be
expected for all fans, pumps, compressors,
elevators, organ lifts, sign flashers and
organ blowers. Oiling, greasing and the
washing out of bearings cannot and must
not be a haphazard procedure depending
upon the whim of some irresponsible em-
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Depending upon the number of hours
each day that a piece of equipment is operated, aschedule for oiling, greasing and
washing out bearings should be drawn up.
This card or lubricating chart should be
tacked up or otherwise posted in close
proximity to the particular piece of equipment; then some specific employe should
be delegated to lubricate that machine in
accordance with the schedule and to enter
that fact on the chart. Whenever the
manager, in passing or on inspection trips,
passes that machine, he should examine not
only the piece of equipment but the chart
also, and assure himself that the particular
piece of equipment is getting proper attention. This procedure is especially important incases of fans, motors and pumps
that may be located in attic spaces or outof-the-way basement locations.
It is hoped that this article has emphasized sufficiently the real need of careful attention to the lubricating problems
of the theatre. Specific recommendations
as to the grades and makes of oil to be
used on any particular equipment is impossible to include, because of the great
variety of type and makes of equipment
installed in theatres. No attempt has been
made to present any theoretical lubricating, cleaning or adjusting program, but
the practical necessity for the manager to
establish careful mechanical and electrical
maintenance has been pointed out. With
the information contained herein the manager can initiate to good advantage an immediate checkup of the theatre to determine the exact condition that now exists.
If you will take steps immediately to
correct faulty conditions and make plans
to protect yourself in the future against a
recurrence of them, this article, as a friendly reminder, will have undoubtedly served
its purpose.
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{Continued from page 12)
to keep the theatre clean and sanitary and
the interior in good repair. Also, the landlord contended that the purpose for which
the $20,000 was deposited was "in consideration of the good will of the party
of the first part (landlord) and as a guarantee for the prompt payment of said rent."
Moreover, the landlord proved that for
many years previously he had operated the
theatre successfully and had built up a
considerable amount of good will.
Therefore, in view of these facts the
higher court held that the landlord was
entitled to retain the full $20,000 deposit,
and stated the following important law:
DECISION
"We recognize, and feel impelled to
give effect to, the aspect of the payment
as consideration for good will. The defendant (Conover) not only was a landlord. He had been an operator in the
moving picture business over a period of
years, first for others and then for himself. He had built up a good will both in
himself as distinguished from a location
and in the particular theatre, known as the

'Strand,' under lease. . . . The payment
was a consideration for the conveyance of
the good will. It was also a guarantee
for the prompt payment of rent. But
there was no division or allocation of fixed
amounts to these separate purposes, and
there was no obligation upon the landlord
to permit the tenant to remain in possession
without paying rent. . . . For the reasons
given we think that the tenant was not
entitled to receive $17,500 or any part
LIABILITY
FOR FILM
thereof."
CONTRACT
BREACH
THE LAW is settled that
a person damaged by the wrongful and
negligent act of another is required to use
ordinary care and prudence to protect himself from loss, or, as sometimes stated in
court decisions, to minimize the loss. It
has also been held that the burden is upon
the party committing the injury to offer
evidence in mitigation of damages. In
other words, the courts have consistently
held that where two parties enter into a
valid contract and one of the parties breach -

es the contract the other party is required
to exercise an ordinary degree of care to
reduce the resulting damages to a minimum. Failure to do so will result in the
court rendering a judgment for damages
in favor of the complaining party for an
amount less than the actual damages sustained.
On the other hand, the law requires
that the person who breaches the contract
must prove to the satisfaction of the court
that the other party failed to use ordinary
care to reduce or minimize his damages
resulting from the breach, otherwise he is
liable for complete damages.
CASE
For instance, in First National Pictures
Distributing Corporation v. Sewell (171
S. E. 354, Bertie County, N. ,C.), it was
shown that a theatre owner and a film
distributor entered into a contract by the
terms of which the theatre owner agreed
to accept and pay a specified sum for a
stipulated number of films. The theatre
owner breached the contract and the distributor filed suit to recover damages. The
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lower court held the theatre owner liable
for $805, but the theatre owner appealed
to the higher court contending that if the
distributor had made reasonable effort and
used ordinary care to re-rent the films to
other theatre owners he could have reduced
the damages to a considerable degree.
Therefore, the higher court reversed the
lower court's decision and said :
DECISION
"In an action for breach of contract,
it is a well settled rule of* law that the
party who is wronged is required to use
due care to minimize the loss. . . . While
the duty is imposed upon the injured party
(distributor) to use ordinary care and prudence to minimize his damages, nevertheless the burden is upon the injuring party
(theatre owner) to offer evidence tending
to show such failure to exercise the requisite degree of care and prudence to reduce
and minimize the loss complained of."
OPERA
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A GREAT MANY legal Controversies have risen between the sellers
of theatre equipment and subsequent purchasers of theatre buildings as a result of
the seller of the equipment attempting to
obtain possession of it because the purchaser
or theatre operator failed to make payments
in accordance with the contract of sale.
A review of the important recently decided
higher court cases discloses that the different courts have laid down the law as
follows :
"FIXTU RE" DEFINED
A legal theatre "fixture" is any theatre
equipment which is attached to the building
in such a manner that its removal will
effect permanent damage to the theatre
premises.
Another well established rule of the
law is that a new purchaser of a theatre
building can prevent the seller of a theatre
"fixture" from removing it from the theatre
building, although the original contract of
sale between the theatre operator and the
seller of the equipment clearly specifies
that in the event the theatre operator fails
to make payments, in accordance with the
contract of sale, the seller may take possession of the equipment and remove it from
the theatre building.
On the other hand, it is important to
know that although a new purchaser of
a theatre building objects to the seller of
theatre equipment removing the same from
the theatre, he cannot prevent the seller of
such equipment from removing it if the latter proves that the equipment is not a legal
fixture. The latest higher court case involving this point of the law is National
Theatre Supply Company v. Mishler Theatre Company (167 Atl. 324, Altoona,
Penn.).
CASE
In this case it was shown that the Mishler Theatre Company entered into a conditional sales contract with the National
Theatre Supply Company for the installation of 668 opera chairs in the theatre
building to replace approximately 700 old
{Continued on page 34)
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The Question:

NOTE:

I AM considering erecting
a theatre replacing the one I am now operating and have under lease, and am taking
this means of trying to ascertain from you
information regarding the same. The set-up
is as follows :
Size of town (population), 1,600. Size
of lot, 88 feet front, 165 feet deep. Size of
theatre under consideration, about 400 seats.
Question 1-— ^Will size of lot permit erection of theatre of above seating capacity,
also three or four stores with apartments
above stores? Entire building to be of fire
proof construction.
Question 2 — What would be the most
advisable materials to use?
Question 3 — Approximately how much
would such a theatre building cost to erect,
including complete equipment for theatre
(except projection and sound equipment) ?
Since the whole matter is still in the
contemplative stage, I would not care to
have the project made mention of, however I shall be sincerely grateful to you
for a reply to the foregoing questions and
for such additional information as you may
be in a position to convey. — L.B.

IN THIS department
Better Theatres will be
glad to answer questions pertaining
to the prelinninary consideration involved inthe planning of a new theatre or in the remodeling of an existing one. Only requests for ideas will
be answered, since this department
cannot assume the practical functions
of an architect. All communications
intended for this department should
be addressed to "Better Theatres,"
1790 Broadway, New York. They
will be answered in this department. None will be answered by
mail. Although only initials will be
used in signing the questions published, itis a requirement that all letters bear the signature and address
of their writers. The replies will be
prepared personally by Mr. Hulsken,
who is a practical architect and a
member of the American Institute of
Architects.

The Answer:
THE SIZE of the lot, 88 x
165 feet, is entirely too large for a theatre
with a seating capacity of 400. If you
should use the full width of the lot for
the building, you have at least 39 seats in
a row across the width of the auditorium
and would only require 21 rows of seats.
This would make a very badly proportioned
auditorium, therefore I suggest you use a
center bank of thirteen seats with two wall
banks of four seats each. The total width
of the building, including seats, aisles and
wall thickness will be then 46 feet. I advise you either to sell the balance of the
lot or use it for free parking space for your
patrons.
Having twenty-one 20-inch seats in a
row will require twenty rows. Spacing
these rows 32 inches back-to-back, it will
require 53 feet 4 inches for the seats.
Figuring the front stores 30 feet deep, the
foyer 12 feet wide, the stage or platform
15 feet and 15 feet between the first row of
seats and stage or platform, the total length
of the building, including wall thickness,
will be 128 feet. I do not think that you
require a stage for such a small house, so
I presume that a platform large enough for
small vaudeville acts will suffice. With a
frontage of 46 feet, I suggest you make the
lobby 16 feet wide, leaving one store on
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each side of the lobby 17 feet wide, after
making allowances for wall thickness and
stairway to apartments above stores and
lobby. Of course if you do not care to sell
the unused part of the lot you can extend
the front over the full width of the lot for
stores and apartments. This would give
you three more stores, or two stores and
drive space should the lot be an inside lot
with no other access to the parking space
than from the front.
I believe that concrete walls for sides and
rear will be most economical, the roof construction either steel deck or steel joists
with concrete. For the front elevation
there are a great many new glass products,
which are very effective, especially when
the designs call for modernistic treatment.
For the interior you can either use acoustical plaster or sound absorbing materials.
The cost of such a theatre with apartments
over stores and lobby, all complete except
sound and projection equipment, will be
approximately $25,000.
•
The Question:
I WANT to construct a
beautiful small theatre in a lot which is in
a corner of two streets. This lot is 20
meters by 40 meters. I want the front of
the theatre looking to the main street, that

HULSIiEN,

A.
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is where it has 20 meters with two stores,
and I would like to have four stores on
the side where the other street is— that is
three, and the one in the corner, which
have entrances by both streets.
Enclosed you will find an outline that
will help you to have an idea of what I
want. I want to spend about $15,000 in
the construction of the building only, not
counting equipment. I think that with
this amount of money a beautiful small
theatre can be constructed here in Puerto
Rico, as the wages and laborers are very
cheap. — P. G.
The Answer:
ANSWERING your inquiry,
1 ask you to pardon me for using my measurements in feet and inches, instead of
meters, so that I can visualize the proportions of the building better, as it has been
a very long time since I have used the
metric system. The sketch of the floor
plan shows that it is a fairly good-sized
theatre. The front facing the main street
will be approximately 65 feet, 6 inches,
while the elevation facing the other street
will be 131 feet. A theatre of this area
could not be built in the United States for
four times the amount which you expect
to spend. Even at that figure one would
have to practice the strictest economy in
design and construction. While labor may
be very cheap in Puerto Rico you must
also remember that materials amount to
over half the total cost.
Let us plan the auditorium Avith 21
seats across the width. This would give
a center bank of 13 seats and two wall
banks of four seats each, and would require only two aisles. The width of the
auditorium should then be 43 feet, leaving
20 feet for the depth of each store facing
the side street. Suppose we make the
stores facing the main street 25 feet deep.
Make the foyer 12 feet, and provide 24 feet
between the first row of seats and rear wall
of building. This would leave us space for
27 rows of seats, giving a seating capacity
of 567 on the lower floor, which capacity
may be increased by reducing the depth of
the stores and the width of the foyer. But
this amount of seats on the lower floor,
and 200 seats in the balcony would make
a well balanced house.
The arrangement of the exit on the side
street will have to be changed. This exit
should be placed nearer to the stage or
platform, so place it between the third
and fourth store facing the side street.
Make the lobby 18 feet wide. This would
make the main street stores 22^ x 25 feet

NEW
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Following is a list of theatre projects
involving new constructions, remodeling
and re-equipping. This list has been compiled from the latest reports available on
February 6. The listing is arranged alAn asterisk indicates
phabetical y bstates.
y
information received since a prior report.
California
COMPTON— Sunset Theatre Company, August Frankl, lessee, 134 E. Compton Boulevard. Architect, W. Allen, 1008
Washington Building, Los Angeles. To
erect theatre building. Seating capacity
800. Population 12,000.
LONG BEACH— E. W. Bollinger,
2015 East Ocean Boulevard, to alter heating system in theatre.
SAN FRANCISCO — New Rialto
Theatre, 2555 Mission Street, to undergo
remodeling. T & D Jr. Enterprises, Inc.,
Street, will rec/o M. Naify, 25 Taylor Amandes,
1879
model. Architect, F. F.
18th Avenue.
Georgia
DUBLIN— John W. Peck, Jr., to
erect theatre building. Cost $20,000.
Population 6,600.
Illinois
CHICAGO— Architect, J. E. O. Pridmore, 100 W. Monroe Street. To remodel theatre. Seating capacity 600. Mr.
Flaherty, c/o Columbia Pictures Corporation, 831 S. Wabash Avenue, in charge of
purchasing equipment.*
MAYWOOD— Syndicate, c/o F. Koenig, architect, 143 S. 9th Avenue. Will
erect theatre. Population 26,000.
WEST CHICAGO— Syndicate, c/o
Robert H. Salisbury, architect. Liberty
Building, Wheaton, 111. Will remodel
theatre in West Chicago. Architect in
charge of purchasing. Population 3,500.
Indiana
ELMWOOD — Rembusch Corporation,
Frank Rembusch. To make repairs to the
Alhambra theatre, damaged by fire. Population 11,000.*
Iowa
SIOUX CITY— Buckwalter Company,
514 Nebraska, lessee. C. H. Jandt Company, 335 Commerce Building, will remodel theatre building at 917 4th Street.
Cost $10,000.
Michigan
MENOMINEE— Menominee Opera
House to be reconditioned.
Minnesota
MINNEAPOLIS— American Realty &
Building Company, 2938 Pillsbury Avenue. Will make alterations to theatre
building,
Mississippi
CLARKSDALE — Strand theatre,
Charles J. Collier, manager, Second Street.
To remodel theatre building. Seating
capacity 600, Population 10,000.
New Mexico
ALBUQERQUE— Albuquerque The-
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atres Company, c/o W. Scott Dunne, architect, Melba Building, Dallas, Tex. To
build theatre. Cost, $20,000. Population
27,000.
New York
BROOKLYN — Goldie Harris, 67
Hanson Place. Theatre building to be
erected at 3117-37 Surf Avenue. Cost
$50,000. Architect, C. A. Sandbloom,
145 W. 45th Street, New York, N. Y.
Oregon
PORTLAND— Architect, Walter Kelly, Artisans Building. To erect theatre
and lodge building. Seating capacity 200.
Pennsylvania
EAST YORK— J. W. Rechley, 515 E.
Market Street. To erect theatre building.
Cost $60,000.
PHILADELPHIA — Felt Brothers,
1412-14 S. Broad Street. Alterations to
theatre. Engineer, Charles S. Gingleman,
1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia.
Texas
DALLAS — Palace theatre (colored)
2407 Elm Street. Architect, W, Scott
Dunne, Melba Building. To repair theatre damaged by fire. Cost $15,000. Seat-

ing capacity 600. Palace Realty Company,
Dallas, in charge of purchasing of equipGOOSE CREEK— Tri-Cities Little
Theatre, c/o Geo. L. Keene, director. To
erect theatre. Mrs. G. A. Lillie, Chamber
ofment.*
Commerce Building. Seating capacity
525. Cost $15,000. Population 5,200.*
LA FERIA— R. P. Condron will make
repairs to theatre. Population 1,500.
SAN JUAN— San Juan Theatre, c/o
E. F. Collins. Will remodel. Population
1,600.
VICTORIA — Jefferson Amusement
Company, c/o Messrs. Gordon & Clemmens. Architect, W. Scott Dunne, Melba
Building, Dallas. To erect theatre building. Seating capacity 600. Cost $25,000.
Incorporations
Manhattan Theatre, Inc., Rocky Mount,
N. C. Increased capital $25,000. F. W.
Langley, et al. Incorporators.
Highland Theatre Corp., 5600 N. Figueroa, Los Angeles, Cal. Increased capital $1,000.
Jonesboro Theatres, Inc., Jonesboro,
Ark. Increased capital $50,000.
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giving in a few words
the manager in his own

MAINTENANCE

advice to
problems:

TABS

by J. T. Knight, Jr., offers the theatre owner
and manager the help of an accredited engineer
who has spent years in supervising the operation
and maintenance of motion picture theatres.

"ELECTROGRAM"
Each
is an authoritative bit of advice on the operation
and maintenajice of your electrical equipment.
Your questions are welcome. Send them in.
You will be identified by only your personal initials in the reply. Merely write . . .
Better
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1790

Broadway,

New

York
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This

Issue:

tl Edwin Sedgwick Chittenden Coppock
{Dressing Up Your Theatre and Show) is
managing director of the Paramount theatre in
Stapleton, Staten Island, New York. He began
his career in the theatre as an usher, and now, at
a relatively youthful age, directs the operations
of what has been, in spite of recent economic
conditions, consistently one of the Paramount
Publix circuit's most prosperous properties. The
Paramount in Staten Island functions, as a matter
of fact, someiuhat as a training school for young
men aspiring to the position of manager in the
circuit, and of their instruction Mr. Coppock
is in charge. Many have been the innovations
conceived by Mr. Coppock, and as they have
proved successful, they have been passed on to
other theatres. It is noteworthy, in view of Mr.
Coppock's success as a manager, that he instructs
himself thoroughly in the technics of the motion
picture theatre, as a property and as a mechanism
of entertainment.
^ J. T. Knight, Jr. {Maintenance of Theatre
Machinery) is a regular contributor to Better

Theatres on the poblems and processes of management, operation and maintenance. Supplementing his more comprehensive articles are his
Mdintenance Tabs, begun with this issue and
to be henceforth a regular feature. Mr. Knight
is an accredited member of several branches of
engineering and has spent many years in the
motion picture theatre as supervisor of maintenance and physical operation. In an earlier day
he was a theatre manager himself. Latterly
he has been in charge of maintenance for Balaban
Katz in Chicago, and Paramount Publix.
He is now attached to the home office of the last
named circuit.
^ Leo T. Parker {Recent Decisions in Theatre
Cases) is a regular contributor to Better Theatres on legal phases of theatre operation. He
is an attorney-at-law with offices in Cincinnati.
^ Kendall Clough {Why Up-to-Date Sound
Equipment) is president and chief engineer of
the Clough-Brengle Company of Chicago, manufacturers ofamplifiers and speakers used in
theatre reproduction.
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"Better
product
mail
Bureauto

THEATRES

CATALOG

BUREAU

Theatres" offers on this page an individual service to its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any
listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below and
"Better
Theatres"
Division
are
advertised
in this
issue. of Motion Picture Herald. Readers will find that many of the products listed by this

A
Accounting systems
Acoustical installations
Adapters, mazda
Advertising novelties
Advertising projectors
Air conditioning equipment
Aisle rope
Amplifiers
Arc regulators
Automatic curtain control
B
Banners
Batteries
Blocks, pulleys, stage-rigging
Bolts, chair anchor
Booths, projection (portable)
Bulletin boards, changeable
C
Cameras
Canopies for fronts
Carbons
Carpets
Carpet cushion
Cement, film
Cement for fastening chairs
Chairs, theatre
Change makers
Changeable letters
Changeovers
Color hoods
Condensers
Cutout machines
D
Dimmers
Disinfectants — perfumed
Doors, fireproof
Draperies
Drinking fountains

E
Earphones
Effect machines
Electric measuring instruments
Electric fans
Electric motors
Electric generating plants
Electric signs
Electric signal and control systems
Emergency lighting plants
F
Film cleaning machines
Film processing machines
Film rewinders
Film shipping cases
Film splicing machines
Fireproof curtains
Fireproof doors
Flashers, electric sign
Flood lighting
Footlights
Fountains, decorative
Frames, poster, lobby display
H
Hand driers
Hardware, stage
Heating systems
Horns
Horn lifts and towers
L

Ladders, safety
Lamps, decorative
Lamp dip coloring
Lamps, general lighting
Lamps, incandescent projection
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps,
Lenses reflecting arc

Lighting systems, complete
Linoleum
M
Marquees
Mats and runners
Motion picture cable
Motor generators
Music stands
o
Orchestra pit fittings, furnishings
Organs
Organ novelty slides
Organ lifts
P
Perfumers
Photo-electric cells
Plastic fixtures and decorations
Pop-corn machines
Portable projectors
Portable sound equipment
Projection lamps
Projectors
Projection room equipment
Public address systems
R
Rails, brass
Rectifiers
Reflectors
Regulators,
maida
Reels
Reel end signals
Reel cases
Resonant orchestra platforms
Rheostats
S
Safes, box office
Safes, film
Schools

"BEnER THEATRES" DIVISION, Motion Picture Herald.
1790 Broadway, New York
Gentlemen: I should like to receive reliable information on the following items:
(Refer to items by name, as listed above)
1
7
2

8

3 ..:

9

5

II

6

12

Remarb:

1
..

Name
0

State

. Theatre
Seating Capacity

City

Screens
Screen masks and modifiers
Screen resurfacing service
Seat covers
Seat indicators
Seats, theatre
Signs, directional
Signs,
Slides marquee
Shutters, metal fire
Sound heads
equipment, complete
Sound
Speakers, dynamic
Speed indicators
Spotlights
Stage scenery
lighting equipment
Statuary
Stage
Stage
rigging
Stereopticons
Switchboards
Switches, automatic
T
Tapestries
Tickets
Telephones, inter-communicating
Ticket booths
Ticket choppers
Ticket selling machines
Transformers
Uniforms

u

Upholstery materials
V
Vacuum cleaning
Ventilating
systems equipment
Vending machines
Wall coverings W
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Cases

{Continued from page 29)
chairs then in use. The contract was
properl\- recorded in accordance with the
law. It provided that the theatre company should pay a specified amount at the
time the chairs were delivered and installed
in the theatre, and afterwards the balance
was to be paid in equal installments.
Several months after the opera chairs
were installed in the theatre the building
was purchased by a man who believed that
when purchasing the theatre building he
also was receiving clear title to the opera
chairs. However, since the purchaser or
theatre operator had failed to pay the installments onthe chairs, in accordance with
the recorded sales contract, the seller of
the chairs filed legal proceedings to remove
them from the theatre building.
The new purchaser of the theatre building contended that the seller of the chairs
should not be permitted to remove them
from the building on the grounds that
opera chairs are legal "fixtures," removal
of which would leave the theatre building
permanently damaged. However, it is interesting toobserve that this higher court
held opera chairs not legal "fixtures" which
resulted in the seller being permitted to
remove them from the theatre building.
DECISION
"The defense made to plaintiff's (seller's) claim is that the opera chairs, being
securely fastened to the floor of the auditorium, are an essential part of the theatre
and indispensable to its use as a place of
public entertainment, and as such are legal
fixtures that passed with the realty to the
intervening defendant (purchaser). . . .
The question raised is whether the rights
of a conditional vendor (seller) of chattels attached to the realty are superior to
those of a purchaser of the premises by
deed from a prior mortgagee. The lower
court answered the question in the affirmative, and we see no reason to disturb
this conclusion."

PAYMENT
FOR
STORING EQUIPMENT
FREQUENTLY AFTER a theatre building is purchased the new owner
discovers that certain chattels in the building, such as equipment or furnishings, are
removable and belong to someone else.
Sometimes it is necessary that the new
purchaser of the building devote a considerable space for storing these chattels.
Therefore, it is not uncommon that legal
controversy rises over the right of the
new owner or purchaser of a theatre building to charge a reasonable amount of storage as compensation for the space occupied
by the chattels. The latest higher court
case involving this point of the law is
Veazey v. Electrical Research Products
(145 So. 319, Monroeville, Ala.).
CASE
The facts of this case are that a seller
of a motion picture outfit reclaimed it
from a theatre operator but failed to remove the same from the theatre premises.
Soon afterward another person purchased
the theatre building and devoted a room
for the purpose of storing the motion picture outfit. When the owner came to reclaim the equipment the new owner of
the building refused to give up possession
claiming that he had a lien on it to secure
payment for use of the room for storage
purposes.
It is important to know that under
these circumstances the higher court held
the theatre owner was not entitled to a
lien, and said :
DECISION
"Appellant's (theatre owner's) theory
is that leaving in his building this outfit,
so bulky as to virtually occupy the room
in which it was installed, and so deprive
appellant of the use of such room, and in
fact the use of the theatre building, ren-

dered the owner of the chattel liable to
him for the value of the use and occupation of the building. . . and that, by virtue
of such lien, he has the right to retain
possession of the property until such lien
is satisfied. . . . The evidence discloses
no more than a bailment of the chattel ;
not an entry upon, possession, and use of
real estate for which a lien for use and
occupation
arises."
LIABILITY
OF LANDLORDS
DISCUSSION HAS risen
from time to time whether or not a landlord is liable in damages for an injury
sustained by a theatre patron, where such
injury results from failure of the landlord
to repair the premises leased to a theatre
operator. Therefore, it is important to
know that it is a well settled rule of the
law that a landlord is under no legal duty
to repair leased premises if he is not so
obligated by the terms of the lease contract.
CASE
For example, in the late case of Hunkins v. Amoskeag (169 Atl. 3, Manchester, N. H.), it was disclosed that a patron
was injured on the portion of the premises
which was being occupied by a tenant under
a lease contract. The injured person filed
suit against the landlord to recover damages, and attempted to prove that the injury
resulted from falling plaster which was
weakened by a leak in the roof. This court
stated the law, as follows:
DECISION
"The landlord is under a legal duty with
respect to the management of those portions of the property which he retains in
his own control whether he undertakes the
performance of that duty or not. . . . The
necessary connection between the injury and
the negligence charged is therefore wholly
lacking."

Dressing
of corn stalks and pumpkins at Halloween
time? A miniature rock garden at Easter
time? A life size tableau of wax figures
from a department store? Model homes
borrowed from a real estate agent? Or
dozens of other things just as simple, such
as modernistic backgrounds of the type used
in show windows ?
At first thought such things would seem,
to detract from the screen, but if they are
not too brightly lighted and are definitely
in the atmosphere of the short subjects or
newsreel being presented, they add realism
and appropriate atmosphere and a relief to
patrons who, week after week, have been
staring at your blank stage.
Many theatre? formerly having a stage
presentation or vaudeville policy are

Up

Your
Theatre
{Continued from page 7)

and

equipped with twelve or more balcony rail
spots that are not now in use. The mounting of these spots is usually such that they
may be moved about to throw a beam to
almost any part of the auditorium. During
intermissions, or before the show starts, why
not use these balcony rail spots to bring out
the architectural treatment or decorations
on the side walls of the theatre? Startlingly
beautiful effects can be achieved by the use
of several of these lamps with different
colors.
Should you agree with me that any of
these suggestions have merit, I hope you
will be as successful in their use as we have
been. However, if any effect is used too
often, it in itself becomes as monotonous
as no effect at all. The reason for the

Show

effort that you will have to expend, and
the thought behind all of these suggestions,
is merely to have constant change of appearance or atmosphere. Patrons may not
outwardly indicate their approval of these
changes, but no one can deny that they will
be quietly appreciative of your efforts to
enhance their enjoyment of the program. I
will wager next week's salary that all other
things being equal, the habitual attendance
at any theatre can be increased by a conscientious effort to keep the house itself,
and the show, freshened — different from
other theatres, in the atmosphere created
for the program, in cleanliness, and in the
creation of decorative effects to prevent
dreaded monotony in the appearance of the
theatre.
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IS PROGRAM?

a St. Valentine's day disquoted
JESSEpatch LASKY,
od to InMotion
from Hollywo
Picture Daily, steps
forth with constructive discussion of the subject of
that much debated production policy labeled "curtailment,"
and first set forth in Motion Picture Herald's West Coast correspondence some weeks ago. Mr. Lasky, it appears, is not
entirely In disagreement with those of L. B. Mayer-Samuel
Goldwyn school of thought in their theories about mass production— but — also however.
MR.

"As a student of film and theatre economics," says Mr. Lasky,
"I realize that there must be some form of modified quantity
production to supply the theatres."
To "supply the theatres" means to supply the public.
The public does not care a merry hoot about whether the
pictures come by quantity production, whether they are program pictures or even if they are proconcelved masterpieces.
The public wants entertainment and it gets a lot of it from
pictures which the producer did not know were loaded. The
public probably makes more hits than Hollywood does. It is
easy to name off hand half a dozen pictures in the current
season which proved vastly more important at the box office
than their makers anticipated.
It is the painful truth that some of the most Ineptly made
pictures, some of the most casually made, have hit the mass
taste and prospered exceedingly.
Emotional content, the kick, is the test.
And one may pause parenthetically to remark that "kick"
is not attained, as too many producers seem to think, by the
intensity of the content. The perfect cocktail was never made
of raAv alcohol, nor yet the perfect drama of raw impulse and
primitive motivation.
But, returning to the matter of volume of production, Mr.
Lasky knows, and knows so very well through many a year of
experience, that there is a reason for and a place for what is
all too scornfully called the "program picture."
"Its existence can be made worth while," says Mr. Lasky,
"and the quality average raised immeasurably through the
fostering of unit or independent production, also by placing
the blame for mediocre product not on the producing company, but upon the shoulders of those who make it."
There is nothing revolutionary in this Idea of Mr. Lasky's.
The motion picture rose to Its greatness and prosperity under
just such a system, through the days of the glory of what was
known as "the Lasky lot," through the days when the "unit
producers" were the DeMilles, Ince, Griffith, Sennett and so on.
This Industry, from studio to screen, can prosper only with a
flow of reasonably competent product, letting the hits come as
they may. Every picture can be honestly and competently
made.
super men are required for that, but "yes men"
can
not No
do It.
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RAWER

THAN

NATURE

REGARDLESS of what the passing gains at the box office
may be, the increasing tendency to fabricate and fictlonize expeditionary pictures In the studios, to speak
gently of what the late Colonel Theodore Roosevelt called
"nature faking," will confer nothing on the Institutional status
of the motion picture. Also the process will lose the screen
friends In high places.
Nothing so very radical has to be done about it, but it
would seem reasonable to ask the makers of pictures in alleged
natural settings, pictures of animals and natives, to seek to
be at least as authentic as the ordinary Sunday supplement.
It Is, after all, not true that Eskimos spend their lives trading
wives, or that tigers, Hons, and other Jungle brutes do nothing
but fight.
A few years ago the expeditionary picture was one product
which could be sold and offered safely to the juvenile and
the adolescent and yet hold the adult interest. Today the
expedition to anywhere is sure to come back full of gore
and more likely than not a lot of titillating Goona-Goonas.
Life really is not precisely like that, even in the tropics.
CHARMING

MURDER
"^'^
AAA
THE supreme comedy of the season comes this week with
the screaming of Mr. John Sloan, president of the Society
of Independent Artists In New York, that "art murder"
has been committed by the destruction of the unfinished mural
with which Mr. Diego Rivera, Mexican propagandist, sullied
the walls of the RKO building last year. Since when has billposting under the guise of interior decorative art become so
sacred? If those who paid for the picture did not like it, it
was theirs to put In the ash can.
AAA
FILLING

THE

SHELF

N the dear old days of long ago, Mr. William Fox fough^
a mighty battle with the octopus, the Motion Picture Patents Company, which sought to control the industry by
an ownership of the tools. Again Mr. Fox Is in the arena of
the courts, again fighting a mighty battle, this time in behalf of his Tri-Ergon, a corporation which purports to have
possession of the tools of sound.
The days are long. From the first great war of the patents
there remains only a long and dusty shelf of books In lawyers'
offices. It would seem that presently they are going to put
some more books on the shelf.
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WEEK

EXPLOITATION
Unstinted exploitation, especially of personalities, ithe
s
key to box office success
of mediocre films, last week in Kansas City,
Coast-bound, declared Merlin Hall Aylesworth. Radio chieftain. Also vital is the
choice of theatre. A cycle of the "Little
Women"
type . of
he indicated.
. . picture may be expected,
SPANISH QUOTA
Despite long standing rumors, it appears
to American Consul Cecil Cross in Barcelona that there Is much foundation in fact
in a current report that the Spanish government plans imposition of a quota system on film imports. The plan: every importer required to produce one film in
Spain, costing at least 250,000 pesetas, for
every five Imported. . . .

UNIVERSAL INDEPENDENCE
Definitely denying reports that some of
Universal's releases are to be made by
"independents," Carl Laemmie, president,
declared: "Universal makes its own pic^- tures and intends to continue to do so."
The veteran took to the air Tuesday over
WEAF for the second of his special talks
on film subjects. . . .
FEDERATION AND IMPPA
Though the Independent Motion Picture
Producers Association, Hollywood, has
decided to retain its own identity, Trem
Carr, its president, has wired the Federation of the Motion Picture Industry, New
York, its intention to work in harmony "both
financially and morally."
SCISSORS— AND MORALS
"No scissors has ever made anybody
righteous," and no picture has ever been
made wholesome by censorship, recently
in Fond du Lac, Wis., declared W. L. Ainsworth of the Garrick theatre and secretary
of the MPTO of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan at a Better Films Council session.
"The intent of the Industry is to do the
right thing," he said. . . .
TIEUP TEST CASE
Kansas City territory exhibitors, using
tieups regularly, are keenly watching the
outcome of a test case wherein the United
States is prosecuting Rufus H. Limpp, gas
station owner at King City, Mo., for giving
theatre tickets with the sale of gas and oil,
under the NRA fair practice code for the
petroleum industry.
MIDNIGHTS BANNED
Definitely surprised and shocked were exhibitors of Gluster, Ohio, last week when
Informed the city council had passed an
ordinance prohibiting midnight shows, particularly on Saturdays. . . .

UNIT TAKES NAME
Chosen by the new association of theatre owners In New Orleans for Its name
is Gulf States Theatre Owners of America,
of which H. S. McLeod is president. A
visit of Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
preceded the unit's organization. . . .
CENSOR QUERIED
Legal lights of the MPPDA and the Ohio
censors at Columbus will attempt to settle
a controversy involving interpretation of
the script of Universal's "Midnight." The
censors contend certain portions reflect on
the district attorney. The MPPDA believes
they should raise the status of the D. A.
in public opinion. . . .
NEW FILM COUNCIL
As a clearing house for groups in research study of the motion picture, the
San Francisco Motion Picture Council has
been formed. It promises no attempt at
censorship. Invited to join are representatives of parent-teacher organizations.
Federated Clubs and the like. . . .

In

This

WATCHFUL

CAMERAS

Registration for Kansas City's election is
being checked up and double checked by
the National Youth Movement, reform unit,
with the use of motion picture cameras.
Examples of poll violence will also be thus
imperishably recorded. . . .
RADIO'S AUDIENCES
Adding his voice to previously recorded
objections, Eddie Dowling, stage producer,
last week condemned the practice of radio
stations which give free tickets to program
audiences, contending those audiences belong to the theatre. He was supported in
his denunciation of tryouts in vaudeville and
radio by J. C. Nugent, another speaker at
the AMPA luncheon. . . .
WEAK IN WRITERS
True also in England, but in even greater
measure,sertionisthatSamuel
Goldwyn's
Hollywood
has a recent
dearth asof
good writers, declared David Manners,
actor, recently returned from a trip to England. "The film writer in England is underpaid in comparison with his American colleague," he said. Growing competition
from British studios Is keeping Hollywood
on its toes, the actor believes. . . .
RUSSIAN REQUEST
En route to Hollywood Is a Russian committee to buy American films, line up talent, study production, arrange for a Coast
production unit. Already approached to
take a company to Russia to introduce
American methods has been Boris Petroff,
Paramount stage director In New York. . . .
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STRAPPED NVA
With funds for maintenance of its New
York clubhouse and Saranac sanitarium virtually exhausted, the National Variety Artists plans an emergency move to save the
organization. Prime movers are Sam Dembow, Jr., Paramount, and Leslie Thompson,
RKO. The NVA annual benefit probably
will be hastened. . . .
ALLIED IN OHIO
Present indications strongly point to affiliation ofthe new Ohio Independent exhibitors' organization, embracing all existing units, with Allied States. One of the
leading personalities In the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio Is M. B. Horwitz,
staunch Allied supporter. Headquarters
will be maintained in Cleveland and Cincin ati. .. .
CANADA'S CLOSINGS
Decreased from last year are the number
of closed theatres In Canada, recent statistics showing 58 closed of a total of 785
wired, comparing with last year's 81 closed
of a 777 total. Pleasantly, continued improvement isreported. ...
I
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Approaching decision of the Code Authority and the Administrator on definite
selections for the 32 Local Clearance Boards
and 32 Local Grievance Boards, due on Friday, and an invitation extended by the NRA
to all industry trade groups to be heard at
a mass meeting of Code Authorities of all
industries, scheduled for March 5 at Washington, were the principal code situations
holding attention this week.
The Code Authority had received 7,500
code assents up to press time, besides additional complaints from exhibitors in the
field charging competitors with unfair trade
and both distributors and exhibpractices,
itors were awaiting a final decision from the
Administrator regarding the 10 per cent
cancellation clause, which previously had
been ordered retroactive to contracts signed
before December 7 on pictures released subsequently. This was expected Friday.
quarters, Code Authority memIn bersother
and Allied leaders were priming for the
court battle launched by Allied against the
Authority and scheduled to start in New
York Tuesday.
Previously, it had been generally understood that General Johnson's call to some
200 Code Authorities to meet him for wholesale code conferences in Washington was
intended only for the Code Authority _of
each industry, but word from the Capital
this week indicated that each trade association in every industry was invited to send
to the meeting its code committee to participate in the discussions.
Local Boards To Be Named Friday

The final appointments to the 32 LocalareClearexance and 32 Local Grievance Boards
pected to be announced, at least partially, following the Code Authority's meeting in New
York Friday, when a sub-committee of the
Authority — comprising S. R. Kent, Fox;
Charles L. O'Reilly, New York TOCC ; George
J. Schaefer, Paramount; W. Ray Johnsjton,
Monogram; Nathan Yamins, Allied; Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA— will present for consideraof Division Adtion of the Code Authorily and
ministrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, a tentative draft
of these boards which the sub-committee has
been compiling the last two weeks from the
names of some 900 exhibitor and exchange candidates submitted by their colleagues in the field.
The names of those on the tentative draft appear on pages 15, 16 and 17.
AdThe Code Authority and/or theor Division
eliminations
ministrator may make changes
from the tentative draft, and it is expected that
many of the tentative candidates will ask to be
excused. It was learned also that the Code
Authority has exercised its privilege of nominating candidates for posts on the boards whose
names were not submitted from the field.
Both the Code Authority and its special subcommittee have been digging into the background and history of candidates already tentatively accepted. All nominations must final-

The fifth article in the Herald's
"De-Coding the Code" series appears in this issue starting on
A listing
of tentative selections
page
48.
to the local boards by the committee of the motion picture Code
Authority begins on page 15.
ly be approved by Division Administrator
Rosenblatt.
One more step must be taken by the Code
Authority and the Administrator before these
local boards actually commence operations as
the Authority's code machinery in the field,
and that is the selection of the 64 "impartial,"
non-industry members, one of whom is to sit
on each of the 64 boards as the direct representative ofthe Code Authority. There are approximately 200 names up for selection, among
them, local leaders of Chambers of Commerce,
and local businessmen and executives of local
civic organizations. No boards will be announced without simultaneous announcement of
the
selection
of the board's impartial representative.
The call for Code Authorities of all industries to meet with General Johnson, March 5,
as well as trade association representatives,
does not necessarily mean that immediate revision ofwillany
in prospect. The conference
last code
four isdays.
A total of 278 codes covering approximately
90 per cent of all industry have been approved
SUBJECTS
MEETING

FOR CODE
SUGGESTIONS

Any trade association in the motion
picture industry may submit suggestions or questions to the NRA for
disposal at the Washington meeting
of 200 Code Authorities opening
March 5. The NRA this week specifically requested that such questions or
suggestions be confined to the following points, treatment of which is intended "to improve the policy or procedztre of the National Recovery Administration":
(a) The effect of your code upon operadustry. tions, including employment, in your in(b) The effect of your code on general
price trend of products in your industry.
(c) Effect of your code on unethical practices in your industry.
(d) The effects of code provisions, if any,
restricting production through limitations of
machine hours or plant facilities.
(e) cernsEffect
code upon the smaller conin your ofindustry.
(f) Code provisions which, in your judgment should be modified or eliminated.
(g) Code provisions which, in your judgment, should be added.
(h) Specific proposals for eliminating
overlapping.
(i) Financing of industry cod© administration.

TO

SESSION
Final Selections

Will Participate

in Four-Day Gathering at
Washington, Starting March
5, on Possible Changes

9

for Members

of Local Boards

Due

Friday;

More Connplaints on Trade
Practices of Exhibitors Filed
by the Administration, and another 353 are
awaiting formal approval.
In his call. General Johnson outlined the
major purposes to include "the consideration in
public session of the possibilities of increasing
employment; protections against destructive
competition and against excessive prices and
monopolistic tendencies ; the elimination of inequalities and inconsistencies in codes; the position of small enterprises, and the vast problem of code administration and the organization
of Theindustry
tentativeforandself-government."
preliminary outline of the
group conference follows :
PART I
Group I. Possibilities of Increasing Employment ; wages and hours ; comparative
situation of capital goods and consumer goods
industries.
Group II. Trade Practices : Costs and
prices; protestations against destructive competition, and against excessive prices and
monopolistic tendencies.
Group III. Trade Practices: Control of
production; limitation of machine hours; restriction ofexpansion of facilities ; ethical practices regulating competitive relationship.
Group IV. Code Authority Organization:
Code administration, including compliance and
enforcement ; inequalities, inconsistencies and
overlapping in codes ; inter-industry and intercode coordination; the financing of code administration ;use and control of the code
"Eagle."
Group V. Operation of Codes in Small Enterprisesposition
;
of minorities.
PART II
March 5: Public Meetings; (Constitution
Hall, morning). Address by the President, and
by the Administrator.
March S: (Afternoon) and 6th: Public
Meetings bysideration Groups
for presentation
of the subjects
outlined inand
Partcon-I.
Attendance of delegates to be designated and
registered in advance by each Code Authority
and trade association. (See Note.)
March 7 : Group Conferences of Code
Authorities and code committees in same
groups as outlined in Part I, for consideration
with NRA of policies and actions on these
subjects.
March 8: General Conference of selected
delegates of each Code Authority or trade
association code committee with the Administrator for consideration of policies and programerenceof toCode
Authorities
refmatters
developedandin NRA
public with
meetings
and group conferences March 5 to 7. Closing
Address by the Administrator.
Note: If, in order to permit the presentation
of information and suggestions by persons requesting such opportunity, it is necessary to
continue these public meetings, they will be
continued concurrently with the Scheduled Conference Program, in a consolidated public meetfor such period as may be necessary for
that ingpurpose.
The program from official NRA headquarters says that(Continued
code committees
on page 17)of trade asso-
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MPPDA

Carries Responsibility of Application of Production and Advertising Codes; Supervising
Hollywood Offices of AMPP
Joseph I. Breen, a member of Will H.
Hays'
staff of and
assistants
in the
Motion considerable
Picture Producers
Distributors
of America, Inc., has been appointed by
Mr. Hays to the post of head of the Studio
Relations Department, in Hollywood.
This appointment carries with it responsibility for the application of the production code in the making of motion
pictures among members of the association,
and application of the advertising code with
reference to studio utterances, as well.
Mr. Breen, also assistant to Mr. Hays,
will supervise the Hollywood offices of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers.
Beetson Heads Casting
The Hollywood anno(micement conveys
other important changes in the office personnel. Fred W. Beetson, formerly executive vice president and now secretary and
treasurer of the Producers' association, will
assume jurisdiction over all casting activities. James E. Wingate, former head of
the New York State board of censorship,
and more recently with the Hays organization in Hollywood, is expected to continue
his duties as an advisor on censorship, with
Geoffrey Shurlock as his assistant and with
Douglas MacKinnon giving attention to
short subjects.
Motion Picture Daily^s Hollywood correspondent ventures the assertion that :
"Considered far from remote is the possibility that Breen ultimately will head the
Hays office here, retaining his connection
with the Hays organization in the East
pretty much as an officer can be a director
in Other
two corporations
the to
samethetime."
observers at
tend
conviction
that this is not only "far from remote" but
is substantially the fact as of now and today.
The details are merely matters of internal
diplomacies.
Long, Innpor+ant Contacts
Mr. Breen, like so many of the members
of the Hays organization, has a background
of widely diversified experiences and a
career of long, important contacts with the
public.
He Philadelphia.
is a graduate A oflarge
St. Joseph's
college in
part of
his working life has been spent in newspaper work in New York, Chicago and
Washington, and with the Associated Press
in various European capitals. He had an
interlude in the diplomatic service in Porto
Rico. He handled the publicity affairs and
sundry other concerns of the Eucharistic
Congress in Chicago in 1926 and conducted
the opening campaign of publicity for the
Chicago World's Fair in 1928. He became
assistant to Stuyvesant Peabody, president
of the Peabody Coal Company in Chicago
in 1929, with his responsibilities largely in

JOSEPH I. BREEN
the field of pubMc relations, and went thence
to the Hays organization.
Mr. Breen has been in Hollywood for
about a year, going there first in connection
with some of the motion picture's West
Coast publicity problems.
_
IVarners

Plans

60 for 1934-35
Warner and First National again will
set 60 features between them on their 193435 program, according to announcements
from Harry M. Warner, president, from
Chicago early this week.
Mr. Warner indicated also that musicals
will play as prominent a part on the new
schedule as they have on the current cycle.
He expressed the belief that an "essential
element in the success of musicals next season will be better stories adaptable to mutreatment." stopped off in Chicago en
Mr.sicalWarner
route to New York from Hollywood. He
was accompanied by Jake Wilk, Warner
story editor.
Suit Against MPPDA Starts
Trial of the Frank Rembusch anti-trust
suit against the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America opened Tuesday in United States district court. New
York, with the introduction of documentary
evidence and brief testimony. Mr. Rembusch, a former Indianapolis exhibitor,
charges the MPPDA with conspiracy and
seeks damages agp-regating $2,000,000.
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Universal
Sales

Meets

Jules Levy, general sales manager for
RKO Radio Pictures, this week called district and eastern branch managers to New
York for brief conferences on sales policies
and plans for the 1934-35 season.
Those attending from out of town included F. L. McNamee, Philadelphia branch
head; C. R. Halligan, Albany; R. C. Cropper, Boston; H. T. Dixon, Buffalo; S. C.
Jacques, Cincinnati; F. Greenblatt, Cleveland; N. Levy, Detroit; R. E. Churchill,
Indianapolis ; B. Pitkin, New Haven ; G. M.
Lefko, Pittsburgh, and R. C. Folliard, Washington.
Additional RKO meetings have been
called as follows : Monday and Tuesday,
Chicago ; Wednesday and Thursday,
Memphis.
both meetings.Cresson Smith will preside at
Last weekend Universal held a series of
meetings to plan the new season's schedule.
Carl Laemmle and Carl Jr., sought the suggestions of exchange managers, their opinions of types of pictures, personalities and
-stories based on their observations of the
l)ast year being specifically requested.
The sessions were presided over by James
R. Grainger, general manager of distribution, and were attended, in addition to the
Laemmles, by R. H. Cochrane, P. D. Cochrane, Charles B. Paine, E. T. Gomersall,
F. J. A. McCarthy, Eddie Bonus, S. Wittman, James Dermody, Boston ; Sydney Singerman, "Snake" Richardson of Atlanta,
Leo Abrams, of Big U exchange, Paul
Gulick, Ben Grimm, Andy Sharick, Eugene
Cox, William Kramer and Jack Thall.

MGMHasNet
Of

$1J64,507

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer showed a net
profit after all taxes for the 12 weeks ended
November 23, 1933, of $1,164,507, the company's
nounced thistreasurer,
week. David Bernstein, anWith a gross profit of $2,527,827 the company had a net profit before taxes of $1,361,996. Operating profit amounted to $1,334,288, while miscellaneous income approximated $28,000.
Warner

Decision Near

On Action in Erpi Case
Warner Brothers, through George Quigley, legal head, indicated Wednesday that
the company would decide later in the week
its action regarding the Wilmington decision in the case against Erpi whereunder
Warners was ordered by the Delaware high
court to continue the controversy before a
board of arbitration.
Tax Levied on Erpi
Back tax assessments totaling $165,936 on
Electrical Research Products, Inc., sound
equipment in two Mississippi coast theatres
were approved this week by the Harrison
County board of supervisors in Gulfport.
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MR. THALBERG'S CURRENT TEMPO
GUILDS AND REJUVENATED ACADEMY
'LITTLE MAN' - MARGARET SULLAVAN

M. SHAPIRO

LEDERER

week's
ING
s andtheplans
HIGHLIGHT
tion activitie
is a produc
wealthof news that augurs well for the
spring- and early summer entertainment programs. Pictures that embrace full showmanship scope, big ones as well as little, are in
work or soon to go there.
Though Irving Thalberg has been back
on the MGM lot for six months, he has 3'et
to complete his first production, "Rip-Tide,"
starring his wife, Norma Shearer. The picture has been in the shooting stages for the
past eight weeks with approximatelj' three
more yet to go before it reaches the final
editing stages. To estimate the cost of this
production so far at $500,000 would be conservative.
Obviously the rate of Thalberg production is not at the tempo of the era prior
to his European excursion. It would appear that his current status in the Mayerland scene is yet in the process of what
might be called adjustment.
Worthy of special notice, particularly in
view of the marketing condition confronting
short subject producers is Hal's Roach's ambitious experiment. With all the preparation, attention and care given the usual feature length screen-musical. Roach is engaged
in filming what he claims will be the most
elaborate and ostentatious two-reel musical
to come out of Hollywood. So far untitled,
it is a burlesque on grand opera and contains
the Adohr Creamery Radio Grand Opera
Company in the cast along with Lillian
Miles, Eddie Borden, Will Stanton and Billy
Gilbert, supported by a cast of more than
100 atmospheric extras which also includes
a bevy of chorines portraying special dance
numbers directed by Bill O'Donnell. Leigh
Jason is directing from music and book by
Val Burton and Will Jason.
Reported to have already spent $60,000
for research and story preparation for "Cleopatra," Cecil B. DeMille is determined to dig
deeper into the history of this character to
make the picture an authentic screen document. De Mille claims he has at last found
and will film the answer to the riddle of
Cleopatra's desertion of the Battle of Actium, which' has been a mystery to every historian who has tackled the job to date. . . .
MGM

Leads in Story Purchases

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer leads the field currently in story purchases for the screen with
no less than ten literary works added to their
production schedule within the past fortnight.
These include Dickens' "David Copperfield,"
Kipling's "Kim" and "Captains Courageous"; "Nancy Stair," a novel bv Elinor
MacCartney ; "The Thin Man," a' mysterv
by Dashiell Hammetf, "Calm Yourself,"
a modern novel by Edwm Hope; "What
Every Woman Knows," the stage hit bv
James Barrie : "Ah Wilderness," Eugene

O'Neill's latest stage hit; "Declasse" by
Zoe Akins, and "All Good Americans," by
Laura and S. J. Perleman. . . .
Plans for the last six pictures to be produced by Sol Wurtzel for Fox's 1933-34
program are now definitely scheduled. "Gold
Rush of 1934," featuring Claire Trevor and
John Boles, started Monday ; "Merry Andrew," with Will Rogers, goes into production March 1 : "Always Plonest" with James
Dunn and .Sally Eilers, March 5 : "They Call
it Luck," starring Herbert Mundin, "Charlie
Chan's Courage," featuring Walter Connolly, and "On the High Seas," featuring
Mtichell and Durant, will all begin shooting on March 15. Dure Leyton is the name
Fox has given Freya Leigh, who was in the
staged thriller, "The Dark Tower." . . .
Paramount Shooting Six
Paramount has six features in various
phases of shooting. "Melody In Spring,"
a comedy with music, being directed by Norman McLeod, will introduce the radio headliner Lannie Ross. Bing Crosby's "We're
Not Dressing" is nearing completion as are
the muchly discussed but tentatively titled
"The Trumpet Blows," which stars George
Raft, and "Come on Marines," a picture
that has been on the company's program for
several years, with Richard Arlen and Ida
Lupino in the lead roles. Another comedy
romance, "You're Telling Me," stars W. C.
Fields, Joan Marsh, Adrienne Ames and
Larry "Buster" Crabbe. "Murder At The
Vanities," the Earl Carroll girl-bedecked
show, which will mark the American debut
of Carl Brisson, noted European actor, tops
off the actual shooting picture list.
Soon to hit the stages are "Honor Bright,"
an original by Jack Kirkland and Melville
Baker which Tav Garnett will direct, Mae
West's "It Ain't No Sin," B. P. Schulberg's
"Thirty Day Princess," starring Sylvia
Sidney, "Cleopatra" and a Damon Runyon
story titled "Little Miss Marker," another
Schulberg picture which will feature
Adolphe Menjou and Dorothy Dell. . . .
Having cleared all rights to "Chandu
The Magician," radio serial, Sol Lesser is
preparing to make a serial from the radio
episodes to be produced under the title
SCOTLAND
YARD'S
SCOTCH ACCENT
One of the Hollywood independent
producers became frantic the other
day when he was finable to find a
character who could play the part of
a detective with a Scotch accent.
When finally asked %uhy he must have
a Scotch accent, the producer explained that the story called for a
detective from Scotland Yard.

and THE PRODUCERS'

TEARS

"Chandu." This will be produced in 9 episodes, and will start immediately after completion of "Peck's Bad Boy," which will be
around June 1. . . .
To Brazil for Atmosphere
MGM will shortly dispatch a company to
Brazil to make atmospheric background
shots for its forthcoming production of
"Jungle Red Man" . . . Darryl Zanuck is
said to be financially interested in Rufus LeMaire's project of producing three plays on
Broadway this summer. Profit in the investment (if any) will be taken out in the
rights to the screen. . . . Nat Levine is taking space at the Sennett studio to produce
his next serial. . . . While MGM wants William Powell for the title role of "Thin
Man" the actor is stubbornly holding out for
a flat price of $60,000 for the picture. . . .
One major studio already has dropped negotiations for thein actor's
services
failed to weaken
this price.
. . . when he
Monogram is starting to build up its own
screen personalities with the signing of
Dixie Lee, wife of Bing Crosby, to a five
picture contract. She will make her bow
under the new deal in "Manhattan Love
Song" from the story by David Silverstein
and Leonard Fields. Heretofore Monogram
has limited its player contracts to two picture deals except in the case of western and
action stars who have been signed for the
entire series. . . . Spencer Tracy will play
the part of Arnold Rothstein in Fox's forthcoming screen interpretation of Mrs. Rothstein's book, "Now I'll Tell." . . .
Another Cartoon Record
Further evidence of popular favor toward
the fairy tale type of cartoon shorts has been
manifested in the local bookings of Ub
Iwerks' "Jack and the Bean Stalk." The
cartoon already has played three weeks at
the
booked
intoindefinite
Loew's
StateFour-Star
last week.andIt was
is slated
for an
run at the Filmarte, which gives the short an
unprecedented record — -with the exception of
"Three Little Pigs" — of having played three
first run theatres in the same town. . . .
With the rejuvenation of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Scientists an established reality, there is some doubt in the
minds of many who joined the actors and
writers guilds as to just which organization
will be the safer for their allegiance. Several notables in both new organizations already have manifested a renewed interest
in the influence of the revived Academy.
Many who resigned are seeking reinstatement, but are wondering how they can maintain loyalty to both the Academy and their
respective guilds. Although no officer of
either guild will allow himself to be quoted,
it is evidentclamationthat
the Academy's
reof power
is giving sudden
pause for
thought. The idea of the Academy again
becoming the clearing house for adjudication
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of employee-employer disputes sits not too
well, as the respective guilds were formed
to function 100 per cent thusly, on behalf
of their membership.
V
Clubs Indorse Garbo Film
Initial reports from the Previewing Committee made up of representatives of eight
national women's organizations, headed by
Mrs. Alice Ames Winter of the Hays office,
which viewed the MGM picture, "Queen
Christina," starring Garbo, were unanimously favorable and will be forwarded immediatey by official committees to members of
the following organizations : General Federation of Women's Clubs, California District ;
The D. A. R. ; National Organization of
New England Women ; Council of Jewish
Women; Los Angeles University Club;
California Parent Teachers Association;
National Council of Catholic Women; and
the California Church Brotherhood.
In addition to these reports, the General
Federation of Women's Clubs in New York
had this to say, "Fine historical romance
of a strange and brilliant queen of the Seventeenth Century impersonated in a really
magnificent manner by the inimitable
Garbo."
All doubt as to which of the two stories
now being prepared would serve to present
Margaret Sullavan as a star in her own
right for Universal was eliminated with
orders received here from Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
approving the script for "Little Man, What
Now}" and ordering it into production
February 19. "Elizabeth and Mary," scheduled as Miss Sullavan's next, will be deferred until completion of "Little Man."
The Art Directors division of the Technicians branch of the Academy entertained
Robert Edmund Jones, New York stage director, designer and artist who is now wintering at Santa Barbara. Mr. Jones addressed the motion picture art directors on
the art of designing and executing stage settings. The meeting took place last Friday
night at a local cafe preceding a stag dinner.
Best He Could Do
Fox has asked all members of the publicity department to submit suggestions for a
catchline to pin on Alice Faye similar to
"the platinum blonde," MGM's tag for Miss
Harlow. One of the Fox scribes thought
and thought and finally at noon today he
gave up with — "Why not call her 'Lily of
the Vallee.' "
V
Last Saturday one of the local theatres
booked "Henry VIII" for a Saturday matinee. Just as Anne Boleyn was about to lose
her head a small voice from the balcony
boomed — "Now Annie doesn't live here
anymore."
V
Since the premier of Francis Lederer at
the El Capitan theatre in "Autumn Crocus,"
producers are weeping bitter tears in their
soup. Lederer is under contract to Radio.
Paramount wants him for a picture. MGM
is said to be anxious to secure him for the
lead opposite Joan Crawford in her next
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LUBITSCH POINTS OUT
THE BIG DIFFERENCE
One of Ernst Lubitsch's fellow directors approached him at a luncheon
and asked how he was getting along
in the story preparation for "The
Merry Widow." Lubitsch replied,
"fust fine." Seeing the conversation
was not being continued by Lubitsch,
the inquiring director nonchalantly
drolled, "Well, I guess when the picture isfinished you'll have a touch of
'Love Parade,' 'Design for Living,'
'Trouble in 'Paradise' and 'One Hour
With You'." Lubitsch quietly responded, "The difference between you
and me is that ivhen 1 steal, 1 steal
from myself."
pictureners arefollowing
"Sadie
and inWarconsidering
him McKee,"
for the lead
the
most talked of literary screen purchase of
the vear, "Anthony Adverse."
V
Those Scot+ie Pups
Alice Brady has tilted her nose at an offer
to do a stage play in London because — honest
— they will not allow her four Scottie puppies to enter the country.
V
The current whisperings anent the vast
amount of publicity given a major studio
on their mysterious and un-interviewed star
are very amusing.
If reports are true, it seems that the glamorous one is very friendly with a producer
on the lot who whispers (sotto voice) to
newspaper people that Miss Mysterious has
left town. Next morning the papers are
full of an elopement. Next day the producer calls his friends in great alarm saying
that Miss M. has just phoned the studio
saying that she is in Palm Springs. The
story is denied. Next day the producer lets
it be known, via secret channels, that the
studio has good reason to believe that the
person who phoned the studio was not Miss
M. — so where is she? — so more publicity —
more denials — and more rumors — and rnaybe more box-office.
V
Blondes Still Lead
From the 142 girls employed by George
White for his production of "Scandals" at
Fox, 63 were blondes, 52 brunettes and 27
auburned haired girls, which still gives the
preference to blondes both here and in New
York.
V
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell are set
to make their long awaited film reunion in
"Manhattan
Love Song" from the novel by
Kathleen Norris.
Rem_iniscent of the values of "7th
Heaven," which first brought them into
prominence, the story will project the stars
against the background of a big city.
V
Though Howard Hughes has not yet returned to Hollywood, word has reached his
intimate friends here to the efifect that he
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is financing the stage production of "Queer
People" shortly to be presented on Broadway. The reaction to this production will
be the deciding factor of his much delayed
plans for transferring the book to the screen.
Hughes already has spent more than $25,000
for the book rights and salaries of writers
adapting it to the screen. In the event it
is a flop as a play, there is every reason to
believe he will abandon the screen production definitely. In that case his first production in his comeback as a producer will
be an air story based on an original by John
Monk Saunders.
A real free-for-all was put on at the
Columbia
No Foolin' studios during the making of
"Whirlpool" this week. Four participants
went to the studio hospital for repairs and
one will be in for a few days. Jack Lowe,
a welterweight boxer ten years ago, suffered aseriously sprained neck when struck
by a piece of timber swung by another
fighter. Jack Holt, star of the picture, was
treated for a fractured hand. Bob Wilbur,
the third casualty, was hit on the left leg
so severely that an x-ray disclosed a fractured shinbone, while Jimmy Dime was
kayoed by a stiff right to the chin, requiring four stitches. The scene was a general
fight on the circus grounds.
Austrian

Revolt

Closes Theatres
All legitimate theatres and motion picture
houses in Vienna and other cities of Austria
were automatically closed on Monday and
Tuesday when the Socialist rebellion assumed the proportions of a major conflict.
Children and women were kept off the street,
except during specified hours of the day
when the women were allowed to stand in
lines at food shops and stores where the
sale of supplies was regulated by the government.
Whether or not theatres were destroyed
in the heavy artillery fire on Tuesday is not
known, but the Karl Marxhof, one of the
largest apartment buildings, with a miniature
theatre, was badly damaged.
The government of France late last week
withdrew all restrictions and censorship on
newsreel material being shipped out of the
country relative to the Paris riots, newsreel
offices in New York were advised.
Universal Newsreel received word that
its Paris representatives had taken considerable footage on the rioting, which would be
placed on the first boat bound for New
York. Additional material is expected from
Universal's men in England who had flown
across the channel when news of the rioting
had arrived. Pathe, Fox Movietone, Hearst
Metrotone and Paramount offices had not
been advised of the extent of their footage,
but spot.
it is known many cameramen were on
the
Theatre receipts in Paris were severely
curtailed as a result of the riots, it was reported, business being off as much as 50
per cent in many cases.
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TO SELL IN FAR EAST. Al
Aronson (above) and Max Ehrenreich (below), who will be
associated in disfribution of
Monogram product in Australia, by arrangement with the
Ritchey Export Corporation.

BACK TO NEW YORK. Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, who has been consulting with
hiarry Cohn in hlollywood on Columbia production, at the beginning of his transcontinental air
journey back to company headquarters.

NA/ITH SAMMY THE KILLER. The intrepid Clyde Beatty, who
mixes his lions and tigers in the same cage with himself, rehearsing
the beast that recently killed his mate in a little domestic quarrel.
Nevertheless, Bad Boy Sam is appearing with Beatty in Mascot's
12-part serial, "The Lost Jungle."

VACATIONING. Colleen Moore arriving in
New York for a bit of play, following complework in to
RKOreturn
Radio's
She tionisof her
scheduled
to "Success
HollywoodStory."
soon
for further RKO Radio roles.

A MEETING OF EXPERTS. Both in their own respective ways.
Representing the so-called game of tennis is Mile. Suzanne Lenglen who, during a stay in England, thus met up with Glen MacWilliams, Gaumont British ace cameraman then engaged In
filming "Evergreen," GB production starring Jessie Matthews.
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As reproduced, above,

from a scene in Warner's "Wonderbar."

A WHOPPER. Posing with Halsey Raines and
other phenomena of Florida's winter scene.
Besides publicizing MGM product, Mr. Raines
vacations in Florida. This, however, is his first
portrait with these particular specimens.

NEW

YORK

IN BURBANK.

HAS LEAD. (Left) Betty Furness, RKO contract
player, who plays the feminine lead in Monogram's "Beggars in Ermine."

Which should explain why members of Director IN NEW

Robert Florey's staff have so little difficulty leaning against yonder skyscrapers.
Here Mr. Florey is shown directing Joan Blondell and Warren William in Warners'
"Hit Me Again," which is Miss Blondell's first picture since returning to the studio
following an operation for appendicitis.

HOME.

Charles Butterworth, MGM

featured player, with Mrs. Butterworth — and not
to forget Jerry — in a corner of the living room
of their charming new residence, recently completed in Beverly Hills.
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The motion picture Code Authority in New York and 'Division Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt are expected on Friday to announce the first definite selections of personnel for the }2 Local Grievance Boards and 32 Local Clearance Boards. The boards will
be the Code Authority's medium in the field for administering the code in distribution
and exhibition. Their appointment will launch operation of the industry's own code.
Since the deadline for submitting names of candidates to these boards, which was
midnight of January 20, a special Code Authority committee — composed of S. R.
Kent, Fox; Charles L. O'Reilly, New York TOCC; George J. Schaefer, Paramount;
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram; Nathan Yamins, Allied, and Ed Kuykendall, MFTOA —
have been meeting in New York almost daily selecting from the 900 names of exhibitor
and exchange candidates a tentative draft for each key city board, and, according to
Motion Picture Daily, this sub-committee has finally decided on the following tentative
draft, which will he submitted to the Code Authority on Friday for final adoption. It
was pointed out that there is nothing official or conclusive about these tentative appointments, and it is held likely thai the Code Authority or the Division Administrator will
make at least a few changes; besides, any of the tentative candidates may withdraw.
The sub-committee's tentative draft follows:
CHARLOTTE
ALBANY
Clearance and Zoning Board
Clearance and Zoning Board
L Ira Furman, MGM.
1. Ralph Pielow, MGM.
2. Nat Sauber, Universal.
2. R. J. Ingram, Columbia.
3. H. F. Kincey, Publix.
3. C. H. Buckley, Harmanus-Bleecker
4. Albert Sotille, Charleston.
Hall (RKO pool).
5. Murphy Gregg.
4. Wm. E. Benton, Ithaca.
6. Sam W. Graver.
5. Abe Stone.
6. Mr. Mausert.
Grievance Board
Grievance Board
1. J. J. Grady, Fox.
2. H. H. Everett, Monogram.
1. R. C. Halligan, RKO.
3. Montgomery S. Hill, Paramount.
2. Charles Johnson, Columbia.
5. Charles Picquet, M. P. T. O. of N. C.
3. Lou Lazar, Warner Theatres.
4. Abe Stone.
(M. P. T. O. A.).
V
V
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
Clearance and Zoning Board
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Felix Mendelsohn, MGM.
1. J. H. Lyons.
2. Henry Herbel, Universal.
2. Arthur Bromberg, Monogram.
3. Walter Innerman, B. & K.
3. R. B. Wilby, Valatenga Theatres.
4. O. C. Lam, Rome.
4. C. E. Beck, Jack Rose, Gene Russell, or
5. Mitchell Wolfson, Miami.
James Fushanes.
6. Willis J. Davis, Atlanta.
5. Jack
Miller,
Chicago Exhibitors' Ass'n.
(M. P.
T. O.).
Grievance Board
6.
Aaron
Saperstein,
Allied of Illinois.
1. David Prince, Paramount.
Grievance Board
2. W. W. Anderson, Columbia.
1. Charles Reagan, Paramount.
3.
H. Keene,
Loew's.
2. I. W. Mandel, Security Pictures.
4. Lionel
Nat Williams,
Thomasville,
Ga.
V
3. James Coston, Warners.
4. Louis Reinheimer, Reinheimer Circuit.
BOSTON
V
Clearance and Zoning Board
CINCINNATI
1. R. C. Cropper, Radio.
Clearance and Zoning Board
2. Herman Rifkin, Monogram.
1. Maurice White, Warners.
3. Martin J. Mullin, Publix.
2. Allen Moritz, Columbia.
4. Philip Smith.
3. I. Libson, RKO Theatres.
5. Francis J. Lydon.
6. Open.
4. J. Real Neth, Grand Theatre, Columbus.
5. Frank W. Huss, Jr.
Grievance Board
6. R. E. Meyers.
L Thomas Spry, First National.
Grievance Board
2.
Tim O'Toole,
Columbia.
3. Joseph
H. Brennan.
1. George Smith, Paramount.
2. Paul Krieger, United Artists.
4. Jos. M. Levenson.
3.
W. A. Phinney.
V
4.
Andy Hettesheimer.
BUFFALO
V
Clearance and Zoning Board
CLEVELAND
1. Sydney Samson, Fox.
Clearance and Zoning Board
2. Dave Miller, Universal.
3. Vincent R. McFaul.
1. Ed Fontaine, Paramount.
2. Nat Lefton, Standard Film Service.
4. Chas. A. Hayman, Lafayette Theatre.
5. Sol Raives.
3. H.
4.
Open.M. Addison, Loew's.
6. Jules H. Michael, M. P. T. O. of Western New York.
5. Open.
6. Open.
Grievance Board
Grievance Board
\. Kenneth G. Robinson, Paramount.
1. Frank D. Drew, MGM.
2. Jack L. Berkowitz, Standard Film Exchanges.
2. H. C. Bissel, Columbia.
3. Wm. H. Cadoret, Comerford Theatres.
3. Nat Wolf, Warner Theatres.
4. Erwin Price.
4. Open.

BOARDS

KEY TO LISTINGS
OF LOCAL BOARDS
On each Local Grievance Board,
there shall be three distributors and
three exhibitors of each exchange city,
and on the Local Clearance Boards
there shall be two distributor representatives and two exhibitors. The
numerical key used in the tentative
draft of these boards as appearing on
this page is as follows:
CLEARANCE ZONING BOARDS
1. Distributor representative with theatre affiliation.
2. Distributor without theatre affiliation.
3. AffiUated theatres.
4. Independent first runs.
5 and 6. Independent subsequent runs.
GRIEVANCE BOARDS
L Distributor with theatre affiliation.
2. Distributor without theatre affiliation.
3. Affiliated theatres.
4. Independent exhibitors.
DALLAS
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. C. E. Hilgers, Fox.
2. E. S. Smith, LTniversal.
3. R. J. O'Donnell, Interstate Circuit
(Publix).Robb, Robb & Rowley.
4. Harold
5. Paul Scott.
6. L. C. Tidball.
Grievance Board
1. L. Bickel, MGM.
2. Claude Ezell.
3. Karl
Hoblitzelle,
Interstate Circuit
(Publix).
4 A.
W. Lilly.
V
DENVER
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Joe ¥. Ashby, Radio.
2. Wayne Ball, Columbia.
. 3. Rick Ricketson, Fox West Coast.
4. Harry E. Huffman, General Theatres
(RKO pool).
5. H. A. Goodridge, Ogden Theatre.
6. Ed Schulte, Casper, Wyo.
Grievance Board
1. Earle Bell, Warners.
2. Jack Lanagan, Llniversal.
3. L. J. Finske, Paramount.
4. Burns Ellison, Federal Theatre.
V
DES MOINES
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. B. J. McCarthy, Radio.
2. Joe Levy, Columbia.
3. Ralph Branton, Paramount.
4. Tom Brown.
5. C. L. Niles.
6. Abe Frankel.
Grievance Board
1. E. J. Tilton, Warners.
2. Louis Patz, Universal.
3. Morgan Ames. Radio.
4. E. D. Ellsworth.
(.Continued on folloiitmg page)
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DETROIT
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. J. E. Flynn, MGM.
2. Carl H. Shalit, Columbia.
3. George W. Trendle, Publix.
4. Open.
5. J. C. Ritter, Allied of Michigan.
6. Open.
Grievance Board
1. Fred North, Warners.
2. J. L. Saxe.
3. E. C. Beatty or Col. W. S. Butterfield.
4. Open.
V
INDIANAPOLIS
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. George Landis, Fox.
2. Marty Solomon, Columbia.
3. Open.
4. I. M. Halperin or Kenneth Collins.
5. M. Marcus.
6. A. C. Zaring.
Grievance Board
1. J. Harold Stevens, Paramount.
2. Floyd Brown, Universal.
3. Jack
Flex,Olson.
Loew's.
4.
Charles
V
KANSAS CITY
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Ralph Libau, Paramount.
2. Harry Taylor, Columbia.
3. Elmer Rhoden, Fox Midwesco.
4. Ed Dubinsky.
5. Fred Meyn.
6. E. E. Webber.
Grievance Board
1. Ward Scott, Fox.
2. Wm. Truog, United Artists.
3. Lawrence Lehman, RKO Theatres.
4. Jay Means, KMTA.
V
LOS ANGELES
Clearance and Zoning Board
L Carroll Peacock, Paramount.
2. Wm. C. Riter, Columbia.
3. Jack Sullivan, Fox West Coast.
4. Russell Rogers.
5. Robert D. Whitson.
6. Harry Hicks.
Grievance Board
1. Jack Milstein, MGM.
2. Howard Stubbins, Monogram.
3. Lou Halper, Warner Theatres.
4. Ben Berinstein, M. P. T. O. of Southern California (M. P. T. 0. A.).
V
MEMPHIS
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Page Baker, Radio.
2. W. E. Sipe, Universal.
3. Howard Waugh, Warners Theatres.
4. Sidney Nutt, Hot Springs.
5. T. W. Sharp, Little Rock.
6. A. J. Suzore.
Grievance Board
L T. W. Young, Fox.
2. James Rogers, Columbia.
3. M. A. Lightman, Malco Theatres.
4. William Ruffin, Covington, Tenn.
V
MILWAUKEE
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. R. T. Smith, Warners.
2. George L. Levine, Universal.
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3. H. J. Fitzgerald, Wisconsin Amusement (Skouras).
4. Fred S. Meyer, Alhambra.
5. consin.
Fred J. McWilliams, Allied of Wis6. Charles Washicheck.
Grievance Board
L Sam Shurman, MGM.
2. Louis Goldstein, United Artists.
3. David E. Weshner, Warner Theatres.
4. W. L. Ainsworth, Garrick Theatre,
Fond du Lac.
V
MINNEAPOLIS
Clearance and Zoning Board
L Leo Blank, Warners.
2. B. C. Marcus, Columbia.
3. J. J. Friedl, Publix affiliate.
4. Bennie Berger, Allied of Northwest.
5. O. A. Lee.
6. Fred Holzapfel.
Grievance Board
L Jack Lorentz, Fox.
2. Max Stahl.
3. RKO representative.
4. Joseph Friedman.
V
NEW HAVEN
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. A. M. Kane, Paramount.
2. Jos. Morris, Universal.
3. B. E. Hoffman, Warners.
4. Louis M. Sagal, Poli Theatres.
5. Adolph Johnson.
6. Arthur H. Lockwood.
Grievance Board
L Nathan Furst, Warners.
2. E. Rogovin, Columbia.
3. George Cruzen, Paramount.
4. J. B. Fishman. M. P. T. O. of Connecticut.
V
NEW JERSEY
Clearance and Zoning Board
L Myron Sattler, Paramount.
2. Harry H. Thomas, First Division.
3. George Skouras, Skouras Theatres.
4. Harry K. Hecht.
5. Open.
6. Open.
Grievance Board
1. Robert Wolff, RKO.
2. E. M. Schnitzer, Columbia.
3. Don Jacocks, Warner Theatres.
4. Open.
V
NEW ORLEANS
Clearance and Zoning Board
L C. J. Briant, MGM.
2. Mr. Tessier, Universal.
3. Maurice F. Barr, Saenger Circuit.
4. Harry McLeod.
5. Joseph Alsino.
6. Bertrand Kiern.
Grievance Board
1. L. S. Conner.
2. Houston Duvall, Columbia.
3. Rodney Toups.
4. W. J. Salles.
V
NEW YORK CITY
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Milt Kusell, Paramount.
2. Leo Abrams, Universal.
3. Edward
C. C. Moskowitz,
Loew's.
4.
Rugoff, Brooklyn.
5. J. Louis Geller, New York.
6. Harry Brandt, ITOA.

I/, 1934
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Grievance Board
1. Roy
UnitedHaines,
Artists.Warners, or Moe Streimer,
2. Moe Streimer, United Artists, or Leo
Abrams, Universal.
3.
John
4. Wm. O'Connor,
A. Landau, RKO
New Theatres.
York.
V
OMAHA
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. A. M. Avery, Radio.
2. D. V. McLucas, United Artists.
3. Ralph G. Branton, Tri-States.
4. Calvin Bard, Lincoln.
5. C. E. WilHams, M. P. T. O. of Nebraska (M. P. T. O. A.).
6. Sam Epstein.
Grievance Board
1. A. Mendenhall, Paramount.
2. Jerry Spandeau, Universal.
3. Morgan C. Ames, RKO Theatres.
4. Walter Creal.
V
OKLAHOMA CITY
Clearance and Zoning Board
L F. A. Higgins, Fox.
2. L. F. Stacker, Columbia.
3. Pat McGee, Publix.
4. Ralph Talbot, Tulsa.
5. M. Lowenstein.
6. W. P. Morgan.
Grievance Board
1. Otto Rhode, Warners.
2. Tom Benjamin, Amity.
3. R. M. Clark, Universal.
4. Fred Pickrell, Ponca City.
V
PHILADELPHIA
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Robert Lynch, MGM.
2. Harry Weiner, Columbia.
3. Leon Schlesinger, Warner Theatres.
4. Floyd Hopkins.
5. Herbert J. Elliott.
6. David Barrist, or Frank Hervey.
Grievance Board
L F. L. McNamee, Radio.
2. M. S. Landow, Universal.
3. M. E. Comerford, Comerford Theatres.
4. Lewen Pizor, M. P. T. O. of East Penn.
V
PITTSBURGH
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Harry Goldstein, Paramount.
2. Joseph S. Skirball, Majestic.
3. Harry M. Kalmine, Warners.
4. Senatorment Co.Frank Harris, Harris Amuse5. Alex S. Moore.
6. Jos. Weiss, McKeesport.
Grievance Board
1. Ben Kalinson, Warners.
2. B. M. Stearn, U. A.
3. Mike
Cullen,
Loew's.M. P. T. O. of
4.
Dr. C.J. E.
Herman,
Western Penn. (Allied.)
V
PORTLAND
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Louis Amacher, MGM.
2. James R. Beale, Columbia.
3. Homer Gill.
4. Andrew Saso, Hamrick Theatre.
5. George Jackson.
6. Bob White.
(Continued on foltowina page)
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Grievance Board
1. C. F. Powers, Fox.
2. Howard Mapes, Star Film.
3. J. J. Paxker.
4. Ted Gamble, Broadway Theatre.
V
ST. LOUIS
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. B. B. Rheingold, Fox.
2. Clarence D. Hill, Columbia.
3. H.
W. Evens,
4.
Clarence
Turley.Loew's.
5. Fred Wehrenberg, M. P. T. O. of Eastern Missouri (M. P. T. O. A.).
6. S. S. Pirtle.
Grievance Board
L Morris Schweitzer, Paramount.
2. Barney Rosenthal, Premier.
3. Leto J. Hill, Warner Theatres.
4. Louis Ansell.
V
SALT LAKE CITY
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Charles L. Walker, Fox.
2. Jack Rue, United Artists.
3. Louis Marcus, Paramount.
4. B. G. Thetcher, Logan.
5. Joseph Lawrence.
6. John Gillette.
Grievance Board
1. T. J. Walsh, Radio.
2. Irving Schlank, United Artists.
3. Ray Hendry, Paramount.
4. C. E. Huish.
V
SAN FRANCISCO
Clearance and Zoning Board
L G. C. Parsons, MGM.
2. D. S. McNerney.
3. A. M. Bowles, Fox West Coast.
4. H. V. Harvey, Watsonville, Cal.
5. Aaron Goldberg.
6. Morgan A. Walsh, Independent Theatre
Owners of North California.
Grievance Board
1. Chas. H. Muehlman, Warners.
2. Mel Hulling, Majestic.
3. Cliff Work, RKO Theatres.
4. George M. Mann, Eureka.
V
SEATTLE
Clearance and Zoning Board
L E. A. Lamb, Radio.
2. L. J. McGinley, Universal.
3. Frank Newman, Fox West Coast.
4. J. C. Von Herberg.
5. Hugh Bruen.
6. L. O. Lukan.
Grievance Board
1. Neal East, Paramount.
2. L. N. Walton, Columbia.
3. Albert Finkelstein, Fox West Coast.
4. John Hamrick, Blue Mouse Theatres.
V
WASHINGTON
Clearance and Zoning Board
L Harry Hunter, Paramount.
2. Samuel J. Flax, Liberty Film.
3. J. J. Payette, Warner Theatres.
4. I. Rappaport, Baltimore.
5. Frank B. Durkee, Durkee Circuit, Baltimore.
6. Dr. W. Herbst, Washington.
Grievance Board
1. Samuel Wheeler, Fox.
2. S. A. Galanty, Columbia.

CANCELLATION

IS

REPORTED

{Continued from page 9)
ciations may, together with the Code Authority,
or separately, submit suggestions or questions
to be discussed or answered at the March
sessions sponsored by the NRA. Such questions or suggestions, as previously outlined,
should be submitted to the NRA, Room 3057,
Commerce Building, Washington, on or before
February 20.
The return of unqualified assents to the
motion picture code received to date by the
Code Authority total 7,446, it was announced
Wednesday. With two weeks still to go, by
the deadline (midnight, February 28), it is
expected the figure will be well over 8,000.
From the New York territory up to press
time only 463 out of 1,119 theatres had sent
in unqualified approval.
Authority Receives More Complaints
The Code Authority continued to receive
complaints from exhibitors alleging unfair trade
practices
Such aspro-to
tests are among
said to other
have exhibitors.
indicated doubt
proper procedure in the filing of complaints
before the final appointments of local boards
are completed.
The Code Authority will refer the complaints to the Local Grievance Boards as soon
as they are established.
Thus far the chief complaint appears to deal
with giveaways. Overbuying so far has been
the subject of but few protests. An outstanding
complaint was made this week by the Roxy
theatre in New York, a first run house, by
its operating receiver, Howard S. Cullman,
who charged the Mayfair, nearby, with distribution of free "courtesy
tickets."saidIn this
a letter
to Mr. Rosenblatt,
Mr. Cullman
was
a direct violation of Article V, E, Part 3,
Section 1, of the code. He also said that the
NRA insignia, the Blue Eagle, was printed
on the "courtesy tickets," and this he described
as Walter
a "pieceReade,
of inexcusable
operator effrontery."
of the Mayfair, said
that "as far as Cullman is concerned, he can
go fly a kite. I'll run my business the way
I want to, and that's that."
Cancellation Rule Reported Upheld
Reports from Washington indicated that Mr.
Rosenblatt had made it clear at the last session
of the Code Authority that the NRA legal
department is upholding the ruling he recently
made in the matter of the 10 per cent cancellation ruling on all pictures released after December 7,when the motion picture code became
effective. The Code Authority had asked Mr.
Rosenblatt for a definite ruling.
Mr. Rosenblatt denied Wednesday that the
Code requires independent producers submit
scripts or other material to the Hays Coast office for pre-censorship.
Members of the Code Authority on Tuesday
notified Allied States Association of their acceptance of service in the Allied-sponsored suit
of the Congress theatre, Newark third-run
house, against the Code Authority. The official
notification was submitted to Judge Knox and
injunction proceedings are to come up before
Judge Bondy in U. S. district court on Tuesagreement
day.ficatNoion ofthe
defense. had been reached on uniEd Kuykendall, Authority member and president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, announced last week his defense
will be handled by Edward G. Levy, of New

RULING

UPHELD

Haven, counsel for the MPTOA and executive
secretary of the MPTO of Connecticut.
It was announced from Washington that
Abram F. Myers will act as one of the attorneys for the Congress theatre. The other
attorney acting for the Allied affiliate will be
Norman Samuelson, brother of Sidney E. Samuelson, presi'dent of Allied States Association.
State Aid in Codes Urged
The NRA, faced with an ever increasing
enforcement problem under codes governing
purely local enterprises, late last week urged
the 48 states to enact statutes making local
code violations a breach of State laws.
Relatively few states have legislative sessions
in the even numbered years and several of
the 1934 sessions already have been held.
Close and enthusiastic cooperation with all
provisions of the motion picture code was
promised this week on behalf of the Independent Motion Picture Producers Association,
by Trem Carr, newly elected head of the
organization, in Hollywood.
"The independent producers intend to give
the closest of cooperation with all provisions
of the motion picture code," Mr. Carr said.
"We intend during the coming year to do
everything in our power to increase the prestige
of independent production, and to remove from
this branch of the industry the stigma which
certain unscrupulous individuals have made
synonymous with the name 'independent'."
Coast Agency Situation
Possibility of a wholesale cancellation of
agent-actor contracts unless they are approved
by the California State Labor Commission
loomed this week as the result of a proposed
fact-finding inquiry by the commission.
The state labor laws require that all employee-agent contracts be approved by the commission before becoming valid. It is reported
that not more than 10 per cent of the present
agent contracts have been thus approved.
The written request made last week by the
Code Authority of the Legitimate Theatre to
the motion picture Code Authority for cooperation with them in protesting to the Federal Radio Commission
"free" up
radioat
oresentations
is expected against
to be taken
this week's session.
Meanwhile, and in addition to his duties as
Division Administrator for the amusement industries, Sol A. Rosenblatt early this week
plunged into a study of the highly disturbed
taxicab situation in New York. Mr. Rosenblatt is an official in charge of transportation
for the NRA.
Six Warner Trade Shows
To Be Held on March 6
With 16 Warner Brothers-First National
pictures completed and awaitingf release,
Warner this week announced a national
trade showing of at least six of their current product, to be held March 6.
These trade showings, which will be held
at every one of the Warner branches
throughout the United States and Canada,
with exhibitors in each locality attending,
will Bar,"
include"Asthe the
following
features "Journal
: "\'\'^onder
Earth Turns,"
of a Crime." "Harold Teen," "Jimmy the
Gent" and "Gambling Lady."
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SOUND

Asked

to Join;

Leaders Say Balancing Devices Avoid Any Method Involved in Tri-Ergon Claim
Replies to invitations to join, indicate that
a comprehensive organization of independent sound equipment manufacturers soon
will be effected. More than 95 independent
companies were asked to unite in the movement, which was begun several weeks ago
in New York following efforts of Tri-Ergon
to excite exhibitors over flywheel patent
claims. These manufacturers are to form the
Talking
Manufacturers'
Division Picture
of the Equipment
Entertainment
Apparatus
Manufacturers' Association, the name decided uponsentatives
by whothe
20 manufacturers'
repreattended
the first meeting.
The announced purpose of the association,
at least at the beginning, is to present a
united front against any attempt of TriErgon to extend its patent claims to independent equipment. The organization is thus
a direct outgrowth of the Scranton, Pa.,
decision in a federal suit brought by TriErgon against two theatre groups using
RCA sound-on-film apparatus. Appeal from
this decision, which asserted the balancing
device employed to be in infringement of a
Tri-Ergon patent, was taken immediately
by the plaintiffs, Wilmer & Vincent and
Altoona Publix, and is pending before the
U. S. court of appeals in Philadelphia.
Charge Ruling Used As Scare
It is declared by those directing organization of the independent manufacturers, that
the balancing mediums generally used avoid
any method involved in the Tri-Ergon claim,
and that Tri-Ergon has been using the decision of a lower court to scare makers of
sound apparatus into the payment of royalties. This charge is based on the recent
issuance by Tri-Ergon of letters warning
exhibitors of the Scranton decision.
Meanwhile, Tri-Ergon's appeal from a
decision dismissing its suit against New
York exhibitors and distributors is yet to
be heard. This was adjourned this week to
March 6, in supreme court, appellate division, first judicial district. Louis Nizer
of the Film Boards of Trade is counsel for
the theatre owners and distributors.
In addition to its purpose to defend independent equipment in case of litigation, the
association has announced that it also will
conduct atrical
"an exhibitors
educational
campaign
and other
users to
of theour
products,"
will toexamine
"the code
so that it and
willthat
be itfair
all independent
manufacturers." An initiation fee of $25 is
charged, with the size of the membership fee
to be decided later.
Open to Other Independents
Not only manufacturers of soundheads and
complete sound reproduction equipment may
join, but all independent makers of amplifiers, speakers, tubes and other sound accessories are eligible.
The organization committee consists of
H. J. Maul of the LeRoy Sound Equipment
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Corporation, Rochester, N. Y. ; E. Oliver
of the Oliver Manufacturing Company,
Cleveland ; James E. Nestell of New York
City, representative of the Weber Machine
Corporation of Rochester, N. Y. ; and J. A.
Tanney of the S. O. S. Corporation, New
York. Mr. Maul is executive in immediate
charge of activities pending incorporation
and election of officers. Samuel Edelstein,
New York attorney, has been retained as
legal counsel.
No further plans beyond those already represented inpending court action are indicated
by Tri-Ergon, which is represented in the
United States by the American Tri-Ergon
Corporation, a subsidiary of Tri-Ergon
Holding A. G. of St. Gall, Switzerland, the
patents of which are controlled in the United
States by William Fox.

Jerome^

74^ Dead;

Owned

Technicolor

William Travers Jerome, New York's
famous "raiding" district attorney of 30
years ago and at one time the controlling
head of Technicolor, Inc., died Tuesday at
his home in New York after a two weeks'
siege of pneumonia. He was 74 years of
age.After graduation from Columbia Law
School in 1884, Mr. Jerome served his legal
apprenticeship with the law firm of Stanley,
Clark & Smith and then formed a law partnership witl: Daniel Nason. In 1888 he was
appointed an assistant district attorney.
From that time on, he became increasingly
famous for his fearless prosecution of criminal cases in the New York courts and for
many.
his sharp battle with the forces of TamAs district attorney the raids he conducted
on gambling resorts and places of vice in
New York City were sensational. With a
squad of police he would enter a resort,
make his arrests and try and convict his
prisoners "on the spot." By no means a
"reformer," he did not trust the New York
police department to get prisoners into court
without first accepting bribes and other
forms of graft.
In 1920, Mr. Jerome backed and acquired
control of the Technicolor process of making
motion pictures in color. For eight years
he watched his concern struggle along without profit, but suddenly the development of
sound made Technicolor a motion picture
asset. In April of 1929, Technicolor, Inc.,
was rated a $22,000,000 firm.
Although the size of the fortune which
he left is not known, he is known to have
been an exceedingly wealthy man. Mr. Jerome is survived by his son and an older
brother and five grandchildren.
Re-Issues Washington Subject
Vitaphone is re-issuing the short subject,
"Washington, the Man and the Capitol,"
during the week of Washington's Birthday.
The subject was made two years ago for the
Washington Bi-Centennial celebration.
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ABRIDGED SCIENTIFIC PUBLICAIIONS, from the Kodak Research
Laboratories, Vol. XV, 1931-32.
Rochester: Eastman Kodak Company, 1933. 311 pp. and index.
61/2 X 91/4.
This is the latest compendium from this
source, of scientific papers on developments,
optical, mechanical and chemical, in the world
of photography. As a digest of thought and
experiment, the volumes issued under this title
represent a generous service to the craft on
the part of the Eastman organization, witli
selection of subjects obviously based on only
their scientific import. The motion picture,
of course, has been getting ?n increasing
amount of attention, and in the present volume
ten papers of the 61 are directly concerned
with cmematography, while many others, involving such matters as the chemistry of emulsion reaction and development, are naturally
closely related.
All the papers have been previously published, and since their original appearance
occurred in 1931 and 1932, the compilation
does not bring forth any information, heretofore not readily available. Much of the
contents, indeed, is from the Journal of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers. However, 25 scientific publications have contributed
material, and authoritatively abridged as they
are, they form a handbook of more or less
permanent value for those deeply interested in
photographic method, optics and chemistry.
Because its source is such that it may not
have come to the attention of American motion
picture workers, the title, "Making a FadeOut
After-Treatment,"
is specifically
out.by The
process is purely
chemical pointed
in the
development of the edited negative. Photomicrography involving use of ultra-violet rays
is 'discussed in two papers from different
sources. In addition to the necessary diagrams
and charts, photographs reproduced in halftone are generously employed for illustration.

Lasky

Approves

Unit

Production

Unit production
story
treatment
are the two and
most "different"
important factors
contributing to improving motion picture
quality, according to Jesse L. Lasky, who
said in Hollywood Tuesday that most unit
producers feel that mass production is responsible for "some of the poor pictures now
Mr. produced."
Lasky's remarks were intended as a
being
reply to Samuel Goldwyn's recent declarations against mass 'production and dearth of
story material. Mr. Lasky said Mr. Goldwyn "has brought some truths to light" and
that he agrees with him in theory in some
of his objections to mass production.
"But," he declared, "as a student of film
and theatre economics, I realize that there
must be some form of modified quantity production to supply some 20,000-odd theatres
in America. Most of us feel that mass production isresponsible for some of the poor
pictures being produced. Mass production,
with its handicaps of company policy, release dates, minimum budgets, set schedules
of production and star assignments, gave
birth to the program picture.
"Unlike
concluded,
believe thereGoldwyn,"
are many he
times
50 good "Istory
possibilities hovering around Hollywood."
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RESEARCH,

CENSOR,

WARNS

Speakers at National Board of
Review Conference Attack
Research Council Conclusions;
Decry Political Censorship
Charging the Motion Picture Research
Council with selecting abnormal, degenerate
and institutional children for the basis of
its studies published last summer under the
title, "Our Movie Made Children," John M.
Casey, former license commissioner of Boston, told the Nineteenth Annual Luncheon
of the National Board of Review in Nevv
York last Friday that he could not "think
that the studies made by the eminent authorities for this study have been accurately
recorded."
Criticizing the book, the Research Council and Henry James Forman who edited
it, Mr. Casey made emphatic protest.
"Institutional and delinquent children are
not the majority of children seeking motion
pictures," he said. "I do not think the public should swallow such alleged 'researches'
hook, line and sinker. It is humanly impossible, feel,
I
to separate the Influences of
the motion picture from ail of the other Influences that are conditioning factors In
the lives of young children."
In complete concurrence with Mr. Casey's
denunciation. Dr. George Kirchwey, the
National Board chairman, said that "it is
our 'Home-made' children they ought to
write about."
"It is the home, not the school, and still
less the motion picture, that is the characterforming agency. This book contains zuishful, not scientific, conclusions," Dr. Kirchwey declared.
"I don't believe the films stimulate boys
to run away from home. What they do is
to satisfy the craving to run away."
Called "Self-Seekers"
Following Dr. Kirchwey, Sol. A. Rosenblatt, NRA Division Administrator for
amusements, referred to some censor groups
and would-be teachers of "public morals"
as "organized drives against the best interests of this industry."
"They are only self-seekers — racketeers
would
be aasserted.
more appropriate word," Mr.
Rosenblatt
"The Federal Government, in its NRA
program, is not interested in censorship,"
Mr. Rosenblatt said. "We are interested
merely in establishing a liaison between the
public and the industry. And the problern
of the better screen is one of better public
taste."
Bishop William McConnell, resident
bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
New York, Dr. Kirchwey, Elmer Rice, playwright, and many others were emphatic in
their denunciations of all forms of censorship.
Bishop McConnell, in launching his attack on both organized and unorganized
censor groups, expressed a doubt as to
whether the nation's previewing groups — ■
those which "select" motion pictures and

speakers and guests at the 25 th annual meeting of tlx National Board of Review,
held Friday at the Hotel Pennsylvania in Neiv York, ivere, left to right: {front roti/)
Terry Ramsaye, editor of Motion Picture Herald; Tullio Carminati, stage and
screen actor; Joan Lowell, adventure authoress who just has returned from the wilds
of Guatemala where she filmed an adventure picture for RKO Van Beuren; Mrs.
Leonard L Hill, chairman of the ti/oman's committee; Colleen Moore, motion picture
actress; Frank Buck, wild animal hunter who has just completed fihning his book
"Wild Cargo" for RKO Van Beuren in the jungles of Malay; and Leon Franconi, one
of the first editors of Pathe News. {Back row) Judge John R. Davies; Sol A. Rosenblatt, NRA head for the motion picture industry; Hal Le Roy, dancer; Dr. George
W. Kirclnuey, chairman; Elmer Rice, playwright; John M. Casey, former censor at
Boston; Bishop Francis J. McConnell, Dr. A. A. Brill, and Wilton A. Barrett, secretary of the National Board of Review.
do not obliterate them with cuts to a point
for twenty-five years, and I have been working on it and in it and about it for twenty
where they virtually are unintelligible —
years
— we have done our best, and now look
really "understand what service they are
at the damn thing !
rendering to the motion picture industry."
"However, we all need a little patience.
"It is easy for us, and other groups, to
think that there Is more danger In things
We tvho think we are doing things, both inside and outside the business, are really only
than there really Is," he said. "It is compersonal manifestations of forces that are
paratively easy for any one individual to
ahvays at %vork in every human endeavor.
express an opinion; It Is more than difficult
When I compare the progress and the recfor a group to give an absolutely unbiased
ords ofthe motion picture with other Ameropinion.
ican tndtistries I feel rather better about
"The screen cannot be changed overnight,
the screen — and I am not going to vtake reno matter what we may think of it. The
marks at this time about bankers either.
various ingredients which go to make up a
"The motion picture is really doing rather
screen play cannot be altered — that is certain— but the previewing groups can, by well, in spite of all that is found to be the
matter with it. Let us consider for a mopersistent effort, help to rid us of an evil
which is embodied in the present form of
ment the fact that we have been printing
censorship, and put pictures on a basis of books for some five hundred years, and yet
some few books are even yet slightly short
selection by people who have the common
good of their communities at heart rather
of perfection.
than censorious opinions of a few who are
"The technology of pictures is fast changing, and when I was in Hollywood recently
trying to put themselves into the limelight."
I
discovered
that the production business acPatience Needed, Says Ramsaye
tually isgetting itself into the frame of mind
where it is beginning to think about making
Terry Ramsaye, editor of Motion Picture Herald, who spoke before Mr. Rice,
pictures for the customers again.
declared that "the motion picture really is
"I asked them about this, and they seemed
very much interested," he said.
much better than it looks."
Mr. Ramsaye said that there are about six
"The motion picture has been under the
attentions of the National Board of Review
(Continued on pacie 26, column 3)
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Is the Verdict of Benjamin DeCasseres on "No More
Ladies," A. E. Thomas' Play; Noted Essayist and Critic
Comments Also on Other Current Broadway Offerings
By BENJAMIN
NO MORE LADIES
There dropped out of the skies the most
brilliant comedy — and also one of the most
brilliantly acted and directed — since the days
of Oscar Wilde, in "No More Ladies,"
hilariously written by A. E. Thomas and
beautifully staged by Harry Wagstaff
Gribble.
From the rise of the curtain to the last
line, when Marcia Warren says to her
husband she will tell him on their golden
wedding anniversary — which is 50 years
away — whether she has been unfaithful to
him or not, the audience rocks, roars,
chuckles, and between conniptions wreathes
its mugs in brain-smiles.
A picture? Almost too good for the
screen. It is simpler than "Design for Living" and more completely turns the old
darned and re-darned sock of sex inside
out.
It's High Ritz, where nothing worries
anybody but epigrams, Courvoisier and the
triangle — quadrangle in this instance.
Locales : New York and the Southampton, L. L, colony. In the first act Sheridan
Warren (the handsome but somewhat static
Melvyn Douglas), a high-toned libertine,
courts Marcia Townsend in a most original
manner — suave, sophisticated, paradoxical.
In the second act, after being married for
some months, they both "go off the reservation." The third act is the curious "reconciliation"— slick comedy-drama.
But the high spot is the gorgeous speeches
of old lady Townsend, Marcia's grandmother, played by Lucille Watson. This is
high comedy at its final peak — an old Victorian gone modern with a bang. Lucille
Watson is the Duse of laughter.
Then we have Rex O'Malley as the gay
wife-seducer, and Louis Hector, who does
a thumpingly funny Earl of Moulton.
The score of facets of this glittering play
cannot be described here. The boys out in
Hollywood are going to have a treat reading the script.
"No More Ladies" will call for Lubitsch
or his equal and a smart cast. My only fear
is that these epigrams and this literate dialogue are a little too high for the picture
road. I hope I'm wrong.
Picture value, 80 per cent.
BY YOUR

LEAVE

Following immediately upon the crash hit
of "No More Ladies" came another laughwallop. "By Your Leave," by Gladys Hurlbut and Emma Wells, is along somewhat
similar lines. It is not as verbally brilliant
as the Thomas comedy, but contains more
straight picture material.
This opus concerns Mr. and Mrs. Smith
of the suburbs. Henry Smith (Howard
Lindsay — superb) is pretty well house-bored.
He has developed a yen for Balzac and sex-

DeCASSERES

RATINGS OF PLAYS
FOR THE SCREEN
Plays of the New York Stage discussed by Benjamin DeCasseres in
this issue have been given the following ratings by him as possible screen
material:
"No More Ladies" — 80 per cent.
"By Your Leave" — 90 per cent.
"And Be My Love" — 50 per cent.
"John Brown" — 20 per cent.
"The Wooden Slipper" — 20 per
cent.

books. He is Babbitt with a roving complex.
A live, vital creation.
His wife, Ellen (played by Dorothy Gish,
still lovely to behold), is satisfied. There
ing.
is a youngster. She doesn't care about rovFor good comic stuff we have the domineering type of nurse and servant, with a
female culture-hound who lives next door
and her Una Merkelese daughter.
In blows a "Scotch explorer" for dinner.
Boredom increases — also the laughter of the
audience at Henry's grouchy ways.
So — Henry proposes to Ellen that they
each take a week off in New York at separate hotels
to "freshen
Henry
at one
hotel, afterup."
four days of stag
parties, gets a girl in a room. But after
a stunningly original and comic series of
shy sex-manoeuvres he bolts — still faithful
to his altar vows.
Ellen, however, meets the Scotchman in
her hotel suite, has a real adventure with
him — and regrets nothing.
Third act — both at home. Henry tells of
his terrible fiasco. And Ellen tells not a
word about her affair with the Scotchman —
as in the ending of "No More Ladies."
Where ignorance is bliss — kiss out.
Moral : husbands are a pretty safe bet ; but
wives ?— well, keep your eye on them I
An amusing picture for the Domestic
Problem Circuit.
Picture value, 90 per cent.
AND

BE MY

LOVE

In this tissue-thin comedy by Lewis
Galantiere and John Houseman I can easily
visualize Herbert Marshall, Roland Young
and two of the swankiest and most vivacious
women you can name in the Hollywood
colony — say, Genevieve and Glenda.
For that's the kind of play that this is.
It's a thread of a domestic comedy woven
around the character of an unbelievable
Casanova of a fellow, played by the English
comedian, Barry Jones, not any too well or
convincingly.
It is Lily Cahill — a sttanning blonde and a

very lark of a woman — who walked off with
any bouquets that may have been awarded
for this flop — flopped because really nothLonwhat's a someAnd without
happened.
ing
naughty
donthing
carriage-trade
comedy
doing?
Lawrence Brooks is a bach. He keeps a
journal of his conquests — about 146 in four
years. He's now dallying with the wife of
his best friend, George Balow, a trusting
mid-Victorian husband who doesn't look
after the antics of his romantic-sentimentalJunoesquely gorgeous wife (La Cahill) any
too closely. This Jane Barlow is a delicious
creation.
Then there is Elsa Frost, a nice of Barlow. She's from Texas. The Brooks fellow really falls for her (played very well
by Renee Gadd) after a lot of near-ripping
There is a glowing smart-set dialogue.
With a cast such as I have indicated it
piffle.
would make a crepitating little picture for
the thirty-cent Intelligentsia.
Picture value, 50 per cent.
JOHN

BROWN

I do not recall that old John Brown has
ever made his appearance in pictures. It is
pobably a difficult subject to handle because
of the Southern trade.
"John Brown," by Ronald Gow, with
playing the hero of Harper's
Abbott
George lay
a-mouldering in its grave after
Ferry,
two performances, and whether or not its
soul will go marching on to Hollywood is,
I thould say, decidedly improbable.
What a tremendous epic the life of John
Brown ( 1800-1859) would make in pictures !
And with Walter Huston as Brown!
Picture value (as it stands), 20 per cent.
THE

WOODEN

SLIPPER

a Cintheatrical
playthemeofwoven
This derella
aroundlifeit with
by Sampson
Raphaelson — produced by Dwight Deere
Wiman — should have been better. It may be
considerably better when it is re-cooked into
about 525 scenes in Hollywood. It folded
on Broadway from thin and mediocre treatment, so to speak.
The celebrated Zigurny family has a
young daughter — supposed to be homely, but
that's all in the make-up— studying acting
in Paris. There's another daughter, too.
banker's
is ditched
plain one Skips
TheBudapest.
on
and son
back byto aParis,
in
the train gets adored by a cook. So the great
Zigurny girl goes into the kitchen.
The cook wins out. She is to be cashier
in his Parisian cafe. There are a lot of
other characters who might be shined up
laughs.
for one
the
brightRoss
spot. Alexander was good —
Picture value, 20 per cent.
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COINCIDENT with the recent premiere in
of Sam Russian
Goldwyn's
whichNewtheYork
glamorous
Anna"Nana,"
Sten inis
starred, a group of prominent local White Russians— members of the Czarist regime — prevailed upon the faithful at the Russian Cathedral
in New York to spend an hour in solemn prayer
for the success of Anna in "Nana." It was all
quite considerate of them, and the praying got
quite some space in the newspapers. But, Miss
Sten's
"Nana"prayers
the street-walker was picturization
hardly one forof which
for success
should be offered.
Anyway, as we understand it. Miss Sten is
a subject of the current Communistic regime
of Russia. The Communists and the Czaristic
White Russians are not what one might call
too friendly toward each other.
The following letter, received by the
Question and Answer Editor of the Richmond, Virginia, "News Leader," from a local
picturegoer, indicates that at least one person out of 120,000,000 in the country believes
that the motion picture is based on fact and
not fancy:
DEAR SIR:
"In the picture 'Eskimo' (Metro), recently shot
shown inandRichmond,
wife really
killed? DidwasMalaMala's
eat
the dogs? Did Mala and his last wife
really go down the river on the cake of
ice? How far? Have they been heard
from since?"
(signed) Miss E. F.
V
At least one person in Hollywood bemoans
the return of liquor. He is Mr. Harold Frink,
who during the past eleven years has grossed
$263,000 renting authentic liquor bottles at $1
per bottle to producers who used them for
"props." Mr. Frink's business is now being
liquidated.
V
In order to avoid any hard feelings among
competitive manufacturers in the automotive industry, United Artists graciously permitted the
car makers to contribute a Buick, Cadillac,
Chevrolet, Dodge, Essex, Ford, Nash, Packard,
Plymouth
and Pontiac,
to themotor
picturecaravan
company's
cross country
exploitation
for
"Moulin Rouge." Each car is painted brightly
in silver and blue tinsel — a la Hollywood — and
appropriately captioned. Socony is furnishing
gas and oil, likewise zvithout charging. They
all hope that the press zvill sprinkle its front
pages liberally with stories and pictures of the
stunt.
V
FLASH: FAN FANS FAN DANCER!
One unhappy young lady at the Paramount
studio in Hollywood was unable to rehearse
a fan dance for "Bolero" for several days
because of a cold she contracted from sitting
too near a fan with her fans.
This would not be news except that the
little lady in question was Sally Rand, who
fan danced for a whole year in the Windy
City, and elsewhere in drafts — and never
caught a cold.
V
Bishop
asked the
a "higher
"I like

William McConnell, of New York,
motion picture industry last week for
order of pathos in films."
to cry occasionally," said the Methodist-Episcopal churchman, "but Vll be hanged
if He
I zvant
to betender
made sorrow
to cry made
in spitelessof tender.
myself."
wants
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By JAMES CUNNINGHAM

With possibly Walter Winchell in mind,
the National, a Kansas City neighborhood
theatre, bills his "Broadway Through a Keyhole" with the short, "Dirty Work."
V
Warners are going to effect "Oil for the
Lamps
China," when it's planes they want,
and
moreof planes.
alongthese
New days
Orleans'
Filmcents
Rowa
canNon-abstainers
buy their liquor
at 7/2
drink net over the bar, with gin available at a
nickel a glass, six for a quarter. A price war
has brought the scale down from a quarter
straight.
V
Mr. Roosevelt has his sixty-cent dollar,
Mr. Al Smith has his baloney dollar, and
Hollywood has its rubber doUar that is always heard, seldom seen but stretches with
the mood — or the imagination.
V
Besides two motion picture theatres and two
score motion picture companies. Rockefeller
Center is currently making progress in licking
the depression with a $10,000,000 stamp exhibition.
V
Jack Fuld, Broadway cocktail connoisseur,
recommends the Three Little Pigs Cocktail to
remove all fear of the Big Bad Wolf : One-third
Benedictine, one-third rye, one-third ginger ale ;
cracked ice, stir well.
V
There have been numerous complaints in the
Kansas City sector that the hams are missing
from many of the processed hogs the government is distributing to the needy.
A Film Row wag suggests that those interested might look in Hollywood.
V
Paramount's
Bingcrooner,
Crosby, has
whopassed
is alsothesomezvhat
of an ether
last
barrier to becoming a member of the Hollyzvood "elite." The Los Angeles flood of a
month ago turned the sunken garden of his
Toluca Lake home into a szaimmting pool.
V
Rudy Vallee says he is writing a book,
to be published posthumously, entitled
"Heartaches and Headaches of a Celebrity."
According to Rudy's own radio hour,
Fleischmann's
Yeast ought to be good for
that,
too.
V
Our correspondent in the California movie
colony informs us that a minor executive at
the Warner studio ordered a female sheep to
emote
in one
The order
said of
thatthe
the company's
sheep MUSTnew bepicttires.
female.
They finally located one of the animals and they
used it for three weeks before finding out it was
a male.
V
The Warner studio in California has sent
to
large twelve
"telegram"
on President
parchment, Roosevelt
measuringa some
feet
by six feet, and signed by every player on
the lot in appreciation of the backing the
Administration has given the motion picture
industry. Just a little of the players' ovm
private appreciation must have been for the
President's order of late November which
postponed enactment of that clause in the
film code pertaining to excessive salary payments to stars and other talent.

APPARENTLY
suppressions
undesirable
theatricals are not
what theyof used
to be.
Strong blackthorn shillalahs bouncing off the
cracked heads of performers have given way to
resolutions of condemnation on paper. In striking contrast to this milder form of protest now
being voiced variously in the field, and leveled
principally against traveling burlesque shows
and socalled
"hygienic"
sex films,
the somewhat forceful
suppression
of awasplay,
called
"Twin Rivals," back in the days of '76 when
the Liberty Boys had a hand in things.
The Chapel Street Theatre in downtown New
York was the place, and, so the story goes,
"Many inhabitants of this City thought it
highly improper that such Entertainments
should be exhibited at this Time of Public Distress, when great numbers of poor people can
scarce find Means of subsistence. A rumor
was spread about town that if the play be
given, the Audience will meet with some Disturbance from the Multitude."
The New York Post Boy, important newspaper of the day, reported on its front page of
May .8, Part
1766,of that
the
greatest
those the
who rumor
intended"prevented
to have been
there, from going ; however, many people came,
and the Play was begun ; but was soon interrupted by the Multitude, who burst open the
Doors. A Boy had his skull fractured . . . sevothers were
Theeral New
York dangerously
Gazette, onHurt."
the same day,
said: "Those were best off who got out first,
either by jumping out of the Windows, or
making their way through the Doors, as the
lights were soon extinguished, and both Inside
and Outside were soon torn to pieces."
"The Multitude," continued the Post Boy,
"immediately demolished the House and carried the pieces to the Common (now City Hall
Park), where they consumed them in a BonBut the irony of the tale is that some commentators attribute that he-man suppression to
the Sons of Liberty, "who, as soon as the lights
were out, began picking pockets, stealing
watches and crying 'Liberty!'
'Liberty!'"
V
The first tidings the greatly outnumbered
French
fire." soldiers had at Chateau Thierry that
American reinforcements had arrived and
were marching into that tremendous battle
was a distant chant from over the hills,
drawing nearer and nearer —
"The Yanks are coming!"
"Over There" became a national legend
during the Big Conflict following that dramatic hour — and, oddly at this time when
war clouds are darkening the skies virtually
over the same sector. Congress is considering a bill introduced by Senator Copeland
which would empower the President to
award a gold medal to the Broadway showman who wrote that song, Mr. George
Michael Cohan, in recognition of his Yankee
Doodle-Dandy-isms.
V
Warner Baxter, who lives up Bel-Air way
out in the Beverly region of California, is busy
gadgeting his new house. It is all electric
from the ranges to the garage doors which are
resonance-tuned to open at the sound of the
Baxter motor horns. Latest is a set of photoelectric burglar alarms using infra-red, or
"black light," to respond to any passing person
or object. The lamps are set a foot above the
floor. Meanwhile, as a demonstration, Leo
Meehan, picture director, publicist and bon
vivant, a Bel-Air neighbor, is now training
"Fritzi," his new underslung, stream-lined, airdachshund,
to go takes
in andonlysteal
shoes.flowThe
dachshund
eightBaxter's
inches
headroom.
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FRANCO-GERMAN

AMERICAN

The American film which was sufficiently
represented in Germany as well as in France
throughout the past seasons did not favor a
Franco-German film agreement and the
American film at all times has been at the
top of the films imported into Germany.
After the closing down of the Paramount
studios at Joinville-Paris no American made
film was shown in Germany in an original
German version and the dubbed films reduced the popularity of the American film.
But, and this is very important for the development ofFranco-German film relations,
the cessation of the American film production in France and, at the same time, of the
production of German film versions, nonsynchronized, paved the way for a FrancoGerman film understanding. The wonderfully equipped French studios remained
empty for months and minor producers came
up and filled the place Paramount had left
in Paris. The possibility of producing a remarkable number of German versions,
shorts, newsreels and so on, which on the
basis of a Franco-German film agreement
would be absorbed by the German market,
would fill the studios again and give work
to the unemployed in the French industry.
On the other side it was necessary for
Germany, and a vital question for the future of the German film, to renew, especially under the prevailing conditions,
film relations with a country which represents four thousand halls and Is accustomed to seeing German films.
Under these circumstances both countries
had a vital and keen interest to sign a film

film,
Roosevelt,"
which "From
reviews,Wilson
for thetoedification
of
the French poptdation, Franco-American relations from 1914 to the New
Deal and today. It is deliberately designed to promote friendship between
the two countries and has received
commendation from government officials. Opening with the war period,
the film moves to prosperity, Calvin
Coolidge and the Lindbergh flight.
The economic crisis is pictured sympathetically, with the conclnsion
showing the NRA flag fading into
the American flag.
agreement based on strict reciprocity which,
in other words, means a preferential treatment of German films in France and French
films in Germany, of course at the expense
of the hitherto greatest film exporter to both
countries — the LInited States.
The Official Text
The official text of the film pact runs as
follows :
M Twenty feature films of more than 900
' • meters each with German dialogue
(speech or songs) made in France by a
French producing company or in cooperation with a German producer may be imported into Germany free from any restrictions, and may be shown in Germany. They
must not be dubbed : picture and sound must
have been recorded simultaneously.
2 Twenty German feature films may be
■ exported to France under the same conditions.
3

In addition to these films 15 French pictures of an average length in a postsynchronized German version may be shown
in Germany under the condition that the
synchronization has been performed in German studios. This decision remains subject to the conditions still in full force regumany. lating the dubbing of foreign films in Ger-

4 Corresponding stipulations are made
• for post-synchronized German films in
France.
i-
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COLD

FRENCH PICTURE
AIDS FRIENDSHIP
In Paris last week opened a talking

Reels
Pact

[By Special Berlin Correspondence]
The German and the French fihn industry
were always eager to create a situation
which might satisfy both sides. But the attempts undertaken at several times did not
satisfy the needs of one or the other country
and led to a state of dissatisfaction.
With the arrival of the new Government
in Germany, which fundamentally reorganized the political and economical structure
of the film industry, it was clear that the export branch of the industry would be reconsidered. The present calamity of the
French film industry, which led to a shifting
of the production activity insofar as the majority of films is made by minor film producers in this season, unintentionally has
prepared the way for a cooperation with
the German film industry.
A film agreement built up strictly upon
the principle of reciprocity, therefore, meant
nothing else but to make both ends meet. In
spite of several agreements, signed in previous years, film exchange between the two
countries did not appeal to the demands of
both industries.
Americans the Losers

HERALD

AGREEMENT

PRODUCT

Import ResHclions Are Lifted
on Short Product, Silent Films,
Newsreels, Advertising
and Musicals Under

PICTURE

Shorts superior to 900 meters (2950
feet) — including silent films, news
reels, advertising films and musical films —
will be free from any import restrictions.
6 Films with German dialogue or song
with superimposed French titles will be
free from any import restriction, if they are
shown in no more than 5 cinemas within the
borders of Paris (Department of the Seine)
and 10 cinemas in all French departments
altogether. Changes in this direction can
be approved by the French Government.
7 Films with French dialogue or song
• with superimposed German titles will
be free from any import restriction, if they
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GIVES

SHOULDER
Twenty Sound Versions and 15
Dubbed Films Are Admitted

for Import Into Each Country; In Force Until July 3 1
are exhibited in only a corresponding numbers of cinemas in Germany and if the Gertry. man Government should think it appropriate
to make a similar arrangement for her coun8

The German films to be shown in
• France may be made subject to a provision, corresponding to the German law,
according to which a foreign film must be
exhibited in a public show before its distribution.
Q In
the the
fact export
that there
is consideration
no restrictionof for
of
money in France and the present film pact is
built up on the principle of strict reciprocity,
the German Government will undertake
suitable steps in this direction in order to
provide
those compam'es
and distributors
with a sufficient
number of foreign
currency
export concessions to put to account with
French producers sums which derive from
the selling and the distribution of all films
which are listed in the above mentioned
paragraphs.
This agreement will be in force to
July 31, 1934. If, however, one of
the partners of this pact should upset or
overthrow the system of strict reciprocity,
the other partner gets the right to withdraw
from the pact with a two months' notice.
U. S. Films Out of Consideration
Several days after the signing of the pact
by high French diplomatic leaders (President Albert Lebrun, Paul Boncour, minister
for foreign affairs, and the ministers for
commerce and industry, education, and interior, and on the German side by Mr.
Foerster, German ambassador in Paris),
the head organization of the French Industry, Chambre Syndicale de la Cinematographic Francaise, held a meeting in Paris and
discussed the possibilities of the film pact
with Germany. At the end of the conference a petition was sent to the ministries
which had taken part in the elaboration of
the agreement, protesting against the text of
the pact and claiming that it would be inadvisable for French film producers to produce German versions of their films only on
account of the signed film pact.
The pact leaves the American film out of
consideration and gives a pronounced preferential treatment to the French film in Germany and to the German film in France. The
American film is furthermore subject to the
existing quota restrictions and to the foreign money embargo prevailing in Germany. The result of the pact will be an increased production of German versions in
France and vice versa.
Edward Mehesy Dead
Edward Mehesy, 65, one of the first film
theatre operators in Salt Lake City, died in
Los Angeles recently. He opened the
Mehesy, now the Rialto, many years ago.
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"Footlight Parade."

THESE

ARE

THE

SONGS

by Dubin and Warren

which are being featured

daily by radio's greatest bands. ..contributing a fortune in publicity to the fame of
Wonder

Bar:— "Goin' To Heaven

on a Mule" — "Don't Say Goodnight" — "Wonder

Bar"— "Vive La France"— "Why Do I Dream Those Dreams"— "Tango Del Rio"
...Staged in incredibly lavish numbers created and directed by Busby Berkeley.
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FILM

Film Explorers, in Their First
Word to America Since Start
a Year
of New

PICTURE

Ago, Tell Herald
Jungle Conquests

A year ago the editor of Motion Picture Herald, a friend of years and occasional motion picture associate, bade goodby to Martin and Osa Johnson as they ivere
setting off on their fifth African picture
expedition.
This time the adventurers had spent their
American sojourn learning to fly and were
starting back into the blu£ of the Never
Never Land equipped not only with sound
pictures devices but also a pair of planes,
determined to see Africa as it never had
been seen before.
A few weeks later the Johnsons took off
from their villa home in the British little
city of Nairobi, and went winging over the
horizon. The first word that has come to
America from them since, is the following
letter, in which Mr. Johnson tnerrily remembers the editor's charge that the explorer always had his eye so full of zebras
he couldn't see Africa. — Terry Ramsaye.

''Thought you might be interested in
knowing what Osa and I are doing on our
present African safari. Of course, I know
what you think we are doing — that is, photographing the remaining zebras that we
missed on the previous trips. But actually
we are not. As a matter of fact we have
only photographed a few thousand zebra on
this trip and
it'sbecause
hard tothekeep
fromcontinent
photographing them
whole
is over-run with these striped jackasses that
were simply made to be photographed.
"On our previous trips to Africa,
and
far-of¥
I have wanted to visit many of theOsa

TREK

WITH

SOME BELGIAN

AWE

TO

lakes and wild sections that it was almost
impossible to get to, as it would have meant
months and months of cutting through
jungle, transporting supplies and overcoming so many difficulties that we could never
find the time, energy and money to devote
to it. Now with the airplanes we are discovering awealth of beautiful and interesting places, some of them never visited before by white men.
"We have two of the finest airplanes that
it is possible for money to buy — Sikorsky
amphibians. My big ship, which we have
named "Osa's Ark," is painted with zebra
stripes and is the type used by the Pan
American Airways in South America where
they carry twelve people. We have cut the
seating capacity down to seven so that we
have
room. Wesafaris
don'tas need
many more
black baggage
boys for airplane
our
big plane has two comfortable beds and we
carry a small gasoline stove for cooking. So
we can decide on a moment's notice that
we want to go some place, pack our cameras,
guns and provisions and away we go.
"Osa's plane is smaller — built for five
passengers with a large baggage allowance.
It is painted with giraffe spots and we call
it the 'Spirit of Africa.'
Savages Awed by Airplanes
"We have been out here just a year now
and have seen more of Africa than in all of
the twelve years of previous experience.
Much of the interesting country consists of
fine, large plains so that landing fields do
not bother us very much. Then there are
several big rivers that are suitable for landing and up north we have found some lakes
which no white person has ever explored.
Here we are getting many unusual things
for our films — new types of savages, wild
and in most cases unfriendly, but their awe
of the airplanes makes them safe as long
as we don't stay too long among them.
"Now we are finding game pockets where

CONGO

PYGMIES

SAVAGES

WILD

AFRICA

Pygmies, Induced to Take Ride,
Become Pride of Their Tribe;
Game Pockets Never Before
Disturbed Are Photographed
the animals have never been disturbed, and
our aerial views are the most beautiful of
any scenes we have ever made.
"Just recently we went on a safari into
the Belgian Congo. We first sent motor cars
with two white men and nine black boys to
a point in the Ituri Forest where I knew
there were several clearings fit to use in preparing a landing field. One of the white
men, my German mechanic, had been there
several years ago so we were able to agree
on the exact location. The cars were over
two weeks reaching the place ; then with
the help of the forest savages, they cleared
a space 700 yards by 40 yards.
Pygmies Go for Rides
When we judged that enough time had
elapsed to make a field, we set off in the
S-38 — Vern Carstens, our pilot, Osa and I.
The maps that we have been able to secure
out here are extremely inaccurate but with
my thirteen years' knowledge of the country combined with the marvelous navigation
skill of Vern Carstens, we checked up hour
by hour on rivers and lakes and mountains ;
and then the big thrill came when, after six
hours and thirty-five minutes in the air, we
found our improvised airport just below jis.
Our men had a big smudge fire burning,
from which Vern got his wind direction,
and we came down to a perfect, though
somewhat bumpy, landing.
"The natives here had never seen an airplane before and they all rushed out to
examine it and ourselves carefully. Hundreds of little pygmies came out of the
(^Continued on page 26, column 3)
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TIGER"

Front, Radio Tieup With Thousands of Letters Fronn "Kids,"
and Circusing Brings Records
Behind the two-year period opening day
record of the Rialto theatre at the first showing of "Devil Tiger" is a story of circus
showmanship that succeeded in penetrating
the New York public's motion picture consciousnes inmyriad ways, a publicity campaign that at least in large part is as adaptable to the lesser situations as it was to
New York's Broadway.
The result was attested by the establishment of a Rialto top attendance mark for
two years when the production first was
shown last Wednesday and by the largest
ticket figure since the house reopened under
its new policy.
The picture was circused in a big way.
Every exploitation and publicity angle was
employed to put the picture over ; newspapers, radio, huge signs and posters, window-displays and auto-truck banners.
Filmed by Clyde Elliott
Filmed in the Malaysian jungles by Clyde
E. Elliott, who also directed "Bring 'Em
Back Alive," the new production was given
a generous share of pictorial space in newspapers from the start. The thrilling animal
fights, highlights of the screen production,
were reprinted in most of the New York
dailies. One pictorial weekly is devoting an
entire page to similar scenes from the picture. All this in addition to publicity stories
appearing on the motion picture pages.
Souvenir enlargements of an exceptional
still showing the tiger star of the film emerging from the water were sent to all critics
and editors.
Thousands of Children's Letters
A radio tieup with Uncle Don over WOR
and with four of his seven sponsors netted
thousands of letters from children in the
New York area. A party was given at the
theatre last Saturday, at 9 a.m. for 1500
children who wrote in about the picture.
One of the sponsors, Postum, gave window displays and party souvenirs to the children. The Reid Ice Cream Company, another sponsor, provided its product for the
event. Bond Bakeries, also a sponsor of
Uncle Don, gave displays on their wagons
and in their stores with cards urging attendance at the Rialto. The broadcasts began February 1 and continued nightly till
February 12. There was no cost to the
theatre and the special showing of "Devil
Tiger" for the children did not interfere
with the regular performances.
Variegated Displays
Many were the displays used. There was
a graphic, colorful 96-sheet on the Rialto
Building front. A "Devil Tiger" exhibit in
the alleyway adjoining the Rialto consisted
of jungle and animal den effects, a 16 mm.
reduction of the screen trailer on the picture, and the usual paraphernalia of spears
and other weapons. There were photostats
of Mr. Elliott's affidavit to the effect that
the entire picture was made in the Asiatic
jungles. Two hundred stills made in the

THEATRE

FRONT

MADE

]UNGLE

jungles were displayed on the front of the
house. The Elliott affidavit was displayed
also
windows obtained through the Uncle
Don intieup.
Large-sized colored enlargements of
animals in combat were displayed on the top
of the marquee and on the hanging sign ;
these were illuminated and wired for sound
effects.
Twelve-Page Press Sheet
An elaborate 12-page press sheet was
issued by the Fox advertising department.
Abundant color was used on the cover and
in the inside to add a striking note to the
book in consonance with the nature of the
production itself. Fifteen scenes recommended by the press book and for which
stills
are
used at theavailable
theatre. were "blown up" and
Other paper used included 24, 6 and 1sheets area.
which were "sniped" in the New
York
The displays helped attract throngs which
necessitated a queue curled from the Rialto
box office up Broadway and around 43rd
Street.
The campaign was not strictly a metropolitan ballyhoo : it was fashioned with other
situations in mind as well.
Plan Story Awards
The Catholic Press Association of Augusta, Ga., has voted to post three awards
of $1,000 each for the best screen stories
written during the year. The award is designed to raise the moral tone of motion
pictures.
Opens Coast Office
Massce and Company, film forwarders, a
New York firm, has opened an office in HolIvwood.

FOR FOX'S "DEVIL TIGER''

Laemmle^
Remembers

On

Air ^

IVhen

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
spoke over Station WEAF, from New
York, Tuesday evening, in the second of a
series of informal talks on the motion picture. Celebrating the 50th anniversary of
his arrival in the United States from Germany as a boy of 17, Mr. Laemmle devoted
part of his talk to a comparison of the New
York of 50 years ago with the city today,
boasting its mechanical aids and the motion
The Universal executive reviewed briefly
picture.
the highlights of his entrance into the motion picture business, then just beginning,
in Oshkosh, Wis., first, then in Chicago, in
1906. He mentioned some of the since famous personalities he brought to the screen
in the early days, including Florence Lawrence, Mary Pickford, Annette Kellerman,
Lois Wilson, Wallace Reid, Rudolph Valentino, Mildred Harris, Lon Chaney
Asked by the announcer which of his pictures has given him the greatest satisfaction,
Mr. Laemmle replied, "Perhaps 'All Quiet
on the Western Front' because of the influence itexerted all over the world against
war." Noting that the introduction of
sound increased the cost of production, Mr.
Laemmle mentioned that "The King of
Jazz" cost $1,700,000 and "All Quiet on the
Western Front" $1,400,000.
Fox Reel at Trans-Lux
The Trans-Lux Newsreel theatre on
Broadway has contracted for Fox Movietone newsreel service.
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PERSONALITY

Samuel Goldwyn's Campaign
on Anna Sten Made Russian
Star Familiar to Americans
Prior to Screen

Appearance

Just how much is in a name, when showmanship attends to the matter, is evidenced
in the comprehensive campaign of Samuel
Goldwyn which made Anna Sten a familiar
name to the entire show-going public of
America before she even stepped before the
camera.
Two years ago the name Anna Sten never
had been heard by anyone in this country
except Mr. Goldwyn. Miss Sten, Russian
born of a Swedish mother, had made a
considerable name for herself locally in
Moscow as a film actress and stage player.
Later she transferred her activities to Germany and France and it was when she was
playing in Germany that Mr. Goldwyn, seeing her picture in the rotogravure section
of an American paper, immediately cabled
a foreign representative to place her under
contract at all costs. Though she spoke
German, French and Russian fluently. Miss
Sten had not a word of English in her
vocabulary. Mr. Goldwyn was apprised of
this fact, but it made no difference to him.
He would have her learn English under the
best teachers Hollywood could provide.
Still Unseen in Small Towns
Miss Sten arrived in America a little less
than two years ago unknown and unsung.
Today, although she has made but one picture in this country, her name is a byword
not only in the large city, but also in the
small, where her "fans" still are awaiting release of her first American picture, "Nana."
Reputedly, more than $300,000 went into
Miss Sten's training before a camera was
turned. Expert instructors spent two hours
each morning and two each afternoon teaching her English. She was not taught to
mouth words, to recite from memory, to
read meaningless lines. Each word had to
have a definite meaning for her, together
with its proper inflection.
Acquired Americanlsnns
In addition to the general expense of educating Anna Sten, Mr. Goldwyn paid her
a salary variously reported from $100 to
$1,000 weekly. No one has been able to
verify the exact amount of her weekly
stipend, but she was and is under contract to
him.
After her regular English lessons there
was the business of assimilating American
life, manners and colloquialisms. The puplicity attendant upon this "course of sprouts"
was more than gratifying to Mr. Goldwyn,
who had counted upon it. One of the media
that reached the "fan" in the home was a
four-page interview by Edwin C. Hill, noted
radio news commentator, in New Movie
magazine.
One of the stock feature stories of the
country's trade and daily press was that
of Mr. Goldwyn and his pupil. He was
criticized by many of his intimates and others not so intimate for the outpouring of
money in that endeavor.
These he ignored and went ahead with
his schedule. Miss Sten went to see an

American motion picture three times weekly.
Her studied assimilations of American customs went to such a point that when she
wanted to engage a Russian cook to cook
Russian foods for her, Mr. Goldwyn insisted
upon an American cook and native food.
Mr. Goldwyn felt that in preparing her
for the screen, he wanted to know everything about her before she began her first
picture. He could not afford to wait until
her third or fourth production to learn the
secret of how best to photograph her or
how to record her voice. Fifty-one tests
of Anna Sten had been made before she
made "Nana." She probably had more tests
for one film than any other Hollywood star
— good enough material for almost any feature writer. She was photographed for her
eyes, her hair, for street clothes and costumes.
"We'll Begin Again"
In the meantime Mr. Goldwyn was looking over story after story to find one suitable for this new personality. One after
another they were rejected, until at last
Emile Zola's "Nana" was suggested and
the late Willard Mack and Harry Wagstaff
Gribble went to work on the story and
emerged with a completely modernized version.
Then the "Nana" company went to work.
A quarter of a million dollars had been
spent on it and the picture Vv'as but half
finished. Mr. Goldwyn looked at some rushes
and decided he didn't care for them.
"It's good," he is reported to have said,
"but it's not good enough. Throw it away.
We'll begin again."
The supporting cast and the director were
fired on the spot and an entirely new companywasengaged.
Theyand
began
ture
finished,
on again.
January The
9, picMr.

Goldwyn arrived in New York with Print
No.Mr.1 ofGoldwyn
"Nana." had his own ideas on New
York booking arrangements for the premiere. He did not want a mere 2,000-seat
house like the United Artists Rivoli. He
wanted a tremendous — colossal — seating.
He held out, against strong inter-organization persuasion, for the Music Hall. He
He wanted to put on an advertising campaign which could be justified only by a
got it.
big seating capacity. The carnpaign in
newspaper advertising alone took nine days.
For the first four days, only the name and
the picture of Anna Sten appeared. He
wantedthetofourth
make daypeople
After
of the "Sten-conscious."
newspaper campaign, the name of the picture appeared
with that of the star.
Since
the film's
at yeeks
the Music
Hall
in Radio
City premiere
some three
ago,
reports on future bookings from the United
Artists offices indicate that Mr. Goldwyn
willIf not
lose money
on "Nana."
he does
lose money
on this one, Mr.
Goldwyn says that it will be allright, according to Lynn Farnol, his press representative, "for the second picture will make
up for it, the market for her second picture
being already made."
Monogram Gets Own Exchanges
Monogram franchise holders in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Seattle, Denver, Portland and Salt Lake City, formerly
operating under various names, will in the
future be known as Monogram Pictures exchanges. Detroit will take similar action in
April. The company plans establishment
of a star list for its 1934-35 production
schedule.
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Decry Censorship
{Continued from page 19)
individuals in Hollywood today who are responsible for maintaining the status quo in
the industry, and they "want nothing changed
except, perhaps, the amount of money they
are making."
"Nothing important will happen to the
motion picture," he concluded, "until manifest destiny overtakes these men."
"The British Are Coming"
Incidental to his discussion Mr. Ramsaye
forecast an increasing importance for British
picture production.
"All through the silent picture era it
seemed definitely settled that some way the
British could never make a picture. But
you know it takes the British from fifty to a
hundred years to get excited about anything
and now it seems that they have decided to
really do something about the motion picture.
"It is of course obvious that when sound
came along and drove the motion picture indoor to the confines of the stage, it played
precisely into the hands of the British dramatists. They have always been component in
the business of the stage, and, to be sure,
they have always been competent in literature
and the business of words. The talking picture has delivered the screen to their province and now I assure you 'The British are
coming !' "
Supporting
Bishop Elmer
McConnell's
viewpoints on censorship,
Rice declared
that this activity suppresses political and
social expression to a degree that "violates
the principle of free speech." Mr. Rice then
regaled the assemblage with excerpts from
the New York State Censors' deletions.
Indorse Bill To Drop Censors
On Saturday, closing the three-day session of the board, the assemblage indorsed
a pending legislature measure to abolish the
Motion Picture Division of the New York
State Education Department — the state's
official censor body.
Dr. Francis D. Tyson, professor of economics of the University of Pittsburgh, in
summing up the findings of the conference
said :
"The time has come to free the industry
from the twisted leading strings of state
censorship. We are glad to aid in the movement.
On Thursday, Wilton A. Barrett, the
board's executive secretary, said that the
board was formed to "offer protection to
the American people from the early blight
of political censorship and to evaluate the
possibilities of this new art."
"It is time to stop talking about the
'morals of the movies,' " Mr. Barrett concluded, "for morals change and movies
change. The morals of yesterday do not fit
in with the moral viewpoint of today. We
will change again and the movies also will
change and we must bring this great medium
into adjustment to our lives and our lives
into adjustment with it."
In his introductory address on Thursday,
Leroy E. Bowman, field director of the
Child Study Association of America and
presiding officer at the opening session, declared the greatest hope for improvement
lay in the encouragement of films for visual
education.

Ramon Novarro arrived in New York to start
a personal appearance tour.
Monroe
Shaff, supervisor of the Meyer
Davis-RKO
Van Beuren musical comedy
shorts, flew to Miami from New York to
sign Harry Richman.
Colin Clive, New York and London stage
star, left New York for the Warner studios
at Burbank.
AIarion Gering returned to Hollywood from
a flying visit to Broadway.
Phil
York.Rosen, Monogram director, is in New
Carl Gerhard Wallman, recently appointed
Scandinavian representative for RKO Radio,
sailed for Europe to begin his new duties.
Will Hays, Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Warner and Watterson Rothacker left Hollywood for New York.
Edmund Lowe and his wife, Lilyan TashMAN, arrived in New York.
William Haines sailed for Europe.
Horace T. Clarke is in New York from Hollywood. E. Ruscica, Fox Chilean manager,
Arthur
sailed for South America.
Wallace Beery was en route to New York
piloting his own plane.
Mary Pickford is having a brief holiday in
Miami.
Lamar Trotti is in New York from Hollywood for a few days.
Madeleine Carroll, British star, arrived at
Fox Movietone City.
Jean Dixon, stage actress, arrived in Hollywood to make a picture for MGM.
John Barrymore returned to Hollywood after
a fishing trip into Mexican waters.
Claude Ezell and W. E. Underwood, Monogram franchise holders, are in Hollywood.
Bill Pine, Paramount studio publicity executive, is in New York.
Walter Hartwig, Fox dialogue director, arrived in New York from the Coast.
Ed McEvoy, Eastern and Canadian sales manager for RKO Radio, returned to New York
from a sales trip.
Margaret Sullavan flew back to Hollywood
from New York.
Jake Wilk was expected to return to the
Warner home office from Hollywood this
week.
William Scully, Jack Bowen and Charles
Moses are having a Florida vacation.
John M. Crinnion, executive vice-president of
Amity Pictures, is vacationing in Miami.
Rube Jackter returned to New York from
Miami.
John Balaban returned to Chicago from a
Caribbean cruise.
Adolph Zukor returned to New York from
the Coast.
Eddie Mannix, Edgar Selwyn and Maurice
Revenes left New York for the MGM
studios after a vacation.
Adrienne, MGM dress designer, arrived in
New York.
Cincinnati Board Renamed
All officers of the Cincinnati Film Board
of Trade were unanimously re-elected at a
recent meeting. They include : Stanley C.
Jacques, RKO, president; William C. Gehring. Fox, vice-president ; Edwin M. Booth,
retary.
MGM, treasurer; Alice M. Juergens is secAdier
Bert
Marco,
Tower

Joins Tower Papers
Adler, formerly with Fanchon and
this week took over new duties for
-Magazines, publishers of fan periodicals. Mr. Adler will engage in promotional work with the title of associate editor.

nes
ze's Pla
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{.Continued from page 23)
forest to see the plane and dance around
it ; we even induced some of them to take a
ride in it and they came down delighted
with their experience and after that they
were the pride of their tribe. We spent nine
days in the Congo and got some excellent
pictures.
Animal Life From the Air
"Then we returned to Nairobi by a different route — over the Victoria Nile where
we saw elephants galore in big and small
herds ; hippo ducking into the water, crocodiles sliding into the river from the banks
where they had been sleeping. We flew
several times over the beautiful Murchison
Falls, and then on to Nairobi.
"On Christmas morning we took off again
for a short trip — this time down to the
Serengetti Plains in Tanganyika. We were
six hours in the air, and saw tens of thousands of wildebeeste and zebra, giraffe in
a score of herds, and lions all over the
plains — one bunch of forty. We circled the
plains several times, then without landing
flew back to Nairobi.
"We have been unusually successful in
getting leopard pictures and I think they
are going to be just about the most exciting and thrilling of anything that has ever
been made in Sincerely
the way yours,
of animal pictures.
Martin production
Johnson"
Mr. Johnson's last African
was "Congorilla," distributed by Fox. It
was his first effort in sound. The Fox concern is interested in the current expedition
and presumably the new picture will be a
Fox release.
Joan Lowell, Bourke-White
Films To Be Radio Releases
Joanrives Lowell,
well this
known
author,
arin New York
weekgirlfrom
Central
America with film she took during an exploration ofthe Mayan jungles. The resulting picture will be a Van Beuren product,
released through RKO Radio about April I.
Miss Lowell sailed in a small schooner last
April for a world cruise, but accident after
accident befell the voyagers and the plan
was abandoned.
Margaret Bourke-White, art photographer, who has spent some time with her
cameras in Russia, will make two short subjects for Van Beuren on Soviet life. Miss
Bourke-White will supervise compilation,
editing and recording from her own negatives, and will supply explanatory dialogue.
Jolson, Gable a+ ITOA Ball
Al Jolson and Clark Gable are to be guests
of the Independent
Owners'
ciation, New York, atTheatre
its annual
Movie AssoBall,
at the Waldorf Astoria February 21. Billy
Brandt is chairman of the ball committee.
Press Greets Simmonds
Ray Simmonds, head of the publicity department of the Fox British organization,
was greeted by New York trade paper representatives atthe New York Athletic Club
late last week.
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MELODY IN SPRING
Paramount
The title pretty well conveys the idea of this
picture.
It's aIn musical,
by light,
lilting comedy.
line with motivated
the Paramount
new
personality policy, Lanny Ross, star of the
Showboat radio program, is cast in the lead
role with every anticipation that he will develop
into a new feminine heartthrob. Appearance,
voice and personality are all in his favor. The
story is an original by Frank Leon Smith, the
screen play by Benn Levy and direction by
Norman McLeod. Ann Sothern, who was Harriet Lake on the stage, before Columbia created
the new cognomen for her appearance in "Let's
Fall
Love," and
has Mary
the lead
opposite
Ross.as
Charliein Ruggles
Boland,
effective
ashare
comedy
the current
"Six ofneophytes.
a Kind,"
top team
honorsin with
the juvenile
George Meeker, Wilfred Hari (a newcomer),
Wade Boteler, Herman Bing, Helen Lynd,
Thomas Jackson and Norma Mitchell are the
others most prominent in the picture.
Two main locales are established. In the first,
a small American city, characters and the initial
romantic twist are identified, with catchy musical numbers coloring the comedy set-up. Ruggles is presented as an insatiable souvenir hunter with a penchant for collecting all kinds of
bells and Ross is in love with his daughter, Ann
Sothern. Moving into the Swiss mountain
country, Ruggles sets his heart on garnering
the bell worn by the leader of a herd of sacred
cows, a matter that leads to international complications, from which he is rescued by Ross.
The title, which is expressive of the picture's tone, is of unusual showmanship value
in connection with Ross' introduction to motion
picture theatre audiences. The growing popularity of Charlie Ruggles should be a real asset,
particularly if "Six of a Kind" has been
played and the light musical comedy atmosphere of the picture, which skips the mass
spectacle idea in sticking to logical theme development, afifords easy opportunities to stress
different entertainment novelty.
COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO
Universal
Contrary to the classical and romantic title
tone, this story is an up-to-date and fast-moving
situation comedy with a catchy Hollywood star
making ballyhoo background. The original
story was written by Walter Fleisch ; the screen
play is by Karen de Wolf with dialogue by
Gladys Unger and is being directed by Karl
Freund, whose "The Mummy," "Moonlight and
Pretzels" and "Madame Spy" furnish adequate proof of his versatility.
The cast is headed by Fay Wray, recently
in "King Kong," "The Bowery," "Below the
Sea," "Ann Carver's Profession" and "Madame
Spy," and by Paul Lucas, whose parts in "Little Women" and "Candlelight" have given him
a new prestige. Well known names in supporting roles are Patsy Kelly, playing in Roach comedies with Thelma Todd and also appearing in
MGM's "Hollywood Party;" Reginald Owen,
noted stage star, now in Garbo's "Queen Christina," "Nana" and with Arliss in "Rothschild."
Carmel
Myers,returns
one of to
the pictures
silent screen's
est notables,
after agreattwo
or three-year absence, and others who will be
seen are Paul Page, John Sheehan, Robert McWade, Richard Tucker, Matt Betz and Dewey
Robinson.
Premised on intriguing plot, burning under
the strain of unrequitted love. Fay Wray, bit
player, drives high-powered car out of the picture-making scene. Landing at a swanky hotel,
with her maid. Patsy Kelly, she is mistaken for
the real Countess of Monte Cristo. Attracted

17, 1934

to Lucas, she becomes involved with a band
of international crooks in remarkably well covered up sequences and as she is about to be
arrested as a jewel thief, Lucas and the Baron
confess that they are crooks. Publicity regarding the missing starlet has been kept hot by
Page and the story of her return to the studio
and her experiences is a front-page wonder that
lands her a big starring contract, and of course
love blooms for Fay and Page.
The story has novelty, action, plenty of thrill
and excitement as well as love interest and
comedy. Semi-mystery added to inside satirical
realism of Hollywood hullabaloo gives it color
and sparkle in line with present day trends.
MODERN HERO
Warner - First National
An original drama by Louis Bromfield
with screen play by Kathryn Scola and Gene
Markey, this is the first directorial effort for
G. W. Pabst, German director responsible for
many Continental successes. Richard Barthelmess is starred and Jean Muir, who made an
impressive
screen debut
"The Earth
has the feminine
lead.in Well
known Turns,"
screen
names, including Dorothy Burgess, Marjorie
Rambeau, Florence Eldridge, Theodore Newton, William Janney, Verree Teasdale, J. M.
Kerrigan and Arthur Hohl, constitute the principal supporting cast.
The picture, covering a period of years,
majors in three
performer,
falls sequences.
in love withBarthelmess,
Jean Muir,circus'
but
is not permitted to marry her even though he
is father of her child. Then Barthelmess becomes an industrial genius, counterpart of the
Henry Ford career from bicycle manufacturer
to automobile building czar in partnership with
Jean's father,
Arthur
Hohl andmanufacturer
Hobart Cavanaugh.
Then as
a munitions
he
is sponsor of his own child now grown to
young manhood. With power, wealth and prestige his, Barthelmess makes unfortunate stock
market investments and is financially ruined
as the boy is killed. The path to future blank,
Barthelmess consults the mother, Marjorie
Rambeau, now a fortune . teller, who advises
him that he will find happiness in his true niche,
a circus performer.
BROKE HIS HEART
Paramount N WHO~"
MA
HE the
TFor
debut of Dorothy Dell, Paramount
has chosen a dramatic romance which has its
locale
Sajidays.
Francisco's
Barbary
Coast ofinother
The yarn famous
is an original
by
Frederick Schlick, the screen play by Sam
Hoffenstein, remembered for his work on
"American Tragedy," "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" and "Love Me Tonight," and by Frank
Partes, who did "Cradle Song" and "Guilty as
Hell." William Cameron Menzies and George
Somnes, who worked on "Torch Singer," are
co-directing. Added dialogue is by Stephen
Morehouse Avery.
In the picture, Miss Dell, erstwhile Follies
headliner and Broadway singing sensation, will
be supported by Preston Foster, recently in
"Hoopla," and Victor McLaglen, whose performance in the current "Lost Patrol" is sure
to create a new patron interest in him. Well
known names comprise the remainder of the
supporting cast, with Alison Skipworth, now
in "Six of a Kind" ; David Laudau, featured
in "The Earth Turns" ; John Rogers, Mischa
Auer, Frank Sheridan, Ivan Linow and others.
While music is a subordinate feature, numbers for which Ralph Ranger prepared the
music and Leo Robin the lyrics, will be sung
by Miss Dell.

Delayed

The hearing on a proposed compromise
agreement of a $20,000,000 claim filed in
Wilmington, Del., against General Theatres
Equipment by the Chase National Bank of
New York in connection with a plan of reorganization for General Theatres was
postponed on Tuesday due to the illness of
Chief Justice Daniel J. Layton. The case
has been postponed indefinitely.
Chase National had filed claims against
General Theatres in its receivership aggregating more than $20,000,000 and the compromise agreement proposes the scaling
down of these claims by approximately
$5,000,000, in consideration for which General Theatres consents to allowance of the
reduced amount aggregating $15,310,832.
Also under the agreement General Theatres
will release Chase and its affiliates from any
claims it may have against them.
Allowance of the reduced claim is intended to secure a $9,700,000 loan made to
General Theatres by Chase, which formerly
was secured by the preferred stock of Film
Securities Corporation. This stock, however, became worthless in December with
the
sale
of 660,000 the
shares
Loew's,
Inc.,
which constituted
sole ofassets
of Film
Securities.
Under the agreement Chase also consents
to participate in a reorganization plan for
General Theatres by financing the reorganized company and turning over to it its
secured claims and the collateral securing
them in exchange for common stock in the
reorganized company. Chase also is to receive a one-year option to purchase 325,000
shares of Class A common of Fox Film at
$15 per share under the agreement.
Meanwhile, at Kansas City, while somewhat delayed by differences over disposition
of film contracts held for the houses, the
deal whereby Fox Midwest takes over the
Paramount theatres in Joplin and Springfield, Mo., will shortly be completed, according to Ed Grubel, one of the landlords.
This week brought another delay in the
Fox Rocky Mountain and Midland Theatre
reorganization plan, which had been looked
for about February 15, because of failure of
a settlement of the Shanberg-Woolf federal
court actions. It is expected settlement of
the litigation and the reorganization will
be announced some time in March.
In Milwaukee a permanent injunction
preventing the Fox Wisconsin Company
and Wisconsin Amusement Euterprises,
Inc., from disposing of any assets pending
disposition of the Statewide Theatres bankruptcy case was ordered Saturday by Federal Judge F. A. Geiger.
In Los Angeles a ruling in the Fox West
Coast
fees washearing
put off on
untilarbitration
Wednesday ofby trustees'
Referee
S. W. McNabb. Reorganization of Fox
West Coast is expected by April 1, it was
indicated this week. Spyros Skouras left
New York hurriedly for the Coast to await
completion of the plan.
Meighan and Talmadge Star
Thomas Meighan and Norma Talmadge
will co-star in "Somehow Good," for British
and Dominions in England. United Artists
will distribute the film in the United States.
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Administration

Favor

In

of 32-Hour

IVeekfor
Labor
Indications from NRA headquarters in
Washington this week that the Administration is inclined to favor the proposal to all
industry of a 32-hour maximum working
week, and announcement also from the nation's capital that Senator Robert F. Wagner has prepared a bill for Congress to make
the National Labor Board a permanent Government agency with unquestionable authority for the settlement of all labor disputes, were the two events highlighting the
week's motion picture labor situation.
It was indicated at Washington Wednesday that the motion picture industry has lost
interest in the Administrator's plan for a 32hour week as a means of increasing jobs.
As regards the possibility of a 32-hour
working week for industry, General Hugh
S. Johnson, national NRA Administrator,
indicated this week that he would be ready
to put forward an expanded industrial reemployment program iDy March 5. Immediate explanation was given, however, by
General Johnson that there would be no
flat demand for all industries to assume a
32-hour week. In fact, he said, no hour
reduction actually would be forced. Nevertheless, he gave intimation that a suggestion
would be advanced for a considerable shortening below the general 40-hour level
wherever possible.
Some industries, he conceded, have "eaten
up so much of their reserves that they
would have no means to finance larger payrolls necessitated
shorter in
hours."
Later
it was by
indicated
Washington
that suggestions that a 32-hour week be
applied to all productive industries may be
laid before the general meeting of all industrial code authorities March 5 by General Johnson to gauge their reactions.
Regulations requiring employers operating under codes to post the labor provisions
of their codes conspicuously in their places
of business were issued Tuesday by General
Johnson. Failure to comply will be punishable by a fine of $500 or imprisonment up
to six months, or both.
Meanwhile in New York the Building
Service Employee's Union, Local 118,
through its secretary, Charles C. Levey,
threatened to call a strike of its members,
comprising all unskilled theatre workers, unless circuit operators and independent theatre owners met their demands for higher
wages and shorter working hours.
However, the threatened strike will be
throvvn into the hands of the New York
Regional Labor Board for decision. Mr.
Levey was to appear before this body this
week to present the union's side of the question and also to submit affidavits of alleged
violations of the motion picture code, all of
them concerning the actions of theatre operators who threatened dismissal of unskilled employees unless they withdrew from
the BSEU.
On Tuesday the Regional Labor Board
recommended to Paramount theatre executives the recognition of members of Local
118. The BSEU's complaint was based on
charges of coercion of employees at a Paramount house on Long Island.

ARKANSAS

EXHIBITORS
New Organizafion, Meeting at
Little Rock, Decides to Drop
Two-for-Ones at Once; Discuss Higher Admission Prices
The Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas celebrated a growth from a charter
membership of 17 independent exhibitors to
a total of 54 members with all dues paid,
at their second meeting, held Sunday and
Monday at the Marion Hotel, Little Rock.
This organization is for independent exhibitors only and they make it exclusively
that. Social activities are conspicuously absent, the meetings along strictly business
lines. The officers are leaders in independent circles of Arkansas. T. W. Sharp, the
president, Ray Morrow, vice-president, and
J. F. Norman, secretary and treasurer, have
been active in exhibitor organizations for
years in Arkansas.
This meeting was called principally for
discussions of the Code and the convention
unanimously voted to uphold the Code in
every
possibleat way.
two-for-ones
be
discarded
once. All
There
was some will
talk
of raising admission prices in Arkansas.
With members of the Code Authority too
busy to permit of representation at the meeting (Ed. Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
was detained in the East), association members requested Harry E. Nichols, field representative ofthe Herald, who is at present
in Tennessee, to come down and quote the
answers to Code questions raised by exhibitors as he had heard them answered by Code
Authority representatives at various conventions throughout the South.
Members of the Arkansas Independents' organization are :
J. F. Norman, Best Theatre, England, Ark.
W. L. Landers, Landers, Batesville.
J. L. Woods, Crossett, Crossett.
W. E. Blume, Rialto, Searcy.
S. R. Gillett, Community, Russellville.
Cecil Cufif, Royal, Arkadelphia.
W. R. Kauffman, Imp, Benton.
T.Rock.
W. Sharp, New-Prospect-Roxy, Little
C. F. Bonner, Community, Pine Bluff.
V. E. Bonner, Community, Pine Bluf¥.
L. F. Haven, Imperial, Forest City.
G. Carey, Strand, Paris.
Hoyt Kirkpatrick, Hoyts, Ft. Smith.
Ray Morrow, Liberty, Alalvern.
R. I. Bonner, Strand, Conway.
L. G. Hobgood, Amuseu, Fordyce.
Pete Wiggins, New, Sheridan.
Lyle Richmond^ Missouri, Senath, Mo.
J. Hohrstadt, Missouri, Hayti, Mo.
Horace Stanley, Radio, Beebe, Ark.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric, Harrison.
R. V. McGinnis, New, Russellville.
Ray A. Wilson, New, DeWitt.
B. J. Byrd, Dixie, Des Arc.
O. H. Miller, Grand, Conway.
Chas. A. Marshall, Victory. Rogers.
C. P. Washmon, Rio, Van Buren.
W. D. Mitchell, Gem, Dumas.
W. M. Reeves, Highland, Little Rock.
Directors are L. F. Haven, Cecil Cupp, W.
E. Blume, W. L. Landers, Wallace Kauffman,
J. M. Ensor, L. B. Clark. The sergeant-at-arms
is R. V. McGinnis.

INDEPENDENT

BACK

Bank

CODE

Protesting

Paramount

Policy

Voicing its objections to a proposed Paramount Publix bankruptcy policy, the Commercial National Bank of New York, a
Paramount creditor, on Tuesday declared its
opposition to any policy of rebuilding large
real estate holdings by the purchase of
claims against its bankrupt subsidiaries out
of distribution revenue. The bank made its
formal
Davis. objection before Referee Henry K.
Paramount trustees had requested the
referee's authorization to acquire bonds outstanding against Tennessee Enterprises, a
bankrupt theatre subsidiary, with funds of
Paramount Pictures Distributing Corporation. The outstanding bond issue amounts
to $435,000, and the plan for which approval
was sought Tuesday contemplated buying up
as many of these as possible at a maximum
rate of $33 for each $100 bond. Bonds in the
amount of $205,900 already are available for
purchase on that basis, A. A. Laporte of
counsel for the trustees said Tuesday.
Mr. Laporte explained that the principal
reasons for acquisition of the Tennessee Enterprises bonds was to further the reorganization plans for that bankrupt and to retain
for Paramount the Tivoli, at Chattanooga,
which
he subsidiary.
termed the "biggest asset" of the
bankrupt
Mr. Davis approved the plan with the
sanction of a majority of the creditors present, but counsel for the Commercial National
Bank declared that while they would approve the plan in this particular instance,
they would, in the future, oppose similar
plans for any
policy
of "expending
cash ac-to
cumulated bythe
distribution
department
salvage Paramount's great real estate em.-

20th

Century

Produce

on

To
Stage

Thepire."
presentation of stage plays in New
York and other key cities will be undertaken by 20th Century Pictures, Inc., as an
extension of its production activities for
1934, according to an announcement in Hollywood this week by Joseph M. Schenck,
president, and Darryl F. Zanuck, production
chief.
Whether the company will finance the
stage productions through intermediary
Broadway producers, or whether it will set
up its own production organization to present plays directly in New York, was not
made public. However, pending the completion of these details, Franklyn Underwood, eastern scenario editor of 20th Century, has already begun a search for unproduced play manuscripts.
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TO HELL", starring Sylvia Sidney and Fredric S

March, released during the summer

of 1932, did exceptional bus!- '

ness in all theatres in which it played, despite the fact that it played '
in extremely hot weather

in many

spots. This picture is remem-

bered by many exhibitors for its outstanding box-office qualities. '<

BOX

;rPICK UP", starring Sylvia Sidney and
limilar to "GOOD

DAME"

George

but not as fast nor as brilliant in

pialog, was released during the bank moratorium
Its business in all theatres definitely stamped
A

B.

P.

Raff, a picture

SCHULBERG

last year and

it as "box office."
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SHOWMEN'S
REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Wonder

Bar

(Warner-First National)
Comedy Drama
"Wonder Bar," worthy successor to "42nd
Street," "Footlight Parade" and "Gold Digis chockear full
of entertainment
elementsto
and eyegers," and
production
values pleasing
both exhibitors and patrons. In many ways, it
tons any one of its predecessors. The cast,
with Al Jolson heading it, is virtually an allstar affair. The motivating story differs vividly from those utilized in the orevious pictures.
While the lavish, original spectacle sequences
are the natural outstanding features, romance,
drama, thrill, human interest, comedy, suspense
and tragedy run the full range of emotional
entertainment. Effective story telling technique,
reminiscent of the "Grand Hotel" style, gives
the experiences of the entire cast. Yet the
various episodes are so blended and portrayed
that coherence is maintained and clima.x logically developed.
Produced on an elaborate scale that accentuates bigness of atmosphere, "Wonder Bar" is
both special group and whole-family entertainment. It has all the bigness necessary for a
deluxe theatre attraction, at the same time
being unusual material fpr the smaller houses.
There are so many different interest creating
possibilities available that the only trouble ex hibitors should have is in choosing the one
capable of exerting the maximum influence in
his community while not losing sight of the
other values. It is full of unusual assets with
which to stimulate interest of men and women
and children.
The locale is Al Wonder's internationally
famous London night club. With Jolson in
the type of role that made him famous — an
entertainer — he is completely apart from, yet
at the same time, the chief focal point of interest. In that club all the action takes place.
Ynez, the featured dancer, is fiercely in love
with her partner Harry, only to be the object
of his hateful scorn. The wealthy Liane, magnetized by the suave Harry, gives him her
fabulously valuable jewels. Al is in love with
Ynez, Tommy's in love with her, too. Both
are stymied. Simpson and Pratt, a pair of
West Schenectady Babbits, have a yen for
Mitzi and Claire, a pair of gold-digging hostesses, both ironically watfhed by their wives
who
get
supercilious
out ofhasa his
gigolo's
advances.a Captain
Vonthrill
Ferring
last
glamourous niglit. Ynez stabs Harry, when
she realizes that he'll desert her. Al recovers
the jewels, saving Liane from disgrace and
shame. The love story of Tommy and Ynez
ends with Al sacrificing his hopes that the
youngslers may be happy.
That's
story ; unusual
itself
madethe sensational
by theentertainment
musical score,in
Dick Powell's singing, Jolson's singing and
gagging,
Cortezwayandfor
Dolores
Rio's dancing
which make
severalDelspectacles,
two
of them sensational. "Why Do I Dream Those
Dreams,"
the first,
grandeur ingenuity
and magnificence, a triumph
of ismechanical
and
girl-boy grouping that creates the impression
that thousands are singing and dancing. But
that is outdone as to the tune of blackface
Al's singing of "Going To Heaven On A
Mule,"
audience is carried into the darky's
idea of the
heaven.
From every viewpoint, "Wonder Bar" is

solid gold entertainment that holds plenty of
interest for every type of patron. On top of
thatj it is over-running with original and different showmanship selling ideas from name to
production values. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Warner- First National.
Based onKatscber.
the play Adaptation
by Geza Herczeg-,
Karl play
Farkas
and
Robert
and screen
by E^rl
Baldwin. Music and lyrics by Harry Warren and Al
Dubin. Photography, Sol Polito. Art director. Jack
Okey. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. Film editor, George
Amy. Assistant director, Bill Cannon. Numbers
created and directed by Busby Berkeley. Gowns by
Orry-Kelly. Supervised by Robert Lord. Running
time, 90 minutes. Release date to be announced.
SpecialleaseEaster
showings. week engagements, and some pre-reCAST
Al Wonder
Al Jolson
Liane
Kay Francis
Ynez
Dolores Del Rio
Harry
Ricardo Cortez
Tommy
Dick Powell
Simpson
Guy Kibbee
Mrs. Simpson
Ruth Donnelly
Pratt
Hugh Herbert
Mrs. Pratt
Louise Fazenda
Mitzi
Fifi Kennedy
d'Orsay
Claire
Merna
Himself
Hal LeRoy
Richards
Henry
Capt.
von Ferring
Robert O'Neill
Barrat
Mr. Renaud
Henry Kolker
Men in White
( MGM -Cosmopolitan )
Romantic Drama
Because of the manner in which it is presented and acted this hospital story abounds
in values. Although Jean Hersholt steals the
show, Clarke Gable presents an exhibition of
heretofore unrevealed acting ability. Elizabeth
Allen and Myrna Loy turn in capital performances and the others of the cast more than
hold their own. While the yarn is localed
within the walls of a hospital, the story is
deeply human and emotion stirring. The life
drama, romance, comedy, ambition, tragedy,
hope and fear of men and women, rather than
institutional atmosphere, is the main point of
interest. Tuned to a serious note, powerfully
different production tactics have been adapted
to create vivid human interest. Yet intelligent
direction has seen to it that relevant, natural,
comedy sequences offset a too somber color.
"Men in White" is radically different from
any of the recent series of hospital pictures.
As the realism of life predominates, its romance, drama, subdued thrill are coherently
woven together by finely handled suspense.
No smash action or theatrical suspense builds
the climaxes ; rather, audiences should respond,
as did the preview crowd, to the humanness
that makes the picture so moving. It has the
values, in names and production, for luring the
masses and at the same time should be unusually attractive to those who understand and
appreciate seriousness.
Ferguson, young interne, protege of the celebrated Dr. Hochberg, hopes to follow in his
mentor's footsteps. Loved by Laura, who
wants early marriage and the happiness of
youth, the pleadings of both create mental turmoil. Hospital duties, wherein he saves a
child's life, prevent him keeping an engagement
with Laura. Spurned by her, he becomes part
of a clandestine love affair with student nurse
Barbara. He is ready to marry the girl, but
she becomes critically ill. Laura, understanding
what has happened, asks him why he did not
come to her, knowing as he did that she did
not stand on ceremony. Barbara, dying, exerts

a tremendous influence on Ferguson. After Dr.
Hockberg talks to Laura, she releases Ferguson from his promises, urges him to remain
under
Hochberg's
tutelage,
meet him
some other
day. hoping that she will
Pictures like "Men in White" don't come
along every day. While the standard merchandi sing plans for Doctor pictures are in order,
this show should be given more thoughtful consideration. The title, being hardly expressive
of the theme, cast and story values, should be
played up rather than hospital atmosphere. A
campaign that convinces patrons they are going
to witness something out of the ordinary should
insure large first performance attendances with
word-of-mouth advertising to follow. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A Cosmopolitan Production. Directed by Richard Boleslavsky.
Produced by Monta Bell, screen play by Waldemar
Young, from the play by Sidney Kingsley. Musical
score by Dr. William Axt. Recording director, Douglas Shearer. Art director, Cedric Gibbons. Assistants,
Merril Pye and Edwin B. Willis. Gowns by Adrian.
Photographed by George Folsey. Film editor, Frank
Sullivan. Running time, 75 minutes. Release date,
to be determined.
CAST
Dr. Ferguson
Clarke Gable
Laura
Myrna Loy
Dr. Hochberg
Jean Hersholt
Barbara
Elizabeth Allan
Dr. Levine
Otto Kruger
Dr. Cunningham
C. Henry Gordon
Dr. Michaelson
Russell Hardie
Shorty
Wallace Ford
Dr. McCabe
Henry B. Walthall
Pete
Russell Hopton
Dr. Gordon
Samuel S. Hinds
Dr. Vitalc
Frank Puglia
Dr. Wren
Leo Chalzel
Mac
Donald Douglas
I Believed in You
(Fox-Wurtzel)
Comedy Drama
A new theme idea manifest in this picture
suggests unusual and new methods in its selling. Basically a novel romantic story, it is also
a study of a social science experiment. As
such, it has a definite love interest that takes
on a human tone, is dramatic at times and has
more than the expected amount of comedy.
The picture also serves as the debut for Rosemary Ames, but whether the public will accept
her as potential star material is largely dependent upon how the producers endeavor to
sell her in the press book, plus the individual
efforts of exhibitors who see in a new personality the opportunity to create interest in
her as well as in the picture.
A description of the story may suggest the
method of localized selling, more effectively
than a highlight essay. Opening to the tune of
stirring action, Jim Crowl, labor agitator, flees
from a group of aroused workmen and finds
refuge
Merrill's ideas,
home. isThe
lone girl,
dedicatedin True
to socialistic
amenable
to
Growl's parlor pink ideas, as well as his romantic proclivities. Accompanying him to
Greenwich Village, she thrills to the vacuous
mouthings of the pseudo artists, writers, dancers. As they are evicted from their common
flat, wealthy philanthropic Harrison is attracted to True, derides her friends, is slapped
and the girl is jailed. As she is freed, Harrison searches for her and as she espouses the
never-had-a-chance doctrine of her new found
friends, he agrees to finance them in their efforts for six months. Grateful to True for the
godsent opportunity, the nutty collection, turn-
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ing their financial windfall to earthly rather
that spiritually artistic matters, fall down, on
the girl. Even Crovvl, whom True loves, takes
up with another woman. At the expiration of
the six months period, disillusioned True, whom
Harrison has given the opportunity of meeting
real literary, artistic and musical sriants, confesses the failure of her dream. In the meantime, she has been writing a book which publishers accept. Going to Harrison with the
idea of offering him her royalty check as first
payment on the debt, she finds him pleading
love, a condition she will not accept until she
has gone further up the ladder of success on
her own efforts, holding out for Harrison the
hope that she can again meet him on equal
ground and not as the beneficiary of his wealtli
and influence.
As this picture experiments in a new idea, it
is far from being perfect. Nevertheless it is
entertaining and certainly affords plenty of
opportunity for those who like to approach
their picture offerings from different angles to
demonstrate their theories. The title lends itself readily to such a procedure — it has just
enough of a provocative sound to permit varying departure from standard methods. Boles,
naturally, is the outstanding name for marquee
and lobb^r poster purposes and the remainder
of the cast, save Miss .\mes. is composed of
familiar names. In connection with Miss Ames,
there is ample chance for special exploitation
and ballyhoo, a showmanship asset that is also
applicable
picture's
atmosphere ideas
and plot
that
opens tothethe w_ay
for intriguing
and
displays to make the most of the Greenwich
Village sequences. The more personal attention
given this picture, with the idea of applying
special original ideas, the better. — McCarthy,
Hollywood.
A Fox release. Produced by Sol Wurtzel. Directed
by Irving
AdaptedMcGuire.
from anScreen
idea suggested by Cummings.
William Anthony
play
by William Conselman. Photographed by Barney
McGill. Running time, 65 minutes. Release date, Feb.
23. 1934.
CAST
True Merrill
Rosemary Ames
Jim Crowl
Victor Jpry
Michael Harrison
John Boles
Princess Pamola
Gertrude Michael
Saracen Jones
George Meeker
Russell Storm
Leslie Fen ton
Vavara
Joyzelle
Joe
Jed Prouty
Oliver
Gilbert Emory
Giacomo
Luis Alberni
Bol ero
(Paramount)
Romantic Drama
There's plenty of showmanship material in
"Bolero" for alert exhibitors. Realistic drama
predominating, an element that makes possible
a series of failing romances, this story of
a man's unquenchable faith in himself and his
ambitions, paralleling the career of Maurice,
the famous dancer, continuously centers attention on the leading player. As action and
dialogue are effectively counterbalanced, the
musical score is a distinct asset in interpreting
the story mood. Production setting's and
grouping in the second half of the picture are
lavish and striking. These are helplul in consolidating the interest created in the opening
identifying sequences.
One already highly publicized personality,
Sally Rand, the fan dancer, and two newcomers, Frances Drake and William Frawley,
make impressive picture debuts which hold
much promise. Miss Rand's fan dance scene
is one of the features of the picture, more
than worthy of ballyhoo as a box office asset.
Raft's role, fitting him to a T and in line
with his own experiences, has him convinced
that he is destined to be the world's greatest
dancer. There is a semi-comic amateur night
opening when he is oractically hooked off
the stage. Then with a succession of partners,
whom he loves as a medium of furthering
his ambitions, discarding them when they fail
to be helpful, Raft is a beer garden attraction
with Gloria Shea. In gaudv pre-war Paris,
Frances Drake is the loving partner. Then
comes Carole Lombard with whom he really
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does fall in love. She wants the job as a
means of landing a rich husband. Comes London with Lombard, and fan-dancing Sally Rand
is
the next
into Raft's
attractive
web.
Then one
backlured
to Paris,
the sensational
Bolero
Raft'slater
ownandnight
club and
tinge
of war. in Back
wounded.
Raft a would
start all over again with Sally Rand, but she
has gone the way of all flesh and with failure
threatening the gala opening. Miss Lombard,
among the guests, again teams up with Raft,
and as they plan a greater career, Raft barely
gets through the dance to die with his "I'm
tooThegoodpicture
for this
his lips.in both story
has joint"
lots ofonnovelty
and presentation. It should be sold with the
picture of a man who ruthlessly used women
as rungs in the ladder of his climb to success,
a plan that makes easy the introduction of all
the romance and human heart interest necessary
and capitalizing on name values to the utmost. —
McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed by
Wesley Ruggles. Screen play by Horace Jackson.
From a story by Carey Wilson and Kubec Glasmon.
Based upon an idea by Ruth Ridenour. The composi"Bolero," by
Mauricetime,Ravel.
New music
Ralph tion,
Rainger.
Running
80 minutes.
Releaseby
date, Feb. 23, 1934.
CAST
Raoul DeBaere
George Raft
Helen
Carole Lombard
Annette
Sally Rand
Leona
Frances Drake
Mike DeBaere
William Frawley
Lord Coray
Raymond Milland
Lucy
Gloria Shea
Lady D'Argon
Gertrude
Michael
Theater
Manager
Del Henderson
Hotel Manager
Frank G. Dunn
Belgian Landlady
Martha Baumattre
Bailiff
Paul Panzer
German Manager (Beer Garden) Adolph Hilar
Young Matron
Anne Shaw
Leona's
Angel
Phillips
Porter
JohnSmalley
Irwin
Orchestra Leader
Gregory Golubeff

Carnival
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Lady

(Hollywood — State Rights)
Drama
A rather melodramataic drama of the midway and the small town carnival, this independent production by Ken Goldsmith has a
few entertainment values.
As the "Carnival Lady" is young Boots Mallory, former Wampas Baby Star but recently
seen in very few pictures, and none of any
outstanding note. She contrives to be fairly
attractive and reasonably capable. Supporting
her are Allen Vincent, Donald Kerr, RoUo
Lloyd and Jason Robards, none of them particularly valuable names from the standpoint of
the theatre's
exhibitor is in marquee.
the positionConsequently
of having tothemake
the most out of the story and locale.
The carnival setting should give the exhibitor an opportunity to dress his lobby and
the front of his house in appropriate style,
and
he maysimilar
want ballyhoo.
to s-o outThe
into high
the
streetperhaps
with some
dive into a small tank of water from the
tall tower,
a feature
film's
action,
may which
present isanother
angleof oftheexciting
patron interest, but that would necessarily be
contingent upon the state of the weather and
the proximity of public swimming pools.
Vincent, a supposedly wealthy young man, is
suddenly apprised of the fact that he has been
made penniless as a radio announcement brings
the news of an absconding bank president. He
quits his apartment, and the party there, and
hits the road, finally landing at the carnival,
where he meets two other down-and-outers,
Kerr, former boxer, and Lloyd, whose itching
fingers are at the same time extremely light.
The three escape an indignant hot-dog vender,
and are befriended for the moment by _ Miss
Mallory, a dancer with the show, who is being annoyed by Robards, high diver and ace
act of the carnival. Robards, diving, is hurt,
and Vincent gets the job. Kerr is hired as his
barker and Lloyd goes to work in the kitchen.
Arriving at Vincent's home town, Vincent

takes Miss Mallory to a cafe, and they are
discovered by some of his former friends. She
is further disturbed when one friend, at the
carnival that night, offers Vincent a good job
in the city. He refuses, in order to stay with
Miss Mallory, but she will not marry him,
fearing she will not make the grade with his
friends. Attempting to do the right thing by
his future, she pretends to have gone back
to Robards, who has returned, and Kerr, coming upon them, hits Robards. He goes down,
strikes his head, and dies. A ruse, engineered
by the three, makes it appear that he was
killed diving into the tank. Vincent is told
the
that reason
is that. for Miss Mallory's coldness, and
Concentrate on the locale and the carnival
atmosphere. The names of Miss Mallory and
Vincent are probable the only two which will
be familiar to the patronage, and these should
be used to best advantage. — Aaronson, New
York.
A Goldsmith Production. Distributed by Hollywood
Film Exchanges in New York, Buffalo, Philadelphia
and Washington, D. C. ; elsewhere. State Rights. Supervised by Ken Goldsmith. Directed by Howard
Higgin. Screen play by Harold E. Tarshis. Adaated
by Wellyn Totman. Photographed by Edward Kull.
Art direction by Lewis J. Rachmil. Release date, December 15, 1933. Running time, 69 minutes.
PennyCAST
Boots Mallory
Tom Warren
Allen Vincent
Dick
Donald Kerr
Harry
Rollo Lloyd
Jim
Ryan
Jason Robards
Zandra
Gertrude
Astor
Trixie
Anita Fa_ye
Porky
Richards Ha_yes
Carl
Earl McDonald
Gorilla
Kit Guard
Devil Tiger
(Fox)
Jungle Drama
Once again the cameras go into the jungle,
this time on the Malayan Peninsula, and under
the able direction of Clyde E. Elliott is
fashioned a story of a wild and man-eating
tiger who is pursued to the death, to the accompaniment ofa drama of the triangle variety
and several interludes in the nature of a jungle
travel feature. The inevitable battles for the
supremacy of the jungle and the survival of
the fittest are carefully caught by the cameras,
often with considerable effect, if occasionally
gruesome.
There is every reason to suppose that the
jungle setting and the fights of the inhabitants
are authentic motion picture. Certainly they
make for entertainment, however much that
same type of material may have filled the motion picture screen before. The exhibitor has
an excellent opportunity for ballyhoo, in the
lobby, by reason of the locale, on the street and
on the marquee, though that last phase of exploitation this time will not be in the cast personalities direction, but rather through the use
of papier-mache animals, perhaps engaged in
mortal combat. The display, in the lobby, of
various stills of the embattled animals, should
prove effective in drawing pedestrian attention.
Seen in closeup are a lion and a tiger having
it out, with the lion coming off best ; a bear
and a cowardly hyena; an amusing scene of a
monkey in a curiosity-impelled engagement with
two giant crabs, and most unusual of all, a
strange and rather harrowing scene in which
a giant python drops from a tree around the
neck of a powerful water buffalo. Despite
frantic, desperate efforts to shake off its tormentor, the horned beast slowly is strangled to
death.
The four players of the cast are of little
marquee value. They are Marion Burns, Kane
Richmond, Harry Woods and a native boy. Ah
Lee, whoformerisbeforea the
natural
and engaging little percameras.
Richmond, at loose ends, meets Woods, about
to start into the interior in search of Remow
Satan, the devil tiger, and is invited to join
the expedition. He accepts, and with their
numerous native attendants they strike out for
the rubber plantation and Miss Burns, whose
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Shirley Grey, Onslow Stevens, Lucille
Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Eddie Gribbon,
Merna Kennedy. Story by Harry Sauber.
Dances staged by Max Scheck. Screenplay by Chandler Sprague and Joseph
Santley. Songs by Conrad, Mitchell and
Gottler. Directed by Harry Lachman.
Presented by Carl Laemmle. A Stanley
Bergerman Production.
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father has been killed by the man-eater. She
persuades them to permit her to accompany
them, and they start, moving slowly through
the jungle as the cameras pick up here and
there the activities of the animal inhabitants.
At the same time, Woods begins to make advances to Miss Burns, who repulses them, and
casts increasingly affectionate glances in Richdirection.
is oblivious,
but
when shemond's
saves
him Richmond
from the coils
of a snake,
his interest is awakened. Sight of the devil
tiger frightens away all their attendants but the
small Ah Lee.
When Woods becomes annoying, Richmond
fights him. They are interrupted by stampeding elephants, and Woods is trampled to
death. The three others, lost, make their tortuous way through, the jungle toward safety,
and just as they come upon a native village,
meet and kill the devil tiger.
It is interesting and occasionally exciting
material, open to attractive exploitation despite
its absence of cast names. — Aaronson, New
York.
Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by Clyde
E. Elliott. Story by James O. Spearing. Edited by
Truman Talley. Release date, February 16, 1934.
Running time, 60 minutes.
CAST
Mary Brewster
Marion Burns
Robert EUer
Kane Richmond
Ramsaye Doyle
Harry Woods
Ah Lee
Ah Lee
Remow Satan
The Devil Tiger

MacDonald,
is Miss Hall's
father.
Missannouncing
Grey had that
beenhe shielding
Miss
Hall, who was married secretly to the first
victim. It is all explained when IBarrett charges
Van Loan with having amplified an electrical
transcription of a pistol shot and having set
it to sound forth at 9:15 while he was with
Miss Hall for alibi purposes. Van Loan adds
that he put away the law partners because they
were framing him.
For marquee purposes there are the names
Shirley Grey, Charles Starrett and J. Farrell
Macponald, with MacDonald probably best
known.
It is adult material. — Rovelstad, New York.
Produced and distributed by Chesterfield. Directed
by Richard Thorpe. Adapted from the novel "The
Campanile
Whitman
Chambers.by Assistant director,Murders"
Melville byShyer.
Photographed
M. A.
Anderson. Recorded by Pete Clark. Art director,
Edward Jewell. Release date, December 27, 1933.
Running time, 73 minutes.
CAST
Lillian Voyne
Shirley Grey
Bill Bartlett
Charles Starrett
Captain
Ed
Kyne
J.
Farrell
MacDonald
Ann Michaels
Ruth Hall
Prof. C. Edson Hawley
Edward Van Sloan
Blackie Atwater ,
Maurice Black
Charlie Lorrimer
Dewey Robinson
Hilda Lund
Jane Keckley
Brock
Harrison Greene

Murder on the Campus
( Chesterfield )
Mystery

There is plenty of drama, more or less of
the melodramatic variety, and plenty of opportunity for effective selling and exploitation in
this expose type of story of racketeer activity.
Something of an innovation among these
stories, this picture deals with the illicit operations of drugstore racketeers, not of the habitforming variety, but rather the best-selling
concoctions of the manufacturers of nationally
advertised brands of toothpaste, cosmetics and
the like. Therein may well lie an excellent
opportunity for store tieups.
The racketeer-gangster implication in the
title may make it necessary to subordinate the
title in selling, but the individual exhibitor
will know best how to handle that ■ situation,
based on his knowledge of his own patronage.
The cast is definitely of value, with five good
marquee names, including Charles Farrell, Bette
Davis, Ricardo Cortez, Glenda Farrell and
.'Vllen Jenkins.
There are selling angles in the story itself,
revolving about the manner in which a poor,
struggling young druggist, who is also an expert chemist, is forced into the cheap preparation of standard articles, which are sold by
the racketeers under the forged labels of the
originals, and by typical gangster methods.
The repercussion which almost causes the
death of his wife and does cause the death of
his child, and the legalization of beer which
forces the gang to turn from one field to a
new racket, offer copy ideas for selling purposes.
Farrell is the druggist, a neighborhood institution, but nonetheless highly unsuccessful.
Miss Davis is his wife. Cortez, gang leader
and big shot racketeer, is menacingly effective.
Miss Farrell is the girl of whom he has become very tired, and Jenkins is his right-hand
roughneck.
Cortez finds himself licked in the beer racket,
and accidentally hits on Farrell and his ability
to manufacture standard preparations at low
cost. He pays Farrell merely to supervise
sellproduction, and carries through his illicit Miss
ing, a highly lucrative new racket.
Davis' objections are of no use, but when
Farrell attempts to get out of the racket, he
is treated to a dose of the blackjack and succumbs. When a particular antiseptic is manufactured, the originators of that product face
bankruptcy. Farrell proves his innocence of
any criminal intent, but he is powerless. The
jealous Miss Farrell gives the game away to
the district attorney and is shot down by the
gang. O'Neill, president of the antiseptic
company, beaten, goes gunning for Cortez at

A spark from the ever-grinding wheel of
murder mystery pictures is this adaptation of
Whitman Chambers' novel, "The Campanile
Murders,"
picture that
with should
strength
denouement, in a asolution
be aof complete
surprise because of the slightness of allusion to
it, but with practically all development through
dialogue. Besides the paucity of action there
is little or no effort at comedy. At the same
time, the director and principals have achieved
a sincerity of performance that carries along,
with the possible exception of the fadeout,
which has the reporter-hero gassed, jumping
off an ambulance stretcher at the hospital to
go and call on his girl. Then, too, with the
theatreman, particularly in small communities,
open to challenge by the patrons as to plausibility of plot sequence, he can expect questioning as to why the criminal criminologist did
not finish off the reporter in a hurry after confessing three slayings to him, though the sequence has the merit of something of the
spectacular, with its background of test tubes
and myriad other laboratory paraphernalia,
familiar as they may be.
Charles Starrett, star reporter, is beginnmg
to find himself much in love with Shirley
Grey, student, but cannot understand why she
calls Maurice Black, gambling proprietor, one
of her best friends. Starrett drives Miss Grey
At
at 9 o'clock.
entrance
campus
over to
tower ring,
campanile
in the
chimes
the the
9:15
the
and
shot,
a
are heard, there is the sound of
student chimes-ringer is found slain. In Miss
Grey's room, the assistant to detective chief J.
Farrell MacDonald finds a pistol, one .32 bullet discharged, and it was a .32 tltat killed
the chimes ringer. The trail also has led to
the apartment of Ruth Hall, student, who
seems to be withholding information, as is
Miss Grey. Miss Hall had had several dates
with the chimes ringer, but at the time the
chimes and shot were heard, she had been
motoring with Edward Van Sloan, chemistry
professor and criminologist. Next, one of two
shady law partners is found dead, and finally
the other partner calls on the criminologist,
there is a pistol report, and Van Sloan calls
the police to announce the attorney has killed
himself in his office. Barrett asks Van Sloan
to lend a hand in the case. Barrett also captures
assistBlack, but he escapes from theanddetective
surrender to
ant, only to walk in later
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The Big Shakedown
(First National)
Drama

17, 1934

the same time Farrell does. Farrell's wife
lost her child at birth through use of the
faulty
antiseptic
soldshot,
to the
O'Neill
beats Farrell
to the
and hospital.
Cortez falls
into
a tank of acid, a harrowing detail which may
just as well be overlooked. Farrell returns
to his drug store, a sadder but a better man,
satisfied with his neighborhood business.
It is active and salable story material, with
good cast names and a ready potential store
tieup. The picture is rather adult fare. —
Aaronson, New York.
A First National Production. Distributed by WarDirected
Scre'en
play nerby Bros.
Niven
Busch byandJohn
Rian Francis
James. Dillon.
Photographed
by Sid Hickox. Release date, January 6, 1934. Running time, 64 minutes.
Jimmy CAST
Charles Farrell
Norma
Bette Davis
Barnes
Ricardo Cortez
Lil
Glenda Farrell
Lefty
Allen Jenkins
Sheffner
Henry
O'Neill
John
Philip
Faversham
Regan
Robert
Emmet
O'Connor
Gardinella
John Wray
Gyp
George Pat Collins
Trigger
Adrian Morris
Slim
Dewey Robinson
Spike
Ben Hendricks
Shorty
George CooBer
Saint Anthony
(Integrity Film)
Religious Study

of Padua

Through the medium of tHe motion picture,
here is offered as an importation from Italy
a biography, in effect, of one of the best known
saints of the Catholic Church, Saint Anthony,
whose kindness and humanitarianism are
stressed at every turn in this version of his
life's
virtually
fflom birth
death.
Picturedstory,
through
the wizardry
of theto camera
are the several miracles^
Technically the film is excellent, having been
produced, by Sacras of Rome, with obvious
care and attention to detail. It is wholly and
exclusively a religious theme, definitely emphasized as such. The appropriate musical
score is done in highly effective fashion and is
chiefly, of course, of the religious order. The
film js done in silent form, with subtitles in
both
and English,of and
"executed
under Italian
the supervision
the was
Ecclesiastical
authority of the Vatican, Rome, and under
the patronage of the general of the Franciscan
It is definitely a religious theme and so is
the treatment, in story and subtitles. Those
exhibitors with a patronage predominantly
Catholic have an opportunity for introduction
ofOrder."
the picture at perhaps a special showing,
and for arrangements with the Catholic church
or
school of the community. — Aaronson, New
York.
Produced
Sacras, Rome, Directed
Italy. Distributed
Integrity by
Film Corporation.
by Conte byGiulio
Antamoro. Scenario by Reverend P. Vittorino Facchinetti. Photographed by G. Gengarli. _ Release date,
February 8, 1934. Running
CASTtime, 90 minutes.
St. Anthony
Sig. Carlo Pinzauti
St. Anthony (Boy)
Luigi Almiraijte
St. Francis
Cav. A. Pasquali
Father
Cav. Off. Ugo B. Biondi
Mother
Miss Franca Riccardi
No

More

Women

( Paramount-Rogers)
Dramatic Romance
With Lowe and McLaglen teamed together
again in their familiar roles, this robust, rough
and ready dramatic romance, naturally comedy
tinged, has plenty to recommend it as regular
every day entertainment. Action is fast and
at times thrilling. Dialogue is along the same
line and both create and preserve interest for
the adventure lovers as well as for those who
respond to a different kind of romance, which
has the hard guys rivals for the affections
of a shop girl, Sally Blane, who has inherited
a deep sea salvage tug.
The salvage tug is the principal locale, although much of the excitement that permits
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one of those wild Lowe-McLaglen man to man
battles appears as their car plunges madly
through the dips and dives of a roller coaster.
The big thrill is an undersea effect where, as
Lowe attempts the salvage of a sunken liner's
treasure, murder is attempted and the disgraced McLaglen almost loses his own life
bringing Lx)we back to the girl who loves him.
While the adventure atmosphere and the
Lowe-McLaglen combination might suggest
that "No More Women" i« essentially a man's
picture, the romantic angle develops utiiisual
interest for women. In order to create feminine
curiosity, considerable attention should be devoted to pointing out the romantic values.
Similarly the comedy phases should be played
up, and as the Lowe-McLaglen relation is
strongly established, novelty of setting should be
utilized to the utmost with a view to broadcasting the impression that their anitics occur
against a different background.
It's the kind of feature which should serve as
a pleasing contrast to the current picture
vogue, as here is no pretense to the elaborate
but emphasis on realism of story and picture. —
McCarthy, Hollywood.
A Paramount release. Produced by Charles R.
Rogers. Directed by Albert Rogell. Story by Delmer Daves and Grant Leenhouts. Screen play by Delmer John
DavesMikale
and Lou
Breslow.
on "Underseas,"
by
Strong.
SoundBased
by Harry
Lindgren.
Photographed
by
Theodor
Spark
uhl
and
Harry time.
Fisch-72
beck. Art director, Dave Garber. Running
minutes. Release date, Feb. 23, 1934.
CAST
Three Time
Edmund Lowe
Forty Fathom
Victor McLaglen
Helen Young
Sally Blane
Annie Fay
Minna Gombell
Big Pants
Christian Rub
Captain Brent
Alphonz Ethier
Greasy
Tom Dugan
Iceberg
Harold Huber
Oscar
William Franey
The Hawk
J. P. McGowan
Brownie
Frank Moran

Curtain At Eight
(Majestic)
Mystery
This murder mystery story, impeded by too
persistent attempts to inject humor into its
execution, has a reasonably salable cast doing
its best to make the story convincing.
The idea of the matinee idol pursued by
num.erous women but murdered at his impromptu birthday
party
on theguilty,
theatre's
with numerous
folk
possibly
givesstage,
the
exhibitor something to work with in selling the
film. For the marquee there are Paul Cavanagh, Dor<othy Mackaill, Naltalie Moorhead
and particularly, C. Audrey Smith, as the elderly, kindly detective, who with his shrewd
sleuthing discovers the murderer but quietly
closes his eyes to a completely justifiable homicide. Throughout, Cavanagh, the actor and
victim, arouses no audience sympathy, the reaction on the whole being that he received his
just desserts.
Sam Hardy, as the expected hard-skulled
and brainless detective, who arrests everyone
in sight and immediately thereafter has the
case "in the bag," works hard with Russell
Hopton, reporter, in developing the humor, but
considerable of it misses fire. The exhibitor
must overcome the studio's apparent lack of a
logical, concentrated drive toward a conclusion, the story shooting off at seemingly unnecessary tangents at frequent intervals, and
in the dialogue the frequent explosive "hells"
might bring objections from patrons here and
there.
When Cavanagh is shot, the deed might
have been done by Richard Tucker or Jack
Mullhall, father and sweetheart respectively of
Ruthelma Stevens, planning to go to New
York as his new leading lady ; Miss Moorhead, undivorced wife, posing as his secretary ;
Miss Mackaill, whose young sister commits
suicide when she learns what type of man
Cavanagh is, or the trained chimpanzee, used in
the play, which has the faculty of getting out
of its cage at will and finds its trainer's revolver in one of its expeditions of exploration.
Smith, working in his own deliberate,
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thoughtful manner, discovers the missing gun
hi^h in the prop scenery, but no plausible explanation isgiven of how it could have gotten
there undiscovered. He finally discovers that
Miss Mackaill committed the murder for revenge, but also discovers at the same time that
the chimp has killed its trainer. He permits
the blame
for Cavanagh's
to rest with
the
helpless
chimpanzee,murder
appreciating
the
strength of the motive. He also effects a reconciliation of Miss Stevens and Mulhall,
while Hardy takes credit for the solution of
the mystery, and "knew it all the time."
The picture is perhaps best set in the midweek position. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Majestic. Executive
producer, Phil Goldstone. From the story of Octavus
Roy Cohen.
by Edward
T. Lowe.
rected by E. Screen
Mason play
Hopper.
Photographed
by DiIra
Morgan. Film editor. Earl Crain. Art director, Ralph
Oberg.
Release
date,
October
1,
1933.
Running
time,
74 minutes.
CAST
Lola Cresmer
Dorothy Mackaill
Jim Hanvey
C. Aubrey Smith
Wylie Thornton
Paul Cavanagh
Marty Gallagher
Sam Hardy
Anice
Marion Shilling
Alma Jenkins
Natalie Moorhead
Terry Mooney
Russell Hopton
Major Manning
Hale Hamilton
Doris Manning
Ruthelma Stevens
Carey Weldon
Jack Mulhall
Flying Bodies
( Paramount )
Interesting
The popular and expert Grantland Rice of
the sport world, in this number of the Sportlight series, discourses in interesting fashion
on the balance and timing which make possible the perfection of the high jumper, the
pole vaulter, the diver, the surf-board rider,
the ski expert and the champion tumbler. The
human examples go through their paces to
the accompaniment of Mr. Rice's explanatory
comment. It is of general interest, and definitely entertaining. — Running time, 10 minutes.
In the Devil Dog House
(RKO Radio)
Some Laughs
The occasionally amusing team of Clark
and McCullough herein turn detectives, who
are at the same time clock repairers, etc., and
contrive to be nonsensically amusing with Clark
carrying the burden of the comedy and McCul ough awilling foil. They become involved
with Dorothy Granger and her Marine sergeant
husband, the novelty company head with whom
she is carrying on a flirtation and his blonde
secretary. They work their way out of the
difficulty eventually, with fairly amusing complications.— Running time, 21 minutes.
What Does 1934 Hold
( Educational )
Novel
There is a certain amount of novelty in this
subject, in which Wynn, noted astrologer, forecasts the potentialities of 1934, in general terms.
He makes reference to national and international conditions, and advises, and warns people
what rrmy and what may not happen in the
new year, in accordance with the period of
their birthdays. Though it is done only in the
manner of a lecturer addressing a dinner gathering, itis worth billing attention for the many
people who have a profound faith in astrology.
— Running time, 16 minutes.
Broadway Varieties
(Universal)
Entertaining
For audiences liking a vaudeville melange in
twenty minutes there is a range of entertainment in the Mentone Productions, from juggling and comedy to midget singing. There are
the acrobatic Jim Wong troupe. Slim Timblin

and Warren Boyde in blackface, Murray Wood,
39
midget tenor, the Mosconi Brothers and Dorothy Van Alst in fast dancing, and finally Adelaide Hall, Negro singer. Miss Hall's excellent singing is impaired by the closeups. — Running time, 20 minutes.
The Pet Shop
(United Artists)
Good
A good Mickey Mouse cartoon subject, which
finds Mickey taking a job as assistant in a
pet shop. Things get out of hand while he is
dancing with Minnie, when the ape fancies
himself King Kong and mounts a pile of boxes
with Minnie in his paw, a la the Empire State
Building sequence. The birds and other animals
come to the rescue of Minnie, and the two escape before the boss returns. Good, and amusing.— Running time, 8 minutes.
The Little Red Hen
( Principal )
Entertaining
One of the Ub Iwerks cartoons, done in
Cinecolor, and quite effectively, this animated
number recounts, with appropriate musical
score, the yarn of the little red hen, who can
find no cooperation in sowing her grain, and
making her bread, but plenty of barnyard assistance in the eating thereof. It is an entertaining cartoon, especially for the youngsters.
— Running time, 7 minutes.
Where's Elmer?
(Universal)
Action Comedy
Here is a comedv full of gangsters and whatnot that oversteps itself. Despite novelty of
development, it's a question whether there's
much comedy left after the gang opens a hospital and provides its own patients by a wholesale campaign of twisting legs into compound
fractures, ramming autos with a streetcar rail
for a bumper, and trying to keep an NRA work
balance between arm and leg fracture cases
and skull crushings. Barnett became gang chief
when the boss "took it on the lam," and his
is
the hospital
idea. The
Elmer"
confusing,
as Barnett
is the"Where's
comedy and
Frankis
Miles as Elmer, has little to do. — Running
time, 20 minutes.
In the Orient
( Columbia )
Fair
Mr. Medbury of the Laughing with Medbury
travel series is occasionally amusing in his
accompanying monologue, but often enough he
works almost painfully to extract a laugh in
dialogue from a pictorial situation. The camera work in this subject, which finds him hopping here and there in the Far East, is excellent, and the material is interesting. It might
be even better if Mr. Medbury permitted a few
scenes to pass without an attempt at humor. —
Running time, 10 minutes.
Private Lessons
(Vitaphone)
Good
There is enjoyable entertainment in this subject, with Hal LeRoy, of the miraculous tapping feet, drawing rhythm from his shoes, and
four tuneful song numbers add their bit to the
proceedings. Dawn O'Day, attractive little brunette, makes an admirable combination, especial y inthe tap dance, with LeRoy. The boy
gets ing
a private
job inlessons,
Miss O'Day's
dance school,
givwhich angers
her young
boss. At
party
Missof O'Day
turnsat him
down
whena garden
the girls
boast
flirtations
the
private lessons, but it straightens itself in the
end. 22
A minutes.
highly entertaining subject. — Running
time,
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The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended February 10, 1934,
from 113 houses in 19 major cities of the country, reached $1,144,145, a decrease
of $43,926 from the total for the previous calendar week, ended February 3, when
112 theatres in 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,188,071.
(.Copyright. 1933: Reproduction of mattrial from this department without credit to MonoK PiCTUti Herau) expressly forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Botton
Fenway

Current Week
Picture

2,900 2Sc-S0c
1,800 30c-50c

Grois

Previous Week
Picture
Gross
18,000

"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio).. 19,000
"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 8,500
and "Easy to Love" (W. B.)

"King for a Night" (U.)..
"Hi, Nellie" (W.B.) and.
"Orient Express" (Fox)

"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)....
"This Side of Heaven" (MOM)..
"Fashions of 1934" (W. B.)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
and "Easy to Love" (W. B.)

18,500
18,000
34,000
9,000

"Beloved" (U.)
"Eskimo" (MGM)
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"Hi,
Nellie"
(W. B.)(Fox)
and
"Orient
Express"

3,500 30c-S5c
3,000 2Sc

"Carolina" (Fox)
"The Chief" (MOM) and
"White Woman" (Para.)

22,000
5,500

"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox) and
"Emperor Jones" (U. A.)

Great Lakes .... 3,000 2Sc-40c
Hippodrome
2,100 25c-40c
Lafayette
3,300 25c

'Mr. Skitch" (Fox) and
'Devil Tiger" (Fox)
'Female" (F. N.)
'Bombay
'Horseplay"Mail"
(U.) (U.) and

8,000
9.200
6,400

"Eskimo" (MGM)
7,500
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 12,200
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.) and 6,900
"East of Fifth Avenue" (Col.)

Keith's
Loew'g State
Metropolitan
Paramount
Buffalo
Buffalo
Century

3,S00
3,700
4,350
1,800

30c-50c
35c-S0c
30c-65c
30c -SOc

Chicago
ChicaRO
McVicker's
Oriental
Palace
Roosevelt
State-Lake
United Artists....

4,000
2.284
3,940
2,509
1.591
2,776
1,700

Cleveland
Allen

3,300 20c-40c

8,000
17.000
18,000
33,000
8,500

15,800
5,700

"This Side of Heaven" (MOM)....
"Madame Spy" (U.)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
"Man of Two Worlds" (Radio)....
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
"Nana" (U. A.)

35.000
6,000
26.000
22,500
7,500
16,000
26,000

"All of Me" (Para.)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
"Dinner
Eight"
(MGM)
(3rdatweek
-9 days)
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"Love, Honor and Oh, Baby!" (U.)
"Gallant
(2nd Lady"
week) (U. A.)

"Madame Spy" (U.)

2,500

"Advice
to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 3,000
(9 days)

8,000
15,000
7,000
3,400

25c-35c

'Carolina" (Fox)
(2nd week)
'I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"All of Me" (Para.)
'Fugitive Lovers" (MGM) and..
'Before Midnight" (Col.)
"Easy to Love" (W. B.)

"Carolina"
(Fox)
15,000
(1st week)
"Meanest
Gal
in
Town"
(Radio)..
22,500
"Eskimo" (MGM)
3,000
"Sons
of
the
Desert"
(MGM)
and..
4,000
"Lone Cowboy" (Para.)

1,500

"Massacre" (F. N.)

Denver
Aladdin

1,500 2Sc-40c

•'Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)

3,500

"House on 56th Street" (W. B.).. 3,500

Denham

1,500 25c-40c

"Search for Beauty" (Para.)

7,500

"All of Me" (Para.)

7,500

Denver
Orpheum
Paramount

2,500 25c -SOc
2,600 25c-S0c
2,000 2Sc-40c

8,000
16,500
2,100
1,90C

"Eskimo" (MGM)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)
'Little Women" (Radio)

«,000
16,000
3,000

Detroit
Downtown

"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
"Carolina" (Fo.x)
"Aces (3 ofdays)
Aces" (Radio)
"Fugitive
Lovers" (MGM)
(4 days)

2,750 15c-40c

"Carolina" (Fox)

7,200

5,100

2,700 15c-40c
5,100 15c-50c

"Beloved" (U.)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)

4,1C0
22,400

"Aggie
(Radio)
"Olsen's Appleby"
Big Moment"
(Fox)and
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Carolina" (Fox)

Michigan
4,000 ISc-SOc
State
3,000 25c-50c
United Artists,.. 2,000 25c-50c

"Fashions of 1934" (F. N.)
"Madame
Spy" (U.)
(15c-40c)
"Eskimo" (MGM)

17,300
4,100
8.100

"AH of Me" (Para.)
15.300
'The (15c-50c)
Big Shakedown" (F. N.).... 4,300
'Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
11,100

35c-68c
30c-60c
30c-60c
35c-75c
2Sc-S0c
20c-35c
30c-60c

Hippodrome
RKO Palace

3,800 30c-44c
3,100 30c-75c

Stillman

1,900 2Sc-35c

Warner's Lake...

Fisher
Fox

800

42,000
10,000
15,000
22,000
9,000
17,000
11,000

4,600

6,200
19,400

High covers
andperiodLow
GrossltSS.>
(Tabulation
from January,
High 1-13-34 "Fog"
Low 3-11 "Topaze"
High 1-14 "Island
Lost Scandal"
Souls" and )f
"Billion ofDollar
Low 7-29 "Arizona
"She Had totoBroadway"
Say Yes" and )1
High 3-11
12-2 "When
"Little Strangers
Women"
Low
Marry"....
High 1-7 "Strange Interlude"
Low 3-11 "Men Must Fight"
High 11-4 "I'm No AngeK'
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 2-25 "Dangerously
Yours" and |1
"Deception"
Low 8-12 "Mary
Stevens,
"Flying Devils" M.D." and J1

2J.S0C
11,000
15,000
6,000
28,000
12,000
23,000
11,000
44.500
26,500
17,000
8,00P

' Dancing
Lady"
Betters"
High 12-9 'Our
"Forgotten Men" and )
High 8-12 "Easy Millions" (
"Solitaire Man" and ))
Low
Low 3-25
12-16 ' "Day of Reckoning"
"I'm No Angel"
"Rome Express"
High
11-4 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 4-15
and Pretzels"
High 6-24 •Moonlight
"Cxiunsellor at Law"
"Myrt and Marge"
High
12-20
Low 8-26
12-23 '

31.000
9,800
8,000
3,500
27,200
5,400
16,100
5,100
15,200
4.800

High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High
Much I Harmony"
Low 7-110-14
"The"TooWoman
Stole" ..
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 10-14 "Penthouse"
Low 3-4 "Luxury Liner"
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain" ..
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding"...,
High
n-11"Exposure"
"Private Machine"
Life of Henry
Low 3-4
"Infernal
andVHT')
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"....
High 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
High 12-2 "Little Women"
Low 8-19 "No Marriage Ties"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk"
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 11-18 "Hell
"StageandMother"
and j)
High Water"
High 10-28 "Footlight Parade"
Low 2-10-34 "Easy to Love"

75.000
22,000
20,000
10,000
50,000
5,000
37.000
16,000
14.000
6.200
18,000
27,000
6.800
4.500
12,000
30.000
1,800
2.900
26,000
4,200
9,000
5.000
10.000
1,500
2,500

High 2-25 "Cavalcade"
Low 4-8 "Broadway
"Smoke Lightning"
Bad"and ) 10,000
16,000
2,500
High
10-28
"I'm
No
Angel"
Low 6-3 "Mussolini Speaks" "Night of 1
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" ]
17,500
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
1,950
3,000
18,500
High
3-4
"42nd
Street"
Low 6-10 "Zoo in Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
3.750
7.000
2,000
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties"
Low 6-10 "The Woman 1 Stoic"
High 1-28 "Silver Dollar"
Low 3-18 "Secret of Madame Blanche"
High 9-16 "Sing. Sinner, Sing"
Low 5-15 "After
Ball" and j
"Afraid the
to Talk"
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low
High 7-1
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days)..
Low 1-13-34 "Blood Money"
High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Cross"

16.500
3,700
15,400
3,100
32,300
23,700
24,100
5,400
3,200
17,400
7,300
4,100
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Previous Week
Gross

Picture

Gross

1-7 "Handle With Care"
2-18 "Devil's
"Vampire Playground"
Bat" and
))
3-25 "42nd Street"
1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown"

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

2-18 "State Fair"
7,000
12,000
1-20-34 "Frontier Marshal"
8-19 "She(2ndHadrun)to Say Yes"....
3-4 "The Sign of the Cross"....
15,000
2,500
2,000
3-25 "Parachute
Jumper"
1-27-34
"Son
of
Kong"
and
}
"Easy to Love" j

6,000
12,500

High
Low
High
Low

7-22 "Saturday's
"College Humor"
11-11
Millions"...
2-3-34 "Sons of the Desert".
12-16 "Women in His Life".

"Man of Two Worlds" (Radio).... 14,000
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"This Side of Heaven" (M(jM).... 9,C0O
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Hi, Nellie" (W. B.)
7,000
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)

'The Invisible Man" (U.)
15,000
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Eskimo" (MGM)
10,700
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
'Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen" 6,000
(Para.) (8show)
days and Sat.
midnite

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
5-20 "Sweepings" ...
1-7 "Strange Interlu^k"
4-15 "Perfect Understanding"
10-21 "I'm No Angel" .
5-27 "Picture Snatcher".

"I Was a Spy" (Fox)

1,900

High 1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch".
Low 7-1 "Lilly Turner" ..

5,000
2,204

"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)

5,160

"Easy to Love" (W. B.)

9,000

"Massacre" (F. N.)

8,000

1,100 20c-40c
2,800 20c-40c

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Convention City" (F. N.)

5,000
3,500

'She Done Him Wrong" (Para.).. 2,000
(Revival)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 3,500

Indiana

3,100 20c-40c

"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio) and 4,500
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)

'Long(5 Lost
days) Father" (Radio)

3,500

Lyric
Palace

2,000 20c-40c
3,000 25c-40c

"Madame Spy" (U.)
"Gallant
Lady" (U. A.)
(20c-40c)

'Beloved" (U.)
'Sons (25c-S5c)
of the Desert" (MGM)

3,049 25c-60c

W. B. Hollywood 3,000 2Sc-40c
Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

Kansas City
Mainstreet

6,000
5,500

Midland

4,000

Newman

1,800 25c-40c

Uptown

2,000 25c-40c

"Carolina" (Fox)
(9 days)

1,610 25c-40c
800 40c-50c

"Angkor" (Warner and Purdon).. 1,485
(3rd week-5 days)
"I Was(2nda week)
Spy" (Fox)
1.104

Los Angeles
Criterion
Filmarte

25c

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period (ram January, ltS3.)
High
Low
High
Low

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM).... 5,900

3,000 2Sc-S5c

1

6,400

13,000
4,100
26,000
7,000

3,500
12,500
9,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
21,000
30.000
4,900
20,000
2,800
1.600
8,500
12,000

United Artiita .. 2,100 25c-40c

"Eskimo" (MGM)
(2nd week)
"Going (2ndHollywood"
(MGM)
week)
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"Man of Two Worlds" (Radio)....
"Gallant
(2nd Lady"
week) (U. A.)

6,000
12.800
23,850
5,520
7,500

W. B. Downtown 3,400 25c-40c

"Easy to Love" (W. B.)

7,000

"Angkor"
(Warner and Purdon) . .
(2nd week)
"July (2nd
14" week-1
(Rene Qair)
day)
"I Was a Spy" (Fox)
(1st week-6 days)
"Eskimo"
(MGM)
(1st week)
"Going(1stHollywood"
(MGM)
week)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
"I'm (4th
No Angel"
(Para.)
week-1 day)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
(1st week-6 days)
"Massacre" (F. N.)

"The Last Roundup" (Para.)

2,000

"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 1,500

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing".. 3,000
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
1,000

"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)....
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"By Candlelight"
(2nd week) (U.)

8,0CO
6,000
7,000
2,500

"Eskimo" (MGM)
"Convention City" (F. N.)
"House on S6th Street" (W. B.)..
"By (1st
Candlelight"
(U.)
week)

7,000
5,500
6,000
3,000

High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-3-34 "Eskimo"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
Low 3-11
of the
High
1-27-34"King
"Waltz
Time"Jungle"
(2nd week)
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"

10.000
7,000
14,000
3,000
8,000
3,500
3,500
1,000

10,500

'Going Hollywood" (MGM)

10,500

High 12-2 "Private Life of Henry Vm"
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain MyWidows"
Heart" and 1(
High 1-7 "Enlevez-Moi" and "Cain"..
Low 7-8 "Les Bleus d'Amour"
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Turn
Back the
)
"Emergency
Call"Clock" and j
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"..
Low 2-10-34 "Sons of the Desert" }
and "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" \
High 1-7 "Speed
"The KidDemon"
From Spain" and J)
Low 12-23 "Sing.
Sinner,
and "The
Chief"Sing" {)

13,500
7,500
4,000
1,500
14.500
7,500
15,500
8,500
12,000
5,000

High 12-9 "Dancing Lady" (8 days)....
Low 2-10-34 "You Can't Buy Everything".
High 9-1 "Voltaire"
Low 1-20-34 "Disraeli" (Reissue)
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"....
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
High 5-20 "Forgotlen Men"
Low 4-15 "Destination Unknown" and )
"The Fightincr President" f
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-5 "The Rebel"

66.653
15.500
25,868
4,200
24,750
4,900
16,150
4,500
83,450
15,600
22,500
5.800
48,000
7,200

Four Star
900 50c-7Sc
Loew's State .... 2,416 25c-40c
Paramoiuit
3,396 25c -40c

Minneapolis
Lyric

1,238 20c-25c

Minnesota
4,006 25c -40c
RKO Orphetan.. 2,900 20c-40c
State
2,300 25c-40c
World
400 2Sc-75c

6,450
20,400
17,894
3,800
11,500
7,000

Montreal
Capitol

2,547 25c-75c

"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)

Imperial
Loew's

1,914 25c -50c
3,115 25c-75c

"Fanny"
1,5C0
(3rd (French)
week)
"Women in His Life" (MGM).... 11,500

'Miss (Para.)
Fane's Baby Is Stolen".... 12,000

Palace

2,600 2Sc-75c

Princess

2,272 25c-65c

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM) and 8,500
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" (Monogram)
"Gallant Lady" (U.A.) and
5,000
"Girl (2nd
Without
week) a Room" (Para.)

"Conquering Sex" (MGM) and
"Day of Reckoning' (MGM)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.) and
'Girl (1st
Without
week) a Room" (Para.)

"You (MGM)
Can't Buy Everything"
"Fashions
of 1934"
(F. N.)
(3rd week
-3 days)
"Frontier Marshall" (Fox)
(2nd week-2i^ days)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"All of Me" (Para.)
"The Ghoul" (Gaumont-British) . .
and "Ross-Petrolle Fight" (Garden)
(2nd week-5 days)
"Gallant
A.)
(3rd Lady"
week-4 (U.days)

"Women in His Life" (MGM).... 22,941
"Fashions
of 1934" (F. N.)
7,240
(2nd week)
"Frontier
(Fo.x)
10,500
(1st Marshal"
week)
"Flying Down to Rio" (Radio).... 13,200
"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 38,000
"The Ghoul" (Gaumont-British) .. 18,500
and "Ross-Petrolle Fight" (Garden)
(1st week)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
23,901
(2nd week)

New York
Capitol
Hollywood
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli

4,700 3Sc-$1.65
1,543 25c-85c
2,300 35c-85c
2,500 2Sc-7Sc
3,700 35c-99c
2,200 25c-6Sc
2,200 35c-99c

15,500
3.8000
2,600
10,400
34,000
8,000
8,300

10,000
6,500

High
Low
High
Low

12-2 "Elysia"
1-20-34
"Road to Ruin".
11-25 "Emperor Jones".
9-9 "The Rebel"

1,800
1,800
3,950

High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Dangerously Yours"
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
High 10-21 "The Bowery"
Low 1-28 "Hello, Everybody"

28,300
8,000
30,000
10,000
11,600
1,700
21,000
3,900

High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 2-10-34 "Easy to Love"

19.000
7,000
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for planning— the formula
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Special

is practical

when

intelligent man-power.

Here it is: the right kind of a story-a story with ''built-in'' exploitation,
a story in which entertainment is the first consideration.
No

rush in production— which

Concentration
exhibitor

means

in selling— which

will be eager

to book

no waste.

means

wide

circulation,

a single big picture.

because

any

pictures

released

moderately

Real

of

the

Box

Year

this

year.

profitable.

Office

Profits.

1 934
A.D.*
* After Depression

(Signed)

DISTINGUISHED

PICTURES

J.

D.

WILLIAMS

CORPORATION
1 1 West 42nd Street, New York

J. D. Williams Night Address
Edis on Hotel, 47th Street, West of B'way
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tTHEATCE
Theatres

Current

(4 days)
'Design
for Living" (Para.)
'Eight(3 Girls
days) in a Boat" (Para.)
'As Husbands Go" (Fox)
'Beloved" (U.)
"Massacre" (F. N.)
(2nd week)

10,800

High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
71,267
Low 7-1 "Adorable" and "Supernatural" 7,SU2

74,000
25,000
12,570

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

■Convention City" (F. N.)
'Private Life of Henry VIU" (U.A.)
"Blood Money" (U. A.)
(4 davs)
"Bedside"
(F. N.)
(3 days)
"Carolina" (Fox)

3.500
7,000
1,200
900
6,500

"House on 56th Street" (W. B.) .. 3,100
"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
3,200
"Lady(4 Killer"
1,250
days) (W. B.)
"Midnight"
700
(3 days)(U.)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
4,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"....
11-18 "College Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
"The Fourth
Death Horseman"
Kiss" and ))
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
1.350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio) . . 8,500

3,000 25c-35c

■'Convention City" (F. N.) and.... 4,250
•Wild (25cBoys
-35c)of the Road" (F. N.)
"I
Am
Suzanne!"
7,000
"Madame Spy" (U.)(Fox) and

2,900 25c-40c
2,500 25c-40c

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Roman(2nd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week)

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11-18 "One Man's Journey"
12-30 "Havana
"The World
Changes" and )(
Widows"
6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
4-29 "Sweepings"
7-22 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
6-10 '"Reunion in Vienna"
6-3 "Peg O' My Heart" anci )
"Perfect and
Understanding" \J
12-9 "Hoopla"
"Manhattan Tower"
(

10,750
3,500
16,500
5,000
13.250
5,800
7,500
4,500

1,200
600
2,400
2,000

40c-6Sc
25c-50c
40c-65c
40c-65c

1,000
2.000
3.700
1,700

30c-50c
2Sc-40c
40c-65c
30c-55c

"Gallant
(3rd Lady"
week-4 (U.
days)A.)
"Dancing
Lady"
(MGM)
(2nd week-6 days)
"Dinner(2ndat week-2
Eight" days)
(MGM)
"Easy (6 todays)
Love" (W. B.)
"Carolina" (Fox)
(2nd week-6 days)
"Sons (6of days)
the Desert" (MGM)
"Rainbow
Over Broadway
(Chesterfield)
(6 days)
"Queen(6 days)
Christina" (MGM)
"Fugitive
Levers" (MGM)
(6 days)

18,000
4,800
6,500
IJOO
30.000
8,000
33,000
10.000
29,000
U.OOO
7,700
2,500
11,500
4,500
32,500
9,000
10,000
4,000

Oklahoma City
Capitol
1,200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-S6c
Liberty
1,500 10c-36c
1.500 10c-56c
1,200 2Sc-60c

Paramount
World

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
KarltQs
Keith'e
Stanley
Stanton

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, ItSS.)

"Man (4of days)
Two Worlds" (Radio) 11,000
"Cross(3 Country
days) Cruise" (U. )
"Nana" (U. A.)
103,000
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.). 24.000
"Hi, Nellie" (W. B.)
23,686

3,000 25c-$l.I0

5c

CCNT'Dl

Previous Week

Week

17, 1934
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RKO Music Hall. 5,945 35c-$1.65

25c-6

—

February

Picture

New York (Continued)
RKO Center
3.700 25c-55c

Midwest
Omaha
Brandeis
6,20
0
Orpheum

HERALD

CECCIPTS

Picture

Strand

PICTURE

Portland, Ore.
Broadway ....... 1512 25c-40c
Music Box
3,000 25c-40c
Oriental
2.040 25c-35c
Pantages
1,700 25c-35c
Paramount
3,008 25c-40c
United Artists .. 945 25c-40c

Gross

11-25 "Little Women"
6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession"...
U-2S "The Invisible Man"
1-28 "Air Hostess"
10-14 "Footlight Parade"
12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"

109,000
44,938
42,006
9,100
55,190
6,850

7,250

7,500
4,500

"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM) and
"Girl Without a Room" (Para.)
"All of Me" (Para.)
"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
(1st week)

3,800
2,200
3,000
17,000
14,0OC
3,70C
6.500
21,000
7,500

"Gallant
A.)
(2ndLady"
week-6(U.days)
"Dancing
Lady" (MGM)
(1st week-8
days)
"Dinner
at
Eight"days)
(MGM)
(1st week-6
"Going(6 Hollywood"
(MGM)
days)
"Carolina"
(Fox)
(1st week-6 days)
"Bedside"
(F. N.)
(6 days)
"I Am(6 Suzanne!"
(Fox)
days)
"Fashions
(8 days)of 1934" (W. B.)
"Counsellor
(6 days)at Law" (U.)

8,000
3,600
13,000
18,000
28,000
3,500
7,500
14,000
8,000

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days)....
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High
4-22"F."Cavalcade"
Low 8-5
P. 1"
High 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"..
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver C:ord"
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

"Convention
City"N.)(F. N.) and....
"Massacre" (F.
"The Invisible Man" (U.)
"From
"GoodbyeHeadquarters'
Love" (Radio)(W. B.) and
"Master of Men" (Col.)

6,000
3,800
3,000
2,500

"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox) and
"Hell and High Water" (Para.)
"Moulin Rouge' (U. A.)

5,000
5,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-21 "Frisco Jenny"
11,000
3-11 "What! No Beer?"
3,500
12-9 "Little Women"
14,000
5-13 "No More Orchids"
Ijsn
10-14 "Rafter Romance"
14,000
11-18 "College Coach"
1,600
11-4 "Lady for a Day"
10,200
2-10-34 "Before Midnight" and I
"You Made Me Love You" f 1.800
11-18 "The Way to Love"
12.000
12-2 "Walls of Gold"
3J00
8-19
"Tugboat
Annie"
8,500
3-11 "Madame Butterfly"
1,600

"Rainbow
Over Broadway"
(Chesterfield)
and "Woman's Man" (Monogram)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Beloved" (U.) and
"Aggie Appleby" (Radio)
"Four
Frightened
and "Hi,
Nellie" People"
(W. B.) (Para.)
"Forgotten
Men"
(Jewel)
(1st week)

11,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

}) 15,500
J) 7,080
25,500
8 000
15,000
)( 5,000
40,000
7,000

'Mandalay" (F. N.) and
6,C00
•The Big Shot" (F. N.)
'By Candlelight"
(U.)
4,000
(25c-33c)
'Cross Country Cruise" (U.) and.. 3.200
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Before Midnight" (Ol.) and
1,800
"You Made Me Love You" (Majestic)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.) and.... 6,000
'Hold That Girl" (Fox)
"Eskimo" (MGM)
5,800

6,250
6,000

San Francisco
'Let's Fall in Love" (Col.) and.... 11,500
'Woman LTnafraid" (Ind.)
Golden Gate .... 2,800 25c-40c
Orpheum
3,000 lSc-40c
Paramount
2,670
President
1,600
Strand
1,400
United Artists .. 1,200
Warfield
2,700

lSc-S5c
15c-50c
23c-50c
2Sc-50c
25c-90c

Seattle
Blue Mouse
950 25c-S0c
Fifth Ayenue ... 2,750 25c-55c

"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
"Search for Beauty" (Para.) and..
"From Headquarters" (W. B.)
"I
"AllAmof Suzanne!"
Me" (Para.)(Fox) and
"Forgotten
Men" (Jewel)
(2nd week)
"Narcotic" (Ind.)
"Private
(U. Life
A.) of(2ndHenry
week)VIH"
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Design for Living" (Para.)

13.500
5.000
9.000
2.000
6.500
7,000
22,000
3.750
6,000

11,500
7,000
11,000
3.000

"Private
Life(1st
of week)
Henry VIH".... 10.500
(U.A.)
"Convention City" (F. N.)
18,000
"Lady Killer" (W. B.)
"Dinner
Eight" (MGM)
(2ndatweek)

4,000
6,500

Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c-25c
950 25c-50c
2.500 2Sc-50c

"Kine; of Wild(U.)Horses" (Col.) and 3.500
••Midnight"
"Gallant
3.500
(2nd Ladv"
wtek) (U.A-)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox) and
6.000
"Massacre" (F. N.) (6 days)

"Horse
Play" (Showmens)
(U.) and
4.250
"Police Call"
"Gallant
Lady"
(U.
A.)
6,000
(1st week)
"Eight
Girls
in
a
Boat"
(Para.)
5,500
and "Massacre" (F. N.)

Paramount

3,050 20c-30c

"Women in His Life" (MGM) .... 7,000
"Cradle Song" (Para.) and
5,000
"Hold That Girl" (Fox)

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)
7.500
"Girl
Without
a
Room"
(Para.)
and
4,500
"King for a Night" (U.)

4-8 "Should
a Woman
Tell?"
and "Speed
Demon"
9-9 "Important
Witness" and
"Sensation Hunters"
2-11 "The Mummy
10-21 "My Woman"
"
10-14 "Ladies
Love"
2-10-34
"Search Must
for Beauty"
and "From Headquarters"
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

2-10-34 "Narcotic"
1-6-34 "Thunder Over Mexico"
12-30 "Roman Scandals"
8-26 "The Wrecker"
1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"

6,500
2,200
17 000
4 000
26,000
10,000

High 12-9 "Little Women"
8 500
Low
8-19 "The Rebel"
2,500
High
8-5 "From
"Tugboat
Annie
"
19250
Low 3-18
Hell
to
Heaven"
and
J
"Secret of Madame Blanche" ( 5,000
High 7-19 "What Price Innocence?".. 5,500
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
3 000
High 12-23
11-11 "If
"Footlight
Low
(6 days)
I Were Parade"
Free"
3g'ooo
250
High 10-21 "Bureau of Missing Persons" 9,'0OO
Low 1-27-34 "His
Double
Life"
"The Big
Shakedow
n" and ]f 4,500
Hi?h
1-7
'A
Farewell
to
Arms"
9,500
Low 1-13-34 "Dancing Lady" (2nd run) 4,000
High 10-28
Must Love"
14
000
Low 12-9 "A"Ladies
Man's Castle"
4^00^

ITHS!

The
SPORT

CHAMPIONS

M-G-M ODDITIES
GOOFY MOVIES
Dialogue by
PETE
SMITH

/

Name

That

Recognition
The

Past

In

Has

Won

Short

Subjects

Greatest
During

Year!
Pete Smith writes his own

\

The

dialogue

and

delivers it

himself ... in a salty, natural, witty way that has made
him a happy

habit with millions of picture-goers. The

*PETE SMITH name on your program adds sparkle to the
complete show. His SPORT CHAMPIONS and ODDITIES
are widely played . . . but we predict his new
READY
YOUR

FOR

LIGHTS!

PETE

SMITH

GOOFY

MOVIES

series

will be your next Short Subject favorite!

* ''Handlehars'\"Fine Feathers", "Menu" got a big hand. "Inflation" was
rated 1933's best.
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DE-CODINC

by JAMES
I. PREAMBLE
— LABOR.
EMPLOYEES
AND
TALENT IN PRODUCTION
In this fifth of Motion

Picture

Herald's series of articles translating the
motion picture's NRA code from its complex legal phraseology into a clear and
comprehensive working language for the
industry, the subjects treated are: (1)
compulsory minimum wage scales and
maximum working hours for labor and
employees in production; and (2) provisions governing the relations between
producer and studio employers and their
employees in the persons of skilled and
unskilled workers, mechanics or labor,
professional talent and executives who
are employees.
Distribution and exhibition clauses of
the code previously were translated, in
three articles, appearing in Motion Picture Herald issues of December 23rd,
January 6th and January 20th.
The first article on production was published on February 3. It pertained to the
administration of the code in production
and the method of such administration
through the medium of the Code Authority and various special and standing
committees.
The efYective date of the code was December 7, and any producer, studio, film
laboratory, company, firm, corporation or
partnership in production, or contracted to
engage in production, which has not placed
into effect all of the compulsory labor and
employee clauses which are applicable to
production, stands in violation of the code,
and if the violation is proven to be wilful,
such wilful violator is liable to a fine of
$500 per day for each day of such wilful
violation.
Basic Labor Requirements
Applicable to Production
While the labor and employee provisions of
the motion picture code in their application to
the production of filrns contain a rather comprehensive schedule of specific wage scales and
working hours with which the production employer must abide, the code stipulates certain
basic provisions which are generalized as
follows :
(a) The compliance by all employers in prodjiction ivith the maximum working hours stipjtlated for
certain mechanics, labor and employees, with minimum wage schedules, and with other conditions of
employment which are specified. Maximum working hours are not applicable to the so-called executive classes
of employees, which includes advisory,
managerial or supervisory personnel;

PICTURE

HERALD

THE

February

FILM
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CODE

P. CUNNINGHAM

CODE AUTHORITY AND
STUDIO COMMITTEES

ployees to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of
their own choosing, without any interference whatsoever from any company, employer or company union.

The motion picture industry's Code
Authority is the administrative and
interpretative governing board of the
code in the industry, and, in addition,
is charged with effecting compliance
of all those in the industry with the
code's provisions.
It has no police powers, but shall

(r) No employee, or person seeking employment, shall be compelled
by any employer to join any company
union, or to refrain from joining, organizing or assisting any labor or
employee organization of his own
choosing, as a requirement for employment in such company.

report violations
wilful violations
of theandcode's
labor
to the NKA
the
NRA will then attempt to end the
violations, and, in case it is unsuccessful in this connection, the NRA has
the poiver to bring the matter to the
courts to settle.
In order to administer the code provisions governing relations between
producers and creative talent employees, such as writers, directors,
technicians, contract players, extras
and free-lance players, the code creates
special or standing ccommittees for
each of these classes, and each class
shall have equal representation on such
committee. The structure and modus
operandi of these committees were the
subjects of the first article on the
translation of production provisions
of the code, appearing in Motion Picture Herald issue February 3.

(d) Employees shall have a vote on
the governing Code Authority when
any question affecting such class or
classes is to be considered by the Code
Authority. Such vote shall be by a
single representative selected by such
tion.
employee
class involved in the ques-

nor are they applicable to persons employed in emergency or maintenance
or repair work; nor to professionals,
such as actors {excluding extras),
producers, directors, writers and the
like; nor to persons whose work on
continuous processes would hinder, reduce or delay produ-ction; nor to employees engaged directly in production work whose working time must
necessarily follcnv that of a production unit; nor to persons on location
work; nor to employees engaged in
newsreel or cartoon production.
Classes involved in these divisions are
specified in the code, and will be enumerated later in this article.
Minimum wage scales are provided
for studio mechanics, embracing some
40 crafts; and for 16 classes of laboratory ivorkers; and 16 types of lowpaid clerical, office and service employees; and for extra and free-lance
players.
(b) No producer employer shall
deny the right of any and all em-

{e) Special or standing committees
shall be created for establishing new
trade practices governing the relations
between producer employers and creative talent.
The code does establish minimum salaries,
but does not mention any maximum salaries to
be paid any class of labor, worker or creative
talent, but there is a clause — which has been
suspended pending investigation — which would
attempt to control the payment of socalled
"excessive" salaries to executives and talent.
It is not the intention of the NRA that salaries
or wages be reduced to the minimum which is
allowed under the code for any particular class,
and, although the code is silent on this matter,
it is generally understood that the NRA will
take action to discourage any such reductions to
minimums allowed.
Minimum Wage in Production
Is Set at 40 Cents Per Hour
This article translating the production labor
and employee provisions pertains only to actual
clauses mentioned in the code. As a result of
a recent investigation made in Hollywood by
Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt with
regards working conditions in the studios, additional clauses may be inserted in the code, or
present clauses changed to improve the relations
between producers and workers. In both cases,
however, notice must be given and a hearing
held.
In production, no person under sixteen years
of age shall be employed, provided, however,
where a state law provides a higher minimum
age, and then such higher minimum age shall
prevail in that state ; and provided further that
where a part is to be filled by a child in a motion picture, such child under sixteen may be
employed for such part but the producer must
comply with the provisions of the state law pertaining tosuch appearances by children under 16.
Minimum wages in production shall be those
specified, and enumerated later in this article,
and no person in production shall be paid less
than forty cents an hour, or $16 for a maximum
work week of forty hours. Classes of labor or
studio mechanics, laboratory workers, certain
office, clerical and service employees and others
{Continued on page 50)
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whose minimum salaries
code follow :
GROUP 1
Extra Players
Crowd Players
GROUP 2
Accountants
Acc't Mach.
Operators
bookeepers
Clerks
File Clerks
Firemen
Garage Clerks
GROUP 3
Artists and
Sculptors
Automotive
Mechanics
' "
Blacksmiths
Carpenters
Casters and Moulders (Staff)
Cement Finishers
Construction
Foremen
Electrical Foremen
Electrical Workers
Floormen (Electric)
Foundrymen
Gaffers
Grips
Laborers
Lamp Operators
Machinists
Marbleizers, Grainers. Furniture
Finishers
Modelers (Staff)
modelmakers
(Staff)

AND

PICTURE
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PRODUCTION

are established in the
Atmosphere People
Free-Lance Players
Readers
Secretaries
Stenographers
Telegraph Operators
Telephone Operators
Timekeepers
Typists
Moulders (Metal)
Operating Engineers
Ornamental Iron
Workers
Painters
Pattern Makers
Plasterers
Plumbers
*Projectionists
Propertymen (First)
Property MEN
(Second)
Scenic Artists
Set Drapers
Sheetmetal Workers
Sign Writers
Sprinkler Fitters
Steam Fitters
Structural Steel
Workers
Swing Gang
(Property)
Upholsterers
Welders

(*) Except Process Projectionists.
GROUP 4
Assistant Cutters
Chauffeurs and
Truck Drivers
GROUP 5
Positive Release
Chemical Mixers
Splicers
Film Loaders
Printers
Negative Assemblers
AND BreakerProcessing and NegDowns
ative Polishers
Release
Inspectors
Negative
Developers'
Rewinders
Assistants
Sensitometry
Negative Notchers
Assistants
Negative Splicers
Shift Boss Printers
Positive Daily
Vault Clerks
Assemblers
Positive
Developers'
Assistants
Generally, the mechanical classes of labor and
workers at studios shall work only 36 hours per
week, except in certain emergency cases, or
when they are on location.
Office, clerical and certain service workers
shall be employed no more than 40 hours per
week, except in emergencies.
The minimum wage scales and the maximum
schedules of working hours do not apply to any
professional workers, such as stars, directors,
writers, cameramen, assistants, production executives, managers or supervisors ; nor do they
apply to workers in newsreel or cartoon work.
The motion picture code, like all others written under the
NRA, the
is basically
employers'
document,
in which
employersan are
pledged
to create fair competition, eliminate unfair trade
practices and establish maximum hours of employment and minimum wage scales as stipu-

February

Thls is the second article of the
series translating the PRODUCTION
sections of the motion picture code
fronn the legal phraseology of the
law into a working language of the
business. Treated are the labor and
employee provisions that are applicable to production, such as various schedules of minimum wages
and maximum working hours and
other conditions of employment.
In the third article of this Production series, trade practices will be
translated. The first Production article, which appeared in the February
3 issue, treated the manner of administering the Production sections
of the code through the medium of
the Code Authority and various
committees.

lated, and to which provisions each employer is
legally bound. And, all of the socalled "burdens" of compliance are placed on the shoulders
of the employers, and labor as a class has no
responsibilities.
However, the executive or supervisory type
of employee has a very definite responsibility
under the code, and while they are not affected
themselves by the wage and working hour requirements, they shall not, in their executive or
supervisory position, wilfully violate any of the
provisions of the code. And, if they do violate
any
the code'sduties,
provisions
their ofexecutive
and ifwhile
such carrying
violation outis
proven to be wilful, they are liable to a fine of
$500 for each day of violation. Skilled or unskilled mechanics or workers have no such responsibilities ofcompliance ; nor have the professional people any such responsibility of compliance. Again, such compliance rests with the
employing producer or studio and the executive
officers, or supervisory officials.
Method of Administering
Labor Provisions
Unlike the labor provisions of exhibition,
there is no specific method mentioned for the arbitration of disputes between producer or studio employers and those classes of skilled or unskilled studio and laboratory mechanics, workers or clerical employees whose wages and
hours are stipulated in the code. And this because the producer or employer must abide by
such hour and wage conditions or else stand in
violation of the code. If the producer or employer does not adopt such hour or wage conditions, then the class of mechanic or worker
involved shall have the right to present the
grievance either to the local NRA Labor Board,
or 1o the local NRA Compliance Board, or to
the NRA headquarters at Washington. Or, the
grievance may be presented to the film Code
Authority, which, if unsuccessful in effecting
compliance, shall refer to matter to the NRA.
However, relations between producers
or studios and extra players or free-lance
players shall be governed by special standing committees which are created in the
code. And, whenever the necessity arises
for creating a set of regulations governing the relations between the producers
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and employees of the creative classes,
specifically actors, contract talent, directors, technicians and writers, then the code
gives the Code Authority and the Administrator full authority together to appoint
special committees for whichever class is
involved, which committee shall recommend such necessary regulations to govern
the relations between the producer emvolved. ployers and the class of professional inIn addition, the code specifically mentions certain trade practices which shall govern the relations between the producer employer and profes ionals orcreative talent.
The code is not intended to apply to production companies in the 9mm or 16mm fields or
to non-theatrical or television companies, where
such companies are not operating in competition
to a regular motion picture theatre.
Additional w^ge payments are provided for
overtime or distant location work for the 40
different classes of studio mechanics and the 16
different classes of laboratory workers whose
minimum wages are established in the code.
Where any employment agreement or contract existed on December 7th between the producer or studio and any of the 40 classes of
studio mechanics or 16 classes of laboratory
workers stipulated as of August 23, 1933, a
higher minimum wage scale or a lower schedule
of working hours, then such higher minimum
wage scale or lower schedule of working hours
shall prevail. This means, then, that the wage
scales and working schedules for any of the 40
classes of studio mechanics and 16 classes of
laboratory workers as established in the code
shall not prevail if on December 7th, the effective date of the code, any of these classes shall
have had a contract with a producer or studio
in which contract a higher minimum of wages
or lower working hour schedules existed as of
August 23, 1933 ; and if such a contract did
exist between the employer and workers and
did provide as of August 23, 1933, higher minimum wages and fewer working hours than are
stipulated in the code, then such higher minimum wages and such fewer hours shall prevail
over the requirements set forth in the code for
such class of workers.
IMPORTANT: In Sub-sections 5 and 6 of
this article, captioned "Hours of Employment"
and "Wage Scales," there are enumerated specifically and in detail the names of classes or
groups of all kinds of employees in production
whose salaries and working hour schedules are
established under the code; also details pertaining to conditions under which exceptions
are allowable ; also details pertaining to those
groups of employees whose salaries and/or
working
under
the hour
code. schedules are not established
2. DEFINITIONS
In order that each member of the production
branch of the motion picture industry shall have a
more thorough knowledge of the application of the
labor provisions of the code, a study of the followshoulding bedefinitions
made: that are applicable to production
1. "MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY" shall
be deemed to include, without limitation, the
production, distribution or exhibition of motion
pictures and all activities related thereto, except
as specifically excepted from the operation of
the code as in the cases on uncompetitive nontheatrical and 9mm or 16mm companies or television.
2. "PRODUCER"

shall include, without limi-
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tation, any person, partnership, association,
firm, company and/or corporation or studio
which shall engage in the production of motion
pictures or contract to engage in production.
3. "EMPLOYEE" shall be deemed to refer
to and include every person employed by any
producer, studio, laboratory, partnership or
company engaged in production.
4. "LABOR," although not described specifically in the code, shall be used for purposes of
this translation to include those 4U classes of
studio mechanics and 16 classes of laboratory
workers whose wage scales and working hour
schedules are established under the code.
5. "PROFESSIONALS" or "CREATIVE
TALENT,"
not described
specificallyof
in the code, although
shall be intended
for purposes
this translation to include stars and players (except extras and free-lance players earning less
than $150 weekly), directors, writers, authors,
scenarists, contract talent other than those mentioned herein, and certain of the higher grades
of technicians, cameramen and the like.
6. "EXECUTIVES WHO ARE EMPLOYEES," although not described specifically in the
code, shall be intended for purposes of this
translation to include executive employees, managers, department heads, supervisors, business
managers, producers and the like.
7. "EXTRAS" shall be deemed to include extra players, atmosphere people, crowd players
and the like, all of whom do not speak any
dialogue in their parts, and when such players
do speak some dialogue, regardless of how little,
they shall be known as "BIT PLAYERS."
8. "FREE-LANCE" PLAYERS shall be
deemed to include players who are not included
in the extra class as described in the paragraph
next above, and who are not classified as contract talent and who receive less than $150 per
week.
9. "ADMINISTRATOR" shall be deemed
to mean the National Recovery Administrator
(General Hugh S. Johnson).
3. EMPLOYEES. LABOR AND
THE TRADE PRACTICES
Those classes of production employees in position of a clerical or service nature or the skilled
or unskilled mechanics of studios and film labries to which groups
the code's
maximum
hours and oratominimum
wage scales
are applicable,
and none of which groups belong to any of the
executive-managerial-supervisory classes, have
absolutely no responsibilities under any of the
clauses or provisions of fair competition and
trade practices in the code.
Hov/ever, the executive employees, department
heads, supervisory ofiicials and such have a
very definite responsibility under the code, and
while they themselves are not affected by the
requirements for wage scales and working hours
for producers' employees, such executive employees, department heads, and supervisory officials shall not wilfully violate any of the provisions of the code. And, if they do violate
any
of
the code's
provisions
performingis
their regular
duties,
and if while
such violation
proven to be wilful, they are liable to a fine of
$500 for each day of violation.
In addition, the production section of the code
specifically regulates such executive employees,
producer employees, department heads, managers, supervisory officials and the like with regards their interest in any agent or agency for
creative talent, and says that no such executives
shall hold such an interest in an agency without meeting certain requirements. These will
be explained in the third production translation
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PRODUCTION
Being a translation of the complex legal phraseology of the PRODUCTION
sections of the motion picture code into a working language of the industry.
In previous articles, a translation was made of the code's provisions which
pertain to distribution and exhibition, which two branches were treated together.
These distribution-exhibition translations appeared in the following issues of
MOTION PICTURE HERALD: December 23, January 6. January 20.
The production section of the motion picture code is also being translated
in three articles. A summary of the first two articles on Production follow:
V

V

V

First Article f Appeared in February 3rd Issue
PRODUCTION— GENERAL ADMINISTRA TION
(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Code to
Production.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS Used in the Production Section.
(3) ADMINISTRATION of the Production Parts of the Code:
Purposes, Personnel, Procedure, Jurisdiction, Duties of the Following:
CODE AUTHORITY
SPECIAL COMMIHEE FOR ACTORS
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR AGENTS AND AGENCIES
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR DETERMINING OFFERS TO
CONTRACT TALENT
SPECIAL COMMIHEE FOR DIRECTORS
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR EXTRA PLAYERS
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR FREE-LANCE PLAYERS
SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR TECHNICIANS
SPECIAL COMMIHEE FOR WRITERS

'. Second
PRODUCTION—LABOR

V V V
Article, This Issue
AND

EMPLOYEES

AND

TALENT

(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Labor
and Employee Sections of the Code to Production.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TECHNCAL TERMS Used in the Production Labor and
Employee Sections.
(3) RELATION OF LABOR AND EMPLOYEES IN PRODUCTION TO THE PROVISIONS OF FAIR COMPETITION AND TRADE PRACTICES.
(4) THE CODE AUTHORITY and Its Relation to Labor and Employees.
(5) HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT IN PRODUCTION:
(a) General Maximum for Unclassified Workers, (b) Forty-hour Maximum
for Clerical, Office and Certain Service Workers, (c) Thirty-six Hour
Maximum for Studio and Film Laboratory Mechanics and Skilled and Unskilled Labor, (d) Forty-four Hour Maximum for Certain Cartoon Workers,
(e) Maximum Hours for Cameramen and Soundmen in Newsreel Production, (f)Exceptions and Exemptions to Maximum Hours; Other Stipulations
on Hours in Production.
(6) WAGE SCALES FOR PRODUCTION WORKERS:
(a) General Minimum for Unclassified Workers, (b) Minimum Wages for
Clerical, Office and Certain Service Workers, (c) Minimum Wages for
Studio Mechanics and Skilled and Unskilled Workers, (d) Minimum Wages
for Film Laboratory Mechanics and Skilled and Unskilled Workers, (e)
Exceptions and Exemptions to Minimum Wage Provisions.
(7) WORKING CONDITIONS FOR EXTRA PLAYERS
(8) WORKING CONDITIONS FOR FREE-LANCE PLAYERS
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article, which will analyze all trade practices.
This article will appear in a subsequent issue.
It is definite, then, that no producer's
employee who is an executive, department
head or supervisory official, shall, during
the performance of his duties, or otherwise, violate any of the production clauses
of the code.
Ir; addition to providing for the creation of
special or permanent committees to govern the
relations between producer or studio employers
and
or socalled
talent,"or
such professionals,
as stars and players
(other"creative
than extras
free-lance players receiving less than $150
weekly), directors, writers, technicians and the
like, the code also creates similar committees
for extras and free-lance players for similar
purposes.
Some clauses in the trade practice division
of the production section of the code specifically
mention certain things which professionals shall
do and shall not do, and these trade practices
will be detailed in the third production translation article, to appear in a subsequent issue.
Obviously, when a producer employer or studio employer or film laboratory employer is
solely responsible for the wilful violation of any
code provision, such employer's executive employee, department head, supervisory official or
manager is in no ^yay liable.
4. CODE AUTHORITY AND
EMPLOYEES AND LABOR
Because the motion picture Code Authority
is intended to be the general administrative
agency of the code to effect compliance of the
industry with the code, and to interpret the code
law, relations between producer employers or
studios with their employees may come under
the scrutiny of the Code Authority, either directly, or indirectly through committees appointed by the Code Authority in conjunction
with the Administrator, or otherwise.
It appears that relations between producers
or studio employers and employees will be governed for the most part by such committees.
The Administrator in all probability will
create some additional committees or boards in
Hollywood, following his recent investigation
of production conditions.
In the second translation article on production— appearing in the February 3 issue of
Motion Picture Herald, starting on page 54 —
full details were given of the structure, purposes, procedure, judisdiction and duties of
special or standing committees intended to govern the relations between producer or studio
employers and stars and players, directors, extra and free-lance players, writers, scenarists,
contract talent and technicians.
Also described in detail in the February 3rd
article was the relation of the Code Authority
to production employees, workers, professionals
and executives.
The Code Authority shall turn over to
the NRA Labor Board or to the NRA Compliance Board or to the National Recovery
Administration at Washington, any violations by producer or studio employers of
the labor provisions of the code, and the
NRA or its boards shall attempt to end
the violation, and, if not successful, shall
take steps to prosecute the violator.
The Code Authority, not having any "police"
powers, must place labor violations in the hands
of the NRA boards for adjustment or prosecution, if the Code Authority itself cannot induce
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LABOR PROVISIONS
ARE COMPULSORY
The labor provisions in the production section of the code must be
adopted by producers, film laboratories
and all others in production, regardless of whether they sign the code acceptance blank on or before February
28, the deadline for filing code acceptance blanks with the Code AuYork.
Failurethority into'New
abide
by the labor and
employee provisions makes a producer
or studio or film laboratory liable to
a fine of $500 for each day's violation.
the violator to cease and desist from such
violation.
However, the Code Authority may decide on
important questions governing the relations between labor or employees and their producer
or studio employers, and, for this purpose, the
code decrees that, as and when any question
directly or indirectly affecting any class of production employee is to be considered by the Code
Authority, one representative of such employee
class, selected by the Administrator from nominations made by such employee class in such
manner as may be prescribed by the Administrator, shall sit with and become for such purposes only a member of the Code Authority
with the right to vote on the question. Such
membership on the Code Authority of such representative ofthe class of employees involved
in the question, shall terminate automatically
upon the settlement of the question by the Code
Authority.
In addition, Marie Dressier and Eddie Cantor
are permanent non-voting representatives of
production workers and talent on the Code Authority. Both Miss Dressier and Mr. Cantor
are supposed to participate in Code Authority
meetings and activities only when questions or
matters arise pertaining to the production classes
which they are intended to represent.
The Code Authority and/or any of its committees or boards and/or the Administrator
and/or the Division Administrator (Sol A.
Rosenblatt) may recommend changes in any
part of the code, including parts pertaining to
production employees, workers and talent ; or
either one may recommend additions to those
provisions already in the code, and, after a hearing, such changes or additions, when approved
by the Administrator, shall become a part of
the code and a violation of such approved
changes or additions shall constitute a violation
of the code.
It is expected that, as a result of the recent
investigation in Hollyvvood made by Division
Administrator Rosenblatt, some changes or additions to the production part of the code will
be recommended.
The full significance of the Code Authority,
its relation to the code and to the industry, and
its purposes, personnel, procedure, jurisdiction,
duties and all other information pertaining to
it, was discussed at length in Motion Picture
Herald, issue of December 23, pages 24 to 26.
5. HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT
IN PRODUCTION
If any class, group, craft, union or association of production workers or employees had in
force a contract or agreement of employment
with producer or studio employers on the date

February
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when the code became effective (December 7th),
and if such employment contract or agreement
of working hours shall be less than the number
of hours per week as provided for in the code
with respect to any of such workers or employees, such schedule of fewer working hours
in the localities where such fewer hours of labor
were enforced shall be the maximum number
of hours that any such workers or employees
shall work in any one week in such localities.
In short, where an employment agreement in
force on December 7th provided for a shorter
work week as of August 23, 1933, than that
provided for any class under the code, then
such shorter work week shall prevail.
Although the code provides a
general maximum work week of forty
hours for employees not otherwise
provided for (See Sub-Division A, below); and a forty-hour maximum for
24 different groups of clerical, office
and service workers (See Sub-Division
B, below); and a thirty-six hour maximum for some 60 groups of studio
and film laboratory skilled and unskilled mechanics and labor (See SubDivision C, below), such maximum
hours shall not apply to any of these
employees in the three divisions mentioned in the foregoing when such
employees or workers are engaged in
any emergency, maintenance or repair work;striction
norof hours
to cases
reof where
SKILLED
WORKERS on continuous processes
would hinder, reduce, or delay production; nor to any class of workers
on location.
However, in most cases, the code
does specify overtime wage payments and certain other conditions
(all discussed later in this article),
whenever such workers or employees
are compelled to work beyond the
maximum number of hours allowable
under ordinary circumstances.
A — QENERAL
MAXIMUM
FOR VlSi CLASSIFIED
WORKERS
No employee who is not otherwise provided
for in the hereinafter sub-divisions of this subsection 5shall work more than forty hours in
any one week.
B— FORTY-HOUR

MAXIMUM

FOR CLERICAL,
AND CERTAIN
WORKERS

OFFICE
SERVICE

No employee of the following three classes —
(1)
Service—
shall:
work Clerical,
more than(2)
fortyOffice,
hours (3)
in any
one week
I. CLERICAL WORKERS
Clerks
Mail Clerks ■
Garage Clerks
(Continued on follozmng page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
OFFICE WORKERS
Readers
Accountants
Accounting Machine
Secretaries*
Stenographers
Operators
Typists
Bookkeepers
Librarians
(*) Executives' secretaries receiving $35 or
more per week are not included in the fortyhour maximum ; all other secretaries are included.
3. SERVICE WORKERS
Restaurant
Firemen
Workers
Gardeners
Seamstresses
Janitors
Telephone Operators
Messengers
Mimeograph
Telegraph Operators
Timekeepers
Operators
Porters
Watchmen
C— THIRTY-SIX HOUR MAXIMUM FOR STUDIO AND
LABORATORY
ICS & LABOR

MECHAN-

No employee of the following two classes
(1) Studio Mechanics and Skilled or Unskilled Studio Labor, and (2) Film Laboratory
Mechanics and Skilled or Unskilled Film Laboratory Labor, shall work more than 36 hours
in any one week :
I. STUDIO MECHANICS AND LABOR
Modelers (Staff)
Artists and Sculptors
Modelmakers
Assistant Cutters
(Staff)
Auto. Mechanics
Moulders (Metal)
Operating Engrs.
Blacksmiths
Carpenters
Ornamental Iron
Workers
Casters and MouldPainters
ers (Staff)
Pattern Makers
Cement Finishers
Plasterers
Chauffeurs, Truck
Plumbers
Drivers
Construction ForeProjectionists*
Propertymen (1st)
man (Carpenters)
Electrical Workers
Propertymen (2nd)
AND Foremen
Scenic Artists
Set Drapers
Floormen ( Electric)
foundrymen
Sheet Writers
Metal W'kers
Gaffers
Sign
Grips
Sprinkler Fitters
Laborers
Steamfitters
Lamp Operators
Struc. Steel W'kers
Machinists
erty) Gang (PropSwing
Marbleizers, GrainUpholsterers
ERS, Furniture
Finishers
Welders
(*)Except Process Projectionists.
2. FILM LABORATORY MECHANICS
AND LABOR
Assistant Cutters
Negative Polishers
Chauffeurs, Truck
Positive
Developers'
Drivers
Assistants
Chemical Mixers
Positive Release
Splicers
Negative Assembl'rs
Printers
Negative BreakerDowns
Processing
Polish'rs
Negative DevelopRelease Inspectors
Rewinders
ers' Assistants
Negative Notchers
Sensitometry
Assistants
Negative Splicers
Shift Boss Printers
Positive Daily Assemblers
Vault Clerks
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D— FORTY-FOUR

HOUR

MAXIMUM
FOR CERTAIN CARTOON
WORKERS
No tracers or opaquers employed by producers of animated motion picture cartoons shall
work more than forty-four hours in any one
week, subject to the exceptions in cases of
emergency or while on location or where such
restriction of hours would hinder, reduce or
delay production.
E— MAXIMUM
HOURS
FOR
NEWSREEL CAMERAMEN AND SOUNDMEN
The working hours of news-reel cameramen
and soundmen shall be limited to 320 hours in
any eight-week period, to be computed from the
time such employees leave their base of operation with their equipment until the time of their
return to their base of operation, or are required to remain in a designated place.
Every newsreel cameraman or soundman
shall be given one day off with pay for every
four cumulative days (24 hours per day) that
he is away from his base of operations, except
if on roving or "gypsy" assignments, and in
such
with cases
pay. they are not entitled to such day off
Contacting and planning shall not be computed as working hours; nor shall the limitation of 320 working hours in any eight-week
period apply to newsreel cameramen or soundmen who make special trips of a semi-vacational
nature on trains, ships, etc., or who shall be
assigned to duty at a summer or winter resort
for an extended period of time ; nor shall the
limitation of 320 working hours in any eightweek period apply to newsreel cameramen or
soundmen on roving or "gypsy" assignments,
and, as stated in the foregoing, such cameramen
or soundmen
on roving
or "gypsy"
shall
not be entitled
to one
day off assignments
with pay.
F— EXCEPTIONS
AND EXEMPTIONS TO MAXIMUM HOURS; OTHER
STIPULATIONS
ON

HOURS

The maximum number of weekly working
hours which are fixed in the foregoing Subdivision A (general unclassified workers) ;
Sub-division B (clerical, office and service
workers) ; Sub-division C (studio and film
laboratory mechanics and labor) ; and Subdivision D (certain cartoon workers), shall not
apply in the following cases :
1. EMERGENCIES, DELAYS
Such maximum hours fixed in the subdivisions described above shall not apply to
such workers or employees included in such
sub-divisions, when such workers or employees
are engaged on emergency or maintenance and
repair work ; nor shall such maximum hours
apply to cases where such restriction of hours
of any skilled workers in the above classes employed on continuous processes would hinder,
reduce
or delay
production.
(See: "WAGES,"
to
follow,
for overtime
payments.)
2. LOCATION
Maximum hours do not apply in any form
to employees assigned on location, regardless

STIPULATED

of the classification of such employees. (See:
"WAGES,"
follow, for special wage scales
for
location to
work.)
No schedule of maximum working hours
shalltion : apply to the following classes in producI. EXECUTIVES, PROFESSIONALS
The code does not establish maximum work*Acting
orshour schedules of any nature for employees
in executive, managerial, official or professional
capacities, such as
Managers
Officials
Attorneys
ants
Attorney's AssistProducers
Produc'rs'Assistants
Business Managers
Players*
Professional Nurses
Department Heads
Profes'n'l Persons
sistants
Purchasing Agents
Dept.
Head's AsDirectors
Scenarists, Adapters
Doctors
Stars
Executives
Unit
BusinessOffic'l's
Mgrs.
ants
Supervisory
Executives'
AssistUnit
WritersManagers
Executives'
SecreTARIES
(*) Excepting
extra players
players, receiving
"atmosphere"
people,
and free-lance
less
than $150 weekly. These classes are governed
by certain wage and hour conditions, which are
discussed later in this article.
2. CERTAIN SKILLED WORKERS
No schedule of maximum working hours shall
apply during the making of any single production to employees engaged directly in production work whose working time must necessarily
follow that of a production unit, such as
Art Directors Make-Up Artists
Assistant Directors
Optical Experts
Positive Cutters
Cameramen
Cameramen^s
AssistAssistants
ants
Positive
Cutters'
Company Wardrobe
Men
Script Clerks
Process
Projec'n'sts
Company Wardrobe
Set Dressers
"Stand-By" or "KeyWomen Wardrobe
Company
Assistants
Sound Mixers
Costume Designers
Sound Recorders
Draftsmen
Wardrobe Fitters
Hairdressers
Any of the aforementioned employees who
are employed on a hourly or on a daily basis
with overtime compensation shall at the conclusion of any single production be given a full
day off without pay for each six hours of work
in excess of a thirty-six hour weekly average
during the production. However, any such
employees who are employed on aMen"
weekly basis,
whether by agreement in writing, or otherwise,
shall not be governed by the aforementioned
stipulation.
The following groups are those which are
employed on an hourly or on a daily basis and
are the crafts which shall be given a day off
without pay for each six hours of work in excess of a thirty-six hour weekly average during a single production (except when such employees are employed on a weekly basis) :
Set Dressers
Cameramen
"Stand-By" or "Keysistants
Cameramen's
AsSound Mixers
Positive Cutters
Sound Recorders
Assistants
Positive
Cutters'
At the conclusion of any single production,
the following classes of employees shall be
given off one full day, without pay, for each
six hours of work in excess of a thirty-six
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hour weekly average during such production.
But for each six hours or fraction thereof during which such employee has worked in excess
of a FIFTY-FOUR-hour weekly average during the making of such single production, such
employee
day's pay.
code also shall
says receive
that no one
suchfullemployee
shallThebe
permitted to work in another motion picture
studio during the time of such lay-off. (THIS
PARAGRAPH ONLY APPLIES TO SUCH
EMPLOYEES RECEIVING $70 PER
WEEK OR LESS ; there are no restrictions
on such employees receiving more than $70 per
week) :
Costume Designers
Art Dirfxtors
Draftsmen
Assi-STANT Directors
Hair Dressers
Company W.^rdrobe
Men
Make-Up Artists
Optical Experts
Company Wardrobe
Women
Process
Proj'tion'sts
Script Clerks
Company Wardrobe
Wardrobe Fitters
Assistants
No schedule of ma.ximum working hours shall
apply to
NEWSREEL WORKERS
Employees engaged directly in newsreel
production in the following classifications shall
not be governed by any schedule of maximum
working hours :
Business Manager
Film Joiners
Film Cutters
*Cameramen
Department Heads
Officials
Editors
Sound
Men*
Executives
Sub-Editors
Executives'
Assistants

Supervisory Offic'ls
Typesetters

(*)The working hours of newsreel cameramen and soundmen shall, as previously stated
in this article, be limited to 320 hours in any
eight-week period, to be computed from the
time such employees leave their base of operation with their equipment until the time of their
return to their base of operation, or are required to remain in a designated place. Every
newsreel cameraman or soundman shall be
given one day off with pay for every four
cumulative days (24 hours each per day) that
he is away from his base of operations, except
if on cases
roving
assignments,
such
theyor are"gypsy"
not entitled
to such and
a dayin
of¥ with pay. (Other conditions governing the
working hours of newsreel cameramen and
soundmen appear in this article, under Subdivision E, in preceding columns.)
No schedule of maximum worikng hours
shall apply to
CARTOON WORKERS
Employees of producers of animated motion
picture cartoons in the following classifications
shall not be governed by any schedule of maximum working hours :
Animators
*Opaquers
Assist'nt Animators Story Dept. EmCartoon Photog'hers ployees
Music Dept. Em*Tracers
ployees
(*)No tracers or opaquers employed by producers of animated motion cartoons shall work,
however, more than forty-four hours in any
one week, subject, of course, to the exceptions
in cases of emergency or while on location or
where such restriction of hours would hinder,
reduce or delay production.
6. WAGE

SCALES FOR PRODUCTION WOKRERS
If any class, group, craft, union or association of production workers or employees whose
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3. SERVICE WORKERS
MINIMUM WAGES
MAXIMUM HOURS
Enumerated in this article on labor
and employee provisions of the code in
production are the wage scales for
some forty different crafts of studio
mechanics and skilled and unskilled
sttidio workers; and the wage scales
for twenty classes of film laboratory
mechanics and skilled and unskilled
laboratory ivorkers; and the u/age
scales for extra players, atmosphere
people, bit players, free-lance players
receiving less than $ 1 5 0 weekly, and
others.
Maximum working hours are also
recorded for these various classes; also
mentioned are certain conditions governitig the enforcement of maximum
jvorking hour schedules.
minimum wages are established in the code,
had in force a contract or agreement of employment with producer or studio employers
on the date when the code became efTective
(December 7th), and if such employment contract or agreement specified as of August 23,
1933 that the minimum wages per week shall
be more than the minimum wages per week as
provided for in the code with respect to any
such workers or employees, then such schedule
of higher minimum wages in the localities
where such higher minimum wages were enforced, shall be deemed to be and shall be the
minimum wages that such workers or employees shall be paid in such localities. In
short, where an employment agreement in force
on December 7th provided for higher minimum
wages as of August 23, 1933, than the minimum
wages provided under the code then such higher
minimum wages shall prevail.
Minimum wage scales established in the code
for production workers are as follows :
A— QENERAL MINIMUM
UNCLASSIFIED

FOR

WORKERS
No production employee or worker of any
class whose wages are not otherwise provided
for specifically in the code shall be paid less
than forty cents per hour.
B— MINIMUM
WAQES
FOR
CLERICAL, OFFICE AND
CERTAIN SERVICE
WORKERS
No employee of any of the following three
classes: (1) Clerical; (2) Office: (3) Service,
shall be paid less than fifty cents an hour :
CLERICAL WORKERS
File Clerks
Clerks
Garage Clerks
2. OFFICE WORKERS
Readers
Accountants
Secretaries
Accounting Mach.
Stenographers
Operators
Typists
Bookkeepers

Firemen
Telegraph Opfr't'rs
Telephone Oper't'rs Timekeepers
C— MINIMUM
WAQES
FOR
STUDIO MECHANICS
AND LABOR
No employee of the following classes of
studio mechanics and skilled or unskilled studio
labor shall be paid less per hour than the rates
specified below for each class :
Class of Studio
Minimum Hourly
Mechanic or Labor
Wage Rate
.\rtists and Sculptors
$1.94
-Automotive Mechanics
1.00
Blacksmiths
1.16%
Carpenters
1.16%
Casters and Mouldmakers (StafT).. 1.16%
Cement Finishers
1.16%
Chauffeurs and Truck Drivers
1.00
Construction Foremen (carpenter) . . 1.33J4
Electrical Foreman
1.33%
Electrical Workers
1.16%
Floormen
(Electric)
1.00
Foundrymen
1.16%
Gaffers
1.16%
Grips
1.00
Laborer's
60
Lamp Operators
1.00
Machinists
1-16%
Marbleizers, Grainers, Fur Finishers 1.40
Modelers (staff)
1.94
Modelmakers (staff)
1.25
Moulders (metal)
1.16%
Operating Engineers
1.16%
Ornamental Iron Workers
1.16%
Painters
1.16%
Pattern Makers
1.16%
Plasterers
1.25
Plumbers
1.16%
Projectionists
1.25
Propertymen (first)
1.00
Propertymen (second)
90
Scenic Artists
2.25
Set Drapers
1.00
Sheetmetal Workers
1-16%
Sign Writers
1.66%
Sprinkler Fitters
1.16%
Steam Fitters
1.16%
Structural Steel Workers
1.16%
Swing Gang (property)
75
Upholsterers
1.10
Welders
1.16%
When chanicsany
of the
studio labor
meor skilled
or aforenamed
unskilled studio
classes work more than six hours per day (1)
on emergency or maintenance or repair work, or
(2) to avoid hindering, reducing or delaying
production, he shall be compensated at not less
than time and one-half for all overtime in
excess of six hours on any one day.
With respect to the following classifications
(mentioned above), there may be substituted
a weekly wage in lieu of the hourly wage that
is stipulated above for such workers :
Minimum Weekly
Class of Studio
Wage Rate That
Mechanic
May Be Substituted
Construction Foreman (carpenter)... $76.75
Electrical Foreman
76.75
Floorman (electric)
60.00
Gaffer
,
68.50
Grips
50.00
Propertymen (first)
60.00
However,
for man
"stand-by"
not
more
than one
of each orof "key
the men,"
above six
classifications shall be assigned to any one
producing unit.
With respect to the forty classes of studio
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24.00
$27.25
20.75
17.25
15.75
14.75
13.75
13.25
12.25
11.50
8.50
8.00
6.50

141.75
$161.75
121.75
101.75
91.75
86.75
81.75
78.00
71.75
66.75
51.75
46.75
37.75

However, when the distant location daily rate
aforementioned is used, the total wage for any
one week while on distant location shall not
exceed the distant location weekly wage which
is also stipulated in the above chart.
D— MINIMUM
WAQES
FOR
FILM LABORATORY
MECHANICS AND LABOR
No employee of the following classes of
film laboratory mechanics and film laboratory
skilled or unskilled labor shall be paid less
per hour than the rates specified below for each
class :
Class of Laboratory Minimum Hourly
Mechanic or Labor
Wage Rate
Assistant Cutters
$1.00
Chauffeurs and Truck Drivers 83%
Chemical Mixers
70
Film Loaders
83%
Negative Assemblers & Break-Downs .81
Negative
Developers' Assistants 81
Negative Notchers
75
Negative Splicers
70
Positive Daily Assemblers
75
Positive
Assistants 64
74
Positive Developers'
Release Splicers
Printers
81
Processing and Negative Polishers.. .70
Release Inspectors
70
Rewinders
64
Sensitometry Assistants
81
Shift Boss Printers
93
Vault Clerks
81
When any of the aforementioned film laboratory mechanics or skilled or unskilled labor
classes work more than thirty-six hours in any
one week (1) on emergency or maintenance or
repair work, or (2) to avoid hindering, reducing or delaying production, he shall be compensated at straight time for all overtime in
excess of thirty-six cumulative hours worked
in any one week.
With respect to the twenty classes of film
laboratory mechanics and skilled or unskilled
labor which are mentioned above in this Subdivision (D), the foregoing wage scales men-

tioned for such twenty classes above shall prevail on location work except that the following
wage scales may be substituted on distant location work, if so stipulated before such distant
location employment commences and all such
employees'
expenses
are paid.
Rateswork
that when
may
be substituted
for distant
location
employed subject to "call at any time":
Distant
location,
Distant
location,
daily rate
Studio
when less
hourly rate
weekly rate
than 1 week
1.66%
1.94
$2.25
1.33^
1.40
1.16%
1.25
1.10
.90
.83%
1.00
.75
.60
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mechanics and skilled or unskilled studio labor
which are mentioned in the foregoing in this
Subdivision (C), the foregoing wage scales
mentioned for such forty classes shall prevail on
location work except that the following wage
scales may be substituted on distant location
work, if so stipulated before such distant location employment commences and all such employees' expenses are paid. Rates that may be
substituted for distant loca,tion wor'k when
employed subject to "call at any time" :
Distant
Distant
location,
location,
Studio
daily rate
when less
hourly rate
weekly rate
than 1 week
$2.25
1.94
1.66%
1.40
1.33J^
1.25
1.16%
1.10
1.00
.90
.83
.75
.60

PICTURE

141.75
121.75
$161.75
91.75
101.75
86.75
81.75
78.00
71.75
66.75
51.75
46.75
37.75

However, when the distant location daily rate
above is used, the total wage for any one week
while on distant location shall not exceed the
distant location weekly wage which is also
stipulated in the above chart.
E— EXCEPTIONS & EXEMPTIONS TO MINIMUM
WAQE PROVISIONS
The motion picture code does not establish
minimum wage scales for any groups or classes
of studio or production or film laboratory workers other than those mentioned above in Subdivisions (A), (B), (C) and (D). However,
minimum wages are established for extras, atmosphere players, crowd players and free-lance
players receiving less than $150 weekly. Working conditions for these groups of players are
described below.
Socalled "excessive" salaries would be controlled by another section of the code, which
section has been temporarily suspended, pending investigation by the Administrator.
7. WORKING
CONDITIONS
FOR EXTRA PLAYERS
For purposes of governing working conditions and wages of extra players, atmosphere
people and crowd players, the code creates a
Standing Committee for Extra Players. Specific purposes of this committee, together with
the personnel, procedure, jurisdiction, duties
and
general
comment regarding this committee
follows
:
A. PURPOSES
For the drafting and administration of rules
and regulations to be adopted by casting agencies
and producers with respect to their treatment
of and with respect to their relations with extra
players; to investigate conditions of employment for extras with a view to making recommendations tothe Administrator; to effectuate
the code provisions which pertain to extras and
their relations with producers and casting agencies ;to supervise and to interpret the terms of
any provisions made for extras, and to receive
and pass on any complaints and grievances
made by extras against casting agencies and
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producers or studios ; and to cause a reclassification of extras and extra talent.
B. PERSONNEL
The Code Authority or Administrator shall
appoint a committee of a permanent nature, and
to be representative of producers (employers),
extra players and the public, and such standing
committee shall be empowered to appoint subcommittees for any purpose. Members of the
standing committee appointed by Division Administrator Rosenblatt are : Chairman, Mrs.
Mabel Kinney, California Industrial Welfare
Commissioner ; Representing Producers : Fred
Pelton, B. B. Kahane, M. H. Hoffman, Pat
Casey and J. P. Normanly; Representing Casting Directors : Phil Friedman and Dave Werner ;Representing Actors Equity : Charles Miller ;Representing Extra Players : Allan Garcia,
Larry Steers, Lee Phelps, J. B. Russell, Una
Hopkins and Fred Burns.
—DUTIES
C. PROCEDURE— JURISDICTION
The production section of the code has a special division intended to regulate conditions of
employment for extras. It says that a standing
committee shall be appointed to provide for
rules and regulations to be adopted by all casting agencies, and producers, and such standing
committee shall effectuate the purposes of the
provisions pertaining to extras, and shall interDret the terms of any provisions made for extras
and shall supervise the same, including those
provisions already incorporated in the code, and
shall receive and pass on any complaints or
grievances involving extra players, especially
those pertaining to conditions of their employment, and shall otherwise aid in effectuating
the extra provisions of the code, subject to review by the Administrator. All activities of
the standing committee, or of any sub-committees appointed by it, shall be subject to review
by the Administrator.
Such standing committee under the supervision of the Code Authority or the
Administrator shall cause a reclassification
of extra players and extra talent, to be
undertaken, based upon the following
qualifications for such extras:
(a) Extra players shall be those who by experience and/or ability are known to be competent to play group and individual business
parts and to otherwise appear in a motion picture in other than atmospheric or crowd work.
(b) Atmosphere people who are not to be
classified as dependent on motion pictures for a
livelihood, but who may be recorded, listed, and
called upon for occasional special qualifications
not possible of being filled from the regular
registered extra players.
(c) Crowds not classified, including racial
groups, location crowds where transportation is
unpractical and crowd assemblies of a public
nature.
Among other conditions specified in the extras part of the code to come under the direct
supervision of the standing committee for extras
is a minimum pay scale for extra players, atmosphere people and crowds, such minimum pay
being as follows :
Extra players shall be paid a minimum
/ of $7.50 per day, with this minimum to
be graded upward according to the character
and importance of the work, the performance
and the personal wardrobe required.
The isminimum
for provided,
Class A however,
"dress"
people
to be $15salary
per day,
that if an extra player who is employed as an
extra, is required to play a part or bit with
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essential story dialogue, such extra player shall
not be deemed to be an extra player for that
part, and shall become a bit player, and his
compensation for such part or bit shall be fi.xed
by agreement betwe_en such player and the producer for whom the part or the bit is undertaken, but the minimum compensation to such
part player or bit player shall not be less than
$25 for such part or bit. This means that
whenever any extra player speaks any dialogue,
regardless of how little, such player automatically becomes a bit player for purposes of +hat
particular performance, and the performance of
such bit by an extra player shall not cause the
extra player to lose his registered standing as
an extra player.
2 Atmosphere people shall be paid a minimum of $5 per day, and any extra player
who is registered may accept atmospheric work
without losing or jeopardizing his registration
as an extra player.
Crowd players shall be paid a minimum
of $5 per day, provided that this minimum shall not prevent the employment of large
crowds under special circumstances at a rate
lower than the minimum. In other words, the
minimum of $5 per day each for crowds may
be lowered if such reduction will permit of the
employment
of larger groups.
4)
Transportation to and from locations
shall be paid to extra players by the producer. There shall also be paid to extra players for interviews and fittings the payments
provided for in Order 16-A of the Industrial
Welfare Commission of the State of California ;
except that in the event that any interview extends beyond one and one-half hours, the extra
player, even though he is not engaged, shall
receive not less than one-fourth of a day's pay
— or $1.88 — and, if any interview shall extend
beyond two hours the extra player shall receive
an additional
day's pay
for
every
additionalone-fourth
two hours ofor afraction
thereof.
3

In addition to any other conditions
which it deems necessary, the standing
committee for extra players shall provide
for specific working conditions, and shall
supervise such working conditions, as follows:
(a) In casting bureaus and casting agencies,
casting and employment by interviews of women
and children shall be done by women casting
officials and men by men.
(b) No person shall be employed as an extra
player or atmosphere worker who is a dependent
member of the immediate family of any regular
employee of a motion picture company, or any
person who is not obliged to depend upon extra
work_ as a means of livelihood, unless the exigencies ofproduction, reasonably construed, require an exception to be made. And further,
no one shall be employed as an exfra player
or atmosphere worker on account of personal
favoritism.
The purpose of this clause is to spread the
work for extras, and it was made known in
Hollywood last week that a special sub-committee, to be appointed by the standing committee
for extras, will supervise the regulation of this
clause,^ and make thorough investigations of the
extras' employment situation with a view to
making recommendations for changes, even if
changes in the code are found to be necessary
or advisable.
(c) A day's work for an extra in any state
shall be eight hours, with overtime as provided
by the existing requirements of the California
State Industrial Welfare Commission.
_ (d) No person coming under the classifications of extra player or atmosphere worker

Wage
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Studio

Labor
Location,

Class of Worker
Artists and Sculptors
Automotive Mechanics
Blacksmiths
Carpenters
Casters and Mouldmakers
(Staff)
Cement Finishers
Chauffeurs, Drivers
Construction Foremen
Electrical Workers
Floormen (Electric)
Foundrymen
Gaffers
Grips
Marbleizers, Grainers and Furnite Finishers
Modelers (Staff)
Moulders (Metal)
Operating Engineers
Ornamental Iron Workers
Painters
Pattern Makers
Plasterers
Plumbers
Projectionists
Propertymen (First)
Scenic Artists
Set Drapers

Structural Steel Workers
Swing Gang (Property)
Welders

Hourly
Minimum
Rate
1.16%
1.16%
1.00
1.16%
$1.94
•83%
1.16%

(c) Distant
Daily
Rate
Overtime
Work1.16%
When When Less
(a)
Hourly (b)
Location
Rate
Not 1.16%
Distant Than 1 Week

1.33%
1.33%
1.16%
1.16%
1.16%
1.00
1.00
1.16%
.60
1.00
1.40
1.16%
1.16%
1.94
1.25
1.16%
1.16%
1.16%
1.16%
1.25
1.25
1.00
.90
1.16%
2.25
1.66%
1.00
1.16%
1.16%
1.16%
1.16%
.75
I.IO

1.50
1.75
1.75
$2.91

1.16%
1.00
1.16%
.83^
$ 1 .94

1.75
1.75
1.25
2.00
2.00

l.33>S
1.33%
1. 16%

1.50
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.50
1.50
.90
1.75
1.87^
2.10
2.91
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.871^
1.50
1.35
1.871^
1.50
1.75
3.371/^
2.50
I.I2H
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.65
1.75

11.16%
. 1 oyi
1.00
1.16%
1.00
1.00
.60
1.16%
1.40
1.16%
1.16%
1.94
1.16%
1.25
1.16%
1.16%
1.25
1.25
1.00
.90
1.16%
1.16%
1.66%
2.25
1.00
1.16%
1.16%
1.16%
.75
I.IO

12.25
1 i.ib
$24.00
13.75
13.75
13.75
8.50
15.75
15.75
13.75
12.25
1113.75
QJ./O7C
12.25
6.50
12.25
13.75
17.75
24.00
14.75
13.75
13.75
13.75
13.75
13.75
14.75
13.75
14.75
12.25
1 1.50
27.25
12.25
13.75
20.75
13.75
13.75
8.00
13.75
13.25
13.75

Weekly
Location
(c) Distant
Rate
71.75
81.75
$141.75
81.75
81.75
81.75
51.75
91.75
91.75
71.75
81.75
81.75
81.75
71.75
37.75
71.75
81.75
101.75
141.75
81.75
86.75
81.75
81.75
81.75
81.75
86.75
81.75
86.75
71.75
66.75
161.75
71.75
81.75
121.75
81.75
81.75
78.00
46.75
81.75

(a) When any of the above studio mechanics or skilled or unskilled studiio labor classes
work more than six hours per day on: (I) emergency or maintenance or repair work, or (2) to
avoid hindering, reducing or delaying production, they shall be compensated at not less than
time and one-half for all overtime in excess of six hours; such time and one-half hourly scales
are those appearing above under the column (a) "Hourly Overtime Rate."
(b) and (c) The straight wage scale for each class above shall apply on all location work,
except when on distant location, and then a higher wage scale may be paid; such higher scales
are those appearing above under the columns (c): "Distant Location, Daily Rate When Less
Than One Week" and "Distant Location, Weekly Rate."

(excepting crowds) shall be permitted to work
in more than one picture for the same day's
pay, including overtime.
(e) Rotation of work for all registered extras shall be established by the standing committee for extras to such reasonable degree as
may be possible and practicable.
(f) No person who is not a registered extra
player shall be requested by a studio casting
office from any outside casting agency, and each
registered extra player shall be provided with

a card for identification; suitable regulations
for carrying out this provision shall be adopted
by the standing committee for extras.
D. GENERAL
The standing committee for extra players,
as described in detail in the foregoing, made its
first report, the other day, to Division Administrator Rosenblatt, in Hollywood, and on the basis
of this report Mr. Rosenblatt recommended the
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appointtpent by the standing committee of various sub-committees to look into problems affecting extras. Mr. Rosenblatt added that should
this procedure fail to correct the situation pertaining to extra players, then changes would be
made in the code to effect such remedial measures. It was the opinion at the meeting of
the standing committee for extras that provisions in the code pertaining to such players
were adopted before conditions could be properly analyzed, and that now such investigations
as are necessary will be made. The sub-committees started work immediately.
8. WORKING

CONDITIONS

FOR THE FREE-LANCE
PLAYERS
For purposes of governing working conditions
tor tree-lance players receiving less than $150
weekly, the code creates a Standing Committee
for Free-Lance Players. Specific purposes of this
committee, together with the method of selecting its personnel, jurisdiction, duties and general comment regarding this committee follows :
A. PURPOSES
For the drafting and administering of rules
and regulations governing working conditions,
minimum adequate compensation and the relations between producers or studios and casting
agencies with so-called free-lance players receiving compensation of $150 or less per week;
to investigate conditions of employment for freelance players with a view to making recommendations tothe Administrator; to effectuate
the code provisions pertaining to free-lance
players and their relations with producers and
casting agencies ; to supervise and to interpret
the terms of any provisions made for freelance players, and to receive and pass on any
complaints and grievances made by free-lance
players against casting agencies and producers
or studios.
B. PERSONNEL
The Code Authority or the Administrator
shall appoint a standing committee for freelance players, to be representative of the producers (employers), the public and free-lance
players. The committee may appoint sub-committees.
C.

PROCEDURE— JURISDICTION
—DUTIES
The committee and/or the Code Authority,
after investigating present conditions pertaining to free-lance players, shall undertake and
provide for rules and regulations to be binding
upon all producers with respect to free-lance
players who are not of the extra classifications,
but who do receive compensation of less than
$150 per week, and this standing committee of
producers-public and free-lance players shall
effectuate any provisions of the code pertaining
to free-lance players and shall interpret the
terms of any provisions made for free-lance
players, and shall supervise these provisions
and shall receive and pass on any complaints
and grievances made by free-lance players
against producers or studios, and shall otherwise aid in effectuating the free-lance provisions, subject to review by the Administrator.
All activities of this standing committee for
free-lance players, or of any sub-committees
appointed by it, may be subject to review by
the Administrator.
Such standing committee for free-lance players, under the supervision of the Code Authority and/or the Administrator, shall make full
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investigation with respect to all working conditions of such free-lance players, and shall
undertake and provide for, by the rules and
regulations hereinabove provided for, with resj)ect to hours of employment, rotation and distribution of work to such reasonable degree as
may be possible and practicable, and minitnum
adequate compensation for such free-lance
players.
New
Plans

February

York

State

New

Taxes

New York film circles were greatly disturbed late last week at news from Albany
that the state legislature was at work on a
sales tax of two per cent for introduction
perhaps within a week.
The measure, which seems to be designed
to balance municipal budgets within the
next 18 months or two years, would apply
to both distribution revenue and theatre receipts. It is estiniated the measure would
cost the exhibitors and exchanges of New
York state several million dollars. Exhibitors throughout the state began at once
to marshal their forces in opposition to the
proposed legislation, contending that such
a tax would force hundreds of theatres out
of business.
The bill, being drafted in committee, provides that the tax may not be passed on to
the public. The measure will exempt wages
only, it is understood, and will be designed
as a temporary law. Drafting of the legislation was begun immediately following submission of the report of the state commissioner for the revision of tax laws. The
report recommends the two per cent sales
tax instead of the present one per cent
despite
Governor for
Herbert
Lehman's of
recent
recommendation
the abolition
the
sales ta.x in its entiretv.
Markum Candidate for Mayor
Louis R. Markum, owner of the Rex and
operator of Paramount theatres in Indianapolis, has announced his candidacy for the
mayoralty as a Republican in the primaries
to be held in May. He is only 34 and has
been a state representative.
Cohen With Powers
Harry Cohen, former assistant European
general manager for Warner, has been
named eastern representative by P. A. Powers for the units producing Ub Iwerks'
"Willie the
Whopper"
"Flip the Frog"
cartoon
series
for MGMandrelease.
Darmour Fornns New Firm
Larry Darmour has formed a new producing
company on the Coast, Globe Pictures, in association with H. C. Hopper, managing director
of the Cinema Mercantile Corporation.
Johnston Succeeds Reeve
John LeRoy Johnston has been named chairthe studio
committee
on theman ofCoast
of thepublicity
MPPDA,directors'
succeeding
Arch
Reeve.
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Academy

Board

Reduces

Dues

The executive committee of the technicians' branch of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences this week recommended to the board of governors substantial reductions in its members' dues. The
reason for the proposed reductions, it was
said, was primarily a recognition of the
service given both the industry and the
Academy by this branch through their active participation in the Research Council
program,bershipandmore within
also to the
place
Academy
means
of the memtype
of technician qualified for membership in
this particular branch.
At the same time the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers announced, in New York,
similar reductions in membership dues. For
some timebranches
the SMPE
and the Academy's
technical
have regarded
each other
as definite competitors.
The Academy's reductions are retroactive
to January 1 of the current year, with new
dues for active membership in the branch
being set at $15 annually and for associate
members $10, with initiation fees for new
members
set at a sum equal to one year's
dues.
In addition to its reductions of dues, the
SMPE also announced new membership
grades and rates, which, in accordance with
the provisions of By-Law VII, Sec. 2, proposed at the 1933 convention in Chicago,
and approved by letter ballots of the active
membership on January 15, 1934, established
three grades of membership to take the
place of the previously existing two grades.
In the society's official announcement the
members are urged to cooperate with the
Membership Committee and to call to the
attention of their fellow engineers, and others interested in motion picture engineering,
the advantages to be derived from both the
reductions in dues and from the establishment of the new membership classification.
The three
of membership thus established aregrades
as follows:
Admission Annual
References
Fee Dn^s
3 Fellows
$10 $20
3 Fellows or Active
$ 5
$10
1 Fellow or Active
—
$6
Min. Years of
Grade
Age M.P. Work
Fellow
30
3
Active
25
3
Associate
18
—
Previously the only two grades for SMPE
membership were active and associate, with
annual dues for the first amounting to $20
and those for associates, $10.
Russo with United Artists
Richard Russo. former Georgetown University football star, has joined the publicity department ofUnited Artists at the home office.
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and

'em

the rest of the

be a success. There's
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show

is pretty

sure

to

no better guarantee

of

a happy audience than one of Educational's
two-reel comedies, with big box-office star
names
ANDY CLYDE
in "The
Super Snooper'

Father
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expects

a baby

expect one of the biggest
when you play

ERNEST
MANAGED MONEY
Frolics of Youth
with
Junior Coghlan
aiid Shirley Temple
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in years . . .

TRUEX

in "The

If
Expectant

Father

with Montague
Love
An Al Christie Production

Coming
SPICK N SPANISH
A Musical
with Comedy

. . . and

"Swell comedy . . . This one will get 'em from start to
finish ...Plenty of action, snappy dialogue, a wealth of
laughs, and a good all 'round production." Film Daily,

BOB HOPE
and Leah Ray
-HHE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
Distributed

in U. S. A. by FOX

PLAYING
RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL

Film Corporation
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Neligh, Nebraska
DEAR HERALD:
Do any of you exhibitors know where Twist
is? dayWell,
didn't know
either
when wewe received
a nice,
long until
letteryesterfrom
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Airey, who operate the
Twist theatre at Twist, Washington. We
don't
town only
it is —have
it may
be
a fair know
sized how
city large
and ita may
a post
office howand
station,
we don't
it has filling
a couple
of theatre
folksknow.
who Anytake
rank with the be_st there are in the business.
Two years ago we were on the Okanogan
river and at a town listed as Omak, which we
understand is about 36 miles from Twist, but
at
that astimeTwist.
we didn't
such
a town
Twist know
is notthere
very was
far from
the Canadian line and not far from the center
of the state east and west and is located in
the Metho valley, and this valley is surrounded
by snow-capped mountains the year around,
and the valley is noted for its fruit, alfalfa,
wheat and stock. And this is the valley where
they grow the largest potatoes in the world.
If anyone should ask us whether we'd sooner
live in Twist or on Broadway we'd say, listen
Abner, don't
be foolish,
Twist.
Out there
there we'd
are nosooner
trafficlive
cops in;
no
policemen
talktheUnited
no tall
buildingswhoto can't
shut out
light ;States
plenty ;
of Northern Spys, Greenings, Baldwins and
Bellflower apples; grapes, peaches, cider, not
to mention rainbow trout and mountain sheep
and deer. Out there a man feels like a man
and
don't makeor any
difference
he's
from itArkansaw
Florida.
Even whether
a Nebraskan
feels like something out there.
V
A Real Place to Live
The Okanogan river is a branch of the
Columbia and rises in Canada — we are told —
and flows into the Columbia about 60 miles
north of Wenatchee. This river is a favorite
of the salmon. We were told that when the
salmon run is on, one can wade out in the
river with a pitchfork and fork out enough
salmon in a short time to fill a dray, weighing
from 12 to 30 pounds. And this is no "fish
story" either. What a place to live.
Just imagine living in a valley where the
fruit trees are in bloom and the scent of
apple, cherry and peach blossoms fills the air,
while all around the mountain tops are covered with snow and the rippling trout streams
urge you to go forth in quest of the speckled
beauties. Then for vour wife to tell vou that
you better
hadn't get
any your
troutrodforanddinner
and get
thatbusy.
you
had
reel and
Oh boy. Oh boy.
They have lots of snow out there in the
winter, and it sets cold at times, too, but
what does that matter. The neighbors gather
in when it is too cold to work and play bridge
or penny ante until bedtime, and that beats a
"night club" a thousand ways. You ought to
try it.
Mr. and Mrs. Airey want us to come out
there and pay them a visit and make their
home our stopping pbce while in the city.
Thanks
friends,
that'sand
as we
finehope
an invitation
as
we ever
received,
to do it
sometime.
It is mighty nice to receive letters from
acquaintances, and it is also mighty nice to
receive letters from friends you have never
seen,
which after
makesall.one wonder if this isn't a
fine world
V
The radio today announced that in New York
they had seven inches of snow and that the
mercury was down to 15 degrees below zero.

Out here there is no snow and the mercury is
45 degrees above zero, which proves what we
have always contended, that for a summer
resort you can't beat Nebraska in the winter,
in spite of the crooners and jazz orchestras.
V
Henry Friedel, branch manager for MGM
at Denver, writes us and wants us to hurry
and come out there again. Henry used to ship
us service out of Omaha when he was working under Sam Mclntyre, manager for Metro.
That was some years ago. Henry has a large
family consisting of one wife, two Angora
cats, one Skyoodle pup and a model T.
Henry
is the
the was
Rockyraised
Moun-in
tain district
on boy
the who
map.put He
Nebraska, and that's what made Nebraska so
famous. Thanks Henry, we will try to do it.
V
up in La Crosse, Wisconsin, is where John
Gund used to make beer that was so famous
the world over. La Crosse can also brag of
another thing. It is the home of Wm. Freise,
manager of the Rivoli theatre. When we were
there last summer he and Mrs. Freise took
us out to their golf course and she trimmed
both
up like
business.
Wm. Mrs.
tells
liS ifofweus will
comenobody's
back next
summer
Freise promises to be more considerate of our
feelings. But then her dinner more than
made up for all that. It's a delightful place to
go. Weclosed hope
there again.
He also en-to
a checkto togo renew
his subscription
the Her.ald, saying that he couldn't get along
without
it. Thanks, old timer, none of 'em
can.
V
Call to Enemies — If Any
We are not receiving as many letters from
you exhibitors and stars as we would like to
receive. If our friends don't want to write
us, then you enemies get busy and help us
edit this colyum. We are sending out an
S.O.S. because of our physical condition.
V
If you are looking for a lucrative business
in which to invest your money don't fix your
eyes on the $1,000,000 palaces that were built
by sucker money to tickle the vanity of some
producing company.
We would sooner have the net receipts from
a 500-seat house in a good community than
the average net receipts from any "palace" ever
built. People don't pay their money to see
the beautiful decorations and gorgeous furnishings. Pa and Ma and little Susie go to see
what's on the screen. We invested in an oil
well some time back and the water we got
out of it wasn't fit for a Missouri mule to
drink. If you are bound to throw your money
away do it in a strong wind, and then you
know it won't come back and you will quit
worrying about it.
V
Barbara Stanwyck, Otto Kruger and Ralph
Bellamy did some very fine work in "Ever
In My Heart." It is a semi-war story with
the rough stuff cut out It won't "panic
'em" but we doubt if anyone who sees it will
want to shoot the manager. We liked it because ithad three excellent stars who did good
work, although Ralph didn't have much to do.
V
Those Star Broadcasts
If we were operating a theatre and the
principal star in it was broadcasting on the
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radio in opposition to our show we'd refuse
to play the picture. Maybe we are a little
bullheaded, in fact, we will admit it, and that
will save you from bringing the accusation.
Anyhow, that's the way we feel about it.
V
We went down to the show the other night
and we have been confined to the house ever
since, which isn't so good.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The herald's Vagabond Colyumnist
San Francisco Change
Switches Theatre Policy
Changes in the theatre situation in San
Francisco find the Warner, which has been
dark for several weeks, after having been
dropped by Fox West Coast, reopening on
a double feature, second run policy.
The St. Francis, formerly playing subsequent runs, resumes its earlier policy of
first run
pictures,
first to be by
"Eskimo."
The
changes
weretheannounced
A. M.
Bowles, division manager for Fox West
Coast.
Drive for Grosses

Set

By St. Louis Annusennent
The St. Louis Amusement Company will
stage a month's campaign for bigger grosses,
under the supervision of Leto Hill, zone manager. The campaign will be managed by Al
Zimbalist, advertising director.
A complete magazine carrying all details of
the drive has been given to all company managers, who will confine their efforts to cooperative tieups, heralds, ballyhoo, carefully arranged revivals and unusual bookings.
International Group

Plans

League of National Films
At a recent meeting of the International Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, in Paris, it
was decided to arrange for the production of
educational films dealing with the League of
Nations. The committee recommended that the
eft'orts now being made by the various national
groups should be encouraged. It was further
recommended that the International Education
Cinematographic Institute cooperate actively in
preparation for the Educational Cinematographic
Congress to be held in April.

" t
s e"Filth
Attack
Pastor
Distric
Squar
Tinnes
Of
The Reverend Joseph A. McCaffrey, New
York police department chaplain, last Sunday
launched a campaign of protest against nudity
and immorality in the Broadway theatrical district. His pulpit was that of the Holy Cross
Roman Catholic Church, one of the few churches
located immediately in the Times Square sector.
The pastor attacked news stands, taxi dance
halls, a nudist cult headquarters and night
clubs, "by which Times Square rapidly is becoming the filth center of the world."
New Columbia Comedy
Columbia has started production on "Love
Detective," two-reel comedy of the Broadway Comedies series of musical shorts.
Archie Gottler is directing.

i
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ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell, Dorothy Wilson — A dandy picture which the entire family
enjoys and builds patronagre in the small town. Runnng
68 minues.
Feb. 3.town
— E. and
E. Warner,
Operatime,
House,
Augusta, Played
Wis. Small
country
patronaRe.
BELOW THE SEA: Fay Wray, Ralph BellamyGood action picture. Not worth what we paid for it.
Running
79 minutes.
24-25.— Alyce
Cornell. time,
Galewood
Theatre,Played
GrandJan.Rapids,
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
BRIEF MOMENT: Carole Lombard, Gene Raymond, Donald Cook — A good picture of the kind. Well
acted but did not draw and gave poor satisfaction. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
Town and country patronage.
DANGEROUS CROSSROADS: Chic Sale— A very
good entertainment. Story good and Chic certainly is
the prize rube and always pleases. The picture gave
good satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theaage. tre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronMarystrains
Brian,ofDonald
Cook— play
If youthislikeone.
to hear
thePOG:
melodic
a fog horn,
The
photography is so dark that the picture will make
very iittle difference. The story jumps from one
character to another until you hardly know just who
is doing what. There is a slight chance that it will
go over on a one day performance. Running time,
68 minutes. Played Jan. 25-26. — Edw. L. Ornstein,
Vernon Theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.
FOG: tery.Mary
Brian,throughout
Donald Cook
Good murder
Well acted
the — play.
It will myskeep
your patrons interested throughout the show. Running
time,
72
minutes.
Played
Jan.
2-3.
—
Grand
Theatre,
Dunkirk, Ohio. General patronage.
HOLD THE PRESS: Tim McCoy— Good picture but
someone
well high-tailing
in McCoy's over
part
and
they else
wantcould
Timhave
withdone
his ashorse
the plains and fighting as only he can fight. Played
Jan. 26-27.— Mrs. N. Monte Gill, Strand Theatre,
Montpelier, Vt. General patronage.
KING OF WILD HORSES: Wm. Janney, Dorothy
Appleby
A very
actionon picture.
great
and the —actors
fine.finePlayed
a double Horses
bill Saturday
and they all went out satisfied, saying it was great. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
Town and country patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren William— I will
this picture
and_ not
is onedo
of the
best say
pictures
of the hasyeareverything
yet. I did
what ning
I expected.
It's
not
the
picture's
fault.
Runtime. 100 minutes. Jan. 19-20. — Louis Perretta,
Crescent
Theatre,
Mahoningtown,
Pa.
General
patronage.
MAN'S CASTLE, A: Loretta Young, Spencer Tracy
—Excellent
It is Tracy
one of was
the _the
best main
plays one
that who
we
have
shown.play.
Spencer
put this play over. Loretta Young was good. Running time, 79 minutes. Played Jan. 13-14. — Grand
Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. General patronage.
MASTER OF MEIN: Jack Holt, Fay Wray— Here
is a picture that is sure to please every person that
sees it. Jack Holt in the usual he-man type of picture that made him popular. This is good entertainment and much better than many of the so-called
specials. Play it any day of the week and you will
please your patrons. We received many comments
on this one and did a good business for one day
showing. Running time, 68 minutes. Played Jan. 26.
—J.
Medford. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
GeneralT. patronage.
MY WOMAN: Helen Twelvetrees— This picture a
good surprise. The advertisitig accessories lead you
to expect something difTerent. It is very entertaining. Well liked. Running time, 74 minutes. Played
Dec. 6-7.— Mrs. N. Monte Gill, Strand Theatre, Montpelier, Vt. General patronage.
MY_ isWOMAN:
Twelvetrees,
Wallaceanywhere.
Ford—
This
a very fineHelen
picture.
Should please
—Small
Sammie
Jackson.
Jackson
Theatre,
Flom^ton,
Ala.
town patronage.
MY WOMAN: Helen Twelvetrees— Just another of
Twelvetrees'
features.
Same do
storybetter
and insamea musical
morbid
actions. Perhaps
she would
with her voice. She means nothing as is. Running
time, 73 minutes. Played Tan. 19-20.— Alyce Cornell,
Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN: Fay Wray— This was
sent
to me'picture.
in placeI had
of "Above
It is an
excellent
no time theto Cloucfs."
build up anything
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deitor'
tremsenown
the thea
of the
IN this, thepartment,exhib
nation serve one another with information on the box office performance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1 790 Broadway, New York

on it, even to put out my advertising, so consequently
it did nothing. Play it midweek and get behind it.
It will please. Running time, 70 minutes. Played
Jan. 31-Feb. 1. — Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre,
Mt. Vernon. Ky. Small town patronage.
POLICE
CAR this17: onTima McCoy—
good action
picture. Played
SaturdayA double
bill with
"False
Faces" (World
— Bert
Silver
Family Theatre,
Greenville,Wide).
Mich.
Town Silver,
and country
patronage.
RUSTY
Timof McCoy—
Thisthjrills.
is a
good
westernRIDES
pictureALONE:
that is full
action and
Silver King,tainment inthe
Dog,
adds
considerably
to
the
enterthis one and it esEgcially pleased the
kids. Columbia has certainly made good westerns
this season and the other producers will have a hard
time to come up to their standard. Come on, Columbia, here's wishing you continued success. Business
very good. Running time, 58 minutes. Plaj'ed Feb. 3.
—J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Qxford, N. C.
GeneralJ. patronage.
SHADOWS OF SING SING: Bruce Cabot, Mary
Brian — Excellent gangster play. It will suit the kids
and please most of the adults. It is unique in the
way the trial is carried on and the way the defendant's and
attorney clears
the guilty
defendant,
BruceRunning
Cabot,
at the finish
finds the
person.
time,
64
minutes.
Played
Jan.
16-17.
—
Qrand
Theatre.
Dnkirk, Ohio. General patronage.
UNKNOWN VALLEY: Buck Jones— Here is a very
good western picture that is slightly different from
the usual western picture. There is plenty of action,
shooting and fast riding in it and should ple'ase all
of
the western
fans.and Jones
has' always
been to
a good
drawing
card here
if Columbia
continues
give
him good stories he will continue a success. Business
good for Saturday. Running time, 68 minutes. Played
Tan.C. 20.—General
J. T. Medford,
N.
patronage. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford,
First National
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Bette Davis,
Lewis Stone. Glenda Farrell — The customers all went
out smiling on this one. Drew above average and it
has everything a good program picture should have.
Get behind it with everything you have. Give us
more like this one. It's good any day in the week.
Played Jan. 13-14.— T. S. Woolson, Liberty Theatre,
Washougal. Wash. Small town patronage.
CONVENTION CITY: Joan Blondell, Dick Powell.
Guy Kibbee.entertainment
Mary Astor—for
Thisboth
is a young
.good picture
excellent
and and
old.
Nothinc:
big
about
this
but
a
wonderful
program
picture that will appeal to all and should go over good
in the small towns as well as in the large ones. Ple^nty of stars in this one and it is sure to please everyone who sees it. Played two davs to good business.
Played Jan. 22-23.— J. T. Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
CONVENTION CITY: Joan Blondell. Adolphe Menjou — Very good picture. Patrons emphasized their
satisfaction with the picture. Played Tan. 14-16.—
S. J. Backer.
Roxy Theatre. Browns Valley, Minn.
General
patronage.
CONVENTION CITY: .Joan Blondell, Dick Powell
—This was one of the most entertaining, sophisticated
comedies we have had. Convention goes to Atlantic
City, and the boys all have a good time. Advertise
it as the show you don't want vour wife to see. and
then they'll
both S.enioy
it.— Charle-s
I^e Hyde, Grand
Theatre,
Pierre,
D. General
patronage.

CONVENTION CITY: Joan Blondell, Dick Powell,
Adolphe
Menjou,exception.
Mary Astor
— Delightful
Pleased without
Excellent
trailer comedy.
brought
them
in
and
the
picture
did
the
rest.
Don't
ovedoojc
this
one. Texon,
Played Texas.
Jan. 12-13.—
R. Williams,
Theatre,
Small M.town
patronage. Texon
CONVENTION CITY: Joan Blondell, Dick Powell,
Adolphe
Menjou,
MarySeldom
Astor —a One
of thegives
best general
comedies we ever
played.
comedy
satisfaction, but this one did in a big way. People
laughed at this that had not grinned in years. And
it
lOO peT
satisfaction.
Jan. Mich.
28. —
BertgaveSilver,
SilvercentFamily
Theatre, Played
Greenville,
Town and country patronage.
GOODBYE AGAIN: Warren William, Joan Blondell—This is good entertainment of a sophisticated
nature and people liked it. Joan Blondell is becoming
a star,ade" wasandsmart.
running
this Lee
one Hyde,
after "Footlight
Par— Charles
Grand Theatre,
Pierre, S. D. General
patxonage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondell, Lyle Talbot,
Glenda Farrell — This is a good little picture; just a
program picture. It is comedy from start to finish
and rather smutty in places, but my audience liked
it, and that is all that counts with the exhibitor. The
Warner trailer sold the picture in advance and as a
result we did the best business on Friday for many
weeks. A few kicks on this one, but as a whole it
was well liked. Business very good. Running time,
62 minutes. Played Feb. 2. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre. Oxford. N. C. General patronage.
SON OFduction that
A registered
SAILOR: 100
Joe per
E. Brown—
Here, is a with
procent satisfaction
pur
patrons.
Believe
it
is
considerably
better
than
former releases. Running time, 73 minutes. Played
Dec. 31 -Jan. 2. — S. J. Backer, Roxy Theatre, Browns
Valley, Minn. General patronage.
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro,
Dorothy Coonan — -While the story is about a year too
late, it drew a little above average business with few
kicks from the customers. Darro is a very likable
fellow. The picture is so true to life that the C.C.C.
boys one
havescene
no use
so don't
try to getin them
The
wherefor theit, girl
was attacked
the box-in.
car don't add any value' to the general run of theatre
patrons. Played Jan. 20-21. — Woolson, Liberty Theatre, Washougal, Wash. Small town patronage.
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro,
Dorothy Coonan — This is a very fine picture and it
will please everyone in general. Play it and it win
do business. Running time, 69 minutes. Played Jan.
10-11. — Liouis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
WORLD CHANGES, THE: Paul Muni— This is one
of the really worthwhile pictures of the year and yet
does not appeal to the people who should see it. I
was faulty in selling method. Make the thing a family show. It will be appreciated more as such. And
don't
first once
two yourself
minutes toof find
the
eighth fail
reel toandcutlookout attheit just
out how little someone in Hollywood knows about
entertainment. Mary Astor is still a beautiful star in
my
but my
she screen.
wouldn't
be if that
death
scenecommunity,
had gone onto
— Charles
Lee Hyde,
Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patronage.
WORLD
CHANGES.
THE:
great
production
with such
dramaPaulthatMuni—
you Awilltruly
not
forget it in a long time. Perfect acting by Muni.
You can advertise it big. — Leon C. Boldus, Majestic
Theatre. Conway. N. H. General patronage.
YOU SAID A MOUTHFUL: Joe E. Brown— Everybody pleased lOO per cent. New Orleans exchange
sent
me the Running
worst printtime,
on this
had on
a picture
in months.
sevenI'vereels.
Played
Feb.
2-3. — Sammie Jackson. .Jackson Theatre. Flom^tpn,
Ala. Small town patronage.
AS HUSBANDS GO: Warner Baxter. Helen Vinson
— This went over iust so-so. Some liked it; others
said they wished they had saved their money. This
picture will probably go over good in the cities, but
the small towns, like o^irs. will starve. Plaved Tan.
22-23.—
E. Ross.
Jr.. Strand Theatre, St." George
S. C. J.
Small
town patronage.
AS HUSBANDS GO: Warner Baxter— Tust a fair
picture. Baxter deserved a better story, as he is very
well liked, and stories like thJs will hurt him. — Leon
C.
Bolduc, Majestic Theatre. Conway, N. H. General
patronage.
Fox
CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE: Warner
Oland — Very good "Chan" picture that pleased and
did a nice business. "Thank you so much," Mr. Chan.
Running
time. Fairfax
71 minutes. Plaved .Tan. 26-27. — Mrs.
R.
Carter.
and D.country
patronage.Theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. Town
DEVIL'S

IN LOVE, THE; Victor Jory. Loretta
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Youns: — were
I wasquite
somewhat
doubtfulHowever,
of this,itaswassomean
reports
unfavorable.
intensely inteTesting picture and had almost everythingGeorge
in it Lodge,
to make
Feb. Del.
S.Green audience
Lantern appeal.
Theatre, Played
Claymont,
Small country patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— Will Rogers always
good,
and
they one.
sure— Verne
liked this
one. Lyric
You can't
wrong
on this
Coffman,
Theatre,go
Moweaqua,
111. Small
town patronage.
F. P. 1: Conrad Veidt — Have seen more bad reports
than I have good, but I am going to say it is a very
interesting picture. Wonderful shots of the floating
aerodrome at sea even if they were not actually what
the plot called for. Talking very plain for an English
production.
Played Maine.
Tan. 26. —Small
L. G. town
Tewksbury,
Opera
House. Stonington,
patronage.
P. 1:business
Conrad wasVeidt,
oneF. and
fair.Leslie
The Fenton—
picture asDoubled
a wholfithisis
fair. If you play it, double it or play it one dayRunning time, 76 minutes. Played Jan. 15-16. — Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
FRONTIER
MARSHAL:
George
Bentley,
Irene ItGillette
have that
to O'Brien,
hand
it toIrene
Fox
on
this one.
is one — ofI will
the best
we have
ever
run. A good, logical story, not overdrawn, and this
gal, Gillette, out-Wests Mae West. She struts her
stuflf and is she glamorous. A swell looking blonde
that can wear the clothes. You should have heard
the raves of the women about her. She was the talk
of the town. Some producer could take this lady and
make a picture of the Mae West type and clean up.
That is my guess. We have never had a character
actress that has caused so much comment as did her
work in "Frontier Marshal," and that is unusual to
say the lumbia
least.
Hancock.
Columbia Theatre, CoCity. —Ind.A. E.General
patronage.
GOODveryCOMPANIONS.
Jessiethat
MatthewsVery,
poor. A BritishTHE:
production
we wish
we had never seen. Pass it by. It will do you more
harm than good to run it. However, the crudeness of
it did amuse some of our patrons. Running time, 87
minutes.
PlayedKilmarnock,
Jan. 24-35.—Va.
Mrs. Town
R. D. Carter,
Fairfax Theatre,
and country
patronage.
HOOPLA:
Clara Clara
Bow— still
"Thepulls
Barker",
with
a new title.
them, brought
but the back
picture isn't so much. The men liked it; the women
didn't. So there you are. Add good short subjects
to your program and it should go over okay. Runnine reels.
Played
31-Feb.
J. E.
Ross, ningJr.,time, Strand
Theatre.
St. Jan.
George.
S. C.1.— Small
town patronage.
I AM SUZANNE!: Lilian Harvey— Here is a very
fine production and B^rfect entertainment. The puppet
show is very unusual, and the puppets do most of the
work. Very good family entertainment. Very fine
acting
Miss Harvey
and Conway.
Gene Raymond.
Bolduc.byMajestic
Theatre,
N. H.— Leon
GeneralC.
patronage.
LAST
TRAIL,or out-of-door
THE: George
O'Brien—
One had
of thein
best
westerns
pictures
we have
a long time. Not one of the lowdown, wild and woolly
kind, but all dressed up. Even the "bad man" and
his
fellows
look at.
O'Brien
always
goodwereandgood
El toBrendel
madeGeorge
comedy.
Moreis
comedy, more brightness is what the public wants.
This picture pleased everyone and did a nice business.
Running
time. Fairfax
60 minutes.
Jan. 19-20.
Mrs.
R. D. Carter,
Tlieatre,Played
Kilmarnock,
Va. — Town
and country patronage.
LIFE
IN THEThisRAW:
George
O'Brien—
excellent western.
not only
brought
in theAn western
fans, but the more sophisticated audience as well on
account of the Zane Grey story. Business good and
everyone satisfied. Running time. 62 minutes. Played
Jan. 27.—
L. Ornstein,
Vernon Theatre. Mt. Vernon. Ky. Ed.Small
town patronage.
LIFE IN THE RAW: George O'Brien— Fine western
feature. Children like O'Brien. Best western star of
the lot. Running time. 62 minutes. Played Jan. 24-25.
— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
MAN WHO DARED, THE: Preston FosterPlayed this one two days with "Wild Boys of the
Road." Did very good business. It was because
"Wild Boys of the Road" did the drawing, although
"Man
Who Dared"
is a fine
Running Crestime,
75
minutes.
Played Jan.
10-11.—picture.
Louis Perretta,
cent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers— Not as good as previous style
Rogers. ofThey've
givebe him
better stories
for his
humor got
or hetowill
a has-been.
Zasu
Pitts helps, as does Florence Desmond with her imp
e
r
s
o
n
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
various
stars.
But.
after
all.
"Skitch"
got the business though they are complaining louder
that he is slipping. Running time, 70 minutes.
Played Jan.
25 . 26,
27.—Col.
M. P.General
Foster, patronage.
New Granada
Theatre,
Monte
Vista,
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers— Very good family
entertainment. Clean and wholesome. — Leon C. Bolronage.duc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patMY WEAKNESS: Lew Ayres. Lilian HarveyGood. A light and happy bit of entertainment that
should please anywhere. We had the bad luck to
have the coldest weather in years. But for this, am
sure theness. picture
busiLew Ayreswould
was have
fine, sodonewassatisfactory
Lilian Harvey.
She
is
one
of
the
few
"newcomers"
that
will
take
well with the public. Running time, 75 minutes.
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READ THEIR REPORTS
IN THIS ISSUE
Marching along together with the
many exhibitor contributors to ""What
the Picture Did for Me" come this
week foiir "recruits," recruits in reporting but veterans of showmanship
for the most part.
Read the reports of the following,
two from Illinois, one from Minnesota
and another from Pennsylvania:
S. /. Backer, Roxy theatre. Browns
Valley, Minn.; Verne Coffman, Lyric
theatre, Moweaqua, III.; Robert Hornick. Strand theatre, Johnstown, Pa.,
and W. F. D/estelmeier, Lena theatre
at Lena, 111.
Played
Jan. 29-30.—
Mrs. R.andD. country
Carter, Fairfax
Kilmarnock.
Va. Town
patronage.Theatre,
PADDY, THE NEXT BEST THING: Janet
Gaynor, Warner Ba.xter — Opened with new sound
equipment. Pleased our patrons extremely well. Tlais
picture and new sound equipment drew the best
attendance for the past eight months. Very good
picture with good audience reaction. Played Jan. 13.
—Del.George
Lantern Theatre, Claymont,
SmallLodge,
countryGreen
patronage.
PILGRIMAGE: Henrietta Grossman, Marian Nixon
— A good picture of its kind. Too heavy, too depressing and too sad. The photography throughout was
dark and there were too many dark scenes. This
made the picture more depressing. For the past two
years itweon allthehave
had Did
trouble
don't
want
screen.
poor enough.
business. WeRuiming
time,
minutes.
PlayedKilmarnock,
Jan. 15-16.Va.
— Mrs.
Carter.95Fairfax
Theatre,
TownR. andD.
country patronage.
PILGRIMAGE: Henrietta Crosman — A very good
picture. After reading several exhibitors' reports on
this pictin'e panning it. I was afraid of it. But I
played it.
It is above
the average picture.
Don't be
afraid
to play
it. — Verne
Moweaqua,
111. Small
town Coffman,
patronage. Lyric Theatre,
POWER AND THE GLORY, THE: Spencer
Tracy, Colleen Moore — Begins and ends with a
funeral.
"narratage"
hope
the last. The
Titlefirst
sounds
too heavy,picture
themeandtoo I heavy
and business the lightest ever. One night a-plenty.
We can't get enough "specials" with action, light
romance
music Itwithtakes
plentya big
of comedy,
what theyand want.
star to and
put that's
over
the "heavy stuff" nowadays. Running time, 80
minutes. Played Jan. 24.— M. P. Foster, New
Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
SHANGHAI MADNESS: Spencer Tracy— Fine
cast,
story. Didn'tin mean
thing. Many
patronsterrible
were disappointed
Tracy.a Running
time,
68
minutes.
Played
Jan.
21-23.
—
Alyce
Cornell,
Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
Mascot
LAUGHING AT LIFE: Victor McLaglen— This
picture is fairly good. Something on order of "Cockeyed World." It drew fairly well, so we have no
kicks.
Jan. 12-13.—
E. Ross,
Jr., Strand
Theatre, Played
St. George.
S. C. J.Small
town patronage.
MGM
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Madge Evans, Otto Kruger
—Hard to sell but liked by few that saw it. First
time we had the new Otto Kruger and we liked him
very much. Played Jan. 27. — L. G. Tewksbury, Opera
House, Stonington, Maine. Small town patronage.
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Eddie Quiilan,
Alice Brady, Frank Morgan — Played at the various
theatres in this territory at a very good business. No
top business, but it was acclaimed by all the fellow
theatre managers and exhibitors as one of the finest
pictures to come from Hollywood. Alice Brady, Eddie
Quiilan and Frank Morgan had the picture and everyone to whom I talk agrees that Quiilan did a fine
piece of work in this picture. Quiilan, of course, did
draw a lot of patrons to the box-ofifice and they were
all glad to see him once again. Too bad that he has
been kept idle for such a long time. I am sure when
Quiilan makes some more pictures it will be a blessing for a lot of sad box offices. — Robert Hornick,
Grand Theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Pa. General patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable—
This is a very good musical romance with plenty of
music, marvelous settings and perfect acting. It is
more of a back stage story with romance that completes the entertainment with an elaborate musical
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finale. This is one of the best pictures of the season
and played to practically a capacity business for two
days. Play it and watch your box office swell out.
Pleased 100 per cent. Running time, 94 minutes.
Played
J. J.patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
0.
xford, Jan.
N. C.29-30.—
General
DEVIL'S BROTHER, THE: Laurel and Hardy,
Dennis King, Tlielma Todd — This is only a fair
comedy with music. It seems to be more like an
entire show than just a picture. It is a feature and
then a two-reel comedy combined in one. The locale
is Italy in the 19th century and the characters appear
in costumes. Practically the entire picture is filmed
in the same spot and our audience did not like it.
This is rather old and if you have not played it,
then don't. Running time, 92 minutes. Played Jan.
25.—
J. J.patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
General
DINNER AT EIGHT: Marie Dressier, Lionel and
John
Jeanpart
Harlow
— A splendid
Each Barrymore,
star acts their
perfectly.
Seemedproduction.
to please
everyone.
—
Leon
C.
Bolduc,
Majestic
Tlieatre,
Conway.
N. H. General patronage.
GABRIEL OVER THE WHITEHOUSE: Walter
Huston — This picture should be listed near the top of
the ten best. It is too great to be box office, but
will please 100 per cent of those who see it. We
struck a bad break which prevented us from doing
a normal business, but even at that this picture is
worthwhile even if you lose money. You will have
people in your house that seldom come. The picture
conveys a message right up to the minute of our
present day, and Walter Huston is the only star who
could do justice to the part he takes. My advice to
every exhibitor is to get this picture, no matter how
old it is, and run it. We gave the old folks of the
town a free matinee and they went home and sent
the children in the evening. The first night's business
was 'way off, but the second and third it built up,
and
will draw
bigger
the should
third daj'
than any
the picture
first isthat
a great
picture.
Metro
be
congratulated for producing it and your patrons will
thank
you
for
running
it.
—
S.
H.
Rich,
Rich
Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
GOING HOLLYWOOD: Bing Crosby, Marion
Davies — Here is another mighty fine musical from
Metro. No dough spared in producing this, as in
most Davies
The and
orchestral
ment in this productions.
is outstanding
music accompanientrancing.
Davies very, very good. Boost this, for it will stand
it.
Played
Jan.
23-24.
—
Joe
Hewitt,
Lincoln
Theatre,
Robinson. 111. General patronage.
HER SWEETHEART
(CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
ilarie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore — A good picture
that failed to gross as it should because it was first
given a poor name and then retitled by a much
worse one. This is another example of the witless
titling current which I suspect comes from the wives
of the head men. Dressier pictures should have a
comedylaidebase.
— Herman
Brown.General
Majestic
and AdeTheatres,
Nampa, J.Idaho.
patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
— A hokum comedy feature that pleased a few. Poorest business since last summer. — C. M. Hartman,
Liberty Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town
patronage.
MIDNIGHT MARY: Loretta Young, Ricardo
Cortez — This
is a dramatic
romance
with isa only
toucha offairthepicture.
familiarItgangster
slant,
which is very unpopular in our town. Franchot Tone
as the hero puts in a good bit of acting and practically puts the picture over. It is an old picture but
will the
get producers
by on a one
hoping
all
of
will day
leaveshowing.
ofif the Here's
gangster
stories
ne.xt season. Running time, 75 minutes. Played Feb.
1. — J. J.patronage.
Medford. Orpheum Theatre. O.xford. N. C.
General
Davies—
this
a PEG
little O'
late.MY A HEART:
good show Marion
is a good
show Played
no matter
when you play it, if your patrons have not seen it.
This is delightful entertainment with above average
drawing
power. —Neighborhood
J. E. Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre,
Detroit. Mich.
patronage.
SONS OF THE DESERT: Laurel and Hardy— Tbis
is certainly a very funny picture and a great cast
of comedians. Gave good satisfaction. One of the
best comedies we have yet played. Played Jan. 21.
— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville. Mich.
Town and country patronage.
STAGE MOTHER: Alice Brady— Fair picture with
no draw. Brady isn't liked by our patrons. She and
Florence Lake wcidd make a swell combination, entitled "An All Talker." Running time, 87 minutes.
Played Rapids,
Jan. 28-30.
Cornell. Galewood
Grand
Mich.-.'Vlyce
Neighborhood
patronage. Theatre,
Monogram
BROKEN DREAMS: Randolph Scott, Martha
Sleeper — Good enough to be played anywhere at any
time. Clean entertainment for the whole family.
Children liked the pets. Running time, 64 minutes.
Played
15-16.— Vt.
Mrs. General
N. M'onte
Gill, Strand
Theatre, Jan.
Montpelier,
patronage.
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI, THE: Mary
Carlisle, Buster Crabbe — Excellent. A good holiday
picture
youngMrs.people.
Don't Gill,
pass Strand
it by.
Played for
Dec.the25-26.—
N. Monte
Theatre. Montpelier, Vt. General patronage.
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI, THE: Mary
Carlisle, Buster Crabbe — This is a swell pictute.
Something any major company could be proud of.
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Treat this as a special and watch them come in.
Played Jan. 5-6. — J. E. Ross, Jr., Strand Theatre,
St. George, S. C. Small town patronage.'
Paramount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry—
Splendidly produced picture from the old fairy tale.
Drew and pleased. Rather surprised us on a Friday
and
Saturday.
26-27.—
G. Estee. S. f.
Theatre.
Parker.Played
S. D. Jan.Small
townP. patronage.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry— A
flop, made so by having the wrong direction. Great
names behind masks is waste. If the money for cast
had been put into spectacle and some English pantomimists with the sense of fantasy imported, it would
have been okay. — Herman J. Brown. Majestic and
Adelaide Theatres, Xampa, Idaho. General patronage.
BIG EXECUTIVE, THE: Ricardo Cortez, Richard
Bennett, Elizabeth Young — This is a very good, clean
program
picture,
but failed
to click
the box-ofifice.
A story of
a modern
financial
wizardat and
the stock
market crash of 1929. It is only fair entertainment.
Richard Bennett practically steals the picture by his
splendid performance. Play this one day and let it go
at that. Paramount started good at the beginning
of the season, but is falling down now. Running time.
72 minutes. Played Jan. 24. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford. N. C. General patronage.
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— Beautiful picture that drew and pleased even though this is not a
strong
Catholic
Played Jan.
14-15.— community.
P. G. Estee. It's
S. T. good
Theatre,anvwhere.
Parker,
S. b. Small town patronage.
CRADLE
Just tellto'emshowto
keep
it in theSONG:
can. ItDorothea
will hurtWieck—
your business
it. >>o good excuse for it ever to have been made.
Don't play
it if you
want Garber.
to keep your
Ned
Pedigo.
DeLuxe
Theatre.
Okla. business.
General— patronage.
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— This is a beautiful thing and must be handled as something extra.
Sold as just another, it will prove less than usual,
but totiethem,
up with
any they
woman's
organization
it
before
sell tickets,
and and
they show
will
click. It is a real entertainment. A little heavy, but
every one is pleased at the ending and that is what
counts most. — Charles Lee Hyde. Grand Theatre.
Pierre, S. D. General patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Fredric March, Miriam
Hopkins.
— A fine
thatsticks
many that
did
not
like, Gary
with Cooper
a terrible
namepicture
for the
caused it to be a dud at the box office. New York
will never learn the lesson that its public is neither
the stage or book public, but a much wider one that
don't
Greenwich
Village names.
— Herman
Brown,want
Majestic
and Adelaide
Theatres,
Natnpa,J.
Idaho. General patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Fredric March, Miriam
Hopkins — Here is a different story from what we
usually see in movies. Spicy, brilliant dialogue and
masterful Theatre,
direction.Conway,
SplendidN. cast.
Leon B.patronage.
Bolduc,
Majestic
H. —General
DISGRACED: Helen Twelvetrees— This one, while
well executed by every one connected with it, the
thing only registers fair entertainment. I would suggest if you must play it to build up your program
with several shorts as the running time is less than
an
hour.
— W.town
H. patronage.
Brenner, Cozy Theatre, Winchester.
Ind. Small
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Not as many
laughs as former releases. Due to a terrible storm
it failed to click at the box office. Will please the
average movie patron. Running time. 68 minutes.
Played Jan.
— S. J. Backer,
Valley.
Minn. 7-9. General
patronage.Roxy Theatre, Browns
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Pretty good
comedy that seemed to please and drew a little extra.
too short.
four S.reelsT.
of"Duck
shortsSoup"
to fillchecked
out to good
length —Required
P. G. Estee,
Theatre. Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Bros.— Good entertainment, but lots of disappointed people. Lots of noise
and some songs, but the usual music furnished by the
harp and the piano was missed. Another example of
how dumb smart people may be. Would any exhibitor
hare made a picture with the Marx Brothers in it
and kept the harp and the piano out? — Charles Lee
Hyde. Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— They are slipping fast.Lyric
They Theatre,
haven't Moweaqua.
the draw any111.more.
Coffman.
Small— Verne
town
patronage.
EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT: Kay Johnson, Dorothy
Wilson,
Montgomery
picture.
Will
not Douglas
draw of itself
because— Aof nowoman's
stars, but
will
please much better than many of these oversold specials with big cast and no story. This has a good story
and real entertainment. A good show and handled in
a way that will not offend. One of the girls is going
to have aofbaby.
The dostory
in a girls'lake
school.
All
members
the cast
well.is Beautiful
scenery.
Sound, photography, etc., perfect. — S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre, Montpelier. Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Charles Farrell, Marguerite Churchill—
A little
but okay.
fair comedy
romance
withhotlotsin ofspots,
laughs.
RunningA
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"I believe your magazine is doing a greater service to the exhibitors
all over the country, large and snnall, than any other agency. You are
not only serving the exhibitors, but you are serving the theatregoers
as well.
"Since you connmenced printing 'What the Picture Did for Me' in
your columns, I have been guided largely by these comments in
selecting programs. If all exhibitors read these comments and contributed their comments to your paper, the theatregoers of America
would eventually get pictures they want, not what hlollywood wanted
to give us. I would like to have you print the following comments of
pictures played here recently. In every case my experience has coincided with the comments of other exhibitors.
"Thanking you again for this service to the exhibitors as well as to
theq eneral public." — H. O. EKERN, Rex Theatre, Thompson Falls, Mont.
time, 74 minutes. Played Jan. 25-27.— S. J. Backer.
Roxy Theatre, Browns Valley, Minn. General patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Charles Farrell.
Charles Ruggles — No one could be as dumb as Charles
Farrellanyin sympathy
this picture.
He doesn't
one thing
cause
for him.
CharlesdoRuggles
is theto
whole show and keeps the audience good natured in
spite of Farrell. Farrell is a good star and capable
of doing good work, but if he continues as in this,
then nothing can be done about it. The oicture is
fair. Played Jan. 31-Feb. 1.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre. Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Marguerite Churchill.
Charles
seemed
satisfied Farrell.
with thisCharles
play. Ruggles
It made — aThehit people
here. Charles
Farrell and Charles Ruggles were great. Running
time, 68 minutes.
Playedpatronage.
Jan. 9-10. — Grand Theatre.
Dunkirk,
Ohio. General
GOLDEN HAR'VEST: Richard Aden, Chester Morris— Gave good satisfaction. It will please in rural
communities. Play it. — Verne Coffman, Lyrac Theatre, Moweaqua, 111. Small town patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen. Chester Morris— This isn't a farming community, but the picture
went over okay despite that. Running time, 70 minPlaye'd Jan.S. 12-13.
— Hobart
Gates, Garlock
Theatre,utes.Custer,
D. Small
townH.patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Not as good as "She
Done
but did
for a smallon
town. Him
ThreeWrong."
days too
longmore
for business
this community
this
type
of
show,
but
"Little
Women"
held
up for
four days. There you are. Running time, 87 minutes.
Jan. 21-22-23.— M. P. Foster, New Granada, Monte
Vista. Col. General patronage.
I'M NO
see
Mae.
And ANGEL:
this sureMaeis West—
a goodTheyone.all 95wantperto cent
pleased
and
want
more
of
her
pictures.
It's
a
natural.— Verne Coffman, Lyric Theatre, Moweaqua, 111.
Small town patronage.
KINGThisOFfellow
THECrabbe
JUNGLE:
BusterWeissmuller
Crabbe— Very
fine.
has it over
like
a tent. Pleased 100 per cent. Running time. 74 minutes. Played Jan. 19-20. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
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ronage.
Theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patLONE COWBOY: Jackie Cooper— Good western. A
picture that the kids like. We had many older people that liked this play. You will make a hit with the
kids by booking this play. Running time, 62 minutes.
Played
30-31.— Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio.
General Dec.
patronage.
LONE COWBOY: Jackie Cooper— A dandy little
picture for young and old. Jackie took his part splenBolduc. Majestic Theatre, Conway,
N. H. didly.— Leon
GeneralC. patronage.
MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN: Dorothea
Wieck — This picture is hard to get them in on, but it
will please. The kids are great. A little draggy in
places and inconsistent in direction. Don't spot a
"Gang"
"Spanky"
is in andit.
(I did notcomedy
know.) with
Has this,
specialforappeal
to women
pleasedcoln generally.
Played
Jan.
25.
—
Joe
Hewitt.
Theatre, Robinson, 111. General patronage. LinMISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN: Dorothea
Wieck — This is the most gripping picture we have
played in many a day. It holds the audience in the
most tense suspense until the very end. and when
the baby is finally restored to its mother, there was
the most unusual and spontaneous outburst of joy
IFarland
have ever
in any
"Spanky"
and witnessed
Baby Leroy
stealpicture.
the honors.
We Mcdid
only average business, but that was our fault. Give
this extra publicity and it will more than make good
all you can say for it. The selection of Dorothea
Wieck take.asHerthe
motheraccent
of the
stolen makes
baby was
a misGerman
at times
it hard
for
a rustic audience to follow her. For instance, she
tells the
police that
ice" for blue
eyes,
let her
that baby
keep has
youwe"plew
from
one
of
the but
mostdon't
satisfactory
pictures
have playing
played this
year. Played Jan. 25-26-27. — M. R. Williams. Texon
Theatre. 'Texon, Texas. Small town patronage.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Gary Cooper— Nothing to rave about, will not please 40 per cent. — Verne
Coffman, Lyric Theatre. Moweaqua, 111. Small town
patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie. Ginger Rogers—
You'll
by giving
a date
at your
theatre.makeGivemoney
us more
playsthislikeplaythis.
Paramount,
and we will beat the old depression. Running time,
78 minutes.
Played patronage.
Jan. 6-7. — Grand Theatre. Dunkirk, Ohio. General
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers.
Jack Haley — Starts slow, turns into average comedy
of song writers demonstrating their stuff at singing
and love making until the last reel. Then some clever
ensemble dancing with the usual overhead shots.
Oakie and Haley are the song writers with Ginger
Rogers demonstrating their efforts. National Screen
Service trailer is better than the picture itself and
sells the show, but they expect more revue and spectacular stuff than the picture gives. "Did You Ever
Seefeature.
a DreamRunning
Walking?" is75 the
big and only Jan.
number
to
minutes.
2829.— M. P. Foster. Newtime.Granada
Theatre.Played
Monte Vista,
Col. General patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie. Ginger Rogers— If
your patrons are not fed up on musicals this should
please them. Several better than average musical
numbers and the fan ballet is just about as good as
anything yet produced. Average business. Played
Jan. 24-25.—
R. Williams,
Texas.
SmallM.town
patronage. Texon Theatre, Texon,
SUNSET
Scott. Tom
The
best
western PASS:
shown Randolph
in this theatre
for Keene—
some time.
Packed full of entertainment. Has a box office draw
that is a honey. You will be safe in booking this for
extra days.
Last
threeCozy
daysTheatre,
of weekWinchester,
to extra busiBrenner,
Ind.
Small ness.—W.
town H.patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: June Knight, James Dunn—
This is gram,oneand Iofamthe willing
10 best topictures
my year's
go on ofrecord
right pronow
without seeing the next 11 months. Every one who
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saw it liked it without exception, and I believe you
will find it has a more universal appeal than other
musical comedy shows. It is a very close reproduction of the stage attraction, and you should guarantee
a five- dollar show, as that is what your folks are
going
get from
this S.picture.
— Charlespatronage.
Lee Hyde,
Grand toTheatre,
Pierre,
D. General
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, June Knight,
Lillian Roth, Lillian Bond — Good musical comedy that
bringspicture
back andrags
old afavorite
Cliff Edwards'
ukelele.
This
little inin some
of the sequences.
But easily the high spot of the show was Cliff Edwards in "I'm a INight Owl." In fact, if you ask the
audience,
has audiences.
a very pleas-In
ing voice itandwas heEdwards'
is well show.
liked byHe our
fact, you can hear a ripple of satisfaction when he
comes on to the screen. Why he does not get more
to do good
I don't
is a good
plus a
very
voiceknow.
and hisHeukelele.
To uscomedian
he has always
been a draw and we so feature him always when he
is in the cast. James Dunn is better in this one than
he has been in the Fox pictures. — A. E. Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth — This was my big disappointment of the month
and I can't help you with it. The picture is great
and
theythat
likedtheit, starring
but theyofdidn't
care to seein it.
believe
the e-xtremes
agesI
was what hurt and that one should put more emphasis on the young couple parents of I?aby LeRoy, and
play help
Alisonboxandoffice.
FieldsCharles
as "support"
think Thethat
will
Lee Hyde,and Grand
atre, Pierre, S. D. —General
patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth
—Listen, brethren, I don't care where your old show
is located, but don't rest a moment until you show
your gem
congregation
this picture.
a knockout,
rare
among comedy
dramas.It'sAbout
the besta
ever. It is the talk of this village. It's a wow. Grab
it.
will not be Pedigo,
sorry. It's a program, but should
be aYouspecial.
Okla.
General— Ned
patronage. DeLuxe Theatre, Garber,
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth — A good comedy drama. Nothing big. But it
seemed to please. — Verne Coifman. Lyric Theatre, Moweaqua, 111. Small town patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— Gave wonderful satisfaction. Pleased 100 per cent. — Verne Coffman.
ronage.Lyric Theatre, Moweaqua, 111. Small town patWAY TO LOVE, THE,: Maurice Chevalier, Ann
Dvorak — This was very good light entertainment and
pleased, though did not do the business I expected.
Certainly missed Sylvia Sidney or some one to balance Maurice. Ann didn't carry the load. — Charles
Lee
ronage.Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patWHITE WOMAN: Carole Lombard, Charles Laughton — This is one of the worst pictures we have ever
put before the public. Paramount should be ashamed
to put such trash off on the poor exhibitors and make
them pay for it. No story, no entertainment and terrible
for Running
it, but don't
Business andrecording.
picturePaybad.
time,play73 it.
minutes.
Played
Jan.
3L—
J.
J.
Medford,
Orpheum
Theatre,
Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
RKO
ACE OF ACES: Richard Dix— This is a better box
office picture than I thought. I myself am tired of
hearing the airplane scream, but the picture does
draw and it does please, so I am pleased. — Charles Lee
Hyde. Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patronage.
ACE OF ACEIS: Richard Dix— Just a fair picture.
If you Theatre,
haven't itMoweaqua,
bought, pass
up. — town
Verne patronage.
Coffman,
Lyric
111. itSmall
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN: Charles
Farrell, Wynne Gibson — Very good picture. Held up
good here. Charles Farrell in a different type role.
Wynne Gibson very good, our patrons thought. Played
Jan. 3-4.— J. E. Ross, Jr.. Strand Theatre, St. George,
S. C. Small town patronage.
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN: Wynne
Gibson, Charles Farrel— A good program picture that
gave general satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre,
ronage. Greenville, Mich. Town and country patANNture that
VICKERS:
The see.
kindPersonally,
of a picthe womenIrene
fare Dunne—
forth and
it did not appeal to me. — Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic
■Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
ANN VICKERS: Irene Dunne, Walter Huston, Conrad Nagel — Story of a social worker who loves but
never marries. A well acted play but poison in the
smalling town.
how producers
persist Running
in givus stuff It's
thatfunny
is killing
the business.
time, 72 minutes. — E. E. Warner, Opera House, Augusta, Wis. Small town and country patronage.
ANN VICKERS: Irene Dunn— Will not go over
in rural community. It lacks something. Pass it up.
— Verne Coffman, Lyric Theatre, Moweaqua, 111. Small
town patronage.
ANN VICKERS: Irene Dunn^Enjoyed by about
95 per cent of adults. Irene Dunne renders an excellent R.
performance.
Average
1415.— M.
Williams,
Texonbusiness.
Theatre, Played
Texon, Jan.
Texas.
Small town patronage.
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CHEYENNE KID, THE: Tom Keene— Here is another good western featuring Tom Keene with plenty
of action, thrills, fighting and fast moving. Roscoe
Ates supplies the comedy with his stuttering that
has made him famous. This one has everything that
the average western fan will like and should please
all who see it. We played this one day to capacity
business and pleased all of our patrons. Running
time, 55 minutes. Played Jan. 27. — J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
DOUBLE HARNESS: Ann Harding, William Powell— A good picture that did not draw film rental. A
good story and fine acting, but just did not get them
in to see it. The few that did come were satisfied. —
Bert Silver. Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
Town and country patronage.
EMERGENCY CALL: Bill Boyd— A good audience
picture that will do fairly good business if advertised. Played Oct. 31-Nov. 1.— W. J. Carter, Maxine
Theatre, Croswell, Mich. Small town patronage.
EMERGENCY
CALL:picture,
Bill Boyd—
Contrary
eral reports on this
it turned
out toto besev-a
good action film. I call it very fair entertainment for
the general run of patrons. I would say it is both
entertaining and appealing for the average picture
patron.
PlayedClaymont,
Jan. 20. Del.
— George
Lantern Theatre,
Small Lodge,
country Green
patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn, Paul Lukas — You house
can't record.
go wrongDouble
on this
It broke cost,
our
all-time
yourone.
advertising
and watch them come in. We had people that had
never been in a theatre before, and will never be here
again. Step on this one. It will hold its own anywhere. Running
reels. Played
Jan. 29-30.
J. E. Ross,
Jr.. time,
Strand12 THeatre,
St. George,
S. C.—
Small town patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— Will go
over anywhere. It's a box office miracle. And such
asure.sweet
picture.
Don'tLyric
passTheatre,
this oneMoweaqua,
up. Play 111.it
Coffman,
Small— Verne
town patronage.
MEANEST GAL IN TOWN, THE: Zasu Pitts.
James
— TliisNite,.
is itoneproved
swell theshow
when
run withGleason
my Race
best and
Saturday
night
I havePierre,
had forS. months.
— Charles
Lee Hyde,
Grand show
Theatre,
D. General
patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot, Betty Furness
— Excellent. Good for any nights, any theatre, anywhere. Clean and clear all the way from beginning
to end.
Why can't
type
pictures?
Pleasedthe100producers
per cent make
and didmore
the such
best
I^riday and Saturday business in over a year. Radio
should be praised for making this picture. Running
time, ter,
65 Fairfax
minutes.
PlayedKilmarnock,
Jan. 12-13. — Va.
Mrs. R.Town
D. CarTheatre,
and
country patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot— A very entertaining picture with an excellent Annapolis backAverageTheatre,
business.Texon,
PlayedTexas.
Jan. Small
22. — M.townR.
Williams, ground.
Texon
patronage.
MORNING tertainGLORY:
Katharine
Hepburn—
Good enment for the women
fans. Will
not please
the
men so well. Miss Hepburn talked them to boredom.
— Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway., N. H.
General patronage.
ONE tureMAN'S
Barrymore—
picwhich gaveJOURNEY:
universal Lionel
satisfaction
from Ayoung
and old. weaPlay
it.
—
Verne
Coffman,
Lyric
Theatre,
Moqua, I I. Small town patronage.
ONE tronsMAN'S
LionelBarrymore
Barrymore—
Pathought thisJOURNEY:
the best Lionel
picture
they had ever seen. Played Jan. 1-2.— Mrs. N. Monte
Gill, Strand Theatre, Montpelier, Vt. General patronage.
RAFTER ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers, Norman FosPretty S.fairT. comedy
19-20.town
— P.
G. ter—Estee.
Theatre,drama.
Parker,Played
S. D.Jan.Small
patronage.
RAFTER ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers, Norman Foster— A mighty fine program picture. Interesting story
and well produced and these stars are very popular
in this town. Good satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
RIGHT TO ROMANCE, THE: Ann Harding— A
very well liked picture. Splendid acting and a very
entertaining story. — Leon C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
TOMORROW AT SEVEN: Chester Morris, Vivienne Osborne — Played on double bill with "Strawberry Roan,"
Universal
on Saturday
and gaveTheatre,
great
satisfaction.
— Bert
Silver,
Silver Family
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
United Artists
BITTER SWEET: Anne Neagle— If this picture had
been produced in this country, it would have been a
marvelous play, but being a British film spoiled it
altogether. Miss Naegle's acting made my patrons
giggle
they should
been serious.
Bolduc,when
Majestic
Theatre,haveConway,
N. H.— Leon
GeneralC.
patronage.
BOWERY, THE: George Raft, Wallace Beery,
Jackie Cooper — This is in a class by itself. The crowd
liked it a lot. Every one was made better by seeing
it. It had enough rough stuff in it to appeal to the
rough bunch and Jackie made the nice people like it.
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100 per cent real show.— Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patronage.
BOWERY. THE: George Raft, Wallace Beery,
Jackie Cooper— Very fine, with splendid cast. Has
good drawing power. Hope to get more like this from
the new "20th
company.
Running Galewood
time, 90
minutes.
PlayedCentury"
Jan. 21-23.—
Alyce Cornell,
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.MASQUERADER, THE: Ronald Colman-A very
good show to very nice business. People hked it and
boosted for it. Really fine in story, cast and direcLee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Generaltion.—Charles
patronage.
MASQUERADER, THE: Ronald Colman— A very
like this one of Ronald Colman and neither did my
patrons because I lost money and no one praised the
picture. Running time, 75 minutes. Played Jan. 12-13.
—Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Pa. General
patronage.
MR. ROBINSON CRUSOE: Douglas FairbanksWas agreeably surprised at the business that this
played to and seems to please them, too. I liked it
myself, and the kids will eat it up.— Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D. General patronage.
RAIN: Joan Crawford — This is strong enough that
you will lose some friends among the religious people, and if I had it to do over I would not run it at
all. If you use it, and it will draw business, be sure
and advertise it in such a way that the church people
wdl know that it is better than the play and better
than the book, but admittedly much worse than life.
—Charles
Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D.
General patronage.
SAMARANG: Native Cast— A fair native picture
with beautiful underwater scenes. There is a fight
between a shark and an octopus that is very exciting.
Also a number of shots of shellfish of different kinds.
The picture is not to be compared with "Congorilla,"
"Africatures,Speaks"
the Martin
Johnsonbe picbut is not or
soldany
as aof special
and should
run
with a double bill wherever booked. Personally, I
enjoyed it. Some of my patrons did not. Not a box
office attraction in itself, but will satisfy on a double
bill. Played Jan. 26-27.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
SAMARANG: Native • Cast— If you want to wear a
shirt on your back leave this one go. If I were to
play
I wouldn't
accept15-16.—
it gratis.
Running
time, it62 again
minutes.
Played Jan.
Louis Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
Universal
BELOVED: John Boles, Gloria Stuart— This picture
lacked something. Will not go over in rural comCoffman, Lyric Theatre, Moweaqua,
111. Smallmunities.— Verne
town patronage.
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Lowe— Fairly good melodrama with foreign locale. Similar shots of this picture
appear
"PerilsTheatre,
of Pauline."
Played
27.—patJoe
ronage.
Hewitt, inLincoln
Robinson,
111. Jan.
General
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Lowe— This is a fine picture of the "who killed Jones" type. Unusual and
unique settings add to the picture. Played Jan. 29-30.—
Sammie
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
Small townJackson,
patronage.
BY CANDLELIGHT: Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas—
Fair program,romances
althoughwith
our their
peoplemore
are fed
up ontwisted
these
Continental
or less
morals,
etc.
Played
Jan.
28-29.—
P.
G.
Estee,
S.
T.
Theatre, Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.
BY CANDLELIGHT: Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas—
Very good. Pleased about 75 per cent. — Verne Coffronage.man, Lyric Theatre, Moweaqua, 111. Small town patBY CANDLELIGHT: Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas— A
splendid picture. One that should bring satisfaction
to every one who sees it. The direction is wonderful.
The cast is superfine, but we did better than average
business.
— W.town
H. patronage.
Brenner, Cozy Theatre, Winchester,
Ind. Small
COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW: John Barrymore— A very
tiresome picture. Will not interest 50 per cent. Not
a small town, neither a big town picture. People
demand some kind of a story, at least something in
the way of entertainment. This has nothing to recommend, only John Barrymore, and just plenty of
the new ones can act rings around him. So thinks
I. Almost
as Theatre,
bad flop Garber,
as "Grand
— Ned
Pedigo, DeLu.xe
Okla.Hotel."
General
patronage.
HER FIRST MATE: Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts
— A good Summerville-Pitts subject that has a better
title than the others. Slim Summerville is always a
hit here. The scene of Slim destroying his mother-inlaw's dishes
W. F.patronage.
Diestelmeier, Lena
Theatre,
Lena,very
111. funny.
Small— town
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville. Andy Devine.
Leila Hyams — Did all right with this on strength of
the other Pitts-Summerville pictures, but direction
and lines
poor. thing
The acting
terrible and were
the whole
is madewasforuniformly
nickelodeons,
still
a
lot
of
dough
was
wasted
on
this.
—
Herman
Brown, Majestic and Adelaide Theatres, Nampa,J.
Idaho. General patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Shm Summerville, Andy Devine— A
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very lunny picture. Starts out good, but after Slim
and
arrive
England
in pursuit
Gal, Andy
it drags.
Thisin team
promises
to be of
goodSlim's
and
let's have more from them. This picture should net
the exhibitor a little revenue. — W. F. Deistelmeier,
Lena Theatre, Lena, 111. Small town patronage.
INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Rains, Gloria Stuart— This is a swell show. Bad weather killed us, but
we still think it is plenty good. Give this one a boost,
and
won'tJ.be E.sorry.
press Theatre,
book. Played
Jan. you26-27.—
Ross,Follow
Jr., the
Strand
St.
George, S. 0. Small town patronage.
LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY: Slim Sumrnerville. Zasu Pitts — It looks as if these stars are given
material that kills their drawing power. Business on
this was below average and the picture did not deserve any better attendance than we got. — J. E.
Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
MIDNIGHT: O. P. Heggie, Sidney Fox— This was
substituted
place since
of "Daughters
of the
Sea." onI
have
shown inpictures
the first ones
fluttered
the sheet,
but
this
is
positively
the
worst
yet.
versal has sure tore their rompers with me. If Uniyou
must
play
"Midnight,"
takePedigo,
it out DeLuxe
in the barn
and
play
it
at
midnight.
—
Ned
Theatre,
Garber, Okla. General patronage.
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Leo Carrillo, Mary
Brian — A very good picture, but not worth any more
money than the average program scale. Had Universal
gotten some real stars in it, they really would have
had something. Business first day good, second day
84 minutes.
7-8.
—wayEdw.off.L. Running
Ornstein,time,
Vernon
Theatre, Played
Mount Jan.
Vernon,
Ky. Small town patronage.
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Mary Brian, Leo
Carillo — A good musical comedy. Don't pass this one
up.
Play Moweaqua,
it. It is plenty
Coffraan, Lyric
Theatre,
111. good.
Small— Verne
town patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna Damerell, Ed Foy — Some said fine. Others did not like it.
I call it a pretty good musical, although there seems
to be something missing. Eddie Foy is fine. Running time, seven reels. Played Jan. 26-27. — Samraie
Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town
patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: Margaret SuUavan, John
Boles — This picture got a lot of praise and there is
no question but that it was well done and worthy of
consideration. Here are the flaws as I see thera. It
need not have been a tragedy. One moment you see
the heroine in perfect health and the next, without
any preparation showing that she had heart trouble,
you see her on her death bed. The story could easily
have been a happy ending, seeing that a separation
is indicated with his wife, a reunion with the heroine
and the boy could easily have been arranged and it
would have been perfect from an audience standpoint.
Because "Back Street" was semi-tragic, it follows
that in
"Only
mustdo betragic
made endings
tragic.prove
But
only
very Yesterday"
rare instances
popular. In the entire history of motion pictures you
can count on the fingers of one hand the pictures that
made money which ended unhappily. Drawing power
at this theatre just about average, very slightly above.
—J. E. Stocker, Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
ONLY YESTERDAY: Margaret Sullavan, John
Boles — Truly a great picture with a wonderful story.
Personally I thought it very good. I advertised it
big, but the list of stars did not mean much to my
public
I lost
W. F.patronage.
Diestelmeier, Lena
Theatre,andLena,
111. money.
Small — town
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles, Margaret Sullavan— One of the very best pictures this year. You
can't goture.—Verne
wrongCoffman,
on this Lyric
one. ItTheatre,
is a 100Moweaqua,
per cent pic111.
Small town patronage.
RUSTLER'S
Tompictures.
Mix— Our
people
thought
this the ROUNDUP:
best of the Mix
Comments
from patrons going out: "Can't beat Tom Mix" and
"He's good
for many
Personally we are
sorry, more,
too. sorry
Playedhe'sDec.leaving."
15-16. — Mrs.
N. Monte
Gill.
Strand
Theatre,
Montpelier,
Vt.
Genera! patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams — Good production full of action. Enough variety to hold the interest of our patrons all the way
through, with a good football game at the end. Played
Jan.
27.
— George
Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del.
SmallLodge,
countryGreen
patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams— One of the best football pictures I have seen
since
Notrewhere
Dame."
Do notis play
this
picture"The
in a Spirit
small oftown
the public
not football minded like I did. No box office for me. — W. F.
Diestelmeier, Lena Theatre, Lena, 111. Small town
patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young Leila
Hyams — This is indeed a very good football picture.
It's something
different from
the others.
entertaining and interesting.
Running
time, 75It'sminutes.
Played Jan. 17-18.— Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre,
Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque, Gibson Gowland — Very beautiful and different. Will get added
business. The cutting was crude and quite a little
fake photography that could have been much better
with a little care. Rescue scene by the Eskimos by
far the best part of picture. — Ned Pedigo, DeLuxe
Theatre, Garber, Okla. General patronage.
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STRAWBERRY ROAN: Ken Maynard— A great
western picture better than the average, played on
a double bill with "Tomorrow at Seven." RKO picon Saturday
gave great
satisfaction.
Bert
Silver,ture,Silver
FamilyandTheatre,
Greenville,
Mich. —Town
and country patronage.
Warner
CAPTURED!: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Leslie Howard— Fair war story that did no business. A bit too
impossible. Running time, 72 minutes. Played Jan.
28-30.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
DISRAELI: George Arliss — This one came back.
Few do it, but George Arliss did it and they Uked it.
Be sure and tell them that this is the old picture
trimmed up on track, so they will not feel mistreated,
and they will enjoy the story and show as much as
ever.—
Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D.
GeneralCharles
patronage.
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck— Had
more kicks on this picture than any from this company in two years. The Germans thought they got the
worst
it and Personally
couldn't seethought
the other
of
the ofpicture.
it a good
fine features
picture,
well directed, splendid acting by the entire cast. ^ I
expected
it to that
flop it's
the a second
but itGive
didn't,us
which proves
picturenight,
of merit.
more like this one. Played Jan. 27-28.— T. S. Woolson, Liberty Theatre, Washougal, Wash. Small town
patronage.
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck— Our
patrons told us this was one of the best pictures we
have ever shown here. It must have been, the way
they came to see it. Played Jan. 10-11.— J. E. Ross.
Jr., Strand Theatre, St. George, S. C. Small town
patronage.
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck, Otto
Kruger— A mighty fine production. Great acting by
both stars and a fine story, but the ending killed it
for drawing the second night. These stories where
they get killed or die in the finish are hard to get
film rentals
of, and Greenville,
this one didn't.—
Silver
FamilyoutTheatre,
Mich. Bert
TownSilver,
and
country patronage.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: James Cagney, Joan Blondell— Another corking musical from Warners. Did not
break any records because it is the wrong time of the
year to break records in this part of the country.
The worst winter we have seen in Maine for many
years. Will be glad when Warners put out a picture
with Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell starring together.
Playing Jan. 17-18.— L. G. Tewksbury, Opera House,
Stonington, Maine. Small town patronage.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell
The waterfall numa magnificent
—Truly
ber without
question production.
is the most spectacular scene
ever filmed. Patrons will comment on this productime, 102 minutes. Played Jan. 21-23.—
tion. Running Roxy
S. J. Backer,
General
patronage. Theatres, Browns Valley, Mmn.
FOOTLIGHT
(Jell—
It surely isPARADE:
a pity thatJames
this Cagney,
was not Joan
one ofBlonthe
first musicals to hit the screen. It seems that no
matter how good a picture of this type is, the fans
To my personal
are just getting fed up on musicals.
this was the finest
opinion, which means very little,
so what can I
no,
said
office
all, but the box
of them
do
about it? Running time, 101 minutes. Played Jan.
28-29-30.— Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler,
Ran this after all the
Joan meBlondell—
Cagney,around
James towns
had milked it dry. You can
larger
make more on a good program picture. Running
time, 102 minutes. Played Jan. 6-7.— T. S. Woolson,
ronage.
Liberty Theatre, Washougal, Wash. Small town patfor Owners
Motion
Tlieatre

and

Managers

Picture
Accounting

Tells all the facts about your
business each week — receipts,
film costs, advertising, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc.
Lasts a full year and you do
not need to be a bookkeeper to
use it.
A complete, concise aid to
profits at the cost of a blank
book.
OP
<fiO nn QUIGLEY BOOKSH
AY Y.
ADWN.
1790 BRO
NEW
YORK,
iJ
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FOOTLIGHT PARADE: James Cagney, Joan Blondel — This picture pleased all and broke all records
for three days, but did not make any money. Warners took all my profit. Played it 50 per cent-50 per
cent. My share was just average business. Running
time,
Played Jan. 6-8-9. — Louis Perretta,
ronage.102 minutes.
Crescent
Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patFROM HEADQUARTERS: George Brent— My patrons liked this one very much, but quite a few stayed
away on account of the trailer. Warners had a hideous masked character in the trailer announcing some
of the thrills of the picture and it made it look as
though this character was to be in the picture, so it
made some people think it was going to be a "Frankenstein," so they
Played Jan.
24. — Small
L. G.
Tewksbury,
Operastayed
House,away.
Stonington,
Maine.
town patronage.
KENNEL MURDER CASE: William Powell— A
very good detective story with Powell carrying his
role to perfection. You can promise your fans good
entertainment, when you play it. — Len C. Bolduc,
Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General patronage.
KENNEL MURDER CASE: Wilham Powell, Mary
Astor — A niiglity good crook story. Better than the
average, Init none of these crime stories will draw
film rental; they are all flops. The cast in this one
extra good and still a loss to us. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
LADY from
KILLER:
Cagney 100
— Another
picture
Warners James
that pleased
per cent.e.xcellent
Played
Jan. ley,
11-13.
—
S.
J.
Backer,
Roxy
Theatre,
Browns ValMinn. General patronage.
SUCCESSFUL CALAMITY, A: George ArHss—
Fine. Very good high comedy. Most pleasing entertainment. It's old,picture
'tis true,
but it the
did nights
more business
than the newer
screened
before.
Clean as could be, bright and delightful. Business
satisfactory. Running time, 71 minutes. Played Jan.
17-18.— nock,
Mrs.
R. D.andCarter,
Theatre, KilmarVa. Town
countryFairfax
patronage.
World Wide
FALSE FACEIS: Lowell Sherman, Lila Lee — Played
this on a Saturday
Car 17,"
Columbia.
Did not double
satisfy, bill
no with
story "Police
of interest,
lot
of good talent wasted. The "Police Car 17" with Tim
McCoy
saved Family
the show.
A goodGreenville,
action picture.'
Bert
Silver, Silver
Theatre,
Mich. —Town
and country patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
ENTERTAINER, THE: Sunshine Comedy— This is
one of the best two- reel comedies Columbia ever made.
In fact,
thetwobestreels.
I've playedPerretta,
from Columbia.
ning
time,
Crescent RunTheatre,
Mahoningtown, —Pa.LouisGeneral
patronage.
POOR FISH, THE: Leon Erroll— This is just anotherlumbia
punk produce
comedy
Columbia.
Cosuchfrom
as this
to mar Why
their should
standing?
Running
time,
18
minutes.
—
J.
J.
Medford,
Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
SAY IT ISN'T SO: Rich Craig, Jr.— We have finally
found a good
comedy many
from Columbia.
Full of
nonsense,
andtwo-willreelproduce
laughs. Running
time. 19 minutes. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
WHACKS
MUSEUM:
Krazy liked
Kat itKartoons—
I sure
liked
this one.
My audience
also. Running
time, atre.
eightMahoningtown,
minutes. — Pa.
LouisGeneral
Perretta,
Crescent
Thepatronage.
Educational
FREEZEOUT, THE: Moran and Mack— Fine comedy for Saturday or any other day except with sophisticated audience. They laughed long and often,
so
it
mustNew
be okay.
Running
time, Monte
20 minutes.—
Foster.
Granada
Theatre,
Vista,M.Col.P.
General patronage.
KID'N
AFRICA:
Burlesks—
Baby Bur-to
lesks
go great
on anyBaby
program
whichTheis designed
appeal to kids or family trade. This one not up to
standard,
a burlesqueof on
they
liked butit. it's
Nine-tenths
the Tarzan
kids arepictures
coloredandin
this
one.
Natural
color.
Running
time,
10
minutes.—
M. P. Foster, New Granada Theatre, Monte Vista,
Col. General patronage.
TROPICAL FISH: Terry-Toons— Very good. Running time,Mt.eight
minutes.
Ornstein,
Vernon
Theatre,
Vernon,
Ky.— Edw.
Small L.town
patronage.
Fox
WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY: Movie Tintype Series
— Very N.poor.H. — Leon
Bolduc, Majestic
Theatre,
Conway,
GeneralC. patronage.
MGM
BARGAIN OF THE CENTURY: Thelma Todd,
Patsy Theatre,
Kelly — OneGrand
of their
best. — Mich.
Alyce Cornell,
Galewood
Rapids,
Neighborhood
patronage.
BEDTIME WORRIES: Our Gang— Our patrons
thought this one very funny. The adults liked it as
well as the kids. Running time, 20 minutes. — J. E.
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Koss. Jr.. Strand Theatre, St. George, S. C. Small
town patronage.
BEDTIME WORRIES: Our Gang— Very good.—
Leon C. Bolduc. Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H.
General patronage.
BRITISH GUIANA: FitzPatrick Travel TalksVery good travelogue.— Leon C. Bolduc, IMajestic
Theatre, Conway, N. H. Genera! patronage.
FORGOTTEN BABIES: Our Gang— Fair. The children are remarkably smart.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
KID FROM BORNEO: Ow Gang— Very good.
Pleased every one. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
LUNCHROOM, THE: Flip the Frog— A very good
cartoon comedy from Metro. Not as good as sorae
of the previous issues, but it will please all. At one
time Metro had the best cartoons on the market, but
in the past few seasons it has lost out completely.
Come on, Metro, let us have betterN.shorts.J. J.
C. General
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford,
patronage.
MIDSUMMER MUSH: Charles Chase— Fair.— Leon
Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. GenC. Bolduc,
eral patronage.
PLANE NUTS: Musical Revues— Very good.— Leon
C. Bolduc, Majestic Theatre. Conway. N. H. General
patronage.
SHERMAN SAID IT: Charles Chase— The best
Chase comedy this season. It has music, and that
helps. Running time, 20 minutes.— J. E. Ross, Jr.,
Strand Theatre, St. George, S. C. Small town patronage.
Sport Champions— A very
THROTTLE PUSHERS: Champions
series showing
Sport
of thefamous
race track drivers aiid their
of the more
agood
few number
cars. The scene at the end showing the Indianapolis
Speedway race is very interesting and should appeal
to every one. Running time, 10 minutes.— J. J. Medronage.ford, Orpheum Theatre. Oxford. N. C. General patThis is one of
TWICE TWO: Laurel and Hardy—
Hardy in some time.
the best shorts of Laurelof and
the others, but still they
Much the same as all
the audience. This is
produce the laughs andit please
is better than most of the
a little old, but then
new shorts. Running time. 20 minutes.— J. J. Medronage.ford, Orpheum Theatre, O.xford. N. C. General patParamount
AROUND THE CALENDAR: Grantland Rice Sporthave S.runT.
" that
of the
lights—
P. G.weEstee,
10 minutes.—
time,"Sportlights
Running
far. Best
so
Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.
Theatre,
HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE: If there is a weak
series product of Paramount; this
spot on the short
is it. These subjects hit and miss. You get a good
get exones. Nothing
three
or
two Nearly all bad
one; then
shortto subjects
of Paramount
cited about.
Rich
Rich,
H.
S.
newsreel.—
the
are good, including
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronTheatre,
age.
MEET THE CHAMP: Eugene Pallette, Walter
Catlett— I thought it was crazy, but people did seem
to laugh. Pallette is deserving of something a whole
Garlock Theatre, CusH. Gates,
lot better.—
patronage.
Small town
ter, S. D. Hobart
Walter Catlett, Eugene PalCHAMP:
THEslapstick
MEETlette—Good
with a novel twist. The champ
Played Jan 2L—
the country.
ofTheatre,
milker
aG. boss
is
Parker, S. D. Small town
Estee, S. T.
P.
patronage.
ONE AWFUL NIGHT and SAILORS, BEWARE:
Walter Catlett, Eugene Pallette— These two comedies
are just film. Just ordinary 20 minutes of time taken
pictures.—
good. JustIdaho.
bad or notMontpelier,
not Theatre,
areRich
They
up
Town
Rich,
S. H.rural
patronage.
and
SAILORS, BEWARE: Walter Catlett. Eugene Pal"Sailors.
Night" andMontpelier.
Awful Theatre,
"One Rich
lette—See report
S. H.on Rich,
Beware."—
Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
RKO
Ruth Etting— This
A WEATHER:
CALIFORNI
would be a musical if they had not tried to make a
efforts withto
Miss Etting's
interpreting
comedy
of an impresario
funny efforts
too manybyalleged
s
find the "perfect voice." The comedy interpretation
interinterrupted or singing M.
spoil it all. It's comedy
P.
minutes.—
20
time,
Running
all.
that's
rupted,
New Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col.
Foster, patronage.
General
BRIDGE EXPERIENCES:areElya
CULBERTSON'S
you
Culbertson— Very .entertaining whether
Bolduc. Majestic Theatre.
Leon C.
bridge fanN.orH.not.—
patronage.
General
Conway,
and McCulDRUGGIST'S DILEMMA, THE: Clark silly
gags.—
less
more comedy andGrand
lough— We needGalewood
Rapids, Mich.
Theatre,
Cornell,
Alyce
Neighborhood patronage.
PHANTOM ROCKET: Tom and Jerry— Very good
cartoon well done. Running time, eight minutes.—
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ITS THE EXHIBITOR'S
OWN DEPARTMENT
"I submit my first attempts at
'What the Picture Did for Me',"
writes Antonio C. Balciucci of the
Avon theatre at Canastota, N. Y.
"If my style is okay, well then, okay.
If it is not, tell me about it, so that
I can make my future offerings somewhat better."
"What
the Picture Did for Me" is
not a class in composition, rhetoric or
essay writing. The Department belongs to the exhibitors, and one reason
the exhibitors learn to know one another so well and have come to have
complete confidence in their judgment
on pictures is the very fact that the
words in type are the words they used
in expressing their opinions.
Says Balducci: "This theatre enjoys
a general patronage, one composed of
farmers on farmers' nights, middle
class people on middle class nights,
and a higher type patronage on their
nights. These various nights are designated by the type of picture I run."
IjOuis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa.
General patronage.
QUIET, PLEASE: Edgar Kennedy— Fair.— Leon C.
Bolduc, Majestic Theatre, Conway, N. H. General
patronage.
QUIET, PLEASE: Edgar Kennedy— To my mind
this was poor and I surely got tired running it.
Florence Lake is a pain in the' neck to me, too, with
all her yip, yip, yip. Despite my opinion there wer^
laughs. — llobart H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer,
S. D. Small town patronage.
RASSLIN' MATCH, THE: Amos n' Andy Carto ns— Full reel cartoon. Voices natural. Laughs are
there, but mechanically the first is jumpy if you are
critical. Running time, 11 minutes. — M. P. Foster.
New Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General
patronage.
RINK, THE: Charlie Chaplin -This reissue is fair.
.Some very fine skating scenes. Running time, two
reels.
SammietownJackson,
Ala. —Small
patronage.Jackson Theatre, Flomaton,
SNUG IN THE JUG: Clark and McCullough— A
wonderful pair of comedians, but are not given the
material. Running time, 20 minutes. — A. IL Edwards,
Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and
rural patronage.
SOGLOW'S "THE KING" CARTOONS— O. Soglow's cartoons are better in "Collier's" and other magNot so run
hot.a Guess
are the cartoon's
best bet.azines.We
cartoonanimals
every change.
Running
time,
eight
minutes.
—
M.
P.
Foster,
New Granada
Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
VAGABOND, THE: Charlie Chaplin— The kids sure
enjoy
Charlie
Chaplin.
care much
for these
comedies
— thatTheis, grown-ups
his old onesdon't
recorded
with
music. Running time, 20 minutes. — Louis Perretta,
Crescent
ronage. Tlieatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patUnited Artists
MELLERDRAMMER,
THE: cartoon
Mickey and
Mouse—
This
is just another Mickey Mouse
far from
being the best. The kids all like Mickey Mouse, but
for real entertainment both the young and the old
flock to see the Silly Symphony shorts and thanks
to Mr. Disney for one good short. Running time,
eight ford,
minutes.
— J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, OxN. C. General
THREE LITTLE PIGS: Silly Symphonies— I am
very disappointed in this one. After reading the many
reviews I expected something great, but it is not as
good as some of the other of this series. However,
it will draw a good business and, after all, that is
just what the exhibitors want. Running time, eight
minutes. — J. J. Medford. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford,
N. C. General patronage.
Universal
BIG BENEFIT, THE: Mentone No. 3— Clever medley of short vaudeville turns with kid impersonators
opening for each star. Just what they want in two
reelers nowadays. Plenty of comedy and music. Run-
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ning time. 20 minutes. — M. P. Foster. New Granada
■•Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
CHICKEN REEL: Oswald Cartoons— This is the
best cartoon
shown Jackson,
in my Jackson
theatre. TheaRunning Flomaton,
time, oneI've
reel.ever
— Small
Sammie
tre,
Ala.
town patronage.
CONFIDENCE: Oswald Cartoons— In keeping with
the times.
Something
different
in cartoons.
Cornell,
Galewood
Theatre,
Grand
Rapids,— Alyce
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
FIVE AND DIME: Oswald Cartoons— A fair cartoon that shows
amusing
scenes
in aChaplin,
10-cent Laurel
store.
Mechanical
toys that
look like
Charlie
and
Hardy,
and
Chic
Sale
good.
—
W.
F.
Diestelmeier,
Lena Theatre, Lena, 111. Small town patronage.
GOOFYTONE NEWS: A lot depends on where this
subject is spotted. We follow the Movietone (Fox^
with
they precede
think it's
they the
get Goofytone
the idea. and
Either
or rich
followbecause
your
news. Running time, 10 minutes. — M. P. Foster, New
Granada
ronage. Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patIN THE ZOO: Oswald Cartoons — A very good cartoon—thatW.the F.kidsDiestelmeier,
especially enjoyed.
Let's have
like
Lena Theatre,
Lena,more
111.
Smallit. town
patronage.
IN THE, ZOO: Oswald Cartoons — This is a very
good cartoon of the Oswald series. Hope the rest are
as good.
Running
time, Mahoningtown,
eight minutes. —Pa.
LouisGeneral
Perretta, Crescent
Theatre,
patronage.
MOUNTAIN MUSIC: Louise Fazenda— Not much
to tliis. Running time, two reels. — Sammie Jackson,
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS: John Hix— A very good
one-reel subject that should make a hit with every
one. However, some of the shots are nothing out of
the ordinary. Material for reels like this is decreasDiestelmeier, Lena Theatre, Lena, III.
Smalling.— W.townF. patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
BUDDY'S BEER GARDEN: Looney Tunes— This is
a very interesting short. Good music and lots of
laughs.
Running
time, Mt.
nine Vernon,
minutes. Ky.
— Edw.Small
L. Ornstein, Vernon
Theatre,
town
patronage.
BUDDY'S DAY OUT: Looney Tunes— Just a fair
cartoon. — T. S. Woolson. Liberty Theatre, Washougal. Wash. Small town patronage.
COSTUMES OF THE WORLD: World Adventures
— My audience does not like travelogues. I hope they
stop
Running
time,Mahoningtown,
eight minutes.Pa.—
Louis making
Perretta,them.
Crescent
Theatre,
General patronage.
DOUBLE
CROSSING OF COLUMBUS, THE:
Broadway Brevities — An old burlesque plot that has
been worked to death, but the vaudeville acts are
good
or itWashougal,
wouldn't get
T. S. town
Woolson,
Liberty
Theatre.
Wash.by. — Small
patronage.
EXPLORING THE PACIFIC: World AdventuresPretty good
travel picture.
Woolson,
Liberty
Theatre,
Washougal,
Wash. — T.
SmallS. town
patronage.
FUN: George
Givot. ofCharles
This
isGOBS
a goodOF comedy
with plenty
laughsJudels—
and some
good music. Vitaphone certainly has improved this
series of shorts over last season and practically their
entire product show 100 per cent improvement. Come
on. Vitaphone, show the industry good shorts. Running
21 N.
minutes.
— J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre.time,Oxford,
C. General
HOT otherFROM
good one inPETROGRAD:
this series. ButMelody
where Masters—
did they Anget
the little whistler. According to her size, she would
go over big on one of these big locomotives, to be
used as a whistle, of course. Running time, 10 minutes.— Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon Theatre, Mt. Vernon,
Ky. Small town patronage.
I'VE GOT TO SING A TORCH SONG: Merry
Melodies — One sweet little picture. — T. S. Woolson.
ronage.
Liberty Theatre, Washougal, Wash. Small town patI'VE GOT TO SING A TORCH SONG: Merry
Melodies — A very good cartoon with many caricatures
of movie and radio stars. The impersonation of Garbo.
West and Pitts singing is a great laugh getter. Good
entertainment and will please both young and old.
Book these when you want good shorts. Running
time, atre,
eight
J. J. Medford,
Oxford,minutes.
N. C. —General
patronage. Orpheum TheNOTHING EVER HAPPENS: Broadway Brevities
-\'ery good.
time.Iowa.
18 minutes.
— P.patronage.
G. Held,
Strand
Theatre.Running
Griswold,
General
NOTHING EVER HAPPENS: Broadway Brevities
—Cornell,
BurlesqueGalewood
on "Grand
Hotel."
VeryRapids,
good. — Alyce
Theatre,
Grand
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB: Pepper Pot— One
of the best single reelers we have shown this year.
Running time. 10 minutes. — J. E. Ross, Jr.. Strand
Theatre, St. George, S. C, Small town patronage.
PLANE CRAZY: Dorothy Lee, Arthur and Mor-
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PRODUa
BROADWAY

Week of February 10
CRITERION
Feeding the Angels
Century
Treacherous Waters
Century
MAYFAIR
Croon Crazy
RKO Radio
Polynesian Follies
Principal
In the Devil Dog House RKO Radio
PARAMOUNT
No More Bridge
Paramount
She Wronged Him Right. . . Paramount
RIALTO
Just an Echo
. Paramount
Let's You and Him Fight. . . Paramount
Flying Bodies
Paramount
RIVOLI
Cracked Iceman
MGM
Gem of the Sea
Fox
ROXY
Great Crested Grebe
New Era
Super Snooper
Educational
Little Red Hen
Principal
STRAND
Business Is a Pleasure Vitaphone
Those Were the Days Vitaphone
Buddy, the Gob
Vitaphone
ton Havel — Good two-reeler. Good singing and dancing. Dorothy Lee of "Wheeler and Woolsey" fame
is in it.Jr.,Very
good.Theatre,
RunningSt.time,
20 minutes.
J. E.
Ross,
Strand
George,
S. C. — Small
town patronage.
PLEASURE ISLAND: Broadway Brevities— A
dandy Technicolor musical that was .enjoyed as much
as the feature. These musicals sure click here. Running time, Kan.
two reels.
— Gladys
E. McArdle, Owl Theatre,
Lebanon,
Small
town patronage.
RAMBLING ROUND RADIO ROW: Pepper Pot
Series — Our patrons always appreciate these kind of
reels.
Cornell, Galewood
Mich. — Alyce
Neighborhood
patronage. Theatre, Grand Rapids,
ROCK-A-BYE, WITH DR. ROCKWELL: Pepper
Pot — These Pepper Pots are not starting out very
good. This is a weak sister. Running time, 11 minS. Woolson,
Liberty Theatre, Washougal,
Wash.utes.— T.Small
town patronage.
RUBINOFF AND ORCHESTRA: Melody Masters
—Very interesting and entertaining. Good music and
some good scenes. Running time, 10 minutes. — Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
RUFUS JONES FOR PRESIDENT: Brodaway
Brevities — The best Brevity to date in this new
group, but nothing to rave about. — T. S. Woolson,
Liberty Theatre, Washougal, Wash. Small town patronage.
SAMOAN MEMORIES: Musical World Journeys—
This is another number of the "Musical World Jourseries. Veryandinteresting
and educational,
ing theneys"customs
other interesting
scenes inshowthe
Samoan Islands. Our patrons do not seem to like
this series, but they are good just the same. — Running time, 10 minutes.— J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
20,000 CHEERS FOR THE CHAIN GANG: Broadway Brevities
Youonecan't
VitaphoneGoodfor music.
short
product,
and —this
is nobeatexception.
Running time, 19 minutes.— Edw. L. Ornstein, Vernon
Theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. Small town patronage.
USE YOUR IMAGINATION: Broadway Brevities
—beJust
They andtoldI bit.
us these
bettera fair
than one.
last year
They were
are nogoing
better.to
—Small
T. S.town
Woolson,
Liberty
Theatre,
Washougal,
Wash.
patronage.
WARNER AND FIRST NATIONAL TRAILERS:
This is the only company making their own trailers,
and they are by far the best on the market. We use
Ad-Vance and National Screen Service trailers, but
the Warner and First National are better, but at that
even these big companies do not make trailers like
they used to. A trailer is by far the best medium of
advertising. No doubt you will recall the old WarnerF'rst National trailers on "Gold Diggers of 1933."
Sally," a"Desert
Song"
others.
were
wonderful.
was They
and andtheirmanyeffect
full reel
almost
Now only a few feet of actual scenes are shown with
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a lot of titles and some one telling about what a wonderful picture it is. Let the picture itself tell the
story like it used to and you will find it pays. My
advice to any e.vhibitor is to use trailers and my advice to every distributor is to make better trailers,
and sell them at a price the exhibitor can afford to
pay and where pictures are run on a percentage no
charge should be made for the trailer. — S. H. Rich,
Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural
patronage.
Serials
Mascot
FIGHTING WITH KIT CARSON: Johnny Mack
Brown. Noah Beery, Betsy King Ross — Interest well
sustained to the end. The only trouble with serials
there is too much repetition. — Mrs. N. Monte Gill,
Strand Theatre, Montpelier, Vt. General patronage.
MUSKETEERS,
is THREE
one of the
best serials weTHE:
haveJohn
ever Wayne—
screenedThisin
our theatre and we certainly hope to have more like
it. lliere is only one objection, tliat is there is too
much repetition of the previous chapters. That should
be eliminated. This is full of action, thrills, fighting,
gun play tainment
and and fast
moving.
consider- for
thisourA-1 theatre.
enterit drew
e.xtra I business
Running time, 12 chapters, 20 minutes each. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
Universal
PHANTOM OF THE AIR: Tom Tyler, Gloria Shea
— Nothing cheap alxjut this. We are now in the ninth
chapter and I am able to say to you this has had the
most consistent draw of any serial shown in the Cozy
Theatre. — W. H. Brenner, Cozy Theatre, Winchester,
Ind. Small town patronage.
PHANTOM OF THE AIR: Tom Tyler, Gloria Shea
— Good airplane subject. A good serial is a benefit
to the small town theatre. This one pleased and
helped. Running time, 20 minutes each chapter.
Twelve
chapters.
D. Carter,
Theatre,
Kilmarnock,
Va. — Mrs.
Town R.and
country Fairfax
patronage.
Infroduce New Seats
At New York Exhibition
A new type of theatre seat was introduced
to the trade this week at a demonstration at
the Hotel Astor in New York by the International Seat Corporation, a subsidiary of Union
City Body Company. J. George Feinberg, vice
president of the company, said that contracts
have been signed for the re-seating of 12 theatres of large circuits. Mr. Feinberg will shortly
leave for a nationwide trip during which he will
establish agencies. The seat, called U 16, will
be permanently displayed at a show room in
the Paramount Building.
Cushion seats, of the automobile type, are
used in the construction of the new seats. Two
types of spring backs are employed and only
four bolts, none of which is visible. No screws
are used, all parts being dovetailed. Pressed
sheet steel is employed, and all upholstery can be
removed without taking up the chair.
Railway Express Service
To Celebrate 95th Year
Railway express service in the United States
will celebrate its 95th birthday on March 4, it
is pointed out by the Railway Express Agency.
Today more than 50,000 are employed in the
nationwide service of the Agency, which is
owned by the principal railroads of the country.
The company has offices in 23,000 cities and
towns and reports handling more than 50,000,000 shipments each year.
"Frankie and Johnnie" Is
In Work at Biograph Plant
"Frankie and Johnny" has gone into production at the Biograph Studios in New York,
marking the first feature to be produced at the
once famous plant, which had long been closed.
The cast of the film is headed by Helen Morgan, Lilyan Tashman, Chester Morris and Florence Reed. Chester Erskin is directing the film
for All Star Productions.
IMPPA Elects Officers
The four remaining officers of the Independent Motion Picture Producers Association, on
the Coast, have been elected as follows : I. E.
Chadwick and J. Boyce Smith, vice presidents ;
William Berke and Jack Nelson, directors.
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CHICAGO
Indications are that the double feature situation is due to come to the foreground in the
near future with several local exchanges letting down the bars as far as refusing to set
in dual bills are concerned. The matter
is known to be occupying the time of home
office officials as far as the local situation is
concerned.
V
Moe Levy, Fox branch manager, was given
a farewell dinner by exchanges and salesmen
last week on the occasion of his departure for
Minneapolis where he takes over the Fox
branch. More than 25 attended and Levy was
presented with a handsome golf outfit as a
token of their esteem.
V
Sam Horowitz, United Artists branch manager, became a benedict Sunday, February 18,
when he was married in Community Center,
New York City, to Sadie Feuerstein, secretary to Al Lichtman.
V
Max Mazur, who has been in charge of the
B. N. Judell branch in Indianapolis, has been
named general sales manager of the company
and will make his future headquarters at the
home office on Film Row.
V
William Kupper, Fox western district manager, spent several days at the local exchange
on a visit to midwest branches.
V
Lucy Clark of the Advance Film Company
office received word this week of the death in
Montreal of her 88 year old father. Miss Qark
relates that her father, who never had been
ill, was in the habit of walking many miles
each day outside of the city. On his last walk
he is believed to have suffered a heart attack.
He was found frozen to de^ath, his body so
frozen as to require two days to thaw it out.
V
Max Weintraub of the Fontanelle Film Exchange, Omaha, was a visitor along the Row
last week.
V
United Artists exchange is practically set to
move into new headquarters at 845 S. Wabash
avenue, expectancy being that the lease will be
negotiated this week.
V
Carl Harthill has been transferred from the
B. N. Judell office in St. Louis to manager at
Indianapolis.
V
Andy Dietz, Majestic district manager, was
in Chicago in connection with new plans, as
yet not completed, for the local branch.
V
Walter Branson, RKO district manager, left
for New York Monday to confer with home
office officials.
V
Abe Blumstein, Columbia short subject sales
manager, on Monday of this week, was staging
a valiant fight against death at the Crest hotel,
6730 Stony Island avenue. Blumstein was
stricken with bronchial pneumonia last week.
V
Adolph Zukor very accommodatingly posed,
for newspaper photographers, sittin.g atop a
radiator, when he passed throu.gh here on a
cold day last week. He was met at the station
by Barney Balaban.
HOLQUIST
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The

BLUEBOOK

By

F. H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 21 I.— (A) What are the planes called from which lens receives Incident
rays, and at which the said rays are focused Into an Image? (B) If a lens be nnoved closer to, or further away
fronn, one conjugate foci point, what is the effect upon the other conjugate foci point? (C) What law is brought
Into operation every time you move the projection lens forward or back to sharpen the screen image focus?
(D) If the lens be too close to or too far from the film, exactly why will the image be out of focus on the screen?
(E) What constitutes the two conjugate foci point of a projection lens?

Answer
to Question
No.
205
Bluehook School Question No. 205 was : "school." I trust he will continue, for his depth of focus, ana the bigger the free diameter the less the depth of focus. Thus a
(A) V/hat determines the focal length of a answers always have been most excellent.
simple lens? {B) Were you to cut off a We will listen to Friend Gwynn as he lens of large diameter focuses near and far
points at full aperture and produces large
section of three glass balls, one four, one
answers the first three sections of this question. He says :
eight, and one six inches in diameter, and
circles of confusion. When a smaller aperture is used in the same lens, the circles
polish the flat side, what would you have?
"(A) Its curvature and its refractive
(C) Will a lens focus ofiy object having
properties. The refractive index (ratio be- diminish in size in proportion to reduction
tween the series of incident and refracted
area to a pin-point? (D) Why does increase in diameter of a projection lens tend
angles) for flint glass is 2.47; for crown
Gwynn
adds the following
in Incidentally,
size of aperture.'
"
to increase its depth of focus?
footnote to his answer. Think it over careglass, L53.
fully and maybe give it a try-out, report"(B) Three plano-convex lenses of a
The following sent acceptable answers :
ing results if you do, please :
focal length of approximately four, eight,
D. Danielson ; ■ S. Evans and C. Rau ; W.
and six inches respectively. The focal length
"We recently resorted to a stop-down
Lemke; R. De Toto; H. H. Menefee; H.
ring in our film pick-up lenses to increase
may be determined by focusing a distant obEdwards ; G. Doe ; W. R. Gwynn ; P. Gaeth,
sharpness of definition of the slit image on
ject, first with one surface of the lens, and
Jr.; B. S. Enegalnde; T. Van Vaulkenburg;
the film in an attempt to secure a higher
then
with
the
other,
measuring
the
focal
disJ. Wentworth ; T. Kelley and C. Cummings ;
frequency response. We lost some light,
tance in each instance, adding them and
D. L. Sinklow ; F. Darris and F. T. Thompdividing the sum by 2. This procedure is but compensated for the decrease in volume
son; H. D. Schofield; P. Jackson and B.
Diglah ; B. L. Stephens ; L. D. Templeton ; necessary because the optical center of a at other sources."
plano-convex lens is not at its center of
H. E. Daniels; R. K. Hart; R. S. Conrad
mass, as in the case of a bi-convex lens.
and L. Biello ; T. H. and J. N. Williams;
Note German Progress in
R. H. Patterson and L. H. Danville ; D. C.
"(C) No. The only object it will focus
to such a point would be an original point.
Handling Educational Films
Coates; H. C. Lake; W. and S. F. Love;
An object having area may be reduced to
Considerable progress has been made in
T. L. Albert and R. Leroy; D. L. Mason
very minute dimensions, however.
Germany by government agencies for the
and J. T. Ballinger ; L. Hutch and D. Golddistribution of educational motion pictures,
(D) We will let Brother Lemke answer
berg; O. Thum and L D. Atkerly; D. U.
according to George H. Canty, United
Granger; E. Rymer and B. L. Tanner; R. this one, noting the trouble he took to be
States trade commissioner at Berlin. Under
Byker and D. H. Samuelsj T. L. Edwards ; certain he got the correct answer. (My
compliments on that, Lemke.)
He says:
regulations issued some months ago as the
L. F. Evans; N. Williams and R. S. Allen;
result of an agreement between the Federal
P. H. Harrison and G. H. Henderson; R.
"I wrote to the Eastman Kodak ComFilm Chamber and the Ministry of EducaO. Davis and T. L. Turk; G. Wayne and L.
pany regarding this question. They sent
tion all official or semi-official film offices
D. Stellegos ; G. S. Bowers ; D. R. Peters
me a booklet entitled 'About Lenses.' To
have been assigned to the existing or future
and D. Holler ; P. Conforti and C. F. Davis :
quote thisstructionbooklet
state, district or city film offices.
S. Carberry ; R. Suler and R. Wheeler ; L.
of a lens init part:
follows'From
that the
only conthe
Jones; M. Scully and P. L. Wheeler; D. rays from a mathematical point can come
The most essential part of this new organization issaid to be the establishment
Forman ; D. O. Dorfel and L. M. Hartmann ; together in a point again, and that the rays
of an official state distribution office. Thus
S. Peterson and D. R. Bainbridge; D. Little
from any point nearer or farther than the
present conditions, wherein private and state
and J. H. Rathburn ; D. N. Anderson and
point focused cannot meet in a point image
interests are joined, will be terminated, and
H. May; H. B. Roth and A. L. Sarno : on the film, but must produce a small disc
in future private influence will be completeM. Conroy; J. E. Smith and R. Dorfel;
of light instead of a sharp point of light.
ly eliminated.
P. R. Dual; G. Johnson and N. T. Kane;
. . . The disc is termed the circle of confusion. If the circle of confusion is small
H. C. Lake ; P. L. Lathrop ; M. C. Mellinger
and H. Pitchkey; H. C. Lake; J. M. Dillon
enough we shall not be able to distinguish
Eastman Kodak Declares
and R. Haugan ; H. Schontz and R. Richards ; it from a point, and the picture will appear
Dividends on Its Stock
to be sharp. . . .
E. F. Griffin and C. Abrams ; O. L. Daris
and M. Simms ; S. L. Jones and P. L. San" 'The distance from the nearest to the
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, has
born C.
; D. Carmody ; G. Bagby ; R. F. Hall : farthest objects that appear sharp in picture
declared a quarterly dividend of 75 cents per
J. Hawkens; F. J. Felton, L. F. Erwin and
share on the common stock and the regular
is called the "depth of focus." This depth
K. Erwin.
of focus depends on the focal length of the
quarterly dividend of $1.50 on the six per
I am glad to note the return of our old
lens and on the free diameter of the lens ; cent preferred stock. Dividends are payable
Colorado friend, W. R. Gwynn, to the
the greater the focal length the less the
April 2 to stockholders of record March 5.
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There is no gainsaying but that the winning of the initial
Quigley Award has added more than a slight polish to the
lustre of the showmanship displayed by Kenneth Grimes of
Morgantown, W. Va. His splendid achievement in so completely selling "Dinner at Eight" to his community well entitles
him to a prominent place In the showman's hall of fame.
The international theatre spotlight now beams upon this
Round Tabler whose name and campaign, publicized in this
issue, will be studied with increasing interest by the thousands
of Motion Picture Herald readers in every part of the
globe.
Thus by his efforts in doing a sound job to Increase his
grosses, Grimes also adds to his reputation as an able showman, upon which he will no doubt realize.
We trust that the success of this unassuming member will
encourage other theatremen to seek like recognition in the
succeeding months of the Quigley Award competitions.
V
MORE

ON

V

The wisdom of this circuit head is Indicated by his frank confession that, not so many years ago, he was in the habit of
being swayed in various theatre matters by personal likes and
dislikes. That he has overcome this and expresses himself as
being at all times receptive to the other side of the question
is probably one of the reasons why the theatres he directs are
so comfortably in the black.

NO

CAUSE

FOR

and

V

ALARM

Now that the code has made certain definitions restricting
the use of contests and giveaways in theatre exploitation, there
is quite a scurrying about by managers to discover other potent
advertising devices that will not be frowned upon by the code
authorities.
Many staff meetings have been called, and the manager,

weekly
progress

now doubly harassed by anxious superiors, searches zealously
for a new box office magic to replace the stunts unhappily
banished by executive order from the realm of exploitation.
Concern for the loss of these time-honored aids is natural
and to be expected, but we refuse to believe their going justifies any cause for continued alarm. Though contests have
undoubtedly been more than helpful in building up grosses on
uncertain attractions, able theatremen are wasting little time
in bemoaning their passing, and are concentrating on other
selling angles to put over their pictures.
Risking the fear of strenuous contradiction, we venture to
state that contests in many forms and in many situations have
long outlived their usefulness. And although we do not include
all competitions In this opinion, nevertheless there Is no question but that managers have too often fallen under their spell.
Inherently sound governmental regulation will never hinder
the efforts, or discourage the Initiative of showmen sincerely
interested in the future of the theatre.
V
SECOND

hieartening is the unequivocally expressed statement by M.
& P. New England head, Martin J. Mullin, that the present success enjoyed by the theatres is due entirely to the loyalty,
ability and initiative of the managers.
Here is a setup In which the theatreman is not only allowed
to give, but is almost solicited for his opinion on any contemplated change. And It Is pleasing to learn of many Instances
in
which the manager's judgment was deferred to in important
matters.

V

aid

V

MANPOWER

V

meeting

RUN

V

V

EXPLOITATION

Though every reasonable effort is made to put over first
run attractions, little seems to be done in endeavoring to
push up the gross on the second showings. Undoubtedly, these
dates on the bigger pictures in many cases would return more
were they given the assistance of a spirited campaign.
Th is Is amply substantiated by Manager M. F. Morrison, of
the RIalto, Brockton, Mass., who forwards a well executed
advertising and exploitation campaign — highly praised by the
Quigley Award judges — on the local second run of "Footlight Parade" which succeeded so well that, for the first time
in
history
house's
heldtheover
for of
an the
entire
week.three-day policy, the picture was
That the papers and merchants cooperated extensively Indicates the merchandising possibilities of the return date were
properly sold by this member. No doubt, sceptics will argue
that .the strength of this picture made such a second campaign possible, and while to a certain extent this Is so, we
maintain there Is potential box office draw In many a second
run feature that could be realized upon by managers who
allow this classification to deter them from getting behind
their shows.
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Ace Campaign
Put
On For Second Run
A campaign on a second run of "Footlight Parade" that was as comprehensive
and complete as many of those put on in the
first runs is credited to Manager M. F.
Morrison, Rialto, Brockton, Mass., who put
over a raft
resulted
in a
holdover,
the offirststuff',
time which
this has
been done
since
the
house
went
to
a
twice
a
week
change.

20° Cooler Inside, Folks!

"Eskimo," Hot Stuff from the Frozen North, Now Playing!

McGregor Steps Fast
In Town of 2,000
Seizing upon the fact that there was a
local scarcity of fire alarm cards, Manager
S. C. McGregor, Smalley's Theatre, St.
Johnsville, N. Y., boosted his showing of
"The Chief" and at the same time did a public service by printing and distributing a
number of these cards which besides the
location of the various fire alarms included
copy on the picture.
McGregor sprung the idea at a propitious
time, as there had been a number of recent
fires in town, and states that in addition to
improving business on the picture the stunt
paved the way for a profitable benefit at the
theatre put on by the Fire Department in
appreciation of this member's cooperation,
the members of the department also aiding
in the direct sale of tickets.
The boxing ticket press book suggestion
was employed profitably in advance of
"Prizefighter and the Lady" by McGregor,
who three days in advance had one of the
tickets delivered with every copy of the
daily paper, at a cost of a pass for each
newspaper carrier. A further help was an
advertising trailer on the streets, the cost
of these two stunts being $3.50 for the boxing tickets and $1 for the sign cloth for
the trailer banners.
St. Johnsville is a town of 2,000 and hard
hit by present conditions, but as result of
this campaign mid-week business showed a
rise with best of all the attendance of over
20 new patrons who had not patronized the
theatre for the past year.
Work For A Qiiigky Award!

another event in which the Indians took part,
tying in with the trademark of that automobile company, and newspaper publicity
which also helped was obtained through the
subscription of Ann Dvorak to the insurance
policy advertised by one of the papers
with a plug on page one.
Work For A Quigley Award'.
Waugh Puts Out Indexed
Bulletin for Zone Houses
Something a little different in circuit bulletins is the one headed "Right From
Dixie," created by Howard Waugh, Warner Bros.' Southern zone manager, and
edited by Bill Hendricks, skipper of the
Warner Theatre, Memphis.
This house organ is inde.xed under different headings, such as "Picture Slants,"
"Show Selling," and a separate page for
Waugh's sonnel.
personal
message
the zone gives
perMilt Gurian,
zoneto booker,
some pertinent dope on recently screened
pictures and Bill Hendricks points out the
advertising highlights on coming dates.
Other official business is also carried,
and the entire idea is not only comprehensive and interesting, but no doubt also gets
quicker managerial attention than the run
of the mill multigraphed home office stuff.

Real Indians As Bally
On "Massacre" Date
A band of real Snohomish Indians who
put on a regular stage show was one of the
unusual gags arranged by A. J. Kennedy,
for the date on "Massacre" at the Orpheum,
Seattle, Wash. During the run of the show
they lived in tepees erected in the street in
front of the house, and we ask you, what do
you think of that one for a traffic stopper?
A street parade of new Pontiac cars was

TEASER STUFF. This is the first of the teaser
ads on United Artists' New York newspaper
campaign to sell the coming "Catherine
the Great." The above is a reproduction
of the effective three-column shot.

Three newspaper contests were planted,
two on the editorial pages and one in the
classified section, all of which are reported
to have brought in many hundreds of answers. Other newspaper tieups were made
with prominent jewelry stores, who distributed passes in a number contest, advertising this heavily.
Effective street ballys were also arranged, one of a man in tramp's clothing
who carried a sign reading, "I pawned my
clothes to see, etc., etc.," and another a
bannered two-way Ford. Imprinted calling
cards were passed out on the streets by
the house staff, and heralds, the cost of
which were paid by a local insurance company, were also distributed. A dairy tieup in
which tickets were given for lucky milk
bottle
caps also returned a lot of extra free
advertising.
For two weeks in advance, cashiers passed
out memo slips to all patrons calling attention to the date ; each member of the house
staff sent 25 post cards to friends plugging
the picture, and Morrison also had manager
friends in nine towns write to names on his
local mailing list praising the attraction.
Music tieups of course were made with
orchestras, radio stations, in addition to the
special Witmark music post cards which
were mailed to a select list. In fact, everything that could be done was taken care of
and Morrison is entitled to a couple of extra
bows for determined efforts in rolling up his
gross on his second run.
Work For A Quigley Award'.
Rosenfield Cooperates
On "Drive Safely" Week
A "drive safely" campaign put over in
cooperation with the Omaha Board of Safety
not only aided in strengthening his theatre
good will, but also netted display copy on
the current attractions in all "drive" advertising for Manager J. J. Rosenfield, Orpheum, Omaha, Neb.
Entitled "Sportsmanship," a short especially produced for the occasion and paid
for by the local Safety Council was run at
the theatre, this and the rest of the program
being advertised widely at no cost to Rosenfield. The newspapers too went for the
idea.
Civic leaders and city officials publicly
commended Rosenfield for his efforts in
selling "safety week," and a subsequent tieup was also made with the Goodrich Tire
Co., in which the theatre was plugged in
newspaper ads in exchange for allowing a
display in the lobby emphasizing the safety
emblem of this company.
"J. J."
reports
box office and
increase as the
resulta ofdistinct
this cooperation,
in appreciation of his efforts was further
rewarded by a resolution of thanks from the
members of the board and the city commissioners of the Nebraska citv.
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of Warner

Is Selected

Theatre, Morgantown, West Va.,
by Judges To Receive January

Mention

Trophy for Campaign on ''Dinner at 8"; Curtis
and Finlay of Montreal; Evens of St. Louis, and

Gene Curtis, Manager
Ken Finlay, Exploiteer
Palace, Montreal, Can.

Morrison

H. W. Evens, Manager
Loew's State, St. Louis, Mo.
M. F. Morrison, Manager
Rialto, Brockton, Mass.
A

A

Wally Allen, City Manager
Keeney, Elmira, N. Y.
John Armstrong, Publicity Dir.
Carlton, London, England
Irving Blumberg, Manager
Stanton, Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles Brennan, Manager
Poli, Hartford, Conn.
Gilbert C. Brown, City Manager
Paramount, Kankakee, 111.
Mike Cullen, Manager
Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles Dutkin, Manager
Parkside, Camden, N. J.
Samuel Feinstein, Manager
Franklin Park, Dorchester, Mass.
Joseph F^eldman, Manager
Earle, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bob C. Gary, Manager
Paramount, Des Moines, la.
Walter Golden, Ad. Manager
Riverside, Jacksonville, Fla.
Louis Lamm, Manager
Capitol, Elyria, O.
F. A. Regan, Manager
Huntington Park,
Huntington Park, Cal.
Sonny Shepherd, Manager
Mayfair, Miami, Fla.
Arthur Swanke, Manager
Saenger, Hope, Ark.
Anna Bell Ward, Gen. Manager
Phoenix Amusement, Lexington, Ky.
Richard Watson, Manager
Gladmer, Lansing, Mich.
Al Zimbalist, Ad. Manager
St. Louis Amusement, St. Louis, Mo

by A-MIKE

of Brockton,

Mass., Finish Neck

and

Neck

VOGEL

By the vote of the judges, George J. Schaefer of Paramount, S. Charles
Einfeld of Warner Brothers and Arthur L. Mayer of the Rialto Theatre, New
York, Manager Kenneth Grimes of the Warner Theatre, Morgantown, West
Virginia, is declared the winner in the competition for the January Quigley
Award for his excellent campaign on "Dinner at Eight." His picture and
a reproduction of the trophy will appear in next week's issue.
Rated highly in the judging, and slated for First Mention are the following: Manager Gene Curtis and Exploiteer Ken FinJay of the Palace,
Montreal — "Little Women"; Harold W. Evens, managing director, Loew's
State, St. Louis — "Roman Scandals"; and Manager M. F. Morrison, Rialto,
Brockton, Mass. — second run campaign on "Footlight Parade." And not
violating any confidences, we might say that it was not the easiest job in
the world to select the winner whose entry is detailed elsewhere.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^■^^^
Other numerous campaigns of merit
were also received, among them so many
of excellence, showing plenty of hard work
Read
This!
and ingenuity, that it was decided to
award to some of the oustanding, Honorable Mention Certificates, and the names
and theatres of these entrants are carried
QUIGLEY MONTHLY AWARDS
will be presented during 1934, one
In the first column on this page. Heading
each month, for the theatre campaign
this list, are noted the above mentioned
selected by the judges as possessing
four for whom a special Award of First
Mention has been designated.
the highest merit of all those submitted to the Round Table on picEspecially called to the attention of the
tures played on any product between
membership is the work of Morrison, of
the first and last days of each
Brockton, whose efforts on the second run
month. . . .
of "Footlight Parade" (story on page to
left) earned him serious consideration for
the major award.
THE QUIGLEY GRAND AWARD
will be given for the campaign submitted during the entire year of 1934,
To be noted with pleasure Is the inclusion In the Honorable Awards of John
selected by the ]udges as possessing
the highest merit. . . .
Armstrong, publicity director, Carlton
Theatre, London, England, who sent over
a very smart campaign with the assurance
CAMPAIGNS may be forwarded
that the British showmen are right on their
after the last day of the month, but
toes for these Awards.
must be on pictures played during
the month. . . .
Campaigns are already being received
V for the Infor the February Award;
and
formation ofthose who ywould like to enter
THEATRE MANAGERS everywhere
the competition, the rules are published
in the world are eligible for these
in the column to the left.
awards; campaigns from distant parts
Entries from those who contributed to
will be given special consideration to
the January Award are again invited to
provide for the difference in mailing
enter the February competition.
time. . . .
Remember: If at first you don't succeed, try, try, again! And again!
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Theatre Broadcast Must Be More
Straight Picture Plug To

Sell Tickets, Says Koiincl Tabler
by J. J. McMANUS
Midland, Kansas City, Mo.
Relative to whether or not radio has been,
or can be used to sell theatre tickets to the
utmost, my findings are, as well as one can
realize on advertising, that it can be
done, and cite the
following to back
up Radio
my belief
is : today
one of the most
vital news interests
in America, practically
listens in everyone
at some
time or another in
every day. There
may be those in
show business who
/. J. McMaiiHs
disagree with me,
but my contention
is, if the material produced over radio is
made to be entertaining, whether in straight
dialogue or with music and comedy effects
the main issue is, make it entertaining. Citing a monologist, Edwin C. Hill, who has
one of the widest ranges of followers on
radio, and yet all he does is tell a story ;
the catch is, how he tells it.
Naturally, not knowing those personally
who may claim that radio cannot sell tickets,
I cannot diagnose their ills, but, personally, Ifeel that the fault lies at home. In
short, that without doubt that natural ability for nice listening in the talks is missing, or they have in a slipshod manner done
what should be done so carefully. Intonation and pronounciation, enhancing material
will sell anything over radio ; we must admit that radio has audiences who are potential buyers of theatre tickets, but if the song,
piano selection, comedy gags or speech is
not to their liking they will turn the dial
Remember no one can please everyone, but
every true showman should know that which
the majority likes, and sell it accordingly.
Straight Plug Bad
Remember, walking into my shop, I like
anyone who tells me, "My, this is a smart
soanso," and by the same token I dislike
those who may say, "Why don't you have
soanso's here?" We, being human, are all
egotists more or less, but all are, and to make
a hit, make people like you ; do what you
have to do well, at least as well as you can,
and this applies to everything you do, but
in particular to an unseen audience who may
not be able to appreciate the fact that you
have such a nice smile and that you are a
neat dresser, or that you are a real gentleman. So all that cannot be taken in by the
eye must be made up for in a new technique,
your voice personality and of course material, which comes back to your judgment.
A straight plug is nil. Flavor it with a
personality that you have met, or failing
in this, that you have read enough about
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authentic material to know whereof you
speak. Give them what they want first, then
get your angle in as best you can.
The above is my sincere thought, and
having
theory. same, I feel that I have proven the
Work for a Quigley Award!
LaFalce Gets Ace

Returns

'
mes
of Gri
gn
pai
Cam

For a town of 16,000, and at a comparatively small cost. Manager Kenneth Grimes,
Warner, Morgantown, W. Va., put over a
campaign
on excellence
"Dinner atand8" fully
that deserving
must be
rated
of rare
of the reward he receives. This member details over 30 distinct ideas he put into effect,
some of the highlights of which are herein
described.
Two lobby displays were effected, one
well in advance and the second, illustrated
below, used a week in advance, this being
a dining room table completely set with a
service for eight, with place cards for each
star's name.
Many outside tieups were made. The
Coca Cola agents supplied life sized Jean
Harlow cutouts for lobby and window display and also had truck drivers place date

OnCooperating
"Toy Matinees"
with one of his newspapers
and the local Planning Committee of the
Council of Social Agencies, headed by many
prominents, Frank LaFalce, Washington
zone Warner Theatre ad head, established
a new high in the execution of the third
annual
Theatres'
matinees,"
in which Warner
the 12 local
houses "toy
participated.
Over 20,000 new toys and many articles
of clothing were obtained for distribution
by the various charities, the newspaper coming across splendidly with a series of front
page feature stories, in addition to large
display ads, all of which of course plugged
the theatres.
Work for a Oitigley Award!

DIVER STUFF. Shots above and below illustrate the lobby display at the Mayfair,
New York, on Monogram's "Sixteen Fathoms
Deep," Leigh,
put overandby detailed
Leo Justinrecently.
and Stockton

Grimes "Dinner" Set Up
cards in all stores they serviced. Twelve
other windows in prominent spots were also
secured. In exchange for passes, newsboys
carried imprinted banners on their backs
for a week in advance and imprinted napkins
were placed in the leading restaurants, and
this was also done with grocery bags used
in prominent markets and stores.
Outstanding was a tieup with a local flying service wherein, in exchange for a
credit poster in the lobby, a plane flew a
theatre banner over the city and other communities. Inexpensive tire covers were made
up by the house artist and placed on all
taxis ; all sidewalks were penciled with the
title and a tieup with the phone company
allowed the placing of small theatre cards
on their pay phones making with copy
reading,
appointment
see, blank
etc."
Western"Make
Unionan was
promotedto for
forms on which theatre messages were typed
and distributed, laundries and bakeries
were contacted to use stuffers, and a number of sock street ballys were also employed. A thorough advertising and newsalso called atposting
papertentionandto the
date, campaign
all these contributing
to
a campaign that thoroughly blanketed the
community and produced most satisfactory
results.
It will no doubt be of much interest to
the membership to know that arrangements
are now being made to have the January
Quigley Award presented to Ken Grimes
"Get-Together"
at the
in person
on
Feb. 17,
by Washington
one of the more
prominent
Postmasas
such
personalities,
City James
Capital
ter General
J. Farley.
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Managers in These Spots Are
Working Every Angle To Get
Them In; Martin J. Mullin
Fully Credits
by A-MIKE

His Manpower

VOGEL

"Manpower is putting over our houses,"
says Martin J. Mullin, directing head of the
far-flung M. & P. Circuit of New England.
And it also may be said that manpower is
doing likewise in other Yankeeland theatres,
instances of which were apparent in Hartford and New Britain.
Dave Sugarman recently installed at the
Embassy in New Britain, open three days,
is working on a number of ideas to keep his
cashier busier. This member served on the
Bridgeport front for some time and stated
his pleasure in beine able to enlist under the
flag of I. J. Hoffman, directing head of the
Warner Brothers' New England houses.
Hartford Managers Happy
This same "L J." gets the "nod" all the
way, for in Hartford Jimmy Weist at the
Regal Theatre, and Jim McCarthy at the
Strand also express satisfaction. Jimmy, incidentally, campaigned with your chairman
years ago in the thick of the Florida boom.
Charlie Brennan at the Capitol, another
"corpsbruder," also happy in his new assignment, spoke favorably of the Poll operating
policies in which each manager is considered
an independent operator. Charlie kindly
acted as host, his new Dodge making possible quick visits to George Landers, local E.
M. Loew chief, and Lou Schaefer, skipper
at the M. & P. Allyn. George's theatre is an
upstairs house with the street floor taken up
by stores. Idea, what ? And from the attendance, folks, evidently don't mind the few
extra steps.
Lou Schaefer had just put on a capacity
all-Walt Disney benefit show, a smart local
gag that hikes the Sunday take. The tap
at the box office on the "mouse" bill was up
to a dollar (benefit prices) and while many
locals can afford the dollar, Hartford is nevertheles awhite collar town payrolled to a
great degree by insurance employees who
have it mostly on pay days.
The ace houses get a 50-cent top, but
opinion is divided on whether or not this is
too high. On the whole, though, general
grosses are reported healthy with the boys
working to keep them so. Theatres close
on Sunday until six in the evening giving
the managers an opportunity to catch up on
back sleep.
Cordial relations between theatremen is
also the rule here, every one going out of
his way to welcome the weary traveler. They
plug for each other as well as their attractions— another dividend paying form of manpower.
Boston Goes Manpower
That last word gets a lot of tossing
around, but it appears to be the real McCoy
in the vocabulary of the above quoted Mullin— "Marty" as he is more familiarly known
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In last week's issue, your Chairman
chronicled what was seen and done
in a quick call upon the members in
Bridgeport and New Haven, and in
these cohimns puts down some brief
observations on the activities of the
Round Tablers in Hartford, New
Britain and Boston. As time did not
allow meeting up with all the members in this section, those missed will
be seen the next trip.
to a legion of showmen in every part of the
United States.
Taking hold of the hundred odd Publix
houses, financially prostrate a year ago, Mullin stated that he and his partner, Sam Pinanski, put it right up to the managers by
restoring salary cuts and telling the boys to
cut loose with the result that today the M. &
P. houses are plenty in the black.
Charley "Ballyhoo" Bassin has taken advantage of this latitude to do a smart job of
selling at the ace Oriental, his right hand
man being Leo Lieberman. Incidentally,
Charlie "hosted" your chairman around
town, doing the honors at the M. & P. offices
where calls were made on Sam Pinanski,
circuit co-head, C. J. Russell, Sr., Bangor,
Maine M. & P. partner and city manager,
old friend Jack Lourie, Hy Fine, M. & P.
production
manager
of the old World
Filmand
days."brother private"
Also Division Manager Ed A. Cuddy and
District Managers Al Moreau, Bill Spragg,
Harry Wasserman, Francis McManus, and
J. J. McGinnis, Massachusetts Allied President and Cliff Mclntyre, among others. And
of course Don Chambers and Myron Shellman of Harry Browning's staff and Nan
Cohen, Harry's secretary — all subbing for
the streptococci-stricken Browning, who was
at home fighting a bad throat.
A visit to Harry's home found him busily
engaged with soothing medicines, but not
too ill to discuss the details of the coming
get-together.
Other Bostonians Stepping
The M. P.-ites, though prominent in New
England theatre spotlight, do not occupy it
exclusively; Jack Goldstein, RKO Radio ad
chief, is doing a lot of good things at the
RKO Boston and Keith's, these houses supervised byTom Meehan of Charlie Koerner's division. As are other Bostonians,
Goldstein showed enthusiasm for the coming Club get-together and is stepping fast
to arrange things for the big night. Horace

local
merchants
your '^^^asBm^^^^sm
good-willbyofusing
and the
Write for free catalog and details.
QUAUTY
SUDE
6 EAST LAKE ST.,
CHICAGO.CO.

Restrictions Caused

by

Code Regulations Result in
Extra Efforts by Managers;
Boston "Get-Together" Soon
McNabb, Mary Healy and Carlo Vannicola
make
up theto rest
Jack'sMetropolitan
staff.
A visit
Geneof Fox,
press
chief, and his assistant, Jack Saef, resulted
in a load of information on local advertising
conditions with showmen way up on their
toes now that the code has tightened up
things.
Joe DithePesa,
publicist
Loew's inState,
showed
results
of his ofstepping
the
form of a 300-pound birthday cake promoted to celebrate the 30th "Loew Anniversary." Fine art lobby work is turned out
here by Louis Chiaramonte, who also conducts art classes.
A series of flying visits to other Boston
managers disclosed a steady barrage of exploitation that in most cases was holding up
Lou Newman, at the Allston, a Round
grosses.
Tabler for many years, showed nice results
on his drive
for the virtual
youngsters
on "Alice,"
matinees
bringing
capacity,
with
adults included. At Morris Sharoff's Coolidge, the new Brookline theatre, Manager
Clarence Robbins was not about, and his assistant. Herb Finn, acted as guide.
Booster Club Clicking
Louis tional,W.
of E.hadM. such
Loew's
NaistheRichmond,
lad who has
success
with his Booster's Club, a kid club that clicks
big, about which more will be said in these
pages. This visit was a reminder to stop
in at the E. M. Lowe home offices, where
the time of the day was passed with executives Max Finn and Phil Berlar, after which
a stop was made at the Uptown, where Chester Ellis holds forth under George Giles,
and proclaims his contentment with his job
and his boss.
The fact that most of the managers encountered on this trip expressed themselves
as, and appeared to be, perfectly happy in
their assignments is possibly the most significant observation to be noted. Whether
they happen to be fortunate in their superiors, or whether acting human is a trait
of this part of the country, remains unsaid,
but the answer seems to be a bit of both.
Work For A Quigley Award!
Chidley Breaks Record

Women"'
on "Little
at Athecomplete
Rialto, campaign
Casper, Wyo.,
reported
byManager C. H. Chidley to have broken the
house record, contains sufficient selling angles to justify the capacity business.
The many suggested school tieups were
reflected, including the posting in school
rooms of the special one sheets and distribution of family night programs in all class
rooms. Radio program was put on for five
days in advance and during the run, and
announcements were made over the amplifying
ball system
game. at the State championship foot-
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Prytz Ties in Radio

Pickle and House

on "Tarzan"
Sponsors
Trading on the popularity of the local
"Tarzan" broadcast, sponsored by a leading
coffee firm, Manager Roy Prytz, Granada,
Duluth, Minn., tied in with these sponsors
who contributed generously to a citywide
campaign,
advertising "Tarzan the Fearless"
at
the theatre.
Besides large newspaper ads, the coffee
people placed three sheet cutouts with many
of their leading retailers in all sections of
the city, bannered all their trucks, announced the play date each night during the
broadcast, and sponsored a special show for
orphans, in addition to giving many passes
as attendance prizes to various local organizations.
Prytz promoted a lot of free newspaper
publicity and in exchange for a free show-

ing for tlie boys who distributed Liberty
and who paraded to the theatre for the
showing, the news distributors stuffed all
copies of the magazine with theatre heralds,
also bannering all delivery trucks.
Local high schools were thoroughly covered, an especially noteworthy idea being
an announcement of the picture to the students of one of the high schools through the
school public address system. Roy states
that business was a stand-out and sends
along a three column ad, in which is shown
a crowd at the theatre unable to gain admission.
Prytz also did quite well on a recent engagement of "Dangerous Crossroads" in
which he centered his campaign on a lobby
flash that included lanterns, flags and red
flares, which he secured from local railroad
officials. Also, prominent in the display was
a "stop and go" sign, with red and green
lights working from a flasher socket, illustrated in the accompanying photo in which
the good looking gent is none other than
Rov himself.
This Round Tabler has been stationed at
the Granada for the past four years and has
been an active contributor.

HERALD

Staff

Build Theatre Stage
There are few things around the theatre
that well seasoned showmen are not prepared to tackle, especially in the smaller
situations, and this is further substantiated
by Manager Leon Pickle, who sends in the
details of a stage constructed at the Kentucky, Henderson, Ky., designed and constructed by Leon and his house staff.
The house lacking facilities for vaudeville, contests, etc., the stage, 8 feet by 18,
was constructed over the orchestra pit. The
material used was "B" grade lumber and a
footlight trough was built in to give it a
legitimate appearance and also to add to the
house lighting system. On completion, the
entire stage was given a stain made from
a half gallon of gasoline and a quarter
pound of oil lamp black.
Leon reports that over half of the lumber
was promoted, and with the help of his
staff, did the job in two nights after the
show, further stating that this idea has been
helpful in building up his recent grosses.
This member is another one of the penitents who regrets his laggardness in reportting campaigns to Club headquarters. And.
incidentally, showmen in like situations, who
are interested in adding stages to their
equipment, are requested by Pickle to communicate with him for estimates on the size,
quantity of lumber used and other details.
Work for a Quiglcy Aivard!
Rosy's Two

Pryfz mill His "Crossroads" Signals

PICTURE
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Garry Ballys Invisible
Fish
To comic
Sell a"Invisible"
Going
bit evidently to take the
curse of the chills in the picture, Garry
Lassman planted a fish bowl filled with
colored water in the lobby of the Avon,
Utica,
N. Invisible
Y., with Fish
this gag
— "These
Brazilian
were copy
made
invisible by the same magic potion used by the
"Invisible Man."
Three snappy street stunts were also
part of the campaign. One was a sedan, all
windows covered with black cambric with
copy to the effect that the car was being
driven by the "man." Driver of course
could see out, but folks outside could not
see in. Another car gag was a full-dressed,
head-bandaged, goggle-wearing driver in an
open "job," car carrying tieup copy banners,
and yet a third stunt was a man completely
covered with black cambric, who made all
the important stores and other prominent
spots in town.
Lassman tricked up his lobby with a lot

Radio Contests

On "Fugitive Lovers"
To follow up Morris Rosenthal's recent
interesting article in which he details some
of his methods in selling tickets over the
radio, the following air campaign on
"Fugutive Lovers" should prove interesting.
Two different radio contests were put on.
the first offering free round trip bus rides
to New York and theatre tickets for the
best stories from listeners-in on their most
thrilling experiences while riding in busses.
The second contest was more pretentious
and was put on during Rosy's own broadcast, in which as "The Film Chatterer,"
Morris offered similar prizes or round trips
to Washington, giving the picture a buildup by arranging for radio transcriptions of
the story in instalments three days in advance of the date.
Various bus lines cooperated, one tying
in with window cards at all bus stations
commercial
its schedule.
caster
were program
totheloseexcellent
theon onlyhigh-cl'asslocal
I believe
results Morris ^^^fl^fr^
Ted Wmdu
Rosenthal
has
beeii
getting
with
his WICCfor "Film
Chatterer"
offering testifies to the public demand
Hollywood
news.
Rosie gets as much fan mail as any single performer on the
station. By the way, the "Film Chatterer" is cooperating with
the HERALD'S "Ten Best Pictures" con^^^gjjCTJ test, about which you've probably read on
Rosenthal's "Film Chatterer" Plug
and another putting out 5,000 blotters in
which the copy was hooked into the picture.
The idea was further extended to New
Haven, where Ben Cohen, at the College,
playing day and date, also participated.
Rosenthal's broadcast, which he puts over
in person on Friday nights, is attaining
great popularity, and the accompanying reproduction ofa notice in the radio column
of one of his dailies further attests to this
member's newspaper standing.

Garry's "Invisible" Chauffeur
of illusion stuff, using blinker lights, green
paint, weird transparencies, and followed
this up with a prologue in character that
ran as follows : Entire house was blacked
out, man dashed from wings with green
spot on him from booth. Man screamed as
dummy with luminous painted face whizzed
by, then shot at the dummy as it disappeared
diately.
in the wings, with trailer following immeWork for a Quigley Aivard!
Star Identification Gag
Goes Over for Dowling
A stunt that he recommends for use on
any attraction and which did big for "Lady
Killer" at the Palace, Pittsfield, Mass.. is
forwarded by Manager Ed Dowling. A
prominent window was promoted, and in it
was placed a large frame containing photos
of the many stars and feature players from
the
various
producing
product
Dowling
plays. companies w'hose
Tickets were given to the first ten patrons
naming the entire list correctly, with this
information conveyed in a special panel in
the center of the display. Unfortunately,
the snapshot that Ed sends us to illustrate,
is not quite clear enough for reproduction,
but it makes a nice flash and does not sound
too involved for a repeat in other spots.
Incidentally, Dowling states that after
reading our editorial about managers using
the ideas in the Club pages and not .contributing their campaigns, makes him feel
ashamed of himself and he promises to do
his part in the future. Very good, Eddie !
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Reth Plants Feature With,

Reeths Creates

"Hi, Nellie" Preview
An exceptional newspaper break was secured by J. Real Neth in advance of his
"Hi. Nellie, " showing at Neth's Grand,
Columbus, Ohio, by promoting eleven of
the city's more prominent editors and reporters on one of the leading papers to view
the picture and to write their frank criticisms of it.
As the story has a distinct newspaper
background, the stunt was very timely, especially since the daily printed the criticisms
and approvals of each of the newspaperites,
the drama editor running the break at the
top of the page with a four-column head.
Work for a Qiiigley Azvard!

Lobby
"Air" lobby
Flash flash that brought
An inexpensive
gratifj'ing comment and notice was created
by Manager Fred Reeths, Jr., Sheboygan,
Sheboygan, Wis., on his "Flying Down to
Rio" advance. The accompanying photo
illustrates the finished effect.
The suspended airplane was cut out from
the regular streamer, backed with strips of
lumber, the cutout figures treated in a like
manner. The title letters were illuminated
with small white Christmas tree lights
hooked up to a flasher plug. These lights
were inserted by cutting through the
streamer with a razor blade, making holes

Dane

Creates

Clever

77

Effective
Club

Calendar
FOR
2nd
1st

3rd

4th
5th
7th
9th
8th
13th
lOth
15th
16th
17+h

Coulter Battling Against
Virginia Sunday Law
Of significance to every theatreman in
Virginia is the fight now being waged in the
courts by W'alter J. Coulter of the Byrd
Theatre, Richmond, recently arrested with
six of the house staff' for giving a Sunday
show for the benefit of a Crippled Children's
Hospital.
Manager Stewart B. Tucker sends along
tear sheets from the local papers, in which
prominent front page stories were carried
in addition to editorials which indicated
that public sentiment was decidedly in favor
of Sunday opening.
Coincidentally, or otherwise, the story
broke the day before the convening of the
State legislature, and shows that Coulter
and his staff selected a psychological time in
which to strike for a new deal on Sunday.
Work for a Ouiglcy Aicard !

just large enough for the bulbs to go
through. To ensure long burning, Reeths
added a small socket to each set of lights.
For the propeller effect, a small electric
fan was used which gave the display a very
realistic touch, and also called attention to
the stills on the board below.
On "Dinner at 8," this member put out a
paper window streamer tying in the picture
to copy reading, "Good coffee is necessary
when serving 'Dinner at 8,' etc., etc.," the
streamer, of course, including theatre credits
and cast names. These were placed on the
outside of grocery windows, Reeths stating
this is especially recommended during cold
weather, when windows are frozen.
Work for a Quigley Award!

CARAVAN ARRIVES. The stars making the
trek across country to exploit "Moulin
Rouge"
the
New Yorkinaugurate
Rivoli, dandthethecaravan
above atshows
the arrival at the theatre, and also a
flash of the front that drew attention.

Beck's Theatre Magazine
Makes Effective Publicity
A very smart theatre magazine is being
published monthly by N. Edward Beck,
managing director Hollywood, Ft. Worth,
Texas, which deserves ranking with most
of the ambitious efforts of this kind put out
in largest spots.
The publication is of regular magazine
size, of 20 pages, including front and back
covers in color, given over to the advertising of coming features. The first page of
copy is devoted to general theatre chatter
written by Beck and the other pages include
picture articles, star interviews, and plenty
of attractive halftones.
Not only does it sell the shows in an attractive manner, but the cost is materially
reduced by the inclusion of a number of
pages of paid advertising, all in all a very
worthy undertaking to be admired.

Rei'fhs' Inexpensive Display

Texas Moran's
Flag DayBirthday
Lois
Alexander
Graham Bell Born —
1847

Idea

On Christnnas Tree Display
Christmas trees, of course, have been
used most everywhere to furnish theatre
holiday atmosphere, but Robert A. Dane, of
further
in using
aShea's
tree asBuffalo,
a basiswent
of ana step
unusual
contest
that
drew many replies.
The tree, 40 feet high, said to be the largest in Buffalo, was set in the lobby of the
theatre and decorated with the usual trinkets. A 30-day pass was given to the one
guessing nearest to the number of decorations used and the time taken to do the job.
Work for a Qnigley Award!

MARCH

18th
19th
21st
22nd
23rd
27fh
25th
29th

30th
31st

First U.S. Stamps— 1847
1820 Admitted to Union —
Maine
Florida Admitted to Union —
1845
Edmund Lowe's Birthday
Jean Harlow's Birthday
Charter Granted Pennsylvania
Texas Annexed by U. S.
Boston Massacre — 1770
Luther Burbank's Birthday
Thomas Jefferson's Birthday
Monitor and Merrimac — 1862
Telephone First Used in 1876
Standard Jackson
Time Estab'ed
1884
Andrew
(7th — President) Born — 1767
George Brent's Birthday
Conrad Nagel's Birthday
West Point Academy Established—1802
James Madison (4th President) Born- Birthday
1751
St. Patrick's
1776
British
Evacuated
Boston —
Grover Cleveland (22nd PresiBorn— 1837 Bryan Born —
William dent)Jennings
I860
First Day of Spring
Maryland Day
Chico Marx's Birthday
Joan Crawford's Birthday
Anniversary of Patrick Henry's
El Brendel's Birthday
Speech
Gloria Swanson's Birthday
Warner Baxter's Birthday
John Tyler (lOth President)
Born— 1790
Alaska Purchased
— 1867
Seward
Day (Alaska)
Settled— 1634
—Maryland
1854
Metropolitan
Museum of Art
Opened in New York — 1880
Japan Opened by Com. Perry
Eddie Quillan's Birthday

QUESTION MARKS. Gus Lampe went for
the question mark idea in his lobby front
on "Invisible Man" for the date at the
Eckel,Round
Syracuse,
Y. It's
easy to visible
see thatin
this
TabierN. went
decidedly
his flash to sell this attraction.
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Many Ace Ideas in Winchell's
"Ronnan Scandals" Manual
To build up advance enthusiasm on
"Roman Scandals" among the houses in
the circuit, Charlie Winchell, ad head, Minnesota Amusement Co., put out some veryclever photostat ideas.
Charlie dug up front pages of past issues
of the Chicago Tribune proclaiming events
of importance, such as Lindbergh landing
in Paris, and even going back further to
Dewey at Manila, and Peary at the North
Pole. These pages were tied up in the copy

GRUT
WAR
ENDS
WubiottoD, D. C Nov. 1 1, S A. M. (Br AMOcUIrd Prcu.)— Annlttic* lernu h>T« bau litnwd Ganaanr. th*
>t«te <lcp4rtnicnl uuouiiced at 2^45 o'clock thu monung.
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Amateur Travels 600 Miles
For Severson Celebration
A New Year's Eve celebration in which
one of the volunteer entertainers traveled
600 miles to participate was one of the
highlights
Mrs.this
Grace
campaign to putof over
partySeverson's
at the Liberty,
Wolf Point, Mont., of which this enterprising showwoman is both secretary and manFeatured in the entertainment, which took
ager.
the form of a midnight show, was a contest
on the stage for amateur talent, with 16
prizes given to those who were judged by
the audience to be the best old time fiddler,
best old time jigger and a series of other
"bests" running from novelty dancing numbers to comedy sketches and so forth.
The long distance traveled by one of the
entertainers mentioned above was occasioned
by a special cash prize to the amateur arriving from the farthest point, and this incidentally indicates how widespread is the
popularity of the Liberty in that section of
the country.
To advertise this event, Mrs. Severson had
special colored heralds made up on her
mimeograph machine with clever art work
setting off the copy.

February

17,

I 934

Smart Lobby Idea For
Unused Box Offices
What to do with unused lobby box offices
is a problem that has received a lot of consideration by showmen and from time to
time the Club pages have carried stories on
the various things done to brighten up a
usually unattractive spot.
Erie Wright, Poll, New Haven, Conn.,
handles this angle for very good returns by
building actual scenes from his coming productions in the interior of his lobby box
office, creating sufficient flash to gather admiring crowds.
The accompanying photo is an actual

Work for a Quigley Aivard!
RKO

WincheW^s Photos tat Idea
in the same manner as the one here illustrated, and being quite unusual deserve the
many favorable comments reported by managers in all situations.
Winchell also got out a sales manual on
this attraction for the information of all
managers playing the date which covers
about everything needed to put the picture
over in most any spot. Many novel angles
are detailed, and the following, to select one
of the many, is good enough to bear repeating : Managers were requested to obtain
a full length photo of their town's leading
citizen to be sent to Charlie, who superimposed it on a photo of Cantor and Ruth
Etting in costume, so that the manager
could have a cut made of it to run in the
local papers. Numerous other selling ideas
are included, such as a community "Roman
Holiday" to be put over as are special sales
days in v/hich all stores participate.
•■■ Work for a Quigley Azvard!
London Daily Contest
For British Cartoonist
Circulation builders have long been a feature of London newspapers, one of the most
recent in the Sunday Dispatch tieing directly into motion pictures with a competition in which the paper offers a contract
to any reader creating a cartoon character
to run in the paper regularly, and from
which film cartoons can be made.
As the story states, the reason for the
offer is that the Walt Disney cartoons have
proven so popular with the British, determined efforts are to be made to discover
an English artist who can create cartoon
characters of the same appeal.

Theatre Ad

Men

Win

"Little Women" Awards
Robert F. Sisk, ad head RKO Theatres
and RKO Distributing Corp., has just announced the prize winners in the recent
"Little Women" $200 prize contest, open
to RKO theatre advertising men.
First prize was won by John Joseph,
State Lake, Chicago ; second prize, Manager Jake Golden, Palace, Rochester, N.
Y.
;
third.
HardieManager
Meakin, Keith's,
WashingtonManager
; fourth,
Mickey
Gross, Orpheum, Sioux City, la., and fifth
prize to Emil Umann, Golden Gate, San
Francisco.
Honorable mentions were given to Jack
Goldstein, RKO ad chief, Boston; Elliot
A. Vinson, Palace, New York, and Ardon
Strang, Palace, Columbus, Ohio.
Work for a Quigley Azvard!
Boucher's Co-op

Page

Wright's Lobby Box Office Idea
scene from "Moulin Rouge" in black and
white, with black drapes, cut out figures and
modernistic silver trees. The white steps
and other scenery are composed of compo
board and covered with white sand to give
a stone effect, the entire display about 15
inches deep. Two octagon shaped boxes are
used as "eyes," which hook into place so
that when one is being used, the other is
being revamped for the next display.
Erie reports that these attract real attention and result in many favorable comments in
; fact, so favorable, that this member is endeavoring to top his previous efforts with a flash of a throne room scene
from
the displays
coming "Queen
Christina."
These
are designed
and built by
Gene Wright, house artist, and are offered
to the membership as another solution for
effective treatment of lobby "eyesores."
Work for a Quigley Award!

Sells "Dinner At 8"
8"
on "Dinner
co-opbypage
A neat
was
created
Round
Tabler at
Frank
Boucher, Warner city manager, Hagerstown, Md., for the date at the Maryland
Theatre. A two-inch streamer across the
flash down the
a two-column
page, plus
center
was entirely
devoted to picture copy ;
the remainder of the page was divided into
12 equally sized boxed ads, one and threequarters wide and nine inches deep, the
title tied in at the top to the copy in the
various advertisements, with a cut at the
top of each showing the face of a clock set
at the hour of eight.
Payette a Father Again

WashTheatres'
Warner
Payette,
J. zone
John ington
this
a father,
is again
manager,
time of a nine-pound boy, born to Mrs.
Payette at the Garfield Hospital, Washington, D. C, last week. Besides the newcomer
there are Dolores, age 5, and John, Jr., 3.

When Fred Perry, General Manager of
the Capitol Theatre In Bingham+on, N. Y.,
played "Moonlight and Pretzels" he wasted
no time tying up one of the pretzel manufacturers and had the girls on the float distribute the biscuits to passers-by in the
business section during the day and in the
lobby in the evening.
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DAVID SIMON
is managing the Stadium, New York City;
he was formerly at the Palace on Second
Avenue here.
V
GEORGE DARANSOLL
well known Club member, is holding down
the job of manager of the Cameraphone
Theatre in Pittsburgh, Pa.
V
R. W. SON N EN
has succeded ALLEN BROBERG as manager of the Princess in Janesville, Minn.
V
ALVIN A. HABLES
has leased the Reel Joy Theatre in King
City, Cal. Incidentally, he was a member
of the record breaking relay team of Stanholds the World's recordford
for University,
the miiethat
relay.
V
JOHN L. CROVO
_ ,
has been transferred from Jacksonville,
Fla., to manage the Paramount in Miami;
replacing VERNON HUNTER, who goes
to Tampa.
V
LES BOWSER
was appointed manager of the Harris
Amusement Theatre in Warren, Ohio, replacing KEN HOEL, who may be found in
St. Mary's, Pa.
V
DEL PADGETT
is managing the Capitol and Ritz, in Clearwater, Fla., succeeding JACK FITZWATER, who has gone to Palm Beach.
V
HARRY BROWN, JR.
is the new director of publicity for the
Modern, Scollay and Beacon Theatres in
Boston, Mass.
V
MORRIS PERLSTEIN
is the owner and manager of the new Modern Theatre in Brockton, Mass.
V
GEORGE M. SCHWARTZ
has reopened the Everett Theatre, in Middletown, Del.
V
RALPH KEMPNER
former manager of the Capitol, Wheeling,
West Va., is the new manager of the State
in East Liverpool, Ohio.
V
KEITH CHAMBERS
has been promoted from assistant to resident manager of the Palace, in Canton,
Ohio.
V
J. H.WISE
is reopening the Arcade Theatre in Pat
terson. La. House has been dark for a
year.
V
GEORGE COMBS
will manage the reopened Opera House in
Jeffersonville, Ohio.

POSTER

ART

WORK

FOR

THE

THEATRE!

Jack Hodges of the Tampa in Tampa, Florida, sends us this striking example of Andy Belter's
art work
measured
x 15'; the
painted
blue,
the
steps onand"Dancing
top were Lady."
black, The
the display
circle white
and the32' center
red base
velourwaspaper.
The atwolight
columns
ivere red cloth held up by a wire running to the ceiling. A spot was placed in the base of each
circle and lit the columns evenly. Another spot was placed behind the central figure, and a
color-wheel covered the back circle. Jack says it received plenty of comment and we are
sure there's no room for argument there.
WILLIAM BLANE
CHARLES STEINMAN
formerly at the Chelsea Theatre, N. Y., has turned over his two houses, the Nanabe house, is managing the Circle.
tional and Terminal in Brooklyn to the
V
Randforce
Steinman's
third house,
the
AtlanticCircuit,
has been
closed down.
J. C. BURTON
V
is reopening the Lyric, Carazoza, N. M.
House has been closed for several months.
HARRY ASHTON
former manager of the Mayan in Denver,
Colo., was promoted to district manager,
succeeding CHARLES U. YAEGER.
V
GERALD WHITNEY
CLUB
PIN
for several years manager of the Curran
and Rialto, Boulder, Colo., has been made
manager of the Mayan in Denver.
V
Managers' Round Table Club, Motion Picture
Herald, 1790 Broadway, New York. • Send
RAY DAVIS
postpaid the number of pins noted below, for
skipper of the Rialto, Sterling, Colo., has
which payment is enclosed at $1.00 each
been promoted to city manager of two
(Actual pin is yg of an inch in diameter.)
Fox houses In Boulder and FRED GLASS
Sterling.
was
appointed manager of the Rialto in
MEMBER
THEATRE
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

V
HERBERT JENNINGS
has replaced RAY CONNER as manager
of the Fordham Theatre, New York City.
V
JOSEPH C. GREENFIELD
transferred from the Franklin Theatre, replaced JOHN H. PAHERSON as manager
of the Greenpolnt Theatre, N. Y. C.
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A

HARRY KARP
is another young member to join us. At
present Harry is managing the Rex Theatre in Oshkosh, Wis. He started in showbusiness at the tender age of sixteen, later
became assistant manager at the Wisconsin Theatre in Milwaukee, then went to the
Tower, in the same city, and finally arrived
at his present berth. He says he picked
this business of ours as a life's vocation and
with all the aggressiveness he has displayed
so far, we know Harry's bound to arrive at
the top of the heap.
V
RODNEY L CRON
manages the Bijou, in Piqua, Ohio, where
he has been for a year and admits to having taken advantage of quite a few of our
advertising tips and has never missed a
word of the Herald since he received his
first copy. Rod certainly has done things;
he has worked as usher, janitor, ticket
taker, rewinder, etc. He now manages a
400-seat house that had been closed for
three years, after having redecorated it,
made modern improvements, etc. He is
raring to go and we're rooting for him.
V
BOYD F. SCOTT
is out in Crane, Texas, where he manages
the Palace Theatre. Boyd must be a member of the young-timers' club, because he
is only twenty-three years old, which Is pretty young, you'll all admit, to be in charge
of a house. Suppose you keep us posted
on what you are doing to put things over
down your way; you know Crane hasn't
been represented much in our pages.
V
HARRY SANDERS
comes from across the water; London, England, infact, where he keeps the cash register humming at the Lido Cinema. We've
had quite a few new members recently
from England, Harry, and they all promise
to be active ones, so you'd better get busy
and not have your brothers show you up
by their numerous contributions. Suppose
you make a New Year's resolution to let
us know how things are going with you?
V
DAVID DALLAS
manages the Paramount Theatre, In Borger,
Texas, and It certainly looks like this page
was old home week for Texas. Dave has apparently been places and seen and done
things; he has authorized three plays, run
three theatres In West Texas and owned
two stock companies, and Is only twentysix. He sure seems to have crammed plenty
into his life so far. He's played vaude and
tab shows through Texas, Oklahoma and
Kansas, and has been West as Director of
International Beauty Pageant in Galveston,
Tex. Now he's settled down to running the
Paramount and we're sure he'll make a
mighty fine job of it.
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DONOVAN L RINKER
is the exploitation manager of the Liberty
Theatre, In Sladwater, Texas, which just
about ties his house up 100%, since the
manager. Jack Berry, is also a Round
Tabler. Incidentally, Don, do you know
A. C. Bray at the Ritz? He too, is a brother
member. If you don't you ought to go
over and say "howdy" to him for us and
yourself.
V
GEORGE BRONSON
Is managing the Court Theatre in WheelW. Va. good
Unlesscigars
we're come
mistaken,
whereing, some
from, that's
plus
a few other well known things. Well,
George, we are quite familiar with your
house because we've had other members
there, mighty good friends of the Club,
and we're hoping you'll be another to continue where they left off.
V
J. E. RESS, JR.
Is in St. George, S. C, managing the
Strand Theatre and he says it keeps him on
the jump taking care of a house In a small
town and putting on three or four pages
a week. "J. E." finds the Club so Indispensable to him that he says if there are
any dues to let him know Immediately and
a check will be forthcoming. That's the
spirit, boy, but the toll you have to pay
Is to let us know of the successful stunts
you put over so that the rest of the boys
can take advantage of them as you do
theirs. Is It a go?

APPLICATION

FOR

MEMBERSHIP
MANAGERS'
ROUND
TABLE CLUB
Please enroll me in the Club and send
me my framed certificate.
NAME
POSITION
THEATRE
ADDRESS
CITY

February

STATE

DATE OF BIRTH
(Mail to1790
Managers'
Table Qub,
Broadway,Round
New York)

17,

19 3^4

NOW

E. R. MILLICAN
owns and manages the Ritz Theatre In
Goman and, honest boys, we think something Isbeing put over on us. How come
all of you Texans got so Club minded In
one week and joined us? Well, you can't
get us sore as long as you don't stop with
having signed, but keep us posted. Are
V
you with us, "E. R."?
LOUIS ROSEN
is the assistant manager at the Capitol
Theatre In Brooklyn, N. Y., and his 'doss,
Maurey L. Ashman, recommends him
highly. He says he's enterprising, hard
working and of good managerial material.
Well, Louie, that's a swell sendoff, particularlywish
coming from
Maurey,
and here's
every good
for your
success.
V
MAX REIZES
is the owner of the Burg Kino, In Vienna,
Austria, and we welcome him into the
Club. Do you know Karl Walzer from your
city, who Is also a member of the Club?
We expect shortly to run a page or two
of the activities of our foreign membership and I'm sure you'll find It Interesting,
and after you've read It we hope It will
prove an Incentive to you to send along
an account of your doings.
V
R. J. BAKER
is the manager of the Victoria Theatre, In
Osslning, N. Y., and we know the house
very well. Does the traffic regulations still
make you swing around and up the hill In
front of toyour
house, "R.
J." or And
are boy,
you
allowed
go straight
through?
that's a swell hill to get stuck on; ask us,
we know. Do you have to wait for a gettogether, to make the Big City, or do you
come down occasionally? Be sure, at any
rate, to drop In and say hello next time
you're around 1790.
V
KENNETH A. GRIMES
Is the gent who manages the Warner
Theatre In Morgantown, West Virginia.
We are pretty sure that Ken Is turning out
a brand of showmanship down there that
would Interest the rest of you boys. If we
could be sure that he keeps the mails humming with a list of his stunts so that they
could be prepared for publication. Come
on, boy; do your stuff.
V
DICK RAESLY
Is the assistant manager of Stanley-Warner's Ogontz Theatre In Philadelphia, Pa.,
where he aids Ray Meyer, a member of
long standing. Well, with the training that
you are doubtless getting under Ray's tutelage, It probably won't be long before
you'll be handling a house of your own.
Here's hoping, Dick.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
'27,''34
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to

4

3

which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dales are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Running Time
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
ALLIED PICTURES
Havana
Widows
Joan
Blondell-Glenda
FarrellLyie Talbot
Nov. 18
Running Time
Features
I Loved a Woman
Edward G. Robinson-Kay
cis-GenevieveFranTobin Sept I0,'34 . . .90
Title
Star
Rel- Date Minutes
69.... Reviewed
Aug. 12
23'34. . .65
One Year Later
Mary Brian-Russell Hopton ..Aug. 25.,
Kay
FrancisRicardo
Cortez
Feb. 20,
.69. Jan.Sept. 16
68.... Oct 14 Mandalay
Picture Brides
Dorothy Mackaill-Regis Toomey . . Nov. I..
Massacre
R. Barthelmess-Ann Dvorak. .. ..Jan.
23
Son of a Sailor
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack . . Dec. 7
.73 Sept.
Dec. 309
CHESTERFIELD
25
.68
Wild Boys
of theThe
Road Frankie
Darro- Dorothiy Coonan. Oct.
World
Changes,
Paul Muni
Nov.
Features
.93
Nov.
4
Running Time
Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Hit
Me
Again
Joan
BlondellWarren
William
Cross Streets
JohnWindsor
Mack • Anita
BrownLouise- -Claire
Journal
a Crime
Ruth
Mar. 28,
I0.'34
Ken- Jan. 22. '34 67.
Modern ofHero.
A
RichardChatterton
Barthelmess
Apr.
'34
neth Thomson
Registered(Tent.)
Nurse
Bebe E.Daniels-Lyle
Talbot Apr. 21, '34
70.
Sawdust
Joe
Brown
Dance, Girl. Dance
Alan Dinehart-Evalyn Knapp. . . Sept. I
Wonder
Bar
Al
Jolson-Dick
Powell-Ricardo
In the Money
'Skeets"
Gallagher
- Lois Wil- Nov.
son - Warren
Hymer
Cortez- Dolores Del Rio- Kay
Francis
.62. Jan. I3.'34
Man of Sentiment, A
Marian
Marsh - Owen Moore - Sept.
.74
22
Wm. Bakewell
.73
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb. in, '34.)
Murder
on
the
Campus
Charles
Starretf-Shirley
Grey..
.
Dec.
72
Nov.
II
Notorious But Nice
Marian Marsh-Betty Compson.. ..Aug.
FOX FILMS
Quitter. The
Emma Dunn-Charley GrapewinFeatures
Barbara
Weeks
•
Wm.
BakeTime. . Reviewed
5,
'34.
well
Feb.
Title
Star
July
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Rainbow Over Broadway Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dec. I
As Husbands Go
Warner Baxter-Helen Vinson... . Nov.
Dec.
29
78
- Nov. 18
90
Berkeley Square
Leslie
Howard -Heather Angel..
Coming Feature Attractions
man
Carolina
Janet Gaynor-Lionel BarrymoreFeb. 3,
Forever Free
Robert Young-Henrietta Cros- Sept.
Feb.
Twin Husbands
JohnMonroe
MiljanOwsley
- Shirley Grey . .7195 . . Oct.
15
Warner
Oland-Heather
Angel..
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case.
Sept.
Doctor Bull
2,'34
. WillMarian
RogersNixon-Ralph
- Louise Dresser
COLUMBIA
77 ...Oct. 14
Morgar ■
9, '34
Features
Ever Since Eve
George O'Brien-Mary Brian... Feb. 22 ... 7366. Feb. 10, 34
Runrfing
Time
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
FrontierCompanionss,
Marshal
George Matthews
O'Brien-Irene
Bentley. . . Feb.
Jan. I9,'34. .
Title
Star
.'..'6'ct.
Good
The
Jessie
- Edmund
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armstrong-D. Oct.
8
96 . . . Apr. 29
.67. Jan.
Sept.
5,
'34.
.
.63.
Jan.
Hold
That
Girl
James
Dunn-Claire
Trevor
i. . .85 . . . Dec. 14
I6.'34.
Before
Midnight
June
Collyer- Ralph Bellamy
Nov.
20,'34
...78
.65. Jan. 27. 34
Clara
Brief Moment
Carole
69 Oct.20,'34
IHoopla
Am Suzanne!
Lilian Bow-Preston
Harvey-Gene Foster
Raymond.. . Jan. 30
DonaldLombard-Gene
CookRaymond- Sept. 8
. . Sept. 23
Nov.
1
Was
a
Spy
Herbert
Marshall
Madeleine
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
Ford-Walter
Connolly15
Carroll
Conrad
Veidt
Dec.
20.
.
24
Dec.
30
Dorothy Tree
Oct. 30. .
Aug.
.75 . . . Dec.
Nov. 27
. .65
.. .60
.76.
25
Fighting
Code.
The
Buck
Jones-Diane
Sinclair
Dec.
.68 ...Nov. 28
Fog
Mary
BrianDenny
- Donald Cook - Nov. 22. .
Last Trail. The
George O'Brien-Claire Trevor. Nov.
.. .65
.70
. 69. Jan.
Reginald
. . . Dec. 16
Sept.
20.. .
Oct. 22
.68
Mr.
Skitch
Will
Rogers-Zasu
Pitts
25.
Fury
of
the
Jungle
Donald
Cook-Peggy
Shannon
Oct.
. . .Sept. 30
10
13, '34
. .60
My Weakness
Lips Betray
Lilian
Harvey-John
Boles
29
Hold the Press
Tim McCoy-Shirley Grey ..Oct. 10. .
.66
My
Lilian
Harvey-Lew
Ayres
Nov. 17
King of the Wild Horses Wm. Janney- Dorothy Appleby. ..Nov.
Aug.
..79
.7466 . . .Oct. 28
Big Moment
El Brendel
Lady for a Day
Warren William-Guy Kibbee102 July 15 Olsen's
Orient Express
Heather Angel-Norman Foster. .Jan.
Sept.
..76. ....July
May Robson-Glenda Farrell.. ..Sept. 13
. .Sept. 232
Paddy,
the
Next
Best
Thing
...
Janet
GaynorWarner
Baxter..
Let's Fall in Love
Ann Sothern- Edmund Lowe Dec. 26
64. Jan. I3,'34
. Jan. 12,18'34
Pilgrimage
Henrietta
Crosman
Marian
22
Man's
Castle,
A
Loretta
Young-Spencer
Tracy
Nov.
Nixon
•
Norman
Foster....
4
75.
Jan.
6.'34
68 Dec. 9
MasterWoman
of Men
Jack
Oct. 28
Oct. 6
. .. .Sept.
. Aug. 26121
My
Helen Holt-Fay
TwelvetreesWray
- Wallace
4
.
Aug.
.
.90.
.
.
.
.73.
.
.
.Oct. 21
Ford - Victor Jory
Oct.
. .68.
Shanghai East
Madness
Spencer
Tracy-Fay Wray....
Sleepers
Wynne Gibson-Preston
Foster
.7672
Ninth Guest, The
Donald Cook-Genevieve Tobin.. ..Jan. 31.5....
'34. . . . .69 . . .
9
8 . ...69
Once to Every Woman
Fay Wray - Walter Connolly (See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
.
.
.
.70.
.
.
26.'34.
Smoky
Victor
Jory-lrene
Bentley.
..
Ralph
Bellamy
Jan.
15,
'34.
Nov.
18
....Oct.
. .Dec. 14
.
.
..58...
Walls
of
Gold
Sally
Eilers-Norman
Foster.
20
Police
Car
17
Tim
McCoy-Evalyn
Knapp
Sept.
30
Worst Woman in Paris? Benita Hume-Adolphe Menjou
Shadows of Sing Sing
Bruce Cabot - Mary Brian Dec. 3 .. ..65...
Oct. 13
.70 . . Oct.
Oct.
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. 18.)
Coming Feature Attractions
. .7869
Speed Wings
Tim McCoy-Evalyn Knapp Feb. 5. '34 62
6,
'34.
All Men Are Enemies Hugh
trees Williams
. - Helen Twelve- . Apr.
Straightaway
Tim
Carol
Dec. 22
60.
Thrill Hunter. The
Buck McCoy-Sue
Jones- Dorothy
Revier Sept.
30
58. Jan.
...Nov.27, '3425 Bottoms Up
Pat
Paterson
Spencer
Tracy
Coming Feature Attractions
John Boles
. Apr. 13, '34
14
Cats-Paw, The
Harold Lloyd-Una Merkel
Don't FallRanger,
in Love
Grace
Moore
Coming Out Party
Frances Dee-Gene Raymond ..... Mar. 2,'34 80. Jan. 27,'34
Fighting
The
Buck JonesDorothy Revier
.,
Constant
Nymph.
The
Victoria
Hopper-Brian
Aherne
It Happened One Night Clark Gable-Claudette Colbert
Harum
Will Rogers-Evelyn Venable .
. _
Lady Is Willing, The
Leslie Howard-Binnie Barnes
76. Feb. 10, '34 David
Devil Tiger
Kane Richmond-Marion Burns ..Feb.
I6,'34 60
Line-Up,
The
WilliamJones-Cecilia
Gargan-Marian
Nixon
.Mar.
30,'34.
Fox
Follies
(All
Star
Musical)
Mar.
Man
Trailer,
The
Buck
Parker
9,'34.
I Believed in You
Victor Jory - John Boles - Mar. 30,'34
Most Precious Thing in Life.. Karen Morley- Richard Cromwell
Rosemary
Ames
Feb. 23,34 65
No Greater Glory
Frankie
- Lois Wilson (See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Feb.
10.
'34.)
George Darro
Breakston
Murder in Trinidad Heather Angel - Victor Jory One Is Guilty
Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Grey
Preston Foster
Mar. 16,34
Party's Under
Over, the
T
e
Sisters
Skin h
Elissa Landi-Joseph
Sctiildkraut ,
25,'34 95
..May
Ames.
Rosemary
BaxterWarner
Thursday
Odd
Boyer
Harvey-Charles
Lilian
Only Girl, The
Social Register
Colleen
Moore-Alexander Kirkland
"Scandals"
Rudy Vallee - George White Alice Faye-Jimmy Durante..
Song
You
Gave Me, The Bebe
Daniels- Victor Seward
Varconi... '.
84 Oct
(See
"InHoneymoon
the Cutting Room,"
Feb.
I0,'34.) Mack Brown
Storm
at Midnight
Tim Barrymore-Carole
McCoy-Billie
Three
on
a
Sally
Eilers-Johnny
T.lf.?.";'*"'
Century
John
Lombard
Apr. 27, '34.
Whirlpool
Jack Holt-Lila Lee
21
Mar. 23.'34.
DU WORLD PICTURES
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
Features
Running Time
Features
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
... Star
Rel. Date15 Minutes
Reviewed
Love Past Thirty
Aileen Pringle Theodore Von
Death Over Shanghai Else Elster-Ralf Osterman Dec 15, '34 62
59
27, '34 73.
Fanto
Galla
rd
ra Kent- Jan.
Feb.
Donald
Approval
on
Marriage
Queen ofthe mas
Underworld jean
5,
'34.
PhyllisDillaway-Barba
Barry
Nov. 22
22
80..
Hans
- Charlotte Susa - Jan
Wera Albers
Engels
60..
Sept.
Tom Tyler
War of the Range
FIRST DIVISION
Running Time
Features
GAUMONT-BRITISH
Minutes .Reviewed
Nov.
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Features
Time
Dec.
.36.
Dassan
Qec
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Hardy
82Reviewed
Title
Star
.56.
.58. .
Eat 'Em Alive
W '.'.'.W.
Nov'.
Courtneidge-Sam
Cicely
Baroud
(See
"Love
in
Morocco")
Sally
.
Aunt
.
„
.
l,
1
lai/
n.t
He,
of Go
Virtue ds
Fernandei-Coire'ttB ' ' Darfeiiil'.'.'.' .'. Dec'
ThroneKingof the
.55. . .Dec. 30 Britannia of Billingsgate Violet Loraine-Gordon Harker.
Dec
79'/j..Oct.
Coming Feature Attractions
Matheson
Cummings
Constance
Lang
69
Channel Crossing
30
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Page May
Falling for You
J. Hulbert-Cicely Courtneidge.
88 Sept.
ks
Ban
Leslie
The
Raisers,
Fire
Matthews
Jessie
FIRST NATIONAL
the 13th
Friday Train.
Ghost
The
Jack Kulbert
Dec. I
68. ...Feb. 2o
Features
Running Time
Ghoul,
The
Boris
Karloff
Feb. 15, '34 85. ...Oct. 28
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
It's a Boy
Edward
Everett
Horton
Leslie
80 Sept. 30
..Jan. 27.'34 65
nn'^i*'"' Warren
Star William
Just Smith
TomHensen
Walls
Big Shakedown, The
Bette
DavisCortez
- Chas. Farrell - Jan. 6,'34.
King of the Ritz
Stanley Lupino-Gina Malo
52' « i' '•i.j
Ricardo
Love in Morocco
Rex Ingram
Dec. 1
67. Oct. 15. iz
.74.
Bureau of Missing Persons. Bette Davis - Lewis Stone .Sept. 2 Love (Reviewed
under the title "Baroud")
Glenda Farrell
Sept.
onNumber,
Wheels
Jack
Hulbert-Gordon
Harker
9'_ ^ „
Convention City
Joan Blondell-Dick Powell-A.
Lucky
The
Clifford
Mollison
Joan
Wynd_„,,
Meniou-Mary Astor
Dec. 30
69 Dee. 9
Dark Hazard
Edward G. Robinson
Fob.
72"2..Sept. 9
Man from Toronto. The Jessie
Matthews - m
Ian Hunter •
ha
I7,'34
78.
Jan. Oct.13. '3421
Fashion Follies of 1934 William
Powell-Bette Davis...' Nov
Feb. II
Fred Kerr
77..... ■■
60....
Female
Ruth Chatterton
9
66
June
17
Marry
Me
Renate
Muller-Harry
Green
85 Apr. ZZ
Goodbye Again
W. William-Joan Blondell Sept
Night and Day
Jack Hulbert-Winifred Shotter. . . Dec. I
77. . . .June lu

72.N.o.2v.5.
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Running Time
Running Time
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Title
Star
Rel. Date
{Minutes Reviewed
I5,'34
55. Jan. 20,'34
West of the Divide John Wayne- Virginia B. Faire. ..Feb.
Orders Is Orders
Charlotte
Greenwood - James
JohnMotte-Wallace
Halliday-Marguerite
de
la
Gleason
88'/2 . .Aug. 19 Woman's Man
Ford
Feb.
7,'34
64.
Jan. 27,'34
Prince of Wales. The
SleepingGoesCar
Ivor Novello-Madeleine
Carroll
83.... Mar.
July II8 Coming Feature Attractions
There
the Bride Jessie
Matthews
Dec. I
79
Ape. The
Ed. Lowry-Verna Hillie
Turkey
Time
Tom Walls-Ralph
Lynn
in Ermine
Lionel Wayne
Atwill
Feb. 22,'3'
Waltz Time
Evelyn
Laye
Oct. I
. 71
81 Aug. 12 Beggars
Blue Steel
John
:..
Woman in Command. The Cicely
Courtneidge
Edward
City
Limits
Ray Walker-Sally Blane
Everett Norton
80
Derby Day
Jane Eyre
Loudspeaker. The
Ray Walker
Man from Utah. The
John Wayne
LIBERTY PICTURES
Manhattan Love Song
Dixie Lee
Coming Feature Attractions
Mystery Liner
Noah Beery - Astrid Allyn Running Time
Cornelius Keith
Mar. 15. '34
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Numbers of Monte Carlo
Title
Star
Star Packer. The
John Wayne
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy MackaillJune Collyer
Mad Honeymoon. The
PARAMOUNT
Quitter, forThe
F eatures
School
Girls
Running Time
Take
the Stand
Jack LaRue-Thelma Todd
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Two Heads
on a Pillow
Minutes
Reviewed16
..75 ...Dec.
Alice
in
Wonderland
Charlotte
Henry
Dec.
When Strangers
Meet
Richard Cromwell-Arline Judge
22
All of Me
Fredric March-Miriam HopkinsI9.'34...
Without
Children
.
.71
18
George CortezRaft
. . . Nov. 45
Big Executive
Ricardo
Elizabeth Young . Jan.
Aug. 17 . .72 ...Aug.
MAJESTIC
Cradle
Song
Dorothea Hopkins-Fredric
Wieck-Kent Taylor
Nov. 29
Jan.
Design
for
Living
Miriam
March.88 ...Nov.I3,'3425
5. '34. . . .80
Features
Running Time
GaryMarx
Cooper
Dec.
. .77 . . . Nov. 1 1
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Duck
Soup
Four
Bros
Nov.
87 Sept. 16 Eight Girls in a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wilson Charming Deceiver. The
Constance Cummings
Dec. 8
...Dec. 30
under the title. Dorothy
"Heads We
Go") - C. Aubrey
Doug.
Montgomery
Jan. 17
Four
Frightened
People
C.
Colbert
H.
Marshall
Wm.
Curtain(Reviewed
at Eight
Mackaill
. .7595 ...Dec. 9
.63.
.74
Smith-Paul Cavanagh
Oct.
- M. Boland
Jan. 8
..78 Feb. 3,'34
Girl Without
a Room
M. Gargan
Churchill-Chas.
Farrell
..Dec.
Morning After. The
Ben Lyon-Sally Eilers Jan.
Golden
Harvest
Richard
Arlen-Chester
Morris13.
.
26,'34
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"I
Spy")
.65. . Aug.
Dec.
Sin of Nora Moran. The Zita Johann-John Miljan Dec. I . .
22
70 Sept. 23
Genevieve
Tobin
..Sept.
.73.
Sing.
Sinner.Me Sing
Paul Lukas-Leila
Good
Dame
Sylvia
Fredric Allen...
March .... -Oct.
Feb. I6.'34
72.
.74. .Oct.
You Made
Love You Thelma
Todd-StanleyHyams
Lupine Aug.
Nov. 24..
Hell and
High Water
Richard SidneyArlen-Judith
27
70 Feb.Oct.10. '34
21
His Double Life
Roland Young-Lillian Gish.... Jan. I2.'34 68 Dec. 30
Coming Feature Attractions
6
87
. . . Oct. 7
I'm
No
Angel
Mae
West-Cary
Grant
..Oct.
Divorce Bed. The
Edward Arnold-John Miljan
Last
Round-Up. The
RandolphCooper
Scott-Barbara Fritchie Jan.
'34 65.
68 Jan.Nov.6.'3425
Lone Cowboy
Jackie
Dec. 26.I
MAYFAIR PICTURES
'34 85
68 Aug.
Dec. 2623
Miss Sunday
Fane's Baby
Is Stolen... Gary
Dorothea
Wieck-Baby
Le Roy.. ..Sept,
..Jan. 12,I
One
Afternoon
Cooper-Fay
Wray
Features
Running Time
Search for Beauty
Larry ("Buster") Crabbe - Ida
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date
2.'34 75. Jan. 20, '34
Dance Hall Hostess
Helen
Robards- July I.
Sitting Pretty
JackLupine
Haley-Jack Oakie-Ginger Feb. 24
EdwardChandler-Jason
Nugent
Sept.
Rogers
Nov. 9,'34. .80 Dec. 2
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
Blue
Barbara
Kent
Six
of
a
Kind
C.
Ruggles
M.
Boland
W.
C.
Henry B. Walthall Sept. I.
II
Fields - A. Skipworth - Burns
.70.
.68.
.92 July I
Secret Sinners
Sue Carol-Nick Stuart Oct. 20.
.70.
and Allen
Feb.
Song of Songs
Marlene
Dietrich-Brian Aherne ■ Aug.
.65. Jan. 27,'34
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dec. I.
Take a Chance
James Dunn - June Knight .82
July 294
82 Nov.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
■Buddy"Bickford-Judith
Rogers
Oct.
This Day and Age
Charles
Allen, Aug.
Features
Three-Cornered
Moon
C.
Colbert-Richard
Arlen-Lyda
Running
Time
.72....
Aug.
12
Title
Star
Rel. I 1 Minutes
Reviewed 9 Thundering Herd. The
Roberti-Mary
Boland
..Aug.
. .87 ...Sept.
.571/2..
Nov.
18
Randolph
Scott-Judith
Allen
..Nov.
.58'/2
Beauty
for
Sale
Otto
KrugerMadge
Evans
Sept.
13
.
.98
...Oct. 7 Tillie and Gus
Alison Skipworth-W. C. Fields ■ Oct.
Bombshell
Jean Harlow. Lee Tracy Oct.
.70 Sept. 16
To the Last Man
Randolph Scott-Esther Ralston. Sept.
Broadway to Hollywood Alice Brady - Frank Morgan Bing
Crosby-Jack Oakie-Lilyan Sept.
Madge CooperEvans-Eddie
.75.... Sept. 9
Tashman
. ,89 ...Sept. 8 Too Much Harmony
Jackie
Russell QuillanHardie
, .Sept. 15
Torch Singer
Claudette
Colbert Manners
- Ricardo Sept.
Cat and the Fiddle, The Jeanette
MacDonald-Ramon
NoCortez - David
.72 Sept. 2
varro
Feb.
.84 Sept. 30
Way to Love. The
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak. ..Oct.
16.3'34 . .66 . . . Dec. 9 White
"In the Cutting Room."Ed Oct.
Woman
Carole
Lombard-Chas.
Laughton- Nov.
Chief.(SeeThe
Wynn-D.21) Mackaill Nov. 24
.73. . . Oct. 28
25
..9489 ...Nov.
Chas.
Bickford
Dancing Lady
Joan Crawford. Clark Gable Nov. 27
.
.
.
Nov.
1
1
. .70
Day of Reckoning Richard Dix-Madge Evans Oct.
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Dinner at Eight
Marie Dressier- Wallace BeeryBolero
George
Raft-Carole
LombardWil-. ..Feb.
Lionellow - Madge
BarrymoreEvans
- Jean
HarClaudette
Colbert - Harry
- Karen
coxin
I2,'34.. .113 ...June 10 Cleopatra
Mortey - Edmund Lowe - Lee
Come On. Marines
Richard Arlen-lda Lupine Mar. 23,'34.
Tracy -Cast
Jean Hersholt Jan.
Jan. 19.5. '34.
'34.. . .. 117
.78 ...Nov.
Eskimo
Native
...Dec. 3018 Death Takes a Holiday Fredric March-Evelyn Venable. ..Mar. 30,'34.
(Reviewed
under
the
title.
"Strange Holiday")
Fugitive
Lovers
Robt,
Montgomery-Madge
Evans
Jan.
...Dec.
16
.78. Jan. 20, '34
79
It Ain't
Sin
Going
Hollywood
Marion Dresslcr-L.
Davies-Bing Barrymore.
Crosby... Nov.
Dec. 17
. .87 ...Nov. 18 Man
Who NoBroke
His Heart, The Mae
PrestonWest
Foster- Victor McLaglen ..Mar.
Her Sweetheart
Marie
Melody
in
Spring
Charlie
Ruggles-Mary
Boland30.
'34.
under the title. Jack
"Christopher
Bean") Durante 20
Lanny Ross- Ann Sothern Mar.
. .65 . . . Nov. 4
Meet (Reviewed
the Baron
- Jimmy
No More Women
Edmund Lowe-Victor McLagen . . Feb. 23,9.'34.
ZasuPearl
Pitts
.Oct.
'34.
Scarlet
Empress.
The
Marlene
Dietrich-John Lodge
Night Flight
H. Barrymore
Hayes - J.- C.Barrymore
•
L.
. .91 ...Aug. 19
Gable - Robt.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Feb.
I0,'34.)
6
She Made Her Bed
Sally Eilers- Richard Arlen Mar.
Montgomery
Trumpet Blows. The
George
MenjouPenthouse
Warner
Baxter-Myrna Loy-Mae Oct. 8
FrancesRaft-Adolphe
Drake
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas. Sept.
..91. ...Sept. 9 We're Not Dressing Bing Crosby - Ethel Merman •
Butterworth
Carole
Lombard
Leon
Errol
Prizefighter and the Lady, The. MaxCarnera-Walter
Baer-Myrna Loy-Dempsey28
.102 ....Oct.
Huston
..Nov. 109,'34.. .103
W.("Buster")
C. Fields-Joan
Marsh-Larry
. . Dec. 30 You're Telling Me
Crabbe
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo - John Gilbert. .. .Feb.
Should Ladies Behave? Alice Brady-Lionel Barrymore...Nov. II
Conway Tearle
■ ■ Dec.
. .78 ...Sept. 10 PRINCIPAL
22
(Reviewed
under the title. Herbert
"The Vinegar
Running Time
Solitaire
Man
Marshall Tree")
- Elizabeth
Features
. .65
Allan and- Lionel
Atwill ..Sept.
Title
Star
Rel Date
Minutes
Reviewed
68
Sons of the Desert Laurel
Hardy
Dec.
.55
Jan. 20. '34
Stage Mother
A. Bradiy - Russell Hardie - M.
.58
O Sullivan - F. Tone ..Sept. 292,'34.. . .7687 ...Sept. 16 Russia Today
.42... Oct. 28
Nov.
8...
This Side of Heaven Lionel Barrymore- Fay Bainter • Feb. 4
Aug.
.61
27,'3412 Tarzan theOverFearless
Tugboat Annie
Marie Dressier- Wallace Beery.70... Aug.
May 2019
...Aug.
Mexico Buster
Native Crabbe
Cast
Nov. II...
15...
.88 Jan.
Robt.
Young-M.Clarke
O'Sullivan.. -..Aug.
Aug. 25■2.''34! . .80
...Sept. 2 Thunder
Turn
Back
the
Clock
Lee
Tracy-Mae
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Women in His Life. The Otto Kruger- Isabel Jewell-Ben
Desperate
Kazan
^.
76
Lyon
Dec. 8
King
of theTrails
North
Kazan
Feb. I0.'34
3. '34
Lone Avenger.
The
You Can't Buy Everything . . May Robson-Jean Parker Jan. 26, '34. . . .85 Feb.
Teeth
of Steel
. Kazan
Kazan
Coming Feature Attractions
Hollywood Party. The
(All Star Musical)
Lady Mary's Lover ' Norma
Shearer - Robert
Mont- Mar.
RKO RADIO PICTURES
gomery-Herbert
Marshall
16, '34.
Running Time
Laughing Boy
Ramon Novarro-Lupe Velez
Features
Louisiana
Jean Parker-Robert Young Mar.
Title
Star
Rel Date
Minutes Reviewed
Men
in
White
Clark
Gable-Myrna
Loy
Ace
of
Aces
Richard
Dix
Elizabeth
Allan
Mystery of the Dead Police.. Robt.
Montgomery - Elizabeth Feb.
Ralph
Bellamy
Oct.
Allan
.73. , Sept.
23.'34.
After Tonight
Constance
Bennett - Gilbert Nov. 10.4.. .
,71. , Oct.
Oct. 30
Operator Thirteen
Marion Davies-Gary Cooper
Roland
Show-ofT. The
Spencer Tracy-Madge Evans Mar.
Aggie
Appleby.
Maker
of
Men
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrell
.
.
Nov.
"9,
'34.'
Tarzan
and
His
Mate
J.
Weissmuller-M.
O'Sullivan
.72.,
Ann Vickers
Irene
- Walter Huston - Oct. 13..
Viva Villa
Wallace Beery-Fay Wray Mar. '23,'3'4.'
ConradDunneNagel
,62., .Sept.
Oct. 2130
(See "In the Cutting Room." Feb. IO.'34.)
Before
Dawn
Stuart
Erwin-Dorothy Wilson.
.. ..Aug.
.Aug. IS.3. ,
.60., Aug. 12
Blind
Adventure
Robt.
Armstrong-Helen
Mack..
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
Aug.
Chance at Heaven
JoelMarian
McCreaNixon
- Ginger Rogers - Oct. 27..
.70, .Oct.
Features
Time
.53.
.
Deluge.
The
Peggy
Shannon
Lois
Wilson
15..
Title
Star
Rel. Date10 Running
Sidney Blackmer-Matt Moore.. Sept.
Minutes
Reviewed
.Oct.
.79..
Avenger.
The
Ralph Forbes-Adrienne Ames.. ..Aug 20
Flaming Gold
BillO'Brien
Boyd - Mae Clarke - Pat Sept. 29..
,68, ,
.68. . Aug.
Broken Dreams
Randolph Foster-Peggy
Scott-Martha Shannon.
Sleeper. ..Oct.
20
.
68
.
.
.
Preston
..Aug.
Nov.
Flying
Down
to
Rio
Dolores
DelRaulRioRoulien
- Gene Ray - Dec. 29.
Devil's
Mate
.54...
5
mond
Galloping Romeo
Bob Steele- Doris Hill Aug. 15
.66.
.63
Ray Walker-Virginia
Goodbye Love
Charles Ruggles
Nov.
He Couldn't
Take
It
.56. Jan.
John
WayneCherrill. ..Dec.
Jan.
Lucky
The
68. Jan. 27,'34
Hips,I Were
Hips.Free!
Hooray! Wheeler
and Woolsey
Feb. 2.'34 .80..
.55
RainbowTexan.
Ranch
Rex
Bell
July
If
Irene
Dunne-Nils
Asther-Clive
22.'34
Brook
Dec. 10.. . . . .66 Dec. 23
15.
27.'34
Bob Steele
Aug. 25.
15.
Rangers'
Code
.56
10.
.107 Nov. II
Riders of Destiny
John Wayne
Wayne-Cecilia Parker Oct.
K. Frances
HepburnDee- - Joan
58
...Dec.27.'3423 Little Women
John
Dec.
Paul Bennett
Lukas - Nov.
58. Jan.
Sagebrush Hunters
Trail
Sensation
Arline Judae-Preston Foster Aug. I. '34 .70
I9,'34
63.
Long
Lost
Father
John
Barrymore-Helen
Chandler
.
.
Jan.
Sixteen Fathoms Deep Sally O'Neil-Creighton Chaney. ..Jan. 30.
"In The
the Cutting Room ."
Nov. 18.)
.65
.57. Feb. I0,'34 Lost (See
K. Crawford-Ray Walker Aug. 15I
Skyw3y
Patrol.
McLaglen-Karloff
Feb. 16. '34 75. Feb: 3. '34
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, The. Mary Carlisle-Buster Crabbe Oct.
.76 Oct. 14 Man of Two Worlds Francis Lederer-Elissa Landi . . . . Feb.
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NT' t))
CH ACT—CO
RELEASE
(THE
Running
Time
Title
Star
UNIVERSAL
Meanest Gal in Town, The. . Zasu Pitts - Pert Kelton - El Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Brendel - James Gleason Features
.
.62
12.
'34.
Running Time
"Skeets"
Gallagher
Jan. 22....
Rel. Date
Title
Star
II
..65
Midshipman Jack
Bruce
Cabot-Betty
Furness Sept.
'34. . Minutes
. . .82. .
. Jan.
Jan. 22,I.'34
.70 Sept.
July 2916. Beloved
John Boles-Gloria Stuart
18
Morning
Glory
K.
Hepburn-D.
Fairbanks,
Jr..
..Aug.
.
Dec.
Bombay
Mail
Edmund
Lowe-Onslow
Stevens.
..73
Aug.
12
No Marriage Ties
Richard Dix- Doris Kenyon Aug.
68. J. .Dec. 23
18.... . . . .70.
Aug.
Dec.
One Man's Journey Lionel
Barrymore-Joel
McCreaBy Candlelight
Landr-Paul
Lukas
72 Sept. 9 Cross
Dorothy Jordan
Sept. 8
Dec. 27II
Country Cruise ....Elissa
Lew Ayres
- Alice White
- June . Jan.
I
70 Aug. 5
Rafter
Romance
Ginger
Rogers-Norman
Foster.
..Sept.
77. J n.Nov.27/3425
25....
70 Nov. 25 Counsellor-at-Law
Right to Romance, The
Ann Harding-Nils Asther Nov. 17
Nov. 15,
'34 .. ..78..
John Barrymore-Bebe Daniels. . Feb.
Son
Kong
RobertParker-Tom
Armstrong-Helen
Mack. ..Dec.
70.. n. I3,'34
22
691/2.
Jan.
6,
'34
Gun
Justice
Ken
Maynard-Cecilia
Parker.
.
.
.
..
.65..
Two ofAlone
Jean
Brown
Jan. 26,'34
74. Jan. 20, '34 Her First Mate
10
Summerville-Pitts
Coming Feature Attractions
Horseplay
Slim Summerville-Andy Devine70
Alien Corn
Ann Harding
I2,'34
Crime
Otto
Kruger-Karen
Morley
Apr. 6.'34
FinishingDoctor
School
Ginger
Rogers
Frances
Dee
(See Man,
"In the
Cutting Room,"
30.) - Gloria Stuart - . Nov
.. ..68 . . . Nov. 4
Invisible
The
Claude
Rains
Wm.Dec. Harrigan
Bruce Cabot
Mar. 23.'34
13
, 70.
27, '34
Green
Dolores Del
Rio-Joel McCrea.. ..Apr.
King for a Night
Chester
Helen Twelve- . Oct.
I Love Mansions
an Actress Gregory
Ratoff
Apr. 20,'34
trees -Morris
Alice -White
30,
...Dec. 2
Nov. 25
Oct.
2,'34
72.
Feb.
10,
'34
Sept.
Keep
'Em
Rolling
Walter
Huston-Frances
Dee
Mar.
13,
'34
Ladies Must Love
JuneMaryKnight
- Neil Hamilton
Of Human
Bondage
Leslie Pitts
Howard-Bette
Davis- Apr.
. 84.
78 . ...Sept.
Carlisle-George
E.
Stone
.
..63.
70.
8,
'34.
.
Sing
and Like
It
2asu
Pert
Kelton
Jan.
...Nov. II9
Oct. 16
Edward Everett Horton May 30,4,'34
Love.
Honor
and Oh, Baby!. ... Summerville-Pitts
Aug.
Jan.
70
Madame
Spy
Fay
Wray-Nils
Asther
Spitfire
Katharine Hepburn
.Mar. '34
80
Midnight
Heggie-Sidney
Fox Jan.
Dec. 29,'34
(See "Trigger," "In the Cutting
Room," Nov. 18.)Dix
Moonlight
and Pretzels 0,
MaryP. Brian-Leo
Carrillo
3 , . 105 Jan.
Stingaree
Irene Dunne-Richard
...Sept.6, '342
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale -Donna Damerell Dec. 4
Strictly
Dynamite
Jimmy
Durante-Lupe
Velez
Ted
Healy
,
.
68.
...Sept. 9
9,'34.
Success Story
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr.
-Colleen
Only Yesterday
JohnBenitaBoles-Hume-Billie
Margaret SullavanMoore-Genevieve Tobin Mar.
Burke.. Oct.
... Nov. 25
6
Nov. 23
Transient
Love
Irene
Bellamy Feb.
Mar. I6,'34.
S. 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocgue-Gibson Gowland ..Oct.
Wild Cargo
Frank Dunne-Ralph
Buck
23,'34.
269 , . . .70. ...Sept. 23
Saturday's
Millions
Robert
Young-Leila
Hyams
Oct.
...Sept.
30
.
.
.72.
Oct.
60.
Strawberry
Ken
Maynard-Ruth Hall
Sept.
4
60
Trail Drive, Roan
The
Ken Maynard-Cecilia
Parker. .
SHOWMENS PICTURES
Features
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrow Dec. 15, 34. .71
Coming Feature Attractions
.63
Moth,
The
Sally
O'Neil-Paul
Page Jan.
24... .60 Sept. 9
Police
Call
Merna
Kennedy-Nick
Countess
of Monte Cristo Wynne
Fay WrayGibson-Onslow
- Paul Lukas Mar. 19, '34
Public Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm.
Collier,Stuart
Jr July
Nov. I.... .63
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waycoff . . Sent. 24.... .62. Feb.Sept.I0,'3416 Crosby Case, The
Alan DinehartSteven*- ..Mar, 5,2,'34.
'34
Coming Feature Attractions
Elizabeth and Mary
Margaretman - Mrs.
Sullavan-Lowell
SherLeslie Carter
Golden Head
Glamour
Constance
Cummings - Paul Apr.
St.
Woman
Mar. 15, '34.
Lukas
SoulsLouis
in Pawn
Honor of the West
Ken Maynard
Apr. 26,'34.
Special Duty
16,'34.
12. '34.
Unlimited
Let's
Be Ritzy
Lew Ayres-Patricia Ellis Mar.
Within
the Rock
Love Birds,
The
Summerville-Pitts
Mar.
Poor Rich. The
Edna May
OliverEdward
Everett Horton
Feb. 26,'34
65. Jan. 6,'34
STATE RIGHTS
Wheels of Destiny Ken Maynard
Feb. I9,'34
Features
Running Time
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Carnival Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen Hollywood
.69.
Vincent
Dist'r
Dec. 15.
WARNER BROS.
Criminal at Large Emiyn Williams Cathleen
Nesbitt.
.
Helber
Prods
Jan.
15,
'34.
.
.65. Jan.
Cougar, the King Killer. .. Edwin
C.
Hill
-Jay
Features
Bruce
Master Art
Nov. I...... 60 6, '34
Running Time
Title
Star
Death Parade,
(War Barton-Miriam
Film)
Henry Zapp
77. Feb. 3, '34
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Enlighten
Thy The
Daughter. .. Beth
Captured!
Leslie
Howard-Doug.
Fairbanks
72 June 24
Battista
Exploitation Picts . . Jan. 15, '34. . 80 Dec. 30
Jr. - Paul Lukas... Aug. 19....
Farewell to Love
JanAngel
Kiepura-Heather Madison
Picts. ... Nov. 24 .66 ...Dec. 2 College Coach
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann
Lyie
Talbot
Nov.
4
..75....
Nov. 18
Film That
Parade
Disraeli (Reissue)
George Arliss
Dec. 16
Get
Venus
Ernest Truex - Jean General Picts Jan. 12. '34. .. 55
Easy to Love
Adolphe Meniou - Mary Astor Arthur
Regent Picts
Dec. I4.'29
Gow
Film Exchange. ... Nov. 29 65 . .Dec. 9 Ever in My Heart
Genevieve
Tobin
Jan.
I3,'34. . ..88.
Barbara
Stanwyck
Oct, 28
.68.
...Oct.20,'3421
Hell on Earth
All Star
Aeolian Picts Jan. 27, '34. . .70. Feb. ID.'34
Footlight Parade
James Cagney - Joan Blondell .61. Jan.
Hell's
Holiday
(War
Film)
Superb
Picts
77
July
22
Ruby
Keeler
Dick
Powell
Her Secret
SariCollier.
Maritza
Wm.
Oct.
Guy Kibbee
Oct, 21
Jr
Ideal
73
.101.. . Dec.
From Headquarters
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dec. 2
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond - T. Von Progressive Oct. 7
Warren
William-Joan
BlondellEltz
59 Nov. 4 Gold Diggers of 1933
.
.63.
.
Aline
Important Witness. The. . . Noel
Francis-Donald Tower
Dick MacMahon-Ruby
PowellKeeler- Sept 2
98 May 27
Dillaway
July 15 64 Oct. 21 Hi. Nellie!
Paul Muni
Jan. 20. '34 75.
Le Gong (Dance of the
Feb. 3, '34
■
Ricardo
Cortez
Virgins)
Bennett Picts
55. Jan. 20, 34 House on 56th Street, The KayGeneFrancis
68 .. .Dec. 9
Raymond
Dec, 23.. .. .. .. .73.
Mad Age, The
Resolute Picts July 19 70 . . Dec.
July 292 Kennel Murder Case
.
William
Powell-Mary
Astor
Oct.
28..
Mam'zelle Nitouche Janie Marese-Raimu. Protex
Nov, 18 90.
Killer
James Cagney
Dec. 9.. . . . .76. . .Nov. 4
Sept. 233 Lady
Mr.
All Star
B'way- Hollywood 59.
Dec. 242
Voltaire
George Arliss-Doris Kenyon Aug. 5..
Over Broadway
the Seven Seas
Vanderbilt
70. ..June
.June
Passion of Joan of Arc, The. Maria Falconneti ... Capital
Sept. 7 57. ..Sept. 16
70.
.
Reform Girl
Noel
Francis-Donald
Dillaway
Tower
July 15 64. .Oct. 21
Savage Gold
Harold Auten .. ..July 24 67. ..July 29 Coming Feature Attractions
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch - June Lester F. Scott
58. ..Sept. 16 As
the Murder
Earth Turns
Woods Apr. I4,'34 72. Feb. I0.'34
Dragon
Case, The Jean
WilliamMuir-Donald
Powell
Shepherd of the
Woods-Bette
Davis-Lyle
Seven Hills. The
Faith Pictures ...Aug. 7. ,....60. ..Aug. 19 Fog Over Frisco (T.) Donald
TalbotMargaret
Lindsay
Sleepless Nights
Polly ley
Walker
- Stan- Remington July 21 65. ..July 29 Fur Coats
Aline MacMahon-Paul Kelly
Lupino
Gambling Lady
Barbara
Sweden. Land of the
■T ^
Hal LeRoyStanwyck
- Rochelle Hudson - Mar. 31, '34
Vikings
John
Boyle
70. Jan.Dec.I3,'3416 Harold Teen
Through
the Centuries
BeaconW. Films
Dec. I 70
Patricia
Ellis
Apr. 7,'34
Heat
Lightning
Aline
MacMahon-Glenda
Farrell'
Truth About Africa, The
Wm. Alexander
47. .. Apr. 22
Dvorak-Lyle
Talbot
Mar. 3,'34 63
Volga Volga
H. A. Ben-Ami
Shiletton.. JAFA
Kincmatrade Dec.
14 90
76. Jan.Oct.6,'3428 Hot Air
DickAnn
Powell
Pat
O'Brien
Wandering
Jew, The Jacob
Oct. 20
Ginoer Roaers
Wine, Women and Song... Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I. E. Chadwick
I've Got Your Number Joan Blondell-Pat O'Brien Feb. 24.'34 68. Feb. I0,'34
Cody
70 Dec. 23
Jimmy
the
Gent
James
Cagney-Bette
Key, The
KayColinFrancis
- WilliamDavis
Powell - Mar. 17, '34
Clive
UNITED ARTISTS
Merry Wives of Reno
Glenda Farrell-Margaret
Lindsay-Donald
Woods
Features
Running Time
Upper
World
Warren
William
Mary
AstorTitle
Star
Rel. DateI Minutes
Reviewed
Ginger Rogers
63
Dec.
9
Advice to the Lovelorn Lee Tracy-Sally Blane Dec. 22
Without Honor
James Cagney-Joan Blondell
93... Aug. 19
Bitter
Sweet
Anna
NeagleFernand
Graavey.
Blood Money
George
BancroftFrances
Dee- . .Sept.
. Nov.
Chick Chandler-Judith
Anderson Nov. 17.... .65..
Bowery. The
Wallace
Beery -- George
Raft - Oct. 13.... .90.. .Oct.
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Jackie
Cooper
Fay
Wray
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance Cummings - Russ
27..., . .85. .Oct. 21 Features
Colombo - Paul Kelly Oct. 29
Running Time
5, '34. . .80. .Dec.
Emperor Lady
Jones
Paul Harding-Clive
Robeson- DudleyBrook
Digges Sept.
Sent. 239
Title
Dist'r
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed22
Gallant
Ann
Jan.
.
Feb.
25
London
Film
71 Apr.
.
Henry
Kendall
Counsel's
Opinion
Masguerader,
The
Ronald
Landi Sept.
. .75.
. Feeder
Star Chaliapin ... British-United
Don Quixote
Moulin Rouge
ConstanceColmanBennettElissa- Franchot
George Day
Robey . . . London
Artists
July
.71. . Dec. 23
Tone Durante
- T. Carminati
Frances
Film
Oct. 148
Palooka
Jimmy
- Stuart Erwin - Jan.
Girl
fromof Maxim's,
The.. Leslie Fuller
Hawleys
Hioh
Street...
British
Int'l
.68
July
Lupe Velez
Feb. 16,3.'34.
I Lived with You
.97Jan.Sept.
27,'3423
IvorJeans
Novello - Ursula Gaumont-British Aug. 128
. .. .83.
Private Scandals
Life of Henry VIII, The. Charles
Laughton
Roman
Eddie Cantor
- Gloria Stuart - Nov.
Ralph
Lynn
Just My Luck
David Manners-Ruth Etting . . . Dec.
British and Dominions 80 May 20
Coming Feature Attractions
Maid of the Mountains, The Harry
Welchman
Nancy
Brown
.
.
.
Born to Be Bad
Loretta Young-Cary Grant Feb.
British
Int'l
80
Apr. 22
Maurice
Braddell
.
.
.
Men
of
Tomorrow
Bulldog
Strikes Back. Douglas
Ronald Colman-Loretta
London Film
80 Apr. 15
CatherineDrummond
the Great
Fairbanks, Jr. -Young
Eliza- Mar.
Paramountbeth Bergner
16,
'34
91.
Feb.
I0,'34
Money
for
Speed
John
Loder - Ida Lu- British-United
Artists
Firebrand. The
Fredric March - Constance BenLagten
pino - Cyril Mc- Bavaria
nett-Fay Wray
.67 July 15
Film... .Oct.
..90
Never
Trust
a
Woman.
Richard
Taubcr
House
of
Rothschild.
The
George
Arliss
Gaumont-British
Prince of Arcadia
Carl Brisson
Looking for Trouble Spencer
- Jack Oakie - Mar.
.80
Radio
Parade
ConstanceTracyCummings
9,'34
80.
Feb.
3.'34
..70 Oct.
May 2813
Red Wagon
Nana
Anna Sten-Lionel Atwill-PhilCharles
Bickford
RaauelNissen
Torres... British Int'l
2. '34 85. Jan. 13, '34
„
lips
Holmes
Mar.
Greta
Uueen.
Anna
GraaveyMar.
British Int'l
This Week of Grace.
Sorrell The
and Son
H. B. Neagle-Fernand
Warner
Gracie Fields . . . . Radio
92 Oct. 28
I6,'34| '.'. . .99. Jan! ' ' '6,''34
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Rel. Date MIn.
Title Jacobs Bond
Rel. Date Min.
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Title BURLESKS
3. Carrie
Irl..
BABY
The Peacock Throne Apr. I.'34..lrl.
MELODY MAKERS
StiCPT
Gimme
My
Quarterback.
,.
.Jan.
26,'34
Jungle
May l.'34..lrl.
l,'34..l rl.
Sammy
— With Eton
KidBATTLE
'N Africa
The LastBound
Retort June
FOR LIFE Oct. 6
Boys. Fain
N. Brokenshira
and
Mother
Ganges
July
riLMS
Evelyn
Hoey
7...
CityCORONET
of Wax
Feb.
9.
'34..
I
rl..
The First Paradise Aug. l,'34..lrl.
I.'34..tri.ri.
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
COMEDIES
Dravidlan Glamor Sept. I.'34..l
rl.
3
2
rIs.
Healy,
Jack
Fulton
and
Git
Along
Little
WIfle.
.
.
.
Nov.
I.'34..l
Adventure
Isle
Oct.
I.'34..lrl.ri.
{All dates are 1933 unless
Good Bad Man. The Dec. 2.'34.20.
Pickens
Sisters
9
Queen
of
the
Indies.
...
Nov.
8
2
ris.
.
.
.
Inventors, The
Feb.
Benny
Davis
—
With
Roy
A
Mediterranean
Mecca.
Dee.
North of Zero
Jan. I9.'34. .2ris.
Atwell, Charles Carllle,
FROLICS OF YOUTH
otherwise
stated"}
Martha Ray and Jackie
AUDIO
PRODUCTIONS
PARAMOUNT
8
Managed
Money
Feb.
23.'34.
.2
rls.
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6 2 rls.
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
GusGreen
Edwards—Four
With Minute
Ralph
Rel. Date MIn.
Kirbery,
BETTY
Bntterfly
10....
Title BOOP
Pardon
My
Pups
Jan.
26.'34.
.2
rls.
SeedMUSICAL
Dispersal
10
CARTOONS
Men and John S. Young
9
What's
To Do
MERMAID
COMEDIES Nov. 24 17
MOODS
Stephen
Fester
—
With
John
(Harry Langdon)
Hundley. Nancy MeCord
I— Dance sf the Hours
9....
Party
Betty
Beep's Hallowe'en Nov. 3. .1 ri
Hooks
Aug. 20
25 22 rls.
rls.
and Kelvin Keech
10
Hans Maria
Lange and Orchestra
Leave ItandtoJabs
Dad
Oct.
2_Ave
7
Fields
and McH ugh—
With
Ha! Hal
Mar. 2,':I. .7...
IHa!Don
Heard
Sept.
Jack Osterman
and PickDion
Kennedy
at
the
Organ
Pop's
Pal
Dee.
29
2
rls.
Redmond
Stage
Hand,
The
Sent, 5,'34..2rl«.
8 2 rls.
ens Sisters
9
3— Gus
WaterHaenseheoi
of Minnetonka
6
Morning,
Noon
and
Night.
.Oct.
6.
Trimmed
In
Furs
Jan.
and •rtbntra
Carrie
Bond — Ralph
With
Edwin Jacobs
C. Hill.
MORAN AND MACK
Rubinoff
4— Native
Hula Moon
7
OldCab
ManCalloway
of the Mountains ,Aug, 4.
COMEDIES
Kirbery and Lew White
Hawaiian Troupe
Blue Blackbirds
Aug. 18.
... .2 rls.
ORGANLOGUES
5~Walt2 In A Flat Major
4
Parade of Wooden Soldiers . Det. I.
Hans Lange and Orchestra
Songs
6
Farmers' FatalThe
Folly .Dee,
Sept. 22
15 18.
Radioof the
RubesHills
Red Wronged
Hot Mamma
Feb. 2.'
Freeze-Out,
19
She
MUSICAL
COMEDIES
HEADLINERSHim Right... Jan. 5.'
7....
COLUMBIA
Million Dollar Melody Oct. 27 2 ris. Sally
Bundle
of
Blues.
A
Sept.
I.
Singin'
Sara-Don
Wallace
Duke Ellington
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Poppin'
the Cork
Night
Romance
ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS Dec. 15.. . 24
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Donaldof Nevis-Ann
Leaf-John Young 7....
II.
Captain
Henry's
Radio
Show.
Aug.
Across
the
Sea
Oct.
20
II
Hold
2 ris.
7....
Lanny
Ross-Annette
Shaw- Don
Voorhees HanCanyon of Romance Dee. 8 Irl.. Tongue
SmithYourandTemper
Dale
Irving Twisters
Kaufman-Lew White
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22 Irl..
HotSmith
Daze
Oct.
20
2rls.
34.. I ri.
Ship
of
Dreams
7....
and Dale
HenryColiego
Burbig
Crazy
Mar. 16.' 34.. I ri.
Ralph Kirbery-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech 7
Lost
Race, The
Apr.
I3.'34..l. I rl.
rl... Melody
on
Parade
Mediterranean
Blues
Feb.
23,'34.
HI-De-Ho
,
Fob.
23,
Playful
Husbands
2rl3.
SONG HIT STORIES
Cab Calloway
Walter Catlett
IrvingAgain
Kaufman-Lew White
Doctor.
The
Feb. 23,'34.
I rl. . Home
Radio-douih
2rts.
8...
Littie
Last Dogie,
The
..Nov.
17 .10
Sidney and Murray
Nick
Lucas-Lew
White-Kelvin
Keech
DonaldBroadcast,
Nevis •The
Arthur Oet. 27. .11...
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov. 24 Irl..
Ten Baby Fingers
2 rl8.
Tintypes
6...
Helen Morgan
Tracy
Mills
Bros.
Sidney
and
Murray
Vincent
Lopez-Roy
Atwell•
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Slow
Poke
Sept.22 Irl..
KRAZY KAT KARTOONS
Oriental
Radio Roundup, A
Nov. 24.
Stepin
Fetchit
Charles Phantasy
Carlile-Lew White-Kelvin Keech 8...
Antique Antics
I rl. .
MolassesSmall'n' • January
Organ
Festival
9...
Trav'liing
the
Road
Feb.
9.'34..lrl..
Mary
The
Poet
Alexander
Gray
Autograph
Hunter
Jan.
5.'34..lrl..
Bill Poster. The
Nov. 24 Irl..
Prince-Vaughn
Lew
STAR COMEDY
Three X SistersDe LeathCurio Shop, The
Dec. 15 Irl..
Dick White-Ann
Liebert-JesseLeaf-Crawford
SPECIALS
House
Cleaning
Melody Tour
8...
Rumba
Sept.29.
VincentRhythm
Lopez
Expectant
Father.
The
.Feb.
I6,'34.
.
Krazy Soooits
Oct. 13 I1 rl.rl...
Sylvia S.Froos-DIck
Mr.TERRY-TOONS
Adam
Nov 17
John
Young LiebertOut of theExposure
Ether Sept. 5 7(4..
Station
T.O.T
Jan.
19.' 34.10...
Southern
I ri . .
Where's
That
Tiger?
Dee. 22.
Organlogue-ing
the
Hits
8...
Beanstalk Jack
Oct. 20 6
Borrah MinnevltchON
Stage
Krazy
Nov. 13 IIrl..
Nick
...10...
HOLLYWOOD
HerbertLucas-Lew
RawiinsonWhiteFanny's Wedding Day .Sept.22
Tom Thumb
rl. .
Irl
Melodies of Love
Whack's Museum
Sept.29 Irl..
PARADE
Grand
Uproar
.
Aug.
25
I
rl.
'.
Gypsy
Fiddler.
A
Oct.
6
.
6
'34.11...
CariiieRawiinsonWhite
LAMB'S GAMBOLS
No.
1
Aug. 18. ...II...
No. 2
Holland Days
Jan.
I2.'34. .6. . !! Songs of the Range
.Nov.
Hear
'Em and WITH
Weep
2rl8.
Sept. 8
Hypnotic
Eyes
Aug.
LAUGHING
I ri
Art Dickinson-Lew
White
.Oct.
...II...
MEDBURY
...II...
Rhapsody
in
Black
I
rl.
No.
in Venice
Dec. IS.'.'.'.'.'s...'.'
Joes
Lunchwagon
Apr
6,'34 Irl
12—— In
Morocco
Sept.29
Irl..
...II...
No. 5
GaryRawiinsonWhite
Dee. 5.8. ...li...
Last Straw,
The
Feb.
23,
'34.
.6
In the Orient Oct. 25 Irl..
PET
SUPERSTITIONS
No.
6
Jan.
Littie
Boy
Blue
Nov. 30
.
3— In South America Dec. 22 1 rl..
Feb. 2. 34.11...
i. Spilled Salt
10...
No. 7
4— MARCH
Among OF
the THE
Nordics
Irl..
M"? andHouse.
A The. Mar.23.'34..l
rl..
YEARS
Owl
thecking
Pussycat.
Mar. 9.'34..lrl..
J.Phyiiis
CarrolBarry-Geo.
Naish Lewis8
Mar. 30.'2.' 34.. I ri.
No. 9
P ck-ne
gent.
8 1 rl..
Mar.
No.
I— "Boss" Tweed Sept.
SPECIAL
Rip
Van
Winkle
.Feb.
9.'34..lrl..
No.
iO PICTORIAL Apr.
27,' 34.. I fi.
No. 2—
Oct. 22
6 9Vi..
1 rl..
No.
She
Whoops
to
Conquer
2
rls.
Robinson
PARAMOUNT
Cruse*
Nov
i7
6
No.Case
3— Famous Crippon Oct. 20 1 rl..
Zasu Pitts-Biliy BevanSunny
South.
The
Dec.
29
"!6
Daphns
Poiiard
No. i— Just a Little DressThree
Bears.
No.Opens
4— Commander
Village
Blacksmith. The... Jan.
Nov. 26.'34.
3... .66
Japan Perry Nov. 3 II...
ing—The Rock Garden — Aug. 1 1.... 10...
TOM HOWARD
Irving Mills
METRO-GOLDWYNNo. 5—
Jan. 24. '34.. I rl..
COMEDIES
No. 2— On the Trail of the
Ho.MICKEY
6—McGUIRE
Jan. 24,'34..l rl..
MAYER
Title
Divorce Sweets
Nov.
Salmon
—
Trotting
the Sept. 8 10...
30
2
rls.
Champion — Johnny OutGreen.
Mouse Trapper. The Sept. II 2 rls
Rel. Date MIn.
COMEDIES
No. 3— Dr. Roy Chapman
Static
Sept.29 2 ria
ALL-STAR SERIES
1— Mickey's Touchdown ....Oct. 14 18
Andrews Harry
— Armstrong.
September .Oct. 6 10...
Crook's Tour
SeDt.23. 19....
Morn—
2— Mickey's Tent Show Oct. 27 18
AirTREASURE
ManiaCHEST
cs
Dec. IS
^
*
3— Mickey's Covered Wagon. Nov. 30 18
16
Mixed Nuts
Feb. 17.' t9....
No. 4— Let's Go Crabbing
Day Dreams
Dec.
8 16..
4— MINUTE
Mickey's Minstrels
Jan.
1
1,
'34.
18
Next Week-End
Apr.
7.'
— Manhattan
Nocturne — Nov. 3. ...II...
MYSTERIES
Irvin
S. Cobb
Twin
Dec. 30.
Huia Honeymoon
Mar. 2. '34. 2 rls
Shorts
Nov.
Yeast Screws
Is West
Nov.
II. .2.2 rls.
No.Party
I— Death Attends a Oct. 6 9
rls.
Song of Vienna
Nov. 10
3
No.
5
—
The
Old
Mill —
CHARLEY
CHASE
19....
Cracked Iceman
Jan. 27.
What
No. 2— Fast Fangs
Oct. 13 Irl..
Jack
ratorFrost,
— Song Master
MakersDeco-of Dee. I II,.,
Your Does
Life 1934
Is inHold?
Your Dec. 22
the Nation
Luncheon
at Mush
Twelve Oct.
Dec. 21.9. 21....
No.
3
—
The
Clown
Dies
Dec.
14
Irl..
Hands
Sept.22
Midsummer
No.Went
4— When
the Lights
No.Trees
6— —Southward
Ho — Dee. 29 10...
Sherman
Said It
Sept. 2. 34. 21....
Out
I rl
Gilda Gray
17....
FOX FILMS
FITZPATRICK
No.MUSICALS
5— The Missing Clu*
I rl
TRAVEL
TALKS
No.Air7—— Lanny
Queer Ross
Fish— Liquid Jan. 26.'34.I0...
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
British
Guiana
Dee.
23.
ADVENTURES OF THE
No.thei —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. 16 2 rIs.
No. 8—
Feb. 2S.'34..I ri.
.9....
Colorful Ports of Call
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
9—
Mar.23.'34..l ri.
Art Jarrett
Day
in Guiana.
Venice
Oct. 28. .1 rl.. No.POPEYE
Following
the
Horses!
Sept.
I.,
..9...
THE
SAILOR
Dutch
Land
of
No.Jack2— Osterman
Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2rl5.
Blow Me Down
Oct. 27 7...
.9....
Motor Mania!
Sept.29.. ..9...
DJuka
Sept. 25.2. ..tri..
Conquest of the Airl Nov. 30..
.10....
Can
It
Apr.
I7...
ri.
Italy.
Land of Inspiration. . Nov.
No.Lou3— Holtz
School for Romance 2 rIs.
I Yam
EatsYouWhat
MyTake
Spinach
Nov. 27.'34.
17 . 7...
Scouring the Seven Seas!... Oct. 20.. ..9..
New
Zealand
I
I
Yam
Sept.20
Answering the Riot Call!. ..Dec. 22.. ..9..
Scotland the Bonnie Sept. 30. ..9....
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
..9....
Filming
the
Fashions
Nov.
10
9...
Let's
You
and
Him
Fight..
Feb.
I6.'34..l
ri.
FLIP. THE FROG
Auto Show
Dec. 8 I rl
MAGIC CARPET
Man on the Flying Trapeze,
Paleface
Aug. 12. ..8..
Aw, Nurse
I rl
SERIES
..7..
The
.
..Mar.30.'34..l
ri
Soda
Squirt
Seasin's
Greetinks
Dee.
8
8...
Pagodas of Peiping Aug. IS
False
Alarm
MOVIES
Hollywood
Babes
Nov. ID II rlrl "
Sock-A-Bye.
Baby
Jan.
Shades of Cairo
Aug. 25
A GOOFY
Whole Show
in One Reel .Sept. 9.
Wild Elephinks
Dee. I9.'34..7...
29 7...
Movie Struck
Sept.
8 .Irl
71/2
The Desert Patrol
Sept. I 10...
Perils
of Arsenic
Annie
Sandman
Tales
Oct. 6..
.1 rl..
SCREEN
SONGS
Outposts of France Sept. 15 9...
LAUREL
&
HARDY
Boo.
Boo.
Theme
Song
Oct.
7...
of
Greece
Sept.29
Serappy's Art Gallery Jan. I2.'34. . I rl . . Glimpses
I Like Mountain Music Nov. 13
10 10...
Busy Bodies
Oct. 7.
Playground of Pan Oct. 13
Scrappy's Television Jan. 29.'34
I rl.
Dirty Work
Nov. 25. .20....
20....
.in.
Eton
Boys
Elephant
Trails
Oct.
27
"."ES
EDI
COM
er,
ISE
Broth
Could You Spare Sept. 13. .17....
Ralnin' All the Time. Jan. I2.'34.I0...
The Island of Malta Nov. 3 10...
Oliver
the Eighth
MUSICAL
COMEDIES Jan. 13.' ,28,. . . Keeps
aSUNR
A Day in Tokyo
Nov. 10 9...
Gertrude Niesen
KenMillion?
Murray
Itil
Birds
in
Paradise
Feb.
24.'
Byways
in
Bangkok
Nov.
24
Lazy
Bones
Apr. I3.'34. . I ri.
.2
rls.
Entertainer.
The
.Oct.
4
20
Keg 0' My
Heart Aug.
Nov. 26.
II.
Around the Acropolis IJov. 30
BorrahAli Minnevltch
Will Mahoney
Nertsery
Let's
Sing Like the
Gem of the Sea
Dec. 15 9...
20...
Rhapsody Rhymes
in Brew Sept.30.
WORLD OF SPORT
Birdies
Sing
Feb. IS
9.'M..8...
Rural
England
Dec.
22
20....
Sing, Babies, Sing Dee.
9...
Flying Gloves
Aug. 18 Irl
London Medley
Dee. 29
Symphony
Suds Jan. 6,' .2 rls.
MUSICALin REVUES
It's Sport in Any Language I rl
Beer and Pretzels Aug. 26. .20....
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5.'34
Baby
Rose
Marie
Stoopnocracy
Aug.
18
7,..
We Want
a Touchdown
Oct. 23
Irl"
Piano Nuts
Oct. 14.
Tunisian
I9,'34
What
the Scotch
Started...
.Oct.
6...
Stoopnagle and Budd
Roast Beef and Movies. ... Dee. 2. .20....
Sentinels Travels
of th« Sea.....Jan.
Jan. 2e.'34
Who Said
the Weaker
Sex7.Sept.
8 9I rl
and Sing Mar. 9.'34..l ri.
LannyUp Ross
..2 rls. Tune
Roaming the Netherlands.. .Feb. 9.'34
ODDITIES
Fine
Feathers
Nov.
18. 34 ..9....
Winter Thrills
I ri.'. Cradle
Storms
When
Yubaon the
Plays
the Sept. 16 7...
MOVIEof TINTYPE
SERIESFeb. I6.'34
Handlebars
Aug.
26.
.10....
Rumba
Tuba
Where Is My Wandering
DU WORLD PICTURES
Happy Warriors
Oct. 26.
21.
Mills
Bros.
Boy?
Aug.
18
Menu
Aug.
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
SCREEN
For the Man She Lovfi... .Sept. 8
No.
I SOUVENIRS Sept.
Aug. 25
10...
SEMI-FEATURES
Roping
Bears Jan. 13.' 34 II...
OUR Wild
GANG
Slander's
Tongue
..Sept.22
.1 ri.
AND SHORTS
No.
2
Twin
Dukes
and
a
Duchess.
Oct.
6
Bedtime
Worries
Sept.
9.
.35.
.21.
No.
3
Oct. 22....
20.... 10...
10...
.19.
Dawn
to
Dawn
Dee.
25
The
Great
Train
Robbery.
.Oct.
27
Wild
Poses
No. 4
Nov. 17.... 10...
Julie Hayden-O. M. Ness
A
Moment
of
Madness
Nov.
4
TODD-KELLY
No.
5
Dec.
15....
10...
LotFrederle
In Sodon
Oec 25 .26.
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
Air Fright
Dee. 23. .2 rls. No. 6
Haak
Jan.
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5.'34
Babes
Goods Feb.
No. 7
Feb. I2,'34.I0.
9.'34..l rt...
Backs into theNature
Nov. 10,'
14 19....
No(Travelogue)
Woman's Land
45
The
Girl
from
the
Ctiuntry
.
Jan.
I9.'34
No.
8
Mar.
9. '34.. I ri.
Beauty and the Bus Sept. 16. 20....
Emma's Dilemma
Feb. 2,'34
No.PARAMOUNT
9
SoupWILLIE
and Fish
Mar. 31. 18....
Love's Old Sweet Song Feb, I6,'34
SOUND Apr. 8,'34..l ri.
WHOPPER
.2 rls.
TheSPECIAL
Heart of SUBJECT
Valeska Mar. 9.'34
EDUCATIONAL
NEWS
.1 ri..
Davy
Jones'
Locker Dee.
Editions Weekly
Aniakchak
Aug. 18 28...
Hell's Ball
Fire
Jan. 16.9.6. .7.... TwoGRANTLAND
RICE
[Distributed
throughRel. Fox
Films]
Play
Sept.
.7....
SPORTLIGHTS
MASTER
ART
.8....
Title
Date
Min.
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14.
No.
I
—
What
Makes a Aug. 4 II...
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES
Stratos-Fear
No^i. II.
Champion
PRODUCTS
An Old Gypsy Custom Jan. I2.'34. .2 rIs.
No.
2—
Sporting
Melodies..
25 10...
MONOGRAM
Dora's
Dunking
Doughnuts
.Sept.
I
20
No. 3— Water Lura .Aug.
Sept.22
10...
TitU
Rel. Date Min.
Frozen Assets
Nov. 17 2rls.
No.
4—
The
March
ef
the
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
HUMAN
SIDE
OF
Champions
Oct. 20 II...
Hello,
Prosperity
Mar.30.'34..2
rIs.
THE NEWS
PORT
0'
CALL
SERIES
His Weak
Moment
Oct.
13 2 rIs.
No.
5
—
Kennel
Kings
Nov.
24....
10...
1. The Seventh Wonder. .. Deo. I..... Irl..
HILL) In
No. 6— Around the Calaatir . Dee. 22 10...
Super
The Feb. 9,'34..2rls.
1. (EDWIN
Roosevelt C. Family
AS ASnooper,
DOG THINKS
2.3. City
of
the
Sun
Ja>.
I.'34...lri..
No.
7
—
Jumping
Slants
....Jan.
28.'34.ll...
America
I
rt.
Love's Memorial Feb. I.'34..lrl..
Walking
Sept.29
No. 8 — Horse Power
Feb. I6,*34. II . . .
2. A Visit to West Paint
Irl.
4. Children of the Nile. ..Mar. I.'34..lri..
You and Itheand Dog
the Gatepost .Aug.
25

85
February

I 7,

I 934
(

Title
Rel. Date Mis.
No. 9— Flying Bodies Mar. 23. '34.. I rj.
Nt.TWO10— REEL
Animal COMEDIES
Antles . . . Apr. I3,'34. . I rl.
Circus
Feb. I6.'34.2I...
HarryHoodoe
Langdon
Cold Turiiey
Dec. I.... 19...
Joseph
Cawthorn
„
Ducky
Sept.^ I, 19...
SidneyDear
Toler
eoldWalter
Nuggets
Feb. 2.'34.I8...
Catlett
JustBingan Crosby
Echo
Jan. I9,'34.20...
Marriage Humor
Aug. 18 19...
Harry Langdon
Meet tlie Champ
Aug. 4. ...21...
Eugene Catlett
PalletteWalter
,
NewPallette-Catlett
Dealers, The
Apr. 6,'34..2rl8
NoLeon
MoreErro)
Bridge Mar. I6.'34.
. . .2 ris
OldChicBugler,
The
Jan.
5.'34.20..
Sal
„Oct.. „6.... 21..
On Ice e
OneHarry
AwfulLangdon
Night _Oct.. 20.... 21..
Pallette-Catlttt
Please
Dee. 15.... 22..
Bing Crosby
Roaming Romeo, A
Dee. 29 21..
Harry Beware
Langdon „Sept.» 15 18..
Sailors,
Catlett-Pallette
Three Little Swigs Nov. 10.... 21..
Leon Errol
,
, ,
UpFranklin
and Down
Mar. 2,'34..2rls
Pangborn
PRINCIPAL
Title
Rel- Date Min.
Among the Maoris
Aug. 1 7
Circle of Life of the Ant
Lion,
The
Feb. 22
14, '34..19...
7...
City
of Contrasts Sept.
Nov.
Cuba
27 21...
Farmer's Friend, The Oct. 4 7...
From
Butterfly..
Great Cocoon
RaccoontoHunt,
The... .Jan.
Sept.I0.'34..7...
I 20...
HerBee
Majesty, the Queen
Dee. 1 6...
Insect
Mar. II.
4.'34..7...
Kiek-Ofl,Clowns
The
Oct.
...27...
Newslaugh—
No.
2
Dec.
20
Queen of the Underworld. .. Dec. 6 9...
7...
Wonders of the Tropics Dec. 13 32...
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Rel. Date
Title
AMOS
'N' ANDY
CARTOONS
.1 rl.
Lion
Tamer, The
Feb. 2,'
Rasslln'
Jan.
5.' II...
BLONDEMatch,
and The
RED
HEAD SERIES
..
Bridal
Feb. 18.9.' L2I
.20..
Flirting Bail
in the Park Aug.
.19..
Walking
Back
Home
Dec.
8.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
(Reissue)
TheSERIES
Cure
Aug. 19. .20...
.21...
The
Fireman
Aug. 28.
The Count
Nov.
17. .21...
TheCLARK
Immigrant
Jan. 19.' .21...
SERIES & McCULLOUSH
Fits in a Fiddle Oct. 20. .14'/,.
..2rls
Hey Nanny,
Jan.
Iceman's
Ball,Nanny
The
Aug. 12.'
13. .20...
.21...
In
the
Devil
Dog
House
Feb.
2.'
Kickingin the
Around. .Aug. 4. . 19...
Odor
the Crown
Court
.2 rIs
Snug in a Jug
Nov. 2. .20...
CUBBY
THE
BEAR
CARTOONS
Croon Crazy
Dee. 29. .1.7...rl.
Cubby's Picnic
Oct. 6. .7...
Cubby's
World
Flight
Aug.
rl.
Galloping Fanny
Dec. 25.I. .1 rl.
Gay Gaueho. The
Nov. 3. .1.71/2.
Good
Knight
Feb.
23.'
Nut Factory
Aug. II. .1 rl.
Sinister
Stuff
Jan. 26,'; .1 ri.
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
COMEDIES
.19..
How Comedies Are Born Sept. 8. .11..
Suits
to Nuts
HEADLINER
SERIES Dee. I. .20...
No. 5— Preferred List Oct. 6.
No. 6— Air Tonic
Dec. 22. .21...
..2rls
No.MASQUERS
7— On Approval
COMEDIES Jan. 5.' 34
Abroad in Old Kentucky Sept. 9.
MR. AVERAGE MAN
COMEDIES (EDGAR
KENNEDY)
Grin and Bear It
Dee. 29. .20'/,..
Quiet
Aug.
What Please
Fur?
N«v. II.3. .20'/»..
.21....
MUSICALS
.20....
Bubbling
Over
Jan.
5.'
Ethel Waters
Henry
Jan. 26,' ..2rU.
Berl theLabrApe
Hizzoner
Nov. 17. .2l'/a..
Bert Lahr
L.2rls.
Knife
of
the
Party
Feb.
Lillian Miles
8.. .21'/...
Strange
Case
of
Hennessy.
.
Doe.
Cliff Edwards
MUSICOMEDIES
SERIES Weather
(Ruth Etting) Dec. 15... .20'/2..
California
Knee Deep in Music Sept. 22. .21'/,..
.21....
Torch
MY Tango
BRIDGE
EXPERI- Feb. 23.'
ENCES (Elv Culbertson)
Forced Response, A
Sept. 15. .17....
Murder at the Bridge Table. Sept. I. .21....
Society Cheaters
Sept.29. .21....
What Not to Do In Bridge.. Oct. 13. . 15. . . .
Trans-Atlantic
Bridge
Tricks
Oct. 27. .20....
Throe
KnavesNEWSand > Queen. Nov. 10. .21....
PATHE
Released
a week
PATHE twice
REVIEW
Released once a month
SOGLOW'S "THE KINGCARTOONS
Fatal Note, The
Sept.29. .7....
Jest of Honor
Jan. 19,' .7....
Jolly Good Fellows Feb. 16.' .1 rl..

MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

Title )
RELEASE
CHAI3T--C€NT'D
Rel. Date Mil
Title
Rel Date Min.
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
MELODY MASTERS
Not the Marrying Kind Nov. 22 20
Marching
Along
Get.
Sterling Holloway
No. 10 — The Alma Martyr
9
On
the Pan
Nov. 27
24 7...
7...
and IsHis Familiar
Pennsylvanians
On(Mentone
the Air No.
and I)Off Sept. 6 19
Pals
I rl.
No.FredII — Waring
The Name
SPECIALS
Leon Belasco and Band
Open Sesame
Oct. 25 20
So VAGABOND
This Is Harris
No. 12— The Audition
20
ADVENTUREJan. I9,'34.28...
Henry
Armetta
OutLouise
of Gas
Nov. 8 21
Emerton's Band 9
Fazenda
No.Hannah
13 — A Wllllams-Phil
Castiilan Garden
Antwerp
Sept.
8
lO'/j.
Sefior
Pozo's Marimba
Cuba
Palsio
Walsie
Jan. 31. '34. 20
MELODYDel MASTERS
(New Orchestra
Series)
Henry
Armetta
Gibraltar.
Guardian of the Nov. IO....IO'/2.
id
PieJames
for Two
Dec. 13 21....
Mediterranean
No. I— Hot from Petrograd 10....
Gleason
Dave
Apollon
and
Orchestra
,10...
Holy Land
Feb. I6,'34
No. 2 — Barber Shop Blues
9....
Stung
Oct. 18 18
Madeira.
Land of Wine
LouiseAgain
Fazenda
Claude Hopkins and Band
Moorish Spain
Jan. I2,'34.
Supper
at
Sk
Dec.
27
18
No.
3
—
Rublnoff
and
Orchestra
10
(Mentone No. 5)
No. 4— Eddie Duchin and Band 10
STATE RIGHTS
No. 5— Borrah Minnevitch and His
Trifle
Jan. I7,'34. 191/2 . .
VinceBackward.
Barnett A
Harmonica Rascals
10
AMKINO
26...
AKilling
Day into Moscow
No.
6— Jack Denny and Band 10....
Vaudeville
onNo.Parade
Jan. 24,'34. .2 rIs.
17...
Live
(Mentone
6)
No.
7—
Mills
Blue
Rhythm
Band
10....
Kino Displays
18...
Warren Doane Brevity Aug. 9 19
No. 8— Isham Jones
Mar. I7,'34. . I rl. .
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
Where's
Elmer?
Feb. 7,'34..2rls.
No. 10—
9— Phil
Spitalny
Apr.
..1I rl.
Vince Barnett
Coocoo Capers
rl. .
No.
Vincent
Lopez
May I4,'34.
I2,'34.
Flame of the Pacific
23
No.AbeII—Lyman
Tin Hat Harmony. .May
I2,'34.
Terrors of the Amazon
29
No. 12— B. A. Wolfe
VITAPHONE SHORTS
CELEBRITY
No. 13 — D. Mendoza and .July 7,'34..lrl.
JackFIRST
and the
Beanstalk 8
Title
Rel. Date Min.
DIVISION
Vitaphone
Band
Aug. 4, '34. .Irl..
MERRY MELODIES
BIG V COMEDIES
Delhi
Nov. 22...
15..-. 10....
10....
No.Tooth
13— Nothing But the Aug. 19 19
No.
6—
One StepandAhead
of My Shadow. 77
MyDavid
Side L.ef Hutton
the Story Sept.
No.
7
—
Young
Healthy
Jack Haley
No. 8— The Organ Grinder 7
Strange Case of Tom Mooney .July 21... 23...
BIG V COMEDIES
No.
9— Wake
the Gypsy
In Me 7....
IDEAL
No.
I Like UpMountain
Music
7
Canal
Gypsies
9....
(New
Series)
No. 10II—— Shuffle
Off to Buffalo
7....
No.JackI—Haley
Salt Water Daffy. .Sept. 16 21
Evolution
: 28
No.
12
—
The
Dish
Ran
Away
with
the
Goofy
8....
No. 2 — Close Relations ...Sept.30 20
Mystic Games
East, The
10
No.Spoon
13 — We're in the Money
77
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
Next War. The
26....
MERRY
MELODIES
(New
Series)
No.
3—
Gobs
of
Fun
Oct.
21
21
We're
on Our Way
9
No. 2—
I— Sitting
I've Got onto aSingBacka Torch Song.. 7
INDUSTRIAL
George
Givot-Charles
JudelsNov. 4 21
No.
TheINVINCIBLE
Silent Enemy
30
No.Gus
4—ShyTurkey
in the Raw.
Yard Fence
I rl. .
No.
3—
Pettin'
in the Park Jan. 27.'34..l ri..
Snowman
10....
No. 5— In the Dough Nov. 25.... 22 ...
RESOLUTE
No.
4
—
Honeymoon
Hotel.
.
Feb.
17.
'34.
.7
PEPPER
POT
(Fatty)
No.Roscoe
6 — Here
ComesArbuckle
Flossie . Dec. 9 18....
Itchy
Scratchy
3 Ms.
No. I— Walter Donaldson
10
MARY
WARNER
Ben 7—Blue
No.
5cwith Dr.
10....
Berlin: Its Sports and Recreation 8
No.
Tomalio
Dec. 30 21
No. 32—— Admission
Rock-a-Bye-Bye,
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolis 8
Rockwell
II
Roscoe
(Fatty)
Arbuckle
Glimpses
of Germany
8
No. 4— Laughs In the Law
8
No. 8— How D'Ya Like
Green Heart
of Germany, The
20
No. 5— Notre Dame Glee Club 8
That?
Ian. I3,'34. 18. . . . No.
Springtime on the Rhine
7
6—
Harry
Warren
10
George
Givot-Charles
Judels
The Mosel
8....
No.
78—— Easy
No.Ben9—Blue
Nervous Hands Feb. 3,'34.2I
Trier, Oldest City In Germany... J 6
No.
Little Aces
Miss Mischief 10....
10....
No.
9
—
Movie
Memories
9
Vintagers'
Festival
in
the
Palatinate.
..
10
Winter in the Bavarian Alps
I rl..
No.
10—
Pugs
and
Kisses.
..
Feb.
I7,'34.2I
No.
ID
—
The
Tune
Detective
9
Young Germany Goes Skiing I rl..
No.Harry
II— Mushrooms
Feb. I4,'34. .2 rIs.
Sigmund Spaeth
Gribbon
No.
II
—
Mississippi
Suite
9....
No.
12—
Foiled
Again
Mar.
24.'34.
.2
rIs.
No.Block
12— The
UNITED ARTISTS
and Wrong
Sully Wrong Trail 10
Title
Rel. Date Min.
No.Ben13—Blue
Ben Blue (untitled) .Apr. I4,'34. .2 rIs.
No.
13—
Song
Hits, with Roy Turk 11
MICKEY
MOUSE
No. 14— Corn on the Cop. . . Apr. 28,'34. .2 rls.
No.
14—
Easy Aces,
No. 2
Irl..
13. The Mail Pilot Juno 5 ... .6...
No.BROADWAY
15—1 Scream
May I9,'34. .2 rls.
No.
1516 —— Pure
Feud
Irl..
BREVITIES
14. Man
Mickey's Mechanical
No.
Radio
Ramblers
Irl..
June 9
No. 25 — 20.000 Cheers for
No. 17— Lulu McConnell
Irl..
15. Puppy
Mickey'sLove
Gala Premiere. Aug.
June 30
the Chain Gang
Aug. 12... .19
No. 18— Good Old Days
Irl..
16.
14 .7...
Jerry
Bergen-The
Rollickers-Picken
Sisters
No.
19
—
Radio
Reels
Irl..
17. Steeple Chase
Sept. I
No. 26— The "No" Man. .. .Aug. 26 19
18. The Pet Store Sept.22
Jessel
—
Van
No. 20 — Charles Ahearn
Irl..
Hugh O'Connell-Anne
Greenway
BROADWAY
BREVITIES
No. 21— Little Jack Little
Irl..
1.(NEW
Giant SERIES)
Land
Nov. 15. . . .
No.
22—
Radio
Reel
No.
2
Irl..
(New
Series)
Mickey Shanghaied
No.SPORT
23— DadTHRILLS
Minds theSERIES
Baby
I rl..
No. I— Use Your Imagina- tion Sept. 2 18
3.2. Playful
PlutoJan. I5,'34.
4.SILLY
CampingSYMPHONIES
Out
Feb. I6,'34
TED
HUSING
Hal
LeRoy-MIUI
Mayfair
No.President
2— Rufus Jones for .Sept. 9 20
No. I—
6. Babes in the Wood.... Dec. 2,'32.
No. 2—
7. Santa's Workshop Dec. 30.'32,
No. 3—
No.Ethel3— Waters
Seasoned Greetings. Sept. 23 20
8.9. Birds
in
the
Spring.
...
Dec.
30.'32.
No. 5—
4— Old Time Sport Thrills
Father Little
Noah's Pigs
Ark Jan.
No.
10. Three
May 27
26...
No.Lita4—Grey
PaulChaplin
Revere, Jr. .Oct. 7... 21
No.WORLD
6—
11. Old King Cole July 27...
ADVENTURES
12. Lullaby Land
Aug. IB....
E. M. NEWMAN
No.Gusy5— Shy-Janet
Operator's Reade
Opera .Oct. 14.. ...21
13. Pied Piper
Oct. 6...,
No.
10—
Wonder
the World Irl..
Irl..
O'Day-Eton
Boys
(NEW SERIES)
Donald Novis-Dawn
No. II — Costumes Spots
of theof World
1. The
Night Before
No. 6— 'Tis Spring Oct. 28 19
No. 12 — Strange Ceremonies
10....
Christmas
Dee. 15....
No.MUSICAL
13— Top ofWORLD
the World
10
PatriciaJenkins
EllisAllen
2. The China Shop Jan. I5,'34.
JOURNEYS
E. M. NEWMAN
UNIVERSAL
No.(Technicolor)
7— Yeast Is Yeast
n„v. II 20
No. 2I—— Samoan
ExploringMemories
the Pacific Irl..
Irl..
Title
Rel. Date Min.
No.
No.Tom8—Patrlcola
The Mild West... Nov. 18 23
GOOFYTONE NEWS
No.
3
—
Heart
of
Paris
10....
.8...
No.
I
Aug.
Borden .Dec. 2 23
No. 54—— Cannibal
Italy, the Islands
Old and the New II
No.Janet9— Reade-Olive
Girl Trouble
No. 2
Oct. 28...
I...
No.
Irl..
No. 3
Dec. 25 10...
Mitchell
and
Durante
No.
6
—
Spanish
America
Irl..
No.
10
—
Around
the
Clock..
Dec.
16
29
No. 7 — Jerusalem, the Holy City Irl..
No.OSWALD
4 CARTOONS Jan. 29,'34. ..1I rlrl..
No.
8
—
Picturesque
Slam
Irl..
.1
rl.
Four
Eton
Boys
Norma
Terris.6V2.
No. 9— Slackers of the Jungle I rl..
Candy
The
Jan.
No. II— Plane Crazy
23 22
Chicken House,
Reel
Jan. 15.I,'34.
'34 .1 rl.
No. 10— East Indies
I rl..
Dorothy Lee-Arthur and
County
Feb. 18...
5.'34
No.
America
Irl..
Five and Fair
Dime
Sept.
Morton
Havel Time .Dec. 16 22
.1.7...
rl.
No. IIi2 —— Central
Dark Africa
Irl..
No.
12
—
Kissing
Gingerbread
Boy
Mar.
I2.'34.
No.
13
—
South
Sea
Islands
Irl..
In the Zoo
Nov. 6
Merry Old Soul
Nov. 27... .8...
Jane
FromanGeorges
Metaxa
Parking Space
Dec. 18...
No. 13— A Little Girl with
SEI2IALS
ToyPOOCH
Shoppe,CARTOONS
The
Feb. 19. '34 .7...
Big Ideas
Jan. 20,'34.29
(EACH
SERIAL 12 EPISODES
OF 2 RLS.)
Molly
Picon Tonight,
No.
14 — Not
Hot and Cold
Aug. 14 .9...
Title
Rel. Date
Min.
.1
rl.
King Klunk
Sept. 4...
SheRADIO
Done Him
Right
Oct.
9...
Josephine
Jan.
27,
'34.
21
FIRST
DIVISION
Frank Kelly
McHughKitty
STAR REELS
Young Eagles
The Old Timers
(Technicolor)
21....
Louis Sobol — No. 3
No.
15
—
Picture
Palace ....Feb. I0,'34.2I
Peeping
Tom
Sept.20...
No.
Feb. 24.'34. 10
17....
MASCOT
Louis Sobol
4
No. 1617 —— Come
Businessto Dinner
Is a
Fighting
with Kit Carson. .. July 6 20
Boswell
Sisters,— No.
The
Dec. 8... 21....
Pleasure
Mar. 3,'34..2rls.
Johnny
Mack Brown(each)
Noah Beery
Nick
Kenny—
No.
4
No. 18— Silver Living Mar. I7,'34. .2 rls.
SPECIALS
Dorothy
Stone
Lost
Jungle.
The
Apr.
I.'34.20....
Clyde Squadron.
Beatty
World's
GreatestAS Thrills.
No. 19— Let's Play Post
STRANGE
IT .. .Aug. 18... 19....
Mystery
The Dee. 23. (each)
Office
Mar. 31. '34. .2 rls.
SEEMS SERIES
Jean
Sargent
(each)
Bob
Steele
No. 31— Novelty
Aug. 7.... .1.9....
Three Musketeers. The... .Apr. 7.
20 — Story
Conference. . .Apr. 7.'34..2rls.
rl.. No.Lillian
No.
32—
Novelty
Sept.
Roth
JohnDog.Wayne-Ruth
Wolf
TheHall Sept.30.
No. 33 — Novelty
Oct. 4....
9. ... .9....
No.(Technicolor)
21— Morocco Nights . . . Apr. 2I,'34. .2 rls.
No. 34— Novelty
Nov. 20...
Rin
TinBoots
Tin. Mallory
Jr.-Frankle
DarroNo. 35— Novelty
Dec. 18 10....
No.Hal22—LeRoy
Private Lessens ...June 5.'34..2rls.
No.
36—
Novelty
Jan.
22.'34
.1
rl..
No.UNIVERSAL
37— Novelty
HOW TO BREAK 90
PRINCIPAL
COMEDIES Feb. 26.'34
JONES
Fearless Aug. II (each)
20...
All(Mentone
at Sea
Sept.20... .21....
No.BOBBY
4— Down
Swing
July 8 Irl.. Tarzan.
Buster theCrabbe
No. 2)
No. 5— Impact
July 15 Irl..
Big(Mentone
Benefit, No.
The
Oct.
18
21....
No.
6
—
Fine
Points
Aug.
5
10
3)
UNIVERSAL
Big Casino, The
Nov. 29 21....
No.LOONEY
10 — BeauTUNES
Bosko
7
(Mentone No. 4)
Gordon
Ghost City
No.
II12 —— Bosko's
Mechanical
Man 77
Buck ofJones-Madge
Bellamy Aug. 14.
No.
Bosko
the
Musketeer
Born
April Hollewwr
First Mar. I4.'34. .2rls.
(each)
Perils of Pauline Nov. 6. ...20...
Sterling
No.
13
—
Bosko's
Picture
Show
7
(each)
LOONEY TUNES (New Series)
Evalyn ofKnappRobert AllenMay 22 ...20..
Broadway
Feb. I4,'34. .2 rIs.
Phantom
the Air
(MentoneVarieties
No. 7)
No. I— Buddy's Day Out. .Sept. 9 8
Tom
Tyler-Gloria
Shea
FullHenry
Coverage
Feb.
28.'34.
.2rls.
(each)
No.
2
—
Buddy's
Beer
Garden
Oct. 21 7
Armetta
...20..
(tub)
Treasure
Jan. 29,' 34.20...
Meeting Mazle
Dee. 20.... 20....
No. 3— Buddy's Show Boat. May I2,'34. .7. . . . Pirate
Richard
TalmadgeLuellle
Lund
Sterling Holloway
No. 54—— Buddy
Buddy and
the Towser
Gob... .Jan. I3,'34. . Irl..
I rl..
No.
MounUin
Musie
Jan. 3,'34. 18...
(each)
Louise Fazenda
Vanishing
Shadow, TheInce Apr. 23,' 34.20..
No. 6 — Buddy's Garage
Iri..
Onslow Stevens-Ada
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ADVERTISING

the great
national medium
for showmen

Ten cents per word, money-order or check with copy. Count initials, box number and address. Minimum insertion,
$1. Four insertions for the price of three.
Contract rates on application.
No borders or cuts. Forms close
Mondays at 5 P.M. Publisher reserves right to reject any copy. Address correspondence, copy and checks to
MOTION PICTURE HERALD, Classified Dept., 1790 Broadway, New York City

USED

ECUII^yHCNT

ONE PAIR REFLECTOR ARCS. $150.00 ; 5 HORSE,
single phase motor, $50.00. BOX 445, GI^SGOW, KY.
2 STRONG HIGH INTENSITY REFLECTOR
lamps complete, $300. Very fine condition. Guaranteed. JOE GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Catalogue H free. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
BARGAIN: COMPLETE REBUILT SIMPLEX
projectors. Also 75 to 150 ampere Hertner generator,
good as new. JOE GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
PATRONIZE
SPECIAL BARGAIN
counter:
RebuiltMONARCH'S
projectors, generators,
rectifiers,
reflector arc lamps. Mazda lamphouses, screens,
chairs, lenses, portables, amplifiers, sound heads. All
theatre equipment. Satisfactory trades completed.
Expert projector repairing and service. Established
25 years. Free list. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Memphis, Tenn.
PCSITICNS

WANTED

YOUNG MAN, ASSISTANT MANAGER, DESIRES
position.
HERALD. Will invest. BOX 367, MOTION PICTURE
SOUND
PROJECTIONIST,
YEARS' salary
EXPERIence,
familiar
with all sound 12machines,
$25.
Best references. Go anywhere. Wire collect. BOA
369, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
TI^AINING

ECTJiPyHENT

CONVERT YOUR OBSOLETE SOUND SYSTEM
to Wide Range brand new heads for Simplex and
Powers from $83.00 up. Investigate our other items
at special prices. Consulting engineering services
gratis. Let us advise you. NEW ENGLAND
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORP., 356
Worthington St., Springfield, Mass.
HOW wheels,
DO WE $12.98;
DO IT—replacement
HERE'S HOW—
color
tubes ELECTRIC
for RCA,
W. E. etc., 40% off; tickets, misprints, rolls of 2,000,
15c: carbons 60% off; sound screens, 39c ft.; many
others. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
TRADE WITH
"OLDMostRELIABLE
Established
25 years.
complete MONARCH."
stock theatre
equipment, sound accessories, supplies. Money saving
prices. Our central location assures snappy service.
Catalog free. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
THEATRE

PDCGKAMS

THE LARGEST PROGRAM PRINTERS IN THE
Middle West now offer four-page two-color programs on enamel paper folded and delivered in the
Central States at the following prices: 5.000, $8.75;
3,000, $6.75; 2.000, $5.75; 1,000, $5.00. THEATRE
PRINTING CO., 720 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
DEDKESENTATIVES
WANT FRANCHISE HOLDERS IN EVERY
state in U. S. to handle distribution of theatrical
and non-theatrical pictures. Catholic feature now
ready
for and
release.
unless able
finance
franchise
post Don't
bond answer
for territory.
Send tocomplete
data in first letter. BOX 347A, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

THEATRES

WANTED

WANTED TO' BUY OR LEASE THEATRE IN
Ohio, Indiana
or Illinois. BOX 368, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
GENERAL

ECDIR/HENT

SPECIAL PURCHASE ENABLES US TO QUOTE
bargain prices until stock is sold. Beauty baby spot
$4.75, list $8.50; Tungar bulb 6 amperes, $4.25, 15
amperes,
$8.00;opto
exciter
$3.00;bottle.
opto lens
tissue
20c
package;
lenslamps
polish6— 20c
CROWN,
311 West 44th St., New York.
COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT AND SOUND
equipment. New and rebuilt. Expert repair and
servicing. Guaranteed quality. Unusual prices.
Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY
CORP., 334 W. 44th St., New York.
KEEP GOING— IF PUZZLED WIRE S. O. S.—
famous S. O. S. Wide Fidelity sound complete, $179.70
up; soundheads,
$49.50 up;$50.00
portable
complete, $195.00; amplifiers,
up. S.soundfilm,
O. S. CORP.,
1600 Broadway, New York.
TWO lamps,
POWERS
6B complete
PROJECTORS
INtensity
rectifiers,
$300.00. LOW
602 Phillips
Ave., Toledo, Ohio
"GETTING REAL SOUND NOW!" SAYS SUMmers,
— You sound,
can't afford
to be
withoutUnionville,
S. O. S. Missouri
Wide fidelity
from $179.70.
S. O. S. CORP., 160O Broadway, New York.
SCREEN
RESDREACING

SCUCCLS

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT
and theatre advertising. Big opportunities for trained
men. Catalog free. THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE, 315 Washington St., Elmira, N. Y.
DEDAID

NEW

SERVICE

BEST GRADE REPAIR WORK. PRICES RIGHT.
Free relief heads. Prompt service. GUERCIO &
BARTHEL, 908 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
ECUIDMENT
EXCHANGE

WANTED

DDT

WANTED AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN OLDtime film made before 1917. Big prices paid. BOX 366,
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
WANTED PIPE ORGAN. NO AUTOMATICS.
State particulars and price wanted in first letter.
Cash. HODGSON ORGAN CO., 608 Duke St., Norfolk,
Va.
WILL BUY USED THEATRE CHAIRS, PARTS,
accessories, all kinds. Write GESCO, 2035 Charleston
Street, Chicago.

WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make it likeCO.,new.
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
TECHNICAL

SERVICE

100 WINDOW CARDS, 14 x 22. 3 COLORS, $3.25
F.O.B. BERLIN PRINT, Berlin, Md.

DCCrS

"RICHARDSON'S HAND BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best
most practical.
Aaron Nadell's "Projection
SoundandPictures."
Complete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksmformation
complete for
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, 1790 Broadway, New York.
TRAILER

DDINTING
WHEN IN NEED— WIRE S. O. S. WITH SPEED
—bargains
we pay "spot"
— trades
taken,
galore.forS.anything
O. S. you've
CORP.,got1600
Broadway,
New York.

TC

SERVICE

TRAILERS AND SLIDES MADE TO ORDER.
Lowest prices. Best work guaranteed. Send for illustratedTORIES,
price list.
UNIVERSAL
Parkersburg,
W. Va., or FILM
London,LABORAOntario,
Canada.
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AN

"INSIDE

JOB"

VARIOUS big-wigs of Hollywood are reported to be
frothing to the point of protest to the Hays office over
an article appearing in the Saturday Evening Post signed
by Mr. Sannuel Goldwyn and presenting an array of figures
on star salaries. In this article argument is made that stars
are worth what they cost and entitled to their short years of
golden harvest.
Some of Mr. Goldwyn's contemporaries seem to think that
he has violated production ethics in putting this material before the public.
The obvious fact is that the article discusses only material
which is in the main common talk of Hollywood, and he presents aset of figures that any reporter after two hours In the
town could have compiled.
Hollywood may do well enough to get conscious about
"dollar publicity," but just at the moment it Is more likely
annoyed that the ubiquitous. Irrepressible Mr. Soldwyn has
in the guise of a defender of the art once again stepped
neatly into the center of the spotlight.
If Hollywood is going to be peevish about Mr. Goldwyn's
contributions to current screen journalism, what about the
army of some two hundred and odd "fan writers" In Hollywood who get information, encouragement, nourishment, not
to say irrigation, in their continuous traffic In gossip and
scandal.
AAA
RACE

IN WRONG,

AGAIN!

I HE movie was born in the laboratory and reared in the
I counting house" begins a tract entitled "The Eyes of
the Movie," written by the late and able Harry Alan
Potamkin and just now published, along with much other literature of protest, by International Publishers.
Mr. Potamkin was among the most acute students of the
motion picture and was capable In forcefully putting himself
on paper. He was a member of the Exceptional Photoplay
Committee of the National Board of Review. It was his view
that the motion picture had an obligation to save the world
or at least do something for society. Because his presentations inthis booklet are so typical of a certain range of critical approach to the industry, they are proper subject for comment here, despite the narrowness of his direct audience.
Surveying the motion picture from the beginning, Mr. Potamkin found it the Instrument of the ruling forces of the society
into which it was born. He seems, strangely enough, to have
been surprised as well as annoyed. He found that motion picture treating the negro, the labor agitator, patriots, enemies
MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

in war, etc., about as America treats them. He scolds of
American screen propaganda and then holds up to praise
film products of the U.S.S.R., which run about 125 per cent
propaganda.
In substance, Mr. Potamkin found the motion picture nearly
as Illogical and Incompetent as the human race. It is probably
more profitable and constructive to complain about the race.
AAA
ROUND

TABLING

THERE'S
contribution
to the
generalin impression
upturn and
cheer In the
industry
the reportsof that
Mr. A-Mike Vogel, chairman and editor of the Round
Table, brings in from the Get-Together parties now going
the rounds of the eastern key cities. The Washington party of
last week, recorded in the Round Table section of this issue,
was, in the words of one of the leading theatre men of the
capital, the first occasion in the history of the industry which
brought all of the showmen together. The enthusiasm of the
managers and their growing community of interest is one of
the box office assets of the industry.
AAA
CHAINS

OF

OLD

SILVER

SULLEN greys overcast the skies of the East from Cape
Race to the lower Chesapeake. Three thousand miles out
yonder beyond the Sierras the California sun Is smiling.
It Is such an enigmatic, reluctant smile as Leonardo brought
to the face of La Gloconda, but still a smile.
It is now something like twenty-seven years ago that Colonel
William N. Selig, operating In winter-bound Chicago, sent a
camera expedition into the Los Angeles sector.
In that day the sensitivity of motion picture emulsions was
somewhere in the region of 150-250 on the Hurter & Drifield
scale. The film was color blind, sluggish. It took the full glare
of the sun to set up within the molecules of silver bromide the
stresses which empower the chemical miracle of Image developToday the H. & D. scale Is outmoded, but today's films
on theirment.sensitometers
would reglstei a rating of mayhap upwards of 1,000. And the sun does not matter any more. In
fact, it has been discarded. On the studio stage there is
neither night nor day, save as fiction dictates. Nothing of the
land the sunseekers found remains to the screen but the address: Hollywood, California, three thousand miles from Broadway, where the players come from, three thousand miles from
the home office where the money comes from, three thousand
miles from the world market of songs and stories, three thousand miles from America.
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TAUGHT

ENGLAND

SHORTS AWARDS
To more than 20 shorts producers the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has extended invitations to submit
releases for consideration of the awards
committee. The first screening will be
February 22, awards to be at the annual
banquet, March 16....
ANTIPODES' PROGRESS
With conditions in Australia much better than in the U. S., the Antipodean continent isahead of this country in recovery
progress, reports MGM executive Arthur
M. Loew, returned from a three-months
survey. The building of Loew houses "down
under" is being limited to one in Melbourne, one in Sydney, he said. . . .
WARNER SHOW
in 35 cities of the country, on Tuesday,
March 6, Warner will hold its spring exhibit of product, to be attended by exhibitors, their friends, a plan begun in August, 1932. As auto makers show their
wares, so should film makers, say Warner
sales chiefs. . . .
EARLY "DOUBLE" DEAD
At least "one of the first" of screen
doubles was Frank Pimental, who died last
week at Niles, Cal., at the age of 52.
Most famous of early stars for whom he
"doubled" was "Bronco Billy" Anderson,
first of the screen's cowboys, whose dangerous hard riding he did. . . .
YOUNG ROOSEVELT DENIES
Direct reply from the young man personally scotched rumors Elliott Roosevelt,
son of the President, was to accept a
$ 1 ,000-a-week job with a film company on
the Coast. Implied was a reaction in keeping with the White hlouse attitude toward
"money-changers." . . .
FIGHT

Sharply determined opposition to a proposed 10 per cent tax on theatre receipts
in Birmingham, Ala., is being waged by
exhibitors, led by Frank Merritt, operating
three houses. The Galax theatre, in an advertisement, protested the "Injustice,"
promised to close if the levy becomes effective. ...
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"if American producers hadn't shown
British film men how to make pictures, England would not know how," Gerald Campbell, British consul general in New York,
frankly told AMPA members at luncheon
last week, hie expressed gratification at the
American reception to British films. . . .

TAX
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^

^

LOEW PROFIT
An optimistic note was struck last week
by Treasurer
Bernstein
Loew's at
an
adjournedDavid
meeting
of of
stockholders,
when he Indicated the company's earnings
for the second fiscal quarter are at the
same level as the first quarter, when operating profit was $2,733,607. . . .
RADIO

RESTRICTION

For "protection," the song numbers in
three planned Fox musicals, "George
White's Scandals," "The Follies," "Bottoms
Up," will
be released
for radio
but two
weeks
before
film release,
and then
on
special broadcasts. . . .
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GERMANY DICTATES
Practically complete control of the motion picture Industry In Germany has resulted from passage of a measure giving
the propaganda ministry power to censor
or veto scripts prior to production. Nor
will any amount of alteration permit exhibition of any foreign film once blacklisted. Paul Joseph Goebels becomes film
dictator. . . .
ENGLAND'S GAIN
Because the world discovered the British
can make good films, "the year 1934 will
be the most Important in the history of film

producer.
Fromhe hlollywood
takes
nothing,
says. . . . England's spurtHANSON CIRCUIT
Understood begun by Oscar hHanson Is
a Canadian circuit for handling British
films. hHanson Theatres, Ltd., the new circuit, will use 90 per cent British product.
In Toronto and Montreal the group will
center. Mr. Hanson Is a vital factor In the
Canadian Industry. . . .
CAREER ENDED
The long career of what was reputed
to be one of the oldest theatres In the
U. S. came to a disastrous end last week
when fire swept the house at Bristol, 15
miles down Narragansett Bay from Providence. The theatre was built in 1784. . . .

Issue

Code Authority decides present zoning
schedules shall be basis for new season
Final selections ot members of 21 Local
Clearance Boards and 21 Grievance
Boards
The Code Question Box
All branches of indus'^ry to join in open
forum at M PTOA convention in Hollywood, April 10 to 12
The Hollywood Scene, by Victor M.
Shapiro
Benjamin DeCasseres on the current
Broadway plays
McDonough to head RKO Radio, Depinet president of RKO Distributing

1934

production
in England,"
week leading
In London declared
AlexanderlastKorda,

SUNDAY FILMS
In a liberalization of film laws, the state
of Kentucky is virtually assured of a legislative lifting of the ban against Sunday films.
Passed by the hHouse and Senate, only
Governor Laffoon's signature, confidently
expected. Is necessary. . . .
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NEW

GANG

In the diminutive persons of three veterans and four newcomers, FHal Roach, MGM
comedy producer, has constituted virtually
a new "Our Gang" gang, to make Its first
appearance in "FHi, Neighbor." . . .
RADIO-WARNER DEAL
Proudly Jules Levy, RKO Radio general
sales manager, announced to his assembled
staff in New York last week that Warner
Theatres has purchased the entire Radio
product for 1934-35. . . .
IN TWO PARTS
Said to be urged by some exhibitors and
dictated by factors of length, richness of
background, Warner may produce Hervey
Allen's best-selling, gigantic novel, "Anthony Adverse," in the form of two features, each running 10 reels. A shorter version may also be available. . . .
RADIO TO DELIVER
Radio will deliver 44 features, as
planned, this season, last week declared
Ned Deplnet In Hollywood. Thus far 32
are completed or In work. . . .
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THE WEEK'S CODE
DEVELOPMENTS

with

Naming

Motion picture code developments
during the week, affecting the procedure under the code of exhibitors
and exchanges in the field, and of the
studios in Hollywood, included the
following:
1. GENERAL
On This Page
(a) Code Authority finally establishes
part of code machinery for the field in the
nature of 21 Local Grievance and 21 Local
Clearance Boards.
(b) Present clearance and zoning schedules to be used as a basis for next season, with changes made according to merits
of complaints.
(c) Nathan Yamins, of Allied, and a Code
Authority member, files official complaint
against MPTOA members on boards.
(d) NRA decides that Sol A. Rosenblatt,
Division Administrator, shall be the official
definer and interpreter of motion picture
code.

and

21

(e) Industry
sees cancellation
Rosenblatt's privilege
decision
making
10 per cent
retroactive continuing in effect.
(f) Preparations were under way for general Washington meeting of all Code
Authorities, March 5th.
(g) Unqualified acceptance blanks total
7,600.
(h) Charles Ulrich joins Code Authority
staff.
branches nom(i) Hollywood creative
inate code representatives.
(j) Provision made by agents for uniform
contract and code of ethics.
(k) Trouble over labor violations expected
in Hollywood.
V
2. PERSONNEL OF BOARDS
See Page 10
(a) Complete personnel of exhibitor and
exchange representatives of the 21 Local
Grievance and 21 Local Clearance Boards
approved by Code Authority.
. V
3. CODE QUESTION

BOX
See Page 25
(a) Beginning a new service to readers:
Questions and Answers to doubtful phases
of the motion picture code.
V
4. THE CODE AND THEATRE
LABOR
See Page 24
(a) Developments throughout the country
in the theatre labor S'tuation under the
code; the vaudevi le labor situation.
V
5. RADIO COMPETITION
See Page 35
(a) Film, stage and Equity attack practices of the radio indust.y as unfair.
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The actual machinery for administering the motion picture code in the field as it
relates to the governing of relations between exchanges and exhibitors and among the
exhibitors of each group, was finally established in part last weekend, when the Code
Authority of New York announced the final and approved personnel structure of some
21 Local Grievrnce and 21 Local Clearance and Zoning Boards which will hold forth
in as many exchange centers hearmg and adjusting complaints of unfair competition
and establishing fair and reasonable clearance schedules. There remain ten more
bor.rds of each class to be named, and final approval of these is expected following
the next Code Authority meeting in New York, which has been set for Mondav, February 26th.
Meanwhile, the Code Authority decided also made known the "impartial" non-industrymembers who will represent the Code Authority
to use the present clearance and zoning
on the two boards each at Charlotte, Detroit.
schedules as a basis for the new season, with
and Okhhoma City. The imchanges made according to the merits of New Orleans
partial members will be announced next week
complaints.
for each of the other 38 approved boards.
At Washington the NRA let it be known
When the boards are completely organized,
that Mr. Sol A. Rosenblatt, Division Adthey will begin functioning immediately, and
ministrator, would be the last word in de- when all appointments are completed the total
membership of the 62 boards will number 372
fining and interpreting the code. The order
exhibitors and exchangemen, divided equally.
was accepted as a verification of Mr. RosenAlso, in each territory, the two boards will be
blatt's previous decision that the ten per cent
served by one secretary. Only the secretaries
cancellation privilege would be retroactive
will be paid for their services out of funds
to December 7th.
to be raised from the industry at large. The
Various persons closely connected with
Code Authority has not yet determined upon
code activities were preparing for the the method of collecting funds necessary to administer the code and to finance code machinery.
NRA's meeting of all Code Authorities and
Each Local Grievance Board comprises one
code committees of industry trade associations, to be held at Washington on March 5. representative of a national, circuit affiliated
distributor ; one representative of a distributor
Code acceptance blanks reaching New
without circuit affiliations ; one affiliated and one
York had totaled 7,600, as several new Code
unaffiliated or independent exhibitor.
developments
were
reported
from
HollyEach Local Clearance Board includes one
wood.
representative of a national, circuit affiliated
distributor ; One representative of a distributor
Ten More Boards to Be Named
without circuit affiliations ; one first-run affiliThe 21 Local Grievance and 21 Local Clearated exhibitor ; one first-run unaffiliated exance and Zoning Boards announced as having
been given the final stamp of approval of tors. hibitor;two subsequent-run, unaffiliated exhibithe Code Authority this week are for the folAmendment of all codes to relieve meni ■
lowing cities :
hers of Code Authorities from responsibility
for acts of their fellow members is planned
MEMPHIS
BUFFALO
MINNEAPOLIS
by the NRA, according to announcement in
CHARLOTTE
Washington Wednesday.
NEW HAVEN
CINCINNATI
DALLAS
NEW ORLEANS
Resolution Affects Clearance Boards
DENVER
OKLAHOMA CITY
.\t the Code Authority meeting in New York
DES MOINES
OMAHA
late last week, the members unanimously apPinSBURGH
DETROIT
proved the following resolution in order to
INDIANAPOLIS
PORTLAND, ORE.
expedite the work of the Local Clearance and
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
Zoning Boards :
LOS ANGELES
SALT LAKE CITY
SEATTLE
"Whereas, Article VI, Part I of the Code
of Fair Competition for the Motion PicThe personnel of each of these approved
ture Industry contemplated that Local
Boards, together with their affiliations, appears
Clearance and Zoning Boards should be
10. Boards for which personnel must
page
on
still be named include those for :
established prior to January 1st of each
MILWAUKEE
ALBANY
year to set up fair, just and equitable
ATI ANTA
NEW YORK
schedules of clearance and zoning to proBOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
vide against clearance and unreasonable
SAN FRANCISCO
CLEVELAND
WASHINGTON
length and/or area, and
"Whereas, for the year 1934, the date
'n announcing the exhibitor and exchange
i-"nresentatives of the 21 Local Grievance and of January 1st was indefinitely postponed
(Continued on page 34)
21 Local Clearance Boards, the Code Authority
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The machinery for administering the motion picture code in the field in its relation
to activities between distributors and exhibitors finally started last weekend when the Code
Authority in New York announced approved selections for 21 Local Grievance Boards and
21 Local Clearance Boards. The remaining ten boards of each group will be announced in
their final form next Monday. Last week, >vIotion PrcTURE Herald published a complete
draft of the personnel structure of the combined 62 boards, but these were only tentative.
A paid secretary shortly will be appointed to serve both boards in each exchange territory, and, in addition, the Code Authority and Division Administrator Rosenblatt ivill
announce next week the "impartial" non-industry-member who will sit on each board as
the direct representative on the board of the Code Authority and the NRA.
The final and approved personnel structure for the first group of 21 Local Grievance
and 21 Local Clearance and Zotting Boards which will hear and adjust complaints of unfair
competition and establish fair clearance schedules in the exchange centers follow:
Grievance Board
BUFFALO
1. L. R. Bickell, M-G-M.
Clearance and Zoning Board
2. Claude Kzell. Monogram,
1. Ted
3. Karl Hoblitzelle, Interstate-Paramount.
2.
Dave O'Shea,
Miller, M-G-M.
Universal.
4. Roy L. Walker. Lampasas. Tex.
3. Vincent J. McFaul, Shea-Paramount.
V
4. Charles Hayman, I.afavette Theatre,
Buffalo.
DENVER
5. Sol Raives, Rochester.
Clearance and Zoning Board
6. Erwin Price, East .\urora.
1. Joe F. Ashby, RKO.
Grievance Board
2. Wayne Ball, Columbia.
1. Sidney Samson, Fox.
3. Rick Ricketson, Fox Rocky Mountain
Theatres.
2. Jack L. Berkowitz, Monogram.
3. William H. Cadoret, Rochester.
4. H. E. Huffman, General Theatres, Inc.,
Denver.
4. J. H. Michaels, Buffalo.
V
5. Harry A. Goodridge, Denver.
6. Ed J. Schulte, Casper. Wyo.
CHARLOTTE
Grievance
Board
Clearance and Zoning Board
1.
Earl
Bell, Warners.
1. Ira Furman, M-G-M.
2. Jack Langan, Universal.
2. R. J. Ingram, Columbia.
3. L. J. Finske, Paramount.
3. Montgomery Hill, Greensboro.
4. Burns Ellison, Denver.
4. Albert Sotille, Charleston, S. C.
V
5. J. M. Cregg, Charlotte.
6. W. H. Hendricks, ReedviUe, N. C.
DES MOINES
Impartial Member — C. O. Kuester, secretary.
Charlotte Chamber of Commerce.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. B. J. McCarthy, RKO.
Grievance Board
Joseph Levy, Columbia.
1. Frank Bryan, Warner.
A. H. Blank, Tri-State — Paramount.
2. H. H. Everett, Monogram.
Ed Ellsworth, Iowa Falls.
3. H. F. Kincey, Paramount.
Julius Geertz, Davenport.
4. Charles W. Picquet. Pinehurst.
Abe Frankel, l^es Moines.
Impartial Member — Paul Rousseau, secretary.
Grievance
Board
Merchants Ass'n.
V
1. E. J. Tilton. Warners.
CINCINNATI
2. Louis Patz, Liniversal.
3. H. J. Cavanaugh. RKO Theatres.
Clearance and Zoning Board
4. Cliff L. Niles, Anamosa, la.
1. Maurice White, Warners.
2. Allan Moritz, Columbia.
V
3. Ike Libson, RKO.
DETROIT
4. J. Real Neth, Columbus.
Clearance and Zoning Board
5. Frank W. Huss, Jr., Cincinnati.
6. W. A. Keyes, Dayton, O.
1. Nat Levy, RKO.
Carl Shalit, Columbia.
Grievance Board
George W. Trendle, Paramount.
1. George Smith, Paramount.
James Minter, Owasso, Mich.
2. Paul Krieger, Universal.
James C. Ritter, Detroit.
Allan Johnson, Grand Rapids.
3.
W.
A.
Finney,
Loew's.
4. John Elliott, Lexington, Ky.
Impartial Member — H. A. Harrington, secreV
tary. Arbitration Committee, Detroit Board of
Commerce.
DALLAS
Grievance Board
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Fred North. Warners.
1. C. E. Hilgers, Fox.
2. Sam Seplowin, Monogram.
2. E. S. Olsmith, Universal.
3. Ed C. Beatty, Butterfield Circuit.
3.
J. O'Donnell,
Interstate-Paramount.
4. Ed E. Kirshiier, Detroit.
4. R.
Harold
Robb, Dallas.
5. Paul Scott, Dallas.
Impartial
torney.Member — Kenneth C. Weber, at6. L. C. Tidball, Fort W\irth.
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Herewith are the names of members
of Local Clearance and Zoning Boards
and Local Grievance Boards as finally
approved
Authority. to date by the Code
On each Local Grievance Board,
there shall be three distributors and
three exhibitors of each exchange city,
and on the Local Clearance Boards
there shall be two distributor representatives and two exhibitors. The
numerical key used in the listing of
boards as appearing on these pages is
as folloivs:
CLEARANCE-ZONING BOARDS
1. Distributor representative with theatre affiliation.
2. Distributor without theatre affiliation.
3. Affihated first-run theatre.
4. Independent first-run.
5 and 6. Independent subsequent runs.
GRIEVANCE BOARDS
1. Distributor with theatre affiUation.
2. Distributor without theatre affiUation.
3. Affihated theatre.
4. Independent exhibitor.
INDIANAPOLIS
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. George Landis, Fo.\.
2. Marty Solomon, Columbia.
4. Jack
Kenneth
3.
Flex,Collins.
Loew's.
5. M. Marcus, Fort Wayne.
6. A. C. Zaring, Indianapolis.
Grievance Board
1. J. Harold Stevens, Paramount.
2. Floyd Brown. Universal.
3. I. M. Halperin. Indiana Theatre.
4. Charles Olson, Indianapolis.
V
KANSAS CITY
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Ralph Libeau, Paramount.
2. Harry Taylor, Columbia.
3. Elmer C. Rhoden, Fox Midwest.
4. Peck Baker, Kansas City, Kans.
5. Fred M. Meyn, Kansas City.
6. E. E. Webber, Kansas City.
G ie 'ance Board
1. Ward Scott, Fox.
2. Bennie Benjamin, Universal.
3. Lawrence Lehman, RKO.
City.
Kansas
4. Jay Means, president, KMT.'\,
(Continued on folloivinfi f^atfc)
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(Continued from preceding page)
LOS ANGELES
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Carroll Peacock, Paramount.
2. William C. Ritter, Columbia.
3. Jack Sullivan, Fox West Coast.
4. Russell Rogers, Los Angeles.
5 and 6. Harry Hicks, George Hanes, Los
Angeles.
Grievance Board
1. Jake Milstein, M-G-M.
2. Howard Stubbins, Monogram.
3. Lou Halper, Warners.
4. Ben Berinstein, Pasadena.
V
MEMPHIS
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Frank Wilingham, M-G-M.
2. W. E. Sipe, Universal.
3. Howard Waugh, Warners.
4. Sidney Nutt, Hot Springs.
5. T. W. Sharp, Little Rock.
6. A. J. Suzore, Memphis.
Grievance Board
1. T. W. Young, Fox.
2. James Rogers, Columbia.
3. M. A. Lightman, Paramount (Malco
Theatres).
4. William Ruffin, Covington, Tenn.
V
MINNEAPOLIS
Clearance and Zoning Board .
1. Leo Blank, Warners.
2. B. C. Marcus, Columbia.
3. John J. Friedl, Paramount.
4. Jack Haywood, North Richmond, Wis.
5. O. A. Lee, Minneapolis.
6. Fred V. Holzapfel, Minneapolis.
Grievance Board
1. Moe Levy, Fox.
2. Max Stahl, United Artists.
3.
Emil Frank,
RKO." St. Paul.
4. Joseph
Friedman,
V
NEW HAVEN
Clearance and Zoning Board
L A. M. Kane, Paramount.
2. Morris Joseph, Universal.
3. L J. Hoffman, Warners.
4. Arthur Lockwood, Middletown.
5. Adolph Johnson, New Haven.
6. Martin Kelleher, Hartford.
Grievance Board
1. Nathan Furst, Warners.
2. E. Rogovin, Columbia.
3. George Cruzen, Paramount.
4. J. B. Fishman, New Haven.
V
NEW ORLEANS
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Luke S. Connor, Warners.
2. Paul Tessier, Universal.
3. Harry
Rodney McLeod,
Toups, Loew's.
4.
New Orleans.
5. Joseph Alsina, New Orleans.
6. Joseph Barcelona, Baton Rouge.
Impartial Member — W. H. Alexander, president, L. Fiebleman Co. (department store).
Grievance Board
L Guy Brown, RKO.
2. Houston Duvall, Columbia.
3. Norman Carter, Saenger Theatres.
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4. Bert Kiern, New Orleans.
Impartial Member — Herbert J. Schwartz,
president, Maison Blanche (department store).
V
OKLAHOMA CITY
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. F. A. Higdon, Fox.
2. L. F. Stocker, Columbia.
3. Pat McGee, Paramount.
4. Ralph Talbot, Tulsa.
5. M. Lowenstein, Oklahoma City.
6. W. P. Morgan, Tulsa.
Impartial Member — F. C. Morey, vice-presiCity. dent. Tradesman National Bank, Oklahoma
Grievance Board
1. Otto Rode, Warners.
2. Sol Davis, Monogram.
3. R. M. Clark, Oklahoma City.
4. Fred Pickrel, Ponca City.
Impartial Member — Judge Albert C. Hunt,
former chief justice, Oklahoma Supreme Court.
V
OMAHA
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. A. N. Avery, RKO.
2. D. V. McLucas, United Artists.
3. Ralph Branton, Tri-State — Paramount.
4. H. F. Kennedy, Broken Bow, Neb.
5. C. E. Williams, Omaha.
6. Sam Epstein, Omaha.
Grievance Board
1. A. Mendenhall, Paramount.
2. Jerry Spandeau. Universal.
3. Will Singer, RKO.
4. Walter Creal, Omaha.
V
PinSBURGH
Clearance and Zoning Board
1.
2.
3.
4.

J. J. Maloney,
James
Alexander,M-G-M.
Monogram.
Harry M. Kalmine, Warners.
Frank Harris,
Harris Amusement,
Pittsburgh.
5. Alex S. Moore, Pittsburgh.
6. Joseph Weiss, McKeesport.
[Editor's Note — Ben Kalmenson has
been transferred to the Warner theatre department inPittsburgh ; Charles Rich, former salesman in Washington, succeeds him
as branch manager. This probably will
mean a change in this board.]

KANSAS HOUSES
END AD BATTLE
Fox Midwest and independent
suburban houses in Kansas City, reducing ad space in the Kansas City
Star, are saving $4,000 a month, according to exhibitors. At the same
time their battle for dominance of
the amusement page has been abandoned. It is understood the protagonists have agreed to use less space,
more being considered an economic
waste. The Journal-Post, only other
daily, is negotiating with exhibitors
for a share of the business which has
heretofore gone exclusively to the Star.

APPROVED

Grievance Board
1. Ben Kalmenson, Warners.
2. B. M. Stearn, United Artists.

II

3. M.
Loew's.Carnegie.
4.
Dr. J.C. Cullen,
E. Herman,
V
PORTLAND ORE.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Louis Amacher, M-G-M.
2. James C. Beals, Columbia.
3. Al Finkelstein, Evergreen Circuit.
4. Andrew Sasso, Portland.
5. George Jackson, Portland.
6. William Cutts, Portland.
Grievance Board
1. C. F. Powers, Fox.
2. Howard Mapes, Star Film.
3. J. J. Parker, United Artists.
4. Guy Matthews, The Dalles, Ore.
V
ST. LOUIS
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Maurice Schweitzer, Paramount.
2. Clarence D. Hill, Columbia.
3. Harold
Evans,St.Loew's.
4.
Clarence W.Turley,
Louis.
5. Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis.
6. C. J. Kaiman, St. Louis.
Grievance Board
1. B. B. Reingold, Fox.
2. Barney Rosenthal, Premiere Pictures.
3. Leto Hill, St. Louis Amusement Co.
(Warners).
4. Louis Ansell, St. Louis.
V
SALT LAKE CITY
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Charles L. Walter, Fox.
2. Jack Rue, Universal.
3. Lou Marcus, Paramount.
4. B. F. Thatcher, Logan.
5. Joseph Lawrence, Salt Lake.
6. John Gillette, Toole, Utah.
Grievance Board
1. T. J. Walsh, RKO.
2. Irving Schlank, United Artists.
3. Harry David, Louis Marcus-Para.
4. C. E. Huish, Eureka, Utah.
V
SEAHLE
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Ed Lamb, RKO.
2. L. J. McGinley, Universal.
3. Frank Newman,
Fox West CoastEvergreen.
4. J. G. Von Herberg, Seattle.
5. George Endert, Seattle.
6. John Danz, Seattle.
Grievance Board
1. Neal East, Paramount.
2. L. N. Walton, Columbia.
3. Al Rosenberg, Evergreen Circuit.
4. John
Seattle.Hamrick, Blue Mouse Theatre,
Named Kansas Censor
Mrs. W. R. Stubbs of Lawrence, Kan.,
has been named to the Kansas state censor
board to succeed Miss Jessie Hodges, who
resigned recently. Mrs. Stubbs is the widow
of a former governor of the state.
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Kuykendall Plans Wholesale Exchange ofIdeas Among Three
Branches and Between Industry
and Public; A Session on Code
Tlie motion picture and its many problem^
will be the keynote of a nationwide round
table conference of exhibitors, producer-distributors and the public, to be sponsored hy
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, in Hollywood on April 10. 11 and
12.
The occasion will be the annual convention of the MPTOA. Ed Kuykendall, president, on Tuesday completed the first draft
of a plan to extesd the usual lines of procedure for a national exhibitor convention
to embrace a wholesale exchange of ideas
among the three divisions and between the
industry and the public.
Open Forum on Problems
Although the idea has been accepted
definitely by the MPTOA executives, the
actual machinery for carrying it out has yet
to be developed. However, the basic platform is intended to give producer-distributors and exhibitors and representatives of
the motion picture public the opportunity to
hear each other's recommendations for betterment of the motion picture and its merciiandising system.
Exhibitors also will participate in a first
hand study of the productions then in work
and they will meet the new talent developed within recent months. For these purposes the producers agreed early this week
to throw open their studios both to the
exhibitors and their guests representing the
public.
it is expected tiiat millions of active theatregoers will be reyjresented directly by the
motion picture committees of the many
women's associations and federations, who
will be invited to speak in open sessions
about current motion pictures.
One Session Reserved for Code
One session will be devoted exclusively
to a minute review of the Code and its
workings up to the date of the convention.
By that time the machinery of the code in
the field, in the nature of the 64 Local
Clearance and Local Grievance Boards, will
have been established long enough to give
the industry the opportunity to observe
whether they are proceeding properly and
along lines eliminating unfair trade practices.
The convention will be the first national
e.xhibitor meeting in Hollywood since talking films were developed, giving most of the
attending exhibitors their first view of talking films in the making. The last MPTOA
convention in Hollywood was held nine
years ago.
Tony Muto this week joined the national
MPTOA headquarters in New York to take
charge of convention arrangements. He already has made tentative arrangements with
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the transcontinental railroad systems for obtaining special through trains at low rates,
with the privilege accorded delegates to return on diversified routes, with stopover
privileges. It was indicated that the railroads will cooperate with the MPTOA in
conducting a national publicity campaign for
the event.
At least three special trains of 14 cars
each will meet at El Paso, Texas, and proceed to Los Angeles together, converging on
the studio capital the morning the convention opens. Other sections will be joined
elsewhere throughout the country to the
regular limiteds.
The MPTOA will proceed immediately to
set up local convention committees in the
principal territories, comprised principally
of
exhibitor members of local MPTOA affiliates.
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Policy for Year
The Independent Theatre Owners Association, organization of New York exhibitors, decided at its regular meeting last week
to govern its activities for the next fiscal
year by the policy set forth in a 10-point
platform. The decision followed a report
for the past year read by Harry Brandt,
])resident.
The points follow:
To continue the fight for elimination of
percentages.
To persist in efforts for new clearance
and zoning schedules.
To adjust the local labor situation as
created by the code.
Cooperative buying of supplies and equipment for members.
Collective public liability insurance.
To fight for corrective legislation.
Elimination of the seat tax by the American Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers.
The abolition of score charges from film
rentals.
Abolition of the national district telegraph box compulsory in all theatres seating over 600.
To continue the drive to bring all independents in the territory into the organization. The unit now claims 70 per cent.
The organization went on record as opposed to the MPPDA fight on censorship,
and decided not to send in code assents until
the local labor situation is cleared. The
unit's
ball wasAstoria
held Wednesday
evening at
the Waldorf
Hotel.
Laemmie to Coast
Carl Laemmie, Universal president, left
for the Coast late last week after several
weeks of conferences on new season product.
He was accompanied by Max Friedland,
general European manager, Mrs. Friedland,
Joe Weil
and Jack Ross. Laemmie, Jr., follows .shortly.
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APRIL
Two

New

Brought

10-12
Suits

vs,

Erpi

Two damage actions under the Sherman
and Clayton anti-trust Laws totaling $3,045,000 were filed in federal court, New
York, last week against American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Western Electric
Inc.
Co., Inc., and Electrical Research Products,
One action was filed by Henry D. Behr,
doing business under the name of Theatre
Electrical Service, asking damages of
$3,000,000. The second action for $45,000
damages, was filed by Ninth Avenue Amusement Co., theatre operator.
Both actions were filed by the same law
firm and charged the defendants with constituting amonopoly in restraint of trade in
the manufacture and distribution of apparatus and equipment for the production
and reproduction of sound motion pictures.
Several other suits against Erpi and its
parent companies alleging violation of anti-trust laws have been in litigation for
many months. The suits generally charge
unfair practice by Erpi in its control of
motion picture equipment.
At Wilmington, Del., last week, the
United States district court handed down a
decision declaring the lower court had erred
in holding, in the suit of Warner Bros.Vitaphone of a similar nature, that the matter should not have been subject to arbitration.
The chief argument advanced by Vitaphone for the right to continue its litigation
against Erpi in court, as against arbitration,
is the claim that arbitration has broken
down and the court offers its only recourse.
Counsel for Erpi this week opposed modifications of the decree which ordered the issue back to arbitration.
Validity of the exhibitor license agreement of Erpi has been upheld by the United
States district court for the western district
of Oklahoma, in an opinion this week by
Judge Edgar Vaught in a suit brought by
Erpi against Home Amuseiflient Co., Inc.,
for recovery of equipment installed in the
Savoy theatre at Shawnee, Okla., as well as
for the recovery of unpaid charges to Erpi.

Of Vienna
Rioting
Newsreel shots of the Socialist rebellion
in Vienna last week have been smuggled out
of Austria despite rigid surveillance over
cameramen and strict censorship regulations
and the films are now en route to the United
States, newsreel offices in New York were
informed late last week.
Several newsreel cameramen were arrested by the Dollfuss government and their
film confiscated for violating censorship.
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• The elements that made Ravel's "Bolero" one of the most
exciting and popular of modern musical compositions have
been

translated into the language

of the screen ... There are

thrills in the visual interpretation — excitement
appeal . . . and
audiences.
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SALLY RAND
The OnQ\na\ Fan Dancer of
CHICAGO
WORLD FAIR FAME
For the first time on the
screen, dancing her
original fan dance.
Sensation of sensations.

hearts...

''College

Humor"

The

girl who

puts the B.O. in
"B O L ER O"
''Sally Rand, in her sensational fan dance, proves the

Picture Daily
of admission— Mofion
alone."
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Hollywood

GOLDWYN WAGS HOLLYWOOD'S EARS
ENGLAND'S CHALLENGE: DOUBLECHECK
NINE MORE PRODUCTIONS SHOOTING
ZEPPO ROUNDS UP STAGE PLAYERS

M. SHAPIRO

HOLLYWOOD see-sawed and buzzed
this week wood
as Samuel Goldwyn's
article
on Holly
Star salaries appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post.
In forensic phrase he discussed the whys,
whereofs and whyfors of high pay for talent,
and for the first time revealed what is considered an accurate listing of the dollar stipend that selected stars draw weekly.
The article was either roundly commended or condemned, according to the
viewpoint of the one sounding off.
In a word, Goldwyn's premise is, "They're
worth it if they bring it in."
Some See Justification
Those who acclaimed the article saw in
it a justification for their claims that distinctive and extraordinary talent "makes its
own price, and should be paid a just proportion of what the box-office records as their
worth."
On the other hand, those opposing the
Goldwyn viewpoint suggested that while
the prennise was sound, present econonnic
conditions and the general temper to decry
high salaries might bring on a wave of debate that would make the famous Constance Bennett episode look like a typhoon
in an ink-well.
Herewith are the Goldwyn listings as published, and considered by him to be substantially accurate, on the basis of a 40-week
year :
Greta Garbo . . . . $9000 Ann Harding .. 6000
Will Rogers .... 7500 Wallace Beery.. 5000
M. Chevalier . . . 7000 Wm. Powell . . . 4500
Con. Bennett ... 7000 Joan Crawford.. 4000
John Barrymore. 6500 Janet Gaynor . . 3750
Norma Shearer. 6000 E. G. Robinson. 3000
R. Barthelmess.. 6000 James Cagney .. 2800
Clark Gable . . . 2500
V
Plea for funds to sustain the activities of
the Los Angeles Free Tuberculosis Sanitarium were broadcast by Phil Goldstone to
stars and executives last week, for the Committee of Twenty-four who are valiantly
striving to wipe out a deficit and assemble
necessary money to keep the institution from
going under.
V
Doctor A. H. Giannini, philosopher and

OUTSIDE OF THAT
HE HAD IT RIGHT
An exhibitor called up an exchange
manager to say he heard Elissa Landi
was going to play the lead in Charlie
Rogers' picture, "Baby in the Ice
The exchange manager told the exhibitor he tms right, except that Elissa
Landi already was playing opposite an
Box."
Eskimo in "Man of Two Worlds" and
couldn't be spared and, besides, it
wasn't called "Baby in the Ice Box"
any longer, but it's now called "She
Made Her Bed" and for that picture
they had a leading lady.

financier, recently said, "England is challenging America's supremacy in motion picture production.
"England's pre-eminence in stage craft,
with all her cultural standards, is being
brought to bear in her revived film industry.
"Though a threat to American dominance,
England's new-born activity, evidenced in
such productions as 'Henry VIII,' 'Catherine the Great' and 'Be Mine Tonight,'
will serve also as a spur and stimulation for
America to maintain her Number One
Concurrent with the kindly Doctor's warning, comes word from Roy Simmonds, London press representative for Fox Films, visplace."
iting our shores and Movietone City, who
rises to say that "Cavalcade," the film produced in America, "awakened English producers to the realization of their shortcom"Feeling in London toward 'Cavalcade'
was one of wonder,"
"Theyproducers
couldn't
understand
how and hewhysaid.
British
ings."
left the gates open for America to produce
what is life
considered
the Epic of England's
national
and feeling.
"England is not challenging America's
dominance, but in a humble way is producing films that may spur America to even
greater
Doctorachievement."
Giannini, meet Roy Simmonds.
It's
hands
across the seas, boys, and two
tankards of ale.
V

In an argument as to who shoiild
ask the questions and who should
"pull the nifties," one of Ted Healy's
stooges pointed the finger of scorn at
the other stooge, with the squelch, "I
hear you're a technocrat."
"Yeah," said the other, "I technocrat from nobody."

Scene

a "Scare"was startled out of its lethargy
Just
Hollywood
one recent morning, by the banner line
flaming from the morning gazettes, proclaimso on.ing "First Television of Screen Stars," and

As television is still around the corner,
alarm turned into" embarrassment as all it
turned out to be was "television in effect" —
the "effect" being a group of screen stars

broadcasting from a stage before a paying
audience, which was getting the effect of
seeing and hearing screen stars, while those
in the homes could only hear, and must imagine what they were called upon to see.
This recalls Phil Baker's old wheeze when
talkers first came in, that the next step in
films would be the inclusion of touch.
"Imagine," said Phil, "being able to see,
hearO.K.
and Television!
touch Clara Bow."
Nine More Pictures Shooting
Production maintained its regular pace
during the week with 33 features in work.
As nine new pictures went on to the stages,
five were completed and transferred to the
cutting rooms. MGM and Warner have five
apiece shooting, closely followed by Fox
and Radio each with four and Columbia and
Universal chipping in a pair apiece. 20th
Century
one, "The
Firebrand,"
teaming
ConstancehasBennett
and Fredric
March.
The
total independent figure is five.
Of the new starting pictures, Warner
Bros, has two : "One Man Woman," an
original story by Gene Towne and Graham
Baker
a cast
including
Glenda with
Farrell,
Claire
Dodd Pat
and O'Brien,
Russell
Hopton, with Alan Crosland directing, and
"Return of the Terror," with Mary Astor
and Lyle Talbot. Two also started at
Radio: "Stingaree," which features Richard
Dix and Irene Dunne under William Wellman's direction, and "Dover Road" with
Clive Brook, Diana Wynyard, Billie Burke
and Allan Mowbray, under direction of J.
Walter
Rubin. At'
Esther Ralston,
JeanMGM
DixonJoan
and Crawford,
Franchot
Tone started Vina Delmar's "Sadie McKee."
Fox turned
the cameras
"Gold Rush,"
which
has George
Marshallondirecting
a cast
headed by Claire Trevor, John Boles and
Harry Green. Monogram started two,
"Manhattan. Love Song" and "Loud
Speaker;
Hearts."
IncludedChesterfield,
in the five"Stolen
pictures
completed
during the week are "Sisters Under the
Skin," a Columbia that has Elissa Landi
topping
the cast ;Frank
Monogram's
which features
Craven,"City
SallyLimits,"
Blane
and Ray
Walker
; a Universal,
"Let's
(Continued
on following
page, column
1) Be
Anything is to be expected from
W. C. Fields, either on or off the
screen. So Hollywood, accustomed to
his disregard for the customary, was
amazed as well as amused when it discovered that the cow-pasttire pool addict, who lives across the lake from
his golf club, had bought a row boat
to take him directly to the links.
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They were giving away prizes at
the cooking school which Hal Neides
houses mornings in his Glendale Alexander theatre. A little lady demurely
replied "Here" when her stub number
was called. Unnoticed by the excited
master of cerernonies, she repeated her
"Here" as each successive basket of
groceries was handed out until twelve
lucky ladies were rewarded.
Picking up the thirteenth, the M.C.
said, "We're gonna give this big one
to any woman who has 13 children."
Again the piping little voice this time
murmured, "I have 1279." Much
amazement, but the little lady got the
basket.

Ritzy," which presents Lew Ayers, Patricia
Ellis, Frank McHugh and Nydia Westman ;
"The Crime Doctor" at Radio, in which
Otto Kruger is starred, and Paramount's
debut for Lannie Ross, radio broadcast headliner, in "Melody in Spring."
V
Out of the Notebook
The Gore brothers, two Los Angeles pioneer exhibitors and founders of West Coast,
dispose of seven downtown houses, retaining only a few just to keep a finger in
the pie.
Gloria Swanson signs with MGM. Will
remake Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks," a
Thalberg production.
Warner Gland set for a role in Ronald
Colman's "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back."
Screen Actors' Guild all agog about its
forthcoming committee elections.
Sol Wurtzel's Fox unit will make four
pictures during March.
Minna Gombell in Radio's "Dynamite"
with Jimmy Durante and Alice White.
Michael Curtiz directing opening sequences of "The Key" at Warners, vice the
ailing Archie Mayo.
Larry Darmour, producer of the Mickey
McGuire shorts, heads newly formed Globe
Pictures and plans 12 features for the initial
year.
Preview area is expanding; Radio tried
out "Keep 'em Rolling" in San Francisco.
The Four Mills Brothers in Marion Davies' "Operator 13."
Jackie Cooper now a Boy Scout with all
the official paraphernalia.
More royalty at MGM ; Lord Marley is
lunched.
Fox melds Jimmie Dunn and Sally Filers
again for "Always Honest."
Arliss starts his second 20th Century picday. ture, "The Head of the Family," next MonMGM finally sets Chevalier and Jeannette
MacDonald for "The Merry Widow." Carl
Brisson, who played it several hundred times
in Europe, and Mme. Ferenc Molnar, who
tops the figure, are in town if any technical
advice is necessary.
Johnny Johnston, p. a. of Universal,

elected chairman of the publicity directors
committee of the Producers Association.
John Zanft, onetime Fox Theatre man, is
now an artist's agent ; the first personality
on his roster is Marie Dressier, with Connie Bennett rumored moving over shortly.
Lou Diamond, long on shorts for Paramount, is here conferring with Emanuel
Cohen.
Al Lichtman at Caliente conferring about
next year's U. A. lineup with Joe Schenck.
Jason Joy,
loaned
Producers'
organization byFox
for tosix the
months,
goes back
to Fox.
Will Rogers was introduced to a stranger
uiio. shaking hands with Will, said, "I'm
from Philadelphia, Mr. Rogers." "Can 1
help that," said Will. V
as "Anti" director, after parting with
Twic
A ewell-known
a well-known producer, heard in the byways
and canyons that the w. k. producer was
spreading tales about him.
Meeting the producer at the Clover Club,
the director invited him up to the bar and
confronted him: "You couldn't say I was
incompetent. You couldn't say I committed
a crime, or that I was dishonest or dishonorable. You couldn't complain about my
direction because I know my box-office figures, so you lied and told people who wanted
to hire me that I was a Nazi, when I'm twice
as Anti as you are, and got more friends
among
Anti-Nazis
Soundsthe childish,
but than
true, you
and have."
funnier is
that the producer is now proclaiming his
friendship for the director.
V
Unique Billboard Unveiled
With all the eclat and fanfare of a creme
de la creme grand opening — stars, lights and
music — Paramount in conjunction with Fanchon and Marco unveiled the billboard
unique the other evening. This novel entertainment of flesh and film and advertising,
featuring weekly program changes and topical subjects, is 70 feet wide, 60 deep and
about 15 high. A translucent screen, which
permits projection from the rear, is 13 by
28 feet and can be seen for several blocks.
Besides giving a free show, tying up traffic
on heavily trafficked Wilshire boulevard, the
muchly ballyhooed exploitation has the natives passing up the theatres to take in the
gratis performance. A

Los Angeles, long known for the low ebb

Classified ad section: Wanted — A
fat boy between the age of four and
six years. Must have personality, intelligence and good health. A career in
motion pictures is offered the successful applicant. Apply Hal Roach
Studio.
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Poets, it seems, are turning to the
stars for inspiration.
James Laver, in his verse volume,
"Ladies' Mistakes," reacts in rhyme as
Swede, the glamorous, the alluring
Garbo,
follows:
Mysterious blend of awkwardness and
Or
Janet Gaynor with her angel face,
grace,
trous eyes.
Or Constance
Bennett with the lusOr blonde Marlene
thighs . . .
P. S. — James Laver
Oxford's Newdigate
which is quite a new

of the puissant
is the winner of
Poetry Prize —
name for a gate.

of its legitimate theatre, may find flood tide
in that direction, if Zeppo Marx has his way
with his new-fangled Westwood Theatre
Guild,
Guild. patterned after New York's Theatre
Years ago, Sid Grauman hit upon the
happy idea of fostering a renaissance of the
theatre by establishing a colony of creative
artists to mould the histrionic art far off
in the Hills of Hollywood, where, untrammeled, they could fashion a destiny that
would make his legitimate theatre a beacon
light to the world.
Alas for showman and impresario Grauman, itwas but a chimerical fancy.
Last week. La Cornell, in one of her annual visits, gave Los Angeles a taste of
legitimate performances, even though the
gentlemen who played Marchbanks in "Candida," according to one wag, was said to be
the understudy of Cornell.
And now Zeppo essays a task that might
require
combined.the talents of the Four Marx-men
Zeppo, it seems, is of the opinion that
there's plenty of stage talent lying around
loose in Hollywood, and that applause is still
sweet to a mummer's ears.
Zeppo already has gathered together, for
his Westwood Theatre Guild, an imposing
array of names, including :
Edmund Lowe, George Fitzmaurice, Sam
H. Harris, King Vidor, Lilyan Tashman,
Dr. Edwin Janss, Harold Janss, John Cromwell, Mrs. R. D. Shepherd, Mrs. Georgia
King Kennedy, Lowell Sherman, Robert
Montgomery, Bayard Veiller, Gregory La
Cava, William Powell, Bebe Daniels, Ben
Lyon, Frank Morgan, Richard Dix, Gouverneur Morris, Gloria Swanson and Bess
Meredyth.

Hal didn't want a ]unior Einstein;
all he desired was a second edition of
the illustrious Joe Cobb, the fat boy

The Guild's advisory board includes :
Frank Borzage, Lewis Milestone, Richard
Dix, Carole Lombard, Richard Barthelmess
and Adolphe Menjou.
Now that the thing is started, every one
is wondering
why the idea wasn't thought
of
before.

of the original "Our Gang."

Well — all that it needed was Zeppo's
zippo.
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Aylesworth Announces Depinet
To Be President of RKO Distributing, Kahane Over RKO
Studios, Berman for Own Unit
J. R. McDonough, whose initial appearance on the motion picture scene was made
as recently as last summer, is to be elevated
to the presidency of RKO Radio Pictures,
according to official announcement in Hollywood last week by M. H. Aylesworth, president and chairman of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum board.
Other developments on the RKO front include :
1. B. B. Kahane, now president of RKO
Radio Pictures, to be made president of
RKO studios, a subsidiary.
2. Merian C. Cooper, who recently resigned as vice-president in charge of production, was returned to that post.
3. Pandro Berman to become the youngest executive producer in charge of his own
unit in the industry.
4. Ned E. Depinet, RKO general sales
manager, to the presidency of RKO Distributing Corporation.
Mr. AlcDonough's injection into the RKO
panorama came about last summer when
David Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America, RKO's parent company, placed him under M. H. Aylesworth
as a special advisor, "without portfolio," on
matters pertaining to company reorganization. Then in the early autumn, Mr. McDonough, who previously had served as executive assistant to Mr. Sarnoff in the administration ofRCA affairs, was made general manager of Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
Changing Operating Organization
In making the announcement of the various changes, Mr. Aylesworth said that Mr.
McDonough was changing the form of the
operating organization so that executive activities might be coordinated in Hollywood.
He added that officials and directorate were
proud of the record made by Radio Pictures
in 1933 and were unanimous in their approval of the program for the new season.
As president of the RKO Studios, B. B.
Kahane will devote all his time to studio affairs and operations.
Ned E. Depinet succeeds Mr. Kahane,
who in addition to his former presidency of
RKO Radio Pictures was also president of
RKO Distributing Corporation. Mr. Depinet formerly was vice-president of RKO
Distributing and general sales manager.
Berman Temporarily in Charge
While Mr. Cooper remains on his Hawaiian vacation prior to resuming duties as
production vice-president, Pandro Berman
will continue in charge of all production. On
Mr. Cooper's return, Mr. Berman will act in
an advisory capacity, centering attention on
his own units.
Mr. Aylesworth will turn over all administration matters to Mr. McDonough upon
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liis return to New York this week, and in
the future will devote himself exclusively to
the company's financial problems.
In Toronto, at a meeting of the stockholders of RKO Canada, Ltd., Major L. E.
Thompson and Nate Blumberg were elected
to the directorate to succeed Mr. Kahane and
Harold B. Eranklin, who severed his connections with RKO last autumn.
By VICTOR M. SHAPIRO
Hollywood Representative
Radio Studios jigsaw facade readjusted
itself this week under the aegis of M. H.
Aylesworth, as proper names were fitted into proper places, with official designation
being accorded J. R. McDonough as president of RKO-Radio pictures, after executives had tete-a-teted for four days. Mr.
McDonough, blunt of speech but talking
little, will commute between the Hollywood
Sector and the Manhattan Merry-GoRound.
On the spot, operating and coordinating
the studio filaments in Hollywood, will be
Ben Kahane, tried and tested executive, who
will continue head man of Radio Studio,
but for official purpose as president of RKO
.Studios, the picture producing contributor
of RKO Radio Pictures Corporation.
Depinet on Receiving End
On the receiving end, to turn film into
coin of the realm, will be Ned Depinet,
chief of sales and distribution, bedecked with
the purple as president of Radio Distributing
Corporation.
Somewhat of a surprise is the re-ensconsing of Merian C. Cooper as vice-president
in charge of production, from which position he had resigned last week.
Circles within the radius of Broad and
Wall, and spokes whirring from the socialite areas of Park Avenue, are said to have
influenced Mr. Cooper's return on the basis
of prestige. He will go on duty after vacationing briefly in Honolulu.
Berman's Services Assured
Pandro Berman, schooled first on filmdom's toughest training field, selling celluloid, is elevated to the post of an executive
producer. Heretofore he had been executive
assistant to Mr. Cooper. Prior to that he
had apprenticed as film cutter, editor, utility
man on sets, being graduated to associate
producer, and is now the youngest executive
producer in Hollywood.
Correlative with these shifts of personnel
will be changes in the form of the operating
organization, so that the executive activities
may be coordinated in Hollywood, the seat
of production.
Having set the picture, Mr. Aylesworth,
who, like the late, well known Charles Chan,
treads lightly and goes slowly, betook himself to Broadway, safe in the thought that
youthful Pandro Berman would be with the
company for two more years and the rival
company bidding for his services would
'lave to wait at least that long before flirting again.

Kansas
''M^ar''

CHIEF

City
Averted

The possibility of the most drastic "price
war" in the history of Kansas City exhibition this week was averted when a citywide meeting of exhibitors voted to meet
the demands of first-run theatres and eliminate price evasions which recently caused
Sam Dembow of Paramount to cut the
Newman Theatre's admission top of 40 cents
to 25 cents at all times with a policy of
two first-run features.
It was decided at the Monday meeting,
called by Jay Means, president of the Independent Theatre Owners, to abandon all
kinds of giveaways, two-for-ones, passes,
coupons, lotteries, 10-cent nights and similar
practices. Double bills, it was decided,
should be restricted to one program of not
more than two days weekly. It also was
decided to set a minimum admission price of
15 cents for all suburban and subsequent
run houses and abolish all 10-cent admissions
except in a few isolated situations where
such a scale has long been established as a
regular policy.
Four standouts threatened to disrupt the
agreement, but the committee gathering assents said it might go ahead regardless.
Blank on Paramount
Advisory Board
A. H. Blank late last week became the
fourth member of the Paramount Publix
theatre advisory committee at a meeting of
the
company's
partners are
in Karl
Des
Moines.
The otherwestern
three members
Hoblitzelle, N. L. Nathanson and E. V.
Richards. Two additional members — one
from Cliicago, the other from New England
— will be chosen at future regional meetings.
A ruling by which Paramount bondholders who failed to file claims against the
bankrupt estate within the specified time
limit, which expired September 1, may have
their bond claims included under a blanket
claim of the Chase National Bank as trustee for the full amount of both bond issues,
has been made by Referee Henry K. Davis.
The appellate division of the New York
supreme court late last week took under advisement an appeal by Robert F. Levy,
Paramount bondholder, whicli seeks authorization to bring suit against Paramount
Publix, Film Productions Corporation,
Chase National Bank and others in connection with the 1932 transfer to Film Productions of the title to Paramount negatives.
Paramount-Publix receivers on Tuesday
were granted a $175,000 mortgage, payable
February 16, 1935, on the Criterion and
Loew's New York.
Frank Miller Dead
Frank P. Miller, 43. owner and manager
of the Lafayette theatre in Haverhill, Mass.,
the theatre where, under the name of the
Orpheum, Louis B. Mayer started his career,
died last week at the Gale Hospital.
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THRILL

And That's DeCasseres' Evaluation of "A Hat, A Coat,
A Glove"; He Finds ^'Mackerel Skies," Another Current Stage Play, to Have
By BENJAMIN
A HAT, A COAT,
A GLOVE
This is a picture natural. It has all the
ingredients of a full eighty-minute thrill,
with a strong original situation (or is anyting original) in a lawyer, who kills a girl
accidentally while struggling for a revolver,
defending in court the lover of his wife,
who is accused of the murder.
The play was put on by Crosby Gaige. It
is from the German of Wilhelm Speyer. It
stars A. E. Matthews, who plays the lawyer
in that quiet, effective, mannered manner
which always bewitches the audience by its
very somnolence.
It opens
in river.
an artist's
studio
in inNew
York,
near the
Jerry has
a girl
his
room whom he has just fished out of the
river — attempted suicide.
Jerry goes away to get Felicia Mitchell,
wife of the famous lawyer. She is his sweetheart. While he is gone in comes the legal
Big Shot — who really loves his wife — to
"chastise" Jerry.
He finds the girl there, nearly naked (she
is still drying her clothes). They puzzle
one another and scrap. The girl had got
hold of Jerry's gun and she draws. In the
struggle the girl is killed. Mitchell cleans
up finger-prints and tip-toes out. There is
an attempted phone call to Felicia by the
girl which is the thrill clue later.
Jerry is accused. The wife makes a cleanbreast of her liaison to lawyer-husband, who,
because he loves her, agrees to defend Jerry.
The court-scene in which the killer gets
Jerry ofif and shows us, subtly, how the wife
gets the information that her husband is the
killer is one of the most thrilling and tense
of these many stage scenes.
The play suffers from slow-motion, poor
dialogue in the second act and lack of lusty
characterization. But it will be a cinch in
the hands of a smart Hollywood brain-boy.
Looks like a perfect Lionel Atwill.
Picture vahte, 100 per cent.
MACKEREL

SKIES

Haggart's
"Mackerel
is John
involved,
heavydrama,
and would
not Skies,"
plough
deep in picture circles unless considerably
jacked up and ironed out.
It was, however, given immaculately by
Violet Kemble-Looper, Tom Powers, Max
Figman, Charles Trowbridge and another
Fred Stonelet, Carol (of whom more will
be heard).
David Gerard is discovered in his Fifth
Avenue mansion. He has blown mucha jack
to plant his wife Elsa as a song-bird. Her
former husband, an Austrian prince, had
also tried to open up the Melba in her. But
no game. Public no like.
Now, Elsa has a daughter, Elizabeth.
Everybody believes the Prince was her father.
But Liz is really the daughter of Stefan,

a ^'Beautiful Picture Finish"
DE CASSERES

PLAY RATINGS
FOR SCREEN
Benjamin DeCasseres, noted essayist and critic, makes the following
percentage ratings as possible screen
material for the current Broadway
stage plays upon which he comments
in this Issue:
"A Hat, a Coat, a Glove"— 100
per"Mackerel
cent.
Skies" — 60 per cent.
"Hotel Alimony" — 30 per cent.
"The Joyous Season" — 80 per cent.
"Mahogany Hall" — zero.
overseer, or something, on the Prince's
estate. Liz has inherited pop's voice. And
Stefan has got rich — Chicago wheat.
Stefan comes to the Gerard home, and,
with Gerard, sets about making Liz what
mamma wanted to be. So mamma is jealous,
and this is war.
Elizabeth (Carol Stone), of course, has a
"steady."
It all works out to a beautiful picture finish. May be good song-bird stuff.
Picture value, 60 per cent.
MAHOGANY

HALL

The bordello — always known in the Philadelphia papers of my youth as "a house of
evil repute" — came to town again after a
long absence.
It was called "Mahogany Hall" and was
written by Charles Robinson. The frosty
Olga Baclanova was the madame of the
Mae West might have put it over, and she
joint.
may do it yet in pictures. Of course, "Mahogany Hall" will have to be a dance hall,
or why not a roller-skating joint?
In this story there are a lot of girls, a
high-brow "professor" who plays the piano,
a Police Commissioner who wants a divvy
but who is told by the madame to take the
air — for "Oh, what she knows about him 1"
— a conniving Big Marge who wants to oust
the Lilith in charge, a bar, a visiting fortune-tel er— in fact, the whole dreary outfit.
A dull time was had by all, the sin wasn't
even orange-colored, the laughs few.
As I said, it may be good pickings for the
Mirific Mae — with Groucho Marx as the
piano-player. Otherwise,
Picture value, 0.
HOTEL ALIMONY
That title alone ought to have inspired a
playwright to do something between the
piercing humor of "Of Thee I Sing" and
the upheaving indignation of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." But in A. W. Pezet's play it does

not come similitude
off.(pep, It
lacks inspirational verito you).
Its picture angles might be discernible to
Ben Hecht at his keenest or Sam Hoffenstein at his cattiest, but I did not catch the
fire. Neither did the audience.
There's a Peter Thorpe, who wrote paying songs. His wife moons for a divorce.
Pete is an obliging sap. He gets the evidence against himself and settles three hundred NRA dollars on her a week.
Pete himself has fallen in love. That was
not in the calculations of Signora Pete. He
can't pay. So to Alimony Rovv^ he goes.
Most of the play is in the jail for trapped
hubbies. Here we have lawyers, a poet, and,
in fact, a general representative mess of oppressed humans. There is plenty of denunciation of the marriage laws of New York
State, and a conventional happy way out.
But it has no more click than the skulls of
two Nazis in collision.
Maybe W. C. Fields and Alison Skipworth can make some laugh-baloney of it.
Picture value, 30 per cent.
THE

JOYOUS

SEASON

I have seen and read Philip Barry's "The
Joyous Season" before. Robert Browning
called it "Pippa Passes." Then it came to
us as "The Servant in the House," "Mr. Pim
Passes By" and "The Passing of the Third
Floor Back." It then got into fiction, and
made a tremendous noise, as "PoUyanna."
The play by Barry has no apparent screen
value in itself, for there is no action, in the
picture sense, at all. The whole problem
is a psychological conflict — a commonplace
conflict in the Farley family of Beacon
street, Boston, who have lived too much at
home and for themselves.
The kernel of the play is the return to the
Farley home, composed of about seven Farleys, of Christina Farley (Lillian Gish),
who is a nun. Her radiance, her jollity, her
tenderness straighten out all the rough spots
(which are only inconsequential blisters
when we visualize the real tragedies of life
today). It is a human family and Christina
is a very human nun.
Barry has treated this theme in his usual
pulseless, aloof, sporadic manner. It is talk,
talk, talk. Lillian looks lovely and Jane
Wyatt is, as usual, competent.
Picture value {with Lillian Gish), 80 per
cent.
Writer Is Polish Authoress
"Dr. Monica," stage play seen in New
York and discussed on this page in the issue
of December 30, was written by Marja
Szczepkowska, Polish writer of plays and
scenarios. In that issue the play was referred to as "out of the Russian." Following its success in Poland, Czechoslovakia
and Yugoslavia, "Dr. Monica" is to appear
soon in Italy and France.
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Publix Refuses to Reemploy 17 Striking Unskilled

Theatre Workers; Union to Appeal to National Labor Board
With the refusal of Paramount Publix
to re-employ the 17 unskilled theatre workers involved in the recent strike at one of
its Staten Island theatres and the declaration of several New York circuit heads that
they would not negotiate with unionized unskilled theatre labor in the matter of materially higher wages and shorter working
hours, the demands of the Theatre and
Amusement Employees' Union of Greater
New York. Local 118, were being met with
united opposition all along the line this
week. This union is a subsidiary of the
National Building Service Employees'
Union.
A "polite defiance" was delivered to
Charles C. Levey, secretary of the local,
at a meeting late last week between the
union'stors. representatives
and took
circuit
The circuit conferees
the operastand
that theatres in New York are doing all
that is required of thenn under the Motion
Picture Code's provisions and, in some instances, are paying 40 to 50 per cent
more than the minimum wages prescribed
in the code, in addition to employing additional help to care for the shorter hours
it specifies.
Mr. Levey said he disagreed completely
with their interpretation of the National Recovery Act and that he was of the opinion
that "it permits opening of negotiations for
new wages regardless of code provisions."
"The Recovery Act stipulates that employers must deal with the chosen representatives of their employees," Mr. Levey said.
"It is not for the employers to say who that
representative shall be."
Will Go to Labor Board
Mr. Levey declared he would take the entire matter to the National Labor Board at
Washington.
The refusal of Paramount to re-employ
17 striking ushers and other unskilled labor
at the Stapleton, S. I., Paramount, was made
on the grounds that the walkout constituted
an infraction of a code provision under
which labor agrees to submit its dispute to
arbitration before calling a strike. Mr. Levey
said this week he would petition the Regional Labor Board for relief.
The secretary of the local will call a
meeting of all Local 118 members for February 26 to vote on a strike against all New
York circuits. Strike orders will be issued
only if mediation of the Regional Labor or
National Labor Board fails to obtain recognition of the union, he said.
Thus far the Roxy theatre is the only
large first-run New York theatre which has
signed an agreement recognizing the union.
"We are very happy indeed to give full
and tangible recognition to this union," said
Howard S. Cullman, operating receiver. "It
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is only fair that all workers be represented
through legitimate organizations of their
ownAmong
choosing."
the circuit executives who met
with Mr. Levey last week were Major L. E.
Thompson, RKO ; Charles Moskowitz,
Loew's ; Charles L. O'Reilly, TOCC ; Harry
Brandt, ITOA ; Jack Bannon, Paramount ;
George Skouras, Skouras Theatres ; Harry
Buckley, United Artists; Sam Rinzler,
Randforce Circuit, and others.
Code Labor Report Ready March 5
With the general meeting of all Code
Authorities to start in Washington March 5,
the motion picture Code Authority is preparing a report on the industry's labor situation, including the amount of re-employment and higher wage scales.
The wage scales asked in their contract
by Local 118 are: for head janitors or
watchmen, 75 cents an hour ; 60 cents for
janitors, head ushers, ticket takers, stage
doormen and fire prevention workers ; 50
cents for assistant chief ushers, and 45 cents
for ushers and matrons.
In St. Louis, Dr. William G. Patton,
neutral arbiter in the wage dispute between
lATSE motion picture projectionists and
theatre owners, this week decided in favor
of the projectionists, making his ruling
retroactive to September 1, despite the fact
the code did not become effective until
December 7.
Under his decision the wages of two operators in various classifications in 32 independent theatres are raised as follows :
From $60 to $75; from $56.50 to $66.50;
from $42.50 to $47.50, and from $40 to $45
a week. The total involved if the back pay
ruling is allowed to stand was estimated at
$14,575.
Spaeth, Others Are Cast
For
"Frankie
andhaveJohnny"
Numerous
additions
been made to the
cast of "Frankie and Johnny," which Chester Erskin is producing and directing at the
Biograph studio in New York for All Star
Productions. The screen version is the work
of Moss Hart, while the adaptation is by
Mr. Erskin.
The cast additions include Sigmund
Spaeth, radio "tune detective ;" Frederic
Worlock, legitimate player ; Cora Witherspoon, stage and screen character actress,
and Sam Wren, stage and radio player.
Dismisses Patent Suits
Judge William P. Nields in the United
States district court at Wilmington last week
dismissed the patent infringement suits
brought by John M. Miller against NBC and
RCA Communications. Involved were the
Piezo electric oscillation generator patents
granted Mr. Miller April 22, 1930.
Columbia Adds Two
Columbia has increased the exploitation
staff working outside of New York on "It
Happened One Night" from eight to 10.
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Independent

Producers

Elected

Completion of election of officers, and a
definite decision to assess dues to the members on the basis of $5 per negative reel, was
the business completed at the recent meeting
in Hollywood of the Independent Motion
Picture Producers Association, at which
Trem Carr, newly elected head of the group,
presided
. elected to complete the slate were
Officers
I. E. Chadwick, of Chadwick Productions,
and J. Boyce-Smith, of Anglo-American
Films, vice-presidents; and William Berke,
of Berke Productions, and Jack Nelson, of
Nelson Productions, directors.
The meeting was the first held with the
increased membership brought about by the
of the
producers'
withof the
merger
Federation
Motion
Picture branch
Producers and
Distributors.
A $5 charge on negative reels was agreed
upon as member assessment instead of the
former $50 a month dues.
Officers elected at the previous meeting
were: Trem Carr, Monogram Productions,
president; Ken Goldsmith, Goldsmith Productions, and M. H. Hoffman, Liberty Productions, vice-presidents; and Larry Darmour and Nat Levine, re-elected as treasurer
and secretary, respectively.
Frank Rembusch

Suit

Against MPPDA Starts
Subsequent to the taking of preliminary
testimony last week, trial of the $2,000,000
anti-trust suit brought against the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc., by Frank Rembusch, former
Indianapolis exhibitor, got underway in
U. S. district court. New York, on Monday.
Will H. Hays may be called to testify.
Among Monday's witnesses were Felix Jenkins, Sidney Samuelson, Ivan Abramson.
Witnesses during the preliminary testimony included Willard McKay of Universal, Paul O'Brien of United Artists,
Felix Jacobs of RKO, Harold Bareford of
Warners, E. C. Grainger of Fox, and Leon
Netter of Paramount. Adolph Zukor testified Tuesday that Paramount loaned United
Artists $3,000,000 at one time but the transaction concerned no interest in the company.
Beatty Lion-Tiger Fight
In New Mascot Serial
While there was no camera on hand to
witness the recent fight to the death by two
lions at a rehearsal of Clyde Beatty's annual
act appearing in Cleveland, a battle between
lions and tigers that took place in Peru, Ind.,
was caught by an alert cameraman and is
being incorporated by Nat Levine into Mascot's forthcoming serial, "The Lost Jungle,"
in
which
Mr. Beatty and his "cats" are
starred.
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Motion Picture Herald is receiving
many letters from exhibitors and distributors ithe
n field, and from others,
in which various questions are asked
concerning certain doubtful phases of
the Motion Picture Code. All communications immediately are answered directly. In addition, such
code questions and the answers submitted will, in the future, be published as a regular service for all
readers. They contain many explanatory points pertinent to the business
as its conduct is prescribed by the
Code.
For obvious reasons, the letters will
appear anonymously. However, the
originals will remain on file.
Answers to questions about the
Code are submitted only after consultation with legal authorities familiar with the technicalities of the
document.
This service is available to everyone. Send questions to the Code
Editor, Motion Picture Herald,
1790 Broadway,
New York City.
Columbia,

United Artists

End Foreign Sales Contract
At the conclusion of the current season,
Columbia will terminate its five-year agreement with United Artists for foreign distribution of Columbia product. Columbia
has recently established its own exchanges
in England, Spain, Denmark and Brazil.
United Artists has refused to renew for
Columbia distribution in India, and J. H.
Seidleman, foreign general sales manager,
now in Europe, is expected to make a new
deal for Indian sales.
Earl Kramer has resigned as United
Artists manager in Japan, because of the
death of his father. Sidney^ Albright has
already succeeded Mr. Kramer in Tokio.
At Dover, Del., Columbia has chartered
Columbia Pictures of Brazil, Inc., and
United Artists has incorporated United
Artists Corporation of Colombia, both for
South American distribution.
Bowers Plans Comedy
Series with Thomas
Charley Bowers, with Harold MuUer as
his chief cameraman, is engaged in the
production of the first of a series of comedies with Lowell Thomas, radio "voice"
and author, and his "Tall Stories." Nine
editions of the stories have been published,
and this fact, plus the membership of the
"Lowell Thomas Tall Story Club," in
various parts of the country, are to be used
in exploif^tion of the series.
United Artists Has Option
On FitzPatrick Shorts
United Artists has taken a 30-day option on
two series of shorts to be produced by James A.
FitzPatrick. Conclusion of the deal is dependent on the approval of all United Artists unit
producers.
The subjects, if taken, will be distributed only
in foreign countries, and will consist of 10
"Musical Romances," and 10 "Rambles and
Rhythm." Domestic distribution of the series
has not yet been arranged.
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QUESTION

BOX

P. CUNNINGHAM

NO. I— OHIO
THROWAWAYS, LOTTERIES
QUESTION — / am attaching herewith a
throwaway , which we have been using from
time to time in connection with a local bakery
as per the explanation on the bottom of the
throwaway.
('Thisif Number
card willatbethehonored
single
admission
top endsas ina
25-50-75-00")- would appreciate it if
you will advise me whether or not same is in
violation of the code.
The bakery inserts one of these in each loaf
of breadtween thethat
goesandout.the The
cost is split betheatre
bakery.
ANSWER — This is a violation of the code
both as a throwaway and as a lottery, both of
which are prohibited under Article V, Division
E, Part 3, Section 1. It is a lottery because
it involves lucky numbers. Specifically, this
clause of the code says: No exhibitor shall
lower the admission prices publicly announced
or advertised for his theatre by giving rebates
in the form of lotteries, reduced script books,
coupons, throwaways, or two-for-one admissions and which are unfair to competition.
V V V
NO. 2— NEW YORK
LABOR CONDITIONS FOR
'UTILITY" MAN
QUESTION — / should like to knozv, with
reference to a "utility" man as implied in the
code {for theatres), the maximum^ hours, the
minimum salary, and the maximum working
days {six or seven) allowed such employee.
ANSWER— The Code Authority, so far as
is known, has not yet defined the phrase in
the theatre
labor
provisions
to "employees whose
duties
are of a pertaining
general utilitarian
character." While setting a maximum work
week of forty hours for theatre employees,
other than managers and executives receiving
$35 or more per week, the code says that such
maximum hours shall not apply to employees
whose duties are of a general utilitarian character. It is believed, however, that such reference to "utilitarian" employees is intended to
embrace those employees whose duties are of
no specific nature, but who during the course
of a day's work are engaged in various duties,
such as filling-in as a cashier and a ticket taker
and as an usher, and the like, and the maximum
work of forty hours shall not apply. Also included in the
of "utilitarian" theatre
_ category
employeescasional.are
those whose duties are only ocThe minimum wage specified in the code for
theatre employees not otherwise provided for is
forty cents per hour.
The theatre labor provisions of the code do
not stipulate the number of working days.
V V V
NO. 3— NORTH CAROLINA
FORCING THE DISTRIBUTOR
TO SELL FILM
QUESTION — Please advise if the code will
force the distributor to offer pictures to an independent theatre in a town where there is also
a chain theatre.
I understand that the pictures will be sold
to the chain for the whole circuit and the independent will not even have a chance to buy
the product.
ANSWER — The code does not say in any
part to which theatre in a town a distributor
must sell his motion pictures. However, to
prevent a competitive circuit theatre, or other
competitive theatre, from tying up product

away from an independent exhibitor by overbuying, the code says that no theatre shall contract for more motion pictures than such theatre reasonably requires for exhibition at that
theatre with the intent and effect of depriving
a competing
exhibitor
suchthen,
excess
ber of pictures.
This from
means,
thatnumany
distributor may select the theatre to which he
shall sell his product ; but, no theatre shall overbuy product with the intent and effect of depriving acompeting exhibitor of the product.
V V V
NO. 4— TEXAS
TWO-FOR-ONES WHEN
NO COMPETITION
QUESTION — We are within the radius of
an average of twenty-five miles to the nearest
towns, and on Wednesday nights for the past
few years we have had a two-for-one family
night, and woidd like to know whether or not
this zvould interfere with the code since we
have no near opposition as outlined above.
ANSWER — If a theatre is not in actual
competition with another and is so thoroughly
isolated that rebates cannot be construed to be
unfair to a competing exhibitor, then the theatre is permitted to continue the practice of such
two-for-one tickets for one admission on socalled family nights or on any other nights,
unless the actual admission is thereby reduced
below the minimum agreed to in the exhibition
contract, by such two-for-one ticket. The code
clause _ which
ordinarily
admissions
is intended
to outlaws
stop such two-for-one
a practice
only when it exists in probable or possible competition with another theatre and when such
competition is considered an unfair trade practice. Obviously, the practice is not unfair if no
other exhibitor is affected thereby.
Court

Requires Digest

Of Q littner Case Record
Federal Judge Francis Caffey handed
down an opinion late last week requiring
that the record in the Edward Quittner
monopoly suit against major companies be
digested prior to carrying the case to the
United States circuit court of appeals.
The court also ruled that Mr. Quittner
may make application to appeal his case as
a pauper in either the district court or the
circuit court of appeals. If the application
is granted he may go to the higher court
without having the record printed.
Amateur

Theatre Groups

Are Meeting in Seattle
Delegates from five Pacific northwest
states are at the Edmond Meany Hotel,
Seattle, for the first annual meeting of the
Pacific northwest region of National Theatre
conferences. Those attending are affiliated
with educational institutions, civic theatres,
"little" theatre movements and similar
groups, almost entirely amateur in nature.
The civic theatre, amateur theatre ventures,
play production and technical production
work are among the subjects being discussed.
Marie Dressier Re-signed
Marie Dressier has signed a new long
term contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
George Hill, director, has also been signed.
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The chart, based on Motion Picture hierald's weekly compilation of box office
grosses, compares the business done in twelve key cities during the five-weeks
period from January 13 to February 10, 1934, with the receipts from the same
cities for the same period in 1933. The gross from the cities for the first week
in the 1933 period is taken as 100 per cent. The cities used are Boston, Chicago,
Cleveland, Hollywood, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Portland, Ore., and San Francisco.

Hearing
Bill

to

Set

on

Restrict

Importing
By FRANCIS L. BURT
Washington Correspondent

Talent

Legislation placing foreign actors imported into the United States under the contract labor provisions of the immigration
law, permitting entry only to talent of outstanding merit or to actors for roles for
which native talent cannot be found, introduced by Representative Dickstein of New
York last year, is pending before the immigration committee of the House of Representatives, which had a hearing Tuesday.
A further hearing will be held February
26, at which time it is expected representatives of the motion picture industry will be
heard.
Denying that his measure would impose
onerous restrictions upon producers needing
foreign talent, Congressman Dickstein declared the legislation is necessary for the
protection of American artists, and it was
claimed that the producers will be aided,
since their applications for permission to
import talent will be passed upon directly
by the Department of Labor. At present
consuls abroad make the decision.
The legislation provides that no alien
actor shall be considered a "professional"
actor, an "artist" or a "singer" unless of
distinguished merit and ability as an actor
and his professional engagements in this
country are of a character requiring superior talent.
Although representatives of the film interests were not heard February 20, the hearing did not get by without attacks upon the
industry. Representatives Schulte of Indiana and Weideman of Michigan, urging

enactment of the bill, laid the blame for the
present situation of the legitimate theatre
to motion pictures.
Mr. Schulte said only the film industry is
opposed to the Dickstein bill. Charging the
film producers with selfishness and greed
and a desire to use foreign actors in the
making of pictures to be sold abroad, he
declared the film industry is throwing "miltheatre.lions of people" out of work in the legitimate
Hays Board Upholds
Fox Title Protest
In response to a protest by Fox Film
Corporation against the use by Warner
Bros, of the word "Follies," which had been
inserted in the title of their picture,
"Fashions of 1934," after its release, the
committee on title registration of the
MPPDA, sitting as a board of arbitration,
this week ruled that Warner Bros, must
discontinue use of the word forthwith.
The board's ruling declared that Warner
Bros, "did not register the title 'Fashion
Follies of 1934,' which we condemn as a
flagrant violation of the first rule of the
association
titles must
registered."
Furthermore,thattheall board
foundbe that
the use
of the word "Follies" by Warner created a
"distinct conflict detrimental to Fox's wellknown annual production, 'Movietone Follies of ,' which has been duly registered
and protected by Fox."
Federation

To Appoint

New Secretary This Week
The Federation of the Motion Picture Industry, New York organization of independent distributors, will appoint a new
secretary late this week at an executive committee meeting, to succeed Alec Moss, who
resigned to join Paramount. Organization
finances and the double feature situation in
Chicago and Milwaukee will also be discussed. Itis expected decision will be made
on a $10 charge on negative reels, plus a
small tax on positive prints.
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The fact that the motion picture code is
part of President Roosevelt's national recovery program is the only reason it is
deserving of consideration, M. B. Horwitz,
Cleveland, treasurer of the newly organized Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
told members assembled in convention last
week at Columbus.
At the session, in the Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, were 165 independent exhibitors,
representing 345 of the 525 independent
theatres in Ohio. Mr. Horwitz pointed out
alleged unfairness in the code, and warned
his hearers that unless, through concerted
action, they are viligant, they can not hope
to
obtain the justice to which they are entitled.
Although the code provides that one meml)er on the Zoning Board shall be a first
run unaffiliated exhibitor, Mr. Horwitz
stated that though the Allen theatre (independently operated) was one of the finest
first run theatres in Cleveland, he prophesied that the first run unaffiliated exhibitor
representative on the Zoning Board would
be selected outside of Cleveland.
Touching on other prominent unaffiliated
exhibitor members of the Code Authority,
lie warned the exhibitors not to expect any
material aid, assistance or consideration
from Mr. Kuykendall, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
or Charles
of theofTheatre Owners O'Reilly,
Chamber president
of Commerce
New
York, as "there is no doubt in any man's
mind as to Mr. Kuykendall's leanings." Nor
is there any question of Mr. O'Reilly's interests, "whose main business is candy vending machines extensively used in theatres.
So, gentlemen, use your own judgment."
In all
closing,
Horwitz
urge
that
of youMr.give
every said
one :a "Isquare
deal. In return, demand the same thing. If
it is not forthcoming, then this organization
will fight to the utmost for its members,
the independent exhibitors."
Mary Pickford at Christening
Of Remodeled Biograph Studios
Mary Pickford, most noted of the original
Biograph stars, this week arrived in New
York to christen the modernized Biograph
Studios on February 23. D. W. Griffith and
the Gish sisters also will attend.
Myers Postpones Trip
Abram F. Myers, general counsel for the
Allied States Association, scheduled to be
in New York this week, postponed his visit
until late next week, at which time he will
confer with Sidney E. Samuelson, Allied
president, on the appointment of six regional vice-presidents and general organization policies.
Technicolor Reports Loss
Technicolor, Inc., and subsidiaries report
a loss of $249,396 for 1933, after taxes, depreciation, amortization of patents and
other charges. The 1932 loss was $235,503.
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By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
Besides the Cafe de Paree, Mr. Aylesworth's
Hall, ofthe
Ghetto,
Tomb andMusic
the Statue
Liberty,
NewGrant's
York
offers another sight that simply must be
seen: Samuel Lionel Rothafel's new 16cylinder, chromium-plated, streamlined, specially-biiilt Marmon automobile. It has the
"Roxy" signature in his wide, flourishing
style, painted on both sides, and a special
kind of heating system and a cooling plant, a
radio that sounds like the reproducers in the
Radio City theatres, and almost every other
kind of gadget imaginable— except hot and
cold water, and who knows but that when
business gets better, maybe Roxy will install
a plumbing system to take care of that, too.
V
On the day, recently, when temperatures
varying from 14 degrees below zero {in New
York City) to 60 below zero {up-state) sent
the mercury in New York thermometers to a
60-year low, Mr. Scott Leslie, of Florida, sat
down at his desk in Tampa and composed a
long letter of complaint about the cold in that
sector having a threatening influence on theatre
business. Ithewassaid,so that
chillymetal
alongdrums
Tampa's
Broadway,
liad toEast
be
rigged up as fire boxes on the main floor
of the Star Lite, operated by B. Rask. As an
afterthought, Scott advised that the Star Lite
is an airdrome, and the sky is the roof.
V
A bit belated, perhaps, but, regardless, our
attention has just been called to another case
which further verifies the fact that Hollywood
is the great influencing factor guiding the
style of clothes. Bound for the studio city to
investigate conditions for the code, Mr. Sol
A. Rosenblatt wore a very dark business suit
and other conservative apparel which might
be found on any lawyer intent on serious business. On his return trip, after spending about
ten days going hither and yon in the movie
sector, Mr. Rosenblatt was magnificently attired in black-and-white checked sport coat,
brown checked trousers and two-tone grey
shoes that would easily distinguish any ambitious college sophomore.
Maybe it's the climate.V
And Morris Legendre, the assistant to
Division Administrator Sol Rosenblatt, calls
block booking:
buying
places
piatwres in
the in
same"clusters!"
category That
with
seal lions.
V
That widely discussed advertising campaign staged the other week in New York
by United Artists, for the Music Hall introduction of Anna Sten in "Nana," cost a neat
$47,000 in cash, of which Mr. Samuel Goldviyn, who is sponsoring the young Russian,
paid S35,0O0, and the RKO theatre paid
$12,000. The picture played two weeks and
grossed $200,000.
V
Urging a revolution against the highly concentrated monopolization of radio, Mr. Eddie Dowling estimates that the two dominating networks of today — RCA's National
Broadcasting and Mr. William Paley's Columbia Broadcasting — have an annual income of
some $40,000,000 from air advertisers and propagandachains.
purveyors. That's about $110,000 daily
for the two
V
Our good friend of Berkeley, Mr. James
Van de Mark, noticed that in Walt Disney^s
"Giant nently
Land"
gianthaswhotwofigures
in the the
action
teeth promiin his
upper gums and two in the lower. But when
Mickey Mouse is inside the giant's mouth,
there is pictured a part of a full set of both
uppers and lowers.

Jim Alexander, manager of the Monogram
exchange on Boulevard of the Allies in Pittsburgh, hung a three-foot sign over the entrance
to the building, saying, "This Is the New Home
of John Wayne," Mr. Wayne being the Monogram western star. Next day the following letter addressed to Wayne was received at the
office :
ED. SCHWERIN
Men's Tailor
State Pittsburgh
Theatre BIdg.
Mr. John Wayne
Dear Mr. Wayne:
I am closing out some suitings at a very
low price of $32.50.
These are suitings formerly got $50, but
woolen house gave me a special price on
same.
and
theytruly,
won't last long
so Only
betterhavegeta infewTuesday.
Yours
(Signed) ED SCHWERIN.
V
Hollywood's usually elaborate specifications
for candidates in those "Search for Beauty"
contests probably influenced the St. Louis business man who advertised for a French Creole
blonde, young, good looking and "with innate
sweetness of character," for $100 a month.
Maybe he decided he could struggle along without the innate sweetness of character.
V
General Motors' slogan for 1934 is "knee
action," but Chrysler is going in big for curves.
'Mr. Chrysler's designers evidently have been
impressed
by theAnnsuccess
of Mae West. "Knees"
zvent
out with
Pennington.
V
If Frank Capra's older brother had not
run away from home in Italy, some fifteen
years before Frank's birth, he might never
have reached HoUsrwood and Columbia's
studios. Frank's brother, after rimning away,
had been sold into slavery in the far Pacific
— but finally escaped to California. Word
reached the family in Italy one day that
their long-lost son had been recognized.
They sold their possessions and came to
America to reclaim the wanderer.
V
Two Chicago youngsters of sixteen chopped
away 150 feet of cable along the Chicago and
North Western Railway tracks a mile north of
the Chicago Terminal. Result : Thirty-two
communication lines used by the railroad and
by Western Union were interrupted. Reason :
"We wanted to take our girls to a movie, and
so we got an ax and cut away the cable, hauling it in a little wagon to a junk yard where
we sold it for $1.25. We bought new neckties
and new handkerchiefs and took the girls to a
show." That's high financing.
V
Edward Crabbe, father of Paramount's Buster Crabbe, visiting in Hollywood, was introduced to Mack {"The Killer") Gray, George
Raft's bodyguard, as a big pineapple man.
blandly.
"You from Chicago?" inquired "The Killer"
"No, fromowner.
Honolulu," answered the puzzled
plantation
V
Mr. Cecil Blount DeMille reminds us that
he was responsible for the method of presenting the names of players, directors,
writers and others as screen credits. Some
twenty
yearsandago,cutDeMille
"I rigged
up
a screen
holes inrelated,
it through
which
the players stuck their heads. Above their
heads I had painted the character names,
and underneath, the names of the players.
We took one shot of the whole thing."

Some time ago this pillar recorded the fact
that when General Charles Clyde Pettijohn
was in the employ of Select Pictures, the
late Lewis J. Selznick, who was president,
insured General Charlie's life for 5100,000.
The other day we learned that when Mr.
Pettijohn left Mr. Selznick's employ, in
1922, to go with Hays, Mr. Selznick gave
him that policy, and Charlie still has it, "two
more
it's his,"
meaning
in two payments
more yearsandit wnll
be paid
up for that
life.
Never say anything but the best about the
late Selznick when Charlie is around.
V
This being open season for investigations,
Jack C. Moffitt, writing in the Kansas City
Star, has set out to determine :
1. Why the pictures of Mae West taken
by the Los Angeles courthouse cameramen
look so different from those taken by the
studio photographers.
the been
Paramount studio retouchers (Maybe
should have
subpoenaed, too.)
2. How George Arliss has managed to
get by all these years without breaking a
single monocle.
3. Why Greta Garbo, who avoids the
press, the public and publicity, poses for
several hundred still pictures a year. (Howard Dietz
and Si Seadler know the answer
to that
one.)
4. What portion of her salary Lilyan Tashman uses to maintain the unofficial title of
'The how
Mostmuch
Glamorously
and
the score Dressed
or so ofWoman,"
ermine
coats she recently admitted owning, in an
unguarded moment, set her back.
V
Slow motion pictures show that when a bullet
is shot at a pane of glass the compressed air
traveling in front of the projectile obligingly
pierces a hole in the glass before the bullet
arrives.
V
Said George Burns to Gracie Allen, while
on the Paramount lot: "Gracie, don't you
think we ought to take out some fire insurReplied Gracie: "Heavens, George, why?
We've got contracts. They can't fire us."
V
"Movie Mother," by Mrs. Helen Schermerhorn
Young, in the Delineator, of February,
ance?"
is all about daughter Elizabeth arriving on the
Gold Coast for a movie career. Parts of it
are richly entertaining, especially the portion
lot.
whichter with
tellstheabout
young Misson Young's
encoundressmakers
the Paramount
'Oh, see
Mummy
!" gurgles
should
the clothes
I am Elizabeth,
to wear in "you
the
picture ! And they made the funniest thing on
me today. It was like a union-suit of heavy
canvas with short panties — from my neck to
my knees — with a zipper up the back. They
fitted it over me skin-tight — I could hardly
breathe. Then they pulled the zipper and I
stepped out. And there was my figure! Before
I left, they had sewed it up and it was stuifed
out,
thereacross
I stood,
withfit'Young'
in bigandletters
my headless,
chest. They
everything
over
it."
Geniuses
in
the
anatomical
art,
those Paramount dressmakers.
V
Julius Caesar was killed because he was too
ambitious. Johnny Morrell, Warner studio
office boy, was fired the other day for the same
reason. When the four Mills Brothers appeared
on the lot in a picture, Johnny stood at the
sound stage door and collected twenty-five centavos from some 31 customers who wished to
hear the crooners croon..
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This industry was born wi+h its opening
night, 37 years ago, on the screen at
Kos+er &

Bial's Music

Hall in Herald

Square, where Thirty-fourth Street crosses
Broadway. In the years between, amusement centers have moved on and the industry which began that night has spread
to dominance over all the world. With it
and a part of it. Motion Picture Herald
has grown, too, so that today all the
motion picture world, again- — and still —
is centered on the new "Herald Square"
of today
which
covers the world.
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ROSENBLATT

(Continued from page 9)
by reason of unavoidable delay in establishing such Local Clearance and Zoning
Boards, and
"Whereas, the selling season of the industry is but a short time off and it is
necessary to simplify and expedite the
functions of such Boards and direct their
activities and qualify their procedure, now
on motion by Mr. Harold S. Bareford
(Warner Brothers), seconded by Mr.
Nathan Yamins (Allied), it is unanimously
"Resolved that Local Clearance and
Zoning Boards shall perform and discharge
their duties by receiving any and all protests from members of the industry against
any existing clearance and zoning as to
their respective theatres alleging that such
clearance and zoning is unreasonable in
length and/or area, and that such Boards
shall decide the issue raised by such protests after notice and hearing of the parties affected; and that with respect to the
time of making of decisions and the procedure, thereafter, the provisions of the
code shall govern."
It appears, then, that it is the intention of
the Code Authority to have the Local Clearance and Zoning Boards use the present schedules of clearance and zoning for new schedules,
with complaints and suggestions for improvements resulting in necessary changes, where the
Local Boards so decide.
There will not be separate boards for New
Jersey, Jacksonville or Louisville, as originally
discussed. New Jersey activities will be divided
between New York and Philadelphia.
Board Selections Meet Favor
While most of the local boards are expected
to establish headquarters in the principal film
building
"Film Row"
each exchange
city,
the along
membership
of thein boards
will be
asked by John C. Flinn, Code Authority secretary, to submit their recommendations for offices
to the Authority.
Although the Code Authority in New York
received scores of congratulatody telegrams
from the field on its selection for the local
boards already announced, Nathan Yamins, of
Allied, and a Code Authority member, filed
formal complaint with the Authority protesting
that independent exhibitors do not have sufficient representation on the boards.
Mr.
briefbetween
suggested
that amembers
distinct
divisionYamins'
be drawn
exhibitor
of the boards who are members of the MPTOA
and exhibitor members of the boards who are
so-called "independents." He said that MPTOA
members are affiliated exhibitors, and, therefore,
the posts on the boards that are occupied by
them should be filled by "qualified" independents.
A decision of importance made by the Washington headquarters of the National Recovery
Administration established Sol A. Rosenblatt,
Division Administrator in charge of amusement
codes, as the final and official NRA source for
defining and interpreting clauses of the code.
In official circles this was taken as an indication that Mr. Rosenblatt's recent decision
whereby the ten per cent cancellation privilege
accorded exhibitors in the code was made
retroactive on pictures released after December
7th, but contracted for before that date, would
remain in efliect.
The NRA made clear its position and the
status of Mr. Rosenblatt as the official code
definer in a communication to the Code Author-
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ity, addressed to the secretary, Mr. Flinn. The
communication said :
"The Code Authority for the motion
picture industry asked who is to have the
final authority on interpretations of the
code. The question is covered by recent
Office Order No. 60 (NRA), the pertinent
provisions of which follow:
" 'Procedure To Be Followed by All Divisions in
Ruling on Interpretations, Exceptions and Exemptions or Modifications to Approved Codes:'
"I. DEFINITIONS
"A. INTERPRETATIONS
"I. This term includes all rulings on the meaning of the language of a code where the intent
of that language is in doubt; i.e., where a knowledge of the surrounding circurnstances and of the
general policies of NRA on the part of the person making the rulings fails to remove ths
necessity for a decision on which reasonable men,
equally well informed, might differ. Where no decision isrequired on which reasonable men, equally
well informed, might differ, the ruling is not an
interpretation but merely an explanation.
of "II.
the The
abovepromulgation
matters hasofthea final
same ruling
effect onas any
the
promulgation of an approved code, and, therefore,
it should be given the same balanced consideration which was given to the promulgation of tha
code. No final rulings on these matters may be
made except by the Division Administrators, subject to the disapproval of the Administrator; and,
in the case of modifications, they must be signed
by the Administrator.
"In order to preserve uniformity in the rulings
made in the various divisions the following procedure will be followed:
"1 — All requests for rulings will be referred to
the Administration member of the Code Authority
(Sol A. Rosenblatt) for the findings and recommendations ofthe Code Authority.
"2 — The Administration member (Mr. Rosenblatt) will forward the findings and recommendations of the Code Authority (with appropriate
comments) to the Deputy Administrator. (In the
case of the Motion Picture Code the Division
Administrator
Rosenblatt.) is the Administration Member — Mr.
"3 — The Deputy Administrator (Mr. Rosenblatt)
will obtain the recommendations of his legal adviser and of his labor, industrial and consumer advisers to the extent that the subject matter is
within their purview of interest.
"4 — The Deputy (Mr. Rosenblatt) will submit
the file including all recommendations to the Division Administrator who will approve, disapprove
or modify the ruling.
"5 — The Division Administrator's (Mr. Rosenblatt's) will be final, subject only to the ultimate
disapproval of the Administrator provided, however, that no modification shall be effective without the signature of the Administrator.
"By decision of the Administrator:
Alvln Brown.
"In the case of the Motion Picture Code the
Division Administrator is the Administration Member of the Code Authority, therefore the intervening steps between the Administration Member and
the Division Administrator are eliminated.
"Very truly yours,
"(Signed) William P. Farnsworth,
Deputy Administrator,
Amusement
Unqualified
code acceptance
blanks Section."
received
from producers, distributors and exhibitors up
to press time had reached 7,600. The last date
for signing the assent blanks in order to be
protected against unfair competition under the
code is midnight of February 28th. A postponement to a later deadline appears highly
improbable. Signed acceptance blanks are being
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received at the headquarters of the Code
Authority
New York.
The Authority's
offices were inestablished
permanently
late last
week in the RKO Building, at 6th Avenue and
50th Street, Radio City, New York.
Charles Ulrich, pioneer publicity and newspaperman, this week joined the Code Authority
staff under Mr. John Flinn. Mr. Ulrich was a
correspondent for newspapers and traveled extensively with President Theodore Roosevelt.
At one time he was associated with Pathe,
mount.
Producers' Distributing and later with ParaThe suit against the Code Authority sponsored by Allied through the Congress Theatre,
of Newark, N. J., was again iX)Stponed on Tuesday until March 1, when Judge Bondy in U. S.
District Court, New York, will preside.
Code Situation In Hollywood
Selection of code representatives by various
creative branches, and an approaching climax
to the general Hollywood labor situation were
the principal code developments during the
week on the western front.
At —a-independent
meeting in
Hollywood,
the Actors'to
Guild
— elected
14 candidates
be presented to Division Administrator Rosenblatt, and from which he will select actors'
representatives for two code committees. Offered for the agents-players' committee were :
Adolphe Menjou, Spencer Tracy and Berton
Churchill.
the actors-producers'
the
followingFor were
nominated : Ann committee
Harding,
Ralph Morgan, James Cagney, Kenneth Thomson, Richard Tucker, Chester Morris, Robert
Montgomery, Claude King, Mary Astor. Pat
O'Brien and Paul Muni.
The directors also nominated 14 of their
colleagues from whom Mr. Rosenblatt will
select six for directors' representatives on the
agents
and on were
the producers'
committees.
The
14 nominees
: Lloyd Bacon,
Clarence
Brown, David Butler, Frank Capra, John
Cromwell, Cecil B. DeMille, Alfred Green, E.
H. Griffith, William K. Howard, Henry King,
Robert Z. Leonard, W. S. Van Dyke, Frank
Lloyd and King Vidor.
Also involving certain classes of Hollywood
talent, but with the scene of action centered in
New York was the drafting of a uniform contract for agents representing talent, which was
provided for in the code of ethics submitted for
inclusion in the film code by the National Association of Theatrical
Artists'
Representatives.
Action on
including the
document
in the film
code will be taken by the Code Authority at its
next meeting, February 26.
also provides
for arbitration
of The
all agents'
disputescodebetween
agent and
artist. It
stipulates that charges of misconduct against
any agent member of the association must be
made in writing and the charges will be heard
by the association's board of directors and penalties imposed by a majority of the board. Expulsion of an agent from the association renders
his contracts with talent null and void.
Free performances of artists under contract
to the association's members are prohibited
under the code without approval of a board
named to investigate the cause for which the
performance is to be given.
Returning to the Hollywood scene, it appeared thatwith
the NRA
soon to"crack
down"
on studios
severewould
penalties
be imposed,
if floods of code studio labor cefnplaints unearthed violations.
George Creel, California head of the NRA,
arrived on the coast on Monday to go into a
huddle with Charles Cunningham, local NRA
chief, and Judge Ben Lindsey, recently elected
as a special Labor Compliance officer to investigate organized union labor problems as they
affect the industry in Hollywood.
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Representatives of Three Trades
To Meet Rosenblatt on
Free Broadcast Problenn; Prohibition inCode Proposed
Code authorities of the motion picture and
legitimate theatre industries this week allied
themselves in taking initial steps to rid both
branches of unfair competition of free radio
broadcasting performances.
Following a formal complaint by the
legitimate theatre group, the motion picture
Code Authority on Friday proposed appointment of three representatives from the governing NRA groups of the motion picture,
theatre and radio fields to confer on the
matter. The nine representatives will meet
with Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt at a date to be set either in New York
or in Washington. It was said this week
that Mr. Rosenblatt would try to call the
meeting before March 5, at which time the
Code Authorities of all industries operating
under NRA codes meet in Washington with
Hugh S. Johnson, national adminGeneral
istrator.
Called Increasing Menace
In his complaint to the motion picture Code
Authority, Marcus Heiman, chairman of the
committee on radio broadgroup's
legitimatecasting,
characterized the free admission to
radio stations and theatres operated by broadcasters as an "increasing menace to motion
picture attendance and to legitimate theatre attendance." The number of free admissions to
radio broadcasts has grown to alarming proportions the last few months, he said.
"The practice of advertising agencies
distributing free admission tickets to auditoriums located either In radio stations or
in theatres and public halls wired for radio
broadcasts comprises, in the opinion of
the Code Authority of the legitimate theatre, a form of such unfair competition
that we solicit the assistance of the motion
picture industry's Code Authority to formulate aplan of united action against this
rapidly growing deterrent to our business
and Its thousands of employees," Mr. Helman's statement read.
''Buildings in large cities, heretofore devoted
exclusively to theatrical entertainment, have
been converted into free public halls. Thus the
employees of these theatres, numbering from
30 to twice that amount, including the artists
appearing in attractions for which the theatres
were constructed, are thrown out of employment and are replaced by a mere handful of
temporary employees, engaged solely for one
or two
this
week.evenings of free broadcasting," he said
Mr. Heiman declared that as a result of a
nationwide survey he estimated that more than
85,000 persons weekly are attending such free
broadcasts in only 18 cities.
"It requires no great stretch of imagination
to project this figure into many .hundreds of
thousands of people, considering that there are
more than 700 radio broadcasting stations in
the country."
"Radio is entertainment for the home — it is
not a visual entertainment." he said, "and the
efforts of advertising agencies to encroach upon
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legitimate and motion picture fields should be
met with vigorous protests."
Mr. Heiman said the moot point of the tricornered discussions with Mr. Rosenblatt would
be to have a clause inserted in the radio code
prohibiting, without exception, free radio admis ions as an unfair trade practice.
The personnel of the motion picture committee on radio broadcasting is comprised of
Charles L. O'Reilly, Ed Ruykendall and Sidney R. Kent. The legitimate theatre's committee includes, beside Mr. Heiman, Frank Gillmore, Actors' Equity president, and William
C. Elliott of the International AUiance of Theatrical Stage Employees. The personnel of the
group to represent the radio interests had not
been made public up to press time.
John J. Shubert, assistant general manager
of Select Theatres Corporation, advanced the
theory that persons could not be expected to pay
money to see star performers in a theatre when
they can see them gratis in a broadcasting
theatre.
Sees Great Harm In Future
"The practice should be abolished because it
not only is hurting the theatre now, but will
do much harm in the future," Mr. Shubert said.
On the other hand, Edward T. Goodman,
manager of the Gaiety theatre, felt that once
people have gone to a free radio show the
novelty wears off and that, in any case, these
individuals form only a small percentage of
regular theatre-goers.
"If you have a show that the public wants to
see, people will come regardless of free attractions," he declared.
Joseph Keith, manager of the Joe Leblang
ticket agency, said that the practice of free
radio broadcasts could not helo having a detrimental effect on box offices.
"Such a practice takes away many potential
ticket buyers,"
he pointed
estimated
that 5,000
people out.
go to "We
these have
free
theatres every day in the week in New York
City alone. If the box offices could get but
half, or 20 per cent of this number, the legitimate theatre would be helped a lot."
Although a factor in bringing the radio competition situation to a head is the recent acquisition by the Columbia Broadcasting System of
the Hudson theatre in New York for free radio
shows, sporadic agitation against the practice
has been going on for some months.
25,000 Attend Weekly In New York
Exhibitors for three years have protested
against film star radio broadcasts open to the
public. At first they were only in the studios
and with a limited audience capacity. The demand for admission assumed such proportions
that expansion was regarded as the only solution. This has been especially true of New
York until now, it is estimated, between 25,000
and 30,000 persons weekly attend free radio
shows.
New York and Chicago lead the nation in
the total number of free admissions to such
broadcasts with the weekly total approximating forty thousand.
The Code Authority groups have not been
alone in their protests. The MPTOA went directly to 35 key radio stations with the warning that unless immediate relief was granted,
the exhibitor body would take its complaints
to the radio Code Authority. This it now
has done.
MPTOA members have reported the situation in the field is proportionately as bad as
it is in New York and other large eastern
cities, with thousands of free tickets to broadcasts being handed out each week.

INDUSTRY

Actors

Equity Charges Broadcasters Exploit Perfornners in
Auditions, Declares Relations

"Careless and Haphazard"
Charging exploitation of acting talent by
radio broadcasters, specifically in auditions,
the Actors Equity Association this week
accused the radio industry of "careless
and haphazard relations between employers
and employed." The protests first were filed
at the radio code hearings.
560 Questionnaires Distributed
Accordingly Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt asked Equity to supply facts and
figures, particularly with regard to auditions,
rehearsals and pay for performers in radio.
A total of 560 questionnaires was sent to repbroadcasting. resentative actors and actresses engaged in

"The conduct of auditions and of pay
for them Is a conclusive picture of the careless and haphazard relations between employers and employed In radio, which
stands fully In need of corrective organization," said "Equity," house organ of the
association. In the second of Its series of
surveys of the radio field.
is What
this : usually happens, "Equity" pointed out,
"Auditions were given in the expectation of
pay because previous auditions had been paid,"
one actor testified in the questionnaire. "They
involved three auditions with all-day rehearsals
and recording for the client. I was not paid
Says CBS Dropped Payments
anything."
According to the house organ, the National
Broadcasting Company is generally reported
as paying for auditions — $12.50 for auditions
for sustaining
programsBroadcasting
and $25 for System,
clients'
auditions.
Columbia
which used to pay approximately that amount,
the organ stated, discontinued its payments apparently without warning.
"Equity" further charged that at N. W.
Ayer & Son, advertising agency, an employee
of that firm informed one actor that he had
been set to listen to auditions although he
acknowledged that he was not qualified by
training or experience to judge either voices or
dramatic ability. When slips with reports on
performances were handed in to his superiors,
according to the house organ, he was advised
to throw them in the wastebasket. When the
employee of the advertising firm asked his employers what value auditions had under those
circumstances, he was said to have been inthat they and
helped
"keep actors
an
expectantformed mood
welltodisposed
towardin the
"Equity" also said that all actors protest
the Artists' or Concert Bureau of the NBC
collects a 10 per cent commission from pracagency."tically all actors appearing on the companj^'s
sustaining
programs, whether they are called
by the Bureau, by the director of the program,
or by the sponsor. The same dissatisfaction
was expressed over the conduct of the same
type of bureau at the Columbia Broadcasting
System, which, the house organ said, made a
profitcollected.
of $105,000 in 1933 from commissions
thus
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(I) Produced by David O. Selznick. Directed by
George Cukor. From the stage play by George S.
Kaufman and Edna Ferber. Screen play by Frances
Marion and Herman J. Mankiewicz. Additional
dialogue by Donald Ogden Stewart. Photographed
by William Daniels. Cast: Marie Dressier, John
Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Jean Harlow, Lionel
Barrymore, Lee Tracy, Edmund Lowe, Billie Burke,
Madge Evans, Jean Hersholt, Karen Morley, Louise
Closser Hale, Phillips Holmes, May Robson, Grant
Mitchell, Phoebe Foster, Elizabeth Patterson, Hilda
Vaughn, Harry Beresford, Edwin Maxwell, John
Davidson, Edward Woods, George Baxter, Herman
Bing, Anna Duncan. Released January 12, 1934.
DINNER

AT

MCM

EIGHT

(2) Directed by Thornton Freeland. Executive producer, Merian C. Cooper. Associate producer,
Lou Brock. Associate director, George Nicholls,
Jr. Screen play by Cyril Hume, H. W. Hanemann
and Erwin Gelsey. From a play by Anne Caldwell.
Based on an original story by Lou Brock. Music by
Vincent Youmans. Musical director. Max Steiner.
Lyrics by Edward Ellsen and Gus Kahn. Dance director, Dave Gould. Art directors, Van Nest Polglase and Carroll Clark. Photographed by J. Roy
Hunt. Photographic effects by Vernon Walker.
Sound recorded, P. J. Faulkner. Sound cutter,
George Marsh. Film editor. Jack KItchln. Costumes by Walter Plunkett. Cast: Gene Raymond,
Dolores Del Rio, Paul Roulien, Ginger Rogers, Fred
Astaire. Released December 29, 1933.
FLYING

DOWN

TO

RIO

RKO

Radio

(3) Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Original by Noel
Coward. Screen play by Ben Hecht. Art director,
Hans Dreier. Photographed by Victor Milner.
Sound engineer, M. M. Paggi. Cast: Fredric
March, Gary Cooper, Miriam Hopkins, Edward
Everett Horton, Franklin Pangborn, Isabel Jewell,
Harry Dunklnson, Helena Phillips, James Donlin,
Vernon Steele, Thomas Braldon, Jane Darwell, Armand Kallz, Adrlenne d'Ambricourt, Wyndham
Standing, Emile Chautard, Nora Cecil. Released
December 29, 1933.
DESIGN

FOR

LIVING

Paramount
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The first of I934's Champions are six, named by the box offices of the nation's key theatres during
January. Of these, two — "Roman Scandals" and "Dancing Lady" — were also Champions for December.
Of January's six, two were tied for third place, and two for fourth.

(3) Produced by Samuel Soldwyn. Directed by
Frank Tuttle. Screen play by William Anfhony McGuire, from an original story by George S. Kaufman and Robert Sherwood. Additional dialogue
and material by George Oppenheimer, Arthur
Sheekman and Nat Perrin. Songs by Al Dubin and
Harry Warren. Dances and production numbers
directed by Busby Berkeley. Art director: Richard
Day. Musical director: Alfred Newman. Photography of the numbers by Gregg Toland, photography of the story by Ray June. Film editor: Stuart
Heisler. Sound recorded: Vinton Vernon. Cast:
Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting, Gloria Stuart, David
Manners, Verree Teasdale, Edward Arnold, Alan
Mowbray, Grace Poggi, Charles C. Wilson, Harry
Holman, Lee Kohlmar.
Released Dec. 29, 1933.
ROMAN

SCANDALS

United

Artists

(4) Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. David O. Selznlck, executive producer. John W. Considine, Jr.,
associate producer. Screen play by Allen Rlvkin
and P. J. Wolfson, from the book by James Warner
Bellah. Photographed by Oliver T. Marsh. Cast:
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Franchot Tone, May
Robson, Winnie Lightner, Fred Astaire, Robert
Benchley, Ted Healy, Floria Foy, Art Jarrett, Grant
Mitchell, Maynard Holmes, Nelson Eddy, Sterling
Holloway, Moe Howard, Jerry Howard, Larry Fine.
Released November 24, 1933.
DANCING

LADY

MCM

(4) Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Associate producer, Julius Bernheim. Directed by James Whale.
From the play by Selgfried Geyer. Adaptation
and continuity by Hans Kraly, F. Hugh Herbert and
Ruth Cummings. Additional dialogue by Karen de
Wolf. Musical score by W. Francke Harllng. Photographed byJohn Mescal!. Film editor, David
Berg. Art director, Charles D. Hall. Editorial supervision byMaurice PIvar. Sound supervision by
Gilbert Kurland. Cast: Elissa Landl, Paul Lukas,
Nils Asther, Dorothy Revler, Lawrence Grant, Esther Ralston, Warburton Gamble, Lois January.
Released December 18, 1933.
BY

CANDLELIGHT

Universal
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$HOWMEN*§
REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Spitfire
(RKO Radio)
Drama
This character drama is far of¥ the beaten
path of current production trends. Whether
it will be accepted as entertainment by class
and mass alike depends solely upon the understanding exhibitorspersonality,
have of thetheme
picture's
ter and unusual
and characmoral
values. In the Cutting room advance analysis
(Nov. 18), it was remarked "Here's a story
right down Katharine Hepburn's alley." It's
all of that. She's practically the whole show.
She contributes an impressive, sometimes inspired performance and there are moments
when she tops any of her previous screen
efforts.
On the whole, the picture is pitched to a
moody key, yet there are brilliant dashes of
surprising comedy and the romantic angle is
tinged with a finely hinted sex suggestion. This
treatment has definitely shunted romance from
its usual theatric turn. In its place is presented
a simple but powerful heart appeal that deals
more with an odd combination of spiritual character and wordly reactions than with sex. Perhaps this strange homely style of entertainment
will be difficult to publicize and exploit to its
maximum possibilities. Thus the suggestion of
a thorough understanding, which means a complete absorption of all informative material
distributed by the company, as sincerity, sometimes approaching awesome solemnity, is the
keynote with which to impress minds and hearts
of the intelligentsia and ordinary folk alike.
Localed in the grim mountain country of the
South, the picture treats of a faith and people
that the rest of the world knows little about.
Trigger, with an unquenchable faith in the
Supreme Being's beneficence, is all that the
show's
A rock-throwing
she is title
both implies.
feared and
misunderstoodfirebrand,
by her
almost illiterate neighbors. A strange creature,
she mixes Biblical quotations with profanity,
talks of Christ with a daring familiarity, and
though her neighbors are amazed, she feels that
she knows and is close to God. Not a faith
healer, she prays for those whom she would
punish, and as Granny dies, she prays that the
woman be restored to life. When the miracle
is accomplished, the simple superstitious mountain folk believe a witch is among them.
Contrasting comedy sequences intervening,
with Etta Dawson featured, strange romance
comes to Trigger through association with Stafford, inflaming
girl'sBut
heartthe with
somethingof
she never
knew the
before.
appearance
Mrs. dies.
Stafford
shatterssuperstition
the girl'swould
dream.driveA
baby
Illiterate
Trigger from the mountains, but Fleetwood,
mystically drawn to the fascinating girl, convinces the mountain folk they should not harm
her. Trigger, once disillusioned by earthly love,
refuses
marriage
prays
over theFleetwood's
dead baby and
as she offer,
departs
her again
rude
cabin under the promise to return again some
day to Fleetwood, another miracle is accomplished as the baby lives again.
The real problem is stirring up mass interest in a picture of people whose passions run
almost entirely to superstition and religious
hallelujahs in preference to romantic beauty.
There is nothing pretentious about this picture ;
no gaudy sets, no pretty clothes, no stunning

effects — only the poverty of primitive mountain
folk and their curious customs and beliefs and
Trigger's moving character. One before, a picture, "Tol'able David," was produced in such
an
atmosphere.
startheand
it's still
talked
about. By Itno made
stretcha of
imagination
is "Spitfire" similar in theme, but the values
are there, with intelligent selling to make them
known. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Radio. Executive producer, Merian C. Cooper, Associate producer, Pandro
S. Berman. Directed by John Cromwell. Original
story by Lula Volimer. Screen play by Jane Murfin
and Lula Volimer. Photographed by Edward Cronjager. Art directors. Van Nest Polglase and Carroll
Clark. Musical director. Max Steiner. Sound recorder,
Clem Portman. Film editor. William M. Morgan.
Running time, 84 minutes at first showing. Release
date, March 30, 1934.
CAST
Trigger
Katharine Hepburn
J. Stafford
Robert Young
G. Fleetwood
Ralph Bellamy
Eleanor Stafford
Martha Sleeper
Bill Grayson
Louis Mason
Etta Dawson
Sara Haden
Granny Raines
Virginia Howell
Mr. Sawyer
Sidney Toler
West Fry
High Ghere
Jake Hawkins
John Beck
Mrs. Sawyer
Therese Wittier
The Cat and the Fiddle
(MGM)
Romantic Light Operetta
Romance in a light operetta atmosphere, this
show holds definite entertainment values for
the ordinary theatre-goer and should be more
than ordinarily attractive to those who appreciate semi-classical music. Adapted from the
successful stage play, those who saw it as such
will detect differences, but as all the motivating
features and the charming Jerome Kern-Otto
Harbach melodies are retained, its merit as
screen entertainment is in no wise weakened.
Clean and wholesome throughout, the picture,
skipping the lavish spectacle specialties common
to the current musical trend, depends upon the
dramatic and romantic story values, plus the
Jeannette MacDonald and Ramon Novarro
singing to put over its punches. It does adapt
one unusual and good showmanship tack in that
the climatic sequence is presented in color.
Given a Continental atmosphere, the story
action is centered in Brussels and Paris. In
situations that permit light as well as bellylaugh comedy, Victor, traditionally poor but
ambitious composer, is attracted to Shirley, who
knows that the real money is in popular ballads.
Realizing that life will be easier if she tolerates
this odd creature, rather than having him continually pester her, they get together. With
Charles meandering in and around in typical
Butterworth fashion, Victor, who has hocked
his score for taxi fare, must recover it for an
audition before the Professor. Daudet, who is
present, considers the classical stuff worthless,
hvit is muchly impressed by the ability and
beauty of Shirley. Promoting her for romantic
and financial reasons, he publishes her numbers
and puts lots of ballyhoo into their selling.
Movingthetoaffair
Paris,between
working
Shirley'sis
charity,
her under
and Daudet
too much for Victor and as his prospective
backer runs out on him when Odette (his wife)
becomes too amorously inclined, Victor returns
alone to his Brussels garret to put the finishing
touches on his operetta. Finished, he returns to
Paris and plans to stage the show alone. The

no money tragedy is complicated by the prima
donna getting plastered on op-nimj night, and it
looks like failure until Shirley, hearkening to
the call of old love, steps into the leading role
and
sings Victor's
composition to an artistic
and commercial
success.
There's real romance and good music to sell
in this show. On top of that is the prestige of
the two singing stars, Miss MacDonald and
Novarro, well known on the screen and concert
stage, to whet the interest of the casual theatre goer who attends only when something
different is offered. The straightaway romantic elements should prove satisfactory to the
ordinary
fan, but there's
returnat
to shoot picture
at by directing
a speciala better
campaign
the music lovers. Miss MacDonald's singing
alone should assure them their money's worth.
On the whole, where class elements predominate, an introductory campaign that most effectively welds the advantages of both will be
necessary in most cases. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
release. William K. Howard production. Directed by
William K. Howard. Screen play by Bella and
Samuel Spewack. From the play by Jerome Kern and
Otto Harbach. Musical director, Herbert Stotliavt.
Recording director, Douglas Shearer. Art director,
Alexander Toluboff. Interior decoration by Edwin B.
Willis. Gowns by Adrian. Photographed by Harold
Rosson and Charles Clarke. Film editor, Frank Hull.
Running time, 78 minutes. Release date, Feb. 16, 1934.
VictorCAST
Ramon Novarro
Shirley
Jeanette MacDonald
Daudet
Frank Morgan
Charles
Charles Butterworth
Professor
Jean Hersholt
Odette
Vivienne Segal
Theatre Owner
Frank Conroy
Taxi Driver
Henry Armetta
Concierge
Adrienne
D'Ambricourt
Rudy
Joseph
Cawthorn
She Made Her Bed
(Paramount Rogers)
Melodrama
There's a wide variety of showmanship elements in this picture, any one of which can
adapted aswith
the two
principal
angle.
It's
abe romance
kinds selling
of love
interest.
It's a "melo" melodrama, spattered with menace, thrill, terror. Almost paradoxically, because of the strange amalgamation of realism
and imagination stretching unreality, it also
provokes laughter to such an extent that it
could be legitimately tabbed a comedy. Occasional crisp and pointed dialogue, the sense
of which never can be misinterpreted, together
with intimate sequence action, gives it a hue
that in some localities may add a censorship
cry. The title, even though it is hardly relevant, is unusual and has strong value. Cast
.names are satisfactory and the presentation
of Arlen's own baby as the central figure in
the climax is a unique selling point that no
alert exhibitor should overlook.
Localed in an auto camp and with a county
fair atmosphere, the opening scenes give no
indication of the picture's character. Tempo
picks up with the arrival of the vampish Eve.
Lura's husband, Duke, with a phobia for
wild cats and wild women, becomes excited
over the alluring package. With comedy provided by the camp's two hired hands, Santa
Fe and Joe, there appears Wild Bill, snake
oil medicine peddler, and romance is on between
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him and Lura as he sympathizes with her
anent the antics of her philandering husband.
Horse trotting county fair atmosphere introduced, Wild Bill inveigles Duke intO' buying a
tiger, a cat that the super-egoist would make
a kitten, only to barely escape having his head
chewed off. However, as Duke's yen for Eve
brings Lura to the point of leaving him, the
double-standard exponent blames Bill for all
his troubles and sets out to get him. Missing
him in town, during which time Eve extracts
the bullets from his gun, he returns to camp
to find the place in panic — the tiger has broken
out of his cage and is roaming the restaurant.
Lura has stuck baby Ron in the ice box, safe
from the tiger menace. Drunk but cocky Duke,
confident that the power of his eye can still
the raging beast, enters the room and to the
accompaniment of menacing thrill, excitement
and terror, faces the cat. A lamp tipped over
starts a conflagration that destroys the building, the tiger and Duke with it. Lura, recovering her senses, dashes into the flames and lifts
the crying baby from the ice box. Then the
happiness
fadeout
WildtwoBill's
takes
to the open
road aswith
morecaravan
passengers
aboard.
While the sophisticates and intelligensia may
consider the picture a lot of impossible hokum,
preview audience reactions furnished ample indication that it holds plenty of exciting entertainment. Present it as such, with an advance
campaign that suggests an abundance of slambang, if at times illogical entertainment. —
McCarthy, Hollywood.
A Paramount release. Produced by Charles R.
Rogers. Directed by. Ralph Murphy. Original,
"Baby Casey
in theRobinson
Ice-Box,"andbyFrank
James R.M.Adams.
Cain. PhotoScreen
play,
graphed by Milton Krasner. Art Director, David
Garber. Sound, Earl Hayman.
CAST
Wild Bill Smith
Richard Arlen
Lura Gordon
Sally Eilers
Duke Gordon
Robert Armstrong
Eve Richards
Grace Bradley
Sante Fe
Roscoe Ates
Joe Olsen
Charley Grapewin
Ron
Richard Arlen, Jr.
Beggars in Ermine
( Monogram )
Romantic Drama
Meaty entertainment, convincingly presented
in a manner that makes the most of standby
elements and introduces a stirring realistic
fantasy touch, this picture has a punch. Keyed
to a dramatic pitch, there is contrasting romance, but in that angle the romance of human
interest predominates over heart interest. As
the picture starts there is no hint as to the unusual novel treatment that is to follow. Consequently, audiences will find the fantastic
twist all the more surprising. Yet the change
from the ordinary to the different is so logically handled that understanding and appreciation naturally follow.
While the cast offers no outstanding names,
the various players fit so nicely into their roles
that story and production values assume an
importantance more than making up for the
personality shortage. Direction has taken full
advantage
of the individuals' talents and characters.
The plot is both simple and startling. Dawson, steel mill owner and friend of his employe s, isframed into an unfavorable merger
by his associate, Marley. As an attempt on his
life is made in the mill, a flood of molten steel
sends him to the hospital, where his conniving
wife and Marley wrest control from him. A
legless cripple, broke, alone, Dawson joins the
army of almost repulsive beggars who roam
the country. Organized by him into a crime
prevention unit, aides rather than foes of the
law_, they pool their meagre funds and after a
period of nearly fifteen years have enough
money to regain control of Dawson's company.
Marley, having killed Dawson's unfaithful wife
years ago, is crushed in the battle for supremacy, and with Dawson again the boss the way
is paved for the marriage of his daughter,
Joyce, to Lee Marley. As the actual life drama
and realistic fantasy occupy the central atten-
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tion, this boy and girl love affair serves as the
romantic contrast.
Neither lack of outstanding cast names nor
the rather incongruous title tone should prove
a handicap. The acting, production and emotion-stirring story telling vaJues are there. Full
advantage should be taken of the unusual
merits available, with ad and publicity copy
forcefully and intriguingly prepared. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Monogram. Trem
Carr, vice-president in charge of production. Supervised by William T. Lackey. Directed by Phil Rosen.
Adapted by Tristram Tupper. From the novel by
Esther
Lynd byDay.JackPhotographed
by Gilbert
WarrenA.ton. Edited
Ogilvie. Recorded
by John
Stransky, Jr. Running time, 72 minutes. Release
date, Feb. 22, 1934.
CAST
John Dawson
Lionel Atwill
Marchant
H. B. Walthall
Joyce
Betty Furness
James Marley
Jameson Thomas
Lee Marley
James Bush
Vivian
Astrid Allyn
Joe Wilson
George Hayes
Scott Taggart
Stephen Gross
Enright
Sam Godfrey
Joe Swanson
Lee Phelps
Mike the Mute
Clinton Lyle
Davis
Sidney deGrey
Nurse
Myrtle Stedman
Police Captain
Gordon deMaine

The

Road

to Ruin

(First Division )
Drama
Once again the screen takes it upon itself
to indicate to young people the dangers that
lurk in the path of young girls, and to point
out to parents the necessity of telling their
growing daughters the facts of life. This
time it is an independent production by Willis
Kent, with Mrs. Wallace Reid credited with
the story and a share in the direction.
The film points its moral without any pretense at evasion. There it is, and let that
be a lesson, it declaims emphatically. What
the exhibitor might be able to do with the
picture is rather best left to his own judgment. He should know his patronage and
their probable reactions to such films as these.
Helen Foster, in this case, has the role of
the young girl who learned her lesson at the
supreme cost.
Richard Tucker is the girl's father, and
Mae Busch
the mother
the girl's
best
friend.
Otheris names
will beof quite
unknown.
These two give really finished performances.
Miss Foster is attracted to young Glen Boles,
schoolmate, after an introduction by her very
knowing friend, Nell O'Day. The trouble for
attractive little Miss Foster begins. She accidentally meets, (falls into the clutches of)
Paul Page, man about town who sees in her
a welcome addition to his list. She succumbs, afer a few cat-and-mouse sequences,
and her mother finally learns the truth when
Miss Foster is arrested with a group of other
young people on the complaint of neighbors
after a particularly lively evening.
She accepts one more invitation from Page,
to meet a certain wealthy client of his at
a small party, with the proposed outcome perfectly oljvious. The following scene, which
finds Miss Foster, desperately ill, facing the
"client" in the dressing ;room and seeing her
father, might well have been altered in the
interests of good taste. We are given to
understand that the girl dies as the film ends.
That is the picture and that is the story.
— Aaronson, New York.
Produced by Willis Kent. Distributed by First
Division. Story by Mrs. Wallace Reid. Directed by
Mrs. Wallace Reid and Melville Shyer. Photographed
by James Diamond. Release date, May IS, 1934.
Running time, 58 minutes.
CAST
Ann Dixon
Helen Foster
Eve Munroe
Nell
Tommy
Glen O'Day
Boles
Ed
Bobby Quirk
Ralph Bennett
Paul Page
Mrs. Dixon
Virginia True Boardman
Mr. Dixon
Richard Tucker
Mrs. Munroe
Mae Busch

39
Harold Teen
Comedy
(Warner Bros.)
Using the characters of the Carl Ed comic
strip,
"Haroldprimarily
Teen" emerges
as an school
attraction
with values
for the high
and
juvenile trade. Geared to click with those
groups, adults and sophisticated moderns will
find in the picture romance, comedy, light
drama, excitement and color.
Diverting from the staccato tempo of the
funny page idea, a distinct story including the
necessary theatric values has been written
around the cartoon characters. Naturally much
of the hilarious sock is lost as humans interpret
the sketch action and dialogue the bubbles.
In its stead is offered a story of youthful
enthusiasm, its hopes, ambitions, little love
affairs, petty jealousies, semi-tragedies and surprising developments.
Of course Harold is in love with Lillums
and has the familiar Lilacs, Shadow, Pop, Pa
and Ma Lovewell to contend with. A cub
reporter, he takes a pretty serious outlook on
his future, which brings him into association
with banker Snatcher, who evinces a more
than paternal interest in Lillums. The arrival
of Mimi, Snatcher's daughter, who can't see
Lillums as a step-mother complicates the situation and brings on the Junior League amateur
theatricals, -w^hich star Lillums, and through
a Jimmy
Cagney
Shanghai
Lil entrance
presents Harold
as a great
tap dancer,
thus making
possible a career on the stage that guarantees
the future happiness of him and Lillums.
Showmanship that takes full advantage of
the angles suggested by the cartoon feature
and aims at arousing the interest of the scholastic gang seems to be the most adequate
selling medium. As the picture marks the
screen debut of Hal LeRoy, juvenile looking
but noted dancer, there's the new personality
angle to use. While LeRoy has but one number and thatapplause.
in the finale, it's a hit that won
enthusiastic
However, as is common with pictures of
this type, where there are so many available
exploitation angles possible, care should be
taken that the show is not built up too highly.
— McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Warner Bros. From
the comic strip by Carl Ed. Screen play by Paul
Gerard Smith and AI Cohn. Music and Lyrics by
Irving Kahal and Sammy Fain. Directed by Murray
Roth. Photography by Arthur Todd. Film Editor,
Terry Morse. Supervisor, James Seymour. Art director, John Hughes. Gowns by Orry-Kelly. Vitaphone Orchestra conducted by Leo Forbstein. Running
time, 65 minutes. Release date, April 7, 1934.
Harold
Hal LeRoy
CAST
Lillums
Rochelle Hudson
Mimi
Patricia Ellis
Pa Lovewell
Guy Kibbe
Rathburn
Hugh Herbert
Pop
Hobart Cavanaugh
Lilacs
Chic Chandler
Shadow
Eddie Tamblyn
Snatcher
Douglas Dumbrille
Ma Lovewell
Clara Blandick
Sally
Mavo Methot
Parmalee
Richard Carle
McKinsey
Charles Wilson
Mandalay

(First National )
Drama
A drama of a woman who wages her battle
for regeneration, and wins, in a tropical setting, "Mandalay" offers first and foremost for
the exhibitor a group of selling names. The
story has been done before, many times. The
names are those of Kay Francis, who can be
counted upon for patron interest, Lyle Talbot
and Ricardo Cortez, while Warner Oland, Ruth
Donnelly and Lucien Littlefield, in minor roles,
are familiar and salable names.
The tropical setting opens the way for lobby
and marquee decoration in keeping, which
should attract a measure of pedestrian attention
and lend a certain amount of glamour. It
would also do no harm to take full note of
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the clothes Miss Francis wears, and the manner
in which she wears them, making an effort
to arrange
along
those tieups
lines. with local women's shops
The theme, of tlie woman who strives hard
for happiness, meets defeat, and then pulls herself up into respectability by her own bootstraps, so to speak, carrying a man with her,
opens the way for selling copy lines which
should have their appeal, especially to the
feminine element. The fact that Cortez and
Miss Francis, in the opening sequences, are
living together, without benefit of clergy, perhaps may better be left without any undue
emphasis, for fear of objections.
Cortez is a gun runner and smuggler, plying
his trade in tropical waters. Miss Francis with
him and deeply in love with him. On shore
she meets Oland, who finances Cortez in his
activity and operates the largest cafe and gambling hall. Oland comes to the conclusion that
Miss Francis would be a distinct selling asset
to his business and offers Cortez the proposition
of either losing his boat and a large order,
or giving up Miss Francis. It is arranged
and
is left
Oland's
giventhenogirl
choice
butstranded
to workin for
him. place,
She
quickly learns how to make the most of men,
her figure and appearances.
Reaching a point of notoriety where her
name is known far and wide, and she has
the local government officer practically in the
hollow of her hand, she decides on a vacation
in Mandalay, and takes ship. Aboard she falls
in love with Talbot, young physician, in disgrace and pursued by a conscience, who is
bound for the center of a fever epidemic.
Together they find mutual comfort and hope
for regeneration, which meets a sharp obstacle
when Cortez suddenly appears on board. Pursued by police, he feigns suicide, and hides
in the hold, coming out when the coast is
clear. Miss Francis, driven to the act, poisons
his drink, and he falls overboard, making reality of what had been a clever ruse. No one
the wiser, Talbot and Miss Francis head for
the fever countrj- and a new start, together.
The story has been done before, but in
this case it makes for good melodramatic drama,
with a capable as well as highly salable cast.
It warrants an active campaign. — Aaronson,
New York.
A First National Production. Distributed by Warner Bros. Directed by Michael Curtiz. Story by
Paul Hervey Fox. Adapted by Austin Parker and
Charles Kenyon. Photographed by Tony Gaudio. Film
editor, Thomas Pratt. Release date. February 10,
1934. Running time, 65 minutes.
CAST
Tanya
Kay Francis
Dr. Gregory Burton
Lyle Talbot
Tony Evans
Ricardo Cortez
Nick
Warner Oland
Mrs. Peters
Ruth Donnelly
Mr. Peters
Lucien Littlefield
Police Captain
Reginald Owen
Captain
David Torrence
Countess
Rafaela Ottiano
Col. Dawson Ames
Halliwell Hobbes
Mr. Abemathie
Etienne Girardot
Mrs. Kleinschmidt
Bodil Rosing
Mr. Kleinschmidt
Herman Bing

or two, with a conspicuous absence of pulled
punches, are the high spots of the action.
The assembled ranchers are in difficulty as
the film opens, since there suddenly appears
to be no market for the cattle they have driven
to market. There is no indication of the reason
for the lack of buyers, and the ranchers are
looking for trouble. It is quickly apparent that
William Gould, pleasantly known as Honest
John, respected of the ranchers and incidentally
owner of most of the town, is behind the
situation. John agrees to issue script, redeemable at all his stores, in return for the cattle,
which are to be driven across the Texas border
into New Mexico. The ranchers accept the
bility.
proposition when Maynard accepts responsiThe cattle are started toward the border,
Maynard leading the accompanying ranchers,
when it is discovered that John is perpetrating
a perfect double-cross. A posse, headed by
the marshal, sets out at full speed after the
cattle, in an attempt to get to them before
they cross the border, where they are to be
turned over to the men to whom John has
sold
for same
money,time
not toscript.
men
start them,
at the
force John's
the cattle
across the border, and the action takes place
at John's headquarters in the town across the
line. The cattle are stampeded across, the
marshal comes up too late, and Maynard saves
the day by capturing John, bringing him to
the camp and forcing him to disgorge • the
money he has obtained for the sale of the
cattle. Miss Parker, who accompanied the
drive, and the vindicated Maynard, do the
expected at the finish.
The picture is for the weekend action spot.
— Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Story,
dialogTje and direction by Alan James. Photographed
by
Ted McCord.
Release date, September 4, 1933.
Running
time. 60 minutes.
CAST
Ken
Ken Maynard
■^'TRinia
Cecelia
Honest John
William Parker
Gould
Thirsty
Frank Rice
Blake
Bob Kortman
Aunt Marthe
Fern Emmett
Marshal
Jack Rockwell
Jameson
Lafe McKee
Tarzan
Himself

The Trail Drive
(Universal)
Western
This falls into the category of the usual type
of western feature, with the best selling angle
the name of Ken Maynard for all it may be
worth in any particular community. The exhibitor can promise a lively picture of its
kind. Maynard can ride and his horse, Tarzan,
is an asset to the production.
The cast has Cecelia Parker, in this case
a fragile kind of feminine lead, opposite Maynard, and such western familiars as Jack Rockwell and Lafe McKee. Comedy is injected
with effectiveness by Frank Rice, aided and
abetted by Fern Emmett.
It will have to be sold in the conventional
fashion for pictures of this type. There is
pictorial effectiveness in several sequences, with
a bit of action thrill added in a stampede of
steers, driving covered wagons and fast-moving
riders ahead of it. A rough and tumble scrap
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Orphelines
The Two Orphans
(Blue Ribbon Photoplays)
Drama
The almost perennial drama of the two waifs,
"The Two Orphans," which attained such
heights of success on the American stage and
screen, is here filmed for the first time in the
French, from which it originally came. The
use of superimposed subtitles in English makes
for ready understanding of the story, though
the same would be true were subtitles and
dialogue as well entirely omitted.
This French version, including in its cast
numerous members of the French Comedie
Frangaise, also presents in a talking picture
debut the brilliant Yvette Guilbert, famous
French character actress, in the role of La
Frochard, Fagan-like "protector" of the blind
orphan. The others of the cast are excellent,
though all French and unknown here.
The film is excellently executed as a whole
and handsomely mounted. The handicaps
which naturally obtain in the exhibition of a
French or other foreign language film in the
regular run theatre are present here, but this
is offset to an extent by the quality of the film
and_ the fact that the subject matter is so
familiar. For the "intimate" type of theatre
in the large metropolitan center, and for the
house calling upon a definitely discriminating
patronage, the film has decided selling possibilities. A school tieup, with reference to
the French dialogue, is obvious.
The 18th Century story no wise varies from
earlier versions in content. There is the sep-
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aration of the two orphans, one blind, on
their way to Paris. One is kidnaped by a
lecherous nobleman, is aided in escape, and a
millinery establishment is opened by a young
nobleman with whom she falls in love. The
blind child is taken in by La Frochard, elderly
slattern, who forces the child to sing and beg
in the streets. The crippled son of the old
woman, deeply affected by the blind girl, assists
her.
The uncle of the milliner's fiance casts her
into jail, but through the kindly assistance of
a visiting doctor, her release is obtained and
she succeeds in finding her blind companion.
A fight in La Frochard's hovel ends when the
crippled boy kill his elder ruffian brother, when
he attempts to hold the blind girl. The doctor
also obtains a pardon for the jailed girl from
the uncle, who consents to the marriage of
his nephew, and befriends the blind girl, revealed as the daughter of his wife, abandoned
years
before.
It is the long familiar heavy melodrama, but
excellently done, and may be effectively sold
where it will be appreciated in spite of the
foreign dialogue. — Aaronson, New York.
A Pathe-Cinema Production. Distributed by Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays,by Inc.
by Maurice
neur. Adapted
Rene Directed
Pujol from
the playTour-by
D'Ennery
and
Cormon.
Release
date,
February 6,
1934. Running time, 92 minutes.
La Frochard
Yvette Guilbert
CAST
Jacques, her older son
Gabriel Gabrio
Pierre, her younger son
Jean Francey
Louise
Rosine Derean
Henriette
Renee Saint-Cyr.
The Count de Linieres
....Pierre Magnier
The Countess de Linieres
Emmy Lynn
Roger de Vaudrey, their nephew Jean Martinelli
The Marquis de Presles
Emile Saulieu
Lafleur
Morton
The Doctor
Camille Bert
The Superintendent
Martha Mellot
Marest
Liabel

Long Lost Father
(RKO Radio)
Drama
The selling value of the name of John
Barrymore is the exhibitor's medium in this
picture. The other names are not of particularly outstanding marquee value, and the story
has the nature of a stage play lifted bodily
from stage to screen and so falling short in
dramatic action and punch.
The film is confined largely to the characterization of Barrymore, and its ramifications, relying upon dialogue. Barrymore is
his accustomed capable self, in his role of the
smooth-tongued, aging father. The others are
Helen Chandler as the daughter, Donald Cook
as her fiance, poor but honest; Alan Mowbray
as the unsportsmanlike English gentleman of
the "horsey" type.
The repentant father theme is the best selling
angle.
Barrymore is the manager and engaging
(to feminine patrons of the place) manager
of a London restaurant. It is understood that
he has something of a checkered past, very
few regrets, and a daughter whom he has not
seen for many years. The girl is ambitious
as a dancer, and cold to the suitoring of the
young American doctor. Cook, though she is
quite fond of him. The father and daughter
accidentally meet at the offices of a lawyer, who
called them to hear read the will of her aunt.
The worthy aunt cuts them off with practically nothing, one for being such a fool as
to go on the stage, the other for making
such
a mess who
of his
people's insists
lives.
Mowbray,
ownsandtheother
restaurant,
on hiring Miss Chandler for a new floor show,
despite
She isShea
success, Barrymore's
and success protestations.
goes to her head.
runs around with a silly English crowd — an
amusing
sequencein pictures
"treasure
hunt"
all
over London
the earlya hours.
Mowbray
loses some money, and accuses Miss Chandler.
The
police with
inspector's
long memory
Barrymore
an Australian
confidenceconnects
game.
Barrymore, with the aid of an old accomplice,
succeeds in saving his daughter from an em-
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barrassing situation, brings the two young
people together, and passes out of the picture
and the impending clutch of the law.
The fact that the film was adapted from
a novel by the notable G. B. Stern may carry
some weight in the selling. The film will
have to be sold on the basis of a characterization by Barrymore with concentration on the
parental
element of the patronage.— Aaronson,
New York.
Produced and distributed by RKO Radio. Executive producer, Merian C. Cooper. Associate producer,
Kenneth MacGowan. Directed by Ernest B. Schoedsack. From the novel by G. B. Stern. Screen play
by Dwight Taylor. Musical director. Max Steiner.
Art directors. Van Nest Polglase and Al Herman.
Photographed by Nick Musuraca. Sound recorder,
Paul F. Wiser. Film editor, Paul Weatherwax.
Release
minutes. date, January 19, 1934. Running time, 63
CAST
Carl Bellaire
John Barrymore
Lindsey Lane
Helen Chandler
Bill Strong
Donald Cook
Tony Gelding
Alan Mowbray
Inspector
Claude King
Lord Vivyan
Reginald Sharland
Lawyer
Ferdinand Gottschalk
Phylis
PhyUis Piggot
Barry
Flower Mersey-Royds
Woman
Tempe
Bishop
Herbert Bunston
Found Alive
(Ideal Pictures)
Jungle Story
Settings bring this picture within the jungle
cycle but the showman should note that the
running time is only 56 minutes. The picture
has more dramatic story content than the usual
feature of that type, which should present more
thematic selling angles, if not as much in the
nature of ballyhoo. Performance values, however, fall short, particularly among the principals.
The theme concerns a divorced wife, who
virtually kidnaps the child of whom she is
denied possession by the court, and lives with
the child and a man servant for apparently
many years in a clearing of the jungle country
which borders the Rio Grande in Mexico. The
father finally finds them after years of diligent
search, through the cupidity of a member of
a passing hunting party, and the expected
three-cornered reconciliation concludes the
story.
The audience is treated, also as expected,
to several of the jungle scenes in the accustomed
manner, of cats stalking through the undergrowth, and of the pursuits of the hunting
party which seems to have as its object the
capture alive of as many animals as possible,
with particular attention to reptiles. The manner in which the feminine members of the
party, especially, seem to derive their greatest
pleasure in wrapping snakes of all varieties and
sizes about their necks may not awaken echoes
of jealousy and longing in the hearts of the
women of the audience, but it may occasion
respect for their fearlessness.
The small group of principals would seem
equally unfamiliar to the patronage.
The picture warrants a fair amount of exploitation. Itperhaps should be played someYork. where in a midweek position. — Aaronson, New
Distributed by Ideal Pictures Corp. Directed by
Charles Hutchison, Story by Captain Jacob Conn.
Continuity and dialogue by Adrian Johnson. Release
date, February 10. 1934. Running time, 56 minutes.
CAST
Mrs. Roberts
Barbara Bedford
Bobby Roberts
Maurice Murphy
Mr. Roberts
Robert Frazer
Brooks
..Harry Griffith
County Fair
(Universal)
Amusing
There is a fair amount of animated amusementin
_ this cartoon, in which Oswald, the
Rabbit, finds a youngster crying, after having
been spanked by his father, and takes him to
the fair. _ The guest turns out to be a practical
joker, with Oswald the unwilling object of his
humor. He returns the compliment, but only
in part. — Running time, 7 minutes.
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(MGM)
Davey Jones' Locker
Good
In this, the first of the Willie Whopper cartoon series, produced by Ub Iwerks in Cinecolor for Celebrity and released by MGM, there
is very effective use of color a,nd a few minutes
of entertainment, especially for the youngsters.
Willie and his sweetheart, fishing, land Father
Neptune, and he pulls them to the floor of the
sea.
Willie'sdefeating
girl is captured,
our hero
goes When
into battle,
Davey Jones
and
rescuing his victim. — Running time, 7 minutes.
Strange As It Seems No. 36
( U niversal )
Fairly Interesting
Running the range of unusual activities
around
the —world,
from the ofSiwash
Indians'
health baths
a combination
steaming
in a
hut and bathing through a hole cut in the river
ice — to the hunt of the Mexicans for the platapus, undermud creature and rare table delicacy, and shots of the Bali natives, there is
much to interest many classes of patronage in
this number of the John Hix camera studies. —
Running time, 11 minutes.
Let's You and Him Fight
(Paramount)
Amusing
One of the Popeye the Sailor cartoons, this
number is entertaining and amusing, as is the
rest of the series. Popeye, the spinach-eating sailor man, has the grand ring set-to with
the man mountain, and is in a bad way_ until
the repentant Olive Oyl brings him his spinach,
when he goes into action. The youngsters —
and oldsters — should find it entertaining. — Running time, 6 minutes.
The Good Bad Man
(Educational)
Fair
The big Mexican bandit chief, who has a
flair for a pretty face and a desire for doing
away
withofthose
doesn'tdone
like,in forms
the
substance
this he
comedy,
a fashion
not particularly new and not particularly amusing. Tom Patricola and Charles Judels have
the leads and do their best with material which
is not especially conducive to many laughs.
The bandit chief tries to fool a New York
hoofer, but she is too smart for him and walks
off v/ith the jewels he had been proudly displaying.— Running time, 19 minutes.
Croon Crazy
(RKO Radio)
Fair
A fair cartoon, in which Cubby Bear, on
the air, has to substitute for several performers who failed to arrive. He and the announcer go through various calisthenics in
playing innumerable instruments at the same
time, and the announcer approaches hysterics
waiting for the clock to t)ermit him to strike
the gong at the end of the program. A fair
number. — Running time, 7 minutes.
Static
(Educational)
Good
Tom Howard is definitely entertaining and
amusing in this, with his disastrous experiences
after the purchase of a radio store, in which
the usable sets are conspicuous by their absence. When a feminine customer comes in,
Howard's partner sings behind the set, but the
woman's child discovers the ruse at home when
they demonstrate. They finally get rid of the
store, after a run-in with gangster "protectionists." It is a good comedy, with Howard the
reason for it. — Running time, 20 minutes.

43
Just An Echo
( Paramount)
For those among the motion picture audience
who have a fondness for Bing Crosby, of the
radio and screen voice, this may be found
reasonably effective as comedy with music.
Rather unfortunately Mr. Crosby, in the role
of a state trooper, is several times astride a
horse. To say the least, he does not ride in
a manner comparable to our better western
stars. In fact, he is occasionally laughable.
The music has ;ts moments, however, and the
comedy is at least fair. — Running time, 20
minutes.
Goofytone News Reel No. 4
(Universal)
Renegg Ambassador Is Good
There is a lot of fun in the idea of the
Goofytones in burlesquing the newsreels, but
there is also a danger of crossing the line into
monotony by excessive footage and dialogue to
a subject, as with the toupee demonstration,
part of this issue. The Ambassador from Renegg, with his richly-brogued platitudes on
world questions, is the highlight of the series.—
Running time, 9 minutes.
The Curio Shop
( Columbia)
A Fair Cartoon
The animated Krazy Kat and his girl friend
stop before a curio shop and when the serpent
wound around a vase uncoils, the antics of the
little Chinese boy and girl take the screen.
The little suitor finally wins the girl away
from the cruel mandarin father to end the subject with a return to the curio shop. An average cartoon. — Running time, 7 minutes.
Nervous Hands
(Vitaphone)
Fair Comedy
Ben Blue of the uncontrollable hands and
large feet draws a few laughs in this comedy,
close to the slapstick, in which he is pursued
by an irate husband. Billy Halligan finds him
hanging clothes on the aerial, then finds him,
minus trousers, in his apartment with his wife.
Blue is taken to the hospital by mistake as a
lunatic and the surgeon is Halligan. His rush
to escape ends in a throwing contest in the
anesthetic room, with bottles of ether as ammunition. Rates as a fair comedy. — Running
time, 20 minutes.
British Guiana
(MGM)
Interesting
A subject in the FitzPatrick travel series,
this number presents an interesting word and
photographic picture of the South American
English possession, British Guiana, wherein
peace reigns supreme and industry appears to
he much of a watchword. The subject's highlight is the great falls of Guina, far_ surpassing
in majesty and height the famed Niagara, and
falling hundreds of feet into a rocky_ gorge. The
scenery is fascinating. An interesting subject.
— Running time, 9 minutes.
Picture Palace
(Vitaphone)
Good Dancing
When Hal LeRoy's dancing feet begin to
twinkle one finds it hard to believe there is a
man's poundage above them to be supported.
Perhaps
the best evidence
picture's
value
is
the impatience
one feelsof atthethe
background
action that from time to time stills those dancing shoes. Dawn O'Day is LeRoy's partner in
minutes.Broadway Brevity. — Running time, 21
this
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TCAVELECS
Jeanette MacDonald arrived in New York
from Hollywood after signing with MOM.
LeoCulver
Carroll
City. left New York to join Metro in

AGITATORS'
MESSING
cluded in block-booking by the exhibitors who
Says Professional Agitators Join
shout loudest against the alleged evils of this
method
of wholesaling
in block." in the
Those Who Have "Muscled
A survey
conducted pictures
for the industry
past week, Mr. Pettijohn revealed, showed not
In," Screening Censorship
a single cancellation of a Mae West picture in
the entire United States. On the other hand,
Ainns by Fire on Block Booking
many pictures listed in the previous group reProfessional agitators, both within and
mained unplayed or were cancelled extensively
in
every distribution territory in the United
without, who have "muscled in" on the motion picture, are falsely conveying to the States.
public the idea that the socalled block bookNot Over 20% of Sales
ing "evil" offers no alternative to an exhibitor, but to show any and all types of
Mr. Pettijohn pointed out that not more than
pictures on his theatre screen, in the opinion
20 per cent of the sales of any distributing company are made for its entire list of pictures.
of Charles Clyde Pettijohn, general counsel
of the Motion Picture Producers and DisHe .said : "A salesman sells all he can for
as much as he can, and the theatre owner tries
tributors of America and head of the Film
to pick what he considers only the best and
Boards of Trade. Mr. Pettijohn told the pay
as little as he can. A picture which proves
New Haven Bar Association on Monday
a
good
attraction reaches several
that not a single exhibitor has cancelled a times as box-office
many theatres in the United States
Mae West feature, but, on the other hand,
as a less popular picture sold and distributed by
many pictures of other types remained
the same sales organization. There is no difunplayed or were cancelled extensively in
ference between this manner of wholesaling pictures and the purchase of a club of magazines
every distribution territory in the country.
Mr. Pettijohn spoke to the Connecticut law- or a group of magazines from one salesman.
The motives prompting such purchase in each
yers at the Yale Law School in New Haven.
These professional agitators, he charged,
instance are economy and convenience."
are working behind a nationwide smokeA Fallacious Assumption
screen to hide their attempts to impose political censorship upon the industry, and
"Those who advocate legislation against
as a panacea which will automatthis smoke-screen "is the alleged evil of block-booking
ically insure the exhibition of socially valuable
block booking, a business practice passed
pictures,"
he manager
added, "are
that such
the
upon by the courts, accepted with proper
local
theatre
wouldassuming
book only
limitations in the industry code approved
pictures if he were selecting them one by one.
under the NRA — a method of distributing
The fact is, and it cannot be denied, the local
and selling pictures which has helped to theatre manager does select only those pictures
which in his opinion would bring the greatest
maintain the price of screen entertainment
box-office return in proportion to their cost.
at a universally popular scale."
"The racketeers within the industry who
Charges Collusion of Agitators
feed upon selfish interest and litigation, agitate
on subjects having to do with motion picture
"Nevertheless," continued Mr. Pettijohn,
have helped to build up mis"professional agitators without the remotest idea trade practices,understanding
and agitation outside of the inof the business needs or business practices of
because it is either profitable or they
a highly organized industry — professional or- hope todustry
it profitable. Most of them do
ganizers of campaigns to discover 'scientific- not have make
a single dollar invested in the indusally'
wrong
with
the
movies
—
have
what's
try. They are self-appointed leaders and their
joined hands with agitators who have musracket is for personal profit only.
cled-in the business, to cry from the housetops
"The motion picture industry cannot be
that block booking blocks the lily white pictures
which they say the public demands. It re- helped by more governmental regulation or
quired the expenditure of hundreds of thou- censorship. The best and most efi^ective formfollow is one of self-regulation. There
sands of dollars for salaries and fees, years of is noula todenying
that the trend of the screen and
alleged psychological research, the study of
quality of production has increased to an amazemotional stresses of adolescent youth, galvanoing degree. The quality and type of motion
meters (not to mention hypnographs) sneaked
under the beds of wayward children, study of picture production depends on public taste."
heart-beats and decreased motility, the posing
Titles of Remainder of
by investigators of such questions as these:
'Would you rather be a college professor than
Universal's 36 Announced
an actor?' to come to what conclusion? That
Carl Laemmle, Jr., leaving New York this
what's
the motion
picture
industry really
is the wrong
methodwith
by which
it distributes
week after studying Broadway plays, anits product."
nounced that the pictures starting with the
"The
pity
of
it
is,"
said
Mr.
Pettijohn,
"that
March
3
release which will complete the 36
many splendid community groups have been
led to believe by the reams of publicity spread
scheduled for the year will be these : "The
by such agitators that what these groups call Crosby Case," "Love Birds," "The Coun'bad' pictures are forced upon the unwilling
tess of Monte Cristo," "Let's Be Ritzy,"
exhibitor through the practice of block-booking.
"Glamour,"
"Little Man, What Now?", "I'll
These community groups have made clear that
Tell
the
World,"
"Uncertain Lady," "The
they are heart and soul behind such really fine
Black Cat," "I Give My Love," "Affairs of
pictures as 'Abraham Lincoln,' 'Cavalcade,'
Gentleman," "The Humbug," "Alias the
'Alice in Wonderland,' 'Cradle Song,' 'Vol- aDeacon,"
"Imitation of Life," Edmund Lowe
taire,' 'Alexander Hamilton,' "Taming of the
in a play still being negotiated, "The PracShrew,' 'Berkeley Square,' 'Pilgrimage,' 'Evantical Joker," "The Human Side," "The Love
geline,' 'Power and Glory' and 'Silver Cord.'
Life of a Sailor" and "One Glamorous
"What they have not been told is that these
fine pictures are the very features most often
cancelled under the cancellation privileges inNight."

Peggy Wood arrived in New York from
London and left for the Coast to join Fox.
Ramon Novarro left New York for personal
appearances at Washington.
Carl Laemmpe, Universal president, arrived
at Universal City from New York.
William Linderman, of RCA Victor, returned
to Buenos Aires.
Margaret Sullavan returned from New York
to Universal City.
James Whale, Universal director, left New
York for the Coast.
Cary Grant and his bride, Virginia Cherrill,
arrived in New York from Europe, en route
to Hollywood to resume at Paramount.
BuDD
Liberty Pictures' sales manager,
was Rogers,
in the Midwest.
Gradwell ecutive,
Sears,
Warners' southern sales exwas in Atlanta.
Carl Lesserman, Warner sales official, left
New York for the Midwest.
Cliff Edwards arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
Arthur Loew and Joe Vogel, executives of
Loew-MGM, returned to New York from
Far Eastern tour.
Andre Chalus, Radio sales official in Europe,
returned to Paris.
S. L. Rothafel returned to New York from
Florida.
James R. Grainger. Universal sales head, left
New York for West Indies.
J. H. HoFFBERG returned to New York from
Cuba. Caesar, song writer, returned to New
Irving
York from Fox Coast studio.
M. Achard arrived in New York from Paris,
en route to Culver City to write dialogue for
Metro.
George J. Schaefer, Paramount executive, left
New York for Florida.
Peter Colli, Warners' Cuban manager, arrived
in New York.
Janet Beecher left New York for the Coast
to work for 20th Century.
Ruby Keeler arrived in New York to visit
her husband, Al Jolson.
Paul Muni,
turned to New after
York.two months abroad, reHarry Rosenquest, assistant to Norman H.
Moray at Vitaphone, returned to New York
from a trip into Canadian and Upstate New
York territory.
Elmer C. Rhoden is vacationing in Florida.
Harry C. Arthur returned to New York from
a tour of the mid- West.
Announce Changes in
Warner Theatres Staff
Ben Kalmenson, manager of the Warner
exchange in Pittsburgh, has been appointed
to the Warner theatre department in charge
of booking and film buying. He succeeds
Frank Damis, recently transferred to New
Jersey as assistant zone manager. Charles
Rich has succeeded Mr. Kalmenson in Pittsburgh.
Dick Hill, former assistant zone manager
at Newark, has succeeded Cameron Dooley
as district manager. Mr. Dooley becomes
manager of the Fabian theatre.
Universal Signs Zeidnnan
B. F. Zeldman has signed again with Universal, whereby he will make four features
this year. His former contract called for
two, the last of which, "Glamour," he is
completing. Vicki Baum's "I Give My
Love" will be the first under the new, arrangement.
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REPORTS

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS ENDORSE CODE. Members of the Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas lined up for the camera
of Harry E. Nichols, Herald field representative, while in convention at the Marion Hotel in Lit+le Rock. The meeting went on record
in favor of supporting the film code. The convention also marked the growth of the organization to 54 members.

FEMININE LEAD. (Above) The
deep-dimpled Eileen Cook, Educational comedienne, who has
the principle feminine role in
Tom Howard's "The Big Meow."
REFLECTIONS (Left) Two
deftly contrived glimpses of
Kay Francis, as the Warner
star rested during First National's "Mandalay."
BROADWAY OPENING.
(Right) Estelle Taylor among
celebrities present at premiere
of United Artis+s' London Film
production, "Catherine the
Great," at the Astor theatre.
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TO BE THE WIDOW. (Below) Jeanet+e
MacDonald, who will portray the gay
relic herself in MGM's "The Merry
Widow."
Maurice Chevalier co-s+ars.

AT END OF RECORD TRIP. Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker at Newark airport after flight he directed across continent in 13 hours. He is shown
with scroll carried, com mennora ting first year of
20th Century Pictures.

SPRING TIDINGS. Carried In this new CO-STARRED. Clark Gable and Claudhat, a 1934 Easter creation worn here ette Colbert, opposite each other as
by Una Merkel, now appearing on the they are in Columbia's "It Happened
nation's screens In MGM's "This Side One Night," which is the current atof Heaven."
traction at Radio City Music Hall.

MARRIED. Busby Berkeley, Warner dance director, and Merna Kennedy, player, posing as
man and wife, which Indeed they are following
their marriage on February 10, which itself followed their work together on "Wonder Bar."

BEHIND THE SCENES. Indicating what it takes beyond cinematography itself to
make a motion picture these days. This Imposing array of equipment with Its
technicians was being used, when the still camera clicked, to create spectacular
lighting effects for a single scene of Warner Brothers' musical extravaganza, "Wonder Bar," which stars Al Jolson In one of his stage successes.
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SEEKING

BRITAIN

ON

BUYER

Exhibitor Sees Danger in Possible Dennand of Renter That
His Share of the Proceeds
Must

Be Banked

Separately

By BERNARD CHARMAN
London Correspondent
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CODE

RELATIONS
British International Is Seeking

MEXICO'S PATRONS LED
BY U.S. FILM PRESS

U. S. Players; Bill Would Bar
Films Showing Suffering by

Foreign film exhibitors in Mexico
City have found that American pictures which draw best in their houses
are those that are given the most
publicity in United States motion picture fan and trade jojirnals. Mexican
exhibitors in the Mexican capital
agree with them. American picture
periodicals are avidly read by all
Mexicans interested in motion pictures
and they in turn exert a great influence upon Mexicans who like the
cinemas but don't understand English.

Animals; B & D Finance

The British film industry is in search of
a Code of its own — inspired, no doubt, by
the NRA. But this one will not affect the
producers; it is purely a matter for agreement between renters and exhibitors.
Its official title is the Standard Sound
Contract, and is intended to represent the
basis of all film hire. The existing draft,
drawn up by the Kinematograph Renters
Society (about as near an equivalent to the
MPPDA as we have over here), has come
up for criticism by the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, which is at variance
with a number of its principles. Certain of
the criticism is harsh, other more moderate.
I have heard it called "iniquitous."
Agree Standard Is Needed
But whatever individual opinion may be,
there is more or less universal agreement that
some such standard is needed. Relations between buyer and seller hitherto have been somewhat loosely defined, with the result that many
an unwary exhibitor has found himself in an
awkward position.
Under the Standard Contract, however, the
showman will be able to decide for himself
whether he is on a workable proposition or
whether his best move would be to sell the
whole show to the renter and get out of the
business altogether.
It is good to know that, in spite of the
difference of perspective between the
KRS and the CEA, so far the parties have
avoided anything in the nature of a rumpus. CEA has drawn up a list of the
clauses to which it raises objection, connplete with its arguments relating to each,
and proposes approaching the renters with
a view to submitting the proposed contract to independent arbitration.
The chief point on which the Association
joins issue with the KRS is a clause reading
as follows : "The renter's share of the receipts
shall be deemed to belong to the renter, as
the same are received at the pay boxes, and
the renter may, if he thinks fit, appoint a money
taker
or money
to collect
the renter's
said share
as the takers
same shall
be received.
The
renter shall be entitled to take any reasonable
steps to satisfy himself that all matters pertaining to the admission to the exhibitor's theatre
are regularly conducted."
Exhibitors See Pitfalls

hands it through is unreasonable ; that if the
exhibitor suffered a trading loss the renter
might be in a position to sue him for misappropriation.
t he CEA objects to another clause which demands that the exhibitor must produce vouchers for all recognized disbursements which
he the
is entitled
of
takings.to deduct from the renter's share
They disagree with a proposal that prior
runs may be at any number of theatres and
for any number of days. It has been the
established practice in the trade for a number
of years that prior runs may take place at
only one theatre and for not more than six
days, unless any variation were disclosed at
the time of making the contract.
Disagree on Substitutes
A further divergence of view is on a condition which prohibits an exhibitor from obtaining" alternative program material in the
event of his scrapping the picture for which
he had contracted, even when he pays for the
film not used.
And there are other points.
Opinion has been divided at branch meetings of the CEA, but while it is conceded that
a standard contract is a necessity, it is generally fsit that the proposed draft is weighted
heavily on the side of the renter.
If that is so, united action by the exhibitors
can insure a more reasonable interpretation of
their rights.
On the other hand, as far as matters now
stand, the renter is justified in standing out for
the best conditions he can get. He has his
point of view, naturally. The renter is legitimately entitled to safeguard himself against
any who endeavor to take liberties.
It is by no means certain that a literal interpretation ofthe standard contract would be
called for in most cases, but it would be a disturbing thought for any exhibitor that the
screw could be applied at any moment.
That is the principle of the thing that is the
most worrying to the Vexhibitor.

from could
the demand
exhibitor's
areArguments
that the renter
that standpoint
his share
of the takings should be banked separately,
and that failure to do so by the exhibitor
might involve him in serious risk; that if
the principle were admitted, creditors who are
secure in priority to ordinary traders would
object to losing their priority and might institute similar conditions ; that the right of
the renter to send an agent to pick up the
renter's share at the box office as the patron

Seeking U. S. Players
BIP have issued a list of Hollywood players
for whom they have been in negotiation. It
is interesting reading.
Among those who may work at Elstree in
the near future are such well known screen
personalities as : Charles Farrell, Joel McCrea,
Carole Lombard, James Dunn, Marion Nixon,
Joan Bennett. Fay Wray, Bette Davis, Nancy
Carroll and Frances Dee. In addition, Marion

Plan

Marsh and David Manners have been signed
lately, each to appear in one British subject.
Among Hollywood stars who already have
appeared in British International films are :
Bebe Daniels, Sally Eilers, Thelma Todd.
Charles Bickford, Constance Cummings, Ben
Lyon, Greta Nissen, Raquel Torres, Sally
Blane, Don Alvarado, Victor Varconi.
V
CEA is in dispute with a London trade
paper, declaring it has participated in moves
inimical to the exhibitor ; a boycott is being
promoted. . . . Greta Nissen broadcast over
the BBC system in an American radio hour.
. . . Proposal by a member of Parliament to
impose an ad valorem duty on incoming films
was quickly negatived by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer. . . . GB have tried out special
film shows for blind audiences ; natural dialogue and sound effects accompanied by a commentary on the action ; the experiment is said
to
have
been
. . . "Sorrell
Son,"
was hailed asa asuccess.
great picture
after and
a London
preview, H. B. Warner turning in a great
performance
B & D's talkie version of the
famous silentinfilm.
V
No Suffering for Animals
A bill is to be introduced into Parliament
calling for prohibition of films in the production of which suffering is or may have been
caused to animals, or any film depicting the
suffering of animals which is brought about
by anyficialmeans
means or whatsoever
by faking). (by natural or artiIs this a reaction to the successful release
V
of "King Kong?"
These Gaumont-British folk are getting themselves interested in a diversity of activities.
Following recent consolidation of their renter
interests,
the units
company
now announces
formation of new
to handle
(a) trailers,
(b)
publicity and advertising reels, (c) educational
films.
They will do this through new companies,
titled G.B. Screen Services, Ltd., and G.B. Instructional, Ltd. At the head of G. B. Screen
Services will be Mark Ostrer and C. M. Woolf,
and G.B. Instructional will be governed by
Maurice Ostrer. Thus the group gets a grip
on all branches of the business.
It is understood that the G.B. theme song
is soon likely to be : "I Cover the WardourV
Expected fireworks failed to pop at the
B & D meeting, when stockholders met to discuss proposed
reorganization
front."
finances,
entailing
writing offof 75thepercompany's
cent of
the capital.
Under the plan capital will stand at about
£75,000, but a new issue is to be floated and
existing share basis readjusted, making capital
of
five£500,000,
shillings divided
a go. into two million shares of
Hubert T. Marsh, the chairman, was not
from a breakpresent, as he is recuperating
down, but his speech was read for him. He
films must be
British
stressed the fact that
made primarily for the British market, and
only secondly for overseas.
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FILM

Business Man

is Named

HOSTILITIES

Is Announced

By CUFF HOLT
Sydney Correspondettt
Hostilities in what threatened to be the
most bitter film dispute ever waged in
Australia were abruptly interrupted by the
intervention of the New South Wales Government. Forced to action by a fortnight
of propaganda that shrieked from the news
pages of the metroplitan dailies, the Government called a halt and appointed an investigator tostudy every phase of the business.
The investigator appointed is one C. W.
Marks, Sydney business man and a director
of several companies. Marks has conducted
a number of inquiries for the Government,
and recently was the chairman and consumers' representative on the meat industry advisory council. Having but a scant
knowledge of the film industry, he comes to
the inquiry with an open mind and must
draw his conclusions purely from the
evidence placed before him.
The story behind the "film war" — as the
newspapers have termed it— is new only in
some respects. A few weeks ago three distributing organizations — Metro - Goldwyn Mayer, Paramount and Warner-First National— circularized exhibitors to the effect
that they would not sell film to independents
through agencies or pools, unless those
agencies or pools had a substantial interest
in the independetit house for which they
were buying.

"Words do not express
value of your publication,
it is with extreme pleasure
we are able to renew

TO

IN

to In-

vestigate Every Phase of the
Business When Theatre Building Project

INTERVENES

the
and
that
our

subscription again." — James
O'CoNNELL, McDonald Theatre, Eugene, Ore.
tor here caused a sensation by announcing
that his company was preparing plans to
erect three new theatres — one in Sydney,
one in Melbourne, and another in Brisbane.
The reason for this investment, he said,
was that the combination of circuits existing in Australia had the market tied up,
and he was unable to obtain an outlet for
his product at reasonable terms. To this,
Hoyts replied with evidence to show that
they wished to block no distributor, but that
they refused to function as a beneficiary to
foreign distributors, and neither would nor
could pay such terms as 50 per cent of the
gross receipts from the first pound sterling
for "Dinner At Eight," a Metro-GoldwynMayer picture. And so the argument went
on — until the Government asked for silence,
and appointed Mr. Marks to go into the
whole matter.
Both Sides Gratified

This was a direct hit at General Theatres
Corporation, Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., and the
theatres represented in the Union group.
It had been the practice of these circuits
to buy on behalf of a number of independents and smaller circuits at the beginning of each season, both for the welfare of the independent and In order to
increase their buying power to a point
where it might be a leverage toward lower
rentals.

By this time, both sides expressed gratification that the Government had intervened,
though some declared that a state inquiry
was a waste of time, and that a royal commission was the only expedient. They were
wrong. A royal commission would have become a federal matter, and as it was found
after the royal commission of 1927-8, the
federal government has no film powers apart
from those exercised over tariffs and censorship.
The states share practically complete
jurisdiction over the motion picture industry, and in the past have resolutely refused
to cede this jurisdiction to the Commonwealth. Accordingly, no matter what recommendations the royal commission might
have made, they could not have been put
into effect, and a considerable amount of
the
taxpayers'
thrown
in the air.money would have been

It was this factor which partly enabled
General Theatres Corporation and its affiliated companies to get the better of the
tussle with the distributors at the beginning of 1933. The distributors, evidently,
were determined that they were not to have
that advantage again. But in answer to the
distributors' dictum in respect to the selling
of independents through agencies or pools,
a special meeting of exhibitors allied with
Hoyts was held in Melbourne, and practically every member present resolved to
stick by Hoyts during the coming twelve
months. In other words, unless an exchange
sold to them through Hoyts, they weren't
interested in that exchange's product.
N. B. Freeman, MGM's managing direc-

Would Have Repercussions
With a state inquiry, the position is entirely different. As New South Wales is
the hub of the industry of the whole of
Australia, any legislation affecting Sydney
and the companies operating there must
have its repercussions in other states. And
the important point is that the inquiry is
not limited to residents of New South Wales
but to every person or company conducting
his business in New South Wales, whether
he resides in Victoria, South Australia,
Westralia, Tasmania or New Zealand.
While the main issue of the inquiry as
far as the distributors and General Theatres
Corporation is concerned is the restriction
of theatre licenses, a vast range of subjects
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Three Large Distributors Have
Threatened to Cease Selling to Independents Through
Pools But Exhibitors Stand Pat
is to be covered by the inquiry, as a perusal
of the agenda shows :
undesirable
associated with
the(a)FilmAny
Industry
in New feai-ures
South Wales;
(b)
The
advantages
and
disadvantages
of the
booking;
quota system;
(c) The advantages and disadvantages of block
"blind" booking;
(d) The advantages and disadvantages of
(e) The contract in use by film distributors;
(f) Whether the exhibitor should be entitled to
reject a percentage of films in every contract;
(g) The requirements in Sydney or elsewhere
in the State of New South Wales for further
picture theatres;
(h) Whether licenses for any further picture
theatres in New South Wales should be restricted
to British subjects,
(i) The contractual relations between exhibitors
and the proprietors of sound equipment with
regard to the use of sound equipment.
General Theatres Corporation is plainly
anxious that no new theatres should be built.
The Australian cities became heavily overseated four or five years ago, it is claimed
on the corporation's behalf, when keen competition between the then rival circuits,
Hoyts and Union Theatres, resulted in the
erection of expensive and ultra-modern
theatres for which there was no real need.
Nevertheless, David N. Martin, a wellknown executive of Universal's Australian
office for many years, has leased the Rialto
theatre, Sydney, which up till now has been
operated by Hoyts, and announces his intention of proceeding with plans to build a
New Liberty theatre in Sydney, along ambitious lines. A company styled Liberty
Theatres, Ltd., is in process of formation
to put this purpose into effect. With those
two theatres operating in competition with
General Theatres Corporation, in addition
to the proposed MGM house, the theatre
situation here will become alive with possibilities, though one may wonder where the
patronage is coming from to keep them all
in business.
Schenck, Mayer on Bank Board
Joseph M. Schenck and Louis B. Mayer
have been retained as directors of the Bank
of America National Trust and Savings Association inSan Francisco. The board was
cut from 50 to 25. A. P. Giannini remains
as board chairman and Dr. A. H. Giannini
as chairman of the general executive committee.
Sigmund Wei+ner Dead
Sigmund Weltner, 72, father of George
Weltner, assistant to John W. Hicks, vice
president of Paramount International, died
last week in New York of a fractured skull,
following a fall on the ice. He was a friend
of Adolph Zukor.
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Chesterfield
RAINBOW OVER BROADWAY: Joan Marsh,
Frankit Albertson
— Fair
The play
was Rood
and
had a fair
cast.patronage.
The weather
was cold
here
or we would have done better. Joan Marsh was the
one who put over this play. She had the vim that
people liked. Running time, 74 minutes. Played Jan.
23-24.
age. — Grand Theatre. Dunkirk, Ohio. General patronColumbia
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell, Dor— A nice and
airplane
the
dangerothyofWilsoncameramen
their picture
risks. showing
Had several
comments which showed it pleased. Three days showing-atre.
held up
extra Kan.
good.—General
M. D. patronage.
Uterback, Lyric TheWellington,
CIRCUS QUEEN MURDER. THE: Greta Nissen.
Adolphe Menjou, Donald Cook — Exciting murder
drama recommended for Friday-Saturday playdate.
Running
time, 65 minutes.
2-3. — Alyce
Cornell, Galewood
Theatre. Played
Grand Feb.
Rapids,
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
DANGEROUS
"Chic " Sale—
lent
railroad storyCROSSROADS:
for Saturday patronage.
GoodE.Kcelfor
children
and
grownups.
Qean.
Played
Feb.
3. —
D. E. Fitton. Lyric Theatre, Harrison. Ark. Small
town patronage.
FIGHTING CODE. THE: Buck Jones— A good action picture for Saturday. Played Jan. 27. — D. E.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town
patronage.
PRESS:
McCoy,
AsHOLD
nice aTHE
picture
as oneTimcould
want.Shirley
CleanGreyas a
whistle, plenty of action and one that you can stand
behind. Didn't do any business on it. but it wasn't
the picture's
fault here
as weat couldn't
sell a Running
five-ring time,
circus for ten cents
the present.
65 minutes. Played Feb. 10. — B. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town patronage.
KING
OF THE
WILD from
HORSES:
Rex—finish.
You can
step
on this one.
A thriller
start to
Pleased
our western fans and others that sa.w it. Running
time, 68 minutes. Played Feb. 1-2. — Hammond Green.
Princess Theatre. Albertville, Ala. Small town patronage.
MAN'S CASTLE. A: Spencer Tracy, Loretta Young
— This is supposed to be one of Columbia's masterbut whatfor athis
flopone.
of a Pleased
story. Acting
all I canpieces, say
about good.
40 perThat's
cent.
Runningmond Green,
time.Princess
75 minutes.
Played
an.
29-30.
Theatre, Albertville, Ala.— HamSmall
town patronage.
MY WOMAN: Helen Twelvetrees, Wallace Ford,
Victory ground
Jorythat— seemed
A real nice
picture100with
radio Helen
backto please
per a cent.
Twelvetrees has always gone over here in this town,
and she has wonderful support in the two male stars.
Running
73 minutes.
Jan.Ark.
14. — B.SmallA.
McConnell,time,
Emerson
Theatre, Played
Hartford,
town patronage.
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN: Fay Wray, Walter
Connolly, Ralph Bellamy — Another picture of the
hospital type, but a very good picture and holds interest well. Played Feb. 3-4-5. — Claud Thorpe. Gem
"Theatre. Ryan, Okla. General patronage.
POLICEradioCAR
Timthere
McCoy—
A story
of the
modern
patrol17: and
is plenty
of thrilling
action turesinI have
this ever
picture.
One
of
the
best
police
picseen. Pleased our western fans
and all that saw it. Running time. 58 minutes. Played
Tan. 5-6.
Green,patronage.
' Princess Theatre. Albertville.—Ala.Hammond
Small town
STRAIGHTAWAY: Tim McCoy— This is the kind
of play that makes a hit. Action from start to finish.
We had bad weather but made a gaod run in spite
of it. People like plays like this. Running time, 60
minutes.
30-31. — Grand The.atre^ Dunkirk, Ohio.Played
GeneralJan.
patronage.
STRAIGHTAWAY:
Tim ofMcCoy—
of theof best
automobile
racing pictures
all time.OnePlenty
real
speed. Will please. Played Feb. 2-3. — Claud Thorp,
Gem Theatre. Ryan, Okla. General patronage.
WRECKER. THE: Tack Holt, Genevieve Tobin,
George E. Stone — Good Friday -Saturday picture. A
good story and some action. George E. Stone stands
out intion forthis
picture
good.
He isfor a his
riicework
actoras^inthe^
hishuman
Tewish equapart
and the audience liked him very much. He supolied
what comedv there was in the picture. — A, E. Hancock. Columbia Theatre. Columbia City. Ind. General
patronage.
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N this, the exhibitor's own department, the theatremen of the
nation serve one another with information on the box office performance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1790 Broadway, New York

First National
BIG SHAKEDOWN. THE: Charles Farrell, Bette
Davis— From some unknown reason this picture pulled
like a house on fire. Best business on Wednesday
and Thursday of any picture this winter. A gangster
picture in a way but no one got their throat cut and
only one man killed. It seemed to give satisfaction.
Running time, seven reels. Played Feb. 6-7. — R. W.
Hickman, Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General
patronage.
SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown— What a picbest yetA from
long
scream ture.
of Thelaughter.
money Joe.
makerIt'sforjust
everyoneexhibitor, large and small. Get it quick and tell the people
you have the best comedy of the year. Played Feb.
2-3.—
Rich,patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
Town S.andH. rural
SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown— A very good
picture and has good drawing power. Played Jan,
20-21.—eralClaud
patronage.Thorp, Gem Theatre, Ryan, Okla, GenWILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro—
Extra good for your Bargain Night. A picture that
appeals to everybody. Running time, seven reels.
Played
E. D.patronage.
Luna, Cozy Theatre,
Wagoner,Jan.Okla.31-Feb.
Small1.—town
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Dorothy Coonan.
Frankie Darro — Very fine picture and pleased all that
saw it.town
— Jackpatronage.
Greene, Geneseo Theatre, Geneseo. 111.
Small
WORLD CHANGES, THE: Paul Muni— A good
picture No business, but a jam up good picture and
will please well. Played Jan. 27-28-29.— Claud Thorp,
Gem Theatre, Ryan, Okla. General patronage.
WORLD CHANGES. THE: Paul Muni— In my
opinion the finest picture put out in some years. True,
it did not draw well. But put that to the title. Titles
have more to do with drawing power than even the
stars, as far as I can see. — Jack Greene, Geneseo
Theatre, Geneseo, 111. Small town patronage.
Fox
AS HUSBANDS GO: Warner Baxter, Helen Vinson—Good entertainment. Little slow in places; recording not so good in spots. Our patrons liked it
and told me so. Played Feb. 1-2. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
CONGORILLA: Mr. and Mrs. Martin JohnsonExcellent for educational value. Played on family
night to good attendance. Patrons seemed to enjoy it. A wonderful picture of its kind. Played
Feb. 7. —oming,Marion
Bodwell.
Paramount Theatre, Wy111. SmallF. town
patrona,ge,
GOLDENare WEST:
O'Brien—
westerns
always George
good. This
one George
was no O'Brien
exception. Pla.ved Tan. 24. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount
Theatre, Wyoming, 111, Small town patronage,
HOOPLA: Clara Bow — Better picture than expected
to better than average business. Not a Sunday
school picture but had no kicks. — C. M. Hartman,
Liberty Tlieatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town patronage.
LAST areTRAIL.
THE:suchGeorge
Zaneon Grey
stories
what put
picturesO'Brien—
as these
top.
None of them have failed to do e-xcellent business and
what's more, they please. I don't believe it makes

any
as to which
who stars
his stories.
It's
Zane difference
Grey's name
reallyin means
something.
Running
time,
60
minutes.
Played
Jan.
26-27.
—
^J.
Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.C.
MAD GAME: Spencer Tracy — Gangster stuff with
the new "kidnap racket" twist. Be sure the folks
know what the "mad game" is and if the kidnaping
will geturdayyou
rental,western,
then okay.
We ran
on Satinsteadthe
of usual
and serial
helped
hold
up the gross, but personally, for the family trade, I
believening time,
that70 kidnaping
isn't
a
screen
subject.
Runminutes. Played Feb. 3. — M. P. Foster,
Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
MY LIPS BETRAY: Lilian Harvey— Play "My
Weakness" first. "My Lips Betray" is too Viennese,
but
go<jd, Did
and better
El Brendel
John with
Boles basketball
will help
put it's
it over.
secondand night
opposition
even,
but
Harvey
isn't
well
known
as yet.
Running
time, Vista,
80 minutes.
M. P. patronage.
Foster, Granada
Theatre, Monte
Col, —General
PADDY. THE NEXT BEST THING: Janet Gaynor. Warner Ba.xter — Received more favorable comments after showing this one than any other picture
that we have shown in weeks. Janet Gaynor pleases
them all. Played Feb. 3-4. — Marion F, Bodwell, Paramount Theatre, Wyoming, 111. Small town patronage.
STATE FAIR: Will Rogers, Janet Gaynor— Was
very disappointed. Expected big business and they
failed to come out. Picture okay and satisfied the few
that
out.Bodwell,
That's Paramount
something.Theatre,
Played WyJan.
27-28. —ventured
Marion F.
oming, III. Small town patronage.
MGM
ANOTHER LANGUAGE: Helen Hayes. Robert
Montgomery— An excellent program with two of the
screen's outstanding
starsaverage
contributing
good
performances.
Did below
business.very
Running
time,
79
minutes.
—
J.
C.
Darst,
Dante
Theatre,
Dante,
Va. General patronage.
ANOTHER LANGUAGE: Helen Hayes. Robert
Montgomery — This picture will do for the whole famWhen if
the they
patrons
out, they'll
you it
was ily.
good,
knowcomeanything
abouttellpictures,
which,
of
course,
you
already
knew
or
you
wouldn't
be there when they came out. Played Feb. 2. — Peter
Bylsma,patronage.
Victory Theatre, Napoleonville, La. Small
town
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Madge Evans, Una Merkel,
Mae Robson,
We ran
this picture
the
weekend
and Alice
I wasBrady—
agreeably
surprised
to hearon the
favorable comments from the regular Thursday- Friday
crowd. They praised it plenty and pulled us out of a
deep hole Saturday night. Even our western fans
liked it enough to say so as they left the theatre.
Played
B. A. town
McConnell,
Emerson Theatre,
Hartford,Jan.Ark.25.— Small
patronage.
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Alice Brady.
Frank Morgan — A good picture. Moves rapidly; all
people
castof and
doone.
greatPlayed
work. Feb.
You 4-5.
don't
to be well
afraid
this
— E.haveA.
Reynolds,
Strand
Theatre.
town and country
patronage, Princeton, Minn. Small
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford, Clark GableGreat audience picture. Good story, splendid acting,
good
is whatsound
they and
wantphoto.graphy,
right now. and
Play.good
it asbusiness.
soon as 'This
possible, and make yourself some money. Lavish sets
arid beautiful girls. I wish they had given our old
friend Winnie Lightner a break. She is one of the
best stars in Hollywood, and gets more laughs per
rninute
give herthan
muchall ofthea rest
part, put
but together.
she surelyThey
had didn't
them
laughing every time she appeared. Clark Gable redeemed himself in this, and the ladies all fell in love
with him once more. .Joan don't wear many clothes,
but with a shape like she has, she don't have to wear
'em.
Take itS.from
is a Theatre,
good show.
Played
Feb. 4-5-6.—
H. me,
Rich,thisRich
Montpelier.
Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
DINNER AT EIGHT: Marie Dressier, John Barrymore. Lionel Barrymore, Jean Harlow, Billie Burke
—Failed to draw as well as expected. A little better
than average business, however. Picture pleased —
C. M. town
Hartman,
Liberty Theatre, Ca rnegie, Okla.
Small
patronage.
DINNER AT EIGHT: Jean Harlow, Marie Dressier. John and Lionel Barrymore — The best socalled
special MGM has put out for many moons. All players have prominent parts and they handle it as vou
would expect them to. It is not as .great as MGM
would have
you think,
it's excellent
entertainment.
Plaved
D. but
E. patrona.ge.
Fitton,
Lyric Theatre.
Harrison.Tan.
Ark. 28-29.—
Small town
ESKIMO:

Native Cast— This picture backs up all

52
Metro has claimed for it. It's big in every way and
eave complete satisfaction. A fine picture for a tieup with the schools. For me it failed to do the busiexpected, but noand fault
of the
picturenessis educational,
at the
samepicture.
time ha^Thea very
good selfstory.
Get
back
of
it
and
you
will
make
yoursome real money. Running: time, 12 reels. Played
Jan. 28-29.—
R. W. patronage.
Hickman, Lyric Theatre. Greenville, 111. General
HELL BELOW: Robert Montgomery— Another one
of
outstanding
the past beijides
season
and MGM's
an excellent
one atpictures
that. ofInteresting
being educational. Did very good business and it
pleased the majority. Running time, 105 minutes.—
T. C. Darst. Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General
patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Helen Hayes, John Barryraore,
Lionel Barrymore. Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery
— Perfect picture in every respect — cast, photography,
etc., the only drawback being the rather too dramatic
and unduly depressing story.— Frank Sabin, Majestic
Theatre, Eureka. Mont. Small town patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Helen Hayes, John Barrymore,
Lionel Barrymore, Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery
—One of the poorest pictures this year. Just a lineup of wasted talent. Business fair. Running time, 91
minutes. Played Feb. 4-6.— Aylce Cornell. Galewood
Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
PENTHOUSE:
ma Loy, entertainment
Warner BaxterPromise
them mostMy satisfactory
when
they
see
"Penthouse."
It's
fine.
all
classes, and any day of week.— Frank Will
Sabin,please
Majestic
Theatre, Eureka, Mont. Small town patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Max
Baer, Myrna Loy— Here is a real picture. Caused
plenty of talk. Business built up on the run. It
pleased the women. — C. M. Hartman, Liberty Theatre,
Cargenie, Okla. Small town patronage.
VIENNA:
Barrymore—
Not butas
badREUNION
as some INexhibitors
haveJohn
reported
it to be,
why oh why must some misguided director insert a
shirt-tail parade? I can conceive of no picture, be
it drama, comedy drama or tragedy, where such
scenes
are wealth
necessary.
bet half
my entire
(a car I'dloadbe ofwilling
thousandto dollar
bills)of
that not one patron out of a thousand wants them,
then why, why, why? Or was the director lopking
out of the window?— Peter Bylsma, Victory Theatre,
Napoleonville, La. Small town patronage.
SONS enjoyed
OF THEthisDESERT:
LaurelthanandanyHardyPatrons
picture better
one I
have shown all winter. It drew fine and everyone
pleased. Class this as the best from these two stars.
Running time, seven reels. Played Feb. 4-5. — R^. W.
Hickman, Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111. General
patronage.
STAGE
Alice Brady,
van,
RussellMOTHER:
Hardie, Franchot
Tone—Maureen
A nice O'Sullipicture
for any situation. Played Jan. 20. — B. A. McConnell,
Emerson Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town patronage.
STORM AT DAYBREAK: Nils Asther, Kay Francis— This is a eood dramatic romance. It is a war
story, but that is very subordinate. It is the usual
love triangle and with a good music score that practically put the picture over. It will hold interest from
the beginning to end and should please the average
theatregoer. We played this one day to a good business, as Kay Francis has a great box-office appeal in
our town. Running time, 82 minutes. Played Feb9.— J. j. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford,
N. C, ruaryGeneral
STRANGER'S
THE: which
Lionel isBarrymore.
Miriam
Hopkins — RETURN.
A good picture
especially
good for a small town. Clean and very entertaining.
Lionel Barrymore again gives an excellent performance. Did average business and it seemed to please
very well. Running time, 89 minutes. Played Jan.
23-24.—eralT.patronage.
C. Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. GenTUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
— One good picture with the one star who always
draws,
MarieWallace
Dressier,Beery.
and another
screen's
outstanding,
It seemedof totheplease
100
t>er cent. Running time, 88 minutes. — J. C. Darst,
Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace
Beery — Great. Marie always goes with bang. Running time, 88 minutes. Played Jan. 27-28.— H. M.
Johnson, Unique Theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. Small
town-rural patronage.
WHITE SISTER, THE: Helen Hayes, Clark Gable
— One of the best pictures of the past year and two
stars who have very outstanding drawing power at
the box-oflice. A beautiful and tragic picture. Did
very good business and despite the unhappy ending
it seemed to please at least 90 per cent. Running
time, 101
minutes.—
J. C. Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante,
Va.
General
patronage.
Monogram
BROKEN DREAMS: Randolph Scott, Martha
Sleeper — A very nice show with severaT comments on
it and no kicks. I advertised it. Not the biggest
cast in the world and it didn't cost a million dollars
to make but I told them "I guarantee you'll like it
or
refund back.
your money."
one asked
theirwillmoney
Played And
Jan. no28-29-30.
— M. for
D.
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FOUR MORE JOIN
REPORTING CORPS
From the West and the Northwest
come four new contributors to "What
the Picture Did for Me" this week.
Read the reports of the following:
E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Wagoner,
Okla.; J. B. Shearer, Neic State theatre, Huron, S. D.; E. M. Johnson,
Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn., and
M. D. Utterback, of the Lyric at
Wellington, Kan.
Utterback, Lyric Theatre, Wellington, Kan, General
patronage.
RIDERS OF DESTINY: John Wayne— Good average western with plenty of action, thrills and laughs.
Running mondtime,
minutes.Theatre,
Played Jan.
12-13.— HamGreen, 58Princess
Albertville,
Ala.
Small town patronage.
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI, THE: Mary
Carlisle, Buster Crabbe — The snappiest bunch of
youngsters grouped in a picture in a long time and
this is the usual college life story done as well as
any of them, and will prove fair entertainment for
young patrons. Less than average business four days.
—General
W. H.patronage.
Brenner, Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Paramount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry—
Not so hot, although several came to see it twice,
and most folks came to see it out of curiosity. Some
said it was good and other said ???. — Jack Greene,
Geneseo Theatre, Geneseo, III. Small town patronage.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry—
This play was all right for the kids but our adult
trade did not like it. This play was acted just like
we thought
be. Running
We don'ttime,
want84 any
more
like
this forit50would
years.
minutes.
Played
Jan.
27-28.—
Grand
Theatre,
Dunkirk,
Ohio.
General patronage.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry—
As adult entertainment this picture is a complete
failure.
children
a box-office
I had justForabout
everyit'schild
in town tonatural.
see it.Think
One
kid rushed up to the window and said, "I've got the
measles
but I'mLyric
goingTheatre,
to see Greenville,
it if it kills
— R.
W.
Hickman,
111.me."
General
patronage.
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— Boy, oh boy,
what a headache. They walked out in bunches. I
hid
therenot.wasRananyone
the
end out.
of theDon't
secondknow
showif or
it oneleftdayat and
was I glad. — C. M. Hartman, Liberty Theatre, Carnegie, Okla, Small town patronage,
DUCK
SOUP: Four
is only
fair entertainment
of the Marx
comedyBrothers—
variety.This
Paramount
calls it a super special, but in our town it was a
"superpicture is entirely
too sloppy,
and
our flop."
patronsThewereentire
all displeased.
The independents
can do better than this. Business poor. Running
time, 80 minutes. Played February 5-6. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
EAGLE AND THE HAWK, THE: Fredric
March, gandaGary
Jack Oakie
Against war Fredric
propabut mostGrant,
interesting
and —entertaining.
March does the best acting in the picture and the
climax when he renounces war is to my notion the
best work individually in the movies for 1933. Business better than average last half of week. — W. H.
Brenner, Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind. General
patronage.
EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT: Kay Johnson,
Douglass
Dorothy
WilsonThe
— 'This
good
play Montgomery,
but they named
it wrong.
title was
faileda
to impress the public and that is important. The
acting throughout the play was wonderful. The old
story of a good girl gone bad. Show-going folks
want to see shows that make them lafif, not cry. Run78 minutes.
Played patronage.
Feb. 3-4. — Grand
Theatre,ning time,
Dunkirk,
Ohio. General
EIGHT GIRLS
Dorothy
WilsonParamount
slipped INme A aBOAT:
nice little
picture
here.
Fine acting
by
the
whole
cast
and
story
very
ing. Good for your best playing dates. Runninginteresttime,
eight reels.Greenville,
Played Jan.
R. W.
Hickman, Lyric
Theatre,
111. 30-31.—
General
patronage.
FAREWELL TO ARMS: Helen Hayes, Gary
Cooper, Adolphe Menjou — Helen Hayes, Gary Cooper,
Adolphe Menjou are wonderful. I wish they would
balk at all stories that lead up to babies being bom.
The public is fed up on baby stufif in pictures. I
hope the censors will force it cut out, the sooner the
better for the picture business. Running time, 85
minutes.
PlayedRock,
Feb. Ark.
7-8. — J.
M. Ensor,
Crescent
Theatre, Little
General
patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM:

Marguerite Churchill,
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Charles Farrell— Very good comedy that made tht
house roar. Farrell, Churchill and Charles Ruggles
good.
Running time,
75 minutes.
Feb. 5-6.
Hammond
Princess
Theatre,Played
Albertville,
Ala.—
Small
town Green,
patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Marguerite Churchill
—Just another picture. Charles Ruggles is the whole
show. Played Feb. 1.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Genevieve
Tobinmade
— Thisthisis season.
one of the
best big
pictures
has
Nothing
about Paramount
it, but a
very good
program
picture,
and
will
patrons that see it. It is fundamentally please
a farmanystory,
combined with the familiar grain market, and should
appeal to everyone. It has a sweet love story that
is very entertaining. Good, clean amusement for the
whole family. Business good. Running time, 70
minutes. Played Feb. 7. — J. J. Medford, Orpheura
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
HIS DOUBLE LIFE: Roland Young, Lillian Gish
—said
Thisit play
pleasedNow
someRoland
of ourYoung
patronsgoesandoverothers
was poor.
big
here so that is the reason some people liked the
play.
Running
time,
68
minutes.
Played
Feb.
6-7.—
Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. General patronage.
I'M NO
West—MaeShe's
Thought
this ANGEL:
picture was Mae
good and
West elegant.
draws
the sugar
to
the
box-ofifice.
This
is
dandy
entertain-a
ment and our patrons ha^i a good time, although
few wouldn't admit it. Running time, 87 minutes.
Played Jan. 1-2. — Hammond Green, Princess Theatre,
Albertville, Ala, Small town patronage.
I'Mis NO
ANGEL: play.
Mae Paramount
West, Garyfound
Grant—
Boy,
this
a wonderful
a jewel
among jewels when they found Mae West. Did an
extra good business and am sure that any theatre
that runs this play will do the same. Running time,
87 minutes. Played Jan. 20-21.— Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. General patronage.
LONE COWBOY: Jackie Cooper, Addison Richards,
Lila Lee — Paramount committed an error as far as
the box-ofifice
wasof concerned
putting
iiame
at the head
the cast. inWhile
he isCooper's
a good
actor for a kid, with him heading the cast the adults
evidently thought that it was just another kid picture. They had Addison Richards, who can ride and
rope with the best of them — that is, if he really did
the stufi — and he is very good in his role. Then
again, there is too much sob stufif for a western. Of
course they had to have Jackie tear the hearts out
of the people. Paramount is trying to bring this boy
along too fast. He is not yet ready to head a cast
and expect to get business from the adult patronage.
— A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,
Ind. General patronage.
MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN: Dorothea
Wieck, Baby Le Roy — Very, very good. Starts a
little slow, but builds up all the time with a wonderful
climax. I notice most of the advertising gives the
cast as Dorothea Wieck and Baby Le Roy, but
Alice Brady steals the show. Miss Brady and the
boy Spanky
do some For
greatsome
work,unknown
and should
be billed
above
Miss Wieck.
reason
Miss
Wieck is given this part, and speaks badly broken
English. I call this good entertainrnent and the picture Rich,
will please
everywhere.
PlayedIdaho.
Feb. Town
2-3. —
S. H.rural
Richmost
Theatre,
Montpelier,
and
patronage.
MURDERS IN THE ZOO: Charles Ruggles, Lionel
Atwill — Opened on Sunday with this one against "Mr.
Skitch"
the biggest
business
in three
months. andThehadpicture
deals Sunday
with wild
animals
mnd
science in an interesting and entertaining manner. —
W. H.eralBrenner,
patronage. Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind. GenSHE well
DONEliked.
HIM YouWRONG:
Mae West—
picture
cannot afiford
not to Arungoodit.
We are trying to get it again. Running time, 66
minutes.
PlayedRock,
Feb. Ark.
4-6. — J.
M. Ensor,
Crescent
Theatre, Little
General
patronage.
SIGN OF THE CROSS: Fredric Mait:h, Elissa
Landi,
Colbert,
Laughton
This
is a fine Claudette
Biblical picture
but Charles
is horrifying.
You — have
to have good nerves to stay with this one, but the
good book tells us these things happened. We had a
few patrons
thatB. had
to leave.
This isRunning
another time,
outstanding Cecil
DeMille
production.
102
minutes.
Played
Jan.
8-9.
—
Hammond
Green,
Princess Theatre, Albertville, Ala. Small town
patronage.
Ruggles,
Boland—
A SIX
riot.OFOneA ofKIND:
the bestCharles
comedies
I everMary
played.
Just
one long continued round of laughter. All six of these
actors
are good,
hard play
to tellit,who
give
the honors
to. Byandallit'smeans
and toadvertise it big. Some of the most comical situations ever
put into pictures. The dialogue is spicy and the
picture is not without thrilTs. The scene where Mary
Boland falls over the embankment into the Grand
Canyon and is hanging on a limb of a tree with two
thousand feet of canyon below just leaves you weak.
The picture has more laughs than the old Harold
Lloyd "Safety
It's real
too. six
Para-in
mount could doLast."
no better
than box-office,
to cast these
aright
few now.—
more S.pictures.
It's
just
what
we
all
need
H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
laaho. Town and rural patronage.
THIS DAY AND AGE: Charles Bickford. Judith
Allen, Harry Green — This picture will please 100 per

In his great picture "Bring 'Em Back Alive" Frank Buck
gave spell-bound audiences their first sight of the jungle at
war with itself, with its thrilling fights and survival of the
strongest. In "Wild Cargo," his latest adventure, he now
shows the jungle at war with Man. Not the war of guns and
cruelty but the battle of wits between Man and his cunning
antagonists. There are thrills aplenty in this new film and
wildly exciting surprises, such as the time when Buck had
to saw off the tree limb on which a black panther perched and
another time when after trapping a tiger found that he had
to descend into the pit and lasso the man-eater. Nature, it
seems, conspired to save her biggest thrills for
FRANK
Van Beuren

BUCK'S
"WILD
Production
RKO
Directed by Armand Denis
COMING
SOON!

CARGO"
Radio Picture

The above" graphic drawing is one of a series of scenes from "Wild
Cargo", sketched from an actual "frame" of the film by the famous
artist
Clinton
Shepherd. There's no time for "stills" in a
world J.full
of thrills.'
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cent. Running time. 80 minutes. Played Jan. 25-27.
— Bob Schwall. State Theatre, Ipswich. S. D. Small
town patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: Alison Skipworth. W. C.
Fields —comedy.
What a Good
surprise
got. Nothing
This is big,
reallybuta
good
cleanwe fun.
good. Pleased
patrons.
PlayedAlbertville.
Jan. 17-18.Ala.—
Hammond
Green,ourPrincess
Theatre,
Small town patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth — A very pleasing feature. Plenty of good old
belly laughs. Can always get a buzz out of the old
juggler.
— Jackpatronage.
Greene. Geneseo Theatre, Geneseo, 111.
Small town
TOO by
MUCH
Crosby— and
Bing,Judith
sup-ported
Jack HARMONY:
Oakie, SkeetsBingGallagher
Allen, succeeded in making of this a very enjoyable
performance. Not quite as elaborate as "Gold Diggers" or "Footlight
Parade," but
a goodit.oiie,
patrons
Theneverboxoffice had theless.
noTile sob
story seemed
to tell.toOfenjoy
course. Paramount
didn't exactly give this to me, but the net was large
enough you
to buycanmeeasily
a couple
of cigars.
don't
smoke,
see that
I savedAs aI little.
Played Feb. 4-5. — Peter Bylsma, Victory Theatre,
Napoleonville. La. Small town patronage,
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby— Not as
good
"College
Humor" most
but had
very good
on thisas one
and pleased
everyone.
Got business
a little
above average business. Running time, nine reels.
Played Jan. 21-22-23.— E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre,
Wagoner, Okla. Small town patronage.

performance. His Work as such was fine. Running
time, 73 Fairfax
minutes.Tlieatre,
Played Kilmarnock,
Jan, 31-Feb. Va,
1. — Mrs.
D.
Carter,
TownR. and
country patronage.
NO MARRIAGE TIES: Richard Dix— Better than
the usual Richard Dix pictures, but did only fair
business. One night is about all it can stand. Runtime, 73Theatre,
minutes.
— J. C.
Darst, ningDante
Dante,Played
Va. Jan.
General16-17.
patronage.
ONE is MAN'S
Lionel
a decided JOURNEY:
favorite here Lionel
with all Barrymore—
classes and
both sexes and he did not disappoint us this time.
No star, with the possible exception of Marie Dressier, can take you right into his problems to such an
extent that you almost feel as if they were your own
too. We merely have to state that Lionel is the
star or featured player and the title could just as
well be "Who Killed Billy Patterson?" That's the
way we feel about him here. I don't know what they
pay him,
but it'snever
not too
much.
No, I've
never seenof
him
personally,
expect
to have
the pleasure
meeting
him,
that's
my
hard
luck.
But
Lionel Barrymore. May he live long and here's
prosper.to
Played
Jan.
1-2.
—
Peter
Bylsma,
Victory
Theatre,
Napoleonville, La. Small town patronage.

Principal
TARZAN THE FEARLESS: Buster Crabbe—
Started serial on January 4th on a run of three days
as it opens with the first four episodes. I played
another
feature
with it.
Iron fine
Master."
two features
together
make"Thea very
opening.These
We
played to an SRO crqwd on all three days. Our
Mickey
Mouse
Club
has
increased
one-third.
This
serial not only interests the child, but our adult
patrons gave an increase of over 25 per cent. Tliis
is one serial that brings them in and keeps them
coming
the amiddle
mostthisserials
do. If and
you don't
never bend
havein run
serial,as get
one
and make yourself some extra money. 1 wish it was
20 chapters instead of 12. I am now on my eighth
chapter and waited until I was almost through before
I sent in a report as I figured it wouldn't stand up,
but
it's apassing
money-getter
you pass
up box
you
are just
up one and
of theif best
serialsit and
office
you oneveradvertising
ran. Don't
afraidcometo
spend attractions
a little extra
as itbe will
back on your run. — J. B. Shearer, New State Theatre,
Huron, S. D. General patronage.
RKO
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN: Charles
Farrell, Wynne Gibson — To me this was a very ordinary picture, but our patrons seemed to like it, as
it did satisfactory business, and far be it from me
to complain of any picture that will do this. Weather
conditions, too, were unfavorable, cold with snow on
the ground. Running time, 72 minutes. Played Feb.
5-6. — Mrs. R. D. Carter, Fairfax Theatre, Kilmarnock.
Va. Town and country patronage.
BLIND ADVENTURE: Robert Armstrong and
Ralph Bellamy — This is double bill stuff. Its length,
60
is a relief.
on "Cash
Toominutes,
many so-so
picturesWelikeusedthisit from
RKO.Night."
Running time, 60 minutes. Played Feb. 7. — M. P. Foster,
Granada Theatre. Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
HIPS, HIPS,
HOORAY!:
and myWoolsey—
Wheeler
and Woolsey
are tooWheeler
silly for
women
trade but the men like them. Yet this picture presents plenty of chance to tie up with beauty shops
and drug stores, and maybe the women folks will
go. Wheeler and Woolsey and the Marx Brothers
have about hit bottom although "Hips, Hips,
Hooray!"
is prettyPlayed
good Feb.
entertainment.
time, 65 minutes.
4-5-6. — M. P. Running
Foster.
Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— This one
sure brings out the people. If you want to make
some money, play it. Pleased the women and children,
and most of the men. One of the cleanest pictures
I have ever seen. Running time. 114 minutes. Played
Feb. 2-5.— Bob Schwall. State Theatre. Ipswich, S.D.
Small town patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JA.CK: Bruce Cabot, Betty Furness — A nice,
picture,
done throughout
and
carrying
a realclean
moral.
Suchwellpictures
build business.
Running time. 65 minutes. Played Feb. 10.— E. E.
Warner, Opera House, Augusta, Wis. Small town
and rural patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot— A very ordinary program picture. Business better than expected.
Played Jan. 20-21. — Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount
Theatre. Wyoming. 111. Small town patronage.
MORNING GLORY: Katharine Hepburn, Douglas
Fairbanks,graphedJr.stage— play
Not awith
motion
pictureperformance
but a photo-by
excellent
K. Hepburn. Motion picture audiences want motion
pictures. This is why this one did not please and
did very little business. Personally I thought it
fine, but the box office said not. To D. Fairbanks,
Jr,, should go the laurels for the best motion picture
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MAN'S
Rain
onONE
the first
nightJOURNEY:
cut receipts Lionel
down. Barrymore—
Otherwise, business would have been satisfactory, for this is a good
picture. A pity it did not have more comedy relief
and some said too many hospital scenes. Yet it is
good entertainment because of the fine performance
of entire cast. Running time, 71 minutes. Played Jan.
22-23.— Mrs. R. D. Carter, Fairfax Theatre, Kilmarnock, Va, Town and country patronage.
RAFTER ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers— Ginger is
a comer and her wurk in "Sitting Pretty" two weeks
previous
helped but
the draw
It'swith
not big
by any means
it willon getthisbyone.
nicely
the
younger element, especially with plenty of good shorts.
Running
time,
72
minutes.
Played
Feb.
1-2.
—
M.
Foster. Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. GeneralP.
patronage,
SON OF THE BORDER: Tom Keene— Good.
Keene always means fine entertainment. Running
time, 55 minutes. Played Feb. 2-3. — Alyce Cornell,
Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
United Artists
CYNARA: Ronald Colman — Prominent barrister —
wife goes to Italy for a spell — barrister picks up shop
girl
her due
wrongto —loss
wifeofreturns
— shop girlInquest
takes
poisonandanddoesdies,
her barrister.
judge
gives
barrister
hell
for
ruining
shop
girl
—
wife
quits barrister and the fadeout shows wife having
a change of heart, joining husband for balance of
life. Took a lot of smart thinking to construct this
intricate
plot, andTheatre,
how weEureka,
all loved
it — not!
— Frank
Sabin, Majestic
Mont.
Small
town
patronage.
PRIVATE, LIFE OF HENRY VIII, THE: Charles
Laughton. Strictly a class picture. Not for the
small towns.
No doubt
it's a and
greatmakeup
show wonderfrom a
historical
standpoint.
Costumes
ful. Produced on a big scale, and for highclass audiokay, but Where
like "Cavalcade,"
it will
in the
the
small encetowns.
does the trade
pressdieget
idea that this belongs in the class with the ten best?
I would like every small town exhibitor to report on
this and similar pictures as to how they got over.
This
for the
and more
shouldcolumn
reportis both
for exhibitor's
the good benefit,
of producer
and
exhibitor. Tell the truth, and don't knock the picture
if it's good just because it does not always make
money. The recording on "The Private Life of
Henry VIII" is very bad, and the English cast are
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hard to understand. England is still far behind m
recording, and as for me and my patrons, we like
100 per cent good old U, S. A, films. Played Feb.
7-8.—
Rich,patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho,
Town S.andH. rural
Universal
BY CANDLELIGHT: Elissa Landi, Nils Asther,
Paul Lukas — This is a clever comedy but it is a class
picture, if there is such a thing. We have a mixed
clientele but they accepted it as good entertainment.
Just a little hard to follow the picture if they did
not see the start. Better Sunday-Monday picture for
us than any other spot. Landi is good in her role
in this one. The cleverest direction that we have
seen in some time. Everything clicked at the right
time. — A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia
City, Ind, General patronage.
COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW: John Barrymore— Just
a fair picture. Did not draw. Very weak story.
Entire picture filmed in the offices of Barrymore.
We expected this picture to be a good one from the
advance publicity but were disappointed. Running
time,
minutes.
Jan. Ala.
15-16. —Small
Hammond
Green, 80
Princess
Theatre,Played
Albertville,
town
patronage.
COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW: John Barrymore, Bebe
Daniels— Very good. It is highly dramatic and it
was very well liked. Barrymore and Bebe Daniels
are good in this one but the same organization took
us to town with "Myrt and Marge" last week, so
their batting
It is run.
the mistakes that theyaverage
make isthatnotcostso ingood.
the long
You
can't
show
them
one
or
two
outstanding
pictures
three or four mediocre and get any place in this and
day
of shopping for entertainment. — A. E. Hancock,
Columbia 'Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General
patronage,
CROSS COUNTRY
CRUISE:
Lew Ayres—
Here ofis
something
different, but
guess there
is a cycle
these on the way also. Fast moving, lots of action,
a unique plot, a murder and v\;hat have you. It is
better than average entertainment, but best in midor Friday orStrand
Saturday.
Played
Feb. 6-7-8.
E. A. weektown
Reynolds,
Tbeatre,
Princeton,
Minn,—
Small
and country patronage,
HORSEPLAY:
Summerville,
Devine—all
Just
as the name Slim
implies.
One long Andy
horselaugh
the way through. Seemed to please our patrons.
Business below average, probably due to weather.
Running time,
70 minutes. Played Jan. 24-25. — H. M.
Johnson.
town-rural Unique
patronage.Theatre, Bricelyn, Minn, Small
A NIGHT:
Chester
Morris—
This year.
will
beKING
classedFORas one
of the better
pictures
of the
Pleased all. Running time, eight reels. Played
Feb.
Jackson.
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton,12-13.—
Ala. Sammie
Small town
patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna Damerell— I thought this was a very weak picture and
so did our patrons. Running time, 68 minutes.
Played Jan, Ala.
3-4.— Hammond
Princess Theatre,
Albertville,
Small town Green,
patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna Damerell — Well, well, I had this one canceled off ray contract. After seeing so many reports from e.xhibs in
the Herald about it doing additional business, I set
it on a Friday and Saturday, Friday was the best
Friday gross in three months, and Saturday matinee
best in nearly six months and Saturday eve held
strong. It gets them in, but I still say the picture
is poor. However, it will make you money if you
sell them Myrt and Marge. It is too bad when a
person does extra business these times that the picture doesn't satisfyTheatre,
them. Played Feb. 8-10. — E. A.
Reynolds,
town and Strand
country patronage.Princeton. Minn. Small
RUSTLER'S ROUNDUP: Tom Mix— Good western with some nice rodeo shots. Played Feb. 9-10. —
Sammietown
Jackson,
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala,
Small
patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
HyaTns — Excellent football romance. Seemed to please
the majority. Sound reproduction very good. Played
Jan. 31.— Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount Theatre,
Wyoming, 111. Small town patronage.
SATURDAY'S MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams— Just another football story, same angle, poor
cast. Fair business. Played Feb, 4-6.— Alyce Cornell,
Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich, Neighborhood patronage.
SATURDAY'S
MILLIONS: Robert Young, Leila
Hyams— A good football picture of the gangster type.
Something
new
in
football. Ryan,
PlayedOkla.
Jan. General
26-27. —
Claud Thorp. Gem Theatre,
patronage.
SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM, THE: Gloria
Stuart,bestOnslow
Atwill,shown
Paul inLukas—
The
murderStevens,
mysteryLionel
we have
many
athedayvery
and end.
you don't
know
who
the
murderer
is until
Pleased all that saw it. Running
time.
60 minutes.
Jan. 10-11.—
Hammond
Princess
Theatre,Played
Albertville,
Ala.
Small Green,
town
patronage.
S, O. S, ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque, Gibson Gowland — A wonderful picture. Universal seems to have
the product this year. Running time, seven reels.

PYTHON

CAPTURES

BUCK!

The "man bites dog" story of newspaper tradition gets a new twist
in the jungle when a 30-foot python attacks and captures Frank Buck,
wrapping the man who brings 'em back alive in his death-dealing
coils. Emergencies like this, however, are all in the day's work for this
daring adventurer whose occupation is at once the most hazardous
and fascinating of any man alive, for it seems that regardless of how
many men penetrate the unknown world Nature saves her biggCvSt
thrills for Frank Buck.
The above drawing is one of a series by
the famous artist J. Clinton Shepherd,
sketched from an actual "frame" in the
film "Wild Cargo" There's no time for
"stills" in a world full of thrills!

FRANK
BUCK'S
''WILD
CARGO"
Van Beuren Production
R K O Radio Picture
Directed by Armand Denis
COMING
SOON!
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Played
SammietownJackson,
Jackson Theatre,
Flomaton,Feb.Ala.5-6. —Small
patronage.
S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod LaRocque, Gibson Gowlandtwo
— It walkouts.
pleased as Secure
a whole,thealthough
there wereof one
or
recommendation
the
teachers when playing this one because of the wonderful scenes of icebergs, glaciers and Eskimos. Running time, 70 minutes. Played Jan. 20-21.— H. M.
Johnson, Unique Theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. Small
town-rural patronage.
STRAWBERRY
ROAN:
Ken andMaynard—
Way
above the average
westerns
what a Good.
horse
fight. Have never seen anything like it. The Strawberry Roan and Pinto fight like two mad bulldogs.
It's a29-30.
thriller.
RunningGreen,
time,Princess
60 minutes.
Dec.
— Hammond
Theatre,Played
Albertville, Ala. Small town patronage.
Wa rner
BIG STAMPEDE, THE: John Wayne— A very
good western that pleased well. This picture ran
into stormy weather, snow on Friday very cold Saturday, otherwise I think business would have been satisfactory. Running time, S3 minutes. Played Feb.
2-3.— Mrs. R. D. Carter, Fairfax Theatre, Kilmdrnock, Va. Town and country patronage.
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck— Not
much to this one. Failed to gross average business.
Don't story.
see whyThink
theyshedon't
Miss Stanwyck
good
is agive
wonderful
actress buta
never gets a break. Running time, eight reels.
Played Feb. 11-12.— E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre.
Wagoner, Okla. Small town patronage.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: James Cagney. Dick Powell, Joan Blondell — If you are looking for a deep,
deep plot or heavy drama, lay ofiF. But if you enjoy
the relaxation of real entertainment, take this one on.
The patronsyou.
won'tWhat
scoldmore
you, dotheyouboxofFice
not
disappoint
want? will
Played
Jan.
14-15.
—
Peter
Bylsma,
Victory
Theatre,
Napoleonville, La. Small town patronage.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: Joan Blondell, James Cagney, Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler— Went over big and
a wonderful production. The first eight reels rather
tiresome but the last three reels make up for it.
Beat "Gold
1933" byFeb.a small
Running time, 11Diggers
reels. ofPlayed
4-5-6. —margin.
E. D. Luna,
Cozy Theatre, Wagoner, Okla. Small town patronage.
FROM HEADQUARTERS: George Brent, Margaret Lindsay — This is very good entertainment of
the mystery type, and should please all that come
to see it. Practically the entire picture is filmed at
police headquarters, solving a murder case. It is
interesting and full of action and thrills from start
to finish. The Warner trailer sold the show in advance for us and practically put the picture over.
Business good
on one
day's 8.—
run.J. Running
time,Or-63
minutes.
Played
February
J. Medford,
pheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
MARY STEVENS, M.D.: Kay Francis— Story
strictly for sophisticates. Slow story of two doctors
(Kay Francis and Lyle Talbot) who love, have a
baby,
do not Opera
marry.House,
Running
time, 72Wis.
minutes.
E. E. but
Warner,
Augusta,
Small—
town and rural patronage.
PARACHUTE
JUMPER:
Douglas
Fairbanks,Comedy
Jr.—
Good
entertainment,
thrilling
air stunts.
running through entire picture helped to make it entertaining. Give us more comedy in our program
pictures and business will improve. Did fair business the first night. Ran into heavy snowstorm second night. This cut receipts, otherwise think business
would have been satisfactory. Have had bad and
very cold weather for a long run. Running time. 72
minutes.
Played
Feb. 7-8.— Va.
Mrs. R.
D. Carter,
Fairfax Theatre,
Kilmarnock,
Town
and country
patronage.
PICTURE SNATCHER: James Cagney— A very
good picture with plenty of action and a guy who
can put it over. Did average business and a very
suitable picture for Friday and Saturday. Dialogue
very good. Running time, 75 minutes. Played Jan.
19-20.— J. C. Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
BILL POSTEJl, THE: Krazy Kat Kartoons— Good
enough for any spot in any program. Good music accompaniment.Theatre,
Running time, Hartford,
one reel. —Ark.
B. A. Small
McConnell, Emerson
town patronage.
FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS CAN'T BE WRONG:
Smith and Dale — Just another two-reel comedy, not
good, not bad. A great deal of hokum about banking.
This is only fair entertainment and if you must play
it, one day will be enough. Brought a few laughs
from our audience, especially the bankers. Running
time, 19 minutes. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
HOLD YOUR TEMPER: Leon Errol- Errol is a
good comedian and his comedies are well liked by our
patrons. This one is above the average in entertainment. Running time, two reels. — B. A. McConnell, Emerson Theatre, Hartford. Ark. Small town
patronage.
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ONLY WAY TO GET
RELIABLE VALUES
The folloiuing is from S. H. Rich,
that Idaho old potato, who has been a
faithful and consistent reporter to this
department:
"I wonder why more exhibitors do
not write for 'What the Picture Did
for Me.' It's the only way tve can find
out in a reliable way the value of a
picttire. Some of the boys say that
they are afraid, that if they report the
big picture, the exchange gives them
a raise next season, and if they knock
the picture the exchange may sell the
opposition. My opinion is that we
should report in an honest way just
what the picture did,
"Surety a distribtttor will not be
small enough to paralyze an exhibitor
for telling him what the public thinks
of his pictures. Let's hear from more
of you fellows out in the sticks, as
ti'ell as from big towns or cities.
"Glad to see J. C. Jenkins' column
back again. Here's wishing you good
health, Jaysee." — S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
MICKEY'S TOUCHDOWN: Mickey McGuire—
Very,
good. with
But "Hot
Daze,"onsame
was a very
knockout,
the writer
the producer,
receiving
end.
In
short
we
didn't
like
it.
No
one
did.
Peter
Bylsma, Victory Theatre, Napoleonville, La. — Small
town patronage.
MICKEY'S TOUCHDOWN: Mickey McGuire— This
is a dandy comedy with Mickey and his Gang. Rimning time, 18 minutes. — Hammond Green, Princess
Theatre, Albertville, Ala. Small town patronage.
ROAMIN' THROUGH THE ROSES: Art Jarrett—
A good musical
18 minutes.Ala.—
Hammond
Green,comedy.
PrincessRunning
Theatre,time,
Albertville,
Small town patronage.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (No. 1): An interesting
snapshot of former stars in action. Really enjoyable.
Running Hartford
time, oneArk.
reel. —Small
B. A.town
McConnell,
Theatre,
patronage.Emerson
UM-PA: Jack Osterman — Poor. The second reel
could get by if it wasn't for the first with Osterman
running
"Um-Pa."
the kids
booed it. around
Runningyelling
time, two
reels. — B.Even
A. McConnell,
Emerson Theatre, Hartford. Ark. Small town patronage.
Educational
BIG SQUEAL, THE: Andy Clyde— This one sure
was poor. No laughs at all. — Marion F. Bodwell,
Paramount
Theatre, Wyoming, III. Small town patronage.
for Owners
Motion
Tlieatre

and

l^anagers

Picture
Accounting

Tells all the facts about your
business each week — receipts,
film costs, advertising, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc.
Lasts a full year and you do
not need to be a bookkeeper to
use it.
A complete, concise aid to
profits at the cost of a blank
book.
Y BOOKSHOP
00 QUIGLE
SO
1790 BROAD
NEW
YORK, WAY
N. Y.
J
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BLUE BLACKBIRDS: Moran and Mack— A very
good mystery comedy which adults and children alike
enjoy.
minutes.—
J. C. Darst, Dante
Theatre,Running
Dante, time,
Va. 20General
patronage.
DAY DREAMS: Treasure Chest— The "Treasure
Chests" are sometimes good, sometimes bad. This
one ising, all
about most
a little
girl'sto dream
Santa'sbecomand bored
people
death. ofShould
run
only on kid program or near Christmas. No talking —
just trick photography with fair musical score. Running Monte
time, 11Vista,
minutes.
P. Foster,
Granada Theatre,
Col. — M.General
patronage.
TIED FOR LIFE: Harry Langdon — This one was
very well received. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount
Theatre, Wyoming, 111. Small town patronage.
MGM
CRACKED ICEMAN: Charley Chase— Not up to
his standard. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrisson, Ark. Small town patronage.
HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE: Musical Revues— A
very satisfactory colortone musical that was spoiled
by some bird trying to imitate Ed Wynn and Jimmy
Durante.
can't understand
any director
this fellow I funny,
and the majority
of my thinking
patrons
seemed to feel the same way. Running time, two
reels. — B. A. McConnell, Emerson Tbeatre, Hartford,
Ark. Small town patronage.
ME AND MY PAL: Laurel and Hardy— Seemed to
be
well enjoyed.
two reels.
McConnell,
EmersonRunning
Theatre,time,
Hartford,
Ark.— B.SmallA.
town patronage.
MENU: Oddities — Very good, all because Pat
Smith knows his duck in color. Pat tells the housewife how to cook a duck. Housewife, Una Merkel. —
D.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small
townE. patronage.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
COMEDIES: We
seldom
see a two-reel Icomedy
that is notat
real entertainment.
would from
place MGM
this company
the head of the class in ibis line. — Peter Bylsma, Victory Theatre, Napoleonville, La. Small town patronage.
SOILERS,
THE: make
Zasu good
Pitts comedies
and Thelma
Todd—
These two always
and usually
please
my
patrons.
Running
time,
20
minutes.
—
J. C.
Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
TOWED IN A HOLE: Laurel and Hardy— A good
comedy with these two up with their usual situations.
Running
time,Va. 20 General
minutes. —patronage.
J. C. Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante,
TWIN SCREWS: All-Star Series— Not much. Running time,Ark.
two Small
reels. — town
D. E. patronage.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre,
Harrison,
Paramount
COLD TURKEY: Fair slapstick comedy. Running
time 18 minutes. — Hammond Green, Princess Theatre,
Albertville, Ala. Small town patronage.
DUCKY
DEAR: I ever
Sidneyscreened.
Toler— OneSome
of theproducers
unfunniest
comedies
think
that
slapstick
means
a
dish
busting
contest.
E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn.—
Small town and country patronage.
JUST AN ECHO: Bing Crosby— Not bad. Nothing
to rave about. Two reels. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
OLD BUGLER. THE: "Chic" Sale— This is a
pretty
Luna, good
Cozy comedy.
Theatre, Running
Wagoner,time,Okla.two reels.
Small— E.townD.
patronage.
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL (No. 2): A good single reeler. I believe it a good idea when exhibs
make
thesemade
Pictorials
or Universal's
tones reports
or any onshort
in series,
it would Menbe a
good idea to give number so the others will know
which one of the series is meant. — E. A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
SHEto ns— Fair
WRONGED
HIM RIGHT:
Betty Boop
Car— D. E. Fitton,
Lyric Theatre,
Harrison,
Ark. Small town patronage.
SING, BABIES, SING: Baby Rose Marie— ExcelBoth singing
cartoon above
— D.townE.
Fitton, lent.Lyric
Theatre,and Harrison,
Ark. par.
Small
patronage.
SOCK-A-BYE, BABY: Popeye the Sailor— Another
Popeye cartoon and do they get business. A short
that draws and pleases. — E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and country patronage.
Principal
SEA KILLERS: An adventure of deep sea diving
and catching of large fish. Good for sport fisherracB
but had several walkouts. However, had a school
tieup and special matinee for school children which
helped.—
D. Utterback,
ton, Kan.M. General
patronage.Lyric Theatre, WellingRKO
ART
IN
THE
RAW:
Edgar
of the
worst comedies I have had
the Kennedy—
pleasure ofOneshowing.
It is beyond my knowledge what it was all about.

RAGING

RHINO

RUNS

RIOT!

The rarest of animals and most dangerous when aroused is the
armor-plated Indian Rhino. Only two are known to captivity,
both females. Frank Buck had an order to bring back alive a
male. Months of search were finally rewarded with a noble
specimen, five tons of ferocity, armored like a war tank. Plans
were laid for his capture. Fifty natives manned the steel-wire
net. Suddenly the Rhino turned and charged directly at Buck !
Had he sensed this man among the many was his enemy come
to rob him of his lush jungle? Once ! Twice ! He charged ! Death
on the prong of that single brute horn ! A moment's pause and
Buck beckoned the boys to fall behind in a half circle, then he
stationed himself, a living target for the thunderous charge.
Natureallalways
saves her biggest thrills for him and you'll see
them
in
There's no time for "siills" in a world of thrills, so this
drawing, one of a series of scenes from "Wild Cargo", was sketched
from
an actual "frame" of the film by the famous artist J. Clinton
Shepherd.

"
"WILD
BUCK'S on
FRANK
Radio Picture
RKO CARGO
Beuren Producti
Van
Directed by Armand Denis
COMING SOON!
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WHAT THE REPORTS
DID FOR REYNOLDS
Here's what the exhibitors reporting to "What the Picture Did for
Me" did for E. A. Reynolds of the
Strand theatre at Princeton, Minn.:
"I had this one ["Myrt and
Marge"] canceled off my contract.
After seeing so many reports from
exhibs in the Herald about it doing
additional business, I set it on Friday
and Saturday. Friday was the best
Friday gross in three months, and
Saturday matinee the best in nearly
six months, and Saturday ere held
strong."
Running
time,
minutes. —patronage.
J. C. Darst, Dante Theatre. Dante.
Va. 18 General
KICKING THE CROWN AROUND: Clark and
McCuUough
cunie bad
any ones
worse inthan
one
and we— They
have don't
seen some
our this
experience. But this caps all that we have run for
being tre,justColumbia
no good.
A. E. General
Hancock.patronage.
Columbia TheaCity.— Ind.
KICKING THE CROWN AROUND: Clark and
McCullough — No good for our town. Played on Friday andRunning
Saturdaytime,
and two
had reels.
several
they didn't
like it.
— E. say
D. Luna.
Cozy
Theatre. Wagoner, Okla. .Small town patronage.
United Artists
LULLABY LAND: Silly Symphonies- Better than
tlie "Three Had
Little many
Pigs" favorable
in every way.
Coloring
beautiful.
comments
on it.was—
Alyce Cornell. Galewood Theatre. Grand Rapids,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
OLD KING COLE: Silly Symphonies— This is another good cartoon all in colors, and it pleased all
of our patrons. Not as good as some of this series
hut
I think
color put
over. inHere's
we will
get that
more thepictures
and itshorts
color. hoping
Running
time,
8
minutes.
—
J.
J.
Medford,
Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
TRADER MICKEY: Mickey Mouse— Extra good
cartoon in black and white. Running time, eight minutes.—Hammond Green, Princess Theatre. Albertville. Ala. Small town patronage.
Universal
ALL vious
AT Mentone
SEA:Musicals
Mentone butNo.better
2 — Notthan
as good
as prethe average
two-reel comedy anyway. Running time. 20 minutes.
--M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Colo.
General patronage.
BIG CASINO, THE: Mentone No. 4— Fair. Not so
hot. E. A. Reynolds. .Strand Theatre. Princeton.
Minn. Small town and country patronage.
CANDY HOUSE, THE: Oswald Cartoons-This
cartnun is okay. Piano in background is real good.
Kunning
time, one Ala.
reel. — Small
SammietownJackson,
Jackson
Theatre, Flomaton.
patronage.
CONFIDENCE: Oswald Cartoons— This is a knockout. Plenty
good.Princess
RunningTheatre,
time, eight
minutes.Ala,—
Hammond
Green,
Albertville,
Small town patronage.
FIVE AND DIME: Oswald Cartoons— This is a
very
Best we've
had recently.
Running
time, fine
one short.
reel. — Sammie
Jackson,
Jackson Theatre,
Flomatnn. Ala. Small town patronage.
STUNG AGAIN: Louise Fazenda — Two couples on
a camping trip. Give quite a few laughs. This comedy will go better this spring and summer. Running
time. 20 minutes. — M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre,
Monte Vista, Col. General patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
CRASHING
THEEtting
GATE:
very
weak. Ruth
good Ruth
but theEtting—
lawyerThis
ruinedis
this one. Running time. 18 minutes. — Hammond
Green, Princess Theatre, Albertville, Ala, Small
town patronage.
DOUBLE-CROSSING
OF COLUMBUS, .THE:
Broadway Brevities — Very good. Has a heap of
laughs with some fine songs and dance numbers. —
Alyce Cornell. Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
EDDIE DUCHIN AND BAND: Melody Masters—
This is one of. the best one-reel musicals that has
been produced in many years. With Eddie Duchin
and his band furnishing the music and Sylvia Froos
singing and the skating trio doing a specialty, it is
wonderful. Play it and be satisfied. Running time,
ten minutes, — J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
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HERE COMES FLOSSIE: Ben Blue— A slapstick
comedy that gets some good laughs. Running time,
two reels. — E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre, Wagoner,
Okla, Small town patronage,
MERRY MELODIES: About the best one-reeler
in the market. They are real entertainment plus. —
Peter town
I-iylsma.
X'ictory Theatre, Napoleonville, La,
Small
patronage.
OPERATOR'S
Very
good but notOPERA:
as good Broadway
as some of Brevitiesthe other
ones
we
have
played.
Rimning
time, Okla.
two reels.
E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre, Wagoner,
Small—
town patronage.
SKY SYMPHONY: Broadway Brevities — These
musical comedies always please my patrons and they
are all very good. Running time, 20 minutes. — J. C.
Darst, Dante 'Theatre, Dante, Va, General patronage.
TURKEY IN THE RAW: Gus Shy— This is only
a fair two-reel comedy from Vitaphone of the Big V
comedies. Entirely too much hokum and only a few
of
Here'sgoes
hoping
series
willourget patrons
better laughed.
as the season
on. this
Vitaphone
should do better than this. Running time, 20 minutes.--J.
J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N, C.
General patronage.
WAY OF ALL FRESHMAN, THE: Hal Le Roy,
Mitzi Mayfair — This is an outstanding musical comedy. Lots of pretty girls and plenty good dancing.
Running time, 18 minutes. — Hammond Green, Princess
Theatre, Albertville, Ala. Small town patronage.
Serials
Mascot
WHISPERING
SHADOW:
Belaone,Lugosi—
believe they had a director in this
H so 1he don't
died
of disappointment
after
the
first
chapter.
terrific. Running time. 18 minutes per episode.It's
— Alyce
Cornell, Galewood Theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
GORDON OF GHOST CITY: Buck Jones— Just
finished showing episode two. So far it looks okay.
Sound excellent. — Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount
Theatre, Wyoming. 111. Small town patronage.
GORDON OF GHOST CITY: Buck Jones, Madge
Bellamy — This serial has held up the best of any
serial we have played. It is a very good serial and
ifWe your
like onBuck
Jones don't
to play ourit.
playpatrons
our serial
Wednesday
and fail
Thursday,
Bargain Nights, and find it holds our attendance
well. Running time, two reels each chapter. — E. D.
Luna, Cozy Theatre, Wagoner, Okla. Small town
patronage.
With Sperry Connpany
J. J. Ferretti, former eastern representative of the United States Air Conditioning
Corporation, is now associated with the
Kooler-Aire division of the Sperry Products Company, as sales manager in charge
of theatres.
Issue Supplies Catalog
A new catalog on brushes and other supplies, designed for theatre managers and lobby artists, and for use in the preparation of
advertising matter, has been issued by the
Dick Blick Company, Galesburg, 111.
Changes at Fox Studio
William Crawford, former legal
adviser for Fox on the Coast, has
Edward Butcher, studio manager,
named assistant to Winfield
Charles Woolstenhulme, Fox unit
and assistant director, succeeds Mr,

and story
resigned.
has been
Sheehan.
manager
Butcher.

Brunner at Rivoli
Frank E. Brunner, who has been handling
publicity in connection with the recent personal appearances of Mary Pickford, has
joined the Rivoli theatre on Broadway in
charge
Farland. of publicity, succeeding J, H. McGartner with Paramount
Charles L. Gartner has been named publicity manager in the foreign field for
Paramount. Albert Deane continues as
director of advertising and publicity for
Paramount International Corporation.
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All Star Productions
Walter Kingsford, Lilyan Tashman and
group of Chester Hale girls engaged for
"Frankie and Johnny." V . ." .
Columbia
Ethel Hill and Adele Buffington, scenarists,
and Donald Cook, player, awarded ccvntracts
, . , Walter Connolly added to "Whom the
Gods Destroy." . . . V
Educational
Bob Hope engaged for a two reel comedy.
. . . Junior Coghlan and Shirley Temple asleads in "Managed
Money," Charles
Lamont signed
directing.
. . ,
V
Fox
Werner Richard Heymen preparing songs
for "Gypsy Aielody" (Spanish) . . . Henry
Stephenson signed for "All Men Are Enemies"
. . . Lila Lee cast for "Fox Follies" . . .
V
MGM
Lupe Velez loaned to RKO for feminine
leading role in "Strictly Dynamite" . . . Ted
Healy and Stooges, Jimmy Durante, Elizabeth
Allan, Frank Morgan and Marie Dressier
awarded new contracts . . .
V
Monogram
Ed Lowry, \ erna Hillie, John Sheehan and
Brandon
to "The
William Hurst
Nigh added
directing
. . . Curse of Kali,"
V
Paramount
Marion Gering to direct Mary Boland and
Lanny
Ross .in. "Her
( B, P.in
Schulberg)
. BingMaster's
Crosby Voice"
given lead
"She Loves Me Not," with Dorothy Dell and
Larry "Buster" Crabbe . . .
V
Principal
Frank Melford engaged to act as production
manager for "Peck's Bad Boy." . . .
V
RKO Radio

- V Davis
Dynamite"
. .Sterling
. LeslieHolloway
Howard joins
and "Strictly
Bette
given
leads in "Of Human Bondage" . . .
V
Tower
Judith Allen, John Mack Brown, Bert Roach
and Gladys Blake sign for "Marrying Widows."
V
United Artists
George Arliss assigned to "Head of the
Family" (20th Century) . . . Guinn "Big
Boy" Williams in "Palooka" (Reliance) . . .
Charles Butterworth engaged for "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back" (20th Century) . . .
Universal
Wynne Gibson chosen for "I Give My
Love" . , . Lee Tracy to star in "FU Tell the
World" . . . Edward Everett Horton and Genevieve Tobin cast for "Bachelor Wife" . . .
V
Warner-First National
Edward G. Robinson to star in "Dark Tower" . . , Victor Jory joins "Without Honor"
, . . Mary Astor to be heroine of "The Return of the Terror" . .
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"It's a Wiz — Comments from
patrons 100% — They are sending
their children back to see it over
Charles Decker
Mesa Theatre
Grand Junction, Colo.
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From Exhibitors Playing C AV"
"Jack and the Beanstalk"
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"Jack and the Beanstalk" tops
anything on the market — splendid for children and even better,
if possible, for grown-ups.
Milton Overman
W estland Theatres
Greeley, Colo.
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conditions as you find them, good, bad or inNeligh, Nebraska
different. What might appear to you as unDEAR HERALD:
important might be interesting to others. Looking at the ceiling and wallpaper is not conducive
"Every day in every way we are getting betcramp?
ter and better." We hope this is true, not only to
journalistic
thought. Have you got writer's
personally, but in all lines of business.
V
We gather from reports from here, there and
all around, especially from theatremen, that
From away up at Whitney, Nebraska, comes
business is on the upgrade and we are slowly, a nice letter from our esteemed friend, H. J.
Hetrick, who until recently operated the theatre
We don't there.
to normal.
working
but surely
He writes us that he is now without a
know
whether
this isback
permanent
or temporary,
but anyhow when we are hungry one good feed political party. He says that two years ago
the Republicans closed his theatre and that a
helps a whole lot even though we go hungry
the balance of the time.
year ago the Democrats closed his bank. Well,
V
that's
tough. We are sorry to learn this, but
We can remember away back when we got listen brother.
both all
parties
close
the
streetsIf and
roadsdon't
to combine
your townto
our first pair of long pants and high-topped
boots and took a girl home from spelling- you will be in great luck. You want to rememschool for the first time and we got the notion
this is a "free country" where the
in our gourd that we stood a little bit higher, peopleber that
don't have anything
to say about it.
and were a little bit better, than any other
V
intimated
We
young sapling in the universe.
Road Maps to Reno
this to a neighbor boy who was of a different
Out in the movie colony at Hollywood everyopinion and he proceeded to take this all out
of us, since which time we have concluded that
body is supplied with road' maps showing the
one man is just about as good as another as best route to Reno. There is nothing that
builds
prestige like a mutual divorce, a change
long as he keeps on his side of the road. Our
of pasture, as it were.
V
if you
that you
opinion
live underhasthegenerally
Stars andbeenStripes
weredidn't
out
F. K. Haskell of the Northwest News Service
in the cold with no mother to guide you. But
recently we received a letter from a friend in of Portland, Oregon, writes us that oiu- good
friend, "Chic" Sale, is soon to appear on one
London, England, a friend we hadn't known per- of Portland's stages in person. Portland has
sonally, which has changed our notion altogether, and now we believe that there are as something to look forward to. When "Chic"
good people living under the Union Jack as comes everything else stops. We had our picture taken with "Chic" and visited him at his
there are under Uie Stars and Stripes. And
of times when we were in Hollywhy shouldn't there be, we are all brothers, home awood couple
a couple of years ago, and we know him
although living under separate governments.
to be a mighty swell fellow. We hope Mr.
This letter comes from Mr. W. G. Faulkner,
Haskell gives him ourVbest regards
and we
_
publisher of Weekly Review, Daily Reports, thank
Air. Haskell for his nice letter. _
Special Reports, The Film Digest, Film News
Agency, Publicity Service and Advertising Service, all having to do with the motion picture
This is February 17th, as this is being written, and the anniversary of our birth comes on
industry. He is also film editor of the Evening
News of London. Among a lot of other nice the 28th of this month, and Mr. E. B. Conant
things he says, "It may cheer you to know that of the Charkarohen theatre, at Lincoln, New
Hampshire, sends us a very nice birthday greetyour Colyum has always been a source of much
ing for which we are thankful and for which
enjoyment to me, not because of the great hu- we extend
to Mr. Conant our best wishes. This
mor in which it abounds, but because I see in
it a great human kindness, a tolerance of the proves that everybody, no matter his condition,
has a friend somewhere.
weaknesses of human nature, and a great warm
V
hearted good will to everybody. You have
It has been stated that one person out of
sown well and truly. May you reap in abundevery four in this country is on the government
ance the harvest you have sown."
There, how's that, coming from a stranger
payroll.
We ifdon't
that promise
this is true;
we
doubt
it, but
it is,know
we will
you that
away off in London? Does that make a man's
headhave
swell
up? our
Well,
tell 'em.
that guy
won't
andup.beans
will
to make
hats you
especially
for us They
now.
from
us until
aftergetwe any
havesowbelly
been filled
He says a lot of other nice things about us
V
which we haven't room to repeat here, but we
Nebraska for Mild Weather
are truly thankful to Mr. Faulkner for his nice
Out here in Nebraska the mercury has been
letter and it will be an incentive to us to urge
us on to better things. We thank you, Mr. chasing itself from 28 to 60 above all winter
Faulkner, and we wish for you all the good with the exception of a shorf spell when it went
to 4 below zero. The boys have been playing
things of life.
V
golf about all winter and there is, and has been,
no snow to more than whiten the ground this
Lettuce vs. Mallards?
We are told that Harold Dunn of the Jewell season. We call that a record, although that
theatre at Valentine, Nebraska, has been put on
athatstrict
and fruit.
bet you
his diet
wife ofhadlettuce
something
to do We'll
with this.
We
INCOME TAX DAY
hope there is nothing seriously wrong with him
and that he will soon be back on a regular
NO TIME TO BANQUET
feed of mallards, grouse and bass, with which
the country abounds, and for which he has had
Academy Awards Banquet was first
a wonderful appetite. Harold is a good friend
scheduled for March 15 th, date for
of ours and we hope he stops making goo goo
payment of the first installment of
eyes at those Sioux squaws and keeping the
the 1934 Federal Income Tax, that is,
Indian nation in a turmoil all the while.
V
up to 12 P.M.
A man confined to the house is not in the
Banquet date has now been shifted
best condition to write interesting stuff. So if
to March 16th, a day later.
you want this Colyum edited you better get
busy and send us some letters with news of
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kind of winter weather is quite common here.
This is very much different from the reports
we hear from back east. Back there in some
places
it is said
that they have had the most
severe winter
known.
V
Joe E.theatre
Brown here
in "A
Sailor's WeSon"areplayed
the
Aloone
recently.
told that
the picture gave excellent satisfaction. We
wouldn't expect it to do otherwise with Joe
in it. If they will just give Joe something to
do,
do it. This is said to be one of his
best he'll
comedies.
V
We have had 'em give April Showef a bath,
scrub her up good, give her a simonizing and
a coat of wax, had her wheels painted a dark
green with a silver stripe and now she looks
like a roast turkey to a hungry tramp. Should
we be able to go out with her in the spring
you can hear the girls say "Ah" and the boys
will take their hats off when they see us coming. That's the kind of a combination we will
be, and it takes that kind of a combination to
properly represent the Heeald. Further than
that the balance of this will be up to Ernie,
for
time.this is as far as we are able to go at this
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The HERALD'S Vagabond Colyumnist
Cleveland

Variety

Club Is Organized
A Cleveland Variety Club was organized
recently by John Harris, James G. Balmer
and J. T. McGreevey of the national Variety
Club at a meeting in the Hotel Statler.
Officers elected to the new group were:
J. E. Fontaine, president; H. M. Addison,
first vice-president ; F. D. Drew, second vicepresident; I. J. Schmertz, secretary; M. B.
Horwitz, treasurer. Directors named were
George Roberts, Nat Holt, Nat Wolf, E. C.
Flanigon, Harry Howlett and Fred Meyers.
Guild Cooperation Seen
An Aid to Coast Acadenny
Actors' Guildof
is Cooperation
expected to of
helptheinScreen
the rejuvenation
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences on the Coast, which producers
have declared they will support. Kenneth
Thomson's recent visit to Eddie Cantor,
president of the Guild, in New York, is believed to have been concerned with the situation, though Mr. Cantor refused to discuss Mr. Thomson's visit.
Bachmann Closes Office
J. G. Bachmann, who returned to the
Coast last week to recover from illness, has
closed the New York office of Preferred
Pictures for six to eight weeks. When he
returns to New York he will select a sales
manager to handle the 12 planned productions.
Heads
Junior
Guild
Lee Phelps
has Actors'
been elected
president of
the Junior Actors' Guild on the Coast. Other
officers are : Tom O'Grady, Margaret Morgan, first and second vice-presidents, respectively; Joe Novak, secretary; Eddie
Baker, treasurer.
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B. N. Judell, Inc., in a deal closed this week
again becomes the Majestic franchise holder in
the Chicago territory. Majestic offices and
equipment were moved into the Judell headquarters on the sixth floor at 845 South Wabash.
Mike Kahn, who has been the Majestic branch
manager, joins the Judell organization in
charge of Majestic product. Through the rnove
Mr. Judell acquires nine feature productions,
two three-reel subjects and one one-reel picture with the remainder of the Majestic product as it is released. Judell announced that he
shortly will seek larger quarters to accommodate his expansion program. In addition to
Max Mazur, sales manager, and Mike Kahn,
staff now includes Willlocal salesMaurice
the Judell
iam Weinshanker,
Hellman, Clyde
Elliott and Charles Lindau.
V
Abe Blumstein, Columbia short subject sales
manager, who was seriously ill with bronchial
pneumonia, is reported on the road to recovery,
although it will be several weeks before he will
be able to assume his duties again.
Henry Herbel, Universal branch manager,
left for a vacation in Florida last week.
V
Fred Sliter, formerly with Metro, has joined
the local Fox branch in the sales department.
V
A regional sales meeting of Universal branch
managers last week at the Drake hotel brought
together E. T. Gomersall, western division sales
manager ; George Levine, Milwaukee ; Frank

PICTURE

HERALD

Mantake, Minneapolis ; Manny Gottlieb, Detroit ;Floyd Brown, Indianapolis, and Henry
Herbel, Chicago.
V
Bill Gehring, Fox branch manager at Cincinnati, has been transferred to the local branch
as sales manager and is due to arrive here
March 1.
V
Morrie Salkin is reopening the Franklin theatre on Thirty-first street.
V
R. H. Goold has opened the NIRA theatre at
Pontiac, 111.
V
Cresson Smith, western sales manager, and
Walter Branson, district manager, presided at
a meeting of RKO Middlewest managers at the
Drake hotel Monday and Tuesday.
HOLQUIST

WOULD

YOU
BUY

SHORT
PLAYING

61
Universal's Kansas City
Managers Hear Gonnersall
Universal will deliver its full program of
36 features promised for this year, it was announced by E. T. Gomersall, western division manager, at a meeting of district and
branch managers at Kansas City early this
week. The meeting was called to discuss
the rest of the program for this season.
Among those present at the session were:
W. J. Heinemann, west coast division manager ; Harry Graham, southwest division
manager, and the following branch managers: William Benjamin, Kansas City;
Louis Patz, Des Moines ; J. J. Spandau,
Omaha; J. E. Garrison, St. Louis; R. L
i^ayne, Oklahoma City; Edward S. Olsmith,
Dallas, and E. E. Gruenberg, Sioux Falls.

THAT

PRODUCT

HAD

BROADWAY

A

CAR

NO

SPRINGS

?

• If your seats are hard, lumpy, and
uncomfortable, youVe just about as

Week of February 17
ASTOR
Life of Peter Mich Tschalkovsky
FitzPafrick
CRITERION
Feeding the Angels Jewel
Treacherous Waters Jewel
MAYFAIR
Washington
Beverly Hills
Vaudeville on Parade Universal
Pie for Two
Universal
PARAMOUNT
Up and Down
Paramount
Flying Bodies
Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
Expectant Father
Educational
Candy House
Universal
Roaming the Netherlands. . Fox
RIALTO
Just an Echo
Paramount
Let's
You
and
Him
Fight.
.
.
Paramount
Flying Bodies
Paramount
RIVOLI
Cracked Iceman
MGM
Gem of the Sea
Fox
ROXY
Trimmed in Fur
Educational
County Fair
Universal
Fairest Eden
Capital
STRAND
Come to Dinner
Vitaphone
Phil Spitalny and Orchestra . Vitaphone
Mushrooms
Vitaphone

much

chance of getting and holding

patronage

as a manufacturer

who

turns out a springless car. Get the
jimip on your competition by reseating
with comfortable, upholstered chairs.

Ask
"How

Us,

can I reseat and pay

for new chairs conveniently?"

American
Seating
Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums
General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
BRANCHES
IN ALL
PRINCIPAL CITIES
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BLUEBOOK

By

F. H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 212.— (A) Just what optical elements has a projection lens? (B) Why
are the two front lenses cemented together and what is used to cement them? (C) Is it possible that the cement
used between the two front lenses may melt and run out? (D) What would you do if it did? (E) Is it possible to
correct screen image distortion due to angular projection by specially ground lenses? Explain.

Answer
Blucbook Scliool Question No. 206 was:
(A) In ordering projection lenses, what
data zvoidd you consider it necessary to supply t (B) Approximately what percentage
of light is lost through reflection from or at
each polished glass surface the light pa^sses
throughf (C) What effect has an unclean
lens surface on reflection losses f (D)
What effect has angle of incidence upon reflection losses f
We have a goodly list of passable answers, also some that are excellent. ( Answer
of Evans and Rau to Question 204 has been
found and is correct. Also a delayed answer by D. Calladine to Question 205 is
correct.) The following made good on
Question 206 :
G. E. Doe; C. Rau and S. Evans; H. Edwards D.
; Danielson ; T. Van V aulkenburg ;
H. Menefee; J. Wentworth ; R. De Totto ;
B. S. Englander ; L. Hutch and D. Goldberg; P. Gaeth, Jr.; P. Felt; J. J. Richmond ;D. Caladine ; J. Arntson ; C. B. and
L. N. Traxler; A. F. Sprafke ; J. G. Paulson ; W. Broadbent ; K. Griener ; L. R.
Spooner and G. Johnson ; F. Sims and O.
L. Davis; J. H. Rathburn and D. Little;
H. R. Baldwin ; T. T. Golley ; S. N. Tailer ;
P. H. Cupero ; M. Spencer and D. T. Arlen ; J. J. Richmond; R. and K. Wells; T.
M. Vinson ; B. J. Lyons and G. R. Squires ;
U. L. Danielson ; D. D. Davis and L.
Thomas ; T. Turk ; T. Malleby, J. Williams
and O. Allbright ; J. L. and F. Hanson ; D.
L. Sinklow ; F. Ferguson and D. Lally ; K.
L. Hess; B. R. Walker; F. L. Benton and
A. L. Dodson; R. S. Fiedler, D. Sanders, J.
Turner and L. Condon ; Nic Granbv ; F. G.
Klar, M.L. R.
KlarDavidson;
and T. H.F.Morton
; R." Schuler
and
L. Sanderson;
D.
U. Granger ; J. Hendershot ; B. L. Cooper ;
D. Jurts and D. Howard ; J. Turner and C.
Haugan ; D. Singleton and M. Henderson ;
D. L. Monehan and L. B. Bryant; L. D.
Rubin ; B. H. Sanders, J. Jansen, D. L.
Lode and K. Y. Spencer ; R. Geddings and
L. Grant ; G. Thompson ; L. G. Gregeson ;
F. Harlor and G. Harrison; L. Jones and
B. L. Banning ; G. Lathrope and N. L.
Tomlinson ; L. M. Richards ; K. L. Knight
and M. Henderson ; T. Granger and T.
Wythe ; F. L Granby ; J. Lansing and R.

to

Question

No.

D. Oberleigh ; B. R. Hanson ; F. H. and P.
Dalbey; L. B. and D. H. Palmer; M. U.
Sampson; M. F. Fallon; D. Breaston and
D. Haber; L. R. Doty.
On Section
"listen" toHethesays
ex- ;
cellent answer A,
of we
J. J.will
Richmond.
"In ordering projection lenses, the following data is necessary :
"1. The throw or distance from the projector aperture to the screen. If the projectors are much above the level of the
screen, measure the throw from the aperture
to a point midway between the top and
bottom of the screen.
"2. The exact desired width of the picture.
"3. The exact width of the projector
aperture. This is necessary because the use
of
sal. the 'standard' aperture is not yet univer"4. The diameter you desire in your
lenses, at the same time remembering that
any diameter greater than that actually
needed to carry the image-bearing beam is
a very undesirable feature. The diameter of
a lens is limited by two factors : ( 1 ) The
inability of manufacturers to make a lens
having a diameter greater than one-half of
the focal length; (2) the width of the master blade of the rotating shutter.
"5. The make of projector.
"6. The type of lens jackets wanted.
"Any additional data such as extreme
angles of projection, either laterally or vertical, and tvpe of light source should be in(B)
Danielson
"Thevaries
reflection
loss
for Dale
a clean
polished says
surface
with
cluded."
the angle of incidence and the refractive index. However, the variation from zero degree to 30 degrees is very slight, and as
i-hese are usually close to the extremes of
angles encountered in projection, the angle
loss may be taken as constant. It will average approximately four to five per cent per
surface, the difference being due to the refractive index difference or optical density
"ariation. The percentage of loss usually
decreases slightly for each successive surface transversed."
(C) G. E. Doe says; "Since dust or dirt
is either opaque or semi-opaque, it follows

206
that an added amount of light will either
be reflected or be absorbed by dust or dirt
on a lens surface, the amount of loss being
of course in proportion to the amount of
dirt and its character. The Bluebook, page
141, volume 1, mentions 15 percent added
loss, with possibility of even more through
the use of soiled lens surfaces. This, however, might be very largely exceeded if the
lens surface be quite well covered with dust,
or the coating that polished surfaces get

from the air."
(D)
T. increase
VanVaulkenburg
"Reflec-of
tion losses
rapidly assays,
the angle
incidence is increased."
In addition to which, I append the answer
of J. G. Paulson of Ventura, Calif., as a
most excellent example of covering various
subjects well with relatively few words. I
sincerely trust Brother Paulson will remain
with us indefinitely. He says :
"(A) In ordering lenses the following
data is necessary — width of picture wanted,
width of aperture used (disc or track projection), distance from lens to screen center, type and make of projector (in order
that proper adaptor may be supplied). If
two or more lenses are to be used in pairs
or groups (as in two and three-projector installations) such intentions should be
stated in order that the several lenses may
be matched.
"(B) The light loss due to reflection
from polished surfaces of lens or glass plates
(such as are used in projection ports)
amounts to between four percent and five
percent for each surface ; thus making the
total loss for each lens between eight percent and ten percent.
"(C) Dirt on the lens surface will run
the loss of light by repection up to as high
as 15 percent for each surface (in extreme
cases I imagine it runs still higher). In
addition to the light loss due to reflection
is also the serious matter of poor definition
of the screen' image and halation efifect.
"(D) Light encountering the surface of
a lens at the perpendicular will be reflected
the least. As the angle of encounter varies
from the perpendicular, the light loss by reflection becomes correspondingly greater."
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Advance outlines of productions nearing
completion as seen by Sus McCarthy of
Motion Picture Herald's Hollywood Bureau

A VERY HONORABLE GUY
Warner — First National
A different kind of comedy for Joe E. Brown.
There is just as much interest in the story as
there is in the star's antics. The picture is
based on the pubhshed story by Damon Runyon, whose "Lady for a Day" is a guarantee
of what to expect in this modern, wise-cracking,
gambling world tinged comedy drama. The
screen play is by Earl Baldwin, remembered
for "Wild Boys of the Road," "Life Begins,"
"Dr. X" and a previous Brown vehicle, "The
Tenderfoot." Ray Enright, previously associated with Brown in "Fireman Save My Child"
and "The Tenderfoot," directed.
The cast is composed of a familiar group of
Warner players with Alice White in the leading
feminine role and Robert Barrat, Hobart Cavanaugh, Alan Dinehart, Harold Huber, Arthur
Vinton and Ann Brody in the principal supporting spots. An interesting sidelight is the appearance of Harry Warren and Al Dubin, who
wrote the lyrics and music for "Footlight
Parade" and "Wonder Bar," doing their stuff
in the Broadway night-life, sporting-world sequences that the Runyon short stories have
made so familiar to Collier magazine readers.
Modernly timed and localed in New York,
the yarn deals with a small time gambler
(Brown), a very honorable guy who always
pays up. Meeting a run of tough luck, including a fracas with a cop, he becomes obligated
to a racketeer for $500. Still broke, knowing
thata scientist
it's pay for
up or
else, Then
Brownhis sells
body
to
$1,000.
luck his
changes.
He wins on everything and rolls in wealth.
The menace of the gangster is accentuated
by sweetheart troubles and Brown discovers
that the medic gave him the $1,000 in order
that he could have the girl for himself. Figuring to outwit the racketeer. Brown bundles
his girl into an armored car only to be kidnaped by the mobsters, with an exciting finish
landing the lovers in front of a chicken farm,
the spot they have always yearned for.
Breezy dialogue and fast moving action are
combined in a picture that looks to have plenty
of available novel showmanship in addition to
the Joe E. Brown name.
THE HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD
United Artists — 20th Century
An historical romance drama has been selected for George Arliss' first 20th CenturyZanuck picture. The man who created a renewed interest in this classification of screen
entertainment through "Disraeli," "Alexander
Hamilton"
and "Voltaire"
is presented
story
that portrays
the career
of one ofinthea
world's most
renowned financial
political
families,
the Rothschilds,
during theandNapoleonic
Wars from the early 1800's to Waterloo.
The picture is based on a stage play by
George Westley. The screen play was written
by Nunnally Johnson, noted short story writer
identified with the screen through "Moulin
Rouge" Werker.
and otherMuch
pictures.
Direction
is by
Alfred
time has
been devoted
to research and to counterbalancing properly
authentic fact and necessary legendary fiction
to assure unusual entertainment.
While the story itself, and Arliss, are the
outstanding showmanship qualities, the cast lists
the imposing array of name values that 20th
Century has essayed to date with Boris Karloff,

Loretta Young, Robert Young (now in "CaroC. Aubrey
Arthur
Reginaldlina"),Owen,
HelenSmith,
Westley,
AlanByron,
Mowbray,
Holmes Herbert, Paul Harvey, Noel Madison,
Murray Kinnell, Oscar Apfel and Lumsden
Hare among the most notable of the cast.
Obviously a costume picture, the production
except in relating technique attempts no modernism : on the contrary, it sticks closely to
the personalities and events of the time with
which it deals. Mainly, it traces the influence
of the Rothschilds, who zoomed to mighty
influence by providing the finances to rehabilitate France as Napoleon was exiled to Elba.
As this principal motivation is colored by
romance
Young, andbetween
Robert Arliss'
Young, daughter,
the pictureLoretta
takes
a social-philosophic twist, showing how peoples
turn on the Jewish race, as exemplified by
Nathan Rothschild (Arliss), and persecute
them, only to seek their favors again when
danger threatens.
LOUISIANA
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
This picture relates a romantic story against
a melodramatic background. Type of story,
action and locale suggest some exceptional
showmanship applications, but the teaming of
Jean
Parker and
the valuable.
picture's
sweethearts
seemsRobert
to beYoung
the as
most
Because of recent appearances — Miss Parker
in "Little Women" and Young in "Carolina"
with Janet Gaynor and "Spitfire" with Katharine Hepburn — both are very much in the
public eye. In support of the youthful pair
is a list of familiar screen names including
C. Henry Gordon, Ted Healy but none of

1934

Super

Acclaimed

his stooges, Nat Pendleton, who scored heavily
in "Penthouse" and "I'm No Angel," Maude
Eburne, Raymond Hatton and the veteran
Joseph Cawthorn currently in "The Cat and
the Fiddle" ; as well as the screen newcomers,
Irene Franklin, erstwhile vaudville headliner,
and Ruth Channing.
The original story and screen play is by
Lucien Hubbard, MGM producer of "Fugitive
Lovers," "Old Hannibal" and "Beauty for
Sale," among others, and also a number of
Warner Brothers' successes including "Silver
Dollar," "The Star Witness" and "42nd
Street." Direction is by George Seitz, who is
credited with a long list of productions for
major and independent companies.
Major locale is the picturesque Louisiana
bayous. Moving to the tempo of exciting
drama, action, mystery, hokum comedy and
good old fashioned ten-twenty-thirty cent melodrama. Young and his pardoned jailbird pals,
Healy and Pendleton, move in to do a little
safe cracking. But Young falls in love with
Jean Parker, daughter of the woman he would
rob while Healy and Pendleton cross swords
with the heavy of the piece, the Chinese smuggling, land grabbing C. Henry Gordon, with
a side dish of Irene Franklin comedy for good
measure.
There are
safe-cracking,
doublecrossing, ^mtrigue,
mysterious
disappearances,
the
off U.with
the villain's
moneymortgage
and the is
old paid
reliable
S. Coast
Guard,
comes
up
to
write
finis
to
Gordon's
smuggling
career and pave the way for happiness for
Jean and Young, whom his two pals rescue.
As the story reads, as well as from other
information gleaned, the picture looks like a
modernization of the romantic melodrama so
popular in the silent screen era which old line
showmen should know how to handle.

Kooler-Aire
By

Exhibitor

s!

New and important features are embodied in the new
Super KOOLER-AIRE.
It is more powerful than ever
— it "drags down the thermometer" on hottest summer
days.
Simple and extremely economical to operate.
These are reasons theatre owners — circuits and independents—are installing KOOLER-AIRE.

poler-Aire
NATURE'S
REFRIGERATION
•'
K HEALTHFUL A

The demand

for KOOLER-AIRE is greater than ever
this year.
Don't wait for the Summer to catch you
unprepared.
THINK
about cooling YOUR theatre
now.
Write for information,
KOOLER-AIRE

United States
N. W. TERMINAL

Air

DIVISION

Conditioning Corp.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended February I 7, 1934, from
116 houses In 19 nnajor cities of the country, reached $1,191,611, an increase of
$47,466 over the total for the preceding calendar week, ended February 10, when
I 13 theatres in 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,144,145.
(.Copyright. 1933: Reprodin-tion of matrruil from this department
Theatres
Boston

without credit to Motion Pictukk Herald expressly iorbtddeni

Current Week
Picture

Gross

Previous Week
Picture

"The Poor Rich" (U.)
"Massacre"
and
"Hold That (F.
Girl"N.)(Fox)

17,500
8,000

"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio).. 19,000
"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 8,500
and "Easy to Love" (W, B.)

17.000
18,000
32,000
8,500

"Hips, Hips. Hooray" (Radio)....
"This Side of Heaven" (MGM)..
"Fashions of 1934" (F. N.)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
and "Easy to Love" (W. B.)

18,500
18,000
34,000
9,000

Gross

2,900
1,800

25c-S0c
30c -50c

3,500
3,700
Metropolitan . . . 4,350
1 800
ParsznouQt

30c-50c
35c-S0c
30c-65c
30c -50c

''Longr Lost Father" (Radio)
"Moulin Roug-e" (U. A.)
"Carolina" (Fox)
"Massacre" (F. N.) and
"Hold That Girl" (Fox)

3,500
3,000

30c-55c
25c

"Convention City" (F. N.)
14,700
•From Headquarters" (W. B.) and 4,600
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Tlie Chief" (MGM) and
"White Woman" (Para.)

22,000
5,500

Great Lakes . . . . 3,000
. 2,100

25c-40c
25c-40c
25c

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
9,800
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM) 8.900
"King for a Night" (U.) and.... 5.100
"Fury of the Jungle" (Col.)

"Mr.
"Devil Skitch"
Tiger" (Fox)
(Fox) and
"Female" (F. N.)
"Bombay
"Horseplay"Mail"
(U.) (U.) and

8,000
9,200
6,400

2,284
3,940
2,509
. 1,591

35c-68c
30c -60c
30c -60c
35c-75c
^OC-DUC

United Artists... . 1,700

30c -60c

"Mandalay" (F. N.)
"Eskimo" (MGM)
"Queen(2ndChristina"
week) (MGM)
■Beloved" (U.)
"The Last Roundup" (Para.)
"From Headquarters" (W. B.)....
"Nana" (U. A.)
(2nd week)

36,000
15,000
16,000
18,000
8,000
15,000
16.000

"This Side of Heaven" (MGM)....
"Madame Spy" (U.)
"Queen(1stChristina
week) " (MGM)
"Man of Two Worlds" (Radio)....
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
"Nana" (U. A.)
(1st week)

35,000
6,000
26,000
22,500
7,500
16,000
26,000

Buffalo
Buffalo

3,300
Chicago

Cleveland
Allen

, 4,000

3,300

20c -40c

"Long Lost Father" (Radio).

2.700

"Madame Spy" (U.)

2,500

3,800
3,100
, 3.400
. 1,900

30c -44c
30c -75c
30c-44c
25c-35c

7,000
20,000
8,500
3,500

"Carolin
(Fox)
(2nda" week)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"All of Me" (Para.)
"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM) and....
"Before Midnight" (Col.)

g.ooo
15.000
7,000
3,400

Warner's Lake.. . 800

2Sc-35c

"Mandalay" (F. N.)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
(Para.)
and "Sin of Nora Moran"
(Majestic)
"The Big Shakedown" (F, N.) and
"Dance, Girl, Dance" (CHiesterfield)
(30c-40c)

2.C0O

"Easy to Love" (W. B.)

1,500

3,250

"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)

3,500

"Search for Beauty" (Para,)

7,500

"Gallant Lady" (U. A.).
"Carolina" (Fox)

....
....
(3
days)
"Aces of Aces" (Radio)
(4 days)
"Fugitive
Lovers" (MGM)

8,000
16.5C0

"Carolina" (Fox)

7,200

RKO Ealace

Denver
, 1,500

2Sc-40c

"After Tonight"

(Radio)

, 1.500

25c-40c

"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 5.000

2,500
, 2.600
2,000

25c- 50c
25c-50c
25c -40c

. 2,750

15c-40c

. 2,700
, 5,100

15c-40c
lSc-50c

. 4,000
. 3.000
United Artist*.. . 2,000

15c-50c
2Sc-50c
25c-50c

"Fashions of 1934" (F. N.)....'. ... 7,000
"Hi, Nellie!" (W. B.)
19,500
"Women
in His Life" (MGM).... 1,200
(3 days)
"From(4 Headquarters"
(W. B.)
days)
1,800
4,300
"Long Lost Father" (Radio) and..
"Above the Clouds" (Col.)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 5,100
"Hips, Hips. Hooray" (Radio) 16.500
'Mas
"You (MGM)
Can't Buy Everything"
15,200
'Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
5,100
(F. N.)
6.500

Detroit

2.100
1.900

"Beloved" (U.)
"If I Were Free" (Radio)

4,100
22,400

"Fashions of 1934" (F. N.)
'Madame
Spy" (U.)
(15c-40c)
'Eskimo" (MGM)

17,300
4 inn
8,100

High covers
andperiodLow
Gross i*3i.
(Tabulation
from January,
■34 "Fog"
23,S0C
11,000
High
1-13 "Topaze"
Low 3-11
"Island of Lost Souls" asd )
"Billion
Dollar
Scandal"
f
IS.OOO
High
1-14 "She Had to Say Yes" and 1
Low 7-29
"Arizona to Broadway"
) 6,000
"Little Women"
28,000
Low
High 3-11
12-2 "When Strangers Marry".... 12,000
"Strange Interlude"
23,000
High 1-7 "Men
Must Fight"
11,000
44,500
Low 3-11 "I'm No Angel"
of the Jungle"
26,500
High 3-11
11-4 "King
Low
"Dangerously Yours" and t
"Deception"
J
17,000
High 2-25
Low 8-12 "Mary
M.D." and ]
"Flying Stevens.
Devils"
"Dancing Lady"
High 12-9 'Our Betters"
"Forgotten
Men" and j]
Millions"
High 4-15
8-12 "Easy
"Solitaire
Man"
and ))
"Day
of
Reckoning"
Low
High
Low 3-2S
12-16 ' "I'm No Angel"
"Rome Express"
Low
"Gold Diggers of 1933"
11-4 'Moonlight and Pretzels"....
High 6-24
"Counsellor at Law"..
High
12-20 "Myrt and Marge"
Low
12-23
Low 8-26 ■
High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High 10-14 "Too Much Harmony" ....
Low 7-1 "The Woman I Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 10-14 "Penthouse"
Low 3-4 "Luxury Liner"
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain" ....
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding"

31,000

High
11-11"Exposure"
"Private Machine"
Life of Henry
Low 3-4
"Infernal
andVm")J
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"
High 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
High 12-2 "Little Women"
Low 8-19 "No Marriage Ties"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk"
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 11-18 "Helfand
"Stage Mother"
and f1
High Water"
High 10-28 "Footlight Parade"
Low 2-10-34 "Easy to Love"

12,000

High 2-25 "Cavalcade"
Low 4-8 "Broadway
"Smoke Lightning"
Bad"and J)
High
10-28
"I'm
No
Angel"
Low 6-3 "Mussolini Speaks" "Night olF j
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" }
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
High 2-17-34 "Hi, Nellie!"
Low 6-10 "Zoo in Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
,
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties"
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole"
High 1-28 "Silver Dollar"
Low 3-18 "Secret of Madame Blanche"
High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner, Sing"
Low 5-15 "After
Ball" and f1
"Afraid the
to Talk"
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low 7-1
High
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days)..
Low 1-13-34 "Blood Money"
High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain" ....
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Cross"....

8,000
3,SO0
27,200
9,800
8,000
16,100
5,400
15,200
5,100
4,800
75,000
22,000
20,000
5,000
50,000
10,000
37,000
14,000
16,000
6,200
18,000
4,500
27,000
6,800

1,800
30.000
26,000
2,900
4.200
26,000
5,000
9,000
10,000
1.500
2,500
10,000
16,000
2,500
17,500
1.950
19,500
3,000
7.000
3,rso
2,000
16,500
3,700
15,400
3,100
32,300
23,700
24,100
3,aM
5,400
7,300
17,400
4,100
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Previous Week

Current Week

Theatres
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Picture

Gross Picture

Hollywood
Chinese
2,500 50c-$1.10
Pantages
3,000 25c-5Sc
W. B. Hollywood 3,000 25c-40c

"Queen Christina" (MGM)
"I Like It That Way" (U.)
"Hi, Nellie" (W. B.)

22,323
3,065
11,000

Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

1,100 2'0c-40c
2,800 20c-40c

"Carolina"
(Fox)
(2nd week)
"Good Dame" (Para.)

2,500
4,000

"Carolina" (Fox)
(1st week)
"Convention City" (F. N.)

Indiana

3,100 20c-40c

"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
(Para.)
(Para.)and "Six of a Kind"

4,500

Lyric
Palace

2,000 20c-')0c
3,000 25c-40c

'The Last Roundup" (Para.)
•Eskimo" (MGM)

5,000
5,000

3,049 2Sc-60c

Kansas City
Mainstreet

Gross

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1(33.)
High 9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 4-1 "King Kong"
High 1-7 "Handle With Care"
Low 2-17-34 "I Like It That Way"....
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown"

36,656
14,600
13,000
3,065
26,000
7,000

"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio) and 4,5(0
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)

High 2-18 "State Fair"
Low 1-20-34 "Frontier Marshal"
High 8-19 "She Had to Say Yes"....
Low 3-4 "The(2nd
Signrun)of the Cross"
High 3-25 "Parachute Jumper"
Low 1-27-34 "Easy
"Son ofto Kong"
Love" and )J

7,000
2,000
12,000
2,500
15,000
3,500

"Madame Spy" (U.)
"Gallant
Lady" (U. A.)
(20c-40c)

6,000
5,500

High
Low
High
Low

7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
2-3-34 "Sons of the Desert"
12-16 "Women in His Life"

9,500
3,000
12,500
3,500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
5-20 "Sweepings"
1-7 "Strange Interlude"
4-15 "Perfect Understanding"....
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
5-27 "Picture Snatcher"

21,000
4,000
30,000
4,900
20,000
2,800

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM).... 5,900
"Easy to Love" (W. B.)
9,000
5,000
3,500

Midland

4,000

2Sc

'A Man's Castle" (Col.)
17,000
(7 days and Sat. late show)
"Queen(7 Christina"
(MGM)
days and Sat.
raidnite show) 13,500

Newman

1,800 2Sc-40c

'Search for Beauty" (Para.) 5,500
(6 days and Sat. midnite show)

"Man (7ofdays
Two andWorlds"
(Radio)....
Sat. midnite
show) 14,000
"This Side of Heaven" (MGM).... 9,000
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Hi, (7Nellie"
(W. Sat.
B.)
days and
midnite show) 7,000

Uptown

2,000 25c-40c

'Cross Country Cruise" (U.).

'Carolina" (Fox)
(9 days)

6,400

High 1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch"
Low 7-1 "Lilly Turner"

8,506
1.600

1,485
1,104
6.m
12,800

High
Low
High
Low

12,000
1,800
3,^50
1,800

5,170
15,270

"Angkor" (Warner and Purdon)..
(3rd week-5 days)
"I Was a Spy" (Fox)
"Eskim(2nd
o" week)
(MGM)
(2nd week)
(2nd week)

19,785
3,100
7,000

"Man (1st
of Two
week)Worlds" (Radio)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
(2nd week)

9,000

'Easy to Love" (W. B.).

Los Angeles
Criterion
1,610
FDmarte
800
Four Star
900
Loew's State .... 2,416
Paramount
3,596

25c-40c
40c-50c
S0c-75c
25c-40c
25c-40c

United Artists .. 2,100 25c-40c
W. B. Downtown 3,400 25c-40c
Minneapolis
Lyric

1,238 20c-25c

Minnesota
4,006 25c-40c
RKO Orpheum.. 2,900 20c-40c
State
2,300 2Sc-40c
World
400 2Sc-75c
Montreal
Capitol

2,547 25c-75c

'Once to Every Woman" (Col.)
(3rd week)
"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
"Man (2nd
of Two
week)Worlds" (Radio).
"Hi, Nellie!" (W. B.)

2,500
1,850
2,100

7,500
5,520

High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Dangerously Yours"
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
High 10-21 "The Bowery"
Low 1-28 "Hello, Everybody"

28,300
8,000
30,000
10,000
11,600
1,700
21,000
3,900

7,000

High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 2-10-34 "Easy to Love"

19,000
7,000

23,850

'Sons of the Desert" (MGM).... 2,000

"The Last Roundup" (Para.)

2,000

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing".. 3,000
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
1,000

"All of Me" (Para.)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.)
"Roman(2ndScandals"
week) (U. A.)
"By (3rd
Candlelight"
(U.)
week)

8,000
7,000
6,500
3,000

"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Hips. Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
"Roman
(U. A.)
(1st Scandals"
week)
"By (2nd
Candlelight"
week) (U.)

8,000
6,0150
7,000
2,500

High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-3-34 "Eskimo"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-27-34 "Waltz Time" (2nd week)
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"

10,000
7,000
14,000
3,000
8,000
3,500
3,500
1,000

'Flying Down to Rio" (Radio)..

11,000

"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)

10,500

High 12-2 "Private Life of Henry Vm"
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain MyWidows"
Heart" and J)
High 2-18 "Cavalcade"
Low 9-16 "Hearts of the World"
High 1-7 "Enlevez-Moi" and "Cain"..
Low 7-8 "Les Bleus d'Amour"
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Turn
Back
1
"Emergen
cy the
Call"Clock" and j
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"..
Low 2-10-34
"Sons oft the
Desert" ]
and "Sweethear
of Sigma
Chi" f
High 1-7 "Speed
"The KidDemon"
From Spain" and f)
Sinner,
Low 12-23 "Sing,
and "The
Chief"Sing" f)

13,500
7,500
13,000
3,500
4,000
1,500
14,560
7,500
15,500
8,500
12,000
5,000

High 9-2 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 3-25 "The White Sister"
High 12-9 "Dancing
(8 days)....
Low 2-10-34 "You Can'tLady"
Buy Everything-".
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When
Marry"
High 2-4 "Animal Strangers
om"
Low 4-15 "Parole Kingd
Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
High 2-17-34 "Devil Tiger
"
Low 4-15 "The
"Destination
FightingUnknown"
President"and ()
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-5
"The Rebel"

21,000
14,559
66^653
15,500
24,750
4,900
16,150
4,5(jc
83.450
15 600
23,000
5,800
48 000
7 200

His Majesty's ... 1,494 15c-40c
Imperial
1,914 25c.50c
Loew's
3,115 2Sc-75c

"The
'BitterBowery"
Sweet" (U.
(U. A.)
A.) and...... 4.500
'Les Fille
Bleus dudu Regiment"
Ciei;' (French)
and 2,000
"La
(French)
'Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.).. 11,500

"Fanny"
1,500
(3rd (French)
week)
"Women in His Life" (MGM).... 11,500

Palace

2,600 25c-75c

Princess

2,272 2Sc-6Sc

"House on 56th
"Disiaeli"
(W. Street"
B.) (W. B.) and 9.000
"Falling for You" (British) and.... 6.500
"The Man from Toronto" (British)

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM) and 8,500
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" (Monogram)
"Gallant Lady" (U.A.) and
5,000
"Girl (2nd
Without
week) a Room" (Para.)

Npw York
Astor
Capitol
Mayfair
PaUce
Paramoxmt
Rialto
RivoH

12-2 "Elysia"
1-20-34 "Road to Ruin"
11-25 "Emperor Jones"
9-9 "The Rebel"

1,012 55c-$2.20
4,700 35c-$1.65
2,300 35c-85c
2,500 25c-75c
3,700 35c-99c
2,200 25c-65c

"Catherine the Great" (U. A.)....
"This Side of Heaven" (MGM)...
"The (11
Big days)
Shakedown" (F. N.)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox)..;
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"Devil Tiger" (Fox)

18,200
36,500
16,500
10,400
30,000
23,000

2,200 35c-99c

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)

33,930

' You (MGM)
Can't Buy Everything"
"Frontier
Marshall"
(Fox)
(2nd week
-2!/$ days)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"All of Me" (Para.)
"The Ghoul" (Gaumont-British)..
and "Ross-Petrolle
Fight" (Garden)
(2nd week-5 days)
"Gallant
Lady"
(U.
A.)
(3rd week-4 days)

15,500
2,600
10,400
34,000
8,000
8,300
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RKO Music Hall. 5,945 35c-$1.65
Strand

3,000 25c-$1.10

Oklahoma City
Oipitol
1,200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-S6c
Liberty
1,500 10c-36c

6,

20

CECCIPTS

Current Week
Picture

New York (Continued)
RKO Center
3.700 25c-55c

PICTURE

"I Am(4 Suzanne"
(Fox)
days)
"Girl (3Without
a
Room"
(Para.)
days)
"Nana"(2nd(U.week)
A.)
"Madame Spy" (U.)
"Hi, Nellie"
(W. B.)
(2nd week)

February

HERALD

—

24,
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CCNT'Cl

Previous Week

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, ItSS.)

Gross

Picture

GroM

10.700

"Man (4of days)
Two Worlds" (Radio)
"Cross(3 Country
davs) Cruise" (U.)
"Nana"(1st(U.week)
A.)
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.).
"Hi, Nellie"
(W. B.)
(1st week)

11,000

High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
71,267
Low 7-1 "Adorable" and "Supernatural" 7,SV2

103,000
24,000
23,686

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

"Convention City" (F. N.)
"Private Life of Henry VIII" (U.A.)
"Blood Money" (U. A.)
(4 davs)(F. N.)
"Bedside"
(3 days)
"Carolina" (Fox)

3.500
7,000
1,200
900
6,500
4,250
7,000

71.000
21,500
14,318

"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
3,000
"Eskimo" (MOM)
4,200
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 1,700
and "Orient Express" (Fox)

11-25 "Little Women"
6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession"...
11-25 "The Invisible Man"
1-28 "Air Hostess"
10-14 "Footlight Parade"
12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"

109,000
44,938
42,006
9,100
55,190
6.850

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"....
11-18 "College Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
"The Fourth
Death Horseman"
Kiss" and })
High 2-25 "State Fair"
I^w 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1.400

High 11-18 "One Man's Journey"
Low 12-30 "The
World
Changes" and )f
"Havana
Widows"
High 6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
Low 4-29 "Sweepings"
High 7-22 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 6-10 "Reunion in Vienna"
High 6-3 "Peg O' My Heart" and )
"Pe.fect and
Understanding" ((
Low 12-9 "Hoopla"
"Manhattan Tower"
(
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days)....
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High 4-22 "Cavalcade"
Low 8-5 "F. P. 1"
High 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"..
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

10.750
3,500
16,500
5,000
13,250
5,800
7,500
4.500
18,000
4,800
6,500
1,500
30,000
8,000
33,000
10,000
29,000
U,eOt
7,700
2,500
11,500
4,500
32,500
9,000
10.000
4.000

0Midwe»t
25c
-65
Warner
c
Omaha
Brandeis

1,500 10c-56c
1,900 20c -750

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)

2.800
9.00':'

1,200 25c-60c

"Right to Romance" (Radio)

8.500

Orpheum

3,000 25c-35c

8.250

Paramount
World

2,900 25c-40c
2,500 25c -40c

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.) and
"Women in His Life" (MGM)
(25c-4<Jc)
"Queen Christina" (MGMt
"Eskimo" (MGM)

'Convention City" (F. N.) and
"Wild (25c-35c)
Boys of the Road" (F. N.)
"I
Am
"MadameSuzanne!"
Spy" (U.)(Fox) and

7,000
4,750

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Roman(2nd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week)

7.500
4.500

"Moulin
RouRe" (U. A.)
(6 days)
"White(5 Woman"
(Para.)
days)
"Mandalay"
(6 days) (F. N.)
"Let's(6 Fall
days)in Love" (Col.)
"Ever (6 Since
days) Eve" (Fox)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's (5Baby
days) Is Stolen"
"Charming
(6 days)Deceiver" (Majestic)..
"Queen(2ndChristina"
(MGM)
week-6 days)
"Shadi^ws
of
Sing
Sing"
(Col.)....
(6 days)

11,000
1.700
10.000
14,000
14.000
3,200
7,0(X)
12.0u0
6.500

"Gallant
(3rd Lady"
week-4 (U.
days)A.)
"Dancing Lady" (MGM)
(2nd week-6 days)
"Dinner(2ndat week-2
Eight" days)
(MGM)
"Easy(6 todays)
Love" (W. B.)
"Carolina" (Fox)
(2nd week-6 days)
"Sons (6of days)
the Desert" (MGM)
"Rainbow
Over Broadway
(Chesterfield)
(6 days)
"Queen(1stChristina"
(MGM)
week-5 days)
"Fugitive
Levers" (M(jM)
(6 days)

3,800
2,200
3,000
17,000
14.00C
3,700
6,500
21,000
7,500

"Beloved" (U.) and
"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)
"Hi. Nellie!" (W.B.)
"Easy to I^ve" (W.B.) and
"The Big Shakedown" (F.N.)
"Thunder Over Mexico"
(Principal) and "Sing. Sinner,
Sing" (Majestic) (15c-25c)
"Carolina" (Fox) and
"His Double Life" (Para.)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)

7.000
3,500
2,500
1.900
6,500
5,000

"Mandalay"
(F. (F.
N.) N.)
and
6.C00
"The Big Shot"
"By Candlelight" (U.)
4,000
"Cross
Country
Cruise"
(U.)
and..
3,200
"If I Were Free" (Radio)
"Before Midnight" (Col.) and
1,800
"You Made Me Love You" (Majestic)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.) and.... 6,000
"Hold That Girl" (Fox)
"Eskimo" (MGM)
5.800

High 1-21 "Frisco Jenny"
11,000
Low 3-11 "WhatI No Beeri"'
3,500
High 12-9 "Little Women"
14,000
Low 5-13 "No More Orchids"
1,600
High 10-14 "Rafter Romance"
14,000
Low 11-18 "College Coach"
1,600
High 11-4 "Ladv for a Day"
10,200
Low 2-10-34"You"Before
Midnight"
and
)
Made Me Love You" \ 1,800
High
11-18"Walls
"The Way to Love"
12,000
Low 12-2
of Gold"
3,500
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
8.500
Low 3-11 "Madame Butterfly"
1,600

"The Morning After" (Majestic).. 10.400
and "Beggars in Ermine" (Monogram)

"Let's FallUnafraid"
in Love" (Ind.)
(Col.) and.... 11,500
"Woman

16.000
6,000

"Hips. Hips, Hooray" (Radio) 13,500
"Search
for Beauty" (Para.)
"From Headquarters"
(W. B.)and.. 5.000

15c-65c
15c-50c
25c -50c
25c-50c
25c-90c

"The Lost Patrol" (Radio)
"Easy to \^ve" (W. B.) and....
"The Last Roundup" (Para.)
"Six
of a Kind"
(Para.) and
"Massacre"
(F. N.I
"Streets of Sorrow" (Ind.)
"Narcotic"
(Ind.)
(2nd week)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
"Carolina" (Fox)

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10.0001.500
3,500
12,000
21,500

"I
Suzanne!"
"AllAmof Me"
(Para.)(Fox) and
"Forgotten
Men"
(2nd week) (Jewel)
"Narcotic"
(Ind.)
(1st week)
"Private Life of Henry VIH"
(U. A.) (2nd week)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)

9,000
2,000
6,500
7,000
22,000

4-8 "Should
a Woman
Tell?" J)
and "Speed
Demon"
9-9 "Important
Witness"
"Sensation Hunters" and ))
2-11 "The Mummy"
10-21 "My Woman"
10-14 "Ladies Must Love"........
2-10-34
"Search for Beauty"
and "From Headquarters" ]f
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"

15,500
7,000
25,500
8.000
15,000
5,000
40.000
7,00(1

High 2-10-34 "Narcotic"
Low 1-6-34 "Thunder
Over Mexico"
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-26 "The Wrecker"
High 1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"....

6,500
2,200
17 000
4,000
26,000
10,000

25c-50c
2Sc-55c

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)
"Eskimo" (MGM)

7.,S0O
7.500

"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Design for Living" (Para.)

3,750
6,000

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
Karlton
Keith'i
Sunley
Stanton

1,200
flOO
2,400
2,000

40c-65c
25c -50c
40c-65c
40c-6Sc

1.000
2,000
3,700
1,700

30c-S0c
25c-40c
40c-65c
30c-55c

Portland, Ore.
Broadway
1512 25c-40c
Music Box
3,000 25c-35c
Oriental
2.040 25c-35c
Pantages
1,700 25c-35c
Paramount
3.008 2Sc-40c
United Artists .. 945 25c-40c
San Francisco
Golden Gate .... 2.800 25c-40c
Orpheum
3.000 lSc-40c
Paramount
2.670
President
1,600
Strand
1,400
United Artists .. 1,200
Warfield
2,700
Seattle
Blue Mouse .... 950
Fifth Avenue ... 2,750
liberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c-25c
950 2Sc-S0c
2,500 25c- 50c

"Fury of the Jungle" (Col.) and.. 3,5UO
"Straightaway" (Col.)
"The Lost Patrol" (Radio)
3.000
(6 davs)
"The World Changes" (F, N.).... 6,000

"Midnight"
"King of Wild(U.)Horses" (Col.) and 3,500
"Gallant
3,500
(2nd Lady"
week) (U.A-)
"T
Am
Suzanne!"
(Fox)
and
6.000
"Massacre" (F. N.) (6 days)

Paramount
Roxy

3,050 20c-30c
2.275 15c-25c

"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
"The Poor Rich" (U.) and
"Once to Every Woman" (Col.)

"Women in His Life" (MGM) .... 7,000
"Cradle
Song"Girl"(Para.)
3,000
"Hold That
(Fox) and

6.250
3,500

High 8-19
12-9 "The
"LittleRebe
Women"
8 500
Low
l"
2^500
High
8-5
"Tugboat
Annie"
19
250
Low 3-18 "Secret
"From Hell
to Heaven"
and \J
of Madame
Blanche"
5.000
High 7-19 "What Price Innocence?".. 5,50r
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
3 000
High 11-11 "Footlight Parade"
8'000
l ow 10-21
I2.23 "Bureau
"If
T Were
Free"
,^"250
High
(6 days)
of Missing
Persons" 9,000
Low 1-27-34 "His
Double
Life"n" and )( 4.500
"The Big
Shakedow
High
1-7
"A
Farewell
to
Arms"
9 500
Low 1-13-34 "Dancing Lady" (2nd run) 4,000
High 10-2R "Ladies Must Txive",. 14 000
"Once Poor
tn Every
Low 2-17-.^4 "The
Rich" Woman"
and )'f 3.500
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No, there are no dues to pay. There are absolutely no costs
attached to joining the Managers' Round Table Club.
This is stated again for the express benefit of all theatremen, especially those who have written in recently requesting
information on Club memberships. Applications from showmen everywhere are invited for enrollment in this, the only
organization of its kind, with over 4,000 leading showmen in
all parts of the world proudly displaying their Club certificates.
No dues and no other costs, but there is only one obligation which members take upon themselves, and that is: A not
too infrequent report to Club headquarters of their advertising and exploitation activities which are chronicled in the
Round Table section for the benefit and information of the
entire membership.
That's not too much to request in exchange for the manifold returns hundreds of Round Tablers tell us they receive
from these pages, is it? Decidedly not!
So welcome, new members, from every spot in this wide,
interesting world, and join the evergrowing list of thousands
who regard the study of these pages as one of the most
important and enjoyable of their weekly duties.
V V V
AUDIENCE

CONTROL

We toiled, years ago, under an old-time theatreman who
was wont to say and, watching us, said it frequently:
"Judge a man by the way he handles his standing room.
Any usher can stand 'em up. But It takes a real manager to
sit 'em down."
Sage words, indeed, and they were recalled only a short
time ago while attending a popular Broadway neighborhood
house. The picture was one of the bigger features and the
theatre was packed to the walls with standees who were running wild. Not even a half-hearted attempt was made to
regulate the seating of those who came first or last. Ushers
were conspicuous by their absence, the manager was nonexistent, and the doorman kept announcing "standing room
for
break.a short time only," with at least 45 minutes to the next
Who was to blame for the awful mixup Is neither here nor
there. Suffice it to say, the callous handling of the credulous
patrons will ndt help this theatre's future grosses, for the remarks passed by the thoroughly aroused audience Indicated
no encouragement for the box office.
The employment of experienced and capable personnel at
respectable salaries should be adopted Immediately as a vital

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

precaution against future catastrophes of this kind. For they
are catastrophes, and the hiring of cheap help Is one certain
method of guaranteeing their recurrence.
V
THE

WASHINGTON

V

V

PARTY

it Is with pardonable pride that we point to the recent
Round Table Club "Get-Together" in Washington as being
the first one held In the Capital City where all branches of the
Industry were so well represented. And that was due only to
the untiring efforts of the committee of good fellows and loyal
Round Tablers to whom we here publicly voice our deepfelt
appreciation.
Well done, gentlemen!
To the members and their friends who gathered from Washington, Maryland and Virginia, the party was an occasion for
a highly enjoyable evening. To Kenneth Grimes, Quigley
Award winner, it must have been doubly so, for attending as
the guest of the Motion Picture Herald, he was honored in
receiving his prize from the hands of Mr. Stephen Early — an
honor, may we say, that befalls few showmen.
To your chairman, the capacity attendance was yet another
Indication that managers are not only enthusiastic about such
events, but are even willing to drive miles after the day's work
to join in the Round Table festivities.
Heartened by this demonstration, we pledge our utmost cooperation inputting on similar Club gatherings in other spots,
and interested members are Invited to communicate with us
for this purpose.
We'd be tickled pink to come.
V V V

BOX-OFFICE "BESTS"
in this issue Is presented a number of box-office Ideas rebymembers
being These
their "best",
from careful
actual
returns, portedput
over Inas1933.
selling judging
angles rate
study and filing for future use. With others to be run in the
next issue, they comprise a collection of exploitation slants
that, should prove of Inestimable value to interested theatremen In most every situation.
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W/iuloir Tic-iii oil "Catherine"
U, A,

Delivers

''Catherine''

Dick Moss Quick Hit
Lynch Reports On
In New Location
Recent Cannpaigns
Members have read of the manv ace cam- From Manager Edgar Lynch, Cameo,
paigns put over by Round Tabler Dick Moss Bridgeport. Conn., comes a report on some
while he was stationed in Los Angeles, and of his activities on various attractions, one
we are now pleased to present his first re- of the most recent being a well rounded
on "Little Women.
port from his new post, the United Artists campaign
Theatre, Long Beach. Cal., on "Smoky." On Saturday morning before his openDick tied in with the city's leading riding Edgar ran a special preview to which
to come to were invited ministers, educators, civic ofacademy, contacting the members
the theatre on horseback. The stunt went ficials, P. T. A. leaders and other local
over well, with both morning and afternoon
dailies carrying two column shots and ,
^ ^
stories. In addition. Moss invited the news- afe'JH£«.^ w
boys to sit in on the show, and the youngsters whooped it up with a parade to the
house.
g^j
All branches of the local library dis- mmm ;
| ^
tributed
bookmarks
carried
^^Hlf M ^'>^^" '
credits, and
the book which
stores also
got theatre
behind
the picture, carrying special cards in their
windows. Boy Scout organizations were
also tied into the campaign, by having them
at the theatre to listen to a radio address by
the President.
Moss praised the picture in an endorsement ad, had four girls phoning to private
^y""''' ^auf.cal Staff
homes and offices, and placed announcement
cards on hotels, restaurants, depots and other prominents, the invitations in themselves
prominent spots.
nicely plugging the picture.
The local
The biggest kind of a success in the new school superintendent w^as also contacted,
spot, Dick !
this authority sending letters to all the
j: a Quiglcy
■ I Award!
a ji
high
that. theatre
bulle\X ork; for
. ° schools, requesting
'
,
. ,
tins be posted together with the special
school one sheet.
jg!^
THEATRE MANAGERS
GiSVb^
Lynch made up quite an effective lobbv
SAVE 10 to S0c7nt^^j^pdlb fash for "Footlight Parade" by planting
^^^SaT? f"'^ sized cutout figures of the different
ON YOUR
'Slfc^T^l stars On all his lobby doors, these being
and
BRUSHES
SUPPLIES
/®' j\
highlighted to be seen from afar.
The house ushers and cashier went cornT J , _. ,
cSendJ Today
for Bl,ck s
pj^^^j^ ^i^utical to help advertise "Son of a
Sallor" by donning sailor garb in advance
CATALOG
FREE
of and during the run. The accompanying
Sign and
the
for
of everything
plioto shows the crew at inspection, with
Poster Artist
DICK E. BLICK CO.. Galesburg. Illinois. Box 43
Edgar himSclf, but nOt in Uniform.
Please mail your 80-page FREE CATALOG. Perhaps the reason for Lynch not being
Name
in character is that he is an old time regular
Address
army man and loyal to that arm of the
City
service. Right, Ed?

Ace
Opening

United Artists went two a day for the
opening date on the British-made "Catherine
the Great," which that company is handling
on this side, and Hal Home's ad crew
turned in a high exploitation score on a
well rounded campaign for the New York
opening at the Astor Theatre.
Following a widely planted newspaper
publicity campaign, a series of effective
teaser ads were run three days in advance
(one of these reproduced in issue of Feb.
10), followed by a number of 600 line ads
that helped further in selling the story and
stars.
The theatre was decorated with a typical
"Astor front," the huge electric sign atop
the marquee devoted to the title and the
lobby decorated with paintings of the leading players by the well known artists,
Christy, Hayden, Rockwell, Crandall and
Flato. A further lobby gag was two guards
dressed in Russian cossack uniforms who
paraded in front of the house, and a department store tieup resulted in a number of
models wearing new cossack styled evening
gowns, recommended for tired eyes.
Book and other window displays were also
utilized, one being a tiein with the Hammer
Galleries, which decorated a prominent window with stills and posters on the picture
against the background of many authentic
imperial treasures of the old Russian regime
(see
All photo).
local public, high schools and colleges
were circularized stressing the historical
importance of the picture, and a special
broadcast was arranged which introduced
many of the celebrities who attended the
opening, including the Honorable Gerald
Campbell, British Counsul General.
'Work for a Q?<!gley Aivard!
Utterback

Recommends

This

Playing the second run of the serial "Devil
Horse," M. D. Utterback, Lyric, Wellington, Kan., put on the 12 chapters of the
serial for an entire show of iyi hours, twice
daily for three days with reserved seats at
no advance in prices. He not only played
to capacity but says he turned away as many
as he played to and broke all house records
at the same time.
This member further states the idea went
over so well that he is going to repeat it
on other serials, and recommends it for the
consideration of interested showmen. Sounds
like he has something.
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FEBRUARY

For ''Dinner'' Plug
Buying up the entire advertising rights of
one issue of his local paper to plug "Dinner at Eight" was accomplished successfully by Manager Ted Pence, Messner, Attica, Ind., who not only sold plenty of advertising to put over the idea, but also made
enough to pay all other advertising expenses of the engagement.
The regular circulation of the paper is
approximately 1,200 copies and for the big
issue, Ted increased this to 5,000 which
amount he guaranteed to all advertisers,
putting a copy in every home within a 20mile area, that included a house to house
distribution in ten surrounding towns, and
naturally while the paper carried more treatre advertising than usual, nevertheless the
.egular news was not neglected.
Pence put over a number of other angles
to sell the picture which included spotting
a 24 at the Paul Dresser Memorial Bridge,
a 30-foot canvas banner extending from
the roof of the theatre and a thorough posting of the entire area with one sheets and
window cards.
The aggressiveness this Round Tabler displayed in buying up the paper's advertising
rights to put over his attraction can be
recommended as an excellent example of
what can be done with some extra effort and
courage. It was a swell job.
Work for a Quigley Award!
"Devil Tiger" Ideas
Aid New York Showing
Bucking sub-zero weather and a taxi
strike, the ad staff of the Rialto, New York,
under the supervision of Arthur L. Mayer,
managing director, put on a number of
ticket-selling stunts for the opening of
"Devil Tiger."
Ten days in advance, sign painters began
working on a mammoth sign that covered the
entire third floor front of the theatre, staggering their work so as to keep the crowds
guessing in regard to what they were doing.
Portions of the sign were painted in daily,
with the title lettered in last two days befor the opening.
In the alley alongside the theatre was
installed a jungle and animal exhibit with
native foliage and stills from the picture. A
16 mm. silent trailer was a part of the
exhibit and was shown to the accompaniment of a sound record that included the
calls and cries of many of the beasts shown
in the picture. A highly colorful lobby
front was also installed with enlargements
of photos actually taken in the jungle
against background of native setting. A
marquee display of cutout animals and
jungle decorations added further to the effect and a rotating sign of animals in mortal combat was another crowd stopper.
A radio tieup on a prominent children's
hour was also promoted and a special morning performance was put on for 1,500
youngsters who sent in letters in response
to the broadcast, icecream and other souvenirs being given the children, obtained
through cooperation with other national advertisers.
The highlights on this date are contained
in the special broadside gotten out by Fox
on the picture, and together with the press
book ideas should give showmen playing the
picture ammunition for a good campaign.

JUDGES

In a few short weeks, the judging for the February Quigley Award will
take place, and so it behooves every manager who intends sending a campaign to prepare his entry at the earliest possible moment and forward
it without delay. The deadline for the February campaigns has been set —
March 7, which should allow plenty of time for a l entries to reach Quigley
Committee Headquarters.
As in January, the judges for the second month represent three different industry branches — distribution, advertising, and exhibition. They are
as follows:
A. W.

SMITH,

General Sales Manager,
Warner Brothers Pictures.

SI SEADLER,
DAN

Advertising Manager,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures.
MICHALOVE, Assistant to S. R. Kent.
Fox Film Corporation.

These well-known picture executives will convene early in March, and it
is expected that their decision for the February Award will be made
known in the Motion Picture Herald, issue of March 17.
Enthusiasm for these Awards grows daily. There is plenty of glory and
honor for the winners. Read in this issue how the January winner, Kenneth
Grimes, was acclaimed at Washington, and how he received his Award from
Stephen Early. It was an occasion he will always treasure.
Every manager is eligible to enter campaigns on any product, on any
picture played in February. Get in on it now!

Stern's Campaign Has
Lines Waiting in Rain
That patrons will wait on line even in the
rain to see a good picture that has been
well publicized (see photo) is proven by
the campaign sent in by Bert Stern, publicity head. Criterion, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Besides a bigger than usual newspaper
and posting campaign, the largest department store in town was tied in for a number
of prominent window displays, which were
plugged
overwas
the also
store's
radio hour.
This
cooperation
obtained
from other
leading merchants, including newspaper advertising ofa smart woman's shop in which
a head of Hepburn and theatre credits were
run to tie in an announcement of "Little
Women" styles.
A special preview was held to which were
invited, as Bert says, "people who count."

Stem's S. R. O.

Brown

Obtains

School

Women"
on "Little
Support
A well rounded
campaign
on "Little
Women" which had the very active support
of the superintendents of the county and
city schools is reported by City Manager
Gilbert C. Brown, as put over at the Paramount, Kankakee, III. Immediately after
booking the picture, the two school heads
were invited to Chicago to see the picture
then running there and returned with great
enthusiasm and plans for publicizing it.
This was done by placing quarter sheet
cards on the bulletin boards of every local
and nearby rural school, and it was further
arranged to omit classes for a half day so
that the children could attend, the classes
being staggered so that separate groups
could be handled at various times.
Letters were also addressed to all school
teachers by the superintendents, insisting
that they see the picture and at the bottom
was left a blank space for the teacher to fill
in with the number of pupils who would
attend. Further, the principals of every
school were called upon for a definite report
on how many of their pupils would come
to see the picture, and it was arranged that
each child would bring ten cents to be
turned over to the teachers who would
bring them to the theatre in a body.
The buses and autos that brought the
children from all sections were bannered
with theatre copy and so successful was the
event that local papers carried a special
story. Brown reporting that this was the
first time in the history of the city that such
a tieup had been effected.
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District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia were represented among the 12 5 Round Tablers and their friends ivho gathered
at the Club Michel, Washington, in first zone Club "Get-Together" . Guests of honor included: Stephen Early, President Roosevelt's
secretary {standing, seventh from left), NRA Deputy Administrator William Farnsworth, assistant to Sol Rosenblatt ; Deputy
Administrators E. N. Frensdorf and Ayber Cater; W. H. Doherty, radio code aide; J. Bradish Carroll, NRA paymaster, and Thomas
McGuire, code adviser. A. J. Brylawski, president, Washington MPTO, and toastmaster, is at extreme right, third row from front.

WASHINGTON

EARLY

ROUND

PRESENTS

Capital City District Members
Celebrate First Club Party;
President's Secretary Makes
January Plaque Presentation
By A-MIKE VOGEL
The first successful local event of its
kind, and in the opinion of all attending,
one of the most enjoyable, was celebrated
in Washington on Feb. 17 when over 125
Round Tablers and their friends came together at the Club Michel, starting at 11
p. m. to feast, drink, renew friendships and
make merry.
Not only from the District of Columbia,
but from far away points in Maryland and
Virginia, showmen from independent and
circuit houses, film exchange managers and
salesmen, representatives of other industry
departments and allied branches filled every
corner of the private dining rooms and contributed to the gaiety of the party, made
possible by the hard work of the following
committee of Round Tablers :
Walter Morris, Metropolitan Theatre,
Washington, chairman ; Frank Boucher,
City Manager, Warner Theatres, Hagerstown, Md. ; Carter Barron, City Manager,
Loew Theatres, Washington ; Harry Hunter, Washington branch manager. Paramount Pictures ; Frank LaFalce, Washington zone Warner Theatres ad chief and his
aides, Maurice Blouin and Bill Ewing; Lou
Brown, Washington Loew Theatres ad
head ; and Guy Wonders, Washington Warner Theatres production head, among others.
There was much to celebrate. First the
"get-together" itself which climaxed weeks
of strenuous efiforts on the part of the committee, and secondly, one of the features
of the gathering, wherein Stephen Early,

TABLERS

QUIGLEY

Roosevelt secretary and guest of lionor, presented on behalf of Martin Quigley, the
January Quigley Award to Manager Kenneth Grimes, Warner Theatre, Morgantown,
W. Va. Ken was brought to Washington
as a guest of the Motion Picture Herald,
by permission of his zone chief, Harry Kalmine, to be honored by this personal presentation by the White House executive.
Not the least of the committee efforts was
the inclusion of the above and other party
details in stories that were carried in advance in all Washington papers wherein the
Managers' Round Table Club was prominently mentioned.
The guests were greeted as they arrived

MEET;

AWARD

Initial "Get-Together" Endorsed
by Capacity Attendance from
All Industry Branches; Guests
Include High NRA Officials
l)y tlie Committee and your Chairman, and
checked in by Round Tablers Maurice
Blouin and Nelson Smith. The next stop
was the comfortable bar, where plenty of
smooth brew and appetizers were available,
made possible by Carter Barron. Incidentally, Guy Wonders acted as head bar man
and did a great job. The beer was donated
by Abner Drury, Jr., Brewery and Philip
Morris Cigarettes by Al Retler. Thanks,
gentlemen.
With the majority of the guests seated,
more solid food was brought in, and while
the Round Tablers ate, the entertainment
started, introduced by A. J. Brylawski,
Washington MPTO president, and toastmaster of the evening — and a corker, too.
Headlined was the internationally known
team of Yorke and King, who with their

Stephen Early, President Roosevelt's
secretary, makes presentation of January Quigley Award to Manager Kenneth Grimes of Warner Theatre, Morgantown, W. Va., at Washington zone
Managers' Round Table Club Party.

Greenwich Village Follies, from Loew's
Fox, through the courtesy of Carter Barron, put on an ace show of numerous individual and ensemble acts, that included talented artists sponsored by the popular
Jimmy Lake. Next was Jimmy himself who
kept the crowd in roars with his famous
stories.
Then came another highlight of the party
with the introduction of Stephen Early, who
did the honors of presenting the January
Quigley Award to Kenneth Grimes (see
photo) and spoke of the purposes of this
competition in encouraging the efforts of
theatre managers everywhere.
After Ken responded in a few well
chosen words, the toastmaster presented the
(Continued on pane 75)
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IVAN ACKERY
Capi+ol, Victoria, B. C.
First Hollywood Premiere"
"Crimson Paradise" was produced in
\'ictoria and being the first all-talking
Canadian-made feature, a real Hollywood premiere was put on to introduce
it. The event which took place after the
regular show at night was very gala, with
all the local celebs attending in formal
wear. Floods lighted the building and
spots picked out the guests as they alighted from their cars.
The papers went for it big, and the
guests included the Premier of British
Columbia in addition to all the civic officials. Used for a first time locally, the
"Hollywood opening" was a big help in
rolling up rn out of the ordinary gross.
CHARLES S. BASSIN
Oriental, Mattapan, Mass.
Outdoor Promenade Garden
This idea was put into efi:ect in the
rear of the theatre during July and August, on property belonging to the house,
and unused previously. Over $3,000 in
material and labor was promoted to decorate the promenade, full details of which
were carried on page 79, issue July 22,
1934.
A regular intermission in the program
was set aside, during which time, ushers
passed out cigarettes and soft drinks free
of charge. It proved highly popular, patrons coming from quite a ways to enjoy
the extra comforts on the house.
BILLINGS BOOTH
Jefferson, Springfield, Mass.
Bargain Days for Unemployed
This was put on Wednesdays and
Thursdays for the benefit of over 3,500
families dependent on public welfare, and
to keep them in the theatre habit until
they again had money. The price on these
nights was cut to 15 cents from 25 cents,
the receipts about doubling, also making
plenty of new friends for Booth, who
now working, come to the theatre regularly and pay the regular prices on other
days. Billings reports that though the
reduced admissions set back his playdates
on much product for the bargain nights,
he built up his shows with good shorts.
Another "best" idea endorsed by this
manager, was his series of benefit shows,
publicized in the Club section, issue
Dec. 16.
HARRY BOTWICK
Paramount, Rutland, Vt.
Baby Popularity
This campaign was
page 97, issue of July
those who do not have

Contest
run in detail on
15, 1933, and for
that copy on hand.
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BOX-OFFICE
REPORT
STUNTS

We queried a number of the members in various sections of the United
States and Canada asking them to
give us the details of the exploitation
ideas actually put over on any picture
or institutional campaign in 193 3 that
produced the best box-office results.
On these two pages are set down the
meat of some of the replies in alphabetical order, with others to follow in
the next issue. — MIKE.

Botwick's idea was his second annual
contest of this nature, that ran five weeks,
entries from one to five years. Babies
judged from photos, taken free by theatre in tieup with photographer, and print
placed in lobby, winners decided by votes.
Entry blanks obtainable only at theatre,
and 10 merchants co-operated each giving
votes to adults with every sale, stores
also coming in for two co-op pages, one
at beginning of contest, other at close.
CHARLIE BRENNAN
Poll, Hartford, Conn.
Selling "Jones" and "Pigs"
Having "Emperor Jones" and "3 Little
Pigs" on one bill, Brennan figured he had
something to sell to the masses as well as
the classes. For the former, he went for
hot newspaper ads and lithe heralds with
high pressure copy. For the class patronage, Charlie sent out a strong endorsement letter signed by himself to select
lists secured from his leading newspaper
and the concert bureau handling this kind
of patronage.
Because of this thorough coverage,
Brennan reports that the program scored
far better on this date than in other spots
in the territory, and the idea rates consideration from other members faced
with similar program setups.
WILLIAM BROWN
Marboro, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Free Beer Tieup
This was put on to advertise Bill's date
on "What! No Beer?" and was publicized in the Round Table issue of April
15, 1933. Although free beer tieups have
been put over extensively since then.
Brown had a tough time promoting the
bar and dispensing accessories, as at that
time brewers were working overtime in
anticipation of the early passage of the
beer bill.
Nevertheless, this member put it over
splendidly and states that it got him the
most at the box ofifice. He also reports
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big returns from his campaigns on "Silver Dollar" detailed in the May 13 issue
and "Rasputin
andof the
described inthe issue
July Empress,"
1.
LOUIS CHARNINSKY
Capitol, Dallas, Tex.
Children's "Tarzan" Club
Louis' very good club idea was thoroughly publicized in the issue of Nov. 11,
and he rates it as the best gag of the
year. Children up to 14 were eligible to
membership, the idea helping to make the
first week's gross terrific, and holding up
the following instalments. Children who
had not been regular patrons joined this
club, in many cases bringing their fathers
and mothers. Institutionally as well,
Charninsky reports this stunt as being
very beneficial.
The exploitation of 1933 campaign that
this member rates "tops" was on "Gold
Diggers" in vi^hich a regular floor show
was put on in the lobby of the theatre,
the gals handing out stamped brass coins
as an orchestra played the song hits.
BEN M. COHEN
College, New Haven, Conn.
"42nd St." Silk Fashion Show
Cheney Brothers silks were used in the
production of "42 St.", screen mention
being made of this, and at the time he
played the picture, Ben was managing
the State, in Manchester, Conn., the home
of thisfore silk
mills. the
Cohen
sold thecompany's
idea of having
milltheregirls
who actually weaved the silk for the
costumes worn in the picture, to really
wear these original costumes in a fashion
show at the theatre.
These gowns were on the level, as they
were being displayed in the New York
Cheney showrooms, and were loaned to
Ben for the night. The result was that
normal business was tripled.
E. S. C. COPPOCK
Parannount, Stapleton, S. I., N. Y.
Better Films Council
Sedge is active in the United Parents
Association activities, and also assisted in
the formation of the Staten Island Better
Films Council. This co-operation has
directed the thoughts of these people away
from censorship, as the group includes
representatives of every club, fraternal
organization, federation, school, college,
etc., on the Island. A bi-weekly photoplay guide is published each week that
comprehensively criticises the pictures
without knocking.
Another branch of this is motion picture study groups in high schools and
colleges, with Sedge having spoken be-
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fore 30 different schools on this subject.
These addresses made a lot of new contacts for Coppock which lead to the box
office, as he has been able to answer all
questions regarding the theatre and pictures, at the same time adopting a few
of the suggestions offered.
The entire setup gives Coppock a lot
of standing on the Island, as his personal
endorsement of pictures in newspaper
ads carries much more weight, his bookings are circulated in every classroom,
and the theatre has become more of a
community enterprise, allowing most any
kind of an exploitation break through the
cooperation of the schools.
VOGEL

GETTIER

Liberty, Sedalia, Mo.
''Br'er Fox" Club
This children's organization, started
early in 1933, has an enrollment of over
1,200 members, from six to 16 years of
age, with an average Saturday attendance
of 600, juniors and seniors. The proceedings are along the lines of other
youngsters'
withcontacted.
the exception that
the P.T.A. clubs,
was not
A drum and bugle corps was then
formed of boys and girls, from 10 to 16,
many of the members being on parole
for misdemeanors of one sort or another,
Vogel's idea on this being to help the
underprivileged children, securing the
names of the children from the various
local courts and welfare organizations.
These youngsters are under military discipline, being trained by Gettier's assistant, John Whaley, who has had previous
military training. Infractions of rules
are punished with dismissal from the
corps and a return to probation.
A local auto dealer sponsors this corps
for the advertising value, and the clul)
functions along the sane lines of birthday
cards each week to individual members
with privilege of attending the show free
of charge with a friend, and in addition,
honor cards good for free admissions are
given to all grammar school teachers each
week to be awarded to the best boy and
girl students during that time, cards distributed on Fridays for the following
day's show.
High schools are also contacted with
"Pep Nights" and "Hi-Nites" on Thursdays, and with all these special events,
no effort is m?de to pick special juvenile
programs, as Vogel has the confidence of
the various organizations in town who
realize the difficulty of selecting pictures
that the children will spend money on to
see. The P.T.A., school board and faculties are with him, as are the churches,
for whom a number of profitable benefits have been put across.
One of the highlights of the club ac-
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MICKEY

Although quite a few of the ideas
publicized on these pages are described
for the first time, a number of them
have been fully detailed in previous
issues during 1933. These instances
have been noted and the dates indicated for the information of showmen, who are interested in learning
how they were put over. — MIKE.
tivities was the raising of $750 locally last
summer to send the drum and bugle corps
to the Chicago World's Fair, being entertained by Governor Parks on Missouri
Day, and parading through the grounds.
P. D. EGAN
Palace, Calgary, Alta., Can.
Bally-Bridge

FIELD

horses were promoted at a cost of $5. A
photo of this stunt will be run soon.

REFER TO THE
BACK ISSUES

Animal

IN

Tieup

Pete reports a number of "bests" from
which we select two that sound very effective. The first was a series of window
displays and a street bally in which rare
animals were exhibited, as a tieup on
"The Big Cage." Spider monkeys,
baboons, macaws and an Australian phalangar were some of the species making
up the show, and being the first Calgary
showing of these specimens, drew enormous crowds. As it is considered very
lucky in Australia to touch a phalanger,
Pete distributed cards conveying this information, which resulted in long lines
in front of the animal cage.
In conjunction with his showing of
"Grand Slatn," Pete put on a citywide
bridge tournament between teams from
almost every local organization a week
before the opening with the finals taking
place during the three nights of the picture. The papers carried full daily accounts, handsome prizes were given to
the winners and runnersup, and provincewide interest was created to the extent
that other cities wrote for particulars to
duplicate it on other showings of the picture.
S. A. GILMAN
Parkway, Baltimore, Md.
Chariot Bally
Not being able to obtain a chariot
locally for his bally on "Roman Scandals,"
Oilman built one and did a mighty attractive job. The sides and front were
of beaver board, shellaced a number of
times to give firmness, the floor was solid
wood and the wheels borrowed from a
local wagon works. The Roman costumes
were obtained locally and the team of

GROSS

Orpheum, Sioux City, la.
Selling a Stage Show
Having dated the tabloid version of
George White's "Scandals," Mickey obtained citywide cooperation that guaranteed capacity for his opening matinees, by
pointing out to the various clubs and associations that it was necessary to put
this over to obtain other shows of the
same calibre. It was decided therefore
that the theatre would get out special
full price matinee tickets for the use of
members of the various organizations, the
secretaries writing to each member impressing the necessity of attendance at
the opening show.
The result was a complete sell-out, and
the theatre obtained further city wide
pubHcity as the activities of all the civic
clubs and Chamber of Commerce to put
over the show were front-paged.
H. L LAURENCE
Capitol, Paris, Tenn.
Free Passes
Due to closing of many industrial
plants and low prices for farm produce,
many of "H. L.'s" former good patrons had stopped attending. To keep
them in tributed
theanumber
theatre ofhabit,
L." week
dispasses"H.each
where they would do the most good, and
the resultant word-of-mouth advertising
helped the grosses when conditions improved, as those who had been favored
with passes are now reported to be on
line early with most every change.
LOUIS LAMM
Capitol, Elyria, O.
Hair Style Revue
Leading local beauty parlor cooperated
on this by aiding Louis in his selection of
12 girls resembling the best known
woman stars, the locals, having their hair
dressed according to the style worn by the
stars they impersonated, these hair styles
being duplicated from those shown in
various press books. ' A local dress shop
also furnished evening gowns for each
model.
Girls dressed as pages preceded the
model parade across the stage carrying
credit signs, and as each model appeared
upon the stage, the organist played a
tune from a recent picture in which the
star she was impersonating appeared, the
master of ceremonies announcing the
name of the model and the star she represented. Lamm states that the only extra
expense to the theatre was the organist.
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(Leff) TOM BROWN, manager, Garde,
New London, Conn., is responsible for this
crowd-stopping lobby display on his showing of "Eskimo." Tom certainly dug up
enough authentic Arctic stuff to interest
his patrons, including the effective poster
message on the right from Freuchen.
(Right) SID GRAUMAN delighted these
Los Angeles orphans with a party to see
"Little Women" at his Chinese Theatre.
The youngsters had a corking good time
with Sid himself acting as host and Pert
Kelton, Radio star, playing hostess. You
see them both in the center of the picture.
Brown's "Eskimo" Exhibit

V

V

Sid's "Little Women" Party

V

(Left) STAN MEYERS created this attractive lobby panel to bring 'em in on
"Only Yesterday" at the Alhambra, Milwaukee. The unqualified endorsement of
General Manager FRED MEYER, carried as
copy in the "book" to right, helped to create
the big demand at the box office on this one.
{Right) IRVING BLUMBERG did a
right nice job on selling "Wild Boys of the
Road" with this sock front at the Philadelphia Stanton. It was built out from the
front wall, and returned plenty of attention,
at the same time not blocking tip the lobby.
Nice work Irving.
Meyers' Lobby Stopped 'Em

V

V

V

(Left) FRED L. STEELE went a step
further in his street ballyhoo on "The
Bowery"bikebyindigging
time twohigh
wheel
addition upto antheold
ancient
wheeler and flivver for the date at the
Grandin, Roanoke, Va. The folks putting
on the stunt seem to be having an enjoyable time.

Steele's Bike and Flivver Gag

(Right) MAYNARD JOINER promoted
this window in Vancouver, British Columbia's most prominent store to sell "House
on 56th Street." The display took the form
of a movie set, with wax models taking the
parts of cameraman, director, and players.
The dresses came from the studio.
V

V

V

{Left) E. M. HART, Plainfield, N. J.,
City Manager for Reade's Theatres, rvent
for the young porker gag in his lobby display on "Three
Little aPigs,"
the Strand.
Ed built
the visitors
nice at
house
to rest
themselves when they tired of entertaining
the crowds with their table manners.

Ed Hart's Porker Party

{Right) GEORGE F. SHARP E, skipper
of the Fox Wilson, Fresno, Cal., put across
this swell street flash on "I'm No Angel."
Letters were glittered on black background
with blue and white flags as further decoration, all lighted with floods. Photo was
taken early in the morning.
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DAVID RICHARDS
manager of the Fox U. C. theatre at Berkeley, Cal., has been made manager of the
Fox Campus, Berkeley.
V
CHARLES ERNST
formerly manager of theatres for Foxwesco has been made general manager of
J. J. Soodstein's Colorado houses.
V
L. W. FARRAR

Loew's
publicity for
chargeat ofColumbus,
previously
has
Ohio,
and inBroad
Ohio
been made manager at Loew's Canton, succeeding GEORGE KRASKA, who has been
appointed to a position in the East.
V
W. D. FULTON
manager of the Southtown and Colonial
Theatres, Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed skipper of the newly opened La
Salle Theatre, in addition to his other
theatres.
V
F. R. PETERSON
formerly manager of Publix houses in Des
Moines, has been named skipper of the
Rialto Theatre, Clinton, la., for Central
States Theatre Corp.
V
JOE GEORGE
has reopened the Rio Theatre at Idaho
Falls, Ida.
V
J. W. PECK
live-wire skipper of the American Theatre,
Sylacauga, Ala., has made several Improvements to make his theatre strictly modern
and up-to-date.
V
W. M. SHIELDES
has reopened his new Liberty Theatre at
Tyler, Tex.
V
GEORGE WYNN
has acquired the Alamo Theatre In Newnan, Ga.
V
DAVID DALLAS
formerly located at Roswell, N. M., has
opened the New Paramount Theatre at
Borger, Texas.
V
L. M. ASH
has reopened the Liberty Theatre, New
Orleans, with a subsequent run feature.
V
CLYDE BROWN
is at the helm of the Katherlne Theatre at
Monticello, Fla.
V
J. R. RESLEY
has purchased the Imperial and Universal
Theatres at Lenoir, N. C.
V
HAROLD RUBEN
is the new owner of the remodeled
Granada Theatre in Sioux Falls, S. D.
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LOU GOLDEN
replaced JOSEPH C. GREENFIELD as
manager of the Franklin Theatre, New
York City.
V
IRV/IN WEISS
recently in Philly with Warners has been
named manager of the Harris in Donora,
Pa., replacing BILL DECKER, promoted to
city
town. manager of Warner houses in JohnsMORE
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''GET-TOGETHER"
(Continued from page 71)
Other guests of honor, important NRA members of the Administration in various
divisions, who were as follows : NRA
Deputy Administrator Wm. Farnsworth,
assistant to Sol Rosenblatt ; Deputy Administrators E. N. Frensdorf and Ayber Cater ;
W. H. Doherty, radio code aide ; J. Bradish Carroll, NRA Paymaster, and Thos.
McGuire, Code Adviser. Many of the outstanding showmen attending were introduced and telegrams read from Mort
Blumenstock, Warner Theatres ad chief ;
Colvin Brown, Vice-Pres. Quigley Publications ;Senator Neeley ; Gertrude Merriam,
Secretary of the Managers' Round Table
Club, among others.
The formalities thus observed, the party
continued gaily and merrily far, far into the
night, and before it broke up, the members
began making plans to put on another Club
affair in the Spring, more of which later.
Among those present were :
H. C. Given
Alan Bachrach
Thomas Baldridge
Joe
Grand Grimes
Kenneth
Carter Barron
W. P. Herbst
Raymond Bell
R. Berger
Harry
Hunter
Paul Hurney
Maurice Blouin
Franck Boucher
J.
A. Johnson
Lamar
Keene
Lou Brown
James
Kelly
A. J. Brylawski
Stanley Burlup
Roy
Knight
Lou Kusner
Elmer Burnett
Frank LaFalce
J. Bradish
Carroll
George Lloyd
Walter
Cersley
H. E. Lohmeyer
Ayber Cater
Sidney Lust
Stanley Chase
J. W. Cleveland
John
ThomasMallon
McGuire
Joe
Cohen
Hardie Meakin
Rodney Collier
Henry Coons
Joe
L L. Morgan
Morton
Guy Darrett
Clark Davis
James
Newman
Tom
Oulihan
W. H. Doherty
Maurice Davis
C. H. Olive
George Payette
Bob Denton
Roscoe Drissell
George Peters
Stephen Early
Benj. T. Pitts
Robert Etris
Angle Ratto
William Ewing
Al Retler
Dan Reynolds
Joe
Fedder
Wm. Farnsworth
George Root
Shepp
James
Leo Fields
Nelson Smith
William Fisher
William Fletcher
Nate Stieffel
Sam Wheeler
E. N. Frensdorf
Guy
Wonders
George
Gill
and others
David Ginsberg
Work for a Quigley Award!

LYLE TRENCHARD
has been named manager of the Wilmington-Delaware district Philadelphia Zone of
Stanley-Warner.
V
CHARLES WUERZ
has taken over the management of the
Fullerton, Fullerton, Cal., replacing EDDIE
GRAHAM, who will do publicity for the
State in Long Beach.
V
FRED SAAR
has been transferred to Erie, Pa., where he
will manage the Columbia.
V
ROY SLENTZ
succeeded DAVE McKAY as assistant at
the State, Minneapolis, Minn.
V
GERALD WHITNEY
is managing the Mayan in Denver, Colo.,
and FRED GLASS may now be found at
the Rialto in Sterling.
V
CHARLES ERNST
formerly with Fox, has been named general
manager of the J. J. Goodstein string of
theatres in Colorado.
V
GERALD GALLAGHER
recently at the California In San Diego, replaced byAL HAYNIE, assigned to manage the Paramount In Portland.
V
E. E. WHITAKER
former manager of the Fox in Atlanta, has
been made City manager for Lucas & Jenkins In Atlanta and will have charge of the
Fox, Paramount, Georgia and Capitol.
V
CARL MILLER
Is at the Criterion in Santa Monica, Cal.
He replaced J. A. G. SCHILLER, who
went to the United Artists at Whittier.
V
JOHN VAINIKE
transferred from the Lyric, Huntington
Park, Cal., to the Strand, In Fullerton, and
DAN CALBOS, formerly of the Strand,
went to the Lyric.
V
ED KANE
has been switched from the Mlllburn, in
Millburn, N. J., to the Cranford, In Cranford. MIKE WESCHNER, formerly at the
Fabian, In Hoboken, now at the Hawthorne, In Hawthorne, and M. BRENNER
goes from the Hawthorne to the Millburn,
in Millburn.
V
KEITH CHAMBERS
has been promoted from assistant manager
of the Palace, In Canton, Ohio, to resident
manager there; and RALPH KEMPER has
been made manager of the State In East
Liverpool.
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JOHN D. SHULTZ
is with the Wilby Circuit in Atlanta, Sa.,
where he is the assistant at the Georgia.
John certainly has a background, he studied law for two years and then went into
the theatre game as usher and was then
promoted to his present position. Between you and your chief, we certainly
ought to know what's going on at the
Georgia, right?
V
N. T. HOWARD
handles publicity for Ulman's & New Theatres in Salisbury, Md., and he tells us that
Miss Helen Ulman manages both houses.
Well, "N. T.," we bid you welcome and
hope you'll be an active contributor to
these pages. How about geeting Miss Ulman to join, to
we're
showwomen
our always
midst. glad to welcome
V
JAMES T. LACKEY
manages the Westwood Theatre in Westwood, Cal., and he certainly ought to
know this business because he has produced and written plays since 1918; has
been associated with several motion picture producing companies. He says, also,
that he has made a thorough study of the
business from production to exhibition and
in his spare time he is personnel manager
of the Red River Lumber Co., which
sounds like enough to keep any two men
busy, but not too busy, we hope, to keep
us informed of his doings.
V
PEDRO GONZALEZ
is the assistant manager of the San Jose,
Santurce, Porto Rico. Pedro was proposed
for membership by one of our oldest members, Pedro Gelabert. Incidentally, Mr.
Gelabert, promises to visit headquarters
this summer and we're looking forward to
the visit, so convey our regards to him and
see that you keep in touch with us from
Santurce.
V
F. G. ROBERTS
manages the Del Rio, Rialto and Rex Theatres in Clinton, Oklahoma. Sounds like
aareman's
job, thousand
doesn't it?
there
aboutsizefour
otherWell,
members
who would like to know how you keep the
shekels coming into the cash box, so suppose you take a few minutes off and tell
us all about it.
V
THOMAS BOLSTRIDGE
is the general manager of the Alexandra
Theatre in Coventry, Warwickshire, England. As usual we extend a cordial welcome to our foreign membership. Tom is
the second member to join us recently
from the fair city of Coventry and we
hope
be plenty
more. the
Remember
us to there'll
Sid Hobbs
and between
two of
you we shall sit back In anticipation of the
receipt of many excellent campaigns.
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RAY MARTIN
Is the advertising and publicity manager
of the Palace Theatre in Lockport, N. Y.,
one of the Reliance Theatres Chain. Ray
has had an Interesting career having been
on the legitimate stage at the advent
of talking pictures, at which time he associated with a "picture house." He has
also done newspaper work and has no
thought of leaving showbuslness to go into
any other. The Palace has been represented on our pages by another member,
Ray,
so
from therewe're
again.hopeful of hearing more
V
TED PENCE
is the manager of the Messner Theatre in
Attica, Indiana, and In joining tells us that
he likes the idea of our Quigley Awards;
well, Ted, how about working for one, the
competition is pretty keen, but everybody
stands a show at it and there are still
eleven more months to go at the rate of
one a month and then the Grand Award.
Ted has been with his circuit for nine years
which certainly Is a record that speaks for
itself. Let's hear from you often.
V
SAM MANDELBAUM
is out in Brooklyn, N. Y., managing the
Halsey Theatre and In that thicky populated neighborhood where his house Is located, we know he has to be on his toes
every minute. We guess you could close
your eyes and walk Into most any theatre
round your neighborhood, Sam, and find a
brother member at the helm, so if you see
any of our friends, say howdy to them for
us and be sure to stop in at the Club.
APPLICATION

FOR

MEMBERSHIP
MANAGERS'
ROUND
TABLE CLUB
Please enroll me in the Club and send
me my framed certificate.
NAME
POSITION
THEATRE
ADDRESS
CITY

February

STATE

DATE OF BIRTH
(Mail to Managers' Round Table Club,
1790 Broadway, New York)

A. MILAM

24,

1934
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WILSON

Is the owner and manager of the Rex Theatre, in Wewoka, Okla., and the Liberty
Theatre, in Sasakawa, Okla. In addition to
these two jobs, he is a partner in a law
firm in Wewoka. What do you do in your
spare time, Mllam? This aggressive showman isn't even thirty years old yet, so
we're willing to bet our last dollar that he's
going to get places.
V
EUGEN MOLL
Is the manager of the Primus Palast, Berlin, Germany, and while recently we have
had quite a few new members from Germany, there haven't been very many from
Berlin proper, so we're hoping that Eugen
will sort of take it upon himself to keep us
Informed of things around his territory.
How about it, can we count on you?
V
E. PORTA & N. WESTWOOD
Porta is the proprietor of the Embassy and
Victoria Theatres, In Hankow, China, and
while visiting in Shanghai he and NORMAN WESTWOOD got together and decided to send in their applications together. Norman is the general manager of
Universal Pictures Corporation of China,
with headquarters in Shanghai. We bid
both of these members welcome and hope
to hear from them again soon.
V
HARRY BEENCKEN
manages the Capitol Theatre in Wesermunde-Lehe, Bremerhaven, Germany, and
If he's been following our pages as closely
as we imagine he has, he's noticed the cute
and captions we've run on stunts received
from our foreign membership. How about
contributing to this page, hiarry?
V
W. A. JOHANNSEN, JR.
has the manager's job at the Wonderland
Theatre in Paullina, Iowa, and he's a
twenty-year-old youngster who tells us that
he entered showbuslness at the tender age
of fourteen. His father bought a theatre
and he became interested In it. Sort of
sounds as though it were In the blood. He
further adds that in addition to managing
the house he works in the booth, which
ought to keep two men busy, eh what?
V
HENRY A. STEIBING
who is the manager of the Feeley, in
Hazleton, Penna., joins the Club and sends
along his subscription to the Herald for
three years, which is certainly an auspicious
beginning for anyone. The Feeley is the
first house Henry has managed, having
worked there as usher, assistant and finally
his present job. Going straight on up,
aren't
you?stunts
Moreyoupower
you and
it on the
are to
putting
overlet's
at
your house.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise
Runningspecified.
Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
ALLIED PICTURES
Havana Widows
JoanLyie Blondell-Glenda
TalbotFarrell Nov. 18
Features
Running Time
t Loved a Woman
Edward G. Robinson-Kay
cis-GenevieveFranTobin Sept. 23 . ...65
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
.90 Sept. 16
One Year Later
Mary Brian-Russell Hopton ..Aug. 25
69 Aug. 12 Mandalay
Kay Francis- Rieardo Cortez Feb. 10, '34..
Picture Brides
Dorotliy Mackaill-Regis Toomey . . Nov. 1
68 Oct. 14 Massacre
R.
Barthelmess-Ann
Dvorak
..Jan.
20,'34..
Jan.Dec.
27,'349
Son of a Sailor
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack
Dec. 23 ...69.
. ..73....
CHESTERFIELD
68 Sept.
Wild Boys
of theThe
Road Frankie
Darro- Dorothiy Coonan. ..Oct.
7 . ..93
Nov. 304
World
Changes,
Paul Muni
Nov. 25
Features
Running Time
Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Hit Me Again
Joan Blondell- Warren William
Cross Streets
JohnWindsor
Mack - Anita
BrownLouise• -Claire
Journal
ofHero.
a Crime
Ruth
Mar. 28,'34.
10, '34.. .
KenModern
A
RichardFebChatterton
Barthelmess
Apr.
.67....
neth Thomson
Jan.
(Sep
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
17.
'^4.)
..70....
Dance, Girl, Dance
Alan Dinehart-Evalyn Knapp. . ■ .Sept.
Registered(Tent.)
Nurse
Bebe E.Daniels-Lyle
Talbot Apr. 21,'34. .
Sawdust
Joe
Brown
In the Money
"Skeetsson - Warren
' Gallagher
- Lois Wil- Nov.
Very
Honorable
Guy, A.
Hyraer
Joe E. Brown-Alice White
Wonder
Bar
.62.
Jan.
I3.'S4
Man of Sentiment, A
Marian
Marsh - Owen Moore - Sept.
. Al Cortez-Dolores
Jolson-Dick Powell-Ricardo
Del Rio- Kay
Wra. Bakewell
Murder on the Campus Charles Starrett-Shirley Grey,... Dec. 27
Francis
90. Feb. I7,'34
73. Feb.Nov.I7.'34II
72
Notorious But Nice
Marian Marsh-Betty Compson.. ..Aug. 5
FOX
FILMS
Quitter. The
Emma
Dunn-Charley
GrapewinBarbara Weeks - Wm. Bake- Feb.
Runnlng Time
Features
well
Data Minutes
Reviewed2218
. .78 ...Nov.
Title
Star
Rainbow Over Broadway Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dec.
...July
29
.
Dec.
As
Husbands
Go
Warner
Baxter-Helen
Vinson...
Twin Husbands
John
Miljan
Shirley
Grey
Monroe Owsley
Feb.
. .90
Berkeley Square
Leslie Howard-Heather Angel.. .Nov. 3
Carolina
Janet Gaynor-Lionel Barrymore60.
Coming Feature Attractions
Robert Young-Henrietta Cros- Sept.
Stolen Sweets
Sally Blane-Charles Starrett
Oct. 14
71
Charlie
Chan's Greatest Case.. Warner
Oland-Heather Angel...
Feb. 3, '34
COLUMBIA
Devil Tiger
Kane Richmond-Marion
Burns. . Sept.
Feb. 16, '34. .
Feb. I7,'34
Doctor
Bull
Will
Rogers
•
Louise
Dresser
Features
Time Reviewed
9, '34. . . .77 ...Oct. 14
Marian Nixon-Ralph Morgan
22
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Title
Star
72
Ever Since Eve
George O'Brien-Mary Brian....
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armstrong-D. Oct.
Frontier
Marshal
George
O'Brien-Irene
Bentley..
.96. Feb.
.67. Jan.
.Jan. I9.'34.. ...66.
...Apr.t0,'3429
Jessie Matthews - Edmund
.63. Jan. 20, '34 Good Companions, The
Before
Midnight
June
Collyer-Raloh
Bellamy
Nov.
.78 ...Dec. 9
8
Brief Moment
Carole
Feb.
5.'34.
.
DonaldLombard-Gene
CookRaymond- Sept
20,'34
. Jan.
Hoopla
Clara
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
Am Suzanne!
Lilian Bow-Preston
Harvey-Gene Foster
Raymond.. Nov. I6.'34
30'34.. . .85
Dorothy Ford-Walter
TreeConnolly- Oct.
.76. .Dee. 30 II Believed
in
You
Victor
Jory
John
Boles
•
23.
.65.
27, '34
Rosemary Ames
Fighting Code, The
Buck Jones-Diane Sinclair Dec.
. .65 Jan.
Fog
Mary
BrianDenny
- Donald Cook - Nov.
...60
.75 ...SepL
I Was a Spy
Herbert
Madeleine .Aug.
24
...Dec.I7,'342323
Feb.
Carroll Marshall
- Conrad -Veidt
Reginald
27
Oct.
15
22
69.
Jan.
I3,'34
20
68
Fury
Jungle
DonaldMcCoy-Shirley
Cook-Pegay Shannon
Oct. 25
Nov. 25
..68
60
Hold ofthethePress
Tim
Grey ..Oct.
10
66
Last
Trail, The
The
George
O'Brien-Claire
Trevor. Nov. 22 . .65 ...Dec.
.'.'.Sep 16
King of the Wild Horses Wm. Janney- Dorothy Appleby.. ..Nov. 13
Mad
Game,
Spencer
Tracy-Claire
Trevor..
. . . Nov. t."301 12
Lady for a Day
Warren
William-Guy Farrell..
Kibbee- Sept.
10 ..70
...Sept.
Mr. Skitch
Will Rogers-Zasu Pitts
.
.79
...July
15
..66
May Robson-Glenda
29
My
Lips
Betray
Lilian
Harvey-John
Boles
..68
102
17
Dec.
...Oct. 28
4
.Jan. I2,'34...
Let's Fall in Love
Ann Sothern- Edmund Lowe
Oct. 26
. .75 Jan.
..76.
I3,'34
28 ..64
Man's
A
LorettaHolt-Fay
Young-Spencer
Tracy... Nov.
Big Moment
El
Brendel
...Dec.
Sept. 1
Jan.
6. '349 Olsen's
Master Castle,
of Men
Jack
Wray
..72
.
.74
Orient
Express
Heather
Angel-Norman
Foster..
.
4
My Woman
Helen
- Wallace
Paddy,
the Next Best Thing. .. Janet
Gaynor- Warner- Baxter....
Oct. 5
. .73
Ford Twelvetrees
- Victor Jory
Jan.
6
...July
2226
Pilgrimage
Henrietta
Marian
...Aug.
31. '34. . ..69. ...Oct. 21
.Aug. 18
..76
Nixon - Crosman
Norman Foster
Ninth Guest. The
Donald Cook-Genevieve Tobin..
-.90 ...Sept.
. . . Oct." '28
2
Oct.
Once to Every Woman
FayRalph
WrayBellamy
- Walter Connolly ■ Jan. 15, '34.. ..70.
Power and Madness
the Glory, The Spencer
Spencer Tracy-Colleen
Moore... .Jan.
.
.68
..65
Shanghai
Tracy-Fay
Wray
30
.
.58
8
Sept.
Police Car 17
Tim McCoy-Evalyn Knapp
Dec.
. .69 ...Dec. 9
Sleepers East
Wynne Gibson-Preston Fester..
Shadows of Sing Sing
Bruce Cabot - Mary Brian
Feb. 5,3'34...
13
(See "In the Cutting Room," Dec. 30.)
"In the Cutting Room,"TimNov.McCoy-Evalyn
18.)
...Oct.
...Oct. 1414
Speed(SeeWings
Knapp
22
.
Oct.
.Oct. 26,'34
ofWoman
Gold
Sally
Eilers-Norman
Foster..
..58
.Sept.
Dec. 30
. 60 . . . Nov.'
..62
'is25 Walls
20
Worst
in
Paris?
Benita
Hume-Adolphe
Meniou.
Nov.
..78
Thrill Hunter. The
Buck Jones-Dorothy Revier
..70
Coming Feature Attractions
Coming Feature Attractions
janl"27.''34
All
Men
Are
Enemies
Hugh
Williams
Helen
Twelvetrees
.Apr.
Don't FallRanger,
in Love
Grace
Moore
Fighting
The
Buck McCoy-Billie
Jones-Dorothy
Revier
Bottoms Up
PatJohnPaterson
• Spencer Tracy - Apr. 27,'34.
Headed for Trouble
Tim
Seward
Boles
Highway Patrol
Tim McCoy-Lilian Bond
Cats-Paw. The
Harold Lloyd-Una Merkel
9,'34. . ..80. Jan. 27.'34
It Happened One Night Clark Gable-Claudette Colbert
Coming
Out
Party
Frances
Dee-Gene
Raymond Mar. I3.'34.
Lady Is Willing, The
Leslie Howard-Binnie Barnes
76. Feb
.Aug.
Constant
Nymph,
The
Victoria
Hopper-Brian
Aherne.
.
.
Mar.
23,
Line-Up.
The
William
Gargan-Marian
Nixon
I0.'34
David Harum
Will Rogers- Evelyn Venable. . . . . Mar. 2. '34
'34
Man Trailer, The
Buck Jones-Cecilia Parker
Follies,
(All StarAngel
Musical)
Most
PreciousGlory
Thing in Life.. Karen
Cromwell
Murder inThe
Trinidad Heather
- Victor Jory - Mar. 30. '34
No Greater
FrankieMorley-Rlchard
Darro - Lois Wilson
George Breakston
PrestonHarvey-Charles
Foster
Apr. 6. '34 95
Only
Girl.
The
Lilian
One Is Guilty
Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Grey
"Scandals"
Rudy Vallee • George Boyer
White Party's
Over,
Th
e
Alice Faye-Jimmy Durante..
Sisters
Under the Skin Colleen
Elissa Landi-Joscph
Schildkraut
'34.
Social Register
Moore-Alexander
KirkMar. 23.
Mar.
I6.'34.
the Cutting Room,"
I0,'34.) Mack Brown . May
land
Three(Seeon "In
a Honeymoon
SallyFeb.
Eilers-Johnny
18, '34.
Too Many Women
Warner Baxter- Rosemary Ames.
Song You Gave Me. The Bebe Daniels-Victor Warconl ...
84 Oct
Twentieth
Century
John
Lombard
Whirlpool
Jack Barrymore-Carole
Holt-Lila Lee
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
Running Time
DU WORLD PICTURES
Features
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Features
Love Past Thirty
Aileen
Prlngle - Theodore Von
Eltz
Running Time
22.... .80...
Star
Title
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
Marriage on Approval Donald
Dillaway-Barbara
.62..
.60. . .
Phyllis
Barry Kent- Jan.
Nov. 27,'34...
22
15.
Death
Over
Shanghai
Else
Elster-Ralf
Osterman
Dec.
I5,'34.
War of the Range
Tom Tyler
Sept.
.59.
Fantomas
Gallard
Feb.
Oueen
of the Underworld jean
Hans
Albers
Charlotte
Susa
Wera Engels
Jan. 5,'34.
GAUMONT-BRITISH
Features
Running Time
FIRST DIVISION
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Features
Running
Time
Aunt Sally
Cicely Courtncldge-Sam Hardy
82
.36. Reviewed
Rel. Date Minutes
Title
Star
. . Dee.
Baroud (Seeof "Love
in Morocco") Violet Loraine- Gordon Harker
Nov.
Dassan
. . Dec 22..
Britannia
Billingsgate
79'/2..0ct. 7
3....
.56.
Lang
69
Constance
Cummings - Matheson
Eat 'Em
Alive
Nov. 26.... , .58. . Dec. 30 Channel Crossing
Ho,
King
of
Virtue
Fernandel-Collette
Darifouil.
Dec.
Falling for You
J. Hulbert-Cicely Courtneldje. 88 Sept. 30
Throne of the Gods
Dec. 22.... ..55.
Fire Raisers. The
Leslie Banks
Coming Feature Attractions
Friday Train,
the 13th
Jessie
Matthews
Ghost
The
Jack Hulbert
Dec, 1
68 Feb. 25
Road to Ruin
Helen Foster-Paul Pago May I3,'34.
Ghoul.
The
Boris
Karloff
Feb. I5,'34 85 Oct. 28
It's
a
Boy
Edward
Everett
Horton
Leslie
Hensen
80 Sept. 30
FIRST NATIONAL
Just Smith
Tom Walls
Features
Running
Time
King
of
the
RItz
Stanley
Luplno-Glna
Male
88
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Love in Morocco
Rex Ingram
Dec. I
67. Oct. 15, 32
5,'"'''<'«
Warren
William
27.'34 65
under the title "Baroud")
Big
Shakedown. The
Bette
Davis
- Chas. Farrell - ..Jan.
Love (Reviewed
on Wheels
Jark Hulbert-Gordon Marker
91
Rieardo
Cortez
Jan. 6,'34 64. Feb. I7.'34
Lucky Number, The
Clifford Mollison - Joan WyndBureau of Missing Persons. .. Bette
- Lewis Stone - Sept. 16
ham
72'/2..Sept. 9
..74.... Sept. 2 Man from Toronto, The Jessie
GlendaDavisFarrell
Matthews
Ian
Huntsr
•
Fred Kerr
77
Convention City
Joan Blondell-Dlck Powell-A.
Meniou-Mary Astor
..Dec. 30
69 Dee. 9 Marry Me
Renate Muller-Harry Green
85 Apr. 22
Night and
Day
Jack
Hulbert-Winifred
Shotter. ..Dec. 1
77 June 10
Dark Hazard
Edward G. Robinson Feb. 3.'34 72 Nov. 25 Orders
Is Orders
Charlotte
Greenwood - James
Fashion
Follies
of
1934
William
Powell-Bette
Davis
Feb.
I7,'34
78.
Jan.
I3.'34
Gleason
88'/2..Aug. 19
Female
Ruth Chatterton
Nov II
60 ...Oct. 21 Prince of Wales, The
Goodbye Again
W. William-Joan Blondell Sept. 9
66.... June 17

MOTION

78
'

PICTURE

HERALD

February

24,

1934

3
4

(THE

RELEASEJuly
CHAKT— CONT'D
» Rel.
Running Time
Running
Time Reviewed
Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Title
Star
Coming Feature Attractions
SleepingGoesCar
Ivor NoveMo-Madeleine
7983 .Mar.
There
the Bride Jessie
Matthews Carroll Dec. I
BeggarsSteel
in Ermine
LionelWayne
Atwill
Feb. 22,'34....72
71
Blue
John
Turkey
Time
Tom
Walls-Ralph
Lynn
Waltz Time
Evelyn Laye
Oct 1
.8081 ...Aug. 12 City
Limits
Ray
Walker-Sally
Blane
Derby Day
Woman in Command. The Cicely
- Edward . . . .
EverettCourtneidge
Morton
House Eyre
of Mystery, The Verna Hillie-Ed Lowry
Jane
Loudspeaker,
The
Ray Walker
LIBERTY PICTURES
Man from Utah,
The
John
Wayne
Manhattan Love Song
Dixie Lee-Robt. Armstrong
Coming Feature Attractions
Mystery
Liner
Noah
Beery Keith
- Astrid Allyn - Mar.
Running
Time
Cornelius
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Numbers of Monte Carlo
15, '34.
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy
MackaillStar Packer, The
John Wayne
June Collyer
Mad Honeymoon, The
PARAMOUNT
Quitter. forThe
Phillips Holmes-Leila Hyams..
School
Girls
Features
Running Time
Take Heads
the Stand
Jack LaRue-Thelma Todd
Two
on a Pillow
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Alice
in
Wonderland
Charlotte
Henry
Dec.
When
Strangers
Meet
Richard
Cromwell-Arline
Judge
22
75 Dec. 16
Without Children
All of Me
Fredric March-Miriam HopkinsGeorge
Raft
Jan.
71.
Jan.Aug.
I3,'345
18
72...
Big Executive
Ricardo Cortez- Elizabeth Young.. Aug. I9,'34
MAJESTIC
Bolero
George Raft-Carole Lombard .... Feb. 23.'34 80. Feb. I7.'34
Cradle
Song
Dorothea
Wieck-Kent
Taylor
Nov.
17
77.
...Nov.
4
Features
Running
Time
Design for Living
Miriam Honkins-Fredric MarchRel.
Title
Star
.88.... Nov. 25
GaryMarx
Cooper
Dec.
Charming Deceiver, The
Constance Cummings
Dec Date . Minutes
. . .87 Reviewed
Sept. 16 Duck Soup
.80 Nov. II
Four
Bros
Nov.
(Reviewed
under the title, Dorothy
"Heads We
Go") - C. Aubrey
Eight Girls in a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wilson 5. '34.
Curtain
at Eight
Mackaill
Smith-Paul
Cavanagh
Oct. I,8.I'34.. ..63....0CL 28 Four Frightened People C. Doug.
ColbertMontgomery
- H. Marshall - Wm. Jan.
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Sally Eilers Jan. 13
. 74. Feb. I7.'34
• M. Boland
Girl Without a Room
M.Gargan
Churchill-Chas.
Farrell Jan.
Dec. 26, 8
under theThe
title, "1ZitaSpy")Johann-John Miljan Dec.
75 Dec. 9
..65 Dec. 30 Golden
Sin (Reviewed
of Nora Moran,
Harvest
Richard Arlen-Chester MorrisI
..73
Aug.
19
Sing. Sinner, Sing
Paul Lukas-Leila Hyams Aug. 24
Genevieve
Tobin
Sept. 22 95. 70.... Sept. 23
..74.... Oct. 14 Good Dame
You Made Me Love You Thelma Todd-Stanley Lupino Nov.
Sylvia
Fredric Allen
March .... Feb.
F72.
eb.Feb.Oct.I0,'3421
70....
27..
Hell and High Water
Richard SidneyArlen-Judlth
Oct. I6,'34
Coming Feature Attractions
..68
Dec.
34 307
His Double Life
Roland Young-Lillian GIsh ..Jan. I2,'34..
Divorce Bed, The
Edward Arnold-John Miljan
..87...3,'Oct.
I
6
I'm
NoRound-Up,
Angel
Mae West-Cary
Grant
Oct.
26,'34.
.
Last
The
Randolph
Scott-Barbara
Fritchie
•
Jan.
..68....
Nov.
25
MAYFAIR PICTURES
Lone Cowboy
Jackie Cooper
Dec. 23,'34..
12, '34.. ..65.
..68Jan.Dee.6.'3423
Miss
Fane's
Baby
Is
Stolen...
Dorothea
Wieck-Baby
Le
Roy..
..Jan.
Features
Running Time
No
Women
EdmundCooperLowe-Victor
McLagen ■ . Sept.
Feb. I
...72.
85...Feb.Aug.I7,'3426
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
One More
Sunday
Afternoon Gary
Fay Wray
Dance Hall Hostess
Helen
Robards- July I
Search for Beauty
Larry ("Buster") Crabbe - Ida
EdwardChandler-Jason
Nugent
73. Sept.
2.'34 ..80..
75. Jan.. Dee.
20. '342
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
- Barbara Kent - Sept. I
Sitting Pretty
JackLupino
Haley-Jack Oakie-Ginger Feb. 24
HenryBlue
B. Walthall
68.
Rogers
Nov.
9.'34.
.
.
Secret Sinners
Sue Carol-Nick Stuart Oct. 20
70.
Six of a Kind
C. Fields
Ruggles- A.- M.Skipworth
Boland -• W.BurnsC.
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dec. 1
70.
1
and Allen
Feb. 24II ..65.
..92..Jan..July
Song
of
Songs
Marlene
Dietrich-Brian
Aherne .Aug.
27, '34
27
METRO-GGLDWYN-MAYER
Take a Chance
James Dunn - June Knight ..82..
.July 29
Features
"Buddy"Bickford-Judith
Rogers
Oct. 25
Time
This Day and Age
Charles
Allen. ..Aug.
..82... . Nev. 4
Title
Star
Rel. Date1Running
Minutes. . Reviewed
Sept.
Three-Cornered
Moon
C.
ColbertRichard
Arlen-Lyda
9
Beauty
for
Sale
Otto
Kruger-Madge
Evans
Sept
4
..72... Aug. 12
Roberti-Mary
Boland
.98 ...Oct. 7 Thundering Herd. The
Bombshell
Jean Harlow-Lee Tracy Oct. 13 .. .87.
Randolph
Scott-Judith
Allen Aug.
Nov. 13
15 ...581/2.
Broadway to Hollywood Alice Brady - Frank Morgan 57'/2 .Nov. 18
Tillie
and
Gus
Alison
Sklpworth-W.
C.
Fields-.
Oct.
Madge
Evans-Eddie
Quillan.70...
the
Last
Man
Randolph
Scott-Esther
Ralston.
.
Sept.
. .89 ...Sept. S To
Jackie Cooper- Russell Hardie . .Sept. 15
Too Much Harmony
Bing
Crosby-Jack Oakie-Lilyan
16
Cat and the Fiddle, The Jeanette
MacDonald- Ramon No- Feb. 16, '34. . . . .78
Tashman
^
Sept. 29 ..75... Sept.
varro
Sept. 9
Torch Singer
Claudette
Colbert Manners
- Ricardo Sept.
..72...
3
.
.66
Sept.
2
Cortez
David
"In the Cutting Room."Ed Oct.
20
. . . Dec. 9 Way to Love, The
.Sept. 30
Chief.(SeeThe
Wynn-D.21) Mackaill Nov.
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak. . .Oct. 8
3
.. .94
25
Dancing Lady
Joan Crawford -Clark Gable Nov. 24
...Nov.
27
..73...
.70
.Get.
28
White
Woman
Carole
Lombard-Chas.
Laughton..84...
. . . Nov. II
Day of Reckoning Richard Dix-Madge Evans Oct.
Chas. Bickford
Nov.
10
Dinner at Eight
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beery18 Coming Feature Attractions
Llonel Barrymore • Jean Harlow - Madge Evans - Karen
Claudette
Colbert - Harry Wilcoxin
Morley -- Edmund
Lowe - Lee Jan. I2,'34... .113 ...Nov.
. . . June 18 Cleopatra
Tracy
Jean
Hersholt
.117
I9,'34..
Come
On,
Marines
Richard
Arlen-lda
Lupino Mar. 23.'34
5,'34..
. .78 . . . Dec.
Eskimo
Native Cast
Jan.
Takes a Holiday Fredric March-Evelyn Venable. ..Mar. 30.'34..
...87
.79 . . . Dec. 16 Death(Reviewed
Fugitive Lovers
Robt. Montgomery-Madge Evans.. Jan. 22
under
the
title,
"Strange
Holiday")
..78. Jan. 20,'34
Going Hollywood
Marion Davies-Bing Crosby Dec. 17
...Nov.
ItManAin't
Sin
Her Sweetheart
Marie Dressler-L. Barrymore. ... Nov.
Who NoBroke
His Heart, The Mae
PrestonWest
Foster- Victor McLaglen ..Mar. I6,'34.
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Christopher
Bean")
the Cutting Room."Charlie
Feb. 17. '34.)
. .6585 . . . Nov. 304 Melody(Seein "In
Meet the Baron
JackZasuPearl
- Jimmy Durante - Oct. 20
Spring
Boland- Mar.
Pitts
Lanny Ruggles-Mary
Ross-Ann Sothern
11
Mystery of Mr. X
Robt.
Montgomery
Elizabeth
30.'34.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Feb.
17.
'34.)
Allan
Feb. 23,'34
Murder at the Vanities Carl Brisson- Victor McLaglen
9.'34.
Night Flight
H. Barrymore
Hayes - J.- C.Barrymore
L.
Scarlet
Empress,
The
Marlene
Dietrich-John
Lodge
.
.
.
Aug.
Gable - Robt.
6
..91
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Feb.
I0;'34.)
Montgomery
Oct.
She Made Her Bed
Sally Eilers-Richard Arlen Mar.
8
Penthouse
Warner Baxter-Myrna Ley-Mae
George
MenjouFrancesRaft-Adolphe
Drake
,
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas. Sept. 10
. . .Sept. 9 Trumpet
'34 Blows. The
Butterworth
..91
We're
Not
Dressing
Bing
Crosby
Ethel
Merman
•
Prizefighter and the Lady, The. MaxCarneraBaer-Myrna
Loy-Dempsey9,'34..
Carole Lombard - Leon Errol
.102 ....Oct.
.103
Nov.
. . Dec. 28 You're Telling Me
W. ("Buster")
C. Fields-Joan
Marsh-Larry
Queen Christina
Greta GarboWalter
- JohnHuston
Gilbert Feb.
Crabbe
Should Ladies Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymore...Nov.
II PRINCIPAL
Conway Tearle
Dec.
..78
(Reviewed
under the title, Herbert
"The Vinegar
22
..65 ...Sept. 3010 Features
Solitaire
Man
Marshall Tree")
- Elizabeth
Running Time
Allan - Lionel Atwill Sept.
Title
Star
Rel.
Date2,'34Minutes
Sons of the Desert Laurel and Hardy
Dec.
55Reviewed
Ferocious
Pal.
The
Kazan
Feb.
Jan.
20.'34
Stage Mother
A. Bradiy - Russell Hardie - M.
29 . .87 ...Sept. 16 Jaws of Justice
4
58
Kazan-Teddy
and
Richard
Terry
..
Dec.
O'Sullivan
F.
Tone
Sept.
8
42... Oct. 28
76 Jan.
Russia Today
Nov. II
This Side of Heaven Lionel Barrymore-Fay Bainter . • Feb. 4 1
.. .Aug.27.'34
6I....AUB. 19
Tarzan the Fearless Buster Crabbe
Aug
Tugboat Annie
Marie Dressier-Wallace Beery- i
70.... May 20
Nov 15
. .80
.88 . . Sept. 2 Thunder Over Mexico Native Cast
25
Robt.
Young-M.
O'Sullivan.
.
.
.Aug.
Turn Back the Clock
Lee Tracy-Mae Clarke Aug.
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Women in His Life, The OttoLyon
Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben Dec. 8
Desperate Trails
Kazan
76 Feb. 3.
King of the North
Kazan
You Can't Buy Everything. .. May Robson-Jean Parker Jan. 26,'34. .85. Feb. I0.'3412 Little Damozel
Anna
Neagle-James Rennie
Lone Avenger, The
Kazan
Coming Feature Attractions
Hollywood Party. The
(All Star Musical)
Peck's of BadSteel
Boy
Jackie
Cooper
Teeth
Kazan
Lady Mary's Lover •Norma
Shearer - Robert
Mont- Mar. 16, '34.
gomery-Herbert
Marshall
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Laughing Boy
Ramon Novarro-Lupe Velez
Louisiana
Jean ParkerRobert Loy
Young Mar. 2,'34.
Features
Running Time
Men in White
Clark
Gable-Myrna
Title
.75. Feb. I7,'34
OperatorMcKee
Thirteen
Marion CrawfordDavies-Gary
..74 Reviewed
Sadie
Joan
FranchotCooper
Tone
Richard
Dix - Elizabeth Allan - Rel. Date ..Minutes
Ace
of
Aces..
Star
...Sept. 30
Ralph Bellamy
Show-off.andThe
Tracy-MadgeO'Sullivan
Evans Mar. 23,'34.
After Tonight
Constance
Bennett • Gilbert Oct.
Tarzan
His Mate Spencer
J. Weissmuller-M.
...Oct. 28
Roland
Nov.
Viva Villa!
Wallace Beery-Fay Wray Mar. 9. '34.
Wynne Gibson-Charles Farrell .. Nov. 10.. .. ..73 ...Oct. 28
(See "In the Cutting Room," Feb. I0,'34.)
AggieVickers
Appleby, Maker of Men Irene
Ann
.
. . Sept. 2130
Dunne
Walter
Huston
13..
Conrad Nagel
Oct. 4.. .. .71 ...Oel.
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
Before Dawn
Stuart
Erwin-Dorothy
Wilson..
..Aug.
3..
Features
...Aug.
12
Blind Adventure
Rtbt. Armstrong-Helen Mack.... Aug,
Time
.. ..72 ...Oct 14
Title
Chance
at Heaven.
Star
Rel. Date Running
JoelMarian
McCreaNixon
- Ginger Rogers - Oct. 27..
Minutes
Reviewed
18..
Avenger. The
10.
79
Oct.
7
Ralph Forbes-Adrlenns Ames.... Aug 20.
.. . 62
Broken Dreams
.68.. Nov. 4 Deluge, The
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. ..Oct. 20.
Peggy
- Lois Wilson
- Sept 15.. .. ..7060 ...Aug. 19
SIclneyShannon
Blackmer-Matt
Moore..
Preston Foster-Peggy Shannon. . .Aug. 22.
Devil's Mate
.68..
.54.. Aug. 12 Flaming Gold
Galloping
Romeo
5.
Bob
Stcele-Dorls
Hill
Aug.
Bill
Boyd
•
Mae
Clarke
•
Pat
O'Brien
Sept, 29.. .. ..68
.63..
15
Ray WalkerVirginia Cherrill. . .Dec.
He Couldn't
It
Lucky
Texan,Take
The
.56. Jan.
John
Wayne
Jan.
...Dec. 16
Flying Down to Rio.
Dolores
- Gene Ray • Dec.
Rainbow Ranch
mend -DelRaulRioRoullen
25 34. .55...
Rex
Bell
July
15.
Goodbye
Love
Bob
Steele
Aug.
Charles
Ruggles
Nov.
27,'34
Rangers'
Code
.58.
Jan.
Wheeler and Woolsey Feb.
.56. . .
Riders of Destiny
10.
John
Wayne-Cecllla Parker Oct.
Hips.Free!
Hoorayl.
..80 . . . Dec. 23
I Were
Sagebrush
Trail
.58. Dec.27,'3423 IfHips,
John Wayne
Dec. 15.
.. ..68
Irene
Ounne-Nlls Asther-Cllve
.70
Brook
,
Dec.
Sensation Huntere
66. ...Nov. II
Judge-Preston Foster Aug. 15.
Little
Women
.57.
Feb.
Sixteen Fathoms Deep Arline
K.Frances
HepburnDea• - Joan
Bennett
• Nov. I9,'34. .. ..66 yan."27.''34
Sally
O'Nell-Creighton
Chaney. ..Jan.
30.
.65
Skyway
Paul
Lukas
K.
Crawford-Ray
Walker
Aug.
."
Nov.
C8.)
Sweetheart
Sigma Chi. The. Mary Carlisle-Buster Crabhe Oct.
John Barrymore- Helen Chandler . Ian.
.76... OctI0.'3414 Long Lost Father
West of theof Divide
John
B. Faire.
(See
"In The
the Cutting Room McLaglen- Karlotr
John Wayne-Virginia
Halliday-Marguerite
de la ..Feb. 15, '34. .55. Jan. 20,'34 Man
Lost
Patrol.
Feb.
Woman's Man
10775
of Two Worlds
Motte- Wallace Ford
Feb. 7,'34 64. Jan. 27.'34
Francis Lederer- Ellssa Landl . . . . Feb.
Feb. 20.'34
3. '34
9.'34 .. .92. Jan.
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CHACT—CCNT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
Running
Time Reviewed
Running
Time
Minutes
Titl«
Star
Rel Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date
25
78....
Meanest Gal in Town, The ZasuBrendel
Pitts -- Pert
Kelton
El
Counsellor-at-Law
John Barrymore-Bebe Daniels ... Dec. II
65Nov. 25
James Gleason Gun
Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Aug.
Dec. 10
70 July 22
I2.'34 62
Her
First
Mate
Summerville-Pitts
"Sl<ects"
Gallagher
Jan.
65... Sept, 16 Horseplay
70
Midshipman
Jack
Bruce
Cabot-BettyFairbanks,
Furness
Sept. 22
SlimLeilaSummerville-Andy
Devine- Nov. 27
II
70 July 29
Hyams
Morning
Glory
K. Hepburn-D.
Jr.. ..Aug,
I2.'34
68
73 Aug. 12 1 Like It That Way
No Marriage Ties
Richard Dix-Ooris Kenyon Aug. 18
Gloria Stuart-Roger Pryor Feb.
One Man's Journey Lionel
McCrea- Sept. 8
(See Man,
"In the
Cutting Room,"
30.) - Gloria Stuart - Nov.
DorothyBarrymore-Joel
Jordan
72
Sept.
95 Invisible
The
Claude
Wm.Dec. Rains
Harrigan
I
70
Aug.
13
70 Nov. 4
Rafter Romance
Ginger Rogers-Norman Foster. . .Sept. 17
70 Nov. 25 King for a Night
Right
to
Romance,
The
Ann
Harding-Nils
Asther
Nov.
Chester
Morris
Helen Twelve- Oct. 30
trees
Alice -White
78.... Dec. 2
Son
of
Kong
Robert
Armstrong-Helen
Mack.
..Dec.
22
691/2.
'34 Ladies Must Love
Two Alone
Jean Parker-Tom Brown Jan. 26,'34
JuneMaryKnight
- Neil Hamilton
74. Jan.Jan. 20,6, '34
70....
Sept. II9
Carlisle-George
E. Stone- . .Sept. 25
Coming Feature Attractions
16
...Nov.
Love. Honor and Oh, Baby!. ... Summerville-Pitts
Oct. 8, '34 7063. Jan.
Alien Corn
Ann Harding
6,
'34.
Madame
Spy
Fay
Wray-Nils
Asther
Jan.
80 6.'34
Crime Doctor
Otto Kruger-Karen Morley Apr.
Midnight
0. P. Heggie-Sidney Fox Jan. 29,'34
Dover
Road
Clive
Brook-Diana
Wynyard
3
84
Sept. 2
Moonlight
and
Pretzels
Mary
Brian-Leo
Carrillo
Aug.
Finishing School
Ginger
- Frances Dee - Mar, 23,'34
4.
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale -Donna Damerell- Dec. 4
Bruce Rogers
Cabot
Ted
Healy
68
Sept. 9
27.'34
Green
Dolores Del
Rio-Joel McCrea.. ..Apr.
9
Only Yesterday
JohnBenitaBoles-Margaret
I Love Mansions
an Actress Gregory
Ratoff
Apr. 20,'34
105. .. Nov. 25
6....
Hume-Billie SullavanBurke.. ..Nov. 23....
.70..
.72.
.Sept. 2323
Keep 'Em Rolling
Walter
Huston-Frances Davis
Dee Mar.
2,'34 72. Feb, I0.'34 S. 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocque-Gibson Gowland . .Oct.
I3,'34
Of
Bondage
Leslie Pitts
Howard-Bette
Saturday's Millions
Robert
Young-Leila Hyams
Oct. 26.... .60.. .Sept.
.Sept. 30
4,'34
SingHuman
and Like
It
Zasu
- PertHorton.
Kelton.......
- Apr.
Strawberry
Roan
Ken
Maynard-Ruth
Hall
Oct.
Edward Everett
May 30, '34 84
.60
Trail
The
Ken Maynard-Cecilia
Parker Sept.
Spitfire
Katharine Hepburn
Mar.
WheelsDrive.
of Destiny
Ken
Maynard
Feb. I9.'34 64 .
(See "Trigger," "In the Cutting
Room," Nov. 18.)Dix
Stinaaree
Irene Dunne-Richard
Coming Feature Attractions
Strictly
Dynamite
Jimmy
Durante-Lupe
Success Story
Douglas
Fairbanks, Tobin
Jr.Velez
-Colleen Mar. 9,'34.
Countess of Monte Cristo Fay Wray - Paul Lukas Mar. I9,'34
Moore-Genevieve
"In The
the Cutting Room."WynneFeh Gibson-Onslow
17. '.^4 )
Transient
Love
Irene
Bellamy Mar. I6.'34.
Crosby(SeeCase,
Stevens- Mar. 5, '34 78
Wild Cargo
Frank Dunne-Ralph
Buck
Alan Dinehart
Elizabeth and Mary
Margaretman - Mrs.
Sullavan-Lowell
SherLeslie
Carter
SHOWMENS PICTURES
Glamour
Constance Cummings - Paul
Features
Lukas
Apr.
2,'34
.71
Honor
of the
the West
Ken
Maynard
Apr. 16,'34
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrow Dec. I
.63
I'll
Tell
World
Lee
Tracy-Gloria
Stuart
Moth,
Sally
O'Neil-Paul Collier,
Page
Let's BeMan.Ritzy
Ayres-Patricia
Public The
Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm.
Jr Jan.
Nov. 15. '34. .63
What Now? Lew
Margaret
Sullavan - Ellis
Douglass Mar. 26,'34
.62. Feb.Sept.I0,'34(6 Little
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waycotf . . Sent. 24
Montgomery
..Apr. 30, '34
Coming Feature Attractions
Love Birds,
The
Summerville-Pitts
6,'34
Poor
Rich. The
Edna May Oliver-Edward Ever- Mar. I2,'34
Golden Head
ett
Horton
Feb.
26,'34
65.
Jan.
St.
Louis
Waman
Mar.
IS,'34.
Uncertain
Lady
Genevieve
TobinEdward
Everett
Souls in Pawn
Horton
Special
Duty
Unlimited
■3,'34
Within
the Rock
WARNER BROS.
STATE RIGHTS
Features
Running Time
Features
Flunning Time
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Title
Star
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Carnival Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen
Minutes Reviewed
15....
..69.
Feb.
Vincent
Hollywood
Captured!
Leslie
Howard-Doug.
Fairbanks,
72.... June 24
. Dec. 15, '34. . .65. Jan.
Jr. - Paul Lukas
Aug. 19..
Criminal at Large Emiyn
Williams
Dist'r
Cathleen Nesbitt. . Helber Prods Jan,
College Coach
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nov.
I7,'34
Cougar, the King Killer. .. Edwin C. Hill • Jay
75....
Nov. 18
Lyle
Talbot
Disraeli (Reissue)
George Arliss
Dec.
6,'34
Bruce
Master Zapp
Art
Nov. I .,60
Death Parade. The
(War
Film)
Henry
,.77. Feb.
Easy
to
Love
Adolphe
Menjou
Mary
Aster
88.
Dec.
I4.'29
Genevieve Tobin
Jan. I3,'34.
Enlighten Thy Daughter. .. Beth Barton-Miriam
Ever in My Heart
Barbara Stanwyck
Oct. 28..,.
.68....
21..
.61. Jan.Oct.20,'3421
Farewell to Love
JanBattista
Kiepura- Heather Exploitation Picts , Jan. 15, '34. . 80 Dec.
Footlight
Parade
James
Cagney
Joan
Blondell
Angel
Madison Picts. ... Nov. 24 66 Dec. 2
Ruby Kibbee
Keeler - Dick Powell - Oct.
Guy
Film Parade
General Picts Jan. I2.'34...55 30 From Headquarters
.101. . Dec.
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dec. 2..
FoundThatAlive
Barbara
Bedford
Feb. 10, '34. . 56
2.... .63. Oct.
Get
Venus
Ernest Truex
- Jean...Ideal
Gold Diggers of 1933
Warren
William-Joan BlondellArthur
Regent Picts
Aline
MacMahon-Ruby
KeelerDick Powell
Sept.
.98... May 27
Gow
Film Exchange.. ..Nov. 29 65 Dec. 9 Hi, Nellie!
Paul Muni
Jan. 20.'34.
Hell on Earth
All Star
Aeolian Picts Jan, 27,'34. . .70.Feb. I0,'34
House on 56th Street, The KayGeneFrancis
Ricardo
Cortez
23.
.
.
.
Hell's
Holiday
(War
Film)
Superb
Picts
77
...
July
22
68...Feb.Dec.3,'349
.75.
Raymond
Dec. 9...
Her Secret
SariCollier,
Maritza
Jr- Wm. Ideal
73
28...
I've
Your Case
Number Jean
O'Brien
KennelGotMurder
WilliamBlondell-Pat
Powell-Mary
Astor Feb.
Oct. 24,'34
Her Splendid Folly Lilian Bond - T. Von
73Feb.Dec.
Nov.
James Cagney
Dec.
68.76....
I0,'3424
Progressive Oct. 7 59 Nov. 4 Lady Killer
Le Gong (Dance of the Eltz
Voltaire
George Arliss-Doris Kenyon Aug. 5...
70 June 24
Bennett Picts
Picts
55. Jan.Julv20,'3429
MadVirgins)
Age, The
Resolute
July 19 70
Coming Feature Attractions
Mr.
Ail Star
B'way-Hollywood 59..
Over Broadway
the Seven Seas
Vanderbilt
70 . Sept.
June 233 As
the Murder
Earth'Turns
Woods Apr. I4,'34 72. Feb. I0,'34
Dragon
Case. The Jean
WilliamMuir-Donald
Powell
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch - June Lester F. Scott
58
Sept.
16
Fog
Over
Frisco
(T.)
Donald
Woods-Bette
Davis-Lyle
TalbotMargaret
Lindsay
Shepherd of the
Fur Coats
Aline MacMahon-Paul Kelly
Seven
Hills.
The
Faith
Pictures
...Aug.
7
60
Aug.
19
Sweden, Land of the
Gambling Lady
Barbara
Hal LeRoyStanwyck
• Rochelle Hudson • Mar. 3I.'34
Vikings
John
W. Films
Boyle
70. Jan.Dec.I3,'3416 Harold Teen
Through
the
Centuries
Beacon
Dec.
1
70
Patricia
Ellis
Truth About Africa, The
Wm. Alexander
47 Apr. 22 Heat Lightning
Aline MacMahon-Glenda Farrell- Apr. 7,'34 65
Wine. Women and Seng. . . Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I. E. Chadwick
Ann Dvorak-Lyle Talbot Mar. 3,'34 63
Cody
70 Dec. 23 Hot Air
Dick
Powell
- Pat O'Brien Ginger
Rogers
Jimmy
the Gent
James
Cagney-Bette
UNITED ARTISTS
Key, The
KayColinFrancis
WilliamDavis
Powell - Mar. I7,'34
Clive
Features
Running Time
Merry Wives of Reno
Glenda Farrell-Margaret
LindTitle
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
say-Donald
Woods
.63
Advice to the Lovelorn Lee Tracy-Sally Blane Dec. 22 . !.. .. .93.
Dec.
9
One
Man's
Woman
Pat
O'Brien-Glenda
Farrell
Aug.
19
Bitter
Sweet
Anna
Neagle-Fernand
Graavey.
..Sept.
Upper
World
Warren
William
Mary
AsterGinger Rogers
Blood Money
George Bancroft- Frances DeeChick Chandler-Judith Ander- son Nov. 17
James Cagney-Joan Blondell
...Nov. 18 Without Honor
.
.
.
65
.
Bowery, The
Wallace
Beery -• George
Raft 13 . . .90. ...Oct, 7
Jackie Cooper
Fay Wray
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance
- Russ Oct.
27 . . 85. ...Oct. 21
Columbo -Cummings
Paul Kelly
Oct. 29
.80. ...Sept.
Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson-Dudley Digges Sept. 5,'34. . .. ...86.
...Dec. 239 OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Gallant
Lady
Ann
Harding-Clive
Brook
Jan.
. . . Feb. 25 Features
Running Time
Masguerader,
The
Ronald
Colman-Elissa
Landi
Sept.
.
.
.75.
Moulin Rouge
Constance
Bennett
- Franchot Jan. I9,'34..
Dist'r
Rel. Date
Minutes
Reviewed22
Title
Star
Dec. 23
Tone
T.
Carminati
.
.
.71
.
London
Film
71 Apr.
British-United
Counsel's
Opinion
Henry Kendall
Palooka
Jimmy
- Stuart Erwin - Feb. 16, "34.. . . .83.
Don Quixote
Feeder
Chaliapin
Lupe Durante
Velez
Artists
July
8
George Robey . . .
...Sept.
Private Life of Henry VIII, The. Charles Laughton
Nov, 3 . . .97. Jan.
27, '3423 Girl from Maxim's, The. .. Frances
Day
Roman Scandals
Eddie Cantor - Gloria Stuart 29
Hawleys
of
High
Street.
...
Leslie
Fuller
. ..85. ...Dec. 9 I Lived with You
David Manners-Ruth Etting. . . Dec.
IvorJeans
Novella - Ursula Gaumont-British Aug. 12
Coming Feature Attractions
British and DoJust My Luck
Ralph Lynn
Born to Be Bad
Loretta Young-Cary Grant
minions 80 May 20
Bulldog
Strikes Back. Douglas
Ronald ColmanLoretta
Young
CatherineDrummond
the Great
Fairbanks.
Jr.
ElizaMaid
of
the
Mountains,
The
.
Harry
Welchman
Int'I
80
beth Bergner
Mar. 16,'34 91. Feb. I0.'34
Nancy Brown .... British
Protex
Nov. 18 90 Apr.
Dec. 222
Firebrand, The
Frcdric March - Constance BenMam'zelle
Nitouche Janie
Men of Tomorrow
MauriceMarese-Raimu.
Braddell.... Paramountnett-Fay Wray
London
Film
80
Apr.
15
House of forRothschild,
The Sncpcer
George Arllss
British-United
Looking
Trouble
- Jack Oakie - Mar.
Money
for
Speed
John
Loder
Ida
LuConstanceTracyCummings
pine - Cyril McLaglen
Nana
Anna
Atwill-Phil- Mar. 9,'34 80. Feb. 3.'34
90
Never Trust a Woman Richard
Tauber Bavaria Film. . . .Oct
lips Sten-Lionel
Holmes
2,'34 85. Jan. I3,'34
Sent. 7 57....
Passion of Joan of Arc, The. Maria Falconneti. . . . Capital
Queen.
The
Anna
Neagle-Fernand
Graavey
Gaumont-British
80 Sept.
Oct. 2816
Prince
of
Arcadia
Carl
Brisson
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Warner
Mar. l'6,'34!!! . .99. jan! " 6,'34
Radio Parade
British Int'I
70 May 13
Red Wagon
Charles
Raquel Bickford
Torres
UNIVERSAL
Greta Nissen British Int'I
Features
Saint
Anthony
of
Padua
.
Carlo
Pinzauti
Time Reviewed
Integrity
Film. ...Feb. 8,'34. . .90.
Title
Star
Radio
92....Feb.Oct,17,'3428
Rel Date Running
This Week of Grace Gracie Fields
Minutes
Yvette
RosineGuilbert
Derean Irl^I!"'
Bombay Mail
EdmundBoles-Gloria
Lowe-OnslewStuart
Stevens.. ..Jan. 22. '34 82.... Dec. 23 Two Orphans, The
Renee Saint-Cyr. Blue Ribbon
„ „ ., ,,
Shirley Grey
Jan. I,8'34 68.
70,...Jan.Dec.I3,'3423
By Candlelight
Landi-Paul
Lukas
Dec.
Photoplays Feb. 6,'34 . 92
Volga
Volga
H.
Shlletton.
tross
Country Cruise Elissa
LewKnight
Ayres
- Alice White
- June Jan.
Kinematrade Dec.
14 76.
Wandering Jew, The JacobA. Ben-Ami
15, ',^^4 77. Jan 27,"34
JAFA
Oct. 20
90. Jan.
...Oct.6, '3428

on h
Lond Britis

14
Oct uly8
8J

..6

.6

ly15
7 Ju
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lAll dates are 1933 unless
otherwise
stated"]
AUDIO
PRODUCTIONS
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Butterfly
10
SeedMUSICAL
Dispersal
10....
MOODS
1— Hans
DanceLange
ef theandHours
9....
Orchestra
2— Ave Maria
7....
Dion Kennedy at the Organ
3 — Gus
Waters
of Minnetonka
6
Haensehen
and Orthntt*
4— Hula Moon
7
Native Hawaiian Troupe
5— Hans
WaltzLange
In A andFlatOrchestra
Major
4
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
BROADWAY
COMEDIES
Banker
Buckeroos
, . .2 ris.
SidneySteps
and Out
Murray
Elmer
. . .2 rIs.
Waiter Catlett
Hold Your Temper Dec. 13. . ..2rls.
Smith and Dale
Hot Daze
Oct. 20. ...2 rls.
Smith and Dale
Radio-dough
Feb. 5.'
Sidney and Murray
TenSidney
BabyandFingers
Jan. 15,'
Murray
KRAZY KAT KARTOONS
...,l rl..
Antique Antics
Autograph
Jan. 24.5,' 34..
Bill Poster.Hunter
The
Nov.
.....in..
. . . II rl..
rl . .
Curio
Shop.
The
Dec.
15.
....in..
House Cleaning
....in..
Krazyof Spoeks
Out
theExposure
Ether Oct.
Sept. 13.5. ....in..
?'/»..
Southern
....in..
Stage
Krazy
Nov.
13.
Tom Thumb
....in..
Whack's
Sent.29. ....in..
LAMB SMuseum
GAMBOLS
.2 t\%.
Hear
'Em and Weep
LAUGHING
WITH
MEDBURY
1— In Morocco
Sept. 29. ..in.
2—
25. ..10...
3— InIn the
SouthOrient
America Oct.
Dec. 22.
...in.
...I n.
4— MARCH
Among OF
the THE
Nordio
YEARS
.9'A.
No.
I
—
"Boss"
Tweed
Sept.22.
No. 2—
Oct. 6. .in.
No.Case
3— Famous Crippon Oct. 20.
No.Opens
4— Commander
...II...
I n.
Japan Perry Nov. 3.'34..
No. 5—
Jan. 24.'
No.MICKEY
6—McGUIRE
Jan. 24.' 34.. i n.
COMEDIES
...18...
1— Mickey's Touchdown ....Oct. 14 ...18...
2 — Mickey's Tent Show Oct. 27, ...18...
3— Mickey's Covered Wagon. Nov. 30 34.18...
4— MINUTE
Mickey's Minstrels
MYSTERIES Jan. II,
No.Party
I— Death Attends a Oct. 6, .9. . . .
.in.,
No.
Fast Clown
Fangs
Oct. 14.
13. .in..
No. 23—— The
Dies Dec.
No.Went
4— When
the
Lights
Out
Dec. 15. . i rl . .
No.MUSICALS
5— The Missing Clue... Jan. 22.' 34. . i ri . .
No.theI —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. 16 ....2 rls.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack2— Osterman
Um-Pa
Nov. 24 ....2rls.
No.Leu3— HolU
School for Romance. Jan. 31,' 34. .2 rls.
No.Frank
4— Love
Detectives
Aibertson
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
....in.rt.
Auto Show
Dec. 8. ....I
Aw,
....I n.
False Nurse
Alarm
....in.
Hollywood
Babes
Nov.
7'/2.
Movie
Struck
Sept. 10.8 ...in.
Sandman Tales
Oct. 6. 34.. I rl.
Scrappy's Art Gallery Jan. 12.' 34.. I n.
Scrappy's
SUNRISETelevision
COMEDIES Jan. 29,'
Brother, Could You Spare
aKenMillion?
Sept. 13
Murray
Entertainer,
The
Oct. 4
Will Mahoney
WORLD OF SPORT
rl.
Flying Gloves
Aug. 18. .1. I rl.
It's Sport
ina Touchdown
Any Language
.1 n.
We
Want
Oct.
23
.1
What the Scotch Started... .Oct. 6 .9...n.
Who SaidThrills
the Weaker Sex?. Sept. 8 . I n.
Winter
DU WORLD PICTURES
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
SEMI-FEATURES
AND SHORTS
Dawn
Dawn
Julie toHayden-0.
M. Ness Dec. 25.
LotFrederic
in Sodom
Dec. 25. 26.
Haak
No(Travelogue)
Woman's Land
45
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed
through Fox Films]
Title
ANDY
CLYDE COMEDIESRel. Date Min.
An Old Gypsy Custom Jan. 12, '34. .2 rls.
Dora's
Dunking Doughnuts .Sept.
I 20....
Frozen Assets
Nov. 17
2 rls.
Hello,
Prosperity
Mar.
30,
His Weak Moment
Oct. 13'34. .22 rls.
rls.
Super
The Feb. 9. '34. .2 rls.
AS ASnooper,
DOG THINKS
Walking
Dog
You and I theand the
Gatepost . Sent.29
Aug. 25
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May
I,'34..
I.'34.
Title )
RELEASE
CHART— CONT'D
Jan.
Feb.
I,'34. MIn.
.1 ri.
rt.
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
Title
I.'34.
Rel.
Date
MIn.
Rel.
Date
BABY BURLESKS
?..
ACarrie
VisitJacobs
to West
Point
I rl,.
rt..
2.
. Mar. I,'34. .1. 1 ri.
3.
Bond
I
Gimme
Quarterback. .. .Jan.
26, '34
Children
of the
Nile..
MELODY MAKERS
KidBATTLE
'N My
Africa
The
Peacock
Throne...
.Apr.
FOR LIFE Oct. 6
Sammy
Fain
— With Eton
.July I.'34.
6.
I.'34. ,1.1..in.
1 ri.
rt.
Boys,
N.
Brokenshire
and
Born to Die
Mar. i6,'34. . I ri . .
.Aug. I,'34.
.June
Evelyn
Hoey
7....
I.'34.
CityCORONET
of Wax
Feb.
9,'34..l
T\..
II.
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
COMEDIES
8. The First Paradise .Sept. I.'34. . 1 rt.
9. Dravidlan Glamor ....
Healy, Jack Fulton and
Git Along
LittleThe
WIfle Nov.
I.'34. .1 rt.
10.3. Adventure
Good
Bad Man.
Dec. 3
8 22 ns.
rls.
Pickens Sisters
9
Isle
.Nov. I.'34. .in.
.1 rt.
Benny
Davis
—
With
Roy
Inventors. The
Feb. 2.'34.28
Atwell,
Charles
12. Queen of the Indies... .Dec.
North
of Zero
.1 rt.
Martha Ray
and Carllle.
Jackie
FROLICS
OF YOUTH Jan. I9.'34. .2rls.
13.5. A Mediterranean Mecca .Oct.
Green
8
7.
Managed
Money
Feb.
23,'34.
.2
rls.
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6 2 rls.
GusKirbery,
Edwards—Four
With Minute
Ralph
PARAMOUNT
Pardon
My
Pups
Jan. 26,'34.
.2 rl>.
Men
and
John
S.
Young
9....
Rel. Dat« MIn.
What's
To
Do
Nov.
24
17
BETTY
MERMAID COMEDIES
Stephen
Foster
—
With
John
Title BOOP
CARTOONS
Hundley, Nancy McCord
(Harry Langdon)
and Kelvin Keech
10
Hooks
and
Jabs
Aug.
25
2
ns.
Leave It to Dad
Oct. 20 2 rls.
Fields and McHugh— With
Betty
Beep's Hallowe'en Nov. 3 7
Party
Jack ens
Osterman Sisters
and PickPop's Hand.
Pal
Doe. 29
Ha! Ha!
Mar. 2,'34..l
rt..
9
Stage
The
.Sept.
8 22 ns.
rls.
IHa!Don
Heard
Sept.
1 7....
Carrie
Jacobs
Bend
—
With
Redmond
Trimmed
in AND
Furs
Jan. 5,'34..2rls.
Edwin C. Hill, Ralph
MORAN
MACK
Morning,
Noon
and
Night.
.Oct.
6.
COMEDIES
Kirbery
and Lew White
RubinofI
ORGANLOGUES
Blue Blackbirds
Aug. 18 2 rls.
OldCabManCalloway
of the Mountains .Aug.
.9..
Songs
of the
Hills
6
Farmers'
Fatal
Folly
Sept.
15
18
Radio
Rubes
Parade of Wooden Soldiers . Dee.
Freeze-Out.
MUSICAL The
COMEDIES Dee 22 19....
Sally
7....
RedHEADLINERS
Hot Mamma
Fob. 5,'34..7...
2,'34. .8...
Singin'
Sam-Don Wallace
Going
2.'34..2rls.
She
Wronged
Him Bight. ..Jan.
Million Spanish
Dollar Melody Mar.
Oct. 27
2 ns.
Night
of Romance
7....
.11.
Donald
Nevis-Ann
Leaf-John
Young
Poppin'
the
Cork
.Dec.
15
24
Yacht Club
Boys
ROMANTIC JOURNEYS
Broadway
Knight
Feb. 23, '34. . I rl.
Tongue
Twisters
7....
Across the Sea
Oct. 20 II
Bundle
Blues, A
Sept. I..
White
Duke ofEllington
Canyon of Romance Dee. 8 1 rl.. ShipIrvingof Kaufman-Lew
Dreams
7....
...10.
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22 .Irl..
Ralph
Kirbery-Lew
White-Kelvin
Keech
Captain
Henry's
Radio
Show.
Aug. II..
Melody on Parade
7
Lanny
Ross-Annette
HanLost
Race.
The
Apr.
I3,'34..l
rt..
shaw-Don
Voorhees
Mediterranean
Blues Feb. 23.'34. . I rl. . Home
IrvingAgain
Kaufman-Lew Whit*
SONG HIT STORIES
8....
Little
DonaldBroadcast,
Novis •The
Arthur Oct. 27..
Nick
Lucas-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech
Doctor.
The
Feb.
23.'34.
.
I
rl.
.
Last Dogie, The
Nov. 17.... 10
.11.
Tintypes
6
Tracy
■ Lopez-Roy
Mills Bros.
Vincent
Atwell•
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov.
24
Irl..
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
...II.
Helen Morgan
Oriental Phantasy
8
Radio
Roundup,
A
Nov.
24..
Slow
Poke
Sept.22 1 rt..
Charles Cartiie-Lew White-Kelvin Keech
Molasses
.6.
Stepin
Fetchit
Mary Small'n' - January
Poet•
Organ Festival
9....
Prince-Vaughn
DoTheLeathTrav'lling
Three
X
Sisters
Lew
White-Ann
LeafAlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 9.'34..1rt..
Dick Liebert-Jesse Crawford
STAR
COMEDY
Melody Tour
8....
VincentRhythm
Lopez
Rumba
Sept.29.
SPECIALS
Sylvia S.Froos-DIck
John
Young LlebertExpectant
Father, The Nov
Feb. I6,'34,..
Station
T
O.T
Jan. 22
I9.'34.I0.
Mr.
Adam
17
Where
Tiger? Dec.
10.
Organlogue-ing the Hits
8....
Borrahs That
Mlnnevltch
TERRY-TOONS
Nick
Lucas-Lew
WhiteHOLLYWOOD
ON
Beanstalk Jack
Oct. 20 6
Herbert
Rawlinson
PARADE
Melodies of Love
Fanny'sUproa
Wedding rDay Sept.22
Grand
Aug. 2S . Irl
Irl .
Cartiie-Rawllnson-White
No.
I
Aug.
II.
Songs
of the Range
No. 2
Sept. 18
8.. .11...
II...
Gypsy
Fiddler,
A
Oct.
6
'.
6
"
Holland
Jan.
I2.'34..6
Art
Dickinson-Lew
White
No.
3
Oct.
13..
.11...
Hypnotic Days
Eyes
Aug
Irl
Rhapsody In Black
I rl..
No. 4
Nov. 10..
No. 5
Dec. 8..
Gary- Woman
Rawlinson-andWhite
In Venice
Dec. is!.
Joe's
Lunchwason
Wine.
Song
Irl..
Apr
6,'34 i.'.'s.I rl.
No.
6
Jan.
5,'34.ll
No.
7
Feb. 2.'34.ll...
Tommy
McLaughlin-Lew
WhiteLittle
Boy Blue
,
Nov. 23.'34..6....
30 .• .
hf.l'.
7^"
Feb.
Kelvin Keech
No. 8
Mar. 2.'34..1. I n.ri.
PET
SUPERSTITIONS
Mad
House,
A
Mar.
23,'34.
.
I
rt.
.
9
Mar.30.'34. .1 rt.
Owl and the
Pussycat.
Mar. 9.'34..lrl..
I. Spilled Salt
10....
PickNo.PARAMOUNT
10
necki
ng The. sopt.
8 1 ri..
PICTORIAL Apr. 27,'34.
Rip Van Winkle
.Feb. 9.'34..lrl..
J.Phyllis
CarrolBarry-Geo.
Nalsh LewlsNo.
I
—
Just
a
Little
Dress10....
RobinsonSouth,
Crusoe
Nov" 29
17* i.'e
"6
ing— TheMills
Rock Garden — Aug. 1 1 .
SheSPECIAL
Whoops to Conquer
2 rls..
Sunny
The
Dec.
Irving
Three
Bears.
The
Jan.
26.'34.
.6.
.
.
.
Zasu
Pitts-Billy
BevanNo. 2— On the Trail of the
Village Blacksmith. The.. Nov. 3 . 6
Daphne Peilard
Salmon — 'Trotting Out the
COMEDIES
Champion
Green. Sept. 8 10..
•«....
■
No.
3— Dr.— Johnny
Rey Chapman
HOWARD
TOM
METRO-GOLDWYNBig Meow.Sweets
The
Mar.
9,'34..2ns.
Andrews — September
Divorce
Nov. 30
2
rls
MAYER
HarryGoArmstrong.
Mouse Trapper, The Sept. 1 1 2 rls
No.MornA— —Let's
Crabbing Oct. 6 10..
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Static
Sept.29 2 rl».
TREASURE CHEST
— Manhattan
Nocturne — Nov. 3 II..
ALL-STAR SERIES
Irvin
S.
Cobb
Air Maniacs
Dec.
Crook's Tour
Sept.23 19
No.Jack5 — Frost,
The Old MillDeco-—
Day Dreams
Dec. 15
8 16
Mixed Nuts
Feb. I7.'34.I9
Hula Honeymoon
Mar. ID
2, '34 2 rls
Next Week-End
Apr.
7.'34.I6
rator — Song Master
Makers of Dec. I...
Twin
Screws
Dec.
30
2
rls.
Shorts
No\r.
the
Nation
Yeast Is West
Nev. II 2 rls.
Seng of Vienna
Nov. 3 .
.10...
No.
6—
Southward
Ho — Dec. 29... .11...
CHARLEY
CHASE
What
Does
1934
Hold?
Dec.
22
16
.
'
Trees —No Gllda Gray
Your Life Is In Your
Cracked
Iceman
Jan.
27,'34.
19.
.
.
.
No.
7
—
Queer
Fish
—
Liquid
Hands
Sent. 22
Four
Parts
Mar.
18
Luncheon
at Mush
Twelve Oct.
Dec. 31.21
9'34. 21....
21
— Lanny Ross
Jan. 23,'34..l
26.'34.10...
FOX FILMS
MidsummerSaid
No.Air8—
Feb.
rl.
Sherman
It
Sept.
2
17
No.POPEYE
9—THE SAILOR Mar.23.'34..l ri.
Title
Rel.
Date
FITZPATRICK
ADVENTURES OF THE
MIn.
Blow Me Down
Oct. 27 7...
TRAVEL TALKS
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
British Guiana
Dec. 23 9
Can
It
Apr.27,'34.
ri.
Following the Horses! Sept. I 9...
I EatsYouMyTake
Spinach
Nov. 17 . 17...
Colorful Ports of Call
I rl..
Motor Mania!
Sept.29 9...
I Yam What I Yam
Sept.20 7...
Day
in Guiana.
Venice
Oct. 28 9
Conquest of the Air! Nov. 30 9...
Dutch
Land
of
Let's
You
and
Him
Fight.
.Feb.
I6.'34..lri.
Man on the Flying Trapeze,
Scouring
thetheSeven
Oct. 20 9...
DIuka
Sent. 25
2 10
Answering
Riot Seas!...
Call!.. .Dec.
9...
Italy,
Land of inspiration. . Nov.
Irl..
The
rl.
Filming
Fashions
Nov. 22
10 9...
New Zealand
9....
Seasin's
Greetinks ,...Mar.30,'34..l
Dec. 8 6...
MAGICtheCARPET
Scotland the Bonnie Sept.30 9....
Sock-A-Bye,
Baby
Jan.
19.
'34.. 7...
7...
SERIES
Wild
Elephlnks
Dec.
29
FLIP,
THE
FROG
SCREEN SONGS
Pagodas
PeipIng Aug.
18
Paleface
Aug. 12 8....
Shades ofof Cairo
Aug. 25
Soda Squirt
7
Boo.
7...
The Desert Patrol
Sept. I 10...
I
LikeBoo,Mountain
Music Oct.
Nov. 13
10 IS...
GOOFY
MOVIES
Eton
BoysTheme Song
Outposts of France Sent. 15 9...
APerils
Wholeof Arsenic
Show in Annie
One Reel .Sept. 9 9I rl..
Glimpses of Greece Sept.29
Keeps
Rainin'NIesen
All the Time. Jan. 12.'34.ID...
Gertrude
Playground of Pan Oct. 13
& HARDY
Elephant Trails
Oct. 27
20....
BusyLAUREL
Bodies
Oct. 7 .20....
Borrah
Mlnnevltch
Lazy
Bones
Apr. I3,'34. . I rl.
The Island of Malta Nov. 3 10...
Dirty Work
Nev. 25. ..
Let's All Sing Like the
AByways
Day ininTokyo
10 9...
Oliver
the Eighth
Jan. 13, '34 ,28,. . .
Bangkok Nov.
Nov. 24
MUSICAL
COMEDIES
Birdies
Sing
Feb. 15
9,'34..8...
Around the Acropolis JJov. 30
Sing Dec.
9...
.2 rls. Sing.
Baby Babies,
Rose Marie
Jail
Birds
In Heart
Paradise Nov.
Feb. 24,'34
Gem
of
the
Sea
Dec.
15
9...
Keg
0'
My
II...
.2
rts.
Rural England
Dec. 22
20...
Stoopnocracy
Aug.
18
7...
Nertsery
Rhymes
Aug.
26
Stoopnagle and Budd
London Medley
Dec. 29
Rhapsody in Brew Sept.30 20...
LannyUp Ross
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5, '34
Tune
and Sing Mar 9,'34..1rl.
Symphony
Suds Jan. 6, '34. .2 rts.
MUSICALin REVUES
Tunisian Travels
Jan. 19, '34
When
Yuba Plays the
20....
Beer
and
Pretzels Aug.
26
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26.'34
Plane
Nuts
Oct.
14....
Rumba Bros.
on the Tuba Sept. 16 7...
Roaming the Netherlands. .. Feb. 9.'34
Mills
Roast Beef and Movies. ... Dec. 2..., 20....
.2 ns.
Cradle
Storms
MOVIEof TINTYPE
SERIESFeb. 16. '34
ODDITIES
SCREEN SOUVENIRS
Where Is My Wandering
Fine
Feathers
Nov.
18
9
No. 2
I
Aug.
25 10...
Aug. 18
Handlebars
Aug. 26 10....
No.
Sept. 22....
10...
ForBoy?
the Man She Lcved... .Sept.
8
Happy Warriors
Oct. 26
21 II
9....
No.
3
Oct.
20.
...10...
Menu
Aug.
Slander's
Tongue
Sept.22
No.
4
Nov.
17
10...
Twin Dukes and a Duchess. Oct. 6
Roping
Bears
Jan. I3.'34..lrt..
No. 5
Dec. 15 10...
The
Great ofTrain
Robbery. Nov.
Oct. 27
OUR V/ild
GANG
A Moment
Madness
4
No.
6
Jan.
I2,'34.10...
Bedtime
Worries
Sept.
9
21
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
Wild
Poses
19
No.
Feb.
TODD-KELLY
No. 7
8
Mar. 9,'34..1
9.'34..l ri.
rt.
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5. '34
Air Fright
Dec. 23 2 rls. No.PARAMOUNT
9
Apr.
e,'34..l ri.
The Girl from the Country. Jan. 19. '34
SOUND
Emma's Dilemma
Feb. 2, '34
Babes
In
the
Goods
Feb.
I0.'34.i9
Backs
to
Nature
Nov.
14
20
NEWS
Love's Old Sweet Song Feb. I6.'34
TwoGRANTLAND
Editions Weekly
Beauty and the Bus Sept. 16 18
TheSPECIAL
Heart of SUBJECT
Valeska Mar. 9,'34
RICE
SoupWILLIE
and Fish
Mar.31,'34. .2 rls.
WHOPPER
Aniakchak
Aug. 18 28...
SPORTLIGHTS
No.
I
—
What
Makes a Aug. 4 II...
Davy
Jones'
Locker
Dec.
9
7
MASTER ART
Champion
Hell's Bali
Fire
Jan. 16
6, '34.. 77....
Play
Sent.
No.
2—
Sporting
Melodies..
25 10
PRODUCTS
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14 8....
8....
No. 3— Water Lure .Aug.
Sept.22
10...
Stratos-Fear
Nov. II
No.Champions
4— The March ef the Oct. 20.... 1 1...
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
HUMAN SIDE OF
MONOGRAM
No. 65—— Around
Kennel the
Kings
24 10...
THE NEWS
No.
Calendar . Nov.
Dec. 22
Title
Rel. Date
HILL) In
No.
7
—
Jumping
Giants
....Jan.
2e.'34.ll
i. (EDWIN
Roosevelt C. Family
PORT
0'
CALL
SERIES
Min.
No. 8— Horse Power
.Feb. I6,'34. 1 1 . . , ,
America
I rl.
I. The Seventh Wonder. .. Dec. I..
..I n..

February

24,

1934

MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

81

(THE
RELEASE
CHACT--CCNT'D
}
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
Rel Date MIn.
Rel. Date Mia.
No.LeonTitle
II —Beiasco
The Name
Is Familiar
On(Mentone
the Air No.
and I)Off Sept. 6 19
Marching Along
Oct. 27 7..
Ne. 9— Flyino Bodies Mar. 23. '34. 10
and Band
the Pan
Nov. 24 7..
Ne.TWO10— REEL
Animal COMEDIES
Antics . . . Apr. I3.'34. . I rl. . On
No.
12
—
The
Audition
20
Pals
(
rl.
Open
Sesame
Oct.
25
20
SPECIALS
Henry Armetta
Hannah
Williams-Phil
Emerton's Band 9....
Circus
Feb. ie.'34.2l . . . .
HarryHoedoe
Laniden
Out
of
Gas
Nov.
8
21.
.
28...
No.
13
—
A
Castiiian
Garden
So
This
Is
Harris
Jan.
I9.'34
Louise Fazenda
IO>/2.
VAGABOND ADVENTURE
Cold
Turkey
Dee. I IS
IO'/2.
Sefior Del MASTERS
Pozo's Marimba
SERIES
MELODY
(New Orchestra
Series)
Joseph
Cawthern
Palsie
Jan. 31, '34. 20
HenryWalsie
Armetta
Ducky
Dear
Sept.
I
19
Antwerp
Sept.
8
No.DaveI— Apolion
Hot fromand Petrograd
10
Sidney Toler
Cuba
Nov.
10....
Pie
for
Two
Dec.
13
2i
Orchestra
James Gieason
Gibraltar,
Guardian
of
the
No.
2
—
Barber
Shop
Blues
9
GoldWalter
Nuggets
Feb.
2.'34.I8....
Catlett
Claude Hopkins and Band
Mediterranean
Stung
Oct. 18 18.. .
LouiseAgain
Fazenda
No.
34—— Rubinoff
and Orchestra
10
JustBingan Crosby
Echo
Jan. IS.'34.20....
Holy Land
Feb. I6,'34. 10
Madeira,
Land of Wine
Supper
at
Six
Dec.
27
18..
No.
Eddie
Duchin
and
Band
10....
(Mentone No. 5)
Marriage
Hareor Aug. 18 19
No.Harmonica
5— BorrahRascals
Minnevitch and His 10....
Moorish Spain
Jan. J2,'34.I0
Harry Langdon
Trifle
Jan. I7.'34. 191/2 .
VinceBackward.
Barnett A
STATE RIGHTS
Meet the Champ
Aug. 4 21
No.
6
—
Jack
Denny
and Band
Eugene Catlett
PalletteNo. 7— Mills Blue Rhythm
Band 10....
10....
AMKINO
Vaudeville
Jan. 24.'34..2rls
(Mentone onNo.Parade
6)
Walter
No.
8
—
Isham
Jones
Mar.
I7.'34. . I rl. .
A
Day
in
Moscow
26....
Warren
Doane
Brevity
Aug.
9
19..
NewPallette-Catlett
Dealers, The
Apr. 6,'34..2rls.
No.
9—
Phil
Spltainy
Apr.
I4.'34.
.
I rl.
Killing
to
Live
'
17
Kino
Displays
18
No. II—
10— Tin
Vincent
rl....
Vince Barnett
Where's
Elmer7
Feb. 7,'34 20 "'
BEVERLY
HILLS PICTURES
NoLeon
MoreErrolBridge Mar. I6.'34. .2 ris.
No.
Hat Lopez
Harmony.....May
.May I2,'34.
i2,'34. .. II rl.
Abe
Lyman
Coocoo
1
VITAPHONE SHORTS
No. 1312—— B.D. A.Mendoza
Wolfeand July 7,'34..lrl..
OldChicBugler,
Jan. 5,'34.20
Flame ofCapers
the Pacific
23
Sale The
No.
Terrors
of the Amazon
29
On Ice
Oct. 6 21
CELEBRITY
Vltaphone
Band
Aug. 4,'34..lrl..
BI^V
COMEDIES
MERRY
MELODIES
Harry Lanidtn
JackFIRST
and the
Beanstalk 6
No. 13— Nothing But the
OnePallette-Catlatt
Awful Niiht Oct. 20 21
No.
6—
One
Step
Ahead
of
My Shadow. 7....
DIVISION
Tooth
Aug. 19 19
No.
YoungOrgan
and Grinder
Healthy
7....
Jack Haley
Delhi
Nov. 15. ...10....
No. 87—— The
7
Please
Dee. 15 22
MyDavid
Side L.of Hutton
the Story Sept, 22 10
BIG V COMEDIES
Bing Crosby
No. 9— Wake Up the Gypsy in Me 7
No.
10—
I
Like
Mountain
Music
7
(New
Series)
Roaming
Romeo,
A
Dec.
29
21
Strange
Case
of
Tom
Mooney
.July
21
23
No.
ShuffleDishOff Ran
to Buffalo
Harry Langdon
No.JackI—Haley
Salt Water Daffy. .Sept. 16.... 21....
IDEAL
No. II—
12— The
Away with the 7
Sailors,
Beware
Sept.
15
18....
Canal
Gypsies
9....
Catlett- Pal letta
Spoon
7....
No. 2 — Close Relations .. .Sept. 30 20....
Evolution
28
No.MERRY
13 — We're
In the Money
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
Three
Goofy Games
8
MELODIES
(New Series) 7....
Leon LIttU
Errol Swlfs Nov. ID 21
No. 3— Gobs of Fun Oct. 21. ...21....
Mystic
East,
The
10
No. 2—
I— Sitting
I've Got onto aSingBacka Torch Song.. 7
George
Givot-Charies
JudelsNov. 4.
UpFranklin
and Down
Mar. 2.'34..2rls.
Next War, The
26....
No.
Paniborn
No.Gus
4—ShyTurkey
In the Raw.
...21....
Yard Fence
| rl..
We're
on Our Way
9
INDUSTRIAL
PRINCIPAL
No. 3— Pettin' in the Park Jan. 27,'34. . I rl..
No.Roscoe
5— In(Fatty)
the Dough.
..... Nov. 25 22..
TheINVINCIBLE
Silent Enemy
30
No.PEPPER
4— Honeymoon
Hotel. .Feb. I7,'34. .7. . . .
Arbuckle
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
POT
No.Ben6 —Blue
Here Comes Flossie. Dec. 9 18..
Among oftheLife
Maoris
Snowman
10....
No. 2I—— Admission
Walter Donaldson
10
Circle
of tht Ant Aug. 1 7
RESOLUTE
No.
5c
10
No.Roscoe
7— Tomallo
Dec.
30
21..
Itchy
Scratchy
3
rls.
Feb. 22
I4,'34..7
No.
3
—
Rock-a-Bye-Bye,
with
Dr.
CityLion,of The
Contrasts Nov.
19
(Fatty)
Arbuckle
MARY
WARNER
Rockwell
II....
Cuba
SeBt.27....2l
Berlin: Its Sports and Recreation 8....
No. 4— Laughs in the Law
8
No. 8— How D'Ya Like
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolis 8....
Farmer's Friend. Tha Oct. 4 7
That?
Jan.
I3.'34.I8..
No.
5
—
Notre
Dame
Glee
Club
8....
Glimpses
of
Germany
8
George
Givot-Charles
Judels
From
Cocoon
to
Butterfly.
.
.Jan.
10.
'34..
7
No.
6
—
Harry
Warren
10
GreatMajesty,
Raccoon theHunt,
Green Heart of Germany, The
20....
No.
7
—
Easy
Aces
10....
No.Ben9—Blue
Nervous Hands ....Feb. I7.'34.2I....
3.'34.2I..
Her
QueenThe... Sept. I 20
Springtime
on
the
Rhine
7
No. 98—— Movie
Little Memories
Miss Mischief 10
Bee
Dec. 1 8....
The Mosel
8
No.
9....
34.. 2 rls.
No. IIiO—— Mushrooms
Pugs and Kisses... Feb
Trier. Oldest City In Germany....! 6
Insect
Clowns
Mar. II
4,'34..7
No.Sigmund
10 — The Spaeth
Tune Detective 9
No.
Feb.
14,
Kick-Otr.
The
.
.
.■
Oct.
27
Harry
Gribbon
Vintagers'
Festival
In
the
Palatinate.
..
10
Newslaugh
—
No.
2
Dec.
20
9
Winter in the Bavarian Alps
I rl..
No.Ben12—Blue
Foiled Again Mar. 24,'34. .2 rls
No.
112—
1— The
Mississippi
Suite
9....
Queen of the Underworld. .. Dec. 6 7
Young Germany Goes Skiing I rl..
No.Block
and Wrong
Sully Wrong Trail 10
Wonders of the Tropics Dee. 13 32
No.
13—
Ben
Blue
(untitled)
.Apr.
I4.'34..2rls
UNITED
ARTISTS
No. 1413—— Song
Hits, No.
with 2
Roy Turk II
No. 14 — Corn on the Cop. . . Apr. 28,'34. .2 rls
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Rel. Date Min.
No.
Easy Aces,
Irl..
Title
No.BROADWAY
15 — I Scream
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
No. 15 — Pure Feud
Irl..
BREVITIES May I9,'34..2rls
MICKEY MOUSE
No.
16—
Radio
Ramblers
Irl..
AMOS
'N'
ANDY
13.
The
Mall
Pilot
June
5
7...
No.
25—20,000
Cheers
for
CARTOONS
No. 17— Lulu McConnell
Irl..
14. Man
Mickey's Mechanical
the Chain Gang .....Aug. 12 19
No. 18 — Good Old Days
Irl..
June 9 6...
Lion Tamer. The
Feb. 2.'34..lrl..
Jerry
Bergen-The
Rollickers-Picken
Sisters
No.
19
—
Radio
Reels
Irl..
Rassiin'
Match.
The
Jan.
5,'34.ll
15.
Mickey's
Gala
Premiere.
June
30
7...
No. 26— The "No" Man. .. .Aug. 26 19...
BLONDE and RED
16.
Puppy Love
Aug.
Van Ahearn
HEAD SERIES
Hugh O'Connell-Anne
Greenway
No.Jesse20 —I—Charles
Irl..
17. Steeple
Chase
Sept. 14
I 7...
BROADWAY
BREVITIES
No.
21—
Little
Jack Little
Irl..
18.
The
Pet
Shoo
Sept.
22
8...
Bridal
Bail
Feb.
9.'34.2I
(New
Series)
Flirting
in
the
Park
Aug.
18
20
No.
22—
Radio
Reel
No.
2
Irl..
(NEW
SERIES)
No. I— Use Your Imagina- tion .Sept. 2 18
Walking
Home Dec. 8 19
No.SPORT
23— DadTHRILLS
Minds theSERIES
Baby
I rl..
1. Giant Land
Nov. 15 7...
CHARLIEBackCHAPLIN
2.3. Mickey
Jan. I5,'34..7...
TED HUSING
SERIES (Reissue)
Playful Shanghaied
Pluto
No.Hal 2—LeRoy-Mltzi
Rufus JonesMayfair
for
No. I—
The Cure
Aug. 19. . . .20.
4.SILLY
CampingSYMPHONIES
Out
Feb. I6.'34. .7. . .
President
Sept. 9 20
.21.
No. 2—
The
Fireman
Aug.
28...
The Count
Nov. 17... .21.
No. 3—
Father Little
Noah's Pigs
Ark Jan.
No.Ethel3 — Waters
Seasoned Greetings. Sept. 23 20
No. 5—
4— Old Time Sport Thrills
TheCLARK
Immigrant
Jan. I9.'34.2i
10.9. Three
May 27
26 8...
8...
LIta Grey Chaplin
No.
&
MeCULLOUGH
11. Old King Cola July 27 8...
No.
4
—
Paul
Revere.
Jr
Oct.
7
21
No.
6—
SER I ES
12.
Lullaby
Land
Aug.
18
7...
.21..
WORLD ADVENTURES
Fits In a Fiddle Oct. 2a....l4iA..
13. Pied Piper
Oct. 6 7...
No.Gusy5— Shy-Janet
Operator's Reade
Opera... Oct.
E. M. NEWMAN
(NEW SERIES)
Hey Nanny,
Jan.
.2 rls.
0'Donald
Day-Eton
Boys
Nevis-Dawn
No. 10— Wonder Spots of the World Irl..
1. The Night Before
Iceman's
Ball,Nanny
The
Aug. I2,'34.
13 20
No.
II — Costumes of the World I rl..
Christmas
Dec.
13
8...
28.
In
the
Devil
Dog
House
Feb.
2,'34.2I....
No.
6
—
'Tis
Spring
Oct.
..19...
Kickingin the
the Court
Crown Around.. Aug. 4 19
No.
1213—— Strange
Ceremonies
10....
2.3. The
China Shop
Jan. I5.'34..8...
Odor
2 rls.
No.
Top ofWORLD
the
World
10
Grasshopper
and
the
Patricia
EllisAllen
Jenkins
MUSICAL
JOURNEYS
Snuf in a Jug
Nov. 2 20
Ant.
The
Feb.
15.
'34.
.8.
.
.
(Technicolor)
E. M. NEWMAN
CUBBY THE BEAR
No. 7— Yeast Is Yeast Nov. 1 1.... 20....
UNIVERSAL
CARTOONS
No. 21—— Samoan
ExploringMemories
the Pacific Irl..
Irl..
Rel. Date MIn.
Tom8—Patricola
Croon Crazy
Dec. 29 Irl..
No.
Title
No.Janet
The Mild West
... Nov. 18.... 23....
No. 3— Heart of Paris
10
Cubby's Picnic
Oct. 6 7
GOOFYTONE
NEWS
Reade-Olive
Borden
No. 54—— Cannibal
Italy, the Islands
Old and the New.... 1Irl..
1
Cubby's
World Fllght.r. . . . Aug.
25 7....
No. 9— Girl Trouble Dec. 2.... 23
No. 2
I
Aug.
8
Galloping
Dec.
rl..
No.
No.
Oct. 28
I 10
Mitchell and Durante
Gay
Gaucho.Fanny
The
Nov. 3I IIrl..
No.
67—— Spanish
America
Irl..
No.
3
Dec.
25
I
rl..
No.
10—
Around
the
Clock..
Dec.
16
29
No.
Jerusalem,
the
Holy
City
Irl..
Good Factory
Knight
Feb. 23.'34.
4 CARTOONS Jan. 29,'34..l rl..
Nut
Aug.
II .71/2
Irl... . No.OSWALD
No. 8 — Picturesque Slam
Irl..
Norma Eton
Terris-Boys
Four
No. 10—
9 — Slackers
of the Jungle II rl..
rl..
Sinister
Stuff
Jan. 26.'34. . I rl. . Candy House. The
Jan. I5.'34. . I rl . . No. II— Plane Crazy Dec. 23 22
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
No.
East Indies
Chicken
Reel
Jan.
I,'34.
.81/2
.
.
Dorothy
Lee-Arthur
and
COMEDIES
No.
II
—
Central
America
Irl..
Morton
Havel
County
Fair
Feb.
5.'34..lrl
How Comedies Are Born Sept. 8 19
No. .2 — Dark Africa
Irl..
Five and Dime... Sept. 18 8..
Suits
to Nuts
No. 13 — South Sea Islands Irl..
No. 12— Kissing Tims Dec. 16 22
HEADLINER
SERIES Deo. I... .19....
Gingerbread
Boy
Mar.
I2.'34.
. 7I rl.. .
In
the
Zoo
Nov.
6
Jane
Froman..20....
Georges
Metaxa
No. 5— Preferred List Oct. 6.. ..21....
Merry Old Soul
Nov. 27 8
No. 13— A Little Girl with
No. 6— Air Tonic
Dec. 22..
Parking Space
Dec. 18 7
SEI^IALS
No.MASQUERS
7— On Approval
COMEDIES Jan. 5,'34..2rls.
ToyPOOCH
Shoppe,CARTOONS
The
Feb. I9,'34. . I rl. . No.Molly
Picon Tonight,
Big14—Ideas
.Jan. 20.'34.29
(EACH
SERIAL 12 EPISODES
OF 2 RLS.)
Not
Abroad
in Old Kentucky
Title
Rel. Date
MIn.
Hot
and
Cold
Aug.
14
I
rl..
MR. AVERAGE
MAN Sept. 9 20
King Kiunk
Sent. 4 9
COMEDIES
(EDGAR
Josephine
Jan.
27.'34.2I
.
.
.
.
Frank Kelly
McHughFIRST DIVISION
SheRADIO
Done Him
Right
Oct.
9
7
Kitty
KENNEDY)
Young Eagles
STAR REELS
(Technicolor)
Grin and Bear It
Dec. 29 201/2..
TheLouis
Old Sobol
Timers
21
Quiet
Please
Aug.
11
20i/j..
—
No.
3
No.
15—
Picture
Palace
Feb.
I0.'34.2I
MASCOT
What
Fur?
Nov. 3 21
Peeping
Tom
Sept.20 17..
.to Dinner
Feb. 24.'34. 10
MUSICALS
No. 1716—— Come
Business
Is a
Fighting with Kit Carson. . .July 6 20
Louis
Sobol
—
No.
4
Johnny
Mack Brown(each)
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5.'34.20....
Noah Beery
Beswell Sisters. The. . . ..Dec. 6. ...21....
Pleasure
Mar. 3.'34..2rls.
Ethel Waters
Nick Kenny — No. 4
No.Dorothy
18— Silver
Living Mar. I7.'34. .2 rls.
Stone
Henry
the
Ape
Jan.
26.'34.
.2
rls.
SPECIALS
LostClydeJungle,
The
Apr. I, '34. 20....
Bert Lahr
Beatty
No. 19— Let's Play Post
Mystery
Squadron,
The Dec. 23 (each)
20
GreatestAS Thrills.
Hizzoner
Nov. 17. . . .21'/,. . World's
STRANGE
IT .. .Aug. 18 19
Office
Mar. 31, '34. .2 rls.
Bert Lahr
Bob Steele
(each)
Jean Sargent
SEEMS
SERIES
Three
Musketeers.
The
Apr.
7
Knife
of
the
Party
Feb.
I6.'34.
.2
rls.
No.Lillian
20 — Story
Lillian Miles
No. 31 — Novelty
Aug. 7 9
Roth Conference. . .Apr. 7,'34..2rls.
JohnDog.
Wayne-Ruth
Wolf
TheHall Sent.30
Strange
Case of Hennessy. . Dec. 8 Zl'/i..
No.
32—
Novelty
Sept.
A...
.Irl"
Cliff Edwards
No.
21
—
Morocco
Nights ...Apr. 2I,'34. .2 rls.
No.
33
—
Novelty
Oct.
9
9
Rin
Tin Tin. Mailory
Jr.-Frankie
(Technicolor)
IMUSICOMEDIES
Darro-Boots
No. 34 — Novelty
Nov. 20 9..
No. 35 — Novelty
Dec. 18 10 .
SERIES (Ruth Etting)
No.Hal22 —LeRoy
Private Lessons ...June 5.'34.22....
PRINCIPAL
California Weather
Dec. 15 20'/2..
HOW TO BREAK 90
No. 37—
36— Novelty
Novelty
Jan. 22.'34. . I rl'.!
No.
Knee Deep in Music Scpt.22 2M/2..
BOBBY JONES
Chandu
2 rls.
UNIVERSAL
COMEDIES Feb. 26.'34. . I rl. .
Torch
No.
4—— Impact
Down Swing
July
8 Irl..
(each)
MY Tango
BRIDGE EXPERI- Feb. 23,'34.2I
AM(Mentone
at Sea
Sept.20
21
Lost
World
2
rls.
No.
5
July
15
Irl..
No.
2)
ENCES (Elv Culbertson)
Clyde Beatty
(each)
No.LOONEY
6 — Fine TUNES
Points Aug. 5....I0....
Big(Mentone
Benefit. No.
The
Oct. 18 21...
Forced Response. A
Sept. 15 17
Tarzan,
the
Fearless
Aug.
II
20
3)
Murder at the Bridge Table. Sept. I 21
Buster Crabbe
(each)
No. 10 — Beau Bosko
7
Big(Mentone
Casino, No.
The
Nov. 29 21..
Society Cheaters
Sept.29 21..
No. 12II —— Bosko
Bosko'stheMechanical
Man 77
4)
What
Not to Do Bridge
in Bridge.. Oct. 13 15
No.
Musketeer
UNIVERSAL
Trans-Atlantic
Born
April Holloway
First Mar. I4,'34. .2 rls.
Sterling
No.LOONEY
13 — Bosko's
Picture(NewShow
7....
T''''
'''
TUNES
Series)
Gordon
Ghost City
Aug. 14 (each)
20
21....
Three
KnavesNEWS
and a Queen. Oct.
Broadway
Feb. I4,'34. .2 rls.
Nov. 2710 ... 20
Buck ofofJones-Madge
Bellamy
No. I— Buddy's Day Out. .Sept. 9 8
(MentoneVarieties
No. 7)
PATHE
Perils
Pauline
Nov. 6 20
Released
twice
a
week
No.
2
—
Buddy's
Beer
FullHenry
Coverage
Feb. 28.'34. .2 rls.
Garden
Oct. 21 7
Evalyn ofKnapp-Robert
Armetta
PATHE REVIEW
Phantom
the Air Allen
May 22 (each)
20
No. 3 — Buddy's Show Boat. May I2,'34..7
Released once a month
Meeting
Mazie
Dec. 20 20
Tom
Tyler-Gloria
Shea
(each)
No.
4
—
Buddy
the
Gob
Jan.
I3,'34.
.
I
rl..
Sterling
Holloway
SOGLOW S "THE KING"
No.
5
—
Buddy
and
Towser
I
rl..
CARTOONS
Pirate
Treasure
Jan. 29,'34.20
Mountain
Music
Jan. 3. '34. 18
Richard
Taimadge(eaeb)
No.MELODY
6 — Buddy's
Garage
Irl..
Louise Fazenda
Lucille
Lund
Fatal Note, The
Sept.29 7....
MASTERS
NotSterling
the Marrying
Kind.... Nov. 22 20
No.
10
—
The
Alma
Martyr
9
IJolly
M "'Honor
Jan.
I9,'34..7
Holloway
Vanishing
Shadow, Theince
Apr. 23,'34.20
Good Fellows Feb. 16. '34. I rl .
Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians
Onslow Stevens-Ada
(each)
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LISEtt)

ECUIPMENT

ONE PAIR REFLECTOR ARCS, $150.00 ; 5 HORSE,
single phase motor, $50.00. BOX 445, GI^SGOW, KY.
BARGAIN: COMPLETE REBUILT SIMPLEX
projectors and low intensity lamps. Also 75 to
1.50 ampere Hertner generator, good as new. JOE
GOLDBERG, Inc., 82.> S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens. Spotlights, Stereopticons. etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Catalogue H free. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
HOLMES PROJECTOR, WEBER SOUND
track, amplifier, speaker, complete $250.00. DION,
78 Amber St., Buflfalo, N. Y.
600 tTPHOLSTERED CHAIRS CHEAP. PICTURE
THEATRE SEATING, 722 Springfield Ave., Newark,
N. T.
SIXTH ANNIVERSARY SALE— BUY AT YOUR
own
figure.Brenkert.
Standard Forest.
brands — Hertner,
Simplex, Operadio,
Peerless,
Strong.
Sacrifice
prices.NewLists
1600 Broadway.
York.mailed. S. 0'. S. CORP.,
USED THEATltE CHAIRS. LOWEST PRICES,
largest stock, all kinds, parts for all chairs.
GENERAL SEATING COMPANY, 2035 Charleston
St., Chicago.
PATRONIZE
SPECIAL BARGAIN
counter:
RebuiltMONARCH'S
projectors, generators,
rectifiers,
reflector arc lamps, Mazda lamphouses, screens,
chairs, lenses, portables, amplifiers, sound heads. All
theatre equipment. Satisfactory trades completed.
Expert projector repairing and service. Established
25 years. Free list. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Memphis, Tenn.
PCSITICNS

WANTED

YOUNG MAN, ASSISTANT MANAGER, DESIRES
position. Will invest. BOX 367, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.
UNION PROJECTIONIST EIGHTEEN YEARS'
experience
5 years' Pollock
sound —St.,married
references.
GEORGE —GODLEY,
New —Bern,
N. C.

NEW

ECUIP/HENT

CONVERT YOUR OBSOLETE SOUND SYSTEM
to Wide Range brand new heads for Simplex and
Powers from $83.00 up. Investigate our other items
at special prices. Consulting engineering services
gratis. Let us advise you. NEW ENGLAND
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORP., 356
Worthington St., Springfield, Mass.
TRAILER REEL, A NECESSITY APPRECIATED
by all operators, $1.00; main driving gear for Simplex,
$4.00 — a spare gear is invaluable in every theatre;
exciter lamps. 6— $3.00 guaranteed; bargain beauty
baby spots, new factory seconds, $4.75 — 251 watt bulb,
$1.35. Get your supply. CROWN, 311 West 44th
St., New York.
TRADE WITH
"OLDMostRELIABLE
Established
25 years.
complete MONARCH."
stock theatre
equipment, sound accessories, supplies. Money saving
prices. Our central location assures snappy service.
Catalog free. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.

THEATRE

f)C€GI5AM$

THE LARGEST PROGRAM PRINTERS IN THE
Middle West now offer four-page two-color programs on enamel paper folded and delivered in the
Central States at the following prices: 5,000, $8.75;
3,000, $6.75; 2,000, $5.75; 1,000, $5.00. THEATRE
PRINTING CO., 720 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.
REPRESENTATIVES
WANT FRANCHISE HOLDERS IN EVERY
state in U. S. to handle distribution of theatrical
and non-theatrical pictures. Catholic feature now
ready
for and
release.
unless able
finance
franchise
post Don't
bond answer
for territory.
Send tocomplete
data
in
first
letter.
BOX
347A,
MOTION
PICTURE
HERALD.
WANTED

TC

PRINTING

SERVICE

100 WINDOW CARDS, 14 x 22, 3 COLORS, $3 25
F.O.B. BERLIN PRINT, Berlin, Md.
NEARGRAVURE— 125 2-COLOR LETTERHEADS,
Indiana.
125 envelopes, $1.89 prepaid. SOLLIDAYS
, Knox,

THEATRES

LEASE OR BUY THEATRE, MINIMUM POPUlation 15,000, in the East or Middle West. BOX
370, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE THEATRE IN
Ohio, Indiana
or Illinois. BOX 368, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

GENERAL

ECDIRMENT

"FEEL
QUITE
CONTENT
S. S.O. O.S.!"S.
says
Meladen,
Merida,
Yuc— YouWITH
can have
Wide Fidelity, too, from $179.70. S. O. S. CORP.,
1600 Broadway, New York.
COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT AND SOUND
equipment. New and rebuilt. Expert repair and
servicing. Guaranteed quality. Unusual prices.
Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY
CORP., 334 W. 44th St., New York.
TWO POWERS 6B PROJECTORS LOW INtensity lamps, rectifiers, complete $300.00. 602 Phillips
Ave., Toledo, Ohio

SCREEN
RESDREACING

CUT

WANTED PIPE ORGAN. NO AUTOMATICS.
State particulars and price wanted in first letter.
Cash. HODGSON ORGAN CO., 608 Duke St., Norfolk,
Va.

WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make it likeCO.,new.
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

TECHNICAL
TI^AINING

$CH€€L$

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT
and theatre advertising. Big opportunities for trained
men. Catalog free. THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE, 315 Washington St., Elmira, N. Y.

WANTED

ECUIRMENT
EXCHANGE
OLD GOLD ISN'T MORE VALUABLE — LOOK
around
take1600oldBroadway,
equipment New
for York.
cash or trade.
S. O. —S. we'll
CORP.,

DCCrS

"RICHARDSON'S HAND BOOKS OF PROJECtion" in three volumes. Universally accredited as the
best and most practical. Aaron Nadell's "Projection
Sound Pictures."
Complete
on $12.80.
sound
equipment.
Both text
booksinformation
complete for
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, 1790 Broadway, New York.
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Code Authority Sets Back Date When Allied
Withdraws Suit After HkA Rules That Signing of Assent Blanks Upholds Legal Rights
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|_''CAT
AND
THE
FIDDLE'' opening
packing
them
in.
[Novarro
and

Donald's

2~

songs

captivate

audiences.)

'MYSTERY
OF
MR.
X'' rated
swell entertain^
ment,
wins
unanimous
praise of New
York

critics.
role

2_

love
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and

[Boh
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a perfect
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''Secret
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continues
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execs
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get

first
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""Exhibitors can do so much more in the selling and exploiting of pictures that they have seen than with those they simply have to take for
granted . . . that they should take advantage of every opportunity to see
as many pictures as they possibly can before booking them ... It will
pay dividends". . . Take this hot tip from the February
"Box-Office" and see —

"Wonder
Chattertan

in

"As

tlie

Stanwyck
Cagney
Hal

in

LeRoy

Bar"°

Journal
Earth

in

of

"Jimmy

a

Crime'"''

Turns"*

"Gambling

in

24th issue of

the

"Harold

Lady'
Gent'

.99*

Teen'

Last call for the big round-up of ace exhibitors! Tuesday's the date.
Don't let anything or anybody keep you away!
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NEW
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STAR
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STAGE
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KEY

et these powerful box-office
personalities are just a few of the
latest additions to the lavish Warner
star list which

provides you with

one or more of these great name attractions every week in the year —
STARRING

PAT O'BRIE^M'I
CHANCE
INq ^ \

ll WOMAN'

Kay Francis . . . Leslie Howard
William Powell . . . Paul Muni
James Cagney
Joe E. Brown

. . R. Barthelmess
. . . . Al Jolson

Barbara Stanwyck . Ricardo Cortez
Edw.G. Robinson . Warren William
Ruth Chatterton

. . Mary Astor

Joan Blondell . . . Ann Dvorak
Bette Davis

. . Adolphe

Menjou

NICK

Typical
manhood

of clean, ydung

. . .carefrde, confident, with

a thoroughly

en^eging

smile.

feet three of red^headed
pounds

American

of lith/-limbed

Six-

vigor . . . 200
muscle.

too, is a brilliant baritone

FOX

His,

voice . . .

rich, powerful,
marks

"Fox

true.

his first motion

picture appear-

ance. His performance
the fine plans FOX

Follies"

fully justifies

is making

-PERSONALITIES

for him.
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TEN

MORE

CONTRACT
Distributors Refuse to Accept
Retroactive 10 Per Cent
Elimination Provision Despite
Decision of NRA Legal Staff
Further development of the physical
machinery for administering the code in the
field by the establishment of ten more local
boards, and an open refusal by large distributors to agree with Sol A. Rosenblatt's
recent decision making the 10 per cent elimination clause retroactive, were the code
highlights involving distributors and exhibitors during the week, which also witnessed another postponement for filing code
acceptances, this time to March 10. Events
which brought about the fourth postponement of the assent deadline, including Allied's withdrawal of its suit against the Code
Authority, and a ruling by the NRA on
qualified assents, are reported in detail on
page 19.
At New York, sub-committees of the
Code Authority were completing a manual
of procedure for the local boards and a plan
for collecting assessments for code administration from every industry member.
At Washington, General Hugh S. Johnson, NRA Administrator, made public a
12-point program for effecting wide revisions in all codes in order to meet the
Administration's desire for code uniformity
and adequate protection of minority groups.
Ten More Local Boards Named
Following a meeting in New York on Monday, and adding to the 42 boards announced
last week (see Motion Picture Herald of
February 24, page 10, for names), the Code
Authority made public the personnel structure
of ten more boards, bringing the completed
total to date to 26 Local Grievance and 26 Local
Clearance Boards.
Five more boards of each type are still to be
named, and these from New York, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Washington, D. C.
The Code Authority's sub-committee on board
selections continued meeting to pick the personnel of these boards. Obstacles to selections
exist in practically each of these instances.
Boards, Grievance and Clearance, announced
this week, are for Albany, Atlanta, Chicago,
Cleveland and Milwaukee.
Boards announced last week will operate
code machinery at Buffalo, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Dallas, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Memphis, Alinneapolis, New Haven, New Orleans,
Oklahoma City, Omaha, Pittsburgh, Portland,
Ore., St. Louis, Salt Lake City and Seattle.
Name Some "Impartial" Members
Members of both Local Grievance and Local
Clearance Boards are divided equally among
large and independent distributors and affiliated
and unaffiliated exhibitors. Also, each board shall
have one non-industry members as the direct
representative of the Code Authority. Appointof such
"impartial"
non-industry
bers tomentsten
of the
boards announced
last memweek
were made public at this week's meeting of the

PICTURE

BOARDS

RULING
Code Authority, subject to the approval of
the Division Administration, as follows;
BUFFALO
On Grievance Board: MILTON GUGGENHEIMER, retired merchant.
Clearance Board: DR. PETER C. CORNELL, physician.
DENVER
Grievance Board: J. GLEN DONALDSON,
of Clearance
state Attorney
staff. K. GOULD,
Board:General's
CLARENCE

WEEK'S CODE
DEVELOPMENTS
Important developments this iveek
in the motion picture code situation
affecting the procedure of making and
shoiving motion pictures, folloiv:
I. GENERAL
On This Page
(a) Code Authority named Grievance
and Zoning Boards at Albany, Atlanta,
Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee, and named
"impartial" non-industry authority representatives -for both types of boards at Buffalo,
City.
Denver, Pittsburgh, Portland, Salt Lake
(b) Large distributors openly admitted
refusal to agree with NRA decision making ten per cent cancellation privilege
retroactive.
(c) Code Authority was completing plans
for assessing industry memb«rs for code
administration expenses and for manual of
procedure for local boards.
NEW ASSENT DEADLINE
See Page 19
(a) Deadline for filing code assents postponed to March 10.
(b) Allied withdrew suit against Code
Authority and then attacked "propa(c) NRA ruled on qualified code assents,
saying signatures to assents do not cancel
gandists."
rights
of signees to protest against code
provisions, legally or otherwise.
(d) sentsCode
on hand.Authority had 9,200 code asTRADE PRACTICE BATTLES
See Page 1 5
(a) Several trade practice conflicts in
the field, between distributors and exhibitors and among competing exhibitors,
were awaiting adjustment by local boards.
UNIONS AND THE CODE
See Page 18
(a) First actual test in exhibition on
right of labor to organize and bargain
collectively occurs in New York as unskilled workers vote to strike.
DECODING

9

HERALD

THE CODE

See Page 43
Sixth and final article, and third of the
series on production: Explaining and Translating Code Provisions Affecting Production
Trade Practices.

NAMED;

FOUGHT
Personnel Selected for Five Key
Cities' Local Clearance

and

Grievance Groups, Also NonIndustry Members Elsewhere
lumber man and identified with First National
Bank of Denver.
PITTSBURGH
Grievance Board: AARON M. JAFFE, attorney.
Clearance Board: SAMUEL J. HORVITZ.
PORTLAND, ORE.
Grievance Board: JUDGE ASHBY DICKSON.
Clearance Board. BERT HANEY, Chairman, Portland Port Commission.
SALT LAKE CITY
Grievance Board: SAMUEL POWELL,
President, Utah Bar Association.
Clearance Board: JOSEPH H. RAYBURN,
Assistant State Director, CWA.
Monday's meeting of the Code Authority in
New York brought forth from Warner
Brothers, Paramount, Fox, RKO and MGM
an open refusal to accept a previous ruling by
Division Administrator Rosenblatt that the
code's 10 per cent elimination privilege must
apply to pictures played or released after Decembe—r 7 the effective date of the code — even
thoughforesuch
were contracted for beDecemberpictures
7.
The distributors contend that neither Mr.
Rosenblatt nor the NRA has any right under
the code to disturb contracts which existed
prior to December 7, and it has been indicated
frequently in distribution circles that any attempt to effect such a ruling would result in the
distributors bringing the matter to the courts.
Since Mr. Rosenblatt's decision, which was
made independent of the Code Authority, the
NRA legal department at Washington has
ruled that interpretations of code provisions by
a deputy or division administrator shall prevail.
Thus, cision
Division
Administrator
officially was
sustained byRosenblatt's
the NRA. deDistributors Seek Clarification
However, it is pointed out that Mr. Rosenblatt's interpretation
the standpoint
of therequires
effectiveclarification
date iself,from
but
also fails to specify a clear application of the
ruling to different kinds of contracts and to
pictures tainedeligible
It is
that thereforiscancellation.
no definition
to mainshow
whether the 10 per cent cancellation applies on
the total number of pictures contracted for
months ago but undelivered on December 7,
or only on the pictures which remained unplayed on that date. The definition also is
held not to indicate whether it applies to pictures contracted for but not released on December 7,or only to contracts made on or after
that date, regardless of whether the contracts
themselves provided for a 10 per cent cancellation.
It is expected that decision will come when
controversy over an individual case formally
reaches the Code Authority. Exhibitor representatives on the Code Authority — Nathan
Yamins, Charles L. O'Reilly and Ed Kuykendall — were not recorded as making any statement on the NRA ruling. W. Ray Johnston,
independent distributor representative, was not

10
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aligned with the iion-consenters and is understood to favor the ruling.
Attending Monday's meeting of the Code
Authority were Charles Moskowitz, alternatfor Nichola,s
M. Schenck,
Loew'sSchaefer.
MGM ;
Neil ingAgnew,
alternating
for George
Paramount ; Major Leslie Thompson, alternate
for M. H. Aylesworth, RKO; John D. Clark,
alternating for Sidney R. Kent, Fox, and
Harold S. Bareford. alternating for Harry M.
Warner.
Code Assessments Due
When t!ie Code Authority meets next in
New York, probably on Monday, March 12th,
its finance committee is expected to present for
approval a schedule of amounts to be assessed
against each industry member for code administrative expenses, in accordance with a provision in the code. There will also be presented
a method for collecting such assessments, which,
according
to used
the NRA,
be "reasonable,"
and
must be
for codemust
administration
only.
Coincidental with the withdrawal of Allied's
suit over qualified code assents, and in which
the Code Authority members were made defendants individually (see page 19), the NRA
at Washington is planning to incorporate into
the code of each industry a new provision which
would relieve members of the Code Authorities
from responsibility or legal liability of their
fellow Authority members.
However, each Code Authority official would
still be liable for his "own wilful mis-feasance
or non-feasance."
Broad in its scope, and intended to relieve
Code Authority members from just such suits
as that filed by Allied, the NRA legal department's new code clause provides that "nothing
contained in this code shall constitute the members of the Code Authority partners for any
purpose, nor shall any member of the Code
Authority be liable in any manner to any one
for any act of any other member, official, agent
or employee of the Code Authority, nor shall
any member of the Code Authority, or agent
thereof, exercising reasonable diligence in the
conduct of his duties hereunder, be liable to
anyone for any action or omission to act under
this code, except for his own wilful mis-feasance
or non-feasance."
Johnson Proposes Code Changes
A 12-point program for effecting necessary
code changes was outlined by General Hugh S.
Johnson, NRA Administrator, at Washington
on Tuesday, at the opening of a series of roundtable discussions of codes of all industries with
the code representatives and Code Authorities
of each industry.
Opening the first conference, at which representatives of industry and the public were invited to voice their criticisms of the National
Recovery Act and its administration. General
Johnson beat the critics to the draw when he
candidly admitted the existence of many weaknesses in both codes and compliance with codes.
He promised that if any constructive suggestions resulted from the discussions, which will
last until March 5, when President Roosevelt
will address the gathering, such constructive
suggestions would be incorporated in the program he has drafted.
A progress report will be made by the motion picture Code Authority at the Washington
meetings. Scheduled to attend are S. R. Kent,
J. Robert Rubin, Ed Kuykendall, C. L.
O'Reilly, Nathan Yamins, W. Ray Johnston,
George Schaefer and John C. Flinn.
Four Allied leaders — Abram Myers, Mr.
Yamins, Sidney Samuelson and W. A. Steffes —
were to appear Thursday before two divisions
of the NRA meeting to criticize the effect of
the code on independents.
Proposals for amendments of codes as a
(Continued on page 22)
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KEY TO LISTINGS
OF LOCAL BOARDS
In identifying the distribution or
exhibition class represented by the
members of the five neiv Local
Grievance Boards and five new Local
Clearance Boards, as announced on
Monday by the Code Authority, the
following key should be used:
CLEARANCE - ZONING BOARDS
L Distributor representative with theatre affiliation.
2. Distributor without theatre affihation.
3. Affihated first-run theatre.
4. Independent first-run.
5 and 6. Independent subsequent runs.
GRIEVANCE BOARDS
L Distributor with theatre affiUation.
2. Distributor without theatre affiUation.
3. Affiliated theatre.
4. Independent exhibitor.
ALBANY
Grievance Board
1. R. C. Halligan, RKO.
2. Charles Johnson, Columbia.
3. Lou Lazar, Warner Theatres.
4. Abe Stone, Albany.
Impartial Member — Shepard Z. Baum, Albany
attorney.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Ralph Pielow, M-G-M.
2. Nate Sauber, Universal.
3. Charles W. Koerner, RKO.
4. William Benton, Saratoga.
5. Charles Wilson, Troy.
6. Fred Mausert, Glens Falls.
Albany.
Impartial Member — Judge David Wanger,
V
ATLANTA
Grievance Board
1. Dave Prince, Paramount.
2. A. C. Bromberg, Monogram.
3. Nat
LionelM. H.Williams,
Keane, Thomasville,
Loew's.
4.
Ga.
Impartial Member — Roy Le Craw, Atlanta.
He is connected with State Life Insurance Co.
of Indiana.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. J. H. Hamlin, M-G-M.
2. W. S. Anderson, Columbia.
3. R. B. Wilby, Paramount.
4. Oscar C. Lam, Rome.
5. Mitchell Wolfson, Miami.
6. Willis J. Davis, Atlanta.
Impartial Member — Alvin G. Maxwell, AtHe is vice-president
of the Citizens' and
Southernlanta.National
Bank.
V
CHICAGO
Grievance Board
1. Charles Reagan, Paramount.
2. Irving W. Mandel, Security Pictures
(Monogram).
3. James Coston, Warners.
4. Nate Wolf, Chicago.
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Impartial Member — Lowell B. Mason, recommended by Chicago Chamber of Commerce.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Felix Mendelssohn, M-G-M.
2. Henry Herbel, Universal.
3. Walter Immerman, B. & K.
4. Jack Rose, Chicago.
of Chicago.
5. Jack
Miller, Chicago Exhibitors Ass'n
6. Chicago.
Aaron Saperstein, Allied Theatres of
Impartial
cuit court. Member — Judge Hugo Friend, cirV
CLEVELAND
Grievance Board
1. Edwin J. Fontaine, Paramount.
2. H. C. Bissell, Columbia.
3. Nat Wolf, Warner Theatres
4. J. D. Kalafat, Cleveland.
Impartial Member — Judge Joseph H. Ackermann.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Frank
Drew, Monogram.
M-G-M.
2.
Nat Lefton,
3. Nat Holt, RKO Theatres.
4. John Huebner, Marion, O.
5. Martin G. Smith, Toledo.
6. Frank Gross, Cleveland.
Impartial Member — Jerome M. Friedlander.
V
MILWAUKEE
Grievance Board
1. Sam Shurman, M-G-M.
2. George Ross, Columbia.
3. David E. Weshner, Warner Theatres.
4. Fred S. Meyer, president, M. P. T. O.
of Wisconsin.
Impartial Member — Pierce Bitker, secretary,
Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. R. T. Smith, VVarner.
2. George L. Levine, Universal.
3. H. J. Fitzgerald, Fox Midwesco.
4. Tom Saxe, Madison.
5. William Ainsworth, Fond du Lac.
6. George Fisher, Milwaukee.
Impartial Member — Joseph G. Rhode.
Paramount Opposes
Anti-Trust Awards
Paramount will file motions in Boston to
have sections of Auditor Elias Field's report awarding E. M. Loew and nine associated companies $45,000 damages eliminated when the local exhibitors' anti-trust
suit goes to trial in United States district
court, Boston, in two weeks.
Following an earlier order authorizing
Chase National Bank as trustee under a
$13,717,819 Paramount bond indenture of
August I, 1930, to file claims against Paramount for the difference between the full
amount of the indenture and the amount of
valid claims filed by individual bondholders,
Referee Davis Wednesday denied a petition
of the Paramount trustees to have the Chase
claim disallowed and expunged.
Individual claims aggregating $33,000
filed against Paramount Publix by 12 holders
of Paramount Broadway bonds, and seven
Allied Owners Corp. claims for $36,500 were
disallowed and expunged Tuesday in New
York by Referee Henry K. Davis when the
claimants failed to appear at a hearing on
objections to the claims.
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IN
INDUSTRIES,
COMMISSION
FINDS
picture salary received in 1933 went to Gore Proposes Amendment to
Picture Remuneration
Winfield Sheehan— $250,000. In 1929, Mr.
Pending Tax Bill Imposing
Compared with That in Other
Sheehan's salary was $129,727, in addition
to
a
bonus
for
the
year
amounting
to
$20.
Businesses; Bonuses Boost
He received no bonus in 1933.
80% Assessment on All Compensation Exceeding $75,000
One outstanding disclosure of the ComFigures in Many Instances
mission's report was the fact that many
Monday by the Federal Trade Commission
companies, including motion picture conThe Federal Trade Commission's story
cerns, dispensed higher compensation in 1932 at Washington :
of huge salaries and bonuses paid to exSalary
ecutives of nearly 1,000 corporations from
at the height of the depression than they
V
did during 1929, the last of the boom years.
1928 through 1933 was released to the naCOLUMBIA
PICTURES
CORPORATION
The Commission also reported that Nichtion Monday when that body laid its findHarry
Cohn:
Bonus
olas M. Schenck stood well up in the first
ings before the United States Senate. The
1929
Total
1930
ranks of high salaried industrial chieftains
$127,000
141,166
report revealed that salaries and "other
none
listed $140,333
1931
141,166
with
a
1929
salary
amounting
to
$92,000
$
13,333
189,333
compensations" of motion picture execu189,333
142,800
1932
142,800
tives during the past five years averaged
and a bonus of $183,132. In 1930, how1933
145,600
far in excess of practically every other maever, Mr. Schenck's total compensations
145,600
came to $449,538, and even in 1931, when
jor industry covered in the investigation.
Joe Brandf:
!930
none
listed
103,916
Disclosures by the commission that many
103,916
depression's grip had made itself felt on
corporations paid hundreds of thousands of every other industry — including Bethlehem
Salary
V
dollars to officers and directors through a Steel — Mr. Schenck's remunerations did not
fall below $366,404.
combination of salaries and bonuses, on
CONSOLIDATED FILM. INC
Wednesday led to the writing by Senator
H. J. Yates (P. & D.):
Other Figures
Gore of Oklahoma of an amendment to the
Bonus
1928
$ 52,083 none listed
Total
pending tax bill imposing a tax of 80 per
Other figures on the motion picture in1929
81,249
cent upon all compensation in excess of
dustry showed Jack Leo, former Fox execu1 ,249
1930
75.000
tive, with compensation of $37,640 in 1928,
$75,000 received by any individual. It is
$ 875,000
52,083
1931
75,000
75,000
and $516,000 in 1930; Robert H. Cochrane.
provided that compensation shall be defined
1932
75,000
75,000
$35,000 in 1929 and $26,000 in 1932; Carl
as including "salaries, commissions, emolu1933
67,500
67,500
ments and rewards and any other reward or Laemmle, $132,000 in 1929 and $156,000 in
1932;
Adoiph
Zukor,
$372,389
in
1928
and
bonus by whatever name known."
$96,031 in 1932. In 1929, Sam Katz made
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Figures on 101 major industrial concerns,
$710,000 and in 1932 he was forced to do
Winfield Sheehan:
with
but
$78,392.
including seven motion picture companies
1929
$129,727 $ 20
and the Radio Corporation of America,
Arbitrarily selecting the salaries and bo1930
209,615 250,050
459,665
nuses
of
leaders
in
other
industries,
the
were made available immediately by the
$129,747
193!
269,647 100
269,747
following
comparison
with
those
of
film
Commission and with but one or two ex1932
162,014
nonelisted
162,014
executives is made :
250,000
1933
250,000
ceptions the average motion picture salary
Salary
Jack G. Leo:
Nicholas M. Schenck
plus bonus stood at the top of the list of G, W. Hill (American Tobacco)
S2dary Bonus
the 10 1 industries.
1928
$ 37,640 nonelisted
Bonus
1928. .$ 75,000 $280,203
1928.
516,000
1930
16,000 $500,000
461,113
1929...$ 92,000
92,000 $183,132
1929.. 144,500
$ 37,640
1933.. 120,000
1933.. 59,800
Two exceptions included the salary and
270,202
listed
Sidney R. Kent:
none
none
bonus details of E. G. Grace, president of
listed
1933
$ 60,060 nonelisted
R.
P.
Lamont
(Amer.
Steel)
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, whose salary
Sam Katz
V
1928.
.$
60.000
$105,000
for the years 1928, 1929 and 1930 was only
$ 60,060
1928 . .$104,000 $193,311
E. G. Grace (Bethlehem Steel)
$12,000, but whose bonuses for that period
LOEWS.
INC.,
and
Sidney
R.
Kent
1929..$
$1,623,753
totaled $3,470,789. Those were the boom
1929 . .$104,000 $603,000
1930. 12,000
12.000 1,015,591
none
1930. . 104,000 183 091 METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
years. Mr. Grace received no bonus after
180,000
Nicholas M. Schenck:
1933.. 60,060 none
1933.
listed
1931 but his salarv for 1932 and 1933 totaled
1928
$ 92,000 $183,132
$360,000.
The salaries of Messrs. Hill, Lamont listed
and
1929
92,000 270,202
362,202
$275,132
1930
92,000 357,538
449,538
Grace are not the average remuneration for
The commission in its report disclosed
1931
92,000
274,404
the total salary and other compensation paid men in their position in the majority of
366,404
1932
87,725 133,328
221,053
executives by a number of companies, in- large industrials, even for the period they
59,800
1933
59,800
nonelisted
were given, while the motion picture figures
cluding the following film concerns :
David Bernstein:
were. Compared with the average execuOther
Other
1928
$ 81,600 $109,879
tive compensation for other industries, the
1929
94,400 162,121
Cash
256,521
Cash
$191,479
comSalary
comparison
of
the
same
film
salaries
would
tion
1930
94,400
214,523
tion
com308,923
pensaSalcU-y
look something like this :
1928
1932
193!
94,400 164,642
259,042
None
None $298,883 pensaColumbia
$218,000
1932
90,720
79,996
626,967
170,716
Cieorge
Eastman
135,500
Nicholas
M.
Schenck
(Eastman
Kodak)
1933
59,800 nonelisted
526,317 218,724
296,161
442,000
Loew's
$700
$2,850
Salary
Bonus
Salary
Bonus
59,800
MGM
719,400
757,393
Arthur M. Loew:
636,975 922,141
Paramount
990,630 1,060,848
1928. .$ 92,000 $183,132
930,410
1928.
.$
50,000
none
95,000
262,709
RKO
315,043 121,920
1928
$ 70,000 nonelisted $ 70,000
listed
1,200
758,623
Warner Bros. 998,119
270,202
1929.
6,160 1929. 92,000
1932. .. 50,000
11,538
302,535
8,805
660
1929
78,000 "
78,000
Universal
327,030
none
1933. 59,800 listed
None
1930
78,000 "
78,000
1931
78,000 "
78,000
Lamont Du Pont
Highest motion picture salaries and bo(E. I. Du Pont De Nemours)
Sam Katz
1932
113,000 "
113,000
nuses for individuals were attained in 1929
1928, .$104,000
1928 . .$ 99,999 none
1933
155,500 "
155.500
$193,911
when Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky
J. Robert Rubin:
listed
each received salaries of $130,000 and boHarry F. Sinclair
1928
$ 88.400 nonelisted $ 88.400
(Consolidated Oil Corp.)
nuses of $757,500, totaling $887,500. In
Sidney
R. Kent $603,000
1929.. $104,000
1929
88.400 "
88,400
1932, Mr. Zukor received a salary of $96,1930.. 104,000 183,091
1930. $130,000
$ 774
1930
88.400 "
88.400
1933. . 106,310
1933.. 60,060 none
031 from Paramount, while Mr. Lasky, who
listed
1931
88,400 "
88,400
is now producing independently for Fox,
1932
88,810
"
88,810
was not listed. According to the commisFollowing is a breakdown of motion pic1933 (Canfinued 57,460
57,460
on ioUoivinp "
pape)
sion's report, the highest individual motion
ture executives' salaries as made public on
Motion
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(Continued from t>rccedina I'aae)
Salary Bonus Total
David L. Loew:
1931
$ 52,000 none listed $ 52,000
1932
51,250 "
51,250
1933
52,000 "
52,000
Leopold Friedman:
1931
$ 52,000 none listed $ 52,000
1932
51,250 "
51,250
Felix F. Feist:
1933
$ 55,125 nonelisted $ 55,125
Louis B. Mayer:
1933
$ 84,500 nonelisted $ 84,500
Irving Thalberg:
1933
$135,200 nonelisted $135,200
V
PARAMOUNT PUBLIX CORPORATION
Adolph Zukor:
1928
$130,000 $242,389 $372,389
1929
130,000 757,500 887,500
1930
130,000 228,614 358,614
1931
112,618 1,000 113,618
1932
96,031 nonelisted 96,031
Jesse L. Lasky:
1928
$130,000 $242,389 $372,389
1929
130,000 757,500 887,500
1930
130,000 228,614 358,614
1931
112,618 1,000 113,618
EIek John Ludvigh:
1928
$ 78,000 nonelisted $ 78,000
1929
78,000 "
78,000
1930
78,000 "
78,000
1931
68,000 "
68,000
Sidney R. Kent:
1928
$104,000 $193,911 $297,911
1929
104,000 603,000 707,000
1930
104,000 183,091 287,091
1931
90,368 1,000 91,368
Ralph A. Kohn:
1928
$ 45,500 $ 57,800 $103,300
1929
52,000 303,000 355,000
1930
52,000 92,045 144,045
Emil E. Shauer:
1928
$ 65,000 nonelisted $ 65,000
1929
65,000 "
65,000
1930
48,750 "
48,750
Albert A. Kaufman:
1928
$ 52,000 nonelisted $ 52,000
1929
52,000 "
52,000
1930
65,000 "
65,000
1931
56,993 "
56,993
Sam Katz:
1928
$104,000 $193,911 $297,911
1929
104,000 606,000 710,000
1930
104,000 183,00! 287,001
1931
90,368 1,000 91,368
1932
78,392 nonelisted 78,392
Herman Wobber:
1928
$ 52,000 nonelisted $ 52,000
!929
52,000 "
52,000
1930
52,000 "
52,000
Harry M. Goetz:
1930
$ 52,000 nonelisted $ 52,000
Emanuel Cohen:
1932
$173,142 nonelisted $173,142
John Hertz:
1932
$ 97,055 nonelisted $ 97,055
N.B. — No Paramount salaries were listed for 1933, the
report
salary having
paymentsstated
are that
being "due
made tooutbankruptcy
of funds noof
Paramount Publix Corp."
V
RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM
CORPORATION
Hiram S. Brown:
1929
$ 75,000 $ 60,826 $135,826
1930
75,000 97,697 172,697
1931
100,000 520 100,520
1932
80,000 440 80,440
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NOTIFICATIONS
BY TRADE PRESS
Notification of appointments to
the various local clearance and zoning and grievance boards will reach
members in the field only through the
columns of the trade press. The
Code Authority has sent no official
notification to any appointees, nor
does it intend to do so.

Salary
CHECKS

A. 1930
C. Thomas:
1931
77,250
1932
$ 65,000
81,681
1933
130,000
H. Starr:
1930
Harold S. Bare ford:
1933
$ 52,000
S. P. Friedman
1930
$ 19,685
1931
$ 49,138
52,000

'''New
Salary Bonus Total
Harold B. Franklin:
1933
$ 60,420 nonelisted $ 60,420
B. B. Kahane:
1933
$ 46,858 nonelisted $ 46,858
V
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
James G. Harbord:
1928
$ 48,167 $ 48,755 $ 96,922
1929
60,000 73,540 133,540
1930
60,000 45,440 105,440
1931
42,000 2,220 44,220
1932
48,000 2,320 50,320
1933
48,000 nonelisted 48,000
David Sarnoff:
1928
$ 55,000 $ 41,1 15 $ 96,1 15
1929
105,000 103,693 208,693
1930
110,000 93,478 203,478
1931
110,000 1,840 111,840
1932
92,625 2,240 94,865
1933
51,250 nonelisted 51,250
V
UNIVERSAL PICTURES, INC.
Carl Laemmie:
1928
$132,000 nonelisted $132,000
1929
181,500 nonelisted 181,500
1931
156,000 "
156,000
1932
156,000 "
156,000
1933
146,000 "
146,000
R. H. Cochrane:
1929
$ 35,000 nonelisted $ 35,000
1932
26,000 "
26,000
V
WARNER

BROTHERS

Renraw,
Inc.:*
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

$520,000 nonelisted
520,000 10,000
486,916 465,000
376,497 120,000
280,575 nonelisted

$520,000
530,000
951,916
496,497
280,575

By agreement dated Sept. 1, 1928, with Renraw,
Inc., the partnership composed of the three Warner
brothers, Harry M., Jack L., and Albert M., the
services of the three brothers were engaged for a
period of six years at $10,0fM) armually, and the
agreement further provided that the three brothers
would not directly or indirectly engage in any competitive business during that period of time, and in
consideration of the foregoing given 15,000 shares of
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., common stock outright
and 75,000 shares per year, provided they lived.
Sam E. Morris:
1929
$ 49,000 $ 2,000
$ 51,000
1930
73,500 3,240 76,740
1931
89,138 240 89,378
1932
76,199 160 76,359
1933*
70,249 nonelisted 70,249
♦Annual salary in effect Sept. 1, 1833, $72,335.
I. D. Rossheim:
1929
$ 92,089 $
240
$ 92,329
1930
1,923
131,009 132,932

3, 1934

Bonus
240
160
$ 1 ,490
none listed

none listed
$ 2,000
240
$ 1 ,000

Total
77,690
81,841
$ 130,000
66,490
$ 54,000
$ 49,378
19,685
$ 53,000

D ear 'for

N.Y.M.P.

Club

Through the efforts of Will H. Hays and
Louis Nizer, motion picture attorney, some
of the leading- figures of the industry in New
York have taken an active interest in the
rehabilitation of the Motion Picture Club.
New directors who have agreed to serve
are Adolph Zukor, Jules E. Brulator, Jack
Cohn, Mr. Hays, Carl Laemmie, Sr., Al
Lichtman and Herbert J. Yates.
Under the proposed new set-up dues will
be reduced to $75. Plans will be discussed
Thursday at a luncheon.
Ohio Legislators Hit
Film Salaries; Pettijohn
Declaring that members of the Ohio State
Legislature had expressed wonder over the
expectation of receiving tax relief when the
salaries and bonuses described in Samuel
Goldwyn's recent Saturday Evening Post
article were being paid, Charles C. Pettijohn.
general counsel to the MPPDA, addressed
a joint session of the legislative committee
of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
and affiliated
theatre representatives in Columbus on Tuesday.
Mr. Pettijohn declared the outlook for
repeal of the admission tax in Ohio looked
bright, but sentiment in the sector indicated
that if there is an unfavorable reaction to
proposed tax relief measures the Ohio exhibitors will blame the allegedly injurious
publicity
salaries. given to stars' and executives'
Warners

Denies

Warner Bros, tiiis
week denied the asserCoca-Cola
"Plug"
tionlegedmade
in a been
printed
"special bulletin"
alto have
anonymously
circulated
among newspapers of the countrj' that the
company had agreed to "plug" Coca-Cola
in its feature films for a monetary consideration.
The company stated it had entered into an
agreement with the soft drink firm allowing
it the privilege "to use the likenesses and
names of the stars employed by us in its
"It is not our intention or policy to inadvertising."
corporate
advertising in our productions."
the statement
said.
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COOL. And glad of it. Because she, Patricia Ellis, is shown here (below) at Catalina,
far from the blizzards that gripped sections
of the States. Her latest Warner picture is
"Harold Teen."

GUESTS OF ADVERTISERS. Joan Lowell and Paul Hollister at AMPA luncheon in
New York, shown with John C. Flinn, Code Authority secretary, and head of AMPA
(extreme right), and Rutgers Neilson, vice president. Miss Lowell recently returned
from Guatemala, where she aided in filming an adventure picture for RKO release.
Mr. Hollister is vice president «of Macy's, New York department store.

HER FIRST LEAD. (Left) Astrid Allyn, previously seen in supporting roles, who has been
engaged by Monogram for the principal
feminine part in "Mystery Liner," adapted
from a "thrill story" by Edgar Wallace.

HONEYMOON ENDED. By production schedule.
Zasu Pitts with her husband, John E. Woodall (to
whom she was recently married while on location
for RKO Radio's "Two Alone"), just before leaving
New York to appear in a new RKO Radio picture.

THE PAPERS. Previously announced — but
Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald shown
tracts that made them co-stars in MGM's
operetta of another day. Wi+nesseth by
executive (left), and Ernst Lubitsch, who will

now official. For here are Maurice
having a jolly time signing the conproduction of "The Merry Widow,"
Irving Thalberg, MGM production
direct the screen's version of classic.
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SAW REDS. A Deck-B view of Paul Muni.
Warner star, and Mrs. Muni as the SS. Manhattan clocked at New York, returning them
fronn points trans-Atlantic, chiefly cities of
Soviet Russia.
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MET AT LAST. Fox brought them— Pat Paterson and Charles Boyer — to hlollywood from
Europe. Strangers then. Fox cast them in
"Bottoms Up.V Now here they are, Mr. and
Mrs. Boyer, at home.

SIGNED. Nick Foran, who has
been placed under contract by
Fox. He croons, they say, and wil
be in the Fox production, "The
Follies."

HOPS WEST FOR FILM. Colin CI ive, appearing with Katharine Hepburn in "The Lake" on
Broadway, as he planed to Burbank to start
"The Key" for Warner Brothers following close
of the play.

REWARDED. A new study of
Verree Teasdale, rather celebrating her acquisition of a long-term
Warner contract as result of previous work. Next is "Dr. Monica."

COMIC TRIO IN SHORT. The Ritz Brothers,
well known on the vaudeville stage, who have
been signed by Al Christie to appear in an
Educational Coronet on the Astoria studio production schedule.
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GRIEVANCE

Kansas City Admission Price
Truce Broken; NewmanTheatre
Shows Doubles at 25 Cents;
Nominations

Set

Members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences on the Coast will
vote the sixth annual awards at the annual
dinner on March 16, from among the following, nominated for the awards in the
various divisions :
Best Performance. Actress : Katharine
Hepburn in "Morning Glory" ; May Robson in
"Lady for a Day," Diana Wynyard in "Cavalcade."
Best Performance, Actor : Leslie Howard
in "Berkeley Square," Charles Laughton in
"Henry the VHI," Paul Muni in "Fm a Fugitive from a Chain Gang."
Best Direction : Frank Capra for "Lady for
a Day," George Cukor for "Little Women,"
Frank Lloyd for "Cavalcade."
Best Production : "Farewell to Arms"
(Paramount), "Cavalcade" (FoxV "42nd
Street" (Warners), "I Am a Fugitive from a
Chain Gang" (Warners), "Lady for a Day"
(Columbia), "Little Women" (Radio), "She
Done Him Wrong" (Paramount), "Smilin'
Thru" (M-G-M), "State Fair" (Fox), and
"Henry the VHI" (London Films-United
Artists).
Best Original Story : "One Way Passage,"
by Robert Lord; "The Prizefighter and the
Lady," by Frances Marion ; "Rasputin and the
Empress," by Charles MacArthur.
Best Adaptation : "Lady for a Day," by
Robert Riskin ; "Little Women," by Sarah Y.
Mason and Victor Heerman; "State Fair,"
Paul Green and Sonya Levien.
Best Cinematography : Charles Lange for
"Farewell to Arms," George Folsey, Jr., for
"Reunion in Vienna," Karl Struss for "The
Sign of the Cross."
Best Art Direction : "Farewell to Arms,"
"Cavalcade" and "When Ladies Meet." Authentic credits are being worked out.
Best Sound: "Farewell to Arms," "42nd
Street," "Gold Diggers of 1933" and "I Am a
Fugitive
from 20
a Chain
More than
short Gang."
subject producers will
meet late this week to review shorts submitted by each producer for nomination in
the best subject division of the awards. It
is proposed also to make special awards for
the best consistent work during the year
one to each studio.
T. J. Reed, Academy president, has announced the appointment of Samuel J. Briskin as chairman and Nathan Levinson as
vice chairman of the research council. A
meeting will be held shortly to hear reports
of various subcommittees on nine projects
connected with technical advancement.
The Academy late last week compiled a
list of names to be submitted to Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt for places
on code committees. Included were :
Lionel Atwill, Warner Baxter, Lionel Belmore, Alice Brady, Laura Hope Crews, William B. Davidson, Marie Dressier, Irene Dunne,
Raymond Hatton, Helen Hayes, Dell Henderson, Katharine Hepburn, Jean Hersholt, Walter Huston, George Irving, DeWitt Jennings,
Henry Kolker, J. Farrell MacDonald, Thomas
Meighan,
Warner Lewis
Oland,Stone,
NanceHenry
O'Neill,
Elizabeth Patterson,
Walthall
and Helen Ware.

AWAITING

Singles for Allied of Illinois
Exhibitors in the field this week were
awaiting the actual start of Local Grievance Board functioning under the Code Authority as "trade wars" over merchandising
methods took on a wider significance in
some sections. Allegedly unfair trade practices have led, in some instances, to threats
of court battle.
Particularly has this been true of the Midwest, where price cutting the last two weeks
threatened to put suburban theatres out of
business. In Kansas City, especially, secondrun and suburban houses have felt the possible repercussion of severe admission slashing by first-run theatres. The first-runs,
notably Paramount and Loew's, had instituted drastic reductions in their top admission prices as a means to end the use of
premiums, giveaways, two-for-ones, lotteries
and other methods designed to draw prospective patrons into suburban theatres, some
of which practices are specifically prohibited
under the code, and would be matters for
Local Grievance Boards.
Await Grievance Board Action
For a time it appeared that the Kansas
City "war" had reached at least an armistice nending functioning of the Local Grievance Board. This week, however, the armistice summarily was broken with talk of lawsuits, not only against the first-run houses,
but
well. against major distributor companies as
Equitable adjustment awaited smooth
running of the Local Grievance Board mechanism, expected within the next month, and
it was pointed out that exhibitors may receive far greater satisfaction from these
boards
than they might get in a court of
law.
Local Grievance Boards are now being
set up in the field as machinery for the adjustment of just such complaints as these,
where exhibitors or other branches of the
industry charging unfair trade practices will
be heard.
The Code Authority in New York, and
many
the field,
NRA's
Local Compliance
Boards of
in the
are understood
already
to have received dozens of complaints from
exhibitors charging unfair trade practices
of competitors. These will be turned over
to
ing.the Local Grievance Boards for adjudication immediately when they begin functionIt is generally felt that once the Local
Grievance Boards start actual operations,
nnany of the unfair trade practices will be
elinninated, especially in those sections
where violations under the code have been
rampant.
The Kansas City disturbance is said to be
the culmination of several years of experimentation with price cutting to end the socalled "ruinous competition" of smaller the-
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atres through premiums. In January, 1933,
every first-run theatre in Kansas (3ity engaged in a drastic admission price cut,
officially attributed to the depression at that
time, but it since has been agreed by major
theatre operators in New York that their
Kansas City houses had been suffering not
so much from the depression as from the
premium practices of the suburban theatres.
Price Agreement Defeated
Late last week the proposed agreement to
regulate admission prices in the Missouri
city and to curb giveaways was pronounced
a failure as the result of opposition by three
or four dissenters. This meant that the suburbans again would let down the bars to
unregulated price cutting, and Jay Means,
president of the Independent Theatre Owners, who had done much toward effecting a
truce two weeks ago, declared 10-cent admissions would become the order of the day.
On Sunday, many Kansas City suburbans
openly were discussing carrying the matter
to the courts, while others were planning
appeals to the Code Authority and NRA
Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt.
On Monday Mr. Means instructed the ITO
counsel to consider the advisability of taking
legal action against Loew's, Paramount and
other major distributors.
Meanwhile the Newman, Paramount firstrun theatre, fired the first gun in the price
war by opening on Sunday with a double
bill and a 25-cent top admission. Both the
grievance and clearance and zoning boards
for Kansas City are complete except for
their impartial, non-industry members. It was
said this week that Mr. Rosenblatt might
name these
ation there. immediately, in view of the situIllinois Allied Votes Singles
Among the features of the current trade
practice situations was the vote of 75 Illinois Allied members Friday as being definitely opposed to double billing.
The Independent Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' Association of Delaware and Eastern Shore of Maryland announced it would
"take some action" against block booking
at the next meeting. A. Joseph De Fiore,
president, said a number of local organizations had subjected the association and other
theatres to considerable criticism for the
showing of certain types of pictures. Mr.
De Fiore declared these organizations were
not aware the houses "are compelled to buy
the pictures under block booking."
In Detroit it was reported that 71 theatres had signed a new admissions and protection schedule for the territory which will
result in a general rise in admission prices
for every theatre involved in the agreement
but one, which already is above the minimum
required under the agreement.
It is understood that as a result a minimum price of 10 cents is set for any theatre,
for either children or adults at any time,
and that double bills are outlawed in houses
having stage shows or vaudeville presentation.
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Whereupon Voted Strike of
Unskilled Labor in Theatres
Is Canceled;
Kansas City

Organizers in
Are Dropped

BULLETIN
The voted strike of unskilled
labor in motion picture theatres
was canceled late Wednesday
when New York's major circuit
operators agreed to enter upon
collective bargaining with chosen
representatives of the Theatre
and Amusement Employees
Union, local 118.
The right of labor to organize and bargain collectively, under the code, is about to
be tested in New York for the first time in
exhibition. Refusal of large theatre interests
in the metropolitan area to bargain with a
new union of theatre service workers —
principally ushers, doormen, ticket sellers
and takers — resulted late Tuesday in an almost unanimous decision of the unskilled
theatre labor members of Theatre and
Amusement Employees' Union, Local 118, to
go out on general strike, according to
Charles C. Levey, secretary.
The strike, however, \\-as held in abeyance pending outcome of a conciliation conference called by the Regional Labor Board
for late Wednesday. Ben Golden and Mrs.
Elinore Herrick, of the Labor Board, were
to hear both sides, the circuit operators being represented by Major Leslie Thompson
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
Union Recognition Chief Demand
Union recognition is the principal item in
the union's demands, with union members
taking their stand under Section 7A of the
National Recovery Act, and Section 1 of
Article III of the code, both of which establish the right of collective bargaining.
"We hope a strike will be averted," Mr.
Levey said Wednesday, "but unless we get
a square deal on hours, wages and union
recognition,
are determined
to fight."
Unionized we
unskilled
motion picture
theatre
workers in Greater New York now exceed
4,000 members, Mr. Levey asserted, with
members in many RKO, Paramount and
Loew houses.
Discrimination Charged
Serious opposition to unionization was
reflected recently when Paramount Publix
dismissed 17 employees from a .Staten
Island theatre. They were reinstated at
the request of the Labor Board. Eighteen
additional complaints were filed by the local
late last week charging that Paramount,
RKO, Skouras and Loew's circuits discriminated against employees engaged in
unionization. At that time, Mr. Levey had
a conference with Mrs. Herrick, after which
he said that if the strike were called, all
union crafts affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor, of which the local is a
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member, would be asked to boycott the
houses affected.
On Friday, Charles Moskowitz, general
manager of the Loew circuit, declared that
tlie motion picture theatres "have a code
and are living up to it." He denied any discrimination had been shown against union
employees, but said the theatres would not
replace present employees with union members. In most instances, he declared, circuit
operators are paying salaries higher than
tlie code minimum.
Compliance Is Board Interest
Ben Golden of the Regional Labor Board
said Wednesday that that body's sole interest
in the dispute lay in the certainty that the
theatres involved are complying with the
provisions of Article 7A of the NRA.
"If we find they are not," he said, "then
we Itwill
to do that
so immediately."
has order
been them
estimated
20,000 of such
unskilled theatre workers in the New York
area might be affected if the strike is formally called.
The vote taken Tuesday showed 1,576
members in favor of a strike and only 19
against. Many members were unable to
attend because of the weather, Mr. Levey
said.
Attempts to organize employees in downtown Kansas City first-runs were frustrated
this week when managers dismissed the
would-be organizers. Two ushers lost their
jobs after they had started what was described as an "abortive movement to unionize fellow ushers, doormen and other emSome of the ushers in the territory are
said to be complaining because the code
ployees." a minimum salary lower than that
provides
they have been getting. They charge major
circuit theatres with ousting ushers in order
to employ new men at the code minimum.
AMPA

Constitution

To Be Changed Soon
Changes in the constitution of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers will be
decided upon at a closed meeting of the
group in New York late this week. Included in the proposed changes is a suggestion to hold annual elections on the third
Thursday in April instead of the second
Thursday in September.
John Terry Dead
John C. Terry, brother of Paul Terry,
died at Coral Gables, Fla., Tuesday. The
brothers were both animated cartoon pioneers. John created the comic strip.
"Scorchy," now being syndicated, and Paul
is the producer of the Terry-Toons for
Educational.
Stanley Hawkins to Coast
Stanley Hawkins, assistant to Keith Glennon of Eastern Service studios, New York,
leaves on Friday for Hollywood to become
studio manager at General Service studios.
Both are Erpi subsidiaries.
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Radio

A joint meeting of committees from the
Code Authorities of the motion picture and
legitimate theatrical industries met in New
York this week to agree on uniform complaints and proposals to be brought before
the radio industry in regard to the alleged
unfair competition offered by free radio
broadcasts.
Following the meeting the film and stage
committees announced they would meet with
a similar group appointed by the radio Code
Authority, in Washington on March 5, to
work out a relief plan. Thus far the personnel of the radio group has not been made
public. The group appointed by the motion
picture Code Authority comprises Ed Kuykendall, Charles L. O'Reilly and Sidney R.
Kent, while the representatives of the legitimate theatre are Marcus Heiman, Frank
Gillmore and William C. Elliott.
Zukor Finds Greater
Hollywood Cooperation
Declaring that he was not sure whether
the indust^ry's NRA code was responsible for
"an awakening sense of realization that the
industry goes best as its component parts
go,"
Adolphfactors
Zukor insaid
this weektoday
that are
all
production
Hollywood
cooperating with each other as never before.
"There is much more interest in what is
going
elsewhere
the of
business,"
he
stated. on
"There
is muchin less
the insular
and more of the national in Hollywood's
point of view."
M. P. Federation

Decides

On $10 Per Reel Dues
The Federation of the Motion Picture
Industry this week voted to assess its member independents $10 a negative reel plus
a further small assessment on each positive
reel. The revenue is expected to meet an
annual budget of $50,000.
It was announced that a secretary of the
organization to replace Alec Moss, who resigned to join Paramount, would not be
named for several days.

"Chris
Pickford
aph tens"
Studio
Biogr
Remodeled
Mary
Mary Pickford on Friday officially
"christened" the reopened Biograph Studio
in New York's Bronx. Miss Pickford was
the guest of the studio officials and the cast
of Chester Erskine's production of "Frankie
and Johnnie," now in production. At the
"christening" ceremony Miss Pickford
turned a camera crank. In the cast of
"Frankie and Johnnie" are Helen Morgan,
Chester Morris and William Harrigan.
SMPE Detroit Meeting
The Mid-West section of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers has set March 3
as the date for its next meeting, to be held
in Detroit at the Industrial Film Center.
The meeting will be followed by a dinner.
Industrial applications of 16 mm. and 35
mm. film, with demonstrations by various
manufacturers, are among the subjects for
discussion.
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"ROTHSCHILD"

by VICTOR

Production Pace Steady
General production pace held steady as
nine features went on the stages and six
moved into the cutting rooms. With three
new pictures. Fox is out front. Most important is"The World Moves On," reputed
to be a "Cavalcade" of all nations, a John
Ford directed opus, which features Franchot Tone, the newcoming English Madeleine Carroll and Louise Dresser, to be produced on lavish scale. The other two are
"World Is Ours" and "Springtime for
Henrv."
V
Warner lowered the barrier for "Dr.
based on ofa Polish
with a title
aMonica,"
hectic collection
vowels play
and consonants,
but which Kay Francis, Veree Teasdale and
Jean Muir will pronounce into entertainment
for Park Avenue as well as Main Street.
Ronald Colman donned topper and tails
for "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back" at
Twentieth Century and another eminent
Britisher, Leslie Howard, started "Human
Bondage" at Radio with the assistance of
Bette Davis, Reginald Denny and Alan Hale
among others, under the direction of John
Cromwell.
With Howard Hawks directing, Columbia
launched John Barrymore and Carole Lombard in "Twentieth Century" and Ken Goldsmith capped the starting list with "I Hate
Women," which certainly is title as is title.
According to one xvho should know,
a requisite of an associate producer,
and we qtiote him verbatim, is "one
able to read two consecutive "sentences
in the English language."

A BULLS-EYE

ACTORS' FINANCIER, A NEW SERVICE
LESSER, INDEPENDENT INDEPENDENT
MR.
MAIN
STREET
ASKS QUESTIONS

M. SHAPIRO

The preview of "The House of Rothschild," George Arliss' first Twentieth Century picture, easily topped the week's headline honors. Fred Rappaport's Westwood
Village theatre patrons impressively placed
their stamp of approval upon star and subject matter, a valid demonstration reflected
on the faces of Messrs. Joe Schenck, Al
Lichtman and Darryl Zanuck. Trade and
daily press reviewers conned dictionaries for
superlatives and the picture seems earmarked as solid gold entertainment merchandise, ready to open at the Chinese here, following Garbo's "Queen Christina."
All in all, it's been a stirring week. Mr.
Irving Thalberg finally brought his "Rip
Tide" imder the wire and the grapevine already has it that it's stamped with the "IT,"
conveyed by the initials of Irving Thalberg,
and the quality that is his. In fact, so enthusiastic are the MGM gentry that they're
planning
drop the Norma
Shearer'sas
name andto henceforth
have from
her known
Shearer, a la Caruso, Garbo, La Gallienne,
Bernhardt, Duse and such worthies.
V

PREVIEW

Al Cohn, Collector of the Port of
Los Angeles, who parcels out red and
green lights for harbor tragic lanes,
who controls tide rights and fishing
privileges, who even regulates the
waves, was recently invited to attend
the Harbor Yacht races by a ivell
knoivn editor and publisher.
The collector, thinking it was a
gag,
which are
it wasn't,
inquired
and where
these yacht
races"When
to be

Now
at the crucial moment, when Hollyheld?"
wood will see how much is left on the cutting room floor, are six completed pictures.
Awaiting preview judgment are two Monograms, "Manhattan Love Song," with Robert Armstrong and Dixie Lee, and "Loud
Speaker." The tropical detective mystery
thriller,
in Trinidad"
from Fox "Murder
and Columbia
wrote finischecks
on two.in
Jack Holt's "Whirlpool" and Tim McCoy's
"Highway Patrol," as Chesterfield called
curtain on "Stolen Sweets," in which Sally
Blane and Charles Starrett head a lengthy
cast.
V
A New Profession Bioonns
Since the stock market collapse in 1929,
a new profession, that of personal business
management
in Hollywood.of artists' finances, has bloomed
The idea of taking care of the monies of
screen personalities originated with one gentleman, who it later developed, worked various rackets on stars in higher brackets, until John Law caught up with the gent and
he absconded before the irate hail and barras-e became too uncomfortable.
Today, however, handling the financial
affairs of film personalities is an honorable
calling, run in the majority of cases along
business lines, with' principle and ethics
uppermost. On the ground, about thirty
different individuals or organizations are
ready to serve stars, directors, producer
and
lems. others with their sundry money probFinancial agents are not to be confused
with artists' agents. Each is a separate
tribe.
V
They Vary Their Labels
Varied are the names these managers
ascribe to their activities. Their labels range
from Personal Managers, Financial Counsel, Business Managers, to Service Corporations, Management Companies or Personal
Service Auditors.
The scope of the service rendered covers
a wide field. Some take the personality's
weekly pay check and from it allot the house-

hold expenses, receive personal bills and
make payments, balance income with outgo,
set a certain percentage aside for savings,
annuities or other profitable ventures.
Consultants often suggest investments,
prepare income taxes, arrange fof interior
flecorators, suggest architects, insurance
agents, doctors and lawyers. Some even list
preferred shops where purchases may be
made at discount. One manager prepares a
budget for his clients, allowing so much for
rent, so much for entertainment, so much
for spending money, books, insurance, advertising, education and liquor. Demands for
money by the client, over the budgeted
amount, call for a huddle, even if it be for
a tennis racket.
Some financial agents assume all the
money worries of the client, from banking
to buying baby-carriages, so the moneymaker may direct his or her energies into
the creative channels from which the money
Banks in the colony, local or statewide,
spouts.
which have established trust departments or
custody accounts, have not been able to secure much of the personal management business either due to apathy, competition, cost
of handling the service or because of limitations imposed upon them by state or federal
authorities.
V
Loss Percentage Forgotten
Fees exacted by confidential "Counsellors
of Coin" range from 10 per cent down, according to service rendered. Special advisors who serve by suggesting stock market speculations, ofttimes make their deals
on percentage of the profits. Percentage of
the losses is the forgotten plan.
Personal Service Managers, or corporations, are not banded together in any known
association for mutual benefit or protection.
A few artists' agents and a few lawyers
render complete financial service for their
clients, aside from taking care of their screen
contracts or legal contracts.
Some of the biggest electric light stars
subscribe to some sort of financial management. List of financial agencies' clientele is
kept secret. The backers of these investment
organizations are also kept confidential, but
many important names are alleged to be
sponsoring and supporting their activities.
V
A new record for retaking a single scene
(Continued on foUowinci page, coliiynn 1)
A high priced writer, asked by his
studio chief why he cotddn't come to
the studio to do his writing, stated the
naked truth was, he did his best scribing unfettered by clothes. Writer then
asked studio head if he wished him to
write at the studio in the 7inde.
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(Continued from preceding pape)
was established recently when a genius director with a penchant for fihning stars' legs
shot one particular scene, without the star's
legs, exactly seventy-nine (79) times. After
the seventy-ninth take, he ordered the cameraman :"print number four."
Cost of production, with two extra weeks
of added scenes, will be close to, or over, a
million dollars when completed.
V
Contrary to NRA
In line with their new duties of reading
all scripts before they go into production,
Will Hayes' Production Code Committee
sent back a certain script to a producer with
suggested spots for revision.
Shortly after receipt of script, producer
telephoned the Hays office to inform them
that hereafter he thought it best that his
company quit the producing business and
allow the Hays organization to make the
pictures.
"Might not be a bad idea," said the Hays
spokesman, "but if we produce pictures,
there wouldn't be any need for the Production Code Committee here, or for your production staff there. If both staffs are eliminated, it would be contrary to President
Roosevelt's employment policy."
Producer called up later and apologized.
He's still making pictures. Production Code
Committee is visa-ing scripts.
V
More oi Lesser
Sol Lesser, redoubtable pioneer, is at it
again.
Today his concerto is production, not only
as an independent, but somewhat more fortissimo, an independent independent, placing
his bankroll on "Peck's Bad Boy" and
"Chandu."
Few personalities, before or behind the
screen, have had so colorful and romantic
a career as Sol.
On the ashes of the San Francisco fire,
he exhibited his first pictures in a tent.
Showman of the Golden Gate, he started a
small circuit which mushroomed all over
the state and blossomed as West Coast Theatres. Even while expanding, he found time
to produce features a la "Oliver Twist," for
First National, also scientific shorts, adventure films, besides dabbling in first editions,
assemblinfT a library of Lincolnia, raise a
family and collect a million dollars as his
share of the West Coast sale to Fox. Then
he travelled around the world to play.
Owner of the Harold Bell Wright novels
for the screen, Sol has a few new rabbits
A producer wandering on a set
came upon a beautiful redhead, dressed
in cellophane, leaning against a pillar.
He had never seen her before.
Eying her appraisingly, in his best
poetic manner, he said "You look exactly like a Venetian frieze."
"You're not so hot either," said the
gal.

PICTURE

Cun)iingham,
Broadway's
witJoeand
latest addition
to thenoted
Fox
tvriting staff, asked Rudy Vallee if
he'd be kind enough to send a Christmas card to his mother in Philadelphia, who is about eighty years of age.
Rudy sent the card with personal
greetings as requested.
Thrilled, Joe's mother wrote Joe
about receiving Vallee's personal greetings, adding a note of warnijtg to Joe,
"for goodness sake, don't tell Fay
Webb! ! ! !"
yet to be pulled out of his hat. Among his
plans are the blueprints for distributing and
mayhap exhibiting narrow gauge (16 mm.)
film in a big gauge manner. Another rabbit
concerns his foreign interests. Still another
deals with airplanes, and another with film
printing,
ical device.said to revolutionize that mechanIn his present production venture, which
includes Jackie Cooper as lead of "Peck's
Bad Boy" and Gayne Whitman in "Chandu," Sol goes it alone. Riding by himself,
he finances himself, takes the complete picture gamble, from script to screen, to win
or lose all. Independent of majors or minors, heindependent.
is the screen's first real independent
V
The list of screen credits on Fox's production of "George White's Scandals," in
its super-extended length, includes those
credited for (1) direction of musical numbers, (2) story direction, (3) story, (4)
screen play, (5) dialogue, (6) additional
dialogue, (7) music and lyrics, (8) dance
direction, (9) musical direction, etc.
The final title credit of the picture reads :
"Entire Production Conceived, Created, and
Directed by George White."
V
Main Street — and Hollywood
Hollywood has its star-spangled boulevard. New York its bright Broadway. Canyon City lights up Main Street.
Came to Hollywood last week a vacationer who is part of Hollywood, linked with
Broadway,
but allCity.
"salted down" in the good
earth of Canon
He is a theatre owner showman on the
Colorado slope of some mountains which
suggest the contours of the hills behind HolBroadway.lywood and the perpendicular cliffs of
But B. P. McCormick of the McCormick
Theatres of Colorado is dif¥erent somehow
from most of his contemporaries and kinfolk in the motion picture industry.
For one thing, this visitor to Hollywood
didn't begin by saying, "Do you know
what's the matter with this business ? Well,
I'll tell you !" He just asked questions, and
said
fellow."No" a few times. Quite an unusual
Here are some of the questions and an-
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swers in his personally-conducted Q. and A.
department :
Q. — "Why did they make 'The Story of
A. — (A helpless
gesture, a shrug.)
Drake' ?"
Temple
Q.-— "Does anybody really think a nudist
picture will draw once-a-week Saturday
A. — "Well, some people in Hollywood
?"
nighters
Q. — "Does Hollywood think I like to pay
likeda it."
for
picture like 'Penthouse' when I can't
A. — "Sorry, old man."
Q. — "'Can Hollywood remember when the
show it?"opposition was so strong that I
church
couldn't
open on
Sunday?"
A. — ''Three
or four
persons, anyway."
Q. — "Do you suppose some people buy and
read Bibles? That best-sellers about illicit
love have to be hidden under back steps in
A. — (A raised eyebrow.)
?" know that double-billing is
— "Do you
myQ. country
going to murder my business if it gets
A.
butMcCormick
"
And— "Yes,
then Mr.
chatted along
about some of the people who live way out
?" Colorado. Seems that it's a pretty
there
there in
place to live a normal, healthful and cheerful life. One year's business is very much
like the last. But people have been known
to get rich there.
Citizens in Canon City like the kind of
roots Mr. McCormick has planted in their
community. In fact, they elected him president of the Chamber of Commerce while he
was on his way to the Coast by automobile.
For twenty years McCormick has been
whittling a living and a niche in his home
town.
"Guess I'll be able to make a little profit
again this year, but I'd like to tell Will
Rogers that I don't need any bedroom scenes
in his pictures. I live in one of those 'tank
V
Reported going to England together are
Dave Selznick and Howard Estabrook, to
secure
towns'."first hand source material for the
film,
by MGM,
"David
Besides
questingof for
elusiveCopperfield."
fact and fancy
in London, with which to embroider the
Dickens classic, producer and writer will
make jaunts to Canterbury and Dover, eyeminded for settings, possible players and
local color.
Leaving in a week or so, they will be
away for about a month.
A director, on salary for eleven
weeks without a story jelling, was
asked by his studio chief to take a layoff without pay, during which time
the story might be worked out by
him.
"Of course you understand," said
the director, "that I just can't think
unless I'm getting my check."
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box'
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fiction

star

character

• The millions who chuckled over the story classic demanded our
Will in the movie ... so that millions more could chortle • Picture
him (said they to FOX)

as the shrewd but chivalrous . . . keen but

kindly horse trader . . . swapping wisecracks as he drives sharp

:^

bargains . . . breeding thoroughbreds while he fosters romance
• And

when he drives his prize trotter to a hairbreadth win

. . . it's laughs, thrills and heart-throbs all in a split second
• Another "State Fair" for box ojfice!
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OF
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Produced

WONDERS!

with

a magnificence,

magnitude

and

imagination unapproached in show history.
Dazzling beauties . . . blazing splendor . . .
amazing
songs,
. . . and

novelty... myriad

drama, thrills, wonder, romance, tears
every emotion known to human kind.

WARNER
MADGE
JOHN

EVANS

•

BOLES

>

BAXTER

SYLVIA
JAMES

SHIRLEY
JEMIMA'
BYRON

AUNT
ARTHUR
NIGEL
LUCIEN

BRUCE

RALPH

•

&

DURANT

DAZZLING

VOCAL

CHORUS

1,200
335

WILD

SCENES!

5 Breathless

GIRLS!
OF

500!

ANIMALS!
2,730

5 BANDS

FETCHIT

Spectacles!

COSTUMES!

1,000

PLAYERS!
WORKERS!

5 Song

Hits!

1. INTRODUCTION OF LOVELINESS! 1."0iir Last Night Together'
2. REVIVAL OF LAUGHTER!
3. GARDEN

OF BEAUTY!

Brown.
Brown
Ralph
Klein.

OF MUSIC!

4,891

TECHNICAL

2. "Baby Take a Bow"
3. "I'm Laughing"

4. THE MAGIC TRANSFORMATION! 4. "Broadway's Gone Hill Billy"
5. MARCH OF PROSPERITY!
5. "Out of the Red"

TEMPLE

FORAN

Produced by WINFIELD SHEEHAN
Associate Producer and Collaborator on Story and Dialogue: Lew
Director: Hamilton McFadden. Lyrics: Lew Brown. Music: Lew
and Jay Gorney. Dances Staged by: Sammy Lee. Dialogue:
Spence.
Story Idea Suggested by: Will Rogers and Philip
1,000

DUNN

MILLER

• NICK
• STEPIN

FROOS

MORGAN

SKINS"

LITTLEFIELD

MITCHELL

surprises... laughs,

Richard

a man

Aldington's international best-seller ... a rapturous, impassioned, sensitive romance . . . depicting
. . . fettered

endlessly

groping

loves in one.
unstinted

by routine's
for

the

restraints
one

It 'will bring untold

profits to your

love

. . . restlessly,
that

was

all

glory to its cast . . .

theatre.

HUGH
HELEN

WILLIAMS
TWELVETREES

MONA
HERBERT

BARRIE
MUNDIN

Story by Richard Aldington
Directed by George Fitzmaurice
Produced

by Al Rcckett

Guaranteed

hit by the team

which made Sunny Side Up":
B. G. DeSylva, David Butler,

SPEHCER

JOHN
PAT

1

HERBERT

HARRY

TRACY

BOLES

PATERSON
MUNDIN

GREEN

• SID

SILVERS

• THELMA

TODD,

Story and screen play: B. G. DeSylva, David Buder, Sid
Silvers. Songs by Harold Adamson and Burton Lane, also
Richard A. Whiting and Gus Kahn.
A

B. G.

Directed by DAVID BUTLER
DeSYLVA
PRODUCTION
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JAMES

DUNN

GINGER

ROGERS

From the story ^'Manhattan Love Song" by
KATHLEEN
NORRIS
PRODUCED

BY

WINFIELD

SHEEHAN

AS

AUDIENCES

LIKE

HIM

Dashing,
. . . he
always
many

debonair,
has

women

with

a charge

has

to

way

romantic

women

. . . and

between

. . .

with

good.

of MURDER

. . . and

And two new FOX

with

for his own

choose

gentleman

wealthy,

a way

his own

BEST

too

Faced
...

he

being

exposing

a

a lady!

personalities

go far toward stardom!

ROSEMARY

AMES

ROCHELLE

HUDSON

HENRIETTA

CROSMAN

HERBERT

MUNDIN

From Vera Caspar/s story "Odd Thursday"
Directed by James Flood
An AL ROCKETT Production

where

^10

Broadway

• Surpassing
successes.

George

More

White's

romance

. . . bigger stars
catching

dazzling girls — including

of 300

genuine George

Scan-dolls from

Broadway.

White,

...

himself

putting on his show
IT'S

Show

. . . faster fun . . . peppier dancing

. . . more
trainload

world-famous

greatest

. . . greater spectacle . . . more
melodies

the

on

With

a

White
George

the screen

. . .

of shows. Gentlemen,

TREMENDOUS!
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•
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•
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Created
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direction of Harry

Lachman

Story direction by Thornton Freeland
Music and Lyrics by Ray Henderson, Jack Yeilen and Irving Caesar
Executive

Producer,

Robert

T. Kane
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ASSENT

Postpones Date for Filing Assent Blanks; Allied Withdraws
Suit Against

the Authority

Midnight of March 10 is the new deadline
for filing signed blanks of acceptance of the
motion picture code, which will enable exhibitors and distributors so assenting to file
complaints or charges of unfair competition
with the Local Grievance Boards or with
the Local Clearance Boards in the field.
Marking the fourth postponement of the
deadline, successively from January 10,
January 31 and February 28, the Code
Authority in New York acted over the
weekend following the straightening out of
a difficult situation with Allied States Association which claimed that theatre owners
had the right to sign with reservations.
Allied Withdraws Test Suit
When the NRA at Washington, late last
week, issued a ruling that any member of the
industry who signs a code assent blank shall
not be prevented thereby from seeking amendments to or modifications of the code, legally
or otherwise. Allied States withdrew its suit
against Code .Authority, and, at the same time,
sent forth from Allied headquarters at the
Capital a rather heated epistle in which it was
said
that an"theextension
independent
exhibitors
not
tolerate
of the
motion will
picture
code," and "they will strive unceasingly for
changes in the code until it has been purged
of its iniquities and dangers and has been made
to serve its true purpose of driving out unfair
trade practices."
The Code Authority had received some
9,300 code assent blanks up to press time
Wednesday, and it was expected that as a
result of the extension of the deadline to
March 10, several hundred Allied assents
will be forthcoming immediately. It was
indicated that the extension of the date for
filing assents had been granted in order to
give Allied members, who have been holding back their assents pending outcome of
the suit, sufficient time to file with reservations.
Some 1,500 assents were filed early in the
week for as many Warner and Paramount
theatres. Previously, other large circuits had
filed individual assents for their theatre properties.
Formal withdrawal of the Allied suit, filed
by the Congress theatre, of Newark, and challenging the right of Allied members to sign
assent blanks with reservations, was made last
Friday at a hearing before Federal Judge
John C. Knox, in United States district court
in New York. Members of the Code Authority
had each been named a defendant.
NRA Rules on Qualified Assents
Allied withdrew the suit against the Code
Authority when the NRA, through Administrator Hugh S. Johnson and NRA Counsel
Donald Richberg, made public an interpretation
of the effect of assent to the code with respect
to the form of assent prescribed by and distributed to the industry by the Code Authority.
The NRA interpretation said that it is not
the intent of the code that any member of the
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industry assenting on the forms prescribed by
the Code Authority shall thereby waive or be
estopped from seteing up any right which such
member of the industry may possess under general or statutory law against any arbitrary,
oppressive, injurious and unreasonable action
by any administrative official or agency under
the industry's code.
Nor Is it the Intention or purpose of the
code that any member so assenting shall
be precluded or estopped from seeking
amendments to or modifications of the
code, explained the NRA ruling.
Both of the foregoing parts of the Government's ruling obviously refer to the legal rights
of an industry member signing a code assent.
In any event, the ruling explained further that
members of the industry not assenting to the
code on the forms prescribed by the Code
Authority cannot be denied any of the rights
and remedies afforded by the code, save only
that they will not enjoy the right to file complaints and/or grievance before the administrative agencies of the code — which in distribution and exhibition in the field are the Local
Grievance Boards and Local Clearance Boards.
Explains Assessments
Upon acceptance of any of the code's benefits
or advantages, continued the ruling, such members accepting may be assessed a reasonable
amount, which amount of assessment shall be
subject to the approval of the Administrator, to
help defray the expenses of administering the
code. Such assessments shall not be used otherwise than in administering the code, the ruling
emphasized.
"While assent on the (prescribed) form is
necessary to enable a member of the industry
to lodge protests with Clearance and Zoning
Boards and to make use of the facilities of
the Local Grievance Boards, nevertheless such
assent is not essential to enable any member of
the industry to interpose his defense before
any such board if he so desires in any matter
affecting his interest, and, thereafter, to prosecute any and all appeals therefrom to the same
extent and in the same manner as a member
assenting on the (prescribed) form."
This part of the ruling means that an
exhibitor must sign the assent in order to
lodge a complaint either with the Local
Grievance or Local Clearance Boards, but
where the exhibitor has not signed the
assent he may defend himself in any matter affecting him, and thereafter to prosecute any and all appeals. Basically, nonassenters are not deprived of their rights
at law, and whether or not they sign the
assent they may always legally fight for
their rights.
In explaining that while the Allied-Congress
suit alleged many facts and circumstances in
connection with the writing and approval of
the entire code. Allied said this week that the
basic objective was to establish the right of
exhibitors desiring to subscribe to the code to
file qualified assents.
"Objective of Suit Accomplished"
"This object was fully accomplished by the
official ruling of General Johnson and Mr.
Richberg," said Allied. "These gentlemen,
clothed with full authority, took a short-cut to
the solution of the controversy by ruling that
it was not the intent or purpose of the provision
of the code that exhibitors so assenting should
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Allied Says It Will Strive for
Changes

in Code

"Until It Has

Been Purged of Iniquities";
9,200 Assent Blanks Filed
thereby waive or be estopped from setting up
any eral
rights
which law.
they possess under the genor statutory
"Not only that, but the ruling expressly
provides that all assents heretofore or hereafter
executed will be deemed to have been executed
in the light of the foregoing ruling."
"Thus," continued the Allied statement, "there
is written into every assent the condition and
understanding that the execution thereof does
not constitute a waiver of any rights."
Allied Interprets Status
At this point in the Allied statement from
Washington, its leaders launched into a rather
lengthy interpretation of the Johnson-Richberg
ruling,
which, itTheatre
said, "goes
the
issue of
the Congress
case beyond
and defines
with greater clarity the rights and liabilities
of assenters and non-assenters to the code."
Taking the opportunity to attack the "propagandists," Allied said :
"Spokesmen for the major producers and
other propagandists, in an effort to stampede
exhibitors into assenting to the code regardless
of legal consequences, seized upon the broad
language of Section 8, Part 2, Article VI of the
code as justification for the claim that exhibitors could not file any complaints under the code
unless they assented thereto. Allied in its
printed analysis of the code held that this provision referred only to the right to file complaints before the Local Clearance and Grievance Boards, and that the exhibitors have the
right, regardless of assents, to complain of
code violations to the NRA, the Federal Trade
Commission, the United States district attorneys and the regional compliance boards."
Allied said that Its position In this respect "Is fully sustained
by that
the ruling
the Administrator
who holds
membersof
of the industry not assenting to the code
can not be denied any of the rights and
remedies afforded by the code save only
the privilege of filing complaints before
the administrative agencies provided for
In "Certain
the code."
of the propagandists have made
themselves ridiculous by contending that these
boards (Grievance and Clearance) could enter
orders against non-assenters without even giving
them a hearing. These persons are either unfamiliar with the due process clause of the
Constitution or have deliberately misrepresented the situation. It is probable, however,
that an exhibitor who has not assented to the
code will ignore the proceedings of the boards
and rely on the courts to protect his interests
if the boards take any action affecting him adversely," Allied predicted.
"Power They Dare Not Use"
"The code proceedings have been unmasked
as a bold attempt to confer on the major producers and their affiliated theatres legal authority to engage in all of the oppressive and monopolistic practices from which they had been
prevented by the Attorney General and the
courts," charged Allied.
"By the code, and more especially by domination of the Code Authority and the other
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administrative agencies the major producers
were given the power to injure, oppress and
crush every independent exhibitor who incurred
the ill-will of any of them.
"Due to the dogged resistance of Allied and
her loyal leaders and members it is now cjuite
apparent that the tremendous power conferred
on the major producers will never be exercised
to the injury of the independent exhibitors.
Will Sue as Occasion Arises
"Allied has been criticized for bringing the
Congress theatre case by those who had no conception of the real purpose of the action. By
this suit has been established the right of the
exhibitors to sue the Code Authority and the
local boards for any arbitrary, oppressive, injurious and unreasonable action they may take.
"Allied's critics may rest assured that this
valuable right will be exercised whenever occasion requires. Under the code as drawn by
Mr. Rosenblatt the right to sue, which has now
been gained, is even more important than the
right to buy, which was denied.
Says Code Must Be Changed
"Every fair-minded lawyer, business man or
public official to whom Allied leaders have submitted the motion picture code for an expression of opinion has pronounced it an unfair and
dangerous document. Under the limitation in
the Recovery Act the code will end on June
16, 1935. General Johnson already is toying
with ideas of making the NRA permanent.
"The independent exhibitors will not tolerate an extension of the motion picture
code in its present fornn. Moreover, they
will strive unceasingly for changes in the
code until it has been purged of its iniquities and dangers and has been made to
serve its true purpose of driving out unfair trade practices.
"Under the Johnson-Richberg ruling exhibitors concede nothing to the code by assenting
to it. It remains their privilege (as it is certainly their duty) to work for a different code
and a different administrative set-up. In future
contests the exhibitors will not be handicapped
by false leaders appointed by Rosenblatt to represent them on the various Code Committees
and who cringe before and lick the boots of
the representatives of the major producers."
Should Exhibitors Now Assent."
"While the Johnson-Richberg interpretations
lessen the hazards of assenting to the code, they
also make execution less important from the
standpoint of the exhibitors.
"The benefit to be derived is narrowed down
to one item, namely, the right to file complaints
before the local boards.
"To the extent that such complaints relate
to alleged violations of the code it would appear
that there is more to be gained by complaining
to the appropriate government agencies than to
the producer-dominated boards. There is a clear
majority against the subsequent-run theatres
on the Clearance and Zoning Boards, and
against the independent exhibitors on the Grievance Boards ; and if any of these should enter
an order in favor of an independent exhibitor
and against a distributor or affiliated theatre,
there would be a right of appeal to the Code
Authority where the majority against the independent exhibitor would be even greater than
on the boards — at least 7 to 3 and probably
9 to 1.
"It becomes important, therefore, to inquire
whether there are any cases not involving direct
violations of the code in which Grievance Boards
could afford relief to an assenting exhibitor.
Section 1, Part 2, Article VI of the code enu-
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merates certain complaints having to do with
overbuying which are committed to the determination of the Grievance Boards. But overiniying is prohibited by Part 2, of Division E
of .\rticle V and complaints against this practice can be lodged directly with public authority.
Flays Code Authority
"And while considering the Code Authority
it might be worth while to point out that this
body of the generals of the industry has degenerated into a detachment of corporals and
privates, virtually all of the producer members having designated sales managers and
attorneys to serve as alternates. This has been
reflected in the acts and policies of the Code
Authority which are in no sense characteristic
of big men. These acts and policies are defeating the supposed purpose of the code that
the representatives of the several branches of
the industry on the local boards shall be truly
representative. The minority report filed by
Mr. Yamins is conclusive that the produceralternates are insisting on the right to appoint
not only the representatives of their own
branch,
hibitors. but also the representatives of the ex"A final point (of the NRA ruling) relates
to assessments to defray the cost of administering the code. Under Section 10 (b) of Article
II any person assenting to the code is thereby
made liable to such assessments. Under the
Johnson-Richberg ruling anyone accepting any
of the benefits of the code is also liable. There
is apparently no limitation on the amount that
may be assessed against one who assents to the
code; that is left to the discretion of the Code
Authority. The amounts which may be assessed against one who does not assent but
under the code must be reasonacceptsable benefits
and are subject to the aooroval of the
Administrator. If a non-assenter concludes that
the code offers no benefits that mean anything
to him, he can not be assessed any amount
whatever for defraying the expenses of the
code.
"In view of the foregoing it is difficult
to see why any independent exhibitor
should want to assent to the code; but the
dangers incident to such assent have been
removed and if any exhibitor thinks there
is anything to be gained in his particular
situation by assenting he can now do so
without forfeiting his right to work for improvements in the code or waiving his
right to protect himself against oppressive
action on the part of those charged with
the enforcement of the code."
New Virginia Company
The Virginia Theatre Management Corporation, Maryland corporation, has been
engage in the amuseauthority
grantedment and theatreto business
in Virginia.
Headquarters will be in Salem.
Globe to Produce 12
Globe Pictures, Inc., newly formed in
Hollywood by Larry Darmour, in association
with H. C. Hopper, plans 12 features, starting April 1. The company will handle its
own exchanges.
Goldsmith Moves
Ken Goldsmith, independent, has moved
his production unit from the Beachwood
studios to Talisman in Hollywood. The
first picture there will be "I Hate Women."

President

Urges

Communications
And

Radio

Board

Plans of President Roosevelt, reported last
December, for establishment of monopolies
in the radio and wire communications fields,
under the strictest kind of governmental regulation, as an alternative for government
ownership or the present lack of a permament government policy in those fields,
finalh' took form this week when the President sent a special message to Congress urging creation of a Federal Communications
Commission to take authority over wires,
cables and radio, except broadcasting.
Would Have Investigatory Power
"The new body should, in addition, be given
full power to investigate and study the business
of existing companies and make recommendations to the Congress for additional legislation
at The
the next
said would
the President.
new session,"
commission
take over the
present authority held by the Federal Radio
Commission and by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in these fields, and in the combined structure would represent an authority
over radio, wires and cable communications
much in the same manner that transportation
is governed
Interstate
mission and by
the the
power
industryCommerce
is governedComby
the Federal Power Commission.
Mr. Roosevelt feels the relationship of the
federal government to certain services known
as utilities should be divided into three fields :
transportation, power and communication.
Not into Film Field
In first reporting on the Presidential plan,
Motion Picture Herald, on December
23rd, 1933, said:
"Any program undertaken by the Government
with respect
confined to that to
fieldcommunications
alone and willwill
not beextend
into the field of motion pictures or broadcasting. To this extent, the communication operations of the Radio Corporation of America and
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company— both of which have broad interests in
the film and broadcasting industries — will be
segregated from all other activities.
However, it is generally conceded successful
development of monopolies in the communications industry would be followed by the building
up of cartels in other industries.
"The Radio Corporation of America is somewhat of an important producer-distributor and
exhibitor of motion pictures through its various Radio-Keith-Orpheum subsidiaries.
"The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company is interested in the operations of some
thousands of the most important theatres
through its Western Electric Sound System
installed in these theatres and for which exhibitors pay to Western Electric, weekly service charges. Also, Western Electric has its
producer recording licenses in practically all
of Hollywood's studios and frequently finances
production.
Universal Ball April 14
The Universal Club of New York will
hold its annual easter ball at the Hotel Lismore, on April 14.
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SOMETHING

SUPERB

FOR

THE

SCREEN

Is the Characterization of "Richard of Bordeaux,"
Says DeCasseres, but No Hollywood Player Could
Equal Dennis

King; Possibilities in "Shining Hour"

By BENJAMIN
THE

SHINING

HOUR

This play, by Keith Winter, a young
Enghshman, with a nearly all-English cast
— heavily adenoidal — made a hit. And, in
the main, it deserved to. For it poses the
old triangle problem in a subtle, smooth, unusual style. It is trick-padded here and
there and sometimes swims along on dialogue. Here and there also it just skims the
sublime.
There is a fine picture in it for a director
and a cast that can handle nuances and
subtleties competently enough to get it over
to our not too analytical-minded picture
audiences.
It was perfectly acted by Adrianne Allen,
Marjorie Fielding, Cyril Raymond, Derek
Williams, Gladys Cooper and Raymond
Massey, with high honors to Miss Allen
as the self-sacrificing wife and Marjorie
Fielding as an old maid.
Gladys Cooper, a newcomer to these
shores, was much-heralded, but we have a
half-dozen of our own breed who could
have put more subtlety and shadow into her
fine role.
Locale (which ought to be changed to
America in the picture version), a middleclass dude farm in Yorkshire. Household :
David Linden (Massey), his wife, Judy
(Miss Allen), an old-maid sister, Hannah
(Marjorie Fielding), and a younger
brother, Mickey, horsey, fresh.
Comes from India another brother, Henry
Linden, with his new wife, Mariella. This
Mariella, through no fault of her own, begins the work of destruction in the simple
lives of the Lindens. David falls in love
with her. His wife Judy knows — superb
scene in the second act between Judy and
Mariella, where Judy urges Mariella to
elope with her husband — "love above all."
The old-maid sister hates Mariella. Even
young Mickey tries caveman tactics on
Mariella (who is not the vamp type at all —
she is simply beautiful and enticing, one of
those women that Nature has made for
tragic troubles).
Judy throws herself into a burning barn,
freeing David for Mariella, whose husband,
a typical, English thick-head, hasn't the
slightest notion of what's going on. At the
last curtain David and Judy are going away
together.
The atmosphere of this fine play is grave
and tensely dramatic, shot through with
humor. It rises progressively and naturally
from homespun gayety to tragic levels.
Picture value, 85 per cent.
RICHARD

OF

DECASSERES

BORDEAUX

Richard of Bordeaux — no less a person
than Richard II — is the latest distinguished
costume arrival on Broadway. And I believe
he will not stay long, not because Gordon
Daviot's play in eleven scenes is not good —
on the contrary "Richard of Bordeaux" is
one of the finest plays of the season — but be-

PLAYS AS RATED
FOR THE SCREEN
Examining, with an eye to screen
possibilities, various of the current
stage offerings, Benjamin DeCasseres,
noted critic and essayist, gives the
following percentage evaluations of
several plays, as analyzed in this issue:
"The Shining Hour" — 85 per cent.
"Richard of Bordeaux"-80 per cent.
"Broomsticks, Amen!"-80 per cent.
"Queer People" — 8 per cent.

cause it has no bedsports, hard stage fighting or eminent female clothes-horse to
recommend it at the swanky Empire.
You see, Dicky the Second was a gentleman ;he loved peace ; he was a patron of
the arts ; something, in his youth, of an
idealist ; didn't go to bed with his boots on ;
never seduced a girl (in public), and actually believed in noblesse oblige! So terhell
with
monoclesuchset. a king, says the ermine-andDennis King is Richard to the life (according to the authorities). He does the
greatest acting of his career. He is, in fact,
in one leap a great actor.
In this play — mainly of war, intrigue and
incisive characterizations, written in a blunt,
unornamental style — we see the evolution of
Richard from early idealism to hard-boiled
statecraft. He is gaudy, passionate, human
and somewhat effeminate.
In a word, here is a living, breathing
vital creation — something superb for the
screen. But I know of no male in Hollywood who could equal Dennis King.
A long line of notables stream across
the stage
to the and
final imprisonment
scene of Richard's
forced
abdication
in the
Tower. For a female lead there is Anne of
Bohemia, the Queen, an exquisite creature
who dies of the Black Plague — a Helen
Hayes part, for who could die of the plague
like Our Helen?
Picture value. 80 per cent.
BROOMSTICKS, AMEN!
The editor of the Motion Picture
Herald lately wrote a pregnant sentence
that should
be placarded all over Hollywo d :
"The producer who will set about discovering America will find a land of opporThis country, historically and actually, is
tunity."
brimming with great picture stuff ; but, instead, we are entirely surrounded by Henry
the Eighth, Catherine the Great, Napoleon,
Voltaire, Queen Christina, and, soon, Mary
of Scotland, Richard II, and everybody

down, no doubt, to the late Sand jack of
Baloney. I do not believe our picture
patrons are interested in these historical
dummies. It is forced stuff.
Here's a splendid folk story of the Pennsylvania Dutch, for instance, in "Broomsticks, Amen !" by Elmer Greensf elder. It
has all the elements of a profoundly interesting American-type picture ; romance,
humor, drama and- vivid characterization.
Besides, there is the curiously funny dialect
and sayings of these Pennsylvanians, with
their centuries-old superstititions.
The gist of the story is here : a hex-lifting witch-doctor, pious, honest, dignified,
is in conflict with his daughter and his
blind son, who are modern-minded. They
tolerate the old man because he commands
respect. He is also fighting a for-revenueonly
pow-wower.
First
crime in his eyes is that the daugha "before-time
baby."
All tertheis going
worse toashave
her .lover
is a real doctor,
whom the hex-artist hates. This is, however, temporarily patched up.
The young folks get married, and after
a year the baby is ill. A conflict, takes place
between the husband and his father-in-law
about treatments, the old man insisting on
pow-wbw. He shoots his son-in-law in the
arm
in the
baby's
death..andHehisis treatment
arrested atresults
the last
curtain.
Many other characters afford comic relief.A■ splendid bit of unusual - Americana,
warm and vivid.
Picture value, 80 per cent.
QUEER

PEOPLE

Maybe I'm a boob, but I do not believe a
word of it. I have lived in Hollywood, and
I say this play — "Queer People" — by John
Floyd from the Carroll and Garrett Graham
book is not the city I lived in nor the persons I met there who are in the Big Business.
And I do not believe Nita Naldi, Hal
Skelly and others of the picture-world who
acted in this smelly bit of sliced alley-dog
believe a word of it either. There may be
persons like these characters out there, but
they are not peculiar to Hollywood. I have
even met them in Camden, N. J.
Hal, of course, is great clowning. He
plays "Whitey," a newspaper man who is
whiskey-soaked to the panache. He is mixed
up in all kinds of rackets — a tough, human,
mocking till
guy.it crumbles
But, mates,
it's all wet.punk.
It's
strained
to pulverized
And so are the other thirty-seven (by
actual count) characters— all wet. They
make pathetic attempts to seem alive ; but
they
re-galvanized
dummies.
been are
doneallover
and over in
the WhiteThey've
Way
crook dramas.
Of course, there is a possibility that there
is something here for Cagney; but as it
stands now I say emphatically
Picture value. 8 per cent.
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in
Suit

Frank Reinbusch Enterprises, principal
complainant in the $2,000,000 anti-trust suit
against the large companies, which is now
being heard in New York, withdrew as a
plaintiff late Tuesday. The case will continue before Judge Alfred Coxe in United
States district court. Capitol Amusement
Company, controlled by H. H. Woodsmall
and Frank Rembusch, is now the only coniplainanl:.
Withdrawal of Rembusch Enterprises lessens the number of Indiana theatres involved by 17, there remaining only three
houses participating, those of Capitol Amusement.
The suit is an outgrowth of charges of
monopoly against the MPPDA and its large
producer-distributor members, and the theatre interests, all located in Indiana, brought
the suit to the New York courts.
During the week, the third of the trial,
Leo Brecher, independent exhibitor, and
Joseph Quittner, also an independent, and
both of New York, testified for the plainMr. Rembusch's
broker,
Charlestiffs.Turson,
likewiseIndianapolis
testified.
Late last week, Will H. Hays, president
of the MPPDA, said on the stand that his
organization was interested only "indirectly" in the Film Boards of Trade. Mr.
Hays said he was not familiar with the
functions of the Film Boards, which are
headed by Charles C. Pettijohn, except in
a general way, and when he was shown a
copy of what was purported to be a report
on Film Board activities, which allegedly
had been submitted to the MPPDA directors, Mr. Hays explained that his members
kept in touch with Film Board activities.

12- Point

Program

Codes
Improve
(.Continued from page 10)
whole to meet the Administration's desire for
uniformity and adequate protectioh of minorities— both employers and employees in the
minority — will be submitted next week to the
general conference of Code Authorities. John
C. Flinn secretary of the motion picture Code
Authority, and a committee of four or five of
its members, will represent the industry at the
Code Authority conference for all businesses.
General Johnson told the delegates of industry on Tuesday that his program for effecting
code uniformity and adequate protection of
minorities included 12 jwints. as follows :
1. Adequate labor and consumer representation
in advisory capacities on Code Authorities of all
industries which are codified.
2. Uniform government representation on all
Code Authorities. (Sol A. Rosenblatt is at present the government's representative on the motion
picture Code Authority.)
3. An improved method for securing prompt and
efFective compliance.
4. Wider use within code groups of mechanisms
for settling labor disputes.
5. A safe method of financing code administration in each industry without "racketeering" and
abuse. (The film Code Authority is now formulating aplan for financing code administration by
assessing each industry member.)
6. Certainty of protection against monopoly
To

PICTURE

control and oppression of small enterprises, and
the inclusion in codes of adequate buying, as well
as selling, provisions to guard against oppression
of small businesses. (The motion picture code now
makes it an unfair trade practice, subject to
penalties, for one theatre to overbuy pictures with
the intent of keeping such excess number from a
competing theatre.)
7. Elimination of inconsistent or conflicting provisions among the various codes. (These would
visions).
principally be among the trade practice pro8. Further reduction in maximum working hours
and further increase in hourly wages. (Maximum
working hours for most production workers are
now set at 36 per week and for most theatre workers at 40 weekly, excepting, in both cases, executive classes, among others.) General Johnson is
said to be in favor of a 36-hour maximum working
week for all employees whose maximum is now set
under a code, whereas a movement is reported to
be under way in Congress for a thirty-hour maximum.
9. Uniform classification of areas for the purpose of the North-South differentials.
10. A more effective rule on costs for the purpose of maintaining rules against sales below cost
of production.
11. A more uniform and equitable rule of national price stabilization where necessary, to maintain wages against the certain results of predatory and cut-throat competition.
12. Uniformity of wages and hourly rates in
competitive industries.
While application of the 12 points uutline t
by General Johnson would require broad revision of practically every code, the extent of
such revision to the motion picture code is
speculative, because the hours of labor in the
motion picture code are, in most instances, far
below those prevailing in most industries :
wages are considered adequate, as a general
rule ; compliance provisions are broad and the
machinery for dealing with controversies, grievances and compliance is believed adequate.
In any event, any revisions of any codes
under
Johnson'sOrder
12-point
program
will
be doneGeneral
by Executive
of Mr.
Roosevelt,
because it is felt that such procedure is quicker
and less difficult than the formal NRA method
of holding public hearings.
General Johnson told the delegates of industry that 90 per cent of all American industry
is codified, and that "the Blue Eagle is just
beginning to function." For chiselers, he added,
theInNRA
was defense
just "tooofterrifyingly
further
the codes,simple."
General
Johnson told the gathering that they had put
2,750,000 men back to work and had increased
theMotion
nation's Picture
annual payroll
Herald,by on$3,000,000,000.
February 17,
outlined
procedure
week's Codeat
Authoritythemeetings
of for
somenext
22 industries
Washington, which included various types of
complaints against individual codes which may
be
at the meetings
either
an industry'^of
CodefiledAuthority
or by any
codeby committees
any trade associations of an industry.
60 New
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Sue Erpi, W. E., A. T. & T.
Interests representing approximately 60
houses in the New York area affiliated with
the Independent Theatre Owners Association filed suit in the United States district
court Wednesday against A. T. & T., Western Electric and Erpi, charging restraint
of trade. The plaintiffs claim they were
compelled to lease their sound _ equipment
from the defendants at exorbitant prices, or
find themselves in danger of being forced
out of busmess, as a result of contracts with
producers forbidding them to sell pictures to
e-xhibitors not using Erpi equipment. Plaintiffs demand their contracts be abrogated,
and the return of all payments in excess of
the cost of installation, as well as the refund
of all alleged excessive service charges.

IVestern

Reports

3, 1934

Electric

Net

Loss

Western
Company, a branch of
$13,772,504
Of Electric
the American Telephone system, reported
late Wednesday a net loss for 1933 of $13,772,504, including operations of subsidiaries,
of which Electrical Research Products is
an important division. Western Electric
manufactures, among other things, motion
picture sound recorders for studios and
sound reproducers for theatres, which are
marketed by Erpi.
Edgar S. Bloom, president of Western Electric, in reporting to stockholders the financial
condition
as of December
31, said;in common
"During
1933 the business
of this company,
with that of other manufacturers of capital
goods, continued the decline of the previous
three years. Sales amounted to $69,511,000,
which is but 16.9 per cent of the volume attained in the peak year of 1929, and the lowest
for any year since 1915."
Comparative Sales by W. E.
Sales by Western filectric for the past 10
years were as follows :
1924 $246,944,000 1929 $4 10.950.000
1925.. 239.531.000 1930 361.478.000
1926
263,105,000
1931 228.956.000
1927. . 253.724.000
1932. 117.850.000
1928 . . 287.93 1 ,000 1933 . 69.5 1 1.000
Surplus at December 31, 1933, amounted to
$18,283,604, a decrease for the year of $11,925.344.Interest bearing indebtedness was reduced
during the year $2,804,007, and at December 31,
1933, amounted to $72,332,150 as follows:
Debenture bonds. 5s, 1944
$35,000,000
Notes sold to Trustee of Pension
Fund
34,999,166
Other notes payable
2.332,984
Total
$72,332,150
-A.ssets as of December 31 totaled $325,000,000,
of which land, buildings and service equipment
were worth $161,161,000, at cost; advances to
and investments in subsidiaries and affiliates were
listed at $69,000,000, and accounts receivable
and marketable securities were valued at $94,371,000. Cash on hand totaled $3,500,000.
Earnings of Western Electric for the year
ending December 31, 1933, were:
Sales
$69,510,882
Cost of sales, including depreciation
on plant of $5,754,729
81,905,161
Net loss on sales
$12,394,279
Sundry income (net), including profit
from subsidiary and associated
companies of $420,899
1,903,628
Loss before interest charges. .. .$10,490,651
Interest charges
3,281,853
Loss, carried to surplus $13,772,504
Changes in Earned Surplus
Balance as at December 31. 1932. . . .$30,208,948
Loss for 1933
$13,772,504
Deduct
—
Revaluation
of all marketable securities of
the company and jts
subsidiaries to cost
or market, whichever
is the lower
1,847,160
Net deduction for 1933

11,925,344

Balance as at December 31, 19.33. .. .$18,283,604
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The above chart, based on Motion Picture Herald's tabulation of box office
grosses, shows the fluctuation in business done in three western key cities — ■
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Portland — during the ten-weeks period fronn
Decennber 16, 1933, to February 17, 1934. The receipts In each city for the
week of December 16 are taken as 100 per cent.
Fox

To
Elimination of all waste motion and personnel, in addition to keeping a weather eye
on overhead and other production matters,
will be important among the duties of J.
R. McDonough, recently elevated to the
presidency of Radio Pictures Corporation,
said B. B. Kahane, president of Radio
Studios, upon his arrival in New York from
the Coast this week.
Mr. Kahane explained that Mr. McDonough now is in the best position possible to effect greater efticiency throughout
the entire production structure through
quick decisions made on the spot which heretofore have demanded attention in New
York.
Mr. Kahane denied rumors to the effect
that he would resign his recently appointed
post with the remark that "after all I made
the suggestion, so why should I resign?"
All appointments and changes announced
by M. H. Aylesworth ten days ago on the
Coast are subject to approval by the board.
United Artists Shifts
Foreign Sales Managers
Walter Gould, former general manager
in Latin America, has been named divisional
manager for United Artists over Central
and South America. He is en route to
Havana to survey the territory. Edward
Ugast has been named assistant to Tom
Mulrooney, foreign sales manager, with
headquarters in New York. Charles H.
Gore has succeeded Mr. Ugast at Manila,
Philippine Islands.
The United Artists Continental Corporation, described by Arthur W. Kelly, vicepresident in charge of foreign distribution,
as an "unimportant subsidiary" in the
foreign field, has been chartered at Wilmington, Del.

IV ?st Coast

Spend

$100,000

Trustees of Fox West Coast, in Holh'wood, have agreed to an expenditure of
$100,000 during the next six months on
various types of alterations and improvements, including new seats and marquees
for
numerous
of the circuit's theatres in
Southern California.
Under the new deal covering the Hollywood Pantages, a new company known as
the Hollywood Pantages Theatre Corporation is to be formed, giving Mr. Pantages
50 per cent of the stock with West Coast
holding the rest and dictating policy. A loss
of $48,000, advanced by Fox West Coast to
Mr. Pantages since the former joined the
present operators, will be written off as part
of the Pantages claim of $200,000 against
the bankrupt Fo.x West Coast organization.
The new lease on the Pantages which goes
with the new operating company calls for
a monthly rental of $3,000 for nine months
and $2,500 plus five per cent of the gross
monthly thereafter.
New Actors' Federation
To Receive Union Charter
The recent formation of the American
Federation of Actors will result in the
transfer of the American Federation of
Labor charter held by the American Actors'
and Artistes' Association to the new organisecretary. zation, according to Ralph Whitehead,
Officers of the Federation are : Eddie
Cantor, honorary president; Fred Keating,
president ; Joe Laurie, Jr., first vice-president ;Victor Moore, second vice-president ;
Pat Rooney, third vice-president ; Guy Magley, fourth vice-president; Charles Mosconi,
treasurer; Mr. Whitehead, secretary. The
A. F. of L. charter includes various phases
of entertainment other than the legitimate
theatre and the motion picture.

A
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Symbol

Stage
in New

Era^
York

Corse Payton, virtually a symbol of a
vanishing, or a vanished era in the American theatre, is dead, at the age of 66.
In a sense Corse Payton was the 10-20-30
stock melodrama of that distant day before
the motion picture gave something new,
something different, and something inexpensive to an ever novelty-hungry public. He
was a producer of stock in the hinterland,
he was known, and noted, on and about
Broadway, he was a matinee idol of no
mean proportions — yet he literally gloried in
the appellation, "America's best bad actor."
In Greenpoint Hospital, Brooklyn, where
lie lately made his home, Corse Payton died
late last week of pneumonia and heart
disease. The pneumonia was thought beaten
a week before, but an ailing heart collapsed
under the strain.
There is considerable significance in the
termination of his last stock company venture. At the Carlton theatre in Jamaica, on
Long Island, he set up a company. There
for some time they played revivals, until,
last September, the house was leased — as a
motion picture theatre. At the last, the film
was too much competition for stock, but
nowhere is it recorded that Mr. Payton ever
complained.
He was born in Centreville, Iowa, where
he will be buried, and in Centreville he
made his stage debut. The play was "Dora,
or a Farmer's Iron Will," and the cast was
local talent. For a number of years he
toured the Middlewest, sometimes with his
own company, and in 1900, he landed in
Brooklyn and a theatre of his own, which
lie
for For
$5,000
named
Lee bought
Avenue.
15 and
years,
with Payton's
the old
and symbolic 10-20-30 cent price scale, he
stayed and played.
It was the heyday of the stock melodrama,
when audiences were enthusiastically responsive, particularly with respect to their
heroines — and eggs were very cheap. The
wit for which he was famous is nowhere
better indicated than in the curtain speech
with which he introduced each season, and
called attention to the small admission scale
with words to this effect :
"Here I give you plays, ancient and modern, with a competent cast of 30 actors —
count 'em, 30 from left to right — for 30 cents
admission. Thirty actors for 30 cents ; a cent
an actor, and you can throw me in as a
He so delighted in his "bad acting" that
he used it in his billing, and when the novpremium."
elty evaporated, dubbed himself a "sugarcoated ham" and still later he said, "Now I
just tell them I'm a lousy actor and they
Corse Payton was an actor, first, last and
all the time, on the stage and off, whether
helikewasit."playing the stern villain or regaling
the crowd at the old Knickerbocker bar,
adjacent to Broadway. He was definitely
a symbol of an American entertainment era,
which just as definitely the screen has supplanted, but from which the screen inherited
its first, and best audience.
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Fox West Coast Trustees
Get Allowance
Individual allowances amounting to $14,529.90 each on account against a fee of
$2,500 a week from July 29 for the three
Fox West Coast trustees were allowed last
week by Referee S. W. McNabb. Attorneys
were given $43,000 on account against
$2,500 weekly for the same period.
In New York, Ernest Niver, chairman
of the committee on reorganization of Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, said in U. S. district court late last week that reorganization plans for the circuit will be presented
to the court "any day now." The receivership was extended for another six months
subject to earlier termination by the court.
Plan Variety Club
For Kansas City
The Kansas City amusement industry is
perfecting plans for the formation of a local
Variety Club. At an initial meeting attended by 32 theatre and exchange representatives, temporary committees were
named. Charles Shafer, Fox Midwest auditor, is credited with the initiative in planning the organization. A charter membership of 50 is intended, the ultimate goal being 100 resident and 25 non-resident members.
Allan Moritz, manager of the Columbia
exchange in Cincinnati, has been elected
president of the Variety Club there, to succeed William C. Gehring. Manny Shure
and Marc Wolf remain as vice presidents.
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YEARS

IN

CHINA

By way of celebrating the establishment in 1920 of Universal's own exchange in
Shanghai, Norman Westwood, then and ever since Universal's general manager
for China, sends these pictures of the long-ago and now. Of the long-ago is that
above, showing leading film executives in 1922, most of whom have passed to
other work or worlds. But In 1922 Mr. Boyles (I) represented United Artists; T. J.
Holt (2) managed the Isis theatre In Shanghai; D. P. Howells (3) represented
First National; Mr. Westwood (4) had begun his present work; Mr. Moffitt (5)
was a theatre official; G. M. Weiss (6) managed Pathe-Orlent; S. G. Hertzberg (7)
operated the Shanghai Apollo; H. T. Clarke (8) represented First National; H. D.
Tsung headed the Isis theatre management; George Mooser (10) represented
United Artists; A. Ramos (II) headed a theatre circuit; and hH. W. Ray (12) was
a hlong Kong showman.

Lange Heads Paramount
Distribution in Europe
Fred W. Lange, for the past seven years
managing director for Paramount in Argentina, this week assumes his duties in
Paris as general manager of Paramount
distribution in Continental Europe, succeeding I. Blumenthal, resigned. John B. Nathan,
recently general manager in Central America and the northern South American countries, will go to Argentina. Jerome Sussman has succeeded Mr. Nathan. Gare
Schwartz, in charge of the laboratory at
Paramounfs Joinville studio near Paris, has
resigned.
A. T. & T. Net Income

for

1933 Is $7.37 Per Share
The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company has reported a net income for
1933 of $137,456,776, equal to $7.37 per
share earned on 18,662,275 shares of stock,
which compares with $145,906,909, or $7.82
per share earned in 1932. The deficit, after
dividends of $9 per share, was $30,503,699,
comparing with $22,047,695 in the previous
year. Western Electric, a subsidiary of
A. T. & T., manufactures motion picture
theatre sound equipment, through its subsidiary Electrical Research Products, Inc.
Consolidated Film
Announces Dividend
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., last
week declared a 50-cent dividend on its preferred stock, payable April 2 to stockholders of record March 9. This marks the first
dividend the company has declared since
April, 1932.

Above Mr. Westwood Is shown In front of Universal's Shanghai headquarters,
while below Is a Shanghai gesture toward the American (?) art of ballyhoo.
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Films and to Best Scenario,
to Boost Its Local Product
By CLIFF HOLT
Sydney Correspondent
The Federal Government has set aside
£4,750 a year for the next two years as prize
money to be divided among the producers
of the three best pictures made in Australia
or its territories. The idea is to encourage
local production.
The producer of what is adjudged the
best picture will receive £2,500. Second
and third prize money amounts to £1,250
and £750, and the remaining £250 will go to
the writer of the best scenario.
The plan follows the same lines as those
obtaining when the Government prizes of
£10.000 were awarded in 1929. At that time
the £10,000 was awarded for annual competition among Australian producing companies, but the idea proved such a fiasco
that it was dropped after the first year. Only
one picture was considered good enough to
earn a prize, and then it received only the
third money of £1,500.
Though they are less than half the value
of those made in 1929, producers here welcome the new awards.
Business Improving
It's convention time in Sydney, and as
I write, the principal distributors have
called together their interstate executives
and sales representatives from all parts of
Australia and New Zealand for their annual
parleys.
Among the delegates exists a pronounced
spirit of optimism; everybody is unanimous
in the belief that the year ahead will prove
the most prosperous since the boom days.
Indeed, it might be said that in a general
way tlie remarks made by N. Bernard Freeman, in his inaugural address to the MetroGoklwyn-Mayer conventioneers, summarize
the impressions of the whole.
"Business is improving steadily," he said.
"Wasfe and extravagance have, or should
have been, eliminated from theatre management. Studio reorganization has worked
wonders.
"During the world depression in whicli
Australia shared, and which happily now
-seems to be making its exit bow, this industry played its part in maintaining the
-morale of the country, as probably did no
other set of influences. It simply refused
to be depressed. Comedy after comedy and
gloom-dispelling entertainment came along
in steady line to combat the panic at times
■so near the surface. The picture business
kept on laughing — sometimes, it must be
admitted, with tears in its eyes ; nevertheless, it kept on laughing, and the public
came
laughed drew
with it,"
Mr.andFreeman
attention to some
-figures that may be of interest to foreign
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IMPROVES;

PRIZES

FOR

ROACH SCENARIST
TO TRAIN WRITERS
Frank Butler, bead of the Roach
scenario department on the Coast,
is developing what he calls the junior
writing departvrent for persons between the ages of eighteen and thirty
who tuill receive a salary ivhile going
throiugh a period of training to develop story ideas for Roach comedies.
Mr. Butler hopes, tlyrough this medium, to build and develop comedy
xvriters for ftUure promotion at the
studio. At present the personnel list
of the jicnior department numbers six
people.
film men who have scant knowledge of the
Australian market. In the Commonwealth
alone more than 25,000 are employed in the
motion picture and allied industries. Their
average weekly wages amount to £3 /5-, or
£5,000,000 per annum. There are in all
1,286 motion picture theatres in Australia,
1,076 of which are equipped for sound or
dialogue picture presentation. The remaining 210 theatres, it is anticipated, will all
be equipped within the very near future.
"Compared with the United States or the
British Isles, it is not, of course, a vast
market: but in the days of plenty, American renting houses were inclined to grumble
if they couldn't lift £30,000 and more in
grosses with their roadshows," he said.
V
Williamson Shows Profit
Show business in this country certainly
seems to be getting out of the red at last.
Recently I referred to the fact that Hoyts
Theatres, Ltd., had returned a net profit
of £25,283 for the 12 months ended last
July, as against a loss of £11,039 for the
previous year. Now comes the annual report of J. C. Williamson, Ltd., the leading
legitimate theatre company in Australia.
After a succession of losses since 1929, J. C.
Williamson this year showed a profit of
£3,580, comparing with a deficit of £4,759 in
1931-2, and a severe setback of £32,930 in
1930-1.
The directors comment on the difficult
trading year, the dearth of suitable attractions and excessive taxation : but the small
profit leads them to hope for better results
in the future. In this connection, it is interesting to note that "The Firm" — as J, C,
Williamson is best known here — has sold
the Theatre Royal. Melbourne, and set aside
£60,000 to rebuild His Majesty's, which
was partially destroyed by fire two or three
years ago.
Seek Copyright Reduction
Though the Federal Government spent
£10,000 on a Royal Commission to inquire
into the activities of the Australian Per-
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Conventions Reflect Cheerier
Outlook, With Reduction of
Waste and Studio Reorganizing; Williamson Shows Profit
forming Right Association, and the Commissioner heard evidence from witnesses
drawn from every quarter of the Commonwealth, itis now improbable that legislation will be brought down, giving effect
to the Commissioner's recommendations. It
has been said in Parliament that there is
every prospect that the more urgent questions will be solved by agreement between
the parties concerned.
Nevertheless, exhibitors who complain of
excessive A.P.R.A. fees, and for twelve
months agitated for the Royal Commission,
would appreciate a definite assurance that
drastic reductions are imminent.
V
More Censor Vagaries
Another contribution for the giggle colyum
— and the British Board of Film Censors is
again the culprit.
'Pears they took objection to one of the
Warner cartoon shorts "King Klunk" it is
called and it burlesques "King Kong." So they
gave it an "Adults only" certificate and listed
it as a "horrific" film, meaning that exhibitors
would have to hang a notice on the theatre
front to let patrons know it was a horror !
The trade is now scratching its head, wondering how long it will be before Mickey
Mouse is entered in the same class.
To Handle Liberty Films
Budd Rogers, general sales manager of
Liberty Pictures, has closed a deal with Jack
Bellman whereby the Hollywood Film Exchanges will
distribute
1934-35
product in
New
York, Liberty's
Albany, Bufifalo,
Washington and Philadelphia territories.
Magna Signs Grinde
[Magna Pictures has signed Nick Grinde,
former MGM director, to make a series of
shorts with Bert Lahr and Harry Richman.
The company releases through RKO, and
plans a feature to start June 1.
52 Theatre Fires in 1933
There were 52 theatre fires in New York
in 1933, according to the annual report of
Fire Commissioner McElligott. Of the total
38 were in film theatres.
El Reno Rebuilds Theatre
El Reno Theatres of Oklahoma is rebuilding the Criterion, at El Reno, which was
destroyed by fire last year. The new house
will seat 750. Reconstruction will cost about
$35,000,
Du World Moves Offices
Du World Pictures, Inc, recently formed
by Archie Mayers and Irwin Shapiro, has
moved its New York offices to the 17th
floor of the Godfrey Building,

BUCK

FACES

DEATH!

r months of perilous adventure in the jungle,
Frank Buck had his "WILD CARGO" ready to
bring back alive to America, when bedlam broke
loose in the thatched shelter room of the stockade
where the animals were crated and caged. Monkeys screamed! Roars and cries pierced the air!
King Cobra was loose! The hissing, spitting
demon of the crawling world in whose fangs
lurked certain death! Unarmed, his back to the
wire and picket wall, his exit blocked by the
hooded giant, coiled and ready to strike, Frank
Buck ripped off his coat and like a matador baiting an enraged bull waited for the perilous moment when he or the Cobra would strike first.
Why is it Nature saves her biggest thrills for
Buck?

The above drawing, one of a series of scenes from "Wild Cargo",
was sketched from an actual "frame" of the film by the famous
artist
Clinton
Shepherd. There's no time for "stills" in a.
world J.full
of thrills!

'
CARGO'
FRANK
Van
Beuren BUCK'S
Production ''WILD
. . . RKO Radio
Picture
Directed by Armand Denis
COMING
SOON!
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AMERICAN

FILMS

CROUND
Hollywood

Product

Leads

IN
All

Others,

Despite Strict Government Supervision; None
Reported fronn Great Britain
Despite the stringent censorship and import regulations placed by the Hitler government upon foreign motion pictures in Germany, the United States again led the import field to that country during 1933 with
a total of 65 feature iilms, while France
ranked second with only 10. The American
total for 1933 was an increase of 11 over
1932 and a decrease of 15 from 1931. French
imports to Germany fell from 32 in 1931.
No British feature pictures reached Germany either in 1933 or 1932.
Following the Hitler-National Socialist
party's acquisition of political control over
Germany in February, 1933. the motion picture industry, together with all industrial,
commercial
and Nazi
professional
units' werethem
affected by a new
plan establishing
as separate Staendc, or estates, on vertical
lines for the primary purpose of self-regulation under official surveillance. The German film industry was one of the first
which was made to conform to this direction, because of its propaganda potentialities.
Thus, in place of the former Spitzenorganisation der Deutschen Filmindustrie,
which represented a head trade organization
of the different branches of the German industry, there came into existence the Reichsfilmkammer, or German Film Chamber, a
quasi-official body heading up directly to the
Film Department of the newly created Ministry of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda, with virtual controlling power over
the industry on behalf of the Hitler regime.
According to the annual report on the
German industry during 1933, nnade public
this week, and submitted by U. S. Trade
Commissioner George R. Canty, all of the
different elements of the German film industry were brought into a single fold,
properly segregated under labor divisions
prescribed by the Film Chamber, and instructed to cooperate with the directing
members of the chamber with a view to
the elimination of "waste and lost motion,
unqualified and otherwise undesirable elements in the trade, and to a general regeneration of the industry, which, from
past experience, appeared badly needed."
According to the report, a preponderant
number of high positions in the German
film industry were occupied by persons of
the Jewish faith, and whether as company
executives, production managers, directors,
sales managers, players or musicians, it became increasin_gly apparent that, with the
few exceptions of those with outstanding
war records or foreign citizenship, Jews
were no longer desired in places of importance, and emigration to other countries, or
removal from their places in the industry
"in some other way," quickly followed. Jews,
therefore, no longer occupy positions of
prominence in the German industry.
However, the availability of foreign prod-
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uct and a successful turning out of a number of program pictures during the early
months of the 1933-34 season, together with
a shortening of domestic consumption by the
institution of single feature bills, did considerable to overcome this gap. The present market supply in Germany is said to be
ample for exhibitor needs, but it is said that
the calibre of domestic product is certainly
not as good as in years past.
German producing companies turned out
121 features during 1933, with Ufa (Universum - Film - Aktiengesellschaft) heading
the list with 20. T. K. and Aco came second with six each ; Bavaria Films, 5 ;
AAFA, 4, while seven other companies released three each. Eleven companies, in
addition to these, released two each and 37
firms produced one each.
During 1933 the German market adhered
closely to the minimum consumptive capacity of feature films, as more or less arbitrarily set up by the Government in the regulations administering the Film Kontingent
Law. Thus, according to official sources,
Mr. Canty declares, 213 features were
passed bv the board of censorship during
1933, as compared with 210 in 1932 and 282
in 1931. The foreign supply in 1933 totaled
92 features, as against 83 in 1932 and 138
in 1931.
The Board of Censorship rejected 17 feature films during the year, six of which
were subsequently approved upon second
e.xamination and some cutting.

HOW AMERICAN FILMS
COMPARED IN GERMANY
The following compilation, which
was submitted to the Department of
Commerce by U. S. Trade Cornmissioner George R. Canty, of Berlin,
shows the total number of films on
the German market since 1924, giving the German and American share
for each year. It illustrates comprehensively the gradually reduced market brought about by official quota
restrictions. The spread between 1929
and 1930 was occasioned by the advent ofsound. The reduction in 1932
from the totals of 1930 and 1931 was
the direct consequence of the Kontingent {quota law), which, in effect,
restricts sales opportunities for foreign
product:
Year
Total
Number
1924.
1925.
560
518
1926.
.
487
1927. . 526
1928.
1929. . . 517
1930. . . 416
1931 . . . 284
1932. . 278
210
1933. . 213

German
220
185
product
212
242
224
183
146
144
127
121
erican
>duct

The Theatre Situation in Germany

Year

The prevailing depression and unsettled
political conditions early in 1932 prevented
any new theatre construction in Germany,
so, with the exception of some of the smaller
cinemas that were forced out of existence
through inability to keep pace with the competition, the 1932 statistics may be accepted
as indicative of the present situation. It is
reported that there are 5,050 cinemas in
Germany with a seating capacity of 1,900,000, or an average of 30 seats per thousand
inhabitants. There are, it is estimated, about
1.750 cinemas seating up to 300 each; 1,750
seating from 300 to 600: 465 from 600 to
1,000. and 185 seating more than 1,000 each.
Nearly 75 per cent of all German cinemas
are wired for sound.

Ami 186
1924
1925
216
1926
216
1927
190
1928
199
1929
142
1930
79
1931
85
1932
., 54
1933
65

Gulf States Association
To Seek Membership of 150
Predicting great success for the newly
formed Gulf States Theatre Owners' Association on the strength of demonstrated enthusiasm, Harry S. McLeod of the St.
Charles theatre. New Orleans, this week dethat the ethics
organization
"will conform
to the clared
highest
of the motion
picture
Plans were announced to seek a membership of 150 exhibitors in Louisiana, Missiscode."sippi and Alabama. A board of directors
was appointed and is composed of Phillip
Sliman, of the Sliman Circuit, Evangeline,
La. ; E. J. Myrice, New Orleans ; Joseph
^ Isina, New Orleans, and A. Higginbotham
and Joseph Barcelona of Baton Rouge.

3, 1934

Percent
total
41
39
of
38
44
46
43
57
52
60

Percent
Total
42
of
33
44
36
38
34
29
26
31

31
pre
Move On To Abolish
Portland Censor Board
After a number of years of turmoil both
within and without the ranks of the Portland
]\Iotion Picture Censor Board, indications
now point to the early abolishment of the
group, according to reports from the Oregon
city this week. The board has been in existence for more than 10 years and was originally created as an advisorj' body for the
citv council.
National Screen Service
Reports $107,010 Profit
National Screen Service Corporation shows
a profit of $107,010 for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1933, according to a statement
from the company this week. This figure
compares with a profit of $94,556 for the
fiscal year of 1932. according to Toby
Gruen, vice president and treasurer.
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Advance outlines of productions nearing
completion as seen by Gus McCarthy of
Motion Picture Herald's Hollywood Bureau

THREE ON A HONEYMOON
Fox
Behind this intriguing title is a corned}'
romance story frequently spotted with light
drama which has its locales on a transatlantic
liner, the exotic atmosphere of semi-oriental
Algerian cafes and near desert hide-aways and
on the home bound boat again. Adapted from
the novel
"Promenade
Deck"forbytheIshbel
the
story was
transformed
screenRoss,
by
Edward Lowe, credited with many successful
scenarios, and Raymond Van Sickle. It .was
directed by James Tinling.
Sally Eilers, the "Bad Girl," currently star"She Made
Her Bed,"
—
C. R.ring inRogers
Production)
tops (Paramount
the cast, and
the outstanding supporting cast features Zasu
Pitts, Henrietta Crosman, popular with theatregoers from "Royal Family of Broadway" to
"Carolina" ; Charles Starrett, recently in "Mr.
Skitch,"Hervey,
one ofJohnny
the younger
Fox players
Irene
Alack Brown,
Russell ;
Simpson and Cornelius Keefe.
As an almost episodic treatment prevails,
the complicated romantic theme awakens new
loves as well as reawakens those which those
concerned wish were buried in the forgotten
past lest their present states be disrupted.
Sally Eilers, setting her cap for Starrett, but
willing to dabble romantically anywhere, has
that worthy, prodded by Grosman, weakening
as the ship sails on and a festive ball is held.
In Algiers the romance blossoms and as the
boat sails home, the blackmailing menace to
Irene Hervey is taken in hand by Sally who
gets herself into a compromising situation that
first chills Starrett's ardor and then has her
suspected of murder. But the truth will out
and as the thrill-seeking Sally plunges into a
swimming
pool that
happenfinale
to bewhich
full
of water, there
is a doesn't
convalescing
finds Starrett again the ardent swain and the
comedy reliefs, Zasu Pitts and Simpson announcing that they also are going to be married.
It is a bouncing, hectic yarn that looks to
have plenty of merit and should be ripe for a
novel, curiosity-whetting showmanship attractive to both men and women and the older
young folks.
MURDER IN TRINIDAD
Fox
Melodramatic mystery and thrill detective
stuff in wierd and bizarre locales and carrying
a typical romantic contrast. It was adapted
from John Vandercook's novel of the same title,
which was selected as the Crime Club story
of the year, by Seton I. Miller, particularly
adept in putting punch and sock in this type
of picture, as witness "Scarface" and "The Last
Mile."
Setting its action in the hitherto unpictured
wild tropical Caroni swamp on the Island of
Trinidad, the story deals with a detective's
dangerous adventures in tracking down a menacing gang of diamond smugglers, which brings
about one of those mysterious unsolvable murders ordinarily highly interesting to most
classes of theatregoers save those afflicted with
weak hearts. Into this fabric is woven the
necessary romantic angle which provides the
easing contrast and permits the selling of something other than puzzling, nerve-jingling mystery.
Directed by Louis King, who lately did
"Life In the Raw" for Fox, the story presents

IT'S VALUABLE IN
SINGAPORE ALSO
From Singapore, Straits Setin en t, writes Joe Fisher of
Amalgamated
Theatres, Ltd.:
"As usual, I continue to enjoy the Motion Picture Herald,
and 'What the Picture Did for
Me' is extremely interesting to
us in this part of the world in
comparing the relative values
of productions."
the British actor Nigel Bruce, the butler in
"Coming Out Party" in the leading role a^
the Scotland Yard detective. Heather Angel
( "Berkeley Square," "Charlie Chan's Greatest
Case" ) is the sole bit of femininity in the cast,
and about whom the Douglas Walton romance
rotates. As the story unfolds, the others, Victor
Jory, Pat Somerset, Claude King, Francis Ford,
J. Carrol Naish and John Davidson, are either
honest business men, officials or smugglers.
Which is which and which is the murderer of
Alurray Kinnell and menace to Bruce, Miss
Angel and Walton is something that will give
audiences ample opportunity to use their imaginations.
The picture looks like a real treat for the
mystery-thrill fans, yet possesses enough contrasting entertainment in a novel style to permit a provocative advance build-up calculated
to arouse general interest.
FINISHING
RKO Radio

SCHOOL

Both an expose of life in an exclusive girls'
finishing school and a dramatic romance, "Finishing School" has the appearance of being
modern, lively and novel entertainment. The
original story is by David Hempstead. Beside
collaborating with Laird Doyle, who did the
screen play Wanda
on "Phantom
on the
adaptation,
Tuchock,Express,"
who scenarioed
"Little Women," co-directed with George
Nichols, Jr., director of "Ann Vickers."
As in "Maedchen In Uniform" and "Eight
Girls In Dee,
a Boat,"
girlsRogers,
dominateBillie
the Burke
cast which
Frances
Ginger
and
Beulah Bondi head. These well known screen
names are supported by the newcomers Marjorie LT,rttel, Rose Coghlan and Adylin Doyle,
erstwhile Hepburn stand-in, as well as by the
more experienced Sarah Padden and now adolescent Mitzi Green and Ann Cameron, sister
of Dorothy Jordan. The lone important man,
menace to the plans of mother Burke and
Principal Bondi, and romantic, dramatic pivot
of Frances Dee's love urge, is Bruce Cabot.
Modernly timed and localed, given the ben.efit
of striking production values, the story rips
the veil of hypocritical sham from socalled
smart schools where girls of wealth can break
all the rules and get away with it as long as
the tuition is forthcoming. Lonely, love-starved
Dee, sponsored by high-flying Ginger Rogers,

meets struggling medical student Cabot, and
the result is the usual outcome of clandestine
affairs under the moonlight. Saved from tragedy by her lover, who braves the rage of the
M isses Burke and Bondi, Miss Dee finds reputation-saving happiness in marriage to Cabot.
It looks like a picture with strong appeal to
the Junior League, stenographer, shop girl and
modern young lady trade. Likewise, one to
which can be adapted the well proved old
"mother-do-you-know-your-daughter"
brand of
showmanship.
THE CRIME DOCTOR
RKO Radio
The melodramatic story of a perfect crime,
"The Crime Doctor," is adapted from Israel
Zangwill's book "The Big Bow Mystery." The
screen play was prepared by Jane Murfin, recently credited with "Ann Vickers" and "After
Tonight" and Norma Shearer's last picture
"Smilin' Through." John Robertson, who
handled
"Little Orphan Annie" and "One
Man's Journey"
for Radio during the past year,
directed.
The cast is headed by the currently popular
Otto"Dinner
Kruger,atwith
KarenbutMorley,
"last seen
in
Eight,"
remembered
for
"Phantom of Crestwood" and "Washington
Masquerade," in the feminine lead. Nils Asther,
newly familiar because of "Right to Romance"
and "By Candlelight," and the lately re-discpvered Judith Wood, assume the more important
supporting roles.
The story, which hinges on a series of tense
situations, has Kruger, noted criminologist, because of marital difficulties, seeking to trap his
wife (Karen Morley) and her lover, Asther.
Killing the adventuress plant, Judith Wood,
with a gun from Asther's collection when she
attempts double-crossing blackmail, Kruger
does not interfere, but permits pinning of the
crime on Asther. The audience is in on Kruger's plot as officers and prosecutors are confounded by the chain of circumstantial evidence
wife's climax
plea afterto
conviction convicting
brings Asther.
about anTheunusual
amaze amateur crime sleuths and results in
an unanticipated
semi-blackout to the melodramatic yarn.
.\ new type of melodramatic mystery j^arn,
essayed previously with a comedy twist by
Paramount in "Guilty as Hell," the story appears to have plenty of unusual showmanship
angles to support the cast power as well as
the general appeal usually accruing to this class
of picture.
ToLiniversal
Reissue is
"Allpreparing
Quiet" to reissue "All
Quiet on the Western Front," with a new
prologue citing the horrors of war. The
film was released originallv in 1930.
Sunday Bill Loses in Virginia
A bill to permit Sunday showings in Virginia was defeated by a vote of 62 to 28 in
the House at Richmond last week.
Columbia Ball March 10
Columbia Pictures will hold its fourth annual ball at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria in
New York on March 10.
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In

Reported

Reduced

Nearly

By
$1,000,000

Radio
Corporation
Showing a net profit of $1,211,277 for the
final quarter of 1933 — the first profit earned
since early in 1932 — the Radio Corporation
of America this week made public its annual report to the stockholders. For the
entire year of 1933 there was a net loss of
$582,093, after taxes, interest, depreciation
and amortization of patents, comparing with
a net loss of $1,133,585 in 1932. The profit
of $1,211,277 for the final quarter of 1933
compares with a net loss for the same period
of 1932 amounting to $540,863.
The report embraced all RCA subsidiaries, including RKO, NBC and others.
Gross income for 1933 was $62,333,496,
and while this figure represents a decrease
of 7.5 per cent as compared with the gross
income of the preceding year, the cost of
doing business in 1933 was reduced 8.1 per
cent as compared with 1932.
After providing for fixed charges of
$4,237,378, to cover interest, depreciation
and amortization of patents, the net loss for
1933 amounted to approximately half the
loss of the previous year, notwithstanding a
decline of $5,027,646 in gross income.
The 1933 balance sheet shows a ratio of
current assets to current liabilities of 5.2 to
1. The reduction in net current assets is
principally accounted for by the final payment of $2,925,329, which was due on the
subscription for Radio - Keith - Orpheum
Corp. debentures. This payment was made
in January, 1933, and was referred to in
the annual report to stockholders for the
year 1932.
The auditors in a statement certifying the
accounts of RCA report that the audit of
RKO and its subsidiaries for 1933 by the public
accountants for that corporation has not been
completed. They added : "We are advised by
officers of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. that the
consolidated statement of operations for the year
1933, will show a loss of $3,341,714, compared
with
loss of to
$10,695,503
the year 1932."
Thea report
the RCA forstockholders
stated
that the management of RCA has given full cooperation during the year to the receiver of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., and to the management of the operating subsidiaries of that
company.
"Substantial progress has been made," the report notes,(RKO)
"in improving
operations ofwhich
that
company
and itsthesubsidiaries,
suffered severely from the falling off of receipts and theatre attendance that affected the
entire motion picture industry. During the year
substantial economies were made in the costs of
motion picture productions and the costs of
operating theatres.
"Theenabled
resultsRKO
of operations
year
have
to attain aduring
better the
position
in the motion picture and theatre industry. It
is hoped that during the present year conditions
may warrant the development of plans for a reorganization ofRKO and a discontinuance of
the receivership."
The statement was signed by James G. Harbord, chairman, a/id David Sarnoff, president,
of RCA.
Gilbert Saunders Dead
Gilbert A. Saunders, 61, owner of the
Colonial, at South Hill, Va., and the Lincoln Hotel, at Case City, died last week in
a Richmond hospital from blood poisoning.

During

1933

The comparative consolidated income account of the Radio Corporation of
America, inckiding subsidiaries, (RKO companies, NBC and others), for the
four years, 1930 to 1933, inclusive, shows a reduction in deficit for 1933 of
close to $1,000,000 from that reported for 1932. The comparative consolidated
income account follows:
1933
1932
1931
1930
$66,168,756 $100,124,847 $132,261,908
Income from operations $61,561,1 10
Other Income
772,386
1,192,386 2,520,573 4,775,688
Total Income all sources. . . .$62,333,496
Costs and expenses
58,678,211

$67,361,142 $102,645,420 $137,037,596
62,285,24 1
9 1 ,099,2 18 122, 1 15,230

Balance
$3,655,285
Interest
242,445
Provision for exchange loss
Depreciation
3,394,933
Amortization of patents
600,000
Federal tax provisions

$5,075,901 $11,546,202 $14,922,366
1,206,633 1,469,181 1,524,321
965,206
4,402,823 7,842,912 6,632,557
600,000 400,000 939,195
100,000 300,000

Net loss
$582,093
Preferred A dividends
Preferred B dividends

$1,133,585 *$768,903 t$5, 526,293
343,019 1,373,907 1,373,300
2,876,972 3.832,700

Deficit

$582,093

$1,476,604

$3,481,976

^$320,293

*ProfIt before Inventory adjustments, etc. I Net profit. |Surplus.
V

V

V

The consolidated balance sheet of RCA and its various subsidiaries as of
December 31, compares as follows for the last three years:
Assets
1933
*Plant and property account
*Patents, contracts, etc
Inventory
and advertising' associated
panles
Cash
Marketable securities
Notes and accounts receivable ....
Inventories
Deferred charges

$ 31,977.523
8,468,443

com-

32.302,928
13,149,483
7.396,273
8,233,939
6.603.336
633,134

1932
$ 31,164,480
5.317,467
31.818.322
25,555.458
274,679
7,971,615
4.514,901
55 1,11 7

1931
$ 39.379,256
4,863,363
26,760,893
23,916,408
613.457
12,591,567
8.294.269
641.943

$108,765,059
Liabilities

$107,168,039

$1 17.061.156

tPreferred A stock
Preferred B stock
^Common stock
Debentures
,
Mortgages payable
Notes payable
Accounts payable and accruals
Due associated companies

$24,779,870
16.430,709
26,261,380
4.255.000
3,703.000
1,184.599
6,765,763

$24,779,870
16,430.709
26,261.380
4,255,000
3,740.000
1,154.951
4,651.897

$19,779,870
16.430,709
26,261,380

Dividends reserve
payable . . . .'
General
Contingent reserve
Reserve for each fluctuation . . .
Earned surplus
,. .

12.931.764
2,547,084
636.799
9,269,091

12.931.764
3,1 I 1.284

9,823.854
4.173,277

9.851.184

I i.327, 789

Total

$108,765,059

3.925,000
677,650
6.585.903
17.729.719
346.005

$107,168,039 $117,061,156

*After reserves. fPar $50. |Represented by 13,130,690 no-par shares.
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REVIEWS
SHOWMEN*^
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
v/ho is to purvey it to his own public

The Mystery of Mr. X
(MGM)
Mystery Romance
Mystery, wrapped up in fun and tied together
with romance, is the material of which this
picture is made. Never a terror picture, suspense that marks the drama, romance and
mystery contrast engenders a definite thrill
that assures continual interest as the conflicting comedy situations preclude anticipation of
the picture's
solely that
at providing novel andclimax.
differentAiming
amusement
shuns
the prosaic, the picture so combines its various
assets that it should prove substantial popular
entertainment.
As many theatrical elements are welded coherently into the story, exhibitors have romance for the crowd that demands love interest ;
comedy for the fun devotees ; melodramatic
mystery for the amateur crime sleuths and all
around good entertainment for the ordinary
patron who likes a neat amalgamation of all,
with an extra accent on hokum.
Localed in London, with the whole cast in
the right spirit, the story plunges right into its
melodrama as a series of police murders by a
mysterious Mr. X puts Scotland Yard on the
spot. The Raffles-like Revel, stealing a famous
diamond, stumbles over the body of a murdered
bobby while making his getaway. The crime
coincidence convinces the press-bedeviled Commissioner Frensham and astute detective Connor
that the gem thief is Mr. X. Comedy sequences
between Revel and his frightened henchmen,
Palmer and Hutchinson, are interludes before
an officer with whom nobleman Marche was
horseplaying is slain and the plot becomes complicated as that worthy, engaged to Frensham's
daughter, Jane, is arrested on suspicion. However, Mr. Revel and his hilarious aide. Palmer,
concoct an alibi for Marche which amazes the
suspect even more than the police and opens the
door to a triangle romance as Revel visions
Jane as worth his attention. Analatical Connor
is not so easily fooled and sets his men to dogging Revel and his minions.
Romance between him and Jane becoming the
predominant feature. Revel is a clever adversary
of the smart Connor. But as inability to dispose of the gem enlivens matters, Revel has to
capture this Mr. X, or else. Through a process
of geographic deduction on the map of London, he figures that the maniac is drawing a
gigantic X and decides upon the spot where
the next bobby will be rapiered. Disguised
as a bobby, he walks past a horde of raiding
officers into a socking up-and-down-the-elevator-well encounter with Mr. X, which had
everybody on the edge of the seat and the more
impressionable vocally expressing their enapproval.forThere
is an all's
that
ends well thusiastic
finish
everybody
but well
Connor,
who still thinks he should have pinched Revel
for the theft job anyway. But there is nothing
he can do about it with the murdering maniac
dead by Revel's hand and his chief's daughter
very much in love with the audacious young
man.
Good standard entertainment appears to be
the best selling feature in this show. As it
doesn't
hesitate into putting
resort toacross
the technique
silent pictures
its punchesof
and building up the solution defying suspense,

it moves with that action that pleased so many
in other days. Additionally it gives you the
stuff to sell in a way that will interest adults
and youngsters of both sexes, together with
cast names of proved value and story situations
that suggest their own ballyhoo and exploitation, and which should insure plenty of patron
interest. — McCarthy, Hollywood .
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by Edgar Selwyn. Producer, Lawrence
Weingarten. From the novel, "Mystery of the Dead
Police,"
by Philip
playMacDonald.
by Howard Emmett
Rogers.MacDonald.
Adaptation Screen
by Philip
Additional dialogue by Monckton Hoflfe. Art director,
Merrill terior
Pye.decoration
Photographed
Marsh.editor,
Inby Edwin byB. Oliver
Willis.T. Film
Hugh ningWynn.
Release
date,
February
23,
1934.
Runtime, 85 minutes.
Revel CAST
Robert Montgomery
Jane
Elizabeth
Allan
Connor
Lewis Stone
Marche
Ralph Forbes
Frensham
Henry Stephenson
Palmer
Forrester Harvey
Hutchinson
Ivan Simpson
Mr. X
Leonard Mudie
Judge
Malpas
Alec
B. Francis
Willis
Charles
Irwin
David Harum
( Fox-Sheehan )
Comedy-Drama
This is no ordinary Will Rogers picture. It is
grand screen merchandise, carrying the values
in every phase that should make it unusual entertainment for the big deluxers, and by the
same token, a homey, human, humorous audience-pleaser so well appreciated by the neighborhood and smaller town houses. Clean,
wholesome, natural, maintaining continually a
family type intimacy, it has a wealth of showmanship values from which aggressive showmen may readily derive unusual results.
sincebeen
the days
"Connecticut
hasNotthere
such of
a Will
Rogers. Yankee"
Where
frequency of appearance may have lessened his
drawing power, "David Harum" is the kind of
film that should easily make possible a recreation of the Rogers popularity. This, in itself,
is an asset that should not be overlooked ;
rather, it should be stressed to the limit. It is
evident
that Rogers'
for his cast
role
had an inspiring
effectenthusiasm
on the supporting
as topnotch performances, reflecting the real
spirit oftributthe
Harum"
story, are coned al the"David
way down
the line.
All the color
thatclassic
made is"David
Harum"
an
American
literary
preserved
in the
picture. Honest realism, which attunes the
dramatic, romantic, comic and human interest
essentials to finely balanced action and dialogue endows the show with an interest that
should be equally effective upon sophisticates
and others. Opening in the nineties, at a time
when business conditions were similar to the
present, Harum's al lib philosophical analogies
create an up-to-date impression.
Then, as the rural New England story unfolds, the audience has a close understanding
of whatwithis the
happening.
slick "boss"
trades
Deacon ; Harum's
his hardscrabbl^
small
town banking practices ; his home life with
sister Polly, are all lively. The romance he
builds for Ann and John is sincere and full
of heart appeal. As laughs predominate, there
is a sentimental sequence as he cancels the
Widow's mortgage, after outwitting the land-

grabbing Deacon. The thrill of action is in a
fistic melee which he and John wage all over
the inside of the bank and on the sidewalk
with Edwards and Elwin, familiar homeliness
in the Christmas dinner scenes that inspire
both gayety and pathos, and exciting punch to
the
trotting
race fair
won by
Harum's sings
nag
as the
entirehorse
county
attendance
"Down Went McGinty" and "Ta-ra-boomde-ay." A Horatio Alger touch is there as
Harum takes John into partnership and assures
his marriage to Ann. Then a surprise climax
that is a gale of laughter.
"David Harum" is the kind of show you can
put your personal endorsement on. It is full
of good old fashioned showmanship ballyhoo
and exploitation ideas. The kind of show that
shouts for special effort, it easily warrants any
additional expense undertaken to get over the
impression that it is big and worthy of support.
Even taken in stride, word-of-mouth advertising may be counted upon to help sell the picture.— McCarthy, Hollywood.
Directed by James Cruize. From the story by Edward Noyes Westcott. Screen play by Walter Woods.
Musical director, Luis De Francisco. Photographed
by Hal Mohr. Release date, March 2, 1934. Running
time, 80 minutes.
CAST
David Harum
Will Rogers
Polly
Louise Dresser
Ann
Evelyn Venable
John
Kent Taylor
Sylvester
Stepin Fetchit
Woolsey
Noah Beery
Edwards
Roger Imhoff
Elwin
Frank Melton
Deacon
Charles Middleton
Widow
Sarah Padden
Sary
Lillian Stewart
The Show-off
(MGM)
Comedy Drama
Adaptation of this stage play results in the
picturization of a show that was unusually
popular several years ago. Essentially a
comedy, colored with romance and tinged with
domestic drama, the picture moves in the spirit
of its leading character, an apparently half
baked, smart-alecky wise guy who says and
does the wrong thing at the right time. Dialogue predominating to such an extent that it
almost serves as a detriment to action, interest
is continually focused on Spencer Tracy,
through
developed. whom the picture's entertainment is
Successful audience interesting advance campaigns can be concocted more readily from the
title meaning and story character than from
any other elements. Exploitation that takes
advantage of the many angles suggested by
"The Show-Off" idea, the nutty idiosyncrasies
of the super egomaniac, J. Aubrey Piper, who
brazenly hesitates at nothing to convince his
wife, in-laws, bosses and the world at large
that he is a keen-minded, brilliant big shot
rather than a deluded dumbell, may stir up a
patron interest that will get the folks into the
proper mood to appreciate the picture.
There are many laughs in the picture, here
and there considerable erratic excitement and
occasional sequences that arouse human interest
and sympathy, but unless audiences are properh'
prepared as to what to expect, they may fail
to As
graspthethestory
picture's
significance. the accidental
is modernized,

• Far and away the funniest and breeziest film
that has come this way in many a blue
moon ! It threw its first morning audiences
into a commotion of hysteria. Jimmy Durante
is at his hilarious best!
— William Boehnel
World-Telegram
• A rousing comedy.. .a series of howls! The dialogue isinspired, particularly those mad lines
which are delivered by Jimmy Durante. He
has never been funnier, and he has never had
more able clowns co-operating in his daffy
antics. The concluding sequence introduces
a gag which is worth the price of admission.
— Bland Johaneson
Daily Mirror
• Hilariously goofy. The film is packed with
laughs, songs, love, amusing dialogue, speedy
tempo and an expert cast.
— Rose Pelswick
Evening Journal
• Durante

is at his loudest, funniest and most

coherent. It's not a picture for chuckling. Its
reponse is guffaws, loud bursts of laughter. The
audience is nearly as noisy as the picture. It's
one of those half-mad, almost slaptick comedies that will find receptive audiences
waiting for it.
—Eileen Creelman
New York Sun
• A rowdy, lusty comedy
and vitality.

full of vim, vigor
—Kate Cameron
Daily News

• Laughter — studded comedy, embroidered
with gags and giggles, and strengthened by
a lineup of names ! Jimmy Durante turns in
a swell performance as the triple -crossing
manager, and there's plenty of praise too for
Stuart Erwin, Lupe Velez, Robert Armstrong,
Marjorie Rambeau and the others. The production is fast, and the fun is unstinted.
— Regina Crewe
N. Y. American
• Hilariously rowdy adventure. Audience
packed the theatre for an early showing !
— Mordaunt Hall .
N. Y. Times
• Rich, riotous and gorgeously low ! The liveliest fare that has come to the screen in a
long, long time !
— Thornton Delahanty
Evening Post
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heru, Piper, calling himself a railroad mogul,
wins Amy's affections. But he fails to go over
with Ma Fisher. Double-playing himself out
of his clerk's job and out of the Fisher home
where his spending beyond his income proclivities have landed him, Aubrey skids down
the ladder until he is the inside man of a sandwich board ad. Meeting Joe, who has a deal
on for his patent, Mr. Piper, trying to hypo
the patent attorney, chills the deal and conscience-stricken, hies himself to the ever -trusting Amy. Then, out of a clear sky, come the
breaks that make him the far-seeing, analytical
genius he always thought himself as Joe gets
Aubrey's
askingfor price
for the company
patent; the
bad
deal
he made
the railroad
proves
a bonanza to win him a real job and as he
and the impressionable Amy plan new worlds
to conquor. Ma Fisher wonders what new foolishness she will have to endure.
Specialized and localized exploitation appear
to be this building
picture's exhibitors
best selling will
medium.
business
find Alert,
much
material with which to sell the show. The
almost
endlessstunts
possibilities
the "Show-Off"
exploitation
and the ofharassed
domestic
atmosphere which is familiar to practically
every family open the way for lively selling. —
McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced ind distributed by MGM. Producer, Lu*ien Hubbard. Directed by Charles F. Riesner. From
the play by George Kelly. Screen play by Herman
J. Mankiewicz. Cameraman, James Wong Howe. Editor, William S. Gray. Recording director, Douglas
.Shearer. Art director, David Townsend. Release date,
March 23, 1934. Running time, 80 minutes.
CAST:
Aubrey Piper .'
Spencer
Tracy
Amy
Madge Evans
Joe
Henry Lois
Wadsworth
Clara
Wilson
Pa Fisher
Grant Mitchell
Ma Fisher
Clara Blandick
Frank
Alan Edward
J. B. Preston
Claude Gillingwater
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so amusing that much that should create interest can be done by either announcing it as a
novel slant on the inside story of picture star
making, or an unusual romance, or as a comedy
tinged, semi-mystery drama. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Universal. A Stanley
Bergerman production. Directed by Karl Freund.
Original story by Walter Fleisch. Screen play by
Karen deWolf. Dialogue by Slady Unger. Dialogue
director. Gene Lewis. Photographed by Charles Stumar. Film editor, Phillip Cahn. Art director, Stanley
Fleisher. Editorial supervision, Maurice Pivar. Sound,
Gilbert Kurland. Release date, March 19, 1934. Running time, 70 minutes.
CAST
Janet
Fay Wray
Rumowski
Paul Lukas
The Baron
Reginald Owen
Mimi
Patsy Kelly
Stefan
Paul Page
Sterner
John Sheehan
Flower Girl
Carmel Myers
Hotel Manager
Robert McWade
Police Commissioner
Frank Reicher
Picture Director
Richard Tucker
Ruraowski's
Valet
Matthew
Betz
Hotel Valet
Bobby Watson
Proprietor of Exchange
Dewey Robinson
Stefan's
A. S. Byron
NewspaperFriend
Editor
Harvey
Clark

It Happened One Night
( Columbia )
Comedy-Drama
Light, fast-moving comedy drama, with dialogue which sparkles, a pair of stars who do
full justice to their opportunity, and a set
of situations which give rise to almost continual
laughter veering from the chuckle to the hearty
cackle, this film is highly engaging entertainment, and should offer an excellent showmanship opportunity for the exhibitor.
With able support, especially by Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns and Alan Hale, Clark
Gable and Claudette Colbert form a starring
combination which can be and should be sold
Countess of Monte Cristo
with considerable fanfare and trumpets. The
feminine appeal of Gable is obvious and should
(Universal)
be capitalized. Miss Colbert is popular, and
Comedy-Drama
together they should be something to sell.
Gable turns up a new side to his character in
This one is quite apt to prove a surprise.
Premised on a not unique idea, the story is so a role considerably lighter than any he has so
treated, acted and presented that there is plenty
far attempted, and as the fast-tninking reporter,
of novel entertainment from hokum comedy to gives additional evidence of acting ability and
semi-mystery drama, with two love interest personal charm.
Revolving about the runaway rich girl who
angles holding the yarn together. Laugh creating situations is the keynote and each one
is willingly "shanghaied" by the reporter to
develops its own surprise in either action, dia- keep his "beat" entirely exclusive, the two buslogue or result. The title sounds as though the riding, hitch-hiking and bumming their way
picture might be an historical costume affair, from Miami to New York, the story opens the
but it actually is a modern, mistaken identity way for lively, attractive exploitation. Possible
is the use of bus tieups, and copy which indistory. Shunning any attempts at pretentiouscates the amusing situations, romance and the
ness save in atmospheric background, the film
abounding comedy of the yarn. The fact that
is geared to the family type entertainment
tempo and depends upon story and acting effects the film was adapted from a short story by
to put over its punches in an intriguing but Samuel Hopkins Adams, which appeared in
understandable way.
Cosmofwlitan Magazine, is worth noting, since
Its idea carefully masked, the picture opens many will have read the story there, and the
film is a faithful transplantation to the screen.
with a gangster menace suggestion. SucceedMiss Colbert, escaping from her millionaire
ing sequences create the impression that although localed in Vienna, the show is an inside father, Walter Connolly, starts for New York
lowdown on Hollywood movie making; then as incognito to join her hastily acquired husband,
Janet and Mimi, extra girls, flee in a high Jameson Thomas. Newspaper headlines scream
powered motor, the picture moves into its mis- her escape and the reward for her return. On
taken identity phase. This brings about the the bus from Miami, she runs into Gable, reinternational hotel looting angle and to the
porter just fired and also bound for New York.
When they are stranded in a southern city she
tune
Minii's amazed
comedy,
with ofRumowski
puts her
almostJanet's
underaffair
the becomes less distant toward Gable, her fate
sponsorship of the clever crook, the Baron.
being in his hands, when she discovers he
Charmed but frightened by Rumowski, actu- knows her. He offers to get her to New York
safely if she will give him the exclusive story
ally terrified by the Baron, she is on the verge
of being arrested as a co-worker of the crooks, of their adventure.
when the many aliased and much sought
They begin their journey anew, very short
Rumowski surrenders to the police, and Janet, of money. From that point the film has one
getting in touch with her reporter sweetheart,
laugh situation on the heels of another. The
Stefan, furnishes the story that makes her sen- fact that they pose as man and wife, much to
sational disappearance a headline news event her annoyance, should not be found too objectionable, since it is done with such good humor,
from which she emerges a highly publicized
star with a grand contract.
while the use of a blanket across a line strung
There seems to be a lot of sleeper quality to in their tourist cabin as they progress north is
this picture. As it covers a lot of ground in done in amusing fashion. Their money gone,
telling its story, the whole of which is enter- they steal a flivver, camp in the straw, wade
tainingly logical, it can be approached in sev- rivers, and Gable's purely "business" interest
eral different ways. The surprising twists in
his charming charge ripens into a love which
and turns it takes are so unexpected, yet still is reciprocated. He leaves her in a cabin to
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rush to New York for money ; she is turned
out, and believing he has deserted her, plans to
officially marry Thomas, with father's consent.
At
the from
end, through
goodarms
detecting,
she
rushes
the alterpapa's
into the
of Gable,
leaving Thomas overwhelmed, the guests
stunned and Connolly chuckling.
It is lively, amusing, rapid of situation and
dialogue, varied as to setting, and performed
by twoers. able,
definitely
salablehandled
"name"with
play-a
As lightandcomedy
drama,
fine touch by Frank Capra, who directed "Lady
for a Day," the film is excellent entertainment,
and
York.should be sold as such. — Aaronson, New
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed
by Frank Capra. From the Cosmopolitan Magazine
story by Samuel Hopkins Adams. Screen play by
Robert Riskin. Assistant director, C. C. Coleman.
Photographed by Joseph Walker. Sound engineer, E.
L. Bernds. Film editor. Gene Havlick. Release date,
February 23, 1934. Running time, 105 minutes.
CAST
Peter
Clark Gable
Ellie
Qaudette Colbert
Alexander Andrews
Walter Connolly
Shapeley
Roscoe Karns
King
Westley
Jameson
Danker
AlanThomas
Hale
Bus Dviver
Ward Bond
Bus Driver
Ekldie Chandler
Lovington
Wallis Clark
Henderson
Harry Bradley
Reporter
Charlie Brown
3rd Auto Camp Owner
Harry Holman
His Wife
Maidel Turner
Zeke
Arthur Hoyt
Zeke's
Station Wife
Attendant Blanche
IrvingFrederici
Bacon
Gordon
Charles C. Wilson
Flagman
Harry Todd
Shadows
( Columbia )
Drama

of Sing Sing

Drama, built about tJie romance of a young
assistant district attorney and the sister of a
racketeer boss in the big city, and having the
additional action element of a murder which becomes a fairly plausible mystery, plus a good
courtroom scene, "Shadows of Sing Sing" is
satisfactory entertainment if not outstanding.
The fact that the young attorney, apprehended on the spot, is accused of the murder,
is the excuse for the title, one which has comparatively little significance, especially since
there is no single prison sequence in the film,
outside
of thehis attorney's
momentary
tion during
trial. Since
stress onincarcerathe title
may, therefore, create something of a wrong
impression
of the story's content, it might better be avoided.
Though the names may not be particularly
valuable for the purpose of attracting patronage to the box office, the players are familiar,
and capable. Bruce Cabot and Mary Brian,
who share the lead, are two of the younger
players who are developing rapidly, while
Grant Mitchell is an old hand who knows his
The gangster theme is placed in a somewhat
different light, with the romantic situation as
it is, and the racketeer element in the film is
at
the same time considerably overshadowed as
job.
a plot motif by the murder mystery and the
rather clever deduction which uncovers the
real culprit at the usual critical final moment.
Incidental comedy is supplied by Irving Bacon
and Dewey Robinson, the gangster's bodyCabot, whose father, Mitchell, is head of the
police identification bureau, is proud of his
guard.
son's appointment as an assistant district attorney, but hardly overjoyed when he learns _ the
young
fiancee.
Miss Brian,
the Harry
sister
of the man's
notorious
racketeer,
playedis by
Woods. When the two attempt an elopement.
Woods follows, slugs Cabot and locks Miss
Brian in her apartment, under guard.
Cabot goes to Woods' office, but meanwhile
Bradley rangesPage,
aiming
spot,does
arhis murder
withforan Woods'
unknown,top who
the job, almost bumping into the arriving Cabot
on the way out. Cabot is found beside the
body, for
his murder.
father's revolver
the floor,his
andsonis
held
Mitchell,on believing
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innocent, leaves no stone unturned to save his
son from the chair, but can get nowhere, until
an idea takes form. Cabot had been unable to
identify the murderer from rogues' gallery
portraits, but his father sets him to work picking out individual features similar to those of
the man he had seen. A composite photograph
is made, and in the courtroom, when the case
looks blackest, the murderer is revealed as Miss
Brian's maid, in masculine dress, who had long
been gunning for Woods. The romantic conclusion is as expected.
The picture is to be sold as somewhat melodramatic mystery drama, with a slightly diferent romantic twist, and as motion picture material, the rather unique method of crime detection which is the use of the composite photograph. The film, perhaps played in a midweek
position, should be found entertaining. — Aaronsox. New York.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed by
Phil Rosen. Story by Katherine Scola and Doris Malloy. Screen
by AlbertPhotographer
DeMond. Assistant
director, Wilburplay
McGaugh.
by Benjamin
Kline. Sound engineer, Edward Dernds. Film editor,
John ning
Rawlins.
Release date, December 3, 1933. Runtime, 65 minutes.
CAST
Muriel
Mary Brian
Bob Martel
Brice Cabot
Joe Martel
Grant Mitchell
Rossi
Harry Woods
Angela
Claire DuBrey
Slick
Bradley Page
Highbrow
Irving Bamon
Dumpy
Dewey Robinson
Murphy
Fred Kelsey

Aunt Sally
( Gaumont-British )
Comedy, Spectacle, Music
This is Britain's first real essay into the field
of "musicals," and though it has been conceived
on a less pretentious scale than your "Fortysecond Streets" and "Gold Diggers" it comes
out as a very entertaining piece. Its spectacle
makes no pretense at extravagance, but achieves
its effect by the manner in which it has made
the most of a small chorus and a limited supply
of properties, and in the result a number of
effective groupings have been achieved. For
the rest, the melodies are delightful stuff, especially the big number, "Riding on a Rainbow,"
and "Sally,"
a critical
American ofaudience should and
not even
be able
to complain
the
film's musical content.
Whether the picture will sell to your patrons
depends on their reaction to Britain's comedy
queen Cicely Courtneidge, who, in this rehumbleonopinion
is one Maybe
of the some
funniestof
things in viewer's
skirts
the screen.
you have already had the opportunity to test
that reaction in pictures like "Jack's the Boy,"
"The Ghost Train" and several others, but even
if
haven't itinmay
assist youstuff
to mention
that
sheyouspecializes
knockabout
and glories
in any situation that gives her a chance to make
herself look ridiculous. She has, it might be
considered, the sort of appeal that an Eskimo
could appreciate just as quickly as a "limey."
For a side-kick there's that capable old
trouper, Sam Hardy, in a part cut perfectly to
his shape, and his adventures with a slightly
burlesqued pair of New York gangsters should
make the grade where laughs are expected.
The film also has some pretty girls, a logical
enough story, and its spectacle is neatly interpolated through the piece instead of being
jammed together at the end. The picture is
about a London night club, rehearsals for a
forthcoming cabaret show, the unwelcome
attentions of a couple of gangsters out to split
the takings with their old friend Mike Kelly,
and how his pseudo Continental star routs 'em
in the end and makes the hard-boiled Mike
come all over goofy.
There's a welcome slickness about the show,
and, in a modest way, plenty to please the
customer who comes to be lightly entertained.
In addition there are sufficient angles for judicious exploitation, with the song and dance
aspect that the public is supposed to fall for.
It should certainly be a riot in Canadian halls
and should be well received in American
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houses where they will accept British product
on its merits. — Charman, London.
Produced by Gainsborough Pictures. Written and
directed by Tim Whelan. Screen play by Guy Bolton.
Adaptation and additional dialogue by Austin Melford
and A. R. Rawlinson. Music by Harry Woods. Dances
by Edward Royce. Unit production manager, Herbert
Mason.
C. van
direction by A.Photographed
Vetchinsky. byEdited
by D.Enger.
Twist. ArtRecorded
by H. Hand. Costumes by Gordon Conway. Running
tin.e, 82 minutes.
Sally Bird ) CAST
cicely Courtneidge
Mademoiselle Zaza J
Mike Kelly
Sam Hardy
Queenie
Phillis Clare
Billy
Billy Milton
Gloves Clarke
Hartley Power
Casino
Ben Weldcii
Little Joey
Enrico Naldi
Joan
Ann Hope
Madison
Ivor McLaren
Percy
Rex Evans
Tubby
Tubby Cipen
The China Shop
(United Artists)
Excellent
Fully matching the expected Walt Disney
standard among the Silly Symphonies, in cleverness, entertainment and color work, is this
latest number. It should be equally a delight
to children and adults. When the elderly owner
of the china shop leaves for the night, things
begin to happen, the climax coming in the capture of a diminutive dancer from her partner by
the china devil, and her rescue. The owner,
next morning, finds everything broken, and
changes
his sign to read "antiques." — Running
time, 8 minutes.
Frozen Assets
(Educational)
Amusing
There is a measure of real entertainment
and amusement in this comedy, featuring the
capable Andy Clyde in the role of the small
town storekeeper, who is overwhelmed at the
arrival of a supposed Hollywood director. He
mortgages his store and turns over his savings
for the production of a film story he has
written, of Antony and Cleopatra, with himself as Antony. He is saved from ruin when
the man from whom he had borrowed returns
his money rather than have his wife see him
in the role of Caesar. It is amusing comedy.
— Running time, 20 minutes.
March of the Years
(Columbia)
Of Interest
Something of an improvement over earlier
subjects of the series is this. Number 3, in
which is recounted the brief history of the
famous Crippon case, in which a murderer-husband, who fled England, was finally apprehended
through the first police usage of the then new
Marconi wireless telegraphy from shore to ship.
As a novelty subject, it should be found of interest by the audience — Running time, 10 minutes.
Polynesian Follies
( Principal )
Interesting
In a cinematic travel, conducted via the
voice of its producer, Deane H. Dickason, the
audience is taken among the Maoris of New
Zealand, where the stalwart native inhabitants, though obviously still retaining
many of the traits of their aborigine ancestors, live a peaceful life of industry and
have a definite tendency to tend strictly to
their own affairs. They display a marked proficiency in the art of wood carving, and are
understood to be perhaps the most intelligent
of the many groups of natives of the Antipodes.
The men frequently indulge in routine exercises which are the last word in calisthenics.
Lengthy, it is yet an interesting travel subject.
Running time, 27 minutes.

39
Morning, Noon and Night
(Paramount)
Lots of Fun
With Rubinoff and his orchestra lending a
very important hand in the background music,
and Betty Boop appearing at intervals, a delightfully interesting and actionful cartoon
comedy
has
It's birds,
villain cats.been
Oneachieved.
of the chicks
runschicks
afoul and
of
a quartet of tough alley cats, but when they
set out after him what a succession of surprises
they run into
the chick's compatriots.— Running
time,from
7 minutes.
Dance

Parade

( Capital)
Novel Entertainment
There is novelty and lively entertainment in
this
subject,
extremelydoing
"foot-loose"
talented
groupwithof an
youngsters
their bitand
or
bits on the stage to the accompaniment of an
orchestra, also of children. There are half-adozen dance routines of the chorus variety, all
neatly executed, and numerous specialties, as
several of the youngsters exhibit their skill at
tap dancing and in popular song. — Running
time, 17 minutes.
Phil Spitalny
(Vitaphone)
Entertaining
Phil_ Spitalny, orchestra leader, conducts his
band in a composition meant to express the
mood of cosmopolitan New York City, with
its diverse nationalities in various parts of the
town, each with its highly indicative and distinctive music. A young girl, member of the
ochestra, renders several numbers effectively,
in the guise of an immigrant wandering the
city, until she hits upon a restaurant where
her native Russian music is being played. A
good number. — Running time, 10 minutes.
Trimmed in Furs
( Educational )
Fair
When hubby cannot quite come around to
the idea of buying his wife an expensive fur
coat, and decides to go ahunting by himself,
things begin to happen. The result is a fair
cotnedy, with a few laughs. A temperamental
film star, in search of absolute quiet, arrires
at the same hunting lodge, and of course,
pandemonium breaks loose. When the wife
arrives, hubby definitely gets the worst of it.
On minutes.
the whole a fair comedy. — Running time,
20
Oswald in the Candy House
(Universal)
Good
There's lots of fun, and particularly for the
youngsters, in this cartoon of Hansel and Gretel, though the hag may be a bit of a deterrent
to their good night's sleep. The tots, taken to
the woods by their wicked grandmother to be
deserted, leave sunflower seeds for a backtrail, but the birds eat up the trail. They come
to the candy house, are trapped by the witch,
but make it hot for her, very literally so. Running time, 9 minutes.
Isham Jones and His Orchestra
(Vitaphone)
Effective
This number of the Melody Masters series
is reasonably effective in a musical fashion as
Isham Jones is seen directing his orchestra
in a broadcasting studio. The scene fades to
the Toyland Club, where the Boylans, a dance
team, go through an eccentric routine. Gypsy
Nina sings two numbers, accompanying herself
on the accordion. Rendition of Rachmaninoff's
"Prelude" ends the subject. It is entertaining.
— Running time, 10 minutes.
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TITLE
CHESTERFIELD
"Stolen Sweets"
FOX
"Free Gold"
"The World Is Ours"
"The World Moves On"
"Too Many Women"
HAROLD LLOYD CO.
"The Catspavv"
LIBERTY
"No Ransom"
METRO-GOLD WYN- MAYER
"Sadie McKee"
"Lady Mary's Lover"
"Operator 13"
MONOCRAM
"Manhattan Love Song"
"The Loudspeaker"
PARAMOUNT
"Murder at the Vanities"
"Come On, Marinei"
"The Trumpet Blows"
"We're Not Dressing"
"You're Telling Me"
RKO RADIO
"Of Human Bondage"
"Strictly Dynamite"
"Stingaree"
"Dover Road"
TWENTIETH CENTURY
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back"
"The Firebrand"
UNIVERSAL
■'Glamiair"
"I'll Tell the World"
"Uncertain Lady"
WARNER BROS.FIRST NATIONAL
"Doctor Monica"
"Fog Over Frisco"
"Happy Family"
"The Key"
"Return of the Terror"
"Sawdust" (Tent.)
"Without Honor"
"One Man's Woman"

WRITER AND DIRECTOR
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CAST

Director: Rich-

Sally Blane. Charles Starrett, Polly Ann Young, Johnny
Harron, Jameson Thomas.

Screen play by Lester Cole and Henry Johnson.
Director: George Marshall.

John Boles, Claire Trevor, Roger Imhof, Harry Green,
Monroe Owsley, Ruth Gillette.

Story by Kathleen Norris.
Blystone.
Story
Ford. by Reginald Berkeley.

Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell, Ginger Rogers, James
Dunn, Beryl Mercer, Roger Imhof.
Madeleine Carroll, Franchot Tone. Raul Roulien,
ReginaldBarry
Denny,
NigelHalliwell
Bruce, Hobbes,
FerdinandIvanSchumann
Heink,
Norton,
Simpson. Warner Baxter, Rosemary Ames, Rochelie Hudson,
Herbert Mundin, Henrietta Crosman.
Harold Lloyd, Una Merkel, Nat Pendleton, George
Barbier, Grant Mitchell, AJan Dinehart, Warren
Hymer.
Leila Hyams, Phillips Holmes, Jack LaRue. Robert
McWade,
Hedda Hopper, Eddie Nugent, Vince
Barnett.
Jean Crawford, Franchot Tone, Esther Ralston, Jean
Dixon, Edward Arnold.
Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall,
Lilyan Tasbman, Ralph Forbes, Mrs. Patrick Campbell. Davies, Gary Cooper, Mae Clarke.
Marion

Originalard Thorpe.
story by Karl Brown.

Story by Vera Caspary.

Director: John
Director: John

Director: James Flood.

Story by Clarence Budington Kelland. Director:
Sam Taylor.
Based on a story by Damon Runyon. Director:
Fred Newmeyer.
Story
Brown.by Vina

Delmar.

Story
bjr Charles MacArthur.
Goulding.

Director: Clarence
Director: Edmund

Original story
Robert W. Chambers. Director: RaoulbyWalsh.
Story
Fields.by Cornell Woolrich.
Director: Joseph Santley.

Director: Leonard

Original
Earl Carroll
Director: by Mitchell
Leisen. and

Rufus King.

Original
story by Philip Wylie. Director: Henry
Hathaway.
Adaptation by Wallace Smith. Director:
Stephen Roberts.
Original story by Walter Hall Smith. Director:
Norman Taurog.
Screen play by Paul Jones and J. P. McEvoy.
Director: Erie Kenton.

Robert Armstrong, Dixie Lee, Helen Flint, Nydia
Westman, Franklin Pangborn.
Ray Walker, Jacqueline Wells, Noel Francis, Charles
Grapewin, Spencer Charters, Mary Carr, Wilbur Mack.
Carl Brisson, Victor McLaglen. Jack Oakie, Kitty
Carlisle, Paul Gerrits, Toby Wing, Gertrude Michael,
Gail
Fritchie.Patrick, Lona Andre, Donald Meek, Barbara
Richard Arlen, Ida Lupino, WilUara Frawley, Dorothy
Dell, Toby Wing, Leo Chalzell.
GeorgeineRaft,
DeMille. Adolphe Menjou, Frances Drake, KatharBing Crosby, Ethel Merman, Carole Lombard, George
Bums, Gracie Allen, Raymond Milland, Jay Henry,
Leon Errol.
W.Adrienne
C. Fields,
Marsh,
Ames,Joan
Louise
Carter.Larry "Buster" Crabbe,

Story by W. Somerset Maugham. Director: John
Cromwell.
Screen play by Maurine Watkins and Ralph
Spence. Director: Elliott Nugent.
Original by E. W. Hornung. Director: William
Wellman.
Original
Ruben. by A. A. Milne. Director: J. Waiter

Leslie Howard, Bette Davis, Reginald Denny, Alan Hale.
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez, Marian Nixon, William
Gargan,
Pallette, Four
Ruth Mills
Etting.Bros., Norman Foster, Eugene
Richard Dix. Irene Dunne, Mary Boland, Conway Tearle,
Snub Pollard, Andy Devine, Una O'Connor.
bray.
Clive Brook, Diana Wynyard, Billie Burke, Alan Mow-

Story by H. C. McNeile. Director:
Ruth.
Director: Gregory LaCava.

Ronald Colman, Loretta Young, Una Merkel. Charles
Bulterworth, C. Aubrey Smith, Warner Oland.
Fredric March, Constance Bennett, Frank Morgan,
Fay Wray, Vincent Barnett, Louis Calhern.
Constance Cummings, Paul Lukas, Philip Reed, Joseph
Cawthorne, Doris Lloyd.
Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart, Roger Pryor, Onslow Stevens,
Dorothy Granger, Herman Bing.
Edward Everett Horton, Genevieve Tobin, Paul Cavanagh, Mary Nash, George Meeker, Dorothy Peterson.

Roy Del

Story by Edna Ferber. Director: William Wyler.
Original story by Lincoln Quarberg. Director:
Edward Sedgwick.
Story by Harry Segall. Director; Karl Freund.
Based on the play by Marja M. Szczepkowska.
Director: William Keighley.
Story
by George Dyer. Director: William
Dieterle.
Original story and screen play by Gene Markey
and Kathryn Scola. Director: Al Green.
Based
play byMichael
R. Gore-Browne
Hardy.on the
Director:
Curtiz. and J. L.
From
"The Bretherton.
Terror" by Edgar Wallace. Director:
Howard
Screen play by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby.
Director: Ray Enright.
Based on an original story by Robert Lord.
Director: Lloyd Bacon.
Based
a story Director:
by (JeneAlanTowneCrosland.
and C.
Grahamon Baker.
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Kay
Francis, Jean Muir, Verree Teasdale, Warren
William.
Donald Woods, Bette Davis, Lyle Talbot, Margaret
Lindsay,
HenryDumbrille,
O'Neill, Robert
bert, Douglas
Gordon Barrat,
Westcott.Hugh HerAline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee, Allen Jenkins, Hugh
Herbert, Helen Lowell, Joan Wheeler, Frankie Darro.
William Powell, Edna Best, CoUn Clive.
Lvle Talbot, Mary Astor, John Halliday, Frank McHugh, Irving Pichel, Robert Barrat, George E. Stone.
JoeDillaway.
E. Brown, Patricia Ellis, Dorothy Burgess, Donald
James Cagney, Joan Blondell, Frank Craven, Victor
Tory, Sarah Padden, Harold Huber, Russell Hopton.
Ralfe Harolde
Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell, Claire Dodd, Russell
Hopton, Henry O'Neill.
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Shooting
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by JAMES
I. PREAMBLE— TRADE PRACTICES FOR PRODUCTION
This is the sixth and last article of
Motion Picture Herald's series translating the entire motion picture code
from its complex legal phraseology into
a clear and comprehensive working language for the industry ; also, it is the
third article pertaining to the production
clauses of the code. The subjects treated
in this final installment are: (1) Provisions for creating fair competitive relations among producers and studios and
film laboratories; and (2) Provisions for
creating fair competitive relations between producers and employees, such as
writers, directors, dramatists, players,
free-lance and "extra" actors, technicians
and the like; and (3) Provisions for creating fair competitive relations between
agents or agencies and producers and
talent clients of such agents or agencies.
In the field of production, the Code Authority will determine directly those complaints of
unfair trade practices which would not ordinarily come directly under the supervision of any
of the various standing committees appointed
by the Code Authority to administer the code
in production (such as Standing Committees
for Actors, "Extra" Players, "Free-Lance"
Players, Agents and Agencies), or which would
not come under the supervision of any of the
special committees appointed by the Code Authority or by the Administrator or by Division
Administrator Sol Rosenblatt.
The trade practice provisions of the production section of the motion picture code
deal extensively with trade practices as
they govern the relations between producers or studios and agents and agencies,
directors, actors, "free-lance" players,
writers,
writers. "extra" players, technicians and
Any producer or studio or film laboratory
which does not sign the official code acceptance
blank as prescribed by the Code Authority,
shall not be entitled to protection against unfair competition or against unfair trade practices as outlined in the code. However, and
regardless of whether or not they sign the
acceptance blank, everyone in production is
bound under the code, and a producer or studio
or film laboratory may be made a defendant
in a case brought before any of the code boards
or committees in production even though it did
not sign the official acceptance blank.
The producer's or studio's or film laboratory's executive employee who wilfully and
intentially, directly or indirectly, violates
any of the trade practice provisions of the
code while dealing with other producers or
studios or film laboratories or while dealing
with the classes of employees enumerated
in the trade practice provisions, is liable
under the code, as is his employer, and may
be fined $500 for each day's violation of
any trade practice clauses.
The specific trade practice provisions for
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This is the third and final article in
this series of MOTION PICTURE
HERALD'S translations of the code as
the code pertains to production provisions. Distribution and exhibition were
translated together previously, in three
articles.
The subjects treated in this third
production article are: (I) Provisions
for creating fair conn petition annong
producers and studios; (2) Provisions
for governing trade practice relations
between producers or studios and employees, principally of the creative
talent classes; and (3) Provisions governing trade practice relations between producers or studios and agents
or agencies.
These translation articles of the
code were not Intended to interpret
the legal meaning of any clause or
code provision. The Code Authority
and the NRA are the code's legal
interpreters, no one else.

production which are treated in this article are
as follows :
Defamation or Disparagement of Characters; Libel.
Threats of Legal Proceedings.
Securing Confidential Information By Unfair Means.
Payment of Excessive Salaries.
Inducing "Legit" Talent Away from EmConspiring
to Block Independent Producployer.
ers from Renting Studio Space.
Employing
Relatives
As "Extra"Agents
Players.and
Trade
Practices
Governing
Agencies.
Trade Practices Governing Relations Between Producers or Studios with Writers, Directors, Technicians and Players
("Extra"
Players and "Free-Lance" Players Excepted).
Trade Practices for "Extra" and "FreeLance" Players.
Negotiating With Creative Talent or Executives Prior to the Expiration of Their
Contract With Another Producer.
Trade Practices Governing Producers of
Cartoons.
Violating Release Date for Showing Pictures Based on A Stage Play.
Interfering
Producer. with Relations of "Outside"
Proper Moral Standards in Motion Pictures.
Proper Moral Standards in Advertising.
Together with the various committees previously mentioned, the Code Authority shall administer the motion picture code, in many cases

subject to approval of the Administrator
and/or Division Administrator (Sol Rosenblatt). On page 57 of the February 3rd issue
of Motion Picture Herald, appeared a detailed analysis of the Code Authority as it relates to production and as it relates to the administration ofthe code in production.
In the first two articles pertaining to production (appearing in the issues of February
3rd and February 17th), subjects treated embraced all phases of the various boards and
committees for administering the code in production ;and labor and employee provisions,
wage scales and working hour schedules.
Must Pay Yearly Assessment
As previously stated in this series, each
company or firm or studio in production must,
in addition to signing the official code acceptance
blanks, pays to the Code Authority whatever
assessment is made by the Code Authority for
the expense of administering the code. A method
of collecting such assessment, and the amount
of such assessment, will shortly be made known
to the industry by the Code Authority.
The Code Authority may, after notice
and hearing, and with the approval of the
NRA Administrator and the President, add
such additional trade practices to the code
as It sees fit. Or, it may modify any existing provisions as changes In circumstances or experience may indicate.
Proposals for modifications, eliminations or
supplementary provisions to the code trade
practice provisions shall be submitted to the
Code Authority, which, after a hearing on the
proposal, shall report to the Administrator
such additional regulations or trade practices
as they recommend for the approval of the
Administrator and of the President.
The provisions of the code are separable, so
that if a court decision invalidates one clause
such decision in no way affects the validity
of other provisions.
Nothing in the code shall apply to 16mm
or non-theatrical or television companies, except when such companies are operating as unfair competition to regular theatres, and after
the Code Auhority or any of its committees
establishes that such unfair competition exists,
thencode.
such company shall be made subject to
the
Basically, the trade practices for production
as discussed in this article are the laws and
rules and regulations for the governing of relations among producers or studios and between producers or studios and the certain
classes of employes which are enumerated in
subsequent sections of this article.
2. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
In order that each member of the prodiicti<tit
branch of the motion picture industry shall have a
more thorough knowledge of the application of the
production prowsions of the code, a study of the
following general definitions of the code that are
applicable to production should be made:
1. "MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY"
shall be deemed to include, without limitation, the production, distribution or exhibition of motion pictures and all activities
normally related thereto, except as specifically
excepted from the operation of the code, as
in the cases of uncompetitive non-theatrical
and 9mm or 16mm motion pictures, television,
and the like.
2. "PRODUCER"
shall include, without
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limitation, any persons, partnerships, associations, firms, companies and corporations
who shall engage in or contract to engage in
the production of motion pictures.
3. "LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION" shall
be deemed to refer to theatrical performances of dramatic and musical plays performed
on the stage by living persons.
4. "OUTSIDE OR ASSOCIATED PRODUCER" shall be deemed to refer to a producer of motion pictures, including features,
short subjects, and/or cartoons, and which
producer operates his or its own production
unit independently of, though in conjunction with, another producer or distributor
under whose trade name or trade mark the
productions of said outside or associated producer are released and distributed.
5. "ADMINISTRATOR" shall be deemed
to mean the National Recovery Administrator (General Hugh S. Johnson).
6. "AGENT" as used in the production
provisions of the code shall apply to any person— including firms, companies, associations,
corporations or partnerships — who, directly
or indirectly for a fee or other valuable consideration of any nature, procures, promises
or undertakes to procure employment for
any person for or in connection with the
production of motion pictures.
7. "CONTRACT" as used in the provisions
pertaining to contractual relations between
creative talent and producers or studios, shall
be deemed to mean and include not only any
subsisting contract with any producer, but
also any prior contract with such producer,
or with any parent company or subsidiary
or predecessor corporation of such producer,
provided that the employment under such
prior contract is continuous.
8. "EMPLOYEE" shall be deemed to refer
to and include every person employed by any
producer, studio, laboratory, partnership or
company engaged in production.
9. "LABOR," although not described specifical y in the code, shall be used for purposes of this translation to include those 40
classes of studio mechanics and 16 classes of
laboratory workers whose w^age scales and
working hour schedules are established under the code.
10. "PROFESSIONALS" or "CREATIVE
TALENT," although not described specifically in the code, shall be intended for purposes
of this translation to include stars and players (except extras and free-lance players
earning less than $150 weekly), directors,
writers, authors, scenarists, contract talent
other than those mentioned herein, and certain of the
grades of technicians, cameramen andhigher
the like.
11. "EXECUTIVES WHO ARE EMPLOYEES," although not described specifically in the code, shall be intended for purposes of this translation to include executive
employees, managers, department heads, supervisors, business managers, producers and
the like.
12. "EXTRAS" shall be deemed to include
extra players, atmosphere people, crowd
players and the like, all of whom do not
speak any dialogue in their parts, and when
such players do speak some dialogue, regardless of how little, thev shall be known as
"BIT PLAYERS."
13. "FREE-LANCE" PLAYERS shall be
deemed to include players who are not included in the extra class as described in the
paragraph next above, and who are not classified as contract talent and who receive less
than $150 per week.
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3. EMPLOYEES. LABOR AND
THE TRADE PRACTICES
Those classes of production employees in positions of a clerical or service nature or the skilled
or unskilled mechanics of studios and film labries towhich groups
the code's
maximum
hours and oratominimum
wage scales
are applicable,
and none of which groups belong to any of the
executive-managerial-supervisory classes, have
absolutely no responsibilities under any of the
clauses or provisions of fair competition and
trade practices in the code.
However, the executive employees, department
heads, supervisory officials and such have a
very definite responsibility under the code, and
while they themselves are not affected by the
requirements for wage scales and working hours
for producers' employees, such executive employees, department heads, and supervisory officials shall not wilfully violate any of the provisions of the code. And, if they do violate
any
of
the code's
provisions
performingis
their regular
duties,
and if while
such violation
proven to be wilful, they are liable to a fine of
$500 for each day of violation.
In addition, the production section of the code
specifically regulates such executive employees,
producer employees, department heads, managers, supervisory officials and the like with regards their interest in any agent or agency for
creative talent, and says that no such executives
shall hold such an interest in an agency without meeting certain requirements. These are
explained later in this article.
It is definite, then, that no producer's
employee who is an executive, department
head or supervisory official, shall, during
the performance of his duties, or otherwise, violate any of the production clauses
of the code, whether they affect labor or
trade practice provisions, or others.
In addition to providing for the creation of
special or permanent committees to govern the
relations between producer or studio employers
and
or socalled
talent,"
such professionals,
as stars and players
(other"creative
than extras
or
free-lance players receiving less than $150
weekly), directors, writers, technicians and the
like, the code also creates similar committees
for extras and free-lance players for similar
purposes.
Some clauses in the trade practice division
of the production section of the code specifically
mention certain things which professionals shall
do and shall not do, and these trade practices
are detailed later in this article.
Obviously, when a producer employer or studio employer or film laboratory employer is
solely responsible for the wilful violation of any
code provision, such employer's executive employee, department head, supervisory official or
manager is in no way liable.
4. TRADE

PRACTICES

FOR

PRODUCTION
WHAT

March

PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS AND FILM LABORATORIES
MUST DO OR MUST NOT DO
DEFAMATION OR DISPARAGEMENT
OF CHARACTER; LIBEL
(Article V—A, Part 1)
A producer or studio or film laboratory must
not defame competitors by falsely imputing
to any of them dishonorable conduct or inability to perform contracts or questionable
credit standing, or by false representations or
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by falsely disparaging the grade or quality of
their motion pictures or theatres. This does
not, however, prohibit a fair appraisal of a
producer's
pictures in comparison with those
of
other producers.
THREATS OF
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
{Article V-A, Part 2)
Producers and studios and film laboratories
must not publish or circularize threats of suits
or any other legal proceedings not in good
faith in order to harass or intimidate other producers or studios or film laboratories. This is
specifically declared to be an unfair trade praccode. tice subject to the penalty for violation of the
SECURING CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION BY UNFAIR MEANS
{Article V-A, Part 3)
Commercial espionage is prohibited under
the code, and this means that tlie securing of
confidential information concerning the business of a competitor by false or misleading
statement or representations, by a false impersonation ofone in authority, by bribery, or
by any other unfair method, shall be deemed
to be unfair.
PAYMENT OF EXCESSIVE
SALARIES
(Article V-A. Part 4)
Pending an investigation, which was recently conducted by the Administrator, through the
medium of questionnaires sent to companies in
the business, and by personal investigation made
in Hollywood by Sol Rosenblatt, a special
Presidential order which accompanied the approved code, postponed indefinitely this clause
of the code, which was intended to stop the
practice (especially in Hollywood), of paying excessive salaries and bonuses for the services of anyone. As a result of this investigation, the government (NRA) will decide
whether the clause shall become effective, or
whether it should be suspended permanently,
or modified or altered.
In its present form, any producer or
studio or film laboratory which pays an
unreasonably excessive inducement in excess of a fair value of the personal services
to get an employee away from another
company, would be fined up to the amount
of the unreasonable excessive payment to
such person, not, however, to exceed the
sum of $10,000. Even though found guilty,
however, and made to pay a fine, the decision shall not interfere with the continued
contractual or working arrangement between the employer so fined and the employee.
INDUCING
"LEGIT" TALENT
AWAY FROM EMPLOYER
{Article V-B, Part 1)
It shall be an unfair trade practice for any
motion picture producer or studio to aid, abet,
or assist in the voluntary release or dismissal
of any author, dramatist, or actor employed
exclusively in connection with the production
of a "legitimate" drama or musical comedy for
the purposes of securing the services of such
author, dramatist, or actor for motion picture
work. This clause was intended to stop talent
"raiding" of the stage by motion picture producers.
(.Continued on pane 48, column 1)

The Song and Dance
Hits of 1934
ROM
"FOX FOLLIES"
"Our Last Night
Together"
"Baby Take a Bow"
"I'm Laughing"
"Broadway's Gone Hill

FROMBilly"
"BOTTOMS UP"
"Bottoms Up"
"Waiting at the Gate.
For Katy"
"Turn On the Moon"
"Little Did I Dream"
"I'm Throwin' My Love

Scandals" and ''Bottoms Up" appear on your screen
. . . their great song hits will have definite drawing

power at your box office . . . because they're new, fresh.

FROMAway"
"GEORGE WHITE'S
SCANDALS"
"You Nasty Man"
"Hold My Hand"
"Six Women"
"Sweet and Simple"
"So Nice"
"My Dog Loves Your
Dog"

^As

usual, FOX

thinks of you!
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CONSPIRING TO BLOCK INDEPENDENT
PRODUCERS FROM RENTING STUDIO
SPACE
(Article V-B, Part 2)
It shall be an unfair trade practice for any
number of motion picture producers, who, in
the usual and ordinary course of business, rent
their respective studios, or studio space, or
studio, facilities to producers (other than their
affiliated companies), to conspire, agree or take
joint action to prevent any responsible producer
or producers from renting such studios or studio
facilities. This clause was intended to prevent
a combination of Hollywood producers from
jointly conspiring to prevent independent producers from renting space at their studios.
EMPLOYING RELATIVES AS
"EXTRA" PLAYERS
(Artic-lc V-B, Part 3 )
It shall be an unfair trade practice for a producer to knowingly employ as an "extra" player
any member of the immediate family of any employee or person who is not obliged to depend
upon "extra" work as a means of livelihood,
unless the necessities of production require an
exception to be made. It is the intention of
this clause to spread "extras" employment
among those who are legitimately of the "extras" ranks.
TRADE PRACTICES GOVERNING
AGENTS AND AGENCIES
(Article V-B, Part 4, Sections 1 to 10, iiic.)
No producer, directly or indirectly, shall
transact any business relating to the production
of motion pictures with any agent or agency
who under the procedure hereinafter set forth
shall be found by the Agency Committee hereinafter described to have violated any part of
such procedure.
(The following code clauses which
pertain to the conduct of agents and
agencies and their relations with producers and their talent clients, is reprinted from the second code translation article on production, ivhich appeared in Motion Picture Herald, February }rd, covimencing on page 61):
The Agency Committee shall consist of ten
members, five of whom shall be producers or
producers' representatives, to be appointed by
the Code Authority, and the other five to consist of one agent, one actor, one writer, one
director and one technician^ and this second
group of five is to be selected by the Administrator from nominations submitted for each
of the classes named, respectively, by the agents,
the actors, writers, directors and technicians,
and these nominations are to be made by these
individual classes in such equitable manner as
may be prescribed by the Administrator.
The Agency Committee is intended basically
to create fair trade practices among agents or
agencies and for agents or agencies in their
relations with the producers or studios and
in their relations with their clients : actors,
writers, directors, technicians, and, in this connection, the code specifically mentions certain
trade practices which shall govern agencies,
and, in addition, gives the committee power to
draft additional rules and regulations and trade
practices as the necessity arises.
Trade practices specifically mentioned in the
code for agents total five, and any producer
who, directly or indirectly, transacts any business relating in any form to the production of
motion pictures with any agent or agency who,
{Continued on page 50)
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Translating the Film Code — Production
Being a translation of the complex legal phraseology of the PRODUCTION
sections of the motion picture code into a working language of the industry.
In previous articles, a translation was made of the code's provisions which
pertain to distribution and exhibition, which two branches were treated together.
These distribution-exhibition translations appeared in the following issues of
MOTION PICTURE HERALD: December 23, January 7, January 20.
The production section of the motion picture code was also translated in
three articles. A summary of articles on Production follow:
First Article, Appeared in February 3rd Issue
PRODUCTION— GENERAL ADMINISTRA TION
(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the Application of the Code to Production.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS Used in the Production Section.
(3) ADMINISTRATION of the Production Parts of the Code:
Purposes, Personnel, Procedure, Jurisdiction, Duties of the Following:
(a) Code Authority; (b) Special Committee For Actors; (c) Standing Committee For Agents and Agencies; (d) Standing Committee For Determining Offers
To Contract Talent; (e) Special Committee For Directors; (f) Standing Committee
For Extra Players; (g) Standing Committee For Free-Lance Players; (h) Special
Committee For Technicians; (i) Special Committee For Wkiters.
AAA
Second Article, Appeared in February 17th Issue
PRODUCTION— LABOR AND EMPLOYEES AND TALENT
(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Labor
and Employee Sections of the Code to Production.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS Used in Production Labor Sections.
(3) RELATION OF LABOR AND EMPLOYEES IN PRODUCTION TO THE PROVISIONS OF FAIR COMPETITION AND TRADE PRACTICES.
(4) THE CODE AUTHORITY and Its Relation to Labor and Employees.
(5) HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT IN PRODUCTION:
(a) General Maximum for Unclassified Workers, (b) Forty-hour Maximum
for Clerical, Office and Certain Service Workers, (c) Thirty-six Hour
Maximum for Studio and Film Laboratory Mechanics and Skilled and Unskilled Labor, (d) Forty-four Hour Maximum for Certain Cartoon Workers,
(e) Maximum Hours for Cameramen and Soundmen in Newsreel Production, (f)Exceptions and Exemptions to Maximum Hours; Other Stipulations
on Hours in Production.
(6) WAGE SCALES FOR PRODUCTION WORKERS:
(a) General Minimum for Unclassified Workers, (b) Minimum Wages for
Clerical, Office and Certain Service Workers, (c) Minimum Wages for
Studio Mechanics and Skilled and Unskilled Workers, (d) Minimum Wages
for Film Laboratory Mechanics and Skilled and Unskilled Workers, (e)
Exceptions and Exemptions to Minimum Wage Provisions.
(7) WORKING CONDITIONS FOR EXTRA PLAYERS.
(8) WORKING CONDITIONS FOR FREE-LANCE PLAYERS.
AAA
Third Article, This Issue
PRODUCTION— TRADE

PRACTICES

(1) PREAMBLE — Being a Translation of the General Application of the Trade
Practice Provisions of the Production Sections of the Code.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL
Sections.

TERMS Used in Production Trade Practice

LABOR AND THE TRADE PRACTICE PROVISIONS IN PRO(3) EMPLOYEES,
DUCTION.
(4) TRADE PRACTICES FOR PRODUCTION.
(5) ADMINISTRATION
OF THE TRADE PRACTICE
DUCTION.
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under the procedure hereinafter set forth shall
be found by the Agency Committee to have violated any one of the five provisions, then such
producer shall be in violation of the code. All
agents and agencies in motion picture production shall be found under these five provisions,
or any others which may be added from time to
time in the prescribed manner. The five agency
provisions now in the code are as follows :
-j No agent or agency shall give, offer ojr
' • promise to any employee of any motion picture producer any gift or money or gratuity to
influence the action of such employee in relation to the business of his employing producer
or studio. This is intended to prevent payment
by an agent to a production executive of any
sum for the securing of special privileges or a
contract or a film engagement for the actor,
writer, director or technician client of the agent,
in the company or the studio of such production executive.
O No agent or agency shall alienate or entice, or shall attempt to alienate or attempt
to entice, any employee under written contract
of employment, from such employment, or to
try to induce or advise without justification
any employee to do any act or thing in conflict
with such
obligation
to performwithin
good
faith employee's
any contract
of employment
any purchaser or studio, whether such contract
or obligation to the producer or studio be oral
or written.
3

No agent or agency shall knowingly make
■ any materially false representation to any
producer or studio in negotiations with such
producer or studio for or affecting the employment or contemplated employment of any actor,
director, writer or technician represented by
such agent. .
A No agent or agency shall violate or evade
■■■ or directly,
shall attempt
to violateanyorprovision
attempt to
evade,
or indirectly,
in
this section, or any provision in Part 5 of
Article V of the code, which has to do with
the
socalled
practice
of "talent raiding"
Pending
further
investigation,
this Part(Note:
5 of
Article V was suspended by order of the President when he signed the code last November.)
C

No agent or agency shall fail or refuse
to register as an agent, in the event and
when such registration is decided upon by the
Agency Committee, and no agent or agency
shall transact business as an agent or agency
after his resignation shall have been revoked,
canceled or suspended, in the event that such
registration procedure is decided upon by the
Agency Committee.
Another provision in the film code, affecting
both producers or production executives and
agents or agencies, says that it shall be an unfair trade practice, and, therefore a violation
of the code, for any producer, or any employee
of a producer, directly or indirectly, to engage
in, carry on, or in any way be financially interested in or connected with the business of an
agent or agency, without making known such
fact to the Agency Committee within twenty
days from the effective date of this codfe — Decembe—r 7 or if such interest is acquired following December 7, then such producer or producer's employee shall make known such fact
to the Agency Committee within ten days after
the acquisition of such interest.
The Agency Committee shall require after
the acquisition of such interest that public disclosure of such acquisition of interest be made
in a manner as it may deem advisable. Also,
the Agency Committee shall make such further
rules in connection with this section of the code
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EXECUTIVES LIABLE
UNDER THE CODE
A production executive or official
who wilfully violates any of the trade
practice provisions of the code in his
relations with another producer or
studio or with employees is liable under the code and if the violation is
upheld such executive or official is
liable to a fine of $500 for each day's
violation.
as it sees fit, and such further rules shall be
subject to the approval of the Administrator
before finally effectuated.
With regards further trade practices
for agents or agencies which shall be necessary from time to time, the code specifically says that the Agency Committee
may, after due notice and hearing, and
with the approval of the Administrator,
set up rules and fair trade practices governing agents.
Also, the Agency Committee is empowered to
set up rules and fair trade practices governing
relations between producers and agents, writers,
actors, directors and technicians. The Agency
Committee must give notice of such impending
additions or changes, and a hearing must be
held, and such additions or changes must be
approved by the Administrator.
The operation of this Agency Committee
shall not be superseded by the Code Authority.
It appears, then, that the work of this committee would take precedence over the Code
Authority in the specific matters of governing
relations between agents and producers, actors,
directors, writers and technicians.
In order to effectuate this part of the code
pertaining to agents or agencies and their relaform terms and conditions for all agents and
and technicians, the Agency Committee has the
power to recommend to the Administrator uniform terms and conditions for all agents and
an appropriate procedure for the registration
of all agents and agencies with whom producers
may transact business relating to the production
of motion pictures, and the Agency Committee
may also recommend to the Administrator uniform terms and conditions for the suspension,
revocation, or cancellation of any such registration ("license").
Such
recommendations of the Agency Committee, together with the recommendations of
each or any indicidual Committee members,
shall be submitted in writing, together, to the
Administrator. And then the Administrator,
after such notice and hearing as the Administrator may prescribe, may approve or reject or
modify such recommendations. Upon approval
by the Administrator, such recommendations
shall have full force and effect as provisions
of the code and any violation of such approved
recommendations shall constitute a violation of
the code.
No agent shall be deprived of the right
of registration without affording such
agent a full and fair opportunity to be
heard, and no agent shall be deprived of
the right to register even after having
been heard by the Agency Committee
without the approval of the Administrator.
Should the Agency Committee decide at any
time to provide for the registration of agents,
as described in the foregoing, then all persons
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regularly transacting business as agents at such
time shall be entitled to registration as a matter
of course, provided, however, application is
made for registration to the Agency Committee within thirty days after the Agency Committee decides upon effecting registration of
such agents.
The Agency Committee shall have power and
authority to prescribe reasonable rules of procedure for the determination by it of all matters of dispute or controversy which may properly arise before the committee, such as disputes
or controversies among agents or between
agents and a producer, actor, director, writer or
technician.
The Agency Committee shall make findings
of fact concerning any dispute or any matter
coming before it pertaining to the relations
of agents among themselves or pertaining to
the relations of agents and producers, actors,
directors, writers and technicians. And the
Agency Committee shall make such recommendations to the Administrator as it may deem
proper if the Committee is unanimous, and if
the Committee is not unanimous in its recommendations, then separate recommendations of
any number of members may b.; submitted to
the Administrator, together with a report that
the Committee has disagreed.
No hearing or proceeding of any nature, in
this connection, shall be conducted by the
Agency Committee without due notice and a
full and fair opportunity shall have been given
to all interested parties to appear and he heard.
A complete transcript of all testimony and
all arguments of all hearings .and all procedure
shall be made by the Agency Committee and
such transcript shall be certified by the Agency
Committee, and the Committee shall also certify the recommendations of the memoers of
the Committee, and such transcript and sr.ch
recommendations shall then be sent to the
Administrator. The Administrator shall approve, reject or modify such recommendations,
or any of them, and the Administrator may
conduct such further investigations and hearings as to him may seem necessary or advisable.
The order of the Administrator shall be final.
The Agency Committee, subject to the approval of the Administrator, shall have authority to require all producers to furnish such information as may be desired to effectuate the
provisions of this part.
The term "agent" or "agency" as used in
the foregoing shall apply to any person, including firms, companies, partnerships, corporations or associations, who, directly or indirectly,
for a fee or for other valuable considerations,
procures, promises to procure, or undertakes
to procure employment for any persons for or
in connection with the production of motion
pictures.
TRADE

PRACTICES GOVERNING RELATIONS BETWEEN PRODUCERS OR
STUDIOS AND WRITERS, DIRECTORS,
TECHNICIANS AND PLAYERS (EXCEPT
"FREE-LANCE" OR "EXTRA" PLAYERS)
{Article V-B, Part 4A)

Should the Administrator (or Division Administrator Rosenblatt) determine at any time
upon a fair showing, and after giving notice,
that a set of fair trade practices should be
adoptedducersas
governing
proor studios
and anyrelations
one of between
the following
classes of creative talent : writers, directors,
technicians and actors ("extra" players and
"free-lance" players are provided for elsewhere,
as described later in this article), then a special
committee shall be appointed for that purpose.
and the class interor studios
The producers
ested in such trade
practices in each instance
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shall be entitled to equal representation on such
committee.
The committee members in each instance shall
be appointed in the manner and its proceedings
and those of the Administra,tor shall be the
same, as above provided in the case of the
Agency Committee.
At the same time that the findings or report
of the committee shall be sent to the Administrator, the same shall be made public in such
manner as may be determined by the Administrao.•
In the second translation article for production, appearing in Motion Picture
Herald on February 3rd, 1934, and starting on Page 61, detailed analysis was
made of the purposes, personnel structure,
procedure, jurisdiction and duties of the
special committees mentioned above for
actors, directors, technicians and writers,
and which would govern trade practices
and relations between producers or studios
and the several classes of employees enumerated above.
TRADE PRACTICES FOR "EXTRAPLAYERS AND "FREE-LANCE" PLAYERS
In the second translation article for production, appearing in Motion Picture Herald on
February 3rd, on pages 63 and 64, respectively,
there appeared
an explanation
of the
provisions governing
trade practices
for code's
producers
as they pertain to their relations with "extra"
players
and per
withweek.
"free-lance" players receiving
150 or less
NEGOTIATING WITH CREATIVE
TALENT PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF THEIR CONTRACT
WITH
ANOTHER PRODUCER
(Article V-B, Part 5, Sections 1 to 8, inc.)
This clause is in eight sections. Because the
President believes that further investigation is
required with respect to problems generally affecting unfair competitive methods for securing
the services of creative classes of producers rendering services of an artistic, interpretative,
technical, supervisory or executive nature, the
provisions of Sections 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 of this
article are temporarily suspended from operation and shall not become effective pending further report from the Administrator (or Division
Administrator Rosenblatt), after investigation
(already concluded by Mr. Rosenblatt), as to
whether such provisions should be indefinitely
suspended, or modified, altered or changed, or
shall become effective.
The five sections so temporarily suspended
(Sections 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6) would forbid negotiations with such creative and executive employees described above, prior to thirty days
before the expiration of the period of employment with another producer or studio. Any
offers made during such last thirty days must,
if the clause becomes effective, be communicated to the then employing producer if he has
made a bona fide offer for the continuance of
an employee in his employ. The proposal further contemplates that with respect to certain
employees receiving a stipulated sum per week,
and following the expiration of the period of
employment, the former employing producer
shall have notice for three or six months, as
the case may be, of offers made for the services of such former employee. (Writers, authors and dramatists are not meant to be included in this clause.)
Meanwhile, Sections 5, 7 and 8 of this
part of the code are now in effect. Section 5 says that no producer shall violate
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CODE AUTHORITY AND
STUDIO COMMITTEES
The motion picture industry's Code
Authority is the administrative and
interpretative governing board of the.
code in the industry, and, in addition,
is charged with effecting compliance
of all those in the industry with the
code's provisions.
It has no police powers, but shall
report
wilful violations
of theandcode's
labor violations
to the NRA
the
NRA will then attempt to end the
violations, and, in case it is unsuccessful in this connection, the NRA has
the poti/er to bring the matter to the
courts to settle.
In order to administer the code provisions governing relations between
producers and creative talent employees, such as writers, directors,
technicians, contract players, extras
and free-lance players, the code creates
special or standing committees for
each of these classes, and each class
shall have equal representation on such
committee. The structure and modus
operandi of these committees were the
subjects of the first article on the
translation of production provisions
of the code, appearing in Motion Picture Herald, issue of February 3.
or aid or abet in the violation of this part
of the code, and, in addition, it specifically
says that it shall be an unfair trade practice for any producer to use coercion to
prevent offers being made to any employee byother producers.
Section 7 of this part says that, if the Code
.■\uthority, or any committee appointed by it,
after giving notice and holding a hearing, shall
find that any employee of an.v producer has
refused without just cause to render services
under any contract of employment with such
producer, then the Code Authority shall have
full power and authority, with the approval of
the Administrator (or Division Administrator
Rosenblatt), to order all other producers to
refrain from employing any such person in
connection with the business of producing motion pictures for such period of time as may be
designated by the Code /\uthority and it shall
be an unfair trade practice for any producer
to employ such person in violation of such
order of the Administrator, or for any distributor or exhibitor, respectively, to distribute
or exhibit any picture produced during the
period described by the Code Authority by or
with the aid of such person.
This clause is intended to punish creative
employees under contract to a producer for
"walking out" on such producer during the
period of such contractual employment, either
during production or otherwise. And if any
contract employee does walk off the studio
lot, without just cause, and the Code Authority
or any of its committees find that such a "walkoff" was made without just cause, then, after
notice and hearing, the Administrator or Division .'Administrator shall order that such guilty
contract employee be "blackballed" by all other
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producers for a period to be prescribed by the
.Administrator. And, if such guilty contract employee works in or on a motion picture during the period when they are "blacklialled," then no distributor shall distribute nor
exhibitor shall exhibit such motion picture, under penalty of violating the code.
A complete transcript of all testimony and
arguments, together with the findings and order
of the Code Authority, or its committee, shall
be made and certified to the Administrator, or
Division Administrator, who may approve
reject or modify such order, and in such connection the Administrator, or Division Adminis
trator, may conduct any further investigation;
and hearings as to him may seem necessary oi
advisable. The order of the Administrator, or
of the Division Administrator shall be final.
Section 8 of this part says that if any
producer, deliberately, willfully, or persistently violates any of the provisions of
this part and the Code Authority so finds,
and such finding is upheld by the Administrator orthe Division Administrator, then
the Code Authority, with the approval of
the Administrator or of the Division Administrator, shall have the power to impose such restrictions, prohibitions, or conditions as it may deem proper upon the
distribution or exhibition of motion pictures produced by any such offending producer. Due notice of any such ruling by
the Code Authority, as approved by the
Administrator or by the Division Administrator, shall be published in such manner
as the Code Authority prescribes.
TRADE PRACTICES GOVERNING
PRODUCERS OF CARTOONS
( . Irticle V-B, Part 6)
No cartoon producer shall employ any person during such time as he is employed full time
by another.
No cartoon producer shall make any offer,
directly or indirectly, of any money inducement
or advantage, or inducement of any kind to any
employee of any other cartoon producer in an
effort to entice, persuade, or induce such eml)loyee to leave or become dissatisfied or to
Ijreach any contract covering his employment
with another cartoon producer.
No cartoon producer shall adapt a cartoon
character of another in such manner that the
use of the adapted character shall constitute an
appropriation by him of the goodwill of the
creator.
VIOLATING RELEASE DATE FOR
SHOWING PICTURE BASED ON A
STAGE PLAY
(Article V-C. Part 1)
Where any contract granting the motion picture rights in any dramatic or dramatico-musical work specifies a date prior to which no
motion picture based upon such work may be
publicly exhibited, it shall be deemed to be an
unfair trade practice for any producer to permit the public exhibition of such motion picture
prior to such date.
INTERFERING WITH RELATIONS
OF "OUTSIDE" PRODUCER
{Article V-C, Part 2)
No producer, or producer's employee, or producer's agent, shall knowingly and intentionally,
directly or indirectly, interfere with existing
relations between an outside or associated producer and another producer or distributor which.
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is releasing the motion picture product of such
outside producer, nor shall any one do anything
to alienate or entice any such outside producer
away from the other producer or distributor,
nor shall any one do anything to create discord
or strife between such outside producer and
another producer or distributor, for the purpose
of inducing such outside producer to breach or
attempt to breach any existing contract between
the outside producer and another producer or
distributor
outside
pictures, or releasing
to secure such
a change
in producer's
the terms
and conditions of any existing contract between
any such outside producer and another producer
or distributor.
To effectuate this clause, no producer or distributor shall negotiate with or make anv offer
for or to any such outside producer at any time
prior to sixty days before the termination of
any existing agreement between such outside
producer and the producer or distributor which
is
such producer
outside or
producer's
nor releasing
shall another
distributorproduct,
make
any offer to such outside producer prior to sixty
days before the date when the outside producer
shall fulfill its delivery commitment to the producer or distributor with whom it has contractual obligations, which ever date is earlier.
PROPER MORAL STANDARDS
IN MOTION PICTURES
(Article VII, Part 1)
Every one in distribution, exhibition and production ispledged and bound under the code to
give their combined strength to maintain the
best standards of morals in motion pictures.
And, to that end the industry and every one in
it is pledged and bound to adhere to the regulations promulgated by and within the industry
to assure the attainment of such purpose.
The Hays code of production morals standards is that established set of regulations promulgated by and within the industry to attain
such right moral standards.
PROPER MORAL STANDARDS
IN ADVERTISING
(Article III, Part 2)
Every one in distribution, exhibition and production ispledged and bound under the code to
maintain the best standards of morals in advertising motion pictures in the trade and to the
public. And, to that end the industry and every
one m it is pledged and bound to adhere to the
regulations promulgated by and within the industry to assure the attainment of such purIX)se.
The Hays (Advertising Advisory Council
under J. J. McCarthy) code of advertising
morals are the established regulations promulgated by and within the industry to attain such
right moral standards in advertising.
If a producer, or another, is in doubt about
the propriety of the morals of any piece of advertising or publicity or still, he may submit
it voluntarily to the Advertising Advisory
Council, at No. 28 West 44th Street, New
York, or to the west coast branch in the offices
of the Motion Picture Producers' Association,
in Hollywood, and at either place they will be
advised as to the propriety of such piece of advertising or publicity or still photograph. In
any event, each individual producer or studio
company is responsible for its own advertising
under this clause.
5. ADMINISTRATION
OF
PRODUCTION PRACTICES
In the field of production, the Code Authority,
or any committees appointed by it, shall determine directly those complaints of unfair trade
practices which would not ordinarily come di-
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rectly under the supervision of any of the various standing committees appointed by the Authority to administer the code in production
( such as Standing Committees for Actors,
"Extra" Players, "Free-Lance" Players, Agents
and Agencies), or which would not come under
the supervision of any special committees appointed by the Authority
or by the
tor or Division
Administrator
Sol AdministraRosenblatt.
The administration of the production parts of
the code, through the mediums of the Code
Authority, Administrator, the certain specified
committees and other committees was the subject of the first code translation article for production, which appeared in Motion Picture
Herald on February 3, starting on page 54.

Hearings on Alien
Talent Continue

Theatres Stand to Win
By NRA, Says C. L Hyde
Motion picture theatres stand to reap the
greatest benefits of the NRA principle,
through more hours of leisure for the public
because of reduced working hours and
through more spending ability because of
higher wages, Charles Lee Hyde of the
Grand theatre at Pierre, S. D., advised exhibitors ina circular he sent out recently to
all theatre men in his state.
Mr. Hyde commended the leadership of
the South Dakota Theatre Men's Association for reaching all the objectives it has
marked out to date and for having money
in the treasury. The officers serve without
pay.
COULDN'T
WITHOUT

GET BY
HERALD

"I don't want to miss an issue. If
I was a farmer I would want the
Herald. But this is the only magazine I u'ould care so murh about,"
Tvrifes M. D. Utterback, Lyric theatre, Wellington, Kan., whose first reports appeared in a recent issue.
"I don't see how any exliibitor can
get by without it, as I go tfyrough
every Herald I have every week and
look for the length of pictures, ivhen
released, the cast and, most important
of
'Whatis the
Thisall,alone
well Picture
worth Did
the for
priceMe.'
of
the magazine.
"And if the exhibitors will study
this column and more exhibitors will
take time and send in what they tJjink
of a picture and the ait die nee reaction
on the pictures, it can be much im"The Kound Table column is wonproved.
derful. It gives an exhibitor an idea
of how to play his shotu before he
shotvs it. I find all of these stunts
are
exhibitor
take
the good.
time The
to send
themwotddn't
in if they
iveren't a success. He passes them on
so someone else can profit by his successful experiments.
"We all are looking for neiv stunts
that ivill bring them in without spending too much money."

Declaring that the motion picture industry is international in scope and that the
industry's pre-eminent position abroad cannot be maintained without foreign talent,
Mrs. Irene C. Crisp appeared Monday for
the MPPDA as the hearing on the Dickstein bill to bar alien actors was resumed.
Speaking before the committee on immigratioif and naturalization, Mrs. Crisp declared that "personalities make motion pictures, and any restriction on development
of new talent, either foreign or native,
places a handicap on the industry."
Ohio Owners Group Plans
Series of Regional Sessions
The Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio plans a series of regional meetings for
members, designed to acquaint them with
the policies of the organization. The sessions will be addressed by various officers,
including P. J. Wood, secretary, and will be
held during the first two weeks of March
at Toledo, Lima, Dayton, Zanesville, Akron.
^'oungstown and .Steubenville.
The seven points of the announced policy
include a membership drive, to be statewide:
repeal of the admission tax ; abolition of unfair percentage and preferred playing time;
protection of members' interests at Code
board meetings in Cincinnati and Cleveland ;
protection from unfair legislation ; protection in sound equipment patent litigation,
and abolition of the score charge and music
tax.
Sewell Collins, Producer,
Dies Suddenly in London
Sewell Collins, American cartoonist and
theatrical producer, died last week in London at the age of 57. He was well known
in the United States, having produced "The
Left Bank" in New York. Margaret Moffat, his wife, heard the news of her husband's sudden death shortly before curtain
time at a London play. Since no understudy was available, the actress went on and
played her comedy part. Mr. Collins was
at one time a writer and illustrator for
several American magazines.
To Handle Monogram Films
AI Aronson, former MGM general manager in Europe, and Max Ehrenreich, former manager in South America for United
Artists and Columbia, have concluded an
agreement with Ritchey Export Corporation to handle all Monogram pictures in
Australia and New Zealand.
Theatre Receiver Asked
The appointment of a receiver for the
Capitol theatre, Wheeling, W. Va., has been
asked in a petition in equity filed in the
Ohio County circuit court, Wheeling, b}'
the Cleveland Trust Company, Cleveland,
through Rudolph A. Malm, trustee. Default
on bonds is cited in the petition.
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The

BLUEBOOK

By

F. H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 213.— (A) What care should the Interior of the projection lens barrel
have? (B) What effect may be set up If paint on the Interior of the lens barrel be pernnltted to wear off?
(C) With what should the lens barrel Interior be coated? (D) In reassembling Individual lenses of a projection
lens, how should they be clamped In their mounts? (E) Just what Is the effect upon the screen Image of a
dust covered projection lens surface?

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 207 was :
(A) Disregarding condition of surface as to
cleanliness, upon what three elements docs
the amount of light reflected from a surface,
or transmitted by it, depend f (B ) Were a
sheet of chemically pure water a foot thick,
and a sheet of highgrade glass laid side by
side, from which ivould the greater amount
of light be reflected ; in the interior of which
wotild the illumination be highest, and whyf
(C) What is meant by "angle of incidence f" By "refractive index" f
The following sent in acceptable answers :
S. Evans and C. Rau ; G. E. Doe ; D. Danielson ; B. S. Englander ; T. Van Vaulkenburg: R. DeTotto; J. Wentworth; H. Edwards ;W. Lemke ; H. H. Menefee ; P.
Gaeth, Jr. ; R. J. Arntson ; J. G. Paulson ;
D. Ferguson ; B. Duglah and P. Jackson ;
G. A. Artley : A. Sprafke ; J. Morton ; D. C.
Coates : M. C. Mellinger and H. Pitchkey ;
M. Simms and O. L. Daris; D. Goldberg
and L. Hutch ; D. Holler and D. R. Peters ;
L. F. Evans and P. T. Jones ; J. T. Ballinger and D. L. Mason ; T. R. Richards and
H. Schontz; T. H. and J. N. Williams; H.
C. Lake; L. Biello and R. K. Hart; S. Jacobs ;T. Kelley and C. Cummings ; S. L.
Holmes ; E. L. Conners ; L. Leroy and T.
L. Albert: O. L. Evans; D. L. Howard;
W. and S. F. Love; R. S. Conrad; S.
Fletcher ; G. S. Bowers ; T. M. Orichson
and Son ; F. Daris and F. T. Thompson ;
T. L. Turk and R. O. Davis; D. L. Sinklow; H. C- Lake; P. S. Mitchell, M. Gerst,
J. Hemmelstene and R. Marteniz ; J. H.
Rathburn and D. Little ; R. S. Allen and N.
Williams; P. M. Wheeler and M. Scully;
D. N. Anderson, L. H. Anderson and H.
May; H. D. Schofield ; B. Doe; C. D. Carmody; D. Forman; R. Dorfel and J. E.
Smith; H. E. Daniels; S. L. Jones and P.
L. Sanborn; D. L. Smith, S. T. Carter and
H. Pedulla; B. L. Stephens; C. F. Davis
and P. Conforti ; R. Wheeler and R. Suler ;
P. R. Dual; G. Johnson and N. T. Kane;
P. L. Lathrope; G. Tinlin; D. H. Samuels;
T. L. Edwards; S. Carberry; G. L. Emrich;
C. Abrams and E. F. Griffin; L. N. Haynes

to

Question

No.

and A. Richardson ; D. M. Davidson ; C.
Greene.
I have credited many with making acceptable answers, but this I did for the
reason that they have apparently misread
the question. Of you all, only one man
seems to have read it correctly — G. E. Doe.
He says, "The three elements upon which
the amount or proportion of incident light
that will be reflected from, or transmitted
through, any giv^en (lens) surface are (1)
the angle at which the surface is met, reflection increasing rapidly as angle of incidence is increased; (2) refractive index
of the glass, the greater the difference in
refractive index as between air and glass the
greater amount of light will be reflected at
any angle; (3) the perfection of polish of
the glass surface, poor polish serving to
transmit less light than superior polish."
(B) I think we will listen to R. J. Arntson and W. and S. F. Love. We will then
hear from the optical experts and so have
two viewpoints and finally the really correct
answer. Brother Arntson says :
"The greater amount of light would be reflected from the glass because of its mpre
polished surface, if I may use that term with
regard to difference in surfaces of water and
glass. That is to say, its surface presents
more of a plane than water. The interior
of the water would be illuminated the most
because its refractive index is higher and
therefore offers more resistance to the flow
of light. It appears to me the internal reflection is greater, because of a different
molecular structure, the light being broken
UD and refracted or reflected by each individual molecule."
W. and S. F. Love say, "Glass would reflect the greater percentage of incident light
for the reason that its refraction index is
higher, and the higher the refractive index,
other things being equal, the higher the reflective power. Which medium would be
illuminated to the greatest extent by passage
of light through it, is a poser. As we understand matters, a transparent medium passes
all light through except that 'absorbed' by
the body of the transmitting medium. If
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that be true, how then, can there be illumination of, or in, the body itself, since the
'absorption' percentage is (again, as we
understand it) transformed entirely into
(C) R. DeTotto answers this one as follows :"Refractive index may be defined as
the ratio between the lines of the angle of
incidence and the angle of refraction, when
the light is passing obliquely from one meheat?"dium to another of different density. It
may less technically be defined as meaning
the density of the glass material upon which
theNow
lens for
action
depends."
the several
problems brought forward in answering this question, with
answers generously supplied by the Scientific Bureau of Bausch & Lomb Company.
1. Is it true that a highly polished lens
surface will reflect less of the incident light
at all angles than will one less well polished ?
Answer : Yes.
2. Assuming two light beams, one pure
white and one slightly with color : Would
not the discolored light have a tendency to
reflect in higher proportion from a lens surface than the pure white beam ? Answer :
No, wemight
do not
believe beso.small.
Any dift'erence
there
be would
3. Assuming light to enter a block of
polished-surface glass one foot thick, and a
clean, chemically pure water in a tank having totally non-reflective bottom and sides :
Which body would have its interior most
highly illuminated by the light? Answer:
The glass. Good glass absorbs two per cent
per centimeter; water about one and a half
to two per cent of the visible light.
4. A transmitting medium absorbs a certain amount of light per centimeter of distance. Does the absorbed energy appear as
light, heat, or both? Answer: Mostly heat.
All too many of the correspondents are
taking great delight in telling me about
Brother Englander's Bluebook School answer
in the issue of February 3. In putting into
type the sentence referring to five-tenths per
cent for absorption, the printer-man should
have made it .5 — but ran out of periods.
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The old rule in comedy

mak-

ing is dethroned. Two -reel
comedies as Educational makes
them in 1934 must

have not

only all the laughs o£ old, hut
much

more hesidese They have

hi^ hox-office

names;

they

have romance and music, more
lavish settings and finer stories. It is this rare new combination of entertainment and
ticket selling values

that

makes such pictures as **GrO~
ING SPANISH" so important for you to play and exploit.

"Glassy ... A very pretentious two-reel
musical comedy featuring Bob Hope and
Leah Ray. Two very promising newcomers to the screen . . . Hope is a real
comedian, and the girl looks like a sure
bet . . . Three good song numbers . . .
Produced by Al Christie with a lot of
originality and fine kidding humor that
is refreshingly different."— Film Daily.
"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
Distributee! in U.S.A. by
FOX Film Corporation
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Neligh, Nebraska
DEAR HERALD:
According to press reports Old Man Winter
and the eastern states are putting on quite a
battle. It is reported that back there they have
two feet of snow and the mercury is down to
15 degrees
belowthere.
zero.OutThat's
they have
get
for
living back
here what
the boys
played golf all winter with the exception of one
short spell when the mercury got to flirting
with 10 above and enough snow fell to cover the
ground, tut only for three or four days.
We woke up this morning to find the ground
covered with two inches of snow, just a nice
rabbit snow, and the boys are going out after
the bunnies. They have promised to bring us
some rabbits because we are unable to get out,
and we expect to have rabbits enough to do us
all season.
V
Will Rogers and Zasu Pitts were playing at
the Moon theatre recently in "Mr. Skitch," and
since we have never missed seeing these delightful folks, we persuaded our daughter to get out
her car and drive us down to the show, a thing
we probably should not have done.
In some ways Will reminds us very much of
Uncle
'Leazer
except that
Uncleindividual,
'Leaser
is a tall,
slim, Biggs,
bony, hungry
looking
but they both claim to be from Missouri. Uncle
'Leaser was the best judge of mules there was
in our entire neighborhood, and at the sciiool
meetings he used to say "Well, gentlemen, I
hain't much on readin, ritin and rithmetick, but
I'mWlienever
sure enough
on mules."
Aunt hell
Polly
wanted to go to town
Uncle 'Leaser would hitch up the mules to his
democratic wagon and away they would go.
Uncle 'Leaser hung tenaciously to his mules,
democratic wagon and the fundamental principles of his party. That is why we always liked
Uncle 'Leaser. We like fellows who have principles and stick to them.
"Mr. Skitch" is a charming picture if you
don't pay any attention to the discrepancies in
it. After the mortgagee had cleaned Bill of his
property he loaded Zasu (who was his wife)
and their three children into a flivver and they
were headed for California.
Geography Course Needed
The director took them first to the Yellowstone National Park, where they saw "Old
Faithful" do his stuff, and visited other points
of interest. Then on their way to California he
brought them back to the Grand Canyon in
Colorado, a distance of one thousand miles out
of their way and here he made Bill a guide
for the tourists. As a matter of fact, the Grand
Canyon does not require a guide; it speaks for
itself. The mountains on either side are so high
and steep
a mountain
goat couldn't_
climb
them.
To that
the average
audience
these discrepancies won't mean a thing, but to those of us
who are familiar with both places they stand
out like a sore thumb on a woodchopper.
In misdirection these scenes remind us someone director
scene inhad"The
whereinwhat ofthe
the Covered
caravan Wagon"
ford the
Platte river. As a matter of fact, the Platte
river is not fordable except in a very few spots
on account of the rapid current and the treacherous quicksands (many hunters have met their
death there trying to wade the river to recover
dead ducks), but he used a small, shallow placid
lake to represent the Platte river which looked
about as much like the Platte as Lake Michigan
looks like a swimming pool in the Lincoln Park.
As we understand it, Mr. Cruse directed both
pictures, and if our understanding is correct
(which it may not be) the Fox organization
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raphy.
should instruct him to take a course in geogTo some people Zasu Pitts may not be listed
as handsome, but to us she looks like Cleopatra
looked to Marc Antony, and if we were to go
to Hollywood to step out for a few evenings, we
would sooner have Zasu for a trotting mate
than any other we know of, for she impresses
us as a regular fellow. The husbands of Louise
Fazenda and Winnie Lightner are responsible
for not including those two, for we never like
to mix with husbands. We tangled with one
once and the hospital took all our spare change.
If youyouexhibitors
haven't
already played
this
picture
have missed
something,
and if you
don't play it you will miss something again.
You won't
listititasas mighty
a special,
your audience will list
fine but
entertainment,
unless we don't know pictures and audiences,
and sometimes we think we don't.
[Since J. C. wrote this Zasu stepped out and
got married. Too bad. Colonel !— Ed.]
If this colyum appears rather dry and insipid
to you exhibitors, just remember that it is your
own fault for not writing us and helping us to
edit it, for you know that, being confined to
a room with four walls and a ceiling, a radio,
a piano, a library, a fireplace, etc., etc., is not
the best spot in the world to get the muse to
do its stuff. So stop your kicking and grab
that typewriter.
V
Ohio Should Be Proud
W'e presume that most of you fellows know
Fred S. Meyer of Milwaukee, Wis. Fred at one
time
was which
a contestant
exhibitors'
contest
ran in inthethatHerald
somebeauty
time
back, and we never could understand why Fred
didn't
didn't.in Hamilton,
Fred win
usedfirst
to place,
operatebuta he
theatre
Ohio, and at one time we made some remark
about Ohio that he didn't like and he came back
and informed us that "Ohio is the mother of
presidents."
said "is" else
instead
of about
"was." :
Well,
Ohio hasHe something
to brag
she has Isabella Cheney Byerly, who operates
the Rainbow theatre, and Mrs. Byerly has just
written us a very lovely letter and expresses
a hope that we will soon be out again and sends
us an invitation to come to the Byerly home
and sample her cooking. That kind of an invitation always appealed to us. Mrs. Byerly hails
from Mechanicsburg, a town we visited some
years ago, where we met what is now her husband, but we don't recall meeting her, which
is our loss and her gain. We have put Mechanicsburg on our list and Mrs. Byerly in particular, because her letter indicates that she is a
lady of character and one worth going miles
to meet. Thanks, Mrs. Byerly, for your letter
and invitation, and will you please remember us
to your husband^ and be assured of our best
wishes always.
V
George Was Quite a Guy
.As we are writing this it is February 22, the
two hundred and second anniversary of the
birth of George Washington, and, as we recall
it now, George was quite a guy. We often
wonder where we would be in this country had
George never been born. Had he not have been
in such a hurry, and waited six more days, we
could have celebrated two very important events
at one time, but George was a fellow who
didn't wait for anybody. Had he not been born
we would probably have had more cherry trees
and less hatchets, but then our-cherry trees all
died anyhow
and Indians
we haven't
hatchets,
since the
are aboutanyall use
gone.for
V
In seven more days spring will be here and
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we will have forgotten that we had any winter.
And with spring will come snow and rain
squalls and robins and angleworms, and it will
be our annual time to take a bath and change
our underwear, so until then we will say Aufwiedersehen, and leave the rest up to the
Printer's Devil.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The herald's Vagabond Colyumnisf
Fox Prepares Six
Peggy Wood, playing opposite Will
Rogers, the reuniting of James Dunn and
Sally Filers and the appearance of Mitchell
and Durant will feature the six films Fox is
putting into immediate production to conclude the 1933-34 schedule. The six are
"Merry Andrew," "Gold Rush of 1934,"
"Always Honest," "Call It Luck," "Charlie
Chan's Courage," "On the High Seas."
Plan Cincinnati Film Ball
The first annual film ball in Cincinnati
will be held in the Netherland Plaza Hall of
Mirrors early in April, according to arrangements completed by the committee, consisting
of Willis Vance, Harold Bernstein, Charles
Fine and Elmer Shard.
Superior To Start Series
Superior Talking Pictures, Inc., is about
to begin production on the first of a new
series of 12 featurettes. The first will be
"Tarzan, the Police Dog."
Universal Promotes Dermody
James R. Grainger, in charge of Universal distribution, has appointed J. F. Dermody district manager in New England and
the Albany territory, with headquarters in
Boston.
Warren
Frank
Garden,
of New

Joins Allied
Warren, formerly manager of the
Princeton, N. J., has joined Allied
Jersey as contact man in a membership drive.

Amity Has Seattle Office
Amity Pictures has opened a new exchange in Seattle, under the name of Metropolitan Film Exchange, Inc., and under the
direction of D. C. Millward.
Kathryn Daugherty Hurt
Kathryn Daugherty, editor of Photoplay,
was slightly injured in Hollywood early
this week when the car in which she was
riding overturned.
With Seat Company
Ed Dawson has been named to the New
York sales staf¥ of the International Seat
Corporation, marketing the New U 16 theatre chair. J. George Feinberg, vice-president, isin charge of sales.
New General Register Machine
General Register Corporation has announced its new Model "C" ticket issuing
machine, designed especially for small theatres, fairs and the like.
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WHAT

THE
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Columbia
CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell, Robert
so hot. Might do on a double bill,
a thing here. Played Jan. 13. — Alvin
Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small

ABOVE THE
Armstrong— Not
but did not mean
A. Hables, Reel
town patronage.
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell— Good
program
picture.
Enjoyed
all. New
It's clean.
ning
68 minutes.—
P. G.by Held,
Strand RunTheatre,time,Griswold.
Iowa. General
patronage.

BEFORE MIDNIGHT: Ralph Bellamy— Pretty good
mystery
Enjoyed
by
It's Strand
clean. Running
time,
61 drama.
minutes.—
P. G. patronage.
Held,all.New
Theatre.
Griswold,
Iowa. General
COCKTAIL HOUR: Bebe Daniels— Tliis picture is
just fair. Double it if you play it. Running time, 68
minutes. Played Jan. 27. — Louis Perretta, Crescent
Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
HOLD THE PRESS: Tim McCoy— A very good action picture, but they are used to seeing this star in
westerns outandindon't
kid yourself,
operaandis
played,
the sticks.
They the
are old
veryhorse
popular
when
these
western
actors
get
out
of
them
they
don't
make out so good and McCoy was popular in westerns.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville.
Mich. Town and country patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: William Janney.
Dorothy Appleby, Rex— A fair western with extra
pretty shots. A good small town Saturday night show.
Did not draw here for some reason. Played Feb. 3. —
Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal.
Small town patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: William Janney,
Dorothy Appleby. Rex — Played this on rny western
night to extra business. Western fans will go wild
over this one. Plenty of action. Columbia deserves
credit on this. — Walter Beymer, Lido Theatre, Providence, Ky. Small town patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren William.
Guy Kibbee, Glenda Farrell — Fell below ordinary businessserved
for me.
Can't figureColumbia
it out ashasthegoodpictiire
debetter patronage.
pictures,
but you very seldom make any money on them. Played
Jan. 27. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King
City, Cal. Small town patronage.
MAN'S castle:. A: Spencer Tracy, Loretta
Young — A fine picture that pleased and drew in a few
extraTheatre,
cents. Played
Jan. Cal.
25.— Alvin
Reel
Joy
King City,
Small A.
townHables,
patronage.
MAN'S castle. A: Spencer Tracy— A flop at the
box-office. As far as the picture and story was concerned, they were pretty good. Running time, 78
minutes. — P. G. Held, New Strand Theatre, Griswold,
Iowa. General patronage.
SpencerWill
Tracy,
— MAN'S
This is CASTLE,
a swell A:
picture.
go Loretta
on yourYoung
best
nights. Spencer Tracy-Loretta Young at their best.
Columbia deserves credit on this. — Walter Beymer,
Lido Theatre, Providence, Ky. Small town patronage.
SHADOWS OF SING SING: Bruce Cabot, Mary
Brian — A very weak program picture. Did not draw
worth a hoot. Played Jan. 16. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel
Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
STRAIGHTAWAY: Tim McCoy— A good Saturday
night picture. Plenty of clean, fast action and McCoy
was as good in this as any of his westerns. Played
Jan.
' Hables,
Reel Joy Theatre, King
City, 20.—
Cal. Alvin
SmallA.town
patronage.
SUNDOWN RIDERS: Buck Jones— One of the best
Jones'
I've that
evergoes
played.
has action,
and
everything
with Ita good
western.thrills
Running
time, 62 minutes. Played Jan. 22-23.— Louis Perretta,
Crescent
ronage. Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patWHAT PRICE INNOCENCE: Willard Mack, Minna
Gombell
— I played
this itonewent
day over
and should
it
two days
because
better have
than played
I expected, although it's just a picture. Running time, 68
minutes.
Played
Jan.
24.—
Louis'
Perretta,
Crescent
Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
WHEN STRANGERS MARRY: Jack Holt— This
picture is just fair. Double it if you play it. Running time. 68 minutes. Played Jan. 27. — Louis Peretta,
Crescent
ronage. Theatre, Mahoningtown. Pa. General patFirst National
BIG SHAKEDOWN, THE: Charles Farrell, Ricardo
Cortez, Bette Davis— A very good little program picture. Pleased well and business was good; should
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please all classes laniy well. Played Jan. 23-24.— W.
E. O'Brien,
Ritz Theatre, Montgomery City, Mo.
Small
town patronage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondell, Frank McHugh, Guy Kibbee— A nice little picture, somewhat
spicy in spots. McHugh drunk all through entire
show. No good for children. Running time, seven
reels. — R. M. Rector, Columbia Theatre, Anadarko,
Okla. Small town patronage.
I LOVED A WOMAN: Edward G. Robinson, Kay
Francis — A well done picture. Should get over in any
house.cast asRobinson
in hisin part.
Kay Francis
misan operagreat
singer,
my opinion,
but good.
Running
time,
eight
reels.
—
R.
M.
Rector,
Columbia
Theatre, Anadarko, Okla. Small town patronage.
SONbrought
OF A out
SAILOR:
E. Brown—
swellallshow
that
a good Joecrowd.
Very Afunny
the
way
through.
Give
us
more
like
it.
Played
Jan. 11.Cal.—
Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King City,
Small town patronage.
SON OF
A SAILOR:
A real laugh
panic.
I thought
this toJoebe E.hisBrown—
best picture
for a
long time. Box-office results okay. — Warren L. Weber,
EUinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.
SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown— Swell comedy.
Clean as a hound's tooth, pleasing as a spring breeze
and as funny as a barrel of monkeys. Next to "Fireman, Savevery
My good
Child,"andis held
the best
of Brown's
pictures.
Business
up well
for three
days.
Played
Jan.
21-22-23.—
W.
E.
O'Brien,
Ritz
Montgomery City, Mo. Small town patronage.Theatre,
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro-This
picture
interesting
went over
— W.townH.
Hardman,wasRoyal
Theatre, andFrankfort,
Kan.good.
Small
patronage.
WORLD
Paul power
Muni— here
A niceat picture that didCHANGES,
not have THE:
any pulling
all.
Played Jan. 28.— Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre,
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
Fox
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— Good Rogers picture. Did a fair business. Running time, 77 minutes.
H. Hardman,
SmallW. town
patronage. Royal Theatre, Frankfort, Kan.
HOLDpicture
THATis aGIRL:
Jamesbetter
Dunn,than
Claire
This
good deal
the Trevor—
average
that Fox has turned out to date. James Dunn has
a role that he can do in this one, ably assisted by
Claire Trevor,
I think,
get breaks,
some intelligence in their who,
pictures
and sheif they
gets the
is a
comer. She threw everything that she had in this
picture and was well liked by the audience.— A. E.
Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
I AM SUZANNE: Lihan Harvey, Gene RaymondVery good
entertainment.
account of marionettes.
AdultsGood
will forlikechildren
them ason well.
Ifdo.FoxHats
makesoffmore
like this — Lee
well, for
here's
hoping
they
to Rowland
great
direction
and Lee Garmes for better photography. Running
time, 101 minutes. — Perry L. Lessy, Diamond Theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
LAST that
TRAIL,
THE: town
George
The kind
picture
the small
will O'Brien—
go for. Good
pictureof
and good business. Running time, 60 minutes. — W. H.
Hardman, Royal Theatre, Frankfort, Kan. Small town
patronage.

MR.What
SKITCH:
Will Rogers
Finea
l)iz.
a wonderful
and rareandtreatZasuit isPitts—
to get
picture with human motives, without criminals and
gangsters, without dirty, filthy sex scenes, without
decadence, but with laughter and innocent love, which
after all is the only kind of attraction between sexes
worthy of the name love. A picture where half the
cast is not killed off. A picture with the happy ending that contrasts
with Herman
real life inJ. trust-ridden
Wall
Street-owned
America.—
Brown, Majestic
ronage.Adelaide Theatres, Nampa, Idaho. General patand
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers— A honey for small
towns, and elsewhere for that matter. Bill this one
heavy smiles
and you'll
get their
them faces.
in. Every
out
with
all over
Many one
goodwent
comedy
situations
in
this
picture.
Skitch's
"silent
partner,"
Harry Green, as Cohen, is good. Running time, 70
minutes.
N. Y. — Tony Balducci, Avon Theatre, Canastota,
OLSON'S BIG MOMENT: El Brendel— Goofy.
Played Feb. 3-4.— Horn and Morgan, Star Theatre,
Hay Springs, Neb. General patronage.
ORIENT EXPRESS: Heather Angel, Norman Foster— Good Saturday or pal night picture. Holds interest
throughout
and Theatre,
is different.
Played Ark.
Feb. Small
6-7. —
D.
Fitton,
Lyric
Harrison,
townE.patronage.
SHANGHAI MADNESS: Spencer Tracy— It ha«
plenty of action which makes a good Saturday picRunning time,
58 minutes.
Jan. 29-30.Pa.—
Louis ture.
Perretta,
Crescent
Theatre, Played
Mahoningtown,
General patronage.
SHANGHAI MADNESS: Spencer Tracy— Only fair.
General
patronage.
P. G. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa.'
SLEEPERS EAST: Wynne- Gibson, Preston Foster
— Just about as shoddy a piece of material to rnake
a picture out of that we have seen in some time.
Just another reason why they sit by the radio and
stay there. Not worth running. Flopped the worst
of the year.
Hancock,patronage.
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,— A.
Ind. E. General
MGM
ANOTHER LANGUAGE: Helen Hayes, Robert
Montgomery — This is a good comedy drama. Nothing
big about it, just a good program picture that should
do a good business anywhere. The story is very simple. A mother's
instinct
son closerandto
her than
to his wife.
This tois keep
good her
entertainment
should draw a good business due to the fact that
Robert Montgomery and Helen Hayes star in it.
Played one day to a good business. Running time, 79
minutes. Played Feb. 14. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
BEAUTY FOR SALE: Madge Evans, Otto Kruger
—Nice, interesting picture. It pleased. — W. H. Hardronage.
man, Royal Theatre, Frankfort, Kan. Small town patBOMBSHELL:
Jean itHarlow,
Tracy—
few
walkouts,
but think
pleasedLeeabout
98 Had
per acent.
Believe it or not, that kind of picture is what the
patrons want. Acting good, sound good. Good picture
to a good crowd. Leo has been giving us some mighty
good pictures lately. Running time, 98 minutes.
Played
McArdle, Owl Theatre,
Lebanon,Feb.Kan.10-11.—
SmallGladys
town E.patronage.
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Alice Brady.
Frank Morgan — Good picture. Business below averHardman, Royal Theatre, Frankfort, Kan.
Smallage.— W.townH. patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford— Personally
thought this a very good show, but failed to click as
expected. Every one who came seemed satisfied, but
Crawford's last two pictures seemed to hurt her a
lot. Ought to do better from now on. — Warren L.
Weber, Ellinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. Genera!
patronage.
DAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix, Madge Evans,
Stuart Erwin Pleased all who saw it. Story a little tooing.sad,
but hasisplenty
of action
excellent
Una Merkel
becoming
very and
popular
with actmy
patrons. Just another very satisfactory picture from
Metro. Played Jan. 27-28.— Gladys E. McArdle, Owl
Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.
FUGITIVE LOVERS: Robert Montgomery, Madge
Evans — This is a very different picture than any we
ever played. Lots of entertainment and a lot of
good
Ted_ Healy
there.thatYousawwillit liked
have
to seecomedy.
it to appreciate
it. was
All here
the picture. "The stars fine and a big story. Played
Feb. 13-14.—
Silver Family
Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Bert
TownSilver,
and country
patronage.
HER

SWEETHEART

(CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
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— Not the usual hit.
Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore
as big a picture as it
It did not seem to be quite
not enough
would seem it should. Too much cast,Morgan,
Star
and
Feb. 4-5.— Horn
story. Played Spring,
patronage.
General
Neb.
Hay
Theatre,
(CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
HER SWEETHEART
— Here is another
Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore
great picture from Metro with two of the screen s
best stars. Some wonderful acting, perfect direction
and good settings. It is a drama with comedy and
Howgood clean entertainment for the. whole family. ''Tugbusiness
the that
near all
not draw
did But
onedid.
ever, this
saw it and
it pleased
Annie"
boat
that is what we want to do. Business two days only
J.
Played Feb 19-20.—
time, 87 minutes. Oxford,
fair. RunningOrpheum
N. C. General
Theatre.
Medford,
J.
patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Helen Hayes. Clark Gable, John
A great picture. Pleased paand Lionel
I thought could not be pleased.A Some
trons that Barrymore—
httle
is perfect.
wonderful scenery and the actingSaturday
and Sunday
sad. but certainly pleased my
patrons. The young folks enjoyed the airplane shots.
Feb. 3-4.—
Played Kan.
night.Lebanon.
bet for
AE. good
town
SmallGladys
Theatre,
Owl any
McArdle,
patronage.
QUEEN CRISTINA: Greta Garbo, John Gilbert,
of the greatto Metro for aonevery
Lewis Stone— ofHatsall offtime.
delightful
This is
est pictures
entertainfine
is
It
historical drama with romance.
acting and gordirection, wonderful
ment with perfectPersonally,
I think this is the best
geous settings.
picture,
is a Icostume
picture of Garbo's career. It What
here
could say
in the 17th century.
opening
would not justify the picture. You must see it to
supits brilliancy. In the powerful
fully appreciate
Lewis Stone
porting cast are John Gilbert, Ian Keith,
roles beautifully.
and C. Aubrey Smith, who playone,their
advertise it and let
If vou have not played this
know that this is the best thing that
your
has made. Played two days to a fairly good
Garbo patrons
business. Pleased 100 per cent. Running time, 103
minutes. Played Feb. 12-13.— J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
OF best
THEfor DESSERT:
HardyOneSONS
of the
this pair. ALaurel
funny and
picture,
but
failed to gross as it should. The press sheets put out
by the producers grow in size until they will soon
be printed on 24-sheet stands. The most of the efifort
and expense of these things goes into seven color
lithos torsonto resell
the front
page and Too
not much
available
to exhibithe picture.
general
sales
manager atmosphere in this business, too little sense.
—Herman J. Brown, Majestic and Adelaide Theatres,
Nampa, Idaho. General patronage.
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THREE MORE RALLY
TO THE DEPARTMENT
Adding their bit to the wealth of
vahmble exhibitor experience, this
week three new showmen are welcomed into the ranks of "What the
Picture Did for Me" contributors.
Two from the South and one from the
West, they are:
Walter Beymer, Lido theatre, Providence, Ky.; Milliard J. Dubreuil, fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.; R. M.
Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko,
Okla. Read their reports in this issue.

DESIGN FOR LIVING: Miriam Hopkins, F;redric
this did not
March, Gary Cooper— Do not know why quite
a little
draw better than it did, and have had Different
and
favorable comment since showing.
Fitton,
E.
D.
11-12.— patronage.
Played Feb.Small
good entertainment.
town
Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Fredric March, Miriam
Hopkins, Gary Cooper— A very smart sophisticated
comdialogue. While it should fare well in a city,
bit toofairhightown. A only
a small Business
and
much indialogue.
browpletely
and outtooof place
E. O'Brien.
Played Jan.
dissatisfied.
majority
Ritz Theatre,
Montgomery
City,28.—
Mo.W. Small
town
patronage.
I'm afraid
Fourup.Marx
SOUP:
DUCK
the
to do one-half
FailedBrothers—
are washed
boys
these
that their last one did. After seeing about two
gross
pictures of these stars, the public is satisfied and
do not crave any more of the same old stuff. — Warren
Ellinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. GenL. Weber,
eral patronage,
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Picture pleased
and did a little extra business. Running time, 65
minutes.— W. H. Hardman, Royal Theatre, Frankfort,
Kan. Small town patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— It was Duck
Soup for me. Silly, disgusting; nothing more to say.
— R. M. Rector, Columbia Theatre, Anadarko, Okla.
Paramount
Small town patronage.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte HenryEIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT: Kay Johnson. Dorothy
Showed to more kiddies than adults and I doubt if
Wilson— One of the sweetest pictures I've ever had
even the kiddies liked it as much as they thought
of seeing. Girls must see this. Runthey would. This might go in some towns, but a total the pleasure
ning
nine Okla.
reels.— Small
R. M. town
Rector,
Columbia Theflop
here.—Kan.Warren
L. Weber,
Ellinwood Theatre, Elatre,time,Anadarko,
patronage.
linwood,
General
patronage.
EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT: Douglas Montgomery,
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry— Ex- Dorothy
This inwould
a good
piccellent. Well produced. Every one should know what
butWilson—
for the way
which have
it is been
handled.
It deals
they are going to see. Advertise through your schools with ture,
a
very
dehcate
subject
which
does
not
make
and women's clubs and you will benefit. No reason
entertainment. This picture dwells entirely too
why you should not do a good business if you will good
much on the subject of a girl having a baby. The
do that.
Played Ark.
Feb. Small
8-9.— D.town
E. Fitton,
Lyric Thescenery, sound and story are very good. This is more
atre, Harrison,
patronage.
of a woman's picture. Played one day to a good
Played Feb. 16.- J. J. Medford. Orpheum
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry— I business.
Theatre, N. C. General patronage.
was warned, but would not listen. Paramount should
be ashamed to take money under such pretenses.
GOLDEN
Chester
Morris, picture.
Richard The
ArEven the kids walked out. Have never seen it tied
A dandyHARVEST:
Friday and
Saturday
in the past 20 years and they have made some putrid len—
farmers
ate
this
up.—
P.
G.
Held,
New
Strand
Theatre,
ones. atre,
Played
Jan. City,
14-15.—Mo.W. E.
O'Brien,
The- Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
Montgomery
Small
town Ritz
patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen, JuALL OF ME: Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins,
dith Allen— Good story with water front locale. Poor
George Raft — Very good, but not as good as "Eight title. Played Feb. 2-3.— P. G. Estee, S. T. Theatre,
Girls in a Boat." Good sound, good directing, a good Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.
picture. Running time, eight reels. — R. M. Rector,
Columbia Theatre, Anadarko, Okla. Small town patHIS DOUBLE LIFE: Roland Young, Lillian Gish—
ronage.
Nice clean picture, but no good for preview. Too
slow. Good for the mothers over 60 years. Just a
ALL OF ME: Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins.
Running time, eight reels.— R. M. Rector,
George Raft — Good program picture, well done, very picture.
Columbia Theatre Anadarko, Okla. Small town patsophisticated. Not for family nights, good business, ronage.
due toTheatre,
star power.
Played Feb.City,
16-17.—
E. O'Brien,
Ritz
Montgomery
Mo.W. Small
town
patronage.
I'M NO
Mae done
West—bigVery
_ good had
picture,
plenty
hot. ANGEL:
Could have
business
the
picture not been shown in every town within 50
BIG EXECUTIVE: Ricardo Cortez, Elizabeth Young miles
of
me
before
I
could
get
it.
It
was
just
another
— Just a picture. You should keep it in the can if
for me. No increase in business. — Ned Pedigo,
possible. I am sure no one wants to see it. — Ned picture
DeLuxe Theatre, Garber, Okla. General patronage.
Pedigo,
ronage. DeLuxe Theatre, Garber, Okla. General patLAST ROUND-UP, THE: Randolph Scott— Very
good western. Freak box-office, business more than
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— A genuine double,
and patrons well entertained. Played Feb.
cleanup if you have many Catholics in your territory. 7-8.—
E. town
O'Brien,
Ritz Theatre, Montgomery City,
Ran it on a Wednesday and Thursday at increased Mo. W.
Small
patronage.
admission and outgrossed any picture within the
past two years. Wednesday night was bigger than
SITTING PRETTY: Ginger Rogers, Jack Oakie,
the previous Sunday, Monday and Tuesday on "DancJack Haley — Good musical comedy. Very nice song
ing Lady."
A mop-up
in theEllinwood,
right spots.Kan.
— Warren
Weber,
Ellinwood
Theatre,
GeneralL. hits and splendid dance number to the hit "Did You
Ever
Walking."
Played
Feb. 4-5.—
patronage.
ronage.
Estee, SeeS. aT.Dream
Theatre,
Parker, S.
D. Small
town P.pat-G.
DESIGN FOR LIVING; Miriam Hopkins, Gary
Cooper,
— A sophisticated
pictureof that
seemed toFredric
please.March
A little
draggy and some
my
patrons said it did not follow the stage play at all.
Took out too much spice they said. Should get by
on
the topElliwood,
price spot.
Weber, Ellinwood
Theatre,
Kan.— Warren
GeneralL. patronage.

SITTING
PRETTY:
Jackmoney
Oakie—spent
Thison picture
showed
the lack
of time and
it. A
couple of knockout tunes saved the picture. Ginger
Rogers is swell, as usual. This picture is okay for
averageatre,business.
L. Weber,
Ellinwood TheEllinwood, —Kan.Warren
General
patronage.
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SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers,
Jack Haley — Our people liked it. The last reel confan dance
chorus
that's would
beautiful,
finale,tains aand
had itandbeen
in color
havea grand
added
greatly. Good entertainment for your best days.
Played rison,Feb.
4-5.—
D.
E.
Fitton,
Lyric
Theatre,
HarArk. Small town patronage.
SIX OF A KIND: Charles Ruggles, W. C. Fields,
AlisonthisSkipworth,
Mary Satisfied
Boland, perfectly.
Burns andAllAllen
Ran
preview only.
good.—
Funny. Just the kind for preview. They won't go to
sleep. Running
eight Theatre,
reels. — R. Anadarko,
M. Rector,Okla.
Columbia Theatre, time,
Anadarko
Small town patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, June KnightNot a special. Only a pretty good program picture.
Not much at the box office. Running time, 75 minutes.
—P.
Held, New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa.
GeneralG. patronage.
THIS DAY AND AGE: Charles Bickford, Judith
Allen — This picture went over very good. It is a
worth-while picture. — W. H. Hardman, Royal Theatre,
Frankfort, Kan. Small town patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott, Esther Ralston, JackI LaRue,
Buster
— One ofZane
the Grey
best
westerns
have ever
seen.Crabbe
A genuine
story where everybody except the hero and heroine
.get killed. Plenty of fighting, riding, action and
thrills enough to please any audience. With Zane
Grey as the author and an excellent cast, this should
be a big business getter. We played this one day,
Saturday, to capacity business and pleased every one.
Played Feb.
J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford,
N. C. 17.—
General
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie
—The show pleased most of the patrons, though it
is not primarily a Saturday night performance. Business not as from
good sub-zero
as might tohave
beennormal
expected
with'
the change
nearly
weather.
Played
Feb.
10.—
C.
W.
Mills,
Arcade
Theatre,
Sodus,N. Y. Family patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby— Fair mudid not Kan.
draw. — Small
V/. H.town
Hardman,
Theatre,sical, butFrankfort,
patronage.RoyalTORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— Quite a nice
picture that the women were strong for. We took
it off the third day, for it failed to draw and I don't
know
fo*- iiOkla.
was General
good. — Ned
Pedigo, DeLuxeTheatre,why.Garber,
patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert — Picturepleased. Running time, 72 minutes. — W. H. Hardman,.
Royal
ronage. Theatre, Frankfort, Kan. Small town patRKO
ACE OF ACES: Richard Dix— Very good for midweek business. Pleased about 90 per cent. Running
time, 75breuil,
minutes.
Played White
Jan. 26.Castle,
— Hilliard
DuFairland Theatre,
La. J.Small
town patronage.
AFTER TONIGHT: Constance Bennett, Gilbert
Roland — A good picture that did not draw film rental.
All are
on thismake
war any
stuffdifference
and just how
won'tpopular
comeand
see sour
it. Don't
the star is, or how big the story. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and countrypatronage.
AFTER TONIGHT: Constance Bennett— A verr
good
for the ofkind,
but Acting
my patrons
of warspicture
and rumors
wars.
is goodareandtired'it
pleased about 40 per cent. Not enough comedy to goover. Running time, 71 minutes. Played Jan. 31, Feb.
1.—
Gladys
McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan.
Small
town E.patronage.
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN: Charles
Farrell.
Wynne
nice program
from RKO.
NovelGibson
twist— Very
with comedy.
Will gopictureon a
double feature program, and should do at least average.
Running
time,
68
minutes.
—
Tony
Balducci,
Avon
Theatre, Canastota, N. Y. General patronage.
ANN VICKERS:
Irene and
Dunne,
Huston—
feature
was substituted
I didWalter
not have
timeThisto
advertise
it
as
I
should
have
done.
Was
panned
themore conservative, but seemed to go over prettyby well
with theatre goers. Fine acting and good photography. Held the interest to the last reel. I consider
it a very good production and with a little longer
time to advertise it, would have gone over big. Running time, 72 minutes. Played Jan. 24-25. — Gladys E.
McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town^
patronage.
ANN VICKERS: Irene Dunne— Certainly did not
draw 31.—
here,Alvin
but A.it pleased
that Theatre,
came. Played'
Jan.
Hables, those
Reel Joy
King
City, Cal. Small town patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers, Dolores Del Rio — One of the best musicals
of
cent. Sub-zero
-weather
andthehighyear.
windsPleased
took 100
toll per
at box-office;
otherwise
we
would have had a record. Running time, 87 minutes..
Playedatre,Jan.
28-29.—
E.
E.
Holmquist,
Broadway
TheCenterville, S. D. Small town patronage.
HEADLINE SHOOTER: William Gargan— This is^
nothing
write picture
home about.
Played
on aquantity
doublebill with toanother
and they
got the
if quality was not there. I call it just a picture. —
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Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
Town and country patronage.
HIPS, HIPS, HORRAY!: Wheeler and Woolsey— A
very good production which may bring back these
comedians a popularity ruined by their two previous
pictures. Used to be one of our best bets at the
box-office and can be again if they put out this class
Running time,
63 minutes.
PlayedCenterville,
Feb. 4-5.
—of E.picture.
E. Holmquist,
Broadway
Theatre,
S. D. Small town patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— Brought a
few old men and quite a few old ladies. People who
rarely have entered our portals. But the rest stayed
away. larity
Didof thenot book
click and
in this
despiteRunning
popuour theatre
campaigns.
time, 113 minutes.— Tony Balducci, Avon Theatre,
Canastota, N. Y. General patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— Fine woman's picture. Did a wonderful business for four
days in a small town. However, RKO and the newspapers got all the profit. We were no better off
after paying the percentage and extra advertising
cost together with other expense than would have
been running an ordinary program picture. When
they have
a good regardless
one they ofjustthewon't
the ex-on
hibitor a break,
raps give
we take
the filth and trashy ones. If you can buy it right
you should make some money on it. Wish you better luck than we had from a standpoint of net returns. Played Feb. 5-6-7-8.— Thomas E. Orr, Liberty, Attalla, Ala. Small town patronage.
WOMEN:
Katharine
Excellent.
A LITTLE
picture for
the whole
family. Hepburn—
Entertaining
from
start to finish. Clean in every respect. Every theatre should play this picture. RKO surely deserves
a big credit mark for producing such a wonderful
picture. This is my estimation is the best picture of
the year. When it comes to clean and wholesome
story and box-office attraction RKO surely has the
picture
this year.Griswold,
Played Jan.
— P. G. patronage.
Held, New
Strand Theatre,
Iowa. 12. General
MAN OF TWO WORLDS: Francis Lederer, Elissa
Landi
unusual
to sell to
the public
because— Anof new
star,picture
but thehard
production
is interesting
and when Lederer becomes known he should draw
well. Running time, 92 minutes. Played Feb. 9-10. —
E. E. Holmquist, Broadway Theatre, Centerville, S.
D. Small town patronage.
MEANEST GAL IN TOWN, THE: Zasu Pitts, El
Brendel
— Good and
picture.
Plenty ofPleased
laughs 80supplied
by
Pert Kelton
El Brendel.
per cent.
Running
time,
65
minutes.
Played
Feb.
9.
—
Hilliard
J. Dubreuil, Fairyland Theatre, White Castie, La.
Small town patronage.
ONE MAN'S JOURNEY: Lionel Barrymore, Dorothy trayalJordan,
This isIt a isvery
true done
porof the Joel
smallMcCrea
town —doctor.
sinderely
and Barrymore is fine in his role. Many of us oldtimers remember just such a man as this picture portrays and the picture was well received. — A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General
patronage.
ONE MAN'S JOURNEY: Lionel Barrymore, May
Robson, Frances Dee — More serious type picture.
Splendid work by Barrymore and supporting cast.
Story of a country doctor. Played Feb. 11-12. — P. G.
Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker. S. D. Small town
patronage.
RAFTER ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers, Norman
Foster — A very good picture. Absolutely nothing to
it. I don't think it pleased five per cent of my patrons.
Lay low
on 70
thisminutes.
if you don't
want Feb.
to get19.—stung.
ning time,
Played
HilliardRun-J.
Dubreuil, Fairyland Theatre, White Castle, La. Small
town patronage.
RAFTER ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers— Nice little
comedy drama. Running time, 73 minutes. — P. G.
Held, New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General
patronage.
RIGHT TO ROMANCE: Ann Harding, Robert
Young
picture.
Harding
my
opinion,— Anthe excellent
best actress
thereAnnis and
she is,
has invery
good support from all the cast. This picture is clean
but interesting and received a good many favorable
comments on the show. Running time, 71 minutees.
Played Feb. 7-8.— Gladys E. McArdle, Owl Theatre,
Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.
RIGHT TO ROMANCE: Ann Harding— A modern
love story. Ann Harding a surgeon, but practices very
little in this picture. She seeks solace elsewhere.
Drags a bit in spots. But loveliness of clothes, settings, airplaning in the moonlight will offset slowness of action. Did average business. Running time.
70
minutes.
— Tonypatronage.
Balducci, Avon Theatre, Canastota,
N. Y. General
SCARLET RIVER: Tom Keene— This is a very
good western picture that is full of action, fighting
and comedy. Roscoe Ates practically stole the show
with his famous stuttering and supplied the picture
with plenty of comedy. If you want a good western
show, by all means play this one. We played this to
capacity Saturday business and pleased every one.
Let s have more like this one. Running time, 57 minutes. Played Feb. 10.— J. J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
SON OF KONG: Robert Armstrong, Helen Mack—
? ^"'^hadways.
No draw,
entertainment
andJ they
the nerve
to sellnotme much
this on
a percentage.
Played
Jan.
23.—
Alvin
A.
Hables,
Reel Joy
rheatre. King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
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United Artists
BROADWAY THRU A KEYHOLE: Constance
Cummings, Paul Kelly— If you have not played it,
don't fail to step on it when you do. Good for any
size town or patronage, perfect entertainment, not a
dull moment in it, has everything but strong boxoffice
attraction.
It's upwhen
to you
get them
and
they will
tell the world,
theyto leave.
Shouldin, hold
up
three
days
anywhere.
Played
Feb.
4-5-6.
—
W.
O'Brien,
Ritz Theatre, Montgomery City, Mo. SmallE.
town patronage.
BROADWAY THRU A KEYHOLE: Constance
Cummings, Paul Kelly, Russ Columbo— A good entertaining picture. Gave general satisfaction. Played
Feb. 4-5.
Silver,
Theatre, Greenville,—Mich.BertTown
and Silver
countryFamily
patronage.
ROMAN SCANDALS: Eddie Cantor— Samuel Goldwyn
doneIt'sit again.
from has
U. A.
a great The
showbigandNewwillYear's
pleasepresent
every
man, woman and child. The song, ['Keep Young and
Beautiful," together with the magnificent sets, beautiful girls and excellent recording has never been exceeded in pictures.
TheseandGoldwyn
have Ziegfeld backed
off the map.
I mean girls
just that.
More
beautiful girls have never been put in pictures. The

KEYED

of

TO

the

chariot race gives one a thrill they will never forget.
I'm
Hur,"sorry
but toifsaytheI never
chariotsawracetheinMGM
that feature
picture "Ben
was
more thrilling than this new Eddie Cantor film59I
surely missed something. There was plenty of dough
spent
picture, everywhere
and it's worth
it. buy
My
advicein tomaking
every this
exhibitor
is to
"Roman
Scandals"
and
"give
it
the
works,"
Go
limit, and the picture will back you up. If part theof
the picture had been made in color, it would have
rivaledis not
"Whoopee"
in and
beauty.
For issome
reason
color
being used,
everybody
asking
for
it. Some smart producer will make a big all color
feature some of these days and watch him make a
million. The big draw on Silly Symphonies is the
beautiful
natural
colors,of and
put into
just
doubles
the value
the ifpicture.
Whofeatures^
is goingit
to be the first to make that million dollars out of a
big allRich
colorTheatre,
musical?Montpelier,
Played Feb.
11-12-13.—
H.
Rich,
Idaho.
TownS. and
rural patronage.
MR. IfBROWN:
Buchanan-This
one isit
notYES,
so hot.
you playJack
it, double
it. I doubled
with Buck Jones in "Sundown Riders" and made it
pay. Running
69 minutes.
Jan. 22-23.Pa.—
Louis
Perretta, time,
Crescent
Theatre, Played
Mahoningtown,
General patronage.

THE

SPEED

INDUSTRY-

RAILWAY
The motion picture industry moves
at a rapid pace. Booking dates follow
each Other closely, and films must
frequently be rushed to cities hundreds of miles away. That's where
you need a swift, efficient shipping
service like Railway Express. Your
films travel at passenger train speed
when you use this modern method,
and are quickly delivered on arrival

EXPRESS
in all important cities and towns.
Coast to coast and intermediate Air
Express service also available.
Railway Express has an enviable
record for safe handling and sure delivery. Rates for films, projectors, and
other equipment are moderate. Get
all the facts from your local Railway
Expressman, and use Railway Express whenever speed is essential.

The best there is in transportation

RAILWAY
AGENCY,
SERVING

THE NATION

EXPRESS
Inc.

FOR 95 YEARS

• NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

Universal
AIR MAIL: Ralph Bellamy— This one is a little old,
but still good. Business was little better than average, although the picture is great. Running time,
85 minutes. Played Jan. 25-26.— Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
BY CANDLELIGHT: Paul Lukas, Nils Asther.
Elissa Landi— Too sophisticated for small towns.
Clever acting and clever dialogue, but not enough
action for small towns. Running time, 65 minutes.
Played Jan. 23.— E. E. Holmquist, Broadway Theatre,
Centerville, S. D. Small town patronage.
BOMBAY MAJL: Edmund Lowe, Shirley Grey—
The poorest picture that Edmund Lowe ever made.
No punch to the mystery. Rest of cast okay, but lack
of punch. A flop for me.— R. M. Rector, Columbia
Theatre, Anadarko, Okla. Small town patronage.
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Lowe— Very good, indeed. Has a novel twist and pleased my congregation
and
Pedigo, DeLuxe Theatre,
Garber,that's
Okla.sumphin.—
GeneralNedpatronage.

ONLYthis YESTERDAY:
Boles-Personally
think
is one of the bestJohn
pictures
of the year. YetI
the gross receipts were low. Those who saw it liked
it.
Running
time, lOO
minutes.Theatre,
Played Mahoningtown.
Jan. 31-Feb. 1.
—Louis
Perretta,
Crescent
Pa. General patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles, Margaret Sullavan—
just don't
make them
any better
than They
this one.
It pleased
all andentertainment
some came
back the second night. I say 100 per cent satisfaction.
This star is certainly different and people in this
town are asking when do we have another picture
with
whole
fine. will
If you
boughther.it The
get it
and cast
yourwaspatrons
okayhaven't
this.
Playedatre,Feb.
11-12.—
Bert
Silver,
Silver
Family
TheGreenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles, Margaret Sullavan — A honey. The best picture we have run lately.
Good for whole family. Step on this. It backs up
anything
you sayColumbia
about it.Theatre,
Running Anadarko,
time, 11 reels.—
R. M. Rector,
Okla.
Small town patronage.

FOOTLIGHT PARADE: James Cagney, Joan Blondell, Dick
Powell,
Ruby Keeler
seemedstart,to
come
in that
the picture
got off— Comments
to a very slow
but finished in grand style. Played Feb. 11-12.— Horn
and eral
Morgan,
patronage.Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Gen-

S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque, Gibson Gowland — Do not let any one talk you into using this
as
program.
It is not
a picture
anybody's
timea to
sit through.
It has
some worth
marvelous
snow
shots, but nothing different than we have already
had in pictures similar to this one. The thing just
tires you out to sit through it. I tried to bolster it
up with shorts when showing it here, but I am here
to tell you this thing cannot be bolstered up. Leave
it
— W. H.
Brenner, Cozy Theatre, Winchester.
Ind.alone.
General
patronage.

FROM HEADQUARTERS: George Brent— Good picture with plenty of action. — W. H. Hardman, Royal
Theatre, Frankfort, Kan, Small town patronage.
'WIDOWS:
Joanthat
Blondell,
Glenda
FarrellHAVANA
— Fast moving
comedy
pleased.
Running
time, 62 minutes.— W. H. Hardman, Royal Theatre,
.Frankfort, Kan. Small town patronage.
HOUSE ON S6TH STREET, THE: Kay Francis,
Gene Raymond, Ricardo Cortez — This is a very good
picture, interesting and entertaining from beginning
to end. It is a melodramatic drama of the late 19th
century and should appeal to every one. This one
will stand any two days of the week and do better
than many of the specials. The Warner trailer sold
the picture for us and will do the same for all other
exhibitors.
Played J.one J.dayMedford,
to best 'ousiness in months.
Played
Oxford, Feb.
N. C. 15.—
General patronage. Orpheum Theatre,

INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Rains, Gloria Stuart— Well made, very unusual and the novelty makes
it quite entertaining. One nice feature, they left out
the horror and gruesome stuff that generally flows
in this type of picture. Kids eat it up and grown-ups
are glad they took the children. Business above averO'Brien,
Ritz Theatre, Montgomery City,
Mo. age.—W.
SmallE. town
patronage.
KING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris, Helen
Twelvetrees— Very good program picture with a good
cast. Morris did some splendid acting in this one.
Ending a little too sad to please some. Pleased about
90 per cent. Running time, 75 minutes. Played Jan.
21.— Hilliard J. Dubreuil, Fairyland Theatre, White
Castle, La. Small town patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna Damerell— Satisfactory performance from these radio stars
and fairly good business. Played Jan. 27.— C. W.
Mills, Arcade Theatre, Sodus, N. Y. Family patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles, Margaret Sullavan — This is a high-class picture and will take some
exploiting. Margaret SuUavan is all they say of her
as a dramatic actress. It is she who carries the picture all the
the way.
with that
everyit high-class
we
find in
small Astowns
is necessarypicture,
to keep
constant supervision over the house during the runs
to control the unnecessary comments that so often
are made; in other words, razzing if they do not
like the picture. But as soon as we catch up with
them we eject them and we find that it has a salutary
effect after some are taken out. I think that every
house in the small towns has this to contend with, but
we will not allow disturbance of any kind and you
soon have the general public with you in this struggle to let them enjoy pictures in a quiet house. The
usual blizzard caught up with us on Sunday, as it
does on good pictures such as this one. — A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General
patronage.
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Barry more— Did not
COUNSELLOR
pleaseJohnover 50 per cent. Too
at all and - didAT-notLAW:
draw
much talk. Played Feb. 4.— Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy
Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE: Lew Ayres. June
picrunning
a splendid,
Knight—
ture thatJust
is sure
to please fast
nearly
all of audience
them, young
results
and old. Step on this one. It will brmg goodTheatre,
Ned Pedigo, DeLuxe
pleased
and
Garber,
Okla. patrons.—
General patronage.
CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE: Lew Ayres, June
Don't
pictures
the cleverest
Knight—
be
afraidOneof ofthis.
Better than
most this
of year.
the alleged
pictures. Played Jan. 14-15. Running time,
higher
seven reels. — R. M. Rector, Columbia Theatre, Anadarko, Okla, Small town patronage.
CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE: Lew Ayres, June
Knight— This picture drags to some extent. The producers are having a yen for one scene picture, "Bombay Mail," "Cross Country Cruise" and "Fugitive
Lovers."
Country
Cruise"
will Some
get by,
but
it is not "Cross
a knockout
by any
means.
action,
some
comedy
and
some
romance:
that's
the
gist
of
The Greyhound Bus Co. should have paid for part it.of
the production or else paid the exhibitor^ to run it.
If thereture.ever
was mark
a plugruns
for all
themthrough
it is inthethis
picThe trade
picture
on the buses.— A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre,
Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine—
others, but
Summerville's
of 18.—
some Jan.
Not as a good
pleased
few. asPlayed
Alvin A. Hables, Reel
Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine,
Leila Hyams— Good slapstick comedy drama, locale
shifting
to London.
Played
Feb. Small
9-10.
—P.
G. from
Estee,Montana
S. T. Theatre,
Parker,
S. D.
town patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine,
Leila HyamS— Comedy that will get by. There are
plentylish ofdialectlaughs,
but with
there the
alsopicture
is somethatstilted
that goes
is notEng-so
hot. Andy Devine is a drawback with his squeaky
voice, but there is one lady, and I think that her name
is Beatty, as the titled lady that gets, just a little
boiled that is a knockout. The lady is clever.— A. E.
Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
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S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque, Gibson Gowland— Despite the sub-zero weather of week preceding
the showing, a better than average audience was on
hand, practically all of whom were well satisfied
with the
picture.
Played
17.— C. patronage.
W. Mills, Arcade Theatre,
Sodus,
N. Y.Feb. Family
TRAILwasDRIVE,
Ken Maynard—
The weather,
which
severe, THE:
may have
been to blame
for the
fact that not so many as usual of the Maynard westshowed Sodus,
up. Played
3. — C.
W. Mills,
Arcadeern fansTheatre,
N. Y. Feb.
Family
patronage.
Warner
COLLEGE
COACH: Ann
Dvorak, Pat
O'Brien.picture.
Dick
Powell,
Lyle
Football
and Talbot-«A
lots of it.mighty
Good good
story,program
well acted
and
gave good satisfaction. Played Feb. 9. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, :\Iich. Town and
country patronage.
COLLEGE
DickNoPowell—
dandy
footballCOACH:
picture. Pat
Did O'Brien,
not draw.
fault ofA
picture.
—
W.
H.
Hardman,
Royal
Theatre,
Frankfort,
Kan. Small town patronage.
wasEASY
a flopTOfor LOVE:
us. It isAdolph
not the Menjou—
kind for This
small picture
towns.
—Small
W. H.
Hardman,
Royal
Theatre,
Frankfort,
Kan.
town patronage.
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck— This
is a very fine picture with Miss Stanwyck at her
best. Don't fail to show this one. Running time, 68
minutes. Played Jan. 29-30.— Louie Perretta, Crescent "Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck— A very
good picture that pleased most of my patrons. Played
Jan. 7. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy, Theatre, King
City, Cal. Stnall town patronage.
EVER IN
HEART:
Barbarato us.
Stanwyck—
produced,
but MY
did not
mean much
Rather Well
sad.
Running time, 68 minutes. — W. H. Hardman, Royal
Theatre, Frankfort, Kan. Small town patronage.
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FOOTLIGHT PARADE: Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler.
Joan
WonderfulRoyal
picture.
Did
extra Blondell,
business. James
— W. Cagney—
R. Hardman,
Theatre,
Frankfort, Kan. Small town patronage.
FROM HEADQUARTERS: George Brent, Margaret
Lindsaytion— andA entertaining.
very good program
picture. Lots Pleased
of acVery educational.
them
all
we
got
to
see
it.
—
Bert
Silver,
Silver
Family
ronage. Greenville, Mich. Town and country patTheatre,
FROMone
good
were
out
ronage.Joy
Reel

HEADQUARTERS:
George
Brent—
Another
that did not draw, but
pleased
those
that
to see it. Played Jan. 9. — Alvin A. Hables,
Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town pat-

HOUSE ON 56TH STREET, THE: Kay Francis
Ricardo Cortez, Gene Raymond — A good picture with
good drawing power. Pleased all the fair sex and
some of the men. Played Feb. 1. — Alvin A. Hables,
ronage.
Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patHOUSE ON 56TH STREET, THE: Kay Francis—
This picture has class and it pleased. — W. H. Hardman, Royal Theatre, Frankfort, Kan. Sma;l town
patronage.
KENNEL MURDER CASE: William Powell— A
better than average draw. Picture was not outstanding, but pleased the mystery fans. Too many of this
type on the market. Played Jan. 14. — Alvin A. Hables,
ronage.
Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patKENNELL MURDER CASE: William Powell— A
good mystery story; Powell very good. We can use
these from time to time. Played Feb. 9-10. — Horn and
Morgan, Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. General
patronage.
TELEGRAPH TRAIL, THE: John Wayne— Stacked
them in on a Saturday night. Much better gross than
the following Sunday. A very good western with
plenty of action and that is what it takes to get them
in. Ideal for one day showing on Saturday. Running time, 59 minutes.— Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood
Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
BROTHER, COULD YOU SPARE A MILLION?
Ken Murray— Another fairly good two-reel comedy
from Columbia. Plenty of hokum and wisecracks in
this one and brought many laughs from the audience.
Practically all of our patrons liked this short. Come
on, Columbia; I knew you could make good tworeelers. Running time, 19 minutes. — J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
KRAZY SPOOKS: Krazy Kat Kartoons— Good. Running time,
eight minutes.—
P. G. Held,
New Strand
Theatre,
Griswold,
Iowa. General
patronage.
MICKEY'S TOUCHDOWN: Mickey McGuire—
Pretty
ronage. good. Running time, 18 minutes. — P. G. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patMOVIE STRUCK: Scrappy Cartoons— One of the
best Scrappy Cartoons. Running time, eight minutes.
—Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Pa. General
patronage.
OUT OF THE ETHER: Krazy Kat Kartoons— Best
Kat cartoon ever made. In it you see Arthur Tracy,
Paul Whiteman, Boswell Sisters, Rudy Vallee, Kate
Smith, Eddie Cantor, Rubinoff, all in cartoon effect.
Advertise it. Running time, eight minutes. — Perry
L. L-essy, Diamond Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa, Neighborhood patronage.
SANDMAN TALES: Scrappy Cartoons— Another
good Scrappy Cartoon. Running time, eight minutes.
—Louis Yerretta, Crescent Theatre, Mohaningtown,
Pa. General patronage.
Educational
GIT ALONG, LITTLE WIFIE: Coronet Comedies—
If this any
is comedy,
they this
left out
come
worse than
one the
and laughs.
I have They
seen don't
some;
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bad ones
in my City,
time.—Ind.
A. E.General
Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia
patronage.
LITTLE
BLUE:Lvric
Terry-Toop—
okay for
filler.—
D. E.BOYFitton,
Theatre, It's
Harrison,
Ark.a
Small town patronage.
MGM
BEDTIME WORRIES: Our Gang— Excellent anywhere, any time. Will go over with old and young
alike.— D. E. Fitton, Lyric Tlieatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.
BEDTIME WORRIES: Our Gang— A very funny
comedy.
Will Theatre,
build up Greenville,
any program.—
Silver Family
Mich. Bert
TownSilver,
and
country patronage.
BONE CRUSHERS: Sport Champions— This is a very
interesting one-reeler showing scenes of a wrestler
and a wrestling match. Very good entertainment and
pleased most of our patrons, especially the men. Runningatre,time,Oxford,
nineN.minutes.—
J. J.patronage.
Medford, Orpheum TheC. General
BULLONEY: Flip the Frog— This is a good cartoon
showing FHp as a bull fighter, and how he fights the
bulls. This brought many laughs from our patrons
and seemed to please all. Here's hoping the rest are
as good as this one. Running time, eight minutes. —
J. J. eralMedford,
patronage. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. GenDIRTV WORK: Laurel and Hardy— Good. Plenty
of laughs. The punishment Hardy takes gives the
cash customers a good time. Running time, 17 minutes.—Perry L. I.essy, Diamond Theatre, Philadelphia,
Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
DIRTY WORK: Laurel and Hardy— One of the funniest two- reel comedies ever made. A regular classic.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
Town and country patronage.
HELLO, POP! Colortone Musical Revues— Fair;
they can do better, but the color scenes and the muare Diamond
good. Running
17 minutes.Pa.—
PerrysicalL. numbers
Lessy,
Theatre,time,
Philadelphia,
Neighborhood patronage.
LUNCHEON AT TWELVE: Charley Chase— It's a
"pip" of a comedy. Right up to the top of the laugh
ladder.
the you
supporting
just
as cleverIt'sas original,
Charley. andWhen
want a cast
goodarehearty
laugh, book this comedy. While I am writing on short
subjects, let me urge my exhibitor friends to report
on
the reads
Picturethese
Did reports,
for Me."and Every
small
town"What
exhibitor
you should
be willing to help. I only see two or three reports
from the entire state of Idaho. If you Idaho exhibitors
don't
to say anything
aboutMaybe
the picture
them
about want
our wonderful
potatoes.
some tell
producer
will come out here and make a picture half as good
as our IdahoIdaho."spuds."
Rich,patronage.
Rich Theatre,
Montpelier,
Town— S.andH. rural
MAIDS A LA MODE: Pitts -Todd— Another good
short from Zasu and Thelma. They always give us
aMcArdle,
lot of laughs.
Running lycbanon,
time, twoKan.
reels. —Small
GladystownE.
Owl Theatre,
patronage.
NATURE IN THE WRONG: Charley Chase, Muriel Evans — This is one of the best shorts that Chase
has ever made. Plenty of laughs and a very good
story for a two-reeler. If all of the others are as
good as this one, we want them all. Play this and
let your patrons tell you how good it is. Running
time,
— J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre,
Oxford,20 N.minutes
C. General
NATURE IN THE WRONG: Charley Chase— What
I consider
Sometime,
fine two
wild reels.
animal shots. Charley's
Went overbestbig.short.
Running
—Small
Gladys
E.
McArdle,
Owl
Theatre,
Lebanon,
Kan.
town patronage.
PLANE NUTS: Ted Healy and his stooges and
pretty girls — Excellent musical revue (not in color).
—town
D. E.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small
patronage.
TECHNO-CRACKED: Flip the Frog— Here is a
very good cartoon comedy of Flip. He makes a mechanical man and creates quite a lot of trouble. This
is sure to please every one, especially the kids. We
have many laughs on this one and pleased all that
saw it. Running time, eight minutes. — J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
WILD POSIES: Our Gang — A very funny comedy.
Will build up any program. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre,
ronage. Greenville, Mich. Town and country patParamount
BLOW ME DOWN: Popeye the Sailor— One of the
best cartoons we have played. It got a lot of laughs.
—P.
Held, New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa.
GeneralG. patronage.
BUNDLE OF BLUES, A: Duke Ellington— Good
music. Some singing and dancing. Running time, one
reel.—
P. G. Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D. Small
town patronage.
BUNDLE OF BLUES, A: Duke Ellington— Fair.—
P.
G. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa.
General
patronage.
I HEARD: Betty Boop— Pretty good. Running time.
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seven minutes.— P. G. Held, New Strand Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
JUST AN ECHO: Bing Crosby— Another good
Crosby number. He seems to be the only crooner
that can get by. Well liked by every one. Running
time, atre,
20 minutes.—
Warren
L. Weber,
EUinwood TheEllinwood, Kan.
General
patronage.
LITTLE BROADCAST, THE: Donald Novis,
Arthur Tracy, Mills Bros. Vincent Lopez, Roy Atwell — The base of this subject is very good, but they
have Atwell as a master of ceremonies that stutters
and is on the radio at times that is a plain pain in the
neck. He bored the audience to death with his silly
line. — A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia
City, Ind. General patronage.
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL (No. 2): Good. Running time,
eight minutes.
P. G. Held,
New Strand
Theatre,
Griswold,
Iowa. —General
patronage.
SEASIN'S GREETINKS: Popeye the Sailor— Pop eye
good. Running
one reel.
P. G.cartoon.
Estee, S.Very
T. Theatre,
Parker, S.time,
D. Small
town—
patronage.
SEASIN'S
Popeyecartoons,
the Sailor—
quite
as good GREETINKS:
as previous Popeye
but Not
still
better than many others. Running time, seven minutes.— Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.
SING, BABIES, SING: Baby Rose Marie— A fairly
good Screen Song that will get by as a filler. Nothing to shout
about.Ellinwood
RunningTheatre.
time, eight
minutes.
Warren
L. Weber,
Ellinwood,
Kan.—
General patronage.
WILDfavorite
ELEPHINKS:
great
here. ThisPopeye
cartoonthe isSailor—
about Popeye
as gooda
as any he has made. They are short but sweet. Runningwoodtime,Theatre,
eightEllinwood,
minutes. — Warren
L. Weber,
EllinKan. General
patronage.
RKO
DRUGGIST'S DILEMMA, THE: Clark and McCulloughHables.
— Not aReel
veryJoygoodTheatre,
comedy.KingJustCity,
a filler.
A.
Cal.— Alvin
Small
town patronage.
MERCHANT OF MENACE, THE: Edgar Kennedy
— Just a fair piece of junk. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel
Joy Theatre, King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
PATHE REVIEW (No. 4): Have not had a good
review from RKO for so long that I have given up
hope. — Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King City,
Cal. Small town patronage.
SUITS TO' NUTS: Gribbon-Kennedy— Not a laugh
in a carload
and Theatre,
they callKing
themCity,
comedies.
— AlvintownA.
Hables,
Reel Joy
Cal. Small
patronage.
\VALKING BACK HOME: Blonde and Red Head
Series — Another socalled comedy. Just a bunch of
cheese.— Alvin A. Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King
City, Cal. Small town patronage.
United Artists
LULLABY LAND: Silly Symphonies — Another good
cartoon comedy all in beautiful color. This is as good
as any of the others of this series and the color practically adds 100 per cent to the entertainment. Go on,
Mr. Disney, show the other producers something they
should have. Running time, eight minutes. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
PIED PIPER: Silly Symphonies— Good. All these
subjects are excellent. After one has run "Three
Little pectPigs"
and "Lullaby
Land" as
theygood,
naturally
exevery subject
to be equally
but they
can't make a smash every time. "Pied Piper" is not

for Owners
Motion
Theatre

and

Managers

Picture
Accounting

Tells all the facts about your
business each week — receipts,
film costs, advertising, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc.
Lasts a full year and you do
not need to be a bookkeeper to
use it.
A complete, concise aid to
profits at the cost of a blank
book.

Y BOOKSHOP
GLE
no QUINEW
SO
»J
1790 BROADWAY
YORK, N. Y.

in the class with the two mentioned, but it still61is
very good.
Rich,patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho.
Town— S.andH. rural
OLDENcomedy
DAYS:fromMickey
fairYE cartoon
United Mouse—
Artists.ThisNot isasonly
gooda
as some of this series. Mickey Mouse seems to be
losing out in cartoons. There are many more on the
market better than these. Give me the Silly Symphonies every time. Running time, eight minutes. —
—General
J. J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
Universal
BIG BENEFIT, THE: Men tone No. 3— Very clever
comedy. Kids give a benefit show, and start each
number, and then grownups fade into act. Running
time,
G. Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker,
S. D. two
Smallreels.—
townP. patronage.
FIVE AND DIME: Oswald Cartoons.— A very good
cartoon with some good music. My patrons liked this
one immensely.
eight Ellinwood,
minutesr. — Warren L. patronage.
Weber, Running
Ellinwoodtime,
Theatre,
Kan.
General
IN THE ZOO: Oswald Cartoons— This series has
surely improved over last year, and are excellent for
the kiddie trade on Saturday. Good enough for any
spot.
eight
minutes. Kan.
— Warren
Weber, Running
Ellinwood time,
Theatre,
Ellinwood,
GeneralL.
patronage.
PIE FOR TWO: James Gleason — A good comedy,
lots
of laughs.
"rheatre,
Greenville,
Mich.— Bert
TownSilver,
and Silver
countryFamily
patronage.
TOY SHOPPE, THE: Oswald Cartoons— Very good.
It has catchy music that goes with the animation of
the figures.
Hancock,patronage.
Columbia 'Theatre, Columbia City,— A.
Ind. E.General
Warner Vitaphone
BORRAH MINNEVITCH AND HIS HARMONICA
RASCALS: Melody Masters— A very novel and amusing short. It's
— W.town
H. Hardman,
Frankfort,
Kan. good.
Small
patronage. Royal Theatre,
BUDDY THE GOB: Looney Tunes— Another good
Looney Tune. Well done. Running time, eight minPerretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown. utes.—Louis
Pa. General
patronage.
BUDDY'S BEER GARDEN: Looney Tunes— A very
good
Running
time,Mahoningtown,
eight minutes.Pa.—
Louis Looney
Perretta,Tune.
Crescent
Theatre,
General patronage.
EDDIE DUCHIN AND BAND: Melody Masters—
A swell number. — W. H. Hardman, Royal Theatre,
Frankfort, Kan. Small town patronage.
Charles
Judels—
off this
one
andGOBS
refuseOF to FUN:
book it.
Another
veryLay
terrible
socalled
comedy. The day of this type of comedy has passed.
Nobody likes them, not even the kiddies. Running
time, atre,
20 minutes.
— Warren
L. Weber,
Ellinwood "TheEllinwood, Kan.
General
patronage.
KING SALMON: Pepper Pot— Quite interesting.
Running time, nine minutes.— P. G. Held, New Strand
Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
NOT TONIGHT, JOSEPHINE: Frank McHugh— A
good musical act all in color. Not as funny as I expected, but it is good entertainment. Running time,
20
minutes. Kan.
— Warren
L. Weber,
Ellinwood,
General
patronage.Ellinwood Theatre,
NOTHING BUT THE TOOTH: Jack Haley— A very
funny
comedy.— Bert Silver, Silver Family
ronage. two-reel
Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patPAUL REVERE, JR.: Broadway Brevities— This
one ter
with GusRunning
Shy is time,
not so20bad.
I've —played
lot betminutes.
Louis aPerretta,
ronage. ones.Theatre,
Crescent
Mahoningtown, Pa. General patPALACE:
LeRoy,
DawngoodO'Day—
A PICTURE
pretty
musicala much
actHalwith
the dancer
usual
ing. Mitzigood
Mayfair
better
than dancMiss
O'Day, his new partner. Recording not so good. Running
time,
20_
minutes.—
Warren
L.
Weber,
Ellinwood
Theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. General patronage.
20,000 CHEERS FOR THE CHAIN GANG: Broadway Brevity — A very interesting two reels of comedy
and
music—Mich.
Bert Town
Silver,
Greenville.
and Silver
country Family
patronage.Theatre,
YEAST IS YEAST: Broadway Brevities— Just fair.
—Small
W. H.
townHardman,
patronage. Royal Theatre, Frankfort, Kan.
Serial
niversal
U
GORDON OF GHOST CITY: Buck Jones— This
serial going over good, fine photography, story and
recordmg.—
Nedpatronage.
Pedigo, DeLuxe Theatre, (Jarber,
Okla. General
PERILS OF PAULINE: Evalyn Knapp, Robert Allen— I have played five chapters of this and my patrons are just eating this up. Best serial Universal
has
made in a long time. — Hilliard J. Dubreuil, Fairyronage.
land Theatre, White Castle, La. Small town pat-
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended February 24, 1934,
from 114 houses in 19 key cities of the country, reached $1,163,871, a decrease
of $27,740 from the total for the previous calendar week, ended February 17, when
116 theatres In 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $ 1 , 19 1 ,6 1 I .
(Copyright. 1933: Reproduction of materiel from this department without credit to MonOK Pictuke Herald expressly forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Boston
Fenway
Keith'i
Loew'i State
Metropolitan
Paramouat
Buffalo
Buffalo
Century

Picture

Current Weeic

Gross

Previous Week
Picture
Gross

2,900 25c -SOc
1,800 30c-50c

"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
'•Six of a Kind" (Para.) and
'•The Big Shakedown" (F. N.)

20,000
10,000

"The Poor Rich" (U.)
"Massacre"
and
"Hold That (F.
Girl"N.)(Fox)

17,500
8.000

3,500
3,700
4,350
1,800

'•Palooka" (U. A.)
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM)
"Good Dame" (Para.)
"Six of a Kind" (Para.) and
"The Big Shakedown" (F. N.)

18,500
19,500
33.500
10.500

"Long Lost Father" (Radio)
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
"Carolina" (Fox)
"Massacre"
and
"Hold That (F.
Girl"N.)(Fox)

17.000
18,000
32,000
8,500

30c-50c
35c -50c
30c-65c
30c-50c

3,500 30c-55c
3,000 25c

'Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.).. 13,600
"The
Big Shakedown"
(F. N.) and 4,500
'Smoky"
(Fox)

. 14,700
"Convention City" (F. N.).
"From Headquarters" (W. B.) and 4,600
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)

Great Lake* .... 3,000 25c-40c
Hippodrome
2,100 25c-40c
Lafayette
3,300 25c

"Right to Romance" (Radio) and.. 8,700
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 9,500
"Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men".. 6.500
(Radio) and "Beloved" CU.)

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
9,800
"Should Ladies Behave?" (MGM) 8,900
"King
Night" (U.)
"Fury offorthea Jungle"
(Col.) and.... 5.100

Mandalay" (F. N.)
Eskimo" (MGM)
"Queen(2ndChristina"
(MGM)
■Beloved" week)
(U.)
,

Chicago
ChicaKo
McVicker's
Oriental
Palace
Rooievelt
State-Lake
United Artists....

4,000
2,284
3,940
2,b09
1,591
2,776
1,700

35c-68c
30c-60c
30c-60c
35c-7Sc
25c-S0c
20c-35c
30c-60c

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Hi. Nellie!" (W. B.)
"Queen(3rdChristina"
week) (MGM)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"Devil Tiger" (Fox)
"Before Midnight" (Col.)
"Nana" (U. A.)
(3rd week)

38,000
12.500
11,000
18,000
9.000
15.000
9.000

Cleveland
Allen

3,300

20c-40c

"I Like It That Way" (U.).

2.500

. 3,800
RKO Ealace . 3,100
. 3.400
. 1,900

30c-44c
30c-75c
30c-44c
25c-35c

Wamer't Lake.. . 800

25c-35c

36,000
.. 15,000
16.000
.. 18,000

The Last Roundup" (Para.) 8,000
From
"Na
na" Headquarte
(U. A.) rs" (W. B.) 15,000
.. 16,000
(2nd week)

"Long Lost Father" (Radio)

2.700

"Dark(6 Hazard"
3,000
days) (F. N.)
"Lost Patrol" (Radio)
15.000
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 12,500
"You Can't Buy Everything" .... 3.100
(MGM)
and "Murder on the Campus"
(Chesterfield)
"King of the Wild Horses" (Col.) 2,000
and "Fog" (Col.)

"Mandalay" (F. N.)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)....
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
(Para.)
and "Sin of Nora Moran"
(Majestic)
"The Big Shakedown" (F. N.) and
Dance,
(30c Girl,
-40c) Dance" (Chesterfield)

7,000
20.000
8,500
3,500

3,250

2,000

Denver
Aladdin

l.SOO 25c-40c

"Right to Romance" (Radio)

3.500

"After Tonight" (Radio)

Denham

1,500 25c-40c

"Six of a Kind" (Para.)

6.500

"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 5,000

Denver
Orpheum
Paramount

2,500 25c-50c
2,600 25c-S0c
2,000 25c-40c

"Queen C:hristina" (MGM)
7.500
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio) 13,000
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
2.750

"Fashions of 1934" (F, N.)
"Hi, Nellie 1" (W. B.)
"Women
in His Life" (MGM)...,
(3 days)
"From Headquarters" (W. B.)
(4 days)

2,750 15c-40c

"Orient Express" (Fox) and
5,400
"Chance at Heaven" fRadio)
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 4.900
"Lost Patrol" (Radio)
17,200

"Long Lost Father" (Radio) and.. 4,300
"Above the Clouds" (Col.)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.) 5,100
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio).... 16,500

•Easy tQ Love" (W. B.)
'The Last Roundup" (Para.)
'Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)

"You (MGM)
Can't Buy Everything"
"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
'Massacre" (F. N.)

Detroit
Downtown
Fiiher
Fox

2,700 15c-40c
5,100 15c-50c

Michigran
4,000 15c-50c
State
3,000 25c-S0c
United Arti»ti... 2,000 25c -50c

16,300
3,200
11.400

7,000
19,500
1,2D0
1,800

15,200
5,100
6.500

High covers
andperiodLow
Gross1933.)
(Tabulation
from January,
High 1-13-34 "Fog"
a3,SO0
Low 3-11 "Topaze"
11,000'
High 1-14 "Island
of
Lost
Souls"
and
\
"Billion Dollar Scandal"
( IS.OW
Low 7-29 "Arizona
"She Had totoBroadway"
Say Yes" and )1 6,000Hisrh
12-2
"Little
Women"
28,000
Low 3-11 "When Strangers Marry".... iZjXO
High 1-7 "Strange Interlude"
23,000
Low 3-11 "Men Must Fight"
11,000
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
44,500
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
26,509
High 2-25 "Dangerously
Yours" and j1 17,000
"Deception"
Low 8-12 "Mary
Stevens,
"Flying Devils" M.D." and J) »,00fr
Hieh
12-9"Our
"Dancing
Lady".
Low 3-25
Betters"
.... and
High 8-12 "Easy
"Forgotten
Men"
Millions"
Low 12-16 "Day
"Solitaire
Man" and
of Reckoning"
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 4-15 "'Rome Express"
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"...
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels".
High 12-20 "Counsellor at Law"
Low 12-23 "Myrt and Marge"

31.00G>
3,S0&
9,800
8,000
16.100
27,200
5,400
15,20U
S,10O
4,80(^
High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
75.000
n,m
High
Much I Harmony"
20,000
Low 7-110-14
"The"TooWoman
Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
50,000
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High
9-9 "Below
"Morningthe Glory"
10,000
Low S-27
Sea"
5,ooa
14,000
37,000
High
10-14
"Penthouse"
16.000
Low 3-4 "Luxury Liner"
6,200
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
18,009
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain"
27,000
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding"..
6,800
4.500
12,000
High
11-11"Exposure"
"Private Machine"
Life of Henry
Low 3-4
"Infernal
andVHP'J)
30,000
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue".... 2i,m
High 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
1,800
High
12-2 "No
"Little
Women"
Low 8-19
Marriage
Ties"
2,90D
4.2IXf
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk" 26,000
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 11-18 "Hell
"StageandMother"
and \)
High Water"
9,000
5,000
High 10-28 "Footlight Parade"
10,000
Low 2-10-34 "Easy to Love"
1,509
High 2-25 "Cavalcade"
Low 4-8 "Broadway
"Smoke Lightning"
Bad"and jj
%5n
High
10-28
"I'm
No
Angel"
io,eo(»
Low 6-3 "Mussolini Speaks" "Night of 1 16.(KX>
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" ) 2,509
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
17,509
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
l,f59
High
2-17-34
"Hi,
Nellie!"
Low 6-10 "Zoo in Budapest"
3,000
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
7.009
3,751
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
2,00f
19,S0U'
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties"
16,509
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole"
High 1-28 "Silver Dollar"
3.709
Low 3-18 "Secret of Madame Blanche" 15.409
High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner, Sing"
Low S-IS "After
Ball" and J) 32,309
"Afraid the
to Talk"
3,109
23,700
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low 7-1
High
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days).. 17,400
Low 2-24-34 "The Last Roundup"
5,400
High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain" .... 24.100
7,300
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Cross"
4.109
3,200>

Courtesy United Artists
EDITORIAL STANDARDS: To build— like the wisest of Walt Disney's justly celebrated little porkers
— with bricks, the publisher begins with high editorial standards. They form the cornerstone of any
genuine publishing structure, and therefore were laid
down at the beginning as fundamental to the foundation of Quigley Publications. They are thus basically imposed upon Better Theatres. Rejected must
be the sticks and the straw, because with them
you can't build Reader -Interest, Reader-Confidence,
Reader-Response, without which no journal can well
serve those who use it to help build their own
business structure.

INDUSTRY COVERAGE: This is important to
reader and advertiser alike. Better Theatres' circulation (A. B. C. figures, not our own!) means journalistic responsibility to the broad interests of the
motion picture. Better Theatres' arrival at practically every American motion picture theatre and its
circulation abroad mean a vast market to the manufacturer of theatre goods. Mere claim of such circulation might prove a gold brick! But Better Theatres is a member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations, which supplies the advertiser with facts.

DIRECT SERVICE: To its great family of responsive readers, Better Theatres is as warmly responsive. In its pages and by mail the theatre man's
specific questions concerning the architecture, maintenance and operation of his property, are answered
by experts of integrity.

INDUSTRY PRESTIGE: With advertising so important to its structure, a publication can do no less
than reach the advertiser's market convincingly.
This Better Theatres long has done, does now, will
do. High editorial standards and sincere personal
service, maintaining recognized leadership, assure
conviction. No advertising message can have greater
conviction than the publication in xvhich it appears.

tetteuhedtres

the national journal devoted to the
operation, maintenance, equipment and
planning of motion picture theatres.
SPRING
BUYERS'
NUMBER
APRIL 7
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CCNT'Dl

Previous Week
Picture

Gross

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, IMS.)
High 9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 4-1 "King Kong"
High 1-7 "Handle With Care"
Low 2-17-34 "I Like It That Way"....
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown"

36,656
14,600
13,000
3,065
26,000
7 000

...
...
...
...

7,000
2,000
12.000
2,500
15,000

Week

Picture

March

HERALD

Hollywood
Chinese
2,500 50c-$1.10
Pantages
3,000 2Sc-55c
W. B. Hollywood 3,000 25c-40c

-Queen(2ndChristina"
17.900
week) (MGM)
"Long
Lost
Father"
(Radio)
and..
3,500
"Hold That Girl" (Fox)
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 10,000

"Queen(1stChristina"
(MGM)
week)
"I Like It That Way" (U.)
"Hi, Nellie" (W. B.)

22,323
3,065
11,000

Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

1,100 20c-40c
2,800 20c -40c

'Alice in Wonderland" (Para.).... 3,500
'Fashions of 1934"- (F. N.)
3,500

'Carolina"
(Fox)
(2nd week)
"Good Dame" (Para.)

2,500
4,000

Indiana

3,100 20c-40c

■Hi. Nellie!" (W. B.)

7,000

'Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen".... 4,500
(Para.)
(Para.)and "Six of a Kind"

Lyric
Palace

2,000 20c-40c
3,000 25c-40c

'I Like Tt That Way" (U.)
'Queen Christina" (MGM)

6,000
7,000

"The Last Roundup" (Para.)
•Eskimo" (MGM)

5.000
5,000

High
Low
High
Low

2-18 "State
Fair"
1-20-34
"Frontier
Marshal"....
8-19 "She(2ndHadrun)to Say Yes"
3-4 "The Sign of the Cross"
3-25 "Parachute Jumper"....
1-27-34 "Son of Kong" and
"Easy to Love"
7-22
"College
11-11 "Saturday'sHumor"
Millions"...
2-3-34 "Sons of the Desert".
12-16 "Women in His Life".

3,049 2Sc-60c

•Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.)..
(6 days and Sat. late show)
(25c-40c)
'The (7Catdaysand andthe Sat.
Fiddle"
(MGM)
midnite
show)
'Good(8 Dame"
(Para.)
days and Sat. midnite show)
'Forgotten
Men" (Jewel)
(2nd week)
'Beloved" (U.)

5,800

6,500
1,800
3,200

"A Man's Castle" (Col.)... 17,000
(7 days and Sat. late show)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
13,500
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Search for Beauty" (Para.) 5,500
(6 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Forgotten Men" (Jewel)
2,800
(1st week)
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
2,500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
S-20 "Sweepings"
1-7 "Strange Interlude"
4-15 "Perfect Understanding"
10-21 "I'm No Angel" .
5-27 "Picture Snatcher".

1,800
4,100
4,870
19,115
13,500
12.000

"Beloved" (U.)
2,100
"Eskimo"
(MGM)
5,170
(3rd week)
"Carolina" (Fox)
15,270
"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
19,785
'Man (2nd
of Two
week)Worlds" (Radio)....
3,100
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 7,000

Kansas City
Mainstreet
Midland

4.000

Newman
Royal
Uptown

1,800 25c -40c
900 25c-35c
2,000 25c-40c

Los Angeles
Fnmarte
800
Four Star
900
Loew's State .... 2.416
P»ramount
3,596

2Sc

11,900

United Arti»ti .. 2,100 25c-40c

"Beloved" (U.)
(2nd week)
"Eskimo" (MGM)
(4th week-4 days)
"Coming Out Party" (Fox)
'Good Dame" (Para.)
■'Lost Patrol" (Radio)
'Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)

W. B. Downtown 3,400 25c-40c

■I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 9,000

Minneapolis
Lyric

«)c-SOc
50c-75c
25c-40c
25c-40c

'Hi, Nellie!" (W. B.)

9,000

1,238 20c-25c

"Sons of the Desert" (MGM).

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"By Candlelight"
(4th week) (U'.)

8,500
5,000
5,500
3,000

"All of Me" (Para.)
"A Man's Castle" (Col.).
"Roman
(U. A.)
(2ndScandals"
week)
"By (3rd
Candlelight"
(U.)
week)

"Queen Christina" (MGM)

13,500

'Flying Down to Rio" (Radio).. 11,000

His Majesty's ... 1.494 lSc-40c
Imperial
1,914 25c-50c
Loew's
3,115 25c-75c

"Broadway Through a Keyhole".. 4,000
(U.A.)
"Emperor(French)
Jones" and..
(U.A.) 1,800
"La
RobeandRouge"
"Mam'selle Josette. Ma Femme" (French)
"After Tonight" (Radio)
10.000

"The
4.500
"BitterBowery"
Sweet" (U.
(U. A.)
A.) and
"Les Bleus du Ciel" (French) and 2,000
"La Fille du Regiment" (French)
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.).. 11,500

Palace

2,600 25c-75c

"House on 56th
"Disraeli"
(W. Street"
B.) (W. B.) and 9.000

Princess

2.272 25c-65c

"All of Me" (Para.) and
9,00C
"By Candlelight" (U.)
"Nana" (U.A.) and "Meanest Gal 9.500
in Town" (Radio)

Minnesota
4,000 25c-40c
RKO Orpheum.. 2,900 20c-40c
State
2,300 25c-40c
World
400 25c-75c

New Yoric
Astor
Capitol
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli

)
i 12,500
3.500
9,500
3,000

High 1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch".
Low 7-1 "Lilly Turner" ..
High 11-25 "Emperor Jones".
Low 9-9 "The Rebel"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie" ....
Low 2-24-34 "Coming Out Party"..
High
1-7 "No
of Her
Own"
Low 3-18
"KingManof the
Jungle"..
High 2-24-34 "Lost Patrol"
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
High
10-21 "Hello,
"The Bowery"
Low 1-28
Everybody" ..
High
3-2S "42nd
Low 2-10-34
"EasyStreet"
to Love".

3,500
4,000
21,000
30.000
20,000
4,900
2.800
1.600
8.500
1,800
3,950
30,000
28.300
4,870
lO.(XX)
13,500
21,000
1,700
3,900
19,000
7,000

2.000

Montreal
Capitol

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

2.547 25c-75c

"Eight Girls in a Boat ' (Para.)...

2,000

7,000
6,500
8,000
3,000

"Falling for You" (British) and.... 6.500
"The Man from Toronto" (British)

1,012 55c-$2.20
4,700 35c-$1.65
2,300 35c-85c
2,500 2Sc-7Sc
3,700 3Sc-Wc
2,200 25c-65c

'Catherine
the Great" (U. A.)....
(2nd week)
'The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM)
'.Shadows of Sing Sing" (Co!.)..
'All of Me" (Para.)
"Bolero" (Para.)
"Devil(2nd
Tiger"
week)(Fox)

17,600
c0,100
7,200
10,100
43,000
13.000

"Catherine the Great" (U. A.)....
(1st week)
'This Side of Heaven" (MGM)...
"The (11
Big days)
Shakedown" (F. N.)
"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"Devil(1st
Tiger"
week) (Fox)

18,200
36,500
16,500
10,400
30,000
23,000

2.200 35c-99c

"Moulin(2ndRouge"
week) (U. A.)..-.

24.000

"Moulin
(1st Rouge"
week) (U. A.)

33.930

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing"
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-3-34 "Eskimo"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
\x)w 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-27-34 "Waltz Time" (2nd week)
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"

3,000
10,000
1,000
7.000
14,000
3,000
8,000
3.500
3,500
1.000

High 2-24-34 "Queen Christina"
Low 12-23 "Ever
"Havanain MyWidows"
Heart" and
High
2-18
"Cavalcade"
Low 9-16 "Hearts of the World"
High 1-7 "Enlevez-Moi" and "Cain"
Low 7-8 "Les Bleus d'Amour"
High
1-21 "Turn
"The Mask
of FuClock"
Manchu"
Low 9-30
Back the
and
"Emergency
Call"
High 2-10-34
2-18 "The
of the
Cross"
Low
"SonsSign
of the
Desert"
and "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi"
High 1-7 "The Kid From Spain" and
Low 12-23"Speed
"Sing, Demon"
Sinner, Sing"
and "The Chief"

13,500

8,500
12,000

High 9-2 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 3-25 "The White Sister"
High 2-24-34 "The Cat and the Fiddle"
Low 2-10-34 "You Can't Buy Everything".
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
1 ow 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
High 2-17-34 "Devil Tiger"
Low 4-lS "Destination Unknown" and (
"The Fighting President" (
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
r^w 8-5 "The Rebel"

21,000
5,000
14,559
60.100
15.500
24.750
4.900
16.150
4,500
83,450
15.600
23,000
5.800
48,000
7.200

13,000
7,500
4,000
3,500
14,500
1,500
1.5,500
7,500

March
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Previous Week

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January. 1*33.)

10,700

75,265
19,300
19,221

"I Am(4 Suzanne"
(Fox)
days)
"Girl (3Without
days) a Room" (Para.)
"Nana" (U. A.)
(2nd week)
"Madame Spy" (U.)
"Hi, Nellie" (W. B.)
(2nd week)

"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
"By Candlelight" (U.) and
"Ever Since Eve" (Fox)

3,600
5,900
1,900

"As Husbands Go" (Fox)
3,000
"Eskimo" (MGM)
4,200
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 1,700
and "Orient Express" (Fox)

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1.500 10c-S6c

"Roman Scandals" (U. A.)

6,200

"Counsellor at Law" (U.)

High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

1.200 2Sc-60c

"Long (3 Lost
days) Father" (Radio)
"Chance at Heaven" (Radio) and
"Son of Kong" (Radio)
(4 days) (25c-35c)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
and "Rainbow
Over Broadway"
(Chesterfield)
"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
(3 days)
"Good (4Dame"
days) (Para.)
"Emperor Jones" (U. A.) and
"His Double Life" (Para.) (25c-35c)

3,500
2,500

"Right to Romance" (Radio)...... 8.500

High 11-18 "One Man's Journey" 10,750
Low 12-30 "The
World
Changes" and )( 3.500
"Havana
Widows"

7,000

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.) and
"Women in His Life" (MGM)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)

7,000

High
Low
High
Low

"Eskimo"

(MGM)

4,750

"Moulin
(U. A.)
(1st Rouge"
week-6 days)
"White(5 Woman"
(Para.)
days)
"Mandalay"
(6 days) (F. N.)
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.)
(6 days)
"Ever (6 Since
days) Eve" (Fox)
"Miss (Para.)
Fane's (6Baby
days) Is Stolen"
"Charming
Deceiver"
(Majestic)..
(6 days)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
(2nd week-6 days)
"Shadows of Sing Sing" (Col.)
(6 days)

11,000
1,700
10,000
14,000
14,000
3,200
7,000
12,000
6,500

"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.).. 6,000
"Long Lost Father" (Radio) 2,500
(6 days) (25c-40c)
"Son of Kong" (Radio) and
2,000
"Fatal to Women" (Ind.)
"He Couldn't Take It" (Monogram) 1,800
and "Wild Women of Borneo" (S. R.)
"Let's
Love" (Col.) and.. 6,000
"All of Fall
Me" in(Para.)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
5,800

"Beloved" (U.) and
"Sons of the Desert" (MGM)
"Hi, Nellie!" (W.B.)
"Easy to Love" (W.B.) and
"The Big Shakedown" (F.N.)
"Thunder Over Mexico"
(Principal)
Sing"
Majestic)and "Sing, Sinner,
"Carolina"
"His Double (Fox)
Life" and
(Para.)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)

7,000
3,500
2,500
1,900

"Before Midnight" (Col.) and.... 10,500
"Sleepless Nights" (S. R.)

"The Morning After" (Majestic).. 10,400
,and "Beggars in Ermine" (Monogram)
"The Lost Patrol" (Radio)
16,000
"Easy to Love" (W. B.) and.... 6.000
"The Last Roundup" (Para.)
"Massacre"
(F. N.)
"Six of a Kind"
(Para.) and
10,000

3.000 25c-$l.I0

6,20
0
Ovpheum 25c-6Sc
Paramount

2.900 25c-40c

V/orld

2,500 25c-40c

KarltQB
Keith'i
Stanley
Stanton

CONT'D!

Gross

Oltlahoma City
r pitol
1.200 10c-41c
C iterion
1.700 10c-S6c
Cberty
1.500 10c-36c

Philadelphia
AUiae
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle

—

Picture

RKO Music Hall. 5.945 35c-$1.65

Midwest
Omaha
Brandeis

65
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Picture

New York (Continued)
RKO Center
3.700 2Sc-5Sc

rand

PICTURE

3,000 25c -40c

1,200
€00
2.400
2.000

40c-65c
25c-50c
40c-65c
40c-65c

1.000
2.000
3.700
1.700

30c -50c
25c-40c
40c-65c
30c-55c

Portland, Ore.
froadway ....... 1512 25c-40c
Music Box
3,000 25c-35c
riental
2.040 25c-35c
Pantages
1,700 15c-25c
Paramount
3,008 25c-40c
United Artists .. 945 25c-40c
San Francisco

"As Husbands
(4 days) Ga" (Fox)
"Four (3Frightened
People" (Para.)
days)
"Carolina" (Fox)
"Long- Lost Father" (Radio)
"Mandalay" (F. N.)

"Moulin
(2nd Rouge"
week-6 (U.
days)A.)
"A Man's
Castle"
(Col.)
(5 days)
"All of
Me"
(Para.)
(6 days)
"Eight(6 Girls
days) in a Boat" (Para.)..
"I Believed
(6 days) in You" (Fox)
"Madame
Spy" (U.)
(6 days)
"Sensation
(5 days)Hunters" (Monogram)
"Eskimo"
(MGM)
(6 days)
"Dark (6Hazard"
days) (F. N.)

Gross
5,500

1,500
3,750
5.750
7,000
1,800
9,500
16,500
15,000
3,000
5,000
11,000
7,000

Golden Gate
Orpheum

2.800 25c-40c
3.000 15c-40c

"The Poor Rich" (U.)
12,000
"Chance
at
Heaven"
(Radio)
and
7,000
"Madame Spy" (U.)

Paramount
St. Francis

2,670 15c-65c
1,400 15c-40c

"You Can't Buy Everything".... 10,000
(MGM) and "Devil Tiger" (Fox)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
9.500

Strand
1,400
United Artists .. 1,200
Warfield
2,700
Seattle
Blue Mouse .... 950
Fifth ATcnue ... 2.750

25c-50c
25c-50c
25c -90c

"Narcotic"
(Ind.)
2,500
(3rd week)
"Gallant
Lady"
(U.
A.)
9,000
(2nd week)
"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.) 17.000

"Narcotic"
(Ind.)
(2nd week)
"Gallant
(1st Lady"
week) (U. A.)
"Carolina" (Fox)

25c-S0c
25c-S5c

"Roman(2ndScandals"
(U. A.)
week)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)

"Roman(1st Scandals"
(U. A.)
week)
"Eskimo" (MGM)

5,000
7,500

71,000
21,500
14,318

2,800

8,250

6,500
5,000

3,500
12,000
21,500
7,500
7,500

liberty
Mutic Box
Orphemn

2.000 10c-25c
950 25c-50c
2,500 25c- 50c

"Carnival Lady" (Hollywood) and 3,500
"Frontier Marshal" (Fox)
"Hi, Nellie!" (W. B.)
3,750
"Mandalay" (F. N.) and
4,500
"Easy to Love" (W. B.) (25c-35c)

"Fury
of the Jungle"
"Straightaway"
(Col.) (Col.) and.. 3,500
"The (6Lostdays)Patrol" (Radio)
3,000
"The World Changes" (F. N.).... 6,000

Paramount

3,050 20c-30c

"All of Me" (Para.)

"Six of a Kind" (Para.)

5.500

6,250

High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
71,267
Low 2-24-34 "Four
"As Husbands
and !\ 5,500
Frightened Go"
People"
High 11-25 "Little Women"
109,000
Low 6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession"... 44,938
High
11-25 "Air
"The Hostess"
Invisible Man"
42,006
Low 1-28
9.100
HiKh 10-14 "Footlight Parade"
55,190
Low 12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"
6.850
1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"....
11-18 "CoUeBe Coach"
3-11 "Clear All Wires"
9-2 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
3-18 "The
"The Fourth
Death Horseman"
Kiss" and )
)

6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
4-29 "Sweepings"
7-22 "Gold
Diggers
of 1933"
2-24-34
"Six
a Kind"
and )(
"Goodof Dame"

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1.400

16,500
5,000
13,250
5,250

High 6-3 "Peg
O' Understanding"
My Heart" and )( 7,500
"Perfect
Low 12-9 "Hoopla" and
)
"Manhattan Tower"
( »,500
High
12-30
"Roman
Scandals"
18,000
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
4,800
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days).... 6,500
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
1,500
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
30,000
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
8,000
High 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
33,000
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions" 10,000
High
4-22
"Cavalcade"
29,000
Low 8-5 "F. P. 1"
M.000
High 4-8 "42nd Street"
7,700
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession".. 2,500
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
11,500
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?".. 4,500
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
32,500
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
9,000
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
10,000
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"
4,000
High 1-21 "Frisco Jennv"
Low 3-11 "What! No Beer?"
High 12-9 "Little Women"
Low S-13 "No More Orchids"
High 10-14 "Rafter Romance"
Low 11-18 "College Coach"
High 11-4 "Lady for a Day"
Low 2-24-34 "He
It" and)
"WildCouldn't
Women Take
of Borneo"!
High 11-18 "The Way to Love"
Low 12-2 "Walls of Gold"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Madame Butterfly"

11,000
3,500
14,000
1,600
14,000
1,600
10,200
1^
12,000
3,500
8,500
1,600

High 4-8 "Should
a Woman
and "Speed
Demon" Tell?" J)
Low 9-9 "Important
Witness"
and j)
"Sensation Hunters"
High 2-11 "The Mummy"
Low 10-21 "My Woman"
High 10-14 "Ladies Must Love"
Low 2-10-34 and"Search
Beauty" )S
"From forHeadquarters"
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
High 3-25 "What!
No Beer?"
)f
and "Broadway
Bad"
Low 11-11 "The
Mad
Game"
?f
and "S.O.S. Iceberg"
High 2-10-34 "Narcotic"
Low 1-6-34 "Thunder Over Mexico"....
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-26 "The Wrecker"
High 1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"....

15,500
7,000
25,500
8,000
15,000
5,000
40,000
7,000
13,500
4,000
6,500
2,300
17,000
4,000
26,000
10,000

High 12-9 "Little Women"
Low 8-19 "The Rebel"
High 3-18
8-5 "From
"Tugboat
Low
Hell toAnnie"
Heaven" and )
"Secret of Madame Blanche" J
High 7-19 "What Price Innocence?"..
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
High 11-11 "Footlight
Parade"
(6 days)
Low 12-23 "If
I Were Free"
High 10-21 "Bureau of Missing Persons"
Low 2-24-34 "Mandalay" 7
and "Easy to Love"
f
Hitrh 1-13-34
1-7 "A"Dancing
Farewell Lady"
to Arms"
Low
(2nd nm)

8,500
2,500
19,250
5,000
5,500
3,000
8,000
3,250
9,000
4,500
9,500
4,000
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Van Beuren To Produce
TCAVCLCCS

. . .

Jules
Levy,
RKO'sNewgeneral
planned
to leave
York sales
for amanager,
trip to
Hollywood the end of this week.
Gregory Ratoff, Columbia featured player, arrived in New York for a brief personal appearance tour, prior to his departure for England, where he will appear in a GaumontBritish picture.
Gradwell Seaks, Warner sales executive, is on
a business trip through the South.
Nate Blumberg returned to New York from a
brief jaunt to Bermuda.
Watterson R. Rotfiacker left for Florida.
Harry H. Thomas, president of First Division,
returned to New York from a three-week
Florida vacation.
Hal Le Roy started on a personal appearance
tour from New York after the premiere of
Warner's "Wonder Bar."
Clark Gable arrived in New York for a personal appearance tour at the Capitol.
M. S. Trop, president of Gem Pictures and
Goofytone Newsreel, with G. S. Gullette
and E. S. Shanberger returned to New York
after a trip through the South.
Al Friedlander left New York for a tour of
all First Division exchanges.
E. A. Schiller of Loew's is in Florida recuperating from an illness.
Ruby Keeler arrived in New York from Hollywood.
Edgar Selwyn left New York for Culver City.
Abe Montague, Columbia sales executive, returned to New York from a Florida trip.
Abner Rubien, IATSE counsel, returned to
New York from Cuba.
Walter Huston made his first stage appearance in New York in several years in "Dodsworth,"
which opened
Gene
Raymond
returnedlasttoweek.
New York from
Palm Beach.
James Whale arrived in New York from England and left immediately for the Coast.
Elizabeth Allan left Hollywood for New
York on Monday.
Virginia Cherrill and her husband, Cary
Grant, arrived in Hollywood.
Spyros Skouras arrived in New York from
Los Angeles.
Felix F. Feist, MGM sales director, returned
to New York from a trip to Hollywood.
Russell Holman, Paramount eastern production executive, left New York for the Coast.
Zasu Pitts, on location for Radio Pictures,
married John E. Woodall, Los Angeles
broker.
AuRioL Lee, British stage director, and Mae
Murray returned to New York from England.
Delbert Goodman, manager for Fox in the
Orient, is in Hollywood.
Robert F. Gillham, director of advertising
and publicity for Paramount, returned to
New York from Nassau and Florida.
B. B. Kahane, president of Radio Studios, returns to Hollywood from New York the end
of this week.
Sol a. Rosenblatt returned to Washington
after a Code Authority meeting in New York.
Frank L. Clemente, president of LatinAmerica Pictures, Inc., arrived in New York
from Hollywood.
ComiCoIors on Dollar Boats
Allied Exchange of San Francisco has
concluded a deal whereby the P. A. Powers
ComiColor cartoons will be shown in each of
the 15 ships of the Dollar Steamship Company.
Celebrity Pictures, producer of "The Little
Red Hen" and other of the Comi-Color cartoons, has arranged for independent distribution
of the series through various exchanges over
the country, while Principal is distributing in
New York state and northern New Jersey.

At New Biograph Studio
Van Beuren musical comedies, released by
RKO Radio, which up to the present time
have been produced at the Nev^^ York studios
of Fox Movietone, will henceforth be made
at the recently reopened Biograph studios in
the Bronx.
According to Meyer Davis, associate producer of the shorts, the necessity for more
space brought about the move. Production
on the within
first comedy,
"No More
West,"stage,
will
begin
two weeks.
Bert Lahr,
screen and radio comedian, is featured.

SHORT
PLAYING

PRODUCT
BROADWAY

Week of February 24
ASTOR
Life of Refer llich
Tschaikovsky
Fi+zPatrick
MAYFAIR
Washington
Beverly Hills
Vaudeville on Parade Universal
Pie for Two
Universal
PARAMOUNT
The New Dealers
Paramount
Screen Souvenir No. 8
Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
The China Shop
United Artists
RIALTO
Paramount Pictorial No. 7. Paramount
Let's All Sing Like the
Birdies Sing
Paramount
Screen Souvenir No. 8
Paramount
RIVOLI
Cracked Iceman
MGM
Gem of the Sea
Fox
ROXY
The Toy Shoppe
Universal
World's Greatest Thrills. .. Universal
Jungle Bound
First Division
STRAND
Come to Dinner
Vitaphone
Phil Spitalny and Orchestra . Vitaphone
Mushrooms
Vitaphone
Christie To Make Five
Comedies for Educational
Al Christie, short subject producer, will
do a series of five new Educational comedies, at intervals of two weeks, starting
early next month. Production will be at
the Eastern Service Sound Studios, Astoria,
Long Island. The first will be a musical
comedy featuring the Ritz Brothers, followed by one with Bob Hope, another with
Tom Howard, one starring Lillian Roth,
and a special featuring Ernest Truex, stage
star.
Edwin Ludwig with Audio
Edwin Ludwig, formerly with the late
David Belasco, has been named musical
director of Audio Productions, Inc. The
company has moved its production headquarters in New York from the Bronx
studios to the Fox studios at 56th street and
Tenth avenue. John Foster and Alex Ganzell have been added to the staf¥.

WABASH

AVENUE

CHICAGO
Members of Allied Theatres of Illinois from
the city and state met at the Covenant Club
last Friday for their fifth annual convention and
election of officers. As far as the election is
concerned it was a great love feast with all
officers being reelected by acclamation. The
complete directorate ticket was also reelected —
the only change being the addition of Van
Nomokis to the board of directors to take the
place of Steve Bennis as a result of the formation of the down state Allied unit recently.
V
Aaron Saperstein, guiding spirit of the organization since its formation, took the opportunity to put squarely up to the membership
their reaction to the return of double features.
Without a dissenting vote those present ruled
out dual bills as an Allied policy.
V
D. H. Finke of Midwest Ticket Register
Company has acquired for the west and middle
west states the new Model N. American Silent
Ticket Register manufactured by the National
Ticket Register Company of New York.
V
Philtion inDunas
of
Columbia
is enjoying a vacaFlorida.
V
Sam Horowitz, who was married in New
York last week to Sadie Feuerstein, secretary
to Al Lichtman, has returned to Chicago. The
United Artists branch manager and his bride
will make their home here.
V
Jack Thoma, central publicity director foi
Columbia, is bursting buttons on his vest telling of the great premiere which Minneapolis
and St. Paul accorded "It Happened One
Night" at the OrpheumV theatre.
Lester Simansky has acquired a half interest
with Lou Kuttnauer in the Midwest Theatre
Supply Company on the third floor at 910 S.
Michigan Avenue. Business is booming,
thev sav.
V
Fred Sliter, formerly with Metro, has joined
the Fox sales staff.
V
Film row and theatre goers got a thrill last
week when the Moulin Rouge caravan of handsomely silver plated automobiles arrived in
town for the opening of the picture at the
United Artists theatre. In the party were
Roscoe Ates, John Hundley, Mary Carlisle,
Antonio Moreno, Anna Q. Nilsson, Dorothy
Dunbar, Ben Turpin, Jack Mulhall and Nancy
Welford. The group, headed by G. P. Sully,
Al Selig and Myer Beck, made a personal appearance at the 10 o'clock show at the United
Artists theatre.
V
The Rex Theatre at Oshkosh, Wis., has been
leased by the Gregory circuit and will be operated by it, the lease having been negotiated
by Albert Goldman.
HOLQUIST
Disney Contract Discussed
Al Lichtman, before leaving the Coast for
New York last weekend, opened negotiations
with Walt Disney for a three-year extension
of the Disney distribution contract with
United Artists, which has one more year to
run.
To Handle Nazi Filnn
Bavarian Films, nevv company with offices at 489 Fifth avenue, will handle "S. A.
Mann Brand," first of the Nazi importations, in this country.
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"SHOT IN THE ARM"
Definitely comml+ted fo strong exploi+a+Ion is Merlin H.
Aylesworth, RKO chief, who is quoted in the Motion Picture
Daily as saying that "big exploitation is the answer to the
question why mediocre productions develop into outstanding
attractions at the box office."
Mr. Aylesworth gives utterance to a truth upon which many,
but not too many showmen have long capitalized, but there
is still too great a percentage of exhibitors endeavoring to
make their profits on the buying of product and not on the
selling of it at the box office.
Pictures being what they are, a sizeable number will always
be turned out that require plenty of assistance in the form
of skilful exploitation. In too few Instances, unfortunately,
is this skill apparent, and in still fewer instances are able showmen turned loose to save the pieces.
The motion picture Industry must learn that infrequent "shotIn-the-arm" exploitation is an ineffectual cure for sick pictures.
Lif e-glving grosses can be obtained only by the continuous
application of exploitation from the brains and. Imaginations
of those ski'led In Its uses.
THEATRE

MANNERS
V

V

V

^

In the main, today's audiences at motion picture theatres
are well behaved and considerate of others. Flagrant breaches
of courtesy are reported infrequently and cases requiring managerial intervention are happily few.
Of Interest then Is a letter published in a recent Issue of
the New York World -Tele gram, in which a disgruntled patron
voices disapproval of the manner In which a justifiable complaint was received. We quote from the letter:
"In a picture theatre a woman sat in front of me who wore
a hat with a white chrysanthemum. This white flower threw a
glare into my eyes and distracted me from seeing, the movie,
and as the theatre was crowded there was no other seat into
which I could move. I asked the lady if she would remove her
hat. She refused. I went to the manager of the theatre and
told him I could not see the movie on account of the hat.
He told me he could do nothing about it. He could only ask
a gentleman to remove his hat and not a lady. The result was I
stopped going to the movies for a long time.
"Formerly the theatres used to have a sign flashed on the
screen before the performance, 'Ladies, Please Remove Your
Hats.' I hope that theatre owners will do this again."
A public outburst of this nature is unnecessary, and indicates that the manager In this case was not doing his job

CE

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

properly. In these days of shrinking grosses, every extra effort
must
line. be made to satisfy patrons whose wishes are not out of
Anything that interferes with the comfortable enjoyment of
the program should immediately be corrected if the box office
Is not to suffer.
V
SHOWMEN

V

V

PUBLISHERS

We question the stand-offish attitude taken by too many
newspapers toward motion picture publicity. There are, unfortunately, more than a few publishers who extend little cooperation to managers striving to put over advertising Ideas that
might stimulate business in general as well as the box office.
Happily, showmen in spots so afflicted refuse to take it on
the chin and among these we cite the case of Manager Tom
Simmons, Dunlap Theatre, Clarksville, Arkansas. Turned down
by his local paper on a special section as part of a big campaign, Tom stepped right out and published his own four-page
tabloid size sheet, rounding up enough outside advertising to
cover all printing and distribution costs.
The response from readers was very encouraging, and, more
Important, brought such gratifying comment from the advertisers that further issues are contemplated.
Managers In similar situations should consider the adoption
of this effective means to obtain the required publicity they
are not now receiving. Such publications usually produce the
desired results, for in most cases only a few issues are necessary to make "conservative" publishers see the light.
V V V
"BELIEVE IT OR NOT"
From Tom Soriero, Fox West Coast Arizona division chief,
Ripley. a report, In these days worthy of the attention of Mr.
comes
Tom sends along newspaper clippings which tell of the arrest
of Manager Bill Osborne on the charge of — believe It or not —
overcrowding at the Phoenix Theatre, in Phoenix.
Our congratulations, gentlemen. It's nice to know there is
prosperity in Arizona sufficient to call forth the majesty of
the law. We know quite a number of other Round Tablers who
would willingly serve time for the same offense.
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Will

Over
Builder

Realizing there are many residents in the
smaller towns and rural districts who have
never seen a talking picture, Manager L.
V. Collins, Lindina Theatre, Edina, Mo., in
cooperation with his local paper sponsored
a free "talkie" show for adults and children in this classification.
The newspaper, a weekly, began publicizing this a month ahead with front page stories, each of which in addition carried copy
on the current shows. Collins also advertised this on his screen and with the further cooperation of the county school superintendent, many pupils from the county
schools were able to attend.
Edina has a population of 1,400, and the
theatre a capacity of 311, but as a result
of the strong campaign, the show played to
capacity. As the attendance was restricted
as above noted, this meant that additional
hundreds of potential patrons were made by
Collins' good will gesture, and he reports
that
quitebuying
a few tickets.
of his guests at the showare now

Here's one lieup
the
manageroutcan't
get himself
of!

Crabill's Zone

Good

Puts

3, 1934

Scores

On "Dinner at Eight"
Wally Allen, who enjoys the distinction
of being one of the charter members of the
Club, wasted little time in getting under
way in his new assignment as Warner City
Crabill's
in Ralph
Y., ace
Elmira,
Manager,
zone, putting
overN. an
campaign on
"Dinner at Eight" that did plenty at the box
office of the Keeney, as a result.
Complete coverage was secured with a
number of effective angles, not the least of
which was a full-page co-op ad, in which
the title was tied into the copy on eight
different ads. Out of the ordinary was an
additional news story run by the paper which
mentioned the names of all the merchants
taking space on the page.
Ushers dressed as chefs paraded the streets
with signs reading "We're cooking up Dinner at Eight," etc., and a tieup was made
whereby car cards were carried by each bus,
advising the use of the buses to see the picture. These cards were also placed at all stations within a 50-mile radius.
The A. & P. and Coca Cola tieups were
also effected whereby all dealers plugged the
attraction and the stars in these hookups.
Thousands of imprinted napkins and paper
bags were distributed in restaurants and
candy stores. Among the radio plugs used
was one in which the biographies of some
of the stars were broadcast, and the picture
was also advertised during the regular theatre organ "hours."

important being the entire ' center window
of one of the leading department stores
which included a six-sheet cutout of the
heads of the complete cast and a life size
figure of Jean Harlow. Large cutout title
letters plus stills and theatre credits were
also included.
The A. & P. tieup was also made with
each of the stores in the district inserting
a herald in every package leaving the store
on the Saturday before the opening. Tie-in
window cards were also used and these were
also displayed on the cotfee counter in each
store.
The Ford motor dealer ran special 30-inch
ads, the copy stressing the performance of
Marie Dressier as compared to that of the
new Ford model, a cut of Dressier being
used in the ads which ran on two successive
days. Counter cards were also planted in
other stores and imprinted napkins distributed in the leading restaurants.
Personal letters were sent to all local physicians advising them to leave their seat
numbers with the ushers while seeing the
picture, and this service resulted in the attendance of over 50 doctors who took advantage of the offer.
Crabill's boys are doing a nice job in that
Warner zone and these ideas are just a few
ill their line-up.
Work for a Quigley Award!

Winter Garden Theatre
Jamestown, N. Y.
Manager F. M. Westfall, of Crabill's division, also did a handsome job on selling
"Dinner at Eight," his newspaper campaign
including ads in the Scandia and Italian
papers of his district, plugging the picture
attractively. Outdoor displays included tack
cards on poles at street intersections and
corners, and although this was objected to
by the police department, the cards were left
on display long enough to serve their purpose.
A number of prominent windows were secured in the towntown area, one of the more

OUTSTANDING. H. M. Addison's Loew
Theatre Cleveland ad crew report this out
of the ordinary plug planted on lawn of
prominent
church.
aces and
take a
lot
of topping
fromIt'sother
Roundwill Tablers

Work for a Quigley Award'.
Cohen Hits Hard from
Various Angles
The "Fugitive Lovers" newspaper contest put over by Oscar Doob's staff on the
New York engagement was adapted successfully by Manager Ben Cohen, College,
New Haven, Conn., who tied the stunt in
on
a co-op page in which 12 merchants participated.
At the head of the page was a two-column
box showing the backs of the two "Fugitive
Lovers" and copy explaining that during
the day they would be seen in the various
stores advertised. Tickets were given to
those who stopped them and said, "You are
the Fugitive Lovers coming to the College
Theatre on Thursday." To further aid the
search,ers" was
a also
detailed
description of the "Lovprinted.
Students Help "Mr. Skitch"
Cohen also put over a nice campaign on
"Mr. Skitch," in which he featured an old
car contest, with a parade of these vehicles
on the opening day, the papers running pictures of the winners. Tying in with this,
auto dealers took display space to advertise
the durability of their cars, many of the
entries being models of many years ago.
Working with some of the students at
Yale, Ben organized a Rogers for Governor
of California Club with undergraduates
from that state holding a meeting on the
stage of the theatre to advance the idea,
which of course broke in all the papers.
This Round Tabler takes full advantage of
the possibilities in tying in the college students in his city to many of his stunts, and
members situated in college towns might be
able to garner a few tips from his activities
Full
Pagethought
"Suzanne"
Al Boyd
so much ofAds
the box office
possibilities of "I Am Suzanne" that he took
full-page ads to plug the date at his theatres in Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton.
Pa. The copy announced the engagement as
the first big hit of the year and praised the
Fo-K studio for producing the picture.
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CLUB

Win
Prizes

Six Round Tablers are included in the
nine winners of the $600 in cash prizes offered by Fox in the advertising and exploitation contest on the coming "Fox Follies,"
"George White's Scandals" and "Bottoms
Up," as announced by Charles E. McCarthy,
head of advertising and publicity.
Barney Dobrans, Community, North Attleboro, Mass., receives $100 for the best
complete campaign on "Fox Follies" ; Jack
L. Hobby, Inwood, Forest Hills, N. Y.,
wins $100 for the best complete campaign
on "Bottoms Up," and Richard L. Moss,
United Artists, Long Beach, Cal., $50 for
the best newspaper advertising campaign on
"George White's Scandals."
Arthur Swanke Saenger, Hope, Ark., $50
for the best newspaper advertising campaign on "Fox Follies" ; T. Y. Walker,
State, Granville, N. C, $50 for the best
newspaper advertising campaign on "Bottoms Up," and Sonny Shepherd Mayfair,
Miami, Fla., $50 for the best outdoor and
exploitation
campaignin on
Follies."were
Other managers
on "Fox
the money
Tom Schmidt, Plaza, Blackwell, Okla., $100
for the best complete campaign on "George
White's Scandals" ; C. H. Richelieu, Clearfield, Pa., $50 for the best outdoor and exploitation campaign
"Bottoms
Up,"Mich.,
and
Louis Goodman,
Easton Side,
Detroit,
$50 for the best outdoor and exploitation
campaign on "George White's Scandals."
The contest opened early in January and
closed February 17, and according to McCarthy, itwas highly successful.
Work for a Quigley Awardt
Goldstein Plants Mirror
Series on "Unknown Blonde"
With the cooperation of the New York
Mirror, E. H. Goldstein, executive vicepresident Majestic Pictures, has inaugurated an advance cam.paign on "Unknown
Blonde," which will have its New York
premiere known
shortly,
"I Was the
UnBlonde in 'iitled,
One Hundred
Divorce
Cases," the Mirror is already running a
series of articles having to do with the
actual experiences of the professional corespondent who acted as special advisor
while the picture was in production and
also aided in preparing the articles.
These stories which have been used as the
background of the theme of the picture
purport to be the real lowdown on many
cases of divorce collusion. During production, the Majestic publicity department
planted an ad in the Los Angeles papers
for a professional co-respondent who could
act as technical advisor and the resultant
publicity is reported to have sold the Mirror
on the possibilities of the series.
Work for a Quigley Award!
McManus' Radio Contest
Tying in with his recent radio article is
one of McManus' recent broadcasts on
"Roman Scandals," in which, in addition to
an extensive plug on the picture, tickets were
offered to listeners-in sending in a picture of
Cantor which appeared in newspaper ads together with the correct names of all the
songs he sings in the picture, the prizes given
to the five neatest and most original entries.
This is another instance of the work
McManus is doing on the radio to sell
Loew's Midland, Kansas City.
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VOGEL

The bell for the third lap has sounded, and managers are now preparing
for their entries for the March Quigley Award. The grand finale of the
January connpetition, described in last week's issue, has heightened the
enthusiasm of showmen everywhere, and February campaigns are pouring
into Committee Headquarters.
The deadline for the February entries is March 7. Competitors for the
second month Award who have not as yet forwarded their campaigns are
advised to keep this date in mind and to get those entries into the mail by
Wednesday at the latest. Remember that evidence on all exploitation
used, such as photos, heralds, tear sheets, etc., MUST accompany every
entry. Please do not forget this important contest requirement.
ENTRIES
EQUAL

FROM

ALL

THEATRES

CONSIDERATION

FROM

RECEIVE
JUDGES

The January Award proves conclusively what has been maintained since
the inception of the Quigley project, that the small town campaign has
received, and will continue to receive, the very same consideration as
those from the bigger spots. Final decisions will be influenced by how
much was obtained for what was spent, thus giving the restricted advertising budget the same break as the unlimited bankroll. As has been stated
before, "it's not how much, but how good."
This means that each individual effort will be judged purely on its
merits, and the best one wins, from big town or small.
JANUARY
AWARD
WINNER IS HONORED
BY SECRETARY EARLY IN WASHINGTON
In the issue of Dec. 16, 1933, your Chairman made the following statement:
"Winners of the prizes may well point with pride to their accomplishment, undoubtedly a most distinct mark of honor."
The presentation of the January Award has already borne this out. As
the guest of the Motion Picture Herald, Kenneth Grimes was brought to
Washington to receive his plaque from Roosevelt Secretary Stephen
Early, who, before representatives of every branch of the industry, complimented the winner upon his showmanship, and also praised highly the
Quigley project to encourage theatre exploitation.
Grimes also won the congratulations of his chief, Harry Kalmine; Mort
Blumenstock, Warner Theatres ad head, and other executives of this organization, and the fact that he was so singled out, augurs well for the
future of this showman, and, by the same token, the futures of the theatremen winning the Awards during the rest of the year.
Every manager everywhere in the world is invited to try for the Quigley
Awards, given one a month for the theatre exploitation campaign of that
month possessing the highest merit, on any product, domestic or foreign.
Get in on it now. it's worthwhile winning.
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by DONALD ANDORFER
Strand, Whiteivatcr, Wh.
The most important factor in poster design is the layout, and in much of presentday art it seems to be disregarded. In my
previous articles I have written of the use
of color and lettering as contributing to a
successful poster, but in this treatise 1 want
to discuss the most important subject — the
layout.
It is true that good color harmony and
lettering design are necessary, but the best
of advertising is wasted if the composition
is unbalanced and out of sympathy. Without
balanced layout we cannot expect to get
undivided attention for our advertising.
In my travels, I have seen many examples of good and bad layout both in posters
and newspaper advertising, and though it
has been mentioned over and again in articles on poster art, I want to discuss the art
of composition again. I do not believe it
can be emphasized too strongly.
In our poster, we have exactly two elements to be balanced — art and copy. These
should be so placed as to be pleasing and
harmonious, one should be balanced against
the other. There is nothing more distressing than to see a poster with the art, copy,
and probably some stills, scattered all over
the face of the poster with each element literally fighting for position. One likes to
see a poster wherein only one element is
emphasized and the remaining element pleasingly balanced or "tied in." It is rather difficult to give an example in just so many
words and I don't want to take up too much
space in the Herald and inasmuch as one

"The Main Element"
The main element, which is usually a
star's head, should be placed above and to
the left of the exact center of the poster,
this location is known as the optical center
by the fact that it is the spot the human eye
naturally seeks when it sees a panel. In
perfect balance to the head the copy should
be placed below and to the right of the
exact center, the distance depending on the
relative size of the lettering mass to the illustration. Itis not wise to have both elements
the same size, as this presents what might
be called a "static" layout and is not as
attractive as when both elements are of unequal size and shape. Personally, I like to
"tie up" the art and copy by overlapping the
illustration on the panel carrying the copy
as in the poster reproduced below. Panels
are usually a "life saver" when planning a
layout. Incidentally, the poster below is balanced on an imaginary vertical line. A layout of this type is known as a vertical composition and differs from the other type in
that elements are balanced one above the
other instead of on each side of the vertical.
This is the method most in use at this time
by present day theatre artists.
"Work for a Qnigley Aivardl

"Emphasizing One Element"

SUN.
MON.
TUES.
3-4-5
DEC.

picture is the equal — -well, compare illustration below left to illustration, right.
All the designs on the poster should lead
the eye from one element to another in an
uninterrupted imaginary line. Offer this is
accomplished by connecting two elements
with a real line drawn, thus making the
entire design a unity. This is advisable in
posters of odd sizes which often present a
serious obstacle to good layout. The most
pleasing and easiest shape to compose is
one with proportions of 1 to 1.68. This is
the ideal in proportions and makes balanced
composition an easy task.

Warner
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Second of Series on Foster Art
in Which This Round Tabler
Discusses an
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Issues Advance

Broadside on "Wonder Bar"
To give managers sufficient ammunition
to advertise "Wonder Bar" in advance, S.
Charles Einfeld, Warner Bros.' ad chief, has
just issued a four-page broadside in color
containing a synopsis of the story, reproductions of stars and production stills available from the home office, underline ads for
a three weeks' advance plug, and trailer
copy, as well as special press stories. A
complete radio sketch, blowups of ads and
an illustrated fictionization of the story are
also made available.
A number of radio tieups have already
been effected over a number of stations on
the Rye Crispies program which will continue up to and after the opening. Other
broadcasting has been arranged whereby
stations in all parts of the country are set
to "etherize" the song hits of the picture.

LMONEL
B APR Y MORE

FANCMOT
TONE
Scattered Art Work

Swanke's Teaser Cannpaign
Keeps Town Buzzing
Manager Arthur Swanke, Saenger, Hope,
Ark., went about it thoroughly to find "The
Meanest Gal in Town" when he played the
picture of that name with a number of
snappy gags which included a very effective newspaper teaser campaign. This
started six days in advance with small two
inch box ads scattered throughout the paper
in which five dollars were offered for the
name of the meanest gal in town, the ad
signed box
by given
"JameswasGleason,"
office
of courseandthattheof post
the
theatre.
This opening shot was followed with a
number of other teasers, all of which kept
the town excited and in the dark, as Arthur took great care to make sure that there
would be no leak from the theatre or newspaper. When he broke his theatre ads, the
newspaper ran a good story about the campaign and further plugged the picture. Incidentally, Swanke states that he received
over fifty replies including the names of
seven local girls.
The two largest beauty shops were promoted to put out heralds tying into Arthur's teaser campaign and a resturant did
likewise, all at the cost of a few passes.
Downtown sidewalk corners were lettered
three nights before the opening, old tire
covers were repainted, the copy for these
gags asking who was the meanest gal.
All in all, a very clever teaser campaign
in which every angle was pointed to arouse
a lot of ace box office publicity.
Work for a Qnigley Award!
New "Christina" Furniture
A new trend in interior decoration is
being inaugurated by Lord & Taylor, the
New York department store, that might be
of aid to managers playing "Queen Christina." Plans are now being made to adapt
the Swedish inn bedroom furniture shown
in the picture for modern usage. It is suggested that inquiries be made locally, for if
these new furniture styles are available, they
can be tied into advance campaigns.
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First Run Cannpaign
His house a '"last run" in the Boston territory, Manager Samuel Feinstein, Franklin Park, Dorchester, Mass., did not have
much opportunity to spread his exploitation
wings and therefore did a very nice job on
a recent first run of the Jewish talking picture "The Wandering Jew," which brought
in very sizeable grosses.
Contacting the leading Jewish newspaper
people in New England, Sam put on a special preview which brought excellent editorial and first page publicity in the three
language papers distributed in his section.
This led to a second showing, to which were
invited 100 members of the American Jewish Congress, leading rabbis and Hebrew
school principals, this combination insuring plenty of word-of-mouth publicity in
various quarters.
Hundreds of one sheets, window cards and
special heralds were distributed to all prominent shops in the district and at the regular
Sunday meeting of the Dorchester Open
Forum. Book stores specializing in Jewish
literature also distributed heralds and a special trailer in Jewish was also shown.
Feinstein also rubber stamped grocery
bags with a message in both languages,
plugged the date further with a P. A. system over his box office, had announcements
made on the leading Jewish radio hour and
also had two girls on the phone calling
many private homes in the district.
This member reports that as a result of all
this activity, the picture did a gratifying
business, and he is to be commended for his
first run efforts at his subsequent run house.

Yours
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A Step Behind —
or a Step AHEAD?
Better theatre business is no
longer in the future — it is
here! What are YOU doing
to encourage better attendance at YOUR theatre?
Good pictures, of course. But
beyond this?
Peter Clark, Inc., offers a
free consulting service to all
managers and owners who
are interested in modernizing
present equipment. Our 29
year experience as specialists
in the theatre field is at your
command. It will pay you to
get our ideas.
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

TETER L.LARK, iNC,
ESTABLISHED 190S
542 WEST 30th ST., NEW YORK

BUILDING GOOD-WILL!
The majority of Parent-Teachers Associations must operate practically without funds due to
the fact that no provision is made for such purposes by local authorities. Which gives wideawake managers a golden opportunity of getting these powerful organizations behind the theatre.
Meet your local association and offer to run a special Saturday morning show, giving them
the full receipts, less your bare operating expenses. The best method is to let them sell the
tickets for such shows.
This kind of cooperation nets the P-T Association some much needed funds and nets your
theatre the good-will and aid of the organization in sponsoring particular pictures, etc. In
working with them one hundred per cent you can also arrange previews to endorse some coming
attraction which you want to plug in particular, besides opening up many other avenues for tying
them Into your various activities.
Many members have cited from time to time how valuuable this angle is to the theatre, and
showmen who have never tried it or have failed to even give it any thought will soon learn that
they have been passing up a great medium for spreading worthwhile propaganda for the theatre.

"Eskimo" Highlights
From North and South
ShowmanHke slants showing various angles of advertising and exploitation in
"Eskimo" are being forwarded daily b}^
members from the field and the following
touch upon some of the many things done in
different situations :

stills of the picture as exhibits in the various branches. A street bally that proved a
traffic stopper was a bannered trolley car
decorated with colorful colored signs (see
photo) and special lighting that showed up
brilliantly at night.

Palace, South Norwalk, Conn.
Manager Kugell used the unique stage
presentation of a dated 24 sheet for a week
in advance, this poster being shown before
and after the show and during intermission, lighted only by a spotlight with the
rest of the stage blacked out. Walls of the
inner lobby were entirely covered by other
posters of the regular paper with the box
office decorated in keeping with the picture.
Loew's Grand, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager E. J. Melnicker, of Lionel
Keene's division, hooked up a lot of attractive stuff that culminated in a brilliant opening night attended by many of the local
prominents, with broadcast tiein, wherein
the celebs spoke over a lobby mike (see
photo).
A feature was the personal appearance of
Captain Phifer with his now famous penguins, who also appeared at school assemblies and spoke over the air. Promotions
were effected with local railroads, for special
round trip rates, put into effect from nearby
points during the week of the date, stations
and trains carrying window cards to this
effect.
A further plug was given the campaign
by the arrival of the MGM traveling studio
during the engagement, this being used as a
street bally to advertise the picture.
State and Paradise, New York
Valencia, Long Island City
These Loew Theatres in the metropolitan
area made prominent use of the dog sled idea,
in which local personalities were invited to
guide the dog teams up and down the main
streets. The bally was put on at the opening
of the new Flushing, L. I., post office, where
Postmaster General Farley in attendance
was invited to ride in the sled.
Further arrangements were made by
Oscar Doob's ad crew to use the sleds for
delivery of newspapers on various routes,
and another idea that brought attention was
a race between a newsboy and the sled dogs
to deliver 200 newspapers in the quickest
time.
Parkway, Wilmington, Del.
Promoting the public libraries for the
first time on a stunt of this kind. Manager
George A. Jones was allowed to place 25

(Above) Atlanta's
and
(below)
Bannered "Hollywood
Car Bally,Premier"
Wilmington

Click Air Announcement
W. K. Saxton, Loew's city manager, Baltimore, Md., put on a radio plug for "Roman
Scandals" by promoting a tag announcement after the regular Eddie Cantor Sunday
night broadcast that plugged the picture and
included mention of theatre and date. This
was done in advance and during the run.
The idea is being utilized in many spots

where appearance
managerss have
occasion to " tie in
radio
of stars.
NCCME
TXK WCE?
You can get all your tax data from one page
in one minute if you have this simple system.
All you have to know is how to add. Save
yourself $100 worth of trouble and maybe a
bill by getting this set of 3 simple
Ilawyer's
books.
Order now.Money back if not satisfied. $10.
EASY

METHOD LEDGER
Seymour, Indiana

SYSTEM
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ADDITIONAL
SID LAWRENCE
Avon, Watertown, N. Y,
Laundry Tieup
Cooperation was effected with local
laundry wherein all trucks carried banners reading, "There are no Blue Mondays at the Avon," and this copy was also
included in a four-page herald placed in
each laundry package the back page carrying space for names and addresses of
patrons who desired to have laundry
trucks pick up bundles at their homes.
These filled-in heralds were left at the
box office, and in return for this and a
short trailer, the laundry printed and distributed over 50,000 of the heralds,
which, of course, included copy on each
change of program.
J. C. McKENNA
Paramount, Greenwood, Miss.
Hollywood Revue
Local girls were selected who most
closely resembled the stars, each giving
her conception of the star she impersonated in one of the pictures ; for example,
Joan Crawford, as Sadie Thompson in
"Rain" ; Clara Bow in "Call Her Savage," etc., etc. McKenna states that this
went over so well that not only were receipts increased over 300 per cent, but the
show had to be repeated.
JOHN McMANUS
Midland, Kansas City, Mo.

''Three Pigs'' Bally
The stunt involved a Kansas City midget who had the trained pigs and fitted
them with harnesses carrying small theatre banners. The midget himself was an
added attraction, doing head and hand
stands, and running the porkers through
a routine of various stunts.
STAN MEYER
Alhambra, Milwaukee, Wis.
Christmas Week Program
"Counsellor at Law" and the "Merry
Old Soul" cartoon were arranged for the
holiday week showing and broke records
with the following campaign highlights.
A four page class mailing piece was sent
to every lawyer in the city, the face of
which carried this copy: "Will you defend your own case?" the inside pages
devoted to a discussion of the picture in
a letter signed by John Barrymore, in addition to some fine art of star and title.
The "Merry Old Soul" campaign was
publicized on page 52, issue of Dec. 30,
and the campaigns according to Meyer
established a new high for publicity.
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RICHARD L MOSS
United Artists, Long Beach, Cal.
Radio Broadcasts
Dick spent 1933 at the RKO Hillstreet, Los Angeles, and reports that during that time he received the most value
from a series of free broadcasts which
were in the form of contests on various
pictures. Listeners-in were invited to
send answers in to such inquiries as
"Why I Believe Ann Vickers Will Make
a Great Picture," or "Why I Believe
Katherine Hepburn Will Become a Great
Moss says that an astonishing number
of replies were received and in order to
keep
Star."up interest different contest ideas
were used. He further states that he believes radio to be a tremendous advertising factor, especially when a theatre can
promote free time.
GRACE SEVERSON
Liberty, Wolf Point, Mont.
Trading for Tickets
Mrs. Severson's detailed explanation of
how she effected a trading project with
farmers, taking their products in exchange for theatre coupon books, was
published on page 54, issue of Nov. 4,
1933. Since then, this Round Tabler
states that immediately after the first letter to this effect was circulated on all
rural mail routes, outside business almost
doubled, and has continued to hold up
since that time.
Inestimable good will was established
by this campaign and actual box office
benefits are proven by the fact that the
weekend change of pictures now often
outgrosses Sun-Monday receipts.
THOMAS D. SORIERO
WILLIAM OSBORNE
Phoenix, Phoenix, Ariz.
"Hoopla" Street Carnival
Convincing Phoenix civic officials that
anything out of the ordinary which would
bring people downtown would benefit
business in general, Tom Soriero, Fox
West Coast division manager, working
with Manager William Osborne, secured
permission to put on a street carnival in
front of the theatre on "Hoopla."
Merchants cooperated with special windows, the street was roped off and a number of real carnival shows put in operation, with barkers, caliopes, etc. Many
concessions were set up, the entire gross
of these gains given to the police department which paraded daily and otherwise
aided the campaign, with every patrol box
and telegraph pole within 50 miles covered with placards. A photo of this stunt
will be run in an early issue.

HARRY

3, 19 3 4

^BESTS'
M. SUGARMAN

Egyptian, Los Angeles, Cal.
"State Fair" Lobby
The spacious forecourt of the theatre
where Harry puts on those ace ballyhoos
was transformed into a fair ground to
plug "State Fair." Corrals were erected
to house prize stock, such as cows, sheep,
hogs, (the last featuring the well known
"Blue Boy") and pony rides, hot dog
stands, paddle games and all the other requisites of a fair were provided.
Sugarman states that this drew so many
thousands of people that it actually
marked
in the
fortunes,theandturning
since point
then he
has theatre's
kept up
a continuous stream of lobby ballyhoos
which have helped grosses immeasurably.
R. M. THOMASON
Crystal, Ellis, Kan.
School Price Reduction
Tied up with local schools allowing
students a ten cent reduction on Wednesday or Thursday nights, these days
not being up to the rest of the week in receipts. The deal was made on the provision that students came in a group of at
least 100, but plan resulted in more than
this number taking advantage of prices.
This member also includes his best
single picture idea — a personal recommendation inthe form of a special herald
on "Stranger's Return," an overnight
booking, which drew poorly on the first
day. The personal plug pulled by
Thomason for the first time helped on the
rest of the date and brought the gross up
to normal for that spot in the week.
ANNA BELL WARD
Phoenix Amusement
Company
Lexington,
Ky.
Three Stand-out Ideas
The highlight institutional event of
1933 was a special section which both
leading papers ran on the reopening of
the Kentucky and State Theatres in May,
when the houses were taken back from
the previous operators by the Phoenix
Amusement Company of which Miss
Ward is the assistant general manager.
The outstanding box office idea was inin this member's campaign on
"I'm No cludedAngel"
publicized on page 69,
issue of Dec. 16, 1933, in which Miss
Ward put over the appointment of Mae
West as a colonel on the staff of the Governor of Kentucky, story and pictures on
this being carried by the Associated Press
in papers all over the country.
The most novel idea was the Culbertson bridge "double truck" which ran for
three successive days in December 1933
in one of the local papers and was also
reproduced in the issue of Jan. 13.
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From Al Zimbalist, zone advertising director, St. Louis Warner Theatres, skippered by Leto Hill, comes a number of campaigns put over in conjunction with some
of the managers and district supervisors, the
highlights of which we are pleased to publicize for the information of the members.
Hi-Polnte Theatre
Manager Harry Swan worked with Al
on a very complete campaign on "Little
Women" which started two weeks ahead
featured by a six-sheet pasted on the lobby
floor, and a number of panel boards and
easels containing scene stills and cutouts.
A week in advance, a 35-foot banner was
placed over the canopy and was used during the run with "now playing" copy.
The special one-sheet was posted in a
number of public and private schools, in
colleges and high schools, with additional
announcements made in all classes. The
neighborhood newspaper, carried advance
stories and cuts and to insure complete coverage heralds were distributed house to
house.
Maplewood Theatre
A standout stunt on "Little Women" at
this spot was an announcement carried
prominently in the neighborhood paper under the signaturees of the superintendent of
Maplewood schools and the principal of the
high school which expressed complete approval of this feature, requesting all children of school age to see it. A further
plug was given the date in the house program, the back page plugging the date.
West End Lyric Theatre
On the showing of "Alice in Wonderland" at this spot, Zimbalist, aided by District Manager William Hoppe, Jr., made an
effective tieup with the National Refining
Company, in which the cover of the "movie
number" of that company's 20-page magazine was given over to a picture of Charlotte Henry, bemg given away at all filling
stations handling the refiner's products.
For "One Sunday Afternoon" at this theatre, these boys put out an effective street
bally wherein a young couple dressed in
character paraded the main streets of the
section and exhibited a lobby frame (see
photo) which contained a number of oldtime photos.
Lindell Theatre
District Manager Al Poos worked out the
town crier gag illustrated in the accompany-

READY

FOR

ing photo which served to publicize "Torch
Singer" at this spot. Dressed in colonial
costume, ringing the regulation bell and carrying a sign on his back (see photo), the
crier brought a lot of attention to the date
in this out-of-the-ordinary manner.

VoGs' Colonial Street Bally

Brennan Reports Features
On Two Campaigns
Hartford, Conn., has one of those illuminated type ribbon displays on the order
of the one on the New York Times building,
and Charlie Brennan, of Poll's in the Insurance City promoted it for some copy on
"Roman Scandals." He tied up a lot of
other money angles, working the Chase
and Sanborn coffee hookin for over 400
windows in and around the city, and did
likewise with the Lux advertising.
On "Dinner at 8," Charlie mailed out
special dinner invitations to a select list of
500, and went at the window idea for keeps
by landing every one in his leading store
with individual displays on gowns, furniture
and dishes, also securing another ace display
right next door in the most exclusive shop
in town.
A number of other prominent spots were
also tied in, including music, book shops,
and
an ace
store, clothes.
the last Restaurants
showing a
complete
linemen's
of dinner
distributed special menus with plenty of picture copy, and Brennan followed all this
with a click spread of newspaper stories,
posters, and a lot of other good angles that
gathered in a heap of business.
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Haven, Bridgeport, Hartford and Other New England
Round Tablers Select New
Haven

for Their First Party

Next in the series of the Managers' Round
Tabler Club "Get-Together" parties is announced bythe members in the Eastern New
England zone, to take place in New Haven,
on Saturday, Mar. 17, starting at midnight,
and continuing from then on. Chairmen
Morris Rosenthal, of the Majestic, Bridgeport, and Walter Lloyd, of the Paramount,
New Haven, state that the exact location
of the gathering, in the rear of the Paramount Theatre, will be announced in time
for the next issue.
The price is to be One ($1.00) Dollar,
to include buffet luncheon, plenty of beer
and entertainment, and members, as well as
other managers, are advised to make imbelow. mediate reservations by filling in the blank
A swell turnout is expected. Round
Tablers and their friends will come from
Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford; from
New Britain, the Norwalks, and other Connecticut towns in the area ; from Springfield,
Worcester and additional Massachusetts
situations.
With the lineup of members behind it, an
ace evening of good food and drink, fun,
frolic and good fellowship is expected, and
few showmen who can make it will want
to miss this grand party.
For a grand party it is going to be. At
this writing, the program of entertainment
has not been definitely set, but according to
the committee, every effort is being made
to round up a lot of good talent, and it all
sounds like a flock of fun.
At this writing the committee is as follows: from Bridgeport, Morris Rosenthal
and Edgar Lynch ; from New Haven, Walter
Lloyd, Jack Sanson and Ben Cohen; from
Hiartford, George Landers, Lou Schaefer,
Charlie Brennan and Jimmie Weist. Other
will be announced.
The committee asks that those intending
to be present, make their reservations immediately toWalter Lloyd, Paramount Theatre,
New Haven, Conn., and for this purpose the
blank below is provided.

WALTER LLOYD, Chairman of Reservations,
Paramount Theatre, New Haven, Conn.
Enclosed find $
for
reservations ($1.00
per head) to the Managers' Round Table Club "Get-Together" to be held
in New Haven, on Saturday, March 17, starting at midnight.

NAME
THEATRE
CITY and STATE
Hoppe's Character Couple Parade

17
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Ace Exploitation from
Anna Bell Ward
Jumping- the field by a wide margin,
Anna Bell Ward, the able showwoman who
does things down in Lexington, Ky., for the
Phoenix Amusement Co., planted the life
story of Mae West in one of her local papers
and in eight others in surrounding towns as
an advance buildup on the coming "It Ain't
No Sin," the head carrying this copy — "As
Presented by Anna Bell Ward With Special Permission of Mae West."
This member put on some ace stuff to
plug "Flying Down to Rio" at the Kentucky,
an outstander being a projection outfit
placed in a specially built booth right out
in front of the Union Station, with trailers
being shown on a screen (see photo) placed
so that it could be seen by everyone from
blocks away. The booth carried plenty of
picture copy on "Rio" and also "Going
Hollywood" at the Ben Ali, a trailer on this
feature also being shown.
The gag was further advertised cleverly
by "passes" in the form of small throwaways
calling attention to the premiere showing of
the previews at the Union Station "Open
Air" Theatre.
The stunt cracked the front page "Good
Morning Column" on one of the papers
wherein both features were mentioned by
name, and Anna Bell says that this is a
rare accomplishment, it being almost impossible for theatres to hit that covered
space.
Other
sold display
"Rio" ininonethis
stand
werethings
an artthat
window
of
the leading shops showing a gown worn by
Del Rio, strong newspaper ads, cards in
street cars and on 40 street cans.
Work for a Qiiigley Award!

Miss Want's Projection Booth
Barrett Promotes

Soup

OnDue "Duck
Soup"
to conditions
over Date
which he had no
control, a previous Marx Brothers picture
did not do as well as he expected, but Manager Russell W. Barrett, Strand, Woburn,
Mass., did not allow this to deter him from
putting over a very successful campaign on
"Duck Soup," which he reports stepped up
the gross.
Russell had all the local restaurants giving away duck soup with all meals, and he
followed this thought further by distributing
duck soup recipe throwaways, house to
house, and in all restaurants and stores
selling canned soup. Grocery stores were
further tied in on window displays of canned
goods of various brands, tiein copy reading,
"We have every brand but "Duck Soup"
and that you can see at the Strand."
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For a street gag, Barrett had some bannered live ducks led around the business
district in advance and during the showing.
These gags, in addition to a stronger newspaper and publicity campaign, did very
well for this member, all of which clearly
indicates that a good showman who won't
be licked can't be licked.
Work for a Quigley Award!
Field Figures New Slant
On Personal Endorsements
Manager Milton Field, Warners' Parker,
Darby, Pa., has doped out a new slant on
the personal letter to patrons idea that has
a lot of meat to it, and should be of interest
to other members. Here is how he handled
it on "Only Yesterday."
A letter was sent out with every herald
on the picture, but in printing them. Milt
had a certain number run without his signature. Then every house employee made
up a list of friends and acquaintances, and
to these a copy of the endorsement was
mailed with the individual signatures of the
various house staff members, thus giving the
gag a more authentic touch, and selling the
show that much stronger.
In addition. Field contacted the heads of
his different women's organizations, and
they assisted him in sending out the endorsements to their memberships, at the
same time making it possible for him to
improve the theatre mailing list.
This member states that as a result, the
picture clicked big, which it deserves if only
for the smart manner the personnel plug was
handled.
Work for a Quigley Atvard!
Richmond's Club Builds
Up Saturday Grosses
In our recent Boston article, comment
was made on the activities of Manager Louis
W. Richmond, of the E. M. Loew National
Theatre, who has put across a highly successful "Booster Club," a kid club idea that
pays fine dividends at the box office. With
conditions what they are, many of the members cannot dig up the necessary 10 cents
to see the show, and for these Louis has
made arrangements so they can attend free
of charge, which has proved to be a profitable good will builder.
One of this Round Tabler's latest ideas
was a special card distributed to his club
to plug his "Tarzan the Fearless" serial,
shown at the theatre on Mondays and Tuesdays. The card contains 12 Saturday dates
and when the children bring these to the
theatre on Saturdays, that date is stamped
which allows the holders free admission
after school on the following Tuesday to see
the serial.
Richmond reports as a result that his Saturday business has increased considerably
and recommends the idea to those seeking
a way
to stimulate
children's
attendance.
We have
asked Lou
to send
us further
details of his Booster Club which vi'ill be
published shortly.
PLEASE NOTIFY
YOUR CHAIRMAN
OF
ANY CHANGE
IN ADDRESS
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Golden's "Scare" Gags
Click at Riverside
The campaign that Walter Golden, ad
manager. Riverside, Jacksonville, Fla., put
on for "The Vampire Bat" was frankly
aimed to touch a new high in thrills and
chills, and in this he succeeded.
Out of the ordinary was an advance stage
presentation in which the house was blacked
out and a scare announcement made over
the house P. A. system while colored bats
of dif¥erent sizes were flashed on the walls
and ceiling by a special projector. Coincident with this was a record of eerie music.
This presentation was put on ten days
in advance during the run of a special feature produced by Ford Motors which
bought the house for four days to show this
picture free of charge. The attendance during that time was capacity, the house
playing to over 12,000 people, and the stunt
is reported to have gotten more comment
than anything put on in quite some time.
A lobby teaser idea was next worked by
placing a cabinet in the form of a large box
in the foyer with small peep holes (see
photo), the only copy on it reading, "Do
you dare look?" and inside, illuminated
dimly,
another
"scare"
scene
that
further was
sold the
atmosphere
of the
picture.
Other lobby decoration was of the same
nature with cobwebs made of string and
sprayed with aluminum bronze strung at
every available point.
Manager M. M. Moore very generously
gives all the credit to Golden for the hard
work, and although a like "scare" campaign
is not recommended for extensive duplication, nevertheless these showmen report no
unfavorable reactions and very satisfactory
grosses on the engagement.
Work for a Quigley Award!

Golden's Veep Hole Cabinet
Silver Puts Over

Four

It takes Pages
quite a bit
effort to put over
on of"Dinner"
Co-op
any kind of a co-op page in these days, and
when a manager puts over two co-op pages
on
one picture, he is doing his share of
fastany
stepping.
But we believe that Manager Nat Silver,
Strand, Lowell, Mass., is entitled to a flock
of extra bows for landing four slick co-op
pages in four different newspapers on succeeding days in advance of his showing on
"Dinner at Eight."
Each of the pages was set differently and
all sold the picture in an important manner,
many of the ads carrying cuts on the stars.
These tieups no doubt necessitated lots of
hard work on Nat's part, but their efifectiveness was clearly indicated at the box ofiice.
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HENRY HEBER
is the new skipper of the Plaza Theatre,
Sacramento, Calif.
V
FRANK GILBERTSON
is the new skipper of the Cozy Theatre,
LeRoy, Minn., succeeding E. Eckstein.
V
RUDOLPH ELMAN
has acquired the Star Theatre in East Des
Moines, la., purchasing it from G. Mullenix.
V
JOHN STILLE
is managing the Pantages Theatre, Portland, Ore.
V
VIC MEYERS
is skippering the Orpheum Theatre, New
Orleans. House recently celebrated its
thirty-second birthday. Vic has been manager of this house many years.
V
C. T. MclNTYRE
formerly manager of the New Theatre,
Berthold, S. D., has acquired the Rex Theatre at Bloomington Prairie, Minn.
V
FRED GLEASON
has purchased the Fox Theatre from E. H.
Anderson at Osseo, Wis.
V
R. A. WALKER
has taken over the management of the
Lyric Theatre, Garrison, Wyo., succeeding
J. C. Burton, who has acquired the Lyric
at Carazoza, N. M.
V
A. P. SCHMIDT
has purchased the Rialto Theatre, St. Paul,
from Barnet and Belmont.
V
MRS. A. T. MITCHELL
has taken over the helm of the Unique Theatre at Spokane, Wash.
V
ED. PAHERSON
has taken over the skippership of the Baldwin Park Theatre, Los Angeles.
V
JIMMY O'CONNELL
is skipper at the McDonald Theatre, Evergreen Corp. house at Eugene, Wash., and
BARNEY KENTWORTHY is at the helm of
the Rex.
V
MORGAN WALSH and GEORGE
MANN
have acquired the Mission Theatre, San
Francisco.
V
DR. HOWARD BURT
has taken over the management of the
Lanesboro Theatre, Lanesboro, N. D.
V
ED. GLEASON
has succeeded J. W. Anderson as manager
of the Fox Theatre at Osceola, Wis.

ROUND

POSTER

STILL MORE

TABLE

ART

WORK

CLUB

FOR

THE

THEATRE!

EXAMPLES OF POSTER ART WORK

DONE BY FRANK BONAIT. Poster

Artist, Shea's Theatre, Erie, Pa., sends more of his decorative panels. The Marie Dressier
face is flesh with brown eyes and reddish brown hair with yellow, orange highlights.
Dress, cobalt blue, yellow and white. The background a light strawberry color; panel
light yellow, medium yellow, dark yellow, etc., ending in red orange. Shearer's face was
flesh with blue eyes and chestnut brown hair. Background a light vanilla with the dress
a dark red with white, yellow and orange flowers. The panel pinkish light American
vermilion and several shades of red.
DILLON and WARNER
have taken over the Arlington Theatre,
Suisun, Cal., and have reopened the house,
which has been dark.
V
ELWOOD P. LAWS
has taken a lease on the Ramona Theatre,
Walnut Creek, Cal., and has reopened this
following alterations, renaming it the Walnut Creek Theatre.
V
E. E. POLLOCK
of Upper Lake, Cal., is planning to open a
theatre at Ukiah.
V
MARC BOWMAN
has been appointed city manager in Wenatchee for Evergreen State Amusement
Corp. He will supervise the operation of
the Liberty and Rialto Theatres.
V
RONALD FAILS
formerly at the Kingsbridge is now managing the Ogden, Bronx, N. Y.
V
OSCAR WEBBER
may now be found managing the Tuxedo
in the Bronx, N. Y. Oscar was formerly at
the Majestic.
V
D. O'BRIEN
is holding down the managerial reins at
the Uptown, a neighboring house there. He
was formerly at the Midtown.
V
SAM SAX
prominent Oregon exhibitor has taken over
the Rex Theatre in Seattle, Wash.

CHARLES B. HANN, JR.
will continue the management of the Ponton Theatre in Crewe, Va. Theatre is affiliated with the new Carillon nearing completion inthe West End of Virginia. Theatres are controlled
by the Venetian
Amusement
Corp.
MITCHELL CONERY
has been transferred from Mt. Vernon,
O., to Bellefontaine, where he will manage
the Holland. Mitch succeeds TOM OLSEN who was promoted to district manager with headquarters at Piqua.
V
MAURY FOLDARE
recently
in charge of the Evergreen State
erty.
Theatres at Wenatchee, Wash., has been
transferred to Portland to handle the LibV
V
C. ELMER NOLTE
has left the Grand, Highlandtown, Md.,
to go to the Patterson, Baltimore, while
BILL MOORE was transferred from the
Belnord to the Grand, Baltimore.
V
BILL BIEMANN
has been transferred from the Edgewood,
Bait Imore, Md., to the Belnord and ROY
MILLER from the Patterson to the Edgewood.
V
H. L JOHNSON
has been named skipper of the Capitol
Theatre, Macon, Ga.
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JOHN E. FEENEY
manages the Gem Theatre in Tulsa, Okie.
With a theatre bearing such a name, John,
you doubtless have plenty to live up to, so
suppose you sit down and tell us how you
treat the folks out yonder in Tulsa? When
you get around to it, you might also remember us to all our brother members
there too.
V
JAMES E. DELANEY
may be found up in Gananoque, Ontario,
Canada, where he is managing the Delaney. We presume this is either his or his
father's house, since it bears the same
name. At any rate, Jimmy, tells us that
he is joining in zero weather and he finds
the pages interesting and useful and that
he will submit something in the near future. Don't forget your promise, brother,
we'll be waiting for something V from you.
DONALD J. O'BRIEN
is up at the Uptown Theatre, a New York
City neighborhood house, and we shall
drop in on him one of these nights and
say
When
Don atjoined
the Club
a few"howdy."
weeks ago,
he was
the Midtown,
so we'll take this opportunity to welcome
him and wish him luck in his new assignment. Remember us to Sam Chernow
when you see him, Don, and drop in here
too; you know we like to see you boys.
V
CHARLES B. HANN, JR.
applies for membership from Crewe, Virginia. Charlie is at the Ponton Theatre
there
and
mind being hovers
there
either now wethatwouldn't
the thermometer
around zero so playfully. You've got a
task
on member
your hands,
the first
from boy,
Crewebecause
to join you're
us, so
you'd better see that the rest of the membership knows about your town and what's
going on down there.
V
JOE JOEL
is the publicity director of the Greater
Australasian Films, Ltd., in Sydney, Australia, and he says if distance is no object
he'd like to join us. Well, Joe, we have
'em a durned sight further away from Sydney, which, incidentally, is very well represented inthe club membership. Just keep
us informed on your activities, Joe, and
leave the rest to us.
V
HAROLD P. MIDGLEY
Is the assistant manager at the Ritz Theatre in Elizabeth, N. J., and he certainly
comes well recommended by his superior,
C. P. Murphy, who manages this Warner
house. Hal started as doorman with a
stock company and he likes show business
so well that he expects to have a house of
his own some day. Well we're rooting for
you, Hal, just keep on striving and you'll
have one some day.

IDEAS

TOO;

J. S. HOSTEHER
is the owner of the Angleton Theatre in
Angleton, Texas, and he joins the Club
and subscribes to the Herald at the same
time. That shows rare good judgment,
"J. S." Texas is about one of the liveliest
show towns in the United States and we're
sure we won't go wrong In betting that the
Angleton Theatre will be Tieard from frequently.
V
HENRY H. ELSNICK
conducts the Y. M. C. A. Theatre In Jewwell Ridge, Va., and apparently gets a lot
of help from our pages in putting over his
enterprise, so the only fair thing for him
to do it to tell us some of his "tricks";
they may be applicable to some of the
houses, Henry, what say?
V
HAROLD J. SCHMIDLEY
is the assistant manager at the Jeffris
Theatre in Janesville, Wis., where he helps
Eaton SIzer. Well, Harold, you're getting
your training under a good showman, so
we'll expect to hear of you getting places
and doing things. Don't disappoint us,
we're rooting for you.
V
DESMOND RUSHTON
Is the publicity manager of the Savoy
Cinema In Dublin, Irish Free State, and he
joins at the same time Desmond Murphy
does. Between the two of you men, if we
don't hear things from Ireland, we're going to be will
mighty
us down,
you? disappointed. Don't let

APPLICATION

FOR

MEMBERSHIP
MANAGERS'
ROUND
TABLE CLUB
Please enroll me in the Club and send
me my framed certificate.
NAME
POSITION
THEATRE

SIGN

3, 1934

UP

Y. L. BAIN
is the manager of the Star Cinema in
Shanghai, China, joins and gets his Club
pin cit the same time. China is well
represented in our pages, and as a matter
of fact we have a Y. Y. Bain of Universal
Films as a member. Any relative of yours
Mr. Bain? Please let's hear from you, because our membership is always interested
in what their foreign brothers are doing to
put pictures over.
V
DESMOND B. MURPHY
is the general manager of the Savoy
Cinema in Dublin, Irish Free State, and
judging from the number of houses you
handle there ought to be plenty of material that you should be able to send us
for
in our
We can't
oftenusehow
muchpages.
the boys
on thisstress
side too
of
the water enjoy hearing from our foreign
membership,ploitation
so methods
please
know, what exyou let's
are using.
V
J. J. ROSENRELD
manages the first run Orpheum Theatre in
Omaha, Nebraska, and, while we are just
welcoming Joe into the club in this formal
fashion, he is one of the most active new
members we have, and we know he is going to continue that way. Joe has had
some pretty swell jobs, he was district
manager for Publix In South Dakota and
city manager of St. Paul. Well, old man,
it's a poor day that doesn't bring a letter
from Omaha, so let's hear fromV you.
LAWRENCE P. COE
manages the Magee Theatre, in Magee,
Miss. Apparently Larry started in at the
bottom, because he tells us that when he
was very young he delivered handbills and
filled every position around the theatre.
He has been house boy, billposter, usher,
assistant cashier, relief operator and with
the advent of talkies he saw his first
through a port hole as chief operator.
Well,
guess there's
little so
we suppose
can tell you
about I running
a house,
you
tell us.
V
MORTON M. BRATTER
manages the Rex Theatre In Irvlngton, New
Jersey, and the last time we saw him was
at
Managers'
get-together
here in
NewtheYork.
Remember
that memorable
night, Mort? Do you have to wait for another party for you to come over to the
Big City and stop In and say Vhello?

ADDRESS
CITY

March

HERALD

STATE

DATE OF BIRTH
(Mail to1790
Managers'
Table Club,
Broadway,Round
New York)

ROBERT L ALBERTS
can be found
GranadaA
Theatre
out inmanaging
Corona, Skouras'
Long Island.
lot of our good friends and members from
your town belong to and contribute regularly to the Club pages, and a little
friendly
wouldn't
a bad
Idea. Tellcompetition
us about your
lafest be
campaign.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates
star are 1933, unless otherwise
Running specified.
Time
Title
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
66
June 17
ALLIED PICTURES
Goodbye
Again
W.
William-Joan
Blondell Sept.
Havana Widows
JoanLyle
Blondell-Glenda
TalbotFarrell- Nov.
Features
Running Time
. .62 Dec.
R^l- D^ite
cis-GenevieveFranTobin Sept. 23..
Edward G. Robinson-Kay
One 1-|tie
Year Later
MaryStar
Brian- Russell Hopton Aug.
25 Minutes
69 Reviewed
Aug. 12 I Loved a Woman
.90... Sept. 16
Picture Brides
Dorothy Mackaill-Regis Toomey . . Nov. 1
68 Oct. 14 Mandalay
Kay
FrancisRicardo
Cortez
Feb. 0,'34 65. Feb. 24,'34
Massacre
R. Barthelmess-Ann Dvorak.... ..Jan.
20,'34
69. Jan. 27,'34
Son of a Sailor
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack
Dec. 23... ..73.
CHESTERFIELD
Dec. 9
7... .. .68.
Wild Boys
of theThe
Road Paul
FrankieMuni
Darro-Dorothiy Coonan. Oct.
Features
30
World
Changes,
Nov. 25...
.93. Sept.
Running Time
Nov.
4
Date Minutes Reviewed
Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
Cross Streets
JohnWindsor
Mack - Anita
BrownLouise- •Claire
Dr.
Monica
Kay
Francis-Warren
William
Ken- Rel 22,'34..
Hit Me ofAgain
Joan
Warren WilliamMar.
a Crime
Ruth BlondellChatterton
neth Thomson
Jan.
. .70. . Nov. 1 1 Journal
..67.
Modern Hero, A
Richard Barthelmess
Apr. 28,
I0,'34.
Dance, Girl. Dance
Alan Dinehart-Evalyn Knapp. . . .Sept. I
'34.
(Sen "In the Cutting Room," Feb 17, '.^4 )
In th« Money
"Skeets"
Gallagher
- Lois Wil- Nov. 7
son -Warren
Hyraer
Registered
Nurse
Bebe
Daniels-Lyle
Talbot
Apr.
21,
'34
.62. Jan. I3,'34 Sawdust (Tent.)
Joe E. Brown
Man ef Sentiment, A
Marian
Marsh - Owen Moore - Sept. _
Wm. Bakewell
.74..
Very Honorable Guy, A
Joe E. Brown-Alice White
(See Bar
"In the Cutting Room,"
Feb. 24.'.^4.) Powell -Ricardo
Murder
the Campus Charles
Starrett-ShirleyGrapewinGrey. ...Dec. 27
73. Feb. I7,'34 Wonder
AlCortez-Dolores
Jolson-Dick
Quitter, onThe
Emma
Dunn-Charley
Del Rio- Kay
Barbara
Weeks
Wm.
Bake5,'34.
I
.65.
well
Feb.
Francis
90. Feb. I7.'34
.70.
Rainbow Over Broadway Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dec.
FOX FILMS
Twin Husbands
John Milian - Shirley Grey „,
Monroe Owsley
Feb. 25.'34 62
Features
Time Reviewed
Comirtg Feature Attractions
Rel. Data Running
Minutes
Title
Star
Stolen Sweets
Sally Blane-Charles Starrett
Dec. 29
78 Nov. 18
As Husbands Go
Warner Baxter-Helen Vinson... .Nov.
3
90
July 22
Berkeley Square
Leslie Howard-Heather Angel..
COLUMBIA
Carolina
Janet Gaynor-Lionel Barrymore- .Sept,
Robert Young-Henrietta Cros- .Feb.
man
Features
TimeReviewed
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Title
Star
2, '34 71
95. Feb. 3, '34
Charlie
Chan's Greatest Case.. Warner
Oland-Heather
Angel.. Mar, 15
80 Oct. 14
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armstrong-D. Oct.
Davjd
Harum
will
Evelyn Venable
.67. Jan.
Devil Tiger
Kane RogersRichmond-Marion
Burns. ..Feb. 16,2,'34
'34
60.
Feb. I7,'34
.63.
Jan.
Will Rogers - Louise Dresser Before Midnight
June Coilyer-Ralph Bellamy Nov.
20, '34 Doctor Bull
.77. ...Oct. 14
.72
Brief Moment
Carole
Marian Nixon-Ralph Morgan . Sept. 22. ..
69.... Oct.20,'34
DonaldLombard-Gene
CookRaymond- Sept 8
Ever
SinceMarshal
Eve
George O'BrienO'Brien-Mary Bentley..
Brian ..Jan.
Feb. 19,9,'34
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
.65.
Frontier
George
.76.
Dorothy Ferd-Walter
TreeConnolly- Oct. 20..
Good
Companions. The
Jessie
Matthews Irene
- Edmund
Gwenn
.Sept. 8 6
Fighting Code, The
Buck Jones-Diane Sinclair Dec. 30..
6. Fe ...Dec.
.Apr. 299
Foi
Mary
BrianDenny
- Donald Ceok • Nov.
Hold That Girl
James Dunn-Claire Trevor ..Feb.
Reginald
b. I
22
69. Jan. I3.'34
20
68
..78.
Hoopla
Clara
Bow-Preston
Foster
Nov'.
0
Fury
of
the
Jungle
Donald
Cook-Peggy
Shannon
Oct.
85.
I
Am
Suzanne!
Lilian
Harvey-Gene
Raymond.
..
Jan.
.
5,'34
'34
60
30
Hold the Press
Tim McCoy-Shirley Grey ..Oct. 25 .105
I Believed in You
Victor
Jory Ames
- John Boles - Feb. 23,'34..
Rosemary
It Happened One Night Clark Gable-Claudette Colbert.. ..Feb. 23,'34...
..65. Jan. 27,'34
10
66
King
of
the
Wild
Horses
Wm.
Janney-Dorothy
Appleby..
..Nov.
I
Was
a
Spy
Herbert
Marshall
Madeleine
...SepLI7.'342323
Carroll - Conrad Veldt Dec. 24
Lady for a Day
Warren William-Guy Kibbee .Sept. 13.... 102.... July 15
. .75. Feb.
15 ..65.
27
May Robson-Glenda Farrell.
. . Oct. 28
Jimmy and Sally
James Dunn-Clair« Trevor Nov. 22
..68 ....Dec.
Mad
Game,
The
Spencer
Tracy-Claire
Trevor
Oct.
Let's Fall In Love
Ann Sothern-Edmund Lowe... . Dec. 26....
.'.'.Sept.
. . . Nov. ' 16121
10
...Dec.
4....
I3.'34
Man's
A
LorettaHolt-Fay
Yonng-Spencer
Tracy.. ..Oct.
Nov. 28.... .64.
..70.
Skitch
Will
Rogers-Zasu
Pitts
Dec.
29
.75.
Jan.
6, '349 Mr.
.68Jan.
Dec.
...Sept.
.
.74.
.Oct.
Master Castle,
of Men
Jack
Wray
My Lips Betray
Lilian Harvey-John Bsles Nov. 17
.79 ...Oct. 3028
My Woman
Helen
- Wallace
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayres Sept. I2,'34...
..72.
Ford Twelvetrees
- Victor Jory
Oct. 5.... .69..
.73..
..66.
Olson's
Big
Moment
El
Brendel
Nov.
Ninth Guest, The
Donald Cook-Genevieve Tobin.. ..Jan. 3I,'34.
Orient Express
Heather Angel-Norman Foster.. ..Jan.
. .76. ...Aug. 26
Once to Every Woman
FayRalph
WrayBellamy
- Walter Connolly - Jan. 15, '34 70.
Paddy, the Next Best Thing. .. Janet Gaynor- Warner Baxter Sept. 8
..76.
Power andEast
the Glory, The Spencer
Tracy-Colleen
Oct. 6.
PsIIci Car 17
Tim McCoy-Evalyo Knapp Sept. 30..
Sleepers
Wynne Gibson
-Preston Moore
Fester.. ..Jan.
.65.
..69. . . . Dee. 9
Shadows of Sing Sing
Bruce Cabot - Mary Brian Dec. 3
..70.
(See "In the Cutting Room,"Victor
Dec. Jory-lrene
30.)
20
...Oct.
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. 18.)
Smoky
Bentley
Dee.
..62
...Oct. 1414
13
Speed
Wings
Tim
McCoy-Evalyn
Knapp
Feb.
5,'34...
26,
'34
Walls of Gold
Sally Eilers-Norman Foster Oct.
Straightaway
Tim McCoy-Sue Carol
Dec. 22 ..58....
. .78.
Jan.Nov.27,'3425 Worst Woman In Paris? Benita Hume-Adolphe Menjou.. ..Oct.
Thrill Hunter, The
Buck Jones-Dorothy Revler Sept. 30 ..60.
Comirtg Feature Attractions
Coming Feature Attractions
All Men Are Enemies Hugh
Williams - Helen Twelve- ..Apr. 27,'34
trees
Don't FallRanger,
In Lnt
Grace
Moore
Fightlig
The
Buck Jones-Dorothy
Revier
Bottoms Up
PatJohnPaterson
- Spencer Tracy - Apr.i 13,i ''34
Highway Patrol
Tim McCey-Lilian Bond
Boles
Lady Is Willing, The
Leslie Howard-Binnle Barnes
76. Feb,
Cats-Paw. The
Harold Lloyd-Una Merkel 9.'34. . ..80. Jan.Aug.27,'34
LIne-Up,
The
William
Gargan-Marian
Nixon
I0,'34
Coming Out Party
Frances Dee-Gene Raymond Mar.
Man Trailer, The
Buck Jones-Cecilia Parker
Constant Nymph, The
Victoria Hopper-Brian Aherne. . . Mar. 23,'34
MostGreater
PreciousGlory
Thing In Life.. Karen
Morley-Rlchard
Cromwell
Follies.
The
(All Star
Musical)
Mar. 30,'34..,
No
Frankle
Darro
Lois
Wilson
Free
Gold
John
Boles-Claire
Trevor
George Breakston
Murder in Trinidad Heather
Angel
- Victor Jory - r Apr.
'3: 6,'34..,
w^iS
One Is Guilty
Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Grey
,.
Preston
Foster
Party's Over, The
Only
Girl,
The
Lilian
Harvey-Charles
Beyer
Sisters
Under
the
Skin
Ellssa
Landl-Joseph
Schlldkraut
"Scandals"
Rudy Vallee - George White - .May
Social Register
Colleen
Moore-Alexander Kirkland
Alice Faye-JImmy Durante.. .Mar. 23,
'34.
. Mar. I6,'34.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
I0,'34.)
Song
You Century
Gave Me, Tht ...John
Bebe Barrymore-Carole
Danlels-Vletor Varconl.
. . .'!!.
!!i!.' ! !!i' ! iwi i.'.Oct,
Three on a Honeymoon SallyFeb.
Ei lersJohnny Mack Brewn
18, "34.
Twentieth
Lombard
Voice in the Night
Tim McCoy-Billie Seward
Too
Women
Warner
BaxterRosemary
Ames.
WorldManyIs Ours,
The
Madeleine
Carroll
- Franchot
Tone
Whirlpool
Jack Holt-Lila Lee
World Moves On, The Janet
DU WORLD PICTURES
GingerGaynor-Charles
Rogers-James FarrellDunn..
Features
FREULER
FILM
ASSOCIATES
Running Time
Running Time
„DeathT'*''
Rel. Date
15 Minutes
62Reviewed
Features
Over Shanghai Jean
Else star
Elster-Ralf Osterman Dec.
Rel. Data Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Fantomas
Gallard
Feb. I5,'34 59
Love Past Thirty
Aileen
Pringle
....
Theodore
Von
Girl In the Case
Jimmy Savo - Eddie LambertEltz
Jan. 27,34 7o.
I5,'34 60
. of the Underworld
^ ,. Hans
Dorothy
Darling
Marriage on Approval Donald
Queen
- Charlotte Susa - Mar.
PhyllisDillaway-Barbara
Barry Kent- Nov. 22
80.
Wcra Albers
Engels
Jan. 5,'34
War of the Range
Tom Tyler
S«pt. 22
60.
FIRST DIVISION
GAUMONT-BRITISH
Features
Running Time
Tine Reviewed
Features
_Dassan
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Star
Rel. DateRunning
Minutes
22 Minutes
36 Reviewed
Dee. 30 Aunt Title
. . Dec.
.Cicely Courtneidge-Sam Hardy
82 -rSally
3
56....
Nov.
18
Eat "Em Alive
'';
Nov. 26
58
79'/2..0ct. 7
Baroud
In Morocco' .Violet Loraine-Gordon Harker
Britannia(See
of "Love
Billingsgate
He,
Virtue Fernandel-Colletfi ' Darfeuli.'.'.'. . .Dec.
55.... Dee. 30 Channel
ThroneKing
of theof Gods
Dec. 22
Crossing
, Constance
Cummings - Matheson
Lang
69
Coming Feature Attractions
.J.
Hulbert-Cicely
Ceurtneldge.. 88 SepL 30
for YouThe.
. Leslie
Banks
Forgotten
Men
War Film
Apr. '34 84.Maiy 27. '33 Falling
Raisers.
Road
to Ruin
Helen
Foster-Paul Page May 15,I,'34
. Jessie Matthews
58. Feb. 24, '34 Fire
Friday
the
13th
.Jack
Hulbert
..Dec. 1
68 Feb. 25
Ghost
Train,
FIRST NATIONAL
Ghoul,
TheThe. . .
Boris
Karloff
Feb. I5,'34 85. ...Oct. 28
It's
a
Boy
Edward
Everett
Horton
•
Leslie
Features
80 Sept. 30
Running
Time Reviewed
■ TomHensen
Walls
Minutes
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Just Smith
27,'34
65
•
Stanley
Luplno-Glna
Malt
88
King
of
the
RItz
I.
iThe
Warren
William
Big '^fShakedown,
Bette
Davis
- Chas. Farrell - - Jan.
In Morocco
Rex Ingram
Dec. 1
67. Oct. I5,'32
under the title ■"Baroud")
Ricardo
Cortez
Jan. 6,'34 64. Feb. I7,'34 Love
Love (Reviewed
on Wheels
Bureau of Missing Persons. .. Bette
Davis
- Lewis Stone - Sept. 16
• Jack Hulbert-Gordon Harker
91
74. ...Sept. 2 Lucky Number, The
Glenda Farrell
. Clifford Mollison - Joan WyndConvention City
joan Blondell-DIck Powell-A.
ham
72i/j..Sept. 9
. Jessie
Matthews • Ian Huntar •
69 Dee. 9 Man from Toronto, The.
_ .
Menjou-Mary
Astor
Dec. 30
Fred Kerr
77
3,'34 72... Nov. 25
Dark
Hazard
Edward
G. Robinson
Feb.
Marry Ms
Fashions of 1934
William
Powell-Bette Davis Feb.
. Renate Muller-Harry Green
85 Apr. 22
II 78.
60. Jan.
...Oct.I3.'3421 Night
Female
Ruth Chatterton
Nov. I7,'34
and Day.
Jack Hulbert-Wlnlfred Shotttr. ..Dee. 1
77. ...June 10

2
2
78
9 6
3
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'
Running Time
'
Running Tims
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
3
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Orders Is Orders
Charlotte
Greenwood
James
Coming Feature Attractions
3
Gleason
ssVz. Aug. 19 Blue
4
Steel
John Wayne
Prince of Wales. The
3
City
Ray Walker-Sally Blane Apr. 15, '34..
Sleeping
Car
Ivor
Novello-Madeleine
Carroll
83
...
July
8
Day
There Goes the Bride Jessie IMatthews
Dec. 1
79 Mar. II Derby Limits
4
House
of
Mystery,
The
Verna
Hillie-Ed Lowry Mar. 30.'34.
Turkey
Time
Tom
Walls-Ralph
Lynn
71
Jane
Eyre
Waltz Time
Evelyn 4
Laye
Oct. 1
81 Aug. 12 Loudspeaker, The
Ray Walker
Woman in Command, The Cicely
- Edward
EverettCourtneidge
Horton
80
Man from Utah, The
John Wayne
Manhattan Love Song . Dixie Lee-Robt. Armstrong
Mystery Liner
Noah Beery - Astrid Allyn •
LIBERTY PICTURES
Cornelius Keith
Mar. 15,'34. .
Numbers of Monte Carlo
Coming Feature Attractions
Star Packer, The
John Wayne
Running
Time Reviewed
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Title
Star
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy
PARAMOUNT
June Col
IyerMackaillMad Honeymoon, The
F eatures
Running Time
No
Ransom
Phillips
Holmes-Leila
Hyams..
School for Girls
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
75 Reviewed
Dee. IS
Take
the
Stand
Jack
LaRue-Thelma
Todd
Alice
in
Wonderland
Charlotte
Henry
Dec.
22.
Two Heads on a Pillow
All of Mo
Fredric March-Miriam HopkinsWhen
Strangers
Meet
Richard
CroniweM-Arline
Judge
Without Children
George Raft-Carole
Raft
Jan. 19,'
Bolero
George
Lombard. .. .Feb.
23, 34
777....
1. Jan.
I3,'34
34. ....80.
Feb.Nov.
I7,'344
Cradle
Dorothea Hopkins-Fredric
Wieck-Kent Taylor
Design Song
for Living
Miriam
March- Nov. 17.
MAJESTIC
88....
Nov.
25
GaryMarx
Cooper
Doc. 29.
80 Nov. II
Duck Soup
Four
Bros
Nov.
17.
Features
Running
Time Reviewed
Eight Girls in a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wilson •
Title
Star
Rel.
Date
Minutes
5,'34
78
Dec.
30
Charming Deceiver. The
Constance Cummings
Dec.
87.... Sept. 16 Four Frightened People C. Doug.
ColbertMontgomery
- H. Marshall - Wm. Jan.
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Heads
We
Go")
• M. Boland
Curtain at Eight
Dorothy
Mackaill
- C. Aubrey Oct.
75 Dec. 9
Girl Without a Room
M.Gargan
Churchill-Chas.
Farrell. . . . • Jan.
Dec. 8
Smith-Paul
Cavanagh
l,'34.. ..63.
Richard Arlen-Chester Morris..74. Feb.
...Oct.I7,'3428 Golden Harvest
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Sally Eilers Jan. 13
22 95. F70....
23
Genevieve
Tobin
Sept.
eb.Feb.Sept.
under theThe
title, "IZitaSpy")Johann-John Miljan Dec.
Good
Dame
Sylvia
SidneyFredrio Allen
March. ... Feb.
I6,'34
72.
I0,'3421
. .65 Dec.
Sin (Reviewed
of Nora Moran,
27
70....
Oct.
3
Hell
and
High
Water
Richard
Arlen-Judith
Oct.
,
'
..73....
Aug.
I
34 30
Dee.
Sing, Sinner, Sing
Paul Lukas-Leila Hyams Aug.
His Double Life
Roland Young-Lillian Gish ..Jan. 12,6'34 68
..74.... Oct.
You Made Me Love You Thelma Todd-Stanley Lupino Nov. 24
87... Oct. 7
I'm
NoRound-Up,
Angel
Mae West-Cary
Grant
Oct.
Coming Feature Attractions
Last
The
Randolph
Scott-Barbara
Fritchie
.
Jan.
26,'34
65.
Jan.
68 Nov.6,'3425
Lone Cowboy
Jackie Cooper
Dec. 12.1
Unknown Blonde
Edward Arnold-John Miljan
'34 68 Dee. 23
Miss
Fane's
Baby
Is
Stolen...
Dorothea
Wieck-Baby
Le
Roy..
..Jan.
No More
Women
EdmundCooper-Fay
Lowe-Victor
McLagen ■ ■ Sept.
Feb. 1
85 Aug. 26
One
Sunday
Afternoon Gary
Wray
MAYFAIR PICTURES
Search
for
Beauty
Larry
("Buster")
Crabbe
Ida
Features
2.'347 F 75. Jan. 20, '34
Time Reviewed
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
eb. Dec. 2
Title
Star
Sitting Pretty
JackLupino
Haley-Jack Oakie-Ginger Feb. 24 2...80
I7,'3
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
Blue
Barbara
Kent
Rogers
Nov.
Six
of
a
Kind
C.
Ruggles
M.
Boland
W.
C.
Henry B. Walthall Sept. I
68.
4
Fields - A. Skipworth - Burns
Secret Sinners
Sue Carol-Nick Stuart Oct. 20
70.
and Allen
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dec. 1
70.
Take a Chance
James
Dunn • June Knight - ■ . Feb.
82.... Nov. 4
"Buddy" Scott-Judith
Rogers
Oct.
Thundering
Herd, The
Randolph
Allen
..Nov.
581/2 18
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
65. J 57'/2..Nov.
Tillie
and
Gus
Alison
Skipworth-W.
C.
Fields
Oct.
Features
an. 70 Sept. 16
To the Last Man
Randolph Scott-Esther Ralston. ■ Sept.
Running
Time
Too Much Harmony
Bing
Crosby-Jack Oakie-Lilyan
27,'3 Sept.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Tashman
^
Sept.
..75....
I
87
4
Beauty
for Sale
Otto Kruger-Madge
Evans Sept,
Claudette
Colbert Manner!
- Ricardo Sept.
98.... Sept.
Oct. 79 Torch Singer
Bombshell
Jean
Harlow-Lee Tracy
Oct. 13
Cortez
David
Broadway to Hollywood Alice Brady - Frank Morgan ..72....
Sept.
Way to Love, The
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak. . .Oct.
Sept. 302
Madge
Evans-Eddie
QuillanCarole
Lombard-Chas.
Laughton- Nov. 3 ..84....
15 . .89. ...Sept. 8 White Woman
Jackie
CooperRussell
Hardie
.
.Sept.
Chas.
Bickford
73....
Oct.
28
Cat and the Fiddle, The Jeanette
MacDonald-Ramon No- Feb.
.78.
varro
..66.
3
.
.
.
Dec.
9
Chief,
The
Ed
Wynn-D. Mackaill
Nov. 24
Coming Feature Attractions
Feb. 24.'34
16. '34
25
Dancing
Lady
Joan
Gable Nov.
Nov. 1 1 Cleopatra
Claudette
ColbertWilliam
- Harry Wil.70. .. .. .. Nov.
Day of Reckoning
RichardCrawford-Clark
DIx-Madgo Evans
Oct. 27 .. .94.
coxin-Warren
1018
Dinner at Eight
Marie Dressier-Wallace BeeryCome On, Marines
Richard Arlen-lda Lupino Mar. 23.'34
Lionellow - Madge
BarrymoreEvans- Jean
Har- Karen
Death Takes a Holiday Fredric March-Evelyn Venable. ..Mar. 30,'34 78. Jan. 20,'34
(Reviewed under tho title, "Strange Holiday")
Morley -- Edmund
Lowe - Lee Jan. I2,'34... .113. . . .June
Tracy
Jean
Hersholt
It Ain't inNo Spring
Sin
Mae
Raft
.
.
.
Nov.
.117.
I9,'34...
Melody
CharlieWest-George
Ruggles-Mary
BolandEskimo
Native Cast
Jan. 22
...Dec.
5.
'34...
..78.
Lanny Ross- Ann Sothern Mar. 30,'34
FugitiveHollywood
Lovers
Robt. Montgomery-Madge
Evans. .Jan.
. .79. .. .. ..Dec.
16
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
I7.'34.)
Going
Marion
Davies-Bing Crosby...
Dec. 17 ..87.
Nov.
IS
Murder
at
the
Vanities
Carl
Brisson-Victor
McLaglon
Her Sweetheart
Marie Dresslcr-L. Barrymore.. ..Nov.
The
Marleno Dietrich-John Lodge
under the title, Jean"Christopher
Bean") Young Mar. 2, '34 . .75.
30 Scarlet(SeeEmnress,
"In the Cutting Room," Feb. I0,'34.)
Lazy (Reviewed
River
Parker-Robert
She
Made
Her
Bed
Sally
Eilers- Richard Arlen
(See
"Louisiana,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
24,'34.)
George
Menjou- Mar. 9,'34 78. Feb. 24,'34
Meet the Baron
JackZasuPearl
- Jimmy Durante - Oct. 20 ..65. . . . Nov. 4 Trumpet Blows, The
FrancesRaft-Adolphe
Drake
Pitts
Mystery of Mr. X
Robt.
Montgomery
Elizabeth
We're
Not
Dressing
Bing
Crosby
Ethel
Merman
•
Carole Lombard - Leon Errol
Allan
Feb. 23,'34 , . 85
Wharf Angel
Victor McLaglen-Dorothy DellNight Flight
H. Barrymore
Hayes - J.- 0.Barrymore
L.
Gable - Robt. Oct. 6
Preston Foster
Mar. 16, '34
. .91 . . . .Aug. 19
Montgomery
(See "Man Who Broke His Heart." "In the Cutting Room." Feb. I7,'34.)
Penthouse
Warner
Baxter-Myrna
Ley-Mae
You're
Telling
Me
W.
C.
Fields-Joan
Marsh-Larry
("Buster")
Cra
bbe
Clarke-Phillips
Holmes-Chas. Sept. 8
. . .Sent. 9
Butterworth
4..
10 ..91.
Prizefighter and the Lady, The. MaxCarnera-Walter
Baer-Myrna Loy-Dempsey9,'34... .102.
Huston
Nov.
PRINCIPAL
. .Dec. 28
.103. ....Oct.
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo - John Gilbert Feb.
Running Time
Features
Should Ladies Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymore- Dec. 1
...Nov.
Conway
Tearle
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
. .78.
Ferocious
Pal.
The
Kazan
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"The
Vinegar
Tree")
30
Solitaire Man
Herbert Marshall - Elizabeth
2,'34
55.. Oct. 2S
Justice
Kazan-Teddy and Richard Terry.. Feb.
Dec. II...
Allan and
- Lionel
Atwill Sept.
22.... .65 Sept. 10II Jaws
8... ..58..
RussiaofToday
Nov.
Sons of the Desert Laurel
Hardy
Dec. 29
..42.
. Aug. 19
Tarzan
tho
Fearless
Buster
Crabbe
Aug
.68. Jan. 28,'34
Stage Mother
A. Bradiy - Russell Hardie • M.
Nov 15...
..87.... Sept. 16 Thunder Over Mexico Native Cast
.May 20
O'Sulllvan - F. Tone Sept. 29
Coming Feature Attractions
This
Barrymore-FayJewell-Ben
Balnter . . Feb. 2,'34. -.76. Jan. 27.'34
Desperate
Kazan
WomenSideIn ofHisHeaven
Life, The Lionel
OttoLyon
Kruger-lsabel
King of thoTrails
North
Kazan
Dec. 8....
.76. Feb.
Feb. IQ,'34
3, '34 Little
Damozel
Anna
Neagle-James Ronnie
You Can't Buy Everything. .. May Robson-Jean Parker Jan. 26,'34. .85.
Lone Avenger.
The
Kazan
Coming Feature Attractions
Peck'sof Bad
Boy
Jackie
Cooper
Hollywood Party. The
(All Star Musical)
Teeth
Steel
Kazan
Lady Mary's Lover )Norma
Shearer
Robert
Montgemery-Novarro-Lupo
Herbert Marshall
Mar. I6.'34.
Laughing Boy
Ramon
Velez
Men In White
Clark
Gable-Myrna
Loy
RKO RADIO PICTURES
.75. Feb. I7,'34
Operator
Thirteen
«.
Marion
Davies-Gary
Cooper
Sadie McKee
Joan Crawford- Franchot Tone
Features
Running Time
Show-off.
The
Spencer
Tracy-Madge
Evans
Mar.
23,'34.
Title
Star
Rel.
Tarzan and His Mate
J. Weissmuller-M. O'Sullivan
Ace of Aces
Richard
DIx
■ Elizabeth Allan - Oct. Date Minutes Reviewed
Viva (See
Villa!
Wallace
Beery-Fay
Wray
Mar.
9,'34.
Ralph
Bellamy
20
74 Sept. 30
"In the Cutting Room," Feb. I0,'34.)
After Tonight
Constance Bennett ■ Gilbert
Roland
Nov.
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
10
71.... Oct.
Oct. 2828
AggieVickers
Appleby, Maker of Men Irene
Wynne Dunne
Gibson-Charles
Farrell- .. Nov. 3
73....
Ann
- Walter Huston
Features
Conrad
Nagel
Oct.
Running
Time
72 Sent. SO
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
JoelMarian
McCreaNixon
- Ginger Rogers • Oct. 13
79....0et. 7 Chance at Heaven
Avenger. The
Ralph
ForbesAdrlenne Ames.... Aug.
10.22,
27
70.... Oct. 14
Beggars in Ermine
Lionel
Atwill
Feb.
,'34..
..72.
Feb.
24,'34
Deluge,
The
Peggy
Shannon
Lois
Wilson
Broken Dreams
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. ..Oct. 20.
.68....
Nov. 124
Sidney Blackmer-Matt Moore.. Sept. 15
68
Aug. 19
68.
...Aug.
Preston
Foster-Peggy
Shannon.
.
.Aug.
20.
Devil's Mate
Flaming Gold
BillO'Brien
Boyd - Mae Clarke - Pat Sept.
Galloping
Romeo
Bob Steele-Dorls Hill Aug. 5.
54
29
53
63
Ray
Walker-Virginia
Cherrill.
..Dec.
15.
He
Couldn't
Take
It
Flying
Down
to
Rio
Dolores
Del
Rio
Gene
Ray
Lucky Texan, The
mond - Raul Roullen Dec. 29... 80 Dec. 16
John
Wayne
Jan. 22,':
56. Jan. 27.'34
Boh Steele
Aug.
15. 34 .56
Goodbye Love
Charles Ruggles
Nov.
Rangers'
Code
671/2
Riders
of
Destiny
John
Wayne-CeclIia
Parker
Oct.
10.
Hips.
Hips,
Hooray!
Wheeler
and Woolsey Feb. 10
.38Jan.Dec.27.'3423 If I Were Free!
Sagebrush Hunters
Trail
John Wayne
Dec. 15.
.58.
68. Jan. 27,'34
Irene
Dunne-NIIs Asther-Cllve Dec. 2,'34
.70
Sensation
Brook
Arline
Judge-Preston
Foster
Aug.
30.
1
66 Dec. 23
Sixteen Fathoms Deep Sally O'Neil-Creighton Chaney. ..Jan. I,' 34..
Keep 'Em
Rolling Walter
Huston-Frances
Dee - Mar. 2,'34 72. Feb. I0.'34
Skyway
.57. Feb. I0,'34 Little
K.
Crawford-Ray
Walker
Aug.
15.
.65
Women
K.
Hepburn
Jean
Bennett
Sweetheart
Sigma Chi, The. Mary Carllsle-Bustor Crabbe Oct. I.
.76... Oct 14
Dee - Paul Lukas
Nov.
107... Nov. II
West of theof Divide
John
Virginia B. Falre.
Long Patrol.
Lost Father
JohnFrances
Barrymore-Helon
Chandler . . Feb.
Ian. 24
I9,'S4
63.
Feb. 24,'34
John WayneHalliday-Marguerite
do la ..Feb. IS,' 34.. .55. Jan. 20,'34 Lost
The
McLaqlen-Karloff
Woman's Man
I6.'34
75. Feb.
3. '34
Motte- Wallace Ford
Feb. 7,*34 64. Jan. 27,'34
Man of Two Worlds Francis Lederer-EIIssa Landl . . . . Feb. 9.'34 92.
Jan. 20.'34

March

3, 19 3 4

MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

>
CHART— CONT'D
RELEASE
(THE
Running Time
Running
Time
Minutes Reviewed
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date
25
78 Nov. 25
2asu Pitts - Pert Kelton - El
Counsellor-at-Law
John
Barrymore-Bebe
Daniels.
..
Dec.
11
65
Brendel - James Gleason Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Dec. 27....
"Skeets"
Gallagher
Jan.
12/34
62
Horseplay
Slim
Summerville-Andy
DevineI2,'34.
.70
Leila Hyams
Nov.
Midshipman Jack
Bruce Cabot-Betty Furness Sept. 22
65 Sept. 16
.68
I Like It That Way
Gloria Stuart-Roger Pryor Feb.
One Man's Journey Lionel
McOrea- Sept. 8
72....
Sept.
DorothyBarrymore-Joel
Jordan
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
. . Nov.
1
70.
...Aug.
Invisible Man, The
Claude
Rains - Gloria Stuart • Nov.
Rafter Romance
Ginger Rogers-Norman Foster. . .Sept. 17
Wm. Harrigan
70. ...Nov.
Rightof toKong
Romance, The Ann
Harding-Nils
Asther
Nov. 22
69'/2.Jan. 6,
13
70.
King
for
a
Night
Chester
Morris
Helen
TwelveSon
Robert
Armstrong-Helen
Mack.
..Dec.
trees - Alice White
Oct.
Two Alone
Jean Parker-Tom Brown Jan. 26.'34 74. Jan. 20.'34
78. . . Dec.
Ladies Must Love
JuneMaryKnight
- Neil Hamilton
- Sept. 30
Coming Feature Attractions
Carlisle-George
E. Stone..
25
70.... Sept. 9
Alien
Corn
Ann
Harding
May
2S,'34
16
63 Nov. II
Love,
Honor
and
Oh,
Babyl
Summerville-Pitts
Oct.
Crime Doctor
Otto Kruger-Karen Morley ..Apr. 20.'34
Madame
Spy
Fay
Wray-Nils
Asther
Jan. 8,'34
70 Jan. 6, '34
Midnight
0.
P.
Hcggie-Sidney
Fox
Jan.
4
Dover
Road
Clive
Brook-Diana
Wynyard
May
ll,'34
29,'34
80
Finishing School
Ginger Rogers - Frances Dee Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale -Donna Damerell- Dec. 6
Ted Healy
.68 Sept. 9
Bruce Cabot
Apr. 27,'34
Green
Rio-Joel McCrea
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Hume-Billie
Margaret SullavanI Love Mansions
an Actress Dolores
Gregory Del
Ratoff
Burke. ... Nov.
105.... Nov. 25
Of Human
Bondage
Leslie Pitts
Howard-Bette
Davis- June I, '34
Poor Rich. The
Edna ett
May Oliver-Edward
HortonEver- Feb. 26,'34 65. Jan. 6,'34
Sing
and Like
It
Zasu
• Pert Kelton
Edward Everett Horton Apr. 13, '34
0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocque-Gibson Gowland . .Oct. 23
70 Sept. 23
Spitfire
Katharine Hepburn
Mar. 30. '34 84. Feb. 24. '34 S.
9
72 Sept. 23
Saturday's Millions
Robert
Young-Leila Hyams
Stingaree
Irene Dunne-Richard Dix May I8,'34
Strawberry
Roan
Ken Maynard-Ruth
Hall Oct.
Oct. I9,'34
26
60 Sept. 30
64
Strictly Story
Dynamite
Jimmy Durante-Lupe
Trail
Drive,
The
Ken
Maynard-Cecilia
Parker
Sept.
Success
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.Velez..
-Colleen May 4,'34
Wheels of Destiny Ken Maynard
,
Feb. 4
60. Feb. 24,'34
Meore-Genevieve Tobin Mar. 9," 14 77
Transient
Love
Irene
Dunne-Ralph
Bellamy
Apr.
6,
'34
Wild Cargo
Frank Buck
Mar. I6.'34
Coming Feature Attractions
SHOWMENS PICTURES
Countess of Monte Cristo Fay Wray - Paul Lukas Mar. 19,'34 70
(See and
"In Mary
the Cutting Room."
Feh. Sullavan-Lswell
17, '.14 )
Features
Elizabeth
Margaret
Sherman - Mrs. Leslie Carter
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrow Dec. I.... .71
Glamour
Constance
Cummings • Paul
.63
Moth,
The
Sally
O'Neil-PauI
Page
Jan.
I5,'34.
Lukas
Apr.
2,'34
Public Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm. Collier, Jr Nov. I
the West...
Ken
Maynard
Apr. I6,'34
.62. Feb.Sept.I0.'3416 Honor
.63
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waycoff . .Sept. 24
I'll Tellof the
World
Lee Tracy-Gloria
Stuart
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Let's
Ayres-Patricia
Golden Head
Little BeMan,Ritzy
What Now? Lew
Margaret
Sullavan - Ellis
Douglass Mar. 26,'34
St. Louis
Woman
John Mack Brown-Jeanette Loff..Mar. I5,'34.
Montgomery
Apr. 30, '34
Souls
in Pawn
Love
Birds.
The
Summerville-Pitts
Uncertain Lady
Genevieve
Tobin- Edward Everett Mar. 12, '34
Special
Duty
Horton
Unlimited
,
Within the Rock
STATE RIGHTS
Features
Running Time
WARNER BROS.
Title
Star
Qist'r R'l- Oa\e Minutes Reviewed
Carnival Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen
Vincent
Features
Running Time
Criminal at Large Emiyn
Williams
- Hollywood Dec. 15 ..69. Feb. I7,'34
Title
Star
Cathleen
Nesbitt..
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Helber
Prods
Jan.
15,
'34.
.
.65.
Jan.
6,'34
College
Coach
Dick
Powell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann
Cougar, the King Killer. . . Edwin
C.
Hill
Jay
DvorakArliss
- Lyle Talbot Nov.
Bruce
4
75 Nov. 18
Master Art
Nov. I ..... .60. ........ ...
Disraeli (Reissue)
George
Dec. 16
Death Parade, The
(War Film)
Easy to Love
Adolphe
Meniou
- Mary Astor - Jan. I3,'34... 88. Dec. 14/29
77. Feb. 3,'34
Enlighten Thy Daughter. .. Beth
Barton-Miriam Henry 2app
Genevieve
Tobin
Battista
Ever In My Heart
Barbara Stanwyck
Oct. 28
Farewell to Love
JanAngel
Kiepura-Heather Exploitation Picts . Jan. I5,'34. ..80 Dec. 30 Footlight
.61. Jan. 20.'34
Parade
James Cagney • Joan Blondell Madison Picts. ... Nov. 24 ..66 Dec, 2
Ruby Kibbee
Keeler - Dick Powell • Oct.
Film Parade
.101.. . Dee.
General
Picts
Jan.
I2,'34.
,.55
Guy
Found Alive
Barbara Bedford ... Ideal
..63..
Feb. I0.'34. . 56. Feb. 24,'34 From Headquarters
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dec.
.Oct.
Get That Venus
Ernest
Truex - Jean
Arthur
Warren
William-Joan BlondellRegent
Picts
• Gold Diggers of 1933
Aline
MacMahon-Ruby
Keeler- Sept.
Gow
Film
Exchange..
..Nov.
29
65.
...Dec.
9
Dick
Powell
2
98.... May 27
Hell on Earth
All Star
Aeolian
Picts Jan. 27,'34. . .70.77....
Feb.JulyI0.'3422 Heat Lightning
Aline
Farrell- Mar. 3,'34
63
Superb Picts
Hell'sSecret
Holiday
(War
Film)
Ann MacMahon-Glenda
Dvorak-Lyle Talbot
Her
SariCollier,
Maritza
Wm.
Hi,
Nellie!
Paul
Muni
Jan.
Ideal
Jr
..73..
75. Feb. 3.'34
House on 56th Street, The KayGeneFrancis
- Ricardo Cortez - Dec. 20,'34
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond - T. Von
Raymond
23
68 Dec. 9
Eltz
..59..
.Nov.
Progressive
Oct.
24,'34
68. Feb.Nov.I0,'344
Le Gong (Dance ef the
I've GotMurder
Your Case
Number Joan
Blondell-Pat
O'Brien
Feb.
Kennel
William
Powcll-Mary
Astor
Oct.
28
73
Virgins)
76.
...Dec. 2
Lady Killer
.James Cagney
Dec. 9
Bennett Picts
Picts
55. Jan.Julv20,'3429
Mad Age, The
Resolute
July
19
70
Mr.
All Star
B'way-Hollywood 59
Over Broadway
the Seven Seas
Vandcrbilt
70 Sept.
June 233 Coming Feature Attractions
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch - June
As
the Murder
Earth Turns
Woods Apr. I4,'34 72. Feb. 10/34
Dragon
Case, The Jean
WilliamMuir-Donald
Powell
Shepherd
of
the
Donald
Woods-Bette
Davls-Lyle
. .60.... Aug. 19 Fog Over Frisco
Seven Hills, The
TalbotMargaret
Lindsay
.
.
.Aug.
7.
.
.
Sweden, Land of the
Fur Coats
Aline MacMahon-Paul Kelly
70. Jan
Vikings
Dec. 16 Happy
GamblingFamily
Lady
BarbaraMacMahon
Stanwyck
Mar, 3I,'34
ThreughAbout
the Centuries
47 . . . Apr.
. . .70.
Aline
Truth
Africa, The
22
Harold Teen
Hal LeRoy - Rochelle Hudson Wine, Women and Song... Lilyan
Tashman-Lew
Cody
Patricia
Ellis
Apr. 7,'34 65. Feb. 24,'34
70....
Jimmy
the Gent
James
Cagney-Bette
Key, The
Edna
Best
- William Davis
Powell - Mar. I7,'34
Colin
Clive
UNITED ARTISTS
Merry Wives of Reno
Glenda Farrell-Margaret LindFeatures
Running Time
say-Donald Woods
One
Man's
Woman
Pat
O'Brien-Gienda
Farrell...
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Return
of
the
Terror
Lyle
Talbot-Mary
Astor
Advice to the Lovelorn Lee Tracy-Sally Blane Dec. . 22
I
63
Dec.
9
DickPat Powell
- Ginger
Rogers 93 Aug. 19 Rhythm in the Air
Bitter Sweet
Anna Neagle-Fernand Graavey. ..Sept,
O'Brien
Blood Money
George Bancroft- Frances Dee.Warren
William
Mary
AstorChick Chandler-Judith Ander- son Nov. 17 . .65 ...Nov. 18 Upper World
Ginger Rogers
Without
Honor
James
Cagney-Joan
Blondell
Bowery, The
Wallace
Beery -- George
Raft • Oct. 13
...Oct. 7
Jackie Cooper
Fay Wray
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance
- Russ Oct. 27 ..90
Columbo -Cummings
Paul Kelly
.
.85
...Oct. 2123
..80
Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson-Dudley Digges Sept, 29
..86 ...Sept.
1
...Dec.
Gallant Lady
Ann Harding-Clive Brook Jan. 5,'34...
. . . Feb. 259 OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Masquerader, The
Ronald Colman-Elissa Landi Sept
..75
Moulin Rouge
Constance
Bennett
Franchot
Tone - T. Carminati Jan. 19,'34... . .71 . . . Dec. 23 Features
Running Time
Nana
Anna
Atwlll-Phil- Mar. 2,'34...
Title
Star
lips Sten-Lionel
Holmes
Minutes
Reviewed22
London
Film.. Rel. Date
..71.... Apr.
Counsel's
Opinion
Henry Kendall
Palooka
Jimmy
Durante
- Stuart Erwin - Feb. I8,'34 , , . .8583 Jan. 13,'34
British-United
Don Quixote
Feeder
Chaliapin
Lupe
Velez
Artists
July
.97Jan.Sept.
George Robey . . . London Film
Private Life of Henry VIII, The. Charles Laughton
Nov.
27,'3423
Oct.
fromof Maxim's,
The. .. Leslie
Frances Fuller
Day
Roman Scandals
Eddie
- Gloria Stuart
Dist'r Int'l
Hawleys
High Street
.Dec. 9 Girl
DavidCantor
Manners-Ruth
Etting.- . . Dec.
...68 July
I
Lived
with
You
Ivor
Novello - Ursula British
Jeans
Coming Feature Attractions
Gaumont-British
Aug.
12
Bern to Be Bad
Loretta Young-Cary Grant
Just My Luck
Ralph Lynn
British and DoBulldog Drummond Strikes Back. Ronald Colman-Loretta Young
minions 80 May 20
Catherine the Great Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. - Eliza- Mar.
beth Bergner
I6,'34 91. Feb. I0.*34 Maid of the Mountains, The. Harry
British Int'l
Nancy Welchman
Brown - Protex
..90 Apr.
Dec. 222
Nov. 18. ...80....
Firebrand. The
Fredric Marchnett-Fay
- Constance BenMam'zelle
Nitouche Janie
Marese-Ralmu.
Wray
Men
of
Tomorrow
Maurice
Braddell....
London
Film
Paramount.Apr. 15
House of Rothschild. The Georoe Arliss
(.Sepfor"InTrouble
the Cuttinn Room."
Feb. Tracy
24,'.^4.)- Jack Oakie Money for Speed John Loder - Ida Lu- British-United
Looking
Spencer
.80.
Laglen
Constance Cummings
Mar. 9,'34 80. Feb.
pine - Cyril Mc- Artists
67 July 15
Film... .Oct
90
Queen,
Anna
GraaveyMar. l'6,'34.'!; .^ggjan! 3,'34
Never Trust a Woman Richard Tauber Bavaria
Sorrell The
and Son
H. B. Neagle-Fernand
Warner
Passion of Joan of Arc, The. Maria Falconneti Capital
..Sent.
7
57
6, '34 Prince
Gaumont-British 80 Sent.
Oct. 2816
of Arcadia Carl Brisson
Radio Parade
British
Int'l
70
May 13
UNIVERSAL
Red Wagon
Charles Bickford Features
Raquel
Torres
Time Reviewed
Greta Nissen British Int'l... .
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Saint Anthony of Padua.. Carlo PinzautI
Film. ...Feb. 8/34. .. 92
90. Feb.Oct.I7,'3428
Beloved
John
Boles-Gloria
Stuart
..Jan. 22,'34
Radio
This Week of Grace Grade Fields Integrity
Bombay
Mall
Edmund
Lowe-Onslow
Stevens.
.
I.
'34..
Two Orphans, The
Yvette Guilbert Shirley Grey
Jan. 18
Rosine
Derean ■, Blue Ribbon
By Candlelight
Elissa Landi-Paul Lukas Dec.
70....Jan.Dec.I3,'3423
68.
Rence Saint-Cyr.
Crosby Case, The
Wynne
Gibson-Onslow Stevens- Mar, 5.'34.
Alan Dinehart
Photoplays Feb.
6.'34 ..92.76 Feb.
24, '34
Volga
Volga
H.
A.
Shlletton.
Cross Country Cruise Lew Ayres - Alice White - June
Wandering Jew, The Jacob Ben-Ami
Kinematrade
Dec.
14
JAFA
Oct. 20
90. Jan
...Oct.6, '3428
..Knight
Jan. IS.'.'^ 77. Jan 27.'34
Titit
Meanest Gal in Town, The
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(THE
riLMS
lAll dates are 1933 unless
otherwise stated"}
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Butterfly
10....
Seed
Dispersal
10
MUSICAL MOODS
I— Danee et the Hoars
9
Lange and Orchestra
i—Hans
Ave Maria
7....
Dion Kennedy at the Organ
3— Gus
Waters
of Minnetonka
6
Haensohen
and Orekailn
4— Native
Hula Me«B
7
Hawaiian Treupe
5— Waltz In A Flat Major
4
Hans Lange and Orchestra
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date Min.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Banker Buckeroos
2 rls.
Sidney and Murray
Elmer Steps Out
2 rls.
Walter Catlctt
.
Hold
Dec. 15 .2 rls.
SmithYourandTemper
Dale
HotSmith
Daze
Oct. 20 2 rls.
and Dale
Radio-douBh
Fob. 5.'34
Sidney and Murray
TenSidney
BabyandFingers
Jan. 15. '34
Murray
KRAZY KAT KARTOONS
Antique Antics
I rl
Autogranl)
ian. 24
5.'34..lrl..
Bill
Poster,Hunter
The
Nov.
Iri..
Curio Shop, The
Dec. 15 7
House Cleaning
I rl . .
Krazy Spooks
Oct. 13 I rl..
Out of theExposure
Ether Sept. 5 Irl..
71/2..
Seuthern
Stage
Krazy
Nov. 13 Ii rl.
rl...
Tom Thumb
Whack's Museum
SeDt.29 Irl..
LAMB'S GAMBOLS
Hear
'Em and WITH
Weep
2 rls.
LAUGHING
MEDBURY
1— In Morocco
Sept.29 Irl..
2— In the Orient Oct. 25 10....
3— In South America Dec. 22 I rl..
4— MARCH
Among the
Nordlii
Irl..
OF THE
YEARS
No.
I—
"Boss"
Tweed
Sept.
22
9'/2..
No. 2—
Oct. 6 1 rl..
No.Case
3— Famous Crippon Oct. 20 I rl. .
No. 4— Commander Perry
Opens Japan
Nov. 3 II
No. 5—
Jan. 24.'34..l rl..
No.MICKEY
6—MoGUIRE
Jan. 24.'34..l rl..
COMEDIES
1— Mickey's Touchdown ....Oct. 14 18
2— Mickey's Tent Shew Oct. 27 18
Mickey's Minstrels
Covered Wagon. Jan.
Nov. II.'34.I8
30 18
43—— MINUTE
Mickey's
MYSTERIES
No.Party
t— Death Attends a Oct. 6 9. . . .
No. 2 — Fast Fangs
Oct. 13 Irl..
No. 3— The Clown Dies Dec. 14 Irl..
No.Went
4— When
the Lights Dec. 15 i rl..
Out
No.MUSICALS
5— The Missing Clue. ..Jan. 22.'34. . I rl . .
Nb.theI —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. 16 2 rls.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack2— Osterman
Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2 rls.
No.Leu3— Holtz
School for Romance. Jan. 3 1, '34. .2 rls.
No.Frank
4— Love
Detectives
Albertson
SCRAPPY
CARTOONS
Auto Show
Dec. 8 1 rl. .
Aw,
Nurse
False Alarm
II rlrl.. ..
Hollywood Babes
Nov. 10 Irl..
Movie Struck
Sept.
8 7'/j..
Sandman
Tales
Oct. 6
Irl..
Scrappy's Art Gallery Jan. I2.'34. . I rl . .
Scrappy's
SUNRISETelevision
COMEDIES Jan. 29,'34. . I rl. .
Brother, Could You Spare
aKenMillion?
Sept. 13 17
Murray
Entertainer,
The
Oct. 4 20
Will Mahoney
WORLD OF SPORT
Flying Gloves
Aug. 18 Irl..
It's Sport
Any Language
We
Want ina Touchdown
Oct. 23 I1 rlrl..
What the Scotch Started. ... Oct. 6 I rl..
Who SaidThrills
the Weaker Sex?. Sept. 8 9I rl..
Winter
DU WORLD PICTURES
Title
Rel. Date Min.
SEMI-FEATURES
AND SHORTS
Bride
Mar. 25
I, '34. 35
26
Dawn ofto Samoa
Dawn
Dee.
Julie Hayden-O. M. Ness
LotFrederic
in Sodom
Dec. 25 26
Haak
No(Travelogue)
Woman's Land
45....
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed
through Fox Films]
Title
ANDY
CLYDE COMEDIESRel. Date Min.
An Old Gypsy Custom Jan. 12. '34. .2 rls.
Dora's
Dunking Doughnuts .Sept.
I 20
Frozen Assets
Nov. 17
2 ris.
Hello,
Prosperity
Mar. 30,'34.
His Weak
Moment
Oct.
13 .22 rls
rls. .
Super
The Feb. 9. '34.. 2 rls.
AS ASnooper,
DOG THINKS
Walklni th* Dog
Sept.29
You and I and the Gatepest . Aug. 25. .

I.'34. .1 rl . .
Title
CHAI3T--C€NT'D)
I.'34..
RELEASE
.Jan.
Rel.
Dat*
I,'34. 1 rl
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
3. MELODY
Carrie Jacobs
Bond
I rl..
BABY BURLESKS
Mar. I,'34. !l rl!!
1 fiVA*e9 mOIHOrilil
Mamnplal • . • • • .Feb.
LallVO
MAKERS
Gimme
Quarterback Jan.
26,'34
Children of the Nil*..
I.'34. MIn.
Sammy
— With Eton
KidBATTLE
'N My
Africa
5. The Peacock Thrtn*... .Apr. I.'34.
I.'34. .1.1 rl.
FOR LIFE Oct. 6
Boys, Fain
N. Brokenshlra
and
rl.
6.
Evelyn
Hoey
7
10.
Born to Die
Mar. I6,'34. . I rl. . Cliff Friend— With Peggy
I.'34.
ri.
I.'34. .1 rl.
CityCORONET
of Wax
Feb.
9,'34..lrl..
Healy, Jack Fulton and
COMEDIES
I.'34.
I,'34.
.1
rl.
Pickens
Sisters
9
Git
Along
Little
WIfle
Nov.
..2
rls.
Good Bad Man, The Dec.
.19....
Benny
DavisCharles
— With
Roy
3. Adventure Isle
.1.i rl.
Atwell,
Carllle,
Inventors.
The
Feb.
2,'34.20
Martha Ray and Jackie
12!
of the Indies... .Oct.
North
of Zero
.Dec.
t3. AQueen
FROLICS
OF YOUTH Jan. I9,'34. .2rls.
Mediterranean Mecca .Nov.
Green
8,...
.1 rl.
GusKirbery,
Edwards—Four
With Minute
Ralph
Managed
Money
Feb.
23,
'34.
.2
rls.
7.
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6 2 rls.
9!
Men
and
John
S.
Young
9....
PARAMOUNT
Pardon
My
Pups
Jan. 2e.'34. .2 rls. Stephen Foster — With John
What's
To Do
Rel. Date MIn.
Hundley, Nancy MeCord
MERMAID
COMEDIES Nov. 24 17
Title BOOP
BETTY
and Kelvin
Keeeh
10
(Harry Langdon)
CARTOONS
Fields
and
MeHugh—
With
Hooks
and
Jabs
Aug.
25
2
rls.
Jack ens
Osterman Sisters
and PickLeave It to Dad
Oct. 20 2 rls.
Betty
Boon's Hallowe'en Nov, 3 7
Party
9
Pop's Hand,
Pal
Doe. 29
Jacobs
Bond— Ralph
With
Stage
The
Sept,
8 22 rls.
rls. Carrie
Ha!Heard
Ha! Ha!
Mar, 2,'34..l
Edwin
C.
Hill.
I
Sept.
I 7rl..
Trimmed
in AND
Furs
Jan. 5,'34..2rl5.
Don Redmond
Kirbery
and
Lew
White
MORAN
MACK
ORGANLOGUES
Morning,
COMEDIES
Rublnoff Noon and Night. .Oct 6 7
6
Blue Blackbirds
Aug. 18 2 rls. Songs
Radioof the
RubesHills
OldCabManCalloway
of the Mountains .Aup. 4 7....
Farmers'
Fatal
Folly
Sept.
15
18
Sally
7
Freeze-Out.
Parade of Wooden Soldiers . Dee. I 9....
Singin' Sam-Don Wallace
MUSICAL The
COMEDIES Deo. 22... .19
Night of Romance
7
Red Wronged
Hot Mamma
Feb. 2,'34..8
Going
2.'34..2rls,
She
Donald Twisters
Novis-Ann Leaf-John Young 7
Million Spanish
Dollar Meledy Mar.
Oct. 27
2 rls. Tongue
HEADLINERSHim Bight. ..Jan. 5,'34..7....
Poppin'
the Cork
Yacht ClubKnight
Boys
ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS Dec. 15 24
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Broadway
Feb. 23,'34..l rl..
Ship of Dreams
7
Across
Sea
Oct.
Bundle
Blues, A
Sept. I 10
Duke ofEllington
Canyon the
of Romance
Dec. 20
8 II....
Irl..
Ralph
KIrbery-Lew
White-Kelvin
Keech
Melody on Parade
7,...
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22 Irl..
Captain
Henry's
Radio
Show.
Aug,
II II...
IrvingAgain
Kaufman-Lew Whit*
Lost Race, The
Apr. 13, '34.. I rl..
Lanny
shaw-DonRoss-Annette
Voorhees Han8....
Mediterranean
Blues Feb. 23.'34. . I rl. . Homo
SONG HIT STORIES
Nick Lucas-Lew White- Kelvin Keech
Little
6
DonaldBroadcast.
Nevis •The
Arthur Oct. 27 II
Doctor,
The
Feb.
I rl. . Tintypes
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Last Dogie.
The
Nov. 23,'34.
17 .10
Tracy
• Lopez-R»y
Mills Bros,
Oriental
Phantasy
8
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov.
24
Irl..
Vincent
AtwellHelen Morgan
Charles Carlilo-Lew WhIte-KelvIn Keech
Radio Roundup, A
Nov. 24 II
Organ
Festival
9....
Slow
Poke
Sept.22
1
rl..
Molasses
'n' - January
Stepin Fetchit
Lew
Whrte-Ann
Leaf-Crawford
Mary
Small
The
Poet
Dick
Llebert-Jesse
Prince-Vaughn
Trav'iling
AlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 9.'34..!rl..
Three
X SistersDo LoathMelody Tour
8
STAR COMEDY
Sylvia S.Froos-DIck
John
Young LlebertRumba
Sept.29 6
VincentRhythm
Lopez
SPECIALS
Expectant Father, The Feb. I6,'34
Organlogue-ing the Hits
8
Station
T.O.T
Jan. 22
I9.'34. 10
10. . . .
Nick
Lucas-Lew
WhiteGold
Ghost,
The
Mar.
I6,'34.
.2
rls.
Where's
Tiger? Deo.
Herbert Rawllnson
Mr.TERRY-TOONS
Adam
pjov. 17 2 rls. Melodies
Borrah That
Minnevltch
of Love
HOLLYWOOD
ON
Beanstalk Jack
Oct. 20 6
Carllle- Rawllnson- White
PARADE
Songs of the Range
Fanny'sUproar
Wedding Day Sent.
No. I
Aug. 18... .11....
Grand
Aug, 22
25 Irl
Irl
Art Dickinson-Lew White
No.
2
Sept.
8.... 11 1....
Rhapsody
in
Black
I
rl..
No.
3
Oct.
1..,.
Gypsy
Fiddler,
A
Oct. I2,'34..6
6 6..'.'.
Holland
Days
Jan.
GaryRawllnsonWhite
No. 4
Nov. 13..,.
10. ...II...
Hypnotic
Eyes
Aug.
.
I
rl
Wine,
Woman
and
Song
Irl..
No.
5
Dec.
8
II
In Venice
.Dec. 15 6
Tommy
McLaughlin-Lew WhiteKelvin Keech
No.
Jan.
5,'34,ll....
Joe's
Lunchwagon
Apr
6,'34 I rl.
PET SUPERSTITIONS
No. 6
7
Feb. 2.'34.ll...,
Last
The
Feb.
Little Straw,
Boy Blue
Nov. 23,'34.
30 ...6.6 .
No. 8
Mar. 2,'34..l rl.
I. Spilled Salt
10....
No. 9
Mar.30.'34..l rl.
Mad andHouse,
A The. Mar.
. I rl .'.
J.Phyllis
CarrolBarry-Geo.
Naish LewisNo. 10
Apr. 27,'34..t ri.,
Owl
theecking
Pussycat,
Mar. 23.'34.
9.'34..lrl..
Pick-n
Sept.
8
SPECIAL
1
rl..
PARAMOUNT
PICTORIAL
Rip Van Winkle
.Feb.
9,'34. 6Irl
She Whoops to Conquer
2 rls..
No. I— Just a Little DressRobinson
Crusoe
Nov. 17
Zasu
ing— TheMills
Rock Garden — Aug. II 18
Sunny South, The
Dec. 29...!!8!.i;
DaphnePitts-Billy
Pollard BevanIrving
Three
Bears,
The
Jan.
26.'34.
.6.
.
No.Salmon
2— On— Trotting
the Trail Outof the
the
Village
Blacksmith, The... Nov. 3 6
TOM HOWARD
METRO-GOLDWYNChampion
—
Johnny
Green.
COMEDIES
MAYER
No. 3— Dr. Roy Chapman Sept. 8 18
Big
The
Mar.
9,'34..2rls.
Andrews — September
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
DivorceMeow.Sweets
Nev. 30
2 rls
ALL-STAR SERIES
HarryGoArmstrong.
Mouse Trapper, The Cent
Sept. 2Q
II 202 rls. Crook's
No.Morn4— —Let's
Crabbing .Oct. 6 18...
Tour
Sept. 23 19
Static
— Manhattan
Nocturne — Nov. 3 II...
Mixed
Nuts
Feb.
I7,'34.
19.
.
.
.
Irvin
S.
Cobb
Air Maniacs
Dec 15
Next Week-End
Apr.
7,'34.16....
• -ZO- • ■ • Twin
S-8• ..16..
Dec. 30
"'■"•^
No.Jack5 — Frost,
The Old MHIDeeo-—
DayTREAS
Dreams
Dec.
URE CHEST
Yeast Screws
Is West
.Nov.
II 19....
19
Hula
Honeymoon
Mar.
2,'34..2rls.
rator Nation
— Song Master
Makers of Dee. I.... 1 1...
CHARLEY
CHASE
Shorts
Nov. 10
the
Song
ofDoesVienna
Nov, 22...
3 16.. . Cracked Iceman
Jan. 27,'34.I9
No.
6—
Southward
Ho —
What
1934
Hold?
Dec.
Four
Parts
Mar.
18
— Gilda
Luncheon
Twelve Oct.
Dec, 31,21.9'34.
21,...
Your Life Is in Your
No.Trees
7— Queer
Fish Gray
— Liquid Dee. 29.... 18...
Midsummerat Mush
...21....
Hands
Sept.22
Sherman
Said It
Sept. 2 17
— Lanny Ross
Jan. 23.'34..l
26.'34.I0...ri..
FITZPATRICK
FOX FILMS
No.Air9—
8—
Feb.
TRAVEL TALKS
No.
Mar.23,'M..I
rl.
Title
Rel. Date
British Guiana
Dec. 23 9
No.POPEYE
10—
ADVENTURES
OF THE
THE SAILOR Apr. 20,'34..l.7...rl.
Colorful Ports of Call
9
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
Day
in
Venice
Oct.
28
9
Blow
Me
Down
Oct.
27
,1 rl.
Following
the HorsesI Sept.29
Sept. 1 MIn.
9...
Dutch Guiana, Land of
Can
It
Apr.27,'34.
Motor
Manlal
9...
DJuka
Sept,
2 10
I EatsYouMyTake
Spinach
Nov, 17 .7...
Conquest of the Air! Nov. 30 9...
Italy,
Land
of
Inspiration.
.
Nov,
25
9
I
Yam
What
I
Yam
Sept.
20
Scouring the Seven SeasI...Oct. 20 9...
New Zealand
9
Let's onYouthe andFlying
Him Trapeze,
Fight. .Feb. I6,'34. .7...
Answering
theFashions
Riot Call!.. .Dec.
22
9...
Man
Scotland the Bonnie Sept.30 9....
Filming
the
Nov.
10
9...
Tibet.
Land
of
Isolation...
.Feb.
I7,'34..9
MAGIC CARPET
The
Seasin's
Greetinks j...Mar.30.'34.
De«. 8 .8...
FLIP, THE FROG
SERIES
.1.7...
rl.
Paleface
Aug. 12 8....
Sock-A-Bye,
Baby
Jan.
Pagodas
of
Pelping
Aug.
18
Soda
Squirt
7
Wild
Elephinks
Dee. I9.'34.
29 .,7,.
SCREEN SONGS
Shades of Cairo
Aug. 25
GOOFY
MOVIES
The Desert Patrol
Sept. I 10...
A
Whole
Show
in
One
Reel.
Sept.
9
9
.7...
Theme Song
I Eton
LikeBoo,Mountain
Music Oct.
Nev. 13
10. .18..
Outposts
Franco Sept.29
Sept. 15 9...
Perils of Arsenic Annie
I rl.. Boo.
Boys
Glimpses ofof Greece
LAUREL &. HARDY
Playground of Pan Oct. 27
13.
Busy
Bodies
Oct.
7
20
Keeps
Rainin'NIesen
All the Time. Jan. 12,':
Gertrude
Elephant
Dirty Work
Nov. 25 20
The
IslandTrails
of Malta Oct.
Nov. 10
3. ...10...
Oliver
the Eighth
Jan. 13. '34. 28
LazyBorrahBones
Apr. I3.'i
Minnevltch
9...
A Day in Tokyo
Nov. 24.
MUSICAL
COMEDIES
Ail Sing LIk* the
Byways the
in Bangkok
Nov. 30. .9.
.8...
Jail
Birds
InHeart
Paradise Nov.
Feb. 24,'34.
.22 rls.
rls. Let's
Around
Acropolis
Nov.
Keg
0'
My
II
Birdies
Sing
Feb. 15.9,'
Gem of the Sea
Dec. 15.
Sing.
Sing Doc,
Ncrtsery
Rhymes
Aug. 26. . . .20.
..
.9...
Baby Babies,
Rose Marie
Rural England
Dec. 22
Rhapsody
in
Brew
Sept.30
20
London Medley
Dec. 29
Stoopnocracy
Aug. 18. ..7...
Symphony
Suds Jan. 6,'34..2ris.
MUSICALin REVUES
Stoopnagle and Budd
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5, '34
Beer and Pretzels Aug. 26 20
LannyUp Ross
Tunisian Travels
Jan. 19. '34
Tune
and
Sing
Mar 9.': ..I rl.
Plane
Nuts
Oct.
14
20
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26.'34
When Yuba Plays the
Roast
Beef and Movies. .. Dec. 2 17
Roaming the Netherlands. .. Feb. 9,'34
ODDITIES
Rumba
on
the
Tuba
Sent.
16.
Cradle
of
Storms
Feb.
16,
'34
Mills Bros.
MOVIE TINTYPE SERIES
Fine Feathers
Nov. 18 9....
Where Is My Wandering
Handlebars
Aug. 26. . . . 10. . . ,
SCREEN
SOUVENIRS
10...
Happy Warriors
Oct. 21 9
Boy?
Aug. IB
No. 1
Aug. 25. .10...
For the Man She Loved... .Sept. 8
Menu
Aug. 26 II
10...
No.
2
Sent.
22.
Slander's
Tongue
..Sept.22
Roping
Wild
Bears
Jan.
I3.'34.
.
I
rl
.
.
No.
3
Oct.
20.
10...
Twin Dukes and a Duchess. Oct. 6
Vital
Victuals
Feb.
IO,'34.IO
No.
4
Nov,
17.
The
Great ofTrain
Robbery. .Oct.
OUR GANG
No. 5
Dec. 15. .10...
A Moment
Madness
Nov. 27
4
Bedtime
Worries
Sept.
9.
...21....
Wild
Poses
19
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10
No. 7
6
Jan.
TOOD-KELLY
No.
Feb. 12,'
9,'; .10...
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5. '34
rl.
Air Fright
Dec. 23 19
No. 9
8
Mar. 6.';
9,'- .1.1 rl.
The
Girl
from
the
Country.
Jan.
19.
'34
No.
Apr.
Emma's Dilemma
Feb. 2, '34
Babes
Goods Feb.
19, . . .
PARAMOUNT
SOUND
Backs into theNature
Nov, I0,'34.
14 20....
NEWS
Love's Old Sweet Song Feb. 16. '34
Beauty and the Bus Sept. 16 18
TheSPECIAL
Heart of SUBJECT
Valeska Mar. 9.'34
TwoGRANTLAND
Editions Weekly
RICE
SoupWILLIE
and Fish
Mar. 3I.'34. 18
WHOPPER
Aniakchak
Aug. 18... 28...
SPORTLIGHTS
Davy
Jones'
Locker
Dec.
9
7
MASTER ART
No.Champion
I — What Makes a Aug.
(Cinecolor)
.10..,
.10...
Hell's Ball
Fire
Jan. 16
6,'34..7....
No.
23—— Sporting
Melodies. . .Aug.
PRODUCTS
Play
Sept.
7
Title
No.
Water
Lura
Sept.
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14
8
No. 4— The March ef the
Rel. Date Min.
18,..
Stratos-Fear
Nov. II 8....
HUMAN SIDE OF
Champions
Oct.
THE NEWS
No.
5—
Kennel
Kings
Nov.
MONOGRAM
HILL) In
No. 6— Around th* Calendar. Dee.
II...
Title
Rel. Date
. (EDWIN
Roosevelt C.Famlb
No. 7 — Jumping Giants ....Jan.
America
I rl.
MIn.
PORT
0'
CALL
SERIES
No.
8
—
Horse
Power
Feb.
I.
The
Seventh
Wonder.
..
Dec.
I..
. A Visit to West Point
I rl.
.,1 rl.
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Cli ACT— CONT'D
)
Rel. Date Mla.
Title
Title Air and Off Rel.
Date
MIn.
Rel Date MiD.
TItU
Rel. Date MIn.
No.LeonTitle
II —Belasco
The Name
Is Familiar
On
the
Sept.
6
19
On
the
Pan
.Nov.
24
7...
and Band
N«. 10—
9— Animal
Flyini Bsdies
Mar. 13/34.
23. '34. .10
(Mentone No. I)
Pals
Nt.
Antics
.
.
.
Apr.
I
rl.
.
I
rl.
Open Sesame
Oct. 25 20....
SPECIALS
No. 12 — The Audition
20
TWO REEL COIHEDIES
Henry
Armetta
Hannah
Williams-Phil
Emerton's Band 9
So VAGABOND
This Is Harris
Jan. I9,'34.2S
Circus
Hoedoo
Feb. !6.'34.2I
Out
of
Gas
Nov.
8
21
No.
13
—
A
Castilian
Garden
ADVENTURE
Harry
Laaadan
SERIES
Louise Fazenda
Serior
Pozo's Marimba
Celd TorI<ey
Dec. I 1»
MELODYDel MASTERS
(New Orchestra
Series)
Walsie
Jan. 31. '34. 20
Jesepii Cawtborn
Antwerp
Sept. 8 lO'/j.. Palsie
Henry
Armetta
No.
I
—
Hot
from
Petrograd
10
Ducliy Dear
Sept. i 19
Cuba
Nov.
IO....IO1/2..
PieJames
for Two
Dec.
13
21
Dave
Apollon
and
Orchestra
Gibraltar,
Guardian
of
the
Sidney Taler
Gleason
No. 2 — Barber Shop Blues
9
Mediterranean
GeldWalter
Nuggets
Feb.
2.'34.I8
Claude
Hopkins
and
Band
Stung
Again
Oct.
18
18
Catlitt
Holy Land
Feb. I6,'34. 10. . . .
Louise Fazenda
Madeira,
Land of Wine
No.
3
—
Rubinoff
and
Orchestra
10
JustBinian Cresby
Echa
Jan. IS,'34.29. . . . Moorish
Supper at Six
Dec. 27 18....
No.
Eddie Duchin
and Band
Spain
Jan. I2,'34.I0
No. 45—— Borrah
Minnevitch
and His 10
(Mentone No. 5)
Marriage Hmner
Aug. 18 19
STATE RIGHTS
Harmonica Rascals
10....
Harry
Langden
Trifle
Backward.
A
Jan.
I7.'34.
191/2
.
.
Vince
Barnett
No. 6 — Jack Denny and Band 10
Meet the Ctiamp Aug. 4 21
AMKINO
Vaudeville
onNo.Parade
Jan. 24.'34..2rls
No.
7—
Mills
Blue
Rhythm
Band
10....
A
Day
in
Moscow
26
Eugene
Paliette(Mentone
6)
Walter Catlett
No. 8 — Isham Jones
Mar. I7.'34. . I rl. .
Killing
to
Live
'....17
Warren
Doane
Brevity
Aug.
9
19..
Kino
Displays
18
No. 109—— Vincent
Phil Soitalny Apr.
. I rl.
NewPallette-Catlett
Deaiers, Ttie Apr. 6,'34..2rls.
Where's
Elmer?
Feb. 7, '34. 20..!.
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
No.
May i4.'34.
I2,'34.
rl. ...
Vince Barnett
No.
Tin Hat Lopez
Harmony. .May
I2,'34. .. 1I rl.
Coocoo
Capers
'
, 23....
NoLean
MereErralBridge Mar. I6,'34. .2 ris.
AbeII—Lyman
Flame
of
the
Pacific
Bi'g'*'^ COMEDIES SHORTS
29....
No.
Wolfeand July 7,'34..lrl..
OldChicButler,
Jan. 5/34.20
Terrors of the Amazon
VITAPHONE
No. 12—
13 — B.
D. A.Mendoza
Sale The
CELEBRITY
On lee
Oct. 8 21
Vitaphone
Band
Aug. 4,'34..lrl..
Jack
and
the
Beanstalk
MERRY MELODIES
FIRST DIVISION
No.
6—— One
StepandAhead
of My Shadow. 77
OneHarry
AwfulLangden
Night
Oct. 20.... 21....
Delhi
Nov.
15...
No.
13—
Not
But
the
hin
g
No.
7
Young
Healthy
Tooth
Aug. 19 19
Pallette-Catlatt
MyDavid
Side L.of Hutton
the Story Sept, 22...
No. 8 — The Organ Grinder 7
Jack Haley
Please
Dec. 15 22
No. 9— Wake Up the Gypsy in Me 7
23....
Bins
Cresby
BIG
V
COMEDIES
Strange
Case
of
Tom
Mooney
.July
21...
No. 10 — I Like Mountain Music 7.,..
Reaming Reraee, A
Dec. 29.... 21,...
IDEAL
(New
Series)
No.
ShuffleDishOff Ran
to Buffalo
Harry
Langden
.9....
28....
Canal
Gypsies
No.
I
—
Salt
Water
Daffy.
.Sept.
16
21...
No. II—
12 — The
Away with the 7
Sailers, Beware
Sept. 15 18....
Jack
Haley
Evolution
Spoon
7....
Catlett- Pal lette
GODfy
Games
No.
2
—
Close
Relations
...Sept.
30
20
No.
13
—
We're
in
the
Money
7
.8....
Three
10....
Mystic East, The
MERRY
MELODIES
(New
Series)
Roscoe
(Fatty)
Arbuckle
Lean Little
Erral Swigs Nov. 10 21
Next War, The
, 26....
No.
3
—
Gobs
of
Fun
Oct.
21
21
No.
I
—
I've
Got
to
Sing
a
Torch
Song..
7
.9....
We're
on Our Way
No. 2 — Sitting on a Back
UpFranklin
and Dawn
Mar. 2,'34..2rls.
George
Givot-Charies
JudelsNov. 4 21
Pangbern
Gus
ShyTurkey
INDUSTRIAL
Yard
Fence
I rl, .
No.
4
—
in
the
Raw.
The Silent Enemy
No. 3— Pettin' in the Park Jan. 27,'34..l rl..
PRINCIPAL
INVINCIBLE
No.
5
—
In
the
Dough
Nov.
25
22
(Cinecolor)
No. 4— Honeymoon Hatol . . Feb. I7,'34. .7
ID....
30.
Snowman
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
(Fatty)
RESOLUTE
PEPPER POT
No.Roscoe
6 — Here
ComesArbuckle
Flossie. Dec. 9 18
Ameng
Maarls
.3
rls.
Itchy
Scratchy
,
No. 2I—— Admission
Walter Donaldson
..;
10
Circle ofthaLife
af tha Ant Aug. I. .7...
Ben 7—Blue
MARY WARNER
No.
5cwith
10....
No.
Tomallo
Dec.
30
21
.8....
Lien,
The
,
Feb.
I4,'34.
.7.
.
.
.
No.Rockwell
3— Rock-a-Bye-Bye,
Dr.
Berlin: Its Sports and Recreation
City
of
Contrasts
Nov.
22
19
Roscoe
(Fatty)
Arbuckle
II....
Berlin: Rhythm of a Metropolis .8....
Cuba
Sept. 27 21
No.That?
8— How D'Ya Like Jan. I3.'34. 18. . . . No. 4— Laughs in the Law
Glimpses
of Germany
20....
Farmer's Friend, The Oct. 4 7
No. 5 — Notre Dame Glee Club 88
Green Heart
of Germany. The
From
CeeooH
to
Bytterfly..
.Jan.
10,
'34.
.7
George
Givot-Charies
Judels
No. 6— Harry Warren
10
Springtime
on the Rhine
Great Ra«o«n Hunt, Tha. ..Sept. 1 20
.7....
No.Ben9—Blue
Nervous Hands ....Feb. 3.'34.2I
The Mosel
No.
78—— Easy
Aces
16....
HerBee
Majesty, the Queen
No.
Little
Miss
Mischief
19
Dec. 1 8
Trier. Oldest City In Germany... J .6....
No. 9— Movie Memories
9....
No.Charles
10— Pugs
Vintagers'
Festival
in theAlps
Palatinate... .110....
Inseet
Mar. II
4.'34..7....
Judelsand Kisses. .. Feb. I7.'34.2I
No.Sigmund
10 — The Spaeth
Tune Detective 9
Winter in the
Bavarian
rl..
Kiclt-Oft,Clowns
The
Oct.
27....
No.
II—
Mushrooms
Feb.
I4.'34.
.2
rls.
Young
Germany
Goes
Skiing
Newslaugh
—
No.
2
Dec.
20
9
.1
rl..
Harry
Gribbon
Queen af the Underworld. .. Dec. 6. .....7
No.
II12—— The
Mississippi Wrong
Suite
9....
No.Block
Trail 19....
No.Ben12—Blue
Foiled Again Mar. 24,'34. .2 rls.
UNITED ARTISTS
Wanders af the Traplet Dec. 13 32
and Wrong
Sully
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
No.
Hits, with
Roy Turk. . . . 1Irl..
1. . . .
No. 13— Ben Blue (untitled) .Apr. I4,'34. .2 rls.
MICKEY MOUSE
RKO RADIO PICTURES
No. 1513—
14 —— Song
Easy Aces,
No. 2
No. 14— Corn on the Cop. . . Apr. 28,'34. .2 rU.
13. The Mall Pilot Juno 5 7...
No.
Pure
Feud
I rl..
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
No.
15—1
Scream
May
I9.'34.
.2
rls.
14.
Mickey's
Mechanical
BROADWAY
BREVITIES
No.
16
—
Radio
Ramblers
Irl..
AMOS
'N' ANDY
Man
Juno 9 8...
CARTOONS
No. 17 — Lulu McConnell
I rl..
No. 25 — 20,000 Cheers for
15.
Mickey'sLove
Gala Premiere. Aug.
June 30
7...
No. 18 — Good Old Days
Irl..
Lion
Tamer,
The
Feb.
2,'34..lrl..
the Chain Gang
Aug, I2....I9
16.
Puppy
14
No.
19
—
Radio
Reels
Irl..
Rasslin'
Match,
The
Jan.
5/34.11....
17.
Steeple
Chase
Sept.
1
7...
Jerry
Bergen-The
Rolllckers-Picken
Sisters
BLONDE and RED
Van Ahearn
18. The Pet Shop
Sept.22 8...
No. 26— The "No" Man. .. .Aug. 28 19
No.Jessei
20 — —Charles
Irl..
HEAD SERIES
(NEW
SERIES)
Hugh O'Connoll-Anne Greenway
No.
21—
Little
Jack Little
I rl..
1.
Giant
Land
Nov.
15
7...
Bridal
Bail
Feb.
9,
'34.
2
1
BROADWAY
BREVITIES
Flirting in tha Park Aug. 18 20
No.
22—
Radio
Reel
No.
2
Irl..
(New Series)
2. Mickey
Shanghaied
....Jan. I5,'34..7...
Walking
Back
Hama
Dec.
8
19
No.
23—
Dad
Minds
the
Baby..
Irl..
3.
Playful
Pluta
SPORT THRILLS SERIES
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
No. I— Use Your Imagina- tion Sept. 2 18
4.SILLY
Camping
Out
Feb.
I6.'34..7...
TED
HUSING
SERIES
(Raluua)
SYMPHONIES
The Cure
Aug. 19 20...,
No. I—
Father Little
Noah's Plgi
Ark Jan.
No.Hal 2—LoRoy-Mltzl
Rufus JonesMayfalr
for
No. 2—
The
Fireman
Aug.
21
10.9. Three
May 27
26 8...
8...
The Count
Nov. 28
17.... 21....
No. 3—
President
Sept.
9
20
11. Old King Cala July 27 8...
No. 4— Old Time Sport Thrills
TheCLARK
Immigrant
12. Lullaby Land
Aug. IS 7...
No.Ethel3 — Waters
Seasoned Greetings. Sept. 23 20
&. McCULLOUGH Jan. I9.'34.2I....
No. 5—
13. Pled Piper
Oct. 6 7...
Lita4—Grey
Chaplin
SERIES
No.WORLD
6—
(NEW
SERIES)
No.
Paul
Revere,
Jr..
..Oct.
7.
...21.
ADVENTURES
Fits In a FiddIa Oct. 20....l4i/i..
1. The
Night Before
E.
M. NEWMAN
Gusy
Shy-Janet
Reade
Christmas
Dec.
15
8...
Hay Nanny,
Jan.
.2 rl>.
No. 10— Wonder Spots of the World Irl..
No.0'Donald
5Day— Operator's
Opera.
..Oct.
14.
...21.
laanan's
Ball,Nanny
The
Aug. I2,'34.
13 20..,.
2.
The
China
Shop
Jan.
I5.'34..S...
No. II — Costumes of the World Irl..
Novls-Dawn
Eton
Boys
3. Grasshopper and the
lathe Devil
Dag Hania....Feb.
Kicking
Around.. Aug. 2.'34.2I....
4 19
No. 12 — Strange Ceremonies 10....
Ant. The
Feb. I5,'34..8...
Odor
In the
the Crown
Court
2 rIs.
No. 6— 'Tis Spring .......Oct. 28 19
No.MUSICAL
13— Top ofWORLD
the World
19
JOURNEYS
Snug In a Jag
Nov. 2 20
UNIVERSAL
Patricia
EllisAllen
Jenkins
CUBBY
THE
BEAR
E.
M.
NEWMAN
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
CARTOONS
No. 2i—— Samoan
ExploringMemories
the Pacific Irl..
Irl..
(Technicolor)
GOOFYTONE NEWS
No.
No.Tom
7—Patricola
Yeast Is Yeast Nov. .„
II 20
„
.8...
Croon Crazy
Dec. 29 .7....
No.
I
Aug.
28...,
No.
3—
Heart
of
Paris
10
Cabby's Pienle
Oct. 6 .7....
10...
No. 2
: Oct. I...,
No. 54—— Cannibal
Italy, the Islands
Old and the Naw II
.7....
No.Janet8— Reade-Olive
The Mild West.
18. ...23....
Cabby's
Flight Aug.
No. 3
Dec. 25 .1.9...
No.
Irl..
Borden...Nov.
GallopingWorld
Fanny
Dec. 25
I.... .1 rl..
rl.
No. 9— Girl Trouble
Dee. 2 23
No.OSWALD
4 CARTOONS
Jan. 29,'34 .8'/2.,
rl..
Gay Gauche, The
Nov. 3 .1■ Vh..
No.
6
—
Spanish
America
Irl..
Mitchell
and
Durante
No.
7
—
Jerusalem,
the
Holy
City
Irl..
.in.
Good
Knight
Feb. 23,'34.
No. 10— Around the Clock.. Dec. 16 29
No.
Siam
Not Faefery
Aug.
II ,1 rl.. Candy House.
The
Jan.
Reel
Jan. 15,I.'34.
'34. .7...
No. 89—— Picturesque
Slackers of the
Jungle Irl..
I rl..
Four Eton
Sinister
Stnfl
Jan. 26,'34. .1 rl.. Chicken
Norma
Terris-Boys
County
Fair
Feb.
5.'34
No.
10
—
East
Indies
I rl..
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
.8...
Five and Dime...! Sept. 18
No.Dorothy
II— Plane
Crazyand Dec. 23 22
No.
il
—
Central
America
Irl..
.1
rl.
HowCOMEDIES
Comedies Are Born Sept. 8 IS..
Lee-Arthur
No. ;2 — Dark Africa
Irl..
Gingerbread
Boy
Apr.
In the Zoo
Nov. I6.'34.
6 .7...
Suits to Nuts
Deo. I
No.
13
—
South
Sea
Islands
Irl..
Morton
Havel
.1
rl.
HEADLINER SERIES
Kings
Up
Mar.
I2,'34.
.8...
No.
12—
Kissing
Time
Dec.
16.
...22....
Merry
Old
Soul
Nov.
27
20....
No. 5— Preferred List Oct. 6
Parking
Space
Dec.
18
.7...
No, 6— Air Tonic
Dec. 22.. 21....
Georges
No.Jane
13—FromanA Metaxa
Little Girl with .
.2rls.
ToyPOOCH
Shoppe,CARTOONS
The
Feb. 19. '34 .1 rl.
SECIALS
N*.MASQUERS
7— On Approval
COMEDIES Jan. 5,'34.
(EACH
SERIAL 12 EPISODES
OF 2 RLS.)
Hot
and
Cold
Aug.
14
1
rl.
.
Abroad
in
Old
Kentucky
Sept.
9
Title
Rel. Date
MIn.
.
.
.
20,'34.29.
.Jan.
Molly
Picon
Ideas
Big
No.
14
—
Not
Tonight
King Klunk
Sept. 4 9
MR. AVERAGE MAN
SheRADIO
Done Him
Right
Oct.
9
7....
COMEDIES (EDGAR
Josephine
FIRST
DIVISION
STAR
REELS
KENNEDY)
Frank
McHugh..Jan. 27, '34. 21
Young Eagles
TheLouis
Old Sobol
Timers
21
Kitty Kelly
Grin and Bear It
Dec. 29 201/2..
— No. 3
Quiet Please
Aug. II... 20'/,..
(Technicolor)
21..,. Peeping
Tom
Sept.20
17
What
Fur?
Nov.
3...
No.
15
—
Picture
Palace
MASCOT
Louis Sisters.
Sobol — No.The
4
MUSICALS
No. 1716 —— Come
I0.'34.2i.
Fighting with Kit Carson. . .July 6 29
Boswcll
Dee. 6 21
No.
Businessto Dinner...
Is a .. .Feb.
.Feb. 24.'34.I0.
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5,'34. 20....
Noah Beery
Johnny
Mack Brown(each)
Nick
Kenny
—
No.
4
Ethel Waters
SPECIALS
Pleasure
Mar. 3,'34..2rls.
2
rIs.
Henry
the
Ape.
Jan.
26,'34.
Bert Lahr
Lost
Jungle.
The
Apr.
i.'34.29
No.
18—
Silver
Living
Mar.
I7.'34.
.2
rls.
World's
Greatest
Thrills.
..
.Aug.
18
19
Dorothy
Stone
Clyde
Beatty
(eack)
STRANGE
AS
IT
Hizzoner
Nov. 17.. 21 '/a..
No. 19 — Let's Play Post
Mystery
Squadron. The Dec. 23 (each)
28
SEEMS SERIES
Bert Lahr
Bob
Steele
Office
Mar. 31. '34. .2 rls. Three Musketeers. The Apr. 7
No. 31— Novelty
Aug. 7 9
Jean Sargent
Knife
of the
Lillian
MilesParty Feb. I6,'34. 21.2rli.
No.
32—
Novelty
Sept.
4
1
rl..
John
Wayne-Ruth
Hail
'/2.. No. 33 — Novelty
No.Lillian
20 — Story
Oct. 9 9
Strange
Case of Hennessy. . Dec. 8
Wolf Dog. The
Sept. 30
Roth Conference. . .Apr. 7,'34..2rls.
Cliff Edwards
No. 34 — Novelty
Nov. 20 9
Rin
Tin Tin. Matlory
Jr.-Frankie
MUSICOMEDIES
No. 35 — Novelty
Dec. 18 10
Darro-Boots
No.
21—
Morocco
Nights . .. Apr. 2I,'34. .2 rls.
(Technicolor)
SERIES (Ruth Etting)
No.
36—
Novelty
Jan.
22.
'34.
II
Hal22—LeRoy
California Weather
Dec.15... 20'/j..
37— Novelty
Private Lessons ...June 5,'34.22
PRINCIPAL
'/j.. No.UNIVERSAL
COMEDIES Feb. 26.'34..l rl.. No.HOW
Knee Deep in Music Sept.22 2121....
TO BREAK 90
All
at
Sea
Sept.20
21
Chandu
2rlj.
Torch
BOBBY
JONES
(Mentone No. 2)
MY Tango
BRIDGE EXPERI- Feb. 23,'34
(each)
No. 4— Down Swing
July 8 1 rl..
Big Benefit, The
Oct. 18 21
Lost World
2 ril.
ENCES (Elv Cuibertson)
No.
5
—
Impact
July
15
Irl..
(Mentone No. 3)
Clyde Beatty
(each)
Forced Response, A
Sept. 15 17....
No.LOONEY
6— Fine TUNES
Points Aug. 5 10
Tarzan,
Fearless Aug. il (each)
20....
Big Casino, The
Nov. 29 21
Murder at the Bridge Table. Sept. I 21....
Buster theCrabbo
(Mentone No. 4)
Society Cheaters
Sept. 29... 15....
No.
10
—
Beau
Bosko
7
What
Not
te
Do
in
Bridge..
Oct.
13...
Bern
April
First
Mar.
I4,'34.
.2
rls.
No. 12II —— Bosko
Bosko's theMechanical
Man 77
Sterling Halloway
Trans-Atlantie
Bridge
No.
Musketeer
UNIVERSAL
Tricks
Oct. 27... 21....
Varieties
Feb. I4,'34. .2 rls. No.
20. . . . Broadway
13 — Bosko's
Picture(NewShow
7
(Mentone
No.
7)
Three
Knaves
and
a
Quoon.Nov.
10...
Gordon
Ghost City
Aug. 14 (each)
20
LOONEY
TUNES
Series)
PATHE NEWS
Buck of
Jones-Madge
Bellamy
Ed
Sullivan's
Headliners.
.
.
Mar.
2i,'34.
.2
rls.
No. I— Buddy's Day Out. .Sept. 9 8
Released
a week
(Mentone No. 8)
Perils
of
Pauline
Nov.
6
29....
PATHE twice
REVIEW
No.Garden
2 — Buddy's Beer
FullHenry
Coverage
Feb. 28,'34. .2 rls.
Evaiyn ofKnappRobert Allen
Oct. 21 7
Released ence a month
Armetta
Phantom
the Air
May 22 (each)
20
No. 3— Buddy's Show Boat. May I2.'34..7
Meeting
Dec. 20 20
SOGLOW'S
Tom Tyler-Gloria Shea
(aaah)
CARTOONS "THE KING"
No.
4—
Buddy
the
Gob
Jan.
I3.'34.
.
I
rl.
.
SterlingMazle
Holloway
No.
5
—
Buddy
and
Towser
I
rl..
Pirate
Treasure
Jan.
29.'34.20.
Fatal Note, Tha
Sept. 29 7 ..
Richard Lund
Talmadge- (aaah). . .
Mountain
Music
Jan. 3,'34.I8
No.MELODY
6 — Buddy's
Garage
Irl..
Louise Fazenda
Lucille
Jest of Honor
Jan. 19, '34.. 7
MASTERS
Not
the
Marrying
Kind
Nov.
22
20
Jolly
Good Along
Felons
Feb. 27..,.
I6.'34..l7..rl..
No. 10— The Alma Martyr
9
Vanishing
Shadow. TheInce
Apr. 23,'34.29
Sterling Holloway
Marching
Oct.
Onslow Stevens-Ada
(each)
Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanlans

OA
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national medium
for showmen
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Ten cents per word, money-order or check with copy. Count initials, box number and address. Minimum insertion,
$1. Four insertions for the price of three.
Contract rates on application.
No borders or cuts. Forms close
Mondays at 5 P.M. Publisher reserves right to reject any copy. Address correspondence, copy and checks to
MOTION PICTURE HERALD, Classified Dept., 1790 Broadway, New York City

USED

ECUIPMENT

ONE PAIR REFLECTOR ARCS. $150.00; 5 HORSE,
single phase motor, $50.00. BOX 445, GI^SGOW, KY.
BARGAIN: COMPLETE REBUILT SIMPLEX
projectors and low intensity lamps. Also 75 to
150 ampere Hertner generator, good as new. JOE
GOLDBERG, Inc.. 823 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons. etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Catalogue IT free. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
600 UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS CHEAP. PICTURE
THEATRE SEATING, 722 Springfield Ave.. Newark,
N. J.

NEW

E€Uli:>MENT

CONVERT YOUR OBSOLETE SOUND SYSTEM
to Wide Range brand new heads for Simplex and
Powers from $83.00 up. Investigate our other items
at special prices. Consulting engineering services
gratis. Let us advise you. NEW ENGLAND
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORP.. 356
Worthington St., Springfield, Mass.
TRAILER REEL, A NECESSITY APPRECIATED
by all operators, $1.00: main driving gear for Simplex,
$4.00 — a spare gear is invaluable in every theatre;
exciter lamps, 6— $3.00 guaranteed; bargain beauty
baby spots, new factory seconds, $4.75 — 251 watt bulb,
$1.35. Get your supply. CROWN, 311 West 44th
St., New York.
TRADE WITH
"OLDMost
RELIABLE
Established
25 years.
complete MONARCH."
stock theatre
equipment, sound accessories, supplies. Money saving
prices. Our central location assures snappy service.
Catalog free. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO..
Jlemphis, Tenn.

PATRONIZE
counter:
RebuiltMONARCH'S
projectors, SPECIAL
generators, BARGAIN
rectifiers,
reflector arc lamps, Mazda lamphouses, screens,
chairs, lenses, portables, amplifiers, sound heads. All
theatre equipment. Satisfactory trades completed.
Expert projector repairing and service. Established
25 years. Free list. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Memphis, Tenn.

COUPLE MILLION LEFT— TICKETS 15c ROLL,
most denominations and colors, misprints. Buy a
year'sYork.
supply. S. O. S. CORP.. 1600 Broadway,
New

BARGAINS! RECONDITIONED ARCTIC NU-AIR
blowers,ERN FAN
noiseless
drives.BoxWrite
prices.Ga.SOUTHCOMPANY,
440. for
Atlanta,

WANT FRANCHISE HOLDERS IN EVERY
state it U. S. to handle distribution of theatrical
and nofn-theatrical pictures. Catholic feature now
ready
for and
release.
unless able
finance
franchise
post Don't
bond answer
for territory.
Send tocomplete
data in first letter. BOX 347A, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

SILENT THEATRE AND PORTABLE MAfilm. Equipment.
chines.
."^00 EQUIPMENT
reels of silent
NATIONAL
CO., 409 West Michigan
St., Duluth, Minn.

CEPKESENTATIVES

WANTED

TC

WANTED PIPE ORGAN. NO AUTOMATICS.
State particulars and price wanted in first letter.
Cash.
Va. HODGSON ORGAN CO., 608 Duke St., Norfolk,

THEY COME AND GO— BUT WRITE S. O. S.
for real lowdown on reflector arcs, amplifiers, generachairs, rectifiers,savings.
,-inything.S. Ask
list. Trades
taken.tors, Tremendous
O. S.for CORP.,
1600
Broadway, New York.

POWERS OR SIMPLEX LAMPHOUSES AND
BASES. THEATRE SOUND SERVICE. Rochester,
N. Y.
WE PAY MORE CASH FOR USED PICTURE
machines,
systems,
sound-on-film
and chairs.
LIBERTY cooling
RADIO
THEATRE
SUPPLY,
Sand
Springs. Okla.
WILL BUY USED THEATRE CHAIRS, PARTS,
accessories, all kinds. Write GESCO, 2035 Charleston
St.. Chicago.

[^CSITICNS

WANTED

YOUNG MAN, ASSISTANT MANAGER, DESIRES
position. Will invest. BOX 367, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.
UNION PROJECTIONIST EIGHTEEN YEARS'
experience
5 years' Pollock
sound —St.,married
references.
GEORGE —GODLEY,
New —Bern,
N. C.
PROJECTIONIST — EilPLOYED AT PRESENT,
desire change. Operate Western F.lectric. Go anywhere. BOX 376, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.'

PROJECTION AND BOOTH EQUIPMENT,
parts and accessories. Simplex mechanisms, arc
lamps, lars.
rectifiers,
Give fullPICTURE
particuSpot cash.generators,
BOX 374,etc.MOTION
HERALD.
DDINTINe

WANTED

LEASE OR BUY
MINIMUM
lation 15,000, in the THEATRE,
East or Middle West POPUBOX
370, MOTION PICTURE HERALD
. WANTED TO LEASE THEATRE ANY SIZE
'''''' ^^^^^
FIcNjRE HERlLa"
GENECAE
EQDIDMENT
TENDS. TO
KNITTIN'—
DON'T
install
O. S.YOUR
Wide Fidelity
sound,
$179.70WORRY—
up complete; soundheads, $49.50 up. Unified control amplifiers,
$50.00
up.
S.
■
O.
S.
CORP.,
1600 Broadway,
New \ork.

COMPLETE BOOTH EQUIPMENT AND SOUND
equipment. New and rebuilt. Expert repair and
servicmg. Guaranteed quality. Unusual prices.
Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY
CORP., 334 W. 44th St., New York.
BARGAINS — NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
supplies.
overhauling— Wliat do you
need? AskExpert
us. projector
MIDWEST
THEATRE SUPPLY
CO.. 910 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
"RECEIVING
MUCH Oakland,
FAVORABLE
writes
Gordon Hudson,
Cal.— S.COMMENT!"
O. S. Wide
Fidelity
from $179.70. S. O. S. CORP., 1600
Broadway,is yours
New York.

DDT

FOR SALE: WEBER DELUXE SOUND-ONfilm equipment for Powers. LYRIC, Clearfield, Pa.

OUTSTANDING BARGAINS FOR CASH ON
complete rebuilt portable 35 mm. sound-on-film projector outfits made bv one of the most reliable manufacturers. BOX 375, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

THEATRES

SERVICE

100 WINDOW CARDS, 14 x 22, 3 COLORS, $3.25
F.O.B BERLIN PRINT, Berlin. Md.
NEARGRAVURE— 250 2-COLOR LETTERHEADS,
250 envelopes, $2.99 prepaid. SOLLIDAYS, Knox,
Ind.

SCREEN
DESDDEACINC
WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make it like
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
CO.,new.
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
THEATRES
WILL SELL FIVE-YEAR LEASE ON PAYING
theatre fbr $1,000.00 cash. BOX 372, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
TRAINING

SCHCCLS

LEARN THEATRE POSTER PAINTING. NAAurora, 111.TIONAL ACADEMY OF LETTERING, Box 102,
LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT
and theatre advertising. Big opportunities for trained
men.
Catalog
THEATRE
MANAGERS
STTTUTE,
315 free.
Washingrton
St.. Elmira.
N. Y. IN-
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LANNY

ROSS

From the radio to the screen
comes Lanny Ross, singing star
of the Maxwell
Showboat

House Coffee

Hour. For two years,

one of the most popular performers on the air, his thrilling
voice and charming personality
will be heard and seen from now
on in PARAMOUNT

"MELODY

PICTURES.

with Charlie Ruggles,
Mary Boland,
Ann
RIN
IN SP
Sothern.
Directed
by"
G
Norman McLeod. A
Paramount Picture. ..will
introduce Lanny Ross to
motion picture audiences
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Pictures of 44 Members of Grievance and
Clearance Boards; Flinn Report Shows
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When

you talk about

BIG

pictures,

you're talking M-G-M
language.
The records of 1 933-34 are already
bright with "Tugboat Annie,"
''Dinner at 8," "Dancing Lady"and
others from M-G-M,

Springtime
Attractions

but—

brings Giant M-G-M
that dwarf everything

else in the entire industry!
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one

and

only company

makes

road-show

"VIVA

tainments now presents "RIPTIDE",
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AND
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Striking in her brunette beauty. Ultra-

Audiences

already have admired

her in

smart in her attire. Poise, sophistication, "Carolina". In "All Men Are Enemies' .. .
allure ... all are hers. An exciting actress of

another important FOX

wide stage experience . . . her screen inter-

vivid vitality of her performance definitely

pretations sparkle with emotional depth.

stamps her as one of the screen's great!

★

★

production . . . the

★
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PROVED

AGAIN

AND

WHEN
Earth Turns"
Mr. S. with
Charles
Einfeld"Asof the
Warner
Brotherscame
was along
confronted
an
advertising and selling dilennma. He had on his hands
an alleged "bunkless" picture, a down-to-earth drama, entirely
devoid of "hokum" according to the studio's opinion. What
to do? He tried a test campaign in Dallas, Texas, selling the
idea that here was the great bunkless picture. And to check,
in Danbury, Connecticut, he put on a good standard high
pressure campaign of the hokum school, selling romantic love,
etc. The results, now added up in successful box office figures
in both cities, vindicate the great experiment. Both campaigns
worked. It has long been said that it pays to advertise.
AAA
JUST NAMES
WITH
a great flourish to publicity in the lay press it is
announced that Mrs. August Belmont — now great
social leader, once an actress — is the new president
of the Motion Picture Research Council. The announcement
is accompanied by considerable copy about the motion picture
quoting Mrs. Belmont but torn right out of the mimeograph
files of the Council. And in sequel Mrs. Belmont announces
Mrs. Grace Coolidge, widow of the late president, as honorary
vice-president. The true significance of all this is that the
Reverend William Harrison Short, who is the Research Council,
is a great casting director.
AAA
THE SCREEN'S RIGHTS?
To all those who ask that the motion picture shall be an
important commentator upon and expositor of the affairs
of civilization, the judgment in the British courts in behalf
of the Princess Youssoupoff against Metro-Soldwyn-Mayer on
the basis of the portrayals in "Rasputin" should be regarded
with dismay. This page is not the place to try or re-try the
case, but it is obvious enough that the influence of such decisions as this, and it is but the most conspicuous of several,
exerts a pressure calculated to drive the motion picture farther
and farther into the jungles of the Land-Where-Nothing-lsReal. The screen has yet, it seems, a long way to go in getting rights in any approximation of those of the printed word.
The screen continues a shining mark for those who seek and
those who sue and those who want to share its publicity.
AAA
THIS week-end would be a good time to re-wrap that trout
rod and varnish it. Film base dissolved in acetone makes
an excellent rod varnish. Efficiency suggests the use of
censor cuts. Fancy enameling your tackle with a gross of
Mae West or a touch of Anna Sten!
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WHAT

A

RACE!

very human the race is! This subject has had not
How
a little exploration and research these several thousand
years, but there was enough left of it to make news for
the New York Times when it discovered, incidental to the
"the general
of news,
broadcasting
"controlled"
new
the
side ofradio
of thethathuman
in more
is interested
audience
news than . . . events of political and economic importance."
rs and the amusement business have
other
Several
a long time.
for "news"-pape
known this
This important, if not startling, discovery is the first expression from the newly founded Publishers National Radio Committee's Press Radio Bureau which doles out the material which
is to be permitted on the air in competition with the newspapers. This interesting, but perhaps not final, adjustment
of the controversy between the press and the air is discussed
in our news pages of this issue. It is a subject of considerable
Interest and import to the motion picture industry with its
complex and difficult issues with the competition of the radio as
an amusement medium, using so much of screen talent.
Here is an occasion when, if the screen had all its vaunted
power as the great medium of expression to the public, it
might bring as much pressure as the press which has the
power, and uses it. The screen's newsreels, for instance, could
say things about radio but they will not, for reasons both
obvious and obscure.
AAA

MR. CABOT'S PATTER
MOST likely it Is a crime to kid a Cabot in Boston, but
we refuse to suppress an observation of the moment
which arises from a curious crying out about the screen
from Mr. Stephen Perkins Cabot, president of the Judge Baker
Guidance Center, Boy Scout leader and profound educator,
reported by The Review (Boston) as saying: "The morals of
children are being wrecked. ... All efforts for improvement
seem vain as long as block booking and blind buying prevail."
May we not direct the attention of Mr. Cabot to the fact
that one of the world's most conspicuous examples of merchandising bythe "block booking and blind buying" method
has been the selling, through a whole generation, of "The Five
Foot Shelf," culture and education by the yard, with the impress of the classicism of New England through the use of the
name of the late, great erudite Dr. Eliot of Harvard.
Block booking, whatever its merits or demerits may be In
a commercial sense, has about as much moral and social bearing as the practise of selling meals table d'hote. Mr. Cabot,
spare us for the saying of It, has picked up some film patter,
not information.
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FIGHT STAR RATINGS
Planning concentrated opposition to the
system
of critics'
of pictures,
the
AMPA
in New"star"
Yorkratings
last week
named
Ben Atwell chairman of a committee to
formulate the attack. Plans for a dinner to
President John Flinn were also discussed.
WRITERS' CODE
Late last week the Hollywood Screen
Writers' Guild adopted a revised working
code, excepting one article, which would
prevent studios from signing important
writers in the event of a strike. To the
executive board went the right to limit
members to signing contracts beyond a
specified date. . . .
LICENSE FEES
The Denver Film Board of Trade has
gone into battle against the proposed
license fee scale which would raise film exchange assessments from $40 to $100 annually, 150 per cent. Defeated last year
was a similar proposal. . . .
PREMIUM BATTLE
For a retention of their policy of using
premiums, independent exhibitors of Philadelphia plan to join forces. In order to
carry their fight to the NRA at Washington, said reports late last week. . . .
CLAIMS COLLECTED
Filed by the New York Film Board of
Trade during 1933 were 4,609 claims, involving $771,702.52, against local exhibitors for alleged breach of contract. Collections were made on 3,351 ($517,556.46)
of the claims, totaling 86 per cent. . . .
COLUMBIA DEAL
Under discussion in Paris is a deal whereby Pathe-Natan would be distributor in
France of Columbia product. J. H. Seldelman, Columbia foreign manager, Is
negotiating a possible arrangement in the
French capital. He and Mrs. Seidelman
return to the U. S. late this month. . . .
MPTO SESSION
To make plans for the semi-annual convention, probably early In April, M. A.
LIghtman, president of the MPTO of
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, has
called
a directors'
meeting
at discussed.
Memphis
this week.
Code boards
will be
WOMAN
SUPERVISOR
Perhaps unique In production executive
circles Is the appointment of Jane Murfin,
noted writer, as a supervisor for RKO
Radio, by Pandro Berman, executive producer. She has long been a scenarist at
the same studio. . . ,
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EXHIBITORS" RIGHTS
No embodied
thought ofinaffecting
any exhibitor's
right
a cancellation
privilege
was Intended
by toMSM's
requestof that
exhibitors consent
substitution
certain
films, Allied States Association announced
from Washington last week following a
communication from the company answering Allied's Inquiry on the request. . . .
IOWA SALES TAX
Crying unfair discrimination, Iowa exhibitors are vigorously opposing the proposed imposition of a graduated two and
one-half per cent tax on amusement admissions, part of a sales levy. Legislative
committee members agree exhibitors have
been asked to bear too great a share of
the tax burden. . . .
REEL BAN LIFTED
Following a complete ban on newsreel
shots of the Socialist uprising In Vienna,
the Chicago police censor board late last
week rescinded the ban, after revelation
the board had not seen the films Involved,
had clamped down after reading of their
contents in a newsreel release notice.
Newspapers rushed to the reels' defense.
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Code Is defended and attacked in reports and briefs submitted to Washington
Flinn reports for Code Authority
Hays office answers Allied
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TITLE CONFLICT
Following protest from Fox Film, the
title arbitration committee of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America unanimously recommended that
Warner desist from using "Fashion Frolics
of 1934" as the title of what was originally
"Fashions of 1934," then "Fashion Follies
of 1934," since it conflicts with "Fox
Follies." . . .
PROTEST FILM
On the basis of alleged direct violation
of the production and advertising code,
the MPPDA Hollywood office has wired
a complaint to the New York office against
"Narcotic," produced by Duane Esper. . . .
LENTEN FILM BAN
With numerous theatres In the affected
district, exhibitors in the Kansas City sector are deeply concerned over the absolute
ban on films during Lent pronounced by
Bishop Francis Johannes of the Leavenworth diocese. The message scored the
screen, and contained a plea for federal
legislation. The language was strong. . . .
OREGON EXHIBITORS
For the promotion of better understanding of the code and Increased harmony,
a majority of leading exhibitors this week
organized the Oregon Exhibitors' Association, with William Cutts, Portland, as president. Officers: George Appleby, Ted
Gamble, vice-presidents; Ruth Doyle, secretary-treasure .. .
TRIAL ORDERED
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Upheld last week by the appellate division was a New York supreme court
denial of a motion by Educational to dismiss the action of Amity Pictures for an
accounting of profits, involving Tiffany
product. The case was ordered to early
trial. D. C. Mlllward has taken over Amity
distribution in Washington State. . . .
COLONIAL MARKET
The capture of a larger share of the film
business of British colonies, dependencies,
mandated territories, is the plan of British
producers, according to reports to the
United
States
Commerce
Department's
film
division.
British
United Film
Producers,
established two years, Is working with the
cooperation of the Colonial Office. . . .
NEW PLAYERS
From among hundreds of young players,
most of them with previous stage, screen
experience. Fox this week selected 35 —
25 feminine, 10 masculine — and awarded
them contracts. From minor roles they
will be graduated progressively, as demonstrated talent dictates. . . .
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DEFENDED,

CODE

IN

REPORTS

Flinn Reports on Code Authority Progress; Allied Asks Kuykendall Removal, Addition of
Independents;

PICTURE

Hess

Answers

By FRANCIS L. BURT
Washington Correspondent
Marking the starting point of a new recovery drive, aimed to put more persons to
work by reducing hours to a maximum of
30 or 36 a week, and increasing wage rates
by 10 per cent, members of Code Authorities
governing more than 600 industries this
week met at Washington with General Hugh
S. Johnson and other officials of the National
Recovery Administration for a general discussion of codes, code compliance and code
amendment.
Members of the film Code Authority were
present in sufficient number to permit attendance at each of the five conferences
which ran jointly, being especially interested
in the meetings on trade practices, small enterprises, and code administration.
Flinn and Hays Briefs Submitted
A report on the motion picture code, its enforcement and compliance, was submitted to
the Administration by the film authority,
through its secretary, John C. Flinn. The full
text appears in this issue, starting on Page 33.
Also, the Hays organization submitted a brief
to the Administrator in which they said the
code benefits all independents. The text appears, starting on Page 60.
Reports of the Code Authorities, in general,
showed a majority of enterprises cooperating
with the Government in its recovery program,
although definite need of tightening up to prevent evasions was disclosed. It was also apparent that codes in general will require amendment in a number of phases to protect the
workers, public and industry itself. This was
expected.
The conference was opened Monday by President Roosevelt, who outlined the progress thus
far made. He served notice upon employers that
they would have to increase employment to take
over the millions now serving temporarily under the Government through Civilian Conservation Camps, Public Works projects and
other specially devised agencies.
Codes to Be Tightened
Declaring industry never can return to the
buccaneering methods of pre-depression days,
the President warned the Code Authorities that
all codes would be tightened up to prevent evasions, protect the worker and consumer and outlaw unfair competition.
However, the President declared, the Administration will adhere closely to its policy of
protecting small enterprises and will demand
preservation of the anti-trust laws.
Work of the NRA code conference largely
centered around the defects in codes and defects in compliance brought out during public
hearings at Washington last week. General
Johnson
"12-point
program"
which he had
laid developed
before the a Code
Authorities
for
consideration. The program was reported in
detail last week.
Announcement was made by General John-
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ATTACKED

JOHNSON

K'S
THISE WEE
IVITIES
COD
ACT
The center of interest in Motion
Picture Code developments shifted to
Washington this week, with the meetings of Code Anthorities, and submission ofbriefs by various groups in the
industry. Highlights were these:
1. GENERAL
On This Page
(a) Film Code Authority members attend
Washington conferences.
(b) John C. Flinn presents report of
Code Authority.
(c) Hays
Organization
submits all
briefindeintended to show
Code benefits
pendents.
(d) Roosevelt says employers must increase employment, codes must be tightened.
(e) Allied demands changes in Code.
V
2. LOCAL BOARD MEMBERS
Page 24
(a) Pictures of 44 members of Local
Clearance and Grievance Boards.
V
3. CODE AUTHORITY REPORT
Page 33
(a) John C. Flinn, executive secretary of
Code Authority, reports on progress to
date.
V
4. HAYS OFFICE BRIEF Page 60
(a) Gabriel Hess submits report to show
Code benefits the independents.
son, on Alonday, that Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt had been given until April 7
to file his report on the salary investigation, as
a result of which the Administration will decide
whether the code clause governing excessive
salaries should be made effective.
A great deal of difficulty has been encountered in analyzing the salary questionnaires,
many of them now being returned promptly.
Recovery codes were also the subject of action, the House on Monday passing a bill providing penalties of $5,000 fine or imprisonment
for five years or both for the willful filing of
false data with any Government agency with
intent to defraud.
Under some codes, production volume will be
the basis of assessments for costs of enforceThe film industry's
has
not yet ments.
determined
on what Code
basis Authority
it will charge
industry members for code enforcement assessment. The Code Authority is expected to set
the size of its budget for code enforcement
within a few days, probably March 12. The
exhibition branch is expected to be assessed the
most, because the code benefits it the most.
The socalled public criticism meetings at
Washington were marked by submission of a
brief on behalf of Allied States asking for removal of Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
from the Code Authority and for addition of at
least two additional unaffiliated independent exbitor representatives on the Authority.
Mr. Rosenblatt also was brought under atagain. Allied alleging
he is
againsttack independent
exhibitors.
The"prejudiced"
opposition
to Mr. Kuykendall was based on the contention

Rosenblatt Given Until April 7
To File Report on Salary
Inquiry;
Boards

Five More Local
To Be Named

that he is "biased." It was recommended by
Allied that the number of Government representatives on the Code Authority be increased
to three.
The brief also asked for addition of two unaffiliated subsequent run exhibitors to each Local Clearance Board and one unaffiliated exhibitor to the Local Grievance Boards.
A number of changes were asked in the code
itself and a "thorough investigation" of trade
practices.
Hess Answers Allied
Allied States' attack was answered in a brief
filed with the Administration on Tuesday by
Gabriel Hess, general attorney for the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America,
in which it was pointed out that at the present
time the unaffiliated exhibitors have four members on the Clearance and Zoning Boards
against two for the affiliated group, while on
the grievance board each group has two representatives. Inasmuch as none of these boards
has yet begun to function, he declared, the criticism of the independents can be based only on
conjecture and speculation. The Hess brief appears in full, starting on page 60.
"The attack now made upon the code is a
renewed
one, out.
as Mr.
Myersbeenhimself
was pointed
It has
made states,"
before toit
the Deputy Administrator, then to the Administrator himself, and finally to the President. The objections now made are identical
with those previously made and were considered at length by the Government and were
found wholly without merit.
Unfair, Myers Charges
Following are excerpts from the Allied brief,
submitted by Abram Myers, general counsel :
"The major objection to the code is that it
vests quasi-judicial power over the respective
rights of buyers and sellers of film, and producer-control ed and independent exhibitors, in
a Code Authority and in local boards dominated
by the sellers and producer-exhibitors.
"Under the proposed set-up the independent
coming into these boards as plaintiff would find
the defendant sitting on the bench.
"Not only is the policy of the code wrong in
itself, but the accumulated experience shows that
the majority members of the Code Authority
intend to exercise the power conferred on them
in their own interest.
"Not only are these quasi-judicial bodies
wholly one-sided, but the powers conferred on
them are extra-legal and dangerous and contrary to public policy as declared by Congress.
"The independent theatre owners, like all
other exhibitors, must have fresh product in
order to remain in business. Undue extension of
clearance, both as to time and area, is the
principal weapon used by the major producers
and their affiliated theatres in exterminating the
independent exhibitors.
"Confiding the subject to boards dominated bj'
the major
producers
doestheviolence
the decree
Sherman Law and
sets aside
decisionto and
in the Youngclaus case, as well as consent decrees obtained by the Government in the Fox
West Coast and Balaban & Katz cases.
"The labor provisions of the Motion Picture
(.Continued on paqe 26, column 1)
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RASPUTIN'S
$126,750
HEADACHE
London Court Orders
MGM to Pay 2 5,000 Pounds
Sterling to Princess Who Charged Libel in ''Rasputin and
the Rjnpress"; Tiuo Million Suit Pends in Neiv York
Rasputin — the "Mad Monk" of Russia —
reputed throne toppler, debaucher, seducer
of women, has gone back to his tomb in the
ground. Hollywood inadvertently interrupted his sleep in the crypt after 18 years.
An austere court of the King's Bench in
London, England, this week commanded
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Corporation
to pay some 25,000 pounds sterling ($126,750) to soothe the wounded feelings of a
tall, dark, middle-aged Princess of the late
Czar's regime in Russia, whose honor
was allegedly libeled by a Hollywood motion picture seduction which was depicted in
"Rasputin and the Empress" — a pictorial
story of the dramatic Mad Monk and the
Imperial Russian household of the Romanoffs— in which the Royal Family of Broadway— John, Ethel and Lionel Barrymore —
made their first screen appearance together,
early last year.
Participating in the particular celluloid seduction involved in this case was Mr. Lionel
Barrymore (age 56), who portrayed the weird,
heavily-cloaked, long-whiskered Rasputin ; and
the young and lovely Diana Wynyard, who
characterized the reputedly fictitious "Princess
Natasha" of the Romanoff household.
Sitting in a London courtroom, presided over
by 80-year-old Justice Sir Horace Avory, a
jury of 12 Englishmen, perched on the edges
of their chairs spellbound for a week by the
narration of some of the most excitingly dramatic historical testiirtony ever recorded anywhere by the lightning-like fingers of an expert
court stenographer.
They heard supposedly authentic accounts
of the weird rights practiced by the Mad Monk,
Rasputin, and of the hypnotic spells which he
cast at will over some of the most Royal inhabitants of the Russian Palace. They heard
from the lips of the self-admitted murderer of
how and why and where Rasputin was assassinated. The repetition of all of these events,
and more, in the matter-of-fact question and
answer of the witness chair, carried an effect
that no Hollywood production has yet achieved.
Record Newspaper Notices, But —
Accordingly, the news press of the world expended considerably more than the ordinary
effort in bringing the story to the public in
detail. The cables, wireless and telephone systems burned under the heavy load of testimony
transmitted to front pages everywhere. As a
result, "Rasputin and the Empress" received
one of the widest international newspaper notices ever given any motion picture. It is assumed, however, that the company gladly would
have foregone the editorial comment under the
circumstances.
Justice Avory ordered the verdict read on
Monday afternoon, after the jury had deliberated only two hours on the arguments of some
of
England's
barristers,
who Irina
had
argued the pleamost
of theableplaintiff.
Princess
Alexandrovna, wife of Prince Felix Youssopoff, self-admitted murderer of Rasputin, that
the "seduced" character of "Princess Natasha"
was portrayed in the motion picture in such a
manner that "Natasha" inevitably must be
taken
by "right-thinking
people"
for Princess
Irina, who
is a niece of the
assassinated
Czar
Nicholas II.
Metro's defense was that "Natasha" was entirely fictional.
MGM in New York was literally shocked
by the English verdict, which gave one of the

DOZEN SIMILAR SUITS
IN RECENT YEARS
In recent years there have been a
dozen -motion picture libel suits in this
country similar to that involving
"Rasputin" in England. Typical of
these were the suits of the heirs of
Jim Bridger, the frontier scout, and
Minerva Brown, housewife, against
Paramount.
The heirs of Jim Bridger brought
suit for libel against Paramount seven
to ten years ago, charging portrayal
of their ancestor as a dissolute character in "The Covered Wagon." The
Bridger heirs, unlike Princess Yousoupoff, lost their suit.
The Minerva Broivn suit, an appeal
on which is now pending in the appellate division of the U. S. circuit court,
Netv York, is directed against "An
American Tragedy." Mrs. Brown alleged that she was actually the mother
of a girl who, in the film, was portrayed in a seduction scene.
largest awards for libel in the history of the
British courts — and elsewhere, too. It was
probably the largest award ever made in a
motion picture libel case.
A similar case for $2,000,000 damages is pending against MGM in New York, and New
York attorneys of the Princess indicated after
the London decision was rendered that exhibitors sued
everywhere
may be
for who
libel. have
Such played
a plan, "Rasputin"
if carried
out, obviously would produce an almost locustlike crop of libel actions, involving millions of
dollars.
"We have intended such suits" against exhibitors who have screened the picture "for
some
time,"
statementNewfromYorkBuckley
and
Buckley,
99 said
Wall a Street,
attorneys
for the Princess. "The names of the different
exhibitors were demanded from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer long ago, and their attorneys have
promised us that we shall have them."
Sir William Jowett, who defended Metro in
London, indicated after the decision that the
motion picture would be withdrawn immediately
in that country. Sir Patrick Hastings pleaded
for the Princess. Both are noted English lawCalls Character Purely Fictitious
yers
The reaction of the home office officials in
New York to the decision was indicated in a
statement made by J. Robert Rubin, general
counsel of both Loew's and MGM, who said:
"We are shocked at the verdict. In presenting the picture 'Rasputin,' there was no intention of portraj'ing the Princess Irina. The character of Natasha is a purely fictitious one. We
are advised by our London counsel that they
feel the judge misdirected the jury, and the
appellate court will reverse the trial court. They
are applying for a stay of execution pending
an appeal.
"We have every hope and expectation that a
careful examination of all the facts and the

law by the appellate court will show this verdict to beadvices
totally erroneous."
Cable
from London late Tuesday
indicated
that of
an execution
applicationhadby been
Metro's
counsel for a stay
adjourned
until Monday in appeal court. By mutual consent, the Princess agreed not to seek a judgment at least until Monday, when the appeal
is to be entered formally.
At the
"Rasputin
Empress"in
opened
at time
the Astor
theatre,andon the
Broadway
New York early last year, it was said that "the
settings, costumes and ceremonies of the Russian Court in 'Rasputin' derive their authenticity
from the famous Gold Book." The Gold Book
is a parchment record of the Czar's coronation
ceremonial, containing thousands of illustrations, and was formerly in the possession of the
Art Museum in Moscow.
In the cast of "Rasputin" were : John Barrymore, portraying "Prince Chegodieff" ; Ethel
Barrymore, "The Czarina" : Lionel Barrymore,
"Rasputin" ; Ralph Morgan, "The Czar" ; Diana Wynyard, "Princess Natasha" ; Tad Alexander, "The Czarevitch" , C. Henry Gordon,
"Grand Duke Igor" ; Edward Arnold, "Doctor
Remezov," and others.
Charles MacArthur. of Hollywood, wrote the
story especially for the screen. It was directed
by Richard Boleslavski, who received his first
stage training at the Moscow Art Theatre. A
military career interfered until about 1920, when
Mr. Boleslavski participated in motion picture
production in Russia. In New York he was
affiliated with Max Reinhardt, with Flo Ziegfeld and with other noted stage producers.
Made in California
"Rasputin and the Empress" was made in
California at the Culver City Studios of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, where the principal executives
are
Louis B. Mayer, Irving Thalberg, David
Selznick.
A Russian choir supplied the Cathedral service with all the traditional details. Russian
vocalists were used for the musical settings.
General Theodore Lodijensky, former commander of Czar Nicholas' bodyguard, and Major John Peters, of the California Lancers,
trained American cavalrymen for the Russian
military maneuvers. Alexander Toluboff, Russian State architect, assisted in planning and
designing the ambitious Court and Cathedral
backgrounds.
Barrymore
and "Shaslik," Lionel
according
to Metro.ate "Borchst"
Statistics
: 25
Ethel
Barrymore's
gown
weighed
pounds;
a New York"Czarina"
jeweler
manufactured replicas of Russian crown jewels,
including the famous Imperial Diadem ; Red
wallpaper — Rasputin's favorite — was used extensively a; record of "Yankee Doodle March,"
supposedly
played by Prince
Yousapoff
just the
before he assassinated
Rasputin,
went into
making ; 12 Arabian horses and 100 Russian
army rifles were specially imported ; 50 pounds
of hair were used for making Russians out of
Hollywood-ians.
Radio May Produce
12 Features Abroad
Radio Pictures will make from 10 to 12
feature pictures in London next season in
conjunction with the Julius Hagen Company, producing affiliate, according to Phil
Reisman, head of RKO Radio's foreign department, just returned from abroad, where
he closed several distribution deals.
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FROM THE RANKS. Walter
Gould, new United Artists manager in Central, South America.
A PRESIDENT. Jeanne Dressier, of the Columbian Club,
holding annual party March 10.

EXHIBITOR. Looking over the source of his
product. John Hamrick, well known showman
of the Northwest, Seattle especially, drops in,
with Mrs. Hamrick, at the Warner plant, where
they are shown about by Joan Blondell, making
"Without Honor."

CHIP OFF THE BLOCK. William Faversham,
famous veteran stage star, visits his son, Phillip,
in Hollywood, where the youngster is following
in his father's footsteps, at the Warner studio,
where he recently appeared in "Gambling

Lady."

AN INTRODUCTION. As Frank Buck, on left, producer of RKO
Radio's "Wild Cargo" in the Malay jungles, plays host to Feg
Murray, author of the King Features cartoons, "Seein' Stars,"
and introduces him to one of Mr. Buck's "actors" and personal
friends, to whom it seems to make very little difference.

AT SCHOOL. Where, as a luncheon guest of Professor Georges
F. Doriot of Industrial Management at Harvard, Samuel Goldwyn, producer, took a leading part in a discussion of a few of
the problems which are pertinent to the art and the business
of making motion pictures, especially the business.
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NOW IT'S REAL. Ernest Truex was only playing
in this scene from Educat'onal's "The Expectant
Father," but recently he knew how it really was.
DRUMMER-GIRL. Wl+h an instrument almost her own size, four-year-old Shirley
Temple gleefully shows how she led a parade
in the Fox musical production, "Fox Follies."
The production will be released shortly.

COASTWARD BOUND. When Jules Levy, recently named vice-president of
RKO Distributing, set sail for Hollywood, his co-workers saw that he was away
safely. From
L. McEvoy,
eastern New
manager;
Michael Poller,
Mr. Levy's
assistant;
Mrs. the
andleft:
Mr.E.Levy;
R. S. Wolff,
York manager;
Al Mertz,
short
subject manager; Cresson Smith, western and southern manager.

BLACK AND WHITE. (Left) With attractive Kay
Francis, Warner star, as the center of an unusual contrast in photographic art.

NELLIE HIMSELF. As Paul Muni, star of Warner's "Hi, Nellie" attended the London trade
showing of his vehicle recently. From the left
are Max Milder, Warner manager in Great
Britain; Mrs. Milder, Mr. Muni and Mrs. Muni.
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PRESS

ASSOCIATION

TAKES

OVER

RADIO

BROADCASTING

New

Bureau of Publishers' Committee Will Be Maintained by

NBC

and CBS and Cooperating Independent Broadcasters

Culminating a series of "disagreements"
which had their inception more than two
years ago, the American Newspaper Publishers' Association late last week took over
virtual control of the radio news broadcasting situation. A central bureau, to be maintained by the two large networks, the National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broadcasting System, and cooperating
independents, has been set up for the purpose of doling out news already printed in
the daily press, thus protecting the newspapers against the possibility of what they
deem unfair competition and, in many instances, copyright infringements.
The two major radio networks, in addition to many independent stations from coast
to coast, henceforth will have to confine all
spot news broadcasts to five minutes in the
morning and five in the evening, after morning and evening newspapers have passed
their final deadlines.
Press Radio Bureau Established
All "spot news" reports are to be edited
and supplied by the Press Radio Bureau of
the Publishers' National Radio Committee,
headquarters of which is at 551 Fifth Avenue, New York. James W. Barrett, former
city toreditor
of the
Newnews
Yorkbureau.
M'orld, is ediof the new
radio
Not only are the regular news broadcasts
of network stations thus affected, but to an
even greater degree are the socalled commentators— Edwin C. Hill, Lowell Thomas,
Boake Carter, Walter Winchell, and others
— seriously curtailed in the style of their featured broadcasts. All such commentators
on subscribing programs, who heretofore
have utilized spot news, have been forced
to agree to confine their remarks to local
news and generalized comment, or to references during evening broadcasts to news
which has appeared in the morning newspapers.
Many of these have threatened to expand
what they term their present "private news
gathering
agencies,"
in order
time-as
liness of their
broadcasts
will that
not the
sui¥er
a result of the new agreement. The plan
went into actual operation on March 1, and
already one commentator has been charged
with reading several Associated Press dispatches during the course of his broadcast
on Sunday, March 4.
Saw Advertising Revenue Dropped
The events leading up to the present situation can be traced back almost to the beginning of radio itself — or at least to that
stage when business and industry began
expenditure of large sums of money for
radio advertising. Newspaper publishers
throughout the country saw their own advertising revenue depreciating to a marked
degree and were helpless insofar as defen-

NEWS

CONTROL

Commentators
KALTENBORN
NEWS

FIRST

BROADCASTER

H. V. Kaltenborn is credited tuith
being the first news commentator on
the radio, according to the Literary
Digest and the Brooklyn Eagle, starting as a regular feature of staticm
WEAF almost immediately after the
station was founded.
Floyd Gibbons, dynamic reporter
of the air waves, was probably the
first commentator in the country to
utilize portable broadcasting equipment— microphone and transmitter.
sive action was concerned. Matters reached
a point where one publisher in the Middle
West was receiving annual advertising
revenue amounting to only $25,000 from a
client who previously had been spending
$100,000, the other $75,000 going into a
regular radio program.
It was not until late in 1932 that the
newspapers had an actual opportunity to
put the "clamps" on news broadcasts, which
already had been popularly featured on networks and independent stations alike for
about a year. At that time it was discovered
that at a station in Sioux Falls, S. D., the
featured news broadcast consisted solely of
the reading of news items from a newspaper.
Immediately the Associated Press took the
case to court, the station was ordered to
either eliminate its news service completely
or look elsewhere for its news sources.
Networks Asked to Bar Practice

on Subscribing

Programs Must Confine Remarks to Local News or General Comment and Old Items
more than 600 words, to be subdivided into
approximately 20 separate bulletins.
The plan, which was worked out by representatives ofnewspapers, broadcasting stations and the United Press, Associated Press
and International News Service, is designed
purely to give broadcasting stations and
listeners the benefit of careful resume of
the day's events, and at the same time protect the newspapers from unauthorized use
of their news.
Every broadcasting station of the country is eligible to participate in the service
if it desires to cooperate with the plan of the
news bureau and pays a proportionate share
of the expenses. The plan in no way limits
the use of local news by local radio stations.
In addition to the two regular bulletins
the bureau will provide cooperating stations with brief reports on outstanding
events, which may be broadcast at any
time.
Despite the fact that last year there was
considerable agitation on the part of New
sports promoters and newspapers to eliminate broadcasts for prizefights, football games
and
sportingareevents,
"on-thescene"other
broadcasts
allowedthese
to continue
under the new plan.

Pathe

News

Radio

Broadcasts

Off

grip
and prepared
"war." assumed major
During
1933 theforconflict
proportions. The two major networks were
requested to eliminate news broadcasts. The
National Broadcasting Company acceded to
the request, except insofar as their commentators, including Lowell Thomas and Walter Winchell, were concerned.
Columbia's answer, however, was the
creation of a news service, complete with its
own correspondents in the field, in addition
to its commentators. Columbia featured for
some months two "spot" news broadcasts —
one in the middle of the morning and the
other about 10:30 p. m. Three weeks ago
this service was discontinued.

The Pathe News-Absorbine, Jr., radio
broadcast, scheduled to have gone on the
air commencing February 18, has been
postponed indefinitely. According to officials
of Irwin Wasey & Company, advertising
agents who were handling negotiations, the
tie-up between the newsreel company and
the liniment manufacturers was held up due
to a ruling of the National Broadcasting
Company that no records can be broadcast
over the company's stations. The sound
strip of Pathe News apparently was classified by NBC as a record. The broadcast
was to have gone on the air through 13 of
the Yankee Network stations in New England, including some NBC outlets.
Last week, officials of the advertising firm
reported that the reason for the delay involved certain "trivial details" in the contracts which were being disputed by Pathe
attorneys. Jack Connolly, Pathe News manager, this week declared he was not aware
the deal was of¥, even temporarily.

The present plan, involving both networks and independents, calls for a fiveminute report to be put on the air not
earlier than 9 :30 a. m., local time, and a
similar report not earlier than 9 p. m.,
local time. Each report will consist of not

R. C. Richards Dead
R. C. Richards, 43, owner and operator of
a circuit of theatres in five southern states,
died at his home in Covington, La., recently.

That was the actual beginning of the fight
against the broadcasters, a newspaper executive said this week, and while such instances
of flagrant copyright violations were comparatively few, the publishers tightened their
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With the end of the case of Frank J. Rembusch Enterprises against the national distributor members of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.,
late last week in United States district court.
New York, was reflected the futility of antitrust suits without fundamentally sound
evidence to support them. Parties to the defense pointed to the details of the Rembusch
case as illustrative of the developments frequently disclosed in suits brought under the
antitrust laws.
For nearly four years Rembusch Enterantitrust suit practices
alleging, through
among block
other
things, prises'
monopolistic
booking and price fixing as a restraint to
trade, had been prosecuted and defended at
great cost to both parties. Started in May
of 1930, the Rembusch suit came to an
abrupt close on March 1, 1934, after three
and one-half weeks of actual trial.
Filed Complaint in 1930
In May, 1930, Frank Rembusch filed a complaint alleging that his theatres had suffered
staggering losses in operation because of illegal
acts of the major distributors. In his bill of
complaint Mr. Rembusch stated that after
the formation of the MPPDA and the Film
Boards, film rentals were higher than the percentage of his gross receipts. From this Air.
Rembusch deduced that these two groups "fixed
prices."
A certified
of the
Rembusch
books
showed audit
in some
instances
highertheatres'
gross
receipts during the period of the alleged conspiracy than prior to 1921. Had he conducted
a fair audit of his own books, this fact in all
probability would have appeared obvious to him,
counsel for the defense indicated at the trial
before Judge Coxe.
The plaintiff sought to introduce proof that
price fixing was virtually openly indulged in by
Film Board members. Branch managers testified
unanimously that at the Film Boards' weekly
meetings prices were never discussed. E. C. Grainger, Fox sales executive, called as a witness
for the prosecution, was one of those who thus
testified. At the trial of the Joseph Quittner
case last year, which arose out of similar
charges, George J. Schaefer, now general manager of Paramount Publix. testified much
along the same lines.
Block Booking Plot Unproved
On the block booking charges, the plaintiff or
plaintiffs sought to avoid the conclusion of the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals, which
held that block booking is a fair method of distribution of films, by charging distributors
agreed not to distribute films except by block
bookings. Witnesses called by the plaintiff to
try to prove distributor conspiracy upset this
allegation when they testified that their theatres
in some years bought far less than the complete
output of pictures actually contracted for.
To the charges of increased rentals due to
alleged price fixing and distributor conspiracy
under block booking the proof adduced by the
plaintiffs themselves was so completely negatived that the plaintiffs themselves, through

SHORT

ON

CHECKS FOR HEAT
MADE TO BOOTLEGGER
A piece of evidence iiifrodiiced by
the defense /;/ the Rembusch trial
ivas an item uncovered by the defense
auditors from the books of Rembusch
Enterprises. A sizable sum was set
forth
"charged
and in
heat."
It wasas noted
that tothelight
checks
the
case were all made out to one man —
the bootlegger!

counsel, asked the court for permission to withdraw their claims. This the court granted.
Max D. Steuer, counsel for the defendants,
then apprised the court of the extraordinary
expense of audit of each of the 20 Rembusch
theatres' books to which the defendants had
been put to defeat the claims of the Rembusch
Enterprises of $1,245,600 loss. He declared that
the
plaintiff's because
own books
showed
charges
unwarranted,
in the
yearsthepreceding
the alleged conspiracy the books showed losses,
while during the years of the alleged conspiracy
they made substantial profits, and that these
profits actually made were increased when the
defendants' auditors found many items charged
to expense, possibly for tax purposes. Some
items charged to rentals were discovered to
have been cash drawings of Rembusch and his
partner, Hubert H. Woodsmall.
As to Trial Costs —
Mr. Steuer then argued that if Rembusch
Enterprises were to be allowed permission to
withdraw their case, the costs should be imposed on them. Judge Coxe said he saw no
reason
why theandplaintiff's
shouldwith
not the
be allowed
to withdraw,
would deal
imposition of costs after hearing the claim of the
Capitol Amusement Company, in which Rembusch and Woodsmall had one-half interest,
comprising four theatres in Indianapolis.
After the theatres owned by Rembusch were
withdrawn from the suit, the plaintiff, Capitol
Amusement Co., then placed its reliance on
damages claimed to have been suffered by two
theatres in Indianapolis — the Rialto, which had
been
acquired which
at a receiver's
sale in 1922,
and
the Colonial,
had been similarly
acquired
in 1927.
The plaintiff sought to prove discrimination
against the Rialto when it attempted to buy
first-run product. Advertisements put in evidence by the defendants, however, showed that
the Rialto was an old theatre, that it had
played vaudeville, burlesque, strip shows and
sex film roadshows with admission to "men
only"day.and "women only" at specified times of
the
Asked for a definition of strip shows, a witness for the plaintiff replied that it "is a game
in which a girl performer plays with the audience by removing her clothes to a degree comMax D. Steuer, counsel for the defense, told the court thtt the motion
picture industry intended to fight,
"if we are just to be victims, and
can be brought into court and milked
with claims like these."

1934

FALLACY

Theatres

Had Higher Grosses During
Period of Alleged Illegal
Acts of Accused Distributors

10,

EVIDENCE

Plaintiffs Themselves Withdraw
Claims of Increased Rentals
Laid to Price Fixing and
Block Booking Conspiracy
mensurate with the amount of applause offered
From
the books of Capitol Amusement Co.
by
the audience."
it was
ascertained that several thousands of
dollars charged to film rentals were not used
for this purpose, but were cashed over the
counter. One check stub introduced as evidence
bore the partially erased, but easily distinguishable through a magnifying glass, notation,
"Dempsey-Tunney fight picture."
In Violation of Statute
A bookkeeper for Capitol testified that one
Mike Dooty, a former Rembusch employee,
with others, had acquired the distribution rights
for Indiana of the Dempsey-Tunney pictures,
which were shown by them in direct violation
of the federal statute which forbids interstate
transportation of fight pictures.
After the noon recess of Judge Coxe's court
on March 1, the plaintiffs' counsel asked for a
conference with the judge in his chambers before resumption of the session. He informed
the judge that the plaintiffs had no proof that
they had suffered any damage which could be
traced to the arbitration system or credit committee activities of the Film Boards of Trade
which had been in existence prior to the Supreme Court decision, and that the plaintiffs
had gone as far as they could in seeking to
prove sufficient damages through inability to
obtain first-run product for the Rialto and
Colonial theatres.
After the noon recess March 1 and a conference with plaintiff counsel, Judge Coxe said
that he felt certain up to that point that the
plaintiffs had not made out a case; that they
had failed to prove any one of the many charges
made against the distributors of motion pictures, and that on coming to the last element
of the
case to towhich
plaintiff'product
pinned— final
hope
— inability
securethefirst-run
that
he felt they had not been able to show either
that they were entitled to first-run product or
were able to pay for same. Judge Coxe had
particular reference to introduced proof which
showed that Rembusch had played three Universal first-run pictures at the Colonial in April.
1927, and had failed to pay the license fees
therefore, and did not make payment until Universal brought suit in February, 1928.
No Further Proof of Conspiracy
Judge Coxe said that although a theatre in
competition with a large chain of theatres undoubtedly suffers a competitive disadvantage,
the Sherman anti-trust law was not made to
redress such inherent disadvantages.
Thehadplaintiffs'
the court
they
no furthercounsel
proof informed
of conspiracy.
This
statement was made in open court for the
record, whereupon Mr. Steuer moved for dismissal of the complaint. The court granted the
motion.
The court declared nothing more would be
gained by imposition of additional costs on the
plaintiffs, beyond statutory costs. Thus the case
ended.
Roxy Sails for Vacation
Samuel L. (Roxy) Rothafel sailed late
last week for a vacation of three weeks in
Europe. He expects to return by March
21 for the start of his vaudeville tour.
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Hollywood
Scene
EXECUTIVE SALARIES AND EXPLOSIONS
THE CODE OF ETHICS IN ACTION
41 PRODUCTIONS BEFORE THE CAMERA
M. SHAPIRO
WHAT'S MARQUEE, TITLE WRITER ASKS

Verbal detonations, echoing through the
hills of Hollywood and Beverly, followed
publication of executives' salaries and bonuses. Explosions sounded like trench mortars or cap pistols, according to the individual point of view of the exploders.
Even to Hollywood, accustomed to fancy
salaries, the dramatic surprise of sudden
revelation by the Senate threw confusion
into the camp.
Those in the big money, and those who
aspired to the high bracket class, built their
briefs on the generally accepted rugged individualism axiom that there is nothing
wrong in getting as much money for personal services as is possible, without using
duress.
They claimed that as stars and other creative workers reaped rewards, according to
box-office values, executives got theirs on
individual ability also.
Supply and demand regulates executive
salary as it does price of any other commodity.
Diversified Reactions
Those upholding big money said it was
their opinion that bonuses, paid from profits,
were morally and legally acceptable.
Some there were who felt that in the
majority of cases, executives receiving big
salaries and bonuses were not only worth
it, but most of them were pioneers in the
business, fighting a long uphill battle until
they got into the heavy sugar class.
Those legally inclined discussed phases of
corporate law and precedent, bringing legal
tomes and judicial opinions into the controversy.
Aside from legal considerations, which a
motion picture publication can hardly enter
into, those denouncing high salaries and
bonuses marshaled their contentions along
the following lines which are set down as
expressions of opinion rather than of fact :
I Against high salaries and bonuses, some
• said no executive is worth more than
$100,000 a year to any corporation.
2 Others said bonuses should be paid only
• from profits and then only after stockholders received a reasonable return on their
investment.
3 Still others claimed that bonuses paid
• while companies were losing money
seemed unfair and unnecessary.

Two producers at luncheon announced to their staff that they were
going to Europe.
"I ought to go along with you too,"
piped a writer.
"What for?" asked the head man.
"As interpreter," re -piped the writer.
"You're fired," said the head man,
and fired he was.

An independent producer taken
with the idea that a "quickie" could
be made in one spot along the lines of
"Grand Hotel," "Transatlantic" or
"Union Depot," is toying around with
a dramatic idea centering around a
telephone booth.
"The big scene of my telephone
booth opera," he says, "is the Turkish
bath seqtience — a long distance call
on a hot day."
Others contended that no bonuses should
ever be paid, but all surplus should be
set aside against bad times to prevent unemployment on a grand scale, prevent salary
cuts for those in the lower brackets and to
act as reserve if and when losses were sustained.
c Others maintained that it looked as if
some members on certain boards of directors were voting salaries to each other.
Though no collusion was inferred, back
scratching was alluded to.
6 While no condition in the film industry
• was pointed out similar to the one of
the wellknown bank president who cut his
clerks' salary twice and at each cut raised
his own about $100,000 a year to which he
personally testified before the government,
nevertheless, script girls, stenographers and
.the general white collar crew, in the light
of the salary revelations, are burning about
the cuts in their salaries, which cuts in
some instances have not been restored to
date.
General opinion, on both sides, seems to
be that the Government had some idea in
mind in publishing the figures, and that in
keeping with the present economic trend for
some kind of redistribution of wealth, a new
deal in salaries and bonuses could be looked
for as a national policy for all industry.
Interesting is the observation that in the
local newspapers, the first group of figures
revealed by the Senate were published as
they were given out.
However, it is alleged the Examiner did
not publish all the individual figures of the
MGM executives, but bulked them under a
management corporation, which oversight
might have been a typographical error.
W. R. Hearst releases his Cosmopolitan
Productions
through
Hard on the
heels MGM-Loew's.
of the first listing of
salaries and bonuses, came a second list
made known by the Federal Trade Commission. These are published in detail on pages
24 and 25.
V
Operation of Code of Ethics
The operations of the Production Code of
Ethics were given focus this week as "Bottoms Up," Fox-DeSylva musical, shuttled

back and forth from preview to Code Comtoproducers'
jury, from
to public
to the mittee,
Fox
Studio and
therepreview,
on its
merry way to the exchanges.
After its first screening, the Code Committee refused to pass "Bottoms Up" and
the studio made some cuts. The Code Committee still refused to pass it. According to
provisions of the Code, a producers' jury,
this one composed of Jack Warner, Harry
Cohn and Emanuel Cohen, was then called
in. They passed it after screening.
Fox Studio, however, even after the producers' jurysome
passedadded
it, took
it back
to the
studio, shot
scenes,
overcoming
any and all objections, leaving no spots
where censors' shears could snip.
Based on three general principles, the
Code is a large document collated with the
aid of three score educators, philosophers,
editors, lawyers and church authorities, and
is called a "Resolution for Uniform InterHere are
pretation oftlie
the three
Code."basic principles :
1. No picture shall be produced which
will lower the moral standards of those
who see it. Hence the sympathy of the
audience should never be thrown to the
side of crime, wrong-doing or sin.
2. Correct standards of life, subject
only to the requirements of drama and
entertainment, shall be presented.
3. Law, natural or human, shall not be
ridiculed, nor shall sympathy be created
for its violation.
To put into effect these general principles,
the supervisor of the production code, at the
Hays office, follows a picture from script to
screen.
Eleven major companies, members of the
Association, submit all scripts before shooting begins. These scripts are carefully read
for observance of anj' violations which may
appear at that time.
Pages are marked on which violations of
words, sequences or situations appear. The
script is then returned to the studio, with
violations carefully narrated in a letter to
the producer concerned. If the entire character of the plot is bad, the Code Committee
goes into a huddle with the producer, the
md the director to sugge
(^Continued on follozm'na parte)
Social Climber, cinema star, who
says she sits right on the pinnacle of
the Social Strata, gave a rococco
birthday party for her pet poodle, to
outdo another climber.
The setup was a gaudy birthday
cake with candles and everything.
In the so-called Hollywood manner,
no celebration is complete without
lights.
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sary changes to make the story conform.
Often during shooting, a director, who
ad hbs on the set, may "write-in" a new
sequence, a Hne or a character. Often in
the actual production, the entire plot of the
story may be subtly changed.
Immediately after the first cutting of the
picture, two or more representatives of the
Hays office inspect the picture to ascertain
whether all suggested changes have been
complied with or whether "write-ins" have
contorted the original script.
If changes are requested or the Committee finds that the picture does not conform
to the Code, it may reject all, or part of it.
The studio may appeal this decision and
a jury of three producers is impounded on a
rotating arrangement and the picture is
placed on the witness stand in a projection
room.
Six Rejected In Eight Weeks
If the jury supports the Hays group on
the rejection of a picture, or of certain sequences, the producer is called upon to reshoot sufiicient scenes to make the picture
conform. The producer in turn, if unconvinced, may appeal his case to the Board of
Directors of the MPPDA. Vice versa, the
Hays office here may appeal the verdict of
the Hollywood jury.
Workings of the Code Committee are
held confidential, though it is public information that during the past eight weeks
the Code Committee rejected six pictures.
Changes requested were accepted by producers on five of these six.
During the period prior to the present
administration of the Code, only six pictures
were rejected in three years.
Production Code Administrator, recently
appointed by Will H. Hays, is Joseph I.
Breen.
V
Howard C. Brown, expert on color for
the screen, sees color coming back with a
fair promise of a re-invasion of the feature
field following upon its currently increasing
exploitation in shorts, beginning with Walt
Disney's "Sillv Svmphonies."
V
Pandro Berman, executive producer at
Radio, is doing away with haphazard studio

A %tunt rider and double didn't
associate tvitb his pals for a few days
until one of the boys discovered he
had gotten out of the double class and
was now alluding to himself as a
"triple."
In explanation he said, "In the
opera 'Bottoms Up,' a dame refuses to
ride a balky horse, so the director gets
her a double. Well, Sid Silvers plays
the double. But Sid can't vide, either.
The girl don't ride, Silvers don't ride,
but I do the ride. So I'm a triple, and
a fig and a thistle for you doubles."

Nat Pendleton, Columbia Grad and
former Olympic wrestling champ,
meeting Jerry Hoffman of the Examiner, commented on his triceps —
arm muscles to yo7i.
"Nix," said Jerry, "Vin a mental

conferences and insuring himself at least
giant."
one meeting a week with each department
head.
His plan now in operation ascribes a
known hour to various members of his
executive family.
Such planning brings to mind the lack
of executive planning at another studio,
where a producer has waited four days to
see his chief on important production matters, and up to this writing hasn't seen him
V
Eleven New Films in Work
yet.Production took an upswing during the
week as eleven new pictures went into work
and four came oft the stages to leave a total
of 41 before the cameras. In the new ones,
melodrama and mystery seem to be the trend,
as such titles as "Doomed to Die," "Murder
in the Studio," "Double Door," "Dark
Tower," "The Witching Hour," and "Murder on the Blackboard" emphatically indicate. These, coupled with "Murder in Trinidad," "Of Human Bondage," "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back," "Without Honor" and "Return of the Terror" currently
shooting, are in direct contrast to the production schedules of a year ago when the
tide ran towards light entertainment from
which the cycle of musicals evolved.
Most active of the studios is Paramount.
While no pictures were completed, four new
features joined the three already on the
stages. First to start was the B. P. Schulberg production, "Thirty Day Princess," a
Clarence Budington Kelland story, with
screen play by Edwin Justus Mayer, which
stars Sylvia Sidney and has Cary Grant.
Edward Arnold and Vince Barnett in featured roles. Second is "Double Door," an
Elizabeth MacFadden original, being directed by Charles Vidor with Kent Taylor,
Evelyn Venable' and Sir Guy Standing in
the cast. Third is the tentatively titled
"Little Miss Marker," adapted from a Damon Runyon Collier Magazine story by
Joseph Moncure March, which numbers
among its cast Adolphe Menjou, Dorothy
Dell, Charles Bickford and brings into feature prominence little Shirley Temple of
"Baby Burlesk" fame. This is another
Schulberg production. In "The Witching
Hour" the newcoming Elizabeth Young is
teamed with Sir Guy Standing.
Three were given the starting gun at
Warner Bros. — "Dr. Monica," "Friends of
Mr. Sweeney" and "Dark Tower." The
first, an adaptation of a popular continental
stage play, numbers Kay Francis, Warren
William. Jean Muir and Verree Teasdale
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Keighley. Comedy is the essence of the
Mr. Sweeney opus, adapted from the Elmer
Davis novel by Elmer Duff, which co-stars
Charles Ruggles and Ann Dvorak. "Dark
Tower" is an Edward G. Robinson vehicle.
Comedy and drama were counterbalanced
at Columbia as work started on "Murder
in the Studio" and "The Party's Over."
First named is an original by Charles Condon, adapted by Harold Shumate and directed by C. Ross Lederman. Ralph Bellamy has the lead and Shirley Grey and
Bradley
featured.by"Party's
Over"
is a stagePage
playare
adaptation
S. K. Lauren
in which Stuart Erwin, Ann Sothern and
Patsy Kelly are the principal laugh stim.ution.
lators working under Walter Lang's direcRadio's contribution to the amateur crime
sleuths' mental calisthenics is "Murder on
the Blackboard," which provides an intriguing story for Edna May Oliver and James
Gleason.
Winding up the list of starters is the
Ken Maynard production "Doomed to Die,"
starring Maynard and Gloria Shea.
Four in Cutting Rooms
Four in the cutting rooms look interesting.
Universal accounts for two, "Glamour" and
"The Black Cat." In the first, an Edna
Ferber story, Constance Cummings and Paul
Lukas head an extensive cast which includes
a host of wellknown screen names and which
William Wyler directed. The thrill specialists, Karloff and Bela Lugosi, as well as
David Manners, will be seen in "The Black
Cat." Months in production. "Tarzan and
His Mate," sequel to the original Johnny
WeissmuUer-Maureen O'Sullivan jungeleer,
finally checked in at MGM.
After a ten day shooting schedule. Ken
Goldsmith's "I Hate Women" was finished
with Wallace Ford and June Clyde heading
a strong cast.
V
While in London, two youngsters from
the States, traveling with their Pa and Ma,
asked Roy Simmonds, Fox publicity representative, about the Nelson Columns apd
the Lions in Trafalgar Square.
"By any chance," said Simmonds, "are
you referring to the Nelson Columns and
the Lions made famous bv 'Cavalcade' ?"
At Paramomit, suggestions for main
titles are submitted by the studio staff
on paper diagramed a la theatre
marquee.
A title, to receive recognition, must
have B.O. appeal, and contain less
lettering than the number of light
squares in the marquee.
One title submitter ivanted to know
why marquees were so important and
if they were, how many marquees
there were in the U. S.
Another title creator inquired,
"Why are these marquees so sought
after by screen stars}"
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Representatives of Amusement
Divisions Meet with Deputy
Administrator Farnsworth on
Unfair Radio Practice Charge
Motion picture theatre owners who are
troubled by the competition of free radio
broadcasts for the public may get some
relief before the weekend.
The fight being waged jointly by the
motion picture and the stage against allegedly unfair competitive tactics of the radio,
which is inducing thousands of entertainment seekers to attend free broadcasts to the
detriment of theatre box-offices, finally
reached a climax late Wednesday afternoon,
when representatives of each of the three
amusement divisions presented the case to
the NRA at Washington for settlement. The
complaint was based on the efifect of the
competition on theatre business and on theatre employment.
Farnsworth Calls Committees
The Administration authorized William P.
Farnsworth, deputy administrator, to decide the
matter, and he called together the representatives of each branch to present their views late
Wednesday afternoon in the NRA offices in
the Department of Commerce Building in the
Capital. Acting for the motion picture were :
Ed Kuykendall, president of the MPTOA;
Charles
O'Reilly,Chamber
presidentofofCommerce,
the New York
Theatre L.Owners
and
W. C. Michel, of Fox, in the absence of Sidney
R. Kent, Fox president. Representing the stage
are : Marcus. Heiman, chairman of the stage
Code Authority's
committeeof on
William
Elliott, president
the broadcasting
lATSE, and ;
Frank Gillmore, Equity executive. Both groups
had been named by their respective Code
Authorities.
Representing the radio interests is a committee including: John Shepard, Boston; M. R.
Runyon,
New York; James Baldwin, Washington.
The Administration is expected to decide the
issue immediately, and leaders of both the
motion picture and the stage believe it will
end a situation which brings to free broadcasts
an attendance representing a potential $1,000,000
in annual theatre receipts in 17 cities alone, and
100,000 patrons every week who otherwise
might be at the theatres.
Practice Declared Unfair
On Tuesday, the motion picture Code
Authority in New York prepared a report, part
of which was used in making the official complaint to the NRA late Wednesday. The report :
"Continued practice of radio broadcasting
station in renting, leasing or acquiring auditoriums heretofore devoted to professional,
musical, theatrical and/or motion picture entertainment iscondemned by the joint committee
(of the motion picture and the radio Code
Authorities) as unfair competition against the
industries which heretofore have made use
exclusively of such auditoriums.
"Since the President's proclamation of
emergency re-employment, last August, the
legitimate theatrical and the motion picture
industries have, through their trade associations,
individual managements and Code Authorities
subsequently appointed by the National Recovery Administration, worked diligently in the
cause of re-employment of persons whose life-
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GOVERNMENT
EVIDENCE IN CASE
AGAINST RADIO
Estimated weekly attendance by
the public at free radio broadcasts, in
17 cities, ivhich figures were presented
to the NRA this week by the motion
picture and the stage in their fight
against the alleged tin fair competition of broadcasters and radio advertisers:
New York City
Chicago
Kansas City
Boston
Detroit
Oklahoma City
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Nashville
Cincinnati
Omaha
Seattle
San Francisco
Dallas
Charlotte
Salt Lake City
Des Moines
'■Total for Week: .
Total for Year

2 5,000
12,000
9,000
9,000
8,320
6,000
3,5 00
3,000
2,000
1,800
1,700
750
700
5 00
450
300
100
84,120
4,374,240

" For only 17 cities.
time talents and ability have been devoted to
their respective industries.
"Investigation of the alarming growth of
free radio auditions in halls outside of the
auditoriums actually within the confines of
the radio broadcasting stations, reveals a
growth of the practice of renting theatres,
halls and public places for free radio auditions and inviting thereto, without charge,
large numbers of the public.
"Examination of the history of employment
in the Hudson theatre during the year 1933
prior to the acquisition of the theatre for free
radio broadcasts reveals the following figures :
"During the- year 1933 the Hudson theatre
was open for theatrical engagements 28 out
of the 52 weeks of the year. Weekly payrolls
were somewhat reduced in comparison with
previous weekly payrolls during the weeks the
theatre was open, due to the fact that a stock
company was the producing organization for a
large part of the time instead of the regular
form of theatrical presentation company. The
money paid for employment during the period
of the 28 weeks which Hudson theatre was open,
was as follows :
Actors Received Approximately $45,000
Stage Hands
14,000
Front of House Employees
7,000

Total Salaries

$66,000

"While in themselves these
may be
regarded as a substantial amount,figures
the continued
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Flim and Stage Code Authorities Complain That 84,000 Individuals in1 7 Cities Weekly
Attend Free Radio Broadcasts
policy of converting theatre auditoriums into
halls for free public radio audiences creates in
the minds of the joint committee a serious
deterrent to the policies of the National
Recovery Administration in its efforts to
increase employment.
84,000 in 17 Cities
"The committee has at hand no offsetting
figures of the present cost of operating the
Hudson theatre as a free radio audition auditorium, but will stand on the statement that any
additional radio ernployees engaged for the
hours the Hudson theatre is used for this purpose must show comparable reduction in the
central broadcasting office where such employees
would be ordinarily engaged the same hours per
day of the broadcasting. The joint committee
is continuing its investigation in the comparative figures and will request the special committee of the radio Code Authority for
co-operation to obtain such figures.
"A recent survey throughout the United
States of attendance at free radio auditions
reveals a weekly attendance at the present time
in excess of 84,000 people in 17 cities. With
more than 700 authorized broadcasting stations
in the United States, the spread of this practice
to other cities and the announced touring radio
broadcasts of prominent radio personalities into
smaller cities will immediately and appreciably
increase these
figures."
Heiman
Protests
Practice
In addition
foregoing
Code Authority's
report,
there to
wasthealso
made public
a copy of
a letter sent to the motion picture Code Authority by Marcus Heiman, chairman of the stage
Code Authority's
radio
which
reads, in part
: broadcasting committee,
"The practice of advertising agencies
distributing free admission tickets to auditoriums either located in radio stations or
In theatres and public halls wired for radio
broadcasts, comprises In the opinion of the
Code Authority of the legitimate theatre,
a form of such unfair competition that we
solicit the assistance of the Code Authority of the Motion Picture Industry to formulate aplan of united action against this
rapidly growing deterrent to our business
and its thousands of employees.
"Buildings in large cities, heretofore exclusively devoted to theatrical entertainment, have
been converted into free public halls, thus the
employees of these theatres, numbering from
thirty to twice that amount (including the
artists appearing in attractions for which the
theatres were constructed) are thrown out of
employment and are replaced by a mere handful
of temporary employees, engaged for one or two
evenings for free broadcasting.
"A nation-wide report of this situation has
been handed to me, indicating that at the present
time more than eighty-five thousand people
weekly attend such free broadcasts in only
eighteen cities.
"Radio is entertainment for the home — is not
a visual entertainment, and the efforts of advertising agencies to encroach upon legitimate and
the motion picture fields, should be met at this
time with vigorous protests, in our opinion."
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M. A. LiGHTMAN (below),Board,
Memphisaffiliated
Grievance
exhibitors, is president
of Malco Theatres,
Inc.

John Danz (above),
Seattle clearance
board, unaffiliated subsequent runs, is president of Sterling Chain
Theatres.

LOCAL

FACE

TO

FACE

\

Paul Rousseau (below),Board,
Charlotte
Grievance
impartial
member, is secretary
nf Charlotte Merchants
Association.

Jay Means (above),
Kansas City Grievance
Board, unaffiliated exhibitors,
tres.has two theaRalph Kansas
Li Beau City
(beii)w),
( learance Board, affiliated national distributors, is Paramount
district manager.

C. E. William.? (below), Omaha Clearance subsequent
Board, unaffiliated
runs,
owns the Park theatre.

Ward Scott (above),
Kansas City Grievance
iioard, tional
affiliated
distributors,na-is
l~ox district manager.

P. E. Krieger (below ,) Cincinnati Griev
ance Board, unaffihated distributors, is
Universal manager.

Marty Solomon
(above), Indianapolis
Clearancefiliated
Board,
unaf-is
distributors,
Columbia manager.
F. W. Huss (below),
Cincinnati Clearance
Board, unaffiliated
subsequent runs, operates
a neighborhood
circuit.
(Photo
copyriqht
Bachrach)

Ralph Talbot (below), Oklahoma City
Clearance Board, unaffiliated first-runs, is
city manager of a
Tulsa circuit.

Al Finkelstein (below),Board,
Portlandaffiliated
Clearance
first-runs, is identified
with Evergreen
Circuit.

Walter Creal
(above), Omaha
Grievance Board,
unaffiliated exhibitors,
operatestheatre.
the Beacon

Sidney Samson
( above ance
) , Buffalo
GrievBoard, affiliated
national distributors,
is Fox manager.

WiLiAM Benjamin
(above), Kansas City
Grievance Board, unaffiliated distributors,
is Universal manager.

MEMBERS

WITH

BOARDS' MEMBERS
]i! order to introduce members of
the Local Grievance and Clearance
Boards to all in the industry, in their
territories, Motion Picture Herald
with this issue inaugiirates publicatian
of pictures of these members. Representation within the several classifications of exhibitors and distributors
under the Code also is defined.
Additional pictures will appear in
succeeding issues.
Ten boards are yet to be named.

Max Stahl (below),
Minneapolis Grievance Board, unaffiiliated distributors, iUnited Artists raaiv
ager.

Harry Huffman
(above), Denver
Clearance Board, unaffiliated first - runs,
heads General Theatres.

BOARD

Maurice White (below) , C'incinnati
Clearance Board, affiliated national distributors, isWarner man-

Al Rosenberg (beSeattleaffiliated
Grievancelow),Board,
theatres, is identified
cuit.
with Evergreen
Cir-

ager.

Charles O l s e ,\
(above) Indianapolis
Grievance Board, unaffiliated exhibitors,
operates Lyric theatre.

Albert Sottile
(above), Charlotte
Clearance Board, unaffiliated first - runs,
owns several theatres.

Harry K a l m i n h
(above), Pittsburgh
Clearance Board, affiliated first-runs, is
Warner zone manager.

HANDLING

GRIEVANCES

Frank Harris (below),Board,
Pittsburgh
Clearance
unaffiliated
first-runs, heads Harris Amusement Companw

W. A. Sipe (beloiv).
Memphis Clearance
Board, unaffiliated distributors, isUniversal
manager.

L. J. McGinley (below), Seattle Clearance
unaffili-is
ated Board,
distributors,
Universal manager.

Charles C. Picquet
(above), Charlotte
Grievance Board, tinaffiliated exhibitors,
operates two theatres.

W . A . Finney
(above). Cincinnati
Grievance Board, affiliated exhibitors, is
Loew's district mana-

ger.

Fred M. Meyn (beClearance low),
Board, Kansas
unaffiliated
subsequentatre.runs, operates the Pershing the-

Edward K. O'Shea
(above), Buffalo
Clearance Board, affiliated national distributors, isMGM manager.
A. F. Baker (below),
Kansas City Clearance
Board, unaffiliated firstruns, manages the
Electric, Ivansas City,
Kansas.

Vincent R. McFaul
(above), Buffalo
Clearance Board, affiliated first-runs, is general manager of Shea
Theatrical Enterprises.

David Miller (beClearance low),
IBoard,Buffalo
unaffiliated
distributors,
is
Universal manager.

Louis Amacher
(above), Portland
Clearance Board, affiliated national distributors, isMGM manager.

Morris Joseph
(above), New Haven
Clearance affiliated
Board,
undistributors,
is Universal manager.
J. Real Neth (below), Cincinnati Clearance Board, unaffiliated
first-runs, operates circuit at Columbus.

Sidney NuTT (above),
Memphis Qearance
Board, unaffiliated firstruns, operates two
Little Rock theatres.

Montgomery Hill
(below), Charlotte
Clearance Board, affiliated first-runs, is district manager of North
Carolina Theatres, Inc.

Elmer C. Rhode n
(below), Kansas City
Clearance Board, affiliated first-runs, is vicepresident
of Mountain.
Fox Midland, Rocky

Joseph Friedman
( below ) , Minneapolis
Grievance Board, unaffiliated exhibitors,
operates St. Paul
Strand theatre.

Lou Halper (abo\tji.
Los Angeles Grievance
Board, affiliated distributors, manages
Warners' Southern
California circuit.

ZONING

REPRESENTATION
ON THE BOARDS
Clearance and Zoning Boards: One
distributor representative with theatre
affiliation; one distributor without theatre affiliation; one affiliated first-run
one independent first-run therutheatre;
ns;
atre; two independent subsequent
Grievance Boards: One distributor
representative ti/ith theatre affiliation;
one distributor without theatre affiliation; one affiliated theatre; one independent exhibitor.

Sol Raives (abc>\e),
Buffalo Clearance
Board, unaffiliated subsequent runs, heads Rojay Amusement Corporation.

H. A. GOODRIDGE
(above), Denver
Clearance Board, unaffiliated subsequent
runs, is secretary of
International Amusemet Company.

AND

J. H. AsHBY (below),
Denver Clearance
Board, tional
affiliated
distributors,na-is
RKO manager.

Sol Davis (above)
Oklahoma City Grievance Board, unaffiliated
distributors, manages
Syndicate
exchange.Pictures
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Allied

Demands

in Code
Changes
(.Continued from pape 9)
Code are quite out of line with similar provisions in other codes and are not justified by
the National Recovery Act.
"This Association also protested the appointment to the Code Committee of Mr. Ed Kuykendall, both in memoranda filed with Deputy
Administrator Rosenblatt and in another memorandum. Since that time, and since his appointment to the Code Authority, Kuykendall
has shown his bias and unfitness to serve by
intemperate public utterances and by his conduct
as a member of the Code Authority.
"This association has questioned the propriety
of classifying Mr. Robert Cochrane as an 'unaffiliated' member of the Code Authority.
"The
following
suggestions are respectfully
tendered :
"1. That at least two additional independent
unaffiliated exhibitors be added to the Code
Authority.
"2. That Mr. Kuykendall be removed as an
independent unaffiliated representative.
"3. That two additional representatives of
the Administrator be named to the Code Authority as contemplated by the code, they to
have equal standing with Mr. Rosenblatt.
"4. That the local Clearance and Zoning
Boards be enlarged by at least two additional
unaffiliated subsequent run exhibitors.
"5. That the local Grievance Boards be enlarged by at least one additional unaffiliated exhibitor."
Allied also proposed an investigation of all
trade practices and a report within 90 days.
More Boards to Be Named
Meanwhile, in New York, word was being
awaited from the Code Authority as to the
personnel of the remaining Local Clearance and
Local Grievance boards which are still to be
named for New York, Boston, Philadelphia, San
Francisco and Washington. Some of the proposed members are being contested.
The Code Authority also was working on
new members for some of the boards already
named, necessitated by the refusal of a few
appointees in the field to serve on the boards.
Universal joined other large distributors in
their stand against the ruling of Mr. Rosenblatt
that the 10 per cent cancellation privilege is
retroactive to December 7 on contracts signed
before that date, but which contracts have releases following that date. A court battle by
the distributors is expected.

Zirn's

Petition

Denied

in

Court

Petitions brought against Paramount Publix by Samuel Zirn, attorney for Robert
Levy, a Paramount bondholder, and involving an actionbank
to have
set asideofParamount's
$13,200,000
transaction
1932, were
denied in New York Saturday by the appellate division of the New York supreme
court.
Mr. Zirn said Saturday that the ruling
decided "nothing material" in the case, and
described the subject at issue to be merely
"whether or not the trustee in bankruptcy
was the only one who could bring an action
of this kind or whether one bondholder
could sue on behalf of all bondholders." He
stated, however, that he would carry the
appellate division's ruling to the court of
appeals immediately.
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Supply Dealer, Dead on Coast
Lester G. Dolliver, since 1929 head of the
Western Theatrical Equipment Company,
San Francisco, and a veteran in the equipment supply field,
died last week in that
city of a heart attack.
At the convention last
i
July Mr. Dolliver was
' elected vice-president
of the Independent
Theatre
Supply Dealers Association.
For many years Mr.
Dolliver conducted a
supply business in San
the ExFrancisco,
I
hibitors' Supply Company, which he later
sold to the National Theatre Supply Company, Mr. Dolliver going over as vice-president and western district manager. Then
followed the establishment of his own independent company.
Vitaphone Denied Rehearing
Of Ruling Favoring Erpi
Motion of Vitaphone Corporation for a
rehearing
beforeof itElectrical
of the court's
recentProddecision in favor
Research
ucts, Inc., in the arbitration phase of Warners' $50,000,000 action in connection with
collection of sound royalties, was denied last
week by the Delaware supreme court at
Dover. This ruling, from which there is no
appeal, provides Erpi with the opportunity
denied it by chancery court, whose decision
was overruled, to prove the validity of its
contention that the matters at issue are properly the subject of arbitration. The hearing
on these issues will be before Chief Judge
Layton in the court of chancery.
Erpi also has accepted a settlement with
the Victoria theatre at New Smyrna, Fla.,
and the Magnolia theatre at Titusville, Fla.,
following a court award entitling the company to collect back due payments for operation of Western Electric sound systems.
A. S. Kirkpatrick Dead;
Was Educational Executive
Funeral services were held Tuesday in
Rivervale, N. J., for Arthur S. Kirkpatrick,
53, former assistant general manager of
day.
Educational Film Exchanges, who died SunMr. Kirkpatrick late in 1932 took a leave
of absence from Educational because of ill
health. He had entered the company in 1921
as assistant general manager and occupied
that position for eleven years. He was at
one time vice-president of Robertson-Cole
and general maiiager of the old Mutual company.
59 Magazines Barred
From New York Stands
Fifty-nine magazines and illustrated periodicals were barred this week from sale
and display in New York by Paul Moss,
commissioner of licenses. Among the names
of the magazines appeared such titles as
these : "Studio Art," Series No. 5 ; "Hollywood Squawks," November issue; "Gay
Broadway." Names with variations of the
word "Nudist" also were frequent among
the publications barred.
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Exchange

Profit $386,629
Pathe Exchange, Inc., Stuart W. Webb
president, on Tuesday reported a profit of
$386,629 for the year ended Dec. 30, 1933.
This compares with a loss of $114,651 in
1932.
To increased operations at the Bound
Brook Laboratory in New Jersey, which
began activity last October, was due credit
for much of the improvement, A. B. Poole,
treasurer, said.
Gross income from 1933 operations
amounted to $312,243, but the cost of sales
and rentals, in addition to general administration expenses, was $416,847, leaving a net
loss of $104,603. Other income, however,
including dividends from affiliated companies, interest earned and discount on 10year 7 per cent sinking fund gold debentures purchased retirement, totaled $675,600.
Interest charges amounted to $184,361.
Reorganization of Club
Now Set, Says Louis Nizer
Reorganization and continuance of the
New York Motion Picture Club has been
assured by a sufficient increase in membership, it was indicated at a luncheon last
week addressed by Will H. Hays and Louis
Nizer, film attorney. Financial reorganization has already been completed, according
to Mr. Nizer, including a new lease on the
club quarters.
The club has been offered $10,000 for
broadcasting rights to the Tuesday forum
programs, Mr. Nizer said. The programs
are to feature outstanding speakers, and will
shortly be resumed on a semi-monthly basis.
New officers are being selected for appointment. Mr. Hays paid tribute to the outgoing officers and asked industry support of
the reorganized club. Lee Ochs is the retiring president. Lehman of New York, GovGovernor
ernor Ritchie of Maryland, Will Rogers and
Nicholas Murray Butler are to address
meetings.
New Variety Club Is
Formed in Kansas City
Theatre men of Kansas City have organized a Variety Club, with Frank Hensler as
president. lishmentLargely
instrumental
in the Shafer
estabof the club
were Charles
and Arthur Cole. Mr. Shafer had been a
member of the original club in Pittsburgh
for two years. Weekly luncheon meetings
of the Kansas City Club will be held on Mondays, at the Kansas Citian Hotel.
Members of the entertainment committee
are : George Baker, chairman ; Lawrence
Lehman, John McManus, Irwin Dubinsky,
Harry Paul, L. E. Pope. The membership
committee consists of Bill Truog, Harris P.
Wolfberg, Max Roth, Bob Withers and
Peck Baker. Publicity is to be handled by
Bill Warner, Barney Jofifee, Leo Finkelstein
and Al Finestone.
At a preliminary meeting presided over by
Dave Miller, president of the Bufifalo Film
Board of Trade, plans were made for the
formation of a Variety Club in BufTalo. A
membership committee was named, with Mr.
Miller as chairman and Herbert T. Silverberg as secretary. A charter was asked.
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Recapitulation of Total Payments to Executives of Four
Companies

Given

OF

to Senate,

With Relation to '28-'33 Net
The government at Washington this week
gave the public further knowledge of the
composition of the payrolls of motion picture executives, when additional compilations were released from the massive report
on salaries and bonuses paid to all executives in all industries, which report had been
turned over to the Senate by the Federal
Trade Commission.
Last week, on pages 11 and 12, Motion
Picture Herald published the Commission's
story about the large salaries and bonuses
paid during the years 1928 to 1933 to some
forty of the leaders of eight of the large
motion picture corporations, as follows :
COLUMBIA— Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn.
CONSOLIDATED FILM— H. J. Yates.
FOX FILM— Winfleld Sheehan, Jack Leo, Sidney
Kent.
LOEW'S— Nicholas Schenck, David Bernstein,
Arthur Loew, J. Robert Rubin, David Loew, Leopold Friedman, Felix Feist, Louis Mayer, Irving
Thalberg.
PARAMOUNT— Adolph Zukor, Jesse Lasky, EIek
Ludvigh, Sidney Kent, Ralph Kohn, Emil Shauer,
Albert Kaufman, Sam Katz, Herman Wobber,
Harry Goetz, Emanuel Cohen, John Hertz.
RADIO CORPORATION— James Harbord, David
Sarnoff.
UNIVERSAL— Carl LaemmIe, R. H. Cochrane.
WARNERS— Harry Warner, Jack Warner, Albert
Warner, Sam Morris, I. D. Rossheim, A. C. Thomas,
Herman Starr, Harold Bareford, S. P. Friedman.
Salaries and bonuses of the foregoing
executives indicated that compensation paid
to motion picture executives during the past
six years averaged far in excess of practically every other major industry covered
in the Federal Trade Commission's investigation for the Senate, which embraced
1,000 corporations. The Commission had obtained the data directly from each company.
Motion picture executives, and those in
other fields, who are in the higher brackets,
privately evidenced more than passing interest in the proposal made to the Senate
by Senator Gore, of Oklahoma, that the
pending tax bill be amended so as to impose an 80 per cent levy on all salaries
in excess of $75,000 per year. If the proposal is made law, its effect would also be
felt in Hollywood where salaries above $75,000 are common.
The Federal Trade Commission also submitted to the Senate a recapitulation of total
payments paid to executives of each company and the relation of such total payments
to the net income of each company for the
years 1928 to 1933. These figures for Paramount, Warners, Eastman Kodak and Radio
Corporation were made known this week,
as follows :
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY:
Total
Cash Salaries
and Other
Compensation Net Income
1928
511,001.25 20,110,440
1929
477,123.75 22,004,916
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Total Compensation Net Income
1930
537,939.58 20,353,789
1931
551,299.11 13,408,785
1932
571,215.12 6,058,749
PARAMOUNT PUBLIX CORPORATION:
1928
1,921,040 Not given
1929
4,062,700 Not given
1930
1,993,809 Not given
1931
941,988 Not given
1932
731,975 Not given
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA (a):
1928
372,509 19,834,799
1929
648,207 15,892,562
1930
527,547 5,526,293
193!
340,000 768,903
1932
293,138 *l, 133.586
WARNER BROTHERS PICTURES, INC.:
1929
1,006,924 14,514,628
1930
1,068,353 7,074,621
1931
1,412,663 *7,9I8,604
1932
880,543 * 14,095,054
The compensation of some of the executive of*(a)Loss.
ficers and directors of this company include that received from subsidiary and affiliated companies.
Prominent in the second group of salary
and bonus payments to motion picture individuals during the period from 1928 to
1933, and made public this week at Washington, were those made to RKO executives, and to MGM officials in addition to
payments made by Loew's and reported last
week.
Joseph P. Kennedy, now in retirement
from motion picture activities, although quite
active in the distillery business, got $104,000
as a Pathe official during 1929. Phil Reisman's last
yearlytotaled
paycheck
whileHe atis Universal, for 1931,
|68,000.
now
with RKO. James R. Grainger's 1933
stipend from Universal was $52,000.
Breakdown of Second Group
Harold B. Franklin got $75,000 from
RKO in 1933, and $60,000 in 1932, when
the company paid him a bonus of $320 ; he
did not receive any bonus last year. B. B.
Kahane's salary at RKO climbed steadilv
from $22,500 in 1928 to $50,000 in 1933.
His bonuses varied: 1928, $100; 1929, $11,262; 1930, $19,362, and they dropped considerably, to$520, in 1931, $440, in 1932,
and zero in 1933.
The highest salary received at any time
during the period by E. S. Bloom, head of
Western Electric, was $90,000, in 1929—
the peak year, when motion picture individuals drew such figures as : $140,000,
Harry Cohn; $130,000, Winfield Sheehan;
$362,000 to Nicholas Schenck; $256,000.
David Bernstein ; $887,000 to Adolph Zukor
and to Jesse Lasky; $707,000, Sidney R.
Kent; $710,000, Sam Katz.
Following is a breakdown of the second
group
motionthis
picture
salaries
as madeof public
week executives'
by the Senate
and
the Federal Trade Commission at Washington.
PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.
Bonus
Or Other
Salary Compensation Total
$ 53,437 none listed $.53,437

Elmer Pearson:
1928
J. P. Kennedy:
1929
$104,000 none listed $104,000
1930
44,000 "
44,000

KNOWN

Salaries of Bankers

Identified

With Motion Picture Financing Also Made Known in the
Trade Commission's Reports
RADIO CORPORATION
Edward J. Nally: Salary Bonus Total
1928 Young: none listed $ 53,420 $ 53,240
Owen
1928
$ 50,000 $ 1,600 $ 51,600
1929
50,000 1,460 51,460
1930
50,000 1,660 51,660
1931
40,000 1,700 41,700
1932
40,000 2,060 42,060
Alfred Goldsmith:
1929
$ 12,000 $84,125 $ 96,125
1930
18,000 none listed 18,000
1931
18,000 "
18,000
1932
16,500 "
16,500
James
G. Harbord:*
1928
$ 48,167 $ 48,755 $ 96,922
1929
60,000 73,540 133,540
1930
60,000 45,440 105,440
193!
42,000 2,220 44,220
1932
48,000 2,320 50,320
1933
48,000 none listed 48,000
David
Sarnoff:* $ 55,000 $ 41,1 15 $ 96,115
1928
1929
105,000 103,693 208,693
1930
110,000 93,478 203,478
1931
110,000 1,840 111,840
1932
92,625 2,240 94,865
1933
51,250 none listed 51,250
* Payments
to
hoth
James
Sarnoff were reported in the first Harbord
group of and
last David
week; they
are
re-published
to
show
a
comparison
with
the
other
RCA executives.
V
RKO CORPORATION
AND SUBSIDIARIES
120
Hiram
Brown:
Salary Compensation Total
1928
$
1929
75,000
135,826
580
1930
60,826
172,697
$
6,707
1931
440
75,000
97,697
100,000
$ 100,580
6,827
1932
80,000
80,440
David Sarnoff:
1928
none listed $
120
1929
400
1930
$ 80,373
120
50,000
30,37360
1931 ,
48,858
$ 50,000
50,400
98,858
50,000
1932
37,000
740
37,740
Edward
300
1928Albee:
300
$
1929
none listed
$ 56,999
$ 57,059
Joseph
Plunkett
1929
$
1930
10,842
19,322
$50,000
50,000
69,322
1931
50,300
300
50,000
1932
$ 60,842
23,625
100
23,925
B. B. Kahane:
300
1928
$
1929
31,250
1 1,262
520
1930
$ 35,000
22,500
$ 42,512
22,600
19,362
440
1931
54,362
40,520
1932
40,000
46,418
46,858
1933
50,000
50,000 none listed
H. B. Franklin:
1933
none listed
$75,000
V
$75,000
UNIVERSAL PICTURES
Carle LaemmIe:*
Salary
Bonus
1928
$132,000 none listed
1929
181,600 "
1931
156,000
{Continued on foUozsnng
page, "
column

Total
$132,000
181,500
1)156,000
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1932
156,000 "
156,000
1933
146,000 "
146,000
R. H. Cochrane:*
1929
$ 35,000 none listed $ 35,000
1932
26,000 "
26,000
Lou Metiger:
1928
$ 36,050 none listed $ 36,050
1929
51,966 "
51.966
1930
43,666 "
43,666
Phil Reisman:
1930
$ 26,250 none listed $ 26,250
1931
68,000
68,000
James Grainger:
1933
$ 52,000 none listed $ 52,000
* Re-published from first group of last week.
V
WESTERN ELECTRIC
Bonus
Or Other
E. S. Bloom: Salary Compensation Total
1928
$ 82,500 $ 1,220
$ 83,720
1929
90,000
1,340 91,340
1930
90,000
1,770 91,770
1931
87,273 1,750 89,023
1932
77,541
1,620 79,161
1933
66,207 none listed 66,207
C. G. Stoll:
1928
$ 38,500 $
860
$ 39,360
1929
48,000 760 48,760
1930
60,000
1,100 61,100
1931
58,182
1,180 59,362
1932
51.694
1.060 52,754
1933
44,138 none listed 44,138
V
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
CORPORATION
(Loew's Salaries Appeared Last Bonus
Week)
Or Other
Salary Compensation Total
Nicholas M. Schenck:
1928
$ 52,000 none listed $ 52,000
1929
52,000 "
52,000
1930
52,000 "
52,000
1931
52,000 "
52,000
1922
49,900 "
49,900
1933
33,800 "
33,800
David Bernstein:
1929
$ 62,400 none listed $ 62,400
1930
62,400 "
62,400
1931
62,400 "
62,400
1932
59,880 "
59,880
1933
40,560 "
40,560
Arthur Loew:
1928
$ 70,000 none listed $ 70,000
1929
78,000 "
78,000
1930
78,000 "
78,000
1931
78,000 "
78,000
1932
113,000 "
113,000
1933
155,500 "
155,500
Louis Mayer:
1928
$130,000
(a)
(a)
1929
130,000
1930
130,000
1931
130,000
1932
125,625
1933
84,500
Irving Thalberg:
1928
$208,000
(a)
(a)
1929
208,000
1930
208,000
1931
208,000
1932
201,000
1933
135,200
J. Robert Rubin:
1928
$ 88,400
(a)
(a)
1929
88,400
1930
88,400
1931
88,400
1932
84,810
1933
57,460 "
. "
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■■(a.) The combined other compensation paid
to Louis B. Mayer, Irving Thalberg and J.
Robert Rubin in 1928 was $1,060,848, in 1929
$1,755,723, in 1930 $2,212,889, in 1931 $1,748,785
and in 1932 $922,141. These amounts were not
a bonus but were their share of the profits
under a contract between them and Loew's,
Inc., and Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
whereby Louis B. Mayer and his two partners,
then operating under the corporate title of Louis
B. Mayer Pictures, Inc., turned over their business, good-will and other assets, including valuable contracts with stars, directors, etc., to
Metro Pictures Corporation. They took no
stock in exchange for their business but received an interest of 20 per cent in the future
profits of the Metro Pictures, Inc. They agreeing to devote their entire time and talent to
the making of all the pictures to be manufactured by Metro Pictures Corporation
"At the same time this contract was entered into there was a merger between Metro
Pictures Corporation and the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, so that the Metro Pictures Corporation, with the Mayer assets and personnel
combined with the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, under the heading of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and the pictures to be made
by this combination were to be called MetroGoldwyn-Mayer pictures. The contract as
originally made was extended from time to
time and modified to the point where the partnership, Louis B. Mayer Pictures, received in
addition to fixed salary, a percentage of the
excess net profits of Loew's, Inc., after deducting all charges including adjusted depreciation. Federal taxes, preferred dividends and deduction for dividends on the common stock of
Loew's at the rate of $1.60 per share. Such
interest
in per
Loew's
profits
is at net
the
rate
of 20
cent excess
on thenetfirst
$2,500,000
profits remaining after the above deductions and
15 per cent on the subsequent net profits. (The
present dividend paid on the common stock is
at the rate of $1 per share.)
"In 1928 and 1929 Louis B. Mayer was vice
president and a director of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and J. Robert Rubin was vice
president, secretary and a director. In 1930,
1931 and 1932 J. Robert Rubin was vice president, secretary and a director of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
Bankers' Salaries Listed
Bankers identified with film financing were
listed
in thereports
Federal released
Trade Commission's
salary
and bonus
iMonday.
Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman of the executive committee of Bank of America, National
Trust and Savings Association, San Francisco,
was listed first with a salary of $40,000 : Hubert
P. Howell, president of the Commercial National Bank and Trust Co., New York, $67,500 ;
S. Sloan Colt, president. Bankers' Trust Co.,
$66,750 ; George W. Davison, chairman of the
board, Central Hanover Bank and Trust Co.,
$100,000; Percy H. Johnson, president, Chemical Bank and Trust Co., $125,000, and Harvey
D. Gibson, chairman of the board. Manufacturers' Trust Co., $125,000.
The bankers named, with the exception of
D. Gibson, chairman of the board of Manufac000 refinancing of Paramount Public in 1932.
Lester Martin Moves Office
Lester Martin, secretary of Allied of
Iowa and Nebraska, has moved his office
from Nevada, Iowa, to the Hotel Savery, in
Des Moines, during the fight on the proposed admission tax. Mr. Martin is also a
candidate for secretary of the arbitration
board under the code.
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Goldwyn
Alien
As

10,

Decries

Limit

Blow

Bill

to Films

Samuel Goldwyn, Hollywood producer,
who recently glorified a Russian peasant in
the person of Miss Anna Sten, this week
gave a new demonstration of his fondness
for the
causepicture
of thecapital.
"struggling" actors in
the
motion
Following closely upon the release of
"Nana," for which he imported Miss Sten,
teaching her English for the part, Mr. Goldwyn late last week launched an attack in
the press on the Dickstein bill which would
limit the importation of foreign motion picture talent. The bill was reported favorably
last Thursday out of the Innnigration Committee, and it was believed that a special rule
will be asked in order to bring it up quickly
before the House.
"Hollywood will be half empty" if the bill
is made law. warned Mr. Goldwyn and
"actors will be at the Senate asking for
Sees Danger of Boycott
"If we stop the entry of foreign personalities
in this country," he told the newspapers, "what
isdoles."
to prevent boycott of our pictures — with
American
abroad ?"on the foreign
Producerspersonalities
"definitely— depend
business," Mr. Goldwyn declared. He said it
equals their revenue at home, and would be
cut of¥ by the Dickstein bill, "for countries
abroad would retaliate."
He raised the question, "What harm has
Maurice
done in this
country?"
and
answered Chevalier
that interchange
of talent
between
countries "gives new life, injects new blood."
"Norma Shearer is as great in England as
Ronald Colman is here. What kick has America
Mr. Goldwyn added that "every other counis trying to help the motion .picture induscoming?"
got trytry,
but this country figures up ways and means
of
hurting it."
Questions
Government Interference
He commented that the Dickstein bill would
leave it up to the Government to decide what
foreign actors should come in. "Since when,"
he
inquired,
"has the
or a
Senate
committee,
beenLabor
able Department,
to decide about
talent ?
"Personalities are rare. They are like diamonds. You have to take them where you find
them.
They
aren't declared
dealing with
Mr. Goldwyn
that bricklayers."
producers are
making every efifort to find great American
talent. But the Dickstein bill, he said, "would
curtail rather than create jobs for Americans."
"For example," he illustrated, "my employment of Anna Sten gave jobs to thousands. I
wasn't paying Anna Sten — I was paying the
people in Hollywood."
Southern Operator Dead
Sam Zerilla, operator of the Daisy and
Grand theatres, in Memphis, died recently.
As a young man Mr. Zerilla was a clarinet
player in the band of John Phillip Sousa.
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To the Administrator
National Recovery Administration
Washington, District of Columbia
Sir:
There are 389,000 wage earners in the Motion
Picture Industry* directly affected by the provisions of the Code of Fair Competition for
the Motion Picture Industry.
Frank discussion of the reception of the Code
must admit at the outset an eager impatience
on the part of the industry as a whole for the
full operation of its provisions. Some criticism
from quarters unfamiliar with the complexities
of the Code machinery require answer and
explanation.
The Code was signed by the President on
November 27th last and its provisions became
effective on December 7th last. Thereafter
followed conferences lasting ten days which
delayed the preliminary organization until a
supplementary memoran_dum was signed by the
Administrator.
The first meeting of the Code Authority of
ten industry representatives, appointed by the
President, was held on December 20th last.
Preliminary Committees were elected at this
meeting and a week later determination of staff
personnel was reached. Since the first meeting
and until the present date, more than thirty
Committee meetings have been held. Also seven
full sessions of the Code Authority, each lasting
from four to eight hours and each devoted to
earnest executive discussion, to the end that
the organization of the numerous industry
boards and committees operating in thirty-one
principal cities of the country and additional
committees in Hollywood, California, might be
expeditiously created and their work initiated.
Organization Nearly Connpleted
Within a period of slightly more than two
months, the organization job has nearly been
completed. A resume of what has been
accomplished by the Code Authority will reveal
to the industry and to the Administrator a
record of what remains to be done before the
full effectiveness of the provisions of the Code
may be measured in terms of coordinating a
great industry with the National Recovery
plans of the Washington Administration.
The Code in its complete form, as distributed
by the Superintendent of Documents, comprises
forty-two pages of closely spaced type. Four
large and separate divisions of the industry, are
directly affected by its provisions in amazing
detail. The Code required more than three
months in birth from the day the Division
Administrator commenced public hearings on
the subject of codificatioij. Stated briefly, the
industry divisions af¥ected are:
I. Motion Picture Production
(a) Labor. Complete classifications of
studio labor other than artist labor, is set forth
with wage schedules, most of which are protected mutually by period contracts with labor
organizations.
(b) Artists. Standing Committees, numerous in personnel and in number are provided
for, members of which are appointed by the
Code Authority in some instances. More than
15,000 artists ranking from classified extras to
writers, directors and screen stars, are given
_* Speaking
as the
recently
as two
weeks ofago,
beforeanda
joint
meeting of
American
Institute
Physics
the New York Electrical Society in New York City,
figures of numbers of persons employed in industries
that have directly arown from modern scientific invention, Dr. Karl Taylor Compton, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, submitted the following
compilation of employees by industries :
Automobile 2,400,000
Steamship
217,000
Electrical
Machine Tools . 87,000
Equipment ...1,000,000
Refrigeration .. 72,000
(plus)
Airplane
50,000
Motion Picture. 389,000
Rayon
41,000
Telephone
357,000
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FACTS REVEALED
IN FLINN REPORT
There are 389,000 wage earners in
the motion picture industry affected
by the Code. More than 15,000 artists, "ranking from classified extras
to writers, directors and screen stars,
are given representation in most
cases equally with studio management" on committees and boards.
More than 4,000 vaudeville and
presentation artists "are at present
actively
weekly theatres.
in vaudeville andengaged^'
motion picture
More than 700 individual film exchanges are situated in more than
40 cities in the United States.
There are in active operation between 14,000 and 15,000 theatres in
the United States, of which more
than two-thirds are in competitive
zones.
representation in most cases equally with studio
management on these committees and boards.
Other relationships, heretofore governed solely
by individual contracts between artists and
studio employers, are subject to regulation and
control under the Administrative machinery of
the Code.
2. Vaudeville and Presentation Actor
Labor
The Code provides for minimum wage scales
for artists and maximum hour limitations for
some artists under numerous classifications of
talent, appearing on stages in vaudeville and
motion picture theatres. A survey recently
completed by the Code Authority reveals that
more than 4,000 such artists are at present
actively engaged in their profession, most of
them moving weekly or more frequently from
one theatre to another.
3. Distribution
More than 700 individual film Exchanges are
situated throughout the United States in more
than 40 cities, called Distributing Centers.
Half of these represent branch offices of
national motion picture distributors. The
remainder are independent territorial distributing offices. The Code makes mandatory
issuance of fire protection regulations promulgated by the Code Authority applicable to all
of these distributing offices. The Code provides
machinery for regulation of trade practices
affecting the functions of the film Exchanges.
4. Exhibition
There are in active operation between
14,000 and 15,000 theatres in the United States,
of which more than two thirds are in competitive zones. The Code contains detailed
schedules of theatre labor and wage classifications ;also provisions for arbitration of wage
disputes. Unfair trade practices of numerous
kinds are prohibited by the Code and machinery
of a volunteer cooperative nature is provided
for the settlement of protests and grievance
between theatres and between theatres and
exchanges.
Principal industry interest in the Code at the
present time centers around the appointment of
62 quasi-judicial boards in 31 cities of the
country. Two boards will be set up in each
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city, a Local Clearance and Zoning Board
comprised of six industry members of different
trade classifications and an impartial Code
Authority representative approved by the
Administrator; also a Local Grievance Board
composed of four industry members of special
classifications, and an impartial Code representative, approved by the Administrator.
Preliminary to the appointment of the Local
Boards, nominations from exhibitor and distributor organizations and individuals were
solicited by the Code Authority and nearly
2,000 names were submitted for appointment
to 372 places on the Boards.
Fifty-two local boards have been appointed
by the Code Authority at this date, with the
prospect of the remaining ten being appointed
within the next week.
Concurrently, the Code Authority has
received and tabulated in duplicate some
9,000 properly executed special forms of
assent to the Code by distributors and exhibitors, amandatory requirement under
the Code before industry members may
claim the privileges of protest and complaint to the Local Boards.
The Code Authority presents the foregoing
in the nature of a memorandum of its activities
during the organization period of the past two
months. The Division Administrator has made
a preliminary survey of the production field,
and a special committee has investigated the
vaudeville and presentation field. The close
contact between the Code Authority operating
from New York headquarters and the Division
Administrator and his staff in Washington has
made possible the settlement of scores of labor
Idisputes and the prohibition of numerous unfair
trade practices which have been handled prior
to the establishment of the entire administrative
machinery.
The efi^ect of the President's Emergency
Reemployment Proclamation and the agreement
unanimously accepted within the motion picture
industry last August, resulted in an immediate
material increase in the number of employees
added to the payrolls, and a material increase
in the amount of weekly wages paid to
employees. In the very short time since the
beginning of its operation, the Code Authority,
pressed with matters needing immediate attention, has not compiled a complete industry
resume of the effect of the Code upon all of
the nearly 400,000 employees whose livelihood
is directly concerned with its provisions.
However, several specific and accurate
investigations have been made in each general
division of the industry named above ; production, vaudeville and presentation actor labor,
distribution and exhibition.
PRODUCTION
In one of the major studios in Hollywood
during the months of October and November,
1933, before the Motion Picture Code provisions
were put into effect, but subsequent to the
acceptance
applicationagreement
of the President's
Emergency and
Reemployment
there was
an average of seven feature pictures in production, which employed an average of 478 persons
per day per picture. In December and January
this year at the same studio, with five pictures
in production, the average number of people
employed was 603 persons, per day per picture,
showing an
average of 20 per cent increase in
numbers
employed.
A check-up with several of the major studios
reveals that this percentage of increase generally exists and in some instances, the increased
percentage of employment in the months cited
above will run as high as 35 per cent. It is
a conservative statement therefore, that the
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Motion Picture Studios have increased employment in numbers of persons daily engaged
between 25 per cent to 35 per cent since the
Code became effective on December 7th last.
An accurate estimate of increased labor
costs in motion picture production in a
second Hollywood Studio revealed the following: With the same number of pictures produced in 1934, under the Code
schedules of labor wages as was produced
in 1933, the Code provisions will require
a daily increase of 377 employees to a
total increase in the year's production
costs amounting to $500,000.00.
At a third major studio in Hollywood, the
following comparison is made : The week ending June 17, 1933, 2,039 employees received
in wages $234,813.57. For the week ending
October 14, 1933, (during the period prior to
the operation of the Code provisions, but within the period employment
of theAgreement
President's
Emergency
Reschedules)
there were
3,976 employees engaged to a total payroll
amount of $327,769.49 for the week. This was
an increase of 1,937 employees over the week
ending June 17, 1933 and an increased payroll
in the amount of $92,955.92 for the week.
In the larger indei>endent studios in Hollywood, the increased employment has been approximately 20% in laboring divisions and to
an appreciable extent in staff and office workers. The cost of other factors pertaining to
productions is also increased without any apparent increase in quality of material purchased. Motion picture productions demand
unique personal service in the key positions
of the unionized labor , divisions. In most instances these key men have insisted upon and
and are receiving wages far in excess of the
Code provisions. The Code is working employment hardship on people who were steadily
employed and upon the independent producer,
but is advantageous in spreading employment.
VAUDEVILLE AND PRESENTATION
ACTOR LABOR
A survey by a special Committee of the Code
Authority appointed within the last month to
investigate the provisions of the Code applicable
to vaudeville and presentation theatre labor together with a statistical investigation of the
subject by the Code Authority reveals there
are approximately 4,000 actors engaged weekly
in vaudeville and presentation theatres. More
than 700 of these are employed as resident
artists in presentation theatres of the deluxe
type, best exemplified by the Radio City Music
Hall, the Capitol and the Paramount Theatres
in New York City ; the Chicago Theatre in
Chicago, the Ambassador Theatre in St. Louis
and others. More than 3,000 artists are engaged in touring units ranging from individual
acts to groups numbering as high as fifty persons. The Code provisions establish certain
minimum wages which mitigate seriously
against the appearance of untried talent. The
custom in the vaudeville and presentation fields
for many years has permitted ambitious young
artists to prove their talent and merit through
the medium of tryout engagements, a practice
which has been seriously disturbed and in some
sections completely eliminated due to some of
the schedules of minimum wages. A complete
and comprehensive report of these provisions
is in the hands of the Division Administrator
and it was at his request that the survey herewith mentioned in general terms, was made.
DISTRIBUTION
In compliance with Code provisions, a national distributor reports the home office and
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31 film exchanges show an increased employment of 83 persons, some of them to be considered in the executive class, showing an increase in the annual payroll expense in home
office administration and distribution of $700,000.
Another national distributor in the week ending June 17, 1933, employed 888 persons in 31
film exchanges to a total weekly payroll of
$28,981.05. In the same film exchanges for
the week ending October 14, 1933, there were
949 employees, an increase of 61, and a weekly
payroll of $31,115.21. The home office increase
in the same weeks was 25 persons or a total of
709 persons receiving $45,962.35, an increase
of
1933.$1,116.48 over the week ending on June 17,
EXHIBITION
The average weekly payrolls in the theatres
of the industry have been increased from 10%
to 15% and the hours of labor reduced. From
the Southeastern territory a report is at hand
that wages have been increased 13% and the
number of employees in the theatres in that
section has increased 17%.
In one of the major theatre circuits the number of employees engaged during the week
ending June 17, 1933, was 4,018 persons, receiving a weekly payroll of $120,281.68. In the
same theatres which are situated in numerous
cities east of the Mississippi River, during the
week ending October 14, 1933, there were 4,516
employees, an increase of 498 who receive a
weekly payroll of $133^309.11, a weekly increase of salaries of $13,057.43.
Another major circuit of theatres has made
a very exhaustive computation of additions to
payroll for all controlled theatres of the company for the period when the temporary code
went into effect towards the latter part of
August until the time when the permanent Code
of the Motion Picture Industry went into effect
in December. There was no set date for making operative the schedules of the industry Code
and in one of the large cities the actual Code
schedules covering labor wages were put into
operation a month prior to the effective date
of the Code. For the month of January when
the Code was in effect, the number of persons
employed was substantially the same as in the
preceding period, although there was a minor
decrease in payrolls due to some changes in the
Code which were more favorable to the employer than those in the temporary Code.
During the temporary Code period of
approximately four months this theatre
HARD WORK AHEAD.
SAYS JOHN FLINN
The period of preparation and organization in connection with the
Motion Picture Code is closing, and
the second phase — the period of
demonstration — is close at hand, the
time not having yet arrived for criticism or praise, says John C. Flinn,
executive secretary of the Code
Authority, in his report to NRA Administrator Hugh S. Johnson, covering the period from the Code Authority's first meeting, December 20,
up to March 3.
The entire text of Mr. Flinn's report appears on these pages.
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circuit's total increase, which was clearly
and unmistakably attributed to the Code,
was $284,816.54 or a total increase in the
entire theatre payroll of 14.6%. During
the same period there were other additions in payroll which were at least partly
due to the Code and may have also been
partly due to other causes which it was
impossible to break down into Code and
non-Code exhibits. This item was $110,822.63. Therefore, the total increase during the temporary Code period, that is
to say, from August until mid-December
was $395,639.15 or a total increase in the
payroll of 20.2*/^ during the period in
The total decrease from the time the perquestion.manent Code was put into effect until the end
of February,
1934, in the theatres of this circuit was $5,310.62.
BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS
It would follow logically that v/hatever increase in the total number of employees and
weekly payroll sums became necessary to the
motion picture industry under the President's
Emergency Re-employment Agreement and subsequently under the industrial code of the National Recovery Administration, that the motion picture industry was not alone in the
position of absorbing additional expense of a
very substantial amount. That other industries
likewise responded 5s best exemplified and
proven by the increase in paid theatre patronage
throughout the United States. Such an analysis
the Code Authority has received from all of
the leading trade press editors and publishers
who from week to week have accurate informatry.
tion from correspondents throughout the counOne of them reports it is his observation that business on the whole has improved in the past four months, but to
scale this advance by a definite percentage would be difficult. In the picture
houses, results point to the fact that boxofRce grosses in key cities have been on
the up-grade to a greater extent than in
the lesser cities. In general, it may be
said that business conditions continue their
inclination to be spotty, or in other words,
good business depends upon strong attractions.
Hence improvement which has been noted in
receipts at picture theatres may be ascribed
to better product than to any general outpouring of the public going to a picture merely
because it is a picture. It may be construed
that the public is still shopping for its film'
entertainment, but at least it now has the money
to buy when it finds something it wants to see.
This was not true a year or eighteen months
ago when good pictures had to struggle to dO'
a fair business.
Along these lines there has been a noteworthy
improvement in the entire South. Texas can
serve as an example where the Inter-State
Circuit revived vaudeville in its theatres in a
form known as units, and through this combination of pictures and vaudeville this circuit
is estimated to have increased its grosses as
much as 300% as against an increased overhead of 50%. While this may be an isolated
example, and while it is perhaps too soon tO'
{Continued on following page, coltimn 1)
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{Continued from preceding page)
say that it is indicative, it may be conservatively
stated that the results obtained by this theatre
circuit have influenced vaudeville men to rnake
a close study of the situation and has revived
hope for a branch of the show business which
was generally adjudged to be dormant.
. A recent survey in the Middle West of picture house notes that many of the theatres
there are doing better gross business at the
matinees than at night. In general this is
ascribed to cheaper afternoon prices, money in
the hands of C. W. A. workers, and the shorter
working hours plus a continued tendency to
stay home at night to listen to radio programs.
From another prominent trade publication the
Code Authority has received comparative figures
of attendance for the calendar weeks beginning
October 7, 1933 and ending February 24, 1934,
from the cities of Boston, Buffalo, Chicago,
Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Hollywood, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Montreal, New York, Oklahoma City,
Omaha, Montreal, Philadelphia, Portland, San
Francisco and Seattle. The theatres are mostly
first-run houses.
The analysis shows the highest weekly
receipts of the period were for the week
ending October 2! last and the lowest
weekly receipts were reported for the week
ending December 23 last.
One of the editors has just returned to New
York from
a two-months'
to Holly-of
wood by motor,
stoppingexpedition
in all manner
towns from key cities to tanks along the southern routes and he found among the exhibitors,
that in territories where C. W. A. money was
being spent there was an up- turn at the boxoffice. Also the cotton and tobacco belts were
having their very best season in some years
due, it was reported, to the effect of various
Federal Governmental measures such as payment for the ploughing under of cotton. His
general conclusion was that the box office curve
is directly responsive to the employment curve.
Another trade paper editor reports a very
generous increase in attendance in theatres since
last August, and that there can be neither
question nor challenge of the statement that
theatre receipts viewed from a broad national
point of view have improved from 12% to 15%.
He states that during a tour of the Middle
West, theatre owners everywhere were much
encouraged by the extent of the Civil Works
Administration program.
CONCLUSION
The Code of Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry has yet to fulfill in practice and application the earnest wishes of its
advocates who worked arduously in its preparation and for its adoption. The period of demonstration isclose at hand. The response of approximately nine thousand individual theatres
in subscribing without reservation to its provisions, speaks volumes for the confidence of
the exhibition field. Sixty-one individual producerSj including all of the major producing
companies and nearly all of the leading independents, have subscribed to the Code, as have
also 114 distributing corporations, including all
of the important national distributing organizatons.
The time has not yet arrived for criticism
or praise. The present period is reserved for
hard work and lots of it, and a closer cementing of efforts with the Administrator's office,
to bring realization to the fact that as the
Nation goes, so goes the Motion Picture Industry.
Respectfully submitted,
John C. Flinn, Executive Secretary
Code Authority Motion Picture Industry.
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13-YEAK-OLD'S SHOWS
RUN AFOUL POLICE
Such is fame in London!
Thirteen-year-old Eddie Oliver was
summoned at Ramsgate police court
under the public health acts for overcrowding ina basement, which he was
local chilfor one
shows of
using drenfor
at anfilm
admission
penny
(2 cents) a head. He told the judge
he had been running these shows for
three years.
Eddie started with an old-fashioned
"magic lantern," but saved his pennies and bought a small projector
{hand model), with which he began
giving weekly shows in a basement of
his mother's small store. He uses
"non-flam" stock.
Now he has three projectors — two
he bought himself and the third has
just been presented him by GaumontBritish, one of the new suitcase portable talker devices.
Eddie says he has given shows to
16,000 youngsters since he started.

Hearings
Patman

Set

on

Measure

Hearings on the Patman film censorship
bill, one of a series of measures providing
for investigation or restriction of the industry, will begin before the House committee
on interstate commerce at Washington
March 19, it was announced this week by
Representative Wright Patman of Texas.
Avoiding the use of the word "censorship," Patman labeled his bill, introduced
last spring, as providing for "inspecting,
classifying and cataloguing motion pictures,
both silent and talking, before they enter
interstate or foreign commerce." In addition to required compliance with what are
virtually censorship regulations, no film
would be permitted to enter commerce which
does not also conform to the code of ethics
published
April and
I, 1930,
by the Motion
Picture Producers
Distributors
of America.
No film would be permitted to enter interstate or foreign commerce until it had been
presented to a motion picture commission
created by the bill, for inspection, classification and cataloguing. The proposed commission would consist of nine members, four of
whom are to be women, the chairman to be
paid $10,000 a year and the other members
$9,000. A fee of $10 per 1,000 feet would
be imposed for inspections, with a charge
of $5 for each additional copy of a film inspected, but provision is made for the revision of these charges after one year of experience so as to limit the revenue to the
amount necessary to support the commission.
Scientific and educational films would be
licensed without payment of a fee, and newsreels would be relieved of the necessity for
inspection.
Penalties for violation of any of the provisions of the measure would be heavy, a
fine of $500 or imprisonment for six months
being the minimum and a fine of $10,000
and imprisonment for five years the maximum.
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Tightening the machinery for the enforcement of the collective bargaining provisions
of the NRA, President Roosevelt late last
week virtually ended the connection between
the National Labor Board and the NRA.
Henceforth the findings of the board will
not be subject to scrutiny by the National
Compliance Board, and where the labor enforcement group previously was answerable
directly to the Administration, it now is
virtually under the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice.
Thus decisions made by Regional Labor
Boards, such as those made last week in New
York in the threatened strike of unskilled
theatre
employees,
be final.
Last week's
strike was
averted will
at least
temporarily
when
New York circuit operators met with
Charles C. Levey, secretary of Local 118
of the Theatre and Amusement Employees'
Union, and agreed to negotiations for recognition, new wage scales and shorter working hours.
In New York charges of intimidation in
combating the unionization of unskilled theatre employees continued to pour in upon
the offices of the Regional Labor Board.
Charles C. Levey presented to Ben Golden,
secretary of the board, 22 letters of resignation from the union, of which, he declared, 17 were identical in language, although they bore different signatures. This
indicated, Mr. Levey said Tuesday, that
union members were being asked to copy a
resignation form, probably on threat of
dismissal.
Department of Justice help is to be asked
by Local 118 direct, Mr. Levey said, and
so long as the "government cooperates with
us in bringing the circuits into line, there
willIn beMilwaukee,
no strike." organization of a union of
unskilled theatre workers was meeting considerable opposition from local exhibitors.
Members of the union, complaining against
being paid the code's minimum wage of $10
by first-run houses and contending they were
not represented at code hearings, sought relief from theatre operators, but were unable
to obtain any concessions at meetings with
Fred S. Meyer, head of the MPTO of Wisconsin, who represented exhibitors at the
conferences. Since then ushers have been
picketing de luxe houses. The city is now
said to be facing the possibility of an organized strike, tentatively set for March 15.
Erpi Improving
Wide Recording
Electrical Research Products, Inc., has announced afurther improvement on Western
Electric wide range recording as the latest
step toward ultimate perfection of sound
picture recording. The effect of the new
recording, Erpi announced, will be added
brilliance and color for music reproduction
and a further advance in the naturalness and
quality of speech in talking pictures.
Inasmuch as the new recording can be
reproduced without any additions or changes
of equipment in theatres that have wide
range reproduction, it is anticipated by the
company that the improved sound will reach
audiences in those theatres within the next
two months.
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Blue Law, Reject Compromise
Extending Local Censorship
The havoc raised by closed theatres with
the economic life of a community was
demonstrated in the college town of Manthree
when
hattan, Kan., for
houses darkened
four Manhattan's
weeks, through the
profitable holiday season, in an attempt to
force city officials to permit Sunday shows.
Reopened on a six-day basis after a losing fight, the theatres are recouping their
lost income and the town's merchants are
smiling again.
Business Men Protest
The controversy plunged Manhattan into
a roaring debate. At first it was largely the
moral issue that came to the surface. But
as the business men realized that Glen
Dickinson, operating the Wareham and
Dickinson, and Sam Sosna, owner of the
Varsity, were not bluffing, the merchants
became alarmed, and the business problem
slipped in to steal the show. The exhibitors contended Sunday was their only
profitable day and their theatres would remain shuttered until the welfare board consented to seven-day operation.
When the theatres closed, the newspapers
lost considerable advertising, drug stores
missed the usual influx of trade after the
show, hotels complained traveling men were
avoiding Manhattan for stopovers, taxi
companies protested, restaurant operators
reported slumps in business, students at the
Kansas State Agricultural College registered loud protests.
Mayor Besieged with Pleas
Overnight, Mayor Evan Griffith found
himself besieged by 100 persons whom the
closing of theatres threw into the ranks of
the unemployed, and the officials had another problem on their hands. About 175
business men whose light bills stayed the
same while their receipts dwindled petitioned the city commissioners to revise the
eity laws to permit Sunday operation. The
Manhattan Chamber of Commerce deplored
community strife in one of its resolutions.
In the meantime, the neighboring cities of
Wamego and Junction City found Manhattan's "theatre strike" a godsend, and theatres there, as well as other enterprises,
benefited.
Manhattan's
gross
businessof
further declined
because of
the habit
customers from smaller communities in the
trading area to do their shopping where
there are picture shows.
Welfare Board Stands Pat
The burden of the perplexing situation fell
on the welfare board, but it adamantly refused permission for Sunday films. Members of the board threatened to resign if the
city commissioners disapproved their decision to stand by a recent referendum in
which Sunday shows lost by a scant 200
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votes, with the town's 4,000 students disqualified from voting, though they were
overwhelmingly on the side of the theatres.
So the storm raged, until the mayor offered a compromise. Seven-day operation
would be allowed but the Sunday shows
would be censored by the Parent-Teacher
Association. School children would be
barred from shows not approved. The
mayor said he believed the vote had been
against picture shows in general and
"againstthan
their
effectSunday
on immature
rather
against
shows. minds"
Mr. Sosna and Mr. Dickinson rejected
this proposal to establish local censorship,
claiming the present state censorship was
sufficient, and ended the deadlock by reopening. But their efforts, as well as those of
the business men of the town, will be directed to obtaining seven-day operation.
Court Sets March 12
For Columbia Case
Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn and Joe Brandt,
defendants in an action filed by a stockholder
for an accounting of Columbia earnings and
of salaries paid to them, are scheduled to be
examined by counsel for the plaintiff March
12 in New York.
The suit, filed by Mrs. Emma Cohen, seeks
to establish why no dividends have been paid
on the common stock for the past two years
despite the favorable earning statements of
the company during that time, counsel for
plaintiff stated Tuesday.
Consolidated Plans Dividends
Quarterly payments of 50 cents a share
on the preferred stock of Consolidated Film
Industries will be made by the management,
"in so far as business conditions permit,"
H. J. Yates, Consolidated president, said
this week. Thus "accumulations" gradually
would be cleared up, Mr. Yates stated, but
until such time as the accumulation has been
fully paid, "it will not be possible to label
these distributions as 'quarterly' dividends."
Admission Tax Bill in New York
A bill calling for a 10 per cent admission
tax has been introduced in the New York
state legislature by Senator John L. Buckley of New York City. Its passage is considered apossibility as a result of Democratic opposition to the two per cent retail
sales tax.

Appointments
Are
Confirmed
Realignment of the executive personnel
of
the RKO
motionin picture
companies,
an- , '
nounced
last week
Hollywood
by Merlin
Hall Aylesworth, chairman of the board,
was confirmed in New York over the weekend by the board of directors. In addition,
corporate berths were given to four others,
including Merian C. Cooper, elected vicepresident of RKO Radio in complete charge
of production ; Pandro S. Berman, who was
made executive producer and elected a vicepresident of RKO Studios ; Jules Levy,
elected vice-president of RKO Distributing;
and Phil Reisman, elected vice-president of
RKO Export.
In confirming the appointments made last
week by Mr. Aylesworth, the board of RKO
Radio Pictures and subsidiary companies invested with production arid distribution management of the parent RKO corporation, expressed gratification at the progress made
by the company toward rehabilitation during
the year. The official statement said:
"At a directors' meeting of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., and subsidiary companies, J. R. McDonough was elected president of RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., B. B. Kahane was re-elected
president of RKO Studios, Inc., and N. E. Depinet was elected president of RKO Distributing Corporation.
"M. H. Aylesworth, chairman of the board,
pointed out that Mr. Kahane had originally
planned to divide his time between New York
and Hollywood but had now decided to devote his entire time to the studio operations.
The
changes and
madewill
today
Mr. Kahane'sa
suggestion
givewerethe atorganization
more logical set-up, with Mr. Kahane in charge
of operations, in Hollywood, Mr. Depinet in
charge of sales and distribution, and Mr. McDonough supervising all operations, with his
headquarters in New York but visiting the
studios frequently. This confirms the statement made recently in California by M. H.
Aylesworth, Chairman of the Board, concerning the executive set-up.
"Merian C. Cooper was elected vice-president
of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., in charge of
production. Pandro S. Berman was made executive producer and elected a vice-president of
RKO Studios, Inc.
"Other elections were : Jules Levy, vicepresident, RKO Distributing Corporation, and
Phil Reisman, vice-president, RKO Export Corporation.
"These officials hold corresponding positions
in the RKO Pathe organization."

Dietz Starts East
Howard Dietz, in charge of MGM advertising and publicity, left Hollywood this
week en route to New York. Although he
was scheduled to leave the Coast late last
week. Mr. Dietz stayed for conferences with
David Selznick.

Lou Brock on Features Only
Lou Brock is to produce only features for
RKO Radio, the elevation following his
work on a series of comedies. His first feature under the new arrangement will be
"Down to Their Last Yacht," with Sidney
Fox, others to be Wheeler and Woolsey's
"Cockeyed Cavaliers" and "The Great
ing.
American Harem." Lee Marcus becomes
comedy producer, with Bert Gilroy assist-

Tri-Ergon Hearing Delayed
Another postponement has been granted
Tri-Ergon in its appeal from a decision dismissing asuit filed by the company against
New York exhibitors and distributors. The
hearing has been set back to March 13.

May Allison Quirk Married
May Allison Quirk, widow of James R.
Quirk, who was publisher of Photoplay, was
married last week at Elkton, Md., to Carl
N. Osborne of Cleveland.
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Entire Production Conceived, Created and Directed by GEORGE
WHITE . Musical Numbers direction of Harry Lachman • Story direction by Thornton Freeland • Music and Lyrics : Roy Henderson, Jack
Yellen and Irving Caesar • Executive Producer, ROBERT T. KANE
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By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
SOME of our best motion picture theatre
operators, from Broadway clear through
to Main Street in Kansas City, and then on
to Hollywood Boulevard, were quite annoyed about the troublesome reactionary
effects on their box-offices of the recent
series of "blizzards." Along most Film
Rows the usual motion picture topics gave
way to discourses on the low temperatures.
That this winter was of uncommon severity
appeared to be the consensus everywhere.
We thought so, too, until we happened
across some old notes of Noah Webster's,
written in 1835, and in which the noted lexicographer had traced the most severe winters from the year 29 B. C, when Horace
dissuaded Augustus from resigning the
Roman Empire by mentioning certain omens
and phenomena, among which was a great
quantity of snow.
In 1683, Webster related, trees, burst open
or were split by the intense cold.
The grestest quantity of snow ever known
to fall in one storm covered the East in
February, 1717. The depth could not be
ascertained with exactness; but it was several feet. In Boston people went out of
their bedroom chamber windows, in the
morning, upon rackets, and snowshoes.
Farmers had no way to get wood but by
walking upon rackets. John Winthrop, of
New
Island,London,
where lost
they 1,100
weresheep
buriedon inFisher's
snow
sixteen feet deep. Two of the sheep, however, survived, being taken out alive after
being down under for some twenty-eight
days. They lived by chewing the wool of
the others; after being delivered, their own
wool came off.
We're just a bunch of softies.
V
friend aof corridor
the New inYorker's
editor
wasA writer
going down
the executive
offices of a Hollyimod movie studio when,
through an open door, he overheard one sentence of a conversation, just this one sentence
and nothing more : "I assure you, Mr. Selznick
willTheshow
consideration."
sameQueen
editorVictoria
predicts every
that if
this country
ever has a revolution, it will be a good deal likea movie premiere, "except there won't be any
picture — ivhich zinll be aV break for everybody."
Going back to the events and principals
who made history in bygone days, Mr.
Hearst's newspapers, the other day, dug out
of the dusty files of International News a
picture taken some 15 years ago during a
Liberty Loan rally. The caption identified
Marie Dressier and Charlie Chaplin, kneeling in front, and Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, standing, affectionately armin-arm, behind them. A young member of
the Wilson under-cabinet, very much alone
to the left of the merry group, was evidently
too insignificant to the photographer to mention in his caption. He was identified merely
as
just
"another
government
official."
Since
that sunny
afternoon
in 1918,
that young
Wilson staff worker has advanced a step
or two at Washington. Newspaper captions
today distinguish him as President Franklin
■'^'-iino Roosevelt. Marie Dressier isn't
doing badly, either.
V
Doris Warner and her Warner-director husband, Mervyn LeRoy, nezvlyweds, phoned Papa
Harry Warner in New York from Egypt the
other day. They told him that it was as hot
as Hades over there, and he reported that a
blizzard had been blizzing here for 36 hours.

Our Mr. Victor Shapiro's very first piece
about "The Hollywood Scene," which was established as a regular feature in Motion Picture Herald on the morning of February 10th,
brought from the fastidious Katharine Cornell,
of the stage, a warning that in the hereafter,
Victor should not spell her name with a single
"a". He ha,d reported that, "Whenever Kathcrine
hits as
Hollywood,
rumors
pop." a passage
Taking
the text of
her sermon
written some time ago in the Chicago Tribune
by that expert of the drama, Charles Collins,
Miss Cornell admonished Mr. Shapiro, (quoting Collins) thusly : "The second 'a' in Miss
spelling
of her nomenclature
first name has totempted
aCornell's
few tories
of feminine
accuse
her of
It happens,
however,
they
are aft'ectation.
wrong and she
is right, in
spite of that
the
fact that the common English spelling is Katherine or Catherine. Miss Cornell, as a Katharine, is on sounder ground than any of her
old-fashioned namesakes, for she is using the
Greek spelling of early martyrologists. Saint
Katharina, of Alexandria, earliest of the six
canonized Kates, popularized the name, in its
many
forms, informore
all ofrecent
Christendom."
Whereas,
days, it was Kate
Smith who popularized the shorter version
while trying to get the moon over the mountain.
V
We were sitting around the coffee cups,
off Broadway, the other evening, and, apropos of Mr. House
Roosevelt's
a White
tenant,firsttheanniversar3f
conversationas
turned to the depression days of a year ago.
It was old Billy Fergiason, Metro's headkeeper of Leo the Lion, the Eskimo dogteam, and other live exploiteers, who reminded us of the morning of March 4th in
'33, when a trio of trade paper reporters and
some picture executives from New York, on
hand for the Inauguration, awoke in Washington's Willard hotel and learned that during the night the banks everywhere had
closed indefinitely; that cash was conspicuously absent in the crowd, and that nobody
in the town would give currency for a check,
including the hotels.
Mr. Ferguson did not completely recover
from that shock until a few months ago.
V
Broadzcay's
Cunningham,
zvhose
humor
brought
him Joe
to the
Fo.v lot in
California,
sends back word that "Hollywood is the only
place ivhere a guy puts on long underzvear to
go out in a Palm Beach suit.
V
The name of the Franklin clan emerged from
obscurity the other day when lawyer Charles
Franklin, brother of Harold Brooks, barged
into an ordinarily quiet and decorous Senate
chamber at Washington and unloosed loud and
disturbing charges that the New York subway
(IRT) receivership was a bankers' and lawyers'
"racket" to mulct the stockholders of the elevated division, which Charles represents as
counsel. Such charges, however, are no longer
imcommon.
Anyway, Mr. Franklin told the Senators that
at the time the IRT was thrown into receivership for failure to pay a bill for a paltry $27,000,
it had a fund of $5,000,000 available for the
payment of just such items. He further
charged
the IRT's
efforts into 1903
get
rid of thethat
elevated
lines, consistent
which it leased
for 999 years, would, if successful, cost the city
some $50,000,000 for unification.
The names of Wall Street bankers Morgan
and Wiggin and Hayden and Stone were
bandied about freely in connection with intimations of "conspiracy." The Senate immediately
launched an investigation. Ho hum.

THE
appallingin emptiness
the cavernous
excavations
front of theof stages
of most
large theatres of the land, which, at one
time in the long, long ago, sheltered musicians with extended trombones, is the cause
of no little unhappiness to that Irish Broadway writer, Mr. James Patrick McEvoy,
hater-of-cavernous-excavations. He expects
that in some distant era expeditions will be
sent out by archaeologists, or by orchestralover Roxy, or by someone, to dig into those
abandoned pits for traces of the thousands
of musicians who have disappeared.
Meanwhile, McEvoy proposes that the
great voids be filled vdth dirt and planted
out in berries, small fruits and vegetables.
(Evidently he has lost sight of the purpose
of
the Administration's
of
farmers
who curtail their reimbursement
crops.)
"Corn would be especially nice, around
the edges of the pits," McEvoy thinks.
"Most performances would be improved if
glimpsed through a row of waving com.
Grapes trained on trellises erected entirely
across the stage would add a purple glow to
the pictures on the screen."
A garden such as he has suggested "would
be a joy to contemplate during the performances, while it would provide loads oi
fun forstead ofthe
entre-acts."
For theexample,
milling
arofind in
lobbies "inwe
would stroll through the sunken gardens,
plucking a carrot here, nibbling a grape
there, chasing our escorts playfully through
the corn, until, all hot and flushed with love
and desire we would fling ourselves down
under a friendly hollyhock, and so on for
about 15 minutes until the picture starts
Or, if this isn't too radical a suggestion,
we might even clean out those cavernous
pits really
nice and put a lot of good orchestras into them.
V
again."
Motion picture theatre advertisements ap■— Cheap. on the amusement pages of New York's
weekend pearingnewspapers
had to compete with a
large
by Broadway's
Casino display
de Paree,announcement
proclaiming : Gigolos
for Hire
a few bars
from "Justpresented
a Gigolo,"to
thisTopped
rather byunusual
advertisement
the ladies : "A group of sophisticated, amazingly handsome young men," who will trip the
light fantastic with Madame. They're known
as "Mr. Two," "Mr. Three," or "Mr. Seven."
(They have no names.) "They see, they hear,
but remember nothing." This automaton age.
V
There's a legend written on the marquee of
the Music Hall Theatre at Radio City. Eight
weeks ago the RKO people severed relations
with Mr. Samuel Lionel Rothafel. Yet the
Music Hall lights still spell out: "Direction of
V
In Radio's new "Stingaree," Richard Dix, as
an Australian bandit, rides the plains furiously
atop a tall, picturesque stallion of gray, named
"Jadaan."
Roxy." Thirteen years ago, Jadaan carried
Rudolph Valentino over desert sands, in "The
Back east we have a piece of antiquated motion picture horseflesh, too, in the nature of
"Brownie," now residing, on pension, at the
Ben Hur theatrical stables. Brownie, who was
given a birthday party last week, on the occaSheik."
sion of his forty-third natal day, helped plough
Sunnybrook farm when Mary Pickford was a
girl, trails
and heof packed
"Two-Gun"
Hart over
the
the western
flickers.Bill
Brownie
was
the
thattowiggled
in "Ben-Hur."
He horse
cantered
stardom hison ear
Broadway
at ten
and was in five editions of Ziegfeld's Follies.
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Turns to Results of Study in
"Our Movie Made ChiU

Successor to Dr. Lowell of Harvard Starts Out with Tirade

dren" to Define Her Stand
in Accepting Presidency

Against Block Booking as
Bar to Selection of Pictures
Mrs. August Belmont, Social Registrant
of New York, Palm Beach and points East
and West, this week was accorded the active
presidency of the Motion Picture Research
Council, an organization mentioned from
time to time in connection with the study,
"Our Movie Made Children." In the publicity release attendant upon the announcement of Mrs. Belmont's acceptance of the
presidency, the organization is described as
one "which has completed a four-year study
of the movies and is now embarked upon a
program of action to help give the public
better motion pictures."
Mrs. Calvin Coolidge has been named
honorary vice-president of the organization.
Mrs. Belmont, who succeeds Dr. Abbott
Lawrence Lowell, president-emeritus of Harvard University and who at one time was
offered the post of government representative on the motion picture Code Authority
which he subsequently declined because he
was not "in favor of block booking," took
over the reins of office on Saturday, reputedly from South Carolina, where she is wintering.
Leader in Philanthropy
According to the publicity release, Mrs.
Belmont long has been interested in the
stage and screen, in addition to which she
has been a leader in movements for philanthropy and social betterment. She will cooperate as president with Dr. Lowell, who
now has become honorary president of the
council. Under her leadership, the announcement said, a nationwide organization will be
built up and the council will carry on its
program to further community selection of
motion pictures and to promote the use of
the films along educational and cultural
lines.
"The Motion Picture Research Council is
concerned with everything that will better
the art of the motion picture and will help
it to serve the best interests of the nation,
and it is especially interested just now in
giving communities freedom to choose the
films they
see," declared
Mrs. Belmont fromwant
SouthtoCarolina
this week.
"For years groups of people throughout
the country who have tried to get better
movies for their theatres have been baffled
in their efforts," she said. "When they attempted toobtain the best films for their theatres and exclude the worst, they found this
was impossible. For the trade devices of
block booking and blind selling effectively
prevent selection. By this arrangement, if
the theatre manager wants one picture produced by one of the great Hollywood companies, he must contract, under the block
booking provision, for a whole series of pictures, many of which he may not care to
show in his theatre. Through the device of
blind selling, he contracts to buy these pic-

makes impressions on the mind and memory
such
we had never
Mrs.as Belmont
averredsuspected."
that at the end of
30 days after studying a book, children remember only 30 per cent of what they could
recall the next morning, but that three
months after seeing a film they remember 90
next100day.
to
per cent of what they could recall the
"A study of the content of the films revealed that seven out of 10 pictures are
concerned with 'crime' or 'love' as interpreted that
by the
said. "Itdiet
is obvious
thismovies,"
is not she
a balanced
for
children. There is need for broadening in
the field of subject matter, so as to give
more attention to different kinds of stories,
and to make the movies a dependable interpreter of life in its many varied aspects."

MRS. AUGUST BELMONT, new
president of the Motion Picture
Research Council, as the Empress
Eugenie
at a charity
ball in
(Acme photo)
Neil' York.
tures before he sees them and before they
areMrs.
evenBelmont
produced."
insisted that interested persons in this country have been slow to recognize the necessity for the abolition of
block booking because they had not fully
understood the situation. She then pointed
to England, where the practice was abolished
by law in 1927, "and the British industry
hasWith
prospered
ever since."
that example
Mrs. Belmont apparently is convinced there is no reason to fear
that abolition of block booking in this country would harm the motion picture as an
industry.
"On the contrary," she said, "the new
freedom which such a step would give the
motion picture, would result in new blood,
new ideas, a wider variety of films, and a
more healthy and prosperous condition for
the industry as a whole."
Rehashes Council Findings
The Motion Picture Research Council is
especially interested in the situation as it
affects children, the new president said, and
has
sponsored
a series
"to
discover
what the
moviesof doinvestigations
to children and
adolescents."
"For four years," she said, "some 20 psychologists and sociologists of leading American universities have been conducting this
research and it has brought to light some
extraordinary facts. We had always believed that the film was a powerful means of
education, but we had only dimly realized the
extent of its power. Now we know that it

Calls Conclusions "Authentic"
Apparently defending the council against
charges made by Bishop William McConnell
in New York recently that the council's research on which the book, "Our Movie Made
Children," was based, was conducted almost
exclusively in juvenile institutions for degenerate and delinquent children, Mrs. Belmont concluded :
"There is no question about the authenticity of the findings on which we base our
conclusions. They were made by scientists
of high standing, who published their work
without any changes being made in it by the
Motion Picture Research Council, and Dr.
Lowell has pronounced the work as 'thoroughly scientific' The late Dr. John Grier
Hibben, president of Princeton, who was
also president of the Motion Picture Research Council, has pointed out that his
preliminary examination of the findings
showed that 'the motion picture is powerful
to an unexpected degree in affecting the
opinions,, attitudes, emotional experiences
and conduct of children, and constitutes a
valid basis for appi-ehension about the inof the motion
on them.'
"
Mrs. fluenceBelmont
was picture
the former
Eleanor
Robson, an actress of some repute prior to
1910. She was born in Wigan, a small
manufacturing town near Manchester, England, and made her debut as an actress at
the California Theatre, San Francisco, in
1897, and subsequently played in stock companies in Denver and San Francisco. Her
first marked success was as Bonita in "Arizona." She headed an all-star cast in "She
Stoops
to
Conquer,"
New after
Amsterdam
Theatre, New
York, at inthe1905,
which
she played in "The Dawn of Tomorrow,"
"Merely Mary Ann" and "Salomy Jane."
Mrs. Belmont, in addition to her social
and philanthropic activities, is a member of
the National Executive Committee of the
American Red Cross. She retired from the
stage when she was married to August Belmont in 1910.

1

She's flame, piety, passion! ... She's charm,
danger and loveS ... A thousand
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hills — whose
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play it?
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From the play "Trigger"
by Lula Vollmer
Directed by John Cromwell
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OPEN

Organization Planning Discussion with Producers, Distributors and Public April 10 to 12;
Special Rail and Hotel Rates
A 28-point program on subjects pertinent
to the operation of the motion picture theatre was drafted early this week for the
14th annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, which will
be held in Hollywood, from April 10 to 12.
Deviating from the usual exhibitor convention procedure, the organization of theatre owners will sit down in earnest to discuss the motion picture and its many problems with the producers, distributors and
public.
Convention headquarters will be at the
Ambassador hotel, and this week Ben Berinstein, exhibitor leader of Los Angeles, commenced activities pertaining to the handling
of convention arrangements on the Coast.
Tony Muto is in charge in the East, while
local convention chairmen are being named
in the field to effect nationwide organization
of the event.
The program as drafted this week:
1. The Motion Picture Code to Date
(a) Review of Actual Exhibitor Experiences With Code Functioning.
(b) Exchange of Ideas Pertaining to the
Code in the Field.
(c) The Local Grievance and Zoning
Boards.
(d) The Trade Practice Provisions.
(e) The Labor Provisions.
(f) How the Code Can Be Improved.
2. Behind the Scenes in Hollywood
(a) First Exhibitor Convention in Los
Angeles Since Talking Pictures.
(Last One Was Nine Years Ago):
A First-Hand Study of the Technical Processes Used in Manufacturing Motion Pictures.
(b) First-Hand Inspection of Motion
Pictures in the Making.
3. Round-Table Discussions
(a) Between the People Who Make Pictures, the People Who Sell Pictures
and the People Who Retail Them to
the Public.
(b) Exchange of Views Witli Representatives ofthe Public.
(c) Some Experiences and Opinions of
Producers, Exhibitors and the Public.
4. Theatre Operation
(a) Improved Methods in Theatre Operation.
(b) Improved Methods in Theatre Management.
(c) Improved Methods in Theatre Advertising.
5. Increasing Theatre Attendance
(a) By Cooperating With Local and National Public Groups Which Are Sincerely Interested in Motion Pictures :
How Such Cooperation Can Be Secured.
(b) By Cooperating With Other Forms

PICTURE
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PROGRAM

HOLLYWOOD

PUBLIC TO TALK
TO EXHIBITORS
when Ed Kiiykendall, president,
sounds the gavel on April 10 fh, opening the 14th annual MPTOA convention, at the Ambassador Hotel in
Los Angeles, there are expected to be
on hand representatives of national
women's associations and civic and
other organizations interested in fihns,
to exchange ideas about the motion
picture and the theatre with producers, distributors and exhibitors. Millions of active theatregoers who are
members of these national organizations— will, therefore, be represented
at the convention.
%. ■■ •.
of Amusement, Such as Radio, Dancing, Carnivals, Amusements Parks
and the Like.
6. Legislation
(a) Protection Through Organization
Against Unfair and Discriminatory
Taxes on Motion Picture Theatres
and Motion Picture Theatre Admissions.
(b) Censorship.
fc) Film Regulatory Legislation,
(d) The
Local
Legislative Problem;
Local Ordinances.
7. Double Features
(a) "Are Double Features an Evil or a
Blessing?"
8. Unfair
Competition
fa) How
"Cut-Throat" Competition May
Be Restrained.
9. The Modern Theatre
(a) Construction.
(b) Remodeling.
(c) Equipment.
10. Labor
(a") LabortureProblems
Exhibitor. of the Motion PicI I . Public Relations
(a) A Program for Establishing and Developing Public Relations for the
Motion Picture Exhibitor.
12. Other Subjects
(a) Leaders in Their Respective Fields
Will Address the Exhibitors on Subjects Pertinent to Other Phases of
Motion Picture Theatre Operation.
The committee in New York has arranged
with the transcontinental railroad systems
for special convention rates for transportation, which, it was said, will be the lowest
ever offered to any group traveling to the
Coast. Details may be obtained from national headquarters of the MPTOA, at 1600
Broadway. Return trips may be arranged
for on other routes and stopover privileges
will be granted. Or, exhibitors may return
by boat or plane.
Minimum hotel rates have been set as

Ben Berinstein Starts Arrangements on Coast, Tony Muto in
Charge in East; Luncheons
Planned by Large Studios
follows : Single, $5 ; Double, $7. Hotel reservations may be made through Ben Berinstein, 1914 South Vermont Avenue, Los
Angeles.
It is generally believed in Hollywood that
contact such as that proposed by the
MPTOA at the convention, among the three
branches of the industry, and with the industry and the public (through its motion
picture committees of leading women's and
civic organizations), will be mutually helpful, and for this reason the Motion Picture
Producers Association on the Coast has
agreed tovention
cooperate
the exhibitors'
concommittee inwitharranging
a complete
program. Studios will be thrown open to
the delegates and their friends, and, in addition to seeing pictures actually in production and inspecting sound recording apparatus for the first time, the producers will
arrange talks between the theatre owners
and production talent, in order that both may
discuss common problems.
Studio Luncheons Planned
Studio luncheons are being arranged for
by the large studios, and the producers will
talk to the exhibitors at several of the convention sessions.
Special convention trains will start from
New York, New Orleans, Kansas City, Chicago and from either Dallas or Memphis.
Thousands of letters urging exhibitors
everywhere to attend are being prepared and.
according to Ed Kuykendall, president,
"every outstanding theatre man in the country is expectedwillto beattend."
Mornings
devoted exclusively to
business sessions. On the afternoon the
exhibitors will visit the various studios. Evenings will find the delegates participating in
social affairs, banquets and entertainment.

Trade

Shozving

in 39 Key Cities
Warner Brothers on Tuesday held a national trade showing for exhibitors of six
motion pictures in 39 key cities throughout
the country and Canada.
The six films were "As the Earth Turns,"
"Gambling Lady," "Wonder Bar," "Journal
of a Crime," "Jimmy, the Gent" and" "HarThe basic idea was to show advance
product
old Teen."on a nationwide scale in the same
manner that the automobile manufacturers
demonstrate their advance styles.
Sign Company Moves
The Triangle Sign Company, New York,
has
street.removed its offices to 326 West 44th
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PLAY
IS A
^PROGRAM
NATURAL
Says Benjamin DeCasseres, Noted Critic and Essayist,
of ''No Questions Asked"; And Calls ''All the King's
Horses" Another One with Possibilities for the Screen
By BENJAMIN

NO QUESTIONS
ASKED
This play by Anne Morrison Chapin is a
John Golden production, and I have a sly
and subtle notion that Mr. Golden intended
this thin slice of baloney for Hollywood.
That's where it will go. It's a program
natural. But when it goes through the picture wrangle the baloney may turn into a
good b. o. pork-pie.
In spite of the good work of Ross Alexander, Spring Byington and Barbara Robbins, "No Questions Asked" looks at this
writing like a stage flop.
The opus opens on a Staten Island ferryboat at night. Discovered : Noel Parker and
her lover, Richard Gorham. She expects a
new future income-tax victim. They quarrel
about his mother, a missionary type. Richard leaves the girl. Noel is about to leap
into the polluted waters of the Upper Bay
when she is rescued by a rich dipsomaniac
(Ross Alexander), who believes he is on
the way to Bermuda.
Three months after we find Sonny Raeburn, the dip., and Noel happily married.
Tht mother of Sonny is a gay, sophisticated
creature
(La Byington),
who tells
doesn't
hennaed eyebrow
when Noel
her bat
thata
she is to be a mother — and not by her son.
Sonny. Pish-tush
and all that sort of
thing.
Sonny takes to drink again. The old lover
shows up, as does his mother, for an expose
a la vintage of 1898. Wrestle with pistol.
Sonny is wounded after an attack of d. t.'s
(which, I hear, is fashionable again).
Then there is a general understanding,
in which Sonny, like his ma, doesn't care a
rap who is the father of the prospective
cocktail-consumer.
There are comic reliefs in a servant and
the Staten Island relatives of the girl, but
less comic than the whole play itself.
Picture value, 65 per cent.
ALL

THE

KING'S HORSES
Out of this musical comedy in two acts,
seven scenes, some songs and the funny work
of Andrews Tombes as a press agent, there
is material for one of those sheerly entertaining pictures that tell a tale but are not
adorned with a moral.
A lot of people had a hand in this thing:
but it lacked life, or, as they used to say in
Willie Winter's day, "inner content." It
will need much smarting up for the screen
fans.
We are now in the miniature European
kingdom of Langenstein — one of those
Zenda places which always please the eye
and tickle the expectancy of screen audiences— at least they do mine.
Bursts in on the peaceful boobery an
American motion picture star and his pub-

DE CASSERES

PLAYS AS RATED
FOR PICTURES
Following are the percentage ratings as screen potentialities given
by Mr. DeCasseres to Broadway
plays which he discusses in this issue:
"No Questions Asked"-65 per cent.
"All the King's Horses"-70 per cent.
"The Wind and the Rain"— 50
per"Theodora
cent,
per cent.
"American,
per cent.

the Quean" — 80
Very Early" — 20

licity air-pump. Of course, they must meet
the king. Blasto-Bozarty !— the resemblance
between the King and the Barrymore-Lederer-Gable hog-the-camera is marvelous ! A
fairly neat idea.
Well, they swap places. The picture star
as king bangs away on the radio some
high-powered stuff ; and zim-zissi-mi !— who
should be listening in but the wife of the
king, who has left his bed and board and
cocktail parties.
Romance and song begin, and Love takes
its sure way to a happy ending. Thus, we
see that here is the skeleton of something,
with music and songs, not so bad for a fillin picture.
Picture I'aliie, 70 per cent.
THE WIND AND
THE RAIN
This is a London importation. The author
is Merton Hodge. Although thin and at
times somewhat syrupy, the audience enjoyed itimmensely because of its vivid character work, the loveliness of Rose Hobart
and the attractiveness of young Frank Lawton, who makes his American stage debut
in "The Wind and the Rain." (On the
screen he appeared in "Cavalcade" and has
made several British pictures.) Lawton is
fine without being effeminate, and fairly
oozes the sentimental It that jams the mail
with fan letters.
It's about Charles Tritton, a bookish boy,
a mother's boy and a spiritual as well as a
physical
gentleman.in Edinburgh.
He's up from London
to
study medicine
He pivots around two women, his mother,
and Jill Mannering, a gayish nature. She
is a friend of the family and Charles is
engaged to her. We never see the mother.
We must believe she exists by telephone
only — no doubt she'll turn up on the screen
as Mary Boland.
The locale is Mrs. McFie's boardinghouse. The students at Mrs. McFie's are
beer-drinkers and smart neckers. Charles
prefers his microscope and the Islands of

Langerhans,
although he'll take a snort of
beer
with them.
Charley's mate.
He's really
in But
love Jill
withisn't
a sculptress,
Anne Hargreaves
(Miss Hobart). The mother dies. Jill
passes out of the picture and Charley and
Anne are As One.
There are several Scotch characters for
good comic relief. Picture stuff for rainy
afternoons.
Picture value, 50 per cent.
THEODORA
THE QUEAN
It may be that Cecil B. DeMille, grand
maestro of pomp and volupte, would like to
take a try at this. It's his dish.
"Theodora the Quean" (the a in queen
putting the word in the Red Light class),
by Jo Milward and J. Kerby Hawkes, is a
weak play, although knitted together with
the best intentions. It's dead in the bellows.
It is laid in Byzaneium in the fourth century. Theodora is the leading lady of uneasy virtue of her day. But she is "reclaimed" finally. Such things do happen
when the bloom is off of the rve with these
fluffs.
There are emperors, a circus, mobs and
niucha love-conflict. And for the rest I leave
it to Lorenzo, Cecil the Magnificent. If he
wants a last crack at Purple, Power and
Prostitute, here it is.
If not, maybe it can be knocked down to
Laurel and Hardy, with the chimp, playing
belisarius.
Picture value {for DeMille), 80 per cent,
maybe.
AMERICAN,
VERY

EARLY

Florence Johns and Wilton Lackaye, Jr.,
did this "confession" about one of those
phony antique shops which strew the New
England coast.
I regret to report that there is nothing
in it that would win the eye of a Hollywood
producer — or even the hard-working men
of the Eastern Renaissance out at the old
Astoria studio.
Botsville, "in the Berkshires." Diningroom in the old Cadoo place. Nippy Andrews, unmarried, flies, or flees, from city
with Winafred Proctor, married-but-parted,
to All
open sorts
a "shoppe"
there.
of cityoutcharacters
and quaint
country wheezes move through this often
dreary play until both Nippy and Winafred
find their mates. But not before they find
out that honesty in antiques, as in rye whiskey labels, is not the best policy. What the
public wants is phony-baloney. That way
the maciuna lies.
Spoofifing antiques, I fear, hath no charms
for our fans. It might move a little with
Zazu Pitts.
Picture value, 20 per cent.
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With Frank McHugh, Isabel Jewell. Produced by
Carl Laemmie, Jr., from a stage play by William
Anthony McGuire- Directed by Edward Ludwig.
Presented by Carl Laemmie. Another good one
from
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Eastern production activity has increased
to a point where, it is said by Al Christie,
studios in that sector may schedule at least
24 features and several hundred short subjects for next season.
Mr. Christie said last week in New York
that he views eastern facilities as capable of
accommodating any type of feature production and believes the east to be "the logical
place for shooting a diversified schedule of

The chart, based on Motion Picture Herald's tabulation of box office grosses,
compares the business done in twelve key cities during the nnonth of February
this year with the corresponding period last year. For each city, the shaded bar
indicates the receipts for the weeks from February 4 to February 25, 1933. The
black bar gives the figure for the period from February 3 to February 24, 1934.

THE

CUTTING

SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN
Columbia
Sophisticated romance drama is the tenor
of this story. Modern in atmosphere and given
the benefit of unusual production value, the
yarn majors in entertainment fundamentals
which have regularly demonstrated their screen
value. The story was authored and scenarioed
by Jo Swerling, recently credited with the two
Borzage Columbia pictures, "Man's Castle" and
"No Greater Glory." David Butler, long associated with Fox and remembered for such pictures as "The Connecticut Yankee," "Delicious"
andThe"Mycast,
Weakness,"
directed.assumes more than
in this instance,
ordinary importance, inasmuch as the established
characters coincide exceptionally with the roles
they interpret. While Elissa Landi and Frank
Morgan have the leads, it is interesting to note
that the picture marks the screen return of
Joseph Schildkraut in the focal romantic role.
Important supporting parts are played by wellknown artists with Doris Lloyd, Clara Blandick, Samuel Hinds and Henry Kolker active
in Familiar
the story'stheatre
portrayal.
colors the plot and combines,
the elements attractive to the adults and modernes of both sexes. Morgan's business career
having left him little time for domestic association with his wife, Doris Lloyd, he finds
that approaching middle age has robbed him of
the pleasures of youth. Seeking romance beyond the pale, as a business crisis intervenes,
with the actress Landi, he lavishes money on
her, only to run up against the inevitable obstacle of conflicting love, as Schildkraut, musical genius, is fascinated by the Morgan paramour. Building to sentimental tenseness, Morgan realizing his folly, releases Landi who
loyally wants to continue the liaison and returns
to his business to learn that real love can be
found at home.
Heart-throb and disillusionment are the keynotes, which together with title significance
suggest unique provocative showmanship.
ALL MEN ARE -ENEMIES
Fox
Despite the title significance this is an idyllic
love story, poetic and passionate, as well as
tinged with mundane human reactions, which
form the dramatic contrast for its pagan-like
sentimental romance.
Adapted from Richard

C€€M

Aldington's novel of the same title, which was
aseller
last in
year's
England and
a bestit
the sensation
Americanin literature
market,
was transformed into screen entertainment by
Samuel Hoft'enstein, who numbers "Love Me
Tonight," "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and "An
American Tragedy''
among Coffee,
his screen
contributions, and by Leonore
who play
is listed
with the
smartly Alsophisticated
"Possessed"
among
her efforts.
Rocket, credited
with the
last two Clara Bow pictures, "Call Her Savage" and "Hoopla," and remembered for "East
Lynne," Fitzmaurice,
is the producer,
and the
George
who fortes
withdirector
this typeis
story ; witness "Lilac Time," "Strangers May
Kiss" and "As You Desire Me."
Most potent of the cast name assets, which
smacks of all around class, is the name of Hugh
Williams, an English actor who made American stage appearances in "Journey's End," and
also appeared in the pictures "Rome Express"
and "Bitter Sweet." Fox is counting on this
picture to establish him as a new heart-flutterer.
Helen Twelvetrees is the girl and such proved
performers as the recently introduced Mona
Barrie, Herbert Mundin, Henry Stephenson,
Walter Byron, Una O'Connor, Matt Moore,
Halliwell Hobbs and Rafaela Ottiano ("Bondconstitute
the supporting
cast.
Charmage") in
literary
value, supplemented
by
beauty in production assets, together with a
sentiment-stirring musical score, featuring
"Heart, My Heart," motivate the love saga,
which has its inception in the Edenlike beauties
of a Mediterranean Island. Seared by war
separation, wordly jealousy and intrigue, it is
reborn after the two lovers have known the
bitterness of all disillusionment in the paradise
where it first flamed.
At this stage, it looks like the kind of picture,
in personnel and romantic dramatic appeal,
that will thrill all the ladies and lots of the
men.
Balaban

Supervising

Kansas City Houses
John Balaban of Chicago has taken over
direct supervision of the Newman and Royal
theatres in Kansas City as a further step
in the Publix decentralization. The Balaban
organization now has approximately 100
theatres under operation and supervision
in Chicago and Illinois.

short
"Thesubjects."
eastern producer can avoid routine
production because of his opportunity to
chose economically from new personalities
always available here from the stage, radio
and vaudeville," Mr. Christie declared
"They are already 'name' performers and,
because they have made good here, the producer's battle is half won when he has enMr. Christie, after 20 years in Hollywood studios, is now producing for Educational
the Eastern Service Studios on
gagedat them."
Long Island.

2,256,000

View

Traveling
Studio
Visiting 640 cities and towns since the
start of its tour in January, 1933, at Boston,
Mass., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer said this
week that its traveling motion picture studio
has been inspected by 2,256,000 persons
throughout the United States. In addition
the traveling studio has been viewed by
nearly seven times that number during its
participation in parades and other festivities.
Aside from its general demonstration of
sound motion picture recording and projection, contests were conducted in 46 key cities
and more than 1,000 screen and voice tests
were filmed by the production unit of the
traveling studio.
At present the studio, which is under the
home office supervision of William R. Ferguson, is touring in Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama and Tennessee, with contest campaigns and the filming of screen and voice
tests taking place in New Orleans, Baton
Rouge, Shreveport, Jackson, Montgomery,
Birmingham, Memphis and Little Rock.
Conferences

Underway

on

New Studio Labor Agreement
Union leaders were engaged in conferences in Hollywood late last week in an effort to arrive at a new basic studio agreement to replace the arrangement which e.xpires March 14.
Complications have arisen because of the
question national
of jurisdiction
InterBrotherhood of between
Electrical the
Workers
and the International Association of Theatrical Stage Employees, but a settlement is
expected. Present were William C. Elliott,
lATSE president; Nicholas M. Schenck,
Pat Casey and Al Berres for producers ;
Abe Muir, for carpenters: Harry Brigaerts,
for electricians, and Joseph N. Weber, president of the American Federation of Musicians.
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SHOWMEN'S
REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
from the point ot view oi the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

The

House

of Rothschild

(U. A. -20th Century)
Historical Drama
With everything that any audience could want
in a picture, likewise everything necessary with
which to sell it, "The House of Rothschild" is
one of the grandest pieces of entertainment merchandise to reach the screen in years. Big, impressively inspiring, sometimes courageously
daring, it is intimately close. It held the preview audience in tense interest, broken ocand at the finish recasionally by applause,
ceived the most
enthusiastic ovation this writer
has heard in any theatre.
It deals with historical facts — the ambitions,
intrigues, jealousies and hatreds of men aiid
nations behind the world-moving events — or in
its more intimate phase, wherein the Rothschild
family is symbolic, when it portrays the glory
of a race which emerged from the tragedies of
eternal persecution, it is close to the last word
in sincere, understanding and convincing production.
All that applies to the whole production is
true of the players. Whether George Arliss
has been a drawing card in your theatre, he
should be with this picture. If not, the fault
is entirely yours. His performance should enthuse the intelligensia, while through it the
ordinary picture fan should obtain an appreciative understanding of the gigantic panoramic
scope
of "The
House the
of Rothschild."
while Arliss
dominates,
entire lengthy Yet,
cast
contribute performances that make the picture the great theatre value it is.
The picture's story is the history of Europe
fromof the
late the
1790's
to Napoleon's
Waterloo,
out
which
modern
world evolved.
The
Rothschild family, particularly Nathan, is emblematic of the influential part the Jewish race
played in the making of a new world. In the
prelude, dying Mayer Rothschild advises his
children that control of money is the weapon
with which they can unshackle their fetters,
but he instructs them that their money povver
must be used for peace. Years later, with
branch banks in principal European capitals, the
five brothers supply the sinews of gold which
beat back Napoleon's first daring thrust.
Only Wellington recognizes the part the
Rothschilds played, as later when the historic
Ledrantz, Herries, Nesserolde, Talleyrand and
Metternich parade, nations are ungrateful and
Rothschild is shut out of participation in a
great rehabilitation loan. In sequences that
have a definite modern parallel, the Jew is
scorned and the romance between Julie and
Gentile Captain Fitzroy is thwarted. But the
mighty Nathan raids the bond market.
Then the haughty soldiers and diplomats come
begging again, with characteristic shrewdness,
and in return for treaties that free his people
Nathan Disaster
matches looms
his gold
might.
and against
there is Napoleon's
an electric
thrill as Nathan saves the credit of England
until Wellington's stunning Waterloo victory.
A grateful British king elevates Nathan to the
nobility and the Julie-Fitzroy love match is
assured.
This picture is not stock stuff. It's a prestigebuilder.
is only oneof warning.
Don't
succumb toThere
the temptation
even whispering

propaganda. Rather sell "The House of Rothschild" with dignity, in which enthusiasm is untempered. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced by 20th Century. Released by United
Artists. ducers,
Directed
by Alfred
Werker.Griffith.
AssociateScreen
proWilliam Goetz,
Raymond
play by Nunnally Johnson. Based on a play by
George Henibert Westley. Associate director,
Maude
Howell. Richard
Photographed
by Peverell
ley. ArtT. director,
Day. Film
editors, MarAlan
McNeil, Barbara McLean. Costumes designed by
Gwen Wakeling. Assistant director, Ben Silvey.
Musical score by Alfred Newman. Technicolor art
director,
T. Kalmus.
Running time, 86
minutes. Natalie
Release date
to be determined.

Mayer Rothschild ) CAST
George Arliss
Nathan Rothschild j
Ledrantz
Boris Karlofif
Julie Rothschild
Loretta Young
Captain Fitzroy
Robert Young
Duke of Wellington
C. Aubrey Smith
Baring
Arthur Byron
Gudula Rothschild
Helen Westley
Herries
Reginald Owen
Wife
Florence Arliss
Metternich
Alan Mowbray
Rowerth
Holmes Herbert
Solomon
Paul Harvey
Amschel
Ivan Simpson
Carl
Noel Madison
James
Murray Kinnell
Talleyrand
Georges Renavent
Prussian officer
Oscar Apfel
Prince Regent
Lumsden Hare
Amschel's
secretary
Leo
Prime Minister
Gilbert McCabe
Emery
Nesserolde
Charles Evans
Guest at hall of reception Desmond Roberts
Messenger in stock exchange Earl McDonald
Woman guest at hall of reception Ethel Griffies
Doctor
Lee Kohlmar
Messenger
William Strauss
Prussian guard
Matthew Betz
r
Reginald Sheffield
I
Brandon Hurst
Stock traders]
Harold Minjir
I
Horace Claude Cooper
[r
Craufurd
Kent
Gerald Pierce
I
Milton Kahn
Rothschild children i
George OfTerman, Jr.
I
CuUen Johnson
L
Bobbie
La Mauche
Tax Collector
Leonard
Mudie
No

Greater

Glory

( Columbia)
Romantic Drama
In "No Greater Glory" Columbia presents
powerful, gripping, unusual, and undoubtedly
highly controversial material as screen entertainment. The story is this. Two groups of
psychology of modern warfull fight.
boys fareapply
to theirthegang
Unfolding, the picture
runs the full gamut of emotionalism, analagous
in every way to screaming war hysteria. A flag
is the symbol which brings these boys into
earnest conflict ; a lumber yard playground is
the territory for which they fight. Against that
premise, with patriotism the inspiring motivation, are mirrored the drama, romance, thrill,
heroism, tragedy, sacrifice, treachery and pathos
that make war glorious but usually futile.
It's only play-war — fought with fist, sandbags and blunted
spears —forbuta new
it's generation,
serious to
those boys.
Yet it speaks
which, immaturely unaware of war horrors,
knows and thinks of only the glories. The fact
that it is localed in Budapest, in a country
where the war spirit is always present, as current events attest, must not be overlooked, inasmuch as it places a topicalness on the picture
that has definite box-office value. As grim

realism dominates, "No Greater Glory" certainly is concrete proof of that showmanship entertainment theory that to make people completely appreciate a story there must be some
character to stir the sympathies, someone for
whom to be sorry. That quality is thoroughly
demonstrated in the person of Nemecsek, as
George Breakston gives a convincing performance. Through him the picture attains its greatest virtues — truth, honesty, grim reality and
sincerity of purpose.
In any case, "No Greater Glory" is the type
of picture that one should see before he attempts
to sell it. As an abridged report cannot ixissibly mirror the picture in its complete scope,
personal understanding of its values is most
necessary. It has potentialities as a moneymaker;yet because of the subject with which it
deals and the way in which it treats that subject, specialized knowledge of, as well as experience with peculiar local likes and dislikes,
assumes an unusual importance.
In many ways this picture parallels "All
Quiet on the Western Front" in dramatic punch
and power, although the modus operandi is entirely different. That picture, which stressed
rigid realism to the limit, apparently difficult
to sell, became a sensation. True, it had book
and cast advantages that this^ one lacks. Yet
"No Greater Glory" is pitched to the same key.
The picture should be properly understood, and
sold in the same spirit, with thought that reflects the thought the producers put into its
making, with a straight-from-the-shoulder
truth-telling drive that makes the story's moral
more important than anything else. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Story "The
Paul Street Boys," by Ferenc Molnar. Screen Play
by Jo Swerling. Director, Frank Borzage. Assistant
director. Lewis Borzage. Cameraman, Joseph August. Sound engineer. Glenn Rominger. Film
editor,
Lawrence.
Running time, 70 minutes.
Release Viola
date, to
be determined.
CAST
Nemecsek
George Breakston
Boka
Jimmie Butler
Gereb
Jackie Searl
Feri Ats
Frankie Darro
Csonakos
Donald Haines
Ferdie Pasztor
Rolf Ernest
Henry Pasztor
Julius Molnar
Kolnay
Wesley Giraud
Csele
Beaudine Anderson
Richter
Bruce Line
Gereb's
father
Samuel Hinds
Watchman
....Christian
Rub
Father (Nemecsek)
Ralph Morgan
Mother
Lois Wilson
Racz
Egon Brecher
Doctor
Frank Reicher

Lazy River
(MGM)
Melodrama
This entertainment is straight-away hokum
melodramatics, done in the legendary opera
house technique. The sophisticates most likely
would be inclined to consider it as a travesty.
So much is it like old-fashioned touring stock
company production that, even though disguised,
the specialty between-the-acts numbers are there
and the theatric romance, drama, villainy, suspense and actionhero,
are who
playedcame
to the
limit.butThere's
the handsome
to rob
found
love, ran afoul of the villain, almost was
drowned instead of being placed in front of

Supervised
From

and Directed by Marshall
Associate Producer — William C. DeMille

Neilan

the play by John Emerson and Anita Loos

Special Musical Compositions by Con Conrad and Ford Dabney

P

RESENTS

OOR

Charles

Winninger
mder
Aoss

Kirkland
Alexander

Pauline

Frederick

Robert

Benchley

Margaret

Livingston
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the buzz saw, and then triumphed. The beautiful lieroine suffers all the agonies and knows
all the happiness that are the lot of beautiful
heroines, as two dumb ex-crook pals of the hero
provide the comedy relief. There's the menacing half-caste oriental villain, who has his
harem of Chinese baby dolls and his gang of
tough henchmen.
There's
iron-faced
tenderhearted
mother,
who the
knows
a heart yet
of
gold when she sees one, but is careful nevertheless. Rotating around these principals is
the regular group of character satellites necessary to this kind of show.
The whole thing is laid down in the Louisiana
bayous and the shrimp fishing industry is the
background. Following the early 20th century
formula. Bill arrives and falls in love with
Sarah. When it looks as though Sam Kee, the
perfect villain, is going to foreclose the mortgage, Ambrose, a Weber and Fields friend of
mother Minnie, is murdered. But Bill's pal,
Tiny, cracks Kee's safe and pays off the mortfollowed
Gabby romance
picking Orkney's
pocket gage,ofto bethe
dough.by Idyllic
between
Bill
and
Sarah
is
menaced
by
Ruby,
Bill's
as the anti-climax is built. Therein Bill, wife,
kidnaped by the Chinaman smuggling Kee, is
rescued from a watery grave by Tiny as the
U. S. Coast Guard Service comes into action.
Back on the landing, the dependable family lawyers shows up to inform Bill that his wealthy
Boston father has forgiven all and that Ruby
had divorced him long ago. Then comes the
clinch finish with everybody cheering.
Selling this show in a style that reflects its
own atmosphere looks to be the easiest way to
stir up patron curiosity. Describe it so that the
folks will get the mood and take it in the proper spirit, which after all, is just fun in every
phase. Modern ideas, only insofar as they make
old fashioned ones more effective, should be
ignored. Flaring hand-bill exploitation looks to
be the best basis from which to proceed. —
McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by MGM. Directed by
George B. Seitz. Produced by Lucien Hubbard.
Screen
play Freeman.
by LucienMusical
Hubbard.
_ by
Lea David
score From
by Dr.a play
William
Ax-t. Recording director, Douglas Shearer, Art director, James Havens. Wardrobe by Dolly Tree.
Photogaphed by Gregg Toland, A. S. C. Film editor,
Williamlease date,
LeVanway.
time 75 minutes. ReMarch 16, Running
1934.
CAST
Sarah
Bill
Sam Kee
Gabby
Tiny
Ruby
Miss Minnie
Captain Orkney
Suzanne
Ambrose
Sheriff

Bottoms

Jean Parker
Robert Young
C. Henry Gordon
Ted Healy
Nat Pendleton
Ruth Channing
Maude Eburne
Raymond Hatton
Irene Franklin
Joseph Cawthorn
Erville Alderson

Up

(Fox-DeSylva)
Comedy
Here's a comedy of values. Seasoned with
four or five catchy song numbers, embellished
with a dash of romantic love interest and
presenting a couple of novel girl-glamour
dance sequences, it's all-around audience entertainment. While a picture of motion picturedom, it has enough in the way of story, acting
and production settings to place it apart from
its predecessors, and in gleefully satirizing the
film industry it moves with sparkling freshness.
Hollywood hullalDaloo is the essence, but as
the subject is broached from a unique and
intriguing angle a new interest is created and
maintained. The surprise twist kept the preview
audience on its toes awaiting developments.
Clever concealment of the plot climax provides
a suspense that both holds attention and knits
the hectic yarn together.
The show deals with a slick promoter who,
disguising his forger pal and an extra girl as
a pair of noble Britishers, crashes the gates
of Hollywood in a comedy laden way. As she
makes herself a star, the promoter sees her
falling in love with her screen idol, and even
though he has to do a lot of slick conniving

PICTURE

when the inevitable blow-off arrives, he sacrihis ownsuckers
hopes to
to trim.
the girl's happiness and
seeks ficesnew
In that framework rotates all the excitement
and color. Likewise it is the premise for the
almost specialty song numbers sung by John
Boles and the new and promising screen personality, Pat Patterson. It permits Tracy,
Harry Green, Mundin, Sid Silvers and Thelma
Todd to put across some funny stuff that had
the preview audience in a gale of laughter.
Also it is the basis for two smart semi-spectacle
numbers, "Bottoms Up," which makes light of
the
and "Waiting
For Katie,"
Gay depression,
Nineties sequence
that features
Boles asa
a yokel comedian and has one or two torrid
bits of visual action.
Everyday
the picture's
keynote.
The entertainment
title has good is
commercial
value
and the cast names, besides permitting the new
screen face ballyhoo, are strong enough for
deluxe and small house purposes. The picture
is wide open for adaptation of all the tricks in
the showmanship bag. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced by B. G. DeSylva. Directed by David
Butler. Story and screen play by B. G. DeSylva,
David Butler and Sid Silvers. Costumes and dance
sets by Russell Patterson. Art director, Gordon Wiles.
Dance director, Harold Hecht. Music and lyrics by
Berton Lane. Harold Adamson. Richard Whiting and
Gus Kahn.
by Arthur
Miller.13, Running time, 85Photographed
minutes. Release
date, April
1934.
CAST
Smoothie King
Spencer Tracv
Hal Reed
John Boles
Wanda Gale
Pat Patterson
Limey Brook
Herbert Mundin
Spud Mosco
Sid Silvers
Louis Baer
Harry Green
Judith Marlowe
Tlielma Todd
Secretary
Suzanne Kaaren
Detective
Rooney
Robert
O'Connor
I^ane Worthing
Del Henderson
Baldwin
Douglas Wood
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his plans and then the magic of tropical moonlight awakens out-of-line-of-duty thoughts in
the minds of his men and does more than that
to the girls. But they must be rescued both
from themselves and the bandits, and as
Celano's gorillas make things exciting, a troop
of
clad ina the
girls'
dresses,
givefighters,
the besiegers
touch
of evening
Marine fighting
ingenuity and efficiency. Lucky has another
worry added to his burden as the ex-gob Spud
goes over the hill. He trails and catches up,
whereupon the pair capture a rebel, who, as
the supporting column comes up, turns out to
be none other than the much desired Celano, a
Filipino with a Brooklyn accent. There's a
surprising fade-out as the now-in-love Lucky
and Esther are treated to another taste of
Spud's tomfoolery.
From such a smattering synopsis, the
showmanship values are evident. It's full of
laughter.theThere's
enthuse
young enough
folk, andexciting
as the action
romanceto
is trickily woven in, there's a balance of essentials that suggest their own selling angles. —
McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. _ Directed
of Henry Hathaway. Original by Philip Wylie. Screen
play by Byron Morgan and Joel Sayre. Music by
Ralph Rainger. Lyrics by Leo Robin. .Sound. Tack
Goodrich. Art directors, Hans Dreier and Earl Hedrick. Photographed by Ben Reynolds. Running time,
bS minutes. Release date, March 23. 1934.
Lucky DavisCAST
Richard Arlen
Esther Cabot
Ida Lupine
Spud McGurke
Roscoe Karns
Jo
Jo
La
Verne
Grace
General Cabot
Edmund Bradley
Breese
Lieutenant Allen
Monte Blue
Susie Raybourn
Virginia Hammond
Celano
Roger Gray
Brick
Julian Madison
Priest
Emil Chautard
Katherine
Gwenllian Gill
Shirley
Clara Lou Sheridan
Dolly
Toby Wing
Loretta
Lona Andre
Bumpy
Leo Chalzel

Marines

( Paramount)
Comedy Drama
No polite drawing room stuff here, but plenty
of lusty amusement geared to excite the masses
that get a boot out of rough and ready entertainment devoid of fancy frills. Two kinds
of adventure — one in love interest, the other in
ambushed danger, both of which are given
novel twists — plenty of romance, lots of drama
and gobs of unexpected comedy — all standby
entertainment assets are the materials of which
the hokum tinted melodrama is composed.
The story is a rollicking, reckless affair,
flamboyant in every phase and covering a lot
of ground while adhering closely to its premise.
Fast, punchy action is balanced by crackling
dialogue, both of which are occasionally
warmly zippy, particularlv Grace Bradley's
dance hall dance that leaves little to anyone's
imagination. There's none of this "Halls of
Montezuma — Shores of Tripoli" Marine Corps
glorification
the show.of Rather
it's a
more intimateabout
picturization
the workaday
life of the sea-soldiers who are first in a fight
and
a frolic.
Whileoutdignified
C.O'sas
mightfirst
be in
averse
to turning
the troops
an
exploitation
stunt, isthat
ballyhoo picture.
won't be
missed,
as the show
an audience
Lucky, a tough sergeant, off the dames but
nevertheless unresistant to a little warm feminine temptation, is busted for getting into a
brawl and overstaying his leave in a sequence
that features
Jo's red-hot
contortions.
Consigned to the JoPhilippine
jungles,
he shanghais
the glib taxi driver Spud, whom he blames for
his downfall, into the M.C. Topical sea-soldier
work and play sequences intervening, with the
accent always on comedy. Lucky's detail is
ordered to rescue a gang of shipwrecked children stranded in the bandit-infested bush.
Much
to
children
turn
out to be-everybody's
a bevy of surprise,
beauties, themore
appealing
as tfiey are discovered swimming in their filmy
negligees. It's easy to imagine the womanhating Lucky's
predicament
as wrench
first thein
explosive
Esther throws
a monkey

Gambling

Lady

(Warner)
Drama

\

A lively and dramatic romance having its
being in an aura of chance, and with more than
ais tinge
of active
Lady"
a happy
selectionmelodrama,
as a vehicle"Gambling
for the definite
and attractive personality which is Barbara
Stanwyck.
She brings an intelligent and sympathetic performance to the engaging role of a feminine
gambler, a gambler by instinct and inheritance,
who, however, never plays any other way than
straight. She took her chance on the turn of
the cards with money, and with romance, and
eventually won.
There are copy lines, selling angles which
serve to intrigue the patronage, coupled with
the title and the fact that the starring Barbara
Stanwyck plays the title role. Almost everyone likes to gamble occasionally, and everyone
is forced to, some time or other. Go after
the patronage from that angle and arouse their
interest with highlights of the story.
Ably supporting Miss Stanwyck are several
players with good marquee names : Joel
McCrea,
Pat O'Brien,
C. Aubrey
Smith, while
Claire roles.
Dodd
and Ferdinand
Gottschalk
have
minor
Stanwyck's
father,butRobert
Barrat,When
a cardMissplayer
and gambler,
an honest
one, is caught in the meshes of a large gambling
syndicate headed by Arthur Vinton, he commits
suicide, leaving his daughter little but a gambling instinct, a way with the cards and a firm
principle
to play
O'Brien,
friend andnever
gambler,
aids crookedly.
her financially,
but
is refused as a husband because she does not
love him. She goes to work for the syndicate,
playing straight and in luck, and meets AlcCrea,
wealthy young man, who is avid in his pursuit of her, which is not entirely discouraged.
Accidentally he ushers into a big game two
policemen. Miss Stanwyck believes McCrea is
double crossing her, as a policeman, and tells
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him so. In jail, she refuses the assitance of
the bail
syndicate
and When
McCrea,McCrea
but permits
to
her out.
proves O'Brien
he was
innocent of conspiracy, she marries him, after
cutting
the had
cardsknown
with some
Smith,time
the before.
boy's father,
whom she
Miss
Dodd rnakes a play for McCrea when they meet
in Monte Carlo, where Miss Stanwyck is busily
breaking the bank. Back in the United States,
O'Brien is in a jam, and when Miss Stanwyck
bails him out, McCrea and he go into a verbal
battle. The bond money she obtained as a result of pawning jewelry she won from Miss
Dodd in a "friendly" game. O'Brien takes the
pown
ticket, McCrea
him, ticket
and O'Brien
is murdered.
Found follows
with the
in his
possession, McCrea is held for murder, and
only after Miss Stanwyck discovers he was with
Miss Dodd is he released by reason of the
alibi. To exact the evidence. Miss Stanwyck
promised she would divorce McCrea. ^She keeps
her side of the bargain, the divorce is granted,
but Smith has an idea it doesn't ring true.
Finally, Miss Dodd is made to confess and a
general reconcilliation takes place.
Lively and entertaining, the picture offers a
better opportunity for intriguing copy than for
unusual exploitation. In any case, it is worth
extra exhibitor effort. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Warner. Directed by
Archie Mayo. Adaptation by Ralph Block and Doris
Malloy. Photographed by George Barnes. Film editor,leaseHarold
date, McLernon.
March 31, Author,
1934. Doris
RunningMalloy.
time, Re-66
minutes.
CAST
Lady Lee
Barbara Stanwyck
Charlie Madison
Lang
Pat O'Brien
Garry
Joel
McCrea
Peter Madison
C. Aubrey Smith
Sheila Aiken
Claire Dodd
Fallin
Arthur Vinton
Don
Phillip Faversham
Cornelius
Ferdinand Gottschalk
Mike Lee
Robert Barrat
Graves
Robert Elliott
Steve
Phillip Reed
Pryor
Arthur Treacher
Jimmy
Williard Robertson
The Meanest Cal in Town
(RKO Radio)
Comedy
This Radio comedy did not tax the mental
facilities of the audience nor did it arouse them
to gales of hilarity, but it proved a gentle sort
of amusing concoction.
It offers as a comedy team in a feature
Zasu Pitts of the fluttery hands and willowy
manner, and El Brendel, Scandinavian accented, "beau brummeir
who aided
contrive
to be reasonably
amusing. comic,
They are
and
abetted by Jimmy Gleason of the fast tongue
and Pert Kelton in a miniature Mae Westian
characterization.
Gallagher,
the others memberRichard
of the "Skeets"
cast, appears
as a
gabby salesman and succeeds in speeding the
pace of a not too rapid moving comedy.
Miss Pitts certainly has her share of picture
patron following and Brendel is generally
'Known and liked. Sell the pair in a typically
expected Pitts-Brendel romance, for after all
they have only been engaged for ten years.
Their comedy is the selling line, with appropriate mention of the supporting cast. The fact
that Miss Pitts owns a dry-goods store and
Brendel a barber shop may offer an opportunity for tieups with the proprietors of such
establishments.
Brendel is the easy-going barber whose chief
customer is the pool room standby, Gleason.
Miss Pitts, his light of love these many years,
is a somewhat more successful dispenser of
drygoods in her own establishment. He absolutely refuses to consider marrying Miss Pitts
until such time as business permits the purchase
of a second barber chair.
Pert Kelton, who is all that her first name
implies, is part of a stranded theatrical troupe,
and steps out upon the street, to seek her
"fortune." She finds, not a fortune, but Gleason, and eventually a job as manicurist for
Brendel, which took some expert maneuvering.
Business, chiefly via the poolroom, booms
immediately. Miss Pitts refuses even to speak
to her urgent swain until he gets rid of the
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profitable but lively Miss Kelton. Since she
brings
the business,
can't aquite
see the most
point. ofGallagher
bursts hein with
line
of
chatter,
and
despite
Brendel's
objection.
Miss Pitts signs with the Sterling Stores, Inc.,
who by virtue of a shady clause are set to
remove her from the management of her own
store.
Brendel, meanwhile, has sold the store to
Gleason, who is counting on Miss Kelton to
remain with him permanently, in a state of
matrimony. She crosses him by running off
with Gallagher, and Brendel goes to New York
to
break soothes
Miss Pitts'
contract.temper
Eventually,
Miss
Kelton
the Gleason
by heaving
into sight on the railroad track, coming back
astride a handcar, and Brendel succeeds in
saving the store for Miss Pitts. He has by
this time achieved his second chair — with Miss
Pitts' money — and the two are married.
It is all quite unexciting, but is at least
entertaining and more than occasionally amusing. The players are all familiar, and for the
most part popular. The midweek position
probably is best. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by RKO Radio. Directed
by Russell Mack. Executive producer, Merian C.
Cooper. Associate producer, H. N. Swanson. Screen
play by Richard Schayer, Russell Mack and H. W.
Hanemann. From a story by Arthur Herman. Photographed by J. Roy Hunt. Art directors. Van Nest
Polglase and Perry Ferguson. Sound recorder, Geoge
D. Ellis. Film editor, James B. Morley. Musical director, Max Steiner. Release date, January 12, 1934.
Running time, 62 minutes.
CAST
Tillie
Zasu Pitts
Lulu
Pert Kelton
Chris
El Brendel
Duke . ,
James Gleasoir
Jack
Richard "Skeets" Gallagher
Petterson and Bendel
(Scandinavian Talking Pictures )
Comedy-Romance
Adapted from the novel of Waldemar Hammenhoeg, this Swedish talking picture is good
comedy, contains a lively and entertaining romance, and a cast which performs most capably.
The film is entirely in the Swedish language,
and is devoid of anything in the nature of assistance for the patron not understanding the
language. There is no prefatory explanation of
the story, other than that appearing in the program, and there are no superimposed subtitle
translations of dialogue.
However, the story may be followed without
any great difficulty by reason of the manner of
the performances and the smooth flow of the
story content. In those communities where it
is possible for the exhibitor to count upon a
goodly percentage of Swedish people or those
with Scandinavian ancestry, this picture should
be a "natural" for selling. Exploit the fact that
here is a motion picture in the native language
of certain of the patronage, which is certainly
pleasant entertainment.
The simple story concerns the adventures,
amorous and in business, of two men, virtually
tramps, who accidentally meet under a tarpaulin on a Stockholm wharf. Adolf Jahr, said
to be something of a Barrymore of Sweden,
and certainly a personable figure, and Semmy
Friedmann, of the Stockholm dramatic theatre, are the pair. They form a partnership in
business, which runs its course along with the
budding romance of Jahr and Birgit Sergelius,
waitress in a cafe. Friedmann is pleased with
the sudden liking Elsa Carlsson, owner of a
glove store, takes in Jahr, since it brings to the
firm the additional capital which Miss Carlsson
is able to put up.
The firm grows rapidly until the two are in
possession of a small fortune through the sale
of toy balloons. Friedmann is badly upset when
Jahr informs him he intends breaking with Miss
Carlsson to marry Miss Sergelius, since that
would lose to the firm its chief financial backer.
In order to prevent the marriage, Friedmann arranges that she should see. Jahr and Miss Carlsson planning a private dinner. She disappears
and when Jahr learns of it, he collapses. Friedmann hears that the board of health has banned
the sale of the balloons, and sells his interest

in the firm to the unsuspecting Jahr. Eventually Miss Sergelius returns, she and Jahr are
reconciled, and the two are just able to catch
Friedmann as he attempts to leave the country
with a forged passport.
It is lively, entertaining comedy romance,
well performed and technically produced in an
able fashion. The picture offers much to the
exhibitor catering to a patronage which understands the language. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced
SvenskStates
Filmindustri,
Sweden. Distributed in the byUnited
by Scandinavian
Talking
Pictures. From the novel by Waldemar Hammenhoeg. Directed by Perl-Axel Branner. Scenario by
Gunnar Skoglund. Photographed by Ake Dahlquist.
Release date, January 1, 1934. Running time, 148
minutes.
CAST
Petterson
Adolf Jahr
Bendel
Semmy Friedmann
Mia
Birgit Sergelius
Elsa
Isa Quensel
Agda Alvin
Elsa Carlsson
Nilsson
Sigurd Wallen
Aunt Lindstroem
Viran Rydkvist
Helmer
Helge Hagerman
Emanuel
Manne Gruenberger
Orient
(Fox)
Drama

Express

Near-tragedy, romance, comedy and considerable action contrive to keep this dramatic
adaptation of the Graham Greene novel moving
at a rapid pace, and to endow it with qualities
of entertainment. With its one central locale,
the interior and way-station stops of a speeding
European express train, the film has sufficient
surrounding action off the train, though centered about its progress across the face of
Europe, to vary any monotony which might
result from a single setting.
Indicated, and having much to do with the
drama which overtakes the central characters
is the unrest, chiefly political, which is at the
moment stirring nationalistic Europe. That
timeliness offers something which may be capitalized by the exhibitor. The fact that the
train travels from Antwerp in northern Belgium, to Constantinople, gives rise to its name,
Orient Express, but that does not mean there
is any tinge of the Oriental about the picture.
The action ceases with the picture somewhere
in the Balkan states.
Action and suspense in and about the train,
though that sort of thing has been done before,
offer an opportunity for active selling which
may be made intriguing. In the cast are
Heather Angel, young and attractive, Norman
Foster, Ralph Morgan, with Herbert Mundin
and Una O'Connor supplying comedy relief.
Not outstanding, these names are nevertheless
familiar and satisfactory for the marquee.
Irene Ware and Dorothy Burgess have minor
roles, but are known.
Miss Angel, young dancer bound for
Constantinople, faints of hunger on the train
and is befriended by Foster, scion of a date
producing family, and Morgan, posing as a
kindly doctor but in reality a revolutionary
leader bound for Belgrade and trouble. He
is recognized by Miss Burgess, newspaper
woman, and she hastily boards the train in
pursuit.notMundin
Misscouple.
O'Connor
the
typical
young and
English
MissareWare
is Miss Burgess' companion, who becomes
involved with Roy D'Arcy, petty thief and
pickpocket. That is the group around whom
the drama revolves.
The Angel-Foster romance progresses with
the train as D'Arcy plies his trade and affair
with Miss Ware, and Miss Burgess cannot
elicit a confession from Morgan for her story.
She flashes word to her paper, and when the
train reaches the border of a Balkan country
under martial law, he is taken prisoner. Making a quick attempt to pass a letter to Miss
Angel, he implicates her, and she is taken.
A search of the train results in the arrest of
D'Arcy, who had killed his victim in a
way-station robbery. The train moves on
without the three but the worried Foster takes
an automobile and doubles back in search of
his fiancee. Meanwhile D'Arcy pries the lock
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of their temporar}' prison, permits the others
to escape, thinking to escape the death penalty
by pleading ignorance. An enraged commander
stands him against a wall, and Foster, returning, picks up Miss Angel and Morgan, the
three
York. getting safely away. — Aaronson, New
Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by Paul
Martin. From the novel by Graham Greene. Screen
play by Paul Martin, Carl Hovey and Oscar Levant.
Dialogue by William Counselman. Photographed by
Georg-e Sclineiderman. Sound engineer, George Leverett.tor, Settings
by Duncan
Musical12,direcArthur Lange.
Release Cramer.
date, January
1934.
Running time. 72 minutes.
CAST
Coral Musker
Heather Angel
Carlton Myatt
Norman Foster
Dr. Czinner
Ralph Morgan
Mr. Peters
Herbert Mundin
Mrs.
UnaIrene
O'Connor
Tanet Peters
Pardoe
Ware
Mabel Warren
Dorothy Burgess
Anna
Lisa Gora
Conductor
William Irving
Josef
Grunli.'h
Roy
Major Petkovich
PerryD'Arcy
Ivms
Colonel Hartep
Fredrik Vogeding
Lieut. Alexitch
Marc Lobell
The

Night of the Party

( Gaumont-British)
Mystery Thriller
Here's a detective yarn, with its murder in
a novel setting and identity of the killer
cleverly concealed. What with the brisk action
leading up to a powerful climax and the quality
of the acting, the subject is one which may
be reckoned as useful entertainment for the
normal fan.
There's names,
no usealthough
pretending
got has
big
marquee
Leslieit'sBanks
achieved a fair standard of notability through
strong performances in a number of American
pictures. It might be hinted that he puts over
a powerful piece of acting in this ^ new role.
For the rest, the mystery element is the picture's bet, and detectives
where patrons
themselves
as amateur
therefancy
should
be a
first-rate chance of selling the picture. An
effective way to ballyhoo the subject would
be along the lines of "a murder game that
turned to reality."
The killer's victim is Lord Studholme, an
unscrupulous and nasty-minded newspaper
owner, and the crime takes place at his house
in the course of an evening party. There are
present the Princess (a visitor from foreign
shores), Chiddiatt (a neurasthenic modern
writer) and his wife, also General Piddington
(Studholme's father-in-law). Sir John Holland (Police Commissioner at Scotland Yard)
and his daughter Joan, Peggy Studholme
(daughter of the house) and Guy Kennion
(Secretary), the last two having particularly
raised Lord Studholme's gall by getting married on the sly ; there is also a butler. Every
member of the party has good enough reason
for bumping ofif the host, and when the Princess fortuitously
in which
lots aresuggests
drawn a asgame
to of
who"Murder,"
shall be
murderer and who detective, somebody takes
the chance of making a reality of it.
Such a story must have possibilities, and
this one moves well, grips by the tension of
its development, and is generally a credit to its
director. — Charman, London.
A Gaumont-British production and release. Directed
by Michael Powell. Produced by Jerome Jackson.
Story and dialogue by Roland Pertwee and John Hastings Turner. Scenario by Ralph Smart. Photography
by Glen MacWilliams. Art direction by A. junge.
Recording by S. Jolly. Assistant direction by Bryan
Wallace. Costumes by Gordon Conway. Running
time, 62 minutes.
CAST
Sir John Holland
Leslie Banks
Chiddiatt
Ernest Thesiger
Guy Kennion
Ian Hunter
Lord Studholme
Malcolm Keen
Defence attorney
Laurence Anderson
Princess
Muriel Aked
Peggy Studholme
Jane Baxter
Joan Holland
Viola Keats
Anna Chiddiatt
Jane Millican
Detective Ramage
John Turnbull
General Piddington
W. Graham Browne
Howard Vernon
Louis Goodrich
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What's Your
(Maijfair)
Drama
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Racket

A drama which is mostly melodrama, concerning racketeers and a girl who appears to
be in league with them, but actually is double
crossing them from a revenge motive, and a
young man who befriends her and brings them
both out
on but
top, a"What's
Your has
Racket"
has
some
action,
yarn which
been told
before, many times.
The names which may be used to some advantage in selling the picture are those of
Regis Toomey, Noel Francis and J. Carroll
Naish, as the usual villainous villain. The other
members are quite unknown. The picture is to
be sold as racketeer melodrama, with the copy
making note of the fact that the girl in the
case, appearing by turns to be working for
and against the racketeers, is in reality their
deadly enemy, plotting against them for reasons
of her own. Those reasons are revealed at the
conclusion of the story.
The film opens on the robbery of the safe in
Naish's home by a girl dressed as a man. She
takes a sum of money, escapes and is pursued.
Toomey comes to her assistance when her car
is wrecked and they make good an escape from
racketeers and police. She refuses to indicate
her identity, but promises to see him again.
He learns she is employed as a hostess at a
night club which is operated by Naish and Malatesta, racket leader. Toomey is captured when
Miss Francis is taxed with the burglary, but
she aids him to escape. Malatesta refuses to
believe she had anything to do with the robbery, but Naish offers to convince him. They
plant a large sum of money in the night club
safe, and lie in wait for the girl the next night.
The police, meanwhile, have taken an interest
in Naish and Malatesta. Miss Francis attempts
to rob the safe, is ambushed, and again Toomey,
on the spot, helps her get away. The racketeers
pursue them, and police pursue them both.
The racketeers, in their car, go over a cliff
when the driver is killed by a police bullet, and
Toomey and Miss Frances are brought to headquarters. There she reveals herself as the
daughter of a bank employee framed by the
racketeers some time before, bent on recovering the money stolen and nailing the gang.
Toomey discloses his identity as a police officer
working on the same case, and the two go in
search of the license department.
Melodramatic and with a measure of action,
this film offers the exhibitor comparatively little opportunity for unusual selling of any nature. It is straight, routine motion picture in
the program classification, and is to be sold as
such. Somewhere in a midweek position would
seem to be the most acceptable playing position.— Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Mayfair. Directed by
Fred Guiol. Original story by George E. Rogan.
Screen play by Mary Barringer. Photographed by
James S. Brown, Jr. Film editor. Dan Milner. Release
date, December 1, 1933. Running time, 70 minutes.
CAST
Bert Miller
Regis Toomey
Mae Cosgrove
Noel Francis
Dick Graves
J. Carroll Naish
Jimmy
Dean
Creighton
Hale
Benton
Fred Malatesta
Mrs. Cosgrove
May Wallace
Cameron
Lew Kelly
Jones
David Callis
Big Time Or Bust
(State Rights)
Comedy Drama
Here is a story of a show couple, the
husband a high diver, his bride his helper in
the carnival act, and of what happens when
he starts out to crash the big time. Therein
lies the best approach to selling the picture.
He flops. She gets the big opportunity and
is a knockout. Her success is his despair ;
to his pride the situation of his wife as his
meal ticket is intolerable. He gets a contract.

10,

1934

on the tank circuit. Should she give up her
fame to be with the man she loves? That's
theForexhibitor's
cue. there are Regis Toomey
the marquee
and Gloria Shea as the principals, Toomey in
a role that falls short in performance value,
Miss Shea likable and of sympathetic voice
but repetitiously placed in practically identical
setting for the show sequences. Walter Byron
is the suave showgirl connoisseur who falls in
love this time, and Nat Carr as the agent
supplies something of comedy.
Toomey is the sensation of the carnival
wheel, with Miss Shea's "Okay, big boy" the
big cue to confidence and dive. He longs for
Broadway. In a restaurant a wedding party
is celebrating ; the high diver and his assistant
take the matrimonial plunge. Warm hopes
beat fruitlessly against icy Broadway, until an
old friend finds Miss Shea a small bit in a
night club show. Byron sees her, doublequicks
to the big showman, and Miss Shea makes
good, though Byron's personal advances are
stopped gift
short.
An convinces
inscription
on Byron's
bracelet
to her
Toomey
he has
lost her. He gets work out of town, with
another assistant, loses his nerve, decides to
miss the tank next time as his only way out.
He steps out on the ladder platform. But the
old "Okay, Big Boy !" comes up from the
voice he loves. All's right again.
The picture has little to interest the
youngsters. There's a spectacular dive into
the tank at the end of the picture but the
general theme and the bit of drunken revelry
are
juvenile material. — Rovelstad,
New scarcely
York.
A Tower Production. Distributed in New York State
by Capital Film Exchange. Elsewhere through state
rights. Directed by Sam Newfield. Story by George
Wallace Sayre. Photographed by Harry Forbes. Art
director, Ralph DeLacey. Recording engineer, L. E.
Tope. Film editor, Al Clarke. Release date, November
10, 1933. Running time, 62 minutes.
CAST
Jimmy Kane
Regis Toomey
Betty Roberts
Gloria Shea
John Hammond
Walter Byron
Lew Feld
Nat Carr
Paddy Mellon
Charles Delaney
Winthrop Allen
Edwin Maxwell
Lewis
Hooper Atchley
The Ninth Guest
CMystery
Columbia)
Mystery, a situation which is somewhat
dif¥erent, and a full quota of suspense, lend to
"The Ninth Guest" a surrounding atmosphere
of salable material. Five murder-suicides and
another out-and-out suicide, the victims the
anonymously-invited members of a strange
party in a penthouse atop a city skyscraper,
addressed via radio and apparently watched by
their invisible host, the eight guests are faced
with death, only two coming out alive.
The title is intriguing, and much may be
done with it in the selling of a murder-infested
plot under the strangest of circumstances. It
is taken from a play by Owen Davis and the
novel by Gwen Bristow and Bruce Manning,
and there is every likelihood many of the
patronage will have read the story in its
original form. The strangeness of the situation permits the e.xhibitor to draw on his
imagination in the preparation of his material,
enabling him to sell it rather more interestingly than he would the usual mystery material.
There is no familiar detective, the entire action
takes place within the confines of the penthouse, and one of the guests, a newspaper man,
turns detective to solve the mystery and save
himself and the girl.
The cast names are not outstanding, the leads
having been taken by Donald Cook and Genevieve Tobin, with Hardie Albright and Edward
Ellis in chief support, indicating the advisability of concentration on the title, story and
mystery elements. Vincent Barnett attempts
to relieve the drama and suspense with a few
moments of comedy, and they are welcome,
however ineffectual.
The eight invited by wire to the party are

.tMONTQOMEKY

The return of Norma

Shearer to

your screen becomes the happiest "vent of this film year. The
wise choice of her story, a love
drama more romantic even than
"Divorcee" and "Strangers May
Kiss." The selection again of
handsome Robert Montgomery
and a distinguished cast. The
master hand of Thalberg. The
unstinted resources of M-G-M
studios. Showmen m their lobijies and programs are making
"Riptide" an immediate "something to be keenly watched for."
Proudly M-G-M brmgs you The
First Lady of the Screen.
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Cook, Miss Tobin, once his fiancee ; Albright, of the giants of the sea, catching tuna, sighting
college instructor ; Ellis, crocked politician,
whales, and harpooning a porpoise, an omen of
Edwin Maxwell, his enemy, similarly engaged ; ill luck at sea. Reaching the scene of the treasHelen Flint, feminine attorney, in love with
ure, the divers go down, while the undersea
and employed by Ellis ; Samuel Hinds, college
camera records every movement. The accompanying dialogue describes the sensations of
president
who Nella
had fired
Albright
at Maxwell's
orders, and
Walker,
society
matron.
one of the divers as the air supply is impeded.
They arrive, accuse one another of having
A second diver is seen groping his way about
sent the invitations, and suddenly realize they
the bottom, then graphically is pictured the
are trapped, all exits electrically charged.
attack of the dread octopus, followed by several
The radio informs them they are gathered
others. The diver is slowly enveloped in the
for a strange game, a battle of wits, with the
writhing tentacles, and the treasure hunt is
stakes death. As each hour passes, comes
given up as the mourning expedition sails
warning of death. Maxwell goes first, taking
away. It is definitely interesting material, havpoison left in an advantageous position. Miss
ing something more than the usual deep sea
of the travel variety. — Running time, 30
Walker,
exposed by shot
the "voice,"
him.a film
minutes.
Ellis is accidentally
by Missfollows
Flint in
spasm of nervous fear, then she throws herself
against the gate and is electrocuted. Hinds
Morocco Nights
is shot mysteriously, and Albright wounded.
Then Cook binds and accuses Albright of plot- (Vitaphone)
ting the ghastly party. Albright confesses,
Good Musical
gives old wrongs as his reason, permits Cook
One of the Vitaphone musical shorts in
and Miss Tobin, now reconciled, to escape, and
Technicolor, this number is highly entertaining,
commits suicide himself.
Here is unusual mystery, which should be excellent from the standpoint of color, and
lively in a musical fashion. Featured is Teddy
directed especially to the mystery fans among
Wolf with his orchestra, persuaded to go to
the patrons, but may be made to sound
intriguing to those not necessarily devotees of Morocco to aid the sheik in recalling a song
that particular brand of screen fare. Sell the he once knew. The penalty for failure is death.
When numerous attempts meet with failure, a
atmosphere, story and title. The film should
parrot saves the day by singing the song. The
be worth some amount of extra effort. —
feminine chorus meets expectations. A lively,
Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed by colorful subject. — Running time, 18 minutes.
Roy William Neill. From the play by Owen Davis
and the novel by Gwen Bristow and Bruce Manning.
Screen play by Garnett Weston. Assistant director,
Goofytone Newsreel No. 3
Arthur Black. Photographed by Benjamin Kline.
Sound engineer, George Cooper. Film editor, Gene (Universal)
Milford. Release date, January 31. 1934. Running
time, 69 minutes.
Plenty of Fun
CAST
A welcome note in this Alphabet Era of
Jim Daly
Donald Cook
Jean Trent
Genevieve Tobin NRA, CWA and SOL is the gentle burlesquHenry Abbott
Hardie Albright
ing, in the third of the Goofytones, of the quesTim Cronin
Edward Ellis
tion of how many quarter turns are necessary
Jason Osgood
Edwin Maxwell
Assistant butler
Vincent Barnett to turn the prosperity corner. Most fun of the
Sylvia Inglesby
Helen Flint
Dr. Murray Reid
Samuel S. Hinds other subjects comes from Mrs. Cooke's superMargaret Chisholm
Nella Walker
special double-triple-decker supper concocter,
Butler
Sidney Bracey the Belmont Downs race with its scene shifting
to mules, autos, motorcycles and novelty machines, and Chancellod Moahn explaining in
Derby Decade
perfectly non-understandable brogue and plati(RKO Radio)
tudes why Renegg has adopted the gold
standard. Running time, 10 minutes.
Enjoyable
Highly enjoyable is this entertaining little
comedy, in which Ruth Etting, in the dress of The Mississippi
the gay nineties, and an appropriate Bowery
(Vitaphone)
saloon setting, renders "Fm Only a Bird in a
Excellent
Gilded Cage," "When You Were Sweet Sixteen" and "After the Ball," while two roughexcellent novelty subject, this is virtually
neck gangs have it out with fists, clubs and a An
cinematic background to the fine rendition of
tomatoes, and the reformers from "uptown" get Ferde Grofe's familiar suite. As the succeedvery much
Miss the
Etting's
phases of the musical score are heard, the
larity, and the
the worst
mannerof init.which
subjectpopuhas film ingdepicts
the spirit of the piece, with scenes
been produced, should make it worth special of
Huckleberry Finn, the river steamer, the
attention. — Running time, 22 minutes.
cotton plantation, negro singing and dancing,
the river in raging flood and the tranquility of
the great stream at twilight. It is well exeVaudeville Days
cuted, and of "class" quality. — Running time,
(Universal)
10 minutes.
Entertaining
An entertaining vaudeville concoction on the Jolly Good Felons
screen, in which various stars of the vaudeville
(RKO Radio)
stage and radio "do their stuff." Included are
Fair Cartoon
Kay and Jimmy, doing lightning stunts on
roller skates ; Peter Higgins, tenor ; Sibyl
Another in the series of "Little King" carBowan, who impersonates Mae West cleverly ;
O. Sogolow's
cartoons, The
this
Jack Seymour, young tap dancer ; Elsie and
numbertoons,isadapted
fairfrom
animated
entertainment.
Herman, adagio team addicted to classical
King visits the prison, and when he makes a
poses, and Ann Lester, who croons a song or
wrong move in a checker game between two
two. Lively material for those who like their
convicts, starts a riot. The army and air force
vaudeville via the screen. — Running time, 21
go to work, clean up the prison, and the lockminutes.
step resumes, with the King trailing the convicts in an oversize striped suit. — Running time.
7 minutes.
Sea Killers
(Principal)
Little Jack Little
Highly Interesting
(Vitaphone)
A lengthy short picturing in interesting
fashion a supposed hunt for lost treasure at the Tuneful
bottom of the sea somewhere off the coast of
Little Jack Little, orchestra leader and composer, has his moment in the spotlight, at the
Mexico. The expedition, disguising itself as
piano, rendering bits of some of his most popuon a deep-sea fishing trip, goes after numerous

lar numbers, while various vocalists, in addition to Little himself, render the selections. It
must be said that Little is decidedly better at
the piano and in composition than in voice.
The numbers are all familiar, several having
attained unusual popularity. "At the Baby
Parade" is appropriately staged with a toy
soldier routine. Tunefully entertaining. — Running time, 9 minutes.
Strange As It Seems
(Universal)
Interesting
A baker's dozen of oddities the world over
are caught by the camera in this, number 37 of
the series, which proves to be of general
interest. Most unusual are the boy-cartoonist
who draws simultaneously, and as well, with
hands and feet ; the man with the pet goose
which follows him everywhere ; the gigantic
elephant at a Texas zoo, who trumpets a
factory whistle for employees ; the Seeing Eye,
institution in New Jersey where German
Shepherd dogs are trained to guide the blind. —
Running time, 10 minutes.
Mushrooms
(Vitaphone)
Numerous Laughs
Harry beaten
Gribbon,
large sizecontrives
comic of to
the supply
browhusband category,
numerous laughs in this comedy of the expert
on mushrooms whose mother-in-law drops in
for a visit, only to be followed by his brotherin-law with a couple of "pals and their gals."
They manage to give Gribbon a definitely unsatisfactory evening, and when the diners believe they have eaten toadstools instead of
mushrooms there is much consternation. The
Noisy is amusing.— Running time, 20 minutes.
comedy
Full Coverage
(Universal)
Henry Armetta, head-slapping Italian comedian, indulges in all of his usual antics,
bringing himself to the verge of apoplexy, in
what is fair comedy, with a few laugh spots,
but considerable noise. His wife persuades him
to take insurance from his annoying brotherin-law, then he overhears what he thinks is
a conspiracy between the two to do away with
him. He calls his lawyer, and while the usual
crashing, noisy chase goes on upstairs, a burglar's crew removes most of the furniture on
the ground floor. It's that kind of comedy. —
Running time, 21 minutes.
Come to Dinner
(Vitaphone)
Clever
Extremely clever is this satirical play on
"Dinner at Eight," with the various original
characters taken off with truly remarkable
accuracy in appearance and mannerisms. A
girl and chorus tinge is added to heighten the
entertainment value of the short, and the original theme is burlesqued throughout by each
character. The subject, a Broadway Brevities
number, should certainly be found entertaining
by
almost any audience. — Running time 10
minutes.
Holy Land
(RKO Radio)
Of Interest
There is general interest in this number of
the Vagabond Adventure series, produced by
V an Beuren, in which the ancient city of Jerusalem and the Holy Land are viewed with the
eye of the camera. The seaport of Jaffa, the
wailing wall, the Holy Sepulchre are pictured,
as well as something of the rather primitive
life of the inhabitants. It is interesting material.— Running time, 10 minutes.
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Large Companies Answer Criticism by Independent Theatres
with Detailed Report to Administrator on45 Provisions
Unrelenting criticism voiced by independent theat:re interests — notably Allied — that
the motion picture code as a whole is disadvantageous to the small enterprises of
the industry was answered Tuesday by the
large corporations, which submitted a
lengthy brief to the NRA Administrator at
Washington analyzing the code with respect
to the rights of small enterprises and minorities. The conclusion was stated that the
code "overwhelmingly concerns itself with
and solves the small operator's problems."
The brief, published in full herewith, also
serves specifically as an answer to one filed
with the Administrator by Allied which condemned certain trade practices and the
structure of the Code Authority and Local
Boards.
The keynote of the brief is the assertion
that in each instance of the trade practice
clauses, the large companies have "surrendered a right in favor of the independent."
Sponsored by Hays Office
Sponsored directly by the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, the
brief was filed with the NRA Administrator
at the Capital, in connection with the meeting in Constitutional Hall of some 4,000
members of Code Authorities and of trade
association code committees of all industries.
The independents are in a better position
today than the large companies, it was said.
The Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America analyzed all the sections of the code excepting those concerning labor, administration and definitions, and
dealt principally with provisions on trade
practice and unfair competition. It analyzed
45 separate clauses, of which, it was declared, 26 were for the benefit of the independent exhibitor, distributor and producer.
Twenty-five of these 26 clauses were said
to have granted to the independents rights
which they previously did not have.
Of the remaining 19 parts, 16 referred
to general rights and were not designed,
according to the brief, to benefit specially
any group but rather the industry as a
whole. One clause was for the benefit of
the large exhibitor, and two were for the
benefit of the large distributors. The brief
pointed out, however, that these two parts
granted no rights to the large distributors
which they did not previously have, but
merely codified existing law.
Translating the foregoing figures into
percentages, the brief explained to the Administrator, onbehalf of the large corporations, that
1. Excluding general provisions which
were not designed to benefit any particular group in the Industry, 89.5 per cent of
all provisions of the code were for the
benefit of Independent exhibitors, distributors and producers.
2. Of the provisions giving benefits to
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INDEX TO MPPDA
ANALYSIS OF CODE
In the MPPDA analysis of the
Code, specific provisions are discussed under the following classifications, after a general division of the
subject at large:
I. Analysis in respect to rights of
small enterprises and minorities.
A. Provisions under the title
"Distributors."
B. Provisions under the title
"Exhibitors."
C. Provisions under the title
"Distributors-Exhibitors."
D. Provisions under the title
"Grievance Boards and
Zoning
II. Analysis
In Boards."
respect to Independent producers and distributors.
A. Provisions under the title
"General."
B. Provisions under the title
"Producers."
C. and D. Other Provisions.
the independent exhibitors, distributors
and producers, 99.9 per cent gave rights
to such independents which they previously did not have.
3. Four per cent of all provisions were
for the benefit of the large distributor,
but no part of this 4 per cent represented the granting of a right which the
large distributors did not previously have.
4. Two per cent of the provisions of the
code were for the large exhibitors.
"Even this mathematical picture of the
partiality of the code to the independent
operator does not reveal the full protection
which the code afi:ords to the independents,"
said the distributors' brief, which added :
"These figures allow equal weight to each
provision. If the importance and quality
of the provisions were weighed, the balance
in favor of the independent operator would
be even more striking. Such provisions as
those creating Grievance Boards and Clearance Boards and ten per cent cancellation
and limitation of short subjects in proportion to features, involve sacrifices to the
large distributor and producer of hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Such provisions are
of transcending importance in marking new
lines to which the large operator will proceed to assist the small operator."
Giving the socalled "sacrifices" of the
large corporations under the code, additional significance in the light of recent economic conditions in the industry, the brief
reminded the Administrator that "several
of the largest producers and distributors are
in bankruptcy," and that "all, with the exception of two, have suffered severe losses
during the past two years."
"The large operators might well have

Brief Says 26 Clauses Benefit
Independent, 16 for Industry
as a Whole, I for Large Exhibitors, 2for Large Distributors
appealed for relief themselves," it continued.
"Instead,suaded tothey
been sacrifices
urged andin permake have
additional
the
interests of the independent operator whose
investment in this business is comparatively
small. Indeed, the independent operator is
in a more solvent condition than any other
group in the industry today.
"A careful examination of every section
of the code leads to the irrefutable conclusion that the motion picture code, both in
the number and substance of its provisions,
overwhelmingly concerns itself with and
solves
operator's
The the
briefsmall
analyzed
the 45 problems."
trade practice
clauses as follows :
Part I.— Analysis of the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion
Picture Industry in Respect to
Rights of Small Enterprises and
Minorities:
A. Analysis of All Provisions
Under the Title
"Distributors"
1 . Threatening to Build
(Article V— D— Part I)
Small Exhibitors complained that when they
failed to enter into a contract with a Distributor, that the Distributor would threaten to
ener into the exhibition field unless satisfactory
terms were made with him. This Article forbids a Distributor from making any threat or
committing any act in such connection with
the purpose of intimidating an Exhibitor to
enter into a contract with him or paying larger
license fees.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
2. Distributor's
in Theatre Employee Having Interest
(Article V— D— Part 2)
The independent Exhibitor complained that
some times a Distributor's employee had an
interest in a theatre, and then used his influence with the Distributor to interfere with the
licensing hibitor.
of Thispictures
the this
independent
section by
forbids
practice. ExThis section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
3. Substitutions
(Article V— D— Part 3)
For many years there has been a conflict
between the elasticity required by the Producer in production and the definiteness required by the Exhibitor in obtaining that which
was promised to him. The problem of substituting stars or directors has been a troublesome one. Frequently, it was necessary in the
interests of the picture. Yet the Exhibitors,
and particularly the independent Exhibitor,
complained that this was unfair to him. This
section of the Code forbids the Distributor from
substituting a star, director or well-known
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author, book or play named in a contract for
any other star, director, author, book or play.
Furthermore, in those instances where the Distributor has not named the cast and is permitted to make substitution, he must nevertheless give notice of such substitution to the
Exhibitor.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
4. Non-Theatrical Accounts
(Article V— D— Part 4)
The Distributor licenses pictures to institutions other than theatres. There is considerable
revenue from such business. Exhibitors have
complained that competition from a non-theatrical account is unfair. The Distributors
have maintained that they have a right to license their pictures wherever they see iit.)
This section of the Code, however, limits
the Distributor's
rights. competition
If the Exhibitor
tends that it is unfair
to havecon-a
picture exhibited by a certain non-theatrical
account, such matter is submitted to a Grievance
Board composed equally of Distributors and
Exhibitors. The impartial government representative isthe deciding factor in the event of
a deadlock. The Grievance Board has the
power to forbid the Distributor from dealing
with the non-theatrical account.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
5. Short Subjects Proportionate to Features
(Article V— D— Part 5)
A number of Distributors distributed not
only feature pictures but ajso comedies, generally called short subjects because they are only
one or tvm reels. Since the quality of the
short subjects was not as vital to the Exhibitor's welfare as the quality of the features, the demand centered upon the features.
The Distcibutor finding that his features were
bought but that his short subjects were ignored,
naturally favored those Exhibitors who were
willing to buy all of his product. The result
was an industry problem. Exhibitors complained that they were obliged to buy the
short subjects in order to obtain the features
and that this resulted in their being overbought on short subjects. Here, again, is a
simple economic problem such as arises in any
other industry : It certainly ought not to be
the subject of a "political campaign in Washingto."_
The solution offered by the Code will appeal to any fair-minded person. The Code
forbids a Distributor from imposing, as a condition for licensing features, that the Exhibitor contract for a greater percentage of short
subjects needed by him than the percentage of
the Distributor's
featureif pictures
neededbuys
by
him.
In other words,
the Exhibitor
one-third of the features required by him from
a certain Distributor, he may not be obligated
to buy more than one-third of the short subjects needed by him from that Distributor.
The result is that the Exhibitor is assured
of not being over-bought. The result to the
Distributor is that he loses tens of thousands
of dollars of business which he might otherwise obtain.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
6. Checking Receipts Confidential
(Article V— D— Part 6)
Many pictures are licensed on a percentage
basis. The Exhibitor pays to the Distributor
a percentage of the receipts c )tained by him.
This necessitates, in many instances, that the
Distributor check the receipts of the Exhibitor
to be certain that he is getting that which he

ARBITRATION IN LINE
WITH OPTIONAL PACT
"Where arbitration is agreed to in
the contract . . . the Code provides that it shall be in accordance
with the arbitration clause of the
optional standard license agreement.
. . . This arbitration clause was negotiated with representatives of the
Allied Group.

is entitled to. Many Exhibitors complained
that the checker and the Distributor had obinformation
the Exhibitor's
businesstained
which
was concerning
very important
and might
be divulged to others. The Distributor contended that since he was a partner in the particular engagement, he was entitled to knowledge of the success of the venture.
This section of the Code forbids the Distributor or his checker from divulging any
information received from checking receipts.
This section . is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
7. Fraudulent Transfer by Distributor
(Article V— D— Part 7)
This section provides that no Distributor may
transfer his assets for the pjjrpose of avoiding
delivery of any picture to an Exhibitor.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor
8. Adjustment of Average Price Contract
(Article V— D— Part 8)
Frequently, a group of pictures were licensed
for a total sum and the contract merely struck
an average price for each picture. It made no
difference what price was allocated against each
picture since the total price had been agreed
When, however, the Distributor failed to
upon.
distribute all of the pictures licensed, a serious
question arose concerning the license fees of
those pictures which had been delivered. This
section of the Code requires a Distributor to
make a fair adjustment of the license fees in
such a case. Any dispute that arises must be
determined by the Local Grievance Board.
Thus, for the first time, definite machinery has
been set up to assist the Exhibitor in such a
case.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
9. Designating Special Days of the Week
(Article V— D— Part 9)
Distributors desire to have their pictures exhibited on Saturdays and Sundays. Similarly
they find it least profitable to have pictures exhibited on certain other days of the week. This
is particularly true where the pictures have
been licensed upon a percentage basis. The
Distributor in such an instance, may double or
triple his income from the picture, if it is
shown on the choice days of the week. Consequently, pressure has been exerted upon the
Exhibitor to exhibit pictures on certain days
of the notion
week, contrary
perhaps toThis
the Exhibitor's
own
on the subject.
created an
economic conflict.
This section of the Code forbids a Distributor
from requiring a specific day of the week for
exhibition, unless he has specified this right
in the contract in advance, and Exhibitor has
thus consented to it. Furthermore, if the con-
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tract is not on a percentage basis but on a
fixed rental basis, the Distributor is forbidden
to specify the day of the week, even if he has
given himself this right in the contract. In
other words, if the Distributor is not a partner
to the proceeds, he cannot even by contract
control the more preferable playing time of
the Exhibitor.
This section of the Code does not even stop
here in affording relief to the Exhibitor. It
provides further, that if the contract does permit designation of specific days, and the picture is licensed on a percentage basis, that the
Exhibitor may nevertheless apply to the Grievance Board for relief, and the Grievance Board
has
the power to afford relief in such circumstance.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
10. Withholding Features Because of
Breach of Short Subjects
(Article V— Part 10)
Frequently an Exhibitor contracts for feature pictures and short subject pictures at the
same time. Subsequently, however, he fails to
exhibit the short subjects and breaches his contract;'— an attractive feature picture is available, however, and he desires to exhibit it. In
other words, he wants the good of the contract
while rejecting the bad. Distributors have sometimes therefore refused to deliver feature subjects while the Exhibitor was in default under
the short subject contract. Exhibitors complain
of this.
This section of the Code provides that if there
is an arbitration clause in the contract, the
Distributor may not refuse to deliver a feature
picture because the Exhibitor has breached his
short subject contract, — and similarly may not
refuse to deliver a short subject because the
Exhibitor has breached his feature contract.
Thus the Exhibitor is protected even though
he has breached his contract.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
I I. Offer of Additional Feature
(Article V— D— Part II)
In addition to the photoplays announced and
licensed, a Producer will sometimes produce a
special production. Exhibitors contended that
while they had no legal right to such additional
picture, they ought to have opportunity of obtatributor
ining itifwho they
were customers
of the Disdistributed
it.
This section of the Code concedes this right.
It provides that if an Exhibitor has contracted
for more than fifty (50%) per cent of a Distributor's pictures, and the Distributor releases
an additional picture, he must first offer such
additional picture to this Exhibitor.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
12. Fire Regulations
(Article V— D— Part 12)
This section provides for inspection of Distributor exchanges and the holding of fire
drills for the purpose of preventing fire.
This section is for the benefit of the entire
Industry and not for any particular group.
13. Summary
This concludes an analysis of all 12 parts of
Subdivision D of the Code which refers to
Distributor.
Eleven (11) of the twelve (12) parts were
for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor :—
the twelfth was a general clause dealing with
fire prevention. Of the 11 provisions in favor
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of the independent Exhibitor, 10 granted rights
which he never previously had. The 11th
(Forbidding Fraudulent Transfer of Distributor) codified an existing rule of law.
The summary therefore of these 12 parts
under Article V — D of the Code reveals the
following :
1. Excluding the one fire clause which is
general, all 11 provisions were for the
benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
2. Ten (10) of these 11 provisions granted
rights to the independent Exhibitor he
never before enjoyed.
B. Analysis of All Provisions
Under the Title
Exhibitors'*
1. Rejection under Selective Contract
(Article V— E— Part I )
Frequently an Exhibitor has the privilege under his contract of selecting a certain number
of photoplays and rejecting the others. In
such case,
Exhibitor
has "tied-up"
tures eventhe
though
ultimately
he may the
not picuse
them. Such right of selection is an extraordinary privilege, and consequently is obtained only by the very large Exhibitor. The
subsequent run Exhibitor could not exhibit
these photoplays until the prior run had shown
them. The prior Exhibitor would sometimes
procrastinate in making his selection. While
he tarried, the subsequent run Exhibitor waited
anxiously. The small subsequent run Exhibitor,
therefore, contended that the prior run Exhibitor
should be obliged to make his selection
promptly.
This section of the Code affords such relief.
It requires the Exhibitor who has such a selective contract to reject these photoplays he
does not intend to exhibit within 21 days after
the availability of the photoplay in that territory.
This section is solely for the benefit of the
small independent Exhibitor.
2. Overbuying
(Article V— E— Part 2)
Large Exhibitors have been accused in the
past of deliberately contracting for more photoplays than they could use in order to deprive
their smaller competitor of available pictures.
This section of the Code prohibits such overbuying.
This section is specifically for the benefit of
the small independent Exhibitor.
3. Rebates
(Article V— E— Part 3)
To attract patronage, the practice has grown
up in many theatres of conducting lotteries,
giving prizes and special coupons to patrons.
Vieing with one another in giving away things
to patrons resulted in a form of cutthroat competition amongst Exhibitors which reached absurd lengths.
To curtail this practice, this section of the
Code forbids Idtteries, prizes, coupons and
throw-away tickets. It permits the giving of
gifts unless seventy five per cent of the Exhibitors ina definite area vote to terminate the
practice. Thus, the control is left ultimately
with the Exhibitors in a definite area.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
4. Fraudulent Transfer by Exhibitor
(Article V— E— Part 4)
This section of the Code prohibits the transfer by an Exhibitor of his theatre for the pur-
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pose of avoiding uncompleted contracts. If
there is any dispute concerning the matter, it
is submitted to the Local Grievance Board.
This section is for the benefit of Distributors.
5. Advertising by Exhibitor
(Article V— E— Part 5)
The box office value of a picture depends
greatly upon its freshness. Consequently, large
license fees are paid for the privilege of having the first or prior runs. This accounts for
the fact that the same photoplay for which
$5,000.00 license fee was paid for a first-run,
will ultimately be shown by the subsequent
run for as little as $5.00.
Since contracts are made long in advance of
the exhibition, the subsequent-run knows that
he is going to exhibit certain photoplays. If
he advertises in advance that such a photoplay
is a coming attraction at his theatre, it destroys
greatly the value of the photoplay to the priorrun, for the prior-run is charging higher admission prices when the picture is new. If the
public, however, is advised that the same picture will be shown at a small admission price
in the immediate neighborhood, a short while
thereafter, it is persuaded to wait. Thus, the
prior-run Exhibitor is deprived of the very
advantage for which he paid a substantial
license fee.
This section of the Code, therefore, puts certain restrictions upon the right of a subsequentrun Exhibitor to advertise prior to the exhibition of the prior-run Exhibitor. Adequate
safeguards are, however, created to permit the
subsequent-run Exhibitor at all times to have
a fair opportunity to advertise.
This section is for the benefit of the priorrun Exhibitors.
6. Interfering with Exhibitor's Lease
(Article V— E— Part 6)
When an Exhibitor negotiates with his landlord for a new lease or seeks a modification of
an existing lease, he takes the risk that a
competing Exhibitor may intervene with better
offers. The Exhibitors contended that they
were entitled to non-interference in their endeavor to continue possession at the theatre
which they had operated.
This section of the Code gives this right.
It provides that no person engaged in the Industry may interfere with negotiations between
an Exhibitor and any one else concerning the
possession of the theatre.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
7. Exhibition Before Dawn
(Article y— E— Part 7)
This section of the Code provides that no
Exhibitor may exhibit a picture previous to
dawn oi the first date booked unless he has
permission in the contract for such exhibition.
This provision prevents the artificial stretching
of the normal playing time.
This section is for the benefit of Distributors.
8. Summary
This concludes the analysis of all seven parts
under that Subdivision of the Code entitled
EXHIBITORS.
Four of these Parts (Part 1, 2, 3 and 6)
were for benefit of independent Exhibitors.
Two of these Parts (Part 4 and Part 7) were
for the benefit of Distributors. These two
Parts, however, took no previous right from
the Exhibitor but merely codified existing law
against fraudulent transfers and exhibition prior
to the booked date.
One_ Part (Part 5) was for the benefit of
the prior-run Exhibitors.
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A summary
of these seven Parts reveals the
following
:
1. Four of the seven Parts were for the
benefit of independent Exhibitors.
2. These four Parts granted rights to Exhibitors which they never previously had.
3. The two Parts which were for the benefit
of Distributors merely codified existing
law and did not deprive the Exhibitors of
rights which they previously had.
4. One Part dealing with advertising was for
the benefit of the prior-run Exhibitors.
C. Analysis of All Provisions
Under the Title
DistrihutorS'Exhihitors
1. Standard Optional Contract
(Article V— F— Part I)
In 1933, duly authorized representatives of
Exhibitors and Distributors meeting for many
weeksj agreed upon a standard licensing agreement.
It was generally agreed that more concessions had been made to the Exhibitor by the
Distributor in this form of licensing agreement than had ever before been made.
This section of the Code perpetuates these
advantages under the Code. It prevents the
Distributors from licensing their pictures under
license agreements which each of the Distributors has prepared. It provides that the 1933
option standard agreement shall be the standard contract used by Distributors. The Distributor has for many years contended that he
is in no different position than any other licensor who prepares his own license agreement and sets his own conditions for granting
the license. In other words, the Distributors
desire the same privileges that landlords have,
and that steamheating, piano companies, and
other supply industries have when they prepare their own forms of conditional bills of
sale or license agreements in renting or licensing their property. In the interest of industry harmony, the Distributors, however, have
met with Exhibitors and permitted Exhibitors
full say in the form of license agreement which
the Distributor shall use in licensing his pictures. In recent years, many Distributors have
used different forms of license agreements.
This section of the Code prevents the Distributor's exercise of discretion in this respect.
This section is for the benefit of independent
Exhibitors.
2. Arbitration Under Contract
(Article V— F— Part 2)
Where arbitration is agreed to in the contract, this section of the Code provides that it
shall be in accordance with the arbitration
clause of the optional standard license agreement above provided for. This arbitration
clause
was Group.
negotiated with representatives of
the
Allied
This section is for the benefit of independent
Exhibitors.
3. Inducing Breach of Contract
(Article V— F— Part 3)
This section of the Code prohibits an Exhibitor or Distributor from inducing another
to breach a contract for the exhibition of film.
This section is a general one for the benefit
of Exhibitors and Distributors.
4. Obtaining Advantage by Sifts
(Article V— F— Part 4)
This section of the Code prohibits the giving
of a gift by an Exhibitor or Distributor to
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World -Telegram — ...Grade A
entertainment... first rate. ..full of
humor, romance, action and suspense...Montgomery excellent...
not to be missed...
Sun — ... corking murder melodrama... most effective blend of
suspense and light comedy. ..exciting yarn...suspenseful climax...
good thriller... jolly picture...
Post — ...entertaining picture...
artful combination of humor,
romance, murder and Robert
Montgomery ... it will pay you
to see it. ..continuously interesting
...swerves neatly from a pleasant
kind of drawing-room comedy to
hair-raising thrills., .you can't go
wrong on "Mystery of Mr. X"...
American — . . . one of the most
entertaining mystery-comedy dramas the screen has seen... full of
laughs . . . suspense is delightfully
maintained and its climactic sequences possess excitement... has
the crowds applauding...

^jAU^

\\O^AH. JiA>Vi, dorVU,

EDGAR SELWYN
DJRECTOR
LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN
PRODUCER

Mirror— ...superlatively entertaining thriller .. .exceptionally good
...harrowing suspense and charming humor... strong and appealing
romantic theme.. .tastefully produced and brilliantly acted by unusually attractive cast . . . has unusual quality of genuine romantic
charm . . . far above the usual detective thriller . . . don't miss it . . .

Times — . . . ingenious combination of excitement, fun and
romance . . .
News — . . . *** 3 Stars . . . one
of the most exciting adventures
encountered on a Broadway
screen recently. . . directed with a
great deal of skill and thoroughly
well- acted . . .
Film Daily — . . . better entertainment than this is hard to find . . .
clever, suspenseful and exciting,
plus a neat romance . . . delightful
and well-done . . .
M. P. Daily — . . . fine entertainment satisfaction with slam-bang
finish . . . unique suspense situations blended with unusually
charming romance. ..Montgomery
differently clever . . . strong supporting cast ... is packed with
necessary box-office elements, including comedy . . .
Herald-Tribune — . . . entertaining picture... deftly amusing amalgamation of melodrama and
comedy . . . smooth and finished
production . . . expert cast admirable . . . Montgomery in form and
extremely
lent fun . . . engaging . . . excelTelegraph — . . . Montgomery at
his suave and capable best . . .
cast excellent . . .
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influence him not to deal with an Exhibitor or
Distributor.
This section is a general one for the benefit
of Exhibitors and Distributors.
5. Disclosing Box Office Receipts for Publication
(Article V— F— Part 5)
This section of the Code prohibits an Exhibitor or Distributor from revealing box office receipts for publication, except to governmental agencies.
This section is a general one for the benefit
of Exhibitors and Distributors.
6. Ten (10%) Per Cent Cancellation
(Article V— F— Part 6)
For many years there has been agitation
concerning block booking. This is the practice
of licensing a group of photoplays at one time
to an Exhibitor. It is nothing but wholesale
selling. The Distributors have contended that
this is the only economic method of conducting
business, and that if individual licensing agreements have to be made for each picture, the
license fees would be prohibitive, because of
the increased costs. Some Exhibitors have
contended that this system of selling compels
them to contract for pictures they ordinarily
would not take. The Distributors have replied
that block booking makes possible artistic pictures, because many fine artistic productions
are not box office successes, and would not
ordinarily be licensed by the Exhibitor. This
economic conflict has been the one most frequently exploited for political purposes. It has
been the subject of bills introduced in the
Senate, and is a favorite source of agitation by
those who seek to make political capital of
ordinary intra industry problems.
To mollify these complainants, the Distributors have granted cancellation privileges in
their contract. This is a complete answer to
the Exhibitor who claims he has not the right
to weed out a picture when he finds it unsuitable. Experience has taught that the picture cancelled under the cancellation clause is
frequently the artistic success which has not
box office drawing power. Experience has also
taught that the picture not cancelled is frequently the least desirable picture from an
artistic viewpoint, but the most efl^ective from
a box office viewpoint. Nevertheless, cancellation privileges have been contained in standard
contracts now for many years. Each year there
is agitation for greater cancellation privilege,
and by gradual stages the amount was increased
until the Exhibitor had the right to cancel
TV2% of the photoplays licensed. This most
advantageous cancellation clause was contained
in the standard optional contract referred to
above. The clause is generally referred to as
5-5-5 clause, because it affords the opportunity
of cancelling 15% by paying for one-half of
the photoplays cancelled.
This section of the Code has increased the
cancellation privilege from its previous high
point of 7^% to 10%. There is probably no
other industry in America which affords a
standard cancellation clause of 10% in the sale
of its product.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitors.
7. Summary
This completes the analysis of all 6 parts
under that Subdivision of the Code entitled
DISTRIBUTORS-EXHIBITORS. Three of
the 6 parts (part 1, 2 and 6), are for the
benefit of independent Exhibitors. The other 3
parts (part 3, 4 and 5) deal with general subjects of advantage to Exhibitors and Distribu-
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CLEARANCE

"PROTECTED

AFTER

BREACHING CONTRACT"
"If there is an arbitration clause in
the contract, the Distributor may not
refuse to deliver a feature picture
because the Exhibitor has breached
his short subject contract — and similarly may not refuse to deliver a short
subject because the Exhibitor has
breached his feature contract. Thus
the Exhibitor is protected even
though he has breached his con-

tract."
tors. A summary of these parts therefore reveals the following :
1. Excluding those parts which are of a general nature (inducing breach of contract,
offering gifts for improper purposes, disclosing box office receipts), all of the parts
are for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
2. The 3 parts which are for the benefit of
Exhibitors, grant them rights which they
did not have prior to the Code.
3. Two (2) of the 3 parts which are for
the general interest of Exhibitors and Distributors, nierely codify existing law.
D. AnoX'ysis of All Provisions
Under the Title
Qrievance Boards
Zoning Boards

and

I. Clearance and Zoning Boards
(Article VI— Part 1)
Explanation has been made above of the value
of a prior-run when the picture is new. Clearance will intervene between the first exhibition and the subsequent exhibition. It has
been pointed out that the prior-run pays substantially for the privilege of early exhibition.
If his competitor follows too closely upon his
heels, the prior-run has not received the benefit for his substantial payment. Elements of
distance are involved. For what territory is
the prior-run entitled to be protected?
Elements of time are involved. For how
long a time is the prior-run entitled to be assured that the subsequent-run will not exhibit
the photoplay?
No standard rule fitting all situations is
available. The particular circumstances in each
instance must be carefully weighed. The problem is an economic one. If the first run pays
$5,000.00 for the privilege of exhibition and
the subsequent-run pays $250.00, how much
clearance in point of time is the first run entitled to in order to receive the economic benefits which he has paid for? To what extent
will the showing four blocks, two miles or
ten miles away hurt his chances of attracting
people to his theatre during the prior-run. These
are the g,eneral principiles involved in the
economic balance.
For many years some Exhibitors have complained that powerful first-run Exhibitors are
obtaining unreasonable clearance in respect to
the length of time and in respect to area over
which the clearance is granted. The only
practical solution for this problem seemed to
be the drafting of clearance schedules, — permitting all groups in the Industry to participate
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and decide in advance what is fair and reasonable clearance and what is unfair or unreasonable clearance. Such clearance and zoning
schedules were in several instances prepared.
They afforded relief to complaining Exhibitors.
But there were others who made legal attack
upon these arrangements claiming that they
were contrary to law by virtue of concerted
action of the Distributors.
The Code affords a legal as well as a
practical solution of this problem. It creates Clearance and Zoning Boards in each
of the thirty-two exchange territories in
this country. Each of these boards is composed of two Distributors, two first-run Exhibitors and two subsequent-run Exhibitors.
In addition there is an impartial representative approved by the Administrator who
has no affiliation with the Motion Picture
Industry and who votes If the Board is
deadlocked. It Is significant that in each
instance where two of a class are appointed, one is affiliated and one is unaffiliated or completely Independent of
Distributor and Producer Theatres.
This Board appears to be as fairly set up as
is possible. There are some Distributors who
complain that since there are four Exhibitors
and only two Distributors represented upon the
Board, and since the general economic conflict involved is between Exhibitors and Distributors, that the Exhibitors have undue representation upon these Boards. On the other
hand some Exhibitors complained that the firstrun Exhibitors have a joint interest with the
Distributors and, therefore, that the balance
leans the other way. It is impossible in such
a matter to satisfy all. Obviously, a sincere
and earnest effort has been made to give fair
representation to all groups. These Clearance
and Zoning Boards will prepare schedules fixing the maximum clearance in length of time
and also for area. Full provision is made for
hearings by these Boards of any complaint
in respect to any situation. Rights of appeal
are granted. Certain it is that the whole matter has been scientifically treated and will
throw the problern in the full light of publicity
before Industry courts.
Only in the very close cases will there be
any disputes. This marks a great advance
on this dilficult subject.
It is quite apparent that the Distributors and
the large Exhibitors needed no relief in this
matter.
It was the small independent who had little
purchasing power who chmied to be the victim
of the large purchasing power of his competitor.
The Clearance and Zoning Boards, therefore,
are
specially designed to assist the independent
Exhibitor.
2. Grievance Boards
(Article VI— Part 2)
Grievance Boards have no jurisdiction over
ordinary contract disputes. Such controversies
are left to arbitration under the contracts or
to legal decision in the courts. In other words,
wherever there is a legal right arising under a
contract the Exhibitor or Distributor has resort
to an arbitration board or to the court for relief. No special protection is needed in such
a case. It is conceded by all that the arbitration boards are fairly constituted. The Board
is composed of two Exhibitors appointed by
the Exhibitor litigant and two Distributors appointed by the Distributor litigant. The National Board of Appeals is similarly composed
(.Contimied on page 68, column 1)
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equally of the two conflicting economic groups.
The question then arises concerning the function of the Grievance Boards. If they are not
to decide disputes under contract what are
they for? The answer is that they are to
hear applications for relief even though there
is no legal right to support the application.
They afford extra-contractual remedies. In
some instances they have the power to grant
relief directly contrary to the written provision
of the contract.
This is an extraordinary Industry court,
the like of which cannot be found in any
other industry in this country. It marks
the furthest advance in the peaceable
adjustment of intra-industry conflict. It is
the final answer under the New Deal to
"the little man" who claims to be. aggrieved.
The Grievance Boards will be composed of
two Distributors, two Exhibitors and one impartial representative, approved by the Administrator, who has no affiliations with the
Industry and who votes in the case of a deadlock. It is significant that in each case where
there are two representatives, at least one must
be unaffiliated with any Distributor or Producer theatres.
The Grievance Boards have jurisdiction over
all complaints concerning the provisions of the
Code or even concerning matters not in the
Code.
For many years, an Exhibitor who believed
himself to be the victim of a "hard" situation
even though he had no legal right, was obliged
to appeal to the individual Distributor for relief. The determination of his appeal lay solely
in the hands of the Distributor involved. The
application and its decision was made in the
office of the Distributor and in secret as befitted such a confidential matter. Under the
Code _ such grievance is submitted not to the
Distributor from whom relief is sought but
to a fair Board composed equally of other Distributors and Exhibitors. The decision and
hearing is not secret and confidential but is
submitted to the Hght of publicity. The very
setting of the machinery and its existence makes
impossible in the future the existence of "hard"
cases even though there be no legal rights
involved.
The Distributor and the large Exhibitor
do not usually need such special relief.
The powerful Exhibitor's buying power Is
the best assurance of a fair deal. It is
the small independent who claimed in the
past he needed a special helping hand.
This new forum is, therefore, made for his
special benefit.
The provision of the Code in respect to
Grievance Boards is for the benefit of the independent Exhibitor.
BOARDS CALLED AID
FOR INDEPENDENTS
"It was the small independent who
had little purchasing power who
claimed to be the victim of the large
purchasing power of his competitor.
The Clearance and Zoning Boards,
therefore, are especially designed to
assist the Independent Exhibitor."

COMPANIES

3. Summary
Both Parts under the title Grievance Boards
and Clearance and Zoning Boards are for the
benefit of the independent Exhibitor,
Part II. — Analysis of the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion
Picture Industry in Respect to
Independent Producers and Distributors:
A. Analysis of All Provisions
Under
the Title
''QeneraV
1. Defaming Competitors
(Article V— A— Part I )
This section of the Code forbids defamation
of a competitor. It is for the general interest
of the Industry.
2. Threatening Legal Proceedings
(Article V— A— Part 2)
This section forbids harassing competitors by
threats ot suits not in good faith. It is for
the general benefit of the industry.
3. Obtaining
(Article V—
This section
of bribery, or
for the general

Confidential Information
A— Part 3)
forbids such practice by means
any other unfair method. It is
benefit of the Industry.

4. Unreasonably Excessive Salaries
(Article V— A— Part 4)
This section has been suspended by the President pending investigation.
5. Summary
All sections are for the general benefit of
the Industry and cannot be said to be of especial aid to any group in the Industry. Insotar
as it is claimed that the large Producer by
his po\ver is able to oppress the small Producer,
these Sections of the Code make impossible such
exploitation of power. Only in this argumentative sense can they be said to be in the interest
of the independent Producer.
B. Analysis of All Provisions
Under the Title
1. Obtaining Dismissal of Stage Employees
Producers'*
(Article V— B— Part I)
The practice of obtaining the release of an
actor upon the stage in order to engage his
services in motion pictures is prohibited bv
this section of the Code.
This section is a limitation upon all Producers, but chiefly affects the large Producer
and not the small independent.
2. Conspiracy To Prevent Producer From
Renting Studio
(Article V— B— Part 2)
Some independent Producers have complained
that Producers who ordiijarily rent their studios
to other Producers, practice favoritism by refusing to rent studios to independent Producers.
This section of the Code prohibits such favoritism.
This section is for the special benefit of the
independent Producer,

3. Employing Members of the Family as
"Extras"
(Article V— B— Part 3)
This section prohibits employment of members of the
as "extras"
Hollywood,
While
it isfamily
a prohibition
uponin all
Producers,
it particularly affects the large Producer.
4. Regulations Concerning Agents
(Article V— B— Part 4)
This provision of the Code creates an agency
committee composed equally of Producers and
representatives of actors, writers, directors and
technicians. Its purpose is to cure certain evils
created by unscrupulous agents who misrepresent and entice away employees, and otherwise
indulge in illegitimate practices. All agents
may be registered pursuant to safeguards provided under the Code, and machinery is created
to eliminate these abuses.
This section benefits all producers.
4A. Rules Governing Relations Between
Producers and Others
(Article V— B— Part 4A)
This section of the Code appoints a special
committee to draft rules concerning the relations between Producers and writers. Producers and directors, etc.
5. Enticing
ducers Employees from Other Pro(Article V— B— Part 5)
This provision of the Code is for the benefit
of all Producers, but particularly affects the
large Producer in his dealings with valuable
stars,
6. Cartoon Producers
(Article V— B— Part 6)
This part of the Code creates certain limitations upon the rights of cartoon Producers,
7. Summary
This concludes the analysis of all 7 parts
under that Subdivision of the Code entitled
"PRODUCERS," A summary of all 7 parts
reveals the following :
1. Three (3) parts apply to all Producers but
place
particular limitation upon the large
Producer.
2. Three (3) parts apply to all Producers.
3. One (1) part is for the special benefit of
the independent Producer.

I. Picture Rights Subject to Dramatic
Rights
(Article V— C— Part c.I)
This provision of the Code places a general
limitation upon the right to exploit picture
{Continued on foUoivvng page, column 1)
SAFEGUARDS ON
THEATRE AND ADS
ThesonCode
that no may
perengaged"provides
In the Industry
interfere with negotiations between
an Exhibitor and any one else concerning the possession of the thea-
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(.Continued -from precedinq pane)
rights prior to the reservation in favor of stage
rights. This section of the Code is a hmitation of the Code upon all Producers, but more
particularly applies to the large Producer who
usually acquires stage production rights.
2. Enticing Outside Producer
(Article V— C— Part 2)
An outside Producer is one who has his own
production unit, but operates it in conjunction
with another Producer whose trademark appears
on the production. This section of the Code
forbids enticing such outside Producers from
their associated Producer.
This section of the Code applies to all Producers, but more particularly to large Producers who have such associations.
3. Summary
This concludes an analysis of the two parts
under the title PRODUCERS-DISTRIBUTORS. The analysis reveals that :
1. Both parts apply to all Producers, but place
limitations particularly upon the large
Producer.
. D.
1. Ten (10%) Per Cent Cancellation
(Article V— F— Part 6)
The independent Producer and Distributor
claim that because the Exhibitor was obliged
to block book, he licensed some photoplays
which were inferior to independent product, and
which he otherwise would not have licensed.
Thus it was claimed that the independent Producers and Distributors were adversely affected
by this practice. The ten (10%) per cent cancellation clause permits the Exhibitor to weed
out
the
It
therefore so-called
affords an"inferior
additionalproduction."
opportunity to
the independent Producer and Distributor to
license their product to the Exhibitors.
This section is therefore for the benefit of
the independent Producer and Distributor.
2. Short Subjects Proportionate to Features
(Article V— D— Part 2)
The independent Producer and Distributor
contended that the "over-loading" of shorts
upon the Exhibitor so consumed his playing
time
to prevent
the Exhibitors'
acquisition
of theasfeatures
produced
by the independent.
The limitation upon the right to license short
subjects therefore opens up the available playing time to the independent Producer and Distributor.
This section is therefore for the benefit of
the independent Producer and Distributor.
3. Threatening To Build
(Article V— D— Part I)
The independent Producer and Distributor
contended that the potential building power of
the large companies, obliged the Exhibitor to
contract for pictures with companies he did
not desire to deal, and that thus the independent
Producer and Distributor was excluded. This
section which prohibits the illegitimate use of
building power therefore makes available to
the independent Producer new playing time.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Producer and Distributor.
4. Adjustment of Average Price Contract
(Article V— D— Part 8)
Where an average price was stated in a contract, and thereafter all pictures were not delivered, the price was automatically increased.
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Censors;

Analogy

Faced
by Nebraska
But movie men with longer vision would
A glance through the records renot be so well pleased. For coincident with
veals that bills aimed toward censorthe trumpeting suggestion of something
ship of the motion picture luere introbordering on the indecent has come a pubduced in the Nebraska legislature at
Lincoln in the years:
lic revulsion that threatens the local impo1923
sition of a censorship.
1925
The movement for such censorship has
1927
begun.
The Omaha Ministerial union has
1929
named a committee to censor films. A leg1931
islature to meet next January will surely
1933
have before it a bill to set up a state cenThe votes tvcre close in 1931 and
sorship. Such bills have been defeated for
193 3. The ablest observer of legislatwo sessions but fan dance publicity might
tion in the service of the motion picswing the tide for censorship at another sesture industry forecasts the enactment
sion.
of a censorship law in the session of
Censorship is repugnant to the average
193 5, and passes ns a cutting from the
American. It has gained little foothold in
evening edition of the Omaha World
this country when attempts have been made
Herald of Saturday, February 24, preto apply it to literature, the stage, the movsenting an editorial, which three exies, the arts, because the American instincthibitors of that region have also
ively resents the meddling of moral middlemailed to Motion Picture Herald.
men. If censorship comes to the movies it
The editorial is reproduced herewith.
will be because even those who distrust and
THE EDITOR
resent it, resent the more the caperings of a
Sally and Censorship
greedy publicity that violates decent standards in whipping up interest in a show.
It is entirely likely that the publicity man
for Sally Rand has been busily shaking
The laws against public obscenity are sufficient to block suggestive performances.
hands with himself, and that theatre manThose laws do not need to be buttressed by
agers locally were thinking what swell publicity the fan dancer got. Surely, they may
a legal censorship, which so often turns out
have reflected, the opposition and criticism
to be a vile snooping. The home can usually be trusted to enforce whatever ban
of the clergy heralding her advent would
needs to be exercised for children. But
insure great crowds.
Possibly it is true that all the preliminary
even the homes may not feel secure if blafanfare merely meant that a gullible public,
tant build-ups for borderline entertainments are encouraged by the theatres for the
acting on a sly hope to see something ordinarily forbidden, would fill the theatre for sake of some quick and ready cash.
—Omaha World Herald.
a week.

If no adjustment were made this created a
hardship upon the Exhibitor financially, and
thus affected his purchasing iKDwer of "extra
supply"
from the independent.
section
compels adjustment
and thus helps This
to open
the
market to the independent Producer and Distributor.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Producer and Distributor.
5. Designating Special Days of the Week
(Article V— D— Part 9)
By limiting the power of the large Distributor to specify the choice days of the week, an
opportunity is afforded to the independent Producer and Distributor to have his better productions exhibited on the most advantageous
days of the week.
This section is for the benefit of the independent Producer and Distributor.
6. Summary
A summary reveals that all of the five provisions above analyzed are for the benefit of
the independent Producer and Distributor.
Williams, Mercer Take Film
K. Lee Williams of Oklahoma City and
Charles J. Mercer of Denver have taken
over Willis Kent's production, "The Road to
Ruin," for Oklahoma, Arkansas and Texas.

Fassio Regains Control
Of Shamrock Pictures
Following action in circuit court, B. C.
Fassio has regained control of Shamrock
Pictures Corporation, with headquarters in
Detroit, and forced the resignation of the
entire board of directors. Mr. Fassio has
been elected president for one year, and a
reorganization is now taking place.
Joe O'Donnell, formerly sales manager of
the company, has resigned his position. Mr.
Fassio is expected to announce plans for
further production in the near future.
To Reopen Laboratory
Universal will reopen its Coast Laboratory about April 1, having paid ofif $400,000
of a $1,000,000 loan from Consolidated Film,
with the balance a first mortgage on its
studio properties, which results in an annual
saving of $300,000.
I6nnm. Sessions Resumed
The Miniature Movies Institute and the
16mm. Board of Trade have resumed regular
luncheon meetings in New York. Sessions
are held the third Thursday of each month
at the Hotel Victoria.
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TITLE
COLUMBIA
"Twentieth Century"
FOX
"Free Gold"
"The World Is Ours"

IN

WCCr

WRITER AND DIRECTOR

CAST

"The World Moves On"

Play and screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur. Director: How-ard Hawks.
Screen play by Lester Cole and Henry Johnson.
Director: George Marshall.
Story by Kathleen Norris. Director: John
Blystone.
Story
Ford. by Reginald Berkeley. Director: John

"Too Many Women"

Story by Vera Caspary.

"Now I'll Tell"

Story
Mrs. Arnold Rothstein. Director:
EdwinbyBurke.
Based on the play by Benn W. Levy. Director:
Frank Tuttle.

John Barrymorc, Carole Lombard, Roscoe Karns. Walter
Connolly, Ralph Forbes, George E. Stone.
John Boles, Claire Trevor, Roger Imhof, Harry Green,
Monroe Owsley, Ruth Gillette.
Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell, Ginger Rogers, James
Dunn, Beryl Mercer, Roger Imhof.
Madeleine Carroll, Franchot Tone, Raul RouHen,
Reginald
Denny,
NigelHalliwell
Bruce, Hobbes,
FerdinandIvanSchumann
Heink, Barry
Norton,
Simpson. Warner Baxter, Rosemary Ames, Rochelle Hudson,
Herbert Mundin, Henrietta Crosman.
Spencer Tracy, Alice Faye, Helen Twelvetrees, Hobart
Ca\anaugh, G. P. Huntley, Jr.
Otto Kruger, Nancy Carroll. Heather Angel, Nigel
Bruce, Herbert Mundin.

"Springtime for Henry"
GOLDSMITH PRODUCTIONS
"I Hate Women"
HAROLD LLOYD CO.
"The Catspaw"
MASCOT
"The Lost Jungle" (Serial)
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
"Sadie McKee"

Director: James Flood.

Original screen
by Mary McCarthy. Director: Aubreyplay
DeScotto.
Story by Clarence Budington Kelland. Director:
Sam Taylor.
Original screen play by Sherman Lowe and
Al Martin. Directors: Dave Howard and
Armand Schaefer.
Story
Brown.by Vina Delmar. Director; Clarence

"Operator 13"
PARAMOUNT
"Murder at the Vanities"

Original story
Robert W. Chambers. Director: RaoulbyWalsh.

"We're Not Dressing"

Original
by Walter Hall Smith. Director:
Norman story
Taurog.

"Little Miss Marker"

Original
AlexanderstoryHall.by Damon Runyon. Director:
Original
by Clarence
Director:story
Marion
Gering. Budington Kelland.

"Thirty Day Princess"
RKO RADIO
"Of Human Bondage"
"Strictly Dynamite"
"Stingaree"
"Dover Road"
SCREENCRAFT PRODS.
"St. Louis Woman"
TWENTIETH CENTURY
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back"
"The Firebrand"
UNIVERSAL
"I'll Tell the World"
"Uncertain Lady"
"Doomed to Die"
"The Black Cat"
WARNER
BROS.FIRST NATIONAL
"Doctor Monica"
"Happy Family"
"The Key"
"Return of the Terror"
"Sawdust"
"Without Honor"
"One Man Woman"
"Friends of Mr. Sweeney"

Original
Earl Carroll
Director: byMitchell
Leisen. and Rufus King.

Story by W. Somerset Maugham. Director: John
Cromwell.
Screen play by Maurine Watkins and Ralph
Spence. Director: Elliott Nugent.
Original by E. W. Hornung. Director: William
Wellman.
Original
Ruben. by A'. A. Milne. Director: J. Waiter
Story by Elwood Ulhnan.

Director:

Al Ray.

Story
Ruth. by H. C. McNeile. Director:
Director: Gregory LaCava.

Roy Del

Original
by Lincoln Quarberg. Director:
Edward story
Sedgwick.
Story by Harry Segall. Director. Karl Freund.
Original story by Ken Maynard. Director: Alan
James.
From the original story by Edgar Allen Poe.
Screen play by Peter Ruric. Director: Edgar
Ulmer.
Based
on theWilliam
play by^Marja
Director:
Keighley. M. Szczepkowska.
Original story and screen play by Gene Markey
and Kathryn Scola. Director: Al Green.
Based on the play by R. Gore-Browne and J. L.
Hardy. Director: Michael Curtiz.
From
"The Bretherton.
Terror" by Edgar Wallace. Director:
Howard
Screen play by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby.
Director: Ray Enright.
Based on an original story by Robert Lord.
Director: Lloyd Bacon.
Based on a story by Gene Towne and C.
Graham Baker. Director: Alan Crosland.
From theward novel
Ludwig. by Elmer Davis. Director: Ed-

Wallace Ford, June Clyde, Barbara Rogers, Eleanor
Hunt, Fuzzy Knight, Cecilia Parker, Alexander Carr,
Philo McCullough.
Harold Lloyd, Una Merkel, Nat Pendleton, George
Barbier, Grant Mitchell, AJan Dinehart, Warren
Hymer.
Clyde
Beatty, Sid Saylor, Cecilia Parker
Richmond.
Warner
Jean Crawford, Franchot Tone, Esther Ralston, Jean
Dixon, Edward Arnold.
Marion Davies, Gary Cooper, Mae Clarke.
Carl Brisson, Victor McLaglen, Jack Oakie, Kitty
Carlisle, Paul Gerrits, Toby Wing, Gertrude Michael,
Gail Patrick, Lona Andre, Donald Meek, Barbara
Fritchie.
Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman, Carole Lombard, George
Bums, Gracie Allen, Raymond Milland, Jay Henry,
Leon Errol.
.-^dolphe
Dorothy Dell, Lynn Overman, Jack
LaRue, Menjou,
Sam Hardy.
Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Edward Arnold, Vincent
Barnett, Ray Walker.
Leslie Howard, Bette Davis, Reginald Denny, Alan Hale.
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez, Marian Nixon, William
Gargan,
Pallette, Four
Ruth Mills
Etting.Bros., Norman Foster, Eugene
Richard Dix, Irene Dunne, Mary Boland, Conway Tearle,
Snub Pollard, Andy Devine, Una O'Connor.
Clive Brook, Diana Wynyard, Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray, Reginald Denny, Phyllis Barry.
Gale.Mack Brown, Jeanette LofF, Earle Foxe, Roberta
John
Ronald Colman, Loretta Young, Una Merkel, Charles
Butterworth. C. Aubrey Smith, Warner Oland.
Fredric March, Constance Bennett, Frank Morgan,
Fay Wray, Vincent Barnett, Louis Calhern.
Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart, Roger Pryor, Onslow Stevens,
Dorothy Granger, Herman Bing, Hugh Enfield.
Edward Everett Horton, Genevieve Tobin, Paul Cavanagh, Mary Nash. George Meeker, Dorothy Peterson.
Ken Maynard. Gloria Shea, Walter Miller, Frank Hagney. Bob Kartman.
Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, David Manners, Jacqueliae
Wells, Lucille Lund.
Kay
Francis, Jean Muir, Verree Teasdale, Warren
William.
Aline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee, Allen Jenkins, Hugh
Herbert, Helen Lowell, Joan Wheeler, Frankie Darro.
William Powell, Edna Best, Colin Clive.

STAGE OF
PRODUCTION
Shootin.g
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Lyle
Halliday,
McHugh,Talbot,
IrvingMary
Pichel.Astor,
RobertJohn
Barrat,
GeorgeFrank
E. Stone.
Dillaway.
Joe E. Brown, Patricia Ellis, Dorothy Burgess, Donald

Shooting

James Cagney, Joan Blondell. Frank Craven, Victor
Tory, Sarah Padden, Harold Huber, Russell Hopton,
Ralfe Harolde
Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell, Claire Dodd, Russell
Hopton,Ruggles,
Henry Ann
O'Neill.
Charlie
Dvorak, Eugene Pallette, Kathryn
.Sergava,
Harry
Beresford, Berton Churchill, William
Davidson.

Shooting
Shooting

Shooting
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Jenmns-His

Neligh, Nebraska
DEAR HERALD:
Well friends (if we have any) this is the
first
of Spring,
it's wife
the annual
date
for usday
to take
a bath, and
but our
beat Spring
to it and made us take a bath day before
yesterday.
There's
doggone
in being
in such a rush.
We notook
a bath sense
several
years
ago before Spring and we took a severe cold
which came very near making us change our
politics.
V
Back in the early days of this country,
whenever someone would complain of some old
woman being a witch, they would haul her up
before the public and tie her to a whipping post
and give her a flogging. Then the people got
some sense and they passed a law that anyone
W'ho complained of a witch was to be tied up
in a public place and given a good whipping.
From then on there were no more witches.
If they would act that same way with these
war jingoists there would be no more war.
If they have any more wars and they try to
drag Uncle Sam into it we hope the youth of
this country will refuse to go until all the
jingoists and the millionaires and their money
have been conscripted. When that time comes
there
any more
nation won't
or an be
individual
goes wars.
around Whenever
with a chipa
on
troublewhat
everywetime.
We their
triedshoulder
it once there'll
and webe know
are
talking about. Since then we haven't had a
fight.
V
All in One Package
Last night our daughter turned on the radio
and we heard some fellow extolling" the merits
of Bill Smith's breakfast food. It seems that
this breakfast food is a wonderful builder of
bone and muscle, and from his tell, if you eat
one package you can grab a bull by the tail
and throw him over a haystack with your left
hand. Guess we'd better
V get a package.
From over in Nev^' Hampton, Iowa, "where
the
tall who
corn isgrows,"
comes ata letter
E. C.
Potter,
still running
large, from
and whom
the authorities permit to operate the Firemen's
theatre.
E. C. claims to be one of our "enemies," but
in order to appear regular he hopes for us a
speedy recovery. He wants us to come back
there the coming summer, at which time he
will spot us a stroke a hole and give us
another
"pre-prohibition"
that is) sample
and heof says
his wife will(whatever
prepare
another "Dutch Lunch" for us and otherwise
treat us like the "Vagabond" we are.
When we were there a year ago we promised
to meet him and his wife at Monroe, Wisconsin,
the following week, but we got side-tracked on
another route and failed to keep the appointment. Mrs. Potter at one time was the belle of
Monroe and her father is the owner of the
largest brewery in that country, but she fell
for Potter, which is one of the mysteries we
can't
understand.
with
Monroe,
as we usedWe to are
sellquite
a lotfamiliar
of farmland
for the Stillman Bros, of Monroe who at one
time owned a lot of land in our country.
We are mighty thankful to E. C. for his
letter, even though he does rate himself as
one of our "enemies," and we trust he will not
keep all our good wishes to himself, but pass
some of them on to his better three-fourths,
and tell her that we still remember her "Dutch
Lunch."
V
An Open Letter to Clark Gable
Dear Clark :
When we were in Hollywood a couple of
years ago we had a delightful visit with you

on a set in one of the studios. At that time
you impressed us as a regular guy, and we
liaven't changed our mind a particle, but we
note by one writer that you are down in New
York, and that the girls are falling over one
another
get toboyyou.
that go trying
to yourtohead,
; keepNow,
both don't
feet let
on
the ground, for you want to remember that
some of those New York girls would chase
an ice wagon.
If you want to have some fun and learn
what real folks are like, come out to Nebraska
some time and go fishing and hunting with
us for a week or so and we will make you
forget
about B.New
York. If you don't think
so, ask allHenry
Walthall.
V
They couldn't send birthday greetings on the
12th because
was for
gone.
They gone
couldn't
them
on the he22nd
he was
too, send
but
some of 'em did remember our address on the
28th. For instance, Tom Burke, Carl Reese,
Ward Scott, Rube Wagle, H. Novitsky and
one
other (weMr.can't
make ofout)
of the
Fox
organization,
McLucas
United
Artists,
Mr. C. K. Olson of Warner Bros, and Ike
Rubin of Paramount, all of Omaha.
The same to you, boys. That was mighty
nice of you and we appreciate your good
wishes. There are about twelve thousand
others who don't think of February 28th any
more than they do of June 7th, and that was
when Rags had her pups.
V
We sawextravaganza
"Flying Down(whatever
to Rio,"thatsaidis),toand
be
a musical
we presume it will please a great majority of
the people, but personally we are not a comjudge since we don't care for anybody's
musical petentshow.
V
That Goldwyn Article
We understand that there is considerable
controversy over an article by Air. Samuel
Goldwyn published recently in the Safiirday
Evening Post, regarding star salaries. We
know nothing about the merits of this controversy. IfMr. Goldwyn told the truth, and
we
are
presuming
we the
can'ttruth
see where
anybody could be he
hurtdid,since
hurts
nobody. This much we will say, however, that
if they will give us the salary of one star for
two months we will asfree to a'o fishing and
mallard shooting the balance of our life and
never do another lick of work as long as we
live.
There is this about Mr. Goldwyn's article ;
it
off some
vappersof
whoshould
know shut
nothing
about oftheHollywood's
inside workings
the industry. What the industry needs is more
truth regardless of whom it hits, and we believe
y^r. Gold^vyn is qualified to give us the truth.
The public has been fed up on a lot of
LOOKS FOR FAIR
PICKUP BY SPRING
"Business conditions seem to be a
hit better and we look for a fair pickup this spring.", cheerily writes Art
Warner, of the Colonial theatre at
Grandvieiv, 'Washington. Warner this
week joins the steadily growing standing army of contributors to the "What
the Picture Did for Me" department.
Warner adds that "the open winter" in his sector "has helped a lot" at
the box-office.

Ccltum
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theories regarding the business, and the truth
is the only thing that will set the public right.
"Truth crushed to earth will rise again."
V
The mail has just brought us birthday
greetings from Bill Bowker of Dunlap, Iowa,
Bill Baker of the Paramount office in Omaha
and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Gailey of Wayne,
Nebraska. Thanks, folks, that was very nice
of you. We will stop throwing rocks at your
hens from this on.
V
And then again, just as we were going to
sign off, here comes the mail man with another
bushel of letters, telegrams and cards all wishing a speedy recovery and many happy returns.
Our
regret is
haven't the
acknowledge
eachthatonewepersonally,
but space
we hopeto
they will understand that their good wishes are
none the less appreciated. It was mighty kind
of vou, folks, mighty kind of you.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The herald's Vagabond Colyunrrnist
Photocolor

Asks Stock

Issue Au■^ho^iza+ion
Photocolor Pictures, Inc., Irvington-onHudson, N. Y., is seeking authorization of
tlie Federal Trade Commission at Washington for the issuance of 133,681 shares of
common capital stock at an aggregate
amount of $668,405.
A committee, representing the holders of
Orpheum Theatre and Realty Company first
mortgage six per cent serial gold bonds, is
asking the right to call for deposits to
cover bonds up to $2,500,000. The company operates in San Francisco.
Johnson Opens Exchange
E. Bruce Johnson has returned to San
Francisco after years abroad with First
National and other distributors, and has
opened an independent film exchange under
his own name. Associated with him are E.
V. Clover and Mike Zar.
MGM Signs Laugh+on
Charles Laughton has been selected to
play the role of Louis XVI, opposite Norma
Shearer, in MGM's production of "Marie
Antoinette," based on the Stefan Zweig biographical narrative.
Filnns in Casino Theatre
The Casino, formerly the Earl Carroll
theatre, on Broadway, New York, is expected to open as a first run film house
tor.
shortly, with Louis F. Blumenthal as operaRaynor Leaves First Division
William Raynor has resigned as manager
of the Albany First Division exchange. Al
Friedlander left New York last week for a
tour of all First Division e.xchanges.
American Seating Cuts Loss
.Vnierican Seating Company reports a
net loss of $174,007 after all charges for the
vear 1933, which comparts with a net lossof $499,518 for 1932.
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Columbia
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Robert Armstrong, Richard Cromwell — A very good picture. Above average
program. Held up three days very nicely. Jdzd general comments.
overlookLyric
this Theatre.
one. Played
Jan.
14-15-16.—
W. D. Don't
Utterback,
Wellington, Kan. General patronage.
ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Richard Cromwell, Robert
Armstrong — Ran this on Wednesday and Thursday. It
is a real Saturday picture. Running time. 67 minPlayed Feb.
7-8.— A.
Jefferis,
montutes.Theatre,
Piedmont,
Mo. B.Rural
and New
small Piedtown
patronage.
ANN CARVER'S
PROFESSION:
Fay
Wray,
Raymond
not get
the Gene
people out to— One
see dandy
it on picture.
account ofCould
Christmas
shopping,
but
it
is
good.
Played
Dec.
17-18-19.—
A.
B.
Jefferis.
New Piedmont Theatre, Piedmont, Mo. Rural and
small town patronage.
FIGHTING CODE. THE: Buck Jones— A very
pleasing
as good
as Jones
made for
some timewestern
that didthat's
average
business
on Friday-Saturday.
Played
Jan.
12-13.
—
W.
D.
Utterback,
Theatre, Wellington, Kan. General patronage. Lyric
IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT: Clark Gable. Claudette Colbert — I have not played this picture yet. Howit ata apicture
preview.
I didn'tas know
possibleever, I saw
to make
as perfect
this. itIt was
has
everything. I have played the product that ftas these
two stars under contract for the last three years and
in ray oriinion they were both slipping fast. Now Columbia takes the two of them and puts them in one
picture and makes a picture that is outstanding.
Paramount and Metro both owe Columbia big debt in
putting these two stars back on the market for them.
Personally I like this better than any picture I have
ever seen. — E. A. Reynolds. Strand Theatre, Princeton. Minn. Small town and country patronage.
KING OF THE WILD HORSES: Rex, William
Janney, urday,Dorothy
Appleby
Any ithouse
on Friday
-Sat-it
any audience
will —enjoy
and will
they eat
up at the scenes in it when the wild horse drags the
Indians all over the prairies, and the lion attacking
the leader and the two staUions fighting. — W. D. Utterback, Lyric Theatre, Wellington. Kan. General
patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson. Warren Willwill be proud
and be king
for iam—a Adaypicture
with you
the receipts.
We todidshow
remarkably
well
on what was going to he bad nights due to keen
competition of dances, basketball, etc., that knocks us
for a loop. Played Jan. 5-6.— Dwight (Red) Harkins.
State
tronage.Theatre, "Tempe, Ariz. Small college town paLADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren William, Guy Kibbee
— Onea day.
of theRobson
sweetest
we
have played
in many
and pictures
Kibbee did
a wonderful piece of acting. If the producers would
give us more like this one we could get our patrons
back to the theatre. Not much business due to cold
and rain but it pleased the ones that came. — Fred
M. Elkin, Carolina Theatre, Lexington, N. C. General patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren William— Excellent picture, but not the box office I expected. Perhaps the trailer hurt this one, as it emphasized mother love and some of the audience don't
crave
Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer,
S. D. that.—
Small H.townH. patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson. Warren William— One of the best pictures of the year. Play it
and
it. — W.patronage.
H. Cuzner, Sydney Mines, Nova
Scotia.boostGeneral
MAN'S CASTLE,
A: Lorettais Young,
Overrated
by the producer,
the bestSpencer
thing Tracy
I can
say about this one. It is okay and aside from several
raw cracks it pleased fairly well, but not much dough
for
H. H.
Gates. Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D.
Smallme.—town
patronage.
MY WOMAN: Helen Twelvetrees— Fair program
picture.—
W. H. Cuzner, Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia.
General patronage.
OBEY THE LAW: Leo Carillo-This is a good one
for that benefit you were wondering what to put in.
Went
overpleased,
big as aespecially
woman's with
club show
here and
they
were all
a Mickev
McGuire
comedy along with it. A good moral story with
enough gangster element in it to interest the man and
some nice cute stuff with Dickie Moore that knocks
the ladies for a loop. Played Feb. 20.— Dwight (Red)
Harkins,
State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college
town patronage.
POLICE

CAR

17: Tim McCoy— The best McCoy

des own
itor'
remen
the theat
of the
IN this, thepartment,exhib
nation serve one another with information on the box office performance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What tbf Piciure Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1790 Broadway, New York

feature to date and many patrons said the same.
Made new patrons for McCoy here. Good for Friday Saturday. Played to average business. Played Jan.
26-27.—
D. Utterback,
Kan. W.
General
patronage. Lyric Theatre, Wellington.
RIDIN'
FOR areJUSTICE:
These —Columbia westerns
certainly Buck
worthJones—
the money.
C. L.
Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
SHADOWS OF SING SING: Mary Brian, Bruce
Cabot — A fair program that seems to please. Did average business Sunday and Monday. Played Feb.
11-12.— General
W. D. patronage.
Utterback, Lyric Theatre, Wellington,
Kan.
SOLDIERS OF THE STORM: Anita Page. Regis
Toomey— Gets by. Has two or three kilUngs to liven
things up. Played Feb. 23-24.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
First National
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Bette Davis,
Pat
This isHasa picture
almost
anybody
would
enjoy.O'Brien
Fine — cast.
some good
laughs,
too. Played
Feb. 9-10.— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand
Rapids. Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
CONVENTION CITY: Joan Blondell, Guy Kibbee,
Dick Powell, Hugh Herbert— A comedy knockout.. Fast
and furious from start to finish. Just one continuous
laugh. Wish we could get more like this one. You
can bet on Warner Brothers this ye^ir. — Fred M. Elkin, Carolina Theatre. Lexington, N. C. General patronage.
FASHIONS OF 1934: William Powell, Bette Davis
— I have not run this picture yet, but I saw it at a
snecial preview. .Boy, what a picture it is. Dust off
every
need them.
will
see it seat,
over you'll
and over.
Great The
story,women
great folks
cast and
most magnificent sets you ever saw. Beautiful singing and music and gowns. Oh boy, nothing like this
ever shown in pictures before. You have another
"Gold
Diggers."—
H. rural
Rich, patronage.
Rich Theatre, Montoelier. Idaho.
TownS. and
MASSACRE: Richard Barthelmess. Ann DvorakHere is a feature that will please most everyone.
Barthelmess and Miss Dvorak are both well cast, and
the story is very good. This picture should make
money
anywhere.Montpelier,
Played Feb.
18-19-20.—
H. Rich.
Rich Theatre,
Idaho.
Town S. and
rural
patronage.
WORLD CHANGES. THE: Paul Muni— I was sorry I did not hold this picture for another day. Did
good one day business and had many comments on
this one. Running time. 93 minutes. Played Feb.
10. — Louis
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown,
Pa.
GeneralPerretta,
patronage.
Fox
AS HUSBANDS GO: Warner Baxter, Helen Vinson— For some reason or other, this picture failed to
click. I ran it between "Dancing Lady" and "Little
Women"
and no doubt
that the
was picture
the direct
for
the poor crowd.
I thought
was reason
all right.
Running time. 78 minutes. Played Feb. 7. — A. H.
Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg^. Pa. Small
town and rural patronage.
BEST OF ENEMIES: Buddy Rogers— I can't say

C

^^^^

too much about this one. It certainly merits all the
praise possible. Not only a good action picture, but
enough plot to keep the highbrows busy. We picked
this one
as a substitution.
— Dwight
(Red) Harkins, StateupTheatre,
Tempe, Ariz.
Small college
town
patronage.
CAROLINA: Janet Gaynor, Lionel Barrymore — A
fine picture
and story
clean and
as a anhound's
tooth,
very
pretty
Southern
excellent
cast.A Some
very fine negro singing and Stepin Fetchit is a riot.
An out Anamosa,
of the ordinary
story. — C.patronage.
L. Niles, Niles
Theatre,
Iowa. General
CAVALCADE:
Clive that
Book,no Diana
Wynyard—
Another great masterpiece
one seemed
to catch
the drift of. Great story, great acting and great cast
but — great new box-office low mark. — Dwight (Red)
Harkins,
State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college
town patronage.
CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE: Warner
Oland
didn'thappy
do socustomers.
hot at the box-office
but
turned— This
away onemany
This Warner
Oland guy is a good character actor. — Dwight (Red)
Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college
town patronage.
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers-A little old, but
they always want to see Will Rogers. The recording
was very weak in spots. — H. H. (jates. Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
F. P. 1: Conrad Veidt, Jill Esmond — Not a bad
picture but reproduction poor. Running time, 90
minutes.
Played Red
Tan. Deer,
8-9-10.Alberta,
— BeattyCanada.
& Johnston.
Crescent Theatre.
Small
town and country patronage.
GOOD COMPANIONS, THE: Jessie Matthews. Edmund Gwenn — Steer clear of this one, boys. More
walkouts, more hair pulled, and more nasty remarks
about this picture than any one we have ever run.
Anything would be better than this (so help me). —
Dwight (Red) Harkins, State Theatre. Tempe. Ariz.
Small college town patronage.
GOOD COMPANIONS. THE: Jessie Matthews, Edmund
Gwenn
— Yqiisee can
fool them
once. Now
when the
people
a picture
made only
in England
they
keep
away.
You
can't
blame
them.
Playeil
Jan. R.16. —I.
Bernard W. Levy, Central Theatre, Manville,
Small town patronage.
HOOPLA: Clara Bow — Who says Clara is weakenThis was just
box-office.
Nothinging?wonderful
aboutthethetonic
story for
but the
ij packed
the
Mexicans in to see the hula dance. The kind of stuff
small t6wns out here go for. Worthy of plenty of
e.xtra push to let them know you got something thej'
want to see. Played Tan. 12-13. — Dwight (Red) Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college town
patronage.
HOOPLA: Clara Bow — Drew extra well and seemed
to please everyone. Running time, 78 minutes. Played
Feb. 11-12-13.— A. B. Jefferis, New Piedmont Theatre,
Piedmont, Mo. Rural and small town patronage.
I AM SUZANNE: Lilian Harvey, Gene RaymondPlayedness this
one on Our
Bargain
Day doto not
the poorest
busiin a year.
patrons
like Harvey.
Personally, I thought it was a nice little picture. It
had some wonderful scenes. — Fred M. Elkin. Carolina
Theatre, Lexington, N. C. General patronage.
JIMMY AND SALLY: Jimmy Dunn and Qaire
Trevor press
— I themselves
liked this
exone one
way butor the
the customers
other. It didn't
looks like
a good team in the making but oh. that making process, when we have to suffer low box-office receipts to
put something over a couple of years from now. Fair
business first night, but nothing on second night.
Played Jan, 21-22.— Dwight (Red) Harkins., State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college town "patronage.
JIMMY AND SALLY: James Dunn, Qaire Trevor
— A very nice production. Every one liked it and
told us so. Business above avera.ge. Better than
the socalled specials. Running time. 68 minutes.
Played Jan. 29. — A. H. Edwards. Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
LAST
THE: a George
vor— HereTRAIL.
is as sweet
western O'Brien.
as I w'illClaire
ever Tresee.
This is the kind that go over big where most westerns
flop flat. We played it on a Sunday and .got pretty
fair results even though most western pictures are
washouts here. — Dwight (Red) Harkins, State Theatre.
Tempe, Ariz. Small college town patrona.ge.
MAD GAME THE: Spencer Tracy, Clahe Trevor
— From some of the reports I read on this one, I was
scared stiff to play it but it turned out for the better
and actually built up on the second night. Business
was above average on weekday nights. My advice is
to sell it from the kidnaping angle as we did and
brought them out the first ni.ght and from then on it
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will
sell State
itself.Theatre,
Played Tempe,
Jan. 30-31.—
(Red)
Harkins.
Ariz. Dwight
Small college
town patronage.
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers— Not near the business
of the last Will Rogers pictures but pleased all the
fans that go for him. Some said it was his best tu
date
but a most
themaverage
want another
Will do
little ofabove
business "State
in mostFair."
any
situation.
Played
Feb.
11-12.—
Dwight
(Red) Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college
town
patronage.
MR.some
SKITCH:
Zasu not
Pitts—
read
remarks Will
aboutRogers,
this picture
beingWhen
up toI
the usual Will Roge.rs standard, it makes me laugh.
It is well that the critics are not allowed to make the
pictures. It wold be as much of a catastrophe as if
we humans were given control of the weather! "Mr.
Skitch"
is as Moreover,
fine a pictjire
everwaswasnever
played
by
Will Rogers.
Zasu asPitts
better
cast. We did not break any records with this picture
but business was above average and those who saw
it had the time of their lives. No women slopping
grog; no women smoking; the gambler only wins to
lose: these and many other touches placed the picture
among the many laurels of Will Rogers. As long as
Will uses his brains to fight smut, just that long
will he be the hero for family entertainment. The
weather was so cold and rough it was surprising that
so many did turn out. No picture can hang up
records in such weather. Running time, 70 minutes.
Played Feb. 21. — A. H. Reynolds, Orpheum Theatre,
Orwigsburg. Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
MY LIPS BETRAY: Lilian Harvey. John Boles—
This
than "My
Weakness"
due theto way
the
addingdidof better
John Boles.
Clever
picture all
around. The local boys sure went big for the big
car used in the picture. Use this on your good nite
because it will please 100 per cent whether they like
Lilian Harvey or not. — Dwight (Red) Harkins, State
Theatre, Tempe. Ariz, Small college town patronage.
MY WEAKNESS: Lilian Harvey— A good enjoyable
show that brought our patrons back to see Lilian
Harvey
"Mystuff,
Lips they
Betray."
If Foxa good
can give
gal the inright
will have
star this
on
their
hands,
but
if
they
don't
she
isn't
powerful
enough to make any show good. A good Sunday
picture. — Dwight (Red) Harkins. State Tlieatre, Terope. Ariz. Small college town patronage.
OLSEN'S
BIGnighter.
MOMENT:
Brendel—
good
Saturday
SillierEl than
the This
devil isanda
lilenty of laughs from all. Did a good business on
Feb. 3.— Dwight (Red) Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe.
-Vriz. Small college town patronage.
OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT: El Brendel— This is a
pleasing week-end picture. El is always a drawing
card with me. Business above average. Running
time. 66 minutes. Played Jan. 27. — A. H^ Edwards,
Orpheum Theatre, (Drwigsburg, Pa. Small town and
rural patronage.
OVER THE HILL: Tames Dunn. Sally Filers—
Played regret
this instead
of "Berkeley
Square"
will
never
it. Broke
my Tuesday
nightandhous>^
record.
Played
Jan.
2.
—
Bernard
W.
Levy,
Central
Theatre. Manville, R. I. Small town patronage.
PADDY. THE NEXT BEST THING: Janet Gav
nor, Warner Baxter — A beautiful picture liked bv
everyone and good business. Running time. 76 minutes. Played Feb. 15-16-17.— Beattv & Johnston. Crescent Theatre, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. Small
town and country patronage.
PLIGRIMAGE: Henrietta Crosman, Norman Foster
—This picture may be a big one, but it sure was a
big pile of wasted film in our estimation. This pic
ture is the kind that you are proud to show, yet sorry
to pay Just
for, because
for film
rental.
another itonedoesn't
that isdrawtoo enough
high -power
for
the small town exhibitor. — Dwight (Bed) Hatikins.
State
Tlieatre.
Tempe,
Ariz.
Small
college
town
patronage.
POWER AND THE GLORY. THE: Spencer Tracy.
ColleentiveMoore
the new
methods— ofDon't
thiswaste
one. much
This onstory
will narraplease
everyone if you don't high pressure them into believing they are coming to see something great. Another program picture for those weak nights. — Dwight
(Red) Harkins. State Theatre. Tempe, Ariz. Small
college town patronage.
SMOKY: Victor Tory, Will James— Tliis one sure
surprised me. Broke the house record for a Tuesday Wednesday*
The itonly
can Arizona
be attributed to isshowing.
the fact that
was thing
made init the
country around here that we all like. If you have a
community that goes in for animals, this will make
them come to vour theatre to go for them. Not exactly a western hut liked by those that like westerns
as
well (Red)
as the Harkins,
highbrow State
people.
PlayedTempe,
Feb. 6-7.
Divight
Theatre.
Ariz.—
Small college town patronage.
SMOKY:
Tory.so Irene
Here one
is a good
picture that isVictor
so clean,
pure, Bentley
that it— does
to write about it. This picture impressed me so
much that 1 was sorry to see it leave the theatre. I
thinkingitrather
better
than Of"Black
and that is those
saymuch.
course,Beauty,"
the sophisticated,
wise guys, will perhaps give a tired yawn or two.
hut that has become a habit with them: it is all thev
know how to do, and even at that they are awkward.
Tlunning time. 69 minutes. Played Feb. 17. — A. H.
Edwards. Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small
town and rural patronage.
WALLS OF GOLD: Sally Filers- Pleased only 50
per cent and didn't draw at all on the second night.
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Just another program picture from Fox. — Dwight (Red)
Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz, Small college
town patronage.
WARRIOR'S HUSBAND, THE: Elissa Landi— This
picture did remarkably well at the bo.x-office and
pleased lOO per cent. My advice is to pick this one
up and play it instead of one of the new flops, — Dwight
(Red) Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small
college town patronage.
WARRIOR'S
HUSBAND,
THE: Elissa
very
unusual picture.
Fine scenery.
Plenty Landi—
of crazyA
comedy. Heard some favorable comments after the
show.
eight reels.
Played
Feb. 16-17.Ala.—
Sammie Running
Jackson.time,Jackson
Theatre.
Flomaton.
Small town patronage.
WORST WOMAN IN PARIS?: Adolph Menjou,
Benita Hume — Fairly good picture with its biggest
drawback being to get the people in to see it. 'This
is
one on.
of the
few bepictures
drawninstead
him
rental
So-o-o
careful we
and haven't
get another
if you can. — Dwight (Red) Harkins. State Theatre,
Tempe, Ariz. Small college town patronage.
WORST WOMAN IN PARIS?: Benita Hume. Adolphe Menjou — O. K. for walkouts. Played Dec. 24. —
Bernard
W. patronage.
Levy, Central Theatre, Manville, R. I.
Small town
MGM
BOMBSHELL:
Lee satisfying
Tracy— Lots
yelling
and noise inJean
this Harlow,
picture but
to theof
patrons. Didn't do outstanding business but Harlow
got those extra ones in and Tracy drug a few- in to
see
his fair
PlayedTempe,
Jan, 26-27.
(Red)
Harkins.
Statefa_ce.
Theatre,
Ariz.— Dwight
Small college
town
patronage.
Harlow,
Lee Tracy—
One moreas
likeBOMBSHELL:
this one and Jean
Harlow
and Tracy
are through
far as our patrons are concerned. Just 90 minutes
of Harlow and Tracv yelling at each other and it
didn't
mean a Elkin,
thing.Carolina
BusinessTheatre.
poor. Very
few liked
it.
Lexington.
N.
C. — Fred
GeneralM. patronage.
BOMBSHELL:
Jean Everyone
Harlow. Lee
Tracy—it.A Good
very
entertaining
picture.
enjoyed
business considering cold weather. Played Feb. 1820.
— Alyce
Cornell, Galewood
Mich.
Neighborhood
patronage.Theatre, Grand Rapids.
BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD: Alice Brady.
Frank Morgan, Ekldie Quillan — One of the best. EveryIxxiy delighted. I would say it gave lOO per cent
satisfaction. Wonderful recording. — W. H. Cuzner,
Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia. General patronage.
CHIEF. THE: Ed Wynn— Hope they keep putting
radio entertainers in pictures and make all their picterrible as this
— R. V.patronage.
Fletcher. Lyric
Theatre,tures asHartington,
Neb. one.General
CHIEF, THE: Ed Wynn— We played this one with
"Threeto Little
that
came
see thePigs"
pigs and
likedtheEd crowd
Wvnn ofoke.kiddies
but most
of the adults thought it very silly. It sure ends
with a big let down. You are led to believe it is a
story and suddenly find it to be just the beginning of
one of Ed's famous operas. Don't know what it
would have done without the "Three Little Pigs" to
pull
in but I— have
good idea
it would
flopped'emcomrlelelv.
Dwighta (Red)
Harkins.
State have
Theatre, Tempe. Ariz. Small college town patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford. Clark GableExcellent picture anywhere, any time. — R. V. Fletcher.
I.yric Theatre. Hartington, Neb. General patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford. Clarke Gable—
Instead of running this picture Saturday only, I ran
it Saturday. Monday and Tuesday. Big business on
Saturday, far above average. Business on Monday
and Tuesday was more than the usual receipts of
these nights with a new show. Patrons seemed to
like it. The only thing I find against it is the fact
that I was compelled to use such a picture on Saturdays. I advertise clean, wholesome shows for Fridays and Saturdays
Lady" is farto from
a family
show. It and
is "Dancing
exactly antagonistic
my
slogan. The last reels were eulogizing beer. There
is no mistake about it. It certainly does all it can
to excite interest in beer drinking. Of course. I may
be from the old school, but I am willing to shout my
opiniondens areabout
the slopping
of without
grog. 'The
beer gar-it
opposition
as it is,
advertising
on the screen. There are many advertising reels
nowadays that do not carry their advertising nearly
as
is advertised
Lady."
Whenplainly
some asseebeer
a Buick.
Ford or inany"Dancing
other nationally
known article in pictures a big howl is sent up
about advertising such articles. I think beer is
much more to be howled at. Running time, 94
minutes. Played Feb. 3-5-6. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and
rural patronage.
DAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix— This one
was almost our day of reckoning. No star value
here, pleased
per weakest
cent andwe didhavea poor
ness. TTiis is only
about50 the
seen busifrom
Metro this year.— Dwight (Red) Harkins, State Theatre. Tempe. Ariz. Small college town patronage.
DAY OF RECKONING: Richard Dix. Madge Evans
— Di.K does some fine acting in this but story is morbid and Evans struggles through with him. Not
much drawing power. Played Feb. 14-15. — Alyce Cornell. borhood
Galewoodpatronage.
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neigh-
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FUGITIVE LOVERS: Robert Montgomery. Madge
Evans — A very fine picture that pleased our audience.
We played it on Saturday and it has plenty of action
and
an unusual
— C.patronage.
L. Niles, Niles Theatre,
Anamosa,
Iowa. story.
General
GOING HOLLYWOOD: Marion Davies, Bing Crosby— Here is one that if you did not clean up on yoti
must have hit bad weather. Everybody liked it. A
good story well acted and you can see the money
put in the production. If you have not played it book
it at tre,
onceAnamosa,
for itIowa.
is a natural.
L, Niles, Niles TheaGeneral— C.patronage.
HER SWEETHEART
(CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Marie Dressier. Lionel Barrymore — Excellent entertainment.— R. \'.patronage.
Fletcher, Lyric Theatre, Hartington.
Neb. General
HER SWEETHEART
(CHRISTOPHER BEAM):
Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore — As good a picture
as they make but not so hot on the box-office. Must
have been the title because those that saw the show
were wegoodexpected
talking toads.
nearabove
the average.
businessthat
do. Didn't
Just a dolittle
My advice is to let the people know this picture is
something that will chase their blues away and rnake
them change their attitude about the present trend
in pictures. Played Feb. 16-17, — Dwight (Red) Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college town
patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl. Jimmy Durante
—came
Did toabove
averagethe mid-week
business.
Theyfoundall
see what
Baron looked
like and
out. There is plenty in this show to sell. Very
cleverly worked out and lots of good laughs (horse
and belly) that will leave the patrons in a good
mood when they leave. Play it on the week nights
to get the best out of it. The crowd that come are
the ones that usually stay at home with one hand on
the dial and the other on the lager listening to the
radio. Played Jan. 24-25.— Dwight (Red) Harkins.
State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college town
patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
— After seeing this picture none of my patrons will
stay home to listen in on The Baron, — R. V, Fletcher.
Lyric Theatre, Hartington, Neb. General patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
— The Baron better stick to his radio. The only thing
that saved this picture was Ted Healy and His
Stooges. They draw better than the Four Mar.x
Brothers. Played Jan. 1.— Bernard W. Levy, Central
Theatre, Manville, R. I. Small town patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Robert Montgomery, Clark
Gable, Helen Hayes, Lionel and John Barrymore —
Lots
stars out
but ofno the
parts.
I don't
remember
Clark ofGable
cockpit
of his
plane. seeing
Very
dramatic picture about the first night mail flying
in South America. Pleased nearly all that came to
see it. Would have been a lot better if the ending
was a happy one and more humor was inserted.
Played Christmas holidays. — Dwight (Red) Harkins.
State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college town
patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Qark Gable, John and Lionet
Robert
Montgomery
With money,
all thesebutstars
IBarrymore,
figured that
we would
make —some
the
picture
proved
a
total
flop.
In
my
opinion
the have
Barrymores were miscast and any stock actor could
taken Gable and Montgomery's part and been just as
good. We
plugged
it plenty
it didn'tLexington,
get any
business— Fred
il. Elkin.
Carolinbut Theatre,
N. C. General patronage.
PEG O'
HEART:
Davies—
drawing
cardMYin this
show. Marion
Makes the
gals Acry good
and
that means a good picture. Above average Sunday
and Monday picture. — Dwight (Red) Harkins. State
Theatre. Tempe. Ariz. .Small college town patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Max
Baer, Myrna Loy, Walter Huston. — Good program
picture. General
— R. V. patronage.
Fletcher, Lyric Theatre, Hartington,
Neb.
SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE?: Lionel BarrymoreA snappy comedy thoroughly enjoyed by our patrons.
Lionel Barrymore at his best and Alice Brady is
great.
Business Texon
only average.
Played Texas.
Feb. 18-19.
M. R. patronage.
Williams.
Theatre, TcKon,
Small—
town
SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE?: Alice Brady, Lionel
Barrymore — Weather cold enough to freeze the ears
of a brass monkey and business not in keeping with.
the emptying of the coal bins. If people would get as.
hungry for pictures as that boiler gets hungry for
coal, wow! We did not take in enough money topay for the film. The picture is fine; interesting all
the way through. Plainly and most interestingly
preached that youth and age cannot happily travel tt>
the end of the road. Hard luck for you fellows who>
have young ideas, yes? Running time, 72 minutes.
Played Feb. 24. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre..
Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
STRANGER'S RETURN, THE: Lionel Barrymore,
Miriam
This picture
is old,It
but very Hopkins.
good. IfFranchot
you haveTone
not — played
it, do so.
will
please,
especially
in
the
small
towns.
—
H.
Rich.
Rich Tbeatre, Montpelier, Idaho. TownS. and
rural patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier and Wallace
Beer} — We boosted this one plenty and got lots of
people to come the first night, only to see "Broadway
to Hollywood"
due tomost
a slip-up
film
delivery
service.instead,
However,
of themwithcamethe back
the following night to see "Tugboat Annie" and were
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THE

MOST

EXHIBITOR
Every word of this announcement
is of vital interest to the showmen of
America. On April 10th in Los
Angeles an unprecedented opportunity offers itself to theatre owners.
The FOURTEENTH
ANNUAL
CONVENTION
OF M.P.T.O.A.
organized under the most favorable
circumstances as regards economy
and combination of business and
pleasure, promises to be a significant event in the history of motion
pictures.
ITS PURPOSES
"With greatly reduced fares, and low
expenses it has been made possible
to plan a real business convention,
together with the opportunity of a
lifetime to go behind the scenes,
learn how talking pictures are made,
and to survey coming product.
MAJOR

AIMS

To exchange and review actual experience with the functioning of the NRA
Code for the Motion Picture Industry
a. Tlie local Grievance and Zoning Boards
b. The trade practice provisions
c. The labor provisions
d. Discussion of how the Code can be
improved.
PRODUCER MEETS EXHIBITOR
Here is a real opportunity for round table
discussions between the people who make
pictures and the people who sell them to
the public, exchange of views, experiences
KEEP

Comel^^

We

IMPORTANT

DATE

HISTORY-APRIL
and opinions, to bring about a better appreciation ofboth of the other fellows
troubles and problems.
BEHIND THE SCENES
This is the first exhibitor convention in
Los Angeles since talking pictures and
therefore it is the first opportunity of
theatre owners personally to see and examine the actual production of the talking
pictures they will play in their own theatres
the coming season. Know the technical
processes used in manufacturing the product you sell at retail to your patrons.
CONVENTION

TOPICS

a. Improved methods in theatre operation, to raise the standards of exhibition, theatre management and theatre
advertising.
b. Organized efforts to increase interest
in and attendance at motion picture
theatres.
L Cooperation with local and national public groups sincerely interested in motion pictures.
2. In competition with other forms of
amusement, such as radio, dancing,
carnivals, amusement parks, etc.
c. Protection through organization
against unfair and discriminatory taxes
on theatres and theatre admissions,
censorship, drastic regulatory legislation and ordinances.
d. Double features — an evil or a blessing.
e. Efforts to restrain cut-throat competition between theatres.
f. Modern theatre construction, remodeling and equipment.
g. Labor problems.
THIS

PAGE

FOR

IN

10th.i2th

h. Public relations programs for the local
exhibitor.
i. Famous speakers will address the convention on subjects of interest to exhibitors.
THE FACTS
1. Name of organization: Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America National
Headquarters: 1600 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
2. Affair: Hth Annual Convention.
3. Place and Date: Los Angeles, April
10th to 12th, 1934.
4. Convention at: The Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, Cal.
5. Minimum rates: $5.00 single, $7.00
double.
6. For hotel reservations communicate
with Ben Berenstein, Chairman, Arrangements Committee, 1914 South
Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
7. Lowest fares ever offered due to special
convention rates. For railroad information and reservations communicate
with M. P. T. O. A. National Headquarters, 1600 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
8. Convention Specials from Chicago
and New Orleans, arriving Monday,
9th.for return trip and route you
9. April
Arrange
want, rail or boat.
10. Convention is for M.P.T.O.A. members, their friends and guests.
1 1 .Access to the studios is assured for convention delegates and their guests.
12. Forenoons will be devoted to business
sessions, afternoons to trips through
the studios and evenings to social affairs, banquet and entertainment.
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well pleased. We brought it back for a one night
but didn't
previous
the time
only, due theto last
run
holidays.do
Christmas
duringslip-up,
any business
Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz.
(Red)town
Dwightcollege
—Small
patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
—Another hit for Marie and Wallace. Others in the
cast excellent. A feature you will be glad to exhibit.
W. H. Cuzner, Sydney Mines, Nova
Play it, boost
Scotia.
Generalit.—patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery
for the
—This is the first MGM picture I've played business
do
past three
Hope
overtoswell.
went glad
one sure
This I'm
again. Well
them years.
with
time, 88
more as good. Running
they have many Feb.
Crescent
Perretta,
Louis
16-17.—
minutes. Played
Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
Lee Tracy— Fair
TURN BACK THE CLOCK: what
brought the
enough but our money giveaway isistoo
fast for small
people to see it. Lee Tracy
minutes.—
75
time,
audiences.
townP.family
Tlieatre, Monte Vista, Col.
Granada Running
Foster,
M.
patronage.
General
Monogram
BROKEN DREAMS: Randolph Scott, Martha
Sleeper— A real show. I advertised it that I would
if they didn't like this
the admission price
refund
for their money back. upMonoshow and no one asked this
the
year if they keep
gram is going places
Theatre, WellLyric
Utterback.
D.
W.
good work.—
Kan.
ington, General patronage.
DEVIL'S MATE: Preston Foster, Peggy Shannon
— A' very clever mystery that's entertaining — for
D.
W. the
mean much.
but it don't
ones that come,
Kan. General
Wellington,
Lyric Theatre,
Utterback,
patronage.
RIDERS OF DESTINY: John Wayne— A real
western that has a plot that is different. Chockful
pass
over. Don't Lyric
feature
any W.
of good
D. Utterback,
extraputsgood.—
it isthat
forWellington,
up comedy
this
Theatre,
Kan. General patronage.
SENSATION HUNTERS: Arlene Judge, Preston
Foster— A bit of good music raised this picture greatly
in my estimation. My patrons were well pleased with
16-17.— Art
Played Feb.Washington.
fair. Grandview,
and business
it,
Theatre,
Colonial was
Warner,
Rural
and small town patronage.
Paramount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry,
Gary Cooper, Edna May Oliver— This
Arlen,
Richard
picture did
wonderful business for me. A few adults
were disappointed but at the same time could not
help but like it. Wonderful photography and good
scenery. Played Feb. 11-12.— Art Warner, Colonial
Theatre, Grandview, Wash. Rural and small town
patronage.
COLLEGE HUMOR: Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie. A
picture for the entire family. A very entertaining production. Scotia.
Splendid recording.—
H. Cuzner, Sydney
Mines, Nova
General W.patronage.
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— A very good
picture. All Catholic communities should run it.—
R. V.eralFletcher,
patronage. Lyric Theatre, Hartington, Neb. GenCRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— Beautiful picture
that pleased and drew extra business. If you are in
aW. Catholic
community,
go afterNova
it inScotia.
a big General
way.—
H. Cuzner,
Sydney Mines,
patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Fredric March, Gary
Cooper, Miriam Hopkins— Not a good picture and
poison for small town. No business. Running time,
88 minutes. Played Feb. 19-20-21.— Beatty & Johnston,
Crescent Theatre, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. Small
town and country patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Fredric March, Miriam
Hopkins, Gary Cooper — In our opinion a very fine
picture, good story and well done, but we could not
put it o*er and our people did not like it. We would
say not aAnamosa,
small town
— C. patronage.
L. Niles, Niles
Theatre,
Iowa. picture.
General
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Terrible.— R. V.
Fletcher, Lyric Theatre, Hartington, Neb. General
patonage.
DUCK
Marxyour
Brothers—
tough say:
selling whenSOUP:
people Four
passing
advanceIt'sdisplay
"I hate those silly guys." and when you only get 68
minutes
of high-priced
foolishness,
you status.
know they're
right. One
reel fillers is
their movie
Harpo
didn't rible.
harp Running
and time,
Groucho
didn't
piano,
otherwise
68 minutes. Played Feb. 11,ter12,
13.— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vita, Col.
General patronage.
FAREWEUL TO ARMS: Gary Cooper, Helen Hayes
—Very poor. Much too hot. How this ever got by
is more than I can understand. Cooper and Hayes
make a poor combination. They look like Mutt and
Jeflf. Played Feb. 11-13. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
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GAMBLING SHIP: Gary Grant— Paramount's programB.pictures
are consistently
good.Theatre,
Played Piedmont,
Dec. 2021.—
Jefiferis,
Newtown
Piedmont
Mo. A.Rural
and small
patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Chester Morris—Very fine program picture.— R. V. Fletcher, Lyric
Theatre, Hartington, Neb. General patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Chaster Morris— A picture that will please. Gave good satisfaction.
Splendid
recording.—
H. Cuzner, Sydney Mines,
Nova Scotia.
GeneralW.patronage.
GOOD DAME: Fredric March, Sylvia Sidney— It
seems good to see Miss Sidney back, and she is a real
artist. She does exceptionally well with the part given
her in this picture. Fredric March is badly miscast
again, and deserves better stories. Paramount will
have to do better by their leading stars, or watch
them slip. March has a peculiar way of making love
in this one, that does not seem to satisfy the audience. They have no sympathy for him, and he does
nothing to redeem himself until the last minute, when
he finally discovers he is badly in love with Sylvia.
March is just a cheap crook, and mopes along all
through the picture until the last reel when he
finally wakes up. The picture drew a good business
the first night, due to the cast. I believe it will
make
forFeb.you,21-22.—
and, after
all,
main
thing. money
PlayedIdaho.
Rich,that's
Rich the
Theatre,
Montpelier,
Town S.
andH.rural
patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen, Judith Allen — A fair picture. Arlen turns out a fine
performance, though I did not like the subject matter.
My patrons like Arlen and were mostly satisfied. This
picture is sadly misnamed. Fair business. Played
Jan. 14-15.— Art Warner, Colonial Theatre, Grandview,
Washington. Rural and small town patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen. Judith Allen— Extra good Friday and Saturday picture.
Drew well. Need more like it. Running time, 70 minutes. Played Feb. 9-10.— A. B. JefTeris, New Piedmont
Theatre,
ronage. Piedmont, Mo. Rural and small town patI'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— A better picture than
"She Done Him Wrong" and better business. Running time, 87 minutes. Played Feb. 5-6-7. — Beatty &
Johnston.
Theatre,
Deer, Alberta, Canada. SmallCrescent
town and
countryRedpatronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Absolutely all it's
advertised to be. Pleased about 80 per cent, the balance mildly shocked. Played Dec. 24-25. Business the
best for about two years. — Art Warner, Colonial Theronage.atre, Grandview, Wash Rural and small town patI'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Some people say that
they don't like her and that she overacts, but still
they
to see
is realoutbox-ofifice.
Plenty
of hotcome
cracks
thather.
will This
get rises
of the audience.
Good
old
Mae
makes
your
tickets
unroll.—
H.
H.
Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town
patronage.
LAST ROUND-UP, THE: Randolph Scott— It is a
pleasure to report on this picture which furnished
the most satisfactory entertainment of its kind that
our patrons have enjoyed for months. If any of your
patrons think they cannot enjoy a western, just get
them to see this and they will be back for more. An
excellent presentation of the song, "The Last Roundup," helped immensely. Played Feb. 20.— M. R. Wilronage. liams, Texon Theatre, Texon, Texas. Small town patLAST ROUND-UP, THE: Randolph Scott, Monte
Blue — I followed a hunch with this one and played on
aOctol3er,
Sunday 1932.
and Hope
Monday.
Best exhibitors
Sunday-Monday
enough
read thissincein
time to make the same date. Build it up with shorts
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that are right and you have a grand program. Audiperfect.
It's there.
Feb. 11-12.—
E. A.ence reaction
Reynolds,
Strand
Theatre,Played
Princeton,
Miim.
Small town and country patronage.
LONEterial andCOWBOY:
Cooper-;-This
is goodpleased
mathe kiddies Jackie
went for
it big. Adults
also.
Business
good.
Played
Feb.
4-5.
—
Art
Warner,
Colonial Theatre, Grandview, Wash. Rural and small
town patronage.
NIGHT AFTER NIGHT: George Raft— The best
thing Raft has ever done. Mae West appears in this;
has
part.Galewood
Pleased Theatre,
majority.Grand
PlayedRapids.
Feb. Mich.
7-8. —
Alycesmall
Cornell,
Neighborhood patronage.
NO MAN OF HER OWN: Clarke Gable. Carole
Lombard — Pleasing. Sure gets the gals in. Gable and
Lombard
makeGalewood
a fine Theatre,
team. Played
Feb. 14-15.
Alyce
Cornell,
Grand Rapids,
Mich.—
Neighborhood patronage.
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Gary Cooper, Fay
Wray — Theatre,
Average Hartington,
program picture.
— R. V.patonage.
Fletcher,
Lyric
Neb. General
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers
— Just good entertainment. Comedy perhaps better
than
average.
Good business.
Jan. 28-29.
Art the
Warner,
Colonial
Theatre, Played
Grandview,
Wash,—
Rural and small town patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: Buddy Rogers, James Dunn,
Lillian Roth — This is good entertainment, of a comedy
nature. Pleased most all of the crowd. A good house
both
Dec. 31Wash.
-Jan. 1.Rural
— Art andWarner.
Colonialnights.
Theatre,Played
Grandview,
small
town patronage.
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, Lillian Roth, June
good musical.
big, butsing.
clever.Business
Quite
aKnight
bit —ofA smut.
Roth canNotcertainly
built up on third day. Running time, 82 minutes.
Playedatre,Feb.
4-5-6.—
B. Jefl'eris,
New town
Piedmont
ThePiedmont,
Mo. A. Rural
and small
patronage.
THIS DAY AND AGE: Charles Bickford, Judith
Allen — Good program picture. — R. V. Fletcher, Lyric
Theatre, Hartington, Neb General patronage.
THREE CORNERED MOON: Claudette Colbert,
Richardston.Arlen
program
Beatty &Canada.
JohnCrescent— Nice
Theatre,
Red picture.
Deer, —Alberta,
Small town and country patronage.
THUNDERING HERD, THE: Randolph Scott, Ju— A inZane
Grey Everybody
picture fromhereParamount
alwaysdith Allen
music
my ears.
likes them,is
and this one is exceptionally good. Plenty of good
action, some good photography and a well rounded
story. We did marvelous business on this one. Played
Jan. 21-22. — Art Warner, Colonial Theatre, Grandview,
Wash. Rural and small town patronage.
THUNDERING HERD. THE: Randolph Scott, Judith Allen — Only 58 minutes, but get behind this for
a big Saturday by telling them this is a new talkie
version. They added sound to the old silent shots
of the big scenes and made dialogue sequences with a
new cast,
but the
thrills matinee
are therein formonths,
the "oat
fans.
Biggest
Saturday
evenopera"
with
serial
help,
as
many
adults
as
children,
and
that's58
something on Saturday afternoon. Running time,
minutes. Monte
Played Vista,
Feb. Col.
10. — M.General
P. Foster,
Granada
Theatre,
patronage.
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth
— Nothing big, tertainment.
but itAnything
certainly
creates inlaughs
enwith Fields
it willanddraw
here.
—
H.
H.
Gates,
Garlock
Theatre,
Custer,
S.
D.
Small town patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Radolph Scott— Played during Christmas week, and not much business. Too
much shooting for my patrons. Running time, 70
minutes. Played Dec. 22-23.— A. B. Jefiferis, New
Piedmont
Theatre, Piedmont, Mo. Rural and small
town patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie
—Good musical picture. — R. V. Fletcher, Lyric Theatre,
Hartington, Neb. General patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie
— Splendid music, but the usual musical show plot.
Running
time,New75 minutes.
24-25-26. —Mo.A.
B.
Jefferis,
Piedmont Played
Theatre,Dec.Piedmont,
Rural and small town patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— Very good
entertainment.
R. V. Fletcher,
ington, Neb. —General
patronage. Lyric Theatre, HartTORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— TILLIE AND
GUS: Alison Skipworth, W. C. Fields— TAKE A
CHANCE: James Dunn, June Knight— SITTING
PRETTY:
Jack Haley,
Jack Oakie
— Fourin good
ones
from
Paramount.
All thoroughly
enjoyed
my town.
— W. H. Cuzner, Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia. General patronage.
UNDERCOVER MAN: George Raft, Nancy Carrol — Good. Raft has the makings. More power to
him. Business good. Played Feb. 9-10. — Alyce Cornell, borhood
Galewood
"Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. NeighpatronaKe.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier, Edward
Everett Horton — Put Chevalier with Horton and you
have a good picture. Most pictures that have forsettings are Theatre,
duds here,Custer,
but not
Gates.eign Garlock
S. this
D. one.
Small— H.townH.
patronage.
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WHITE WOMAN: Carole Lombard, Charles Bickford— This is the poorest Paramount we have played
this year. A few liked it, but most did not. Too
many jungle knives, and too much insane tropical heat
to please Colonial
this ruralTheatre,
community.
Played Wash.
Jan. 7-8—Rural
Art
Warner,
Grandview,
and small town patronage.
RKO
AFTER TONIGHT: Constance Bennett, Gilbert Roland—Tbis picture is different. It is the first hint
at a war picture we have played in some time. It did
not draw very well, but those who saw it were well
pleased.
Played Feb.Wash.
2-3.— Art
Theatre. Grandview,
Rural Warner,
and smallColonial
town
patronage.
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKE OF MEN: Wynne Gibson, Charles Farrell— Very good. Wynne Gibson
makes a man out of a sissy and tames .another that
is a tough.— H. H. Gates. Garlock Theatre, Custer,
S. r>. Small town patronage.
BLIND ADVENTURE: Robert Armstrong. Helen
Mack—
one with
West."
also anPlayed
RKO this
picture.
They"Renegades
are both offairthepictures.
Did average business- Played Feb. 8-9.— Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General
patronage.
CHANCE AT HEAVEN: Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea — This picture has had comment up one side and
down the other. My patrons are not so straight-laced
but what they can take a picture like this and like it
very much. The first of this picture is a honey. The
last partmodern ofwas
evidentlywhomadeliketothings
satisfya little
the ultratheatregoers
sexy.
I beard no adverse criticism from any of my patrons,
though I am sure had the picture been minus a few
of the birth-control scenes, they would have liked it
better. Business fair. Played Jan. 19-20.— Art Warner.
Colonial Theatre. Grandview, Wash. Rural and small
town patronage.
CHANCE AT HEAVEN: Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea— I will have to criticize Mr. Edwards of Orwigsburg. Pa., for his report on this in the issue of Feb.
10th. Perhaps his crowd is far different from mine,
but. anyway, this picture was very pleasing here. Peral y. Icouldn'tGarlock
see anything
naughtyS. D.
about
— H. H. sonGates.
Theatre, soCuster,
Smallit.
town patronage.
FLAMING GOLD: Bill Boyd— Only 52 minutes and
just fair — not the picture the silent Milton Sills "Flowing Gold" was. However, fine for double bill. Our
Jones
serial,
"Gordontime,
of Ghost
City," Played
held up Feb.
our
business.
Running
53 minutes.
17.— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista,
Col. General patronage.
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FOUR MORE JOIN
ARMY OF REPORTERS
As the masters of ceremonies used
to say, "A big hand" to the following
four exhibitors who with this issue begin contributing comments on what
the pictures have done for them and
their ticket rolls:
Donald Visger, Liberty theatre,
Kenneii'ick, Washington; Dwight
(Red) Harkins, State theatre, Tempe,
Arizona; Art Warner, Colonial,
Grandvieiv, Washington, and Fred
M. Elkin, Carolina theatre, Lexington,
North Carolina.
An extra palm to Harkins, who did
a real job of it by sending in reports
on 31 pictures he had shown. For
an initial contribution, that should be
something in the nature of a record,
and sets a real mark for other enterprising and experienced showmen to
shoot at.

it be known that it was the story that drew the
crowd and not any of the actors. This is an ideal
Mary Pickford type play. If she or one like her would
have taken the leading role, boy! what business, what
records could have been hung up! It is seldom that
a story is received by classes and masses universally
as is this story. They select an actress whose voice
is as much out of order in this picture as an electrical
storm on a beautiful snow scene. The people who
were brought up in large families liked the picture.
The male portion were displased. To me the story
is too depressing. It is lucky that business was
good. Running time, 121 minutes. Played Feb. 10-1213. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg,
Pa. Small town and rural patronage.

FLAMING GOLD: Bill Boyd, Mae Clarke— I made
a mistake by using this picture on the opening night
of a new serial. It is not the kind of a picture that
serial fans like. There are good shots of the oil wells,
but aside of this it means nothing. Business belowaverage.
Running Orpheum
time, 52 minutes.
Played Feb. 2.Pa.—
A. H. Edwards,
Theatre, Orwigsburg,
Small town and rural patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio, Gene
Raymond- Very, very fine musical. Good anywhere,
any
time.— General
R. V. Fletcher,
ton. Neb.
patronage. Lyric Theatre, Harting-

MELODY CRUISE: Charles Ruggles— One of the
nicest pictures we have played. Running time, 76
minutes.
Played Jan.
BeattyCanada.
& Johnston,
Crescent Tlieatre,
Red 18-19-20.—
Deer, Alberta,
Small
town and country patronage.

This by
picture
didGOODBYE
not click LOVE:
here. NoCharles
interestRuggles—
was shown
the
audiences and I could not manage to like it either.
Sort
of
flat.
No
business.
Played
Feb.
9-10.—
Art
Warner. Colonial Theatre, Grandview, Wash. Rural
and small town patronage.

MAN'S isJOURNEY:
Barrymore-LionelONE
Barrymore
a great actor,Lionel
no question
about it.
The few who saw it were well pleased. Running time.
72 minutes. Played Feb. 19. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum
Theatre,
ronage. Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural pat-

IF I WERE FREE: Irene Dunne, Clive Brook— A
good picture, well acted, but did not draw well here.
Pleased the older people much more than the younger
set. Played Dec. 29-30.— Art Warner, Colonial Theronage.atre, Grandview, Wash. Rural and small town pat-

RENEGADES OF THE WEST: Tom Keene-Played
this oneture. They
withare"Blind
Adventure,"
an RKO busipicboth fair
pictures. also
Did average
ness. Running time, 61 minutes. Played Feb. 8-9. —
Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa.
General patronage.

LITTLE
Katharine
Hepburn^From
angles,
here WOMEN:
is one of the
finest pictures
of the year.all
We were very unfortunate in getting a print of this
on which the recording was very poor, yet there was
no dissatisfaction apparent. Tins picture deserves
plenty of good clean publicity. Business excellent.
Played Jan. 26-26-27.— Art Warner. Colonial Theatre,
Grandview, Wash. Rural and small town patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Paul Lukas, Frances Dee. — An unusually fine performance for every star in the cast. Exceptionally
well directed with almost perfect settings and atmosphere. Some thought the picture a little long,
but not the tiresome type. Almost every woman
thought
commented onMost
its
trueness tothethefilm
book "grand"
and vividandcharacterization.
men were pleased, but thought it only average from
entertainment standpoint. Highly recommend it for
any type of general patronage house and has plenty
of publicity angles to work with, but would especially
urge patrons to get in at the beginning of run.
Playing time, 107 minutes. — Donald Visger, Liberty
Theatre, Kennewick, Wash. General patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— A business
getter
an excellent Neb.
picture.General
— R. V.patronage.
Fletcher, Lyric
Theatre,andHartington,
LITTLE withWOMEN:
Hepburn—
While
business
this picture Katharine
was far above
average,
let

RIGHT TO ROMANCE, THE: Ann Harding. Nils
Asther — Personally. I did not care for this picture.
Business was none too good, and it did not please
my audiences.
Played Wash.
Jan. 5-6. Rural
— Art Warner,
Theatre,
Grandview,
and smallColonial
town
patronage.
RIGHT TO ROMANCE, THE: Ann Harding-Did
not draw well, but had several good comments. Ann
Harding has been in so many pictures that flopped
here
thatGates,
she doesn't mean a thing to the box-office.
—town
H. H.
patronage. Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small

MELODY CRUISE: Charles Ruggles— Tbis is one
of
best We
of last
year's
is always
goodthehere.
played
it toopictures.
late to Ruggles
realize much
business, though it pleased what few saw it. Played Jan.
12-13. — Art Warner, Colonial Theatre, Grandview,
Wash. Rural and small town patronage.

SWEEPINGS: Lionel Barrymore— A wonderful picture and good business. Running time, 80 minutes.
Played Jan. 29-30-31.— Beatty & Johnston, Crescent
Theatre, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. Small town
and country patronage.
Tower
REFORM GIRL: Noel Francis — Fair program picture with weak cast. Played Feb. 23-24.— Alyce Cornell, borhood
Galewoodpatronage.
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neigh-
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ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN: Lee Tracy— Good
entertainment and Tracy gives a very good performance, but it did not attract our people, although we
gave
it
Played Texas.
Feb. 16-17.—
Williams.extra
Texonadvertising.
Theatre, Texon,
Small M.townR.
patronage.
BLOOD
MONEY:popular
GeorgewithBancroft—
Title isbutattractive and Bancroft
our patrons,
there
is nothing to the picture and it drew less than averreceipts. Played
15. — M.townR. patronage.
Williams,
TexonageTheatre.
Texon. Feb.
Texas. 14, Small
BLOOD MONEY: George Bancroft— Not so hot.
Will get by as an action picture on Saturday night.
— C. L. Niles. Niles Theatre. Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
BOWERY, THE: Wallace Beery. Jackie Cooper,
Georgelight ofRaft
— Splendid
the de-be
all that
come toshow
see that
it, andshould
therebeshould
plenty. Lots of comedy, pathos and action. First
three-day playdate we have tried and it worked okay.
Plenty of chance for stunts and advertising on this
one. It will pay you. 20th Century has got the shows
right kins,
now.
Played Feb.
(Red) HarSlate Theatre,
Tempe,8-9-10.—
Aris. Dwight
Small college
town
patronage.
BOWERY, THE: Wallace Beery, George Raft,
Jackie Cooper — I was sure surprised after playing this
one. It's a great picture with the best of stars, yet
IRunning
did not time,
make 90
expenses.
not theFeb.
picture's
fault.
minutes.It'sPlayed
5-6. — Louis
Perretta,
Crescent
Theatre,
Mahoningtown,
Pa.
General patronage.
BROADWAY THRU A KEYHOLE: Constance
Cummings,
Russ Columbo
— Heredid isnotanother
fine picture from United
Artists that
cover expenses.
It's
one of put
the together
best pictures
its kind.
A little
everything
whichof makes
a fine
picture.of
Running
time,
85
minutes.
Played
Feb.
12-13.
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa.— Louis
General patronage.
Universal
BELOVED: John Boles. Gloria Stuart — A nice picture. You will get comments from your patrons that
like a picture of this kind, but was far from B. O.
for my spot. Did less than average midweek business.
Played Feb. 13-14-15.— E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre,
Princeton, Minn. Small town and country patronage.
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Lowe, Shirley Grey,
Onslow Stevens — Not so hot. This foreign stuff has
absolutely no appeal. Story not easily followed and
therefore did not satisfy the few that did come. Certainly not worth to me what it cost. Running time,
68 minutes. Played Feb. 17. — E. E. Warner, Opera
House Theatre. Augusta, Wis. General patronage.
COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW: John Barrymore— A class
picture and not foi average crowd. — R. V. Fletcher,
Lyric Theatre, Hartington, Neb. General patronage.
COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW: John Barymore— Universal always makes a few out of the ordinary pictures
in a season and here is another of them. An excellent
story, well done. This picture is worthy of your best
time.—
L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
GeneralC.patronage.
DRUM TAPS: Ken Maynard— Just a western with
no comments. Not bad, not good. Business a little
below average. Played Dec. 1-2. — W. D. Utterback.
Lyric Theatre, Wellington, Kan. General patronage.
HER FIRST MATE: Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts—
Not up to their standard, but lots of laughs. Short
and ideal for double bills, but we don't run double
bills.
65 minutes.
M. P.Running
Foster, time,
Granada
Theatre, Played
Monte Feb.
Vista,14-15.Col.—
General patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine —
When they make any better Family Night picture
than this we want to know about it. Just low down
comedy that is so foolish it is a riot. They are still
talking mosa,about
it.— C. patronage.
L. Niles, Niles Theatre, AnaIowa. General
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine —
Did a good Friday-Saturday business. Awfully light
and sappy in spots. I thought it was well named.
However, business was better than average and no
kicks, so why should I squawk. Played Feb. 16-17.—
E. A. Reynolds, Strand Theatre. Princeton, Minn.
Small town and country patronage.
HORSEPLAY: Slim Summerville. Andy Devine—
Played
this isonenotdayso and
did itfairwillbusiness.
the
picture
strong,
get by. Although
Runnin.g
time. 65 minutes. Played Feb. 7.— Louis Perretta.
ronage.
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patINVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Rains, Gloria Stuart—This isa good show of its kind, although it did
not go over for me. Maybe it was too cold. Anyway.
I made expenses. Running time, 70 minutes. Plaved
Feb. 14-15.— hLouis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Maoningtown, Pa. General
patronage.
LADIES MUST LOVE: June Knight, Neil Hamil-
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ton — No Neb.
good. —General
R. V. patronage.
Fletcher, Lyric Theatre. HartiiiRton,
LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY!: Zasu Pitts. Slim
Summerville — After reading some of the reports on
this was a little afraid to play it. But can say that
seemeddo totoplease
That's McNamee
all a picture
must
make all
me myokaypatrons.
it. Graham
announces
the
location
of
the
trial,
etc..
in
this andJackit's
very novel and interesting. Feb. 23-24.— Sammie
son,
Jackson
Theatre,
Flomaton,
Ala.
Small
town
patronage.
LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY!: Zasu Pitts,
Slim Summerville — Got by okay and was generally apGates. Garlock Theatre, Custer, S.
D. Small preciated.— H.
townH. patronage.
LOVE, HONOR AND OH. BABY!: Zasu Pitts,
Slim Summerville — Just average. This pair needs
new gags. Played Feb. 11-13. — Alyce Cornell. Galewood
ronage.Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patMOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Leo Carrillo,
Mary Brian — Not a bad picture, but no drawing power.
Running time, 85 minutes. Played Feb. 8-9-10. — Beatty
& Johnston, Crescent Theatre, Red Deer, Alberta,
Canada. Small town and country patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles, Margaret Sulla van, Lowell Sherman — Boost this one; it will warrant
it.
of flaws,
but one
the because
dear public
come toto
look Lots
for flaws
in this
theydoesn't
cry enough
keep from seeing them. Margaret Sullavan is plenty
good and everybody wants to see her again in another
picture. How about it, LTniversal? Played Feb. 2829.— Dwight
(Red) Harkins,
State Theatre, Tempe,
Ariz.
Small college
town patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles. Margaret Sullavan— A grand
picture
one.things
The
masterpiece
of the
year. and
It ispleased
just oneevery
of those
that has everything and they sob and love it. You
owe
to your
to show
them Iowa.
this picture.
C. L.it Niles,
Nilespeople
Theatre,
Anamosa,
General—
patronage.
SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOIW, THE: Gloria
Stuart,
We couldn't
secretfairto
get the Lionel
people inAtwill
the — theatre
for thisfind
one.thePretty
entertainment, but nothing to talk about and bring
the customers in. Bill it as a mystery picture and
you will be okay. Played Jan. 3-4. — Dwight (Red)
Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college
town patronage.
SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM, THE: Gloria
Stuart, Lionel Atwill — A mystery that fooled them all
and held interest. Business above average on Wedand Thursday.
D. Utterback,
tre,nesdayWellington.
Kan. — W.
General
patronage. Lyric TheaS. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque— Just the sound
of "Iceberg"
people playing
away due
weather
we havedrove
had.theI suggest
this tothe zero
4th
of July. Played Feb. 18-20.— Alyce (Cornell, Galewood
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
w arner
COLLEGE
COACH: Ann Dvorak.
O'BrienVery
good Friday-Saturday
program Pat
picture.
Has
fine
cast
and
good
story.
Played
Feb.
16-17.
Cornell. Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids,— Alyce
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
COLLEGE, COACH: Dick Powell, Ann Dvorak— Did
aboveballaverage
with this
one. both
It's adays.
fine Runfootpicture wellbusiness
done. Held
up good
ning
time,
75
minutes.
Played
Feb.
2-3.
Louis
Perretta. Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General
patronage.
EASY TO LOVE: Adolphe Menjou, Mary Astor,
Genevieve Tohin. Edward Everett Horton — I did not
see this one, but employees and patrons said it was
poor. It did the poorest business in months. Menjou
is too old to take the part of any lover. People here
tell me this is a weak sister. Warners and First National have given us so many good ones, that I guess
we shouldn't
kick on this.
Played Idaho.
Feb. 14-15.—
H.
Rich.
Rich Theatre.
Montpelier,
Town S. and
rural patronage.
LIFE OF JIMMY DOLAN, THE: Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.— A wonderful picture. Bad print from New
Orleans. Guy Kibbee was fine in this. Music in background helped the picture tremendously. Played Feb.
19-20. — Sammie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton,
Ala. Small town patronage.
Short Fea+ures
Astor
KILLERS OF THE CHAPPARAL: Not quite two
reels of unusual small animal stuff especially adapted
for making up programs with comedy features such
as "Duck Soup." "Olsen's Big Moment" or "Hips,
Hips, everHooray''
or others
with short
footage.
we run comedy
features,
we make
up Whenserious
shorts program. It works. Running time, 17 minutes.
— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre. Monte Vista, Col.
General patronage.
Columbia
COLUMBIA CARTOONS: All Columbia cartoons
are good. Haven't got any bad one yet. I wonder
why they
makearetwo-reel
comedies, entertainment.
as their features andcan't
cartoons
good program
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Running time, one reel.' — W. D. Utterback, Lyric Theatre, Wellington, Kan. General patronage.
ENTERTAINER, THE: Ken Murray— A musical
comedy
than most
of Columbia's,
but can'tthatgiveis ita little
very better
much then
as Columbia
makes
so
poor comedies.
two reels.
D. many
W. Utterback,
Lyric Running
Theatre, time,
Wellington,
Kan.—
General patronage.
FOG: Mary Brian — Very good mystery, but failed
to get average business Sunday and Monday. It
won't
meanUtterback,
a thing at the bo-x-oflfice. Played Dec.^ 17.
—General
W. D'.
patronage. Lyric Theatre. Wellington, Kan.
HOT DAZE: Smith and Dale — Another supposedly
comic pair that I dislike very much. This comedy
did not get a laugh and was terribly draggy. I never
would have run this had I known it was so terrible.
— H. H. Gates, Garlock Theatre Custer, S. D. Small
town patronage.
MICKEY'S BEACH PARTY: Mickey Mouse-Good
Mickey
Mouse. —Mo.A. B.Rural
Jefferis,
New Piedmont
Tlieatre, Piedmont,
and small
town patronage.
MICKEY'S COVERED WAGON: Mickey McGuire
— Another Mickey McGuire that pleased all, especially
the kids. — C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General 'patronage.
MICKEY'S
Mickey McGuire—
About
the sameTOUCHDOWN:
as all McGuire comedies.
Good for
some
laughs.
Running
time,
two
reels.Kan.
— D. W.
LUterback. Lyric Theatre. Wellington,
General
patronage.
MUTUAL MAN, THE: Lamb's Gambols— The best
comedy
from have
Columbia
Lamb'sRunning
Gambolstime,group.
All the rest
been on
verythepoor.
two
reels. — W. D. Utterback, Lyric Tlieatre. Wellington,
Kan. General patronage.
ROAMIN' THROUGH THE ROSES: Musicals— As
sorry musical comedy as we ever run. Running time,
two reels. — D. W. Utterback, Lyric Theatre. Wellington, Kan. General patronage.
STRANGE CASE OF POISON IVY, THE: Viola
Dana
— two
Goodreels.
biu'Iesque
"meller New
drammer." Running
time, Piedmont.
— A. Rural
B.onJefferis,
Thea.tre.
Mo.
and small Piedmont
town patronage.
Educational
DAY DREAMS: Treasure Chest— Took this one-reel
out after the first showing. Terrible, and poor photography. Running time,
one reel.Mo.
— A. Rural
B. Jefferis,
New
Piedmont Theatre,
Piedmont,
and small
town patronage.
FANNY'S
THE LION'S
DEN: good.
Terry-Toons—
Fair
enough.IN Musical
background
Running
time, nine minutes. — A. B. Jefferis, New Piedmont,
Theatre.
ronage. Piedmont, Mo. Rural and small town patFANNY'S
WEDDING could
DAY: make
Terry-Toons—
did not
think
that Educational
one good I cartoon,
but this one is okay. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theronage. atre. Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patGOOD BAD MAN, THE: Coronet Comedies— Pretty
good for Educational. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg. Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
POP'S PAL: Mermaid Comedies— Terrible.— A. H.
Edwards. Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small
town and rural patronage.
TRIMMED IN FURS: Mermaid Comedies— A great
comedy.
it. Running
19 minutes.
Edwards. Play
Orpheum
Theatre. time.
Orwigsburg,
Pa.— A.SmallH.
town and rural patronage.
WHAT DOES 1934 HOLD? Treasure Chest— Some
"Treasure Chests" are n. g., but here is one that will
causeing talk
are interestedTliein sooner
the growinterestif inyourthe patrons
stars (heavenly).
you
for Owners
Motion

and

Managers

Picture

Tlieatre Accounting
Tells all the facts about your
business each week — receipts,
film costs, advertising, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc.
Lasts a full year and you do
not need to be a bookkeeper to
use it.
A complete, concise aid to
profits at the cost of a blank
book.
Can be started at any time.

LEY BOOKSHOP
SO
^
J00 QUI6
1790 BROADWAY
NEW
YORK, N. Y.
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run this the better and advertise "when were you
born,"
etc. Running time, 11 minutes. — M. P. Foster,
ronage.
Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Col. General patFox
ICEBERG PATROL, THE: Magic Carpet Series—
These
subjects are entertaining
and educational.
— A.
H.
Theatre, Orwigshurg;.
Pa. Small
townEdwards,
and ruralOrpheum
patronage.
MGM
Patsy
Kelly-One
theAIRbestFRIGHT:
comedies Thelma
for manyTodd.
years.
Running
time. 20of
minutes. — A. H. Edwards. Orpheum Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patronage.
CRACKED ICEMAN: Charley Chase— Another
funnyH. one
from Charley.
19 minutes.Pa.—
A.
Edwards,
Orpheum Running
Theatre,time,
Orwigsburg,
Small town and rural patronage.
DAVY
JONES'
LOCKER:
WillienotWhopper—
first
colored
cartoon.
Of course,
in a classMetro's
with
the Silly Symphonies, but still better than the average
cartoon. — C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa
General patronage.
MIDNIGH"r PATROL: Laurel and Hardy— As policeman,
they're a Cornell,
riot. Dumber than Theatre.
usual, butGrand
goes
over
— Alyce
Rapids.big.Mich.
NeighborhoodGalewood
patronage.
WILD POSES: Our Gang — A good comedy mingling adidt and children entertainment. This is how
it shouldwards.
be.Orpheum
Running
time, Orwigsburg,
19 minutes. — Pa.
A. H.Small
EdTheatre.
town and rural
patronage.
Paramount
BLOW ME DOWN: Popeye the Sailor— Well produced cartoons and they're asking for more "Popeves." Running time, seven minutes. — M. P. Foster.
ronage. Theatre, Monte "Vista, Col. General patGranada
BOO, BOO, THEME SONG: Screen Songs— Poorest
cartoon we have ever rim. Running time, eight minutes.—A. B. Jefferis. New Piedmont Theatre, Piedmont, Mo. Rural and small town patronage.
HOLLYWOOD
ON PARADE (No. 3)— Excellent.
Presented in a way that pleases and when it is over
you
there were
more Minn.
of it. — E.
A. town
Reynolds.
StrandwishTheatre.
Princeton.
Small
and
country patronage.
HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE
(No. 3)-Just fair.
The recording on these subjects and the Sport Reels
is not so good. That sound engineer should be checked
up on. Paramoimt usually have the best recording,
and I can't understand why the two short series
mentioned are not up to standard. — S. H. Rich. Rich
Theatre,
ronage. Montpelier. Idaho. Town and rural patKEEPS RAININ' ALL THE TIME: Gertrude Niesen — An excellent screen song that is entitled to vour
best time. — C. L. Niles. Xiles Theatre. Anamosa. Iowa.
General patronage.
LITTLE BROADCAST, THE: Donald Novis. Arthur Tracy. Mills
Brothers,
Roy itAtwell
— A advertising,
dandy onereel subject.
Be sure
to put
in your
as it will draw. Running time, one reel. — A. B.
Jefferis,
New Piedmont
Theatre, Piedmont, Mo. Rural and small
town patronage.
OLD Garlock
BUGLER,
THE:Custer.
Chic S.
Sale—
Gates,
Theatre.
D. Fair.—
.SmallH.townH.
patronage.
ONE AWFUL NIGHT: Eugene Pallette. Walter
Catlett—
get by inwith
on sticky.
your action
audience.You
It iscanslapsticky.
fact this
awfully
They
drag in all the hokum possible and manage to snatch
aronage.
laugh here and there. — E. A. Reynolds. Strand Theatre. Princeton. Minn. Small town and country patPARAMOUNT PICTORIAL (No. 4): These pictorialsatre.are allMontpelier.
good. Idaho.
Rim them.
Rich, patronage.
Rich TheTown— S.andH. rural
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL (No. 6): The Trees
number in this by Donald Novis is marvelous. Other
two selections just film. A good idea to snip those
two and use only the Trees. — E. A. Reynolds. Strand
Theatre. Princeton. Minn. Small town and country
patronage.
POPEYE, THE SAILOR: Talkartoons-Just a word
about Popeye. He is popular. The minute his leader
flashes on the screen, they all begin to laugh and
settle themselves for a good bunch of belly laughs.
Bill foratre,extra
business. — E. A. Reynolds, Strand 'Theronage. Princeton, Minn, Small town and country patROAMING ROMEO, A: Harry Langdon— Pretty
fair. — H. H. Gates. Garlock Theatre. Custer. S. D.
Small town patronage.
STATION T. O. T.: Headliners— Another fine single act from
C. L. Niles, Niles Tlieatre.
Anamosa,
Iowa.Paramount.
General — patronage.
THREE LITTLE SWI(iS: Leon Errol— Fair — H. H.
Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town
Ttatronage.
THREE LITTLE SWIGS: Leon Errol-Another one
of Leon Errol's drunken comedies. Some exhibitor
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has said that these comedies are degrading. Maybe
they are, but oli, brother, how the house roared at
the man with the rubber legs. We think he is a riot.
— C. L. Niles. Niles Theatre, Anamosa, ' Iowa. General
patronage.
WHERE'S
TIGER?:
Borrah Minnevitch—
An
excellent
band THAT
act with
the Harmonica
Rascals. Some
very pretty music and plenty of comedy. A sunday
short. — C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General patronage.
RKO
BLACK AND TAN: Duke Ellington— Real negro
jazz band, but print was too dark for Mazda equipment. Running time, two reels. — A. B. Jefferis, New
Piedmont Theatre, Piedmont, Mo. Rural and small
town patronage.
BUBBLING OVER: Ethel Waters— Just what vou
need in musical two-reelers for any program. This
colored girl and her bunch are exta good. Running
time, 20Vista,
minutes.
P. Foster,
Monte
Col. — M.
General
patronage.Granada Theatre,
BUBBLING OVER: Ethel Waters— Ethel Waters
in a two-reel musical. Some very fine singing, but
very
All right
a filler. —patronage.
C. L. Niles,
Niles crudely
Theatre.made.
Anamosa,
Iowa. for General
CHARLIE CHAPLIN REISSUES: Surprisingly
funny after the years, especially good for Saturday,
since made
the "younger
have according
missed theto films
that
the moviesgeneration"
really funny,
history. Sound and incidental effects only, added to the
silent negative, but lots of laughs. So what? Running
minutes.Col.— M.General
P. Foster,
Granada Theatre,time,Monte20Vista.
patronage.
FITS IN A FIDDLE: Clark and McCuUough— Why .
oh, why, did I ever buy these comedies ? About one
out of every five will have a few laughs here. To my
mind
are crude
and Custer,
anything S.butD.funny.
Gates,they
Garlock
llieatre,
Small— H.townH.
patronage.
GAY NIGHTIES, THE: Clark & McCuUough— Very
good.
Cornell, Galewood
Mich. — Alyce
Neighborhood
patronage. Tlieatre, Grand Rapids,
HAPPY HOBOES: Tom and Jerry Cartoons— Fair.
— Alyce Cornell. Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Neighborliood patronage.
HEYteamNANNY,
This
is one NANNY:
of the best.Clark
Too &badMcCuUough—
Hal Roach
does not take them and use them. Running time,
19
minutes.
—
A.
H.
Edwards,
Orpheum
Theatre,
wigsburg. Pa. Small town and rural patronage. OrMICKEY'S
McGuire—
These
McGuiresBIGareBROADCAST:
always good. Mickey
The children
certainly
enjoy
them.
—
Alyce
Cornell.
Galewood
Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
MOTHER-IN-LAW DAY: Edgar Kennedy— Usual
family trouble and rows. Only a few laughs. Running time, two reels. — W. D. Utterback, Lyric Theatre,
Wellington. Kan. General patronage.
OPENING NIGHT: Fable— These Fables are always
•well
received.
Cornell, Galewood
Rapids,
Mich. — Alyce
Neighborhood
patronage. Theatre, Grand
PREFERRED LIST: Headliner Series— A nice comedy with good music. — A. H. Edwards, Orpheum Theronage. atre. Orwigsburg, Pa. Small town and rural patRASSLIN' MATCH, THE: Amos 'n' Andy— The
first of thebutAmos
'n' Andy are
cartoons.
The crude.
voices We
are
excellent,
the drawings
jerky and
were afraid of this as we saw it screened and booked
it on our bargain night. The audience ate it up and
we
bookedNiles
the Theatre,
second oneAnamosa,
on Sunday.
said.
— C.have
L. Niles,
Iowa.Nuft'
General
patronage.
STOLEN BY GYPSIES: Masquers Comedies-The
Masquers all seem to entertain. This was pretty fair.
—town
H. H.patronage.
Gates. Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small
WALKING BACK HOME: Blonde and Red Head
Series — A very good slapstick comedy for family or
Saturday
night.—
C. L.patronage.
Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General
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UP BRIGHT AND EARLY
FOR HIS HERALD COPY
"I found it impossible to do without
the Herald even when I was not in the
business. 1 am always up bright and
early on Sunday mornings to get my
This from Fred M. Elkin, Carolina
copy".
theatre at Lexington, N. C, who explains, "After an absence of ten
months 1 am back in Lexington at the
Carolina, succeeding Mr. J. T. Hedrick, who has gone to Florida." It is
something of a record at that, for this
is the fifth time in eleven years that
Elkin has managed this house, in as
many changes of ownership. He also
spent
atre. five years in the opposition theElkin's first reports to "What the
Picture
Did for Me" appear in this
issue.

minutes.burg,—Pa. A.Small
H. Edwards,
Theatre. Orwigstown and Orpheum
rural patronage.
Universal
BIG BENEFIT, THE: Mentone No. 3— A swell tworeeler. It gives your program that vaudeville angle
that you want and this two-reeler has talent and
how. Ann Sothern, Bill Robinson and others. Would
also like to recommend "Vaudeville on Parade" and
"Broadway
Varieties."—
E. A. town
Reynolds,
Strand Theatre, Princeton,
Minn. Small
and country
patronage.
GLEASON'S
DEAL:
James ate
Gleason—
Gleason
comedy NEW
to date.
The adults
it up Best
and
kids seem to enjoy it. Running time, two reels. — W.
D. Utterback,
Lyric
Theatre,
VVellington,
Kan.
General patronage.
I KNOW EVERYBODY AND EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS: Walter Winchell— A musical comedy that
was fair, showing some good stars. — W. D. Utterback,
Lyric Theatre, Wellington, Kan. General patronage.
IN THE ZOO: Oswald Cartoons— Pleased the children— Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Neigjhborhood patronage.
MERRY OLD SOUL: Oswald Cartoons-See all
your
favoriteTheatre,
stars inGrand
this. Rapids,
It's grand.Mich.
— AlyceNeighborCornell,
Galewood
hood patronage.
MERRY OLD SOUL: Oswald Cartoons— This carthe best
I haven't
playedtime,
a poor
Oswaldtoon is one
yet.of Keep
it up,made.
Oswald.
Running
one
reel.
—
Louis
Perretta,
Crescent
Theatre,
Mahoningtown. Pa. General patronage.
MISTER MUGG: James Gleason — Fair comedy above
the average. Running time, two reels. — W. D. Utterronage. back. Lyric Theatre, Wellington, Kan. General patON THE AIR AND OFF: Mentone No. 1— Another
good Mentone comedy. I haven't played a poor one
yet.
It's very
good.Tlieatre,
RunningMahoningtown,
time, two reels.
Perretta,
Crescent
Pa.— Louis
General patronage.
OPEN SESAME: Henry Armetta— Good work,
Henry Armetta. I wish I get more of his comedies.
My patrons sure liked this one. Good work. Universal. Running time, two reels. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theate, Mohaningtown, Pa. General patronage.
OUT
OF GAS:
Louise Fazenda
— Another
tworeel comedy
from Universal.
Running
time, good
two reels.
—Pa.Louis
Perretta,
Crescent
Theatre,
Mahoningtown,
Geneal patronage.

United Artists
BABES
IN
THE.
WOOD: could
Silly make
Symphonies—
I don't
Iielieve that Walt Disney
a bad cartoon.
This one in color is marvelous. — H. H. Gates, Garlock Theatre, Custer, S. D. Small town patronage.
LULLABY LAND: Silly Symphonies— All SiUy
Symphonies liked here. This one the sweetest of all.—
A. B. Jeiferis, New Piedmont Theatre, Piedmont,
Mo. Rural and small town patronage.
MICKEY SHANGHAIED: Mickey Mouse— Just a
Mickey Mouse and not up to the usual high standard.
Understand this is good enough for anybody's house,
■but
not up toAnamosa,
the usual Iowa.
high standard.—
C. L. Niles,
Nilesis Theatre,
General patronage.
MICKEY'S
MickeyBe Mouse—
This
cartoon isGALA
better PREMIERE:
than the average.
sure to
play it. Running time, 9 minutes.— A. H. Edwards,
Orpheum
Theatre,
Orwigsburg,
Pa.
Small
town
and
rural patronage.

^PARKINGCartoon.
SPACE: Will
Oswaldplease
Cartoons—
Another please
good
Universal
and should
every one. Running time, one reel. — Louis Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
PIN FEATHERS: Pooch Catoon— A dandy cartoon
which the older ones enjoyed fully as much as the
kids. Wish the features were as good accordingly as
these cartoons. Running time, 10 minutes. — E. E.
Warner,
Opera House Theatre, Augusta, Wis. General patronage.

MICKEY'S
MAN: Running
Mickey time,
Mouse—10
These
cartoonsMECHANICAL
are slipping fast.

STRANGE AS IT SEEMS (No. 36)-You exhibitors
that want a few nudist shots on your program play

SHE DONE HIM RIGHT: Pooch Cartoon— Exceptionally good. Has some hot tunes in it. — Alyce Cornell, borhood
Galewoodpatronage.
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neigh-

79
this one. It panicked my house. Reel is good.— E. A.
Reynolds.
Strand patronage.
Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small
town
and country
STUNG AGAIN: Louise Fasenda — Good two-reel
comedy. Will please every one. Running time, two
reels. — town,
Louis
Perretta,
Crescent Theatre, MahoningPa. General
patronage.
WARREN DOANE BREVITY: A series of vaudeacts that
a knockout
consistville of
the are
highest
paid actsandindifferent.
vaudeville"These
and
staged by a master craftsman. I will say they pleased
everybody.—
C.
L.
Niles,
Niles
Theatre,
Anamosa.
Iowa. General patronage.
WORLD'S GREATEST THRILLS: This two-reeler
from Universal is sure great. All kinds of thrills
in it. It will make your patrons hold their breath.
Very good. Running time, two reels. — Louis Perretta,
ronage.
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa, General patWarner Vitaphone
BOSKO'S PICTURE SHOW: Looney Tunes-An
unusually
good Piedmont.
cartoon. — A.
Jefferis,
mont Theatre,
Mo. B.Rural
and New
small Piedtown
patronage.
EASY ACES: Pepper Pot Series — A good single reel
filler for any day. A story of the dumb wife in the
bridge
Chock Iowa.
full of General
laughs.— patronage.
C. L. Niles, Niles
Theatre,game.
Anamosa,
EASY ACES: Pepper Pot— This one is just fair.
I've played
a lot better ones. Running time, one reel.
Louis
GeneralPerretta,
patronage.Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa.
EXPLORING THE PACIFIC: World AdventuresVery interesting with some fine scenes. Running time,
one reel. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
MUNICIPAL BAND WAGON: Melody MastersGood. Variety of everything. — Alyce Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
"NO" MAN, THE: Broadway Brevity— Fair.— Alyce
Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
PLANE, NUTS: Ted Healy— If they like Ted Healy
and His Stooges, it is a riot and our people do. Entitled to your best time. — C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre.
Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
RAMBLING ROUND RADIO ROW: Pepper Pot Nice one-reel subject. Aunt Jemima got a laugh.
She's okay. Good voice. My people seemed to enjoy
it all. Running time, one reel. — Sammie Jackson,
Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.
ROCK-A-BYE-BYE
WITH
DR. ROCKWELL:
Pepper
Pot
—
This
Pepper
Pot
is
so hot. Running
Just a
waste of film, all talking and nonotcomedy.
time, one reel. — Louis Perretta, Crescent Theatre.
Mahoningtown, Pa. General patronage.
RUFUS JONES FOR PRESIDENT: Ethel Waters
— Here is a song and dance number that made good
with our people. This new series of the Broadway
Brevities are just what our patrons seem to like the
best.
20 minutes.
E. E. Warner,
Opera
House Running
Theatre, time,
Augusta,
Wis. — General
patronage.
SPRING:
Brevity—
Good work
two-reeler
all'TIS
in colors.
ThereBroadway
is some color
cartoon
in the
first
reel
that
equals
any
of
the
Silly
Symphonies.
S.
Rich,
Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho, Town—
and H.rural
patronage,
'TIS SPRING: Patricia EUis, Allen Jenkins— This is
abestveryBroadway
good color two-reelRunning
comedy.time,
It's two
one reels,
of the—
Louis Perretta, Brevities,
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown.
Pa.
General patronage,
20,009 CHEERS FOR THE CHAIN GANG: Broadway Brevity
— Burlesque
"Fugitive,"
Very enter,— Alyce
Cornell, onGalewood
Rapids, tainingMich,
Neighborhood
patronage,Theatre, Grand
YEAST
IS YEAST:
TomGood
Patricola—
another
good
Broadway
Brevity,
comedy,Here's
singing
and
dancing. Running time, two reels. — Louis Perretta.
Crescent
ronage. Theatre, Mahoningtown, Pa, General patSerials
RKO
LAST FRONTIER: Creighton Chane> — Have just
completed this serial and can say that it pleased my
patrons and certainly kept them coming every FridaySaturday. It's old, but I received excellent print,
thanks, RKO. Rimning
time,Theatre.
two reelsFlomaton,
per chapter.Ala.—
Sammie
Jackson
Small townJackson,
patronage.
Universal
GORDON OF GHOST CITY: Buck Jones. Madge
Bellamy — Here is the best serial 1 ever run and it
holds interest on each episode so far. — W. D. Utterronage, back, Lyric Theatre, Wellington, Kan, General patPHANTOM OF THE AIR: Tom Tyler. Gloria Shea
— Everything in first two reels. Did not hold the
kids. — A.
Jefferis,
Theatre, Piedmont. Mo.B. Rural
and New
small Piedmont
town patronage.
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I^ECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended March 3, 1934, fronn
113 hourses in 19 major cities of the country, reached $1,213,298, an increase of
$49,427 over the previous calendar week, ended February 24, when I 14 theatres in
19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,163,871.
(.Copyriglit, 1934: Reproduction of material from tliis department without credit to AIotiox Picture Herald e.\(>rcssl\' forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Boston
Fenway
Keith's
Loew's State ...
Metropolitan ....
Paramount
Buffalo
Buffalo
Century

Picture

Current Week

Gro4S

Previous Week
Picture

Gross

2,900 25c -50c
1,800 30c-50c

'"I Believed in You" (Fox).
19,000
"No More Women" (Para.) and.... 9.500
"Sleepers East" (Fo.x)

"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
"Six
(Para.)(F.and
•'The ofBiga Kind"
Shakedown"
N.)

20,000
lO.OOO

3,500
3,700
4,350
1,800

"It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
"Nana" (U. A.)
"Bolero" (Para.)
"No More Women" (Para.) and..
"Sleepers East" (Fox)

"Palooka" (U. A.)
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM)
"Good Dame" (Para.)
"Six of a Kind" (Para.) and
"The Big Shakedown" (F. N.)

18,500
19.500
33,500
10.500

30c-50c
3 5c-50c
30c-65c
30c-50c

19.000
19.0OJ
34,000
9,500

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January,
•'T
-34
"Fog"
opaze"
High
1-13
Low 3-11 "Island of Lost Souls" and )
"Billion Dollar Scandal" (
High 1-14 'She
Had toto Broadway"
Say Yes" and )}
"Arizona
'•Little Women"
Low 7-29 ' 'When Strangers Marry"
High 12-2 "Strange
"I'm Must
No Interlude"
"Men
Fight"
Ange
l"
Low 3-11
3-11 •
'King
of
the
Jungle"
Low 3-11
"Deception"
Yours" and )(
High
11-4 ' "Dangerously
High
1-7
High 2-25
'Mary
Stevens.
M.D." and }(
Low 8-12 'Flying Devils"

3,500 30c-5Sc
3,000 25c

"Queen Christina" (MGM)
15,000
■I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 5,600
and "Cradle Song" (Para.)

"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.).. 13,600
"Smoky"
(Fox)
"The
Big Shakedown"
(F. N.) and 4,500

Great Lakes
Hippodrome

3,000 25c-40c
2,100 25c -40c

'Right to Romance" (Radio) and.. 8,700
'Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
'Four Frightened People" (Para.) 9,500

Lafayette

3,300

"After Tonight" (Radio) and
7.900
"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
"Dark (•25cHazard"
(F.
N.)
and
7,800
■Sons of -35c)
the Desert" (MGM)
■Chance
at
■Fog" (Col.)Heaven" (Radio) and.. 7,600

"Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men".. 6,500
(Radio) and "Beloved" (U.)

High 12-9 "Dancing Lady"
rx)w 3-25 "Our Betters"..:.-.
High 8-12 "Forgotten Men" and
"Easy Millions"
Low 12-16 "Solitaire
Man" and
"Day of Reckoning"
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 4-15 "Rome Express"
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"..
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels"
High 12-20 "Counsellor at Law"....
Low 12-23 "Myrt and Marge"

■Bolero" (Para.)
•Four Frightened People" (Para.)
'Death Takes a Holiday" (Para.)
•Hips. Hips. Hooray" (Radio)....
•Carolina" (Fox)
■Counsellor at Law" (U.)
•Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)

34,000
12.000
21.000
23,000
8.000
16.000
21,00J

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Hi. Nellie!" (W. B.)
"Queen(3rdChristina"
week) (MGM)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)
"Devil Tiger" (Fox)
"Before Midnight" (Col.)
"Nana"(3rd(U.week)
A.)

38,000
12,500
11,000
18,000
9,000
15.000
9,000

High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High
10-14"The"TooWoman
Much I Harmony"
Low 7-1
Stole"....
High 10-14 'Tm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 3-4
10-14"Lu.xury
"Penthouse"
Low
Liner"
High 1-13-34 '•Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 ••The Kid From Spain"
Low 3-18 ••Perfect Understanding"

■Bedside" (F. N.)

2.200

"I Like It That Way" (U.)

2,500

■Fashions of 1934" (F. N.)
■It Happened One Night" (Col.) ..
■Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
■Four Frightened People" (Para.)
and (Majestic)
••You Made Me Ix>ve You"
■•She Done Him Wrong" (Para.)
and •'Sleepers East" (Fox)

5,50C
28,000
7,500
3,900
3,000

"Dark(6 Hazard"
3,000
days) (F. N.)
"Lost Patrol" (Radio)
15,000
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 12,500
"You Can't Buy Everything"
3,100
(MGM)
and "Murder on the Campus"
(Chesterfield)
"King
of the (Col.)
Wild Horses" (Col.) 2.000
and "Fog"
3,500

6,500

25c

Chicago
4,000
McVicker's ... 2,284
3,940
2.509
1,591
2,776
United Artists. . 1,700
Cleveland
Allen

35c -68c
30c -60c
30c -60c
35c -75c
25c -50c
20c-35c
30c -60c

3,300 20c-40c

Hippodrome .... 3,800 30c-44c
RKO Palace
3,100 30c-75c
State
3,400 30c-44c
Stillman
1,900 25c-35c
Warner's Lake..

800 25c-35c

Denver
Aladdin

1,500 25c-40c

•T Am Suzanne!" (Fox).

3,500

"Right to Romance" (Radio)

Denham

1,500 25c-40c

■Good Dame" (Para.)
(25c -5Cc)

9,000

"Six of a Kind" (Para.)

Denver
Orpheum
Paramount

2,500 25c-50c
2,600 25c -50c
2,000 25c-40c

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
7.500
•This Side of Heaven" (MGM).. 11.000
•Easy(3 todays)
Love" (W. B.)
900
"Sons (4ofdays)
the Desert" (MGM).... 1,600

'Queen Christina" (MGM)
7,500
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio) ,13,000
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
2,750

15c-40c

'•Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio) 5,:(jO
and '•Sleepers East" (Fox)
■■Six of a Kind" (Para.)
5.100
"It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 26,500

'Orient Express"
(Fox)(Radio)
and
5,400
"Chance
at Heaven"
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 4.900
"Lost Patrol" (Radio)
17.200

■•Good Dame" (Para.)
"I Like It That Way" (U. )
•■Nana" (U. A.)

■'Easy to Love" (W. B.)
"The Last Roundup" (Para.)
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)

Detroit
Downtown
Fisher
Fox

2,750

2,700 15c-40c
5,100 15c -50c

4,000 15c -50c
Michigan
25c -50c
3,000
State
25c-50c
2,000
United Artists..

17,300
5,300
10.600

16,300
3,200
11.400

1933.)

11,000
23,500
15,000
28,000
6,000
12,000
23,000
11,000
44,500
26,500
17,000
31,000
8,000
9.800
8,000
27,200
3,500
5,400
16,100
15,200
5,100
4,800
75,000
20,000
22,000
5,000
10,000
50,000
37,000
14,000
16,000
6,200
18,900
27.000
4.500
6.800

High
11-11'•Infernal
'•PrivateMachine"
Life of Henry
••Exposure"
Low 3-4
andVIII"1j 12,000
l.SOO
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"
Low 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
28.000
2.900
High 3-3-34 "It Happened One Night".. 30,000
Low 8-19 "No Marriage Ties"
26,006
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
4,200
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk" 5.000
High
10-28
••I'm
No
Angel"
Low 11-18 '•Stage Mother" and )
"Hell and High Water" ^
9,000
10,000
2.500
High
10-28
Parade"
Low 2-10-34 "Footlight
"Easy to Love"
High
"Cavalcade"
Low 4-82-25••Smoke
and J)
"BroadwayLightning"
Bad"
High 6-310-28
"I'm No Speaks,"
Angel"
Low
••Mussolini
"Night of I
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" f
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
High
2-17-34
Low 6-10
"Zoo"Hi,in Nellie!"
Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
High 10-14 "No Marriage Ties"
Low 6-10 "The Woman I Stole"
High 3-18
1-28"Secret
"Silver ofDollar"
Low
Madame Blanche"
High
9-16
"Sing,
Sinner.
Low 5-15 "After the
Ball"Sing"
and
"Afraid to Talk
" )f
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low 7-1
High
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days)
Low 2-24-34 "The Last Roundup"
High
2-11
"The
Kid
From
Low 3-25 "The Sign of the Spain"
Cross"

1,500
10,000
16.000
1.950
2,500
17,500
19,500
3,000
3.750
7,000
2,000
16,500
3,700
32,300
15,400
3,100
23.700
24,100
5,400
4.100
17.400
3,200
7,300

March
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Previous Week

Current Week

Theatres

HERALD

Gross Picture

Gross

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period fromj January, 1933.)

"Queen(3rdChristina"
(MGM)
16,800
week)
"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM) and.... 1,500
"The Poor Rich" (U.) (15c-40c)
"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F.N.).. 12,000

"Queen(2ndChristina"
17,900
week) (MGM)
"Long
Lost
Father"
(Radio)
and..
3,500
"Hold That Girl" (Fox)

1.100 20c-40c
2,800 20c -40c

"Palooka" (U. A.)
"Bolero" (Para.)

'Alice in Wonderland" (Para.)
'Fashions of 1934" (F. N.)

3,500
3,500

Indiana

3,100 20c-40c

"No More Women" (Para.) and.. 3,500
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)

'Hi, Nellie!" (W. B.)

7,000

Lyric
Palace

2.O0O 20c -40c
3,000 25c-40c

"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U'.A.).. 7,000
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
6,000

'I Like Tt That Way" (U.)
'Queen Christina" (MGM)

6,000
7,000

High
Low
High
Low

7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions".
2-3-34 "Sons of the Desert"
12-16 "Women in His Life"..

3.049 25c-40c
4,000 25c
1,800 25c-40c

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
5-20 "Sweepings"
1-7 "Perfect
"Strange Understanding".
Interlude"
4-15
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
5-27 "Picture Snatcher"

3,500
4,000
21,000
30,000

Los Angeles
Filmarte
800 40c-50c
Four Star
900 50c-75c
Loew's State .. 2,416 25c-40c
Paramount
3,5% 25c-40c
RKO
2,700 25c-40c
United Artists . . 2,100 25c-40c

"Hips,(6V2Hips,
days Hooray"
and Sat. (Radio)....
late show) 4,000
"Moulin(7 days
Rouge"
(U.
A.)
and Sat. midnite show) 14,000
"Bolero" (Para.) and
8,500
"By Candlelight"
(U.) midnite show)
(7 davs and Sat.
"The (25c)
Ghoul" (Gaumont-Bntish) . . . . 2.0OO
"As Husbands
2,(X)0
(5 days) Go" (Fox)
■
)
(25c
"Beloved"
(U.)
1,500
(3rd week)
"Devil(6 Tiger"
(Fox)
7,800
days)
"David Harum" (Fox)
13,863
(25c-50c)
"Bolero" (Para.)
21,750
"The Lost Patrol" (Radio)
4,20C
(2nd week)
"Moulin
8,000
(2nd Rouge"
week) (U. A.)

'Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.).. 5,800
(6 days and Sat. late show)
'The (7Catdaysand andthe Sat.
Fiddle"
(MGM)
midnite
show) 11,900
'Good(8 Dame"
(Para.)
days and Sat. midnite show) 6,500

3,500
12,500
9,500
3,000

W. B. Downtown 3^400 25c-40c

"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.) 10,000

'I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 9,000

•Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)

1,500

'Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)..

2,000

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing".. 3,00G
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
1,000

"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
"Massacre" (F. N.)
"Hi, Nellie!" (W. B.)
"By Candlelight"
(5th week) (U.)

7,500
6.000
6,000
3,000

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)
"By Candlelight"
(4th week) (U.)

8,500
5,000
5,500
3,000

High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-3-34 "Eskimo"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-27-34 "Waltz Time" (2nd week)
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"..

10,000
7,000
14,000
3,000
8,000
3,500
3,500
1,000

"Queen(2ndChristina"
(MGM)
week)
"Fanny"
(French)
(revival)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)

9.000

"Queen(1stChristina"
(MGM).
week)

High 2-24-34 "Queen Christina"
Low 12-23 "Havana Widows" and 1
"Ever in My Heart"
J
High 1-7 "Enlevez-Moi" and "Cain"..
Low 7-8 "Les Bleus d'Amour"
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Turn Back the Clock" and |
"Emergency Call"
J
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"...
Low 2-10-34 "Sons of the Desert" )
and "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" f
High 1-7 "The
From Spain" and iJ
"SpeedKidDemon"
Low 12-23 "Sing. Sinner, Sing" and ]
and "The Chief"
i

13,500
7,500
4,000
1,500
14,500
7,500
15,500
8.500
12,000
5,000

High 9-2 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 3-25 "The White Sister"
High 2-24-34 "The Cat and the Fiddle"
Low 2-10-34 "You Can't Buy Everything"
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello. Everybody"
High 2-17-M "Devil Tiger"
Low 4-15 "Destination Unknown" and )
"The Fighting President" |
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low S-5 "The Rebel"
High 1^7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 2-24-34 "As Husbands Go" and )
"Four Frightened People" J

21.000
14.559
60,100
15.500
24.750
4.900
16.150
4,500
83,450
15.600
23,000
5.800
48,000
7,200
71,267
5,500

2,500 50c-$l-10
3,000 25c-55c

W. B. Hollywood 3,000 25c-40c
Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

Kansas City
Mainstreet
Midland
Newman

Royal
Uptown

Minneapolis
Lyric

900 25c-35c
2.000 25c-40c

1,238 20c-25c

4,000 25c -40c
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum.. 2.900 20c-40c
2.300 25c-40c
State
400 25c -75c
World
Montreal
Capitol

2,547 25c-75c

Imperial
Loew's

1.914 25c-50c
3,115 25c-75c

Palace

2,600 25c-75c

Princess
New York
Astor
Capitol
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli
RKO Center

3,000
4,000

"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 10,000

'Forgotten
Men" (Jewel)
(2nd week)
'Beloved" (U.)

1,8(K1
3,200

"Beloved" (U.)
(2nd week)
"Eskimo"
(MGM)
(4th week-4
days)
"Coming Out Party" (Fox)
'Good Dame" (Para.)
"The (1st
Lostweek)
Patrol" (Radio)
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
(1st week)

1,800
4,100
4,870
19,115
13.500
12,000

1,500
11.500

13,500
"La Robe Rouge" (French) and.. 1,800
"Mam'selle Josette, Ma Femme" (French)
"After Tonight" (Radio)
10,000

2,272 25c-65c

"Carolina" (Fox) and
10.500
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
"Nana" (U. A.) and "Meanest Gal 7,000
in Town" (Radio) (2nd week)

'All
of Me" (Para.)
9,000
'By Candlelight"
(U.) and
"Nana" (U.A.) and "Meanest Gal 9,500
in Town" (Radio) (1st week)

1.012 55c-$2.20
4.700 35c-$1.65
2,300 35c-85c
2,500 25c-75c
3,700 35c-99c
2,200 25c-65c

"Catherine the Great" (U. A.)....
(3rd week)
"Mystery of Mr. X" (MGM)
"Orient Express" (Fox)
"Carolina" (Fox)
"Death Takes a Holiday" (Para.)
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.)

14,685
49,600
7,600
12,200
4-1.000
15.000

"Catherine
the Great" (U. A.).... 17,600
(2nd week)
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 60,100
"Shadows of Sing Sing" (Col.).. 7,200
"All of Me" (Para.)
10.100
"Bolero" (Para.)
43,000
"Devil(2nd
Tiger"
week)(Fox)
13,000

"Moulin(3rdRouge"
A.)
week-6 (U.days)
"All of Me" (Para.)
(4 davs)
"Meanest
Gal in Town" (Radio)
(3 days)

14,700
8,000

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
(2nd week)
"As Husbands
(4 days) Go" (Fox)
"Four (3Frightened
People" (Para.)
days)

2,200 35c-99c
... 3,700 25c-55c

24.000
5,500

High 9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
36,656
Low 4-1 "King Kong"
14,600
High 1-7 "Handle With Care"
13,000
Low 5-3-34 "Fugitive
and )f 1,500
"The Poor Lovers"
Rich"
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
26,000
Low 1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown".
7,000
High
2-18
"State
Fair"
Low 1-20-34 "Frontier Marshal"
7,000
12,000
High 8-19 "She Had to Say Yes"
Low 3-4 "The (2nd
Sign run)
of the Cross"
2,000
High 3-3-34
3-25 "Parachute
Jumper"
2,500
Low
"No
and )f 15,000
"SearchMore forWomen"
Beouty"

4,900
20,000

High 1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch"
Low 7-1 "Lilly Turner"

2,800
8.500
1,600

High 11-25 "Emperor Jones"
Low 9-9 "The Rebel"

3,950
1,800

High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 2-24-34 "Coming Out Party"
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"
High 2-24-34 "The Lost Patrol"
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
High 10-21 "The Bowery"
Low 1-38 "Hello, Everybody"

28,300
4,870
30,000
10,000
13,500
1,700
21,000
3,900

High 2-10-34
3-25 "42nd
Low
"EasyStreet"
to Love"

19,000
7,000
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Previous Week

Current Week

Theatres
Picture
New York (Continued)
RKO Music Hall 5,945 35c-$l-6S
Roxy
6,200 25c-65c
Strand
3,000 25c-$1.10
Oklahoma City
Capitol
1,200 10c-41c
Criterion
1.700 10c -56c
Liberty
1,500 10c -36c

Gross Picture

J

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from Janueiry, 1933.)

•Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
■Palooka" (U.A.)
"Devil Tiger" (Fox) and.
•The Poor Rich" (U.)

"SLx of a Kind" (Para.)
'Queen C^iristina" (MGM)
"By
"Ever Candlelight"
Since Eve" (U.)
(Fox) and

3,600
5,900
1,900

'Roman Scandals" (U. A.).

6,200

"Long Lost Father" (Radio)
(3 days)
(25c-60c) (Radio) and
"Chance
at Heaven"
"Son (4of days)
Kong"
(Radio)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
and "Rainbow
Over Broadway"
(Chesterfield)
"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
days) (Para.)
"Good (3 Dame"
(4 days)
"Emperor
A.) and
"His DoubleJones"
Life" (U.(Para.)

3,500
2,500

High 11-18 "One Man's Journey" 10.750
Low 12-30 "The
WorldWidows"
Changes" and )3 3,500
"Havana

7,000

High 6-24 "I Loved You Wednesday"..
Low 4-29 "Sweepings"
High 2-24-34
7-22 "Gold
1933" I
Low
"Six ofDiggers
a Kind"of and
"Good Dame"
j
High 6-3 "Perfect
"Peg O' Understanding"
My Heart" and |
)
Low 12-9 "Hoopla"
and
1
"Manhattan Tower" |

16,500
5,000
13,250
5,250

"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.).. 6,000
"Long Lost Father" (Radio) 2,500
(6 davs) Take It" (Monogram) 1,800
"He Couldn't
and "Wild Women of Borneo" (3. R.)
"Let's
Love" (Col.) and..
"All of Fall
Me" in(Para.)
(MGM)
5,800
(1st week)
6,000
"Queen Christina'"

High
1-21 "What!
"Frisco NoJenny"
Low 3-11
Beer?"
High 12-9 "Little Women"
Low 5-13 "No More Orchids"
High 11-4 "Lady for a Day"
Low 2-24-34 "He Couldn't Take It" and )
"Wild Women of Borneo" j
High
11-18
"The
to' Love"
Low 12-2 "Walls Way
of Gold"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-11 "Madame Butterfly"

11,000
3,500
14,000
1,6(X)
10,200
1,800
12,000
3,500
8,500
1,600

High 4-S "Should
Tell?"
and "Speeda Woman
Demon"
Low 9-9 "Important Witness" and
"Sensation Hunters"
High 2-11 "The Mummy"
Low 10-21 "My Woman"
High
10-14 "Ladies
Must
Love"
Low 2-10-34
"Search
for Beauty"
and
"From Headquarters"
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
High 3-25 "What! No Beer?" and
"Broadway Bad"
Low 11-11 "The
Game" and
"S.O.S.MadIceberg"

3.000
3.800
1,800

■Bolero" (Para.)

1,200 25c-35c

"Fashions of 1934" (F. N.) and..
"Man (6ofdays)
Two Worlds" (Radio)

Orpheum

3,000 2Sc-40c

Paramount

2,900 25c-40c

"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.)
and "Miss
(Para.)Fane's Bab/ Is Stolen"
■■Bolero"
(Para.)
(25c-50c)

World

2,500 25c ■35c

■•.\dvice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 5,000
and "The Last Roundup" (Para.)

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
Fox
Karlton

1,200
600
2,400
2,000
3,000
1,000

40c-65c
25c-50c
40c-65c
40c-65c
30c-65c
30c -50c

Keith's
Stanley
Stanton
Walnut

2,000
3,700
1,700
1,500

2Sc-40c
40c-65c
30c-55c
25c-50c

"Moulin
(3rd Rouge"
week-6 (U.
days)A.)
•Going(6 Hollywood"
(MGM)
days)
"The (6Catdays)
and the Fiddle" (MGM)
"Search(6 days)
for Beauty" (Para.)
■Coming Out Party" (Fo.x)
(6 days) (30c-60c)
■■His Double Life" (Para.)
(6 days)
"Carolina"
(7 days)(Fox)
"It Happened
(6 days) One Night" (Col.)..
"I've (6Gotdays)
Your Number" (W. B.)
'Broken
Dreams"
(Monogram)
(7 days)

5,500
2,400
11,000
16.000
15.000
3,000
8,000
14.000
7,000
5,000

■'Madame Spy" (U.)
'Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
'Broken Dreams" (Monogram) and
'King of Wild Horses" (Col.)
"Six of a Kind" (Para.) and..
"Sleepers East" (Fox)
'Queen(2ndChristina"
(MGM)
week)

7.500

Paramount
.... 3,008 25c-40c
United Artists .. 945 2Sc-40c

1934

■It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 75,900
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio).... 22,700
"Mandalay"
(F. N.)
16,900
(2nd week-5
days)
"Wonder Bar" (F. N.)
(2 days)

1,500 10c-56c

1,912 25c-40c
3,000 25c-40c
1,700 15c-25c

Gross
75,265
19,300
19,221

10,

"Carolina" (Fox)
"Long Lost Father" (Radio)
"Mandalay" (F. N.)
(1st week)

Midwest
Omaha
Brandeis

Portland, Ore.
Broadway
Music Box
Pantages

March
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4,800

6,750
9.750

4,000
1,900
5,900
5.000

"Moulin
(2nd Rouge"
week-6 (U.
days)A.)
"A Man's
Castle" (Col.)
(S days)
"All of
Me" (Para.)
(6 days)
"Eight(6 Girls
days) in a Boat" (Para.)..
"I Believed
(6 days) in You" (Fox)
"Madame
Spy" (U.)
(6 days)
"Sensation
(5 days)Hunters" (Monog^ram)
"Eskimo"
(MGM)
(6 days)
'Dark Hazard" (F. N.)
(6 days)

1,500
3,750
5,750
7,000
1,800
9,500
16,500
15,000
3,000
5,000
11.000
7,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11-25 "Little Women"
6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession"...
11-25 "The Invisible Man"
1-28 "Air Hostess"
10-14 "Footlight Parade"
12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"

109,000
44,938
42,000
9,100
55,190
6,850

High 1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"
Low 3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 11-18 "College Coach"
Low 3-11 "Clear All Wires"
High
9-2 "The
"Gold Death
DiggersKiss"
of 1933"
Low 3-18
and )
"The Fourth Horseman"
j
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

7,500
4,500
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
18,000
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
4,800
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days)
6,500
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
1,500
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
30,000
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
8,000
Hi.eh 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
33,000
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions" 10,000
High 4-22 "Cavalcade"
29,000
Low 8-5 "F. P. 1"
13,000
-High 4-8 "42nd Street"
7,700
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"... 2,500
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
11,500
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?".. 4,500
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
32,500
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
9,000
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
10,000
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"
4,000

San Francisco
Fox

4,600 10c-35c

"Son of Kong" (Radio)

14.000

"Before Midnight" (Col.) and.... 10,500
"Sleepless Nights" (S. R.)

Golden Gate
Orpheum

2,800 23c -40c
3,000 15c-40c

20.500
6.0OO

12,000
"The Poor Rich" (U.).
"Chance
Heaven"
"Madame atSpy"
(U.) (Radio) and 7,000

Paramount
St. Francis

2,670 15c-65c
1,400 15c-40c

"It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
"She Done Him Wrong" (Para.)
and "Midnight" (U.)
"Sons of the Desert" (MGM) and
" Orient Express" (Fox)
•■Eskimo" (MGM)

10.000
8.000

"You Can't Buy Everything"
(MGM) and "Devil Tiger" (Fox)
"Dinner at Eight" (MGM)

"Sins of Love" find,).
"Gallant
(3rd Lady"
week) (U. A.)...
"Queen Christina" (MGM).

5.200
7,000
22.500

'(iallant Lady" (U. A.)
9.000
(2nd week)
"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.) 17.000

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-26 "The Wrecker"
High 1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"....

17,000
4,000
26,000
10,000

"Roman(2ndScandals"
(U. A.)
week)
"Going Hollywood" (MGM)

High 12-9 "Little Women"
Low 8-19 "The Rebel"
High 8-5 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 3-18 "From Hell to Heaven" and |
"Secret of Madame Blanche" f
High 3-3-34 "It Happened One Night"
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
High 11-11 "Footlight Parade"
Low 12-23 "If I Were Free"
High 10-21 "Bureau
(6 days)of Missing Persons"
Low 2-24-34 "Mandalay"
and
)j
"Easy to Love"
High 1-7 "A Farewell to Arms"
Low 1-13-34 "Dancing Lady" (2nd run)

8,500
2,500
19,250
5,000
7,000
3.000
8.000
3,250
9,000

Tivoli
1,900 25c-35c
United Artists .. 1.200 25c-50c
Warfield
2,700 25c-90c
Seattle
Blue Mouse
950 25c-50c
Fifth Avenue .. 2.750 25c-5Sc

'Roman
(U. A.)
(3rd Scandals"
week)
"Carolina" (Fox)

3,250
6,000

10,000
9,500

5,000
7,500

Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c -25c
950 25c-50c
2,500 25c-50c

"It Happened
(10c-35c) One Night" (Col.)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.)

r.ooo
6.000

"Carnival
Lady" (Hollywood)
and 3,300
"Frontier Marshal"
(Fox)
"Hi, Nellie!" (W. B.)
3,750
"Mandalay" (F. N.) and
4,500
"Easy to Love" (W. B.) (25c-35c)

Paramount

3,050 20c-30c

"You (MGM)
Can't Buv(6 Everything"
days)

5.000

"An of Me" (Para.)

5,500

|\ 15,500
|
$ 7,000
25,500
8,000
)jf 15,000
5,000
40,000
7,000
1
( 13,500
)) 4,000

4,500
9.500
4.000
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The

BLUEBOOK

By

F.

H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 214.— (A) May a iens seem perfectly clean when looked directly
through, and still not be so? Explain. (B) This may seem a repetition. However, please describe the effect
of various sorts of dirt on lenses upon the screen image.
(C) Tell us how you would clean a lens.
on Bluebook directions entirely. Give us your own opinion as to the best way.

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 208, was:
{A) Suppose you proposed installation of
a lens and had limited light supply. Hoiv
would you go about calculating the light
loss at each surface of a lens? (B) What
is the variation in light loss at the surface
of a lens with various angles of incidence?
(C) Does the reflection loss within angles
zero to 30 amount to much? (D) Name
the refractive index of crown and flint
glass. Which zvould give the greatest
amount of refraction? (E) Upon what
does loss by absorption of light passing
through a lens depend?
We have a goodly list of acceptable answers this week, as follows : Dale Danielson ; C. Rau and S. Evans ; G. E. Doe ; B. S.
Englander ; R. DeTotto ; D. Caladine ; W.
Lemke ; R. J- Arntson ; T. Van Vaulkenburg;
H. ; H".
Menefee
Wentworth; H.: D.
Ferguson
T. H.
and J.: N.J. Williams
B.
Roth and B. L. Sarno ; H. Edwards ; P. L.
Lathrope ; L. F. Evans ; R. Leroy and T. L.
Albert; H. D. Schofield; C. D. Carmody;
R. Wheeler and R. Suler ; T. L. Turk and
O. Davis ; S. Carberry ; B. L. Tenner and
E. Rvmer : L. M. Hartmann and D. O. Dorfel: H. C. Lake: R. F. Hall; D. Stellegos
and G. Wayne; B. L. Stephens; G. S.
Bowers ; H. C. Lake : D. Goldberg and L.
Hutch ; C. Cummings and T. Kelly ; H. May
and D. N. Anderson: T. L. Edwards: R.
Dorfel and J. E. Smith ; L. D. Richardson
and G. N. Bagley: C. F. Davis and C. Conforti ; D. R. Bainbridge and S. Peterson; P.
L. Sanborn and S. L. Jones ; W. and S. F.
Love : L. H. Danville and R. H. Petterson ;
O. Thum and L D. Atkerly : J. H. Rathburn
and D. Little ; K. Erwin, L. F. Erwin and
F. J. Felton ; M. Simms and O. L. Daris ;
D. U. Granger: C. Abrams and E. F. Griffin; D. H. Samuels and R. Ryker : D. Forman ; B. Giglah and P. Jackson; R. K. Hart;
R. Richards and H. Schontz ; H. Pitchkev
and M. C. Mellinger; L. Biello and R. S.
Conrad; D. C. Coates; J. T. Ballinger and
D. L. Mason ; J. Hawkins and C. Hawkens ;
G. Johnson and N. T. Kane ; L. D. Templeton; R. S. Allen and N. Williams; D. R.
Sackley. J. B. Langdon. P. Lee, T. L. Ken-

to

Question

No.

ney and A. L. Hickey; G. Bagby ; D. Holler and D. R. Peters; P. L. Wheeler and M.
Scully; P. H. Harrison; J. M. Dillon; L.
Jones ; D. L. Sinklow.
(A) We will listen to T. VanVaulkenburg on this one. He says, "I do not believe Brother Richardson really meant to infer that such a job would be within the
powers of the projectionist, but rather only
to see just what general knowledge we all
had of such matters. It will be observed
that the lens surface only is included. The
loss due to reflection might in theory be
computed by knowing the refractive index
of the glass, but that ordinarily would mean
little unless the reflection due to lens curvature were also taken into account, and that,
it seems to me, would be a task much beyond the powers of the projectionist, as well
as a very difficult one even for the lens
maker to compute accurately. There would
be literally thousands of variations in curvature in a projector optical train.
"The nearest we could possibly come to
it, it seems to me, would be to subtract the
loss due to refractive index, but even that
would not be right for the condenser, because such lenses are neither crown nor flint
(B) B. S. Englander says, "The various
percentages of light loss encountered at
various angles on both crown and flint glass
areglass."
given below, with an error factor of not
more than five-tenths 4.13%
per cent.
R. I. 1.61
Ref. In. 1.51
le of inc.
4.15
1005
5.46
5.48
15
4.17
5.50
20
5.53
25
4.19
4.22
5.56
5.60
4.25
30
40
35
45
50
55
60
80
70
90

4.28
4.35
4.60
5.10
5.95
7.25
9.08
17.29
38.92
100.00

5.64
5.90
6.25
6.70
7.60
8.90
10.69
18.97
40.30
100.00

Don't rely

208

Englander does not tell us where he got
these figures. It may be from a text book
or he may have worked it out in percentages. It is the first table I have seen of the
kind. We will assume it to be correct until
it is proven otherwise.
Richard De Totto says, "The variations
in light loss at the surface of a lense with
various angles of incidence is anywhere between a loss of 4.13 per cent to 100 per
Which is correct so far as it goes, but
doesn't travel very extensively. C. Rau and
S. Evans answer the question thus :
"The variation in light loss at the surface
of a lens with various angles of incidence is
as cent."
follows : From zero to 30 degrees it is
small and negligible ; from 30 to 60 degrees
the loss is more than doubled ; from 60 to 70
degrees the loss is again almost doubled :
from 70 to 80 degrees another doubling of
the loss is incurred with a slight auT^unt
over ; and of course at 90 degrees the loss is
I might quote hundreds of an100And
per so
cent."
swers of almost every conceivable kind, but
I think we must admit Englander lias much
the best of it.
(C) The almost unanimous answer was
to the effect that light loss from reflection
up to 30 degrees is negligible.
(D) This, too, was almost unanimous, as
follows : Refractive index of crown glass,
1.51; of flint glass, 1.61. Flint glass therefore has the highest power of refraction.
J. Wentworth
says, of"Absorption
loss(E)varies
with (a) quality
glass, (b)
absence of color in either lens or light, (c)
distance light must travel through the glass.
The absorption of crown glass varies from
five-tenths to one per cent per centimeter
of thickness; of flint glass, from one to 1.5
per cent per centimeter of thickness. Glass
of poor quality may absorb as much as three
to four per cent per centimeter. If color or
discoloration be present in either light or
glass, it may go even higher."
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WABASH

AVENUE

CHICAGO
Ininds for continuance of relief work among
the industry unemployed in the local area will
be replenished at a second annual dinner dance
to be held at the Medinah Club March 23. The
initial affair, a huge success, provided the means
of helping those in need of relief over a period
of some nine months. Elaborate plans are
under
way to and
makeentertaining
this year'sas event
at least
as
interesting
the first
one.
Chicago Exhibitors Association, Allied Theatres of Illinois and the Film Board of Trade
are sponsoring the event. All funds are dispersed by a committee from each organization.
V
Appointees to the local Grievance and
Clearance and Zoning Boards received first
news of their selection last Wednesday morning
in a flash to the Quigley Publications Chicago
office from Motion Picture Daily. This is in
line with the Code Authority policy of using
the trade press to disseminate news of appointments and other instructions and rulings
affecting code activities.
V
Joe Duffy, veteran salesman for National
Theatre Supply Company, is seriously ill at
his home.
V
Henri Ellman's
Capitol
Corporation
exchange
is all decked
out inFilm
holiday
attire in
honor of the Henri Ellman drive April 1 to
May 15. During this period Ellman will
release one feature and one single reel subject
each week as well as a two-reel comedy and a
three-reel and four-reel featurette.
V
Henry Herbel is back from his Florida
vacation, while Felix Mendelsohn and Mrs.
Mendelsohn
haveAmerica.
just departed on theirs — a
cruise
to South
V
Henry Bambara has sold the Schindler
theatre at Milwaukee & Huron.
V
Nat Saland of the Saland Film Laboratories,
who is financing a group of indejiendent productions, stopped off in town last week on his
way to New York.
V
Betty Dale, shijjper in the office of Capitol
Film Corporation, was killed on her way to
work last Saturday night when she was struck
by an automobile while boarding a street car.
She was a widow and the mother of five
children.
V
Bill Hollander of B & K is soaking up
Florida's sunshine.
V
The Lawn theatre at 63rd & Lawndale has
been opened by William Steininger, who
formerly operated the Crane.
V
Colonel A. L. Rule ("The Death Parade"
and "The
Drive")
was laid
low for several
days
at hisBigHotel
Sherman
headquarters
with
an ear infection.
V
Keep a date open — March 23 — for the big
relief dinner dance.
HOLQUIST
DuWorld Gets "Black Dawn"
DuWorld Pictures, Inc., recently formed,
has acquired "Black Dawn," directed by
Josef Berne, for world distribution. Early
release is planned. The company also has
taken over foreign distribution of Trojan
Pictures' '^Shadow Laughs" and "Big
Town."
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Talent at New High
Anticipating a production schedule of
some 25 pictures to start within the next
three dios
months,
announcedParamount's
this week Hollywood
that it has stu72
players under contract, the greatest number
in the history of the company. Of these, 32
are said to be comparative screen newcomers.
"It is obvious that Hollywood must develop its own talent,
up its ownin charge
stars,"
said Emanuel
Cohen, build
vicepresident
of production. "Potential starring material
is needed constantly, year in and year out,
and in great number. Before any studio can
afTord to invest time, effort and money in
any young player, it must be assured of that
player's services not only through the period
of development, but afterwards as well. The
investment must be protected."

SHORT

PRODUCT

PLAYING

BROADWAY

Week of March 3
ASTOR
Life of Refer Mich TschaiCAPITOL
Roping Wild Bears
Four Parts
MAYFAIR
Hold Your Temper
Broadway Varieties
Canyon of Romance
RKO MUSIC HALL

FitzPatrick
MGM
MGM
Universal
Columbia
Educational
Educational
RKO Radio
RKO Radio

RIALTO
Paramount
Hal Hal Hal
Paramount
Broadway Knight
First Division
Himalaya
RIVOLI
Knee Deep in Music . RKO Radio
Around the Acropolis
Fox
STRAND
Vitaphone
Pettin' in the Park
Wrong, Wrong Trail ,Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Pizor Closes With Principal
William Pizor has closed deals with Nat
Cherin, president of Principal Film Exchange, Inc., for the New York and Northern New Jersey territory for four one-reel
pictures, one three-reel musical and a fourreel subject on elephant hunting in Siam.
Jafa Takes Several
Jafa Film Exchange has taken over distribution of"Intolerance of 1933" in English
and "Yiskor" and "Sacrifice of Isaac" in
Jewish, in addition to two shorts, "Passover
Night" and "A Cantor on Trial."
Educational Gets New Reel
Educational has acquired "Hula Honeymoon," a reel picturing the marriage customs and ceremonies in Hawaii, as the seventh release in the Treasure Chest series.
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INC€CP€l3ATtD
Eighteen motion picture and theatre corporalions filed clmrters in the state department at
Dover, Del., in January. Further moves in decentralization ofFox Rocky Mountain Theatres was registered by the incorporation of
Fox lozva^ Theatre Corporation, Fox Billings
Theatre Corporation, Fox Rockhill Theatre
Corporation and Fox Southwest Theatre Corporation. The following filed charters:
Fox Beatrice Theatre Corporation, Fox Iowa
Theatre Corporation, Fox Ballings Theatre
Corporation, Fox Cape Theatre Corporation,
Fox Rockhill Theatre Corporation and Fox
Southwest Theatre Corporation, all filed to
operate theatres and other places of amusement, listing a capital of $1,000 each. The
companies were incorporated by Raymond J.
N.
J.
Gorman, C. N. Caldwell, Jr., of Brooklyn,
N. ¥., and Arthur W. Britton of West Orange,

United Moving- Picture Exhibitors, Inc., to
operate theatres, listing capital of 1,000 shares,
no par value. Incorporators: C. S. Peabbles,
L. H. Herman and Waher Lenz of Wilmington.
Classic Pictures, Inc., to deal in real and
personal property of all kinds, listing capital
of 1,000 shares, no par value. Incorporators:
Charles B. Van Nostrand, Joseph J. Shannon
and M. J. Duggan of New York City.
Fairhaven Productions, Limited, to operate
theatres and other places of amusement, listing
capital of 300 shares, no par value. Incorporators: M. A. Durr, J. M. Townsend and
Charles H. Jarvis of Dover.
Kenilworth Amusement Corporation, to operate theatres, etc., listing capital of 1,000
shares, no par value. Incorporators : C. S.
Peabbles, L. H. Herman and Walter Lenz of
Wilmington.
Belleville Theatre Corporation, to operate
theatres and other places of amusement, listing
capital of $1,000. Incorporators: Raymond J.
Gorman
N.
J. and C. N. Caldwell, Jr., of Brooklyn,
N. Y., and Arthur W. Britton of West Orange,
United Theatres Corporation of Pennsylvania, to operate theatres and other places of
amusement, listing capital of $200,000. Incorporators Clyde
:
L. Smith, Perry R. Restucci of Eddystone, Pa., and D. B. Hilliard
of Wilmington.
B-T-M Corporation, to deal in motion picture cameras, listing capital of 50,000 shares,
no par value. Incorporators : C. S. Peabbles,
L. H. Herman and Walter Lenz of Wilmington.
The moteNational
Filmof Carriers,
Inc., to in"prothe interests
those engaged
the
motion Incorporators
picture industry,"
listing
capital
stock.
: T. Lea
Perot,no William
C. Wright and Daniel A. Ward of PhiladelRowland Productions, Inc., to deal in motion pictures, listing capital of 1,000 shares, no
par value. Incorporators : J. Vernon Pimm,
phia.
Albert G. Bauer and R. L. Spurgeon of Wilmington.
Music and Radio Research, Inc., of Philadelphia, increased its capital stock from 2,500
to 4.500 shares, no par value. The Corporation Trust Company was the incorporating
company.
Dominion Theatres, Inc., to operate theatres,
music halls, etc., listing capital of $10,000.
Incorporators : Walter W. Gross, Arthur
Israel, Jr., and Emery J. Woodall, Jackson
Heights, Long Island, N. Y.
United Pictures, Inc., of Wilmington, Del.,
increased its capital from $10,000 to $110,000.
The Corporation Service Company was the
incorporator.
Earl Gulick Pronrioted
Earl Gulick, long with General Outdoor
Advertising Company, has been named vicepresident of Outdoor Advertising, Inc.
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WEAKNESS

The theatre labor provisions of the Motion Picture Code
state that when a nnanager receives $35 or more per week, his
working hours shall be unlimited. This arbitrary figure represents an obvious code weakness as expressed by a visiting
Round Tabler who referred to the vicious practice of reducing
salaries to this figure, or replacing managers earning more with
"showmen" willing to work for the lesser sum.
Although the $35 stipulation is hardly a generous figure, It
is not our purpose to cross swords with the code authorities on
what amount should so be classified. In many situations, this
figure may approximate a fair salary, but hiding behind the
code to cut the wage of those worth more smacks of the rankest kind of chiseling.
At this writing, Hugh Johnson is holding a series of open
meetings in Washington to correct and strengthen all codes.
It seems to us that the General and Sol Rosenblatt might be
interested In learning of these cases. With this in mind, we
again offer our services in defense of the managers who have
been so unfairly treated, and ask these gentlemen to communicate with us Immediately. But, please, not anonymously.
Something must be done and something will be done If those
who have suffered are willing to go to bat to check the spread
of this evil. For nothing Is more vital at this time than the
safeguarding of the managers' Interests.
Exhibitors who exploit their employees instead of their pictures are a definite drag on the wheels of this industry's progress. They must be brought to time and if the evidence is
forthcoming, we shall endeavor to ameliorate these abuses.
V
DUBIOUS

V

AG

V

ECONOMY

A problem almost as old as the motion picture itself, is that
which concerns the proper control of seating in motion picture
theatres. From time to time, intricate mechanical systems have
been devised to expedite ushering, but these have been of
little help, and the solution in the final analysis still depends
upon sufficient manpower.
Due to a mistaken sense of economy, many theatres including deluxers are suffering from inadequate handling of patrons.
Aimless wanderings up and down aisles in search of seats
where there are none should not be tolerated. Neither should
frantic and chaotic scrambllngs for better locations be permitted on "breaks." These are major annoyances and undoubtedly have caused many patrons to give up the movies.
The re is no offhand solution, but surely an increase in the
number of ushers strategically placed will do much to keep the
crowds under control. Otherwise smart operators may seek

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

to hold down the nut by cutting the house staff, but the
losses in patronage due to this questionable practice indicate
that the plight of the theatre may be due to other reasons
besides inferior product.
V V V
"NECESSARY TO SUCCESS"
Theatremen in all parts of the world have for many years
studied with pleasure and profit the issues of Better Theatres
which appear monthly in conjunction with Motion Picture
hierald. Ably edited by our colleague, George Schutz, this
continuously informative and meaty section has earned the
thanks of the many showmen perusing its pages.
Testimonials to this effect are by no means infrequent, and
among the most recent is an article by J. J. Fitzgibbons, General Manager, Famous Players Canadian Corp., in the circuit
house organ. The Manager, from which we quote:
"There have been articles in Better Theatres on the proper
use of ventilating and heating equipment, and the Importance
of keeping sound levels properly regulated, and If you fall
to take advantage of this information you are passing up one
of the elements that are so necessary to success."
Mr. Fitzgibbons well echoes the sentiments of the legion of
managers who find Better Theatre;, so essential In the operation of their theatres.
V

THAT'S

V

V

SHOWMANSHIP

Though the term "showman" is generally applied to those
having to do with theatre operation, every now and then
comes an instance of smart campaigning that adds glamour
to that much used word.
Such is the corking idea put over by Round Tabler Johnny
Goodno, of the Palace, Huntington, W. Va. So far as this
town was concerned, the famed "Moulin Rouge Caravan" did
not exist, but Johnny, nothing daunted, proceeded to organize
his own caravan that covered a 50-mile radius and entertained
hugely the citizenry of some 15 outlying communities. As a
result of these activities, detailed on a succeeding page,
Goodno reports all kinds of record business on the picture,
which he richly deserved.
To those still groping for the answer to the oft asked question, "what's showmanship?" — that, ladles and gentlemen, is
showmanship.
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LOBBY

Caravan

On ''Moulin Rouge"
Showmanship of the finest kind was exhibited byManager John A. Goodno, Palace,
Huntington, VV. Va., who, realizing that
he could not hope for a visit from the orig"Moulin
of hisinalown
to Rouge
bally theCaravan,"
picture. created one
Goodno's outfit consisted of four bannered
cars which carried a ten-piece orchestra
and enough talent (see photo) to stage reviews which were put on a week in advance
in 15 schools within a 35-mile radius, these
dates being booked over the telephone. To
advertise the showings, each town was lib-

Thcit's Johnny on the Right
erally posted and radio announcements
made twice daily in advance.
Special stage settings were carried, as was
a P. A. system which was set up in each
auditorium, and over which plugs were made
on "Moulin Rouge." During the show, the
song hits were played and after each finale,
Goodno made a talk about the picture and
also institutionally plugged the Palace.
The reception of this idea was very gratifying, as over 10,000 were reported to have
attended the showings, and this figure no
doubt would have been higher had not the
trip been made during a bad snowstorm.
The talent was highly entertaining and
though local performed very professionally,
many having stage and radio experience.
The final performance was given back
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Bar"

Ideas

LAFFS!

Click

Promotes

March

in Huntington at the local high school to
over 2,000 pupils, and another show given
on the day before the opening at the Veterans' Hospital, all of which, this member
states, resulted in a gross on this engagement which far exceeded his expectations.
Work for a Qiiigley Aiuardt
Bovim Plants Art Sketches
In Two Local Papers
The six special art drawings by the well
known American artists were planted in his
two leading papers by Manager Russell
Bovim, Loew's Broad, Columbus, Ohio, as
one of the highlight angles on his showing
of "Gallant Lady," these tying into the national ads on the picture which broke in
both papers a day in advance.
The 15 minute press book radio sketch
was also put on, the station making further
announcements during the day, and tieups
were also made with taxi companies, dress
and millinery shops, in addition to the birth
certificate heralds which were distributed
house to house.
The art drawings made up as colored poster displays were planted in prominent windows, imprinted menu cards in restaurant?
and hotel grills were used, and Bovim also
stepped out with a flash front that included
hand painted posters and novel backgrounds
with the star and title in modernistic cutout
lettering.
Work for a Quigley Award'.
U. A. Issues Distinctive
on "Nana"
Book with
Press
In keeping
the tone of the entire
production, Hal Horne has put out a press
book
U. A.'s
that are
sellsinplenty
class. onFront
and "Nana"
back covers
variousof
shades of blue, emphasized by nice art work
of Anna Sten and tie-in copy. The rest of
the book is put together in the same manner, highlighted with photos of the star in
various poses.
Besides the exploitation and publicity,
there is an illustrated Sunday feature story
of which mat is available. Worthy of attention is another section given over to all
sizes and varieties of ads including all those
used in the New York campaign.
All in all, well done with enough coverage
for managers in situations big and small.

on Strand

Date

The effectiveness of many of the press
book national tieups and exploitation suggestions was well demonstrated in the campaign for the opening of the New York engagement ofWarner
"Wonder exploiters
Bar" at the
wherein the
put Strand,
over a
number of these ideas to good returns.
To sell the song hits in the picture, a
sound truck bannered with transparent signs
covered the metropolitan area ten days in
advance, plugging the songs ; Macy's cooperated with a ten-foot display in the music
department, upon which were listed the
songs
the copy.
sign further embellished with stills
and plug
Both Postal telegraph and Western Union
participated, the first with window cards in
over 200 offices and the second with jumbo
blanks which carried a shot of stars, these
being displayed in all local branches. Cooperation was also secured from the fan
publications whereby the Dell magazines
planted cards in over 500 news stands, and
Modern Screen advertising the opening on
their radio hour besides mailing star stills
to listeners-in who requested them.
A Dick Powell shirt was advertised in the
windows of many men's shops, including the
John David chain, the latter also plugging
the picture in their newspaper ads. Fashion
tieups were arranged with Russeks in New
York, and Loeser's in Brooklyn, both stores
going for windows and newspaper breaks.
Special silk window displays were made
up by the Glenzdorf Corporation for their
many dealers, this coinpany also devoting
a number of 400-line ads to the premiere.
Hearn's also gave the opening an effective
display in which pictures of the stars decorated amodernistic bar setting.
The .Strand front was done in black flitter

Strand "Wonder Bar" Front
and chrome with frosted glass panels, copy
in cutout letters and color wheel effect behind the glass. The title was set in transparent letters, and red and white bulbs
strung from the roof to the marquee
Work for a Quigley Aimrd!
German Post Card
For the benefit of the non-English speaking Germans in Hoboken, N. J., Manager
Rud}' Kuehn, Fabian Theatre there, mailed
an informative post card, printed in German on "Cradle Song." Much of the copy
was given over to Dorothea Wieck, whom
Rudy recalled for her work in "Maedchen in
Uniform" and plugged the Paramount picture as her first English speaking production.
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Sell

''Palooka' Opening
The comic strip featured by the Mirror
was a natural tieup for the opening of
"Palooka" at the New York Rivoli, and the
United Artists' exploiteers took advantage
of it by arranging for the distribution of
thousands of news stand tack cards plugging
both the strip and the picture.
Although wisely the picture is being sold
from the comedy angle, nevertheless the
fight theme was not entirely neglected, as
thousands
of the atspecial
"Palooka"
tabloids
were distributed
the New
York Six
Day
Bicycle Race and at the various boxing and
wrestling matches in and around the city.
Numerous tieups were made on the song
numbers, a standout being a full display in
both windows of the Brunswick Record
Broadway branch, in connection with the
recording of the song hits by this company.
The music departments of a number of the
leading stores and five and tens advertised
the sheet music extensively.
Very effective selling was obtained from
the newspaper ads which were prepared by
the well known caricaturist, William Steig,
featuring laugh producing poses of Durante,
the copy being in the same vein. Mats of
these are available and no doubt will be
utilized by showmen who prefer stressing
the comedy slant rather than the fight background.
An especially ingenious marquee idea was
conceived wherein a flasher was attached to
the title sign so that the letters "look" in
the title flashed on and off, thus emphasizing the name of Jimmy Durante in lights
immediately underneath. Hooked up in
colors, it gave Broadway something to talk
about and no doubt the same idea will be
adapted in marquee advertising in other
spots.
Work for a Quigley Award!
Curtis and Finlay Step
Fast on "Little Women"
A newsreel shot showing the crowds waiting to see
Women"
the one
Radioof City
Music
Hall"Little
in New
York atwas
the
many smart advance ideas used by Manager
Gene Curtis and Exploitation Chief Ken
Finlay to put over that picture at the Palace, RIontreal. This was put on two weeks
ahead and was followed a week in advance
by two six-sheet boards in the foyer which
were covered with red and white checkered
gingham backgrounds. So attractive were
these that one of the prominent department
stores used the gingham idea for a dress
display. This company also tied in on the

TRY,

TRY

AGAIN

Very gratifying and decidedly encouraging is the fact that many
of the shownnen who forwarded entries for the January Quigley Award
have sent in campaigns for February Award consideration. And to these
campaigns are attached messages to the effect that their senders are in
on this competition to stay and intend sticking until they win a trophy.
Evidently, "try, try again" is no gag to these showmen, and their perseverance isto be highly commended. They have seen what it means to
be the winner of a Quigley Award — to be the one, and only one, rewarded each month with high honors for outstanding showmanship.
The second lap has now been run. By next week we should know
whom the judges have chosen for the February prize. As previously
announced, this committee comprises: A. W. Smith, Warner sales head;
SI Seadler, Metro-Soldwyn-Mayer advertising manager; and Dan Michalove, assistant to S. R. Kent, president of Fox Films.
Enthusiasm for the Quigley project grows daily. February entries
have exceeded January's, and by every indication March should top
all. Every manager everywhere Is eligible for the next Award. Start
preparing that March campaign right now.
Remember, It means worldwide recognition for the winner!

press book sampler contest in which over
50 prizes were offered, and ran it for two
weeks, plugging it with ads and window
displays.
The same store also cooperated on the
press book coloring contest and additional
tieups were made in which other stores advertised various items, all tied to the title.
The thoroughness of these newspaper campaigns isindicated by the fact that one store
ran over 4,500 lines to advertise them.
Many broadcasts were promoted, one of
which included the "Little Women" sketch
cast, the sponsor putting on a lucky number
contest in conjunction. The "Little Women"
song was played by orchestras and the accompanying photo shows how it was
plugged by music stores.
In addition to many other tieups, letters
endorsing the picture were sent to many associations and schools in the city, and so
complete was the campaign put on that the
work of these showmen resulted in an extra
week's showing for the picture.
Work for a Quigley Aivard!

window
eft'ected
andNumerous
a two color
windowtieups
strip were
was displayed
in grocery and drug store windows throughout Philadelphia, tying in Woodbury Soap,
Crosby's air sponsor, and plugging the picture, play date and theatre.
A lot of selling was put into the lobby and
front displays, with elaborate hand-colored
enlargements of Crosby and Davies bordered with scene stills, cutout music notes
with copy in masonite letters. This idea
was also carried out front (see photo), with
figures of dancing girls seated on cutout
music notes.
Imitation telegrams delivered house to
Iiouse by uniformed messengers contained
strongture,selling
copytheunder
Feldman's
signa-in
and besides
generous
publicity
local papers on Dorsay and the picture,
small town newspapers within a fifty mile
radius publicized the program in exchange
for the usual passes.

Fifi in Person Helps to
Sell
"Going
As Fifi
Dorsay Hollywood"
played an important part
in the production, managing director Joe
Feldman and publicity head Arthur Cohn
took advantage of her personal appearance
at the Earle, Philadelphia, on the same bill
with "Going Hollywood" to further publicize the picture with three different broadcasts on leading stations in which Fifi related incidents in the making of this feature.

Montreal "Little Women" Window

private screening was arranged for the leading radio entertainers, announcers and orchestra leaders, their endorsements making
possible further band and air plugs.

Radio played a large part in the campaign, five other stations plugging the song
hits for days in advance, with additional announcements being made immediately after
the program on which Bing Crosby appears
weekly. To stimulate this air interest, a

BINE CBDSBY ■EDIHE HDLLYWDOa- |s
ifSCREENSTABE
^'^'■••■■'•■••■■■~M*n.i.i.>«iH.,.i*i.,.w.v..;SiSsi;,*?ss^
FIFI D'BRSAY IN PERSON I?
^ CHARLIE^I^^^^^ MILLIDNAIHES I

Feldman's Flash Front
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Specializes hi Flash Fronts But
Also Clicks With Other Ideas
Dallas, Texas, has always been a hot spot
for exploitation, and among the showmen
in the southern metropolis, "Colonel" Louis
Charninsky, Capitol Theatre, is one of the
most active and ingenious. Lobby fronts,
clubs, contests, stage shows are all "grist
to hi? mill" and his newspaper breaks are
frequent and potent.
On this page are described and illustrated
some of his recent campaigns which this
very able member reports held up his grosses.
Impersonation Contest
With the help of his newspapers, Louie
announced an impersonation contest to be
staged at the theatre, in which locals were
invited to compete for prizes for the best
impersonation in costume or otherwise of
any Hollywood star. Stories were carried
days in advance, and finalists selected after
a series of eliminations.
These appeared at the theatre for three
nights in a special revue, the opening night
being celebrated with a "Hollywood premier" with all the accessories. Each "star"
was brought to the theatre in a bannered
auto, flood lights, microphones and all the
other effects being employed.
Naturally the lobby and street were
jammed, and the papers helped out by
carrying stories about the contest, stage
revue and premier.
R.O.T.C. Contest
Each Friday night, for eight weeks, a
competition was held on the stage to determine the best drilled local R.O.T.C. cadets
from among the 2,500 in the seven Dallas
high schools, with different cadets appearing
each vi'eek from each school.
From these, the finalists were selected,
who competed for the main prizes promoted
by Louie. Weekly prizes were also given,
and a cash award of $25 to the P.T.A. association of the school showing the best attendance at the theatre during the weekly
competitions.
Two papers sponsored the idea in cooperation with the R.O.T.C. officials, and
for his work, Charninsky was appointed an
honorary colonel in the corps, the papers
running a two-column cut of the appointment, showing Louie receiving his honors
from the high officers of the corps.
Lobby SViows
The lobby of the Capitol seems big enough
,to stage conventions, and Charninsky uses
■ it plenty to sell his shows. His displays
really are shows, and that he puts plenty
behind them is indicated by a monthly bill
that runs way up in the hundreds of dollars.
For instance, on "The Chief," he borrowed an old time pumper engine from the
fire department and after a parade around
town with a band and other fire apparatus,
planted the old timer in the lobby (see
photo) with "Wynn" himself and a stooge.
On "Last Roundup," note the cowhandand-pinto idea. A special stall was built
for the hawss, and real shingles put on the
three lobby "houses." The cowhand of
course sang the "roundup" song, the entire

display topped with the giant scenic effect in
the rear. That's Louie with the pony.
"Sons of the Desert" landed a picture of
Louie and his assistant, Charlie Webb, in
the papers, showing them wearing the
Laurel and Hardy papier mache masks
worn by two of the ushers in the accompanying photo. The boys did their act on the
streets as well as in the lobby.
The "West" front was on a second run of
the picture. The poster of Mae is reported
to be the largest of its kind ever used by a
theatre in Texas (see photo).
Also to be noted are the rest of the accessories, the tables with red cloths and bottles, beer kegs, singing bartender, and West
impersonator being some of the gags used
to put this over big.

Largest Texas "West" Poster
Strong Selling Marks
Three McManus Campaigns
A typically well rounded campaign was
executed by Round Tabler John J. McManus
for "Cat and the Fiddle" at Loew's Midland,
Kansas City, Mo. Complete coverage was
secured in all local and neighborhood theatres and three different radio stations further
advanced the cause with announcements
with special broadcasting records used in
advance from two different spots.

Charniiiiky's \i'eiter7i Front With Louie Himself by
the Horse. Note "Round-Up" Singer Left

Over twenty prominent windows of various kinds were secured in advertising the
stars and story from various angles, and
six of the local ace orchestras plugged the
song hits in hotels and over the air.
Good results were reported from what
John called a "Cartoonland Revue" put on
as a special Saturday morning show, in
which seven cartoons of various kinds comprised the entire program. Cooperation on
this was obtained from women's clubs, the
P. T. A., Junior League and Girl Guides
among others, and an attendance of over
2,000 at 9 :30 in the morning attested to the
thorough manner in which McManus sold
the idea.
Fourteen co-operative ads featured the
newspaper campaign on "Roman Scandals"
with able assistance given by Cantor's radio
sponsors, who bannered 12 trucks with theatre copy and also distributed window cards
for display at all dealers.
Work for a Quigley Award!

Above Shoius Pumper in Lobby and Below Ushers
With Masks, a Snappy Street Bally

Miller Uses New

York Gags

OnCashing
"Fugitive
in on theLovers"
widely publicized campaign on the New York Capitol date on
"Fugitive Lovers," Manager George A.
Miller, Smalley Theatre, Hamilton, N. Y.,
adopted a number of the ideas put over on
the big town date for his showing. Prominent among these was the series of teaser
one-column ads and the "reward" posters
which kicked up a lot of buzzing when first
shown.
George says they worked well for him,
proving that smart showmen who are not
above using the other fellow's stuff, do not
necessarily have to be original in seeking
selling angles.
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Exploitation Clicks
On "Eskimo" Date
The picture made up in the Arctic is still
getting a strong play from showmen in
various spots, and below are some of the
standout ideas delivered by Round Tablers.
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
Local critic was given screening a week
in advance and ran his review before the
picture five "A's," a
opening,
top
score.giving
This the
was followed up with a
ballyhoo truck, 83 feet long (see photo)
which worked the downtown loop section
two days in advance.
Special no-cost tieups were made with
many of the companies mentioned in the
press book, the Kohler Company, Hills
Bros., Lipton Teas, Norge Refrigerator and
others supplying window posters and heralds for all local branches. Flash advance
lobbies, strong newspaper copy, and a host
of sound routine stunts further sold the
attraction.
The campaign was planned and executed
by the theatre "Sales Cabinet" comprising
Harold Kaplan, manager, L. O. Daniel, Jr.,

"Eskimo" Bally Trucks
assistant manager, J. E. Harris, ad manager, and Carlton Duffus, publicity manager.
Orpheum, Madison, Wis.
Manager Hugh Flannery working with
M-G-M exploiteer, Morris Abrams, put on
a number of snappy stunts, including hookups with 26 local and nearby Kruger stores
in which heralds were placed in all outgoing bags and packages : this also put over
with the A & P stores on a tieup with their
coffee.
Fur stores went for big windows, and
other cooperation was effected with many
companies in the press book tieups. Book
displays were also arranged, special lobby
was installed, and local college paper also
gave the date a front page plug, besides
other newspaper publicity. Sounds as
though these boys put on a pretty thorough
campaign.
Loew's State, New Orleans, La.
Manager Rodney Toups put on a raft of
angles, including the dog team bally described in a recent issue. Ace newspaper
men were given rides in dog sled and broke
stories about it, and pet penguins were exhibited in schools and windows with the
"husky" pups.
A & P coffee tieup also made in all stores,
and other advertisers also cooperated. Phone
calls made to a select list of names, special
stickers were given away, and an electrical
front with special letters for title was featured in addition to newspaper campaigri,
extra posting, etc.
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Club "Get-Together"; $1.00
Is Charge for the Big Nite
Working like a band of beavers on a
dam, the committee for the Eastern New
England Managers' Round Table Club "'GetTogether" is rapidly readying details for the
gathering to be held next Saturday night,
March 17.
The place: New Haven, at Gregson's
Grill, in the rear of the Paramount Theatre. The time: Starting at midnight. The
price: One ($1.00) Dollar, which includes
buffet luncheon, plenty of beer, entertainment, in an atmosphere of conviviality and
good fellowship. The party is to be stag
and strictly male.
A big time is on tap, and an ace attendance looked for from every town within
reaching distance of New Haven. Besides
New Haven, Bridgeport and Hartford, theatremen in other Connecticut spots are making their reservations now, and representation is also coming from Springfield, Worcester, and other additional Massachusetts
towns in the zone.
As the shindig will start after theatreclosing time, and will continue from then
on, managers more than a step away from
New Haven should arrange to come over.
Parties are now being made up to travel by
train or auto, and the committee suggests
that this be done wherever possible.
To expedite matters, it is asked that those
who intend being on hand send in their
reservations now to Walter Lloyd, Chairman of Reservations, Paramount Theatre,
New Haven. For this purpose the blank
below is supplied. So fill it in right now
and get it into the mails.
The "Get-Together" is not confined to
members only. All theatremen are invited,
including assistant managers and others of
the house staff. Guests may also be brought
along, and those who want to make up a
party may do so.
For any further information, and for those
who prefer making reservations through

MEETING

their local committees, these gentlemen are
as follows : From Bridgeport, Chairman
Morris Rosenthal and Edgar Lynch ; from
New Haven, Walter Lloyd, Jack Sansom
and Ben Cohen; from Hartford, George
Landers, Lou Schaefer, Charlie Brennan
and Jimmie Weist.
This committee of well known showmen
are sitting up nights to make the party —
the first Club gathering in New Haven — an
event to be remembered. What will guarantee this is a capacity attendance, so every
theatreman thereabouts is requested to get
behind these boys and make it a success.
Get a party together or come alone.
You'll have the time of your life either way.
Fill in the blank now.
Work for a Quigley Award!
Entry at Dog Show

Aids

Mayer's
Rialtobeing
Date
■'Dark Hazard"
the story of a racing dog of that name, Arthur L. Mayer,
managing director Rialto, New York, arranged with Spratt's Dog Foods to enter a
canine of the same species and with the
same name in the Westminster Dog Show,
which took place in New York the week
before the picture opened.
Through a tie-up with the above sponsors,
who underwrote the entry fee for Mayer's
champion, an attractive exhibit was set up at
the show (see photo) which plugged the date
and also Dark Hazard himself.

PlCllif; OAPK HAZARD
RIAIW IKiAIRi riS 2l.
mmm

n

Mayer's Dog Food Tieup

WALTER LLOYD, Chairman of Reservations,
Paramount Theatre, New Haven, Conn.
Enclosed find $
for
reservations ($1.00
per head) to the Managers' Round Table Club "Get-Together" to be held
at Gregson's Grill in New Haven, on Saturday, March 17, starting at
midnight.
NAME
THEATRE
CITY and STATE

MOTION
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Warner-ites

Step Out

On "Fashions of 1934"
From three widely separated points, Albany and Milwaukee and San Antonio come
good campaigns on "Fashions of 1934" as
put on by those hustling Warner-ites,
Charley Smakwitz and Dave "Skip" Weshner, and also that hustling showman, Bob
Hicks. Read about them.
Warner, Milwaukee, Wis.
^vlanager Weshner tied in with one of the
leading stores and landed a flock of windows in which were displayed many of the
original costumes used in the picture, and
the store went for the idea further with
plenty of space in the papers with the title
as a tag line. A week ahead, the newest
styles were exhibited in the theatre lobby,
lighted from overhead by indirect lights, the
tops being arranged so that copy could be
carried above the gowns.
A designing contest was also put on in
which cash prizes were awarded for the
best original styles submitted, and on the
opening night, the store sent over a squad
of models who showed off the new gowns
in the foyer.
Empire, San Antonio, Tex.
Featured in Bob Hicks' campaign at the
Empire was a lobby display that had a lot

Hicks' llluininateii Display
of the locals looking. One entire side of the
foyer was covered with a black oilcloth
background (see photo) and against this
were placed natural color enlargements from
the picture. Around the entire outer edge
was
placed" from
a four-inch
glass
illuminated
behind strip
with ofredopaque
neon tubes.
The title was in white cutout letters well
spotted against the black backing.
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BETTER THEATRES
This is the time of year when you are
getting your air conditioning equipment
ready for the warm months. Or are you
just contemplating the installation of
cooling apparatus? In either case, you
will want to read — and study — what J. T.
Knight, Jr., has to say in Better Theatres,
published as Section 2 of this issue of
the Herald.
This issue also brings another installment
in the series on advertising layout, which
of course you are following closely. This
time type itself is discussed.
And if you are figuring on remodeling
of any kind, either immediately or a bit
later, you will find many an idea to help
you in the material presented by Robert
Boiler, who has designed well over 100
American theatres.

Irv is "Convention-Conscious"
On "Convention City"
In planning his campaign on "Convention City," Manager Irving Blumberg,
.Stanton, Philadelphia, made an especial appeal to "convention-conscious" salesmen,
sales managers, members of fraternal orders,
etc., and as his opening gun held a special
preview a week ahead for over 800 sales
managers and their guests. The invitation
to the preview was very cleverly gotten up,
in which the picture was gagged up as a
grand laugh for anyone who had ever attended a get-together of this kind, the response being immediate and enthusiastic.
As a result, Irv received permission to
plant hand-lettered cards in the leading
rooms of every local fraternal organization,
in many cases a "first time" for an ad of
this nature. This was followed up with a

Work for a Quigley Award'.

stronglocally,
plug in
at which
a lumbermen's
convention
held
the secretary
gave a
short talk on the picture and urged the members to see it.
The Stanley- Warner special train and
Pullman car was used in advance and during the run. This train (see photo) is specially constructed over a chassis to conform
to the appearance of the locomotive, the
trailer having the appearance of a Pullman

Lloyd Clips from Ads
To Make Up Displays
With conditions as they are, ingenious
showmen are discovering many ways to keep
up their advertising standards though deprived of the services of artists and layout
men.
Manager Walter Lloyd, Paramount, New
Haven, Conn., has perfected a method which,
while used extensively in other lines of business, is now coming into favor in the advertising of motion picture houses. This
member secures newspaper ads from various
sections of the country and carefully clips
all copy and art work that he fancies. These
are carefully filed and used as the occasion
demands.
Below is a reproduction of one of Lloyd's
two-column ads, in which the greatest part
of the copy and art were taken from other
theatre displays. Walter, of course, makes
up his own layout and manages to put out
stuff that otherwise would be too expensive
for him to undertake.
A number of other showmen in similar
situations are adopting this money-saving
device, further substantiating our oftrepeated statement that showmanship is not
a matter of location.
HE KNEW

ONLY TO TAKE WHAT

Strand, Albany, N. Y.
Exploiteer Smakwitz stuck a "Follies"
into the title, so it v/ent to bat as "Follies
and Fashions of 1934," and this was carried out in snipes, window strips, tack cards,
heralds and newspaper ads, and in a special
co-op page that tied in a number of radio
dealers.
The opening went Hollywood, and to put
it over stronger, a Warner cameraman was
sent up from New York to cover the premier. This was good for a two-column
shot and story in the local papers, and the
opening itself also produced a number of
other breaks that helped in the build up.
The campaigns above described cover
thoroughly a number of effective slants in
selling this picture. Especially commendable
were Weshner's lobby fashion show. Hicks'
illuminated lobby display, and Smakwitz's
Hollywood opening, all of which clicked.

HERALD

Blumberg's Pullman Bally
car. Cutout heads from the 24 were placed
in the windows with banners attached to
each side and other ads carried front and
rear.
From a baliopticon machine on the marquee slides were flashed on a special screen
constructed opposite the theatre on a Pennsylvania Railroad wall, a smart idea which
has previously been described in these columns. A Postal telegraph tieup netted
jumbo wires in all local offices and a series
of actual telegrams from the stars were displayed on a special board, which slant kept
crowds continuously in front of this display.
Work for a Quigley Award!

"Scandals" Gag Contest
Manager M. Abelson, World, Omaha,
Neb., sold the Bee-Netus on a contest for
"Roman Scandals" in which readers were
invited to send in gags and dialogue to fit
the six scene cuts run by the paper two a
day,
starting three days in advance of the
showing.

Lloyd's "Clip" Ad

Plenty of space was devoted to the stunt
with cuts and copy prominently spotted at
the head of the amusement page during the
contest, for which cash prizes and tickets
were given. Entrants were required to clip
the pictures daily and to send them in at
one time with their answers for the prizes.
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Akin's Club Contest Good
For Turnaway Business
From down in Dallas, where they grow
those fast-stepping showmen, comes a report from Manager Wally Akin, of the Arcadia Theatre, which details the progress of
a popularity voting contest put on with his
Arcadia Buddy Club, a Saturday children
show idea.
Each member was given a numbered club
button and every week 50 of these buttons
with duplicate numbers were distributed with
free admission allowed to the boys and girls
finding a buddy wearing a corresponding
number, the purpose behind this being to
place an extra value on the buttons.
Then Wally contacted six local manufacturers who were allowed to participate in
the contest at a given price which included
all advertising and votes with prizes such

ROUND

TABLE

the second floor of the theatre building, one
of the town's traffic centers.
Featuring the many radio tieups was the
distribution of over 2,000 tinted pictures of
the star, the cost of which was undertaken
by the sponsor of the hour whose announcements included picture and theatre mention.
The motion picture committee of the Associated Women's Clubs endorsed the showing at a regular monthly meeting with a
story on the picture read by the president
before the members. Similar action was also
taken by the local P. T. A. An ingenious
idea was worked out by the placing of an
electric title sign directly beneath the screen
a week in advance, which was worked on
dimmers and brought up during the showing of the trailer.
Wally sold the theme of "Moulin Rouge"
more strongly locally by prefixing "Lovers
of"
to the title,
also promoted
a number
of fashion
ads inandwindows
to sell the
clothes
angle. This was followed up with a series of
explicit radio announcements which outlined the plot and emphasized the part played
by the leads in the picture.
Work for a Oiiigley Award!
Aninsnnan's Throwaway
Teaser Novel Ad

'V ally with the 'Winners
as bicycles, dolls, etc., given at the end of
12 weeks to the children turning in the
greatest number of votes. The accompanying shot shows Wally with boy and girl
winners. Prizes were given for empty cartons, milk bottle caps, flour and coffee sacks,
etc., carrying the brands of the participating
manufacturers. Retailers handling these
brands were also brought in, who distributed votes in the same manner.
A used car dealer gave votes with every
sale and a similar arrangement was made
with a prominent radio store. A local dairy
gave votes to the boy or girl bringing in a
new route customer, and one of the local
papers carried a coupon for a number of days
which when brought to the theatre was also
good for a number of votes.
Plenty of newspaper publicity was obtained, heralds distributed and all participating merchants displayed tieup window cards
and also came in on co-op ads during the
contest. No screen advertising was run in
exchange, but large displays were placed in
the lobby with the names of all sponsors and
amount of votes each of their products was
good for.
Wally reports that extra help was needed
after the second week to count the votes
and after the fourth week every Saturday
show was a turnaway.
"Work for a Qiiigley Award!
Caldwell Works Various
Slants on Attractions
Availing himself of many of the elaborate
accessories used in the local road show enManager utilized
Wally Caldwell,
Valentine, gagement.
Toledo,
them to Loew's
obtain
effective displays in many prominent windows and to embellish his lobby displays on
"Queen Christina." One of these, a sevenfoot electric sign with cutout title letters on
beaverboard, was mounted on a facade on

snappy presented
throwaway byonManager
"Duck Marty
Soup"
wasA cleverly
Aninsman, Lindley, Philadelphia, which he
states can be used on any other of the Marx
pictures and other attractions as well.
On one side, the herald is titled "30
Years
with the: , rest of the copy set
down inAgo,"
this manner
Ford was not famous
Only men smoke
U didn't worry about the price of gas
i?iding bicycles was a fad. . . .
etc., etc., and etc.
This copy continued with the first letters
of each line perpendicularly spelling out
"Four Marx Brothers," as illustrated, the
tiein line at the bottom reading, "But you
coudn't have seen a picture like 'Duck Soup,'
etc., etc." The throwaway was enclosed in
an envelope, on which was imprinted "30
Years Ago" with no other tieup copy, and
as a teaser was very helpful in building up
interest in the picture, so Marty reports.
ROUND TABLE
Sam Abrams
Antonio Balducci
A. B. Binnard
Harold
Blumen+hal
A.
C. Bray
Charlie Brennan
Fahnley Bridges
Pierre Boulogne
H. Cavanagh
C. W. Curtis
David Dallas
Joseph
Dondis
Glen Downing
J. M. Ensor
S. C. Feder
George Fishman
Stanley Foreman
George Foster
Emanuel Friedman
Charles B. Hann
H. B. Harris
Sim E. Heller
S. H. Horowitz
E. A. Hussong
C. L. Hyde
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"Wonder

Bar" Pressbook

Contains Many Ticket-Sellers
That's a very swanky press book that
Charlie Einfeld's department put out for
Warner Brothers' "Wonder Bar" with
pages on pages of advertising, exploitation
and publicity. In fact, those Warner-ites
report 328 ideas that should satisfy the demands of the most particular showman.
Many national tieups have been arranged
involving various types of merchandise and
outlines of the campaigns on the New York
and Miami openings are also detailed. A 10day newspaper fictionization is also carried, a radio sketch and .Sunday feature
story are included, and among the accessories that should find favor is a four-page
roto tabloid. Over fifty display ads are carried in the special advertising section and
publicity stories on the various stars are
given
heads. a different angle with special copy
Work for a Quigley Award!

"Convention-eer" Harry
Manager Harry Black, Rialto, Glens
Falls, N. Y., concentrated on road signs to
sell "Convention City" by tacking cards
reading, "Welcome
to Convention City"

Black's "Convention" Placards
(see photo) on every possible spot on the
right side of every highway leading into the
city. This helped to spread the belief that
there was a convention in Glens Falls, many
inquiries being made at the local newspaper
offices and the Chamber of Commerce.

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
W. E. Keating
R. T. Kemper
Phil Kielpinsky
R. A. Kinery
T.
Kraft
KarlK. Kruger
J. T. Lackey
G. W. Lake
Julius
Lamm
R. L. Lippert
O. E. Lockrem
J. H. Luter
J. G. McGee
Sam Mandelbaum
G. A. Miller
Fred Montgomery
Lloyd Murphy
Bob Murray
E. P. Nelson
R. H. Oulette
Fred
Perry
Roy Patience
B. L. Prince
C. C. Reed
C. J. Rindcen

N. C. Rolfe
N. H. Salyer
H. A. Salisbury
E. Samphyra
J.
Schnitier
1. J.P. Segall
Sidney Seckler
Dave Schiller
C. H. Simpson
D. R. Stevenson
Henry Spiegel
H. A. Steibing
J. E. Stribling
N. L. Tower
E.
Thomas
E. W.
R.Unger
Toerpe
Al
Lou Wasserman
S. D. Weinberg
A. G. Wertin
F. A. Williams
Leonard
Workman
Billy Wolfson
Jack
Wriaht
Al Zimbalist
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(Left) VITTORIO MALPASUTTI, Motion
Picture Herald Rome correspondent, sends
this along as an example of the exploitation put over in Rome on the premiere
showing there of "Cavalcade." The crowd
of many thousands gathered to see Carnera fight Paolina could not miss the theatre banners.
(Right) GEORGE ERNO ELLIS, manager of the Playhouse, Edinburgh, Scotland, used the entire front of his house

"Cavalcade" Ad at Camera Fi,%ht

to plug "Sign of the Cross." For a street
bally, this Scottish member went for the
chariot gag and also put on some other
effective stunts that brought the crowds.
V V V

Ellis' Front on "Cross'

{Left) RENE HUET, Warner chief for
Spain, worked a number of gags for the
Urqninaona Theatre, Barcelona, this being
one of the crowd-gathering stunts on "42nd
Street." Girl behind the screen danced to
the music of the hit songs played by victrola attached to loud speakers.

Barcelona "Girl" Window

(Right) AL DEANE, Paramount International, reports plenty of activity in
Tokyo, where the Matsnzaka-ya department
store gives lots of space to tieiips on Paramount pictures. The picture shows a gallery display at the store of scenes from
"Farewell to Arms" and "Song of Songs."
V V V

Tokyo Picture Gallery

(Left) RICHARD BAUCKE, JR., a new
member from Klotze, Germany, forwards
a picture of the front of his house. Baucke
comes of an old theatre family having been
in the business for nearly thirty years.
Note the stills filling the three front windows, including the "filling station."
(Right) TIVOLI THEATRE, London, used

A Front from Germany

this bally on "Broadway Thru a Keyhole"
which did nicely for the date. It was part
of the campaign put on by the U. A.
London office. Equipped with loud speaker
and recording apparatus, the car toured
the city and managed to do a nice job.

London Goes Loud Speaker

V V V

Laughfon and Mickey Mouse

1934

(Left) CHARLES LAUGHTON meets
Mickey Mouse at a luncheon in honor of
a group of French picture critics who were
floii'u to London after the Paris premiere
of "Henry VIIL" To his right is Mrs.
Laiighton, and to his left is Flora Robson,
prominently spotted in "Catherine" .
(Right) PIERRE AUTRE, Motion Picture Herald Paris correspondent, foru'ards this flash front at the Marivaiix
Cinema, Paris, on "King Kong." Photo
shoii's the facade of the theatre and the
posters on the walls, many of the latter
used on the principal boulevards.

'King Kong" in Paris
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
infornnation as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
Running times are those supplied by the
■which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "C' oming Attractions."
■distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to loca censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Time Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
ALLIED PICTURES
I Loved a Woman
Edward
G. Robinson-Kay
Fran Sept. 10.
cis-Genevieve
Tobin
'34 90
65 Sept. 15
Features
Running Time
Journal of a Crime
Ruth Chatterton
Mar. 23
Title
Star
Rei. Date Minutes Reviewed
Kay
FrancisRicardo
Cortez
Feb.
1
0
,
One Year Later
Mary Brian- Russell Hopten Aug. 25
69 Aug. 12 Mandalay
23'34 69. Jan. 27,'34
Massacre
R. Barthelmess-Ann Dvorak.... ..Jan. 20,
Picture Brides
Dorothy Macl(aill-Resis Toomey . . Nov. 1
68 Oct. 14 Son
of a Sailor
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack
6..73.
5. Feb ..Dec. 9
Dec. 25
...Sept.
CHESTERFIELD
24, 304
7....
Wild
Boys
of
the
Road
Frankie
Darro-Dorothiy
Coonan.
.
.Oct.
.Nov.
World Changes, The
Paul Muni
Nov.
. .68.
.93. . '34
Features
Running
Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
Cross Streets
John Mack Brown - Claire
Or.
Kay
WilliamApr.
ModernMonica
Hero, A
RichardFrancis-Warren
Barthelmess
Windsor - Anita Louise - Ken7,'34.
28.'34.
neth
Thomson
•
.Jan.
(Sen
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Feb.
17.
'.14.)
..67..
22.'34.
..70..
Registered Nurse
Bebe Daniels-Lyle Talbot Apr.
Dance. Girl. Dance
Alan Dinehart-Evalyn Knapp. . . .Sept. 1
Rhythm
in
the
Air
Dick
Powell
Ginger
Rogers
In the Money
"Skeets"
Gallagher
- Lois Wil- Nov.
Pat O'Brien
son -Warren
Hynier
7
62. Jan. I3.'S4 Sawdust
Joe E. Brown
15..
Man of Sentiment, A
Marian Marsh - Owen Moore Very
Honorable
Guy,
A
Joe
E. Brown-Alice White
Wm. Bakewell
Sept. 27..
...73.
.74Feb.
Murder on the Campus Charles Starrett-Shirley Grey.... Dec.
(See "In the Cutting Room," Feb.MacMahon
24.'.34.) - Paul Kelly Quitter. The
Emma Dunn-Charley GrapewinI7.'34 Woman in Her Thirties, A Aline
Ann Dvorak
Barbara Weeks ■ Wm. Bake- Feb. 5. '34.
Wonder
Bar
Al
Jolson-Dick
well
Cortez- Dolores Powell-Rlcardo
Del Rio- Kay
Rainbow Over Broadway Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dec. I
Francis
Twin Husbands
John
Miljan
Shirley
Grey
■
Monroe Owsley
Feb.
.84. Feb. 17,'34
FOX
FILMS
25.'34.
Coming Feature Attractions
Features
Running
Time
stolen Sweets
Sally Blane-Charies Starrett Mar. 15. '34.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel.
29
78
Nov. 18
"Together Again
Onslow
Moore Stevens-Lila Lee-Dickie
As Husbands Go
Warner Baxter-Helen Vinson... . Dec. 3
90 July 22
Berkeley
Square
Leslie
Howard
-Heather
Angel..
Nov.
2,'34..
COLUMBIA
Carolina
Janet Gaynor-Lionel BarrymoreRobert Young- Henrietta Cros- Feb. 9,'34.
Features
man
Running Time
...Oct.3, '3414
Title
Star
Rel.
Charlie Chan s Greatest Case . Warner Oland-Heather Angel. .. .Sept. 15
.95 . Feb.
2,'34.. .71
Above the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armstrong-D. Oct. Date Minutes Reviewed
Coming
Out
Party
Frances
Dee-Gene Raymond
Mar.
David
Harum
will
Rogers-Evelyn
Venable
Mar.
27.3,'34
'34
.67. Jan. 20, '34
Devil Tiger
Kane Rogers
Richmond-Marion
Burns. ..Feb. 22
Before Midnight
June Collyer-Ralph Bellamy Nov.
16, '34.. .80.
.80. Jan.
Mar.
.63. Jan. 20,'34
Doctor
Bull
Will
• Louise Dresser
Brief Moment
Carole
.60.
Feb.Oct.I7.'34
DonaldLombard-Gene
CookRaymond- Sept.
Marian Nixon-Ralph
Morgan - .. Sept. 9,'34.. .72
.77....
14
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
Since Eve
George O'Brien-Mary Brian Feb.
..65
76 Dee. 30 Ever
20
Dorothy Ferd-Walter
TreeConnolly- Oct. 30
Frontier
Marshal
George
O'Brien-Irene
Bentley..
..Jan.
Fighting
Code. The
Buck
Jones-Diane
Sinclair
Good Companions, The
Jessie
Matthews - Edmund
Gwenn
..Sent. 19, '34.. .96
.66.
Feb.Apr.I0,'3429
Fog
Mary
BrianDenny
- Donald
Cook - Dec.
.65
Reginald
Nov. 20
Hold
That
Girl
James
Dunn-Claire
Trevor
..Feb.
16,
'34.
68
22
69.
Jan.
13.
'34
.78....
Dec. 169
Fury of the Jungle
Donald Cook-Peggy Shannon Oct. 25
5.'34.
60
Clara
Nov'.
the Press
IHoopla
Am Suzanne!
Lilian Bow-Preston
Harvey-Gene Foster
Raymond. .. .Jan.
ItHoldHappened
One Night Tim
Clark McCoy-Shirley
Gable-Claudette Grey
Colbert. .. ..Oct.
.Feb. 23.'34...
23,'34
65.
Feb.
17/34
I
Believed
in
You
Victor
Jory
John
Boles
.105.
Mar.
3,'34
.85.
Jan.
27,'34
10
66
Rosemary Ames
Feb. 30....
King of the Wild Horses Wm. Janney- Dorothy Appleby.. ..Nov.
Lady for a Day
Warren
William-Guy Farrell.
Kibbee- . . .Sent. 13
Herbert
Madeleine Dec.
.Sept.
Carroll Marshall
- Conrad -Veldt
102... July 15 I Was a Spy
.68..
..Dec.
23
May Robson-Glenda
.73. .
24....
15.... .65..
Jimmy
and Sally
James Dunn-Claire
Trevor
Nov. 22
27....
Let's Fall In Love
Ann Sothern- Edmund Lowe Dec. 26
64. Jan. I3,'34
.Oct.
Mad
Game,
The
Spencer
Tracy-Claire
Trevor
Oct.
28
Man's Castle, A
Loretta Young-Spencer Tracy Nov. 28
,
.
Dec.
75. Jan.Dec.6,'349 Mr. Skltch
68
Will
Dec. 29
.70. .. . . Nov. 1 1
'Mister of Men
Jack Holt-Fay Wray
Oct. 4
.72..
.74.
.66..
My Lips Betray
LilianRogers-Zasu
Harvey-John Pitts
Boles Nov.
10.... .76..
.79. . .Sept. 30
"My Woman
Helen
Twelvetrtes
- Wallace
17....
5
73 . . Oct. 21
Ford
Victor
Jory
Oct.
My
Weakness
Lilian
Harvey-Lew
Ayret
Sept.
..Oct. 28
12,
'34.
Ninth Guest, The
Donald Cook-Genevieve Tobin.. ..Jan.
Olson's
Big
Moment
El
Brendel
Nov.
I....
Orient Express
Heather Angel-Norman Foster.. ..Jan.
Once to Every Woman
FayRalph
WrayBellamy
- Walter Connolly - Jan. I5,'34 70
the Next Best Thing. .. Janet Gaynor-Warner Baxter Sept.
.76. . Aug. 26
30
58 Nov. 18 Paddy,
Pelice Carof Sing
17
Tim
Power and the Glory, The Spencer Tracy-Colleen Moore Oct. 26,6....
'34. .69..
Shadows
Sing
Bruce McCoy-Evalyn
Cabot - Mary Knann
Brian Sept.
Dec. 3
Sleepers
East
Wynne
Gibson-Preston
Fester.
..
.Jan.
65.
Mar.
3,'34
.69
Dee. 149
13..
Social Register
Colleen Moore-Alexander KlrkI0,'34 74
(See "In the Cutting Room,"Victor
Dec. Jory-lrene
30.)
.70 Oct.
.
Smoky
Bentley
Dec. 20. .
.78 Oct. 14
Speed
Wings
Timland
McCoy-Evalyn Knapp Mar.
Feb. 5,'34 62
Walls
of
Gold
Sally
Eilers-Norman
Foster
Oct.
straightaway
Tim
Carol
Dec. 30
22
60.
58 Jan.Nov.27.'3425 Worst Woman in Paris? Bcnita Hume-Adolphe Menjou.. ..Oct.
. Sept. ■ 2
Thrill Hunter, The
Buck McCoy-Sue
Jones-Dorothy
Revler Sept.
27.'34
Coming Feature Attractions
Coming Feature Attractions
trees
..Apr.
All
Men
Are
Enemies
Hugh
Williams
Helen
TwelveI3,'34
85
Don't Fall In Love
Grace Moore
-Fighting
The
Buck Jones-Dorothy
Mar
Bottoms Up
PatJohnPaterson
• Spencer Tracy - Apr.
Boles
Highway Ranger,
Patrol
Tim
McCey-Lllian Revler
Bond
Lady Is Willing, The
Leslie Howard-Binnle Barnes
Cats-Paw.
The
Harold
Lloyd-Una
Merkel
17.
'34.
.76.
Fob.
I0,'34
6, "34.
Line-Up,
The
WilliamJones-Cecilia
Gargan-Marian
Nixon. Mar.
Mar. 24,'34.
Constant The
Nymph, The
Victoria
Aherne. . . Mar.
Man Trailer, The,... .. . ...Buck
Follies.
(All
Star Hopper-Brian
Musical)
Mar. 23.'34.
Parker
30,'34.
Free
Gold
John
Boles-Claire
Trevor
^^t'^'"'^
J*"""
Morley.
Richard
Cromwell
No Greater Glory
Franklo Darro - Lois Wilson Murder in Trinidad Heather
- Victor Jory - Apr.
PrestonAngel
Foster
„ ,s _ ..^
George Breakston
One
Guilty.
Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Grey... Mar
(See "In the Cutting Room." Mar. 3.'34.)
Now I'll Tell
Spencer
Tracy-Alice Faye-Helen
Twelvetrees
tfl^'
O""-- the
Jh« Skin
ALi
ft"ai-t
Erwin-Ann
...
Sisters Under
Elissa
h Sothern.
Schildkraut.95... Aug. 12
FrankLandi-Joseo
Morgan
Only
Girl.
The
Lilian
Harvey-Charles
Boyer
.Oct.
21
-Song
You
Gave
Me,
The
"Scandals"
Rudy
Vallee
George
White
Bebe
DanielsVictor
Varconl.
IB.'34.
Twentieth Century
Alice
Faye-JImmy
Durante.
...
Mar.
John Barrymore-Carole Lombard
wL'.".'"
'^'Sht
Tim
Seward
(See "Infor theHenry
Cutting Room."
Feb.Kruger
I0.'34.)
Whirlpool
Jack McCoy-Billie
Holt-Llla Lee
Angel
Springtime
OttoHeather
- Nancy Carroll 23,'34.
DU WORLD PICTURES
Three
on
a
Honeymoon
Sally
Eilers-Johnny
Mack Brown .. Mar.
Features
the Cutting Room,"
.•i.'34.)Rosemary Ames. ..May I8,'34.
Too (See
Many "In
Women
WarnerMar.BaxterRunning
Time Reviewed
World
Is
Ours,
The
Janet
Gaynor-Charles
FarrellTif'
Date
Minutes
Sta
r
Ginger
Rogers-James
Dunn
Rel
Tone
Death
Over Shanghai Else Elster-Ralf Ostorman Dee 15,15 .'34 62
World
Moves
On,
The
Madeleine
Carroll
Franchot
59
Fanto
mas
Jean Gallard
Feb
Gi.-I in the Case
Jimmy Save - Eddie LambertI5,'34 60
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
5,'34 65
Running Time
Wera
Engels
Jan
Queen of the Underworld Han's*^" Albers^- c"h'arro'tte "Su'sa"-"
Features
Rel. Data Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
FIRST DIVISION
Love
Past
Thirty
Aileen
Pringte
Theodore
Von
Features
Running Time
Eltz
Jan. 27,'34
.80..
Marriage on Approval Donald
Minutes
Reviewed
„ Title
Star
Rel. Date
PhyllisDillaway-Barbara
Barry Kent- Nov. 22.,.
22
36
Dee.
30
War
of
the
Range
Tom
Tyler
Sept.
22
.60..
2*f'?2
3
56 Nov. 18
Ett 'Em Alive
Nov 26
58
55 Dee. 30 GAUMONT-BRITISH
Throne■J'""
of the»' Go
S?'
Virtue ds
FwnandeUCoMette' barteulj.'; .'.Dec.'
Pej 22
Running Time
Features
Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Forgotten Men
War
Film
.
Apr.
Road to Rum
Helen Foster-Paul Page May I5.'34 58. Feb. 24,'34
Violet Loraine-Gordon Harker
79'/2..0et. 7
Baroud (See
In Morocco' Constance
Britannia
of "Love
Billingsgate
Channel
Crossing
Cummings - Matheson
Lang
69
FIRST NATIONAL
J.Leslie
Hulbert-Cicely Courtneldgs. 88 Sept. 30
Features
Falling
for YouThe.
Running
Time Reviewed
Fire Raisers.
Jessie Banks
Matthews
Minutes
„ . Title
Star
Rel. Date
Friday
the
13th
27,'34
65
Jack
Hulbert
Dee. I
68 Feb. 25
Ghost
Train,
If^'i'^f.
■■
Warren
William
. Jan.
Big Shakedown. The
Ghoul,
TheThe. . .
Bette Davis
Chas.
Boris
Karloff
Feb. I5,'34 85 Oct. 28
Farrell
It's
a
Boy
Edward
Everett
Horton
■
Leslie
6,'34
64.
Feb.
I7.'34
„
,
...
.
Ricardo
Cortez
Jan.
80 Sent. 30
Bureau of Missirtn Persons Bette Davis - Lewis Stone TomH onsen
Walls
74.... Sept. 2 Just Smith
«>-_.,
Glenda Farrell
Sept. 16
Convention
City
King
of
the
RItz
Stanley
Luplno-Glna
Male
88
jea„ Blondell-DIck Powell-A.
69.... Dee. 9
In Morocco
„Dark, Hazard
..
Menjou-Mary
Astor
Dec. 30
Rex Ingram
Dee. I
67. Oct I5,'32
(Reviewed
under the title ■Baroud")
3,'34 72... Nov. 25 Love
Edward
G. Robinson
Feb.
Love on Wheels
Jack Hulbert-Gordon Harker
91
Fashions
of
1934
William
Powell-Betta
Davis
Feb.
60.... Oct. 21 Lucky Number, The
Clifford
Molllson
Joan
WyndFemale
Ruth Chatterton
Nov. II
66 June 17 Mademoiselle Zaza
Goodbye Again
W. William-Joan Blondell Sept. S
ham
72IA Sept. S
Havana Widows
JoanLyle Blondell-Glenda
Hardy
82. Mar. 3.'34
62. ...Dec. 2
TalbotFarrell- Nov. 18
"Aunt Courtneidge-Sam
.Sally.")
(Reviewed under the title ,Cicely

31.

69. .

'33
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Running Tim*
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Date Minutes Reviewed
Skyway
K. Crawford-Ray Walker Aug. 15
65
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. The. Mary Carl isle- Buster Crabbe Oct. 1
76 Oct. 14
- Ian Hunter
.85. . Apr.
.77.
Fred Matthews
Kerr
Man from Toronto. The Jessie
West
of
the
Divide
John
Wayne-Virginia
B.
Faire...Feb.
I5,'34
55. Jan. 20,'34
Usrrv Me
Renate Muller-Harry Green... . Dec.
Woman's
Man
John
Halliday-Marguerit*
de
la
.
June
.77.
July
Motte-Wallace Ford
Feb. 7,'34 64. Jan. 27,'34
Shotter.
lred- James
Hulbert-Wini
Jack
Day
NIflht and
Greenwood
Cliarlotte
Is Orders
Orders
Gleason
. Mar. I5,'34 881/2 . Aug. 19 Coming Feature Attractions
Blue Steel
John Wayne
Prince of Wales. The
Ivor Novello-Madeleine
Carroll.Dec.
City Limits
Ray Walker-Sally Blane Apr. 15,'34. ........... .......
83. . .. .Mar.
.Jessie
Matthews
SleepingGoesCai
.79
Bride
the
Aug.
.71
..
There
Derby
Day
'.. .
.
Tom
Walls-Ralph
Lynn
Turitey Time
House
of
Mystery,
The
Verna
Hillie-Ed Lowry
..Mar. 30.'34...
Jane
Ey
re
.80
Evelyn Laye
Oct.
.81 . .
Waltz
Time
j'-iL..
Cicely
Courtneidge
•
Edward
ine.
d,
Loudspeaker,
The
Ray
WalkerJacqueline
Wells
Woman in Comman
Everett Morton
Man from Utah, The
John Wayne
[\\
Manhattan
LoveEverything
Song
Dixie Lee-Robt. Armstrong Apr. 30,'34. .!!!!!! i!!!!! i! !i !
Money
Means
URES
PICT
LIBERTY
Mystery Liner
Noah Beery - Astrid Allyn Coming Feature Attractions
Numbers
of
Monto
Carlo
Running
Time
......
Cornelius
Keith
Mar. I5,'34
Date
Minutes Reviewed
Star Packer, The
John
Wayne
Title
Star Boyd-Dorothy MackaillBill"
Cheaters
PARAMOUNT
June Collyer
■•■ ; Hyams...
Features
Mad Honeymoon. The Phillips Holmes-Leila
No Ransom
Title
star
Rel. Date M Inutei
ng..75....
Time Reviewed
Dee. 11
Alice»' inMe
Wonderland Charlotte
HenryHopkins- Dec. 22
A"
Fredric March-Miriam
fake"'
thT sund.
ikiy LaRueVTheima- Todi: :::: :
on a Pillow
19,'34...
Two Heads
Judge.
e
Cromwell-Arlin
23.'34...
Richard
Meet
Strangers
When
_
,
George
Raft
Jan.
Bolero
George Raft-Carole Lombard. ... Feb.
Without Children
.71.
Cradle
Dorothea Hopkins-Fredric
WIeck-Kent Taylor
17
.77....
.88....
Nov.I3.'34
.80. Jan.
Fob.Nov.
I7.'34294
Design Song
for Living
Miriam
March- Nov. 29
MAJESTIC
17
.80....
Nov.
II
Running
Time
Rel.
„
.
Gary
Cooper
Dec.
Features
Duck Soup
Four Marx Bros
Nov.
Reviewed
Dec. Date8 Minutes
Eight Girls in a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wilson Title
„
Star
87
Sept.
16
5,'34
78
Dec.
30
Cummings
Constance
Charming Deceiver, The
_ . People C. Doug.
Four Frightened
ColbertMontgomery
- H. Marshall - Wm. Jan.
(Reviewed
under the title, Dorothy
"Heads We
Go") - C. Aubrey
Mackaill
at Eight
Curtain
.75
Gargan
M. Boland ..Dec.
Jan. 26.'34...
Smith-Paul
Cavanagh
Oct.
Girl
Without
a
Room
M.
Churchlll-Chas.
8
.95. Feb.Dec.3,'349
.74. Feb. I7.'34 Golden Harvest
22
Richard Arlen-ChesterFarrell
MorrisI6.'34...
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Sally Eilers Jan.
27 , .70 Sept. 23
Genevieve
Tobin
..Sept
.
.65
Dec.
under theThe
title, "IZitaSpy")
..74.
.73...Oct.
Aug.
Sin (Reviewed
of Nora Moran.
Johann-John Miljan Dec. 13..
po"!*
Oime
Sylvia
Fredrlo Allen
March. .. .Feb.
I. .
.70....
.68
Dee.i0.'342130
Hell and
High Water
Richard SidneyArlen-Judith
Oct. 1 2, "34 .72.
Feb.Dot.
Sing.
Sinner.
Paul Lukas-Leila
His Double Life
Roland Young-Lillian Gish ..Jan. 26,'34.
You Made
Me Sing
Love You Thelma
Todd-StanleyHyams
Lupino Aug.
Nov. 24
. . .87... Oct. 7
8
I
I2.'34...
I'm
No
Angel
Mae
West-Cary
Grant
Oet
Coming Feature Attractions
.68
Last
Round-Up, The
RandolphCooper
Scott-Barbara Fritchle ■ -Jan.
I
Unknown Blonde
Edward
- John - Miljan
.68Jan.Nov.
Dee.6,'342325
.65.
Lone Cowboy
Jackie
Dee, 23,'34...
BarbaraArnold
Barondess
DorothyRevier
Miss
Fane's
Baby
Is
Stolen...
Dorothea
WIeck-Baby
Le
Roy..
..Jan.
Aug. 26
No More
Women
EdmundCooper-Fay
Lowe-Victor
■ . Feb. 2.'34... . .85
One
Sunday
Afternoon Gary
Wray McLagen
. ..Sept.
MAYFAIR PICTURES
9.'34... . .72. Feb. 17.'34
Search
for
Beauty
Larry
("Buster")
Crabbe
Ida
Running Time
Features
Lupino
She Made Her Bed
Sally
Eilers- Richard Arlen . . Feb.
Mar. 24..
.75.
20.
'342
.80
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
.78. Jan.
Feb.Dee.
24.'34
Sitting Pretty
Jack Haley-Jack Oakle-Glnger
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
Blue
Barbara
Kent
9.'34.
.68.
Henry B. Walthall Sept.
Rogers
Nov.
.70.
Six of a Kind
C. Fields
Ruggles- A.- M.Sklpworth
Boland ■• W.BurnsC.
Secret Sinners
Sue Carol-Nick Stuart Oct.
.70.
27.... ■sm
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dee.
bS.Jan. 27. '344
and
Allen
.82....N»v.
I, '34.
Take a Chance
James Dunn • June Knight - Feb. 24.... .57'/a..Nov.
Coming Feature Attractions
18
Badge of Honor
Apr.
"Buddy"
Rogers
Oct.
13....
15....
Thundering Herd, The
Randolph Scott-Judith Allen Nov.
70... Sept. 16
Tillle and Gus
Alison Skipworth-W. C. Fields -.Oct.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
To the Last Man
Randolph Scott-Esther Ralston. . -Sept.
Running Time
Features
Too Much Harmony
Bing Crosby-Jack Oakle-Lilyan
Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. DateI Minutes
.
Tashman
.75.... Sept. 9
87
Claudette
Colbert - ^
RIcardo Sept. 29
Beauty
for Sale
Otto Kruger-Madge
Evans Sept
98... Sept.
Oct. 79 Torch Singer
20...
Bombshell
Jean
Harlow-Leo Tracy
Oct. 13
.72....
Sept. 2
_
Cortez
David
Manners
Sept.
"
Way to Love. The
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak. . .Oct.
.84.... Sept. 30
Broadway to Hollywood Alice
BradyEvane-Eddle
- Frank Morgan
White
Woman
Carole
Lombard-Chas.
LaughtonMadge
QuillanChas. Bickford
Nov. 3
.73.... Oet. 28
Jackie Cooper- Russell Hardie Sept. 15... . .89. .Sept.
Cat Mid the Fiddle, The Jeanette
MacDonald- Ramon No- Feb.
Coming Feature Attractions
varro
Cleopatra
Claudette Colbert - Harry Wil3
66 Dec.
Chief.
Ed
Mackaill
Nov. 24
94...
Nov. 259
Dancing The
Lady
Joan Wynn-D.
Crawford-Clark
Gable Nov.
Richard
Arlen-ldaWilliam
Lupino Mar. 23,'S4
27
70. .. .Nov. II Come _On. ..Marines
.
coxin-Warren
Day
of
Reckoning
Richard
Dli-Madge
Evans
Oct.
Dinner at Eight
Marie
Wallace
BeeryDeath(Reviewed
Takes a under
Holiday
the title, Fredric
"StrangeMarch-Evelyn
Holiday") Venable. ..Mar. 30,'34' .78. Jan. 2«.'34
LlonellowDressierBarrymore
Jean
HarIt Ain'tMiss
N» Sin
Mae West-George
- Madge Evans - Karen
Raft
Marker Adolohe
Meniou-Dorothy
Dell
Morley -- Edmund
Lowe - Lee Jan. I2,'34... .113. ...June 10 Little
Melody In Spring
Charlie Ruggles-Mary BolandTracy
Jean Hersholt
19.
'34...
5,'S4...
18
..78. ...Nov.
Eskimo
Native Cast
Jan. 22 , .117.
....Dec.
. . Dee. SOle
(See
Cutting
Room,"
Feb. 17,'34.)
FugitiveHollywood
Lovers
Robt. Montgomery-Madge
Evans.. Jan.
/o at"In
...the the
...Vanities
«
„ Carl
. ^'""y
Ross-Ann Sothern
Mar. 20,'34
30.'34....
Murder
. . Apr
Going
Marlon
Davies-BIngBarrymore.
Crosby
Dec. 2017 , . .79. ...Nov.
Empress,
The
MarleneBrisson-Vlctor
Dietrich-JohnMeLaglen.
Lodge
18 Scarlet
Her
Sweetheart
Marie
Dressler-L.
... Nov.
..87.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Feb.
10.'34.)
under the title, Jack
"Christopher
Bean") Durante Thirty Day Princess Sylvia Sidney-Cany Grant
Meet(Reviewed
the Baron
- Jimmy
George
ZasuPearl
Pitts
Oct.
65. . . . Ntv. 4 Trumpet Blows, The
FrancesRaft-Adolphe
DrakeMenlou- Apr 13 '34
Mystery et Mr. X
Robt.
Montgomery
Elizabeth
Allan
Feb. 23.'34 , 85.
We're Not Dressing Blng Cresby . Ethel MerniB •
Night Flight
H.Barrymore
Hayes - J.- 0.Barrymore
- L.
Lombard - Leon DellErrol . Apr. 27,'34
Mar. 3,'34 Wharf Angel
VictorCaroleMcLaglen-Dorothy
GabI* • Robt.
Preston Foster
Mar. I8.'34
Montgomery
Oct. 6
.91. ...Aug. 19
Penthouse
Warner
Baxter-Myrna
Loy-Mae
(See "Man Who Breke His Heart." "In the Cutting Room." Feb. I7.'34.)
Clarke-Phllllps
Holmes-Chas.
Yeu're
Telling
Me
W.
C.
Fields-Joan
Marsh-Larry
. .91 . ...Sept. a
8
Butterworth
Sept. 10
Prizefighter and the Lady, The. MaxCarncra-Walter
Baer-Myrna Loy-DempseyHuston
Nov. 9.*34. . . ..102.
103. ....Oct.
. . Dec. 28SO Features
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo - John Gilbert Feb. 1
Running Time
Should Ladles Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymore- Dec.
.
.
Minutes
Conway
Tearle
55Reviewed
.78. . Nov. 1 1 Ferocious
^ Title
Star
Rel.
Pal, The
Kazan
Feb Date2,'34
•
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"The
Vinegar
Tree")
4
58
—
Jaws
of
Justice
Kazan-Teddy
and
Richard
Terry
.
Dec.
9.'34
™
80.
29
Show-off.
The
Spencer
Tracy-Madge
Evans
Mar.
L
Russia
Nov. II
CIPA
8
42... Aug.
Oet. 2619
INFearless
Selltaire Man
Herbert Marshall ■ Elizabeth
RToday
P
22
Mar.
3,'34
61...
..65...
Sept.
10
Tarzan
the
Buster
Crabbe
Aug.
Allan and
- Lionel
AtwIII Sept.
Thunder Over Mexico Native Cast
Nov. 15
70.
...May
2t
Sons of the Desert Laurel
Hardy
Dec.
..68. Jan. 20,'34
Coming Feature Attractions
Stage Mother
A. Brad[/ • Russell Hardie - M.
29
2,'34... ..87.... Sept. 16 Desperate
O'Sulllvan
F.
Tone
Sept.
Trails
Kazan
This Side of Heaven Lionel Barrymore-Fay Bainter . . Feb.
King of the North
Kazan
..76. Jan. 27,'34
Women In His Life. The OttoLyon
Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben Dec. 8
Little Damozel
Anna Neagle-James Rennle
Lone Avenger. The
Kazan
26. '34... . .85. Feb. 3.'34
You Can't Buy Everything. .. May Robsen-Jean Parker Jan.
Peck'sof Bad
Boy
Jackie
76. Feb. ie.'34 Teeth
Steel
Kazan Cooper
Coming Feature Attractions
Laughing Boy
Ramon Novarro-Lupe Velez Apr.
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Lazy River
Jean Parker-Robert Young Mar. 20.'34
Features
(See
"Lotiisiana,"
"In
thfi
Cuttlnq
Ronm." Feb.
24.'34.)
Running Time
Men
In
White
Clark
Gable-Myrna
Loy
.75. Feb. I7,'34
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Operator Thirteen
Marion Davles-Gary Cooper
Ace of Aces
Richard DIx - Elizabeth Allan Riptide
Norma Shearer - Robert MontRalph
Bellamy
Oct.
.74.... Sept.
gomery - Herbert Marshall .... Mar. 23.'34.
Oct. 30
After Tonight
Constance Bennett - Gilbert
Sadie McKee
Joan Crawford- Franchot Tone
..73... Oct.
Roland
Nov. 10
.71...
Star Spangled Banquet
(All Star Musical) Apr. 13,'34.
Aggie
Appleby,
Maker
of
Men
Wynne
Gibson-Charles
Farrell
.
.
Nov.
TarzanVilla!
and His Mate Wallace
J. Weissmuller-M.
Mar. 30.6. '34.
13
'34.
Ann VIckers
Irene Dunne - Walter Huston Viva
Beery-Fay O'Sulllvan.
Wray ... Apr.
72.... Sept. SO
Nagel
Oct. 3
(See "In the Cutting Room." Feb. IO.'34.)
Chance at Heaven
JoelConrad
MeCrea
Ginger
Rogers
Marian
Nixon
Oct.
70.... Oct. 14
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
Deluge. The
Peggy Shannon - Lois Wilson Sidney
Blackmer-Matt
Moore..
Sept. 27
68.... Aug. 19
Features
Running Time
15
53
Flaming
Gold
Bill
Boyd
Mae
Clarke
Pat
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
Reviewed
O'Brien
Sept. 29
10.22,'34. . .79....0et 7 Flying Down to Rie
Avenger.
Ralph
Dolores Del Rio - Gene Ray Beggars InThe
Ermine
Lionel Forbes-Adrlenne
AtwillAmes. ...Aug
Feb. 20
Dee. 1
mond -Rugqies
Raul Roullen Dee.
..68
Nov.
4
Broken Dreams
Randolph Scott-Martha Sleeper. ..Oct. 20 ..72.
Feb.
24.'34
Goodbye
Love
Charles
29
80.
.
.68.. ..Aug. 12 Hips. Hips. Hooray! Wheeler and Weolsey Nov.
5
10
67'/2
Feb.
15.
Devil's
Mate
Presten
Foster-Peggy
Shannon.
Aug
.54
Galloping Romeo
Bob Steele-Dorls Hill
Aug
If I Were Free!
Irene Dunne-Nils Asther-Cllve
.63...
2,'34 68. Jan. 27.'34
Brook
Dec. I
He Couldn't
It
Ray WalkerVirginia Cherrlll. ..Dee.
68 Dee. 23
56. Jan.
Lucky
Texan,Take
The
John
Wayne
Jan. 22,'34
Keep
'Em
Rolling
Walter
Huston-Frances
Dee
Mar.
15
56
Little
Women
K.
Hepburn
Joan
Bennett
Rangers'
Code
Bob
Steele
Aug.
27.'34
Riders of Destiny
John Wayne
Wayne-Cecllla Parker Oct.
58.
Dee ■ Helen
Paul Lukas
Nov.
15 70
58 Jan.Dec.27,'3423
107 No». II
Sagebrush
Trail
John
Dee. 10
Long Patrol.
Lost Father
JohnFrances
BarrymoreChandler . Feb.
)an. 24
H.'S4 63 . Feb. 24,'34
Sensation Hunters
Arllne Judge-Preston Foster. . . . Aug. 30
Lost
The
McLaqlen-KarlofT
Francis Lederer-Ellssa Landl . . . . Feb. I6.'34 75. Feb. 3.'34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep Sally O'Nell-Creighton Chaney. ..Jan. I. '34 57. Feb. I0.'34 Man of Two Worlds
9.'34
92. Jan. 20.'34
(THE

4

3

'

4
,

2

94

I,

63

.28

Oct

16.

'34

b.24,

78.Fe

34

'
b.I0.
72.Fe

March

10,
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4

'34
99J.an6,,

'34.
CHACT--C€NT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
Time Reviewed
Time Reviewed
Minutes
Star
Rel. Date Running
IMinutes
Titit
Title
Star
Rel. Date RunilDi
Meanest Gal in Town, The. . Zasu Pitts - Pert Kelton - El
Crosby Case, The
Wynne
Gibson-Onslow
Stevens- Mar. 5, '34 78
Brendel ■ James Gleason Alan
DInehart
.62. . . Sept.
Cross Country Cruise Lew
Ayres - Alice White - June Jan. I5,',M 77. Jan 27,'34
"Sl4eets"
Gallaolier
Jan. I2.'34.
.65.
..Knight
Midshipman Jack
Bruce
Cabot-Betty
Furness Sept.
22.... . .72.
78.... Nov. 25
Counsellor-at-Law
John
Barrymore-Bebe Daniels. .. Dec. 25
II
65
One Man's Journey Lionel
Barrymore-Joel
McCrea.Sept.
.
.Aug.
8.
9
Dorothy Jordan
Sept.
Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Cecilia Parker Dec. 27
5
70
Rafter Romance
Ginger Rogers-Norman Foster. . .Sept. I?;.... .70.
Horseplay
Slim
Summerville-Andy
Devine.70. . . Nov.
Right toKong
Romance, The
Ann
Asther
Nov.
Leila Hyams
Nov.
Son
RobertHarding-Nils
Armstrong-Helen
Mack. ..Dec.
I Like It That Way
Gloria Stuart-Roger Pryor .....Feb. I2,'34 68
22
691/2.
Jan. 20.'34
6,'34
Two ofAlone
Jean
Parker-Tom
Brown
Jan. 26.'34
74. Jan.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
..70... Nov. 4
Invisible Man, The
Claude
Rains - Gloria Stuart - Nov,
Coming Feature Attractions
Wm. Harrigan
25 King for a Night
Alien Corn
Ann Harding
May 25.'34.
Chester
Helen Twelve- Oct.
..78 Dec. 2
Crime Doctor
Otto Kruger-Karen Morley Apr. 27.'34.
trees -Morris
Alice -White
"In the Cutting Room,"
3, '34.) Wynyard May Il.'34.
..70 Sept, 9
Ladies Must Love
JuneMaryKnight
- Neil Hamilton
- . .Sept.
Dover(SecRoad
Clive Mar.
Brook-Diana
Carlisle-George
E.
Stone
Finishing School
Ginger
- Frances Dee - Apr. 27,'34.
Love Birds, The
Summerville-Pitts
Mar.
'.. 63 . '.',',Nov.' ' i i
Bruce Rogers
Cabot
.'34.
Love, Honor and Oh, Babyl. ... Summerville-Pitts
Oct.
'34 80
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Mar.
3,
',14.)
Madame
Spy
Fay P.Wray-Nils
Asther
Jan.
Green
Mansions
Dolores
Del
Rio-Joel
McCrea
34
70 Jan. 6, '34
Midnight
0.
Heggie-Sidney
Fox
Jan.
I Love an Actress Gregory Ratoff
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale -Donna Damerell- Dec.
Ted Healy
Of
Human
Bondage
Leslie
Howard-Bette
Davis
June
68 Sept. 9
Sing and Like It
ZasuEdward
Pitts Everett
- Pert Horton
Kelton - Apr. 20, '34
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Hume-Billie
Margaret Sullavan105,.., Nov. 25
Burke. ... Nov.
Spitfire
Katharine Hepburn
Mar. 30,
'34 84. Feb. 24.'34 Poor Rich, The
Edna May
Edward Ever- Feb.
I8,'34
ettOliverHorton
Stingaree
Irene Dunne-Richard
Strictly Dynamite
Jimmy
Durante - LuoeDix
Velez - May
34 65.7270Jan.
S, 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocque-Gibson Gowland . . Oct,
... Sept.
Sept.6.'342323
Norman
Foster-Wra.
Gargan4,
'34.
Saturday's
Millions
Robert
Young-Leila Hyams
Oct.
60 Sept. 30
Marian Nixon
May
Strawberry
Roan
Ken
Maynard-Ruth
Hall
Oct.
Success at Any Price Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. -Colleen
Trail
The
Ken Maynard-Cecilia
Parker Sept,
'34 77
34 64
Moore-Genevieve Tobin Mar. 16,
WheelsDrive,
of Destiny
Ken
Maynard
Feb,
60. Feb. 24,'34
I3.'34
This
Man
Is
Mine
Irene
Dunne-Ralph
Bellamy
Apr.
6,
'34
Wild Cargo
Frank Buck
Apr,
Coming
Feature
Attractions
Affairs of a Gentleman Paul Lukas
Black Cat, The
Boris
Karloff-Bela Lugosi-David
SHOWMENS PICTURES
IVlanners
Features
Countess of Monte Cristo Fay Wray • Paul Lulias Mar. 19, '34 70. Mar. 3, '34
Doomed to Die
Ken Maynard-Gloria Shea
,71
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrow Dec. I
9,'34.
Elizaijeth and Mary
Margaretman - Mrs.
Sullavan-Lowell
Sher. .63
Leslie Carter
Moth, The
Sally
O'Neil-PaulCollier,
Page
Public
Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm,
Jr Jan,
Nov. I5,'34..
I
Glamour
Constance
Cummings
■
Paul
.62.
Feb.
I0.'34
.63
Sept.
16
Lukas
Apr.
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waycoff . .Sept. 24
Honor of the West
Ken Maynard
Apr. I6,'34.
Coming Feature Attractions
Humbug. The
Nils Asther
Golden Head
I6.'34.
I'll Tell the World
Lee Tracy-Gloria Stuart Apr. 26,'34.,
St. Louis
Woman
John Mack Brown-Jeanetta Lofr..Mar. I5.'34. .
Souls
in Pawn
Let's BeMan,Ritzy
Lew
Ayres-Patricia
Ellis
Mar. 7,'S4.
Little
What
Now?
Margaret
Sullavan
Douglass
Special
Duty
Montgomery
May
Unlimited
Uncertain Lady
Genevieve
Tobin-Edward Everett
Within
the Reck
Horton
STATE RIGHTS
WARNER BROS.
Features
Running Time
Title
Star
Features
Dist'r
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Carnival Lady
Running Time
. Boots
Mallory-Allen
Title
Star
Rel.
Vincent
Minutes Reviewed
College Coach
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nov. Date
Criminal at Large . Emiyn Williams ■ Hollywood Dec. 15 ..69. Feb. I7,'34
Lyie
Talbot
4
75... Nov. 18
Cathleen Nesbitt.. Helber Prods Jan. 15, '34. . 65. Jan. 6,'34
Disraeli
(Reissue)
George
Arliss
Dec.
Cougar, the King Killer. . Edwin
C. Hill - Jay
Easy
to
Love
Adolphe
Menjou
Mary
Aster
Bruce
16
88.
Dec. I4.'2S
Master Art
Nov. I ..60
Genevieve TobIn
Jan. I3,'34 61. Jan.
Death Parade, The
. (War Film)
Ever in My Heart
Barbara Stanwyck
Oct. 28
68...
Oct.20,'3421
Henry
Zapp
.77,
Feb.
3,'34
Enlighten Thy Daughter. .Beth
Barton-Miriam
James Cagney - Joan Blondell Battista
. Dec. 30 Footlight Parade
Ruby
Keeler
Dick
Powell
•
Farewell to Love.
.
101
.
. JanAngel
Kiepura-Heather Exploitation Picts . Jan. 15, '34. .80..
Guy Kibbee
Oct.
Dec. 72
. .63. Oct.
Madison PIcts. . . . Nov. 24 .. . 66.. . Dec. 2 From Headquarters
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dee.
Film Parade ...
Gold Diggers of 1933
Warren William-Joan BlondellGeneral PIcts Jan. 12. '34. .. 55
Found Alive . . .
. Barbara Bedford . . , Ideal
Aline
Fob. I0,'34. . 56. Feb. 24,'34
Get That Venus.
Ernest
Truex - Jean Regent Picts
Dick MacMahen-Ruby
PowellKeeler- Sept. 2
Arthur
98.... May 27
Heat Lightning
Aline
MacMahon-Glenda
Farrell- Mar. 3,'34 63
Gow
Film
Exchange..
..Nov.
29
65
Dee.
9
Ann
Dvorak-Lyle
Talbot
Hell on Earth.
, All Star ....
Hi. Nellie!
Paul Muni
Jan.
Aeolian Picts
PIcts Jan. 27,'34, ..70.Feb.
.(War Film) ,
75. Feb. 3,'34
.77 July10, '3422
Hell'sSecret
Holiday
House on 56th Street, The KayGeneFrancis
- Ricardo Cortez • Dec. 20,'34
Her
. Sari Maritza Wm. Superb
Raymond
23
68 Dee. 9
.73.
Ideal
Collier,
Jr
24,'34
68.
I0.'344
I've
Got
Your
Number
Joan
Blondell-Pat
O'Brien
Feb.
Her Splendid Folly. .
, Lilian
Bond - T. Von
28
73....Feb.Nov.
Kennel
Murder
Case
William
Powell-Mary
Astor
Oct.
..Nov.
Eltz
Progressive Oct. 7,. .59.
Lady Killer
James Cagney
Dec. 9
76.... Dee. 2
Lt Oant (Dane* (f the
VIrilBi)
Coming Feature Attractions
Bennett Picts
PIcts
55, Jan.Julv20,'3429
Msd
Am, The
, Resolute
July 19 70
AsDames
the Earth Turns
Jean Keeler-Dick
Muir-Donald Powell
Woods Apr. I4,'34 73. Feb. I0,'34
Mr.
Broadway
,
B'way-Hollywood
59
Sept.
23
Over th« Seven Seat
. Vanderbllt
.70 June 3 Dragon Murder Case, The Ruby
William Powell
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch Donald
Woods-BetteLindsay
Davls-Lyle
Lester F. Scott
58 Sept. 16 Fog Over Frisco
Talbot-Margaret
Shepherd of the
Friends
of Lady
Mr. Sweeney Charlie
Rugqles-Ann
DvorakMar.
Seven
Hills.
The
Faith
Pictures
...Aug,
7
60
Aug.
19
Gambling
Barbara
Stanwyck
Sweden, Land of the
Happy
Family
Aline
MacMahon
1.'34.
Associated
Vlklags
Harold Teen
HalPatricia
LeRoy Ellis
- Rochelle Hudson - Apr. 37,'34
65. Feb. 24,'34
Cinemas
70. Jan.Dee.I3,'3416 Hit Me Again
Throagh
the
Centuries
Beacon
Films
Dec.
I
70
Joan Blondell-Warren William
Truth About Africa, The
Wm. Alexander
47 A»r. 2t Jimmy'34 the Gent
James
Cagney-Bette
Wine, Women and Song... Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I. E. Chadwick
Edna
- WilliamDavis
Powell ■ Mar.
Cody
70....D«t. 23 Key. The
ColinBestClive
Merry Wives of Reno
Glenda Farrell-Margaret
Lind-Woods
say-Donald
UNITED ARTISTS
'34 Woman
One
Man
Pat
O'Brien-Glenda
Farrell,..
Return
of
the
Terror
Lyle
TalbotMary
Astor
Features
Time
Rhythm in the Air
DickPat Powell
- Ginger Rogers Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Reviewed
O'Brien
1
63
Dec. it9 Upper World
Advice
to
the
Lovelorn
Lee
Tracy-Sally
Blane
Dec,
Warren
William
- Mary Aster- Apr. 28,'34.
93 Aug.
Bitter Sweet
Anna Neagle-Fernand Graavey, ..Sept. 22
Ginger
Rogers
Blood Money
George Bancroft- Frances DeeJames Cagney- Joan Blondell
Chick Chandler-Judith Ander- son Nov. 17 . . 65, ...Nov. 18 Without Honor
Bowery, The
Wallace Beery - George Raft •
...Oct. 237 OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
13
Jackie Cooper
- Fay Wray
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance
Cummings
■ Russ Oct. 27 .. .. .90.
...Oct.
Features
,85.
Running Time
Columbo
- Paul Kelly
Oct.
, . .80. . . .Sept.
Emperor Jones
Paul
Robeson-Dudley
DIgges Sept.
Title
Star
Dist'r
Rel. Date
Minutes
Reviewed22
5,'34.. , . .86. . . . Dec. 9 Counsel's
Gallant Lady
Ann Hardlng-Clive Brook Jan. 29
London
Film
71. ...Apr.
Opinion
Henry Kendall
British-United
Feb.
3,
Looking for Trouble Spencer
Tracy
.
Jack
Oakle
Don
Quixote
Feodor
Chaliapin
9,'34
,
21
80.
Constance
Cummings
Artists
July
George Robey . . . London
25 Girl from Maxim's, The. .. Frances
Masquerader, The
Ronald
Colman-Ellssa
Landl Mar.
Sept.
Film
Oct. 14t
. .75, ... Feb.
Day
Moulin Rouge
Constance Bennett - Franchot
Dee.
Hawleys
of
High
Street
Leslie
Fuller
British
Int'l
.68
...
July
.71,
23
Tone Sten-Llonel
- T. Carminati
I Lived with You
IvorJeans
Novello • Ursula Gaumont-British Aug. 12•
Nana
Anna
Atwlll-Phll- Jan. I9,'34...
2.'34,,. 85.
lips
Holmes
Mar.
Just
My
Luck
Ralph
Lynn
British and Dominions 80 May 21
Paloeka
Jimmy Durante - Stuart Erwin •
83. Jan,
I6,'34
,
.
Lupe
Velez
Feb,
13,'
.
.
Sept.
Maid
of
the
Mountains,
The.
Harry
Welchman • British Int'l
.
.97.
23
Private
Life
of
Henry
VIII.
The.
Charles
Laughton
Nov,
Jan.
27.'34
80
Nancy
Brown
....
3
Roman Scandals
Eddie Cantor - Gloria Stuart •
Protex
Nov. 18 90 Apr.
Dec. 222
NItouche Janie
David Manners- Ruth Etting. . . Dec, 29 . .85. . , .Dec. 9 Mam'zelle
Men of Tomorrow
MauriceMarese-Ralmu,
Braddell.... ParamountLondon
Film
80
Apr.
15
Coming Feature Attractions
British-United
Born to Be Bad
Loretta Young-Cary Grant
Money
for
Speed
John
Loder
Ida
LuBulldog Drummond Strikes Back. Ronald Colman- Loretta Young
Artists
67 July 15
pine - Cyril Mc- Bavaria
Laglen
Catherine the Great Douglas beth
Fairbanks,
Jr. - Eliza- Apr.
Film... .Oct
90
Never Trust a Woman Richard
Tauber Capital
Bergner
13.
'34
91.
Feb,
I0,'34
Sept.
7
57
Sept. 16
Scandinavian
6.
'34.
Passion
of
Joan
of
Are,
The.
Maria
Falconnpti.
.
.
.
Firebrand, The
Fredrie March - Constance Ben.86
Petterson and Bendel Adolf
Jahr - Sammy Talking Picts . .Jan I. '34. ,148
nett-Fay Wray Apr.
Friedmann
House of Rothschild. The Georoe Arliss
Gaumont-British 80 Oct. 28
Prince
of Arcadia Carl Brisson
(Sc» "In the Cutting Room,"
Feb. 24,',14.)
Radio Parade
British Int'l
70 May 13
Queen,
Anna
GraaveyApr.
Sorrell The
and Son
H. B, Neagle-Fernand
Warner
Red Wagon
Charles
BIckford
Raquel
Torres
Greta NIssen British Int'l
UNIVERSAL
Saint
Anthony
of Padui.. Carlo
Film Feb. 8,'S4. . 92
90. Feb.Oct.I7,'3428
Radio
This Week
of Grace
Gracie PinzautI
Fields Integrity
Features
Two Orphans, The
Yvette
Guilbert
„„„„,„b
Time
Rosine
Derean
„Beloved
, Title John Star
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
Renes Salnt-Cyr. . Blue Ribbon
Bombay
Mall
EdmundBoles-Gloria
Lewe-OnslowStuart
Stevens.. ..Jan. 22,'34 82 Dec. 23
Photoplays Dec.
Feb. 14
6. '34 ..92.
Feb. 24,'34
Volga
Volga
H.
A. Shiletton Kinematrade
76. Jan.
„By Candlelight
„ ^
ShirleyLandi-Paul
Grey
I. '34 68.
Oct. 20
90...
Oct.6, '3428
Elissa
Lukas Jan.
Dee, 18
70 Jan.Dec.I3,'3423 Wandering Jew. The Jacob Ben-Ami JAFA
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AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Butterfly
10
SeedMUSICAL
Dispersal
10....
MOODS
1— Danee of the Hoors
9
Hans Lange and Orchestra
2— Dion
Ave Maria
7....
Kennedy at the Oman
3— Gus
Waters
of
Mlnnetonka
6
Haenschen and OrakMtra
4— Native
Hula Moon
7
Hawaiian Troupe
5— Hans
WaltzLancie
In A andFlatOrchestra
Major
4
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Banker Buckeross
2 ris.
Sidney and Murray
Elmer
Steps
Out
2
rIs.
Walter Catlett
Hold
Dee. 15 2ri3.
SmithYourandTemper
Dale
HotSmith
Daze
Oct. 20 2rls.
and Dale
Radio-dough
Feb. 5.'34
Sidney and Murray
TenSidney
Baby andFingers
Jan. 15, '34
Murray
KRAZY KAT KARTOONS
Antique Antics
I rl. .
Autograph
Jan. 24
5.'34..lrl..
Bill Poster,Hunter
The
Nov.
Iri..
Curio Shop, The
Dec. 15 7
House Cleaning
I rl. .
Krazy Spooks
Oct. 13 Irl..
Out of theExposure
Ether Sept. 5 7'A..
Southern
I rl . .
Stage
Krazy
Nov. 13 I1 rl.
rl...
Tom Thumb
Whack's Museum
Sept. 29 Irl..
LAMB'S GAMBOLS
Hear
'Em and WITH
Weep
2rls.
LAUGHING
MEDBURY
1— In Morocco
Sept.29 Irl..
2—3— inIn the
SouthOrient
America Oct.
Dec. 25
22 10....
irl..
4— Among the Nordlee
Irl..
MARCH OF THE YEARS
Ne.
I—
"Boss"
Tweed
Sept.22
O'/i..
No. 2—
Oct. 6 Irl..
No.Case
3— Famous Crippon Oct. 20 10
No. A— Commander Perry
Opens Japan
Nov. 3. ...II....
No. 5—
Jan. 24.'34..l rl..
No.MICKEY
6—McGUIRE
Jan. 24.'34..l rl..
COMEDIES
12—— Mickey's
Mickey's Tent
Touchdown
14 18
18
Show....Oct.
Oct. 27
34—— Mickey's
Mickey's Minstreli
Covered Wagon. Jan.
Nov. II.'34.I8
30 18
MINUTE MYSTERIES
No.Party
I— Death Attends a Oct. 6 9
I rl..
No. 2 — Fast Fangs
Oct. 13.
rl..
No. 3— The Clown Dies Dec. 14.
No.Went
4— When
the
Lights
Out
Dec. 15 I rl..
No.MUSICALS
5— The Missing Clue... Jan. 22,'34..l rl..
No.theI —Roses
Roamln' Through Nov. 16 2rls.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack2— Osterman
Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2rls.
No.Leu3— Holtz
School for Romance .Jan. 31, '34. .2 rls.
No.Frank
4— Love
Detectives Feb. 28. '34. .2 rls.
Albertson
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
Auto Show
Dec. 8 Irl..
Aw, Nurse
I rl
False Alarm
I rl. .
Hollywood Babes
Nov. 10 Irl..
Movie Struck
Sept.
8 7i/x,
Sandman
Tales
Oct. 6
Irl.
Scrappy's Art Gallery Jan. I2,'34. . I rl. .
Scrappy's
Television
Jan.
29,'34.
.
I
rl. .
SUNRISE COMEDIES
Brother, Could You Spare
13.. .17...
aKenMillion?
Sept.
Murray
.20...
Entertainer,
The
Oct,
Will Maheney
WORLD OF SPORT
It's Sport in Any Language I rl
We Want
a Touchdown
Irl"
What
the Scotch
Started... Oct.
Oct. 23
6
I rl
Who Said the Weaker Sex?. Sept. 8 9..
Winter Thrills
I ^1..
DU WORLD PICTURES
Title
Rel. Date Min.
SEMI-FEATURES
AND SHORTS
Bride
of Samoa
Mar. I, '34. 26
Dawn
Dawn
Julie toHayden-O.
M. Ness Dec. 25. . 35
LotFrederic
in Sodom
Dec. 25 26
Haak
No(Travelogue)
Woman's Land Apr. 15. '34. 34
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed
Fox Films]
Title CLYDE through
ANDY
COMEDIESRel. Date Min.
An Old Gypsy Custom Jan. I2,'34. .2 rls.

PICTURE
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10,
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)
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
MASTER
ART
Babes into theNature
Goods Feb.
Dora's
Dunking Doughnuts .Sept.
I.... . 20....
20....
Backs
Nov. I0.'34.(9
14 20...
Frozen Assets
Nov. 17..
BeautyNeighbor
and the Bus Sept.
1616 ...18
PRODUCTS
Title
Hello.
Mar. 30.'34.
rls.
Hi.
Dec.
18
His WeakProsperity
Moment
Oct.
13 .22 rls.
Rel. Date Min.
SoupWILLIE
and Fish
Mar. 31, '34. 18, , .
Super
The Feb. 9,'34..2rls.
HUMANNEWS
SIDE OF
WHOPPER
AS ASnooper,
DOG THINKS
THE
Davy
Jones' Locker. ....... Dec. 9 7...
Walking the Dos
Sept. 29
(Cinecoler)
HILL) In
I. (EDWIN
Roosevelt C.Famity
You and I and the Gatepost . Aug. 25
BABY BURLESKS
Hell's
Fire
Jan. 16
6,'34..7,..
America
I rl.
Play Bali
Sept.
7...,
?. A Visit to West Point
I rl.
Gimme
My
Quarterback
Jan.
26,'34
3.
Carrie
Jacobs
Bond
Irl.
Robin
Hood
Feb.
3.
'34.. 8...
8...
KidBATTLE
'N Africa
Oct,
6
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14
MELODY
MAKERS
FOR LIFE
Stratos-Fear
Nov. II 8...
Sammy
Fain
—
With
Eton
Born to Die
Mar. I6,'34. . I rl. .
Boys, N. Brokenshira and
City of Wax
Feb. 9.'34..1rl..
EvelynFriend—
Hoey
7...
MONOGRAM
Cliff
With Peggy
. GitCORONET
COMEDIES
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
3
2rU.
Along
Little
Wifle
Nov.
Healy,
Jack
Fulton
and
2,'34.20.
Good Bad Man, The Dec. 8. ...19...,
Pickens Sisters
9..,
CALL Wonder...
SERIES Dec ( ...Irl.
Inventors, The
Feb
1.PORT
The 0'
Seventh
Benny
Davis
—
With
Roy
Atwell, Charles Carllle,
North
of Zero
2.3. City
the Sun Jan.
rll.
Martha Ray and Jackie
FROLICS
OF YOUTH Jan. I9.'34. .2rls.
Love'sot Memorial
Feb. I.'34.
I. '34... . IIrl.
Green
8...
4.
Children
of
the
Nile...
Mar.
I.'34
I
rl.
Managed
Money
Feb.
23.
'34.
.2
rls.
Gus
Edwards—
With
Ralph
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6.. ..2 rls.
The Peacock
Throne Apr.
'34.. Irl.
Kirbery, Four Minute
6.5. Jungle
Bound
May I,l,'34..lrl.
Pardon My Pups
Jan. 2e,'34. .2 rl>.
Men
and
John
S,
Young
9...
7.8. The
Resort June
I, '34.. Irl,
What's
To Do
Stephen
— WithMcCord
John
MotherLastGanges
July l,'34..lrl.
MERMAID
COMEDIES Nov. 24 17
Hundley,FosterNancy
9. The
First Glamor
Paradise Sept.
Aug. I,I, '34.
(Harry Langdon)
and
Kelvin
Keech
10...
10.
Dravidian
'34. .Irl.
.Irl.
Leave It to Dad
Oct, 20 2 rls.
Fields and McHugh— With
11.
Adventure
Isle
Oct.
I,'34..lrl.
Jack ens
Osterman Sisters
and PickPop's Hand.
Pal
Dee. 29
12.
Queen
of
the
Indies.
...
Nov.
I.'34..lri.
Stage
The
Sept.
8 22 rls.
rls.
9. . .
13. A Mediterranean Mecca. Dec. I. '34. .Irl.
Carrie
Bend — Ralph
With
Trimmed
Furs
Edwin Jacobs
C. Hill,
MORAN In AND
MACK Jan. 5. '34. 20....
Kirbery and Lew White
COMEDIES
PARAMOUNT
ORGANLOGUES
Title BOOP
Farmers' FatalThe
Folly Sept.
15 IS,.,,
Rel. Date MIn,
BETTY
Songs
6. . .
Freeze-Out,
Dec. 22
19
Radioof the
RubesHills
CARTOONS
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Sally
7...
.7...
Going
2,'34..2rl8.
Singln'
Sam-Don Wallace
Party
Million Spanish
Dollar Melody Mar.
Oct. 27
2 rls
Betty
Boon's Hallowe'en Nov. 3... .1 rl.
Night
of
Romance
7..,
Poppin'
the Cork
Hal Ha!
Mar. 2,'34
Donald Nevis-Ann Leaf-John Young
IHa!Don
Heard
Sept.
I... .7...
ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS Dec. 15 24
Tongue
7...
Redmond
Across the Sea
Oct. 20 II
Irving Twisters
Kaufman-Lew White
Morning,
Noon
and
Night.
.Oct.
6...
2,'34.
Canyon of Romance Dec. 8 1 rl.
Ship of Dreams
7...
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22 .. .Irl
Rubinoff Wooden Soldlen . Dec. 5,'34.
Ralph Kirbery-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech 7...
Parade
Melody
onKaufman-Lew
Parade
Red Hotof Mamma
Feb. 1... .8..,
Lost
Race.
The
Apr,
13,
'34..
I
rl.'.
Irving
White
Mediterranean Blues
Feb. 23,'34. . I rl. . Home Again
She
Wronged
Him
Bight...
Jan.
.7...
8...
SONG HIT STORIES
HEADLINERS
Nick Lucas-Lew White-Kelvin Keech
Doctor,
The
Feb.
23,'34.
.
I
rl.
.
Tintypes
6..
Last Dogie, The
Nov. 17 10...
Yacht Club
Boys
Broadway
Knight
Feb. 23,'34. .1 rl.
Irving Kaufman-Lew
White
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov. 24 Irl.,
Helen Morgan
Oriental
Phantasy
8...
Bundle
ofEllington
Blues, A
Sept. I II...
Duke
10...
Charles
Carlile-Lew
White-Kelvin
Keech
Slow
Poke
Sept.22 1 rl.,
Stepin
Fetchit
Organ Festival
9..
Little Broadcast, The Oct. 27
Donald
t^ovis
Arthur
Lew
White-Ann
LeafTrav'iling
AlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 9,'34..l rl
Dick Liebert-Jesse Crawford
Tracy - LopezMills Bros.
Vincent
Melody Tour
8..,
STAR
COMEDY
Radio
Rounduu, Roy
A Atwell Nov. 24
SPECIALS
Sylvia
Froos-Oick
LlebertJohn
S.
Young
Molasses
'n'
January
•
Expectant Father. The Feb. I6,'34.
Organlogue-ing the Hits
8..
Mary Small - DeTheLeathPoet
Gold Ada
Ghost, The
Mar. 16,17'34. .22 rls
rls
Prince-Vaughn
Nick
m
Nov.
Three
X Sisters
HerbertLucas-Lew
RawiinsonWhiteTERRY-TOONS
Melodies
of
Love
Rumba
Rhythm
Sept.29 10...
Vincent Lopez
Beanstalk Jack
Carliie- Rawiinson- White
Oct. 20 8
Songs
of
the
Range
Station
T.O.T
Jan.
I9,'34. 10...
Fanny'sFiddler,
WeddingADay Sept.22
Gypsy
Oct. 6 6Irl'
Art Dickinson-Lew White
Where's
That
Tiger? Dec. 22
Borrah
Minnevltch
Rhapsody
In
Black
I
rl.
Holland
Days
Jan.
I2,'34.
.6.
'
!
in
Venice
HOLLYWOOD ON
Dec. 15 6...,
Gary- Woman
Rawiinson-andWhite
Wine,
Song
Irl.
Joes Lunchwagon
Apr. 6.'34..Irl
PARADE
.Aug. 18.... II...
The
Feb.
23,'34.
.6.
.
.
.
Tommy
McLaughlin-Lew
White
Little Straw,
No.
Boy Blue
Keech
Nov. 30
1 rl..
EiliKelvin
Eiii
No.
2
II...
.Nov.
No. 3
8.... II...
.Sept. 13
o"?
* The. Mar.23,'34.,1
rl..
Charles
Carlile-Lew White
.Oct.
Owl
and the
Pussycat,
Mar. 9.'34..lrl.,
II...
P]ckPET
SUPERSTITIONS
4
10....
necki
ng
5,'34,
2,'34.
sent.
8
1
rl.
Rip Van Winkl
No. 5
2,'34.
8. ...
e Nov
Feb. 17
.10...
9.'34::irl.
Robinson
Cruso
e
No.
6
6
.
Dec.
LewisSunny South, The
J.Phyllis
CarrolBarry-Geo.
Nalsh
No.
.Mar,
Dec. 29
II...
.Feb,
.1 rl.
.Jan.
No. 78
Three
TheTh8...Nov.
Jan. 26,'34. .6.6
SPECIAL
No.
VillageBears,
Blacksmith,
2
rls..
9
.1
rl.
3
6...,
TOM HOWARD
10
ir.
27.'34.
.Iri.
Zasu
Pitts-Billy
SevanCOMEDIES
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
Daphne Pollard
Big Meow,Sweet
The
Mar.
9,'34..2rls.
No. i— Just a Little DressDivorce
s
Nov. 30
2 rls
ing— TheMills
Rock Garden — Aug.
Mouse Trapper, The
METRO-GOLDNAOTNSept. II 2 rls
Irving
.10...
S"t'
<!
Sept.
29....
20....
No. 2— On the Trail of the
MAYER
.10...
TREASURE CHEST
Salmon
—
Trotting
Out
the
Air Maniacs
Rel. Date MIn.
Champion
— Johnny
Green. Sept.
Dec. 15 ...16
Title
.10...
No.
3
—
Dr.
Roy
Chapman
ALL-STAR
SERIES
BosomDream
Friends
Mar. 30.8
'34. .2 rls
Andrews — September
Day
s
Dec.
Crook's Tour
Sept.23.
I.
Morn
—
Harry
Armstrong.
.Oct.
6.
Hula Honeymoon
Mar. 2, '34, 2 rls
Mixed Nuts
Feb. 17.' 16... . No. 4— Let's Go Crabbing
Shor
ts
Nov.
Next Week-End
Apr.
Twin
Screws
Dec. 30.7,' 19....
— Manhattan
Nocturne — Nov.
Song of Vienna
Nov. 10
3
Irvin
S. Cobb
.11...
Yeast Is West
Nov. II. 19. ...
What Does
Your
Life 1934
Is inHold?
Your Dec, 22' 16 ,
CHARLEY CHASE
No.Jack5 — Frost,
The Master
Old MillDeco-—
19....
3...
Hands
Sept.22
19
Cracked Iceman
Jan. 27,' 18....
rator — Song Makers of Dee.
the Nation
Four Take
Parts
Mar.3l,'
I'll
Vanilla
May
5.'9. 21....
FOX FILMS
'34..
Luncheon
at
Twelve
Dec.
.10...
No.
6
—
Ho — Dec. 29 .11...
21....
Trees —Southward
Gilda Gray
Midsummer Mush
Oct. 21.
TitleOF THERel. Date Min.
No.
7
—
Queer
Fish
—
Liquid
Sherman
Said
It
Sept.
2.
ADVENTURES
FITZPATRICK
17...
.
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN .
— Lanny Ross
Jan. 2S,'34..I
26. '34. 10...
TRAVEL TALKS
Following the HorsesI Sept. I.. ..9...
No.Air9—
8—
Feb.
rl.
British
Dec. 23.
No.
Mar.23.'34..l
rl.
Motor Mania!
Sept. 29.. ..9...
Colorful Guiana
Ports of Call
..9..
Conquest of the Air! Nov. 30., .9...
No.
10—
Apr.
20.'34..l
rl.
Day
in
Venice
Oct.
28.
POPEYE
THE
SAILOR
..9..
Scouring the Seven Seasl.. .Oct. 20.. ..9...
Dutch
Guiana.
Land
of
Answering the Riot Call!. ..Dec. 22.. ..9...
Blow
Me
Down
Oct.
27
7...
.9....
DJuka
Sent.
2.
10.,..
Filming
the
Fashions
Nov.
10..
..9...
Italy,
Land of Inspiration. . Nov, 25.
MAGIC CARPET
Can
It
Apr.
rl.
New Zealand
I EatsYouMyTake
Spinach
Nov. 27,'34,
17 . I7...
.9...
SERIES
9.....
I Yam What I Yam Sept.20 7...
Scotland the Bonnie Sept, 30. .9....
The Desert Patrol
Sept. I 10.,
Tibet, Land of Isolation,.. .Feb. 17,
Let's
Him Trapeze,
Fight. . Feb. I6,'34, .6. . .
Outposts
France Sept.29
Sept. 15 9...
Man onYouthe andFlying
GOOFY MOVIES
Glimpses ofof Greece
A Whole Show in One Reel .Sept. 9. .9.
The
rl.
Playground of Pan Oct. 13
Greetinks , ...Mar.30,'34..l
Dee. 8 8...
Perils of Arsenic Annie
rl.. Seasin's
Elephant
Sock-A-Bye,
Baby
Jan.
I9,'34..7...
LAUREL &. HARDY
The
IslandTrails
of Malta Oct.
Nov, 27
3 10,.
Wild
Eiephinks
Dec.
29
7...
Busy Bodies
Oct. 7. .20....
A Day in Tokyo
Nov. 10 9..
..7..
SCREEN SONGS
.20....
Byways the
in Bangkok
Nov. 24
Dirty Work
Nov. 25. 1.28....
Around
Acropolis Mov.
30
Oliver
the
Eighth
Jan.
13.'
Boo,
Boo,
Theme
Song
Oct.
13.
I Like
Music Nov, 10. .10..
Gem of the Sea
Dee. 15 9..
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Eton Mountain
Beys
I.. 2 rls.
Rural England
Dec. 22
.10...
Jail
Birds
In Heart
Paradise Nov.
Feb. 24.'
London Medley
Dec. 29
..2
rls.
Keeps
Rainin'
All
Kej
0'
My
II,
.20....
Gertrude NIesen the Time. Jan. I2.'34.
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5.'34
Rhapsody
In
Brew
Sept.30.
Tunisian Travels
Jan. I9,'34
LazyBorrahBones
Apr. I3,'34.. .1 rl.
Minnevltch
Symphony
Suds Jin. 6,' ..2 rls.
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26,'34
MUSICALin REVUES
Let's All Sing Like the
.20....
Roaming the Netherlands. .. Feb. 9,'34
Plane
Nuts
Oct.
14.
Under
Moroccan
Skies
Feb
16,
'34..
I
rl
BirdiesBabies,
Sing
Feb. 15
9.'34..B.9.
Roast Beef and Movies. .. Dec. 2. .17....
Sing,
Sing Dec.
A MOVIE
Journey TINTYPE
in Flanders
ODDITIES
SERIESFeb. 23.'34, . I rl
Baby
Rose
Marie
Fine Feathers Nov. 18.
For the Man She Loved... .Sept. 8
Lanny
Ross
Tune Up and Sing Mar 9.'34. ..I rl.
Happy Warriors
Oct. 21. .1 rl..
Slander's
When Yuba Plays the
.7...
Twin DukesTongue
and a Duchess. Sept.22
Oct. 6
10....
.8...
.
Roping
Wild
Bears
Jan.
13.':
The Great Train Robbery. .Oct. 27
Rumba
on the Tuba Sept. 16.
Trick Golf
Mar. 3.'
Mills
Bros.
AHelen
Moment
of
Madness
Nov.
4
Vital
Feb. 10,' .21.
of the Chorus Dec. 10
OUR Victuals
GANG
SCREEN SOUVENIRS
Bedtime
Worries
Sept. 9. .19.
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5,'34
Wild Poses
No. I
Aug. 25. ...10...
The
Girl
from
the
Country.
Jan,
I9,'34
N».
2
Sept.
22.... 10...
.19....
Emma's Dilemma
Feb. 2,'34
TODD-KELLY
No.
3
Oct.
Love's Old Sweet Song Feb. I6,'34
Air
Fright
Dec.
23.
No. 4
Nov. 20....
17.... 10...
10...
The Heart of Valeska Mar. 9,'34
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(THE
RELEASE
CHACT--C€NT»D
)
Title
Rel Date
Title
Rel. Date Mia.
UNIVERSAL COMEDIES
Title
Ret. Date Mln.
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
No. 5
Dec. 15 10
MY BRIDGE
EXPERINo.
3
—
Buddy's
Show Boat. May I2,'34..7
ENCES (Ely Culbertson)
All
at
Sea
Sept.20
21
No.
4
—
Buddy
the
Gob.
.
. Jan. 13.'34. . II rl..
rl. .
No. 6
Jan. I2.'34.I0
No. 5 — Buddy and Towser
Forced Response, A
Sept. 15... 17...
(Mentone No. 2)
No.
Feb. 9.'34.
9.'34..l.1 rl..
Murder at the Bridge Table. Sept. I... 21...
Big Benefit. The
Oct. 18 21
No. 6 — Buddy's Garage
Iri..
21...
No. 7
8
Mar.
rl. . Society
Cheaters
Sept.
29...
MELODY MASTERS
3)
No.PARAMOUNT
9
What Not to Do Bridge
in Bridge.. Oct. 13... 15...
Big(Mentone
Casino, No.
The
Nov. 29 21
SOUND Apr. e.'34. . I rl. . Trans-Atlantlo
No. I— Hot from Petrograd 10
NEWS
(Mentone No. 4)
Dave2 — Apollon
and Orchestra
Tricks
Oct.
27...
21...
Two Editions Weekly
Born
April Holloway
First Mar. I4.'34. .2 rl».
No.Claude
Barber
9
Three Knaves and a Queen. Nov. 10... 20...
Sterling
GRANTLAND RICE
HopkinsShop
and Blues
Band
PATHE NEWS
SPORTLIGHTS
Broadway
Varieties
Feb.
I4.'34.
.2
rIs.
No.
3
—
Rubinoff
and
Orchestra
10
(Mentone
No.
7)
Released
twice
a
week
No. 4— Eddie Duchin and Band 10....
No.
Water March
Lure
Ceiling Whacks
Mar. 28.'34. .2 rls.
PATHE REVIEW
No. 5 — Borrah Minnevitch and His
No. 3—
4— The
of the Sept.22 iO
Henny Armetta
Released once a month
Champions
Oct. 20 II
Harmonica Rascals
10....
FullHenry
Coverage
Feb.
28,
'34.
.2
rls.
No. 5— Kennel Kings Nov. 24 10
No.
6 — Jack Denny and Band 10....
SOGLOW'S
.7...
No. 6— Around the Calendar . Dec. 22 10....
No. 7 — Mills Blue Rhythm Band 10
CARTOONS "THE KING"
Meeting Armetta
Mazle
Dec. 20 20
No. 8— Isham Jones
Mar. 17, '34. 10
No.
Giants ....Jan.
Fatal Note. The
Sept. 29... .7...
Sterling Holloway
No. 78—— Jumping
Horse Power
Feb. 26.'34.ll
16. '34.11
No.
9— Vincent
Phil Spitalny
Apr. I2,'34.
14, '34. .10
Mountain
Music
.Jan. 3. '34. 18....
Jest of Honor
Jan. I9,'34 .1 rl.
Louise
Fazenda
No.
10—
Lopez
May
I rl. .
Ne. 9— Flying Bodies Mar. 23. '34. 10
Jolly
Good Along
Felons
Feb. 27...,
I6.'34
Not the Marrying Kind Nov. 22 20
No.Abe11 —Lyman
Tin Hat Harmony. .May I2,'34. . I rl. .
Marching
Oct.
Ne.TWOID— REEL
Animal COMEDIES
Aptics . . . . Apr. I3,'34. . I rl. . On
.7...
Sterling
Holloway
the
Pan
Nov.
24
.7...
Pals
On the Air and Off Sept. 6 19
No. 1312—— B.D. A.Mendoza
Wolfeand July 7.'34..lr1..
Circus
Feb. I6.'34.2I
No.
.1 rl.
(Mentone
No. I)
HarryHoodoo
Langdon
SPECIALS
Open
Sesame
.Oct. 25 20
Vltaphone
Band
Aug. 4,'34..lrl..
Cold Turkey
Dec. I 19
.28...
So
This
Is
Harris
Jan.
19.'34
MERRY
MELODIES
Henry
Armetta
Joseph Cawthorn
lOi/j.
VAGABOND ADVENTURE
IO'/2.
Out
of
Gas
Nov.
8
21
Ducky Dear
Sept. I 19
No.
10
—
I
Like
Mountain
Music
Louise Fazenda
SERIES
Sidney Toler
No. 12II—— The
ShuffleDishOft Ran
to Buffalo
77
Antwerp
Sept.
8....
No.
Away
with
the
Paisie
Walsie
Jan.
31,
'34.
20
GoldWalterNuggets
Feb.
2.'34.I8....
Cuba
Nov. 10
Catlett
Henry
Armetta
Spoon
7
Gibraltar, Guardian of the
PieJames
for Two
Dec. 13 21....
JustBingan Crosby
Echo
Jan. I9,'34.20
No. 13 — We're in the Money
7
Gleason
Mediterranean
MERRY
MELODIES
(New
Series)
Stung Again
Oct. 18 18
NewPallette-Catlett
Dealers, The
Apr. 6,'34..2rls.
Holy
Land
Feb. 16.'34.
Madeira,
Land of Wine
Louise
Fazenda
No.
I
—
I've
Got
to
Sing
a
Torch
Song..
7....
Supper
at Six
Dee. 27 18
No.Yard2 — Fence
Sitting on a Back
Moorish Spain
Jan. 12, '34.
NoLeon
MoreErrolBridge Mar. I6.'34. .2 ris.
(Mentone
No. 5)
I rl. .
Trifle
Jan. I7,'34. 19'/2 . . No. 3— Pettin' in the Park Jan. 27,'34..l rl..
OldChicBugler,
Jan. 5.'34.20....
VinceBackward.
Barnett A
Sale The
No.
4
—
Honeymoon
Hotel
..
Feb.
17,
'34.
.7
On Ice
Oct. 6 21
(Cinecoior)
STATE RIGHTS
Vaudeville
Mar.21,'34. .2 rll.
(Mentone Days
No. 8)
No. 5 — Beauty and the Beast I rl..
OneHarry
AwfulLangdon
Night Oct. 20 21
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
PEPPER POT
Vaudeville
Jan. 24.'34. .2 rls.
(Mentone onNo.Parade
6)
AMKINO
Pallette-Catlett
No. I— Walter Donaldson
10
Please
Dec. 15.... 22....
A
Day
in
Moscow
26...
Where's
Elmer?
Feb.
7.'34.20
...
Vince Barnett
No.
23 —— Admission
5cwith Dr.
10....
Bing Crosby
Killing
to
Live
'
17...
No.
Rock-a-Bye-Bye.
Roaming Romeo, A
Dee. 29.... 21....
Kino Displays
IS. . .
Rockwell
II
Harry Langdon
BEVERLY
HILLS
PICTURES
No. 4— Laughs in the Law
8
Sailors, Beware
Sept. 15. . . . IB. . . . Coocoo Capers
VITAPHONE SHORTS
'
No.
5
—
Notre
Dame
Glee
Club
8
Catlett- Pallette
Flame of the Pacific
23...
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
No. 6— Harry Warren
10....
Three
Little
Swigs
Nov.
10
21
Terrors
of
the
Amazon
29...
BIG
V
COMEDIES
Leon Errol
No.
7
—
Easy
Aces
10....
No.Jack1— Haley
Salt Water Daffy. . Sept. 16 .. 21
No.
Little Memories
Miss Mischief 10
CAPITAL
UpFranklin
and Down
Mar. 2.'34..2rl8.
No. 98—— Movie
9
Dance
Parade
17...
Pangborn
No.Roscoe
2 — Close
Relations
...Sept.
30
20
No.
10
—
The
Tune
Detective 9
CELEBRITY
(Fatty)
Arbuekle
Sigmund
Spaeth
Jack and the Beanstalk 6...
No. 3 — Gobs of Fun Oct. 21 21....
No.
II12—— The
Mississippi
Suite
9..,.
FIRST DIVISION
PRINCIPAL
No.Block
GeorgeShy Givot-Charles Judels
Gus
and Wrong
Sully Wrong Trail 10
Delhi
Nov.
15...
.10...
No.
4
—
Turkey
In
the
Raw.
Nov.
4
21...
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
MyDavid
Side L.of Hutton
the Story Sept22 10...
No. 13— Song Hits, with Roy Turk II
Circle of Life of the Ant
No. 1514 —— Pure
Easy Aces,
No. 2
Irl..
No. 5 — In the Dough Nov. 25 22
Strange Case of Tom Mooney .July 21 23...
No.
Feud
Irl..
Roscoe
(Fatty)
Arbuekle
Lion,
The
Feb.
14,
'34.
.7
No. 16 — Radio Ramblers
Irl..
City of Contrasts Nov. 22 19
No. 6 — Here Comes Flossie. Dec. 9... 18
IDEAL
No.
17
—
Lulu
McConnell
Irl..
Cuba
Sept. 27 21
Ben Blue
Canal
Gypsies
i^-'"
No. 18— Good Old Days
Irl..
No. 7 — Tomallo
Dec. 30 21....
Evolution
28...
Farmer's Friend, The Oct. 4 7
No. 19 — Radio Reels
I rl. .
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuekle
From
Ceceon
toHunt.
Butterfly.
....Sept.
Jan. I0,.'34.
.7. . . .
Goofy Games
8...
Jessel
—Charles
Van Ahearn
Great
Raccoon
The.
I
20
Mystic
East.
The
10...
No.
8—
How
D'Ya
Like
No.
20
—
Irl..
HerBee
Majesty, the Queen
Next War. The
26...
That?
Jan. I3.'34.I8
No. 21— Little Jack Little
Irl..
Dec. 1 6
We're
on Our Way
9...
George Givot-Charles Judels
No. 22— Radio Reel No. 2
Irl..
Insect
Clowns
Mar.
4.
'34..
7
INDUSTRIAL
No.
9
—
Nervous
Hands
Feb. 3.'34.2'l
No.
23—
Dad
Minds
the
Baby
I
ri..
Kick-Off. The
Oct. M 27
The Silent Enemy
30...
Ben Blue
No.
BergenStolen
in at Melody
the Races IIrl..
rl..
Newslaugh — No. 2
Dec. 20 9
No. 2425 —— The
Polynesian
No.Charles
10— Pugs
INVINCIBLE
Judelsand Kisses. .. Feb. I7,'34.2I
Snowman
Queen of theFollies
Underworld. .. Dec. 6 27
7
SpaethSpeaks
No.Sigmund
26 — Camera
Irl..
Wonders of the Tropics Dec. 13 32
No. II— Mushrooms
Feb. I4.'34. .2 rls.
Harry
G ribbon Again Mar. 24.'34. .2 rls.
MUSICAL WORLD JOURNEYS
No.Ben
12—Blue
Foiled
E. M. NEWMAN
No. I— ExploringMemories
the Pacific Irl..
Irl..
No. 13— Ben Blue (untitled) .Apr. 14, '34. .2 rls.
UNI
No.
URES
TitleTED ARTISTS
Rel. Date Mln.
RKO
No. 14 — Corn on the Cop ... Apr. 28, '34. .2 rls.
Rel. Date
No. 23—— Samoan
Heart of Paris
10...
Title RADIO PICT
MICKEY MOUSE
No. 15—1 Scream
May 19.'34. .2 rls.
No.
4—
Italy,
the
Old
and
the
New
II
AMOS
'N' ANDY
BROADWAY BREVITIES
No. 5 — Cannibal Islands
Iri..
7...
15.
Mickey'sLove
Gala Premiere. Aug.
June 30
CARTOONS
16. Steeple
Puppy
No. 67 —— Spanish
Irl..
.1 rl..
No. I— Use Your Imagina- tion .Sept. 2 18
Lion Tamer, The
Feb.
17.
Chase
Sept. 14
1
No.
Jerusalem,America
the Holy City Iri..
Rasslin' Match, The Jan.
18. The Pet Shop
Sept.22
II
No.
8
—
Picturesque
Slam
Irl..
Hal
LeRey-Mitzl
Mayfalr
BLONDE
and RED
No. 2 — Rufus Jones for
No. 9 — Slackers of the Jungle I rl..
HEAD SERIES
1.(NEW
Giant SERIES)
Land
Nov. 15 .7...
President
Sept. 9 20
No.
1011 —— Central
East Indies
Irl..
Bridal Bail
Feb. 9.'34 ,21
No.
America
Irl..
.7...
Ethel
Waters
2.
Mickey
Shanghaied
Jan.
I5,'34.
Walking Back Home Dec. 8. 19....
No.
3
—
Seasoned
Greetings.
Sept.
23
20
No.
.2
—
Dark
Africa
Irl..
.7...
3. Playful Pluto
Mar. 18.I. '34. .7...
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Lita
Grey
Chaplin
No.
13—
South
Sea
Islands
Irl..
4.
Camping
Out
Feb.
I6,'34.
No. 4— Paul Revere, Jr Oct. 7 21
SERIES
(Reissue)
SILLY
SYMPHONIES
.7...
The Count
Nov. 17. .21....
12. Lullaby Land
Aug
No.Gusy5 — Shy-Janet
Operator's Reade
Opera... Oct. 14 21
The Immigrant
Jan. 19,' .21....
13. Pied Piper
Oct.
.7...
Donald
Novis-Dawn
CLARK & McCULLOUGH
0'
DayEton
Boys
(NEW
SERIES)
15
1.
The
Night
Before
SEI2IALS
No.
6—
'Tis
Spring
Oct. 28 19
Fits In a Fiddle Oct. 20. .141/,..
Christmas
Dec.
(EACH SERIAL 12 EPISODES OF 2 RLS.)
2. The China Shop Jan. 15. '34..
Patricia
Ellis.2 rli..
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Alien
Jenkins
Hey Nanny, Nanny Jan. 12,' 21.
3.
Grasshopper
and
the
(Technicolor)
InOdortheInDevil
Dog
House.
...
Feb.
2,'
the Court
.2 rIs.
No. 7— Yeast Is Yeast Nov. II 20
Ant. The
Feb. I5.'34..8
Snug in a Jug
Nov. 2. 20....
FIRST DIVISION
CUBBY
No.Tom8—Patricola
The Mild West Nov. 18 23
CARTOONSTHE BEAR
Young Eagles
Borden Dec. 2 23
UNIVERSAL
No.Janet9— Reade-Olive
Girl Trouble
Croon Crazy
Dec. 29. ..7....
Mitchell and Durante
Cubby's
Picnic
Oct. 6. .7....
Rel. Date Mln.
Title
Galloping
Dec.
No. 10— Around the Clock. . Dec. 16 29
I rl..
rl . .
GOOFYTONE
NEWS
Gay Gaucho.Fanny
The
Nov. 3.1. .1..71/2..
MASCOT
No.
I
Aug.
28....
Norma Eton
Terris-Boys
Four
Fighting with Kit Carson. .. July 6 20...
Good Knight
Feb. 26.':
23.' .1 rl . . No. 2
Oct. I .10...
No. 11 — Plane Crazy
Dec. 23 22
Sinister
Stuff
Jan.
Johnny
Mack Brown(each)
I
rl
.
No.
3
Dec.
25
Noah Beery
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
Dorothy
Lee-Arthur and
I rl.
No. 4
Jan. 29.'34. ..9...
COMEDIES
Morton
Havel
Lost
Jungle,
The
Apr.
I,
'34.
20...
How
Comedies
Are
Born
Sept.
8.
.19....
No. 6
5
Mar. 19.5.'34.
Clyde Beatty
No. 12— Kissing Tims Dec. 16 22
rl.
Suits to Nuts
Dee. I. .18....
No.
Mar.
'34. .1.8'/2.
Mystery
Squadron, The Dec. 23 (each)
20...
Jane
FromanBob
Steele
(each)
OSWALD CARTOONS
Georges
Metaxa
HEADLINER SERIES
1,'34. .9...
No. 13— A Little Girl with
Candy House, The
Jan. 15.'34.
Wolf Dog. The
Sept.30
No. 5— Preferred List Oct. 6.. .20....
Chicken Reel
Jan.
.7...
Ne. 6— Air Tonic
Dec. 22. .21....
Rin
Tin Tin, Mallory
Jr.-Frankie
Darro-Boots
Big
Ideas
Jan.
20.'34.29
Molly
Picon
.2
Ms.
County
Fair
Feb.
5,'34.
Ne. 7— On Approval Jan. 5
No. 14— Not Tonight,
Five and Dime
Sept. 18. .. ..8...
I rl.
34
MASQUERS COMEDIES
Gingerbread
Boy
Apr.
.1 rl.
Josephine
Jan. 27,'34.21
In the Zoo
Nov. I6.'34.
6 .7...
Frank
McHughAbroad in Old Kentucky Sept. 9 20
Kitty Kelly
Kings Old
Up
Mar. 27
12, 34. .8...
PRINCIPAL
MR. AVERAGE MAN
Merry
Soul
Nov.
Chandu
2 rls.
(Technicolor)
.1
rl.
(each)
COMEDIES
(EDGAR
Parking Space
Dec. 18 .7...
No. 15— Picture Palace Feb. 10,'34.2I
KENNEDY)
Lost
World
2 rl».
No. 1716 —— Come
to Dinner.
... Feb. 24.'34. 10
(each)
Toy
Shoppe.
The
Feb.
19,
'34.
.
1
rl.
Grin
and
Bear
It
Dec.
29
20'/i..
No.
Business
Is
a
Wolf.
Apr. 2.'34.
What Fur?
Nov. 3 21
Pleasure
Mar. 3. '34.. 2 rls. Tarzan,
POOCHWolf
CARTOONS
Fearless Aug. II (each)
20
MUSICALS
Buster theCrabbe
No.Dorothy
18 — Silver
King
Klunk
Sept.
4....
Stone Living Mar. I7.'34. .2 Ms.
Bubbling
Over
Jan.
5.'34.20
SheRADIO
Done Him
Right
Oct.
9
Ethel Waters
No. 19— Let's Play Post
STAR REELS
Henry
Jan. 26,'34. .2 rl». Peeping Tom
Office
Mar. 31. '34. .2 rls.
Sept. 20 17...
Bert theLahrApe
Jean Sargent
Louis
Sobol
—
No.
4
21...
14. ...20...
UNIVERSAL
Hizzoner
Nov.
17
2l'/»..
Boswell Sisters. The Dec. 6
No.Lillian
20 — Story
Conference..
.Apr.
7,'34..2rls.
Bert Lahr
Gordon
Ghost City
Roth
(each)
Buck of
Jones-Madge
Bellamy Aug
Nick Kenny — No. 4
Knife
of
the
Party
Feb.
I6,'34.
.2
rU.
No.(Technicolor)
21 — Morocco Nights ...Apr. 2I.'34. .2 rls. Perils of Pauline Nov. 8 .. (each)
Lillian Miles
STRANGE AS IT
.20...
(each)
SEEMS
SERIES
Evalyn ofKnapp-Robert
Strange
Case of Hennessy. . Dec. 8 2l'/2..
Phantom
the Air AllenMay 22 ...20...
No.Hal22 —LeRoy
Private Lessons ...Juno 5.'34.22
Cliff Edwards
No. 32 — Novelty
Sept. 4 .1.9...rl.
34.20...
Tom Tyler-Gloria Shea
No. 33—
Novelty
Oct. 20
9
MUSICOMEDIES
No.
34 — Novelty
Nov.
Pirate Treasure
Jan. 29, (each)
LOONEY TUNES
SERIES (Ruth Etting)
No. 35 — Novelty
Dec. 18 .11...
10...
Richard
TalmadgeNo.
I
—
Buddy's
Day
Out.
.Sept.
9
8
California
15 20'/i..
34.20...
Lucille Lund
No. 36— Novelty
Jan. 22.'34. in.
Knee Deep Weather
In Music Dec.
Sept.22
2IVa..
No.Garden
2— Buddy's Beer
Vanishing
Shadow, The Apr. 23.
No. 37— Novelty
Feb. 26.'34 . I rl..
Oct. 21 7
Torch Tango
Feb. 23.'34.2I
(each)
Onslow Stevens-Ada Ince
No. 38— Novelty
Mar. 26.'34.
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USED

ECLIII3MEN1

NEW

EOLIID/HENT

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons. etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Catalogue H free. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

TRADE WITH
"OLDMost
RELIABLE
Established
25 years.
complete MONARCH."
stock theatre
equipment, sound accessories, supplies. Money saving
prices. Our central location assures snappy service.
Catalog free. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
Memphis, Tenn,

ONE PAIR REFLECTOR ARCS, $150.00 ; 5 HORSE,
single phase motor, $50.00. BOX 445, GLASGOW, KY.

COMPLETE LINE OF BABY SPOTS. SPOTlights,tivefloodlights,
special stage
scenic253effects
attracprices. C. NEWTON
& CO.,
West at14th
St.,
New York.

BARGAIN: COMPLETE REBUILT SIMPLEX
projectors and low intensity lamps. Also 75 to
150 ampere Hertner generator, good as new. JOE
GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
600 UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS CHEAP. PICTURE
THEATRE SEATING, 722 Springfield Ave., Newark,
N. J.
PATRONIZE
counter:
RebuiltMONARCH'S
projectors, SPECIAL
generators, BARGAIN
rectifiers,
reflector arc lamps, Mazda lamphouses, screens,
chairs, lenses, portables, amplifiers, sound heads. All
theatre equipment. Satisfactory trades completed.
Expert projector repairing and service. Established
25 years. Free list. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Memphis, Tenn.
BARGAINS 1 RECONDITIONED ARCTIC NU-AIR
blowers, noiseless drives. Write for prices. SOUTHERN FAN COMPANY, Box 440, Atlanta, Ga.

WANTED

TC

CUT

WANTED PIPE ORGAN. NO AUTOMATICS.
Stale particulars and price wanted in first letter.
Va
Cash. HODGSON ORGAN CO., 608 Duke St.. Norfolk,

REAL BUYS! REBUILT SIMPLEX MECHANisms, $135.00, complete machine $175.00; Morelite de luxe
rebuilt lamps, $125.00; Peerless. $175.00; Mazda lamps
and transformers, $90 pair. Machine parts at lowest
prices. CROWN, 311 W. 44th St., New York.

100 WINDOW CARDS, 14 x 22, 3 COLORS, $3.25
F.O.B. BERLIN PRINT, Berlin, Md.

DDINTINS

SEDVICE

NEARGRAVURE— 250 2-COLOR LETTERHEADS,
250 envelopes. $2.99 prepaid. SOLLIDAYS. Knox,
Ind.

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST,
STEADY
ORSOUND
RELIEF.
BOX 377.NON-UNION,
MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.
EXPERIENCED PROTECTIONISTS FURNISHED.
H. S. I., P. O. Box 88, Station C, Los Angeles.
MANAGERmarried,
OR SOUND
YEARS'
experience,
reasonableOPERATOR,
salary. H. 15SWATEK,
260 Cedar. Highland Park, 111.

WILL RENT 600 - SEAT THEATRE
privilege to lease or buy. R. Ml^ELLER, 1623 WITH
Bruce
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

COMPLETE BOOTH AND SOUND EQUIPMENT.
New and rebuilt. Accessories and Supplies.
Expert
repair and servicing. Guaranteed quality. Unusual
prices. Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE
SUPPLY CORP., 334 W. 44th St., New York

PROJECTION AND BOOTH EQUIPMENT,
parts and accessories. Simplex mechanisms, arc
lamps, rectifiers, generators, etc. Give full particulars. Spot cash. BOX 374, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

PROJECTIONIST — EMPLOYED AT PRESENT,
desire change.
Operate
Western
Electric.
Go anywhere. BOX 376,
MOTION
PICTURE
HERALD.

WANTED TO LEASE THEATRE ANY SIZE
mPICTURE
any of HERALD.
the western states. BOX 373, MOTION

HOW ABOUT CHANGING YOUR LAMP TO' A.C.
type?
Transformers—
rectifiers, $250.00
pair. A Write
slig;ht
additional
charge for necessary
lamp changes.
us details. CROWN, 311 West 44th St., New York.

COME TO HEADQUARTERS — SAVE ON REflector arcs, amplifiers, generators, chairs, rectifiers,
anythir.s. Ask for list. Trades taken. Tremendous
savings.' S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
USED THEATRE CHAIRS. LOWEST PRICES,
largest stock, all kinds, parts for all chairs. GENERAI^
SEATING CO., 2035 Charleston St.. Chicago.

UNION PROJECTIONIST EIGHTEEN YEARS'
experience
5 years' Pollock
sound —St„married
references.
GEORGE —GODLEY,
New —Bern,
N. C.

LEASE OR
MINIMUM
lation 15,000. mBUYthe THEATRE,
East or Middle West.POPUBOX
370, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

CENEI5AE

WANTED: USED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS FOR
cash. State price wanted and serial number. BOX 378,
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

YOUNG MAN, ASSISTANT MANAGER, DESIRES
position. Will invest. BOX 367, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

WANTED

PARTS FOR SIMPLEX, POWERS. 32% OFF— IF
you
get our
catalog, write S. O. S. CORP..
IhOO didn't
Broadway,
NewnewYork.

OUTSTANDING BARGAINS FOR CASH ON
complete rebuilt portable 35 mm. sound-on-film projector outfits
one of thePICTURE
most reliable
manufacturers.made
BOX 375,byMOTION
HERALD.

I^CSITICNS

THEATRES

SCDND

ECDIDMENT

■•VOUR AMPLIFIER IS THE BERRIES!" SAYS
Abernathy,
Theatre.
Okla. Fidelity
You'll
say the same Royal
when you
install Fairview,
S. O. S. Wide
sound. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
WIDE RANGE OPTICAL SYSTEMS — FIT ANY
make soundhead. Lenses by Bausch & Lomb, 9,000
cycle frequency response, slit image. .0008 high. SpecialNewly priced,
York. $19.75. S. O. S. CO'RP.. 1600 Broadway,
TECHNICAL

DCCrS

'•MIEHLINGS SOUND PROJECTION" FORMERly $6.00, now $1.49. All fundamentals of sound,
profusely illustrated, wiring blue prints, charts.
S. O. S. CORP.. 1600 Broadway, New York.

ECDIDMENT

BARGAINS — NEW AND USED
NT
supplies. Expert projector overhauling— EQUIPME
do you
need? Ask us. MIDWEST THEATREWhatSUPPLY
CO.. 910 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
DRAPERY FABRICS. VELOURS, SATEENS, ETC
ASSOCIATED FABRICS, 723 Seventh
Ave., New
\ ork.
GET Fidelity
WISE. QUIT PAYING TRIBUTE— S. O. S.
Wide
guaranteed to equal any sound, $179.70
up
complete;
$49.50 up; unified control
amplifiers, $55.00soundheads,
up. Trades taken. S. O. S. CORP.,
1600 Broadway, New York.
SCDEEN
DESDI^EACINC
WE RESURFACE ^'OUR OLD SCREEN AND
make it like
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
CO.,new.
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicajro.
THEATRES
WILL SELL FIVE-YEAR LEASE ON PAYING
theatre fbr $1,000.00 cash. BOX 372, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
FOR SALE: THEATRE, BUILDING AND EQUIPment. If interested write: CITY THEATRE, Philadelphia. Miss.
TDAININC

SCHCCLS

LEARN THEATRE POSTER PAINTING. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF LETTERING, Box 102,
Aurora, III.
LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT
and theatre advertising. Big opportunities for trained
men. Catalog
free. THEATRE
MANAGERS
INSTITUTE. 315 Washington
St.. Elmira.
N. Y.
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^GREATEST

PERFECTION

in

TICKET

ISSUING

MACHINES

Three Unif NEW MODEL
H ALL PURPOSE REGISTER showing detail of
finger tip control.

Three Unit NEW 1935
MODEL H ALL PURPOSE
REGISTER showing door
in place.
Three Unit N EW 1935
MODEL H ALL PURPOSE
REGISTER with top plate
removed
chanism. showing me-

t NEW 1935
ALL PURPOSE
showing door

S!

cO»

AT

of 50 years embodied

in the NEW

1935

MODEL 'H' ALL PURPOSE TICKET REGISTERS brings to
the motion picture theatre, cash control equipment that

is without equal in accuracy

noiseless hand

and speed. Low

cost . . .

operation . . . reliability . . . sturdiness . . .

attractiveness in design and appearance

. . . makes

this

50%

register adaptable to any type house.
WRITE TODAY TO OUR NEAREST REPRESENTATIVE FOR FULL DETAILS.
FOR 20 YEARS.. . General Registers hove been standard cash control equipnnent for theatres . . . restaurants. . . cafeterias . . . soda fountains . . . Designed by
foremost engineers .. . manufactured by skilled technicians . . serviced by expert mechanics ... they are
the infallible guardians of cash receipts.

GENERAL
1018 SO. WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

REGISTER

SAVING

CORPORATION

1540 Broadway, New York
57 COLUMBUS AVE.
1726 SO VERMONT AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

307 NO. 13th STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Heavy traffic grinds in grit . . . powerful
vacuum cleaners whip it out. After years of
daily punishment, Bigelow rugs and carpets
still look beautiful, still feel luxurious!
Theatre men find that Bigelow costs less
per year — its Lively Wool resists matting,
is easier to keep clean, lasts longer. Result:
theatres everywhere (like 90% of the country's hotels) are consistent users of Bigelow.
Whatever you want to pay, you'll find a
Bigelow grade, color and pattern that fills
the hill.
* HARTFORD SAXONY— long a favorite
fabric for theatre lobbies and foyers.
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anditeseating

Right

Across
the

Continent

In IVew York City
New Modern H-W seats
furnished to the Port of
New York Authority, Port
Authority Commerce
Building, New York City.

In Seattle, Wash.
H-W reseating adds modern
comfort and great beauty to
the MetropoUtan Theatre of
Seattle, Washington.

•
Sales Offices
Boston, Massachusetts
New York City
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Baltimore, Maryland
Chicago, Illinois
Los Angeles, California
San Francisco, California
Kansas City, Missouri
St. Louis, Missouri
Tampa, Florida
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Houston, Texas
New Orleans, Louisiana
Seattle, Washington
Denver, Colorado
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Birmingham, Alabama
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Cleveland, Ohio
Richmond, Virginia
Savannah, Georgia

• •

Seating or re-seating, modern style or traditional design,

little theatre or coUossal interior — whatever the problem there
is an H-W
H-W

style to meet it — wherever the interior, there is an

seating engineer close by. Heywood-Wakefield's

is nationwide — as much

service

so as its reputation for furnishing seats

in the theatre that help furnish dollars to the box office.

Hey

wood
-liVakef
Theatre
Seating

ield

3etteK)hedtres
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Observations

5 As we approach the time of the
year most suited to major alterations and reconditioning measures, we urge upon theatre operators a close examination of their
seating. Not that seating was
neglected the most during the
period of necessarily extreme
economy. It merely is one of the
things that should have been neglected the least.
Believing that the value of comfort to the box office cannot be
overestimated, we should find it
difficult to justify the attitude of
the exhibitor who failed to reseat
his house at the earliest possible
moment if his present seating was
found to be no longer brightly
attractive and to be incapable of
giving the comfort of well designed new chairs.
In view of its importance, new
modern seating is cheap. During
the high-price years, the cost of
auditorium seating was only about
15% that of the total equipment
of the theatre — and less than S%.
of the total cost of the theatre.
And

of course prices are substantially lower today. Thus failure
to reseat may very well jeopardize
from SS% to at least 90% of the
investment.

Knowing the physical condition
into which the average theatre
lapsed during the last few years—
though it is steadily improving — we probably should not confine
these earnest remarks to seating.
But we do — for purposes of emphasis. Ifwhile viewing the performance, patrons stood up, we
should be concerned about resilient flooring, shoes and maybe
canes, for patron-comfort is utterly imperative, no matter how it
can be achieved. Under the circumstances, we cannot achieve it
without well designed, properly

installed chairs having the essential qualities of newness.
We therefore respectfully urge
careful inspection now of all theatre seating, to determine whether
repairs or replacements are needed, whether a better arrangement
could be made with reference to
sightliness, or whether a complete
job of reseating is really required.
Neglect to do this may well represent neglect to place your theatre in a position to enjoy to the
full the benefits accruing from
current movements toward economic recovery.
5 There was a theatre fire in New
York the other day — a fire of interest to us only, however, because
it happened in a Broadway theatre
known nationally, and because it
recalls some agitation of our own
respecting insurance.
Some months ago we were privileged to publish a very comprehensive survey of conditions under
which the motion picture theatre
operator acquires fire insurance.
The article was based on a private
investigation conducted with the
co-operation of industry groups,
and its allegations, pointing to a
rather haphazard rate-making system, were based on findings unquestionably authentic. The author declared that the motion picture industry was paying twice as
much as it should for fire insurance.
The reason given was that the
modern motion picture theatre, in
which one could build a goodsized bonfire without incurring a
For identification of writers and
editorial notes on articles in Better
Theatres refer to Among Contributors toThis Issue, on page 32.

great deal of damage, is placed in
the same risk class as the wooden,
irresponsibly designed stage theatre of many years ago.
As to the recent Broadway incident, the newspaper before us
said, "Only fifty persons of a capacity audience of 5,200 left the
Capitol theatre, Broadway and
51st Street, yesterday about noon
when a short-circuit caused a
small fire backstage. The fire was
extinguished quickly by a fireman.
The automatic sprinkler system
gave the alarm. . . • A silk curtain
was damaged by the blaze."
This well represents the vast
change properly applying to the
insuring of theatres today, yet few
operators other than the larger
circuits get the benefit of it. It
has been suggested that the theatre
business, as a whole, is unable to
effect more favorable basic rates
because it does not have experience data with which to back up
its contention of almost perfect
safety. If this is true, the compilation ofsuch statistics is an activity which exhibitor organizations might well consider.
5 Ever so often, if not oftener,
someone waxes loud and resentful
about "oversea ting." There are
too many theatres! So many seats
now that present operators cannot
make any money! Perhaps. But
there will always be the need of
new theatres. If not more, at least
others. Advancements in theatre
engineering, shifts in population,
changing economic setups, sheer
obsolescence will always work
their inexorable if not so wondrous ways. In a certain period
there may not be room for more
seats. But there will always be
room for other seats — and better
[7]
ones. — G. S.
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BROWN WAS in a quandary. It was mid-winter, 1932, with
storms and sub-zero weather clamping
down on his small Midwestern town, and
the depression doing its utmost to put the
finishing touches to his once flourishing
show business. The 7,000 people in the
community were struggling with unemployment, and box office receipts had fallen
off alarmingly. Backed by many years of
ups and downs as an exhibitor, and sustained by the goodwill of his remaining
patrons. Brown had limped along through
the lean years, hanging onto his theatre
in the faith that the return of better days
would eventually crowd his house with
amusement seekers.
Now he faced a situation more critical
than any brought about by business conditions obtaining at that time. A competitor had overbid the usual price paid for
his lease, and in six weeks his equipment
literally would be set out in the street,
and he would find himself in the unen-
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viable predicament of holding contracts
for all the choice films for the coming season, with no house in which to show them !
He lacked funds with which to complete a new show house, even on the most
modest scale. He had no real estate holdings suitable for a theatre site, and he knew
the banks were holding securely on to the
loan funds in their vaults, and were, for
the present frowning on commercial ventures of this type.
Here was a problem so full of seemingly
insurmountable obstacles and untoward
conditions that many exhibitors would
have considered it impossible of solution.
Because the methods used by Brown
(which is not his real name) to meet and
solve this perplexing situation, ofifer suggestions for study by other exhibitors who
for one reason or another wish to change
their accommodations, his plan of procedure isset down in some detail below.

cluded that since he was the favorite
showman of the town, and since he had
the choice product for 1933, half a block
one way or the other would make little
difference in the total volume of his
patronage.
ORIGINAL BUILDING

THE

property for $8,000, was to call in an experienced theatre architect. He laid the
whole problem before him, told him he
needed a house seating between 500 and
600, at the lowest possible cost, and inquired whether, in the time allowed, anything could be made of the vacant garage.
A thorough examination of the old
building showed the walls to be safe and
substantial and that the roof was in good
condition. A preliminary architectural
sketch and estimate showed that by raising
the roof and extending it over the additional twenty feet of ground lying in the
rear, a cozy little motion picture theatre

PROBLEM

brown's village was
one of those typical communities centered
around a courthouse in the town square.
Most of the mercantile establishments
were grouped about this area, but Browm
could locate nothing suitable for his purpose on the four main streets at a price
within his reach. By inquiry and search
he finally located, half a block of? the
square, a vacant building formerly occupied by an automobile sales and service
concern, and now held by a local bank
after foreclosure proceedings. Brown con-

Sketches by the author showing front elevations of the building, as a garage and as a theatre.

THH OLD BUILDING WaS
not particularly promising in appearance.
It was rather short, 42 x 100 feet, with
a front of red brick broken up by two
large display windows and a central garage
entrance. Inside, the distance from the
floor to the bottom of the ceiling trusses
was only 14 feet. However, he found
that the walls and roof seemed in fair condition, and that a small plot of ground
in the rear, 42 x 20 feet, also belonged to
the lot.
Brown's first step, after ascertaining
that the bank would let him have the
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seating 559 persons could be obtained at
a cost of about $15,000.
FINANCING
HAVING SATISFIED himself
as to the possibilities of the site, Brown
secured an option on the building for thirty
days, and at once set about arranging various matters of financing. The merchants
in the block, glad to have a theatre in the
vicinity to draw the crowds their way,
pledged small sums to help the project,
even though some of them were trembling
on the edge of bankruptcy.
No greater compliment could have been
paid an exhibitor than the rallying of these
fellow business men to Brown's support
and their encouragement of his new venture during the most difficult period ever
experienced by merchandising. Even the
bankers holding the foreclosed property
promised a very small loan for the development ofthe building, in the event the
purchase was made. Brown was able to
make a small down payment, and the bank,
to help matters along, agreed that if he
would pay his interest promptly at due
dates, no principal payment would be required for two full years.
Assured of this aid, as a beginning,
Brown attacked the problem of obtaining
labor and material for his new building.
He visited the home town lumber yard
and agents for various materials he would
need. Local electrical, plumbing, and heating contractors were conferred with. All
were idle, and when he explained the circumstances and asked for a year's time on
each of their bills, or until he could secure aloan sufficient to care for all bills

Motion Picture Herald

on the remodeled structure, they each expressed awillingness to co-operate to the
utmost, pleased at the opportunity of operating again with a prospect of future
receipts for time and materials.
A conference with the leaders of the
local labor organizations took place shortly
in the theatre man's office, and the situation was again explained. Brown proposed
to hire his labor on a basis of paying 25%
of the amount due each pay day, with 75%
of the weekly wage reserved until he could
pay the balance out of box office receipts.
He offered only his personal word and
reputation as security.
It didn't take long for men who had
been loafing for months to come to a decision. Carpenters, masons, plasterers and
other artisans fell behind Brown's plan
enthusiastically, feeling that a 25% wage
was more interesting than idleness, and

7T scarcely needs to be pointed
out, perhaps, that Mr. Robert O. Boiler is himself the "extheatre architect" called
periencedthis
theatre out of a
in to design
garage. The adjective is well advised, for well over a hundred theatres have been designed by Mr.
Boiler. Here he tells just half the
story of this most interesting
project. What was done structurally and otherwise to create this
theatre will be told in the April 7
issue. THE EDITOR.
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signifying their wholehearted desire to
gamble with him on the future of his show
business.
RECONSTRUCTION
HAVING COMPLETED these
essential financial arrangements. Brown
purchased the old garage and turned it
over to his architect.
By this time winter was at its worst,
and storms made outside work impossible,
but much work on the interior of the
building while
proceeded
architect's
sketches
finalfrom
plansthewere
being
drawn. Jackscrews were set on posts under each truss, the roof was cut loose at
the side walls, brick work was cut away
above truss bearings, and the roof was
raised intact to a new position three feet
above the original level. The bearings in
the walls were bricked up, the trusses securely anchored, and the roof reflashed, at
a total cost of less than $250.
When the weather had moderated somewhat, the rear wall was removed and rebuilt on the new building line, salvaged
bricks from the old wall being reused wherever possible. A new roof was built over
the 42 x 20 foot area at the stage end of
the building, making the entire structure
42x120 feet, with a clearance of 17 feet
from the floor to the bottom of the roof
trusses. Those portions of the floor not
to be reused were torn out, and at the
same time partitions were placed at points
designated on preliminary sketches, in order to speed up the work of completion.
By the time these details were complete,
final plans were issued, and the work proceeded without interruption.
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THERE IS A certain analogy between type and color. If we break
up white light by means of a prism we
get seven colors, as in the rainbow — violet,
indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and
red. Yet by proper mixing of pigments
we can (with the aid of black, which is
no color) attain any of these colors and
all their variants with merely blue, yellow
and red. Therefore, which really are the
primary colors?
In approaching typography today, one
finds so many different kinds that even if
one were to make the study of type one's
life work it would be impossible to know
them all intimately, without the necessity
of frequent reference to printed forms.
Nevertheless, and fortunately, out of these
may be selected patterns which easily serve
the purposes of all, and even these representative patterns are in general subject to
group division based on similarities.
The problem confronted all through this
series on advertising layout — not how
much, but how little to tell — is especially
present in a discussion of type. Some
phases of the matter have been touched on
previously, particularly in the article on
printing terms and practices. Many others
will be left out altogether in the belief that
the theatre advertiser's interest will be
better served without them. A few words
about the origin of type are in order, however, if those totally unfamiliar with the
subject are to be placed in a position to
have a proper appreciation of the meaning
of type styles.
The story of type is as human as the
story of writing. The mass and maze of
printed letters with which thoughts are
so prodigiously conveyed today, are themselves artful creations of the human mind
and spirit. Each, with its line and curve,
its gradations of stroke, its specific height

and shape and width, has been derived
from the human urge to create beauty.
Thus type is not just a mechanical means
of spelling out the words which express
feeling and idea — it is itself an expression
of feeling and idea in the abstract forms
of the alphabet. And when these purposes
are made to harmonize, thought is conveyed
more effectively.
At first printing types resembled handwriting. Later letters imitating those
chiseled into the stone of Roman buildings
— capitals — were introduced, together with
small manuscript letters of Germanic
origin. Here was the beginning, in the
middle of the 15th Century, of our upper
case — capital — and lower case letters, these
designations being derived from the later
location of the characters in the type case
(a style of case, incidentally, that is no
longer generally used).
A short time after this beginning, giving
us the basis of what is now called the
roman style of letter formation, a Frenchman named Nicolas Jenson cut a roman
type face of unusual beauty, and others

is the hand
Type
An Old Style Caslon
elsewhere lent their creative genius to the
development of the roman pattern. This
is the general style of type which has come
down to us as the one best to combine for
most purposes, legibility and beauty.
There are Jenson faces in type catalogs of today, just as there are Garamonds,
Caslons, Baskervilles, Bodonis and others
bearing the names of original type creators
or at least closely following patterns they
conceived. But today there are large commercial type making establishments who
have not only added a great many variants
of these original designs, but have vastly
extended the quantity of available type
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ever, and although the face produced by
one company will have certain differences
from that of another, the dissimilarity, for
most practical purposes, will be unimportant. Moreover, when one type maker
brings out a rather original face that proves

is the

Type

Lining Caslon — roman
italic e
isand th
Type
popular, his competitors are in the habit of
producing a face that comes as close to its
essential style as possible. Thus, for example, inthe modern sans-serif faces, when
one title is not available at your printer's,
he will probably be equipped with another
designed for precisely the same typographic
effect.
The roman pattern permits considerable variation, but all roman characters
have certain features which link them to
their class. It is upright, it has a contrast
of bold and light strokes, and it has serifs.
The vertical strokes are the most part relatively bold, the horizontal strokes are light
in contrast. The angle that the serif forms
with the main stroke is more or less
rounded out by a broadening curve. This

Type

is

the

h

is the
pe and Modern
Ty
Bodoni
Sans-Serifha
pattern is in distinct contrast to the italic
and gothic, the two other main classes of
In describing the principal classes of type
type.
in a previous article, it was stated that a
certain confusion sometimes results from

is
A ny
old p
stylee
italic nuith
swash th
initiale
T

styles with patterns more or less of their
own conception. This explains why a style
of type exclusively belonging, for example,
to a manufacturer of hand-set type may
not be available for machine composition.
Types based on what may be called classic
patterns — those of the earlier originators
— will be found generally available, how-

calling
romandeveloped
types "modern,''
as thesome
recently
san-serifwherefaces
are also called "modern." This is because
the adjective modern as here applied properly refers to usage rather than intrinsic
character. Bodoni is a "modern" face in
contradistinction to "old style" roman
types. The new sans-serif faces really belong to the gothic class, which also are
sans-serif and have an equality of stroke.
The modern gothic, however, is more
stylized, squarer, less monotonous in com-

March

positton, yet having fully as much simplicity asold gothic.
The reason some roman faces are called
modern is that their development, introducing flatter serifs and for the most part,
greater contrast between the heavy and
TYPE

IS

THE

HA

TYPE

IS THE

HA

Bold and light faces of same face

light strokes, together with a certain
squareness, followed the establishment of
many, fine roman styles, which, rather
superficially, became designated as old
style.
Other general groups of type, some of
them no more than specific adaptations of
the main classes include cursive (script),
outline, to(oled„ square-serif gothic, and
those ornamental faces commonly referred
to as Old English. In addition, various
styles of type are to be had in condensed
or extended forms; i.e., narrow (requiring
less width of line for the same number of
characters), or wide (requiring a greater
width of line, and permitting a higher
degree of legibility, filling of necessary
space, and emphasis). In general, it is
good practice to specify a condensed face
for extremely narrow measure, unless a
very small size is to be used. And of
course the taller the block of type, the
wider must be the measure if it is not to be
adjudged narrow.
Italic type is to be classed as a basic
class of face, yet in general it is really correlative with roman. In the history of
type, it is an afterthought, following the
development of roman (if we can disre-

Type

Type
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Type
Bold and light roman, and bold italic
of same family
gard certain tendencies toward the slant
of handwriting assumed in the birth of
type). Italic introduces relief into roman
composition, possesses some amount of
decorative character, and is today especially
used for emphasis. In text composition
(as distinguished from display or headline matter), emphasis is the principal mission of italic. Because it is likely to look
radically different from the main body of
matter, it is also used for captions under
pictures and for other small blocks of type
to be set off by themselves. A little italic
goes a great way. It is not nearly so
legible as roman or gothic (upright forms).
Italic is well suited to display matter, of

course, if the message advises it. A few
words, such as in a headline, stated in the
larger sizes of type, can be entirely legible
in italic, and italics are indicated if the
message (1) is associated with the idea of
swiftness, (2) is a quotation or of conversational character, (3) requires extreme
emphasis, particularly without the use of
heavy black type. Italic, it is to be remembered, may be decorative, but it is not
dignified. Sometimes emphasis can be better achieved with a smaller but blacker
upright face.
Because of these special uses in conjunction with, and properly subordinate to,
roman or other upright faces, italic appears in many type families. These lines,
for example, are set in a Caslon (roman)
face. But this line is set in the italic of
the same Caslon face. Thus is italic correlative with roman.
Not all roman faces have a corresponding italic, hence (although a suitable italic
might be found for cutting in) it is well

TYPE
TYPE

IS

T

IS THE

H

Gothic {upper line) and Modern SansSerif {Ludlow's Temp(^
to be sure about this before specifying a
type style if italics are to be used within
blocks of type to be set otherwise in roman.
In program work, if not so much in newspaper advertising, it is also well to remember that some beautiful roman faces
do not have corresponding italic of equal
appearance on the page.
We have not touched in this discussion
on one or two other divisions of type. Let
us consider them as additional members of
a type family. A family of type consists
in all the available variants of the same
specific style. In a fairly large number of
styles, these members will be upper and
lower case roman, italic, bold face, and
small capitals (capital letters of the same
height as the main body of the lower case
characters). In some faces, the family
will include swash letters — fancy capital
characters designed to harmonize with the
style with which it is associated. In the
families more widely used for text purposes, certain letters form single units
called ligatures, and these sometimes augment the beauty of the composition. Almost always, of course, the characters Ff
in sequence, are physically attached in such
a ligature. Similarly ffi and fl. But there
are some other sequences possible in ligaTYPE
IS
Tooled characters
tures, such as st, ct and so on, depending
on the type family and type size. As has
been pointed out, characters of the same
family and same size compose a font.
Formerly it was more or less of a rule

that an advertisement should be entirely
set in the same family of type. Today,
however, typographers in no wise feel so
confined. The result is lots of topsy-turvy
advertisements which are at least unattractive when they are not repellent. This
does not mean that various families canTYPE

IS

THE

TYPE

IS

THE

Bodoni

bold and Bodoni light-face

not be inter-wed. It does mean, however,
that the ceremony must be performed by
someone who knows type and has an innate
sense of harmony.
Thus when the modern gothic styles became rampant, some typographers not only
renounced all knowledge of the roman
faces, but insisted that there should be no
communion between the two. In this they
doubtless acknowledged a basic difficulty.
That difficulty, however, can be overcome,
and is being overcome today. There is no
disharmony in a layout containing both
modern gothic and roman faces if the combination has similar weight, tone and
spirit. Examples of this will be given in
another article, for we are by no means
through with type. Before we are through,
it will be our purpose to discuss the psychology oftype styles, to demonstrate good
and bad practices in style combinations, to
illustrate type families most widely used
in advertising today, and to offer a convenient method of type measurement.

Modern
square-serifis
gothic th
pe
Ty
In the meantime, the manager or such
other person who has been delegated to
prepare the newspaper advertising, could
easly add to what has been said here, and
so prepare himself the better for what is to
follow, if he got hold of a type catalog
or two and browsed through them. Perhaps

Type

is

the

ha

Type is the handmaiden
Cheltenham bold, extended and condensed
this series has stimulated a bit of a taste
for matters typographical. But even if
advertising is only a job to perform, a
passing acquaintance with a variety of type
styles is worth the efifort it takes to acquire
it. For despite the tricks that have crept
into typography today, it is type that really
tells the story. And so you'll tell your
story better if you acquire some knowledge
and some feeling for type.
Any newspaper can tell ^^ou where to
obtain type catalogs free. Look through
the pages. You will get to recognize, not
mere patterns, but personalities.
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WITH THE COMING of
March the thoughts of the theatre manager and owner are turning toward the
detailed consideration of spring and summer business problems. Perhaps paramount among those problems is the perennial question of air conditioning. In those
theatres that have air conditioning equipment the problem is one of overhauling and
reconditioning. In those theatres without
such facilities or equipment certain questions arise, whether the installation should
be made, and what in terms of business returns can be expected from an installation
of air conditioning equipment.
It is believed that a discussion of air conditioning equipment generally, with some
suggestions for its care, dealing with its
troubles and repairs, combined with routine and detailed inspections, will aid theatre operators at this season of the year.
The term "air conditioning* includes
"refrigeration," and refrigeration in reference to air conditioning should be almost
synonymous with the function of dehumidifying. Therefore, it is of importance to point out the refrigeration cycle
and to explain the de-humidifying function before generally considering the most
important types of equipment.
TERMS
USED IN
AIR CONDITIONING
IN THIS CONNECTION
there are some terms in general use which
all theatre men should understand. The
most important of these terms are here defined :
Air Conditioning — The constant and simultaneous control, in relation to each other, of
temperature (dry bulb), moisture (relative humidity determined by wet bulb), and air motion; so that the resulting condition (or effective temperature) will conform to desirable
and established standards of comfort.
It is suggested that the reader return to
the Air Conditioning Guide Sheets which
appeared in Better Theatres for July 1
and 29, August 26, and September 23,
1933, for some terms used hut not defined
in this article.
B.T.U. {British Thermal Unit)— A quantitative measure or unit of measure of heat pro-

Jr.

duced or heat transferred. Exactly, it is the is the function of the condenser to remove
amount of heat required to raise one pound of these heat units, reducing the temperature
water from 63° to 64° Fahrenheit. So that
some idea may be formed of B.T.U. value: of the compressed refrigerant to a point
The average person at rest throws off heat to where it becomes liquid. This particular
the surrounding atmosphere at the variously
step in the refrigerating cycle is of great
calculated rate from 400 to 460 B.T.U. per
importance, and as this cooling of the comhour. It is preferable to use the higher rate
pressed refrigerants is accomplished by
for calculating theatre requirements. Ice at
water,
generally
from the city mains but
32° requires
F., in order
to change
into water
32'^ in some few instances
F.,
or absorbs
144 B.T.U.
per atpound
from wells, much deof resulting water. It must be noted that
pends upon the temperature of the water
B.T.U. as a quantitative measure of heat transferred in refrigeration must have a time ele- supply available during the warm months
of the year. It is the condenser water
ment (per minute, per hour, etc.) coupled with
it;
in
this
it
truly
becomes
a
rate
(rate
of
heat
which in most localities must be discharged
transfer) .
into the sewer that represents a substantial
Convection — The transfer of heat from one
item of cost in the operation of the air
substance through a surface to another, by conditioning plant.
circulating air or gas or a liquid, such as
In some localities this can be overcome
brine or water, over that surface.
to
some extent by cooling condenser water
Refrigerating — The lowering of the temperature of air (or any substance) by the re- in spray ponds or cooling towers and then
moval of heat from it. It was pointed out
above that the melting of one pound of ice using it over again, but the construction of
spray ponds or cooling towers adds appreabsorbs 144 B.T.U. As there are 2,000 pounds
ciably to the capital investment. In most
to the ton (short ton) it follows that 2,000 x 144,
or 288,000 B.T.U., is equivalent to one ton of localities and in most incidences this means
refrigeration. Most refrigeration machinery
very little net gain, but the transfer of an
is rated by the manufacturer and referred to expense item in the form of large water
by others as a 10-ton, 30-ton or 50-ton, etc., bills to a capital
charge in the form of the
machine. This means that the machine is capable of producing 10, 30 or 50 tons of re- construction cost of either spray pond or
frigeration in24 hours of operation.
cooling tower.
Refrigerant — That substance which is used in
COILS
refrigerating machines for the purpose of ab- COOLING
stracting heat from some other substance. Many
gases under high pressure and reduced temFrom the condenser the now liquid or
peratures that condense into liquid or semi- semi-liquid refrigerant is passed into the
liquid (very dense and fog like) form may be
cooling coils by a series of valves generally
used as refrigerants.
referred to as expansion
Compressor — Perhaps more
valves. The pressure maingenerally referred to as the
tained in the cooling coils is
"ice machine," is the mechanTN this article Mr.
ical device for compressing the
so much less than in the congas (refrigerant).
Knight discusses
denser coils that the refriCondenser — Generally a series of pipes or tubes through
gerant expands to the point
the more elaborate fawhich the compressed gases
cilities for cooling. In
of vaporization ; hence these
pass and are cooled by water.
cooling coils are correctly
the
April
7th
issue
he
Cooling Coils — Sometimes
called
exaporators. The point
will
stress
ventilation
more accurately called evaporators. A series of pipes or
in temperature where a
tubes into which the compressed
and general air treatliquid becomes a vapor is
and cooled gas is expanded or
ment, with consideraspecifically the boiling point
vaporized. It is this step that
tion of the various
of that liquid. It therefore
results in the cooling of the water which passes over, or into
types of equipment in
follows that the condition
their application to the
which these tubes are subwhich must exist within the
summer needs of the
merged. Or in some designs
the gas is expanded into an encooling coils must be the boilaverage theatre.
closed tank through which tubes
ing point of the refrigerant.
pass which contain the water
The refrigerant having been
to be cooled.
selected because of certain characteristics,
With these rather brief and incomplete
definitions appreciated and understood a and the equipment having been so designed
in accordance with those characteristics of
description may be given of the refrigeratthe refrigerant, the proper conditions for
ing cycle
each
step in this cycle will only exist when
THE
CYCLE
OF
the entire machine is in good condition and
REFRIGERATION
properly
operated — maintenance in its fullest meaning.
THE COMPRESSOR ComThe rate at which the liquid refrigerant
presses the refrigerant (a gas) to a predetermined pressure, and discharges it from
may be fed to the coolers is determined and
the compressor cylinders into the condependent upon the rate that the refrigerdenser. During this process of compression
ant may be evaporated. This fact emphasizes the importance first, of proper design
the refrigerant has gained heat units. It
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and. second of proper adjustment (part of
maintenance).
;
COOLING
OF AIR

Heat is required to turn any liquid into
a gas or vapor and this required heat is the
latent heat of vaporization of the refrigerant. Consequently the refrigerant picks up
this quantity of heat by convection from
the water that is sprayed or permitted to
drip over these cooling coils or into which
the cooling coils may be submerged. The
water thus made cool or cold is pumped
into the air washer sprays, and the air
being drawn through that curtain of cold
water is cooled.
Returning to the refrigerant: After having vaporized in the cooling coils and, as
explained, picked up the heat of vaporization, it is sucked or drawn back by the
compressor and compressed again, here beginning the same cycle over again.
CONDENSATION
The
latent
cooled
heat.

refrigerant, having picked up the
heat of vaporization and thereby
the air washer water, retains this
Under the compression by the compressor the energy consumed by the compressor in this operation is reflected in increased temperature (heat) in the compressed gas. So again, as this gas is discharged into the condenser coils, the latent
plus the heat of comvaporization,
heat of
pression, has to be removed by the condenser water before proper condensation or
liquefaction takes place. This step is repeated for emphasis, as an adequate water
supply at a proper temperature is a most
important consideration for those contemplating the installation of refrigerating or
air conditioning equipment.
FUNCTIONS
OF
AIR CONDITIONING
FROM THIS DISCUSSION it
can be seen that the refrigeration machine
does not directly cool or refrigerate air. It
cools a quantity of water, which in turn is
used to cool the air or part of the air delivered tothe theatre auditorium. Perhaps
the principal reason for refrigeration in
air conditioning is the function of dehumidifying the air. It consequently follows that unless the refrigerating machine
is of sufficiently large capacity to perform
properly this function there will not be
present all of the facilities for proper air
conditioning.
COMPLETE CONDITIONING
The refrigerating machine must be able
to reduce the temperature of the air washer
water so that it (air washer water) may
in turn reduce the temperature of a substantial portion of the incoming air to a
point below the dew point of that air. {See
Air Conditioning Guide Sheet No. 4,
Better Theatres^ September 23, 1933.)
If the installation is not capable of this it
leaves only temperature (dry bulb) and
air motion available for use in the struggle
for comfortable conditions in the theatre —
and, truly speaking, there is no air conditioning. (Refer to the foregoing definition
of air conditioning.) Unless there is con-
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ROOF DAMAGE, While Removing
Snow: Annually considerable damage is
done to the roofs of theatres and
marquees by employes while removing
snow. Snow should be removed, but
without damage to the roof. A roof
does not have to be shoveled as clean
as a sidewalk. If the snow has become
frozen hard or turned into ice, don't
make any effort to break it up by chopping, after the fashion of chopping ice
from the sidewalk; if you do you're going to cut some holes in the roof.
TO ThHE MANAGER: As an executive a
manager must be able to distribute
work, distribute responsibilities, and
supervise, control and direct the efforts
and training of all employes of the theatre, the manager should be the model
for the entire staff. He can expect
that even his most personal mannerisms
will be acquired by his employes.
Cheerfulness, enthusiasm and energy
displayed by the manager will be reflected byevery employe. There Is no
split responsibility here, it rests squarely
on the shoulders of the manager.
Take hold and Inspire every one on
your pay roll. Our business is a great
business, and enthusiasm goes a long
way. You cannot help but succeed if
there is reflected In your very nature an
earnest, enthusiastic and conscientious
effort to advance and promote the success and prestige of the motion pictures
entrusted to you to sell and display to
the public.
LAMPS IN SIGNS: Where the lamps in
■
' when
•
outside signs
stick
being removed
for cleaning or replacement, it means
that corrosion has taken place between
the base of the lamp and the inside
shell of the socket. To save time in removing "butts" when the bulbs have
been broken or twisted off, be sure
that all lamp bases are smeared with a
little grease or vaseline. Lamps installed this way will never cause trouble
when removing them or the "butts."

trol in some measure over the three elements of temperature, humidity and air
motion, there is not complete air conditioning, in an exact sense.
Before discussing the most important
types of refrigerating machines it is necessary to explain what may be a somewhat

CLEANING GLASS AND MIRRORS:
In cleaning windows, glass panels in
cfoors, and all mirrors, the usual run of
commercial glass cleaners will prove
satisfactory. Be sure to follow the instructions that come with them.
When there is a great deal of glass
to be cleaned, the various kinds of liquid
cleaners will speed up the job; but for
small surfaces the powdered or caked
cleaners will do a satisfactory job.
If the glass surface is greasy or oily,
or very dirty, add a little ammonia to
the water. In very cold weather alcohol
added to the solution will prevent it
from freezing on the glass.
Successful results in cleaning glasi
surfaces is dependent upon the final
polishing with a soft chamois.
CARPETS: The following are standard
weaves of carpets, listed in order of
price from the highest to the lowest:
1. Chenille.
2.
Saxony.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

American Oriental.
Wilton.
Axmlnster.
Velvet.
Tapestry.

Any of the grades from Saxony to
Axmlnster, Inclusive, have been used
successfully In theatres.
GREASE ON CARPETS: If the oil or
grease is fresh, remove as much as possible byabsorbing with an ordinary desk
blotter. Then cover the spots with
about a quarter of an inch with fuller's
earth. When the grease has been absorbed, remove
fuller's
a whiskbroom
andthedust
pan. earth with
After this, sponge the spots with
carbon tetra-chloride applied with a
soft clean cloth; then as the remainder
of the grease or oil dissolves, absorb it
with a -blotter or clean soft cloth.

YOUR QUESTIONS: Just send 'em in!
Always glad to help you if I can.

different conception of the term pressure.
The custom is more or less universal to
call any weight in excess of atmospheric
weight (14.7 pounds per square inch)
pressure when applied to completely enclosed space; while any weight less than
{Continued on page 29)
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THE MAJORITY of common contracts made by theatre owners and
operators relate to purchase of theatre supplies, employment of people, lease or rental
agreements, insurance policies, and the like,
all of which are subject to considerable
misunderstanding and frequently inevitable
legal controversies result. However, in
almost all contracts in these classifications
the opportunity and probability of litigation
can be greatly reduced if, before the contract is made, the theatre owner or operator has obtained knowledge of the
fundamental principles of law relating to
common contracts.
No doubt the most important consideration, when contemplating entering into a
contract, is determination of who may make
a valid contract. ( 1 ) Obviously, if a theatre owner individually operates a theatre
he may make valid contracts under the
above mentioned classifications, or he may
authorize any employe to make valid contracts. (2) If the theatre business is conducted bya partnership, either of the partners may make a valid contract relating to
the theatre business. (3) If the theatre is
owned and operated by a corporation, a
proper official, usually the president or one
authorized by the directors or by-laws, may
enter into a valid contract.
In other words, a valid contract is not
completed unless originally the agreement
was made by the proper or properly authorized parties. Also, it is important that
theatre owners and operators obtain knowledge of the law on this subject in order
to avoid liability on contracts • for which
no liability was intended.
CLASSIFICATIONS
OF EMPLOYES
ORDINARY EMPLOYES are
legally classified as general and special
agents of their employers. It is well established that employers are liable for all acts
of general agents which relate to the employment, whereas an employer is responsible for only such acts that a special agent
performs within the actual scope of the
authority given him.
General agents are those employes who

have general authority to manage a theatre
business or a department of the business.
A special agent is one who has authority
to perform only one particular act or a
special kind of acts for his employer. For
example, a salesman is a special agent
whose implied authority extends no further
than to solicit orders from theatre owners
and submit such orders to his employer for
approval. Failure of the employer to accept an order thus submitted results in
the contract being incomplete, and neither
the manufacturer nor the theatre owner
may sue and recover damages.
Another example of a special agent is a
ticket seller, an usher or a doorman who
has been extended special authority to perform certain acts outside the usual authority of the regular employment.
Therefore, theatre owners are not responsible for contracts, guarantees or
promises made by ushers, ticket sellers or
doormen or other workers having special
duties, whereas a manager is a general
agent and has implied authority to bind his
employer on all ordinary transactions relating to the theatre business.
L A W
O F
SIGNATURES
FREQUENTLY litigation
arises where a theatre employe signs a contract intending to bind his employer when
in fact he makes himself personally liable
without obligating the employer in any
way.
Sometimes a theatre employe is solely
liable for obligations created by signing a
contract, when intending to bind his employer. In other instances, his employer
also is liable. However, as a general rule
the employer is relieved of liability where
the employe exceeds his authority and affixes asignature outside the scope of the
employment. But the employe may be
liable for resulting damages.
CASE
For illustration, in a higher court case
(101 Pa. 311), it was disclosed that an
employe exceeded the authority given by
his employer and signed a contract intending to obligate the latter. When the employer learned of the nature of the contract
he refused to fulfill the agreement. The
other party to the contract sued the employe who attempted to avoid liability and
testified that he had acted in good faith
when signing the instrument and believed
he had authority to make valid contracts for
his employer. However, the court held the
employe personally liable, and said :
DECISION
"The reason whv an agent is liable in

10, 1934
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damages to the person with whom he contracts when he exceeds his authority, is
that the party dealing with him is deprived
of any remedy upon the contract against
the principal, which is not his in fact, and
it is but just and fair that the loss, occasioned bythere being no valid contract
with him, should be borne by the agent
who contracted for him without authority."
CASE
Other courts have held that an employe
may be solely liable on a contract which
he signs by authority of his employer. For
example, in a leading case (17 O. S. 215),
it was shown that an employer authorized
his employe, nanned Ed Collins, to sign
a valid contract. The employe failed to include his employer's name in the contract,
but signed it "Ed Collins, Agent." The
employer refused to assume the obligations
under the contract and the other party sued
Collins.
DECISION
During the trial Collins introduced evidence proving that his employer had given
him authority to sign the contract. Notwithstanding this testimony the court held
Collins personally liable. This court stated
the law to the el¥ect that an employe is
personally responsible on a contract which
is written and signed in a manner which indicates that the employe intended to be
bound. This leading case clearly established the law that an employe, who signs
, obligations as agent for his employer, should
be certain that the body of the contract
which he signs contains the name of the
employer.
Another important rule of the law is
that an employe may be personally liable
on a contract, the body of which contains
his employer's name, providing the signa-

electrogram
BULB DEPOSIT— The dark gray or
silvery color on fhe Inside of a rectifier bulb, is caused by condensation
of the chemical agent used for purifying at the time of manufacture,
usually magnesium, which is deposited on the inside of the glass.
This does not hurt the bulb and gives
bulb.
no Indication of the "life" of the
•

Write us your electrical problem. An expert reply will be
promptly Electrographed.
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ture indicates that the employe intended to
be personally bound.
CASE
For instance, in (129 F. 350), a contract was litigated which contained the
employer's name. However, an employe
named Gill, by authority of his employer,
signed his own name "W. B. Gill." Suit
was filed against Gill although the body of
the contract indicated that the same was
intended to bind the employer.
DECISION
In view of the fact that the employe
signed his name without indicating that he
was an employe, the court held him personally responsible explaining that the contract, when read with the signature, was
ambiguous and did not disclose that the
obligation was solely the employer's.
CASE
On the other hand, in another leading
case (56 Ky. 490) an employe was held
not personally liable on a contract signed
for a corporation, where it was shown that
the corporation's name appeared in the
body of the agreement and all parties to the
contract were informed that the employe
signed his name with proper authority and
intended to bind the company. This court
explained that a corporation employe is
not personally bound on a contract providing the other party knows that the
agent is acting for the corporation.
METHOD
OF SIGNING
In view of the numerous past litigations
involving signatures affixed by agents, it
is well established that an employe, who
signs contracts, letters, orders for merchandise, orother instruments by authority
of his employer, positively is relieved of
personal liability on the obligations if he
is careful to observe that (1 ) the name
of his employer appears in the body of the
contract, or on the letter-head; (2) the
word "by" or "per" precedes his signature; (3) the word "agent" or "manager"
or other official title follows his signature;
(4) and the employer's name precedes the
agent's signature, as follows: "The National Theatre Corporation, By John
Smith, Manager."
WHEN
SIGN ATU RE
BINDS OWNER
CONTRARY TO THE opinion
of many theatre owners and managers, any
form of an authorized employe's signature,
such as that made with a rubber-stamp,
typewriter, symbols, initials, and the like,
may be enforceable against the theatre
owner.
CASE
For illustration, in the leading case of
Mayers v. McRimmon (53 S. E. 447),
the higher court considered the rights of
an employe to bind his employer by endorsing the latter's name with a rubberstamp. This court said:
"Where the name required has been so
placed by one having authority to do it and

Motion

Picture Herald

with intent to endorse the instrument, the
authorities hold that this is a valid endorsement."
CASE

which read, as follows : "One month after
date, for value received, we promise to pay
to the order of Mitchell Company $112.50,
with 6 per cent, interest from date. Nego-

In still another case, Carrol v. Mitchell
(128 S. W. 446), it was disclosed that an
authorized employe affixed his employer's
signature with a rubber-stamp to a note

tiable withcontroversy
exchange." developed, the emWhen
ployer contended that the obligation was
void because his written signature was not
{Continued on page 34)
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By M. MARVIN BERGER
MEMBER NEW YORK BAR
IT MAY BE RECALLED that in a recent article
dealing with employment agreements, I made the statement that business men,
as a matter of good business, were relying to an increasing extent In their transactions upon written rather than oral agreements. It could very aptly have been
added, that as a matter of law, certain types of agreements must be in writing
If they are to be capable of enforcement in the courts. With those types of contracts, itIs proposed to deal here.
A contract, to be enforceable at all, must of course be the true agreement of
competent parties. In addition, certain contracts must observe the Statute of
Frauds, a law enacted in England over 250 years ago for the purpose of preventing fraud and uncertainty in proving the existence of a contract, and adopted
by most of our States.
The practical operation of the Statute of Frauds Is to prevent a party to an
agreement which, by the terms of the Statute, must be in writing, from recovering
damages In a law suit In the event that the agreement Is breached by the other
party.
One of the most Important sections of the Statute of Frauds provides that In
order to be enforceable, certain contracts, or a note or memorandum of them,
shall be In writing. In addition, they shall be signed by the party whom it is sought
to make live up to the agreement, or by his authorized agent. These contracts are:
1. A contract to sell, lease or dispose of real estate or any interest In real
estate, with the general exception of leases for less than one year.
2. A contract which, by Its terms, is not to be performed within one year from
the date of the making of the contract. (For example, a contract of employment
for three years.) Such an agreement, however, is enforceable If It may be fully
performed within one year.
3. An agreement whereby one person promises to be responsible for the debts,
legal obligations or defaults of another person, such as a surety agreement.
4. An agreement whereby a person promises to pay a debt which has been
discharged by bankruptcy, or which Is otherwise legally unenforceable.
Another Important section of the Statute of Frauds, deals with agreements for
the sale of personal property, as distinguished from real estate. This part of the
Statute declares that a contract to sell, or a sale of personal property over a certain
value, shall not be enforceable by legal action, unless:
1. There Is a written agreement or memorandum signed by the party whom
it is sought to make live up to the agreement of sale or by his authorized agent; or
2. The buyer accepts part of the goods or personal property so sold and
actually receives such part of the goods; or
3. The buyer gives something In earnest — something to bind the contract —
or makes part payment of the purchase price.
The value of the personal property, below which no written agreement of sale
Is necessary, Is fixed by a majority of states at $50. Other States fix it as low
as $30, and one State as high as $2,500.
In several States no written agreement of sale Is required at all. In such States
a verbal contract for the sale of personal property, regardless of value, may be
sued upon, even though no part has been delivered or part payment made.
It Is dangerous to apply the general statement here made to a particular State
without reference to the laws . of that State. The Statute of Frauds of some
States, In addition to the contracts given above, require still other agreements to
be In writing. In other States the number of required written contracts Is not
as large as the list given here.
However, a careful business man, if he wishes to be able to call upon the courts
to enforce his agreements, v/ill always put them In writing, state simply and clearly
the complete terms of the agreement, and have them signed by himself and the
other parties to the contract.
[With this article, Mr. Berger has begun a series on elements of business law. He will welcome suggestions from theatre operators of subjects for future discussions. — THE EDITOR.]
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IN A PREVIOUS article the
writer discussed the response of the human
ear and pointed out that it is a device of
tremendous range, both in frequency and
volume. In the present article we will
consider what portion of this tremendous
range must be appealed to in order that the
auditor shall experience an illusion of reality that is expressed popularly as "good
sound." In addition we will discuss some
of the practical considerations involved in
the realization of this goal.
It was pointed out in the previous article
that the average human ear is capable of
responding over the range of 20 to 18,000
cycles per second. Were it not for certain
practical considerations it would be simple
to regard these figures, per se, as the ultimate frequency requirement of sound reproducing devices and drop the matter at
this point. There are certain very definite
reasons for limiting the frequency range to
less than the above figures, however, and it
has been found that this can be discreetly
done and at the same time attain a result
that is at once practical and realistic. The
justification for doing this resides in the
fact that all frequencies of the scale are
not of equal importance in the creation of
the perfect sound.
Consider for a moment the ordinary
telephone, which has a frequency range of
approximately 200 to 3,000 cycles per second. We know it to be a long way from
perfect sound reproduction, and yet it is a
matter of common experience that such reproduction isnot only intelligible, but that
in the majority of cases it is sufficiently

good to permit the recognition of familiar
voices. This device, however, indicates that
this limited frequency range of 200 to 3,000
cycles contains the elements of speech of
both the male and female voices.
Until recent advances the frequency
range of sound-on-film equipment of average quality could be considered to be 100
to 5,000 or 6,000 cycles. This indicates an
increase in range over the telephone of
about two full octaves of the musical scale.
If the reader will make a mental comparison of ordinary sound-on-film and telephonic reproduction, it will not be difficult to
place in the mind the more melodious
character of the voice due to the lower
fundamental tones transmitted by the
sound-on-film equipment, and the increased
crispness of the consonants of speech, in
particular, made possible by the greater response in the treble.
IT
HAS
BEEN found
through exhaustive study by several independent investigators that increase in naturalness in speech reproduction continues
with the extension of the frequency range
in the trebles until frequencies of the order
of 10,000 cycles are reached. Frequencies
higher than this, while audible, do not
contribute any very perceptible reality to
the reproduction. At the same time extension of the range in the bass frequencies
does not add anything to the reproduction
of speech, even in the case of the male
voice ; but is important for musical selections, as will be apparent in referring to
the chart {Figure No. 1) submitted with
the previous discussion in the February
10th issue. We showed these two considerations graphically by the two lower
curves. It will be noted that a substantially
perfect transmission of speech requires a
range of 100 to 10,000 cycles, and the
transmission of music requires a range of
40 to 10,000 cycles, or a total range of
40 to 10,000 cycles for both speech and
music. This corresponds to an increase of
a full octave in each direction over the
response of the older sound-on-film systems.

ACOUSTICS

TODAY

KENDALL

CLOUGH

The extension of the range of sound-onfilm equipment to include the frequencies
from 5,000 to 10,000 cycles has been electrically possible for years, but was not
applied in practice until improved film
technique made it of value. Before the
introduction of noiseless recording it was
found that if the equipment was so arranged as to pass these higher frequencies,
the noise present in the reproduction due
to the passage of the granular structure of
the emulsion across the light path of the
optical system completely offset the improvement inrealism brought about by the
inclusion of these frequencies in the reproducing system. Improvement in the
technique of emulsion preparation, as well
as in the recording and processing of the
film, has largely eliminated this consideration, so that the range from 5,000 to 10,000 cycles may be included with an increase
in realism that is the audible difference
between ordinary "sound" and "wide
range" sound. We will now consider the
technical problem of securing the increase
in frequency range necessary for "wide
range" reproduction.
The whole reproducing system may be
regarded as a chain of many links, and we
enumerate these as follows:
(1) The optical system in the soundhead. (2) The coupling system between
the soundhead and the amplifier. (3) The
amplifier. (4) The stage line transmission
system. (5) The electrical-acoustic or
speaker
system. (6) The acoustics of the
auditorium.
We will follow with a discussion of
some of the individual links, for they may
be regarded separately in their ultimate
effect; and weakness in any will result in
something less than ideal sound effect from
film
house.to an auditor seated anywhere in the
WITH REGARD to the Optical system in the soundhead it is possible
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is returning steadily. At the same
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which theatres were forced by extreme economy. Indeed, extensive buying of the things long needed for
rehabilitation, and loosening up of the regular operating
budget

to something

approaching

the normal, have

been

reflected In the reports from theatres and dealers for several
months — steadily, increasingly, as Recovery's billions have begun to get through to the average family in both agricultural and
industrial areas. We

know that the average

ceipts isalready nearly 20%

increase in theatre re-

over the average

of a year ago. The

number of operating wired theatres has risen to 14,000, which number normally spent $50,000,000 each year for general operating and
maintenance supplies alone. Let us not miss the growing opportunities of Spring 1934 created by these many constructive developments
— and, therefore,

the opportunities
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this new year's first guide to the motion picture theatre equipment
market, appearing just as we find the Industry equitably stabilized under
Its own Code, as Production has proved that It Is more shrewdly attuned than ever since the coming of sound to the tastes of the general
public, as theatres at last are realizing the ability to respond to their
extraordinary needs.

Included in this Issue will be The Equipment

Index,

describing the materials the theatre uses and listing their manufacturers.
Territorial dealers will also be listed. Among

the editorial features will

be special material on remodeling, air conditioning, and sound equipment.
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Your sound performance
must deliver everything put
on the sound track by the
recent great advances in recording, under penalty of decreased attendance. The new
Model D Syncrofilm Sound
Heads will enable you to get
the benefit of these new recordings.
Syncrofilm keeps in step! Always
in the line of march.
Syncrofilm has an exclusive feature
that no advance in recording can outmarch. Four times the usual amount
of light is thrown through the sound
track. All the delicate overtones now
caught by improved recording are reproduced by Syncrofilm at all fundamental frequencies.
Made with watchmaker precision,
there is practically no chance for
trouble to develop. All moving parts
are armored against wear with chrome
plate, harder and smoother than steel.
Your money back if you are not
satisfied.
Write now for particulars.
WEBER
MACHINE
CORP.
59 Rut+er St., Rochester, N. Y.
Export Office: 15 Laight St., New York City
Cable Address: Romos, New York
Representatives in all principal cities

SUPER-LITE
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are
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giving universal
satisfaction

A TRYOUT

WILL CONVINCE

YOU

Projection Optics Co., inc.
330 Lyell Ave., Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

perfect adjustment gives an attenuation, at
10,000 cycles frequency, of as much as 10
decibels. This corresponds to a reduction
of about one-third of normal amplitude.
A portion of this loss can be compensated
for in the adjustment of the amplifier and
speaker system, but it is advisable to use
one of the newer optical systems having a
narrower slit and less attenuation at the
very high frequencies.
The second feature, and one that is
most frequently disregarded, is the coupling
system between the soundhead and the amplifier. Inthe older and more cumbersome
equipments this problem was increased by
the use of a pre-ampHfier that was part of
the soundhead itself or mounted in very
close proximity thereto. While this provides a satisfactory coupling method, regarding only the frequency transmission
characteristics, practical drawbacks, including microphonic noises developed in
the tubes by the vibration of the projector,
maintenance of the batteries for the operation of the pre-amplifier, and allied troubles apparent to all who have used equipment of this type, mitigate the advantages
of the pre-amplifier.
Fortunately there is a better method for
the transfer of the high frequency currents
from the soundhead to the amplifier with
less loss than is experienced with the preamplifier system. This method consists in
connection of the soundheads directly to
the amplifier by means of low-capacity
shielded leads, and feeding the amplifier
with a sufficiently low input resistance so
that the bypass effect of the lead capacity
is negligible.
There is a temptation for many designers
to use the higher values of input resistance
in theatre amplifiers, principally because
these higher values develop higher signal
voltages at the input end and thus reduce
the gain necessary in the amplifier to bring
the signal to the proper level for stage
speakers. It is necessary for the careful
purchaser of amplification equipment for
sound-on-film purposes to inquire as to the
input resistance of the amplifier as well as
its gain in order to be sure that it is suitable
for connection to the photocell circuit, and
that the input resistance is of a value that
will give reproduction of the higher musical
and speech frequencies.
Possibly a simpler way for the exhibitor
to assure himself that he is getting suitable
equipment is to inquire as to the manner in
which the characteristic curves of the proposed amplifier were taken. In the preparation of such curves the audio oscillator
is sometimes connected directly to the input of the amplifier. In this way the matter of coupling to the soundhead is dropped
out of consideration, and the resulting
curves indicate an ideal amplifier system.
A curve showing the performance of an
amplifier, when taken without the use of
proper or standard photocell coupling
equipment, may give a very fine impression
of its broad frequency range capabilities.
When taken on the same amplifier with the
test currents flowing through a resistance
simulating the resistance of the photocell
and all connecting cables in circuit, the ef-
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IN THE NEXT ISSUE, the
Spring Buyers Number, April 7—
Sound Reproduction and Its
Equipment Today.
feet of the coupling circuit has lowered the
high frequency end of the curve and the
performance of the circuit, as the exhibitor
will use it, is a far cry from the requirements of "wide range" reproduction, the
response at 10,000 cycles being diminished
by 18.7 decibels, or about one-ninth of the
correct amplitude.
As regards the third feature, curves taken
from a correctly designed amplifier having
suitable resistance input, will show that
due to the lower resistance of the input
circuit,
together
little "peaking"
effect that
occurs with
in thea amplifier
stages,
the response holds up to 10,000 cycles in
a manner destined to give fidelity of reproduction under actual operating conditions.
There is a further advantage to the use
of a low input resistance in amplifier design besides the improved frequency characteristic. With the lower value the photocell is operated under better load conditions which result in truer wave form
and lower distortion of the musical tones
printed on the film. While it is true that
more voltage amplification is required of
amplifiers having low input resistance, this
requirement is not difficult to meet with
the modern commercial tubes which, in
properly designed circuits, are capable of
producing very high voltage amplification
with a minimum of distortion.

Electrodynamic speaker with horn, recently
brought out by Racon Electric Company, Inc.,
of New York. Designed to cover frequency
band from 3,000 to 10,000 cycles. Field rating,
6 or 110 volts, as specified. Voice coil \mpedance, 15 ohms. Height, 6% inches. Horn
bell, 3 inches. Weight, 3 pounds.
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THIS LETTER and my remarks concerning it are respectfully dedicated to, and intended for, very serious consideration byexhibitors and theatre managers. The letter is by W. P. Stone, projectionist ofAsheboro, N. C. I have had
its publication under consideration for some
while, finally coming to the conclusion that
it should be laid before theatre executives,
whom I ask to read it thoughtfully. First,
Friend Stone:
"Dear Mr. Richardson: Will you grant
me the privilege of commenting upon the
letter by the Texas projectionist in the
December issue of Better Theatres? It
seems to deserve comment and further attention.
"First, the Texas man should be censured for working under such conditions.
It is extremely doubtful that prisoners in
the State road camps (if any) or even in
the Texas penitentiaries could be found
working 74 hours per week. Certainly no
human could remain healthy and in condition to put on good and efficient projection results, working such hours as does
this man, particularly in such conditions as
obtain in the average projection room. The
thing is totally unreasonable. Like you,
Mr. Richardson, I am unable to understand how any man could possibly have
much interest in his work under the setup
described.
"Second, the employer of the Texas man
must himself be a man of iron, having little
or none of the milk of human kindness in
his breast. It is verging upon the inhuman
to require such service. His comeback may
and probably will be that hoary old bromide, 'Business does not justify higher pay
or shorter working hours,' which may or
may not be true. If it is true, then that
theatre has no business operating. It should
close down. A theatre unable to grant
reasonable working hours, and at least a
fair rate of pay, taking local conditions into
account, has no right to exist. President
Roosevelt terms men operating such businesses 'chiselers,' which surely is as high
in the order of human affairs as they can
rightly be placed. Rough talk, but fully
justified, don't you think?
"When the Code is in effect our Texas
brother should be one of the very first to
take advantage of it. Such working condi-

tions are totally unfair, not only to the
projectionist himself, but to other exhibitors
who are forced to compete with theatres
imposing them.
"May I set forth our own working conditions, the local setup being very similar
to that of the Texas man. Our town has
approximlately 5,000 population. It has
two theatres, both owned by the same man.
[The Texas town has 3,000 population and
two theatres, both owned by the same company. Nothing said about surrounding territory in either case. — F. H. R.] The
smaller one runs ten hours, and the larger
aoneday.(in which I work) runs nine hours
"I have an assistant projectionist, with
whom I split the day, each being oflf alternaate afternoons and evenings. That is to
say, we both work afternoons one day and
evenings the next. The night shift works
only four hours. We of course do all the
upkeep and repair work it is possible to do,
including sound equipment.
"We have not been obliged to demand
these conditions of labor from our employer. We have always found him ready
and willing to do any reasonable thing,
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and we all try to co-operate and work
together. As to wages, we believe them to
be as high as those of any projectionist in
North Carolina.
"Mr. Richardson, it is discouraging to
read of such conditions as set forth by
Texas. They are, however, not confined
wholly to exhibitors having poor business.
We personally know of a theatre owned
by two men who admit its income is making them wealthy, yet the projectionists
in that house are among the poorest paid
in the whole state, if not in the entire
Now I am not laying all this before you
to discuss an individual case of hours and
wages. It most emphatically is not the
office of this department to enter into fights
South."
over
wages and working conditions. On
the other hand it most decidedly is its duty
■to discuss with owners and managers the
relative effect of low wages and poor
working conditions, as against high wages
and good working conditions.
Taking the conditions of Friend Stone
as an example, they are such as make the
position he holds very desirable. He and
his partners, being well treated and well
paid, are satisfied. Evidently they are not
treated as "servants," but as an important
part of the organization. Is it not then
reasonable to suppose they will do everything possible to give the very best service
they can? Is it not just plain common
sense to presume they will take good care
of the equipment, thus prolonging not only
its life but materially improving its performance? Isit not logical that they will
keep from wasting electric power in projection processes? — and a lot can easily be
wasted too, mark you well!
It is certainly to be expected that these
projectionists will get the very best sound
and picture results of which the equipment
is capable, working efficiently — all of which
means not only increased box office receipts, but also decreased expense in repairs
and equipment renewal.
But how about the opposite conditions?
Is it not reasonable to asume that men
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working under conditions which they feel
are unfair, and which are actually unhealthful, will have little real interest in
their work? Don't you believe they will
take little real pride in producing the best
possible results? Will they not be inclined
to do only what they must to hold their
jobs? Don't you think they may waste
electric power if it takes work and care to
save it? Don't you believe they probably
won't make any very strenuous effort to
keep the equipment in the best possible condition? And don't you know that failure to
do all those things means loss to the exhibitor, both at the box office and in overhead?
Taking local conditions (cost of living
and wages paid in other lines) into consideration, the projectionist should be paid
enough to make the job desirable. Remember they must work alone, much of the
time beside a hot light source, and for best
results,
"on hours
their should
toes" every
the
time.be Six
be anminute
absoluteof
maximum
day inProjection
projectionis and
mean perhaps.
hard Iondon't
the
eyes, for one thing. Another thing is that
in projection no man can be expected to
do his best work longer than six hours.
Also, working in dim light, often in considerable heat, is not healthful and may
have extremely injurious effect if a man
becomes weakened by weariness.
I could go on for many pages producing
perfectly valid arguments why poor pay
and long hours are not in the exhibitor's
best interest, but surely that should be unnecessary. The dollars-and-cents ef?ect of
slave-wages and drudge-hours in a responsible, technical field like modern motion picture projection, should be self-evident. Certainly the industry as a whole cannot permit it.
LAMP FOR AC CARBON
BUT DC CURRENT
c. s. ASHCRAFT of the Imperial Electric Manufacturing Company
of Los Angeles, who has been designing
excellent projection equipment for many
years, recently introduced his Sterling Suprex projection lamp and its auxiliary
equipment, and learning that a lamp of this
distinctly new type was on trial in a New
York theatre, I went to examine it in operation. The theatre was the Manhattan,

and I found that three days prior to my
visit, a second lamp had been installed.
The Sterling Suprex is a development
resulting from the introduction of the a.c.
carbon. The carbons are of the a. c. type,
but the current employed is d. c. The term
"suprex" has been generally adopted to
designate lamps of this type. A careful
examination of the Sterling disclosed that
the design is excellent, while construction
is apparently sturdy. The design seems
also very simple, without any great number
of gadgets to complicate operation and
maintenance. (See accompanying diagram.)
The projectionist (this was a one-man
room) stated that he was using approximately 45 amperes and getting what he
judged to be screen illumination very
nearly equal that got previously with
hi-low equipment at 75 amperes. He said
that he was burning both positive and negative carbons down to a stub about 1^inches in length. My own observation
was the screen was well lighted, and I
noted that instead of the usual brilliant
blue-white effect, the light, while white,
seemed
to have quite
a soft tone.
I don'tat
know whether
that condition
obtains
all times, but it was noticeable during my
visit to the Manhattan. The carbons used
are 7-mm. positive, and 6-mmi. negative,
copper-coated.
After a changeover I opened the lamphouse door and very cautiously touched
the metal of the mirror mount. I found
I could lay my hand flat upon it without
discomfort.
The outfit includes a Sterling air-cooled
converter having a capacity of 65 amperes,
using argon gas electronic tube, and measuring 133^ X 14 inches with a height of
24 inches. I was told that there is no
falling ofif of light upon lighting the second arc, which logically must mean that
it will bear at least a 15-ampere overload
for a limited time.
I have lettered the diagram to indicate
the principal parts. A is the arc control
motor, B the knob by means of which the
negative carbon is clamped into place, D
the knob with which the negative carbon
may be adjusted, E the means of striking
the arc, F the hand control, G the focusing
knob by which the mirror is advanced or
retarded, H a lever which, upon being
raised or lowered, releases or clamps the
positive carbon.

Diagram of parts of Sterling Suprex lamp mechanism.

See text.
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TOWARD
DENSITIES
ATTENTION IS directed to a

suggestion made by the Projection Practice Committee of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers some while ago. Whether
or no it has been heeded I cannot say. If
not, it certainly should be.
The suggestion was that studio screening room projectors be provided with an
iris diaphragm, one for each projector, to
the end that it be possible, instantly and
without a bit of trouble, to reduce screen
illumination to the approximate values of
theatres of various types. To accomplish
this it would only be necessary that the
projector light be maintained at an approximately constant level — not at all a difficult
thing to do. A little time expended in
measuring screen illuminations of theatres
of various types would enable studio men
to set the diaphragm so that light values
would be very close to the dififerent types.
With these diaphragm positions being
marked, it would be easy for directors and
producers to view results at the various
light values used in theatres of different
settings.
types merely by ordering various diaphragm
True, the Mazda could not be reproduced exactly because of the large difference in its amber content as compared with
arc light sources universally used in studio
screening room projection rooms. However, all the rest could be simulated with
a high degree of accuracy, and such action
surely would be a great aid to producers
in arriving at an intelligent estimate of
exactly what film density will best serve
theatres of all types.
At a recent meeting of the New York
branch of the S.M.P.E. I obtained a frank
statement from studio men that it was not
practicable under present conditions to
produce films of different density for use
in theatres of different types. It would
involve an added expense which, said they,
the smaller theatres would not assume.
Granting that this is likely to be true, it
still is possible for some consideration to
be given the small town theatres, and
through them, the enormous number of
people who must patronize them. That
certainly is something that can and should
be done. The Projection Practice Committee points a feasible way to do it.
We now have many over-illuminated
screens, and thousands of screens having
far less illumination. Would it not be
wise to examine a few productions under
the low illumination conditions in which
thousands of people will see them ?
I VISIT TWO
OHIO THEATRES
ON MY WAY back to New
York from a trip to Missouri, a broken
spring compelled pause near Zanesville,
O., and the time was used, nasty as was
the weather, to call at two theatres. Knowing nothing of labor conditions, I called
first at the Liberty theatre, managed by
Mr. C. H. Brown, who is also secretary
of the company which operates the Liberty
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and three others, the Imperial, the Quimby
and the Grand. Mr. Brown was most
affable, and though in a hurry to leave to
look over a new show, spared a few moments to chat. Incidentallj', he was not
very enthusiastic concerning the business
outlook — the first manager I talked with
on the entire trip who felt that way.
I had not time to check closely on the
sound, but the Liberty screen displayed one
of the best illuminated, most beautifully
projected pictures I have looked at in quite
some while. The theatre seats 1,400.
I next called at the Weller theatre
which recently was ren>odelled. It is owned
by the M. A. Shea interests and is managed by Mr. E. W. Smith. I was unable
to take time to check up closely on the
sound, but did find the screen image, during the brief time I observed it, not as
clear as it should have been. Of course this
matter of brilliancy is frequently overdone,
but the Weller screen might well have had
decided increase in illumination. Also, the
illumination was spotty, though that may
have been due to the print. However, in
the clean-as-a-new-pin projection room, I
found the projectors equipped with small,
low-intensity lamps, with which quite possibly the projectionists were unable to secure additional screen illumination. In my
judgment^ those lamps should be discarded
and light sources of greater power installed.
I am pleased to add that Manager Smith
spoke highly of the Projectionists. S. B.
Tuttle and Howard Winkleman.
The rewinder was not geared down at
all, which is very bad. Rewinding at high
speed is, as I have many, many times pointed out, both unnecessary and a source of
film damage. The Liberty rewinder was
geared down to some extent, but not nearly
enough. Film should not be rewound in
less than from five to six minutes for a
thousand feet. The need for faster rewinding is purely imaginary.
A TRAVEL
GHOST PUZZLE
FROM A North Carolina
projectionist who wants an immediate reply
by mail and probably would not wish to
have his name used, comes this letter :
"I write with regard to a travel ghost
I have been unable to clear up. It is not
noticeable in the picture itself, but in black
and white titles it is. Naturally, even
though invisible in the picture, it nevertheless isthere.
"I have been in the projection racket for
years and am able to trim a shutter properly, but this ghost is both up and down.
I have added to the blade width and also
have tried both two and three-wing shutters, all without avail. The gears are pracnew, and Ibetween
don't believe
thereandis
sufficientticallybacklash
the shutter
intermittent movement to cause the
trouble. We use Ross 5.75 E.F. projection
lenses. Projection distance 110 feet."
This is a bit of a puzzle. The man
seems to know pretty well what he is talking about, yet the thing just cannot be —
or else he has not set the matter forth correctly. Ifthere is travel ghost both up
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and down, then one of two things is certain. Either the shutter master blade is
too narrow, or there is too much lost motion somewhere — or it may be a combination of both.
Lost motion may be tested as follows :
Hold the shutter, regardless of what type
it may be, stationary. Rotate the fl3rwheel
as far as you can in either direction (it
does not matter which). Make a slight
scratch mark on its rim and on some stationary object near by. Now rotate it,
still holding the shutter immovable, as far
as you can in the other direction. If you
can rotate it more than three-sixteenths of
an inch, measured at its rim, then there is
too much lost motion between flywheel and
shutter, which of course means, in effect,
between intermittent and shutter.
Where is it? Well, that is for you to
find out. It may be in one or more of
the gears. It may be due to worn shaft
bearings, which, whether you realize it or
not, operates to set up lost motion in the
assemblage. I would try that first. Then
using some good glue, affix a paper blade
to the master blade of one of the projector
shutters, the said blade projecting, say,
one-fourth of an inch on each side of the
metal blade. Try that out, trimming ol^
a little and trying, just to ascertain how
much additional blade width is necessary
to eliminate the ghost. One thing is certain: If you have travel ghost both ways
it is due to one of the two things namjed,
or to a combination of the two.
And now for a bit of a scolding. This
gentleman undoubtedly meant no wrong,
still he should not have coupled the term
"racket" with projection. Respect your
professiorij brother, too much to associate
it with the word racket, even facetiously.
JUST SOUND —
OR IMAGE TOO?

•

NOTICE!
Our business has increased to such
an extent on our wide range Theatre
reproducers and on our general line
. . . that we cannot promise delivery
in less than ten days. Our plant is
working at full capacity and orders
will be filled in the order received.
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it pays to modernize their Sound Equipment with the Wright-DeCoster Model 309
full range reproducer and horn. Send
complete details of your theatre and sound
equipment for free suggestions by our
Engineering Department.
WRIGHT-DECOSTER, Inc.
2225 University Ave.
St. Paul, Minn.
Export Dept.:
M. Simons & Son Co.. 25 Warren St., New York
Cable Address: Simontrice. New York
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EDWARD F. Gows, as nearly as the signature may be deciphered, of
Fort Kamehameha, Hawaii, writes, in
course of a letter on various matters, "I
have to do all my own servicing, and have
been told we have the best sound in the
That's fine, of course. But how about the
islands."
picture?
Entirely too many projectionists feel
lots of pride over their achievements in
sound, but don't bother even to mention
the image. That is not so good. In m)otion-picturedom, permit me to suggest,
there are two distinct elements, each of
which requires approximately equal knowledge and attention. There is the picture
as well as the sound.
It is rank nonsense to think the reproduction of sound is any more important
than projection of the pictorial elements.
Both are important, but because so much
sound equipment has a lot more gimcracks
and doodads than the projector, some projectionists have rather adopted the idea
that effective picture projection is less difficult than the reproduction of sound.
Nothing of the sort ! Skill and knowledge a-plenty are required to achieve excel ence insound, of course, but don't over-
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look the fact that skill and knowledge
a-plenty are also required to attain excellence in the screen image. You are
working with a high-speed, rather heavily
constructed mechanism that must function,
for real excellence, in tens of thousandths
of an inch. The film itself involves the need
for accuracy measured by as little as a
twenty-thousandth of an inch. Often that
accuracy is not maintained because of incompetent orcareless projectionists, or because some manager has compelled the use
of projector parts long after they should
have been discarded.
The real projectionist well knows that
sound and screen image are equally important.
ELIMINATION OF
FILM DEFECTS
PAUL L. DOUGHERTY^
chief projectionist of the Majestic theatre
in Gettysburg, Pa., hands me four samples
of film clippings containing defects in sound
recording, and explains:
"Three were taken from "Saturday's
Millions," and one from "Love, Honor
and Oh Baby." You will note in the
sound recordings, shades that might very
realistically portray a violent thunder storm
or a gang of riveters hard at work, though
it really is neither. In fact at those points
there is no unusual noise, insofar as concerns what is portrayed on the film picture.
You may also note that each such fault
occurs directly opposite a changeover cue
mark.
"When the reels were projected the first
time I was startled at the terrific burst of
noise. I am not certain whether or not the
producer meant the Fourth of July celebration as an added changeover warning, but
certainly it represents the worst projection
'bull' I have encountered in eight years
of shooting shadows at the screen, and
several of trying to make sound sound natural. Of course, if one cuts out the faults,
one also deletes the cue marks.
"What, I want to ask. Brother Richardson, is: Do you regard my action in cutting out the fault as right or wrong?
"Here in this national battlefield town
we have one of Pennsylvania's mpst perfect sound theatres, the Majestic. We
work hard to keep it that way. When
faults such as these appear it does not make
us overly happy. May I ask whether or
not other projectionists have encountered
the same trouble?
"Stimulated by your Bluebooks and
Herald and Better Theatres departments, Ihave high ideals. I regard projection as a very real profession and work
hard to try to obtain maximum results.
It would really seem that producers should
be more careful to not permit avoidable
faults which will discredit our work in
It is the men who have high ideals, who
regard projection as a profession and strive
constantly
projection."for excellence that we must depend on. They are the ones who will finally leaven the whole loaf and eliminate the
"aw-that's-good-enough" chaps.
From the sound track clippings and the
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various scenes where the eruption of sound
occurs, I would say it certainly is a defect.
It would seem, that whoever inspected the
negative from which the prints were made
was careless.
As to the elimination of such faults by
the projectionist, most emphatically he has
every moral right to do that very thing,
whatever his legal right may be. Certainly it is too bad the changeover cues
must also go, but after all even that is
better than having the ears of patrons outraged. The projectionist is in no degree
responsible, but he must bear the blame
of his audiences.
In this particular case, however, since
the faults all come opposite cue marks, I
believe not cut them out. Neither would
I project them. Instead, I would carefully
make note of the action just preceeding the
beginning of the fault (Crawford touches
bell for example), and would changeover
on the action instead of the cue.
Then upon shipping the films away I
would include a note descriptive of the
faults and their location, suggesting that
the reels be sent back to the distributor for
elimination of the fault.
SCREEN FOR
PROJECTION
I RECENTLY received from
the Meer Made Products Company of
Chicago an invitation to meet their Mr. O.
Eidinger when he made his next visit to
Gotham. I have just had an informative
talk with Mr. Eidinger with relation to
certain products put out by his company
of interest in projection. One is a transparent rear projection screen.
This screen seemed to me to have an
excellent rear projection surface. For one
thing, one cannot see any bright spot whatsoever with the projector lense straight in
front of the screen and the observer looking through the screen towards it. Under
this condition the screen appeared absolutely evenly illuminated.
The screen is of fine silk fabric, which
is coated. It also gives an adequate picture
on the other side, but I understand the
company is now trying to improve the surface in this latter respect. There is, of
course, considerable light loss, the surface
being translucent. To date, this screen can
be had only in a height no more than 7 feet,
for the reason that as yet no satisfactory
process has been found for cementing two
pieces of the fabric together.
I was also introduced to a film cleaning
outfit, consisting of a specialy made glove
designed to be placed on the hand of the
one to clean the film. This glove is moistened with a lotion, and the film is passed
through the surface of the glove. My reaction to this is that projectionists might
have their managers obtain one of the outfits and give it a thorough try-out. Not
infrequently films are received which are
smeared with oil and dirt. If it were possible in process of rewinding to remove a
portion or all of this smear, certainly the
screen image would be sometimes improved.
I have not personally witnessed a demonstration ofthis particular article, nor would
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I be willing to express a decided opinion
until I had tried it out on a full reel of
film. I do say, however, that dirty film is
an abomination.
I was also shown a lotion which, when
placed in a humidor with 1000 feet of
dry, brittle film, will make it almost, if
not quite as flexible as when it was new,
according to Mr. Eidinger. At any rate,
here is something for the exchanges to look
into.
PORT GLASS
MAGNIFICATION
HAROLD W. WOTT of Oak
Arbor, O., asks an interesting question as
follows :
"With regard to the practice of putting
glass in projection ports, I would appreciate
your advice and comment on the following.
In other words are the following statements correct?
(a) "A picture may be focussed through
glass of good quality and even density, the
surface planes of which are exactly parallel
to each other, without loss of definition.
However, (b) a picture so projected would
be slightly smaller in dimensions than one
projected through an open port.
"I tried a somewhat crude experiment,
as follows: Assuming a lens of 1-inch focal
length, I plotted out the various lines, first
assuming no glass to be present in the port.
I then placed a heavy sheet of plate glass
in front of the lens and, placing needles in
the paper, I sighted through the glass,
traced the ray paths to where an image
was formed back of the screen plane. The
image thus obtained was slightly smaller
than was the one without the glass present.
"Personally I am not sold on the idea of
glass in the projection ports, but after discussion with local projectionists I became
curious and tried the foregoing experiment.
I now pass the matter along to you for
comment."
Friend Wott is a projectionist formerly
associated with Old Royal theatre in Oak
Harbor. I am not myself "sold" on projection port glasses, though not for the
reasons here set up. Frankly I was not
very certain as to the question of change
in dimensions, so relayed the question to
the Bausch & Lomb engineers. Here is the
answer, prepared by Mr. Alan A. Cook
of the Bausch & Lomb Scientific Bureau:
"Dear Mr. Richardson: It is quite true,
as Mr. Wott suggests, that the mounting
of a plate of glass in the projection port
does make a slight change in magnification
on the screen. The simplest way to study
such a question is to remember that, from
the optical viewpoint, 1 inch of glass thickness is equivalent to 2/3-inch of air thickness, therefore the amount that magnification is altered by causing the light beam
to pass through a glass-covered port is dependent upon the total projection distance
and the thickness of the port glass.
"Suppose, for example, we have a port
glass %-inch thick. The equivalent air
length then would be ^-inch, hence the
path of the light from lens to screen is
shortened by the difference, or ^4-inch,
when the glass port cover is in place.
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"If the projection distance be 100 feet,
it would mean the magnification would be
reduced, but only by one part in 4,800,
which, as you will agree would be absolutely unnoticeable under projection conditions.
"You then are safe in advising Mr. Wott
that if the port glass cover be well made,
from optical glass, the magnification effect,
while present, would nevertheless be absolutely unnoticeable under projection conditions. Moreover, the interposition of such
a glass port cover would not have the
slightest effect on the quality of the screen

construed as a statement that they are
"life-size" craters, but as a matter of fact
they are magnified several times. The
photos are really designed to illustrate the
relative diameters of craters produced by
different amperages, or at least that is the
way I understand the matter.
The text should have set forth the exact
magnification. That it does not do so
evidently is an oversight. I respectfully
recommend to the National Carbon Company that this defect in its useful booklet be
remedied in future printings.

My own objection to glass port covers
isimage."
also derived from the belief that there
is a damage to the screen image for the
reason that light is lost by reflection from
both surfaces of the glass. Moreover, it is
always a question whether or not the surfaces are absolutely clean. If they are not,
then it is probable that screen definition
will suffer.
I did not quite understand the statement that 1 inch of air is equivalent to
2/3-inch of glass, unless it had reference
to the relative length of time required to
traverse the two mediums. I therefore
wrote Mr. Wott asking for an explanation,
to which query he replied as follows :
"It is a bit difficult to answer the question set forth in your letter. The fact
is that while we do not know what light
consists of, we do know that it has certain
definite properties, one of which is definite
velocity, and it has different velocities in
passing through different materials.
"Transparent materials, such as glass,
are so much denser than air that in them
the velocity of light is considerably reduced. The ratio of the velocity of light
in any substance to the velocity of light
in free space is a definite property of that
substance, called its refractive index. Ordinary glass, for example, has a refractive
index of about 1.5, which means that light
travels in it 1/1.5 times as fast as it does
in free space.
"When we translate this fact into optical terms and express it as a mathematical
relationship, we find that a glass block,
such as a plane parallel plate, has an actual
length only 1/1.5 or two-thirds that of a
block made of air of the same length. It
may be expressed in other words by saying
that light will travel through a 2-inch
block of glass in the same length of time
that it would take for it to get through
3 inches of air. This is the fundamental
reason for the effect that you discussed in

PROJECTION CAN
USE SUCH YOUNG
MEN
I HAVE a letter from a
young man 20 years old who is at present
an electrician's helper. His name is George
A. Bishop, Jr., and he lives in Fall River,
Mass. This young man tells me that
although he is not a projectionist, his ambition isto be one. Says he:
"What would I give to be beside a pro-

j^our last letter."
PICTURED CRATERS
ARE MAGNIFIED
ON SEVERAL occasions
correspondents have asked about the arc
crater photographs on pages 22 and 23 of
the National Carbon Company's booklet on
carbons. In each case the inquiry was, in
effect: "The statement is made that these
are photographs of arc craters, but how
can such amperages produce craters of
such
Thediameters?"
answer is simple. They cannot and
do not.
True, the text may easily be

May I respectfully suggest to local No.
424 and to its business agent, Herbert
Slater, that an eye be kept on this young
man. jIf
ector !" his ambition keeps up, he certainly wil be "beside a projector" one of
these days, he should by all means be there.
Projection needs young men of that sort,
the kind that has real interest and ambition.
The I. A. needs them too.
ARC SEPARATION
AT 120 AMPERES
J. L. SPOONBROOKE of
Ashland, Wis., asks, "To decide a dispute
will you be good enough to advise what the
carbon separation should be when using
a 120-ampere high-intensity arc, and just
how one may know when the arc is operto best advantage?"
The atingcarbon
separation for a 120-ampere
straight high-intensity arc should be approximately %-inch. The arc will be operating at its highest efficiency when the
flame from the negative carbon just barely
overlaps the lower edge of the positive
crater. If it does not reach the lower edge
of the crater the highly incandescent
gasses, upon which the H.I. arc depends
for its best illumination, will not be held
or compressed in the deep positive crater
as they should be. The same thing occurs
if it happens that the negative flame overlaps too much.
Never mind arguing about arc length as
measured in inches. Keep the negative
flame in correct position and the arc length
takes care of itself. Just advance the positive carbon until the condition named is
set up, and you need not worry so long
as it is maintained.
WHAT YOU
NOT WHERE

KNOW,
YOU LIVE
A. L. PARSONS, projectionist of the Liberty theatre in LeLeon, Tex.,
asks for a copy of the 365 examination
questions and answers mentioned recently,
then says:

March

"You are about the only one who seems
to realize there reall}^ is such a thing as
the small town, or "sticks" man, and that
he does amount to something in the
scheme of affairs. All the other fellows
don't seem to think we amount to anything
at all, but you are like a brother to them
large and small."
both now,
all,Well,
that is one of the finest,
most sincere compliments I think I have
yet received. I once was a small town
man myself. Also, I once was a farmer.
In fact, I was raised on a farm until I
became ten years old. In projection, I
know your problems and can appreciate
your difficulties. Friend Parsons. They very
often are far greater than those of the city
projectionist, who has all sorts of special
help within call. Some of the smartest
projection work is being done daily in
small town theatres. After all, its knowledge, not geography, that counts in projection.
SEES MANAGER
ONCE IN 90 DAYS!
HOWARD FOLEY^ projectionist of Kingman, Ariz., writes at some
length on another matter, and then says,
"Have been projecting for about a year.
Have the Bluebook and read your articles
in Better Theatres regularly. Try to follow your instructions as closely as I can,
but there are no other projectionists near
that I can talk matters over with, and the
manager is away most of the time. Only
see him about every three months. I do the
repair work and take care of all equipment. Have Simplex projectors, with
Douglass soundhead and Operadio amplifier."
Well, anyhow I guess you don't get "put
on the carpet" very often. I know some
projectionists who would feel that Heaven
was real close if they only had to interview
friend manager once in ninety days!

electrogram
BULB INSTALLATION— It is good
operating practise to follow out this
procedure when installing a new bulb
in an arc rectifier. Clean the inside of the bulb sockets with fine
sandpaper; also the connectors which
go to the bulb tip terminals. Turn
off the load switch, put the bulbs In
the sockets (do not connect the wires
to the bulb tip terminal), turn on the
a.c. power and let the bulbs burn for
about 10 minutes, then turn off the
a.c. and connect the bulb tip terminal connector. The rectifier is then
ready for use. This prevents a flashover, which might have been caused
by particles of black manganese deposit, getting on the filament.
*

Write us your electrical problem. An expert reply will be
promptly Eiectrographed.
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ADLER

CAST

Letters

Like

ALUMINUM

CHANGEABLE

Give your attraction board every
chance to make good — brighten
it up with ADLER LETTERS.
The solid aluminum construction eliminates bending and
breakage — saves all repairs and
BEN

ADLER

Approved and used
by leading theatre
interests and maintenance companies.

SIGNS,

These!

LETTERS

replacements. Scientific design
makes reading easy from any
angle
day or than
night.formerly
Prices now
even lower
paid
for old style letters. Sample
on request.

INC

STATE-LAKE BLDS. CHICAGO
190-B North State St. Ph. Ran. 4747

's
Richardson
Projection
on
Handbooks

IN THREE

VOLUMES

Universally accredited as the best and most practical treatise ever published
on projection and the many problems daily confronting the man in the projection room. The remedy for hundreds of every day perplexing annoyances
is explained in detail and in simple language.
Volume i-2 is devoted to the general subject of projection including its allied
activities, but without information on sound. Volume 3 deals exclusively with
sound. All three volumes are profusely illustrated and contain over 1400 pages
of information and helps. Each volume contains Richardson's famous Question
and Answer Series.
VOLUME 1-2 (pno unit)
VOLUME 3
VOLUMES 1-2 and 3 (complet* set)

$ 6.20
5.10
10.20

QUICLEY
BOOKSHOP
1790 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

The Symbol of Perfection in Projection

Always

Improving

C" with
of "H
ionication
ion &Lightin
g is
identif
in Project
THEPerfect
the result of many years of research
and the active technical skill in the
manufacture of "H & C" products.
HALL & CONNOLLY,
INC.
24 VAN DAM STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.
Write for Illuatrated BookM
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EQUIPMENT

Equipment
BRASS

SPEAKERS

• Speakers made of tempered brass and
combined in a single operating unit, have
been brought out by the Martin Band Instrument Company of Elkhart, Ind., for
use in theatre sound reproduction systems.
Combinations of from two to five speakers
are obtainable.
Use of brass is based on the principles
this manufacturer has long followed in the
production of band instruments, with the
several speakers in each group tempered
according to the frequency range to which
it is adapted by its band pass filter. The
filter net-work is designed for use with any
sound system with 200-ohm or 500-ohm
speaker line.
In general, the speakers are divided according to the low, the middle and the
high frequencies. In the two-speaker system, however, one is designated a bass, the
other an intermediate. The three-speaker
system has a bass, intermediate and high,
while in the five-speaker system there is
one bass, two intermediates and two highs,
with the middle- and high-frequency
speakers having double throats and being
operated by a single speaker unit per pair.
The two-speaker system is designed for
theatres having not more than 400 seats;
the three-speaker system for theatres having not more than 600 seats ; the fivespeaker system for theatres of not more
than 1,500 seats. For larger houses, two
three-speaker systems must be used.
The Martin company has also put on the
market a complete sound reproducing system consisting in two soundheads with exciter lamps, photocells, motors and necessary attachments, amplifier and brass speak-

News

COOLING

and

Comment

SYSTEM

• A system of air conditioning including
cooling facilities designed according to
principles of "heat transference," has been
developed by the United States Air Conditioning Corporation of Minneapolis.
The system involves the use of waterspray in the cooling process, but does not
employ any special refrigerating equipment.
xA. complete description of this equipment
will be published in the April 7th issue.
PORTABLE
REPRODUCER
• A new portable sound-on-film unit has
been brought out by the Herman A.
DeVry Company of Chicago, including a
projector, soundhead, amplifier and speaker.
The projector is of the same design as this

designed for smooth changeover if operation of two projectors is desired. A phonograph may be attached, and a socket is
provide for microphone and monitor.
The speaker is built into the top of the
amplifier case. It has 65 feet of cable and
the volume is controlled from the amplihooked fier.
up.An auxiliary speaker may also be
TICKET

ROISTERS

• Two new models of ticket issuing machines have been brought out by the
General Register Corporation
of New

General Register Model H ticket machine.
York. One is referred to as the Model H.
the other as Model C.
The Model H is a manually operated
machine manipulated by the tap of a fingertip. It is entirely of metal construction
and is installed to set flush with the
counter. A single unit holds 3,000 tickets,
and units up to six may be combined.
Tickets may be issued at the rate of 120

DeVry portable sound projector.

Martin three-unit speaker system.

10, 1934

AFFAIRS

ers. Amplifier specifications stated for theatres up to 1,000 seats are: Gain at 10,000
cycles, 92 decibels; at 12,000 cycles, 93.5
decibels. Line output, 500 ohms. Voltage
supply for exciter lamps of 4, 5 or 7.5 amperes. Provides for tone control and photocell regulation.
NEW

March

company's Model E projector, and is of the
straight-feed type. Intermittent star, cam
and shaft are finished to a machine tolerance of five-tenths of 1/1000-inch. Film
tension is taken care of at the aperture,
sprockets and takeup. Light is from a
1,000-watt concentrated biplane filament
lamp. Projector speed is controlled by an
electric governor designed to make the rate
of passage independent of fluctuations in
current.
The sound head has a drum removable
by the turn of a single thumbscrew. It
encloses the photocell, which is of DeVry
manufacture. Drive is through silent chain
and sprockets, and a W. E. Robertson
"centripetal compensating" wheel is the absorption medium. An adjustable film gate
permits silencing of the sound track in
operation without further manipulation.
The amplifier is of l5-watt capacity and

perThe
minute.
Model C is of portable type which
may be set on top of the counter or installed flush with the top. The mechanism
is enclosed in a metal case of bronze finish
with a top plate of chromium-plated brass
secured to the case by a lock. The ticket
plates are at the operator's side, and carry
the price discs, the feed control and the
rear.
recorders. The magazine is toward the
Operation is manual, pressure of the
ticket plate releasing the ticket and enabling itto be drawn forward for detachment. Multiple deliveries are possible by
retaining the ticket plate in its backward
position. Each ticket is recorded. The
Model C may be had in types of two or
five units.
SOUND

MANUAL

• A publication on a line of product which
also has considerable value as a source of
instruction in modern speaker technique,
has been issued by the Jensen Radio Manufacturing Company of Chicago. The
book may
is called
"Modernfrom
Sound
and
be procured
the Manual''
company
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(6601 South Laramie Avenue, Chicago)
for 25c.
The contents covers the full line of fullrange speakers and speaker accessories
manufactured by this concern, with complete technical descriptions and halftone reproductions ofeach type. General information on the application of various types
of speakers is also included in the text,
while technical specifications are given in
diagram. Pages bearing title and text
matter number 25, fastened in a loose-leaf
binder.
REPLACE

SCREENS

• Reports from a single branch territory
of the National Theatre Supply, and
covering but a short recent period, show
the installation of 27 new screens. According toArthur de Stefano, manager of
the Memphis office, twenty Walker "Silversheets"
were installed in the following
houses :
Imp, Benton; Rialto, Camden; Dunlap,
Clarksville; Conway, Conway; Star, El
Dorado; Saenger, Hope; Princess, Hot
Springs; Strand, Jonesboro; Rialto, Lepanto; Ritz, McGehee; Capitol, Newport;
Princess, North Little Rock; Seanger,
Pine Bluff; New, Sheridan; and Majestic,
Stuttgart — all in Arkansas.
Southland, Brownsville, Tenn. ; Linden
Circle, Memphian, Princess, and Rialto,
Memphis.
Also acquiring new screens were the
Ritz, Parkin, Ark ; Strand, Obion, Tenn. ;
Suzore, Memphis; Community, Pine
Bluff, Ark.; New, Monette, Ark.; New,
Sardis, Miss.; Joie, Fort Smith, Ark.
BY WAY
OF NEWS
• J. J. Ferretti, formerly Eastern representative ofthe United States Air Conditioning Corporation of Minneapolis,
manufacturers of Kooler-Aire and ArcticNu-Air equipment, has joined the KoolerAire division of the Sperry Products Comtors. Mr. Ferretti is general sales manager
in charge of theatres.
A permanent display of ticket register
equipment in an exhibit that includes a fullsized ticket booth, has been established by
the General Register Corporation at its
headquarters in the Loew State Building in
New York. . . . And similarly the International Seat Corporation, which has opened
a showroom in the Paramount Building,
New York, under the supervision of J.
George Feinberg, vice president.
B. B. Buchanan, formerly of Balaban &
Katz and Paramount Publix, has become
vice president of Ben Adler Signs, Inc., of
Chicago, developers of the Adler cast
aluminum letter and manufacturers of
marquee and display board equipment. Mr.
Buchanan has been associated with theatre
construction and maintenance for 16 years
and was head of the B. & K. construction
department.
N. C. Nussbaumer has opened offices in
Chicago as a consultant in stage mechanics,
covering hardware, rigging and related apparatus. Mr. Nussbaumer was formerly
connected with such stage equipment manufacturers asChannon, and Klemm.
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That
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of Bet-

ter Theatres in general, and
the particular function
the department,
the Theatre,

of
Peter M. Hulsken, Architect.
Though born in Holland, Mr.
Hulslten adopted the United
States as his own country. He
studied architecture, however,
in Amsterdam and Paris. In
this country he has been associated with architectural firms
in New York, Chicago and
other cities, but has been
maintaining his own ofRce
since 1909. He has designed
all types of buildings, but declares, "I like theatre designing really best of all."
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CONDUCTED

The

Question:
WE WANT to construct a
new theatre with a capacity of over 5,000,
and erxlose herewith a plan of the actual
ground. The actual size would be enough
for a capacity of 5,100, but probably we
will obtain neighboring ground, a slide 10
meters (about 11 yards) from front to
back, which would give a capacity of 6,000.
As you offered in your monthly, we ask
you to kindly let us have your help.
San Salvador is a tropical city, mostly
very hot, and frequent temblors (slight
earthquakes). We give several shows a
day, the time between shows being only
30 minutes. For this reason ample stairs
must be provided. — C. N. D. E.
The Answer:
AFTER GIVING the sketches
careful study, I do not believe that your
plans are practical. I am at a loss to figure
out how you arrived at a seating capacity
of 4,800 for such a small floor area. The
sketch shows that you are using 16-inch
wide seats placed 2 feet, 5 inches back to
back. A 16-inch seat is entirely too narrow
to be comfortable, and the distance of 2
feet, 5 inches from back to back is not advisable.
The building is entirely too short for
two balconies of the size you indicate, and
even if it would be possible to build those
balconies, their incline would be so steep
that the vision lines would be bad. I am
sorry, but not being familiar with the theatre code in your territory, I do not know
how many seats are allowable in a row
between the aisles. I never have heard that
a 16-inch seat is permissible to be used in
theatres, but your code may mention something about that, too. At any rate, I will
try to figure out how many seats of your
dimensions and spacing could be placed in
a theatre of that size.
Since the front and the rear dimensions
vary, I will take the average width of the
auditorium at 81 feet. After making an
allowance for wall thickness and aisle space,
there will be room for 48 seats across the
width of the auditorium. According to
your sketch, 85 feet are allowed for seats,
which will give 35 rows, or a total capacity
of 1,680 for the lower floor. The balcony
circle is figured for 7 rows having 336
seats ; the first balcony of 23 rows having
1,104 seats; and the second balcony of 24
rows having 1,152 seats, making the total
seating capacity of the theatre 4,272. I
doubt if this amount of seats really can be
obtained after the plans have been drawn

PETER
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THEATRE

M.

NOTE:
IN THIS department
Better Theatres will be
glad to answer questions pertaining
to the preliminary consideration involved inthe planning of a new theatre or in the remodeling of an existing one. Only requests for ideas will
be answered, since this department
cannot assume the practical functions
of an architect. All communications
intended for this department should
be addressed to "Better Theatres,"
1790 Broadway, New York. They
will be answered in this department. None will be answered by
mail. Although only initials will be
used in signing the questions published, itis a requirement that all letters bear the signature and address
of their writers. The replies will be
prepared personally by Mr. Hulsken,
who is a practical architect and a
member of the American Institute of
Architects.

and allowances made for structural details,
stairways, aisles, railings, etc. There are
so many items which can not be visualized
until actual plans are started and the whole
matter gone into in detail.
My advice to you is, if you want to build
a modern theatre of such a capacity, do
not consider any seats less than 20 inches
wide for the lower floor and do not space
them closer than 31 inches from back to
back. If the code allows, you could use
19-inch or 18-inch seats for the balcony.
In the majority of cases the first balcony,
or mezzanine, has the choice seats, and
the most comfortable type of a seat, such
as fautuels, are used in that case. The
space from back-to-back should be at least
36 inches. Also let me strongly advise
you against the building of the second balcony unless you have a deeper theatre. And
by all means, consult a reputable theatre
architect.
If, after you have gone over your plans
again, you have any further questions, I
shall be glad to answer them as fully as
possible. I cannot give you any plans, for
only an architect engaged to design you a
theatre and who therefore had studied all
your conditions to their fullest extent could
give you plans that would have any value.
Certainly you will have to engage an architect for such a project. But I shall be glad
to advise you in any reliable and ethical
wav I can.

HULSKEN,

A.

I. A.

The Question:
I HAVE a theatre, capacity
700, and the lobby is mainly the entrance
of the City Hall also, as the Theatre is
situated in the rear of the City Hall, and,
you may understand that it is a hard proposition to make a neat lobby and keep it
thus, as the population has access to it, in
order that they can drop in and pay their
taxes to the secretary of the city. Also,
the Knights of Columbus have their hall
in the third story of the building. This is
to say that there are many people coming
and going each day of the year.
The entrance to my theatre begins at
the sidewalk ; then there is a cement road
coming to the doors of the City Hall, situated 30 feet distant. Then there is the entrance, and then six steps. The walls of the
lobby are 12 feet apart and the height of
the ceiling is 1 1 feet. The lobby is 22 feet
long. There are two windows, each side
of the entrance doors in the walls. These
windows are 2 feet wide and 3 feet high.
In the lobby, I have the box office, which
is a very nice one. It is portable. It is
situated at the right coming in, just 4 feet
before five other steps to the door of the
theatre. In the lobby I now have four
frames (brass for one-sheets). I have also
installed one beaver-board on each side of
the entrances, about 4 feet from the floor,
where the wooden (lower) portion stops.
On each of these beaverboards, which I
painted in blue-black (mustached in light
blue) I have installed eight frames for
11 X 14 photos, and one large one in the
middle for 22 x 24. This beaverboard is
3 feet high and framed with an orange
moulding all around. The frames for the
11 X 14 photos are made of strong cardboard, decorated with gold particles dusted
on the glued cardboard. Please tell me
lobby.
how you would do a neat job with this
The ceiling is painted white. What
color would you use for the ceiling, walls
and the floor, which is covered with linoleum (battleship gray) ? The box office is
solid mahogany.
Although the steps in the lobby are of
very strong wood and were well installed,
with the passing of so many people they
are squeaking. Can you tell me how to
overcome this? — U. S. A.
The Answer:
YOUR PROBLEM Certainly
is a tough one to solve, as no matter how
much you try to keep the lobby clean and
neat, it will be practically impossible to do
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so, as so many people other than your patrons are constantly using it. Therefore, I
suggest that you separate the theatre lobby
from the entrance to the City Hall.
I believe that, according to your sketch,
this can be accomplished by moving the
doors in the side walls, which lead to the
City Hall, forward to a position near the
front entrance steps, then place a partition
about 6 feet from the front steps, separating
the theatre lobby from the City Hall entrance. Place the ticket booth in the center of this partition with doors on each
side. This would give you an independent
lobby, which could be made very attractive
by using wood-grained materials or even
linoleum, or some similar material, for the
walls.
As the poster cabinets will be placed on
the side walls, there will be only a small
area left to be covered, so the cost of this
material will be very small and the effects
obtained satisfactory. If linoleum or any
other similar material is to be used, I suggest avivid red tone with horizontal strips
2 inches wide every 30 inches, these strips
to be finished in old gold. The ceiling
could be suitably painted a light orange.
Should you use the wood-grained materials,
either in walnut or mahogany finish, the
ceiling should be finished in ivory.
Use concealed lighting fixtures, and if
possible, equip the poster cabinets with a
strip-light at the top.
If this scheme can be carried out, why
not cover the lobby floor with carpet? It
would give a much richer atmosphere. If
it is not possible to separate the lobby from
the City Hall entrance, I advise you to
cover the walls with some kind of material
which will stand the wear and tear better
than an ordinary paint job.
The trouble of squeaking steps can be
overcome by keying the treads where they
house into the stringers fom underneath,
and also by keying up under the center
horses, but be sure that this is done evenly.

The Question:
WE ARE contemplating the
erection of a small theatre and would appreciate your ideas on same. Size of town
is less than 1,000. Size of lot is 50 x 150
feet. We want about 450 seats and an
apartment above the theatre.
Would tile and stucco be advisable?

Would
[acoustic tile] for
sound be advisable? Would a 12-foot ceiling auditorium be high enough? Could you
give me an idea for a lobby?
W^e cannot have an expensive layout,
—butE.doC. want
D. it nice and with good sound.

"MAGICWEATHER"
RES.U.S.PATENTOFFICE
•FAN
S

•AIR -WASHERS
The Answer:
AS THE SIZE of the town
in which you contemplate the erection of a
new theatre is less than 1,000 population,
there maist be a large rural community to
draw from, otherwise a 450-seat theatre
may prove too large. I advise against investing more than a very small amount of
money in such an enterprise, unless you
are absolutely convinced that there are
enough people in your locality to patronize
your theatre and make this venture a profitable one.
The lot size, 50 x 150 feet, is large
enough for a 450-seating capacity. I suggest that you plan a center section of
twelve seats, with an aisle on each side,
and two wall sections of six seats each,
making a total of 24 seats across the width
of the auditorium.
I do not advise tile and stucco for the
exterior walls. Use face or common brick
with hollow tile backing, or build the walls
out of reinforced concrete. I have found
this method least expensive in several localities. Use sectional forms not over 5 feet
high. The wall thickness will be 9 inches,
with 12-inch piers to support trusses.
The acoustic tile you name will give you
very satisfactory results. By stripping or
furring the walls all plaster work can be
elirminated, and that certainly is a saving
and speeds up construction. The manufacturer of this material can supply you
with some very interesting designs, obtained by the use of a V-grooved plane. This
material also comes in various colors and
does not require painting or decorating.
A 12-foot ceiling is entirely too low. Do
not make the ceiling height less than 18
feet.
Why not use the same material you are
using for the auditorium, for the lobby?
Some of this is made with a finish resembling stone. Or you could use a plaster
board with a wood-grained finish. For the
floor use terrazzo, tile or composition. Provide for plenty of display frames, along the
side walls of the lobby.
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SCOTT BALLANTYNE CO.
TELEPHONE ATLANTIC 3345
219 NORTH 16th ST., OMAHA, NEBR,

SORDDO
A IVI P L I F I E R
TUBES
Featuring the new carbon
plate, having rigid six point
efficiency.
support insuring maximum
Complete line of power
tubes, rectifier tubes and
photo-cells.
InquMts Invited
GORDOS
PRODUCTS COMPANY
0

"7 W, 60th St.. N. Y. C.

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

Rebuilt

and

New

Projectors. Screens. Mootlis.
Opera Chairs, Spotliiilits.
Stereopticons. Film Cabinets. Portable Projectors.
.Arc Lamps, M. P. Cameras.
Carbons. Mazda Lamps,
Tickets and Machines. . . .
C'
Projection
repaired and o\machines
erhaiiled. Rep^iir parts for all makes of opera chairs.
Hqiiipment bought at highest prices.
S.O.S.
1600 Hroadway,

CORP.
Ne\v "V'ork Citv -v :
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{Continued from page 13)
atmospheric weight is generally referred
to as a vacuum, or partial vacuum. In
reality less than atmospheric pressure might
be considered as a negative pressure, and
more than atmospheric pressure might be
considered as positive pressure. In mechanical practice both situations are considered similar, both pressure conditions
differing only in the degree or differential
in terms of pressure.

It is important to appreciate this conception for there are some refrigerants with
characteristics which react under this negative pressure or vacuum just as others respond under positive pressures. As a matter
of fact, one of the types of air conditioning
equipment in use in theatres functions on
this principle of vacuum rather than the
conception of positive pressure. With the
whole system under a partial vacuum the

William N. Moore
Patent Attorney
LoanWashington,
and Trust D.
Building
C.
The first important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with $10,
and I will examine the pertinent U. S.
patents and inform you whether you are
entitled to a patent, the cost and manner
of procedure. Personal attention. Established 35 years.
Copyright your play $5.00
Trade- Mark your goods or titles $30.00
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refrigeration cycle occurs just as described.
Either of these systems is in reality a vaporcompression system.
T Y P E S O F
REFRIGERATION
PERHAPS
THE EARLIEST
type of refrigerating machine, and a type
very generally used today, is the carbon
dioxide (COo) vapor-compression type. It
was first believed that perhaps this type
was the most acceptable due primarily to
certain favorable characteristics of the
refrigerant, carbon dioxide.
CARBON DIOXIDE
Carbon dioxide is a colorless, tasteless,
odorless, non-poisonous, non-explosive gas,
which means that it is safe to use in a
theatre. There is one other characteristic
of CO2 which, though not distinctly of disadvantage, certainly does not make the refrigerating cycle any easier. Carbon dioxide must be subjected to very high pressure in order to liquefy in ordinary temperature ranges. For instance, the absolute vapor pressure of carbon dioxide at
70° F. is 849.3 pounds per square inch.
Such pressures require that the compressor
be built extremely rugged. The handling
or responsibility for a machine operated
under such pressure should have the attention of a thoroughly trained and capable engineer. Maintenance on such machinery isextremely important and repairs
are usually expensive. The theatre manager or owner who is satisfied or willing
to have a man of no training handle and
care for such equipment is not properly
protecting the investment represented by
such an installation.
COMPRESSOR
The carbon dioxide refrigerating machine is composed of the compressor, the
condensing coils, the cooling coils, and the
motor that drives the compressor. In addition there are valves, gauges, lubricating
equipment, pumps and many other accessories peculiar to the particular make of
machine and specific job. The compressors
of the CO2 type can be of any one of several designs — double acting, single cylinder ;
single acting, single cylinder; single acting,
double cylinder. Sometimes the action may
be vertical instead of horizontal. However,
the particular type of compressor has usually been thoroughly studied by the manufacturer and to a large extent must be
left in his hands. These various types are
pointed out because many times there is a
question of available space, and that problem can often be solved by going to the
manufacturer who makes a type of machine
that would fit into it.
CONDENSERS
The condensers generally consist of several tiers of tubes or pipes, connected at
the ends by return bends through which
pipes the condenser water flows. Each of
these tubes or pipes pass through a still
larger pipe, and it is through this annular
or ringlike space between the pipes that the
compressed refrigerant flows and is cooled

Better Theatres Section
by the water in the smaller pipe. These
banks or tiers of pipes within pipes look
very much like the banks of pipe radiation
often seen back stage along the rear or
side walls. In these condenser banks the
inlet for the water is at the bottom while
the refrigerant enters at the top. This
means that the hottest refrigerant gas comes
in contact with the warmest condenser
water first, and the coldest condensed refrigerant comes in contact with the coldest
water. Obviously an efficient arrangement.
COOLING
COILS
The cooling coils for this type of plant
look very much like the condensing coils ;
they, however, are not of the double pipe
construction. The condensing coils are
usually located in the engine room or at
least as close as possible to the compressor,
while the most common practice is to locate the cooling coils in the incoming air
duct and to spray them with regular air
washer sprays. The spraying of Avater over
the cooling coils is not only a very satisfactory method of effecting the heat transfer, but also serves to prevent the coils from
freezing up solid with the frost condensed
and frozen from humid air. Without this
water spray, the coils would freeze solid
and block the free passage of air to the
ventilating fan.
PREPARING
TO OPERATE
In preparing one of these CO2 installations for operation this coming season proceed according to the following schedule :
1 . Check for leaky compressor valves.
2. Check for defective packing.
3. Be sure the whole system is clean.
4. Be sure the oil lines and lubricating
systems are clean.
5. Check for leaks in the system.
6. Be sure all gauges register accurately.
7. Check motor and circuit breakers.
Frankly, unless there is a very capable
engineer in charge of the plant, the wisest
thing to do is to call on the company that
manufactured or installed the plant, to
make an inspection and render an estimate
and detailed list of conditions that must be
cared for. If the engineer is capable, and
particularly if he operated the plant last
season, he should have now in his possession acomplete list of the work necessary
to condition the plant for the coming season. Everything needed should be taken
care of, because with the very substantial
investment and the expense of operation, it
is penny-wise and pound-foolish not to obtain maximum benefits from it.
PART- VACUUM

SYSTEM

The other type of refrigeration machine
which has proved generally acceptable for
theatre air conditioning is also of the vaporcompression principle, but the entire system
operates under a partial vacuum. This system uses as a refrigerant a gas known by
various trade names, such as Dieline, Refrigerant Ej Trielene, Carrene. Though
chemically these refrigerants are not identical they are basically chemical derivatives
of the hj'dro-carbons. These refrigerants
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have a specific gravity of 1.25, approximately, and are capable of absorbing a small
amount of water, and they are also slightly
soluble in water. From their chemical
composition these refrigerants can best be
referred to as dichlorethylenes. No attempt is being made here to go into the
thermodynamic characteristics of any of
the above refrigerating fluids, and the desire isonly to emphasize that the equipment
about to be briefly described though a
vapor-compression system may operate with
any one of a group of refrigerants which
differ somewhat in character, but all of
them function through the refrigerating
cycle, with pressure differentials below atmospheric pressure.
ELEMENTS
OF SYSTEM
Essentially this equipment is composed
of the compressor, the condenser and the
cooler. The compressor is of the rotary or
centrifugal type of from one stage to several stages. The condenser is really an enclosed tank, and through this tank pass
many rather small tubes. It is through
these tubes that the condenser water passes.
The cooler is also an enclosed tank, and
through the cooler the many small tubes
carry the water that is to be cooled for use
in the air washer. There are many other
accessories, such as traps, valves, pumps,
eliminators, etc., and usually a directly
connected air- and water- cooled motor to
drive the centrifugal compressor.
COOLING
PROCESS
Remember in this description that high
vacuum means low pressure, and low vacuum means high pressure. The centrifugal
compressor maintains a high vacuum in
the cooler tank. An enclosed centrifugal
liquid pump located in the bottom of the
cooler tank lifts the liquid to a distributing
plate over the coils (containing the water
to be cooled), where it falls or trickles
down over the cooling tubes. Remember,
a high vacuum is maintained in this cooler,
which means low pressure, and at this low
pressure the refrigerant evaporates rapidly.
In evaporating rapidly the refrigerant absorbs the necessary heat of vaparization
from the water passing throgh the thin
bronze tubes, and in this way it accomplishes the cooling of the water later to be
used in the air washer for cooling the air.
The vapor from the cooler is drawn ofiE
by the compressor. The action of the compressor isto reduce the vacuum (increase
the pressure), and from the compressor the
vapor under low vacuum (high pressure)
passes into the condenser. In passing over
the many bronze tubes in the condenser,
which tubes carry the condenser water, the
vapor drops its heat of vaporization and
heat of compression, condenses into a liquid
and passes through a pipe outlet equipped
with a special trap into the reservoir at the
bottom of the cooler tank. From here it
is again picked up by the centrifugal pump
and the cycle begins over again.
There are some very definite scientific
and technical advantages to this type of
equipment,(Continued
but to explain
them34)would reon page
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Following is a list of theatre projects
involving new constructions, remodeling
and re-equipping. This last has been compiled from the latest reports available on
March 6. The listing is arranged alphabetically bystates. An asterisk indicates
information received since a prior report.
California
INDIO — Egyptian Theatre, L. A.
Pawley, proprietor. Will remodel theatre
and install new stage and screen equipment,
cooling plant, seats, floor covering and
floodlights. Population 1,900.
LONG BEACH — Ocean Boulevard
Co., 313 E. Ocean Boulevard. Architect,
Clifford A. Balch, 1914 S. Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles. Plans for repairing hotel
and theatre building.
Colorado
LITTLETON — Population 2,000.
Fred Lind, Steamboat Springs. Remodeling and rebuilding old Lux Theatre. To
install 350 seats, lighting fixtures and
sound.
Georgia
ATLANTA— W. M. ButtriU, contractor, 109 Candler Road, Decatur. To
erect theatre building.
GRIFFIN— Population 10,000. Owner,
care of Gresham Lumber Company. Alterations totheatre building.
Illinois
CHICAGO — Owner care of architect,
L. E. Russel, 105 W. Adams Street. To
erect theatre. Cost $40,000.
CHICAGO— Parkway Theatre, 2736
N. Clark Street. Remodeling. Cost $15,000. Architect, D. S. Charvat, 822 W.
70th Street. Work will consist of new
marquee, 1,000 new seats and projection
booth, etc. General contractor, R. LeVine
& Co., 822 W. 79th Street.*
Indiana
PERU— Wallace Theatre, Thomas K.
Valos, proprietor. Will remodel theatre.
Population 15,000.
Iowa
DES MOINES— Shopping Districts
Builders, care of T. I. Stoner, president,
Stoner-McCray System, 1213 Grand. To
erect apartment and theatre building.
Seating capacity of theatre 550. Cost
$100,000.
Louisiana
OPELOUSAS
— Collins Conrad,
Breaux Bridge altering old Christman &
Riseman Building into modern motion picture theatre. Population 6,300.
Maryland
BALTIMORE — Perry Amusement
Company, Liberty Hights Avenue, south
of Gvrynn Oak Avenue. Architect, John
J. Zink, 2826 Overland Avenue. To erect
theatre building.
BALTIMORE— I. L. Hornstein, care
of Regent Theatre, 1627 Pennsylvania
Avenue. Architect, David Harrison, 2431
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Callow Avenue. To remodel two buildings into a theatre.
Montana
GLASGOW — John Survant, Malta,
Montana. To erect theatre building.
Architect, F. F. Bussuot, Havre. Seating
capacity 874. Population 22,000.*
New York
NEW YORK CITY— Nissel Realty
Corporation, William Klein, president,
Remick Building, 219-221 West 46th
Street. Alterations to building to include
restaurants, banquet halls and a motion
picture theatre. Cost, $50,000.
North Carolina
BURLINGTON— Population 9,700.
North Carolina Theatres, Jack E. Austin,
Manager.
To improve and enlarge theatre. Cost $10,000.
Ohio
GRANVILLE— Granville Townpeople
Trustees, H. L. Williams, clerk. Remodeling theatre. Architect, Merle Orr, Newark. To make stage improvements, ceiling
insulation, new heating plant, etc. Population 1,400.
WILLS HIRE— I. A. Kalver, W. Monroe Street. To remodel building for theatre. Seating capacity 600.
T € XdS
BROWNSVILLE— Population 22,000.
Dreamland theatre, corner 11th and Washington. Remodeling and installing new
sound equipment.
HARLINGEN — Population 12,000.
Texas Consolidated Theatres, Inc., care

of Carl Hoblitzel, 1921 Elm, Dallas. To
erect theatre. Ed. F. Brady, San Benito,
local manager. Seating capacity, 1,500.
Cost, $125,000.
Virginia
HARRISONBURG
— Population
7,200. Valley Enterprises, Inc., S. Main
Street. To erect theatre. Seating capacity, 600. Cost, $35,000.
INCORPORATIONS
Fine Arts Theatres, care of C. E. Kennemer, Jr., 2834 N. Haskell, Dallas,
Texas. Increased capital $2,000. Incorporators, C. E. Kennemer, Jr., and
others.
W averly Theatre Company, care of
Hugh F. McKee, 1929 65th Street, S. E.,
Portland, Ore. Increased capital $1,000.
Incorporators, Hugh F. McKee and others.
Howard Theatres, care of James Howard, Wilmington, N. C. Increased capital
$100,000.
Norwood Theatre Company, 6531
Woodward, Detroit, Mich. Increased
capital $25,000.
South Pasadena Theatre Corporation,
care of Charles A. Buckley, care of Fox
West Coast Theatres, Inc., 1609 W.
Washington Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal.
Increased Capital $1,000. Incorporators,
Charles A. Buckley and others.
Courter Amusement Company , Inc.,
care of Adolph J. Retting, 508 Main
Street, East Orange, N. J. Increased
Capital $125,000.
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^ Robert O. Boiler {Building in the Face of
Obstacles) is a Kansas City architect who has
designed over a hundred motion picture theatres,
large and small , in city and town. He has frequently contributed to Better Theatres, and
his present discussion marks his reappearance in
our pages after quite an absence. With the more
human side of "Mr. Brown's" remarkable venture told, Mr. Boiler will tell more fully of the
architect's part of the job in the April 7th issue.
^ The series. Constructing Theatre Advertising, is running in alternate issues. Having
reached consideration of type, it will be devoted
to this subject in the two following articles,
which will appear in the May 5th and June 30th
issues.
J. T. Knight, Jr. {Getting Ready to Cool
Your Theatre) is an engineer in several technical
fields and has been in theatre maintenance work
for many years. He is now in charge of maintenance for Paramount Publix, with headquarters in New York. His present article will be
followed by a discussion of other types of air

treatment especially in their relation to cooling.
This will importantly involve ventilation systems,
but while ventilation is principally concerned
vAth the provision of pure fresh air at proper
pressures, it has decided bearing upon the cooling
problem, hence this second article, like the present
one, ufill be an attempt to guide the theatre
owner and manager in his preparation for the
approaching warm months.
^ Leo T. Parker ( The Fundamentals of
Contract Law) is a Cincinnati attorney who
contributes regularly to Better Theatres on
legal phases of theatre operation. Usually discussions ofspecific classes of law are alternated
in successive issues with reviews of late higher
court decisions. His present analysis of contract
law, however, will carry through into the April
7 th issue.
^

Kendall Clough {Amplification in Reproduction Today) is president and chief engineer
of the Clough-Brengle Company of Chicago,
manufacturers of amplifiers and speakers used in
theatre reproduction.
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THEATRES

CATALOG

BUREAU

Theatres" offers on this page an individual service to its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any
listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below and
"Better
Theatres"
Division
are
advertised
in this
issue. of Motion Picture Herald. Readers will find that many of the products listed by this

A
Accounting systems
Acoustical installations
Adapters, mazda
Advertising novelties
Advertising projectors
Air conditioning equipment
Aisle rope
Amplifiers
Arc regulators
Automatic curtain control
B
Banners
Batteries
Blocb, pulleys, stage-rigging
Bolts, chair anchor
Booths, projection (portable)
Bulletin boards, changeable
C
Cameras
Canopies for fronts
Carbons
Carpets
Carpet cushion
Cement, film
Cement for fastening chairs
Chairs, theatre
Change makers
Changeable letters
Changeovers
Color hoods
Condensers
Cutout machines
D
Dimmers
Disinfectants — perfumed
Doors, fireproof
Draperies
Drinking fountains

E

Lighting systems, complete
Linoleum
M
Marquees
Mats and runners
Motion picture cable
Motor stands
generators
Music

Earphones
Effect machines
Electric measuring instruments
Electric fans
Electric motors
Electric generating plants
Electric signs
Electric signal and control systems
Emergency lighting plants

O
Orchestra pit fittings, furnishings
Organs
Organ novelty slides
Organ lifts
P
Perfumers
Photo-electric cells
Plastic fixtures and decorations
Pop-corn machines
Portable projectors
Portable sound equipment
Projection lamps
Projectors
Projection room equipment
Public address systems
R
Rails, brass
Rectifiers
Reflectors
Regulators, mazda
Reels
Reel end signals
Reel cases
Resonant orchestra platforms
Rheostats

F
Film cleaning machines
Film processing machines
Film rewinders
Film shipping cases
Film splicing machines
Fireproof curtains
Fireproof doors
Flashers, electric sign
Flood lighting
Footlights
Fountains, decorative
Frames, poster, lobby display
H
Hand driers
Hardware, stage
Heating systems
Horns
Horn lifts and towers
L

Ladders, safety
Lamps, decorative
Lamp dip coloring
Lamps, general lighting
Lamps, incandescent projection
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, reflecting arc
Lenses

Safes, box ofFiee
Safes, film
Schools

S

"BEHER THEATRES" DIVISION, Motion Picture Herald.
1790 Broadway, New York
Gentlemen: I should like to receive reliable information on the following items:
(Refer to items by name, as listed above)
1
2

7
:

3

8
9

4

10

5

II

6

12

Remarks:

Name
State

Theatre
Seating Capacity

City

Screens
Screen masks and modifiers
Screen resurfacing service
Seat covers
Seat indicators
Seats, theatre
Signs, directional
Signs, marquee
Slides
Shutters, metal fire
Sound equipment, complete
Sound heads
Speakers, dynamic
Speed indicators
Spotlights
Stage scenery
lighting equipment
Statuary
Stage
Stage
rigging
Stereopticons
Switchboards
Switches, automatic
T
Ta
pestries
Tickets
Telephones, inter-communicating
Ticket choppers
booths
Ticket
Ticket selling machines
Transformers
U
Uniforms
Upholstery materials
V
Vacuum cleaning equipment
Ventilating systems
Vending machines
Wall coverings W
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quire delving into the thermodynamics of
refrigerants. There are also some practical advantages — and disadvantages. ( 1 )
The fact that such equipment is built as a
unit, including motor, compressor, condenser and cooler, means economy of space
and compactness. (2) Getting away from
the excessively high pressures of CO2 is
distinctly an operating advantage.
However, it seems to be harder for the
average operating engineer or theatre manager to gain a clear conception of pressure
differential expressed in terms of vacuum
than expressed in positive pressures on the
CO2 system. This difficulty, combined with
the attitude of some of the manufacturers
and their engineers, seems to have given
everybody the idea that there is some great
mystery about this type of refrigerating
cycle.
There is one other point: Because the
whole equipment is built as a unit and
completely housed-in and insulated, it seems
to be very much more difficult to make
repairs, because so much of the equipment
must be taken down ; in brief, it is not
accessible. Consequently it is imperative
that this type of machine be gone over most
carefully before the beginning of the air
conditioning season.
PREPARING
TO OPERATE
In planning the overhauling of this type
of equipment check carefully the following
parts :
1. The motor.
2. The compressor, especially the seal.
3. The liquid pump and trap in the
return liquid line.
4. The purge units, which are used to
keep air and other non-condensible gases
out of the system.
5. Rectifier unit.
6. Check carefully all controls, gauges,
etc.
7. Check for leaky condenser or cooler
The

Ready
to Cool Your
{^Continued from page 30)

Theatre

tubes, and if necessary (because replacement cannot be made) remove the leaky
tubes and close holes in header plates with
screw plugs of bronze.
In this overhauling consult the engineer
and examine his operating log for last season, get prices and detailed estimates from
the manufacturers of the equipment, but
remember that there are other concerns
who can do such overhauling jobs in a very
satisfactory manner — provided, of course,
that the original manufacturer will sell
nece$s^ry parts at fair prices for others to
instali.t ■,

have theatres equipped with CO2 machine,
especially if the theatres are located at some
distance from the source of supply of CO2

STEAM-JET

TYPE

A rather new development in air conditioning, though the principle is very old,
should be discussed. This is especially for
the consideration of those theatre owners
who are thinking of installing air conditioning equipment. There is absolutely no
basic reason why a system of this type
should not prove highly successful and economical for theatre operations.
This new system is the steam-jet refrigeration unit. Many features of this
principle tend to indicate a most satisfactory installation for theatre purposes, such
as:
1. Absence of chemical refrigerants.
2. Minimum number of moving parts.
3. The elimination or minimizing of
noise and vibration.
4. Light in weight.
5. Rather low in first cost.
6. Minimum operating cost, the elimination ofthe excessive electric power bills.
7. The fact that it operates with 5 to
6 pounds of steam (any low pressure boiler
plant can provide this).
8. Maintenance costs are reduced to a
minimum.
USE
OF
"DRY ICE"
Here is another thought for those who

Fundamentals

affixed to the note. However, the court held
the employer liable and in effect said that
since it was proved that when the signature was affixed both the employer and the
employe intended to be bound, the rubberstamp signature was equally as binding as
one pen written.
In still another case (190 S. W. 1045),
where the same point of the law was involved, ahigher court said:
"The word 'writing' in law not only
means words traced with a pen or stamp,
but printed or engraved or made legible
device."
any other
by Also,
the same law is effective where a
manager affixes a signature with a typewriter intending to make a valid contract.
(195 Pac. 316). _
Moreover, it is immaterial whether a
theatre owner or his authorized employe
signs a contract by full name or initials.
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gasCarbon
in drums.
dioxide solidified (dry ice) is
quite cheap as compared to CO2 in drums,
and it can be shipped substantial distances
very inexpensively. The cost of transporting the heavy drums or cylinders of CO2
must be borne by the theatre, and in addition, asthese cylinders are very expensive,
the theatre ultimately pays for them in the
price they pay for the gas. But the use of
solid CO2 necessitates additional equipment
known as converterters, into which the solid
CO2 is placed. The cover of the converter is secured, and the CO2 begins to evaporate and will continue to do so until it
develops it characteristic vapor pressure
within the converter. This, of course, provided that the converter has been properly
designd and the proper charge of solid CO2
has been placed in it. After a certain pressure has been reached within the converter,
the gas can be fed or loaded into the compressor and system.
This idea is well worth investigation, for
the converters are not particularly expensive and they need no foundations.
Complete air conditioning as I have indicated itin these general systems, and even
refrigeration in an exact sense, are not
always available. Fortunately, they frequently are unnecessary. Atmospheric
comfort as applied to theatres, really divides itself into two distinct functions:
First, ventilation, which means the delivery
and proper distribution of a sufficient quan.tity of air to the auditorium. Second, the
conditioning of the air to be delivered. It
is emphatically pointed out that the theatre
owner or manager should devote much attention to the first function, ventilation,
and get all possible results and returns from
that. If refrigeration proves necessary, it
can then be installed.

of Contract

(^Continued from page 15)
providing the theatre owner intended to be
bound when the signature was affixed.
For example, in the case of Meaton v.
Meyers, 33 111. 424, it was disclosed that
atheprincipal
signed a contract
"H.C.M." the
In
later litigation
which developed
court was presented the question whether
or not the contract was valid.
After carefully considering all details of
the controversy the court held the signer
liable and stated that any person or his
authorized agent may make a valid legal
obligation by using any form of signature
or mark if the signature is substituted for
the signer's name with intentions to bind
the emiployer.
On the other hand, it is important to
know that a party suing on a contract or
other instrument signed with a rubberstamp, typewriter, or initials, is bound to
prove to the satisfaction of the court that

Law

the signature was affixed by the employer
or authorized employe with intentions of
making a valid contract.
However, in view of these past higher
court • decisions involving various phases of
the law, it is interesting to observe that
the mere act of a theatre employe in signing
his employer's name by means of a rubberstamp, typewriter, initials or otherwise, for
the purpose of defrauding the employer,
renders the employe liable to conviction of
the crime of forgery.
Notwithstanding this legal rule the theatre owner always is liable on the contract
or obligation if he has placed the employe
in a responsible position, or has by word or
act led the other party to the contract to
believe that the employe possessed authority
to make binding contracts of the kind involved in the litigation.
[to be continued]

YOU

WILL
RESEAT
. . . and when you do . . . you will demand
. . . the acme in comfort . . . low initial cost . . .
ease of installation . . . minimum maintenance . . .
enduring quality . . . color scheme to match your
decorations at no extra cost ... a chair that will
not cause distress to your patrons by ripped
clothing.

SO . . . you will naturally select UI6 because
for the first time in history you can have all these
features in ONE chair.
The complete FLOATING

COMFORT

of UI6

is unexcelled. Designed by automobile body engineers on the principle of unit construction, each
chair is an individual unit of interchangeable parts.
YOU

SHOULD

AND

BE

SEE THIS CHAIR
CONVINCED!

It is on permanent exhibit in the UI6 showroom in the Paramount Building, New York ... or
at any of the company's representatives in the
key cities.

INTEI^NATICN^L SEAT CCCPCCATICN
A subsidiary Union City Body Co.
NEW rCCI^, N. T.
charge oj sales
J. George Feinberg, V ice-Preside>tt

' INTCCNATICNAL
SEAT
CCCPOCATICN
A subsidiary
Union City
Body Co.
PACAMCUNT BUIIDING, NEW TCKr, N. T.

The Luxurious FLOATING COMFORT of UI6 is made
possible by the application of the identical "POSTURE
ANGLE" of the automobile seat to the fixed chair.
Designed and built of quality material by the Union
City Body Company, makers of fine automobile bodies
for over a quarter of a century, it brings the easy
comfort of the auto to the motion picture theatre.

Gentlemen:
Please send me complete details about your UI6 PHAETON.
I am interested in reseating my theatre of
seats,
located in
Name
I Address
I

City...

State

THE
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NEW

MOTIOGRAPH

DE

LUXE

MECHANISM

A NEW MODEL
EMBODYING
IT

OF THE FAMOUS MOTIOGRAPH
DE LUXE MECHANISM
MANY
NEW
FEATURES
AND
IMPROVEMENTS.

IS UNIVERSALLY

PROJECTOR

ADAPTABLE

STANDS

AND

TO

DIFFERENT

SOUND

HEADS!

SEE YOUR INDEPENDENT
THEATRE
SUPPLY DEALER. HE HAS NEW
LOW
PRICES
AND
INTERESTING
INFORMATION
FOR
YOU.
(1/ your dealer is iinahle to supply you or give you this information, write us, giving his name and address.)
THE
4431
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in more sharply .. .S) lvia Froos is on the air. Hers is one of radio's most beautiful
voices . . . and highest-priced. In that musical hit "Gay Paree," Sylvia stopped the
show. And now she's on the screen for FOX.

Motion picture audiences will first

thrill to the full charm of her personality when she sings "This Is Our Last Night
Together" and "Broadway's Gone Hill Billy"... in "Stand Up and Cheer!"
(formerly "Fox Follies"). She's one of the 1,001 delightful surprises.

★

★

•

•
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MORE

"EDUCATIONAL" PIFFLE
AMONG the greatest of popular fallacies concerning the
motion picture is the currently and widely accepted
notion of its potential value and responsibility to education.
The formulae of the Motion Picture Research Council being
what they are, it is inevitable that we should discover another
twanging of the old educational chord coming from Mrs.
August Belmont, the newly cast president of the Council. And
so one reads in the New York Herald-T rihiine:
"When Mrs. Belmont says 'most important of all we must
seize upon this powerful instrument as a technique of education in schools,' she tosses the cinema world a suggestion which
it will ignore at its peril."
This is the sheerest balogna. "Seize upon," indeed! The
Eastman interests "seized upon" the educational or pedegogic
film idea with "Teaching Films," about two million dollars'
worth. Pathe Exchange, Inc., made alleged educational pictures in a half-baked alliance with hlarvard University and
spent something close to half a million. Mr. hiarley Clarke of
Chicago, enthusiastic believer in the motion picture as an
instrument of education, supported the idea with expenditures
of certainly not less than a million. And need we ask what
has resulted of all this sincere effort? It is proved that the
educational machine is not yet able to adjust Itself to the
screen as an instrument, it is also proved that motion picture
people are not educators.
Equally absurd is the Tribune's share in the expression
quoted, in discussing "the cinema world." There is no cinema
world. What the Trihnme thinks it was talking about is the
amusement industry which has found the motion picture its
most valuable tool.
This amusement world which is the chief user of the motion
picture has no more obligation to education, than has the
circus, the stage, organized baseball or the ping pong manufacturers.
This industry of the screen theatre is accursed on two sides;
first, by its own spokesmen who palaver against the reformers
by silly claims of vast public service; second, by the reformers,
radicals and idle society and clubwomen who want the screen
to do tricks at their bidding.
Once again let us state that this is the amusement business
and that its sole social and moral obligation is to be adequately and properly amusing.
AAA
ITwill be a joy to these frowning old eyes to see Miss Aline
MacMahon starring and strictly on her own. She has been,
for the past two years, so often called as first aid to the
casts of limping pictures that we got the Impression she was
at least three other girls.
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MOVIES

A

LA

RADIO

relief. The first half of our working
bring no by
THE
the amazingly inept portrayals of
was saddened
life years
the newspaper reporter on stage, screen and printed page.
More recently the reporter has been limned all to well. But
now a new curse is upon us In the radio portrayals and recreations ofthe movies. The other night an unctuous voiced
cast aired "Talking Movie Hour," a program in behalf of
Imagination"
transported
The audience
cream.where
Luxor
of the
shooting
the "in
the scene,wasrecording
a studio
to
first sequence, ended with the director shouting to the players:
"Everybody meet me In the casting director's office In the
morning to go over the script— now let's hurry along and look
AAA

at the rushes."
PANTS

AND

PICTURES

Mr. Dan Thomas who is Hollywood corresTHE very young
pondent for the Newspaper Enterprise Association, discussing some current motion picture problems, solemnly
remarks to his papers: "By executive order the President can
put a stop to the showing of two feature pictures on the same
phrase,
order,"
nonchalantly
to This
Indicate
the "executive
state of mind
whichsoseems
to have applied,
overtakentends
the
Republic with reference to government.
program.
By the "same reasoning one might assume that In behalf of
the merchant tailors an executive order might also forbid the
dealers in ready-made clothing selling two pairs of trousers
with one coat and vest.
AAA
FIRESIDE

RESEARCH

THE wavering blue flame of midnight eats slowly Into the
heart of an old apple log and the hours are unhurried on
a snowbound Connecticut farm In the valley of the Silvermine up where the brook tinkles into river under the frost
fingers of a boulder rimmed pool. The Sears-Roebuck catalogue becomes literature and the seedsmen's catalogues
stacked by the hearthside, in all the bawdy promise of their
color plates, find welcome as evangels of the spring that may
come sometime. In such a setting we researchlngly find that
the Herbert Hoover rose, the five dollar sensation of a few
seasons ago. Is now to be had at only seventy-five cents the
plant; whereas, to our delight, the Mary Pickford gladiolus
and the Gloria Swanson dahlia both maintain their rate at
$1.50 each.
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Affirmed in Albany last week by fhe
New York court of appeals was a farreaching decision of the supreme court,
which held that conveyance of dramatic
rights to a story before the advent of talking films carried with it talking picture
rights as well. The decision had its inception in a suit filed by Konrad Bercovici,
author, over "The Volga Boatman," made
as a silent, later as a talking film. . . .

In Detroit circuit court, on March 20,
will be tried as companion cases the suits
of A! Ruttenberg of the Iris, Ruby Fischer
of the Plaza, Lew Kane of the Mayfair (now
closed), against Mid-States Theatres, Inc.,
and its head, Ray Moon, charging conspiracy to prevent them from buying film
on the part of the booking combine. . . .

PICTURES

A "boomerang" was the manner In
which Phil Reisman, RKO foreign head,
last week characterized quota pictures
made in England. Quota films are not well
received abroad, he said. Unsettled European conditions have caused several companies to close
branches.
Europe's
publicif
still wants
action
films, likes
musicals
American jazz is minimized. . . .
ST. LOUIS THEATRES
Addressed to Harry M. Warner lasi
week by Fred Wehrenberg, president of
the MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, was a letter protesting the reported plan of Warner to build
new theatres in St. Louis. The letter grew
out of an exhibitor meeting called when
Warner announced a lease on the ShubertRialto as an exclusive Warner first-run
house. No immediate reply is contemplated, said Warner executives in New
York. . . .
FILM SESSION

Following requests from foreign manufacturers, the planned Photo-Cine-Radio
Exhibition and first Indian motion picture
convention scheduled for April In Bombay
by the Motion Picture Society of India, has
been postponed to November-December, 1934. . . .
CENSOR

1934

SUES SKOURAS

DETROIT

INDIAN

17,

WEEK

VITAL DECISION

QUOTA

March

HERALD

CONDEMNED

"it would be hard to find a case in
which the ridiculous nature of censorship
Is Illustrated more clearly." Thus editorially last week did the Cincinnati "Post"
express Its opinion of the action of the
Ohio censor In forcing a major operation
on Unlversal's release, "Midnight," in
which, they believe, a district attorney is
pictured in a manner detrimental to that
office in general. ...

"ROXY" BLANKED OUT
Blanked out by efficient electricians last
week at New York's Radio City Music Hall,
was the neon lighted signature of Samuel
L. (Roxy) Rothafel, since the theatre opened
a decorative feature of the marquee. . . .

SUIT SET

QUITTNER MOTION
On March 19 the U. S. circuit court of
appeals, in New York, will hear a motion of
Joseph Quittner to appeal his anti-trust
case against major companies to that court
as a pauper, thus permitting the former
MIddletown, N. Y., exhibitor to proceed
without printing the record of the suit dismissed last year. . . .
SCREEN

PAPERS

As a protective measure against fly-bynight screen periodicals, the publicity executive committee of the Motion Picture
Producers' Association, on the Coast, last
week passed a resolution compelling members to refuse recognition to such publications until they are proved bona fide. . . .

a "foolish
position"
by front
what
he Placed
called ain likeness
of himself
on the
of the New York Academy of Music, Attorney Philip A. Levine has sued Skouras
Theatres for $15,000, claiming to have
been billed as a vaudeville actor. Theatre
attendants said his name had not been
used. A picture, taken when he was an
Assembly candidate In 1931, was used,
claimed the attorney. . . .
SENTENCE

SUSTAINED

Last week the Alabama court of appeals
at Birmingham denied to former Senator
E. D. Jordon a rehearing on his conviction
of offering to take a bribe from Lee Castleberry, Gadsden, Ala., theatre manager, in
return for support of a bill legalizing Sunday films. Certain it seems now that Jordon will serve his sentence of from two to
two and one-half years in the penitentiary.
LONDON

BENEFIT

On the occasion of a benefit performance in London for the Cinematograph
Trade Benevolent Fund, Thursday of this
week,
a "midnight
matinee"
wasover
to be
broadcast
to the United
States
an
NBC-WEAF network. Later In the evening
American film stars were to broadcast their
greetings to London. . . .
FILM EXHIBITION

In

This

Issue

More than 200 motion picture players
participated in radio programs during
the past year, while exhibitors complained of the practice
Six more local boards named; all units
start duties in April
John C. Moffitt, Kansas City "Star" film
editor, points out value of "What the
Picture Did for Me" department as indicating public preferences
Additional pictures of members of local
Code boards
Code Question Box
FEATURES
Editorial
The Camera Reports
J. C. Jenkins — hHis Colyum
The Hollywood Scene
Asides and Interludes
The Cutting Room
DEPARTMENTS
What the Picture Did for Me
Showmen's Reviews
Managers' Round Table
Technological
Short
ChicagoFeature News
The Release Chart
Box Office Receipts
Classified Advertising

Page 9
Page I I

Preparations for the second international
exhibition of cinematographic art, scheduled for Venice, Italy, In August of this
year, are well under way. Already having
promised entries for the awards are the
United States, with most major companies
represented; Austria, Czecho - Slovakia,
France, Germany, India, Italy, England,
Holland, Poland, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, Hungary. . . .
RECOVERY

Page 29
Page 137
Page
Page 15
Page
Page 67
19
P^g- ^6

Promising Is the news of returning
normalcy in the Cincinnati territory, reflected inbetter theatre receipts, reopening of closed houses, wiring of long closed
silent theatres. Kentucky and the West
Virginia coal regions apparently are experiencing asimilar pickup. . . .
U. S. BANDS

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

Six new sound pictures, produced by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, have
the background musical innovation of selections rendered by the three great service orchestras, U. S. Marine band. Army
band and Navy band. The subjects may
be borrowed from the department at
Washington. . . .
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Hundred

Participate in Sponsored Programs on Air, but
Practically All Appearances
Are Reported in Newspapers
More than 200 motion picture stars and
featured "name" players have participated in
radio broadcasts in the past year, while exhibitors in the field, in addition to their
contention that free radio broadcasts constitute unfair competition, have been complaining over the widely publicized radio
"appearances" of Hollywood luminaries.
The number of such appearances in 1933
and early 1934 is estimated at between 200
and 250. On this page and the next are
given the names of more than 200 who
have engaged in radio programs in the past
year.
The figures do not include the much celebrated "microphone openings" at such centers asNew
Grauman's
Chinese
in Hollywood
and in
York, each
of which
the fan
public eagerly awaits at its home receiver.
Half on Sponsored Programs
Obviously, a great many of such appearances constituted interviews only, or incidental appearances on sustaining programs.
About one-half of the number of motion
picture player broadcasts have been sponsored programs. However, practically all
interviews and incidental broadcasts have
been advertised in advance — at the very
least in the radio columns of the country's
newspapers. In many instances player
broadcasts have been confined to specific
localities, although most of the better known
stars have participated over national networks.
An example of the territorial broadcast
is seen in the Warner Bros, situation — with
the studio maintaining its own broadcasting
facilities. Practically every Warner contract player has broadcast at some time or
other during the year.
Source of Exhibitor Connplaint
Of the foregoing figures 102 players appeared during the year on sponsored programs. Of these 31 appeared regularly.
Notably among sponsored programs on
which motion picture names have appeared
from time to time is the Rudy Vallee variety
program, broadcast over the nationwide
NBC network on Thursday nights at 8
o'clock. Another sponsored program on
which stars and featured players regularly
appear is "45 Minutes in Hollywood," and
still another is "Hollywood on the Air."
Until recently
Raymond
orchestra
constituted
one-half
of aPaige's
star interview
program conducted by Eleanor Barnes, film
reviewer on a Los Angeles newspaper.
The exhibitor, seeing in the situation a
handicap to the box office, has complained
not only of
picture
pearance onaa motion
broadcast
but player's
also of apthe
nationwide publicity attendant thereto. And
in addition to the actual broadcast, with
the consequent "stay-at-homes," studios
have been swamped with seekers after ad-

IN

On these pages appear the names of
more than 200 stars, featured players,
contract talent, executives, singers —
in fact, virtually every classification
of the creative personnel of the amusement world — who at one time or another within the last year have broadcast on radio programs.
A number of these have come from
the ranks of the radio itself, and
through their work in this field gained
prominence in films. As a guide to
the reader, therefore, the initial "R"
has been placed after the names of
radio players ti/ho made their initial
picture appearances subsequent to
their radio work. If their radio work
after initial picture appearances has
been sponsored, further identification
is provided by the letter "S". Interview broadcasts are designated by the
letter "I" and dramatic radio appearances identified by "D". Thus, Bing
Crosby, whose voice was heard over the
radio long before he appeared in films,
would he identified as follows: "Bing
Crosby— R., S.,"
mittance to watch their favorites during the
broadcast.
Motion picture names appearing regularly during the year for more than six
broadcasts on sponsored programs include
Eddie Cantor, Will Rogers, Bing Crosby,
Al Jolson, Ruth Etting, George Jessel, Jack
Benny, George M. Cohan, Burns and Allen,
Stoopnagle and Budd, Amos 'n' Andy, Major Edward Bowes, S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel,
Morton Downey, Jimmie Durante, Alice
Faye (Rudy Vallee program), Jeanie Lang,
Four Marx Brothers, Ed Wynn, Graham
McNamee, the "voice" of Universal's Newsreel, Mills Brothers, Jack Pearl, Joe Penner, Dick Powell, Lanny Ross, Rubinoff,
Kate Smith and practically every orchestra
in the ensuing list.
Some of those names given in the lists
as working on sponsored programs are for
one or two appearances only. Interviews
and incidental work on sustaining programs
predominate throughout.
The list follows.
Richard Arlen —

IBrian Aherne —
Judith Allen— L GusOrchestra
Arnheim — •
Adrienne Ames —

J
Amos 'n' Andy —
R., S.
Fred Astaire — D.

NAMED

BROADCASTS

KEY TO NAMES OF
FILM FOLK ON RADIO

A
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Lionel Atwill — D., S.

Figures Do Not

Include Broad-

cast Openings of New Pictures; Exhibitors Protest Appearances asReducing B. O.
Phil Baker — Ac- Charlie Chaplin
cordion, S.
— Speech
Tallulah Bank- Ruth Chatterhead — D., S.
ton — L
Robert Barrat —
Maurice ChevalD.
ier— L
Ethel Barrymore Mae Clark
— D., S.
Clark & McCul— D., S.
George M. Cohan
John Barrymore lough S.
^•
ry-Claudette
Lionel
more — Bar
D., S.
Colelmess l
russ
S., I.
^^^■^columbo
Richard Barth■— L
Con•'
r BaxterWalter
Warne
NETT — D., L
Gary
y-D., — LD.,
nollCooper
Constance BenJack Benny — S.
L
Joan Blondell—
BoswELL '
Sisters
John Boles— L

„
^
WEL
L — Cor
L tez—
rix)
Rica

Major Edward
g J
Bowes
— S.

Bing
Crosby
— R.,
CromRichard
g

Alice Brady
D.
George BreakSTON — R.
El Brendel — S.,
George Brent —
L, D.
Joe
E. Brown
Frank
Buck — —I.,L
S.
Burns & Allen —
R., S.
—I. C
James Cagney —
L, D., S.
Eddie Cantor — S.
Mary Carlisle —
TuLio Carminati
S.
Enrico Caruso,
Jr. — Songs
HOBART CaVAnaugh — D.

Jackie Cooper—

Constance Cummings — I.
Songs D
Bebe Daniels — L,
Bette Davis — L
Frances Dee — L
Dolores
Del Rio
— L. Songs.
S.
Songs
Dorothy

Dell —

Florence
DesD.
mond — S.
Walt Disney — S.
Claire Dodd — L,
— L, D.
— R.,Donnelly
Ruth
S.
Morton

Downey

Marie Dressler —
L
(Ccmtiiiiied on next page)
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1.

Irene Dunne — I.,
D., S.

Charlotte Henry
—I., D.

— S. Durante
Jimmie

Katharine Hepburn— D., S.

Ann

Hugh
d:

Dvorak — I.
E
Nelson Eddy
John Eldredge —
D.

Patricia Ellis —
I., D.
Eton Boys — R.,
S.
Ruth Etting — R.
S.
F
Glenda Farrell
-I., D.
Phillip FaverSHAM — D.
Alice Fa ye — R.,
S.
Louise Fazenda
—I., D., S.
Leslie Fenton—
L, D.
Ted Fiorito — Orchestra
Sidney
Fox — I.,
D.
Kay Francis — L
Irene Franklin
G
Clark Gable — S.
George Givot — D.
Cary Grant — I.
Alexander Gray
— Songs
Johnnie Green —
— Musical
MiTzi Green — -D.,
S.
D. W. Griffith —
D., S.
H
Jack Haley — S.
Jean Harlo\\'
Helen Hayes — ■
D., S.
Will H. Hays—
Speech
Peggy Healy —
Songs, S.
Ted Healy

Herbert^ —

Jean Hersholt
Arthur
Hohl —
D.
Sterling Holloway — D., S.
Phillips
— D., S. Holmes

DELAWARE BILL
BANS DIVORCEES
The shotciiig in film theatres of
Delaware of pictures in which a
divorced actor or actress appears,
would be prohibited under a new censorship measure in preparation by
Robert D. Hopkins of Milton. A board
of three censors would pass on all
films, and have the further responsibility ofdetermining the past marital
state of the players. The bill provides
a fine of $100 for the initial violation,
—I.
padlock
proceedings folloiving other

Jack Holt — I.
Lou Holtz — R.,
S.
Claude Hopkins
— -Orchestra

offenses.
Francis Lederer

Miriam Hopkins
—I., D.

Margaret Lindsay—D.. I.
—I.,
D.
Carole Lombard

Polly Moran— I.,

Guy Lombardo —
Orchestra

Helen Morgan—
Songs, S.

Leslie Howard —
I.
Tom Howard —
D., S.
Walter Huston
-I., D.

Edmund Lowe —
I.
D.
Helen Lowell —

J
M
ArtSongs
Jarrett —
D. Jenkins —
Allen
George Jessel —
Songs, S.
Al Jolson —
Songs, S.
K
Boris Karloff — I.
Buster Keaton —
L, D.
Ruby Keeler — I.,
S.
Pert Kelton — D.
Guy Kibbee — D.
Alexander Kirkland — D.

Aline MacMaHON — I.
sh — MarS.
Songs,
Joan
Four Marx
—
D., S.
Brothers

Louis B. Mayer —
Speech
Ken Maynard — I.
— D.
Jeanette
ald— I.,McDonSongs
Frank

McHugh

Grace Moore—
Songs, S.

Speech
Moran
R., S. & Mack —

JoeSongs,
Morrison
S. —
Jean Muir— D.
Myrt & Marge —
R., D., S.
N
Theodore Newton— D.
Ramon
Novarro
— I., Songs
Donald Novis —
R., Songs, S.
D.
O
Jack Oakie — I.,
D.
Pat O'Brien— I.
Henry O'Neill —

Graham
mee — D.,McNaS.

P

Adolphe
-L, D. Menjou

Raymond
OrchestraPaige —

June Knight — S.
L

Ethel Merman —
R., Songs, S.
— R., Brothers
S.
Mills

Seth
R., S.Parker —

Jack La Rue — I.
Bert Lahr — S.
Elissa Landi — I.

Douglass Montgomery— I., D.,

Jeanie Lang — S.
Evelyn Laye —
Songs, S.
Hal LeRoy — I.

S.
Robert Montgomery— I., S.
— D., S.Moore
Colleen

Eddie
Peabody
Musical,
S. —
Jack
S. Pearl — R.,
Joe Penner — R.,
— R., S.
Pickens
Sisters
S.

Ma—ryL, Pi
ckford —
Speech

Dick Powell — I.,

Gloria Stuart —

William Powell
S.

Margaret Sullavan — S.
— D.
Ed Columnist
Sullivan —
T
D.
Lyle Talbot — I.,
— D.

Roger Pryor — D.,
—I.
R
S.
George Raft — I.
— D., S.
■Sally Rand
— I.
Gregory Ratoff
Gene Raymond —
Phillip Reed — D.
Phil Regan — R.,
S.
Freddie
Rich —
Orchestra
Harry Rich man
— I., Songs, S.
Lyda Roberti —
Songs, S.
D.
Edward G. Robinson— I.
May Robson — I.,
Ginger
—
Songs, Rogers
I.
Will Rogers — S.
Baby Rose Marie
R., Songs, S.
Lanny Ross — R.,
Songs, S.
Lillian Roth —
Songs, S.
S. L. (Roxy)
Rothafel — S.
Rubinoff — R., S.
The — Rhythm
—I.
D. R., S.
Boys—
S
Chic Sale — R., S.
Kathryn Sergava
Norma Shearer

Verree Teasdale

Lawrenc
TibBETT — eS.
Genevieve Tobin
Arthur
R., S. Tracy —
Sophie
D., S. Tucker —
Helen Twelvetrees—I.
— I.
V

tra, e D.,
Orches
— S. Valle
Rudy
W. S. Van Dyke
LuPE Velez
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Authority Announces

22

Non-Industry Appointees to
Boards Selected Earlier; Several Personnel Changes Made
The industry's machinery for operating
the code in the field moved nearer completion late Tuesday, as the Code Authority in
New York selected the personnel of Local
Grievance and Local Clearance Boards for
Boston, San Francisco and Washington.
Appointees for New York and Philadelphia
will be announced next week.
The Code Authority this week also announced NRA-approved appointees of 22
"impartial" non-industry representatives.
Impartial members probably will meet in
Washington about May 15.
In addition, 10 replacements and transfers
to boards already appointed were announced.
It is expected the boards will commence
activities on or about April 1.
Meanwhile, the Code Authority was tabulating the last of the code assent blanks filed
before the deadline of midnight, March 10.
The NRA announced no further extension
of deadline would be made. While 20,000
blanks were mailed, it is expected the total
assent returns will not exceed 11,000.
The Authority may place the Code assessment on a nine months basis, probably
collectible twice a year. Expenses are expected to run about $360,000 a year, with
the amount assessed exhibitors likely small.
Names of the new boards appointed for
Boston, San Francisco and Washington follow :
BOSTON
Grievance Board
1. Thomas B. Spry, Warners.
2. Herman Rifkin, Monogram.
3.
Brennan,Pawtucket.
Loew's.
4. John
MartinM. Touhy,
Impartial Member — George R. Farnum, attorney; former assistant United States attorney.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. R. C. Cropper, RKO.
2. John Dervin, United Artists.
3. Martin J. Mullin, Publix.
4. Max Levenson, Boston.
5 and 6. Charles Hodgdon, Wakefield ;
Frank Lydon, Boston.
Impartial Member : Judge Robert Walcott.
V
SAN FRANCISCO
Grievance Board
1. Charles H. Muehlman, Warners.
2. Barney Rose, Universal.
3. Cliff Work, RKO.
4. Aaron Goldberg.
Impartial Member — A. C. Scales, Chamber of
Commerce.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. G. C. Parsons, M-G-M.
2. Floyd St. John, Monogram.
3. A. M. Bowles, Fox West Coast.
4. H. V. Harvey, Watsonville, Cal.
5 and 6. George Nasser, San Francisco ;
Morgan Walsh, Oakland.
Impartial Member — W. W. Chapin, publisher, San Francisco Argonaut.
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BOARDS

START

NAMED;

DUTIES

CLEARANCE - ZONING BOARDS
1. Distributor representative with theatre affiliation.
2. Distributor
without theatre affiliation.
3. Affiliated first-run theatre.
4. Independent first-run.
5 and 6. Independent subsequent runs.
GRIEVANCE BOARDS
1. Distributor with theatre affiliation.
2. Distributor without theatre affiliation.
3. Affiliated theatre.
4. Independent exhibitor.
WASHINGTON
Grievance Board
1. Robert Smeltzer, Warners.
2. Sam A. Galanty, Columbia.
3.
Carter T.Blum,
Barron,Maryland.
Loew's.
4. Herman
Impartial Member — Edmund M. Toland, attorney.
Clearance and Zoning Board
1. Rudolph Berger, M-G-M.
2. Sam J. Flax, Liberty Pictures.
3. John J. Payette, Warners.
4.
William
5 and
6. LouS." Wilder,
Garman, Norfolk,
BaltimoreVa.; Sidney
Lust, Washington.
Impartial Member — Professor Hector G.
Spaulding, George Washington University.
Replacements and changes, as a result of
declinations, are ;
Atlanta Grievance Board :
Herbert Lyons of RKO succeeds Dave Prince
of Paramount as national affiliated distributor
representative. Arthur Lucas has been named
in place
of Lionel H. Keene of Loew's as affiliated exhibitor.
Cincinnati Clearance Board:
W. A. Keyes of Dayton, formerly listed as
subsequent run unaffiliated exhibitor member,
now represents first-run unaffiliated exhibitors.
J. Real
Neth ofexhibitor.
Columbus is now subsequentrun
unaffiliated
Des Moines Clearance Board:
L. A. Kuhl of Corning, Iowa, has replaced
Abe
hibitor.Frankel as subsequent-run unaffiliated exIndianapolis Grievance Board :
Roy Churchill of RKO instead of J. Harold
Stevens of Paramount is now affiliated national
distributor representative. Mr. Stevens recently
was transferred to Boston.
Memphis Clearance Board:
Hoyt Kirkpatrick of Ft. Smith, Ark., has
replaced T. W. Sharpe of Little Rock. Mr.
Sharpe recently sold his theatre interests.
Minneapolis Grievance Board :
The unaffiliated exhibitor post on the grievance board is now filled by Edward Ruben. He
succeeds Joseph Friedman of St. Paul. Mr.
Friedman notified the Code Authority he was
too busy to serve.
St. Louis Grievance Board:
David Nelson has succeeded Louis Ansell as
unaffiliated exhibitor.
In addition to the 22 impartial non-industry members appointed this week to 11
Grievance and 11 Clearance Boards, the Authority made known one appointment to a
board on which the previous appointee had

IN

APRIL

Total Assent Blank Returns, with
Deadline Passed March 10,
Is Expected to Approxinnate
II, 000 Out of 20.000 Mailed
declined to serve. The new impartial appointments follow :
CINCINNATI
Grievance Board: IRWIN S. ROSENBAUM, attorney.
Clearance Board: JOSEPH MARX, Solo
Manufacturing Company.
DALLAS
G rievance Board : S. E. TIGERT, Tigert
Publishing Company.
Clearance Board: CAPTAIN J. F. LUCEY, Lucey Manufacturing Company.
DES MOINES
Grievance Board: DR. ARTHUR A. MORROW, Dean, Drake University.
Clearance Board: CLYDE HULSIZER.
INDIANAPOLIS
Grievance Board: GEORGE S. OLIVE, accountant.
Clearance
Board: PAUL RICHEY, Russell
Seeds
Company.
KANSAS CITY
Grievance Board: THOMAS FINNEGAN,
district representative, Colliers.
Clearance Board : E. A. WILKIE, furniture
dealer.
LOS ANGELES
ney.Grievance Board: BERNARD KREISELMANN, research engineer.
Clearance Board: W. C. MATHES, attorMEMPHIS
ney.
Grievance Board: MAX BRESLER, attorClearance Board : FRANK STURM.
NEW HAVEN
Grievance Board: PROFESSOR WESLEY
A. STURGES, Yale University.
Clearance Board: GEORGE S. STIRLING,
Stoddard & Williams, investments.
OMAHA
torney.
Grievance Board: HENRY MONSKY, atClearance Board : G. F. NYE, city official.
SALT LAKE CITY
Grievance Board : M. A. KEYSER, former
president Chamber of Commerce, replaces
SAMUEL C. POWELL.
ST. LOUIS
Grievance Board: ROBERT BURNETT.
Clearance Board: FRANCIS R. STOUT,
attorney.
SEATTLE
Grievance Board: JUDSON T. JENNINGS,
public library.
Clearance
tired banker.' Board : O. J. C. DUTTON, reSol A. Rosenblatt, division administrator,
was appointed this week to supervise the
advertising code.
Interpretations of the code recommended
by the extras' committee became effective on
Monday. The recommendations include a
$25 a day proviso for all extra speaking
"atmospheric" or other lines.
George Creel, California state NRA administrator, on Monday took over enforcement of the code and announced a special
administrator would be placed in charge.
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By JOHN C. MOFFITT
Motion Picture Editor, Kansas City Star
Critics may come and critics may go and
some, unfortunately, seem to go on forever,
but there is no more potent sort of criticism
than that exercised by the man or woman
who spends his money for a theatre ticket,
unless it is that exercised by one who refuses to spend his money for one.
It costs in the neighborhood of $100,000 to
make even a modest motion picture. In
these days of double features for 25 cents and
a dime it takes a world of movie fans to
bring $100,000 home to the producer.
Because he likes his money well enough
to want to see it again (together with any
stray friendly dollars it might want to bring
home with it), he is very willing to listen to
such criticism, much more willing than he
is to listen to the boys and girls who work
on the magazines and newspapers and who
believe they know all the answers.
Of late the motion picture department of
The Star has been besieged by letters and
telephone calls from folks who apparently
are letting the return to hokum trouble them.
They feel that hokum is a base thing to be
shunned by producers despite the fact that
it is the only thing that seems apt to put two
chickens in the garage of a producer (he
doesn't even hope to get the car back ? ) .
They think that tiie higher forms of art and
intellectual drama should be given a preeminent place on the screen, unadulterated
by box office angles, despite the fact these
were the pictures that bankrupted the motion
picture industry.
When it is explained to them that art is
a matter of finance they find it difficult to
understand that most people do not believe
as they do.
Horror of Hokum
Most of them represent a type of person
who forms his theatrical preferences in reflections from the New York stage. They
neglect to note that the New York stage is
a parochial theatre and that the motion picture is a national one. A national theatre
reflects the preferences of a nation and the
preferences of the nation happen to be for a
certain amount of hokum. That is a painful
realization, but it grows less painful with
every year you are out of college and with
every year that transpires after your first
reading Cabell.
of Ernest
'andto James
Branch
The Hemingway
more you get
know
the run of human beings the more you come
to sympathize with their needs for unaffected recreation and entertainment, and the
less apt you are to become disgusted with
their fondness for old jokes and sugary romance. The older you get and the more
tired, the more need you yourself begin to
feel for simple, uncerebral entertainment.
By the time the Princeton professor, Woodrow Wilson, was buried deep in the problems of the war he was finding his recreation in vaudeville shows, cheap detective

Under the forthright title of
"What the Picture Did for Me" an
array of some two thousand American
showmen, with an occasional contributor from abroad, tell each week in
the pages of MOTION PICTURE
HERALD their pulse counts on the
theatre audiences of the nation.
Nowhere else in all the floods of
published words and reports of and
about the motion picture is there to
be had so direct, so intimate, so vitally
representative expression from the
customers.
In "What the Picture Did for Me"
is the voice of the box office of great
mass America, not New York, not
Chicago, not any metropolis, but the
great real America itself.
The sincere ring of these pages has
n un them a great following of readers
among the workers of the screen, the
students and the critics. "What the
Picture Did for Me" goes home under
the arm of many a Hollywood executive. It is to be found marked and
folded open on the desk of many a
New York agent for stories and
talent. It is on file in many an
advertising office.
Interesting comment and observation on this department and its
meaning was presented in the Kansas
City STAR'S motion picttire section
of the issue of March 4, coming from
the pen and hand of Mr. John C.
Moffitt, who has come forward in the
last feiv years among the few more
serious and informed of the nation's
newspaper commentators on the
screen and its products. Mr. Moffitt's
article is presented herewith. —
TERRY RAMSAYE
stories and penny dreadfuls. That did not
mean that he had become less intelligent. It
simply meant that he was obliged to do so
much serious thinking that serious thinking
no longer came under the head of recreation.
What the Small Towns Like
There are a lot of people in the country
today who feel the same way about their
movies. Their preferences (the preferences
that tell the producer what to make) are
reflected in the opinions of theatre managers
who have played various of the current films.
These opinions were taken from a department of the Motion Picture Herald, entitled "What the Picture Did for Me." In this

department of a national theatrical trade
paper, theatre owners and managers voice
the criticism of the American public in the
cold metallic tones of dollars and cents.
It will be noted that a great many of these
opinions are from small towns. It is particularly interesting to see that the American
yeoman has the same tough independence in
his opinions that he always has had. He
cannot be shamed or bullied into liking something simply because New York likes it.
Given half a chance, he'd still like to empty
his six-shooter at an easterner's plug hat.
In the mass he is of tremendous importance
to the men who invest their money in
movies, and he gives the answer to the people who are asking why the movies are not
more artv and more "inteiligfent."
Reich Bars "Catherine"
After Lobby Demonstration
Further showings in Germany of the
British film, "Catherine the Great," with
Elizabeth Bergner, former toast of the Berlin stage, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., were
forbidden late last week after a demonstration in the lobby of the theatre at which it
was playing in Berlin.
Concurrently, Paul Goebbels, Nazi propaganda minister, openly proclaimed an antiJewish boycott affecting all cabarets and theatres. According to Dcr Deutsche, Nazi
organ, the situation in Berlin has reached
"astounding proportions."
"During recent weeks," the publication
said, "one has been able to see SA men
(Storm Troopers) stationed before certain
entertainment places to ask the public to
remove their party emblems before entering.
The fact is, the employment of Jewish actors has become so scandalous that the public
had to take to self-help."
LaGuardia To Install
Officers of the ITOA
Alayor LaGuardia of New York and other
municipal officials have accepted invitations
to attend the banquet of the Independent
Theatre Owners Association, to be held at
the Hotel Astor, March 19. Officers for
1934, to be installed then, include Harry
Brandt, president ; Leo Justin and Bernard
Barr, vice-presidents ; Maurice Brown, secretary Hyman
;
Rochmil, treasurer ; Charles
Oppenheimer, sergeant-at arms, and William
Small, executive director.
The directors to be installed are Leo
Brecher, Charles E. Lewis, Jack Shapiro,
M. Fleischmann, Eugene Zerner, Lou
Blumenthal, Louis Nelson, A. H. Eisenstadt, L. Meyers, L. Bolognino, Sam
Schwartz, William Landau, H. Reisner, Doc
Greenfield, Fred Small, S. Weinberg, Rudy
Sanders, Stanley Lawton, Leon Rosenblatt,
D. Davis, R. Rosenzsweig, Bernard Pear.
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Hollywood
Scene
NO HOLLYWOOD FEVER FOR ENTIRE WEEK
SEVEN FILMS START, FOUR COMPLETED
PHONE SERVICE FOR STARTING TIME
WHY RAFT IS NOT IN MAE WEST FILM

M. SHAPIRO

HOLLYWOOD did not run a fever
about anything this week — that's
news. Outside of a few nip-ups and
conniptions about nothing, producers started
getting their 1934 pictures lined up.
The Patman bill caused a mild flurry.
George White's exited after a few hectic
previews of his "Scandals." Thursday and
Friday
were the hottest days the town's
had
in years.
Advance guard of exhibitors are getting
things tip-top for the convention of the
MPTOA at the Ambassador, April 10th.
Everybody's still talking about "House
of Rothschild" and "No Greater Glory."
George Raft seems to be following in
Valentino's footsteps in one respect at least
— constantly bickering with his studio.
A financial agent who does personal management called up and said he wasn't running a racket, which is protesting too much.
Lew Brown, unable to find a real hillbilly in Hollywood, decided to plav one himself.
Will Rogers says he can't be responsible
for all the bum jokes the publicity department sends out about him.
Sally Eilers is going to have a baby.
Lloyd Pantages, son of the noted showman, is now doing a smart column alongside of Louella Parsons' on the Examiner.
And the ten per cent player-peddlers may
be put on the spot by exhibitors for their
part in jacking up salaries.
Mae West says she does not excite passion.
Stepin Fetciiit got liis tonsils sunburnt
watching the Shriner's parade.
Everybody's wondering who will be the
first to be caught violating Code regulations
and what the penalty will be, if any.
The split in Writers' Guild ranks got hot
this week, both factions arriving for a drag'em-down finish fight.
V
Seven New Pictures Start
Maintaining an average fairly consistent
the last month or so, Hollywood started
seven new pictures in the week as four
were finished.
With three starting, Universal assumed
top activity honors. One each went on the
stages at Twentieth Century, Monogram
and Paramount, and Willis Kent checked
in with one.
Those finished were "Firebrand" at
Twentieth Century, "One Man Woman" at
Warners, "Pll Tell the World" at Universal,
and "Melody in Spring," Paramount.
Varied themes described both starting
and completed pictures with no definite tone
trend visible similar to last week's crime
rhyme.
Of the three starting at Universal, "Little
Man. What Now?" looks important in presenting Margaret Sullavan, star of "Only
Yesterday," with Douglass Montgomery in
the leading male role. Yet the picturiza-

The two M'dvani brothers xvho impinged, on the screen scene a la Negri
and a la Murray, and later exerted
their vigors by sinking oil wells which
spouted in the courts, are now preening their pristine prowess on the polo
In blue and ivhite, those two princes
fields.
from Russia's Georgia bounced fresh
from the court room to the jousting
green, cutting rakish figures as they
pranced onto the field astride their
Will Rogers gave his cowboy yell as
ponies.
they galloped up and hailed them luith
a "Whoopee!!! Here come the ttvo
fighting cocks of the Caucasus."
P. S. Another M'dvani brother,
unknown to the public, is said to be
a bachelor, married only six times.
tion of the famous stage play "Alias the
Deacon," which features Joel McRae,
promises good entertainment as does the
exciting
comedy
"The Humbug,"
featuring
Nils Asther
and Gloria
Stuart.
Another Arliss Picture
Always significant, but particularly in
view of "House of Rothschild," a George
Arliss picture is welcome news. Thus
Twentieth Century's starting of "The Head
of the Family," in which Janet Beecher,
Edna May Oliver, Ralph Morgan and Charlotte Henry ("Alice in Wonderland") will
be seen with Arliss, looms high in the
week's events.
At Paramount, the Charles R. Rogers
feature, "In Conference," got underway
with Zasu Pitts, Helen Mack, John Halliday, Grace Bradley, Phillips Holmes and
Ned Sparks in the cast. Monogram started
"Numbers of Monte Carlo," starring Mary
Brian, Kent
as didproduction.
"Valley of the Lawless," a
Willis
Pictures moving off the stages were
Twentieth Century's "Firebrand", a Sixteenth century romance drama based on the
life of Cellini, with Constance Bennett and
Fredric March in the leading roles ; Warner's "One Man Woman," with Pat O'Brien
and Glenda Farrell, and Universal's "Pll
Tell the World," Lee Tracy's first start
since the Mexican episode.
A glimpse at the pictures in preparation
is indicative that spring and summer proBing Crosby's brother Joe will soon
make his debut in films.
In order to avoid confusion, Ring's
brother will be called Bang.

grams will not be lacking in quality entertainment. All studios have unusual material.
From MGM will come "Manhattan Alelodrama," an Arthur Caesar original, featuring Clark Gable, William Powell and
Myrna Loy, and Pearl Buck's "The Good
Earth," a Thalberg production; "David
Copperfield," Charles Dickens' famous
story ; "Treasure Island," teaming Wallace
Beery and Jackie Cooper again ; and Norma
Shearer and Charles Laughton in "The
Barretts
of Wimpole
Street."
Paramount
will bring
out Cecil DeMille's "Cleopatra" ; "Canal Boy," a Charles
R. Rogers production ; "Grease Paint,"
featuring W. C. Fields; "Often a Bridegroom," and "The Great Magoo," in which
Jack Oakie, Dorothy Dell, Ben Bernie,
Alison Skipworth and Roscoe Karns will
be seen.
On the Warner list are "Anthony Adverse," currently a big selling novel ; "British Agent," which will star Leslie Howard;
"Dames," a musical with Dick Powell and
Ruby Keeler ; Dolores Del Rio in "Madame
DuBarry" ; "A Lost Lady," Pulitzer prize
play; "Old Doll's House," a Damon Runyon
story with Barthelmess and Margaret Lindsay, and "A Tale of Two Cities," another
Dickens story in which Leslie Howard will
head the cast.
Universal is preparing "I Give My Love,"
for Wynne Gibson; "The Practical Joker,"
for Chester Morris, and "Affairs of a Gentleman," for Paul Lukas. Additionally
there are the Fanny Hurst novel, "Imitation
of Life," and "Sutter's Gold." Fox is meeting the competition with "Grand Canary,"
"Call It Luck," "Always Honest" and
"Charlie Chan's Courage."
V
Of Thee We Fling
The particular producer who has made
some pediculous pictures, speaks out in
meeting this week and flings the gauntlet
at the feet of the exhibitor.
This producer says "there's nothing wrong
with my pictures, except that the exhibitor
shows 'em wrong."
Flying to the exhibitor's defense, as almeant. ways, we asked, pointblank, just what he
"I mean that the exhibitors show my right
pictures wrong, when they show my pictures backwards," he explained, and there
seems
he
says.to be more irony than fiction in what
"When people come into a theatre in the
middle or at the end of a picture, they're
he went on. "There
seeing beit acockeyed,"
should
law prohibiting exhibitors showpictures back-end
to. Patrons
should
not being allowed
into a theatre
after a feature
starts. It's o.k. to let 'em in during a news
reel or a short, but if they come in during
a feature, it kills their entertainment and
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they go out and say, 'a lousy picture'— pediculous toyou."
We asked
him to be constructive, which
is what every producer tells his help to do,
but in this case we turned the tables. And
the chap surprised us.
"I'd make it mandatory with every theatre to display outside, the exact time the
feature goes on the screen.
"I.'d make it imperative that the time
schedule be given to the theatre telephone
operator in every house so that people calling to find out what time the feature goes
on, could be told with impunity.
"I'd carry on a newspaper campaign, advising my patrons that I want them to get
full entertainment from films. I'd sell them
the idea of attending when the feature
starts, until it got to be a habit. Once they
get the habit, they'll wonder how they ever
sat through a film upside-down.
"I'd even go further and get nny local
telephone company to install a central
theatre service exchange, so people could
call a certain number and a girl employed
by the telephone company, who would reel
off the feature, theatre, and exact time
it went on, when people called to get that
information,
"Los Angeles has such a system and it
works fine. Fox West Coast central exchange receives over 18,000 calls every
week, requesting information when the
feature goes on.
"On a basFs of 5 cents a call, the telephone company takes in over $900 a week,
about $46,000 a year, by just installing a
station and having one girl tend it.
"It's a profitable business for any telephone company in any city to go into, except, of course, maybe New York, where
they are too many theatres.
"And while I'm talking out loud," said
the producer, "this sounds like such a good
business, I think I'll go into it myself.
Maybe I'll make more money than I've been
making producing pediculous pictures which
the exhibitor shows just as pediculously."
Will the exhibitor accept the challenge
that this producer flings so gaily?
V
Raft's Ride
The inside on Georgie Raft's inability to
play opposite Mae West in "It Ain't No
Sin" may be illness and the need of a much
desired rest by Raft, but facts are to the
contrary. Raft really took a walkout from
Mae West's film, considering the part too
puny. He had walked before, too.
The inside of his stroll from "The Story
of
firstTemple
time. Drake" is revealed here for the
After the blasts from women's clubs and
others anent the filming of "Temple Drake,"
Raft came in and demanded $50,000 to play
the part. The studio, which had been grooming Raft, considered his peremptory demand
exorbitant, refused to accede. Raft immediately stepped into print with his defense that he wouldn't demean himself by

Elissa Landi, once tied up with Fox,
then tied and untied with Columbia,
is now tied up by her agent, who has
tied up her shekels until she pays what
he claims are his claims.
Judging from reports. La Landi, oft
torridly alluded to as la Icicle, is anything but cold when it coma to matters of money.

playing
such suspended
a low rolehim.
as "Temple Drake."
The studio
What will happen when he gets back from
abroad may be news, or just "innocuous
V
desuetude."
Gangsters Out!
Gangster films may rear their ugly heads
if the projected Dillinger yarns, considered
by three studios, ever see the light of day.
It seems high time that someone "took
the bull between the teeth," as one producer
says, and splashed the plain unvarnished
truth about the gangster situation from hell
to breakfast.
Gangster films are glamorous, full of action, a reflection of front page news.
Take gangland of¥ the front page and you
take it out of pictures.
Youngsters and grownups revel in gangster yarns. The danger and adventure
thrill attracts them. Bumping the bad man
off at the finish, vivid evidence that crime
doesn't pay, takes the fire away from the
argument that films of criminals encourage
crime.
So why not portray the gangster as he
is? Why not go behind the scenes and
picture the real rise of the gunman, put
those responsible for the gangsters' growth
right on the spot, and give them a screen
ride that will exterminate them once and
for all.
It's common knowledge today how the
gangsters spawned. Big business wanted
them to crack their strikes or bludgeon their
competition. Labor wanted them to retaliate.
Finding their services in demand, gangrnen were on the payroll of whoever spoke
first and paid most. Sometimes they were
on both sides. Sensing graft, the gangster
then went on his own, bloomed first as an

foe Cunningham, fast earning for
hi?nself the same reputation in Hollytvood as he had on Brondivay for
humor, wit and hair trigger observation, played a round of golf through
a Hollyivood fog.
Said foe, "I've lost golf balls on
every course I've ever played. In
Philadelphia once I even lost a golf
bag and a set of clubs in the rough,
but it was in the Hollywood fog that
I mislaid my Caddy."
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individual, then in mobs, then in syndicates
which girdled the globe, dealing in all kinds
of malodorous trades from dope to cannon.
The armament gangster is the one on the
spotlight today.
In the great work of ridding the country
of their sordid depredations the screen
should, and must, be used.
V
Out of the Notebook
Bill Dover is now assistant to Darryl
Zanuck at Twentieth Century vice Rufus
LeMaire, resigned.
Studio shut down, Hal Roach is off on
a ten days' polo vacation.
Radio is entertaining another visiting
eastern executive, general sales manager
Jules Levy, who has come to town for a
few weeks.
Universal is celebrating its nineteenth
birthday anniversary with eight features in
work.
No more "Baby Burlesks" — Educational
drops the Jack Hays idea. Four-year-old
Shirley Temple, star of the series, moves
on to greater glory with a part in "Little
Clark
Gable's address is still MGM, that
Miss
Marker."
company adding another year to his contract, with a salary tilt.
Much excitement at Universal's "Let's Be
Ritzy"
preview.breaking
First thedown
film and
caughtgetting
fire.
Then between
out of synchronization about 15 times, what
happened to the picture rather than what
happened in it, amused the audience mostly.
John and Lionel Barrymore will co-star
in MGM's "All His Geese Were Swans."
What, no penguins !
Harry Maizlich, Warner's Hollywood theatre exploiter, is up to his neck in a bang-up
campaign for the "Wonder Bar" western
Having finished his part of the writing
premier.
job on "Hollywood Party," Howard Dietz
dashes back east to start his other job to
tell exhibitors how to sell it.
Joe E. Brown, ex-major leaguer, is sandwiching in trips to the Pasadena training
camp of the White Sox and Catalina Island
headquarters of the Cubs between scenes
of Gabe
"Sawdust."
Yorke, Fox studio publicity head,
takes a house in Santa Monica.
Europe first, then big game hunting in
Africa, is the change of scenery and recreation which Darryl Zanuck firmly believes
will fit him for his second year as Twentieth Century's production head.
Stage diversions got a play this week
when Francis Lederer sponsored the TingelTangel, a sort of Continental Chauve Souris,
presented by Fred Hollander.
Another gorgeous opus was "Sweeny
Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street,"
played as burlesque on the English melodrama, giving audiences a chance to hiss the
villain and cheer the hero. Pretzels and
beer are served during the show.
The Yale Puppeteers are giving "Mr.
Noah" and the "Pied Piper" in their colorful shack on Olivera Street, which avenue
purports to be the Greenwich Village of Los
Angeles.
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NEWLYWEDS. Ricardo Cortez,
Warner star, and his bride, the
former Miss Christine Lee. They
were nnarried following completion
of Cortez's role In the Al Jolson
production, "Wonder Bar."

TAIL'S END. Located by the
hyper-curious Charley Chase just
31 favorite
Inches from
the nose'sAssisting
tip of
his
dachshund.
the Hal Roach-MSM comedian is
Betty Mack.

TRAVELING. (Right) Sam Sax,
production chief of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio, who left thi^
week for a tour of Europe and
the Near East, accompanied by
Mrs. Sax.

PATRICIAN. (Left) By virtue of
at least two coincidences. For she
Is Patricia Ellis — and now she has
been cast with Lew Ayres in Universal's "Let's Be Ritzy," which
has just been completed.

IN COMEDY. (Above) Betty
Compson, dramatic favorite of
another day, who has been
signed by Educational for
"Breakers Ahead."
BERMUDA BOUND. (Left)
Howard S. Cullman, operating
receiver of the Roxy in New
York, as he sailed with his sons,,
Paul and Hugh.
FURTHER MEASURES. This
time (at right) drastic ones
taken on "Strictly Dishonorable" set at RKO Radio by
hyper-curious Lupe Velez.
Subject, the Durante trumpet.
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BACK TO DESK. (Below) Phil Reisman, newly
elected vice-president of the RKO Export
Corporation, here shown arriving in New
York on the Berengaria following visits to the
company's European branches.

BACK ON BROADWAY. George White
being greeted by Gregory Ratoff and feminine co-players in the "Scandals" which
White has made for Fox on the pattern of his
celebrated "Scandals" stage revues.
GOES PICTURE-WISE. (Left) Drue Leyton,
who adds her interesting name to those of
stage players turning to the screen. She has
a Fox contract and will make her debut in
"Now I'll Tell."

BLACK AND WHITE. Shad ows and a dark
mood. A trickle of sunshine — and Alice herself, Alice White, currently one of the affairs
of Paul Lukas in the forthcoming Universal
production,

"The Affairs of a Gentleman."

YOU'RE WRONG! Looks as though the still photographer was around shooting
the producing company at work. But as a matter of fact it all will be on the screen,
just like this, when "Orders Is Orders" Is shown. This Is an actual scene from this
Gaumont British production, which co-stars the well known American players,
Charlotte Greenwood and James Gleason.
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More

Independent

Ownership
Says

Miss

Needed^
Pick ford

From the celluloid cloudburst in "Tess of
the Storm Country" to the haloed throne of
"America's Sweetheart," and finally an expert diagnostician of motion picture ailments. With the recording disc of her
stethoscope rambling over the convalescing
form of entertainment known as the motion
picture, Mary Pickford found the symptoms
indicated too much monopolization and not
enough independent ownership ; too much
manufacturing and not enough artistic creation ;too much getting and not enough
giving, and too few of the pioneers to effect
quick recovery.
Miss Pickford was the luncheon guest
last Thursday at the regular weekly meeting
of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, at the Motion Picture Club quarters,
New York.
She was not bitterly critical, nor did her
voice indicate a tone of futility. She merely
passed on to the New York motion picture
advertising impresarios, publicists and trade
and newspaper representatives "a few observations" gathered in a quarter century
of motion picture activities.
Sees Break for Independents
Miss Pickford warned that the independents
could not get a break because of the extent to
which the industry has been monopolized, and
that there was all too little cooperation by the
"big fellows." "That situation is going to be
changed, and soon," she said with some definiteness, but she did not get down to specific cases.
It was assumed that she was discussing independents in their relation to production and
distribution. Miss Pickford still owns onesixth of United Artists.
The industry is entirely too mercenary, in
her opinion. That, too. will be changed, she
said, because it has become more of a business
of manufacturing motion pictures, with too little attention
paidtogether
to artistic
"Thisin
business
is held
by acreation.
thin thread
the
added.nature of creative art, or inspiration," she
Miss Pickford bemoaned the inactivity of the
"old pioneers" of the days before sound.
Says Pioneers Are Needed
"The industry needs stimulation, but where
it is coming from I do not know," Miss Pickford said. "We need more pioneers, men who
think of giving rather than getting.
The star said she has no difficulty with her
releases, the chief trouble being in trying to
get other studios to lend contractees for her
pictures.
On the AMPA program with Miss Pickford
were John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the
Motion Picture Code Authority ; Edward Kuykendall, MPTOA president, who declared that
the "long-talked-of round-the-corner is finally
here" ; Miss Catherine McNeiJis, publisher of
Tower Magazines ; other executives of the
Tower fan publications, and Louis Nizer of
the Film Board of Trade.
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Executives Asked

Round

CONVENTION
to Par-

ticipate as Observers
Table Conference

at
at

Los Angeles, April 10 to 12
The motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America sent an open invitation this week
to the Administration at Washington and to
the NRA to participate officially, as observers, in the round table conference of producers, distributors, exhibitors and the public, which will be a highlight of the 14th
annual MPTOA convention in Los Angeles,
April 10 to 12.
Executives
of the theatre
owners' toorganization have extended
invitations
Postmaster James Farley, to Frank Walker, head
of the President's emergency recovery council, and to General Hugh Johnson, Sol A.
Rosenblatt, Senator William G. McAdoo
and Senator Hiram Johnson.
Will Rogers for Banquet
Will Rogers has been asked to preside
at the convention banquet, and mayors of the
large California cities are expected to be
on hand. In addition to events previously
reported, the Independent Motion Picture
Producers Association, of Hollywood, will
fete the conventioners at a "Wild West"
show and barbecue. Trem Carr, president,
this week appointed Sam Wolf, 1. E. Chadwick and Ken Goldsmith a committee on arrangements.
Producers, distributors and exhibitors in
the Los Angeles territory started this week
to plan a reception to the MPTOA delegates,
who will arrive in Los Angeles on Tuesday
morning, April 10. Under the chairmanship
of Ben Berinstein, Los Angeles exhibitor,
California committees already have arrangements under way.
Los Angeles Committees
Committees appointed in Los Angeles this
week follow :
General
B. N. Berinstein, chairman ; R. D. Whitson,
George F. Bromley, Arnold Shaak, H. W.
Chatiner, George L. Hanes, Harry H. Hicks,
Russell Rogers, H. J. Siler, Lou Halper,
J. Reeves Espy, Mike Rosenberg, John M.
Young, Milton Arthur, Simon Lazarus, Glenn
Harper, B. H. Lustig, Dave Bershon, Victor
M. Shapiro, Arthur Ungar, Ralph Wilk, Warren Stokes and W. R. Wilkerson.
Reception
Henry H. Hicks, chairman ; W. W. Whitson, A. Aalperstein, G. A. Metzger, M. Raymond Peterson, Irving Carlin, Lazarus, J. Leslie
Swope, K. C. Manny, Lustig, Harry Vinnicof,
Al Bowman, R. P. Jamison, Glenn Harper.
Chotiner, W. H. Lollier, Sherrill Cohen,
George H. Hines, H. Y. Herond, Mike Gore,
M. E. Bayliss, William C. Ritter, J. N. Dillon,
J. J. Milstein, Carroll N. Peacock, N. P.
Jacobs,
E. W. Maclean,
J. O'Keefe,
Harry
Lustig, Howard
Stubbins, AlGeorge
Montgomery,
Sam Berkowitz, M. A. Hulling, Jack Drum,
Dick Mitchell, Ray Olmstead, Harry Millstein
and A. Aronson.
Entertainment
Mike Rosenberg, chairman ; Whitson, Halper,
Siler, Ralph Grunauer, Espy, Metzger, Jamison,

Chotiner,
Doc Howe, Marco Woolf, Sid GrauPublicity
man
and Bruce Fowler.
George F. Bromley, chairn^an ; Warren Burgess and Harry Hammond Beall ; Programs
and badges, George L. Hanes and Bernard
Loper ; Registration, Lola Adams Gentry,
chairman ; Minnie A. Kopple, Jennie H. Dodge
"Bud"Mildred
and
Lollier. Landreau ; transportation, Arnold
Shaak and Robert Gumbiner. Contracts, W. H.
Lowest Rail Rates Ever
The MPTOA has concluded negotiations with
the national railroad systems for the lowest
convention rates ever accorded transcontinental
travelers. Rates will be fare and one-third for
the round trip, with special west bound trains
leaving from several key points. The New
York Central, Pennsylvania Railroad and
Southern Railroad will run special through
cars, joining
MPTOA-"Golden
cial of the theRock
Island RailroadState"
and spethe
MPTOA-"Sunset Limited." These are the official convention lines.
The MPTOA board of directors, comprising
24 members, all state leaders, will meet in Los
Angeles isApril
to nominate officers. Ed Kuykendall
now 9president.
Each exhibitor delegate must obtain from
National MPTOA headquarters, 1600 Broadway, New York, an official identification certificate, which must be presented to the local
railway ticket agent at the time he purchases
the round trip ticket. Names of members of
an exhibitor's family and names of his guests
shall also be included on the same identification certificate.
The round trip railroad tickets at the special
MPTOA convention rates will be on sale at
the railroad ticket offices on the following
dates :
Arizona, California, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah and El Paso, Texas — April 3-11.
Idaho, Oregon, Washington — April 3-10.
Colorado, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas, Wyoming — April 2-10.
Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Minnesotafi, Missouri, North Dakota, Michigan,
South Dakota, Wisconsin, Memphis, Tenn. —
Eastern states will start their sales on earlier
dates.
April 1-9.
Motion Picture Club
Roll Now Totals 204
The New York Motion Picture Club now
has a total membership of 204 as of last
Saturday. According to directors of the
club, . the membership includes virtually
every ranking executive in the industry. A
substantial initiation fee is to be levied following reorganization. Dues at present are
fixed at $75 per year, without an initiation
fee.
Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO Distributing Corporation, has been elected a
director of the club, supplementing a board
which includes Jules E. Brulatour, Jack
Cohn, Will H. Hayes, Al Lichtman. Carl
Laenimle, H. J. Yates and Adolph Zukor.
Additional directors will be named later.
Wilson Leaves NRA
Frank fx. Wilson, NRA publicity representative at Washington, in charge of the
film campaign last year, has resigned to
return to the film business in York,
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Foxs39-JVeek
Net

$1,410,193

Fox Fihn Corporation, in its first financial report since its reorganization, on April
1, last year, reports a net profit for the 39
weeks ended December 30, 1933, of $1,410,793 after all charges, which compares with
a loss of $7,595,000 for the 40 weeks ended
December 31, 1932.
On the basis of the 2,436,409 shares of
Class A and Class B common stock outstanding, the 1933 net equals 58 cents per
share. During the first quarter of 1933 (the
period prior to reorganization) operations
resulted in a loss of $557,122. During the
last quarter of the year net earnings were
$1,080,015.
Gross revenue for the 39 weeks totaled $24,288,824, which compares with $20,229,900 for
the same period in 1932. Current assets on
December 30, 1933, totaled $18,264,086, against
current liabilities of $3,910,292. Cash on hand
totaled $5,021,932 and inventories were $11,123,541. The net worth of the corporation on December 30 was $35,185,569, including earned
surplus of $1,674,453. The foregoing figures
exclude the operations of Wesco and its subsidiaries, which
all ofStates.
Fox Film's
theatre interests
in operate
the United
Important
subsidiaries of Wesco are still in bankruptcy
and therefore are under the jurisdiction of the
courts. Fox Film's investment in Wesco has
been written down to $1 and its advances to
Wesco and its principal subsidiary. Fox West
Coast Theatres, are carried at the full amount,
with an adequate reserve for any adjustments
of value which may be deemed advisable upon
termination of the various bankruptcies.
Milwaukee

Houses

Give Pay Increase
The threatened strike of members of the
new Milwaukee doormen's and ushers' union
this week was finally averted with the raising of all salaries $2.50 weekly and a guarantee of a maximum 40-hour week.
Fred S. Meyer, president of the MPTO
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, in a
biting statement had declared :
"For the first time in theatre history in
Milwaukee, all theatre owners and operators
have joined together collectively to iron out
the question of 'what is wrong with the
theatre business.' We have agreed that the
big trouble is outside interference in conducting our business, and the ushers' strike
is but a minor matter in this controversy."
In St. Joseph, Mo., another chapter in
Ed Dubinsky's dispute with the unions was
written Tuesday when Federal Judge Otis
granted a temporary injunction to Dubinsky
Bros, against lATSE operators and stagehands and one member of the musicians'
union enjoining them from committting
"violent or fraudulent acts against the Dubinsky circuit or its three theatres" in St.
Joseph.
The Regional Labor Board in St. Louis
recently ordered Mr. Dubinsky to reinstate
lATSE projectionists. It was said this
week that union officials will carry their
fight to the Department of Justice at Washington.
Another development was a "warning"
issued by Allied States Association to all
exhibitors to "watch their steps."

PICTURE

Charles R. Rogers To
Withdraw from Paramount
Charles R. Rogers announced in Hollywood last week that he would withdraw
from Paramount upon completion of the remaining four productions on this season's
program. He plans to continue production
independently.
Film

Attacks

In

House
Anticipated
By FRANCIS L BURT
Washington Correspondent
Hearings at Washington next week on
the Patman censorship bill may prove to be
but the first of a series of attacks on the motion picture industry, it is believed by observers there.
A straight one per cent tax on all admissions, regardless of prices, was proposed
Wednesday to the Senate finance committee, by John K. Kelly, representing circus
interests.
There are available a number of bills and
resolutions which it can dig up for committee hearings to occupy its time, among them
resolutions introduced a year ago by Representative Sirovich of New York, for an investigation ofthe motion and sonant pictures
industry ; the resolution of Representative
Patman of Texas asking an investigation of
the production, distribution and exhibition
of films by the attorney general ; several bills
to amend and consolidate the copyright laws ;
the bill introduced by Congressman Celler
of New York on block and blind booking,
and measures removing the present restricfilms. tions on the interstate transportation of fight
Although, apparently, no effort was made
to
off Representative
Patman'sbill,
demand
forhead
hearings
on his film control
it is
not considered likely that any measure along
that line will be given favorable consideration this session. It is not, so far as can be
learned, an Administration measure, and the
Administration today is more concerned with
getting business moving than with placing
handicaps in its way, so long as the abuses
complained of do not adversely affect the
public's
pocketbook.
The hearings
on the Patman bill, it might
be pointed out, will be important to the film
industry, for they will offer the first opportunity since the repeal of prohibition for
the reform elements to disclose their future
activities.
Rosen to Philadelphia
The appointment of Sam Rosen as special
representative for the Gaumont-British Picture Corporation of America, in charge of
the Philadelphia territory, was announced
this week by Arthur A. Lee, executive vicepresident of the company.
MPPDA to Elect
The annual meeting and election of officers
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., will be held in
New York March 26.
Warner
Harry
will sail
Europe.
Sax.
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to Sail
M. Warner, president of Warner,
March 17 for a five weeks' tour of
He will be accompanied by Sam

17,
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of

Is Planned

A plan of reorganization for RadioKeith-Orpheum which would create a new
corporation totohave
take been
overbroached
RKO's this
assets,
understood
weekis
by principal creditor groups of the company
in conjunction with the Radio Corporation
of America. Claims against RKO are said
to aggregate $38,000,000, and under the protionposed
wouldreorganization
make no plan,
bids the
for new
RKOcorporaassets
until the amount of the claims to be allowed
are known.
It is understood the two principal creditors' committees, the RKO debenture and
gold bond protective committee and the RKO
Stockholders' Protective Committee, are
supporting the plan.
The leases of the two RKO theatres in
Radio City— the Music Hall and the RKO
Center — were approved last week in New
York by U. S. district court judge William
Bondy. However, Judge Bondy inserted an
added stipulation in his approval, agreed
to by Rockefeller Center, the lessor, that
annual rent payments by RKO under the
percentage payment provisions of the lease
shall not exceed $953 972, the amount fixed
as annual rental on the two houses by the
original
fellerlease
Center indrawn
1930. by RKO and Rocke-

Radio

City

London

For

Planned

Plans for a $5,000,000 amusement center
in London's West End, comparable to New
York's Radio City, were confirmed Tuesday
by Sir Malcolm McAlpine, one of the largest
contractors in the British Empire.
Sir Malcolm told Motion Picture Herald's London
that heof could
not confirm
the correspondent
rumored connection
S. L.
"Roxy" Rothafel, now in the British capital,
with the project, as theatre executive.
According to the report, the project would
include a 6,000-seat motion picture theatre.
Studio Pact Extended
The basic agreement entered into in 1926
between major producers and the I. B. E.
W., the United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Jobbers of America, the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Stablemen and Helpers, the I. A. T. S. E. and
the American Federation of Musicians, has
been extended for two years, with no
changes except those specified by the code.
Cocktail Party for Jolson
Warner gave a cocktail party in honor of
Al Jolson in New York on Tuesday. In addition to an imposing array of Broadway
and Hollywood celebrities, there were many
trade, newspaper and magazine representatives present.
Hear Tri-Ergon Appeal
Arguments on Tri-Ergon's appeal from a
sound patents decision favoring New York
exhibitors and distributors were submitted
in the form of briefs Tuesday in the appellate division of the New York supreme
court. Decision was reserved.
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"Hitting the 'toboggan' from fame was
the greatest thing that ever happened to
me," confessed Betty Blythe, onetime
"Queen of Sheba," and now one of Hollywood's bit players. Old-timers remember
when the statuesque Betty started in pictures
with Vitagraph, almost at the very beginning, and worked up successfully through
World Film, Selznick, Sam Goldwyn, Brentwood, Curwood-Carver Productions, First
National and Fox.
"Things looked so bad," she said the other
day, "that I debated for half an hour the
question of stealing a permy from a pile of
newspapers in a New York hotel lobby to
put with the four I had, in order to get to
the Shubert office for an interview."
Miss Blythe revealed she didn't steal the
penny — and so another victory was chalked
up against the pro- Satan forces.
Back in 1925, the George H. Doran Company published "Famous Film Folk." On
page 116 appeared a sketch of Betty Blythe's
motion picture career. It said, in part: "Hers
is a splendid personality, and her ability as
an actress has stamped her as one of the
screen's brightest stars."
V
A sequence in Educational's new two-reel
comedy, "Managed Money," depicts Junior
Coghlan
on the
desert.
To
make
the "discovering"
scene appear gold
realistic,
several
pounds
of copper-and-brass shavings were mixed with
the sand on location on the Mojave Desert, near
Palmdale. The scene was shot, and the company moved on.
Some few days later, a native, passing the
spot, was attracted by the unusual glitter of the
metal in the sun. Breathlessly arriving back
in the small desert town, he soon had the populace in an uproar. Word of the discovery of
"Gold!" echoed throughout the place and a
gold rush was under way in two seconds, or
thereabouts. However, a test proved the
"gold" to be nothing more than some good old
Educational studio pipe fittings. And were
their faces red.
V
Civilization is making progress. Bulletproof vests have been issued to Universal
Newsreel cameramen stationed in Cuba and
China.
V
Miss Jeanette Meehan, of our Hollywood
reportorial staff, overheard this conversation between two of the colony's art directors:
First art director: "What, in your opinion,
are the two greatest miniatures in studio history f"
"Oh," niftied the second, "I'd say the miniature hired and the miniature
fired."
V
The Music Users' Protective Association has
accused the American Society of Composers of
violating the anti trust laws, and of unfair
methods of competition. Among other things,
the Music Users cite incidents where compos• ers have sold their compositions for as little
as $25 to music publishers, who, in turn, have
made profits as high as $135,000. Old-timers
will remember when Gus Edwards struggled
. along
for years Gus
beforegothis $7.50.
first number,
was accepted.
George "Stella,"
Cooper
got $5 for "Sweet Genevieve." Charles K.
Harris netted 85 cents on "When the Sun Has
Set," while Stephen Foster's "Old Folks at
Home" brought him only $50.
V
"And efficiency," says Ted Cook, "seems
to be the art of making two mistakes where
you
for only
before."
Cook had
is a time
Californian
— heone
should
know. Mr.
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INTEI^LUDES

By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
Some sweet soul sent us one of those
chain letters the other day with instructions
THE OLD GUARD OF
to rush nine copies to nine of our "most inTHE SILVER SCREEN
telligent friends" to whom we wish happiness. If the instructions are carried out, it
says a happy event will take place during
We wonder how many of the starthe
daystold
thatbadfollow,
they're
ring youngsters of this day will troupe
not, nine
we are
luck and,
will if
befall
us.
down through the years as have these
"A Mr. Dirno, of Victoria, won a large
bright lights of the silent screen, all
prize in a lottery — 250,000 lires" — " for being
past the age line of forty, whose names
a good little boy, while "the Nelson house
was destroyed by fire on the ninth day for
are still visible in marquee lights, even
not taking the chain seriously. Mrs. Fox
though some appear only occasionally:
lost her only son on the third day. Pola
Age
Age
Negri owes her fortune to having followed
George Arilss. . . .66 Wallace Beery., . .48
and
carried out instructions." In the first
place, Pola Negri has been having pretty
May Robson 66 James Gleason . . .48
Marie Dressier. . .65 Adolphe Menjou..44
tough sledding, which is generally known,
Lionel Barrymore . 56 Clive Brook 43
and, secondly, Ben Blumenthal, who brought
Ronald Colman.. .43
Miss Negri to these shores for Paramount
Conway Tearle. . .56
Hoot Gibson 42
Tom Meighan. . . .55
in about 1921, should get a little credit for
Edmund Lowe. . . .42
Will Rogers 55
Ruth ChaHer+on..4l
John Barrymore .. 52
Anyway,
chain was started in Flanthat
alleged the
"forttme.^'
ders by an American general. Eventually
Douglas Fairbanks. 5 1 Harold Lloyd 41
Lowell Sherman.. .49
it found its way to Hollywood, where Joan
Mary Pickford.. . .41
Bennett passed it to Spencer Tracy who
The vital statistics were supplied by
passed
it to HarrywhoO'Neil
whoit passed
it to
Ann Pennington
passed
to Vivienne
the World Almanac, and therefore we
Segal
who
passed
it
to
Mrs.
Santa
Ortega
cannot guarantee their authenticity,
who passed it to George Fleming who
especially when, as a result of a typopassed it to Portia Hall who passed it to
graphical error, the age of young
Gordon Richards and then it took another
course until it got back to Dorothy Lee who
Charles {Buddy) Rogers tvas given as
5 1 years.
passed
to George
to Zoe itAtkins
who O'Neill
passed who
it topassed
Georgeit
Interesting is the scarcity in the
Cukor who passed it to Johnny Farrow
compilation of women players above
who passed it to Margaret Ettinger, and
forty, there being only four, as against
so on, ad finem.
V
sixteen males. The reason may be attributed to the belief of the fair sex
iVe hear that Mr. Charles Laughton, Englishin perpetual youth, and, as proof, we
man, who deserted Hollywood last year at the
point to Fanny Ward who is still
peak of his career, to dabble in Shakespeare, is
doing very nicely. He^ll be back in the cinema
young at 72.
capital, on the Paramount lot, shortly, but in
the
meantime,
he is filling
"Old acting
Vic"
theatre
in a repertoire
of London's
Shakespeare,
If we are to believe John C. Moffett, writer a month for what Hollywood paid him a day,
and liking it.
of
thingsCityHollywood,
organized
Culver
studio has Metro's
arrangedhighly
cubbyholes
for
Odd Mclntyre, who watches such things, tells
most of the major emotions, and tries to main- us that "Old Vic" still preserves audience affectain a staff that can handle most of them,
tion. When German bombs were dropping
thusly :
around
London's Waterloo station, crowds at
DEPARTMENT
FOREMAN
"Old Vic" were cheering "Macbeth." It seems
Divine One or Highfalu+ing Department
that the personal sales efforts experided on the
Greta Garbo
English, some 300 years ago, by the "Bard of
Hot Department
Joan Crawford
Avon," will never be undone — in England.
Hot Department (First Assistant) .... Jean Harlow
Honest Worth Department Lionel Barrymore
V
Department of Smartness, Sophistication and Genteel Standing
Norma Shearer
The rapidity of the growth of the motion
Department of Physique and Moron Control
picture army of Kentucky colonels, in command
Johnny Weismuller
of General Charles Clyde Petti john, has been
Department of Uncouth Hearts of Gold
Wallace Beery keeping pace with the expansive development
of Hitler's Nazis in Germany, and RepresentaClass Department
John Barrymore
tive Cannon, from Wisconsin, has asked ConDown-to-Earth Department
Lee Tracy
gress to stop it. Legislator Cannon has introDepartment of Passion (Rugged ).. Clark Gable
duced a bill at Washington to abolish KenDepartment of Passion (Romantic)
greatest industry,
principally
because
Left vacant by decline of John Gilbert
too manytucky's
motion
picture people
who have
not
Ga-Ga Department
Vacant
seen- military service of any kind, "are cavortV
ing about with titles of 'General,' 'Colonel,'
'Major,' or something or other." Evidently the
Congressman
has never witnessed distributors
An amusing picture of the effect of motion
and exhibitors in battle on the field.
pictures when first screened in East Africa,
As if it was necessary to prove that a Kenrecently, is painted in a dispatch from Dar-EsSalaam. An agricultural show intended to edutucky colonelcy
more than
a
generalcy
in thedoesn't
Cuban mean
army, any
Representative
cate the natives in the improvement of farming
methods was flashed on the screen, after the Cannon added he understood Colonel Will Rogers got his commission for a nickel cigar, which,
doors had been closed and the windows curtained. It was greeted with loud cries and he said. Governor Ruby Laffoon gave to someone else anyway. For a dime smoke, Will
wailing from the spectators. The doors were
could have gotten the same ranking as General
opened quickly and the whole audience rushed
out into the daylight and safety.
Petti john.
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MORE

Harold J. Frrzt.ERALn
(below), Milwaukee
Clearance Board, affiliated first- runs,
manages Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises.

George Jackson.
( above ) , Portland
Clearance Board, unaffiliated subsequent
runs, is executive of
Woodlaw theatres.

Earl A. Bell (below),Board,
Denveraffiliated
Grievance
national distributors,
is Warner manager.

Harry Taylor
(above), Kansas City
Clearance affiliated
Board,
undistributors,
is Columbia manager.

E. E.Webber (above),
Kansas City Clearance Board, unaffiliated subsequent runs,
operates the Mary
Lue Theatre.

MORE

PICTURES

BOARDS' MEMBERS
O-w these two pages apppear the pictures of44 more viembers of the Local
Grievance and Clearance and 2,oning
Boards under the Motion Picture
Code, hi last week's issue, March
lOth, 44 pictures also were reproduced. The purpose is to acquaint
all exhibitors and distributor personnel in all territories with the men who
are representing them on the boards.
Additional pictures will appear in
succeeding issues.

Burns Ellisok (below), Denver Grievance
ated Board,
theatres,unaffiliowns
Federal theatre.

J. M. Gregg (below),.
Charlotte Clearance
Board, unaffiliated
subsequent runs, manages tres.
Criterion Thea-

Walter Creal (below),Board.
Omaha Picture
Grievance
in last issue was of
another Mr. Creal.

Clarence D. Hill
(below), St. Louis
Clearance Board, unaffiihated distributors,
IS Columbia manager.

Ted Mendenhall
(above), Omaha
Grievance Board, affiliated national disis Paramounttributors,
manager.

J. J. Spandeau
(above), Omaha
Grievance Board, unaffiliated distributors,
is Universal manager.
D. Y. McLucAS (below), Omaha Clearance Board, unaffiliated distributors, is
United Artists manager.

Henry M. Herbel
(below), Chicago
Clearance affiliated
Board,
undistributors,
is Universal manager.

John Ham rick (below), Seattle
(irievance Board,
unaffiliated
theatres,
heads
rirk rirruit. Ham-

David E. Weshner
(above), Milwaukee
Grievance Board, affiliated exhibitors, is
Warner zone manager.

OF

Andrew Sasso
(above), Portland
Clearance Board, unaffiliated first-runs,
manages the Music
Box.

Floyd Brown (above ) ,
Indianapolis
Grievance Board, unaffiliated
subsequent runs, has
the Kenton Theatre.

Frank P . Bryan
(above), (harlotte
Grievance Board, affiliated national distributors, IS Warner
manager.

MEMBERS

Jack Rose (below),
Chicago Clearance
Board, unaffiliated
exhibitors, has his own
booking exchange.

Frank Newman
(below), Seattle
Clearance Board, affiliated first-run, is associated in Evergreen
Theatres.

J. J. Parker (above),
Portland Grievance
Board, affiliated exhibitors, heads Parker's Portland Theatres.

BOARD

George Landis
(above), Indianapolis
Clearance Board, affiliated national distributors, isFox manager

ON

GRIEVANCE

REPRESENTATION
ON THE BOARDS
Clearance and Zotiiug Boards:
One distributor representative with
theatre affiliation; one distributor
without theatre affiliation; one affiliated first-run theatre; one independent first-run theatre; ttvo independent subsequent runs; one impartial.
Grievance Boards: One distributor
representatii'e with theatre affiliation;
one distributor without theatre affiliation; one affiliated theatre; one
independent exhibitor; one impartial.

AND

CLEARANCE

Frank Harris (below ,)ance
Pittsburgh
Clear-in
Board. Picture
last issue was of another Frank Harris.

I. M. Halperin (below), Indianapolis
Grievancefiliated
Board,
exhibitors,af-is
Indiana theatre managing director.

George Fischer (below), Milwaukee
Clearance Board,
unaffiliated subsequent
runs, operates four
theatres.

H. F. Kennedy (below), Omaha Clearance Board, unaffiliated first-run, operates Broken Bow

A. C. Zaring (above),
Indianapolis Clearance Board, unaffiliated subsequent runs,
operates the Elgyptian
theatre.

H. H.Everett (above) ,
Charlotte Grievance
Board, unaffiliated distributors, isBromberg
Attractions manager.
W.
L. AiNSWORTH
(below), Milwaukee
Qearance Board, unaffiliated subsequent
runs, operates Fond
du Lac Garrick.

Howard M a p e s
(above), Portland
Grievance Board, unaffiliated distributors,
operates
Star exchange.

A. Higdon

(above),
Oklahoma
City
Clearance
Board,
affiliated national distributors, isFox manFelix Mendelssohn
(below) Chicago
Clearance
filiatedBoard,
distributors,af-is
MGM manager.

Lyric.

Jack Flex (below),
Indianapolis Clearance Board affiliated
first-runs, manages
Loew's Falare.

Ray

A. M. Avery (above),
Omaha Clearance
Board, tional
affiliated
distributors,na-is
Radio manager.

Jack Miller (above),
Chicago Clearance
Board, unaffiliated
subsequent runs, is in
Simansky-Miller
nership. partL. Frank Stocker
(below), Oklahoma
City Clearance Board,
unaffiliated distributors, is Columbia manager

H. F. KiNCEY (above),
Charlotte Grievance
Board, affiliated
exhibitors, isParamount
f)perating partner.

John Von Herberg
(above ), Seattle
Clearance Board, unaf iliated first - runs,
heads
Jensen-Von
Herberg circuit.
Rick Ricketson (below),Board,
Denveraffiliated
Clearance
first-runs, operates for
Skouras Fox West
Coast.

Tom Saxe ( below ) ,
Milwaukee Clearance
Board, unaffiliated
first-runs, is associated in Saxe Amusement Management,
Inc.

UNITS

ager.

James H. Alexander
(above) Pittsburgh
Clearance affiliated
Board,
undistributors,
owns Alexander Film
Service.
B. B. Reingold (below), St.Board,
Louisaffiliated
Grievance
national distributors, is
Fox manager.

John
Maloney
(above)J.Pittsburgh
Clearance Board, affiliated national distributors, is MGM
manager.

Nate Wolf (above).
Chicago Grievance
Board, unaffiliated
exhibitors, operates four
theatres.
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MAYER

FINDS

IS ceipts.^SPOOFED'
No Hollywood studio need wait for Mr.
SELWYN
Rialto Executive Says Exhibitor
Exhibitor to unburden himself relative to which
pictures should be emasculated and which should
Has About as Much Control
take thyroid for greater virility. The weekly
intake on every production in current release
Over Films as Any Retailer
gives the distribution and studio executives an
Over Manufactured Product
infallible guide to the public reaction.
"Primed with this information, the studio
The average exhibitor "has about as much
proceeds with its production plans, the distribucontrol over the type and quality of pictures
tion department with its sales campaign."
produced as any other retailer has on the
Says Veterans Favor Block Sales
manufacture of the commodity he handles,"
Mr. Mayer mentioned the block booking sysand
the producer's
guide intake
to publicat
tem "against which President Lowell has been
reaction
lies rather infallable
in the weekly
fulminating but which to most picture veterans
the box offices of the country, says Arthur
would appear the only feasible method of selling
L. Mayer, formerly of the theatre advertismotion pictures," and the production book which
ing and publicity department of Paramount
as much bearing upon actual performance
Publix and now managing director of the "has
on the part of the motion picture producer as
New York Rialto theatre, which he has the average political platform has on the subseleased.
quent policies of a successful candidate."
Then this parting shot in the general direcAnswering Edgar Selwyn's charge that
tion of Mr. Selwyn :
"the strange and subtle business of emascu"Two weeks ago Mr. Selwyn's ingenious litlating and rendering ordinary always haptle picture, 'The Mystery of Mr. X,' played at
pens when a picture has been completed —
the Capitol. I search in vain for any announcement on the part of Metro that this picture was
the villain is the exhibitor," Mr. Mayer
wrote in the New York Times of last Sunto be included in their contract. What exhibitor
day that "it became obvious that some
wired to Mr. Selwyn that he should make 'The
quasi-friends in Hollywood had been spoof- Mystery of Mr. X,' and after it was made was
ing this newcomer to their ranks and that responsible for any weakening or emasculation
his commendable zeal for reform of the that may have occurred?"
movies was only surpassed by his complete
ignorance of the subject."
Stick
A Pretty Lively Corpse
to Stage
"If the
movie
reviews
in
my
favorite
newspaper interfere with my digestion, I taJ<e out
my wrath on Mordaunt Hall, not on the newsstand dealer," Mr. Mayer commented, in his
Knitting: Carroll
contribution to the Times symposium on "the
best seller of all mysteries — the mystery of who
Earl Carroll, creator of the "Vanities" and
murdered the movies." And as for that, he now associated with Paramount in filming
added that "when last seen, it must be ad- "Murder at the Vanities," this week aimed
mitted that the reputed corpse was moving
warning at such theatrical prorapidly around the corner toward prosperity, a friendly
ducers as Sam Harris, Al Woods and Arthur
with every indication of his demise having been
Hopkins, who are thinking of making moslightly exaggerated."
tion pictures, suggesting that they should
"I have been connected with the distribution
stick to their theatrical knitting.
and exhibition of motion pictures for some
"In the first place," Mr. Carroll said,
twenty years," he said. "In that period of time
I have heard exhibitors denounced by film sales- "there is too much detail to attend to. It
would kill their enthusiasm. This film game
men as niggardly chiselers ; by church organizations as purveyors of filth and lewdness ; by
isn't a personal enterprise like a stage show,
advertising experts as the ultimate offenders
in the misuse of hyperboles and superlatives. I in which you do most of the work yourself.
"Too many technical factors enter into
have heard innumerable unpleasant comments
about their business methods and their morals ; screen production. Sound, photography, direction, cutting and distribution are only a
about their military ushers, their rococo theatres and their thirst for publicity, but never be- few of the items that would break the averfore have I heard any one say, in print or out,
age New York producer's back. It's a new
that after pictures had been completed the ex- business — and most Broadway producers
hibitor emasculated them."
won't learn anything new. The past history
Eyes and Ears of the Business
the legitimate theatre proves that."
But while the box office is what tells the of Mr.
Carroll didn't include George M. Costory, the exhibitor is "necessarily the eyes and
han, explaining that "Cohan is a musical
ears of the business," the theatre executive de- comedy man, and producers of musicals are
clared. "He comes
into closeindaily
contact
many Ultimate
consumers
a way
thatwith
no always susceptible to new trends and techmotion picture producer or director exiled in
Hollywood can. He stands in his lobby to
hear, or hides in his office to avoid, the comColumbia
Party Draws
niques."
ments of his patrons. He checks up his daily
More
Than
1,000 Guests
receipts and is intently aware what sort of pictures his customers patronize and which they
The Columbia Pictures home office staff,
honor with their absence. This information he with their friends, turned out in force last
can send to Hollywood, if he so desires, through
Saturday evening when the annual party
the indirect and unreliable medium of a film was
held at the Waldorf Astoria. More than
salesman who calls upon him a few times a year. a thousand were present. Numerous acts
He also sends it to Hollywood unwillingly, but
necessarily through the accurate and sensitive were on the program, with music furnished
by Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra. Harry
barometer of a box-office report.
Hershfield, Julius Tannen and Milton Berle
"For most pictures of consequence are played
on the basis of a percentage of the gross re- were toastmasters.
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All Star Productions
Percy Helton, Frederic Worlock and Sigmund Spaeth added to "Frankie and Johnny."
V
Colunnbia
Arthur Rankin awarded player's contract.
Tullio Carminati in Grace Moore's forthcoming
musical. . . . Ann Sothern and Patsy (from Hal
Roach) selected for "The Party's Over." . . .
Shirley Grey opposite Ralph Bellamy in "Murder in the Studio." . . .
V
Educational
Betty Conipson, Dorothy Sebastian and Don
Alvarado sign for "Breakers Ahead." . . .
Ernest
reelers. Truex
. . . given contract, to appear in twoFox
V
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell reunited
in "The World Is Ours," with Ginger Rogers
and James Dunn. . . . Barbara Weeks and G.
P. Huntley join "Now I'll Tell." . . .
V
Invincible
James T. Mack, Clarence Eldert and Lloyd
Liberty
Ingraham go into "Together Again." . . .
V
Leila Hyams and Phillips Holmes engaged for
"The
Nugent.Quitter," with Jack La Rue and Eddie
MGM

V

Joan Crawford to star in "Sacred and Profane Love." . . . James M. Cain to scenarize
"The Duchess of Delmonico's."
V
Monogram
Ben Verschleiser to supervise "Money Means
Nothing" and Paul Malvern to produce "Border Patrol." . . . Mary Brian cast for "Numbers
of Monte Carlo." . . .
V
Parannount
Jack Haley will star in "Here Comes the
Groom," Ralph Murphy to direct. . . . John
Miljan
into "ItMichael
Ain't No
. . . Carle
John
Halliday,goesGertrude
and Sin."
Richard
join "The Witching Hour." . . .
V
RKO Radio
Billie Burke and Edna May Oliver assigned
to "And Let Who Will Be Clever." . . . Wanda
Tuchoch given writer-director contract. . . .
Lionel Barrymore to star in "Wednesday's
Child," with Frank Thomas, Jr. . . .
V
Jeannette Loff, Johnny Mack Brown and
Showmen's
Roberta Gale in "St. Louis Woman," Albert
Ray directing. . . .
V
United Artists
Charlotte Henry (from Paramount) and
Frank
Albertson .sign
(20th Century).
. for "Head of the Family"
V
Universal
Alice White opposite Paul Lukas in "Affairs
of a Gentleman." . . . Karen DeWolf to do
screen play of "The Humbug." . . ■. Berton
Churchill to star in "Alias the Deacon." . . .
V
Warner-First National
Osgood Perkins, Victor Jory and Dolores
Del Rio assigned to "Madame Du Barry." . . .
Richard Baxthelmess and Helen Lowell in "The
Old Doll's House." . . . Dorothy Burgess and
Dorothy Lee join "Friends of Mr. Sweeney."
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Associate Producer and Collaborator on Story
BROWN. Director: Hamilton MacFadden.
Music: Lew Brown and Jay Gorney. Dances
Lee. Dialogue: Ralph Spen<e. Story Idea
Rogers and Philip Klein.

PICTURE

and Dialogue: LEW
Lyrics: Lew Brown.
Staged by: Sammy
Suggested by: Will
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EXHIBITORS

COMMUNITY

the films selected are suggested for library tieups, and for
school or church showing. There is an unusually large number
of pictures released by Independents, the list containing features
of the ten large distributors and some 27 Independents.
The community or field work of the National Board is conducted
under its Better Films National Council through affiliated membership groups, service contact groups and correspondents in the
field. Exhibitors may easily arrange with these groups and contacts for sponsored showings of the pictures selected. In any
event, the selections may serve as a guide to theatre owners who
see possibilities of staging any of the special types of showings
for which purpose the selections were made.

Suggestions for motion picture entertainment for socalled
"family" programs and for shows staged especially for juvenile
audiences were offered to exhibitors this week by the National
Board of Review in a compilation of 250 feature films chosen
fron'i 1933-34 releases. Motion picture theatre owners, particularly that vast majority not operating socalled "downtown" or
"de luxe" runs which call upon transient trade, will discover many
it is generally
believed
in the industry
that the
"family"
programs
and junior
matinees
are growing
in socalled
favor, especially
openings for special merchandising treatment in the list.
The record already has been placed before numerous reviewing
at neighborhood houses and In small communities.
In the record are given the title, name of distributor, number
groups in the field and before citizen contacts interested in motion
picture development, and while many of the pictures selected
of reels, star or featured players and source of the story. Audihave penetrated the market to some extent, there exist valuable
ence
suitability
symbols
before audience,
the title Indicate:
tures
recommended
for used
the family
12 years "f",
and picup,
possibilities to the exhibitor In enlisting new or additional support
of the various groups for the selected product.
or for "family" programs; "m", pictures recommended for the
The compilation Is basically one of selections for family proadult
audience, 18 years and up; "j", pictures suitable for chilgrams and for juvenile audiences, although it does contain many
dren under 12 years, or for juvenile programs; an asterisk (*), pictures with unusual qualities considered especially worth seeing
films designed for "mature" audiences only, and these are so
as above the average selected picture. The compilation follows:
indicated by the lettering preceding the film title. Some of
m Dangerously
Yours, Fox, 7 reels, Warner
Blondie
A
Baxter, Miriam Jordan,
Blondell.Johnson, First National, 6 reels, Joan
f Above the Clouds, Columbia, 7 reels, Robert f Bombay Mail, Universal, 8 reels, Edmund Lowe.
f Day of Reckoning, Metro, 7 reels, Richard Dix,
Tracy.
Armstrong.
{ Bombshell,
Metro, 10 reels, Jean Harlow, Lee m Design for Living, Paramount, 10 reels, F'redric
f Adorable, Fox, 8 reels, Janet Gaynor, Henry
March, Gary Cooper, Miriam Hopkins. (Play
Garat.
by Noel Coward.)
Bondage, Fox, 7 reels, Dorothy Jordan. (Novel f Destination
f After Tonight, RKO Radio, 8 reels, Constance
Unknown, Universal, 7 reels, Pat
"The
House
of
Refuge"
by
Grace
S.
Leake.)
Bennett,
O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy,
Bowery, The, United Artists, 8 reels, Wallace
f Air Hostess, Columbia, 7 reels, James Murray,
Beery,
George
Raft.
Auber.)
f
Devil's
Brother,
Metro, 9 reds, Dennis King.
Evalyn Knapp.
Broadway Bad, Fox. 6 reels, Joan Blondell.
(Operetta "Fra Diavolo " by Daniel F. E.
fj *Alice in Wonderland, Paramount, 8 reels, Char- ^ "Broadway
to Hollywood,
Metro, 10 reels, Frank
Morgan, Alice
Brady,
etta Young.
lotte Henry, "Alice in Wonderland" and "Alice
Dreams, Monogram, 6 reels, Randolph f Devil's in Love, Fox, 7 reels, Victor Jory, LorThrough
Looking Glass"
are combined
one story. the Suggested
for libraries.
(Books into
by j Broken
Scott,
Martha
Sleeper.
f
Devil's
Mate, Monogram, 6 reels, Preston Foster.
Lewis Carroll).
_
£ 'Bureau of Missing Persons, First National, 7 f 'Dinner at Eight, Metro, 11 reels, Marie Dressf Alone
(Odna),
Amkino,
7
reels,
Elena
Kuzmina.
ier,
John and Lionel Barrymore, Jean Harlow.
reels,
Pat
O'Brien,
Lewis
Stone.
Russian Production,
By Candlelight, Universal, 7 reels, Paul Lukas,
by George
Kaufman
Edna Ferber.
f Dr.(Play
Bull,
Fox, 8S. reels.
WillandRogers.
(Novel )
f Ann Carver's Profession, Columbia, 7 reels, Fay
Elissa Landi. (Play by Harry Graham.)
Wray, Ciene Raymond.
(Novel "Rules for
"The Last Adam" by James G. Cozzens.)
m Double Harness. RKO, 8 reels, Ann Harding,
by RKO,
Robert 9 Riskin).
m AnnWives"
Vickers,
reels, Irene Dunne, Walter
c
William Powell.
Huston. (Novel by Sinclair Lewis),
f
Duck
Soup, Paramount, 6 reels, F'our Marx
California
Trail,
The,
Columbia,
7
reels,
Buck
Brothers.
f 'Another
Language, Metro,
HelenFranken).
Hayes, fj
Robert Montgomery.
(Play8 reels,
by Rose
Gibson.
fj Dude
Bandit, The, First Division, 7 reels, Hoot
f Anoush, Armenkino, 7 reels. Armenian silent m 'Captured,
Warners, 6 reels, Leslie Howard,
Jones.
production.
Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.Gibbs.)
(Novel "Fellowf Arizona to Broadway, Fox, 7 reels, James Dunn.
Prisoners"
by Sir Phillip
E
Joan Bennett.
f 'Cavalcade, Fox,
11 reels, Clive Brook, Diana
f As Husbands Go, Fox, 8 reels, Warner Baxter,
Wynyard. (Play by Noel Coward.)
f
Eagle
and
the
Hawk,
the. Paramount, 8 reels,
Helen Vinson. (Play by Rachel Crothers). f Central Airport, First National, 7 reels, Richard
Fredric March, Cary Grant,
m
Eight
Girls
in
a
Boat,
Paramount, 9 reels,
Barthelmess.
(Story
"Hawk's
Mate"
by
John
B
C. Moffitt.)
Dorothy Wilson, Douglass Montgomery,
Chance
at
Heaven,
RKO.
8
reels,
Joel
McCrea.
fj
Elmer
the
Great,
Fir.st
National,
7 reels, Joe
f *Be pura.
Mine Tonight, LIniversal, 9 reels, Jan Kie- fI Charlie Chan's Greatest Case, Fox, 7 reels,
E. Brown.
M.
Cohan.) (Play by Ring Lardner and George
f Beautiful, RKO, 7 reels, Ann Harding,
Warner Oland. (Novel "The House Without a
m Beauty for Sale, Metro, 9 reels, Madge Evans,
Key" by Earl Derr Biggers.)
f Emergency Call. RKO, 7 reels. Bill Boyd.
Deceiver,
Una Merkel. (Novel "Beauty" by Faith Bald- f Charming stance
Cummings. The, Majestic 7 reels, Con- m 'Emperor Jones, The, United Artists, 7 reels,
win.)
Paul Robeson.
by Eugenecast.
O'Neill.)
of Manhattan, Columbia, 7 reels, Nancy
f 'Eski.vio,
Metro, 12(Play
reels.
(Novel by
of Roses,
7 reels, Constance
* Child
Carroll.
Peter Freuchen.)
IX. 2,Native
Ex.
fm *Bed
Bedtime
Story,RKO,
Paramount,
9 reels, Bennett.
Maurice
Christopher
Strong,
RKO,
9
reels,
Katharine
Chevalier,
Baby LeRoy. (Novel by Roy Hornifj
Eskimo
Perils,
AnierAnglo,
6
reels.
Expediman.)
tion
into
Alaska.
Hepburn. (Novel by Gilbert Frankau.)
use. in My Heart, Warners, 6 reels, Barbara
Circus Queen Murder, The, Columbia, 7 reels, f Ever
m Before
Morning.
Stage
and
Screen
Prod.,
6
'
Adolphe Menjou. (Novel by Anthony Abbott.)
reels, Leo Carrillo.
Stanwyck. Otto Kruger. Suggested for church
All Wires. Metro, 8 reels, Lee Tracy.
f Below the Sea, Columbia, 8 reels, Ralph Bel- f 'Clear
lamy.
f College Humor, Paramount, 7 reels, Bing Crosby,
F
Jack
Oakie.
f 'Berkeley
Howard. )
O'Neill.)
Constant
Woman, World Wide, 6 reels, Conrad
Heather Square,
Angel. Fox,
(Play 9 byreels,
JohnLeslie
Balderstone.
f Best of Ene.mies, Fo-x, 7 reels, Marian Nixon,
f
*F.
P.
1,
Fox,
7
reels,
Conrad
Veidt, Leslie Fenton.
Nagel.
(Play
"Recklessness"
by
Eugene
British production,
Buddy Rogers,
Convention City. First National, 6 reels, Joan f F'ace
in
the
Sky,
Fox,
7
reels.
Spencer Tracy,
fj *BiG (Book
Cage,by Clyde
Universal,
8
reels,
Clyde
Beattv.
Blondell, Adolphe Menjou.
Beatty.)
Marian First
Ni.xon.National, 5 reels, Ruth
the King Killer. Master Art. 6 reels, m Fe.male.
Chatterton.
f Big Drive, First Division, 9 reels. Chron- fj Cougar
R. C. Bruce and his dogs.
(Novel by Donald H. Clarke.)
ologically arranged compilation of authentic
Universal, 9 reels, John f Fighting President. The, LJniversal, 6 reels.
newsreels taken by various countries engaged in ' *Counsellor-at-Law,
Barrymore, (Play by Elmer Rice.)
the World War. Suggested for schools and
Suggested for schools and libraries,
libraries.
f 'Cradle Song, Paramount, 8 reels, Dorothea Wieck. f Flying
Cabot. Devils. RKO, 7 reels, Eric Linden, Bruce
(Play by Marc Connelly.)
f Big Executive, Paramount, 7 reels, Ricardo CorDown to Rio, RKO, 10 reels, Dolores
tez,
Richard Bennett. (Story by Alice Duer ^ Crime of the Century, The, Paramount, 8 reels, f 'Flying
Miller.)
Del Rio, Gene Raymond, Fred Astaire.
Jean
Hersholt,
Stuart
Erwin.
(Novel "The
f
Fog,
Columbia,
7 reels, Mary Brian, Donald
f Billion Dollar Scandal, Paramount, 8 reels,
Grootman
Case"
by
Walter
Espe.
)
Cook.
Robert Armstrong.
f Cross Country Cruise, Universal, 8 reels. Lew
f Bitter Sweet, United Artists, 8 reels, Anna
Ayres,
June
Knight.
f
Footlight
Parade,
Warners, 9 reels, James CagCross Fire. RKO, 6 reels, Tom Keene.
Neagle,
ney, Joan Blondell. Ruby Keeler.
Operetta Fernande
by Noel Graavey.
Coward.) British production. f
f F'orgotten, Invincible, 7 reels, Lee Kohlmer,
fj Black Beauty, Monogram, 6 reels, Alexander
D
JuneStreet.
Clyde. Warners, 8 reels. Ruby Keeler,
f 42nd
Kirkland. (Novel by Anna Sewell).
f Blarney Kiss. British & Dominions, 7 reels, Tom f Dance Girl Dance, Invincible, 7 reels, Alan
Ropes.) Warner Baxter. (Novel by BradBebe ford
Daniels,
Dinehart, Evalyn Knapp.
Walls, British production,
Dancing Lady, Metro, 10 reels, Joan Crawford,
f From Headquarters, Warners, 6 reels, George
f Blind
Adventure,
RKO,
7
reels,
Robert
Armf
strong.
Brent.
Clark Gable. (Novel by James" W. Bellah.)
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Fkom Hell to Heaven, Paramount, 7 ree
Carole Lombard, Jack Oakie.
Fugitive, The. Monogram, 5 reels. Rex Bell.

m
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m
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m
m
f
f
f
f
m
m
m

f

FOR

JUNIOR
f
f
fj
m

Jimmy
Sally, Fox, 7 reels, James Dunn.
Claire anjjTrevor.

ni Kadetten
(Cadets), Film Exchange, 8 reels.
German production. (Novel by Peter Muss.)
*Gabriel Over the White House. Metro. 10
f Kennel Murder Case, The, Warners, 7 reels,
reels,
Walter
Huston.
(Novel
by
Thomas
F.
Tweed.)
William
\'an Chester
Dine.)
Gallant Lady, United Artists. 7 reels, Ann
f KingMorris.
for Powell.
a Day, (Novel
Universal.by S.8 S.reels,
Harding.
Girl in 419, The, Paramount, 7 reels, James m *King
Armstrong.
Kong. RKO, 11 reels, F'ay Wray, Robert
Dunn, Gloria Stua/t.
Girl Missing, Warners, 6 reels, Ben Lyon, Mary
fj
King
of the Jungle, Paramount, 8 reels. Buster
Crabbe.
Brian.
Girl Without a Room. Paramount. 8 reels, f King's Vacation, The, Warners, 6 reels, George
Charles Farrell, Marguerite Churchill. (Novel
m KissArliss.Before the Mirror, The, Universal, 7
by Jack Lait.)
reels, Nancy Carroll, Frank Morgan.
*GoiNG Hollywood, Metro, 9 reels, Marion Davies.
Bing Crosby.
*GoLD Diggers of 1933. Warners, 11 reels, Joan
Blondell, Ruby Keeler.
a Day,
Columbia.Runyon.)
10 reels. May Rob*Golden Harvest, Paramount, 8 reels, Richard f *Lady
son. for(Story
by Damon
Arlen, Chester Morris.
Good Companions, The, Fox. 8 reels, Jessie m Lady Killer, Warners, 7 reels, James Cagney.
Mathews. British production. (Novel by J. B. m Lady's Profession, A, Paramount, 7 reels. Alison
Priestlj.)
Skipworth.
*Great Jasper, The, RKO, 9 reels. Richard Dix. ff Last
Trail,at The,
6 reels,
O'Brien,
Laughing
Life, Fox,
7 reels,
VictorGeorge
McLaglen.
(Novel by Fulton Oursler.)
Fall in Love. Columbia, 7 reels, Edmund
*Grosse Tenor, Der (The Great Tenor), Protex, f Let's
Lowe.
10 reels. Emil Jannings. German picture.
Gun Justice, Universal, 6 reels. Ken Maynard.
f Life in the Raw, Fox, 7 reels, George O'Brien.
Western with plenty of good riding amid glori- f Life of Jimmy Dolan, The, Warners. 8 reels.
DouglasandFairbanks.
Jr. (Novel by B. Millous scenery — the horse Tarzan does his share
hauser
B. M. Dix.)
towards making the picture interesting for
children.
m Little Giant,
The.
F'irst
National, 7 reels, Edward G. Robinson.
Gun Law, Majestic, 6 reels. Jack Hoxie. In this
Western a reformed outlaw tries to help the fj *Little Women, RKO. 12 reels, Katharine Hepburn.Alcott.
Suggested) for libraries. (Novel by
blind mother of his pal.
Louisa M.
H
fj Lone Avenger, The, World Wide, 6 reels. Ken
Maynard.
Hallelujah
I'm
a
Bum,
United
Artists,
7
reels,
fj Lone
Cowboy. Paramount, 8 reels, Jackie Cooper.
Al Jolson.
(Book by Will James.)
Hard to Handle, Warners, 7 reels. James f Looking
Forward, Metro. 9 reels, Lionel Barryd'agney.
Anthony.)
more, Lewis Stone. (Novel "Service" by C. L.
*Hauptmann von Koepenick, Der (The Captain
of Koepenick), Kinema., 9 reels. Max Adal
f Lucky
tert. German production.
Gargan.Devils, RKO, 7 reels, Bill Boyd. William
Headline Shooter, RKO, 7 reels, William Gar- fj Lucky Dog, Universal, 7 reels, Chic Sale, Buster,
ni Luxury Liner, Paramount, 7 reels, George Brent.
(Story "Muddy Waters"
Ralph Ballamy.
gan,Wallace
by
West.)
(Novel by Gina Kaus.)
Hell and High Water, Paramount. 8 reels.
M
Richard
Arlen. and '(Story
Cirover Jones
W. S. "Captain
McNutt.) Jericho" by ,
Hell Below, Metro, 10 reels, Robert Montgomery.
f *MadpastAge,
The,years
Beekman,
6 reels.
America's
fifteen
as culled
from newsreels.
Walter wardHuston.
Ellsberg.) (Novel "Pig Boats" by Edfor schools, libraries, and churches.
Hello Lverbody, Paramount. 7 reels, Kate m MadSuggested
Game, The, Fox, 7 reels, Spencer Tracy.
Smith.
f Madame Spy, Universal, 7 reels. Fay Wray, Nils
Asther.
Her Bodyguard,
Paramount,
7
reels,
Wynne
Gibson, Edmund Lowe.
m Made on Broadway, Metro. 7 reels, Robert Mont*Her Sweetheart, Metro, 9 reels, Marie Dressier,
gomery.
f *A/ama Loves Papa, Paramount, 7 reels, Charlie
Lionel
Barrymore.
(Play
"The Late
Ruggles,
Boland. The, Warners, 5 reels,
(Christopher
Bean"
by
Sidney
Howard.)
Heroes for Sale, First National, 7, Richard f Man from Mary
Monterey,
Barthelmess.
John Wayne.
His Double Life, Paramount, 8 reels, Roland
fj Man Hunt,
lotte Henry.RKO, 7 reels, Junior Durkin. CharYoung,
Lillian
Gish.
(Novel
"Buried
Alive"
by Arnold Bennett.)
f
Man
They
Couldn't
The.British
Generalmystery.
TalkHold Me Tight, Fox, 7 reels, James Dunn.
ing. 6 reels.
Hugh Arrest,
Wakefield,
Sally Eilers.
f *Man
Who Dared, The. Fox, 8 reels, Preston
Foster.
Horseplay,
ville. Andy Universal.
Devine. 7 reels. Slim SummerColumbia. 8 reels, Spencer
Tracy, Castle,
LorettaA, Young,
House on 56th Street, The, Warners, 6 reels, ni Man's
Kay Francis.
m MaryFrancis.
Stevens, M.D., Warners, 6 reels, Kay
Humanity, Fox. 7 reels, Alexander Kirkland,
The, United Artists, 7 reels, RonRalph
Morgan.
by Harold
Fried.) Novel "The Road to Heaven f Masquerader.
Elissa Landi. (Novel by Katherine aldC.Colman,
Thurston.)
f *Massacre. First National, 6 reels, Richard Barthelmess. (Novel by Robert Gessner.)
I Cover the Waterfront, L'nited Artists, 7
Master of Men, Columbia, 8 reels, Jack Holt.
reels, Ben Lyon, Claudette Colbert, Ernest
Torrence. (Book by Max Miller.)
f *Mayor of Hell, The, Warners, 8 reels, James
Cagney,
Darro. 7 reels. Jack Pearl.
I Loved a Woman. First National. 8 reels, Ed- f Meet
the Frankie
Baron, Metro.
ward G. Robinson, Kay Francis. (Story "Red
f
Melody
Cruise,
RKO,
9 reels, Charles Ruggles,
Karsner.) Fox, 7 reels, Elissa
Phil Harris.
I Meat"
Loved byYouDavid
Wednesday,
Landi, Warner Baxter,
f *Men Must F'ight, Metro, 8 reels, Diana Wyiiyard, Phillips
Holmes,8 reels, Sidney Fox, Henry
I Was aleineSpy,
8 reels,
Universal,
Carroll. Fox,British
Made,Conrad Yeidt, Made- m Midnight,
Hull.
*IcHTellWillMe Nicht
Wissen
Wer
Du
Bist
(Don't
Club. Paramount, 7 reels, Clove
Who You Are). Interworld, 9 reels. f Midnight
Brook. George Raft. (Novel by E. Phillips
Gustav Frolich. German production,
Oppenheim.Mary,
) Metro, 8 reels, Loretta Young,
*rM No Angel, Paramount, 9 reels, Mae West, m Midnight
*IfClive
I Were
Brook.Free, RKO. 7 reels, Irene Dunne, fj *MiDSHiPMAN Jack, RKO, 8 reels, Bruce Cabot,
Fane's Wieck,
Baby is Baby
Stolen, LeRoy.
Paramount,
7 reels,
In the Money, Invincible, 7 reels, Skeets Gal- f *MissDorothea
(Story
by
lagher, Lois Wilson.
Rupert Hughes.)
India
Speaks,
RKO,
8
reels,
Richard
Hallif Mr. Skitch. Fox, 7 reels. Will Rogers. (Story
burton.
"Green Dice" by Anne Cameron.)
International
House, Paramount, 8 reels, W. C.
Fields.
f "Moonlight
Roger Pryor.and Pretzels, Universal, 9 reels,
Infernal Machine, Fox, 6 reels, Chester Morris.
ni *Morning
(Novel by Carl Sloboda.)
burn. Glory, RKO, 8 reels, Katharine HepInvisible Man, The, LTniversal, 8 reels, Claude m Murders
in the Zoo, Paramount, 7 reels, Charles
Rains. (Novel by H. G. Wells.)
Ruggles, Speaks,
Lionel Atwill.
Isle of Doom. The. Amkino. 5 reels, Peter
f
Mussolini
Columbia. 8 reels, Compound
.Sobelevski. Russian picture.
of newsreels and travelogues glorifying the
achievements of Mussolini in Italy. (Comments
by Lowell Thomas. Suggested for schools and
libraries.
Jennie Gerhardt, Paramount, 9 reels, Sylvia
f My Lips Betray, Fox, 8 reels, Lilian Harvey.
Sidney. (Novel by Theodore Dreiser.)

SHOWS

My Weakness, Fox, 7 reels, Lilian Harvey,
My trees.
Woman, Columbia, 8 reels, Helen TwelveMysterious Rider, The, Paramount, 6 reels. Kent
Taylor.
Mystery of the Wax Museum, The, Warners, 7
reels, Lionel Atwill. Done in color.

N
f Nacht Im Paradise, Eine (A Night in ParadiseJ,
Kinema, 8 reels, Anny Ondra. German production.
•fjm Narrow
Nagana, Corner,
Universal, 8 reels, Tala Birell.
The, Warners, 6 reels, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. '(Novel by Somerset Maugham.)
f Night
1< light,Clark
Metro,(;able,
9 reels,
and (Novel
Lionel
Barrymore,
HelenJohn
Hayes.
by Antoine de Saint
Exupery.)
f Nuisance, The, Metro, 9 reels, Lee Tracy.

f Obey the Law, Columbia, 7 reels. Leo Carrillo
fj Oliver Twist, Monogram, 7 reels, Dickie Moore,
Irving
Pichel.Dickens.)
Suggested for libraries. (Novel
by
Charles
Moment, Fox, Paramount,
6 reels. El 8Brendel.
fi
OneGarySunday
reels,
Cooper,Afternoon,
Frances Fuller,
f OneTaylor.)
Man's Journey,
RKO, 8 by
reels,
Lionel
Barrymore.
(Story "Failure"
Katherine

m *OnlySuUavan.
Yesterday, Universal, 11 reels, Margaret
m Our Betters, RKO, 9 reels, Constance Bennett.
(Play by W. Somerset Maugham.)
f Outsider, The, Metro, 8 reels, John Huth
f Paddy, The
Best Thing, Fox, 8 reels,
trude Page.)Next
Warner Baxter. (Novel by GerJanet Gaynor,
Fairbanks, Jumper,
Jr.
f Parachute
Warners, 7 reels, Douglas
f *Past of Mary Holmes, The, RKO, 7 reels
Helen
by
Rex McKellar.
Beach.) (Story "The Goose Wpman''
Russian The.
film. Amkino. 8 reels, Hans Klering.
m 'Patriots.
f Peg(Novel
O' My byHeart.
Metro. Manners.)
9 reels. Marion Davies
J. Hartley
m Penthouse, Metro, 10 reels, Warner Baxter.
Myrna Loy. (Novel by Arthur Somers Roche )
m Perfect
Gloria Understandi
Swanson. ng, United Artists, 7 reels,
f Phantom
Broadcast, The, Monogram, 6 reels,
Ralph Forbes.
fj Phantom
The. World Wide, 6
reels, KenThunderbolt.
Maynard.
m Pick-Up, Paramount, 8 reels, Sylvia Sidney
George Snatcher,
Raft. (Story
\'ina Delmar.)
Cagney.
m Picture
The, byWarners,
7 reels, James
f 'Pilgrimage, Fox, 9 reels, Henrietta Grossman
Coy.
(Story by I. A. R. Wiley.)
m Pleasure Cruise, Fox, 7 reels. Roland Young.
f Police Car No. 17, Columbia, 6 reels, Tim Mcni *PowER
THE Moore,
Glory, Fox. 8 reels. Spencer
Tracy,ANDColleen
m Private
Detective
William Powell, No. 62. Warners. 6 reels
ni *Private Life of Henry VIII. United Artists. 9
reels.libraries.
Charles Laughton. Suggested for schools
and
m Prizefighter
and theLoy.Lady, The, Metro. 9 reels.
Max Baer. Myrna
f Professional
Sweetheart, RKO. 8 reels. Ginger
Rogers.
f
f
f
fj
m
f
f
fj
fj

Rainbow Over Broadway, Chesterfield, 7 reels.
Joan Marsh, Frank Albertson.
*Rasputin
and and
the John
Empress.
Metro. 13 reels,
Ethel. Lionel
Barrymore.
Vilma The.
Banky.Universal, 8 reels. Luis Trenker.
Rebel,
Return
Casey Jones.
The. Monogram,
6 reels.
Charlesof Starrett.
(Novelette
by Tohn Johns.)
""Reunion
in \ ienna. Metro. (Play
10 reels.
John
Barrymore,
by Robert
E.
Sherwood.)Diana Wynyard.
Rome
Express,
reels, Conrad Veidt,
Esther
Ralston.LTniversal,
British 9production,
Ronny, Protex, 8 reels, Willy F'ritsch., German
production.
Rustlers
Roundup, The, Universal, 6 Tom Mix.
Coy.
Rusty Riles Alone, Columbia, 6 reels, Tim JIc-

f *S OLeni
S Iceberg. Universal, 9 reels. Rod La Rocque.
libraries.Riefenstahl. Suggested for schools and
f Sagebrush
Wayne. Trail. The. Monogram. 5 reels. John
f Saturday's
Millions,
Universal.
Young. (Story
by Lucien
Cary.)8 reels. Robert
f Savage Gold, Auten, 6 reels,
fj Scarlet River, RKO, 6 reels, Tom Keene.
(Continued on followinei page, colnmn 2)
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ALLIED

ON
Leaders

Confer

OPENS

ATTACK

PERCENTAGE
in April to Or-

ganize "Individual Resistance"
to "Greatest Menace"; Say
Product Doesn't Justify Plan
protestations
against picture
the structure
andAllied's
machinery
of the motion
code,
and the eiTorts which the association has
been expending, unsuccessfully, for a rewriting of the document, will be terminated,
at least temporarily, in favor of an entirely
new campaign of militancy, "a far-flung program" to destroy the "menace of high percentageshot
contracts"
1934-35
The first
will for
be fired
at a features.
conference
of Allied leaders some time in April, probably in New York. The organization may be
in session in the East at the same time the
MPTOA national convention is holding
forth on the West Coast, April 10 to 12.
Allied's current move, therefore, again
brings these two rival exhibitor organizations in direct competition for industry attention.
Charge Percentages Not Justified
Charging that "current product does not
justify high percentage contracts next season," and demanding "individual resistance"
by exhibitor members to such contracts, the
Allied offices of Abram F. Myers in Washington, this week sent forth to its affiliates
ain warning
that over
"theremethods
is far and
moremeans
interestof
and concern
combating the anticipated exorbitant demands of the producers during the forthcoming selling season than there is over
anyAllied
other said
exhibitor
problem."
that its
correspondence with
exhibitors indicates a "marked falling off of
interest in the motion picture code. The
manner in which the code proceedings were
handled as well as the provisions of the code
have convinced the exhibitors that they can
expect substantial benefits from the code.
The Johnson-Richberg interpretations, made
at the behest of Allied, have allayed their
fears of oppression and discriminatory action by the major producers through their
control of the code machinery. The unusual
problems growing out of the code having
shrunk in importance, exhibitors are again
considering problems which are wholly unaffected bythe code. They are turning their
thoughts to the economic side."
Called "Greatest Menace"
"Excessive percentage contracts are by
far the greatest menace confronting the exhibitors today," said the statement.
"It is perfectly plain that the independent
exhibitors can hope for no relief from percentage contracts by 'whereasing' either the
producers or the government. The devising
of these contracts was a stroke of genius
on the part of producers, in that it enabled
them to become partners in and control the
policy of the independent theatres without
investing a penny in good brick and mortar. By demanding a fixed percentage of
the gross receipts, the producers have insured participation in the profits and prac-

SALE

tically eliminated participation in the losses.
Therefore, no relief can be expected from
the voluntary action of the producers.
"In like manner, no help can be expected
from the government. This should be obvious from the attitude of the government in
matters such as the prevention of salacious
pictures, etc., in which it could properly act.
Declare Adjustments Vital
"To contract for pictures at more than an
exhibitor can possibly afford to pay and
then rely on the producer to make an adjustment isfolly; yet the reports coming to
this office indicate that hundreds of exhibitors who bought at increased prices last
year must have adjustments to break even,
with all hope of profit thrown overboard.
"These producers undoubtedly will attempt to again hoist their prices this year.
This they must not be allowed to do ; in fact,
a renewal of existing contracts at the same
rates would spell ruin for most of the exhibitors.
"Allied exhibitors are being educated not
to commit suicide with a fountain pen — although at this time little instruction is
necessary. Their leaders are pointing out
the unwisdom of signing more vicious forms
of contracts."
250 Filnns Selected
by Board
of from
Review
(Continued
preceding page)
m Secret
of
Madame
Blanche,
The, Metro, 9 reels,
Irene Dunne.
f Secret of the Blue Room, The, Universal, 7
reels, Lionel Atwill.
f Secrets, United Artists, 8 reels, Mary Pickford,
Leslie Howard,
Skelly. Laughs, The, Trojan, 7 reels, Hal
f Shadow
ra Shadows of Sing Sing, Columbia, 7 reels, Bruce
Cabot.
f Shall We Tell Our Children, Columbia, 7
reels, Jean Parker.
f Shame, sianAmkino,
7 reels,forVladimir
Rusfilm. Suggested
schools Gardin.
and libraries.
f Shanghai Madness, Fox, 6 reels. Spencer Tracy.
m SheWest.
Done Him Wrong, Paramount, 7 reels, Mae
m .Should Ladies Behave, Metro, 9 reels, Alice
Brady, byLionel
Tree"
Paul Barrymore.
Osborn.) (Play "The Vinegar
fj Silent Men, Columbia, 6 reels, Tim McCoy.
f Silk
Express, The, Warners, 6 reels, Neil
Hamilton.
ard.) Cord, The, RKO, 8 reels, Irene Dunne,
f *SiLVER
Laura Hope Crewes. (Play by Sidney Howm Sing Sinner Sing, . Majestic, 7 reels, Paul Lukas,
Leila Hyams.
f Sitting Pretty, Paramount, 8 reels. Jack Oakie,
Jack
m Sleepers Haley.
East, Fox, 7 reels, Wynne Gibson.
(Novel by Frederick Nebel.)
fj Smoked Lightning, Fox, 6 reels, George O'Brien.
(Story "Canyon Walls" by Zane Grey.)
fj *Smoky,
James.)Fox, 7 reels, Victor Jory. (Book by Will
m Solitaire Man, The, Metro, 7 reels, Herbert
Marshall, Mary Boland.
fj Somewhere in Sonora, Warners, 5 reels, John
Wayne.
(Story by Leslie Mason.)
fj SonBrown.
of a Sailor, First National, 7 reels, Joe E.
strong.
j Son of Kong, The, RKO, 7 reels, Robert Armm Song
of Songs, The, Paramount, 10 reels, Marmann.)
lene
Dietrich. (Novel by Hermann Suderf Song of the Eagle. Paramount, 8 reels, Richard
Arlen, onJeanParade,
Hersholt.
f Soviets
Kinema, 5 reels.
f *Stage
Metro.
9 reels. Alice Brady.
(NovelMother,
by Bradford
Ropes).
f 'State
Fair.
Fox.
9
reels.
Will Rogers. (Novel
by Phil Stong.)
f State Trooper, Columbia. 7 reels. Regis Toomey.
f Storm cis,
at Walter
Daybreak,
Huston. Metro. 8 reels. Kay Fran-

Story of Temple Drake, The. Paramount. 8
reels.
Miriam
Hopkins. (Novel "Sanctuary"
by William
Faulkner),
Stong).
f Stranger's
Return,Barrymore.
Metro.
8 (Novel
reels. byMiriam
Hopkins, Lionel
Phil
fj Strawberry
Roan,on Universal.
6 reels.
Ken Maynard. Based
poem by Curley
Fletcher).
f Study in Scarlet, A, World Wide. 7 reels.
m Stuerme der Leidenschaft, (Tempest), Protex.
8Reginald
reels. Emil
(Dwen'. Jannings.
fj Sunset Pass, Paramount. 7 reels. Randolph
Scott. (Novel by Zane Grey).
m Supernatural,
Paramount. 7 reels. Carole Lombard.
f Sweepings, RKO. 9 reels. Lionel Barrymore.
(Novel by Lester Cohen).
T
fj Taming the Jungle, Monogram. 5 reels.
fj Tarzan the Fearless, Principal. 7 reels. Buster
Crabbe. (Novel by Edgar Rice Burrough).
fj Telegraph "Trail, the, Warners. 5 reels. John
Wayne.
Ill Terror
Aboard, Ruggles.
Paramount. 7 reels. John Halliday, Charles
fj Terror Trail, Universal. 6 reels. Tom Mix.
f *This Day
and Age,
Paramount.
Richard Cromwell.
(Story
by Bartlett9 reels.
Cormack).
f ''Three Cornered Moon, Paramount. 8 reels.
Mary Boland,
Arlen. First Division. 6
f Throne
of the Richard
(jOds, the.
reels.
f Thunderican cast.
OverSuggested
Mexico, forPrincipal.
Mexschools and7 reels.
libraries.
f Thundering Herd, Paramount. 6 reels. Randolph Scott. (Novel by Zane Grey).
f Tillie and Gus, Paramount. 6 reels. W. C.
Fields,
Hughes). Alison Skipworth. (Story by Rupert
f To THE dolph
Last
8 reels. RanScott. Man,
(Novel Paramount.
by Zane Grey).
m Today We Live, Metro. 11 reels. Joan CrawWilliamford,Faulkner).
Gary Cooper. (Story "'Turn About" by
f Tomorrow
Morris. at Seven, RKO. 7 reels. Chester
m Tonight is Ours, Paramount. 8 reels. Claudette
Colbert,
F'redric
"The Queen
in the
Parlor"March.
by
Noel (Play
Coward).
f TooWasMuch
Harmony,
Paramount.
8 reels. Bing
Crosby, Jack Oakie.
f *Topaze, RKO. 8 reels. John Barrymore.
m Torch Singer, Paramount. 8 reels. Claudette
Colbert. (Story "Mike" by Grace Perkins).
nard.
fj Trail
Drive, the. Universal. 7 reels. Ken Mayf Trick
Trick, Fox. 7 reels. Ralph Morgan,
VictorforJory.
f Tugboat
Annie,
Metro. 8 reels. Marie Dressier,
Tracy.
Wallace Beery. (Saturday Evening Post stories
by Norman Raine).
f Turn Back the Clock, Metro. 8 reels. Lee
u
fj Under the Tonto Rim, Paramount.
7 reels.
Stuart Erwin. (Novel by Zane Grey),
f Unknown Valley, Columbia.
7 reels. Buck
fj Untamed Africa, Warners. 5 reels.
Jones.
V
fj ViaOakie.
Pony Express, Majestic. 6 reels. Jack
f Voltaire, Warners. 6 reels. George Arliss.
w
j Warler. on the Range, Freuler. 6 reels. Tom Tyf Warrior's Husband, The. Fox. 7 reels. Elissa
Landi, NoMarjorie
' ■■, Keatf What!
Beer?. Rambeau.
Metro. 7 reels. BiiStfer
on,
fj When
a ManDurante.
Rides Alone, Freuler. 5 reels.
Tom Jimmy
Tyler.
ni *When Ladies Meet, Metro. 9 reels. Ann Harding, Robert
Montgomery. (Play by Rachel
Crothers)
.
m When Strangers Marry, Columbia. 7 reels.
Jack Holt. The, Columbia. 6 reels. Tim McCoy,
fj Whirlwind,
f Whistling in the Dark, Metro. 8 reels. Ernest
Truex.
f 'White Sister, The, Metro. 12 reels. Helen
Hayes, Clark Gable. (Novel by F. Marion
Crawfortf).
f *WiLD
Boys Darro,
of theEMwin
Road, Phillips,
First National. 6 reels.
Frankie
m Woman
sheimer)I .Stole, The, Columbia. 7 reels. Jack
Holt.
(Novel "Tampico" by Joseph Hergem ' Women
Krueger.in His Life, Metro. 8 reels. Otto
liss.
f Working
Man, Warners. 7 reels. George Arf *World Changes, The, F'irst National. 8 reels.
Gibney). (Story "America Kneels" by SherPaul idan
Muni.
fin Worst
World Gone
Mad, Majestic.
8The,
reels.Fox.
Pat O'Brien,
Paris?.Menjou.
7 reels.
BenitaWoman
Hume. inAdolphe
f Wrecker, The, Columbia. 8 reels. Jack Holt.
z
fj *Zoo IN Budapest, Fox. 8 reels. Gene Raymond,
Loretta Young. Suggested for church use.
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Motion Picture Herald is receiving
many letters from exhibitors and distributors ithe
n field, and from others,
in which various questions are asked
concerning certain doubtful phases of
the Motion Picture Code. All communications immediately are answered
directly. In addition, such code questions and the answers submitted are
published as a regular service for all
readers. They contain many explanatory points pertinent to the business
as its conduct Is prescribed by the
Code.
For obvious reasons, the letters will
appear anonymously. However, the
originals will remain on file.
Answers to questions about the
Code are submitted only after consultation with legal authorities familiar with the technicalities of the
document.
This service Is available to everyone. Send questions to the Code
Editor, Motion Picture Herald,
1790 Broadway,
New
York City.

Industry Aids Charity,
Says Kansas City Mayor
Without the assistance of the film industry
in Kansas City, many civic and charitable
projects would not be possible, Mayor
Bryce B. Smith of Kansas City told an audience of 100 Kansas and Missouri exhibitors,
guests at a luncheon given by Columbia last
week. The mayor expressed his appreciation
to the film companies for furnishing screen
entertainment at charitable affairs.
Other speakers at the luncheon were Jay
Means, president of the Independent Theatre Owners; Mrs. Eleanore Walton and
Guy Holrnes, city censors. Harry Taylor,
Columbia branch manager, was toa'stmaster. The luncheon followed a trade showing of Columbia's
"It Happened
One Night"
at the
Fox Warwick
theatre. Similar
trade
screenings are to be held in the larger cities
in the Kansas City area.
New Sound Systenn Clainned
By Cincinnati Musician
Theodore Lindenberg, Columbus musician, has' taken over the Grandview, a neighborhood theatre, for "a final laboratory experiment" with a new sound system which
he has invented.
While details are being withheld and the
system is not on the market, it is said that
there is no projection, the sound filtering
through the theatre without use of horns or
speaker.
Paramount Names Six
Future Feminine Stars
Paramount has named six feminine newcomers among
the company's
playe'rs,
for
whom are
predicted
successful
careers,
chosen from among more than 30 young
players now under contract. The six are
Dorothy Dell, Ida Lupino, Frances Drake,
Helen Mack, Elizabeth Young and Evelyn
Venable. All had had stage training before
being signed by Paramount.
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by JAMES

QUESTION

No. 7— NEW
COUPONS

QUESTION — You stated (in code translacion articles) that the maximum hours of employment do not apply to socalled executive
employees receiving $35 per week, or more.
But, you did not say that the executive should
receive that amount, nor did you say that another man should be hired if the executive has
been told to work forty hours, his theatre being
in operation 73 hours.
During the depression my salary was cut to
$25 per week — which is not much for a theatre,
manager. If I ask for a raise they tell me to
zfork only forty hours. That is easy enough for
the saying. Should I ask for overtime or tell
'em to get another manager to help me? Which
would mean my job in either case.
ANSWER — If a manager of a theatre receives less than $35 per week, then the maximum hours of employment — forty — specified in
the code — shall apply to his case ; if he receives
$35 per limited
week,
hours. or more, then he may work unThe code does not say that a theatre manager
shall receive $35 per week, but it does say that
unless he does receive $35, or more, per week,
then his maximum working hours shall be
limited to forty.
V

BOX

P. CUNNINGHAM

No. 5— TEXAS
SALARIES FOR
THEATRE MANAGERS

V

29
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No. 6— TEXAS
miZES AND LOTTERIES
WHEN NO COMPETITION
QUESTION—I have one theatre operating
in a town of 3,000 population, arid the nearest
town in which another theatre is running is 30
miles.
Each Tuesday night I conduct a drawing for
a cash prise of $25, and if the holder of the
first ticket drawn is not in the theatre, the prise
is carried over to the next week and another
$25 is added to the original — on $50 / draiv
tzvice, on $75 / draiv three times and when it
has reached $100 / draw until someone in the
house wins. I have been under the impression
that I ims not violating th-e code, because I did
not have any competition.
Also, on each Friday night, in conjunction
-ii.'ith eight of my local merchants, who are allowed to give free tickets, I give azuay a fourpiece bedroom suite — on this I draw tmtil it is
given away each week. Would this also be
considered a violation of the code?
ANSWER — If a theatre is not in actual
competition with another, and is so thoroughly
isolated that cash awards and other prizes can
not be construed to be unfair to a competing
exhibitor, then the theatre is permitted to continue the practice of making such cash awards
and giving other prizes. The code clause which
ordinarily outlaws cash prizes and other prizes
is intended to stop such practices only when it
exists in probable or possible competition with
another theatre and when such competition is
considered an unfair trade practice. Obviously,
the practice is not unfair if no other exhibitor
is affected thereby.
However, in some states or cities or towns,
local laws or ordinances prohibit lotteries.

JERSEY

FOR ADMISSION

QUESTION — My competitor shozvs four features at one performance, and in an attempt to
meet such competition I shotdd like to flood the
tozvH with coupons saying, "Twenty-five cents
and
couponat admits
bearer to
theatre."
The this
admission
the box-office
is 25 cents,
and,
therefore, the patron really docs not receive any
reduction, the coupon being intended merely to
convey the impression that they will receive some
reduction or concession. Is this against the code?
Does the code prohibit my competitor from
shozving four features at one performance?
ANSWER — Even though the coupon idea
mentioned is a form of deception, the code does
not specifically prohibit such a practice. Nor
does the code prohibit a theatre from showing
four features on one bill. There was considerable agitation during code drafting about the
inclusion of a clause in the code which would
have prohibited two or more features on one
bill, but the clause was rejected by the NRA
when opposed by independent distributors and
exhibitors.
French Company Plans to
Produce in This Country
Film Union, S. A., distributor of Radio
product in France, Belgium and Switzerland, may enter production in this country,
making French versions of American films,
Valdemar
Bell, thelastcompany's
representative here,D.revealed
week. Production
will be on the Coast if plans mature.
The information followed an announcement made recently by Andre Chalus, head
of the company, before sailing after conferences with Radio officials, that an American branch would be established in New
York to distribute French pictures here.
Insurance Brokerage

Firm

Undergoing Reorganization
The insurance brokerage firm of Stebbins,
Leterman and Gates, Inc., is undergoing
reorganization. Herbert R. Ebenstein, formerly an executive, has returned to the company as president and head of eastern activities. Arthur W. Stebbins continues as chairman of the board and as president of the
western subsidiary of the corporation. The
New York office, under the reorganization,
will be the chief branch.
MGM

Granted

London

Stay

Pending "Rasputin" Appeal
A stay of execution has been granted
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by court of appeals
Justice Avery in London, in the libel suit
brought by Princess Yousoupoff over the
picture, "Rasputin and the Empress," pending hearing of an appeal. However, the
court ordered that MGM should pay the
Princess $25,387 of the damages awarded,
by a jury, which totaled $129,375.
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TO
$909,000
$231,700, as compared with current liabilities
Equivalent to 21 Cents a Share
of $1,840,181.
The company had cash in banks and on hand
on 524,973 Common After $2
totaling $949,000, and a surety account of $206,300. Marketable securities were worth $161,442,
a Share Preferred, Compared
trade acceptances, notes and loans receivable
with I 2 Cents a Year Earlier
were listed at $2,007,640, and there were $1,628,360 in trade accounts receivable.
Net earnings of $909,000 for 1933 were
Inventories given as $638,565 included raw
reported this week by Consolidated Film
materials and supplies, work in process and
finished products, less reserves.
Industries, Inc.. Herbert J. Yates, president.
There was a note receivable for $600,000,
The corporation operates the largest system
secured by real estate mortgage, due on Januof laboratory plants in the motion picture
ary 2, 1935.
business, and was one of the few companies
Total assets of the corporation amounted to
in or afifiliated with the industry which fin- about $12,000,000, of which fi.xed assets were
ished last year with greater earnings than
listed at $5,138,013, after giving effect to dethe previous year, when the net was $862,preciation of$1,789,773.
228. Increased earnings for 1933 total thereGood will, patents and the like were nominfore some $47,000.
ally valued at $1.00. The company had $37,000
The 1933 net, after allowing for $2.00 a cash in closed banks, and prints and negatives
worth $218,860.
share on the preferred stock, was equivalent
Principal current liabilities were : Notes payto 21 cents a share on 524,973 common
able to banks, $275,000 ; trade notes payable,
shares outstanding, as compared with 1932
$843,671 ; accounts and vouchers payable, $426,net earnings of $2.00 a share on the pre676; payroll and royalty accounts. $133,263;
ferred and 12 cents per share on an equivareal estate mortgage payable, $19,000. and
lent number of shares of common.
excise, sales, franchise and federal income taxes
estimated at Sfl42,570.
Mr. Yates' message to stockholders struck
Capital stock was represented by 400,000
an optimistic key regarding the outlook for
shares of $2.00 cumulative, participating, pre1934, based on earnings for the first two
ferred, no par value, authorized and issued,
months of the year.
stated value having been fixed by the board at
Consolidated Film Industries' condensed
$15 a share, and totaling $6,000,000; also
statement of income and profit and loss and
524,973 shares of common stock, par value
an analysis of consolidated earned surplus,
$1.00 a share, listed at $524,973. There were
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1933, follows:
600,000 shares authorized.
Earned surplus was recorded at $3,459,170.
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND PROFIT
AND LOSS
Net Sales, Patent Royalties
$8,095,532.39
Cost of SeJes and Operating expenses, including Depreciation
Miss
Illington^
of $208,207.22
6,931,461.95
Net Profit from Sales and
Patent Royalties
1.164.070.44
Other Income:
Interest, Dividends
$175,191.25
Stage Star^ Dead
Miscellaneous
47,134.34 222,325.59
Margaret lllington, dramatic star who
Deductions from Income:
1,386,396.03 reached her greatest popularity 25 years ago,
Provision for Bad Debts
281,316.12
Interest
41,132.72
and who in private life was the wife of Major
Contributions to Consolidated
Edward J. Bowes, managing director of the
Associates, Inc
32,345.41
Capitol theatre in New York, died late last
Idle Plant Expenses
30,031.32
Miscellaneous
17,182.38 402.007.95 week in the St. Francis Hospital, Miami
Beach, Fla., after an illness of six weeks.
Total Income for the Year Ended
December 31. 1933. before FedMiss lllington. 52, was born in Bloomeral Income Tax
984,388.08
ington. 111., and changed her name from
Less, Federal Income Tax, Estimated Liability
75.000.00 Maude Light at the beginning of her stage
career. She was educated at Illinois WesNet Income for the Year Ended
December 31. 1933, added to
leyan University, and prepared for the stage
Surplus Account
$909,388.08
in dramatic school in Chicago. She was engaged by Daniel Frohman on her arrival
CONSOLIDATED
EARNED SURPLUS
in New York, making her first appearance
ACCOUNT
at the Criterion in 1900 in "The Pride of
Consolidated Earned Surplus.
January 1, 1933
$2,517,405.26 Jennico,"
JamesFrohman.
K. Hackett.
In 1903 inshesupport
marriedof Mr.
Their '
ADDITIONS:
Net Income for the Year
divorce
in
1907
was
followed
by
Miss
Illingended December 31. 1933. after
ton's marriage
Major Bowes,
then he
in
deducting Provision for Fedbusiness
in San toFrancisco.
Thereafter
eral Income Tax
*S09,388.D8
Increased Value of Marketable
directed her stage career. They had a counSecurities (Reduction in
try home at Ossining, N. Y.
Prior Years, charged to Surplus) 28,694.75
Federal Income Tax Refunds
on Prior Years
3.681.84 941.764.67 DuWorid Gets Comedies
Consolidated Earned Surplus. DeDuWorld Pictures, Inc., has acquired
cember 31. 1933
$3,459,170.93
world distribution rights to a series of feature comedies produced by Screen-Art ProCurrent and working assets as of Dec. 31,
ductions. Dr. Eugene Frenke is directing,
1933. were almost double the current liabilities.
the films to be made at the rate of one each
Current and working assets totaled $3,636,000. month.
from which the company deducted reserves of

1934

Published

Jlie 1934 Film Daily Year Book of motion pictures was released to the trade this
week. It is the 16th edition. John Wilde
Alicoate is publisher and editor.
Reporting at the outset various types of
industry statistics, the publication then
delves into numerous compilations on productions and production people, followed
by theatre lists and circuit records, personnel of companies and studios, organizations
and film societies and the like.
Code information and exploitation matter
are each treated in separate sections, and
so are film activities abroad, court decisions,
financial structures and the equipment field.

Ohio

Tax

Fight

Splits Exhibitors
With special reconvention of the General
Assembly at Columbus, rumblings which to
some observers are said to appear more than
surface deep this week presaged the immilience of an embittered warfare between the
Ohio independent and affiliated exhibitors,
with the state amusement tax or the difTerential of its application as the basis of contention.
It was said by some that the independents
are concentrating on an attempt to bring an
increased tax on admission in the higher
brackets, which resolves itself into a direct
blow to the Class A afifiliated houses.
In some quarters, it was pointed out an
additional 10 per cent will be suggested
w ith an exemption of 25 cents, which otherwise means a 20 per cent impost up to 40
cents, after which an additional 10 per cent
Federal tax is imposed.
The aftiliated exhibitors, it is understood,
will defend their interests by emphasizing
to the legislative body that if the state
amusement tax is to be continued, it should
be levied solely on the smaller houses where
a 25-cent top admission obtains, and that
the de luxe affiliated operations should be
excluded by reason of their present payment
of sizable assessments on property holdings in addition to the Federal admission
collections over 40 cents.
Simmons Back with U. A.
Michael L. Simmons has returned to the
United Artists studio in Hollywood to prepare a story for a musical which Edward
Small of Reliance will produce for United
Artists release. He has completed an original for John Barrvmore and Jean Harlow
at MGM.
Exchange Head Resigns
Marvin Godwin has resigned as head of
Associated Film Distributors, state rights
exchange in Kansas City. His interest has
been acquired by R. R. Jersey. Mr. Godwin
has taken over the Beeson theatre. Dodge
City, Kan.
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The Paramount Theatre, New York, Paramount Theatre,
Brooklyn, Newman Theatre, Kansas City and Olympia
Theatre, Miami report biggest business since "I'm No
Angel" on GEORGE RAFT in "Bolero"
and in
Los Angeles, Boston, Omaha, and Syracuse the grosses
on this picture are at the season's tops!
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IS

Four Thousand Theatres to Forty
Million Population Means One
House to a Thousand Residents; Local Production Gains
by BERNARD CHARMAN
London Correspondent
The Cinematograph Exhibitors Association
of Great Britain and Nortliern Ireland is a
Hvely body. At least it talks about a great
variety of subjects — price cutting, taxation,
film rentals, manufacturers' "rings," Sunday
opening, and now again the question of overbuilding, owing to distress signals hoisted by
a South of England branch of the CEA.
This branch has suggested legislation to
prevent indiscriminate building of motion
picture houses, and to establish local arbitration boards to decide on each new plan.
But There Are Questions
Just what the members expect the ass(.iciation to do about it is not clear. About the
only argument the trade could produce is
that, by permitting indiscriminate construction and so forcing existing halls to close,
the Government is killing the goose that lays
the golden eggs of assessments. It's not even
certain that argument would carry much
weight, for whether there are two cinemas
or three in any stated locality the same public is always there to be entertained. There
is also the fear, as one exhibitor wisely
pointed out, that restriction of enterprise in
theatre building would be a bar to progress.
True it is that many of the new houses
give the customer something in the way of
entertainment amenities that the older halls
haven't got, and it is easy for the proprietor
of the outmoded existing hall to denounce
his modern rival as a menace.
There is, however, admittedly a tendency
to overbuild, l)oth in the well-populated districts and the smaller rural communities, so
that it is not unusual to find two theatres of
about a thousand seats in a country town of
not more than 10,000 inhabitants.
On the OtVier Hand—
Whether, however, it is safe to claim on
the strength of such instances that o\-erl)uil(ling is rampant is a moot point. The population of England exceeds forty millions, and
for the entertainment of all these folk there
are well under four thousand cinemas. That
works out at one theatre for every thousand
persons.
At a meeting of the Middlesex County
licensing authority, in a reference to the
London suburb of Chiswick it was stated
that, although the district has a population
of between 35,000 and 40.000 persons, there
is no motion picture theatre in the town at
all. However, it should be added that for a
penny carfare the local populace can be
brought within access of a number of super
theatres.
Board of Trade figures reveal 189 feature
films produced by British studios in 1933,
and 64 shorts, an impro\ement on 1932,

CHALLENGED
when
tered. 156 full-length subjects were regisDuring the same period 476 foreign films
( American and others) were registered.
From the viewpoint of home producers,
an encouraging sign is the upward trend indicating the percentage of British films in
relation to all product registered in every
one year. From 1929 onwards the percentage has increased each year.
These are the percentages: 1929, 11.5;
1930. 14.7; 1931, 16.7; 1932, 22; 1933, 24.2.
One film in four distributed in the British
market is now produced in home studios.
V
Something Different!
Here's something new — a schoolmaster
who admits the screen has had no demoralizing influence on modern youth, though he
doesn't
strewpicture.
any laurels over the brow of
the motion
The name of this curiosity is W. Jenkyn
Thomas, and he is president of the Association of Headmasters. Here is what he told
them at their annual general meeting :
"Eor a long time I feared the cinema
would gradually bring about some deterioration in the British boy. I am now convinced
it has done its worst, or, at any rate, the
worst the censor would allow — and failed.
"What has brought about this conviction
is this: I have now at the top of my school
boys who have gone to the pictures at least
once or twice a week ever since they could
toddle, and not one parent in a hundred exercises any discrimination with regard to the
films he allows his children to see.
"If there were any cumulative deterioration it would now be apparent. But there is
no sign of it. The boys at the top of my
school now are as good as ever top boys
were.
"For this no thanks are due to the cinema
itself. The innate soundness and goodness
of boys' nature has saved them. Not being
sex-conscious, the beastly suggestiveness of
many of the films is not realized by them."
Reel life and real life, declared l\Ir.
Thomas, are to these boys quite distinct.
Lesser Sues Wright
Over Picture Rights
Sol Lesser lias named Harold Bell
Wright, the author, as defendant in a case
in Hollywood superior court, in which is to
be decided whether or not purchase of film
rights to a story prior to the sound era also
entitles a producer to make a talking picture
of the same story.
The case involves Mr. Wright's "When
a Man's a Man," picture rights to which are
owned by Mr. Lesser. In a New York decision last week the New York court of appeals decided for the producer in a similar
case.
Kinematrade

Release

Kinematrade is distributing "Crown of
Thorns," story of the Christ. Prints in English, Spanish and Polish are available.
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VERY USEFUL,
INSTRUCTIVE
Writes David Armstrong
Stewart, one of the directors
of Scottish Cinema and Variety Theatres, Ltd., of Glasgow, Scotland:
have
to thank you for the
prompt delivery of your journal during the past two years.
Needless to say, I look fonuard
to receiving it and find it very
useful and instructive. It is also
very gratifying to know that
the American people have now
adopted the spirit of reciprocity so far as the showing of
British pictures is concerned.
This, in my opinion, is all to the
good of the industry as a whole,
and will tend to further cement the wonderful feeling of
friendship which exists between
the two nations.
"As a Scotchman I must
draw your attention to the fact
that the falT in the dollar has
meant a saving of nearly 33 1-3
per cent to me this year on
your journal — 7 hardly know
whether to be pleased with this
or otherivise}"
Amity Opens New Exchange;
British Reconsider 2 Films
John M. Crinnion, president of Amity
Pictures, who returned last week from a
Miami vacation, announced the opening of
a new San Francisco exchange, operating
as the San Francisco Film Exchange, and
under the management of H. Lubfin.
French dubbing rights to "Strangers of
the Evening" and "Murder at Midnight,"
Amity pictures formerly distributed by
Educational, were acquired by William
Fitelson, attorney for Amity, on a recent
trip abroad. He also obtained the British
censor board's consent to reconsideration of
"Leftover Ladies" and "Morals for Women,"
w hich had been banned previously.
Universal Plans 12
Feature Films Abroad
Universal has 12 features scheduled for
production in Europe this season, Max
Friedland, European manager, said last
week prior to sailing for England. Eight
will be made in London and four in Vienna.
Mr. Friedland indicated that additional features may be scheduled later in the season.
The first to go into work will be "The
Four Masked Men," to be produced at the
Twickenham studios, , in England. Francesca Gaal, Hungarian actress, will be featured in the four Hungarian films. English,
French and German versions will be made
of these.
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$HOWklEN*$
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

Georg
(Fox) e White's Scandals
Musical
As a backstage musical, this picture differs
from all the others in that it devotes itself exclusively to the preservation of the peculiar
color, glamour and entertainment values associated with the George White stage extravalegitimate
revue,
a parade
of a dozenganzas.orLike afifteen
sketches,
all it's
of which
are
held together by a thin and practically meaningless story. Done in the spirit of a Broadwaylogueshow,
it's racy,
vivid inand,
song,savegag,in diaand action
expression,
one
or two instances, full of the atmosphere that
the title tone commonly suggests. It sings and
dances almost continuously, interspersing specialty sequences, and, flashing back every now
and then to accepted picture-making formula,
quickly picks up and drops the story premise.
There's definite charm and beauty to much
of the show, particularly the Alice Faye-Vallee
duets, "Hold My Hand" and "Sweet and Simple," accompanying
and the tuneful,
eye-pleasing
danc-of
ing
them.
The samechorus
is true
Durante's blackface "Cabin in the Cotton."
There's punch in Cliff Edwards' "Six Women"
and the Edwards-Dixie Dunbar "So Nice."
There's . comedy in the blackout gags. And
though it is hardly possible that the submerged
story will interest any one, it has certain theatre
values.
But there's much that comes dangerously
close to being objectionable in the suggested
sense of pecially
the when
Alice
esthe Faye
infants"Nasty
pick Man"
up thesong,
chorus.
Similarly the dog action accompanying the Vallee, Faye, Durante, Dunbar rendered "Your
Dog Loves My Dog," as well as in the Vallee,
Edwards, Durante "Every Day Is Father's
Day," whose action satirizes the geometric
dance arrangement of other pictures and in
which the win-the-carriage infants give their
fathers a realistic raspberry.
For general understanding "Scandals" is an
ultra modern combination of Broadway highclass revue entertainment and old-fashioned
Fourteenth Street burlesque show technique.
It does what it claims to do : put the George
White "Scandals" on film. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Fox release. Entire production conceived, created
and directed by George White. Directed by George
White and Harry Lachman. Music by Ray Henderson.ecutive
Lyrics producer,
by Jack
Yellen
and Irving
Caesar.
Robert
T. Kane.
Running
time.Ex-68
minutes. Release date, March 26, 1934.
CAST
Jimmy Martin
Rudy Vallee
Happy McGillucuddy
Jimmy Durante
Kitty Donnelly
Alice Faye
Barbara Loraine
Adrienne Ames
Stew Hart
Cliff Edwards
Nicholas Mitwoch
Gregory Ratofif
Patsy Dey
Dixie Dunbar
Miss Lee
Gertrude Michael
Pete Pandos
Warren Hymer
Count Vekker
Armand Kaliz
"Sailor"
Brown
Roger Bailey
Grey
Harold Bestry
William
John R. Loraine
George Irving
Minister
Richard Carle
Judge
O^Neill
Ed
Fainte
Wives of King Henry VHI: Eunice Coleman,Le Martha
Merrill,
Lois
Eckhart,
Hilda
Knight,
Peggy
Moseley
and Lucille Walker.
Eleanor Sawyer
Edna May Jones
Jean Moriston
Marie Ormiston
George White
Himself

Let's Be Ritzy
(Universal)
Romantic Drama

Though this domestic romance dranm, pepped
up with the characteristic comedy contrasts,
follows a familiar formula, it nevertheless offers quite a bit of saleable entertainment. It
welds together a series of proved theatre values
to deliver a likeable attraction. In the nature
of a riessemi-problem
it's modern,
a gentle humanplay,interest
punch, clean,
and ascar-it
passes from one situation to another, delves into
bits of mundane hopes, ambitions, disappointments, disillusionments, odd surprises and little
tragedies that are part of the workaday life
of
the ordinary
rank andthefile kind
folk. whose
As such,story
it's
family
entertainment,
moral is more valuable than any production or
name asset.
Dialogue and action are equitably balanced.
Slow and fast tempo alternate in accordance
with the story spirit. While attention consistently is focused on the two central characters,
Ayres and Patricia Ellis, production technique
taking an odd twist continually brings into
prominence Frank McHugh, Isabel Jewell, Berton Churchill and particularly Robert McWade.
The story idea is simple. Jimmy and Ruth,
office workers, marry. Combined income isn't
enough to keep 'em out of the red as both have
a yen for petty extravagances, common to most
young folk. As they are about to be thrown
out of the apartment for non-payment of rent,
Damroy, comedy relief, convinces Jimmy that
to get ahead in the world one has to put on
the ritz and bluff it. A situation is concocted
to impress
Landlordstumbles
Pembrook,
liard
boss, Splevin,
into but
it to Jimmy's
receive
the full benefit of the bluff. However, it's repeated for Pembroke's benefit, and that wily
worthy, on the verge of bankruptcy, falls for
the gag and stages a gala social soiree for the
youth, during which Jimmy finds out that Ruth
is chasing around with Hildreth. Splevin bursts
into hash of all Damroy's plans and creates
one of those "all is lost" affairs for the young
husband and wife. However, Splevin has a
heart of gold hidden by his steely manner, and
after handing the young pair a lot of good
advice, he gives Jimmy a better job that will
get him out of debt and keep his wife at home.
Sell it with the type of campaign usually
associated with this class of show, with a sincere effort to emphasize the down-to-earth human interest that's the part of almost every
ordinary man's and woman's life. — McCarthy,
Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Produced
by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Associate producer, Henry Henigson. Stage play by William Anthony McGuire.
Screen playtographyby
Harry Stumar.
Sauber andFilmEarle
SnellMilton
Phoby Charles
editor,
Carruth. Art direction, Stanley Fleischer. Editorial
supervision,
Maurice
Pivar.
supervision,
Gilbert Kurland.
Running
time,Sound
68 minutes.
Release
date, March 26. 1934.
CAST
Jimmie
Lew Ayres
Ruth
Patricia Ellis
Betty
Isabel Jewell
Bill Damroy
Frank McHugh
Pembrook
Berton Churchill
Splevin
Robert McWade
Mrs. Burton
Hedda Hopper
Lieut. Spalding
Addison Richards
Henry
Adrian Morris
Mrs. Pembrook
Betty Lawford
Mr, Hildreth
Clay Clement

Heat

Lightning

(Warner)
Drama
"Heat Lightning" has the considerable merit
of being decidedly different in situation and
locale, especially. At a combination gas station,
lunchroom and tourist cabin stopover, set somewhere in the western desert, the entire picture
has its action. There, in the space of 24 hours,
is recorded the conflict of the two sisters who
operate the place, the elder attempting by strict
supervision to protect the younger, the latter
flaring into open rebellion at the restriction.
There comes back to the elder an episode
out of her past, and there comes, too an element
of engaging comedy, sharp suspense and strong
drama.
The single setting should not prove an obstacle to active selling. Rather should it prove
an opportunity for unusual exploitation, by
reason of the nature of that setting. The lobby
may well be transformed into the counterpart
of the desert gas station, and the heat lightning,
which lights the desert at night and provides
the title of the picture, be stimulated to good
advantage. The title itself is intriguing, implying not only a mere atmospheric phenomenon
setting.
but
the drama which takes place in the desert
The cast, reasonably strong, provides a starring role for the hitherto popular Aline MacMahon. In support are Ann Dvorak, Preston
Foster and Lyle Talbot, while Glenda Farrell,
Frank McHugh and Ruth Donnelly supply
highly amusing comedy relief.
Miss MacMahon, wearing overalls, doing a
man's work as mechanic and owner, appears a
plain, hard-bitten woman, seeming to have
no spark of romance, no thought of anything
not "strictly business" in her makeup. Under
the tyranny which is imposed upon her by her
elder sister, Miss Dvorak rebels, insists she
will continue to see the boy Miss MacMahon
believes to be no good. In the wearing heat the
girl's nerves are worn to a sharp edge, while
the elder continues calmly her reserved manner, her apparently unperturbed way.
Then things begin to happen. Up to the station roll Foster and Talbot, quickly established
as bank robbers and murderers, escaping across
the Mexican border. As quickly it is estabthat Miss
up withlishedher
; thatMacMahon's
Foster is thepast
manhasshecaught
once
loved, is emblematic of a life she has left — for
good. The craven Talbot is anxious to push on,
Foster content to make the most of an unexpected opportunity. On the scene arrive Miss
Donnelly and Miss Farrell, diamond-laden,
wealthy, catty, and divorced, en route from
Reno. McHugh is their long-suffering chauffeur. They are forced to stay the night.
Foster determines to stay until nightfall, lift
the jewelry,
thenfirst
hit time
for the
border.andMiss
Mahon, for the
in years,
underMacthe
influence
presence,
dresses
best,
succumbs oftoFoster's
the wiles
of her
formerher lover,
while her sister, against orders, escapes- to the
waiting car of her friend. She returns, shaken
and afraid, the two quarrel, and, as Miss MacMahon returns to her room, she comes upon
Foster and Talbot robbing the lunchroom safe.
She kills Foster, permits Talbot to escape, and
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next morning, again in overalls and head band,
agrees with a passing motorist that "nothing
ever happens" in the lonely, hot desert.
The picture offers the exhibitor an opportunity for unusual exploitation and selling. —
Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Warner Bros. Directed
liy Mervyn LeRoy. From a play by Leon Abrams
and George Abbott. Screen play by Brown Holmes
and Warren Duff. Photographed by Sid Hickok.
Film editor, Howard Bretherton. Art director, Jack
Okey.
minutes. Release date, March 3, 1934. Running time, 63
CAST
Olga
Aline MacMahon
Myra
Ann Dvorak
George
Preston Foster
Jeff
LyIe Talbot
Mrs. Tifton
Glenda Farrell
Frank
Frank McHugh
Mrs.
Ashton-Ashley Theodore
Ruth Donnelly
Steve
Newton
Everett
Willard Robertson
The Man
Harry C. Bradley
The Sheriff
James Durkin
The Wife
Jane Darw.ell
The Husband
Edgar Kennedv
The Blonde
Muriel Evans
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admonition to those who have seen the picture to protect its secret. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by RKO Radio. Executive
producer. Merian C. Cooper. Associate producer, David Lewis. Directed by John Robertson. Screen play
by Jane Murfin. From the story, "Tlie Big I5ow
Mystery,"
by Israeladvisor.
Zangwill.
Musical
Steiner. Technical
Captain
Lon director.
Wilkie. Max
Art
directors. Van ISlest Polglase and Al Herman. Photographer, Lucien Andriot. Sound recorder, D. A.
Cutler. Film editor, William Hamilton. Running
time, 74 minutes. Release date, April 27, 1934.
CAST
Dan Gifford
Otto Kruger
Andra
Karen Morley
Eric Anderson
Nils Asther
Blanche Flynn
Judith Wood
Fraser
William Frawley
District attorney
Donald Crisp
Crowder
Frank Conroy
Kemp
J. Farrell MacDonald
Bloodgood
Fred Kelsey
Walters
G. Patt ColHns

and is, of course, adult entertainment. — Aaronson, New York.
A First National Production. Distributed by Warner Bros. Directed by Robert Florey. Story by
Manuel Seff and Harvey Thew. Screen play by Lillie
Hayward and James Wharton. Additional dialogue
by Rian James. Photographed by Sid Hickok. Film
editor, Harold McLennon. Art director, Esdras Hartley. Release date, January 27, 1934. Running time,
65 minutes.
CAST
Louis
Warren William
Caroline
Jean Muir
Sparks
Allen Jenkins
Smith
David
Landau
Maritza
Kathryn Sergava
Dr. Wiley
Chester
Henry
Dr.
Donald O'Neill
Meek
Varsova
Renee Whitney
Dr. Michael
Walter Walker
Interne
Reed'
Interne
PhilipPhillip
Faversham
Pansy
Louise Beavers
Joe
Earle Foxe

Bedside

Horse Play
Comedy
(Universal)

(Warner)
Drama
The Crime Doctor
(Radio)
Melodrama
Here's
intriguing,
entertaining
chock
full an
of unique
exploitation
angles.picture,
In a
novel way, it wraps up its amusement assets
in a veil of semi-mystery and by the logical
use of clever suspense moves to an odd climax
that completely upsets all anticipations. Comedy
tinged melodrama, therefore, is its essence, in
which amusing thrill, not fear-engendering terror, predominates.
Not only does the show possess strength in
name and production values which proper advance handling should make tempting to men
and women patrons of de luxe houses, but it
moves in a spirit that the ordinary fan readily
understands. Inasmuch as the reasons for the
perfect crime, its accomplishment and the turmoil it brings on, are evident to them and the
investigator — all the other participants being
in the dark — it remains for the unexpected anticlimax to overturn advance solutions. As the
picture is convincingly acted, there never once
being a hint as to the finale, realism builds a
suspense that not only maintains continuous interest but makes gleeful mincemeat of all the
amateur sleuths' logical conclusions.
Modernlythattimed
here's has
whata happens.
Resentful
his and
wife,set,Andra,
growing
infatuation for Anderson, the famous criminologist, Dan Gifford frames Anderson into a
clandestine meeting with the adventuress
Blanche to prove to his wife that her lover is
merely another philanderer. When the gold-digger attempts a little blackmailing on her own
part,
Dan things
kills herup with
one it
of appears
Anderson's
guns
and fixes
so that
to every
one concerned (save the audience) that Anderson is the murderer.
Scorning
Andra'sthepleas
to save
innocent
man, he permits
dumb
cops,theheaded
by
Fraser, to work up an iron-riveted circumstantial evidence case that convicts Anderson and
sentences him to death. Then with the picture
turning highly dramatic as Andra makes a final
frantic plea that Dan put his real talents to
work and save the innocent man, the picture
moves into its confounding surprise climax.
This you should know, but keep from your
patrons. Anderson was writing a book and the
figures in the picture were his living characters.
There's none of the trite old dream stuff.
It's a fresh
of tricky
story telling
that
resolves
itselfbitinto
salable technique
entertainment.
Curiosity creating exploitation and publicity
stunts are limited only by your own ingenuity
to think up odd twists. If you remember "The
Trial
of Mary tcjDugan,"
which
audience
was supposed
constitutein the
jury,thethat
looks
to be an effective idea to adapt in selling this
show. Therefore, everything from facsimile
jury summons, specially written ads, to tieups
with the police department, all of which invite
the patrons to sit in judgment of the "perfect
crime," should be the basis of the introductory
approach. This should be followed up by the
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An expose
type of story, yet
"Bedside"
elements
of entertainment,
has its contains
leading
character cast almost continuously in the unfavorable light of a four-flusher, a double-dealer
and a quack who comes close to endangering
the lives of his patients. Not once, until the
final sequence, is he shown in anything like a
sympathetic position, and then the audience experiences difficulty in believing in him.
It is the yarn of a man who, lacking the
gumption to finish the work he planned, and a
prey to an easy life and the turn of the cards,
playsingaforcoward's
game but
of duplicity.
shoot-of
high stakes,
the game He
getsis out
hand, and eventually he is engulfed, exposed
and beaten by his own foolishness. The romance of the girl who stayed by him, because
she believed in him, and left when she no longer
could trust him but nevertheless tried to protect him, is woven into the story of the phenomenal rise of the quack to fame and fortune —
and his fall.
Warren William is the "doctor," and the exhibitor himself will best know his strength as a
drawing cardattraction in the particular situation.
Opixjsite is Jean Muir, who, comparatively unknown, is nonetheless competent and attractive.
In support are the good names of Allen Jenkins,
David Landau and Donald Meek. The picture
is to be sold as drama of the expose type, with
greater concentration on the story than on the
cast, title or the like.
William
is the
x-ray and
operator
in aUrged
doctor's
office,
addicted
to cards
women.
by
Miss Muir, nurse and in love with him, and
with the money she gladly gives him, he leaves
to complete his medical course and become a
doctor. En route he loses the money at cards,
obtains a job as orderly in a hospital, and is
discharged. Returning, he meets Landau,
broken-down physician and a dope addict, and
buys his diploma. Name changed, he hangs the
diploma, strikes a deal with Jenkins, press
agent, hires Meek, an insurance doctor, as his
assistant, and with the impetus of Jenkins'
selling, and his own way with women, he becomes famous — in the newspapers. Meek actually handles the treatment of patients. Miss
Muir, as his chief nurse, looks on while suspicion dawns. That suspicion becomes certainty
when Landau breaks in on several occasions,
and William refuses to treat a stricken child,
when Meek is out.
He becomes the personal physician of Kathryn
Sergava,
and through
Jenkins'
efforts,
achievesopera
more star,
publicity.
He operates
on
the singer, and only through the frantic efforts
of Meek is her life saved. Miss Muir leaves.
Attempting to stop Landau from telling what
he knows of William to the authorities. Miss
Muir is run over and seriously injured. William
is called, stalls, and calls for another doctor,
since he cannot operate. A group of important
surgeons, who have been suspicious, refuse, until, to save the girl's life, William confesses
his
Let off lightly,
girl's plea,
the duplicity.
two are reconciled
to end onthethefilm.
It is fast-paced drama of the sort indicated,

Making no sense whatever, and obviously
intending just that, this comedy is engaging
and amusing, the situations a succession of episodes which are laugh-laden. Slim Summerville, the elongated comedian, this time has for
his partner in nonsense the whining Andy Devine, whose voice is hardly his greatest asset.
"Horse Play" makes rather a salable title
for a comedy, but the picture has nothing whatever to do with the races. There are horses,
or rather, a horse, as Summerville and Devine
are western ranchers. Summerville has considerable difficulty with a romance with Leila
Hyams, and at the same time shares his love
with a horse, who gives every indication of
returning the affectionate regard in which she
is held by her master.
There is comedy — and Slim Summerville — ^to
sell in this picture, and the two, plus the engaging title, make for good copy. The fact that
Slim and Devine invade the wealthy set of London, clad first in grotesquely fancy cowboy
clothes, then in medieval dress, affords an
opening for street ballyhoo and lobby exploitation.Slim is the shy and awkward swain pursuing Miss Hyams, niece of a neighbor, on a
Montana ranch. As ranchers they leave much
to be desired, and as a lover. Slim is not
exactlyhertheaway
answer
To
take
from tothea maiden's
dangerousprayer.
Slim, the
family send Miss Hyams to visit an aunt, an
English duchess. Unexpectedly, pitchblende is
discovered on Slim's ranch and he is given
$1,000,000 for his property. His blighted life
is lightened by a card from Miss Hyams, and
he decides to go to London with Andy, taking
the horse for presentation to the object of his
devotion.
Miss Hyams meanwhile is pursued in London
by Cornelius Keefe, a crook who sees in her
relationship with the duchess an opportunity
for easy money.
She a islively
not averse
to hisagent
attentions. In London,
hotel press
sees to it that the two are installed, with their
horse, in the royal suite. The curiosity of the
duchess is aroused and she visits the suite,
while the two are calling all over London looking for Miss Hyams. There is a somewhat
hilarious party as the duchess and her companion partake of a small drink with the boys,
who are invited to attend the costume party
to be given by the duchess, who reveals that
the sought-after Miss Hyams is staying with
her.
The boys discover that Keefe is wanted by
the police, and go to work on the Robin Hood
assemblage in the woods in search of him, with
highly amusing results. Eventually they catch
him, have him arrested, and are asked to leave
the duchess' castle. But Miss Hyams asks Slim
to take her home with him.
It is lively and entertaining, with more than
a few laughs. The brief outline of the story
should present to the exhibitor ideas for copy
and selling angles, while the Summerville-De-
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vine combination should not be difficult to sell.
•^Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Directed by
Edward Sedgwick. Story by Ebba Havey and Clarence Marks. Screen play by H. M. Walker and Dale
Van Every. Photographed by George Robinson. Release date, November 27, 1933. Running time, 70
minutes.
CAST
Slim Perkins
Slim Summerville
Andy
Andy Devine
Angelica Wayne
Leila Hyams
The Duchess
May Beatty
Clementia
Una O'Connor
Uncle Percy
David
Torrence
Philip Marley
Cornelius Keefe
Oswald
Ferdinand Gottschalk
Emily
Ethel Griffies
Iris
Lucille Lund
Marriage on Approval
( Freuler)
Drama
In a somewhat intriguing title and in the
problem theme which it indicates lie the chief
exploitation possibilities for the exhibitor playing this production.
story offora girl's
promise
to her fatherHerenot istoa marry
four
years, her unknowing marriage to the man she
loves at the height of a gay party, her decision
to go away with him as her lover (he keeps
secret the fact of the marriage), and what
happened when the plan failed to work. The
exhibitor should make an effort to see the production in advance so as better to adapt his
campaign to the surrounding developments.
The better known principals are Barbara
Kent, William Farnum, Leila Mclntyre and
Donald Dillaway. In Miss Kent and the veteran Farnum are the marquee names, though
Dillaway has the largest part in the picture.
The story is from the novel of the same title,
by Priscilla Wayne, and that fact merits mention.
Farnum, as a pastor who benignly believes
that his straightlaced precepts are being followed by his daughter, Barbara Kent, has her
promise not to wed until she is 21. He does
not know of her clandestine meetings with Dillaway, who is so certain of her father's refusal
that he has not asked him. A drinking party
winds up at the home of the justice of the
peace. Dillaway pledges the witnesses not to let
his bride know of the marriage. Next day she
tells her father she is sticking to her promise,
but is going with her sweetheart as his lover.
But the game sours as both realize he cannot
have her associate with the wives and friends
of his office fellows. When he's sent out of town
on the big opportunity, Phyllis Barry, not too
scrupulous in her methods of trying to win
Dillaway, answers Miss Kent's phone call from
Dillaway's apartment. She goes back to her
parents. Dillaway follows, explains, and Farnum realizes that his code has been all wrong.
Both in theme and in the frequency of
drunken parties the picture is not for youngsters.— RovELSTAD, New York.
Produced and distributed by Freuler Film Associates. Inc. Directed by Howard Higgin. From the
novel of the same name by Priscilla Wayne. Adapted
by Olga Printzlau. Continuity and dialogue by Howward Higgin and Edward Sinclair. Assistant director,
Harry Knight. Photographed by Edward Kull. Film
editor, Fred Bain. Dance ensembles by Fanchon and
Marco. vember
Running
22. 1933. time, 78 minutes. Release date, NoCAST
Elizabeth MacDougal
Barbara Kent
Rev. John MacDougal
William Farnum
-Mary MacDouga;l
Leila Mclntyre
Lawrence Bennett
Donald Dillaway
William McGee
Edward Woods
Hortense Bailey
Dorothy Granger
Dorothy Tait
Phyllis Barry
Michael P. Connors
Otis Harlan
Mrs. Oscar Walker
Lucille Ward
Duncan Kilhail
Clarence Geldert
Midnight
(Universal)
Drama
A picture of weighty, almost continuously
tragic drama, "Midnight" has written all over
it the fact that it is a screen adaptation of a
stage play; one, incidentally, which was con-
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siderably successful on Broadway some time
ago. _As a motion picture, produced by Chester
Erskin in the East, the play moves slowly and
ponderously, carefully building its effects, indulging rather over-much in closeup screen
technique and not enough in action, pace and
rapid comedy relief.
Its chief appeal is perhaps to rather sophisticated audiences, those who can appreciate the
attempt on the part of the producer to concoct
a study of the human mind, so to speak, as an
elderly husband and father, forced by his conception of right, sends a woman to the electric
chair while foreman of a trial jury. As the
date of execution approaches, he is besieged
mentally by the thought that perhaps he did
not do the right thing, that he somewhere committed an error, and is severely tried by the fire
of tabloid publicity. He insists that he interpreted the law as he saw it, that the law is
the law and cannot be evaded, and that he would
do the same thing again, were he forced to,
even though it involved someone he loved. That
opportunity comes unexi>ectedly upon him, and
only through the efforts of others is he prevented from consigning his young daughter to
the fate of the murderess.
The players for the most part will be unknown to the majority of the motion picture
public, though they are familiar stage names.
In the leading role of the father is O. P.
Heggie. Sidney Fox, as the daughter, is the
only familiar screen name. The others, Henry
Hull, Margaret Wycherly, Lynn Overman,
Richard Whorf, cannot be used to any advanage on marquees. Helen Flint, appearing in a
few sequences as the condemned murderess,
handles her role well.
Heggie, at home after the trial, finds himself
beset by family troubles as well as the mental
turmoil in which he himself is struggling. His
stupid son-in-law, Overnian, is bribed by a
tabloid reporter, Hull, to permit him to get into
the house, arrange a radio set so that he may
note the reactions of the jury foreman as he
hears the broadcast of the last moment of Miss
Flint.
His daughter. Miss Fox, believes herself
in love with Humphrey Bogart, a gangster.
Forced to flee from the ix)lice, he tells her they
are through. She meets him in his car, kills
him with his own gun, returns to the house
after the execution of Miss Flint, and confesses
what she has done. The reporter, contrite, calls
the district attorney, who has benefited greatly
from the Flint trial publicity, and the d. a.
frames a far-fetched theory to indicate that the
girl did not kill him at all, but merely was suffering the delusions of an over-imaginative
mind. He convinces Heggie there is no need to
prosecute, and that he is not violating the law
in shielding his daughter from the police.
It is an adults' picture. — Aaron son. New
York.
Produced by All Star Production. Distributed by
L'niversal.
by ChesterScreen
Erskin.
the
play terbyErskin.
ClaireDirected
and Paul
play From
byRunning
ChesRelease
date.Sifton.
January 29. 1934.
time. 80 minutes.
CAST
Stella Weldon
Sidney Fo.x
Edward Weldon
O. P. Heggie
Nolan
Henry Hull
Mrs. Weldon
Margaret Wycherly
Joe Biggers
Lynn Overman
Ada Biggers
Katherine
Arthur
Weldon
Richard Wilson
Whorf
Garboni
Humphrey Bogart
Henry McGrath
Granville Bates
Elizabeth McGrath
Cora Witherspoon
District Attorney Plunkett Moffat Johnson
IngersoU
Henry
Ethel Saxon
HelenO'Neill
Flint
Hold Your Temper
( Columbia)
Good Comedy
Leon Errol, comedian of the undependable
legs, is chief purveyor of amusement in this
number, aptly titled. Errol, after a jolly and
laugh-infectious breakfast with his bride, Dorothy Granger, runs into disposition-spoiling trouble from the start. He gets a flat, has a run-in
with a neighbor, and is arrested for fighting with
another. At the office, his staff greets him with

39
good wishes, and receives a response not in
keeping. The office boy is fired, aggravates the
temper of the laundry man in a lunchroom, who
enrages
Miss Granger's
maid,home,
who hequits.
When
Errol, himself
again, arrives
is greeted
with a shower of kitchen implements from his
aggravated wife. Amusing comedy. — Running
time, 20 minutes.
Ha! Ha! Ha!
(Paramount)
Clever
A clever and highly amusing animated cartoon, in which the artist pens Betty Boop on
his drawing sheet, and leaves for the night.
Ko Ko hops out of the ink well, eats candy and
suffers terribly from tootheache. Betty steps
out of the picture, quickly sketches a dental
office and removes the tooth. The laughing gas
she uses spreads over the city. A clever side
table "battle" between a set of false teeth and a
pair of dental pliers highlights the subject. —
Running time, 7 minutes.
Born April First
( U niversal )
Fairy Comedy
If the timid-soul, almost whining Sterling
Holloway, loose-limbed comedian, does not
become irksome in two reels, this may be rated
as fair comedy. As the pampered nephew of
two oldable.maid
aunts,
Holloway's
life is miserin the
office, conspires
with
His girl,
the aunts to pep him up, and the house is
modernistically rearranged— as are the aunts.
Sterling, with a few drinks under his belt,
goes
to work
rivala for
hand,
and then
shows onherhiswhat
man thehe girl's
is. Holloway is amusing, but may get tiresome. — Running time, 21 minutes.
Knife of the Party
(RKO
Radio)
Fair Comedy
This has amusing moments with the addition
of a musical touch and a dance routine, as a
show company is permitted to pay out its bills
as
in theiraredebtor's
hotel. stars,
Jack Good
andemployees
Lillian Miles
the singing
who
run into trouble with the knife-throwing debtor
when Good makes love to his wife, attempting
to get through a long distance call to sell his
new song. The knife-thrower goes into action,
but they come out clear in the end. A good portion of the comedy is supplied by Shemp Howard and his stooges, who are eatertaining.—
Running time, 20 minutes.
The Toy Shoppe
Amusing
(U niversal )

An amusing and rather entertaining subject
among animated cartoons, wherein Oswald, the
Rabbit, is proprietor of a toy shop, and manufacturer of its merchandise. One night, after
toys stir to "life," and the
retired,
has
he
jack-in-the-box the
pursues
and captures the little
Dutch Girl. Her compatriot comes to the
rescue, marshals the soldiers, and rescues his
sweetheart. The youngsters, especiallv, should
enjoy it. — Running time, 7 minutes.
Pettin' in the Park
Amusing
(Vitaphone)

An amusing cartoon, of the Merry Melodies
series, set to the tune of the popular song
which is the title of the subject, in which the
birds of the park indulge in romance, plav and
a swimming race. The racers employ various
in their" progress
of locomotion
kindswater,
amusing the
through
with the promoters
of the
race hardly coming out on top.— Running time.
7 minutes.
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SERIES

Recently Conclud ed a

Series of Six Articles in Which the NRA's Motion
Picture Code Was Translated from Its Complex Legal
Phraseology Into a^ Working Language for the Industry. Presented Herewith Is an Index to the Translation

DISTRIBUTION-EXHIBITION
First Article, Appeared in December 23rd Issue
GENERA L A DMINISTRA TION
(1) PREAMBLE
General Application to Distribution and Exhibition.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Technical Terms Used in Distribution and Exhibition.
(3) ADMINISTRATION
Purposes, Personnel, Jurisdiction, Duties of:
(a) Code AuTiioRnv. (b) Local GHiiiVANct;
Boards, (c) Local Clearance and Zoning
Boards, (d) Contract Arbitration Boards, (e)
Labor Arbitration Boards, (t) General Arbitration Boards.
V V V
Second Article, Appeared in January 6th Issue
LABOR AND EMPLOY EES
(1) PREAMBLE
General Application of the Labor and Ennployee Provisions inDistribution and Exhibition.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Technical Terms Used in Distribution and Exhibition
Labor-Employee Provisions.
(3) TRADE PRACTICES AND EMPLOYEES
Relation of Distribution and Exhibition Labor and
Employees to Trade Practice Provisions.
(4) CODE AUTHORITY AND EMPLOYEES
Relation of the Code Authority to Distribution and
Exhibition Labor and Employees.
(5) GENERAL PROVISIONS
Basic and General Provisions Pertaining to Distribution
and Exhibition Labor and Employees.
(6) DISTRIBUTION LABOR PROVISIONS
(a) General, (h) Hours of Emi'loyment. (c)
Minimum VVace Scales, (d) Administration
OF Labor Provisions in Distribution.
(7) EXHIBITION LABOR PROVISIONS
(For Theatre Employees Other Than Stage Actors.)
(a) General, (b) Hours of Employment, (c)
Minimum Wage Scales, (d) Administration
OF Labor Provisions in Exhibition.
(8) ARBITRATION OF LABOR DISPUTES IN EXHIBITION
Labor Arbitration Board and Procedure:
(a) PrRi'osF.s. (b) Pkrsowki,. (c) Gexfrai,.
(9) THEATRE ACTORS' LABOR PROVISIONS
Actor Employees in Vaudeville and Presentation Thea'res:
(a) General, (b) Hours of Employment, (c)
Minimum Wage Scales, (d) Audition, (e)
Rehearsals, (f) Transportation of Chorus., (g )
Wardrobe, (h) Administration of Theatre
Actor Labor Provisions.

Third Article, Appeared in January 20th Issue
TRADE PRACTICES
(1) PREAMBLE
General Application of the Trade Practice Provisions to
Distribution and Exhibition.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Technical Terms Used in Distribution and Exhibition.
(3) TRADE PRACTICES AND EMPLOYEES
Relation of Distribution and Exhibi+ion Labor and Employees and Managers to Trade Practice Provisions.
(4) TRADE PRACTICES FOR DISTRIBUTION
V^hat Distributors, Exchanges Must or Must Not Do:
Coercion; Intimidation.
Distributors'
.Substitutions. Employee Interested in Theatre.
Non-Theatrical Accounts.
TiEiNG in Shorts With Features.
DivuL(;iNG Box-Office Receipts.
Fraudulently Transferring Assets.
Rental Adjustments.
Relief to Exhibitor From Designated Dates.
Withholding Feature Deliveries.
Selling Specials.
Fire Regulations for Exchanges.
Interfering With "Outside" Distributor.
(5) TRADE PRACTICES FOR EXHIBITION
What Exhibitors and Theatres Must Do or Must Not Do:
Selective Service Contracts.
Overbuying.
Reduced Admissions, Rebates, Premiums^ Lotteries, Giveaway's, Throwaways, Prizes.
Fraudulently Transferring Ownership.
Advertising Conflicting With a Prior Run.
Interfering With Theatre Leasing.
Midnight Shows; Prior Exhibition to Dawn.
MisocTs ox "Circltit Shipments."
(6) TRADE PRACTICES FOR DISTRIBUTION - EXHIBITION
What Distributors and Exchanges or Exhibitors and Theatres Must Do or Must Not Do Jointly:
Defamation or Disparagement of Character.
Threats of Legal Proceedings.
Securing Confidential Information Unfairly.
Payment of Excessive Salaries.
Optional Standard License Agreement.
Arbitration of Contract Disputes.
Fraudulently Breaching Contracts.
Commercial Bribery; Giving of Gratuities.
Disclosing Box-Office Receipts.
Ten Per Cent Exclusion Privilege.
Proper Moral Standards in Motion 1'ictures.
Proper Moral .Standards in Advertising.
(7) ADMINISTRATION
Procedure and Methods of Administering Distribution Exhibition Trade Practices:
(a) Local Grievance Boards, (b) Local Clearance AND Zoning Boards.
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TRANSLATIONS

The Translation of the Code Was Just That. The Code
Authority and the NKA Are the Code's Interpreters.
Questions About the Code Will Be Answered Immediately. Send Inquiries to the Code Editor, Motion
Picture Herald, 1790 Broadivay, Neiu York City
PRODUCTION
First Article, Appeared in February 3rd Issue
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
(1) PREAMBLE
General Application to Production.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Technical Terms Used in Production Sections.
(3) ADMINISTRATION
Purposes, Personnel, Jurisdiction, Duties of:
(a) Code Authority, (b) Special Committee for
Actors, (c) Standing Committee for Agents
AND Agencies, (d) Standing Committee for Determining Offers to Contract Talent, (e)
Special Comittee for Directors, (f) Standing
Committee for Extra Players, (g) Standing
Committee for Free-lance Players, (h) Special
Committee for Technicians, (i) Special Committee FOR Writers.
V

V

V

Second Article, Appeared in February 1 7th Issue
LABOR AND EMPLOYEES
(1) PREAMBLE
General Application of the Labor and Employee Provisions in Production.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Technical Terms Used in Production Provisions.
(3) TRADE PRACTICES AND EMPLOYEES
Relation of Production Labor and Employees to Trade
Practice Provisions and Fair Competition Provisions.
(4) CODE AUTHORITY AND EMPLOYEES
Relation of the Code Authority to Production Labor
and Employees.
(5) HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT
(a) General Maximum for Unclassified
Workers, (b) Forty-four Hour Maximum for
Clerical^ Office and Certain Service Workers.
fc) Thirty-six Hour Maximum for Studio and
Laboratory Mechanics and Skilled Labor, (d)
Forty-four Maximum for Certain Cartoon
Workers, (e) Maximum Hours for Cameramen and Soundmen in New.sreel Production.
(f) Exceptions and Exemptions to Maximum
HbuRs; Other Stipulations on Hours in Production.
(6) WAGE SCALES
(a) General Minimum Wages for Unclassified
Woekers. (b) Minimum Wages for Clerical.
Office and Certain Service Workers, (c) Minimum Wages for Studio Mechanics, Skilled and
Unskilled Workers, (d) Minimum Wages for
Film Laboratory Mechanics and Skilled and
Unskilled Workers, (e) Exceptions and Exemptions TO Minimum Wage Provisions.

(7) WORKING CONDITIONS FOR EXTRA PLAYERS
Wording Conditions and Hours of Employment and
Wage Scales for Extra Players, Atmosphere People,
Crowd Players and the Like; Standing Committee for
Extra Players.
(8) WORKING CONDITIONS
Working Conditions for
$150 or Less per Week;
Lance Players — Purposes,
V

FOR FREE-LANCE PLAYERS
Free-Lance Players Receiving
Standing Committee for FreePersonnel, Jurisdiction, Duties.

V

V

Third Article, Appeared in March
TRADE PRACTICES

3rd Issue

(1) PREAMBLE
General Application of the Trade Practice Provisions to
Production.
(2) DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Technical Terms Used in Production Trade Practice Provisions.
(3) TRADE PRACTICES AND EMPLOYEES
Relation of Production Labor and Employees and Executives to Trade Practice Provisions and to Fair Competition Provisions.
(4) TRADE PRACTICES FOR PRODUCTION
What Producers and Studios and Film Laboratories Must
Do or Must Not Do:
Defamation
or Disparagement of Character;
Libel.
Threats of Legal Proceedings.
Securing
Means.Confidential Inf-ormation by Unfair
Payment of Excessive Salaries.
Inducing "Legit" Talent Away From Employer.
Conspiring to Block Independent Producers
From Renting Studio Space.
Employing Relatives As "Extras."
Tradecies.Practices Governing Agents and AgenTrade Practices Governing Relations Between
Producers or Studios and Writers, Directors, Technicians and Players.
Tradetoons.
Practices Governing Producers of CarViolating Release Date for Showing Picture
Which Is Based on a Stage Play.
Interfering
ducer. With Relations of "Outside" ProProper Moral Standards in Pictures.
Proper Moral Standards in Advertising Pictures.
(5) ADMINISTRATION
Procedure and Methods of Administering Production
Trade Practices.
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outlines of productions nearing

completion as seen by Gus McCarthy of
Motion Picture Herald's Hollywood Bureau

A WOMAN
IN HER THIRTIES
First National
Strong human interest is the essence of this
story. Unrequited love is its subject, with
drama dominating the romantic contrast.
Adapted from an original story by Ann Garrack and Ethel Hill, the screen play was done
by Manuel Seff, associated with "Footlight Parade," "College Coach" and "Bedside." Direction is by Alfred Green, credited with "I Loved
a Woman" and the current Robinson picture,
"Dark Hazard."
Basically a woman's story, women predominate in the cast. Aline MacMahon, most recently in "The
World
heads who
the
name list.
Opposite
her Changes,"
is Paul Kelly,
made his screen comeback in "Broadway Thru
aconstitute
Keyh(jle."the Well
known ofWarner
stockin names
remainder
the cast,
which
Ann Dvorak and the newcoming Dorothy Tree
are featured and Patricia Ellis, currently in
"Let's Be Ritzy." Philip Faversham, Henry
O'Neill, Mayo Methot, Helen Lowell, Dorothy
Peterson, Marjorie Gateson and Renee Whitney are included.
Modernly timed, the story concerns itself
with a successful business woman, who, seeing
something good in a worthwhile roustabout,
befriends and marries him. A baby born and
dying, the husband returns to his philandering
ways, part of which the wife knows and tolerates. The story moves to a vivid climax as
while the man plans to elope with his wife's
niece, another woman, mother of his child, contacts the wife. About to leave, he hears his
wife crooning lullabies which awaken memories
of his dead baby. Realization of his perfidity
surges, he deserts his paramour as love for the
child which he does not know is his own sweeps
hinuIn into
his wife'sdialogue
arms. and action, the story
atmosphere,
l<3oks like a tear jerker in which emotion stirring ad and publicity copy is the most adaptable showmanship technique.
RYTHM IN THE AIR
Warner
With music serving as a substantial background, this comedy-tinged romance drama
deals with the hectic experiences of a group of
radio broadcasting folk. An original by Paul
Moss and Jerry Walk, it was whipped into
screen form by Warren Duff and Harry Sauber
and directed by Ray Enright, recently credited
with "Havana Widows" and the previous Warner pictures, "Fireman, Save My Child,"
"Blondie
Johnson"andandGinger
"The Tenderfoot."
Dick Powell
Rogers have the
romantic leads, sharing honors with Pat
O'Brien, whose e.xciting role is similar to the
type he portrayed in "Blonde Bombshell" and
"Bureau
of Missing
Persons." The
cast
is composed
of experienced
screensupporting
players,
including
Henry
O'Neill,
Allen
Jenkins,
Joseph
Cawthorne, Grant Mitchell, Johnny Arthur,
Joan Wheeler and Grace Hayle. Specialty bits
"feature
the hisFour
Mills allBrothers
and radio
Ted
Fiorito and
orchestra,
established
personalities. Music and lyrics are by Harry
Warren and Al Dubin, and atmospheric girl
dance numbers were directed by Busby Berkeley, which combination functioned in the "42nd
Street" to "Wonder Bar" musical series.
Story has definite novelty showmanship value

in plot and trea,tment, with four song numbers,
"I'll String Along With You," sung by Powell
and Ginger Rogers ; Powell's "The Man on
the Flying Trapeze," "How 'm I Doing," featuring the Mills Brothers ; Fiorito's orchestra
in "Fair and Warmer," and a second PowellRogers
duet. Whatthe Are
YourTheIntentions,"
tive in carrying
theme.
script callseffecfor
speed in action and dialogue in building romance between the leads, with O'Brien, glib
promotor, ringing in surprise developments,
both comic and dramatic, that heighten theatre
values. Tuned to a popular pitch, the opus has
the name, story and production strength that
suggests tricky exploitation, with unusual opportunities for legitimate radio broadcasting
contacts.
UNCERTAIN LADY
Universal
A different twist given the triangle premise
is the showmanship essence of this story adapted
from the Harry Segall stage play by Daniel
Evans and Martin Brown. The screen version
is by George O'Neil, who functioned in a similar capacity on "Only Yesterday," and Doris
.\nderson, wlio, among others, has the adaptation of "Wild Girl" to her credit.
The cast, unusually suitable to this type of
picture, is worthy of more than usual consideration, in that, while headed by Edward Everett Horton and Genevieve Tobin and composed principally of well known names, it introduces two newcomers, Renee Gadd and Mary
Nash, in important roles. Horton recently has
iieen seen in "Design for Living," "The Poor
Rich" and "Easy to Love,'' and Miss Tobin's
latest efforts include "Dark Hazard" and "I
Loved a Woman." The young women making
their Hollywood debut are Renee Gadd, a notable British stage and screen figure, and Alary
Nash, fresh from the stage, where she starred
in many outstanding plays. Familiar personalities in important parts are Paul Cavanaugh,
George Meeker, currently in "Hi, Nellie,"
"World Changes," "Dark Hazard" and "Hips,
Hips, Hooray," and Dorothy Peterson, remembered for "I'm No Angel," "Beloved," "As the
Earth Turns" and "Men in White." Karl
Freund, who recently finished "Countess of
Monte Cristo," is the director.
The story, mixing the entertainment elements and appealing to the masses, is given a
smart sophisticated flair in both dialogue and
action. Essentially modernly romantic, comedy
contrast assumes a more than usual importance
in the whole scheme. Based on the dissatisfied
wife-husband premise, it creates some novel
amusement situations and punches to a different
climax.
RIPTIDE
MGM
the contrary,
is Title
not asignificance
waterfront topicture.
For all "Riptide"
practical
purposes, it's Norma Shearer — "The Last of
Mrs. Cheyney," "Divorce," "Free Soul" and
"Smilin' Through" — in smart, brilliant romance
drama, the kind of picture in which folk like
best to see her. The production, given the full
benefit of the famed Thalbergian touch, which
Edmund Goulding, producer of "Devil's Holiday" and director of "Grand Hotel," wrote,
screen-played and directed, has been months

in the making. No chances were taken that
haste would be conducive to flaws.
The cast is one that showmen expect of a
Shearer picture. Robert Montgomery and Herbert Marshall are the principal supports. Mrs,
Pat Campbell, noted English actress, who has
appeared in this country in several stage plays,
makes her second screen appearance in an
important role. Lesser lights are all well-known
players, including Richard (Skeets) Gallagher,
Ralph Forbes, Lilyan Tashman, Arthur Jarrett,
Earl Oxford, new from the New York stage,
Helen Jerome Eddy, George K. Arthur, Phyllis Coghlan and Halliwell Hobbes.
The story, moving to the tempo of sparkling
dialogue, has its action centered in London,
Paris, the Riviera, St. Moritz and other Eurolocales.
Thepeanshowmanship
in this picture is evident.
It's Norma Shearer's first in more than a year.
Elaborately produced in every phase from gowns
to settings, it looks to be material with great
woman appeal for shopgirls, stenographers and
sophisticates, yet sufficiently daring to stir more
than ordinary male interest.

FRANKIE AND JOHNNY
All Star Productions
At the rejuvenated Biograph studio in upper
New York, Chester Erskin has completed
initial shooting on a special screen version of
"Frankie and Johnny," an American epic of
the middle country and the mid-nineteenth century. Based on the famous Mississippi legend,
and picking up its motivation from the widely
known — and sung — folk song of the same title,
the story was written by Moss Hart, better
known for Broadway musical comedies than
Hollywood scripts, Erskin, who himself
adapted the Hart story, has to his credit "Midnight," released currently by Universal.
Against a support of well known, capable
stage players, Erskin has built a cast which
offers its motion picture strength in Chester
Morris, who hit close to top form in "King for
a Night" recently, as Johnny ; Lilyan Tashman,
who plays Nellie Bly, and the radio, musical
comedy-popular Helen Morgan as Frankie. In
support are such stage names as Florence Reed,
William Harrigan, Walter Kingsford, currently
appearing in "Pursuit of Happiness" on Broadway ;Jack Hazzard, Cora Witherspoon, Alontagu Lovetective" ofand
Spaeth, the "Tune Dethe Sigmund
radio.
Along the Mississippi, in the period about 1849,
the scene of "Frankie and Johnny" is set. It
is a triangular story of St. Louis girls of doubtful repute, and is, in a sense, a costume picture.
Victor Young and his orchestra are importantly a part of the film, appearing as the musicians at the Mansion House in St. Louis, where
considerable of the action takes place. The
Chester Hale Girls add a bit of chorus femininity, and Young composed one new number,
"Give Me a Heart to Sing To," for the film,
which Miss Morgan sings. The rest of the
film's scoring is of the vintage of 1850, including negro spirituals.
It
would appear
to be
something
and something
denitely
to be
sold. An dift'erent,
American epic, the saga of a period and an attitude,
its origin familiar to millions, "Frankie and
Johnny" should have wide exploitation fwssibilities. — .Al'aron.son, New York.
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School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 215.— (A) What effect will finger marks (even though invisible as the
lens is looked through) have on the screen image? (B) What is the effect of an even distribution of dust upon
the surface or surfaces of a lens? (C) Explain the reason or reasons why a lens surface should be highly polished
after each cleaning. (D) Tell us just what method you consider best for cleaning lenses. (Never mind what the
Bluebook says. Tell us what you have found best and why you consider it best.)

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 209 was:
{A) Approximately what is the range of
the angles of incidence of light rays upon
the projection lens rear surface? (B) Does
the reflection loss due to the range of angles
above referred to amount to much as compared with incidence that is perpendicidar
to the lens surface? (C) Is the loss of
light between the surfaces cemented together in the front end of projection lenses equal
to the loss at uncemented surfaces? (D)
What is the ratio of loss through absorption
in various grades of glass? (E) What is
the total loss in a flint glass lens of 1.61
refractive index?
We have the following acceptable answers: S. Evans and C. Rau; G. E. Doe;
D. Danielson; T. Van Vaulkenburg; P.
Gaeth, Jr. ; H. Edwards ; W. Lemke ; J.
Wentworth; B. S. Englander; H. H. Menefee ; R. J. Arntson ; R. De Totto ; W. Broadbent ; D. Ferguson ; D. Calladine ; G. Johnson and L. R. Spooner ; D. Sanders ; B
Doe; B. L. Banning and L. Jones; T. T,
Golley; Nic Granby; J. Hendershot; L
Hutch and D. Goldberg; R. and K. Wells
T. Turk; P. Felt; C. B. and L. N. Traxler
D. H. and L. B. Palmer; B. R. Walker
K. Y. Spencer, D. L. Lode, J. Jansen and
B. H. Sanders; L. G. Gregeson; J. J. Richmond; F. and J. L. Hanson; M. Henderson
and D. Singleton; B. R. Hanson; D. Little
and J. H. Rathburn ; M. Spencer and D. T.
Arlen; G. Thompson; L. Thomas and D. D.
Davis; H. R. Baldwin; T. Wythe and T.
Granger; M. F. Surmord; J. J. Richmond;
F. H. S. and P. Dalbey; W. Broadbent;
A. L. Dodson and F. L. Benton; S. N.
Tailer ; L. R. Doty ; T. H. Morton, L. Klar
and F. G. Klar; U. L. Danielson; L. B.
Bryant and D. L. Monehan; T. M. Vinson;
G. Griener ; F. L. Sanderson ; M. F. Fallon ;
O. Allbright and J. Williams ; G. R. Squires
and B. J. Lyons ; O. L. Davis and F. Sims ;
D. Haber and D. Breaston; A. F. Sprafke;
P. H. Cupero; L. M. Richards; D. Lally

to

Question

No.

and F. Ferguson; R. S. Fiedler; T. Malleby; G. Harrison and F. Harlor; M. U.
Sampson ; D. U. Granger ; F. L. Granby ;
L. Condon and J. Turner ; J. G. Paulson ;
M. Henderson and K. L. Knight; K. L.
Hess ; D. L. Sinklow ; D. Howard and
D. Jurts; R. D. Oberleigh and J. Lansing;
M. R. Davidson and R. Schuler ; N. L. Tomlinson and G. Lathrope ; L. Grant and
R. Geddings ; J. Turner and C. Haugan ;
L. C. Northup.
(A) G. E. Doe gives what I believe to
be the best answer, everything considered.
He says, "This, Brother Richardson, would
depend upon the working distance of the
lens and the free diameter of its rear element. A quarter-size lens at long working
distance would have a very low range of
angles. True, such a lense should not be used
under conditions requiring a long working
distance, but they nevertheless are. The halfsize at short working distance would include some pronounced angles. I believe
you had in mind, when you asked this
question, average conditions, under which
the range of angles would be from zero to
about 30 degrees."
W. Lemkeis says,
"The between
amount the
of
loss(B)
by reflection
negligible
angles of zero to 30 degrees. With a light
ray perpendicular to the lens surface, the
loss would be 4.13 with crown glass, and
5.46 with flint glass, and at an angle of 30
degrees the loss would be 4.28 with crown
glass, and 5.64 with flint glass. We may
therefore say that the loss of light per surface on a crown glass lens amounts to 4.2
per cent, and on a flint glass lens it is 5.5
(C) B. S. Englander says, "Because the
Canadian
per cent." balsam used for cementing lenses,
as in the front element of a projection lens,
has a refractive index approximately the
same as that of a good grade of crown
glass (1.51), the only measurable loss
would be in the passage of the light from
the balsam to the flint glass, which would

209
amount to only 0.1 per cent, because the
amount of surface reflection largely depends on the difference in refractive indices
of the medium the light is leaving, and the
medium the light is entering. The greater
the difference the more reflection. For the
reason that air and glass present a greater
difference than the balsam and glass, the
reflection loss at surfaces separated by air
(uncemented) will be greater than at cemented
surfaces."and Rau say, "The ratio of
Evans
loss(D)
through
absorption in various grades
of glass are : Crown glass five to one per
cent per centimeter; flint glass, one to 1.5
per cent per centimeter ; poor glass, three
to And
four right
per cent
centimeter."
there,perfriends,
you accumulate
one slap on the wrist ! Examine your Bluebook, but be sure what it says covers all
the
the question
is a ground
large term.
Had youdoes.
said, "Poor
three toglass"
four
per cent in any glass likely to be used in
any projector optical train, you would have
been correct, but "poor glass" includes even
bottle glass. A. L. Dodson and F. L. Benton answer thus :
"If the question included only such glass
as may be found in use in projector optical
trains, then three to four per cent would
cover the losses in poor glass. However,
as the question reads it might mean almost
anything
up Spencer
to opacity."
(E) M.
and D. T. x\rlen answer thus : "The loss at the first surface, •
disregarding loss due to angular incidence,
would be 5.5 per cent, and the second surface, also disregarding angles, 5.2 per cent,
to which must be added one per cent for
every two centimeters of thickness of lens.
In other words, assuming both surfaces to
be well cleaned and polished, disregarding
angles of light incidence, the total loss
would be 5.5-|-5.2=:10.7 per cent, plus one
per cent for every two centimeters of thickness of the lense, measurement of thickness
for entire lens being, of course, average."
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MONOGRAM;

Fanchon-Marco
MASCOT
Johnston Reducing Schedule
for 1934-35 fronn 36 Pictures
to 20 to Aid Double Bill Program of Independent

Group

IN

FEATURES

tares, will be released through independent exchanges. Mr. Levine said distribution plans had
been completed for the entire United States.
"The Lost Jungle," starring Clyde Beatty,
will be the first of the four Mascot serials,
releasing with the opening of the circus at
Madison Square Garden, New York, April 7.
Six Musicals from Fox

Declaring that a reduction of the Monogram Pictures Corp. production schedule
from the 36 features for this season to 20
for 1934-35 would generally help to improve
the quahty of double feature bills, W. Ray
Johnston. Monogram president, this week
announced that the company's annual sales
convention will be held in Atlantic City
April 4 to 7, inclusive. At the same time,
Nat Levine, president of Mascot Pictures
Corp., announced that his company for the
first time will produce feature pictures regularly next season in addition to its usual
schedule of four serials. Monogram and
Mascot thus are the first two companies to
give definite indication of what may be expected in 1934-35.
"As one of the associate companies in the
Motion Picture Federation, Monogram is
naturally interested in doing everything it
can to aid the two feature program policy
adopted
by the Federation," Mr. Johnston
said.

The only other indication of 1934-35 production schedules came this week from Fox, with
announcement that six musicals probably will
be made. These are said to include Winfield
Sheehan's "Follies," now nearing completion ;
Jesse L. Lasky's "Red Heads on Parade" ;
"Gypsy Melody," starring Charles Boyer ;
"Scram," starring Joe Cook ; "Music in the
Air,"
and a Harlack-Romberg
all-staran original.
Invincible
Pictures has announced
increase
next season from nine to 12 features.
A new company, Royal Pictures, is being
formed in New York, planning 18 features the
first year and 20 annually thereafter. Adolph
Pollak and Ernst Ellis head the company.
Present indications are that as many as 400
fewer shorts may be made during 1934-35.
Code restrictions on the number of shorts a
distributor may sell in relation to his feature
picture contract are said by both short subject
producers and distributors to have no direct
contributing effect on an indicated reduction of
shorts next season.

Points to Greater Values

Paramount,

Fox Shift

"By greater
producingvalues
fewer into
pictures
are ableandto Publicity Personnel
inject
thesewe pictures
Frank Pope and Bar ney Hutchinson have
make them ideal companion features for any
program. It has been our observation that the resigned from the publicity department at
the Paramount Coast studio. John Miles,
most successful pictures are those that have
unusual stories, carefully adapted to the screen
formerly with Fox, has replaced Mr. Pope.
and enhanced by intelligent and plausible dia- In a reorganization of the department,
logue. Pictures of this type cannot be produced
Lance Heath is in charge of art work, Rufus
overnight.
Blair national press contacts and Len Boyd
"I believe
are Agradually
coming
to the that
same allwaycompanies
of thinking.
notable planting.
Pat Patterson, formerly with Warner, has
case is Columbia, which has achieved a remarkable success with such pictures as 'Lady for a joined the Fox publicity department, handling part of the planting and units. Al
Day,' and 'It Happened One Night,' primarily
on the strength of the story values in the pic- Parmenter will handle the Jesse L. Lasky
tures. Our latest release, 'Beggars in Ermine,' unit, recently in charge of Mr. Miles.
has confirmed our belief in this method of production."
Coincidentally, Norton V. Ritchey, executive
Charges Warner Plagiarized
director of Ritchey Export Corporation, forEdward A. Lynch has filed suit in United
eign distributors for Monogram, announced
States district court, Philadelphia, against
that
the
company's
product
will
have
100
per
cent distribution in the United Kingdom and
Warner, charging plagiarism in the film
Continental Europe next season. Mr. Ritchey,
"Son of a Sailor." He contents his story,
just returned from three months in Europe,
"When Homer Comes Marching Home,"
said contracts had been closed with W. J. Gell, , was
rejected by the studio, but material
managing director of Pathe Pictures, Ltd., for
distribution of Monogram product in Great from it was "lifted."
Britain. Aurora Films will handle the entire
lineup in Belgium, while a Monogram office
Franklin Acquires Novel
is being opened this month in Prague by I.
Harold B. Franklin has acquired producRonin to service Central European countries,
including Austria and Germany. Imperator
tion rights to Frederick Hazlitt Brennan's
Films will distribute the pictures in Switzerstory,
"Battleship Gertie," which recently
land and France. Mr. Ritchey said distribution
appeared in Liberty Magazine as "The Saga
has been arranged for all other territories.
of Battleship Gertie." A stage version is
planned, to be followed by a screen adapta20 Mascot Features in 3 Groups
tion.
The 20 features on the Mascot schedule will
be divided into three groups, according to Mr.
DeSylva To Alternate
Levine. The first will include four exploitation
specials, one of which is now in preparation for
B. G. DeSylva, song writer, will in the
release June 1. The other three in the first future
produce one Broadway musical and
group will be released one every three months.
one motion picture a year. He has just
The program also will include eight Western
dramas, the first to be ready May 1, the others completed "Bottoms Up" for Fox. His first
releasing one a month.
Broadway show will be "Napoleon, Jr.,"
All Mascot productions, both serials and fea- which he and Sid Silvers are writing.

Seen

in St.

Louis

Warner Bros, and Fanchon and Marco,
which operates the Fox and St. Louis theatres in St. Louis, this week were said to
be embarking on what is expected to be a
major conflict when Harry Arthur, of Fanchon & Marco, and Harry Koplar, St. Louis
operator, were reported to have made a
deal with the committee of bondholders operating the Missouri, Ambassador and
Grand Central, whereby they would acquire
the houses on a IS-year lease which calls
annually.
for an aggregate rental of about $175,000
The situation is regarded in the Missouri
city as leading to open conflict because these
theatres, originally Warner properties under
a deal made five years ago when the
Skouras Brothers were bought out, own the
third mortgage bonds and are understood
to hold several millions in equity on the
properties. Those close to Warner Bros,
this week declared these bonds and equities
will either be wiped out or seriously endangered in the proposed Arthur-Koplar move.
Judge Davis of the federal court must approve the transaction before it can become
The Skouras Brothers will retire from
operative.
St. Louis theatre operations on September
1, when Fanchon & Marco takes over the
Missouri, Ambassador and Grand Central
theatres from the bond holders. The Skouases, who originally built these houses and
put up a personal guarantee of $6,800,000,
are now operating the three under a leasing
deal with the receivers.
Levine Forms Company
M. Leon Levine, at one time operator of
the Windsor and Senate theatres in Brooklyn, N. Y., has formed Central Distributors
to engage in film distribution and financing.
Domestic release is planned in the state
rights market.
Flinn To Be AMPA Guest
John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the
Code Authority, will be honor guest of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, of
which he is president, at a dinner at the
Astor Hotel in New York April 21.
Jannlngs in English Film
British and Continental, English firm
backed by Sam Spiegel, plans a series of
features in English and French, The first
will star Emil Jannings and will be directed
by Jacques Feyder.
Warner Signs Dolores Dei Rio
Warner has signed Dolores Del Rio to a
long term contract calling for three pictures
each year. Her first will be "Madame Du
Start New Exchange
Herman and Phil Silverman at Kansas
Barry."
City have closed the Independent Film Exchange and now have the Silent Film Exchange at 1710-12 Baltimore street.

GEORGE

HIS

WHITE

OWN

BEST

SHOW

^"All of my fifteen stage productions if
rolled into one mighty show . . . would
fade

by comparison

screen

production

with

this, my

of 'The

ScandaisV

(signed) George
No

Broadway

stage was big enough

this mighty dream

first

White
to house

show of George White. Even

at ^10 top, no crowds

however

support such lavishness. Never
such a cast ... so many

packed, could
has there been

beauties . . . such dance

creations . . . such hit songs ... as in this crowning
triumph of George White's genius.

GEORGE

'S
IT
Dealer's
mannE
Fleisch
300,000
K
lU
and 65,000 'liberty'' Newsboys
are selling it for you!
Greatest exploitation scoop that ever zoomed
your profits. Read the amazing details in
the Special Exploitation Supplement of the
big FOX press book!

SCflND
RUDY
ALICE

VALLEE
FAYE

GREGORY
DIXIE

RAT

DUNB

ICHARD
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended March 10, 1933, from
113 houses in 19 major citiess of the country, reached $1,239,265, an increase of
$25,967 over the total for the previous calendar v/eek, ended March 3, when 113
theatres in 19 cities reported an aggregate gross of $1,213,298.
(Copyright, 1934: Reproduction of material from this department without credit to Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Boston
Fenway

25c -50c
30c-50c

Keith's
3,500
Loew's State ... 3,700
Metropolitan 4,350
Paramount
1,800

30c -50c
35c-50c
30c-6Sc
30c-SOc

BufFalo
Buffalo
Century

GrtMs

Gross

High covers
andperiod
Lowfrom Gross
(Tabtilation
Jeinuary,

20,500
"The Lost Patrol" (Radio)
"I've Got Your Number" (W.B.).. 10,000
and "Devil Tigrer" (Fox)

"I Believed in You" (Fox)
"No More Women" (Para.) and
"Sleepers East" (Fox)

19,000
9,500

"It Happened
(2nd Viieek)One Night" (Col.)..
"Mystery of Mr. X" (MGM)
"Mandalay" (F.N.)
"I've Got Your Number" (W.B.)..
and "Devil Tiger" (Fox)

21,000
18,000
33,000
10,500

"It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 19,000
"Nana"(1st(U.week)
A.)
19,000
"Bolero" (Para.)
34,000
"No More Women" (Para.) and..
"Sleepers East" (Fox)
9,500

High 1-13-34 "Fog"
Low 3-11
"Topaze"
High
1-14 "Island
of Lost Souls" and
"Billion Dollar Scandal"
Low 7-29 "She
Had
Say Yes" and
"Arizona toto Broadway"
High 3-11
12-2 "When
"Little Strangers
Women"
Low
Marry"
High 1-7 "Strange Interlude"
Low 3-11 "Men Must Fight"
High
11-4"King
"I'm ofNotheAngel"
Low 3-11
Jungle"
High 2-25 "Dangerously
Yours" and
"Deception"
Low 8-12 "Mary
Stevens,
M.D." and
"Flying Devils"

Picture

2,900
1,800

3,500
3,000

30c-55c
25c

"Bolero" (Para.)
14,000
"Women in His Life" (MGM) and 5,200
"Hold That Girl" (Fox)

'Queen Christina" (MGM)
15,000
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 5,600
and "Cradle Song" (Para.)

Great Lakes .... 3,600
Hippodrome
2,100
Lafayette
3,300

25c -40c
25c -35c

"I Am Suzannel" (Fox) and
6,100
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
'Eight
'MeanestGirlsGalin ina Boat"
Town"(Para.)_
(Radio)and 6,000
'It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 16,700
and "Before Midnight" (Col.)

"After
7,900
"Six of Tonight"
a Kind" (Radio)
(Para.) and
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.) and
7,800
"Sons
of the Desert" (MGM)
"Fog"
"Chance (Col.)
at Heaven" (Radio) and.. 7,600

25c

Chicago
Chicaeo
McVicker's
Oriental
Palace
Roosevelt
State-Lake
United Artists...

4,000
2,284
3,940
2,509
1,591
2,776
1,700

35c-68c
30c -60c
30c-60c
35c-75c
2Sc-S0c
20c-35c
30c-60c

"Fashion Frolics of 1934" (F.N.)..
'You (MGM)
Can't Buy Everything"
'Eight(25c-40c)
Girls in a Boat" (Para.)..
'Spitfire" (Radio)
'Death Takes a Holiday" (Para.)
'Bombay Mail" (U.)
'Moulin
(2ndRouge"
week) (U. A.)

40,000
12,000
23,000
27,000
11,500
13,000
10,000

"Bolero" (Para.)
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
"Death Takes a Holiday" (Para.)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
"Carolina" (Fox)
"Counsellor at Law" (U.)
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
(1st week)

Cleveland
Allen

3.300

20c-40c

6,500

"Bedside" (F. N.)

Hippodrome . . . . 3,800
RKO Palace 3,100
3.400
1,900

30c-44c
30c-75c
30c-44c
25c-35c

8,000
19,000
8,000
4,000

800

25c-35c

"Master of Men" (Col.)
(2Sc-35c)
"David Harum" (Fox)
"Spitfire" (Radio)
"Nana" (U. A.)
"This Side of Heaven" (MGM) and
"In the Money" (Chesterfield)
"Shadows of Sing Sing" (Col.) and
"Above the Clouds" (Col.) (30c-40c)

"Fashions of 1934" (F. N.)
5,500
"It Happened One Night" (Col.) .. 28,000
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
7,5.00
"Four Frightened People" (Para.)
3,900
and "You Made Me Love You"
(Majestic)
"She Done Him Wrong" (Para.)
and "Sleepers East" (Fox)
3,000

1,500

25c-40c

•Beloved" (U.)

4,000

"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)

3,500

........ 1,500

25c-40c

'Bolero" (Para.)

7,000

"Good (25c-50c)
Dame" (Para.)

9,000

Warner's Lake.
Denver
Aladdin
Denham

1,900

34,000
12,000
21,000
23,000
8,000
16,000
21,000

2,200

Denver
Orpheum
Paramount

2,S0O
2,600
2,000

25c -50c
2Sc-50c
25c -40c

'Nana" (U. A.)
'It Happened One Night" (Col.)
'Sons (3ofdays)
the Desert" (MGM)....
'Massacre"
(4 days)(F. N.)

8,500
15,000
2,000
1,500

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
7,500
"This Side of Heaven" (MGM).. 11,000
"Easy(3 todays)
Love" (W. B.)
900
"Sons (4ofdays)
the Desert" (MGM).... 1,600

Detroit
Downtown

2,750

15c-40c

"It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 8,100

Fisher
Fox

2,700
S.IOO

15c-40c
15c-S0c

"This Side of Heaven" (MGM)... 5,400
"David Harum" (Fox)
23,600

'Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio) 5,500
and "Sleepers East" (Fox)
'Six of a Kind" (Para.)
5,100
"It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 26,500

Michigan
Sute

4,000
3,000

15c-50c
2Sc-S0c

Artists.. 2,000

25c-50c

"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 19,200
"No More Women" (Para.) and.. 5,100
"Six of a Kind" (Para.) (15c-40c)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
11,600

United

1933.)

Previous Week
Picture

Current Week

"Good Dame" (Para.)
"I Like It That Way" (U. )

17,300
5,300

"Nana" (U. A.)

10,600

11,000
23,500
I 15,000
(
\1
6,000
12,000
28,000
23,000
11,000
44,500
)f 26,500
(] 17,000

High 12-9 "Dancing Lady"
Low 3-25 "Our Betters"
High 8-12 "Forgotten Men" and )
"Easy Millions"
Low 12-16 "SoUtaire
Man" and (jf
"Day of Reckoning"
High 11-4 "I m No Angel"
Low 4-15 "Rome Express"
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"......
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels"
High 3-10-34 "It Happened One Night" )
and "Before Midnight" S
Low 12-23 "Myrt and Marge".....
High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High
10-14"The"TooWoman
Much I Harmony".
Low 7-1
Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Anger '
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 3-410-14"Luxury
"Penthouse"
Low
Liner"
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain".
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding".
High
11-11"Infernal
"Private Machine"
Life of Henry
"Exposure"
Low 3-4
andVIII")
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"....
Low 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
High 3-3-34 "It Happened One Night"..
Low 8-19 "No Marriage Ties"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk"
High 11-18
10-28"Stage
"I'm No
Angel"
Low
Mother"
and )]
"Hell and
High Water"
High
10-28
"Footlight
•
Parade"
Low 2-10-34 "Easy to Love"
High
"Cavalcade"
Low 4-82-25"Smoke
and J)
"BroadwayLightning"
Bad"
High 6-310-28
"I'm NoSpeaks,"
Angel"
Low
"Mussolini
"Night of)
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" {
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
High
2-17-34
Low 6-10
"Zoo"Hi,in Nellie!"
Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
High 6-10
10-14"The
"No Woman
MarriageI Stole".
Ties".
Low
High 3-18
1-28"Secret
"Silver ofDollar"
Low
Madame Blanche"
High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner, Sing"
Low 5-15 "After
the
Ball" and )\
"Afraid to Talk"
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low 7-1
High
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days)..
Low 2-24-34 "The Last Roundup"
High 3-25
2-11 "The
"The Sign
Kid of
Fromthe Spain"..
Low
Cross".

8,000
31,000
9,800
27,200
8,000
3,500
16,100
5,400
5,100
16,700
4,800
75,000
22,000
20,000
50,000
37,000
5,000
10,000
14,000
16,000
6,200
18,000
4,500
27,000
6,800
12,000
1,800
30,000
28,000
2,900
26,000
4,200
5,000
2,500
9,000
10,000
1,500
10,000
16,000
2,500
17,500
19,500
1,950
3,000
3,750
2,000
7,000
16,500
15,400
32,300
3,700
3,100
23,700
24,100
5,400
17.400
7,300
3,200
4,100

/

Fear of ghosts handicaps
than realities.

progress

Lay the ghost of prejudice.There's no nee
for fear of the double feature bogey in
the house that plays short subjects with
big box-office names... one and tworeel ticket -selling attractions such as
Educational is furnishing in its new era
featurettes of 1934.
^ducatixmcd

(J^

^ have brought you such big hi
names from the stage, the screen an
radio as Ernest Truex, Helen Morgan
Stoopnagle and Budd, Bob Hope and man
others that shine bright on the marquee.
Now they bring the triumphant return of
Buster Keaton in a two-reel comedy
terpiece, "The Gold Ghost."
■THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAMDistributed in U. S. A.
by FOX

Film Corporation
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Previous Week

Current Week

Theatres
Hollywood
Chinese
Pantages

PICTURE

Gross Picture

Gross

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from Jeiniiary, 1933.)

"Queen(4thChristina"
(MGM)
15,450
week)
"You Can't Buy Everything" (MGM) 2,200
and "Sleepers East" (Fox) (25c-40c)
"Mandalay" (F. N.)
10,000

'Queen(3rdChristina"
(MGM)
16,800
week)
'Fugitive Lovers" (MGM) and.... 1,500
"Tlie Poor Rich" (U.) (15c-40c)
"Fashion Follies of 1934" (F.N.).. 12,000

High 9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 4-1 "King Kong"
High 1-7 "Handle With Care"
Low 3-3-34 "The
"Fugitive
and )f
Poor Lovers"
Rich"
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
Low 1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown"....

1,100 20c-40c
2,800 20c-40c

"David Harum" (Fox)
6,000
"It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 5,000

"Palooka" (U. A.)
■'Bolero" (Para.) '.

Indiana

3,100 20c-40c

"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 10.000

Lyric
Palace

2,000 20c-40c
3,000 25c-40c

;'The Poor Rich" (U.)
5,500
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 4.500

"No More Women" (Para.) and.. 3,500
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U.A.).. 7,090
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
6,000

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

3,049 25c-40c
4,000 25c
1,800 2Sc

'It Happened
(SVa days One
and Night"
Sat. lat (Col.)..
show)
■Mystery
of
Mr.
X"
(7 days and Sat. (MGM)
midnite show)
■'I've Got Your Number" (W.B.)
and (7"His
(Para.)
days Double
and Sat.Life"
midnite
show)
■'Devil Tiger" (Fox)
"I Like It That Way" (U.)

16,000
11.200
5,000

2,500 S0c-$1.10
3,000 25c-55c

W. B. Hollywood 3.000 25c-40c
Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

Kansas City
Mainstreet
Midland
Newman
Royal
Uptown

900 25c
2,000 25c-40c

3,000
4,000

High
Low
High
Low

2-18 "State
Fair"
1-20-34
"Frontier
Marshal"
8-19 "She Had to Say Yes"
12,000
2,000
2,500
3-4 "The (2nd
Sign run)
of the Cross"
7,000
3-25
"Parachute
Jumper"
3-3-34 "No
and )(
"SearchMoreforWomen"
Beouty"
15,000
7-22 "College Humor"
11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
12,500
2-3-34 "Sons of the Desert"
9,500
3,000
12-16 "Women in His Life"
3,500

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

10-28 "Ace of Aces"
5-20 "Sweepings"
1-7 "Perfect
"Strange Understanding"
Interlude"
4-15
10-21 "I'm No Angel"
5-27 "Picture Snatcher"

2.500
2,500

"Hips,(6M:Hips,
days Hooray"
and Sat. (Radio)
late show) 4,000
'Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
14,000
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Bolero" (Para.) and
8,500
'By Candlelight" (U.)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"The Ghoul" (Gaumont-British) . . . . 2,000
"As Husbands
2,000
(5 days) Go" (Fox)

High
11-25"The
"Emperor
Jones"
Low 9-9
Rebel"........

High 7-1
1-6-34"Lilly
"Mr. Turner".
Skitch"
Low

Los Angeles
Filmarte
800
Four Star
900
Loew's State .. 2,416
Paramount
3,596
RKO
2,700
United Artists .. 2,100
■ W. B. Downtown 3,400

40c-S0c
50c-75c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c -40c

"Love in Morocco"
(Gaumont- British)
"Devil(2nd
Tiger"
week)(Fox)
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM)
"No More Women" (Para.)
'It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
"Nana" (U. A.)
"Mandalay" (F. N.)

1.850
3.900
11.800
18.115
12.700
10.250
9,000

"Beloved"
(U.)
(3rd week)
■Devil(1stTiger"
week-6(Fox)
days)
'David(25c-50c)
Harum" (Fox)
'Bolero" (Para.)
"The Lost Patrol" (Radio)
(2nd week)
'Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
(2nd week)
'Fashion Follies of 1934" (F. N.)

1,500
7,800
13,863
21,750
4,200
8,000
10,000

Minneapolis
Lyric
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum..
State '
World

1.238
4,000
2,900
2,300
400

20c-25c
25c-40c
20c-40c
25c-49c
25c-7Sc

"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
"It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
"Emperor Jones" (U. A.)

1.500
S.OfcO
6.500
5.000
2.500

".Son of a Sailor" (F. N.)
"Six of a Kind" (Para.)
"Massacre" (F. N.)
"Hi, Nellie!" (W. B.)
"By Candlelight"
(5th week; (U.)

1.500
7,500
6,000
6,000
3,000

High 4-1 "20.000 Years in Sing Sing"..
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-3-34 "Eskimo"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-29 "Cavalcade"
Low 3-11 "King of the Jungle"
High 1-27-34 "Waltz Time" (2nd week)
Low. 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"..

Montreal
Capitol

2,547 2Sc-75c

'The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 10,500

9.000

Imperial
Loew's

1,914 25c-50c
3,115 25c-75c

'Madame Sans Gene" (French) 2,000
'Four Frightened People" (Para.) 10.500

"Queen Christina" (MGM)
(2nd week*
'Fanny"
(French)
(revival)
"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox)

Palace

2,600 25c-75c

Princess

2,272 25c-65c

"Six of a Kind" (Para.) and
9.000
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"Let's Fall in Love" (Col.) and.... 7.000
"East of Fifth Avenue" (Col.)

"Carolina" (Fo>:) and
10,500
"Jimmy and Sally" (Fox)
"Nana" (U. A.) and "Meanest Gal 7,000
in Town" (Radio) (2nd week)

High 2-24-34 "Queen Christina"
Low 12-23 "Havana Widows" and
"Ever in My Heart"
High
1-7
"Enlevez-Moi"
and "Cain"
Low 7-8 "Les Bleus d'Amour"
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"
Low 9-30 "Turn
Back the
"Emergency
Call"Clock" and
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross".
Low 2-10-34 "Sons of the Desert"
and "Sweetheart of Sigma Cbi"
High 1-7 "The Kid From Spain" and
Low 12-23 "Speed
"Sing, Demon"
Sinner, Sng" and
and "The Chief"

"Catherine
the Great" (U. A.)....
(4th week)
■'Queen Christina" (MGM)
"Bedside" (F. N.)
'It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
"Death(2ndTakes
week) a Holiday" (Pjra.)
"Dark (2nd
Hazard"
N.)
week-6(F.days)
"Palooka" (U. A.)
"Carolina"
(4 days)(Fox)
"Eight(3 Girls
days) in a Boat" (Para.)

12.702
42,500
6,100
16,030
36.000
9.000

"Catherine
the Great" (U. A.)....
(3rd week)
"Mystery of Mr. X" (MGM)
"Orient Express" (Fox)
"Carolina" (Fox;
"Death(1stTakes
week) a Holiday" (Para.)
"Dark (1st
Hazard"
week) (F. N.)

14,685
49,600
7,600
12,200
44.000
15.000

40,850
6.390

"Moulin(3rdRouge"
A.)
week-e U.days)
"All of(4 Me"
days) (Para.)
"Meanest
(jal in Town" (Radio)
(3 days)

14.700
8,000

New York
Astor
Capitol
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli
RKO Center

1,012 55c-$2.20
4.700 35c-$1.65
2,300 35c-85c
2,500 25c-75c
3,700 35c-99c
2,200 25c-65c
2,200 35c-99c
... 3,700 25c-55c

36,656
14,600
13,800
1,500
26,000
7.000

1,500
11.500

High
8-19 "Tugboat
Low 2-24-34
"Coming Annie"
Out Party'
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own".
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"...
High 2-24-34 "The Lost Patrol".
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
High 1-28
10-21"Hello.
"The Everybody"
Bowery"
Low
High 3-25 "42nd Street" ,
Low 2-10-34 "Easy to Love"

High 9-2 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 3-25 "The White Sister"
High 2-24-34 "The Cat and the Fiddle"
Low 2-10-34 "You Can't Buy Everything"
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-4 "Hello. Everybody"
High 2-17-34 "Devil Tiger"
Low 4-15 "Destination
"The FightingUnknown"
President"and \J
High
12-30
"Roman
Scandals"
Low 8-5 "The Rebel"
High
1-7 "Animal
Kingdom"
Low 2-24-34
"As Husbands
Go" and )
"Four Frightened People" J

3,500
21,000
30.000
4,000
4,900
20,000
2,800
1,600
8,500
3,950
1,800
28,300
30,000
10,000
13,500
1,700
21.000
4,870
19.000
3,900
7.000
3,000
1,000
10,000
7,000
14,000
3,000
8,000
3,500
3,500
1,000

13,500
14,500
4,000
7,500
15,500
7,500
1,500
12,000
8,500
5,000
21,000
14,559
60,100
15,500
24,750
4,900
16,150
4,500
83,450
15,600
23,000
5,800
48,000
7,200
71,267
5,500

Smoke

in

His

Ey 05... but

exhibitor to the fact that he owes
future to go to the MPT
realizes it is important
have

the same

Industry Codes.
quarters inNew
the

wife along.

OA

for him

problems

it doesn't

blind

it to himself and his business

Convention

in April.

« He

to discuss things with those who

as he has in these days of NRA

« Yes, sir, he'll write M P T O A National
York

for all the dope . . . and maybe

She'll

this

enjoy

the social

and

Head-

he'll take

functions,

too.
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fTHEATCE
Theatres
New York (Confinued)
RKO Music Hall 5,945 35c-$1.65
Roxy
6,200 25c-65c
Strand
3,(XX) 25c-$1.10
Oklahoma City
Capitol
1,200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-56c
Liberty
1,500 10c-36c

PICTURE

HERALD

CCtEIPTS

Current Week
Picture

Gross

"David Haruni" (Fox)
"The Ninth Guest" (Col.)
"Wonder Bar" (F. N.)

60,115
18,900
43.863

"Mandalay" (F. N.)
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
"She (3
Donedays)Him Wrong" (Para.)..
"I Believed
(4 days)in You" (Fox)
"Good Dame" (Para.)
"I've (6Gotdays)
Your Number" (W. B.)

2,800
3,800
1,500
800
3,200
6,400

Picture

—

March

17,

1934

CONT'D]

Previous Week

Gross
'It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 75,900
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio).... 22,700
"Mandalay"
(F. N.)
16,900
(2nd Bar"
week-5
"Wonder
(F. days)
N.)
(2 days)
"Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
"Palooka" (U.A.)
"Devil
Tiger"
(Fox)(U.)and
"The Poor
Rich"

3,000
3,800
1,800

"Bolero" (Para.)

4,800

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from Jaxmary, 1933.)
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

11-25 "Little Women"
109,000
6-17 "Ann Carver's Profeision" . . . 44,938
11-25 "The Invisible Man"
42,000
1-28 "Air Hostess"
9,100
10-14 "Footlight Parade"
55,190
12-23 "Sin of Nora Moran"
6,850

High 1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"..
Low 3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 3-11
11-18"Qear
"CoWege
Low
All Coach"
Wires"
High
9-2
"Gold
Diggers
of 1933".
Low 3-18 "The Death Kiss"
and
"The Fourth Horseman"
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"

4,100
11,000
1,350
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400

Midwest
Warner
Omaha
Brandeis

1,500 10c-S6c
1,900 1 0c-75c
1,200 2Sc-35c

"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio) and 3,750
"The Big Shakedown" (F. N.)

"Fashions of 1934" (F. N.) and.. 3,750
"Man (6ofdays)
Two Worlds" (Radio)

High 11-18 "One Man's Journey"
Low 12-30 "The
WorldWidows"
Changes" and )) 10,750
"Havana

Orpheum

3,000 25c-40c

"Easy (25c-50c)
to Love" (W. B.)

Paramount

2,900 25c-40c

"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 6.750
and "The Poor Rich" (U.)

"I've Cot Your Number" (W. B.) 6,750
and "Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen"
(Para.)(Para.)
"Bolero"
9,750
(25c-S0c)

World

2,500 25c-35c

"Devil
(Fox) and
"From Tiger"
Headquarters"
(W. B.)

"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U. A.) 5,000
and "The Last Roundup" (Para.)

3,500
High 3-10-34 "Eas to Love".
Low 4-29 "Sweepings"
17,250
High 2-24-34
7-22 "Gold
Diggers
1933" 1
Low
"Six
a Kind"of and
"Goodof Dame"
j 13,250
5,000
High 6-3 "Perfict
"Peg O' Understanding"
My Heart" and Ij 7,500
Low 3-10-34 "Devil Tiger"
(
and "From Headquarters" J 5,250
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
4,250
Low
High 9-30
1-6-34"Bitter
"Duck Sweet"
Soup" (7 days)
18,000
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
1,500
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
6,500
30,000
4,800
High 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
33,000
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
10,000
29,000
8,000
13,000
High 4-22 "Cavalcade"
Low 8-5 "F. P. 1"
High
4-8
"42nd
Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"... 7,700
2,500
High 11-18
1-7 "Self
Low
"WorstDefense"
Woman in Paris?".. 32,500
11,500
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
4,500
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
10,000
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"
4,000
9,000
High
1-21
"Frisco
Jenny"
Low 3-11 "What! No Beer?"..
11,000
High
12-9 "No
"Little
14,000
Low 5-13
More Women"....
Orchids"..
High 11-4 "Lady for a Day"..
10,200
3,500
Low 2-24-34 "Wild
"He Couldn't
Take
It"
and
Women of Borneo
1,600
High 12-2
11-18 "Walls
"The Way
to Love'
12,000
Low
of Gold"
1,800
3,500
High 3-11
8-19 "Madame
"Tugboat Butterfly".
Annie"....
Low

Philadelphia
Aldine
1,200 40c-65c
Arcadia
600 25c-50c
Boyd
2,400 40c-65c
Earle
2,000 40c-65c
Fox
3,000 30c -65c
Karlton
1,000 30c-50c
Keith's
2,000 25c-40c
Stanley
3,700 40c-65c
Stanton
1,700 30c-55c
Walnut
1,500 25c-S0c
Portland, Ore.
Broadway
1,912 25c-40c
Music Box
3,000 25c-40c
Pantages
1,700 15c-2Sc
Paramount

3,008 25c-40c

United Artists .. 945 25c-40c
San Francisco
Fox
4,600 10c-35c
Golden Gate .... 2,800 25c-40c
Orpheum
3,000 15c-40c
Paramount
St. Francis

2,670 15c-65c
1,400 15c-40c

United Artists .. 1,200 25c-50c
Warfieia
2,700 25c-90c
Seattle
Blue Mouse
950 25c-50c
Fifth Avenue .. 2,750 25c-55c

17,250

4,250

"Nana"(6 (U.
days)A.)
"Dinner(7 davs)
at Eight"
(2nd (MGM)
run)
"Journal
of
a
Crime"
(F. N.)
(6 days)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)....
(5 days)
"Devil(6 Tiger"
days) (Fox)
"You (MGM)
Can't Buy
Everything"
(6 days)
"Hold (6That
Girl"
(Fox)
days)
"It Happened
One
Night" (Col.)..
(2nd week-5 days)
"This (6Sidedays)of Heaven" (MGM)....
"Sin of Nora Moran" (Majestic)..
(6 days)

12,500
3,300
9,000
16,000
18,000
3,000
6,700
10.000
7,000
4,500

"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
(3rd week-6 days)
"Going(6 Hollywood"
(MGM)
days)
"The (6Catdays)
and the Fiddle" (MGM)
"Search
for Beauty" (Para.)
(6 days)
"Coming Chit Party" (Fox)
(6
days) (30c-6Oc)
"His (6
Double
days) Life" (Para.)
"Carolina"
(7 days)(Fox)
"It Happened
Night" (Col.)..
(1st week-6Onedays)
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.)
(6 days)
"Broken
Dreams" (Monogram)
(7 days)

5,500
2,400
11,000
16,000
15,000
3,000
8,000
14,000
7,000
5,000

"This Side of Heaven" (MGM) and
"Bombay Mail" (U.)
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.)
"Bitter
Sweet" (Gaumont-British)
Div.)
and "Scaling Jong Song" (First
"Devil Tiger" (Fox) and
"Search(6 days)
for Beauty" (Para.)
"Nana" (U. A.)

5,900
3,800
1,90C

"Madame Spy" (U.)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)....
"Broken Dreams" (Monogram) and
"King of Wild Horses" (Col.)
"Six of a Kind" (Para.) and
"Sleepers East" (Fox)
(MGM)
"Queen(2ndChristina'
week)

7,500
4,000
1,900

■Son of Kong" (Radio)

14,000

4,600
5,000

"Once to Every Woman" (Col.).. 9,500
and (Giesterfield)
"Murder on the Campus"

5,900
5,000

'It Happened
(2nd week)One Night" (Col),. . . . 16.000
"The Song You Gave Me" (Col.).. 6,000
and "The Crosby Case" (Universal)
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 9,500
and "(jood Dame" (Paramount)
'Dark Hazard" (F. N.) and
5,000
"Ever Since Eve" (Fox)

"It Happened
(1st week)One Night" (Col.)..
"She Done Him Wrong" (Para.)
and "Midnight" (U.)
"Sons
the Desert"
"OrientofExpress"
(Fox)(MGM) and
"Eskimo" (MGM)

20,500
6,000

■Moulin Rouge' (U. A.)
"Bolero" (Paramount)

'Gallant Lady" (U. A.)
(3rd week)
'Queen Christina" (MGM)

7,000
22,500

"Man of Two Worlds" (Radio).... 3,250
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
7,500

"Roman(3rd Scandals"
(U. A.)
week)
"Carolina" (Fox)

3,250
6,000

6,500
20.000

10,000
8,000

Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c-35c
950 25c-50c
2,500 25c-50c

"It Happened
(2nd week)One Night" (Coi.).. 5.500
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
4.500
"Long
Lost
Father"
(Radio)
and..
5.000
"Devil's Playground" (S. R.)

"It Happened One Night" (Col.) 7,000
(1st week)
"Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio).... 4,000
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.)
6,000

Paramount

3,050 20c-30c

"No More Women" (Para.)

"You (MGM)
Can't Buy(6 Everything"
days)

5,000

5.000

High 4-8 "Should a Woman Tell?")
and "Speed Witness"
Demon"
Low 9-9 "Important
and (|f
"Sensation Hunters"
High 2-11 "The Mummy"
Low 10-21 "My Woman"
High
10-14 "Ladies
Must
Love"
Low 2-10-34
"Search
for Beauty"
and 1)
"From Headquarters"
High 10-28 "Pm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
High 3-25 "WhatI
Beer?" and )(
"BroadwayNo Bad"
Low 11-11 "The
Mad
Game"
and )j
"S.O.S. Iceberg"
High 8-26
12-30"The
"Roman
Scandals"
Low
Wrecker"
High 1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
Low 5-27 "Story of 'Temple Drake"

15,500
8,500
1,600
25,500
8.000
7,000
15,000
40,000
5,000
13,500
4.000
7,000
17,000
26,000
10,000
4,000

High
12-9 "The
"LittleRebel"..
Women"
Low 8-19
8,500
High
8-5
"Tugboat
Low 3-18 "From Hell Annie"
to Heaven" and ) 19,250
"Secret of Madame Blanche" ) 2,500
High 3-3-34 "It Happened One Night" 5,000
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
High 12-23
11-11 "If
"Footlight
3,000
Low
I Were Parade"
Free"
High 10-21 "Bureau
(6 days)of Missing Persons" 3,250
7,000
8,000
Low 2-24-34 "Mandalay"
and
"Easy to Love"
J1
4,000
9,000
High 1-13-34
1-7 "A "Dancing
Farewell Lady"
to Arms"
Low
(2nd run) 4,500
9,500

March
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WHAT

THE

DID

Columbia
FIGHTING CODE: Buck Jones— This picture holds
the box-office record for 10 and 15-cent nights. Nothing
moreHunerberg,
needs be Princess
said. Running
seven reels.Iowa.
— C.
V.
Theatre,time,
Parkersburg,
Gereral patronage.
FOG: Mary Brian, Donald Cook— A good mystery
picture, but too dark. Photography very poor. Played
Feb. 13-14-15.— Claud Thorp, Gem Theatre, Ryan,
Okla. Small town patronage.
FORBIDDEN TRAIL: Buck Jones— Average westem which seems to please the majority of my westem
patrons. — J. C. Darst, Dante, Dante, Va. General
patronage.
FURY OF THE JUNGLE: Donald Cook and Peggy
Shannon — Good program picture laid in jungle country. Excellent picture for Friday and Saturday.
Pleased 111.100 General
per cent.—
L. J. Bennet, Rialto Theatre,
Pekin,
patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren Wilgood. Played
Feb. 12-13.—
L. Landers. Landersliam—Plenty
Theatre.
Batesville,
Ark. W.Small
town
patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: Warren WiUiam, May Robson — Liberty certainly used their head when they gave
this picture four stars, for it certainly deserved it.
It is one of the sweetest pictures that I have ever
shown. It has everything, mass appeal. Cast excellent and dialogue very good. If Columbia continues
like this she will soon be at the top. Running time,
102 minutes.— J. C. Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante Va.
General patronage.
LET'S FALL IN LOVE: Edmund Lowe, Ann Sothern — Just fair. There will be no comments of importance on this. Ann Sothern overacts terribly, causaudience time,
reaction.
expect
in this
one.ing anRunning
sevenDon't
reels.—
C. V.much
Hunerberg,
Princess
Theatre,
Parkersburg,
Iowa.
General
patronage.
MAN'SthisCASTLE,
A: Spencer
Tracy,coldLoretta
— Ran
on a very
rainy and
SundayYoung
and
Monday and lost money on this one. I paid just
about twice what it was worth. The few people that
did come out to see this were not pleased. I personally could not find anything out of the ordinary in it.
Nothing but a plain program picture. Played Feb. 2526.— Hilliard J. Dubreuil, Fairland Theatre, White
Castle, Louisiana. Small town patronage.
NINTH GUEST, THE: Donald Cook— This outgrossed "Invisible Man" and we played it on 10- 15c
nights,
A nice
mystery
with
a little too.
different
twist"dressed
than theup"usual
run ofplay
mystery
plays. Running time, eight reels. — C. V. Hunerberg,
Princess Theatre, Parkersburg, Iowa. General patronage.
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN: Fay Wray, Walter
Cormolly — This is rather a hard picture to report on.
Some liked it, some said poor. Personally I thought
it a very good picture. Excellent photography. Played
Feb. 4-5.—
Thorp, Gen Theatre, Ryan, Okla.
Small
town Claud
patronage.
THRILL
Buck byJones—
good
picture,
but HUNTER,
Columbia willTHE:
do better
keepingA Buck
Jones in westerns. No drawing power. People want
to see western actors in western plays. Played Feb.
9-10.—
Qaud Thorp, Gen Theatre, Ryan, Okla. Small
town patronage.
THRILL HUNTER, THE: Buck Jones— A real
my western
Digressed
quite
a"Thrill
bit fromHunter"
typical forwesterns.
Buck fans.
appears
pretty timid
in this picture, and while there were thrills and a few
bandits, there were no stage coach robberies nor wild
Apaches. As something different should hold interest.
Running
— Tony patronage.
Balducci, Avon Theatre, time,
Canastota,58 N.minutes.
Y. General
First National
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Bette Davis,
Pat O'Brien — Aallswell
laughs.
entertainment
the picture.
way, but Plenty
I thinkof the
title Good
kept
people away. — Jack Greene, Geneseo Theatre, Geneseo.
111. Small town patronage.
BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS: Bette Davis,
Lewis Stone — Something new and different in pictures.
Keeps moving fast from start to finish, while it is
quite episodic. As the story demands, it is tied with
romance that holds together nicely. It combines comedy
with thrills and surprises. Business above average. —
J. E. Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
CONVENTION CITY: Joan Blondell, Dick Powell
—toA best
verybusiness
nice comedy
Atlantic
City. Played
Played
since laid
last in
Easter
(Sunday).

PICTURE
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N this, the exhibitor's own department, the theatremen of the
nation serve one another with information on the box office performance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
^hat the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1790 Broadway. New York
Jan.
R. Partlow,
Ohio Theatre, Tippecanoe
City, 28.—
Ohio.James
General
patronage.
FEMALE: Ruth Chatterton, George Brent— A very
interesting picture. Gave splendid satisfaction. Story
great and Chatterton can act. All say the best she
has made to date. Played Feb. 20.— Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell — Nice picture with no advance. No business first
day, but the word of mouth advertising turned out a
nice gross on the second day. Running time, 62 minutes. Played Feb. 14-15.— Walter Beymer, Lido Theatre, Providence, Ky. Small town patronage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Lyle Talbot — This is a wow of a comedy picture.
Very funny. Pleased them all. A great cast of good
actors.—ville.Bert
Silver,andSilver
Theatre, GreenMich. Town
countryFamily
patronage.
LITTLE GIANT, THE: Edward G. Robinson— Undoubtedly one of the snappiest, fastest, up-to-the-minute pictures produced lately. Although we played this
rather late, I would advise any one to play it who
hasn't
done Every
so. Every
of dialogue
carries
a swellas
wisecrack.
word line
in this
picture was
as plain
if the players were there in person. Edward G. Robinson is great as well as the rest of the cast. Warners
certainly can make the pictures. Running time, 74
minutes.
J. C. Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va.
General —patronage.
SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown— Hurrah for
Joe! Think this is the best Joe Brown yet, Plenty of
comedy situations and are taken care of admirably
by the sailor himself. — Jack Greene, Geneseo Theatre,
Geneseo, 111. Small town patronage.
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro—
This is one wonderful picture. A great story and
well acted and directed. Should be played in schools
and churches. A lesson the youngsters need and the
old ones will like it. Played Feb. 16. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and
country patronage.
Fox
ADORABLE: Janet Gaynor, Henry Caret — Very
pleasing picture. A few did not care for it, but we
had more people come to us to tell us what a good
picture it was than on any picture in a long time.
Herbert Mundin very good as the comedian. Personally, thought Janet Gaynor exceptionally good in
this
— M. C.
Howe, Erskine Theatre, Erskine,
Minn. one.General
patronage.
AS HUSBANDS GO: Warner Baxter— Just a fair
program picture. No comments either way. Baxter
has
made much
better.
Played Parkersburg,
Jan. 20-21. — C.Iowa.V.
Hunerberg,
Princess
Theatre,
General patronage.
BEST OF ENEMIES: Marian Nixon, Buddy Rogers
— One of the most entertaining and pleasing pictures
we have played in a long time. In fact, we can say
it is the best picture we have played from Fox the
past year. Frank Morgan contributes much to this
one. It is one of those pictures that for some reason
or other goes over better with the patrons than most
so-called specials. If you have not played it, we believe you are making a mistake in not doing so if
you can still
get aMinn.
good print.
— M.patronage.
C. Howe, Erskine
Theatre,
Erskine,
General
CAROLINA: Janet Gaynor, Lionel Barrymore —
Don't turebethatafraid
of thisreleased
one. It's
far the best
picFox has
underby present
contract.
Every one pleased with it and drew some extra business in the face of the worst blizzard of the year.

Barrymore and Stephin Fetchit almost steal the show.
Running
reels. Played
Feb. 18-19.
R. W.
Hickman, time,
LyricnineTheatre,
Greenville,
111. — General
patronage.
CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE: Warner
Oland, Heather Angel — Satisfactory. We played it
Christmas week, and it drew the smallest business of
the year. It is nothing to rave about, but it is not
a poorkine,picture.
— M. C.patronage.
Howe, Erskine Theatre, ErsMinn. General
DOCTOR BULL: Will Rogers— A very good picture
with Will Rogers in a different role. It pleased about
90 per
cent. According
to this picture,
can't see time,
that
he
is slipping
as some exhibitors
think. I Running
77 minutes. Played Feb. 9-10.— J. C. Darst, Dante
Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
FRONTIER MARSHAL: George O'Brien— This is
not just a western. It's much more and what a cast
they
put into
it. Stepthaton like
thiswestern
one anddramas.
you'll
please have
all classes
of people
TTiis O'Brien
is
gaining
in
popularity.
—
C.
V.
Hunerberg, Princess Theatre, Parkersburg, Iowa. General
patronage.
HOLD ME TIGHT: Sally Eilers and James DunnVery good. Young and old alike were pleased. If you
have not played it, pick it up. Well balanced with
comedy, action and drama. Frank McHugh certainly
adds
to this one. That boy is good. — M. C.
ronage.much
Howe,
Erskine Theatre, Erskine, Minn. General patBow, and
Richard
Cromwell—
will
beHOOPLA:
about all Clara
for Clara,
Cromwell
was This
decidedly
Ham in this one. The audience did not go for her
and hence business was down. As an emotional actress she is a washout. Why they waste good film
with trying to bring back Clara Bow is beyond me.
I know of a dozen girls that we see in small supparts thatTheatre,
have itColumbia
all over City,
Bow. —Ind.
A. E.General
Hancock,portingColumbia
patronage.
I AM SUZANNE: Lilian Harvey, Gene RaymondInterestingHowever,
picture played
nice marionettes
Sunday -Monday
business.
there is totooa much
and
not
enough Harvey.
Dotime,
not 85think
it ratesPlayed
with "My
Weakness."
Running
minutes.
Feb.
11-12. — Walter Beymer, Lido Theatre, Providence, Ky.
Small town patronage.
ORIENT EXPRESS: Norman Foster— This is a
fairly
goodin picture,
but won't
draw With
a dime's
worth ofof
business
any man's
theatre.
exception
Foster,
every
mother's
son
are
foreigners
and their
the
great American jubilee absolutely refuse to pay
good money to see them. Wonder what has become
of all the American actors. Running time, seven reels.
Played Feb. 27-28.— R. W. Hickman, Lyric Theatre,
Greenville, 111. General patronage.
PADDY, THE NEXT BEST THING: Janet Gaynor,
Warner
usualdoes
Gaynor
picture.
as
if all Baxter
Warner— The
Baxter
in this
one isIt toseems
add
attraction for the women. I don't know of but one
picture
he really
did heact was
in. aThat
was "FortySecond that
Street."
In that
different
Baxter
altogether.
Running
time,
76
minutes.
—
J.
C. Darst,
Dante Theatre, Dante. Va. General patronage.
POWER AND THE GLORY, THE: Spencer Tracy,
Colleen Moore — If you can get them in, your patrons
will like it. It has a good story and it is well told.
Rather a new way in telling it and apparently a way
that will have to be soaked into the public before
they will 111.accept
Jack patronage.
Greene, Geneseo Theatre,
Geneseo,
Smallit. —town
SMOKE LIGHTNING: George O'Brien— Very good
western. Mason
Fair business.
— Roy town
W.
Adams,
Theatre. Played
Mason, Jan.
Mich.26-27.Small
patronage.
SMOKY: Victor Jory— Billed as "The best horse
story yet" — and as such, is very good. Main difficulty
is
getting James
public to believe
it Ohio
is notTheatre,
"just another
western."—
Partlow,
Tippecanoe City, Ohio. R.
General
patronage.
CHEATING BLONDES: Thelma Todd— Well, this
picture was terrible.Majestic
Played it on a double bill and
got out alive, but it is too bad we have to show this
kind tureofin it.
picture.
I
could
one redeeming
I wonder justnothowfindgreen
they think feawe
are out in the sticks. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
M-G-M
CHIEF, THE: Ed Wynn— Would make an excellent
three-reel comedy. Running time. 60 minutes. Played
Feb. 2-3.— Ivan W. Rowley, Ward Theatre, Pismo
Beach, Cal. General patronage.
DANCING LADY: Joan Crawford, Clark GableWill please them all. Well made and not a slow
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mument, which is characteristic of many MGM films.
That gal Crawford is an actress. Running time, 90
minutes. Played Feb. 18-19-20.— Ivan W. Rowley,
Ward Theatre, Pismo Beach, Cal. General patronage.
FUGITIVE LOVERS: Robert Montgomery, Madge
Evans — Good entertainment. Not big, but pleasing.
Running
time,Lark
78 minutes.
Feb. 9-10.—
W.
IMattecheck,
Theatre, Played
McMinnville,
Ore. M.Local
patronage.
GOING HOLLYWOOD: Marion Davies, Bing Crosby— A dandy picture and 100 per cent entertainment.
Running
time,Lark
79 minutes.
Feb. 18-20.—
W.
.Mattecheck,
Theatre. Played
McMinnville,
Ore. M.Local
patronage.
HER SWEETHEART
(CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
MariedidDressier,
Barryniore
good picture
that
not draw.Lionel
Running
time, 87— Aminutes.
Played
Feb. 4-5-6.— M. W. Mattecheck, Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
Durante—
AsMEET
silly asTHEtheyBARON:
can makeJack
them,Pearl,
.but Jimmy
it brought
out a
record breaking kid attendance and adults were also
above average. Ran this with a double, "The College Coach,"share
but Iofgive
the Baron"
for
the largest
the "Meet
attendance
as we credit
have had
good football pictures before with average results. —
J. E. Stocker, Myrtle Theatre, Detroit. Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Max
Baer, Myrna
Houston
A mighty
good
picture,
but didLoy,
not Walter
draw after
the — first
show. Took
an
awful
flop
at
the
box-of?ice.
I
can't
explain
I call it one of the most entertaining pictures weit.
have played. But prize fighting has no drawing in
this town and that is all I can lay it to. Played Feb.
18. — BertTownSilver.
Theatre, Greenville,
Mich.
and Silver
country Family
patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Max
Baer, Myrna Loy. Walter Huston — A real picture that
will please every one, even the ladies if you can get
them in on it. Business poor due to the coldest
weather in years. Played Feb. 26-27. — Fred M. Elkin,
Carolina Theatre. Lexington, N. C. General patronage.
SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE?: Alice Brady, Lionel
Barrymore, Conway Tearle — A high-class sophisticated drama for midweek showing. This is more for
the women than for the men. Clever dialogue and
situations. Conway Tearle does fine work in this.
Alice Brady has a swell part and I might add that
Lionel Barrymore is at his best. Business a good
average.
— J. E. Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
STAGE MOTHER: Alice Brady— Fair. Brady has
no draw. People do not seem to care for her. Running time, 87Lark
minutes.
Feb. 14-15.Ore.
— M.Local
W.
Mattecheck,
Theatre,Played
McMinnville,
patrona.ge.

and patrons acclaimed it in .great numbers. Carole
Lombard is great (except one scene where she tried
to go La Hepburn with her hair, and why?) Frances
Drake very, very good, and Sally Rand does nicely
in an inofifensive way. Wesley Ruggles handled direction superb. Congrats, Paramount; you've given us
a picture in "Bolero." Running time. 83 minutes.
Played inson,Feb.
25. — Joepatronage.
Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre, Rob111. General
CRADLE SONG: Dorothea Wieck— One of the
sweetest pictures I have ever seen. Pleased every
one that saw it. Don't pass this one up. It will draw
anywhere.
Played White
Feb. 22.Castle.
— Hilliard
Dubreuil,
Fairyland Theatre,
La. J.Small
town
patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Gary Cooper, Fredric
March, Miriam Hopkins — Failed to hear one good
comment on it. Flopped at the box ofifice and the few
that saw it failed to appreciate it. Maybe it's good.
I18-19.
don't— E.know.
Running time,
88 minutes.
PlayedCenterFeb.
Holmquist,
Broadway
Theatre,
ville,
S. D. E.General
patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Personally,
thought it very fine. Lots of remarks that did not
fit
with my Geneseo,
judgment,111.though.
seo inTheatre,
Small— Jack
town Greene.
patronage.Gene-

Monogram
RANGERS'
CODE:
Bob Steele—
ern. Lots of riding, fighting,
and Athegood
Nero fair
getswestthe
Girl, and there you are. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre.
Greenville,
Mich.
Town
and
country
patronage.
SIXTEEN FATHOMS DEEP: Sally O'Neil,
Creighton Chaney — Much better than expected. Recording good. Good for a Saturday spot. Running
time, 63Theatre,
minutes.Pismo
Played
Feb.Cal.2-3. —General
Ivan W.patronage.
Rowley,
Ward
Beach,
Paramount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry, Edna
May Oliver.
Jackchildren.
Oakie, Gary
Here notis alike
goodit
picture
for the
The Cooper
adults — will
and if you are a wise exhibitor you will run this one
for a kiddie matinee. We played this on our bargain
day and pleased all of the kids, but the adults all
kicked on it. even though it was bargain day. Too
bad Paramount should waste so much money and so
many stars on such a picture as this. Business good.
Running time, 75 minutes. Played Feb. 23. — J. J.
.VIedford. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry— Am
sorry to report contrary to opinions of many other
e.xhibitors. Sell this picture. Run a teaser trailer
three weeks in advance of screening. Educate the
pulilic as to who are behind those masks. The picture
is really wonderful. I believe that there have been
ttHi many non-encouraging reports and the exhibitor
has passed up a wonderful opportunity to cash in. TTie
first picture I have ever run an extra day, and the
first I have single featured in nine months. My third
day (final) was greater than average, and total gross
was the biggest I have ever had on any picture.
Educate the masses, and sell it. There's money in
"Alice."
Running
time. 75N.minutes.
— Tony patronage.
Balducci,
.Avon
Theatre,
Canastota,
Y. General
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry, Jack
Oakie,
Neither
fish or
noradults.
fowl.
Does notGary
makeCooper
a hit— Poor.
with either
children
Running time, 75 minutes. Played Feb. 1-2. — M. W.
.Mattechek, Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local
patronage.
BOLERO: George Raft— Get set, gang. A new
\'alentino
born.realHe'sopportunity
been born toforsnow
some it.time,
but
this
is hisisfirst
If this
picture
don't
set
George
Raft
as
a
real
star
with
the
public, nothing will. I expected much from all the
advance ballyhoo. Believe me, I was not disappointed
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EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT: Douglas Montgomery,
Dorothy Wilson — Screened this, but did not play it.
We may be a little old-fashioned, but we still like
to show
pictures
that our young
can seetake
with-a
out being
embarrassed.
When people
they must
young girl in trouble to make a play of we say materialwaymustTheatre.
be running
short.S.— E.D. E.General
Holmquist,
BroadCenterville,
patronage.
GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM: Charles Farrell, MarChurchill, Charles
This onecomedy
offers
only fair guerite
entertainment.
It isRuggles
a light— romantic
localed in Paris. Plenty of comedy. However, our
patrons did not like it. It is just another program
picture and is suitable for the whole family. Paramount pictures are on the downslide. Played one
day to only a fair business. Running time, 75 minPlayed N.Feb.C. 21. General
— J. J. Medford,
tre,utes.Oxford,
patronage.Orpheum TheaGOLDEN HARVEST: Chester Morris— Some good
bits in this, but the crop reduction propaganda didn't
get
from myTheatre,
farmers.Mason,
PlayedMich.
Feb. Small
2-3. —
Roy any
W. applause
Adams. Mason
town patronage.
HELL AND HIGH WATER: Richard Arlen, Judith
Allen — A nice little picture. Some laughs and action
and
a pretty
story 111.
all Small
around. town
— Jackpatronage.
Greene.
Geneseo
Theatre,good
Geneseo,
HIS DOUBLE LIFE: Lillian Gish— Isn't it funny
how good
can aremakemadesomeby pictures and ahowproducing
utterly company
poor others
the
same company? This is one of the poor ones. Lillian
Gish bleabout
the
only
American
in
it
and
what
a
terricomeback for her. Running time, seven reels.
Played Feb.111.20-21.—
R. W.
Hickman. Lyric Theatre.
(Ireenville.
General
patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— Good business. Some
like her and some don't, but they seem to come, anyway. Played Feb. 25-26. — Roy W. Adams, Mason
Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
LAST ROUND-UP, THE: Randolph Scott— Did better business
than Seems
any feature
I've had from
Paramount in weeks.
to me Paramount
has slipped
in the last two months. Played Feb. 16-17. — E. E.
Holmquist. Broadway Theatre. Centerville, S. D. General patronage.
LAST ROUND-UP, THE: Randolph Scott— While
is justandanother
Zaneit Grey
picture don't
athismistake
just play
on Saturday.
Becausemakeof
the title and the popularity of the song, it has a
great draw. I believe it will stand two days in any
medium or small sized town. However, in your advertising tie up with the song by including "Git Along
for Owners
Motion

and

M.anagers

Picture

Tlieatre Accounting
Tells all the facts about your
business each week — receipts,
film costs, advertising, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc.
Lasts a full year and you do
not need to be a bookkeeper to
use it.
A complete, concise aid to
profits at the cost of a blank
book
Can be started at any time.

LEY BOOKSHOP
OD QUIG1790
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^
NEW BROAD
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YORK, WAY
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Little Doggie,
(jit Along."
Played
Joe
Hewitt,
Lincoln Theatre,
Robinson,
111. Feb.
General4. — patronage.
MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN: Dorothea
Wieck — Good for picture of its kind. Not the best
of entertainment. Propaganda against kidnaping. Running time, 69Lark
minutes.
Feb. 16-17.—
W.
Mattecheck,
Theatre,Played
McMinnville,
Ore.M.Local
patronage.
MYSTERIOUS RIDER, THE: Kent Taylor— We
picked up this old one to fill in a date It is fair entertainment. IreadMy Zane
Grey's
a few years ago.
memory
may "Mysterious
be poor, butRider"
I did
not
recognize
the
story
in
this
picture.
— M. patronage.
C. Howe.
Erskine Theatre, Erskine, Minn. General
NO MORE WOMEN: Edmund Lowe, Sally Blane,
Victor McLaglen — No story, no direction, no business.
Ihis is one of the worst pictures we have ever had
from Paramount and we have had some pretty bad
ones this year. Would advise you to cancel this one
as your Lowe and McLaglen fans will be badly disM. Elkin,
Carolina Theatre, Lexington,ap ointN.ed.— Fred
C. General
patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Haley, Jack Oakie-Another good musical which somehow did not draw as
expected. A satisfactory show for any spot. Played
Feb. 6-7. — James R. Partlow, Ohio Theatre, Tippecanoe City, Ohio. General patronage.
SIX OF A KIND: Charles Ruggles, W. C. Fields,
George
Allen — Nice picture,
but no
knockout.Burns,
Good Gracie
clean entertainment.
All performers
fine except Fields. He chalked his cue too long. Will
satisfycolnallTheatre,
classes.
Played111.Feb.General
18. — Joepatronage.
Hewitt, LinRobinson,
TAKE A CHANCE: James Dunn, Cliff EdwardsPoor excuse for musical. Good comedy. Good numbers poorly presented. No business. Running time,
82
minutes.Providence,
Played Feb.
Theatre.
Ky. 22-23.—
SmallWalter
town Beymer,
patronage.Lido
TILLIE AND GUS: W. C. Fields, Alisoii Skipworth
—An amusing farce to slim business, coid weather.
Played
Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason, Feb.
Mich. 11-12.—
SmallRoytownW. patronage.
TO THE LAST MAN: Randolph Scott— A well
made western. Killed them all off, but the cameraman. Fair business on Friday and Saturday — that is,
fair for these days. Saturday hasn't meant anything
here
for
last five
years.Mason,
PlayedMich.
MarchSmall
2-3. — town
Roy
W. Adams,the Mason
Theatre,
patrona.ge.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier— This is
a very pleasing comedy drama, but cold weather killed
my business. Played Jan. 28-29.— Roy W. Adams,
Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
RKO
ACE OF ACES: Richard Dix— A mighty fine
picture.
GaveSilver
goodFamily
satisfaction.
Feb. Mich.
22. —
Bert
Theatre, Played
Greenville,
Town Silver,
and country
patronage.
ACE OF ACES: Richard Dix— Failed to draw on
Friday and Saturday. A very good air picture but
not enough action for our Saturday fans. They
want westerns here. Running time, seven reels.
Played Feb. 23-24.— E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre,
Wagoner, Okla. Small town patronage.
'EM BACK
Frank
is BRING
an excellent
picture ALIVE:
of its kind,
but Buck—
I tookThisa
terrible beating on it, partly owing to cold weather.
Played
W. patronage.
Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason, Jan.
Mich. 30-31.—
SmallRoytown
CROSSFIRE:
western
picture Tom
from Keene—
RKO. -And
Thisstillhasanother
plentygoodof
action, thrills and fighting. It is a good story and
should please all western fans. In addition to the
regulai western story, this one has a wrestling match
with Edgar Kennedy as the winner. Kennedy also
supplies many, laughs and adds considerably to the
entertainment. Played one day to good business.
Running time, 55 minutes. Played Feb. 24. — J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
DOUBLE HARNESS: William Powell, Ann
Harding — Good picture, bad weather, business just
so-so.
— Roy town
W. Adams,
Theatre. Played
Mason, Feb.
Mich. 4-5. Small
patronage.Mason
EMERGENCY CALL: Bill Boyd, Wynne Gibson
—This seemed to please very well, although it is
nothing more than a fair program picture, no more,
no less. The operating sequence was by far the
outstanding part in the whole picture. Below average
business. Running time, 60 minutes. — J. C. Darst,
Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
FLYING DEVILS: Bruce Cabot, Ralph Bellamy.
Arline
do. Played
23-24.—
Roy town
W.
Adams, Judge—
Mason It'll
Theatre,
Mason, Feb.
Mich.
Small
patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio, Gene
Raymond,
Raul Roulien
wonderful
picture.
lot
of
new features
in this— Aone.
Splendid
musicA and
dancing. You will have to see it to appreciate the
bigness
of it. But
many have
bigmusical pictures
in thethere
pasthave
few been
months,so they
lost their drawing power here. This is one of the
best we have played. Played Feb. 25. — Bert Silver.
Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and
country patronage.
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FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio, Gene
Raymond—
Justextra
the advertising
thing for aandbilious
l3o
a little
watchbox-office.
results.
.■\
musical
unusual
and
pleases
'em.
time,
S7 minutes. Played Feb. 4-5-6. — IvanRunning
W. Rowley,
Ward Theatre. Pismo Beach. Cal. General patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio, Gene
Raymond, Ginger
A good Will
musical
not
outstanding.
MusicRogers
not —catchy.
get but
a little
extra business. Running time. 90 minutes. Played
l-"eh. 11-12-13.—Ore.M. Local
W. Mattecheck,
.Mc.Minnville,
patronage. Lark Theatre,
IF I WERE FREE: Irene Dunne, Nils Asther,
Clive Brook — Dodge this one if you can. Too draggy.
Running
time, 65Theatre,
minutes.
Played
Feb. Cal.
1. — Ivan
W.
Rowley, Ward
Pismo
Beach,
General
patronage.
IF I WERE FREE: Irene Dunne, Qive BrookVery slow in action and so-so in entertainment. One
a year like this one is enough. Running time, 67
minutes.
Played
Feb. 21-22.—
W. Mattecheck,
Lark
Theatre.
McMinuville,
Ore.M. Local
patronage.
IF 1 WERE FREE: Irene Dunne— Another well
acted "triangle" which failed to draw. Well staged
and directed. Played Jan. 21-22. — James R. Partlow,
Ohio Theatre, Tippecanoe City, Ohio. General
patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— Extra
good show with wonderful drawing power, more, I
believe, because of the book than because of anything
so superhuman in the picture itself. We have shown
many a picture just as good or better, but absolutely
none with such drawing power. Running time, 107
minutes. Played Feb. 21-22-23.— E. E. Warner, Opera
House, Augusta, Wis. General patronage.
MELODY CRUISE: Phil Harris, Charles Ruggles
— A sprightly comedy that seemed to please. Played
Jan. 21-22. — Roy W. Adams. Mason Theatre, Mason,
Mich. Small town patronage.
MORNING GLORY: Katharine Hepburn. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. — Superb art but not much box-office.
Played Feb. 18-19.— Roy W. Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason. Mich. Small town patronage.
SON OF KONG: Robert Armstrong, Helen Mack
—The
Not last
as good
goodhang
at that.
reel aswill"King
makeKong"
theirbuteyes
out.
Running time, 70 minutes. Played Feb. 9-10. — Ivan
VV. Rowley, Ward Theatre, Pismo Beach, Cal.
(ieneral patronage.
SWEEPINGS:
LionelandBarry
— A butvery
picture.
Great acting
finemore
story
did fine
not
draw film rental. Satisfied all that seen it. — Bert
Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
Town and country patronage.
TWO ALONE: Jean Parker, Tom Brown— A slow
moving ositstory
punch.obnoxious
This baby
ion on the without
screen ismuch
becoming
and propthink
it time producers called a halt. No business. Played
Feb. 23-24.— E. E. Holmquist, Broadway Theatre,
Centerville, S. D. General patronage.
United Artists
BITTER SWEET; ^Vnna Neagle, Fernand Graavey
—Another
foreign-made
shouldandbe many
paid
for and shelved.
Not onepicture
good that
comment
walkouts. Just a waste of film. Why do producers
insist upon importing pictures from England when
they are so inferior to our own productions? Played
Feb. 28-March 1.— L. J. Bennet, Rialto Theatre,
Pekin, 111. General patronage.
BLOOD MONEY: George Bancroft, Frances Dee
— Production casted with all the old land marks of
Hollywood. In the words of Al Jolson you may
describe the picture very easily, "You ain't seen
nothin' yet." Running time too long and should
'have
beenMo. released.
— A. patronage.
J. Simmons, Plaza
Theatre,never
Lamar,
General
BOWERY, THE: Wallace Beery, George -Raft.
Jackie
— 'Very
picture.
It's direction,
the old
Bowery Cooper
days with
cast,good
costumes,
settings,
etc., perfect. While but few people way out here
in the West have ever seen the old Bowery days,
still the story, the songs, etc., appealed to them
and even the children liked it. I have been on the
Bowery way back in 1906 and 1908, and personally I
enjoyed this picture immensely. I did not quite
break even. If you can buy this picture right my
advice is to run it, as it is really good and will
please.— S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
Town and rural patronage.
YES, MR. BROWN: Jack Buchanan— One awful
flop.
It'sofa the
shame
to flaunt
the face
paying
public. pictures
Just a like
mess. this
— Jackin
Greene, Geneseo Theatre, Geneseo, 111. Small town
patronage.
Universal
BELOVED: John Boles, Gloria Stuart— A truly
heautiful picture but why are there so few people
left that appreciate something worth while like this?
Roles and Stuart at their best and can Boles sing.
Running time. 82 minutes. Played Feb. 11-12.— E. E.
Holmquist. Broadway Theatre, Centerville. S, D.
General patronage.
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Lowe— O. K. Pleases
those who like to follow the story closely and keep
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their minds working. No comedy relief, so see that
you
have Howe,
plenty of good comedy in your shorts. —
M.
C.
General
patronage. Erskine Theatre, Erskine, Minn.
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Luwe- A fairly good
mystery drama which seemed to please. Played Feb.
16-17.
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich.
Small — Roy
townW.patronage.
Luka.s—
A BY
veryCANDLELIGHT:
light comedy dramaElissa
that Landi,
seemed Paul
to give
good
satisfaction.
Ru:uiing
time.
seven
reels.
—
Ilunerberg, Princess Theatre, Parkersburg, C.Iowa.V.
General patronage.
CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE: Lew Ayres, June
Knight — This seemed to please, from the comments.
"It has some hot lines and situations. Played Feb.
27-28.— Roy W. Adams. Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich.
Small town patronage.
DON'T BET ON LOVE: Lew Ayres, Ginger
Rogers — Good picture. Ginger Rogers is certainly
miscast
in this.would
She have
can't fit
playthisthatrolekindperfectly
of a part.
Marian Nixon
but
who are we to offer suggestions or to criticize in
this
way.
—
M.
C.
Howe.
Erskine
Theatre,
Erskine,
Minn. General patronage.
GUN JUSTICE: Ken Maynard — A very good
western. Lots of action. A regular Saturday nighter.
—Bert
Silver,andSilver
Theatre, Greenville,
Mich. Town
countryFamily
patrtaiage.
HER FIRST MATE: Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts
—Not as good as some other pictures we have had
from these stars but pleased our family night patronage. Running time, seven reels. Played Feb. 21-22.
— E. D.patronage.
Luna, Cozy Theatre, Wagoner, Okla. Small
town
INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Raines— A very
unusual picture, but a big flop at the box-office,
even
with strong
much for
e-xtrathis
advertising.
My people
don't
go very
type of picture.
Running
time.
seven
reels.
—
C.
'V.
Hunerber^,
Princess
Theatre, Parkersburg, Iowa. General patronage.
INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Raines, Gloria
Stuart
Slightly
disappointed
as business
picture
were —just
average.
Running
time, 70and minutes.
Played Feb. 14-15.— Ivan W. Rowley, Ward Theatre.
Pismo Beach, Cal. General patronage.
KING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris— This is a
very excellent
acting
acters. Ends program.
sad. You Splendid
can bank
on by
thisallonechar-as
being above the average program picture. Running
time, eight reels. Played Jan. 30-31. C. V.
Hunerberg, Princess Theatre, Parkersburg,^ Iowa.
General patronage.
KING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris— Well
made,
but Adams,
rather depressing.
Played Mason,
Jan. 19-20.
Roy W.
Alason Theatre,
Mich.—
Small town patronage.
KING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris, Helen
Twelvetrees — Good. Lots of comedy and pep all the
way throuph. However, the ending did not please.
Most of those who commented on the picture told
us so, but could offer no suggestion as to how they
would have ended it. The hero generally manages to
find some way out before the end of the picture,
so
tookdo theso patrons
whenreelshe
failedit to
in this "oft'
one. their
The feet"
last two
powerfully dramatic. Tears were in evidence everywhere, men and women alike. Acting in this one
very good. — M. C. Howe. Erskine Theatre, Erskine.
Minn. General patronage.
KING OF JAZZ: Paul Whiteman and Band, Bing
Crosby,tion. Sisters
Bolesout— Awhywonderful
It is hardG. toJohn
figure
it reallyproducis so
good and pleases so well. There is positively no
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sign of a story or plot. Just singing, dancing, good
music
pass this
one up.in
It is and
hard wonderful
to believecolor.
that Don't
a picture
produced
the early days of talking pictures can come back
this way, but the evidence is there. M. C. Howe,
Erskine Theatre, Er.skinc, Minn. General patronage.
LOVE, merville,
HONOR
SumZasu Pitts AND
— FairlyOH,goodBABY!:
comedy Slim
but really
not good enough to stand up as the feature on the
program. Should be on a double bill or have plenty
of good shorts with it. Not outright smutty, but
suggestive in places. However, Slim can get away
with it without offending. — M. C. Howe, Erskine
Theatre, Erskine, Minn. General patronage.
MADAME SPY: Fay Wray and Nils Asther—
Very good picture. However, it is heavy enough and
has to be followed closely to keep up with it. We
had plenty of good comments on it. Asther and
Wray both excellent. Use plenty of good shorts
with it satisfaction.
(comedy and— M.musical)
and Erskine
you'll give
your
patrons
C. Howe.
Theatre,
Erskine, Minn. General patronage.
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS: Mary Brian,
Leo Carrillo — This is a little old. but if you play
them
your bargain
niles you'll
make
some onmoney.
This pulled
them get
in byandandpleased.
Running time, nine reels. — C. V. Hunerberg, Princess
Theatre, Parkersburg, Iowa. General patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna
Damerell
about Ted
507(,.Healy
The print
had
was very— Only
poorlypleased
recorded.
very Igood,
but the radio stars were not so hot on the screen.
Build this one up with good shorts because it has
poor drawing power otherwise. Running time, 68
minutes. Played Feb. 9-10. — W. F. Diestelmeier,
Lena Theatre, Lena, 111. Small town patronage.
S. O. S. ICEBERG: Rod La Rocque— A wonderful
picture of its kind. Some of the reels very short as
it was a nine-reel picture. Did not do any extra
business as it was too cold to see a picture of this
kind when I played it. Running time, 70 minutes.
Played Feb. 16-17. — W. F. Diestelmeier, Lena Theatre,
Lena, 111. Small town patronage.
STRAWBERRY ROAN: Ken Maynard— Good western. Fair business considering the cold weather.
Played Feb. 20-21.— Roy W. Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
Warner
EVER IN MY HEART: Barbara Stanwyck- Very
sad but also entertaining. Ladies seemed to go for
it. Too many deaths. First the boy, then the dog,
and
to top
it oft" the parents
knockGreene,
themselves
off
at the
finish.
title. — Jack
Geneseo
Theatre,
Geneseo, Poor
111. Small
town patronage.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: James Cagney, Joan
Blondell, Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler — All this picture
lacks being a perfect picture is this: Should just
have added Ned Sparks and Myrna Loy instead of
two that were not so hot. Figure this out yourself.
And if the water scene had been in color what a
picture it would have been. Songs hot, acting good,
in tact the best musical I have had the pleasure of
running. Played Feb. 26-27. — W. L. Landers, Landers
Theatre. Batesville, Ark. Small town patronage.
HAUNTED GOLD: John Wayne— A good western.
Played Jan. 16-17.— Roy W. Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
MAN FROM MONTERY, THE: John Wayne— All
Ji>hn Wayne features have plenty of action and
always a good story. A good western for the
western fans. Running time, 57 minutes. — J. C.
Darst, Dante Theatre, Dante, Va. General patronage.
MAYOR OF HELL, THE: James Cagney— Excellent picture. Cagney fits this perfectly and we have
never liked Cagney before in those that we have seen
him
stoodthisoutrather
"like late
a million
this. in.
We Heplayed
but aredollars"
glad wein
picked
it
up.—
M.
C.
Howe,
Erskine
Theatre,
Erskine,
Minn. General patronage.
PRIVATE DETECTIVE 62: William Powell— An
interesting drama with Powell doing his usual good
work. Played Jan. 23-24.— Roy W. Adams, Mason
Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
World Wide
TRAILING THE KILLER: Francis McDonald.
Caesar, the wolf dog — A great animal picture w.ell
made and where they like animal pictures, this will
check up with any of them. Played on a double
hill with a western and pleased a Saturday crowd,
and
they liked
Silver Family
Theatre,
Greenville.
Mich.it. — Bert
TownSilver.
and country
patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
LOVE IN TENTS: Smith and Dale— This is just
another comedy. Entirely too silly to be good and
a poor story. We had many patrons come out and
kick on this one. Running time. 20 minutes. — J. J.
Medford. Orpheum Theatre. Oxford. N. C. General
patronage.
Educational
ENCHANTED TRAIL: Romantic Journeys— A
travel-tour through the Grand Canyon. Entirely in
color and received many comments. Beautiful
scenery and excellent photography. Running time.
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one reel.canoe—City,James
Partlow,patronage.
Ohio Theatre, TippeOhio. R. General
NIGHT DUTY: Harry Langdon— A very funny
comedy.ville,— Bert
Silver,andSilver
Familypatronage.
Theatre, GreenMich. Towrn
country
M-G-M
BEDTIME WORRIES: Our Gang--This is a
dandy. Entertainment in every foot. Spanky is
dandy.
RunningTheatre,
time, 21McMinnville,
minutes. — M. Ore.
W. Mattecheck, Lark
Local
patronage.
BEER AND PRETZELS: Musical Revues— Just
an
gone wrong.
21 minutes.Ore.—
M. effort
W. Mattecheck,
Lark Running
Theatre, time,
McMinnville,
Lfjcal patronage.
BUSY BODIES: Laurel and Hardy— One of the
funniest comedies we ever played. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and
country patronage.
CHINAMAN'S
A: Flip the
very
good cartoonCHANCE,
comedy, featuring
Flip Frog—
as theA
police. Plenty of laughs and is sure to please
everyone. We would like to have more like this one.
Running
— J. J. Medford,
Theatre, time,
Oxford,nine N.minutes.
C. General
patronage.Orpheum
FINE FEATHERS: Oddities— A dandy single reel
in color. Very entertaining. Running time, 9
minutes. — M. W. Mattecheck, Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
MIDSUMMER MUSH: Charley Chase— A good
funny comedy.
, Silver,
Theatre,
Greenville,
Mich.— BertTown
and Silver
countryFamily
patronage.
OLIVER THE EIGHTH: Laurel and HardyGreat.
It's patrons
a real laugh.
pleasureThis
to is
runonecomedies
that
make your
of the best
comedies of the new series. — S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho. Town and rural patronage.
Paramount
BETTY
BOOP'S
This
was an exceptionally KERCHOO:
good cartoon. Talkatoons—
Running time,
one reel. — M. C. Howe, Erskine Theatre, Erskine,
Minn. General patronage.
BLOW ME DO'WN: Popeye the Sailor— I like to
use cartoons as much as possible and believe Popeye
to be one of the best on the market. Running time,
7 minues. — Walter Beymer, Lido Theatre, Providence,
Ky. Small town patronage.
HUSBAND'S REUNION: Walter Catlett— Funny
comedy. Lots of old-fashioned laughs. Running time,
two
reels. —Mo.
A. B.Rural
Jefferis,
New town
Piedmont
Theatre,
Piedmont,
and small
patronage.
I wishAlways
that they
getPLELASE:
some newBing
ideasCrosby—
for Bing.
he iswould
the
amateur that comes on the scene and turns out to
be the radio singer Bing Crosby. They seem to be
cut over the same pattern. We have had three that
did not vary in theme. They assume that no one
knows who he is except the audience and they know
Bing's
plot He
by heart.
seen thethat
sameanythingof
so often.
has a They
certainhavefollowing
them will please. But not much originality is shown.
— A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City.
Ind. General patronage.
RADIO ROUNDUP, A: Headliners— Here is one
mighty sweet short. It will make a hit on any
program.
Spot it Robinson,
on a preferred
date. — Joepatronage.
Hewitt,
Lincoln Theatre,
111. General
SAILORS, BEWARE: Walter Catlett. Eugene
Pallette — Funny in spots. — Roy W. Adams, Mason
Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
SHE WRONGED HIM RIGHT: Betty Boop
Cartoon
— Paramount's
cartoons
^are time,
good 8 but
their
two-reelers
are terrible.
Runnmg
minutes.
—Small
WaltertownBeymer,
Lido
Theatre,
Providence,
Ky.
patronage.
SOCK-A-BYE, BABY: Popeye the Sailor— An
amusing cartoon.— Roy W. Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
RKO
AIR TONIC: Headliner Series — Good musical short
that will prove an asset to any program. Running
time, 21 minutes.— Walter Beymer, Lido Theatre,
Providence, Ky. Small town patronage.
ART IN THE RAW: Edgar Kennedy— It seemed
to
W. patronage.
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason,
Mich.get by.—
SmallRoytown
CALIFORNIA WEATHER: Ruth Etting— Fine
two-reeler.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
DRUGGIST'S DILEMMA, THE: Qark and McCullough
— Roytown
W. patronage.
Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason,— Just
Mich. so-so.Small
IN THE DEVIL DOG HOUSE: Clark & McCullough —isGive_
thesethem.
boys This
a story
and isthey
will Running
deliver.
RKO
killing
comedy
poor.
time, 21 minutes. — M. W. Mattecheck, Lark Theatre,
McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
KNEE DEEP IN MUSIC: Ruth Etting— Fine
two-reeler — Bert Silver. Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
MOONSHINER'S DAUGHTER: Masquers Comedies— Fairly good burlesque on the old we-uns and
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NEW CONTRIBUTORS
FROM FOUR STATES
Four exhibitors joining the corps of
reporters to "What the Picture Did
for Me" this tpeek hail from as many
different states. They are:
James R. Partlow, Ohio theatre,
Tippecanoe City, Ohio; A. J. Simmons, Plaza theatre, Lamar, Missouri;
M. C. Howe, Erskine theatre, Erskine,
Minnesota, and W. L. Landers, Landers theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.
you-uns mountaineer drammy. — Roy W. Adams,
Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
SNUG IN A JUG: Clark & McCullough— These
two comedians are getting as seedy as a field of
alfalfa. Not a laugh in a baleful. Running time,
20 minutes. — M. W. Mattecheck, Lark Theatre,
McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
SNUGhas IN
JUG: anything
Clark &funny
McCullough—
team
neverA made
yet. JustThisas
well
left
unrun.
Running
time,
19
minutes.
— Walter
Beymer, Lido Theatre, Providence, Ky. Small
town
patronage.
United Artists
NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS, THE: Silly
Symphonies — Good cartoon in beautiful colors. Not
to be compared with "Lullaby Land" or "Three Little
Pigs." I on
notice
number This
of other
color cartoons
appearing
the amarket.
is probably
due to
the selling policy of U. A. on these Disney subjects.
They have the price so high now that it means a
loss to most exhibitors to run them. I tried to buy
"Threepositive
Little instructions
Pigs" secondto run
and double
U. A. said
they
had
charge
the price
of first run. This policy will kill Disney, and if he
continues treating exhibitors like this he will see
that other cartoons will replace Mickey and Silly.
Did you ever hear of such nerve of asking double
first run price for second run. Try to buy "Three
Little Pigs" and see if I am right. If this is
Disney's
he should
rebuked,
and place
if it hisis
U. A. thatpolicy
is doing
it thenbeDisney
should
product with some one who will be fair. Goodbye
Disney, Mickey and Silly. At one time you were a
great
S. H.rural
Rich,patronage.
Rich Tlieatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. favorite.
Town — and
SANTA'S
Silly Symphonies-Great,
fine,
wonderful,WORKSHIP:
splendid. Running
time, nine minutes.
—A.
B.
Jefferis,
New
Piedmont,
Piedmont, Mo. Rural
and small town patronage.
WHOOPIE PARTY: Mickey Mouse— Another good
Mickeyferis,Mouse.
Running
time, Piedmont.
one reel. — Mo.
A. B.Rural
JefNew Piedmont
Theatre*,
and small town patronage.
Universal
BEAU BEST: Oswald Cartoon— Oswald the Lucky
Rabbit is always good. At least, those we have
played so far have been. The adults get a "kick"
from
themtime,
and the children
"eat
up."
Running
— M. just
C.patronage.
Howe,themErskine
Theatre,
Erskine, one
Minn.reel. General
BOSWELL SISTERS, THE: Radio Star Reels—
Another excellent short subject. The Boswell Sisters
do not sing but a few numbers which rather
disappointed my patrons. Running time, 21 minutes.
— W. F.
Diestelmeier, Lena Theatre, Lena, 111. Small
town
patronage.
CONFIDENCE: Oswald Cartoons— Not a comedy,
but propaganda on the subject of supporting the
national administration. — Roy W. Adams, Mason
Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town patronage.
HIS FIRST CASE: Vince Barnett— Pretty good.
—Roy
W. patronage.
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason, Mich.
Small town
HUNTING TROUBLE: Louise Fazenda— Hilarious
comedy but gets by as one of the shorts on a
program. Running time, two reels. — M. C. Howe,
Erskine Theatre. Erskine, Minn. General patronage.
KING KLUNK: Pooch Cartoons— Clever burlesque
on
"KingMich.Kong."—
W. patronage.
Adams, Mason Theatre,
Mason,
SmallRoytown
MEETING
MAZIE: Sterling HoUoway— A good
comedy. This guy is certainly funny— Bert Silver,
Silver
Family
Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and
country patronage.
MERRY OLD SOUL: Oswald Cartoons-One of
the best cartoons I have shown for some time. Play
It on your
nights and
won't go wrong.
Runnmg
time,best8 minutes.—
W. you
F. Diestelmeier,
Lena
Theatre, Lena, 111. Small town patronage.
MY PAL THE PRINCE: Morton Downey— Not
very good. Would have been better if they had not
cut in on the singing so much with flash backs.
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Running time, two reels. — E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre,
Wagoner, Okla. Small town patronage.
SHE DONE HIM RIGHT: Pooch Cartoons-One
of the best cartoons we have ever had. A burlesque
on Mae West and Cab Calloway orchestra. Runninng
time, oneSmall
reel.town
— E. patronage.
D. Luna, Cozy Theatre, Wagoner,
Okla.
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS: (No. 35). These shorts
are great. They are very interesting and please
everyone. I believe this is the best one I have
ever seen. — Hilliard J. Dubreuil, Fairyland Theatre,
White Castle, Louisiana. Small town patronage.
WORLD'S GREATEST THRILLS: Graham
McNamee — An excellent short subject made up of
what the
world'sRunning
greatesttime,
thrills.19
Good
shorttitle
for implies,
a weak the
feature.
minutes. — W. F. Diestelmeier, Lena Theatre, Lena,
111. Small town patronage.
Warner Vitaphone
BOSKO'S PICTURE SHOW: Looney TuneWherein
Warnerstheir
get various
in a "Rabbit
punch"etc.
at Metro
by
burlesquing
stars, lions,
Good.
Running time, one reel. — James R. Partlow, Ohio
Theatre, Tippecanoe City, Ohio. General patronage.
BORRAH MINNEVITCH AND HIS HARMONICA RASCALS: Melody Masters— One of the best
shorts in a long time. — W. L. Landers, Landers
Theatre, Batesville, Ark. Small town patronage.
BROADWAY MELODIES; Broadway Brevities—
We have played nearly all of the Vitaphone musicals
and no need to comment on any individual one.
They are all good aiid among the best on the market.
Running
two reels. Iowa.
— C. V. General
Hunerberg,
Princess
Theatre, time,
Parkersburg,
patronage.
Tunes—
This
is BUDDY'S
a very goodSHOW
cartoon BOAT:
comedy. Looney
This series
of shorts
has always been good, and since the improvement,
they are much better. Come on, Vitaphone, show
the other producers what good shorts will do for
them. Running time, eight minutes. — J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
DISH RAN AWAY WITH THE SPOON, THE:
Merry Melodies — Merry Melodies are always a good
addition to a program. Even if they were not so
good, they are so short that it would not matter
much.
C. Howe, Erskine Theatre, Erskine, Minn.
General— M.patronage.
George
weaktime,
for
a GOBS
come^y OFbut FUN:
got a few
little Givot—
giggles.Rather
Running
two reels. — E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre, Wagoner,
Okla. Small town patronage.
HERE PRINCE: Joe Penner— Very old comedy.
Penner is well-liked by our patrons. His laugh, like
the laugh of Frank McHugh, never fails to get a
big hand from the audience. Running time, two
reels. — M. C. Howe, Erskine Theatre, Erskine, Minn.
General patronage.
HERE burlesque
PRINCE: of Joe
in a
hilarious
royalPenner—
life. Joe
Drew Penner
more trade
than the feature picture. Advertise it heavy.
Running time, two reels. — James R. Partlow, Ohio
Theatre, Tippecanoe City, Ohio. General patronage.
HIGH SPOTS OF THE FAR EAST: World
Adventures — If your are using three or four shorts
on your program, this kind of a subject makes for
very good balance. Running time, one reel.' — M. C.
Howe, Erskine Theatre, Erskine, Minn. General
patronage.
Melody ItMasters—
Good.Running
Music
andHOW'S
a lot ofTRICKS:.
acrobatic stunts.
will please.
time, four reels. — M. C. Howe, Erskine Theatre,
Erskine, Minn. General patronage.
RUNAROUND, THE: William Demarest— About
average in a two-reel comedy. Not bad, not exceptionally good. Running
reels. — General
M. C.
Howe, Erskine
Theatre, time,
Erskine,twoMinn.
patronage.
SHUFFLE OFF TO BUFFALO: Merry Melodies
—Good. In fact, almost all the Merry Melodies are
very good. They add pep to any program. Running
time,
M. C. patronage.
Howe, Erskine Theatre,
Erskine,oneMinn.reel. —General
'TIS SPRING: Broadway Brevity— One of Warner's best colorshorts
Brevities.
You Running
cannot gotime,
wrong20
with Warner
this year.
minutes.
—
Walter
Beymer.
Lido'
Theatre,
Providence,
Ky. Small town patronage.
TOP OF THE WORLD: World AdventuresScenes from Norway, Denmark and Iceland. Interesting and especially so in a Scandinavian community. RunningErskine,
time, Minn.
one reel.General
— M. C.
Howe,
Erskine Theatre.
patronage.
YEAST IS YEAST: Broadway Brevities— Just
fair. Below par for a Broadway Brevity. Running
time, 20 minutes. — Walter Beymer, Lido Theatre.
Providence, Ky. Small town patronage.
Serials
THREE MUSKETEERS, THE: John Wayne,
Ruth Hall — One of the best we have played in a long,
long time. Good sound and well directed. Have
played
three
chapters
and Theatre,
it is still
building N.up. C.—
Fred
Elkins,
Carolina
Lexington,
GeneralM. patronage.
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No finer compliment can be paid the Quigiey project than
the fact that the winner of the February trophy was chosen only
after an extra judging session, and that the entries received for
the second month doubled the number forwarded for January
consideration.
The final votes of the judges found Howard G. Sweet, of
East Lansing, Michigan, chosen by the slimmest of margins for
a distinctly meritorious job in his town of some four odd thousand population. But as good as was his campaign, he finished
only a step ahead of Gene Curtis and Ken Finlay of Montreal,
January First Mention winners, and Bert Albright, of Cortland,
N. Y., a newcomer in the chase for honors.
To Sweet therefore the honors, gained in the toughest competition yetfaced by Award entrants. Let him take his place
at the head of the table with the knowledge that he was mighty
fortunate in outfooting so speedy a field of showmen.
That this number was so large and representative is further
proof that the Quigiey Awards are already established as the
most certain way for managers to win universal recognition for
iheir efforts.
V

V

V

"BOX OFFICE NATURALS"?
We hear from Alden Brinham, of Massillon, Ohio, who protests against Round Table procedure as follows:
"I have noticed that only ideas and stunts are published on
box office naturals or big star productions. Why aren't Ideas
■given
on other
pictures?stated,
Anyone
do business
on big ones."
As we
have before
one can
of the
main functions
of the
Club Is to act as a medium for contributions forwarded by
members and these we for the most part publish without comment to the evident satisfaction of the membership as a whole.
The fact that we receive so many campaigns on what Alden
terms "naturals" Indicates that showmen are not sitting back
expecting their pictures to go over unaided And further, the
ingenuity and hard work displayed In these campaigns challenges the statement that "anyone can do business on big ones."
Frankly, we do not go for that "natural" thing. No sir, not
In these days. With things as they are, plenty of savvy and
perspiration Is needed to get them in no matter how strong
the show may be. The pushover days are gone, and every
ounce of showmanship must be exhausted to keep the ship
afloat.
The Round Table makes no publication distinction between
big and lesser pictures, for we are more interested in how the
picture was put over rather than Its strength or cast quality.

FREE

meeting
aid

and

weekly

QP

progress

SPEECH

In almost every issue, we endeavor to run at least one article
written by a Round Tabler on some phase of theatre operation
of interest and benefit to the membership. Recognizing the
principle of free speech, these contributions are printed "as
is." Rarely is copy censored, and edited only to conform to
our space limitations. Reactions of readers to these opinions
obviously are expected, welcomed and published, for only in
this manner can theatre issues important to the manager be
weighed effectively,
Don Andorfer has written a series of three articles on poster
art, the last of which appears on a following page. But it
seems that his findings have not been accepted unanimously,
for Round Tabler Hal Kopplin, ad chief of the Florida
Wometco Theatres, has taken us to task, albeit kindly, for some
of the statements Don makes in the March third issue.
In line with our policies, an immediate invitation to Hal to
present his views has been accepted and they will appear in
next week's Club section. To these opinions, Andorfer may
desire to take exception and space is already reserved for his
rebuttal. Then possibly other Round Tablers will feel the urge
for expression and if so we look forward with pleasure to a continued barrage of further comment that should do much to aid
theatremen desiring more expert advice on this important subThus, free speech is encouraged in the Club columns, for the
unfettered utterances of showmen in every part of the world
lead the way to better and more profitable theatre procedure.
ject.
V
V V
ON GETTING AHEAD
On more than one occasion, we have had the pleasure of
utilizing the above head editorially in referring to the opportunities for advancement In the theatre. And though the
restrictions of operations nationally have limited promotions,
showmen are still being rewarded with more important executive
posts. Among the most recently reported are Jesse L. Clark
and Vernon D. Hunter, Sparks' Florida Circuit; Ray Hendry, of
the Marcus Circuit, Salt Like City, and Harry F. Carasak, of
Loew's New York Theatres.
Significant and heartening is the fact that these Round
Tablers have proven themselves in theatre operation, a thought
to be digested by managers who have not yet arrived.
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Campaigns

LAFFS!
Harum*'
''David
Sell
Being located
only a short
distance from
Homer, N. Y., the home town of David
Hannum, the original "Harum" character.
Manager Bert Albright, State, Cortland, N.
Y., availed himself of this opportunity to put
on a campaign that was unusual in a number of respects in advance of his "David
Harum" date.
Well in advance, the picture was underlined in all ads and two weeks ahead 10
weekly country newspapers broke with front
page stories and display ads, the copy recalling that the picture was based on happenings in that section familiar to many
of the older residents.
Unusual was a 24-page special edition of
the Homer Post in which the make-up and all
advertisements were printed exactly as the
paper appeared in the days described in the
hook. These editions were also distributed
house to house in other sections as extra
advertising.

He: "What are you
playing today?"
She: ' 'Beauty For
and 'I'm No
Angel
Sale'
Use

Guild

*
CRIM THEATRE
KiLcoRE rexAS
List

For

''Midnight''
As Chester Erskin, the Premier
director of the
picture, is closely connected with the world
known Theatre Guild, a special arrangement
was made to send letters to the 12,000 names
on the Guild list to announce the world
premiere of Universal's "Midnight" at the
New York Roxy. This was the first time,
it was announced, that the Guild directors
had allowed this list to be used for any purposes outside of
organization's
Following
thisthe and
in advanceactivities.
of the
premiere, a luncheon and special screening
was held for the members of the cast, the
leading newspaper picture and drama critics
and other well known celelirities, many of
these attending the midnight opening at the
theatre.
Featured on this occasion was a broadcast
over WOR from the rotunda of the Roxy,
during which the leads in the picture were
introduced by Bide Dudley, well known
radio personality, acting as master of ceremonies. On the second day of the run, another broadcast was put on in the nature of
an interview with the authors and director
of the play.
An electric lobby display 40 feet high was
the highlight of the advance lobby advertising, wherein the title was done in giant
letters with each of the players photographed
in a separate panel with a caption stressing
the portrayal of the characters in the picture. In addition, the names of these artists
were carried in heavily flittered cutout
letters.
An intensive newspaper campaign was
waged with copy emphasizing the great number of stars who appeared in the picture.
Good publicity breaks were also secured, as
many of the cast are currently featured in
Broadway hit productions and this might be
used in other spots, for example, on the

current success of the lead, Henry Hull.
The campaign was conceived and executed
by the Roxy Theatre publicity department,
headed by Morris Kinzler in cooperation
with Andy Sharick, Universal exploitation
head, and his statT.
\('ark for a Qiiigley Award'.
Doc+or Call Cards
To build up his business from among local
physicians, Manager Al Reynolds, Queen,
Austin, Texas, puts out a small blank card,
by 2 inches, headed "Doctor's Call
Card" with spaces for the name, aisle, row,
seat number and time physicians want to
be called. These cards are mailed at regular intervals together with a nice build-up
letter from Reynalds in which he emphasizes the theatre's conveniences and comforts. A good thought that should work in
other spots.
Work for a Quigley Award!

GARBp
SNOW-BOUND!
STORM
AIDS CUPID
VISITS
LOVE"QUEEN"
NESTI
AS YOUNG

CAIIBO OPEiVS AT
CAPITOL TODAY!
iin%ai>ii"''-'ii>iM^
DIFFERENT. Selling away from the cosangle, the
Theatres'layout
ad crew
createdtume the
aboveLoew
newspaper
and
copy for the New York date at the Capitol.
This is a reduction of the half page ad.

Also of interest was a tieup with the
clothing company in Cortland which had outfitted the original Harum in the early days.
A prominent window was given over to the
styles of that time and included historical
articles, old maps and photos of the Harum
haunts. The store further tied this in with a
series of ads calling attention to the display.
An interesting advance lobby was made up
of actual pictures of the Harum character,
photos of locations mentioned in the book,
old-time buggy and other curios. The original of another of the book's characters was
also presented from the stage during the
engagement and a picture showing him
standing at the box office waiting for the
first showing was carried by local papers.
Eckel, Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse also being in the Harum country, Manager Gus Lampe of the Eckel, capitalized on this situation in numerous ways.
A display was planted in the main branch of
the public library in which was included
original manuscripts of the play and plaque
of William Crane, who originated the role
on the stage. A copy of the book's first edition, loanedand
by centered
the author's
was
also shown
in thedaughter,
exhibit was
arole.
one-sheet blowup of Rogers in the Harum
A personal appearance of the surviving
character described in Albright's campaign
was also arranged for by Lampe. A tieup
was made with a bakery situated in Homer
wherein sample cookies in imprinted bags
were distributed house to house by girls
on the street, wearing sashes with theatre
copy. All Syracuse bakeries handling this
brand were tied in, this hookin also being
a part of Albright's campaign in Cortland.
Invitations to the opening night were sent
to President Roosevelt, Governor Lehman
and the Mayor of Syracuse, their replies
being blown up and exhibited in the lobby.
Cooperation was also obtained from Rogers'
radio sponsors whose trucks and filling stations carried announcements of the date.
Lampe worked with Albright in advance,
these showmen covering every possibility
that would help their box offices. The results speak for themselves, as nothing was
neglected to make that entire section of the
country Harum-conscious.
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HOWARD

C.

Theatre

Trophy

on

Manager,

SWEET

East

''Christina";

Albright,

Cortland,

Blow the trumpets for Round ' Tabler
Howard Sweet of Michigan. For by a nnajority vote of the judges, the manager of
the State Theatre, East Lansing, of the
Butterfield Circuit, is declared the winner
of the February Quigley Award for his
entry on "Queen Christina." His picture
and campaign will be run next week.
But while the trumpets are being blown,
don't neglect a couple of strong blasts
for Gene Curtis and Ken Finlay, manager
and ad chief Palace Theatre, Montreal,
for their swell job on "Carolina," these
showmen earning the added distinction of
winning First Mention for two consecutive
months. And a hail for Bert Albright of the
State Theatre, Cortland, N. Y., for his work
on "David Harum."
To say that these boys finished just about
neck and neck is not drawing too fine a
finish. For so good were these entries that
the judges had to go into extra session before they decided, by one vote, to bestow
the honors upon Sweet. Following right behind were the 1 5 entries listed below for
Honorable Mention, certificates to this
effect having already been forwarded.
Very gratifying is the interest being displayed inthe Quigley Awards by heads of
circuits as well as managers, for entries on
behalf of their theatremen were forwarded

HERE

ARE

THOSE

Elmer Brient, Manager
Francis Deering, Assf.
Loew's, Richmond, Va.
A
Harry Brown, Jr., Pub. Dir.
Scollay, Boston, Mass.
A
Hubert J. Daley, Manager
Croswell, Adrian, Mich.
A
J. J. Dempsey, Manager
Paramount, Lynn, Mass.
A
Carlos Frias, Manager
Plaza, El Paso, Texas

First

Lansing,

Curtis
N.

by A-MIKE

AND
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and

Mich.,

Finlay,

Y., Receive

Lands

February

Montreal

First

and

Mention

VOGEL
campaign selected by the judges as possessing the highest merit of all those submitted to the Managers' Round Table Club
on pictures played during the month.
The Quigley Grand Award will be given
for the campaign submitted during the entire year selected by the judges as possessing the highest merit. Campaigns may be
forwarded after the last day of the month,
but must be on pictures played during that
month.

Mention

Gene Curtis, Manager
Ken Finlay, Exploiteer
Palace, Montreal, Canada
V
Bert Albright, Manager
State, Cortland, N. Y.
last month by quite a number of well known
picture house executives, who by this cooperation indicate clearly they realize the
worth of the Awards and are urging their
managers to go after them. And judging
from the number of entries received in
February, which more than doubled those
entered in the January competition, livewire showmen need little urging in seeking
to capture the highest honors now made
possible by the Motion Picture Herald.
V
The following is again published for the
information of those still unfamiliar with
Award details:
A Quigley Monthly Award is being presented each month in 1934, for the theatre

SHOWMEN

SECOND

WINNER

AWARD

QUICLEY
State

TABLE

WHO

WON

Walter L. Golden, Manager
Riverside, Jacksonville, Fla.
A
Harold Janecky, Manager
Jamaica, Jamaica, N. Y.
A
John J. McManus, Manager
Midland, Kansas City, Mo.
A
Fred Naify, Manager
Senator, Chico, Cal.
A
Fred Reeths, Manager
Sheboygan, Sheboygan, Wis.

THE

Every campaign MUST INCLUDE
photos, tear sheets, heralds, etc., on all
ideas used, without which entries will not
be considered for the prizes. Every manager everywhere in the world is eligible
for the awards on any product, domestic
or foreign, and every campaign receives
equal consideration.
V
And now the pace grows still hotter for
the March honors. From what they tell
us, managers from other lands are readying campaigns to be forwarded for the
third month Award.
This interest added to the enthusiasm of
showmen on this side means a pip of a
struggle for the March trophy. Campaigns are already coming in to the Committee, so come on you theatremen, for
the Big Prize is open to all.

HONORABLE

MENTIONS

J. J. Rosenfield, Manager
Orpheum, Omaha, Neb.
A
Eaton Sizer, Manager
Jeffris, Jancsville, Wis.
A
S. S. Solomon, Manager
Court, Wheeling, W. Ya.
A
James Totman, Manager
Warner, Erie, Pa.
A
George Tyson, Manager
Ambassador, St. Louis, Mo.
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"Wild Cargo" Theatre Bulletin
Comprises 130 Meaty Pages
To get
complete
Cargo"theatre
campaign intoa the
hands "Wild
of all RKO
managers sufficiently in advance of the release date, Bob Sisk's theatre ad staff has
turned out a very capable bulletin comprising 130 legal sized mimeographed pages
containing about everything in reason to
prepare tlie most elaborate advance on this
attraction.
To be especially commended are a number of drawings of complete lobby fronts
as they would appear at different RKO theatres ;among those being illustrated are the
Sioux City Orpheum, where Mickey Gross
holds forth, the San Francisco Golden Gate,
and also one for the New York engagement.
Also illustrated is a very effective float
which is now being made ready for the NewYork date, constructed by Messmore & Damon, who are known for their animated animal figures. It is intended that after the
New York engagement, this float will appear
in other RKO cities.
Listed are a number of national tie-ups
created by S. Barret McCormick and his
Radio Pictures ad crew and numerous other
hook-ins covering many angles. Display
ads, publicity stories, serials, accessories and
novelties are shown in abundance, and from
this meaty bulletin the RKO showmen and
others using it should find plenty of ideas.
Work for a Oiiigley Award!
Ace

Lobby

on Second

Run

OfUndeterred
"Missing
Persons"
by the
fact that the Seattle
premier of "Bureau of Missing Persons"
had been put on with a big exploitation
spread, the publicity department of the
Roosevelt Theatre in that city worked out
a real "traffic-stopper" lobby on the second
run of the picture, as can be seen in the
accompanying photo.
The front was embellished effectively with
elaborate cutouts, stills and scare copy, and

M-G-M's Trai elliiig Studio
Traveling

Studio

Makes
640 Cities
Now in its thirteenth month on tour,
M-G-M's exploitation motion picture traveling studio (see photo) has rolled up an
impressive total of statistics and is reported
to have been of much assistance to managers
playing its product in the many towns where
this unique ballyhoo has appeared judging
by the comments of our members.
Since the start of the tour, in January,
1933, the studio-on-wheels has, at this writing, visited 640 cities and towns and was
inspected by cjDnsidejrably over 2,000,000
people. Over 500 newspapers have accorded
it stories and pictures and a total of over
86,000 square inches is said to have been
secured in free space.
Aside from the public demonstrations of
sound recording and projection, contests
were conducted for new screen personalities
in many key cities in cooperation with theatres playing M-G-M and newspapers in
these situations. The screen and voice tests
were put on at the theatres as stage attractions and with the page one newspaper publicity stances.
broughtAn additional
capacity business
in many
inbreak was
afforded
the box office when the tests were screened
at these theatres during the following week.
The studio follows the crowd, so to speak,
taking part in the inaugural parade at Washington and was also present at a National
Veterans' convention in Milwaukee last
summer. Recent appearances were also made
in
Mardi
parades,
saidtheto New
be theOrleans'
first time
that Gras
a commercial
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Citywide Coverage for
Cullen's "Scandals" Date
Pittsburgh being quite a newspaper town,
Manager Mike Cullen, of Loew's Penn,
planted plenty of special feature stuff on
"Roman Scandals" in the various newspapers, for in addition to the regular ads
and publicity, one paper broke with a two
column cut and story on Cantor the opening
day, the drama critic on another sheet devoted one entire column to the star, while
a third daily went for an extensive feature
on the radio activities of Ruth Etting.
An alert tobacconist featured a special
Cantor cigar in his various stores and
further tied in with window displays and
snipes, these last also being used in restaurants and other stores handling these
cigars. The Chase & Sanborn angle was
also utilized fully.
A baking company tieup allowed Cullen
to place special heralds in all bread bundles
and many book stores featured Cantor's rebook, entitled
Hoo neglected,
Prosperity."as
The cent
woman
angle "Yoo
was not
other tieups were made with perfumes,
clothes, etc., plugging Ruth Etting and
Gloria Stuart, the female leads.
Work for a Quigley Award!
Senator Endorses "Mad Game"
In Nowitsky's Campaign
Using the strong endorsement of a leading State Senator in his newspaper ads
and lobby displays, Manager Al Nowitsky,
State, Reading, Pa., tied this plug into his
campaign
Game,"gags
in to
which
he circusedona "The
numberMad
of smart
sell
the picture from the spectacular side.
Obtaining permission from one of the detective magazines to reprint pictures of
criminals for whom rewards were offered,
Al made up window cards with these photos,
using the reward copy for a headline
stopper and tying in the rest of the copy to
the magazine and the picture.
A miniature four page tabloid, printed on
pink paper, composed mainly of shots from

vehicle was allowed to participate in this
event.

\i ■(//;, . 1 lU ' J I, lip
in the most prominent spot was placed a
teletype machine promoted from the local
phone company. Tieup copy was placed
above the "tele" hooking in the machine to
the picture, and carrying a courtesy line
for the phone company.
What attracted the most attention, of
course, was the constant activity of the
machine as it automatically typed messages
transmitted by a telephone man stationed
in a remote part of the building, many of
the wires calling attention to the picture.
All of which indicates that there is plenty
of profit to be derived from sock exploitation even when applied to a second run.

The traveling unit operates under the supervision ofBilly Ferguson, M-G-M exploitation chief, and is managed on the road by
Eddie Carrier, assisted by Russ Stewart in
advance. In addition, seven others are car
ried. Plans have been made for the studio
to cover the entire country, after which it
is to be shipped overseas for a world tour.
Incidentally the screen tests have already
produced interesting results, as four girls
have already been sent to the studios.
"Work for a Qiiigley Award!
CONGRATS. LEW!
Lew Preston, former managing director
of Academy of Music, New York, and who
had so much to do with the success of our
last
New from
York aClub
just
returned
well"Get-Together"
earned rest in has
Florida
and has joined up as general manager of the
Nelson & Renner Circuit in Brooklyn, making his headquarters at the Endicott Theatre
in that borough. We'll hear from him soon.

Nowitsky's Ace Lobby
the picture and screen heads also helped
to attract notice and further comment was
occasioned by a window display, the background of which was composed of newspaper accounts of recent kidnapings, the
rest of the display being devoted to gun
bullet-proof vests and other properties used
in actual cases.
Nowitsky's lobby (see photo) was another "sensationalizer," the strong senatorial
endorsement above mentioned being prominently featured and the picture being given
a further plug by an underline in all ads
which carried Al's recommendation.
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Bunkless

WILL

^^DECIDE Whether Theatre Soert want
In
Film Stories True to Ufa
. . . without Hokum ... at thai

of GUDYS HASTY CARROU'S
ASTKEIIITITIltf
. . . Bringing Undying Fame to
the Screen's Sincerest Lovera
JEAN
M U I R
DONALD WOODS
FRIDAY
AT 7:30 P. M.
Regular Engagement
Begins SATURDAY |
Dallas' "Bunkless" Ad
Railroad Tieup Plugs
Chicago
"Nana"
Date and Ohio
A tiein with
the Bakimore
Railroad in connection with their special
round trips to Chicago was one of the ideas
put over by Eddie Levin, of Bill Hollander's
staff, on the Chicago "Nana" date at the
United Artists theatre. Special Anna Sten
cards were posted in all stations as far east
as Akron, the picture being used as an ad
to stimulate railroad travel to Chicago, this
being further put over in ads selling special
round trip tickets.
Extensive book tieups also were made

Eddie Lei/in's Book Tienp
with many of the leading downtown department stores, prominent windows being decorated with scene stills and the special Rockwell Kent cards, over 200 of the latter being
planted in all Modern Library branches.
The above photo shows typical display in
the book department of Marshall Field.
An arrangement was made with Old
Gold cigarettes whereby 500 cards were distributed upon each of which was pasted a
still of Anna Sten smoking, and while this
was not a direct endorsement it served well
in publicizing the opening.
Radio tieups were also included and a
number of women's shops cooperated with
dress displays ; cosmetic shops plugged the
picture through a Max Factor tieup, and
extra attention was given the lobby display,
which was featured with three-foot letters
spelling out the title.

TABLE

CLUB

Campaign

On ''As Earth Turns "
Two different test campaigns in widely
separated cities, Dallas, Texas and Danbury, Conn., were put over by Warner
Brothers on "As the Earth Turns," Dallas
playing
the "hokumless"
bury, theupromantic.
Here is angle
what and
was Dandone
in both spots.
Melba, Dallas, Texas:
On the "bunkless" campaign determined
for this date, Sid Davidson working with
Alanager Vinton Sholl advertised the picture
(see photo) from this angle, with the local
Film Guild backing up the idea by sending
out thousands of endorsement letters.
The newspapers
got behind
this "no
theme
and generously
publicized
the bunk"
local
appearances of the author of the book,
Gladys Hasty Carroll, who came to Dallas
especially for the opening, and also autographed copies of her book at leading stores,
which was well advertised by the book peoNot the least of the newspaper breaks was
an illustrated feature story "by-lined" by
Davidson, which carried an eight-column
ple.
streamer
stressing
the out
"hokumless"
idea. This head,
was further
carried
with the
aid of a group of prominent society women
organized as telephone teams, which for two
days phoned local residents about the date.
Other angles that clicked were a phone
interview between a local critic and Jean
Muir in Hollywood, this broadcast and also
publicized. A ten-page condensation of the
novel was planted as a special newspaper
supplement and further interest was aroused
with a preview before an invited audience
to whom were distributed blanks which requested opinions on whether or -not they
wanted more realism in pictures.
Palace, Danbury, Conn.
Here the romantic angle was plugged, this
engagement having the personal attention of
Charlie Einfeld and Mort Blumenstock. The
advertising played up the love interest and
sold the picture as colorfully as possible from
this point.
The lobby displays stressed this slant (see
photo), and to tie in the book more closely
a giant reproduction of the novel was placed
in the lobby with a girl turning the pages.
One sheet "snowbirds" were spotted all over
town and a number of other ideas were put
over, all, however, deliberately selling the
romance appeal in the picture to determine
the draw of this angle as against the build-up
on the Dallas date.
Work for a Onigley Award!
Fast Advance Work
A very smart piece of newspaper exploitation was engineered by Hal Home's
United Artists' staff with the planting of a
serialization on "The House of Rothschild"
in the Mirror immediately in advance of the
New York opening at the Astor.
The opening shot was a full-page house
ad in the paper, plugging the start of the
serialization which was followed by the
regular theatre advertising on the Arliss
production up to the premiere, thus building
up an out of the ordinary interest on the
date. In addition, the paper went for tack
cards displayed by news dealers in every
part of the city and also carried by their
large fleet of delivery trucks.

Danh/iry's " Komaniic" Lobby
Williams and Cooper

Put on

Ace "Invisible Man" Campaign
We are indebted to Bernard Charman,
Motion Picture Herald London correspondent, for an interesting account and photos
of the London campaign on "Invisible Man"
put over by Universal's J. Leslie Williams,
publicity director and Fred Cooper, exploitation chief,
in that
city.for the date at the Tivoli Theatre
The campaign broke ahead with a series
of teaser ads, witli more definite copy breaking a day before the opening. Four days in
advance, a bannered roadster was put on
the streets and by an ingenius control device it was made to appear as though an
invisible man was driving (see photo), white
gloved hands appearing to guide the car
with no driver in view.
The gag went over enormously, so mucii
so that the publicists were arrested and fined
for breaking the city ordinance against balh'hoos of this nature. However, Charman

%dly

London's "Invisible'
licity.
states that the Universal-ites were not at all
cast down as a result of the forthcoming pubA novel sign was erected for tlie front,
depicting the "Invisible Man" outlined in
neon tube lighting, with jets of steam completely obliterating the invisible one at intervals. This idea was also carried out as
an additional street stunt by "board men."
Serial publication of the Wells' story
was planted in a nationally circulated paper
and broadcasts were also arranged during
which James Whale, director, and R. C.
Sherriff, adapter, spoke of the picture. Unusual newspaper publicity was obtained
through the appearance of H. G. Wells, the
author, at a lunch in advance of the premiere, the rare presence in public of this
well known literary figure being good for
many publicity breaks.
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The Proper Application of Color
Is Considered in This, the Last
Of Don*s Three Articles on Art
by DONALD ANDORFER
strand, Whitewater, Wis.
The sales value of a theatre poster is
greatly affected by its color harmony, the
more harmonious the color, the more attractive and eye-arresting the poster becomes.
The purpose of the illustration on a poster is to hold the patrons' attention long
enough for them to read the copy and receive the impression intended. Poorly related colors can do more to detract from
a poster'sor advertising
drawing
lettering. value than mediocre
When I receive material on a coming picture, Ianalyze the story and try to develop
a color scheme fitting the character or story.
If my analysis does not suggest a certain
dominant color, I refer to a list I have prepared of color harmonies and choose one
of the harmonies listed. My practice has
been to paint the head in the suggested color
and choose an accordant color for lettering
and black for background.
After deciding upon your dominant color
for the head, you should choose a consonant
color for lettering and minor designs. This
is secured by simply using the opposite of
the dominant color and a neutral. For instance, ifyou decide on yellow for the head
you must choose its opposite, violet, for
proper contrast and a neutral for the lettering, secured by a mixture of these two
colors.
Choosing Colors
Most of us are familiar with the primaries and their opposites, but the most
beautiful colors are the secondaries, secured
by a mixture of two primaries. The same
rule applies in choosing opposites for secondaries. Suppose we are painting a poster
on a mystery play, of course the head will
Ije in greens, but why pure green? Bluegreen is just as effective and more attractive. Following the rule, we will select the
opposite of blue and of green, or orangered. The title will be in the dominant color
while minor lettering will be in a neutral,
a mixture of the two chosen colors. You
will find that by mixing proper tone values
that you will have a most effective and
pleasing poster.
Remember the background must be deeply
shaded for contrast, the lettering may be of
a middle tone. Suppose the story is laid in
the tropics, we immediately think of brilliant,
warm colors. Let us choose green-yellow,
truly a tropical color. Our opposite for this
is a mixture of red and purple, or red-purple.
This makes for an unusually brilliant harmony and is vibrant with tropical atmosphere.
Following are some suggested color harmonies. In "Queen Christina" we have the
story of Sweden's queen. My analysis of the
synopsis suggested royalty which immediately brought to mind certain colors associated with royalty, namely purple, maroon
and gold. I decided to use purple for

Garbo's head ; yellow, the opposite of purple
for the title and star's name. For minor
lettering, I used a neutral, a mixture of yellow and purple, or tan.
In "Bolero" we have the story of a dancer
and his loves, suggesting passion, emotion.
A color suggestive of these is red. I painted
the illustration in red, names and title in
brilliant green, which, incidentally, suggests
exhilaration, the remaining copy in a neutral, brown.
In "Too Much Harmony" I used blue for
Crosby's head, inasmuch as blue is suggestive of crooning and fits Crosby's personality to a "T". I used orange for names and
title, and a neutral, bluish brown, for minor
copy and designs.
There is no phase of art as interesting as
the study of color and it has a wide range
of possibilities of which, unfortunately,
space does not permit a further discussion.
Work for a Quigley Award!
Dutkin Big Draw on
Local Broadcast
Known as "Uncle Charlie" on one of his
leading radio stations, Charlie Dutkin, wiio
operates the Parkside, Camden, N. J., has
built up a great following both on the air
and at his box office with his weekly broadcasts, in which participate many of the talented youngsters in that area.
The hour is sponsored by a number of
merchants in his city who display window
cards regularly to this effect, the copy including mention of the theatre and the time
of the broadcast. Beside the regular features consistently advertised by window
cards and programs, stage attractions are
included in the weekly programs, in which
from time to time the radio youngsters participate, this last insuring capacity audiences.
Professional tryouts are also another feature and this member is always putting
across something to attract new business,
all of which he advertises - strongly. The
accompanying photo shows Dutkin doing a
Santa Claus surrounded by some of his

Uncle Charlie and Gang
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On
Some Comments
Sign Shop Expense
The following opinions on poster display
costs are contributed by an artist member
who has given the subject a lot of thought.
For reasons of his own, he chooses to remain anonymous and asks that the usual
"by-line" be omitted. Signmen who agree
or disagree are, as usual, invited to give us
their thoughts on the subject under discussion for there is much to be said about the
important matter.
In the operation of the individual theatre,
or city circuit, sign and display shops, careful attention ought to be paid to actual, not
theoretical costs. Fallacies that seriously impair the value of the work done or the production per man, as well as being highly
deceiving on actual financial outlay are common.
The purchase of materials should be gone
into most thoroughly. Sometimes the
cheaper brand of wall board, for instance,
costs more in the long run. Additional time
and material utilized in coating cheap, flimsy,
pulpy boards will almost invariably more
than offset the questionable "saving" in first
cost.
Many times the argument is advanced by
the theatre manager who is trying to make
needed cuts in his budget outlay for boards
that the question of additional time required
in coating cheap stock need not enter into
his figures as "my artist is on a straight
At first
glance, this appears to be a sound
salary
anyway."
theory, but it will not stand close analysis.
The artist is hired to produce lobby displays
and fronts. His salary is largely based on
his ability to design and execute business
getting material and every hour of his time
that is utilized in non-productive work, is
taken from the production, say, of another
display piece !
Sensible Economy
Certainly no economy is effected by taking
figures from one column, adding them into
another in a different form and then taking
the additional risk of seriously impairing
the ticket selling value of the display.
Economy is best effected in the sign shop
by the enforcement of a serious campaign
against waste. Buy good materials, materials
that will permit the devotion of a maximum
amount of effort to the part of your display
that meets the public eye, then have it understood that they must be fully used, not
wasted.
The new precoated wall boards now on
the market represent an opportunity to increase production at no higher cost, but if
they are wasted by the artist in cutting up
a full 4x8 panel, for instance, to get a one
sheet from it, and scrapping the balance,
they can become costly instead of economical. That scrap can be utilized for cutout
letters, valances, applique panels and in many
other ways. There is a strong tendency, on
the part of many artists to treat scrap contemptuously, especially with cheaper materials.
Cheap
alsoutilized
represents
ment and scrap
should be
down an
to asinvestnear
the last inch as possible. Here is where the
genuine saving is made, not in hasty purchases of inferior materials because they
are sold on a "price" basis.
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Song"
Campaign
Much groundfor
was"Cradle
covered in the campaign that Manager Richard Watson, Gladmer, Lansing, Mich, put on for "Cradle
Song," his ideas a host of slants that ably
sold the picture.
Featured were two newspaper contests,
the first a memory idea suggested by the
press book which ran for five days ahead
and resulted in over 400 answers in exchange for 16 tickets given the winners.
The second was a classified page stunt in
which single letters that made up the name
of the star, title and theatre were planted
in various ads with prizes given to those
who put them together in one sentence and
sent in a complete list of the ads from which
they were taken.
Another smart idea that clicked for plenty
of newspaper space and window displays
was the awarding of a cradle autographed
by 28 stars to the Lansing baby born near-
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Patrons,

Buehrig's Cartoon Show
Endorsed by Club Women
A smart move to win the approval of the
motion picture division chairman of the
local Parent Teachers Council was made

TABLE

Mrs,

Thomsen

by MRS. GEORGE THOMSEN
Garden Theatre, Arthur, III.
An exhibitor of my acquaintance took a
fairly good program picture, exploited it,
advertised it as a big special, doubled the
admission price and filled his house. Smart
showmanship ? I think not.
The picture was killed in the surrounding community
for Exploiteer
the news ofwill
a "big
travels
fast. Mr.
now flop"
find
that the public will doubt his word when
he offers them a really good picture, for in
spite of one full house, he has lost much
more than he has gained.
Do not use adjectives lavishly ; be wary of
superlatives. If it is the biggest, best, greatest, most marvelous picture of the year,
your patrons will know it before you can get
a date on it. Do you wish to remind them
that all the pictures which you will offer
during the current year will be inferior to
this, which some of them may not care for ?
Extravagant Exploitation

Watson "Wafer" Stencil
est the time that the picture first appeared
on the Gladmer screen. The cradle was secured through the Paramount studio at a
cost of seven dollars and was displayed at
a local department store for three days before opening.
Among other potent selling angles employed were a lobby artist who carved soap
statuettes of the star and auto parade of
new models carrying theatre banners led by
a boys' band. Especially clever was a sidewalk stencil idea, for although a local ordinance prohibited painting the walks, Watson
hired a man to take the stencil up and down
main street (see photo) laying it flat on the
ground and sprinkling it with water. This
is a smart way to get around civic restrictions and to sell the picture with a unique
twist.
Work for a Qitigley Award!

Much damage has been done the theatre
by extravagant exploitation. The patrons
are led to expect more than they get, and
the box office reaction resulting from the
disappointment is inevitable.
I have sometimes said to a prospective
customer who told me he did not like mystery stories, for instance, "If you don't like
mystery stories, you may not care for this
one, but I think you will like the show tomorrow night; it is a comedy, and So and
So plays in it." The chances are that he is
at the show tomorrow night and talks about
the good picture he saw there to everyone he
sees for a week after.
Another manager advertised, "If you are
looking for an ordinary picture, this is different. If you want to see a love story, we
show a sweet little love story almost every
night in the year. If you want to see your
favorite stars, this cast is native. If you
expect conversations, remember the natives
cannot speak English. If you want exciting
adventures, this is not fiction, but truth.
But if you are interested in scientific research, if you like an educational picture,

by Manager A. H. Buehrig, Jr., Loew's
Granada, Lakewood, Ohio, of H. M. Addison's division, by putting on a special Saturday morning children's show, consisting of
Mickey Mouse, Silly Symphonies, Our
Gang and other shorts.
This resulted in an immediate endorsement which was front-paged by Buehrig's
local paper, and with this encouragement
special heralds were distributed at all
schools and the showing stressed in the
newspaper advertising.
The resopnse was gratifying both in attendance and the satisfaction expressed by
the leading club women who cooperated, and
this member is now arranging to make the
shows a regular part of his program.
Work for a Quigley Award!
Mae and Mickey Lead
James R. Partlow, Ohio Theatre, Tippecanoe City, Ohio, secured the cooperation of
three local schools on "Alice in Wonderland" in this ingenious manner, each child
was requested to bring one penny a day for
10 days, the 10 cents being good for admission to the picture and also one vote in a
contest to determine the most popular star.
At the end of the contest, each pupil participating isto receive a photo of the star
selected, and Partlow reports the curious
fact that at the time of his writing the leadership was being disputed by none other than
Mae West and Mickey Mouse.
Work for a Quigley Axvard!

Yours
Box

Office

Better

Receipts

What to do, how to do it— to
encourage bigger and better
attendance — is your daily
problem. A good picture is
not the complete answer. Patrons show a decided preference for modern equipment.
How long since you have had

Bad Advertising

your stage
hauled? equipment
Now is a good overtime
to bring it up to date. Peter
Clark, Inc., offers you a free
consulting service. Let us
give you our ideas as to what
you can do to attract and
hold the crowds.
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

I do not mean, do not advertise. There
is a wrong way and there is a right way.
But be sure to advertise so your community
knows what you have to offer. Let your
patrons make their own decisions. They
will soon learn that you will not misrepresent.

Excellent Lobby Handiwork of Louie Charninsky, on
"Havana Windows" at the Capitol, Dallas, Texas

for

Not a Miracle —
Just Good Judgment

youThe
will patrons
enjoy this
show."
appreciated
the frankness.
Those who did not like that kind stayed
away, so there were no walkouts, no complaints, no bad results. The public had made
their own decision ; friendship was not lost.

will ask
picture the
good?"
If They
it happens
to you,
be a "Is
weakthepicture,
best
you can do honestly is to point out the good
points in it. This may please the questioner.
I have said, "I don't care for it myself."
Usually the patron will say, "I think I'll go.
I want to see what it is like." Whether he
likes it or doesn't, he isn't going to blame
yet for it, and he will come again.

—

k

Peter Clark, Inc.
ESTABLISHED tP05
542 WEST 30th ST., NEW YORKi
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GEORGE SEED, Orpheum, Gardner,
Mass. built a fine display on "Footlight
Parade," by creating an actual stage, 18
feet wide by 12 feet deep at a cost of
$7. The figures were cut out of the 40 by
60 posters and mounted on beaver board,
the same material used on the stage,
which was lighted by regular foots. George
sends along a photo to illustrate, which,
unfortunately, is too dark to reproduce. . . .

PICTURE

IDEAS

THAT

POSTER ART WORK
FOR THE THEATRE!

JULIUS LAMM, Uptoum, Cleveland,
worked out a clever program in menu form,
with the various units under headings such
as "appetizer," "soup," etc., etc., the titles
of the screen features and sitappy copy
under each head. A table was set in the
lobby in advance, and a girl dressed as a
waitress handed out the menus. . . .

LEON ROBERTSON, manager, and
FRANK DANCER, assistant. Booth, Independence, Kan., hooked in the newspaper
stories on some recent lynchings to the
showing of "This Day and Age." Headlines of actual happenings were incorporated in ads, and a group of high school
boys organized a parade as a protest
against the spread of kidnaping, signs
carrying title*and theatre credits. . . .

a die cut imprinted paper key on "Bway
Thru a Keyhole," placed in hotel key boxes.

1934

WORKED

HAROLD C. LEE got himself a nice
break from his local paper on the ninth
anniversary of the Babcock, Bath, N. Y .,
of which Hal has been the manager since
the opening day. The story, spread over
three columns under a cut that size showing the house front, included a sweet trihute
to Lee's ability and his popularity, both local
and in the surrounding territory. Congratulations, Harold. . . .

the force to distribute "subpoenas" on
"From Headquarters." Plenty of excitement was occasioned by the gag, until the
folks discovered that the uniformed forces
were aiding on a picture tieup, for the
stunt was made stronger by the signature
of the chief on the legal papers. Pretty
neat stunt, eh what? . . .
KEN HOEL, Harris-Warren, Warren,
Ohio, reports with some well done two
column newspaper ads. On "My Weakness"
and "Bombshell," he sells his stars strongly
with halftone heads, and on "Penthouse"
uses fidl length halftone figures of the stars
with mortise in center for copy. Ads set as
these should have little diffictdty in gaining
plenty of attention. . . .
Here is another from the pen of Frestle
Chenoweth of the Robinson Theatres in
Albany, Mo. The background of this Muni
poster was done in shades of red, orange
and yellow; panel was maroon and the lettering white,
blue and
green.
head was
in white,
blue,pale
orange
and Muni's
black.

LOUIS LAMM, brother of Julius, Capitol, Elyria, Ohio, rounded up a sock coop
page on "World Changes," copy in each
ad comparing the old with the new. A
lobby show containing various models of
washing machines, radios and sewing machines was put on to emphasize the evolution of machinery, and Louis also promoted a parade of new and old model
autos with the same idea in mind. When
Louie gets to work on a campaign, there's
very little that he leaves undone. . . .
JOHN W. TREWHELA, Judith, Lewistown, Mont., utilizes plenty of quotes from
Motion Picture Herald in his publicity
stories and ads. Comment from a review
on "Duck Soup" was prominently spotted
in one of John's opening ads on the pictures
with
source.proper
. . . credits to the Herald for the

SAMUEL E. ROSENBLATT, Bright
Spot, Rensselaer, N. Y., went for the "this
is no bull gag on "Doctor Bull," promoting
the cotv from a nearby farmer. Properly
bannered, the bovine was paraded around
the town, and stops were made at busy
corners, where throwaways wer distributed
to the curious. . . .
WALTER F. DAVIS, RKO Capitol, Winnipeg, Canada, has been getting a lot of
good results from the use of clever novelties. A small imprinted paper plate, used
by restaurants as a check receptacle with
copy reading
"please credits
pay cashier"
and
followed
by theatre
went over
splendidly. Another that did as well was
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OTTO W. SCHMITT, Hot Springs, So.
Dak., must have a mighty standing with
his local police chief, for he was able to
sell that worthy on using the members of

L. W. McCUAN, Cameo, Mountain
Grove, Mo., distributes a herald directory
in different colors, which besides the theatre programs in the center, contains three
outside ads, one on each side, with copy
at bottom to the effect that certain colored
heralds are good for free admission. . . .
H. K. BROWN, and his assistant, W. E.
MOCK, Loew's Premier, Broolyn, N. Y.,
effected a jewelry store tieup on "The Bowery," in which old time watches were put
on display. To those who loaned timepieces
for the exhibit, courtesy passes were given.
A Steeve Brodie coat hanger — a nail — was
one of the novelties distributed in impiinted
small envelopes. ...
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This head is turned out by Will Wills, whose
work you have often seen on our pages.
Notice the lights in Robinson's face, the best
Dart of it is that it can apparently be used
for any picture. Will is at the Stanley,
Utica, and is doing some nice work

L. J. MASON, Palace, McAllen, Texas,
Is the ■ publisher of a very popular weekly
eight page tabloid size paper he calls the
"Palacette," printed on the press of his
newspaper. It is done In very professional
style with outside ads Included to bring
down the weekly cost to $6. Mason distributes 5,000 weekly, and states that if
his carriers miss a home, he gets a quick
phone call to send out another copy. Well
done, "L. J." We'd like to see more.
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Omaha, Nebraska.
DEAR HERALD:
We got tired of looking at the wallpaper
and pictures and decided to run down here
for a few days, which was against the doctor's orders. We found Omaha about the
same as it always was except that they have
built a garage and repaired the boards in
some of the sidewalks.
As soon as we registered at the Loyal
hotel Jess Merritt, the manager, called up
the Chief of Police and notified him that we
were in town.
Tom Burke, manager for the Fox organization, and his office help sent us a nice
birthday card and Tom refuses to take a cent
for it. There are not many of these managers who would do that. Walter Creal and
his father, Bert, started down 16th street to
the exchanges to get their film and they got
lost and wound up at the Kruge brewery.
Gus Harms of the Scott-Balentyne Co. tells
us that his doctor has put him on a strict
diet and that all he is allowed to eat is
T-bone steak, French-fried potatoes, dill
pickles and corned beef and cabbage, besides
mince pie and ice cream. We feel sorry for
Gus. Bob Balantyne, of the same company,
distributor for the Largen sound equipment
and cooling system and the National Theatre
Supply down
products,
beenwedrunk
since that
we
came
here ;hasn't
in fact,
are told
Bob never drinks.
Omaha is bounded on the north by the
water system, on the east by the Missouri
river, on the south by the Union Stock
Yards and on the west by the balance of the
state. She has a population of 225,000, some
Republicans, some Democrats and some who
say they are going to change their politics.
Outside of that she's all right. If she didn't
lay so close to Neligh — only 180 miles — she
might develop into quite a town.
V
We met Bill Patton here. Some of you
will remember Bill when he used to play
the kerosene circuits with his road shows.
Bill used to play our house and he never took
any of the furniture that he didn't need. It
was a pleasure to meet him. He came here
from Oklahoma City and is now with the
Universal Film Co., which company is to
be congratulated.
V
Amalgamation Effort
We came down here to attend a meeting
of the Allied Association of western Iowa,
and the MPTO of Nebraska. The meeting
was called to ratify the appointment of the
code committee, but it developed into an effort to amalgamate the two organizations,
which engendered so much friction that it
couldn't be done. A resolution was adopted
to appoint a committee to disband both organizations and form a new one. Cal Bard
acted as chairman and Lester Martin as secretary. The chairman will appoint the committee who will have authority to call the
exhibitors together and to draft a new name
and form a new organization. This seems
to be a sensible move and we hope it works
out all right.
V
The Fox company invited us to attend
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FOR SELECTIONS
AND INFORMATION
The practicable uses of exhibitors'
reports to the department are evidenced in the following note from M.
C. Howe of the Erskine theatre at
Erskine, Minn.
"What the Picture Did for Ue"
department is very interesting and is
much tised by us in selecting pictures
for dating from our contracts. All
issues are kept handy; and, when we
want to check up on a picture, we
look over all the reports on it, and
thereby get a consensus.
"When one reads ALL the reports,
a fair conclusion can be arrived at."
the screening of '"David Harum" with Will
Rogers and Louise Dresser. "David Harum"
was written probably about the time, or before. Bill was sucking the bottle, but it nevertheless seems to have been written especially for him, as the character of David
Harum seems to fit him like the hide on a
badger.
If we were going to advise you with reference to playing this picture we'd advise
you to play it, but we are not going to advise you. That's a matter for you to determine yourselves, but if we were running a
show we'd play it if we had to pawn our
B. V. D.'s and kiss our hired girl. That's
what we think of "David
Harum."
V
That's Taken Care Of
J. E. Kirk of the North Star theatre at
Omaha, W. V. Toney, equipment dealer of
Des Moines, L. Z. Henry of the Empress
theatre at Malvern, Iowa, and H. Novitsky,
Fox salesman, were milling around like locoed steers. We went to them and said,
"Boys, what the matter? Have they foreclosed the mortgages?" and J. N. Kirk replied, "No, worse than that; our subscriptions to the Herald have expired and we
don't know how we can get along without
it." And we replied, "Well, you can't." Then
we reached for our receipt book and now
they are all smiling and telling people what
a lovely day it is.
V
According to the Herald, one Edgar Selwyn must have had a bad dream, for he is
reported to have written the New York
Times and, among other things, is said to
have said, "And the villain is the exhibitor.
The exhibitor is a peculiar tyrant whose
commands and general interests are perhaps
the complete explanation of the mediocrity
and less than mediocrity in motion pictures.
He is invariably a man vi^ithout vision or
imagination, a deliberate purveyor of commodities, an adventurous standpatting monarch," etc., etc.
We haven't a diploma as a physician, but
if we were to suggest a remedy for his complaint itwould be Pluto Water.
Mr. Selwyn has forgotten, or never knew,
that this industry is dependent upon the ex-
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hibitor, that without him there would be no
picture industry. Some other people have
forgotten that also, and whether it is good
or bad, the exhibitor has nothing to do with
it further than to show what is offered
him. Sometimes it is good for the industry,
and sometimes it is bad, and in any event
his responsibility commences, and ceases,
when he puts the product on the screen.
Whenever they hop on to the exhibitors it
makes our hair stand straight up.
V
Oldfashioned?
Victor Shapiro, who edits the Hollywood
department of this magazine, gives us some
pretty pithy
stuffIn when
he takes
his typewriter in hand.
the issue
of March
3 of
the Herald he reports B. P. McCormick of
Canyon City, Colorado, as asking the producers in Hollywood some very pointed
questions, one being why they picturized the
story of "Temple Drake." The answer
would hardly do credit to a second grade
pupil. Might we also arise to inquire why
they didn't cut the nastiness out of "Follow
We are personally acquainted with B. P.
and our guess is that when he puts a question to them they know they have been interrogated. But then we are both of us oldThru?" and are not supposed to know
fashioned
much, and what little we do know we gather
from
the public,
and the public isn't supposed
to know
much either.
V
We would be glad to answer the bushel
of letters and greeting cards we have received in the past three days, but that's out
of the question. Space wouldn't permit, but
the good wishes of our friends are none the
less appreciated, and it would please us immensely ifyou will remember that we wish
for all of you the best there is, and that
won't be any too good.
V
Clara Bow a Favorite
From some of the reports we have heard
on "Hoopla" with Clara Bow, we had
formed an opinion that she didn't come back
very strong. We are glad to say that when
we viewed the picture we were satisfied with
her work and with the story. Clara is a
favorite of ours ; maybe that's why we liked
the picture.
V
The public clamor has been, and is, for
cleaner pictures, and in spite of the fact that
they still allow nastiness to creep into some
of them, our belief is that pictures on the
whole are getting better and better all the
while, and if we know anything about it,
that's a hopeful outlook for the industry, but
may be we don't know anything about it,
anyhow.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD'S Vagabond Colyumnist
Stanley Chambers Transferred
Stanley Chambers, manager for years in
the Fox Midland and Fox West Coast circuits, has been named manager of the firstrun Fox Uptown in Kansas City. Barney
Joffee is expected to be transferred to
Wichita as Fox citv manager.
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WABASH

SHORT
Better

General Register Engaged
In General Reorganization
Reorganization of the Chicago and Los
Angeles offices is taking place in a general
expansion of General Register Corporation.
The force of mechanics has been tripled and
a Boston office has been opened. Arthur
Abrams has been named district manager
with headquarters in Chicago by W. L.
Tenny, general sales manager. Sol Ehrenberg is in charge of theatre sales of ticket
registers.
Oscar Hoedecker, New England manager,
has been placed in charge of the new Boston
office. Mr. Tenny is now supervising the
Los Angeles reorganization, and will visit
San Diego, San Francisco and Seattle.
Form New Exchange
Herman and Phil Silverman have closed
the Independent Film Corporation, Kansas
City, and are operating as the Silent Film
Exchange.
Radio Signs Comedy Team
Clark and McCoUough have been signed
by Radio for a series of four shorts. The
comedy team will arrive on the Coast May 1.
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Is Seen

AVENUE

CHICAGO
Ben Judell has acquired for Chicago the production, "Scarface,"
starring
Muniwhich
and
George Raft.
The deal
for thisPaul
picture,
heretofore has not been shown in the city, was
made with Hughes Industries, Ltd. Judell says
it will be presented locally within a month at
a large Loop playhouse.
V
An announcement from Allied Theatres of
Illinois states that Arthur C. Cimaglia, who
has
been interests,
purchasingis agent
for theassociated
organization's
buying
no longer
with
the association.
V
Theatre Merchandising Service of Chicago is
distributing in cooperation with Warner Bros,
more than half a million "Fashions in Foods
and
in 1934" books
through thedepartment
storesFrocks
and merchants
throughout
country.
V
Allied Theatres of Illinois paid honor to its
president, Aaron Saperstein, at a testimonial
dinner at the Medinah Michigan Club on Tuesday. The local fraternity was well represented
and a great time was had.
V
Phil Goldstone spent a couple of hours talking to Henri Ellman on his way to the West
Coast last week.
V
Local newspapers got wholeheartedly behind
Henry Herbel and LTniversal in defying the
Mayor Kelly edict calling for the elimination
of riot and mob scenes from newsreels. Local
papers were unanimous in editorial opposition to
this form of censorship.
V
Walter Branson of RKO is vacationing at
Hot Springs.
V
Louis Abramson of Allied, who feels plenty
of responsibility over the success of the Film
Relief Dinner dance at the Medinah Club on
March 23, is almost submerged under stacks of
tickets and placards concerning the event. Louie
says it is certain to be a bigger affair than last
year's gala event.
HOLQUIST
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South

Local supply houses report difficulty in
filling the demand in the Memphis territory,
theatres
rapidly. are reopening and re-equiping so
Arthur de Stafano of National Theatre
Supply Company reports at least 20 new
houses opened in recent months in Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee and a like
number are installing new equipment. "The
past four months have shown up a business
more than 60 per cent better than the same
months a year ago," he said. "Business is
better than it has been in several years."
Many old silent houses are among those reopening.
There have been 13 theatres reopened in
the Cincinnati territory this year, according to the Film Board of Trade in that city.
Kinematograph Year Book
For 1934 Comprehensive
The Kinematograph Year Book for 1934,
published annually by Kinematograph Publications, Ltd., London, arrived this week
in the United States, in its twenty-first edition, and 596 pages.
Colored tabs for each section, as in last
year's edition, are a convenient feature of
the reference book of the motion picture industry of Great Britain. All acts governing
the film business in the British Isles are
either carried in full or condensed form.
The main divisions are an Overseas Directory, with company offices and addresses
listed from practically every part of the
world;
shown
films,forrenters'
a list oftrade
all films
offered
sale in offers,
Great
Britain, with the name of the releasing company in each case, films registered, trade
organizations, an equipment and technical
section, trade and studio personnel, theatre
circuits, a list of London theatres and one
of provincial theatres. It appears a comprehensive, handy reference, especially for companies and individuals operating in Great
Britain.
Smith Joins Levee
Charles Smith, recently with the Schulberg and Feldman agency, has joined the
M. C. Levee office as assistant to Mr. Levee.
Jones with Advertising Firm
Beverly Jones, director and editor on specialties and short subjects, formerly associated with Fox, Pathe and Paramount, has
joined
the plan Inc.
department of AdvertisingFilm Associates,
Pinnacle Company Moves
Pinnacle Productions has removed its
New York offices to the Paramount Building. J. D. Trop is president of the company.
Canadian Company Bankrupt
Commonwealth Productions, Ltd., Canadian company with headquarters in Vancouver, which has produced two pictures,
has gone into bankruptcy. Liabilities are
listed at $52,000 and assets are negligible.

PRODUCT

PLAYING

BROADWAY

Week of March 10
CAPITOL
Roping Wild Bears
MAYFAIR
Knife of the Party
Super Snooper
PARAMOUNT
Hal Hal Hal
Screen Souvenirs — No. 7 ...
Paramount Pictorial — No. 7.
RKO MUSIC HALL
Trans-Atlantic Bridge Tricks.
Lion Tamer
Outdoing
the Daredevils ...
RIALTO

RKO Radio
RKO Radio
Fox

Man on the Flying Trapeze.
Animal Antics
New Dealers
No More Women
RIVOLI

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

MSM
RKO Radio
Educational
Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

Knee Deep in Music
RKO Radio
Around the Acropolis Fox
ROXY
Expectant Father
Educational
Jack and the Beanstalk. . . . Principal
STRAND
Pettin' in the Park
Vitaphone
Wrong, Wrong Trail Vitaphone
Spanish America
Vitaphone

New

Kansas

City Exchange

To Handle Independent Filnns
Consolidated Film Distributors, Inc., of
Kansas City, a new state rights e.xchange,
has been organized to distribute Amity,
Goldsmith, Chesterfield and other independent product. The new concern also will distribute Master Arts releases, hitherto handled by Russell C. Borg, who has joined the
organization as general manager. Mr. Borg
formerly was Educational branch manager
and more recently was with Columbia.
W. L. Norris is president of Consolidated
and W. P. Humston secretary-treasurer.
The two own the Kansas City Sound Service Company, with sales rights on Syncrofilm sound equipment, and also operate the
suburban State theatre. The new exchange
has taken quarters at 130 West 18th Street,
where Kansas City Sound Service Company
also has offices.
Fox Shifts Sales Staff
Changes in the Fox sales staff include
Herman Biersdorf, former Washington
salesman, to manage the Charlotte branch ;
W. C. Gehring, former Cincinnati manager,
named sales manager in Chicago under C.
W. Eckhardt; J. J. Grady, former Charlotte
manager, named Cincinnati manager. Other
changes moved Moe Levy, formerly Chicago, to Minneapolis as manager, succeeding
Jack Lorentz, who was switched to Milwaukee in place of A. J. Davis, understood set
for another city.
Marquis Busby Dead
Marquis Busby, film critic, died early this
week in Los Angeles of scarlet fever. He
was 31.
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31.

4
THE
I^ELEASE
CHART
3
3
.
4
Productions are listed according
4 to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information '
as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to
16
which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Running Time
3
Datt Mlntttx R«vlaw«d
Title
Star
ALLIED PICTURES
Havana Widows
Joan
Blondell-Glenda
Farrell
Lylo Talbot
Nov.
62.... Dec.
Rel. 18
Features
Running Tim*
I Loved a Woman
Edward G. Robinson-Kay
cis-GenevieveFranTobin Sept. 23
90 Sept.
jitig
Star
R*l. Oitt Mlnutei Revlawed
On«
Year
Later
Mary
Brlan-Russell
H*pt«n.
.
.
.
■
■
Aug.
25
69....
Aug.
It
of a Crlma
Ruth
Chatterton
Mar.
I0.'34 65
4 Toamey . . Nov. 1
Picture Brides
Dorothy Mackalll-Regis
68 Oct. 14 Journal
Mandatay
Kay
FrancisRIcarda
Cartez
Fab.
Massacre
R- Barthelmess-Ann Dvorak Jan. 20.'34 69. Jan. 27,'34
CHESTERFIELD
Son of a Sailor
JoeBrown
E. Brown - Johnny Mack
Dec. 23 65.73....0e«.
.68.
Feb... Sept. 39>
Running Tlm«
Features
24,'34 4
Wild
Boys
of theThe
Road Frankle
Darro- Dorathor Caaaa*. . .Oct
7
.93....Nav.
Rel. Date Minutet Reviewed
Title
Star
World
Changes,
Paul
Muni
Nov.
25
Cross Streets
JohnWindsor
Mack ■ Anita
BrownLoulte• •Claire
Coming
Feature
Attractions
KenCircus Clown, The
Joe E. Brown
Thomson
Jan. 22,'34
67........
Dark Tower
Edward
G. Robinson
- Mary
Dance. Girl, Dance
Aian D neth
inehart- Evalyn
Knapp. . • -Sept.
1
70 Nov,
Astor-Rlcardo
Cortez
In the Money
"Skeets"
Gallagher
- Lolt Wll- Nov.
Dr. Monica
Kay Francis- Warren William
son - Warren
Hymar
7
62.
Jan.
I3.'S4
Man at Sentiment A
Marian
Marsh ■ Owen Moore - Sent. 15
ACutting Room."
Richard
Apr. 28,'34
II Modern
74
Wm. Bakewell
(See Hero,
"In the
Feb. Barthelmess
17. '.14.)
73. Feb.
Murder en the Camput Charles Starrett-Shlrley Grey.... Dec. 27
Registered
Nurse
Bebe
Oaniels-Lyle
Talbot
Apr.
7,'34
Dick Powell - Ginger Rogers Quitter, The
Emma Dunn-Charley GrapawinI7.'34 Rhythm in the Air
PatE. O'Brien
Barbara
Weeks
■
Wm.
Bake5.'34...
..65..
I
Very
Honorable
Guy,
A
Joe
Brown-Alice
White
well
Feb.
CuttingA.....
Room,"
Feb. 24.'.^4.) • Paul KellyRainbow Over Broadway Joan Marsh-Frank Albertson Dee. I5,'34... ..70..
Woman(Seein "In
Her the
Thirties.
Aline
stolen Sweets
Sally Blane-Charles Starrett Mar.
Ann MacMahon
Dvorak
Twin Husbands
John Miljan - Shirley Grey - _^ „^
Wonder
Bar
Al
Jolson-Dick Powell -RIeardo
Monroe Owsley
Fab. 25.'34 62
CortezDolores Del Rio- Kay
Coming Feature Attractions
Francis
84. Feb. I7.'34
Together Again
Onslow
Stevens-Lila Lee-Dlckle
Moore
FOX FILMS
Features
Running Time
COLUMBIA
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Features
.Dec.
29
78
Running Time
As
Husbands
Go
Warner
Baxter-Helen
Vinson...
Rel
90 Nov.
July 2218
Title
Star
Berkeley Square
Leslie Howard -Heather Angel.. .Nov. 3
Data Minutes Reviewed
Carolina
Janet Gaynor-Lionel BarrymoreAbove the Clouds
R.Wilson
Cromwell-R. Armitrong-D. Oct. 20.... . .67. Jan.
Robert Young-Henrietta CrosBefore Midnight
June Collyer-Ralph Bellamy Nov. 18.... . .63. Jan. 20. '34
man
Feb.
Brief Moment
Carole
Chan'sParty.
Greatest Case.. Warner
Oland-Heather
Angel. . . Sept.
DonaldLombard-Gene
CookRaymond- Sept, a.... .69. .Oct.
20, '347 Charlie
Coming
Out
Frances
Dee-Gene Raymond
Mar.
David
Harum
will
Rogers-Evelyn
Venable
Mar. 15 95 .F 71 Oct. 14
East of Fifth Ave
Wallace
Ferd-Walter
ConnollyDevil Tiger
Kane
Richmond-Marion
Burns.
-Feb.
Dorothy Tree
Oct. 20.... .65. . Dec. 30 Doctor
80.
Jan. 27.
'14
. Feb.
Bull
Will Rogers - Louise Dresser 16.9.'S4.
'348 . .eb60.
I7.'34
Fighting Cede, The
Buck Jones-Diane Sinclair Dec. 30...
17." 34. .76.
0. Ma 773.'34 Oct. 14
fighting
Ranger,
The
Buck
Jones-Dorothy
Revler
Mar.
Marian
Nixon-Ralph
Morgan
.
.Sept.
22
Fog
Mary
BrianDenny
• Donald Cook • Nov. 20
Ever
SinceMarshal
Eve
George O'Brien-Irene
O'Brien-Mary Bentley..
Brian ..Jan.
Feb. 9.'34 r72. 3
Reginald
22.... ..68
. .69. Jan.
Frontier
George
I9.'34 68. .Feb.
' IS,'S4
Fury
of
the
Jungle
Donald
Cook-Peggy
Shannon
Oct.
George
White's
Scandals
Rudy
Vailee
George
White
•
..60
25....
Alice
Faye-JImmy
Durante.
...
Mar.
.80 34
I3.'34
the Press
..Oct.
ItHeldHappened
One Night Tim
Clark McCoy-Shirley
Gable-Claudette Grey
Colbert.. ..Fab.
ie.'S4.
23.'34.
.
IDS.
Mar.
"In the Cutting
Feb.Matthews
I0.'34.) • Edmund
King ef the Wild Horses Wm. Janney- Dorothy Appleby.. ..Nov. 10.... . .66
Gwenn
.Sent. I6.'34
8
96. .Apr. 29
3,'34 Good (See
Companions,
The Room."
Jessie
Lady far a Day
Warren
William-Guy Farreii
Klbbee-. . . .Sept. 13
65.
102. ...July 15 Hold That Girl
May Robson-Glenda
James
Dunn-Claire
Trevor
..Feb.
30
78 Dee. 9
Let'i
Fall
In
Leva
Ann
SothernEdmund
Lowe
Dec.
26
64. Jan. I3,'34
Clara
Nov. 5.'34 85.
65
Jan. 27.'34
LIne-Up. The
William Gargan-Marlan Nixon. ..Mar. I7.'34
IHoopla
Am Suzannel
Lilian Bow-Preston
Harvey-Gene Foster
Raymond. .. .Jan.
Man'i
Castle,
A
Loretta
Young-Spencer
Tracy
Nov.
4
75.
Jan.
6.
'34
28
68.
...Dec.
9
I
Believed
in
You
Victor
Jory
John
Bales
Master
af
Men
Jack
Holt-Fay
Wray
Oct.
Rosemary
Ames
Feb.
23,'34
65.
Feb. I7,'34
My Woman
Helen Twelvetraea - Wallace
.75. .. .SepL
. Dec.
Carroll Marshall
- Conrad •Veldt
I Was a Spy
Herbert
Madeleine Dec. 24....
.65..
73. .Oct. 21
Ford - Victor Jory
Oct. 5
27....
15....
NiRth GuMt, The
Donald Cook-Genevieve Tebin.. ..Jan.
Jimmy
and
Sally
James
Dunn-Claire
Trevor
Nov.
..Oct.
Oaea ta Every Weman
FayRalph
WrayBellamy
■ Walter Connolly • Jan. I5,'34 70
.
.Dec.
. Nov.
Mad Skitch
Game, The
Spencer
Tracy-Claire
Trevor Dee.
Oct. 22....
29
.70.
.79... . .Sept.
Will Rogers-Zasu
Pitts
..58 Nov. IS Mr.
Pallea
Ctr
17
Tim
McCoy-Evalyn
Knapp
..Sept.
30
10....
My
Lips
Betray
Lilian
Harvey-John
Boies
Nov.
.74..
.66. .Oct.
Shadaws
ef Sing Sing
Bruce Cabot
- Mary Brian
My Weakness
Lilian Harvey-Lew Ayres Sept. 17.
..65. Mar. 3.'34 Olsen's
Saclal Register
Colleen
Moore-Alexander
Kirk- Dec. 3
Big Moment El Brendel
Nov. I
76. ...Sept. 2
land
Mar. I0,'34 74
Orient
Express
Heather
Angel-Norman
Faster..
..Jan.
76. ...Aug. 26
Jpeed WIngt
Tim McCey-Evalyn Knapp Feb. 5,'34... 62
Paddy, the Next Best Thing. .. Janet Gaynor-Wamer Baxter Sept. 26.6'34 69
Straightaway
Tim
Carol
Dec. 30
22
60.
Oct.
Thrill Hunter, The
Buck McCoy-Sua
Jones-Dorothy
Ravler Sept.
58 Jan'.Nov.27.'3425 Power and the Giery. The Spencer Tracy-Colleen IMoora
69 Dee. 9
.Jan.
..
Fester.
Wynne Gibson-Preston
Sleepers East
Coming Feature Attractions
70... Oct. 14
7
2
.
M
(See "In the Cutting Ream."Victor
Dee. Jory-lrene
30.)
Smokv
Bentley Dee. 8... ar 78 Oct. 14
Black Moon
Jack Holt
.
Don't
Fall
In
Lava
Grace
Moore-Tuilio
Carminati
Walls af G'aid !.!
Sally Ellers-Norman
Oct. 20...
13... ID.'
Hell Bent for Love
Tim McCoy-Llllaa Band
Menjou. .. .Oct.
Hume- Adolpha Faster
34
Lady Is Willing. The
Leslie Howard-Blnnie Barnes
. .76.Fab. i0.'34 Worst Woman In Parist Benita
ons
Man
Trailer,
The
Buck
Jones-Cecilia
Parker
Mar.
24.'34
..
Attracti
Feature
Coming
trees
Apr.
27,
S4
Mast Preciont Thing In Life., jean Arthur - Donald Cook TwelveHelen
Williams.
All Men Are Enemies Hugh
„ . .
J.
Richard Cromwell
Murder
in the
Studio Ralph
(See Up
"In the Cutting Room."
I0,'34.)
ley Wilson
Gr
ey
Ne
Greater
Glory
JohnMar.
Boles
Frankle Bellamy-Shir
Darro - Lois
Bottoms
Pat
'
* Apr,
.„ I3,'34 85. Mar. I0.'34
- ,-„...
George Breaksten
70. Mar I0.'34 ratn.Paw
al
Merk
Change
Lloyd-Una
Harold
of
The
Hear
t
^^^^^^ Rogers-Jaraes Dunn
2"» » S""*y-4i. Ralph Bellamy-Shirley Grey Mar. 3I.'34.:. ;
Farrells
Gaynor-Charle
Janet
.
.
Heart"
ff!?" under
.?*?■■ the
P' Skin
ii.; Stuart
Erwin-Ann
Sothern
of
rhanoe
Sisters
Ellssa
Sehlldkraut-gan
FrankLandi-Joseph
Mor
Aharne. . . Mar. 2S.'I
Hopper-BrlanWoo
Victoria
Nymph. The
Constant
d 4
Will Rogers-Peggy
Merry Andrew
(Sfe "In the Cutting Room," Mar. 10, '34.)
Jory
Victor
Angel
Heather
Trinidad
in
Murder
Sang
JTou Century
Gave Ma. The John
Bebe Daniels- Victor VartenI
21
Preston Foster
Apr. •,'S4
Twentieth
Lombard 84. ...Oct.
. ..
Veloe
In the Night
Tim Barrymore-Carole
Sewar
(See "In the Cutting Room." Mar.Tracy-Alice
3.'M.) Faye-Helan
Whirlpo
el
Jack MeCoy-Billle
Holt-Lila Lee-Jean
Spencer
Arthd
ur
Now I'll Tell
DU WORLD PICTURES
'.95! .. .Aug. ii
Harvey-Charier
Lilian
Heather
Angel
Only Girl The
Carroll -!
- Nancy Beyer!!
Kruger
Otto
Features
for Henry
Springtime
34
30.
Mar.
Musical)
(All-Star
Cheer
Running Time
and
Up
Stand
Three on a Honeymoon Sally Ellers-Jehnpy Maek Brawn .. Mar. 23, 34
o J'U*
,
Rel. Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Death
Over Shanghai
Else Star
Elster-Ralf Ostarman Dee.
15
62
(See
"In the Cutting Room." Mar. 3.'.34.)
H.'S4
Fantomas
Jean Gallard
Ames.. .Mayvor
Baxter- Rasemary
Woman ....Warner
Toe
Tre
John Boles-Claire
Gold
Girl
in the Case
Jimmy
Save - Eddie Lambert- Feb. I5.'34 59
Wild Many
Tone
Carroll - Fraathot
Madeleine
On, Tha
Moves
World
„ of the Underworld
^
Dorothy
Darling
Mar. I5.'34 60
Queen
Hans
Albers
Charlotte
Susa
Wera Engels
Jan. V34 65
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
FIRST DIVISION
Running Time
Features
Features
Theodore VonRel. Date
„
Minutes Reviewed
Running
Time Reviewed
Title
Star
Title
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Love Past Thirty
Aileen Pringle
Star
. .. Dee.
Dassao
. . Dee. 22..
.
Nov.
73
27,'34 .80.
Eltz
3... ..36.
Eat 'Em Alive
..Nov. 26...
ara Kent- Jan.
DIMaway-Barb
Donald
..56.
.58
.60.
Approval
on
Marriage
Phyllis
Barry
Na».
22..
22...
. .55 Dee.
Ho,
Virtue Fernandel-Callettt ' Darrauli. .'.' . . Dec.
ThroneKing
of theof Gods
22..
Sept.
Tyler
Tom
War ef the Range
Coming Feature Attractions
l,'34 M.Kw
GAUMONT-BRITISH
Forgotten Men
War Film
Apr. I5.'34
Running Time
58. Feb. 27.'33 Features
Road te Ruin . ,
Helen Foster-Paul Page May
Rel. Data Minutes Reviewed
FIRST NATIONAL
Title
Baroud
(See "Love In Morocco ) Star , _ , ...
_ .
24,'34
Features
79i/j..Oct. 7
Harker..
Running Time
Loralne-Gordon
Violet
Billingsgate
of
Britannia
Mathason
Lang
69
Cummlngs
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Constance
Channel Crossing
Jan. 27,'34 65
I?**';!"
. JThe
Warren
William
Falling for You
J. Hulbert-Clcely Courtneldfla.
88 Sept SO
Big Shakedown.
Bette
Davis
Chai.
Farrell
Banks ...........
Leslie Matthewt
The
Raisers.
Fire
Ricarde Cortez
Jan. 6,'34 84. Fab. I7.'34
Friday Train,
the 13th
Jessie
Bureau of Missing Persons .... Bette Davis - Lewis Stene •
Ghost
The
Jack
Hulbert
Dee.
1
68 Feb. 25
..74.... Sept. 2
Glenda Farrell
Sept. 16.
Convention City
j„„ Blendell-DIck Pawell-A.
It's
a
Boy
Edward
Everett
Horton
Leslie
Hansen
80 Sept SO
69. ...Dae. •
Menlou-Mary
Attar
Dee. 30
Smith
Tom Walls
3.'34 72....Nav. 15 Just
Dark Hazard
Edward
0. Rebintan
Fab.
King
ef
tha
Ritz
Stanley
Luplno-Glna
Mala
Fashions ef 1934
William
Pawell-Bette Davit Feb.
78e«....Oet
Jan. I3.'34
II
In Marocca
Rex Ingram
Dec. 1
67 Oct. 15. S2
Female
Ruth Chatterton
Ne*. I7.'J4
66... June XI17 Lave (Reviewed
Goodbye Again
W. William-Joan Blondetl Sept. 9
nndar tha title "Baraud")

'34
r.I0,

69.Ma

7
70 .
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(THE
I2ELEASE
CHART— CCNT'D
)
Running Time
Time Reviewed
Rel. Data Running
Minutes
Title
Star
Star
Rel. Data Minutes Reviewed
Title
70.
Sensation Hunters
Arline Judge-Preston Foster Aug. 30
Love on Wheel*
Jack Hulbert-Gorden Marker
9i
I.'34
57.
Feb. I0,'3414
Sixteen
Nell-CrelghtonCrabbe
Chaney. ..Jan.
Lucky Number. The.
. Clifford Mollison - Joan Wynd76. ...Get
SweetheartFathoms
of SigmaDeep
Chi. The. Sally
Mary 0'Carlisle-Buster
Oct. 1
ham
72'/2..Sept. 9 West
of
the
Divide
John
Wayne-Virginia
B.
Faire.
..Feb.
I5.'34
55.
Jan.
Z0,'34
Mademoiselle Zaza
Hardy
82. Mar. 3. '34 Woman's Man
"Aunt Courtneidge-Sam
.'iaiiy. ")
JohnMotte-Wallace
Halliday-Marguerite
do la Feb.
(Reviewed under the title. Cicely
Ford
Matthews - Ian Hunter Man from Toronto, The Jessie
Fred Kerr
77
64. Jan. 27
Feature Attractions .
Marry Me
RenateHulbert-Winifred
Muller-Harry Green
8S
Apr. 2210 Coming
,'34
Blue Steel
John Wayne
Jack
Shotter. . . Dec. 1
77. ..June
Night and Day
City Limits
RayCraven
Walker-Sally Blane-Frank Apr. I5,'34.
Night
of
the
Party,
Leslie
Banks
62.
Mar.
10,
'34
Orders Is Orders
Charlotte Greenwood - James
Derby Day
Gleason
.Mar. I5.'34 881/2 . Aug. 19 House
of Mystery, The
Verna Hillie-Ed Lowry Mar. 30,'34.
Prince of Wales, The
Eyre
8 Jane
Sleeping
Car
.
Ivor
Novello-Madeleine
Carroll
83
July
Loudspeaker,
The
Ray Walker-Jacqueline
Wells
.Jessie Matthews
Dec. I
79, ...Mar.
There Goes the Bride
Man
from
Utah,
The
John
Wayne
.Aug.
Turkey
Time
. Tom
Lynn
71
Manhattan
Love
Song
Dixie
Lee-Robt.
Armstrong
EvelynWalls-Ralph
Laye
Oct. 1
81.
Waltz Time
Money Means Nothing Apr. 30,'34.
Woman in Command, The. . Cicely
- Edward
Numbers
of Monte
Carlo John
Mary Wayne
Brian-John Darrow
EverettCourtneidge
Horton
80
SUr
Packer,
The
LIBERTY PICTURES
PARAMOUNT
Coming Feature Attractions
Features
Runni
Running Time
Title
Star
Date Minutes Reviewed
ng Time Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel.
Data
M Inutas
Alice
in
Wonderland
Charlotte
Henry
Dec
22....
..75 Dee. 18
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy MackaillAll of Me
Fredric March-Miriam HopkinsJune Collyer
George Raft-Carole
Raft
Jan.
I9.'34.
Mad Honeymoon, The
Bolero
George
Lombard.
...
Feb.
No
Phillips Holmes-Leila Hyams...
23,'34. .77....
..71.
Jan.
13,
'344
Cradle
Dorothea Hookins-Fredric
Wieck-Kent Taylor
..SO.Fafe.
I7.'34
SchoolRarsom
for GIrIt
Nov.
.Nov.
Design Song
for Living
Miriam
March- Nov. 17
Take
the Stand
Jack LaRue-Thetma Todd
29
Two Heads
on a Pillow
Gary
Cooper
Dec.
Duck Soup
Four Marx Bros
Nov. 17
5.'34.
When Strangers
.Nav.
Eight Girls in a Boat Kay Johnson - Dorothy Wilson Without
Children Meet Richard Cromwell-Arllne Judge .
.78 Dee. 30
Doug.
Montgomery
Jan.
Four Frightened People C. Colbert - H. Marshall - Wm.
MAJESTIC
.75.... Dec. »
- M. Boland
Jan. 26,'34...
Features
Girl Without
a Room
M.Gargan
Churchill-Chas.
8
Time Reviewed
.95. Fab.Sept.3.'S423
Star
Golden
Harvest
Richard
Arlen-ChesterFarrell
Morrls- Dec. I6,'34...
Title
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
.70....
22
Genevleve
Tobin
Sept.
87. .Sept.
Charming Deceiver, The
Constance Oummlngs
Dec
27
16 Good Dame
Sylvia
Sidney-Fredrlo
March
Feb.
(Reviewed
under the title, Dorothy
"Heads We
Go") - C. Aubrey
Hell and High Water
Richard Arlen-Judlth Allen Oct. I2,'34... .68
.70....
Curtain
at Eight
Mackaill
Dee.I8.'S43021
Fab.Oet.
His Double Life
Roland Young-Lllllan GIsh ..Jan. 26,'34. . . .72.
Smith-Paul
Cavanagh
Oct. 1
.87... Oct. 7
74.
Feb.
I7,'34
6
28
Morning After, The
Ben Lyon-Sally Ellers Jan. 13.l,'34 S3 Oct
I'm
No
Angel
Mae
West-Cary
Grant
Oet.
Last
Round-Up. Tha
RandolphCooper
Scott-Barbara Fritchie ■ -Jan.
under theThe
title, "IZitaSpy")Johann-John Mlljan Dec.
.65... Dec.
.88....
Nav.8,'342325
.68....
Lone Cowboy
Jackie
Dee.
.65.
Jan.Oat.
Sin (Reviewed
of Nora Moran,
.74...
Oct.
You Made Mo Leva Yoy Thelma Todd-Stanley Lupine Nov. 24
Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen... Dorothea Wieck-Baby Le Roy.. ..Jan. 2,'S4.
9,'34. .85 Aug. 26
No
More
Women
Edmund
Lowe-Victor
McLagen
.
.
Feb.
23,'34
Coming Feature Attractions
.72.
Feb.
I7,'S4
One Sunday Afternoon Gary Cooper-Fay Wray
Sept. I...
Unknown Blend*
Edward Arnold - John Milian Search for Beauty
Larry ("Buster") Crabbe - Ida
Barbara Barondess - Dorothy
I2,''34.!."
Lupine
.75. Jan. 28, '34
She Made Her Bed
Sally
Ellers- Richard Arlen Feb.
Mar.
.78. Feb.Dee.
24, '342
Sitting Pretty
Jack Haley-Jack Oakie-Glnger
9,'34... .80
24.
Rogers
Nov.
Six of a Kind
C. Fields
Ruggles- A.- M.Sklpworth
Baland ■- W.BurnsC.
Features
R pictures"
FAI
MAY
Running
Time
27
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
IS
and Allen
.b5.Jan.Nav.
27.'344
Her Forgotten Past
Monte Blue - Barbara Kent
.82...
Take a Chance
James
Dunn • Juno Knight - Feb. 24
.58'/2
Henry B. Walthall ...Sept. I
68
.571/2.. Nov. IS
"Buddy"
Rogers
.....Oct.
15
Secret Sinners
Sue Carol-Nick Stuart Oct. 20
70
Thundering
Herd,
The
Randolph
Scott-Judith
Allen
Nov.
70...
Sept.
16
Tillle and Gus
Alison Skipworth-W. C. Fields •■Oct. 29..
What's
Raekatf
Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dee. 1
70 Mar. I0,'34 To
the Last Man
Randolph Scott-Esther Ralston. - -Sept.
ComingYourFeature
Attractions
Too Much Harmony
BIng Crosby-Jack Oakle-Lllyan
Badge of Honor
Apr. I, '34
, .
Tashman
Torch
Singer
Claudette
Colbert Manners
- ^
Rleardo Sept.
.75.... Sept. 9
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Cortez - David
Sept. 20
8
.72 Sept. 2
Features
Way to Love, The
Maurice Chevalier-Ann Dvorak. ..Oct. I6.'34...
Running Time
.84.... Sept. 30
Wharf Angel
Victor
Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. DateI Minutes
PrestonMcLaglen-Dorothy
Foster Dell- Mar. I7,'34.) . .621/2
87 Sept. 9
Beauty
for Sale
Otto Kruger-Madge
Evans Sept.
13
98 Oct. 7 .
Bombshell
Jean
HarlowLeo
Tracy
Oct.
^l""
Broke
His
Heart."
"In
the
Gutting
Room."
Feb.
White Woman
Carole
Laughton- Nov. 3
15..
Broadway to Hollywood Alice
- Frank Morgan
Chas. Lombard-Chas.
BIckford
MadgeBradyEvano-Eddle
Qulllan- .89... Sept. I Coming Feature Attractions
Jaekle
CooperRussell
Hardle
.
.Sept.
Cat and the Fiddle. The Jeanette
MacDonald-Ramon No- Feb.
Cleopatra
Claudette Colbert- Henry Wilvarro
3
66
Chief.
The
Ed
Wynn-D.
Mackaill
Nov. 24
On.
Marines
Richard
Arlen-ldaWilli
Lupino am
Mar. 23,'34
coxIn-Warren
.
„
94... Dec.
Nov. 259 Come
„
Dancing Lady
Joan Crawford-Clark
Gable Nov.
Death Takes a Holiday Fredric
March-Evelyn
Venable. ..Mar. 30,'34
70... Nov. II
Day of Reckoning Richard DIx-Madge Evu* Oct. 27
.68. Jan.
Mar. 20,'34
I0.'34
(Reviewed
under
thu
title,
"Strange
Holiday")
.78.
Dinner at Eight
Marie
Double Door
Evelyn Venable- Kent Taylor
LlonelDressier-Wallace
Barrymor* - JeanBeeryHarIt
Ain't
Na
Sin
Mae
West
low - Madge Evans - Karen
Little Miss Marker Adolphe Menjou-Dorothy Dell
i
Morley • Edmund Lowe - Lee
Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland.June 10 Melody In Spring
I2.'34. .113..
Tracy -Cast
Jean Hersholt Jan.
Lanny Ross-Ann Sothern Mar. 30,'34
.117.. .Nov. 18
Eskimo
Native
Jan. I9,'34.
5, '84. .78..
Dae.
30
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb. I7,'34.)
22....
Fugitive
Lovers
Robt.
Montgomery-Madge
Evans..
Jan.
Dec.
I*
.
.79.
.
Murder
at
the
Vanities
Carl
. . Apr. 20.'34.
Going Hollywood
Marlon Davies-BIng Crosby Dec.
The
MarleneBrlssen-Vlctor
Dletrlch-JohnMcLaglen.
Lodge
Her Sweetheart
Marie Dressler-L. Barrymora. . . . Nov. 17.... ..87.. . Nov. 18 Scarlet(SeeEmpress,
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Feb.
I0.'34.)
(Reviewed under the title, Jean
"Christopher
Bean")
Thirty Day Princess Sylvia Sidney-Cariy Grant
I6,'34.
Lazy
Parker-Robert
Trumpet Blows, The
George Raft- Adolphe Menjou.77. Mar. 10. '34
Meet River
the Baron
JackZasuPearl
- Jimmy Young
Durante - Mar.
Frances Drake
Apr. 13. '34.
Pitts
Oct. 20.... .65....N«v. 4 We're Not Dressing Blng
Crasby - Ethel Maraaa Mystery of Mr. X
Robt.
Montgomery
Elizabeth
23.'34.
,
Carole
Lombard
Leon
Errol.
Apr. 27,'34.
Allan
Feb
Judith Allen
..85. Mar. 3.'34 Witching Hour. The
Night Flight
H. Barrymore
Hayes - J.- 0.Barrymora
- L.
You're
Telling
Me
W.
C.
Fields-Joan
Marsh-Larry
Gabia
Robt.
("Buster") Crabbe
Apr. 6,'34.
Montgomery
Oct. 6.... .91 . .Aug. 19 _
PRINCIPAL
Penthouse
Warner
Baxter-Myrna
Loy-Mae
Clarko-Phllllps
Holmes-Chas.
Butterworth
Sept. 10.... . 91.... Sept. 9 Features
Running Time
Prizefighter and the Lady, The. MaxCarneraBaer-Myrna
55Reviewed
Minutes
.102 Oct. 28 Ferocious
^ Title
star
Rel.
Walter Loy-DempseyHuston
Nov.
Pal, The
Kazan
Feb. Data2,'34
.103 Dec. 36 Jaws
4
58.Oct. 28
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo - John Gilbert Feb. 9,'34.
of
Justice
Kazan-Teddy
and
Richard
Terry
..
Dec.
I
Should Ladles Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymore- Dec. 9.'34. .78....Nev. II Russia Today
Nov.
..42.. .Aug. It
Conway
Tearle
Tarzan
the
Fearless
Buster
Crabbe
Aug.
..61..
Thunder Over Mtxieo Native Cast
Nov. 15.
(Reviewed under the title. "The Vinegar Tree")
..70.. .May »
Show-pff,
The
Spencer
.80. Mar.Sept.3.'3410 Coming Feature Attractions
Salltaire Man
Herbert Tracy-Madge
Marshall - Evans
Elizabeth Mar. 22.... .65
Desperate Trails
Kazan
29....
. the „Desert
.
Allan and
- Lionel
Atwlll Sept.
King of the North
Kazan
Sons
Laurel
Hardy
2e.'3416 Little
Damezel
Anna
Neagle-James Rennle
Stage ofMother
A.
Bradiy - Russell
Hardle - M. Doc. 29....
2,'34. .68.
.87Jan.Sept.
Lone
Avenger,
The
Kazan
_., Side
-,. of. Heaven
„
O'SullIvan
- F. Tone
Sept.
This
Lionel
Barrymoro-Fay
Balnter
.
.
Feb.
Peck's
Bad
Bay
Jackie
.76. Jan. 27,'34 Teeth of Steel
Kazan Cooper
Women In His Life, The otto Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben
.76.
Feb.
3.
'34
RKO RADIO PICTURES
You
Can't Feature
Buy Everything
. . . May °Robson-' Jean ' Parker!
°an'. 26.'34. .85. Feb. 10, '34 Features
Coming
Attractions
I3,'34.
Hollywood
Party
(All
Star
Musical)
Apr.
MinutesTime Reviewed
Title
star
Rel. Date Running
Laushlns Boy
Ramon Gable-Myrna
Novarro-Lupa Ley
Velez Apr. 20.'34.
Ace of Aces
Richard
Dix
- Elizabeth Allan - Oct.
Men
In
Wh
te
Clark
Ralph
Bellamy
.75.
Feb.
I7.'34
Operator Thirteen
Marion
Davles-Gary
Cooper
After Tonight
Constance
Bennett • Gilbert Nov.
Sept. 30
"ipt'ue
,
Norma Shearer
- Robert
MontRoland
23.'34. .
.73.
.71. ..Oct.
..Oct.
-Sadie
., „McKee
„
gomery
Herbert
Marshall
Mar.
Aggie
Appleby,
Maker
ef
Men
Wynne
GIbsen-Charles
Farrell- .. Nov. 10..
.72...
. ..
Joan Crawford- Franchot Tone
'36.'34'.
Ann
Vlckers
Irene
Dunne
Walter
Huston
Conrad Nagel
Oet. 20..
Tarzan
His Mate
J.Wallace
Weissmuller-M.
O'Sullivan. . . . Mar.
13..
TreasureandIsland
.70... .Sept. SB
Chance at Heaven
JoelMarian
McCreaNixon
- Ginger Rogers - Oct. 3..
Jackie Beery
Cooper - Otto Kruger 6,'34.
Viva Vlllal
Wallace Beery-Fay Wray. . . . . . Apr.
.68... .Oct. 14
Deluge, The
Peggy
- Lais Wllsan
- Sept. 27..
(See "In the Cutting Room." Feb. I().'34.)
SidneyShannon
Blackmer-Matt
Moore..
.Aug. 19
Flaming
Gold
Bill
Boyd
Mae
CItrke
~
Pat
O'Brien
Sept. 29. .
MONOGRAM
.53...
PICTURES CORPORATION
15.
.
Flying Down te RIa
Dolores
• Gene Ray - Dee. 29. .
Features
Running Time
mend -DelRaulRIeRoullen
.67'/, . Dee. I
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Goodbye Love
Charles Ruggles
Nav. 10.
Beggars In Ermlna
Lionel Atwlll
Feb 20
Hips,
Hips.
Hooray!
Wheeler
and
Wselsey
Feb. 2,'34 .80..
22,'34.. ..72.
Feb.Nov.
24,'344 If I Were Freel
68. Jan. 27,'34
68
Irene
Dunne-Nils Asther-Cllve Dee. 1
Broken
Randolph Faster-Peggy
Scott-Martha Shannon.
Sleeper, ."oet.
Brook
88.... Aug. 12
68 Dae. 23
Devils Dreams
Mate
Prestan
.Aug. 20..
15
63
Keep 'Em
Rolling Walter
Huston-Franees
Dee - Mar. 2,'34 691/2 Feb. I0,'34
He Couldn't
It
Ray WalkerVirginia Cherrlll. ..Dee.
Little
Women
K. Hepburn
• Joan Bennett
10.
Lucky
Taxan,Take
The
John
Wayne
jan 22,'34...
..56. Jan. 27.'34
Frances Des - Paul Lukas Nov. 24
107... Na*. II
Mystery Liner
Noah Beery Keith
- Astrld Allyn -"
Long Patrol.
Lost Father
John Barryraora-Halan Chandler . . Feb.
Jan.
15... .58. Jan. 27.'34
Lost
The
McLaqlen-Karloft
Riders at Oastlny
JahnCornelius
Wayne-Ceellla Parker Mar.
Oct. I5.*34
I6,'34
75. Feb. 3.'34
..58
Dee.
23
Man of Two Worlds Francis Lederer-EIIssa Landl . . . . Feb. 9,'34
Sagebrush Tr»ll
Jako Wayie
Dee.
92. Jan. 20.'34

b.24.

78.Fe

'34

I

'S

b.24,
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RELEASE
(THE
Running
Time
Title
Star
I
Minutes Reviewed
UNIVERSAL
Meanest Gal in Town, The Za$uBrendel
Pitts -- Pert
- Elt eatures
James Kelton
Gieason
Running
Time
Title
Star
Rel. 22, '34
Minutes
"Skeets"
Gallagher
Jan. 12.'
82 Reviewed
Dee. 23
John Boles-Gloria Stuart ..Jan. Date
Midshipman Jack
Bruce
Cabot-Betty
Furness Sept.
22. 34 62.65Mar.Sept.10, '3416 Beloved
Bombay Mall
Edmund
Lowe-Onslow
Stevens.. Jan.
One Man's Journey Lionel
McCrea- Sept. 8.
,, ..72.
Shirley
Grey
.Sept.
9
DorothyBarrymore-Joel
Jordan
.
.70.
18
70
Dec.I3,'3423
I,
'34
68.
Jan.
.Aug. 255 By Candlelight
Landl-Paul
Rafter Romance
Ginger Rogers-Norman Foster. . .Sept. I.
.70. .Nov.
Countess of Monte Cristo Elissa
Fay Wray
- Paul Lukas
Lukas Dec.
Mar. , I9,'34
80.
Mar.
3.'34
Right
to
Romance,
The
Ann
Harding-Nils
Asther
Nov.
17.
5.'34
78
Wynne
Stevens- Mar.
Son of Kong
Robert Armstrong-Helen Mack. ..Dec. 22.
.69'/2.Jan. 6,'34 Crosby Case, The
Alan Gibson-Onslow
Dinehart
Success at Any Price Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. -Colleen
Cross Country Cruise Lew
Ayres - Alice White - June Jan.
Moore-Genevieve Tohin Mar. 16,' 34 77
..Knight
'34 78
77. Jan 27. '34
Two Alone
Jean Parker-Tom Brown Jan. 26,' 34 74. Jan. 20,'34
25
Counsellor-at-Law
John
Barrymore-Bebe Parker
Daniels. .. Dec.
Dec. 15,
II
65Nov. 25
Gun Justice
Ken Maynard-Gecilia
Coming Feature Attractions
Alien Corn
Ann Harding - John Boles - Ben
Horse Play
SlimLeilaSummerville-Andy
HyamsDevine- Nov. 27
12, '34 5870
I Like It That Way
Gloria Stuart-Roger Pryor Feb.
Crime Doctor
OttoLyon
Kruger-Karen Morley May
Aor. 25.'
27,
(See Man.
"In the
Cutting Room,"
Dec. Harrigan
30.) - Gloria Stuart - Nov.
(See "In the Cutting Room."
Mar. 3. '34.) Wynyard May II,'
Invisible
The
Claude
Rains
..70 Nov. 4
Wm.
Dover
Clive
FinishingRoad
School
Ginger Brook-Diana
Rogers - Frances Dee ■
King for a Night
Chester
Helen Twelve- Oct.
Bruce Cabot
Apr. 27.'
trees -Morris
Alice -White
..78 Dec. 2
(See "In the Cutting Room."
Mar. 3. '34.)
Ladies Must Love
JuneMaryKnight
- Neil Hamilton
Green
Rio-Joel McCrea l.'34.
.64Sent. 9
..70
Carlisle-George
E. Stone - . .Sept. 29,
I Love Mansions
an Actress Dolores
Gregory Del
Ratoff
Love Birds. The
Summerville-Pitts
Mar.
..63
Nov. II
Of Human Bondage Leslie Howard-Bette Davis June
Love, Honor and Oh. Babyl Summerville-Pitts
Oct.
Sing and Like It
Zasu Pitts - Pert Kelton 34 72
Madame
Spy
Fay P.Wray-Nlls
Asther
Jan.
Edward
Everett
Horton
Apr.
20.'
'3
4
34
70
Jan.
Midnight
0.
Heggie-Sidney
Fox
Jan.
Spitfire
Katharine Hepburn
Mar. 30, '34 88. Feb. 24.'34
34. 80 6.'34
34
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale -Donna Damerell- Doc.
Stingaree
Irene Dunne-Richard Dix May 18.
Ted Healy
68 Sent. 9
Strictly Dynamite
limmy
Durante
Lupe
Velez
•
Only Yesterday
JohnBenita
Boles-Margaret
Norman Foster-Wm. Gargan105 Nov. 25
Hume-Blllle SullavanBurke. ... Nov.
Marian
Nixon
May
4,'
34..
Poor Rich. The
Edna May
This Man Is Mine
Irene Dunne-Ralph Bellamy Apr. 13,
ettOliver-Edward
HortonEver- Feb.
..70
Wild Cargo
Frank Buck
Apr. 6.'
..72....
Sept.6.'342323
..65. Jan.Sept.
S. 0. S. Iceberg
Rod La Rocgue-Gibson Gowland . .Oct.
..60
Saturday's
Millions
Robert
Young-Leila
Hyams
Oct.
..64Sept. 30
Strawberry
Roan
Ken
Maynard-Ruth Hall
OcL
Trail
The
Ken Maynard-Cecilia
Parker Sept
SHOWMENS PICTURES
34. ..60. Feb. 24.'34
WheelsDrive,
of Destiny
Ken
Maynard
Fob.
Features
.71
Comingof aFeature
Attractions
Big Raee. The
Boots Mallory-John Darrow Dec. I
Affairs
Gentleman
Paul Lukas
...62.
.63Feb.
Moth,
Sally
O'Neil-PaulCollier.
Page
Manners
Black Cat. The
Boris
Karloff-Bela Lugosi-David
Public The
Stenographer
Lola Lane-Wm.
Jr Jan.
Nov. I5.'34.
I
St.
Louis
Woman
John
Mack
Brown-Jeanette
LeiT..Mar.
I5.'34.
I0.'S4
.Sept. 16 Doomed
to
Die
Ken
Maynard-Gloria
Ship of Wanted Mm
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon WaycofI . .Sent. 24...,
Glamour
Constance Cummings Shea
- Paul
Coming Feature Attractions
Lukas
Apr. 9, '34
Golden Head
Honor
of
the
West
Ken
Maynard
Apr. I6,'34
Humbug, The
Nils Asther
Sauls in Pawn
Special
Duty
I'll Tell the World
Lee Tracy-Gloria Stuart Apr. I6.'34
Unlimited
Let's BeMan,Ritzy
Ayres-Patrlcia
Within
the Rock
Little
What Naw7 Lew
Margaret
Sullavan - Ellis
Douglass Mar. 26,'34 68
Montgomery
Uncertain Lady
Genevieve
Tobin- Edward Everett May 7,'i4
H orton
STATE RIGHTS
"3.''34
Running Time
Features
WARNER BROS.
Rel.
Data
Minutes
Reviewed
Big Title
Time Or Bust RegisStar
Toomey-Gloria Dist'r
Runni
Shea
Tower
■ • Nov. 10 62. Mar. 10. '34 Features
Title
Star
Rel, Data Ml ngnutes
TliM Revlewad
Carnival Lady
Boots Mallory-Allen
.
College Coach
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nov. 4..
Vincent
Dec. 15 ..69. Feb. I7.'34
..75 Nov. 18
Lyie
Talbot
Criminal at Large Emiyn
Williams - Hollywood
Disraeli (Reissue)
George Arliss
Deo. 16..
Cathleen
Nesbitt.
Prods Jan. I5,'34. . .65. Jan.
Easy to Love
Adolphe Menjou - Mary Astor Cougar, the King Killer. .. Edwin
C. Hill
- Jay . Helber
..88. Dee. M.'Z*
6,'34
Bruce
Master Art
Nov. I ..60
Genevieve
Tobin
Jan.
I3.'3
.68....
Ever In My Heart
Barbara Stanwyck
Oct. 28..
.61.
Jan.Oct.20.'3421
Death Parade, The
(War Film)
Henry Zapp
77. Feb.
Footlight Parade
James Cagney - Joan Blondell •
Enlighten Thy Daughter. .. Beth Barton- Miriam
,
Ruby
Keeler
Dick
Powell
Battista
Exploitation
Picts
.
.Jan.
I5.'34.
.
.80.
.
.
.
Dec.
30
.101.
Guy Klbbee
OoL 21..
Farewell to Love
JanAngel
Kieoura-Hoather
..63...Oct.
Dee. 72
Madison PIcts. . . .Nov. 24. . . . . .66. . . . Dec. 2„ From Headquarters Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dee. 2..
Gold
Diggers
of
1933
Warren
William-Joan
BlondellFilm Parade
General Plcts ian. '2- J*- .55. ........ ...
Aline
FoundThatAlive
Barbara
Bedford
Feb. 10.'34. . .56.Feb. 24,'34
Dick MacMahon-Ruby
PowellKeeler- Sept. 2..
Gat
Venus
Ernest Truex
- Jean...Ideal
.63
.... May 27
Arthur
Regent
Picts
■■
■•
■
Heat
Lightning
Aline
MacMahon-Glenda
Farrelleew
Film Exchange. .. .Nov. 29 65 Dee. 9
.75. Feb
Ann Dvorak-Lyle Talbot Mar. 3.'3
Muni
2D.'3
Hell
on Holiday
Earth
All
Star
Aeolian
Plet$ Jan. 27.'34. ..70.Feb.
HouseNellie!
on 56th Street, Tha Paul
KayGeneFrancis
■ Ricarde Cortez ■ Jan.
Hell's
(War
Film)
Superb Picts
77.... July10. '3422 Hi.
.68 Dee.3.'349
Raymond
Dec. 23..
Her Secret
SariCollier,
Maritza
.67
Jr- Wm. Ideal
73
I've
Got
Your
Number
Jean
Blondell-Pat
O'Brien
Feb.
24.'3
.68. Feb.
I0.'3424
.73.
...Nov.
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond - T. Von
_
_ 59 Nov. 4. Jimmy
the Gent
James Cagney-Bette
Oavis
Mar. 28..
17.'!
Kennel
Murder
Case
William
Powell-Mary
Astor
Oct.
.76....
Dee.
Eltz
Progressive Oct.
7
James Cagney
Dec. 9..
La Gong (Danea af the
„ , „„ . Lady Killer
Bennett Picts
Plcts
55. Jan.July20,'3429
MadVIrolns)
Age, The
Resolute
July 19 70....
Coming Feature Attractions
Mr.
Broadway
All
Star
B'wayHollywood
59
Sept. 23 As the Earth Turns
Jean Muir-Donald
Woods Apr. 14. '34 73. Feb. I0,'34
No Funny Business Gertrude
Lawrence
Dames
Dick Powell
Laurence Olivier .. Ferrone Prods Mar. 7, 34... 60
Murder Cast, Tha Ruby
WilliamKeelerPowell
Over the Seven Seas
Vanderbilt
70 June 3 Dragon
Fog Over Frisco
Donald
Davls-Lyle
Talbot-Woods-Bette
Margaret Lindsay
Secrets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch - June
„
Lester _F. _Scott
58 „Sept.» 16 Friends of Mr. Sweeney Charlie
Ruogles-Ann Dvorak
Family
Aline MacMahon
^"iSi'e'n"' Hills!"
Faith Pictures ... Aug. 7
60.... Aug. 19 Happy
Sweden.
Land ofThe
the
Harold Teen
Hal LeRoy - Rechelle Hudson •
Vikings
Associated
Patricia Ellis
Key.
The
Edna
- William Powell • Apr. 7.'34 65. Fob. 24.'34
Cinemas
70.
Jan.
I3,'34
ColinBestClive
16
Dec.
70....
1
Dec.
Films
Beacon
s
Centurie
the
ThroughAbout Africa, The
Truth
Wm. Alexander
47 Apr. 22 Merry Wives of Reno
Glenda Farrell-Margaret
LindWine. Women and Song. . . Lilyan
Tashman-Lew I. E. Chadwick
_„ Dee. 2S«•
say-Donald
Woods
Cody
70
Dne
Man
Woman
Pat
O'Brlen-Glenda
Farrell...
Return of the Terror LyIe Talbot- Mary Astor
Rhythm In the Air
DickPat Powell
- Ginger Rogers O'Brien
UNITED ARTISTS
Smarty
Joan Blondell-Warren William
Upper World
Warren William - Mary AsterFeatures
Running Time
GingerCagney-Joan
Rogers
Apr. 28,'34
Title
Star
Re!- Date Minutes Reviewed
Without Honor
James
Blondell
1
63
Dec.
9
Advice
to
the
Lovelorn
Lee
Tracy-Sally
Blane
pec.
93 Aug. 19
Bitter Sweet
Anna Neagle-Fernand Graavey. . .Sept. 22
Blood Money
George
Bancroft- FrancesAnderDeeChick
Chandler-Judith
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
son
Nov.
.65.. .Nov.
Bowery, The
Wallace
Beery
George
Raft
Oct.
.90..
Features
Running Time
Jackie Cooper - Fay Wray - Oct.
.85..
Rel. Date MlBiitai Reviewed
Broadway Thru a Keyhele Constance
- Russ Oct.
Title
Star Challapin
British-United
.Oct. 21
Celumbo -Cummings
Paul Kelly
Don
Quixote
Feeder
Artists
...July 8
Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson-Dudley Diggas Sept. '34...
Sept. 239
George Robey . . . London Film
.Dec.
34
Gallant Lady
Ann Hardlng-Cllve Brook Jan.
...Oct. 14B
Girl
fromof Maxim's,
The. .. Frances
Day
...July
Looking for Trouble Spencer
Tracy
Jack
Oakle
Hawleys
High
Street
Leslie
Fuller
.July
'34 .75
80. Feb.Feb.3,'3425 I Lived with You
Constance Cummings Mar. '34...
Olst'r Int'l
Gaumont-British
IvorJeans
Novello - Ursula British
Aug.
Masquerader,
The
Ronald
Colman-Ellssa
Landl
Sept.
Protex
Nov. 18.
.90 Dec.
Moulin Rouge
Constance
Bennett
•
Franchot
..71
Dec.
23
Mam'zelle
NItouche
Janio
Marese-Ralmu.
'34...
.67.
Tone - T. Carmlnatl... Jan.
Money for Speed John Loder - Ida Lu- BritishUnited
Nana
Anna Sten-Lionel Atwlll-PhllArtists
.Sept.
pine • Cyril Mc- Capital
Laglen
lips Holmes
Sent. 7,
,85. Jan. I3,'34
Pateoka
Jimmy
Durante - Stuart Erwin - Mar.
Passion
of
Joan
of
Are,
The.
Maria
Falconneti
Scandinavian
.57.
Lupe
Velez
Feb.
Petterson
and
Bendel
Adolf
Jahr
Sammy
.97....
Sept.
23
.83. Jan. 27.'34
Friedmann
Private Life of Henry VIII, The. Charles Laughton
Nov.
Talking Picts . . Jan I,'
Gaumont-British
Roman Scandals
Eddie
- Gloria Stuart
Prince of Arcadia Carl Brisson
34. .148.80....
Mar.Oct.ID,'3421
.85 Dec.
DavidCantor
Manners-Ruth
Ettlng.■ . . Dec.
Red Wagon
Charles Blekford Ranuel
Torres
Coming Feature Attractions
Greta Nlssen Integrity
British Int'l..
Film.
Born to Be Bad
Loretta Young-Cary Grant
Saint Week
Anthony
of Padua.. Carlo
J4. . .90.Fob.
Bnlldeg Druramand Strikes Back. Ronald Colman- Loretta Young
92.... Oct.17/3428
This
of Grace
Grade Plnzautl
Fields Radio
Catherine the Graat Douglas Fairbanks. Jr. - ElizaTwo
Orphans,
The
Yvette
Guilbert
Roslne Derean • Blue Ribbon .Feb. 8,'
heth Bergner
Firebrand, The
Fredrle
Marchnett-Fay
- ConstanceWray
Ben- Apr. I3,'34 91. Feb. I0,'34
Renee Salnt-Cyr..
House
of
Rothschild,
The
George
Arllss
Apr.
6,'34
86.
Mar.
I0,'34
Volga
Volga
H.
A. Ben-Ami
Shlletton.... JAFA
Photoplays Oct.
Feb. 20.
Kinematrade
Dec.
14.6,' 34 ..92.90...
Feb. 24.'34
Queen,
The
Anna
Neagle-Fernand
Graavey
Wandering
Jew.
The
Jacob
76. Jan.Oct.6,'342*
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Warner
Apr.
20V'34!!! ;'99Jan""6','34

72
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PICTURE

HERALD

March

17,

1934

(THE
CH ACT— CONT'D)
Title
Rel. Date Mia.
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
TODD-KELLY
MASTER ART
AS
A
DOG
THINKS
Air Fright
Dee. 23 19...
SHOKT
Walking
the
Dog
Sept.29
PRODUCTS
YouBABY
and I BURLESK8
and the Gatepost Aug. 25.
Babes into theNature
Goods Feb.
Backs
Nov. I0,'34.I9...
14 20...
Title
Rel.
Date MIn.
Beauty and the Bus Sent. 16 18...
FILMS
HUMAN
SIDE
OF
(Variable)
Gimme
My
Quarterbaek.
.
.
.
Jan.
26,'34
Hi.
Neighbor
Dec.
16
18...
KidBATTLE
'N Africa
6
THE NEWS
FOR LIFE Oct. I6,'34..l
SoupWILLIE
and Fish
Mar. 3I,'34. 18. . .
WHOPPER
lAll dates are 1933 unless
(EDWIN
C.
HILL)
rl..
Born to Die
Mar. 9, '34.. I rl..
1. Roosevelt Family In
Jones' Locker Dec. 9 7...
CityCORONET
ef Wax
America
I rl. . Davy
(Cinecolor)
COMEDIES Feb.
otherwise
stated"}
2.
A
Visit
to
West
Point
I
rl..
Git
Along
Little
Wifle
Nov.
.7...
Hell's
Fire
Jan. 16
6,'34 .7...
AUDIO
PRODUCTIONS
.2 rIs. 3. Carrie Jacobs Bond
I rl..
Play Bail
Sept.
Good
Bad Man.
.Dec. 8 18
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
MELODY MAKERS
Inventors,
TheThe.
.8...
Robin
Hood.
Jr
Feb.
3.'34.
.«...
.8...
.Feb.
2,'34.20
Butterfly
10
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14....
Sammy
— With Eton
North ot Zero
Jan. I9,'34..2rls.
Stratos-Fear
Nov. II.
SwdMUSICAL
Dispersal
10
Boys, Fain
N. Brokenshira
and
FROLICS OF YOUTH
MOODS
EvelynFriend—
Hoey
7....
Cliff
With
Peggy
Managed
Money
Feb.
23,'34.
.2
ris.
MONOGRAM
I— Dance ef the Hears
9
Merrily Yours
Oct. 6 2rli.
Heaiy, Jack Fulton and
Hans Lange and Orchestra
Title
Rel. Date .1 ri.
Pardon
My
Pups
Jan.
.2 rit.
t— Ave Maria
7
Pickens Sisters
9....
PORT
0' CALL Wonder.
SERIES .. Dec. I... Min.
What's
To
Do
Nov. 2S,'34.
24 17
.1 ri.
Dion Kennedy at the Oraan
Benny
DavisCharles
— WithCarllle,
Roy
1.
The
Seventh
MERMAID
COMEDIES
Atwell,
3— Gus
Waters
of MInnetonka
•
I.'S4 .1 rl.
(Harry Langdon)
Martha
Ray
and
Jgckia
Haenschea
ud Srtlwttra
2.
City
of
the
Sun
Jan.
I.'S4.
Leave It to Dad
Oct. 20 2 ris.
3.4. Children
Love's Memorial
Feb. I, '34 .1 ri.
4— Native
Hula Moon
7
8....
of the
N!U...Mar.
Hawaiian Troupe
GusGreen
Edwards—Four
With Minute
Ralph
Pop's Hand.
Pal
Dee. 29
5. The Peacock
Threne
Apr. l.'34 .1 ri.
Stage
The
Sept.
8 22 ris.
Ml.
Kirbery.
5— Waitz in A Flat Major
4
6.
Jungle
Bound
May
Trimmed
Furs
Hans Lange and Orchestra
Men and John S. Young
9....
MORAN in AND
MACK Jan. 5,'34.20
7. The Last Resort June I, '34 .1 ri.
Stephen
— WithMcCord
John
Hundley,FosterNancy
COMEDIES
8. MotherFirstGanges
July l.'34
I, '34
'34 .1 ri.
and Kelvin Keech
10
Paradise Sent
Aug.
I,l.'34
Farmers'
Folly Sept.
15 18
.1 ri.
COLUMBIA
10.9. The
Dravldlan Glamor
Fields and McHugh— With
Freeze-Out.FatalThe
Dee. 22
19
11.
Adventure
Isle
Oct.
I.
'34
Jack
Osterman
and
PickMUSICAL COMEDIES
Title
Rel. Data Min.
ens Sisters
9
12.
Queen
of
the
Indies
Nov.
I.
'34
BROADWAY COMEDIES
2,'34..2rls.
13. A Mediterranean Mecca. Dec. I.'34 .1 ri.
Bend — Ralph
With
Million Spanish
Dollar Melody Mar.
Oct. 27
2 ris. Carrie
Banker Buckeroot
Edwin Jacobs
C. Hill,
..2 ris. Going
PARAMOUNT
Sl(ineySteps
and Out
Murray
Kirbery
and
Lew
White
Poppin'
the
Cork
Dec.
15
24
Elmer
ORGANLOGUES
ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS
Title
Rel. Date Min.
BETTY
BOOP
..2
rIs.
Waiter Catlett
Across the Sea
Oct. 20 II
6
CARTOONS
Radioof the
RubesHills
Hold
of Romance Dee. 8 Irl.. Songs
LeonYour
Errol Temper Dee. 15. ...2 rIs. Canyon
Trail
Sept.22 Irl.. Sally
7....
Betty
Boon's Hallowe'en Nov. 3 7...
HotSmith
Daze
Oct. 20. ...2 rIs. Enchanted
Party
Singin'
Sam-Don Wallace
Lost Race. The
Apr. I3.'34..l rl..
and Dale
Night
of Romance
7
Betty
in
Biunderland Apr. 6.'34..lrl.
Mediterranean
Blues
Feb.
23.'34.
.
I
rl.
.
Donald Novls-Ann Leaf-John Young
Radio-dough
Feb. 5.'
Hal Hal
Mar. 2,'34..lri.
SONG HIT STORIES
Sidney and Murray
IHalDon
Heard
Sept.
I 7...
Tongue Twisters
7
Doctor,
The
Feb.
23.'34.
.
I
rl.
.
Redmond
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
TenSidney
Baby andFingers
Jan.
IS,'
Last Dogie, The
Nov. 17 10
Murray
Morning.
Noon
and
Night.
.OcL
6 7...
Ship
of
Dreams
7
Rublnoff
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov.
24
Irl..
KRAZY KAT KARTOONS
Helen Morgan
Ralph onKIrbery-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech 7
Parade of Wooden Soldiers . Dee. I 7...
9...
I rl..
Melody
Parade
Slow
Poke
Sept.22 1 rl..
Autograph
Jan. 24.b.' 34..
Bill Poster.Hunter
The
Nov.
rl..
Irving Kaufman-Lew White
Stepin
Fetchit
Red
Hot
Mamma
Feb.
2.'34.
-«
Curio Shop, The
Dec. i5, ....I
7....
SheHEADLINERS
Wronged Him Bight. ..Jan. 5.'34. .Homo Again
8...
Trav'iiing
AlexandertheGrayRoad Feb. 9,'34..lrl..
Krazyot Spooks
Oct. 13.5. ....1 rl..
Nick Lucas-Lew Whlte-KelvIn Keech
Out
the Ether Sent.
.7'/,..
Tintypes
8...
Yacht
Boys
Broadway Club
Knights
Feb. 23,'34. 10...
STAR
COMEDY
I ri.
Irving Kaufman-Lew
White
Southern
Exposure
Feb. 13.
5.' 34. .i.1 rlrl.. .
SPECIALS
Bundle
of
Blues.
A
Sept. I II...
Stage
Krazy
Nov.
Oriental
Phantasy
8...
Duke
Ellington
.
I
rl
.
.
Tom Thumb
Expectant
Father.
The
Feb.
I6.'34
Charles
Carlile-Lew
White-Kelvin
Keeeh
Little
Gold
Ghost, The
Mar. 16,17'34. .22 ris.
Whack's
Museum
Sept. 29. .1 rl..
Festival
9...
DonaldBroadcast.
Novis -The
Arthur Oct. 27
LAUGHING
Mr. Adam
Nov.
ris. Organ
Lew
White-Ann
Leaf-Crawford
MEDBURY WITH
TERRY-TOONS
Dick
LiebertJesse
Tracy
Mills
Bros.
•
.
.
I
rl
.
VincentRoundup,
Lopez-Roy
1— In Morocco
Sept. 29.
Beanstalk Jack
Oct. 20 8 .
Melody Tour
8...
Radio
A Atwell Nov. 24
2— In the Orient Oct. 25. .10...
Fanny's
Wedding
Sylvia
Froos-DIck
LlebertDay
Sept.22
Irl
.
rl.
3— In South America Dec. 22. ..I
John S. Young
Gypsy Fiddler, A
Oct. 6 6
Molasses
. .1 rl.
Mary Small'n' - January
PoetOrganiogue-ing the Kits
8...
Holland
Days
Jan.
I2.'34..6
4— MARCH
Among OF
the THE
Nordics
Prince-Vaughn
DeTheLeathYEARS Feb. 20,' ..m.
in
Venice
Dec.
15
6
Three
X
Sisters
Nick
Lucas-Lew
WhiteN».
i— "Boss" Tweed Sept.22.
Herbert Rawlinson
Joe's Lunchwagon
Apr fl.'34. Irl..
No. 2—
Oct. 6. ..I rl.
Rumba
SepL29
VincentRhythm
Lopez
of Love
Just
aStraw,
Clown
Apr. 23,'34.
20.'34. .6
. I rl . . Melodies
No.Case
3 — Famous Crippen Oct. 20,
CariileRawlinson- White
Last
The
Feb.
Little
Boy
Blue
...Nov.
30
Station
T.O.T
Jan.
I9,'34. 10...
Songs
of
the
Range
10...
Where's
That
Tiger?
Dee. 22
No. 4— Commander Perry
Art Dickinson-Lew
White
Borrah
Minnevltch
Mad House, A
Mar. 23.'34. . I rl. .
...II...
I rl.
Opens Japan
Nov. 3. '34..
Rhapsody
in
Black
I
rl.
HOLLYWOOD
ON
Owl
and
the
Pussycat.
The.
Mar.
9,'34..lrl..
Pick-n
ecking
II...
No. 5—
Jan. 24,'
Sent. 8 1 rl.
Gary- Woman
Rawlinson-andWhite
No.MICKEY
6—
Jan. 24,' 34.. I rl.
Wine,
Song
Irl.
Rip
Van Winkle
Feb. 17
9,'34..lrl
Robinson
Crusoe
Nov.
8
1
Aug.
18.8. II...
No.PARADE
Tommy
McLaughlin-Lew
WhiteCOMEDIES McGUIRE
No.
II...
2
Sept.
Sunny
South,
The
Dec.
29..
.1.9.
II!
Keech
II...
4
EiiiKelvin
Eili
Irl.
1— Mickey's Touchdown ....Oct. 14, ...18...
Oct. 13. II...
No. 3
Three
Bears.
TheThe... Jan.
26.'34..6..
5
.Nov
II...
Village
Blacksmith.
Nov.
3
6...!
2— Mickey's Tent Show Oct. 27. ...18...
Charles
Carlile-Lew
White
10.
...18...
PET SUPERSTITIONS
...Jan. 5. II...
Mickey's Minstrels
Covered Wagon. Jan.
Nov. II.
30, 34.18...
TOM HOWARD
No. 7
43—— MINUTE
Mickey's
No. 6
I. Spilled Salt
10...
.. .Dec.
COMEDIES
MYSTERIES
.1 ri.
No.
LewisNo.Party
I— Death Attends a Oct. 6,
Big
The
Mar.
9,'34..2rls.
J.Phyllis
CarrolBarry-Geo.
Nalsh
No. B
DivorceMeow,Sweets
Nov. 30
2 ris
Mar. 2.'
ri.
.9....
...Feb.
2.' .1.1 ri.
No. 9
Mouse Trapper, The Sent.
II
2
ris.
. I rl . . Static
SPECIAL
No.
2—
Fast
Fangs
Oct.
13.
Mar.
30.'
No.PARAMOUNT
She Whoops to Conquer
2 ris.
10 PICTORIAL Apr. 27.'
Sept. 29.... 20....
No. 3— The Clown Dies Dee. 14. .1 rl..
Zasu
Pitts-Billy
SevanTREASURE CHEST
No.Went
4— When
the Lights Dee 15. I rl..
No. I— Just a Little DressDaphne Pollard
Out
Air Maniacs
Dec. 15 16
ing— TheMills
Rock Garden — Aug
Irving
No.MUSICALS
5— The Missing Clue. Jan. 22.'34..l rl..
Bosom
Friends
Mar.
30.'34.
.2
ris.
iI
No.Salmon
2— On— Trotting
the Trail Outof the
Day Dreams
Dec. 8
the
METRO-GOLDWYNNo.thei —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. 16 . . . .2 ris.
Hula Honeymoon
Mar. 2.'34..2rls.
Champion
—
Johnny
Green.
Sept,
Pagliacci
Apr. 10
6.'34..2rls.
Art Jarrett
No. 3— Dr. Roy Chapman
MAYER
Nov.
Title
No.Jack2— Osterman
Um-Pa
Nov. 24 ....2 ris. Shorts
Andrews
— Armstrong.
September
Song of Vienna
Nov. 3
Rel. Date MIn.
Morn — Harry
What
Does
1934
Hold?
Dec.
22....
18....
ALL-STAR
SERIES
34..
2
ris.
No.
4— Let's Go Crabbing .Oct. 6,'34.10.
No.Leu3— Holtz
School (or Romance. Jan. 31,
Your Life Is In Yoyr
20...
— Manhattan
Nocturne — .Nov. 3.
Caretaker's
Daughter Sept.
May 26.'
Hands
Sept.22
Irvin
S. Cobb
Crook's Tour
23. 19...
No.Frank
4— Love
Detectives Feb. 28. 34.. 2 ris.
Aibertson
Mixed
Nuts
Feb.
17.'
No.
5
—
The
Old
Mill —
18...
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
FOX FILMS
Next Week-End
Apr.
Jack rator—
Frost.
Twin
Screws
Dec. 30.7." 19...
rl.
Song Master
MakersDeco-of d
Auto Show
Dec. 8. ....I
Yeast Is West
Nov. II.
the
Nation
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
....I ri.
Aw, Nurse
CHARLEY CHASE
ADVENTURES OF THE
Hollywood Babes
Nov. 10, ....in.
No.Trees
6 — —Southward
Ho — Dec. 29I.
19...
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
7>A.
Movie Struck
Sept.
Giida Gray
19...
Cracked Iceman
Jan. 27,' 18...
....9...
.. .II rl.
Following the HorsesI Sept. I. ....9...
Sandman
Tales
Oct. 6,8 '34..
No.
7
—
Queer
Fish
—
Liquid Jan. 26.
Four
Parts
Mar.31,'
Air — Lanny Ross
Motor Manial
Sept.29.
I'll
Take atVanilla
Scrappy's Art Gallery Jan. 12, 34.. I rl.
Luncheon
Twelve May
Dec. 5,'9. 21...
Conquest
of the Air! Nov.
30. ....9...
No.
8
—
Sponging
on
Old
Scrappy's
Television
Jan.
29,'
Midsummer
Mush
Oct.
21.
21...
Nassau — What Next.
SUNRISE COMEDIES
Scouring thetheSeven
.1 ri.
....9...
Sherman
Said It
Sept. 2. 17...
Ladies? — Song Makers of
Answering
Riot Seasl...Oct.
CaIlI...Dec. 20.
22. ....9...
Brother,
Could You Spare Sept. 13 .17...
FITZPATRICK
a Million?
Filming the Fashions Nov. 10, 34.....9...
the
Nation,
Gordon
and
1
rl.
TRAVEL
TALKS
.1 ri.
Ken Murray
Outdoinq
Daredevils.
British Guiana
Dee. 23. ..9..
With the theNavies
of the... Mar. 2,'
Entertainer, The
Oct. 4
Revel
Feb.
23.'
Colorful
Ports
of
Call
Dec.
23.
..9..
No.
9—
Mar.23.'
Will
Mahoney
I
rl.
Mar.
Day
Venice
No.POPEYE
10—
THE SAILOR Apr. 20.' .7...
WORLD OF SPORT
OnWorld
WesternCARPET
Trails
Apr. 23.'
13.'
Dutch in Guiana,
Land of Oct. 28.
ri.
....in.
MAGIC
It's Sport
ina Touchdown
Any Language. Dec.
30.
Blow Me Down
Oct. 27. .1.7...
DJuka
Sept.
2.
....I rl.
.10....
We
Want
Oct.
23
SERIES
Italy, Zealand
Land of Inspiration. . Nov. 25. ..9....
.7...
rl.
What the Scotch Started... .Oct. 6, ....I
Can
You
Take
It
Apr.27,'
The
Desert
Patrol
Sept.
i.
New
I
Eats
My
Spinach
Nov.
17.
..9....
...9...
Who Said the Weaker Set?. Sept. 8
Outposts of France Sept. 15.
I Yam What I Him
Yam
Sent. 20.
.6...
Scotland the Bonnie Sept.30. ..9....
Winter Thrills
Feb. 4, 34..! rl.
Let's
Fight. .Feb.
16. .S...
Glimpses
..9....
Man onYouthe andFlying
Trapeze,
Tibet,
Land
of
Isolation...
.Feb.
17.'
.7...
Playgroundof ofGreece
Pan Sept.29.
Oct. 13.
.1
ri.
MOVIES
Elephant
A GOOFY
Whole Show
in One Reel. Sent. 9. .9....
The
Seasin's
Greetinks ^ . . . Mar.
Dec. 30.'8 .7...
The
IslandTrails
of Malta Oct.
Nov. 27.3. '34
DU WORLD PICTURES
Perils
of
Arsenic
Annie
Oct.
7.
A Day in Tokyo
Nov. 10.
Baby
Jan.
ris. Sock-A-Bye,
Heel of a Nation, The
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
WildSCREEN
Elephinks
Dec. 19,'
29.
Byways the
in Bangkok Nov.
Nov. 24.
SONGS
..2i rl..
'34
SEMI-FEATURES
Around
LAUREL & HARDY
AND SHORTS
Gem of the Acropolis
Sea
Dec. 30.
15. ''34
Boo.
Boo.
Theme
Song
Oct.
Busy
Bodies
Oct.
7.
,20....
I Like
Music Nov. 13.
10. 10...
Eton Mountain
Boys
Bride
Mar. 25
I, '34. 35
26
Rural England
Dec. 22. 34
Dirty Work
.Nov. 25. 20....
Dawn ofto Samoa
Dawn
Dee.
28....
London Medley
Dec. 29.5,
.1 ri.
Julie
Hayden-O.
M.
Ness
Oliver
the
Eighth
Jan.
13,'
Flemish
Folk
.Jan.
Keeps
Rainin'
All
the
Time.
Jan.
12.
Gertrude NIesen
MUSICAL COMEDIES
LotFrederic
in Sodom
Dec. 25 26
Tunisian Travels
Jan. 19.
Haak
Apr. 13.
Sentinels of the Sea Jan. 26.
Jail
Paradise Nov.
Feb. 24,'
BorrahBones
Minnevltch
.2 ris.
rli. Lazy
Keg Birds
0' MyInIn Heart
II. 20....
No(Travelogue)
Woman's Land Apr. I5,'34.34
Roaming the Netherlands. . . Feb. 9. 34.. I rl.
Let's All Sing Like the
Rhapsody
Brew Sept.30.
Under Moroccan Skies Feb. 16,' 34.. I rl.
Birdies
Sing
Feb. 9,
34.
Symphony
Suds Jan. 6,' 2 ris.
A MOVIE
Journey TINTYPE
in Flanders
MUSICALin REVUES
Sing.
Sing Deo. 15
SERIESFeb. 23,'
Baby Babies,
Rose Marie
.20....
Plane
Nuts
Oct.
14.
EDUCATIONAL
For the Man She Loved. .. .Sept. 8,
Tune
and Sing.... Mar 9, .1 ri.
Roast Beef and Movies. .. Dec. 2. .17....
LannyUp Ross
Slander's
ODDITIES
When Yuba Plays the
Twin DukesTongue
and a Duchess. Sept.22.
Oct. 6 '34....
[Distributed
through
Fox
Films]
..9....
Fine
Feathers
Nov.
18.
..9....
Title
The
Great efTrain
Robbery. .Oct.
Rumba Bros.
on the Tuba Sept 16 . 10. ..
Mills
Happy Warriors
Oct. 21. i.lO....
ANDY
CLYDE COMEDIESRel. Date Min.
A Moment
Madness
Nov. 274
Helen of the Chorus Dec. 10 '34....
I.L .8....
.9
SCREEN
SOUVENIRS
Roping
Wild
Bears
Jan.
13.'
.10...
An
Old
Gypsy
Custom
Jan.
12,
'34.
.2
ris.
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5. '34....
Trick
Golf
Mar. 10.'
3.'
Dora's
Dunking Doughnuts .Sept.
I 20
No.
I
Aug. 2522 .10...
Frozen Assets
Nov. 17
20
The Girl from the Country. Jan. 19, 34....
Vital
Victuals
Feb.
.10...
No.
2
Sept
.21
OUR
GANG
34....
Emma's
Dilemma
Feb.
2,
Hello,
Prosperity
Mar. 30,'34.
No. 3
Oct
2017
Bedtime
Worries
Sept.
9. .19....
His Weak
Moment
Oct.
13 .22 ris.
ris.
Love's
Old
Sweet
Song
Feb.
16,
No.
4
Nov.
Wild
Poses
Oct.
28.
The Heart of Valeska Mar. 9.
Super Snooper, The Feb. 9,'34..2rls.
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RELEASE
CHAKT—CCN'FdT
'''Itl' Rel. Date Mln.
.7...
..„Titie
Rel Date
UNIVERSAL
COMEDIES
No. TItl*
5
MY
BRIDGE
EXPERINo.
34—— Buddy's
ShowGob.Boat R«|.
. Jan.
May DateI2.'34
.,No. Title
ENCES (Ely Culbertson)
No. 6
Ail(Mentene
at Sea
Sept. 20 21.
Buddy the
13. '34
'34 .7...
Nt. 7
No. 2)
Forced Response, A
Sept. 15 .. 17
No.
Towser... .Feb
24.
No. 8
No. Sfi—— Buddy
Buddy'sandGarage
Murder
at
the
Bridgo
Table.
Sept.
I
21
Big
Benefit.
The
Oct.
18.
...21..
No. 9
(Mentene No. 3)
Society Cheaters
Sept. 29 21
No.Troubles
7 — Buddy's Trolley
.7...
.7. . .
Big(Mentone
Casino, No.
The
Nov. 29 , 21
PARAMOUNT
SOUND
.7...
Trans-Atlantic
4)
No. 8 — Buddy of the Apes
What Not to Do Bridge
In Bridge. .Oct. I3.!!!l5'"!'
NEWS
MELODY MASTERS
TwoGRANTLAND
Editioni Weekly
Born
April Hollowey
First Mar. I4.'34. .2 ria.
-Jrleks
21....
Sterling
Throe
Knaves and a Quean. Oct.
Nov. 27....
10 20...
RICE
HotDavefromADolion
Petrograd
PATHE NEWS
SPORTLIGHTS
Broadway
Varieties
Feb.
I4,'34..2rls
and Orchestra Sept. 2 . . .
(Mentone
No.
7)
Released twica a week
.Sept.22....IO....
No. 3— Water Lara
Barber
Shoo
Blues
Ciaufiw
Hopkins
and Band Sept. 30.... 10...
No.Champions
4— The March of the .Oct. 20 II....
Ceiling
Whacks
Mar.
28.'34.
.2
rIs.
PATHE REVIEW
10. . .
Henny Armetta
Released
once
a
month
Rubinoff
and
Orchestra
Oct. 28... 10. . .
.Nov.
24
ro....
No. 5— Kennel Kings
FullHenry
Coverage
Feb. 28,'34.2I . . .
Armetta
Eddie
Duchin
and
Band...
Nov.
25...
No. 6— Around the Cileodar .Dec. 22 10
SOGLOW'S
"THE
KING"
CARTOONS
Borrah
Minnevitch
and His Dec. 23.
Meeting
Dec. 20 20
No. 7 — Jumping Giants ... .Jan. 2e.'34.ll
SterlingMazle
Holloway
Harmonica
Rascals
Fatal Note. The
Sept.29 7
10...
No. 8— Horsepower
.Feb. I6.'S4.II
Mountain
Music
Jan.
3,'34.I8
Jest
of
Honor
Jan.
I9.'34.
.7.
!.
.
No.
9
—
Flying
Bodies
.Mar.23.'34.IO
Jack
Denny
and
Band
Jan. 20. '34 10. . .
Fazenda
Nt. 10— Animal Antles ... Apr. I3.'S4..I ri.. Jolly
Good Along
FelORi
Feb. 27....
I6,'34..7..
. NotLouise
.1
rl.
Mills
Blue
Rhythm
Band...
Feb.
17.
'34
the
Marrying
Kind
Nov.
22
20
Marching
Oct,
7..
TWO REEL COMEDIES
Vincent Lopez
Mar. 17. '34 10...
Sterling Holloway
On the Pan
Nov. 24 .7....
Circus Hoodoo
Phil
Spitalny
Apr.
I4.'34
.Feb.
ie,'34.2l....
On
the
Air
and
Off
Sept.
6....
19....
Pa's
I
rl..
Isham
Jones
May
I2.'34.
Harry Lanaden
(Mentone No. I)
Tin Hat Harmony
. I rl.
SPECIALS
.Dec. I.... It....
Cold Turitey
Open Sesame
Oct. 25 .. 20
Joseph Cawthorn
4be
Lvman
So VAGABOND
This Is Harris
Jan.
I9,'34.28
B.
A.
Wolfe
Henry
Armetta
.Sept. I.... 19....
Ducicy Dear
ADVENTURE
D.Band
Mendoza and Vitaphone
OutLouise
of Gas
Nov. 8.... 21....
Sidney Tslar
SERIES
Fazenda
1 rl.
Gold
Nuggets
Feb. 2,'34.I8....
Palsie
Walsle
Antwerp
Sept.
8
lO'/j..
Jan.
3I,'34.20.
.
.
.
Walter
Gatlett
MERRY
MELODIES
Henry
Armetta
Cuba
Nov.
10
lO'/j..
I've
Got
to
Sing
a
Torch
Just an Echo
Gibraltar, Guardian af the
Jan. I8,'34.20....
PieJames
for Two
Dec. 13.... 21....
BIng Crosby
Gleason
Mediterranean .,
Song
New Dealers. The
Sitting
on a Back Yard Sent. 23... .7...
Apr.
6,'34..2ris.
Stung
Again
Oct.
18.... 18
Holy
Land
Feb.
I6,'34.I0
Pallette-Catlett
Fence
Dec. 16... .7...
Louise
Fazenda
Madeira,
Land
af
Wlna
NoLeon
MoreErrolBridge
Mar. I6,'34..2 ria.
at Six
Pettin' in the Park Jan. 27.'34. .7...
Moorish Spain
Jan. I2,'34. 10. . . . Supper
Dec. 27. ...18....
(Mentone
No. 5)
(Cinecolor)
Honeymoon
Hotel
Feb. 17, '34
OldChicBugler,
The
Jan. 5.'34.20
Trifle
Jan. I7,'34. l9'/i . . Beauty and the Beast
Sale
VinceBackward,
Barnett A
Those
Were
Wonderful
Days
Oct. 6.... 21....
On ice
.1 rl.
STATE RIGHTS
Vaudeville
Mar.2l.'34 2l
.Iri.
Harry Laagdsn
Going to Heaven on a Mule
(Mentone Days
No. 8)
Oct. 20. ...21....
One Awful Night
PEPPER
POT
Rel.
Date
Mln.
Title
Vaudeville
on
Parade
.10..
Jan. 24,'34 2 ris
Pallette-Catiott
(Mentone No. 6)
AMKINO
Walter Donaldson
Sept. 9 . 10. .
Petting Preferred
26
Apr. 27,15'34. 22
.2 ris. A Day in Moscow
Where's
Elmer?
Admission
5cwith Dr. Sept. 23
Feb. 7,'34.20....
Please
Dec.
Vince
Barnett
Rock-a- Bye-Bye.
KillingDisplays
to Live
' IS17
Sing Crosby
Kino
Rockwell
Oct. 7
Dee. 29.... 21....
Roaming Romeo, A
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
Laughs
in theGleeLaw
Harry Beware
Langdon
VITAPHONE SHORTS Mln.
Notre Dame
Club. .... Oct.
Nov. 214 .10...
Coocoo Capers
/
Sailors,
Sept. 15.... 18....
Harry Warren
Nov. 18
Flame of the Paclfle
23
Catlett-Pallette
Title
Rel.
Date
Easy Aces
Dec. 2, . 10. . .
Terrors of the Amazon
29
Three
BIG I— VSaltCOMEDIES
..21.
Little
Miss
Mischief
Dec. 6, .9...
Leon Little
Errol Swigs Nov. 10. ...21....
CAPITAL
No.
Water
Daffy.
Sept
16
Movie Memories . Jan.
Dec
Jack Haley
Up and Down
Mar. 2,'34..2rlt.
Dance Parade
17
The
Tune
Detective
Franidin Pangborn
. .9. . .
No.Roscoe
2 — Close
CELEBRITY
Sigmund Spaeth
(Fatty)Relations
Arbuekle...Sept.30 ..20.
10. . .
Jack and the Beanstalk 6
Mississippi
Suite
.9...
No.
3
—
Gobs
of
Fun
Oct.
21
II...
TheBlockWrongand Wrong
Trail.
FIRST DIVISION
PRINCIPAL
.21.
George
Givot-Charies
Judels
Sully
Gus
Shy
Delhi
Nov. 15. ...10
10...
No. 4— Turkey In the Raw. Nov. 4.....21.
10...
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Song Hits, with Roy Turk Feb. 24
MyDavid
Side L.of Hutton
the Story Sept. 22 10
10.
..
Circle of Life of the Ant
Easy
Aces,
No.
2
Jan.
27.'
10...
No.
5
—
In
the
Dough
Nov.
25.
Pure Feud
Apr. 2
Strange Case of Tom Mooney .July 21 23
Feb. 22
I4,'34..7...
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckis
9 ..22.
18.
CityLion.of The
Contrasts Nov.
19...
.
Feb.
10.'
IDEAL
10...
Radio Were
Ramblers
Apr. 27,'5.
No. 6 — Here Comes Flossie. Dec.
Those
the Days May
Cuba
Sept. 27 21...
Canal
Gypsies
Ben Blue
Radio Reels
May 19,
Evolution
28.9.
Farmer's Friend, The Oct. 4 7
No. 7— Tomalio
Dec. 30 21
I rl.
JesselVan
Goofy
Games
8.
From
Cecoon
to
Butterfly..
.Jan.
I0.'34..7
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckis
Lulu
GreatMajesty,
Raccoon theHunt,
..1I rl.
Mystic East, The
10.
ri.
CharlesMcConneii
Ahearn Mar. 10.' .10...
No.That?
8— How D'Ya Like Jan. I3,'34.I8...
Her
QueenThe... Sept. I 20
Next
War,
The
26.
Hollywood Newsreel
Bee
Dec. 1 6...
We're
on
Our
Way
9.
Radio
Reel
No.
2
George
Givot-Charles
Judels
Insect
Mar. 11
4, '34..27
7
INDUSTRIAL
.Iri.
.1 ri.
Dad Minds the Baby
No. 9— Nervous Hands ... .Fob. 3,'34.21...
Kiclc-Off.Clowns
The
Oct.
.1 ri.
The Silent Enemy
30.
Bergen
in AtMelody
the Races
.Feb. I7.'34.2I....
Newslaugh
2
Ben10 —Blue
The Stolen
INVINCIBLE
Queen
of —theNo.Underworld.
.. Dec.
Dec. 20
6 97
No.
Pugs
and
Kisses..
.1
ri.
Camera
Speaks
Snowman
10.
Charles
Judels
Wonders of the Tropics Dee. 13 32
. Feb. I4.'34.20. . .
No. II — Mushrooms
MUSICAL
WORLD JOURNEYS
E. M. NEWMAN
Harry
Gribbon
No. 12— Foiled Again
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Exploring Memories
the Pacific Sept.
10. . . .
Ben Blue
.Mar.24.'34.20. . .
UNITED ARTISTS
Rel. Date Mln.
Oct. 1614..... . 10....
Title
No. 13— Ben Blue (untitled) .Apr. I4.'34.20 . . . Samoan
Heart of Paris
Nov. II 9
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
No.
14
—
Corn
on
the
Cop.
.
.Apr.
28.
'34.
20
AMOS
'N'
ANDY
Italy,
the
Old
and
the
New.
Dec.
9
I
MICKEY MOUSE
CARTOONS
No.BROADWAY
15 — I Scream
... May I9.'34.20
Lion Tamer, The
Feb. 2,'34. I rl.
Cannibal Islands
Jan. 6.'34. 10
BREVITIES
15. Puppy
Mickey'sLove
Gala Premiere. Aug.
June 30
7...
5,'34.
16.
14
Spanish
Feb. 3.3.'34.I0
'34. 10....
Rasslin'
Jan.
17. Steeple Chase
Sept. 1 7...
No. I— Use Your Imagina- tion .Sept. 2 18
Jerusalem,America
the Holy City. .Mar.
BLONDEMatch,
and The
RED
18. The Pet Shop
Sept. 22 8.,.
HEAD SERIES
Picturesque Siam
Mar. 31 .'34. 10
Hal
LeRoy-Mltzi
Maytair
Slackers
of the Jungle May
Apr. 28,'34.
10
Bridal Bail
Feb. 9,'34.2I...
No. 2 — Rufus Jones for
East indies
26,'34.10
1.(NEW
Giant SERIES)
Land
Nov. 15 7...
WaUing Back Home Dec. 8. ...19...
Central
America
• ri.
ri. ..
President
Sept. 9 20
Dark
Africa
Ethel Waters
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
2.3. Playful
Mickey Shanghaied
Jan.
I5,'34..7...
South Sea islands
II rl.
.
Pluto
Mar. I,'34..7...
SERIES
(Reissue)
No.
3
—
Seasoned
Greetings.
Sept.
23
20....
The Count
Nov. 17. ...21....
Lita Grey Chaplin
4.SILLY
Camping
Out
Feb. I6,'34..7...
SYMPHONIES
The Immigrant
Jan. I9,'34.2I
No.
4
—
Paul
Revere.
Jr....
Oct.
7
21
12. Lullaby Land
Aug. 18 7...
Gus Shy-Janet Rcade
CLARK
13. Pled Piper
Oct. 6 7...
No.Donald
5— Operator's
Opera. ..Oct. 14 21
SERIES & MeCULLOUGH
Novis-Dawn
Fits In a Fiddle OcL 20....I4<A..
(NEW
SERIES)
. 0' Day- Eton
Boys
SEI^IALS
1. The
Night
Before
Hey Nanny, Nanny.
.Jan. i2,'34..2 rIs.
Christmas
Dec. 15 8...
No. 6— 'Tis Spring Oct. 28 19
(EACH
SERIAL 12 EPISODES
OF 2 RLS.)
In theinDevil
Dog House Feb. 2,'34.2i2 rIs.
Odor
the Court
Title
Rel. Date
Mia.
PatriciaJenkins
Ellis2.3. The
China Shop
Alien
Grasshopper
and the Jan. I5,'34..8...
Snug in a Jug
Nov. 2 20
(Technicolor)
Ant.
The
Feb.
I5.'34..8...
CUBBY
No.Tom7—Patrlcola
Yeast Is Yeast Nov. II 20
CARTOONSTHE BEAR
FIRST DIVISION
Croon Crazy
Dee. 29 7
No.
8—
The
Mild West....
Nov. 18.... 23....
Young Eagles
Janet
Reade-Olive
Borden
Cubby's
Picnic
Oct.
6
7
UNIVERSAL
23....
Galloping Fanny
Dec. I iri..
No.Mitchell
9— GirlandTrouble
Dec. 2.... .29....
Rel. Date Mln.
Gay Gaucho, The
Nov. 3 Irl..
Durante
Title
28..
GOOFYTONE NEWS
Good
Knight
Feb.
23,'34.
.?'/».
.
No.
10—
Around
the
Clock.
.
Dec.
16..
MASCOT
Sinister Stuff
Jan. 26.'34. . I rl. . No. i
Aug.
.10...
Four
Norma Eton
Tcrris-Boys
Fighting with Kit Carson. . July 6 (each)
20
No.
2
Oct.
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
c.
23....
22.
COMEDIES
No. 3
Dec. 25 .10...
No.Dorothy
II — Plane
Crazyand Dec.
.9...
Noah Beery
Johnny
Mack
Brownl.'34.20...
How Comedies Are Born Sept. 8 19
Lee-Arthur
No. 4
Jan. 29.'34 .1 rl.
Lost Jungle, The
Apr.
Morton Havel
Suits to Nuts
Dee. I II
(each)
No.
5
Mar. I9,'34.
5.'34. .1 rl.
Clyde Beatty
HEADLINER SERIES
No.OSWALD
6
Mar.
No.
12—
Kissing
Time
Dec.
16
22...
Mystery
Squadron,
The
Dec. 23 (each)
20...
Bob
Steele
CARTOONS
No. 5— Preferred List Oct. 8. ...21....
...20...
.
Jane
FromanGeorges
Metaxa
Ne. 6— Air Tonic
Dec. 22.
.8'/,.
Wolf Dog, The
Sent.30
Candy House, The
Jan. 15. '34 ..9...
No.
13—
A
Little
Girl
with
No. 7— On Aopreval Jan. 5,'34..2rl8.
Chicken
Reel
Jan.
I. '34. .8...
Rin
Tin Tin, Mallory
Jr.-Frankie
.7...
Darro-Boots
County
Feb. 18....
5,'34.
No.MASQUERS
8— Autobyograohy
Picon Tonight,
Big14 —Ideas
Jan. 20,'34.29. . .
COMEDIES Mar. 16. '34. 20
Five and Fair
Dime
Sept.
No.Molly
Not
.1
rl.
Abroad
in
Old
Kentucky
Sept.
9
20
.7...
Gingerbread
Boy
Apr.
MR. AVERAGE MAN
In the Zoo
Nov. I6.'34.
6 .1 ri.
Frank
McHughJosephine
Jan. 27,'34.2I...
COMEDIES (EDGAR
Kitty Kelly
Kings Old
Up
, . Nov.
Mar. 27
I2,'34.
PRINCIPAL
KENNEDY)
Merry
Soul
Chandu
2 ris.
(Technicolor)
(each)
.1 rl.
Parking Space
Dec. 18 .7...
Grin and Bear It
Dec. 29 20'/j..
No.
15—
Picture
Palace
Feb.
I0,'34.2I...
Love
on
a
Ladder
Mar.
2.'34.I8
Toy
Shoppe,
The
Feb.
I9,'34.
Lost
World
2
ris.
wnat Fur?
Nov. 3 21
.1
rl.
No.
16
—
Come
to
Dinner.
...
Feb.
24,'34.
21
..
.
Wolf.
Wolf
Apr.
2.'34.
17 Business Is a
MUSICALS
POOCH CARTOONS
Tarzan.
theCrabbe
Fearless Aug. II (each)
20
Pleasure
Mar. 3,'34.I7..
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5, '34. 20
King Klunk
Sept. 4 .9...
Buster
(each)
.7...
Ethel Waters
No.Dorothy
18 — Silver
SheRADIO
Done Him
Stone Living Mar. 17, '34.30. . .
Henry
Jan. 26,'34. .2 rIs.
STARRight
REELS Oct. 9
Bert the
LahrApe
No. 19 — Let's Play Post
Peeping
Tom
Sept.
20
Hizzoner
Nov. I7....2l'/t..
Office
Mar.3l.'34.2l...
21...
17...
Louis Sobol
4
Jean Sargent
Bert Lahr
Boswell
Sisters.— No.
The
Dec
UNIVERSAL
No.Liilian
20 — Story
Knife
of the
Roth Conference.. Apr. 7,'34.20...
Nick Kenny — No. 4
Gordon
Ghost City
Aug. 14 (each)
20...
Lillian
MilesParty Feb. 16.'34. .2 rIa.
Buck ofJones-Madge
Bellamy
STRANGE
AS
IT
Sea Sore
Mar. 9,"34. .2 ris.
No.(Technicolor)
21— Morocco Nights .. .Apr.21,'34. 18. . .
Perils of Pauline Nov. 8 20...
SEEMS SERIES
btrange
Case
of
Hennessy
.
.
Dec.
.
I
rl.
....2l'/2..
Evalyn ofKnappRobert Allen
Cliff Edwards
No. 32 — Novelty
Sept. 4 .9...
Phantom
the Air
May 22 (each)
20 ..
No.Hal22 —LeRoy
Private Lessons ...May 5,'34.22...
(each)
MUSiCOMEDIES
No. 33 — Novelty
Oct. 9 .9...
Tom Tyler-Gloria Shea
(each)
No. 34 — Novelty
Nov. 20 II...
SERIES (Ruth Etting)
LOONEY TUNES
10...
No.
35—
Novelty
Dec.
18
California
Weather
Dec.
15
20'/»..
Pirate
Treasure
Jan.
29.'34.20.
Derby Decade
22. . . . No. 36 — Novelty
Jan. 22.'34. .to.I rl.. .
Richard Lund
TalmadgeNo.
Day Out. .Sept. 9 8. .
Lucille
Knee Deep in Music Sept. 22. . . .2l'/2 . . No. 37 — Novelty
Feb. 26. '34
No.Garden
2I—— Buddy's
Buddy's Beer
Apr. 23, '34.(each)
20...
Vanishing Shadow, The.
No.
38
—
Novelty
Mar. 26,'34.
Torch Tango
Feb. 23.'34.2I
Oct. 21 7. .
Onslow Stevens-Ada Ince
Rel. (THE
Date Mln.
.Dec. 15 10
.Jan.
.Feb. I2.'34.I0
9/34..I rl..
.Mar. 9.'34..l rl..
.Apr. e.'34..l ri..
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USEE)

ECEIIE^MENT

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Machines Repaired. Catalogue H free. MOVIE
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
FOR .SALE-CHEAP ONE PACENT SOUND AND
film equipment complete. E. C. EVANS. New Plaza
Theatre. Milford, Dela.
BARGAIN: COMPLETE REBUILT SIMPLEX
projectors and low intensity lamps. Also 75 to
150 ampere Hertner generator, good as new. JOE
GOLDBERG, Inc., 823 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
600 UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS CHEAP. PICTURE
THEATRE SEATING, 722 Springfield Ave., Newark,
N. J.
PATRONIZE
SPECIAL BARGAIN
counter:
RebuiltMONARCH'S
projectors, generators,
rectifiers,
reflector arc lamps, Mazda lamphouses, screens,
chairs, lenses, portables, amplifiers, sound heads. All
theatre equipment. Satisfactory trades completed.
Expert projector repairing and service. Establiihed
25 years. Free list. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Memphis, Tenn.
BARGAINS! RECONDITIONED ARCTIC NU-AIR
blowers, noiseless drives. Write for prices. SOUTHERN FAN COMPANY, Box 440, Atlanta, Ga.
OUTSTANDING BARGAINS FOR CASH ON
complete rebuilt portable 35 mm. sound-on-film projector outfits
one of thePICTURE
most reliable
manufacturers.made
BOX 375,byMOTION
HERALD.
REAL BUYS! REBUILT SIMPLEX MECHANisms, $135.00, complete machine $175.00; Morelite de luxe
rebuilt lamps, $125.00; Peerless. $175.00; Mazda lamps
and transformers, $90 pair. Machine parts at lowest
prices. CROWN, 311 W. 44th St.. New York.
PCSITICNS

WANTEE)

CAMERAMAN. NON-UNION. AMERICAN,
Christian. 32. educated, traveled. BOX 379, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
UNION PROJECTIONIST EIGHTEEN YEARS'
experience
5 years' Pollock
sound —St.,married
references.
GEORGE —GODLEY,
New —Bern,
N. C.
PROJECTIONIST— CAN FURNISH A-1 REFERences
operate Grove.
any equipment.
2419 —Cottaire
Des Moities,CHARLES
Iowa. REDDING,
AVAILABLE — THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED
theatre
and publicity
poster artist.
P. O.manager;
BOX 180,high-powered
Butler. Pa. ad- writer,
EXPERIENCED PROJECTIONISTS FURNISHED.
H. S. L, P. O. Box 88, Station C. Los Angeles.
TECHNICAL

DCCr*

SOU'ND AllPROJECTION"
ly"MIEHLINGS
$6.00j now $1.49.
fundamentals FO-RMERof sound,
profusely illustrated, wiring blue prints, charts.
S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
t)|5INTINC

SERVICE

NEARGRAVURE— 250 2-COLOR LETTERHEADS,
250 envelopes, $2.99 prepaid. SOLLIDAYS, Knox,
Ind.

NEW

ECUIE^AiENT

TRADE WITH
"OLDMost
RELIABLE
Established
25 years.
complete MONARCH."
stock theatre
equipment, sound accessories, supplies. Money saving
prices. Our central location assures snappy service.
Catalog free. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
INFRINGING SOUND HEADS CAN BE CONverted to the Tri-Phcnic sound system. Entirely new
absolulelv different. Territories open. TRI-PHONIC
SOUND SYSTEM. 19 Winchester St., Boston, Mass.
COMPLETE LINE OF BABY AND STANDARD
spotlights,
floodli.ghts. electric stage effects at attracYork. tive prices. NEWTON, Inc., 253 West 14th St., New
HOW ABOUT CHANGING YOUR LAMP TO A.C.
type?
rectifiers, lamp
$250.00changes.
pair. A Write
slight
additionalTransformers
charge for— necessary
us details. CROWN, 311 West 44th St., New York.
COMPETITION SPURS US ON — SOUND
screens, prints,
39crolls ft.;
stereopticons.
$19.95; optical
tickets, glass,
misof 2,000,
15c; porthole
15c square inch; acoustical felt. 33c yard. S. O. S.
CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.
WANTED

TC

cur

THEATRES

WANTED

LEASE OR BUY THEATRE, MINIMUM POPUlation 15.000, in the East or Middle West. BOX
370, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
WANTED TO LEASE THEATRE ANY SIZE
in
any of HERALD.
the western states. BOX 373, MOTION
PICTURE
WILL RENT 600 - SEAT THEATRE WITH
privilege to lease or buy. R. MUELLER, 1623 Bruce
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE THEATRES IN
towns of 5.000 or more. Towns with two houses not
considered. KRED M. GORMAN, Lenoir City, Tenn.
WANTED: ONLY MOVIE IN CALIFORNIA,
Oregon, Washington, town over 1,000. RATLIFF,
Lake, Mich.
GENERAL

ECUiPMENT

SMASH THE LEGALIZED RACKETS— INSTALL
famous S. O. S. Wide Fidelity sound complete $179.70
up:
$49.50 up; $55.00
portableup.sound
film, taken.
comDlete.soundheads,
$195.00; amplifiers.
Trades
S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York.

WILL BUY USED THEATRE CHAIRS, PARTS,
accessories, all kinds. Write GESCO 2035 Charleston
St.. Chicago.

BARGAINS — NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
supplies.
overhauling
— WhatSUPPLY
do you
need? AskExpert
us. projector
MIDWEST
THEATRE
CO., 910 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

WANTED: USED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS FOR
cash. State price wanted and serial number. BOX 378,
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

DRAPERY FABRICS. VELOURS, SATEENS, ETC.
ASSOCIATED
FABRICS, 723 Seventh Ave., New
York.

PROJECTION AND BOOTH EQUIPMENT,
parts and accessories.- Simplex mechanisms, arc
lamps, rectifiers, generators, etc. Give full particulars. Spot cash. BOX 374, MOTION PICTURE
HERALD.

COMPLETE BOOTH AND SOUND EQUIPMENT.
New and rebuilt. Accessories and Supplies. Expert
repair and servicing. Guaranteed quality. Unusual
prices. Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE
SUPPLY CORP., 334 W. 44th St., New York.

SCLINE)

EQUIPMENT

"YOUR SOUND IS PERFECT!" GRATEFULLY
writes Monsieur Paciud, Quebec, Can. You are paying for S. O. S. Wide Fidelity whether you have it
or not. $179.70 up. complete. S. O. S. CORP., 1600
Broadway, New York.
ECUIEiAiENT
EXCHANGE
HAVE YOU HIDDEN TREASURE? WE PAY
"spot" for
equipment1600— Broadway,
trades taken,
galore.
S. O.usedS. CORP.,
New bargains
York.
CI^USIiES AND
SUPPLIES
THEATRE MANAGERS! SAVE 10 TO 50 PER
cent on brushes, cardboard, colors and other si,gn and
poster needs. Simply cut out this ad, pin it to your
letterhead and our big 80-page book will be mailed
111.
free of charge. DICK BLICK CO., Box 43, Galesburg,

SCREEN
RESUREACING
WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make it like
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
CO.,new.
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
THEATRES
WILL SELL FIVE-YEAR LEASE ON PAYING
theatre fbr $1,000.00 cash. BOX 372, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
TRAINING

SCHCCLS

LEARN THEATRE POSTER PAINTING. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF LETTERING, Box 102,
Aurora, 111.
LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT
and theatre advertising. Big opportunities for trained
men. Catalog
free. THEATRE
MANAGERS
INSTITUTE, 315 Washington
St., Elmira.
N. Y.
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AAARCHES

This industry long accustomed
achievements

of M-G-M

to great

will now

see

an even greater page in the history of
this company.

Sweeping

everything

before them come these giant attractions:
NORMA

SHEARER,

MONTGOMERY
"TARZAN

AND

in

ROBERT

"Riptide"

HIS MATE"

—

starring

Johnny Weissmuller. "VIVA

VILLA!"

starring WALLACE

"HOLLY-

BEERY.

WOOD PARTY" grandest of all musical comedies of the screen. CLARK
GABLE

in "Men

in White". MARION

DAVIES in "Operator 13" JOAN
CRAWFORD in "Sadie McKee". And
other Big Ones to follow. Leo marches on!

ON!

o

,<ve*

BOYS

TO

Wi(f

MAKE

THEM

ARE

TURNING

THEM

OUT!

'Jay Emonuel

"Minneapolis
Earth

Goes

STILL

.

Publications, Mar. 5

to Town

Turns'"

.

for 'As

The

-Vor/efy, Mar. 20

"The Warners have again demonstrated their courageousness in
producing 'As The Earth Turns/ a motion picture which is... different from anything you have ever seen ... It has power and drama
like nature itself .. .Jean Muir reveals .poignant acting ability."
— Lawrence Reid, Editor of "M. P. Magazine'' and "Classic"

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc, Distnbuior;

Barbara

Stanwyck

in

Gambling

Lady

is swell drama . . . Has plenty of twists to maintain steady interest .. . Intriguing entertainment."

— Film Daily, Mar. 7

"Ace product . . . Gives Barbara Stanwyck the richest opportunity
she has yet had . • . Smart direction and superb performances."
— Variefy Daily, Mar. 2

James
Cagney
in Jimmy
The
Gent
gives something new and original . . . Novel situations evolve a
bang-up, fast-moving comedy, general in appeal to evoke laughter
from almost any type of audience."
— Motion Picture Daily, Mar. 2

Harold
Teen — featuring
Hal
LeRoy
is played, directed, and presented in all its elements to capture
the charm of adolescence . . .' Holds to the universal appeal of
the comic strip ... It appeals to the eye, touches the heart and
evokes laughs in well balance proportions."— Vor/efy Da/7/, Feb. 75

Joe
E. Brown
Very
is a swell
comedy ideain. . A. Grand
slamHonorable
entertainment . • Guy"
. Situations and gags are made to order for Brown and he handles them
at his top notch. A fine piece of theatre merchandise."
— Variety Daily, Mar- 17

iRNERS
in sure

LEAD

fire but

artless

tion of ingredients
of

the

Warner

FILM
wares

turns

Brothers

the

MANUFACTURERS

•••They
trick

. . . makes

have

the

secret

• • • Increasingly
inevitable

...Careful
frequent

multiplied

selec-

success

imitation.'

HUGH

WILLIAMS
Appealing

to women

. . . respected

by men... this accomplished and
versatile actor has won dramatic
renown

in such successful

"Journey's
and
him

"The

End/' "The
Firebrand."

in "Rome

Express"

t^^^P"--'-:
M^fftf^iafiiffi-

plays as

Green

Bay Tree/' " Grand

American
and

screen

Hotel"

audiences

"Bitter Sweet."

saw

His powerful,

yet sensitive, performance in "All Men Are Enemies" . . .
forthcoming from FOX o . . will undoubtedly establish
him

*

•

•

*

here

as a top-rank

FOX

marquee

name.
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NAMES

BETTER

THE casting office of +he Motion Picture Research Council
has announced Mrs. James Roosevelt, mother of the President, as an honorary vice-president of the council. The
Reverend V/illiam Harrison Short, the executive operator of
the council, thus adds another luminous name and association
to the list now including Mrs. August Belmont and Mrs. Grace
Calvin Coolidge.
Mrs. Roosevelt has given to the public press a statement
which reminds us that the literary style of these ladies is remarkably similar and their exhaustive studies of the art and
the industry of the motion picture had brought them to
conclusions also remarkably identical and also, by astonishing

THE most casual excursion through the pages of Motion
Picture Herald and Its contemporaries reveals to the competent observer a marked Improvement in the quality of
"
'
P
I
I
picture advertising in the past few months.
The Improvement is to be noted in every aspect of the work,
the copy content, the display and the attention given to a
more effective use of color.
All this comes, most interestingly, as by-product of an effort
to clean up the advertising copy of the Industry with respect
to smut and the dirty exploitation of sex. The movement
began at the office of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, Inc., with the appointment by Mr. Will
Hays of Mr. J. J. McCarthy, showman, to sit in council with
the picture advertisers.
The cleaning-up has been proved simple enough by the
removal of the Impulse to rivalry in the race for "red hot"
lines. But meanwhile the writers of advertising have been given
encouragement in the processes by which good advertising Is
put together and have been made conscious that their copy
is perhaps getting more than the routine attention of other
executive desks. So it appears that publicity can help even
advertising.

coincidence, identical with what may be called the "Short
Interpretation" of the reports of the research scientists who
conducted the tests now made the handbook of the uplifters.
All of these ladies are convinced that the motion picture is
a grand instrument for education, that the great evil of the
industry is that blockbooking forces the exhibitor to play
naughty pictures, and that pictures should be made for Infants.
So there.
AAA
HURRAH

FOR

THE

AS

IS

CONSIDERABLE merit and repose of soul is to be had from
the occasional reflection that there are on the whole
abundant reasons for the current state of the world, Its
mores, tastes and arts, and that not a great deal is going to
be done about them in any great haste.
In tune with our passing mood of tolerence is a recent outpouring from the youthful sagacity of Mr. Eric M. -Knight,
who writes In the Philadelphia PuHic Ledger about movies,
every day, and who says:
/ can tell yoii that I don't get tired of movies. It's
the argHtnents about them that I get tired of. We
have one bunch arguing for movies with "better social content" and another that wants higher moral
standard. ... 7 want to hear some one root for poor
old movie for its own sake.
It is fair to suppose that in time we shall get the
kind of motion pictures that critics and cinema enthusiasts call for and laud. But it is foolish to believe
that the movie-mass ivill be any more interested in
them than it is now interested in Debussy, Archipenko, James Joyce or Jasper Deeter.
The situation would be helped somewhat, too, if the professional apologists and defenders of the movies would come
to an end of their eternal piffle about "educational values"
and "service" and cooperation with "causes." If the movies
will take care of the problem of being worth in the vicinity of
forty cents a seat they will have done their job.

MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

ADVERTISING

Good taste and good typography never hurt an advertisement, and bad manners on the printed page are quite as
unproductive as In the conduct of a salesman.
AAA
COMPETENT

BUT

COMPLACENT

I I OLLYWOOD, the land of the cloud walkers, has been
I I indifferent to constructive criticism for the simple
reason that It has run along for years without the
competition necessary to awaken it," observed Miss Irene Kuhn,
speaking over the radio the other night. There are Indications
that things are going to be different. The years of the sunshine dynasty near the end. "Hollywood" divided and transported, with the widening of the production map, will provide
the competition of Its awakening. As Miss Kuhn Infers, the
problem is created by too much complacency among the comAAA
petent.

"One
the title
under
newus book
AUSTIN'S
MARYStories"
MISSSmoke
reminds
of the
ancient
custom of
the southwestern Indians who limited the fireside tales
of their raconteurs to the time It took to smoke one cigarette,
rolled in the husk of the maize. And what a help It would be
if some such time limit could be Imposed on the now active
legion of short producers who are making full releases out of
material that should be cut Into newsreel subjects.
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Its patrons' safety. Against the Carolina
theatre, Columbia, a patron brought a
damage suit, claiming injury when she
tripped, fell, escaping the fumes of a stench
bomb. No proof of negligence or wilfulness, was the basis of both decisions. . . .
FILM COUNCIL
For the purpose of opening a theatre
where only approved films will be shown,
various church, parent-teacher and women's
groups in Portland, Ore., have formed a
motion picture council. Need of films for
juveniles is cited by the group.. . .
MARYLAND MPTO ELECTS
The MPTO of Maryland, at Baltimore,
last week installed these officers: president,
Frank A. Hornig; vice president, Arthur B.
Price; treasurer, J. Harry Gruver; secretary, Helen Connelly; directors, Louis
Saertner, Walter Pacy, Herman A. Blum,
Sam Soltz, Thomas D. Goldberg, J. Louis
Rome; county directors, Philip Miller,
Annapolis; Earle Burkins, Belair. . . .

MEN

GATHER

With 75 men as nucleus, topnotch sound
technicians on the Coast are organizing
their own society, along lines of the American Society of Cinematographers, to
avoid entering any new union deals, particularly with the IBEW. When organized
they will attempt negotiation of their own
studio deals. Several major producers are
reported In favor. . . .
NEW

LICENSE

KANSAS

CITY OVERSEATING

Reviving in Kansas City Is a plan, sponsored for a second time by W. H. Fulton,
leading neighborhood exhibitor, for taking
over suburban houses now dark or operating at a loss, dismantling them or turning
them to other uses. The reason; overseatIng has brought about the present condition of cut-throat competition In the
area. . . .
BUDDING CRITICS
Oakland, Cal., school children (400) are
studying film appreciation, a state board
of education experiment. Designed to develop critical standards of evaluation, technically and with respect to social alms, the
course
lish Is an adjunct to the study of EngCONTROL AMUSEMENTS
A board of three will control amusements in Gary, Ind., In accordance with an
ordinance passed by the city council. In
addition to ordinance enforcement, the
board will inspect all films not approved by
the National Board of Review. "Walkathons" and marathons are said to be the
chief targets of the board. . . .

LEVIES

Alarmed and aroused to opposition,
film interests in Los Angeles are going to
bat over a proposed local tax, called permit and fire protection charges, which
would add considerable to the approximate $15,000,000 increase in production,
distribution and exhibition cost facing the
industry as a result of NRA. In Los Angeles local taxation hits hard at production. .. .
SOUND
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WEEK

SUIT DISMISSED
Of some significance is the decision,
rendered last week by the South Carolina
supreme court, upholding a lower court
verdict that a theatre is not an insurer of

LOS ANGELES

PICTURE

FEE

Bringing sharp protest from managers of
four theatres the Logan, Utah, city commission has passed an ordinance requiring
a city examination, $5 license fee for projectionists. The union backed the measure.
A great hardship on theatre owners, say
the protestants. "We feel we are the best
judges of who Is capable of serving us as
operators." . . .

EMPLOYMENT
From California state labor commissioner Frank C. McDonald last week came
a report that pay rolls of state industries
in February showed a gain of 29.7 per cent
over February, 1933. Outstanding was
film's gain of 82.3 per cent. . . .
BILL BEATEN
A decisive vote in the Massachusetts
House of Representatives (59 to 17) last
week scotched a measure of Representative Dorgan of Boston which would prohibit children under 14 from attending any
but educational or religious pictures. The
persistent legislator declared he would file
his bill again. . . .
EDUCATION'S LABORATORY
The potentiality of the neighborhood
film theatre as an educational laboratory
last week engaged the attention of the
motion picture committee of the WilDel., Federation
of Women's
Clubs. Themington,aim:
greater appreciation
for
the better class of films. . . .
GULF
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in tilt; Patman bill sleeps
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MEETS

On April 3 and 4, In New Orleans, will
be held the first territorial convention of
the recently organized Gulf States Theatre
Owners' Association. Carl Laemmie, Universal president, is expected to attend. A
film fair will feature the event at which
approximately 200 are expected. . . .
STONE

/;/

STATES

CASTER

Taking It out on Hollywood, as has been
done often and often before, Louis Weitzenkorn, erstwhile Bernarr Macfadden writer, MGM scenarist and author of "Five Star
Final," In a recent issue of Vincent Astor's
"Today," vents considerable spleen on
Coast executives. The title: "In Two
Words, Im possible." The victims (compositely called Silverfish): Emanuel Cohen,
Irving Thalberg, Louis B. Mayer, Samuel
Goldwyn,
han.
. . . Carl Laemmie, Winfield SheeBETTER MATINEES
A welcome tendency toward greater attendance during matinee performances is
Indicated in a survey of the Midwest.
From Oklahoma City comes report that
numerous houses show greater grosses
during the afternoon than the evening.
Estimated cause: five-day week, shorter
hours, more leisure. . . .
TRAILERS
Warner, to raise the entertainment value
of its trailers, in future will release them as
actual short subjects, 300 feet in length.
George Bilson will produce. ...
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REFORMERS

MYERS

RACE;

IN

TILT;

Women

Hiss and Boo Representative Connery for Opposing
Censor Bill That Would Cost
Filnn Business 8 Millions Yearly

The motion picture industry again was
called upon this week to defend itself in the
legislative halls at Washington against public charges that federal censorship is necessary.
The reform element, many of them "professionals," stormed Capitol Hill early Monday morning to demand that the 73rd Congress enforce strict governmental supervision over the morals of the motion picture.
Although the eventual outcome at this session probably will not change the status quo,
a warning was sounded by Charles Clyde
Pettijohn, of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, to a "few
wise-cracking 'smutheads' " that unless they
cease "dragging the industry into partial
disrepute" by catering to the "wise-crackers
of Broadway and Hollywood Boulevard,"
they cannot avoid federal prosecution under
the United States criminal code.
Reformers' Field Day
The scene Monday was a public hearing
before the House committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce. The immediate
subject
two
bills,wasH. Congressman
R. 6097 and H.Wright
R. 8686,Patman's
which,
respectively would create federal film censorship and abolish block booking.
1+ was
typical
reformers'
fieldSheafe
day,
and,
as ausual,
Canon
William
Chase,
gray-haired,Reform
"four-minute-man"
of
the
International
Federation, was
the grand marshal of the anti-industry
forces.
An uproar was precipitated when Abram
Fern Myers, general counsel of Allied States
Exhibitors' Association, charged Congressman
Chapman
withactivities
being "unfair"
in "insinuating"
that
certain
in connection
with his
career as a Federal Trade Commissioner and
as The
Allied's
chief was
might enlivened
be questioned.
hearing
further, when
Representative Connery, of Massachusetts, was
hissed and booed loudly by some women of
the reform
sorship bill.element for opposing Patman's cenIndustry estimates place the cost of a federal censorship commission under the bill at
$8,400,000, while predictions of the cost of
revolutionizing the system of merchandising,
if block booking were abolished, run into untold
millions.
Mr. Pettijohn, of the MP PDA, attacked
many of the arguments set up by proponents
of the censorship bill, pointing out at the hearing that there has existed since 1919 a federal
criminal statute which provides heavy penalties
(fines and jail terms) for transporting or showing objectionable motion pictures, and that if
the law were enforced against a few "bad
boys" . . . "you would get more results than
from
the censorship
world." of
TheallCode
of Ethics bills
for in
thetheproduction
motion pictures, established on April 1, 1930,
by the Hays organization, is a definite part of
the Patman bill.
Immediate enactment of the Patman bill as
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PATMAN

FROM COTTON FARMING
TO CAPITOL HILL
Congressman Wright Patman — sponsor of House of Representative bills
6097 and 8686, which, respectively,
would create federal censorship of
films and abolish block booking — has
been at Washington representing the
first Congressional district of Texas
since 1929.
A Democrat and Baptist, Mr. Patman
was born in the rural place of Hughes
Springs, Texas, August 6, 1893. In the
summer of 1912, he was graduated from
the local high school. The next two years
were spent in cotton farming, the whilehe studied extension courses provided by
Cumberland University, of Lebanon, Tenn.
Two years of assorted studies and two
more concentrated on law, and, in 1916,
Wright Patman was admitted to the Texas
bar, with an LL.B. from Cumberland.
Mr. Patman scarcely had finished tacking his shingle to a small place at Hughes
Springs when he was appointed assistant
district attorney of his native Cass County.
That beginning of a political career was inter upted in 1917 for some machine gun
sniping with the AEF in France. In 1919
he returned to law in Texas. Two years
later he was in the state legislature, serving three years. From 1924 until 1929 he
was district attorney for the Fifth Judicial District.
Election to Congress to represent the
First Congressional District came in 1929.
He has been there ever since.
Congressman Patman's home is on Olive
street in Texarkana, a place of some
16,000. He has four sons.
a panacea for all the ills of the industry was
demanded at the hearing by Canon William
Sheafe Chase, who, among other positions in
the reform movement, is secretary of the Federal Motion Picture Council in America.
Less than two hours was available for the
hearing, at the end of which time neither side
had presented all its arguments. The industry,
in fact, had but a brief ten minutes.
No indication was given that a further hearing will be held soon. It was generally admitted that there is little likelihood of further
serious consideration of the proposed Act at
this session.
Not All Committed to Bill
"We do not want to do anything to hurt
or retardthethecommittee
industry,"in Congressman
assured
explaining hisPatman
bill at
the hearing. "But the people generally have a
right to make suggestions as to what should
be done in order that the business be improved.
Need of the bill is indicated by the fact that
sixCanon
states Chase
for manytookyears
censorship."
the have
floor.had The
minister
evidently was in complete charge of parceling
the time allotted among supporters of the bill.
He declared the Motion Picture Code does not
provide for a moral code, explaining that "we
would simply make law out of what the motion picture industry promised to enforce themselves," obviously referring to the production
Code of Ethics.
"All three great religions — Catholic, Protestant and Jewish — are unanimous in their demands for reform," Canon Chase said, admit-
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BILL
MPPDA

SLEEPS

Counsel

Declares "Few

'Snnut-Heads'
Must Cease Tactics
or Face"
Wise-Cracking
Criminal Code Prosecution
ting, however, that these three religions were
not all committed to the Patman bill.
The Chase forces indicated they would
be in favor of extending the Patman bill
to include supervision of literature and
the press. Mr. Chase said that there are
times when he thinks "we may have to"
sponsor such an extension of censorship
"when we find we cannot have the freedom of the press."
A lengthy
dissertation by another Chase
affiliate, Mrs. Robins Oilman, of Minneapolis,
president of the Federal Motion Picture Council and head of the motion picture committee
of the National Parents and Teachers Association, on the effect of present day pictures on
children, moved Congressman Merritt, of Connecticut, to ask how the federal government
could keep children out of the theatres. His
query elicited from Mrs. Oilman only the vague
response that the approval labels on films under the Patman censorship would tell parents
which were acceptable pictures.
Calls Juvenile Films Profitable Field
Pictures for children, Mrs. Oilman asserted,
offer a very profitable field for the producers,
but all efforts to have them made haye been
"thwarted by the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors." The industry in this country,
she complained, is not interested in culture and
education. Love, sex and crime appear in 80
per cent made
of the
are asking
that
pictures
for films.
children"We
be made
with other
things or with treatment of those things more
in accord with national ideals," she said, citing
that in 115 films studied, 406 crimes were committed, 21 per cent by the hero and 46 per
cent by the villain.
Asked by Congressman Mapes, of Michigan,
what improvement in films the Hays organization has made,
Oilmanresponsible
declared :for"I any
do
not believe
they Mrs.
have been
improvement, other than an improvement in
technique which has also made more lurid the
treatment
of material."
Congressman
Pettingill, of Indiana, also
asked about keeping children out of theatres,
Mrs. Oilman answering that she was seeking to
have pictures controlled at the source.
"I wonder what Hays has done to warrant
the
high salary
Pettingill
said. he has received," Congressman
"TheOilman.
prevention of this legislation," retorted
Mrs.
At
with
men

this point Canon Chase interrupted
the
"We
tion, our observation:
boys and girls
do, need
from protecgreedy
who are willing to make money out

of demoralizing the youth of our land."
Opposition to the Patman bill was advanced
by the Civil Liberties Union on the ground
that "experience has shown that the best control of obscene matter lies in the hands of juries under criminal
Objection
also was law."
presented by the National
Council of Freedom From Censorship, to
Chairman Rayburn of the committee.
The Council's opposition to "bureaucratic
censorship in any form" was expressed over
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the signatures of Hatcher Hughes, chairman,
Elmer Rice and Barret H. Clark, vice-chairmen, and presented by Leroy Bowman of the
Child Study Association, who acted as spokesman of a number of groups, including the National Council, in opposition to the bill.
Calls Prosecution Sufficient Control
"Juries reflect public standards on morals,"
the National Council's brief declared, "far better than professional censors. Prosecutions are
now sufficient control of obscene and indecent
matter in print, paintings, or on the stage.
Motion pictures should be no exception."
The Council declared that state motion picture censorship had not been extended since
1922 and cited the defeat in that year in a
referendum vote in Massachusetts of a proposal for censorship by the vote of 547,000 to
207,000. The popular verdict would be similar
anywhere in the country, said the National
Council.
The plaintiffs rested, and Mr. Pettijohn
arose in defense, meeting the charge
voiced at the hearing by Rabbi Israel, of
Baltinnore, that there were nnany pictures
unfit for children. Mr. Pettijohn pointed
out that Maryland has censorship and
could prevent such a condition. At the
same time, he commented that Chicago
for years has had "the most vigorous censorship inthe world" but that the result
in
that
for itself."peaceful armed village" speaks
As to good and bad pictures, Mr. Pettijohn
pointed out that "what these groups call good
pictures the exhibitor calls bad because they
do not bring money into the box-office." For
years, the industry has been producing these
"good"
pictures,
explained;
first and
theynow
all
failed, then
they he
began
to breakat even
they make a little money, but only because
these public groups get behind them and push
them.
Mr. Pettijohn called Canon Chase a "professional reformer" and sat down.
Cites Improvement
"I am absolutely opposed to this bill or any
other bill of its kind," Representative Connery said amid manifestations of displeasure
from
the audience.
ago, whenif
I operated
a theatre,"Several
I told years
the producers
they did not want to get into trouble with the
government they must clean up their pictures;
since that time I have seen a tremendous improvement.
"We are situation
getting again,
back to
the people
Eighteenth
Amendment
telling
what
they can see and whal they cannot see."
Representative Connery, a Democrat of Massachusetts, and chairman of the House Labor
Committee, was hissed and booed by women
of the reform element when he said he saw no
reason why Shakespeare's plays should be cut
out in a picture "because some old maid out
in Oshkosh doesn't like it."
A brief opposing a requirement in the Patman
bill that newsreel producers be bonded was
filed for the five newsreels by Jack Connolly, of Pathe. The brief also charged the
measure ignores the Constitution in providing
for regulation covering "films which aim to
or do assist in the election or defeat of any
political candidate."
censorship
would
setCongressman
up a federalPatman's
commission
of ninebillpersons,
four to be women, who would receive $9,000
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DILLINGER FILM
No motion picture, based on the life
of John Dillinger, notorious gunman,
ivill be produced, distributed or exhibited by any member company of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, Will H. Hays
announced this week. Action -was
taken by the board of directors following reports that a film was contemplated. The decision of the association was based on the belief that
"such a picture would be detrimental
to the best public interest."
a year. They would inspect and label all films,
prohibit objectionable pictures and advertising.
Mr. Pettijohn vigorously denounced those
in the industry who, he said, are responsible for
the : "trouble" over federal censorship. He
said
"Nothing
happened
in Washington
to indicate that the
Congressmen
did not believe
that a considerable amount of 'smart-aleck
sophislicated smut' is appearing in a few films.
Those double-meaning 'wise-cracks' that are
causing trouble and are dragging the industry
into partial disrepute seem to be injected into
a few films to please the small handful of
sophisticated 'wise-crackers' along Broadway
and Hollywood Boulevard. They are an unimportant and small percentage of the American motion picture audience, and most of them
use passes anyhow."
A Few "Bad Boys"
"There are a few bad boys in this business,"
he
continued,
profitintoby the
reading
federal
statute "who
that might
was read
recorda
at the Patman bill hearings at Washington."
"I do not believe that either the Interstate
Commerce Committee of the House, or Congress, itself, is, or has ever been impressed
with the idea that censorship per se is a desirable thing or will curb anything," he said,
adding, "I do believe, however, that they feel
that we have a few people in Hollywood who
had better begin to take seriously the principles
of self-discipline in motion picture production."
Little Block Booking Discussion
In a last minute efifort to pave the way for
introduction into the hearings of a discussion
of block booking. Representative Patman, on
March 16, introduced a bill in the House prohibiting block booking, requiring the furnishing of accurate synopses of all pictures offered
to exhibitors before they are released, and
amending the Clayton act to make it apply to
license agreements and leases. Although there
was some discussion of block booking, the hearing on Monday was mostly given over to the
censorship proposition.
Canon Chase expressed the opinion that
"every exhibitor ought to have the right to
pick out just what picture he wants to show."
Taking up the defense of block booking for the distributors, Mr. Pettijohn
charged that, despite the allegations of
the bill's proponents, block booking is not
the basis of all the evils of the industry.
He declared that less than 20 per cent of
all sales contracts call for the entire out-
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put of any one distributor. Block booking,
he said, originated with the exhibitors
themselves, in an effort to assure a steady
supply of product.
It was Mr. Pettijohn who brought Abram
Alyers, Allied counsel, into the picture with
an explanation of the Allied-Tiffany franchise
of a few years ago. Declaring how Mr. Myers
now is fighting block booking, he told how
the Tiffany Pictures franchise was to be sold
for a period of five years, in a tieup with
Allied, exhibitors being required to take the
entire Tiffany output without knowing what
would be produced or even how m.uch they
would have to pay for it.
Turning to Mr. Myers, Mr. Pettijohn said:
"If you want to cite to this Committee a case
of real block booking, tell them about your
Tiffany franchise."
Congressman Questions Myers
Rushing to the floor with a request that he
be permitted to answer, Mr. Myers was greeted
by Congressman Chapman with questions as
to his activities in the organization of Allied
while he was a member of the Federal Trade
Commission.
Mr. Myers said that he was present at the
hearing in behalf of the block booking bill only,
but inasmuch as lack of time prevented him
from speaking on the floor, he filed a brief for
the record. Allied, he explained, is "a national
organization composed entirely of itidependent
exhibitors ; that is, of theatres that are not
controlled by Mr. Pettijohn's clients, and we
are interested in the subject of block booking."
The Myers-Chapman blow-up came when
the Congressman asked Mr. Myers : "Are you
the same Mr. Myers that was one time member of the Federal Trade Commission?"
Mr. Myers : "That is true."
"While
a member
of Mr.
thatChapman:
Commission,
did you
you were
preside
over a
Federal Trade Commission hearing in New
Mr. Myers : "In 1927, yes."
Blames Producers for Criticism
Mr. Chapman : 'And following that practice
York?" and while still a member of the Comhearing,
mission, did you meet with a group of motion
picture producers in Chicago and New York
and assist in organizing that group with the
understanding that if you were not reappointed
to the Federal Trade Commission you would
become president and general counsel of the
Mr. Myers : "Mr. Chairman, the Congressman asked me my name. May I ask his name?"
Mr. Chapman: "Certainly. Chapman."
Mr. Myers : "All right. I will tell you.
That is a criticism apparently that has been
group?"
suggested
from the
Association^^
and ifhere
you would
like Producers'
to go into that
here
I can tell you. The facts are these : That I
did not. I tendered my resignation as a member of the Federal Trade Commission early in
November, I think it was, in 1928.
"Now, there was nothing pending before the
Commission at that time, so far as I know,
which involved the matter we have here.
"There were some questions that came up
before the Commission for consideration, and
I as a member of that Commission, as a court
would probably do under the circumstances,
did not participate in them.
"It is true, of course, that having resigned
I had under consideration a number of proMr. Chapman : "One was that you would
be made president or general counsel for this
(Continued on paiic i2. column 1)
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SIGNS ANEW. (Below) Harry
Rapf, associate producer of
MGM since its organization
in 1924, who has signed a new
three-year contract.

RETURNING. (Left) Gloria
Swanson discussing production
plans with Irving Thalberg,
under whose banner she is to
return to the screen for MGM.
REUNITED. (Right) Lanny Ross
welcomed by Mary Lou, his
radio co-worker, on returning
to New York after completing
his first Paramount film,
"Melody in Spring."
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ALL hIERE: Managers and executives of Jefferson Amusement and East Texas Theatres, in Beaumont, Tex. Starting at rear, left to right:
F. P. Ahysen, Mack Jarrett, Harold F. Smith, Vv'. H. Dunbar, Charles Brewer, Herbert Mueller, J. C. Clemmons, H. H. Starcke, Sol E. Gordon, M. Schulman, Tom R. Clemmons, H. E. Brunson, L. B. Payne, L. N. Crim, W. E. Lanoue, B. E. Lannom, Holland Smith, S. L. Oakley, R. H. Clemmons, D. F.
Luckle, Bee Cov/an, Non Binion, E. W. Vyilburn, F. S. Hervey, Hoyt Simmons, E. M. McDaniel, Fred Putnam, M. C. Clemmons, Fred Minton, R. J. Potter, E. D. Hayle, Dan Fagan. L. C. Kyburz, C. C. Porter, M. L. Wertheim, James E. King, Knox Lamb, W. L. Gelling, D. H. Suitt, C. L. McDonald, W. A.
Lanagan, G. H. Mercer, Victor B. Lowrey.
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Academy
AWARDS

SARAH

CHARLES

LAUGHTON

CHARLES

FRANK LLOYD

Y. MASON

LANGE

AND VICTOR HEERMAN

WILLIAM

DARLING

i
"THREE LITTLE PIGS"

'FAREWELL TO ARMS"
"ONE WAY

PASSAGE"

ROBERT LORD

Best Performance, Actress
Katharine Hepburn for "Morning Sloi;y"
Best Performance, Actor
Charles Laughton for
"Private Life of Henry VIII"
Best Direction
■SO THIS IS HARRIS'
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Frank Lloyd for "Cavalcade"

SCENE FROM

"KRAKATOA"

adaptation: "Little Wonnen," by Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heerman
Best production: "CavaIca de"
novelty: Educational's "Krakatoa"
Best cinematography: Charles Lange for "Farewell to Arms"
cartoon: Disney-United Artists' "Three Little Pigs"
Best sound: "Farewell to Arms" (Paramount)
art direction: William Darling for "Cavalcade"
Technical achievement: Erpi and RCA-Victor
short comedy: RKO Radio's "So This Is Harris"
Best original story: "One Way Passage," by Robert Lord
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$853,668
FINANCIAL

52-Week Report to December
30, 1933, Shows an Operating Profit Against $8,401,448
Loss for the Previous Year
With current assets totaling $18,264,086,
against current liabilities aggregating $3,910,292, Fox Film Corporation last week issued
its annual report for the 52 weeks ended
December 30, 1933. A net operating profit
for the entire year amounted to $853,668, as
compared with an operating loss of $8,401,448 for 1932, thus indicating that the major
reorganization
of theinto
company's
financial
affairs, which went
actual operation
April 1, 1933, had placed the company in a
position of substantial improvement.
Even stronger significance as to the effects of the reorganization plan is seen in
the statement of a profit for the 39 weeks
from April 1, amounting to $1,410,793.
To the improvement in the Fox situation may be credited a reduction of
$7,312,895 in amortization of production
cost; reductions in interest expenses
amounting to $1,187,852; reductions in
amortization of discounts and expense on
the funded debt, totaling $411,571, and
a profit on foreign exchange, which approximated $500,000. Through these four
items alone a saving in 1933 of approximately $9,412,318 over 1932 was effected.
The reduction of $7,312,895 in amortization of production costs, from $24,482,323
in 1932 to $17,169,428 in 1933, is attributed
by Fox officials to a "general reduction in
the cost of production of pictures." On April
1, 1933, Fox had an inventory of pictures
aggregating $10,240,522, and during the 39
weeks to December 30, there was spent on
production $13,754,426. The amortization
charged to profit and loss during this period
amounted to $12,871,407, leaving an inventory of $11,123,541. The increase in the inventory ismainly accounted for by increased
requirements to fill the demands in foreign
countries and to a greater number of pictures completed on December 30, as compared with April 1. The basis of amortization of picture costs was maintained
throughout 1933 in accordance with the
table of amortization and the method of application of such table as outlined in the
annual report for the 53 weeks ended December 30, 1932, presented herewith :
"The accumulated percentages of negative cost written off at the end of quarterly
periods are as follows :
No. Weeks Since Cumulative%
Release
Date
Written
13
53 Oft'
26
75.5
39
88
52
94.5
65
100
"In addition to the application of the
above table, the corporation maintains a
close scrutiny of the bookings and exhibition re:;ults of each picture for a period of
weeks after its release and should it appear
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The Fox Film official annual report
does not treat of the 52 weeks of 193 3
hilt campares 39 tceeks of 19 ii with
53. weeks of 1932. Motion Picture
Herald, for purposes of a yearly comparison, consolidated the financial figures for the 13 iveeks of 193 3 prior to
the reorganization with those of the
39 iveeks.
Comparative fgures appear in tabular form on the folloiuing page.
that the revenue of any particular picture
will fall short of normal or average revenue,
a further suitable provision is thereupon
made for additional amortization."
The $1,187,852 reduction in interest
expenses from $2,018,370 in 1932 to
$830,518 in 1933 was due almost entirely
to the retirement of all but $1,746,600
of a $30,000,000 bond issue under the
plan of reorganization. Also this retirement could not help but have a favorable
effect upon the reduction in amortization
of discounts and expenses on the funded
debt, which was reduced from $614,714
in 1932 to $203,143 in 1933. The $30,000,000 bond issue was converted into
stock in Fox Film and, at the rate of
6 per cent, the saving here alone would
be approximately $1,765,406, representing interest charges on the $28,253,400
in bonds retired.
The profit on foreign exchange during 1933
amounted to exactly $449,137, as compared
with no proiits in 1932. The gross profit was
$669,137, less amortization reserve for the fluctuation of dollar value of working assets in
foreign countries.
Large Financial Writedowns
Total assets of the corporation as of December 30, 1933, amounted to $45,903,663, as compared with $119,162,248 at December 31, 1932,
but current assets, as of December 30, 1933,
totaled $18,264,085 as compared with $13,300,976 on December 31, 1932. On the liabilities
side of the ledger, notes payable on December
30, 1933, totaled %727,32,Z, comparable with
$8,448,203 for the same charges on December
31, 1932. The portion of the funded debt maturing in one year from December 30, 1933,
amounts to $142,650, compared with $174,330
for the same period as of December, 1932.
The balance sheet and the consolidated income account give effect to the huge financial
writedowns, which were made directly as a
result of the financial rehabilitation and reorganization plan.
The corporation's investment in Wesco Corporation, operators of all Fox theatre properties in the country, has been written down to
$1, although Fox still lists advances to Wesco
of some $8,511,525. Investments and advances
to Wesco were listed at $16,291,000 on December 31, 1932. In the balance sheet the accounts
of Wesco and its subsidiaries have not been
consolidated with those of Fox Film. Important subsidiaries of Wesco are still in bankruptcy
and the books and records are in possession of
court officials and were not available for the
usual annual audit.
Probably the most important writedown re-

39-Week

Net of $ 1 ,4 1 0.793 Re-

corded Since April I , Effective Date of Overhauling of
Company's Financial Structure
ported in the Fox statement gave effect to the
writedown of a $46,173,712 investment in Film
Securities Corporation.
The statement of reserve for revaluation of
investments as of December 30, 1933, including
wholly-owned subsidiaries, excepting Wesco
and its subsidiaries, shows a balance on January
1, 1933, of $37,247,386. Of this, reduction in
book value of investments incident to the reorganization, totaled $46,173,712 in Film Securities Corp.; Wesco, $9,421,642; Fox Realty
Corp. of California, $3,761,532 ; Fox Film
Realty Corp., $584,243, the whole totaling $59,941,130, less amount charged to paid-in surplus, amounting to $22,693,743. The amount
provided, April 1, 1933, from paid-in surplus
was $14,500,000, representing the balance, as
of December 30, carried to balance sheet. Appropriation from paid-in surplus amounted, in
1933, to $37,797,429, less the amount applied
against possible loss on advance to Fox Theatres Corp., $550,043,
The statement of reserve for indeterminate
liabilities and contingencies as of December 30.
1933, shows a balance on January 1, 1933, of
$1,717,176, and a balance on April 1 of $1,625,007. The balance on December 26, 1931,
amounted to $2,233,095. This included all
wholly-owned subsidiaries, which the December
30, 1933 statement did not. Without Wesco, the
balance on December 26, 1931, was $2,022,633,
and the balance, December 31, 1932, applied to
balance sheet, was $1,717,176.
The statement of paid-in surplus, including
wholly-owned subsidiaries, but without Wesco.
as of December 30, 1933, shows that on January 1, 1933, there was a balance of $36,062,396.
Changes incident to reorganization as of April
1, 1933, included additions totaling $41,963,378.
chiefly through the reductions of outstanding
stock by exchange of one new share for each
six shares of old stock; issuance of 2,015,482 1/3
shares of new common stock at $18.90 and carried to balance sheet at stated value of $5 per
share ; transfer of balance of reserve for indeterminate liabilities and contingencies as of
April 1, 1933, and transfer of unearned income
April 1.
Deductions Were $56,696,604
Deductions amounted to $56,696,604, including reductions in book value of investments ;
provisions for revaluations of investments and
advances and for contingencies ; deficit from
operation prior to April 1, 1933, consisting of
balance as at December 31, 1932 of $15,010,395,
and loss of $535,569 for the 13 weeks ended
.\pril 1, 1933, and sundry adjustments of $87,450 ; interest and amortization of discount and
expenses on obligations retired in the reorganization ;transfer of unamortized discount and
expenses in respect of securities retired in reorganization, and legal fees, taxes and other
e-xpenses in connection with reorganization. Net
deductions incident to reorganization amounted
to $14,733,226; the balance on April 1. 1933,
was $21,329,170 and the balance, December 30,
1933, carried to balance sheet, was $21,329,170.
Including all wholly-owned subsidiaries, the
surplus created during the year by the revaluation of capital stock to $5 per share, as authorized by the stockholders on April 19. 1932,
amounted to $78,152,200. less charges during
the year amounting to $42,089,396, leaving a
balance on December 30, 1933. to balance sheet,
of $36,062,396.
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In the accompanying table of comparisons of profit and loss of Fox Film
Corporation for 1933 and the previous year, several classifications of time
periods are presented. The two first columns are for the 1 3 weeks ended April
I, 1933. The third and fourth columns are for the 39 weeks ended December 30,
1933. Columns Five and Six present the figures for 52 weeks ended December
30, 1933, while the two final columns of figures show the totals for 53 weeks ended
December 31, 1932.
OPERATING PROFIT:
Income :
Gross income from sales
and rentals of film and
literature
Dividends
Other Income
Expenses :
Operating exp. of exchanges, head office
and administrative exAmortization of production cost
Participation in film rent-

13 Weeks Ended
Apnl 1, 1933

39 Weeks Ended
December 30, 1933

'3i7,'ob'2.66
$7,690,074.49

$24,288,823.81
259,225.84
730,641.34

$31,978,898.30
259,225.84
1,047,643.94

$8,007,077.09

$25,278,690.99

$33,285,768.08

penses $2,187,500.42

Less settlement of contracts entered into in
prior years
Net loss, carried to paid-in
surplus
Balance Dec. 30, 1933, carried to balance sheet..
Net operating 1 oss of
Wesco Corp. and subsidiaries
Surplus. Dec. 31, 1932. . . .
Deficit, Dec. 31, 19.32, to
balance sheet

l',366,247.i4
$29,712,415.56
$31,078,662.70

4,298.021.32

$8,803,486.45
17,169,428.15

$8,542,691.23
24,482,323.47

als 1,268,479.15

3,870,894.31

5,139,373.46

3,571,232.32

$23,358,297.17

$253,076.20

36,596,247.02

31,112,298.06

$1,920,393.82

$2,173,469.86

$;92,724.92

$237,793.64

$830,518.56

$2,018,370.27

153,684.92

49,458.46

203,143.38

614,714.81

63,788.85

222,348.59

286,137.44

t250,778.64

$509,600.69
$1,410,793.13

$810,198.69
f?;557,122.49

Net operating profit.
OTHER CREDITS:
Profit on foreign exchange.
Less Amortization reserve
for fluctuation of dollar
value of working assets
in foreign countries
Loss on sale or disposition
of capital assets

53 Weeks Ended
December 31, 1932

$6,615,996.03
12,871,406.83
57,754.000.89

Net profit before interest
and depreciation
Deduct :
Interest Expense
Amortization of discounts
and expense on funded
debt
Depreciation of fixed
assets, not including
dpreciation of studio
buildings and equipment absorbed in production cost

52 Weeks Ended
December 30, 1933*

$29,576.85

$29,576.85
8,024.26
$21,552,59

t$S,517,584.32

,?853,668.58
t$8,401,448.04

$669,560.81

$699,137.66

250,000.00

250,000.00

$419,560.81

449,137.66

9,717.49

156,000.00

164,024.26

t$193,295.25
1620,688.00

$183,577.76

$263,560.81

$285,113.40

$1,674,353.94

1,188,781.98

1813,983.25

$535,569.90

7,749,067.04
1,954,102.64

$15,010,395.69
* This
April statement
1, 1933. is a combination of a report for the thirteen weeks ended April 1, 19J3. and one for the 39 weeks ended Dec. 30, 1933. with earned surplus since
t Loss.
t Depreciation of fixed assets, not including depreciation of studio buildings and equipment of $832,660 absorbed in production costs.
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Hollywood
Scene
ACADEMY BANQUET A GLORIOUS COMEBACK
LAUGHTON, HEPBURN TAKE ACTING HONORS
SHOWMEN OF COUNTRY TREK TO HOLLYWOOD
M. SHAPIRO
AVIATOR
BROWN
VISITS
THE EXHIBITOR

[ Pictures in Pictorial Section ]
Staging a glorious comeback last Friday
night, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences had its sixth annual Awards
Banquet in the Fiesta Room at the Ambassador hotel. Seven hundred and fifty leaders, artists and scientific experts gathered
to witness the presentation of statuettes
awarded for outstanding achievements. Several hundred others were too late to get
reservations.
Some folks who abandoned the Academy
when their loyalty was most needed, attended the banquet, and not out of curiosity.
This party established a precedent for
glamour, gaiety, revelry and dancing. The
only time it became serious was in the short
half hour pause required to announce and
present the statuettes. Aside from this
ceremony there were only three speeches.
The president, J. T. Reed, delivered the
welcoming address, short and sweet, and
introduced Howard J. Green, vice president,
who explained what the Academy stood for.
Frank Lloyd, past treasurer of the Academy,
followed with a brief talk. The party was
then turned over to the entertainment committee, which kept the guests occupied until
11:15, when Will Rogers stepped to the
speakers stand and in his inimitable manner made the presentations.
The Winners
The best actress performance was adjudged that of Katharine Hepburn in
"Morning Glory." Second: May Robson
in "Lady for a Day"; third, Diana WynYARD in "Cavalcade."
Best actor performance*: Charles Laughton in "Henry the Eighth." Second: Paul
Muni in "I Am a Fugitive from a Chain
Gang"; third, Leslie Howard in "Berkeley
Square."
Best production : Fox's "Cavalcade,"
which carried a large majority of votes.
Second : "Farewell to Arms," Paramount; third "Little Women," Radio.
Best direction: Frank Lloyd, "Cavalcade." Second: Frank Capra for "Lady
for a Day," and George Cukor third for
"Little Women."
Best original story : Robert Lord, for
"One Way Passage." Second, Frances
Marion, "Prizefighter and the Lady" ; third,
Charles MacArthur, "Rasputin and the
Empress."
Best adaptation: won jointly by Sarah
Y. Mason and Victor Heerman for adapting "Little Women." Second: Robert RisKiN, "Lady for a Day" ; third, Sonya
Levien and Paul Green jointly for "State
Fair."
Best cinematography : Charles Lang,
for "Farewell to Arms." Second : George
FoLSEY, Jr., "Reunion in Vienna" ; third,
Karl
"Sign :ofWilliam
the Cross."Darling,
Best Struss,
art direction

WILL
FROM

ROGERSISMS
THE

BANQUET

"Well, I'm glad to come to this dinner. I've been going to so many Louie
B. Mayer parties, that it's good to
come to one that isn't an L. B. Mayer
banquet. This one is on the house. . . ."
"Remember those pictures of Louie
going tip to the White House with his
overnight bag. Now Jack Warner
goes in with his trunk."
"I got my courage to come here and
talk to the highbrows and brains of
the industry after I read that Samuel
Goldwyn had lectured at Harvard,
and in person, too. Yeah, and the
voice wasn't dubbed in, either. I understand now that Harvard is writing
back, "Will you send us the English
"Well, Sam may not be able to hand
version?'
out
Arts and Sciences language but
he sure can make pictures — and some
of us would be proud to talk the way
he does if we got credit for the pictures he makes."
To Walt Disney: "If you raised six
pigs, Walt, we'd 'a given yott a statuTo Sarah Y. Mason and Victor
Heerman: "Sorry I haven't got two
ette." for you two adaptors. In case
statues
there is a squabble later on, I suggest,
lady, that you reach for the stattie
instead of a rolling pin."
for "Cavalcade." Second: Hans Dreher,
for "Farewell to Arms" ; third, Cedric Gibbons, "When Ladies Meet."
Best sound reproduction : Paramount
studios for "Farewell to Arms." Second
and third, Warner-First National for
"I Am a Fugitive From a Chain Gang"
and "Gold Diggers of 1933."
Greatest scientific and technical achievement : shared equally by Electrical Research Products, for its wide range recording and reproducing system, and by
RCA- Victor company for its high fidelity
recording and reproducing system. Honorable mention to Fox Film, Fred Jackman
and Warner Brothers, and Sidney Sanders
of RKO-Radio for development and use of
the translucent cellulose screen in composite
photography.
Winners of certificates of award in the
short subject division split up into three
sections, namely, cartoons, comedies and
novelties, were as follows :
Cartoons: First place to Walt Disney

for "Three Little Pigs," also second place
for "Building a Building"; third, Universal for "Merry Old Soul."
Best short comedy : Radio, for "So This
Is Harris," also second for "Preferred
List"; third.
"Mister
Mugg."Warren Doane, Universal's
Best novelty: Educational, for "Krakatoa." Second and third : tied between
MGM's "Menu" and Educational's "The
The Academy made a new departure this
year in awarding Certificates of Merit to
assistant directors with one selected from
each of the major studios. Winners of this
division were: William Tummel, Fox:
Charles Dorian, MGM ; Dewey St.arkey,
RKO-Radio; Fred Fox, United Artists;
Sea." Barton, Paramount ; Scott Beal.
Charles
Universal ;ner-First
Gordon
National. Hollingshead, WarV
Cracking Cocoanufs
Inasmuch as the mountain wouldn't come
to Mahomet, the exhibitors are coming to
Hollywood. For the first time in eight
years, atres
showmen
whoto run
theare trekking
meetthethenation's
producers,
face to face, in the gathering of the MPTOA
which opens officially April 10, and follows
through for three days.
On the more solemn side of the pow-wow,
it seems a few cocoanuts, imported for the
occasion, are destined to be cracked open.
Hollywood does not grow cocoanuts.
Already comment is rife that a group of
exhibitors are determined, by sustained barrage from the floor, to make Hollywood
"Box-office Conscious." That, it seems,
will be the milk of the cocoanut.
As for the meat, a spokesman said that
"Hollywood, for too long a time, has been
making
to satisfy
Being pictures
constructive,
it wasthemselves."
further stated
that live and continuous contact must be
maintained between Hollywood and exhibitors through a sort of clearing house of
facts so producers could sense the ever
shifting public taste.
These discussions on the floor of the convention are to be complemented with arguments that pictures are never sold direct
to the public, but sold first to the exhibitor
who books them and then resells them to
Exhibitors, our informant contends, still
patrons. they pay increased rentals for film
believe
because of Hollywood's wastes and extravagances, and believe their information can
be of invaluable service to producers.
Furthermore, suggestions along these
lines are to be welcome from stars, directors and producers in Hollywood, as well
as from visiting delegates.
There, in the wellknown cocoanut shell,
is the meat and milk that will be dished out
as the palms sway and crooners croon, hard
LContinued on iollo'unna Page)
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by the Ambassador's Cocoanut Grove, and
this time, according to the spokesman, monkeys won't be dropping the cocoanuts either.
V
Brown of MGM
If Hollywood executives are assailed by
exhibitors as being cold and distant to showman's problems, at least one shining example in Hollywood stands out as keeping
close to the exhibitor. In fact, this gentleman, sportsman, aviator, director, keeps his
finger
on the exhibitor's
pulse. Clarence
Thisright
summer,
adventurous
Brown will oil and grease his plane and on
for a five weeks'
wings
eager all
flight
oversoar
the away
country, visiting every
key city of the MGM exchange system, to
talk personally to showmen again.
With Howard Dietz's able cooperation,
the jaunt should be as profitable for MGM
publicity as it will be to Brown and his
subsequent productions.
Brown's pioneering avidness in seeking
the real lowdown from showmen may have
some relation with his consistent record as
a director for over fifteen years.
Currently, he is directing Joan Crawford
in "Sadie McKee."
V
Flim-Flams
Rackets of all kinds have been daringly
dramatized and entertainingly exposed by
the screen.
Known are the concerted campaigns,
pushed to the limit by studio and local gendarmerie, to rid the community of blackmailers, pseudo-kidnapers and the shakedown artists of every ilk. Btit little attention seems to have been paid to the racket
boys inside the picture business.
The racket among some socalled writers,
who would rather sue than write, comes in
for withering fire.
Publications which resort to the slug
method to secure their ends are cussed, but
the power of the screen seldom is invoked
to lay the culprits, or allay the evils.
From time to time, this pillar will endeavor to expose some of Hollywood's
musclers and sharp-shooters, and any producer may have the screen rights.
V
Production Activity
Much activity in Hollywood the past
week was evidenced as twelve new pictures
went in and fourteen came off the stages.
In number starting, Paramount topped the
list with four. Columbia pulled the barrier
for two, and with one each at Fox, Universal, Warners, MGM and Monogram,
Bryandozen.
Foy's production rounded out the
even
Honors for completed pictures go to Warner, where finis was rung on five productions. Universal wrapped up two as did
Radio, while singletons moved into the cutting rooms at Fox, Columbia, Monogram,
Paramount and MGM.
As the current program embraces a wide
range of entertainment qualities, Paramount's starting four are the most diversi-

?ASTE IN YOUR HAT
Here is a ready Guide for Epicures
visiting
Hollywood
during the
MPTOA Convention next month:
Best Steak — Pacific Dining Car —
Sixth and Widmer.
Chicken — Ferncroft — Wilshire and
Sweetzer.
Fishway.
— Bernstein's — Sixth and BroadRitzy
and Food
Hill. — Victor Hugo's — Sixth
Jewish Dishes — Katie Katz — Seventh near Spring.
All Round Good Food —
Levy's — Vine near Hollj^ood.
Sardi's — Hollywood near Vine.
Brown
wood. Derby — Vine near HollyHungarian — Gypsy Camp — Wilshire
near Westlake.
Russian — Eagle — Vine near Hollywood.
Italian — Marchetti's — Wilshire near
Beverly Drive.

fied. "It Ain't No Sin" is Mae West. It's
her story and Leo McCarey will direct.
Music and lyrics are by Johnston and Coslow and the supporting cast includes Roger
Pryor, John Miljan, Katherine DeMille,
John Mack Brown and Duke Ellington and
his orchestra. "Cleopatra," a Cecil De
Mille spectacle, to be produced in the ''Ten
Commandments"-" Sign of the Cross" scope,
has Claudette Colbert in the lead with Warren William, Ian Keith, Charles Middleton,
Irving Pichel, Gertrude Michel and C.
Aubrey Smith in the principal supportingparts. "Often a Bridegroom," a modern,
music-tinted farce comedy, will feature
Joan Marsh, Joe Morrison, Burns and
Allen and George Barbier under Norman
McLeod's direction. "Thirty Day Princess," a Schulberg production, Marion
Gering directing, is a business-world racketromance drama featuring Sylvia Sidney and
Gary Grant with Vince Barnett, Edward
Arnold, Ray Walker, Henry Stephenson,
Lucien Littlefield and Robert McQuade
the principal supports.
V
Ron-iance Columbia Keynote
Romance is the keynote at Columbia
where Grace Moore and Tullio Carminatti
are co-starred in "One Night of Love"
(tentative title). The picture will be highlighted by several operatic selections to
establish novelty apart from current backstage musicals. The love story motif a{'plies also to "Most Precious Thing in Life,"
in \"hich Jean Arthur, Donald Cook, Richard Cromwell and Anita Louise are the
principal players.
At Fox, "Merry Andrew" is a typical
Will Rogers show in which thai luminary
is supported by Peggy Wood, noted stage
actress, Mary Carlisle, Paul Harvey and
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Roger Imhof under David Butler's direction.
The Bryan
"Life Ends,"
i? a
dramatic
studyFoyin opus,
sterilization
in which
Donald Douglass and Diane Sinclair have
the leads.
As the title indicates Universal's "The
Practical
a comedy
drama
in which Joker"
Chester isMorris
and romance
Marian Nixon
will be starred. The Warner starting feature is a Damon Runyon story, "Old Doll's
House,"Richard
directed
by AlanwillCrosland,
wliich
Barthelmess
be starred.in
Comedy drama is the tone of Monogram's
"Money Means Everything" which presents Wallace Ford, Gloria Shea, Edgar
Kennedy and Betty Blythe under Christy
Cabanne's direction.
The Selznick contribution to the MGM
program
is "Manhattan
Melodrama,"
W. S. VanDyke
is directing,
with awhich
cast
including Clark Gable, Wihiam Powell,
Myrna Loy, Nat Pendleton, Muriel Evans,
Isabel Jewell and Tommy Jackson.
Varied Subjects Completed
The completed pictures similarly embrace
a widely varied entertainment range. From
Warner come five. "Return of the Terror,"
suggested by a story by the late Edgar
Wallace, has a lengthy cast of familiar
names, with Mary Astor, Lyle Talbot, Robert Barrat, Frank McHugh and John Halliday among the most prominent. "The
Key,"
dealingand
with Tans,
the Irish
revolution
and
the Black
features
William
Powell, Edna Best and Colin Clive. "Dr.
Monica," adapted from an European stage
play, brings together Kay Francis, Verree
Teasdale, Jean Muir and Warren William.
Aline MacMahon is starred in "The Happy
Family," and Guy Kibbee, Allen Jenkins,
Hugh Herbert, Frankie Darro, Gordon
Wescott and Harry Beresford are in the
cast. "Without Honor" teams Jimmy Cagney and Joan Blondell again.
Universal's pair of finished pictures inMaynard by
"Doomed
To Die,"
in whichcludes theheKen
is supported
Gloria Shea,
and
"Uncertain Lady," which co-stars Genevieve
Tobin and Edward Everett Horton.
The completed Radio features are "Strictly Dynamite," featuring Jimmy Durante,
Lupe Velez, Norman Foster, Marian Nixon,
William Gargan and Eugene Pallette, and
"Dover Road," in which Clive Brook, Diana
Wynyard are the principals.
Columbia's "Murder In The Studio" has
Ralph Bellamy, Shirley Grey, Ward Bond,
Gail Patrick and a host of lesser lights in
the cast. Mary Astor is starred in "Numbers Of Monte Carlo," a Monogram. Keeping up the crime trend. Paramount checked
in "Murder at the Vanities," built around
the Earl Carroll stage show in which Carl
Brisson makes his American debut in a cast
that includes Victor McLaglen, Jack Oakie,
Kitty Carlisle, several bevies of Carroll New
York and Hollywood beauties and a long
list MGM,
of familiar
names.backgrounded
"Sequoia,"
an
is apicture
California
romance featuring Jean Parker, while "Free
Gold," Fox, has its cast headed by Claire
Trevor,
John Boles, Harry Green and Monroe Owlsey.
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AGAINST

NEWSPAPERS'
"COLD"
BULLETINS
Boston
Police Place New Locks
Boston Executive of Yankee NetOPERATING OWN
work Organizes Own News
on Press-Roonns and Reporters
NEWS SERVICES
Leave "Fake" Stories Around
Gatherers; Operators Meet in
Among the radio broadcasting units
But Their Ruses Fail To Work
Chicago on Independent Plan
operating their own newspathering
John Shepard, department store magnate
of Boston, and president of the Yankee Network, comprising a dozen radio stations
throughout the New England territory, has
"slapped the face" of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association and asks what
they're to do about it. Contrary to the expressed wishes must
of the not
publishers'
radio interests
broadcastgroup,
news that
until
it
is
"cold,"
Mr.
Shepard
this
week
continued formation of an extensive news
gathering organization to serve his radio
stations exclusively in order that New Englanders may not have to rely entirely on their
Boston Heralds and Transcripts for the
latest developments in the world scene.
His move, designed to give patrons "news
while it is news," was said to be the result
of listeners' protests against any attempt to
deprive them of such a news service. Then
things began to happen.
Police Interference Fails
The Boston Police Department sought to
prevent development of the Yankee News
Service by putting new locks on police station press-room doors and issuing new keys
only to bona fide newspaper reporters. Mr.
Shepard served notice on both the Police
Department and the newspapers sponsoring
their tactics that he would not tolerate further interference with his plans. Accordingly, he put his own editor, Richard Grant,
on station WNAC, the Shepard Stores, on
three successive nights, and a more or less
"intimate" expose of the press-room situation was given listeners throughout New
England.
Next, Boston newspapernnen took matters into their own hands. After the Yankee Network finally had received assurances that its reporters would be adnnitted
to police press-roonns, and other privileges
granted by the police, newspaper reporters
conceived the idea of leaving typewritten
copies of "fake" news stories around the
press-roonns for the Yankee men to rewrite
and send to the key stations for the news
broadcasts.
To what extent the Yankee News Service
men were taken in by this ruse has not been
made known. However, Mr. Grant now has
a complete staff of desk men, with reporters
stationed at the principal news sources of
Boston and a teletype system covering the
nation and foreign developments.
Shepard's Action Defended
Commenting upon the Boston situation,
C. R. Tighe, editor and publisher of Radio
Art, a non-partisan publication devoted to
all branches of the radio industry, defended
the action of Mr. Shepard as being the only
correct one to take under the circumstances.
"AH power to John Shepard, who has had
the courage to organize his own news ser-

services, in opposition to the Press Radio Bureau of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association, are:
Yankee Network, comprising a dozen
stations in New England.
North American Broadcasting System,
with eight stations in Wisconsin
and one, WRHM, in Minneapolis.
Radio News Association, with these
nucleus stations: KSTP, St. Paul,
KFI and KNX in Los Angeles.
100 newspapers operating own broadcasting units.
Commercial
Radio
news service
formed in Washington by former
employees
of Columbia News
System.
A'ice, and who, when his reporters were refused press facilities at Boston police headquarters, gave the word to Dick Grant to
tell
the
story
to the voters," Mr. Tighe said
this week.
"So fearful were the politicians who masquerade as servants of the public that they
refused to cooperate. Even the Governor of
the State became 'panicky' and would have
nothing to do with a situation that indicates
clearly who controls politics in Massachusetts.
"It is time for radio stations to show their
power. It is time for them to rise in their
might and smite the Newspaper Samson. It
is time for them to use the same weapons
that 'dog-in-the-manger' publishers are
using. It is time for them to fight back. It
is time for them to do as the Yankee Network did, and tell their story to the public.
The public are the voters and they can make
even a fearful governor come to time."
"Fighting for Survival"
"In facing facts," Mr. Tighe said, "it is
time to realize, too, that newspapers are
business institutions dominated in many instances by political afiiliations, and in some
cases subsidized by public utilities. Newspapers are by no means altruistic. Publishing
is a cold-blooded business proposition, and
the astute publishers know they are fighting
forUnder
survival."
the present Yankee Network operating schedule, the first news broadcast
takes place at 7:15 A. M., for station
WNAC, with network broadcasts at 8 A. M.,
1:30 P.M., 6 P.M. and 11 P.M. Under
the regulations set up by the publishers
through their newly created Press Radio
Bureau of the Publishers' National Radio
Committee, no subscribing station to the
bureau may broadcast more than two news
reports remarks
daily, exclusive
of "commentators,"
whose
are supposed
to be confined
to already printed news. Neither of these
two broadcasts may be sent out prior to

morning and evening deadlines — the morning broadcasts not earlier than 9:30 and the
evening broadcast not earlier than 9 P. M.
Direct from Correspondent
Every Yankee Network news broadcast
must come direct from a stalY correspondent in order to avoid the possibility of disputes with the publishers, according to Mr.
Shepard. Every broadcast carries the preliminary statement that "all news used in
this broadcast has been gathered and edited
by the staff of the Yankee Network News
Service, and its own correspondents throughout the nation and in foreign countries.
Reproduction in whole or in part is forbidden to newspapers unless due credit is given
to the Yanlcee Network News Service."
On March 1, the Press Radio Bureau began actual operation from New York as an
editor of all spot news to be broadcast. The
two major networks, NBC and CBS, in addition to a few independent stations, have
subscribed to the bureau, with all material
carefully sifted and doled out after having
been already printed in morning and evening editions.
Others Following Lead
The bureau, functioning under the editorship of James W. Barrett, former city
editor on the New York World, has not
made known how many stations in addition
to the two major networks have subscribed
to the plan, but it is known fact that radio
stations throughout the country are following the lead of the Yankee Network in organizing their own news gathering facilities.
As an incentive, a general meeting of
radio station operators, advertising agency
representatives and station representatives
met in Chicago last week to spread the
idea of an independent radio news service
organization to serve all radio interests not
subscribing to the Press Radio Bureau.
Several stations, especially in the Midwestern sector, already are organizing such
services for themselves.
Among the radio stations utilizing their
own newsgathering forces are, in addition
to the Yankee Network, the North American
Broadcasting System, a regional chain comprising eight stations in Wisconsin and one.
WRHM, in Minneapolis; the Radio News
Association, Inc., which has as its nucleus
stations KSTP of St. Paul and KFI and
KNX of Los Angeles. In addition, nearly
100 newspapers are said to be operating
their own broadcasting units.
In Washington, former employees of the
Columbia News System have organized a
commercial radio news service for independent and minor chains. Covering only news
in Federal and Congressional circles, the
service supplies frequent 30-word bulletins,
designed to provide sufficient material for
tliree broadcasts daily.
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TIME
IN
Executive of Paramount

Charges Mistakes of Centralized Operation Sum Up in
One Word: "Unsoundness"
Striking at what he termed the "unsoundnes " ofcentralized theatre operation,
David J. Chatkin, who was Paramount theatre executive in the days when that comembraced
someCanada,
1,200 theatres pany's
in theinterests
United
States and
this
week denounced "operation by remote control." In a signed article, appearing in
Motion Picture Daily, Mr. Chatkin, who
now is operating Monarch Theatres' small
group of houses in Indianapolis, Youngstown, Steubenville and Akron, confesses that
after some 20 years of experience in every
phase of the motion picture industry, he
at one time had felt he was qualified "to sit
behind a big desk in a big building on
Broadway and, with the aid of countless
managers, district managers, division managers, and so on, operate this business."
Discovers "Startling Facts"
"With all this experience in operating a
big circuit from New York, and with a full
realization as to its unsoundness, I went into
the field to personally operate. Independently, a few theatres," he said. "I have
spent now nearly eight months at this, including visiting theatres, meeting exhibitors,
seeing circuit theatres operated in the field,
and I have discovered some very startling
facts— things I never even believed to be
true when I was in New York. Many I
shall not mention, but, summed up, the
answer is unsoundness."
It is Mr. Chatkin's contention that centralized theatre operation, as such, cannot
possibly function much longer, observing
that it is slowly but surely beconning apparent that theatres are only rising and
falling with the tide of general conditions
and, under the present setups, can never
return anything regularly on their investments.
Declaring that at the present time, almost
as much as in the past. New York "is
wrong 70 per cent of the time," the former
Paramount executive charged that the
home offices still labor under the delusion
that
they their
"are allowing
the boysasin fits
the their
field
to make
own decisions
particular community." Mr. Chatkin declared
the "boys
in 'the
allowed tothatmake
decisions
onlyfield"
whenarethey
are considered unimportant by the executives, and to "keep a lot of detail from coming into the home office."
Never Admit Mistake
"The funny thing about this is that I have
never heard anyone admit a mistake was
made," he said. "Only a circuit-owned theatre can withstand, or has up to this point
apparently withstood, the tremendous losses
due to mistakes that have been made and are
being made. By this I do not mean the orig-
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CIRCUIT
RULE"
CHATKIN
Declares Independent More
CHATKIN TALKS FROM
Astute Showman Than Circuit
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Manager, Permitted to Make
David J. Chatkin, 7iow operating
Monarch Theatres, in Indiana and
Only Unimportant Decisions
weeks later the prices were changed back
Ohio, 'formerly was operating head of
the far-flung Paramount circuit,
to meet their recommendations."
New York, he said, never will understand
which, in 1931, had a capital investment of theatres owned or operated
and is in no position to make speedy decisions of this kind. This condition, he found,
by Paramount amounting to about
leaves no room for wonder at the price$250,000,000.
cutting extremes to which the small, indeAt one time he was general sales
pendent theatre operator resorts when he
manager for Educational, and has
sees
circuit
theatre operators ruthlessly cutspent more than 20 years in various
ting
prices
as
"a child would do with a toy
branches of the motion picture indusjustMr.to Chatkin
see what also
makesfound
it run."
try. In 1931 he was operating head
fault with the
method
of
handling
pictures
in
circuit houses,
of Paratnount Publix's vast theatre
structure, under Sam Katz, then nomand
said
that
anything
short
of
a "knockout"
is not considered deserving of much
effort.
inal czar of that domain. Prior to
that, Mr. Chatkin had been a rankIndependents Better Showmen
ing Paramount theatre executive for
To the independent operator, Mr. Chatkin
six years.
said, each picture has something good to
sell, and for this reason Mr. Chatkin considered the independent a far more astute
inal mistake of impossible rentals or fixed showman than the circuit manager.
Circuit advertising standards, too, came
charges, but errors in judgment of operating
in for their share of criticism from the former Paramount executive. On the whole,
Mr. Chatkin struck a moot point when he
he said, circuit theatre advertising is weak,
said that one of the most startling deductions from his observations of the past eight the reason being that New York originates
policy."
months is the fact that circuit-operated the- most of the copy with little regard to possible local application of picture or stars. Very
atres are entirely out of step with any other
theatre in the same town. The circuit the- seldom do the circuit managers take the
atre, he pointed out, has little, if any, inter- trouble to change such copy to better advantage, he said.
est in community affairs or community
interests with other theatres, and maintains
"That is why you see the same stereothe more or less aloof manner of the wouldtyped advertising from one end of the country to the other on any given picture," Mr.
be superior being "who runs his business
Chatkin said. "It happens quite often that a
The circuit theatre, Mr. Chatkin charged, picture is ruined nationally by the wrong
kind of advertising which every exhibitor
knows
competitor's
alone."
nessnothing
and relies about
upon his
guesswork
as tobusihis makes use of. I honestly believe we would
have much finer advertising as well as better
grosses. This condition is charged to home
office responsibility, or lack of it, in the the- business if no mats of any kind were furnished exhibitors and they were forced to
atreman's opinion.
"Even if the manager had a desire for be original and say the things they would
constructive cooperation, he is in no posi- like to say about the picture."
Mr. Chatkin said he believed the entire
tion to carrynotit out,"
Chatkin
"This
is harmful
alone Mr.
to the
theatresaid.business
structure of circuit theatre operation will
in that town, but it definitely hinders getting have to be changed.
the greatest results at the box office."
"Each group of theatres in a given terriAs to admission price cutting, the thetory will have to be organized as a separate
atre executive pointed out that while it is and distinct company with a real business
the common belief in major theatre circuit
man at the head of it as president and general manager, together with a regular set
home offices that the independent exhibitor is guilty of the most flagrant cuts in of officers, to be a separate and distinct corporation with such officers owning a subadmission price scales, when one gets
close to the field he discovers that the
stantial interest in the business," he said.
local corporation must have the '
first-run circuit operator undoubtedly is sole"This
right to manage its business, including
the most ruthless in cutting and changing
the purchasing of pictures other than the
admissions.
company's own pictures for which they will,
"Without regard for any other theatre in no doubt, have a long-term franchise.
town, witliout consideration for existing
"New York will then furnish only such
conditions, without any thought in any direc- service as the local corporation will from
tion, prices are changed overnight," he time to time request. It must be a locally
charged. "I know of instances where the owned and operated business where every
boys in the field have fought as hard as the}' bit of enthusiasm is put into the job and
dared with the home office to avoid a price every local problem worked out to the best
change, but to no avail, and then a few
interests of every one concerned."
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By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
The NRA had its counterpart 900 years
ago in China. The administrator was finally
banished from the country.
Senator Thomas P. Gore, blind Oklahoman and frequently an advocate of Rooseveltian policies, was delving into the Library
of Congress for New Deal antecedents. Not
happily he found the Chinese NRA setup of
the 11th Centiiry.
of today's
alphabetical
of Few
the points
New Deal
were not
included adjunct
in the
Chinese program^ Like ours, it was formulated in time of dire depression and widespread unemployment.
For a time it was successful, we are told
by Karl Kahn. Maybe there was not enough
"cracking down" by the Chinese "General
Johnson"
of thosethedays.
eventually
failure overtook
plan Anyway,
and a wroth
people
drove the administrator into exile.
V
New York newspapers reported the other
morning, quite inconspicuously, the case of a
yoimg lady who walloped the jaiv of a desk
lieutenant in a police station because the wheels
of justice in a complaint she had made against
another were not moving with the rapidity she
desired. The lady was dark-eyed forty-yearold Miriam Cooper, little Southern girl for
whose honor the Ku Klux Klan rode frantically
in their night shirts and fought hard in David
Work Griffith's "BirthV of a Nation."
The paleface Indians — such as Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Jimmy Walker, Ramon
Novarro, Jackie Cooper, Lupe Velez, Tom Mix
— have been expelled from the honorary membership roster of the Navajo tribe at New
Mexico. Every time a movie star stops in
Gallup and is adopted by the tribe he claims
at Hollywood or on Broadway that he is a
Navajo. The Indians no like, and so they have
banned from the tribe anyone not a Navajo
by birth.
V
Shortest review of a double feature program on record: Jack Moffitt's in the Kansas City Star, to wit: "Bolero" is a story
in which the girl gets the boy; "By Candlelight" is a story in which the boy gets the
girl.
V
The favorite small town story of the old actor, Wilton Lackaye, which was resurrected
the other day by Odd Mclntyre, concerned the
sod buster who arrived in the city for the first
time, and passed a sign reading: "Soda and
Billiards." In his burg they had only pool
halls,
such as
"Joe's
2^ Cents
a Cue."
So
he stopped
in at
the— soda
fountain
and said:
"Mix me up a billiard!" The jerker nudged his
fellow worker : "Get this one ! He wants us to
mix him a billiard." They then went to work
on a concoction of stale dish water, floor scrapings and a strand of sour mop and passed it
out. When the hick finished, the clerk asked
how he liked it. Smacking his lips and drawing his hand across his sleeve he said : "Fine,
but if I wasn't such an old billiard drinker I'd
thought it was something
V else."
The motion picture and the theatre are quite
indignant about spectators being admitted free
to radio broadcasts and denounce it as unfair
competition. Suggestions for correcting the
situation have been advanced variously for many
weeks. Ted Cook's solution is a "cook-coo."
He says that the motion picture people and the
stage might eliminate the radio rivalry by producing pictures and plays that are a lot more
fun to attend than broadcasts.

M INETEEN YEARS AGO last week, some
' ^ 200 Universal executives, exchangemen and
exhibitors arrived in Los Angeles from the
East to participate in the ceremonies attending
the opening of the first large producing plant
in California, at Universal City.
At the hour of noon on March 15th, 1915,
Mr. Carl Laemmle unlocked the main gates to
the studio. It was an expensive opening, too.
The gold key he used cost $285. Later, because
he left the key in the studio gate he was arrested and had to pay a fine. Laura Oakley,
chief of police at Universal City, brought about
his arrest as she had been cautioned by I.
Bernstein, first general manager of the studio,
to see that the key was carefully guarded. Mr.
Laemmle's fine, the first ever paid in Universal
City, went to buy votes for the motion picture
industry's candidate for the "Queen of the
Southland"
Exposition.
The
managerat ofthethatPanama-Pacific
show, H. O. Davis,
later
became one of the long line of Universal City
general managers, which included Irving Grant
Thalberg, now of Metro. Mr. Thalberg had
been Carl Laemmle's private secretary.
V
Charles Sherman Ruggles IV had huge
signs erected in his California chicken coop
reading: "Lay for Ruggles! Don't let
Hollywood's directors put you to shame.
Every one of them hasV laid an egg this year."
The Williamsburg Gazette of August 21,
1752, contained an announcement by one Lewis
Hallamin to
effect
"Ladies
engaging
seats
the the
bo.ves
are that
advised
to send
their
servants early on the day of the performance
to hold them and prevent trouble and disapA theatrical
at si.v p. m. inpointment."those
days performance
and theatres started
opened
at four. It was a matter of every man for
himself, and so during the intervening two
hours, the seats in the boxes were usually occupied by colored servants awaiting the arrival
of their masters and mistresses.
V
When United States District Attorney Joseph
Hurley dropped into a Boston theatre the other
night and saw Charles Bickford star, in the
feature, it reminded him that Mr. Bickford
was still alleged to owe the government |1,100
in income taxes, due since 1923 when he conducted atheatre at Lynn, Mass.
V
A 46-year-old resident of BlytheviUe in the
Arkansas Osarks celebrated his divorce and
second marriage by taking to a picture shotv
both his 18-year-old bride atid his former wife,
who had obtained a divorce from him the same
iveek.
Which might suggest a neiv field of revenue
to hard-hit exhibitors, to be ballyhoo-ed something like this: "Save the Expense of a Trip
to Niagara Falls — See VIt on Our Screen."
During her recent short stay in Hollywood,
Sally Rand acquired an orange orchard, a secretary and a Japanese maid. The secretary and
the
maid
Sally's while
escort the
on her
current
of picturearetheatres,
orange
grovetouris
blossoming out as a new business for Sally.
The Japanese maid wears her odd native costume. Reports have it that Sally hired her because she carries a fan.
When Sally arrived in Brooklyn to appear
at the Paramount theatre, she confided that
while on the west coast a California nudist
colony offered her a large sum to indorse the
cult.
"The of¥er
me," shealladded.
"All
the nudists
I sawshocked
had scratches
over their
rear ends where they had been sitting on
thorns."

The Morning Tribune in New Orleans is
campaigning for a code for motion picture
theatre patrons. They would make it mandatory upon exhibitors to compel the peanut
crushers, the candy unwrappers and the
popcorn sniffers to sit in an isolated section
of the house with a curtain around them. All
gum chewers would be forced to spread
their spearmint thinly over carpeted surfaces. That would make more work for the
sweeperuppers. They would also codify all
crying babies and chaps who slip into seats
and
know.press knees with the girls they don't
V
A confidence man operating on the Paramount
Hollywood lot took W. C. Fields for |15 the
other day. He had promised to get the comedian aturn.
deputy
sheriff's
to re-in
Many years
ago, badge
zuhile and
on failed
the stage
"Poppy," Mr. Fields repeated hundreds of times
the line, "Never give aV sucker an even break."
Fame in the movies is the goal in the mind
of Johnhoma Johnson,
assistant
chief of expects
the Okla-to
crime bureau.
Mr. Johnson
use the missing desperado, Charles ("Pretty
Boy") Floyd as the means for accomplishing
the end, provided he can catch up with Floyd,
and provided
the bandit
doesn't get thefirst.
drop on
Johnson
and end
his accomplishment
The crime chief asserted that the notoriety
attached
to the capture
the aSouthwest's
most
elusive desperado
will of
bring
flood of movie
contracts, and he's going to be on the receiving end "if luck" comes his way — or if he
doesn't get killed trying to effect the capture.
In anticipation of the event, Johnson is sporting an ivory-handled
"thumb-buster"
which
looks more like
a stovepipe six-shooter
than a revolver.
V
Otto Schmit, managing the Hot Springs
theatre, in the South Dakota town of that
name, sold the police department a bill of
goods which resulted in every man on the
force being assigned to serve the entire populace with "subpenas" which commanded
them to attend Schmit's theatre. There were
many who shook in their boots when they
answered their doorbell and found an officer
with a legal document in hand captioned:
"Summons."
V
The demonstration of unrestrained mass emotion such as that which occurred at Kansas
City's
Station,
a weekto Hollywood,
ago, on the
arrival Union
of Clark
Gable,about
en route
nearly resulted fatally when several spectators
came within an ace of being pushed beneath the
wheels of the incoming train. As a result, railroad officials of the terminal have under consideration the construction of a safety barrier
along the sidings, not only to protect famed
visitors from their admirers, but also for the
protection of the admirers from each other.
A frenzied crowd of worshippers, estimated
at 3,000, mostly young Amazons intent on
breaking through the police barrier, went into
hysterics
"greatest
lover Those
of the age"
appeared asinMetro's
the station
lobby.
who
somehow
got near
enough
touch Clark's
blue overcoat
squealed
withtodelight.
Shrill
cries to
of the"Clarkie"
added
tumult. and
A wanrapturous
feminine "Oh-h's"
admirer,
exhausted by the battle, emitted a weak, resigned "Good-by, Clarkie dear," and sank to the
ground in a faint, a willing victim to the powerful high pressure publicity buildup which every
week helps to send some 70 or 80 millions of
ship.
the faithful hurrying to the country's movie
cathedrals for a couple of hours of hero wor-
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Supervisor for French Companies Points to Weakness of
Honne Industry and Popularity
of American Product There
By RANDOLPH BARTLETT
Two elements combine to assure for
American motion picture producers and distributors probably not less than 75 per cent
of the business in France during the next
12 months.
The first of these elements is the condition of the French industry itself. In recent
weeks several important distributing companies have been forced into bankruptcy,
among them being Osso, Haik, and Hakim.
There have been also persistent rumors that
another company is in difficulties, having
to do with the problem of financing an ambitious program of productions announced
late last fall, few of which have as yet been
started. The one important French company from which a regular series of releases isto be expected is Patlie-Nathan. A
lew smaller concerns are engaged in prodiaction, but their output is so small as not t©
affect the general condition greatly. Among
these are the Associated Authors, under the
guidance of Marcel Pagnol, author of "Topaze," and Forrester-Parant, which is satisfied to operate with extreme conservatism
with two or three pictures a year.
The second element favorable to American companies is the popularity of their
product with the French people. It is a
curious and significant fact that while at
the moment there is no great love for
America in France, and little more for England, the films which have drawn the largest houses in Paris and have enjoyed the
longest runs in the last year have been
made in the English language, and either
dubbed or presented with superimposed
subtitles and the original sound.
I cannot recall one French picture which
has run more than two weeks initially.
American Stars Most Popular
To say that this preponderant popularity
is due to the superiority of the American
pictures would be blatant egotism, for it is
out of all proportion to the respective virtues of the productions. Strangely enough,
the American stars, especially the women,
are more popular with the French than their
own. There is in France today only one
young woman whose name in neon assures
box office results. This is Annabella, very
young, very clever, very exquisite, and very
expensive — 100,000 francs a week, they
say. But while such attractive young women
as Gaby Morlay, Florelle, and half a dozen
others of their class, are popular to a certain extent, they have not a fraction of a
horsepower of draw.
Among the men, Fernand Gravey has a
big following, but no bigger than half a
dozen of Hollywood's leading juveniles enjoy. Such artists as Bach, Raimu, NoelNoel, Pierre Blanchar, break about even
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CERTAIN

with the Barrymores, Walter Huston and
George Bancroft, while the Englishman,
Charles Laughton, by his Nero and Henry,
has
also. established himself as a great favorite
In the comedy field the American jesters
have no French competition, though their
gags are often badly mangled in translation.
The Marx Brothers, Laurel and Hardy, and
Eddie Cantor sweep French audiences into
gales of mirth, and Mickey Mouse is honored with electrics by scores of theatres.
Reverting to the subject of the internal
difficulties of the French picture industry,
these are more easily explained than the
preference for imported entertainment. First
of all, with the advent of sound, many
French companies launched enterprises
which entailed huge expenditures, without
sufficient study of the problems involved. It
should not have been difficult to calculate
that the average picture should not cost
more than a million francs — $40,000 at that
time. If the cost went beyond that figure,
the picture had to be exceptionally good or
profits were impossible. Studio management
being almost without exception lacking in
anything like efficiency, the average costs for
the first period of sound production were
nearer two millions of francs than one, and
the quality was mediocre except for a few
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The ornate and costly technique of
Hollywood, supported by the vast
American home market, all through
the evolution of the motiatt picture,
has given our screen merchandise a
tvorld advantage, against which indigenous production in the foreign areas
has struggled mightily and noisily hut
never with any camplete success.
Yet there was a day, a pre-Hollywood day, when the world market
tvas dominated by French films,
Melies, Pathe Eclair and Gaumont.
That condition tvaned as production
costs rose while and because American
buying power developed American
wares.
Today, despite all of the endeavors
of French politicians and patriots,
American domination of the French
screen continues, in the opinion of Mr.
Randolph Bartlett, author of the
accom panying article.
Mr. Bartlett has been connected
ruith motion picture production for
many years, variously in Hollywood
and New York and more recently in
France. Early in the sound era he
went to Paramount' s Joinville studios
and later supervised productions for
French concerns. He has just
returned to New York, and has
ivritten his measure of the current
situation in France from the Avierican point of view.
—TERRY RAMSAYE

24,

U.
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S.

FILMS

Companies

Have Ad-

vantage; inFact, It's Only Secondary Market, Says Bartlett;
England, Germany Compete
brilliant achievements by Rene Clair and
one or two others.
The natural result was the exhaustion of
capital, without results which would attract
new investors or inspire the confidence of
bankers. After this blaze of expensive glory,
the distributors arrived at the not unfamiliar
expedient of persuading independents to
make the pictures on a guarantee of 75 per
cent of negative cost on delivery, and the
balance if, as, and when. These producers
also soon found themselves exceeding their
budgets, getting small returns, and very few
of them remain active.
Then Money Becomes Coy
Tlien America abandoned the gold standard, financial scandals and political disturbances arose, and money became extremely
coy. To these factors, so productive of
timidity in capital, already headed for the
coal cellar, must be added, of course, the
inevitable war talk.
These being the circumstances, it is today
practically impossible to interest Frencli
capital in any proposition that is not virtually amathematical certainty. As for picture projects, it is thumbs down absolutely.
Since not one important French picture
company showed a profit last year, it is difficult to imagine from what benevolent
source they will be able to raise the millions
of francs necessary for their operations in
the near future.
It is not known, as yet, to what extent
the failures of the distributing companies,
previously mentioned, will affect theatres.
It is predicted that many will be forced to
close because of a curious French business
custom. When an exhibitor books a picture, he gives a note for his guarantee,
even though most houses play on a percentage basis. This note is discounted by the
distributor, whose bank in turn rediscounts
it with the Bank of France. When the note
is due it must be paid or the exhibitor is
practically out of business, as he is blacklisted bythe Bank of France and his notes
can no longer be rediscounted there, and
a very large proportion of French business
is transacted with notes. Now the picture
he has booked and for which he has given
this note may not have been made, and
the question arises as to how many pictures
have been sold in advance in this way and
will not be made on account of the bankruptcies. Theatre owners who have paper
outstanding for these releases will have to
pay for films they will never get. As I
have said, it is not yet known to what extent this will affect theatres, or whether it
will result in many closing down.
This is all grist to the American mill. In
the first (Contiimed
place, theonAmerican
companies
dist^agc 32, column,
3)
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U. S. Hearing
{Loiitiiiiied from /^agc 10)
organization if you were- not reappointed to
the Commission?"
Mr. Myers: "I beg your pardon?"
Mr. Chapman : "That you would be made
president or general counsel of this organization if you failed to be reappointed to the
Federal Trade Commission?"
Mr. Myersto : President
"As I said,
I had submitted
niy
resignation
Coolidge
in November.
Now, a you
say 'failed
be reappointed.'
was
then
member
of the toCommission.
I hadI just
received the appointment for seven years.
Let's
keep the
record of
straight.
And association,
afterwards
I became
president
this same
At

on January 15, 1929."
Mr. Chapman : "Did you write a letter to
the legislative group of picture operators advising them against complying with the NRA
code ?"
Mr. Myers : "I never did. And I have all
of the papers in regard to that and will be glad
to show them to you. I have all the correspondence.
"Now,
what
kind Mr.
of aCongressman,
duck you are,I do
but not
you know
have
asked me a lot of questions with insinuations,
and I would like for you to ask this committee
to set a time and place when I may answer
those questions, not only with reference to this
bill, but answer the insinuations which you
have brought out here. I think I have that
right since you have tried to prejudice my
IKisition here "
The Chairman: "Just a moment. We are
not going to let this hearing be dragged into
anything like that. You will have opportunity
to Refusing
reply." to go further with the matter.
Chairman Rayburn brought the hearing to a
conclusion, permitting Mr. Myers and others
who had not been heard to file briefs.
That booking
Allied isbill
behind
Congressman
block
for the
purpose ofPatman's
putting
the industry under the control of the Federal
Trade Commission is apparent from the late
Allied bulletin, issued on Tuesday at Allied
headquarters at Washington.
Its passage, some hold, would scrap the whole
NRA setup for the industry under the Code
Authority.
Myers holds the bill is in "a strategic posiand should
bulletintion he
said : be passed." In the Allied
"I should have preferred to wait until next
session to press the measure, but Charlie Pettijohn has turned the dogs loose, and unless the
exhibitors and organizations opposed to block
booking get busy, the Hays propaganda will
greatly handicap future efforts in the direction
of abolishing block booking."
Ferguson Slated for
Presidency of AMPA
William R. (Billy) Ferguson, exploitation director of MGM, is expected to be
elected president of the AMPA in New
York, succeeding John C. Flinn, who will
not seek re-election chiefly because of the
press of duties involved in his post as secretary of the Code Authority. The nominating committee comprises Marvin Kirsch,
Louis Goldberg, Ray Gallagher, Edward
Finney, Monroe Greenthal, Paul Gulick and
Edward MacNamee.
The AMPA dinner, April 21, at the
Astor, will be a return to the "Naked Truth
Dinner," which for some years was the
annual social highlight of the organization.
Proceeds will be divided equally between the
Film Daily Relief Fund and the Motion
Picture Charity Fund.
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Muchnic Assistant Secretary
Of RKO Distributing Connpany
Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO Distributing Corporation, announced this week
that George Muchnic has been appointed
assistant secretar}' of the company, to succeed Joseph Nolan, who has left for the
Coast to assume his new duties as assistant
to B. B. Kahane, president of RKO liadio
Studios, Inc.
Mr. Muchnic, who has been in the comaudit and
control
for more
than a pany's
year,
was department
previously associated
with the RKO theatre organization, will
assume most of Mr. Nolan's duties. Other
appointments include : Thomas Quinn, as
head of the claim department, to be established as a separate unit ; E. J. Smith, former assistant to Mr. Muchnic, succeeding
him in charge of the audit control department ;Frank Alford, to the statistical office
of the RKO theatre department as Mr.
Smith's assistant ; Joseph Skelly, manager
of branch operations, also handling exchange
leases.
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Film

Business for U. S.
(.Continued from page 28)
tributing in France have the automatic advantage that this is only a secondary market. They know they will have films to distribute, from Hollywood. They can release
these, either dubbed or with titles superimposed, and make money. They will take on
French independent productions for distribution, if they are at all meritorious, but can
live without them. Of the American companies only one, Fox, is producing in France,
and the others are satisfied to live on their
own product and what independent offerings
come their way. The French producer, on
the contrary, has no such secondary market.
There have been half a dozen French pictures which have enjoyed popularity in England and America, and to a lesser degree in
Germany, but the volume of business is so
small as to be negligible. Embarking upon
production the French company cannot assign a quota to his estimated gross for foreign distribution. If he turns out a hit and
gets a foreign release it is velvet, but it
cannot be placed in the preliminary budget.
Little Restriction on Imports

New York men and women, under the
auspices of the Motion Picture Research
Council, on Wednesday launched what they
intend to make a nationwide movement for
"better movies," when the organization held
its first national luncheon meeting Wednesday at the Hotel Roosevelt.
Mrs. August Belmont presided and Mrs.
James Roosevelt, an honorary vice-president, mother of President Roosevelt, was
guest of honor.
"We are starting a movement here which
will spread from coast to coast," said Mrs.
Belmont. "There are literally thousands of
little groups interested in better movies, and
we are bringing them into this one movement.
"Already the motion picture has made
great technical advances," Mrs. Belmont
concluded. "Many of the productions are
perfectly lovely, but the producers are not
going ahead fast enough in eliminating the
unworthy. They don't know enough about
the needs of the public and we can tell them

Now, if it were not for the fact that the
French public is so completely satisfied to
see American films, this situation would
automatically force the American companies
to produce in France. An effort in this direction was made by the government, by
authorizing the department under which
these imports are controlled, to decide how
many foreign films to admit into the country. But the theatre owners very promptly
let it be understood that their interests must
first be considered, and as they were backed
by satisfied audiences there has been virtually no restriction upon importations.
From all these facts it will be recognized
that the situation is made to order for
American producers, whose only important
competition comes from England and Germany and not from France itself. The English factor is growing in importance daily,
though
rapidly. the German is decreasing almost as

Dr. Frederick Peterson, former president
of the New York Neurological Society and
that." Commission on Lunacy, said: "ChilState
dren see week in and week out a very senpicture." former publisher of
HerbertsationalS.type ofHouston,

England's
principal
disability
contest lies in the
fact that
few of inherthisscreen
personalities are popular in Paris. This
may only be a temporary condition, as the
talents of the British actors are well known.
The quality of English productions has improved so rapidly in the last year that it
would be a grave mistake to overlook the
importance of this competition.
Still the American companies have the
advantage of a long lead, and from present
indications the coming year should be extremely profitable. The darkest cloud on the
horizon is not that of competition, but of
economic and political conditions in the
country itself.
Such are the reasons for believing that
American producers and distributors should
be able to control at least 75 per cent of
French business during the coming year, or
longer, the extent of prospective profits being limited only by a certain degree of
competition,
France itself. and the economic welfare of*

World's Work, and chairman of the council's committee on information, declared that
for years the motion picture industry has
professed a desire to purge films of their
undesirabilities, but "as yet has accomplished
William H. Short, director of the council,
said
that "the facts are now known and the
little."
time for action has come."
The council's immediate "program" for
"better movies" was made known. The
group wishes to eliminate the definitely objectionable "pictures from the movies"; to
aid in the development of films designed
especially for children, and to produce new
types of educational film which would utilize
the dramatic as well as the teaching element.

Few British Players Popular
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BRAND

NEW

PROVIDED
Series of Forums

with Produc-

tunity to "Tell Hollywood" at
Exhibitors Will Have Opporers at April 10 to 12 Sessions
The first tentative program for the annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, to be held April
10, 11 and 12, in Los Angeles, was made
pubh'c this week.
For the first time in nearly 10 years representative exhibitors will be offered an opportunity
"to itsdesires
face"
exactly what to tell
the Hollywood
American public
as motion picture fare, through a series of
round table conferences with executives directly in charge of production matters.
"Main Street" reactions will be given a
comprehensive airing. The plan is provocative and, it is felt, should make a definite
impression on those who, while actively in
control of production, are not always familiar with the exhibitors' problems.
Banquet Set for April 12
The convention program calls for business
sessions in the forenoons of the three days,
with trips through the studios in the afternoon, and social affairs and entertainment in
the evenings. The convention banquet is
planned for April 12 at the Ambassador hotel.
The first day's sessions will be devoted to
organization affairs, with the annual reports
of MPTOA officers and a discussion of improved methods in theatre management, construction and equipment. Exhibitors who are
just beginning to feel the upturn after four
years of depression will be particularly interested in learning about new idea,s in theatre
construction, equipment and lightmg from a
disinterested expert in close touch with all
such developments.
The second day's session is to be devoted to
round table discussion among the production
executives and craftsmen and exhibitors operating representative theatres. Problems of both
exhibition and production will be discussed by
leaders in both fields.
The third day will be devoted principally to
the Motion Picture Code, how it can be used
to improve trade practices and what exhibitors
can expect
own
business.from the code's operation on their
The tentative program subject to clianges as
additional features are added, follows :
MONDAY. APRIL 9
10:00 A.M.
Registration of members, delegates and
guests. Registration and information office on
mezzanine. The Ambassador hotel. No convention sessions or affairs this date, to afford arriving exhibitors an opportunity to register, get
acquainted and see the city. The committee
advises it is important that all exhibitors and
guests register, receive the official convention
badge, which identifies those attending the
convention for admission to the studios on
studio trips, admits bearer to local theatres,
convention sessions, luncheons, parties and all
convention affairs.
4:00 P.M.
Annual meeting of the board of directors for
the election of officers and other business. This

CONVENTION

FOR

MPTOA

is an executive session for directors and ofcers only and is the day's only business.
TUESDAY. APRIL 10
Forenoon
10:00 A.M.
Registration of members, delegates and
guests.
10:30 A.M. Sharp
Convention called to order by B. N. Berenstein, chairman of the convention committee
and president of the Independent Theatre
Owners of California. Opening address by Mr.
Berenstein (who will introduce President E. L.
Kuykendall to preside, then introduce the
mayor or other city official who will give the
address of welcome.)
Address of Welcome to the City of Los Angeles by the mayor.
Response on behalf of the MPTOA by Walter J. Vincent, treasurer.
Annual report of the president — E. L. Kuykendall.
Annual report of the secretary — Fred S.
Meyer.
Report of the convention committee — B. N.
Berenstein, chairman.
Announcement of standing committees for
the convention, where and when they will meet.
These will include:
Committees on :
(1) Public Relations and Community Affairs. Chairman : Fred Wehrenberg,
St. Louis, Mo.
(2) Resolutions. Chairman: Edward G.
Levy, New Haven Conn.
(3) Grievances. Chairman: Lewen Pizor,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(4) NRA Code — Trade Practices. Chairman :Fred S. Meyer, Milwaukee, Wis.
(5) NRA Code — Labor Provisions. Chairman :Jack Miller, Chicago, III.
(6) Legislation and Taxes. Chairman: M.
A. Lightman, Memphis, Tenn.
(7) Credentials and Rules. Chairman: M.
E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.
"Modern Theatre Construction," by George
Schutz, Quigley Publications.
12:30 P.M.
Adjourn business session until 10:30 A. M.
Wednesday.
Luncheon.
Afternoon
2:00 P.M.
Trips through the studios. Convention badge
identifies one for transportation and admission
to the studios, at the time of the scheduled trip
through each studio only. Chartered buses will
leave
The Ambassador promptly as announced.
Evening
Entertainment arranged by the committee on
arrangements.
V
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 1 1
Forenoon
10:30 A.M. Sharp
Session called to order by President Kuykendall.
"The Theatre's Liability to Its Patrons" — By
Edward G. Levy, New Haven, Conn.
"What's the Matter with Production, from
the
Point exhibitor
of View ofof long
an Exhibitor"
prominent
experience. — By a
"What's the Matter with Exhibition, from
the Point ofresentative
Viewproduction
of aexecutive.
Producer" — By a rep"Why Pictures
Are Improving"
— Bygroup.
a representative from a nationally
organized

FEATURES

GATHERING
Theatre Management, Construction and Equipnnent Will Be
Discussed on First Day; Code
Application

at Final Session

"How Pictures Are Put Together" — By a
prominent production executive.
"Self-Regulation in Advertising Motion PicOpen forum on motion pictures; production,
distribution and exhibition.
1:00 P.M.
Adjourn
Luncheon. until 10 :30 Thursday.
tures."
Afternoon
2:30 P.M.
Evening through the studios. Buses will leave
on Trips
schedule.
Entertainment or stiidios parties as arranged
by local committees.
V
THURSDAY, APRIL 12
Forenoon
10:30 A.M. Sharp
Session called to order bv President Kuvkendall.
"What the Code Means to the Country Town
Exhibitor" — By a small-town exhibitor.
"What the Code Means to the Metropolitan
Exhibitor" from
— By a alargerepresentative
unaffiliated
exhibitor
city.
Open forum on code matters relating to trade
practices — Ed. Kuykendall presiding. Cut rate
competition, zoning and clearance, premiums,
overbuying, rejection privileges, double feafloor. tures, and so on, will be discussed from the
Open forum on labor matters — Jack Miller
presiding. Two projectionists in the booth, minimum wage scales, maximum hours and conditions of employment, racketeering and intimidation bylabor organizers, and Other problems will be discussed.
Report of resolutions committee.
Reports of other convention committees.
Installation of officers.
Business sessions adjourn sine die.
Afternoon
2:00 P.M.
Final trips through the studios. Buses leave
Evening
on schedule.
7:30 P.M.
Convention banquet at The Ambassador hotel.
Invitations have been extended to all members of the Code Authority.
Special rates for convention travel were made
official. The round trip rate from New York
is $123.46; from Chicago, $88.75; New Orleans,
$78.45, with corresponding low rates from all
sections of the country. The official special
trains will run out of Chicago over the Rock
Island Lines and from New Orleans via Southern Pacific.
Exhibitors are specifically requested to file
applications with the MPTOA in New York
for railroad identification certificates, failure of
possession of which will require payment of
full fares. These applications should be in the
hajids of the MPTOA in sufficient time to allow for return of certificates bj' mail.
A feature of the trip on the two special trains
will be a three-hour stop at El Paso, where
exhibitors will be given an opportunity to visit
Old Mexico in Juarez across the Rio Grande.
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The chart,
Motion
Pictureof Herald's
tabulation
of box the
office
compares
the based
businesson done
in each
twelve key
cities during
threereceipts,
weeks
from February 3 to February 17, 1934, with the gross for the same cities in the
following three-weeks period, from February 24 to March 10, 1934. In each city,
the total for the earlier period is taken as 100 per cent.

CODE

AUTHORITY

MACHINERY
Issues Manual

for Operation

OF
of

Local Boards in Field; Impartial Members May Vote in
Tie; Will Meet at Once
[Additional pictures of board members will appear
in the next issue.]
The motion picture Code Authority over
the weekend finally set up the machinery by
which the 31 local grievance boards and 31
local clearance and zoning boards will operate the industry's code in the field, in relations between exchanges and exhibitors, and
among both groups in so far as fair and
equitable trade practices and zoning schedules are involved.
The full texts of official rules and regulations under which both sets of boards are to
organize and operate appear on page 69.
Local autonomy in operation constitutes the
highlight of the rules and regulations for
both grievance and clearance and zoning
boards. Another interesting fact, as made
public in the manual on Monday, is that
Government appointees, sitting as impartial
members of the boards, will be given the
power to vote in the event votes of the
boards are evenly divided. Meetings are to
be determined by the members themselves,
who are allowed railroad fares and up to
■$5 a day for hotel expenses.
No Alternates Permitted
Notice of meetings must be sent to board
members three days in advance. No permanent or temporary alternates are allowed.
The chairman, elected at each meeting, will
designate for any absentee a member of similar standing from the other board. In the
event he is not available, the board unanimously will appoint a substitute of the same
general class. If no unanimity can be obtained, the Authority will wire a selection.
Each member of the boards will be given

SETS

BOARDS

an opportunity to serve as chairman. All decisions of boards should be unanimous and
may be publicized, the manuals state.
Secretaries for the boards will be recommended by the boards themselves and the
Code Authority will make the appointments.
Salaries of secretaries will be gauged by
prevailing scales in each territory and will
be governed by salaries of employees doing
similar work in each area. The boards are
expected to start actual function by April 1,
following announcement of secretaries.
To Call Meetings Immediately
John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the
Code Authority, this week asked affiliated
distributors on the grievance boards and
independent first run exhibitors on clearance
and zoning boards to call joint meetings immediately of both boards in each territory,
the purpose being to acquaint the members
of all boards with the contents of the manuals and to review the code generally.
Figures on the estimated operating expense of local boards on a monthly basis
also will be compiled, in addition to possible salaries for secretaries. At the meeting
of the Code Authority on March 22, a short
budget is to be approved, and the personnel
of the New York and Philadelphia clearance
and
zoning boards will probably be announced.
Samuelson

Names

Four Allied

Regional Vice-Presidents
Sidney Samuelson, president of Allied
States Association, has selected four regional vice-presidents: Walter B. Littlefield,
Boston, for the eastern region ; Ray Branch,
Hastings, Mich., for the Midwest; Aaron
Saperstein, Chicago, for the central region;
Harry A. Cole, Dallas, for the south.
Two vacancies for the northwest and the
Pacific Coast will be filled on completion of
a survey of the situation, it was announced.
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Tower

Dies

24,

Papers^

in New

York

Hugh C. Weir, 49, author and editorial
director of the Tower Magazines, Inc., New
York, died last week at the Presbyterian
Medical Center, as a result of complications, following a long illness.
Mr. Weir founded the notably successful
Tower Magazines with Catherine McNelis
after a career as journalist, author, motion
picture scenarist and advertising man. The
magazines were an innovation in publishing,
based on an idea of mass production and
mass sales. F. W. Woolworth was obtained
as an outlet, and through that company's
five-and-ten-cent stores, with four magazines published, a circulation of approximately 1,000,000 was attained before the
end of the first year of publication. Last
year the company went into the higher class
field,
American 111.,
Spectator."
Mr. acquiring
Weir, born"The
in Virginia,
received
his education iri public and private schools,
and entered newspaper work, continuing
that until 1908. The following eight years
were devoted to contributing to magazines.
With the development of the motion picture,
Mr. Weir entered that field, writing more
than 300 scenarios in a prolific career as a
screen writer. In 1928, with Catherine
McNelis, he founded an advertising agency,
out of which grew the Tower Magazines.
His most recent published work appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post, an article
on motion pictures written in collaboration
with Irving Thalberg, and a serial, "Wild
Money." Surviving are his wife, one son
and a grandchild.

Nazis
Two

Prohibit
U.

S. Films

Continuing to exercise strict control over
the type of entertainment passed out to the
German populace, the Nazis in Berlin late
last week ruled that Marlene Dietrich's
"Song of Songs." Paramount, and one of
the "Tarzan the Ape" stories could not be
shown on the grounds that both American
films are perilous to Nazi theories.
Barring of Miss Dietrich's feature, a
July, 1933, release, followed almost immediately the publication of a Berlin dispatch that Miss Dietrich had subscribed
$500 to the Nazis, and her subsequent denial.
She said in Hollywood that her donation
was intended for the winter fund of the
German poor, and not for the Nazi party.
The Berlin dispatches did not mention the
reason for the "Song of Songs" ban, but
an Associated Press story from Hollywood
said that Paramount had received notice of
the reason
German given
government's
action, that
and Miss
that
the
was supposedly
Dietrich plays "an immoral character" in
the production.
The Nazis were continuing to banish
from domestic entertainment work players
and others of Jewish or German-Jewish
origin.

Set

hem

in

for

preferred

pfaying

time

• Rafter-shaking laughter and high-tension
thrills . . . when a newly wed wife who has buried
her past discovers she forgot to burn those letters.

3

ON

A

HONEYMOON
SALLY

EILERS

Z A S U

PITTS

HENRIEHA

CROSMAN

CHARLES

STARRETT

IRENE

HERVEY

From the novel "Promenade Deck" by Ishbel Ross.
Screen play: Edward T. Lowe and
Raymond Van Sickle
Directed by James Tinling

• Deserted mining towns boom again beautiful chorines turn gold-diggers, the pick -andshovel way . . . in the ruthless scramble, the
frenzied gamble of the 1934 gold stampede.

WILD

GOLD

JOHN

BOLES

CLAIRE

TREVOR

HARRY

GREEN

ROGER

IMHOF

RUTH

G I LLETTE

MONROE

OWSLEY

Story by Dudley Nichols and Lamar Trotti. Screen
play: Lester Cole and Henry Johnson.
Directed by George Marshall

• Scotland Yard follows a trail of blood into
the sinister shadows of Trinidad's Caroni swamp
. . . where few dare venture . . . and none return.

MURDER
IN

TRINIDAD
NIGEL

BRUCE

HEATHER

ANGEL

VICTOR

JORY

From the novel by John W. Vandercook
Screen play by Seton L Miller
Directed by Louis King
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(I) Produced by Winfield Sheehan. Directed by
Henry King. Screen play by Reginald Berkeley.
From "The House of Connelly" by Paul Green.
Photographed by Hal Mohr. Sound engineer,
Joseph Aiken. Settings by Jack Otterson. Costunnes by Rita Kaufman. Musical director, Louis
DeFrancesco. Cast: Janet Gaynor, Lionel Barrymore, Robert Young, Henrietta Crosman, Richard
Cromwell, Mona Barrie, Stepin Fetchit, Russell
Simpson, Ronnie Cosbey, Jackie Cosbey, Almeda
Fowler, Alden Chase, Roy Watson, John Elliott,
John Webb Dillion, J. C. Fowler, Andre Cheron.
Released February 2, 1934.
Fox

CAROLINA

(2) Directed by Rouben Mamoulian. Produced by
Walter Wanger. Story by Salka Viertel and Margaret P. Levino. Screen play by H. M. Harwood.
Dialogue by S. N. Behrman. Musical score by
Herbert Stothart. Art director, Alexander Toluboff.
Photographed by William Daniels. Film editor,
Blanche Sewell. Cast: Greta Garbo, John Gilbert,
Ian Keith, Lewis Stone, Elizabeth Young, C. Aubrey
Smith, Reginald Owen, Georges Renevent, David
Torrence, Gustav Von Seyffertitz, Ferdinand
Munier. Released February 9, 1934.
QUEEN

CHRISTINA

MCM

(3) Directed by Sidney Lanfield. Adaptation by
Nunnally Johnson and Henry Lehrman. Photographed by Charles Rosher. Film editor, Lloyd
Nosier. Art directors, Richard Day and Joseph
Wright. Music by Al Dubin and hfarry Warren.
Musical director, Alfrew Newman. Cast: Constance
Bennett, Franchot Tone, Tullio CarminatI, Helen
Ivan
Westley, Andrew Tombes, Russ Brown, Robert Cavanaugh, Georges Renevent, Fuzzy Knight,
Lebedeff. Released January 19, 1934.
MOULIN

ROUGE

United

Artists
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Drama, light and heavy, dominates the group of productions selected by the nation's key theatre box
offices as February's Champions.
Only two substantially vary the choice — they to be definitely
idene group.
tified as musicals and sharing their ranking with each other, forming
the only tie in
th

(4) Directed by Frank Capra. From the Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Samuel Hopkins Adams.
Screen play by Robert Riskin. Assistant director,
C. C. Coleman. Photographed by Joseph Walker.
Sound engineer, E. L. Bernds. Film editor. Gene
Havlick. Cast: Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert,
Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns, Jameson Thomas,
Alan Hale, Ward Bond, Eddie Chandler, Wallis
Clark, Harry Bradley, Charlie Brown, Harry Holman, Maidel Turner, Arthur Hoyt, Blanche Friderici,
Irving Bacon, Charles C. Wilson, Harry Todd. Released February 23, 1934.
IT HAPPENED

ONE

NIGHT

Columbia

(5) Directed by William K. Howard. Screen play by
Bella and Samuel Spewack. From the play by
Jerome Kern and Otto Harbach. Musical director,
Herbert Stothart. Recording director, Douglas
Shearer. Art director, Alexander Toluboff. Interior
decoration by Edwin B. Willis. Gowns by Adrian.
Photographed by Harold Rosson and Charles
Clarke. Film editor, Frank Hull. Cast: Ramon
Novarro, Jeanette MacDonald, Frank Morgan,
Charles Butterworth, Jean Hersholt, Vivienne Segal,
Henry Armetta, Adrienne D'AmbriFrank Conroy,
court,
Joseph Cawthorn.
THE

CAT

AND

THE

FIDDLE

MCM

(5) Directed by William Dieterle. Screen play by F.
Hugh Herbert and Carl Erickson. Adaptation by
Gene Markey and Kathryn Scola. Story by Harry
Collins and Warren Duff. Numbers created and
directed by Busby Berkeley. Music and lyrics by
Sammy Fain and Irving Kahal. Dialogue director,
Stanley Logan. Photographed by William Rees,
Gowns by Orry-Kelly. Art directors. Jack Okey
and Willy Pogany. Film editor, Jack Killifer. Musical
director, Leo Forbstein. Cast: William Powell,
Bette Davis, Frank McHugh, Verree Teasdale, Reginald Owen, Henry O'Neill, Phillip Reed, Hugh
Herbert, Gordon Westcott, Dorothy Burgess,
Etienne Girardot, William Burress, Nella Walker,
Spencer Charters, George Humbert, Frank Darien,
Harry Beresford, Helen Freeman. Released February 17, 1934.
FASHIONS
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1934
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Declares Arliss' Latest 20th
Century Production Is Controversial, Not Propaganda, and
Is His Greatest Performance
By BENJAMIN DE CASSERES
The world premiere at the Astor Theatre,
New York, of the 20th Century picture,
"The House of Rothschild," with George
Arliss playing the roles of Mayer Rothschild
and Natlian, his son, was a "world premiere" in a sense entirely different from
that used by the producers.
For "The House of Rothschild" is a ti'orld
picture — the first full-sized world picture to
Ije produced. It is "The Cavalcade" of a
race.
It is more nearly universal than any picture that I can recall because its scope is
universal in its historical appeal and the
delineation of those characteristics in all human beings that are unchangeable.
I believe that "The House of Rothschild"
will still be showing when any other picture
you can name will be but a memory.
It is the sort of picture after leaving which
you go home and sit down and think over
for hours. For you have in this picture —
aside from its other angles — two Napoleons,
one matched against the other : the Napoleon
of Elba and Waterloo and a Napoleon of
Money, Nathan Rothschild. And you have
seen Mammon topple Mars into the dust.
Controversial, Not Propaganda
Knowing the mechanics and the tricks of
the trade in Hollywood, I am slow to salute
the makers of pictures. So much hooey, so
little that is inspiring and dignified ! But
here and now unreservedly I throw up my
hat and shout my congratulations to the
whole 20th Century outfit on this, its first
anniversary — to Joseph M. Schenck, to
Darryl F. Zanuck, to the incisive, dynamic
direction of Alfred Werker, to the wonderful simplicity displayed in the arrangement of the story by Nunnally Johnson — and
to George Arliss, who has added in "The
House of Rothschild" two more portraits to
his famous collection, and these — Mayer and
Nathan Rothschild — by far the greatest of
them all !
The 20th Centurv executives are also to
be applauded almightily for selecting for their
fourth production a theme that is controversial, that always has been controversial
and that always will be controversial : the
Jew and the Gentile.
And let me say right here that "The House
of Rothschild" is not propaganda. Controversial and propaganda are two different
things. The dictionary defines propaganda
as "any institution or systematic scheme for
propagating a doctrine or a system." This
is as entirely absent from "The House of
Rothschild" as it is from "Cavalcade," "I
Am a Fugitive" or "All Quiet on the Western Front."
"The House of Rothschild" is, first of all,
100 per cent breathless and magnificent entertainment. Secondly, it is a tremendous

thrust against lawless prejudice, against
mob and official intolerance.
If that is "propaganda," then all the arts
may as well shut up shop — and the human
I'ace book itself for a return engagement
with breechclout and club. For all that is
great in this world strikes at something
rotten.
The first night was a complete sell-out
long before the doors opened. The audience— made up of almost everybody you
could mention in the motion picture and literary worlds — sat for 86 minutes through
this picture without registering a cough or
a squirm — a tremendous compliment from
a sophisticated, backstage Broadway crowd.

The mood of the audience was tense and
receptive, punctuated at certain high-spots
by explosions of spontaneous applause. They
were aware that the producers of this picture had made the great renunciation. For
here were the Napoleonic wars without a
battle scene ! Here was Waterloo beingfought out in the London Stock Exchange
with Nathan Rothschild, his back against
the wall and a flower stuck in, his buttonhole,
staking the whole fortune of the House of
Rothschild on the triumph of Wellington
and the British Empire ! This is one of the
few great master-scenes of picture history.
"The House of Rothschild" starts with
(^Continued on page 44, column 1)

I

DOROTHY DELL— "Miss Universe of 1930" and featured player in Ziegfeld's
"Follies of 1931"; Miss Dell exhibited so much beauty and talent in "Wharf Angel",
her first Paramount Picture, that she has been cast for the lead in "Little Miss Marker".

LANNY ROSS— Singing star of Maxwell
House Showboat Hour and one of radio's
two most popular male voices; Ross's first
Paramount picture will be "Melody in
Spring", released April 20th.

CARL BRISSON — England's reigning
musical comedy favorite; Brisson's screen
tests were so good that he was immediately cast by Paramount for the lead in
Earl Carroll's "Murder at the Vanities>"

KITTY CARLISLE — Miss Carlisle is
Broadway's newest singing star, who
will be heard and seen as she plays op-

IDA LUPINO — This beautiful daughter
of the famous Lupino family has already
created excitement in film circles by her

in Earl Carroll's
"Murder posite
at CarltheBrisson
Vanities".

attractive portrayals in "Search for
Beauty" and "Come On, Marines".

FRANCES DRAKE-As George Raft's dancing partner in "Bolero", Miss Drake's
fiery performance gave such great promise of future stardom that she will next be
seen as George Raft's leading woman in "The Trumpet Blows", released April 13th.

HELEN MACK — This talented young
actress gave such a splendid performance
in Paramount's "All of Me" that she was
immediately signed to a long term
contract, as a featured player.

''STARS
these

OF

new

nearest

TOMORROW''

PARAMOUNT

Paramount

ELIZABETH YOUNG-Star of the sensational stage play "The Firebird", Miss
Young was picked by Greta Garbo for a

EVELYN VENABLE-On the stage as
Walter Hampden's leading woman, her
charm and acting ability in Paramount's
"Cradle Song" and "Death Takes A
Holiday" mark her as a coming star.
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Film
(Continued from page 40)
suspense, drama, action. In Jew Street,
Frankfort, the iron nets are being put up
and the Jews herded for the night in the
Ghetto. Audience contact is here immediate,
siripping.
Crescendo of Interest
Thence onward the interest never flags for
a moment, but rises in a steady crescendo.
There is a rare mixture of comedy and
drama in the tax collector's visit to the house
of Mayer Rothschild, the founder of the business. Then follows the death of old Mayer
and his admonition to his five sons to found
a world banking-house in five different capitals, to stick together and to know that witli
money they can whip the world.
But this is only a prologue. The story
sweeps swiftly to Nathan Rothschild, in
London, and the Napoleonic wars. And here
the character of Nathan and the mighty
power of this man and his family facing a
hostile world are treated epically — indeed, it
is Balzacian in its remorseless grandeur.
That there are deviations, here and there,
from historical fact is of no consequence,
for a story is a story, and. after all, no one
can lie like an historian. The story-writers
are, in fact, the only truth-tellers, for they
make the spirit manifest and leave the details
for lesser minds to scrap over.
Great Fairy-Story
In a word, there is no better woven story
on the screen than "The House of Rothschild." Itis a great fairy-story of the magic
of money and the house that Mayer built.
But it is Arliss that is the big draw in this
picture. In action, gait, speech, dress, both
as old Mayer and as Nathan, this great actor
has created a vital, fascinating portrait of
the eternal Jew — his earthiness, his subtlety,
his mysticism, his will-to-suffer, his hidden
hope of vengeance and his love of peace, of
family.
Coming from an actor not of that race, it
is simply uncanny, just as his Shylock, on
the stage, is the greatest and most penetrating I have ever seen.
This Rothschild of Arliss outranges his
Disraeli, his Voltaire, his Hamilton and
his Marquis of Steyne. It should have tremendous box office value, for where in pictures— or anywhere else — can you find an
actor who can so beautifully unite the demoniac and the human? And it is a very
Innnan creation, too — this Nathan Rothschild— as witness the sequences with his old
mother, with his daughter and his wife. Me
can terrify and melt almost simultaneously.
Other fine bits are the acting of Helen
Westley as the mother of the House of
Rothschild; the bluff Wellington of C. Aubrey Smith; the fierce Ledrantz of Boris
Karloff, the Prussian Big Bad Wolf; the
Baring of Arthur Byron and the sweetlynice Julie Rothschild of Loretta Young.
The last sequence in technicolor I did not
like personally. But technicolor pulls, 1 believe, at the box office, so who am I in
front of b. o. ?
I will wager that that first-night audience
thought of nothing else but "The House of
Rothschild" and Arliss after leaving the theatre, and talked of little else the next day.
That ought to mean crashing the public for
a record. •

PICTURE
Charged

I. Poucher

Killed

in

Crash

David I. Poucher. 53, a motion picture
accountant, was killed last week in an automobile accident, while driving to his home in
Queens, New York. His car skidded, ran
up on an embankment, struck a post and
overturned. The car was demolished and he
was instantly killed.
Mr. Poucher had recently been associated
with Duke Ellington and Freuler Film Associates, Inc. He entered the film industry
in 1917 with Mutual Film, of which he later
became treasurer. He also was treasurer of
F. B. O. in later years.
He is survived by his widow, three children and two brothers, one of whom, Ralph
Poucher,
is with Consolidated Film Industries.

Universal
Losses

Cuts
In

24,

1934

With

Larceny
"Voice"aliasSwindle
Benjamin in
Leiberman,
James A. Lee,
50, of 51 St. James street, Newton, Mass.,
has been arrested by Boston police, charged
with being a moving spirit in an alleged
scheme to defraud various people, exacting
money from them on the assumption that
their voices, or faces, or both, were to be
used in talking" pictures.
Two specific instances are charged to
Lee, both of them involving women. Mrs.
Blanche C. Martin, retired educator, of
Roxbury, declared that she had given Lee
$1,000 and signed a note for $750. and Mrs.
Mary A. Jewell, 75, a widow of Boston,
claimed she had paid Lee $90. Mrs. Jewell
informed police she was told by Lee that if
tests di her voice were successful, her
voice would be used to accompany travelogues and animated cartoons. The police
reported still another person, a man, had
invested $400 in the hope of achieving
screen success via his voice. A search for
otiiers who may have dealt with Lee is
being conducted.
David
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Universal Picture Corporation and subsidiaries, for the year ended October 28,
l'>33, showed a net loss of $1,016,893, according to the financial statement just
issued. This compares with a net loss for
the preceding year, ended October 29, 1932,
of $1,250,283. The 1933 figure includes
taxes and deduction of $583,614 for amortization and depreciation.
Schenck Confirms Loew's
Control of Poli Circuit
Schenck,
president
Loew's
andNicholas
MGM, M.
declared
on his
return offrom
the
Coast late last week that Loew's has Iiad
control of the Poli New England circuit of
18 theatres since the beginning of this season. The statement was made in reply to a
question concerning the authenticity of
numerous
the
circuit. reports that Loew's might acquire

Lilyan

Tashman

Dies

in

N.

Y.

Lilyan Tashman, motion picture actress
and wife of Edmund Lowe, actor, died in
Doctors' hospital. New York, at 2:15 p. m.
Wednesday. Five days earlier she had been
operated upon for an advanced tumorous
condition.
She was 35 years of age. Mr. Lowe, to
whom she had been married 15 years, was
at her bedside.
Lilyan Tashman was born in Brooklyn,
October 23, 1899. Her professional career
began with the Ziegfeld Follies, and this was
f(jllowed by appearances in "The Garden of
the Weeds," "Gold Diggers" and other stage
musicals.
Among her best known screen appearances were "The Trial of Mary Dugan,"
"Bulldog Drummond," "Puttin' on the
Ritz," "The Matrimonial Bed," "Girls
Miss Tashman recently had completed a
About Town."
role in Chester Erskin's "Frankie and
Johnnie," produced at the Biograph Studios
in New York.

Film

A

Refuge^

Declares

Hays

"In the dark days of depression, the
motion picture has been a great refuge for
humanity," declared Will H. Hays, president
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, in a radio address over
a nationwide NBC-WEAF network last
Thursday evening. The broadcast was heard
in England, and was for the benefit of the
Cinematograph Trade Benevolent Fund of
London. A London broadcast to this country precededpictures
Mr. Hays'
"Motion
haveaddress.
made their contribution to the courage and sanity of
nations," Mr. Hays declared, urging all who
heard him to contribute to the English industry's charitable fund. He stressed the
fact that the public knows only the brighter
side of the actor's life, is unaware of the
hours of drudgery which go into production.
"When we ask help for the ill and the
unfortunate,
we something
call it charity,"
he said,
"but
the public owes
to motion
pictures
and to the motion picture actor. Civilization owes them something. Not only has
the cinenia brought entertainment and education to thousands, but it has brought
nations into better and closer understanding.
It has shown us how other peoples look and
live and has given us their point of view."
Finance Committee Refuses
To Eliminate Admission Tax
The Senate finance committee on Wednesday at Washington refused to make any
clianges in the admission tax, killing the plan
of Senator Pat Harrison to eliminate several
"nuisance" levies. The committee accepted
his proposal to retain the capital stock and
excess profit taxes, but considered it unwise
to stop any revenue until returns of the stock
and profit taxes begin to come in after July
1, 1935.
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$HOWMEN*$
REVIEWS
This department deals with new product
from the point of view of the exhibitor
who is to purvey it to his own public

A Very Honorable
(First National)

Guy

Comedy
There's
in this
; roisterous
and plenty
farcicalofincomedy
both action
and onedialogue.
It differs very noticeably from any previous Joe
E. Brown picture. Modern in idea and story
telling technique, this change of Brown character may be a little disappointing to his army
of kid fans, but the grown-ups, particularly the
1934 minded, should enjoy the exciting fun it
provides.
Aiming at straight amusement, the film endows its basic story with plenty of theatre
values. Comedy, of course, is the big feature,
and the several twists that have been given this
element in ringing in the other assets, romance,
drama, thrill, menace and suspense, make for
fast moving, exciting and sometimes surprising
situation entertainment.
Dealing with familiar characters, the story
has Feets, a two-bit gambler of the Honest
John type, who gets into a traffic jam and needs
$500 to square the case. Borrowing the money
from Brain, big shot racketeer, he inust repay
within 30 days or else. Making a deal with a
doctor, Snitzer, to sell his carcass for $1,000,
he immediately runs into a phenomenal run of
luck ; he cashes in on every bet he makes and
is soon in the big money class. Trying to buy
off his deal with Snitzer, the medico demands
the body and spurns a big cash bonus. Desperate, very mucH in love with gold-digging Hortense,nouncehe throws
a big But
partybetween
in Lindy's
to anTiis marriage.
finding
out
that his thirty days are up and that Snitzer has
been chiseling with Hortense, he decided to take
it on the lam. With Hortense he jumps into a
car, to find it is being driven by a pair of the
Brain's killers, who have been instructed to put
him on the spot. In the meantime, the Brain
has got the real lowdown on Snitzer, has learned
that he is a madman, and a roaring chase follows, winding up in a grand crash, in which
Feets and Hortense are the only ones uninjured. Inasmuch as the accident happens right
in front of a chicken ranch, the two love birds
decide
down. that it's the ideal spot for them to settle
In title, story idea and the characters which
interpret it, there are some nifty showmanship
ideas that can be uniquely used in stirring up a
different interest in Joe E. Brown. Selling it to
the men folks should be easy as pie. Yet because romance is subordinate to every other
element, it will be necessary to do a little smart
thinking in order to whip up feminine curiosity.
Consequently a colorful advance campaign accentuating the atmosphere of the picture appears
to be the medium. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Warner-First National.
Directed by Llovd Bacon. Story by Damon Runyon.
Screen play by Earl Baldwin. Photographed by Ira
Morgan. Running time, 62 minutes. Release date,
May 5, 1934.
CAST
Feet
Joe E. Brown
Hortense
Alice White
Dr. Snitzer
Robert Barrat
Benny
Hobart Cavanaugli
The Brain
Alan Dinehart
Joe
Harold Huber
Moon
Arthur Vinton
Mrs. Fieblebaur
Irene Franklin
Red
G. Pat Collins
O'Toole
JamesAl Donlan
Al
Dubin
Harry
Harry Warren

Melody in Spring
(Paramount)
Comedy with Music
This is light, airy comedy into which a series
of Lanny Ross vocal numbers are interpolated.
Family type entertainment in character, it
majors in an unusual brand of laugh provocation. Never serious, it balances dialogue, action and situations nicely so that interest is
stimulated and maintained. Supplementing the
predominating comedy in which the Charlie
Ruggles-Mary Boland combination holds the
pace
in "Six
of a angle.
Kind," there
is a
clean established
and pleasing
romantic
In every
phase of the picture, advantage is taken of the
Lanny Ross radio broadcast popularity, an element that has a natural showmanship value.
Attempting no pretentiousness, yet at the
same time introducing definite novelty, the
picture develops amusement for both men and
women of the more mature ages. Similarly it
has a spirit of youthfulness for the modernes,
and there's general wholesonieness for others.
Here's a quick synopsis. It's love at first
sight for the singing Lanny Ross and Ann
Sothern. Lanny, seeking a spot on the Blodgett (Ruggles) Dog Biscuit radio hour, finds
that worthy to be Miss Sothern's father, an
inveterate souvenir collector. Comedy Ruggles-Boland seciuences intervening, Ross gets
himself in Dutch with Ruggles as he queers
his attempt to collect a bed post for his collection. To break up the Ross-Sothern affair,
the picture moves to Switzerland, where
Ruggles sets his heart on purloining a jealously
guarded cowbell. A little mountain climbing
fol-de-rol intervening, the picture reaches its
musical high spot as the mountaineers join in
the chorus of one of Ross' songs. Ruggles
gets his bell, but he also gets thrown into the
locale bastile, from which he is delivered in
an extraordinary manner by Ross. Jugged himself, it looks as though Mrs. Blodgett (Mary
Boland) has succeeded in breaking up the love
affair only to have Ann Sothern upset her
apple cart by getting herself in jail along with
her heart-throb.
Showmanship exploitation is evident. The
debut of the former Yale athlete, radio broadRoss should
playedsouvenir
up for hunting
all it's
worth incastingevery
way.be The
atmosphere of the film suggests some unusual
lobby and foyer displays as well as newspaper
and personal hobby contacts. The growing
box office popularity of the Ruggles-Mary Boland team should be capitalized and considerable attention should be devoted to accentuating the clean, wholesome amusing romantic
atmosphere of the whole show in bidding for
general support. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by Norman McLeod. Story by Franl: Leon Smith.
Screen play, Benn W. Levy. Continuity, Jane Storm.
Sound, Harry Lindgren. Music by Lewis E. Gensler.
Lyrics by Harlan Thompson. Photographed by
Henry Sharp, Running time, 76 minutes. Release
date, April 20, 1934.
CAST
John Craddock
Lanny Ross
Warren Blodgett
Charlie Ruggles
Mrs. Blodgett
Mary Boland
Jane Blodgett
Ann Sothern
Wesley Prebble
George Meeker
Wirt
Herman Bing
Mrs. Shorter
Norma Mitchell
Suzan
Joan Gale
Suzanna
Jane Gale
Suzette
June Gale
The Blonde
Helen Lynd

The Quitter
( Chesterfield)
Drama
An independent production, this drama of the
small-town newspaper and a family complicaticjn, is definitely well done, in story, development and in performances. It is distinctly comparable to the material offered by many of the
larger studios, in selling and entertainment
values, though lacking strong box office selling
names in the matter of cast.
Dealing with the efforts of an elderly woman,
whose husband, it is understood, abandoned her
and their two sons many years before, to maintain a small town newspaper, and the difficulties which result from the "modern" ideas of a
snobbish, college-bred son, the story offers good
dramatic selling opportunity. The title is strong
and arresting, and may be easily and interestingly tied in with the story elements in selling.
Perhaps the strongest or most familiar name
in the cast is that of Emma Dunn, as the
mother. The other cast leaders, Charley Grapewin, William Bakewell, Barbara Weeks, are at
least known. Glen Boles, as the younger
brother, handles his exacting role in the manner of a veteran, despite his obvious immaturity.
would be worthwhile for possibleBilling
future him
appearances.
Miss Dunn, respected member of the small
community, publishes her newspaper with the
complete support of her townsfolk. Of her two
sons, who believe their father was killed in the
war, Bakewell is the college graduate with
ideas for modernizing and advancing the paper,
and an arrogant, overbearing attitude which
particularly annoys his younger brother. Boles.
The youngster is continuously railing against
his brother and the fact that he is being treated
as a child. The father, Grapewin, suddenly
puts in an appearance, and is befriended by the
old employee of the paper, Lafe McKee, with
whom he lives. Boles meets him, the boy knowing him only as a friend of McKee. Miss Dunn
refuses to permit him to disturb the fiction she
has built up about him for her children.
Bakewell, engaged to Miss Weeks, wealthy
daughter of a utility magnate, gives every evidence of being ashamed of his mother and
family to the point of never permitting the two
women to see each other. Bakewell persuades
his mother to advajice him a large sum, mortgaging her His
home,attempts
to enableat him
to "improve"
the paper.
the big
executive
activity, and his espousal of a water project
opposed by the leading men of the town, lead
to the collapse of the paper. Grapewin, who
had been left money by McKee when the latter
died, ance
saves
arranging that his assistshouldthe
be home,
kept quiet.
Bakewell attends a party at the home of his
fiancee
on coming
the nighthome
of his
birthday,
and Boles,
frommother's
school, finds
her
dining with Grapewin. The youngster, returnat Miss
flay breaks
Bakewell ing,asstopsa off
quitter
and Weeks'
a snob.home
The togirl
their engagement Back at the small print shop,
Grapewin and Miss Dunn attempt to get out
the paper. Bakewell walks in, is told the truth
by his father, and pitches in to help. Miss
Weeks comes in, sees him grease-covered and
working, and a general reconciliation follows.
It is entertainment that should fit well almost
any time in the week. While adult material, it
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contains nothing in the least objectionahle for
juveniles. — Aaronson, New York.
Produced and distributed by Chesterfield. Directed
by Richard Thorpe. Story by Robert ElUs. Photographed by M. A. Anderson. Recorded by Pete Qark.
Release date, February 5, 1934. Running time, 65
minutes,
CAST
Ed Tilford
Charley Grapevvin
Cordelia Tilford
Emma Dunn
Kussell Tilford
William Bakewell
Diana Winthrop
Barbara Weeks
Winthrop
Hale Hamilton
Eddie Tilford
Glen Boles
Annabelle Hibbs
Mary Kornman
Zack
Lafe McKee
Hannah
Aggie Herring
Sister Hooten
Jane Keckley

Turkey Time
( Gaumont-British)
Frolic
Tom Walls and Ralph Lynn, with assistance
from Robertson Hare, provide the fun in this
Christmas frolic which brings to the screen
another of those successful West End farces
in which the two stars made themselves so
famous.
English
atmosphere,
but
whereIt'stherather
mixture
has in
beenits tried
before
and liked, it should be readily accepted. Of
all the productions in which the two players
have teajned before, this one approaches nearest to "Rookery Nook" ("One Embarrassing
Night," I believe it was titled in the United
States) for slick comedy and a quick succession of laughs.
It's all about a Christmas party at a seaside
town, with snow yards deep, lying around all
over the place, a couple of sprightly lads and
a stranded fit-up Show girl, an acidulated hostess and her henpecked spouse. Lots of combecause the
the girl
her
room rent plications
andensue because
boy can't
friendspayadopt
peculiar methods
to layofhands
on developments
the "ready."
However,
after oodles
farcical
it all works out, the rent is paid, one of the
boy friends gets the first prize and the other
contrives to explain things to the satisfaction
of his suspicious bride-to-be.
For exploitation
there'sa sequence
the devil-may-care
atmosphere
of the story,
of laughs,
a number of fetching stills, and opportunities,
chiefly on the strength of the title, to work out
any amount of imaginative ballyhoo.
The picture is acted in the rollicking style
customary to farce productions, moves slickly.
— Charman, London.
Produced by Gaumont-British. Directed by Tom
Walls. Screen play and dialogue by Ben Travers.
Unit production manager, Alec Saville. Photographed
by Charles van Enger. Art direction by A. Junge.
Edited by Helen Lewis. Recorded by H. Hand. Costumes by Gordon Conway. Running time, 71 minutes.
CAST
Max
Tom Walls
David
Ralph Lynn
Edwin
Robertson Hare
Mrs. Gather
Mary Brough
Rose
Dorothy Hyson
Ernestine
Norma Varden
Louise
Veronica Rose
Westbourne
D. A. Clarke-Smith
Florence
Marjorie Corbett
Jane
Daphne Scorer
Cook
Gwen Clifford

Rhythm in the Air
(First National)
Musical Comedy Drama
Entertainment that entertains is the showmanship of this picture. It's fast moving, novel,
clean, clever and easy to understand. It effectively combines the elements usually appealing
to the regular run-o'-the-mill fans with those
peculiar qualities demanded by the sophisticates and the hard-to-please class of patrons.
As such it's a show of more than ordinary
value to the neighborhood and small town theatre operator, at the same time plenty strong
in the essentials necessary for deluxe first-run
presentation.
Here are the amusement as well as salesmanship assets of "Rhythm in the Air." Always
it's light and refreshing, moving with pleasing
speed that occasionally becomes hectic and exciting. Both dialogue and action are crisp, yet
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continually natural. Ahisic — and all the numbers vocal and instrumental, are of hit proportions— is the motivating factor. Embellishing this quality first is romance, contrasted by
the necessary light drama that assumes an
importance in selling the show that pars the
n-jusical values. Next is comedy, an integral
part of the whole yet a show in itself.
Welding these theatre assets into screen
actuality is a cast, headed by Dick Powell, GinRogers and
sparklesof
with ger
youthful
zestPat
and O'Brien,
takes fullwhich
advantage
the talents of the supporting players. Monotony
is avoided as, in turn, the supporting players
grab the spotlight and in logical fashion such
radio broadcast favorites as The Radio Rogues,
Four A'lills Brothers and Ted Fioreto are
worked into the picture.
Situations, rather than straight story trend,
make the picture. The plot concerns the hectic
antics of a fast-talking, erratic, radio talent
scout.
to O'Brien
picks
Clayton Rush.
up in True
a Hollywood
beer type,
garden,he rushes
him
New York,
head )toalready
frayed frazzles
nerves allSharpe's
the more.(chain'
He
fizzles
Clayton's
audition,
promotes
a
romance
between him and Peggy; gets him a job that
makes him the crooning sensation of the air.
Then busting up the romance, he loses his meal
ticket, but still ingenious he frames a gag that
restores Clayton to favor with Sharpe and
Brockman, and as it is revealed that Clayton's
afl^air with the falling film star was only a
figment of his wild imagination, sets the stage
for a romantic lover's reconciliation.
Both an audience and showman's picture,
"Rhythm in
effectively
amusement
withthe
the Air"
wherewithal
with combines
which to
sell it. Name values should meet all requirements. For exploitation purposes, it is wide
open for the adaptation of all the old and plenty
new stunts. There is salable music, romance,
comedy, drama, to which always must be added
the exciting atmosphere of the picture. — McCarthy, Hollywood.
Produced and distributed by Warner-First National. Story by Paul Finder Moss and Jerry Wald.
Screen play by Warren Duff and Harry Sauber.
Numbers created and directed by Busby Berkeley.
Music and lyrics by Harry Warren and Al Dubin.
Supervisor, Sam Bischoff. Director, Ray Enright.
Assistant director, Gordon Hollingshead. Photography
by Sid Hickox. Art director, Esdras Hartley, Film
editor, Clarence Koster. Dialogue director, Stanley
I^ogan. Unit manager. Al Alborn. Running time, 80
minutes. Release date, May 26, 1934.
CAST
Clayton
Dick Powell
Rush
Pat O'Brien
Peggy
Ginger
Rogers
Tappan
Henry
O'Neill
Pete
Allen Jenkins
Brockman
Joe Cawthorne
Marge
Joan Wheeler
Sharpe
Grant Mitchell'
Secretary
Johnny
Arthur
Mrs. Brockman
Grace Hayle

Couldn't
Take It
(He
Monogram
)
Comedy Drama
There is entertainment value of the milder
variety in this film, offering for the most part
engaging performances, good dialogue and comedy, and a yarn which, though hardly new,
makes for lively and often amusing situations.
Names of good marquee salability are somewhat lacking, those which will strike a familiar
note with the patronage being George E. Stone,
Virginia Cherrill and to an extent Ray Walker,
who in the leading role is an engaging performer who handles his work pleasantly and
capably.
yarn hold
of the
youngit takes
man
whoThecannot
a jobne'er-do-well
any longer than
to be fired, who nearly loses his girl because of
that failing but proves he has the stuff to do a
good job if the incentive is there, offers some
little opportunity for interesting copy lines in
the selling of the film.
Walker has done most of his best and most
productive work in the neighborhood pool room,
with Stone as his best friend, most constant
companion in the game and most willing loser
with the cue. Walker's inother, Jane Darwell,
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and his sweetheart. Miss Cherrill, are dismayed
and annoyed when he loses his week-old job
as bus driver for punching an annoyed passenger. Miss Cherrill is angered to the point of
returning her engagement ring. Fired with enthusiasm after he is haled into court and fined
for the fighting spirit, he enters the ring as a
prizefighter, and loses his enthusiasm when he
acquires a swollen jaw and a knockout. Next
the law excites his interest, and through Miss
Cherrill's employer, a noted lawyer, Mr. Oakley, played by Donald Douglas, he decides to
Iiecome an attorney. When he thinks the
teacher is' making fun of him, he responds via
his fist, and the law career concludes before it
begins. Miss Cherrill, then, is definitely finished.
He goes to work with Stone, who in his spare
time from the pool table is a process server.
His ready fists serve him in good stead at least
in this job, and he is recognized as a capable
employee. When the district attorney plans a
cleanup of big racketeers, he calls for two good
servers to hand subpenas to the two biggest
racketeers in the city, who are designated as
Sweet Sue and Number Seven. Sweet Sue
turns out to be a tough, two-fister, gun-toting
roughneck, and an amusing sequence develops
when Walker is left alone with the gangster.
When Stone appears, they are in a tight spot,
until they corner him, leave the summons in
his hand, and leave rapidly. They learn that
Oakley is Number Seven, and Walker remembers that Miss Cherrill is leaving with Oakley
to
handle
secretarial
on out,
a "business"
trip. As thehistrain
is aboutwork
to pull
they nab
Oakley, hand him a summons, and take Miss
Cherrill, now in a forgiving mood, from the
clutches of the villain.
With little opportunity for unusual selling,
it
should be New
offered
as regular run material. —
Aaronson,
York.
Produced and distributed by Monogram. Directed
by
WilliamAdditional
Nigh. Story
and by
screen
play Waggner.
by Dore
Schary.
dialogue
George
Photographed by Jack McKenzie. Recorded by John
A. Stransky, Jr. Release date, December 15, 1933.
Running time, 63 minutes.
CAST
Jimmy Case
Ray Walker
Eleanor Rogers ..»
Virginia Cherrill
Sammy Kohn
George E. Stone
Sweet Sue
Stanley Fields
Grace Clarice
Dorothy Granger
Mrs. Case
Jane Darwell
Nick
Paul Porcasi
Oakley
Donald Douglas
Blonde
Astrid AUwyn
Radio Announcer
Franklin Parker
Driscoll
Jack Kennedy

Hired Wife
( Pinnacle )
Drama
A triangular drama of the marital variety,
the counterpart of which has been made for the
screen before, times without number, "Hired
Wife," independently produced in St. Petersburg, Fla., is average screen material.
Greta Nissen, accented blonde, strives valiantly with her role of the ignored wife, but
can do little with the story. The others in the
cast probably will mean little on the marquee,
including Weldon Heyburn, James Kirkwood
andTheMolly
O'Day should
in the not
principal
exhibitor
promiseroles.
too much,
and he ■ will be under the necessity of selling
the film along rather conventional lines, bearing in mind the marital situation, and aiming
ronage.
his copy at the feminine portion of the patMiss Nissen's love for Heyburn is not reciprocated, but when the girl he had wanted married a title in Europe, he offers Miss Nissen
marriage on a contract basis for a year, at the
end of which time he will settle a sum of money
on her, and obtain a divorce. His marriage is
a requisite for the receipt of a large sum of
money, according to the terms of his grandfather's will.accepts,
Urged by
her friend.
Miss O'Day,
Miss Nissen
is married
to Heyburn,
and
is completely ignored by her husband from that
moment, though he gives her everything to
make her comfortable. She meets Kirkwood,
artist friend of Heyburn, and the artist first
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desires to have her pose for him, then teaches
her to fly, and finally falls in love with her.
Heyburn begins to appear in the company of
the former sweetheart, who has returned without her newly acquired title. When Heyburn
realizes his wife is seeing a good deal of Kirkwood, he becomes jealous, and finally appreciates the fact that, after all, he does love his
wife.
When he orders her to cease seeing Kirkwood, and Kirkwood frames a scene with the
ex-sweetheart. Miss Nissen takes a plane up
alone for the first time. Heyburn rushes to the
flying field, frightened, watches his wife descend to a good landing, and that is that.
The
"hired towife''
a thought
around which
build idea
sellingmay
copy.be The
film is,
of course, an adult attraction exclusively, and
is perhaps best played in a midweek position. —
.\aeonson. New York.
Produced by Sunhaven Studios. St. Petersburg, Fla.
Distributed ductions.
through
RightsMelford.
by Pinnacle
Directed byState
George
Story Proand
screen play by Alma Sioux .Scarberry. Photographed
by JIark Stengler. Recording engineers, Percy Green
and T. C. Parker. Film editor, Helene Turner. Release date. March 1, 1934. Running time, 65 minutes.
CAST
Vivian Matthews
Greta Nissen
Kent Johns
VVeldon Heyburn
Philip Marlowe
James Kirkwood
Pat Sullivan
Molly Winton
O'Day
Dovie
Jansen
Jane
Mrs. Jansen
Blanche Taylor
Aunt Martha
Carolyn Gales
Celeste
Evelyn Bennett
Le Serment
The Pledge
(Protex)
Drama
Entirel>- in French, this production is adaptable for showing in those theatres in metropolitan areas which count upon a certain proportion
of French patrons, or those definitely familiar
with the language. Other than the brief program synopsis in English, the patron not understanding the language is given no assistance
in an understanding of the story. Even the nowfamiliar superimposed subtitle translation of important dialogue passages have been dispensed
with in this case.
The story is heavily, tragically dramatic.
Though among French audiences such extreme
and prolonged display of emotion as is expressed in this film, especially by the feminine
lead, may be wholly understandable and appreciated, American audiences face the reaction
that the distressed player is indulging in selftorture at unusual and unnecessary length.
Buildup sequences, in the same sense, are far
too long in numerous instances, the entire film
running more than one hour and one-half, being
too lengthy for the average American audience.
The cast is wholly French and the exhibitor
will have to rely on the story to sell the film.
There might be the possibility of selling the
picture to school children as a means of the
study of French, but for the fact that the story
is exclusively adult screen material.
The story in brief concerns the young wife
of a child specialist, whose taciturn manner
makes him less than demonstrative where his
attractive wife is concerned. She forms a distinct attachment for the doctor's dramatist
brother. About to have a child, she finds her
love divided between the two brothers and attempts
herself struggle
in. the dramatist's
ment.to kill
The ensuing
results inapartthe
death of the brother. The child is born, and
the family is happy until the husband finds a
note written by his wife to an unknown, and
couched in endearing terms. He storms and
rants, and takes the child to a country house,
fearing she is not his own. When the child is
ill, he forces her mother to promise to reveal
who the man was, or he will let the child die.
She consents. They go to the farm, find the
girl recovered, and just as she is about to reveal
her illicit affection for her husband's brother,
another letter is brought to light, which establishes the child as the doctor's and makes it
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unnecessary for her to reveal tiie shameful
chapter in her life.
Only where an audience which understands
French can be assured, is the picture adaptable
for exhibition in this country. — Aaronson, New
York.
Produced in Paris by Arci Films. Distributed by
Protex Pictures Corporation. .Story and direction by
Abel Gance. Release date, March 13, 1934. Running
time, 96 minutes.
CAST
Marthe Berliac
T,ine Noro
Gilles Berliac
Jean (ialland
Claude, his Brother
Samson Fainsilber
Claudine
Gaby Triquet
Jean
Gaston Dubosc
D'Hornis
Antonin Artaud
Girl Trouble
(Astor)
Western Comedy
The comedy phase is given predominance in
"Girl Trouble," first of a new series of threereel Westerns by R. M. Savini and Al O.
Bondy, and the result is a quite actionful production, though the comedy complications are
drawning,out
a bit thin.
with Jack
PerrinThere's
tiptoinga surprise
into his openown
ranch and opening the safe — to extract a stifif
hat and frock coat. He's to meet his bride-tobe,
but the
gets
to town
andboys
findsthink
two he's
girlsgone
there,loco.
bothHesaying
he promised to marry them. It develops later
that Ben Corbett used Perrin's photo in Corbett's application to a matrimonial agency.
Perrin is jailed, but Corbett and Perrin's sweetheart, Doris Hill, get him out by various donnings of the girls' dresses, just in time for him
to save the ranch from his crooked partner. —
Running time, 29 nuinutes.
Around the Acropolis
(Fox)
Good
Pictoriaily and in subject matter, this number of the Fox Magic Carpet of Movietone
series is efifectively executed, and interesting.
The camera, with a comparatively small amount
of accompanying dialogue explanation, darts
here and there about the strangely cosmopolitan city of Athens, indicating something of the
unusual contrasts obtaining as among the various types of peoole and between the modern
city and the still-standing ruins of ancient
Greece. — Running time, 10 minutes.
Love on a Ladder
(RKO
Amusing Radio)
There are laughs here for the devotee of the
browbeaten husband kind of comedy, in which
the experienced combination of Edgar Kennedy
and Florence Lake are at it again. Kennedy
agrees to serenade his wife, via a ladder, on
their anniversary, but en route uses the ladder
to help a young girl in distress, who can't quite
make up her mind. Dot Farley, mother-in-law,
sees him and takes Florence to see the duplicity. Florence leaves, and Edgar, volunteer fireman, finds brother-in-law at the house. A fire
breaks out in a hotel, and Edgar goes up to
save his wife, only to find he has saved his
mother-in-law by "mistake." It is fairly entertaining comedy. — Running time. 18 minutes.
Canyon of Romance
(Educational)
Scenic
Here is a scenic of the ahnost awe-inspiring
Painted Desert of the American Southwest, with
its pinnacles, spires and strange rock formations in beautiful natural coloring. The subject
is definitely enhanced by the use of color. Introduction isby way of an interview, as Claude
Fleming, commentator, visits the studio of Montagu Love, painter of horses. Fleming launches
into a description of the Painted Desert, as an
accompaniment to scenes of his own trek
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through the natural wonder. The subject is
utes.
scenically interesting. — Running time, 10 min-

Playful Pluto
Amusing
(United Artists)
Mickey Mouse's lop-eared iiooch, Pluto, engages in a bit of playful investigation, and the
result is a highly amusing animated cartoon.
He becomes v/rapped in the hose with which
Mickey is watering the lawn, gets into more
difficulty when a hole in the screen door lets
in an avalanche of mosquitoes, and finally is
considerably tangled in flypaper Mickey carefully spreads. The short is highlighted in cartoon comedy when the dog tries to extricate
himself. — Running time, 7 minutes.
Knee Deep in Music
(RKO
Radio)
Entertaining
The popular voice and personality of Ruth
Etting, radio singer, makes this subject worth
attention. The amusing yarn concerns the hiring of Miss Etting as the star of a new radio
attraction, bought by Nate Carr, who sells dried
fish. A new theme song is needed, and a call
goes out for new material. The studio is inundated insong writers and their brain-children,
with the eventual result that Miss Etting's old
theme song is retained. She sings several popular numbers effectively. — Running time, 22
minutes.
Hello. Pop!
(MGM)
Entertaining
Highly entertaining and highly colorful is
this subject in the Coiortone Musical series,
featuring Ted Healy and his Stooges. Putting
on a costume show, Healy is beset by producer worries, aggravated by the undependability of his "pals." The climax comes when they
slip onto the stage underneath the enormous
hoopskirt of the featured vocalist, ruining the
scene and the show. Chorus numbers, done in
elaborate fashion, are attractive and enhance
the entertainment value of the subject. The
number is old, but worth playing. — Running
time, 17 minutes.
Goofy+one News Reel No. 5
(Universal)
Timely Farcing
Subjects burlesqued in this issue include the
heiress and her plans, the authority on love
an
an who
economist's
for manager
hubbies,
the etiquette,
chorus girl
became hints
general
of the Paris Symphony Orchestra, and finally
Chancellor Moahn of Renegg and the loan he
didn't get from Scotland. There should be a
place in features for this character. — Running
time, 8 minutes.
Bride of Samoa
(DuWorld Pictures)
Of Interest
Made more or less to pattern in its subject
matter, this lengthy short, produced by Central
Film Company, is none the less interesting in
its picturization of the preparations and details
of the marriage ceremony of Samoa. The preliminary dances, the conference of high chiefs
of both parties, the exchange of dowry material, carefully examined by representatives
of each family : the ceremonial dress, made of
tree bark, a.ll are carefully indicated. Then the
ceremony itself, colorful, formal — and noisy —
aided and abetted by the strange and reputedl\powerful brew which is peculiar to Samoa.
The graceful and sensuous dance of native girls
has its expected place. An interesting subject. —
Running time, 26 minutes.
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RECEIPTS

Theatre receipts for the calendar week ended March 17, 1934, from I I I houses In
19 major cities of the country, totaled $1,144,320, a decrease of $94,945 from the
total for the preceding calendar week, ended March 10, when I 13 theatres in 19 cities
reported an aggregate gross of $1 ,239,265.
(Copyright, 1934: Reproduction of material from this department without credit to Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden)
Theatres
Boston
Boston
Fenway

2,900 2Sc-50c
1,800 30c-50c

Keith's
3,500 30c-50c
Loew's State ... 3,700 35c-50c
Metropolitan
4,350 30c-65c
Paramount
1,800 30c-50c
Buffalo
BuflFalo
Century

Current Week
Picture

Groa

Previous Week
Picture

"Coming Out Party" (Fox)
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.) and
"She Made Her Bed" (Para.)

20,000
8,500

"The Lost Patrol" (Radio)
20,500
"I've Got Your Number" (W.B.).. 10,000
and "Devil Tiger" (Fox)

"It Happened
(3rd week)One Night" (Col.)..
"Looking for Trouble" (U. A.)....
"Death Takes a Holiday" (Para.)
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.) and
"She Made Her Bed" (Para.)

21,000
18,000
34,000
9.000

"It Happened
(2nd week)One Night" (Col.)..
"Mystery of Mr. X" (MGM)
"Mandalay" (F.N.)
"I've Got Your Number" (W.B.)..
and "Devil Tiger" (Fox)

Gross

21,000
18,000
33,000
10,500

High covers
andperiod
Lowfrom Gross
(Tabulation
January, 1933.)
High 1-13-34 "Fog"
Low 3-11
"Topaze"
High
1-14 "Island
Lost Souls"
and
"Billion ofDollar
Scandal"
Low 7-29 "She
Had toto Broadway"
Say Yes" and
"Arizona
High 3-11
12-2 "When
"Little Strangers
Women"
Low
Marry"
High 1-7 "Strange Interlude"
Low 3-11 "Men Must Fight"
High 11-4 "I'm No Angel"
Low 3-11 "King
of the Jungle"
"Deception"
High 2-25 "Dangerously Yours" and
Low 8-12 "Mary
M.D." and
"Flying Stevens.
Devils

6,000
12,000
28,000
23,000
44,500
11,000
j) 26,500
}J 17,000
) 31.000
f 8,000
)|
9,800
] 27,200
3,500
| 8,000
16,100
5,200
) 16,700
(
5,100

3,500 30c-55c
3,000 2Sc

"Death Takes a Holiday" (Para.).. 16.000
'Aces of Aces" (Radio) and
5,000
'Orient Express" (Fox)

"Bolero" (Para.)
14,000
'Women
in
His
Life"
(MGM)
and
5,200
'Hold That Girl" (Fox)

Great Lakes

3,000

Hippodrome
Lafayette

2,100 25c-35c
3,300 25c

'Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen" (Para.) 5.200
and "Easy to Love" (W. B.)
'This Side of Heaven" (MGM) and 5.800
'His Double Life" (Para.)
'It Happened One Night" (Col.) 12.800
and (2nd
"Before
week)Midnight" (Col.)

"I Am Suzanne!" (Fox) and
6,100
"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
'Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.) and 6,000
"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio)
'It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 16,700
and (1st
"Before
week)Midnight" (Col.)

High 12-9 "Dancing Lady"
Low 3-25 "Our Betters"
High 8-12 "Forgotten Men" and
"E^sy Millions"
Low 12-16 "Solitaire
Man" and
"Day of Reckoning"
High
11-4
"I'm
No
Angel"
Low 3-l/-3<; "Miss Fane's Baby Is
.Stolen" and "Easy to Love"
High 6-24 "Gold Diggers of 1933"
Low 8-26 "Moonlight and Pretzels"
High 3-10-34 "It Happened One Night"
and "Before Midnight"
Low 12-23 "Myrt and Marge"

"Fashion Frolics of 1934" (F.N.)..
"You (MGM)
Can't Buy Everything:"
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)..
"Spitfire" (Radio)
"Death Takes a Holiday" (Para.)
"Bombay Mail" (U.)
"Moulin
(2ndRouge"
week) (U. A.)

High 9-2 "Goodbye Again"
Low 4-29 "Central Airport"
High
10-14"The"TooWoman
Much I Harmony".
Low 7-1
Stole"
High 10-14 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-16 "A Man's Castle"
High 9-9 "Morning Glory"
Low 5-27 "Below the Sea"
High 3-4
10-14"Luxury
"Penthouse"
Low
Liner"
High 1-13-34 "Goodbye Love"
Low 2-18 "Lucky Devils"
High 1-21 "The Kid From Spain".
Low 3-18 "Perfect Understanding".

Chicago
Chicago
McVicker's
Oriental
Palace
Roosevelt
State-Lake
United Artists...
Cleveland
Allen

25c -40c

•♦.000
2,284
3,940
2,509
1,S91
2,776
1,700

35c-68c
30c -60c
25c -40c
35c-75c
25c -50c
20c-35c
30c-60c

"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM)
"David Harum" (Fo.x)
"Blood Money" (U. A.)
"Success at Any Price" (Radio)..
'Massacre" (F. N.)
"Song Vou Gave Me" (Col.)
"Palooka" (U. A.)

41,000
14.000
18,000
17.000
7.500
14,000
18.000

3,300

25c-35c

"The Avenger" (Monogram).
"Journal
of a Crime" (F. N.)
(6 days)
"Success at Any Price" (Radio).
"Bolero" (Para.)
'She Made Her Bed" (Para.) and.
"Cross Country Cruise" (U.)
"Frontier Marshal"
(Fox) and...
"Woman's
Man" (Monogram)

6,000

Hippodrome .... 3,800 30c-44c
RKO Palace
3,100 30c-7Sc
3,400 30c -44c
State
Stillman
1,900 25c-35c
Warner's Lake...
Denver
Aladdin
Denham
Denver
Orpheum
Paramount

800 30c-40c
1,500

25c-40c

days) Father" (Radio).
"Long(6 Lost

1,500

25c -40c

'No More Women" (Para.).

25c -50c
25c -50c
25c -40c

"David Harum" (Fox)

2,500
2,600
2,000

Detroit

'Massacre"
(3 days)(F. N.)
'You (MGM)
C^n't Buy(3 days)
Everything"

2,900
7.500
15,000
4,100
2,500

"Master of Men" (Col.)
6,500

"Nana" (U. A.)
"This Side of Heaven" (MGM) and
"In the Money" (Chesterfield)
"Shadows of Sing Sing" (Col,) and
"Above the Qouds" (Col.)

8,000
19,000
«i,000
4,000
1,900

"Beloved" (U.)
4,000

2,750
.i,50t
8,000
10.000
1.350
650

2,750

15c-40c

"Devil Tiger" (Fox) .

2,700
S.lOO

15c-40c
15c-50c

"Mandalay"

4.000
3,000

ISc-SOc
15c- 40c

United Artists. 2,000

25c -50c

"Bolero" (Para.)
14.500
14.500
"Love Birds" (U.) and -. . . 6,200
"Advice to the Lovelorn" (U.A. )
9.400
"Queen(2ndChristina"
week) (MGM)

(F. N.).

40,000
12,000
23,000
27,000
11,500
13,000
10,000

6,100
5.60C
18,300

"Nana" (U. A.)
"It Happened One Night" (Col,)
"Sons (3ofdays)
the Desert" (MGM)....
(4 days)

7,000
8,500
15,000
2,000
1,500

"It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
"Tbis Side of Heaven" (MGM)...

8,100
5,400
23,600

"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM)
"No
Women"(Para.)
(Para,) and.. 19.200
5,100
"Six More
of a Kind"
"Queen(1stChristina"
(MGM)
week)
11.600

11,000
\f 23.500
)J 15.000

High
11-11"Infernal
"Private Machine"
Life of Henry
"Exposure"
Low 3-4
andVIII"])
High 10-21 "East of Fifth Avenue"....
Low 6-10 "Circus Queen Murder"
High 3-3-34 "It Happened One Night"..
Low 8-19 "No Marriage Ties"
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
Low 6-24 "The Eagle and the Hawk"
High 11-18
10-28"Stage
"I'm No
Angel"
Low
Mother"
and )]
"Hell and
Hi^h Water"
High 2-10-34
10-28 "Footlight
Parade"
Low
"Easy to Love"
High
"Cavalcade"
Low 4-82-25"Smoke
and ))
"BroadwayLightning"
Bad"
High 6-310-28
"I'm NoSpeaks,"
Angel"
Low
"Mussolini
"Night of}
Terror" and "Soldiers of the Storm" f
High 1-13-34 "Roman Scandals"
Low 12-16 "The World Changes"
High 2-17-34 "Hi, Nellie I"
Low 6-10 "Zoo in Budapest"
High 4-1 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 7-8 "The Barbarian"
High 6-10
10-14"The
"No Woman
MarriageI Stole".
Ties".
Low
High 3-18
1-28"Secret
"Silver ofDollar"
Low
Madame Blanche"
High 9-16 "Sing, Sinner, Sing"
Low 5-15 "After
Ball" and )f
"Afraid the
to Talk"
High 1-21 "Tonight Is Ours"
Low 7-1
High
10-14"College
"I'm NoHumor"
Angel" (5 days)..
Low 2-24-34 "The Last Roundup"
High 2-11 "The Kid From Spain"
Low 3-2S "The Sign of the (Jrosi"

4,800
75,000
20,000
22,000
50,000
37,000
10,000
5,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
27,000
4,500
6,200
6,800
12,000
1,800
30,000
28,000
4,200
2,900
26,000
5,000
9,000
10,000
2,500
1,500
10,000
16,000
2,500
17,500
19,500
1,950
3,750
7,000
3,000
2,000
16,500
15,400
32,300
3,700
3,100
23,700
24,100
5,400
7,300
17,400
4,100
3,200
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Showmanship
Congratulations to
Kenneth A. Grimes
for his campaign on
"DINNER AT 8" in
Morgantown, W. Va.
Winner in January.

—

and

M-G-M

It

two

months

agers^ Round

Congratulations to
Howard G. Sweet for
his campaign on
GARBO in "The Secret Loves of QUEEN
CHRISTINA" in East
Lansing, Mich. Winner in February.

—

and

coming

in

Table
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a

row

have
in
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won
Man-

Competition!

showmen

will

these

with

months

win

great

it in
hits:

in ''Riptide"
SHEARER, MONTGOMERY
CLARK
GABLE, MYRNA
LOY in "Men in White"
TARZAN
and his MATE
starring JOHNNY
WEISSMULLER
HOLLYWOOD
WALLACE

Congratulations Leo!
You're also TOP in
M. P. Herald's Boxoffice Champions with
"CHRISTINA" and
"CAT6tTHE FIDDLE.'

showmen

PARTY,

BEERY

Screen's

in "Viva

LEO

Greatest

Musical

Comedy

Villa!"

MARCHES

ON!
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High 9-9 "Dinner at Eight"
Low 4-1 "King Kong"
High 3-25 "'42nd Street"
Low 1-27-34 "The Big Shakedown"....

36,656
14,600
26,000
7,000

5,000
5.500

"David{1stHarum"
6,000
week) (Fox)
"It Happened One Night" (Col.).. 5,000

"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio) and 4,000
"The Ninth Guest" (Col.)
"Ever Since E.ve" (Fox)
5,500
"Nana" (U. A.)
4,500

"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 10,000

High 2-18 "State Fair"
Low 1-20-34 "Frontier Marshal"
High 8-19 "She Had to Say Yes"....,.
Low 3-4 "The (2nd
Sign run)
of the Cross"
High 3-3-34
3-25 "Parachute
Jumper"...
Low
""No
'"SearchMoreforWomen"
Beouty" and )f
High 7-22 "'College Humor".
Low 11-11 "Saturday's Millions"
High 2-3-34 "Sons of the Desert"
Low 12-16 "Women in His Life"

7,000
2,000
12,000
2,500
15,000
3,500
9,500
3,000
12,500
3,500

"Dark Hazard" (F. N.)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
(25c -60c)
"Nana"(7 days
(U. A.)
and Sat. midnite show)
"Six
of
a
kind"
(Para.) and
"Madame Spy" (U.)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Elysia.
Valley of the Nude"
(Master
late show)Arts) (7 days and Sat.
"David Harum" (Fox)

16,000.

6.500

'It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
(8% days and Sat. lat show)
'Mystery of Mr. X" (MGM)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
■'I've Got Your Number" (W.B.)
and "His Double Life" (Para.)
(7 days and Sat. midnite show)
"Devil Tiger" (Fox)

6.800

"I Like It That Way" (U.)

2,500

High 10-28 "Ace of Aces"
Low 5-20 "Sweepings"
High 1-7 "Strange Interlude"
Low 4-15 "Perfect Understanding"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel"
Low 5-27 "Picture Snatcher"
High 3-17-34 "Elysia, Valley of the Nude"
Low 3-3-34 "The Ghoul"
High 1-6-34 "Mr. Skitch"
Low 7-1 "Lilly Turner" ,

21,000
4,000
30,000
4,900
20,000
2,800
6.500
2,000
8,500
1,6(X)

"Queen(5thChristina"
week) (MGM)
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.)

14,800
9,000

Indianapolis
Apollo
Circle

1,100 20c-40c
2,800 20c-40c

"David Harum" (Fox)
(2nd week)
"Mandalay" (F. N.)

3,100 20c-40c

3,049 25c-40c

Midland
Newman

4,000
1,800

25c
25c

Royal

900

25c

Uptown

2,000 25c-40c

Los Angeles
Filmarte
800
Four Star
900
00 Loew's State .. 2,416
20c-4
Paramount
3,596
0c
RKO
2,700
United Artists .. 2,100
W. B. Downtown 3,400

9,000
11.000
7,500

'Queen Christina" (MGM)
(4th week)
'Mandalay" (F. N.)

"The Poor Rich" (U.)
5,500
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 4,500

11,200
5,000
2.500

40c-S0c
50c-75c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c

"Love(Gaumontin Morocco"
British) (2nd week)
"Devil(3rd
Tiger"
(Fox)
weck-4
days)
"Mystery of Mr. X" (MGM)
"Death Takes a Holiday" (Para.)
"It Happened
(2nd week)One Night" (Col.)..
"Nana"(2nd(U.week)
A.)
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.)

1,500
1,071
8,200
21,875
8.700
7.500
9.000

"Love (Gaumont-British)
in Morocco"
(1st week)
"Devil(2nd
Tiger"
week)(Fox)
"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM)
"No More Women" (Para.)
"It Happened
(1st week)One Night" (Col.)..
"Nana"(1st(U.week)
A.)
"Mandalay" (F. N.)

1,850
3,900
11,800
18,115
12.700
10.250
9.000

High 11-25 "Emperor Jones"
3,950
Low 9-9 "The Rebel"
\.m
High 3-3-34 "Devil Tiger" (6 days).... 7,800
Low 12-30 ''I Am Suzanne!" (5 davs).. 3,500
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
28,300
Low 2-24-34 "Coming Out Party"
4,870
High 1-7 "No Man of Her Own"
30,000
Low 3-18 "King of the Jungle"
10,000
High 2-24-34 "The Lost Patrol"
13,500
Low 9-30 "Brief Moment"
1,700
High 10-21 "The Bowery"
21,000
Low 1-28 "Hello, Everybody"
3,900
High 3-25 "42nd Street"
19,000
Low 2-10-34 "E^sy to Love"
7,000

20c-25c
25c-40c
20c-40c
25c -40c
25c -75c

"Search for Beauty" (Para.)
"David Harum" (Fox)
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.)
"Palooka" (U. A.)
"Emperor
(2r.d Jones"
week) (U'. A.)

1,500
7,500
6,500
6.000
2,500

"Fugitive Lovers" (MGM)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
"It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
'Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
'Emperor
Jones" (U. A.)
(1st week)

1,500
8,000
6,500
5,000
2,500

High 4-1 "20,000 Years in Sing Sing"..
Low 11-11 "I Loved a Woman"
High 11-11 "I'm No Angel"
Low 2-3-34 "Eskimo"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-11 "Cynara"
High 4-?9 "Cavalcade"
Low
"King"Waltz
of the Jungle"
High 3-11
1-27-34
Time" (2nd week)
Low 11-25 "Vi Som Gar Koksvagen"..

3,000
1,000
10,000
7,000
14,000
3,000
8.000
3,500
3,500
1,000

High
2-24-34
"QueenWidowi"
Christina"
Low 12-23
"Havana
and )
"Ever in My
Heart
" )
High 1-21 "The Mask of Fu Manchu"..
Low 9-30 "Turn Back the Clock" and 1
"Emergency Call" (
High 2-18 "The Sign of the Cross"...
Low 2-10-34 "Sons of the Deiert" )
and "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" \
riigh 1-7 "Speed
"The KidDemo
From Spain"
n" and )j
Low 12-23 "Sing, Sinner, Sing" and )
and "The Chief" f

13,500
7,500
14,500
7,500
15,500
8,500
12,000
5,000

Minneapolis
Lyric
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum..
State
World

1,238
4,000
2,900
2,300
400

Montreal
Capitol

2,547 25c-75c

"Eskimo" (MGM)

8.5U0

'The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM) 10,500

Loew's

3,115 25c-75c

"The Ghoul" (Gaumont- British ). . lO.tiOO

'Four Frightened People" (Para.) 10.500

Palace

2,600 25c-75c

Princess

2,272 25c-65c

"This Side of Heaven" (MGM) and 10,000
"The Girl from Maxim's" (British)
"It Happened One Night" (Col.) .. 7.500
and "Shadows of Sing Sing" (Col.)

'Six of a Kind" (Para.) and
9.000
'Search for Beauty" (Para.)
'Let's Fall in Love" (Col.) and.... 7,000
'East of Fifth Avenue" (Col.)

4,700 35c-$1.6S
2,300 35c-85c
2,500 25c-75c
3,700 35c -99c
2,200 25c-65c

■'Queen(2ndChristina"
(MGM)
week)
•The Quitter" (Chesterfield)
•It Happened
(2nd week)One Night" (Col.)..
'Six of a Kind" (Para.)
"Heat Lightning" (F. N.)

"Queen(1stChristina"
week) (MGM)
"Bedside" (F. N.)
'It Happened
(1st week)One Night" (Col.)..
"'Death(2ndTakes
week)a Holiday" (Para.)
"Dark (2nd
Hazard"
N.)
week-6(F.days)

42,500
6,100
16,030
36,000
9,000

"Palooka"
(U. A.)
(1st week)
(4 days)(Fox)
"Carolina"
"Eight Girls in a Boat" (Para.)
"David Harum" (Fox)
"The Ninth Guest" (Col.)
'Wonder Bar" (F. N.)
(1st week)

40,850
6,390

New York
Capitol
Mayfair
Palace
Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli
RKO Center

2,200 35c-99c
... 3,700 25c-55c

RKO Music Hall 5,945 35c-$1.65
Strand

1

15,450
10,000

Hollywood
Chinese
2,500 S0c-$1.10
W. B. Hollywood 3,000 25c-40c

Kansas City
Mainstreet

1934

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1933.)

Gross Picture

3,000 25c-40c

CONT'D

24,

Gross

Picture

Palace

—

Previous Week

Current Week

Theatres

Indiana

March

HERALD

3,000 2!;c-$1.10

28,500
6.500
14.500
48.100
9,500

•Palooka"
(U. A.)
27,000
(2nd week)
•Fashion
Frolics
of
1934"
(F.
N.)..
4.800
(4 days)
"Let's(3Fall
in
Love"
(Col.)
days)
"Spitfire" (Radio)
73,000
"Midnight" (U.)
15,570
"Wonder
Bar"
(F.
N.)
31.004
(2nd week)

60.115
18,900
43.863

High 2-24-34 "The Cat and the Fiddle"
Low 2-10-34 "You Can't Buy Everything"
High 1-7 "The Half Naked Truth"....
Low 6-3 "When Strangers Marry"
High 2-4 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 4-15 "Parole Girl
"
High 10-21 "I'm No Angel
"
Low 2-4 "Hello, Everybody"
High 2-17-34 "Devil Tiger"
Low 4-15 "Destination
and !
"The FightingUnknown"
President" )
High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 8-5 "The Rebel"
High 1-7 "Animal Kingdom"
Low 3-17-34 "Fashion
1934" }
)
and "Let'sFrolics
Fall inof Love"

60,100
15.500
24.750
4,900
16 150
^ soo
83,450
15 600
23,000
5,800
48 000
7,200
71267
4.800
High 11-25 "Little Women"
Low 6-17 "Ann Carver's Profession",., 109,000
44,938
High 11-25 "The Invisible Man"
42,000
Low 1-28 "Air Hoste
ss"
9 ](X)
Low 12-23
High
10-14 "Sin
"Footlight
of Nora Parade"
Moran" '. 55'.190
6.8,iO

TO
THE

YOUR

THEATRE

WITH

EASTER

WEEK

PERFECT

ATTRACTION!

'

(3

IH

TECHN/ICOIOR

OF COURSE
Walt Disney's
"3 LITTLE
PIGS"
WON THE
ACADEMY AWARD
FOR THE BEST
CARTOON
OF
THE YEAR!,

6oo/c
at

UNITED

your

it

now

nearest

ARTISTS

EXCHANGE

MOTION
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PICTURE

Picture
Oklahoma City
Capitol
1,200 10c-41c
Criterion
1,700 10c-56c
Liberty
1,500 l0c-36c
Midwest
Warner

1,500 I0c-56c
1.900 10c-75c

"Nana" (U. A.)
■■Fasliions of 1934" (F. N.)
"Love Birds" (U.)
(3 days)
■The (4
Crosby
days) Case" (U.)
"David Harum" (Fox)
'Four Frightened People" (Para.)

Omaha
Brandeis

1,200 2Sc-35p

'It Happened
(9 days) One Night" (Col.).

Orpheum

3.000 25c-50c

•Beloved" (U.)

Paramount

2,900 2Sc-40c

'David Harum" (Fox) and..
'Search for Beauty" (Para.)

World

2,500 25c-3Sc

"Cross Country Cruise" (U.) and.
'Once to Every Woman" (Col.)

40c-6Sc
25c-S0c
40c-65c
40c-65c
30c -60c
30c-50c
25c-40c
40c-65c
30c-S5c
25c-50c

"Nana" (U. A.)
(2nd week-6 days)
"Queen Christina" (MGM)
(7 days)
(2nd run)
"Bolero"
(Para.)
(7 days)
"Six (6of days)
a Kind" (Para.)
"David (6 days)
Harum" (Fox)
"Once (6 todays)
Every Woman" (Col.).
"Ever Since Eve" (Fox)
(6 days) (25c-45c)
'Wonder
Bar" (F. N.)
(6 days)
"Good Dame" (Para.)
(6 days)
"Son (6of days)
Kone" (Radio)

Philadelphia
Aldine
Arcadia
Boyd
Earle
Fox
Karlton
Keith's
Stanley
Stanton
Walnut

1,200
600
2.400
2,000
3,000
1,000
2,000
3,700
1,700
1.500

Portland, Ore.
Broadway
1,912 25c-40c
Music Box
3,000 2Sc-40c
Oriental
2,040 25c -35c
Pantages
1.700 15c-2Sc

Paramount

.... 3.008 25c-40c

United Artists .. 945 25c -40c
San Francisco
Fox

4,600 10c-35c

"You Can't Buy Everything"
(MGM) and "Love Birds" (U.)
'Man of Two Worlds" fRadio)
'I LikeAlone"
It That(Radio)
Way" (U.) and..
"Two
"Oliver
Twist"
(Monogram)
"Woman's Man" (Monogram) and..

24.

1934

KCCCIPTS--C€NT»D1
Previous Week

Current Week

Theatres

March

HERALD

Gross Picture

Gross

High and Low Gross
(Tabulation cavers period from January, 1933.)

2,000
3,600
900
900
7,00]
7,500

"Mandalay" (F. N.)
"Moulin Rouge" (U. A.)
"She (3Donedays)Him Wrong" (Para.)..
"I Believed
(4 days)in You" (Fox)
"Good Dame" (Para.)
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.)
(6 days)

2,800
3,800
1,500
800
3,200
6.400

High 1-6-34 "Going Hollywood"....;...
Low 3-11 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 11-18 "College Coach"
Low 3-11 "Clear All Wires"
High
9-2 "The
"Gold Death
DiggersKiss"
of 1933"
Low 3-18
and )
"The Fourth Horseman"
J
High 2-25 "State Fair"
Low 3-11 "Employees' Entrance"
High 2-17-34 "Cross Country Cruise"....
Low 3-10-34(6"I've
days) Got Your Number"..

6,75C

"Hips,
Hips,Shakedown"
Hooray" (Radio)
"The Big
(F. N.)and

3,750

High 11-18 "One Man's Journey" 10.750
Low 12-30 "The
WorldWidows"
Changes" and )) 3,500
"Havana

"Easy to Love" (W. B.)

17,250

"The Cat and the Fiddle" (MGM)
and "The Poor Rich" (U.)

6.750

High 3-10-34 "Easy to Love"
Low 4-29 "Sweepings"
High 2-24-34
7-22 "Gold
1933" )
Low
"Six ofDiggers
a Kind"of and
"Good Dame"
J

"Devil Tiger" (Fox) and
"From Headquarters" (W. B.)

4,250

High 6-3 "Perfect
"Peg O' Understanding"
My Heart" and
Low 3-17-34 "Cross Country Cruise"
and "Once to Every Woman"

12,500

High 12-30 "Roman Scandals"
Low 9-30 "Bitter Sweet"
High 1-6-34 "Duck Soup" (7 days)
Low 5-27 "From Hell to Heaven"
High 1-6-34 "Little Women"
Low 12-23 "Right to Romance"
High 1-20-34 "Bombay Mail"
Low 10-21 "Saturday's Millions"
High 4-22 "Cavalcade"
Low 8-5 "F. P. 1".
High 4-8 "42nd Street"
Low 8-12 "Ann Carver's Profession"...
High 1-7 "Self Defense"
Low 11-18 "Worst Woman in Paris?"..
High 11-25 "I'm No Angel"
Low 6-10 "The Silver Cord"
High 6-3 "The Little Giant"
Low 7-14 "I Love That Man"

;,250
7,500
4,000

6.000
4,200
12.000
14,000
23,000
3,000
O.OOO
22,000
7,000
5.000
6,400
2,000
2,000
1,700

"It
Happened
One Night"
and
"Ever
Since Eve"
(Fox) (Col.)
(8 days)
"Palooka" (U. A.).

9.000

'The Line-l'p" (Col.) and
'Speed Wings" (Col.)

9,000

Golden Gate .... 2,800 25c-40c
3,000 15c-40c
Orpheum
2,670 lSc-65c
Paramount
1,400 15c-40c
St. Francis

11.000
"It Happened
(3rd week)One Night" (Col.)..
"Cradle Song" (Para.) and
"1 Like It That Way" (U.)
8.000
"Mandalay" (F. N.) and
10,000
"Coming Out Party" (Fox)
'She Made Her Bed" (Para.) and.. 4,500
"The Big Shakedown" (F. N.)

United Artists .. 1,200 25c-SOc
2,700 25c-90c
Wnrfield

'Moulin
(2nd Rouge"
week) (U. A.).
'David Harum" (Fox)...

18,000
6,00C'

"Nana" (U. A.)
(1st week-6 days)
'Dinner at Eight" (MGM)
(7 days) (2nd run)
"Journal
of a (irime" (F. N.)
(6 days)
'Hips, Hips, Hooray" (Radio)
days) (Fox)
'Devil(6 Tiger"
(6 days)
"You (MGM)
Can't Buy
Everything"
(6 days)
"Hold (6That
days) Girl" (Fox)
"It Happened One Night" (Col.)..
(2nd week -5 days)
"This (6Sidedays)
of Heaven" (MGM)....
"Sin of Nora Moran" (Majestic)..
(6 days)

3,300
16,000
9,000
18.000
3,000
6,700
10,000
7,000

4,100
1,350
11,000
1,800
3,900
1,100
8,500
1,400
9,000
6,400

17,250
5,000
13,250
5,2,50

1( 7,500
)
J 4,000
18,000
4,800
6,500
1,500
30,000
8,000
33,000
10,000
29.000
13,000
7,700
2,500
11,500
4,500
32.500
9,000
10,000
4,000

4,500

'This Side Mail"
of Heaven"
"Bombay
(U.) (MGM) and 5,900
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 3,800
"BitterDiv.)Sweet" (Gaumont-British) 1,900
and "Scaling Jong Song" (First
"Devil Tiger" (Fox) and
4,600
"Search(6 days)
for Beauty" (Para.)
"Nana" (U. A.)
5,000
"Once to Every Woman" (Col.).. 9,500
and (Cniesterfield)
"Murder on the Campus"
'It Happened
(2nd week)One Night" (Col) .... 16,000
"The Song You Gave Me" (Col.).. 6,000
and "The Crosby Case" (Universal)
"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 9,500
and "(3ood Dame" (Paramount)
"Dark Hazard" (F. N.) and
5,000
"Ever Since Eve" (Fox)
"Moulin Rouge' (U. A.)
(1st (Paramount)
week)
"Bolero"

6,500
20,000

3,250
7,500

High 3-11
1-21 "What!
"Frisco NoJenny"
11,000
Low
Beer?"
3,500
High 12-9 "Little Women"
14,000
Low 5-13 "No More Orchids"
1,600
High 10-14 "Rafter Romance" 14,000
Low 11-18 "College Coach"
1,600
High
11-4 "Lady
a Day"
Low 3-17-34
"Oliverfor Twist"
) 10,200
"Woman's
Man" and )
1,700
High
11-18
"The
Way
to
Love"
12,000
Low 12-2 "Walls of Gold"
3.500
High 8-19 "Tugboat Annie"
8,500
Low 3-11 "Madame Butterfly"
1,600
High 4-8 "Should
and "Speeda Woman
Demon" Tell?" }f
Low 9-9 "Important Witness" and \
"Sensation Hunters"
)
High 2-11 "The Mummy"
Low 10-21 "My Woman"
High 10-14 "Ladies Must Love"
Low 2-10-34 "Search
for Beauty" and ))
"From Headquarters"
High 10-28 "I'm No Angel"
Low 12-23 "Sitting Pretty"
High 3-25 "What!
Beer?" and \f
"BroadwayNo Bad"
Low 11-11 "The
Mad
Game"
and {J
"S.O.S. Iceberg"
High 8-26
12-30"The
"Roman
Scandals"
Low
Wrecker"
High 1-6-34 "Dancing Lady"
Low 5-27 "Story of Temple Drake"

15,500
7,000
25,500
8,000
15,000
5,000
40,000
7,000
13,500
4,000
17,000
4,000
26,000
10,000

High 8-19
12-9 "The
"LittleRebel"
Women"
Low
High
8-5
"Tugboat
Annie"
Low 3-18 "From
to Heaven"
and ))
"Secret Hell
of Madame
Blanche"
High 3-3-34 "It Happened One Night"
Low 6-24 "Uptown New York"
High
11-11 "If
"Footlight
Low 12-23
I Were Parade"
Free"
High 10-21 "Bureau
(6 days)of Missing Persons"
Low 3-17-34 "Meanest Gal in Town"..
High 1-13-34
1-7 "A "Dancing
Farewell Lady"
to Arms"
Low
(2nd run)

8,500
2,500
19,250
5,000
7,000
3,000
8,000
3,250
9,000
4,500
9,500
4,000

Seattle
Blue Mouse .... 950 25c-50c
Fifth Avenue .. 2,750 2Sc-5Sc

"I've Got Your Number" (W. B.) 3.500
7.500
"David Harum" (Fox)

'Man of Two Worlds" (Radio).
"Queen Christina" (MGM)

Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum

2,000 10c-35c
950 25c-S0c
2,500 25c-50c

"It Happened
(3rd week)One Night" (Col.).. 4,500
"Moulin
3,250
(2ndRouge"
week) (U. A.)
"Meanest Gal in Town" (Radio).. 4.500

(2nd week)One Night" (Col.).. 5,500
"It Happened
"Moulin
4,500
(1st Rouge^'
week) (U. A.)
"Long
Lost
Father"
(Radio)
and..
5,000
"Devil's Playground" (S. R.)

Paramount

3,050 a0c-30c

"Mystery of Mr. X" (MGM)....

5,500

"No More Women" (Para.).

. 5,000

March

2 4,

19 3 4

Eastman

MOTION

PICTURE

Doubles
Eastman's

Earnings
Nets

in

'33;

$11,120,000

Net profit of $11,119,044 for the year
ending Dec. 30, 1933, was reported this
week by Eastman Kodak Company, one
of the largest manufacturers of motion
picture raw film. Earnings compared with
a $6,058,748 net for 1932, and, after 6 per
cent preferred dividends, equaled $4.76 a
share on 2,255,921 no par common shares
outstanding. The 1932 net was equal to
$2.52 a share.
Current assets on Dec. 30, 1933, including $29,615,659 cash and marketable securities at market value, totaled $79,884,343,
against current liabilities of only $10,926,861, a ratio of about seven to one. The
company improved its current asset position by some $14,000,000 over 1932. Current liabilities at the end of 1933 had only
increased about $3,000,000.
Income for 1933 included $1,600,000
representing a gain on foreign exchange.
Both domestic and foreign business showed
a substantial increase during the last half
of the year.
A detailed
Eastman's
consolidatedcomparison
income account ofand
consolidated

And
CONSOLIDATED

Income

Balance
BALANCE

New

Censor

York

Sheet

.$64,809,379
Dec.
30, '33
12,338,873
33,904,121
16,364,563
17,276,786

Accounts and bills receivable..

771,645
§8,689,331
..Total

?1 54, 154,698
LIABILITIES
*22,559,210
$6,165,700
9,146,184
1,780,676
9,124,386
28,782,600
76,595,942

Compared

Dec. ^6, 31
$66',240,724
Dec.
31, '32
11,250,123
29,476,997
lC),f5Zl ,000

$69,911,059
10,789,568
38,000,000
io,yoi,4o/
16,321,217
4,777,777
887,484

9,118,177
803,282
§7,433,037
$140,143,618
*22,559,210
$6,165,700

$152,175,352
$6,165,700
22,559,650
6,644,684
4,000,000
4,604416
3,499,029
28,782,600
75,919,273

6,097,887
1,780,678
2,157,942
28,782,600
72,599,601

Total
$140,143,618
$154,154,698
$152,175,352
federal
*Represented by 2,255,921 no i-par shares. excluding treasury shares, flncludes
Kodak
Co. common stock.
taxes. fAfter depreciation. §Inc ludes 5,000 sh ares of Eastman
CONSOLIDATED

INCOME

ACCOUNT,

Prov. for obsolescence of plant. . .

Abolition

Declaring that the present motion picture
censorship in New York state is capricious
and superficial, the National Council on
Freedom from Censorship, unit of the
American Civil Liberties Union, has submitted amemorandum supporting the bill introduced this week by Herbert Brownell, Jr.,
of New York City to abolish the censorship
of the motion pictures. The bill purposes
"to retain the tax on films and increase the
revenue of the state from such taxes."
"The censorship of motion pictures in
New York State," the National Council declares, "has not accomplished its professed
object of protecting the public from indecent,
obscene, or salacious films.
"Lurid reels of vice and violence pass the
censors provided that the film teaches the
lesson that virtue is rewarded and sin punished. Producers have learned thus to get
away with anything suggestive or immoral
if it has a proper ending."
The real evil in censorship is not that isolated scenes and bits of dialogue are deleted, according to the Council, but that a
thoroughly false and sentimental treatment
of themes is forced on producers who try to
offer what the censors want.
Citing figures from 1922 to 1933, excepting 1931, for which no report is available,
the Council declares that censorship cost the
state $929,605, which was deducted from the
revenue from taxes on films licensed. By
eliminating the censors, this money would be
saved and the revenue of the state increased.
The proposed bill would retain the tax of
$3 per thousand feet on an original film, but

Account

SHEET, 1931 TO 1933
ASSETS

balance sheet for the past four years appears elsewhere on this page.

Backs
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1931 TO 1933
Period from
Year end.
Dec. 26, '31 to
. $18,576,984
Dec. 30, '33
Dec. 31, '32
$12,178,865
1,569,759
1,618,044

Year end.

Dec. 26, '31
$18,442,859
2,607,223

$24,073,525
Dec.
27. '30
3,977,938
$28,051,463
4,874,326
190,927
2,632,422

$20,146,743
5,818,051
750,000
1,313,562
2,605,632

$13,796,909
5,757,626
750,065
1,230,470

$21,050,082
5,248,792
505,439
1,887,066

$9,659,498
11,459,546
$11,119,044
369,942
6,752,763

$6,058,748

$13,408,785

$20,353,788

$6,058,748
369,942
9,008,478

$13,408,785
369,942
18,077,900
*75,919,273

$20,353,788
18,088.980
369,942

Profit

Common dividends

Year end.

76,595,941
Profit & Loss surplus
t$5 ,039,057
72,599,601
$3,996,339
t$3,319,672
84,675.404
$1,894,866
*After deducting- $3,717,074 excess of cost over tangible assets at acquisition of subsidiaries, wholly acquired during the year. fDeficit. jOther than amounts credited to general
and contingent reserves.
cut it from $2 to $1.50 on duplicates. Had
the new bill been in efifect during the 11
years from 1932 to 1933, the state would
have taken in $339,207 more than it received
under the present rates, the memorandum
declares. The total return from taxes during those years is reported as $2,447,699.
To Honor Cohan, Harris
Eddie Cantor, president of the Jewish
Theatrical Guild of America, has announced that a testimonial dinner will be
tendered George M. Cohan and Sam H.
Harris on Sunday evening, April 8, at the
Astor hotel. New York.
Takes
First "Forgotten
Division has Men"
arranged with Sam
Cummins for distribution of "Forgotten
Men" in 10 territories where it has exchanges. Mr. Cummins is negotiating other
independent distribution deals.

All Visitors Banned

from

Studios in Economy Move
The practice of admitting visitors to the
Hollywood studios has been definitely discontinued inthe interests of economy. The
decision was made by the executive committee of the Association of Motion Picture
Producers, of which Louis B. Mayer is
chairman. The necessity of retakes and the
loss of time occasioned by the presence of
visitors in the studios and on the sets was
given as the reason for the order.
Glennon to Coast
T. Keith Glennon. vice president of Eastern Service studios, New York, has been
temporarily assigned to the Coast, where he
will have charge of the General Service
studio, and arrange for the production of
several pictures.. S. E. Hawkins will take
Mr. Glennon's post in the east during the
latter's absence.

Book

by Mail

or Wire

Direct

from

Gaumont
British
Picture Corporation of America
WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK
West
of the Rockies
FILMARTE THEATRE BLDG:, 1224 Vine St., Hollywood

Playing
RKO

—

PuBLix

to

outstanding

Skouras
and

—

many

Fox

business
—

for

Paramount

otiier

live-wire

226

showmen

throughout

the

country.
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Columbia
ANN CARyER'S
Fay picture.
Wray, Gene
Raymond
— This is a PROFESSION:
nice little program
We
think we could do well with this on a return engagement.—W.
J.
Bryan,
Paramount
Theatre,
Geneva,
Ala.
Small town patronage.
EAST OF FIFTH AVENUE: Wallace Ford, Walter
Connolly,
Dorothy
Treeit— was
This just
did not
draw, picture.
and thoseI
that did see
it said
another
call it just a fair program picture. With good short
subjects can get by. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
FURY OF THE JUNGLE: Donald Cook, Peggy
Shannon — A very good program picture. Played on a
double bill with a good western on Saturday and satisfied the Saturday bunch. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre, Greenville. Mich. Town and country patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: Warren William, May Robson
— I have a grand idea. Why not all the producing
companies make a jackpot and form a directors school
with Frank Capra as the major instructor and send all
these so called moving picture directors to it and not
let them on the shooting lot again until they have
absorbed a little of Capra's technique. Capra's "Lady
for a Day" and
Happened
One iMight"
the entertainment that"Itpeople
are searching
for.is Running
time,
95
minutes.
—
E.
A.
Reynolds,
Strand
Tlieatre,
Princeton, Minn. Small town and country patronage.
LADY FOR A DAY: May Robson, Warren William— Onewe ofhave
the ever
best shown.
and someMaysaidRobson
"the very
picture
does best"
some
of the most wonderful work in this picture ever seen
on
stage
or
screen,
but
for
some
reason
we
didn't
get film rental. Running time, 100 minutes. Played
Feb. 25.— E. E. Warner, Opera House, Augusta, Wis.
General patronage.
LET'S FALL IN LOVE: Edmund Lowe— Pretty
good picture. Suited better for a small community.
It's clean. Running time, 68 minutes. — P. G. Held,
New
age. Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronLET'S
FALL Lowe
IN LOVE:
Ann will
Sothern—
Any picture
with
Edmund
in the cast
not draw
in this
small town. Ruined himself here by trying to act Uke
aPlaza
smallTheatre,
towner'sLamar.
idea of
A. J.patronage.
Simmons,
Mo. a gigolo.—
Small town
CASTLE.
A: Spencer
a shame
a MAN'S
fine director
is forced
to makeTracy—
such aWhat
picture
even
with a fine cast. Certainly not for small towns. These
kind of pictures have kept a censor in our neighboring
state for many years and will greatly aid in getting
one here.— A. T. Simmons, Plaza Theatre, Lamar, Mo.
Small town patronage.
MAN'S CASTLE, A: Loretta Young, Spencer Tracy
— In spite of below zero weather this picture drew a
good crowd each day. Wonderful acting by Loretta
Young and Spencer Tracy. Columbia delivers what
they promise the exhibitors. Have not played one
picture from them that has not pleased 100 per cent.
Play this
any on
day theof weather,
the week itandwilladvertise. If youpicture
get aonbreak
draw
as well as any picture that is called a special. Played
Feb. 25-26-27.— L. J. Bennet, Rialto TTieatre, Pekm,
111. General patronage.
ONCE, TO EVERY WOMAN: Fay Wray, Ralph
Even good actors like
Bellamy,
these
failedWalter
to makeConnelly—
this mediocre story draw m our
relief.—
a comedy
needed
one
this
What
village.Simmons, Plaza Theatre,wasLamar,
Mo. Small
A. J. patronage.
town
and
POLICE CAR 17: Tim McCoy— Goodof action
these kmd
fast moving program picture. More their
on
losses
of stories will repay the exhibitors for
Simmons,
— A. J.patronage.
anotherMo.company.
with Lamar,
this star
Small town
Plaza Theatre,
SING: Bruce Cabot,forMary
SHADOV/S OF SING
two.
Brian— Ran this one day. Should have booked
atthat66 holds
cast. One
fine
a
with
picture
A great tention
mmutes.
time,
Running
every minute.
ChelTheatre,
Princess
Weber,
E.
J.
17.— and country patronage.
Playedsea, Jan.
Mich. Town

SONG YOU GAVE ME. THE: Bebe Daniels— This
is only fair entertainment. It is an English picture,
the players, except Miss Daniels, are Engand
hsh. allIt ofis a Ught romance with music, and hke all

,

■

ME

8. — J. J.patronage.
Medford. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N.
C.Mar. General

Allied
FIGHTING PARSON. THE: Hoot Gibson— A Rood
western. Lots of comedy and action. Pleased a Saturday crowd. — Bert Silver, Silver Familv Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
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itor'
tremsenown
the thea
the
of deIN this, thepartment,exhib
nation serve one another with information on the box office performance of product for their mutual benefit. It is a service of the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
1790 Broadway, New York
English pictures, it is entirely too slow. This was
sold to us on a separate contract and if you have not
bought
thenpleased
don't. about
Played50oneperdaycent.
to only
fair
businessit,and
Running
time, 84 minutes. Played Mar. 7. — J. J. Medford,
Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
SPEED WINGS: Tim McCoy, Evalyn Knapp— Good
play. Plenty of action. Any time we have a play
like this the fans are loud in their praise. Running
time.
62 minutes.
Played patronage.
Feb. 20-21. — Grand Theatre,
Dunkirk.
Ohio. General
First Division
TEXAS TORNADO: Lane Chandler— A fair western.
Some scraps with no black eyes or torn shirts. Looked
like boys playing. Some acting was good. If it were
not for Lane Chandler's acting it would he a flop
right. Running time, 60 minutes. Played Feb. 27-28.
— Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. General patronage.
First National
CITY: that
Joan pleased
Blondell,oneDick
Powell—
A CONVENTION
fine program picture
hundred
per
cent.
Running
time,
69
minutes.
Played
Feb.
J. E. Weber, Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich. 14-15.
Town—
and country patronage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondell, Guy Kibee—
A nice program picture. A very good comedy. Runtime, 62 minutes.
Played Jan.
— J. andE.
Weber,ningPrincess
Theatre, Chelsea,
Mich.14-15.
Town
country patronage.
HAVANA WIDOWS: Joan Blondel— Nice Uttle picture. A little
in places,
but my business
patrons like
'em
that way.
Did hotlittle
above average
for me.
Joan Blondell well liked here and rest of cast was
good.
time, Theatre,
62 minutes.
Played Okla.
Feb. 18-19.
E.
D. Running
Luna, Cozy
Wagoner,
Small—
town patronage.
MASSACRE:
Richard
This
is a wonderful
picture,Barthelmess,
dealing withAnn
the Dvorak—
problems
of the American Indians. It is a drama, full of action,
a bit sider
of thiscomedy
and
a
good
bit
of
romance.
conthe best Barthelmess picture in years.I This
is suitable
for
the
whole
family
and
will
prove
excellent entertainment, especially for the kids. The
Warner trailer will sell the picture. Played two days
to good business. Running time, 69 minutes. Played
Mar. 5-6. — J. T. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford.
N. C. General patronage.
A SAILOR:
Joe the
E. Brown—
DidSONfairOF business
through
nastiest Brown's
weatherbest.
we
have had in many years. Running time, 73 minutes.
Played Feb. 25-26.— Walter Beymer, Lido Theatre,
Providence, Ky. Small town patronage.
SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown— This is
Brown's best comedy to date and played to packed
houses
both days.
Play it. Tippecanoe
Played Jan. City,
10.— James
R. Partlow,
Ohio Theatre,
Ohio.
General patronage.
SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown, Thelma Todd
— Here is a side splitting comedy with Joe E. Brown
at comedy,
his best action
since "Fireman
Saveof My
Child."Just
Plenty
of
and a touch
romance.
the
type of picture that will appeal to all classes of people.
One of the best comedies of the year and is sure to
keep the audience laughing from start to finish. The
trailer sold it to our patrons. Played one day to
good business. Running time, 73 minutes. Played

SON OF A SAILOR: Joe E. Brown— Like all of
Brown's pictures, clean and well liked by all, old and
young. Running time, 73 minutes. Played Jan. 2829.
— J. and
E. country
Weber, patronage.
Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich.
Town
SON make
OF Asome
SAILOR:
E. Brown—
Why? don't
they
picturesJoewith
this fellow
One
everygoodyearto won't
keep himGivegoing.
He'sJoe.positively
too
lay around.
us more
— A. J.
Simmons, Plaza Theatre, Lamar, Mo. Small town
patronage.
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro,
Dorothy Coonan — We had more children to see this
than any picture in a couple of years. The adults
also were more than usual. It is well done and evidently they wanted to see this kind of a picture for a
change. The second day was also above the average.
— J. E. Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD: Frankie Darro,
Dorothy Coonan — A very good picture but we waited
too long before playing it. The story is now out of
date. The people are no longer interested in such a
story of unemployment. Wish more exhibitors would
give these needed reports on "What the Picture Is
and What It Did." Come on, fellows, do your part.
Running time, 69 minutes. Played Feb. 18. — E. E.
Warner,
Opera House Theatre, Augusta, Wis. General patronage.
Fox
BERKELEY SQUARE: Leslie Howard, Heather
Angel — This picture was very well done but lacked
the box-ofifice appeal to get the picture over. It is
different than any other picture except mebbe "Turn
Back the Clock." It pleased everyone thjit saw it
but don'tmoney
give on
it preferred
dates unless
your time,
theatre89
makes
class pictures.
Running
minutes. Played Feb. 25-26. — Red Harkins, State
Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college town patronage.
DAVID HARUM: Will Rogers— One of our supposed
leading paid critics, in reviewing this picture, starts
ofl
sayingof "Fox's
'Davidyesterday
Harum' alla IDud."
the by
opening
the picture
have toAfter
say
is
that
this
fellow
is
"crazy
as
hell."
Previous
"David Harum" I believe "State Fair" held the recordto
of
any ofbeats
Will State
Rogers'
Harum"
Fair screen
by moretriumphs
than a but
nose."David
True,
it's hokum but it's just the thing the rank and file
of theatre goers want to see and this goes for highbrows as well as so called low-brows. I expected a
whole lot of this picture, having tender memories
of the famous stage play some thirty- five years ago
when I was
boy were
in the more
opera than
house,filled.
and
believe
me ainvstage-brace
expectations
The whole picture from start to finish spells satisfaction in capital
for Rogers
and theletters.
rest ofThethestory
cast was
couldtailor-made
not have
been improved on. This new girl, Evelyn Venable, is
sure a honey and stood out in the cast. Jimmie Cruze
in his direction of this has done himself proud. The
result of this mighty fine triumph only proves that
producers should be more careful in the selection of
stories for their stars. Anyone knowing Will Rogers
and the character of David Harum could see this was
a natural for Rogers, but the story laid dormant all
the years.
In conclusion,
pay critics.
too muchRunning
attention to these
self-styled don't
all-wise
time, 83 minutes. Played Mar. 11. — Joe Hewitt, Lincoln Theatre, Robinson, Illinois. General patronage.
HOOPLA: Clara Bow — This gave satisfaction at the
box-office and no kicks. This kid deserves better material than she has been getting to work with. Running time. 78 minutes. — W. F. Roth, Jr., New Palace
Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn. General patronage.
HOOPLA: Clara Bow— Interest holding entertainment. Seemed to please the men more than the women. Played Feb. 27-28.— Charles Bern, Elks Theatre,
Prescott, Ariz. General patronage.
JIMMY AND SALLY: James Dunn, Claire Trevor—
We thought this Claire Trevor put it over better than
Sally Filers would have in this particular role. A
nice snappy little show. Rimning time, seven reels.
Playedatre,
Jan.
23-24.— Iowa.
C. V. General
Hunerberg,
Princess TheParkersburg,
patronage.
MAN WHO DARED, THE: Preston Foster— I liked
this one, and many of our patrons did. It is really
a good picture. Preston Foster does good work. It
is, however, the kind that may flop in some places.
It is based on incidents in the life of the late Anton
Cermak. — M. C. Howe, Erskine Theatre, Erskine,
Minn. General patronage.
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers— Not as good as "Doctor
Bull" and some of his previous ones. However, the
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Rogers fans were well pleased and business was so-so.
Running time, seven reels. — C. V. Hunerberg, Princess
Theatre. Parkersburg, Iowa. General patronage.
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers— Very good picture,
splendid entertainment and excellent drawing card.
Some want to see more of Will Rogers in a given
subject, others like them a Uttle more diversified, but
when all is said and done Rogers' pictures cater to
every type of patronage. Played Feb. 18-20. — Charles
Borm Elks Theatre, Prescott. Ariz. General patronage.
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers— A small town natural
that set them talking. Clean — maybe too clean for
the big towns, but okay here.— C. M. Hartman, Liberty Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town patronage.
MR. SKITCH: Will Rogers— If they were all like
this we would be forced to enlarge our theatre as this
fellow draws them from out of the hills. He's so
good, his radio broadcast on Sundays hurts now. —
A. J. Simmons, Plaza Theatre, Lamar, Mo. Small
town patronage.
MY LIPS BETRAY: Lilian Harvey— ISot so good.
Iforcan't
get away
with
of picture.
its kind,
is okay.
— C.this
M. type
Hartman,
LibertyPicture,
Theatre. Carnegie, Okla. Small town patronage.
MY WEAKNESS: Lilian Harvey, Lew Ayres— I was
disappointed in this picture and so were some of my
patrons. The way this picture rated I thought it
would be something extra, but it missed the point
somewhere. And as one exhibitor said in your reports
before, "I can't see how any one could be as dumb
as
Harvey
was innotthisuppicture"
and I think
wasLilian
right.
Business
to average.
Runninghe
time,
74
minutes.
—
J.
C.
Darst,
Dante
Theatre,
Dante,
Va. General patronage.
MY tionWEAKNESS:
Lilian Harvey—
A good
that will give satisfaction.
Several
nice producmusic
numbers. — W. F. Roth, Jr., New Palace Theatre,
Gallatin, Tenn. General patronage.
WEAKNESS:
Lilianwe Harvey,
Lew atAyres—
One
of MY
the best
comedies that
have shown
the Green
Lantern for many days. There was a riot of laughter
throughout the whole performance. It is as good a
show as any one could ask for. Played Feb. 24. —
George Lodge, Green Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del.
Small town patronage.
OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT: El Brendel— Tust a hokum comedy
that got
C. M.town
Hartman,
Liberty
Theatre,
Carnegie,
Okla.by. —Small
patronage.
PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING: Janet Gaynor,
Warner Baxter — This is what your town wants and so
seldom gets. Why must we swallow dirt when the
people actually want romance and cleanliness more
than any other one thing. — Herman J. Brown, Adelaide and Majestic Theatre, Nampa, Idaho. General
patronage.
SMOKY: Will James— Surprisingly good drawing
card and very pleasing. Would suggest small places
showing two days instead of one, as it seems to draw
manyCharles
who don't
westerns.
PlayedAriz.
Jan.Gen2627.—
Born, care
Elks forTheatre,
Prescott,
eral patronage.
SMOKY:getter!
Victor Different
Jory, Irene
Ahl Here's
business
from Bently—
usual western;
wortha
two days anyway. It's a western "Black Beauty,"
but maybe
it's because
we good.
are inAlso,
the the
heartauthor
of theis
west
that it went
over extra
a Wyoming-Montana
cowboy-author-artist.
Get
behind this if a horse means anything on your one
sheets.
Even
if
it
don't
this
is
something
different
and great for your weekend. Running time, 70 minutes. Played Feb. 23-24.— M. P. Foster, Granada
Theatre, Monte Vista, Colo. General patronage.
MGM
ANOTHER LANGUAGE: Helen Hayes, Robert
Montgomery—
but failed toon draw.
However,as the
picture cannot Good
be condemned
this account
all
that
saw
it
were
highly
pleased.
—
A.
L.
Orpheum Theatre, Mellen, Wis. Small townLighter,
patronage.
Ed Wynn—
I am but
not itgoing
say
thisCHIEF,
is the THE:
worst picture
ever made
is the toworst
one I thing
ever
saw.
It
has
neither
plot,
acting
or
anyelse to recommend it. This was substituted on
a_ Saturday
anyone
likedthis
it they
did
not tell -Sunday
me about date
it. Ifandyouif have
to play
one.
book it on your cheapest nights. Just silly, not funny.
A lot of gags that are older than Ed Wynn. Played
Mar. 3-4.— Gladys E. McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan. Small town patronage.
CHIEF. THE: Ed Wynn— This would make a very
good kiddie matinee but a shame to sell a grown
person
ticket to Fla.
see this.
— W.town
J. Bryan,
Paramount
Theatre,a Geneva,
Small
patronage.
CHIEF, THE: Ed Wynn— Would advise Mr. Wynn
to stay out of pictures and stick to his horse. Running time, 66 minutes. Played Feb. 2-3. — J. E. Weber,
Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
CHIEF.
THE: worse,
Ed Wynn—
rible and second
so didBusiness
not run.firstGladnight
no terone
came.
Pass
it
up.
—
A.
L.
Lighter,
Orpheunj
Theatre,
Mellen, Wis. Small town patronage.
DINNER AT EIGHT: Marie Dressier, John and

PICTURE

HERALD

NEW CONTRIBUTORS
FROM WEST, SOUTH
From the Far Wesf and the South
come fiew contributors to "What the
Picture
for Me"
this Elks
week.theatre
CharlesDidBorn
has the
at Prescott, Arizona. W. J. Bryan
operates the Paramount theatre at
Geneva, Alabama.
Read their reports in this isue.
LioneltureBarrymore,
Jeanfailed
Harlow
^Another
picfrom Metro but
to —draw
extra great
business.
However, it is excellent entertainment and will please
the majority of patrons. The direction, acting and
settings are perfect and all of the players handle their
prominent parts wonderfully. It is good, but not a?
good as advertised. Played two days to only normal
business. Running time, 113 minutes. Played Feb.
27-28.—
J. Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
General J.patronage.
DINNER AT EIGHT: Marie Dressier, John and
Lionel Barrymore.
JeanthisHarlow,
Lee Tracy
— DidNewall
right.
The mats on
had Astor
theatre.
York. Wednesday, on them. This came out in my
local paper. Why do the press departments allow the
names of New York theatres to remain in mats that
are sent
to far-way
exchanges.
ever the
get
over
selling
the exhibitor
even Don't
after they
he signs
contracts. — Herman J. Brown, Adelaide and Majestic
Theatres. Nampa, Idaho. General patronage.
ESKIMO: Native Cast— A difTerent kind of picture
to nice business. Business picked up each day of
run. — C. M. Hartman, Liberty Theatre, Carnegie,
Okla. Small town patronage.
GOING HOLLYWOOD: Bing Crosby, Marion
Davies — A good musical to nice business. Crosby stole
the picture. — C. M. Hartman, Liberty Theatre, Carnegie. Okla. Small town patronage.
HELL BELOW: Walter Huston, Robert Montgomery, Jimmy Durante — Very good with exception
of being just a little gruesome for the ladies. Fair
drawing Wis.
power. Small
— A. L.
Mellen,
townLighter,
patronage.Orpheum Theatre,
HER SWEETHEART (CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery — A great picture but
did
not changing
gross whatthe ittitle.
should.
I can'ttime,
tell 92the minutes.
reason,
unless
Running
Played
Feb.
9-10.—
J.
E.
Weber,
Princess
Theatre,
Chelsea, Mich. Town and country patronage.
HER SWEETHEJ^RT (CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Marie Dressier-Lionel Barrymore — A fine picture that
took the worst nose-dive in history. Struck the worst
storm of the season, snow, wind and below-zero
weather, all three days, consequently I did not take
in enough to pay film rental and delivery. This is
not the fault of the picture but that does npt pay
the bills. Marie Dressier and Lionel Barrymore are
both good formance.
whileRunningBeulah
gives aPlayed
fine Feb.
pertime. Bondi
87 minutes.
17-18-19.— Gladys E. McArdle, CKvl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kans. Small town patronage.
HER SWEETHEART (CHRISTOPHER BEAN):
Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore — Business not up
to previous
Dresslers.
They heard
it wasn't
hot
from
runs close
by. Dressier
and Will
Rogersso will
be
slippingfor fast
if theyRunning
don't get
suitable
material
theirsoon
talents.
time,more
90 minutes.
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—General
M. P. patronage.
Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Colo.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Zasu Pitts,
Jimmy Durante — Here is another poor picture from
Metro on the 1933 contract. Why should the producers put such pictures as this off on the exhibitors
and
public.
didn't have
you
were theverypaying
lucky.
PlayedIf you
on bargain
day this
to poor
business. Running time, 65 minutes. Played Mar. 9.
—J.
J. patronage.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
General
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
— Just a fair picture, but we had a nice business with
it because
the Baron's
friends.
Played Mich.
Feb.
3-4.—
N. E. ofFrank,
Waylandradio
Theatre,
Wayland,
Small town patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
— Undoubtedly this is the very poorest picture that
we ever put off on our patrons. We are still afraid
to come out to the front door. This may be great
radio
entertainment
but —it's
on the
screen.
Pull this
one regardless.
W. aJ.flop
Bryan,
Paramount
Theatre, Geneva, Ala. Small town patronage.
MEET THE BARON: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante
— Just fair. Jack Pearl like Ed Wynn, one is enough.
Running Princess
time, 67 Theatre,
minutes. Chelsea,
Played Mich.
Feb. 11-12.
Weber,
Town— J.andE.
country patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Lionel Barrymore, Clark Gable,
Helen Hayes — This is a nice picture to airminded
people
for men.Theatre,
The ladies
don'tAla.
like Small
it. — W.townJ.
Bryan, orParamount
Geneva,
patronage.
NIGHT FLIGHT: Lionel and John Barrymore,
Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery, Helen Hayes —
Can't flopped
say muchthe forsecond.
this one.
drew fair
and
One Itpatron
on first
goingnight
out
remarked, "Everybody knows the air mail must leave
on
time and Theatre,
in all kindsMellen,
of weather."
L. Lighter,
Orpheum
Wis.— A.Small
town
patronage.
PENTHOUSE: Warner Baxter, Myrna Ley— This
is good but for some reason failed to draw any business. Can't figure it out unless no stars with drawpower, as Baxter
nothing
in this
A. L.ing Lighter,
Orpheummeans
Theatre,
Mellen,
Wis.town.
Small—
town patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY, THE: Max
Baer, Myrnatainment.Loy
pictureexpected,
and good
Not the— Excellent
drawing card
sinceenterthe
women
did
not
take
to
it.
Played
Jan.
28-30. —
Charles Bern, Elks Theatre, Prescott, Ariz. General
patronage.
PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY: Max Baer,
Myrna Loy — This picture is a little lengthy but has
good continuity and interest all the way through.
Enjoyed by both the ladies and men and brought in
a few fight fans who had just listened to the Camera
fight the night before. Business average for weekend. Running time,
minutes.Tempe,
PlayedAriz.
Mar. Small
2-3. —
Red Harkins,
State 100Theatre,
college town.
SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE?: Alice Brady,
Lionel direction,
Barrymore—
a splendid but
picture.
story,
castHere's
and everything,
not soGood
hot
at the box-office. — N. E. Frank, Wayland Theatre,
Wayland, Mich. Small town patronage.
SOLITAIRE MAN, THE: Herbert Marshall, Mary
— This isstory,
a verylocaled
poor inhour's
isBoland
a detective
Paris.entertainment.
This is an oldIt
release and just as poor now as when released. I
cannot see why Metro or any other producer should
put such pictures off on the exhibitors. Metro gives
us many good pictures, but when you get a bad one
from them, it is sure to be bad. Played one day to
smallest business in months. Running time, 66
minutes. Played Mar. 1.— J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General patronage.
SONS to
OF rave
THEabout.
DESERT:
Hardy-to
Nothing
Just a Laurel
programandcomedy
fair
business.
Played
Feb.
10-11.—
N.
E.
Frank,
Wayland Theatre, Wayland, Mich. Small town patronage.
SONS OF THE DESERT: Laurel and Hardy,
Charley
Mae think
Busch they
— Well,could.
the boys
it, and ICHiase,
did not
This have
latestdoneof
theirs is a knockout comedy ably assisted by Mae
Busch, who we have not seen for some time. The
lady is good in this part, plenty easy on the eyes,
and a comedienne. Of course, you will have some
that
them,in but
this picture
will
find don't
them care
very formuch
the inminority.
Goodyoustoty
and plenty of laughs. Better than ordinary business
and that is saying something, for there has been a
definite recession in towns like this since the (Christmas holidays. — A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre,
(Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
SONSfeature
OF THE
DESERT:
The
best
from this
team. Laurel
It wentandoverHardy—
big here,
as nearly everyone likes that kind of show. Charlie
Chase very good in his role. Running time, 68 minutes. Played Feb. 28-Mar. 1.— Gladys E. McArdle,
Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kans. Small town patronage.
Alice that
Brady,
Maureen
vanSTAGE
— A fairMOTHER:
picture. One
pleased
here O'Sulli100 per
cent and drew slightly above average^ business.
Brady's work in this is flawless.— A. L. Lighter, Orpheum Theatre, Mellen, Wis. Small town patronage.
STRANGER'S RETURN: Lionel Barrymore— Wonderful. Lionel's work is superb. Many good com-
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ments. Business average. — A. L. Lighter, Ovpheum
Theatre, Mellen, Wis. Small town patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Wallace Beery, Marie Dressier— This pleased our patrons 100 per cent and was
aW. goodJ. picture
every respect,
box-office.Ala—
Bryan, from
Paramount
Theatre,evenGeneva,
Small town patronage.
TUGBOAT ANNIE: Marie Dressier, Wallace
Beery — Do
not heaped
think Ion can
anything Itto drew
the
praises
already
this add
production.
like
a
plaster.
Can't
figure
out
where
they
all
came
from.
per cent.
— A.town
L. Lighter,
Theatre,Pleased
Mellen.100Wis.
Small
patronage.Orpheum
WHEN LADIES MEET: Robert Montgomery, Ann
Harding — A grand performance is given by all who
take part in this modern problem drama. It is not
often that anything more dramatic is shown than the
scene in which the two ladies, one the wife, the
other the mistress, meet and discuss the man in the
triangle, the ladies not knowing what part the other
plays in their lives. It will please most of your
patrons. Business a fair average. — J. E. Stocker,
Myrtle
tronage. Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood paMonogram
GALLOPING ROMEO: Bob Steele— Here is another good western picture from Monogram. Plenty
of action, fast riding and gun fighting. Just the type
of picture for Saturday patrons, who like action and
thrills. A few more like this one and Monogram will
be leading the industry in the western field. Here's
hoping
theysuccess.
continuePlayed
makingonegood
wishing them
day pictures
to good and
business.
Running time, 54 minutes. Played Mar. 3.— J. J.
Medford, Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. General
patronage.
LUCKY LARRIGAN: Rex Bell— Starts out with a
glimpse of dude ranch life and an eastern dude's contempt of Hfe in the raw. Why doesn't some one say
something
abouthas Rex
Bell's good
in comedy.
This
western
a varied
story, work
something
more
than killing and shooting. My Saturday night ranch
cowboys know the real thing in outdoor life. They
liked the comedy relief and acquaintance is creating
a liking for Rex Bell. They filled the house Saturday night. Westerns are really improving and with
a touch of comedy by Bell and music from John
Wayne, plus a story a bit above the moron grade,
these westerns seem to be aiming for a more nearly
universal appeal. — Mary Hayes Davis, La Belle and
Naples Theatres, La Belle, Fla. Small town patronage.
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI: Buster Crabbe,
Mary Carlisle—
a goodsatisfy.
entertaining
collegeof picture. It's cleanHere's
and will
Fell short
the
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box-otifice on account of snow and sleet storm. Good
photography and sound. Running time, 75 minutes. —
W. F. Roth,
Jr., patronage.
New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tennesee.
General
Principal
TARZAN THE FEARLESS: Buster Crabbe— They
packed the house. All the young of heart, from seven
to seventy-five, highbrows and lowbrows, they came
to be lifted out of the rut of the commonplace. You
never saw such a lot of well behaved children, tense
and thrilled. No effort to keep order for the six
reels of this show. It now continues serially and
they are all coming each week so far. Small town
patronage with a sprinkling of sophisticated northern
tourists. Book it if you are worried about this
month's
rent. — Mary
Hayes
La patronage.
Belle and
Naples Theatre,
La Belle,
Fla. Davis,
Small town
Paramount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry— It
will get the money and please. People liked it here. —
Ned eral
Pedigo,
patronage.De Luxe Theatre, Garber, Okla. GenALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry, Gary
Cooper,dren.Jack
Oakie,
Edna May
— Good
chilAdults will
be bored.
Play Oliver
one day
only.forPlayed
Feb.
19-20.—
W.
L.
Landers,
Landers
Theatre,
Batesville, Ark. Small town patronage.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Charlotte Henry—
This is a very faithful reproduction of the old children's classic,
with for
no the
adultstory.
appealWithexcept
to extra
those
who know
and care
a little
exploitation I got the children in to see it, and it
paid
way
on aMason
midweekTheatre,
date. Mason,
Played Feb.
Roy its
W.patronage.
Adams,
Mich. 13-14.-Small
town
CRADLE SONG: Dorothy Wieck— Big basketball
championship against this but the young folks wouldn't
go any way. Don't sell the star. Be sure the Catholics
whatreligion
it's about.
Extra good
showHowever,
regardless ofknowyour
but weepy
ending.
good business during Lent, one night only without
extra advertising. Had to make a trip or would have
doubled the take with Catholic tieup. Get behind
this.of Your
won'tever
be out
get ofa
lot
those regulars
who hardly
come.but Beyou'll
careful
your shorts with this. Running time, 77 minutes.
Played Feb. 22.— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre,
Monte Vista, Colo. General patronage.
DESIGN FOR LIVING: Gary Cooper, Fredric
March, Miriam Hopkins — Excellent play. Wonderful
cast. Miriam Hopkins, Gary Cooper and Fredric

March were superb in this play. It was serious in
places, then comic, and entertaining throughout the
play.
72 minutes.
Played Feb.
24-25. —
Grand Running
Theatre, time,
Dunkirk,
Ohio. General
patronage.
61
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Good play.
Actually comic. What the people on the whole desire. We're glad to receive this kind of play for a
change. Running time, 88 minutes. Played Feb. 1718.
— Grand Theatre, Dunkirk, Ohio. General patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— A fast action
comedy of slapstick type, plenty of laughs but no
class. They seem to have lost their drawing power
with theBorn.
women
Played Ariz.
Jan. 26-27.
Charles
Elks entirely.
Theatre, Prescott,
General—
patronage.
DUCKgram picture
SOUP:soldFour
A fair Sure
proat aMarx
superBrothers—
special price.
glad
they don't
but one
year.Palace
RunningTheatre,
time,
68 minutes.
— W. make
F. Roth,
Jr.,a New
Gallatin, Tennessee. General patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Failed to gross
expenses on a three-day run. Had bad weather and
this is a poor picture. Should be played on a double
bill as it is only a short comedy drama and will not
draw by itself. Running time, seven reels. Played
Feb. 25-26-27.— E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre, Wagoner,
Okla. Small town patronage.
DUCK SOUP: Four Marx Brothers— Not so hot.
Played Feb. 15-16. W. L. Landers, Landers Theatre,
Batesville, Ark. Small town patronage.
GOLDEN HARVEST: Richard Arlen, Chester MorGenevieveWhile
Tobin —very
Here'sgooda picture
right itupalsoto
the ris,
minute.
propaganda,
serves as excellent entertainment, and it should be
more interesting to the farmer. But try and sell it
to them, I couldn't.
— W. H.patronage.
Brenner, Cozy Theatre,
Winchester,
Ind. General
HER BODYGUARD: Edmund Lowe, Wynne Gibson— Good light entertainment for the young folks.
Got by two nights O. K. The picture is better than
the press book for once I Running time, 70 minutes.
Plaped Vista,
Feb. 20-21.—
P. Foster,
Granada Theatre.
Monte
Colo. M.General
patronage.
HIS DOUBLE
Roland
slipped
on this one,LIFE:
and that
bad. 'V^oung—
it was aParamount
waste of
film in spite of the clever comedian Roland Young.
It came out of an eastern studio and they evidently
did not know what audiences want at this time,
judging
this vehicle.
— A. E.
Hancock,
Columbia
Theatre, from
Columbia
City, Ind.
Genera!
patronage.
I'M NO ANGEL: Mae West— The biggest opening

if you're

playing
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nite
Danger."of Mae
West since
stepsHarold
right Lloyd
up at inthe"Welcome
very beginning
this
one and never falters a step clear through. She
goes through the thing and never lets down not for
an instant. She no doubt is the best known personality of the screen as she attracts all classes to
the box-office.
W. H. Brenner,
chester, Ind.— General
patronage.Cozy Theatre, WinLONE COWBOY: Jackie Cooper, Lila Lee, John
Wray — Entertaining western with the clever kid.
Cooper, thrown in for good measure. Played Feb. 1617.— P. G. Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D. Small
town patronage.
SITTING PRETTY: Jack Oakie, Jack Haley, GinI maypicture
be wrong,
as I along
have with
so many
times,ger Rogers
but — this
meanders
the
trials and tribulations of two song writers until they
are a pain in the neck to the audience. There is entirely too much footage with them trying out songs
and failing until the big moment comes. Mediocre
is the word for it, and with Oakie, that has never
been a bet here, to head the cast, is one horrible
mistake to make from our angle. There are a lot
more actors that would have had more weight at
the him
box-office
thanwereOakie.
Our about
audiences
don't
like
and they
very vocal
expressing
their opinions to that effect. The only thing that
saved it was the last dance ensemble, "Did You
Ever Seethit
a Dream
Walking,"
most fans
beautiful
effects
we have
seen inwitha the
picture,
and
girls. And what girls! They were a complete eyeful
and curves, too. Jack Haley can sing, but Oakie
not so hot
as a singer.
A. E.General
Hancock,
Columbia
Theatre.
Columbia
City, —Ind.
patronage.
SIX OF A KIND: Charles Ruggles, Mary Boiand,
W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth, Burns and Allen — A
two-reel comedy stretched out to a seven-reel feature.
A few liked it. but only a few. Some said they never
wanted to see Gracie Allen again. This was a percentage picture. Had to use almost as many reels
of shorts as feature to make a show and grossed
less than in my poorest week night. Running time,
60 minutes. Played Feb. 25-26. — E. E. Holmquist,
Broadway Theatre, Centerville, S. D. General patronage.
SONG OF THE EAGLE: Richard Arlen— No connection with "N. beer
R. A."
It's Good
racketeers
in on
the legalized
racket.
show, muscling
but the family
crowd
won't
go
for
it.
One
day
with
this
trick
title
is enough. The title suggests an air picture to most
people,
probably
because
we
ran
"Eagle
and
Hawk"
thirty days previously. However, despite careful explanation of title, business was poor. Running time,
75 minutes. Played Feb. 28 — M. P. Foster, Granada
Theatre. Monte Vista, Colo. General patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby— Played it
too old. All left for me was skimmed milk. Every-
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one already had caught it somewhere else. — Ned
Pedigo. De Luxe Theatre, Garber, Okla. General
patronage.
TOO MUCH HARMONY: Bing Crosby— A musical
show built up to a climax that is most extraordinary.
The piece carries you along at a very rapid pace
and serves you the best in screen entertainment.
Much better than many others that have been released this year. Bing Crosby does the best of his
screen experience. — W. H. Brenner, Cozy Tlieatre,
Winchester, Ind. General patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— Very good.
Claudette Colbert does wonderful acting in this one.
Running time, 72 minutes. — P. G. Held, New Strand
Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
TORCH SINGER: Claudette Colbert— This was a
very good picture. Only objection was the same old
story, the stork. However, this fitted in to the story
nicely.
W. J.townBryan,
Paramount Theatre, Geneva,
Ala. —Small
patronage.
WAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier-Here
Chevalier goes through his paces again and he seems
harder to understand than hfretofore. I like his
mannerisms and_ he is very good, but I am here to
tell you there is something wrong with this one. —
W. H.eral Brenner,
patronage. Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind. GenWAY TO LOVE, THE: Maurice Chevalier— Nice
business
it must
Personally
didn't
get to seeso this
one. have
Drew pleased.
better than
any previous
Chevalier pictures. Running time. 84 minutes. W. F.
Roth, Jr., New Palace Theatre, Gallatin, Tennessee.
General patronage.
RKO
ACE OF ACES: Richard Dix— This drew surprisingly well. Good title and good picture of its kind.
Played Feb. 23-24.— Charles Born, Elks Theatre,
Prescott, Ariz. General patronage.
AFTER TONIGHT: Constance Bennett— Entertain ing story with Constance as Russian spy. Best
Bennett for some time. No sex stuff. Played Feb.
25-26.—
P. G. patronage.
Estee, S. T. Theatre, Parker. S. D.
Small town
AFTER TONIGHT: Constance Bennett— A good
program picture. Running time, 71 minutes. Played
Feb. 4-5.— J. E. Weber, Princess Theatre, Chelsea,
Mich. Town and country patronage.
AFTER TONIGHT: Constance Bennett— With so
many poor pictures to the credit of this star, this one
was aTheatre.
"washout."
Played
24-25. — patronage.
Charles Born,
Elks
Prescott.
Ariz.Jan.General
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ANN VICKERS: Irene Dunne— A wonderful picture. Story great and acting greater. We took an
awful licking on the picture as we played it too old.
Satisfied them, but did not do much business at boxoffice. One of our worst flops in years on a good
picture.
Mar. 4-5.— Bert Silver. Silver Family
tronage. Played
Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country paCHANCE AT HEAVEN: Ginger Rogers-Good little program picture. Running time. 72 minutes. —
P.
G. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa.
General
patronage.
CHEYENNE KID: Tom Keene— A good western
picture. Played on double bill Saturday and they all
liked it.
BertTown
Silver,andSilver
Family
Theatre, Greenville,— Mich.
country
patronage.
DELUGE, THE: Peggy Shannon, Sidney Blackmcr
— Altogether one of the most unusual pictures ever
produced. Atainment.distinct
novelty.WithA rare
of enter-it
Sure to please.
many piece
companies
would be a special. Grab it. — Ned Pedigo, De Luxe
Theatre, Garber, Okla. General patronage.
FLAMING GOLD: Bill Boyd, Mae Clarke, George
O'Brien — A fine program picture. Different than the
rest. Story good and the whole cast real actors.
Satisfied
them all.
— BertTown
Silver.andSilver
Family
Theatre, Greenville.
Mich.
country
patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio— The
best musical of the past twelve months, or more.
Pleased 100 per cent. Excellent music and perfect
recording. A good drawing card. Played Feb. 4-6. —
Charles
Bern, Elks Theatre, Prescott, Ariz. General patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio— Extra
good musical with plenty of novelty. However, the
"Carioca" dance and several cracks are a little too
hot for family trade. Many of the men came twice
to see it. Running tixne, 80 minutes. Plaved Feb.
25-27.— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista,
Colo. General patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Dolores Del Rio, Ginger
Rogers, Fred Astaire — Too much snow to do business
but
here who
is a isnice
Astaire
all ask
he picture.
and whereThishasfellow
he been
and— they
why
didn't the producers get him before. Advertise him.
You're going
to see
a lot Lamar,
more ofMo.
that Small
boy. — A.townJ.
Simmons,
Plaza
Theatre,
patronage.
FLYING DOWN TO RIO: Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers, with
Dolores
Del Rio,
Genein Raymond
— A great
picture
sensational
dancing
the Carioca.
Gilda
Grey had never anything like this in her palmiest
days. Pulchritude in the chorus and Fred Astaire
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and Ginger Rogers, and can they both swing their
feet. This Fred Astaire has a good voice and steals
the show. Dolores Del Rio fits her part in this one,
but the high spots of the show are the dance
numbers. You can safely say they have never seen
anything like this dance. I hesitate t6 think what
they would have done ten years ago with a number
as
the Carioca.
wrongsso
therehotisasnothing
offensiveButin don't
it. Itgetis me
dressed
well and has swing and rhythm that only the
talented dancers could put over. Ginger was the
surprise as the girl can dance and got what might
be called a big hand from the audience in a stage
show. You can lay to it with all you have if you
have RKO bought. As usual this season a blizzard
and zero weather all three days when a good picture
comes along, hence lowered attendance. The music
has swing to it all the way.— A. E. Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General
patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett—An excellent,
show itthat
not
make expenses.
RKOgood,
wouldclean
not book
untildidit had
been shown fourteen miles west, twenty-two miles
north and twenty miles east, all on excellent roads,
so I can consider I ran it for the prestige it brouglit
my theatre. It is true some came for the first time
but my regular patrons stayed away. A number who
saw this in adjoining towns reported it sad and a
woman's
picture. booked
That killed
I put and
out
extra
advertising,
it on Ttmy here.
best nights
came out in debt. All right if you can afford to
run pictures for prestige but I cannot. Took in more
on "Son
Kong" time,
at family
night prices
thanFeb.on
this
one. ofRunning
107 minutes.
Played
17-18-19.— Gladys E. McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan. Small town patronage.
LITTLE WOMEN: Katharine Hepburn— What I
call a mystery picture — how Hollywood could produce
such clean, exquisite, entertainment — and I mean
entertainment. Running time, 115- minutes. Played
Feb. 11-12-13.— Ivan W. Rowley. Ward Theatre. Pismo
Beach, Cal. General patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot, Betty Furness — Very
goodprintstory
locale. Mar.
Recording on our
was with
poor, Annapolis
however. Played
2-3.— P. G. Estee, S. t. Theatre. Parker. S. D. Small
town patronage.
MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot— Good enough
picture for "gift nights" but no cast to draw business
otherwise.
Fine forthat
double
We're getting
plenty
of pictures
are program.
great for double
billing.
However, we tried double bills, carefully booked, to
get rid of too much product a year ago but our pawouldn't goRunning
for it, preferring
good featurePlayed
and
4 to 6tronsshorts.
time, 65 minutes.
March 1-2. — M. P. Foster. Granada Theatre. Monte
Vista. Colo. General patronage.
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MIDSHIPMAN JACK: Bruce Cabot— Excellent production with everything in it to mate it a good picture. Action, comedy and good acting; good scenes
and a good cast drew good attendance under unfavorable weather conditions. Played Feb. 10. — George
Lodge, Green Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del. Small
town patronage.
MORNING GLORY: Katharine Hepbprn, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. — A splendid picture. Story great and
acting fine by stars and all the cast. Gave good satisfaction. Played Feb. 27-28.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country
patronage.
JOURNEY:
Lionel Barrymore-One
theONEfinestMAN'S
pictures
we ever played.
Story human andof
as always Barrymore wonderful. We done a very
poor business on the picture, but it gave great satisfaction to them that seen it. Played Mar. 9.— Bert
S''"er.country
.'Silver patronage.
Family Theatre, Greenville. Mich. Town
and
ONE andMAN'S
Lionel
Barrymore—
good
appealsJOURNEY:
to the older
element.
Pick Very
your
shorts carefully and you will have a good program.
Ran this on Sunday. Rnnniug time, 72 minutes.
Played Feb. 18-19.— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre,
Monte Vista, Colo. General patronage.
JOURNEY:
wasONEone MAN'S
of the best
all-round Lionel
family Barrymore—
pictures thatThis
we
ever had
the
pleasure
of
showing.
We
Barry-in
more was cut loose on this as he wasthink
himself
every respect. It'll draw well on the second night.
Play it.Small
— W. town
J. Bryan,
Paramount Theatre. Geneva,
Ala.
patronage.
RAFTER ROMANCE: Ginger Rogers— Nothing
much to this picture. Just an ordinary film. Some
comedyin and
rather Mar.
poor 3.taste.
Can'tLodge,
say
much
favoraction
of it.in Played
— George
Green Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del. Small town
patronage.
SILVER CORD: Irene Dunn, Joel McCrea— A very
good program picture. Gave good satisfaction to them
that came, but it was very small business. No fault
of the picture. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
KONG:.thatRobert
Mack—up
A SON
horrorOF picture
made Armstrong,
my auburn Helen
hair stand
on myespecially
head like
O'Cedar
mop Robert
but it Armstrong
went over
big,
withan the
children.
and Helen Mack good. Scads of such animals as were
never toric
on animals
land or
but collectors.
I would rather
prehis-of
thanseabill
Not meet
my class
show but what is my opinion against my patrons'.
Running
60 minutes.
PlayedLebanon,
Feb. 14-15.
Gladys E.time,
McArdle,
Owl Theatre,
Kan.—
Small town patronage.
SON OF KONG: Robert Armstrong— Only fair pic-

ture
"King
spend and
the not
moneyup onto this
one.Kong."
It wouldThey
havefailed
been 63toa
knockout had they put a good comedy man in the
cast.—
Simmons, Plaza Theatre, Lamar, Mo.
Small A.
townJ.patronage.
United Artists
BO\yERY,
THE:
Jackie andCooperHere is an outstandingWallace
drama Beery,
of the rough
ready
kind. What a trio, Wallace Beery, George Raft and
Jackie Cooper. Fay Wray also adds her share to
the good work. The length is 94 minutes and not a
second wasted. It is all good drama about that
colorful street during a colorful era. Fun and excitement from start to finish. Cold weather prevented us doing any extra business. — J. E. Stocker,
tronage.
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood paBROADWAY THRU A KEYHOLE: Constance
Cummings, Paul Kelly — I can't see what Al Jolson
found in this that caused him to slug Walter Winchell. By no stretch of the imagination could anything in this reflect on the romance of Al Jolson and
Ruby Keeler.
Could itI doubt
all be ifa publicity
advertise the picture?
Al Jolsonstunt
wouldto lend
himself for such a purpose. The picture is a high
class musical romance which did only average business.—J, E. Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood
patronage.
EMPEROR JONES: Paul R!bbeson-Here is one
type of Negro story a small town cannot use as they
do not like this dressed up Negro. A flop as far as
the box-office is concerned and that's what we run
pictures
for. — town
A. J.patronage.
Simmons, Plaza Theatre, Lamar,
Mo. Small
MASQUERADER: Ronald Coleman, Elissa Landi—
A very good program picture. Gave good satisfaction
but did not draw film rental. Played Mar, 6-7. — Bert
Silver,
Silver patronage.
Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town
and country
PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY THE VIH, THE:
Charles Laughton — A very hard picture to unload on
a farmer town. Some liked it, some didn't. I got
by,
by forcing
it over
main strength.
— Herman
Brown,
Adelaide
and byMajestic
Theatres,
Nampa,J.
Idaho. General patronage.
iversai
Uni
BIG CAGE, THE: Clyde Beatty— A little old but
this type of subject will never get old. My people are
tired of jungle stuff but this is different and brought
good business on a Saturday. Running time, 80 minutes.— M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista,
Colo. General patronage.
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Lowe — This picture was
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only a fair mystery drama and just got by at the
box-office. A good one to double up or for one night
only.
Running State
time. 68Theatre,
minutes.Tempe,
Played Ariz.
Feb, 21-22.
Red Harkins.
Small—
college town patronage.
BOMBAY MAIL: Edmund Lowe— A train story in
India. Hit and miss, here and there. Lowe only inof picture.
A weakling.—
A. Reynolds.teresting
StrandpartTheatre,
Princeton,
Minn. E.Small
town
and country patronage.
COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW: John Barrymore— The
worst mess in a picture in a long time. You will
not be able to get any kind of patronage that will
like this picture. John Barrymore has one of the
weakest character parts one could ever see anywhere.
Of course, every one does fine performing, but what
is done does not entertain. Business less than average.— W. H. Brenner, Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind
General patronage.
CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE: Lew Ayres, June
Knight — Well directed, well acted picture with most
of action on transcontinental bus New York to California, and at stops en route. Pleased Sunday audience. Played
18-19.— town
P. G. patronage.
Estee, S. T. Theatre. Parker,
S. Feb.
D. Small
CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE: Lew Ayres— Just
an average program picture that failed to kick up
any interest. Business away off on this one. Story
weak and box office receipts a little weaker. It
takes more than thi^ sort to create any business.
Running
time,Lyric
sevenTheatre,
reels. Greenville,
Played Feb.111.22-23.
— R.
W. Hickman,
General
patronage.
GUN JUSTICE: Ken Maynard — Satisfactory as
an average western with a pretty good story but I
wish they would let these he men western stars just
knock over a couple of fellows instead of five or
six. A litttle restraint in this matter would make
them
plausible
and make
a better
western.
A, E, more
Hancock.
Columbia
Theatre,
Columbia
City,—
Ind. General patronage.
GUN JUSTICE: Ken Maynard. Cecilia Parker— An
excellent western. Beautiful photography and good
story. Pleased all who saw it. Ran into severe cold
snap and did not do average business. Running
time. 64 minutes.
PlayedLena,
Feb.111.23-24.Small
— W. townF,
Diestelmeier,
Lena Theatre,
patronage.
HORSE PLAY: Slim Summerville, Andy Devine-;This
one yea,
is a yea,
riot.— Ned
PlentyPedigo,
good De
for any
body's
theatre,
LuxeoldTheatre.
Garber, Okla,
General patronage.
HORSE PLAY: Slim Summerville. Andy Devine—
Now then, here is a pair. They can make more folks
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laugh right out loud than any one that has appeared
on ray screen in many a moon. This picture is made
from the ground up and is handed tO' you all ready
for the customers. Slim and Andy can do a lot if they
put them in pictures as good as this one. Would say
Universal could put them in a big western, not a
cheap affair, and have them getting out and into a
lot of trouble. It would be a scream. — W. H. Brentronagener, Cozy Theatre. Winchester, Ind. General paHORSEsillyPLAY:
Rather
comedySlimbut Summerville,
it seemed toAndy
pleaseDevine-^
a fair
crowd. Played Feb. 14-15. — N. E. Frank. Wayland
Theatre. Wayland, Mich. Small town patronage.
I LIKE IT THAT WAY: Gloria Stuart— Well, well.
I expected
to see
another
with*Business
some gor-at
geous music.
Pulled
after moonlite
first nite.
low
ebb.
No
star
power
and
picture
just
so — so.
Cafe numbers on a small scale and picture jumpy.
Pryor not a femme pull and never will be. DisA. Reynolds^
ton. Minn.ap ointing.— E.Small
town and Strand
countryTheatre,
patroage.PrinceINVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Raines, Gloria
Stuart — A very good week-end picture that should do
business any place. Much better than former pictures
released by this company. Enough comei>-. suspense and thrills for any audience. — A. J. Simmons,
Lamar, Mo. Small town patronage.
INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Raines. Gloria
Stuart — Here is a swell picture for the small town exhibitor. Not only brought the people to the show but
satisfied them before they left. Should do great
business in any small town on any nights of the
week. We used the heralds from the exchange which
really were effective and cheap. Let them know
you've
got thisRunning
picture,time.
and 71youminutes.
will be surprised
the crowds.
Played Febat
28-Mar. Red Harkins. State Theatre, Tempe. Ariz,
Small college town patronage,
INVISIBLE MAN, THE: Claude Raines. Gloria
Stuartnotice.
— This They
one will
up and
take
will make
like ityour
if youpatrons
can getsit them
in.
Something different. Running time, 70 minutes.
Played Feb, 18-19,— J, E, Weber, Princess Theatre,
Chelsea, Mich, Town and country patronage.
KING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris-Chester
Morris rises from a small town pugilist to a champion. Takes the blame for his sister and goes to
the electric chair. Apart from the story a great
moral lesson
taught
in this.
this 'picture
moviegoers
are ismade
to feel
Business and
fair. theA
lot of snow and "30 degrees below" weather. Running
time, 75 minutes.—
Tony Balducci,
Canastota,
N. Y. General
patronage. Avon Theatre,
KING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris— This was a
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much better picture than expected. Program grade,
but no kicks from the customers. — C. M. Hartman,
tronag^e.
Liberty
Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town paKING FOR A NIGHT: Chester Morris, Helen
Twelvetrees— Outside the sad ending this picture is
one hundred per cent. Running time, 78 minutes.
Played Jan.
E. country
Weber, Princess
Chelsea,
Mich, 19-20.—
TownJ. and
patronage. Theatre,
LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY!: Zasu Pitts
and Slim Summerville — This is only fair entertainment
of the comedy type. Too slow moving and very
disappointing to all who saw it. I had not expected
so much of this comedy team, therefore was not
disappointed. This is the first of their pictures we
have played here and if the others are no better,
they should discontinue them. However, this did a
good business for one day showing. Running time,
63 minutes. Played Feb. 22.— J. J. Medford, Oxford,
.\'. C. General patronage.
MADAM SPY: Fay Wray. Nils Asther— A very
good spy picture. Story interesting. Acting fine.
But anything about war will not draw film rent and
this didn't. Mich.
— Bert Town
Silver.and Silver
Theatre,
Greenville,
countryFamily
patronage.
MADAM SPY: Fay Wray — I have been enjoying
good average business for some time, but this one
knocked it into a cocked hat by falling way below
average. It is well done and it is the kind of story
that the title implies. Therefore, you get what you
expect, a very good spy photoplay, — W, H, Brenner,
Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind General patronage.
MIDNIGHT:
SidneyandFox.
Henry
Drama.
Clean,
well produced
acted.
StoryHull—
of reaction
of jury foreman with strict sense of duty. Played
Feb. 23-24.— P. G. Estee. S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.
MYRT AND MARGE: Myrtle Dale, Donna
Damerell
— Pretty
little above
average.on
Wish there
were good.
none Aworse.
Got bythenicely
Saturday and am sure it would have gone over on
any day of the vi'eek. Running time, 68 minutes.
Played Feb. 24. — E. E. Warner, Opera House,
Augusta, Wis. General patronage.
ONLY YESTERDAY: John Boles— And what a
swell picture this is. By all means play this one.
Get behind it and push and your patrons will thank
you. Running time. 108 minutes. Played Feb. 16-17.
—Town
J. E.and Weber.
country Princess
patronage. Theatre, Chelsea, Mich.
S. O.were
S. ICEBERG:
Aboutlandall and
the
scenes
apparently Rod
takenLa inRocque—
the north
the other part in the studios. However, it held the
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attention of our patrons, and was intensely interesting.
A wonderful production that everyone should see.
Played Feb. 17. — George Lodge, Green Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del. Small town patronage.
S.
S. ICEBERG:
Rocque—
picture
would O.have
been better Rod
had itLa been
aboutThis
35 minutes
long instead of 78. Some liked it and others did not.
Personally I thought it was good. Running time, 78
minutes. Played Jan. 12-13. — J. E. Weber, Princess
Theatre, Chelsea, Mich. Town and country patronage.
STRAWBERRY ROAN: Ken Maynard, Rex— The
best western we have played for a long while. The
horse
the best our
I have
ever fans
seen.100It's
dandy fight
and itis pleased
western
per just
cent.a
It's
clean.
Running
time,
65
minutes.
—
P.
G.
Held,
Xew Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
STRAWBERRY ROAN: Ken Maynard— An excellent western. Make it a point to sell this extra and
box-office
willshots
moreandthan
tional scenic
fast reward
action. you.
Your Some
westernexcepfans
will rave over it. Title is box-office. — E. A. Reynolds,
Strand Theatre, Princeton, Minn. Small town and
country patronage.
STRAWBERRY ROAN: Ken Maynard— The best
western we have played in a long time. This is
what the small towns need for Friday and Saturdays.
I believe this is the best western Ken Maynard ever
starred in. Played Feb. 16-17.— Claud Thorp, Gem
Theatre, Ryan, Okla. Small town patronage.
TRAIL DRIVE, THE: Ken Maynard— They must
like it for they came through rain to see it and in
spite of raining we had average business on Friday
and Saturday. We put out the old covered wagon
with banners and three-sheets pasted on it, which
helped. Played
Feb. Kan.
16-17.—General
W. D. patronage.
Utterback, Lyric
Theatre,
Wellington,
Warner
COLLEGE COACH: Dick Powell— We found this
an appealing picture to the football lovers and was
nicely put over. — W. J. Bryan, Paramount Theatre,
Geneva, Ala. Small town patronage.
FROM HEADQUARTERS: George Brent— You will
find this a very good gangster story and one every
now and then helps break the monotony.— W. J.
Bryan, Paramount Theatre, Geneva, Ala. Small
town patronage.
KENNEL MURDER CASE: William Powell— Will
draw business and please.— Herman J. Brown. Adelaide and Majestic Theatres, Nampa, Idaho. General
patronage.
LADY KILLER: James Cagney, Margaret Lind-
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Mae Clarke
This isof aaction
good and
picture
of the
comedysay,type.
It has — plenty
is fast
moving.
It is a story of gangsters and then goes to the inside
workings
a picture
Just the The
type Warner
of picture thatofwill
appeal studio.
to all classes.
trailer sold this well in advance for us and should do
the same for you. Played one day to capacity business. Running time, 76 minutes. Played Mar. 3. —
J. J. eral
Medford,
patronage. Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C. GenMAN FROM MONTEREY. THE: Duke, John
Wayne — A dandy western that everyone seemed to
like. In the opinion of the kiddies John Wayne and
Duke
are the world's
actors.
Running
time, 60
minutes.
Feb.best
21-22.—
Gladys
McAtdle,
Chvl Theatre,Played
Lebanon,
Kan.
Small
town E.patronage.
WORLD
CHANGES,
An attempt was made
to make THE:
this an Paul
epic, Muni—
but somehow,
somewhere, it misses. On the credit side this has
many big moments of epic proportions. On the debit
side it has scenes that are the opposite of what can
be termed entertainment. The insanity scene is about
the mostture. If any
repulsive
can heart
be putfailure
into awould
picactor scene
had that
to die.
have been much better than that insanity scene. I
will mention one more item on the debit side: the
death of Paul Muni at the end. At best, it is not entertainment tohave death as the ending of a picture.
It is okay for the villain to get his just desserts, but
not for the leading figure. How much better it would
have been to have Paul Muni end his days peacefully on the farm with his mother. But as a whole
the picture is worth showing. The big moments in
this are worth seeing. With the weather moderating
we did a good average business on this. — J. E.
Stocker,
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
BEDTIME STORIES: Rather spicy but if spotted
right these last year subjects will go tine. Running
time. 10 minutes. — M. P. Foster. Granada Theatre,
Monte Vista. Colo. General patronage.
MICKEY'S COVERED WAGON: Mickey McGuire
— The best Mickey comedy 1 ever saw. Running
time. 20 minutes. — P. G. Held. New Strand Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
MICKEY'S TENT SHOW: Mickey McGuire— A
dandy comedy that got a lot of laughs. On a Sunday showing adults like these two-reel comedies about
as well as the children do. You can't go wrong on
these
comedies.
18 minutes.
P. G.
Held. New
Strand Running
Theatre, time.
Griswold,
Iowa. —General
patronage.

UM-PA: Musicals — Pretty fair musical that will
65
keep weeks
the kids
town saymg
for the
next
few
afterin running.
Good "um-pa"
for a heavy
feature.
Running time, 20 minutes. — Red Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz. Small college town.
WINTER THRILLS: World of Sport— Very good
sport reel. Action of several winter sports. Comme'htator
snappy and
gives several laughs. — E. A.
Reynolds,
town and Strand
country Theatre,
patroage. Princeton, Minn. Small
Educational
DIVORCE SWEETS: Tom Howard-Tom Howard
as
as ever at.
in a Tom
real dizzy
you can'tas
helpgoodlaughing
Howardcomedy
and that
his stooge
divorce detectives and all their subtle humor make it
interesting. Running time. 20 minutes. — Red Hartown. kins, State Theatre, Tempe. Ariz. Small college
MANHATTAN LULLABY: Helen Morgan— Not so
hot. Helen Morgan closeuped for a song or two that
fails
impress.Theatre,
RunningMonte
time, Vista,
11 minutes.
M. P.
Foster,to Granada
Colo. —General
patronage.
PARDON MY PUPS: Frolics of Youth- Good comedy of flaming youth and barking dogs. Great on a
family night program or with feature catering to
younger generation. Running time, 20 minutes. — M. P.
Foster,
Granada Theatre, Jfonte Vista, Colo. General patronage.
TECHNO-CRAZY: Vanity Comedies— A good funny
comedy.ville,— Mich.
BertTown
Silver.andSilver
Family
Theatre, Greencountry
patronage.
TRAVELLING
THE stuff
ROAD:
Alexander
Hobo
and Casey Jones
by Alexander
GrayGraywith
railroad scenery clips. Mild entertainment and very
dark print of night stuff throughout. Running time,
10 minutes. — M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte
Vista, Col. General patronage.
TRIMMED IN FURS: Mermaid Comedies— Pretty
fair slapstick. Nothing excepjional but just another
comedy.
Running
time,Ariz.19 minutes.
— Red Harkins,
State Theatre,
Tempe,
Small college
town.
MGM
AIR FRIGHT: Todd-Kelly— Good comedy. Metro
seems to have the only good comedies on the market.
— N. E.townFrank,
Wayland Theatre, W'ayland, Micji.
Small
patronage.
BEAUTY AND THE BUS: Todd-Kelly— This one
is fair. — A. L. Lighter. Orpheum Theatre, Mellen,
Wis. Small town patronage.
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BEER AND PRETZEUS: Musical Revues— Nothing to it but beer. — A. L. Lighter, Orpheum Theatre,
Mellen, Wis. Sinall town patronage.
BEER AND PRETZELS: Jack Haley and Company— A good rough two-ree, subjeci. Funny, yes.
Slapstick
in theGreenville,
worst way.Mich.
— Bert Town
Silver. and
Silvercountry
Family Theatre,
patronage.
BUSY BODIES: Laurel and Hardy— This one is
very good.Mellen,
Full ofWis.laughs.
— A. town
L. Lighter,
Orpheum
Theatre,
Small
patronage.
WILLIE WHOPPER CARTOONS: All this series
that we have run so far have proven to be very excel ent.— Red Harkins, State Theatre, Tempe, Ariz.
Small college town.

HO\y COMEDIES ARE BORN: Gribbon-Kennedy
Comedies — About 80 per cent of the comedies have
lost their birth certificates — this one included. A little birth control,
please. — patronage.
Charles Bern, Elks Theatre,
Prescott,
Ariz. General
KICKING THE CROWN AROUND: Clark and
McCullough— A regular C and McC comedy. Lots of
laughs. Slapstick comedy. — Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich. Town and country patronage.
SNUG IN A JUG: Clark and McCullough— Clark
and McCullough comedies are best with western pictures or action programs. Their stuff is good for
laughs but not on programs catering to women.
Running time, 20 minutes. — M. P. Foster, Granada
Theatre, Monte Vista, Colo. General patronage.

Paramount
DETECTIVE HOWARD: Tom Howard— Tom Howard tries to prevent two river suicides with "down
payments"
funnyjustif
suicide is a and
joke other
with foolishness.
your patrons.Mildly
Not bad.
poor
taste
in
humor!
Running
time,
10
minutes.
M. P. Foster, Granada Theatre, Monte Vista, Colo.—
General patronage.
BUNDLE OF BLUES, A: Duke Ellington— Duke
Ellington and band presenting their conception of
"Stormy Weather." Excellent. Running time, one
reel. — James R. Partlow, Ohio Theatre, Tippecanoe
City, Ohio. General patronage.
CIRCUS HOODOO:
Fair.— S.
E. D.
E.
Holmquist,
Broadway Harry
Theatre,Langdon—
Centerville,
General patronage.
GOLD NUGGETS: Walter Catlett— Terrible.— E.
E. Holmquist, Broadway Theatre, Centerville, S. D.
General patronage.
I YAM WHAT I YAM: Popeye the Sailor— Popeye
is about as popular as any of the best cartoons.
This one is better than ever. — Joe Hewitt, Lincoln
Theatre, Robinson, 111. General patronage.
PATENTS
PENDING:
Allen—
nutty
but there
are a lot Burns
of goodandlaughs
in It's
it.
Running time, one reel. — -M. C. Howe, Erskine
Theatre. Erskine, Minn. General patronage.
PLEASE: Bing Crosby — A good two- reel subject.
It will please. Running time, 21 minutes. — M. W.
Mattecheck, Lark Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local
patronage.
RKO
FISH FEATHERS: Edgar Kennedy— A good tworeel short that fgot a lot of laughs. Running time,
two
— Gladys
Kans. reels.Small
town McArdle.
patronage.Owl Theatre, L/Cbanon,
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United Artists
MAIL PILOT, THE: Mickey Mouse— An excellent
caitoon comedy from United Artists. This is absolutely the best cartoon of Mickey Mouse we have
seen.
othersmany
be just
good?thisHere's
hoping Why
theycan't
will themake
moreas like
one.
Running time, eight minutes. — J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford. N. C. General patronage.
PIED ofPIPER:
Symphonies—
Another
good
number
the Silly Silly
Symphony
series, all
in beautiful
color and is one of the best of the entire series. Practically all of these are good and without a doubt
they are the best one-reel shorts on the market.
Running
eightN. minutes.
— J. J.patronage.
Medford, Ornheum
Theatre, time,
Oxford,
C. General
Universal
BROADWAY VARIETIES: Mentone No. 7— Excellent two-reeler with some great vaudeville acts. A
grand subject
any program.
it. — E.SmallA.
Reynolds,
Strandfor Theatre,
Princeton,BookMinn.
town and country patronage.
GOOD from
OLD pictures
DAYS, ofTHE:
Universal
Scenes
the silent
days Brevitiesand quite
far back. Personally, they brought to me fond
memories of the old days when I projected some of
those same scenes on the screen to enthusiastic
audiences. Naturally this subject pleased me more
than it did a great share of the audience. This
one contains scenes from pictures of Wallace Beery,
Dorothy Phillips, John Gilbert, and that great
character actor, Lon Chaney. Running time, one reel.
— M. C. Howe, Erskine Theatre, Erskine, Minn.
General patronage.
GOOFYTONE NEWS (No. 1): Whether this will
please or not depends on your patrons. If they do
not have a sense of humor, they will say they are
foolish.
They are.
makesErskine
them
good. Running
time, That's
one reel.just
— M. what
C. Howe,
Theatre, Erskine, Minn. General patronage.
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Warner Vitaphone
IN THE DOUGH: Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle—
This is just another comedy that will not please.
The story is too slow. However, there is some good
slapstick in it. The pie throwing that made Arbuckle
famous is about the best scene in this two reels
of poor entertainment. Running time, 20 minutes. —
J.
J. Medford,
General
patronage.Orpheum Theatre, Oxford, N. C.
MILD WEST, THE: Broadway Brevities— Not up
to the standard of Broadway Brevities. Running
time,
20 minutes.
— Walter
Providence,
Ky. Small
townBeymer,
patronage.Lido Theatre,
NOTHING EVER HAPPENS: Broadway Brevity
—Pretty
slow. Theatre,
Running Mason,
time, 18 Mich.
minutes.Small
— Roy town
W.
Adams, Mason
patronage.
OPERATOR'S OPERA: Broadway Brevities—
Another
musical novelty
Warner.
not
aboutknockout
your machine
operatorsby but
about It's
the
"hello" operators at the telephone. Here's a tip
that won't hurt you either; invite the telephone
operators
as your
like itHewitt,
and appreciate
it. Running
timeguests,
two they'll
reels.— Joe
Lincoln
Theatre, Robinson, 111. General patronage.
PAUL REVERE, JR.: Broadway Brevities— Good
as all Vitaphone musicals seem to please. Running
time, two reels. — E. D. Luna, Cozy Theatre, Wagoner,
Okla. Small town patronage.
WASHINGTON, THE MAN AND THE CAPITAL:
An excellent tvvo-reel short that was enjoyed by all
alike.forI any
ran dates.
this on Running
Washington's
birthday
it is
good
time, two
reels. —butGladys
McArdle; Qwl Theatre, Lebanon, Kans. Small town
patronage.
Serials
Universal
GORDON OF GHOST CITY: Buck Jones, Madge
Bellamy— "Gordon of Ghost City" is a good action
serial.— General
P. G. Held,
New Strand Theatre, Griswold,
Iowa.
patronage.
GORDON
CITYOurBuck
Jones—must
Business
getting
betterOF allGHOST
the time..
patrons
have
a western on Saturday but find I can use up a lot
of action features on Saturday by satisfying them
with a western serial such as this with a good star.
On
episode
now. Theatre,
Running Monte
time, 20Vista,
minutes.
M. seventh
P. Foster,
Granada
Colo.—
General patronage.
AIR,to THE:
Tyler—likeA
fairPHANTOM
serial that OF
does THE
not seem
hold theTominterest
Clancy
of
the
Mounted.
Very
good
stunt
Gladys E. McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon,flying.
Kan.—
Small town patronage.
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Neligh, Nebraska
DEAR HERALD:
Some people still contend that pictures are
getting no better and that the world isn't
progressing, and some there are who insist
that the earth is flat. Some of you can
remember back to the days of John Bunny
and Flora Finch, when they used to make
one-reel comedies, and a one-sheet of John
Bunny out in front of the theatre was a
guarantee of all the house would hold.
Then came along Broncho Billy, who had
a private graveyard in every community
where he operated, and Alkali Ike would
jump fences, climb trees and otherwise disport himself for the delight of the audience.
The poorest picture of today would have
been listed as a feature de luxe in the olden
days and would have been roadshowed at
-$2 top while today some will walk out on it
at 20 cents.
Then, too, you probably remember back
to a time when a young fellow would take
his girl out for an airing on a bicycle built
for two and she wore a hat big enough to
cover a haystack. Today you can see her
riding down the boulevard in a limousine
with a hat as big as a tea saucer on her left
ear, and yet some people tell us that the
world does not progress.
This business is no different from any
other business : it must progress or go backward— it can't stand still. We think pictures
are much different today from what they
used to be as the limousine is different from
the ox cart, and yet there is plenty of room
for improvement. A whittling out here and
there of some of the sex and smut would
made a decided stride forward and hasten
the day when we were bordering on perfection. We are dropping these few hints, not
because we know anything about it, but to
call the attention to it of those who do
know.
V
Carrying Him to the End
We heard a good story the other day. A
fellow had been dangerously sick and was
about to pass out, so he called his wife to
his bedside and gave her a list of the pall
bearers he wanted her to engage. She
looked at the list and then said, "Why Jim,
these are all bankers. Why do you select all
bankers?" And Jim replied, "Well, they
have been carrying me all my life and I
don't want them to lay down on the job
V
now."
If they had located the Garden of Eden
in New Hampshire the chances are that
Adam would have had to live on snowballs
instead of apples and Eve would have caught
pneumonia, for that's no country for fig
leaves, according to a letter we have just
received from E. B. Conant of the Lincoln
theatre, at Lincoln, N. H. He tells us that
they have had the severest winter ever
known; that the snow was 12 feet on the
level, and that the mercury had been down
to
below
zero. want
Good to
gosh,
no wonder
that50 the
Eskimos
moveit's down
there
to cool off.
At the top of his letterhead is printed the
word "Charkarrohen," btit he failed to advise us what that word meant, so we are

assuming that it is a universal cuss-word
used by the New Hampshire people when
they have 12 feet of snow and it is SO below.
Out here, should we have that condition,
that word would be entirely too mild to
satisfy these western folks. We are inviting
Mr. Conant to come out here in the winter
to spend his summer vacation, with the
understanding that he is to bring nothing
but a good appetite and his B. V. Ds.
He has
winds
his on,
letterandwithonethisof : those
"My
wife
the upradio
blankety blank crooners is gasping for
breath. This always drives me down two
flights to the cellar where I can rest in
We wish to thank Mr. Conant for his
good letter and trust he will accept this as
us up.
an
answer. Such letters as his always cheer
peace."
V
Not Responsible
From Valentine, Nebraska, comes a letter
from Mrs. Hazel Dunn, wife of Harold
Dunn, and a cooperator of the Jewell theatre. She assures us that she was in no way
responsible for having put Harold on a
diet of baled hay and ensilage to reduce his
surplus fat. We know Harold pretty well,
and if he would put as much energy into his
work as he does at the dinner table Valentine would become one of the thriving cities
of the state.
Thanks for your letter, Mrs. Dunn, and
tell Harold to drink plenty of buttermilk
every day and keep away from those Sioux
Squaws.
V
Joe Fisher is now with the Dressel Bake
Shop in Chicago. Joe used to be the powder
monkey in the Herald oflice, at which time
he was known as "Eagle Eye Joe." Joe
didn't say whether he was married or not,
but if he isn't, Ccihago can't lay that up
against
him,weforknew
he hashimbeenHe like
"Barkus"
ever since
writes
us a
nice letter, for which we extend our thanks.
V
Hardboiled Director
Ned Sparks, as a hard boiled director,
has Darryl Zanuck pushed clear out of the
studio. We'll bettcha that he eats dill pickles
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and railroad spikes for dessert every day,
and he has a good appetite.
V
Marvin Foss of La Porte City, Iowa,
writes us a very nice letter and reports that
they
played
recently
grossed
more"Little
than Women"
any picture
they and
haveit
played in twelve months.
That speaks well for "Little Women," but
then why shouldn't it? It is one of the best
pictures produced in twelve months. He
tells us that his father lives at Ridgevvay,
Iowa, and is not only an ardent fisherman
but follows our colyum religiously. All
fiishermen do; that's why they are good
fishermen. Thanks for your good letter,
Marvin,
for
bass. and tell your father to use frogs
V
F. K. Haskell of the Pacific Northwest
Trade News, and a news reporter for the
Herald, sends us another letter and says
that "Chic" Sale put in a week entertaining Portland, Oregon, people, and went
away leaving a satisfied audience in his
wake. Of course he did ; he always does.
Among other things, he sends us one of his
poems, which reads :
Year ain'tHERE'S
been theHOPIN'
very best —
Pretty hard with trouble pressed
But the rongh tvay leads to rest —
Here's Hopin'.
Where we planted roses sweet,
Thorns came up to stick our feet
But, this old ivorld's hard to beat —
Here's Hopin'.
Perhaps the buildin' that we planned
Against the cyclone couldn't stand,
But thank God, we've got the land —
Here's Hopin'.
We will
mornin'flight
light —
And
the see
verythedarkest
Can't hide Heaven from our sight —
Here's Hopin'.
That sounds just like "Chic" and it was
very nice of Mr. Haskell to send it to us,
for which we thank him most sincerely and
for his nice letter. We have concluded that
Noah, Mark Anthony, Napoleon, Lydia E.
Pinkham and George Washington were not
the only good people born. There are others,
which reminds us that it is time to quit.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD'S Vagabond Coiyumnist
Alvin Werbe Dead
Alvin F. Werbe, 74, head of the Werbe
Scenic Studio, died at his home in Kansas
City, Kan., last week. For many years his
firm has conducted a national business on
scenery and interior decoration for theatres.
Fred A. and Louis A. Werbe, two of four
surviving sons, will continue the business.
Wurtzel to Make 30 for Fox
Sol Wurtzel plans to make 30 features, 10
of them Spanish versions, as part of the
Fox new season program.
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FILM

Is Benjamin DeCasseres' Comment on ''Dodstvorfb" ;
''They Shall Nof Die" He Calls Perfect Picture
Material but Dynarnite If Shown in the Southland
By BENJAMIN

DE CASSERES

DODSWORTH
Sinclair Lewis' "Dodsworth." with Walter Huston as the famous homespun Sammy
Dodsworth of Zenith Citv, made a smash
hit.
Sidney Howard did a capital job with the
play. He put it into three acts and fourteen
scenes of culminating and absorbing interest.
It will make a memorable picture — a fine
saga of current Americana. It is of a larger
scope than 'Arrowsmith." Max Gordon
produced with a long and impeccable cast,
which included F"ay Bainter as Fran Dodsworth, Harlan Briggs, Maria Ouspenskaya,
Frederic Worlock, Charles Halton and Nan
Sunderland (Mrs. Huston).
Robert Sinclair did a fine job at directing.
And — let me whisper — it will take some
jack to buy this play; but if it doesn't net
all the picture-spending loose change in the
world, then I lose my high rank as a baldheaded prophet.
But it must be filmed with Walter Huston. His Sam Dodsworth is positively the
finest character portrayal of a certain type
of American lost in the jungles of European
sophistication that I have ever seen. It is a
living, palpitating man who unfolds before
us in all his simplicity, his quiet pathos, his
unconscious humor, his calm acceptance of
his wife's infidelities in Europe, his clumsy
love-making, and finally his explosion in the
last scene where he denounces the huzzy
that he has made his wife and deserts her for
a woman who will take him at face value.
Huston never overdoes. He is poignant
without exaggeration. I cannot conceive the
screen version (with the whole Sinclair
Lewis book to dig from) without Huston.
Here we shall have real feeling — not the
blithery pathos of "Little Women"— the
comic pathos of a single American, boyishbusiness nature ; a grand man, but a Yahoo
in Europe, where human nature is a daily
paradox.
Fay Bainter did well with the evolving
huzzy-soul of Sam's wife.
"Dodsworth" may easily become the
great American picture of today.
Picture value, 100 per cent.
SING

AND

WHISTLE

Nothing ever happens in Norway. Have
you noticed ? Did you ever see a picture the
action of which is laid in Norway? Ofif-hand,
can you tell me the capital of Norway ?
So what? Why, nothing in particular, but
I thought this was as good a place as any —
reviewing "Sing and Whistle" — to daub in
something that's been on my chest for a long
time.
"Sing and Whistle" is a four-part
drunken sex comedy, featuring that always
funny little fellow Ernest Truex. It was
written by Milton Herbert Gropper. It is
pretty ancient Limburger and might make

the courtroom, ending in his "Thev shall not
RATING

OF PLAYS

AS SCREEN

MATERIAL

The following percentages are Mr.
DeCasseres' estimate of the potential screen value of the Broadway
plays discussed on this page:
"Dodsworth" — 100 per cent.
"Sing and Whistle" — 25 per cent.
"They Shall Not Die!"— 70 per
cent.
"When in Rome" — 4 per cent.
"Ragged Army" — zero.
the screen for one of those fill-ins wherein
two married couples get all mixed up in a
rather smelly manner. Depends on the cast.
There are the Jillsons and the Dickenses.
The latter, from Chicago, come east to meet
the Jillsons. Fran Jillson and Carole
Dickens had been thataway before Carole
married Hugo Dickens.
Frank (Truex) is upset about meeting
his former blowse. Where shall they sleep ?
— and dialogue like that.
While the Dickens fellow and the Jillson
wife (Sylvia Field) go out to see the nightclub doings, Frank and his former gal get
stewed. It's an all-night affair, involving a
bed. The night-club trotters return in the
morning.
stuff on a The
comic usual
angle. "Now, come clean !"
Again I ask why isn't something done in
Hollywood about Norway?
Picture I'ahic, 25 per cent.
THEY

SHALL

NOT

DIE!

For picture product John Wexley's play,
"They Shall Not Die!" (a Theatre Guild
offering) raises the old question again.
How far will the public stand for propaganda on the screen ? For in this play Wexley — who gave us "The Last Mile" and
"Steel," and who writes with dynamite
sticks for a pencil — has written something
that might well cause an upheaval as great
as '"Uncle Tom's Cabin" if it ever got into
celluloid.
And, aside from it being the story of the
Scottsboro affair up to date and a damning
indictment of "justice" in Alabama, it is
perfect picture material — better picture material, in fact, than play material. But it
could never be shown in the South without
trouble, which is a great tribute to the
mighty power of the motion picture.
The whole nasty matter is shown in detail in three acts and six scenes — from the
alleged rape of the girls and frame-up of
the negroes to the blasting speech of Claude
Rains (the New York defense lawyer) in

A love-story has been woven through it
with Ruth Gordon in the role of Ruby
Bates. Actorially, it is the best of the Guild
productions.
Picture z'alue, 70 per cent (with riots).
WHEN
IN ROME
die!"
After the success of "The Warrior's Husband" and "The Road to Rome" they all
want to do it. The vogue really began in
Mark Twain's "Connecticut Yankee" — that
is, the art of talking nowadays stuff back in
toga and helmet-and-shield days. The anachronism will always get a laugh on screen
or stage, as instance the laughs one hears
at "Berkeley
even
in slicingSquare."
baloney. But there is an art
Austin Major did not slice it properly in
"When in Rome." It is one of those things
transported to Broadway from somewhere.
This title, besides, has intrigued many playwrights, among others Laurence Stall ings.
But none of them has yet made the Hollywood grade. Maybe Le Grand Schnozzle
knows a way. Eddie Cantor might ham it,
too.
"When in Rome" — a ringing, clattering
flop — purports to be a satire on the alleged
misdoings of a Roman Tammany Hall done
back in the days of Cicero, Tiberius, Spartacus, Fulvia and all the rest of the jovial
gang in shorts and sandals.
Picture value, 4 per cent.
RAGGED

ARMY

How many fine ideas have I not seen —
both on stage and screen — go foundering in
the morass of obfuscated treatment or
wrangled to a shadow in incompetent
hands !
There is a fine idea, for instance — an idea
worthy of a Marc Connelly-George Kaufman-Morris Ryskind try — in the unquestioned fact that the descendants of our
Revolutionary forefathers are today the
very backbone, not to say the absolute nerts,
of current toryism. I know, for instance,
a descendant of a soldier who nearly
croaked at Valley Forge with cold and lack
of his daily noggin of sin-water who discharged one of his secretaries because he
wouldn't wear white cuffs.
The stuck-up town of Dunbury is giving
a pageant to the American Revolution while
the rest of the populace is at the last level
of the Depression.
Another revolution is threatening ; but
those celebrating the starving boys at Valley
Forge start to slaughter the strikers. Lloyd
Nolan as Geoffrey Carver is the Spirit of
"76 who tries to slaughter the Spirit of '34.
I think it is good Marx Brothers material.
called0. "Baloney Consomme."
value,
might be
It Picture
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I— APPOINTMENTS
Pursuant to the provisions of the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry approved by President Roosevelt on
November 27th, 1933, the Code Authority of
the Motion Picture Industry has appointed the
following to act as members of the Local Oearance and Zoning Board and the Secretary of
such Board for the
Exchange
territory, the duration of each of such appointments to be at the will of the Code Authority.
1. Representative of National Distributors with Theatre Affiliation.
Mr
,
(City-) (State)
Associated with
2. Representative
of Distributors
out Circuit Theatre
Affiliation. withMr
,
,
(City) (State)
Associated with
3. Representative of First Run Exhibitors Affiliated.
Mr
,
,
(City) (State)
Associated with
4. Representative of First Run Exhibitor
Unaffiliated.
Mr
,
(City) (State)
5. Representative of Subsequent Run Exhibitors Unaffiliated,
(a) Mr
,
(Citv) (State)
6. (b) Mr
,
,
(City) (State)
7. Impartial Representative of the Code
Authoritv.
Mr
,
(City) (State)
8. Secretary
Mr.-Miss ,
(City) (State)
The members of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board shall meet promptly after their
appointment by the Code Authority at such
time and place as shall be fixed by them.
Prior to such first meeting, each member shall
subscribe to the oath in the form attached hereto and shall forthwith transmit such oath for
filing with the Administrator, to the Executive
Secretary, Code Authority of the Motion Picture Industry, 23rd floor, RKO Building,
Rockefeller Center, New York City. Thereupon the members shall by majority vote, select
from their number a Chairman, determine the
regular intervals at which meetings shall be
held and designate the date of the next meeting.
There shall be transmitted by the Code Authority to the Secretary a complete and certified list of Distributors maintaining exchanges
in, and Exhibitors operating theatres served out
of the
E.xchange Territory, who
have qualified to file protests with the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board pursuant to Article VI, Part 2, Section 8.
The jurisdiction and authority of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board and all requirements necessary to properly file any protest to
such Board should be carefully studied by the
members of the Board and the Secretary thereof with particular attention to Article VI, Part
1, Section 7.
The Secretary of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board should become familiar with the
provisions contained in the Code which are to
be followed in the case of appeal. (Article VI,
Part 1, Section 7). The procedure for an appeal is mandatory and must be strictly followed
by the appellant.
The Secretary shall be helpful and sufficiently
informed so as to answer correctly questions as
to procedure. Constant reference to the printed
text and to any instructions issued by the Code

CLEARANCE

BOARDS

day.
expense not to e-xceed Five Dollars (§5.00^ per
Rules and regulations governing
the modus operandi of each of the 3 1
Local Clearance and Zoning Boards
are presented herewith, as announced
over the weekend by the Code Authority in New York. The prescribed
form provides for appointments to
the boards, their organization, procedure, manner of handling protests
and of making decisions, a special
resolution concerning an effective
date and the form of oath for each
appointee. The Local Clearance and
Zoning Boards will set up, regulate
and operate a fair and reasonable
tory.
schedule of clearance for each terriBecause the rules and regulations
governing Local Clearance and Zoning Boards affect the rights of every
exhibitor and exchange in the country,
they should be studied carefully.
Authority will prevent mistakes and duplication of work.
Pursuant to a resolution adopted unanimously
by the Code Authority on February 16th, 1934,
a copy of which is annexed hereto, the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board shall immediately
after organization is completed, perform and
discharge its duty by receiving any and all protests from members of the industry against any
existing clearance and zoning as to their respective theatres alleging that such clearance
and zoning is unreasonable in length and/or
area, and that the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board shall decide the issues raised by such
protests after notice and hearing to the parties
afl^ected.
Provisions of the Code shall govern with respect to the time of making decisions and the
procedure
Sec. 7). thereafter. (Article VI, Part 1,
The Secretary of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board shall become familiar with all
the provisions contained in the Code which are
particularly applicable to the duties and jurisBoard. diction of the Local Clearance and Zoning
II— ORGANIZATION
Sec. 1. Meetings of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board shall be held in the city of
at such time and place as shall
be designated by such Board. Notice of each
meeting of the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board shall be given to each member by the
Secretary at least three (3) days prior to the
date thereof. Any notice to be given any member of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board
shall be deemed given sufficiently and completely ifand when delivered or mailed to such
member at his address appearing on the records
of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board. The
members of the Local Clearance and ZoningBoard shall not be entitled to nor shall they be
paid any compensation for their services. For
attendance at meetings, each member of the
Local Clearance and Zoning Board shall be
paid the amount itemized in writing by such
member and approved by the Secretary, as having been expended by him for railroad fare to
travel from his place of business or residence,
whichever is nearer, if not in the city of
and for necessary hotel room

Sec. 2. In the case of the absence, ineligibility or incapacity of any member of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board to act at any meeting thereof, the Chairman shall appoint as temporaryfrommember,
a member
of theBoard,
same provided
classification
the Local
Grivance
that such member is available to serve. In the
event he is not available, a temporary member
shall be selected unanimously by the members
of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board from
the same general class of the absentee member.
In the event of failure to obtain a unanimous
choice, the temporary member shall be appointed
by the Code Authority. The temporary member shall act only for the time during such
meeting that such regular member shall be absent, or ineligible or incapacitated. If a vacancy occurs because of death or permanent ineligilDility or permanent incapacity, the vacancy
shall be filled by the Code .Authority.
At all meetings of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board the presence of all of the members shall be necessary to constitute a quorum
and on all matters the vote of the majority of
all of the members shall be deemed to be the
action of the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board. (Article VI, Part 1, Section 5). The
impartial representative of the Code Authority
shall vote only in case the vote of the other
members is evenly divided.
.Sec. 3. At each meeting of the Local Clearand Zoning from
Board their
the meinbers
shall full
selectancea Chairman
number with
voting rights, to preside at the meeting of the
Local Clearance and Zoning Board and any
recess thereof. The Chairmanship of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board shall be rotated
among the members and each member shall in
turn be selected to act as Chairman.
Sec. 4. The Code Authority of the. Motion
Picture Industry shall appoint and fix the compensation of the Secretary, who shall be a person not a member of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board. The services of the Secretary
may be terminated at any time by the Code
Authority. The Secretary shall keep a record
of the proceedings of all meetings of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board and of all other
matters of which a record shall be required by
the Code Authority. The Secretarj^ shall take
minutes of all protest hearings in such form
and to such extent as the Code Authority shall
direct, and such minutes shall be part of the
record. The Secretary of each Board shall
make application to the proper State or Municipal Authority for appointment to administer
oaths and shall at all hearings administer the
oath to all witnesses. The Secretary shall issue
notices of all meetings and shall perform such
other duties as may from time to time be designated by the Code Authority.
Sec. 5. Neither the Local Clearance and Zoning Board nor any member thereof or the secretary shall make any commitment for expenditures other than necessary hotel room expense
or railroad fare as provided for in Section I
hereof without first obtaining written approval
therefor from the Code Authority.
Sec. 6. These rules may be amended and
added to at any time by the Code Authoritj'.
Sec. 7. The juristdiction of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board shall be limited as
specifically provided (Article VI, Part 1, Section 9) and such Board shall hear no questions
retary notifies members of the Local Clearance
and zoning matters.
Ill— PROCEDURE
The Local Clearance and Zoning Board may
receive and decide only such matters as are
specified in a written protest sworn to by the
{Continued on follozi'iiw page, column 1)
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protestant and filed in triplicate with the Secretary, who shall forthwith deliver a correct copy
thereof to each party whose interests may be
affected by the decision.
PROTESTS
(Article VI, Part 1, Section 7 of the Code)
Sec. 1. All parties concerned in any protest
may appear in person or by attorney. They
shall be notified of the time and place of hearing, by the Secretary at the same time the Secretary notifies members of the Local Clearance
and Zoning Board.
The authority of the members of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board to hear protests
is derived from and limited by the Code of Fair
Competition for the Motion Picture Industry.
Members are not bound by the technical rules
of evidence but should refuse to admit evidence which is immaterial or irrelevant. Members are without power or authority to make
any decisions which shall be at variance with
provisions of the Code of Fair Competition for
the Motion Picture Industry or nny interpretation thereof by the Code Authority.
Sec. 2. In arriving at a conclusion, each member should be mindful that his responsibility is
as great as that of a judge sitting in a court of
law. Each member should be actuated by principles of justice. Members of Local Clearance
and Zoning Boards must be impartial. They
cannot be impartial if they have any private
agreements respecting the subject matter of the
protest.
Sec. 3. The members shall so conduct the
hearing as not to prejudice the interests of any
interested party. If any information is received or in their possession, open disclosure
thereof must be made during the hearing of
any protest.
Sec. 4. The members shall observe the following rules,
(a) all witnesses must be sworn. The following form of oath shall be used :
"Do you solemnly swear that in the
matter of the protest of
you will tell the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth, so
God?" and all parties conSec. 5. help
The you
protestant
cerned or their attorneys shall be given full
opportunity to cross-examine all witnesses, and
present their own witnesses in rebuttal. The
members may during the hearing question the
protestant and witnesses and all interested parties if they so desire, without unduly interrupting the orderly conduct of the hearing. The
members shall remember to
(a) permit all interested parties or their
attorneys to briefly sum up their case.
(b) adjourn the hearing to a future date
for good reason. Take all possible
steps to avoid unnecessary delays to the
end that all hearings be expedited.
(c) confer immediately at the end of the
hearing to arrive at a decision based
solely upon the evidence submitted.
Sec. 6. Members of Local Clearance and Zoning Boards are cautioned to
(a) refuse to admit evidence which is immaterial or irrelevant.
(b) refuse to consider evidence if no opportunity isafforded for cross-examining of the witness whose evidence is
offered.
(c) postpone only for compelling and proper causes a hearing already set.
(d) avoid reaching a decision before the
close of the case.
V— DECISION
Sec 1. The decision must clearly reflect the
opinion of the majority of the members of the
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Local Clearance and Zoning Board. There
can only be one decision. Accordingly, the
members should never make any decision which
(a) contemplates further action of any kind
by the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board.
(b) reserves to the members further powers
or action.
Decisions of a Local Clearance and Zoning
Board wherever possible should be unanimous
and may be publicized.
Sec. 2. All decisions must be in accordance
with the provisions of the Code of Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry and in
accordance with any interpretation thereof by
the Code Authority.
Sec. 3. The decision should be certain in its
terms and simple in its language. It should
state in clear and simple language the decision
of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board. Each
decision should be so phrased as to be possible
of performance. Each member shall sign the
decision indicating whether he votes in favor
thereof or dissents therefrom.
Sec. 4. Members of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Boards are not required to state the
reasons for the conclusions reached^ but may
do so if they see fit. The members may incorporate their reasons in an opinion accompanying the decision if they or any of them so
desire.
Sec. 5. A protestant desiring a stenographic
transcript of the proceedings and testimony may
employ a competent stenographer, approved by
the Local Clearance and Zoning Board. In the
event of appeal, such transcript may be used
only when certified to as correct by the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board.
Sec. 6. L'pon the filing of a notice of appeal
from any decision of a Local Clearance and
Zoning Board, the Secretary shall notify all
affected parties.
VI— RESOLUTION UNANIMOUSLY
ADOPTED BY THE CODE AUTHORIY ON FEBRUARY 16th,
1934
"Whereas, Article VI, Part 1 of the Code
of Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry contemplated that Local Clearance and
Zoning Boards should be established prior to
January 1st, of each year to set up fair, just
and equitable schedules of clearance and zoning
to provide against clearance of unreasonable
length and/or area, and
Whereas, for the year 1934, the date of January 1st was indefinitely postponed by reason
of unavoidable delay in establishing such Clearance and Zoning Boards and
Whereas, the selling season of the industry
is but a short time off and it is necessary to
simplify and expedite the functions of such
Boards and direct their activities and qualify
their procedure, now on motion by Mr. Baremously
ford, seconded by Mr. Yamins, it is unaniRESOLVED : That Clearance and Zoning
Boards shall perform and discharge their duties
by receiving any and all protests from members
of the industry against any existing clearance
and zoning as to their respective theatres alleging that such clearance and zoning is unreasonable in length and/or area, and that the such
Boards shall decide the issues raised by such
protests after notice and hearing to the parties
affected ; and that with respect to the time of
making of decisions and the procedure thereafter the provisions of the Code shall govern."
VII— OATH FOR APPOINTEES
The undersigned hereby accepts the appointment of the Code Authority of the Motion
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Picture Industry to act as a member of the
Local Clearance and Zoning Board for the
Exchange Territory and hereby swears to fairly and impartially determine
whatever issue is presented to such Board.
L. S.
STATE OF 1
On this
193
COUNTY
OF 5 • day of
before me personally came and appeared
to me known and known to
me to be the person described in and who subscribed to the foregoing and took oath to the
statements by him subscribed.
C Notary Public)

See

Tariff

Aid

to U,

Bill jIs
S. Films

Enactment of tariff legislation introduced
last week in the House at Washington would
give President Roosevelt a weapon with
which to break down some of the almost
prohibitive barriers erected against American motion pictures by foreign governments.
Quota blockades against American films
exist in almost very important country and
millions are lost annually as a result by
American distributors.
Under the bill the President would be
authorized to increase or reduce existing
duties by not more than SO per cent as a
means of consummating reciprocal trade
agreements with other governments.
William McKay Dead
William Rupert McKay, inspector of film
exchanges for the Ontario, Canada, government for 14 years, died in Toronto this week
as a result of old war wounds. His duties
disciplinary, Mr. McKay was nevertheless
highly popular throughout the industry in
Canada.
Tax Liens Against Three
Government tax liens have been filed in
Los Angeles against Jean Harlow, Carmel
Myers and Greta Nissen. The government
claims Miss Harlow owed $2,654 on her
1932 income; Miss Myers $36.37 for 1932,
and Miss Nissen $155 for 1931.
Colunnbia Suit Delayed
The examination of Jack Cohn, Columbia
executive, scheduled to precede trial of a
stockholder's suit for an accounting, set for
last week, had been postponed to this week.
Both Mr. Cohn and his attorney, Nathan
Burkan, are out of town.
Universal Reopens Lab
Universal will reopen its Coast laboratory
late this week under the name of Universal
Laboratories. C. Roy Hunter will be in
charge, and King Charney will act as outside contact to solicit independent business.
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I— APPOINTMENTS
Pursuant to the provisions of the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry, approved by President Roosevelt on
November 27th, 1933, the Code Authority of
the Motion Picture Industry has appointed the
following to act as members of the Local
Grievance Board and the Secretary of such
Board, for the
Exchange
Territory, the duration of each of such appointments to be at the will of the Code Authority.
1. Representative of National Distributors with Theatre Affiliation
Mr
;,
(City) (State)
Associated with
2. Representative of Distributors without
Circuit Theatre Affiliation
Mr
,
(City) (State)
Associated with
3. Representative of Exhibitors, Affiliated
Mt
,
,
(City) (State)
Associated with
4. Representative
of Exhibitors, Unaffiliated
Mr
,
(City) (State)
5. Impartial Representative of the Code
Authority.
Mr
,
:
(City) (State)
6. Secretary
Mr.-Miss
,
,
(City) (State)
The members of the Local Grievance Board
shall meet promptly after their appointment by
the Code Authority at such time and place as
shall be fixed by them.
Prior to such first meeting, each member shall
subscribe to the oath in the form attached hereto and shall forthwith transmit such oath for
filing with the Administrator, to the Executive Secretary, Code Authority of the Motion
Picture Industry, 23rd floor, RKO Building,
Rockefeller Center, New York City. Thereupon the members shall by majority vote select
from their number a Chairman, determine the
regular intervals at which meetings shall be
held and designate the date of the next meeting.
There shall be transmitted by the Code Authority to the Secretary a complete and certified
list of Distributors maintaining exchanges in,
and Exhibitors operating theatres served out of
the
Exchange Territory, who
have qualified to file complaints with the Local
Grievance Board pursuant to Article VI, Part
2, Section 8.
The jurisdiction and authority of the Local
Grievance Board and all requirements necessary
to properly make any complaint to such Board
should be carefully studied by the members of
the Board and the Secretary thereof with particular attention to Article VI, Part 2, Section
4.
The Secretary of the Local Grievance Board
should become familiar with the provisions contained in the Code which are to be followed in
the case of appeal. (Article VI, Part 2, Section 7). The procedure for an appeal is mandatory and must be strictly followed by the
appellant.
The Secretary shall be helpful and sufficiently
informed so as to answer correctly questions as
to procedure. Constant reference to the printed
text and to any instructions issued by the Code
Authority will prevent mistakes and duplication of work.
II— ORGANIZATION
Sec. 1. Meetings of the Local Grievance
Board shall be held in the city of
at such time and place as shall be designated by
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Rules and regulations governing
the modus operandi of each of the
3 1 Local Grievance Boards are presented herewith, as announced last
weekend by the Code Authority in
New York. The prescribed form provides for appointments to the boards,
their organization, procedure, manner of conducting hearings and
of making determinations and the
form of oath for each appointee.
The Grievance Boards will control
competitive relations between exhibitors and distributors in the field
and will hear and adjust complaints
of unfair trade practices and/or
unfair competitive methods.
Because the rules and regulations
governing Local Grievance Boards
affect the rights of every exhibitor
and exchange in the country, they
should be studied carefully.

such Board. Notice of each meeting of the
Local Grievance Board shall be given to each
member by the Secretary at least three (3)
days prior to the date thereof, except that for
a meeting called as provided in Article V. D,
Part 9 (b), forty-eight hours telegraphic notice shall be given. Any notice to be given any
member of the Local Grievance Board shall be
deemed given sufficiently and completely if and
when delivered or mailed to such member at
his address appearing on the records of the
Local Grievance Board. The members of the
Local Grievance Board shall not be entitled to
nor shall they be paid any compensation for
their services. For attendance at meetings, each
member of the Local Grievance Board shall be
paid the amount itemized in writing by such
member and approved by the Secretary, as having been expended by him for railroad fare to
travel from his place of business or residence,
whichever is nearer, if not in the city of
and for necessary hotel room
day.
expense not to exceed Five Dollars (|5.00) per
Sec. 2. In the case of the absence, ineligibility or incapacity of any member of the Local
Grievance Board to act at any meeting thereof,
the Chairman shall appoint as temporary member, a member of the same classification from
the Local Clearance and Zoning Board, provided that such member is available to serve.
In the event he is not available, a temporary
member shall be selected unanimously by the
members of the Local Grievance Board from
the same general class of the absentee member.
In the event of failure to obtain a unanimous
choice, the temporary member shall be appointed
by the Code Authority. The temporary member shall act only for the time during such
meeting that such regular member is absent,
incapacitated or ineligible. If a vacancy occurs
because of death or permanent ineligibility, or
permanent incapacity, the vacancy shall be filled
by the Code Authority.
At all meetings of the Local Grievance Board
the presence of all of the members shall be necessary to constitute a quorum and on all matters
the vote of the majority of all of the members
shall be deemed to be the action of the Local
Grievance Board. (Article VI, Part 2, Section 6b). The impartial representative of the
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Code Authority shall vote only in case the vote
of the other members is evenly divided. (Article VI, Part 2, Section 6a).
Sec. 3. At each meeting of the Local Grievance Board the members shall select a Chairman from their number with full voting rights,
to preside at the meeting of the Local Grievance Board and any recess thereof. The Chairmanship of the Local Grievance Board shall be
rotated among the members and each member
shall in turn be selected to act as Chairman.
Sec. 4. The Code Authority of the Motion
Picture Industry shall appoint and fix the compensation of the Secretary, who shall be a person not a member of the Local Grievance Board.
The services of the Secretary may be terminated at any time by the Code Authority. The
Secretary shall keep a record of the proceedings
of all meetings of the Local Grievance Board
and of all other matters of which a record shall
be required by the Code Authority. The Secretary shall take minutes of all hearings in such
form and to such extent as the Code Authority
shall direct, and such minutes shall be part of
the record. The Secretary of each Board shall
make application to the proper State or Municipal Authority for appointment to administer
oaths, and shall at all hearings administer the
oath to all witnesses. The Secretary shall issue
notices of all meetings and shall perform such
other duties as may from time to time be designated by the Code Authority.
Sec. 5. Neither the Local Grievance Board
nor any member thereof or the Secretary shall
make any commitment for expenditures other
than necessary hotel room expense or railroad
fare as provided for in Section I hereof, without first obtaining written approval therefor
from the Code Authority.
Sec. 6. These rules may be amended and
added to at any time by the Code Authority.
Sec. 7. No member of the Local Grievance
Board shall sit on any matter involving his own
or Section
his company's
interest. (Article VI. Part
2,
6a.).
III— PROCEDURE
The Local Grievance Board may receive and
determine only such matters as are specified in
a written complaint, sworn to by the complainant, and filed in triplicate with the Secretary who shall forthwith deliver a correct copy
thereof to each party complained of and to
each party whose interests may be effected by
the determination.
IV— HEARINGS
Sec. 1. All parties concerned in any hearing
may appear in person or by attorney. They
shall be notified of the time and place of hearing by the secretary at the same time the secreBoard.tary notifies member of the Local Grievance
The authority of the members of the Local
Grievance Board to hear complaints is derived
from and limited by the Code of Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry. Members are not bound by the technical rules of evidence but should refuse to admit evidence which
is immaterial or irrelevant. Members are without power or authority to make any determination which shall be at variance with the provisions of the Code of Fair Competition for the
Motion Picture Industry or any interpretation thereof by the Code Authoritv.
Sec. 2. In arriving at a conclusion, each member should be mindful that his responsibility is
as great as that of a judge sitting in a court
of law. Each member should be actuated by
principles of justice. Members of Local Griev{Continitcd on following page, column 1)
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ance Boards must be impartial. They cannot
be impartial if
( a ) they have any private agreements with
either party respecting the subject matter in controversy.
(b) they have any bias or prejudice in favor
of or against any of the parties. It shall
be the duty of any member having any
bias or prejudice in favor or against
any of the parties to announce such bias
or prejudice prior to the hearing of the
complaint.
If the bias or prejudice of a member is established, such member shall be ineligible to sit
upon the Local Grievance Board determining the
complaint in question.
Sec. 3. Members of the Local Grievance
Board siiould avoid
(a) acting as conciliators. Their duties are
not to seek a compromise, but to reach
a fair decision and to make a just disposition based solely upon the evidence.
( b ) acting as an advocate or agent of any
party. Their duties are not to argue
or to defend but to hear and decide
solely on the Ijasis of the evidence submitted.
(c) expressing opinions or views concerning the parties or the controversy, except in the written determination
thereof.
Sec. 4. The members should so conduct the
hearing as not to prejudice the interests of
either party. They should not receive and
should decline to receive private communications, or other information from any source. If
any such information is received or in their
possession, open disclosure thereof must be made
at the hearing, and/or before determination.
Each party should be granted an equal opportunity to present his case.
Sec. 5. The members shall observe the following rules.
(a) all witnesses must be sworn. The following form of oath shall be used :
"Do
swear of
that in the
matteryouof solemnly
the complaint
....against you will tell
the truth, the whole truth and nothbut thepresence
truth, soofhelpall you
God?"
(b) hear in ingthe
members,
first, the witnesses of the complaining
party and then the witnesses of the defending parties. The members should
permit the parties or their attorneys to
cross-examine all witnesses and present
their own witnesses in rebuttal. The
members may during the hearing question all witnesses if they so desire,
without unduly interrupting the orderly
conduct of the hearing.
(c) permit the parties or their attorneys
to briefly sum up their case.
(d) adjourn the hearing to a future date
for good reason. Take all possible steps
to avoid unnecessary delays to the end
that all hearings be expedited.
(e) confer immediately at the end of the
hearing and arrive at a determination
based solely upon the evidence submitted.
Sec. 6. Members of Local Grievance Boards
are cautioned to
(a) refuse to admit evidence which is immaterial or irrelevant.
(b) refuse to consider evidence if no opportunity isafforded for cross-examination
of the party or witness whose evidence
is offered.
(c) postpone only for compelling and proper
causes a hearing already set.
(d) avoid reaching a decision before the
close of the case.
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V— DETERMINATION
-Sec. 1. The determination must clearly reflect
the decision of the majority of the members of
the Local Grievance Board. Decisions of a
Local Grievance Board wherever possible should
be unanimous and may be publicized. There
can be only one determination. Accordingly,
the members should never make a determination
which
(a) contemplates further action of any kind
by the Local Grieance Board, except as
provided
tion 3. in ^Article V-E, Part 3, Sec(b) reserves to the members further powers
or action.
Sec. 2. The Local Grievance Board shall not
have power to award damages.
Sec. 3. LTpon a determination directing distributors not to enter into new contracts, and
not to deliver further pictures under e.xisting
contracts (Article V.E, Part 3, Section 3) the
secretary shall forthwith notify all distributors.
Sec. 4. All determinations must be in accordance with the provisions of the Code of Fair
Competition for the Alotion Picture Industry,
and in accordance with any interpretation
thereof by the Code Authority.
Sh:c. 5. The determination should be certain
in its terms and simple in its language. It
should state in clear and simple language the
determination of the Local Grievance Board.
Each determination should be so phrased as to
be possible of performance. Each member shall
sign the determination indicating whether he
votes in favor thereof or dissents therefrom.
Sec. 6. Members of the Local Grievance
Board are not required to state the reasons for
the conclusions reached, but may do so if they
see fit. The members may incorporate their
reasons in an opinion accompanying the determination, ifthey or any of them so desire.
Sec. 7. Any party to a hearing desiring a
stenographic transcript of the proceedings and
testimony, may employ a competent stenographer approved by the Local Grievance Board.
In the event of appeal, such transcript may be
used only when certified to be correct by the
Local Grievance Board.
Sec. 8. Upon the filing of a notice of appeal
from any determination of a Local Grievance
Board, the Secretary shall notify all affected
parties.
VI_OATH

FOR APPOINTEES
OATH
The undersigned hereby accepts the appointment of the Code Authority of the Motion
Picture Industry to act as a ,member of the
Local Grievance Board for the
Exchange Territory and hereby swears to fairly
and impartially determine whatever issue is
presented to such Board.
L.S.
STATE OF
] ce
COUNTY OFi
On this
day of
193
before me personally came and appeared
to me known and known
to me to be the person described in and who
subscribed to the foregoing and took oath to
the statements by him subscribed.
(Notary PubHc)

MGM. U. A. in Deal
MGM and United Artists have concluded
a deal whereby MGM will distribute all
United Artists product in South Africa ne.xt
season. Walt Disney subjects are included.
Arthur Loew for MGM and Arthur W.
Kelly, for United Artists, concluded the deal.
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Studios
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24,

May

34- Hour

Cut
IV ^ek

Observers of the labor situation in Hollywood's studios this week indicated a definite
possibility that the production branch may
reduce working hours from 40 to 34, as a
compromise
to General
Hugh ofS. labor
Johnson's
plea to industry
to cut hours
to a
30-hour weekly maximum.
Harold S. Bareford, Charles L. O'Reilly
and George J. Schaefer, constituting a committee appointed by the Code Authority to
conform with the appeal for shorter hours,
this week requested studio officials to cooperate with them and start making an
analysis of the employment situation on the
Coast.
Another development on the labor front
was settlement of the long standing dispute
between independent San Francisco theatres
and projectionists. Lender the compromise
operators are to receive an increase of 15 to
18 per cent. The present wage being $54
w-eekly, the new. scale will approximate $63.
Operators had asked for $84.60, the wage
prior to the depression.
U. A. Salesmen Promoted
Harry Lotz and Fred Rohrs, former
United Artists salesmen, have been promoted to branch managerships in Milwaukee
and Charlotte, respectively. G. L Bradford
has replaced Mr. Rohrs in Kansas City.
Walter Loewe of Washington has gone to
Charlotte and George Dillon has moved
from Atlanta to Washington.
Hoffberg Has Series
J. H. Hoffberg Company is releasing a
series of American and Spanish features
and shorts with distribution, except in
California, New Mexico and Arizona,
handled from New York. Spanish International Pictures has the product in California,
and Scott Amusement Company in New
Mexico and Arizona.
Southern MPTO Meeting Set
The semi-annual convention of the MPTO
of Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi will
be held at the Chisca Hotel, Memphis,
Tenn., April 1-2. Sol A. Rosenblatt has
been invited to address the convention.
Billboard Bill Now Law
Governor Lehman of New York has
signed the bill which prohibits the erection
of billboards within 500 feet of a state parkway or park without permission from the
Regional Park Commission.
Majestic Has 12 in Polish
Majestic is releasing 12 Polish films in
100 towns in this country where Polish
speaking people are resident. The first,
"The
played
Caruso Spy,"
in New
York.a second week at the
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BLUEBOOK

By

F. H.

School

RICHARDSON

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 216.— (A) Is it safe to use a chamois skin for cleaning lenses? (Bj How
often, in your judgment, should a projection lens be disassembled and cleaned? (C) Describe, in detail, just
how you would yourself do the job. Watch
the interior of a projection lens have?

Answer
Bluebook School Question No. 210 was :
{A) What is the total approximate loss of
light in passing through cemented surfaces
of flint and crown glass f (B) What may
zve safely assume to be the loss per single
lens, or per two cemented lenses f (C) Is
the amount of light passed by all similar
lenses the same? (E) Describe the process
of image forming by lenses?
B. S. Englander of Philadelphia, has protested that I misunderstood his answer to
Question No. 207, Section A. He has
pointed out that he said, though in different
words, just what Doe said. A careful examination of his answer convinces me he is
right. Apologies, Brother Englander.
The following made good on 210 : C.
Rau and S. Evans; D. Danielson; G. E.
Doe; B. S. Englander; H. H. Menefee; T.
Van Vaulkenburg; W. Lemke; J. Wentworth ; R. DeTotto ; R. J. Arnston ; D. Ferguson D.
; Caladone ; H. Edwards ; J. Morton; B. Doe; H. C. Lake; P. Jackson and
B. Diglah; H. D. Schofield ; O. L. Daris
and M. Simms ; W. and S. F. Love ; D. R.
Peters and D. Holler; B. L. Stephens; N.
Williams and R. S. Allen ; L. F. Evans and
P. T. Jones ; F. T. Thompson and F. Daris ;
J. N. and T. H. Wilson; H. C. Lake; D. L.
Mason and J. T. Ballinger ; P. Sanborn and
S. L. Jones ; D. L. Sinklow ; G. A. Artley ;
G. Tinlin; O. L. Evans; F. F. Griffin and
C. Abrams ; G. S. Bowers ; T. L. Albert,
T. Leroy and B. F. Errickson ; E. L. Conners ; M. Gerst ; A. Richardson and L. N.
Haynes ; C. Cummings and T. Kelley ; G.
Johnson and N. T. Kane ; D. L. Howard ;
B. S. Orchade; R. O. Davis and T. L.
Turk ; L. Biello and R. K. Hart ; H. Pedilla
and S. T. Carter; M. Sanbie ; T. M. Orichson and Son; D. M. Davis; R. L. Oglesby,
H. Danby, R. D. Pudello and W. R. Clark ;
P. S. Mitchel; H. E. Daniels; C. Greene;
S. Fletcher; M. C. Lellinger and H. Pitchkey; S. L. Holmes; H. May, H. and L. H.
Anderson ; S. Carberry ; L. Hutch and D.
Goldberg; H. Schontz and T. R. Richards;
D. H. Samuels ; G. L. Emrich ; S. Tacobs ;
L. D. Francis: D. Little and J. K. Rathburn ; R. S. Conrad ; D. L. Smith ; R. Suler

your step in this and don't overlook any point. (D) What care should

to

Question

No.

and R. Wheeler ; J. Hemmelstene and R.
Marteniz; M. Scully, L. Scully and P. M.
Wheeler; D. Fornian ; P. Conforti and C.
F. Davis ; P. L. Lathrope ; J. E. Smith and
R. R. Dorfel; C. D. Carmody ; L. Hutchinson.
The answer of P. Jackson and B. Diglah
to Section A has been selected for publication. They say, "This question deals only
with two cemented surfaces, and since they
are cemented, there is no surface at all as
far as concerns reflection, except the almost
negligible one due to a slight difference in
refractive index as between Canadian balsam
and flint glass. It is almost exactly the same
as that of crown glass. The loss thus set
up is only aboUt one-tenth of one per cent.
(B) Our friends, Rau and Evans, says,
"The loss of light per single lens, at and between the surfaces, may be considered as
follows :
"Double convex lens of 1.51 refractive
index : Loss at first surface, 4.2 per cent ;
loss by absorption, .5 per cent ; loss at last
surface, 4.0 per cent ; total loss, 8.7 per cent
( appro.ximately 9 per cent).
"Double convex lens of 1.61 refractive
index ; Loss at first surface, 5.5 per cent ;
loss by absorption, .5 per cent ; loss at last
surface, 5.2 per cent; total loss 11.2 per
cent (approximately 11 per cent).
"Cemented lens of positive lens of crown
glass cemented to negative lens of flint glass :
Loss at first surface of crown glass, 4.2 per
cent ; loss by absorption of crown glass, .5
per cent ; loss between crown glass and
cement, zero ; loss by absorption of cement,
.5 per cent ; loss between cement and flint
glass, .1 per cent; loss by absorption of flint
glass, .5 per cent ; loss at last surface of
flint glass, 5.2 per cent; total loss, 11.0 per
(C) This question was not stated correctly. J.Wentworth says, "I think you
'slipped
a cog' in propounding this question.
cent."
It is likely you meant: Is the amount of
equal incident light passed by lenses of like
diameter and form always the same? If that
he correct, then the answer is an emphatic
no. Many things would cause a difference.
Assuming the incident light to be of equal

210
character and power in all cases, and the
angles of incidence also to be alike in all
cases, then the cleanliness of surface, polish
of surface, purity of glass — meaning absence of color, etc., and the character of the
glass would make a difference in the amount
of Brother
incident light
transmitted."
Wentworth
was correct. I
penalized no one on this one. The question
was not clear. Wentworth is a good
(D) Believe you me, this was a hard
guesser.
answer to select. I believe, however, that
PL Edwards has somewhat the best of it,
everything considered. He says, "Assuming an object placed at one of the points of
conjugate foci of a corrected lens, light rays
go forward in all directions from every one
of the innumerable needle points of its surface. Rays from every portion of every needle
point of the object are incident upon every
needle point of the lens surface, and the
lens surfaces are so made and combined that
all the rays from each one of the points will
be so refracted that they will meet again in
a spot at the other conjugate foci point of
the lens corresponding to the point they
emanated from in the first conjugate foci
point, except that their area will presumably be expanded.
"This being true, it follows that at the
second conjugate foci point an image of the
object will be formed, and if the object
needle points be expanded, the image will
be larger than the object.
"Another peculiarity is that the image will
be reversed in position, or as we usually
express it, up-side-down. Still another is
that although rays from thousands of needle
points of the object meet each other at all
points of surface of the lens, they meet at
slightly different angles and pass through
each other unobstructed."
Writes Amateur Film Book
William J. Shannon, secretary of Moorefield & Shannon, publishers at Nutley. N. J.,
has completed a book titled "Movie Making
Made Easy," in the 219 pages of which Mr.
Shannon details nine 3'ears of experience as
an amateur motion picture maker.
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ACCOMPLISHED
BYJR., in
ANTAGONISM'
/. /. KNIGHT,
charge of Paramount Theatre Maintenance

OPEN LETTER TO
RESEARCH COUNCIL
[The follozving communication, is indeed
an open one, addressed not to tliis publication, but to Mr. William H. Short, director
of the Motion Picture Research Council, an
organization interested in the imperfections
of the film as thus far exploited. Mr. Knight,
the writer, has been associated with the motion picture theatre for many years, in its
management and in the supervision of its
physical operation and maintenance. He is
in charge of theatre maintenance for Paramount Publix. His remarks bclozv, submitted in copy as an open letter, call for
no added comment — except that for the
practical purposes of the Council, if any,
it were better had Mrs. Belmont thus rejected the opportunity of personally meeting Mr. Knight. — The Editor.]
My dear Mr. Short/:
I want to thank you for your letter of March
12, which included me in the group of individuals to have the opportunity of personally
meeting Mrs. August Belmont before the luncheon on Wednesday, March 21.
You have known me for a number of years.
During a large number of those years of our
acquaintance I have gained my livelihood from
the Motion Picture Industry. I know many
of its weaknesses, and could list many mistakes
that have been made. However, I have never
felt that the industry was all wrong. Further,
I know many of the problems of the independent and small town exhibitor from first-hand
contact with them.
V
I have expressed to you rather frankly in the
past, my ideas about the future program of the
Research Council. I have been rather emphatic
that, in my opinion, nothing can be accomplished
through an attitude of reform, or from an attitude of antagonism, directed toward the present
industry.
The only positive approach to the objectives
of the Council is to produce and distribute
pictures that measure up in story, in beauty
and in social, intellectual, psychological and
spiritual value, as established by the Cnnncil
as the result of its five-year research. Any
other approach founded upon the influence ol
prominent persons, publicity, legislation, or reform, are negative and will be ineffectual. Not
until the Council is prepared to take the risks
and the hazards as always befall the "trail
blazer"
will anything
more bein accomplished
than
the creating
of a tempest
a teapot.
V
When the Council demonstrates that pictures,
measuring up to their standards, can be produced and distributed, without the aid of block booking or blind selling, and still return a fair
and reasonable commercial profit, the industry
will be quick to follow suit. People generally
are very willing to be shoivn, but seldom like
to be told how to do their particular job.
I am rather convinced that the trend of the
times is harmony and co-operation, and not
billigerent resistance or antagonistic refor.
This should be considered in planning or plotting the future of the Research Council. If the
Council could cleanse itself of its hate, distrust
and opposition to the present industry, which
is always denied and vet always so obvious in
the reading of any of its reports, and realize
that motion pictures are the greatest and most
powerful media of expression, art, propagandT
education and universal social understanding
that exists today, and plan to guide that indus-

ASK CONCESSIONS
ON FILMS BY ITALY
Tariff experts in Rome, Italy, have
suggested the lowering of Italian iynport barriers on American films and
cotton in exchange for Italian wine
and silk imports by America as a
means of increasing trade between the
countries. The Italian film industry
has been stimulated only slightly by
Premier Mussolini's protective measures, it is said.
A considerable increase in import
duties luas announced late last week
by the French government at Paris.
Twenty-five American products are
affected, but not films.
try to a higher level so that its influence will
always be uplifting and not degrading, then
and only then will the Council be fulfilling a
useful purpose.
All of this is ably implied and stated in the
forepart of the pamphlet, "A New Day for the
Movies and for the Children," recently received
by me. Why, as on page 3, is the statement
made, '"It has no wish to censor, condemn or
hamper the movies," when every conclusion
drawn, and every interpretation of the findings
of the researches has been condemnation, spelled
with capital letters ? Again, the program of
the Motion Picture Research Council, as printed on page 13, is, first, to abolish block-booking,
abolish blind selling, and require a trade showing ;second, to inform the public of the findir-^
of the Council, and of course, impress upon the
public the conclusions and special interpretations
of the Council. It is positively evident that such
objectives have been especially selected to hamper the industry. So why is a statement made
to the contrarv ?
V
Throughout all of the literature disseminated
by the Council so great a number of findings
are based upon the reactions of motion pictures
upon
delinquents
can't
help but
feel that and
the subnormals
industry is that
beingonejudged
by its reactions upon the minds of the moron
class of this country. Some intelligent parents
of this country will resent that implication
directed toward their children. To be specific,
statements such as made on page 12 of ".A. New
Day" should
are improper
generalonlypublication,
and
truly
receive forweight
as secondary
data.
Basically, for better or worse, the Motion
Picture Industry, the Banking system, the Aviation industry and Stock exchanges, as well as
child delinquency and all other socially unhealthy conditions, are the direct result of the
economic system which has us all enslaved today. Why then attack one of these results and
attempt to make people believe that it alone is
the cause of social evil or shortcomings.
V
If the objective of the Council is truly to
obtain better pictures, then concentrate on that
and forget for the time being, at least, blindselling, block-booking and other trade practices.
For, if all pictures were good in the eyes of the
Council, then what difference would block-booking or blind-selling make in the average community?
If sincerity has retained any of its moral
tone,- then in the light of the expressed pro-

gram for the Council, state the facts honestly.
The Motion Picture Research Council's true
platform
:
1. To isreform
the present trade practices
(which are not criticized when applied to other
industries) of the business of distributing
motion pictures.
2. To organize a nation-wide campaign to
marshal ublic opinion in support of the Research Council and its findings.
3. To encourage others to invest their money
in the production of pictures which the Council
will not attempt in its own behalf.
4. To continue its investigation of the subnormal and moronic minds of the country to
determine their reactions to motion pictures.
5. To oppose the present motion picture industry in every possible way.
This is a bluntly stated translation of the
program so cleverly written and printed on
page 13 of "A New Day, etc." Frankly under
such
plansCouncil
of action,
I don't be
believe
that the
Research
can possibly
successful.
I regret coming to such a pointed conclusion,
but the conduct of its affairs by the Council,
tending more and more toward a professional
reform movement, has left no other course open
to me.
Unless the program of the Council be changed
to harmonize more nearly with the spirit of the
times, and becomes more positive in its effort
to demonstrate and lead, rather than force or
drive, then I find it necessary to request that
Knight,
tny
name Jr.be dropped from your lists. — J. T.
Chicago Mayor Asks More
Money for Censorship Board
Mayor Kelly of Chicago last week kit
back at film interests by asking the financial
committee of the city council for an additional $40,000 for the censorship budget.
The request is seen as a counter move to
offset the disclosure recently that while local
distributors and theatres paid approximately
$70,000 a year in inspection and censor fees,
the cost of operating the board amounted to
only $37,000 last year.
It is reported the mayor proposes hiring
additional inspectors with the additional
money he believes the board needs. Such
action would automatically destroy all hope
of local distributors for censorship relief.
Universal will instigate a test case of
Mayor Edward Kelly's standing order in
Chicago to his police department censor
board ordering elimination of riot scenes,
at the first instance of such action, last
week declared Henry Herbel, Universal
Chicago branch manager.
Mr. Herbel denounced the mayor's order
as
a "step toward
censorship
of theanypress."
Universal
will refuse
to make
cuts
ordered by the mayor, he said.
Denig Joins Ferguson
Lynde Denig, pioneer trade paper editor,
has been named eastern representative for
Helen Ferguson, who maintains publicity
bureau headquarters in Hollywood.
MGM Plans New "Goofy" Series
MGM plans production of a third series
of two-reel subjects titled "Goofy Movies,"
with explanatory remarks by Pete Smith.
Jack Cunningham will supervise.
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IS HERE

The gentle season seems to be upon us. The air Is balmy,
kids are playing ball In the park, the sport pages echo to the
crack of horsehlde, and the wife is alarmingly engrossed In the
Easter style ads.
The business of the motion picture also yields to the magic
touch of the growing season as a happier note of optimism
is heard o'er the land. Mighty good pictures are being released, box office grosses are mounting and there is even a
whisper, faint though it may be, that In various quarters salaries
may shortly be lifted.
Good ole Spring!
It marks the budding of Easter shows, of egg hunts and
style promenades. It means a general house cleaning, a bit of
paint here and there, a dab of varnish where It is needed, an
overhauling of seat covers and draperies.
It clarions the start of a new season of hope, of better
times, and, we trust, better "crops" for those managers who so
diligently sow the seed but seldom are allowed to reap the
rewards of their labor.
V V V
IT MIGHT

WORK

From our favorite shoe dealer comes a neat business reminder novelty In the form of a pair of new laces. Accompanying these necessary dress accessories is a letter with copy
from which we quote: "... we got to thinking that maybe by
this time you would need a new pair of laces ... it is our
policy to keep in touch with our customers ... we trust that
youNot
will avisit
again.
bad usgag,
and. .no." doubt the store ad man took a few
bows for his ingenuity, hie might have dug up the Idea by
himself, and then again, a like novelty used by his neighborhood theatreman might have brought It forth.
Be that as it may, the thought strikes us that many of the
things put over by showmen can be employed profitably by
advertisers in other lines and If this be so, able managers now
unemployed might do worse than endeavor to sell their Ideas
or services temporarily to exploit merchandise In a manner
similar to pictures. It has been done and Is being done. If
not by showmen then by advertisers In other fields capitalizing on these possibilities. And while we do not recommend
going after the biggest game, adaptations of national tieups
might be worked out In local situations.
Not a few high salaried ad men have come from showbusiness, and If more encouragement were given this source of
supply by keen merchandisers, perhaps unemployed theatremen awaiting a break might, while marking time, look into the
opportunities of this angle for an immediate source of revenue.

CLUB

meeting
aid

and

weekly
progress

A STIMULANT
Speaking before a recent AMPA meeting, guest of honor
Mary Plckford remarked on the lack of needed stimulation In
present day picture production, and expressed herself at a loss
In knowing where to seek it out.
While possessing no blade sufficiently keen to sever this
Gordian knot, we timidly offer to point out a possible source
of stimulant that might be useful in relnvlgorating the somewhat uncertain production pulse.
Among the many capable theatre managers now unemployed for reasons beyond their control, there are quite a few
who because of their long years of actual field experience are
fitted to bring to the studios a definite sense of picture value
that might prevent costly errors and by all means would aid
grosses. The thought hardly is original for transition of theatretrained showmen to efficient picture makers has already proven
possible and successful. Need we mention names?
Should Miss Plckford be further concerned or Interested,
we should be pleased to lay before her a plan by which these
sources of stimulation can be quickly and profitably tapped.
V
CONTEST

V

V

WINNERS

Without going very far back Into the records, we note with
Interest, and not with a little pride, that the majority of prizes
In various producer exploitation and advertising contests are
taken down by members of the Managers' Round Table Club,
In good standing. By "good standing" we mean those who
pay their dues regularly by making frequent meaty reports
of their theatre activities in boosting the box office take to
Club headquarters.
This Is confirmed by the results of the Fox Films promotion
contest, announced some weeks back, in which the managers
finishing in the money were seven Round Tablers out of nine
winners. And more recently, the perfect score in MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's "Fugitive Lovers" contest wherein members
copped every
another
page. prize offered, details of which are set forth on

Of course, we are not so brash as to state that
be a member of the Managers' Round Table Club to
money, but it may be of significance to note that
these prizes are offered. Round Tablers are usually to
way In the lead after the final count-up.

one must
be in the
wherever
be found
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LAFFS!

"Rothschild"

Date

The newspaper serial tieup described in
last week's issue on "The House of Rothschild" was reported as more than satisfactory advance publicity in building up the
opening at the Astor in New York on which
a number of other fruitful ideas were

Besides poster arting, Don also goes
in for a bit of humorous cartooning.
Montreal

Knew

That

"Carolina" Was There
One of the best all round selling jobs on
any picture received recently at Club headquarters isthat executed by Manager Gene
Curtis and Exploiteer Ken Finlay on "Carolina," at the Palace, Montreal. Much was
done, little was spent, and a great deal was
accomplished. Here are a few of the spotlight stunts that won these boys First Mention in the February Ouigley Award competi on :
A chain of beauty shops popularized a
Gaynor "Carolina" permanent, and advertised this heavily in quarter page ads. Not
deterred by the absence of any suitable style
stills, the leading department store executives screened the picture, and selected a
collar set which was made up and featured
in all ads. Prominent restaurants featured
"Carolina"
chicken dinners, and gave free
tickets in conjunction.
Tobacco growing being a theme of the
story, a nice hookin was accomplished with
an educational display in two of the best
windows of a cigar chain, the smoke people
supplying stills, etc., showing the processes
of the growing and converting tobacco into

"Ciirolina'' Tobacco Exhibit

cigars. Accompanying photo shows how the
picture was tied up.
Laundries gave prizes in a coloring contest, numerous broadcasts were arranged,
florists
made
special
"Gaynor"
flower
ensembles,
and upother
things
were done
by
these lightning-fast showmen, who thorevei^y angle witli the smartest kindoughly
of covered
a campaign.
Work for a Ov.iglcy Au'tird!
Libraries Cooperate

on

Golden's "Catherine" Date
Local public libraries were enlisted in
Manager J. Golden's campaign on "Catherine the Great" at the Palace, Rochester,
N. Y., wherein half sheet cards were displayed in all branches with bulletin board
mention being made of the picture, including
a list of historical books dealing with
Russia.
Among the window displays was a
jewelry shop exhibit of a number of antique
clocks with copy to the effect that they were
used in the period which the story describes,
further tying in the title and theatre. Ninety
A & P stores also gave the attraction window showings by a tiein with a brand of
coffee.
Walgreen's participated by giving away
ten one-pound boxes of candy daily as follows : Each package contained a herald
with copy to the effect that many of these
carried a star which could be seen when held
to the light, and those finding this marking
were given the candy and also free tickets.
A radio dramatization was also arranged
on the Borden National program, advertised
with special v/indow cards by all dealers
handling this product. The local news
agency also participated by advertising the
picture in conjunction with a review carried
in the Red Book which this coinpany distributed, dealers displaying the review.

worked
by theMirror,
United now
Artists'
ad crew.
The Daily
running
the story,
not only agreed to use a minimum of 50
full pages on the serialization and in advertising matter plugging the story, but is
spreading this out over a period of 30 days
with a full page streamer head and stills
from the picture illustrating the instalment
on the opening day.
Western Union and Postal Telegraph
both were tied in, this cooperation being detailed in the press book and thousands of
lines of free advertising in the New York
papers were obtained through other tieups,
title and stars of course being displayed.
Department stores plugged the fashion and
hairdress angles and among the national
tieups put across were those effected with
Crosley Refrigerator and Ridgway Tea.
Although the many prominent names in
the cast were well publicized in the artistic
lobby display, the widespread popularity of
George Arliss was counted upon wisely to
bring in a lot of business, the accompanying
photo indicating how the star was billed in
the lights.
Work for a Ouigley Award!
Window

Guessing

Contests

Help Otts' Grosses
C. J. Otts, Palace, Rayse City, Texas, describes an effective idea for what he terms
small town advertising and passes it along
for the information of showmen in similar
situations. Otts secured the use of the windows of a vacant store in which he artistically
on coming attractions asarranges
far as advertising
six weeks ahead.
To insure attention, he conducts a scries
of guessing contests, changed as often as his
programs. The current contest may be on
the number of pins in a tray, beans in a jar,
pecans in a basket, etc. Blanks and pencils
are provided and a box for the guesses.
A few passes are given to those guessing
nearest the exact amount and Otts reports
that this is sufficient to bring sizeable crowds
to these windows regularly, and in many
cases results in added business.
Work for a Ouigley Aicard'.
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Drawings

In their spare time, theatre poster and
newspaper ad artists play around with
drawings and sketches in one medium or
another, and below is a photo of one of the
grease pencil drawings entitled "Sun Over
Dusk," created by S. Tilden Stern, of Joe
Feldman's Pittsburgh Warner ad staff.
Stern is now holding an exhibit of his
w^ork, and has received plenty of praise from
the local critics for the stuff he has managed to turn out in his spare time. His original contributions to Pittsburgh theatredom,
a series of six murals for the Warner lobby,
won plenty of bows, which, according to Joe,
have only been exceeded by the attention
obtained from his more recent efforts, the
general theme of which is a journey through
spots typical of Pittsburgh industry, such as
steel mills, foundries and so forth.
As an example of what the critics had to
say, the following is typical — "this man
should add a good deal to our art life and
one hopes that he takes his pad and pencil
wherever he goes."

Stern's "Sun Over Dusk"
Orlove's Institutional
Ideas Produce Dividends
There is no doubt but that much of the
success of the Uptown Theatre, in Milwaukee, is due to the wholehearted interest
taken by Manager Louis W. Orlove in community afairs. Anything that will help his
section of the city is campaigned for vigorously by this Round Tabler, one instance of
which is a drive now being waged for added
transportation facilities with Orlove as the
vice-president of the neighborhood's merchants' association being praised editorially
for his stand in the local papers, the theatre
being mentioned in all stores.
His newspaper standing is good for plenty
of publicity on anything appertaining to the
theatre, the installation of a wide range
sound system, for instance, resulting in a
number of half column stories, which included generous mention of coming pictures.
And when he books a group of out of the
ordinary attractions, Louis does not hesitate
to endorse these personally in his advertising.
A large mailing list is continually contacted
with personal letters, which emphasize the
highlights of the various coming shows and
detail the interesting angles of the stories.
And among other ideas of institutional value
is an engraved theatre invitation mailed to
neighborhood school graduates of the various scholastic grades, in which the recipient
is cordially congratulated.

ARRANGED

FOR

SWEET

Michigan Connmittee, Headed
by G. W. Trendle, Leading
Exhibitor, To Honor the
February

Quigley

Winner

At this writing, plans are being culminated
for a public presentation of the February
Quigley Award to the winner Howard G.
Sweet, manager of the State Theatre, East
Lansing, Mich. George W. Trendle, president. United Detroit Theatres Corporation,
has kindly consented to act as chairman of
the arrangements committee and is laying
out a program, the details of which will be
carried in the next issue.
Every effort will be made to honor the
winners of the monthly plaques in some outstanding fashion, and from the number of
campaigns already received for the March
Award, managers everyhere are going after
the big prizes. Entries are getting bigger
and better, and plenty of big names in theatre
operation are competing.
Deadline for March is Friday, April 6.
Judges for March will be announced in next
issue. Showmen realize the importance of
winning a Quigley Award. Sweet says it is
one of the biggest things that ever happened
to him, and below is what he did to come out
ahead.
Here are some of the highlights of the
campaign that copped the honors. East
Lansing has a population of 4,000, plus the
students attending the State University. It
is three miles from Lansing and as Sweet
plays pictures before they are shown in the
larger city, he is not allowed to advertise
in the Lansing newspaper or go into that
city with billing of any kind.
Searching for an idea to overcome these
handicaps, he discovered an instructor at
the college who is a personal friend of Mamoulian,
director
of "Queen
Christina."
Howard the
called
the editor
of the
college
paper and said that there might be a possibility of a visit to the college friend by the
famed director, suggesting also that in view
of this, Garbo herself might also include
East Lansing in her travels. Which, in
view of recent newspaper publicity, was
deemed more than a faint hope.
The college paper immediately came out
with headline stories and Sweet, being besieged by phone calls regarding the supposed
by the star, tomerely
have no visitinformation
give replied,
out at "We
this
time." The Lansing papers picked it up
in the same manner and then Sweet increased the excitement by dressing a girl
a la Garbo and had her call at the home of
the local professor. Not finding him at
home, she left word with the housekeeper
that she was staying with a friend in East
Lansing, which information, of course, immediately spread all over town.
It was all skilfully worked out to the extent that crowds surrounded the theatre in
advance and during the run awaiting the
visit of the star and Howard built this up
further by promoting an 18-inch searchlight
from the city airport for use on his roof,
the beam of which was seen from as far as

HOWARD

G. SWEET

35 miles away and added to the excitement.
Although the stunt featured the campaign,
this member put over man}' other good
things, which included profitable tieins with
history departments of the college and high
schools, wherein the picture was announced
in various classes and aid was also given
by the local library.
Sweet borrowed 1,000-watt floodlights,
which played on the front of the house,
decorating his lobby as though he were expecting visitors, covered college basket ball
games with herald distribution, obtained
many newspaper breaks on. the picture as
well as the "visit" of the star, putting over
all these things at a minimum expense in a
campaign that was worthy of situations far
exceeding the size of East Lansing.
Work for a Quigley Award!

Frias Centers
"Design"
Campaign
in Newspapers
Over eight full pages of advertising, coop and otherwise, featured the ace drive put
over by Manager Carlos Frias, for "Design
for Living," at the Palace, El Paso, Texas,
who states that all this did not cost him anything abgve his regular small budget. Realizing he did not have too much to spend,
Carlos went strong for this angle, and by
helping the papers round up the advertising,
receive a grand publicity break, including a
classified contest.
Five separate radio broadcasts were also
promoted, the stations themselves going out
to buck the newspaper drive b}'' selling these
programs
to feature
merchandise
and to further
sell the"Design"
picture. Some
of the
best windows in town were rounded up, letters sent to every member of the local
women's clubs, gown displays were arranged, and a lobby in keeping with the rest
of the campaign helped attract attention.
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'ANDORFER
WRONG',
SAYS
Florida Ad Head Takes Exception

HAL

To Don's Better foster Article;
States His Views on the Subject
by HAL KOPPLIN
Womctco Tlwatres, Miami, Fla.
Poster artists as a rule have the unhappy
faculty of either thinking they know nothing, or thinking they know a great deal. I
have had the good fortune of having been
in each category. At this writing, however,
I have the misfortune of being in the latter.
As I understand it, the Managers' Round
Table pages are an open forum; suitable
for discussions pro and con, on any subject
dealing with the theatre and its operation.
This one, as you may have gathered, deals
with the poster artist, a usually temperamental person of whom Mr. Don Andorfer
has spoken a great deal.
Mr. Andorfer states that the poster artist
is a vital part of an up-to-date theatre and
that his artistry should be first, last and
always a sales medium. (No argument.)
On reading further, we find that all posters
should be seventh-eighths illustration and
one-eighth copy ; that fronts should never
have the appearance of a sign shop ; that
never should a theatre look gaudy ; that
posters should always look beautiful and
never have more than 14 words of copy.
That puts me in mind of a poster artist's
heaven,
but seats.
sad as it is, it's not true nor
will it sell
I'm afraid that Mr. Andorfer forgets that
we're not selling soap, cigarettes or CocaCola. We don't have an article that merely
needs a beautiful pictorial and a little copy
with each new show. In most cases, we're
selling an absolutely new article of merchandise probably one hundred times a year.
That's something else again. Am I expected
to believe that I can sell "Carolina" the
same as I sold "Hoopla" — or "What Price
Glory" as I did "Little Women" ? Am I
(or we) expected to believe that a lobby
full of beautiful pictorials and just a little
copy will just "stand 'em on their ears ?"
Because if I'm expected to, I don't — and
here's why in three words, "I Tried It."
Needless to say, the trial was neither successful nor did it last long.
Treats Four Pictures
Just for fun, let's take the four pictures
I've mentioned. Some of them aren't new.
I know. I just wrote them as I thought of
them for comparison. On "Carolina" we
might go so far as to lf>t Mr. Andorfer do
our lobbies. That's a picture that fits his
ideas as far as beauty. But before he gets
the job, he's got to understand that it's half
picture and half lettering. Don't tell me
that
heavy.Gaynor and Barrymore shouldn't be
Okay ! Let's get to "Hoopla" and real
flash. Let's get a lot of red and yellow and
green and black, boys. Let's give 'em the
works on this. "Hoopla" is a carnival show,
so let's give the lobby "guts," and by all
means let's let 'em know it's Clara Bow ;
don't hide her name behind a swell picture.
Sure, give 'em swell pictures if they want
it, but give 'em big lettering, too.

WHAT HAVE OTHER
ARTISTS TO SAY?
Kopplin disagrees ivitb sojiie of
statements Andorfer makes in
poster article on page 70, Feb.
iss7ie, a7td Hal gives us the why

the
the
10
of

his arguments. What's the reaction to
the opinions of these Round Tablers?
Articles for or agin' are in order and
we will be glad to publish what other
poster artists have to say.
Next on the list is "What Price Glory."
Sorry, ment,
Mr.either.Andorfer,
get stufif,
this assignWe want don't
strong
mostly
lettering, even black and white with red
flashes, not too much picture. This time
we're selling a show that broke the Roxy
house record. We don't have to sell this
one. All we have to do is let 'em know it's
coming. All we have to do on the front is
smash 'em with "helluva big lettering." And
then we come to "Little Women." Here's
one that's triple barreled. It's got Hepburn.
It "looped" 'em at the Music Hall and it is
from a famous book, besides having a better
than middlin' cast.
Here's what we'll do. We'll make some
nice pictorials. We'll make lobby setpieces
in the shape of books. Our front will probably have a picture of Hepburn on one side,
a picture of the book cover on the other
side and a heavy Hepburn and a heavy
"Little Women" in the middle. We won't
go too strong on color, probably browns,
yellow greens and creams. Keep it sedate,
you know, but still "helluva heavy lettering."
Well, up.
that settles those four pictures I
brought
Change Is Necessary
As far as some lobbies go, we can do
without any pictures at all. Make it look
Hke a sign shop. Just because it does will
make 'em stop. After all, instead of beauty,
we want business. If we want business we
want change. We can't get change withous new ideas and just changing colors and
star heads won't stand the gafl^.
You can talk about layouts if you want
to. That's important, believe me. You can
talk about pictorials ; that's important, too.
But do that same style for every picture and
a lot of you poster artists will be getting a
rain check and won't know why.
As far as I'm concerned, give me a fellow
with about 10 per cent art, 10 per
cent
swearing ability, 10 per cent layout ability,
10 per cent color harmony (or contrast) —
oh,^ I could 10 per cent you to death — so
we'll say, give me a boy with some little art,
a little bit more lettering, just as long as he
is filled with ideas. Ideas and change:
that's what I want.

On

24,

1934

Cooperates
Screen

Course

Although the courses in photoplay aj
preciation sponsored by the National Council of Teachers of English are not at yet
being given in many spots, this was successfully conducted by the Central High School
of Memphis, Tenn., as reported by Howard
Waugh, Warner zone director at that point,
who cooperated with the local educators.
Waugh states that this is one of the few
high schools to have completed the course
satisfactorily and forwards a scrap book gotten up by one of the students which in addition to the representative newspaper and
fan magazine publicity carries a number of
essays written by the students on their reactions to single pictures and to motion pictures as a whole.
This movement has gained much desirable
publicity nationahy and as a prestige project
should be of interest to other showmen in a
position to put it on. Heads of local high
school English departments should be in
position to supply further information where
this cooperation is desired.
Work for a Ouigley Award!
Dowling Ties in Auto Show
On "Massacre" Contests
Two contests are reported by Manager Ed
Dowling, Palace, Pittsfield, Mass., that
stimulated interest on his date on "Massacre," both put on at his local auto show
where Ed promoted a booth at no cost.
The first contest offered a ten dollar payment nightly on any car in the show to the
first one naming correctly all the stars
whose pictures were displayed on a large

" ''
■ ■
: ^; (if.'
1

Dowliiig'-s Auto Show Display
poster (see photo). When the winner announced his preference, this was broadcast
over the P. A. system.
The second contest was a lucky number
idea in which paper "feathers" carrying
theatre copy and serial numbers were distributed from the booth with free tickets
given those who found their numbers posted
in the theatre lobby.
One of Ed's newspapers went for an Indian head dress coloring contest, the entries
of which were displayed at the theatre and
a window display that brought attention
was an exhibit of Indian costumes, war
drums, tomahawks, etc. An unlooked-for
break came about whereby an Indian play
put on at the Y. M. C. A. during the run
of the picture was promoted for stage showing by Dowling, the characters doing an
authentic Indian dance as a prologue.
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''Fugitive'' Prizes
Round Tablers took down all the prizes
awarded by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer on the
"Fugitive Lovers" exploitation contest, according to announcement of winners by Si
Seadler, M-G-M advertising manager.
First prize of $100 has been awarded to
Manager J. J. Rosenfield, Orpheuni Theatre, Omaha, Neb., for his well rounded
campaign embracing a number of angles,
the highlights of which are listed below.
Second prize of $50 goes to Manager
Morris Rosenthal, Majestic Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., who featured the radio among
other things, a detailed report on his activities for this feature having been publicized
in the Round Table, issue of Feb. 17.
Manager Bill Taylor, Loew's State, Houston, Texas cops the $30 third prize for his
efforts which covered a number of slants
described in this issue, and Manager Ben
Cohen, College, New Haven, Conn., did a
good enough job to finish fourth, winning
$20, his campaign being outlined in issue of
March 3.
The contest opened early in January and
closed on March 5 and the prizes were offered to theatremen for the best promotion
campaigns on the picture.
Work for a Qiiigley Award!
Rosenfield Promotes

CLUB

Busses

On "Fugitive Lovers"
A number of bus tieups were made by
Manager J. J. Rosenfield, Orpheum, Omaha,
Neb., on his showing of "Fugitive Lovers."
Tie-ins with the leading bus companies resulted in the promotion of two bannered
buses, one with a P. A. system touring the
streets and advertising the picture, and the
other planted at various downtown corners
offering free rides to the theatre. In both
cases the company paid for drivers and gas.
At two of the leading bus terminals, '"L

Theatre Sign at Bus Depot
J." had theatre banners attached to the vertical signs over the sidewalk (see photo) and
cards were distributed at all stations to incoming passengers. A personal endorsement
was secured from the general manager of the
bus lines, who also signed letters to all
employees requesting that they attend.
A newspaper essay contest was put on
with prizes for the best accounts of the
bus trips and the "reward"
thrilling
most were
cards
placed in many windows and also
sniped on corner cans. Theatre cards were
planted in all bus depots within 50 miles of
the city, and imprinted menu slips were also
used in restaurants.
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150 Managers

and Others

Of Film Industry From
Cities Celebrate
Connecticut

HAVEN

Many

Regional

"Get-Together"

The first "progressive" Managers' Round
Table Club "Get-Together," was held by
the Connecticut members, on St. Patrick's
Day, March 17, in New Haven, this unique
event night
starting
Gregson's
Grill
at midand endingat officially
at the
Paramount
Theatre
where the guests witnessed an ening.
joyable vaudeville show and preview screenFrom a score of Connecticut cities and
Massachusetts situations, members and their
friends including representatives from other
branches of the industry gathered at the
festive board, some of the guests having
driven long distances to join the party.
Arriving at the Grill, the guests were
welcomed by Committee Chairman Walter
Lloyd, of the Paramount, New Haven, Jack
Sanson, entertainment chairman, Morris
Rosenthal, Majestic, Bridgeport, Ben Cohen,
College, New Haven, and others of the
committee. An enjoyable buffet luncheon
with all the fixins, including plenty of New
Haven-brewed beer was then served during
which the theatremen renewed acquaintances
as they partied informally.
Eddie Weaver, organist at the Paramount,
was the first headline attraction and he- kept
things going at the piano, with the gang all
joining in the good old reliables. Plenty of
talent was available among the members,
Manager Ben Cohen, and Martin Daniels
of his house staff stopping the show with
their numbers.
Jack Sanson was on his toes to keep
the merriment at a high pitch and was
responsible for a flock of laughs with his
impromptu gags. By 1 :30, the last of the
boys arrived in time for a group picture
which, incidentally, should have appeared
on this page. However, the photographer
reports that due to the heat at the party, or
some other noble cause, his negatives refused to jell or perhaps did jell and thus
the gathering which did so swell a job of
remaining motionless while the photo was
being "took" will not be rewarded by seeing their smiling countenances as we had
planned. Sorry.
All then adjourned to the Paramount
Theatre where by the courtesy of Walter
Lloyd, Perry Dring, of the Rainbow Inn.
presented his floor show from the stage,
m. c'd by Jack Sanson who continued his
high score of laugh hits. After the show,
many of the boys gathered for coffee and
cakes and the party continued well into the
morning hours.
Though no definite plans have been made,
many of those present expressed themselves
in favor of another like "get-together" and
the committee is expected to convene again
at an early period for this purpose.
The committee did a grand job and earned
the thanks of the guests for their good
work. Especially is Walter Lloyd to be
commended for upon his shoulders fell most

MEET

PARTY

of the work and he did not miss a bet.
Thanks, \Yalter.
Among those prresent were :
Walter Aitkensen
F. E. Johnson
S. Alder.smau
Adolph
Johnson
M.
P. Alonzo
ChrisTones
Joye
Hal Anderson
Morris Joseph
B. Angelo
M. Kapland
Bill
ClydeBarry
Barrett
Max Kaufman
Wm. Bauch
Morris Kaufman
Hal Bone
S. S. Keller
A. Lanboide
Felix Bresh
Ed
Levy Landers
Chas. Brennan
George
Geo. Bronson
Hy
Levine
Tom Brown
M. J. Carroll
Andrew
Casalini
J. J.Lovietes
Leary
N.
P. M. Chula
A.
Miller
John Marron
Danny Commings
Ben Cohen
George Miller
Arthur Menard
Lou Cohen
Vincent Connelly
F. S. Morin
Frank Morris
Hugh
Connors, Jr.
M. Dailey
Frank
Arthur Mullen
Murphy
W. G. Davis
H. M. Daniel
B. Nutile
B. DeLuca
Geo. Oberst
H. Dixson
S. L. Oswald
E. Dolan
R. S. Pasho
Frank Debarbien
Francis Donehy
JohnPerrone
Pavone
L.
Dick Dorman
Al J.Phillips
A.
Pelrillo
R. Elliano
H. Eskin
Abe Fishman
J. Pruckner
George
Nat First
Joe
ReedReising
Sam Rosen
Eddie Fitzgerald
Morris Rosenthal
E. Fitzpatrick
Bill Flannagan
A. L. Rucci
Ed French
Frank Ferguson
A.
Sette
JackA. Sanson
L. Shafer
R. Gherlone
Harry Gibb
Jack
Shields
M. Gordon
Maurice
Shulman
Nathan Greenberg
Floyd
Stuart
Barney Grogan
Dave Sugarman
O. F. Swanson
A. T. Hallowell
A. Terrazzano
Moe Hamm
B. Hannon
Max Tobakman
Frank Tate
Wm. Hattkoff
Ed Thompson
E. J. Harvey
Chas.
Vendetti
Jack Herbst
K. Van Dorn
W. Hiscock
N.
Villano
A. Hillman
Fred Warner
Barney HofTman
Ed Weaver
Max Hoffman
A. Weir
Bob Hoffman
Hollis Holland
Jimmy
Wiest
A. F. Winstrom
George Hoover
Wm.
Worstel!
Ted Holt
Erie Wright
Morris Jacobson
G. Wright
Mike Jacobson
Work for a Qnigley Aii'ard'.
"Riptide" Contest
The thousand dollars in cash prizes that
M-G-M is offering to theatre patrons in a
recently announced title-slogan contest on
"Riptide" should prove helpful to the gross
when used as exploitation on the picture.
The idea is rather ingenious as it should stir
up a lot of audience interest and curiosity
regarding this attraction, the title no doubt
having different meanings to dift'erent
To aid in exploiting this angle, M-G-M
people.
has
put out a manual containing mats, sample title slogans, synopsis of the story, illustrations of banners and publicity stories,
proper use of which should bring returns.
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FOR

EASTER

Egg Hunts and Rabbit Matinees,
Spring Style Shows Are Just
Around the Corner; Seasonal
Ideas Can

READYING

Help Tilt Grosses

The end of Lent is upon us and managers who have not as yet completed all
their arrangements to stimulate business
with Easter and Spring ideas are no doubt
planning now to profit on the various box
office ideas peculiar to the new season. From
our files and from reports already received
from the field, we have selected a few different slants for the benefit of those desiring
more information.
Spring Style Show
Manager Ralph E. Phillips, Paramount,
Mitchell, S. D., reports the first of this season's style shows, entitled "Fads and Fancies of 1934," presented on the stage twice
daily for three days. Besides the new Easter
clothes, worn in the show by local girls,
singing and dancing numbers were also incorporated, the presentation being put on
in a thoroughly professional manner.
All styles shown were of course contributed by merchants who also participated in
a newspaper double truck, the ads containing pictures of the various local girls in the
show. Interest was further stimulated by a
contest in which a "Fashion Queen" was
selected from among these amateur models.
Fashion show articles and ideas have been
published frequently in these pages and will
be found in members' files. By cooperating
with the advertising managers of local
papers, leading women's shops, women's clubs,
etc., these can be put over at little expense
and when presented properly usually prove
mutually profitable to all concerned.
Egg Hunts
With the Easter school vacation, the traditional egg hunt is being planned in many
situations to attract the children and by the
same token build up prestige among the
adults. This idea can be put over in many
ways.
Showmen have tied in their Mickey
Mouse or other kid clubs, adult lunch organizations, such as Kiwanis, Rotary, etc. One
egg hunt was conducted last year by having
all the children meet at the theatre and
parade to a certain section guarded by the
police where eggs were hidden. Many valuable prizes were promoted from cooperating merchants and to insure proper interest
everyone participating was given a candy
Easter egg free.
The egg hunt has proven a good business
builder and a natural for newspaper publicity. Little difficulty usually is encountered in
promoting merchants for the prizes and that
this event is a profitable one is indicated by
the number of theatre ads which stress these
hunts in their copy.
Easter Revue
In situations where sufficient amateur kid
talent is available, Easter stage shows have

WELCOME

proven more than profitable. The setup
entails cooperation only from one newspaper
and local dancing schools, the heads of the
latter participating in the staging. Arrangements are simplified where managers still
conduct their own free dancing school and
during the days when Bill Raynor was
head man at the Fox, Detroit, he used his
theatre dancing school for an Easter stage
presentation that usually meant capacity.
Easter Lobby
Besides the regular Easter posters in the
form of cutout bunnies, colored eggs, etc.,
thought might be given to a display using
live chicks and bunnies. The accompanying
photo shows how an interesting "chicken
town" was created by Chris Buckley for the
Harmanus Theatre, Albany, N. Y. Note
the various toy buildings. The display did
not take up much room in the center of the
foyer and of course attracted plenty of attention.
In addition to rabbits in the lobby, managers have also used the bunnies as Easter
prizes, given away at the kid matinees.
Where this is put on, the procedure is to
borrow commodious cages and exhibit the
rabbits in the lobby in advance. Or if above
"chicken town" idea is adapted, cards could
be displayed with copy detailing the bunny
giveaway.
Either way, it's a draw idea and
rates
consideration.
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Broadcast

London

Opening

An international broadcast was put ovci
by John Armstrong, ad chief of Paramount
British theatres, in conjunction with the
London showing of "I'm No Angel" by a
tieup with the world famed Tussard's Wax
Works wherein the first showing of a Mae
West wax model was used to promote a
transatlantic broadcast.
The Tussard people went for the idea
to the extent of making up the wax West
free of charge, and a number of leading
English stage names and other celebrities
also took part in what Armstrong calls the
"unveiling," the accompanying photo showing the British comic John Tilley at the
microphone with the model of Mae herself.
Not only did John arrange for a cable
from the star which broke the papers, but
also managed to obtain one of the dresses
Mae wore in the picture which was worn by
the model at the opening.
"Work for a Quigley Award!

Florist Tieup
Armstrong's Wax-Works Tieup
Easter is the season for flowers, which
suggests lobby flower shows, florist window
displays, perhaps distribution of flowers to
patrons at some special show and, if it can
be put over, a florist co-op page. Western
Union and Postal are going strongly for
promotion and should be willing to lend aid,
especially from the "flowers by wire" angle.
Members will no doubt use these above
ideas and many others to inaugurate the
Spring season, reports of which are anticipated and will be publicized upon receipt.
Some of them no doubt will be adaptable for
use on other occasions, and those of course
that are suitable only for Easter will be
filed for further reference.
Work for a Quigley Award!

Buckley's Easter "Chicken Totun"

Sindlinger Uses Press Book
Makeup as Tab idea
The general tabloid press book idea that
Paramount used on "Miss Fane's Baby
Is Stolen" was adapted by Manager Al
Sindlinger, Appleton, Appleton, Wis., in
the form of a four page tab.
Al had newsboys cover the entire city
shouting "Extra !" and reports that this
unusual excitement brought people from
their homes to obtain the free papers For a
picture of this type, the difTerent makeup
of the press book was very much in line
and eminently practical as illustrated by
Sindlinger's device.
Work for a Quigley Award!
Block Asks Patrons to
Select Screen Shows
"Manager's Week" was a designation
given a good will builder by Arthur Block,
Park, Philadelphia, who featured the idea
by distributing a four page folder measuring four inches wide by eleven deep, printed
on medium cover stock. The center two
pages carried the stars and titles of some
fifty picures which patrons were asked to
check against, selecting 14 they would like
to see during this "week," copy on page one
tying
in. distributed at the theatre and
Thesethiswere
also house to house by the staff, which
waited until the choices were made and returned them to Block. As a result, he reports that there was a definite pickup.
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IMPORTANT
Under the supervision of James P. Cunningham, the Motion Picture Herald is running, in every other issue, a department
called the "Code Question Box," in which
authoritative and prompt ansv/ers are given
to all questions on doubtful phases of the
Motion Picture Code.
Managers are invited to make full use
of this important service. Names and theatres will not be used. This service was
inaugurated on page 25, Feb. 24 issue, and
appears again on page 29, March 17 issue.
Study the questions and their answers.
Remember that many code violations
concern the manager as well as the exhibitor. It is the duty of every theatreman
to familiarize himself with the correct interpretation of the code clauses relating to
theatre exhibition, for his own protection.
When in doubt, write Cunningham.
House P. A. System Used
As Vocal Trailer
Manager Charles J. Oliver, Sharum,
Walnut Ridge, Ark., recently installed a
house P. A. system and manages to stir up
a bit of extra excitement every now and
then with announcements from the projection booth where the microphone is installed.
The idea was recently used on "Doctor
Bull" and some time later on "Miss Fane's
Baby Is Stolen," the announcements being
made while the trailers of these pictures are
shown. The blast that Oliver put on for the
Rogers picture went something like this :
"Flash ! We offer you the latest news !
America's foremost doctor is coming to
Walnut Ridge. If you are troubled with the
blues,
don't known
forget as
to
consultgrouch,
Doctor nervousness,
Bull, nationally
Will Rogers, etc., etc."
On "Miss Fane's Baby" he wisely stayed
away from the kidnap angle by tying in
Exhibitor Jim Sharum, who was supposed
to have last seen the baby in nearby Memphis and also used the names of local policemen hurorously, by stressing the laugh
angles in the picture.
Oliver says that as the P. A. idea is new
in his situation, the novelty has attracted
plenty of attraction, but he is not using it
too frequently so as not to impair its ef¥ectiveness. He shows his savvy in using what
might be routine in a big town as a click
stunt in his situation.
Work for a Qiiiglcy Award!

THRONE STUFF. Manager Irving Dashkin,
Savoy, Jamaica, L. I., created the above
interesting lobby idea, using a throne and
an
"emperor"
costume toA develop
interest
in his inattraction.
snappy more
idea.
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As Free Tickets

Effective
A telegram onon "Alice"
holiday greeting blanks
to all school principals, P. T. A. heads and
other educators played a prominent part in
the "Alice in Wonderland" campaign at
the Uptown, Pueblo, Col.
Manager H. C. McGarvey and Ad Director Jerry Zigmond used the following effective copy in the wires that sold the picture
in a dignified manner, and at the same time
utilizing them as guest tickets.
"With 'Alice in Wonderland' motion pictures have entered an experimental field.

Club
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1st

2nd
3rd
5th
6th

8th
"Dinner" in Pueblo
We are happy to present it but we need your
support and that of every student to prove
there is a definite demand for this calibre
entertainment. Will you help us by announcto studentsDec.
'Alice
in Wonderland''
starts ingSaturday,
23, Uptown
Theatre.
Please see the picture yourself as our guest.
Present this telegram at door for 3'our adJerry also reports on other things done
mittance."
in the past few weeks a.t the other theatres
he publicizes, and accompanying photo
shows the front of the Rialto Theatre where
a very nice job of selling was done on "Dinner at Eight."
Work for a Qiiigley Award!
Corcoran Announces
Steel Pier Display
Of interest to showmen is the Hollywood
Motion Picture Exhibit at the Steel Pier,
Atlantic City inaugurated six years ago by
Eddie Corcoran, Paramount exploiteer, who
informs us that the display will be enlarged
considerably this season with several thousand additional square feet of space being
allotted to the attraction.
Composed of gowns worn by stars, studio
props actually used in production, wax figures, photographs, etc., this exhibit has been
viewed by millions of visitors. Space is
provided free of course to the majoj- producing organizations, all of which have been
again invited to participate this year.
Work for a Oiiigley Award!
A Clever Idea
"Spinach Show" is the name given to
certain of his attractions by Manager Herman Starr of the Cove, Glen Cove, L. I., describing itas the kind of a show "the kids
will yell for. Try promising them this show
if they eat their spinach. It's a natural."
this upto four
plug page
"Devilprogram
Tiger"
in Herman
his well uses
gotten
which, besides the features of the week, includes some pith)' comments on coming atwritten by
himself. It's very well
done and tractions
receives
attention.

9th
lO+h
I l+h
12th
13th
14th

15th
I6fh
18th
19th
21st
22nd

23rd
24th

25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th

Easter Sunday
All Fool's Day
Wallace Beery's Birthday
Harry Greene's Birthday
Sam'l. Morse Died 1872
(Perfected Radio)
U. S. Mint Established ! 792
Washington Irving Born 1783
Leslie Yale
Howard's
Elihu
Born Birthday
1649
Bette Davis' Birthday
Spencer
Birthday
War
Germany
Army
DayTracy's with
1917 Declared
Peary Discovered North Pole
1909
7th to 14th National Baseball
Week
Battle of Appomattox 1865
Louisiana admitted to Union
1812
Mary
Birthdayin Fla.
Ponce Pickford's
de Leon landed
1513
Surrender of General Lee 1865
George Arliss' Birthday
Wm.er Salvation
Booth Born
Army)1829 (FoundCharles Evans Hughes Born
1862 Clay Born 1777
Henry
Virginia
Cherrill's Born
Birthday
Thomas Jefferson
1743
Assassination
of
Lincoln
1865
Rico)
Lee Tracy's Birthday
1st Edition Webster's Dictionpub. 1828 Birthday (Porto
De aryDiego's
Fifi D'Orsay's Birthday
Charlie Chaplin's Birthday
Paul Revere's Ride 1775
May Robson's
Birthday& Mass.)
Patriot's
Day (Maine
Rome Founded 753 B.C.
Cuban Blockade Declared 1898
Oklahoma opened to white
settlement 1889
Queen Isabelle Born 145!
J.
SterlingArbor
Morton's
(Founder
Day) Birthday
Shakespeare Born 1564
James Buchanan (15th Pres.)
Born 1791
1st newspaper
issued in America 1704
Russia-Turkish War 1877
War Between U. S. & Mexico
1846
War declared with Spain 1898
Confederate
Memorial Day
Pres.) Abolished
Slavery
in U. S. 1865
1st shot of War 1917 between
U. S. & Germany
Gen.
Pres.) Grant Born 1822 (18th
Saml. Morse, telegrapher, born
1791
James Monroe Born 1758 (S+h
Lionel Barrymore's Birthday
Daylight Saving Time starts
Washington Became 1st Pres.
1789
1630
Boston settled by Winthrop
Rhode Island settled 1636
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Taylor's Campaigns Make
Hous-J-on Loew-conscious
"Fugitive Lovers" down in Houston,
Texas, created lots of excitement according
to the campaign at Loew's State in that spot
put over by Bill Taylor of Lionel Keene's
division, who reports a number of ideas that
l<ept the town on its toes.
Leading off with a sound truck street gag,
Bill switched the usual procedure by sending
the l^ally out into the residential districts at
night, broadcasting a reward for the supposed fugitives, the theatre phone number
given in the announcement, the stunt bringing numerous inquiries.
A further street stunt was a young couple
carrying suit cases with title imprint who
appeared in various sections of the city acting as mysteriously as possible to convey
the
idea
that stuht
they were
Still a
third street
was "fugitiving."
a Sherlock Holmes
gag in which a man dressed in costume with
all the necessary accessories worked the
streets, carrying a sign on his back reading, "I am searching for the Fugitive
Lovers." And going even further, Taylor
planted a good looking gal dressed in black
with a veil over her eyes in various stores,
who silently distributed photos of Robert
Montgomery.
This member also whipped across a splendid campaign on "Eskimo" without the aid,
as he humorously reports, of dog sleds or
penguins. A complete collection of Alaskan
skins, tusks and Eskimo equipment was secured from a former coast guard member,
now a local resident who had witnessed the
filming of the actual picture sequences, this
being good for a newspaper feature story.
Girls in Eskimo costume distributed heralds, names on school and club lists were
phoned in advance, a serial story was planted
in one of the papers for five days ahead and
numerous other ideas and tieups were put
across for satisfactory results.

PICTURE

and story. 400 replies were received on
day. at a cost of ten pairs of tickets each
this
In keeping with the theme of the story,
Regan had his ushers and cashiers wear
sailor costumes (see photo), and also arranged to have a 30-foot banner hung alongside the theatre vertical sign, which was
quite an accomplishment, as a local ordinance forbids bannaring of this sort.
A stilt walker street bally attracted lots
of attention due to this gag not having been
used for several years, and another slant
that helped was the promotion of Life-Saver
mints which were put into imprinted envelopes and distributed in the business section and at the theatre.
Regan reports that the cost of the entire
campaign did not exceed $30, which for
what he received in return is an extremely
commendable figure.
Work for a Quigley Arvard!
Annual Boy Scout Party
Good Prestige Builder
A good builder that has proven its value is
an annual boy scout parade and theatre
party at the Hollywood, Detroit (see
photo), the most recent held a short time
ago by Manager Merrill F. Hanna, who
reports much citywide publicity as a result.
The parade was over a mile long and included five bands, further cooperation being
obtained from the local Greyhound Lines,
'parade
which used the busses to gather the musicians and also included these cars in the
The route of the march was two miles.

Work for a Qiiigley Award!

Regan Spends Little for
on "Sailo
Slants
Many
That the
Huntington
Park r"
Theatre in a
Californian town of the same name is a
subsequent run does not deter Manager F.
A. Regan from utilizing every possible
angle to put over his programs and his campaign on "Son of a Sailor" is offered as an
example of the work this showman and his
stafT are doing.
As the community is virtually a suburb
of Los Angeles, Regan's advance publicity
rarely runs more than two days, but on this
attraction stepped this up to five days and a
tieup with his local paper on a gag line contest which netted a daily two column cut

House Staff in Character

March

HERALD

Hanna's Boy Scont Parade
ending at the theatre, where, during the
course of the program, a prominent local
judge addressed the scouts, which Merrill
used for publicity breaks in the downtown
papers,
Hollywood
beingof a his
"nabe"
house.
Hannathesends
along one
newspaper
ads in which the copy emphasizes the necesof perfect soundandandstresses
projection
in pic-'
ture sityentertainment
the modern
equipment at the Hollywood. This is a copy
slant that should be encouraged wherever
sound and projection are good enough to be
featured in newspaper advertising.
Work for a Quigley Award'.
Uses Herald Review
For the fourth anniversary of the Plaza
Theatre, New York's swank neighborhood
house. Manager Milton Chamberlin put out
an attractive program calling attention to
this event. Enclosed in each copy was a
review from Motion Picture Herald on
the current attraction "I Was a Spy," in
which this publication is fully credited in a
box at the head of the review.

Sonny Cracks

24,

1934

Editorial

On "Ronnan Scandals"
The goodwill that Sonny Shepherd has
built up among his newspaper contacts
stood him in very good stead on "Roman
Scandals" at the Mayfair, Miami, for in
advance of the date, one of the dailies came
out with a lead editorial on Cantor and the
picture, in a manner claiming the star as a
local boy, due to his many visits at the
Southern resort.
This, however, was only one of the hits
that Shepherd scored, as he tied up with a
flock of stores on the music, and also used
the coffee tiein in every section of town.
Standing out was a Flager Street hookin
with a leading store which donated the valuable space in the store lobby to plug their
new style "roman sandals." As this is the
main street in town, with thousands passing
up and down daily, it got the desired attention.
All the better class apartment houses were
supplied with heralds, door hangers were
also used, and a number of the busier markets went for thousands of imprinted bags
and a number of other well executed ideas
also helped to bring in the nice business that
was reported.
Work for a Quigley Award!
British Member Clicks
With Smart Windows
We are pleased to again hear from Round
Tabler J. Hobbs, manager of the Empire
Theatre, Coventry, England, whose contributions have previously been publicized.
He reports a number of well done window
displays on various productions, the accompanying photo illustrating a furniture exhibit on "Farewell to Arms," the idea representing areturned soldier casting off his
equipment and coming back to his wife and
the comforts of home. In the background is
a painted canvas showing battlefields and as
the display was put on during Armistice
week, it was surrounded with red poppies.
On "The Blue Light," Hobbs created a
nice display representing a mountain scene
taken from a travel handbook, and so well
was it doneThethatbackground
it was used showed
in the agency's
window.
a range
of mountains in front of which was a cutout
village, the whole brilliantly lighted.
A "cocktail week" put on to plug "Cocktail
Hour" was also successfully executed with
haberdashery tieups and in cooperation with
various wine merchants who made reductions on certain brands of cocktails during
that time.
Brother Hobbs is also a clever artist and
proves it with a cartoon which is a take-off
on Mickey and Minnie Mouse, who are
shown at a dinner table ready to feast on
various and many tempting dishes upon
which are lettered the coming features.

Hobbs' "Farewell" Window
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GEORGE ELLIS
formerly of Uniontown, Pa., has been made
city manager of the American and State
Theatres, East Liverpool, Ohio. FRED E.
WILSON, his former assistant, has joined
him in Ohio.
V
MERLYN ELLSWORTH
for the past nine years managing the Tivoli in Los Angeles has joined Fox West
Coast where he will handle the Gateway
at Glendale, Cal.
V
C. p. SCATES
replaced E. C. O'KEEFE as manager of the
Fox at Billings, Mont. E. C. DIAMOND
is managing the Orpheum, Salt Lake City.
V
FRANK M. MURPHY
appointed manager at the Stadium, Woonsocket, R. I., and THOMAS KELLEY, manager of the Strand, Brockton, Mass.
V
BEN WESHNER
succeeds Cohn at the Capitol, Belleville,
N. J., and more Warner Jersey changes
include RAY COHN from the Capitol,
Belleville, to WILLIAM GOLDMAN'S
place as manager of the Cameo, South
Orange. JULES FIELDS succeeds WILLIAM MICHAELSON at the De Witt, Bayonne.
V
JACK GROSS
is. the new manager of the RKO Hilistreet
Theatre in Los Angeles, Cai.
V
W. L. WADLOW
has purchased the Sun Theatre at Walthill. Neb.
V
HARRY G. GRIFFIN
has been named manager of the Ritz, St.
Petersburg, Fla.
V
ROY FULLER
is opening the New Theatre at Cleburne,
Tex.
V
p. M. RECHERD
has purchased the Playhouse Theatre at
Louisville, Neb.
V
C. L PECKHAM
has taken over the management of the
Strand, Blue Springs, Neb.
V
FOREST COKER
has boen appointed manager of the RIalto Theatre, Lucas & Jenkins house, at
Macon, Ga. Congratulation, Forest!
V
JOSEPH KNOX
formerly manager of the E. M. Loew
Music Hall, Pawtucket, R. I., is now handling the Strand, Peabody, Mass.
FLOYD BELL
is doing the publicity for the new Collidge
Corner in Brookline, Mass.
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POSTER ART WORK
FOR THE THEATRE!

Here's another of Andy Beiter's, artist
at the Tampa, Tampa, Fla. The moon in
this display was suspended by wire and
Ilqh+ed. He used a cloud effect machine
on the back, giving the impression that
the girl was moving through the sky.
MAURY FOLADARE
recently manager of the Evergreen State
Theatres at Wenatchee, Wash., has been
transferred to Portland as manager of the
Evergreen Liberty Theatre here.
V
R.A.GILL
has acquired the Victory Theatre, Carthage, Tex., from W. R. Holcombe. Gill
formerly managed the Rita at Nacogoches.
V
DEL PADGETT
has taken over the management of the
Ritz Theatre at Clearwater, Fla.
V
A. L. MULL and DAN MATHEWS
have purchased the Pastime Theatre at
Easley, S. C.
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PIN

Managers' Round Table Club, Motion Picture
Herald, 1790 Broadway, New York. • Send
postpaid the number of pins noted below, for
which payment is enclosed at $1.00 each
(Actual pin is 3/g of an inch in diameter.)
MEMBER
THEATRE
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

s
J. W. STRICKLAND and L. DANIELS
have opened their new theatre at Cooledge, Tex.
V
EARL DRAPER
is skippering the Nira Theatre at Tipton,
Okla., and Mrs. Draper Is at the helm of
the Rialto, Crowell, Tex.
V
H. W. SCHWAB
operator of the Third Avenue Theatre announces that R. D. Moore, formerly of
Oregon City, has been named manager of
the well-known Burnside Street house.
V
W. H. BURT
former manager of the Isis, at Greenriver, Utah, has taken over the Gem, at
Montpelier, Idaho.
V
MITCHELL CONERY
has replaced Tom Olsen in Bellefontaine,
Ohio, where he manages the Schine's
houses. Tom has been promoted to district
manager with headquarters In Lima.
V
RICHARD HILSHER
assistant manager of the Stanley in Chester, Pa., has been transferred to the Queen
in
Wilmington, Del., which house he will
manage.
V
RAY HENDRY
manager of the Capitol, Salt Lake, promoted to theatres supervisor of all the
Marcus houses in Utah and Idaho. Ray
replaced by CLAIRE WOODS, resigned
manager of the Colorado, In Pueblo.
V
BEN BLOOMRELD
has left the Oriental In Chicago to the McVlckers and CHARLES COTTLE will handle
the Oriental.
V
BILL SCHELL
manager of Warners' Kenyon in Pittsburgh,
has left to manage the Ambrldge in Ambrldge. Pa.
V
FRANK HOLLER
has replaced GEORGE ALLISON as manager of the Roosevelt in Union City, N. J.
V
STANLEY CHAMBERS
has been named manager of the Fox Uptown in Kansas City, Mo.
V
CLYDE STROCK
is the new house manager at the Metropolitan Theatre In Boston, Mass. TOM
WAHL is his assistant.
E. GARY RAMSEY
is managing the Denmark Theatre In Denmark, Wis. House Is a 300-seater with
four changes a week.
V
S. S. STEVENSON
has reopened the Hillsboro Theatre, In
Hlllsboro, N. C.
V
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AVENUE

CHICAGO
The spirit of cooperation and whole hearted
enthusiasm evinced by some 500 representatives
from all branches of the industry at the testimonial dinner tendered Aaron Saperstein at
the Medinah — Michigan Qub last Tuesday necessarily eclipses in importance the usual chatter
of this column. It was easily one of the grandest and at the same time one of the most beneficial parties held in recent years.
V
was heto was
be Mr.
and ita
wasThis
— until
calledSaperstein's
to the floorparty
to make
few remarks. Then Mr. Saperstein turned it
into a great rally for the relief of local unemployed and before the evening was over the
local citizenry had done itself proud to the nth
degree by raising in voluntary contributions
more than $1,500 toward the fund that is to
carry the industry through its relief work during the next year.
V
This move becomes especially significant when
it is realized that the sum raised at the Saperjust soannual
much Theatre
"gravy,"andcoming
ahead stein
of party
theissecond
Film
Relief Dinner Dance, Friday.
V
After Mr. Saperstein started the ball rolhng
it was given further impetus by Jack Miller in
typical Miller fashion. Then the spirit caught
Clyde Eckhardt and he got right down to cases
with an initial contribution of |50.
V
From this point, with Mr. Eckliardt as chief
ballyhooer, the spirit engendered is probably
best described in the following partial list of
donors and amounts that literally rolled in:
V
Essaness Theatres, $200. From the following, $50 : Lou Harrison, Joseph Stern, Jack
Rose, Van Nomikos, Ludwig Sussman, Kooler
Aire Corporation, Tom Flannery, Aaron Saperstein, Moe Lasker, Ben Lasker. From the following, $25 : H. Goldberg, George Evans,
Guercio & Barthel, H. S. Lorch, Saul Meltzer,
Edward Trinz, Johnny Mednikow, Earl Silverrnan. United Artists Exchange, Max Gumbiner, Al Simons, Irving Mack, Nate Gumbiner.
Film
Carriers'
Union,
Photoplay
Advertising
Company,
Edward
Grossman,
Lester
Retchin,
Charles Golin, Wolf & Choyinski, Bland
Brothers, Abe Feder, Joseph Sandman, Harry
Tague, Henri Ellman.
V
Among those contributing $10 were Harold
Abbott, M. Reingold, Max Levin, Walter
Babitz, Haferkamp & Hill, Midwest Ticket
Company, Harry Lessman, M. O. Wells, Dave
Goldman, Gollos Bros. Contributions of $5 were
forthcoming from Louis Rudolph, Joseph Pastor, Hirschberg Bros., Rube Lowenthal, Jerry
Abrams, Herb Washburn, Jack McPherson,
Abe Auerback, Jacob Gross. If there were
other contributors, this column begs indulgence
for the omission.
V
As this is written, tickets are going like hot
cakes for the big event March 23 which will be
history when this column is gleaned locally.
But that the local industry will have corne
through in a way to challenge the attention of
the entire industry in its local relief work is
easily a safe prediction.
HOLQUIST

Jolson Writing Autobiography
Al Jolson, star of Warner's "Wonder
Bar," is writing his autobiography. The
material is being gathered by Al Sherman,
film critic of the New York Morning Telegraph, who will collaborate with Mr. Jolson.
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United Air Lines Report
Increase of Air Service
United Air Lines is maintaining its three
coast-to-coast passenger-express planes daily,
despite the cancellation of airmail contracts,
the company has announced. K. A. Kennedy, general traffic manager, reports that
motion picture companies, during the past
year, have substantially increased their use
of air express, the company's service having
increased 176 per cent in 1933 over the previous year. United Air Lines uses the Railway Express Agency as the pickup and deli^'ery system.

SHORT

PRODUCT

PLAYING

BROADWAY

Week of March 17
ASTOR
Playful Plu+o
United Artists
MAYFAIR
Rip Van Winkle
Educational
Sold Diggers of 1943 Capital
Autobuyography
RKO Radio
PARAMOUNT
Man on the Flying Trapeze. Paramount
Petting Preferred
Paramount
RKO MUSIC HALL
Derby Decade
RKO Radio
Candy House
Universal
Outdoing the Daredevils . Fox
Mediterranean Blues
Educational
RIALTO
Lazy Bones
Paramount
Dirty Work
MGM
Screen Souvenirs — No. 9. . . Paramount
RIVOLI
Music Memory
FitzPatrick
Camping Out
United Artists
ROXY
Just Dogs
United Artists
Strange As It Seems-No. 36. Universal
Goofytone News — No. 5. . . Universal
STRAND
Pettin' in the Park
Vitaphone
Wrong, Wrong Trail Vitaphone
Spanish America
Vitaphone

Annerican Airways Has
New Service for Shipper
A new air express service, enabling film
shippers and consignees to check the progress of transcontinental shipments in transit, has been announced by American Airways. Key cities along the route are required to report to the company's New
York and Los Angeles offices the exact time
a shipment has cleared through that point.
Both the shipper and consignee are informed
of the progress of the shipment by telephone.
Film leaving Los Angeles at 9:30 a.m. is
delivered in New York the following evening, according to the company.
Prepare Stavisky Script
i\Ioe Wax and Ronald Bank are preparing a screen play based on the Stavisky
scandal in France. It will be titled "The
Boulevard Swindler." The two have established a screen writing service in New York

March
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TRAVELERS
Grover Jones, Paramount writer-director, sailed
for England.
Miriam Hopkins returns to Hollywood Friday,
from New York, to resume at Paramount.
Tean Hersholt, MGM player, arrived in New
York.
Howard Cullman, Roxy theatre receiver, was
in Washington.
Bertram Millhauser arrived at Burbank,
from Broadway, to resume writing for
Warners.
Joseph Bernhard, Warner circuit head, returned to New York from Coast.
Sol Wurtzel, Fox production official, arrived
in New York to buy stories. He will return
March 30 with Hamilton MacFadden, director.
Helen Kane arived in New York from Coast.
Jimmy Durante and Polly Moran, Metro
players, arrived in New York for Capitol
theatre appearances.
Richard
Europe. Arlen, Paramount player, sailed for
Agnes De Mille left New York for Paramount stoudio on coast.
Katharine
Hepburn, Radio star, sailed for
Europe.
Rupert Hughes sailed from New York for
California.
Evelyn Laye, Gaumont-British star, returned
to London.
Gregory R.atoff sailed for Europe.
David Chatkin, of Monarch Theatres circuit,
was in New York from Cleveland.
Milton Beecher, MGM home office publicist,
left for studio conferences at Culver City,
accompanied
by Fred Wilcox, assistant director.
Joseph Seidelman, Paramount foreign head,
sails from London for New York next week.
E. W. Hammons, Educational president; Jack
Skirball, sales manager, and Harvey Day,
Paul Terry's
in Educational,
returned
from representative
tour of Fox exchanges.
Ramon Novarro is due in New York next week
to start South American trip.
Jack L. Warner, coast production chief for
Warners, was in New York to confer with
Harry M. Warner, president, before he
sailed for Europe. Sam Sax, Vitaphone production executive, accompanied Harry Warner.
Harold B. Franklin arrived on Coast from
New York to discuss independent production
Sam Krellberg, of Amusement Securities, replans. turned to New York from coast.
Samuel Goldwyn arrived on Coast from New
York.
Lanny Ross returned to radio broadcasting in
New York, from Paramount's Hollywood
studio.
Dr. Julius Klein, reorganization advisor to
Paramountto New
PublixYork
bondholders'
committee,
returned
from Florida.
Loi! AIetzger arrived in New York from Coast
to sail forM.Europe
to sellMGM
"Elysia."
Nicholas
Schenck,
president, accompanied byE. B. Hatrick, Hearst newsreel
representative, returned to New York from
Coast.
Charles C. Pettijohn returned to New York
from Patman bill hearing at Washington.
Richard RovyLAND arrived on Coast from New
York for production conferences.
Bill Danziger arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
Betty Furness left New York for Monogram
studio on Coast.
Robert Sherwood arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
Jules
York. Levy arrived in Hollywood from New
Arthur Loew sailed for Europe.
.\rthur Kelly, foreign head for United Artists, left New York for Coast, en route to
Australia.
Sidney Samuelson, president of Allied States,
left New York for southern cruise.
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CHART
'THE
'
3
Productions are3
listed according
to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
4
information as he may need, as
well as information on pictures that are coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to

4

3

,'34
64F.ebI7.

which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the
distributors. Where they4
vary, the change is probably due to local censorship deletions. Dates are 1933, unless otherwise specified.
Time Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutM
ALLIED PICTURES
Havana Widows
JoanLyie Blondell-Glenda
Farreii. Nov. I0.'34
Talbot
18
62
Dee. 2
65
Featurea
Runnlag Tint
Journal of a Criait
Ruth Chatterton Mar. I0.'34 K.Feb. 24.'M
Rel. Data
MInutas
Ravlewad
Title
Star
MaBdalay
Kay
Franelt-Rltardt
Certez
Feb.
Aug.
2S
69.
..
An.
M
Ob«
Lattr
Mary Brian-Russdl
H*pt«B
Hattacra
R. Bartbelniett-AnB Dvorak Jan.
68... Oat 14 Sen
PitturaYtvBridn
Dcrsthy
Mackalll-R«ai(
TMmsy . Nav. 1
of a Sailer
JoeBrown
E. Brawn - Johnny Mack
73 Dae. MI
Dee. 23
7 6 68....S«»t
Wild Beyt
of theTha
Read Frankie
Darre- Darathgr Cmmb. . Oct.
CHESTERFIELD
Jan. 2Nav. 4
World
Chasges,
Paul Muni
Nov. 25 9.93
7,'I4
Featurea
Coming Feature Attractions
Running
Time
Rel. Date IWInatei Reviewed
Tltla
Star
Circus Clown, The
Joe E. Brown
Grata Straett
John Mack BrawB - Claira
Dark Tower
Edward
G. Robinson
- Mary
Astor-Ricardo
Cortez
Windsor - Aolta Leult* - KraI
.67
Monica
Kay Francls-WairoB Wllliaa
nath Dlnahart-Evalya
Thamtao
J«<. 22.'34..
.70.... Nov. 11 Dr.
Daaat, Girl, Daata
Alan
Knapp. . ■ .Sept.
Registered Nurea
Bebe Danlels-Lyle Talbet Apr. 7,'U.
Rhythm in the Air
Dick Pewell ■ Ginger Roger* •
In the Maaey
"Skaatt"
Oallagber
- Ltit Wil- No*.
san - Wairao
Hymer
PatMar.O'Brien
May
7
62. Jan. 13,'M
Ma* (f SaBtlmairt, A
lUariaa
Harth - 0»M Maara • Sept. 15
(See
"In theGuy.
Cuttinq
Room."
17. '34.) White May
74
Wm. Bakawell
Very
Hcnorable
A
Joe
E.
Brown-Alice
5,'34.
73. Feb. 17/34
IMurder an the Campui Charlei Starratt- Shirley Gray.... Dec. 27
CuttingA Room,"
Feb.MacMahon
24. '.14.) - Paul Kelly •ultter. The
Emma Dmn-Cbarley GrapawlnWoman(Seein "In
Her the
Thlrtla*.
Aline
Ann Dvorak
May I9,'34.
Barbara Weeka • Wn. Bake..65...
(See Bar
"In the Cutting Room,"
Mar. 17. '.S4.)Pewell -RIeardo
wall
Wander
Al Jolson-Dick
..70.....
Ralibaw Over Braadway ' Jean
Marab-Fraak Albertien Feb.
Dee. 5,'S4,
I — ,, ..75
CertezDol
ore*
Del
Rie-Kay
malan
8«aat>
Sally
Blane-Charlea
Starrett
Francis
Mar.
TwiB Hatbwida
Jahn Miljan
■ Shirley
Gray -Mar. I9,'34
.,
Monroe Otnley
Fab. ZS.'M
Comiag Feature Attractions
FOX FILMS
Tagather AgalB
Onslow
Stevent-Llla Lea-Dlekia . .Apr. I. '34.
84. F
Features
Meore
eb.Tine
Title
star
I Reviewed
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
As
Husbands
Ga
Warner
Baxter-Helen
Vinson...
Dee.
2a
78 7.'34Nt«. It
COLUMBIA
Berkeley Square
Letlla H award -Heather Aagel.. .Nov. 3
90
July 22
Carolina
Janet Gaynar-Llantl BarryaMreFeatures
Running Tine
Rebert
Yeaag-Hearlttta
CrttTltla
Star
Rel. Data Minutat Reviewed
auB
.. .. Feb. 2,'M 95. Feb. S,'34
Abave tha Olauds
R.Wilton
Cromwell -R. ArBiitroBg-D
Comlag Ojt Party.
..Frances Dee-QoBt RayiMwd... Mar.
.67. Jan. 20,14
Oct. 20..
•,'•4.. ..60.
Jan. 27. 34
.99. Mar.
Bafara Midnight
June Csllyar-Ralph Bellaay Nav. 18..
^""^^"i
Nymph,
Tha
...Victoria
Heppar-Briaa
Aharae.
.63.
Jan.
84
DavdHaruBi
will Regers-Evtlya Vtaabla Mar.
Mar. It,'M
S,'84. .eo.Fak.
East of Fifth Avenue Wallace
t.'(4
76. . . Dtt.
Devil Tiger
Kane Richmend-Marlan BHrM. . Feb. I6.'84. .72
Dorettay Far4>Waltar
TraaCtBBally- Oct. 20
Ever
SlaeeMarshal
Eva..
aaerga O'Briea-lraBa
O'Brlaa-Mary Baatlay.
Brlaa. ..Jan.
Feb. i9,'34.
9,'34.
65..... 2ll.'M
FlghtlBi Cade, Tha
Bnak Jonat-OlaB* SInelaIr Dee. 39
I7,'34 62
Frontier
George
FIghtlag
Rawer,
Tb*
Buck
Jaaat-Dtrathy
Revlar
Mar.
George White's Scaadalt Rudy
- Oaerge Duraata.
Whitt -. . . Mar. 16.
Fag
Mary
BrlaaDaBBy
• Daaald Caek • Nav. 22.... ...68
Fah, I7,'34
I9,'94
AliceVallea
Faye-JIraaiy
'34 .98.
65
H.'»4
80. Mar.
.69. Jan.
Reglaald
17,
'34
29....
Held That Girl
James Duna-Ciaira Travar Feb. 30
Fwy
af
tha
Jungle
Daaald
Caak-Paigy
Sbanaan.
..
..Oct.
78.
...Dec.
S
25....
I3,'34
Haapla
Clara
Bow-Prettta
Fatttr
Ntv.
Htid
tha
Pm*
Tlai
McCay-Shlrlay
Gray
-.Oct.
.
60
I
Am
SazaBBtl
Lilian
Harvay-Oeaa
Rayoaad.
.
.
.Jan.
't4. ..66
It HappwMd Obp Night Clark Gabla-Claadatta Calbart.. ..Fah. 23.10....
.105.
Mar.
I Believed la Yaa......... Victer
Jtry Aaat
- Jahs Balea - Feb. 23,'34 99.Fak. 17.'S4
Kill tf tha Wild Hartet Wn. JanBey-Derathy Appleby.. ..Nav. 26.... ..64. Jan. 3,'S4
Rosemary
Left Fall li Lava
Ana SotherB-EdnaBd Lawa Dee. I7,'34.. ..65
75 Sept 23
Herbert
Htrsball
•Vaidt
MaMalaa Dae. 158
LlBa'Up. ThB
William OargaB-MariaB Nixon. . .Mar. 24. '34 li'si I Wat a Spy
Carrell
.
Caarad
24 5.Ja 68.... Dee. 23
Mas Trailer, Tha
Buek JaRet-Ceellla Parker Mar.
Jimmy
and
Sally
Jamas
Duaa-Clalra
Travar
Nov.
27
65
Oet 2816
B
Maa'a
Oaatla.
A
Laretta
Yaont-Spaaear
Tracy
Nav.
4
75.
68. Jan.
...Dee.6,'S49 Mad Game, Tba
SpaBcer Traey-Claira Travar Oct. 22 . 70....
HatterWama
af Men
Jack
Oet. 28
279...
7,'34 Dec.
10
Nav. li
Mr.
Sklteh
Will
Ragert-Zain
Pittt
Dtc.
My
Helaa Holt-Fay
TwelvttraeaWray
• Wallace
17
66
73... Oet. 21
My Llpa Bttray
Lilian Harvty-Jebl Ball* Nov. 12.'** 72. Mar.OctI0,'3428
Fard • VIeter Jaiy
Oet 5
Oltea't
Big
Mtaaat..
El
Briadel
Nt*.
NiBth Gaatt Tha
Daaald Ceak-Ganavlava Tebln. .. .Jan. 3 1, '34
69.
Mar.
I0,'34
'34 69
Orlaat Exprtta
Heather Aagal-NaraiaB Faatar.. ..Jan. 28,«••;
Om* ta Every Waman
FayRalph
WrayBellasiy
- Waltar Caonelly • Jan. 15,'J4 70
76.... Aug. 2«
Pawar aadEatt
tha Glary, Tha Wynne
Speaeer Glbtaa-Prattan
Traey-CallayB Maara
Oet.
3...... ..69. Mar.
.99. ...Dee.
Shatfava
af
Slsg
Sing
Brace
Cabot
Mary
Brian
Dee.
Sleapart
Faatar..
.
.Jaa.
Saelal Rogltter
Colleen
Htara-Alexaader
KlrkOct
land
Mar. I0,'S4
(See "la tha Catting Raaa,"Victer
Oet. Jery-lreaa
30.)
Baatley Dec. 20...
8
5,'34 74
62.... S.'t4 Snaky
Oct
18...
••aad Wlagt
Tlai MeCey-EvalyB Knapp Feb. 22
Three
en
a
HeneynMca
Sally
Ellen-Jahaity
Maat
Irawa
.
.
Mar.
23,'34.
60. Jan.
..79...
Stralghtany
Tim McCay-Saa Oaral Dec.
..78...
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Ream,"
Mar.
3,'.M.)
Wallt
Gald
Oet
Coming Feature Attractions
27, '34 All
Warxt tfWomaa
la Paritt Salty
BealU Ellara-Ntraaa
Hume-Adelpha Fartar
Heajra.. ..Oct.
He*ii''Benr
for Love!
MecVLiMaa
' BaBd.'
;.■
Attractions
treoe
Mob AreFeature
Eatailta
High
Wllllanit • Htlta Twtlvt- .Apr. I7.'M.
lja4r
le WllliBB,
The
Heward-Blanle
7e"Fah " io ''84 Coming
Matt Pratlan
Thlni
In Life., Letlle
jean Arthur
- DonaldBamet
Caok .
„ .
Richard Cromwell
(See "In tha Cutting Room," Mar. i0,'34.)
F»tJohBPatersen
- Speaeer Traey - Apr. IS.'34
Boles
85. Mar. I0,'34
Na Greater Glory
"a'"'' Bellamy-Shirley
Grey
■ Bettome Op
Frankie
Oar re - Lais Wilson
George Braaksten
70 Mar 10 '34
Cata-Paw. The
Harold Lleyd-Una Merkel
Change of Heart
Jtnet
GingerGaynor-Charlei
Rogert-Jaaiet FarrtllDmb
2" I'
Grey Mar. Vt^M
'
One
Night of Love
Grace Bellamy-Shirley
Moore-Tullio Carmlnati
..;
Charlie
Chan's Courage Will
WalterRogers-Peggy
Connolly
SS?" Under
.?T' tha
I^' Skin
iL-.
Stuart
Erwin-Ann Sothern
SleUrs
Merry
Andrew
Wood
Ellssa
Landi-Jaaeph
SehlldkrautFrank Morgan
Murder in Trinidad Heather Angel - Victor Jory •
Preston Foster
Apr. 9, '34
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Mar.
i0,'34.)
"In the Cutting Roam." Mar. 3,'34.)
l*"'.Xlf
Danlels-Vletar Vareaal
84. ...Oet 21 Now (See
Twestleth S?!?
CeMary
John Barryroore-Carole
Lombard
I'll
Tell
Spencer
Tracy-Alice
Faye-Helan
T'"" McCoy-Blllie Seward
WWrlwal
Jack Holt-Lila Lee-Jean Arthur
'.'.'95. .'. . Aug. li
Harvey-Charies
Lilian
Springtime
for Henry
Otto
Kruger
- Nancy Carrell 'Boyef!!!
•
Only Girl, The
Heather
Angel
DU WORLD PICTURES
Stand
Up
and
Cheer
.(All-Star
Musical)
Mar.
30.'34
Features
Too
WomoB
Warner
Baxter- Rosemary
Ames. ..May I8,*34
Wild Many
Gold
John Boles-Claire
Trevor
Running Time
World Movet On, Tha Madeleine
Carrell - Francbet
Tone
"«'•
„
» . Ostarman
IT.
«h,— h,.
nw., Shanghai
n«tl Over
Death
Else
Elster-Ralf
Dee.
15 Minutes
62... Reviewed
Fantomas
jean Galland
Girt in the Case
Jimmy
Save ■ Eddie Lambart • Feb. 15, '34 59
FREULER FILM ASSOCIATES
„.Queen of. .uthe Underworld
.. ..
. Dwothy
Darling
I5,'S4 .95
60
Running Time
Hans
- Charlotte Susa - Mar.
Features
Wera Albers
Engels
Jan. 5,'34.
Title
Star
Data Minutes Reviewed
Love
Past
Thirty
Aileen
Pringie
Theodore
Von
FIRST DIVISION
Eltz
Jan. 27,'34 73.
Marriage on Approval Donald
DIllaway-Barbara
Features
Running Time
Phyllis
Barry Kent- Sept.
Nov 22.
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
.
Tom
Tyler
War
at
the
Range.
22 .60.
78. Mar. I7.'34
„Dattaa
Title
Star
Dee. 22
36 Dee. SO
...
..ucc.
3
56... Nov. 18
Eat Em Allva
Nov 26
58
GAUMONT-BRITISH
He,
Vlrtut Fernandellcoilrtti ' b'arf'aiiii ..... Dec.
55.... Dee. SO Features
ThreneKlag
of theof Gads
Dec 22
Time
Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
Rel Date Rtuulig
l.'34 84.Ma»
Minutes Reviewed
Forgotten
Men
War
I5,'34
58.
Feb.
Road to Ruin
Helen Film
27,'3S
Foster-Paul Page Apr.
Baroud
(See
"Love
In
Morocco")
May
Britannia of Billlngtgatt Violet Leraine-Gordon Harker..
78 Oct. 7
Channel Crossing
Constance
Cummings - Matheson
Lang
7(
24,'34
FIRST NATIONAL
Dick
Turoin
Victor
McLaglen
..May
15,
'34
70
Falling for You
J. Hulbert-Ciceiy Courtneldoa. .
70 Seqt. 30
Features
Running Time
Fire Raisers, The
Leslie Banks
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Friday Train,
the 13th
Jessie
Matthews
The
Jack Hulbert
Dec. 1
71 Feb. 25
Bedside
Warren William
- Jan. 27,'34 65. Mar. I7,'34 Ghost
Big Shakedown. The
Bette
DavisCortez
- Chas. Farrell - Jan.
Ghoul,
Tha
Boris Karloff
Feb. I5,'34 75 Oct. 28
Ricardo
It's
a
Boy
Edward
Everett
Herton
Leslie
Hensen
80 Sept 30
Convention City
Joan Blondell-DIck Powell-A.
69.... Dee. 9 Just Smith
Tom
Menlou-Msry
Attor .,
Dee. 30
StanleyWalls
Lunlne-Glna Mala
88
3.'34 72... Nav. 15 King of the RItz
Dark Hazard
Edward
G. Robinson
Feb.
In Morocco
Rex Ingram
Dec. 1
73. Oct. 15, '32
Fashions of 1934
William Pewell-Bette Davit Feb. I7,'S4
...OctI3.'3421 Love (Reviewed
Female
R'Jth Chatterton
Nov. II 7860. Jan.
under tha title "Btreud")
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Running Time
Running Time
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
TitleDreams
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Broken
.
Randolph
Scott-Martha
Sleeper.
..Oct.
20
68.... Nov. 4
Love on Wheels
Jack Hulbert-Gordon Harlter
»l
63
Dec. 15
He Couldn't
..Ray
John Walker-Virginia
WayneCnerrlll . . . Jan.
Lucky Number, The
Cliftord
Mollison - Joan WyndTexan,Take
The...It.
22.'34
56.
Jan. 27,'34
ham
721/2.. Sent. 9 Lucky
Mystery Liner
. Noah
Beery Keith
- Astrid Allyn - Mar. 15. '34 62
Cornelius
Mademoiselle Zaza
Cicely Courtneidge-Sam Hardy
82. Mar. 3.'34
Riders of Destiny
(Reviewed
under
the
title.
"Aunt
.Sally.")
.John
Wayne-Cecilia
Parker
Oct.
Man Irom Toronto, The Jessie
- Ian Hunter •
Sagebrush
Trail
. John Wayne
Dee. 15
10
58. Jan.Dec.27,'3423
58
Fred Matthews
Kerr
77
Sixteen Fathoms
Deep..
l.'34 57. Feb. I0.'34
Sally
0'CarlNell-Creighton
Cheney. ..Jan.
Marry
Me
Renate
Muller-Harry
Green
83
Apr.
22
Sweetheart
of
Sigma
Chi.
The.
Mary
isleBuster
Crabbe
Oct.
1
76. ...Oct 14
Night and Day
Jack Hulbert- Winifred Shatter. ..Dec. I
77. ..June 10 West of the Divide
7.'S4.
.John
WayneVirginia B. Faire.
..Feb.
Woman's
Man
Night
of
the
Party,
The
Leslie
Banks
62.
Mar.
I0,'34
.
John
Halliday-Marguerlte
do
la
Orders Is Orders
Charlotte Greenwood ■ James
Motte- Wallace Ford
Feb.
55. Jan.
Prince of Wales. The
'34
Coming
Feature
Attractions
64. Jan.20,27,'S4
Sleeping
Car
Ivor
Novello-Madeleine
Carroll
83
...
July
8
Blue
Steel
John
Wayne
There Goes the Bride Jessie Matthews
Dec. 1
79 Mar. II City Limits
Ray
Walker-Sally
Blane-Frank
Turkey
Time
Tom
Lynn
71
Waltz Time
EvelynWalls-Ralph
Laye
Oct. 1
81 Aug. 12
Craven
Apr. I5,'34
Derby Day
Woman in Command. The Cicely
- Edward
EverettCourtneidge
Horton
80
House
of
Mystery,
The
Verna
Hillie-Ed
Lowry
Mar.
3Q.'34 62
Jane
Eyre
4
Loudspeaker.
The
Ray Walker-Jacaueline
Wells
GOLDSMITH
PRODUCTIONS
Man
from
Utah.
The
John
Wayne
,
Running. Time
Manhattan
LoveNothing
Song
Dixie Lee-Robt.
Armstrong
Apr. 30,'34
Money Means
Wallace
Ford-Gloria
Shea
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes. . Reviewed
Numbers
of Monte
Carlo John
Mary Wayne
Brian-John
Darrow
Carnival
Lady
Boots
Mallory-Allen
Vincent
Sept.
15
69.
Feb.
17.
'34
'
Star
Packer.
The
G
Woman Unafraid lLucille
Gleason - Richard
e■ a
Skeets" Gallagher
Feb. 15. '34 68
Coming Feature
Attractionsson
3
PARAMOUNT
Born to Hang
Ail Star CastApr
June 15. '34
I Hate Wom^n
Wallace Ford-June Clyde
. 15. Apr. 15. '34
Features
Running Time
4
Title
Star
Rel. Data Minutes Reviewed
87
LIBERTY PICTURES
Alice
in
Wonderland
Charlotte
Henry
Deo.
22
75 Dee. !•
Aug.
All of Me
Fredric March-Mlrlam HopkinsComing Feature Attractions
Running 19Time
George
Raft
Jan.
I9,'34
71.
I3,'34
Rel. Data Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Bolero
George Raft-Carole Lombard. ... Feb. 23,'S4 80 .Jan.
Feb.
.Nov.I7,'$4
Cheaters
"Bill"
Boyd-Dorothy Mackalll20..
June Collyer
Cradle
Song
Dorothea
WIeck-Kent
Taylor
Nov.
17
Design for Living
Miriam Hookins-Fredrie MarchMad Honeymoon, The
.77.. .Nov.
GaryMarx
Cooper
Dee. 17..
No
Phillips Holmes-Lella Hyiras..
5,'34.. ..88. .Nov.
Duck Soup
Four
Bros
Nov.
SchoolRansom
for Girls
Eight
Girls
in
a
Boat
Kay
Johnson
Dorothy
Wilson
..80.
Take
the Stand
Jack LaRue-Thelma Todd
Two Headt
on a Pillow
Doug. Montgomery
Jan.
.78.. . Dee. 34
Four Frightened People C. Colbert - H. Marshall • Wm.
When Strangers
Meet Richard Cromwell-Arllne Judge
Without
Children
..75..
Dee. t
Girl Without a Room
M. Churchlll-Chas. Farrell Dee. i6,'34..
27
Good
Dame
Sylvia
Fredrio Allen
March. .. .Feb.
MAJESTIC
Hell and
High Water
Richard SidneyArlen-Judith
Oct. 12, '34.. ..72.
..70....
Feb.
..68
... Oct.
Dee.I0,'$43*21
His Double Life
Roland Young-Lillian Gish Jan. 8I
Features
Running Time
star
I'm NoRound-Up.
Angel
Mae West-Cary
Grant
Oct. 26,*S4. . ..87.... Oct. 7
,
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Last
The
Randolph
Scott-Barbara
Fritehle
.
.Jan.
I2.'S4...
87 Sept. 16 Lone Cowboy
Charming
Deceiver. The
Constance Cummingt
Dee. 8
.68....
Jackie Cooper
Dee.
..65.
Jan.Nov.8.'S425
'
(Reviewed
under the title, Dorothy
"Heads We
Go") ■ C. Aubrey
Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen... Dorothea WIeck-Baby Le Roy.. ..Jan. 8.B.'34. .68. . . Dee. 23
Curtain
at Eight
Mackalll
3 Smith-Paul
No
More
Women
Edmund
Lowe-Victor
MtLagen
.
.
Fab.
23,'34
72.
Feb. I7.*t4
Cavanaoh
Oct 1
Larry
("Buster") Crabbe • Ida Feb.
74. Feb. I7,'3428 Search for Beauty
l,'34 63....0CL
Morning After, The
Ben
Lyon-Sally Eilert Jan. 13...
Lupino
4
Dee.
2,'S4
75.
Jan.
20,"S4
G
She Made Her Bed
Sally Ellers-Rlchard Arlen Mar. 24..
under theThe
title. "IZItaSpy")Johann-John Mlljan Dee.
.65...
.74...
Sin (Reviewed
of Nora Moran,
Sitting Prettyargan - M Jack Haley-Jack Oakle-Glnger
9,'34.
.
.
.80...
.Dee.
Get.
..78.
Feb.
24,'S42
You Made Me Love You Thelma Todd-Stanley Lupino Nov. 24 .
Rogers
N(rv.
.C.BRuggles - M. Boland - W. C.
Six of a Kind
Coming Feature Attractions
ol - A. Skipworth - Burns
Fields
a
Unknown Blonde
Edward Arnold - John Mlllan n
and Allen
Feb.
Barbara Barondess - Dorothy
Take a Chance
James
Dunnd Rogers
- June
Knight • Oct. 27
Revler
67
13
24
.l>5.Jan.Nov.
27,'S44
.82...
J
"Buddy"
a
n
.
.58'/2
Come O
.57'/2..Nov. 18
Thundering Herd, The
Randolph Scott-Judith Allen Nov. 20
n. MaTilllo
MAYFAIR PICTURES
and
Gus
Alison
SkipworthW.
C.
Fields..
Oct.
.84.... Sept. 30
rintoe Love, The
Way
Maurice Chevalier- Ann Dvorak.95 . .Oct.
Features
Time Reviewed
s
Wharf
Angel
Victor
McLaglen-Dorothy
Dell- . FMar.
I7,'34.)
e
b
Preston
Foster
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
ie.'34
621/2
.
R
ichardBroke His Heart." "In the Cutting Room," Feb.S,'
..73.
Her Forgotten Past
Monte
- Barbara Kent - Sept. I.... .68
(SeeWoman
"Man Who
S4
Arlen-ldCarole Lombard-Chas. LaughtonHenryBlue
B. Walthall
White
.Get. 28
a Chas.
Nov. 3..
.70
Secret Sinners
Sue Carol-Nick Stuart Oct. 20
Lu Bickford
What's Your Racket? Regis Toomey-Noel Francis Dee. I.... .70. Mar. I0.'34 Coming Feature Attractionspino Mar,
Coming Feature Attractions
Cleopatra
Claudette
Colbert-William
Henry
coxln-Warren
Badge of Honor
Apr. I, '34
68. Mar.
I0,'34
(Reviewed
under th« title, Evelyn
"Strange
Holiday")
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Double
Door
VenableKent Taylor
Features
It Ain'tMiss
No• Sin
Mae West
Time Reviewed
Little
Marker Adolphe
Menjou-Dorothy Dell
Minutes
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Charlie Ruggles-Mary BolandWII98.... Oct. 7 Melody In34 Spring
Bombshell
Jean Harlow-Lee Tracy Oct. 13
Lanny Ross- Ann Sothern Apr. 20,'34
Cat and the Fiddle. The Jeanette MacDonald-Ramon Na- var o Fob.
.66. . Dec. 9
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
I7,'34.)
3.
Murder
the Vanities Carl
Victor McLeglen.
. . Apr. 20,'34
Chief. The
Ed Wynn-D. Mackalll Nov. 24...
.Nov. 25
Private atScandal
Helen BrlssonMack-Phillips
Holmes
.94.
Dancing Lady
Joan Crawford-Clark Gable Nov. 27...
.70. . Nov. 1 1 Scarlet
Empress, The
Marlene Dietrich-John Lodge
Day
of
Reckoning
Richard
DIx-Madge
Evant
Oct.
the Cutting Room,"
ia.'34.) Grant
Dinner at Eight
Marie
Wallace
BeeryThirty(SeeDay"InPrincess
SylviaFeb.Sidney-Carv
LionellowDressierBarrymore
HarTrumpet Blows. The
George Raft-Adolphe Menjou- Madge
Evans- Jean
- Karen
113
Drake
Apr. I3,'34
Morley -- Edmund
Lowe - Lee Jan. I2.'34. 1 17. . . . .June 10 We're Not Dressing BingFrances
Crosby
- Ethel- Leon
MenaaaErrol..Apr.
Tracy
Jean Hersholt
...Nov. 18
Carole
Lombard
27,'34
5.'34. .78,
Eskimo
Native
Cast
Jan. I9.'34.
.79.
Witching Hour, The
Judith Allen-Tom Brown
Dee.
Fugitive Lovers
Robt. Montgomery-Madge Evans.. Jan.
Dec.
16
You're
Telling
Me
W.
C.
Fields-Joan
Marsh-Larry
Going Hollywood
Marion Davies-BIng Crosby Dec. 22....
...
Nov.
("Buster") Crabbe
Apr. 6,'34
18
Her Sweetheart
Marie Dressler-L. Barrymora. . . . Nov. 17.... .87.
under the title. Jean
"Christopher
Bean") Young. ..... Mar. I6.'34., 77.
SO
Lazy (Reviewed
River
Parker-Robert
Meet the Baron
JackZasuPearl
- Jimmy Durante - Oct. 20.... .65. Mar.
... Nov.10, '344 PRINCIPAL
Pitts
Mystery of Mr. X
Robt.
Montgomery
- Elizabeth Feb. 23.'34.
Features
Running Time .May
85 . Mar. 3.
Allan
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Night Flight
H. Barrymore
Hayes ■ J.- 0.Barrymore
- L.
28
.Oct.
Gable • Robt.
Ferocious
Pal.
The
Kazan
Feb.
2,'34
55
.
.
.
.Aug.
IS Jaws of Justice
.91
Montgomery
Oct.
Kazan-Teddy and Richard Terry. .Dec.
4
58
Russia
Today
Nov.
8
42..
10....
Prizefighter and the Lady. The. MaxCarnera-Walter
Baer-Myrna Loy-Dempsey103.
102. ... Oct.
Nov. 15
70..
Huston
Nov.
Dee. 30 Thunder Over Mexleo Native Cast
Queen Christina
Greta Garbo - John Gilbert Feb. 9.'34.
Coming
Feature
Attractions
...Nov.
Should Ladles Behave? Alice
Brady-Lionel
Barrymere78.
Conway Tearle
Dee. 9,*34.
II
Desperate
Kazan
King
of theTrails
North
Kazan
(Reviewed
under the title,Spencer
"The Vinegar
Tree")Evans Mar. 29
Little
Damozel
Anna
Neagle-James Ronnie
Show-off,
The
Tracy-Madge
.80. Jan.
Mar. 26.'34
3.'34
Lone Avenger. The
Kazan
Sons of the Desert Laurel and Hardy
Dec. 2.'34. .68.
This
Side
of
Heaven
Lloiiol
Barrymore-Fay
Balnter
.
.
Feb.
Peck's
Bad
Boy
Jackie
Cooper
.76.
Jan.
27.
'34
Teeth of Steel
Kazan
Women In His Life. The OttoLyon
Kruger-lsabel Jewell-Ben Dee.
.76.
Feb.
3.'S4
26.'34.
You Can't Buy Everything. .. May Robson-Jean Parker Jan.
.85. Feb. I0.'34
28
Coming Feature Attractions
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Hollywood Party
(All Star Musical) Apr. 20.'34.
Laughing Boy
Ramon Novarro-Lupe Velez Apr. I3.'34.
Features
Manhattan Melodrama
Clark
Gable-Myrna Loy-William
Rel. Date Running Time
Powell
TItte
Star
Reviewed
.Sept.
Elizabeth Allan
Men In White
Clark Gable-Myrna Loy
Ace
of
Aces
Richard
DIx
'
Minutes
.75.
Feb.
I7.'34
Ralph Bellamy
74... .Oct.
Operator
Thirteen
Marion
Davies-Gary
Cooper
Riptide
Norma Shearer
Robert
MontAfter
Tonight
Constance
Bennett
Gilbert
Marshall.. Mar. 30. '34. .93
Nov.
Oct. 10...
■.Oct.
Sept.
3...
3 (See "In the Cutting Room." Mar. gome17.ry - Herbert
AggieVIckers
Appleby, Maker of Men Irene
Wynne Dunne
Gibson-Charles
Farrell- Nov. 20...
71...
Ann
- Rio
Walter Huston
Sadio MeKee
Joan Crawford-'34.)Franchot Tone
73...
13...
4
Tarzan
and His Mate
J. Welssmuller-M.
. . . Apr. ' 6.'34.'
72... .Oct.
Chance at Heaven
Joel McCrea - Ginger Rogers • Oct.
Viva Vlllal
Wallace
Beery-Fay O'Sulllvan.
Wray
14
Oct. 27... ... ..70...
(See "In the Cutting Room," Feb. I0,'34.)
nvt .Dec. 301
Flying Down to Rio
Dolores
Del
Nov. 29...
Dee.
mend - Raul
Gene
Ray
■
MONOGRAM
PICTURES CORPORATION
80...
Goodbye Love
Charles Ruggles
Hips. Hips, Hoorayl Wheeler and Woolsey Feb. 10.2,'34
Features
Running Time
88. Jan. 27,'3428
If I Were Freol
Irene
Dunne-Nils Asther-Cllve Dee. 1.
Star
Title
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
88
Dee. 23
Brook
Lionel AtwIII
Beggars In Ermine
Feb. 22.'34 72. Feb. 24.'34 Keep 'Em Rolling
Walter Huston-Franees Dee Mar.
Death
Takes
a Hol
iday
30
Fredric
Ma
S4
b2.4.'
78.Fe

.'34
2FeIb0

69'/

'

'
33
'
2
87
MOTION
PICTURE HERALD
March
24, 1934
4
9
, 4
'
43
4
3
(THE
RELEASE
CHART— CCNT'O)
Running Time
,
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
UNIVERSAL
Little women
K. Frances
HepburnDee• -Joan
107 Nov. 11 Features
Paul Bennett
Lukas- Nov. 24
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel.
Long Lost Father
John Barryraore-Helen Chandler . Jan. I9,"M 63. Feb. 24,'34
4
Lost Patrol,
The
McLaglen-KarloK
Feb. I»,'d4 75. Feb. S,'34 Beloved
John
Boles-Gloria
Stuart
..Jan. Date
22,'34Minutes
82 Reviewed
Dec. 23
'
Bombay
Mall
Edmund
Lowe-Onslow
Stevens..
Man
of
Two
Worlds
Francis
LedererEllssa
Landl
.
.
.
.
Feb.
Shirley Grey
Jan. I,
Meanest Gal in Town, The ZasuBrendel
Pitts -- Pert
Kelton
El
18
70 Dec. 23
James Gleason By Candlelight
Landl-Paul
Countess
of Monte Cristo Flissa
Fay Wray
- Paul Lukas
Lukas Dec.
Mar, S.'34 6878
. JaMar.
62. Mar.Nov.I0,'3425 Crosby
"Skeets"
Gallagher
Jan. I2,'34
80.
n. I3,'3.34'34
17 92. 70....
Case, The
Wynne
Gibson-Onslow
Stevens- Mar. , I9,'34
Right
to
Romance,
The
Ann
Harding-Nils
Asther
Nov.
J
Alan
Dinehart
a
n
. 20,' 6,'34 Cross Country Cruise Lew Ayres - Alice White - June
Son of Kong 3
Robert Armstrong-Helen Mack. ..Dec. 22
69i/2.Jan.
Success at Any Price Douglas
Fairbanks.
Jr.-Colleen
3
4
..Knight
Jan. I5,'34 77. Jan 27. '34
Moore-Genevieve Tobin Mar. I6.'34 77
78.... Nov. 25
Two Alone
Jean Parker-Tom Brown Jan. 26,*34 74. Jan. 20,'34
Counsellor-at-Law
John
Barrymore-Bebe Parker
Daniels. .. Dee.
Dec. 25
Gun
Justice
Ken
Maynard-Cecilia
II
65
Coming Feature Attractions
Horse
Play
Slim
Summerville-Andy
DevineLeila Hyams
Nov. 27
4
Alien Corn
AnnLyon
Harding
- John Boles - Ben May 25 *34.
68
70. Mar. 17, '34
I Like It That Way
Gloria Stuart-Roger Pryor Feb. I2.'34
ll.'34
Crime Doctor
Otto Kruger-Karen Morley Apr. 27,"'34.'.*.".'.'74.'MarV
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
30.)
Invisible
Man,
The
Claude
Rains
Gloria
Stuart
Dover
Road
Clive
Brook-Diana
Wynyard
May
Wm. Harrigan
Nov.
I7,'34
..70 Nov. 4
Finishing School
Ginger
- Frances Dee - Anr. 27/34.
Bruce Rogers
Cabot
King for a Night
Chester
Helen Twelve- Oct.
trees -Morris
Alice -White
.78 ..Dee 2
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Mar.
3.'S4.)
l.'34.
Green Mansions
Dolores Del Rio-Joel McCrea
Let's Birds,
Be Ritzy
Lew Ayres-Patricia Ellis Mar.
34 68.
64
17. '34II
Love
The
Summerville-Pitts
Mar. 34
Of
Human
Bondage
Leslie
Howard-Bette
Davis
June
63Mar. Nov.
Love. Honor and Oh, Babyl Summervillc-Pitts
Oct.
Sing and Like It
ZasuEdward
Pitte Everett
- PertHorton
Kelton - Aor. 20,'34 72
Madame
Spy
Fay
Wray-Nils
Asther
Jan.
88. Feb.
Midnight
0. P. Heggie-Sidney Fox Jan.
Spitfire
Katharine Hepburn
Mar. 30,'34
34 . .68....
70 Ian.
I8,'34
Sent.R.'349
Myrt and Marge
Myrtle
Dale -Donna Damerell- Dec.
Stingaree
Irene Dunne-Richard
Ted Healy
Strictly Dynamite
limmy
Durante - LupeDix
Velez - May
8.105
0. Mar Nov. 25
Only
Yesterday
John
BolesMargaret
SullavanNorman Foster-Wm. Gargan. 17.
*34
Benita Hume-Blllie Burke. .. .Nov.
Marian Nixon
May 46,'34
'34
Poor Rich, The
Edna May
IliW
"''"^
'""8 Dunne-Ralph
Bellamy Apr.
Apr.
.70....
Sept.
ettOliver-Edward
HortonEver- Feb.
.72
Sept.6,'342323
Wild "L^"
Cargo
Frank
Buck
34
65.
Jan.
S.
0.
S.
Iceberg
Rod
La
Rocque-Gibson
Gowland
.
.Oct.
13','34'.'. '..'.'76"
'34 64
60 Sept. 30
Saturday's
Millions
RobertMaynard-Ruth
Young-Leila Hyams
Oct.
Strawberry
Hall Oct.
SHOWMENS PICTURES
Wheels of Roan
Destiny Ken
Ken Maynard
Feb.
Features
Coming Feature Attractions
. .71
Big Race, The
Boots Mallory-John Darrow Dee. I5,'34... ..63
Affairs of a Gentleman Paul Lukas
I
Moth, The
Sally
O'Neil-PaulCollier,
Page
Jan.
..62.
Feb.
Alias
(he Deacon
Joel McCrea-Salli/ Blane
Public
Stenographer
Lola
Lane-Wm.
Jr
Nov.
Boris
Karloft-Bela Lugosi-David Apr. 9.'34.
St. Louis Woman
John Mack Brown-Jeanstta Leff..Mar. I5,'34...
Manners
.63 Sept.I0,'3416 Black Cat, The
Ship of Wanted Men
Dorothy Sebastian-Leon Waycoll . .Sept. 24
Doomed
to
Die
Ken
Maynard-Gloria
Coming Feature Attractions
Glamour
Constance
Cummlngs Shea
- Paul Apr.
Lukas
Golden
Head
'
Souls
in
Pawn
!!!!!!!
Honor
of
the
Range
Ken
Maynard
Apr. I6,'34.
Special Duty
Humbug,
Nils
Stuart
''
I Give MyThe
Love
WynneAsther-Gloria
Gibson
mited
Un
Within
theli
Rock
16,'34.
I'll TellMan,theWhat
World
Tracy-Gloria
14,'34.
Little
Now? Lee
Margaret
Sullavan Stuart
- Douglass Apr.
Montgomery
May
STATE RIGHTS
Practical
Joker,
The
Chester
Morris-Marian
Nixon
Uncertain Lady
Genevieve
Tobin- Edward Everett Apr.
Features
Running Time
Horton
23. '34.
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Star
(See 'In tho Cutting Room." Mar. 17, '34.)
Ariane
Elizabeth
Bergner
Percy Marmont ..Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays
Dist'r
.Mar 6,'34. . .69
WARNER BROS.
Big Time Or Bust Regis Toomey-Gloria
Shea
Tower
..Nov. 10 62. Mar. 10, '34
Features
Criminal at Large Emiyn
Williams
•
Time Reviewed
Cathleen Nesbitt. . Helber Prodi Jan. I5,'34. . .65. Jan. 6.'34
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Cougar, the King Killer. .. Edwin
C. Hill - Jay Master Art
1 60
College Coach
DickDvorakPowell-Pat
O'Brien-Ann Nov. 4
Bruce
Nov.
75
Nov. 18
Lyie
Talbot
Death Parade, The
(War Film) .
Disraeli (Reissue)
George Arliss
Doc.
Zapp
77. Feb. 3,'34
Enlighten Thy Daughter. .. Beth
Barton-Miriam Henry
Adolohe
Menjou
- Mary Aster - Jan. 16
88. Dee. I4,'2S
Battista
Exploitation Picts . .Jan. 15, '34. . .80 Dec. 30 Easy to Love
Genevieve
Tobin
61.
Jan.Oct.20,'3421
28
68...
Farewell te Love
JanAngel
Kiepura-Heather Madison Plet». . . . Nov. 24 66.
Ever in My Heart
Barbara Stanwyck
Oct. 13,'34
.Dec. 2 Footlight
Parade
James Cagney - Joan Blondell Film Parade
General PIcts Jan. I2,'34. ..55
I Guy
Ruby Kibbee
Keeler - Dick Powell - Oct.
Found
Barbara
Bedford
Feb. I0.'34. ..56. Feb. 24.'34
Oct.
Get ThatAlive
Venus
Ernest
Truex
- Jean...Ideal
..101.
.63. . . Dee.
From Headquarters
Geo. Brent-M. Lindsay Dec.
Arthur
Regent PIcts
Heat Lightning
Aline MacMahon-Preston FosterAnn Muni
Dvorak-Lyle Talbot Jan.
Mar. 3,'34 63. Mar. 17.'34
HI. Nellie!
Paul
Hell on Earth
All Star
Aeolian Plots Jan. 27.'34. . .70. Feb. 10, '34
20,'34 75. Fed. 3. '34
Hell'sSecret
Holiday
(War
Film)
Superb PIcts
77.... July 22
House on 56th Street, The Kay Francis - Ricardo Cortez 68 Dec. 9
Her
SariCollier,
Maritza
Wm.
Gene Raymond
Dec. 23
Jr
Ideal
73
I7.'34 67
I've
GottheYourGent
Number Joan
Blondell-Pat
O'Brien
Feb.
Her Splendid Folly Lilian
Bond
T.
Von
Jimmy
James
Cagney-Bette
Davis
Mar.
Eltz
Progressive Oct. 7 59 Nov. 4 Kennel Murder Case
28
73 Nov. 4
WilliamCagney
Powell-Mary Aster Oct.
Hired Wife
Greta Nissen-Weldon
Lady Killer
James
Dec. 968. 76 Dee. 2
Pinnacle Prods. .. .Mar. I, '34... 65
F
e
La Gong (Dance a( the Heyburn
b. I
Coming
As
the EarthFeature
Turns. Attractions
Jean Muir-Donald Woods Apr.
0,'3
Virgins)
Bennett PIctsl,'34. . . 55.
Jan. 20.'34
Lost
The
Clyde Beatty Mascot
.7 rls
4 Feb. 10,'34
.73.
Ruby
- Dick Powell Joan Keeler
Blondell
■ad Jungle.
Age. The
Resolute Picts May
July 19 70
Julv 29 Dames
William Powell
Dragon Murder Case. The.
Mr.
Broadway
Star
B'way-Hollywood 59 Sept. 23 Fog
No Funny
Business All
Gertrude
Lawrence
Over
Frisco
DonaJd
Woods-Bette
Davls-Lyle
Laurence Olivier. . Ferrone Prods Mar. 7. 34... 60
Talbot- Margaret Lindsay
Over the Seven Seas
Vanderbilt
70 June 3 Friends of Mr. Sweeney.
Charlie
Ruggles-Ann
Dvorak Mar. 3I.'34 66. Mar. I0,'34
Gambling Lady
Playthings of Desire Linda Watkins-James
Barbara
Stanwyck
Aline
MacMahon
Happy
Family
Kirkwood
Pinnacle
Prods.
...
Mar.
15,
'34
Harold
Teen
Ceerets of Hollywood MaeWalters
Busch - June Lester F. Scott
HalPatricia
LeRoy Ellis
- Rochelle Hudson 58 Sept. 16 r-rr
Key, 1The- T
Shepherd of the
Edna
BestClive
- William Powell - Apr. 7,
Seven
Hills,
The
Faith
Picture*
...Aug.
7
60
Aug.
19
Colin
Sweden, Land of the
I2,'34
Merry Wives of Reno
65. F 64
Glenda Farrell-Margaret LindVikings
Associated
say-Donald
Woods
May
2I,'34
eb. 71
Modern
Hero,
A
Cinemas
RichardMar. Barthelmess
..Apr.
24/
Through the Centuries
Beacon
Films Dee. 1 7070.—Jan.Dee.I3.'3416
(See "In the Cutting Roo m."
17, '34.)
Wine, Women and Song... Lilyan
Tashman-Lew
34
One
Man
Woman
Pat
O'Brien-Glenda
Farrall
Cody
I. E. Chadwiek
70 Dee. 23 Return of the Terror...
LyIe TalbotMary Astor
Smarty
Joan
Blondell-Warren
William..
May
26,'34
Upper World
Warren
- Mary Astor- Apr. 28.'34 6472
UNITED ARTISTS
Glnger William
Rogers
Without
Honor
James Cagney-Joan Blondell
Features
Running Time
Bel. Data1 Minutes
63 Reviewed
Dec. 9
AdviceTitle
to the Lovelorn Lee Star
Tracy-Sally Blane * Dee.
Blood Money
George Bancroft- Frances DeeOTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Chick Chandler-Judith Ander- son Nov. 17
Olsfr
..65. . . Nov.
Features
Time Reviewed
Bawery, The
Wallace
Beery
George
Raft
•
..90.
..Oct.
13
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Title
Star
Jackie Cooper - Fay Wray Oct. 27
British-United
Don Quixote
Feeder
Challapin
Broadway Thru a Keyhole Constance
Cummlngs
Russ
.85
Oct.
21
George
Robey
.
.
.
Artists
July 14a
Columbo - Paul Kelly Oct.
..80 Sept. 23
Get.
Emperor Jones
Paul Robeson-Dudley Digges Sept. 29
fromof Maxim's,
The. .. Frances
Day .. London Film
Gallant Lady
Ann Harding-Cllve Brook Jan. 5,'34.. ..86 Dee. 9 Girl
Hawleys
High
Street
Leslie
Fuller
Laoking for Trouble Sgencer
- Jack Oakia • Mar. 9,'34..
1 Lived with You
IvorJeans
Novello - Ursula Gaumont-Brltlsh Aug. It
ConstanceTracyCummlngs
Feb.Dee.3,'3423 Mam'zelle NItoucha Janie Marese-Ralmu. Protex
Nov. 18 90 Doe. 2
Moulin Rouge
Constance
Bennett
- Franehot Jan. I9,'34.. ..80.
. 71...
Tone - T. CarmlnatI
British-United
Money for Speed John
Loder
Ida
Lu2, '34..
Nana
Anna Sten-Llonel Atwlll-Phllplno - Cyril Mc- Artists
Laglen
67 Sept.
July I!16
llps Holmes
..85. Jan. I3,'34
Capital
Sept. 7 57....
Passion of Joan af Are, The. Maria Falconnetl Scandinavian
Palooka
Jimmy
Durante
- Stuart Erwin • Mar.
Lupe
Velez
Feb.
Friedmann
Petterson
and
Bendel
Adolf
Jahr
Sammy
97.... Sept. 23
Private Life of Henry VI 11, The. Charles Laughton
Nov. 3
Talking Picts.. Jan I, '34. . 148. Mar. 10/34
Reman Scandals
Eddie Cantor - Gloria Stuart LineGalland
Noro - Jean Protex
.85 Deo. 9 Pledge. The
Mar. 13,34. . tio
96 Oct a
David Manners-Ruth Ettlng. . .Dee. 29..
Gaumont-Brltlsh
Prince of Arcadia Carl Brisson
Coming Feature Attractions
Red Wagon
Charles
BIckford
Bern to Be Bad
Loretta Young-Cary Grant
RaguelNIssen
Torres - British Int'l
Exch
Greta
Drummond Strikes Back. Ronald Colman-Loretta Young
ange Balldog
Catherine
the
Great
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr.
ElizaFilm Feb. 8,'S4. ..SO.Feb.
Saint
Anthony
af
Padua..
Carlo
Plnzautl
....
Radio
92.... Oct.17/3428
beth Bergner
Atr. IS.'34 91. Feb. 10, '34 This Week of Grace Grade Fields Integrity
NFirebrand,
ov.
The
Fredrle Marchnett-Fay
- Constanta BenTwo
Orphans,
Tha
Vvette
Gullbert
Roslne Derean ■ Blue Ribbon
House of Rotbsebllii. The George Arliss WrayApr. 'e,''S4! '.'. '.'.BG. MarV ld,''34
Renee Salnt-Cyr..
Last Gentleman.
The
George Arliss
.90...
28
6
5
Feb.Oct.24.6,'34
'34
Volga Volga
H. A. Shlletton.
Photoplays Dec.
Feb. 14
8,'S4. .92.
Queen,
The
Anna
GraaveyApr.
KInematrade
76. Jan.
Dee
Serrell and
Son
H. B. Neagle-Fornand
Warner
Wandering
Jew.
The
Jacob
Ben-Ami
JAFA
Oct. 20....
M.''S4.' .'! !!99 !Jan.' ■ ■ '6/34
.9
l

4

h

tis

Bri

tol»
..J

8..

..6

,'34
83J.an2.7

88

MOTION

(THE
SHCCT
riLMS
{All dates are 1933 unless
d"]NS
state
otherwis
TIO
AUDIO
PROeDUC
Title
Ral- Data MIn.
Butterfly
'S ••
Seed
Dispersal
10
MUSICAL
MOODS
I— Dance of the Hours
9
Hans Lange and Orchestra
Z— Ave Maria
'
Dion Kennedy at tbe Organ
3— Gus
Waters
of
Mlnnetonka
•
Haenschea tad Onkwtr*
4— Native
Hula Moon
7.
. ..
Hawaiian Troupe
5— Waltz In A Flat Maior
4
Hans Lange and Orchestra
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Banker Buekeroas
2 ris
Sidney and Murray
Elmer
Out
2 rn.
WalterSteps
Catlett
Hold Your Temper Dec. 15 20
Leon Errol
_Oct.. -«
20 o2 .urIs
Daze
HotSmith
and Dale
Radio-dough
Fab. 5. S4
Sidney and Murray
I5.'34
Jan.
BabyandFingers
TenSidney
KRAZY KATMurray
KARTOONS
5. 34.. Irl.r. ..
Jan.
Hunter
Autograph
Nov. 24
Bill Poster. The
Bowery
Daze
•
•
■
v
Cinder Alley
Mar. 9. 34.; ' .' II rli .' .'
Curio Shop, The
pee.
15 7....
Irl.,
Oct. 13
s
Krazyof Spook
Out
the Ether
Sept. 5 T/i.Southern
Exposure
Feb.
5.'34..lrl.
Stage Krazy
Nov. 13 r . ..
Tom
Thumb
A-';'»,;
Whack's
Museum
Sept.
29 Irl..
LAUGHING WITH
MEDBURY
o
.
.1
Moroeee
29 It....
Irl..
2—1— In
In the
Orient Sept.
Oct. 25
3— In South Amerlea Dec. 22 Ir ..
4— MARCH
Among OF
the THE
Nordles
YEARS Feb. 20.'34. . 1 rl. .
N«.
I—
"Boss"
Tweed
Sept.22 S'/j . .
No.
No. 2—
3— Famous Crippen Oct. 6 Irl..
Case
Oct. 20 10
No. 4— Commander Perry
Opens Japan
Nov. 3 II...
No. S—
Jan. 24.'S4..l rl..
No.MICKEY
6—
Jan. 24.'S4. . I ri. .
COMEDIES MeGUIRE
1— Mickey's Touchdown ....Oct. 14 18
2— Mickey's Tent Show Oct. 27 18
3— Mickey's Covered Wagon. Nov. 30 18
i— Mickey's Minstrels Jan. Il.'34.i8.
5— MINUTE
Mickey's MYSTERIES
Rescue
2 rIs.
No. I— Death Attends a
Party
Oct.
8
9
No. 2— Fast Fangs
Oct. 13 Irl..
No. 3 — The Clewn Dies Dec. 14 Irl..
No.Went
4— When
the Lights Dee. 15 1 rl..
Out
No.MUSICALS
5— The Misting Clut...Jan. 22/34. . I rl. .
No.thei —Roses
Roamin' Through Nov. 16 2 rIs.
Art Jarrett
No.Jack2— Osterman
Um-Pa
Nov. 24 2rls.
No.L*u3— Holtz
School for Romance. Jan. 3I,'34..2 rIs.
No.Frank
4— Love
Detectives Feb. 28.'34. .2 rIs.
Albertson
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
Auto Show
Dec. 8 ..i rl..
Aw,
Nurse
Mar.
9. '34.. Irl..
Hollywood
Babes
Nov. 10
Irl..
Movie Struck
Sept.
8 7'/»..
Sandman
Tales
Oct. 6
Irl..
Scrappy's Art Gallery Jan. I2.'34. . I rl . .
Scrappy's Television Jan. 29.'34. . I rl . .
Scrappy's
Shop
Irl..
SUNRISEToyCOMEDIES
Brother. Could You Spare
...17..
aKenMillion?
Sept.
13.
Murray
Entertainer, The
Oct. 4. ...20..
Wilt
WORLDMahoney
OF SPORT
.1 rl.
It's Sport
Any Language. Dec.
We
Want Ina Touchdown
Oct. 30..
23 1 rl.
What the Scotch Started Oct. 6 1 rl..
Who Said the Weaker SexT.Sept. 8 9
Winter Thrills
Feb. 4.'34..lrl..
DU WORLD PICTURES
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
SEMI-FEATURES
AND SHORTS
Bride
Mar. 25
I,'34.26
Dawn ofto Samoa
Dawn
Dee.
35
Hayden-O. M. Ness Dec. 25 26
LotJuliein Sodom
Frederic Haak
No(Travelogue)
Woman's Land Apr. 15. '34. 34
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed
throughRel. Fox
Title
Date Films]
MIn.
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES
An
Old Dunking
Gypsy Custom
Jan. i2,'34.
.2 rIs.
Dora's
Doughnuts .Sept.
I 20
20
Fruen Assets
Nov. 17
Htllt.
Prosperity
Mar.30.'34..2
His Weak Moment
Oct. 13 2 rtt.
rl*.
Super Sneepor. The Feb. 9.'34..2rls.

PICTURE

HERALD

March

24,

1934

CHACT--CeNT'D>
RELEASE
Title
Rel. Dat* Mia.
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
MASTER ART
AS A DOG THINKS
AirTODD-KELLY
Fright
Dee. 23 18...
Walking
the
Dog
Sept.
29
YouBABY
and i BURLESKS
and the Gatepost . Aug. 25
PRODUCTS
Babes
Goods Feb.
Backs into theNature
Nov. I0.^34.I9...
14 20...
BeautyNeighbor
and the Bus Sept.
. . . 18. . .
Title
Date MIn.
HUMAN
SIDE OF Rel.
(Variable)
Gimme
Quarterback Jan.
26.'34
Hi,
Dee. 16.
I6....I8...
KidBATTLE
'N My
Africa
Oct.
8
FOR LIFE
THE NEWS
SoupWILLIE
and Fish
Mar. 31. '34. 18...
WHOPPER
HILL) In
Born to Die
Mar. I6,'34. . I rl. . 1. (EDWIN
Roosevelt C. Family
Davy Jones' Locker Dee. 9.... 7...
CityCORONET
of Wax
COMEDIES Feb. 9,'34..l rl..
America
I rl. .
(CInecolor)
?..
A VisitJacobs
to West
Point
Iri..
Hell's Ball
Fire
Jan. 16
6.'34..7.,.
Git Along
LittleThe
WIfle Nov.
2rls.
Play
Sept.
7...
Good
Bad Man,
Dee. 3
8 19
3. MELODY
Carrie
Bond
Iri..
MAKERS
Inventors.
The
Feb.
2,'34.20
Robin
Hood.
Jr
Feb.
3.'34..8...
Spite
Flight
Oct.
14
8.8.....
Sammy
Fain
—
With
Eton
North
of Zero
Stratos-Fear
Nov.
II
FROLICS
OF YOUTH Jan. I9,'34. .2rls.
Boys, N. Brokenshire and
Evelyn
Hoey
7....
Managed
Money
Feb.
rIs.
Cliff Friend— With Peggy
MONOGRAM
Merrily Yours
Oct. 23,'34.
6 .22rls.
Healy, Jack Fulton and
Title
Rel. Date MIn.
Pardon
Pups
Jan. 2e,'34.
.2 rIs.
Pickens
Sisters
9
What's My
To Do
Nov.
24. ...17....
CALL Wonder.
SERIES .. Deo. I Irl..
Benny
DavisCharles
— WithCirllle.
Roy
MERMAID COMEDIES
1.PORT
The 0'Seventh
Atwell,
(HarryIt toLangdon)
Martha Ray and Jaekle
2.3. City
the Sun Jan.
rl..
Leave
Dad
Oct. 20 2 rIs.
Love'sof Memorial
Feb. I,'34...l
I,'34..lri..
Green
8
4.
Children
of
the
Nile...
Mar.
I.'34..lri..
Gus
Edwards—
WItli
Ralph
No
Sleep
on
the
Deep
Mar.
23.'34.
.2
rIs.
Pop's Hand,
Pal
Dee. 29
2 ris.
KIrbery, Four Minute
5. The Peacock Thr«B*. . . . Apr. I,'34..l rl..
Stage
The
Sept.
8 2rls.
Men and John S. Young
9
6.7. JungI*
May l.'34..lri..
Trimmed
in
Furs
Jan.
5,
'34.20
The LastBound
Retort June
l,'34..lrl..
Stephen
Foster
—
With
John
MORAN AND MACK
Hundley, Nancy McCord
8.9. The
MotherFirstGang**
July
l,'34..lr!..
COMEDIES
Paradls*
Ani.
I.'34..lri..
and Kelvin Keech
10
10. Dravldlan QIamw Sept l,^34..l rl..
Fields
and McH ugh—
With
Farmers'
Folly Sept.
15 18....
Freeze-Out.FatalThe
Dee. 22
IB
Jack Osterman
and Plek11. Adventure Isia
Oct. I,'34..lri..
MUSICAL COMEDIES
ens Sisters
9
12. Queen of the Indies Nov. l,'S4..lrl..
Carrie
Bend — Ralph
With
13. A Medlterraneaa Meeea.Dee. I.'34..lrl..
Edwin Jacobs
C. Hill,
Going
2,'34..2rls.
Million Spanish
Dollar Melody Mar.
Oct. 27
2 rls.
PARAMOUNT
KIrbery
and
Lew
White
Poppin'
the
Cork
Dee.
15
24
ORGANLOGUES
Title
Rel. Dat* MIn.
ROMANTIC JOURNEYS
BETTY
BOOP
Songs
of
the
Hills
6
Across the Sea
Oct. 20 II
Radio Rubes
CARTOONS
Canyon of Romance Dec. 8 1 ri.. Sally
7....
Enchanted Trail
Sept.22 Irl..
Singln* Sam- Don Wallace
Party
Betty
Boop's Hallow*'*! N*v. 3 7
Lost
Race, The
Apr.
I3,'34..lri..
Night
of Novls-Ann
Romance
7
Betty
in Biunderland
Mar.
'34. .7
Mediterranean
Blues
Feb.
23.'34.
.
I
rl.
.
Donald
Leaf-John
Young
Hal
Hal
Hal
Mar. 2.2,'34..7
SONG HIT STORIES
I Heard
Sept.
1 7
Tongue
Twisters
7....
Don
Redmond
Irving
Kaufman-Lew
White
Doctor.
The
Feb.
23,'34.
.
1
rl.
.
Last Dogie. The
Nov. 17 10
Morning,
and NIoht. .Oct 6 7
Ship of Dreams
7.,..
Rublnoffof Noon
Manhattan
Lullaby
Nov. 24 Irl..
Ralph onKirbery-Lew
White-Kelvin Keech 7
Parade
Wooden Soldiers . Dee. i 9
Helen Morgan
Melody
Parade
Slow
Poke
Sept. 22 1 ri..
Irving Kaufman- Lew White
Red Hot Mamma
Feb. 2,^34..8
Stepin
Fetchit
Homo
Again
8
SheHEADLINERS
Wronged Him Bight. ..Jan. 5,^34..7
Nick
Lucas-Lew
WhiteKelvin
Keech
Trav'Iling
the
Road
Feb.
9.'84..lrl..
Alexander Gray
Tintypes
8...
Broadway
Knights
Feb. 23,^34. . I ri. .
Yacht Club
Boyi
STAR
COMEDY
Irving Kaufman-Lew
White
Bundle
ofEllington
Blues, A
Sept. I 10
SPECIALS
Oriental
Phantasy
8
Duke
Charies
Carlile-Lew
White-Kelvia
Keeeh
Expectant Father. The Feb. I6.'34
Little Broadcast The Oet. 27 II
Organ Festival
Gold
Ghost,
Th»
Mar.
I6,'34,
.2
rls.
Donald
Novit
Arthur
Mr. Adam
Nov. 17 2 ris.
Lew
Dick White-Ann
Llebert-JesseLeaf-Crawford
Tracy
- Lopez-Roy
Mills Bros.
•
TERRY-TOONS
VincentRoundup,
Melody Tour
8...
Beanstalk
Jack
Oct. 20 8
Radio
A Atwell Nov. 24 II
Sylvia
Froos-DIck
LlebertJohn
S.
Young
Fanny'sFiddler,
WeddingADay Sept.22
Irl..
Molasses
Gypsy
Oct. 6 6....
Mary Small • January
Poetthe Hits
8...
Holland
Days
Jan.
, . . Organlogue-ing
Prince-Vaughn
D*TheL*athThree
X
Sister*
In Venice
Dee. I2,'34.
15 .6.8....
Nick
Lucas-Lew
WhiteHerbert ofRawlinson
Joe's Lunchwagon
Apr. e,'34..lrl,.
Melodies
Love
Rumba
S*pt29 S
VincentRhythm
Lopez
Just
aStraw,
Clown
Apr. 23,'34.
20,'34. .6
. I rl. .
CarlileWhit*
Last
The
Feb.
Songs of Rawlinsonthe Range
Station
T.O,T
I9.'34. 10....
10. . . .
Little Boy Blue
Nov. 30
Where's
That
Tla*r7 Jaa.
Dee. 22....
Art Oicklnson-Lew Whit*
Borrah
Mlnnevltth
Mad andHouse,
A The. Mar.
23,'34.
. I ri . . Rhapsody
HOLLYWOOD
ON
in Black
I rl.
Owl
the
Pussycat,
Mar.
9,'34..lrl..
PARADE
Gary -RawlinsonPick-necking
Sept. 8 1 ri.. Wine.
II
Woman andWhit*
Sonj
Irl.
No.
Rio
Van Winkle
Fob. 17
9,'34..lrl..
No.
Robinson
Crusoe
Nov.
8....
.Aug.
18.
Tommy
McLaughlin-Lew
White2
Seat
8....
II.
Kelvin
Keech
.11...
Sunny South, The
Dee. 29 6....
Oct
Eili Eill
t rl.
No. 3
4
Nov. 13.
10. .11...
Three
ThoTht...Nov.
Jan. 26.'34..6
.11...
Charles
Carlile-Lew
White
VillageBears,
Blacksmith,
3 8
No. 5
Dee. 8.
PET SUPERSTITIONS
TOM HOWARD
No.
1. Spilled Salt
10. ..
No. 6
Jan.
S.'34.ll.
COMEDIES
7
F»b. 2.'S4.n...
No. 8
J.Phyllis
CarrolBarry-Geo.
Nalth LewisSPECIAL
. .
Mar. 30.2.'34..l
rl.
Big
Th«
Mar.
9,'S4..2ris.
DivorceMeow,Sweets
Nov. 30
2 rls.
9
Mar.
'34.. I rl.
No
Mouse Trapper, Th* Sept. II 2 rls. She Whoops to Conquer
No.
2
rls.
0
Apr.
27,'34.
.1
rt.
PARAMOUNT
PICTORIAL
.10.
Static
Sept. 29.... JO....
Zasu
TREASURE CHEST
No. I— Just a LIttI* Drat*DaphnePIttt-Bllly
Pallard BevaS'
Ino
— The Reek Gardes — Aug. II.
Air Maniacs
Dec. 15 18
Irving
BosomDreams
Friends
Mar. 30.'34.
No.Salmon
2— On— Mills
the TrailOut*f th*
Day
Dec.
8 .2 rls.
Trotting
th*
Hula Honeymoon
Mar. 2, '34. .2 rls.
LDWYNO-GO
METR
Champion
—
Qr*«n.8ept. 8. .10.
Pagllacci
Apr. 10
6.'34..2rls.
No. 3— Dr. Johnny
R*y Chapman
MAYER
Shorts
Nov.
.10.
AndrawsHarry
— Arnstreng.
S*»t*ab*r
Song of Vienna
Nov. 3
TItl*
Rel. Dat* MlB.
What
ALL-STAR
SERIES
No.Morn4— —Let's
G« Crabblli .Oct. 8.
Your Does
Life 1934
Is InHold?
YMir Dee. 22 16
— Manhattan
Naetara* — N*«. 3.
Irvin
S. Cobb
Hands
Sept.22
Caretaker's
Daughter Sept.
May 26,'34.20...
Crook's Tour
23 19...
No.
5
—
The
Old
Mfll —
Mixed
Nuts
Feb.
I7,'34.
18.
.
.
FOX FILMS
Jack
Next Week-End
Apr.
7,'34.I8...
rator
—Frost,
Song Master
Makor*D***-*f De*. I II....
Twin
Screws
Dee.
SO
19...
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
the
Nation
Yeast
Is
West
N*v.
1
1....
19...
ADVENTURES OF THE
CHARLEY CHASE
No.Trees
6— —Southward
He — Dee. 29.... 18
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
Gllda Gray
Cracked Icenan
Jan. 27,^S4.I9...
Following the HorsesI Sept. I. ....9...
No. 7— Queer Fish— Liquid
Four
Parts
Mar.3l.'34.l8...
Motor Mania!
Sept.29. ....9...
Ross Old Jan. 28.'34.I9...
ril
Take atVanilla
5,'J4.I9...
Conquest of tho Alrl Nov. 30. ...9...
No.Air
8—— Lanny
Sponging
Luncheon
Twelve May
Dee. 21
9 21...
2 ...
Nassau
— Whaton Next,
Scouring the Seven 8easl...0ct. 20.
MidsummerSaid
Mush
Oct.
Answering the Riot CtllI...Dec. 22. ....9...
Ladies?
—
Song
Makers of
Sherman
It
Sept.
2
17...
...9...
FITZPATRICK
Filming the Fashions Nov. 10. 34..
the Nation, Gordon and
I ri.
TRAVEL
TALKS
Outdoing
the
Daredevils
Mar.
2.'
Feb.
2S,'34..l rl.
With the Navies of the
British
No.Revel
9—
Mar.23.'S4..l
rl.
Colorful Guiana
Ports of Call Dec.
De^ 23
23 8...
9...
World
Mar. 23.' 1I ri.
No.POPEYE
10—
THE SAILOR Apr. 28. '34.. I ll.
Day
in
Venice
Oct.
28
9...
OnMAGIC
WesternCARPET
Trails
Apr. 13.'
Dutch
Guiana,
Land
ef
Blow
Me
Down
Oct
27
7...
.10..
D)uka
Sept. 25
2.... 10...
Can
It
Apr.
rl.
TheSERIES
Desert Patrol
Sept. I.
Italy.
Land of Inspiration. . Nov,
9...
EatsYouWhat
MyTake
Spinach
Nov. 27.17'34. . I7...
7...
New Zealand
Outposts of Francs Sept. 15. ..9..•34.
II Yam
I Yam
Sept20
Scotland the Bonnie Sept. 30 ....9....
Glimpses of Greece Sept.29. '34
Let's
You
and
Him
Fight.
.Feb.
I6.'S4..6...
Man on the Flying Trapeze,
Playground of Pan Oct. 13. '34..
Tibet. Land of Isolatleo... .Feb. 17, 34. .9....
Elephant
GOOFY
MOVIES
The
rt.
The
IslandTrails
of Malta Oct.
Nov. 27.3. ...10.
Seasin's
Greetlnks , ...Mar.30,'34..l
De*. 8 S...
A
Whole
Show
in
One
Re«I.Sept.
9
AByways
Day ininTokyo
10. ....9.
Perils
of a Arsenic
Annie
Oct. 7.
Sock-A-Bye.
Baby
Jan.
I9.'34..7...
Bangkok Nov.
Nov. 24.
Wild
Elephlnks
Dee.
29
7...
Heel
of
Nation,
The
.2
rls.
.
I
rl
.
.
SCREEN
SONGS
Around
Nov.
LAUREL & HARDY
Gem of the
the Acropolis
Sea
Dec. 30.
15. '34..
Boo,
Theme Seng
7...
Busy Bodies
Oct. 7 20
I LikeBoo,Mountain
Musie Oct
Nov. 13
10 10...
Rural England
Dec. 22.
Eton
Boys
Dirty
Work
Nov,
25....
20....
London
Medley
Dee.
29
Flemish Folk
Jan. 5. 34.
Rainin'NIesen
All the Time. Jan. I2,'34,l«...
Oliver
the Eighth
Gertrude
Tunisian
MUSICAL
COMEDIES Jan. I3,'34.28. . . . Keeps
Sentinels Travels
of the Sea Jan.
Jan. 2619, 34..
Jail
Birds
of
Paradise
Feb.
24,^34.
.2
rls.
Lazybones
Apr. IS,'S4..I rl.
Roaming the Netherlands. .. Feb. 9. I ri.
BorrahAll MInnevltch
Keg
0' MyIn Heart
Nov. II 20
2 ris. Let's
Sing LIk* th*
Rhapsody
Brew Sept.30
Under Moroccan Skies Feb. 16,' I ri.
BirdiesBabies.
Sing
Feb. 19
9.'S4..I...
A MOVIE
Journey TINTYPE
In Flanders
Symphony
Suds Jan. e,'34..2rls.
MUSICALIn REVUES
Sing.
Sing Dee.
S...
SERIESFeb. 23.'
Plane
NuU
Oct. 14
20
Baby Rose Marie
For the Man She Ltvad... .Sept. 8 •34
Roast
Beef
and
Movies.
..
Dee.
2.
...17
Tune
Up
and
Sing
Mar
9.'34..lrl.
Slander's
Tongue
Sept.22
Lanny
Ross
Twin Dukes and a Duchess. Oct. 6 '3
ODDITIES
When Yuba Plays the
The
Great ofTrain
Robbery. .Oct.
Fine Feathers
Nov. 18 9
Rumba Bros.
on the Tuba Sept. 18 7...
A Moment
Madness
Nov. 274 '•33444
Happy
Warriors
Oct.
21
9
Mills
Helen of the Chtrus Dec. 10
Roping
Wild
Bears
Jan.
I3.'34..9
SCREEN
SOUVENIRS
The Extravagant Wife Jan. 5. 34
Trick Golf
Mar. 3,^34..8.,..
No.
I
Aug.
The GiH from the Ctuntry.Jan. 19,
Vital
Feb. I0.'34.I0
No. 2
Sept 25
22.... 10...
18...
OUR Victuals
GANG
Emma's Dilemma
Feb. 2,
No.
3
Oct
20. ...10......
Bedtime
Worries
Sept.
9
21....
Love's
Old
Sweet
Song
Feb.
16,
No. 4
Nov. I7....I0.
Wild Poses
Oct. 28 19
The Heart of Valeska Mar. 9

March

24,

1934
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(THE
CELEASE
CliAKT~CCNT*D
)
Title
Rel. DaU Mia.
Title
Title
Rel Date Mia.
Rel.
Mia.
UNIVERSAL
COMEDIES Rel. Date MIn.
LOONEY TUNES
N«. Title
5
Dee.Date
15 10
MY BRIDGE EXPERIAll(Mentone
at Sea
Sept.20 21
No.
I
—
Buddy's
Day
Out.
.Sept. 9 8, . .
ENCES
(Ely
Culbertson)
■/
H*. 6
Jan. I2.'34.I0
No.
2)
Forced Response, A
Sept. 15. ...17....
No.Garden
2 — Buddy's Beer
N*.
7
Feb.
9.'34..l
rl..
Oct 21 7. ..
...21....
Big
Benefit,
The
Oct.
18
21
Murder
at
the
Bridge
Table.
Sept.
I.
Ne. 8
Mar. 9.'34..l rl.. Society Cheaters
(Mentone No. 3)
No. 3 — Buddy's Show Boat. May I2,'34..7
Sept. 29. ...21....
Nt.PARAMOUNT
9
No.
4
—
Buddy
the
Gob.
.
.
Jan. 13. '34. .7
Big
Casino,
The
Nov.
29
21
What
Not
to
Do
In
Bridge..
Oct.
13.
SOUND Apr. 9.'34..l rl..
...15....
Trans-Atiantie Bridge
No.
56—— Buddy
andGarage
Towser. . Feb. 24.'34. .7
(Mentone No. 4)
N EWS
No.
Buddy's
7....
Tricks
Oct.
27..
Born
Aoril Holloway
First Mar. I4,'34.2I
TweGRANTLAND
Editleni Weekly
.20....
Sterling
Three Knaves and a Queen. Nov. 10.. .21....
No.Troubles
7 — Buddy's Trolley
RICE
7
PATHE NEWS
Broadway
Varieties
Feb.
14,
'34..
2
rls
SPORTLIGHTS
No.MELODY
8— Buddt/MASTERS
of the Aoes
7.. .
(Mentone No. 7)
Released twice a week
No. S— Water Lur»
Sept. 22. . . . 10. . . .
Ceiling
Mar.28.'34. .2 rls.
No. 4— The Marth tf the
PATHE onceREVIEW
Hot from Petrograd Sent. 2 10
Henrv Whacks
Armetta
Champion!
Oct. 20 II
Released
a month
Dave Aoollon and Orchestra
Ed(Mentone
Sullivan'sNo. Headliners.
. Apr. I8,'34. .2 rls.
No. 5— Kennel KIboi Nov. 24 10
Barber
Blues
9)
No. 6— Around the Cilendir . Dec. 22 10....
SOGLOW'S
ClaudeShop
Hopkins
and Band Sept.30 9
CARTOONS "THE KING"
Full
Coverage
Feb.
28,'34.21
No. 7 — Jumping Giante ....Jan. 28/34. II....
...7....
Henry Armetta
Rubinoff
and
Orchestra
Oct. 28 10
Fatal
Note,
The
Sept.
29..
No. 8— Horsepower
Feb. I6,'34.ll
Meeting
Dec. 20 20
Eddie Duchin and Band. ...Nov. 25. ...10
Jest of Honor
Jan. I9,'S4..7
SterlingMazle
Holloway
No.
9—
Flying
Bodlei
Mar.
23.'34.
10
Borrah
Minnevitch
and
His
Jolly
Good
Felons
Feb.
i6,'34.
.7.
.
.
.
Ne.TWO10— REEL
Animal COMEDIES
Aatlei . . . Apr. I3.'34. . I rl. . Marching Along
Harmonica Rascals Dec. 23 . . . 10
Oct.
Mountain
Music
Jan. 3, '34. 18
Louise Fazenda
On the Pan
Nov. 27
24 7....
7
NotSterling
the Marrying
Kind Nov. 22 20
Jack Denny and Band Jan. 20.'34.I0
Circus
Feb. IS.'34.2I
Pals
I rl..
HarryHoodoo
Langdon
Holloway
Mills Blue Rhythm Band... Feb. 17. '34. 10
SPECIALS
Cold Turkey
Dee. I It....
On(Mentone
the Air No.
and I)Off Sepl 8 19
Vincent Lopez
Mar. I7,'34. 10
JosephDear
Cawthorn
So VAGABOND
This Is Harris
A Phil
Big City
SpitalnyFantasy Apr. f4.'34. . I rl. .
Ducky
Sept. I 19
ADVENTUREJan. I9.'34.28
Open
Sesame
Oct.
25
20....
Sidney Toler
SERIES
Henry
Armetta
IshamHatJones
May I2.'34.I0
Tin
Harmony
I rl. .
OutLouise
of Gas
Nov. 8 21
Antwerp
Sept. 8 IO</s..
GoldWalter
Nuggets
Feb. 2.'34.I8...
Fazenda
Catlett
Cuba
Nov.
IO....IO'/»..
B.
A.
Wolfe
1
rl..
Abe
Lvman
Gibraltar,
Guardian af the
JustBIngan Crosby
Echo
Jan. I9.'S4.M....
Palsie
Jan. 31, '34. 20
D. Mendoza and Vitaphone
HenryWalsie
Armetta
Mediterranean
Band
I
rl. .
Pie
for
Two
Dec.
13
21....
NewPallette-Catlett
Dealers, The
Apr. 6,'34..2rlt.
Hoiy Land
Feb. i6,'34.IO....
James Gleason
Madeira,
Land at Wine
I'veMERRIE
Got to MELODIES
Sing a Torch
Stung
Again
Oct.
18
18
NoLeon
MoreErrolBridge Mar. I6.'34. .2 rli. Moorish Spain
Jan. I2,'34.I0
Louise Fazenda
Song
Sept.23 7
Supper
at Six
Dee. 27 18..
Sitting
on a Back Yard Dec. 16 7
OldChleBugler.
Jan. S,'S4.20
Sale The
Fence
(Mentone
No.
5)
On Ice
Oct. 8 21
STATE RIGHTS
Trifle
Jan. I7,'34. lO'/i . . Pertin' in the Park Jan. 27, '34.. 7
VinceBackward.
Barnett A
Harry Langdea
(Cinecolor) Hotel
Honeymoon
Feb. I7,'34..7
One Awful Night Oct. 20. ...21....
Title
Rel.
Date
MIn.
Vaudeville
Days
Mar. 21, '34.21 . .
Pallette-Catlett
(Mentone No. 8)
Beauty and the Beast
In..
AMKINO
(Cinecolor)
A
Day
in
Moscow
26...
Vaudeville
on
Parade
Jan.
24,
'34.
.2
rls.
Petting
Preferred
Apr. 27,'34.
.2 rls.
Thos« Were Wonderful Days
I rl..
Please
Dee.
15.... 22
(Mentone
No.
6)
Killing
to
Live
'
17...
Bing Crosby
Going to Heaven on a Mule
I rl..
Kino Displays
18. . .
Where's
Elmer?
Fob. 7.'S4.20
Vince
Barnett
Roaming Romeo, A
Dee. 29. ...21
PEPPER
POT
BEVERLY HILLS PICTURES
Harry Beware
Langdon
Walter Donaldson
Sept. 9 10
Capers
•
Sailors,
Sept. 15. . . . 18. . . . CootoD
Admission
5cwith Dr. Sept. 23 10
Rock-a-Bye-Bye,
Flame of the Paelfle
23...
Catlett-Pallette
Bi'g'"^ COMEDIES SHORTS
VITAPHONE
Terrors of the Amazon
29...
Rockwell
Oct. 7 II
Three
Leon Little
Errol Swigs Nov. 10 21
CAPITAL
Laughs
in
Notre Dame theGleeLaw
Club Oct.
Nov. 21
4 B8
Dance Parade
17...
UpFranklin
and Down
Mar.
2.'34..2ri(.
Panoborn
Harry Warren
Nov. IB 10
No.JackI— Haley
Salt Water Daffy. .Sept. 18 21
CELEBRITY
Easy Aces
Dec.
26 10
10
Jack and the Beanstalk S...
Little
Miss
Mischief Dee.
Dec. 30
No. 2— Close Relations . . .Sept.30. . . 20
FIRST DIVISION
Movie
Memories
9
PRINCIPAL
Roscoe
(Fatty)
Arbuekle
Delhi
Nev. IS 10...
TheSrgmund
Tune Detective....
Jan. I3.'34..9....
No. 3— Gobs of Fun Oct. 21 21..
Spaeth
Title
Rel. Data MIn.
MyDavid
Side L.of Hutton
the Story Se»L22....IO...
George
Givot-Charies
Judsis
Gus
Shy
Mississippi
Suite
City of Contraste Nov. 22... .19...
No. 4— Turkey In the Raw. Nov. 4 21..
. Jan. 27. '34. .9
Strange Case of Tom Mooney .July 21 23...
Cuba
Sept. 27 21...
TheBlock
Wrong
and Wrong
Sully Trail. . Feb. IO,'34.IO
Great Raccoon Hunt. The... Sept. I 20...
IDEAL
No.
5
—
In
the
Dough
Nov.
25
22
Kiek-Otf, The
Oct. II... .27...
Song Hits, with Roy Turk.
Canal
Gypsies
9...
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuekle
.9...
Evolution
28...
Newslaugh—
No. Troplei
2
Dee.
20...
No. 6 — Here Comes FIsule. Dee. 9 18...
Feb.
24.'34.
Easy
Aces.
No. 2
Mar.
I0.'34.
Wonders
of
the
Dec.
13...,
.32...
Goofy
Games
8...
Ben
Blue
Pure
Feud
Apr. 21.
'34. 10.
10
CONFLICTS OF
Mystic
East,The
The
10...
No. 7 — Tomalle
Dee. SO 21...
A Radio
CabinetRamblers
Meeting
Apr. 27, '34. 10
NATURE SERIES
Next
War,
28...
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuekla
Circle of Life of the Ant
Those Were the Days May 5. '34. 10
We're
on Our W«r
9...
No. 8— How D'Ya LIka
.7...
Radio Reels
May 19.'34. 10. .. .
Lien, The
Feb. I4.'34 .7...
INDUSTRIAL
That?
Jan. IS.'34.I8
Van
Farmer's Friend, Th* Oct. 4 .7...
LuluJessel-McConnell
'"i;-The
Silent
Enemy
SO.
.
.
George
Givot-Charle*
Judels
From
Ceeoon
te
Butterfly,.
.Jan.
I0,'34.
Charles
Ahearn
I •
No. 9— Nervous Hands Feb. 3,'34.2I
INVINCIBLE
HerBee
Majesty, the Queen
Little Jack Little
9....
Dee. I .8...
Ben Blue
Snowman
10...
No.
10—
Pugs
and
Kisses.
..
Feb.
I7.'S4.2I
.
.
.
.
Hollywood
Newsreel
Irl..
Insect Clowns
Charles Judels
Radio Reel No. 2
1 rl..
Oueen
of the Underworld. .. Mar.
Dee. 4,'34,
6 — .7...
.7...
Dad Minds the Baby
I
No.Harry
II — Mushrooms
Feb. 14, '34. 20
Gribbon
BergenStolen
in AtMelody
the Races
Irl..
UNITED ARTISTS
No. 12— Foiled Again Mar.24.'34.20. . . . The
I
rl..
RKO RADIO PICTURES
Ben Blue
Title
Rel. Date
Camera
Speaks
' ■
MICKEY
MOUSE
Title
Rel. Date
MUSICAL
WORLD
JOURNEYS
No.
13—
Ben
Blue
(untitled)
.Apr.
I4,'34.20
.
.
.
.
E.
M.
NEWMAN
No. l-t— Corn en the Cop. . .Apr. 28,'34.20
15.
Mickey'sLove
Gala Premiere. Aug.
June 30
AMOS
'N' ANDY
16.
Puppy
No. 15 — I Scream
May I9,'34.20
Exploring
the Pacific Sept.
10
CARTOONS
6,'34.I0..
17. Steeple
Chase
Sept. 14
I
Samoan Memories
Oct. 16
14....
10....
BROADWAY BREVITIES
rl..
Lion Tamer, The
Feb. 2,'S4 .1M....
9.
18.
The
Pet
Shop
Sept22....
Heart of Paris
Nov. II
3.'34.I0..
Rasslln'
Match,
The
Jan.
5,'S4
9....I..
No.
I
—
Use
Your
ImaginaItaly, the Old and the New. Deo.
(NEW
SERIES)
tion
Sept.
2.
..
18.
..
BLONDE and RED
Cannibal
Islands
Jan.
1.
Giant
Land
Nov.
15
HEAD SERIES
Spanish America
Feb.
No.Hal 2 —LeRey-Mltzl
Rufus JonesMayfair
for
Bridal Ball
Feb 9, '34
Mickey Shanghaied
Jan.
Jerusalem,
theSiam
Holy City... Mar.
Mar. 31,3.'34.I0.
President
Sept. 9 20
Walking
Home Dee. 8...
3.2. Playful
Pluto
Mar. I5,'34.
I,'34.
Picturesoue
34.10
CHARLIEBackCHAPLIN
Ethel3— Waters
4.SILLY
Camping
Out
Feb. I6.'34.
SERIES
(Reissue)
No.
Seasoned
Greetings.
Sept.23
20
Slackers
of
the
Jungle
Apr.
2B,'34.
10
SYMPHONIES
Central
America
Dark
Africa
East
Indies
May
26,'34.
10.jIS". . .
The Count
Nov. 17.... 21....
12.
Lullaby
Land
Aug.
18
No.LIta4—Grey
PaulChaplin
Revere, Jr.... Oct. 7 21
The Immigrant
Jan. I9.'34, SI....
13.
Pled
Piper
Oct.
6....
CLARK A. MeCULLOUGH
Gus
Shy-Janet
Reade
South
Sea
Islands
' •
SERIES)Before
No. 5— Operator's Opera... Oct. 14 21
1.(NEW
The Night
FitsSERIES
in a FIddIa Oct. 20... .14%..
Christmas
Dee.
15
0'
DayEton
Boys
Donald
Novls-Dawn
Hey Nanny, Nanny Jan 12.2,'34.
.2 rls.
2.3. The
Cliina Shop
ll theIn Devil
Dog Hmiw Feb. '34 21....
No. 6— 'Tis Spring Oct. 28.... 19....
Grasshopper
aad the...Jan. IS,'34.
Oder
the Court
.2
rls.
SECIALS
PatriciaJenkins
Ellis20....
Allen
Ant, The
Feb. I5,'S4.
Siini In a Jug
Nov. 2..
(EACH SERIAL 12 EPISODES OF 2 HL8.)
CUBBY THE BEAR
Title
Rel. Date Mil.
No.(Technicolor)
7— Yeast Is Yeast Nov. 1 1.... 20....
CARTOONS
Croon Crazy
Dee. 29..., .7....
Tom
Patrieola
UNIVERSAL
No.
8—
The
Mild
West....
Nov.
18....
23....
.7....
Cubby's
Oct. 6I .1 rl..
FIRST DIVISION
GallopingPlenle
Fanny
Dec.
Borden Dee. 2 23
Title
Rel. Date .8...
Young Eagles
Ne.Janet9— Reade-Olive
Girl Trouble
rl..
Gay Gaucho, The
Nov. 3 .1.7'/...
MlB.
GOOFYTONE
NEWS
Mitchell
and
Durante
GMd Knight
Feb. 23.'34.
No. I
Aug. 28 10...
No. 10— Around the Clock.. Dec. 16 29
Sinister
Stuff
Jan. 28,'34. .1 ri..
No. 3
2
Oct.
I 10...
GRIBBON-KENNEDY
No.
Dec. 25
Norma
Terris-Boys
MASCOT
Four Eton
COMEDIES
.9...
Fighting
with
Carson. . .July 6....S9....
Hew Comedies Are Born Sept. 8 19....
No. II — Plane Crazy
Dec. 23 22
No. 4
Jan. 29.'34. .1 rl.
Johnny
MackKitBrown(aaeh)
Suits te Nuts
Dee. I II....
Noah Beery
No. 6
5
Mar. I9,'34.
5.'34. .1 rl.
Dorothy
Lee-Arthur and
HEADLINER SERIES
Morton
Havel
No.
Mar.
No. 5— Preferred List Oct. 6 20....
OSWALD CARTOONS
Lost
Jungle,
The
Apr.
I,'34.20....
No. 12— Kissing Time Dec. 18 22
Clyde Beatty
.8'/j.
Ne. 6— Air Tonic
Dee. 22 21....
Mystery
Sauadron, The Dee. 23 (Meh)
20
House. The
Jan. I5,'34. .9...
.2 rls. Candy
Jane
FromanBob Steele
(aaeh)
.7...
Georges
Metaxa
Ne. 7— On Aopreval Jan. 5,'34, ,20...
Chicken
Reel
Jan.
I,'S4.
.
No.
13—
A
Little
Girl
with
Wolf
Dog,
The
Sept.30
County
Fair
Feb. IB
5.'34. .1 rl.
No.MASQUERS
8— Autobuyography
COMEDIES. . . . Mar. I6,'34 20....
Five
and
Dime
Sept.
RIn
Tin Tin. Mallery
Jr.-Frankle
Abroad
in Did Kentucky
BigI<1—Ideas
Jan. 20,'34.29
Darre-Boots
Picon Tonight
Gingerbread
Boy
Apr.
MR. AVERAGE
MAN Sept. 9
No.Molly
Not
In the Zoo
Nov. I6,'34,
8 .7...
.1 rl.
COMEDIES (EDGAR
Kings Did
Up
Mar. 27
I2.'34. .8...
KENNEDY)
.7...
Josephine
Jan. 27,'34.21
Soul
Nov.
. . Merry
PRINCIPAL
Frank
McHughGrin and Bear It
Dec. 29 201/1
Kitty Kelly
Parking Space
Dec. 18
Chandu
-.••'JC'*18....
(aaeh)
.7...
Love
on
a
Ladder
Mar.
2.'34
(Technicolor)
Shoppe.
The
Feb.
I9,'34.
What Fur?
Nov. 3... 21.... Toy
.
I
rl.
Lost
World
v-*J?*Wolf.
Wolf
Apr.
2.'34.
No.
15—
Picture
Palace
Feb.
10,
'34.
2
1
MUSICALS
POOCH CARTOONS
(aaeh)
No.
Bubbling
Over
Jan. 5.'34.20....
No. 1716 —— Come
Businessto Dinner.
Is a ... Feb. 24, '34. 21
King Done
Klunk
Sept. 4....
Ethei Waters
Tarzan,
theCrabbe
Fearless Aug. II....20..
..
She
Him
Right
Oct.
9
Pleasure
Mar.
3,'34.17..
Buster
(eath)
.2
rls.
RADIO STAR REELS
Henry
the
Ape
Jan. 26.'34
No.Dorothy
IB — Silver
Living Mar. I7,'34.30
Bert
Lahr
Stone
Peeping
Tom
Sept.20
Hi22oner
Nov. 17... 2IV4..
17...
Louis Sobol
4
No. 19— Let's Play Post
Bert Lahr
Boswell
Sisters.— No.
The
Dee. 6.. 21...
UNIVERSAL
Office
Mar. 31, '34. 21
20....
Knife
of
the
Party
Feb.
I6,'34
Jean Sargent
Nick
Kenny—
No.
4
Lillian Miles
Gordon
Ghost City
Aug. 14....(each)
20 ...
No.
20 — Story Conference.. Apr. 7,'34 20
Buck ofJones-Madge
Bellamy
.2 rls.
STRANGE
AS
IT
Sea Sore
Mar. 9. '34 2l'/i..
Lillian Roth
Perils of Pauline Nov. 9 20
SEEMS SERIES
Strange
Case
of
Hennessy.
.
Dec.
8...
Evalyn
KnapF-Robert
Allen
(eaeh)
Cliff Edwards
No.(Technicolor)
21 — Morocco Nights .. .Apr. 21, '34. 18
No.
Sept.
rl.
Phantom of the Air
May 22 20 ...
MUSiCOMEDIES
No. 32—
33 — Novelty
Novelty
Oct. 49 .1.9...
Tom Tyler-Gloria Shea
(each)
.9...
No.Hal22 —LeRoy
Private Lessons ...May 5. '34. 22....
Nov. 20 10...
SERIES Weather
(Ruth Etting) Dec. 15 20"/, . . No. 34— Novelty
California
No. 35— Novelty
Dee. IB 11...
Pirate
Treasure
Jan. 29.'34.20.
Richard
Talmadge(eaeh) . . .
22....
No. 23 — Come Out of the
Derby Decade
No.
36—
Novelty
Jan.
22,'34.
Lueille Lund
Knee Deep in Music Sept. 22 2|i/j..
No. 37— Novelty
Feb. 26. '34. 10...
Past
May 12. '34. 30
Lillian
Roth
No. 3B— Novelty
Mar. 26.'34. .1 rl.
Torch Taiigi
Feb. 23.'34 21....
Vanishing
Shadow, TheInce
Apr. 23. '34.(eaeh)
20
Onslow Stevens-Ada
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USED

ECUIPMENT

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc. Projection
Screens,
Machines Repaired. Catalogue H free. MO\^E
SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd., 844 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
FOR SALE-CHEAP ONE PACENT SOUND AND
film equipment complete. E. C. EVANS, New Plaza
Theatre, Milford, Dela.
FOR SALE, 300 VENEERED OPERA CHAIRS. 50c.
Ave., Cmeach.
ciimati,VICTOR
Ohio. THEATRE, 1112 Harrison

PROGRESS THIIOUGH DEPRESSION IS OUR
Peerlowdovvn on Simplex,
record — Why? Write for Forest,
Hertner. Operadio.
less, Strong. Brenkert,
1600
CORP..
S.
O.
S.
mailed.
Lists
prices.
Sacrifice New York.
Broadway.
USED THEATRE CHAIRS, LOWEST PRICES,
chairs. GENparts for2035all Charleston
all kinds,
stock,SEATING
largest ERAL
St.,
COMPANY,
Chicago.
MONARCH'S SPECIAL BARGAIN
PATRONIZE
Rebuilt projectors, generators, rectifiers,
counter:
screens,
reflector arc lamps, Mazda lamphouses,heads.
All
sound
chairs, lenses, portables, amplifiers, trades
completed.
Satisfactory
theatre equipment.
Expert projector repairing and service. Established
MONARCH THEATRE SUPFree list.Tenn.
25 years
PLY CO., Memphis,

ACME. SVE
MOTIOGRAPH, DELUXE, POWERS, equipped.^
jOO
projectors. Roadshows
DeVry. silentZenith
film. Bargain lists. NATIONAL EQUIPreels,
MENT CO., Duluth, Minn.
BARGAINSl RECONDITIONED ARCTIC NU-AIR
blowers, noiseless drives. Write for prices. SOUTHERN FAN COMPANY, Box 440, Atlanta, Ga.
OUTSTANDING BARGAINS FOR CASH ON
35 mm. sound-on-film procomplete rebuilt portable
made by one of the most reliable manujector outfits
facturers. BOX 375. MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

SIMPLEX MECHANREAL BUYS! REBUILT $175.00;
Morelite de luxe
isms, $135.00, complete machine
$175.00; Mazda lamps
rebuilt lamps, $125.00: Peerless,
at lowest
parts
Machine
pair.
and transformers. $90
prices. CROWN, 311 W. 44th St., New York.

PCSITIONS

WANTED

AVAILABLE - THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED
adHigh-power
manager.
and publicity
theatre
stunts.edChain
Exploitation
y artist.
writer Poster-lobb
experience. P. O'. BOX 180, Butler, Pa.
. Prefer
experienceGood
years'
— 10sober
PROJECTIONIST
refand reliable. PICTURE
married, BOX
steady position,
MOTION
381,
o
anywhere.
g
,
s
e
c
n
e
r
e
HERALD.
EXPERIENCED PROJECTIONISTS FURNISHED.
H. S. I., P. O. Box 88, Station C, Los Angeles.

15 YEARS'
UNION,
ONIST,position
SOUND PROJECTI
East.
preferably
wishes steady
experience,
Good reference. BOX 382, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

NE>V

ECDIPMENT

THEATRES

WANTED

TRADE WITH
"OLDMost
RELIABLE
Established
25 years.
complete MONARCH."
stock theatre
equipment, sound accessories, supplies. Money saving
prices. Our central location assures snappy service.
Catalog free. MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
PATENT LITIGATION CAN BE AVOIDED BY
adapting the Tri- Phonic sound system to any sound
head.
fidelity, wider
range. Mass.
TRIPHONICGuarantees
SYSTEM, higher
19 Winchester
St., Boston,

WILL PAY UP TO $3,000.00 FOR THEATRE
lease. Middlewest, under favorable conditions. BOX
3S0. MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
WANTED TO RENT SUBURBAN THEATRE
with privilege to lease or buy. R. MUELLER, 1623
Bruce Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
WANTED TO LEASE THEATRE ANY SIZE
in any of the western states. BOX 373, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.

COMPLETE LINE OF BABY AND STANDARD
spotlights,
floodlights, electric stage effects at attracYork. tive prices. NEWTON, Inc., 253 West 14th St., New

CENEDAE

WANTED

TC

DDT

WANTED: USED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS FOR
cash. State price wanted and serial number. BOX 378,
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
PROJECTION AND BOOTH EQUIPMENT,
parts and accessories. Simplex mechanisms, arc
lamps, lars.
rectifiers,
Give fullPICTURE
particuSpot cash.generators,
BOX 374,etc.MOTION
HERALD.
SCDND

ECDIDMENT

"VERY
PLEASED
writes
Covey,MUCH
Laverne
Theatre, WITH
Laverne,OPERATION"Okla. S. O. S.
Wide
Fidelity
is
within
anyone's
reach,
$179.70
complete. S. O. S. CORP., 1600 Broadway, New
York.up
WIDE RANGE OPTICAL SYSTEMS— FIT ANY
make soundhead. Lenses by Bausch & Lomb, 9,000
cycle frequency
response,
image .0008
Specially priced, $19.75.
S. O. slit
S. CORP.,
1600 high.
Broadway,
New York.
THEATRE

DDCrEDS

PROFITABLE SALES AND PURCHASES OF
theatres quickly arranged. ALBERT GOLDMAN, 5
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
DEPCESENTATIVES
WANT LIVE-WIRE AGENTS ANYWHERE TO
sell nationally advertised sound projection equipment,
portable and permanent supplies, parts, etc. BOX
383, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
TECHNICAL

DCCrS

SOUND AllPROJECTION"
ly"MIEHLINGS
$6.00j now $1.49.
fundamentals FORMERof sound,
profusely illustrated, wiring blue prints, charts.
S. O. S. CORP., 160O Broadway, New York.
DI^DStiES AND
SDDDLIES
THEATRE MANAGERS! SAVE 10 TO 50 PER
cent on brushes, cardboard, colors and other sign and
poster needs. Simply cut out this ad, pin it to your
letterhead and our big 80-page book will be mailed
free of charge. DICK BLICK CO., Box 43, Galesburg,
111.

ECDIPMENT

NEW AND USED CHAIRS. ALL ACCESSORIES.
Slip covers. Servastone for concrete floors. ALLIED
SEATING CO., 358 W. 44th St., New York.
BARGAINS — NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
supplies.AskExpert
overhauling
— WhatSUPPLY
do you
need?
us. projector
MIDWEST
THEATRE
CO., 910 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
DRAPERY FABRICS, VELOURS, SATEENS, ETC.
ASSOCIATED
FABRICS, 723 Seventh Ave., New
York.
COMPLETE BOOTH AND SOUND EQUIPMENT.
New and rebuilt. Accessories and Supplies. Expert
repair and servicing. Guaranteed quality. Unusual
prices. Trades considered. EMPIRE THEATRE
SUPPLY CORP., 334 W. 44th St.. New York.
SCREEN
DESDDEACINC
WE RESURFACE YOUR OLD SCREEN AND
make
it likeCO.,new.
RE-NU
SCREEN
SURFACE
823 S.BURDICK'S
Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
THEATRES
1.000 SEAT,
LARGE
OHIOsound.
CITY.Long,
COLORED
PAtronage.
Western
Electric
cheap lease.
Big money maker. Sickness reason for selling. $12,000
cash required. ALBERT GOLDMAN. Mailers Building, Chicago.
WILL SELL FIVE-YEAR LEASE ON PAYING
theatre fbr $1,000.00 cash. BOX 372, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
TRAININC

SCHCCLS

LEARN THEATRE POSTER PAINTING. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF LETTERING, Bo!x 102,
Aurora, 111.
LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT
and theatre advertising. Big opportunities for trained
men. Catalog free. THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE. 315 Washington St.. Elmira. N. Y.
RRINTINC

SERVICE

NEARGRAVURE— 250 2-COLOR LETTERHEADS,
250 envelopes, $2.99 prepaid. SOLLIDAYS. Knox,
Ind.
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